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GREGORIAN CHANT Joseph Otten
Organist Epiphany Church, Pittsburg. I'a.

GREIG. EDVARD Henry T. Fi.vck
Musical Director New York 'Evening Post'

GROUPS, THEORY OF Frank Nelson Cole
Professor of Mathematics. Columbia University

GUATEMALA; GUIANA; HONDURAS Marrion Wilcox
Authority on Latin-America

GUNCOTTON; GUNPOWDER Charles E. Munroe
Professor of Chemistry. Columbian University

GUNNERY Philip R. Aloer
U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis

HANDWRITING .Persifor Frazer
Docteur fes-Sciences Naturelles, Univ. dc France

HARDWARE TRADE EC. SIMMONS
Simmons Hardware Company, St. Louis

HARMONIC ANALYSIS William E. Byerlv
Professor of Mathematics, Harvard University

HARTMANN, K. R. E. von; HEDONISM Grace Neal Dolson
Professor of Philosophy, Wells College

HAWAII; HONOLULU WD. Alexander
Formerly Surveyor- General Hawaiian Islands

HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL Edward Everett Hale, Jr.
Professor of English, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

HEART William W. Gannett, M,D.
Visiting Physician to the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass.

HEAT Ernest R. von Nardroff
Head Science Department Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, N. Y,

HEATING AND VENTILATION Henry C. Me yer, Jr.
Consulting Engineer, New York City

HEBREWS, EPISTLE TO THE David Foster Estes
Professor of New Testament Interpretation, Colgate University

HEGEL, GEORGE WILLIAM FRIEDRICH Josiah Rovce
*

Professor of History of Philosophy, Harvard University

HEINE, HEINRICH Gustav Karpeles
Author of 'Jewish Literature and Other Essays', Berlin, Germany

HERBART, JOHANN FRIEDRICH Charles DeGarmo
Professor of the Science and Art of Education, Cornell University

HERBERT, GEORGE; HERRICK, ROBERT John Erskine
Assistant Professor of English, .Amherst College

HEREDITY; HONEY-BEE; INSECTS; INSTINCT Alpheus S, Packard
Late Professor of Zoology, Brown University

HIGHER CRITICISM Sylvester Burnham, D.D
Dean of Hamilton Theological Seminary, Colgate University

HISTORICAL SOCIETIES OF THE U. S Sydney H. Carney, Jr., M.D.
Historian of the Society of Colonial Wars

HISTORY, ANCIENT George Willis Botspord
Adjunct Professor of Ancient History, Columbia University

HISTORY, MEDL^IVAL Dana Carleton Munro
Professor of History, University of Wisconsin

HISTORY, MODERN Willis Mason West
Professor of History, University of Minnesota

HISTORY, LOGIC OF Hroo Munsterburg
Professor of Psychology, Harvard University

HOBBES, THOMAS Mary Whiton Calkins
Professor of Philosophy and Psychology, Wellcsley College

HOME EDUCATION Melvil Dkwey
Formerly Director New York State Library

HOMOEOPATHY Pemberton Dudley, M.D.
Professor of Institutes of Medicine, Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia

HORACE John C, Rolfe
Professor of Latin Language and Literature, University of Pennsylvania

HORSE, CARE AND DISEASES OF THE James Law
Director of New York State 'Veterinary College. Cornell University
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HORTICULTURE B. T. Galloway
U. S. Department of Agriculture

HYDRAULIC ENGIXEERIXG J- J R Croes
Past President American Society Civil Engineers

HYDRODYNAMICS Arthur Gordon Webster
Professor of Physics. Clark University

HYDROPHOBIA; HYSTERIA: HYDROTHERAPY Smith Elv Jelliffe. M.D.
Editor of "Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases'

HYPERSPACES: IXDUCTIOX, MATHEMATICAL Cassius J. Kevser
Adrain Professor of Mathematics. Columbia University

HYPNOTISM Hamilton Osgood. M.D.
Boston. Mass.

ICHTHYOLOGY David Starr Jordan
President Leland Stanford Jr. University

IDIOCY: IMAGIXATIOX: IXSAXITY James Hendrie Lloyd
Formerly Neurologist. Philadelphia Hospital

ILLIXOIS Adlai E. Stevenson
Formerly Vice-President of the United States

IMITATIOX John Grier Hibben
Professor of Philosophy. Princeton University

IMMORTALITY William A. Hammond
Professor of Ancient and Medixval Philosophy. Cornell Universit y

IXCARXATIOX Frederick L. Anderson
Professor of New Testament Interpretation. Newton Theological Seminary

IXDIA Thomas P. Hughes
Author of 'Dictionary of Islam'

IXDIAX. EDUCATIOX OF THE William X. Hailman
Ex-Superintendent Indian Schools

IXDIANA Jacob Piatt Dunn
Secretary Indiana Historical Society

IXDIAXS. AMERICAN" Alexander F. Chamberlain
Clark University. Worcester. Mass.

IXDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY Tames R. Angell
Professor of Psychology. Universiiy of Chicago

IXDULGENCE Thomas E. Judge. S.T.P.
Editor 'The Catholic Review of Reviews'

IXFAXCY LiNN.tus E. LaFetra. M.D.
Instructor in Diseases of Children. Vanderbilt Clinic. Columbia University

IXSCRIPTIOXS Edwin W. Fay
Professor of Latin. University of Texas

IXSURAXCE. CASUALTY • Edwin W. DeLeon
Vice-President Casu&Uy Company of America. New York

IXSURAXCE. CREDIT T. A. Taylor
President Wilmington. N. C. Board of Trade

IXSURAXCE. FRATERXAL Frederick Gaston
President of Grand Fraternity

IXSURAXCE. IXDUSTRIAL Haley Fiske
\irc-I'rcsident Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

IXSURAXCE. LIFE Walter S. Xichols
Editor 'Insurance Monitor'

IXSURAXCE. LIFE. STATISTICS Clifford Thomson
Editor 'The Spectator'

IXSURAXCE. SCIEXCE AXD ECOXOMICS OP Frederick L. Hoffman
Statistician Prudential Insurance Comiany uf -America

IXTERXATIOXAL law E. W Uuffcut
Late Dean Cornell University College of Law

IXVARIAXTS AXD COVARIAXTS Edward Kasner
Instructor in Mathematics. Columbia University

IXVEXTIOXS Frederick C Beach
Editor 'The Scientific .•\mcrican'

IOWA . . Johnson Brioham
Librarian Iowa Slate Library

IROX FOUXDING. CHEMISTRY OP Herbert E Field
Pittsburg, Pa.

IROX MAXUPACTURE: IROX AXD STEEL. METALOGRAPHY OP. .Albert Sauveur
Professor of Metallurgy. Harvard University

IRPIGATIOX .... F. H. Newell
U. S. Geological Survey

ISAIAH Charles Rurus Brown
Profauor of Hebrew aad Cognate Languages. Newton Theological Seminary
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Great-crested Flycatcher, a large fl)--

catcher iMyiiiiilnis criititust, which
is a summer visitor to all parts of

temperate North America, and is

noted for its shrill, yet musical

scream, and for its habit of en-

twining one or more cast-off snake-skins in its

large tree-lodged nest. It is olive-brown above,

with an ashy head surmounted by a tall brown-
ish crest, and the lower parts delicate yellow.

Several other species belong to the south-

western States and Mexico, and are often called

crested kingbirds.

Great Dane, a breed of large, smooth-
coaved dogs, the modern equivalent of the an-

cient boar-hound. See Dog.

Great Divide, The. See Divide, The Great.

Great Eastern, a British iron steamship,

before the Celtic the largest vessel constructed,

built (1854-8) at Milwall, on the Thames, for

the Eastern Steam Navigation Company, by
Scott Russell, from plans by I. K. Brunei; length

680 feet: breadth, 82; S, or, including paddle-

boxes, 118 feet; height, 58 feet (70 to top of
bulwarks). She had 6 masts, 5 of iron and I

of wood, and could spread 7,000 yards of sail,

besides having 8 engines, divided between her
screws and paddles, and capable of working at

11,000 horse-power. From the fir.st her career
was unfortunate, the launching process alone
lasting three months and costing $300,000. Af-
ter several unremunerative trips to New York
she was employed first as a troop-shin, and then
as a cable-laying ship, for which her size and
steadiness specially qualified her. Various at-

tempts were afterward made to utilize her, but
she at last came to be a mere holiday spectacle,
and was broken up in 1888.

Great Expectations, a novel by Charles
Dickens, published in 1861. .^s in 'Eiavid Cop-
perfield,* the hero tells his own story from boy-
hood. Owing to the simplicity of the plot, and
to the small number of characters, it possesses
great unity of design. These characters, each
drawn with mar\-elous distinctness of outline,

are subordinated throughout to the central per-
sonage "Pip," whose great expectations form
the pivot of the narrative.

Vol. 8—
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Great Falls, Mont., city, county seat of

Cascade County; on the Missouri River, the

Great Northern, and the G. F. & C. Railways

;

120 miles northeast of Butte. South and nearl)y

is a giltat mining region and north is an agri-

cultural and grazing section. It has large gold,

silver, and copper smelters, and bituminous

coal, lead, iron, and sandstone are found in the

vicinity. The excellent water power which the

city possesses is an inducement to manufacturers

to establish works in Great Falls. The water-

power, at medium low v.-ater, is equal to over

350,000 horse-power, and this, together with the

unusual wealth of minerals, has largely aided

the rapid growth of the city. There are a

number of falls here; one. Great Falls, gives

name to the city. Its rapid growth has been

largely the result of its natural resources. Its

chief manufactures are flour, furniture, mining

and agricultural instruments, wagons, carriages,

and woolen goods. The first settlement was
made in 1884. and in 1888 Great Falls was in-

corporated. Municipal affairs are administered

by a mayor, elected biennially, and a city coun-

cil of two chambers. Minor officials are nomi-

nated bv the executive and confirmed by the

council. ' The water-works are owned and oper-

ated by the citv. The population increased

from (1890). .3.979 to (1000) I4.9.P-

Great Fish, or Black River, a river in

Mackenzie and Keewatin territories. Dominion

of Canada. It rises in a sm.ill lake near the

northern shore of Lake .^ylmer. flows in a

northeasterlv direction through lakes Beechy,

Pellev and Garrv, and enters the .\rctic Ocean

bv a wide estuarv. King William Land is near

it's mouth. The Great Fish River is about 500

miles in length. Sir George Back, the Arctic

explorer (1796-1878). explored the river in

iSu--. and followed it to the ocean. He de-

scribed Ah-hel-Dessv, or Parry Falls, on one

of the tributaries, as more grand than Niagara

in splendor of effect. Sec Back 'Narrative of

the \rctic Land Expedition to the Mouth of

the Great Fish River > ( 183^-5>

Great Fish River, a river in Cape Colony,

South \fricn. which rises in the Snceuwberg.

or Snowy Mountains, and after a southeasterly

course of 2-iO miles, enters the Indian Ocean at

lat. 33° 25' 5". and long. 27° S*. about five miles

northeast of Port .Mfred.



GREAT HORNED OWL— GREAT MEADOWS

Great Homed Owl. See E.\cle Owu
Great Island, (i) A small island at the

enirance to Portsmouth Harbor, N. H. It has a
lighthouse 90 lect high. (2) .^n island in Bass
Strait, between Tasmania and .\u5tralia. It is

about 40 miles long and 12 miles broad. Pop.
42,10a

Great Kanawha, ka-na'wa, a tributary of
the Ohio River, has its rise between the Blue
Ridge and Iter ^' "•-:71s in the northwesteni
part of Xorth 1. ws northeast by north
through the sc / _ _ ;;: part of Virginia, then
changes its course northwest and west into
West N'irginia, and flows into the Ohio River
at Point Pleasant. It receives the Gauley River
in Fayette County, West \'irginia, and from
thence to its mouth is known by the name of
Great Kanawha. The river, at a cost of over
$4.ooo.ooa has been mad; navigable from th
Ohio to Great Kanawha Falls, about three miles
from the mouth of the Gauley River. It is about
450 miles in length.

Great Kanawha, Battle of. See Point
PlX.\SA.M.

Great Lakes, the name given to the chain
of lakes on the northern border of the United
States. They include Lakes Superior, Michigan,
Huron, Saint Clair, Erie, and Ontario; Michigan
only lying wholly within the L'nited States, and
no one of the lakes wholly within the territorj-

of the Dominion of Canada. Their area is about
90,000 square miles ; ele\"ation. Lake Superior
600 feet above the sea. and Lake Ontario 250
feet The fall of Lake Superior to Lake Erie is

about 40 feet. No large river flows into the
Great Lakes ; the Saint Lawrence River is the
outlet. The basin of the Great Lakes averages
in width about 100 miles north and south of the
nonh and south shores respeaively. The com-
bined coast lines in the United States have a
shore line of about 3.075 miles. Tliese great
inland seas constitute the largest body of fresh

water in the world. Like all large bodies of wa-
ter they affect the climate of the surround-
ing countrj'. Good farm-=, extensive forests, and
\-aIiuble minerals are i

'

i- coast.

On the southern shore •
- (qv.)

are found masses of ore lins ap-
parently of eruptive or-^ : Lakes
have been the means of c

,
., : „ consid-

erable extent the Northwest, as t icy are the main
thoroughfares by which ;hr jv V,:rt- rf the

large farms, the cattle r: rid

the forests have been bm- ;«.

Coal and manufactti'
over the lakes to w.

nous coal tonnage • i \

9.000.000 tons. In the srr

Ihere
- which

from
I's ton-
...1 ,i.„

arc '

k' in commercial inii^Tt.TTire

and : ii more rapidity tti.-»n .my

nt>up of cities ill any other p.irt cf the world.

Some of those take port?, all terminal* of rail-

road trunk lines, are Toledo, which increased 61

ore ;

arc -

have A



GREAT PACIFICATOR—GREBES

Great Pacificator, a name given Henry
Clay (q.v.), on account of his efforts to recon-

cile the conflicting interests of North and South,

especially in connection with the Missouri Com-
promise.

Great Pedee, a river which has its rise in

the mountains ul the northwestern part of North
Carolina, tiows south and east across the State,

and enters South Carolina at Marlboro County,

in the northeastern part of the State, then flows

southeast into Winyaw Bay, an inlet of the At-

lantic. In North Carolina the river is called

Yadkin. About where the Little Pedee joins the

Great Pedee, and south to its mouth, there are

several quite large islands. The river is nav-

igable for a distance of about 1 50 miles from
Winyaw Bay.

Great Salt Lake, a body of water in the

northwestern part of Utah, the principal drain-

age centre of the Great Basin (q.v.) ; bounded
on the east by the Wasatch Mountains, on the

west by the Great Salt Lake Desert. It is about

4,200 feet above sea-level, 80 miles long and
from 20 to 32 miles wide. Its chief inlets are the

Bear, Ogden, and Weber, and the Jordan which
brings the fresh waters of Lake Utah. Great

Salt Lake has no apparent outlet save evapora-

tion. In 1850 the amount of saline matter held

in solution was 22.4 per cent, in 1869 only 14.8

per cent. Betw-een these dates the amount of

water flowing in annually exceeded the evapora-

tion, and the lake increased in area from 1,700

to 2,360 square miles. Since 1869-70 the lake has

been receding. One cause of the water diminish-

ing in volume is the amount used for irrigation

;

but the amount of water contributed by the inlets

has decreased since 1870. .\t one time Great Salt

Lake was much larger than it is now. The bars,

cliffs, and beaches formed by the waters of the

ancient lake (called Lake Bonneville) are plainly

visible along the base of the mountains. Lake
Bonneville had an area of 19,800 square miles

and a depth of 1,100 feet. Its depth near where
the great Mormon Temple now is was about

850 feet. Its dry bed is now occupied by nearly

200,000 people. The waters of Lake Bonne-
ville reached the ocean through Columbia River.

Geological investigations show that there have
been at least two moist periods with intervening

and subsequent periods of dryness. A change
from the present dry climate and scant rainfall

to a moist climate would result in a great in-

crease in area of the waters in the lakes and
rivers and a return to former water areas. Great
Salt Lake has several islands, the largest of
which Antelope, is 18 miles long. No fishes

seem to e.xist, but several species of insects and
brine-shrimps have been found in the waters

;

and water-fowls in large numbers frequent the
shore. The first mention of Great Salt Lake ap-
peared in a report made by the Franci.scans, in

1776. Father Escalante and companions seem
to have traveled from Mexico to this region. A
report made also by the Franciscans early in

the 17th century mentions the large rivers and
lakes and the mineral wealth of this section. In

1843 Fremont explored and described this

region, and a thorough sur\'ey was made in

1849-59 by Howard Stansbury, captain in the
United States .'Krmy. (See L't.\h.) Consult:
Jesuit Relations'; Bancroft, <Utah> ; U. S.

Reports and Surveys.

Great Slave Lake, a body of water in the
Canadian Northwest Terr-itory, lat. 62" N.;
greatest length about 300 miles, greatest breadth
50 miles. Estimated area, lo.ioo square miles.
By the Great Slave River it receives the waters
of Lake .Xthabasca ; and the outlet is the Mac-
kenzie River which flows into the Arctic Ocean.

Great Slave River, in Canada, is the outlet

of Athabasca Lake and flows into Great Slave
Lake (q.v.), by two mouths, near Fort Resolu-
tion. A number of falls and rapids are in its

upper course, but the descent becomes more
gradual near its mouth. Length about 300 miles.

Great South Bay, an arm of the Atlantic
Ocean on the southern coast of Suffolk County,
Long Island, N. Y. ; 50 miles long, from one and
one-half to five miles wide. Great South Beach,
\yhich is about 35 miles long, has Fire Island
lighthouse on the western extremity, and sepa-
rates the bay from the ocean.

Great Stone Face, one of Hawthorne's
short stories relating to the "Old Man of the
Mountain" in the White Mountains, in 'Snow
Image and Other Twice Told Tales' (1852).

Greatorex, grat'o-reks, Eliza Pratt, Ameri-
can artist: b. Manor Hamilton, Ireland, 25 Dec.

1819; d. Paris, 9 Feb. 1897. She studied art in

New York and Paris. Her work began in land-

scape painting, but pen and ink work and etch-

ing subsequently absorbed her efforts. In 1868
she was elected associate of the National Acad-
emy. In 1870 she visited Germany and in 1871

published 'The Homes of Oberammergau.' Her
principal works are 'Summer Etchings in Colo-
rado' (1873) and 'Old New York from the

Batter}' to Bloomingdale' (1876).

Grebes, grebz, a well-defined group of
water-bird (Colymbida or Podicipida} com-
prising 25 species, spread over practically the

whole world. The grebes are peculiar in having
the legs placed very far back, in their flattened

tarsi and lobed (not webbed) toes, each digit

being flattened and bordered by an extension of

horny skin. They are expert swimmers and pre-

eminent as divers. They nest in secluded ponds
and bogs, piling up a mass of vegetable matter

upon some floating foundation, and deposit

chalky white eggs. When the female leaves

the nest she usually covers the eggs over with

vegetable matter. The little grebes are expert

swimmers and divers from the time they are

hatched, and in their soft downy plumage are ex-

ceedingly beautiful. During migrations grebes

are found frequently along our rivers and sea

coasts, and are often shot by duck hunters in

the autumn and winter. Though they have no
stiflFened tail feathers, and have relatively very

small wings, they are able to fly long distances.

The body plumage is soft and coiiipact, and
that of the under surface is a beautiful silvery

white, which makes "grebe-breasts" a very de-

sirable article in the millinery trade. The best-

known species in eastern North America are the

horned grebe (Colyiiibiis auriliis) which has a

peculiar ruff of black and rusty feathers about

the head; and the pied-billed grebe (Podilymbiis

podiccps) a rather more heavily built bird with-

out a ruff and with a thicker and shorter bill.

Both are popularly known as "hell-divers." In

Europe the common species are the horned grebe,

the great crested grebe (C. cristatus) and the

dabchick (C. Huziatilis).



GREECE

Greece, Ancient, the Europeiii oenin-
sula which was bounded on the r ice-

donia and Iil\Tia; on the east ant. -; by
the .Egean and M>Ttoan, and in tuc wvst, and
southwest, by the Ionian seas. Its length from
the borders of Macedonia to Cape Tscna-
was Tibout 262 miles. The name of G'
originati ^ '• ' -

'• - - ' ' ';• dernw.
from F g from
Epirus 1 'v r,Tiil

calling x'.

tion of •

the same iiuguiige wuii tiiciu. In e^riit:r lunes,

for c.vample. in the time "f H^mer. Greece
had no general nav -. Aris-
totle was the first ' ntrymen
TpattoL, Greeks. Ii .^..^..^ n: iL^.•.i^ed the

name of Hcilai, and still later, after the country
was conquered by the Romnn. • at^ divided
into two provinces: the i is being
known as .\ch3i3, and the .; regions
to the north as Macedonia. 1 iic Grecian tribes

were so widely dispersed that it is difficult to

determine with precision the limits of Greece,
properly so called. The name perhaps is prop-
erly -- • • ' -!y to thecountr)- lying to the south
of >• with the adjacent islands; but it

has ...^ .5 been given in a modem sense

by geographers to the whole territory lying to

the south of Mount Hxmus, Mount Scomius.
and the Illyrian Alps, or the whole series of
mountains now called the Balkan, so as to

include regions inhabited by some Thracian,
Macedonian, and lllynan tribes. The area of the

mainland of the more V"' ' - 7 - :o which
the name of Hellas is p- is above
55,000 sii" '

- 1 •- • -i-ece nat-

urally d; • into three parts: Northern
Greece, :: :;pirus and Thessaly ; Central

Greece, which comprises what was known as

Hellas ; and the Peloponnesus.
Physical Featura.— The first thing which

strikes the eye on looking at a map of Greece
is the compar * ' ' ast-

line, formed
'

rate

into it in all •': bly

broken and ;ng

round the coa rth-

east we are presented in succession with the

Ambracian Gulf (now Gulf of Anni. Corin-

thian Gulf (the mouth of w' 'led

the Gulf of Patras. while tl : of

Cor;- ' '
. I 11),

the and the

Vole, i

Saronir
the
cor.'

called I

other St I

exlrmiity Fr-jiii

to tlir

At a

jxjiiit in tnis cnain t.iucu .»i''uiiL i wiiphrestus

or Typhrestus (now Mount Velukhi), two
chains' proceed in an easterly direction, the

northernmost of which. Mount Othr>-s, nms
almost due east, and anains at some points a

heicht of from r.ooo to 8,000 feet, while the— - rather in a southeasterly

at one point a height of

, __ ..:...mates at the celebrated pass

of 1 • The Cambtmian Moimtains on
I'j. • range of Pindus on the west, and

ys on the south, enclose the large and

e \-ale of Thessaly, forming the basin of the

Ptneus (now Salarabria), and the ranges of

Othr>-s and Oeia enclose the smaller basin of the
- .. • • v_.. range of moun-

::t CEia and runs

> ... . . t LJ i.c r. .iiii. w.is is the celebrated

Parnassus, which, at its highest point, exceeds

3.000 feet. The peaks of Cithjeron, Parnes,

Pentelicus. and Hj-mettus lie in the same direc-

tion, but are more distinguished for their classic

celebrity than for their height. The range in

wh-ch these peaks are found is continued to the

point of continental Greece, and the

Ceos. Cythnos, Seriphos, and Siphnos
,i-.:'.v K.ea, Thermia. Serpho. and Siphanto)

may be regarded as continuations of it. This
range on the south and that of CEta on the north

enclose the basin of the Cephissus. with Lake
Copais (now Topolia). .\nother chain of moun-
tains strikes southwestward from the central

range of continental Greece, under the names of
Corax and Taphiassus. The chief rivers on
the west side of the Pindus chain are the
.\rachthus (now .\rta) and the Achelous (now
Aspropotamo).

The chief feature in the moimtain system of
the Peloponnesus is a range or series of ranges
forming a circle round the \-aIley of .Arcadia in

the interior, having a number of branches pro-
ceeding outward from it in different directions,

dividing the rest of the Peloponnesus into sev-
eral other valleys. The loftiest part of the
mountainous circle round .-Xrcadia is that lying
to the north, with the peak of Cyllene (Ziria),

7,789 feet high, at its eastern extremity, and
Er>-manthus (Olonos), 7,297 feet high, at its

western. The southern part consists rather of
a series of heights than a chain of mountains.
The highest range which branches off from the
circle around .\rcadia, and, indeed, the highest
r .,,.,.. ,., ,'. n •

. ;..j^ jj Mount Taygetus
strikes southward, sep-

.sions of Messenia and
ind terminating in the promontory of
(now Cape Matapan). The other

• no importance. The only rivers
•leeii? of any consequence are the

Laconia on the south-
;?a), draining Messenia

! Alpheus (Ruphia), drain-
-

: and the Peneus (Gastuni)
west
largely developed in the

•
"i limestone, which often

tine-st marble. Granite
iy in the north, in the

- of the Pindus. Tertiary
in the northeast of the

and in the northwest, along the
-.are considerable tracts of al-

...luiii. wi.tanic rocks are not seen on the







GREECK

mainland, but form considerable masses in some
of the islands. Attica was rich in silver and
marble. The quarries of Pentclicus and the

mines of Lanreium were famous. Gold and ser-

pentine were found in Siphnos ; there was tin in

Ceos, and copper near Chalcis in Eubosa. In

many of the islands iron abounded.
Divisions.— On the northwest of the main-

land of Greece was the mountainous region of

Epirus, which was never more than half Greek

;

and to the east of that district, separated from
it by the chain of Pindus, lay Thessaly, a re-

gion of fertile plains. To the south, lay a

series of small independent states. Reckoned
from west to east, there were .\carnania, ^-Etolia,

Uoris and Locris, Phocis with Mount Parnassus,
the scat of the Muses, and the sacred Delphi,

regarded by the Greeks as the navel of the earth

;

Boeotia, with Helicon, another mountain sacred

to the Muses, and with the cities of Thebes and
Platasa ; Megaris, containing the city of Megara

;

and Attica with its capital Athens, Piraeus, the

port of Athens, and the city of Eleusis, the seat

of the mysterious worship of Demeter. In the

middle of the Peloponnesus was Arcadia, with
the towns of iMantinca, Tegea, and Megalopolis,
the last founded by Epaminondas. In the

north lay Sicyon and Corinth, the latter situated

on the isthmus connecting the Peloponnesus
with the rest of Greece ; and to the west of that

Achaia. To the southwest of Achaia lay the

rich province of Elis, with the plain and sacred
grove of Olympia, celebrated on account of the
Olympic gaines, which were held here every
fourth year. To the south of Elis, in the south-
west corner of the Peloponnesus, lay the prov-
ince of Messenia, with the famous stronghold
of Ithome. "one of the horns of the Pelopon-
nesus," the fort of Pylos, and later the capital

town of Messene, founded by Epaininondas 369.
Separated from Messenia by the range of Tayge-
tus was the province of Laconia, occupying the
southeast corner of the Peloponnesus, and con-
taining the renowned city of Sparta, long the
rival and ultimately the conqueror of Athens.
Lastly, to the north of Laconia, the east of
Arcadia, and the south of Sicyon, lay the prov-
ince of Argolis, with the capital Argos. and the
cities of Mycenae and Tiryns, all remarkable for
the remains of gigantic works of masonry, com-
monly known as Cyclopean works.

The islands of Greece are partly scattered
over the ^-Egean Sea and partly contained in

the Ionian Sea on the southwest of the mainland.
The Greeks applied the names Cyclades and
Sporades to two groups of islands in the /Egean,
the former name (from kuklos, a circle) to
those which they believed to form a circle round
the sacred island of Delos, and the latter (from
a Greek root meaning scattered, sporadic) to
those which were scattered over various parts
of the sea. Some islands were sometimes said
to be in the one group and sometimes in the
other, and several were sometimes excluded
from both. The following, however, are the
principal of those which may most properly
be considered as belonging to the Cyclades

:

Andros, Tenos, Myconos, Naxos (now Naxia),
Paros (celebrated for its marble). Amorgos,
Anaphe, Thera (now Santorin), Pholegandros
(now Polykandro), Sicinos, los (now Nio),
Melos, Syros, and Gyaros (Jura), Siphnos,
Seriphos, Cythnos, and Ceos. The name

Sporades may be applied to all the other island»

in the /Egean. The Sporades will thus include
the following islands on the northeast of the
mainland of Greece: Euboca (Ncgropont),
the largest of all the Greek islands, separated
from the continent only by the narrow strait of
Euripus, and containing the ports of Chalcis and
Erctria ; Sciathos, Scopelos, Halonesus (Kili-

dromi), Eudemia (Sarakino), and Scyros ; the
following off the coasts of Thrace and Asia
Minor : Lemnos, Thasos, Imbros, and Samo-
thrace (in very remote times the seats of a
mysterious religious worship) Lesbos (with the
flourishing and luxurious town of Mitylene),
Chios, Samos, Cos, etc. ; and the following in

the Saronic Gulf, or between it and the Argolic
Gulf: Salamis (now Salamis or Koluri),
/Egina, Calauria (Poros), Hydrea (Hydra), and
Pityussa (Spetsa;). The islands in the Ionian
Sea are Corcyra (Corfu), celebrated in the most
ancient times for its wealth and culture, and at

a later period colonized by Corinthians; Paxos,
Leucas or Leucadia (Santa Maura), at one time
connected with the mainland; the "rock^y" Ithaca
(now vulgarly called Ithaki), the home of
Ulysses; Cephallenia (Cephalonia), Zacynthus
(Zante), and Cythera (Cerigo), one of the seats

of the worship of the goddess Aphrodite.

Soil, Productions, Etc.— Greece was in an-
cient times more fertile than it is now', which is

accounted for by the fact that the forests have
been to a large extent cleared away, the springs

thus dried up, and the soil deprived of mois-
ture. The most fertile districts were Thessaly,
Boeotia, and some parts of the Peloponnesus

;

the least fertile Attica and Arcadia. The prin-

cipal objects of cultivation were the vine and
the olive, but flax and the commoner cereals

were also cultivated more or less. Among the

domestic animals were horses, asses, mules,
oxen, swine, sheep, goats, and dogs. Swine
were very numerous everywhere, and mules
were much used in the Peloponnesus ; but there

were comparatively few horses, as the moun-
tainous character of the country was not con-

ducive to their being reared ; the best horses of
Greece were reared in Thessaly. Bears, boars,

and wolves are mentioned among the wild ani-

mals anciently found in Greece, and it may per-

haps be inferred from the legend of the Nemean
lion that even lions at one time existed in this

country. Herodotus, indeed, expressly states

that lions were found between the Ncstus in

Thrace and the Achelous in .\carnania.

Climate.— The climate of ancient Greece is

highly conunended by ancient Greek writers, as

by Herodotus, Hippocrates, and
_
Aristotle, on

which account it seems fair to infer that the

malaria which now infests the air in summer
did not then prevail to the same extent, a cir-

cumstance that is easily accounted for by the fact

that in those times the country was more thickly

populated and better cultivated. In respect of
temperature the same differences resulting from
the inequalities of the surface must have existed

then as exist now, long and severe winters being

experienced in the highlands of the interior,

while the lowlands, exposed to the sea, enjoyed

warm and genial weather all the year round.

History.— Greece has never at any period

formed a single and independent state. As
long as it remained independent it was divided

into a number of separate states, and during
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the only period when it was administered as a

sing^le territoo' it was subject to a foreign

power. A general sketch of the history of an-

cient Greece must therefore touch only upon

those leading events which belong to the com-

mon historj- of the Greek states, or which at

least att«rted the Greek people as a whole, even
, re especially to the

, . ^... .^^ ; Greece of whom
anvthine is k: ailed by Greek writers

Peiasaians. i jical affinities of these

have oi:cn been discussed, but the most recent

authenties believe that they were an Indo-

Germanic or .Krj-an people. They occupied

Greece before the' intiu-x of lonians, .Eolians

and Dorians. They seem to have ' - '-cul-

tural in pursuits, dwelt along the : ys,

built strr"j -'
. - walls of the s^, ..do-

pean ma- among their most famous

seats wer . -n Elpirus, Thessaly, Orcho-

menos in Bccotia, Mycenae in Argolis, Sicyon,

etc
In religion they abhorred both pojvlheism

and anthropomorphism. Their name afterward

beca-
II

• „-; jj„j under this

appt - with the lonians,

the ... .- and the Dorians.

The ear:. of Greece with the East are

perhaps - n the legends of Oriental

colonists— Cadmus, Pelops, Cecrops, etc— who
settled in Greece in very remote times. The
reality of an early connection between Greece

and the East is established by the fact that the

Gre- ' ' ' i^eater part of their alphabet

fror

^ ^ - r.r,.!.- n- nerly so called,

entering ni the north-

west, su -d the Pelas-

gians. They arc usualiy represented as having

been di\-ided into four chief tribes— the

-Eolians. occupying the • irts of Greece

(Theis-T'v. B.TOtia. etc. .:is. occupying

one - O'

hoc :"ig
the . ..... .:

the

Ion .: the nor : of the

Pe! .\ttica. 1 : part of

the -us was still mainiy mhabited by

a J ;.ulation. The wirlike and enter-

prising ciuracter of th' '- is

evidenced by the poetic cve-

ments in the heroi. ' the

Troian War. of the

Arc - '
•

at

the .

3gv and carrymg

on '=. t^<'y were

divided into nuroefuus stale- C of

a single city with the «>i- try.

These states were . '•ere

the head* of the vho

tra. •

th<-

wh. -

thr>.

every a^Ljccl oi

supreme rtiler as t

but beyond that they ii.iu n.

ted.

- on
the

-<ue.

.iiltri' 'ri;v i heir

influence, however, was very great, especially

where the rightful head of the state did not

possess the abilities of a ruler.

The distribution of .the Hellenic tribes which

we have just indicated is not that which con-

tinued throughout the main period of Greek his-

tory. It was entirely altered by an event called

the" Dorian migration, or sometimes the return

of the Heracleids. which is placed by Thucydides

about 80 years after the fall of Troy, and thus

about the year 1104 B.C., according to the ordi-

nary system of chronology. Before the great

migration several smaller ones had taken place.

One tribe, finding its territory too circumscribed,

would move to another, expelling the inhabitants

already settled there, who thus found them-

selves' compelled to remove to some other dis-

trict, where they treated the original inhabitants

in the same way that they had been treated them-

selves. In this way there arose a general dis-

turbance, till at last the hardy Dorian inhabitants

of the mountainous region about Mount CEta

began a migration on a greater scale than had

hiUierto been attempted, and thus brought about

a series of changes which resulted in an entirely

new settlement of the Greek territory. They
first conquered a large part of nonhem Greece,

and then entered and subdued the greater part

of the Pelopotmesus. driving out or subjugating

the Achseans, as the .\chxans had driven out or

subjugated the Pelasgians. The Dorians are

also said to have invaded .-Vttica, where, how-
ever, they were baffled, according to the legend,

by the self-devotion of Codrus, the king of that

territory-. It is said that an oracle had pro-

nounced that in this war whichever side lost its

king would be virtorious, on which account strict

orders were given to the Dorian soldiers to

spare the life of the king of the enemy. But
Codrus disguised himself in the dress of a
conunon herdsman, and going into the enemy[s

camp provoked a quarrel in which he met his

death, on learning which the Dorians despaired

of success and withdrew. In the legend in

which this series of events has come down to

us the Dorians are represented as having en-

tered the Pelop<onnesus under Temenus, Cres-

phontes, and .-Kristoderaus, three descendants of

Heracles, who had come to recover the territory

of which their ancestors had been unjustly de-

prived by Eurj-stheus. Hence the name of the

Return of the Heracleids. sometimes given to

this evenL
The .Xchzan inhabitants of the Pelo-

•^ ••: whom the Dorians found there had a

fate. One part of them sought for

-.cs. ani! ttimi-d their steps toward the

part of the I' :? occupied by the lon-

ians. whom t ed. keeping for them-
selves their territory, which hence received the

name of .\chaia. .\nother part voluntarily sub-

mitted to the invaders, who imposed tribute

upon them and e.xcluded them from all share
'

- while a third part resisted to

in the end reduced to the

ry. In Laconia the former re-

• name Peri'tci (dwellers roimd), and
- u.-re called Helots.

"5 who were driven out of the

Pel found at first a refuge among
their fci.ndrcd in Attica, but when this district

did not suffice for all the inhabitants, old and
new, large numbers of them left it and founded
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Ionic colonies on several of the islands of the
.^gean Sea and on the middle part of the coast

of Asia Minor, where they built 12 cities, which
formed an Ionic Confederacy. The principal of
these were Ephesus and ^liletus. About the

same time as the lonians are said to have col-

onized the middle part of the seaboard of Asia
Minor, another body of Greeks, proceeding
from Thcssaly and Boeotia, are said to have
founded the /Eolian colonies on some of the
northern islands of the /'Egean, and on the north-
ern part of the western coast of Asia Minor.
The -EoCc colonies of Asia Minor also formed
a confederacy of 12 cities, but the number was
afterward reduced to II by the accession of

Smyrna to the Ionic Confederacy. While
lonians and ^-Eolians thus colonized the middle
and northern islands of the ^gean and coasts of
Asia, the southern islands and the southern
part of the west coast of Asia Minor w'ere in like

manner colonized by Dorian settlers. The six
Doric towns in Asia Minor, along with the is-

land of Rhodes, formed a confederacy similar

to the Ionic and .-Eolic ones.

In considering the subject of Greek coloniza-
tion we are brought face to face with the fact

that in settling in foreign lands, the Greek
races kept distinct from each other. One of the
great keys to an understanding of Greek his-

tory is a right understanding of the relation be-
tween the two great races of the Greek name,
the Dorians and lonians. The Dorians were
inland mountaineers, the lonians were of the
seacoast. The former, as represented in the
institutions of Sparta, were a practical, and con-
servative race, living in public, simple and un-
imaginative. Their poetry was the public ode,
accompanied with the dance in the market-place,
often carried on under arms. The lonians were
versatile, imaginative, impressible. They were
devoted to the maritime life, were travelers, and
fond of welcoming strangers to their cities.

They were traders. Moreover, they were keenly
intellectual and reached the summit of excel-
lence in art, literature, and philosophy. Their
poetry was the epic narrative ; and they in-

vented the drama, in which the Ionian tale of
personal adventure was united with the Doric
ode. These two contrasted races between them
swayed the fate of Greece. Their relations

were complicated by the different colonies which
they established at different points on the Medi-
terranean and Euxine coasts. In the course of
time new Greek settlements were made on the
coasts of the Hellespont, the Propontis (Sea of
Marmora), and the Black Sea by both Dorians
and lonians. The most important of these were
Byzantium (Constantinople) (Dorian), Sinope
(Ionian), Cerasus (Ionian), and Trapezus
(Trebizonde) (Ionian). Further, there were
flourishing Greek colonies on the coasts of
Thrace and Macedonia : for example, .-Kbdera,

Amphipolis, Olynthus, Potidasa, etc., which were
all Ionian ; and the Greek colonies in Lower
Italy were so numerous that the inhabitants of
the interior spoke Greek, and the whole region
received the name of Greater Greece. The most
famous of the Greek colonies in this quarter were
Tarentum, Sybaris, Croton, Cunise, and Naples.
The island of Sicily also came to a great extent
into the hands of the Greeks, who founded on it

or enlarged many towns. By far the largest,

most powerful, and most highly cultured of the

Greek colonies was the Dorian colony of Syra-
cuse, founded in the 8th century B.C. On the
north coast of .\frica the Dorian colony of
Cyrene rivaled in wealth and commerce the city

of Carthage : and on the south coast of Gaul
Ionian Massilia (Marseilles) presented a model
of civilized government to the inhabitants of
the surrounding districts. All these towns kept
up a commerce in the products of the land in

which they were planted. They exerted a most
important and beneficent influence on the man-
ners of the neighboring inhabitants. They
preserved the customs and institutions of their

mother city, which they regarded with filial

reverence : but otherwise they were perfectly
free and independent.

Although ancient Greece never formed a
single state, the various Greek tribes always
looked upon themselves as one people, and
classed all other nations under the general name
of Barharoi (foreigners). There were four
chief bonds of union between the Greek tribes.

First and chiefly they had a common language,
which, though it had considerable dialectic pe-
culiarities when spoken by different tribes, was
yet understood throughout every part of Greece
and in all the Greek colonies. Secondly, they
had common religious ideas and institutions, and
especially in the oracle of Delphi (q.v.) they had
a common religious sanctuary, which was held
by all the states in equal reverence, and was
resorted to from all parts of Greece, alike by
communities and individuals, for advice in cir-

cumstances of difficulty, and not un frequently
for indications as to the future. Thirdly, there

was a general assembly of the Greeks called the
Amphictyonic League (q.v.) in which the whole
nation was represented by tribes (not by states)',

and the chief functions of which were to guard
the interests of the sanctuary of Delphi, and to

see that the wars between the separate states

of Greece were not carried on in too merciless a
manner. When any of the ordinances of the

league were violated it was itJ duty to see that

the violators were punished, and to entrust the

infliction of the punishment to some one of its

members. The fourth bond of union between
the tribes of Greece consisted in the four great

national festivals or games, the Olympian, Isth-

mian, Ncmean, and Pythian (qfj.v. ) which were
held at different intervals in four different parts

of Greece, in which all Greeks, and none but

Greeks, w-ere allowed to participate, and which
slaves were not allowed even to witness. At
these games contests took place in foot-racing

and chariot-racing, boxing, wrestling, and
throwing with the quoit (or discus), and prizes

were also awarded for works of art, poems,

dramas, histories, etc. The prize was a simple

wreath of olive or pine branches, or of parsley;

but such a prize brought glory not only on the

winner himself, but on his whole family and
kindred, and even on the state to which he
belonged. The victor was welcomed home by a

triumphal procession, and his victory was cele-

brated in odes sung on the occasion, and some-

times composed by such ptiets as Simonides and
Pindar. The Olympic games were the most
celebrated of these festivals. They were held

in the summer once every four years at OI)inpia.

in Elis ; the month in which they were held

was considered as sacred, and during it no acts

of hostility were allowed to take place between
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any of the Greek states. Originally, the only

contest was a foot-race, and so high was the

honor of a victor>- in this race esteemed, that

from that of Corcebus in 776 B.C. the whole of

Greece reckoned the time. The year in which

any event happened was styled the first, second,

third, or fourth year of a certain Ohinpiad, the

name given to the inter\-al elapsing between each

celebration.

The various small states of Greece may he

divided, according to the form of their con-

stitution, into the two great classes of aristo-

cratic and democratic. Sparta or Lacedjcmon,

the chief town of Laconia and of the Dorians,

w?s the leading aristocratic state ; and Athens,

the capital of Attica and the chief town of the

Ionian?, was the leading democratic state; and

as a rule all the Doric states, and subsequently

all those under the influence of Sparta, re-

sembled that city in their constitution ; and all

the Ionic states, and those under the influence

of Athens, resembled it. These two races are the

only ones that come into prominence during

the' earlier part of Greek historv- subsequent to

the Doric migration. Sparta is said to have de-

rived its form of government, and all its insti-

tutions, near the close of the 9th century B.C.,

from Lycurgus, who made minute reg^ulations

as to the course of education and the mode of

life among the Spartans. He had but one ob-

ject, that of training the Spanan youth for war,

and developing a hardy and warlike spirit

among the people. The immediate results of this

training were seen in the conquests which the

Spartans effected over the surrounding states,

especially over the Messenians in the 8th and
7th centuries ac. Many of the vanquished
Messenians left their native countr>' and founded

the city of Messana in Sicily. Those who re-

mained were reduced to the condition of Helots

Cq.v).
The constitution of .Athens was not origrinally

democratical, but monarchical. Afterward it

became aristocratic and first received a more or

less democratic constitution from Solon at the

beginning of the 6th century B.C. This was fol-

lowed about 50 years later by a despotic mon-
archy under the celebrated "tyrant* Pisistratus,

and his sons, Hippiai. and Hipparchus, the last

survivor of whom, Hippias. niKncd in .^thcns till

510 B.C Hipparchus had iH-tn a>->.T->inati-d four

years before; and the last four years of the reign

of Hippias were distinguished by violence and
cruelty. His enemies drove him from .Athens,

after which the republic was restorcil in a more
purely democratic form than at first.

Hippias found refuge at the court of the king

of Persia, with whose aid he h<ipcd t^i be able

to return and rule once m - ^' The
Persian monarchy hail bren ut .10

or ..,..•. l>cfore by '"^'
'1 its

»u '•d not ' of
I'. la, and !• over

EgJiU and .Asia Minor. With the rcvt <•! this

la«t mrniKTird trrric^ry lb'" Ctrrrk colonies on
th- '• yoke of
ill under the

f< tlu\ ;Mri-

ti' princes <>r t\

Vr I •• •' :...,-.

(I- rniirs

w.. r liad

excited the distrust of Uanus, the Persian king.

for the latter, on the pretence of rewarding hint

for a signal service invited him to his court and
kept him at Susa in practical captivity. His-

ti.-Bus secretly incited his relative, Aristagoras of

Miletus, to get up a rising among the Greek
colonies of Asia Minor, in the hope that he
might, during the disturbance, find an oppor-

tunity of returning to his home. The endeavors

of Aristagoras were successful; all the Greek
towns on the coast were soon in arms, and as-

sistance was asked from the mother country.

Only Athens, which feared lest Darius should re-

establish Histixus, and the small Ionian town of
Eretria in Euboea, furnished any aid. The
Greeks, in 496 E.C., conquered and burned the

town of Sardis, the capital of Asia Minor,

whereupon the rebellion extended over the whole
of Ionia. But the superior forces of the enemy,
and the want of union among the insurgents, led

in the following year (495) to the loss of a

naval battle, and soon after to the destruction of
Miletus, the inhabitants of which were partly

put to death and partly made captives.

Darius now determined to avenge himself on
the Athenians and Eretrians for the part that

they had taken in the rising. In 492 he sent out

an expedition against them under his son-in-law

Mardonius, but the Persian fleet was wrecked
off the promontorv' of Mount Athos. Darius,

had at the same time despatched heralds to the
islands and states of Greece to demand earth

and water in token of submission. Most of the
islands and many of the smaller states yielded,

but Athens and Sparta indignantly refused the
demand, and even went the length of putting the
heralds to death. Enraged at this insult Darius,

equipped a second fleet and placed it under the
command of Datis and .\rtaphemes. But this

met with no better fate than the first. The
Persians landed on the island of Euboea, and
after destroying Eretria, crossed the Euripus
into Attica; but here they were met (490 B.c)
on the plain of Marathon by 10.000 Athenians
and 1.000 Platjcans. under Miltiades, and, al-

though 10 times as numerous, were totally de-
feated and pursued to their ships. This battle

put an end to the second Persian expedition,

but Darius at once began to make preparations
for a third expedition, and this time on a far

greater scale than before. In the midst of
these preparations he died, but his son Xerxes,
collected an army of 1.700.000 men and a fleet

of i.joo large ships besides a number of smaller
ones, crossed the Hellespont in 481 by means of
two bridges of boats, and led his army through
Thrace, Macedonia, and Thessaly. while his fleet

followed the line of coast. Thessaly had sur-
rendered without a stroke, and Xerxes at once
pursued his march in the direction of Phocis.
But bi-fnre he could enter this territorj- he had
to make his way through the narrow and diffi-

cult pass of Thermopyla;, and this had previ-
ously been occupied by 300 Spartans under
Lconidas', along with several thousand allies.

Here Xerxes in vain attempted to force
a passage against a mere handful of Greeks;
thousands of his troops were slain : antl
it was only after Ephialtes had betrayed
to the Persians a foot-path which led over
the heights of Oita to the rear of the defenders
of the pass, that the Persian king effected his
purpose. Leonidas allowed all the allies to de-
part, while he himself and his 300 Spartans,
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along with 700 Thespians who voUintarily re-

mained with them, held out until they were
completely annihilated (480 B.C.).

The way through Phocis and Boeotia was
now open to the Persians, who advanced into

Attica, and laid the city of Athens in ruins,

putting to death the small garrison. The women
and children helonging to Athens had by this

time, on the advice of Themistocles, been re-

moved to Salamis, .-Egina, and Troezen, while

all the men capable of bearing arms served in

the fleet. It was to Themistocles that the de-

liverance of Greece was now chiefly due. The
united fleet of the Greeks had already contended
with success against that of the Persians off the

promontory of Artcmisium, in Eubcea, and had
then sailed into the Saronic Gulf, whither it was
followed by the enemy. In this confined arm
of the sea, where there was no room for the

manoeuvring of the numerous ships of the enemy,
a decisive battle between the 'wo fleets took
place with the result that Themistocles had an-
ticipated, the total defeat of the Persians. This
battle is known as the battle of Salamis. from
the name of an island in the Saronic Gulf, and
was fought in the same year as ThermopylK
(480 B.C.). Xerxes himself had been an eye-

witness of the battle and at once began a speedy
retreat with his land army through Thessaly,
Jlacedonia, and Thrace, a retreat which Themis-
tocles had hastened by causing the false report to

reach Xerxes, that it was the intention of the
Greeks to destroy the bridges of boats over the
Hellespont. Xerxes left behind him only 300,000
men in Thessaly. In the spring of the following
year (479) these advanced into .Attica and com-
pelled the citizens once more to seek refuge in

Salamis ; but in the battle of Plataea the Greeks,
under the command of Pausanias, obtained so

complete a victory, that only 40.000 of the Per-
sians reached the Hellespont. On the same day
the remnant of the Persian fleet was attacked
and defeated by the Greeks off Mount Mycale,
near Samos on the Ionian coast of Asia.

By the brilliant part which the Athenians un-
der Themistocles had played against the Persians,

the influence of .\thens had greatly increased
throughout Greece : and this was further
strengthened by the fact that the war aginst Per-
sia, which still continued, was chiefly conducted
by sea, where Athens was much more powerful
than Sparta. From this date then begins the
period of the leadership or hegemony of Athens
in Greece, which continued to the close of the
Peloponnesian war. 404 B.C. Athens now exerted
her influence to form a confederacy including the
Greek islands and maritime towns as well as
Athens herself, the object of which was to pro-
vide for the continuance of the war by the pay-
ment into a common treasurj- at Delos. of a
fixed sum of money, and by furnishing ships for
the same purpose. In this confederacy Athens
of course had the lead, and gradually was able
to render tributary many of the islands and
smaller maritime states. In 469 B.C. the
victories won by the Athenians over the
Persians was crowned by the double victory of
Cimon. the son of Miltiades, over the fleet and
army of the Persians on the river Eurymedon,
in the south of Asia Minor : and this victory was
followed by the Peace of Cimon, which secured
the freedom and independence of all Greek towns
and islands. Shortly after followed the bril-

liant administration of Pericles, during which
Athens reached the height of her political

grandeur, while at the same time she flourished
in trade, in arts, in science, and in literature.

The position of Athens, however, soon rai^d
up a number of enemies. Sparta regarded her
prosperity with jeaIou.sy; and the arrogance
of Athens had produced a pretty general feeling
of indignation and hatred. Two hostile con-
federacies were formed in Greece. At the head
of one of these confederacies was the city of
Athens, which was joined by all the Ionian states
of Greece, and more or less supported by the
democratic party in every state. .\t the head
of the other confederacy stood Sparta, which
was similarly joined by all the Dorian states, and
supported by the aristocratic parly everywhere.
At last in 431 war was declared by Sparta on
the complaint of Corinth that Athens had fur-
nished assistance to the island of Corcyra in its

war against the mother city : and on that of
Megara, that the Megarean ships and merchan-
dise were excluded from all the ports and mar-
kets of -Attica.

In the first part of the Peloponnesian war
the Spartans had considerable successes, while
a great calamity befell the Athenians, who had
collected all the inhabitants of the country dis-

tricts of Attica within the walls of the city; and
in consequence a pestilence broke out which
carried off thousands of the inhabitants, and
among them Pericles himself. From this blow,
however, the city soon recovered, and in 425 the
early successes of the Spartans in .\ttica were
compensated by the capture of Pylos in Messenia
by the .Athenian general Demosthenes, who at the
same time succeeded in shutting up 400 Spartans
in the small island of Sphacteria, opposite Pylos,
where they were ultimately starved into surren-
der. The person to whom the surrender was
made was the demagogue Cleon, who, in conse-
quence of his military successes, obtained the

command of an army which was .sent to operate
against the Spartan general Brasidas in Thrace.
But in 422 he was deftated by Brasidas before
the town of .\mphipolis, and himself slain, after

which the opposite party in Athens got the upper
hand, and concluded the peace with Sparta
known as the Peace of Nicias (421 B.C.).

The effect of this peace was to divide the
Spartans and the Corinthians, who had hitherto

been allies. The latter united themselves with
Argos, Elis and some of the Arcadian towns to

wrest from Sparta the hegemony of the Pelo-

ponnesus. In this design they were supported

by Alcibiades. a nephew of Pericles, a man of
handsome figure and great personal accomplish-

ments. The war which was now waged between
Sparta and Corinth with her allies resulted,

however, in favor of the former, whose arms
were victorious at the battle of Mantinea in

418.

Soon after this the .\thenians resumed hos-

tilities, fitting out in 415 B,c, a magnificent army
and fleet, under the command of .-Mcibiades,

Nicias, and Lamachus. for the reduction of the

Dorian city of Syracuse in Sicily. This under-
taking, which renewed the race hatred between
Sparta and Athens, was a complete failure.

Alcibiades was accused in his absence of several

offenses against religion and the constitution,

and deprived of his command. Thirsting for

revenge, he betook himself to Sparta, and ex-
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horted the city to renew the war with Athens.
Br his advice one Spanan army was despatched
to Attica, where it took up such a position as
prevented the Athenians trom obtaining supplies
from Euboea, while another was sent under
Gylippus to assist their kindred in Sicily. These
steps were ruinous to Athens. Lamachus fell

in the siege of Syracuse, and the .\thenian fleet

was totally destroyed. The reinforcements sent

out under Nicias and Demosthenes were de-
feated (413 B.c) by the combined Spartan and
Syracusan armies. All the Athenians who es-

caped death were made captives and compelled
to work as slaves in the quarries of Sicily, al-

though it may be mentioned as an interesting

fact that many of these captives obtained their

libertj- by being able to recite fragments of
Euripides-

Aker this disaster many of the alUes of
Athens joined the Spartans, who now pressed
on the war with greater energj-. The Atheni-
ans recalled .-Vlcibiades, who returned in 407,

and was received by his fellow-citizens with
enthusiasm as their expected deliverer. A few
months later he was again an exile, ha%-ing been
deprived of the command because one of his

subordinates had lost a na\-al battle fought off

Ephesus in his absence. During the rest of the

war the .\thenians had only one success, the
naval victor}- won off the islands of Arginus<e
over the Spartan Callicratidas in 406. In the

following year (.405) the Spartans made them-
selves masters of the whole of the .\thenian

fleet except nine vessels, while the majorit>- of

the crews were on shore at .Hgospotamos on
the Hellespont. The Spanans now easily sub-
dued the islands and states that still maintained
their allegiance to the .-Kthenians, and laid siege

to .\thens itself. In 404 B.C the war was ter-

minated by the Athenians" surrender. Sparta
immediately imposed upon .\thens an aristocratic

form of government, placing the supreme power
in the hands of the Thirty Tyrants. Only a
year later, however 1.403). Thrasybulus was able

to overthrow this hated rule and re-establish the
democrac}-.

The fall of Athens resulted in Sparta's lead-

ership or hegemony in Greece, which lasted till

the battle of Leuctra, 371 b.c. The Spartans
now abused their power and speedily roused the
hatred and jealousy of the other states. The
Greek states which had up to this time been,

and still continued to be, leaders, had now lost

almost entirely their manliness and independent
spiri:. and no longer maintained the hereditary

war against Persia, but each sought the aid of
that power for its own purpose. The Spar-
tans did indeed send an expedition into .\sia

Minor, but it came to nothing: and the states of
Greece, the Spartans included, at last, in 387,
agreed to the disgraceful Peace of .\ntalcidas,

by which the whole of the west coast of .\sia

Minor was ceded to the Persians, and the Greek
colonics there thus deprived of the independence
that had been secured to them by the Peace of
Cimon.

.•\n act of violence committed by a Spartan
general in Thebes in 380 in the end led to the
complete downfall of that city. The aristocratic

part}- in Thebes, when the Spartan army hap-
pened to be in the neighborhood, prevailed upon
the general to give his assistance in overthrow-
ing their opponents and establishing an aristo-

cratic government. .-V number of the less prom-

inent members of the defeated party, anKing
them Pelopidas, made their escape to Athens,
where they got the support and assistance of the
democratic party there. They soon returned in

disguise to their own city, siuprised and mur-
dered the leaders of the aristocratic part}-, ex-
pelled the Spartan garrison, and again set up a
democratic government. These circumstances
give a good idea of the fury of part}- strife which
was then general in the Greek cities. The im-
mediate result of this counter-revolution in

Thebes was a war with Sparta, the heroes of
which were Epaminondas and Pelopidas, who
were then at the head of affairs in Thebes. In
the course of the war the Spartans in\-aded Boe-
otia, but were so completely defeated at Leuctra
in 371 B.C that they never fully recovered from
the blow.

With this victory Thebes won hegemony in

Greece, which she maintained during the life-

time of Epaminondas, whose policy it was to
keep down the power of Sparta by strengthen-
ing the surrounding states. From him the
Messenians recovered their freedom, and by his

adWce the cities of Arcadia formed themselves
into a confederacy, and built the city of Mega-
lopolis. This policy was at first successful, but
in a few years the confederacy began itself to
strive after the supremacy, and joined them-
selves with this object to the Spartans. Epa-
minondas then in\-aded the Peloponnesus, but
although the Thebans totally defeated the Spar-
tans and Arcadians in the battle of Mantinea
1362), yet the \-ictory being won with the loss

of their great general, the Thebans could no
longer boast with justice of supremacy in

Greece Pelopidas had died two years before.

Two years after the death of Epaminondas,
Philip, the father of .-Me.xander the Great, be-
came king of Macedonia. He was a man of
great ability as a soldier and a ruler, an ad-
mirer of the Greek character, and a lover of
Greek art and literature. He perceived, how-
ever, the weakness of the Greeks, arising from
their want of unity, and waited for an oppor-
tunity of interfering in the affairs of their coim-
try, with the view of ultimately making him-
self master of it. .\n occasion for interference

was furnished him by the Sacred war (355-46).
The Phocians haWng taken possession of some
of the land belonging to the sanctuary of Delphi,

the .-Kmphictyonic League condemned them to
pay a fine and restore the land they had taken.

This was refused and the league imposed upon
the Thebans the task of forcing the Phocians
to submit, but in their rocky strongholds the
Phocians were able to resist all the efforts of
their assailants, who at last called in the aid of
Philip of Macedon. With his help the Phocians
were subdued, they themselves e.xpelled from
the league, and their place given to Philip.

It was not. however, till the Locrian war
(339-8) that Philip acquired a firm hoM in

Greece. The Locrians had committed the same
offense ar that of the Phocians, and when they

likewise refused to pay the fine imposed upon
them by the league, Philip, as one of the mem-
bers, received the charge of punishing them.

The advance of Philip »-as at first witnessed

with comparative indifference by the states ot

Greece, but when his real designs became ap-

parent the .\thenians. on the advice of Demos-
thenes, hastili- concluded an alliance with the

Thebans, and an armv was sent out to oppose
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him. The battle of Chseronea (338) turned out,

however, disastrously for the Greeks, who saw
their whole country laid at the feet of Philip.

But the conqueror treated his new subjects with

mildness, wishing to reconcile them to the

Macedonian yoke, and to win their co-operation

in his projected invasion of the rotten empire
of Persia. He collected a large army, of which
he got himself declared commander-in-chief by
the Amphictyonic League in an assembly held

at Corinth in 337 B.C. ; before he was able to

start he was assassinated 336 B.C.

The design of Philip on Persia was taken up
and carried out by his son .-Mexander the Great,

during whose absence .A.ntipatcr was left behind
as governor of Macedonia and Greece, Soon
after the departure of Alexander, Agis III. of

Sparta headed a rising against .'Kntipater. He
was defeated, however, in the battle of Mega-
lopolis in 330 B.C., and no other attempt was
made by the Greeks to recover their liberty for

nearly 100 years. At the close of the wars
which followed the death of Alexander, and
which resulted in the division of his empire,
Greece remained with Macedonia.

The last efforts of the Greeks tc recover
their independence proceeded from the .\chaeans,

who held the northern strip of the Peloponnesus.
This tribe is frequently mentioned by Homer as
taking a very prominent part in the Trojan war;
but during the historical period of Greece they
for the most part kept aloof from the quarrels

of the other states, and did not even furnish

assistance in repelling the Persian invasion.

They had taken part, though reluctantly, in the
Peloponnesian war on the side of Sparta, and
had shared in the defeat of Megalopolis in 330
B.C. In the course of the first half of the 3d
century B.C. several of the Achaean towns ex-
pelled the Macedonians, and revived an ancient
confederacy, which was now known as the
Achaean League. About the middle of this cen-
tury the league was joined by the town of Si-
cyon, the native city of Aratus, who soon after
became its leading spirit. Through his influence
it was joined also by Corinth, and then it began
to aim at acquiring the supremacy throughout
the Peloponnesus, and even throughout the
whole of Greece, as well as at delivering Greece
from the Macedonian yoke. In follow-ing out
the first of these aims Aratus and the league
came into collision with Sparta, which at that
time happened to be governed in near succession
by two kings, .\gis I\'. (244-240) and Cleomenes
(236-220), who had both something of the old
Lycurgan spirit in them. These, then, naturally
looked with jealousy on the efforts of Aratus,
and during the reign of Cleomenes a war broke
out between Sparta and the Achaean League.
The league was at first worsted, and was only
finally successful when Aratus, forgetting; the
ultimate end of his efforts in the pursuit of
tliat which he had more immediately in view,
called in the aid of the Macedonian's. In the
battle of Sellasia, in 222 B.C., Cleomenes was de-
feated and compelled to take to flight, and the
Macedonians became masters of Sparta. Aratus
died in 213, and his place was taken by Philopce-
men, "the last of the Greeks," who roused the
league once more to vigorous efforts, and grad-
ually succeeded in making it in some degree in-

dependent of Macedonia.
About this time the Romans, who had just

come out victorious from a second war with

Carthage, in which they had had to contend with
Hannibal, found an occasion to interfere in the
affairs of Greece. Philip V. of Macedon had
allied himself during this war with Hannibal,
and, accordingly as soon as the war was con-
cluded, the Romans sent over Flamininus to

punish him for so doing, and in this war with
Philip the Romans were joined by the .'Vcha;an

League. Philip was defeated at the battle of

Cynosccphalse in 197 B.C., and was in consequence
obliged to agree to a peace, in which he recog-
nized the independence of Greece. To gratify

the Greek vanity Flamininus proclaimed the de-
liverance of Greece from the Macedonian yoke
at a celebration of the Isthmian games in 196
B.C. ; but the Greeks soon felt that they had only
exchanged masters, that they were in reality,

although not in name, as much in subjection to

them as they had ever been to the Macedonians.
On this account the .Etolians, who had formed
a league similar to that of the Acha;ans, ap-

pealed for assistance against the Romans to

Antiochus the Great, king of Syria, one of the

kingdoms which had been formed out of the

empire of Alexander. The appeal was listened

to; but the help afforded was useless, for Anti-

ochus was defeated in a bloody battle at Mag-
nesia in Asia Minor in 190 B.c The .Etolians

were compelled to pay a money indemnity, and
to sacrifice some of their art treasures.

By this time the Acha;an League was unques-
tionably supreme over all other powers within

Greece, having been joined by all the states of

the Peloponnesus. But the league itself was
in reality subject to Rome, the senate of which
assumed the right of regulating its proceedings;

and on one occasion, in 168 B.C., on the conclu-

sion of a war waged by the Romans against

^lacedonia, the former carried off into Italy

1,000 of the noblest Achxans, on the pretext that

they had furnished assistance to the Macedoni-
ans. Such was the condition of affairs until 147

B.C., when the league openly resisted a demand
made by the Roman senate, th.it Sparta, Corinth,

Argos, and other cities, should be separated

from it, in consequence of which a war ensued,

which was concluded in 146 B.C. by the capture

of Corinth by the rude consul Mummius.
The independence of Greece was virtually

gone with the fall of Corinth. From this date

the prosperity of her cities rapidly declined, and

the last sparks of the ancient Greek patriotism

and love of independence became extinguished.

The various cities still retained, however, some-

thing of the qualities for which they had been

remarkable at the height of their glory. Athens

was still one of the centres of culture, and the

cradle of all kinds of new speculations. Many
Athenians left their native city and made a live-

lihood, although they gained little esteem, among
the Romans, as artists and scholars, actors and
dancers, poets and wits. The citizens of Sparta

continued to gratify their thirst for warfare as

well as their covetousness by serving as mer-

cenaries in foreign annics. Corinth was still

the home of luxury and vice.

From the date above mentioned Greece re-

mained attached to the Roman empire. On the

division of the Roman empire it fell of course

to the eastern or Byzantine half. From 1204 to

1261 it formed a part of the Latin Empire of

the East, and was divided into a number of feu-

dal principalities. In the latter year it was re-

annexed to the Byzantine empire, with which
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it remained till it was conquered by the Turks
between 1460 and 1473. In 1699 the Morea
was ceded to the \'enetians, but was recovered
by the Turks in 1715. (^For the historj- of the
present kingdom of Greece, see Greece, Mod-
ERK.) Consult: Thirlwall, "History of Greece'

;

Grote, 'History of Greece' ; Bury, History of
Greece' U90o)-

Cosmogony and Religion.— Nowhere did
pohtheism develop itself into a brighter and
more beautiful system than among the ancient
Greeks. It was this circumstance no doubt that
led the Romans, when they became acquainted
with the literature and religion of the Greeks, to
blend the Greek system with that of the ancient
Italians, identifj-ing the Greek deities with those
of their own pantheon. In this way the Greek
and Italian deities came to be confounded.

According to the \-iew of the origin of all

things which in course of time grew up among
the Greeks, the universe was in the beginning a
formless mass, Chaos (confusion), from which
arose the "broad-bosomed" Earth (Greek. Gaia,
Ge; Latin, Tellus). the Lower World '(Tar-
tarus), the darkness of Xight (Greek, Xujr;
Latin, Xox), the parent of Light, and the forma-
tive principle of Love (Greek, Eros; Latin,
Amor), all of which were regarded as inde-
pendent di\-inities. From the womb of the
Earth proceeded the Heaven (Greek Ouranos:
Latin, Car/uiH ) and the Ocean, and afterward
the Titans, creatures of superhuman size and
strength, who formed the first dynastj- of gods.
The Titans were succeeded by a more genial
race of divinities endowed with intellectual as
well as physical qualities, who subdued the
Titans, and subsequently the Giants, another
race whom the Earth produced after the loss of
her first brood. In this second d\Tiasty of gods
the supreme ruler was Zeus (Jupiter or Jup-
pitert, the son of Kronos (Saturn), who after
the subjugation of the Titans and Giants ruled
in Olympus over "the middle air," while his
brother Pluto reigned over the dark kingdom
of the lower world (Hades, Tartarus, Orcus),
and Poseidon (Neptune), armed with his tri-

dent, ruled in the sea. Like reverence was paid
to Hera (Juno), the sister and wife of Zeus,
and the queen of Heaven, the virgin Pallas
.•\thene (^Iine^\•a), a goddess armed with hel-
met .^nd shield, and worshipped as the patroness
of all intellectual employments and useful inven-
tions, to the two children of Leto (Latona).
.\pollo. the leader of the Muses (hence called
Musagetes) and the protector of the fine arts,

and his sister, the chaste huntress .\rtemis
(Diana), the goddess of the moon, to the daugh-
ter of Zeus, .\phrodite (\'cnus). the goddess
of love. Ares (Mars), the god of war, Hermes
(Mercury), the herald of the gods, and others
besides. In addition to thei^e there was an in-

numerable host of inferior deities ( Nymphs,
Nereids, Tritons, Horai, Sirens. Dryads and
Hamndr>-ads, etc.), who presided over woods
and mountains, fields and meadows, rivers and
lakes, the seasons, etc. There was also a race
of heroes or demigods (Heracles or Hercules,
Perseus, etc) tracing their origin from Zeus,
and forming a connecting link between gods
and men, while on the other hand the Satyrs
formed a connecting link between the race of
men and the lower animals. .According to a
plausible theory, now less generrilly held than
formerly, these gods and demigods are nothing

else than the personified objects of nature (the
Sky or Upper .\ir, the Sun, the Ocean, the Air
in Motion, etc), and were originally not con-
ceived as personified, in the strict sense of the
term, that is, as clothed in a himian form, but
simply as the objects themselves, to which the
earliest races evervsvhere attributed a conscious
existence like their own, and that the mytholog-
ical tales relating to these deities and heroes
were in their simplest form the natural expres-
sion of what human beings in their infancy be-
lieved to be done and felt by the ver>- things
which they saw. Such is the theor>- of Max
Miiiler, Mr. Cox. and others: but it will be
more appropriately expoimded in the article
M>^hology (q.v.).

With regard to the inculcation of religious
beliefs, and the practice of religious duties
among the Greeks, the most striking thing to
remember is that they had no separate class ap-
pointed to perform these functions. The priests
were in no sense preachers of doctrines, but
merely hierophants, or exhibitors of sacred
things, of rites, s\-mbols, and images. They
showed how the gods were to be worshipped,
or more usually how a panicular god was to be
worshipped : but it was not their office to teach
theological doctrine.

Greek Language and if'riting.— The lan-
guage which we call Greek belongs, as is well
known, to the Indo-European or Arj-an family
of tongues, being akin to the Sanskrit. Persian.
Latin, Celtic, Slavonic, and Germanic languages,
including of course English. Out of Greece it

was spoken in a great part of Asia Minor, of
the south of Italy and Sicily, and in other
regions which were settled by Grecian colonies.
From the great number of Hellenic tribes of
the same race it was to be expected that there
would be different dialects, the knowledge of
which is the more necessary for becoming ac-
quainted with the Greek language, since the
writers of this nation have transmitted the pe-
culiarities of the different dialects in the use
of single letters, words, forms, terminations,
and expressions, and that not merely to charac-
terize more particularly an individual repre-
sented as speaking, but even when they speak
in their own person. It is customary to dis-
tinguish three leading dialects, according to the
three leading branches of the Greeks, the .Eolic.

the Doric, and the Ionic, to which was after-

ward added the mixed .Attic dialect : besides
these there are several secondarj- dialects. .\kin

to the Ionic is the so-called Epic dialect, that
in which the poems of Homer and Hesiod are
written, and which was afterward adopted by
other epic writers. The Doric was rustic and
harsh: the Ionic was the softest and most liquid.

The .Attic was the neatest, clearest and most
precise in sound literation and idiom. The
-Eolic was spoken on the north of the Isthmus
of Corinth (except in Mogara. .Attica, and
Doris), in the jEolian colonies of .Asia Minor,
and on some of the northern islands of the

.Egean Sea. The Doric was spoken in the
Peloponnesus, in the Doric Tetrapolis, in the
Doric colonies of .Asia Minor, of Lower Italy

(Tarentum), of Sicily (.Syracuse, .Agrigentum).
and most purely by the Slesscnians : the Ionic
in the Ionian colonies of .Asia Minor, and on the
islands of the .Archipelago: and the .Attic in

.Attica. In each of these dialects there are cele-

brated authors. The Ionic dialect is found pure
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in some prose writers, especially Herodotus and
Hippocrates. The Doric is used in the poems
of Pindar, Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. Lit-

tle Doric prose remains, and that is mostly on
mathematical or philosophical subjects. In
yEolic we have fragments of Alcasus and Sappho.
After Athens had obtained the supremacy
of Greece, and rendered itself the centre of
all literary cultivation, the masterpieces of
^schylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes,
Thucydidcs, Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, Isoc-

rates, Demosthenes, etc., made the Attic the com-
mon dialect of literature. Grammarians after-

ward distinguished the genuine Attic, as it

exists in those masters from the Attic of common
life, calling the latter the common Greek or
Hellenic dialect ; and even the later Attic
writers, posterior to the golden age of the liter-

ature, were designated Hellenes or common
Greehs. In this latter class are Theophrastus,
Apollodorus, Polybius, Plutarch, and others.
Many of the later writers, however, wrote genu-
ine Attic, as Lucian, Lilian, and Arrian. Ex-
cept the dramatists, the poets by no means con-
fined themselves to the Attic; the dramatists
themselves assumed the Doric, to a certain de-
gree, in their choruses, for the sake of giving
them additional solemnity, because the antique
ode was of Doric tradition. They also used the
epic or /Eolic dialect in narrative passages of
the drama where it recalled the recitations of
the ancient Ionian rhapsode. Undoubtedly the
Greek dialects were not, in the earliest times,
so distinct from each other as they afterward
became; and on this subject we may quote the
words of Prof. Bury (Hist, of Greece, chap,
i.) : "There can be little doubt that the mixture
of the Greeks with the native peoples had a
decisive efifect upon the differentiation of the
Greek dialects. The dialects spoken by the first

settlers in Thessaly, in Attica, in Arcadia, have
some common characteristics which tempt us
to mark them as a group, and distinguish them
from another set of dialects spoken by Greek
folks which were to appear somewhat later on
the stage of history. We may conjecture that
the first set of invaders spoke in their old home
much the same idiom ; that this was differently
modified in Thessaly and Bceotia, in Attica and
Argolis, and the various countries where they
settled ; and that many of the local peculiarities
were developed in the mouths of the conquered
learning the tongue of the conquerors.^' It

results that to have a thorough knowledge of
the Greek language we nnist follow out histor-
ically as far as possible the course of its forma-
tion, extending our view over all the varied
forms of the dialects— a labor which this lan-
guage, so rich in classic models of every kind,
so perfect, so flexible, so expressive, so sweet
in its sound, so harmonious in its movements,
and so philosophical in its grammatical forms
and whole structure, merits, and richly rewards.

When the Greeks became acquainted with the
art of writing we do not know. In Egypt hiero-
glyphics were used more than 3.000 years before
the Christian era, and the cuneiform writing of
Assyria and Babylonia had a similar antiquity.
In Crete writing was practised more than 2.000
years before Christ, it is believed, and among
the Asiatic Greeks it was probably introduced
9 or 10 centuries before Christ. According to
the writer above quoted: "Perhaps the earliest
example of a Greek writing that we possess is

9n an Attic jar of the 7th century; it says the
jar shall be the prize of the dancer who dances
more gaily than all the others. But the lack of
early inscriptions is what we should e.xpect. The
new art was used for ordinary and literary pur-
poses long before it was employed for official

records. It was the great gift, which the Sem-
ites, who themselves derived it from Egj'pt, gave
to Europe." According to the legend it was
Cadmus the Phoenician who introduced the
alphabet into Greece; and it is an undoubted
fact that the most of the Greek letters are de-
rived from the Phoenician ones. The Greek
alphabet possesses the following 24 letters:
A, a (alpha), a ; B jS (beta), b; r,7 (gamma),
g ; A, 5 (delta), d ; E, e (epsilon), e ; Z, j
(zetai, z; li, ri (eta), e; 6, 9 (theta), th

;

I, t (iota), i; K, K (kappa), k ; A, X (lambda),
I; U, n (mu), m; N, v (nu), n ; g, | (xi),

X ; 0, (omicron, i. e. small o), 6 ; 11, ir

(pij, p; P, p (rho), r; 2, <r, s (sigma), s;
T, T (tau), t ; T, u (upsilon), u , commonly
transliterated by y ; *, (p (phi), ph ; X, x
(chi;, ch guttural ; *, f (psi), ps ; Q, u
(omega, or great 0), o. There are also marks
indicating accent, a rough and a smooth "breath-
ing," tlie former equivalent to li initial before a
vowel ; but no /, t; w, etc. The alphabet origi-

nally introduced into Greece is said to have
consisted of but 16 letters; 4 ( 9 3*X ) are
said to have been invented by Palamedes during
the Trojan war, and 4 more ( Z H i2 'I' ) by
Simonides of Ceos. That the 8 letters men-
tioned are more modern than the others is cer-

tain, partly from historical accounts, partly from
the most ancient inscriptions. It remains to

remark that the Greeks originally wrote from
right to left ; then boustrophedon, that is, alter-

nately from right to left and left to right; and
finally always from left to right.

Greek Literature.— The origin of Greek lit-

erature, that is, of the intellectual cultivation of

the Greeks as contained in written works, is lost

in an almost impenetrable obscurity. Though
there e-xisted in (jreece, in earlier times, no ac-

tual literature, there probably was by no means
a want of what we may not improperly call lit-

erary cultivation, if we free ourselves from
the prejudice that a literature must of necessity

be embodied in written alphabetical characters.

The first period of Grecian cultivation which
extends to the movement known as the invasion

of the Peloponnesus by the Heraclidx and Dori-

ans, and the great changes produced by it, and
which we may designate by the name of the

Ante-Homeric period, was no doubt utterly

destitute of literature; but it may be questioned

whether it was also destitute of all that culture

which we are accustomed to call literary. The
fables which are told of the intellectual achieve-

ments of this period may have a certain basis

of truth. Among the promoters of literar>' cul-

tivation in this time we must distinguish three

classes: (i) Those of whom we have no writ-

ings, but who are mentioned as inventors of

arts, poets, and sages : .\mphion, Demodocus,
Melampus, Olen, Phemius, and Prometheus.

(2) Those to whom are falsely attributed works
no longer extant: Abaris, Aristeas, Chiron,

Epimenides, Eumolpus, Corinnus, Linus, and

Palamedes. (3) Those to whom writings yet

extant, which, however, were productions of

later times, are attributed: Dares, Dictys, Hora-
pollo, Musasus, Orpheus, and the authors of the
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Sibylline oracles. This is not the place to in-

qtiire whether any and how much of these writ-

ings is genuine. It is enough that the idea of

such a forgery proves a belief in the existence

of earlier productions. .\nd how could the next

period have been what it was without pre\-ious

preparation? If we may thus infer what must
have been in order that the succeeding period

should be what it was, we learn also from the

various traditions of the .\nte-Homeric period

that there existed in it institutions which,
through the means of religion, poetry, oracles,

and mysteries, had no small influence on the

civilization of the nation and the promotion of

culture: for the most part, indeed, in Oriental

form- -•" ' "Thaps of Oriental origin: and that

thes. "S, generally of a priestly charac-

ter, _ rindpally in the northern parts of

Greece, i iirace, and >Iacedonia- We must here

remark that intellectual cultivation did not pros-

per at once in Greece, nor display itself simul-

taneously among all the tribes : that the Greeks
became Greeks only in the process of time, and
some tribes made more rapid progress than
others.

.\boul 80 years after the Trojan war new
commotions and a new migration began within

the borders of Greece. .\ ponion of the inhabi-

tants emigrated from the mother country to the

islands and to .\sia Minor. This change was in

the highest degree favorable to Grecian genius;

for the new settlements, aboimding in harbors,

and destined by nature for commerce and in-

dustry, afforded them not only a more tranquil

life, but also a wider field for refinement, and
gave rise to new modes of life. The ancients

ascribed to the colonies in Ionia and the rest of

.\sia Minor the character of luxury and volup-

tuousness. The blue sea, the pure sk>-. the

balmy air, the beautiful prospects, the finest

fruits, and most delicious vegetables in abun-

dance, all the requisites of luxurj-, here united to

nourish a soft sensuality. Poetry and philoso-

phy, painting and statuary, here attained their

highest perfection : but great and heroic deeds
were oftencr celebrated than performed. Near
the scene of the first grand national enterprise

of the Greeks— the Trojan war— it was not

strange that the interest this event excited

should be lively, and that it should take a pow-
erful hold of the imaginatir-n. Poetry thus

found a subject, in the treatment of which it

necessarily assumed a character entirely disiiiKt

from that of the former period, .\mong all

nations heroic poetr>- ha> flourished with the

spirit of heroism. The heroes were here fol-

lowed by the bards, and thu< t!>

formed. We therefore call this

the efic age of the 1 > '.

-

{aoidoj) now appears -

but highly honored, i

memory of the heroes iivcd in his verse : and
poetr>- wn< the guardian of all the knowledge
of 'imes, so long as traditions were
not ; to writing. From its vcr>- nature

the ri">im- must be hi ' an ctilargcd

sense. Under such c • s it is not
...-.„„.. .v,3, regular - - poets were

1: for the :- of the first

; the imaginati' • rs, and it was
then, perhaps, believed that j.oetry must be

learned like other arts— a belief to which the

schools for priests, on which the schools for

•ninstrels were probably modeled, contributed

not a little. But they were minstrels in the
strictest sense, for their traditions were sung,

and the poet accompanied his verses on a
stringed instrument. On every important oc-

casion minstrels were present, who were re-

garded as standing under the immediate influ-

ence of the gods, especially of the Muses, who
were acquainted with the present, the past, and
the future. The minstrel, with the seer, thus

stood at the head of men. But among the many
minstrels which this age undoubtedly possessed.

Homer alone has survived, whose name has
always been associated with the two great epic

pc-ems. the 'Iliad' and 'Odyssey,' although
in modem times the theory first promulgated by
Wolf in 1795, that neither of these poems is the

work of one man, has been accepted either en-

tirely or with modifications by many scholars,

and many others who contend for the unity of

each of the two poems are yet itKlined to be-

lieve that they were not both composed by the

same individual. The latter opinion is not of
modem origin, but dirided also the Homeric
scholars ot ancient times. Several h>-mns, and
a mock heroic poem called the 'Batrachomyo-
machia,' or the 'Battle of the Frogs and Mice,'

are also ascribed to Homer, but on altogether

insufficient groimds. From him an Ionian
school of minstrels takes its name— the

Homcridtr— who probablj- constituted at first,

at Chio-<, a distina family of rhapsodists, and
who preserved the old Homeric and epic style,

the spirit and tone of the Homeric verse. Much
that was attributed to Homer may reasonably
be assigned to them. A certain class of the

followers of Homer are known by the name of

the Cyclic poets, who began, however, to deviate
materially from the Ionian epos, the historical

element ;
- ' 'ng more and mare over the

poetical. - we understand the whole
circle •' -

! fables, and not merely
the ;m war. Cyclic poetrj-

com; • compass of mrthologj-

;

and we may, therefore, divide it into: (l) a
cosmogonical : (j) a genealogical: and (3) a

heroic Cyclus: in the latter of which there are
two separate periods: (i) that of the heroes
before; and (2) that of those after, the expedi-
tion of the .Argonauts. To the first class

belong the battles of the Titans and
giants ; to the second, the theogonies and
herogonies. To the first period of the
third class belong the Europia, several Hera-
cleia and niony'iacs. several Thebatds, Argo-
naut

"
etc In

the -elated to

the li' I uii> in:.' i.^uy: lue Nostoi,
which U' e return of the heroes from
'T>. \ i of these Cyclic poets ap-

nc of the first OI>-mpiad. A
, ;al formation of their poetry

canni't Ur given, liecause we have only verj-

genrmi .-cc<iiini« rrspectinp them But what we
do '-•

k' that between
the- an school of

mil' i; :m. xin'i. making, as it

wcr- .\nd we actually find this

in '.' rfan school, which arose in

EUi: ce. It is said, in the 8th centurv-

SC- i its name from .\scra in Boeotia.

the rt--.itltix:e of Hesiod, who stood at its head,

and by whom poetry was probably conducted
back again from .Asia Minor (for he was origi-

nally of C>'nK in .Eolia) to Greece. His
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works also were at first prcserv'cd by rhapsodists.

They were not arranged till a later period, when
they were augmented by foreign additions ;

so

that, in their present form, their authenticity is

as doubtful as that of the poems ascribed to

Homer. Of the 16 works attributed to him

there have come down to us the <Theogony,'

the 'Shield of Hercules> (the fragment of a

larger poem), and 'Works and Days' (a didac-

tic work on agriculture), the 'Choice of Days,'

intermixed with moral and prudential maxims,

etc. The works of Homer and Hesiod acquired

a canonical importance among the Greeks, and

constituted, in a certain degree, the foundation

cf youthful education.

In the third period, the age of lyric poetry, of

apologues and philosophy, our knowledge of

Greek history gradually acquires a greater cer-

tainty. Aboi'it the beginning of the epoch of

the Olympiads (776 B.C.) there ensued a true

ebb anil flood of constitutions among the small

states of Greece. After numerous vicissitudes

of power, during which the contending parties

persecuted each other for a long time with mij-

tual hatred, republics, with democratical consti-

tutions, finally sprang up, which were in some
measure united into one whole by national meet-

ings at the sacred games. The spirit prevalent

in such a titrie greatly favored lyric poetry,

which now became an art in Greece, and reached

the summit of its perfection at the time of the

invasion of the Persians. Next to the gods,

who were celebrated at their festivals with

hymns, their country, with its heroes, was the

leading subject of this branch of poetry, on the

character of which external circumstances seem
to have exercised no slight influence. The men-
tal energies of the nation were roused by the

circumstances of the country ; and the numerous
wars and conflicts, patriotism, the love of free-

dom, and the hatred of enemies and tyrants,

gave birth to the heroic ode. Life, however,
was at the same time viewed more on its dark
side. Thence there was an intermingling of

more sensibility in the elegy, as well as, on the

other side, a vigorous reaction, in which the

spirit of ridicule gave rise to the iaiubus (sat-

ire). In everything there was a more powerful
impulse toward meditation, investigation, and
labor for the attainment of a desired condition.

The Golden Age, the gift of the gods, was felt

to have departed. Whatever man discovered in

future was to be the fruit of his own efforts.

This feeling showed that the age of manhood
had arrived. Philosophy had become necessary,

and attained continually a greater development.
It first spoke in maxims and gnomes, in fables

and in dogmatic precepts. Lyric poetry next
gave utterance to the feelings excited by the
pleasures of earth. Of those who gained a rep-

utation in this way, as well as by the improve-
ment of music and the invention of various
forms of lyric poetry, history presents us the
names of Archilochus of Paros, inventor of the
iambus; Tyrta;us, author of war songs; Callinus
of Ephesus, inventor of the elegiac measure (all

of whom flourished in the 7th century B.C.)
;

Terpander of Antissa, in Lesbos (675 B.C.) ;

Simonides of Amorgos (664), the second of the
three principal iambic poets of Greece ; Alcman
the Lydian, and Arion of Methymna. said by
Herodotus to have invented the dithyrambus
(both flourished about 630 B.C.) ; Sappho, Al-
CSEUS, and Erinna, all natives of Lesbos, the first

two of Mitylcne, and all of whom flourished

about 610 B.C.; Mimnermus of Colophon (flour-

ished from about 634 to 600 B.C.) ; Stesichorus
of liimera (600) ; Ibycus of Rhegium (lived

about 540 B.C. at the court of Polycrates of
Samos) ; Anacreon of Teos (lived first at the
court of Polycrates, afterward at that of llip-

parchus at Athens) ; Hipponax of Ephesus
(540-520), the third great iambic poet; Lasus of
Hermione (520); Simonides of Ceos ( fl. 500);
his contemporary, Timocreon of Rhodes ; Co-
rinna of Tanagra (490), the friend and instruc-

tress of Pindar (522-442). As gnomic writers,

Theognis of Megara and Phocylides of Miletus

deserve to be named (both of wdiom flourished

about 540 B.C.) ; as a fablist, Miop (570 b.c).

In the order of time several belong to the fol-

lowing period, but are properly placed here, on
account of their connection.

In the period of 550-500 B.C. traditions were
first committed to writing in prose, and Cadmus
of Miletus (540), Acusilaus the Argive, He-
catseus of Miletus (500), Hellanicus of Mity-
lene, and Pherceydes of Scyros, are among the

oldest historical writers (450). These are

known as the logographers {logographoi), a
name given to them by Thucydides. After them
appeared Herodotus (born 484), the Homer of

history. His example kindled Thucydides (born

471) to emulation, and his eight books of the

history of the Peloponnesian war make him the

first philosophical historian, and a model for all

his successors. If his conciseness sometimes
renders Thucydides obscure, in Xenophon
(born about 444), on the contrary, there prevails

the greatest perspicuity; and he became the

model of quiet, unostentatious historical writ-

ing. These three historians are the most dis-

tinguished of this period, in which we must,
moreover, mention Ctesias (400), Philistus

(363), and Theopompus (340).
An entirely new species of poetry was cre-

ated in this period. From the thanksgiving fes-

tivals, which the country people solemnized
after the vintage, in honor of Dionysus (Bac-

chus), with wild songs and comic dances, arose,

especially in Attica, the drama. By degrees va-

riety and a degree of art were given to the songs
of the village chorus, and by and by an inter-

mediate speaker was introduced, who related

popular fables, while the chorus varied the eter-

nal praises of Bacchus by moral reflections, as

the narration prompted. These games of the

feast of the vintage were soon repeated on other

days. Solon's contemporary, Thespis, who
smeared his actors, like vintagers, with lees of

wine, exhibited at the cross ways or in the vil-

lages, on movable stages, stories sometimes seri-

ous with solemn choruses, sometimes laughable

with dances, in which satyrs and other ridicu-

lous characters excited laughter. Their repre-

sentations w-ere called tragedies (tragodiai), that

is, songs of the goat (so called either because

the exhibition of a tragedy was in the earliest

tiiTies accompanied by the sacrifice of a goat,

or because a goat was the prize, or because the

actors were clad in goat-skins) comcdic;- (kom-
odiai. meaning either village songs, from komc,
a village, or songs of revelry, from komos, rev-

elry), festive dances and satirical actions

{drama satyricum) . These sports were finally

exhibited, with much more splendor, on the

stages of the towns, and acquired a more and
more distinct character by their peculiar tone
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and morality. Instead of an intermediate
speaker, who related his storj- extemporane-
ously, -Eschylus (525-456) first substituted act-

ors, who repeated their parts by rote ; and he
was thus the actual creator of the dramatic art,

which was soon carried to perfection; tragedy
by ..Eschylus, Sophocles (495-400) and Euripi-
des (480-406) ; comedy by (Tratinus (5:9-422),
Eupolis (H. 449), Crates, but especially by
Aristophanes (about 444-380). Under the gov-
ernment of the Thirtj- Tyrants the freedom which
comedy had possessed, of holding up living char-
acters to ridicule, was restricted, and the middle
comedy was thus gradually formed, in which
the chorus was abolished, and, with delineations

of general character, characteristic masks were
also introduced. The mimes of Sophron of
SjTacuse (460-420), dramatic dialogues in

rhj-thmical prose, formed a distinct species, in

connection with which stands the Sicilian com-
edy of Epicharmus (about 540-450).

EUoqucnce, the necessarj- outcome of '.he

democratic institutions of many of the Greek
states, likewise flourished during this period,

and was speedily ele\-ated to the rank of a fine

art. Antiphon (440), Lysias (458-378), Isoc-

rates (436-338), I'-sus (420-348), Demosthenes
(about 3S5-322), .Eschines (38^314), were re-

nowned masters of this art. We still possess
the admired masterpieces of several of these

orators. How near rhetoric was then to tri-

umphing over poetr)- is manifested in Euripides,

and there is no question that it had a consider-

able influence on Plato and Thucj'dides. Math-
ematics was now cultivated, and geography
served to illustrate history. Astronomy is in-

debted to the Ionic school, arithmetic to the

Italic, and geometr}" to the Academic school
for many discoveries. As mathematicians, Me-
ton, Eu'ctemon, Archrtas of Tarentum, Eu-
do.xus of Cnidus, were celebrated. Geography
was particularly enriched by voyages of dis-

coverj-, which were occasioned by commerce;
and in this view Hanno's voyage to the western
coast of Africa, the Periplus of Scylax (a de-

scription of the coasts of the Mediterranean),
and the discoveries of Pytheas of Massilia in

the northwest of Europe, deser\-e mention. The
study of nature was likewise pursued by the

philosophers ; but the healing art, hitherto prac-

tised by the .\sclcpiada: in the temples, consti-

tuted a distinct science, and Hippocrates (about

460-357) became the creator of scientific med-
icine.

The following period is usually called

the .: '•
'

:.•, and mi.:' • '
'

'

the s •^ or in;
not, ii.'i^^.i. ^v.i>c to su~; .-,

tion: but during the Rrealtr part ol the period

Alexandria was in reality the leading Greek
city. From this and other causes the spirit of

Grecian literature necessarily t'>'k nnoiher turn.

Greece was now under a f'
•

; great

creative (feniuscs no longer :' ' in the

cnild n(A be :

I ;iby. Plato's aci:'

Anstotie (.^-322), appeared as the imindcr of

the Peripatetic school, which gained distinction

by enlarging the territory of philosophy, and by
its spirit of system. He separated logic and
rhetoric, ethics and politics, physics and meta-

physics, and applied philosophy to several

branches of knowledge; thereby producing eco-

nomics, pedagogics, and poetics. He invented

the philosophical syllogism, and gave philosophy

the form which it preserved for centuries. His
disciple Thcophrastus (died 287 b.c.) followed
his steps in the investigation of philosophy and
natural history. But the more dogmatic was
the philosophy of Aristotle, the more caution
was requisite to the philosophical inquirer, and
the spirit of doubt was salutarj-. This was par-

ticularly exhibited in the system of skepticism
which originated with Pj-rrho of Elis (330).
A similar spirit subsisted in the middle and new-

academics, of which Arcesilaus (241) and Car-
neades (155) were the fotmdcrs. The Stoic

school, founded b\- Zeno of Citium in Cyprus
(342-270), and the Epicurean, of which Epi-
curus (299-279) was the founder, were chiefly

remarkable for the effect that they had in the
development of moral speculation in opposite di-
rections, which gradually brought about a great
difference in the practice of the adherents of
the opposite schools. Matliematics and astron-
omy made great progress in the schools at Alex-
andria, Rhodes, and Pergamus. And to whom
are the names of Euclid (323-283), Archimedes
(287-212), Eratosthenes (276-196), and Hip-
parchus (160-145) unknown? The expeditions
and achievements of Alexander furnished abun-
dant matter to history': but, on the whole, it

gained in extent, not in \'alue, since a preference
for the wonderful over the actual had now be-
come prevalent The more gratifying, therefore,
is the appearance of Polybius of Megalopolis
(204-122), who is to be regarded as the author
of the true method of historical exposition, by
which universal histon- acquired a philosophical
spirit and a worthy object. Geography, which
Eratosthenes made a science, and Hipparchus
united more closely with mathematics, was en-
riched in various ways. To the knowledge of
countries and nations much was added by the
accounts of Nearchus Agatharchides and others.
With respect to poetr>- many remarkable
changes occurred. In .\thens the middle com-
edy gave place not without the intervention of
political causes to the new which approaches to
the modem "comedy of manners." (See
Dr.\m.\.) .Among the manv poets of this class
Menander (342-291) and Philemon (330) were
eminent. To this period also belong the cele-
brated idyllic poets Theocritus (270), and his

try Bion, as well as Moschus, who
20 years later. The other kinds of
not remain uncultivated : we may

e learned poetry of (ZaIIimachus and
...

,
..ron, the epic of Apollonius Rhodius,

the didactic of .A.ratus and Nicander; but all
these labors, as well as the criticisms of poetry
and the fine arts, point to Alexandria; and we
shall therefore pass them over in this place.
(Sec .\i.KXANnRi.vN- School) The Scptuagint
(q.v.) or Greek translation of the Old Testa-

^
«_'?''k '--of the Alexan-

'- T'c
I quent to I46 RC

.... as the GuL,- ,, ; „i. Polvbius may
iccd here as well as the otliir historians,
•rus Siculus and Dionysius of Halicarnas-

sus; while in the (Thristian era we have Jose-
phus. .\rrian, .Appian, Herodian; the biographies
of Plutarch. Diogenes Lacrtius. and Philo-
stratus, the geographies of Strabo and Pau-
sanias

;
the astronomy and geography of Ptolemy;
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the inforinatory works of Atlicnxus, ,5Iian, and
Stobseus ; the mcdicai works of Galen ; the satir-

ical works of Lucian ; and the Greek romances
best represented in HeHodorus, Achilles Tatins,

and Chariton. See Byzantine Literature.
The following arc among the best works on

Greek literature: K. O. Miiller's <Gcschichlc
<lcr griechischen Litteratur' (4th ed. 1882-4) ;

Bergk's *Griechische Litteratiirgeschichte*

(1892-4) ; Bernhardy's 'Grundriss der griech-
ischen Litteratur* (new ed. 1892) ; Mure's
'Critical History of the Language and Litera-

ture of Ancient Greece' (1854-60); Mahaffy's
'Classical Greek Literature* (iSgo)

; Jevons'
'History of Greek Literature' (1S90) ; Croiset's

'Histcire de la litterature grecque (1889-95);
Susemihl's 'Geschichte der griechischen Lit-

teratur in der Alexandrinerzeit' (1891-2).

Greece, Modern (Greek Hellas), a king-
dom in the southeast of Europe, bounded on
the north by Turkey, and on all other sides by
the sea— the Ionian Sea on the west, the Med-
iterranean proper on the south, and the .-Egean
Sea on the east. The mainland forms two chief
porlions, united bj* the narrow Isthmus of Cor-
inth ; a northern, called Northern Greece or
Livadia, and a southern peninsula, called the
Peloponnesus or Morea. By far the largest
island is Eubcea, only separated from the main-
land of Livadia by the narrow channel of Eu-
ripo. The other islands form several groups

:

The northern Sporades on the northeast of
Euboea including

_
Skiathos, Skopelos, Kliilio-

•dromia, Pelagonisi, Sarakinon or Peristeri, and
Skyros ; the western Sporades, chiefly in the
Gulf of Egina, or between it and the' Gulf of
Nauplia, including Hydra, Spetsx, Poros, Egina,
and Salamis or Koluri, the Cyclades; and the
Ionian Islands. (See Greece, Ancient.) The
capital and largest town is Athens.

Physical Features.— See Greece, Ancient.
Divisions.— Greece is politically divided into

16 noniarchies, which are again subdivided into
eparchies, and these again into denies. "The fol-
lowing table gives the names of the nomarchies,
with the area of each of them, and the popula-
tion according to the returns for i8g6:

XoMARCHIES

Nortliern
Greece;

Pelopon-
nesus:

Islands

:

Thessaly

:

!

Attica and Boeotia. .

.

Phocis and Phthiotis.
-\carnania and .-Etolia

{.-\rgoHs and Corinth.
.\ch3ia and Elis
.\rcadia
Mcssenia
Laconia

)Eub*Ea and Sporades.
t'vclades

.Corfu
Zante

[ Cephalonia
( Arta
< Trikkala
( Larissa

Total

Area in

sq. m.

2,472
2,044
3.013
1,442
1,901
2,020
1,221

1,679
2,216
923
431
2-7
302
395

2,200
2.4-8

Pop.

1896.

313.069
147.297
170.565
157.578
2.16,251

167,093
205,798
135,462
115.515
134.747
124.57S
45.032
83.363
39.144
176.773
181,542

: ,433,806

By the law of 17 July 1899 there is a new di-
-vision into 26 nomarchies, namely: .'\ttica,

BcEOtia, Phthiotis, Phocis, yEtolia and .A.car-
Tiania, Eurytania, Larissa, Magnesia, Trikkala,
Karditsa, Arta. Achaia, Elis, Euboea, Cyclades,
Kerkyra (Corfu), Leucas, Kephallenia (Cepha-
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Ionia), Zacyuthos (Zante). These are sub-
divided into 69 districts and 442 communes.

Climate.— In general the first snow falls in
October and the last in April. During the sum-
mer rain .scarcely ever falls, and the channels of
almost all the minor streams become dry. The
air is then remarkably clear, and a month will
sometimes pass away without a cloud being seen.
A sudden change, however, takes place toward
the end of harvest. Rain becomes frctiuent and
copious ; and the streams which had been dried
up not only fill their channels, but frequently
overflow them, and lay considerable tracts under
water. In this way stagnant pools and marshes
are occasionally formed, which give rise to in-

termittent fevers. Compare Greece, Ancient
{Climate).

P'cgetation, Agriculture, etc.— The cultivated
land in Greece has recently been estimated at
rather more than 5,563,100 acres. There arc be-
sides 5.000,000 acres of pasture land, and
3,000,000 acres of waste land. The draining of
Lake Copais redeems 60.000 acres of land, which
the company divides into holdings of from 5 to

50 acres. English agricultural tnachinery is

being introduced, but still agriculture is in a
backward state.

Thessaly is the richest portion of Greece
agriculturally. The condition of the agricul-
tural population is said to be very satisfactory.

The principal cereal crops are wheat, barley,
and maize, but the quantity raised is not suffi.-

cient, and much grain is imported. All the
fruits of the latitude are grown-—-figs, almonds,
oranges, citrons, melons, etc.— in abundance
and of excellent quality, without receiving any
great share of attention. The vine also grow'S
vigorously, and considerable quantities of wine
are made, some of the sorts being of high qual-
ity. But a much more important product of
Greece, especially on the coasts of the Pelopon-
nesus, and in the islands of Cephalonia, Zante,
Ithaca, and Santa Maura, is the Corinthian
grape or currant, the export of which has in-

creased in value from $7,558,350 in l8g8 to

$8,238,118 in 1900. Another important object of
cultivation is the olive, for which both the soil

and the climate are alike favorable. The culture
of the mulberry for the rearing of silk-worms
is carried on to some extent. Some good to-
bacco is grown. The forests contain, among
other trees, the oak (Quercus Aigilops) which
yields the valonia of commerce. The live stock
are neither numerous nor of good breeds. The
raising of artificial grasses for their mainte-
nance inay be said to be unknown, and the scanty
herbage which natural pasture afi'ords must be
of little avail. Asses and mules are more
numerous than horses ; cattle are comparatively
few ; and the chief animals from which dairy
produce is obtained are the sheep and the goal.
The quantity of wool produced is considerable,
but most of it is of a coarse description.

Manufactures, Trade, Communications, etc.—
The manufactures are limited, but with all other
branches of industry in Greece are increasing,
and are furthered by high duties on imported
goods. The employment of the steam-engine in
manufacturing industries dates from about
1868, and is yet only developed to a small extent.
Pira-tis is the chief industrial centre, having
spinning and weaving factories for cotton, sill^

and wool, machine-shops, paper-works, dye-
works, etc. Other centres are Syra, Corinth,
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Nauplia, Patras, Laristi Still, cottons and
other textiles form by far the most important

part of the imports of manufactured goods.

Leather manufactures form an important branch
of industry. Marble has been worked from the

most ancient i>eriod in the quarries of the island

of Pares. In 1S71 the working of the ancient

argentiferous lead mines of Laurion in .\ttica

was resumed with good success; and quantities

of manganese iron ore and zinc ore are also

raised in this district. The most important

branch of manufacturing industry- is ship-build-

ing, which is carried on at -^-arious places. Much
of" the trade carried on is merely coasting, but

the foreign trade also is of considerable extent.

A large part of the foreign shipping of Greece

is that which deals with the impon of the manu-
factures of England. Germany, etc., into Greece.

Turkey, and the Le\-ant generally. In regard to

this branch, the peculiar ad\-antages which the

Greeks possess in their knowledge of the lan-

guages, and acquaintance with the habits and
wants, of the people of these countries, have
been greatly in their favor. The chief ports of

Greece are Pineus (population +2,169, the port

of Athens'*, Syra, and Patras ^population

37-95?) • The principal export is currants (.very

largely to Britain) ; but wine, ohve-oil. dried

figs, raisins, silver, lead, zinc ore. and manganese
iron ore, tobacco, sponges, and other articles are

also exported ; the principal imports are cereals,

coals, and cotton and woolen goods. The imports

in 1S91 were $.27,800,260, the exports $^1497,040:
in 1901 the imports were S27.773.010. The
greatest hindrance to the development of

Greece is the want of good roads, which are pe-

culiarly necessary in so mountainous a country.

Attention, however, has been directed to the

suppK-ing of this want, and there are now over

2.Q43 miles of roads, .\mong other public

works which have engaged the energies of the

Greeks are the construction and restoration of

harbors, the erection of lighthouses, the e.xecu-

tion of drainage works, etc In 1SS3 there were
only 5S miles of railways open, but in 1901 603

miles were open, and 300 were under construc-

tion. A ship canal across the isthmus of Corinth

(4 miles) was opened in 1893.

li'i-ighu, ilc-asures. and Money.— The
French metric system of weights and measures

has been introduced into Greece by the govern-

ment, but the people still adhere to the old system.

In the latter the standard lineal measure was the

f.kc, equal to three quarters of an English >-ard;

the standard square measure was the stremma,

nearly equal to -242 of an English acre: the

standard weight was the iii-<-= 2.8o pounds
avoirdupois: 44 okcs were equal to I cantar, or

about 124 pounds avoirdupois. The weights

and measures of the metric system are called

ro\-al, to distinguish them from the old weights

and measures. In this system the French mea-
sures of length, millimetre, centimetre, decimetre,

and metre are called respectively ;;rji«mj. djk-

lyhs. fa^ainc. and fccheus (cubit). The kilo-

metre is called a jMJi.'n. and the myriamctre

skoinis. The new or royal measures of surface

are the square /><vA«-hj= the square metre, and
the j/r.-mm<3:=the are. The measures of capa-

city are the kybos, mystron, kotyU-. lilra. and
toilon. respectively equal to the millilitrc, centi-

litre, decilitre, litre, and hectolitre. The weights

for gold, silver, and precious stones are the

tokkos, obolos, and drachmc, respectively equal

to the centigramme, dixigranune, and grammes
The commercial tmit of weight is the »;ih<3=
1,500 drachmcs=^\li kilogramme. The talan-

ton is equal to the quintal, and the tonos equal

to the toimeau.

In 1875 Greece entered the monetary league
of which the other members are France, Italy,

Switzerland, and Belgiinn, and all the members
of which have a monetary unit equal to the

franc in value. The name of the Greek unit is

the drachma, divided into 100 icpta, nominally
equal to a franc but varying considerably in

\-alue.

Gcvcnimenf and Peofic.— As settled by the
present constitution the throne is hereditary ac-

cording to the law of primogeniture in the
family of King George. The king must be a
member of the Greek Orthodox Church. He at-

tains his majority- at the age of iS. The legis-

lative authority is vested in a single chamber,
called the Boule, the members of which (^pro-

portioned in number to the amoimt of the popu-
lation) are eleaed for four years by ballot by
manhood suffrage. It meets every year on r

November, unless called at an earlier date for
special business. The executive power is exer-
cised by the king through a responsible ministry.

The Greek Orthodox Church alone is estab-

lished, but ^11 other forms of religion enjoy
toleration. Ihe highest ecclesiastical authority,

subject to the king, is vested in a permanent
sjTiod, which sits at Athens, and consists of
five members appointed by the king from the
highest dignitaries of the Church. There is i

metropolitan, who has his seat at Athens, 21
archbishops, and 29 bishops, who are presented
and ordained by the sjnod, and confirmed and
invested by the king. Justice is administered,
on tlie basis of the French civil code, by a
supreme court (Arcios Pages), which has its.

seat at Athens: five higher courts, one at

Athens, one at Nauplia, one at Patras, one
at Larissa, and one at Corfu ; and a number of
courts of primary resort (Proiodokcia), in the
principal towns. The public revenue, derived
chiefly iroin direct taxes, customs, stamps, ex-
cise, monopo'.ics. the rent of national property,
etc.. was estimated for 1900 at S18.519.755, and
the e.xpenditure at $17,687,135. Revenue for

1902 was estimated at $23,621,675, and expendi-
ture at $23,021,1-^. Greece has a ver>- large
public debt. In 1S09 the amount of this debt
was about Si52.500.(x>o. .\ considerable portion
of the debt incurred in recent years has been
in the way of raising loans for the making of
railways. Of the foreig^n debt one lean is guar-
anteed by Great Britain. France, and Russia,
which have latterly had to pay the dividends oa
it, and which are now accordingly hea%y claim-
ants on Greece. The paj-ment of the interest

on its public debt has long been with Greece a
matter of difriculty. Every male Greek on at-
taining the age of 21 years is liable to military
service, his term being 2 years with the
colors, ID with the reser\-e, 8 in the national
guard, and 10 in the national guard reserve. The
army in 1900 numbered about 25.000 on a peace
footing, expanding easily to 82.000 in time of
war. The navy in 1903 consisted of 3 armor-
clad ships. 19 torpedo-boats, besides several un-
protected gun-vessels and cruisers. The popula-
tion contains a considerable intermi.xture of
foreign stocks, among which the .Mbanese, or
.\mauts, are the most numerous : but the great
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majority, though not without some taint in their

blood, are of genuine Greek extraction, and,

both in physical and mental features, bear a
marked resemblance to their celebrated fore-

fathers. It is true that the degrading bondage
to which they were subjected for centuries has
sunk them far below their natural level, and too
often substituted sycophancy and low cunning
for the intellectual superiority which, in earlier

and better times, displayed itself in immortal
productions of the chisel and the pen ; but that

,
the original elements of greatness still exist has
been proved by the noble struggles which they
have made for independence. The educational

;
.system of Greece, organized in 1834 by George

' Gennadius, one of the leaders of the w-ar of
independence, is very complete. There are three
grades of schools, the demotic or primary na-
tional schools, the Hellenic or secondary gram-
mar schools, and the gymnasia, in which, it is

as.serted, the range and the level of the teaching
are much the same as in a German gymnasium
or in the upper parts of our public schools. In
all three grades of schools education is gratui-
tous, and in the primary schools it is compulsory
on all children between 5 and 12. There is a
university at Athens, attended by nearly 3,000
students, many of whom come from districts

under the rule of the Sultan. Thus far, how-
ever, education seems to be actually diffused
among the people only to a limited extent,
though the numbers that receive a university
education are so great that many such young
men find themselves without any proper sphere
of employment, and are obliged to adopt the
career of politician and place-hunter. Many of
these are now, however, said to be finding better
ways of turning their education to account
through the rapid development of trade and in-
dustry. The national dress of the Greeks re-
sembles the Albanian costume. In the men it

consists of a tight jacket, generally scarlet, a
white linen kilt in numerous folds, a bright-
colored sash round the waist, and embroidered
gaiters ; in the woiuen it consists of a vest or
jacket fitting close to the shape, and a skirt, on
the head a kind of fez or skull-cap.

History.— From the year 1715 (see preced-
ing article) till 1821 the Greeks were subject
to the domination of the Turks. In 1770, and
again in 1790, they made attempts at insurrec-
tion, which, however, were speedily frustrated.
In the early years of the igth century a secret
society was formed for the purpose of efifecting

their liberation from the galling yoke, and in
1821 they found an opportunity of breaking out
into another insurrection, which in the end
proved successful. In that year AH, the pasha
of Janina, revolted against the Sultan Mahmoud
II., and secured the aid of the Greeks by prom-
ising them their independence. The rising of
the Greeks took place on 6 March, under Alex-
ander Ypsilanti, and on i Jan. 1822 they pub-
lished a declaration of independence. In the same
year Ali was assassinated by the Turks, but the
Greeks nevertheless continued the struggle that
they had begun, and in which they were'encour-
aged by the sympathy of nearly all the nations
of Europe. Among the most distinguished of
their leaders were Marcos Bozzaris, Capo
dTstria, Constantine Kanaris, Kolocotroni,
Miaulis, Mavrocordato. Mavromichaelis, etc. In
1823 they were joined by Lord Byron, who, dur-
ing the last year of his life, did all in his power

to further their cause by his wealth, as well as
by his active efforts on" their behalf. Unfortu-
nately he died in .A.pril of the following year.
In 1825, the Turks having called to their aid
Mehemet-Ali, the pasha of Egypt, the latter sent
his son, Ibrahim Pasha, whose talents secured
them the success that they had hitherto been un-
able to attain. Tripolitza, the capital of thr
Morea, was taken, as w^as also Missolonghi, in

spite of the valor of the Suliote mountaineers.
It was about this time that the Greek patriots
received the aid of the Englisli admiral Lord
Cochrane, who organized their fleet, and of the
French colonel Fabvier, who instructed their
army in the system of European tactics. In spite

of this, however, the Turks continued to triumph
everywhere, and resisted all the pressure that
was put upon them by other European powers to
make concessions. A treaty was then concluded
at London (6 July 1S27) between Britain.

France, and Russia, for the pacification of
Greece, and when the mediation of these three
powers was declined by the Sultan, their united
fleets, under Admiral Codrington, attacked and
annihilated the Turkish fleet off Navarino, 20
Oct. 1827. In the beginning of the following
year (1828) Count Capo dTstria became presi-
dent of the state, and later on in the same year
Ibrahim Pasha was forced to evacuate Greece
At last, on 3 Feb. 1830, a protocol of the allied

powers declared the independence of Greece,
which was recognized by the Porte on 25 April
of this j'ear. The new member of the states of
Europe received from the allies a monarchical
form of government, and offered the crown to
Leopold, Prince of Sa.xe-Coburg. and when he
refused it, to Otho, a young prince of Bavaria.
The latter accepted the offer, and was pro-
claimed king of the Hellenes at Nauplia, on ,30

Aug. 1832. The power of the king was at first

almost absolute, and his arbitrary ineasures, and
more especially the preponderance which he
gave to Germans in the governiuent, soon made
him unpopular. At the same time the finances
of the kingdom were in a very embarrassed con-
dition, and a general uneasiness prevailed. In
1843 a rebellion took place, after which a con-
stitution was dravNTi up. But Otho was after
that no more popular than before, and after the
outbreak of another rebellion in February 1862,

he saw himself compelled to abdicate the throne
(24 October). A provisional government was
then set up at Athens, and the National Assem-
bly after declaring that the throne had been
forfeited by Otho, offered it in succession to

Prince Alfred, of England, and Prince William
George, of Denmark. The latter accepted if, and
30 March 1863 was proclaimed as King George
I. At the end of that year a constituent assem-
bly was elected for the purpose of framing a
new constitution, and the result of its labors was
the constitution which is still in force. In 1864
an addition was made to the small kingdom by
the annexation of the Ionian Islands, which had
hitherto formed an independent republic under
the protection of Britain. From the first Greece
has been watching for an opportunity of ex-
tending its frontier northward, so as to in-

clude the large Greek population in Thessaly
and Epirus. In January 187S, during the Russo-
Turkish war, Greek troops were moved into
Thessaly and Epirus to the assistance of their

brethren who had risen there, but on the re-

monstrance of England these troops were with-
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drawn. The Treaty of Berlin made no definite

provisions for anj- extension of Greek lerriton.-,

but in 1881 Turkey had to cede about 5,000
square miles of Thessaly to Greece, .\fter the
union of eastern Roumelia with Bulgaria, in

1SS5. vrzT with Turkey was only prevented by
the great powers. In 1S96 an insurrection of the
Christians in Crete led to the interference of
Greece and to war with Turkey. The Turks
speedily drove back the Greeks from the north-
ern frontier and overran Thessaly: and Greece
was enabled only through the efforts of the
great powers to obtain reasonable terms of
peace. The recent internal political history of
Greece relates mainly to her financial obliga-

tions, .-^fter the expulsion of the Turkish
troops from Crete in 1808 Prince George
was appointed high commissioner of the
island.

Modem Greek Language and Literature.—
The Greek language seems to have preserved its

puritj- longer than any other known to us ; but
a deadly blow was inflicted when the Greeks
were enslaved by the fall of Constantinople

(1453 .\.D:). .\11 the cultivated classes, who still

retained the pure Greek, the language of the
Byzantine princes, either perished in the con-
tiict or took to flight, or courted the favor of
their rude conquerors, by adopting their dialect.

In the lower classes only did the common Greek
suri'ive (.the koine, dcmodcs. haplc. idiotike dia-

Icktos) the vulgar dialect of the polished classes,

the traces of which occur, indeed, in earlier

authors, but which first appears distinctly in the

6th centuo'- This Greek patois departed still

more from the purity of the written language—
which look refuge at court, in the tribunals of
justice, and the halls of instruction— when the

Frank crusaders augmented it by their own
peculiar expressions, and the barbarians in the
neighborhood engrafted theirs also upon it.

This popular dialect first appears as a complete
written language in the chronicles of Simon
Seihos, in 1070-80. .\fter the Ottomans had
become masters of the countrv- all the institu-

tions which had contributed to preserve a better

idiom perished at once. The people, left to

themselves, oppressed by the most brutal despo-

tism, would finally have abandoned their owti

dialect, which became constantly more corrupt,

had not the Greeks possessed a sort of rall>-ing-

point in their Church. But even here, owing
chiefly to the ignorance and corruption prevail-

ing among the clcrgj", little could be found to

prevent the further debasement of this fine dia-

lect, which continued till the middle of the 18th

century, .\bout this time many of the Greeks
began to resort for instruction to the universi-

ties of the West, whence they returned to their

native countrj- to animate their feIiow-countr>--

men with the desire of making nearer ap-

proaches to the more civilized nations of Europe,
so as not to remain behind in the general pro-

gress. One consequence of this was that the

Greeks began to pay more attention to their

mother tongue, and this tendencywas increased

by intercourse with the more refined West, by
means of more frequent visits from intelligent

men of that quarter to the ruins of Grecian
c

'
'- Patriarch (Samuel Eugene Bul-

^ I of Corfu, and the unfortunate
;,..,... . .._... Le mentioned as eminent at this

period.

.\t first a large part of the literature of

awakened Greece consisted of translations from
ilie French, but the countrj- now furnishes origi-

nal writers in every department of literature.

.\mong the theological works of modem Greece
perhaps the most remarkable is that on 'Truth,'

hj- Pharmakidis (1S52), which is one of the
most important works in the modem Greek Ian- •

guage. The philosophical and mathematical sci-

ences are all well represented. . For these
branches of knowledge much has been done by
the University of Athens, many of the profes-
sors of which have published manuals (.some of
which have no inconsiderable scientific value)
on the subjects on which they lecture. With
the exception of poetry, history is perhaps the
department which has attracted most writers in

the modem Greek language. On this head the
long and learned dissertations prefixed by Spir-
idion Zampelios to his 'Popular Songs of
Greece' (Corfu 1852), and 'Studies on Constan-
tinople' 1,1858), affording valuable and inter-

esting materials for the historj- of Greece in
the Middle .-^ges, deser\-e to be particularly

mentioned. In the department of philologj- and
scholarship Coray has performed important ser-

vices by collecting a large mass of materials
for acquiring a more thorough knowledge both
of ancient and modem Greek; and after him
Doukas, Darbaris, Asopios, and Rhangabe,
ought to be noticed for their editions of the an-
cient classics with commentaries in modem
Greek. .\t the head of the orators of the time
of the struggle for independence stands Trik-
oupis, some of whose speeches were collected
and published in 1829, and a second and en-
larged edition of them in i860. In the depart-
ment of poetrj- a distinction must be made be-
tween that of the people and that of the culti-

vated classes. The former is represented chiefly
in the songs of the Klephts and other songs
dating from the war of independence, which are
a faithful mirror of the public life at the time
to which the\- belong. .\t this period the war-
songs of Rhigas were caught up by the whole
nation and sung with enthusiasm. At a later

period the two Soutsos, Panagios and .Mcxan-
der, (^Ivos, Solomos, and others, earned dis-

tinction in the same kind of poetry. The Sout-
sos were distinguished also as dramatists and
novelists, and .-Vle.xander also as a satirist
.\mong the other leading dramatists are Rizos
Xeroulos and Zampelios. The most distin-

guished recent author, both a poet and a scholar,
is .•\. R Rangabe, while Demetrius Bikelas is

the chief novelist.

Modem Greek, as spoken by the uneducated
classes, is called Romaic, from the fact that it

took on its special character at the time when
the Greeks considered themselves as natives of
the Roman empire, and hence called themselves
.''

• r Romans. The Greek of the edu-
-05. that used in the newspapers and

: ..ture of the present day. is distin-
giii^ned from it by a greater resemblance to the
Greek of antiquit)-, which renders it easy for
any one who has a satisfactory acquaintance
with ancient Greek to read the literary' Greek of
'•' n day. The domain of the Romaic

not only the whole of the present
' ' ''T.^ Thessaly). but

ia, and .Anatolia.

., ... ^;;rus, as well as the
islands of the archipelago not belonging to
Greece. The purest Romaic is spoken in the
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less frequented isles of the archipelago, and in

some of the mountainous districts of the inte-

rior. It is in these districts particularly that

modes of expression are still found belonging
to the most classical antiquity. At Mcgara the
language is less corrupt than at Athens, where
it is mixed with a considerable number of Italian

worda In the northern provinces it is mixed
chiefly with Albanian. Besides the foreign
words which have been introduced into northern
Greek, a pretty large number of words are found
which have changed their original signification

although they have retained their original form.
Ancient words are most commonly found in

significations the most remote from the original

or derivative sense. The grammar has also

undergone considerable modifications. For ex-
ample, the numbers have been reduced to two by
the suppression of the dual ; and the cases to
four, by the disappearance of the dative, the sig-

nification of which is now expressed by means
of a preposition with the accusative. The first

of the cardinal numerals is now used as an in-

definite article. The degrees of comparison are
sometimes expressed by the ancient inflexions,

but at other times by the use of plcon (more).
The past tenses of the verb are formed by the
aid of the verb echo (I have), and the future
tenses by the aid of tlielo (I will). The infini-

tive mood, which has fallen out of use, has its

place supplied by a periphrasis, in which the
verb is put in the subjunctive. The middle voice
has disappeared, and what remains of the old
conjugation is of so little consequer.ce that it

may be regarded as an irregularity. The an-
cient orthography of the language is still pre-
served, but considerable changes appear to have
taken place in the pronunciation. The vowels
V, «, and V, and the diphthongs et. ot, and vi,

are all pronounced like ca m the English w-ord
fnean. B is now pronounced as z; and the
sound of b is expressed by /^t. A is pro-
nounced like til in thus, and 6 like th in think.

Consult: Neroulos, <Cours de Litterature
Grecque Moderne* (1828) ; Rangabe, 'Histoire
Litteraire de la Grece Moderne* (1877) '• Nicolai,
'Geschichte neugriechischer Litteratur* (1876).

Greek Architecture. First, that which has
existed in Greece, that is the land of the Hel-
lenes, which, for art purposes, includes every-
thing south of Mount Olympus on the east
coast and the Island of Corfu on the west. This
architecture is of several very distinct epochs.
Second, the architecture identified with the
Greek spirit at the time of the highest intellec-
tual development of the race — viz. from about
500 B.C. to the Roman Conquest; and which is
in architecture represented by the famous styles
called Doric and Ionic, with the Corinthian just
appearing at the time when the freedom of
Greece was at an end. Each of these definitions
of tlic term requires separate treatment.

First.— The architecture of tlie land of
Greece is known to us in its earliest form by
certam tombal chambers, in which a circular or
polygonal room is enclosed and roofed with
stone by one operation, that is. by layiu" tlie
stones m courses continually projecting invvards
and so decreasing the size of the chamber within'
until at last a single cap-stone closes the aper-
ture at the top. These stone structures had pas-
sages leading to them, enclosed and roofed with
stone

;
and these passages allowed of the cover-

ing in of the whole stone edifice with earth, per-
haps in huge, high mounds. In this way, as in

northern Europe and also in the peninsula of In-
dia, a great funereal monument was erected
which cost nothing but the labor of transporting
many thousand tons of earth and rough stone in

addition to the comparatively slight building of
the stone chamber and passage. The largest of
these is among the ruins of Mycen;e, and has
been known for many years as the Treasury of
Atreus. More elaborate buildings are of what
is known as the Mycenaean epoch (see My-
cen.e.\n) which is not accurately fixed, but
w-hich it is customary now (1904) to place at
about 1700 B.C., lasting perhaps for 500 years.
The name Mycensan comes from the city of
Mycens, explored first by Dr. Schilemann in

1876. We know only its remains, painting upon
walls, inlays of metal, pottery and the like, and
something is known of the plan of the royal
palace and its accessory buildings ; but no part
of this enables us to fix the date. If we assume
that this artistic civilization lasted until about
1200 B.C. there is less a lapse of time before the
Homeric conditions began ; for the palaces and
fortresses described in the Iliad are generally
accepted as of about l.ooo B.C. Again a blank
occurs, and the earliest buildings of the Proto-
Doric may be thought to begin about 600 B.C.

For the classical art of Greece, that is the
building of the celebrated and beautiful temples,
see the second part of this paper. This classical
epoch lasts until the Roman conquest, and even
beyond it in a modified form. Thus the gateway
of the Agora in Athens is Doric of a style not
used until the Roman control had begun : and
it is extremely curious to compare this with the
Doric of 500 years earlier. The Roman gov-
ernors and generals built memorial buildings,
porticoes and temples in a curiously modified
style, partly pure Greek, partly of that Roman-
ized Greek which was beginning to be recognized
as the Imperial art for the whole Mediterranean
world. Under the reign of Hadrian an attempt
was made to return to a purer taste, but this was
of brief duration. Greece was not to have an
art of her own again until the Byzantine style
was well established (see Architecti'RE and
Byzantine Architecture). The Byzantine
style in the land of Greece was singularly char-
acterized by very small proportions ; there has
never been an interesting style of which the
monuments are so diminutive ; important
churches exist in .A.thens and other cities which
would not hold two hundred persons and which
are delicately built in a refined shape, and pret-
tily if not richly decorated. The architecture of
modern times in Greece is not more intelligent
than that of the rest of Europe, while it is very
simple and inexpensive. The country is small
and poor, and even a royal palace cannot have
much costly treatment : moreover the buildings
in Athens are mostly of German design, accord-
ing to the taste of the first dynasty established
there after the freeing of Greece in 1823.

Second.— Grecian architecture in the sense
of the classical style begins with what we call
the Proto-Doric style as exemplified by the tem-
ple at Corinth, a building with low. thick col-
umns and a comparatively high entablature, as
far as can be ascertained. It is thought bv some
that the Heraion (that is the temple of Hera)
at Olympia, is a still older building, and in that
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case the earliest piece of classical Greek archi-
tecture. It is curious in form, as it has six

columns at each end with sixteen on each side,

the corner columns being counted twice, that is

to say, there are fort}- columns in all. The
peculiarity of this will be seen when we speak
below of the perfected type of Doric temples.
In the Olvmpia building tlie columns are of dif-

ferent sizes, varj'ing even more than a foot in

their thickness, and the capitals also differ. The
common explanation, tliat the columns were orig-

inally of wood and were replaced by stone, one
at a time, at all events points to the extreme
irregularity of the structure. The Doric build-

ings of accepted and permanent type may thus
be thought to appear first at die beginning of the
5th century B.C. The Greek colonies in south-
ern Italy and Sicily were flourishing at this time
and we find some of the earliest Doric temples
of classical form in Pesto (the Roman Paestum,
the Greek Poseidonia), in Campania and in

Selinunte and Girgenti in Sicily. The style

rapidly took definite form and was reduced at

an early date to a very definite set of rules.

Thus it became a recognized arrangement that

the columns on the flank of the peristylar tem-
ple should be twice as many as those on the
front and one more: the corner column being
always counted twice. Thus the hexa5t>'le tem-
ples at Athens, in Pesto and elsewhere, having
6 columns in front, have 13 on the side : and
the only two octostyle Doric temples known—
the Parthenon at Athens and the great temple
at Selinunte— have 17 columns on the side.

But all temples were not peristylar ; on the con-
trary by far the greater number had porticoes

only at the east front or at the cast and west
end. The essential parts of the temple are. of

course, the closed naos or, as the Romans called

it. the cella, in which the statue of the divinity

was preserved, together with certain treasures,

consecrated gifts and the like. There must have
been thousands of these little shrines in Greece,

the Greek islands and the colonies. A some-
what larger temple would have a second cham-
ber, the treasury (opisthodomos) at the rear

or west end of the cella, and this would have its

own portico. The Temple of Theseus (so

called) at .Athens seems to have had a single

chamber and two porticoes, one at either end,

these being deep and sheltered and affording

place for certain sacred statues and the like.

Larger temples, like the Temple of Zeus at

Olympia, the Parthenon at .Athens, and the one
at Pesto. called the Temple of Neptune, have
the interior of the cella divided into a nave and
aisles by two rows of columns; but just what
the connection was between these columns and
the carrying of the roof is not rightly under-

stood. Some archatologists associate them with

the assumed arrangement for admitting daylight

into the interior through the roof (see Hyp.b-

THRAL Theory).
The style of design was this— the columns

wti- thick in proportion to their height and
tapered from bottom to top. but not as a cone

tapers, for the diminution of thickness follows a

decided and even visible curve which is called

the entasis. These columns are channeled from
top to bottom by grooves, usually twenty in

number, each having an elliptical curve or nearly

so and meeting one another at sharp arrises.

These shafts carried capitals made of one or

two blocks of stone but always in two archi-
tectural parts. The lower part is what is called
the echinus. It is a circular slab of stone pro-
jecting all round as much as half the diameter
of the shaft in the earliest examples, perhaps a
quarter of that diameter in the later ones ; and
this projection is rounded in a very subtle way,
becoming flat below near the shaft and rounding
more rapidly above. The curve of some of
these echinus capitals is of extraordinary beauty.

The uppermost member of the capital is a thick

square block, or die. or plinth, sharp-cornered,

without ornament of any sort except for the

painting. These columns carrj- the epistjle or
architrave, which, in the Doric style, is usually

plain. Upon this rests what is known as the

frieze, which consists of a series of upright
blocks of stone perhaps half as high again as

they are wide, and their height increased in

appearance by grooves running vertically. These
triglyphs carrj-. or seem to carry, the third or
crowning member, the cornice, but between the

triglyphs are the spaces called metopes, which
are commonly filled by slabs or blocks of stone,

the outer surface of which w-as always a favorite

place for ornamentation. The cornice projected
very much beyond the frieze, and its under side

was cut with a drip moulding so that rain-

water would not back up and run down the

entablature, that being the name given to the
three parts taken together, that is. to the whole
horizontal superstructure laid upon the columns.
There was nothing above this cornice except at

the two ends the rising gable which marks the
slope of the roof (see Pediment), and on the

side a gutter for rain-water with spouts or
scuppers in its outer space.

The building of the temple was in this way as
simple as possible— square cornered, oblong,
roofed with a simple gable-roof, without arches
or windows or chimneys. Its decoration was
largely in the extreme refinement of the parts.

The proportion of height to width, the spacing

of columns and their shape and character were
helped out by an extraordinary system of curves
by which a grace was added to the building

which the eye could hardly follow in its cause
or character, but which changed the whole as-

pect very greatly. Thus the entablature was cut

with an upward curve toward the middle and in

this way the whole building had a lighter as-

pect than if it had been strictly horizontal. The
same upward curve was repeated in the stylobate

or stone floor on which the columns stood. The
columns themselves were curved in outline as

above stated, and they were set so as to slope in-

ward, the outer ones the most, this for the

obvious purpose of making the building seem
more solidly set upon its base. To the building
so carefully designed there was often added a

great deal of elaborate sculpture (see below I

and, apparently in all cases, rich chromatic dec-

oration. For this subject see Poi.vciiromv : but

it may be mentioned here that the modern
world has no very clear notion of what was the

effect of brilliant painting in red and blue, with
gilded metal, applied to a marble building stand-

ing high upon a prominent rock in the heart of

a town, the recognized centre of interest and
the chief religious shrine. No living man has
ever seen anything at all like that : and it is

probable that no imagination can reproduce it in

thought.
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To the modern student, tlie Doric style as

described above, is much the most important part

of Grecian architecture ; but to a Greek of the

time of Alexander the Great the Ionic temples

along the shore of Asia Minor would have

seemed the more grand and costly, the more re-

cent, and therefore the more identified with ad-

vanced civilization. Those great temples have

disappeared with a strange completeness. While
there are Doric temples nearly complete except

for the roof— which has. of course, disap-

peared.— while there are many others of which
large and most interesting remains exist, many
columns standing erect and some parts of the

superstructure,— there is almost nothing re-

maining in complete condition of all the great

Ionic temples. It is on this account that the ex-

qijisite building on the Acropolis at Athens, the

Erectheum, contains in itself almost all our
modern notions of the style. Very near it on
the Acropolis is the little square amphiprostyle

temple." known as the Temple of Athenae Xike,

or as the Temple of the Wingless Victory, and
this shrine may also be considered an un-

changed Greek building, because, though it was
entirely destroyed, the stones of it were found
built into a Turkish fortification and the whole
structure was piled up again by the engineers of

the first European king of Greece, Otho of Ba-
varia, who reigned from 1832 to 1862.

We learn from these buildings what the style

really was. The shafts of the columns are much
more slender than those of the Doric style and
are fluted with circular grooves which are sep-

arated from one another by narrow fillets instead

of meeting at a sharp edge. There is a base
composed of mouldings running around the
column. The capital is very peculiar, having
volutes or scrolls at either side so that each
capita! 'has a front and a back precisely alike,

and tw'O ends alike, dififering from all other cap-

itals in not being alike on at least four sides.

The members of the entablature are the same as

those of the Doric style, but there are important
diflferences in them. Thus the epistyle, instead

of being a plain smooth block, is divided into

three parallel surfaces, each one slightly over-
hanging the one below ; the frieze is continuous
and not broken by triglyphs ; the cornice is more
richly sculptured. Figure sculpture is applied

in a somewhat different way. Thus as the frieze

has no triglyphs it may be carved continuously;
and in the Erectheum the sculpture is in the
form of statuettes in white marble secured to a
gray marble ground. It is not quite decided
whether this color effect was helped out by
painting or gilding, and how far the other parts
of the temple were painted in bright colors.
Again in the famous temple of Artemis
(Diana) at Ephesus, the lower part of the
.shafts of the columns was in some cases very
richly sculptured. The term cohimna calata is

applied to one of these columns and in any one
of them is found this unique device:— the' base
is rather unusually high and is divided up by
many mouldings ; beginning about four feet from
the pavement is a circle of figures larger than
life surrounding the lowermost of those blocks
of marble which make up the shaft proper: the
flutings then begin above the band of sculptured
figures and stop beneath the capital in the usual
way. Not all the columns were arranged in this
way, apparently only about one fourth of the

whole number. The ancient Temple of .'Krtemia

which existed before the later magnificent struc-
ture was built had the same singular arrange-
ment of sculptured shafts. Near Ephesus there
have been found some capitals in which the head
and shoulders of a bull project on either side
beyond the volutes of the capital ; and on the
Island of Delos there are capitals made up en-
tirely, so far as their decorations are concerned,
of the heads of bulls. In the Erectheum of
Athens there is that wonderful Portico of the
Maidens in which an entablature made up of
peristyle and cornice alone, without frieze, is

supported on the heads of six caryatides, that is,

draped female statues. In the National Museum
at Athens are some caryatides of another por-
tico. In the Incantada, a ruined Greek building
in Salonica, there is a row of caryatides high up
in the wall. The pilasters are treated with cap-
itals of a curious style of Asiatic sculpture in

the temple of Miletus. If to this we add the
extraordinary capitals which some few monu-
ments possess, monuments which must be called
Grecian, but which are quaint and barbaric in

appearance and almost grotesque, it appears that
the Ionic was not as disciplined a style as the
Doric but was influenced by the highly decora-
tive sense of the .'\siatic peoples and allowed of
great variety of decorative design.

The Corinthian style is so little known to us
as of Greek invention and use that it is almost
always considered as a Roman or at most a
Greco-Roman style : but the unquestionably
Greek building, the little choragic monument of
Lysicrates in .\thens is Corinthian and the

equally unquestioned and much more splendid
round building at Epidaurus, was absolutely
Greek, of pure type, and possessed a Corinthian
order: the capitals completely developed. The
dates are appro.ximately, of the .Athens building,

33t B.C. ; of the Tholos, about the middle of 4th
century B.C. The Athenian monument stands
tolerably complete. The round building at

Epidaurus is ruined and the capitals much scat-

tered, but a single capital was found in a cellar

or a chamber built for that purpose, and evi-

dently intended to preserve it as a pattern, and
this is intact. It is also one of the most beau-
tiful Corinthian capitals known to us. The
style, however, is almost identified with Roman
work and will be treated in connection with
ROM.^X ImPERI.\L ARCHITECTfRE.

RlSSELL StCRGIS.

Greek Art. Modern students of Grecian

archaeology do not doubt that the Greeks of dif-

ferent epochs were as successful in painting of

stately and religious subjects and of painting and
drawing in a slighter and more popular way as

they were in sculpture : but this is merely an
inference. -Absolutely nothing remains to us of

Greek painting of high class. We can study the

figures on Greek paintea vases and notice their

admirable disposition and the beautiful designs

made of their combinations, and we can note the

technical system followed, sometimes by draw-
ing on the clay with a hard point, sometimes
without that help and drawn evidently with the

brush alone. The use of pigment, too, generally

bl.ick but sometimes of otiier colors, can be per-

fectly understood : but this is all of the simplest

character, nor can we draw any conclusions at

all about the wall-paintings or panel-paintings
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of the Greeks. In the houses of Pompeii there

are many wall-paintings which seem to have had
a non-Italian and probably Greek origin, and
furthenr.ore it is known that Pompeii was a
town of Greek settlement and retained much
Grecian influence even under the Roman Em-
pire. Some port— " ' '

'—
'

"
-i found in

Egj"pt painted i~: n boards)
and these are ccr; .. :. „^ ,_.._. ; they may
be assumed to be Greek, of the Alexandrian
epoch. In these, however, there is no back-
ground, no added incident, which might guide us
to a knowledge of Greek design in Graphic art.

Finally, some paintings discovered in Rome,
though belonging to houses of late date,

are altogether Greek in design : and these

may well be reduced copies, or imitations,

of famous originals three hundred years earlier.

Xone of these paintings are of great im-
ponance. None of them give us an ex-
alted idea of the painting which stood for their

original impulse. The statements made by an-

cient writers with regard to the paintings of
their own lime and those who were then famous
as having belonged to earlier times, are of very
little use, because we have no standard with
which to compare their critical remarks, and
furthermore because no one of the books re-

maining to us from antiquity seems to be the

work of a man greatly interested in fine art.

For this reason the paintings on the vases are
worthy of the most minute examination. The
earliest 5t\-le in which the subjects represented

are at all elaborate are of the undetermined
epoch which we call the Mycenxan. Those
vases are rich in patterns of scrolls, bands, zig-

zags and spots with, somewhat rarely, animal
forms introduced in bands and ( as in Crete and
Cyprus) as a principal subject and covering a
large part of the body of the vase. The paint-

ing is generally in brom-nish red on a dull yellow
ground, which is the natural color of the clay.

The famous Warrior Vase found at Mycenae
and now in the Central Museum at .\thens and
which we must - ' ' ' o bc.
has much of that form
ar-^ "••"'•-'• sati?;..>.i. ..... ...on of
n".' ch we associate with barbaric art in

a!! human form is drawn without any
comelmess or grace and without any success in

getting control of £rr=-:'e : but the purpose is

clear. viz„ the ' of a procession of
warriors wearing mets. rarrvine ereat

shields of the cun: :^ kiJncy <• ' --

ward associated with certain .\

and carrying spears in the riu'-.. lui; i. \v icii

spears have sometimes two heads or what seem
to be heads

The paintings on pottery which are of the

most interest are those of the period beginning

about 600 B.C and ending about 150 B.C. The
earlier pieces are. of course, difficult to date even

approximately. They represent warrinr* encaged
in hattlr. the scene fomiine a broad hsnd rim-

nv '

'
' " ' "

r 1

fified. as where Hercuies brinifs the Krii-man-

thian boar to show to his brother, king Eiirys-

fhetis. or where Peleus is about to carry off

Thetis from among her attendant nymphs: or

they represent a feast, with men reclining on
couches and others acting as attendants bringing

pitchers and vases to fill the cup held by the

reclining guest. The beautiful black glaze of

the vases is use^! ; ; as the pigment for

the figures and to work the back-
ground around t..^ :>i .;^;. These two sr>-les

are known as the black-on-red or black-figure

style, the other as the red-on-black or red-figure

style, and this latter style is known as the later

of the two. There is still another form which is

generally the latest of all. In this the black
glaze is worked over the whole vase except for

a panel or medallion or even a band around the

vase, which is left in the red color of the pot-

ter)-, and upon this the figures are painted in

black. From the 5th century on the drawing
is extremely vigorous and significant. It is

grotesque sometimes, as where the muscles are
given excessive prominence or where the at-

titude is exaggerated in the attempt to make it

tell the story: but everywhere the drawing of
the outline and the filling in with color shows
singular mastery.

In a few cases the drawing itself is faultless

:

but in by far the greater number of cases, even
of a good time, it is rather the evidently slight

and swift work of a man familiar with nature
and with the best traditions of an but not using
his whole strength in the slight painting of the
earthenware. The use of pigments other than
the black glaze is not very frequent: but a red
somewhat brighter than the color of the clay is

used, also a kind of violet, more rarely a green,
and in some cases gilding is applied— especially

in late and very elaborate work. .\ small class

of vases, identified with the ciry of -\thens, has
the body covered with a solid coat of white,
upon which figures are painted in \-arious bright
colors; but this work is perishable.

In ;lose connection with the drawing and
paintit.g applied to pottery is the engraved work
on the backs of bronze mirrors, on pieces of
armor, and on cists (cistct). Even as in modem
times some of the most elaborate and precious
drawing is that of the engraver working on cop-
per-plate (though he proposes to take prints on
paper from his engraving), so the Grecian
draughtsman put some of his finest work on
those engravings meant for pure decoration. .\s

we have no free drawing on paper or plaster or
wood — nothing that shows how the Greek drew
with a free hand— we can only reason back-
ward from the firm and resolute setting down of
lines drawn on the resistant material with the

sharp point, and infer the vigor and daring of
the more imfettered design.

Sculpture in its different forms is, after all,

that which Greece has left us which is most im-
portant. \\'e have the marble reliefs carved
upon temples, tombs, and the walls of sacred
enclosures, and also a great number of slabs

which, when more than two or three feet in

either dimension are generally tombstones, but

which, when small, are frequently mere records

carved upon a boundary stone or a memorial, or
else a votive slab dedicated at the shrine of
some divinity. In all of these the propriety and
the freedom of design are wonderful and. in re-

lief sculpture at least, the Greeks have set an
example which has never been e<iualled since,

neither in th* actual beauty of the form nor in

the intelligence shown in the composition. The
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most wonderful of the low reliefs are those

of the famous frieze which forms the crowning

member of the wall of the Parthenon within the

screen of columns, the wall of the naos or cella.

The well-known fact that this whole composition

was painted in bright colors changes at once our

ideas as to its decorative effect as a part of

the Ijuilding, but modern students can form no
correct idea of the appearance of elaborate

sculptures painted in an artistical fashion be-

cause they have never seen anything of the kind.

One special reason why the reliefs are peculiarly

important to modern students is their undoubted
originality. The sculptures found at Phigalia,

at Halica'rnassus, at Xanthos, and at Gjolbaschi

in Asia Minor are the undoubted work of the

4th and 5th centuries, and moreover they were
designed for the places in which we now find

them. This is not so with statues and busts,

for of all the great world of Grecian statuary

only three or four undoubted originals of the

first rank remain. The Hermes of Praxiteles

was found as Pausanius saw it in the 2d cen-

tury .\.D. ; the Winged Victory of Paionios also;

and these two were found in the excavations at

Olympia in Greece. Statues of somewhat less

importance have been found in the islands of
the Greek archipelago and in specially protected
underground chambers in the mainland of Eu-
rope, and a number of splendid bronzes, were
found in a single great country house at Hercu-
laneum near Naples ; but as a general thing it

has to be settled by internal evidence whether
the piece discovered is of . urmiingled Greek
character or of a less simple and perfect later

style. The statues of the pediments, however,
those which once stood at either end of the

Parthenon, the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, the
great temple of .Egina, and those which seem to

have been placed between the columns of the

Nereid Monument at Xanthos, are almost as
certainly of their apparent epoch as are the bas-
reliefs of the same buildings. In this way we
have a score of fairly complete marble statues,

two or three bronze statues of the highest rank,

and a dozen less important ones, a score of life-

size busts, and many smaller bronzes, all of

which are assuredly of the best time of Greek
art. Our knowledge of this subject is greatly

helped by the study of engraved gems .and
coins. The gems were used for seals, or set
in finger rings worn hung by a string,

and the materials used were, of course, very
hard stones, such as chalcedony and sardonyx

;

though glass was used also, and some seals are
engraved in gold. The figure engraved in intag-
lio can be seen as if in relief when the stone is

transparent and is looked at from the back. But
connnonly the student takes a cast in plaster or
wax and studies that relief together with the
original hollow sculpture of the gem. The num-
ber of these gems in our public and private
collections is very great, even if we consider only
those of undoubted Grecian origin. The coins
are, in art, of the same character as the gems,
because they are struck from a die, which die
has been engraved in the same way in which the
intaglio in hard stone is engraved : that is, the
artist in either case keeps in mind the future re-

lief and carves his hollow or sunken desi.gn

rather with a view to its utility as a die than as
to its own aopearance. Greek coins are the sub-
ject of much and careful study among modern

students. Greek sculpture includes also the
eartlicnware figurines which have been found in

great number in the neighborhood of Smyrna, in

Sicily and the other islands of the Mediterra-
nean, and especially in the neighborhood of Tan-
agra in Greece.

The years since 1850 have been rich in

books on the subject of Grecian archaeology,
which archsology is, in great measure, the study
of the existing works of art ; books on Grecian
vase-painting, gems and coins are to be counted
by scores and hundreds. The latest are gen-
erally the best to begin with. The student will

find in them the best means of judging what
earlier books he may need : and at the same time
he will find the latest discoveries and the most
mature opinions of archaeologists. The same
remark applies to the periodicals, of which there
are many and very valuable, for indeed much of
the comparative study of this subject has been
carried on in the columns of German. French
and English periodicals, often issued by learned
^°'='«^'"-

Russell Sturgis.
Greek Church, or Holy Oriental Orthodox

Apostolic Church, that section of the Christian

church dominant in Eastern Europe and West-
ern Asia, especially in Turkey, Greece, Russia,

and some parts of Austria. In the first ages of

Christianity numerous churches were founded

by the apostles and their successors in Greek-
speaking countries : in Greece itself, in Syria,

Egj-pt, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor. Thrace, and
Macedonia. These were subsequently called

Greek, in contradistinction to the churches in

which the Latin tongue prevailed. The removal

of the seat of empire by Constantine tu Con-
stantinople, and the subsequent separation of the

eastern and western empires, afforded the oppor-

tunity for diversities of language, modes of

thinking, and customs to manifest themselves,

and added political causes to the grounds of sep-

aration. During the earliest period the chief

seats of influence in the Eastern Church were

Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria, the seat of

that mystical philosophy, by which the oriental

church was distinguished. In 341, soon after

the synod of Antioch, the rivalry between the

Bishop of Rome and the Bishop of Constan-

tinople began to assume importance, and before

the year 400 differences of doctrine with respect

to the procession of the Holy Spirit appeared.

The Council of Chalcedon in 451 reaffirmed the

"pre-eminence of honor" after Rome, which had

been granted Constantinople by the Second Gen-

eral Council in 381, but also accorded to its

bishop supremacy, not only over Thrace, but

over Pontus and Asia. This canon, the

famous 28th, Rome refused to confirm.

The title of (Ecumenical Patriarch was as-

sumed bv John, bishop of Constantinople,

in 588, 'and in the following year the

phrase *Filioque' (<and the Son> ) was added

bv the Latins to the Nicene Creed (which now
read 'proceeding from the father and the son>),

an addition to which the Greek Church was op-

posed. In 648 Pope Theodore deposed Patriarch

Paul II. ; but a reconciliation of the churches

was effected at the Council of Rome (68o>. The
doctrines of the Greek Church were defined by

John Damascenus in 730. The disruption was
hastened bv the banishment of Ignatius by Mich-

ael the Drunken, and the consecration of Photius

(858). Pope Nicholas I. refused to sanction
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the usurpation of Photius and excommunicated
him. The schism was temporarily healed after

the death of Photius, but Michael Cerularius
reopened it by charging the Latins with hetero-
doxy. He was excommunicated by Leo IX. in

1054, since which the Greeks have been severed
from the Roman communion, though the Russo-
Greek Church was not separated until the 12th

century. The presence of the Crusaders in the
East aggravated the quarrel ; Latin patriarchates
were established in .-Vntioch and Jerusalem, and.
though on the capture of Constantinople by the
Crusaders a Latin patriarchate was set up there

1 1204), the schism was revived there as soon as

the Latin empire fell (1262). Reunion was pro-
posed in 1273 by Patriarch Joseph, and effected,

with the acknowledgment of the pope as primate,

at the Council of Lyons (,1274). The union,

however, was annulled in 12S2 by Emperor
Andronicus H., and in 1283 and 12S5 by synods
of Constantinople. It was again effeaed under
John Pateologus at Florence in 1439, but was
repudiated in 1443 by the Patriarchs of .\lex-

andria, .\ntioch, and Jerusalem. In 1453, when
the patriarch fled from the Turks, a schismatic,

Gregorj- Scholarius, was chosen in his place. In

1575 unsuccessful negotiations were commenced
with a view to union with the Lutherans, and in

1723 the English bishops even proposed that the

Greek and .\nglican churches should unite, a

proposal revived by the archbishop of Moscow
in i8j6. The claims of the czar in 1853 to the

protectorate of the Greek churches in Turkey
was one of the causes of tlie Crimean War.

The Greek Church is the only church which
holds that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the

Father only : the Roman Catholic and Protestant

Churches "deriving the Holy Ghost from the

Father and the Son. Like the Roman CathoUc
Church it has seven sacraments— baptism

;

chrism ; penance, preceded with confession

;

the eucharist : ordination ; marriage ; and unction.

But it is peculiar ^i), administering baptism

by threefold immersion, the chrism Cconfirma-

tion) following immediately after it; (2), in

adopting, as to the eucharist, the doctrine of the

real presence and transubstaniiation : but in

ordering the bread to be leavened, the wine to

be mixed with water, and both elements to be

distributed to ever}- one, even to children; 13),

the parochial clergj- arc required to be married,

but only once and to a virgin, and marriage

must take place before ordination; widowed
clergy are not permitted to retain their livings,

but go into a cloister, where they are called

hieromonachu Rarely is a widowed bishop al-

lowed to preserve his diocese. The Greek
Church grant? ' - :n case of proved adul-

ter>% but it do' v even the l.iity a fourth

ir^'rriagc. It u..... ... ^ from the Roman Cath-

olic Church in anointing with the lu)ly oil, not

the d>ing but the sick, for the restoration of

health, forgiveness, and sanctification. It rejects

the doctrine of purg3tor>-. work« nf supereroga-

tion, indulgences, and 1! 'tnits

prayers for the dead, wl - to

be considered undetermimu i:;^.:i un ;i;i:.
.1 udg-

mcnt It recognizes no visible vicar of Christ on
earth, but the spiritual authority of patriarch is

little inferior to that of the pope. It allows no
carved, sculptured, or molten image of holy

persons or subjects; but the representations of

Christ (except in the crucifix), of Mar>-, and

the saints, must be merely painted, and at most
inlaid with precious stones. In the Russian
churches, however, works of sculpture are found.
In the invocation of the saints, and especially

of the \"irgin, the Greeks resemble the Latins.

They also hold relics, graves, and crosses sacred

;

and crossing in the name of Jesus they consider
as having a wonderful and blessed influence.

.\mong the means of penance, fasts are particu-

larly numerous with them. They fast Wednesday
and Friday of every week, and besides observe
four great annual fasts, namely forty days be-
fore Easter; from \\'hitsuntide to the days of
Sts. Peter and Paul ; the fast of the Virgin ^Iar}-,

from the 1st to the 15th of .\ugust; and the
apostle Philip's fast, from the 15th to the 26th
of November: besides the day of the beheading
of John the Baptist, and of the elevation of the
cross. The calendar of the Greek Church is

in the old stj'le, their New Year's Day falling on
13 Januarj-.

The services of the Greek Church consist

almost entirely in outward forms. Preaching
and catechizing constitute the least part of it.

Instrumental music is excluded altogether. The
Mass is considered of the lirst importance. The
convents conform, for the most part, to the strict

rule of St. Basil. The Greek abbot is termed
hcgumcnos, the abbess hcgitmcnc. The abbot of

a Greek convent which has several others under
its inspection is termed archimandrite, and ranks
next a bishop. The lower clergv- in the Greek
Church consist of readers, singers, deacons, etc.,

and of priests or popes and protopopes or arch-
priests, who are the first clergv- in the cathedrals
and metropolitan churches. The members of the
lower clerg}- can rise no higher than protopopes,
for the bishops are chosen from among the
monks, and from the bishops are selected the
archbishops, metropolitans, and patriarchs. In
Russia there are twenty-four dioceses. With
which of them the archiepiscopal dignity shall

be united depends on the will of the emperor.
The seats of the four metropolitans of the Rus-
sian Elmpire are St. Petersburg. Kiev, Kasan,
and Tobolsk. In the Turkish dominions the dig-

nities of Patriarch of Constantinople, .-Mex-

andria, .^ntioch. and Jerusalem still subsist. The
Patriarch of Constantinople still possesses the
ancient authority of his see; the other three pa-
triarchs e.xercise a very limited jurisdiction, and
live for the most part on the aid afforded them
by the Patriarch of Constantinople.

The United Greek Churches comprise those
Churches of Greek rite which are in communion
with the See of Rome: the adherents of these
Churches are commonly stj-led Uniates. and the
Churches Uniate Churches. There are five such
L'niate Greek Churches, namely, those of the
Melchiies, of the Ruthenians, of the Greek Cath-
olics of Italy, of the Gneco-Romaic rite, and of
the Bulgarians. These several Churches retain
their several Greek or Oriental liturgies and
sacramental rites and most of the usages and
ceremonies of the Eastern schismatical Churches
from which they are sprung.

The Melchiies represent those Churches of
Syria and Eg>-pt which, in 1686 and later, se-

ceded from jurisdictions of the Monophysite
patriarchs of .-Xntioch, Jerusalem, and .\le.xan-

dria. Their number is small, perhaps not ex-
ceeding 50.000 souls, but they have three patri-
archs, with bishops subordinate to them.
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The Ruthenian United Church is an offshoot

of the Russian Greek Church by secession ; the

iiiembership of this Church in Russian Poland
-and in the Austro-Hungary monarchy comprises
probably 1,000,000 souls.

The United Greeks of Italy, mostly in Cala-

bria, are estimated at 30,000.

fhc Grseco-Romaic Church of Hungary and
Transylvania has about 1,000,000 adherents.

The United Bulgarian Church dates from
i860, when several bishops with a considerable

following of their people were received into the

•communion of the Church of Rome.
All these Churches retain the ancient Greek

liturgies of the Eastern Churches from which
they seceded, and to a great extent their ancient

systems of discipline. The priest, as in the

Greek orthodox and in the Russian orthodox
Church, must be married, and the bishops must
be celibates ; hence the bishops are usually

chosen from the monastic order. The widowed
priest is not permitted to contract a second mar-
riage. In short, these Churches retain, of the

religious practices and of the discipline of the

several Eastern Churches from which they se-

ceded, whatever is not inconsistent with alle-

giance to the supreme pontiff in matters of
doctrine.

The language of the Ruthenian United
Church's liturgy is Old Sclavonic, and translated

from one of the ancient Greek liturgies. The lit-

urgy of the Melchites is that of St. John Chrys-
ostom, and on certain occasions that of St.

Basil, both in the original Greek. The liturgy

of the Bulgarian Church is also of Greek origin,

but translated into an ancient Sclavic idiom.

Greek Fire, a combustible composition
made probably of naphtha, sulphur and nitre,

which was first used in 673 .\.D. by the Greeks
of the Byzantine Empire against the Saracens.
Its invention has usually been ascribed to Callin-

icus of Heliopolis, and to the year 668 a.d. The
mixture appears to have been highly inflam-
mable, and to have been difficult to extinguish

;

was poured out, burning, from ladles on be-
siegers, projected out of tubes to a distance,

•or shot from balistre, burning on tow tied to ar-

rows. At Constantinople the process of making
Greek fire was kept a secret for several cen-
turies ; but the knowledge of its composition
and the use of it, gradually spread to the West.
It was in use for a short time after the inven-
tion oi gunpowder. Combustibles of a similar
kind were used at the siege of Charleston in

1863, composed of sulphur, nitre, and lamp-
black : and naphtha in shells was also tried.

Greek-letter Societies, or College Frater-
nities, are found in nearly all leading educa-
tional institutions, particularly the great uni-
versities, in the United States. Branches of the
various societies are known as "chapters," and
are found in nearly every college as well as in
every large city in the country. No society has
more than one chapter in any one college. While
these societies are secret in character there is

neither ritual nor mystery in their conduct, the
protection of meetings, constitution and mottoes
being all the secrecy involved. The Greek alpha-
bet is generally used in naming a fraternity, or
a chapter. There are three types of badges worn
by members, the name badge, monogram badge,
and symbol badge. In the latter a key, skull, or
scroll is usually employed.

The oldest of these literary and social broth-

erhoods was established as early as 1776, and
continued the sole society of its kind for 50
years. There were in iyo2 more than Soo chap-
ters of these societies in American colleges, with
a membership including the alumni, of more than
100,000. It has become quite the practice for stu-

dents of a particular fraternity to reside together
during their college course in their "chapter"

house. In 1901 there were 70 such houses in the

United States owned by the "chapters," and 200
other houses rented by them. Princeton is the

only prominent college in the country where the

fraternal society is prohibited, and the fact that

all the other leading institutions permit these
organizations to e.xist affords strong presump-
tion that the}' are regarded with favor, and that

their influence is for good rather than for evil.

In ig02 there were 25 of these societies for men
and 8 for women, in the universities and col-

leges of the United States.

Phi Beta Kafl'a.— This, the oldest organiza-
tion, is composed of 53 college chapters, and
was founded 5 Dec. 1776, at William and Mary
College, Williamsburg, Va. A chapter was
formed at Yale, in New Haven, in Dec. 1779,

and soon after at Harvard, Dartmouth, Bowdoin
and Amherst. The society in 1902 had a mem-
bership of 11,000. The national council meets
triennial ly. The badge of the society is a golden
key. Among prominent members are T. W.
Higginson, Seth Low, Joseph H. Choate, and
H. W. Mabie.

Ka/^pa Alpha.— Founded in 1825 at Old
L'nion College by four members of the Phi
Delta Kappa. It likewise had a golden key as

a badge design. The first branch of this society

was established at Williams College. The so-

ciety had 1,000 members in 1902, prominent
among them being Wheeler H. Peckham, John
Boyd Thatcher, L. Clark Seelye, and Edward S.

Bragg.
Sigma Phi.— Founded at Union College,

Schenectady, N. Y., 4 March 1827, the society

established branches at Hamilton, Williams, Ho-
bart, Lehigh, Cornell and the Universities of
Michigan and Vermont. It had a membership
of 1,400 in 1902. The badge of the society is

of the monogram type; the colors are light blue

and white. Among its members are Elihu Root,
Andrew D. White, and John H. Post.

Delia Phi.— Founded at Union College, 17
Nov. 1827, this society established branches at

Columbia, Rutgers, Harvard, Johns Hopkins,
Cornell, and other colleges. The badge is in the

form of a Maltese cross : colors blue and white.

There are several thousand members, among
them John Jacob Astor, Ernest Howard Crosby,
and R. O. Doremus.

Alpha Delta Phi.— Founded at Hamilton
Colle.ge, Clinton, N. Y., in 1832, the society es-

tablished chapters in 10 other colleges and had
a membership of 8.400 in 1902. There are 16

houses owned by the society and 24 active chap-
ters. The badge is of green and white, with the

star and cresent as symbols. Among prominent
members are W. R. Dav, Bartow S. Weeks,
Henry Clews, Jr., Jas. K. Hackett, and H. E.

Lippincott.

Psi ['psihn.— Founded at Union College, 24
Nov. 1833, this society had 4 of its original

founders still living in 1902. The membership of

the organization is over 10.000, with 22 chapters

in various colleges. The badge is of gold, dia-
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mond-shaped ; colors garnet and gold. Among
its members are Chauncey M. Depew, \Vm. C.
Whitney, G. R. Schieffelin, and Herbert L.
Bridgeman.

Delta i'psilon.— Founded at Williams Col-
lege in 1834, the society has chapters in 34 col-

leges and universities, with a membership of

8,000. It is an open, non-secret organization and
owns 24 chapter houses, .-vmong its prominent
members are Da\-id Starr Jordan, Rossiter John-
son, W. H. P. Faunce, and Rev. Charles M.
Sheldon.

Beta Theta PL— Fomided at Miami Univer-
sity, Oxford, Ohio, in 1839, this was the pioneer

society of the Middle West It has a member-
ship of 12,500. with 54 active chapters. The
badge is a shield with 8 sides curved inward

;

the colors are light pink and blue. Among its

prominent members are Foster L. Backus, Paul
Wilco.x, and W. R. Baird.

Chi Psi.— Founded at Union College, in 1841,

this was the first Eastern society to establish

chapters in the West, extending its organization

to the Universities of Michigan and Minnesota.
It had a membership in 1902 of 4,500 with 19

active chapters. The chapter house at Cornell

is the finest fraternity house in this countrv".

The society is more secret than most of its fel-

lows. The badge is a jeweled monogram.
Among its members are Willis J. Abbot, Francis

AL Scott, and .-Mian Lee Smidi.

Delta Kappa Epsilon.— Founded at Yale Col-

lege, Xew Haven, Conn., 22 June 1844, by 15

members of the junior class. The societ)- has
established 48 chapters and had a membership in

1902 of 13.548, being the strongest numerically of

any college fraternity, .\mong prominent mem-
bers of the society are President Roosevelt. John
D. Long. Whitelaw Reid, Howard Gould. Julian

Hawthorne. Cyrus C. .\dams, John DeWitt
Warner. M. G. Hyde, Julius Chambers, and
G. R. Hawes.

Zeta Psi.— Founded at the New York Uni-
versit>-. I June 1847, this society established 21

chapters, and had a membership in 1902 of 5.330.

The badge is a monogram: the color white, with

which each chapter blends its college colors.

Among prominent members are .Augustus Van
Wyck. Wm. Shrady, Harrison Grey Fiske, and

H.' W. Bookstaver.
Delta Psi— Founded at Columbia College.

New York, in Jan. 1847, has 11 chapters and

a membership of 3.000. The badge of the so-

ciet>- is a St. .Anthony cross, bearing a shield

of blue enamel. .Among its prominent members
are Thomas Nelson Page, W. Seward Webb,
F. W. Vanderbilt. Brander Matthews, Wm. E.

Curtis, and D. S. .Appleton.

Theta Delta Chi.— Founded like several of its

predecessors at Union College, this society was
organized in 1848. and has 22 chapters and 4.000

members. The badge is a monogram : the colors

black, white and blue. .Among its members are

John Hay. J. W. Griggs. H. H. Hanna, S. Fred
Nixon, and Rev. David Gregg.

Phi Gamma Delta.— Founded at Jefferson

College, Canonsburg, Pa., in May 1848. this so-

ciety has established 57 chapters and has a mem-
bership of 8.753. The badge is a diamond-
shaped shield on a field of black, bound by a

golden cord; the color ro>-al purple. .Among
its members are Gen. Lew Wallace. Edward
Eggleston, S. S. McClure, Leigh H. Hunt, and
R. Lloyd Jones.

Phi Delta Theta.— Founded at iliami Uni-
versity, Oxford, Ohio, 26 Dec. 1848, this society

has established 68 chapters and has a member-
ship of 12,000. The badge is a shield, bearing

a scroll ; the fraternity colors are argent and
azure. .Among its members are C. P. Bassett,

Irving R. Bacon. C. P. Van Alen, and Rev.
E. A. Dent.

Phi Kappa Sigma.— Founded at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, 16 .Aug. 1850, has estab-

lished 15 chapters and has a membership of

l,aoo. The badge is a gold Maltese cross, with
a skull and crossbone centre : the colors are old

eold and black. Its membership includes H. C.

king.
J.

R. Paxton, M. J. Asch, Geo. G. Battle,

and Wm. McClure.
Phi Kappa Psi.—-Founded at Jeflferson Col-

lege, Canonsburg, Pa., ig Feb. 1852, has estab-

lished 40 chapters and had, in 1902, over 8,000
members. The badge is a shield of gold; the

colors pink and lavender. Prominent among its

members are Henr>' T. Scudder, F. E. Hamlin,
W. L. Stoddard and Thos. .A. Nelson.

Chi Pi.— Founded at Hobart College, in Dec.
1S54, has organized 19 chapters with a member-
ship of 4.700. The fraternity was reorganized

in i8g6. The badge is a monogram. Geo. S.

Hobart. H. C. Piatt, F. A. Mandeville. and
F. C. Weber are among its prominent members.

Sigma Chi.— Founded at Miami University,

Oxford, Ohio, 20 June 1855. has organized 50
chapters and has 8,000 members. The badge is a
cross of gold and white enamel : the colors are
blue and gold. .Among its members are Thos.
Ewing. Jr.. Wm. E. Quimby, H. W. Chatfield,

and Henrj- .A. Porter.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon.— Foiinded at the Uni-
versity of -Alabama in 1856, has organized 59
chapters and has 7,000 members. .Among its

prominent members are Charles B. Harvev,
F. K. Knowlton. T. W. Beach, and H. P. Nash.

Delta Tau Delta.— Founded at Bethany Col-
lege in i860, has organized 37 chapters and has
a membership of 1.200. The colors are purple,

gold and white.

Alpha Tau Omega.— Founded at the Virginia
Military- Institute, 11 Sept. 1S05. has organized

45 chapters and has a membership of 6,000.

.Among its prominent members are Irving Bach-
eller. Hugh S. Thompson. E B. Southworth
and Walter H. Page.

Kappa Sigma.— Founded at the University
of Virginia in 1867, has established 49 chapters
and has a membership of 3.500. The badge is a
crescent and star; the colors old gold, maroon
and blue.

Sigma .Vu.— Founded at the Virginia Mili-

tary Institute. I Jan. 1869, has organized 46 chap-
ters and has a membership of 5,000. The badge
is designed after that of the Legion of Honor
of France : the colors are black, white and gold.

Phi Sigma Kappa.— Founded at the Massa-
chusetts .Agricultural College. 15 March 1873.

has organized 14 chapters and has a membership
of 1,050. The colors of the society are silver and
magenta. .Among its members arc Wm. H.
Bishop. S. C. Thompson, J. W. Goff, Jr., jnd
M. C. Valentine.

.Among the Greek-letter Societies of women
are the .Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Phi. Chi
Omega. Delta Delta Delta. Delta Gamma, Kappa
.Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Pi Beta
Phi. The .Alpha Phi was founded in 1872. has
10 chapters and 1,100 members. The Delta Delta
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Delta was founded in 1888, has 17 chapters and

a i;nember3hip of 1,000.

In October 1903 there was organized at the

Indiana University the first negro Greek-letter

society in the United States. It is known as the

Alpha Kappa, with a charter membership of 10.

Greek Music, the theory and practice of

melody and harmonics among the ancient inhabi-

tants of Hellas. The subject of Greek music is an

obscure and difficult one, but there are enough
data extant to afford us a general idea of the

Greek musical scale, of the use of instruments,

and employment of the voice in solo and chorus

among the Greeks. The earliest notion of nmsic
was derived from the necessity of keeping time

in the dance. This at first would be effected by
merely clapping the hands. The use of instru-

ments of percussion would follow, and the drum
and cymbal came into use. The cymbal orig-

inated in Egypt, and reached Greece as a per-

manent element in the practice of music. The
rustle of the wmd through the reeds, sometimes
with a shrill whistling vibration, suggested the

application of the human breath to hollow pipes,

and what is still called the Pan"s pipes was in-

vented. Wind instruments of various kinds

came afterwards into vogue, the flute, and the

double flute were employed, and seem generally

to have been blown as accompaniments to the

elegy and the love song. These pipes were of

various kinds and were considered as good ac-

companiments to the recitations of the poet, as

well as for regulation of movement in a dance.

They were employed in the ceremonies of the

mysteries, and Plato speaks of an often recur-

ring thought as resembling "the sound of the

flute in the ear of the mystic*
Instrumental music attained its highest de-

velopment in the invention of the lyre. The
Egyptians attributed this invention to their god
Thoth. In Greece Hermes is celebrated as the

inventor of the lyre, which became henceforth

the instrument of the epic poet and the rhapsode
or reciter. It had originally four strings, which
it is said were suggested by the tendons stretched

over the shell of a tortoise. The first Greek
philosopher to attempt a scientific theory of

musical scales and intervals appears to have
been that profound and versatile man Pytha-
goras (585 B.C.). The Greeks did not use the

word music in application to the art which we
so name. Music to them comprised everything
which the Muses inspired, and even history and
astronomy as well as poetry were music. What
we mean by the term was called by the Greeks
harmonics, which means the art of fitting, that
is, adjusting the intervals in a scale, in the
strings of a lyre. The scale of Pythagoras had
seven notes, corresponding with the seven strings
of his lyre, and he professed to derive his idea
of music from the music of the spheres. The
sun revolving round the earth was to him the
chief planet, and was represented by the middle
string of the lyre which was considered the key-
note, corresponding with A in the modern scale.
On one side were strings representing Mercury,
Venus and the Moon, on the other side three
more corresponding with Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn. It is said that Pythagoras discovered
the ratios of the perfect intervals from hearing
blacksmiths striking an anvil with .hammers of
different weights. Aristo.xenus (b.c 300) dis-
covered the difference between the major and

minor tones and has been called ''the father of
temperament." Claudius Ptolemy (B.C. 150)
demonstrated the musical a.\iom which obtains
in modern times that the major tone should be
below the minor.

The Greeks had four modes or scales, the
Dorian, the Phrygian, the Lydian, and the Mito-
Lydian. The Dorian was set in the key of p
natural, and the rest were distinguished by
analogous differences.

The ancient Greeks were passionately fond
of music, and elaborate treatises were written
by them on the science and art. They did not
understand harmonj', and Aristotle (384 B.C.)

speaks of the only chorus singing know-n as that

of men singing a melody an eighth lower than
it was sung by boys, which of course would be
unison. Music was employed at Athens by
wandering epic minstrels ; it was also common
in religious ceremonies, and to regulate the

movements of the army. It formed part of the

drama. We are told that .^schylus, the father

of traged}', composed the music for his own
dramas and that Sophocles accompanied on the

lyre the performance of one of his plays.

Greek Philosophy, the various speculations
of the ancient Greeks with regard to the origin

of things. This is but a partial description of

the intellectual eft'orts made by the keen and
powerful minds of the ancient w-orld to solve

those problems which science now-a-days is so

eagerly investigating. The origin of Greek
philosophy was the gradual disbelief that had
seized men's minds as to the truth of the ancient

poetical cosmogonies, and antique mythologies
of religion. Faith was dead and reason had
awakened. In the 7th century before our era,

in the flourishing city of Miletus, capital of

the Ionian colony, the first Greek philosopher

propounded the question which is still being

put. What is the basic substratum of all phe-

nomena? In our own days Huxley called it

protoplasm ; Herbert Spencer said it was force.

Thales of Miletus (636 B.C.) declared it was
water, which to him seemed to permeate and
give life to all things. Thales was the first of

the Greek physicists, or materialists, and was
considered one of the Seven Wise Men of

Greece. He was the founder of the Ionian

School of Philosophy. He was succeeded in

the long line of philosophical inquirers by Anax-
imenes (529 n.c.) : who looking for the first ele-

ment, the first cause, found it in air. Air w-as

universal and must be the parent of all things.

It was the breath of life and must therefore

be the source of it. Diogenes of Apollonia

(460 B.C.) fixed upon a higher notion as the first

cause of things. He saw the ruling race of man-
kind prevailed over nature by their intelligence.

He decided that intelligence was the cause and
foundation of all things. In these speculations

as to the nature of the universe and its origin

we come upon two remarkable men, Anaxi-
mander of Miletus (610 B.C.) and Pythagoras,

who invented the word philosophy. The former
taught that all existence came from the infinite

— a vague term, which did not mean the infinite

intelligence but the infinite existence. Pytha-

goras said that number was the first thing, from
which all else proceeded— a metaphysical ab-

straction, which almost defies analysis. Aristotle

says the Pj-thagoreans *taught that number was
the beginning of things, the cause of their mate-
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rial existence, and of their modifications and
different states."

The school of Eleatics is chiefly represented
by the poet Xenophanes (.620 B-c). His phil-

osophic creed is thus described by Aristotle

:

"Casting his eyes upward at the immensity of
heaven, he declared that The One was God."
Reason and imagination led this thinker to be-
come at once a ilonotheist and a Pantheist.
Parmenides who was bom (,536 b.c) at Elea, a
city which gave its name to Eleatics, was the
first to make the great distinction benveen truth
and opinion, between the deductions of reason
and the impressions of sense. He made being
the basis of things, for non-being was impossible— a discovery which at that stage in philosoph-
ical speculation was of great importance. Zeno,
another Eleatic, b. 500 B-c, who was the in-

ventor of logic, was persecuted and put to death
for free-thinking, and was a follower and dis-

ciple of Parmenides. Plato says that the mas-
ter proved the existence of the one : the disciple

established the non-existence of the many. He
preserved his master's distinction between truth
and opinion. "Your senses," he would say, *tell

you that there are many things existing; reason
avers that there is but one."

A contemporarj' of Zeno was a man who be-
gan at Ephesus those speculations as to the
origin of the universe to which as preliminarj'

he added a theory' on the origin of knowledge.
"This was Heraclitus (503 cc). He was a dis-

ciple of Xenophanes, and taught that fire is

the origin of ever\-thing, and there is no ex-
istence, but only change; things cannot be said

to be, but only to be becoming; processes and
not states formed the mode of existence. We
cannot know or name anjthing with truth, for

as we look at it, it changes, and is something
different from what we thought it.

Anaxagoras came from Clazomenae to .\thens
just when the age of Pericles was dawning; he
had indeed Pericles, Euripides, and Socrates as
his pupils. He attacked the patriotic religion

of the proud city and >vas banished to Lampsa-
cus. He thought that all sense— knowledge—
was delusive until corrected by reason. He be-

lieved that intelligence was the creative and reg-

ulating influence of the universe. Things as
they are were brought about by the concourse of
infinite atoms : but these atoms were of all sorts,

and that like was united to like in an infinite

scries of movement and combination ; gold by
the union of gold atoms that had exi.<tcd from
eternity, fires from fire atoms, air from atoms
of air. These atoms were the famous homoeo-
merise spoken of and condemned by .\ri>totle.

Empedocles (444 B.C.) was of the great city of

Agrigentum : in his views of knowledge he be-

longed to the Eleatics, and maintained that the

senses were fallible, while reason was a sure
guide to truth. He was a poet and declaimed
against anthropomorphic ideas of deity. He
gathered in one the doctrines of the Ionian
physicists declaring the primary elements were
four, namely, earth, air, fire and water. Love
was the formative principle of things, hate the

dissolver and destroyer. One was harmony, the

other discord, and God is the One. "a sphere
fixed in the bosom of harmony, rejoicing in calm
rest."

Democritus of Abdcra (460 B.C.) was a rich

man who entertained Xerxes at his house. He

went one step funher than Anaxagoras, and
almost enterid the circle of our modem science
by teaching the atomic theorj", namely that
everjthing in the world is the result of a fortui-

tous concourse of atoms, all of the same sub-
stance, but making various things through the
various forms they take in imiting. Color,
sweetness, cold, are the result not of substances
essentially differing; all is form.

All attempts had so far failed to solve the

problems of the material world, and of human
knowledge. Many theories were put forth, none
were universally accepted, although they were
each discussed. This brought the Sophists on
to the stage of philosophy— men who taught the

arts of discussion, not of investigation. One of
the greatest of them was Protagoras. He was
a disciple of Democritus, and taught that opinion
was everjlhing, "Man, the individual man, each
for himself, is the measure of all things.* The
Sophists were the first skeptics, but a new epoch
rose with Socrates (469 ac). He was the most
remarkable man in all the Greek world : for his.

love of disputation he was classed by some with
tlie Sophists, for his ridicule of traditional views
in religion and physics, he was condemned to
death— yet he succeeded in substituting morals
for phj-sics as the subject of philosophy. He first

gave to philosophical methods the definition and
the inductive argument, or reasoning by analog}-.

One of his disciples, Aristippus of Cyrene, while
he followed the method of his master, founded
the Cyrenaic school which taught that pleasure
was the criterion of the true: Socrates had
taught that the good as judged by the individual
conscience was that criterion. Then followed the
Craics, under Antisthenes, who went to the op-
posite extreme to Aristippus, became an ostenta-
tious ascetic, and in this was followed by Di-
ogenes of Sinope, who made his home in a cask
or tun, and tried to set the example of a rugged
virtue, which is misanthropic, but triumphant
over bodily appetite. It was left to Plato to ex-
hibit the complete adoption and application of the
Socratic method. He believed that in each man
resided the power of detecting the truth, from
having seen the perfection of things, in an ideal

world during a previous state of existence : he
could judge of the good and the beautiful here
from his memory of what their perfect arche-
types were. His voluminous writings enable us
to judge both of his ethical and political system,
but they both fail in practicality. His most
famous pupil was .Aristotle (3S4 B.C.). a man of
encyclopedic mind, the first scientific observer,
the inventor of the syllogism. Plato was an
idealist and a rationalist; Aristotle a materialist
and an empiric. The one trusted to reason, the
other to experience. Aristotle always argued
against the ideal theorj' of his master, and de-
duced his conclusions from things as he saw
them. He invented grammar as well as logic,
and was in himself an epitome of the philosophic
learning of his predecessors. But by reasoning
from experience he had opened the way for the
skeptics, of whom the first was Pyrrho, who
taught that there is no criterion of truth. Phe-
nomena are mere appearances, how can we prove
they are anything else? This was what in
modern times is called agnosticism, for we can-
not prove and therefore cannot know the truth
of anything we see. But after this suicide of
philosophy in the school of Pyrrho, she revives
again as a moral mentor in the person of Epi-
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cunis, of Sanios (342 B.c). lie taught the high-
est gcxjd is pleasure; this is the moral end of
existence. He was controverted by the Stoics.

Zeno was their leader, a man of stern unbend-
ing character and abstemious life, whose aim was
to show that virtue consisted in manhood, and
manhood in the power to endure hardness and
to despise the body. Skepticism, indifference,

sensuality and epicurean softness were not to

be combated by the vague dreams of Plato, or
the cumbrous system of Aristotle. The Stoic

attempted to meet the growing decadence by an
e.xactly opposite self-denial and impassive re-

serve. But Stoicism was egotistic ; its aim was
the repression of feeling, it was apathy, death
in life. The last .struggle of Greek philosophy
to dominate the mind of society was witnessed
in the rise of the New Platonists and their New
Academy. Carneades (213 B.C.) was their most
illustrious representative, and he was the type
of a school that took up the doctrines of Pl^to,

expanded and enlarged them until the time when
Christianity appeared, and faith, not reason, as in

the old days seven hundred years before, dom-
inated the world of opinion. See Philosophy,
History of.

Greek Theatre, First in America, the gift

of William R. Hearst to the University of Cali-
fornia, is exactly similar in its proportions to the
famous theatre of Dionysus at Athens.

The structure was used for the first time at

the University of California commencement IQO,?

when President Roosevelt w-as the orator of the
day. It was then learned that every one of the
8,000 spectators seated in the theatre could hear
with perfect distinctness.

Xo roof shuts out the sunlight or starlight
from the audience. Situated right in the heirt
of magnificent scenery, tall trees towering up
above the walls on all sides and the building
itself being an architectural gem, it will readily
be seen that very little stage scenery will be
needed when presenting the early plays which
will be given by university students and the lead-
ing actors of the world as soon as all is ready.

The entire structure is white ; the hangings
will be a blending of the Greek and Roman
colors ; but there will be very few decorations
used aside from architectural carvings, the splen-
dor of the place being in its dimensions and
simplicity.

Though this theatre is modeled in a general
way after the ancient classic buildings of a sim-
ilar character, no single historic example has
been literally followed. The theatre at Epidau-
rus, in Greece, however, offers many points of
similarity, notably in the difference of slope be-
tween the upper tiers of seats and the inner and
lower portions of the auditorium. The new
theatre is of approximately the same size as the
larger theatre at Pompeii.

The building is, as a whole, made up of two
separate and distinct parts, namely, the .stage,
correspondmg to the ancient logeion, and the
auditorium.

The floor of the stage is 133 feet wide and 28
feet deep. It is entirely open toward the audi-
torium and surrounded on the other three sidef
by a wall 42 feet in height. This wall, which
corresponds with the ancient skene, is enriched
by a complete classic order of Greek Doric col-
umns with stylobate and entablature, the ends of
the side walls toward the auditorium forming
two massive pylons. Five openings pierce the

wall, the entrance in the centre of the back of
the stage being the most important— the so-
called royal door of the ancients. This is flanked
by two minor doors to the right and left, the two
remaining openings occurring on the return walls
at either end of the stage.

The auditorium or theatre proper is semi-
circular in form, 254 feel in diameter, and is di-
vided into two concentric series or tiers of .seats.

The first series is arranged about a level circle
50 feet in diameter and 5>4 feet below the stage,
which corresponds to the space anciently devoted
to the chorus, orchestra, etc.

From this circle the receding rows of seats
step up gradually until the stage level is reached
at a circle corresponding in diameter with the
terminal pylons of the stage wall. This line is

marked architecturally by a passage, anciently
named the diazoma or diodos, running around
the semicircle of seats midway between the
orchestra and the topmost circle. The diazoma
is protected on its outer side by a wall, beyond
which the seats step up more steeply, appro.xi-
mately at an angle of 30 degrees with the hori-
zontal, to the outer limit of the theatre.

It is estimated that more than 7,000 persons^
can be seated in the theatre proper. The stage
will accommodate some 600 more, a number
which can be readily added to by the temporary
extension of the stage floor toward the auditor-
ium.

Greeley, Horace, American journalist: b.
Amherst, N. H., 3 Feb. iSli; d. Pleasantville,
N. Y., 29 Nov. 1872. More than 30 years after
his death, Horace Greeley's name remains at the
head of the roll of American journalists. Suc-
cessors in the primacy of current discussion may
surpass him, as doubtless some of them already
have, in consistency and learning, but hardly in
the chief essentials of a journalistic styie; others
may exert a more salutary influence, if not so
personally diffused : but in the respect of high
ideals, courage, intellectual force, and personal
magnetism, the qualities which impel a man of
letters to be also a man of action, Horace Greeley
was of_ heroic mold. He was no pop-gun jour-
nalist firing from a sky-sanctum, but a face-to-
facc champion in the arena of public affairs. lay-
ing about him with pen and speech like an
ancient Bayard with his sword. The battles he
fought for humanity, and the blows he gave and
received, have made him for all time the epic
figure of the American press.

Born in rural New Hampshire, of English
and Scotch-Irish descent, he epitomized his
heritage and his attainment in the dedication o'.

his autobiography "To our American boys, who,
born in poverty, cradled in obscurit)', and early
called from school to rugged labor, are seeking^
to convert ob.stacle into opportunity, and wrest
achievement from difficulty."

Though physically a weak child, his intellect

was strong, and when near his tenth year his-

father removed to Vermont, the boy took with
him the reputation of a mental prodigy; so, with
little schooling and much reading, he was-
thought when 14 to be a Ti; apprentice to a
printer, setting forth four years later as a jour
neyman. His parents had moved to western
Pennsylvania, and he followed ; but after a desul-
tory practice of his art he came to the metropolis,
on August 17, 1831, with $10 in his pocket, and
so rustic in dress and manners as to fall under
suspicion of being a runaway apprentice. Later
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in life, at least, his face and his figure would
have lent distinction to the utmost elegance
of style: but his dress was so careless even after

the long period of conniarative povertj- was
passed, that the peculiaritj' became one of his

distinguishing features as a public cliaracter;

and to the last there were friends of little dis-

cernment who thought this eccentricity was
studied affectation : but manifestly his dress, like

his unkempt handwriting was the unconscious
expression of a spirit so concentrated on the in-

tellectual interests of its life as to be oblivious
to mere appearances.

After iS months of dubious success in New
York as a joume\Tnan, in his 21st year, he joined
a friend in sening up a modest printing-office,

which on March 22, 1834, issued the 'New
Yorker,* a literarj- weekly in the general style

of Willis' 'Mirror,* under the firm name of H.
Greeley & Company. For four years the young
printer showed his editorial aptitude to such
good effect that in 1838 he was asked to con-
duct the 'Jeffersonian,* a ^^'hig campaign paper.
This was so effective that in 1840 he was en-
couraged to edit and publish the * Log-Cabin.*
a weekly which gained a circulation of So.ooo,

brought him a reputation as a political writer,

and active participation in politics with the
Whig leaders, Gov. Seward and Thurlow
Weed. It contributed much to the election of
Gen. Harrison, but very little to the purse of
the ambitious editor. On April 10 of th,; fol-

lowing year, 1841, he issued the first number of
the New York Tribune, as a Whig daily of in-

dependent spirit. He was still editing the 'New-
Yorker' and the 'Log-Cabin.* both of which
were soon discontinued, the 'Weekly Tribune'
in a way taking their place. Though the 'New;-

Yorker* had brought him literarj- reputation, it

had not been profitable, because of uncollectible

bills which at the end amounted to $10,000.

Still, at the outset of the Tribune he was able to

coimt $2,000 to his credit in cash and material.

He was then 30 years of age. and for 30 years

thereafter the paper grew steadily in circulation,

influence, and profit, until, a few weeks after his

death, a sale of the majority interest indicated

that the "good-will" of the Tribune, aside from
its material and real estate, was held to l>e worth
about a million dollars. The Greeley interest

was then small, since he had parted with most
of it to sustain his generous methods of giving

and lending.

He had great capacity for literary work, and
when absent for travel or business was a copious

contributor to his paper. To his rather delicate

physical habit was perhaps duo his distaste for

all stimulants, alcoholic or otherwise, and his

adherence through life to the vegetarian doc-

trines of Dr. Graham : another follower of the

latter being his wife, Mary Young Cheney, also a

writer, whom he married in 1836. His moderate
advocacy of temperance in food and drink,

coupled with his then unorthodo.x denial of

eternal punishment, helped to identify him in the

public mind with most of the "isms" of the time,

including Fourierism and spirituali.sm : when in

fact his mind and his paper were merely open
to free inquirj-, and were active in exposing
^•agarics of opinion wherever manifested. Pro-
tection to .American industry, and 3tK>litioni«m.

were the only varieties which he accepted with-

out qualification : and while the pro-slavery party

detested him as a dangerous agitator, it is pos-
sible at this day even from their point of view
to admire the moderation, the candor, and the

gentle humanity of his treatment of the slavery

question. In all issues concerning the practical

affairs of life, like marriage and divorce, he was
guided by rare common-sense, and usually his

arguments were scholarly and moderate; but in

matters of personal controversy he was dis-

tinctly human, uniting with a taste for the in-

tellectual fray a command of facts, and a force

and pungency of presentation, which never seem
admirable in an opponent.

He was in great demand as a lecturer and as

a speaker at agricultural fairs, his addresses al-

ways being distinguished by a desire to be help-

ful to working humanitj- and by elevated

motives. Though not a jester, genial humor and
intellectual exchange were characteristic of his

social intercourse. His books, with one or two
exceptions, were collections of his addresses and
newspaper articles. His first book, 'Hints
Toward Reforms.* appeared in 1850, and was
followed by: 'Glances at Europe' (.1851); 'A
History of the Struggle for Slavery Extension
or Restriction* (1856): 'The Overland Jour-
ney to California* (1859) : 'An Address on
Success in Business* (1867) ; 'Recollections of
a Busy Life,* formed on a series of articles in

the New Y'ork 'Ledger' (1869) ; 'Essays De-
signed to Elucidate the Science of Political

Economy* (1870) ; 'Letters from Texas and the
Lower Mississippi, and an Address to the Farm-
ers of Texas' (1871) ; 'What I Know of Farm-
ing* (1871) : and 'The American Conflict.' writ-

ten as a book, the first volume appearing in

1864 and the second in 1867. This work on the
Civil War is remarkable, when considered in the

light of his purpose to show "the inevitable

sequence whereby ideas proved the germ of
events" ; but it was hastily prepared, and while
strikingly accurate in the large sense, will not
bear scrutiny in some of the minor details of
war histor)-.

Neither his political friends, nor his party,

nor the causes he espoused, could hold him to a
course of partisan loyalty contrary to his own
convictions of right and duty. As a member of
the Seward-Weed-Greeley "triumvirate," he
was often a thorn in the flesh of the senior
members: his letter of Nov. 11, 1854. dissolving
"the political firm," being one of the frankest
documents in the history of American politics.

During the Civil War he occasionally embar-
rassed Mr. Lincoln's administration by what
seemed then to be untimely cries of "On to
Richmond !" immediate emancipation, and peace.
On the whole, his influence for the Union cause
was powerful ; but when, the War being over, he
advocated general amnesty, and finally as an
object lesson went on the bail bond of Jefferson
Davis, he lost the support of a large body of his

most ardent anti-slavery admirers. The clamor
against him called forth a characteristic defiance
in his letter to members of the L'nion League
Oub, who were seeking to discipline him. Hav-
ing further alienated the Republican party by
his general attitude in "reconstruction" matters,

he l>ecame the logical candidate for the Presi-

dency, in 1872. of the Democrats at Baltimore
and the Liberal Republicans at Cincinnati, in op-
position to a second term for Gen. Grant
Though personally he made a brilliant canvass,
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the influences at work in his favor were inhar-

monious and disintegrating, and the result was
a most humiliating defeat. This he appeared to

bear with mental buoyancy, despite the affliction

of his wife's death, which occurred a week before

the election, he having left the stump in Sep-

tember to watch unremittingly at her bedside.

On November 6, the day after his defeat, he re-

sumed the editorship of the Tribune, which six

months before he had relinquished to Whitelaw
Reid. Thereafter he contributed to only four

issues of the paper, for the strain of his domestic
and political misfortunes had aggravated his

tendency to insomnia; on the I2th he was seri-

ously ill, and on the 29th he succumbed to in-

flaiTimation of the brain. The last few months
of his eventful career supplied most of the ele-

ments essential to a Greek tragedy. On Decem-
ber 23, the Tribune having been reorganized,

with Mr. Reid in permanent control, there first

appeared at the head of the editorial page the

line "Founded by Horace Greeley," as a memo-
rial to the great journalist and reformer. A
bronze statue has been erected in the porta! of
the new Tribune office, and anothei statue in the

angle made by Broadway and Sixth Avenue,
appropriately named "Greeley Square," after the

man wh^ was second to no other citizen in

establishing the intellectual ascendency of the
metropolis:. Clarence Clough Buel.

Greeley, Colo., city, county-seat of Weld
County ; on the Cache la Poudre River, the
Union P. and the C. & S. Railroads; about 50
miles north of Denver. The place was settled

in 1870 by the "Greeley Colony" (named after

Horace Greeley), made up mainly of New Eng-
land people. By irrigation they have made of

the almost barren region an excellent agricul-

tural country. It is the seat of a State Normal
School. The chief manufactures are flour, beet-

sugar, and lumber. Its trade is in its manufac-
tured articles, also sheep, cattle, grain, and vege-
tables. Pop. (19C0) 3,023.

Greely, Adolphus Washington, American
Arctic explorer : b. Newburyport, Mass., 27
March 1844. After receiving a high school edu-
cation he enlisted as a private ir the, 19th Massa-
chusetts volunteer infantry, serving in the Civil

War from 1861 to 1865. He entered the regular
army in 1867 as second lieutenant and was ap-
pointed to the signal service. In 1881 he was put
in command of an Arctic expedition, organized
to carry out the plan of establishing circumpolar
stations in accordance with the recommendations
of the International Geographical Congress held
at Hamburg in 1879. The exploring party made
their headquarters for two years at Discovery
Harbor, Grinnell Land. In an expedition made
by a detailed party, the highest point north at-
tained up to that date, 83° 24', was reached. On
his way back he reached Cape Sabine with great
difficulty, and during the winter of 1883 lost,
through cold and famine, all but seven of his
twenty-five companions. Meanwhile Com. Win-
field S. Schley had been despatched on a relief
expedition, and in June 1884 rescued them at
Cape Sabine. From his services to geographical
science Lieutenant Greely was awarded the
Founder's Medal of the Royal Geographical So-
ciety, andthe Roquette Medal by the Societe de
Geographic of Paris, He was promoted to the
rank of captain in the United States Army, and
in 1887 succeeded Gen. W. B. Hazen as chief
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signal officer, with the rank of brigadier-general.
Consult: (jrcely, 'Three Years of Arctic Serv-
ice' (1886); Schley, 'The Rescue of Greely'
(1885).

Green, Alice Sophia Amelia (STOPru>RD),
English historian : b. Kells, Ireland, 1849. She
was privately educated. In 1877 she was married
to J. R. Green (q.v.) the well-known historian.

She collaborated with him in 'A Short Geogra-
phy of the British Islands' (1879), edited his

'Conquest of England' (1883), prepared a re-

vised edition (1888) and, with Miss K. Norgate,
a finely illustrated edition (1892) of the 'Short
History of the English People.' Her original
works are 'Henry II.' (1888) and *Town Life
in the Fifteenth Century' (1894).

Green, Andrew HasweU, American law-
yer : b. Worcester, Mass., 6 Oct. 1820 ; d. 13

Nov. 1903. He studied law, practised his pro-
fession in New York, and was there president of
the board of commissioners of education, and
comptroller (1871-6). In the latter capacity
he re-established the municipal credit, seriously

impaired by the embezzlements of the Tweed
ring. He originated in 1868 the plan for
Greater New York, executed in 1897, and also
devised the plan for the consolidation of the
Astor, Lenox, and Tilden foundations as the
New York Public Library. He also assisted in

establishing the American Museum of Natural
History and the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and founded and became president of the New
York Zoological Society. He was shot by Cor-
nelius M. Williams, a negro, pronounced insane.
It developed that he lost his life through re-
semblance to another against whom the as-
sassin had a supposed grievance.

Green, Anna Katharine. See Rohlfs,
Ann.\ K. G.

Green, Ashbel, American Presbyterian
clergyman: b. 6 July 1762; d. 19 May 1848. He
was graduated from the College of New Jersey
(now Princeton LTniversity) in 1783, and ap-
pointed tutor and subsequently professor of
mathematics and natural philosophy in that in-

stitution, which latter position he held for a year
and a half. In 1786 he was licensed to preach
and took up ministerial work in Philadelphia.
From 1792 to 1800 he was chaplain to Congress,
and in 1809 took a prominent part in forming
the Philadelphia Bible Society, the earliest insti-

tution of the kind in the United States. He
drafted the constitution of the Princeton theolog-
ical seminary, of which he was one of the orig-
inators, and in 1812 was elected president of
Princeton College. In 1822 he resigned this
office and returned to Philadelphia to edit the
'Christian Advocate,' a religious monthly. For
half a century he was one of the leading men in

the Presbyterian Church. Among his many
writing's are 'Discourse Delivered in the College
01 New Jersey, with a History of the College'
(1822); 'History of Presbyterian Missions';
'Lectures on the Shorter Catechism.'

Green, Bartholomew, American publisher:
b. Cambridge, Mass., 1666; d. 1732. He pub-
lished the first newspaper that appeared in the
American colonies, and succeeding to his father's
business at Cambridge extended it at Boston,
where the office of the 'Boston News Letter'
was situated. The proprietor and editor \yas

John Campbell, postmaster of Boston. He event-
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ually bought in the paper, which became notable

for outspokenness on topics of religion and pol-

itics.

Green, Beiiah, American abolitionist: b.

Xew York State 1794' d. 1874. He wa5 educated
at Middleburj- College. Vermont becamt pro-
fessor of sacred literature in Western Reser\-e

College in 1821 but was compelled to resign

in a few months through the opposition aroused
by his anti-slaver>- views. He was for many
years president of the Oneida Institute. Ohio.
He was a great friend o. Willian- Lloyd Garri-

son, and exerted a wide influence in abolitionist

circles, .\uiong his writings are *History of the
Quakers' (i8::3).

Green, Dufi, American politician and jour-

nalist . b. Woodiorr Countj- Kj-., 1791 ; d. Dal-
ton, Ga. 1875. He ser\-ed with the Kentucky
militia in the War ol 1812 after tht admission
ot Missoun as a State was appomtt: State Sen-

ator (1823), and becam- editor and proprietor

o: the S- LouL- Enquiret. In 1825 h removed
tc Washmgton, D C, where he purchased the

United States lekgraph. This becamt the ad-

ministratior organ and Green rose tc high favor

with Presiden' Jackson He was a member of

the "Kitchen Cabinet." After th» rupture be-

tweer Calhoim anc Jackson, the Jelegrafh as

the orgac o' th nuliificationists bitterly attacked

Jackson. Arte, some years spen* ir Europe he

returned tc the United States (1S44) and edited

a short-hvec newspaper ir New York. During
the latter years of his life he was actively en-

gaged in promoting the development of the

South, and was one 01 the founders ot the town
of Dalton Ga

Green, Hetty Rowland Robinson, Ameri-
can financier : b. Xew Bedford. Mass 21 Nov.
1835. She is the richest woman in America and
probably the boldest and ablest womar financier

of her time, .\lthough she has an iiiterest in

nearly everj large corporation and important

enterprise in the world, she manages personally

her own property ir stocks, bonds, and real es-

tate in Chicago, New Y'ork and elsewhere.

Green, Jacob, American Presbyterian cler-

E>inan: b. Maiden, Mass„ 1722: d. 1796. He be-

came presiden' of the College 01 New Jersey in

'757. and in 1775, as a member ot the New Jer-

sey Provincial Congfress, was chairman ot the

committee chosen to prepare a State Constitu-

t,;,-.,.
ii„ ,...-.;...-T..,-- •-, ..— T ,.-••.-1. t T the re-

d. :> re-
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Green, John Cleve, .\merican merchant
and philanthropist: b. Lawrt-c. . ille, Mercer
County, N. J., 14 April if v York 28

April 1875. He crrerH 1 r -^r '<^ New
Y'ork, went as sr - Sou;! .'•

China, and in iS.: ,1 raembei 1

of Russell & Co. at >^;-.r.ton. '

turned to New York, where he e

stitutions. He was iiticral iu liis giila, (.ariicu-

larly to New York University, and Prmceion
Uni%-ersity. .Xt Princeton he established ( 187.; >

the John C Green School of Science by the gift

of $50,ooa subsequently increased by the res-

iduary legatees. In this school instruction is

given in general science, civil engineermg, and
electrical engineering. The courses are four

years in length and lead to the oegrees ot bach-

elor of science civil engineer and master of

science. In 1902-3 the number of students in

this department was 505. The endowed pro-

prietary school for boys at Lawrenceville. N. J
was re^tablished in 18S2 upon a gift from the

executors oi his estate known as 'The John C.

Greer Foundation.*

Green, John Richard, English historian:

b. Oxford 1S37 d. Mentone, France. 7 May 1883

He was graduated in 1855 from Jesus College,

Oxford, where, since the study of modem his-

tory had not ye-; taken any considerable place

in the universitj- the officers failed of sj-mpathy

witi- his preference for Matthew Paris to the

classics Ir i86c hf was ordained deacon and
be<am' curatv o St Barnabas, London, in 1863

was appointee tc Holy Trinity. Hoxton. and in

i86t to St Philip's Stepne}-. Failing health and
it:creasingh libera' views caused him to with-

draw from clerica. life, and from 1869 he was
librariar at Lambeth. His first literary work of

importance consisted of articles, especially brief

essay? on histories subjects, in the 'Saturda>

Review.' In 187A after having been twice re-

written, his "Shor" Historj- 01 the English Peo-
ple' appeared. This work tmified English history

as nc other hao yet done. 'What Macaulay had
done tor a period oi English history,' says

Creighton. 'Green did for it as a whole.'

Greer-: purpose was to exhibit the development
of oopulat lite by e description of the leading
manifestations 01 social progress. The book was
skilful ir arrangement and artistic in style, and
met with an instant and large success. The
author expanded it into his 'Histon- of the Eng
lish People' (1877-80), not only to secure
greater fulness but also tc defend views merely
stated m the smaller work. He then attempted
a historj- for scholars, of which but two parts

were published— 'The Making of England'
(1SS2). which extends from Britain as left by
the Romans tc the consolidation under Egbert,
and sccurec his fame as a critica4 historian, par-
ticularly through his method of employing
ari' for the purposes of history ; and
" ,st of England' (1883), which con-
tiii-tu I.. I narrative to the arrival of the Nor-
mans. Green's intluence on historical studies
in Englr>" ' u-.; v, -^ ?-.'at. and his 'Short His-
tory* :; ^Id a foremost rank
Thi C' ,- :;cr.- -.-.A the 'Eng-
lish Histr^ricai Kc\ .ew ' wer " suggested
by him^.irif' ht farther pu Stray Stud-
i' -

• -.^ly' ^ii,-t;. a reprint of
I" gs from English Historj-'

I ; ; extracts: 'A Short Geogra-

r ': Isles' (18S0I ; and an edition
o: . ssays' (1881). His "Letters'
were published in 1901.

Green, Jrvs^nVi imcrican poet: b. Boston,
Mass.. i70f n. England. 11 Dec 17S0.
He was_ gr Harvard 1726. and was

for Ills wii and satirical powers. During
r of thf Revolution he was prominent

' -de. His works include: 'The
V. :.t ot Old Mr. Tenor' (1744);
•i •....-

. . .-v.ires' (1780).

Green, Seth, American pisciculturist: b.
Irondcxjuoi: N \.. 19 March 1817; d. Rochester.
N. Y., 20 .-Xug iSSS. He learned the natural
history neccssar>- for his profession from ob-
servation and private reading, and began his
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life's work by the artificial hatching of trout roe.

he was looked uoon as the leading expert in

tliis aepartnient of fish culture, but his first

great triumph in nmv fields came with his suc-

cess in llie reproduction of shad. The Seth
Green shad-hatching box was invented in 1867,

and. although it has been superseded, by this

device shad culture was first demonstrated to be
possible and its inventor must be looked upon
as the pioneer in t:iis ditlicult department of

pisciculture. The Connecticut River was re-

stocked by means of this invention. In 1868 he
was made fish commissioner for the State of

New York, and the following year undertook
the artificial reproduction of whitefish. He
was successful in his experiments, and was
acknowledged as one of the fathers of fish cul-

ture in the United States. From 1870 until his

death he was superintendent of the state hatch-
ery at Caledonia, N. V.

Greets, Thomas Hill, English philosopher:

b. Birkin, Yorkshire, 7 April 1836; d. Oxford,

IS March 1882. He was educated at Rugby and
Oxford ; was elected fellow at Balliol in 1862,

the first lay tutor on that foundation (1867),

and in 1878 Whyte professor of moral philoso-

phy in tlie university. His principal work as a

philosopher was the foundation of the so-called

Neo-Hegelian School. He is supposed to have
been taken by Mrs. Ward as a model for her
Mr. Gmy in 'Robert Elsmere' ; but the resem-
blance is by no means complete, as Mr. Gray's

work is undoubtedly, as he appears in 'Robert
Elsmcre, ' rather that of a destructive literary

critic than a constructive philosopher. His works
include: 'Introduction to Hume's Treatise

of Human Nature' (1874) ; and 'Prolegomena
to Ethics' (i88j.)

Green Bay, Wis., a city and county-seat

of Brown County, situated at the head or
southern point of the bay of the same name,
and at the mouth of the Fox River, on the

Chicago & Northwestern, Chicago, Mihvaukee
& St. Paul, the Green Bay. & Western R. R.'s.

Commerce and Industry.— Green Bay has

an extensive commerce. Twenty-four passen-
ger trains arrive daily over the four railroads

entering the city, .^n extensive lake traffic is

also carried on, the harbor, through govern-
ment appropriations, having been made access-

ible to the largest vessels upon the Great Lakes.
Coal constitutes the largest single import.
Green Bay being an advantageous distributing
point. The largest export by way of t'le lakes
is grain, although much lumber has hitherto
been shipped out. .\ line of excursion steamers
is also run to nearby summer resorts and to

Mackinac and the "Soo." The city is provided
with a complete electric railwav system, includ-
ing an interurban line up the Fox River valley
to Kaukauna, where a junction is made with
another electric line pasfsing through .'\ppleton,

Neenah. Oshkosh and Fond du Lac. K light

pnd power plant furnishes gas for lighting and
heating and electricity for light and power,
many electric motors now being in use. There
are a number of manufacturing plants — 3 large
breweries. 2 paper mills and i sulphite mill,

2 large saw mills, 2 planing mills, i very large
canning factory, i shoe factory, i glove factory,

I pure milk factory, i furniture factory. 2

woodenware factories. 3 machine shops, i candy
and biscuit factory, i pickle factory, i coffin

factory, i carriage factory, i cornice factory.

1 paper-box factory. Several jobbing and
wholesale houses do a large business, the most
important being a grocery house, a hardware
house, and a crockery house. An extensive
fish-shipping business is also carried on. Water
is supplied from artesian wells by a private

company.
Educational Institutions, Etc.— Green Bay

has a number of fine public buildings, the Kel-
logg library, the Federal Buildings, Saint

Joseph's Academ}', three Hospitals, and just

outside the city limits the State Reform School.

The public school system consists of 2 high

schools and 13 ward schools, employing 84
teachers. There are also several paris'i schools,

graded in the same manner as the public

schools. There are 6 Roman Catholic churches,

2 Baptist 2 Congregational. 1 Episcopal, 2

Evangelical, 2 Lutheran. 4 Methodist. 2

Moravian, 2 Presbyterian, and i Christian

Scientist.

History.— Green Bay, the oldest town in

Wisconsin, was first visited in 1634 by Jean
Nicollet, who had been sent by Champlain,
governor of New France, to find the rumored
short route to China. The site was a favorable

one for an Indian village as well as a landing

ptace for explorers and missionaries. It is

known that Marquette. Joliet. AUouez. and Tonti

spent considerable time here. The town vyas

therefore settled by the French, who im-

pressed their character upon it for over 200

years, although it fell into the hands of the

English at the close of the French and Indian

war in 1763. In 1816 the Americans established

a fort on the opposite side of the river, kaown
as Fort Howard, around wdiich a prosperous

town of the same name grew up. In iSg;;

Fort Floward was annexed to Green Bay, and
is now known as the West-Side.

Government, Etc.— The government of the

city is administered by a mayor and common
council, the latter consisting of sixteen members,
elected ior two years, two frorn each ward.

Assessed valuation: Lots exclusive of build-

ings, $4,150,235: buildings. $4,279,740: personal

property. '$2,827,140; total, $11,257,115. Pop.

(1903 est.) 20,142.
A.. W. Burton.

Superintendent of Schools.

Green Bay, an arm of Lake Michigan, on
the southwestern coast of the upper peninsula

of Michigan and the eastern coast of Wisconsin.

It is 120 miles long, from 10 to 20 miles wide,

has an average depth of about 100 feet. Fox
River, the outlet of Lake Winnebago, enters the

bay at its head, at the city of Green Bay. The
bay is navigable for the largest lake steamers.

The largest cities on the bay are Green Bay
and Marinette, in Wisconsin, and Menominee
and Escanaba in Michigan.

Green Cove Springs, Fla., town, county-

seat of Clav County: on the St. John's River,

the Jacksonville. T. & K. W. railroad. It con-

tains a warm sulphur spring noted for its medic-

inal properties. The trade is chiefly in fruits,

vegetables, and lumber. Pop. 1,015.

Green Island, N. Y., a village of .Albany

County, on an island in the Hudson River op-

pt.site Troy, on the Delaware & H. and the New
Y'ork C. & H. R. R.R.'s. It is connected with

Watcrvlii : and Troy by bridges ; and has iron

manufactories, machine shops and railroad car

shops. Pop. (1900') 4.770.
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Green Manuring, the agricultural practice

of plowing under crops while succulent in order
that they may enrich the surface layer by their

decay. It is of ancient origin and wide pop-
ularity, especially in mild climates : less in trop-
ical than it should be. The objects gained are
the opening of the soil and especially the sub-
soil by the roots of deep feeding plants : the rais-

ing of plant food from the lower strata to the
surface layer and the saving of available plant
food in the surface layer, material that would
leach away beyond the reach of shallow-rooted
plants ; tlie addition of humus to the soil by
the decay of the plants ; and, with certain crops,
the addition of nitrogenous foods obtained from
the air. As the plants decay they also act upon
insoluble plant food in the soil and make it

available. They belong to two classes : ( I

)

shallow-rooted plants such as rye, buckwheat,
mustard, rape, etc., which are specially useful
on hard and poor soils open the way for more
exacting crops ; (2) deep-rooted plants such as
clover, cow-pea, velvet bean, vetch and other
leguminous plants which are still further useful
because of their power of obtaining nitrogen
from the air. See Clover : Fertiuzers ; Legum-
inous Plants; M.\xures .\kd Manuring;
RooT-TuBERCLES ; SoiL, and articles on the crops
mentioned.

Green Monkeys, three similar species of
small African monkeys, often seen in menageries,
and representing the genus Ccrcofilhccus, may
properly be called green monkeys because of the

prevailing tint of their fur. The one most com-
monly seen is C. callilrichus, the size of a cat, and
remarkable for its unbroken silence. The vervet

(C lalandi) is smaller, grayish green, reddish
white on the cheeks, throat and underparts, while
the face, paws and end of the tail are jet black.

It is common all over South Africa, where no
other species of its large genus are found. The
grivet (C. griscoviridis) is speckled olive-green,

with a whitish forehead, chin and rump ; it

dwells in Abyssinia and is not numerous. All

these monkeys, at least when young, are exceed-
ingly docile and good-natured in captivity.

Green Mountain Boys, the regiments of

Vermont settlers raised to defend the New
Hampshire grantees against the efforts of New
York to oust them or collect quit-rents, and later

for ser%-ice in the Re\-olution. See Allen,
Eth.vn.

Green Mountain State, a popular name for

the State of Vermont, from its being crossed by
the Green Mountains. See Green Mountains;
Vermont.

Green Mountains, a range belonging to

the Appalachian system properly extending from
near Long Island Sound throueh the western

part of Connecticut and M ' 'ts, into Ver-
mont and Canada. In thi \'ermont the

r '
" •' '",reen .'...,..,......;: but south.

; Connecticut, it is called by

t _ _ _ Hills, Taconic Mountains,

and Hoosac Mountains. The peaks of this range,

one of the oldest in North America, have been

worn down by erosion and weathering, until in

many place.": they have become low, round hills.

lion is in Vermont; Mounts
i. Camels Hump, Lincoln.

:.... ...... ... ,i,K ;..<: liighest. Summit, a hamlet
in the town of Mount Holly, in Rutland County,

is the highest point crossed by a railroad. Some
of the best building stone in the countr>' is ob-

tained from the Green Mountains. Granite and
marble exist in large quantities, and on the west-

em slope are layers of red sandstone. Iron and
slate abound, and copper and manganese are

found in several places. The range forms the
divide between the basin of the Connecticut on
the east and the Lake Champlain and Hudson
River basins on the west. The rivers rising in

the Green Mountains are short streams, but their

water-power is abundant. In the fertile valleys

are rich farms, and sheep and cattle are raised

on the uplands. The hemlock, spruce, pine, and
other evergreens which form striking parts of the

forests, have given the name to this range. Hard
wood trees and the sugar maple are found on
both the east and west slopes of the mountains.
The beauty of the scenery and the climate make
the Green Mountains a place much frequented
in summer by tourists.

Green River, in Kentucky, has its rise in

Lincoln County, flows south and west to Adair
County ; west, a very irregular course, to Butler
County : then northwest to the Ohio River which
it enters a few miles above Evansville, Ind. It

is about 350 miles long, and is navigable for
small steamers for a distance of about 200 miles
from the Ohio; but for a part of this distance
artificial means have been used to make it nav-
igable. In Edmonson County this river passes
within 80 feet of the mouth of Mammoth Cave.
The subterranean stream called Echo River,
which is seen in connection with the Mammoth
Cave, flows into Green River.

Green River, in Utah, has its rise in the
western part of \\'yoming, flows south and east
into Colorado, south and west into Utah, then in

a southern direaion to the southeastern part of
the State where it unites with the Grand to form
the Colorado River. Major Powell (q.v.) and
other explorers have passed through several of
the remarkable canons of this river. Its length
is about 525 miles.

Green Snake, in the United States, a very
slender, agile, harmless, grass-green, yellow-
bellied serpent (Lii.'fctlis i-enialis). which is not
only common in grassy places but in bushes, its

color concealing it well in both places. It feeds
mainly on insects. Several poisonous serpents
of the far East, are called "green snakes" by
English-speaking residents on account of their
color.

Green Springs, Va., Battle of, 6 July 1781.
Lafayette, rtiniorced by Steuben, was pressing
'^'

'
.!lis' rear down York peninsula;
guard under Wayne came un-

:in entire division of the British
-. on the James River. Imme-
^aning destruction, he charged

tlicni su ricrcely that Comwallis. thinking the
entire American army was upon him, merely re-
IH-Ilid the assaulting partj' and drew oflF his men,
uliilc Wayne retreated in the other direction.
The .\merican loss was 145.

Green Vitriol. See Copperas.

Green'away, Kate, English artist: b. Lon-
don 184(1: d. there S Nov. 1901. She studied
at Hiiitlur!. Vs. South Kensington, and the Slade
Schi".!, -.i'M tir^t exhibited in 1868 at the Dudley
Gallery. For many years her work regularly
appeared in the exhibitions of the Water Color
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Society and the Academy. Her illustrations

were widely published and popular in the United

States as well as in Great Britain. She became
especially famous for her pictures of child life,

characterized by individuality of design, skilful

coloring, and humorous touches. Her books

include <A Painting Book for Boys and Girls'

and *Kate Greenaway Birthday Book.'

Greenback-Labor Party, or National Party.

The workingmen during the "panic years"

(1874-8) increasingly resorted to political activ-

ity to right their grievances, and in Ohio in 1877
began to call their local organization the "Na-
tional Party." In Massachusetts and Pennsyl-

vania they fused with the Greenback Partj'

(q.v.). On 22 Feb. 1878, at Toledo, Ohio, they

held a convention which organized the fusion as

the "National Party ;" but the popular name for

it was the old fusion name "Greenback-Labor."
Their platform was the Greenback one, with
planks against prison contract labor and in favor

of legislation for shorter hours. The new organ-

ization awakened hopes in the hopeless minorities

in several States where the majority, Republican
or Democratic, could not be overturned ; and
they organized fusions with it, which raised it

at once to a popular vote (apparently) of over

1,000,000, and elected 14 Congressmen. In the

close States ;ach old party kept its own vote,

with a slight falling off to the new one. The
party proper elected but two representatives, five

of the 14 being really Republicans and seven
Democrats. In 1880 (9-10 June) it held a na-

tional convention at Chicago, and nominated
James B. Weaver of Iowa, and B. J. Chambers
of Texas, for President and Vice-President

;

Chambers declined, but no substitute was nomi-
nated. The platform had all the old planks in

substance, and new ones against Chinese immi-
gration, land-grants to railroads, and favors to

corporations and bondholders, and in favor of

sanitary regulations for manufactories. The
fusions had largely disappeared, and the popu-
lar vote sunk to 306,867, and the Congressmen
to eight ; four from Missouri, two from Maine,
one from New York, and one from Texas. It

retained its organization tiU i884,when it fused
with the Anti-Monopoly Party (q.v.) and nomi-
nated Benjamin F. Butler for the Presidency,
polling in all 175,380 votes. It then practically

disappeared.

Greenback Party (its own name Ixdepexd-
ENT P.\RTv), 1874-6. The prosperity of western
agriculture during the War, due largely to the
hea\-y government purchases and the paj-ability

of mortgages in depreciated paper, was attributed
by a large section there to the plentifulness of
the paper by itself: hence, w-hen hard times had
succeeded, it was believed that a fresh inflation

of greenbacks would reproduce the same condi-
tions. The chief obstacle to this was thought to
be the eastern banking interests, which, having
bought government bonds in greenbacks, had ob-
tained the act of 1869 making them payable in
coin whether so specified or not ; and should have
been forced to take what they gave, the more
since paper was now at par and their bonds were
not taxed. By 1868 the Ohio Democrats, led by
George H. Pendleton, were insisting on the pay-
ment in greenbacks of all bonds not specifically
payable in coin, as the 5-20's; this was called the
"Ohio Idea." Western Democratic conventions
placed this plank in their platforms for three

or four years, but the nomination of Greeley put
an end to that in 1872. The revival of greenback-
ism is often attributed to the silver demonetiza-
tion act of 1873 ; but i" fact silver was above par
at that time, the act drew no general attention,

and but for the later fall in silver probably never
would have done so. The real cause was the
bringing forward of the Resumption Act, passed
14 Jan. 1875, to take effect 1879. On 25 Nov.
1874 a Greenback convention was held to protest

against it, and adopted three resolutions— (i)
that all bank and corporation currency should
be withdrawn ; (2) that no currency be allowed
except government paper 'based on the faith and
resources of the nation," and exchangeable on
demand for 3.65 per cent bonds

; (3) that coin
should be paid only for interest on the national

debt, and for that part of the principal which
promised it. Several Democratic conventions in-

dorsed these ; but in 1876 the prospect of the
hard-monej' Tilden being the next Presidential

candidate, led the party to form an organization
of its own. At a convention at Indianapolis. 17
May, they nominated Peter Cooper of New York
and Newton Booth of California for President
and Vice-President ' Booth declined, and Samuel
F. Cary of Ohio was substituted. The platform,
besides the three points above, demanded the re-

peal of the Resumption Act. The ticket polled

81.737 votes, over half of them in Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and Kansas. In the State
elections tlie next year the party polled 187.095
votes, but the main strength continued to be in

the West. The next year it was absorbed in

the Greenback-Labor Party (q.v.).

Greenbacks (as printed in green ink), the
current name, from the first, of the legal-tender

notes first issued by the government during the
Civil War. (See Debt, N.\tiox.\l.) The autho-
rizing act was signed by Lincoln 25 Feb. 1862; it

was the first ever passed by Congress making
anything but coin legal tender, and nearly all the
Democrats and many Republicans declared it un-
constitutional. But war necessities were too
exigent, and the bill authorized $150,000,000 of
the notes, not receivable for import dues nor
payable by the government as interest on its ob-
ligations. On II June 1862 and 3 March 1863

further issues were authorized ; and on 3 Jan.

1864 the}' reached their maximum amount of

$449,338,902. The great inflation, the uncertain

fortunes of the War, and the belief that even

if victorious tlie United States neither could nor
would pay its enormous debt at face value, but

would repudiate or scale it, combined to depre-

ciate the value of the notes; throughout 1864

they were worth on an average only about 45
cents on the dollar, and on one day, 11 July,

when Early was threatening Washington, they

dropped in panic to about 35 cents— or as cur-

rently expressed, the "premium on gold" was
285. The legal-tender acts had always been un-

derstood to be temporary war measures only, and
a choice of evils: the secretary of the treasury

(McCulloch) in his report for 1865, expressed

the opinion that they ought not to be in force a

day longer than was necessary to prepare for a

return to the gold standard. The House passed

a resolution of cordial concurrence, 144 to 6;

and on 12 March 1866 both houses agreed on a

reducing act, by which on 31 Dec. 1867 the

volume of greenbacks stood at $356,000,000. But
the demoralization of economic sentiment and
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judgment wrought by them, which afterward

issued in the Greenback part}", was already at

work : many attributed the prosperity of the time

to the currency inflation, and even in Congress

a majority had determined to make the paper

currency a permanent feature of our finance. On
4 Feb. 1868 anj- further reduction was prohib-

ited, and the volume stood at this mark till

October 1872, when it began to increase, amount-
mg on 15 Jan. 1874 to $372,979,815. On 20 June
1874 the maximum was fi.xed at $382,000,000.

Meantime a test case had been made up to try

the question of their constitutionality (Hfepburn

i: Griswold: see Lec.\l Tender C.^ses), and in

1S69 the Supreme Court, by five to three, headed
b)- Chief-Justice Chase, decided against them.

The fiercest political opposition was roused by
this, however, and it became a party question.

The Supreme Court, in May 1871, reversed its

decision by one majority. This experience has

led the Supreme Court to be excessively cautious

about taking jurisdiction in any case where
strong political feeling is involved. The ques-

tion of legal tender has become unimportant
since the passage of the "Gold Standard Bill"

(q.v.), imder which no depreciation in value is

possible.

GreenTjrier, any of various prickly vines

of the genus SiniUur (q.v.), commonly the cat-

brier (5". rolundifolia), which grows all over the

eastern half of 'he United States and is especially

numerous m the Southern Alleghanies, where
it designates various mountain-ranges, streams,

etc.

Greenbrier Moimtains, a range of moun-
tains in the eastern part of West Virginia, lying

west of the main part of the Alleghanies and
parallel to the Greenbrier River (q.v.). Their

average height is about 2,000 feet, the highest

point being about 3,500 feet.

Greenbrier River, a river of West Vir-

ginia, rising in the Rich Mountains, Randolph
County, flowing southwest into New River;
length 150 miles.

Greenbrier White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va., the name sumciimes giviu the White Sul-

phur Springs in the Greenbrier Mountains to

distinguish them from less important springs of

similar character. Sec White Sl-lphl-r

Springs, W. Va.

Green'bush, N. Y., formerly a town now a

part of the city of Rensselaer in Rensselaer

County on the Hudson River and the Boston &
A. and the New York C. & H. R. Railroads.

See Rexssel.\er.

Green'castle, Ind., city and county-seat of

Putnam County, on the Cleveland. C, C. & St.

L., the Louisville. N., A. & C. and the Vandalia

Line R.R.'s; 33 miles northeast of Tcrrc Haute.

It is the seat of De Pauw University, with her 9
large buildings. She has e.xcellcnt public

schools and a fine library building containing

7.000 volumes. It was settled in 1822 and in-

corporated in 1849. The form of government is

by a mayor and a municipal council elected

ever}' two years. Grcencastle contains lumber-

mills and manufactories of lightning rods,

pumps, and one of the largest and best equipped

tin-plate factories in the world. Pop. (1904)
4,200.

Greene, Aella, .\merican journalist and
poet: b. Chester, Mass.. 1838; d. Springfield,

Mass., 1903. He was the autlior of: 'Rhymes of

Yankee-Land' : 'Into the Sunshine' tiSSi);

'Stanza and Sequel' (18S4) ; 'Gathered from
Life.'

Greene, Albert Gorton, American lawyer

and poet: b. Providence, R. I., 10 Feb. 1802; d.

Cleveland, Ohio, 4 Jan. 186S. Graduated from
Brown University 1820, he was admitted to the

bar in 1823; in 1832 became clerk of the town
and of the municipal court of Providence, and
in 1858 judge of the court. From 1867 he was
in Cleveland, Ohio. He was at one time presi-

dent of the Rhode Island Historical Society,

was a founder of the Pro%-idence Athenseum, be-

gan the Harris collection of American verse

(now at Brown University), and wrote some
well-known poems, such as 'Old Grimes' and
'The Baron's Last Banquet'

Greene, Charles Ezra, American engineer:

b. Cambridge, Mass., 12 Feb. 1842; d. Ann
Arbor, Mich., 17 Oct. 1903. Graduated from
Harvard in 1862 and from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technolog}- in 1868, he was
L"nited States assistant engineer in 1870-1, city

engineer of Bangor, Maine, in 1871-2, and in

1872 became professor of civil engineering in

the L'niversity ol Michigan. He also practised

as consulting engineer, and in 1876-7 was asso-

ciate-editor of the 'Engineering Xews.' His
writings include: 'Graphical Method of Analy-
sis of Bridge Trusses' (1S75), 'Structural Me-
chanics' (1897), and other technical works.

Greene, Christopher, American soldier: b.

Warwick, R. I., 1737 ; d. Westchester County,

X. Y., 13 May 1781. He was among the first

to take the field on the American side after the

engagements at Lexington and Concord. Sub-
sequently, as colonel of a Rhode Island regi-

ment, he participated in the campaign in Can-
ada under Arnold. In 1777, while in command
at Fort Mercer at Red Bank, on the Delaware,

he sustained an attack from a large force of Hes-
sians under Col. Donop. who were repulsed with
great slaughter. For these services a sword was
voted him by Congress, and a monument com-
memorative of the battle and of the valor of the
-American commander was erected in the neigh-

borhood of Fon Mercer in 1829.

Greene, Edward Lee, American botanist:
b. Hopkinton, R. I., 20 .\ug. 1S43. After study-

ing at .\lbion College, Wis., he took orders in

tiie Protesunt Episcopal Church (1871) ; but in

1885 entered the Church of Rome. He has been
professor of botany at the Roman Catholic Uni-
viT^ity in Washington since 1895, and has pub-
lisliod 'Illustrations of West American Oaks'
( iS-.o^ ;

' Fi.ira Franciscana' (1891) : and 'Pit-

tonia' uS-jo). .

Greene, Francis Vinton, .\merican soldier:

1). Providence. R. I.. 27 June 1850. He was
graduated at West Point with the rank of sec-

ond liiiitcnant of artillery. In 1876 he was
•le at St. Petersburg and re-

'.arters of the Russian army
....- . ix 1 iirkish War U877-8). in the

rourri- oi which he was twice decorated for

bravery. Olitaining his captaincy in 1883 he
wa-; ihri'- yvars later appointed instructor in

military engineering at West Point, but left

the scr\-ice to join the Barber .Asphalt Company,
and was president of the National Asphalt Com-
pany when the trust went into the hands of re-

ceivers. He entered the National Guard in
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i88y on the staff of Gen. Louis Fitzgerald and
was elected colonel of the Seventy-first regiment
in 1892. In the Spanish-American War he was
commissioned major-general of volunteers and
served principally in the Philippines. In 1902
he was appointed police commissioner of New
York. He has written: *The Russian Army and
its Campaign in Turkey' (1879); 'Army Life
in Russia' (1880); 'The Mississippi' (1882);
'Life of General Nathanael Greene' (1893).

Greene, George Sears, American civil en-
gineer and soldier : b. Warwick, R. I., 6 May
1801 ; d. Morristown, N. J., 28 Jan. 1899. He
was graduated at West Point in 1823 and was
for several years one of the professors there,

but in 1836 adopted civil engineering as a pro-
fession, after sending in his resignation as an
officer in the United States army. He was en-
gaged subsequently in railway construction in

many eastern States, and in 1856 the Croton
Aqueduct Depanment of New York city com-
missioned him to execute several important
works. He designed and constructed the reser-

voir in Central Park, widened High Bridge, and
built a water tower and reservoir at its western
extremity. At the beginning of the Civil War
he took command of the Sixtieth New York
Volunteers, and was put in command of a bri-

gade at Cedar Mountain and a division at An-
tietam. He took part in many other important
events of the war and was severely wounded in

an engagement near Chattanooga, in 1863. In
1866 he retired from the army and the following
year was appointed commissioner and chief en-
gineer of the Croton Aqueduct Department, and
in 1871 was called to Washington, D. C, as
chief engineer of public works. During his
three years' incumbency of that office he planned
the sewer system of the national capital.

Greene, George Washington, American
historian: b. East Greenwich, R. I., 8 April 181 1 ;

d. there 2 Feb. 1883. He was a grandson of
Gen, Nathanael Greene (q.v.) of Revolutionary
fame. After study in Brown University, he
traveled extensively in Europe, was United
States consul at Rome in 1839-45, and from
1848 until his resignation in 1852 was professor
of modern languages at Brown University. He
was appointed non-resident professor of history
at Cornell in 1872. His publications include
several historical works, such as: 'Historical
View of the American Revolution' (1865), 'Life
of Nathanael Greene^ (1867-71), 'The German
Element in the War of American Independence*
(1876), and a 'Short History of Rhode Island*
(1877).

Greene, Homer, American author and
lawyer: b. Ariel, Pa., 10 Jan. 1853. He was
graduated from Union College in 1876, from the
Albany Law School in 1878, was admitted to the
bar in 1879, and entered practice at Honesdale,
Pa. In Pennsylvania politics he has been active
as a Republican. He has contributed much
verse and prose to the magazines, and published :

'The Blind Brother,* 'Bnrnhani Breaker,'
'Coal and the Coal Mines,' and 'The Riverpark
Rebellion.*

Greene, Nathanael, American soldier: b.
Patawomut, Warwick County, R. I., 7 Aug.
1742; d. Mulberry Grove, Ga., 19 June 1786.
His father, a leading preacher among the
Quakers, was the owner of an anchor forge and

a grist mill. He was brought up as a Quaker,
and trained from childhood to \vork on the farm
and at the forge. Resolute perseverance in the
midst of many obstacles gave him in tlie course
of time a more than ordinary familiarity with
ancient and English history, geometry, law, and
moral and political science. In 1770 he was
chosen a member of tlic general assembly for

Coventry, whither he had removed to take charge
of another forge ; and from that time continued
to take an active part in public affairs. He was
one of the first to engage in the military exer-
cises which prepared the way for resistance to
the encroachments of the mother country, and
this open renunciation of die principles of his sect

was promptly followed by formal excommunica-
tion. In 1774 he joined the Kentish guards as
a private ; in July of che same year was married
to Catharine Littlefield of Block Island, and in

177s was appointed by the genera! assembly to

command as brigadier-general the Rhode Island
contingent to the army before Boston. He joined
his command at Roxbury on 3 June and from
that time remained in active service without a
day's furlough till the final disbandment of the
army in 1783. At Boston his brigade was dis-

tinguished by its discipline, and after the evac-
uation he was entrusted with the defense of Long
Island. He distinguished himself in the battle

of Harlem Heights, later commanded a portion
of Washington's army near Ft. Washington on
the Hudson, and in September he was made
major-general, and appointed to the command
in New Jersey. At Trenton he led the division

with which Washington marched in person, and,
with Knox, was for following up the advantages
of that brilliant surprise by advancing directly

upon the other detachments of the enemy. He
took an equal part in the battle of Princeton,
and was entrusted by Washington during the
winter with a confidential communication to Con-
gress. At the Brandywine he commanded a
division, and by a rapid march and successful
stand preserved the army from utter destruction.

At Germantown he commanded the left wing
which penetrated into the village. On 2 March
1778, he accepted the office of quartermaster-gen-
eral, which he held till August 1780, fulfilling its

arduous and complicated duties in such a manner
as to call forth from Washington when he left

it the declaration "that the States have had in

you, in my opinion, an able, upright, and diligent
servant." Or 23 June 1780, he checked with
two brigades and a small body of militia the ad-
vance of a corps of 5,000 of the enemy in the
brilliant battle of Springfield. He was in com-
mand of the army during Washington's visit to
Hartford in September 1780, when Arnold's con-
spiracy was discovered, and sat as president of
the court of inquiry upon Major Andre. In
October of the same year, he was appointed to
the command of the Southern army, which he
found on his arrival, in December, in a state

of utter disorganization and want. He soon
advanced to a well-chosen camp on the banks
of the Pedee, and began a series of operations
which in less than a year stripped the enemy
of nearly all their hard-won conquests in the
two Carolinas and Georgia, and shut them up
within the narrow limits of Charleston and its

immediate neighborhood. Among the events of
this active year were the battle of the Cowpcns,
won by Gen. Morgan at the opening of the
campaign ; a brilliant retreat from the Catawba
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to the Dan ; the battle of Guilford Court House
in which he lost the field, but gained the end
for which he fought; the pursuit of Coniwallis
to the Deep River ; the daring advance into

South CaroUna ; the battle of Hobkirks Hill,

a second defeat followed by the resuUs of vic-

tor>-; the siege of Fort Xinety-six, raised by
the advance of Lord Rawdon. but followed by
the immediate evacuation of the post and the
retreat of the enemy toward the west: the
drawn battle of Eutaw Springs, and the advance
upon Dorchester, spoken of by Washington as
another "proof of the peculiar abilities" of Gen.
Greene. Congress presented him with a medal
for services in the battle of Eutaw Springs,
and Xorth and South Carolina and Georgia
made him valuable grants of property-. He re-

moved to the estate of Mulberry Grove, on the
Savannah River, Georgia, where he died of a
sunstroke. Consult G. W. Greene, 'Life'

(1867-71): F. V. Greene, 'General Xathanael
Greene' (1893').

Greene, Nathaniel, American journalist:

b. Boscawen, X. H., 20 May 1797; d. Boston,

Mass., 29 X"ov. 1877. At 12 he entered the

ofiBce of the Xezc Hampshire Patriot, pub-
lished at Concord, and at 15 became editor of
the Concord Gazette. After editing papers
at Portsmouth, X. H., and Haverhill. Mass.,

he removed to Boston, where he established a
new Democratic paper known as the Boston
Statesman, and published semi-weekly, its first

appearance being on 6 Feb. 1821. During the

administration of J. Q. .\dams it was opposed
to the almost unanimous sentiment of the city

and State: but in 1829, when the genera! gov-
ernment passed into the hands of the Demo-
cratic party. President Jackson appointed

Greene postmaster of Boston. He held the

office for 12 years without interruption, and,

although removed in 1841, was reappointed to

it by President Tyler in 1844. and held it until

1849. In 1836 he translated a 'Histon,- of Italy'

from the Itali.in of Sforzozi, which was followed

bv the translation of two volumes of 'Tales from
the German' (1837). In 1843 he published

"Tales and Sketches from the French, German,
and Italian.'

Greene, Robert. English writer: b. Nor-
wich. 155S?: d. London, 3 Sept. 1592. Though
little is known of his early life. Robert Greene

was probablv born in 1358: his father may have
been a saddler. The greater part of his career

is conjectured from his more or less autobio-

graphical novels and pamphlets.
_
He entered

Saint John's College, Cambridge, in 1575, and

took his B..\. in 1578. .Already in his coIUge

years, perhaps earlier, he had entered he.irtily

info the dissipation for which he was notorious,

though perhaps his own record of himself and

that left by his enemy Gabriel Harvey, may Ivith

be exaggerated. Upon leaving college he seems

to have traveled extensively abro.id, learning,

from his own account, far more evil than good.

Shortly after his return to England he heard a

sermon in Saint .Andrew's Church. Norwich,

which strongly moved him to repentance, hut

he soon recovered his usual recklessness. The
incident, however true, is characteristic of him:
his excesses alternated with highly emotional

confessions of penitence, which were probably

quite sincere. The original fineness of his spirit

was httle harmed by his wild courses : his writ-

ing throughout is remarkably pure-minded.
In 15S0 '^lamilia,' his first novel, was regis-

tered: it was published three years later. It

seems that he was then studying medicine at

Cambridge, where he took his M.A. in 1583.

Within two years afterward he married a
woman of good family. After their one child

was bom, Greene deserted her, and gave himself
up to a wild life in London. It has been pointed

out that the character of the patient, deserted

wife recurs through his writings, as though the
woman he had wronged was always in his mind.

Greene's first occupation in London was the
writing of prose romances, varj-ing between the

t.\-pe of Sidney's 'Arcadia' and Lyly's

'Euphues.' His success in this kind of writing

was immediate. He had a better narrative

faculty than either Sidney or Lyly, and in addi-

tion to an unusual facility in composition he
had something of the journalist's skill in tinding

the interest of the moment. Before 1590 he
had written 'Penelope's Web,' 'Euphues, his

Censure to Philautus,' '.Alcida.' 'Greene's

Metamorphosis.' 'Perimedes the Blacksmith,'

'Orpharion.' 'Pandosto,' 'The Spanish Mas-
querado,' 'Menaphon.' and 'TuUies Love.' He
had also made many good friends. Xash he had
known before: now he met Lodge and probably
Marlowe. But at the same time he was living

a strangely profligate life, among thieves and
outcasts, his special comrade being their chief.

Ball, who ended his career at Tyburn. Ball's

sister was Greene's mistress, the mother of his

son Fortunatus.

In 1590 appeared "The Cobbler of Canter-
bur>-.' a collection of six coarse tales, ascribed
to Greene. Greene repudiated the book in a
pamphlet, 'Greene's Apolog>-.' announcing his

intention to write no more such romances as

might make him seem the Ukely author of 'The
Cobbler.' .As further expressions of this char-
acteristic repentant mood appeared in the same
year his 'Mourning Garment' and 'Xever Too
Late.' and in 1591 'Farewell to Follie.' Within
the next year he wrote his five pamphlets on
"cosenage" or "coney-catching"—descriptions of
the lives and methods of thieves and cutpurses:
for his material he drew on his own experience
and observation, and the pamphlets present pic-

tures of astonishing realism. His old compan-
ions whom he had now turned on, are said to
have tried to kill him.

In a satire on the social evils of the times,
'\ Quip for an Upstart Courtier' (1502),
Greene took occasion to insult Gabriel Harvey
and his two brothers, one of whom. Richard, in

a pamphlet on the Martin Marprelate Contro-
versy had spoken harshly of Greene and his

friends. The wrath of the Har\-eys was turned
upon Greene, and pursued him even after his

death, in Gabriel Harvey's 'Four Letters and
Certain Sonnets especially touching Robert
Greene'—a cruel account of Greene and of his

last hours.

The first play of Greene's, according to the
most recent scholarship, was 'Alphonsus,' about
1501. an imitation of Marlowe's 'Tamburlaine'

:

the second wa< probably the 'Looking Glass for
London and England,' in which some of the
material of the «coney-catching» pamphlets is
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reflected. Before 1592 he had written the 'Or-

lando Inirioso,' 'Friar Bacon and Friar Bun-
gay,' and 'James IV. of Scotland,' probably in

that order.

At the end of the year 1592 Greene fell ill,

and with death at hand, his better nature reas-

serted itself. On his deathbed he wrote or com-
pleted his 'Groatsworth of Wit Bought with a
Million of Repentance,' and 'The Repentance
of Robert Greene,' which were published shortly

after his death. His affecting letter to his wife,

whom he now remembered ; the pathetic squalor
of his death scene in the shoemaker's house ; his

ironical request to be crowned with bays—com-
plete one of the romances of literary biography.

Greene is an important figure in the history

of the English novel, drama, and lyric. His
amorous romances are in the Euphuistic style,

and their subject-matter is Arcadian; but
Greene's vital interest in life at first hand and
his humor tend to humanize the artificial man-
ner, and to bring the content of the stories out
of the pastoral glamour into a natural world.
The pastoral habit of beauty is perilously near
shipwreck in the passage in 'Menaphon' where
the shepherd and his jealous mistress, Pesana,
begin to quarrel with true rustic energy and
frankness ; and the same genius for realism
found its opportunity in the later "coney-catch-
ing" pamphlets, which, though formless, prac-
tically have the interest of the picaresque tale.

The delicacy of his feminine characters, how-
ever, proves Greene's sympathy with the courtly

world of beauty that his realistic power helped
to supplant.

Greene's dramatic work, with the exception
of 'Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay' and 'James
IV. of Scotland.' is unimportant, but in the

first of these better known plays he is clearly

a forerunner of Shakespeare; as in the ro-
mances, he represents a transition, from the ser-

ious drama, religious or heroic, to a realistic

mingling of moods and themes ; and his country
folk belong to England, not to Arcadia.

His real fame rests on the lyrics in the
romances. These songs, like those in the 'Ar-
cadia,' all highly wrought, are quite without
Sidney's pedantry; they are at times stately, as
in "Doron's Description of Samela,» or pathetic,

as in «Sephestia's song to her child," or met-
rically in,genious, as in iVIenaphon's song, «Some
say love"; but they all ha\e a certain silvery
music, a tone of dignity without heaviness,
which in its peculiar quality is found only in
Greene. Lodge's lyrics are the only examples
that can be compared with his. In 'Rosalind'
the famous "Love in my bosom like a bee" is

perhaps smoother than anything in Greene ; and
"Rosalind's Description" is the best example
of Lodge's rich, pictorial coloring. But Lodge's
art, though finer, is less directly human than
Greene, whose lyrics, like the account of his
career, stir one with a sense of the actual man.

Bihtiosraf'hy.—The best complete edition is

that by Grosart. 'The Huth Librarj^' ; the best
edition of the plays and poems is that by Chur-
ton Collins. For biography and criticism, con-
sult 'Introductions' to above.

John Erskine.
Assncinte Professor of English in Amherst

College.

Greene, Samuel Dana, American naval
commander: b. Cumberland, Md., 11 Feb. 1^40;
d. Portsmouth, N. 11., 11 Dec. 1884. Gradu-
ated at the Naval Academy in 1859, he volun-
teered in January, 1862, to serve as executive
officer of the Monitor, whose capabilities were
then untested, and during the engagement ot
the Monitor with the Confederate ram Merri-
mac, in Hampton Roads, he commanded the
vessel on account of an accident to Captain
Worden, his superior. After the war he was a
professor at the Naval Academy for 10 years.

Greene, Sarah Pratt McLean, American
novelist : b. Simsbury, Conn., July 1856. She
was educated at South Hadley Seminary and
for several years taught school in Plymouth,
Mass. In 1887 she was married to F. L. Greene.
She has published 'Cape Cod Folks' ; 'Tow-
head, the Story of a Girl' (1884); 'Lastchance
Junction' (1889); 'Leon Pontifex' (1897);
'The Moral Imbeciles' (1898); 'Vesty of the
Basins' (1900); 'Flood Tide' (1901); 'Wins-
low Plain' (1902); etc.

Greenfield, Ind., city, county-seat of Han-
cock County, on the Pittsburg, C, C. & St. L.

R.R., 20 miles east of Indianapolis. It has
foundries, machine shops, and manufactures of
glass, paper, stoves, etc. It is the birthplace of

James Whitcomb Riley (q.v. ). Pop. (1900)

4,489-

Greenfield, Mass., town, county-seat of
Franklin County; on the Connecticut River, the

Boston & M. R.R. ; about 34 miles north of
Springfield. Greenfield was once a part of
Deerfield; but in 1738 it petitioned for a sepa-

ration which was not granted until 1743. Green-
field and vicinity has many famous historic

associations. The massacre of Deerfield oc-

curred in the winter of 1704, and a monument
marks the place where an Indian struck down
Eunice Williams, the wife of the parson, John
Williams, on i March. 1704. The chief manu-
factures are machinery, cutlery, shoes, paper,

bo.xes, wooden-ware, bricks, toys, children's

carriages. Pop. (1900) 7,927.

Greenfinch, or Greenlinnet, one of the

most common and beautiful of European finches

(Ligitriiius ehloris) . The general color of the

male is olive-green; primaries grayish-black,

with bright yellow edges ; under parts yellow

;

female brownish. Although its song is unin-

teresting it is a favorite cage-bird in Germany.
In Texas a greenish towhee bunting (q.v.) is

locally called «greenfinch.»

Greenhouse, any glass-roofed house used
for plant growing. The term excludes cold

frames and hot-beds, but in America includes

many structures known in Europe by special

names, such as stove-houses, graperies, con-

servatories, etc. Greenhouses may be divided

according to the temperature maintained in

them ; for example, cool-house, used for such

plants as violets, pansies, daisies, etc.; con-

servatory, used for plants displayed but not

propagated or forwarded in growth ; the forc-

ing house in which plants are rapidly pushed
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to marketable cor.dition ; the warm-house, uicd
for tiopical and heat-loving plants. Then tliere

are houses designed lor special crops and known
as rose-, carnation-, palm-, orchid-, asparagus-
houses, etc.

Since the beginning of the igih century, and
especially during the latter half, improvements
in greenhouse construction, heating, ventilation,

and management have made remarkable prog-
ress. In place of the heavy shade-casting roof
of large wooden rafters and small panes is the
hrge-pancd, small iron-raftered root ; steam and
hot water have supplanted the old flue systems

;

and the carefully pitched roof which favors the

entrance of light m winter and not in summer,
has replaced the roof of scarcely considered
slant. Much attention is also given to location,

some points considered being exposure to the
sun, shelter from prevailing winter winds, ade-
quate water supply, pro.ximity to market, etc.

An idea of the importance of greenhouses
may be gained from the knowledge that during
the first quarter of the 19th century there were
almost no greenhouses except the few cumber-
some ones upon some private places, and that in

1899 there were about 9,000 commercial florists'

establishments averaging about 2,500 square feet,

valued at 50 cents a square foot, and a produc-
ing capacit)- of $1.00 a square foot— totals of
$11,250,000 and ?22,500.ooo, respectively. Be-
sides these are hundreds of private establish-

ments, many of which would have been consid-
ered very extensive as commercial houses 75
or even 50 years ago.

Consult: Taft, 'Greenhouse Construction'
(New York 1893); Leuchars, 'Hot-Houses'
(1850); Hunt, 'How to Grow Cut Flowers'
(Terre Haute, Ind., 1893) ; Taft, 'Greenhouse
Management' (New York 1898): Scott, "Flor-
ists' Slanual' ((Thicago 1899) : Bailey, 'Forcing
Book' (New York 1897): id., 'Cyclopedia of
American Horticulture' (New York 1900-02).

Greenhouse Insects. Plants cultivated
under glass are as subject to insect depredations
IS are those growing in the garden and orchard,
«nless the greatest care is exercised. In addi-
tion to many species of foreign origin, such as
numerous kinds of scale-insects (q.v.) and
aphides which are constantly being imported
with exotic plants, we have native insects firmly

established as indoor pests. One of the com-
monest and mo'it distructivc is the black scale

(Lira II Ml Ml olca), which is also a pest of im-
portance in groves of citrus fruits and olives.

The related hemispherical scale (Lccanium hem-
iiphcericum) is still more distinctively a green-
house pest; and several injurious orchard scales

and mealy bugs (q.v.) are likely at any time
I- so. but all may be controlled by
•1 with hydrocyanic-acid gas. The

......V ily" (q.v.), which name, as used by
florists, covers a number of species of Aley-
rodcs, is to be similarly treated.

Many plants grown artificially arc attacked
also by omnivorous greenhouse pests, such as

the red spider (Tflranychus bimaculalus) and
the greenhouse leaf-tycr, and by general field

and . ' irh as cutworms, wircworms,
and (^qq.v. ). The greenhouse
'.••'

. ,..,,, .: .'.'
. "...-tcd

it ion than licr

•s, can b' nly

by hand-picking, clippmg otf and destroying the

aitected leaves, and by spraying WMth arsenical

mixtures.
Roses are peculiarly subject to insect injury,

and there are several specific indoor rose pests,

such as Fuller's rose beetle (Aramigus fulkri),

which also attacks azaleas, begonias, lilies, prim-
rose, geranium, canna, and others. It appears
to be nearly immune to insecticides in the adult

condition; one must, tlierefore, employ hand
methods, collecting and destroying the beetles,

preferably in November and December, when
they congregate on various plants. Injured
plants should be pulled out, and tlie lar\x about
them destroyed with kerosene emulsion or bi-

sulphid of carbon. Numerous leaf-rolltrs, bud-
worms, and leaf-tyers (qq.v.) are very injurious

to the rose, by eating into the buds just before
blossoming. Roses are seriously injured at

times by gall-flies and by the rose-scale

(Auldcaspis rosir), and other scale insects.

\'iolets cultivated under glass are much
injured by insect pests, principally by the
black or brown aphis {Rhopalosifhum viola),

violet gall-fly (Diplosis violicola), violet saw-
fly {Emphytus canadensis), and the red spider,

and greenhouse leaf-tyer. The black aphis is

still restricted and dependent on commerce for
carriage from one greenhouse to another, but
has caused losses of t'nousands of dollars to
single firms. It may be controlled by fumiga-
tion with hydrocyanic-acid gas, which also de-
stroys the saw-fly and the gall-fly (properly a
gall-gnat, q.v.), which attacks the leaves while
they are young, the larva or maggot developing
in folds, incorrectly termed "galls." Tobacco
preparations and bubach insect-powder are also
useful against tliese minute pests.

Greenland, an extensive island belonging
to Denmark; on the northeast of the continent
of North America, from which it is separated
by Davis Strait, Bafiin Bay, and Smith Sound;
area 46,740 square miles. A great part of its

north and precipitous east coast is yet unknown

;

but it does not extend fanher tlian about lat.

83° N. Like the northern parts of North .\mer-
ica generally, Greenland is colder than the cor-
responding latitudes on the eastern side of the
Atlantic. In June and July the sun is constantly
above the horizon, the ice on the coast is broken
up and a few small lakes are opened; but the
short summer is followed by a long and dreary
winter. The interior, which is lofty, is unin-
habitable, and all the villages are confined to the
coasts, which are lined with numerous islands
and deeply penetrated bv fiords. The Danish
colony extends to the Bay of Disco, in lat. 69°
N. Cultivation is confined to tlie low shores
and valleys, where grassy meadows sometimes
occur with stunted shrubs and dwarfed birch,
alder, and pine trees. Attempts to raise oats and
barley have failed, but potatoes and turnips at-
tain the size of a pigeon's egg, and cabbages
grow very small. The radish is the only vege-
table which grows unchecked.

The inhabitants of Greenland (see Eskimos)
are of the Eskimo race, more or less mixed with
European blood. The individuals of the mixed
race hardly differ as to language and habits from
the ginuine Eskimo. Besides the natives, about
250 Europeans usually reside in the country,
jio to 40 of whom have married native women.
1 he inhabitants are largelv dependent on hunt-mg and fishing. Whale blubber and seal oi'
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are used as fuel. The land animals are the

Eskimo dog. the reindeer, the polar bear, the

Arctic fox (blue and white), the ermine, the

Arctic hare, and the musk ox. Among the am-
phibia the walrus and several species of seal arc

common. The seas abound in fish, the whale
and cod fisheries being of special importance.

Seafowl are abundant in summer, and largely

killed. The chief mineral product is cryolite,

but graphite and miocene lignitic coal are also

found. Oil, eider down, furs, and cryolite are

exported. For administrative purposes Green-

land, or rather its coast, is divided into two in-

spectorates of North and South Greenland.

The residences of the inspectors are at Disco
Island and Godhaab, but the most populous dis-

trict is Julianehaab.
Greenland was discovered by an Icelander

named Gunnbjorn about 876 or 877, and was
colonized from Iceland about the end of the

loth century. In the reign of Elizabeth Fro-
bisher and Davis rediscovered the coast, but

nothing was done to explore it till the Danish
government in 1721 assisted Hans Egtde, a

clergyman, to establish a European mission set-

tlement. Good Hope (Godhaab), which was
.successfully carried on by him and his son.

Whale fisheries were established on the coast by
the English and Dutch about ico. The inte-

rior of the country was first crossed by Nansen
in 1888. There are 12 chief stations for trading

and the Danish Mission ; the southernmost is

Julianthaab, the northernmost Upernavik. At
Godhaab there is a seminary for training native

catechists ; of late. too. natives have been ap-

pointed pastors. Pop. (1901) 67,681.

Greenland Whale, or Bowhead, the largest
and most restricted of the "right" or whalebone
whales of the genus Balana (B. inysticetus),

which is absolutely confined to the arctic region,

reports of its occurrence on other coasts orig-

inating in mistaking for it the almost cosmopol-
itan southern right whale. It grows occasionally

to a length of 70 feet, but is usually consider-

ably less ; and is black, except a white patch

on the under side of the jaw. This whale may
yield 275 barrels of oil, and 3,000 pounds of

whalebone. It has become comparatively rare

through constant pursuit. Its general habits

agree with those of its family {Balanida), for

which see Wh.^lebone Whales.
Greenleaf, Simon, American jurist: b.

Ncwburyport, Mass.. 5 Dec. 1783; d. Cambridge,
Mass., 6 Oct. 1853. He commenced the practice

of law in 1806 at Standish. afterward practising
at Gray and Portland. He was a reporter of the
Supreme Court 1820-32

;
professor of law at

Harvard University 1833-48, succeeding Judge
Story in the Dean professorship in 1846 ; and
upon his resignation in 1848 was made professor
emeritus. Beside nine volumes of reports of the
Maine Supreme Court proceedings he published

:

^Treatise on the Law of Evidence' (1842-53);
'Principles of Freemasonry' (1820) : 'Examina-
tion of the Testimony of the Four Evangelists
by the Rules of Evidence, as administered in

Courts of Justice, with an Account of the Trial
of Jesus' (1846). He also edited Cruise's 'Di-
gest of the Laws of England respecting Real
Property' (1849).

Greenlings, a family (Hexagramtnidce) of
coast-fishes allied to the rose-fishes, many spe-
cies of which occur abundantly from northern

California to Bering Sea, including several ex-
cellent and of local importance as food-fishes.

They are brilliant in color, yellow and green
being prominent ; are carnivorous ; and seek
their food among kelp and about rocks.

Greenock, gren'ok, Scotland, in Renfrew-
shire, on the south shore of the Firth of Clyde,

225-2 miles by rail west-northwest of Glasgow.
The Watt Institution contains a marble
statue of Watt by Chantrey. The harbor works
date from 1707, and have cost upward of $7,-

500,000. Ship-building has been carried on since

1760; sugar refining began in 1765, and there

are also manufactures of steam-engines, anchors
and chain cables, ropes, sailcloth, paper, wool
and worsted, etc. Besides being the birthplace

of James Watt (q.v.). famous because of his

work on steam-engines, of Spence the math-
ematician, and of Principal Caird, it has mem-
ories of Rob Ro}-, John Wilson, and Gait, and
contains the grave of Burns' "Highland Mars'."

Pop. (1901) 67,645.

Gree'nockite, or Cadmium Blende, a native
sulphid of cadmium, having the formula CdS,
and crystallizing in hemimorphic forms belong-
ing to the hexagonal S3'tem. It is transparent,

or nearly so, and yellow, with a vitreous or res-

inous lustre. It turns carmine when heated in

a closed tube, returning to its original color

upon cooling; and it dissolves in hydrochloric

acid, with liberation of sulphuretted hydrogen.
Greenockite is brittle, and has a hardness of

from 3 to 3.5, and a specific gravity of about

5.0. In the United States it is found in Marion
County, Ark., in the zinc-bearing districts of

.southwestern Missouri, and in a zinc mine in

Lehigh County, Pa.

Greenough, gren'6, Horatio, American
sculptor : b. Boston 6 Sept. 1805 ; d. Sonierville,

Mass., 18 Dec. 1852. When he entered Harvard
at 16 he had already modeled in clay and at-

tempted sculpture. A French sculptor named
Binon, resident in Boston, was his first master.

During his college career he enjoyed the friend-

ship and advice of Washington Allston, and pro-

duced the design from which the present Bunker
Hill monument was erected. He was graduated

in 1825, and went to Rome with letters to Tnor-
waldsen. He returned to Boston in 1826, and
after modeling busts of John Quincy Adams,
Chief Justice Marshall, and others, again went
to Italy and established his studio in Florence.

His first commission was from Jarnes Fenimore
Cooper, for whom he executed his 'Chanting

Cherubs.' suggested by a portion of one of

Raphael's pictures. This was the first orig-

inal group from the chisel of an Amer-
ican sculptor. To Cooper, also, he was
indebted for the commission from Con-
gress to execute his colossal statue of Wash-
ington, finished in 1843, after many years' labor,

and now in the national capital. During this

time he executed, among other original works,

the 'Medora,' the '.Vngel Abdiel,' and the 'Ve-

nus Victrix' (Gallery of the Boston .^then?eum),

In 1851 he returned to the United States to

superintend placing in its destination in Wash-
ington his group of the 'Rescue.' in which the

triumph of civilization is symbolized. Many
vexatious delays prevented the arrival of the

work from Italy, and Greenough. unaccustomed
by long absence to the turmoil of .American life,

and the variations of the American climate.
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was attacked by brain fever, soon after he had
commenced, in Boston, a course of lectures on
art. He published a volume of 'Essays' on art

topics. Consult: Tuckerman, 'Memorial of
Horatio Greenough' (.1S53).

Greenough, James Bradstreet, American
Latin scholar : b. Portland, Xic, ifrjo ; d. Cam-
bridge, Mass., II Oct 1901. He was graduated
from Harvard College in 1856, for some time
practised law in Michigan, in 1865 was appointed

tutor in Latin at Harvard, in 1S74 assistant

professor of Latin, and in 1883 professor. In
1872 he began at Harvard a course in Sanskrit
and comparative philologj-, and until 1880, when
a chair of Sanskrit was founded, gave instruction

in those subjects. He became widely known
through a series of Latin text-books, particularly

a 'Latin Grammar,' prepared in collaboration

with J. H. Allen; and wrote also a 'Special

Vocabulary to \'irgil > verse in both Latin and
English, and. with G. L. Kittredge, 'Words and
Their Ways in English Speech' (.1901).

Greenough, Richard Saltonstall, American
sculptor: b. Jamaica Plain. Mass.. 27 .\pril

1819: d. Rome, Italy, 23 .\pril 1904. .\raong
works by him are the notably fine bronze statue

of Franklin in front of the Citj- Hall, Boston;
the marble statue of Governor Winthrop at

Mount Auburn cemeter>', Cambridge; 'The
Shepherd Boy and the Eagle' at the Boston
Athemeum.

Greenough, Sarah Dana Loring. American
author: b. Boston 19 Feb. itL;7; d. Franzens-
bad, Austria, 9 Aug. 1885. She was the wife of

R. S. Greenough (.q.v.). Her works include:

'Treason at Home,' a novel (1865); 'Arab-
esques' (1871) ; 'In Extremis, a Story of a
Broken Law' (1872); and 'Mary Magdalen,'
a poem (18S0).

Greenport, N. Y., village of Suffolk

County, on the eastern end of Long Island, on
the Long Island R.R.; 90 miles east of Brook-
Ij-n. It has an excellent harbor and shipyards,

and the chief industries are fishing and ship-

building. It is also a popular summer resort

Pop. (1900) 2.366.

Greens, Pot-herbs. Any plant whose
foliage and succulent stems are prepared for

the table by boiling. The former term is less

applied to the plants themselves than to the dish

prepared from them; the latter is often applied

to the living plants, but rarely to the culinary

preparation. Greens are cr •' a spring

di^h; by proper manageme: >• be ob-

tain- ' '
••' ' ' ' -••IT.. ,-, i-rnw

frc:

at- .

.

winter vegftabieS^ Cuaipjrilm.iy few \lK,r ex-

ample, bascUa and New Zealand spinach) are

useful during the hot summer month>, but then

other veectablcs and many fruits take thiir

plac '" " —
' . mustard, witlooii

arc '°. and a few (kale,

enil. . . ^ . . ;. :. ..

In genera! • ts should all be grown
upon rich, n drained, friable, loamy
soil, since upon such they grow quickly, to a
large size, and r'tn^in sumilrnt and rdiblr

longer than '

containing al

food is partic-.;i:ir:v ,.•.! .1 ..t . 1 .!i K.' i-.'i

should be thoroughly prepared by deep plowing

or digging and the surface made as fine as possi-

ble by harrowing or raking. For earliest crops

of such hardy plants as spinach and com salad,

the seed may be sown in auttmin, and, where the

winters are severe, and especially if snowless,

protected with a mulch of marsh hay or other

material free from weed seeds. They may also

be sown as early in the spring as the ground
can be worked. Tender plants such as basella,

and those that require a high temperature for

the germination of their seeds, for instance,

purslane, should be sown only after the ground
becomes warm. Beyond keeping the surface of

the soil loose and free from weeds, the crops

need practically no further care. To be best

appreciated, greens should be gathered while
verj- succulent and within as few minutes of
meal time as are possible to ^\-ash and cook them.
Since most of them occupy the ground for only
a few weeks in earliest spring, they are usually
planted by market gardeners between the rows
of other slower growing crops or as precursors
to the main crop.

Besides the cultivated pot-herbs (in America
a rather small list), there are several scores of
plants known most widely as weeds. Several
of these are superior in some ways to the culti-

vated kinds. There is no reason whj- they
should not be culti\"ated; indeed, they de-

ser\-e cultivation. When to be grown in
the garden, and when seed cannot be pur-
chased, seed should be selected from those
plants that most nearly meet the intending
grower's ideal. Probably the best known and
most freqtiently used weeds or wild plants are
the following, several of which are more or less
cultivated: Lamb"s quarters or Goosefoot
(,Chenopodium album). Pigweed (.Amarantus,
various species), Pokeweed (.Phytolacca decan-
dra). Marsh marigold, "Cowslip Greens* (Cal-
tha ' -

' ^'tjtard (Brassica, %-arious spe-
cie^ .-.r, \-arious species), Quinoa
(Ci.. ,__ ^ -.:i:ca). Sorrel (Ojrj/ij, various
species). Purslane (Portulacca olcracea)^ Plan-
tain (Ptantaso, \-arious species), Chicor)' (Ci-
chorium Iiiiybus), Cress (Cardamine, Spilan-
thcs, Barbarca, Sencbicra, Gynandropsis, Xastur-
lium — various species in each genus). Pepper-
grass (Lcpidium, various species), Mercur>- or
marken,- (Chcnopodium Bonus-Hcnricus">, Net-
tle I, CV.'.\j, various species), Winter purslane
(Montia — ••!, Rocket salad (Eruca sal-
iva), S:-' (Porteriuin Saiisuisorba).

Of t: , J pot-herbs flie following are
probab'y liie best known and the most widely
riTUiv-i^cd: Spinach, com salad, chard, borage,

". callards, mustard, kale, orach, mari-
ella. chicorj-, endive, nasturtium, tm-

re and cauliflower, young beets and
t'"^' or only the leaves, and rape are
frc.. ,._J also.

Green'sand, in geology, the name given to
'"'"'

:^ formations, the Upper
?"'' The L'pper Grecnsand
'* ^ '"— r Cretaceous rocks,
and is v below the chalk
raaf'- ^S': • - - f^u't- The beds of
which it is composed have in them green par-
Uc\f' nf a mineral called glauconite. .\mong

•:liar to it are various ammonites,
as, two species of fusus, etc.

^' ii;(.- :iro i opinion that the so-called Upper
Grcensand from which these fossils came is
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itself gault. Tlie Lower Grecnsand is a series of

beds constituting the Lower Cretaceous rocks

and the lowest member of the cretaceous group.

It is called in Europe Neocomian, a name
adopted by Lycll, he considering the term green-

sand peculiarly inapplicable, as in the district

where these strata were first observed sand of a

green color was rather the exception.

Greens'boro, Ala., town, county-seat of

Hale County ; on a branch of the Southern R.R.

;

about 72 miles southwest of Birmingham. It

was settled in 1S16, and is in a cotton-growing
section. The chief industries are the cultivation

of cotton and corn. It is the seat of Greensboro
Female Academy and of the Southern Univer-
sity. The latter was established by the Method-
ist Episcopal Church, South, and was opened
in 1859. Pop. (1900) 2,416.

Greensboro, Ga., city, county-seat of
Greene County ; on the Georgia R.R. ; 70 miles

west of Augusta. It is the trade centre for a
thriving agricultural region, and it has a large

creamery, a cotton-mill, eotton-gin, and a cot-

tonseed-oil mill. Pop. (1900) 1,511.

Greensboro, N. C, city, capital of Guilford
County, on the Soutliern R.R. ; 81 miles north-

west of Raleigh ; named in honor of Gen.
Greene, who commanded the Continental ariny

in the Ijattle of Guilford Court House 15 March
1781. Here are the Greensboro Female College.

Bennett School for Colored Youth, Guilford

College, and the State Normal and Industrial

College. Greensboro is the centre of a to-

bacco, fruit, and grain region, which has gold,

copper, and iron mines, and contains a blast

furnace for the manufacture of Bessemer steel

;

cotton-mills and other industries. The growth
of the city has been marvelous and shows the
rapid development of the New South. Pop.
(1880) 2,10s; (1890) 3.317; (1900) 10,03s;
(1903) 22,000.

Greensboro Female College, a non-secta-
rian educational institution for women in Greens-
boro, N. C. ; founded in 1826 as the Edgeworth
Female Seininary ; reported at the close of 1900

:

Professors and instructors, 15; students, 250;
volumes in the library, 7,000; income, $25,000;
number of graduates, 692.

Greensburg, Ind., city, county-seat of De-
catur County; on the Cleveland, C. C. and St. L.
R.R. ; about 55 miles northeast of Cincinnati.
Nearby are large stone-quarries ; it is surrounded
by a good agricultural region, and is supplied
with natural gas. Its chief manufactures are
flour, furniture, farm implements, and carriages.
Pop. (1900) 5,034.

Greensburg, Pa., borough, county-seat of
Westmoreland County; on the Pennsylvania
R.R.

; 31 miles east-southeast of Pittsburg. It is

in a coal-rnining, coking and natural gas region

;

and contains a steam-heating apparatus factory,
steel works glass works, nut and bolt works,
and has three National banks. It is the seat of
St. Joseph's Academy. In Hanna's Town, which
was near the present Greensburg, was held
(1773) the first regularly organized court of
justice west of the Alleghany Mountains. Han-
na's Town was destroyed by the Indians in 1782.
Pop. (1900) 6,508.

Green'shank, a large species of sandpiper
(Totanus glottis) breeding in the northern parts

of the Old World, and migrating far southward.
Several allied species of similar habit? occur in

America, of which the greater and lesser yellow-
legs (q.v.) are familiar to gunners.

Greens'Iet, Ferris, American writer: b.

Glens Falls, N. Y., 30 June 1875. He was edu-
cated at VVesleyan University and beside con-
tributions to reviews has published 'Joseph
Glanville : a Study in English Thought and Let-
ters of the 17th Century' (1900).

Green'stick Fracture, the name given to a
fracture of a bone when continuity is not en-
tirely severed one portion of the bone retnaining
unbroken or bent. The leg and arm bones of
children are particularly liable to this fracture.

Green'stone, formerly a granular rock,
consisting of hornblende and imperfectly crystal-

lized feldspar, the feldspar being more abundant
than in basalt, and the grains or crystals of the

two minerals more distnict from each other. It

was called also dolorite. Sir Charles Lyell in-

cluded under the term greenstone those rocks
in whicli augite was substituted for hornblende,
the "olorite" of some writers, and those in which
albite replaced common feldspar. This was
sometimes termed andesite. The term is now
used the same as diorite, which is an essentially

crystalline granular admi.xture of triclinic feld-

spar and hornblende. It is not now held to be
the equivalent of dolorite. In geology, volcanic
rock, occurring in dykes, tabular masses, etc.

Green'viIIe, Ala., city, county-seat of But-
ler County ; on the Louisville & N. R.R. ; aboitt

77 miles northeast of Mobile. Its chief manu-
factures are lumber and furniture ; it has a cot-

ton-gin, and its trade consists principally in cot-

ton and lumber. Pop. (1900) 3,162.

Greenville, III., city, county-seat of Bond
County; on the Vandalia & T. H., and the

Louisville J. & St. L. R.R-'s; about 42 miles east

of Alton. It is the seat of Greenville College,

under the auspices of the Free Methodist
Church. The chief manufactures are flour, lum-
ber, wagons, and carriages, bricks, and in ad-
dition to its manufactured articles, it has con-
siderable trade in coal, from the coal-fields of
the 1- ~ itv. and in the agricultural products of
the . .iiJing country. Pop. (1900) 2,504.

Greenvi;.«, Mich., city, in Montcalm
County, on the Flat River, the Toledo, S. & M.
and the Pcre M. R.R.'s ; about 42 miles north-

east of Grand Rapids. Its chief manufactures
are lumber, flour, agricultural and lumbering
implements, refrigerators and furniture. Its

trade is in its own manufactured products and
in the agricultural products of the surrounding
country. Pop. (1900) 3,381.

Greenville, Miss., city, county-seat of
Washington County; on the Mississippi River,

the Southern and the Yazoo & M. V. R.R.'s;

about 139 miles south of Memphis. It contains

several cottonseed-oil-, saw-, and planing-mills,

a national bank, and has steamboat connection
with all important ports on the river, and a

large cotton trade. Pop. (1900) 7,642.

Greenville, Ohio, city, county-seat of
Darke County; on Greenville Creek, and the
Cincinnati, J. & M. the Dayton & U., and the
PiUsburg. C, C. & St. L. R.R.'s ; 35 miles north
of Dayton. It is noted as the site of .\nthony
Wayne's treaty with the Indians, 3 Aug. 1795.
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In the early part of the 19th ce--

(q.v.) lived here, in a lirtle I:

has a foundry, lumber miiis, ar.,^ ;:_.... .., . >,

and is the trade centre for a large agncultural
section. Pop. (.ipoo) SjSOI-

Greenville, Pa., borough, in Mercer
County ; on the Shenango River, the Eric, the
Pennsylvania, and the Pittsburg, B. & L. E
RR's; about 52 miles southeast of Erie. The
She:iango furnishes an abundance of good wa-
ter-power. The chief industrial interests are
flour-miUs, woolen-mills, saw- and planing-
mills, foundries, machine-shops, railroad-shops,
carriage and wagon work>. "'•-—'''>, machin-
ery for oil-wells, and C'. The coal

and oil fields and the stc: - in the vi-

cinity add to the industries of ice town. The
frade of the town is considerable, as it is the
commercial centre of a large section of Mer-
cer Co-jnty and places nearby in Ohio. Green-
ville was 1 -- * -f Thiel College,

opened in ; ices of the Lu-
theran Chu:. . ,. . -. 3-674; (JOOO)
4.S:-^

Greenville, S. C, city, county-seat of
Greenville County; on the South Carolina & G.,

the Southern, the Atlantic C L. R.R.S.; 153
miles northwest of Columbia. It is the seat of
Funnan L'niversiiy (Baptist*. Greenville Col-
lege for Women, Chicora F ~ '

, " -

byterian), Greenville Fem:.
a military institute, and a ^„-..t.-^ ^ ..-s.^. ii

has conon mills, carriage and wagon works,
iron works, and flour mills. Pop. (1900)
1 1.86a

Greenville, Texas, city, county-seat of
Hunt County; on the St. Louis Southwestern,
the Texas Midland, and the Niissotiri. Kansas
& Texas R-R-'s; about
Houston and 51 miles

Gre€n\-ille was settled in it.^ .

in 1875. It is situatedin an :

stock-raising i.--- - '. -'-

tcrests are c

It has cott

flour mills, ni;-.

brick-yards, it -

extent of cc

It is the si

auspices of :

College. It-

a municipal
years. The clectnc-.

operated bv the citv.

6,S6o.

Greenville (Ohir''*. Treaty of. r ^"?
1795. .\ trc

all the N'or

ri-

fe.

e^-i'^- -•.• ••

(q.v.j. A
every hosti.

They surrc:

Ohio and
around Fort Wayi.t, Fort i* troll,

Michillimackinac, and the Frt • and
I5aooo acres nc?.r ' " "

1-iIle^ which had
Gark and his >v., .-. ^ .. .. .i. .-...-

acknowledged the Indian title to the remaining
territory, and agreed to pay annuities of $0,500
in all to the tribes. .\II prisoners on both sides

centre f^r a large

were restored. This peace secured quiet to the

borders for 15 years. But the guaranty of the

lands to the Indians enabled the British to use

the latter to desolate the borders in the Wat
of 1812; and after the war (see Tre.\tv of

GffEXT) Great Britain attempted to make this

treaty boundary a permanent one, forbidding

United States settlement beyond it See Gkeen-
VHXE, O.

Greenway, Thomas, Canadian statesman:
b. Engiand. lS.;S. In 1S44 he came with his

father ' '^ '
. He took up land in Mani-

toba, ::: ' became the Liberal leader and
Prime - ;n the provincial government,
when h;s party came into power in iSSS. He
has always studied the well-being and progress
of his pro\-ince ; has attempted to abolish French
as an official language, and to do away with the

separate schcol system.

Greenweed. See Dyeweed.

Greenwich, gren'wich. Conn., town, in

Fairfield Counlr. on Long Island Sound, the

Xew York, X.'H. & H. RR., about 2^
northeast of New York. The town was 1. ,

in Jd^r '. of the pro\-ince of New Yi r.-;

and -. ithin the jurisdiction of tht

Dutch c ... .. ;a 1642 to 1650, when, by agree
ment between the English and Dutch, it be-

came a part of Connecticut. In order to pre-
sence the charm of its country life, it has re-

tained the old form of town meeting government,
with three selectmen as agents, as it T>-as over
250 years ago. except in the central part of the
tc

'

.;h government, a warder
a: charge of affairs. There
ar^ ...^ .. - - V •"-•n its area of So
square m-;., :.•. Shore, Belle
T;iv. :•.. Gr. _,_. ,, _r;ide. and Sound

seal of Greenwich .\cadeiny,

1, and Rosemary Hall. Pop.
^.igx,' iz.-.^z. Consult: Mead, 'Histoiy of
the Town of Greenwidt.'

Greenwich, gren^j, England, metropolitan
borough of London, in Kent, five in;ies from
St Paul's Cathedral and six miles southeast
of Ijondon Bridge, It has many noted inftitu-

is the Greenwich Roj-a!

in 1675 h;.' Charles II.;

a^

- .v be reck-

... :.; .:.:;. Grcen-
- t)y 0"^*" ^Jar^^ f :

-

rotected the pu^i'c

W :..;am and Mary, i

site of the palace w:

The
..;.;..; . ..;.^>, one

; hy Inigo Jones (q.v.\
A" Sir Christopher \Vren

an made the designs for the
i the chapel; and the statue

-
! square, is by Rys-
Hospital became the— " Navy. The Ro>-al Hos-

who may enter the na\->'.

.... :;.:.c>ol, are liberally endowed
Fop. (1001 I 185.140.

Greenwood, Grace. See Lims-coir, S.'VR.va

Jake (Cl.vrk»-\

brach. In
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Greenwood Cemetery, N. Y., the principal

Diirial place of New York and neighborhood, in

South Brooklyn, near Gowaniis Bay ; area 475
acres. It occupies a picturesque site, and is laid

out so handsomely as to make it almost without

a rival in the world. From its heights the wa-
ters of New York Bay may be seen on the one
hand, and the broad expanse of the Atlantic on
the other. There are 20 miles of roadway and
more than 25 miles of footpaths. Many dis-

tinguished men and women are buried here.

The main gateway is adorned with four mag-
nificent sculptures in alto relievo, representing
four scenes in the resurrection. The number of

interments up to 1901 exceeded 300,000.

Greer, David Hummell, American clergy-

man: b. Wheeling. W. Va., 20 March 1844. He
was graduated from Washington College, Wash-
ington, Pa., in 1862, and studied theology in the

Episcopal Seminary at Gambler, O. From
Brown University and Kenyon College he re-

ceived the titles of Doctor of Divinity and Doc-
tor of Laws. His first ministry was at Coving-
ton, Ky. ; from there he was transferred to

Clarksburg, W. Va., and in 1871 he was called

to Grace Church, Providence, R. I. In 1885,
Dr. Greer became rector of St. Bartholomew's
Parish, the most fashionable and richest of New
York Episcopal parishes. In 1890 he established

the St. Bartholomew's Parish House, at 42d
street and 3d avenue, at a cost of $400,000,
built largely through the liberality of Cornelius
Vanderbilt. Tliis parish house embraces a wide
field of charitable, missionary and educational
work.

In 1903 Dr. Greer was elected coadjutor to
Bishop Potter of the New York Episcopal dio-
cese. He had previously declined three bishop-
rics, that of coadjutor-bishop of Rhode Island,
bishop of Pennsylvania, and bishop of Massa-
chusetts to succeed Phillips Brooks.

Greer, James Augustin, .American rear-
admiral: b. Cincinnati, O., 28 Feb. 1833; d.
Washington, D. C, 17 June 1904. Entering
the navy in 1848, he was promoted lieutenant
in 1855, and was on board the San Jacinto when
that vessel intercepted the English steamer
Trent, on which were Mason and Slidell, the
Confederate commissioners. He commanded
the ironclad Benton in the fleet that passed
the Vicksburg batteries; and in 1873 was in
command of the Tigress in its search of the polar
seas for the Polaris. He became rear-admiral
in 1892 and was retired in 1895.

Greey, grc. Edward, American writer: b.
Sandwich. Kent_, England, i Dec. 1835; d. New
lork I Oct. 18S8. After spending several years
in Japan, he came to the United States in 1868,
became a citizen, and engaged in commercial
pursuits in New York. He published 'Young
Americans in Japan > (1881): 'The W^onderful
^''y "f Tokio>: 'The Golden Lotus> (1883);

I he Captive of Love,> founded on a Japanese
romance: 'The Loyal Ronins,> a translation
from the Japanese, etc.

Greg'arine, a parasitic sporozoan (see
Sporozo;\) dwelling in the intestines of many
insects, crawfishes, and other arthropods.

Gregg, David, American Presbyterian
clergyman

:
b. Pittsburg, Pa., 25 March 1S46.

He was graduated at Washington and Jefferson
College in 1865. He has been pastor in several

places, and since 1889 has preached in Lafayette
Avenue Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

He is editor of 'Our Banner,' and among his

many published volumes may be mentioned

:

'Makers of the American Republic* (1896) ;

'Ideal Young Men and Women' (1897) ; 'Facts
that Call for Faith' (i8g8) : 'Things of North-
field and Other Things' (1899).

Gregoire, Henri, oii-re gra-gwar. Count,
French churchman and statesman : b. 4 Dec.
1750; d. Paris 28 May 1831. In 1789, while cure
of Embermenil, in the district of Nancy, he was
sent by the clergy of Lorraine as their repre-

sentative to the States-General. As one of the

secretaries of the constituent assembly he joined
the extreme democratic section, and in the con-
vention voted for the condemnation, though not
for the death, of the king. Although extreme
in his democratic opinions, he was an unflinch-

ing Jansenist. He was a member of the Council
of Five Hundred, of the corps legislatif, and of

the senate (1801). On the conclusion of the
concordat he resigned his bishopric of Blois.

He voted against the establishment of the im-
perial government, and alone in the senate
resisted the restoration of titles of nobility. He
himself afterward accepted the title of count,
but in the senate always opposed Napoleon,
and in 1814 was one of the first to vote for his

deposition. He left numerous works, among
them JRuines de Port Royal' (1801) ; 'Essai
Historique sur les Liberies de I'Eglise Galli-

cane' ; 'Historie des Sectes Religieuses depuis
le Commencement de ce Siecle' ; 'Annales de
la Religion' (1795-1803).

Gregorian Chant (Latin, caiitus gregori-
aiitis, cai:lus l^lauiis, canlus Annus; Italian

canto fcrmo; French, chant gregoricn, plain-

chant; German, gregorianisch-er Choral) is as
old as the Church itself. As an integral part

of the liturgy, music has its origin in the cele-

bration of the Last Supper. According to the
evangelists, Matthew- and Mark, after the con-
secration and breaking of bread, our Lord and
the apostles sang a hymn, which is commonly
accepted to have been "the "Great Hallel" of the

Jewish passover celebration, that is, the Psalms,
cxii.-cxvii. (Douai version), inclusive. The first

Christian communities of Jerusalem in Pales-
tine and Anfioch in Syria were founded by
newly converted Jews. Consequently it is more
than probable that, although the converts from
paganism were soon in the majority, melodies
in use in the temple and in the synagogues con-
tinued to be sung at their religious meetings.
This hypothesis is all the more reasonable be-

cause the recruits from paganism could offer

nothing either in the way of poetry or music
which would have been acceotable to the new
cult. As to how the chanr came to Rome and
concerning its early development, archaeology

has so far been unable to ascertain any definite

information. Conjecture and probability are

the most we have to go by. Without doubt
Greek music, which was known to the Romans,
as was every other form of Hellenic culture, had
its influence on the formation of the Christian

worship music. It is certain also that there was
a constant development and that singing played

an ever greater role in the early liturgy. There
were hardly any religious functions of which
the singing of psalms, responsories and hymn«
did not form a part. From the fruitful soil ol
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the early Church sprang with great exuberance
a new hymnology, which in turn, as its logical

complement, was translated into melodies.
Manj- of the latter were -pontaneoiis improvisa-
tions, the children of ardent hearts and imagina-
tions illumined by the New Light. .-Kt first the

whole religious communit)' participated in the

singing, but as the liturgj- became more elab-

orate and the assemblies more numerous, this

panicipation on the part of all the faithful had
to be restricted to certain portions of the ser-

vice. Other, more panicular parts were per-

formed by the Primicerius, Prsccentor or ^lon-
itor, who also had general charge of the sing-

ing and whose office it was to see that the faith-

ful were well prepared for their allotted task.

After emerging from the catacombs at the

beginning of the 4th centurv- the Church dis-

played its ever-growing vitality in the unfolding
of her liturgy and the increasing splendor of her

cult. At this period the chants used must have
been numerous and varied. Popes and bishops
fostered the liturgical music in every manner.
Pope Sylvester (314) and Hilarius (,461)

founded schools for its cultivation. Saint Am-

permanent character and from whom it is named,
ascended the papal throne, the number of feasts

and consequently of liturgical chants had in-

creased to such an extent that the four modes
fixed by Ambrose were no longer sufficient.

Many of the new melodies did not belong to

any one of the scales enumerated above. They
had grown beyond the original frame. As
Gregory partly reformed and, at least in out-

line, gave shape to the ecclesiastical year as we
now know it, he was compelled also to re-

arrange existing chants, reject inferior ones,

adapt old ones to new texts and add new ones
of his own creation. In order to carry out this

vast plan he found it necessary to enlarge the
tonal system then in use. He retained the four
Ambrosian modes, which were henceforth desig-

nated as the authentic modes, and added thereto

four more which he called plagal. Gregory
formed the new modes by transposing the last

four notes of the existing— authentic— scales

an octave lower, so that each plagal mode be-

gan a fourth below the authentic from which it

sprang. Thus the tonal system as completed
bv Saint Gregory was as follows

:

Authentic Modes Plagal Modes
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the tone on nbicb a mclod.v finds rcp»jsc. or a satisfactory ending, .\s will be observed, the final for any
given authentic mode and its derived plagal are identical. The dominant is that tone which occurs oftenest or pre-

dominates in any melody.]

brose, Archbishop of Milan (397). took a step

which was of greater importance than anything

which had been done up to that time. He gave

system and order to the melodies and chants in

use in his archdiocese by giving them a theoretic

basis. This he accomplished by r^' '

modes or scales, each one of wht
;i-i;-,i ,,ii.. ,,t t'-,- f,.ur notes of tl-. _

notes), D, E. F, G. The
(I by Saint .-Xmbrose were

conscqucntlv : (cj> (Dorian') D. E.F, G. a, b.c,

d: (b) (P'hrvgian) E.F, G, a, b,c, d. e: (f)

(Lvdian) F, G. a, b.c, d, e.f, (d) Mixo-
b.c. d, e.f, g. All the melodic

i

' '
rl some one of •'

Saint .Ambf'

...^.:ig hymns and j!-,. :.

Lydian), G, a,

and char"
for their

the custon. • ;

onally.

When 200 years later, Gregory the Great,

the man who gave the music of the Church its

'les

-ed

ph-

Four more modes were added to these in

later centuries, but they are not different in

essence from the eight named above. By means
- signs— dots, strokes, bars or hooks,

: called neums— all of which had a
' —eaning, and which were placed

-ide the words of the texts. Saint

:cd the melodies to which these

texts were to be sung. The book containing the

chants for the numerous offices was called

"antiphonarium cantorum.* It was deposited

near the altar of St. Peter so as to convey that

the pontitT wished it to be considered as the

nonrti for the whole Christian world.
In order to gain an insight into and an ap-

preciation nf thf nature and character of the

Grecorian melodies, it will be well to examine
a little more closely the tonal material out of

which they are constructed. We will notice

that all the scales are diatonic, that is to say
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that each one has five whole tones or steps and
two half-steps or semi-tones ; furthermore that

the liall-steps or semi-tones occur in a different

place in each scale, according to what the initial

note happens to be, and, finally that only one of

them has a trading tour or half-step between
the seventh step and the octave or repetition of

the initial note. It is these three features which
differentiate the Gregorian modes so markedly
from our modern scales and which give them
that impersonal and objective character so mar-
velously suited to the purpose the}* serve,

namely, that of expressing the ideas and senti-

ments conveyed by the sacred texts. In other
words, these modes, or tonalities, lend them-
selves to the expression of a mental attitude of
objectivity as against the modern scales which,
on account of their chromatic character, are
more pliable vehicles for conveying the emotions
springing from subjectivism and introspection.

If we remember, in addition to the general char-
acter of the Gregorian, or Church modes— as

they are often called— the rule which permits
the use of six intervals only in the formation
of Gregorian melodies, namely: the major and
minor second, the major and minor third, the

perfect fourth and the perfect fifth, we realize

that this tonal system is better adapted for the
expression of reverence, humilit}', peace, and
joy, whereas the modern chromatic system is

more suited for the expression of passion and
dramatic conflict.

Saint Gregorj' used every means at his com-
mand to propagate the chant and have it uni-
versally adopted. He established schools for
its proper interpretation. At one of these he is

said to have taught in person. IMissionaries

who were sent from Rome into foreign lands
took with them a copy of the antiphonarium,
and, of course, a knowledge of how the melodies
it contained should be sung. Thus, Saint Au-
gustine brought the melodies to England at the
command of St. Gregory himself. The great
pope's successors continued the process of
propaganda during the following centuries. In
the 8th century Saint Boniface introduced the
chant in Germany, and by him several "scholae
cantorum" were established on German soil.

Through Pepin and after him through Charle-
magne, it found its way into Gaul and into
the whole territory under the emperor's sway.

It is held by many historians that the origi-
nal chant was. in the main, syllabic, that is to
say. that only one note was sung to each svl-
lable and that only the word "alleluja" was ever
extended over several notes. Be that as it may,
it IS certain that it gradually developed into a
melismatic system, syllables being often ex-
tended over smaller and greater groups of notes.

From the time of Saint Gregorx' until the ad-
vent of Guide d'.\rezzo (995-1056?) the primi-
tive means of determining the melody, the
neums described above, remained in use. As
has been pomted out, these signs were intended
to assist the memory of the singers in repro-
ducing the melodies which thev had learned by
oral transmission. It is not to' be wondered at
that, in the course of time, many of the melodies
were altered and modified in the many places
where they were in use. There were frequent
variations and modifications due to local habits,
<3ifrerent temperaments, but. above all. to the in-
sufficiency of the means employed to indicate

^"oL. 8—
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with precision the form of the melodies. Care-
less copyists and finally the arbitrariness and
caprice of singers in the various countries led

to confusion. Before the time of Guido
d'Arezzo, attempts had been made to fix with
more precision the intervals of the melodies.
He found in use two lines, a red and a yellow
one, drawn across the page. Upon the red line

was placed the F, and C was put upon the yel-

low one. Above, below and between these two
lines the neums were written. By placing a
black line between tlie two already existing and
adding another above or below these three as
the ambitus or range of the melody might re-

quire, Guido created the four line staff which
has been used ever since for the chant, and
made it possible to indicate preciselj' the form
of a melod)' for all time to come. Guido and
his pupils transcribed the existing chants into

the new system of notation. Copies of these
transcriptions found their way into the cathe-
drals and monasteries of many countries where
they took the place of the books formerly in

use. Though the neums as a systrni of nota-

tion were superseded by the more precise in-

vention of Guido, they continued nevertheless to

be employed to indicate the manner of interpre-

tation. Although Guide's invention was epoch-
making and of incalculable importance in the

historj' of music, it must not be inferred that

it was at once universally adopted. Neums as

a means of notation continued in use in many
places and institutions far into the 13th cen-
tury. Nor must we imagine that because of the
introduction of the new system of notation no
further modifications of the chant took place.

As new saints were canonized and new feasts

instituted by the Church, offices and chants were
necessarily created. Then the growing skill of
professional singers gave rise, especially in the

Alleluja following the gradual, to improvisa-
tions, elaborations and displays of virtuosity

which often exceeded the limits of good taste

and appropriateness.

.\s the melodies comprising ecclesiastical

music grew out of the sacred texts and were
never performed without being wedded to these
te.xts, it is but natural to assume that the

melodic construction partook of the rhythmical
form of the texts. Especially must this have
been the case when the chant was still largely

syllabic. Some maintain that the ancient chant
had a definite— artificial — rhythm, as in our
modern music, in contradistinction to the nat-

ural, or that dictated by the rhythm of the

text. Whatever the prevailing rhythm was at

the beginning of the loth century, it was now to

undergo a gradual change. The monk Hue-
bald invented the or^anuin or diaphony, that is,

the practice of having a second voice sing the
melod}- a fifth above or a fourth below the origi-

nal, or add to the fifth also the octave, the first

voice meantime maintaining the original melody.
By this step Hucbald paved the way for the
polyphony which was soon to develop and find

its culmination in the wonderful creations of
Palestrina and his school in the i6th century,
Sulzer in his 'Allgemcine Theorie der Kiinste*
in the article on harmony, points out that polyph-
ony was latent in the unison singing of the
Gregorian melodies by old and young, men and
boys, each class of voice, soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone, and bass, having a different pitch.
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Hucbald s system of parallel motion ot tifihs

and octave? was soon succeeded by attempts at

contrary motion, and counterpoint as we know
it, that' is, point against point (or note against

note) was born. To the Gregorian melody

•which now became "cantus firmus," that is,

unchangeable melody, were added one or more

others. In giving birth to the new system and

continuing to be its foundation and the source

whence polyphony drew its life and being, the

Gregorian chant' lost its most distinguishing

characteristic, that is, its natural rhjthm. The
themes taken from the chant and used by con-

trapuntists as "canti fermi" were forced into the

rhnhmical straight-jacket. Each note of the

cantus firmus had now to assume a definite value

in order that the added melodies simultaneously

sung might harmonize with it. Polyphony, or

the new school of music, increased in favor verj-

rapidly to the detriment of the old chant. In-

strumental music, which was gradually develop-

ing, also had a deteriorating influence on the

execution and cultivation of the ancient music

of the Church. Counterpoint in many instances

lost its original purpose and degenerated into

artificiality. Composers used it to display their

skill rather than to give expression to the ideas

and emotions latent in and suggested by the

text to which it was wedded. A reform move-

ment toward primitive simplicity set in toward

the end of the 15th and the beginning of the

l6th century. The Council of Trent enacted

laws concerning the abuses that had crept into

the chant as well as against the extravagances

which the display of skill for its own sake had

brought about and which in fact almost caused

the total exclusion of figured music from the

Church. In a brief dated 25 Oct. 1577. Pope

Gregorv- XIII. direct? Giovanni Perluigi Pales-

trina and Annibale Zoilo (Palestrina was at the

time director of the papal choir and Zoilo a mem-
ber of the same) to revise the chants contained

in the "Antiphonaria," "Gradualia." and "Psal-

teria," and "eliminate" therefrom "all barba-

risms, obscure passages, contradictions, and

superfluous additions which, through the igno-

rance, neglect, and also through the malice of

composers, copvists. and singers, have crept into

these books." A pupil of Palestrina, Giovanni

Guidetti. had. a few years previously, edited

the various chants for the celebrant contained in

the Missal, which had been newly revised by a

commission of cardinals appointed for this pur-

pose after the Tridentine Council. Palestrina.

Zoilo. and Guidetti in their labors of revision

acted upon the principle which had been lost

sight of for a time, but which was now generally

accepted bv musicians in Rome, "that the words

of the text's should be sung to the notes as they

ought to be spoken or declaimed without notes.

This principle in its application brought into

universal use the three difTcrcnt kinds of note-

values: the longa. the brcvis. and the scmi-

brevis. Tlie work of revision, of the Gradnale

onlv. which was continued and completed after

Pal'estrina's death (2 Feb. 1594) by Felice

Anerio and Francesco Suriano involved many

excisions and abbreviations; reduced many

chants which had been elaborately melismatic

to a svllabic form. This revised edition derived

its name "editio medicea." from the fact that

it was printed bv the «stamperia» or press of

that name established in Rome by Cardinal

Ferdinand de Medici. The Congrega;ion of

Sacred Rites, in 1595- appointed G-.ovanni

Maria Nanino, Giovanni Andrea Dragoni, Luca

Mareniio. and Fulgentio \'alesio to edit, in ac-

cordance with the principles stated above, the

'Pontificale Romanum.' The revised books

were now printed and published with the appro-

bation of Pope Paul V. (1605-21) and that

of the prefect of the Congregation of Sacred

Rites. This approbation did not carry with it

the prohibition of the use of the old. more elab-

orate, now called traditional, versions of the

chant. No doubt because of the latitude thus

permitted, the abbreviated version did not make
much headway outside of the papal territory.

Besides this, monody (solo singing) and the

theatrical style in general came into vogue in

Italy at the beginning of the i/th century. It

took such a hold of public taste that even the

works of Palestrina and the masters of his

school were temporarily forgotten for the trashy

and trivial products which now had the upper
hand. This being the case with regard to the
pohphonic style, it was natural that the austere,

chaste, and simple Gregorian melodies should
suffer even greater neglect. While in Italy and
in some other parts of the world the chant was
for a time neglected, there were countries, such
as France. Belgium. Spain, and the Catholic
parts of Holland, where it never ceased to be
cultivated according either to the traditional or
the abbreviated version. Many different edi-

tions came into use. notably in France, where
many dioceses had their own versions. Toward
the middle of the 19th century the plan enter-

tained by Gregory XIII.. Clement VIII.. and
Paul v., of having uniformity for the whole
Catholic world in everything pertaining to the

liturgy, including the chant, was revived with
new vigor. Pope Pius IX., in 1868. appointed

a commission to whom he entrusted the task

of editing, in accordance with existing require-

ments, the "editio medicea." which Pius IX.

and his successor. Leo XIII., repeatedly de-

clared to be the official version of the Gregorian
chant for the whole Church. During the past

30 years or more, however, archseolo.gists—
notably the Benedictines of Solesmes. A. De-
chevrens. S. J. of Paris, the Belgian savant,

G. A. Gevaerts, Dr. Peter Wagner of Freiburg.

Switzerland, and others — have made exhaust-

ive studies of the manuscripts dating from the

gth century (the oldest so far discovered) up
to the Renaissance. The results of these stud-

ies have induced the present Pope. Pius X.. to

appoint (1904) a commission for the purpose of

preparing what is to be called the "editio vat-

icana." which will embody the fruits of the

researches and labors of learned men for many
years past. Whatever may be the differences

between this latest version and the many that

have gone before, they will in no sense change

the essential character of the chant. This char-

acter has its root primarily in the nature of the

scales or modes used, as has been shown above,

and, secondly, in the intervals in the construc-

tion of the melodies. .As has been pointed out,

the melodies sprang from the sacred texts of

the liturgy ; thev were their complement and

splendor. The Church has always declared the

chant to be her own music par excellence.

Other forms of music which she admits in her

cult, the Palestrina, or polyphonic, and the mod-
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ern styles, are to be judged as to their fitness

in the light of the Gregorian cliant. which is

the norm and standard of excellence because

it best expresses the attitude of prayer.

Bibliography.—Some of the works on the

Gregorian chant which may be profitably con-

sulted are: Haberl, 'Magister Choralis' : Kienle.

'Choral-Schule' : Gietmann, 'Kuustlehre* (Vol.

III.) : Kornmiiller. 'Lexikon der Kirchlichen

Tonkunst' ; Gevaert, *La Melopee Antique dans
le Chant de I'figlise Latine' : the Benedictines

of Solesmes, ' Paleographie Musicale' ; Dechev-
rens, Etudes de Science Musicale.'

Joseph Otten.

Gregorian Liturgy, the ritual which Pope
Gregory I. introduced after 590 in tlie Roman
Catholic Church in the administration of the

Eucharist, as exliibited in the book entitled

'Gregorianiini Sacramentarium.' St. Gregory
made a new arrangement of the liturgy of Gela-
sius, which was previously in use, expunging
from it what seemed to him useless and adding
a very few new prayers. The celebration of the
mass is still essentially the same as it was then.

Greg'ory, Saint, or Gregory of Armenia,
surnamed "The Illumin.\tor," founder of the
Armenian Church : b. Valarshabad. Armenia.
257 : d. Mount Sebuh. Upper Armenia. 332.
He was conveyed by a Christian nurse from his

home in Armenia, when but two years old. to
Cassarea in Cappadocia to escape being slain

with his family for the crime of his father
Prince Auak. who had assassinated Chosrov I.,

king of Armenia. When he reached manhood
he married a Christian lady of Caesarea. who
after bearing him two sons retired to a monas-
tery. Thereupon Gregory entered the service
of Tiridates III., son of Chosrov, who. with
the help of the Romans, had recovered his
father's throne. Tiridates imprisoned him for

14 years in a deep pit. for refusing to perform
an act of idolatrous worship, whereupon the
tyrant was punished by a horrible temper, of
which Gregory cured him and converted him to
Christianity. After the baptism of Tiridates
Gregory was appointed bishop and patriarch of
Armenia and consecrated by Leontius of
Caesarea. Tiridates established Christianity as
the national religion of .Armenia, a measure
afterward imitated on a larger scale by Con-
stantine the Great. Gregory spent the last year
of his life in a hermitage on Mount Sebuh.

Gregory, Saint, of Nazianzus ( Gregorius
N.^ziANZExius). Greek Church Father: b. Ari-
anzas. near Nazianzus. Cappadocia. about 330

:

d. about 390. Receiving baptism, he retired for
some time with St. Basil to Pontus. He began
to preach m 362 and between 365 and 374. chiefly
at Nazianzus. He went to Constantinople about
370 or 379 to oppose the Arians. and was
appomted patriarch of that see in 380 The elec-
tion was confirmed by the Councif of Constanti-
nople in 381. but during the same vear he
resigned and retired to his former charge of Na-
zianzus We possess a number of sermons by
him, a large number of letters and manv poems.
His eloquence is said to have placed him nearlv
on a level with Basil and Chrysostom His fes'-
tival IS celebrated on 9 May.

Gregory Saint, of Nyssa, Greek Church
Father: h. Sebaste Pontus. about ^32: d. about
398. By the influence of his brother St. Basil

(q.v.), he was made bishop of Nyssa, in Cappa-
docia. He took a prominent part in the Coun-
cils of Constantinople from 381 to 394. He was
less of an orator than Gregory of Nazianzus,
but was more distinguished than any of the
Greek fathers for a philosophical spirit, and for
his acquaintance with the writings of the Greek
philosophers. He also exhibited a liberality in

his views uncommon in his day. His festival

is on 9 March. His works consist of dog-
matic treatises. Scripture commentaries, ser-

mons, letters, etc.

Gregory, the name of 16 popes, as fol-

lows :

Gregory I., called the "Gre.vt" ; b. Rome
about 540 : d. 12 March 604. The death of his

father put him in possession of great wealth,
which he expended in the foundation of monas-
teries and charitable institutions. Disgusted
with the world, he took the monastic vows him-
self and became a member of one of his own
establishments. On the death of Pope Pelagius
in 590 he was chosen his successor, an honor
which he very unwillingly accepted. He dis-

played great zeal for the conversion of heretics,

the advancement of monachism and the rigid

enforcement of celibacy among the clergy: and
there was nothing in which the Church was con-
cerned that he deemed too small to lie beyond
the sphere of his personal interest and action.

(See Gregori.^n Liturgy. Gregori.vn Music.)
During his pontificate the pretension of John,
patriarch of Constantinople, to the title of ecu-
menical patriarch, which Gregory repudiated,

contributed to bring about the schism between
the Greek and Latin Churches (.see Greek
Church). Tlie w'orks ascribed to him are very

numerous, and have been frequently published.

His genuine writings consist of a treatise on
'Pastoral Duty' (translated by King Alfred),
'Letters.' 'Scripture Commentaries.' etc. Con-
sult: Snow, 'St. Gregory the Great' (1892);
Mann, 'Lives of the Popes in the Early Middle
Ages' (1903).

Gregory II.: b. Rome: d. 10 Feb. 731. He
was elected pope and his pontificate is specially

noticeable as forming an epoch in the progress

of the territorial pre-eminence of the Roman
See in Italy. Gregory II. was distinguished by
his zeal for the evangelization of heathen lands

;

it was under his auspices that the famous Win-
fried or Boniface entered on his missionary

work in Germany.

Gregory III.: b. Syria; d. 28 Nov. 741.

He succeeded Gregory JI. in 731. The en-

croachments of the Lombards in Italy during
his pontificate became so formidable that as

the eastern emperors still remained powerless
or indifferent to the protection of the Italian

provinces, the Romans charged Gregory to send
a deputation to Charles Martel, which promised
him the title of patrician and consul of Rome
in return for his help against the Lombards.
Charles Martel's preoccupation with the Sara-
cens made it impossible for him to respond to

this plea. But the fact that Gregory was author-
ized by the Roman primus to approach Charles
on this subject and in this way shows how Rome
was breaking away from the East, and so marks
an epoch.

Gregory IV.: b. Rome: d. 27 Jan. 844.
He succeeded Valentine in 828, and was greatly
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esteemed for his learning and pietj-. During his
pontificate the observance of the feast of All
Saints was made general.

Gregory V.: b. Germany: d. i8 Feb. 999;
sometimes styled Bruxo of C.\rixthia. He was
nephew of the Emperor Otto III. and through
his influence was chosen first German pope and
at the age of 24 succeeded John XV., in 996.
An anti-pope, named John XVII., was set up
against him by Crescentius, a consul of Rome,
but was expelled by the emperor.

Gregory V^ Ecumenical patriarch of the
Greek Church : b. Dimitzana. .\rcadia, Greece,

1739: d. Constantinople, 1821. His original

name was Georgios .-Vngelopulus, and he took
his ecclesiastical name on entering the monas-
ter>- on Mount Athos where he received his

theological training. He was appointed arch-
bishop of Smyrna in 17S4 and patriarch of
Constantinople in 1795. When the French in-

^aded EgN-pt in 1798, the national spirit of
Greece was aroused by hopes of deliverance

from the Turkish yoke. Suspicions of conspir-

acy fell upon Gregor)-, and the Turks clamored
for his head. Sultan Selim therefore banished
him to Athos, but he was soon afterwards
reinstated in his see. In 1821 the Greeks of the

Morea revolted, and 21 March banishment was
proclaimed against all who took part in the
rebellion. Gregorj' had been put in charge of

the family of Prince Murusi, who without the
patriarch's connivance had been permitted to

escape by the Russian ambassador. On Easter'
morning. 22 .-^pril, 1821, by command of the

sultan Gregory- with three bishops and eight of
the clergj- were hanged in front of the basilica.

Three days later the Jews threw his body into

the sea, where it was recovered by Greek sailors

and carried to Odessa. The Greeks looked
open their murdered archbishop as a martyr,

his bones were placed by the government in the

cathedral at .\thens, and his statue was raised

in front of the universit>-. .\mong his writings

is a translation of St. Paul's epistles into

modem Greek, with a commentary.

Gregory VI.: b. Rome; d. Cologne 1048.

He succeeded John XIX. Finding the lands

and revenues of his church much lessened by
usurpations, and the roads infested by robbers,

he acted with such vigor that a powerful party

was raised against him by those accustomed io

live by plunder. .\t a council, held at Sutri, in

1046, Gregoo' abdicated the pontificate.

Gregory VII. (Hildebr.\xd): b. Soana,

Tuscany, about 1015; d. Salerno, 25 May 1085.

He became a monk al Cluny, and when Bruno,

bishop of Toul, was elected pope by the em-
peror and diet in 1048 Hildcbrand accompanied
him to Rome, having persuaded him. it is said,

to lay aside the insignia of the pontificate until

he should receive the free suffrages of the clergy

and people of Rome. Henceforth Hildcbrand

became the ruling spirit of the papacy. Leo IX.

(Bruno) and his successors. \'ictor H. fl055).

Nicholas II. (1058), .\lexandcr II. (1061). con-

fided in his counsels. He influenced the election

of several of these popes, and procured the

expulsion of the anti-popes Benedict and Hono-
rius. who were onposed to Nicholas and .Alex-

ander. Under Nicholas II he succeeded in

changing the mode of election to the piintificate.

Hitherto the clergy and the people of Rome had
1 voice in the election. He gave the power of

nomination to the cardinals alone, leaving the

clergv- and people only a right of concurrence,

of which they were subsequently deprived.

On the death of Alexander II. (.1073) Cardinal

Hildebrand was raised to the Papal chair. His
efforts were directed to free the Church from
the interference of temporal rulers, which had
become quite an abuse in his day, and reform
the numerous irregularities which had crept

in among the clergy-, especially in relation to

the violation of the law of celibacy. In 1074
he issued his edicts against simony and the mar-
riage of priests, and in 1075 an edict forbidding
the clerg}-, under penaltj- of forfeiting their

offices, from receiving the investiture of any
ecclesiastical dignir\' from the hands of a lay-

man, and at the same time forbidding the laity,

under penaltj' of excommunication, to attempt
the exercise of the investiture of the clerg}'.

The Emperor Henrj- IX. refused to obey this

decree, and Gregory-, in 1076, issued a new
decree summoning the emperor before a council

at Rome, to defend himself. Henr\- then caused a
sentence of deposition to be passed against the

pope by a German council assembled at Worms.
The pope, in return, excommunicated the emperor,
and released all his subjects and vassals from
their oath of allegiance. To escape being deposed
by the pope. Henr>- hastened to Italy, where he
submitted at Canossa (.1077) to a humiliating

penance, and received absolution. In the mean-
time his friends again assembled round him,
aiid he then caused the pope to be deposed by
the Council of Brixen, and an anti-pope.

Clement III., to be elected in 1080, after which
he hastened to Rome and placed the new pope
on the throne. Gregory now passed three years
as a prisoner in the castle of St. .\ngelo, but
could never be induced to compromise the
rights of the church. The character of Gregory
was ardent and unyielding. In the pursuit of
his ends in guarding the liberties of the Church
he spared neither friend nor foe. The long
dispute he began with Henrj- I\'. about investi-

tures survived both pope and emperor. The
same subject involved him in disputes with
France and England. He carried out his eccles-

iastical reforms with an unbending rigor. He
vigorously prosecuted those of the clergj- who
broke the law of celibacy, and in his contests

with the emperors vindicated the spiritual au-
thority of the Church as independent of the

secular power. To the last he refused to with-
draw the excommunications he had launched
against the emperor, the anti-pope, and their

adherents. The words which have been put into
his mouth in dying, whether authentic or not,
do no injustice to his inflexible spirit, "I have
loved justice and hated iniquity: therefore I am
left to die in exile." See ^Iilman' 'Latin Chris-
tianity' (\'ol. III.): Giesebrecht, 'Geschichte
dcr deutsch-Kaiserzeit' (\o\. III.) : Bowden,
'Life of Gregorj- VII.> (1840); Voigt, 'Hilde-
brand als Papst' (2d ed. 1846) ; Gfr.irer. 'Papst
Gregor \I I.' (1859-61): Stephens, 'Hildebrand
ard his Times' ( 1888) : and the studies by
Soltl (1847). Villemain (1872; Eng. trans. 1873),
Langerton (1874), and Meltzer (1876).

Gregory VIII.: b. Benevento: d. Pisa 17
Dec. IK'<7 IK- succeeded L'rban III. in October
1 187. and died the same year, after having ex-
horted the Christian princes to undertake a new
crusade, and absolved Henrj- II. of England for

the murder of Becket.
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Gregory IX. ( L"(;oli.vo, Count of Segni),
b. Campania about 1147; d. Rome 21 Aug. 1241.

He became a bisbop of Ostia and cardinal, and
in 1227 succeeded Honorius III, Tbe principal

events of bis pontificate were tbe various inci-

dents of bis contest Vifitb the great Emperor
Frederick II., wbom be four times excommuni-
cated, absolving his subjects from their allegi-

ance, and proclaiming a crusade against him.
The 'Decretals,' which he published in 1234,

form the basis of the canon law of the Church.

Gregory X. (Teb.\ldo Visconti), d. Arezzo,
10 Jan. 1276. He was elected Pope in 1271,

after an interregnum of two years. He con-
vened a council at Lyons in 1274, the chief pur-
pose of which was to promote a union between
the Eastern and Western Churches.

Gregory XI. (Peter Roger), b. Maumont,
Limoges, France, 1329; d. Avignon. 30 Dec. 1378.

He was a nephew of Clement VI., and suc-

ceeded to the pontificate in 1370, after the death
of Urban V. He was a patron of learning, and
endeavored to reconcile the princes of Christen-
dom and to reform the religious societies. He
transferred the papal see from Avignon to
Rome.

Gregory XII. (.Angelo Con.\rio), b. Ven-
ice about 1325; d. 18 Oct. 1417. He became pope
in 1406, during the great schism of the West,
Benedict XIII. being the other pope. Both
were deposed by a council held at Pisa, and
Alexander V. elected in their stead. Gregory
abdicated at the Council of Constance in 141 5,

and thenceforward held the rank of cardinal-

bishop of Porto.

Gregory XIII. (Ugo Buoncompagno), b.

Bologna 7 Jan. 1502; d. 10 April 1585. He was
one of the theologians of the Council of Trent

;

on his return thence was created cardinal in

1565. On the death of Pius V. Gregory was
elected pope in 1572. Not one among the post-

Reformation pontifTs has surpassed Gregory
XIII. in zeal for the promotion and improvement
of education ; a large proportion of the colleges

in Rome were wholly or in part endowed by
him. The most interesting event of his pontifi-

cate, in a scientific point of view, is the correc-
tion of the calendar (q.v.), which was the
result of long consideration, and was finally

made public in 1582. Lender his care was pub-
lished also a valuable edition of the 'Decretum
Gratiani' with learned notes. He was a zealous
patron of the Jesuits, and supported the League
in France against the Huguenots. He strongly
supported Philip II. of Spain in his designs
against England ; and left the mark of his energy
on almost every department of church life and
work.

Gregory XIV. (Nicholas Sfondrate), b.
Cremona 1535: d. 15 Oct. 1591. He was made a
cardinal in 1583 and succeeded Urban VII. in
1590.

Gregory XV. (Alessandro Ludovico), b.
Bologna 9 Jan. 1554; d. 8 July 1623. He became
a cardinal in 1616 and succeeded Paul \'. in
1621. He was the founder of the College of
the Propaganda, and in 1622 canonized Ignatius
Loyola, Francis Xavier and Pliilip de Neri.

Gregory XVI. (Bartholommeo Capel-
lari) b. Belluno 18 Sept. 1765; d. Rome i June
1846. He was made prefect of the Propaganda
in 1826 and was in effect minister of foreign

affairs. He succeeded Pius VIII. in 1831. lii^

rule was a period of no ordinary interest and
difficulty in the history of the Church, and in

the relations of the Vatican with the temporal
powers of Christendom. Of simple habits he
was very active in his conduct of affairs. His
'Triumphs of the Papacy' (1790) has been
translated into both German and French.

Gregory, Casper Rene, Ainerican scholar:
b. Philadelphia, Pa., i84(). Was graduated at

the Universities of Pennsylvania, Princeton
and Leipsic (1864-76). He has done important
work in New Testament criticism, and has been
professor of New Testament exegesis in the
theological faculty at Leipsic. In addition to

translations of critical works from the German,
he has written 'Les Cahiers des Manuscrits
Grees> (1885) ; and the 'Prolegomena to

Tischendorf's Editio Octava Critica Major of
the New Testament' (1893).

Gregory, Edward John, English painter:
b. Southampton, 1850. He tirst exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1876, and became known as

a genre painter of distinction, whose lightness

and refinement, combined with rare technique,
were almost more French than English. His
most characteristic pictures are 'A Rehearsal'
(1882): 'The Swans of the Thames'; and 'Is

it a Mouse?'

Gregory, Eliot, American painter and au-
thor : b. New York 13 Oct. 1854. He studied
at Yale, obtained his education in art at Rome,
and at Paris as a pupil of Cabanel and Carolus-
Duran, and exhibited both sculpture and paint-

ing at the Salon. His pictures include genre
works and portraits, among the latter being
those of Admiral Baldwin, Ada Rehan and
August Belmont. His books, published under
the pseudonym "An Idler," are: 'Idler

Papers' ; 'Worldly Ways and By-Ways'
(1898) ; and 'The Ways of Men' (1900), con-
taining satirical observations on American life,

especially that of plutocratic society.

Gregory, Francis Hoyt, .American admi-
ral: 1). Norwalk, Conn., 1789: d. i860. He was
appointed midshipman in the United States
navy in i8og, and during the war of 1812 was
attached to the command of Commodore
Chauncey on Lake Ontario. He was captured
by the English in 1814 and confined till the
close of hostilities. He saw service in repres.s-

ing the Algerine pirates (181 5-16) and the
buccaneers of the West Indies (1821-23) ; took
part in the Mexican War and commanded the

African squadron (1849-52). He retired with
the rank of rear-admiral in 1862.

Gregory, John Milton, American educator:
b. Sand Lake, X. Y., 16 July 1822; d. Washing-
ton, D. C. 20 Oct. 1898. After graduation at

Union College in 1846, he entered the Baptist
ministry, but soon relinquished preaching for

teaching. He was State superintendent of
public instruction in Michigan in 1858-63

:

president of Kalamazoo College 1863-67: and
president of the Industrial University in Cham-
paign, 111., in 1867-80. He published 'Compend
of the School Laws of Michigan' ; 'Handbook
of History' (1866); 'A New Political Econ-
omy' (1882) ; 'Seven Laws of Teaching'
(1883) : etc.

Gregory of Tours (Gregorius Florentius),
historian of G:iul, b. Averni, now Clermont,
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France. ^38: d. Tours 17 Nov. 593. He settlement of Victoria. He later reached the

lived ?om'e time at the court of Austrasia, and Congo, and rendered good services to science

became bishop of Tours in ^75. His 'Historia bj- his hydrographic survey of the Congo valley

Francorum.* though destitute of stvle or during his vo>-age in the steamboat "Peace,

method, contains an invaluable collection of Notable was his exploration of the Lbangi

facts bearing on the manners of the Franks and (1885) whose identity with the Uelle Makua
Gallo-Romans, and the historical events of the he convincingly established. The geographical

period, and has caused him to be ranked as the societies of Germany, France and England,

Herodotus of Gaul. He also wrote lives of published valuable communications from this

fathers, ecclesiastics and manvTs. etc His com- intrepid traveler, who shares with Livingstone

plete works are contained in'Migne's 'Patrolo- the reputation of a missionar>- who did much
gia' (Vol. LXXL), and his histor>- is included to promote an accurate scientific knowledge of

in the first volume of the 'Monumenta Germanise interior Africa.

Historica' (.1884-85). Gren'ville, George, English statesman: b.

Grenada (sren-a'da) and Grenadines, 1712; d. 13 Xov. 1770. He became treasurer of

gren-a-denz'. islands of the West Indies, the navy in 1754. secretary of state in 1762, and

Grenada is the most southern of the Caribbean first lord of the treasury and chancellor of the

chain, and may be characterized as the most exchequer in April, 1763. In 1765 the Commons
British and the most beautiful of all the British accepted his scheme for stamp-duues to be

.\ntilles. Its length is 18 miles, its width 7, Ie\ned m the American colonies, which was one

and its area 33 square miles. Loftv volcanic of the proximate causes of the American \\ar

craters rise high above fertile and well-watered of Independence. In 1766 he delended the

vallevs. The volcanic character of the island is stamp act in Parliament; m 1769 opposed the

perhaps more marked, and is certainlv regarded expulsion of ^\ ilkes from the House of Com-
bv geologists as being more recent than that of mons. and in 1770 brought m the Controverted

the northern Caribbees. A lake two miles in Elections Bill, which was passed. He was able,

circumference lies among the mountains just hard-working and honest, but narrow-minded

mentioned, at an altitude of 3.200 feet. St and obstinate, wanting m tact and foresight.

George, the capital, has a good harbor, a fort, The >GrenviIle Papers,' edited by \V. J. Smith

and pretri- houses and churches. The island is (i852-53)> contain mterestmg mformation on

headquarters of the government of tlie Wind- the politics of the day.

ward group (which includes with this the Grenville, Sir Richard, English naval ofiS-

Grenadines, St. \ incent and St. Lucia), and cer: b. about i;4i: d. September 1591. In 1585
has excellent schools, roads, waterworks, etc he commanded 'a fleet of seven vessels intended
The chief product is cocoa. Population about to aid in the colonization of \"irginia. His most
54.000, of which number four-fifths are negro brilliant exploit occurred in 1591, when he
peasants. The Grenadines are long, low islands attempted to cut his wav through a Spanish
"of quaint forms and euphonious names," lying jjeet of :;3 ships. His ship while becalmed was
between Grenada and St. \ incent. The largest attacked bv 15 of the largest Spanish vessels,
of them is less than 8.000 acres in extent, and Xot till after 15 hours of battle and when onlv
their total area is approximately 87 square miles. 20 out of his 150 men were left alive did he
They have in all more than 6.000 inhabitants, strike his colors. He died from wounds re-
who raise and e.xport cattle and provisions. ceivcd in the engagement. It is upon this in-

M.\RRiox Wil-cx>x. cidcnt that Tennyson has founded his spirited

Authority on SfanLsh America. ballad, 'The Revenge.'

Grenade, gre-nad', a small hollow ball, GrenviUe Act, 6 April 1764. An act passed

cylinder or cube,' of metal, glass, or paper, about or the English Parliament on the proposal of

two and one half inches in diameter, which is George Grenville, a member of Lord Butes

filled with <ome explosive, and burst by means ministrj-. It;^ purpose was more tffectively to

of a fuse when it falls among the enemy. Until protect English trade and manufactures from

about the end of the 17th century tramcd sol- foreign competition, to raise better revenues

diers called grenadiers threw grenades by the '""om the colonies. It was based on the act of

hand Grenades have been delivered from ^733- which, to protect the British West India

mortars, to repel the close attacks of besieger; sugar mdustrv-. laid prohibitory duties on the

sheltering themselves under the besieged walls, import of French West India sugar and mo-

Thev have been found useful also in repelling "asses into the colonies, and which, if enforced,

boat attacks. At the siege of Mafeking in i?gc^ «;p"la "avc ruined New England commerce.

Kjoo dvnamite grenades are said to have been The new act made the duty on molasses a heavy

tlirnwn bv the beMeged. Grenades were one of revenue one instead
: increased the duty on

the earliest forms of explosive projectiles. The sugar, and laid new duties on wines; decreased

Eradual di^u^e of hand-grenades in war dates '"e drawbacks on foreign articles exported to

irom the battle of Steinkerque in 1690. Hand- --Vmerica
;
imposed regulations on manufacturers.

Rrenadcs are in use at the present time as fire and attempted to enforce the navigation acts

extinguishers, chemicals being used to fill hoi- more thoroughly: and prohibited all trade be-

low glass balU which are thrown into a burning 'w^cn «»e colonies and the French islands St.

mass .Many hotels, hospitals and public build- P'"rc and Miquelon.

ine« arc cqiiipncd with hand-grenades. Gresh'am, Walter Quinton, .American
Gren'fell. George. English missionary and jurist and statesman: b. near Lanesville, Har-

African explorer: h. Penzance. Cornwall. Eng- rison Countv, Ind., 17 March 18^2. His familv
l,ind. 1&48: d. Basnko. Congo Free State, originated in Kentucky, from which State his
I July 1906. In 1874 hf was despatched to grandfather had removed to Indiana. There
Kamcmn. Central Africa, where he founded the

j^j^ f^j^er met with success as a farmer, and
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also exercised the art of cabinet-making. He
was elected slieriflf and was murdered in the

performance of his duties. Tlie son was edu-
cated at the local school, and the State Univer-
sity, Bloomingdale, Ind. After leaving the

latter he went to Corydon, Ind., and began the

study of law, while tilling the office of deputy
clerk (1854). In i860 he was elected to the

State legislature. When the Civil War broke
out he was commissioned in the Federal service

as lieutenant-colonel of the 38th Indiana regi-

ment. He was promoted under Grant, and at

Vicksburg had charge of a brigade with the

rank of brigadier-general of volunteers. He
joined Sherman's forces in the expedition
against Atlanta, Ga., where he commanded the
4th division of the 17th Army Corps. At Leg-
getts Hill, in January, 1864, he was severely

wounded and disabled from service, and in the
following j-ear was retired as major-general of
volunteers. He chose as his home New Albany,
Ind., and began an active life as law practitioner.

In 1866 he was put forward by his friends as

Republican candidate for Congress, but was
defeated at the polls, and for the two following
years resided in New York, as the financial

agent of his State. His next field of activity
was as a jurist, for in 1869 President Grant
appointed him judge of the United States cir-

cuit court for Indiana. He had previously
declined an appointment as collector of customs
at New Orleans, which w-ould have necessitated
his removal from Indiana. He had also de-
clined the position offered him as district

attorney. But his great abilities and high char-
acter had pointed him out as fitted for some
important employment, and in 1882 no surprise
was felt, but rather general expectation was
satisfied when he received an appointment to
the cabinet with the portfolio of postmaster
general (1882). In 1884 he was called to the
secretaryship of the treasury, in the discharge
of whose duties he would doubtless have in-

creased his reputation as a financier, had he not
been appointed a few months later as United
States circuit judge for the 7th judicial dis-
trict. He made himself conspicuous as favoring
the third term of his old friend Gen. Grant
(1880). His own name had been put forward
with some enthusiasm as presidential candidate
in 1884, and again in 1888. There were many
who thought that he had good claims to be
invested with the office of the chief magistrate.
Subsequently he changed his convictions on the
most important question of the hour, and
ranged himself on the side of views of tariff

legislation with which the Republican party had
no sympathy. The Populists, however, looked
upon him with favor as his judicial decisions
had in many cases been to their advantage.
Had he consented, they would have nominated
him for the presidency at the national conven-
tion of that party held at Omaha, Neb., in

July 1892. He declined the honor and made a
public statement announcing his purpose of
supporting Grover Cleveland's nomination. He
was afterward named by President Cleveland
as secretary of state.

Gresham's Law, a principle in finance and
political economy formulated about the middle
of the l6th century by Sir Thomas Gresham,
founder of the London Royal Exchange. It

may be thus stated and expounded. Bad

money drives out good money from the cir-

culation. The good coin of full weight and
purity in circulation with worn, light, or de-
preciated coins, will be hoarded or used for

exportation, where it will buy more abroad
than the worn out coins, which will be left to
pass as counters at home. This law is still a
living principle, and especially applicable in

controverting the position of those who wish
the United States, single-handed, to issue a
currency of the double standard.

Gres'well, William Henry, English Angli-
can clergyman and author. He was educated at
Oxford and has been rector of Dodington,
Somerset, from 1888. As a writer he is known
by 'Our South African Empire' (1885); 'Im-
perial Federation' (1887) ; 'Historj- of the
Canadian Dominion' (1890) ; 'Geography of
the Canadian Dominion' (1891); 'Geography
of Africa South of the Zambesi' (1892) ; '"The
British Colonies and Their Industries' (1893) ;

'Growth and Administration of the British
Colonies' (1897).

Gretna, La., town, capital of Jefferson
Parish ; on the Mississippi River and the
Southern Pacific railroad ; opposite New
Orleans. A number of the ^Iissis5ip{,i River
packet lines take on and discharge shipments at

Gretna. It was founded in 1835, and has now-
many of the advantages of a suburb of New-
Orleans. It manufactures cottonseed oil and
its trade is chiefly in cotton and cottonseed oil.

Pop. 3,875.

Gretna Green, or Graitney, Scotland, vil-

lage in Dumfriesshire, on the Solway Frith,
eight miles north of Carlisle. It was for nearly
a century notorious as the place of celebration
of the marriages of runaway couples from
England. To conclude a lawful marriage in

Scotland, it was then only necessary for an
unmarried couple to go before witnesses and
declare themselves man and wife. The English
marriage service was usually read at these mar-
riages by a pseudo-priest, said to be the black-
smith of the village, who has become in

consequence a historical character in fiction.

Gretna Green marriages are now at an end, in

consequence of a statute which enacts that no
irregular marriage contracted in Scotland shall

be valid, unless one of the parties resides in

Scotland, or has done so, for 21 days ne.xt pre-
ceding such marriage.

Gretry, Andre Ernest Modeste, ari-dra er-
na mo-dert gra-tre, French composer: b.

Liege 8 Feb. 1741 ; d. Ermenonville 24 Sept.
1813. After completing his studies at Rome he
settled at Paris and there his reputation was
made. He was the most prolific composer of
his age. He produced forty comic operas, most
of which with the exception perhaps of 'Raoul'
and 'Richard Coeur de Lion' are now forgotten.
His 'Memoires' 1796. and his life by Gregoir
and Brenet give the main incidents of his
career.

Grev'ille, Henry. See Dur.\nd, Alice ^I.\ry.

Grevy, Frangois Paul Jules, frari-swa pol
zhiil gra-ve, French statesman: b. Mont-sous-
Vaudrey, Jura, 15 Aug. 1807; d. 9 Sept. 1891.
He studied law in Paris, and became prominent
as the defender of republican political prisoners.
In 1848 he was returned to the Constituent
Assembly, where his ability as a speaker soon
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made him distinguished. After the cou(>

a etat he retired from pohtics, but in 1869
again entered the Assembly as deputy for the

Jura. In Kebruarj-, 1S71, he was elected presi-

dent of the National .Assembly, and re-elected

ni 1876, 1877, and 1879. When Marshal Mac-
Mahon resigned in 1879 Grevy was elected

president of the republic for seven years. In
December. 1885. he was elected president for a
second term of seven years, but, hampered by
ministerial complications, resigned in December
1887.

Grey, Albert Henry George, Fourth Earl,
English statesman: b. HowK'k, .Northumberland,
England, Nov. 28, 1S51. His grandfather, the
second earl, was prime minister of England, and
influential in securing the passage of the Reform
Bill of 1832. The present earl was graduated
from Trinity College, Cambridge ; in 1880 he
was elected to Parliament, as a Liberal, and
supported Gladstone in the House until 1886
when the Liberals declared in favor of home
rule. He then became a Liberal Unionist, but
lost his seat in Parliament. In 1894, as his

uncle died childless, he succeeded to the estate

and title, and entered the House of Lords. He
was a personal friend of Cecil Rhodes, was one
of the promoters of the South African Company,
and in 1896-97 served as governor of Rhodesia.
As an executor of the Rhodes will, he is now-
one of the trustees of the scholarship fund. He
has been an active worker in reform movements,
especially in the cause of co-operation and of
temperance. On his estate he has organized a
co-operative system which has worked success-

fully ; and in 1901 he organized a system for the

management of public houses in the interests of
the public, known as the Public House Trust.

In 1004 he was appointed governor-general of
Canada to succeed the Earl of Minto.

Grey, Lady Jane, English princess : b. Brad-
gate, Leicestershire, 1537: d. Tower Hill. London,
12 Feb. 1554. She was the daughter of Henry
Grey, marquis of Dorset, afterwards duke of

Suffolk. She displayed much precocity of talent

;

possessing an acquaintance with the classic and
oriental languages, as well as French and Italian.

She was married to Lord Guildford Dudley,
fourth son of the Duke of Northumberland, in

May 155.V Edward VI. was induced at his

death 5 July 1553 to settle on her the succes-

sion to the crown. The council endeavored to

keep his death secret, with a view to secure the

persons of the princesses, Mary and Elizabeth.

>Iary apprised of their design, wrote exprcssinc

her surprise that she had not been advised of

her brother's death, and commanding them on
their allegiance to proclaim her title. The coun-

cil replied, exhorting her to he qiiict ami obe-

dient, and proclaimed Lady Jane on the loth.

On the approach of Mary the council, unsup-

ported in their usurpation, meanly deserted their

victim Lady Jane, and joined in proclaiming

Mary quceii on the 19th, and on the 20th Lady
Jane was confined to the Tower. On 13 Nov.

she and her husband were arraigned, and pleaded

guilty of high treason : but they might, perhaps
have been allowed to expiate their imprudence
by a temporary confinement, but for the ill-ad-

vised insurrection under Sir Thonin'^ W'y.itt. in

which the Duke of Suffolk, Lady Jane's father,

was weak enough to participate. The suppres-

sion of this rebellion was followed bv the exe-

cution of Lady Jane Grey and her husband on
Tower Hill.

Greyhound. A long, tall, slender hound,
the standard features of which are described

under Dog. It hunts by sight, is fitted for the

swiftest running and leaping, and is used m
the sport of coursing (q.v.). In the L^nited

States greyhounds are kept mainly as pets; yet

in the \Vest are used in chase of jack-rabbits,

prong-horn antelopes and coyotes. Few horses
are able to keep up with them, even in a level

country, and on an irregular surface they dis-

tance horses easily. The modern thin, smooth-
haired type, to which the name is now popu-
larly restricted, is a development from a form
which arose in western .A.sia before the Chris-
tian era, and was adopted and esteemed in Syria,

Eg\-pt and Rome, during the classic period. It

was taken west with the Romans in their con-
quest of Europe, and later became the favorite

dog of the nobility, an accompaniment of fal-

conry. At that time black, or black-and-white
were the approved colors. There seems to have
been little essential change of form or qualities

during this prolonged history, and literature and
art abound in commemoration of the dog's grace,

kindliness and e.xploits in the field. There arose
at an early time a diminutive variety not half

the size of its namesake (about 7 pounds in

weight) fragile, delicate, and of no use save as

an ornamental pet, which is now known as t'ne

Italian greyhound. It is of almost any whole
color.— black, mouse-grey, fawn or rarely white.
Besides these satin-coated "long-dogs." others
arose in the colder parts of Europe which dif-

fered from the greyhound only in having a

"rough." that is long-haired, coat. These are
the Irish wolfhounds (see Wolfhound) , the
Scotch stag or deerhound (see Deerhovxd),
and the Russian wolfhound or psovie (see
Borzoi).

Gresrtown, old name San Ju.\n de Nic.\-
R.^c,i'.\, destroyed in 1854 by the L^nited States.

(For the general situation, sec CLAVTOx-BrL-
WER Tre.\ty.) In May 1854 the captain of an
.American steamship had a quarrel with a negro,
and shot him dead : the mayor of the city or-
dered him arrested, and the passengers on the
ship, as well as Solon Borland, the United States
minister to Nicaragua, took the captain's part
and resisted the arrest. The native inhabitants
were indignant and mobbed Borland, where-
upon the United States war-vessel Cyane. Com-
mander Hollins. was sent to exact reparation.
Hollins espoused the cause of an .American tran-
sit company who were making excessive claims,
and ordered the mayor to pay them at once; on
their refusal he bombarded and burnt the place.
This outrage embroiled the L^nited States with
Great Britain.

Gridley. Charles Vernon, .American naval
officer: h. Logansport. Ind.. 24 Nov. 1845: d.

Kobe, Japan. 5 June 1898. A gr.aduate (1863)
of the United States Naval .Academv. he ser\-ed
during the Civil War in the West Gulf block-
ading squadron, subsequent to the war was on
various ships, and in 1875-79 was stationed at
the Naval .Academy. He was navitjation of-

ficer in the Boston Navy Yard in 18S2-84. was
lichlhou'^c inspector in 1R87-91 and 1895-97, in

1897 attained the rank of captain and was ap-
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pointed to the conmiand of the Olympia, then

flagship of the Asiatic squadron. This vessel

he commanded in the battle of Manila Bay i

May (1898). He died at Kobe.

Gridley, Richard, .\merican soldier : b.

Boston, Mass., j Jan. 1711; d. Stoughton, Mass.,

20 June 1796. He served in the British army
as lieutenant-colonel of engineers under Pep-
perell at tlie capture of Louisburg in 1745; as
chief engineer and colonel of infantry in 1755;
took part in the expedition to Crown Point
under Winslow in 1756; under Amherst in

1758; and under Wolfe at Quebec in 1759. He
was appointed chief engineer and commander
of the artillery of the American army upon the

outbreak of the Revolution, constructed the

fortifications on Breed's Hill before the battle

of Bunker Hill, and later fortified Dorchester
Heights. He was commissioned major-general
by Congress on 20 Sept. 1775. and commanded
the Continental Artillerj- till November of that

j'ear.

Grieg, Edvard, ed'vard greg, Norwegian
composer: b. Bergen 15 June 1S43; d. there 4
Sept. 1907. His great-grandfather, Alexander
Greig, was a Scotchinan wlio emigrated to Nor-
way after the battle of Culloden (1745) and
changed his name to Grieg. Edward's father

was British consul at Bergen; he married the

Norwegian Gesine Judith Hagerup, a descend-
ant of Kjeld Stub; from her, Edvard inherited

his musical gifts ; she was a good musician and
gave him lessons. By tlie advice of Ole Bull,

Edward was sent to the Leipsic Conservatory
at the age of 15 ; he remained there three years,

studying with Plaidy, Wenzel, Moscheles, E. F.

Richter, Hauptmann, Reinecke. Their lessons,

and tlie music he for the most part heard and
studied, impressed a German stamp on his mind,
which characterizes his first compositions. His
studies were interrupted by an illness, a severe
case of pleurisy, which destroyed one of his

lungs and left his health impaired for life. On
his return to the North he came under the in-

fluence of three Scandinavian musicians : the
composer Gade, who gave him many useful
hints; Ole Bull, an ardent musical patriot, who
made hiin familiar with the charming folk-tunes
of Norway, which he played so entrancingly

;

and Richard Nordraak. who encouraged him in

his natural inclination to get out of the mael-
strom of German music and steer into the fjords
of Norway. From 18&6 to 1873 he lived at

Christiania, conducting the Philharmonic con-
certs and giving lessons. He also .gave sub-
scription concerts, with the aid of his cousin,
Nina Hagerup, whom he married on n June
1S67: she was an excellent vocalist, whose art
was a great aid in winning favor for his songs.
In 1868 Liszt accidentally came across Grieg's
first violin sonata (Op. 8). and was so much
imoressed by the evidence of creative power it

gave that he invited him to come and spend
some time in his studio. It was in consequence
of this flattering letter that the Norwegian Gov-
ernment gave Grieg a sum of money which en-
abled him to visit Rome. There he repeatedly
met Liszt, who became more and more impressed
by the boldness and the national traits of his

genius ; he urged him to persevere in his original

course and not to let the critics intimidate hiin.

In 1S74 Henrik Ibsen asked Grieg to write
the music for a stage version of his 'Peer
Gynt. ' The offer was accepted and the play
was produced, with much success, in 1876. It

is often given in Scandinavian cities ; elsewhere
it has not succeeded, because of its untheatrical,
fantastic character and its grotesque local color-
ing ; but the music, arranged for the concert hall

in the form of two suites, soon made Grieg one
of the most popular composers in al countries.
In the same year tliat Ibsen invited him to com-
pose the music for <Peer Gynt.' the Norwegian
Government honored him witli an annuity of
1600 crowns for life. This relieved him of the
drudgery of teaching and enabled him to de-
vote most of his time to omposing. For several
years he lived at Lofthus. on the Hardanger
Fjord. At Bergen, 1880-1882. he conducted a
musical society called the 'Harmonien.' In 1885
he built the elegant villa Troldhaugen, over-
looking the fjord, about 8 kilometers from Ber-
gen : there he lived till his death. After his
fame was well established, about 1880. he left his

home frequently for concert tours in Germany,
France, and England. Everywlicre he was ac-
claimed as one of the most individual and en-
chanting of pianists (he played only his own
pieces), and usually all the seats for his con-
certs were sold long before their dates. Some-
times lie conducted his orchestral compositions.
"How he managed to inspire the band as he did
and get such ner\-ous thrilling bursts and such
charming sentiment out of them I don't know.*
wrote Sir George Grove, in 1888. In i8g'! a
writer m the Paris Figaro said : "Among the
most famous living musicians there is none I

know of whose popularity equals, with us. that

of M. Grieg" In 1890. Colonne invited him to
Paris to conduct a Grieg concert ; but it was
just after the verdict in the Dreyfus case, which
had made Grieg so indignant that he refused
the invitation, \\hen it was repeated, four years
later, he accepted. There was a tremendous
crowd ; cries of "apologize, you have insulted

France !" were heard : but the vast majority
was with him, and the concert proved one of
his biggest triumphs.

Grieg did for Norway what Chopin did for

Poland, Liszt for Hungary. Dvorak for Bo-
hemia ; he created a new national art. This
great achievement, unfortunately, stood in the

way of the full recognition of his superlative

genius. It is still commonly assumed that he
did little more than transplant to jiis garden the
wild flowers of Norwegian folk-music, whereas,
in truth, ninety-five hundredths of his music is

absolutely his own. He ranks with Schubert
and Chopin both as a melodist and a harmonist.
His persistent ill-health prevented him from
writing operas and symphonies ; most of his

works are songs and short pianoforte pieces.

The songs, 125 in number, are of striking origi-

nality and depth of feeling. The eoually numer-
ous short pieces for piano (inc'uding 66 "lyric

pieces" in one vol.) are as idiomatic as Cho-
pin's. There are also 5 sonatas : one for piano
alone, three with violin, one with 'cello, beside

a string quartet. The orchestral list includes

:

Overture. 'In the .\utumn': 'Holberg' suite;

2 'Peer Gynt' suites; 'Sigurd Jorsalfar* ;

arrangements of Grie,g songs and Norwegian
dances. Choral works: <.\t the Cloister Gate';
'Landsighting' ; 'Olaf Trygvason.' Berg-
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liot' is a poem for declamation, with orchestra.
The only books on Grieg and his works are by
Schjelderup. in Norwegian, and by the author
of this article, in English. The latter contains a

list of pamphlets and magazine articles on Grieg.
Henry T. Finck,

Musical Director. .Vt-xi' York Evening Post.

Griesbach, Johann Jakob, a noted German
New Testament scholar, biblical critic and theo-

logian : b. Butzbach in Hesse-Darmstadt, 4 Jan.

1845 : d. Jena, 24 March 1812. He was educated
at Frankfort-on-the-Main : later studied theol-

ology at Tubingen, Halle, and Leipzig: during
l/69-ro traveled extensively in England, France
and Holland ; in 1771 became decent and in

1773 professor extraordinary in theology at

Halle ; and from 1775 till his death was profes-

sor ordinary at Jena. Griesbach's most impor-
tant work— to which he devoted the best years
of his life— was the collecting and classifying

of the ancient manuscripts and versions of the

Greek text of the New Testament. His critical

researches, the result of which appeared in his

edition of the Greek New Testament (Halle,

1775-7) one of the first ever printed, are valu-

able and in the main correct. It was he who
first divided the authorities for the text of the

Greek New Testament into the three great

families— Alexandrine, Latin or Western, and
Byzantine or Eastern.

GrifEn, Charles, American soldier: b.

Licking County, Ohio, 1826; d, Galveston,

Texas. 5 Sept. 1867. He was graduated at West
Point (1847) and served through the Mexican
^\"ar. In the Civil War he commanded the 5th

artil!er\- at the first battle of Bull Run, and on
6 May 1864 was brevetted lieutenant-colonel in

recognition of gallant and meritorious ser\-ices

in the field. He was one of the commissioners
to carry out the condition agreed upon by Gens.

Grant and Lee.

Griffin, Gerald, Irish novelist: b. Lime-
rick, Ireland, 12 Dec. 1803; d. Cork, 12 June
1840. He will be longest remembered for his

novel 'The Collegians* (1829), upon which
Boucicault's popular play, "The Colleen Bawn,*
is founded. Griffin was a poet as well as a

writer of tales and the author of various lyrics

popular with his countrymen.

Griffin, Sir Lepel Henry, English diploma-

tist: b. 1840. He entered the Bengal Civil Ser\--

ice in i860 and since then has been administra-

tor of the civil government in several places,

especially in the Punjab. In 1885 he was nom-
inated by Lord Salisbury's government as En-
voy Extraordinarv to Pekin. He has written

'The Punjab Chiefs' (i860: 'The Rajahs of

the Punjab' (1870) ; <The Great Republic'

(1S841
Griffin, Ga., city, county-seat of Spalding

County, on the Southern and the Central of G.

R.R.'s. It is the centre of a cotton and fruit

region, the chief fruits being grapes and peaches.

The city contains cotton-mills, a foundry, and
furniture factories: wine is also manufactured.

The State .Agricultural Experiment Station is

located in the vicinity. Pop. (1900) 6,857.

Griffin, or Gryphon, in m>-thology, a fab-

tjlous animal, usually represented with the body
and legs of a lion, and the head and wings of

in eagle, signifying the union of strength and
agility. Figures' of griffins are frequently used

as ornaments in works of art. It is employed as

an emblem of vigilance, the animals being sup-

posed to be the guardians of mines and hidden
treasurers. Figures of it are met with in tombs
and sepulchral lamps, as guarding the remains
of the deceased.

Griffis, Willicim Elliott. American clergy-

man and author: b. Philadelphia 17 SepL 1843.

He was graduated from Rutgers College in 1869,

and 1870 went to Japan to organize schools

after .American methods in the province of Echi-

zan, made a study of the Japanese feudal system,

and was professor of physics in the Imperial

University in 1872-74. In 1874 he returned to

the United States, where he was graduated from
the Union Theological Seminary in 1877. He
was pastor of the First Reformed Church,
Schenectady, N. Y. (1877-86), of the Shawmut
Congregational Church. Boston (1886-93). and
of the First Congregational Church of Ithaca,

N. Y. (1893-1903). In 1891 he was a delegate

to the International Congregational Council at

London. From 1903 he turned his attention

wholly to literary work. An authority on
Japan, he also studied the Dutch origins of

America and the influence of the Dutch in the

formation of the L'nited States. His pub-
lished works include 'The Mikado's Empire'

(1876). his best known volume, which has

appeared in manv subsequent editions: 'Japan-
ese Fairy Worid> (1880): 'Corea: the Hermit
Nation' (1882): 'Corea. Without and Within'
(i^): 'Matthew Gailbraith Perrv: a Typical

.American Naval Officer' (1887-901": 'The Lily

Among Thorns' (1889): 'Honda the Samurai'
(1890) 'Sir William Johnson and the Six

Nations' (1891): 'Japan in History. Folklore

and -Art' (1892): 'Brave Little Holland'

(1894); 'Townsend Harris: First .American

Envoy in Japan' (1895) ; "The Romance of

Discoverv' (1897); 'The Pilerims in their

Three Homes' (1898): 'The Romance of

.American Colonization' (1898): 'The Romance
of .American Conquest' (1898): 'The .Ameri-

can in Holland' (1899): 'The Pathfinders of

the Revolution' (1900) : 'In the Mikado's Serv^-

ice' : '.A Maker of the New Orient'; 'Sunny
Memories of Three Pastorates' ( 1003).

Griffiths, Arthur George Frederick, Eng-
lish soldier and author: b. Poonah, India. He
served in the Crimean War, was inspector of

prisons 1878-^, edited 'The Fortnightly Re-
view' (18S4'), and is editor of 'The .Army and
Navv Gazette.' He is the author of 'The
Queens Shilling' (1872): 'Memorials of Mill-

bank' (187O: 'Lola: a Tale of the Rock'
(1878): "Chronicles of Newgate' (1883); '.A

Prison Princess' (1890) ; 'Secrets of the Prison

House' (1893): 'Criminals I Have Known'
(1895): 'The Rome Express' (1896): 'Wel-
lington and Waterloo': 'Mvsteries of Police

and Crime' (1898): «.A Giri of Grit' (1898):
'Ford's Folley, Ltd.' (1899): 'The Brand of

the Broad .Arrow' (1900): ".A Set of Flats'

(1901): ".A Duchess in Difficulties'; "Tales by

a Government official' ; etc.

Griffon, or Bassett-griffon, a large gray-

ish-red field-ilog. combining the qualities of

both pointer an(i setter, but having a thick hard

coat enabling it to work readily in thickets and

rough country. It originated in Germany a*

the end of the 19th century.
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Griggs, Edward Howard, American lec-

turer: 1j. Uvvatunna, Mum., 9 Jan. 1868. In
1889 lie was gradualoj from huiiaua Universi^
(Bloomington), and later studied at tlie Uni-
versity of Berlin, and was successively in-

structor in English literature and professor of

literature in Indiana University. Subsequently
he became professor of ethics, and upon the

combining of the departments, professor of
ethics and education, in the Leland Stanford,

Jr., University. From 1899 he was active as a
public lecturer, particularly in connection with
the courses of the Brooklyn (N. Y. ) Institute

of Arts and Sciences. He wrote 'Moral Edu-
cation' (1905).

Griggs, John William, American politician

:

b. Newton. N. J.. 10 July 1849. He was gradu-
ated at Lafayette College in 1868, and was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1871, practising in Paterson,

N. J. He was a member of the New Jersey
General Assembly, 1876-77 ; a state senator,

1882-88; and president of the state senate in

1886. He became governor of New Jersey
I Jan. 1896, resigning 31 Jan. 1898 to become
attorney-general in President McKinley's cabi-

net. He resigned in April, 1901.

Grijalva, Juan de, hoo-iin' da gre-hal'va,

Spanish na\ igator : b. Cuellar 1489 or 1490; d.

Nicaragua. 21 Jan. 1527. Fie was intrusted by
his uncle, Don Diego Velasquez, the first gov-
ernor of Cuba, with the command of a fleet of
four vessels, which, on i May 1518, sailed from
St. Jago de Cuba, to complete the discoveries
which Fernandez de Cordova had made in Yu-
catan the year preceding. Rounding the penin-
sula of Yucatan, he extended his explorations
as far as the province of Panuco, giving his

name and that of his companion, Alvarado,
afterward famous in tlie expedition of Cortes,
to two rivers on the coast. His cominunication
with the Aztecs was friendly, and so profitable

that he was enabled to send back one of the
ships well freighted with gold, jewels, and other
treasures, the acquisition of which was one of
the main objects of the expedition. On his re-

turn to Cuba he found an expedition organizing
for the conquest of Mexico, with Cortes at the
head, and was received by Velasquez with re-

proaches for having neglected to plant colonies
on the coast. Grijalva, a man of integrity and
prudence, had, however, acted strictly in con-
formity with his instructions, and against his

own judgnicnt. In the latter part of his life

lie settled w Nicaragua, and was slain in an out-
break of the Indians in the valley of Ulancho.

Grillparzer, Franz, friints gril'part-ser,
German poet and dramatist: b. Vienna 15 Jan.
1791 ; d. there 21 Jan. 1872. In 1813 he entered
the service of the imperial court, retiring to pri-

vate life with the title of Hofarth (court coun-
cillor), in 1856. In 1861 he was appointed mem-
ber for life of the imperial council. He became
known as a dramatist in 1816 by his 'Ahnfrau,'
a tragedy of the fatalistic school, which still

keeps the stage. It was followed bv the dramas
'Sappho' (1819); <Das Goldene Vliess>
(1822); <Des Meeres und der Liebe Wellen'
(1840), an adaptation of tlie legend of Hero
and Leander. Perhaps the finest of Grillparzcr's
products is the historical drama of 'Konig
Ottokar's Gluck und Ende' (1825).

Grilse, a young salmon (q.v.).

Grimes, James Wilson, American politi-

cian and legislator: b. Decring, Hillsboro
County, N. H., 20 Oct. 1816; d. Burlington, la.,

7 Feb. 1872. He was graduated at Dartmouth
College (1836), and went west, where he be-
gan the practice of the law, was appointed sec-
retary of a commission instituted to negotiate
the transfer of lands from the Sac and Fox
Indians, and after the organization of Iowa Ter-
ritory in 1838, he was elected to its legislature.

He was elected governor of Iowa in 1854, and
after completing his term, was sent to Congress
as a Republican Senator. He voted for the
acquittal of President Johnson at his impeach-
ment trial.

Grimke, grim'ke, Archibald Henry, Amer-
ican lawyer: b. Charleston, S. C, 17 Aug. 1849.
He was graduated from Lincoln Lhiivcrsity in

1870, from the Harvard Law School in 1874,
and in 1883-85 was editor of the 'Hub,' a Bos-
ton newspaper. In 1891-02 he was a special
writer for the Boston Herald and Traveller,
and in 1894-98 United States consul at Santo
Domingo. His writings include a 'Life of Wil-
liam Lloyd Garrison' (1891), a 'Life of Charles
Sumner* (1892), and numerous contributions in
periodicals, dealing chiefly with various ques-
tions pertaining to the American negro.

Grimke, Thomas Smith, American lawyer
and scholar: b. Charleston, S. C, 20 Sept. 1786;
d. near Columbus, Ohio, 12 Oct. 1834. He was
graduated at Yale College in 1807, studied law at
Charleston and rose to eminence at the bar and
in the politics of his State. He became widely
known by his addresses in behalf of peace, re-
ligion, and literature. An early and prominent
advocate of the American Peace Society, he
held the opinion that even defensive warfare is

wicked. Though a superior classical scholar,
he maintained that neither the classics nor math-
ematics should enter into any scheme of general
education in this country. In some of his

pamphlets he introduced a new system of or-
thography of the English language. A vol-
ume of his addresses was published at New
Haven in 1831.

Grimke Sisters, The, S.\r.\h Moore, and
Angelina Emily: b. Charleston, S. C, 1792
and 1805 ; d. Hyde Park, near Boston, 1873 and
1879. They were sisters of Thomas Smith
Grimke (q.v.). They liberated their slaves, re-
moved to Philadelphia, entered the Society of
Friends, and became known in connection with
the Anti-slavery movement. They went to
New York in 1836 and in the year following
to Boston ; were leaders in the American Anti-
Slavery Society, and appeared as platform
speakers on slavery. In 1854 they established
a successful coeducational academy at Eagles-
wood (near Perth Amboy), N. J. Sarah lec-

tured also on woman's rights. .-Xngelina wrote
'An Appeal to the Christian Women of the
South' ; Sarah an 'Epistle to the Clergy of the
Southern States.'

Grimm, Jakob Ludwig, y.a'kob lood'vig
grim, German philologist: I). Ilanau, Hesse-
Cassel, 4 Jan. 1785; d. Berlin, 20 Sept. 1863.
In 1806 he became librarian to Jerome Bona-
parte, king of Westphalia, and from 1816 to 1829
occupied the post of second librarian at Cassel.
From 1830 to 1837 he resided at Gottingen as
professor and librarian, lecturing on the German
language, literature and legal antiquities. Hav-
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ing, with six other professors, resisted the un-
constitutional encroachments of the King of
Hanover, he was banished, and after his retire-

ment to Cassel, he was, in 1841, called to Berlin

as a professor and member of the Academy of
Sciences. He sat in the National Assembly of
1&48, and in that of Gotha in 1S49. From that

time till his death, he occupied himself only
with his various publications. He wrote on
German mjthologj-, German legal antiquities,

the history of the German language, and pub-
lished old German poems, etc. His two greatest

works, both unfinished, are his 'Deutsche Gram-
matik* (1819-37), and his 'Deutsches Worter-
buch' commenced in 1852, in conjunction witli

his brother. Wilhelm (q.v.), and gradually com-
pleted by eminent scholars. He also published,

in company with his brother, the 'Kinder und
Hausmarchen,* one of the most popular collec-

tions of juvenile fairy tales.

Grinun, Wilhelm Karl, \-irhelm karl, Ger-
man philologist : b. Hanau, 24 Feb. I~86; d. Cas-
sel. 16 Dec. 1859. He was the companion in

study of his brother, Jakob Grimm
I,
q.v.), at

the Lyceum of Cassel. the University of Mar-
burg, and again at Gottingen, where in 1830 he
was appointed under-librarian and supernu-
merarj- professor of philosophy. He joined his

brother in the protest against the King of Han-
over, shared his exile, and also his call to Ber-

lin. There they labored together, and w;re com-
monly known as the Brothers Grimm. Under
that name also they have a cenain immortality

in the affections of the civilized world. His
earliest independent work was a German trans-

lation of the Danish 'Koempe-Viser' (1811-13).

He edited many old German texts and collabo-

rated with his brother Jakob in severalof his

works. His own most important book is 'Die
deutsche Heldensage' (.1867), and 'Kleinere

Schriften,> (18S1-86).

Grimm's Law is the name given to the

rule which regulates the Laulverschicbung, or

permutation of certain primitive consonants,

which takes place in the Teutonic languages.

The law, as finally formulated by Jakob Grimm,
is that if the same roots or words exist in San-

skrit, Greek, and generally in Latin, Celtic, Let-

tic, and Slavonic, and also in Gothic, English,

Dutch, and other Low Gennan dialects on the

one hand, and in Old High German on the other,

the following correspondences are to be ex-

pected: (I) Gothic has a soft mute, and High
German a hard mute, in place of the correspond-

ing aspirate in Sanskrit and Greek ; (2) Gothic

has a hard mute, and High German an aspirate,

in place of the corresponding soft mute in San-

skrit and Greek; (3) Gothic has an aspirate, and

High German a soft mute, in place of the cor-

responding hard mute in Sanskrit and Greek.

Thus, a primitive th becomes d in Low Ger-

man, and t in High German, as in the words
//lugater, daughter, /ochter. .\ primitive d be-

comes / in Low German, and c in High Ger-

man, as in duo, two. r\vci : or rfcns, /ixjili, rahn

;

or decern, /en, rehn. A primitive / becomes th

in Low German, and d in High German, as in

ires, r/ircc. drei; or /u. thou, du ; or /cnuis, thin,

diinn. Similar changes affect the labials and

cutturals. as in /lecus, fee, zich : /"ater. /ather,

later; /agus, fccech. fuocha ; and in oculus.

eghe ("eye»), auge; ^iiis, who, a-er; or A/iortos,

garden, kono. The normal changes are set

forth in the following table:

Labials

Greek, etc p b ph
Gothic, etc f P b
Old High German.. b(v)f p

Dentals Gutturals
t d th k g kb
th t d (hi k g
d z t gth)ch k

The credit of the discovery of the Lavt-

Tcrschicbung is not wholly due to Jakob Grimm.
Ihre and Rask had discovered, as early as 1&18,

the law of the transmutation of consonants in

Greek and Gothic, while Grimm, in the second

edition of his 'Deutsche Graramatik' ; which ap-

peared in 1822, added the corresponding changes

in Old High German, and formulated the law
as it now stands.

Grimm's Law may be interfered with by the

action of other laws, especially by the position of
the accent, as formulated in Vemer's Law
(q.v.). Thus frdter is accented on the first syl-

lable and [•ati-r on the second, consequently,

though we have brother and father in English,

we find brudcr and zatcr in High German. The
accent in pater has interfered with the regular

action of the Lautverschiebung, and prevented
the normal change of / to d from taking place.

Thus Grimm. "s Law may be defined as the

statement of certain phonetic facts which happen
invariably unless they are interfered with by
other facts. The great use of Grimm's Law, in

addition to the identification of words in differ-

ent languages, is in the detection of loan
words. Any etymology- which violates Grimm's
Law, as qualified by other phonetic laws, must
be rejected unless it can be explained as a loan
word.

The causes which brought about the changes
formulated in Grimm's Law are obscure. They
are probably due to the settlement of Low Ger-
man conquerors in central and southern Ger-
many.

See Douse, 'Grimm's Law : a Study of Laut-
verschiebung' (1876) , Max Miiller, 'Lectures
on the Study of Language,* 2d series, lecture

v. (1864) . Morris, 'Historical Outlines of Eng-
lish Accidence,* chap. ii. (1S72).

Grimsel (grim'zel) Pass, a mountain pass
in the Bernese Alps, leading from Meiringen,
canton of Bern, to Obergesteln, canton of \'alais.

It was in this pass that th© French repulsed the
Austrians in 1799.

Grim'shaw, Robert, American engineer: b.

Philadelphia. Pa., 25 Jan. 1850. He is lecturer

in the Franklin Institute of his native city

and has done much literary work. He has pub-
lished: 'Saws' (1880); 'Steam-Engine (Tate-

chism' (1887); 'Records of Scientific Progress'
(1891) ; 'Hints to Power Users' (1891) ; 'Fifty
Years Hence' (1892).

Grim'thorpe, Edmund Beckett Denison,
Lord, English barrister and author: b. Carlton
Hall. Xottinghamshire. England. 12 May 1816;
d. 29 .\pril 1905. He took much interest in

architecture, and designed many churches and
houses, but he will be longest remembered for
his restorations and rebuildings at St. .\lhans
Cathedral, works which were carried out at his
own expense, but from their iconoclastic char-
acter met with .ilmost universal disapproval from
arcliitects and excited much discussion both
in England and .\merica. His works include:
'Origin of the Laws of Nature' (1879"); <A
Book on Building' (2d ed. 1880); "Should the
Revised New Testament be Authorized?'
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(1882) : 'Astronomy Without Mathematics'

(7th ed. 1883); 'Treatise on Clocks, Watches,

and Bells > (/th ed. 1883).

Grinding, a mechanical process in which
certain effects are produced by the attrition of

two surfaces. This process is of extensive use

in various mechanical arts, as in grinding corn,

ores, colors, in which cases the object is to re-

duce the materials by crushing to a fine powder:
or in grinding the metals, glass, and other hard

substances for the purpose of giving them a cer-

tain figure or polish, or a sharp cutting edge.

In the first case the grinding or crushing is

effected by passing the material between rough
stones, as in the common flour-mill, or as in

crushing ores between heavy metal cylinders,

smooth or fluted, according to the degree of fine-

ness required, or by a heavj- stone or iron cylin-

der revolving upon a smooth plate. Chicory,

chocolate, plumbago for pencils, and a variety

of other substances are ground by iron or stone

rollers, revolving on a slab in such a manner
that they not only merely roll but also rub on
the surface of the slab. A knife or scraper fol-

lows one roller and precedes the other, scooping

the paste into the position required to come
fairly under the roller which follows it. Colors

are ground in small quantities with a muller

and slab. The muller is a heavy piece of stone

of conical shape, and which rests its base on the

slab and is grasped by the hands : the color is

mixed to a pasty consistence with the desired

medium of oil or water, and rubbed between the

two surfaces until smooth and impalpable. The
grinding of cutlery and tools is effected by means
of the grindstone ; glass If uses and metal specula

are ground to shape with emery-powder laid on
a metal tool. Ornamental glass is ground into

facets or otherwise by means of stones and lap-

wheels. Diamonds and other precious stones are

cut or ground with diamond dust embedded in

soft iron. Large flat surfaces are obtained by
first working two pieces of the material nearly

flat and then laying the one upon the other and
grinding their surfaces together with sand,
emory, or other cutting powder. Plate-glass is

flaVtened in this way ; also surfaces of cast-iron,

where accurate fitting is required. Sockets and
other bearings which require to be fitted with
g/eat nicety are usually finished by being ground
together. For brass or bell-metal pumice-stone
is employed in such cases, as emery is apt to
embed it.^^elf in the metal and give it a permanent
abrading action on the bearings. Dry grinding
is the term applied to the grinding of steel with
dry grindstones. The points of needles and
forks are produced by this means, also the finish-

ing of steel pens and the surface of gun barrels.

The men and women engaged on this kind of
work suffer painfully from irritation of the
throat and nostrils caused by the fine, dust-like
particles that fly off from the work. These diffi-

culties have been mitigated in recent years by
the use of mouth-pieces of damp cloth, and the
provision of air-blasts to dispose of the dust.
Snnd-jct grinding is a remarkable process, in
which abrasion is effected by the percussion of
small hard particles on a plain surface. Sharp
silicious sand, varying in hardness and fineness
r.ccording to the kind of w'ork to be done, is

(.•mployed in most cases. This sand is impelled
(jjr a blast of steam or of air. A hole i'< inch in

xilatneter by i'/< deep, has been bored through
A solid piece of corundum (the hardest mineral

known e.xcept the diamond) in 25 minutes by-

sand driven with steam-power at 300 pounds
pressure on the square inch. A diamond has

been sensibly reduced in weight, and a topaz

altogether dissipated by a sand-jet in one min-
ute. These results are obtained by causing a

sand-stream to mi.x w'ith a steam jet. The sand

passes through a central tube, and the steam
through an annular tube which surrounds it ; a
kind of suction acts at the end of the concentric

tubes, which draws the sand into the steam jet,

and both dash with great force against the stone

or other substance to be acted upon, which is

placed at about an inch from the mouth of the

tube. By the use of flexible jointed connecting

tubes the jet can be turned in any direction, and
grooves, moldings, letters, etc., can be produced
instead of merely straight cuts or cavities. By
using an air jet instead of steam, and varying

the pressure, a design can be engraved on glass,

the parts not to be acted upon being covered

with the pattern, made of paper, lace, india-rub-

ber, or oil-paint.

Grindstone Island, (i) A small island ly-

ing otf the southeastern coast of New Bruns-
wick, Canada, at the head of the Bay of Fundy.
It has a number of sandstone quarries, from
which a fine quality of sandstone is exported,

chiefly to the United States, for the manufacture
of grindstones. (2) One of the most impor-

tant of the Magdalen Islands, belonging to Que-
bec, in the gulf of St. Lawrence, northeast of

New Brunswick.

Grinnell, grin-el', George Bird, American
writer and ornithologist ; b. Brooklyn, N. Y.,

20 Sept. 1849. He has been an editor of 'Forest

and Stream' from 1876. His works deal prin-

cipally with Indian life and folklore and among
them are :

' Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk

Tales' (1889); 'The Story of a Prairie Peo-
ple'; 'The Story of the Indian' (1895); 'The
Indians of To-day' (1900) ; 'Jack Among the

Indians' (1900).

Grinnell, Henry, American patron of arc-

tic exploration: b. New Bedford. Mass., 1799;
d. New York, 30 June 1874. In 1828 he settled

in New York and amassed a fortune in business

as a ship-owner. This gave him an opportunity

to fit out at his own expense the ship which in

1850 sailed from New York in search of Frank-
lin. He also bore a large part of the expense of

Kane's arctic voyage (1853-55), as well as of

the later American expedition under the corn-

mand of Hayes and Hall. In recognition of his

services to geographical science the American
Geographical Society elected him their president

and the coast which stretches to the north of

Smith Sound was named Grinnell Land.

Grinnell, Josiah Bushnell, American cler-

gyman and politician : b. New Haven, Vt.. 22

Dec. 1821 ; d. Marshalltown. Iowa, 31 March
1891. After studying at Auburn Theological

Seminary, he entered the Presbyterian ministry

and held pastorates successively at Union Vil-

lage. N. Y., Washington, D. C, and New York.

In 1854 he founded the Congregational Church
in Grinnell, Iowa, a town named for him, and

preached there several years.
_
Later he became

known as a wool grow-er, sat in the Iowa senate

1856-60, and in Congress as a Republican

1863-67. He frequently aided fugitive slaves

and at one time a reward was offered for his

head on this account by slave-holders. He gave
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much assistance to Grinnell University, of which
he was president, and laid out five Iowa towns.

He was the author of 'The Home of the Bad-
gers* (1845): 'Cattle Industries of the United
States' (1884).

Grinnell, Iowa, city in Poweshiek County;
on the Chicago. R. I. &: P., and the Iowa C.

R.R.'s; 115 miles west by north of Daven-
port. It is the principal trade centre for the

county, and manufactures flour, carriages,

gloves, and some farming implements. It is the

seat of the Iowa College, founded in 1S4S and
under the auspices of the Congregational Church.
In 1882 the cir>- was nearly swept away by a
oclone. Pop. (.1900) 3.860.

GrinneU Land, a large tract of land in the
Arctic Ocean, separated from Greenland by
Kennedi" and Robeson channels. The northern

part of the explored portion is called Grant
Land and the southern part Ellesmere Land.
The coast is irregular, and the interior is hill}-.

The climate of the valleys is mild in summer:
in many places there is no snow for several

weeks, and vegetation grows rapidly. The fox,

wolf, musk-ox, ermine, and hare are found in

quite large numbers. Lieut. De Haven, an
American, in charge of the Grinnell expedition

in search of Sir John Franklin, first saw this

land 22 Sept. 1850 and named it after Henry
Grinnell (q.v.). Eight months later it was vis-

ited by Capt. Penny of the British vessel. Lady
Franklin. He not knowing of the previous visit

called the countr\- Prince Albert Land. A Brit-

ish expedition under Xarses visited it 25 years

after De Haven. Greely in 1881, Lockwood in

1882, and Pearj- in 1S98-99.

Gripe. (l) A brake applied to the wheel
of a crane or derrick ; it generally consists of

an iron hoop under the control of a lever, and
is drawn closely around the wheel to check its

motion. (2) As a nautical term: (.a) The
fore-foot of a ship, on to which the stem is fas-

tened ; the forward end of the keel. It is scarfed

to the stem piece and false keel, and is secured

by a horseshoe or ring to the stem, (b) .\

broad plait of rope or bars of iron, with lanyard

rings and claws, passing over a large boat, and
by which it is secured to the ring bolts of the

deck, (c) One of a pair of bands passing

round a boat near the stetr and stem when
suspended from the davits, to prevent the boat

from swinging about.

Grippe. See Inflcexz-v

Griqualand (gre'kwa-land) East, a district

of Cape Colony, .\frica, lying south of Xatal,

between Pondoland and Basutoland ; area, 7.594

.square miles. The capital is Kokstad. Pop.

(1891) 152,618.

Griqualand West, a district of Cape Col-

ony, .-Kfrica, bounded north by Bcchuanaland,

cast by the Orange River colony, south by
Orange River, and west by Orange River and
Bcchuanaland: area, 15,19" square miles. It is

noted for its diamond fields which in 1870 began

to attract people from other countries. The
country was then claimed by the Orange Free

State and by Waterbocr. the Griqua chief. In

1871 Waterboer ceded all his rights to the British

government, and in 1876 the Orange Free State

relinquished all claim for the sum of about

$440,000. In 1880 Griqualand West was incor-

porated as a part of Cape Colony. The chief

centre of the diamond mining industry is Kira-

berley (.q.v.). the capital. Pop. (.1891) 83.375.

Consult: "Statesman's Year Book': Reports

(British) <On the Cape and Griqualand West
Diamond Mining;' Reunen, 'Diamonds and
Gold in South Africa': Williams. 'The Dia-

mond Mines of South Africa' (1902).

Gris'com, John, American educator: b.

Hancock's Bridge. Salem Count}-. X. J., 27
Sept. 1774: d. Burlington, X. J., 26 Feb. 1852.

.\fter pursuing his studies at the Friends' Acad-
emy in Philadelphia, established by William
Penn. he took charge of the Friends' monthly
meeting school in Burlington, with which he
was connected 13 years. In 1S07 he removed to

Xew York, and began there a career of 25 years
as a teacher. In connection with his school he
lectured on chemistr}- with much success. He
took a prominent part in the formation of the
societ}' for the prevention of pauperism (,1817),

of which he prepared the constitution and an
elaborate first report on the causes and remedies
of pauperism. He was an organizer of the Rut-
gers ^Iedical College, in which he occupied the

chair of chemistry and natural philosophy, and
after the suspension of the college was widely
known as a general lecturer on those subjects.

Horace Mann quoted him as one of the eight
educational authorities for the changes which
Mann planned to introduce into the Massa-
chusetts school system.

Grisons, gre-zoh (German, GraubiinJen or
Biindcn), the largest canton of Switzerland;
area, about 2.773 square miles. It is a moun-
tainous country-, more than 20 peaks being above
9.000 feet. The valleys are generally narrow.
Upper and Lower Engadine are the broadest.
Its chief drainage streams are the Inn, branches
of the .-Kdige and the .\dda, and the \"order and
the Hinter Rhine which have their rise in this

canton, and w-hich belong to the Rhine basin.

There are a large number of small lakes. Snow
rests on the mountains until the last of May
and sometimes into late July, but the climate of
the valleys is warm or temperate nearly all the
year. Agriculture in the valleys and the raising

of cattle and sheep on the mountain sides are
the chief occupations. Pop. (.loooi 104.510.

Griswold, griz'w-old, Alexander 'VietS:

American Protestant Episcopal bishop: b. Sims-
bury, Hartford County, Conn., 22 .\pril 176b;

d Boston, Mass., 15 Feb. 1843. .-Kfter studying
for the ministry he was ordained in 1795. He
was rector of St. Michael's Church, Bristol. R I.,

1804-30 and of St. Peter's, Salem, Mass.,

830-35. When what was known as the eastern

diocese of the Episcopal Church w-as organized
he was consecrated its first bishop in 181 1. He
published 'The Reformation and the .\postolic

Office' (1843). See Stone, 'Memoirs of Bishop
Griswold' (1S44I.

Griswold, John Augustus, American man-
ufacturer : b. Xassau. Rensselaer County. X. Y.,

1822: d. 1872. .\t Troy. X. Y.. he was active

successively in the hardware, drug, and iron

trades, and established the .-Mbany and Rens-
selaer Iron and Steel Company. He was a
leader in the introduction of Bessemer steel man-
ufacture into the United States, and with C. H.
Dclamater built the Monitor of Civil War fame.

In 1855 he was elected mayor of Troy, in 1863 a

Democratic representative in Congress, and sub-
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sequently was twice re-elected as a Republican.
In 1868 he was nominated for the governorship
of New York, but defeated by the Democratic
nominee, J. T. Hoffman.

Griswold, Matthew, American jurist: b.

Lyme, Conn., 25 March 1714; d. there 28 .\pril

1799. Besides being lieutenant-governor of

Connecticut 1771-84. he was governor 1784-85
and became judge of the supreme court in 1769.

He also presided over the convention which rat-

ified the Federal Constitution.

Griswold, Roger, American politician: b.

Lyme, Conn., 21 May 1762; d. Norwich, Conn.y

25 Oct. 1812. He was graduated from Yale
College in 1780, and afterward studied and en-

tered on the practice of law. He was a member
of Congress, 1795-1805, and became judge of the

Connecticut supreme court in 1807. He was
lieutenant-governor of his native State, 1809-11,

and governor 1811-13. He was a son of Mat-
thew Griswold (q.v.).

Griswold, Rufus Wilmot, .\merican au-

thor and compiler : b. Beneon, Rutland County,
Vt., 15 Feb. 1815; d. in New York 27 Aug.
1857. He was apprenticed to the printing trade,

but afterward studied divinity and became a
preacher in the Baptist Church. He soon be-

came associated in the editorship of literary

periodicals in Boston, New York, and Philadel-

phia, among which were the 'New Yorker,'

'Brother Jonathan,' and the 'New World.'
In 1842-43 he edited 'Graham's Magazine,' in

Philadelphia, to which he attracted contributions

from some of the best writers in the country,

and in 1850 projected the 'International Maga-
zine,' published in New York, and edited by
him till April, 1852. The works by which he is

chiefly known are collections of specimens from
American authors, accompanied by memoirs and
critical remarks. His published works include

:

'Poets and Poetry of America' (1842) ; 'Prose
Writers of America' (1846); 'Female Poets of

America' (1849) ; 'Sacred Poets of England
and America' (1849) ; 'Poets and Poetry of
England in the Nineteenth Century' (4th ed.

1854) ; 'Curiosities of American Literature,'

'Washington and the Generals of the American
Revolution,' with Simms, Ingraham, and others

(1847), 'Napoleon and the Marshals of the Em-
pire,' with Wallace (1847) ; 'Republican Court,
or American Society in the Days of Washing-
ton' (1854). He edited the first .American
edition of the prose works of Milton (1845).
and was one of the editors of the works of
Edgar A. Poe, for whose bad repute Griswold's
•Memoir' is partly responsible.

Griswoldville. Battle of. When Genera!
Sherman marched from Atlanta to the sea, his
right wing, commanded by Gen. Howard, was
under instructions to threaten Macon and strike
the Savannah Railroad at Gordon, about 20
miles east. Upon his arrival at Clinton, the
cavalry advance made a demonstration on
Macon, and 21 Nov. 1864, his entire cavalry
force took up an advanced position covering
all the roads to Macon, and that day and the
ne.xt all the troops and trains were closed up
toward Gordon, except C. R. Woods' division,
which was directed to take up a strong position
on the Irwinlon road and demonstrate on Macon
and Griswoldville, eight miles east. "The demon-
stration was made on the 22d by Walcutt's

brigade of 1.51.^ men and two guns, in co-

operation with Kilpatrick's cavalry on the dif-

ferent roads. Some of Kilpatrick's cavalry were
in advance of Walcutt and were fiercely attacked

by Wheeler ; but with Walcutt's assistance

Wheeler was driven from the field, and
followed by Walcutt beyond Griswoldville.

Walcutt was then recalled to a position a little

east of Griswoldville, where two miles in ad-
vance of his division, he formed line along a
slight rise of ground, with his flanks well pro-

tected by swampy ground, and with an open
field in front. Kilpatrick's cavalry was on either

flank. Walcutt had scarcely thrown up a rail

barricade, in view of another attack of Wheeler's
cavalry, when he was fiercely assailed by in-

fantry. That morning, under Gen. Hardee's
order. Gen. G. W. Smith, in command of a
considerable body of Georgia militia that had
been concentrated at Macon, directed Gen.
Phillips, with a division of infantry and a
batter}-, to march from Macon to Gordon and
take trains for .-Augusta. Phillips had been
instructed to halt before reaching Griswoldville

and wait for further orders, and was cautioned

not to engage an enemy if met, but to fall back
to the fortifications at Macon. But when he
heard of Walcutt's position he moved through
Griswoldville and. w-ith more courage than dis-

cretion, threw his four brigades against Wal-
cutt, at the same time opening destructively

with his artillery. .\t 2 o'clock, in three com-
pact lines, his militia charged to within 75 yards

of Walcutt's line, and were repulsed. The
assaults were repeated in front and on both

flanks, and continued until sunset, when, every-

where repulsed, he abandoned the field, leaving

his dead and wounded. During the action Wal-
cutt was severely wounded by a piece of shell.

The Union loss was 13 killed, 69 wounded, and
2 missing. The Confederate loss was 51 killed

and 472 wounded. Consult: 'Official Records,'

Vol. XLIV.; Cox. 'The March to the Sea';
the Century Company's 'Battles and Leaders,

of the Civil War,' Vol. IV.

E. A. C.\RMAN'.

Griv'et. See Green Monkeys.

Groesbeck, groos'bek. 'William Slocomb^
American politician: b. New York, 1815; d.

1897. He was graduated from Miami Univer-

sity, Oxford, Ohio, in 1835, studied law and
began practice at Cincinnati. In 1851 he was a

member of the Ohio State constitutional con-

vention, and in 1852 a member of the commis-
sion appointed for the codification of the State

laws. From 1857 to 1859 he was a Democratic

representative in Congress, in 1872 was nomi-
nated for the Presidency by the Liberal Repub-
licans but met no recognition in the ensuing cam-
paign, and in 1878 was United States delegate tc-

the International Monetar)- Congress at Paris.

He defended .Andrew Johnson in the latter's-

impeachment trial (1868).

Groin, the region where the front of the

thigh joins the body. The abdominal muscles

end below in a strong tendon which makes a

fold across the front of the bony pelvis. The
large nerves, arteries, and veins pass through

folds of this ligament, and portions of the ab-

dominal contents in case of rupture pass into

the scrotum or form a tumorous swelling in the

groin.
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Gronlund, gron'lund. Lawrence, American
socialist : b. in Denmark 1847 : d. 1899. He stud-

ied in the University of Copenhagen, in 1867
came to the United States, practiced iaw for

a time, but became a writer and speaker on
socialism. Among his publications are 'The
Coming Revolution* (1880), a forecast of the

peaceful changes which he believed might be
effected by a national organization operating in

every community; '(^a Ira,' a rehabilitation of

Damon (.1888): and 'The New Economy'
U8o8).

Gronovius, gr6-n6'\n-us (properly Groxov,
gro'nov), the name of several Dutch classical

scholars

:

(i) JoHAXX Friedrich, voTian fred'rih: b.

Hamburg 8 Sept. 1611 : d. Leyden, 28 Dec. 1671.

He studied at Leipsic and Jena, and law at AJt-

dorf. was appointed professor of historj- and
eloquence at Deventer (.16+2), and. after the

death of Heinius, succeeded him as professor of

belles-lettres at Leyden (1658). His editions

of Livy. Statins, Justin. Tacitus. Aulus Gellius,

Phasdrus, Seneca. Sallust, Cicero, Terence, Pliny,

and Plautus, 'Obser\ationes' (1639I. and edi-

tion of Hugo Grotius" work. 'De Jure Belli et

Pacis' (1642) are justly valued on account of

the notes.

(2) J.\KOB, ya'kob, son of the preceding:

b. Deventer, 1645 : d. Leyden. 21 Oct. 1716. He
studied at Deventer and Leyden. and published,

in 1676, an edition of Polybius, which met with

great applause. He received from the grand
duke of Tuscany a professorship at Pisa, which
be relinquished in 1679 to become professor of

Greek literature and historj- at Leyden. This
learned critic edited Tacitus. Polybius, Herodo-
tus. Pomponius Mela. Cicero, .\mmianus Mar-
cellinus and other classical writers, and com-
piled the valuable 'Thesaurus Antiquitatum
Gnecarum' (1698-1702). He also promoted the

publication of the collections of Graevius. He
was a violent controversialist.

Groot, grot. Groete, or Groote, Gerhard or

Gerardus, founder of the Brothers I'f the

Common Life (q.v.) : b. Deventer 1340: d.

there 20 .\ug. 1384. Educated at Paris, he there

became a teacher, later took deacon's orders and
was successful as a traveling preacher. He
advocated general reading of the Scriptures, as-

sembled a company for the preparation of copies

•of the Bible, and thus began the formation of the

Brothers of the Common Life. To this order,

which obtained papal sanction in 1418, belonged

Thomas a Kempis (q.v.). Groot was the author

of several works.

Gros, Antoine-Jean, an-twan zhori gro,

B.\Ru\. French historical painter: b. Paris 16

March 1771 : d. near Paris, 26 June 1835. .At

14 he became a pupil of David, and in 1794 left

Paris for Rome. His means, however, were not

sufficient for the journey, and he had to depend

on what he could earn as a portrait-painter in

the various towns he passed through. .Kt Genoa,

in 1796, he was drawn for the French army, and
soon became a staflf-officer. Josephine, afterward

empress of France, saw and admired several por-

traits by the young officer, and he was called

upon to paint' that of Bonppane. The result

was a picture representing Napoleon leading his

troops over the bridge of .\rcola. In 1804 he

produced his 'Pesle de Jaffa,' considered by

many to be his masterpiece. He painted tht

'BataiUe d'.\boukir' (1806) : 'Bataille d'Evlau'

(1808) : 'La Prise de Madrid,' 'Wagram,' and
'La Bataille des PyTamides' (i8io). In France
his chief work is considered by some to be the

cupola of St. Genevieve at Paris, exhibiting the

saint protecting the throne of France, repre-

sented by Clovis. Charlemagne, St. Louis, and
Louis XVIII. This picture covers an immense
space, and is correct in design but defective in

color and expression. The artist received for

it 100,000 francs and the title of baron. The
rise of the romantic school bore away from him
the tide of popularity, and his last work 'Her-
cule et Diomede,' was a failure. Adverse criti-

cisms upon it brought on a fit of despondency
and he drowned himself in the Seine.

Gros Ventres, gro vantr (Fr. "big bellies*),

(l) The Minnetari or Hidatsa Indians, on the

Missouri River. (2) A band of the Arapaho,
who separated from the main body- about 1800:

the name was a misunderstanding of their own
term, which meant "hungry men" or "beggars."

After conflicts with the Sioux, and being
plundered by the Crows, whom they had joined,

they settled among the Blackfeet near Milk
River about 1S24 : prospered, and were very hos-

tile to the whites. About 1830 they had some
400 lodges and 3.000 souls. But about 1866 they

were decimated by the measles, and thus weak-
ened, received a terrible defeat from the Pie-

gans ; reduced to about 1.300 by smallpox in

1870, they were plundered and many killed by
the Sioux. Later they were joined by the main
body of Arapaho and Cheyennes. In 1868 they
were settled among the Blackfeet in Montana.

Grosbeak, gros'bek, any of various birds

whose beaks seem disproportionately large.

They are mainly finches such as the hawfinch
and bullfinch in Europe, and their relatives in

the Orient. Bird-dealers call "grosbeaks" a

great number of African, Asiatic and .American
line cage-birds, some of which are weaver-birds,

or tanagers. etc. The term is more exactly given
to certain North American fringilline birds with
big swollen bills, such as the cardinal (q.v.),

the evening grosbeak (q.v.). and the pine, blue,

rose-breasted, and black-headed grosbeaks. The
pine grosbeak (Piiiicola ciiuclcalor) is a green-

ish yellow finch which dwells exclusively in the

coniferous forests of northern Europe and
America, and is only seen in the L'nited States

when forced southward by hard winters ; it

feeds on the seeds of the pine, spruce, etc.,

wrenching open the cones with its powerful beak.
The blue grosbeak (Cuiraca lO-ruIca) is a large,

richly blue southern and western bird, nearly re-

lated to the indigo-finch, which makes its nest
in a bush, and lays pale blue eggs, wholly un-
marked. The rose-breasted and black-headed
grosbeaks represent the genus Zamclodia, the
former (Z. liidoziciana) in the Eastern States,

and the latter (Z. mi-laiioccl>hal(i) in the Rocky
Mountain region. Both are birds of brushy
places, making large, rude nests in bushes and
laying greenish, heavily marked eggs ; and in

the breeding-season both are among the loudest
and most brilliant of American song-birds. As
in nearly all the grosbeaks the females of these
species are inconspicuous in brown tints, while
the males are dressed in gay colors. The male
rosc-breasled has the head, neck and upper parts

mostly black, with the rump, wings, tail and
abdomen, white; while the breast and lining of
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Ihe bend of the wing are exquisite rose-red,

which the bird is fond of displaying. The male
black-liead has a wholly black head and npper

parts, set off by a collar and other marks of dull

orange, which color also suffuses the whole
lower parts.

Grose, gros, William, American soldier

and politician: b. Dayton. Ohio, 1812; d. igoo.

He resigned his position as judge of the court

of common pleas in 1861 to recruit and take

command of the 36th Indiana regiment of

infantry, and commanded a brigade in the bat-

tles of Murfreesboro, Chickamauga, and Chat-
tanooga. He was commissioned brigadier-gen-

•sral 30 July 1864 and at the battle of Nashville,

15 and 16 Dec. 1864. he commanded the Third
brigade in General Thomas's army. In 1865 he
was brevetted major-general of volunteers. He
was State senator from 1879 to 1883.

Gross, gros, Charles, American historian:

b. Troy, N. Y., 10 Feb. 1857. After graduating
from Williams College in 1878, he pursued his

studies at Gottingen, and was engaged in literary

work in England 1884-87. Since 1888 he has
been instructor and professor of history at Har-
vard University. A frequent contributor to the
'American Historical Review* and other his-

torical journals, he has published: 'Gilda Mer-
catoria' (1883) ; 'The Exchequer of the Jews of
England in the Middle Ages> (1887); 'The
Gild Merchant' (1890) ; 'Select Cases from the
Coroner's Rolls' (1896); 'Bibliography of
British Municipal History' (1897): 'Sources
and Literature of English History' (1900). In
addition he has translated: Lavisse's 'Political

History of Europe' (1891) ; Kayserling's 'Chris-
topher Columbus' (1893).

Gross, Samuel D., .\merican physician and
surgeon : b. Northampton County, Pa., 8 July
1805 ; d. 6 May 1884. He began the practice of
medicine in Philadelphia, devoting his leisure to

study and to the translation of French and Ger-
man medical works. His first original work
was a treatise on the 'Diseases and Injuries of
the Bones and Joints' (1830), in which occurs
the first account of the use of adhesive plaster
as a means of extension in the treatment of frac-
tures. In 1835 he became professor of patholog-
ical anatomy in the medical department of the
Cincmnati college, where he delivered the first

systematic course of lectures on morbid anatomy
that had ever been given in this country, and
composed the first systematic treatise upon the
subject ever published in the United States,
'Elements of Pathological Anatomy (1839).
In 1840 he became professor of surgery in the
University of Louisville. Besides the works
already mentioned, he was the author of a
monograph on 'Wounds of the Intestines'
(1843) ; 'Diseases, Injuries, and Malformations
of the Urinary Organs' (1851) : 'Foreign
Bodies in the Air Passages' (18^4); 'System
of Surgery. Pathological, Diagnostic. Thera-
peutic, and Operative' (2 vols. 1859).

Grosse, Julius Waldemar, German poet,
dramatist, and novelist : b. Erfurt. Prussia, 25
April, 1828; d. igo2. After obtaining his edu-
cation at Halle, he entered the field of journal-
ism, for 16 years (1854-70). being associated
with the Neuc Mi'mchener Zcitung (afterward
known as the Bayrischc Zcitung). and in 1870
becoming secretary of the Schiller-Stiftung. at
Weimar. His writings are various, including

• Vol. S—

s

novels, dramas, epics, songs, and ballads, the

most important of which are his war songs,

'Wider Frankreisch' (1870); 'Das Volkrams-
lied' (1889) ; 'Gundel von Konigssee,' and 'Das
Madchen von Capri.' all epic poems; 'Pesach
'PardeP (1871); 'Hilpah und Shalum,' and
'Der Wasunger Not' (1872), comic epics; the

dramas, 'Tiberius' (1875), and 'Fortunat'

(1895) ; the novels, 'Ein Revolutionar' (2d ed.

1871), and 'Tante Carldora,' and several tales

and romances, among which is 'Die Novellen
des Architekten' (1896).

Grosseteste, Robert, English Roman Cath-
olic prelate: b. Stradbrook, Suffolk, about 1175;
d. Buckden, 9 Oct. 1253. He studied Jaw,

physics, and theology at Oxford and Paris, and,

upon his return to England, attained an enviable
reputation as a theologian, so much so that in

1214 he became archdeacon of Wifts, and in

1224 received the directorate of theology and
became first rector scholarum of the Franciscan
school at Oxford. In 1232 he took up the cause
of the Jews against the king, defending them
with great vigor, and in 1235 was elected Bishop
of Lincoln, whereupon he undertook to make
radical changes in his diocese and eliminate

some of the many abuses prevalent there, the
result of which was that though he was pos-
sessed of great force of character, his high
temper and lack of tact and diplomacy led him
into innumerable controversies. The most fa-

mous of these was with Pope Innocent IV.,

who, desiring to fill the lucrative positions in

the church with Italians and Provengals, in

1253 sent the Bishop a request that he appoint
his (the Pope's) nephew to the first vacant
canonry in the cathedral of Lincoln. This
Grosseteste flatly refused to do, and, as his

clergy stood by him in his fight against this

abuse, the matter was finally dropped and it is

mainly upon this incident that his fame rests.

He was, though, a man of great scholarly at-

tainments, Hebrew, Latin, Greek, French,
mathematics, medicine, and music being num-
bered among them, beside which he was one of
the most learned preachers of his time and a

voluminous writer. Consult: Perry, 'Life'

(London 1871) ; Luard (editor), 'Roberti
Grosseteste Episcopi quondam Lincolniensis
Epistolae' in the Rolls Series (1862).

Grossi, Tommaso, Italian poet and novel-

ist: b. Belluno. on the Lake of Como. 20 Jan.

1791 ; d. Milan, 10 Oct. 1853. He studied law at

Pavia and settled in Milan, where he passed

the remainder of his life as a notary, but his

political ideas prevented his rise in his pro-

fession. His first attempt at poetry was 'La
Principe,' written in the ^Milanese dialect, and
this was followed in 1816 by two shorter poems,
'La Fuggitiva' and 'La Pioggia d'Oro,' and
in 1820 by 'Ildegonda,' a romance in verse.

This poem became popular and set the fashion

for that style of writing, the success which it

attained encouraging him to write 'I Lombard!
alia Prima Crociata' in 1826, a poem remarka-

ble for its patriotic sentiment. Despite the fact

that Manzoni gives praise to this last poem in

his novel 'I promessi sposi,' and that the cost of

printing was defrayed by a generous subscrip-

tion, it was soon forgotten. This did not dis-

hearten him. however, and in 1834 he published

his 'Marco Visconti.' which at once excited

public approval and became the pioneer of the
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historical novel in Italy. His only other work
of note was 'Ulrico e Lida,* published in 1837.

Grosso, Matte, ma'to gro'so. Brazil (q.v.\

a western central state bordering on Bolivia.

Argentina, and Paraguay. It has an area of

532.500 square miles and an estimated pop-
ulation in 1900 of 157.000. Capital Cuyaba
(q.v.).

Grosvenor, gro've-nor. Edwin Augustus,
American educator and author : b. Xewbur^port.
Mass., 30 Aug. 1S45. He was graduated at Am-
herst College in 1867 and at .\ndover Theologi-
cal Seminary in 1872. was professor of historj'

at Roberts College. Constantinople, in 1873-90:
and of European history at Amherst College in

1892-9. In 1899 he was appointed to the

newly established chair of modem governments
and their administration. His publications in-

clude translations from the French of Victor
Duruy's 'Modem Times' (1894) and 'General
Historj' (1898'): 'The Hippodrome of Con-
stantinople* (1889): 'Constantinople' ( i895> ;

'The Permanence of the Greek Type' (1897) ;

and 'Contemporarj- History' (1899), extending
from 1848 to the present time.

Grote, George, English historical writer:

b. Clayhill, Kent. 17 Nov. 1794: d. London. 18

June 1S71. -Vfter having studied at the Charter-
house, in 1809, he became a clerk in his father's

banking house. He kept on with his studies,

particularly with philosophy, and his liberal

trend of thought gradually drew him into poli-

tics. He had written and spoken much in favor

of the Reform Bill which was passed in 1832.

and in that year he was elected to the House of

Commons from London, which seat he continu-

ously occupied until 1841. During all these

years he had steadily worked upon his 'History

of Greece.' the idea of which was suggested to

him by the spirit of partialitj- displayed in Mit-
ford's 'History of Greece' and which he had
severely criticised in an article in the West-
minster Rc7-ieu' (.\pril 1826). He had as early

as 1823 devoted himself to the study of Greek
histoo'. for a sympathetic interpretation of
which his extreme liberality made him admirably
suited, and though to a certain extent the spirit

of democracy is evident in the 'History of

Greece.' yet the facts are placed before the

reader with the idea that he will form his own
conclusion. His private and public duties had
prohibited literary work and it was not until

he retired that he completed the first two vol-

umes which appeared in 1845, the last volume
of the set, the twelfth, appearing in 1856. Grote

also wrote 'Plato and the Other Companions of

Socrates' (3 vols.. 1865): 'Minor Works,'
edited by .-Mexandcr Bain (London 1873). and
'.^ristotle.' which he left unfinished (2 vols.,

1872). He had taken an active interest in edu-

cational matters, in i860 becoming vice-chancel-

lor of the London University, and in 1869 pres-

ident of the University College, and also was
elected a trustee of the British Museum. Con-
sult: Mrs. Grote. 'Memoirs' fLondon. 1873'):

.Alexander Bain, 'Character and Writings of G.

Grote.' prefixed to his 'Minor Works' (Lon-
don, 1873).

Grotefend, Georg Friedrich, German ar-

chiologist and philologist: b. Munden. near

Cassel. Prussia. 9 June 1775: d. Hanover, 15

Dec. 1853. He received his early education at

Hanov«r and Ilfeld, and completed his studies

at the University of Gottingen (1795-7)- He
became prorector and later conrector of the

gj-mnasium at Frankfort-on-the-Main (1803-211,

and for nearly 30 years (1821-49) was director

of the lyceum at Hanover. His research in the

field of Latin philologv- was of great vakie, but
his importance is chiefly due to the fact that

he first deciphered the old Persian inscriptions

of Persepolis, presenting the results of his labors

in a paper before the Academy of Science at

Gottingen. 4 Sept. 1802. Chief among his pub-
lications are: 'Rudimenta linguae L'mbrics'
(1S35-8) ; 'Neue Beitrage zur Erlauterung der
babylonischen Keiliuschrift' (1840) : 'Zur
Geographic und (jeschichte von alt-Italien>

(1840-2) ; 'Rudimenta Linguae Oscx (1839),
etc.

Grotius (gro'chi-us), or De Groot. Hugo,
Dutch scholar and statesman : b. Delft 10 April

1583 : d. Rostock 28 Aug. 1645. He was a pupil

of Joseph Scaliger at the L^niversity of Leyden,
conducted his first lawsuit in his 17th year ; and
in his 24th was appointed advocate-general. In
1613 he became sj-ndic, or pensionar>-. of Rot-
terdam. In 1615 he was sent to England in

order to arrange the difiiculties arising from the
claims of the English to exclude his countr>-men
from the Greenland whale-fishery. He declared
himself on the side of Bameveldt (q.v.) in the
struggle between the Remonstrants and their

opponents, and was sentenced to imprisonment
for life in the fortress of Loevenstein. He
succeeded in escaping by concealing himself in

a chest, and after wandering about for some
time in the Catholic Netherlands escaped to
France, where Louis XIII. gave him a pension
of 3.000 livres, withdrawn in 1631. He re-

turned to Holland, but by the influence of
enemies, was condemned to perpetual banish-
ment. He later went to Hamburg, and in 1634
to Stockholm, where he was appointed coun-
sellor of state and ambassador to the French
court, in which post he remained for ten years.
On his return to Sweden by way of Holland he
met. in .-Kmsterdam. with a distinguished re-

ception. Most of his enemies were dead, and
his countrjTnen repented of having banished the
man who was the honor of his native land.
With the talents of the most able statesman,
Grotius united deep and extensive learning. He
was a profound theologian, excellent in exege-
sis, his 'Commentary on the New Testament*
being still esteemed : a distinguished scholar,
an acute philosopher and jurist, and a judicious
historian. His writings have had a decisive
influence on the formation of a sound taste, and
on the diffusion of an enlightened and liberal

manner of thinking in affairs of science. As
a critic and philologist he seizes the genius of
an author with sagacitj*. illustrates briefly and
pertinently, and amends the text with facility

and success. His metrical translations from the
Greek are executed with the spirit of a poet.

.\mong the modem Latin poets he holds one of
the first places, and he also tried his powers in

Dutch verse. But the philosophy of jurispru-
dence has been especially promoted by his great
work on natural and national law, 'De Jure Belli

et Pacis.' which represented the study of twent>'
years and laid the foundation of the new science
of international law : besides which he wrote
'.\nnales et. Kistorii de Rebus Belgicis'

(1657^: ' .Annotationes in Vetus Testamentum'
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(1644) ; ^\nnotationes in Novum Testamen-

tum' (1641-46). 'De Veritate Religionis Chris-

tianae, and Poemata' (1617). See Butler, 'Life

of Hugo Grotius> (1826); Hely, 'Etude sur le

Droit de la Guerre et de la Paix de Grotius'

(1875).

Gro'ton, Conn., town in New London
County ; on the Thames River, the New York,

N. H. & H. railroad; opposite New London.

In 1637 Capt. Mason stormed the fortress held

by the Pequots. and many lives were lost, both

whites and Indians. A more disastrous fight oc-

curred here 6 Sept. 1781, when 800 British troops

under Benedict Arnold attacked Fort Griswold
(q.v.), which was garrisoned by 150 soldiers.

The Americans heroically resisted, but were
overwhelmed by numbers, and Arnold and his

force entering the fort butchered 85 men and
wounded 65. Soon after 35 of the 65 died from
the effects of their wounds. This battle is known
in history as the "Massacre of Fort Griswold."

Groton contains ship-building yards, several

manufactories, and the Bill Memorial Library.

Consult: Caulkins, 'The Stone Records of Gro-
ton' (1903) ; 'History of New London
County' ; 'Magazine of American History,'

'The Massacre of Fort Griswold.'

Grouchy, groo-she, Emmanuel, Marquis
DE, French marshal : b. Paris 23 Oct. 1766 ; d. St.

Etienne 29 May 1847. He acquired distinction

in the revolutionary armies, and in the campaign
of 1800 fought in the army of the Rhine under
Moreau, and rendered important service at the

battle of Hohenlinden. In the war with Prussia

in 1806, and with Russia in 1807, he acquired

new fame, and was sent to the army of Italy

under Prince Eugene. At the battle of Wagram
his masterly manoeuvres contributed greatly to

the victory. On the restoration he was banished,

but allowed to return in 1815. On Napoleon's
return from Elba he immediately joined him,
was made a marshal, and obtained first the com-
mand of the army of the Alps, and then the com-
mand of the cavalry in the grand army. After
the battle of Ligny he was sent on the following

day with 34.000 men and 100 cannon to follow

the retreat of the Prussian army under Bliicher.

While he here on the l8th engaged with Thiele-

mann, Napoleon gave battle at Waterloo, the

disastrous issue of which has been sometimes
laid to Grouchy's charge, from having failed to

observe how three divisions of the Prussian army
were advancing to Waterloo to take Napoleon
in flank and rear, while Thielemann alone re-

mained at Wavres. Being again banished, he
came to the United States, where he lived five

years, but was permitted to return in 1819.
After the July revolution he was elected to the
chamber of deputies by the department of Allier,

supported the new dynasty, and was appointed
in 1831 marshal, and in 1832 a peer.

Ground Beetles. The family Carahids,
predatory beetles of various sizes and appear-
ance. It contains upwards of 1,200 described
species, nearly all of nocturnal habit, and, conse-
quently, dark, mostly black in color. Some
species, however, are metallic green or blue, or
beautifully variegated. The family contains
many beneficial species, which roam fields, mead-
ows and gardens, destroying many injurious
pests. They fly freely at night, and seek con-
cealment in the daytime under stones and logs
and in other convenient hiding-places. Most

species arc terrestrial, but a few forms, such as

species of Calosoma, known as 'caterpillar-hunt-

ers,' elimb the trunks of trees in search of

noxious caterpillars which they destroy. A
remarkable genus is that of the bombardier
beetles (q.v.). A very few are occasionally

injurious, among them Agonoderus pailipes,

which burrows into newly planted seeds of corn

;

and two species of Harpalus which are de-

structive to strawberries. These latter insects

are interesting because of their dual habit of

being carnivorous as well as herbivorous. They
attack, in the beetle stage, the seeds of Ambrosia,
and also eat insects of various kinds.

Ground-cherry, herbaceous plants of the

potato family, constituting the genus Physalis,

scattered through most of the world. About 35
species are natives of the United States, and
some are known as 'tomato strawberries,' and
are cultivated for the sake of their berry-like

fruit, which is hidden within a persistent red

calyx.

Ground Cuckoo, a coucal (q.v.).

Ground-dove, any of various species of

pigeons which live mainly on the ground and
seek their food there. The name is especially

given to the genus Columbagallina, small birds

of the warmer parts of America, of which one
gentle and familiar species (C passcrina) is well

known in the South Atlantic States, along the

coast. The bronze-wing pigeons of Australia,

and the large pigeons of the genus Goura (q.v.)

are also so called.

Ground Ivy, a familiar European labiate

plant {Glcchoma hederacea), allied to mint, with

a creeping stem and purple flowers. The leaves

are crenate-reniform and the flowers are in

threes. It was formerly employed to flavor ale

and also medicinall}'.

Ground-nut, a climbing plant (Apios opios)

of the pea family, which puts out dense clusters

of dull purple flowers after most other plants

have stopped blooming; these are velvety within

and sweetly fragrant. The tuberous rootstock

is edible, whence the name.

Ground-rent, in law, is the rent paid to the

landlord by a person for the use of ground on
which he intends to build. The usual arrange-

ment is for a specified time, generally for

a period of ninety-nine years. On the ex-

piry of this period the whole of the build-

ing becomes the property of the ground-

landlord. The ground-landlord is able, when
his rent is in arrear, to distrain all the

goods and chattels found on the premises,

to whomsoever they may belong; and as the

ground-rent is generally a small sum compared
with the furniture of a tenant, he is always cer-

tain of recovering its full amount. This power
of distress exists whether the tenant has paid

his house-rent to his landlord or not, but the

tenant may deduct the amount from the next
rent he pays. See L.^ndlord; Rent; Ten.\nt.

Ground-sloths, a family {Mcgatheriidce')

of extinct edentates, related to the modern sloths,

but of terrestrial habits, and, in respect to many
of them, of gigantic size, which are of special

interest because some survived into the human
period. They exhibit the head and teeth of a

sloth, associated with the vertebrje, limbs and
tail of an ant-eater. They were chiefly South
American, but spread as far as North America
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in the Pliocene and Pleistocene epochs, and be-

came extinct in ver>- recent, but probably pre-

historic times. Megatherium (q.v.) is the largest

and most familiarly known genus : it almost

equalled an elephant in size, and surpassed one
in its massive proportions. Lesiodon, Mylodon

Groups, Theory of. Ever>-where in math-
ematics are encountered systems of operations,

possessing definite laws of combination. Thus,

two geometric motions compound into a single

motion, two algebraic transformations into a

single transformation, under law's as definite

(q.v."). s7elidotherium. and Megalo'n'xx'. were as the primordial 2 X 2 of arithmetic but other

smaller but more common forms. The discovery

of part of the hide of one of these animals,

genus Glossotherium, in a cave at Last Hope
Inlet, Patagonia, showed that their skin was
thick, studded with small embedded bony nod-

ules, and thickly covered with long, coarse,

yellowish-brown hair, as well preserved as are

the feathers of the moas in Xew Zealand. The
skin, says the discoverer. Dr. Moreno, of Buenos
Ayres, shows patches of red color, suggesting of

course blood-stains : and when small bits were
chemically analyzed they yielded serum and the

substances of glue. In view of this it seems
impossible to believe that the skin can be of any
great age, for bacteria would have finished their

work upon the serum and gelatine long ago. .\n

equally fresh-looking skull was found, as though
in a small stone enclosure, and wounded in such

a way as only man could have inflicted ; and
there are legends among the Indians that such

creatures were known to their ancestors. Dr.

Moreno is of the opinion, from evidences

found in this cave and elsewhere, that these

animals had been domesticated by man, but

to what extent and for what purposes is

unknown.
Consult Beddard. 'Mammalia' (1902), where

further references are cited.

Ground-snake, one of the little, burrow-
ing worm-shaped snakes of the genus Carpho

-

phiops. which abound in tropical America. One
species ( C. am<rnus) is numerous under stones

wise capable of infinite variety of simplicity and
intricacy. Consider, for example, the 12 rota-

tions of a regular tetrahedron into itself. .\ny

two of these rotations compound into a third one
among them, easily identified on a model. By
a simple convention, these various combinations

can be registered in algebraic form. The sev-

eral rotations may be designated by the marks
a,b,c : the symbol ab may indicate that a

is followed by b, and at the same time

designate their resultant effect. This result-

ant ab is called the product of a and b

in the order written : it is itself one of the

12 rotations, say c, and we write ab= c.

It is an instructive exercise to tabulate the

products of two or more of the 12 rotations,

identifying each product with one of the 12

original rotations. It is possible to express all

the 12 rotations as products of two of them,

say of the rotation a through 120° about an axis

through one of the four vertices of the tetra-

hedron and the rotation b through 180° about

an axis joining the middle points of two
opposite edges. It may be noted that the prod-

ucts ab and ba are here not the same rotation:

a and b are not commutatize as in ordinary

algebra. On the other hand aa, which is a rota-

tion through 240° about the axis of a, is con-
veniently denoted by a- : a^ and b-, both of which
restore every point to its initial position, may
appropriately be equated to i (identity), which
is included among the 12 rotations. The three

rotations fci, bu bi about the (trirectangular)

and logs in the Southern States, and is glistening ^^es ioining the middle points of opposite edges
chestnut in color above and salmon-yellow be- - -

'

neath. .\ larger, more purplish species (C
vermis) is called ground-worm" in Louisiana.

These snakes are perfectly harmless, and are

the least specialized of the Colubrida.

Groupers (.\nglicized form of Spanish

name "Garrupa*). Tropical and semi-tropical

sea-bass of the genera Epinephelus. Promicrops.

^f\cteroperca and their allies. .Ml are \-aluable

food-fishes and most of them of large size,

bright coloration and high quality as game-

fishes. .\bout a dozen species enter the waters

of the Southern States or California, the most

common along the ,\tl3ntic coast being the

red grouper (E. mono), called '(Thema* and

by many other local names. It is a large fish

(20 to 40 pounds), is particularly abundant on

the west coast of Florida, keeps near the bottom

and is a voracious carnivore, consuming large

quantities of small fishes, as well as crabs, etc.

It is a favorite with market-fishermen, bi-cause

it bears so well the hardships of transportation.

The yellow-finned grouper or rockfish ( .U.

Vt-nenosa) : yellow grouper ( .U. olfax) : and

black grouper of the Florida Keys <.\f. bonaci),

are also large and important: while another

black grouper (Promicrops) is the famous jew-

fish (q.v.) of sportsmen. Several other species

are elsewhere described under particular names,

as CABRIIJ.A. Mepo. Sc.\mp. etc. Consult ".Amer-

ican Food and Game Fishes.' by Jordan and
F,...„..„„ (New York 1902).

of the tetrahedron will be found to be com-
mutative: in fact i>if';=6:i>i= t'j. b^t= b,bt=
b,, 6A= fcA= 6=; (b^^= b,-= b,^ = l).

The tetrahedral rotations furnish a simple

instance of an algebra of operations. .\ny sys-

tem of operations possesses such an algebra, of
greater or less extent. And as many different

systems of operations, taken from widely sepa-

rated mathematical fields, often present one and
the same algebra, these algebras are worthy of

study by themselves, as generalizing and unifying

instruments. Since each algebra is completely
defined by the laws of combination of the sym-
bols a.b.c we may abstract the idea of
operation entirely and deal with the pure algebra.

This position having been reached, it is in-

evitable to the mathematical mind to reverse
the order of thought and to devise algebras a
priori, leaving their concrete interpretation for

secondary consideration. In constructing such
algebras, choice among the infinite possibilities

will be dominated by the two principles of gen-
erality and usefulness. The two qualities are
combined in high degree in the algebra of
groups.

Definition of Group.—.\ system of symbols.
or elements, a,b,c (finite or infinite in

number), conceived as capable of multiplication
with each nther. is said to form a group if the
following conditions are fulfilled:

(1). The product of any two elements of
the system is a third element of the system.
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(2). The multiplication is associative:

(ab)c= a(bc), (but not necessarily commu-
tative: ab and ba need not be equal).

(3). Equalities ab= ab' or ab^^a'b require
b^b' or (I = a', respectively.

(Conditions (2) and (3) evidently hold for

any ordinary kind oi operations; (l) traces a

significant boundary).
The order of a group is the number n of its

elements. A group is briefly called finite or

infinite, according as its order is finite or infinite.

The defining conditions (i)-(3), classic in

tlieir simplicity, possess a most extraordinary
fecundity. From them alone proceed, by pure
logical deduction, the vast and intricate systems
which make up the algebra of groups.

As a primary deduction it may be noted that

every finite group G contains one and only one
element, identity (denoted by 1), such that for

every element .r of G l.v= xl = jf . A proper
power x'" of any element x of G is equal to this

element 1 ; the lowest exponent m for wliich this

is true is called the order of .v; every power of
X is equal to one of the in powers x, x", x^,
xf"— ', 1. The inverse x ^ ' of .t' is defined by
x-'x^= I =.v"' - ^x, whence by (3) A" " ' =
x"!-'; then .r -2=(.t-^) - i = a-'" -2, etc. The
analogy to ordinary algebra (of iiith roots of
unity) is here perfect. These elementary prin-

ciples may be illustrated by reference to the
tetrahedral group G of order 12 above.

An infinite group does not necessarily con-
tain the element 1 nor the inverse elements.
Thus all the motions of a point along a line in

one direction form an infinite group, but this

does not contain the reverse motions nor the
case of no motion. The prevailing tendency is,

however, to restrict the name group to systems
which contain the inverse of their elements, and
consequently the element 1.

A part of the elements of a group G, taken
by themselves, may form a group H, which is

then called a subgroul' of G. Thus the powers
of any element x of G form a cyclical group H
which is either G itself or a subgroup of G.
The tetrahedral group has a subgroup of order
4 composed of b,. h~. bs and identity. The order
h of a subgroup H of G is always a divisor of
the order g of G. If f', where ^ is a prime num-
ber, is a divisor of g. G has one or more sub-
groups of order />', and the total number of
these 'subgroups is of the form kf + I, where k
is an integer. If />" is the highest power of p
that divides g, kp + i is also a divisor of g.
These theorems of Sylow and Frobenius are of
great assistance in the analysis of groups of
finite order. Thus a group of order pq. where
p and q are prime numbers, has a single sub-
group of order /> ; it has also a single subgroup
of order q, unless p is of the form kq + i. Thus
the order 15 = 5-3 presents only one case, while
the order 21 = 7.3 presents two. For a further
example, the icosahedral group of rotations,
which IS of order 60, contains subgroups of
orders, 2, 4, 3, 5, and also 6 and 10. The 15 lines
joining middle points of opposite edges of the
icosahedron form five sets of trirectangular axes,
each of which sets is converted into itself by
a tetrahedral group contained as subgroup in
the icosahedral group. There are no subgroups
of orders 15, 20, or 30 present.

Isomorphism and Transformation.—Groups
which have the same algebra are called isomor-

phic. Written in the same syinbols, isomorph.ic
groups are by definition identical. But in the
practice the isomorphism requires to be detected,
being veiled under dissimilarity of notation.
Once detected among groups derived perliaps
from quite different mathematical fields, iso-

morphism constitutes the unifying principle al-
ready mentioned. For example, the tetrahedral
group is isomorphic with tlie group of 12 sub-
stitutions (rearrangements) which it produces
among the four vertices of the tetrahedron ; and
the icosahedron group is isomorphic with the
corresponding group of substitutions of the five
trirectangular axis systems mentioned above.
These isomorphisms contribute materially to the
theory of equations of degrees four and five.

One instance of isomorphism is expressible
by a universal formula. Let G be any group,
with elements a,b,c, ...., and let t be any ele-

ment whatever capable of combination with
a.b,c , under conditions (i)— (3) ; then the
elements a'^ t- 'at, b'^ t - 'bt, C' ^t - 'cl, ....
form a group G'(t~'Gt), and this group G'
is isomorphic with G. For ii ab^c, for exain-
ple, then a'b' ^ t

- 'at-t- ibt= t -'abt= t - Wl =^

c', so that not only a', b', c' form a group, but the
algebra of this group is identical with that of G.
The process of deriving G' from G is called
transformation of G by t; G' is called the trans-
form of G by t. All transforms of a group G
(by t,s ) are isomorphic with G and with
each other.

Transformation has a very simple concrete
significance. Suppose that G is a group of
operations, a,b,c performed on a field of
objects A, and that / converts A into a second
field of objects B; then t-^Gt, i. e., t reversed,
followed by G, followed by /. produces among
the objects B an effect precisely parallel to that
produced by G on the corresponding objects A.
For example, if .^ is a plane, G a group of
operations in A, t a projection of A on a second
plane B, then t —'Gt is the projection of the group
G on B. Or again, if G is a group of rotaMons
about an axis A, and t a rotation which moves
A into the position B, then t-'Gt is a second
group of rotations, precisely similar to G. per-
formed about the new axis B. In general, trans-
formation in the present sense is the concom-
itant, for operations, of transformations in the
ordinary sense as affecting objects.

Group Analysis.—If G is any group and H
ally subgroup of G, all the transforms of H
with respect to the elements of G are contained
in G. These transforms are called the conju-
gates of H in G. Thus the subgroups of order 3
of the tetrahedral group are conjugate in that
group. A noteworthy general example is that
of the subgroups of order />" (a a maximum)
of a group G; these kp + i subgroups are
always conjugate. The number of conjugate?
of any subgroup // of G is a divisor of g. In
the important case where its conjugates all coin-
cide, H is an invariant subgroup of G. Every
group G has two invariant subgroups, itself

and the identical operation. If it has no other
invariant subgroups, G is simple; otherwise G is

compound. Thus the four rotations i, 61. 6;, i,i of
the tetrahedral group form an invariant sub-
group, this being in fact the only subgroup of
order 4, of the tetrahedral .group.

A maximum invariant subgroup f/ of G is

not contained in any larger invariant subgroup
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of G. A principal series of composition of G
consists of G and a series of subgroups, H, I,

J, ..... I of G, each of which is a maximum
invariant subgroup of the preceding one. The
ratios of the orders g.h.i.j, , 1 of these

subgroups is a principal series of factors of
composition of G. Apart from their order of

succession, these factors of composition remain
the same for ever>- principal series of con.posi-

tion of G. They play an important part in the

theory of algebraic equations.

Everj- compound group G is reducible to a

sequence of simple groups, whose orders are the

factors of composition of G. Only simple

groups present new problems. The chief

problem of the pure theory of groups is there-

fore the determination of all simple groups.

This problem awaits solution. All groups of

prime order are simple. Simple groups of com-
posite order are of rare occurrence, the only

cases below order 2000 being one group for each

of the orders 60. 168. 360, 504, 660, 1092. The
number of different prime factors in the order

of a simple group not of prime order is at least

three, and the total number of prime factors is

at least six (orders 60, 168. 660. 1092 being the

only exceptions). Xo simple groups of odd or-

der have as yet been found. Several series of

orders of simple groups are known, for example,

yinl{n^:4), p./)""!/'"— I), (/>»>3), etc.

A group whose elements are commutative is

called an abclian group. Every subgroup and
every element of an abelian group is invariant.

The factors of composition are here the prime
factors of the order.

Example of Group Construction.—Let a and
b be two elements of prime orders p and q
(ap=^i^b<!) and subject to the further con-

dition fc— 06= 0'. We find successively 67 'a^fr

:=b-'abb—^ab= aiai=^a^, 6-ia36= a3«

b-iaib = ai'; b-^aJb^ = b-'(b- 'aib)b =
t - JoJib= aJ'', b—ioibi= oi'*, , b- I'aib''=
a'V*.

,
b-iaib<i(=^\ai\)=a}^=aji^' rt

= I (mod. p). If p— I is not divisible by q, i

must be 1, b-'ab= a, ab= ba, that is, a and b

are commutative, and their various products ab

form an abelian group of order pq. (This group

consists of the powers of one element, say ab.)

But if q divides />— 1, the congruence i« =1
has roots 1 different from 1. .\ny one of these

roots i having been chosen, the conditions aP—
I =:fri7, fc-iofr= a' are consistent and lead again

to a group of order pq composed of the distinct

products a*M; the last group is non-abelian.

For A= 3. 9^=2, the second group presents the

multiplication table

i> i
ai
a-b

t

I
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1. Prairie Hen (Tympaiuichus Americanus).
2. Blackcock (Tetrao urogallus).

3. Moor-hen or Ptarmigan (Lagopus albus)

in winter dress.

4. Scotch Ked Grouse (Lagopus scoticus).

5. Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus).

6. Hybrid between Blackcock and Capercailzie.
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have linear transformations into themselves,

these always forming a gronp. Thus a plane

cubic curve has in general such a group of order

432. Linear congruence groups should also be

mentioned. An example is the simple group of

order lApiP'—J) (P>4) composed of the lin-

ear transformation z = {a 3 -]-p) / (y s + S)

wherio,/3, 7, 5, z" , s are integers taken mod./
Continuous Groups.—These are groups of

transformations involving continuous parameters,

such as the entire group of linear transforma-

tions of z, or the entire group of motions in a

plane or in space. The theory of these groups,

which has been extensively developed by Sophus

Lie and his followers since 1870, has important

applications to geometry, and especially to the

theory of differential equations.

Historical.—The theory of groups was orig-

inally developed by Galois, Cauchy, and their

successors under the particular guise of substi-

tution groups. It was with Sylow's memoir in

the <Mathematische Annalen,' Vol. V. (1872)

that the theory began to assume its independent

abstract form. Among those who contributed

to this movement are Cayley, Klein, Dyck, and

others. But it is to Frobenius, above all others,

that we owe the great developments of the pure

theory which have been accomplished in the last

fifteen years. The theory of group characteris-

tics, recently created by Frobenius, is destined to

produce brilliant results in the near future.

Other historical elements are traceable in the

accompanying bibliography.
Bibliography.—Burnside, 'Theory of Groups*

(1897) ; Cayley, 'American Journal of Mathe-
matics' (1878); Dickson. 'Linear Groups'
(1901), 'Theory of Equations' (1903) ; Easton,
'Constructive Development of Group Theory,
with a Bibliography' (1902) ; Frobenius, 'Sitz-

tingsberichte' of the Berlin Academy (1895 et

seq.)
; Jordan, 'Traite des substitutions' (1871) ;

Klein, 'Ikosaeder' (1884); Netto, 'Substitu-
tionentheorie' (1882) ; Serret, 'Algebre supe-
rieure' (1866); Sylow, 'Mathematische An-
nalen' (1872); Weber, 'Algebra' (1899).

Fr.^iNk Nelson Cole,
Professor of Mathematics, Columbia University.

Grouse, a family (Tetraonid^) of galli-

naceous game birds with feathered feet or
tarsi, inhabitants of the northern hemisphere.
In North America our best known species is

the ruffed grouse (Bonasa nntbellus) ; the "par-
tridge" of New England and the "pheasant" of
the Middle States. This bird, in one or other of
its races, ranges all across the continent from
Canada to Washington and southward in the
higher ground, and is one of our best esteemed
game birds. The rumbling drumming of the
male is a familiar sound in the woods in early
sprmg, and is effected by rapidly beating the
wings against tlie body. On the prairies of the
<:entral and western States are several varieties
of pinnated grouse or prairie chickens (q.v.).
In the northwest occur the blue or dusky grouse
(Dendragapus fuliginosus) and the sage hen
(q.v.). In Canada and the northernmost part
of the United States occurs the Canada grouse
or "spruce partridge" (Canachitcs canadensis)
with tlie allied Franklin's grouse (C. franklini)
in the northem Rocky Mountains. The species

to which the name grouse was originally applied,
namely the red grouse or moorfowl (Lagopus
scoticus) of England, is the only bird absolutely

restricted to tlic I'.ritish Isles. It is plentiful in

suitable parts of Wales and northern England,

but is especially numerous in the highlands of

Scotland, where it is bred and preserved on

moorlands of great extent, large areas of which

are kept barren of other occupation for this

purpose. This, then, is the bird whose shooting,

permitted for a period following the 12th of

August, attracts so large numbers of sportsmen

annually to Scotland for the "grouse-shooting."

The sport may be followed in the ordinary

method of shooting on the wing over dogs ;
but

in many places is conducted as a battue. Grouse-

moors are owned and rented in large numbers,

and have a status similar to that of deer-forests

(q.v.). This grouse is a ptarmigan, other species

of which exist in the artic regions (see Ptar-

migan). Other European grouse of impor-

tance are the blackcock and capercailzie (q.v.).

Among works dealing especially with grouse

and grouse-shooting are Lloyd. 'Game Birds and

Wildfowl of Sweden and Norway' (London,

1867); the volumes on 'Shooting' in the 'Bad-

minton Library' (London, 1889); Alflalo,

'Sport in Europe' (London, 1901) ; Sandys and

Van Dyke, 'Upland Game Birds' in the Sports-

man's Library (New York, 1902) ; Cones, 'Birds

of the Northwest' (.Washington, 1874).

Grove, Sir George, English engineer, au-

thor, and musical critic : b. Clapham, near Lon-

don, 13 Aug. 1820; d. Sydenham 28 May 1900.

After completing his studies in the grammar
schools of Clapham, he learned civil engineer-

ing, and for two years worked in Napier's fac-

tory near Glasgow. In 1841 he went to the

West Indies, erecting in that year the Morant
Point lighthouse in Jamaica, and in 184S the

Gibb's Hill light in Bermuda. He was appointed

secretary to the Society of Arts in 1849, and in

1852 to the Crystal Palace. While in the latter

position he exerted all his influence toward giv-

ing the music-loving public the best music ob-

tainable, and endeavoring especially to create a

taste for the compositions of Beethoven and of

the German Romantic School. From 1868-83 he

was editor of 'Macmillan's Magazine,' and from

1878-^ edited the famous 'Dictionary of Music

and Musicians.' In 1882 he was made the first

director of the Royal College of Music, at the

same time being knighted, and in 1894 was made
a Commander of the Bath. He contributed

to Smith's 'Dictionary of the Bible' (1864), and

to Stanley's 'Sinai and Palestine' (1865).

Grove, Sir William Robert, English physi-

cist ; b. Swansea, 181 1 : d. 1896. He was gradu-

ated at Oxford in 1832, began the practice of

law in 1835. but eventually applied himself to

the study of physics. He was elected professor

of experimental philosophy to the London In-

stitution, 1840-47. and received the Royal medal

from the Roval Society for his paper on the

'Gas Voltaic Battery.' Returning to the law he

was knighted and made a judge of the High
Court of Justice. He was one of the first to

grasp the law of the "conservation of force."

He is the author of 'The Correlation of Physical

Forces' (1846).

Grove City, Pa., borough in Mercer
County, on the Pittsburg, B. & L. E. railroad :

58 miles north of Pittsburg. It is the seat of

the Grove City College, a coeducational school

opened in 1884. The chief manufactures are
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carriages, brooms, gas-engines, and machineni-.

Pop. 1.615.

Grover, Cuvier, American army officer: b.

Bethel, Me., 24 July 1829: d. Atlantic Cit>-,

N. J.. 6 June 1885. He was graduated at the

United States Military Academy in the class of

1S50. and on the outbreak of the Civil War was
appointed captain of the loth infantr>-. Return-
ing East, in April 1862, brigadier-general of vol-

unteers, was assigned to duty with the Army of

the Potomac, with which he participated in the

various battles of the Peninsular campaign in

Virginia, and in the second battle of Bull Run.
In 1864 he commanded the 19th corps, and in the

Shenandoah campaign was engaged in the bat-

tles of Opequan, Fisher"s Hill, and Cedar Creek.

He was mustered out of the volunteer service in

1865, and in 1875 became colonel of the ist

cavalry.

Grover, Lafayette, American politician: b.

Bethel, Me., 29 Nov. 1823. He was admitted

to the bar in Philadelphia in 1S50, and settled

in Salem, Ore., in 1851, where he became
prominent in his profession, and was made
prosecuting attorney of the second judicial dis-

trict, and auditor of public accounts. In 1853
he was elected to the territorial legislature, serv-

ing there three years, and being speaker in his

last term (1856). He fought in the Indian wars
in 1853 and 1855-6, and was later made United
States commissioner to audit spoliation claims.

In 1857 he was a member of the Oregon con-

stitutional convention, and when Oregon was
' admitted as a State, he was member of Congress
(1858-9). He was chairman of the Democratic
State committee (1866-70) ; served as governor
of the State 1870-7; and was United States

senator 1877-83.

Groves. See Asher.\.

Groveton, Va., Battle of. See Bci-L Ruk,
Second B.kttle of.

Grow, Galusha Aaron, American states-

man: b. Ashford (now Eastford), Windham
County, Conn., 31 .Vug. 1S23; d. Glenwood, Pa.,

31 March 1907. He was graduated from .\m-

herst College in 1844, was admitted to the bar

of Susquehanna County, Pa., in 1847, was elected

to Cohgress in 1850, and was si.\ times re-

elected. During his lirst three terms he was a

Free-Soil Democrat, during the last three a Re-

publican. He was chairman of the committee on

the Territories in the Thirty-fourtli and Thirty-

sixth Congresses, and speaker of the Thiny-
seventh Congress, whose live-weeks' session of

4 julv— .Aug. 6 1861 largely defined the govcm-
mtnt'attitudc toward the Confederacy and voted

$500.oc»,ooo for war purposes, he introduced

the Homestead bill (see Homeste.\d L.\ws i into

the House, fought for it 10 years, finally obtained

its enactment, and signed it as speaker. In

1879 he declined the mission to Russia, in 1894

was elected from Pennsylvania as congrcssman-

at-large, and was successively re-elected to the

Fiftv-founh, Fifty-fifth. Fifty-si-xth and Fifty-

seventh Congresses. His plurality in 1896 was

297446, the largest given up to that time in

any State of the United States to a candidate

for any office. He was also a delegate to the

national Republican convention of iSh4. 1884.

and 1892, and chairman of the Pennsylvania

State Republican committee in 1868. In 1871-6

he was the president of the International and

Great Northern railway company of Texas. His
long record of conspicuous service is almost

unparalleled in the political annals of the United

Stales.

Growth, increase in size or volume. It

may be divided into inorganic and organic

growth. As an example of the former is the

increase in size of minerals. Living beings or

organisms grow by adding to the substances

(protoplasm, etc) form ing their bodies similar

matters as food, which are digested, assimilated,

and thus taken into the body of the_ plant or

animal by interstitial deposit. Organic growth

is thus fimdamentally a physico-chemical pro-

cess together with a form of constructive energj-

as yet quite incomprehensible to us. The result

of this absorption of food is that the body in-

creases in size, that is, grows. All growth is

attended by movement ; and growth-movements
are. as Verwom states, common to aJI living^

bodies, but thej- take place so slowly that they

can scarcely be followed with the eye. Growth
goes on more freely and the size of the body
increases most rapidly in those organisms in

which the body presents a large raying surface,

in distinction from the microscopic bodies of
the one-celled plants or animals. The simplest

phenomenon of growth is seen in cells. whicK
during growth rapidly multiply by self-division,

which causes the increase in volimie in the

embrj-o.

The physical agents or factors in the growth
of plants and animals are abimdance of food,

together with the influences exerted by heat,

light, etc. During growth the simple molecule
of living proteid continually attracts elements to-

itself from the food (.Hatschek). Growth is

most rapid in a well-fed plant or animal. The
health, size, and stature of children depend on
good nutritious plain food and plenty of fresk

'Food and Chemical Agents.— As digestion

and assimilation are chemical processes, they
require certain materials to work with. These
are called food. The elements which constitute

food and which occur in protoplasm and flesh

are carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, lime, phosphorus,
potassium, sodium, chlorine, magnesium, sul-

phur, silicon and iron. .\11 or any of these enter

the body in various combinations, each playinff

a definite part in growth. Phosphorus is espe-

cially abundant in the tissues of embrvos : potas-

sium appears to be of great importance ia
imbibition, while iron is essential in the early

processes of cell-division. Besides these inor-
ganic substances, organic food, as flesh or
vegetables, are essential to the growth of ani-

mals. Water is also essential, and embryos de-
velop most rapidly in moist places or in water.

Light.— Without light there would be no-
growth, indeed no life. Light may retard or
iiastcn growth, under different circumstances.
Voimg growing plants and embr>-05 of animals
need to be protected from too direct sunlight.

Temf-eralure.— Organisms need sufficient

heat in order to grow. The requisite amount
for normal, maximum growth is called the
optimum temperature, for at such a degree of
warmth growth takes place faster than at any
other. If the temperature be lowered, the rate
of growth gradually diminishes ; if the tem-
perature be raised too much above the optimum,,
the rate of growth diminishes more rapidly.

E.xcess of cold dwarfs both plants and animals.
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Space and Mviriiiciit.— If too much crowded,
plants become slender and weak; snails become
dwarfed if reared in too small vessels; mankind
when confined to too narrow quarters in large

cities tend to become undersized, from not
having sufficient space and good air to live in

;

small trout live in small brooks and large ones
in larger streams. AH organisms need room to

move or at least to grow.
Heredity.— Besides the factors already men-

tioned heredity has its share as an agent.

Growth, development and reproduction are now
in the plant and animal world proceeding as it

were in grooves, or along more or less definite

paths, in accordance with long established laws
or relations, and the mechanism of growth is

subject to heredity.

Growth and Longevity.— The elephant and
whale attain a colossal size because they grow
throughout life and live long. The large size

of man as compared with many other mammals,
is due to the fact that he grows for a longer
period ; while many mammals get their growth
in one, two or three years, man does not stop
growing until he is thirty.

It is to be observed that individual growth
is not only dependent upon a suitable amount
of food, but on proper environment and favor-
able conditions of life, and all these agencies
also are the primary factors of organic life. It

is the changes in the conditions of life, coupled
with heredity and selection, that have caused the
evolution of the world of plants and animals.
Thus we see that the fundamental causes of the
evolution of species are the same as those which
determine the growth of any individual organ-
ism ; we by no means understand all the phe-
nomena of simple growth ; there are unexplained
laws and causes, as there are in general evolu-
tion ; both in this respect are of a piece and are
similar in their nature and results. The origin
of species is as natural a process as the growth
of the individual, and both in many respects are
alike inexplicable by the science of the present
day.

Growth and Development of the Human
Being. In this article growth refers to an
increase in size, and development to an increase

in capacity. The body begms in a microscopic

cell, and passes through the various stages of

birth, growth, development, decline, and death.

The life of an individual may be studied in

various periods, the embryonic and foetal (.which

do not concern us at this time) and those of in-

fancy, childhood, youth, maturity, and old age.

The above division is convenient, but not physi-

ologically exact. The various periods are not
sharply limited. From birth to maturity, with
a gradual increase in size of various organs,
there are progressive modifications of func-
tions. Toward old age, decline begins and the
modifications retrogress.

The Period of Infancy is variously limited

by different writers, extending from birth to the

end of the fourth, fifth, or even the seventh
year, the last considered by law as the begin-
ning of responsible life. Probably the best lim-
itation is from birth to the end of the first

dentition, about the end of the second year. At
birth, connection with the mother suddenly
ceases, and a new existence begins with the
first inspiration. Then the vegetative functions,
digestion, circulation, respiration, secretion, ex-
cretion, and assimilation, are soon, established.

The infant performs all the functions of adult

life except reproduction and volition. But in

order to have them at their best they should be
intelligently supervised by the parents. The
young baby is the most helpless and dependent
of all creatures. The care it receives intluences

its future life. With no care it must perish.

The period of infancy is characterized by
frailty, active nutrition, rapid growth, and com-
mencing development. It is especially prone
to convulsions from improper food^ or from
high body tetnperature, whatever the cause, to

rickets and scurvy from improper nourishment,

to spasmodic affections such as false croup, to

hydrocephalus, meningitis, whooping cough,
diphtheria, diarrhcea, bronchitis, pneumonia,
and to the eruptive diseases, measles, chicken-

pox and scarlet fever.

The rate of infantile mortality is very high.

From one fourth to one half of the children

born in our large cities die within the first year;

in small towns and in the country the rate is

much lower. Many of the new-born are en-

feebled by vices of formation, such as cyanosis,

spina bifida, hydrocephalus, or meningocele, by
an hereditary syphilitic, scrofulous, or tuber-

culous taint, or by chronic aflfections in the

mother. All infants are exposed to the risks

of an improper dietary, impure air, and the ex-

tremes of heat and cold.

The bones of the infant are very vascular,

quite elastic, have but little firmness, and their

epiphyses are cartilaginous. They are there-

fore readily inflamed, as in scurvy, may be dis-

torted by pressure, or incompletely broken by

apparently slight injuries, or the epiphyses may
be separated by such injuries. To forcibly lift

a voung child by one arm is always dangerous.

The skull at birth is not fully ossified and can

be readily compressed. The anterior fontanelle

begins to close about the 9th month and is usu-

ally closed about the i8th. Depression of this

fontanelle is one of the evidences of general

debility. Premature closure of the skull is a

cause of epilepsy or idiotism. The vertebral

column is straight, lacking the curves of later

life, and is quite flexible, but this flexibility

tends to backward, forward, or lateral distor-

tions of the spine, as the result of rickets, in-

flammation (caries) of the vertebra-, or of sit-

ting, standing, or reclining in strained positions.

.Allowing infants (especially feeble ones) to sit,

stand, or walk too early tends to produce bow
legs and knock knees, as well as spinal deform-

ities. It is many weeks before a baby can hold

up its head. Even by the twelfth week it is

not properly balanced. It tnay be at the six-

teenth. The first attempt to sit is about the

sixteenth week, and sitting is accomplished

about the fortieth. .-Vbout the thirty-eighth week,

the child attempts to stand, and should be able

to stand alone by the eleventh or twelfth month,

and to walk unaided by the fifteenth or seven-

teenth month. Some children never creep. If they

do, the attempt is made about the ninth month.

The muscles of an infant are soft and not

capable of great effort. Not till after the sixth

month are they felt firm and resisting. To
develop them the clothing should be loose, and
the child, in a nude state, should at times be

allowed free play of them. To swathe the feet

and limbs in bandages "to make the child

straight" is hurtful.
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The abdomen and chest (in its lower por-

tion) are prominent, due to the ver>- large liver,

the small pelvis., and the distention of the

stomach by food, and to large size of the heart

and lungs. All of these organs must have free

movement, in order to carrv- on their important
functions. Tight bandaging of chest or abdomen
hampers movement and compresses important

blood vessels. The size and weight of the heart

of the new-bom explains the rapid growth of the

body and those organs in most direct communi-
cation with the heart, especially the brain. The
small size and the vertical position of the stom-

ach account for the ease with which infants

throw up their food when the stomach is dis-

tended. Repeated acts of vomiting are inju-

rious. The practice of jolting babies tends to

produce vomiting. Each child must be studied

by itself as to its powers of digestion, and what
is the proper food for each. The substitution of

artificial feeding for maternal nursing, and the

indiscriminate use of baby foods are responsible

for much sickness and many deaths. But nat-

ural feeding is not always possible, owing to the

dictates of fashion or the poor health of mother
or child.

The nervous system of infants is verj' ex-
citable, especially toward the end of the first

year, and is out of proportion with the slow-

development of the inhibitory centres. Convul-
sions and spasmodic affections are therefore

readily produced by various causes, such as un-

digested food, eruptive fevers, impure air,

fright, or excessive heat. Most of the move-
ments and actions of early infancy are reflex,

such as stretching, crowing, and sighing, for

example, .^bout the fourth month evidences of

will power appear and gradually increase.

Good habits, as to regular times for feeding,

sleep, etc., can often be inculcated at this early

age. or even before, to the advantage of both

mother and child. The brain is relatively large

at birth and grows rapidly up to the seventh

year, and after that time more slowly.

During this formative period care should

be observed not to excite the brain unduly,

else nervous disorders may result. Repeatedly

urging a young child to 'show off is, to say

the least, very unwise.

The senses of taste and smell seem to be

partially developed at birth. After the third

month the quick closure of the eyes on the

approach of an object seems to indicate the es-

tablishment of true vision. .\ very bright light

may be appreciated by the second or third day,

or may be followed by the eyes, if moved slowly,

after the sixth week. It is usually weeks before

there are associated movements and convergence

of the eyes. The eyes of the new-born fre-

quentlv move independently of each other, pro-

ducing "squint." but squinting in the course of

a severe disease is a bad sign. .Xs to colors,

yellow, red, pure white, gray, and black, in the

order named, are said to be the first recognized,

gradually after the sixth month.

All children are bom deaf, but may notice

sharp sounds six hours after birth, though usu-

ally not until a number of days. Toward the

end of the first year the infant begins to imitate

vocal sounds in its attempt to speak.

The circulation of blood is ver>' rapid; the

blood vessels are large and thin. Congestions,

jnflammitions, and hemorrhages, therefore, are

quite common. The pulse is irritable and

slight causes disturb its rate and sometimes its

regularit}'. The rate in the new-bom is 130-

140, during the first year 105-150 per minute,

during the second 110-120, then gradually di-

minishes until at the fifth year it is about 90;

from the seventh to the fourteentli year 80-90,

and afterward 70-80. The respirations of the

new-born are from 30 to 50 per minute, and at

the end of the first year from 25 to 35. The
breathing of healthy children is noiseless and
tlirough the nose. The habit of mouth breathing
usually caused by enlarged tonsils and by ade-
noid growths, is productive of deafness, change
in facial expression and distortion of the chest

(pigeon breast). The relatively small size of

the pharjnx, larj-nx, and trachea frequently

cause throat affections to be serious ailments

in infants.

The average temperature of the infant is

100° F., but it is subject to many fluctuations.

It is raised by ingestion of food, struggling,

crying, etc.. and lowered by sleep, inactivity, and
insufficient food. Sponging with cool water or
oiling the skin will frequently lower a high
body temperature, which, if unchecked, might
cause convulsions.

In man there are two sets of teeth. The
first or temporarj- teeth are 20 in number, ID in

each jaw. The first tooth appears about the
seventh month, the last about the twenty-fourth
month. The dangers of dentition are much ex-
aggerated. Well-nourished children of healthy
parents cut their teeth earlier, easier, and more
regularly than do feeble children. If the first

tootli is not cut before the 14th month there
is some serious defect. About the 6th year
(and before the temporarj- teeth are shed) the
jaws contain all the temporary- teeth and all the
rudimentarj- permanent teeth except the wisdom
teeth. .\t birth, when the teeth have not ap-
peared and in old age when thej- have disap-
peared the lower jaw is obtuse. During the
growth of the teeth, the lower jaw increases in
depth and length. To admit of these changes,
the temporary as well as the permanent teeth
should be taken care of. and filled if need be.

Food requiring mastication should not be given
until there are several teeth. The permanent
teeth are 32 in number, 16 in each jaw. The
first one appears about the 6th year, the last

from the 18th to the 24th or later. The th\Tnus
gland appears in the new-bom. attains its full

size by the end of the 2d year, then gradually
diminishes until at pubertv- it has almost disap-
peared. It is supposed to be one of the sources
of the red blood corpuscles.

For the first few months of life tears and
perspiration are rare. After three months they
are freer. In rachitic infants perspiration is

often profuse. Up to the end of the first year
the sebaceous glands are verj- active, especially
upon the scalp. The saliva and pancreatic juice
are small in amount until about the third month
and therefore starchy foods cannot safely be
given to young infants. The gastric secretion
at birth can as a rule readily digest the casein
of mother's milk, but has difficult}- in disposing
of other food. Mucus in the infantile intestines

is copious, often ferments and may neutralize
the feebly alkaline intestinal juices, and the pan-
creatic juice and saliva.

Both the small and large intestine are com-
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paratively long, and digestion and peristaltic

action arc rapid. These facts together with the

small size of the stomach and the rapid growth

of the body, require that the young baby be fed

every 2 or 3 hours. The great length of the

sigmoid fle.xure of the colon impedes the passage

of fseces and induces constipation, which should

be relieved by lif;ht laxative medicines or, bet-

ter still, by change in the diet.

The lymphatic glands are numerous and large

in the infant and the communication between
them and the general system is more marked
than at any other period of life. They are

readily congested and enlarged in affections of

the throat, scalp, etc., and in scrofulous and
syphilitic ailments.

The average weight of the male new-born
child is 7 lbs. 11 oz. ; of the female 7 lbs. 4 oz.

For the first few days there is a loss in weight,

then the weight gradually increases. Generally

it is doubled by the Sth month and trebled by
the I2th in breast-fed infants; in hand-fed,

later. Usually a healthy child gains 20 lbs. in

weight and 10 inches in height in first 2 years

of life ; in the 3rd year 4 lbs. and 4 inches.

During next 6 years there is an annual increase

of 4 lbs. and 2 or 3 inches ; after the loth year

about 8 lbs. a year. About the 9th year in girls

and the nth in boys there is a diminution in the

rate of growth, and at puberty ( 13th year in

girls and l6th in boys) the activity of growth
is the greatest. Between 12 and 15, girls grow
heavier and taller than boys, but at 15 the boys
again lead and maintain it through life. Growth
usually continues to about the age of 25 in

males and there may be a slight increase for

5 or 10 years afterwards. Girls usually attain

adult stature at about 2! years. Weight usually

increases in the male and frequently in the

female to the 50th or 6oth year, due to an ac-

cumulation of fat.

The Period of Childhood may be said to

extend from the end of the second year to

puberty or youth. By the end of infancy, the
anterior fontanelle is closed, the temporary
teeth are cut and the child is beginning to talk

and walk, to use judgment and memory and to

display independence. Childhood is character-
ized by active growth and development of the

body and mind. Arrest of growth and loss of
weight indicate malnutrition. On the other
hand, while a very thin baby is abnormal, a very
fat child or youth is, as a rule, one whose nutri-
tion is at fault, or whose diet is too rich or
generous.

The preparation of boys and girls for the
duties and responsibilities of manhood and
womanhood, requires especially that their brains,
muscles, and digestive apparatus shall be strong.
Nerve force must be stored not dissipated, and
coddling is wrong. Their nervous systems are
normally very active and sensitive to impres-
sions, hence nervous disorders and exhaustion
are readily induced by over-stimulation of the
brain, through excitement, too much study, etc.

Physical and mental training must go together.
A vigorous child is almost constantly in mo-
tion, either at work or play, and this is as it

should be. The same amount of exercise would
exhaust an adult. It is well understood that
systematic muscular exercise besides hardening
the muscles improves the mental strength, that
well developed children take a higher rank in

school than those of the same age less devel-
oped. Abundant out of door exercise also de-
velops the co-ordinating power of muscles and
the special senses, induces a greater respiratory

range, better oxidation, and an increased power
of the heart. Thus nutrition is stimulated and
a symmetrical development obtained. And this

is just as necessary for girls as for boys. Chil-
dren need sleep oftener and longer than
adults. A healthy young baby sleeps nearly
two thirds of the time and a healthy child of
seven will often sleep quietly for twelve hours
or more. Disturbed sleep and sleeping with the

mouth open indicate some nervous gastric or
intestinal disturbance or the presence of en-

larged tonsils.

After the first few years of life the special

senses seem to acquire an acuteness, more
marked than in later life when the perceptions

are associated with more complex mental pro-

cesses. Children require much food and the

diet should be nutritious, but overloading the
stomach, especially with sweets and fruit, may
excite general convulsions, vomiting, diarrhoea

and alarming fever. A vigorous, healthy boy
often eats, and may require about as much food
as the average man. A variable appetite or the
habit of eating mainly one class of foods is

indicative of innutrition. A properly mixed
diet is necessary for health. Sugar {candy,
etc.), valuable in reasonable amount, should
not be eaten in such quantity as to interfere

with the appetite for regular meals. Children,

especially those who eat but little sugar, should
be taught to eat fat. In childhood the lym-
phatic system is still active, the glands readily

enlarge as the result of irritation or of general

disease, especially scrofula. The respiration in

early childhood as in infancy is mainly dia-

phragmatic — the abdomen moves freely. The
temperature normally is about 100° F. A sud-

den high temperature is much less significant

than in the adult, so also is an increase in the

rapidity of the pulse. Young children lose heat
readily from the surface of the body, and are
susceptible therefore to "taking cold" when in-

sufficiently clad. The line should be carefully

drawn between overdressing and the "harden-
ing" process, and woolen garments except in

the hottest weather are advisable.

Owing to the large amount of food con-

sumed and the detritus resulting from the activ-

ities of the body—-a free discharge of waste by
the skin, kidneys and bowels should be facili-

tated by frequent bathing, the drinking of con-

siderable pure water and the use of fruit, gra-

ham bread and green vegetables.

The stomach in children is straighter and
more vertical than in adults, but less so than
in infants. Vomiting is still easily produced.

The small intestine is relatively much longer

than in adults, due to the fact that much nour-
ishment is to be digested.

Children are susceptible to nervous disorders

such as chorea and certain forms of paralysis,

and to whooping cough, mumps, measles, etc.,

which last are often classed as "children's dis-

eases." Spinal deformities are readily induced.

Certain diseases, such as tuberculosis, are likely

to affect a large number of organs at the same
time. The recuperative power of a normally
healthy child is very great, even in severe dis-

eases.
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The mortalit}" of young children in general
is enormous but decreases with age. It is great-
est among those whose hygienic conditions are
bad. who suffer from poor or insutficient food,
impure air, etc. Diphtheria, scarlatina, measles,
croup, pneumonia and intestinal disorders are
the chief causes of death.

The Period of Youth, Adolescence or Pu-
berty, is that period of life between childhood
and maturity: in law, 'that period from 14 in

males and 12 in females till 21 years of age."
It occurs earlier in hot climates than in cold, is

hastened by luxurious living and habits of idle-

ness and is retarded by severe labor, hardship,
privation and ill health. It is that period when
the indi\-idual becomes fitted for reproduction
by the development of the sexual organs. The
voice is unsettled, due to a rapid general en-
largement of the laryngeal cartilages and a
lengthening of the vocal cords. Hair appears
in the pubic region, in the axillae and on the
face in the male. In the female particularly,

fat is rapidly deposited in the subcutaneous cel-

lular tissue of the breast and extremities, adding
to the comeliness of the form. The function of
menstruation is established, preceded in a vary-
ing degree by headache, backache, physical and
mental lassitude, palpitation, bleeding from the

no?e, nervous irritabilit>' and hysteria. Se.xual

maturity is evidenced by awakened sensibilities

towards individuals of the opposite sex, of at-

traction, of repulsion or of timidity and sh>-ness.

In youth there is a pronounced development of
the limbs, an increase in the size of the chest

and a diminution in the size of the head and
abdomen. The spine now forms a double
curve, and the pelvis widens especially in the

female. Mental faculties mature. A girl be-

comes a woman earlier than the boy a man.
Inasmuch as the rapid nutritive changes are

prone to be attended by more or less grave dis-

turbances of the ner\'Qus fuiKtions, it is essen-

tial, in order to have a sound mind in a
sound body (that is, health), to carefully

regulate physical and still more, mental ex-
enion. The habit of self control must be
encouraged, and exaggerated language discour-

aged. School duties should not be imposed
bej-ond, or even up to the limit of tolerance of

the individual, and social functions should not

interfere with an abundance of sleep and out-

door exercise, else the result will be a wreck of

the nervous system, and prolonged ner\-ous and
muscular prostration. Recklessness as to the

laws of health arc responsible for much of the

sickness at this period of life. Purity of thought
and action are great safeguards against the

temptations which beset growing youth, which
if yielded to they impair or destroy both mind
and body. .Animal impulses are to be sub-

ordinated to aspirations of the mind. The con-

tinued fevers such as t>-phoid. severe inflamma-
tions, as pneumonia and acute rheumatism,
tuberculosis and heart afTections. are the prin-

cipal diseases of youth. Scarlet fever, measles

and other eruptive diseases may affect the in-

dividual, but not commonly. .Alcoholism is a

dangerous condition, easily acquired. Neurotic
conditions, especially in the female, too fre-

quently occur.

The Period of Maturity begins at about the

end of the 21 st year, and extends in men to

about the 6«h, when the power of reproduction

wanes, and in women to about 40 or 45, when
the menopause occurs : the breasts and repro-

ductive organs diminish and ovulation ceases.

In women, at this time (as in the onset of
puberty), the organic functions may be irregu-

lar: dyspepsia, palpitation, sweating, vertigo,

neuralgia, irritabilitj- and melancholy may occur.

The "change of life" is in reality therefore at-

tended with a severe nervous shock. Manhood
and womanhood begin when the individual has
reached the full stature, when the skeleton is

tirmly ossified, the jaw is square, the chest fully

expanded, and the limbs well developed. Grad-
ually from this time onward in most instances

fat begins to accumulate, especially upon the
abdomen, towards the end ot maluritj.

Popularly it is believed that man is in the
"prime of life* from 35 to 50, but there are
many instances of farmers, professional and
business men and women being successful and
at active work and in good health at 60 or more.
The fact is, that the ability to do hard work,
mental or physical, at an advanced age, depends
upon habits of industry and method, and upon
the care of the health which have been incul-

cated in earlier life, and are continued into and
through adult life.

Gradually as adult life advances, the inclina-

tion and sometimes the power for active exer-
cise fails. These are evils to be guarded against.

Out-door games, horse-back riding, and vigor-
ous walking, for example, may be pursued ad-
vantageously as a rule to 45 or 50 years of age.
-At about this time degenerative changes occur
in the body and care is necessary that the heart
and blood vessels be not overstrained. During
the prime of life the body enjoys a maximum
of vigor and power of endurance, and there is

reason to believe that this is also true of the
mind. But the self-consciousness of power that

the individual possesses is frequently a menace,
for it induces him to struggle for wealth or
fame in the turmoil and bustle of modem life.

to neglect recreation, to resort to alcoholics and
other stimulants to keep up his energy, and to

indulge irr general high living. It is especially

true at this time of life that no one should work
up to the full measure of his ability. Such
work is dangerous and has been responsible for
the "breaking down* of the health and the death
of many otherwise intelligent persons. The
principal diseases of adult life are alcoholism,
gout, cancer, urinary and venereal diseases,

rheumatism, pneumonia, tuberculosis, affections
of the brain and nervous system, of the heart
and blood vessels and of the digestive system.

The Period of Old Age or Senility usually
commeiKes about the 6oth year and is charac-
terized by a waning of the vital powers and by
atrophic and degenerative changes, the natural
consequences of decay. While death frequently
results from local accidents of the brain and
nervous system (apoplexy, sclerosis, etc.) and
of the heart, blood vessels and urinarj- organs
irredeemably damaeed in the course of decay,
it is normally but the ending of a natural life,

and not a pathological fact as in earlier life.

The stature of the old is less, the shoulders
rounded, bones are more fragile, the cartilages
are h.irdencd. the lower jaw resembles that of
the inf.int. the chin is prominent, the skin is

wrinkled owing to the absorption of fat. and
loses its elasticity, the teeth decay and fall out,
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urination is frequently difficult, the respirations

and heart beats are reduced in frequencj', the

arteries liave a tendency to ossify, the veins to

dihite. The muscles fail in their tension, the

voice becomes a "childish treble," the digestion

is weakened, the eye no longer sees clearly, and
hearing is dulled. The mind may preserve its

freshness for a long time. Usually the senses

fail first, next the faculties of memory, reason
and volition. Towards the close of life the

organic or vegetative phenomena prevail. The
natural death occurs wdien the breath becomes
fainter and fainter and the heart beats are

weaker and fitful — and then gradually cease.

Old people require an abundance of sleep.

They need also to be kept warm, for heat is

generated in them in smaller amount than in

robust health. Hence they are easily chilled.

Food should be plain, largely liquid, and that

which is easiest digested. Exercise in the open air

every day is desirable but it should be gentle in

character. With these precautions old age may
be made comfortable. Jerome W.^lker, M.D.,

Author of 'Walker's I'hasiology?

Grub, the larva of an insect, especially of
a beetle or fly. In reference to cattle it usually
means the maggot of a flesh-fly or warble. See
Bot-fly ; Larv.a.

Grubb, Sir Howard, Irish optician and
telescope-maker ; b. Dublin 28 July 1844. The
largest telescope of his construction is the 27-inch
of the Vienna Observatory. He was the first to

suggest a movable floor for an observatory dome,
which has been adopted in the dome of the
great 36-inch telescope of the Lick Observatory.
He has been vice-president of the Royal Dublin
Society from 1893, and was knighted in 1887.

Griibel, grii'bel, Johann Konrad, German
poet: b. Nuremberg 3 June 1736; d. Nuremberg
8 March i8og. He was a saddler and harness-
maker, and passed his youth in privation : but he
possessed genuine poetic gifts, as shown in the
pictures he has given of the lives and manners
of his countrymen in the three volumes of 'Po-
ems in the Nuremberg Dialect' (1802). An-
other volume appeared in 1808.

Gruber, gro'ljer, Johann Gottfried, German
author : b. Naumburg. on the Saale, 29 Nov.
1774: d. 7 Aug. 185 1. He studied at Leipsic,
and in 181 1 was appointed professor at the Uni-
versity of Wittenberg, and in 1815 professor of
philosophy at Halle. His chief work was that of
editing, first with Ersch, and after his death,
alone the first section of the 'Universal Ency-
clopedia.' His independent works include:
'Herder's Characteristic' (1805); 'Historv of
the Human Race' (180';) ; and Lives of Wie-
land {1815-16), and Klopstock (1832) ; he also
edited /Wieland's Complete Works' (1818-28).

Grun'berg, Germany, capital of the circle
of Griinberg in the Prussian province of Silesia

;

on the Oder, 15 miles east of Giessen. It is sur-
rounded by vineyards, and large quantities of wine
are made here and in the vicinity. Pop. 21,268.

Grundtvig, groont'vig, Nikolai Frederic
Severin, Danish theologian, historian and
poet: b. Udby, island of Seeland, 8 Sept. 1783:
d. Copenhagen 2 Sept. 1872. He was educated
at the University of Copenhagen, and in 1822
went to Copenhagen as chaplain. He made a
fierce attack on the rationalism of the time in
his 'The Answe- of the Church' (1825), a renly

to Professor Clausen, and for the violent expres-
sion of opinion in this work was severely cen-
sured and resigned his position. For a time ht
devoted himself to literary work, and through
his writings exercised a great influence on the
religious and political thought of D'enmark. In
1839 he became pastor at the hospital church of
Vartov, Copenhagen, and held that position till

his death, being made a bishop in 1861. He was
for a time a member of the Danish diet, and
took an active part against Germany and German
influence. His most important work is 'North-
ern Mythology' ; he also wrote a number of
poems, among them some very popular national
songs, and translated 'Beowulf.'

Grundy, Felix, American jurist: b. Berke-
ley County, Va., 11 Sept. 1777; d. Nashville,
lenn., 19 Dec. 1840. Studying law, he was
admitted to practice in 1798, and soon acquired
a high reputation as an advocate in criminal
cases. He was a member of the Tennessee
legislature 1799-1806, and in the latter year was
appointed one of the judges of the supreme
court of errors and appeals. In 181 1 he was
elected representative to Congress, and re-elected
in 1813. In 1829, and again in 1833, he was
elected to the senate of the United States, where
he was among the most prominent of the sup-
porters of President Jackson. In 1838 President
Van Buren appointed him attorney-general of
the United States; but in 1840 he resigned that
oflnce, and was re-elected to the senate.

Grundy, Sydney, English dramatist: b.
Manchester 23 March 1848. He was called to
the bar in 1869 and practised till 1876, but has
since become known at home, and in the United
States, as a successful and popular playwright.
Among his very numerous plays are: 'The
Glass of Fashion' (1883) ; 'A Fool's Paradise'
(1890); <A White Lie' (1893); 'Sowing the
Wind' (1893) ; and 'The New Woman' (1894) ;

'Slaves of the Ring' (1894) ; 'The Degener-
ates' (1S99) ; 'Frocks and Frills' (1902).

Grundy, Mrs., a personage constantly ap-
pealed to in the phrase, 'But what will Mrs.
Grundy say?' in Morton's play, 'Speed the
Plough' (iSoo), but who never appears among
the dniinalis persona: The phrase has now
come to stand for the judgment of society in

general upon actions or conduct.

Grunt, or Croaker, a drumfish (q.v.).

Gruson, groo'son, Hermann, German in-
ventor and manufacturer: b. Magdeburg 13
March 1821 ; d. 1895. He studied at Berlin; be-
came chief engineer of the Wohlert machine
shops in Berlin in 1851, and in 1854 went to
Buckau as director of the Hamburg-Mecklen-
burg steamship company. There he established
a shipyard of his own and built a small iron
foundry, where he invented a process of chilled
cast iron, which was much used in the manu-
facture of machinery, as well as for armor. His
establishment consequently grew rapidly, and in
1886 was incorporated, manufacturing armor for
most of the states of Europe. Gruson was
manager of the company until July 1891, when
he retired and devoted himself mostly to study
and experiments in physics. In 1893 the works
were sold to Krupp.

Griitzner, Eduard, ed'oo-iird griits'ner,
German painter: b. Gross Karlowitz. Schlcsien,
Germany, 26 May 1846. He began the study of
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art without a master, and hitT^'^lL^j' w'^ls
recognized bv the architest. Hirschberg. he «as

tS^lv the latter to Munich, 180+ He wa>

there admitted to the schoo ot Pilot>. He

fir/t appeared before the public as a h"n\°/°«;

Winter. Shakespeare's Falstaff be-^S h';
Af°;;

he subject. He is. however. 1^"°:^1 =" °^
^^u'^^^

world for his pictures of '"''n^^ '" ^^%u ' is
tailors shop, kitchen, etc. \N ell-kno«-n al>o is

W. 'Mephistopheles Behind the Scenes m the

Dressing Room of a Ballet Dancer.'

GryUidae, gnTi-de. a famHy, the .crickets

of salatorial orthopterous insects. d;sungu.>hed

from the grasshoppers and locusts by the fact

that the tarsi are three-jointed andjiie o^l

nositor. when exserted. is ^pear-shaped .
the

winS. when present, fit closely to the bod>.

The limilv includes three t>-pesj (O the true

crickeu. such as the common ^e'd ^"^„^ •

^^
the hearth cricket of Europe, which are of the

genus GryVus: (2^ the burro^nng. cunousU

Sfied mole^ckets (Q-^ =
(3)^e ^«e-

cricket^. pale-colored nocturnal forms w hicn lay

their e<^s in the twigs of diflferent plants, and

which Smetimes are so abundant that bv thejr

ri-laving alone they do considerable damage

t^^-inevards and to raspberry, and blackberry

plantatibns. The black held-cnckets. of which

the commonest American species is 'i"/^'''"^

simplex, inhabit burrows m the ground and

come abroad to feed on grass andherbage at

^Tht. and sometimes in daylight They deposit

e^. in the eround in the autumn, but these do

not hatch until the following spring.

Gryphon. See GRirnx.

Guadalajara, gwa-da-la-ha'ra, Mexico, capi-

tal -t the Sta-.e of Jalisco, and second only in

population and import!jnce to
.
the Utj ot

Mexico, from which it is 380 miles distant b>

t"e line of the Mexican Central railway. It.

altitude above sea level is 5-054 Jeet, The city

™,.se«es a great adx-antage m the nearby FaUs

^ Juanacatlan which supp y electnc enere'

for its industries, street raiUvav and hghting.

I^ r^ent vears Guadalajara has become a

ven- taportant mining centre o^ be..dquarters or

a district in which are many valuable P^-oPf^'^f:

now being developed. Guadalajara is noted for

TtsSful potTer>- .-d ^VUMlv w^ouglu

•retratos* or figures in day, and it> drawn

Jn^k In the immediate vianity is an inex-

;\^; .;•.,' V.Mt of clav the elastic qualities

riv'p'.M^inl; 'color of which especially adapt it to

the t"^^ pulses first above mentioned Xmong

other industries are manutactorics of ".tto"

^'^'ds. twine, and ^';d-?'=-
,

"^P^^^
'^f,i^t^^o"

articles. The hospitals include ^ C» '
"o

«;.-,l <nr both sexes, a Military- Hospital, tnc

? o piu oY.he Sacred Heart for women, the

Ho<:niLal r... .•rnano. also for women, and

il. nf^r- ^ Hospital, and Santisomo

Trinfrd Ar men. The citys educa-

^^nal facilities include a college of law. a coU

lege of medicine, a normal school, a oung

Xs- seminary, a lyceum. a high school and

, number of primary schools. The Cath' '

J,'^

or most notable church of the
•"%';Vin

grandest in the Republic, arc
. .„^2tion

;t< dimensions, decorations. :. (ntatton.

The^itentiary of the State >" imposmg

structure, is located here, as also the various

other public institutions. l.o<^ted m Ae
dtv are two public libraries.- the btate L.b-

rai^-. with over 50.000 volumes.— and the

Seiiiinar%- Library with over 12.000 volumes

an Industrial Museum, a theatre, and the

Govemor-s Palace. The pnncipal public park,

some of which are exceptionally beautiml, are

the -Mameda. Plaza de .\rmas Botanical Gar-

den. Alcalde Park, and the Calzada de San

Pedro The bank-ing facilities are supplied by

the Bank of Jalisco, a local insUtution with a

capital of S6.ooo.ooo. the Guadalajara Banking

Companv. and branches or agencies of the

Xationai Bank, and the Bank ot U)ndon and

Mexico, of Mexico City: the Bank of -Aguascal-

ientes, and the Central Bank, of Mexico City.

Pop. (1906) 102,000.

Guadaloupe-Hidalgo, gwa-da-loo'pa-e-dal'-

go a viUage of the federal distnct ot the

United States of Mexico, at the foot ot the

Guadalupe Mountains, three miles north ot

the citv of Mexico. The treaty of peace be-

tween the United States and Mexico was signed

here 2 Feb. i?4S-

Guadalupe-Hidalgo, Treaty of, 2 Feb.

1&48: the treatv which closed the ^lexican War.

While the war was in progress. Polk sent

Xicholas P. Trist of Virginia, then chief clerk

of the State Department, to negotiate a treaty

of peace : the conditions to include the cession

of Upper and Lower California and -New

^'exico and the Rio Grande for boundary be-

tween Mexico and the United States. Tnst went

to Scott's headquarters, an armistice was ar-

ranged, and in August 1847 the three Mexican

commissioners and Trist met and exchanged

proposals. The former would not yield to such

terms, demanded the Xueces as the boundary

(giring them Corpus Chrisri and a large mangle

at the southi, and offered much less other ter-

ritor^- Trist was recalled, but remained at

headquarters : Santa Anna declared that he was

tricked in the proposals, war operations went

on. and the citv of Mexico was captured not

lone after. In January 1847 negotiations were

resumed. Trist still acting as pnncipal. and the

treaty above was agreed on. The Senate, how-

ever, refused to accept it, and insisted on

harsher terms: Mexico was forced to accept

them, and the Senate ratified the treaty 10

March. Formal proclamation was made 4 July

1&48. The land cession was of L PP«r Cali-

fornia and New Mexico, and the Rio Gn.nde

w„s made ine boundary. The l nited btate>

paid Mexico Sii.ooo.ooo. and assumed s.^^"-'

000 of claims m'ade by United States citizens

against Mexico prior to the treaty, besides any

claims to which under the conventions of l»39

and ifj', Mexico was adjudged liable. Of the

252 claims put in under this treaty, 182 were

finallv allowed. See Mexican" W.\r.

Guadeloupe, gi-da-loop' (Fr. gwad-loop).

West Indies, an island of the inner chain ot

the Caribbees. (See Axtiu.es.) It. lies m la.,

n" N. and Ion. 61° W. and. with its depena-

encies. has an area of 5^3 to 600 square mile^

A strait divides it into two parts, called Basse-

Tcrrc and Grande-Terre. The former is very

mountainous, and its volcanic character has

been manifested most impressively by the erup-

tion of U Soufriere in 1797 and the disastrous
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earthquake in 1843. The eastern division, or

Grande-Terre, on the contrary, is a calcareous

plain, which at no point attains an elevation of

more than 450 feet. The mean temperature of

Guadeloupe is 78° F., the maximum being 101°

and the minimum 61°. The dependencies

referred to above are the adjacent islands,

Maria Galante, Les Saintes, and Desirade.

The chief products are sugar, coffee of

the finest quality, and cocoa. Revenues amount
to about $1,300,000 to $1,400,000 annually; ex-

penditures, including the appropriations made
by France from time to time, are somewhat in

excess of that sum. Guadeloupe is a depart-

ment of France, represented in the French
chambers by one senator and two deputies. Its

local interests are directed by a governor and a

general legislative assembly of 30 members, the

jurisdiction embracing one half of St. Martin,

besides the islands which have been mentioned.

There are nearly 100 elementary schools, with

11,000 pupils, and one lycce, with 350 pupils.

The chief seaport, Point-a-Pitre, with about

17,000 inhabitants, is situated on the eastern side

of Basse-Terre. Several times its buildings have
been destroyed or severely damaged : in 1903
minor earthquakes were reported to be of fre-

quent occurrence ; and a fresh outbreak from
La Soufriere was thought to be not improbable.

Le Moule, the principal town of Grande-Terre,
resembles Point-a-Pitre in size and situation.

After the discovery, Guadeloupe belonged to

Spain until 163S ; in that year it was taken by
the French; in 1794 England seized it, freed

the slaves, and retained possession until 1802

;

then it passed again into French hands, together

with Martinique, England taking St. Lucia in

exchange ; the restoration of slavery by the

French was resisted by the negroes, and was
attended with great suffering and loss of life;

for a brief period in 1810 England once more
held Guadeloupe, but returned it to France;
emancipation was declared in 1848. The inhabi-

tants are largely French mulattoes, with perhaps
15.000 coolies. Total population, including de-

pendencies, about 167,000. Consult Hill, 'Cuba
and Porto Rico, with the other Islands of the

West Indies.' M.\rrion Wilcox,
Authority on Spanish America.

Guadiana, gwa-fhe-a'na, a river of Spain
and Portugal, which rises in the plateau of New
Castile, flows first northwest, then circuitously

southwest into and across Estremadura, and on
reaching Badajoz turns southwest and forms
part of the boundary between Spain and Portu-
gal. Entering Portugal it flows past Monsaraz,
Moura, and Serpa, to Mertola, again forms the

boundary between the two kingdoms, and falls

into the Atlantic between Castro Marini on the

Portuguese, and Ayamonte on the Spanish side.

Its course is about 515 miles, of which only 35
are navigable. Its chief tributaries are the
Gigiiela. Bullaque, Valdehornos, and Rubial on
the right, and the Azuel and Jabalon on the left.

Guagua, gwa'gwa, Philippines, a pueblo of
the province of Pampanga, island of Luzon, on
one of the main channels of the Pampanga delta,

3 miles southwest of Bacolor. It is the port for

Bacolor, has steamboat communication with
Manila, and has an extensive business in gro-
ceries and drugs. Pop. 10.700.

Guaiacum, gwi-a-kum, a genus of trees of
the natural order Zygophyllacca, natives of

tropical America, remarkable for the hardness

and heaviness of their wood, known as lignum

vita, or Brazil-wood; also the peculiar resinous

product of the common species {C. officinale).

This is a tree 30 or 40 feet high, usually growing
with crooked stem and knotty branches. The
wood and resin have been obtained chiefly from
Cuba, Jamaica, and San Domingo, but the tree

is becoming scarce there. Guaiacum-wood is re-

markable for the direction of its fibres, each

layer of which crosses the preceding diagonally.

It sinks in water. It is much valued and used

for pulleys, casters, mortars, bowling balls, and

other purposes requiring an extremely firm and
durable wood. It is pale yellow on the outside

but blackish brown near the heart, where it

abounds in resin. Stimulati-ve and other medic-

inal properties reside in the bark, leaves and
resin of this tree.

Guaira, La, la gwa-e'ra, Venezuela, a sea-

port on the Caribbean Sea, five miles in a direct

line (29 miles by rail) north of Caracas, of

which it is the port. It is situated on a narrow
coast strip between high mountains and the

sea, and has an unhealthful climate. There are

modern harbor works including a breakwater,

and a considerable export and import trade is

carried on. In 1901 the exports of coffee

amounted to 7,290 tons ; of cocoa, 3,776 tons

;

and of hides, 782 tons ; the imports include man-
ufactured goods, provisions, wines, etc. The
town dates from an ancient Spanish settlement

in 1588. In 1903 the port was blockaded by
British and German fleets to enforce a settle-

ment of commercial claims. Pop. 14.000.

Gual, gwal, Pedro, South American patriot:

b. Caracas 31 Jan. 1784; d. Guayaquil, Ecuador,

6 May 1862. He was graduated from the Uni-

versity of Caracas; joined the patriots in 1810,

and was elected as a member of the legislature

in 181 1. In 1812, when the republicans sur-

rendered, he escaped to New York, but in a few
years returned, was made governor of Carta-

gena, and later sent as ambassador to the United

States. He was admitted to the bar in Washing-
ton, and began the practice of law, but in 1816

joined Bolivar, was made governor of some of

the conquered provinces, and was for a time

minister of finance and foreign affairs. In 1858

he joined the revolt against Monagas, and was
made president of the provisional government;
in 1859 he was elected vice-president of Ven-
ezuela, and in i860 became president, but re-

signed the next year, retiring to private life.

Gualeguay, gwa-la-gwi', Argentine, South
America, city in the province of Entre Rios

;

on the Gualeguaychu River. It is a trade centre

for a region in which cattle raising is the chief

industry. Pop. 7,810.

Gualeguaychu, gwa-la-g\vi-choo', Argen-
tine, South America, city in the province of

Entre Rios, on the Gualeguaychu River, II miles

from its mouth. Its chief industries are con-

nected with the raising and shipping of cattle

and wheat. Pop. 14,000.

Guam, gwam or goo-am', or Guajan,

gwa-han', one of the Ladrone Islands, the

southernmost and largest, and the only one

with much population; east of the Philippines;

occupied by the United States in 1898, the re-

mainder of the group belonging to Germany.

It is 29 miles long by 3 to 10 wide, and abouv

150 square miles in area; high and precipitous
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on the eastern side, and forming a low plateau

in the northern part, but mountainous in the

south. About half the soil is arable, but only

about one per cent cultivated. Except for the

native clearings, most of it is thick and pathless

jungle. Some of llie trees are valuable hard-

woods for ship-building or ornamental cabinet-

work ; others are useful for food, as the cocoanut

(.the finest here of all the tropics), pineapple,

breadfruit, sour-sop and custard-app'.e, etc.: the

hau (Hibiscus tihccum) makes strong cordage,

not affected by water ; the pandanus" long leaves

are braided iiito mats and hats : and tlie ylang-

vlang is famous for perfume. Rice, sugar to-

bacco, hemp, coffee, cacao, bananas, melons.

etc have been introduced and are cultivated.

The onlv native mammals are rats, flying fo.xes,

and bats; but the deer and wild goat, of Eu-

ropean origin, have thriven plentifully, and

cows and pigs are raised. There are no snakes

;

there are centipedes and scorpions, but none

dangerous. The climate is verj- rainy, but mild

except in midsummer, when the conflict of

trade-winds produces a dead calm, oppressive

heat, and storms, with some hurricanes. Earth-

quakes are frequent- The island is volcanic,

with bordeiing coral reefs. The east side has

but two eood harbors. Pago and Tarofofo: the

laner is the onlv one. except San Luis d .\pra

on the west, which is safe for vessels all the

year round. The island contains about 9.000

people: Chamorros with a mixture of Tagal

and Malav. and some .\nglo-Saxons from

whaling ships, producing half-breeds with cop-

per skins and light hair. They are nearly all in

the villages: those with ranches build rough

huts on them, where the family spend part of

the time, .-^gafia (San Ignacio d' .\gaiia) is

the onlv large town: it i.^i a neat place with

houses half of stone and half of wood or bam-

boo, and contains 6.400 people. Its best port is

.\pra (above), on a deep bay formed by a

peninsula : its o«-n harbor being dangerous in a

storm from the anchors dragging on the coral

bottom, and the landing bad from breaking

reef«. There is a mission school, endowed in

the 17th centurv bv Maria .\na. queen of Philip

IV. of Spain. Umata. on the west, was the

former capital Agat. 400 people, is next in im-

portance to .Agana: but the next largest in size

are Suwai. ooo. and Ynarajan. a fair port on

the southeast. =,^0. Merieo has .VK). (\\Tieeler.

Report on Guam, 1900. War Dept. doc 123.)

Guan, gwan. a gallinaceous bird of the

familv Crjcidtt. genus PouL^r'- char.icterized

by the front of the throat being naked and

wattled : specifically P. cristota. It is about 30

inches long, nearly half of which is due to the

toil. The color is a shining reddish-green, with

rump and hellv chestnut, neck and chest white-

spotted, and the feet and throat red :
the female

is of a more reddish tint, with the crest, neck

and mantle bordered with white. Though the

guan': have most of the habits of the curassow

(q.v). thcv are far less gregarious, noisy and

restless Thev take to trees when alarmed.

,.. .• ,1, r.. at nieht and often make their nests

branches. They inhabit the .Vmcri-

one species, the chacalaca (Ortalis

-z into Texas. Guans have long

•cd in South .\merica.

Guanabacoa. gwa-na-ba-ko a, Cuba, a town

well sitnated on high ground near the cit>- of

Ha\-ana The number of its inhabitants snown

bv the United States War Department census

of 18s© was 13,963 (.that is, 8,232 nauve white

;

1.091 foreisn white: 2.173 negro: 2.408 mixed:

and 61 (HimeseV The total populauon of the

district of Guanabacoa was 20.0S0.

Guanaco, gwa-naTco. See Houx.\co.

Guanahani, g\va-na-a-ne. See C.\i Islaxd.

Guanajay, ar\va-na-hi', Cuba, town in the

department of "the same name in the prmnnce

of Pinar del Rio. about 30 miles west of Ha-

vana. It is situated in a hill region of much

salubrin-. and is a popular health resort. Here

is the terminus of ilie Havana and Guanajay

Railroad. Pop. about 9.000.

Guanajuato, g-na-na-hoo-a'to, Mexico, a

state bounded bv the states of San Luis Potosi.

Queretaro. Michoacan, and Jalisco. Area

20 '76 square kilometres, or 7-8o6j6 square

miles. The principal Cordilleras traversing the

state are the Sierra Gorda, in the northeast,

and the Sierra de Guanajuato in the centre,

which are formed by the junction of the Co-

domiches, San Antonio, and Santa Rosa moun-

tain ranges. The highest peaks are the Gigante

(2, 346 metres) and the Llanitos (2.815 metres).

In the south and west are the valleys of San

Judas, San Felipe, and Santiago, and the fertile

plain of El Bajo Rivers are: the Lerma, with

its affluents the Laja and the Turbio, the Ira-

puato. and a number of smaller streams. There

are manv mineral springs, and one lake. 37 1-3

square miles in extent, called the lake of blood

(Yuririapundaro). Five mining districts merit

special mention : namely, the Sierra Gorda, M-
lende, Santa Cruz, Guanajuato, and Leon, the

principal mines being those which produce sil-

ver and gold, silver. mercur\- or cinnabar, tin,

iron, lead or argentiferous lead, and copper or

argentiferous copper. On 31 Dec. 1S97 there

were 550 claims registered, of which number 80

were in process of development. (See statistics

given in connection with the department and

cit\- of Guanajuato.) The climate, except m
the higher pans of the mountain ranges, is not

unfavorable (mean annual temperature about

70° 1. The rainv season extends from the mid-

dle of May until the beginning of July. During

those months the rainful is hea\->- in the

valleys, but only moderate in the mountains.

See Mexico— The St.\tes of.

Guanajuato, Mexico, capital of the State

of the same name. Elevation 6.S30 feet above

the sea. Distance from the cif\- of Mexico 252

miles, and 1.000 miles by the >Iexican Central

railwav from the United States border at El

Paso. Texas. It is situated in the heart of the

Guanajuato mountains, in a picturesque ra\nne,

six miles from the main line of the above

mmed railway and overlooking a rich and

beautiful region, while itself surrounded and

h^ncvcomtied by mines hundreds of years old.

which have produced unk-nown millions of

T,-. •- nnetals and are still productive. Min-
hcre 500 years ago, developing as it

.some' of the richest deposits ever

discv-vered. Over S6oo.oco.000 of gold aiid sil-

ver have been mined under and in the imme-
diate \-icinit>- of the city, fully two-thirds of

which was gold. The buildings of the business

centre are quite commodious and imposing and
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are very substantial, unlimited quantities of

very superior building stone being inniiediately

at hand. Among the prominent public build-

ings are the Government Palace, or State

House, in which the legislature holds its ses-

sions and the State officers have their offices,

and the Opera house or Theatre, a magnificent

stone structure copied from the Grand Opera
House of Paris. In a remote part of the city

are the famous Catacombs, wherein are stored

the mummihed remains of some 30 or 40 human
beings representing both sexes, and several

tons of human skulls and bones. At the oppo-

site extremity of the city is the great dam
of modern construction which contains the

community's w-ater supply. Another notable

structure is the principal church of the city,

built of the peculiar colored stone or marble
which exists in great quantities in the imme-
diate vicinity. It is surmounted by a dome of

large proportions and exceptional beauty.

There are several other churches, the ancient
Mint, the State College, the Market de la Re-
forma, and the Castle of Granaditis. There is

a street railway, and a thorough system of

electric lighting. The Bank of Guanajuato, a

local institution of $3,0000,000 capital, and
branches of the National Bank and the Bank
of London & Mexico compose the financial in-

stitutions of the city. There are a State Col-
lege and a Normal School for young women

:

two museums.— one connected with the State
College and devoted to natural history and
mineralogy-, and the other— the ^Museum of
Ramon Alcazar — devctcd to ".\ntiquities.

Minerals, and Precious Objects." Two public

libraries contain over 13,000 volumes. In 190S
the city was flooded and much valuable prop-
erty destroyed. Pop. about 40.000.

Guanare, gwii-na'ra, Venezuela, city, capi-
tal of the State of Zamor, near the Guanarito
River, about 220 miles southwest of Caracas.
Coffee and sugar-cane are some of the chief
agricultural productions; but the city is the
centre of an extensive cattle trade. Pop. about
11,500.

Guanes, gwii-nas', or Guane, Cuba, town
in the province of Pinar del Rio ; about 10 miles
from the sea, and 120 miles southwest of Ha-
vana. The district court holds its sessions here.
The trade in the products of the surrounding
country, cotton, tobacco, and cattle, is exten-
sive. There is also a large trade in lumber.
Ptip. 0890) 14,760.

Guan'idin, a basic organic substance, hav-
ing the empiric fornmla CH.-.Ns, and the con-
stitutional formula H. iClNH^);. It may be
prepared by heating an alcoholic solution of
cyanamide and ammonium chlorid to 212° F.
Guanidin is a crystalline, deliquescent substance,
with strongly alkaline properties, and it absorbs
carbon dioxid from the air. It forms numer-
ous salts, and urea is evolved in many of its re-
actions. In fact, it is this close relation with
urea that gives guanidin its chief interest, many
authorities holding the opinion that guanidin is

an intermediate product in the formation of
tirea from proteid bodies, in the normal physi-
ological chemistry of the body.

Guanin, gwa'nin, a yellowish-white, amor-
phous substance, which derives its name from
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being a constituent of guano: but it also forms
the chief constituent of the excrement of
spiders, has been found attached to the scales
of fishes, and seems to be a normal constituent
of the mammalian liver and pancreas. With re-

gard to its occurrence in guano, as it has not
been found in tlie recent excrement of sea-
birds, there is every reason to believe that it is

formed by slow oxidation (from atmospheric
action) of uric acid, much as uric acid can be
made to yield urea and oxalic acid. And in the
pancreas and liver it probably represents one of
those transitory stages of disintegrated nitro-
genous tissue which are finally excreted by the
kidneys in the more highly o.xidized form of
urea. Guanin is a diacid base, but also forms
salts with metals, and combines with salts.

When heated with hydrochloric acid and po-
tassium chlorate, it is oxidized to carbon di-
oxide, guanidin, and parabanic acid.

Guano, gwii'no, Spanish guano hHaiw,{Tom
Peruvian luiaiiu, dung, is the name for de-
posits of the partially decomposed and dry ex-
crementitious matter of sea-birds, but it has
been also extended to accumulations of a simi-
lar kind from land-birds, and even from bats
in caverns. Deposits from sea-birds are got
wherever there is good feeding-ground in the
neighborhood of unfrequented islands and
rocky cliffs, and such may be seen around
many shores. But to render them of practical

utility atmospheric conditions are requisite

which are only found m certain localities, and
all the great guano deposits e.xist in the hottest

and driest parts of the tropics, as on the islands

of the South Pacific Ocean. The most import-
ant of all were the deposits on the Chincha
Islands oflf the coast of Peru, which for years
yielded a considerable revenue, but are now
quite exhausted. The guano which was found
there was from 60 to 80 or 100 feet in thick-

ness, and was entirely due to the droppings, ac-

cumulated for many ages, of the innumerable
sea-birds which make these islands their rest-

ing-place and breeding-ground. The excrement
which is at first pasty, rapidly dries b.v expos-
ure to the sun in a part of the world where a
fall of rain takes place once in a lifetime, and
is looked upon as an historical event, and thus,

while putrefaction is almost entirely arrested,

the soluble salts of which guano to a great ex-
tent consists are retained. This guano, called

technically Peruvian, is the most highly prized,

and is regarded as a type of the substance ; but
quantities are or have been got from other lo-

calities, as Patagonia, various noints of Bolivia,

^Mexico, and Chile, Maiden Island and numer-
ous other Pacific islands, new deposits being
opened up as the older become less productive.

Guano varies extremely in composition, even
in the same deposit considerable differences will

be found ; and when deposits from different lo-

calities are coinpared. there is sometimes no
analogy except in the kind of substances present.

Thus, some consist mainly of phosphate of cal-

cium and other fixed salts, while others contain
much volatile matter, with a large proportion of
ammonia. To the latter belongs Peruvian guano,
which is a very light, dry, non-cohesive pale-yel-

low powder, with a characteristic ammoniacal
odor, and sometimes containing lumps, made up
of different salts. It is a very complex mixture,
containing the urate of ammonium, the oxalates
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of ammonium and calcium, the phosphates of
sodium, ammonium, calcium, and magnesium,
the sulphates of potassium, sodium and ammo-
nium, the chlorides of sodium and ammonium,
and the carbonate of calcium. There is always
some moisture, organic matter of different kinds,
sand from the rock on which the deposit lies,

and this is sometimes considerable. These may
be regarded as the possible constituents of guano,
but the ingredients which are especially prized
are ihe ammoniacal salts, the phosphoric acid, in

combination with the alkalies and alkaline earths,
and the alkalies themselves, panicularly the pot-
ash. It is the remarkable abundance of these
constituents and their fine intermixture which
makes genuine Peruvian guano so much es-
teemed as a manure. It contains almost all

the inorganic matter required by a plant, and
that in a highly available form, so that it is one
of the best of all fertilizing agents for different
crops. Its use as a manure was known to the
native Peruvians centuries ago, but no attention
was paid to the accounts by modem travelers
of its wonderful efficacy until A. von Humboldt
took some to Europe, in 1804, and had it

analyzed. It was not exported on a large scale
till about 1850. and from that time tlie quantit3'

sent to foreign countries, including large ship-
ments to the United Stales, was ver>' great, but
the supply has latterly much fallen off.

.A.S a substitute for ordinary- guano, what is

known as fish-guano has been in use for a con-
siderable number of years. This consists essen-
tially of fish and fish offal dried and powdered.
In the case of oily fish, such as herrings, it is

necessary to extract as much of the oil as pos-
sible before the operation of powdering : and it

will thus be understood that different kinds of
fish differ greatly as regards their value forma-
nurial purposes. But all sorts of fish-guano con-
tain a large percentage of ammonia and phos-
phate of lime, and are thus valuable as fertilizers.

Guanta, gwan-ta', Venezuela, a modern
seaport on the north coast, in the state of Ber-
mudez, 12 miles west of Barcelona, by rail.

Gtiantanamo, gwan-ta'na-mo, Cuba, a town
in the province of Santiago, situated at the head
of the most important harbor cast of the city of
Santiago on the southern coast. Its surround-
ings were favorably known liefore 1898, for the
beauty of the groves of lime-trees and lemon-
trees, the coffee plantations, and the residences
of wealthy planters, who made the heights over-
looking the bay a favorite place of resort. Since
the Spanish-.\merican war, Guantanamo has
been famous as the scene of certain militarj-

opcrations. On 19 May 1898 an unsuccessful
attempt to cut the cable in the bay was made by
the St. Louis and the Wompatuck. On 10 June
a force of 600 marines landed from the transport
Panther on the eastern j-hore of Guantanamo
Bay. and undertook to make the outer harbor a
secure place for the it- '' \"irrican ve^--'-

whcn cialing, or as a r and a rf
in stormy weather, i ; . < cstabli-

their camp ('Camp McCaild') vn a small hiil,

where they su.-tained the attacks of the Spanish
troops for scvcr.il days : and the courage and
endurance displayed at this time must be re-

garded as memorable features of the war. The
Marl.Uhcad and Texas lent asMstancc. the lat-

ter en 12 June sending 40 marmes with two
automatic guns. In the course of tliat week the

camp was protected by earthworks : other war-
ships arrived and shelled the thickets in which
the Spaniards were concealed, the forts, and
the town ; the garrison was strengthened by ac-

cessions of bluejackets and Cuban insurgents

familiar with the country: and thus, when ten

days had passed, the outer harbor was practically

in the possession of the .-Vmerican forces. In

July 1901 the United States government selected

Guantanamo for one of the four naval stations

on the Spanish coast. The number of inhabi-

tants of the town of Guantanamo, according to

the United States War Department census of

1899, was 7,137. The total population of the

district was 28,063, comprising native white,

7,028; foreign white, 1,843; negro, 8,988; mi.xed,

10,025; and Chinese, 179.
M.\RRioN- Wilcox,

.iuthority on Stoi^sh America.

Guapore, gwa-p6-ra', or Itenez, e-ta-naz',

a South .\merican river which rises in the Serra
.\guapehi, in the state of Matto Grosso, Brazil,

flows south, nearl5' parallel to the Jauru, passes
the town of Matto Grosso, whence it is navi-
gable downward for light draught vessels, then
with a northwesterly trend forms part of the
boundary between Brazil and Bolivia, and finally

after a course of over 960 miles, unites with the
Mamore to form the Sladeira.

Guarana, gwa-ra'na. a dried paste consist-
ing chiefly of the crushed or pounded seeds of
Paullinia sorbilis. a climbing shrub, native of
South America. The seeds are obtained largely
from the cultivated plants, and in South .\merica
guarana is used much as tea or coffee is used
in other countries. It is the staple drink of mil-
lions of people. Guarana is found in the drug
market in the form of flattened cakes or cylin-
ders_ of a dark reddish-brown color and showing
on fracture numerous coarse angular fragments
of seeds. The taste is astringent and somewhat
bitter, becoming sweet on chewing. Guarana
contains four to five per cent of caffeine, mak-
ing it twice as strong as coffee. Its action,
however, resembles more closely that of tea be-
cause of the high percentage of tannic acid it

contains. In medicine it has been used in the
treatment of sick-headache.

Guarana-bread, the seeds of the Paullinia
sorhiiis (a South .\merican tree), pounded,
made into cakes, and dried in the sun. It is ex-
tensively used in Brazil and other parts of South
.\mcrica as a stimulant and restorative, and as
a material for making a refreshing beverage.
The active principle of guaranine, is said to be
identical with theine or caffeine iq.v.) ; and no
knoxyn substance yields it so abundantly. Other
species of Paullinia possess poisonous properties.

Guarantee, gar-an-te', or Guaranty, in law,
an undertaking to answer for the laiiure of an-
other. The statute of frauds provides that no
person shall be liable on any special promise to

' ' ''''-' debt, default, or miscarriage of
. unless a written agreement, or

-lidum in writing for such purpose,
bhaii r>e signed by the promisor or some other
party lawfully authorized by him. In the con-
struction of a guarantee it is a general rule that
the surety shall not be bound beyond the express
words of the engagement. Bv the mercantile
Law .\ir.endment .\ct (England and Ireland),
no special promise made to answer for the debt.
default, or miscarriage of another is deemed
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invalid to siipport an action, by reason that the

consideration for such promise does not appear
in writing, or by necessary inference from a

written document. By a similar statute apply-

ing lo Scotland, and passed in the same year,

all such guarantees must be in writing, and if

for a firm will cease upon a change of the mem-
bers, unless intended by the parties by express
stipulation or implication to be binding notwith-
standing the change in the firm. Every person
who becomes surety for the debt or obligation of
another, and discharges his liability, is entitled

to the assignment of all securities held by credi-

tors. In the United States the common law on
the subject of guarantee or suretyship was the

same as that of England and a guarantee was
equally forcible whether written or oral, but
see SuRETVsmi'.

Guard, National. See Militi.^.

Guardafui, Cape. See C.\pe Gu.\rd.\fui.

Guardi, Francesco, fran-ches'ko gwar'de,
Italian painter: b. Venice 1712; d. there 1793.

He was a pupil and follower of Canaletto ; his

work shows less exactness in detail than his

master's, but is superior in use of color. His
paintings are mostly of scenes in Venice ; they
include 'Procession of the Doge' ; 'Fete of Cor-
pus Domini' ; 'Grand Hall of the Palazzo
Ducale' (in "the Louvre, Paris) ; 'Church and
Piazza of San Marco' (National Gallery, Lon-
don) ; and 'The Rialto' (Metropolitan Aluseum,
New York).

Guardian Angel, an angel who watches
over a particular individual. It is the general
belief, in the Roman Catholic and Greek
Churches that every man has a guardian angel
who defends him from evil, suggests good
thoughts and wise counsels, and helps him in

prayer. This belief is based on the words of
Christ in Matt, xviii. 10 : "Their angels do
always behold the face of my Father which is

in heaven" ; the Fathers of the Church strongly
inculcate it, and in the lives of the saints in-

stances are given of the active interference of
guardian angels. The belief is shared by some
Anglican high churchmen. The Roman Catholic
Church celebrates the Feast of Guardian Angels
on 2 October. See also Angel; Gu.^rdian
Spirit.

Guardian Spirit, a spirit that watches over
the welfare of an individual or household. The
belief in guardian spirits finds expression in

some form in all primitive religions, and in many
which have reached a higher stage of develop-
ment. The Australian native believes that when
a warrior kills his first foe the spirit of the
slain enters the body of the slayer, and becomes
his guardian ; in Tasmania a native has been
heard to ascribe his deliverance from danger
to the care of his deceased father's spirit ; and
the most important religious rite of a North
American Indian is to obtain a patron genius.
In Asia, in .Africa, and among the Indians of
South America, the belief in guardian spirits
obtains, as it did formerly among the Aryans of
Northern Europe. Greeks and Romans believed
that each individual was under the protection of
a spirit who prompted him to good deeds, and
guided him throughout his life

;
gradually there

arose a belief in an evil spirit who was at war
with the good spirit, and instigated every evil
deed. These spirits were called in Greece, Dse-
mons, in Rome, Genii. The Romans also be-

lieved that the spirit of the founder of each fam-
ily was the g-uardian spirit (the Lar ) of the

family and worshipped the Lares with special

rites. For the Christian form of the belief se.-

Guardian Angel.

Guards. A guard, in the primary sense,
is one who watches or protects a person or per-

sons, a place, property, etc., against loss, danger,
or harm ; as a body-guard, a prison-guard, etc.

Body-guards have been an inseparable accom-
paniment of monarchy from the earliest ages;
the Assyrian and Persian kings employed them,
and the corps of "Argj'raspidcs," or silver-

shields were selected by Alexander out of the

bravest men of his army. The Roman emperors
had their Praetorian guard. Napoleon 1. first

created a small troop of bodyguards, with the

title of Guides, while he was yet only general, in

his first Italian campaign. From this arose by
degrees, the great institution of the Imperial

Guard, consolidated in 1804, which 10 years later

comprised 102,708 men, and after being dis-

banded by Louis XVIII. in 1815, was restored by
Napoleon III. in 1854. It consists of infantry,

cavalry, and artillery. In England, the Guards,
otherwise called household troops, consist of two
regiments of Life Guards, the royal regiment
of Horse Guards, and three regiments of Foot
Guards. Many of the European sovereigns be-

fore the French Revolution had small corps of
foreign troops which served in this capacity.

Thus the French had, in former times, the Guard
of Scottish Archers, and at a later period, a
body of Swiss guards, called the Cent Suisses.

The Cent-Gardes formed by Napoleon III. are

founded upon the latter. The Pope still retains

his Swiss guards. In Prussia there is both in-

fantry and cavalry of the guard, and the Russian
imperial guard forms an entire corps d'armee
50,000 strong.

In general militarj' use the term guard is of

various distinct applications and denotes func-

tions of great importance. It means a sentry

on duty, and also a body of soldiers assigned,

under the proper officer or officers, to the duty
of guarding or protecting a camp, post, or any
place where military control is established.

Company and regimental details for guard duty

are made according to circumstances— the num-
ber of men required or available, etc.,— rank of

officers being also regarded as far as convenient
Guard-mounting or inspection and review be-

fore the old guard is relieved, is a ceremony
of much detail and is usually carried out with

strict military observance.

Guasa, gwa'sa, or Warsaw, a name given

in the Gulf of Mexico and West Indian region

to various large groupers (q.v.), especially the

jewfish (q.v.). "Warsaw" is an anglicized

form of the Spanish word.

Guatemala, Republic of (Republica de
Guatemala), the largest country in Central

America; bounded on the north by Mexico,
British Honduras, and the Gulf of Hon-
duras; on the east and southeast by British

Honduras, the Gulf of .A.matique. Honduras,
and Salvador; on the south and southwest
by the Pacific Ocean ; and on the west by
Mexico. Its area is estimated at 47,810 or 48,-

290 square miles ; its territory extending from
lat. 13° 42' to 17° 49' N., and from Icn. 88° 10'

to 92° 30' W.
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Political Dii'isions.— Guatemala is divided
into 22 departments, and each department sub-
divided into municipal districts, the total num-
ber of the latter being 331. Again, for electoral

purposes, the whole republic is divided into 38
distritos clcctoralcs. The following list of the
departments and chief towns shows the popula-
tion and altitude of the latter. The figures given
for the number of inhabitants are those of 1903
in the case of Guatemala City. Cohan, and To-
tonicapam : otherwise the statement is based
upon a table carefully prepared in 1897.

Northern departments are: Baja Verapaz
(chief town Salama, population 10,608, alti-

tude 2,827 feet) : Alta Verapaz (chief town
Cohan, population 24,475, altitude 4.047 feet)

;

El Peten (chief town Flores, population 1,671,

altitude 482 feet) ; El Quiche (chief town
Santa Cruz, population 11,914, altitude 5,543
feet) ; and Izabal (chief town Livingston, popu-
lation 1.978).

Central departments are : Guatemala (chief

town Guatemala City, population 72,102. altitude

4,854 feet) ; Sacatepequez (chief town Antigua,
or Antigua Guatemala, population 10,150. alti-

tude 4,464 feet) ; and Chimaltenango (chief town
Chimaltenango, population 3,749, altitude 5,666
feet).

Eastern departments are: Jutiapa (chief

town Jutiapa, population 11,023, altitude 2,847
feet) ; Jalapa (chief town Jalapa. population
12,246, altitude 4.625 feet) : Chiquimula (chief

town Chiquimula, population 12,562, altitude

1. 167 feet) : and Zacapa (chief town Zacapa,
population 11,964, altitude 511 feet).

Southern departments are : Escuintla (chief

town Escuintla, population 12,343, altitude i,2()g

feet) : Amatitlan (chief town Aniatitlan,* popu-
lation 8408, altitude 3,614 feet) ; and Santa Rosa
(chief town Cuajiniquilapa, population 3.062,
altitude 3,254 feet).

Western departments are : Huchuetenango
(chief town Huchuetenango, population 10.279,

altitude 7,118 feet) : Totonicapam (chief town
Totonicapam, population 25,196, altitude 7.967
feet) ; San Marcos, chief town San Marcos,*
population 6,036, altitude 7,216 feet) : Quezal-
tenango (chief town Quezaltcnango,* population

22,265, altitude 7,419 feet) ; Retalhulcu (chief

town Retalhuleu, population 6,327, altitude 977
feet) : Suchitepequcz (chief town Mazatenango,*
population 6.970. altitude 1.095 feet) : and Solola

(chief town Solola,* population 7,627, altitude

5,940 feet).

The Caf>ilal.— Guatemala City, or New
Guatemala, which was built after the destruction

of Antigua Guatemala in 1776, has a temperate
climate, owing to its elevation above the level of
the sea. It is a well-planned town, covering a

large area; the streets are wide and straight,

lighted by electricity, and have lines of street

railways. Principal buildings : the palace of
the president, city hall, court-house, post and
telegraph office, artillery barracks, custom-house,
liquor and tobacco bureau, nation?! theatre,

college of medicine and pharmacy, university,

school of arts and trades, polytechnic school,

palace of the archbishop, the cathedral and sev-

eral other fine churches, the penitentiary, and the

hotels. The city has public gardens, telephone

*Towni damaged or dcftroycd by earthquakes in
S901.

and telegraph service, and is connected by rail

with the port of San Jose. Pop. 74,527.

Topography and Physical Geography.— The
mountains of Guatemala are commonly referred

to as "Cordillera of the Andes,'' "Guatemalan
Andes," or simply "Andes," though there is no
propriety in those names. The .\ndes terminate

in northern Colombia, and have no genetic con-

nection with the mountains of Central America.
In order to understand the independent char-

acter of the latter (so far as the great conti-

nental ranges are concerned), we must realize

that they are also in their geologic history totally

distinct from the Rocky Mountain system, or
North American Cordilleras, which terminate
in southern Mexico. If the trends of the An-
dean and Rocky Mountain systems were pro-
tracted from their termini (in 70° W. and 97°
\\'.. respectively) , they would not connect with
each other, but would pass the latitude of Guate-
mala in parallel lines nearly 2.000 miles apart.

(See C.^RiBBE.\N' Se.\; Centr.\l Americ.\; and
consult: Hill. 'Cuba and Porto Rico,* Chap. I.).

The Guatemalan mountains belong to the An-
tillean system, which lies between the termini
just referred to; its ranges, composed of folded
sedimentaries, in eastern Guatemala have an
east-and-west trend. But the ranges near the
Pacific coast of the republic, crossing the western
ends of the Antillean corrugations diagonally,
or with a northwest-and-southeast trend, must
be assigned to still another class ; they form
a part of the volcanic chain which extends along
the entire western coast of Central America,
and is continued in Mexico. The Sierra Madre
is the principal range of the west and south ; in

the central and eastern districts are the Sierra de
Chama. Sierra de las Minas, Sierra de Santa
Cruz, and the Sierra de Copan— the last named
on the frontier of Honduras. The highest points
of the Cordillera are given as: Tajumulco vol-
cano (12,600 feet), Tacana volcano (12,400 feet),
both in the southwest ; Acatenango volcano
(11,100 feet), south-central; and the volcano de
Fuego (11,400 feet), also south-central.

Hydrography.— Rivers emptying into the
Gulf of \Iexico are : the Usumacinta. on the
Mexican frontier, and the Cuilco and Salequa,
which are also tributaries of Mexican streams.
The following empty either into the Gulf of
Honduras or Izabal Lake (Golfo Dulce) : the
Montagua, Rio Hondo, the Dulce, the Belice,
the Sarstoon, and the Polochic. Those which
flow into the Pacific are: Rio de los Esclavos,
Rio de Paz, the Michatoya, Guacalate. Coyelate,
Patulul, Nagualate, Samala, Tilapa, Naranjo, and
Suchiate. Steamship navigation has been estab-
lished on the Dulce and Polochic rivers ; seven
or eight of the others are navigable for small
boats. The most important lakes are: Atitlan
and Izabal (both navigated by steamers), Peten.
Amatitlan, .Ayarza, and Giiija (on the frontier
of Salvador). Ports on the Caribbean side of
the republic are : Puerto Barrios, Livingston,
and Santo Tomas— the first two being ports
of entry and delivery, while the last is a ''minor
port," at which importation and exportation are
restricted to certain articles. On the Pacific
coast the most important ports are : San Jose,
74'/-j miles from Guatemala City ; Champerico,
and Ocos — all ports of entry and delivery, pro-
vided with iron piers, etc.

Geology.— The calcareous formations of the
Antillean ridges and, generally, the eastern and
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central regions, deserve special mention. \"ol-

canic products characterize the Pacific slope and
Sierra Madre, where they occur in connection

with granitic rocks, porphyries and trachj'tes.

See also Central America.
Mineral Resources.— Gold and silver are

found near the Montagua River and elsewhere

;

salt in the departments of Alta \'erapaz and
Santa Rosa. Other minerals reported to exist

are : coal, lignite, manganese, lead, tin, cinnabar,

copper, kaolin, opals, slate, alum, antimony,

marble, alabaster, sulphur, ochre, asbestos, plum-
bago, chalk, and bitumen. A belt of countrj'

extending from the coast range of mountains on
the western frontier, near the Pacific, across the

Sierra Madre to the coast range of the Carib-

bean slope, is regarded as essentially a mineral

territory, in which there has been comparatively

little exploiting or prospecting, though enough
to reveal the presence of the precious and base

metals.

Climate— The lowlands of the Pacific and
Atlantic coasts are torrid ; interior table-lands,

at an altitude of 2,000 to 5,000 feet, have an
agreeable cHmate : and the high districts, where
the elevation is more than 5,000 feet, are de-

cidedly cool. As is shown in the list of places

given under "Political Divisions," the larger

towns are built in the temperate or cool zones.

The rainy season, beginning in May, lasts until

October in the interior, but sometimes until

December, on the coast. December and January
are the coldest months : March and April the

hottest. Snow sometimes falls (in December or

Januarj') on the uplands of the cool zone.

Flora and Fauna.— The very name of the

country signified in the Indian language "the

land covered with trees." The rich soil and
varying climatic conditions favor a wide range
of products in the vegetable kingdom ; no sys-

tematic classification of these, however, has yet

been made. The extent of the forest land, which
abounds in mahogany, is estimated at 1,300.000

acres. The fauna and avifauna resemble those

of Costa Rica in general, but especially char-

acteristic of Guatemala are the aquatic birds on
its rivers and lakes, and the quetzal. Mexican
deer are quite numerous. The tapir, honey-
bear, armadillo, wild pig, cougar, jagua,

etc., are found as in other parts of Central

America. The over-abundance of insect life is

particularly noteworthy.
Land Tenure.— The most interesting provi-

sions of the Guatemalan laws, to be considered

under this heading, are those which relate either

to the public lands or more particularly to the

aid which the government desired to extend to

the cultivators of certain crops. The latter will

be stated in the paragraph entitled Agriculture.

As for the former, the agrarian law of 1894
provided for the sale, lease, and gratuitous con-
cession of the public lands, and created a board
of government engineers to survey the said lands

and divide them into lots of not more than 15

caballerias each. (One caballeria in Guatemala
= 113.)^ acres.) These lots can be purchased
from the government at prices ranging from
$250 to $500 per caballeria, but no alien is

allowed to hold lands situated on the frontier

of the republic; or they may be leased (under
certain restrictions as to area, duration of lease,

and use of the lands) at a rental not to exceed

5 per cent of the selling price ; or they may be
granted by the president of the republic, in

tracts not larger than two caballerias each, to

poor persons applying for them, to immigrants,

to educational institutions, as a reward for the

construction of new roads, etc. Real estate, the

value of which does not exceed $1,000, is ex-

empted from taxation. Transfers of unimproved
city lots, or of real estate in the country the

price of which does not exceed $100, cannot be

taxed ; and no foreigner can be required, during
the first year of residence in the country, to

contribute money or personal service for mak-
ing or repairing roads.

Agriculture.— Coffee grows in the regions

between 1,000 and 6.000 feet above the sea-

level ; sugarcane, between sea-level and 6,200

feet ; cacao in the lowlands or those regions

having an altitude of less than 3,000 feet. To-
bacco, wheat, maize, and beans, are also pro-

duced in large quantities. Coffee exports in

one year have amounted to 85,373.223 pounds,
with a value of S7.390.4~7 gold. The ordinary
annual yield of tobacco is given as i.ooo.ooo

pounds; of cane-sugar, 41,000,000 poimds

;

bananas, 1,000,000 bunches; and cacao, 200,000

pounds. Stock-raising has been encouraged in

the departments of Izabal, Zacapa, Peten,

and Alta Verapaz, by decrees authorizing the

political chiefs of those departments to make
grants of land to persons who establish ranches.

Money premiums have been offered to cultivators

of India rubber, cacao, sarsaparilla, and hemp

;

grants of land to those who engage in

the cultivation of wheat and bananas. Pro-
prietors of large cotton or tobacco plantations,

and reliable day laborers on large plantations

of coffee, sugarcane, bananas, or cacao, are ex-

empted from military service. No tax of any
kind is levied for 10 years upon plantations of
hemp, flax, ramie, cotton, grapes, and one or
two other products. Large cash premiums to

encourage the production of grapes, hemp,
cotton, flax, wheat, and tobacco were offered,

particularly during the decade 1886-96: in 1899
the government offered 113-/'^ acres of the public

lands as a reward for every 20.000 rubber-plants,

four years old, planted after 14 Jati. 1899.

Commerce.— Exports to the L^nited States in

the fiscal year ending 30 June 1902 were valued

at $2,600,000; imports from the United States

at $1,680,000. The principal exports for 1901

were : Coffee, 673.344 hundred-weight, sent to

Germany, the L"nited States, and Great Britain

;

sugar, 55.200 hundred-weight, sent to other Cen-
tral American countries and to the United
States : bananas, 262,691 bunches, sent to the

United States ; hides, 7,018 hundred-weight,

sent to Germany and the United States

;

India rubber, 4.420 hundred-weight, sent to the

United States and Germany; timber, 2,155.696

feet, sent to Great Britain and the United States

;

and other articles valued at $55,000. Of the

imports, about one half in value are supplied

by the United States, and one quarter by Great
Britain, the chief imports being flour, cotton

goods, machinery and manufactured iron, and
preserved meats and other articles for food.

Both exports and imports have increased in

value during recent years.

Manufactures.— For the partial supply of

local needs a number of small establishments

are maintained, the chief industries being the

preparation of ramie fibre and the manufacture
of coarse textiles, hats, shoes, pottery, cigar^
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fonndry products, musical instruments, furni-
ture, agricultural implements, and liquors.

Shipping and Xaz-igjlion.— Steamers of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company call at San
Jose three times each month on the voyages
from San Francisco southward. From New-
York to Pueno Barrios (\-!a Haiti and Jamaica)
passengers and freight are carried by two steam-
ship lines. The steamers of the .\merican Fruit
Company ply between New Orleans and Puerto
Barrios; and in 1903 announcement was made
of a new steamship ser^-ice. the 'Guatemala
Northern Steamship Line," to operate chiefly

between ports on the gulf coast of the United
States and Pueno Barrios.

Raiki-ays, Reads. Teligraph, etc.— The Cen-
tral Railway, the first line built in the republic
was completed in 1SS2. It connects the port of

San Jose with Guatemala Citj'. The Cham-
peri(!o Railway runs from the Pacific port of
that name to Retalhulen and San Felipe, a
distance of 41 miles. The Ocos Railway, 15

miles in length, connects the wharf at Ocos with
the town of .\>-utla, near the Mexican frontier.

The Ixtapa Railway connects Overo with the

old pon of Ixtapa (12 miles). The Patulul-

Mazatenango Railway has as its terminal points

Santa Maria station, on the Central, and San
Felipe, passing through Patulul and Mazaten-
ango. The Northern Railroad, which is to con-

nect Puerto Barrios with Guatemala City (and
thus, in conjunction with the Central, to supply

railway transportation from coast to coast), had
completed 159 miles of its road in March 1902.

An important highway from Sanarate has been
completed, giving access to the northern agri-

cultural districts. The republic has in operation

more than 3.000 miles of telegraph wires. 137
kilometres having been added in 1901-2: and the

telephone system extends over 250 miles. Re-
ceipts from telegraph and telephone lines were
greater by S136.042.97 in 1902 than in 1901. The
operation of the postal system in 1902 left a
considerable surplus in the treasur>-.

Weights. Measures, and }tone\.— The French
metric system is used, concurrently with the old

Spanish s>-stem of weights and measures. The
latter has: On:a (ounce), libra ( pound, strictly

1.043 pounds), arroba {2$ Itbras). quintal (too

libras), tonelada (ton 20 quintals), and fanega

(I'A bushels). The monetar.- unit is the silver

peso (value in United States gold or silver.

$0,384). The money in actual use is paper
currency- and fractional nickel coins.

Banting.— Six hank- -^- -'^ -.r'^-r.A r^ ^.-ti-

paper, namely: Intem.T
(Banco Intemacional >!i

Bank (Banco Colombianu». Western Bank
(Banco de Occidente). Commercial Rr-Tik -f

Guatemala ( Banco Comercial de G-
American Bank 1 Banco .Americano). '

Bank (Banco de Guatemala). .\11 11 ini-t.-.

except the Banco de Occidente, have their head-
quarters in Guater'"'- '~''^'

Goiernmenl.— ' .!ive power is vested

in the National . <a single house),

whose members ( deputies 1 number one for ever>-

20.000 inhabitants, and arc elected for four years

by popular vote. The executive power i« vested

in a president, elected for six years by direct

vote of the people. He is responsible for his

acts to the assembly, and cannot be re-elected

until after an interval of at least one term. The
idministration is carried on, under the president.

by six 'secretaries of state,' each of whom has
charge of a separate department (ministerio)

.

These departments are : Government and Justice,

Foreign Relations. Public Instruction, Promo-
tion of Public Welfare (Fomentj}, Finance and
Public Credit, and War. The council of state

is an advisor}- board, of which cenain members
are chosen for the assembly and others appointed

by the president.

finances.— The national revenue in 1901 is

shown in the following table:

Customs SS.313.260.8S
Expecdit-ore r-Sss-Sj

$8,505,405.03
Liquor excise and govern-
ment monopolies $3,775,892.98

Expenditure 117.687.15
»3.658.»>5-8j

Taxes $1,651,246.55
Expenditure 72,588.45

$1,378,657.10

Total $13,742,266.96
Deficit from post-office.... Si 10.617.48
Deficit from telegraph office 193.341.32

$304,138.80

Net total $13,438,110.16
Revenue in X900 r.974-»35-40

Increase in revenue.

—

$ 5,463,674-76

The sum of S14. =47,246.72 was appropriated
for administrative expenses in the fiscal year
extending from I July 1902 to 30 June 1903,
with the following distribution: (jovemraent and
justice. Sl.874.392: foreign relations. S256.180:
treasury. S1.199.9S6: public credit. S6.ooo.ooo:

development. S145S.279: war. $2,006,15440:
public instruction. Si 442.900: other expenditures,
S309.376.32. The revenue for the year was esti-

mated at Si 4.555.000. The total amount of the
foreign debt liquidated to 30 June 1902, accord-
ing to an official statement, was:

Principal on 30 Tone 1S98 $7,216,046
Half of interest from 1898 to 1901, con-

vertible in bonds 432,963
Half of interest to 30 Jtme 1901 288,643
Interest for 1901 to 190a 288.642

Total $8,226,293

On 31 Dec 1900 the outstanding amotmt of
the gold debt was $9,231,202, and of the cur-
rency debt S27.709.666.

.-irmy.— The army consists of about 7.000
men in regular ser\-ice; effective army, 56.000
men between the ages of 18 and 30: reserve,

3aooo men from 30 to 50 years of age.

Population.— Full-blooded Indians are much
more numerous in Guatemala than in other
Central .\merican countries: in fact they, with
the Indians of mixed blood, ladinos and mes-
tizos, make up the bulk of the population. The
natural increase among these people is indicated
in the report of the secretarj- of public works
for 1901, which shows 66.728 births in that year
against 35.618 deaths, a gain of 31.no persons.
The total number of inhabitants in 1903 was
about 1,700,000, including 11.000-12,000 foreign-
ers.

Education.— Public instruction, supported by
the government, is secular and gratuitous;
primar>- instruction is obligatory; free education
is guaranteed by the Constitution. In 1901 there
were l"" '-in the republic, 455 being
for ma' - females. 146 mixed, and ~o
night sc'. ;:'. Guatemala Citj- there were
S3 schools, of which number 25 were public.
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under government inspection ; and among the

private institutions was a scliool for boys and
girls of the German colony only, endowed by
the German government. Higher instruction

was given in the capital at the National Insti-

tutes (one for men and one for young women),
to which normal departments were attached;

and similar institutes existed at Quezaltenango
(before its destruction) and Chiquimula. There
is a separate normal school for young women at

Guatemala City, and normal schools for young
men at Antigua, San Marcos, and Mazatenango.
Schools of law, medicine, and engineering are

mainly supported by private funds, but receive

aid from the public treasury. Education in music
is supplied at the National Conservatory and a
number of local schools. There are also trade

schools (including one for women) a commer-
cial college, and an art school. The national

library contains 30,000 volumes and many valu-

able unpublished documents. Other libraries

accessible to the public are those of the profes-

sional schools, the supreme court, national in-

stitute for men, and academy of teachers. Public
libraries are maintained in the larger towns.
The national printing-office at the capital is

regarded as one of the best establishments of its

kind in Latin-America. More than 30 daily

papers and other periodicals are published in

the country.

Religion.— The Constitution guarantees lib-

erty of conscience. The government recognizes
no creed. The prevailing religion is Roman
Catholicism.

Judiciary.— The supreme court of justice

consists of a chief justice and four associates,

elected by the people. There are six courts of
appeal, each consisting of a chief justice and two
associates, also elected by the people. Courts
of the first instance are 29 in number : their

judges are selected by the president among the

candidates approved by the chief justice of the

supreme court.

Local Government.— The "Political Chief"
(Jefe Politico) of each department of the re-

public is appointed by the president, whose
authority he exercises in provincial matters. The
local officials locally elected are: the Alcaldes
(one or more for each municipal district) and
the Regidorcs (members of the municipal coun-
cil). Alcalde and Regidor correspond to mayor
and alderman ; the jefe I'olitico takes the place
of a governor, and his relation to the chief ex-
ecutive in a centralized republic fairly indicates

the limits within which local self-government is

permitted.
History.— Pedro de Alvarado, one of the

lieutenants of Cortes, in 1523-4 conquered
the country, and on 25 July 1524 proclaimed the
sovereignty of Spain at Almolonga, the native

town which was afterward to be known as

Santiago de los Caballeros. The important fact

in connection with this conquest is that it did
not lead to the extermination of the natives.
Two explanations of this circumstance are
offered. Mr. Bancroft says that the Indians,
after fighting desperately in defense of their
homes, maintained a sullen resistance, and there-
fore both here and in the adjoining state of
Chiapas "the natives probably retain to the
present day their original traits with fewer
modifications than elsewhere in the Pacific
States." But this theory is at variance with
the Central American records in general. A

suggestion which may be preferred is that the
natives of Guatemala were essentially peace-
loving agriculturists, not uninfluenced by that

civilization which had survived here, as in south-

ern Mexico and Honduras, from very ancient
times; that they were allowed to remain undis-
turbed after the first resistance ceased, while
the more warlike tribes, such as those inhabit-

ing Costa Rica and \'eragua, were gradually
being exterminated. And their descendants in

great numbers still possess the land. After the
conquest all of the territory now divided up
among the Central American countries was in-

cluded in the captain-generalcy of Guatemala.
Independence was proclaimed 15 Sept. 1821 ; an-
nexation to the Mexican empire under Iturbide
followed (S Jan. 1822). An assembly of repre-

sentative citizens of Guatemala and the other
Central American provinces on i July 1823
declared the whole country to be independent,
with reference to Mexico, Spain, and all other
nations, "whether of the Old or of the New
World." Accordingly the United Provinces of
Central America came into existence. Guate-
mala seceded from this union 17 April 1839.

The name Republica de Guatemala was assumed
21 March 1847. Between 1839 and 1851 there

was a series of bitter struggles with Salvador
for supremacy, fortune favoring the smaller
republic; but in the year last mentioned Guate-
mala began to be successful, and, under the

leadership of Rafael Carrera (president until

1856, and subsequently life-president or dictator),

carried the war into Salvador (1863) and re-

gained the controlling position in Central Amer-
ica. Carrera appointed his own successor, and
died in 1865. The next significant administration
was that of Gen. Justo Rufino Barrios, who was
put in office by the Liberals, after their onslaught
upon the Jesuits. Barillas was elected to the

presidency in 1886. In 1890 and 1891 the pro-

gress of the country was checked by epidemics
of cholera and smallpox. On 15 Alarch 1892
Jose Maria Reina Barrios was inaugurated as

president, and by a decree of the National As-
sembly (30 Aug. 1897) his term was extended
to 15 March 1902— in direct violation of the

Constitution, which was proclaimed in 1879 and
modified in 1885, 1887. and 1889. He was
assassinated 8 Feb. 1898 by a British subject of

German origin. Dr. Manuel Estrada Cabrera was
proclaimed acting president, and received the

support of the army. An insurrection begun
under Gen. Castillo's leadership 28 July was
put down, but only to be quickly followed by
another revolutionary movement. Insurgent
forces commanded by Morales offered a stub-

born resistance in the southwest, until Morales
was captured. When peace had been restored,

Cabrera was the only candidate for the presi-

dency, and his election was announced 25 Sept.

1898. In the following year the government of
Guatemala made a proposition which was
equivalent to repudiation of a part of its foreign

debt, but yielded to Germany's protest— or
threat to use force—-and withdrew the dis-

creditable suggestion. Earthquakes which oc-

curred in April 1902 caused great damage in

several districts. Amatitlan, ^lazatenango, San
Marcos, Solola. and San Felipe suffered severely,

and Quezaltenango, in importance the second
city of the republic, was totally destroyed. An
eruption of the volcano Santa Maria followed on
24 October, and there were outbursts from new
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craters in Xovember. Several thousand persons
lost their lives through these disasters, and the

injurj' to property ^plantations, buildings, ma-
chinerj-, and cattle) has been estimated at

$5,000,000 to $10,000,000. Ta.xes for the relief

of the earthquake sufferers were imposed by the

Legislative .\ssembly 24 .\pril 1902. .\ conven-
tion between the United States and Guatemala
relating to the tenure and disposition of real

and personal propertj- was signed 2~ Aug. 1901,

and ratifications exchanged at Guatemala 16
Sept. 1902.

Bibliography.— Bancroft (H. H.). 'History
of the Pacific States of Xorth .-Vmerica* and
'Native Races' : Bureau of American Republics,

'The Republic of Guatemala* (1897) : same,
'Monthly Bulletins' (1902 and 1903) : Frobel,

'Aus Amerika' : Squier. "The States of Central

America' : Vreeland and Bransford. '.Antiquities

at Pantaleone,' Smithsonian Inst. Rept. 1884,

Pt. I. : Ximenez, ' Las historias del origen de
los Indios de Guatemala, traducidos de la lengua
Quiche.' ^L\RM0^• Wilcox,

Authority on Spanish America.

Guava, gwa'va. the name of several trop-

ical plants of the myrtle family which yield de-

licious fruits. The common guava (Pisidium
guava, or pyrifcruii:) is a low bushy tree, bearing

long, fragrant white flowers on solitar\- axillarj*

stalks, from each of which develops a fruit

larger than a hen's egg. roundish or pear-shaped,
smooth, yellow: the rind thin and brittle; the

pulp firm, full of bony seeds, aromatic, and sweet.

The jelly or preserve made from it is highly

esteemed, and pleasantly mingles tartness with
sweetness. The rind is stewed with milk, and
is also made into marmalade. This fruit is

rather astringent than laxative. Guava buds,

boiled with barley and licorice, make a useful

astringent drink in diarrhoea. This guava is

now naturalized in all the warmer parts of the

world, and in many, especially Ceylon, has run
wild. Two culti\-ated varieties are known, the

preferable "white," and the more showy but less

agreeable "red." Several other species are cul-

tivated : as the mountain guava of the West
Indies (P. montanum) and the marangaba. a

dwarf species (P. pygmccuni) 01 Brazil, with
fruit no larger than gooseberries.

Gnaviare, gwa-vc-a'ra, or Guayabero,
gwi-a-ba'ro, a river of Colombia, South
America, which rises in the Cordillera Oriental

near Bogota, flows eastward for 750 miles, forms
the boundary between thv; departments of Cun-
dinamarca and Cauca. and joins the Orinoco
near San Fernando de Otabapo. It is navigable
for nearly fiveJiundrcd miles.

Guayama, gwi-a'ma, Porto Rico, town in

the southeastern part of the department of

Guayama ; five miles from the sea. Pop. 5400.

Guayaquil, gwT-a-kel', Ecuador, a seaport

city, the capital of the province of Guayas, on
the river Guayaquil. 25 miles above its mouth
in the Gulf of Guayaquil, on the Pacific Ocean.
The site is low and unhcalthful, but the sanitary

conditions have been improved by a modem
system of waterworks, and of drainage. Other
modern improvements include street railways,

gas-lighting, and telephone service, while a rail-

road connects with the interior. The chief build-

ings are the custom-house, town-hall, a college,

technical school, and the cathedral. Vessels of

iS feet draught reach the town, and the river

and its tributarj', the Daule, are navigable for

smaller vessels, a considerable distance above the

town. The export trade averages $6,500,000
annually, cocoa representing nearly five-sixths,

the rest being, coffee, ivorj-nuts. rubber, hides,

and specie. Cottons, hardware, and other man-
ufactured articles are imported. The industrial

establishments include steam saw-mills, found-
ries, machine-shops, ice factories, and a large

brew^ery. The town was founded 25 July 1531
on St. James' day, whence its official title San-
tiago de Guayaquil It has had an eventful his-

tory, being attacked by pirates, Dutch, French
and English, and suffering from disastrous con-
flagrations, on the last occasion in 1896. Pop.
(1903) 55.000.

Guayaquil, a gulf of the Pacific, in the
republic of Ecuador. It has a wide entrance,
narrowing as it extends inland, and receiving at

its head the Guaj-aquil River. It contains a
number of islands.

Guaymas, g^vi'mas, Mexico, city in the
state of Sonora : on the Gulf of California, the
terminus of the Sonora Railroad, and the chief
Pacific port of Mexico. The principal exports
are gold, silver, and hides. Pop. 6.100.

Guayra (g\vi-ra') Falls, Brazil and Para-
guay, a cascade of the Parana River,
on the boundary between the countries
mentioned : the result of a contraction of the
river-bed from a width of 4,470 yards into a nar-
row gorge, 65 yards wide, the waters making a
plunge of 56 feet. "These falls, situated in the
midst of a desolate region, far from human habi-
tation, and rendered almost inaccessible by virgin
forests, rapids, and other obstacles, have been
visited by verj- few. though they are said to form
one of the grandest spectacles in the world. The
volume of water which passes over them is twice
that of Niagara." Consult 'Paraguay' (2d ed.
revised by J. S. Decoud. Honorary Correspond-
ing Member of the International Union of .Amer-
ican Republics ; Washington : Government Print-
ing Office, 1902).

Gubat, goo'bat, Philippines, a pueblo of
the province of Sorsogon. Luzon, on the east
coast of the Bay of Gubat, 11 miles southeast
of the provincial capital Sorsogon. The waters
of the bay were formerly infested by pirates,
who terrorized the surrounding region. Pop.
13.300.

Gubematis, Angelo de, an'ja-l6 da goo-
ber-iia'tes, Italian Orientalist: b. Turin 7
April 1840. He founded the Italian .\siatic So-
ciety in 1886 and has written much in various
departments, .\mong his works are 'The First
Twenty H>-mns of the Rig-Veda' (186:;):
'Death of Cato> (1863), a metrical drama:
'King Nala.' an Indo-Brahmin plav: 'Gabriel,'
a tiovel: 'Zoological Mythology' (1872); and
'Dictionnaire International de's Ecrivains du
Jour '

Gudgeon, guj'on, a small European fresh-
water fish (Gobio Huiialilis) of the carp family.
It swims in shoals, and affords great sport to
anglers from its greediness in seizing upon any
bait presented. Its name has therefore come
to mean a person easily 'fooled" to his hurt.

Gudrun, goo-droon', or Kudrun, an old
German epic, built up out of the popular songs
and traditions of the seafaring people who lived
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on the shores of the North Sea between the Elbe

and the Seine. It was put into permanent form

by an unknown poet of Austria in the latter

part of the I2th or early 13th century; and ranks

second to the 'Xibelungenlied' in the history of

early German literature. It relates the history

of three generations of the kings of the Hegel-

ings or Frisians, and in the third part tells how
G'ldrun. the daughter of Hetel, king of the

Hegelings, was carried off from her home by

Hochmut, son of the king of Normandy, how
she preferred to work like the lowest maidserv-

mt in the house of Hochmut's mother, and en-

dure the greatest indignities, rather than break

her troth pledged to Herwig, king of Zealand,

and how finally she was rescued by her brother

and her betrothed.

Guebers, ge'berz, also Ghebers, Gabers,
Ghavers, Gebirs (Turkish Ghaur or Ghiaur,

infidel, generally but probably wrongly derived

from the Arabic kafir), a name applied by Mo-
hammedans to die adherents of the ancient relig-

•on of Zoroaster, who reside in Persia. They
originally were subjected by the Mohammedans
to much cruelty, but are now permitted a great

legree of religious freedom. Those w'ho fled to

jndia are known as Parsis (q.v.).

Guelder (gel'der) Rose, or Snowball, a

cultivated variety of the Viburnum oputus, or

water elder, of the order Caprifoliaccs. In the

European wild form, the inflorescence is a dense

cyme whose outer flowers are barren and en-

larged, but in the cultivated form all the flowers

are neuter and consequently the plant can never
set seed. A yellow dye is obtained from it, and
the wood is sometimes employed in making to-

bacco-pipes and other articles.

Guelders, gel'derz, or Guelderland. See
Gelderl.\xd ; Xetherl.^xds.

Guelfs, gwelfs, or Guelphs, and Ghibel-
lines, names of rival political parties in Italy

during the Middle Ages. The words are of

German origin, derived respectively from Welf,
the name of a princely family in Bavaria (from
which is descended the royal Brunswick line

and the line of Este), and Waiblingen, the name
of a castle in Wiirtemberg belonging to Conrad
of Hohenstaufen, the German emperor. In

the great battle of Weinsberg, 1140, the

war-cry of the partisans of Conrad was
"Hie Waiblingen," that of the adherents
of the Duke of Saxony (of the house
of Welf) was "Hie Welf." Some years

after when the effort was made by the popes and
various states and princely houses of Italy,

among them the house of Este, to consolidate
opposition to the Emperor, the two German
words, changed to Guelfo, Guelfi (plus), and
Ghibellino, Ghibellini, were adopted as party
designations by the Italians. At first and for

a long time after the assumption of these names
by the great parties in Italy, Guelf and Ghibel-
line, did really designate two opposing national
policies— the policy of the dependence of the
several states of the Peninsula on the Empire,
and the policy of Italian independence of Ger-
many, and of resistance to imperial absolutism.
The states of northern and of centra! Italy were
divided in their allegiance and they were con-
tinually passing from one side to the other, but
they w'ere predominantly Ghibelline : the states

5f southern Italy were ahvays Guelf. The popes
.vere the mainstay of the Guelf party and thus

were the assertors of the policy of Italian in-

dependence and home rule. As usual with party

designations, "Guelf" and "Ghibelline" con-

tinued in use as the names of factions in no
wise concerned with the question of imperialism.

Guell y Rente, Jose, ho-sa' goo-ely' e

ran-ta', Cuban author: b. Havana, Cuba, 14

Sept. 1818; d. Madrid 20 Dec. 1884. He studied

law in Havana and Barcelona and practised his

profession in his native city. In 1848 he went
to Spain where he married Josepha de Bourbon,

sister of the king. Besides several novels he
published 'Philippe II. et Don Carlos devant

I'histoire' (1878), and other works.

Guelph, gwelf. Canada, city and county-seat

of Wellington County, Ontario ; on the river

Speed, and on the Grand T. and Canadian P.

Rvs., 48 miles west of Toronto; founded by

John Gait (qv.). The river affords abundant
water power and the city, in a rich agricultural

and cattle-raising district, enjoys a large trade.

It is an inland port of entry and is the seat of

a United States consulate. It has breweries,

large flour, saw, and planing-mills, and maiiu-

factories of foundry products, machinery, pipe

and tubing, musical instruments, sewing-ma-

chines, agricultural implements, woolen goods,

carpets, furniture, carriages, leather, soap, boots

and shoes, etc. Good building stone is quarried

in the vicinity. Guelph has in addition to the

county buildings, 4 colleges. 16 churches, sub-

stantial business blocks, banks, a library and
reading-room, and daily and weekly newspapers.

The city owns and operates its electric light,

gas and power, its water-works and street rail-

wav. It is the seat of the Ontario Agricultural

College (q.v.) and the Provincial Experimental

Farm. Pop. (igoi) 11,496: (1904 est.) 12.500.

Guelphs, Order of, frequently styled the

Guelphic Order, an order of knighthood in-

stituted for the kingdom of Hanover in 1815 by

the prince-regent of England and Hanover,
afterward George IV. of England, and con-

ferred by the kings of Hanover until the absorp-

tion of that kingdom by Prussia in 1866.

Guemal, gwa'mal. either of tw-o species of
small .Xndean deer (Cervus chilciisis or C. an-

tisensis). whose antlers have only one forking
— a long brow-tine projecting straight forward;
which have tusks in the upper jaws in both
sexes : and whose fawns are not spotted.

Guerber, Helene Adeline, American au-

thor. Her books include: 'Empresses of

France' : 'Legends of the Middle Ages' ;

'Legends of the Rhine' ; 'Myths of Greece and
Rome': 'Myths of Northern Lands'; 'Story

of the Thirteen Colonies': 'Story of the Great
Republic' ; 'Story of the Greeks,' etc., etc.

Guercino da Cento, gwer-che'no dii chen'-

to. Italian painter: b. Cento, duchy of Fer-

rara, 1590; d. Bologna 1666. His proper name
was Giov.xxNi Fr.^xcesco B.\rbieri, and he
was called Guercino from a squint in his eyes.

In 1621, having already acquired renown as a

painter, he was invited by Pope Gregory XV.
to Rome, but the premature death of this pontiff

induced him to return to his native town two
years after. About 1642 he went to Bologna,

where Count .\ldovrandi received him in his

palace and entertained him with the most mag-
nificent hospitality. Guercino adopted three dif-

ferent manners of painting, the first in imitation

of Caravaggio, which being very dark, he
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quitted for that of the Caraccis. and latterly for
a stjie still more light and sketchy ; but his mid-
dle style is his best. His chief pictures are at
Rome. The most celebrated is that of the
'Martyrdom of Saint Petronilla,' which has
been copied in mosaic to adorn one of the panels
in Saint Peter's between the 'Transfiguration'
by Raphael, and the 'Communion of St. Je-
rome,' by Domenichino. His other chief pic-
tures include a 'St. Anthony' at Padua; an
'.Annunciation' at Milan; 'St. Peter' at Mo-
dena ; 'Cephalus and Procris,' and a scene
from the 'Pastor Fido' in the Dresden gal-
lery; the 'Parting of Priam and Hector' at
Marseilles. The galleries of Bologna, Florence,
and Paris, besides some of those of England
and Germany, also possess specimens of this
master.

Guereza, gere-za, or Guerza, ger'za,
(Colobus guerza), an Abyssinian monkey re-
markable for its beauty. Short, glossy, jet-black
fur covers its limbs, back and head, while a long
fringe of silky white hair depends from the
flanks. It frequents lofty trees and is much
sought for the sake of its valuable fur.

Guerin, Eugenie de, e-zha-ne de ga-ran,
French writer: b. Cayla, Languedoc, i&)5 ; d.

31 May 1848. She was a sister of G. M. Guerin
(q.v.) and much of her life was devoted to
taking care of him. Her 'Journals and Let-
ters,' of which an English translation appeared
(1865-6), have been widely read in .\merica,
both for their charm of style and their devo-
tional spirit See Parr, 'Maurice and Eugenie
de Guerin' (iSro).

Guerin, Georges Maurice, zhorzh mo-res,
French poet: b. Languedoc 4 Aug. 1810; d.
Paris._ 19 July 1839. He was for a time a mem-
ber of a religious house in Brittany, but in 1833
went to Paris and taught in the College Stanis-
las. His verse has been greatly admired by
critical readers. Sainle Beuve in i860 edited
his 'Reliquse' with critical notice, and the poet
forms the subject also of one of Matthew Ar-
nold's 'Essays in Criticism' (1865). See Parr,
'Maurice and Eugenie de Guerin' (1870).

Guernsey, gern'zi. Alfred Hudson, Ameri-
can editor: b. Vermont. 1825; d. 17 Jan. 190J.
He was for several years editor of 'Harper's
Magazine,' and he was also associate editor of
the ".\merican Cyclopsedia' (1872-6). With
Henry M. .Alden he was author of 'Harper's
Pictorial History of the Great Rebellion.' writ-
ing the Eastern campaigns (1862-5); and 'The
Spanish .Armada' (i882>.

Guernsey, Egbert, American physician: b.
Litchfield. Conn.. 8 July 1823: d. Fishkill Land-
ing, N. Y., 19 Sept. 1903. He was graduated
from the medical department of New York
University in 1846. founded the Brooklyn Daily
Times, znd in 1872 became editor of the 'Med-
ical Times.' He was also president for many
years of the Metropolitan Hospital of New
York, and published 'Domestic Practice'
('853). which ha* passed through II editions.

Guernsey, the second largest and western-
most 01 the Channel Islands (q.v.). 46 miles
southwest of Chcrliourg, France, and oS miles
from Start Point, Devonshire, England. It
is triangular in form, nine miles long and from
three to four miles broad. The picturesque
south coast is lofty and abrupt, the island slop-

ing towards the north which is low and level.

Guernsey is noted for its healthful climate, for

the fertility of its soil, for its horticultural and
tloricultural products grown chiefly under glass,

and for its magnificent breed of cattle. The
chief towns are St. Peter Pon (q.v.), the capi-

tal, and Saint Sampson, the latter with an
important export trade in blue granite. With
the adjacent islands of Sark, Aldemey, Herm
and Jethow, Guernsey forms an autonomous
bailiwick. Pop. (1903) 41,000.

Guerrero, Teodoro, ta-o-do'ro ger-ra'ro,

Cuban dramatist : b. Havana 9 Xov. 1S24. He
was educated in Spain, returning to Cuba in

1845, in which year his first volume of poems,
'Teordorelas,' was published. His comedy,
'La Cabeza y el Corazon' ('The Head and the
Heart'), was successfully performed at Havana
in 1861, and 'Lecciones do Mundo' ('The
Lessons of the World'), didactic verse, reached
many editions. The author published other
dramas and several works of fiction and was
active in Cuban educational affairs.

Guerrero, Mexico, a state bounded by the
states of Morelos and Mexico on the north,
Puebla on tlie northeast, Oaxaca on the east

and southeast, and by the Pacific Ocean on the
southwest. Its area is given as 64.756 square
kilometres, or 24.926 square miles. It is moun-
tainous throughout almost its entire extent, the
northern section being occupied by the spurs
of the ranges of Morelos and Mexico, and the
southern by the Sierra Madre del Sur (highest
peaks 2,800 metres). Between these two sec-
tions runs the Mexcala or Balsas River, to
which all the streams of the state are tributary.
The principal lakes are Pazahuaico, Chantengo,
San Marcos, and Xexpa. The Pacific coast
line is low and sandy, and has excellent har-
bors. The bay of .Acapuico, the chief port, is

deep and spacious. The mineral resources of
the state have been as yet ver>- imperfectly
developed. Gold, silver, lead, mercury, iron,
coal, sulphur, marble, granite, opals, topazes,
and diamonds are mentioned among its prod-
ucts. The climate is unhealthy. On the coast
the heat ( from 95° to 96.80° F.) and rainfall
are both excessive; and in the belt above 6,500
feet, the cold is sometimes severe. Fevers,
leprosy and affections of the respiratory and
digestive organs are the prevailing diseases.
The annual value of the agricultural products
is about $2,200,000. and the total value of live
stock is estimated at $3,000,000. Manufactures
are limited to sugar-cane products, mescal
wine, palm-oil, cotton fabrics, and leather.
Plans for a number of railways have been
made, but have not been carried out. There
are. however, telegraph and telephone lines,
and a few wagon roads. Steamers of the
Pacific Mail and the Mexican International
Company touch at Acapulco. The state is di-
vided into 14 districts: La Union, Mina, Alar-
con. Hidalgo, Alvarez, Zaragoza, Morelos,
.Abasolo. .MIende, Tabares (chief town
.-\capulco de Juarez, with population of 5.780),
dale.ina, Chilpancingo (principal town and cap-
ital of the state Chilpancingo de los Bravos,
with population of 6,321), and Guerrero. Total
population of the state 420.336.

Guerrilla, ge-ril'la, an irregular mode of
carrying on war by means of small independent
bands of armed men, self-constituted and un-
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connected with the regular army._ The name
originated in the Spanish war for independence

(1808-14), wlien tlie term guerrillas was ap-

plied to the bands of Spanish peasants, organ-

ized to harass the French armies that then

occupied Spain. Guerrilla warfare was carried

on to some extent during the Revolution and
also in the Civil War, particularly by the Con-
federates. Guerrilla methods were also ef-

fectively used by the Cuban patriots in Cuba's

war for independence.

Guesclin, Bertrand du. See Du Gueschn.

Guest-bees, a large genus {Nomada) of

little bees of both Europe and America, which
lay their eggs in the nests of burrowing bees

of the genera Andrciia and Halictus, where the

young share the food gathered for the young
of their hosts, and the adults live harmoniously
together,— apparently a case of partnership

rather than of parasitism. Compare Cuckoo-
Bee.

Gug'genheimer, Randolph, American law-
yer and politician: b. Lynchburg, Va., 20 July
1848; d. Elberon, N. Y., 12 Sept. 1907. He
studied at New York University and began his

business career as clerk in a woolen goods house
in New York. He later entered a law office,

studied law, was admitted to the bar, and be-

came the head of a law firm, which was partic-

ularly successful in important negotiations wit\
English syndicates, investing capital in Ameri-
can industries. He also was active in the polit-

ical life of the city as a Democrat; was a

member of the board of education for three
years; and was also president of the board of

aldermen, in which capacity he served as acting
mayor of Greater New York.

Guiana, ge-a'na, the name applied to ail

that tract of country in South America bounded
by the -Atlantic Ocean, the Amazon River and
its branches, and the Orinoco River and its

branches. It lies between lat. 8° 40' N. and lat.

3° 30' S., between Ion. 50° and 60° W. Its

greatest extent east and west is I,ego miles; its

greatest breadth, from Punta Barima, to the con-
fluence of Rio Negro with the Amazon, is 710
miles. The total area is more than 800,000

square miles. The western districts belong to

Venezuela ; the southern and eastern districts

to Brazil. The three European colonies, the

British, Dutch, and French Guianas, extend from
the seacoast to the frontiers of those republics.

Early voyages to this part of South America
are mentioned in the article Discoveries, etc.

The first settlements on the northern coast lay

much farther toward the west, and exploration

and colonization east of the Orinoco began
when European adventurers continued in this

new field their search for Eldorado. Spanish
and Portuguese expeditions into Guiana during
the 1 6th century were very numerous, but always
disastrous. The English undertook its con-
quest, believing, in the words of Sir Walter
Raleigh, "that whatever prince shall possess it,

that prince shall be lord of more gold, and of a

more beautiful empire, and of more cities and
people, than either the king of Spain or the

great Turk." Capt. Laurens Keymis, sent by
Raleigh in 1596 to explore the region, reported

that "the like occasion seldom happeneth in

many ages." In the articles, D.\b.\ib.\ and El-
DORADOj it is shown that the birthplace of the

Eldorado m)'th was the region now known as

Colombia, and that the time of its birth was
near the beginning of the l6th century ; but in

the course of 100 years the site of Eldorado
was transferred to central Guiana, and Schom-
burgk asserts that the possibility of its existence

in that locality continued to occupy the imagina-

tion and attention of adventurers until the

close of the i8th century. Humboldt was the

first to prove that a lake "like unto Mare Cas-
pium," as Raleigh described it. no longer existed,

and it was erased from the maps ; Schomburgk
identified the locality where it was sougnt with
the small lake .^niucu near an Indian village

named Pirara. Raleigh led several armaments
from England with the hope of conquering the

golden capital. \\'hen these undertakings ended
in disappointment, Capt. Keymis committed sui-

cide, and Raleigh "paid the forfeit of his illusions

with his life upon the scafifold." Dutch traders,

who arrived about 1580, settled on the Pomeroon
and Essequibo rivers; and after the establish-

ment of the Dutch West India Company land

on the Berbice River was granted to van Peere.

The Pomeroon colony was abandoned owing to

attacks by the English in 1666 and by French
privateers. In 1740 English planters from the

West Indies established themselves on the Esse-

quibo, as a result of the "open door" policy

adopted by the Dutch with respect to that region

alone. Next, the overflow of immigration
settled in the Demerara district; and in 1781 all

three colonies, Essequibo. Demerara, and Ber-

bice, were taken by the British. Recaptured be-

fore the year was out by the French (who were
then allies of the Netherlands), they were again

taken by the British in 1796. The peace of

Amiens restored the original status ; but English

troops interposed once more, and the colonies

were ceded to Great Britain by the treaties of

1814-15. They were united in 1831, forming
British Guiana.

In the region east of Berbice, a few English

people attempted to form a colony at the vil-

lage of Paramaribo (1626), but abandoned the

project. Ten years afterward the French in-

vested Paramaribo, but relinquished it, pro-

ceeded to Cayenne, and there founded what is

now known as French Guiana. In 1652 a body

of English settlers again arrived at the Coma
River, and succeeded in establishing themselves.

This colony was granted in 1662 by Charles II.

to Lord Willoughby. who changed the name
Coma River into Surryham. in honor of the Earl

of Surrey. Hence we have "Surinam." the name
often used instead of Dutch Guiana. The Bruish

crown bought the colony from the heirs of Lord

Willoughby, but it passed into the hands of

the Dutch about the time when Holland gave up

the attempt to keep New Amsterdam, now New
York. The statement often repeated, that

Surinam was "exchanged* for New Amsterdam
is incorrect.

I. British Gui.^n.a is situated approximately

between lat. 1° and 8° 40' N. It is bounded on

the north and northeast by the .-Vtlantic Ocean,

on the east by Dutch Guiana, on the south by

Brazil, and on the west by Brazil and Vene-

zuela. Its area is 104.000 square miles. The
old settlements of Essequibo, Berbice, and Deme-
rara form counties with the same names. Of
these, Demerara contains the capital of the

colony (see Georgetown) ; Essequibo, the town
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cf Bartica. the point of departure for miners
going to the gold-fields : and the capital of Ber-
bice County is Xew Amsterdam. One of the
chief points on the new boundar>- line with
Venezuela. Mount Roraima, is an immense sand-
stone mass rising with perpendicular sides

2,000 feet above the slopes (themselves 6.000 feet

above sea-level) which form its base. Some of
the neighboring mountains resemble it in form,
but are less imposing. Midway between this

group and the Atlantic coast is the Imataca range,
extending east-southeast to the confluence of the
Cuj-uni and Essequibo. The laner with its

tributaries drains nearly the whole interior of
the colony : the Demerara. though much smaller,

is more important, because it flows through the
region which has become the centre of popula-
tion : the CorentvTie is the boimdarj" between
British and Dutch Guiana.

Geology and ifincral Resources.— The origi-

nal sea beach is foimd far inland, where it now
appears as long stretches of white sand reefs,

the sand being derived from a barrier of pri-

mary, volcanic and metamorphic rocks, which im-
pedes the na\-igation of the rivers. The strip

between this barrier and the ocean front— com-
posed of layers of soft mud. clay. sand, broken
shells, and decomposed vegetable matter— is

really an enormous mud-flat, about 100 feet in

depth, and covered with a rich, hea\->- loam, and
in places, with a kind of peat called pegass.

The whole interior of the countrv-. between the
agricultural coast-strip and the range culminat-
ing in Roraima. is an auriferous region. The
gold is commonly found in combination with
silver. Quartz-mines have been worked in

upper Demerara. but placer-mines in the beds
cf former streams or the channels of existing

ones are more usual. Other mineral products
are iron, sapphires, diamonds, mercurv-, gar-

nets, antimony, and plumbago. A sandstone for-

mation characterizes the southwest, from Mount
Roraima to the Potaro and Essequibo rivers,

thence extending eastward across the Demerara.
Berbice. and Corentyne. The sandstone is inter-

bedded with volcanic rocks. In many parts of
tiie colony there are red. yellow, and blue clays

:

and fine white clay, suitable for the manufacture
of porcelain, is also found.

Soil and Climate.— The surface of the coast

alluvium is so fertile that alternation of crops,

is not required : it is. however, verj neavy and
hard to culti\-ate. The thermometer ranges

generally from 76° to 86° F.. with little differ-

ence in this respect between day
Rainfall in some years 1.10 inches, in

more than 70 inches. The year is di.. ..<... .....

two rainy seasons ( Xovcmber-Fcbruar^- and

May-July), and two dry seasons. Neither

destructive earthquakes nor hurricanes occur.

There has been only one serious outbreak of

yellow fever during 50 years. Death rate of the

colony about ,^5 per 1,000.

Flora cua Fauna.— Characteristic forest prod-

ucts are exceedingly hard and heavy woids.

Tlie greenheart. mora, and wallaba arc valuable

for building: the simaniba. letter-wood, and
crabwood. for making furniture, etc. N'cgeta-

lion in Guiana is remarkable on account of the

altitude of the trees and the great size of loaves

and flowers. The gigantic water-lily. Victnria

Rcgia. is ver>- common. Some of the orchids

form large masses, with flower-stems 12 icct high.

Common mammals are sloths, deer, ant-eaters.

tapirs, armadillos, peccaries, jaguars, cavies, and
ring-tail monke>-s. Monkeys belong to two
families which are entirely confined to this re-

gion, and bats develop here their most extraor-

dinarv- specializations. In some parts of the
forest vampires are *ready to suck the foot or
even the cheek of the unwary traveler." The
manatee (i^ulgo 'mermaid* or "water-mamma"),
inhabiting some of the large rivers, and coming
to the surface at intervals to breathe or to graze
on the plants which line the banks, owes its

popular designations to the circumstance that it

suckles its young at the breast. The represent-

ative families of birds are, with few exceptions,

peculiar to this region, the list of such birds

including greenlets, tanagers, hang-nests, sugar-

birds, tree-creepers, manakins, and cotingas.

Alligators and boa constrictors both attain to

great size in this region; iguanas and smaller
kinds of lizards are numerous. Among the in-

sects, the variety of genera and species can, it is

thought, scarcely be equaled in any other part

of the world. Uncommon brilliance of coloring
is characteristic of both the birds and the in-

sects.

Agriculture.— About 80,000 acres are under
culti\-ation. or, say. one acre out of everv- 100
available for the purpose; and of this amount
71,766 acres are in sugar plantations. Only a
verj- small portion is devoted to coffee and cocoa.

Commerce, Shipping, Railu-ays. etc.— The
chief imports in 1901-2 were tissues, flour, ma-
chinery, manures, rice, fish, hardware, coal, and
tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes. The total value
of imports (principally from Great Britain and
British possessions) was S7.073.S4j. The chief

exports in the same year, with their values

:

Sugar, S5.190.815: gold, S1.857460; rum, SS04,-

230; balatta. Si 18.265; timber and woods. S105.-

605 ; diamonds. S95.275 : charcoal. S35.930 : and
molasses. S24.015. The total value of exports
was $9,168,120. in 1901 the registered vessels be-
longing to British Guiana numbered 48. compris-
ing i2 sailing vessels (1,497 tons), and 16
steamers (.2.213 tons). Total tonnage entered
and cleared, in 1901-2, was 725,867, (See also
routes of vessels under Georcetowx.) There
are 108 miles of railways, 264 miles of good
roads, and 12 miles of the larger sort of canals,

used for navigation. Smaller canals, to carry
off superfluous water from the plantations, inter-

sect each other in everv- direction. The hea\-y

rainfall and the flatness of the coast region
ohiiee the planters to maintain these canals to

drainage, and by means of the larger

_ trenches tlie sugarcanes are taken to the
... ..- .a punts. There are 73 post-ofiices, 46
telegraph offices, 9 traveling post-ofiices. about 559
miles of telegraphs and cables, and telephone
ser\-iccs (677 miles) in Georgetown and New
.\msterdam.

Money and Banking.— British gold and sil-

ver are used. There are 25 savings banks, with
21,266 depositors, and 2 banks with note circu-
lation.

G.^iemment.— The governor is assisted in

executive and administrative matters by an
advi^.ry council, composed of 3 colonists and 3
r'tficinls. all appointed by the king of England;
in legislative matters by the Court of Policy (7
officials be->ide the governor, and 8 elective mem-
bers, chosen from inhabitants by constituency of
2.676 voters qualified by income or property).
The governor has a casting vote, and can decide
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any question against the votes of the represent-

ative members. The colonists are in the ma-
jority, however, in the Combined Court, which
votes the taxes and public expenditures.

Fi)iaiiccs.— Total revenue for the year 1901-2

was $2,657,535, derived mainly from customs,

licenses, duty on rum. and royalty on gold. Pub-
lic expenditures in the same year amounted to

$2,613,155. The public debt in 1901 was
$4,960,600.

Population, Schools and Judiciary.— The cen-

sus of 1891 showed: Negroes, 115,588; East In-

dians (Hindu coolies), 105,465; aboriginal In-

dians, about 17,463 ; Portuguese from Madeira,

12,166; whites of other nationalities, 4,558;
Chinese, 3.433; mixed races, etc.. 29,376. The
total number of inhabitants was therefore

288,049. I'l 1901-2 the schools, numbering 213,

had 26.684 pupils. There are three judges, and, in

the several districts, a number of magistrates.

The criminal law is based on that of England

;

in civil cases the Roman-Dutch law is applied,

with certain modifications.

History (including the boundary dispute with
Ve)ic:uc!a)

.

— Prohibition of the slave trade

checked the agricultural development of the col-

ony, and emancipation of the slaves (1838)
ruined many planters, the freed negroes demand-
ing higher wages than the planters could afford

to pay. This crisis led to the introduction of

large numbers of laborers from Madeira, the

East Indies. China, and Malta. Immigrants of

a different class began to arrive about 1886 in

consequence of the rediscovery of gold ; but

serious difficulties arose precisely on account of

the enhancement in the value of the auriferous

regions, some of the most promising of which
were located in the territory west of the Esse-

quibo claimed by both Venezuela and Great
Britain. The inland limits of the Spanish
(afterward Venezuelan), the British, the Dutch,

the French, and the Portuguese (afterward
Brazilian ) Guianas were undetermined. In 1841

Schomburgk surveyed the boundary line of Brit-

ish Guiana for the British government, and made
two maps; the second or revised map placing the

boundary with Venezuela much farther toward
the west than the first. Subsequently Venezuela
and Great Britain agreed not to encroach upon
the territory in dispute, pending a settlement

of the boundary question, but both countries

offended against the spirit of this compact. The
proposal for arbitration in 1887 was met by
England's prompt refusal to admit any doubt as

to her title to the lands east of the revised

Schomburgk line, and, a little later, by the es-

tablishment of British posts, and the declaration

that the region drained by the Barima River

was hers by right. It is necessary to bear

in mind that if England had accepted the views

of Venezuela and Brazil as to the boundaries of

British Guiana, that colony would have dis-

appeared from the map. Brazil claimed all but

about 12.000 square miles; Venezuela nearly the

whole of the old Essequibo colony, the Pomeroon
and the unsettled interior districts. When
President Cleveland, in 1895, called to the at-

tention of the British government the bearing of

the Monroe doctrine upon the question at issue,

his suggestion was at first not accepted. His
message to Congress went much farther. It

advised Congress that a commission should be
appointed for the determination of the true

boundary, and declared in effect that any at-

tempt to extend British territory beyond the true
boundary should be resisted by the United
States, by force, if necessary. It was a threat

of war. Pursuant to the act of Congress 21

Dec. 1895, a commission was appointed i Jan.

1896. But before their report was submitted a

treaty providing for the reference of the matter
to a tribunal of arbitration had been signed at

Washington (2 Feb. 1897). Arbitrators were:
Chief Justice Fuller and Justice Brewer of
United States Supreme Court ; Lord Herschell
(and, after his death. Lord Russell of Killowen),
and Justice Sir R. H. Collins ; and as president,

Prof. Martens. The tribunal met at Paris in

1899. The award, given 3 October, determined
the boundarj' nearly in correspondence with the

second or revised Schomburgk line, assigning

to Great Britain a region about 60.000 square

miles in area which Venezuela had claimed. On
the other hand. Point Barima, at the principal

mouth of the Orinoco, and certain gold-fields

near the headwaters of the Cuj-uni, were awarded
to Venezuela. The territory of British Guiana,
thus defined, extends along the seacoast to

Point Playa, and includes the whole valley of

the Barima and that of the Cuyuni east of the

Wcnamu— the larger part, though not the best

part, of the mining region.

2. Dutch Gui.\n.\ or Surin.-\m is bounded on
the north by the Atlantic. Ocean, on the east by
French Guiana, on the south by Brazil, and on
the west by British Guiana. It extends from lat.

2° to 6° N., and from Ion. 53° 50' to 58° 20' E.

Area 46,060 square miles. The political divi-

sions are districts, 16 in number, and communes;
the capital, Paramaribo, has about 31,817 inhabi-

tants. Chief products are: Cacao (75 planta-

tions), sugar (7 plantations), coffee, bananas,

rice, maize, rum. molasses, and gold (output

valued at about $480,000 in 1900). The mining
experience of this colony resembles that of

British Guiana: the metal has been sought

hitherto in beds of streams, etc., but is now
being taken also from mines which require

crushing machinery. Imports regularly ex-

ceed in value the exports ; thus in 1901 imports

amounted to $2,831,112, and exports to

$2,146,224. During the years 1897 to 1901 the

value of exports remained almost stationary,

while that of imports steadily increased. Exec-

utive authority is vested in a governor The
representative assembly, called the Colonial

States, is composed of members chosen for 6

years by a limited number of electors. The coun-

cil consists of 5 members, including the

governor himself as president, and represents the

sovereign. The revenues of the colony fall short

of the expenditures. The military force is about

as follows: Garrison, 20 officers and .351 men;
militia. 27 officers and 411 men; and civic guard,

59 officers and 1.061 men. There are a few

guard ships and vessels of the royal navy. The
number of inhabitants in 1902 was somewhat
more than 69.000. Educational institutions are:

A normal school ; schools maintained by the

Moravian Brethren and the Roman Catholics

;

33 private schools, with 4,822 pupils ; and 20

public schools, with 2.342 pupils. The judicial

system comprises a court of justice (all the of-

ficers appointed by the (|uecn), two circiiit, and
three district courts. Slavery was abolished I

July 1863, but the authorities imposed the con-
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ditions that for lo years the emancipated negroes
should remain upon the plantations of the dis-

tricts in which they had formerly lived, and
should perform the same kind of work for wages
that the}' had been accustomed to while in

bondage. After i July i87ji. the importation of
laborers to replace the freedmcn became a mat-
ter of life and death in Surinam as in the neigh-
boring colonies, for agriculture was almost
ruined.

3. French Gui.\x.\, lying between the Atlan-
tic Ocean, Brazil, and Dutch Guiana, has an area
of about 30.500 square miles. Besides Caj'enne,

capital of the colony, and its only port (popula-
tion, according to the latest census, 1^,612),
there are 13 communes. Mineral productions
are gold, silver, marble, phosphates, and iron.

In 1901 the exports of gold amounted to 94,14"
ounces. Agricultural productions are varied
(including sugarcane, cocoa, coffee, rice, indigo,

tobacco, maize, and manioc), but laborers are
few. the area under cultivation is small, and the
total value of the crops insignificant. Here, as

in Dutch Guiana, the value of exports is much
less than that of the imports, the difference in

1901 being about $689,750. Colonial interests are
entrusted to a governor and privy council of 7
members, and one deputy represents the colony
in the French Parliament. There is also an
assembly called the Council-General, composed
of 16 members. Revenue and expenditures for

1902 were each estimated at $657,261 ; but the

cost of maintaining the penal establishment

($1,139,122, according to the budget of 1903), is

borne by the French republic. Between 300 and
400 French soldiers are kept in the colony. The
total population, including convicts and Indians,

was given as 32.908 in 1901. Cayenne has a

superior court, court of first instance, and two
justices of the peace: a college, a library, and a
museum ; in the entire colony there are 27
primary schools

From the first, the French undertaking in

Guiana has been unsuccessful. On 11 Dec 1653,

the sur\-ivors of the original colony abandoned
the fort and sailed away, after suffering from
hunger and disease. .^ new company formed
for the colonization of Cayenne in 1663 was
scarcely able to hold its own against hostile

neighbors in Brazil. The deportation of politi-

cal prisoners to Guiana at the end of the i8th

century completed the ruin which Portuguese
attacks had begun : for the exiles ascribed the

death of their companions to the climate ; and
French Guiana was completely discredited in the

eyes of the world. In January 1809. the colony

surrendered to the Portuguese and English. It

was restored to France by the treaties of

1814-15. Since 1855 it has been used as a penal

settlement. In 1902 the number of convicts in

residence there was 10.075, including 240 women.
The boundaries with Brazil were detertriined i

Dec. 1900, by the Swiss court of arbitration.

Bibliograf'liy.— Dalton, "History of British

Guiana*; Kappler, "Hollandisch-Guiana*

;

Raleigh, 'Newts of Sr. Walter Raulcigh, with
the true description of Guiana* ( 1618) : Rod-
way, 'Hand-book of British Guiana'; Schom-
burgk, "Twelve Views in the Interior of Guiana,
with Descriptive Letter-press' ; Temaux-Com-
pans, 'Notice historique sur la Guyane fran-
?aise.' M.^KRION' WiLCO.X,

Authority on Spanish America.

Guicciardini, Francesco, fran-ches'ko gwe-
char-de'ne, Italian historian: b. Florence 6
March 1483 ; d. there 23 May 1540. He studied

at Padua, and became an advocate and pro-
fessor of law at Florence. In 1512 he was ap-

pointed ambassador to the court of Ferdinand
the Catholic of Spain. At a later period he
was invited by Leo X. to his court, and en-
trusted with the government of Modena and
Reggio. This office he discharged also under
Adrian VL, to the general satisfaction: and
afterward, when Clement VII. (de' Medici)
ascended the papal chair, Guicciardini was
sent as lieutenant of the pope to Romagna.
He contributed here to the public good by
restoring civil order, constructing roads, erecting
public buildings, and founding useful insti-

tutions. Having been appointed lieutenant-

general of the pope, he, in 1521, defended
Parma when besieged by the French. In 1534
he began his great work "Istoria d'ltalia*

(1561-4) extending from 1490 to 1534. In
1537 he contributed greatly to the eleva-
tion of Cosmo de Medici to the office of
grand-duke, but when later he attempted to
impose constitutional limitations upon the
grand-ducal power, he lost his influence. The
'Histon-' was translated into English by God-
dard, and the translation published between
1753 and 1761. The reader of Guicciardini is

sometimes offended by a want of method, and
his statements cannot always be depended on
as derived from the best sources.

Guide-birds, or Honey-guides, certain
small, mainly black and yellow birds, allied to
the barbets, and constituting a genus in-

habiting the tropical regions of the Old World,
which have the curious habit of attracting the
attention of men, and of honey-loving quad-
rupeds, to bees' nests, profiting by the disturb-
ance which follows. They are fond of bees,
grubs, and honey, but cannot often get them
without assistance ; sometimes, also, they show
equal zeal in leading a person to a snake,
leopard, or something else which has attracted
their notice. .Mthough the genus is known in
India and' Malaya, it is in South Africa that
its traits are most noticeable and the books
of travelers and explorers there abound in

accounts of its guiding habits. Sir John Kirk
contributed the following exact description of
the work of Indicator minor to the 'Ibis*

(1864):
"1 he honey-guide is found in forests, and

often far from water, even during the dry
season. On observing a man it conies flutter-
ing from branch to branch in the neighboring
trees, calling attention. If this be responded
to, as the natives do by whistling and starting
to their feet, the bird will go in a certain di-
rection and remain at a little distance, hopping
from one tree to another. On being followed
it goes further; and so it will guide the way
to a nest of bees. WTien this is reached, it

flies about, but no longer guides; and then
some knowledge is needed to discover the nest,
even when pointed out to within a few trees.
1 have known this bird, if the man after tak-
ing up the direction for a little then turns
away, to come back and offer to point out an-
other nest in a different part. But if it do
not know of two nests, it will remain be-
hmd. The difficulty is. that it will point to
tame bees in a bark-hive as readily as to those



1. Guide-bird (Indicator sparrmanni).

2. Garden Warblers (Sylvia curruca and S.

rufa).

3. (jninca Hens (Niimida cristata and X.

meleagris).

4. Kiiropean Golden Oriole (Oriolus galbula).

5. Grakle (Kulabes relisjiosa).
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in the forest. This is natural, as the bee is

the same; the bark-hive, 'musinga* as it is

named, being simply fastened up in a tree and

left for the bees to come to. The object the

bird has in view is clearly the young bees. It

will guide to nests having no hcney, and

seems equally delighted if the comb containing

the crub be torn out when it is seen pecking

at it>

Guide Reni. See Rexi, Gcido.

Guidon, gi'don, a swallow-tailed flag, such

as is carried by a regiment of cavalo' or

mounted artillery. In the United States cav-

alrj' the regimental guidon is half red and
halif white, dividing at the fork. The red

above has "U. S.» in white. The white is be-

low and has the letter of the company in red.

The fly is 3 feet 5 inches to the end of the tail;

the head is 27 inches. The lance is 9 feet long,

including spear and ferrule.

Guienne, ge-en', or Guyenne, ancient
Aquhania (q.v.), a former southwestern
province of France, now divided into the de-
partments of Gironde, Lot, Lot-et-Garonne,
Dordogne, Aveyron, and part of Landes and
ut Tarn-et-Garonne. The capital was Bor-
deaux.

Guija, g\ve'ha, a lake in the republics of
Guatemala and San Salvador, in Central
America. It is in a volcanic region, and con-
tains two small volcanic islands.

Guikowar, gik'war, the native title of the
Mahratta prince, ruler of the province of
Baroda (q.v.) in British India. The ruling

Guikowar in 1874 was tried for attempting
to poison the British resident and was deposed.
Since 1802, when the province lost its inde-
pendence to the English, the authority of the
Guikowar has been merelj' nominal.

Guild, Curtis, American journalist: b.

Boston, Mass., 1827. After several years de-
voted to reporting for the Boston Journal, he
became one of the owners of the Boston Trav-
eller and in 1859 established the Boston Daily
Commereial Bulletin, of which he became the
editor. He has published 'Over the Ocean*
(1867); 'Aboard Again> (1873); <Britons
and Muscovites' (1888) ; 'A Chat About
Celebrities* ; *From Sunrise to Sunset'
(verse).

Guild, Curtis Jr^ American journalist and
politician : b. Boston, }ilass., 2 Feb. i860. He
was graduated at Harvard in 1881 as class ora-
tor, and entered the employ of the Commercial
Bulletin of Boston, conducted by his father,

Curtis Guild (q.v.). He interested himself at
once in local politics, was Republican delegate-
at-large to the St. Louis convention in 1896;
and active in securing the gold plank in the
national platform. In the following campaign
he made a political tour of 10 States. He was
appointed brigadier-general of Massachusetts
militia and inspector-general of lifle practice
by Gov. Roger Wolcott. At the outbreak of the
Spanish war he was appointed lieutenant-colonel
and inspector-general. United States Army, serv-
ing in the Seventh Army corps under Gen.
Fitzhugh Lee. In 1900 he accompanied Gov.
(now President) Roosevelt on a tour of polit-
ical speaking through the West. In 1902 he
became sole owner of the Commetdal Bulletin.

He was elected, 4 Nov. 1902, lieutenant-gevei nor
of Massachusetts, with John L. Bates, governor-
elect ; and was inaugurated 10 Jan. 1903. In

1905 and 1906 he was elected governor.

Guild, Reuben Aldridge, American libra-

rian and author: b. West Dedham, Mass., 4
May 1822; d. 1899. His published works in-

clude: "Biographical Introduction to the Writ-
ings of Roger Williams' (t866) ; ''Histor>- of
Brown University with Illustrative Documents'
(1867); "Chaplain Smith and the Baptists'

(1885).

Guild, a fraternity, society or company,
formerly active in commerce and mechanics.

Guilds played an important part in public af-

fairs in the Middle Ages. The Romans had
various mechanical fraternities, but these seem
to have been merely religious and political soci-

eties ; while the associations of workmen in the
arsenals that existed under the empire were
regular hereditary- castes, enjoying certain priv-

ileges and bound to certain duties In Italy,

the cradle of the class of free citizens in the

Middle Ages, and particularly in the Lombard
cities, those connecting links between the an-

cient and modem civilization, some remains of

these Roman institutions, or recollections of

them, probably contributed to revive the guilds,

which naturally presented themselves as an ex-

cellent means of supporting the citizens against

the nobility by uniting them into powerful
bodies. It is certain that small societies ex-

isted as early as the 12th century, which appear,

in the following century, to have been in the

possession of important political privileges.

When the advantages of these associations be-

came known and felt they rapidly increased;

and in the struggles of the citizens and the-

nobility the principal resistance against the lat-

ter was made by the corporations. As soon as

the citizens acquired an influence on the admin-
istration the guilds became the basis of the-

municipal constitutions, and every one who
wished to participate in the municipal govern-
ment was obliged to become the member of a
guild. Guilds in Germany possessed no polit-

ical importance before the 13th century. At
this time they acquired the right of bearing

arms for the defense of their own interests,

and when a struggle arose between them and
the citizens belonging to ancient families the
guilds were victorious, and became so powerful
that even persons of "free occupations" joined

these associations as the allodial possessors of

land sometimes placed themselves under feudal

lords. The by-laws of the German guilds con-

tained regulations as to '/e training of ap-

prentices, the practice of one"s trade in different

towns as a journe\-man, and the requirements of

a master. At an early period these workmen's-

associations met with opposition, but the oppo-
sition was not at first directed against them on
account of the obstacles they threw in the way
of commercial intercourse, and the other evil

consequences of their monopoly, but simply on
account of their political influence. In the l8th

century several edicts were made in Germany
against the abuses of the guilds, and at different

dates in the 19th century freedom was granted
in most of the states of Germany to all to prac-

tise any trade without being admitted into a
guild. In .Austria this was done in i860, and
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in 1868 it was done for all the states of the

Xorth German Confederation.

In Great Britain the societies of mechanics

were important principally in a political respect,

on account of their connection with the demo-

cratic element of the constitution. These soci-

eties originated at the time of the development

of the importance of the dries. In the towns

where they long existed they had an important

influence in the election of representatives, and

in the municipal administration. These guilds,

in England, had no legal right to prevent any

man from exercising what trade he pleased.

The only restriction on the exercise of trades

was the statute of Elizabeth, requiring seven

vears" apprenticeship. The guilds of the city

of London (among the oldest of which are the

weavers, founded in ndf. the parish clerks, m
1232: the saddlers, in 1280: the fishmongers,

in 1284: the goldsmiths, in 1327; the skinners,

in 1327: and the grocers, in I345> aje still veo'

important corporations, still continuing to fulfil

the chief object for which they were founded—
that of giving relief to poor and decayed mem-
bers, and also having in many cases the man-

agement of vast funds bequeathed for benevo-

lent purposes by persons who selected one or

other of the guilds as trustees. Sometimes these

funds are bequeathed for specific purposes,

which the guilds, as trustees, are of course

bound to carrv out: but in other cases, where

thev are available for general purposes, the

guilds have usuallv shown great discretion m
The manner in which they have employed them.

Besides the secular guilds or mechanics" asso-

•ciations there were from a verj- early period, m
Great Britain, religious guilds, resembling the

religious societies of modem times. From the

time of Heno- II- all such guilds were reqiured

to have a chaner from the crown. In 138S a

return to these guilds was ordered to be made,

and it was then found that that of Corpus

Christi. York, numbered 14.800 members. Some

of the most objectionable features of the ancient

guilds have again been developed by some of the

trades unions, their modem repr-sentatives.

In France guild-privileges were sold by the

state from the loth centurj- till the revolution

of 1789, and the position of the artisan had

come to be a most pitiable one: but at that

date ever}- restriction on the e.xercise of any

trade was removed. This was done also at a

later period in Belgium, Holland, Italy, Sweden

(1846) and Denmark (1862). An account of

guilds in .America will be found under L.\bor

Unions. See also Tr.kde Unions for the mod-

ern European history of guilds.

Guildhall, the usual designation in Eng-

land for the medieval city halls, the most

famous of which is the London Guildhall, King

Street Cheapside. first built in 1411, all but de-

stroyed in the fire of 1666, and rebuilt in 1669

The facade dates from 1789- The great hall

used for the famous city feasts, the election of

citv officers and members of Parliament, and

for the public meetings of the liver>- and iree-

men, is l^-? feet long, 48 feet broad, and 55 teet

high It is decorated by statues of various

celebrities, and in the common council room

there is a collection of valuable paintings.

Guilford, Conn., a town and borough of

New Haven County, on Long Island Sound.

ar.i , n the New York, N. H. & H. R.R., 14

miles east of New Haven. It was settled as

Menunk-atuck bv English colonists in 1639, and

one of the ancient stone buildings ot that date

is now used as a State museum. Farming, can-

nin<^ iron working, and some woolen manutac-

tures are the chief industries. Halleck the poet

was a native and resident of Guiltord. Pop.

of town and borough (1900) 2.785; of town,

1.^12.

Gmlford (gil'ford) CoUege, N. C, a town

of Guilford Countv, on a branch of the South-

era R.R-, six miles west of Greensboro. It

was incorporated in 1895 and derives its name

from Guilford College, a coeducational estab-

lishment controlled by the Friends, and founded

in 1837. The income of the college is $20,000,

and it has a librarv- of over 6,000 volumes.

Guilford Court House, Battle of, 15 March
1781 : in results one of the decisive battles of

the Revolution. Corawaliis at Hiilsboro pro-

claimed that he had conquered North Carolina,

and called on the well-disposed to rally around

him: Greene, awaiting reinforcements near the

\"irginia border, perceived the necessity ot

showing the patriots they were not abandoned,

and advanced across the Dan. After some days

of fencing and recruiting, Greene halted for bat-

tle at Guilford Court House. He had about

4_40O men. but 3,000 were militia : and of his

Continental regulars, only the Virginians and

the First Maryland were veterans, the Second

being new. Corawaliis had 2.213 trained troops.

Greene posted his first miliria line in an open

field, to thin the British front before giving

way; the second in a wood 300 yards back: the

regulars on a rise 400 yards to the rear, near

the court-house. Their front was convex: the

\'irginians on the right, then in succession Sin-

gleton's artillerj-. Gunby and Howard's First

Marjland. and Ford's Second Mao'land on the

left. Lee's Legion and Campbell's riflemen

guarded the left flank: William Washington's

cavalrv-, L\-nch's rifles, and the remnant of the

Delaware regiment, the right tlank. The Brit-

ish routed the first militia after it fired on« or

two vollevs: but only drove the second trom

the wood-after an obstinate and murderous com-

bat. .\dvancing against the hill, their left was

riddled bv a withering fire, and then broken by

a bavone't charge of the First Marvland: but

their'right crushed the Second and captured two
cannon. The First faced about and checked it;

Washington in turn pierced the British line and

retook the pieces. The First steadily crowded

back their opponents with the bayonet: and

Comwallis only stayed the tide of defeat by

ordering his artillery to open on the Mary-

landers through his own ranks, checking the

pursuit at heavj- loss to himself. Reforming,

the British moved forward: and with double

the number of real troops, carried the hill and

held it against every assault. Toward evening

Greene, after five ho\irs" conflict, withdrew,

leaving his artillerj- on the field because the

horses were killed.
' The .-American loss was 79

killed and 184 wounded: and about i.ooo militia

dispersed to their homes. Comwallis lost 93
killed, 413 wounded, and 26 missing— S32 in all,

or a quarter of his entire force. He announced

a victory to Parliament, but Fox declared that

"another such victorj- would destroy the British

army": and, in fact, Comwallis had to fall

back on Wilmington, abandoning his hold on the
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Carolinas, except two or three places on the
coast, and shortly going to Virginia and cap-
ture.

Guillaume, gwi-yom'. Eugene, French
sculptor : b. Montbard. France, 4 July 1822 : d.

Rome, Italy, 28 Feb. 1905. He opened his first

studio at Dijon, and subsequently became a pupil
of Pradier at Paris. In 1845 he carried ofT tlie

Grand Prix de Rome. It was during studies at
Rome that he manifested that mastery of the
human form which appears in his 'Reaper,*
which he modeled at Rome. It was subsequently
cast in bronze, and is now in the Luxembourg.
In 1852 he produced in marble the sitting figure
of .-Xnacreon with the dove of Venus. He was,
however, less successful in ideal creations than
in portrait busts. His statues of Napoleon I.

as lieutenant of artillery and as emperor, his
bust portraits of Archbishop Darboy, of F.
Baloz, Ferr}', and Thiers are characteristic and
(fignified, but he is perhaps best known for his
sculptures on the fagade of the Xew Opera
House, Paris (t86g} : <The Fount of Poetrv'
(1873); 'Aopheus' (1878): 'Two Hermes'*

;

'Anacreon with Eros*; and 'Sappho with Eros
and .Andromache.' He was the designer of the
medals given at the expositions of 1867 and
1S78.

Guillemet, Jean Baptiste Antoine, zhon
l)ap-test an-twan gwi-ji-ma. French painter: b.

Chantilly 1842. After studying under Corot and
Oudinot he exhibited for the first time in 1865.

He chooses for his subjects the scenery of Nor-
mandy, and the Seine valley, and is faithful in

his transcripts from nature, but his work lacks
the color and subtility as well as the imagina-
tion of the Barbizon school. His 'View of
Bercy' and 'View of Paris' are in the Luxem-
bourg.

Guillotine, gil'o-ten, a machine for be-
heading, so called from Dr. Joseph Ignace
Guillotin, and introduced during the French
revolution. It consists of two posts united at

the top by a cross beam, and furnished with
grooves, in which a broad steel blade heavily
weighted with lead descends by the impetus of
its own weight on the neck of the criminal, fas-

tened to a plank beneath. The certainty and
speed with which this instrument separates the
head from the body gives it an advantage over
the a.xe or sword wielded by the hand. Ma-
chines of a similar description have been in use
among many nations. In Italy, from the 13th
century, it was the privilege of the nobility to
suffer capital punishment by an instrument
called the inainiaia, closely resembling the guil-

lotine. In Germany, likewise, during the Mid-
dle Ages, an instrument resembling the guillo-

tine was made use of, though the blade did not
fall upon but was thrust through the neck of the
criminal. There was formerly employed in

Great Britain, also, and more especially in Scot-
land, an instrument of decapitation called the
"maiden," said to have been introduced by Re-
gent Morton, who himself afterward suffered
by it. It differed from the guillotine in this,

that while the blade of the guillotine falls upon
the neck of the criminal, in the maiden the
blade is fixed with its edge upward, and the
neck of the criminal is forced down upon it by
the fall of a hea\y weight. Such an apparatus

\0L. 8—
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was also known and used at an early period in •

France. The Dutch likewise formerly made use

of a decapitating machine.
Dr. Guillotin was not the inventor of the in-

strument which bears his name, and had only a

secondary share in its introduction into France.

As a member of the constitutional assembly he
proposed to that body to abolish all class dis-

tinctions in the method of inflicting capital pun-
ishments, and with that view to have some in-

strument invented which might do the work
more quickly and certainly than the hand of the
headsman. The establishment of a new penal

code having now become the subject of delibera-

tion, a vote for a uniform system of capital

punishment was, on the motion of Dr. Guillotin,

passed on 21 Dec. 1789, with a recommendation
that the least painful method of inflicting it

should be adopted. It was not till 1792, how-
ever, that this special machine was selected after

a report from Dr. Ant. Louis, secretary to the

College of Surgeons. The guillotine was first

erected in the Place de Greve at Paris, and the

first execution performed by it on 25 April 1792,

on a highwayman. Shortly afterward, in re-

membrance of Guillotin's original proposition,

it received the name of "guillotine," both popu-
larly and in official language, and it was intro-

duced wherever the penal code of France has
been adopted.

Guimaras, ge-ma-ras', Philippines, an
island lymg west of Negros and south of Panay,
forming with Panay the strait of Iloilo. The
east coast is mountainous, the west coast, open
and fertile ; an excellent road follows the en-
tire coast, except for a distance of 10 miles, and
the most important towns are on this road. The
products include rice, com, cotton, and tobacco,

and there are important fishing interests. The
island is a part of the province of Panay.

Guimbal, gem-ba!', Philippines, a pueblo
of the province of Iloilo. island of Panay. sit-

uated on the southeast coast, at the mouth of
a river, 17 miles west of the town of Iloilo.

Pop. 10,950.

Guinaan, ge na'an, a Malay tribe of the
Philippines, inhabiting the watershed of the
Rio Abra and the Rio Grande de Cagayan, is-

land of Luzon, and the neighboring region of
Isabela and Abra. They are a heathen, head-
hunting tribe, and have a distinct language.

Guinea, gin'e, an English gold coin, first

issued in 1663 ; by a proclamation issued 22 Dec.

1717, the guinea was declared current at 2l.r.

sterling. Its true value, as derived from the

market values of gold and silver at that time
was 20.J. 8d., about $4.96. It has not been coined
since 181 7, when the sovereign supplanted it,

but the fashion still prevails of quoting prices

of some things in guineas, and subscriptions are

frequently recorded in the same denomination.

Guinea-corn, a name given to durra, Sor-
ghiiiii vulgarc. cultivated in the United States

under the name of broom-corn. See Durr.\;
Broom-corx.

Guinea-fowls, a family of gallinaceous
birds (Xui)iidide) allied to the pheasants and
turkeys, natives of Africa and Madagascar,
Twenty-three species are known, the most famil-

iar being the common guinea-fowl of our poul-
try yard (.Vtimida meleagris). This bird ranges
in a wild slate from Senegambia to the Niger
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River, and is found also on the Cape Verde
Islands. It is supposed to have been first

brought to Europe by Portuguese explorers in

the loth centurj-; but these fowls were domes-
ticated in Rome during the classic period. Of
the other species the vulturine guinea-fowl
(Acryllium Z'uiiurinum) is one of the hand-
somest, being striped with brilliant blue; while
the black guinea (Phjsidus niger) and the
turkey-like guinea (Agelastes meleagrides) are
peculiar in possessing spurs.

Guinea-grass, a kind of grass {Panicuin
mcximum), often 6 or lo feet in height, a native
of western Africa, which has been naturalized in

South America and the West Indies, and is

largely cultivated for fodder.

Guinea, Gulf of, that portion of the Atlan-
tic on the coast of Africa, between Capes Lopez
and Palmas. Two of its arms are the bights of
Benin and Biafra. The Niger flows into this

gulf south of the bight of Benin. A number of
small streams enter from French Kongo and
Kamerun. It contains a number of islands,

chief of which are St. Thomas, Fernando Po, and
Prince's Island. The gulf has two currents,

one setting eastward into the bights of Biafra
and Benin, and the other coming from the
south : they meet in the bight of Biafra, and
unite in one stream which gradually expands as
it flows northwest, then west and southwest

Guinea-pig, or Cavy, a small, variable
domesticated race of the restless cavy (see
C.\w), bred in all parts of the world as a
children's pet. It is about six inches long, and
exists in several races, some short-haired, others
with long, curiously ruffled hair. The colors

are greatly varied, white, black and a mixture in

quaint pattern of white and tan being preferred.

It is a restless, grunting little creature, showing
a small amount of intelligence, but gentle and
amusing. It feeds on vegetables, bread, parsley,

lettuce, etc., and is exceedingly cleanly in its

habits. It begins to breed when five or six

months old, the period of gestation being from
9 to lo weeks, and the litt"rs averaging from
4 to 5 : and this extreme fecundity seems to be
its only means of defence against extinction.

The name is probably a corruption of "Guiana-
pig," referring to its native home and its pig-

like form and grunting. English children call

them "cavies." They are bred by fanciers for

show purposes, and clubs exist for -the improve-
ment of standard breeds.

Guinea-worm, a nematode worm {Filaria

ir.cdiiu)ijis), the female of which may be three

feet long, and as thick as a knitting-needle. It

is a parasite in the feet and toes of residents of
the East Indies and .African coast, forming
abscesses beneath the skin in which the worm
is coiled up. It produces the disease known to

the Greeks as dracontiasis, and one of those
now called filariasis (q.v.). To extract the

worm it must be slowly wound upon a roll of
paper, a little at a time, care being taken not
to break the worm, as if a portion is left in the
abscess, the young will develop and be scattered

under the skin. Although formerly confined to

the Old World, the guinea-worm has recently

been found in the tropics of .\merica, but is

very rarely seen in nonhcm parts.

Guinevere, gwln'e-ver, the wife of King
Arthur in the Arthurian legends (q.v.). In the

first accovmts of the .Arthurian court, she plays

a very unimportant part, and her character is

not clearly portrayed. It is in the 13th century

that the personahty of the queen and the stor>-

of her love for Lancelot are first developed. The
most vivid and powerful picture of Guinevere
is that given by Teimyson in the 'Idylls of the

King,' in which her sinful love for Lancelot is

made the real cause of the downfall of the

Round Table and Arthur's kingdom.

Guiney, Louise Imogen, American poet:
b. Boston 7 Jan. 1S61. She began to write for

publication in 1880 and was a frequent con-
tributor to 'The Pilot,' Boston. Her published
works include 'Songs at the Start' (1884);
'The White Sail and Other Poems' (1887) ; 'A
Roadside Harp' (1893) ; 'Martyr's Idyl and
Shorter Poems ' ( 1899) ; and in prose she has
also published: 'Goose-Quill Papers' (1885);
'Brownies and Bogies'; 'Monsieur Henri'
(1892): 'A Little English Gallerv* ; 'Lovers'

Saint Ruths'; 'Patrins' (1897)
: ''The Secret

of Fougereuse' ; etc. She has edited an edition

of Mangan's poems.

Guinness, Sir Benjamin Lee, Irish philan-

thropist: b. I Nov. 1798: d. 19 May 1808. He
was a member of the great Dublin brewing firm,

the largest in the world. In 1865-S he was M.
P. for Dublin. He restored St. Patrick's Cathe-
dral, Dublin, at a cost of S700,ooa His business
in 1886 was placed in the control of a limited

liabilitj- company, emploWng 3,000 persons and
having a capital of i5,ooo.ooo.

Guinness, Snt Edward Cecil, Irish philan-
thropist: 'd. 10 Xov. 1S47. He was the son of
Sir B. L. Guinness (q.v.). In 1891 he became
Baron Iveagh. He gave $1,250,000 for the pur-
pose of erecting sanitary dwellings for working
people at a low rent. Of this sum Si.ooo.ooo

was to be given to London, and the remainder
to Dublin. The income obtained on the capital

is to be employed in the same fashion.

Guinobatan, ge-no-ba'tan, Philippines, a
town m the provmce of .\mbos Camarmes. is-

land of -Ltuon, on the Quinali River. Pop.
10,000.

Guise (gii-ez or gez) Family, The, French
ducal house, a branch of the laniily of Lorraine.
The founder was Claude, a younger son of
Rene II., duke of Lorraine, who in 1506 became
naturalized in France, and in 1513 married An-
toinette de Bourbon, the daughter of the Count
of \'end6me. In his favor the county of Guise
(one of his numerous possessions in France)
was erected in 152S by Francis I. into a duchy.
He died in 1550, leaving behind him five daugh-
ters ( the oldest of whom, Marie, married James
V. of Scotland, and was the mother of Mary,
queen of Scots) and six sons— Francois, who
succeeded him in the duchy of Guise and his
other dignities : Charles (usually known as
Cardinal of Lorraine), Louis (Cardinal of
Guise). Claude, Francois, and Rene, all persons
of note. The family acquired great political

importance on the accession of Francis II., who
was married to Mary, queen of Scots, Fran<;ois,
the second duke of Guise, was assassinated in

1563. and left three sons, Henri who inherited
his father's titles; Louis, cardinal of Lorraine
and archbishop of Rheims ( both put to death in

1588 on the command of Henry III.) ; and
Charles, duke of Mayenne. Henri, third duke
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of Guise, was succeeded by his son Charles, who
died in Italy in 164c, and was succeeded by his

second son Henri. Henri died without issue in

1664. when he left the title to his nephew, Louis

Joseph, duke of Joyeuse and Angouleme. His

son and succesor, Frangois Joseph, died in 1671,

leaving only one son, who died at the age of

five in 1675, when the direct line of the house

of Guise became extinct. In 1704 the title was
revived for the hous£ of Conde.

Guise, France, a town in the department
of Aisne, on the Oise, 25 miles by rail north-

east of St. Quentin. It is an ancient city, men-
tioned as early as 1050, and has interesting re-

mains of the i6th century castle of the famous
Dukes of Guise. The town is noted for the

ironworks of Dequereme et Cie founded by Jean
Baptiste Andre Godin, and conducted on a

profit-sharing plan. The workmen are provided

with dwellings on the associated plan ; the first

portion of the familistcre was erected by Godin
in 1859-60 at a cost of $400,000. In connection

with the workman's colony is a phalansterc, or

common dwelling-house accommodating 400
families, a theatre, library and reading-room,

schools, nursery, covered playgrounds, and a
co-operative store. Pop. (1901) 7,300.

Guitar', a stringed musical instrument,
with an oval body, and a neck like that of the

violin. The modern or Spanish guitar has six

strings, the three highest of gut, the three low-

est of silk covered with fine wire, and tuned
to the E in the second space of the bass staff,

A, its fourth, and the treble D, G, B, and E
The intermediate intervals are produced by
bringing the strings, by the pressure of the

fingers of the left hand, into contact with the

frets fixed on the key-board, while those of the

right pluck or twitch the strings. The Spaniards

are supposed to be the inventors of the guitar,

and it is most widely used in Spain, though its

use is quite general in other countries.

Gtiiteau, ge-to', Charles Julius, American
assassin : b. about 1840 ; d. Washington, D. C,
30 June 1882. He became a lawyer in Chicago,

and in 1880, after the election of James A. Gar-

field to the presidency, went to Washington, pre-

sumably to secure the office of United States

consul at Marseilles, but did not succeed. Owing
to this and the fact that the new President was
opposed to the Stalwarts, led by Roscoe Conk-
ling, Guiteau became greatly incensed. On 2

July 1881, he shot the President in the waiting

room of the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad

station in Washington ; and on 19 Sept. the

President died from the effect of his w'ound.

Letters taken from Guiteau after his arrest

showed that he had planned to "remove^' the

President. He was indicted for murder on 7
October, was found guilty on 25 Jan. 1882 after

a sensational trial in which insanity was the only

plea offered for the defense, and was hanged in

ithe District of Columbia jail, 30 June following.

See G.\RFiELD, J. A.

Guiuan, ge'wan, Philippines, a pueblo of

Samar, on the extreme south coast, 78 miles

southeast of Catbalogan, having a good harbor.

On the edge of a reef near the town are sev-

eral sulphur springs, which though covered by
the sea at high tide, are never brackish. Pop.
1 1, wo.

Guizot, Franjois Pierre Guillaume, iran-

swa pe-ar ge-yom ge-z6, Frencli histurian and
statesman: b. Ninies 4 Oct. 1787; d. \'alricher

near Paris, 13 Sept. 1874. His father, a lawyer,

having in 1794 perished by the guillotine, his

mother and her three sons retired to Geneva,

where Francois was gratuitously educated at

the gymnasium. In 1805 he commenced the

study of law at Paris, but gradually drifted into

the literary profession. In 1812 he married
Mile, de Meulan, editor of the 'Publiciste,' and
became professor of history at the Sorbonne.
On the fall of the empire he obtained several

public offices, such as councillor of state, and
director-general of the departmental and com-
munal administration. In 1816 he published

'Du Gouvernement Representatif et de I'Etat

Actuel de la France,' and <Essai sur ITnstruction

Publique.* In 1820 the Due de Berry was
assassinated, and Guizot's party fell before an
ultra-royalist reaction. In 1825 he lost his chair

on account of the political character of his lec-

tures, but regained it in 1828. In 1829 he again

became councillor of state, and after the July
revolution was appointed minister of the in-

terior, but resigned in 183 1. After the death

of Perier, Guizot, along with Thiers and De
Broglie, formed a coalition ministry, and ren-

dered great service as minister of public instruc-

tion. He became ambassador at the British court

in 1840, and next year was the real head of the

government of which Soult was the nominal
chief. He retained the office of minister of

foreign affairs until 1848, and during that period

opposed all measures of reform. After the fall

of Louis Philippe, Guizot escaped, fled to Eng-
land and though he returned the next year he
henceforth practically retired from public life.

Born of a Calvinist family, he always remained
a stern Protestant of the orthodox type, al-

though he zealously supported the temporal au-

thority of the pope. Among his numerous works
may be mentioned. 'Histoire de la Civilisa-

tion en France' (1830) ; 'Histoire generale de la

Civilisation en Europe' (1828); 'Histoire de la

Civilisation d'Angleterre' (1827): 'Washing-
ton' : 'Discours sur la Revolution d'.A.ngleterre' ;

'Meditations et Etudes Morales'; 'Guillaume

le Conquerant' : 'Memoires pour servir a I'His-

toire de mon Temps' (1858-68): 'Meditations

sur r Etat .Actuel de la Religion Chretienne*

(1865) ; 'Melanges Biographiques et Litter-

aires' : 'Histoire de France Racontee a mes
Petits Enfants' (1870) ; etc.

Gujarat, giizh-rat', or Guzerat, India, a
region bordering on the Arabian Sea. com-
prising part of the northern section of the presi-

dency of Bombay and some native states. .\rea

of the whole, about 70,000 square miles ; pop.

about 11,000.000.

Gulf of Saint Lawrence. See S.mnt L.\w-
RENCE. Gulf of.

Gulf-stream. See Currents. M.\rixe.

Gulfport, Miss., city in Harrison County,

on the Gulf of Mexico, and the Gulf & Ship

Island and the Louisville and N. R.R.'s. Gulf-

port has grown in 5 years from a seacoast

hamlet to a thriving city. The keynote of its

success is the fact that it has one of the best

harbors on the Gulf of ?^Iexico. Prominent
among its public buildings is the "Great South-

ern" hotel, with its 250 rooms, intended as a

winter resort for Northerners and as a summer
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reson for the people of the South, especially
those of Xew Orleans. It is situated directly
on the shore and is undoubtedly the finest re-

sort hotel between Tampa and New Orleans.
Other prominent buildings are tlie countj' court-
house and those of the First National bank and
of the Gulf & Ship Island railroad. The latter

is used for the offices of the company. The
First National bank is now the largest bank in

the State of Mississippi, having a capital of
S250.000. The most imponant manufacturing
plants are oil and fertilizer factories, the Gulf-
port Packing Company and the shops of the
Gulf & Ship Island railroad. There are, also,

numerous smaller concerns, such as iron found-
ries and wood-working plants. Pop. (1900)
!.02o: U903) 3,500.

Gulfweed, a genus (Sargassum) of sea-
weeds of the sub-order Fucace(r. which grow in

deep water along all warm coasts, and becoming
easily detached, are found tloating in immense
quantities in the middle of all oceans, where tliey

accumulate in \-ast eddies, as it were, of the
oceanic currents. The North .\tlantic species

(S. baccifcruiit) is the best known, and takes
its popular name from its presence in long yel-

low lines in the Gulf Stream : and its specific

name from the berrj--like appearance of its air-

vessels. The frond is verj- long, and is fur-
nished with distinct, stalked, nerved leaves, and
simple axillarj- stalked air-vessels: and its struc-

ture approaches that of the higher plants. Where
the Gulf Stream is deflected from the banks of
Newfoundland eastward, and sends off its more
southern branch toward the Azores, is situated

the Sargasso Sea, "tliat great bank of weeds,
which so vividly occupied the imagination of
Christopher Columbus, and which Oviedo calls

the seaweed meadows" (Humboldt). The quan-
tit}- of floating seaweed is often such as to im-
pede the progress of ships. Multitudes of small
marine animals accompany it, with fishes ready
to prey on them, constituting a distinct and con-
siderable fauna. The gulfweed is eaten in China,
and in other parts of the Elast also it is used in

salads and as a pickle.

Gulick, John Thomas, .\merican clergy-

man: b. Kauai, Hawaii. 13 March 1832. He
was graduated at Williams College in 1856,

studied theologv- at the L'nion Theological Sem-
inarj-, went to China as a missionar>-, and sub-

sequently to Japan. He is a well-known writer

on topics relating to evolution and natural his-

torj\ He contributed to the 'Journal' of the

Linnaean Society of London :
' The Diversity

of Evolution under One Set of External Con-
ditions' (1872); 'Divergent Evolution Through
Cumulative Segregation' (1887): 'Intensive

Segregation' ( 1889) ; and other monographs.

Gulliver's Travels, a famous satire by
Jonathan Swift anonymously published in 1727.

It is one of the most brilliant and profound
of satires, became immediately popular, and
has never lost its interest for both young and
old. It begins with Gulliver's account of him-
self and his setting forth upon the travels. A
violent storm off Van Dicmcn's Land drives

him, the one survivor, to Lilliput. where he is

examined with curiosity by the tiny folk. His
next voyage is to Brohdingnag. where he is a

Lilliputian in comparison to the size of the

gigantic inhabitants of this strange land, in

which he becomes a court toy. The next
adventure is a voj-age to Laputa, where the in-

habitants are absorbed in jntellectnal and scien-

tific pursuits, and "taken up with intense specu-
lations." and tlieir conduct is most eccentric : this

is probably a satire upon petlantry. The last

voyage takes the traveler into the countrj- of
the Hoiiyhnhnms, where the horses under this

name have an ideal govermnent,— Swift's

L'topia.— and are immensely superior to the
Yahoos, the embodiment of bestial mankind.

Gulls, a large group of sea-birds found
throughout the world and constituting, together
with the terns (q.v.), skimmers (q.v.), and skuas
or jaeger-gulls, the family Lands' (q.v.). Some
53 species of gulls are known, ranging in size

from that of a pigeon to that of a goose. The
prevailing color is pure white below and pearl

gray above, while some species have a gray or
blackish head, and a few are dull gray all over.
The young birds of all species are dusky during
the first year. They walk with tolerable ease,

and swim well, but are incapable of diving.

They keep much on tlie wing, and their flight

is rapid, strong, and long sustained, even in

heavy gales. In sitting tliey contract their necks
and rest on one foot. They nest along the shores
in the grass, on rocky cliffs or rarely in small
trees, forming the nest of drj' grass, sedges,
etc., and invariably in colonies, creating a great
uproar when their nesting-grounds are visited.

The wild characteristic note is, in the bigger
species, harsh and querulous, in the smaller a
"laughing" or screaming; the lesser skuas give
vent to a curious mewing cry and the great skuas
to a similar but deeper sound. .\t the breeding-
quarters the utterances are natural!}- more agi-

tated and shrill, and the parents hang excitedly
above a visitor's head. "The food," says Evans,
'•consists mainly of fish, mollusks, crustaceans,
and worms, but is \-aried in the stronger forms
by small mammals, young birds, and eggs ; the
great black-backed gull undoubtedly attacks
lambs and weakly ewes ; carrion is not uncom-
monly devoured: and Larus maculi(>ennis acts
as a scavenger at Buenos .\yres, besides clear-
ing the country of grasshoppers, and robbing
the Cayenne lapwing of its insect booty. Skuas
give chase to their smaller kin. and force them
to disgorge the fishes they have just caught,
while even solan geese are sometimes victimized

:

Larus scofulinus. moreover, which robs the
oyster-catcher of New Zealand, is a funher in-

stance of parasitic habits. Insects and their

larvs. turnips, berries, and grain are also eaten
by these omnivorous but useful creatures."

Most gulls are migratory and scatter far

along the coasts during fall and winter in search
of food. On the eastern coast of the United
States are five species. The large herring-gull
(Larus ar^rntalus) breeds on the coast of NIaine
and winters to the southward, being abundant
about all harbors and along tidal rivers from
October to .\pril. Associated with them are
sometimes seen the larger black-backed gull

(L. tnarhius). In summer are present the
smaller black-headed or laughing gull (L. atri-

cilla) which nests plentifully on the salt marshes
of the Middle and Southern States. The Bona-
parte's and ring-billed gulls (L. fhiladelphia
and L. dt-lauari-nsis) breed on our northern
coasts. In the interior Franklin's gull (L. frank-
lint) inhabits the lake shores and marshes of
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the upper Mississippi Valley ; while on the Pa-
cific coast occur several other species. In the

arctic regions the most abundant gull is

the great Burgomaster (L. glaucus), one of the

largest species, which wanders some distance

southward in winter. Two other species peculiar

to the tar north are the pure white ivory gull

(Pagophila alba) and Ross's rosy gull (Rliodos-
tethia rosea). The latter is one of the rarest

of birds and one of the most beautiful, the whole
under surface being suffused with pink and the

neck surrounded by a dainty collar of gray. It

has been seen in numbers only by the arctic

explorers Murdoch and Nansen. The Kittiwake
{Rissa tridactyla) is another species of circum-
polar distribution, peculiar in lacking the hind
toe. Several of these species are known on the

coasts of Europe or Asia ; and the gulls of other
parts of the world present little that is peculiar.

Large areas of coastal beaches and islands

iormerly inhabited by gulls in various parts of

the world, but especially along the eastern coast
of the United States, have been wholly depopu-
lated of these beautiful and useful birds by the

incessant robbery of their nests for the sake
of the eggs •— which are conical in form, and
white or greenish, heavily blotched with purple
and brown in color:— or for the sake of their

plumage to be used in milliner}' trimmings.
Protective laws now prevent this waste of life.

Consult Evans, 'Birds' (1900): Coues,
'Birds of the Northwest' (1874) ; Baird, Brewer
and Ridgwav. 'North American Water Birds'
(1884),

Gum Arabic, a gum of the Acacia arabica,

which grows in India and Arabia. Gum arable

can be obtained also from J'achellia farncsiana
of India, a small tree closely allied to the true

acacias. Gum arable occurs in transparent white
tears, which are often colored yellow or brown
by impurities : it cracks on exposure to the air

on the surface ; it is brittle, and has a bland,

mucilaginous taste. It dissolves in water, and
the solution gives a precipitate of arabin on the
addition of hydrochloric acid. Gum arable con-
tains about 70 per cent, of arabin, 2C6H10O5+H2
O, and 17 per cent of water; the rest consists

of potash and lime, which are combined with
the arabin.

Gum-boil, an abscess in the gum caused
by inflammation, generally the result of tooth-

ache or of the presence of decayed teeth. The
carious tooth or stump, if the inflammation pro-

ceeds from this cause, should be removed. When
matter has formed it should be evacuated by
a free incision, and the mouth should be fre-

quently washed with tincture of myrrh and
water. See Dentistry; Teeth.

Gum-resins are complex mixtures ob-
tained from plants. They contain both a gum,
which is soluble in water, and a resin, which dis-

solves in spirit. There are usually present in

addition essential oil, coloring and extractive

matter, and a variety of impurities. The gum-
resins have frequently a strong and characteristic

taste and smell. They are solid, opaque, and
brittle. The coinmon gum-resins are aloes, am-
moniacum, asafoetida, euphorbium, galbanum,
gamboge, myrrh, olibanum. opoponax, saga-
penum. and scammony.

Gum-trees, a name for several different
trees: (i) those of the Australasian genus

Eucalyptus (q. v.) ; (2) in the United States,
the pepperidge or tupelo, various species of
which are called black, sour, cotton-gum, etc.

(see Tupelo); (3) the liquid amber (q.v.J.

Gumbinnen, goom-bin'nen, Prussia, the
capital of a government with an area of 6,125
square miles. The town is on the Pissa, 2Z
miles by rail southwest of Edytkuhnen on the
Russian frontier. It is comparatively modern,
its municipal charter dating from 1722. There
are manufactures of woolens and linens, and a
trade in cattle and agricultural produce. Pop.
(1903) 14,000.

Gumbo. See Hibiscus; Okr.\.

Gumma, gum'a, a tumorous deposit that
occurs m the tertiary stage of syphilis (q.v.).

It affects most frequently the bones, cartilages,

skin, and periosteum. They are made up of a
hard connective tissue which tends to undergo
softening, causing destruction of the part and
deep ulceration if near the surface. The peri-

osteum of the cranial bones is particularly lia-

ble to be affected, causing dangerous pressure
on the brain.

Gumming, or Gumosis. See Dise.\ses of
Plants.

Gums, various mucilaginous substances,
generally obtainable from the sap of trees. They
are soluble either in cold water or in alcohol.

Many aromatic products such as are employed
in making perfumes and incense are to be

classed as gums. Gum .Arabic is the best

known among such products. It is obtained

from the Senegal .Acacia in Western .Africa.

There are no less than eight or nine varieties

of this gum. Gum tragacanth comes from the

Astragalus gummijcr. in Western .Asia. Cher-
ry-tree gum, whose name tells its origin, is used
for stiffening felt, as in hat making. There are

some gums which might perhaps more properly

be classed as resins, and are sometimes styled

gum-resins ; many of which are used in medicine.

Gun, a strongly-constructed metal tube,

from which destructive projectiles are expelled

by the gradually increasing pressure of gas.

evolved from fired gunpowder or other ex-

plosive. The term comprehends every descrip-

tion of firearm, from cannons, mortars, and
other heavy pieces of ordnance, to the fowling-

piece, rifle, and pocket-pistol. See .Arms; Ar-
tillery : FiRE-.\RMs ; Ordnance.

Gunboat, a term originally applied to

small craft mounting usually a single gun, and
employed exclusively in the defense of coasts

and rivers. Experiences in the Crimean war
suggested the extension of the use of gunboats

to offensive warfare. One of the main objects

of a ship of war being to carry guns, it was
thought that a vessel large enough to carry only a

single gun of the largest size would, from the

rapidity with which it could be manceuvred, and
its cornparative immunity from shot, have great

advantages in attack against large vessels carry-

ing a heavy armament, and requiring much room
and time to manieuvre. .-Vbout i860 the British

government constructed about 200 gunboats upon
this principle. They were about 100 feet long,

with 22 feet beam, and a draught at load-line of

6V2 feet. Each was armed with one deck-gun

a 68-pounder, which, by turning on a pivot, could
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be used either ahead, astem, or in any other

direction: while the faciHt>- of manceuvring was

further enhanced by the rapidity with which the

vessel itself could be turned almost in her own

length. Experience soon proved that there were

ierious defects in this species of armament.

One of these was. that from being obliged to

carrv their guns constantly on deck the gun-

boat's were liable to be top-hea%-y and untnist-

worthv in a heavy sea.
. _ , , .

\ new gunboat was designed in tngland m
iS6S bv G. Rendel. the chief peculiantv- oi which

was the placing of the gun on a platform, which

could be raised to the deck or lowered to the

hold bv a donkey-engine. The gun did not turn

on a pivot, the manoeu\xing being effected en-

tirelv bv the turning of the vessel, to effect

which it was fitted with twin-screws worked by

independent engines. Other types of gunboat

have since been constructed for the British na\-y.

One of a recent and powerful tj-pe is 165 teet

in length, with a breadth of 31 leet, and a dis-

placement of 805 tons. It draws 11 feet T,2

inches oi water, and has triple-e.xpansion en-

gine":, working up to ijoo horse-power, with a

speed of n knots an hour. It carries sux 4-inch

steel breech-loading guns, besides two q">ck-

firinc guns and machine-guns, and is bark-

rigged. K number oi what are known as tor-

atlo gunboats have been constructed for the

British navi-. One boat of this class is 200 feet

in length, with a beam of 23 feet, and a depth

of 13 feet. It is built entirely of steel, has a

torpedo-tube through the bow and another

through the stem in a fore-and-aft line, and

one on each broadside forward, a 4-inch 25-cwl.

central-pivct breech-loading gun, and six

3-pounder, quick-firing guns. It has two sets oi

triple-expansion engines, working up to 2.70Q

horse-power, and enabling the vessel of 450 tons

to 'team over 18 knots an hour. Several tirst-

cla-s gunboats of a more recent type are twin-

.^crew vessels, 180 feet long, of 700 tons dis-

placement, armed with two 4-inch guns and

four i2-pounder quick-firing guns.

In the United States the gunboat figured to

a very considerable extent in coast and lake

warfare in our first two wars. They were first

used on the Delaware River, in 1775-6. a"d

drove the British frigate Reliance out of the

roads In December 1807 there were 69 of

them in United States service, and the Congress

ordered 18S more built, as an auxiliary to the

embargo declared a few days later, making 2^7

in all. Improved ordnance has made them

valueless and thev had a bad efTect on the

ierxice but there was strong opinion in their

favor at the time, and they did good service in

the War of 1812. The theor>- was that these

mo\-able batteries could act in water where large

vessels could not. could be concentrated against

the latter so as to afford as large an armament,

vet present onlv a number of small targets,

'while their anta'gonist presented only one large

one- that shots aimed too high would do no

harm to gunboats, but would injure masts and

rigcing of frigates : that loss of rudder and sail-

mi gear, the most crippling of accidents to a

ship, could not happen to the gunboats, propelled

and steered bv sweeps: that nearness to the

water level gave the guns more accurate aim:

and that 75 gunboats could be built for the cost

of one 36-gun frigate.

In 1903 the United States na>7 haa 20 01 the

ordinarv gunboats in commission and about 60

torpedo'-boats and destroyers of the gunboat

ti-pe Great Britain in 1902 had 33 torpedo gun-

boats, Germany 3, and France 15. In most

countries the gunboat has been superseded by

modem torpedo-boats and destroyers.

Gun-carriage, or Gun-movmting. See

.\rtiix£Ry: FoRTiFia\TiON- ; Ord.nasce.

Guncotton is the name originally assigned

to the material produced by Schoenbein, oi

Basle. Switzerland, in 1845 by treating cotton

with a mi.xture of strong nitric and sulphunc

acids. The discover}- that starch, woody fibre,

and similar substances give rise to the forma-

tion of highly combustible bodies when acted

upon by concentrated nitric acid is attributed to

Bracon'not in 1832, and he stv-led the bodies so

produced generically xy\oid\ne. Six years later

Pelouze took up this subject and extended his

investigations to the behaWor of cotton, paper

and vegetable substances generally, and later

Dumas prepared from paper by this means the

substance which he called n\iram'\d\ne .
No

practical result followed these observations until

the discoverv by Schoenbein oi the ad%-antages

which ioUowed the use oi the acid mi.xture: a

discoverv which was also independently made by

Boettser. oi Frankiort. in 1847 and by Knop. ot

Hanover, and Taylor, oi England, in 1847- The

discoverv- aroused the liveliest expectauons

which w-ere stimulated by the iacts that the ex-

plosive was much more poweriul than guii-

powder and that when used as a propellant. it

gave little or no smoke. E.xperiments and tests

were begun shortly aiter with the new explosive

in Germanv, France, .\ustria, England, Russia,

and the United States with a \new oi utilizing it

as a substitute ior gunpowder in guns. L niortu-

nately the material, as manuiactured, was iound

to be not onlv so irregular in action that it »-as

likelv at any 'time to burst the piece, but also so

unstable as' to give rise to numerous accidents

so that, especially aiter the serious and. at the

time, inexplicable explosions at Vincennes and

Bouchet in France, and Faversham in England,

the experiments were discontinued except in

.\ustria, where Baron von Lenk gave the matter

close and long-continued study and came to the

conclusion that the grave deiects noted were

not inherent in the material, but were due to

the imperfect and irregular methods oi manu-

iacture. the iailure to puriiy the cotton beiore

treatment with the acid, and the iailure to

purifv the guncotton and iree it completely

irom' acids aiter treatment. Following these

convictions he improved the method oi manu-
facture to such an extent that in 1862 the .\us-

trian army had 30 batteries provided with gun-

cotton cartridges made up by twisting the fibre

into yarns which were braided together, but the

spontaneous explosions at the magazine at Sim-

mering in 1862 and at Steinfeld in 1865. together

with the fact that the guncotton canridges still

gave at unexpected times abnormal pressures

led to its funher use in .-Austria being inter-

dicted.

\'on Lenk's process of manufacture was pat-

ented in England in 1862 and the Prentice

Brother? l>eean manuiacturing under this pro-

cess in 1864." In 1865 .\bel patented an improve-

ment of the process which was so successful in

use that it gave guncotton a prominent and
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permanent place among explosive substances,

and this process is followed to-day. The cotton

when treated with the acid is in the fibrous con-

dition which so well characterizes it, and under
the microscope these fibres are seen to be hol-

low so that each is really a caiiillary or hair-like

tube. Von Lcnk had shown that cotton con-

tains not only cellulose as the main component
of its structure but that there were smaller and
variable quantities of other substances naturally

present besides foreign bodies accidentally pres-

ent, and that it was necessary to get the cellu-

lose in a pure and dry condition before treating

it with acid. He, too, with others, had proved
that the purity, strength and proportions of the

acids used and the time and temperature of im-
mersion of the cotton in the acid mixture
affected very materially the character of the

substance produced, while it was essential that

every trace of free acid should be removed from
the product, since a most minute quantity of
sulphuric acid acts continuously and cumula-
tively on the guncotton and causes a progres-

sively increasing rate of decomposition. Yet
von Lenk and all others up to this time pro-
duced the guncotton in the same long staple

form as the cotton from which it was made. It

was evident to Abel's mind that as the dry cot-

ton was immersed in the acid mixture the capil-

lary tubes, of which it was composed, would
suck up the liquid acid and retain it with such
force and in such a manner as to make its re-

moval by wringing, or washing with or in water
or by neutrali,-:ation with alkalies, extremely
difficult and uncertain, and to remedy this Abel
proposed to pulp the guncotton through which
the fibres would be cut into such short lengths
that the acids could be completely and readily

removed from the interiors of the tubes while
furthermore this pulped material could by mold-
ing and pressure be shaped into any desired
forms and dimensions.

AbeVs process for the manufacture of mili-

tar>' guncotton as carried out at the United
States naval torpedo stations was as follows

:

The cotton used was what is known as "cop" or
weaver's waste, which is the tangled clippings

from the spinning room of a cotton mill ; the
thready form of this material being preferred to

the fluffy form of the unworked cotton. This
was first hand-picked to remove the larger for-

eign bodies present and to open out after baling.

It was then boiled in 200-pound lots in caustic
soda solution to remove grease, oils and the in-

crusting substances on the fibres, then wrung
out in a centrifugal wringer and dried in a

heated closet. It was then put through a cot-

ton picker to open up the fibre and remove for-
eign bodies which had been overlooked in the
hand-picking, and was then dried in a second
closet at 225' F. until it contained not over one
half per cent of moisture, when it was stored in

small lots in hermetically sealed metal vessels to
cool. It was then dipped in lots of one pound
each in 150 pounds of acids, consisting of I

part by weight of nitric acid, 1.5 specific
gravity, to 3 parts by weight of sulphuric
acid, 1.84s specific gravity, contained in a
large iron trough about which cold water cir-

culated so as to maintain a temperature of
70° F. throughout the dipping. The cotton was
plunged rapidly under the acid, allowed to
remain immersed for 10 minutes, removed to
a shelf above the acid dipping trough, where

it was squeezed to remove the excess of acid,
and then at once transferred to a two-gallon
crock made of acid-proof earthenware. As
transferred to this digestion crock the cot-
ton carried with it from 10 to 12 pounds of the
acid mixture, and by pressing the mass down in

the crock with an iron tool, the cotton was
forced to the bottom and covered with a layer
of the acid mixture which was squeezed from it.

The crock was then covered and placed in a
wooden trough where it was partly surrounded
with cool water, which was kept in constant
circulation, and where it was allowed to remain,
so that the cotton could "digest" the acid, for 24
hours. Then the contents were thrown into a
steel centrifugal wringer by which the greater
part of the acid was removed. The guncotton
was then thrown into a tub holding 800 gallons
of water through which a large stream of water
was continually flowing and in which a large
paddle-wheel was in revolution so as to very
quickly bring the acid guncotton into contact
with so large a volume of cold water as to pre-

vent its becoming heated. The guncotton was
then boiled twice for eight hours each in a dilute

solution of soda, wrung out and washed with
fresh water and put in the pulper. This was an
ordinary "beater," "rag-engine," or "Hollander,"
such as is used in the paper-making industry,

and the guncotton, suspended in water, was sub-
jected to the action of the machine for two
days in charges of from 300 to 350 pounds,
where, by the shearing action of the knives, the
fibres were cut into short lengths and the gun-
cotton was reduced to the fineness of cornmeal,
and mixed into a pulp with the water present.

This was drawn into a large tank, known as the

poacher, where the powdered guncotton was al-

lowed to settle and the supernatant water drawn
off. Fresh water was added and, by means of a
revolving paddle in the poacher, the guncotton
was mixed with it and washed by it. and this

washing was repeated six or seven times until

the chemical test of a sample showed that the

acid had been completely removed. Then it

was treated with a solution of lime containing a
small quantity of caustic soda and also of pre-

cipitated chalk, and the mass was ready for

molding.
As shown above the first use to which gun-

cotton was put was as a propellent in guns, and
Abel devised means for making powder grains

from the pulped guncotton, but he soon pointed

out the advantages- which it possessed, when
compressed, for use in military and naval mines
and torpedoes and for engineering operations in

times of war, and these are the chief uses to

which it has been put. To compress it the alka-

line solution from the poacher, containing the

finely divided guncotton in suspension, was
pumped up to a stuff-chest, which is a cylin-

drical tank containing a vertical shaft armed
w'ith paddle-blades which, by revolving, keeps
the guncotton in suspension. From here, by
means of a wagon, the pulp W'as run into a

hydraulic press where it was subjected to a

pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch and
thereby molded into blocks. These blocks were
then transferred to another press where they

were subjected to a pressure of from 6,000 to

6.800 pounds to the square inch. As made at

the United States naval torpedo stations the

blocks from the molding press were prismatic,

with the vertical edges chamfered, 2.8 inches in
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diameter by $% to 55-< inches high, with a cir-

cular hole yi inch in diameter, produced by

a mandrel in the press, running vertically

through the centre of the prism. After final

pressing the blocks were 2.9 inches in diameter

by 2 inches high, the hole remaining practically

unchanged, and they still contained from 12 to

16 per cent of water, though as sent out into the

ser\-ice as *wet guncotton" they were soaked in

water until they contained 35 per cent. In the

final press by means of steel dies, inscriptions in

letters and figures, such as the place and date

of manufacture and factorj" lot, were placed

upon each block.

In the fibrous condition guncotton appears

like the cotton from which it is made, but it

has a harsher feel and it becomes electrified by

friction when dr>-. When dr>- if rubbed in the

dark it becomes phosphorescent. Under the

microscope by polarized light it exhibits colors,

while cotton is colorless. Pure guncotton is

without odor or taste and is insoluble in water.

The grarimetric density before pulping is o.l.

after pulping 0.3. and after compression from

l.o to 1.3. but bv excessive pressure it has been

raised to 14. The real specific gravit>- of gun-

cotton is 1.5. WTien drv. compressed guncotton

is detonated by inserting a detonator in the hole

in the block and firine it. Wet guncotton is

detonated by the detonation of a block of dry

guncotton fired in contact with it. The violence

of the explosion of guncotton when thus de-

tonated is comparable with, if not superior to,

that of nitroglycerin. Dr>- guncotton may be set

on fire and, when compressed, it bums so slowly

in the open that the fire may be extinguished by
pouring water upon it. Wet guncotton. thor-

oughly saturated with water, can be shaped by a

tool without taking fire or e.xploding. In form-

ing the cj-lindrical and conical charges for the

torpedoes' thrown from the pneumatic guns of

the United States steamship Vesuvius at Santi-

ago, the prismatic blocks above described were

sawn with a band saw, turned in a lathe and
cut with chisels as wood is treated, but care

was used to keep the blocks and dust wet

throughout the process.

Pure cotton is composed of cellulose having

a formula which chemists believe to be some
multiple of GH»Oj. When it is acted upon

by nitric acid or mixtures of nitric with sul-

phuric acid, under the proper conditions, cellu-

lose nitrates are produced, through, it is be-

lieved, the replacement of hydrogen atoms in

the molecule by NO: groups, thus forming

esters or organic salts. Views differ as to the

number of cellulose nitrates existing but, fol-

lowing Vieille. who is the most widely accepted

authority on this point, taking the formula of

cellulose as C!.H«0. we may have the follow-

ing:
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powder, was univer?ally used as the propelling

agent in firearms. At first, as the name implies,

11 was used in the form of dust ; later the su-

perior effects produced hy granulation were dis-

covered, and a powder in the form of small

irregular grains was used in all kinds of guns

;

early in the 19th century powders were divided

into two classes, the finer-grained "musket pow-
der" being used in all shoulder pieces, and
the coarser "cannon powder" in all artillery

;

about i860 Gen. Rodman, U. S. A., proposed
and developed the manufacture of powders of
regular granulation and very large grains for

use in the 15- and 20-inch smooth-bore guns;
with the advent of large rifled cannon, the prac-

tice became general of molding powder into

separate grains of a size and density suited to

the particular gun in which it was to be fired

;

a slower burning gunpowder, called brown, or
cocoa, powder from its color, and made from
underburned charcoal, next came into use for

large guns : and, finally, the discovery that the

high explosives can, by suitable treatment, be
made to burn progressively in guns made
smokeless powders practicable, and these have
now entirely superseded gunpowder.

The explosion of the powder charge of a

gun begins with "ignition." which is the setting

on fire of a portion of it; "inflammation," or the
spreading of the fire from grain to grain,

throughout the charge, follows ; and "combus-
tion," or the burning of each grain from sur-

face to centre, completes the phenomenon.
Meanwhile the gaseous products of the combus-
tion, filling the powder chamber, develop a fluid

pressure which starts the projectile from its

seat and gives it an accelerated motion along
the bore. Evidently the gas pressure at any
instant depends upon the quantity of powder
consumed at that instant and the space which
the products of its combustion occupy, and the
latter depends not alone upon the volume of
the powder chamber, but also upon the displace-
ment of the projectile. It might well be thought
that the periods of time required for the inflam-
mation and combustion of a charge of gunpow-
der are so small as to be negligible, yet much of
the superiority of modern over ancient ordnance
comes from proper regulation of those time
intervals. The ballistic power of granulated
was much greater than that of dust powders
because the interstitial spaces between the
grains greatly increased the rapidity of inflam-
mation, and the use of large charges of grained
powders without inadmissible strains upon guns
was made possible only by so diminishing the
rapidity of combustion that the burning of the
powder was not complete till the projectile had
traversed a considerable portion of the bore of
the gun. Robins. Hutton, and Count Rumford
v.-ere the pioneers in the experimental determi-
nation of the force of fired gunpowder and in

measuring, by means of the former's "ballistic

pendulum," the velocities which it imparted to

projectiles, but Rodman was the first to directly

measure the pressures developed in guns by
the explosion of their charges. In 1861 he
published the results of experiments made
for the United States government, and de-
scribed his pressure gauge, a modification of
which is still universally used for measuring
powder pressures. The Rodman gauge con-
sists of a piston contained in a small cylinder
inserted in the gun wall so that the inner end

of the piston is exposed to the bore of the gun,
while its outer end, which carries a knife edge,
Ijrcsscs against a disk of soft copper : on firing

the gun the gas pressure forces the piston out-
ward and the knife edge makes a cut in the cop-
per which, by comparison with cuts made by
known forces, measures the gas pressure which
produced it. Rodman measured the pressures
in guns not only at the bottom of the bore, but
at intervals to the muzzle, thereby determining
the necessary thickness of metal to withstand
them, and he showed that by making the size

of the powder grains vary with the size of guns,
their ballistic power could be increased with-
out increase of strain upon their walls.

The first e.xhaustive investigations of the
phenomena attending the explosion of gun-
powder were those of Noble and Abel, com-
municated to the Royal Society in 1874 atid

1879. They measured velocities with the elec-

tric chronograph, and powder pressures with
the Noble "crusher" gauge, which differs from
the Rodman gauge in using the extent to which
a copper disk is shortened by crushing, instead
of the dimensions of a cut. to measure the force.

They found that the products of explosion con-
sisted of 57 per cent by weight of solid or liquid

matter and of 43 per cent by weight of per-
manent gases : that the gases, reduced to 32° F.

and atmospheric pressure, would occupy about
280 times the volume of the original powder

;

that the pressure produced if the powder filled

the space in which it was exploded was about

43 tons per square inch ; and that the tempera-
ture of combustion was about 4000° F. They
also deduced formulas for the pressure at any
point in the bore of a gun and for the work
per pound of powder which its charge would
do, both based on the assumption that the solid

and liquid residue gave up its heat to the gases
during their expansion ; and these formulas were
very generally used until gunpowder was re-

placed by smokeless powders, it being only
necessary to apply to the calculated work of
any powder charge a "factor of effect" based
upon experience in order to predict with rea-

sonable accuracy the muzzle energ)' of the pro-
jectile and thence to deduce its velocity. By
far the most important and complete study of
the questions of interior ballistics has been
made by the engineers of the French "Service
des Poudres et Salpetres" during the past 2a
years, and it is to their experimental investi-

gations that we owe almost all of the latest

know-ledge upon this subject. Sarau was the
first to take into account the progressive com-
bustion of the powder charge under the vary-

ing pressure in a gun, and by assuming that

the velocity of combustion is proportional to

the square root of the pressure he deduced his

now classic formulx for the muzzle velocity

and maximum pressure resulting from firing

a given gun with any given charge of a powder
of previously established characteristics. He,
like all previous investigators, assumed that

the powder grains burned progressively from
the surface in parallel layers, but N'ieille, by
registering the movement of the piston of a
crusher gauge while it was cotnpressing a cop-
per disk under the action of powder pressure,

measured the rate at which the pressure was de-
veloped and, having thus determined the law of

combustion of various explosives, proved that

progressive burning from the surface was a
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characteristic only of the modern smokeless

powders and did not occur in the case of the

older black and brown gunpowders in the jorms

in which thev were actually used in guns.

Vieille found that the velocity of combustion of

pure gvncotton snvakeless powders was pro-

portional to the two thirds power of the pres-

sure, varying from about 1.4 inches per second

under a pressure of two tons per square mch to

about six inches per second under 20 tons per

square inch; while in the case of smokeless

powders containing from 40 per cent to 5° P"
cent of nitroglvcerine. such as cordite and bal-

listite, the velocity of combustion was about

three times srreater and varied about as the

five ninths power of the pressure. He also estab-

lished the fact that the pressure caused by the

combustion of any explosive m a closed chamber

is accurately given by the expression p= ^,.^ ^
which A is the "density of loading" or

Similarly, the change in muzzle velocity,

due to a change in the length of bore, is-7^=

t y "
where k has a mean value of about

M

five sixteenths. var>ing from three eighths for

slow to one fourth for quick powders.

\mong modern practical ballistic instru-

ments are Sebert's "projectile register" and

"velocimeter." The former directly measures

the acceleration of a projectile during the first

part of its motion in the gun. and thus deter-

mines the pressure on its base : but the dithculty

of stopping the projectile in a butt without m-

jurin°- the recording apparatus contained in it

has prevented the extensive use of this device.

The velocimeter is an apparatus for the simul-

taneous registering of the time and the distance

moved bv a gun in free recoil, whence the pres-

sure on the bottom of the bore is calculated.

the ratio of the weight of the explosive to the

weight of water which would fill the chamber;

/ is" the "force" of the explosive, varying Irom

about 22 tons per square inch for gunpowder, to

as much as 67 tons per square inch lor some

smokeless powders; and a is the "covolume

of the explosive, having a value Irom 0.5 to 0.0

for gunpowders and not differing greatly trom

unity in the case of high explosives and smoke-

less powders.
Notwithstanding his somewhat erroneous as-

<=umptions. Sarau's formula gave very accurate

results for gunpowder, and when put in the

sliehtlv modified form which follows they are

still the most reliable for use with sinokeless

powders. As originally used, Sarau s formula

contained factors depending upon the form ot

the powder grain and its time of combustion in

free air- but with smokeless powders these ma>

be displaced by a single factor, name y. the

«least dimension* of the grain, s>nce «-.th true

progressive burning it is this which, for an>

given powder, fixes its time of combustion.

These formula, as modified, are

ir—ji — ;

—

f(i—» )vaaP=K ,
>

in which r is muzzle velocity of projectile m

'"'
Tu ua°"tof projectile in the bore, and c is

'""^
^'ir^;:;.^o^proiectile, and «• that of

^°^t is^ volfme'^rpo'^er chamber, in cubic

'"""^fis the least dimension o! the powder grain,

"'
'p'^is' maximum pressure in gun, in pounds

p„ square mch^.
^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ j ,.

lowing values as determined by «''P«"™"» ["l
the guncotton smokeless powder used in the

United States:

^=373.68: B= .00035133: A-— 98555-

The following practical formula give ap-

proximately the changes in •"""'', ^'=°^'';^/"'^

ma.x.mum pressure ,<fl and d P)d^^ ^o

-mall changes in the weight of projectile or of

powder charge (rf/> and <<u).

jr df if if *J^_5*^JL^1^

niACMM 1-

THOUSANDTHS cr A sEcmo

Diagram i gives the information obtained by

means of the velocimeter from the firing of a

United States army 8" rifle. The projectile

weighed 300 pounds ; the charge was 52 pounds

of a guncotton nitroglycerine smokeless pow-

der: and the total recoiling weight was 3+573

pounds. The maximum pressure of 61.500

pounds per square inch was attained in .0045

seconds from the beginning of motion, and at

that time the gun had moved 0.26 inches to the

rear, and acquired a velocity of 10.76 f.s. :
while

the projectile had moved 27.54 inches and ac-

quired a velocity of 1,140 f.s. The projectile

left the muzzle in .013 seconds with a velocity

of 2072 f.s., having traveled 204.87 inches;

while at the same instant the gun had moved

1.9 inches and had .i vol .clry of 10.78 f-s., and
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the pressure had fallen to about ll.ooo pounds
per square inch. Spring gauges, capable of giv-

ing a continuous record of the varying pressures

in a gun and registering them as the gun recoils,

have also been successfully used in recent years,

and diagram 2 gives the information obtained
by such means from the firing of a French lO

cm. (3.97 inches) gun. The projectile weighed
31 pounds, and the charge was 4.4 pounds of
French guncotton smokeless powder. The
maximum pressure of 18.6 tons per square inch

was developed when the gun had moved O.14

inches in free recoil, and the projectile 12.0

inches ; when the projectile left the muzzle the
gun had recoiled 0.95 inches and the pressure

had fallen to about 5.3 tons per square inch.

It will be seen from diagram I that the ve-

locity of recoil increases from about 20 f.s. to

25 f.s. after the projectile has left the muzzle.

This is due to the reaction of the escaping pow-
der gases. If H and }V are the maximum ve-

locity of free recoil and the total recoiling

weight, p and -li' being the projectile and
powder-charge weights, and v the muzzle ve-

locity, tnen li'ii =^ vp t nvz^\ wnere nv is the

mean velocity of exit of the powder gases.

^^"ith gunpowders »i has a value of about three

halves, but with smokeless powders it is prob-

ably somewhat larger.

The energy of rotation of the projectiles of

modern guns is about 2 per cent of their energy

of translation, and is allowed for in ballistic

calculations by a suitable increase of the as-

sumed value of the weight of the projectile.

About I per cent of the available energy de-

veloped by the discharge is absorbed in the re-

coil of the gun: from 10 per cent to 12 per cent

is taken up in giving energy of translation

to the powder charge itself : and about 5 per

cent goes to heat the gun walls.

Exterior Ballistics treats of the motion

of projectiles after they have left the gun,

and investigates the laws which govern their

flight in air. The ancient artillerists sup-

posed that the trajectory was composed of

three distinct parts, of which the first, or "vio-

lent" part, was a straight line, the middle a cir-

cle, and the last, or "natural" part, again straight.

Nicholas Tartaglia, who may well be called the

father of ballistics, invented the quadrant for

measuring a gun's angle of elevation, and in 1537

published a treatise on the flight of projectiles, in

which he showed that no part of a trajectory

is straight, and that the range increases with the

angle of elevation up to 45°, where it is greatest.

Galileo, who also neglected the resistance of the

air, showed that the path of a projectile is a

parabola with vertical axis. Newton, assuming

that the resistance of the air is proportional to

the square of a projectile's velocity, demon-
strated th.at the trajectory consisted of two dis-

similar branches, one ascending and the other

descending, and that the latter would become
vertical if sufficiently prolonged. Robins was
the first to measure experimentally with any de-

gree of accuracy the velocity of projectiles. In

1742 he published his famous 'New Principles

of Gnmier>%' and described his invention, the

"ballistic pendulum." which consisted of a hea\'y

bob suspended from a tripod and arranged to

receive the impact of a projectile and to register

the resulting swing: the velocity imparted to the

bob by the impact could then be calculated, and

thence, by the principle of the equality of the

quantities of motion before and after the im-
pact, the striking velocity of the projectile could
be determined. Robins measured velocities as
high as 1,700 f.s., and determined approximately
the loss of velocity due to air resistance for dis-

tances up to 250 feet from the gun : he also

suggested using the gun itself as a pendulum
and calculating the velocity of the projectile by
observing the swing of the gun when it was
fired, and Count Rumford soon afterward ex-
perimented with this device. Dr. Huiton made
extended experiments in England from 1775 to

1791 with both the ballistic pendulum and the
gun pendulum, but there was no further great
advance in knowledge of ballistics until the
French government experiments were made at

Metz in 1839 and 1840, from the results of which
it became possible to roughly construct trajec-

tories and to calculate, by empirical formuls,
approximate ranges and times of flight for any
given elevation of a gun. In 1840 Wheatstone
suggested measuring the velocity of a projectile

by causing it to cut successive wire screens,

each of which formed part of an electric circuit,

and in following years many instruments for

measuring projectile velocities by electricity

were perfected, of which the Boulenge chrono-

graph is to-day the most widely used. This in-

strument consists of two electro-magnets, the

magnetizing currents of which pass through wire

screens at a carefully measured distance apart

in the path of the projectile, and from one of

which is suspended a long cylindrical rod, called

the chronometer, while from the other is sus-

pended a shorter rod. called the registrar. A
spring trigger carrying a knife edge is so ar-

ranged that when the registrar drops it strikes

and releases it, causing it to fly forward and
make a cut on the side of the chronometer.

When released by hand the trigger makes a

mark on the suspended chronometer called the

origin : when the circuits are simultaneously

broken by a device called the disjunctor the

chronometer and registrar fall freely side by

side until the released trigger makes a second

mark on the chronometer at a distance above

the origin called the disjunctor reading: when
a projectile is fired it cuts the first screen, re-

leasing the chronometer, then it cuts the second

screen, releasing the registrar, and thus a mark
is made whose distance above the origin is the

velocity reading: then the time of falling freely

the velocity reading less the time of falling freely

the disjunctor reading is the time it took the

projectile to travel from the first to the second

screen, and the distance between the screens

divided by this time is taken to be the velocity

of the projectile when midway.

The perfection of a means of accurately rnea-

suring the velocity of a projectile at any desired

point in its path made it practicable to experi-

mentally investigate the laws governing the re-

sistance' of the air. Bashforth, in extensive ex-

periments C
1865-70 and 1878-80), showed that

the resistance was proportional to the square of

the projectile's diameter, and for flat, hemispheri-

cal, and ogival-shaped heads, varied in ratios

about as 1.5, l.O, and .80; his earlier experi-

ments, however, were vitiated by his use of

studded projectiles having insufficient rotation

for smooth flight. jMayevski's deductions, pub-

lished in 1S83, and founded upon Krupp's ex-
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periments, are probably the most reliable. ELx-
d V

pressing the retardation (— j ) in the form
d-

jl — vn, in which d is diameter in inches,

and a' is weight in pounds of the projectile, v is

d «
its velocity, and 4 ,

its retardation in f.s.s.,

he found the following \-alues for A and 11."

exceeds 1.375 ^-S-, which is the case throughout
the trajectories of modem naval and coast de-

fense guns (excepting mortars), when they are

fired at the moderate elevation? with which alone

they are practically used. Within these limits

the equation to the trajectory- in air, the gun be-
g X- 2,kx

ing the origin, is j—jt tar. o—,^2 „j2 -''+")•

the first two terms of which represent the trajec-

V between 2800 f. s. and 1375 f.s.: 11 = 2: !og .-J :=6.ii9244(-io)

V
"

1375 " ' 123c " ; 11= 3; " 2.98o883C-io)
V "

123c " •' 970 "
; 11= 5: ' 6.Soi844(-:20)

V 970 " "
790 "

: "= 3: " 2.773423(-io)

V ' 790 " " o "
; M= 2; " 5.669876(-io)

These values of the consonants n and A are
for projectiles having ogival heads of two cali-

bres radius, and for a standard condition of
the atmosphere. For other conditions the re-

tardation found as above must be multiplied by
a coefficient of form ( i), and by the ratio of the

actual densitv of the air to its assumed stan-
Ai

dard density (5^ Ao^- Thus we have for a

d'V d-
general formula

-j~f
= ' S ^ — v, in which

1 depends upon the form of the projectile, and is

unity for most modem projectiles, and S de-
pends upon the temperature, barometric height

and humiditj-. and is unitj' for ordinarj- atmo-
spheric conditions.

Since the retardation is inversely proportional

to
j j2 I that factor, which is called the "bal-

listic coefficient" and denoted by C, measures
the "ranging power" of a projectile. With
spherical projectiles C could only be increased

by increasing the calibre, but with rifled guns
it became possible to greatly increase its value

for any calibre of gun by lengthening the pro-

jectile and sharpening its point, and it is this

fact which largely accounts for the immense
superiorit>' in ballistic power of rifled over
smooth-bore guns.

Assuming that the axis of a projectile coin-

cides with the tangent to its path, as is prac-

tically the case with modern rifled guns, the

resultant action of the resistance of the air will

likewise coincide with the axis, and the trajec-

tory will be the same as if the mass of the

projectile were concentrated at its centre of
gravity and moved under the action of two
forces, one the constant vertical force of gravity

VJ d V
u\ and the other the variable resistance , =A
iSd' «

tor>- in vacuo, and in which a is the angle of de-
parture of the projectile, f ' is its initial velocity,

and k is the constant in the expression for the
d V -

retardation 'J~',^^ • Thus, for example, tak-

ing the case of a 12" projectile of standard form,
SSo pounds weight, and 2.800 f.s. initial velocitj-,

we have, under standard atmospheric conditions,
d- </2

* = ^ — = ^^ (6.1 19244 —10) =.000021534,

and. supposing we wish to determine the proper
angle of ele\-ation for a range of 3.000 feet, put-

tmg^ = o,weget sm 2a= -pr- (i-f- ——)=aoi28;

whence o= 22'. By the same formula the eleva-
tion for a range of 15.000 feet will be found to
be 2°—-09'. which agrees with the publishea range
table for the latest pattern United States naval
12-inch gun.

Representing the ratio of the range of any
projectile in vacuo {P) to its range in air (A')

1 2 i

by n, so that n is the H — ^ of the preced-

ing formula, it can be shown that 11, while al-

ways greater than unity, cannot exceed 3. and
that for flat trajectories the following relations
are quite approximately true: the angle of fall

(ci>), which in vacuo equals the angle of pro-

jection (a), in air is given by tan (<>=(2— -)'<"'o;

the abscissa of the highest point (A'l), which
in vacuo is half the range (A'), in air is given

V -- ,. V 31- —in -J- 1—

I

, .

by A 1— A —-i. i— and cannot exceed
3("-«)

0.57A: the time of flight (T), which in vacuo

would be Ti =—i, „ _—or verj- closely 7;, in*'cos o

air is given by r=:
2, (3"—2)J — t. A'

or still

-»» acting in the tangent. Under these cir-

cumstances the differential equation to the tra-

jector>' is readily obtained, and. though its form
prc\'ents direct integration, its approximate solu-

tion has been effected by several different meth-
ods, of which Siacci"s is the simplest and the one

almost universally used. By Siacci's method
the two co-ordinates, the inclination, the time,

and the velocity at any point of the trajectory

are given as functions of a new variable, called

the pseudo-velocity, and. by means of tabulated

values of those functions all the problems of
exterior ballistics may be accurately solved.

.As shown by Maycvski's formula;, we may
consider the air re'^istance to be proportional to

the square of the velocity, so long as the velocity

more roughly by T= » -y , and cannot exceed

i-957"i: the striking velocity (('), which in vacuo
would be the same as the initial velocitv /', in

air is pven by V=
V'3»—

2

and cannot be less

than 0.38!'.

Experience shows that the projectiles of rifted

guns, when fired in a still atmosphere, deviate
from the plane of fire (a vertical plane through
the axis of the gun) to an extent approximately
proportional to the square of the time of flight

and in the direction toward which the upper sur-
face of the projectile moves in its rotation. This
deviation is called "drift." and for all United
States guns is to the right, since they are so
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rifled that their projectiles, viewed from the rear,

turn with the hands of a watch. With modern
high-velocity guns drift is only important at very
long ranges, being, for example, in the case of
the l2-inch rifle already cited about iVi yards at

2,000 yards range, and about 100 yards at 12,000

yards range. The cause of drift is that soon
after the projectile leaves the gun the line of
action of the air resistance ceases to coincide

with the axis (on account of the curvature of

the trajectory), and, meeting that axis obliquely

between the point of the projectile and its centre

of gravity, tends to raise the point, which action,

combined with that of rotation, causes the point

to move first to one side (the right for right-

handed rotation), and then downward: this

movement, by virtue of which the axis of the
projectile tends to describe a cone about the
tangent to the trajectory, is called precession,

and its result, in combination with the angular
motion of the tangent caused by the curvature
of the trajectory, is to keep the point of the
projectile always on that side of the plane of
fire toward which it was first deflected. Thus
with right-handed rifling the projectile, during
its flight, always points very slightly to the right

of the plane of fire, and consequently the resist-

ance of the air has a component normal to that

plane which carries the projectile bodily to the
right with increasing velocity.

For many reasons, among others the fact that
the drift caused by rotation is affected bj' lateral

wind pressure, it is difficult to determine ac-

curately the deviation of a projectile which will

result from a side wind. Helie's formula,
A'

D=]VT- in which IF is the velocity
I' cos o

component of the wind at right angles to the
line of fire, T is the actual time of flight, and
X

y (.Q^ ^ is the time the projectile would take

to traverse the range (A') if its original hori-

zontal velocity {V cos ") remained unchanged,
is usually relied upon ; but. while reasonably ac-

curate for light projectiles, it gives much too
great results for modern projectiles of large cal-

ibre, especially at moderate ranges. Assuming
that in the short time of flight the projectile can
acquire but little lateral velocity, the wind effect

is a practically constant lateral pressure, and
ff^z 7-2

the deviation caused by it will be D— k —^

—

in which, d being the diameter of the projectile,
]]' the wind velocity at right angles to the plane
of fire, T the time of flight, and D the deviation,

k will be a consonant whose value must be found
by experiment. The increase or decrease in the
range caused by the wind is approximatelv

TT
A X = iiyT{-j^ —I), in which W is the ve-

locity component of the wind in the plane of
fire.

The Effects of Projectiles depend not only
upon their own characteristics, but also upon the
nature of the objects attacked. "Cannister," the
balls of which spread on leaving the gun and
rapidly lose their v^elocity, are only effective at
ranges within 300 or 400 yards and against ex-
posed men or ver>- light vessels, such as torpedo
boats. The "shrapnel." burst by the action of a
time fuse, produces a cone of balls and frag-
ments whose axis is the trajectorj' and whose
angle of dispersion depends upon the violence of

the explosion, and can be used effectively against
exposed men at any range, provided the point of
burst can be properly adjusted: with field artil-

lery, which uses shrapnel almost exclusively, it

is usual to adjust the fuses with a view to caus-
ing the burst to occur when the height of the
shrapnel above the point of attack is about one
two hundredth of its distance from the gun.
"Common shell" are sometimes used like shrap-
nel, but as a rule they are fitted with percussion
fuses to cause them to explode on impact, in

which case they are effective against unarmored
ships and fortifications, and against any struc-
tures not protected by armor sufficiently thick to
cause them to break up without penetration. If

made of steel, and with thick walls, a common
shell may be capable of penetrating steel plating
of a thickness equal to half its own calibre, but
as a rule the shell walls are thin and the power
of penetration much less than this. It requires
a resistance at least equal to that of a quarter-
inch steel plate to actuate the fuse of a 6" shell,

and after penetrating such a plate it will range
10 or 15 feet before bursting. The larger the
shell the more the resistance required to burst
it, and the farther it travels after impact before
bursting. From the point of burst the fragments
spread in a cone, the angle of dispersion de-
pending upon the relation between the velocity
of the shell as a whole at the instant of bursting
and the velocity imparted to the fragments by
the explosion. The greater destructive effect of
shell loaded with high e.xplosives than of those
loaded with gunpowder is primarily due to the
much wider angle of dispersion of the former.
"Armor-piercing shell" have been so perfected
as to be capable of penetrating, unbroken and
undistorted, a thickness of wrought iron or steel

only limited by their striking energies. Against
hard-faced armor, however, these projectiles re-

quire the aid of soft steel caps in order to pene-
trate even a moderate thickness w-ithout being
shattered. The formulse of Jacob de Marre,
based upon French experiments, are considered
the most reliable for calculating the velocity

necessar)' for the perforation of oak. wrought
iron, or homogeneous steel by projectiles of the
usual form and of such quality as not to be
broken or seriously distorted by the impact.
When a projectile is distorted, or is broken, by
impact, the velocity necessary for perforation in-

creases very rapidly with the amount of distor-

tion, or the number of fragments.
These formulae are as follows

:

For oak

For wrought iron ^'

For steel
e' a ' •

^

fO

(log 2.20987)

(log 2.96162)

(log 3.00941)

In which c is the thickness to be perforated

and a the diameter of the projectile, both in

inches; p is weight of the projectile, in pounds;
and ! is its striking velocity in feet per second.

For capped projectiles and Harveyized armor,
the Davis formula, based upon experiments at

the United States naval proving ground, is

•D=—rr5~(log 3.25312), and the same formula will

serve as well as any yet proposed for Krupp
armor, if to the calculated velocity be added
from 50 to too f.s., the amount added increasing

with the thickness of the plate.
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The above formula are all for normal im-
pact. When the angle which the axis of the pro-
jectile inakes with a normal to the plate is less
than 30°, pro\-ided the projectile remains whole,
and if its velocity component normal to the
plate exceeds the velocity required for perfora-
tion with normal impaa, it will perforate the
plate : with greater angles of incidence than 30°
the projectile is deflected unless it verj- greatly
overmatches the plate.

Experiments show that a projectile which
will penetrate a distance unity into oak will pene-
trate slightly less than one half into concrete,
about one half into good masonrj-, about three
halves into sand, about four into common
earth, and about seven into clay.

The Art of Gunnery is concerned with the
actual use of guns, and primarily with pointing
them so that when fired their projectiles shall
hit the target. If a great number of rounds be
fired from a gun under as nearly as practicable
the same conditions, and the impacts are re-
ceived upon a vertical screen, the average of
their distances above or below the mean point
of impact is called the mean vertical error of the
gun : their average distance to right or left of
the mean point of impact is called the mean
horizontal error: and the trajectorj- from gun to
mean point of impact is called the mean trajec-
tor>'. Theorj-, as well as practical experience,
indicates that only about 2 per cent of the pro-
jectiles fired will deviate from the centre of im-
pact more than three times the mean error, and
with modem guns the mean errors are so small
that we may reasonably expect practically all the
shots fired on any occasion, from a stationary
platform, and at a fixed angle of elevation, to
strike within a vertical reaangle 9 feet high by
6 feet wide at a distance of 2.000 yards. It is

only necessary, therefore, to point a gun so that
its mean trajectory intersects the target at the
latter's centre in order to obtain a large per-

centage of hits : the accomplishment of thi,<. how-
ever, is not easy and constitutes the principal

part of the gimncr's art. Gims are pointed by
directing what is called the "line of sight" at

the target. Originally the upper surface of the
gun itself was used as the line of sight: this

was called "sighting by the line of metal," and
resulted in the gun having an elevation corre-

sponding to the difference in thickness of the
metal at breech and at muzzle, which elevation
determined the range. Later a piece of wood
or metal, called a dispart, was secured to the
muzzle so as to give a line from breech to muz-
zle parallel to the gim's axis : such a line of sight

had to be directed more or less above the tar-

get according to the range. Early in the last

century the present method of having one fi.xed

and one movable sight, so that the line between
them, which is the line of sight, can be adjusted
at any desired angle with the axis of the gun,
came into use. It is customar>- to make the rear

sight the movable one, and to put range marks
on it so that if, for e.xamplc, it is set at the

mark 2,000 yards, the angle between the line

of sight and the axis of the gim is the angle of
elevation necessary to give the projectile a range
of 2.000 j-ard-s. Besides the movement of the
rear sight up or down, to insure the gun"s hav-
ing proper elevation, it is also usual to have
means of moving it sidewise, so that the line of
sight can be adjusted to make any desired small
angle, in the horizontal plane, with the axis of

the gun, and thus the drift of the projectile may
be allowed for by causing the gun to point the
proper amount to one side of the target at which
the line of sight is directed.

If now gun and target are stationary, if there
is no wind, if the air is of standard density, if

the sight is set for the correct distance of the
target, and so as to compensate for the drift at
that distance, and if the line of sight is accu-
rately pointed at the centre of the target, then
the mean trajectory will pass through that centre
and the chance of hitting will be a maximum.
The first difficulty is that the line of sight can-
not be accurately directed, since to do so requires
the eye to determine when three objects at dif-

ferent distances (rear sight, front sight and tar-

get) are exactly in line: with the telescope sights

now coming into general use this source of error

is practically eliminated. In the next place the
distance is never exactly known : there is always
some movement of the atmosohere : the density
of the air may readily be as much as 9 per cent
greater or less than on the average : the target

is usually in motion : and in the case of naval
guns the gun is always in motion. The skill of
the gunner, then, consists, first, in estimating the

total lateral deviation which will result from
wind and motion of gun and target at right

angles to the plane of fire, and pointing suffi-

ciently to one side of the target to compensate
therefor: and second, in so adjusting the ele\-a-

tion of his gun as to compensate for the ver-

tical deviation due to wind and motion of target

in the line of fire, to angular motion of the gun
if such exists, and to abnormal air resistance.

With modem guns, mounted on shore, where
the platform is stationary and the distance of
the target can be measured with comparative
accuracy, the percentage of hits upon a target of
ordinary size should be very large, even at long
range, if the gunners are well practised. Under
the conditions of naval actions it is not surpris-

ing that in the past the percentages of hits have
been extremely small, and it is not to be ex-

peaed that they will ever be large, at least dur-
ing such parts of actions as are fought at long
range. Philip R. .\lger,

i'. S. Xaval Academy, Annapolis.

Gun'nison, a river of Colorado formed at
.Alniont by the junction of the T.iylor and East
Rivers, flows southwesterly to Gunnison, near
Cimarron enters the Grand Canon of the Gun-
nison 15 miles long, and continuing in a north-
westerly direction past Delta unites with the

Grand River at Grand Junction after a course
of nearly 200 miles. See Uxcomph.\cre V.alley
PRntECT.

Gunny, a jute (see Jute) cloth, also a bag
or sack. Gunny-bags are very largely exported
from India to various parts of the world.

American cotton is largely packed in these.

They can be manufactured at a low price, hence
the great demand for them. The name gunny
is applied to the cloth as well as to the made-up
bags. About 1850 the peasant hand-looms of
Lower Bengal met both the home and the for-

eign demand for Indian-made gunny-bags— in-

deed the making of these was then the great
domestic industrj- of that portion of India.

.•\t the present time the number made
at the great steam- factories, of which there are
now 23 in India, far exceeds what is produced
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by hand-looms. For example, in one year 82,-

7-9,207 gunny-bags were exported from India,

of which only 5,000,000 were woven by hand.

Gunpowder, an explosive substance formed
by mixing saltpeter, charcoal and sulphur to-

gether. The mixture may vary in composition

between quite wide limits, and yet possess ex-

plosive properties ; but the proportions adopted

by the United States governmental authorities

are saltpeter, 75 per cent; charcoal, 15 per cent;

and sulphur, 10 per cent. The saltpeter used

is the India saltpeter or niter, which is known
to chemists as potassium nitrate, and although

found native as an incrustation on the soil in

India it is to-day largely made from Chile salt-

peter, or sodium nitrate, by reacting on the latter

with potassium nitrate. It is carefully purified,

finely ground and thoroughly dried for use, in

the manufacture of gunpowder. The charcoal

most suitable for gunpowder is that variety

which is mostly readily ignited, most quickly

burned and gives the least quantity of ash.

Such charcoal is produced from dogwood, willow
or alder, by heating the air-dried woods in

closed iron cylinders or retorts out of contact
with air so that they undergo destructive dis-

tillation and leave the charcoal as a residue, this

method of manufacture having been invented in

England by Bishop LandlofT and adopted in

that country in 1797. The dogwood, which is

really the alder-buckthorn, Rhamnus Fraiigula,

is cut when one inch in diameter ; the willow
and alder when four inches : though these di-

mensions vary in practice. The wood is cut in

the spring when in full sap, stripped of its bark
and seasoned bj' an exposure of two to three
years ; the dogwood being stacked under shelter,

but the other woods in the open so that the
rain may wash the sap from the wood and the
sun's rays and the air may destroy the spiral

cells. The charring is effected by fires outside
the retorts or by passing superheated steam or
hot carbon dioxide gas through the retorts.

The character and yield of the charcoal produced
varies with the temperature to which the wood
is exposed and the time of exposure. When
the wood is heated to 290° C. red charcoal is

formed ; when heated to 350° C. or above, black
charcoal is produced. When the heating is done
quickly the yield of charcoal is much larger

than when the heating is slow. Red charcoal is

much more easily ignited and burns faster than
black charcoal. Charcoal for the manufacture
of gunpowder is ground to a fine powder by
rotation in a drum with a quantity of brass or
bronze balls. Sulphur of commerce is purified

for use in this manufacture by fusion and dis-

tillation ; being eventually obtained in the form
of roll brimstone, which is then crushed to a

fine powder by heavy rollers. It must be
free from sulphuric and sulphurous acids, as
well as solid impurities, and should consist

entirely of that modification of sulphur which
is completely soluble in carbon disulphide.

The dry. finely ground and sifted saltpeter,

charcoal and sulphur are weighed into the mix-
ing machine, which consists of a gun-metal
drum arranged to make 40 revolutions a minute
and provided with hollow bearings through
which a shaft is passed which carries 44 arms or
fliers of such length as to just clear the interior

surface of the drum. This shaft revolves in an
opposite direction to and with twice the speed

of the drum. After the ingredients are put in

the drum the mixing is carried on for five

minutes and then the mixture goes to the in-

corporating or wheel mill. The process of in-

corporation is of the greatest importance i. this

manufacture. It consists in the long continued
grinding together of the ingredients in order
to mix them so intimatelv that the product
appears to the naked eye as a homogeneous
mass, for, unless this be done, complete reaction

between the components of the powder by com-
bustion cannot be expected. The finished gun-
powder depends for its excellence largely upon
the completeness and thoroughness of t'le incor-
poration. The incorporating mill consists of a
circular bed of iron or stone on which the mix-
ture is placed. A vertical shaft rising through
the centre of this bed carries a horizontal one,
on the two ends of which heavy stone or iron
wheels, called edge runners, are hung. These
wheels rotate about the horizontal shaft and,
as the vertical shaft revolves, they travel at the
same time in a circle around the bed so that,
at the points on the bed where the edge runners
touch, the motions of rotation and translation
are converted into a twisting motion, like that
of a muller, and the material beneath is thus
overturned and very intimately mixed. The
edge runners weigh from three to seven tons,
are from four to seven feet in diameter,
and are so movable on the spindle that
they can accommodate themselves to varying
thicknesses of powder on the bed. One of the
edge runners is a little nearer the vertical shaft
than the other, so that they travel in different
paths and they are followed by a scraper which
throws toward the centre of the bed the material
that has been forced to the exterior by the edge
runners. To incorporate, 50 pounds of the mix-
ture are spread out on the mill-bed and slightly

moistened and the wheels are set in motion.
If the wheels are of stone weighing y/i tons
and making 7; j revolutions per minute, the in-

corporation is completed in 3', S hours. If the
wheels are of iron weighing 4 tons and making
8 revolutions per minute. 2} 2 hours are required
for cannon powder. The operator does not
remain constantly in the inill but goes in occa-
sionally to wet the charge, from 2 to 10 pints of
water being used in accordance with the weather.
The chief danger from accidental explosions
during the manufacture of gunpowder is found
in the incorporating mills ; fortunately there is

less explosive material here at any time than
there is at any other part of the works. To
render the damage done by an explosion as
slight as possible, the buildings in which these
operations are conducted are built with a strong
framework covered with light boards, or else

with three sides of .stone and the fourth and
roof of light wood, so that when an explosion
occurs the framework or the stone walls remain.
These mills are usually built in groups, and to
prevent an explosion in one being communicated
to the others, each is provided with a drenching
apparatus which automatically wets and pro-
tects the charges in the mills adjacent to the
one which is blown up. The communication of
fire or explosion is also arrested by means of
barricades built about the mills which consist

of masonry filled with earth, or simple earth
mounds or sometimes wooden structures built

in the shape of a letter A.
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When the incorporation is completed the
mill cake, as the mixture is now called, is re-

moved from the bed and runners by means of a
copper chisel and wooden mallet. It is panly
in the form of a compact cake and partly fine

meal and in this condition it is put into the
press. This is a powerful hydraulic press with
a rectangular box which is divided into com-
partments of the desired width by means of
copper or gun-metal plates, ^\'hen the spaces

between the plates have been filled with mill

cake, pressure is applied which causes the pani-
cles to cohere, and the gunpowder is taken
from the press in sheets ha\-ing an area equal to

that of the plates and a thickness dependent on
the width of the filling space, the amount of
the pressure applied and the duration of its ap-
plication. Sometimes the press plates are
corrugated like waffle irons, as for instance, in

the manufacture of waffle and of hexagonal
powders, and sometimes they are replaced by a
press block filled with molds in each of which a
separate grain is pressed, as in the manufacture
of cocoa or prismatic powder. The operation of
pressing is a most important one. since the

densitj- of the finished powder depends upon it

and. as it is markedly affected by even slight

changes in atmospheric conditions, it is a very
nice one.

The press cake passes to the coming or
granulating machine, where it is cut into grains.

This machine consists of a hopper into which the

charge is fed, an ele\'ating band, an endless re-

volving table, four pairs of rollers and several

sets of screens for sorting the grains according to

size into boxes placed to receive each different

size. The rollers, which are of gun-metal, are

corrugated or provided with teeth, the upper two
heing coarser than the lower, and they are ad-
justed to the size of grain required. When the
hopper has been emptied a clutch is relieved

which stops the machine and at the same lime
rings a bell which notifies the operator of the

fact for. as the machine is self-feeding, the

workmen are not obliged to be present while it

is at work. The grains are now freed from
•dust by passing through horizontal olindrical

sieves such as are used in flour-mills and they

are then glazed by rotation in wooden barrels

where, by the friction of the grains against each

other, their angles are rounded off and a hard

polished surface is imparted to them whereby
they become better able to bear transportation

and are less likely to absorb moisture. Some-
times the grains are coated with graphite which
is put in the glazing barrel with them. Though
but 4 ounces of graphite arc used to i.xo
pounds of gunpowder it is considered objection-

able for use with fine grain regulation powder
as it delays ignition and fouls the piece, yet it

improves powder to be used in fixed ammunition,

in that it enables the grains to readily pack

close together. .\s more dust is formed during

the glazing process the grains are again put

through the dusting reels and are then exposed

for a day in the dr>'ing house tn a temperature

of from 125° to 130° F. The finished powder
is packed in i-pound tins or 25-pound kegs,

though other sized packages are produced to

some extent. .According to the size or form or

structure of the grains gunpowde" is known as

mealed povdcr. suft-r/tne. designated by the

mark F.F.G.; Ane ^rain. F.G.; large or coarse

grain, L.G.; large grain for riHes, R.L.G.; mam-

moxh, pebble, pellet, cubical, hexagonal, sphero-

hexagonal, watHe, Fassano or progressive, and
cocoa or brotiti prismatic pozfder. Mealed pow-
der is in the form of dust and is used for driWng
fuses for ammunition and in pyrotechny. Fas-

sano or progressive powder is formed by press-

ing mill cake to a density of 1.79, then breaking

this press cake into Js to ^4 inch grains, mixing
these grains with a prescribed quantity of fine

grain powder, pressing this mixture to a mean
density of 1.76 and breaking this press cake into

grains about 2! 2 inches square by i^ inches

thick. By this means a grain of var\-ing density

was obtained which burned progressively. This
feature was introduced into powder-making by
Prof. R. Ogden Doremus of Xew York, but was
developed in Europe. Cocoa or brown pris-

matic powder is the final stage of development
of the compressed perforated grain invented by
Gen. Rodman of the United States army. In
experimenting with the 15-inch and 20-inch

smooth-bore guns invented by him. Gen. Rod-
man found that he could reduce the initial pres-

sures, while securing the desired velocities, by
using perforated disks of compressed powder
which were of a diameter equal to the calibre of

the gun and between l and 2 inches in thickness.

He styled this charge a "perforated cake car-

tridge" and in his 'Properties of Metals for Can-
non and Qualities of Cannon Powder,* pub-
lished in Boston, Mass.. in iS5i. he mathematic-
ally demonstrated that at the beginning such
disks presented the minimum of free surface to

combustion but as the powder burned there was
a constant enlargement of the perforations,

whereby the area of surface exposed to combus-
tion was constantly increased and that therefore

the volume of evolved gases increased as the
volume of the chamber, due to the travel of the
projectile, increased, in consequence of which
the pressure was more uniformly distributed

along the bore than it had been with the granu-
lated powders hitherto employed. Owing to

difficulties in manufacture and use. Rodman
later found it convenient to build up his charges
with perforated hexagonal prisms of com-
paratively small size. The Civil War prevented
the further development of this novel idea in

powder-making in this countrj- at that time, but
a Russian military commission, which visited the
United States during the Civil War, was so im-
pressed by what Rodman had accomplished, that

on its recommendation the manufacture was
taken up and carried on in Russia on an exten-
sive scale, and it soon spread to other countries.

.About 1880 Germany adopted cocoa powder,
which was a brown prismatic powder with a
single canal, the grains having the form of an
hexagonal prism, i inch in height by 1.36 inches

in diameter, and a density of 1.86. This powder,
however, differed from ordinan,- gunpowder both
in the kind of charcoal used and in the propor-

tions of the components. The charcoal was
imderbumed or red charcoal made from rj-e

straw, and the composition was saltpeter 80.50

per cent, charcoal 16.OO per cent, sulphur 2.50

per cent, and moisture I per cent. Cocoa powder
was so successful for use in modem high-pow-
ered rifle guns that it was sought for by all

militar>- nations and the want was met in this

countr>- by substituting for the r\-e straw char-

coal red charcoal from wood and carbohydrates,

such as si:gar, and this brown prismatic powder
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was used in our modern large calibre guns until

displaced by smokeless powder.
Although verj' great care is exercised in the

manufacture of gunpowder, yet there are so

many opportunities for variations to occur in

each of the many steps of the process that even
the best powder-makers cannot regularly pro-

duce powder that will always give the same pres-

sure nnd velocity in the same gun. Since, in

order to ensure accuracy of fire, the successive

powder charges used must possess the same
ballistic properties this result is secured by
proving a number of factory runs by firing trials

and then mixing these together in the propor-

tions required to produce the desired result.

This process is called blending. It was prac-

tised by Benvenuto Cellini and has been in vogue
ever since.

Good black gunpowder should have a per-

fectly uniform slate color and it should show no
difference in color when crushed. If it is bluish

or quite black it contains too much charcoal or

is too damp, while the presence of bright points

or bluish-white spots indicates that the saltpeter

has effloresced. If the powder soils the hand
or a sheet of paper when run over them it con-
tains too much moisture or else meal powder.
On pressing the powder in the hand it should
not crackle or be easily crushed and when
crushed the grains should not fall at once to

dust, but should first split into angular frag-

ments. Three different densities are determined
for gunpowder, each of which furnishes valu-

able information. These are the gravimetric
densit}' which is the weight of a unit volume of

powder grains including the air between and
enclosed in them ; the relative density, which
is the weight of a unit volume of powder grains
excluding the air between them but including

that contained in the pores of the grains; and
tlie absolute specific gravity, which is the weight
of the powder exclusive of all air.

Since smokeless gunpowder has been per-

fected and adopted for use in guns of all calibres

it has been declared that it would supersede
black gunpowder altogether ; yet the census of the

United States for igoo shows that there were
over 25,000,000 pounds of black gunpowder
made in this country in that year and the pro-
duction bids fair to be large for many years to

come, because in ordnance it is necessary to

use a priming charge of black gunpowder with
which to fire the smokeless gunpowder : because

smokeless powder cannot be efficiently sub-

stituted for black gunpowder in the older forms
of small arms that are widely scattered over the

country ; because black powder is most suitable

for use in fuses and in pyrotechny ; and be-

cause smokeless powder is too expensive and
inferior for use in saluting.

Gunpowder was formerly used in blasting
as well as for a propellent, but usually a special

mixture containing as little as 60 per cent of
saltpeter was prepared for this purpose. In

1857 Lamotte Dupont of Wilmington. Del., in-

vented blasting powder which differs from gun-
powder chiefly in that Chile saltpeter is used
in place of India saltpeter. Though cruder ma-
terials are used and less care is taken the
methods pursued for its manufacture are in

general similar to those used for gunpowder.

Ch.\ri-es E. Munroe,
The CoUimhxau University, ]Vasliington, D. C.

Vol. 8—8

Gunpowder Plot, a famous conspiracy
formed m England in 1604 by Robert Catesby,

and a small band of other Roman Catholics, who,
goaded into excitement by the penal laws directed

against their faith and its professors, aimed to

blow up the Houses of Parliament by gunpowder
S Nov. 1605. An anonymous letter of warning,
sent to Lord Monteagle, led to the discovery
of the plot, and the various conspirators were
arrested and executed. Among those put to

death was Guy Fawkcs, who had been caught in

the vault below the House of Lords with
matches ready to fire the train. Since 1605 all

places connected with the Houses of Lords and
Commons where explosives could be stowed
away are annually searched at the opening of

Parliament.

Gunsaulus, gun-sa'liis, Frank Wakeley,
American clergj'man and educator : b. Chcster-

ville. Ohio, i Jan. 1856. He was graduated at

the Ohio Wesleyan University in 1875, was or-

dained to the ilethodist ministry, but became
a Congregationalist. He was pastor of Congre-
gational Churches at Columbus, Ohio (1879-81),
Nevvtonville, Mass. (1881-5), and Baltimore,

Md. (1885-7). In 1887 he became pastor of

Plymouth Church, Chicago, and from 1899 of

the Central Church of that city. For some years

he was also president of the Armour Institute

of Technology, Chicago, resigning in 1901. He
is well known as a platform lecturer, and has
published: <Monk and Knight' (1891) ;

<Phidias> (1893); 'Gladstone* (1898); <The
Man of Galilee' (1899), and other works.

Gunshot Wounds are wounds caused by
missiles projected from firearms by the explosion

of gunpowder, etc. Such wounds present great

diversity of form, depending on the kind of

missile. All show more or less contusion and
laceration of the tissue, particularly beneath the

surface. Of the two wounds usually caused,

that of entrance and that of exit of the missile,

the latter is usually the larger. Deflection of

the missile from the straight line by hard tis-

sue is common. Thus a ball striking the front

of the chest may pass around the ribs, emerging

at the back. Infection of the bullet itself, par-

ticularly when driven at high speed, is not com-
mon ; and as the presence of a bullet in the body
is not of itself dangerous, the error of much
probing along the track is evident. A bullet

readily located (the X-rays are now largely used

for this purpose) is ordinarily extracted, and
where signs of infection become evident the

conversion of the punctured wound into a free

large open wound is necessary.

Gun'ter, Archibald Clavering, American
author; b. Liverpool, England, 25 Oct. 1847; d.

New York, 23 Feb. 1907. He was a mining and
civil engineer in the West from 1867 until 1875,

when he became a stock broker at San Fran-

cisco. From 187S he devoted himself to writ-

ing plays and novels. The best known of the

former are: 'Courage': 'Prince Karl': and
'The Deacon's Daughter.' His works of fiction,

sensational volumes, largely without literary

merit, include: 'Mr. Barnes of New York'

(1887): and 'Mr. Potter of Texas' (1888);

both successfully dramatized: <That French-

man' (1889) : 'Miss Nobody of Nowhere'
(i8go); 'Baron Montez of Panama and Paris'

(1893); and 'Adrienne de Portalis' (19QO).
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Giinther, gun'ter, Siegmund, German
geographer and mathematician: b. Nuremberg
6 Feb. 1848. Educated at several German uni-

versities he became professor of geography in

the School of Technology at Munich, in 1886.

Among his many valuable professional works
may be named *Lehrbuch der Determinaien-

the'orie^ (1875) ; ' Parabolische Logarithmen
I'.nd parabolische Trigonometrie' (,1882) : "^Die

Meteorologie ihrem neuesten Standpunkt gemass
dargestellt* (1889) ; 'Lehrbuch der physikal-

ischen Geographic' (1891).

Gun'ton, George, American economist: b.

Cambridgeshire, Eng., 8 Sept. 1845. He came
to the United States in 1874, and until 1880

was a writer on economic subjects. He then

turned his attention to sociological and eco-

nomic work, and in 1890 became president of the

Institute of Social Economics and editor of the

'Social Economist,' which in 1896 became 'Gun-
ton's Magazine.' His publications include

'Wealth and Progress' (1887); 'Principles of

Social Economics' (1891); 'Trusts and the

Public' U899).
Guntown, Battle of. After Gen. Forrest's

capture of Fort Pillow. 12 April 1864,

Gen. Sturgis was ordered to march from
Memphis to intercept him, but before the expe-

dition got fairly under way it was ascertained

that Forrest had fallen back to nonhem Mis-
sissippi. On I June Sturgis staned from
White's Station, near Memphis, with about

5,500 infantrj- and artillerj-. under Col. Mc-
Millan, and 3.400 cavaln,'. under Gen. Grierson,

to defeat Forrest and prevent his interference

with Sherman's advance on Atlanta. Moving
southward, Sturgis reached Ripley. 80 miles

from Memphis, on the 8th. and on the loth

struck the Mobile & Ohio Railroad near Gun-
town, Miss., where Grierson, in advance with

the cavalry, met Forrest's cavalrj- near Brice's

Cross-roads, and became immediately engaged.

Sturgis, who was six miles in rear with the

infantrj-. moved on the double-quick, followed

by a train of 250 wagons and. coniing to where
Grierson was engaged, without giving his ex-

hausted men a moment's rest, and badly hand-

ling them, threw them into the fight. In three

hours' time Forrest routed him, drove him
from the field in confusion, captured prisoners,

gims, and wagons, and closely pursued him to

r.car Ripley. There, early on the morning of

the iiih, his rear-guard, taking advantage of a

small stream, after a sharp fight checked Forrest,

nnd Sturgis continued hi^ retreat to Memphis,
having lost 23 officers and 504 men killed and
wounded, 1,623 prisoner?. 14 guns, and his entire

train of 250 wagons, wi'h 10 days' rations a'ld a

large supply of ammunition. Forrest's cnynsing

force did not exceed 4.000 men: his loss was

492 killed and wounded. Consult: 'Official

Records.' Vol. XXXIX. p- j^ c.^rmax.

Gut 'don. Lady Eveline Camilla Wallop,
English writer : d. 1894. She was tlic second

daughter of the fifth Earl of Portsmouth, and

was married to Sir William Gurdon in 1888.

Her contributions to periodicals were collected

after her death in a volume entitled 'Suffolk

Talcs' (1896). in certain respects one of the

most noteworthy English collections of short

stories, both as regards style and S)-mpathetic

treatment

Gurbwal, giir-wal', India. See G.\rhw.\u

Curjvin (ger'jun) Bidsain, or Wood Oil,

the juice or liquid of the Dipteracca which

grow in the Andaman Islands. It resembles

copaiba balsam, and has at various times been

sold as such. Its chief use in the East is as a

varnish for boats and for preventing the attacks

of ants on timber. It was used for the check-

ing and alleviating of leprosy by the late Father

Damien among the lepers of Molokai, in Hawaii.

Gurkhas, goor'kaz. See Ghuhk-^s.

Gurko, goor'ko, Ossip Vladimirovitch,

Russian soldier: b. 15 Nov. 1S28; d. 28 Jan. 1901.

He took part as captain in the Crimean war
and as lieutenant-general commanded the Rus-
sian advance-corps which at the beginning of

the war with Turkey crossed the Danube and
seized Tirnova (July 1877). In the same year

he captured Gomy Dubnik and Telish. and on

15-17 Jan. 1878 defeated Suleiman Pasha at

Philippopolis. He was governor-general of St.

Petersburg in 1879-80, of Poland in 1883-94,

and in 1894 was retired with field-marshal's

rank. He was among the foremost Russian

generals of recent times.

Gurnards, ger'nardz, a family of teleost

fishes (Triglids) occurring in all warmer seas,

resembling somewhat the sculpins in the rough
spiny bones of the skull, but differing in having
the body regularly scaled or covered with bony
plates. The fantastic sea-robins (Prionolus)

are common representatives on our coasts.

Closely allied are the flying-gurnards (family

Ccthalacanthidc) of the warmer seas, in which
the pectoral fins are ver>- long, enabling the

fish to flutter a short distance in the air.

Gumey, ger'ni. Sir Goldsworthy, English
inventor: b. Cornwall. England. 1793: d. 1875.

He built a steam carriage in 1827, and was the

first to devise and use the high-pressure steam-
jet in locomotion. He invented the oxyhydro-
gen blow-pipe, and the Drummond light.

Gumey, Joseph John, English Quaker
philanthropist : b. Earlham Hall, near Norwich,
England, 2 Aug. 1788; d. there 4 Jan. 1&47. He
was a banker in Norwich and in 181S became a

preacher in the Society of Friends, and the

same year accompanied his sister. Mrs. Eliza-

beth Fr>' (q.v.), on her tour to Scotland, hav-

ing warmly taken up the benevolent cause to

which she had devoted herself— the ameliora-

tion of the condition of prisoners. In 1827 the

two made a journey to Ireland with the same
I'lijtct. and in 1S37 Gurncy visited the United
States and (Tanada, where he was absent for

nearly three years. He went with Mrs. Fo' '"

1 84 1 to Holland. Belgium, and Germany,
and in 1842-4 visited France and Switzerland.
The object of these journeys was to reform
prison management, and effect the abolition of

slavery in the French coluiiies, for which pur-
pose he had interviews with Louis Philippe and
M. Guizot. He was the author of 'Notes on
Prisnn<: and Prison Discipline' (1819) ; 'Ob-

on the Religious Peculiarities of the

: Friends' (1824); 'Essays on the

i..i.jt:n-. Doctrines, and Practical Operation
of Christianity' (1827) : 'Winter in the West
Indies Described in Familiar Letters to Henrv-
Clay of Kentucky' (1840).

Gtirowski, goo-rof'ske, Adam de, Count,
a Polish scholar and author: b. Kalisz 10 Sept.
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1805 ; d. Washington, D. C, 4 May 1866. In
early life he was a leading Polish patriot, and
an instigator of the revolution of 1830. Later

he became an advocate of Panslavism, and was
employed in Russia. In 1841 he left the latter

country and in 1849 came to the United States,

and from 1861 to 1863 was a translator in the
State Department at Washington. Among his

works, several of which were written in French
and German, are: 'Civilization and Russia'

(1840) ; 'Panslavism' (1848) ; 'Russia as It Is'

(1854); *The Turkish Question' (1854);
'America and Europe' (1857) ; 'My Diary:
Notes on the Civil War' (1862-6).

Gur'teen, Stephen Henry Villiers, Ameri-
can Protestant Episcopal clerg>'man and sociolo-

gist: b. near Canterbury, England, 9 June 1840;
d. 1898. He was educated at Jesus College,
Cambridge, and was ordained in 1875. He was
professor of Latin at Hobart College, Geneva,
N. Y., w'as successively rector of Trinity Church,
Buffalo, and Trinity Church, Toledo, Ohio, and
dean of St. Paul's Cathedral in Springfield,

111. He interested himself in charity organiza-
tion, and was instrumental in forming the
Order of Associated Charities. He wrote

:

'Phases of Charity' (1877); 'Provident
Schemes' (1879) : 'What is Charity Organiza-
tion?* (1879) ; 'Handbook of Charitv Organiza-
tion' (1882) ; 'How Paupers are Made' (1883) ;

'Beginnings of Charity Organization in the
United States' (1894).

Giissfeldt, Paul, powl gus'felt, German ex-
plorer: b. Berlin 14 Oct. 1840. He studied sci-

ence and mathematics between 1859 and 1865 in

Heidelberg. Giessen, and Bonn. The German
African Company sent him out on an expedition
in 1872 to explore the Loango coast. He was
shipwrecked near Freetown (14 Jan. 1873), and
landed at the mouth of the Kongo. He has
given an account of this expedition in the
work 'The Loango Expedition' (1879), which
he wrote in collaboration with his fellow trav-

elers Falkenstein and Pechuel-Loesche. In
1876 he explored the Arabian Desert, and in

September 1882 he visited South America.
Among the Andes he discovered a vast area of
glaciers, in Ion. 34° 30' S. He climbed the
highest peak of the volcanic range of the Andes
(21 Feb. 1882) and reached the edge of the
crater of Maipo, and during April and May of
the same year explored the lofty plateaus of
Bolivia. He has published 'In den Hochalpen'
(1893) ; 'Reise in den Anden von Chile und
Argentinien' (1887); <Der Mont Blanc' (1894).

Gustavus (gtis-ta'vus) I. (commonly called

GusT.WLS V.\s.\), king of Sweden: b. Lind-
holnien 12 May 1496; d. Stockholm 29 Sept.

1560. He studied at the University of Upsala,
and entered the ser\'ice of Sten Sture the
younger, administrator of the kingdom, in 1514.
Sweden had, by the union of Calniar. become
subject with Norway to the crown of Denmark.
The country was at this time divided into two
parties. There was a Danish party headed by
the Archbishop of Upsala, and a Swedish party,
which upheld the independence of the country,
headed by the administrator w^hom it had raised
to power. Gustavus fought with distinction un-
der Sture against the Danes in 1517 and 1518.
He was one of six hostages sent by Sture as
guarantee of the safety of King Christian II.,

but effected his escape, and reached Liibeck in

1519. After wandering about for some time as

a proscribed fugitive he took refuge in the mines
of Dalccarlia, where he worked as a common
laborer. After various adventures he attempted
open resistance. Christian II. was crowned at

Stockholm on 4 Nov. 1520. On the 8lh the
leaders of the Swedish party, among whom was
Gustavus' father, were executed. By the be-
ginning of 1521 Gustavus had raised a consid-
erable force, driven the Danes from several posi-

tions, and e-xcited a general insurrection in Dale-
carlia. In April he defeated the Danes at

Westeraas; in July he seized Upsala, and in

August w-as named administrator of the king-
dom by the states which had assembled at Wad-
stena. On 6 June 1523 he was elected king by
the Diet of Strengnas. In 1527 he obtained the
exclusion of the bishops from the senate, and
their subjection to the civil power. He now
openly professed Lutheranism, and was crowned
by a Protestant archbishop of Upsala on 12

Jan. 1528. The Lutheran religion was formally
established at a diet held at Orebro in 1529. In
1544 the states assembled at Westeraas declared
the kingdom hereditary in his house. A war
broke out with Russia in 1555, which was con-
cluded by the Peace of Moscow, 2 April 1557.

Gustavus II. (Gustavus Adolphus), king
of Sweden, grandson of Gustavus Vasa : b.

Stockholm 9 Dec. 1594: d. Liitzen, Saxony, 16
Nov. 1632. He was trained to war under ex-
perienced generals, and at 16 took his place in

the state council. Charles IX., the father of
Gustavus, had been declared king to the ex-
clusion of his nephew Sigi-smund, who, on ac-
cepting the crown of Poland during his father's

lifetime, had abjured the Protestant religion.

On the death of Charles, Gustavus succeeded
him, with the consent of the states, as king-elect.

Sweden was at this time at war with Denmark,
and Gustavus was in command of the army.
He chose for his chancellor and first councillor

Axel Oxenstiern, a man 10 years his senior, and
already eminent for his ability, who eventu-
ally proved himself to be one of the greatest of
European statesmen. The war with Denmark
was concluded through the mediation of Eng-
land in 1613. A new enterprise at this time
presented itself to the ambition of Gustavus—
the throne of Russia was vacant and contested.

A party favored the election of Charles Philip,

the brother of Gustavus, and was supported by a

Swedish invasion under Gen. de la Gartie, who
had penetrated to Novgorod ; while the Poles,

who had also invaded Russia, had reached
Moscow. Michael Romanoff was, however,
elected czar. Gustavus took a personal share in

the Russian war, which continued for about four
years after lliis election, and had made consid-
erable conquests in Livonia and the neighboring
provinces when peace was concluded at Stol-

bova in 1617. In 1620 he married Eleanora,
sister of the elector of Brandenburg. The war
with Russia was followed by war with Poland,
which lasted nine years, and was concluded on
advantageous terms for Gustavus by a six years'

truce in September 1629. He had made impor-
tant conquests, which he was allowed to retain,

in East Prussia.

His attention was now diverted from north-
em wars by the affairs of Germany. The op-
pression of the Protestants by Ferdinand II.
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excited his syinpathy. He was alanned by the
progress of \N'alIenstein, which threatened to
extend the empire to the Baltic, and bj- leaguing
Imnself with the Protestants of Germany he
might hope for easier and more extensive con-
qtjests than by struggling single-handed against
the northern powers. He named his daughter
Christina heiress to the throne, embarked for
Germany in !May 1630, and landed with an army
of 13,000 men in the island of Usedom on the
coast of Pomerania. (.See Thikty Years'
Was.) After repeatedly defeating the imperial
generals, and conquering a great part of Ger-
many, he was killed in the battle of Liitzen.

Gustavus differed from f
' er great com-

manders in preferring a - -ordered army
to a large — - ' ":ing u-.l .-. •.» er 40,000 men
were an i e. His character made him
beloved I; - . ;--_:ers, and he was served with
a devotion which enabled him to effect great
things with small means. The discipline he im-
parted to the Swedish army, and the prestige of
success derived from his ^"ictories, lasted long
after his death. His body was taken to Sweden.
See Droj-sen, 'Gustav .\do!f' (.1S79); Ste\ens,
*History of Gustavus .-Kdo^hus* (1885):
Fletcher, 'Gustavus .\dolphus' (1891); Dodge,
'Gustavus .\dolphns' (1896).

Gtistavus III., king of Sweden: b. Stock-
holm 24 Jan. 1746; d. the-- ^ \f-.r,-„ i-i^ He
was the eldest son of .-\ -k, duke
of Holstein. who had bee Swedish
crown in 1743, and succeeded ius iaiher on 12

Feb. 1771. He found the country d!\nded be-
tween two aristocratic factions, the adherents of
France and Russia, known respectively as the
Hats and Caps. He resolved to give the coun-
try a new constitution, and to increase the
power of the crown. He •-^-•••••t- ' •> •• > Tiili-

tary order of \'asa, in mI-

wiU of the officers ; and by
means of a sham revolt, which enabled rum to

assemble troops, wherewith he surrounded the

assembly of the states-general, and forced them
to accept his constitution, which, as it only cir-

cumscribed the privileges of the nobilitj", was
generally popular. In 17^ when war had
broken out with Russia, the nobles revenged
themselves by inducing the states-general to

refuse him;, if it^,. ,•:..; "p^e fidelity of the

Dalecarl: e the enemy.
To free '. of the nobles

he deternuued wn anuUitr c.v«j; d ctat. which

he executed on 3 .April 1780. by causing the

leaders of the ' -len

passing a la\\ ve.

He concluded in-iv.-. uil.i i^

of Varela in .\ugust 1790.

opposed to an alliance with ., ..

which Gustavus assembled at Gcrie for the pur-

pose of procuring supplies, though surrounded

with troops, proved so refractory that he was
obliged to dismiss it. The nobles Inne before

this had formed a conspiracj- apr-' ' .ind

resolved 00 his death. Tlirec of an
oath • ' - • - ' - - ' •; ^v ,. t., -...,uld

car: ' fell on Cap-
tain :-g in the back
at : _:ven at the opera house at

Stcc -ch 1792. See Bain, 'Gus-
tavus iii. and ins Contemporaries' (1895).

Gustavus IV,, Adolphus, king of Sweden:
b. I Nov. 1778; d. Samt Gall, Swiuerland, 7

Feb. 1837. He succeeded on the death of his

father, Gustavus III., and, on assuming power,
showed that he had inherited his father's hatred
of the principles of the French revolution, which
he carried to the extent cf fanaticisnL In 1803

he made a journey to Germany to promote a

imion of the German princes against Xapoleon.
He was at Karlsruhe when the Duke D'Eiighien

was seized, and sent his aide-de-camp to Paris

to protest against that act of violence. After the

Peace of Ti!sit he exposed himself to a war with
Russia while he was at war with France, by
refusing to Join the continental blockade and
opening his pons to England: and in 1808 he
quarreled with England, his only ally. His in-

ternal policy was as bad as his exiemaL His
subjects were oppressed with taxes to support
his wars, and had in return the humiliation of
finding Pomerania in the possession of France,
and Finland in that of Russia. .\ conspiracy
was formed against him; he was deposed, and
the diet by a decree of 10 May 1S09 declared his

family forever incapable of succeeding to the
crown of Sweden. His uncle, the duke of Su-
dermania. was proclaimed king, under the title

of Charles XIIL, and in the following year
adopted as his successor, Bemadotte, prince of
Pontecorvo. Gusta^Tis died in poverty. He
took the title of Colonel Gustafson. and has left,

among other writings, 'Memoirs of Colonel Gus-
tafson' (18.33V See Kleinschmidt, 'Die Irr-

fahnen (justavus I^". .\dolf von Schweden'
(1888).

Gutenberg, goo'ten-berg, Johannes or
Henne, German inventor of printing with
mo\-abIe types: b. Mainz about 1400: d. there 2^
Feb. I46& Little or nothing is known of his early
life. In 1434 he was living in Strasburg, and in

1436 entered into a contract with one .Andreas
Dryzehn or Dritzehn and others, binding him-
self to teach them all his secret and wonderful
arts, and to employ them for their common ad-
vantage. The death of Dryzehn. which happened
about the end of 143S. broke off the undertaking
of the company. .About 144S he returned to

Mainz, and soon formed a copannership with
Johann Fust or Faust, a rich goldsmith who fur-

nished money to establish a press, in which the
Latin Bible was first printed. This, the Mazarin
Bible, begtm about 1450 and finished about 1433,
is the first book known to have been printed
with movable types. -After some years this con-
nection was dissolved. Fust had made large
ad%T.nces. which Gutenberg was now called upon
to repay : and as he either could not or would

:. the subject was carried before the
The result was that Fust retained

..^
,
.---. which he improved, and continued to

use in company with Peter Schoffer of Gems-
heim. By •••,• -irronage of a counsellor of
Mainz, C mmer, Gutenberg was again
enabled t -.a press the following year,
from whicii there issued the fine 'Catholicon'
of 1460. and also the 'Letters of Indulgence' of
1454 and 1455- Gutenberg's name does not ap-
pear in ar.y prodi:ction of his press, nor do any
ot !• - '

'
••. him in con-

nect ng. See Van
der

. ..r,d 'Geschichte
dcr xerkunst' (i886);
He~- ^ ie the Inventor of
Printing?' *.i&>2;; 'Haarlem the Birthplace of
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Printing, not Mentz' (1887); Gordon Duff,

< Early Printed Books' (1893).

Guthrie, Thomas, Scottish clcrgymnn and
philanthropist: b. Brechin, Forfarshire, 12 July

1803 ; d. Saint Leonard's, Sussex, 24 Feb. 1873.

He was educated at the University of Edinburgh,

and was licensed as a preacher in connection

with the Church of Scotland in 1825. He ac-

cepted a call to Greyfriars, F-dinburgh. in 1837,

where he soon became very popular with all

classes. In 1843 the Disruption took place, and
Guthrie was active with Chalmers and Candlish

in organizing the Free Church, becoming minis-

ter of Free St. John's, Edinburgh. The work
with which his name is chiefly identified out of

Scotland, was the establishment of ragged
schools, of which he was the earliest advocate.

He was widely known for his gifts as an ora-

tor, and on retiring from the ministry in 1864

was editor of 'The Sunday Magazine' till his

death, .'\mong his published works are: 'The
Gospel in Ezekiel' (1855) ; <A Plea for Ragged
Schools' (1847^ ; 'The City: its Sins and Sor-

rows' (1857); 'Autobiography' (1874-5). See
Smeaton 'Thomas Guthrie' (1900).

Guthrie, Thomas Anstey ("F. Anstey"),
English humorist : b. Kensington, London, 8
Aug. 1856. He was graduated from Cambridge
in 1875, and called to the bar in 1880, but never
practised and has devoted himself to authorship,

his books having been extremely popular both

at home and in the United States. He is the

author of 'Vice Versa' (1882) ; 'The Giant's

Robe' (1883); 'The Black Poodle' (1884);
'The Tinted Venus' (1885); 'A Fallen Idol'

(1886); 'The Pariah' (1889); 'Tourmalin's
"Time Cheques' (1890); 'Voces Populi' (1890);

'Mr. Punch's Pocket Ibsen' (1893) ; 'Puppets

at Large' (1897); 'Love Among the Lions'
(1898)': 'The Brass Bottle' (1900) ; 'A Bayaid
From Bengal' (1902) ; etc.

Guthrie, William Norman, American
Episcopal clergyman and author : b. Dundee.
Scotland, 4 March 1868. He was graduated
from the University of the South in 1889 and
was professor of modern languages there

1889-90, and at Kenyon College, Ohio, 1892-3.

He entered the Episcopal ministry in 1S93. and
has since been' rector of several Cincinnati

churches. He has published : 'Love Conquer-
eth' (1890); 'Modern Poet Prophets: Essays
Critical and Interpretative' (1897) ; 'Songs of
American Destiny' (1900).

Guthrie, Okla., the capital of the Territory

of Oklahoma and the county-seat of Logan
County, on the Cottonwood River and on the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, the Oklahoma Eastern,

the Missouri, Kansai and Texas, the Fort
Smith & Western, Denver, Enid & Gulf, and
tlie St. Louis, El Reno & Southern Rys.

Industries, Etc.— Guthrie has a very large

trade, and is especially noted as a wholesale dis-

tributing centre. It has planing, flour and cot-

ton-seed oil mills, furniture and carriage fac-

tories, a foundry and machine shops, a broom
works, a plow factory, creamery, railroad repair

shops, novelty works, book bindery, etc.

Buildings, Educational Institutions. Etc.—
Guthrie's chief buildings arc the capital, Federal
court and post-office building, the city hall, the

Scottish Rite temple, Carnegie Library, and the

F'ederal prison. The Carnegie Library (costing

$25,000) is a noteworthy institution. The city

possesses an excellent public school system, in-

cluding a high school. Saint Joseph's Academy,
and many private schools add to the city's edu-
cational facilities. A $50,000 county high school

has just been built, and the Capitol University
is located on a height overlooking the city on
the west.

Government.— The city is governed by a
mayor and a council of ten members elected

biennially. The chief of police and all other
city officers are chosen by the people. The city

has electric lighting and owns and operates its

own water-works, has several miles of paved
streets, large gas plant and work has begun on
a street railway.

History.— Guthrie dates its existence from
the opening of the territory in 1889, and it was
made the capital city one year later, in 1890.

The city has had a rapid development and has
had a rival in Oklahoma City, about 30 miles
south. Pop. (Federal census of igoo) 10,006;
(territorial census of 1904) 23,000.

Gut'ta Per'cha, a substance which has

been known generally and used in Western
countries only since about 1845, though travelers

and residents in the East were acquainted with
it long before, and had seen various articles

made of it, but without knowing the nature of

the material. It is the inspissated milky juice

of several large trees belonging to the order

Sapotaceco, the principal being Isonandra gutta,

and is obtained by felling the large and old trees,

cutting off rings of bark at intervals along the

stem, collecting the juice which issues, and con-

centrating by evaporation, if necessary. The re-

sult of this terribly wasteful process is. that the

gutta percha tree has been exterminated from
various districts in which it was formerly
abundant. The tree is found in the Malayan
peninsula, and in some of the neighboring
islands, in great numbers and of very large size

;

but if these trees be also cut down, instead of

the juice being tapped by incisions (a method
which has now come into use), gutta percha
will become one of the rarest of substances.

The crude substance is gray or reddish, and
is mixed with fragments of bark, leaves, and
other impurities, from which it is separated by
washing with cold and then with warm water.

This softens the gutta percha. and the impurities

can be easily picked out. When pure it has a

brown color ; at the ordinary temperature it is

hard and tough, and in not too thick pieces is

flexible like leather. It is elastic only to a very
slight extent, and cannot be beaten out. It has

little or no adhesion for other bodies, but its

own cohesiveness is remarkable, a thin strip

of it bearing a very considerable weight. When
warmed it gradually softens, and then can be

drawn into fine fibres, rolled into sheets, or

molded. For the latter purpose it is admirably
adapted, as when warm and soft it takes the

finest impressions, which it retains after it has

become cold and Iiard. When heated to a suf-

ficiently high temperature in the air it catches

fire, atid burns with a bright flame; heated in

close vessels it gives off oily hydrocarbons and

an acid liquor, so that gutta percha seems to

consist mainly of carbon and hydrogen, with

some oxygen, while nitrogen is absent, or pres-

ent onlv in very minute quantities. .Attempts

have been made to resolve gutta percha into
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proximate constituents, and accordingly three

substances extracted from it have been de-

scribed. These are named respectively gutta,

which is the chief constituent, and when pure

is white and opaque; alban, a white oxjgenated
crystalline substance; and fluavil, also oxygen-
ated, and of a yellow color. These two are

said to be formed from the first by oxidation,

but there is a considerable diversity of opinion

on the nature of these bodies. Ordinary gutta

percha is insoluble in water, partially in alcohol

and ether, readily and completely in chloroform,

turpentine, benzol, bisiJphide of carbon, and
naphtha. It is also dissolved to a slight ex-

tent by oils. It is not attacked by solutions of
alkalies, nor by hydrofluoric acid; but it is

acted on by sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric

acids— being darkened in color, oxidized, ren-

dered brittle, or altogether disintegrated— and
by chlorine, which transforms it into a white

substance like ivory. It is also affected by the

oxygen of the air, especially in light, becoming
brittle, resinous, and acid; it combines with sul-

phur and, like caoutchouc, can be vulcanized.

Gutta percha is employed for a great variety of

purposes, especially for insulating electric wires,

being invaluable for submarine telegraph cables

because, as a natural insulator of electricity,

it is not affected by water, is very pliant, and
forms a uniform and close-fitting coating to the

wires. It is much prized for making cenain

kinds of surgical instnraients, and in sheets for

surgical dressing, and is used for making water-

pipes and tubes of various kinds, hose, machine-

belting, soles for shoes, golf-balls, overshoes,

buckets, picture-frames, and many other articles

in general use.

Guy, Thomas, English philanthropist:

founder of Guy's Hospital. London : b. about

1645 ; d. Deceniber 1724. His principal income

arose from the disreputable purchase of sea-

men's prize tickets in Queen Aime's war, and
from his dealings in South Sea stock in 1720.

By these speculations, aided by most penurious

habits, he amassed a fortune of nearly half a

million pounds sterling, of which he spent up-

ward of $1,000,000 in building and endowing
his hospital in Southwark. He also erected

almshouses at Tamworth, furnished three wards

of St. Thomas' Hospital, and benefited Christ's

Hospital and various other charities. He was

member of Parliament for Tamworth 1694-1707.

Guy Mannering, a novel by Sir Walter
Scott. It was the second of his novels, appear-

ing anonj-mously in 1815, seven months after

'Waverley.* It is said to have been the result

of six weeks' work, and by_ some critics is

thought to show the marks of haste. Its time

is the middle of the i8th century, its scene

chiefly Scotland. There are fewer than two-

score characters in "Guy Mannering,' and the

plot is not very complicated. Meg Merriiics,

and Dominie Sampson, the uncouth, holiest

pedant, are the only great creations it contains.

Guy of Warwick, a metrical romance be-

longing to that .•\ngli>Danish cycle from which
the Norman trouveres drew so much material.

The earliest e.xisting manuscripts of this ro-

mance are in French; though it is supposed tc

have been written by Walter of E.xeter, a Gir-
nish Franciscan. It consists of about 12,000

verses, iambic measure, arranged in rh>-med

couplets.

Guyon, Jeanne-Marie Bouvier de la Motte,

zhan ma-re boo-ve-a de la mot ge-6h,

\L\D.\iiz, French mystic: the introducer in

France of the system of Quietism, b.

Montargis 13 April 1648; d. Blois 9
June 1717. At the age of 16 she was
married to Jacques Guyon, after whose death

in 1676 the tendency to mystic enthusiasm which
had characterized her younger years again ac-

quired ascendency. She pubhshed numerous
works, such as ^Le Cantique des Cantiques in-

terprete selon le Sens Mystique* (1685); 'Po-

esies Spirituelles' (16S5); *Discours Chretiens

et Spirituels' (17x6) ; etc At last the arch-

bishop of Paris thought it necessary to take

steps against the spread of Madame Guyon's
mystical doctrines, and through his influence she

was shut up in the convent of the Visitation,

but afterward released at the instigation of

Madame Maintenon, who herself became for a

time a convert to the new doctrines, and allowed
Madame Guyon to preach in the seminary of

St. Cyr, where she made a convert and d'sciple

of Fenelon. A commission of ecclesiastics,

chief among whom was Bossuet, now sat in

judgment, and the doctrines of Madame Guyon
were condemned (1695). This led to her being
imprisoned for some years, latterly in the Bas-
tille, whence she was liberated in 1702. The
rest of her life was spent in retirement and in

works of charity. See Upham, 'Life, Religious

Opinions, and E-xperiences of Madame Guyon'
(1870) ; Guerrier, 'Madame Guyon, sa vie, sa

doctrine, son influence' (1881).

Guyot, ge-6, Arnold, American geog-
rapher : b. near Xeuchatel, Switzerland, 28 Sept.

1807; d. Princeton, N. J.. 8 Feb. 18S4. He
studied theology at Xeuchatel and Berlin: but

later turned his attention to natural science,

and in 1835 took the degree of doctor in the

L'niversitj- of Berlin. He then went to Paris,

where he resided five years, passing the summers
in scientific excursions through France, Belgium,
Holland, and Italy, examining the character-
istic physical features of those countries. In a
tour of Switzerland, in 1838, he ascertained and
announced in a communication to the Geolog-
ical Society of France several of the most im-
portant laws concerning glaciers. He first

discovered the laminated structure of the ice,

and showed that the motion of the glacier is

due to the displacement of its molecules. These
discoveries were fully confirmed and illustrated

by the investigations of Agassiz, Forbe?. and
others. He next investigated the distribution of
erratic boulders, in order to solve the question
of the mode of their transportation. D'lr-ng
seven summers he traced them on both side- of
the central .-Mps, in Switzerland and Italy.

Their vertical limits and the laws of their de-
scent were determined by means of more than
3.000 "Dnrometrical observations: and the char-
actiT'-v,- CTvocie^ of rock of each basin were
tr - •_ soiirce, often in the
mi s of ice and snow.
A V.' ..I..

; .1 : 111. ic lu.iii 6,000 specimens ot
rocks was made as voucl:ers for the results.

The full details of these investigations were
announced to form the second volume of the
'Systcme glaciaire' by Agassiz, Guyot, and Dc-
sor, the first volume of which was printed i\
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Paris in 1848; but the political disturbances of

that epoch and the removal of Guyot to the

United States prevented its publication.^ The
main results, however, are to be found in the

•Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences Naturelles

de Neuchatel.' and in D'Archiac's 'Histoire

de la Geologic' ; and have since passed into

various scientific manuals. In the College of

Neuchatel, which numbered Agassi/, among its

professors, Guyot occupied, from 1839 to 1848,

the chair of history and physical geography.

In the latter year a political revolution in Neu-
chatel broke up the institution, and he was in-

duced by Agassiz to remove to the United

States. He resided for several years at Cam-
bridge, Mass., occupying himself with the study

of the physical geography of the American con-

tinent, and first became extensively known in

this country by a course of lectures delivered

in Boston in the winter of 1848-C) in the French
language, on the relations between physical ge-

ography and history. These were translated and
afterward collected into a volume entitled

'Earth and Man' (1849). The work had a

large circulation in the United States, where it

was extensively used as a text-book. For sev-

eral years Guyot was employed by the Massa-
chusetts board of education to deliver lectures

in the normal schools of the State and before

teachers' institutes, and in this way, addressing
annually 1.200 or 1,500 teachers, he exercised an
important influence in reforming the method of
teaching geography. From 1855 until his death
he was professor of geology and physical geog-
raphy at Princeton. His meteorological obser-
vations, undertaken for the government, were the

basis of the present United States weather
bureau. Among his further works are 'Treatise
on Physical Geography' (1873) ; 'A Memoir of
Agassiz' (1G83) ; and 'Creation, or the Bible
Cosmogony in the Light of Modern Science'

(1884).

Guyot, Yves, ev, French publicist: b.

Dinan, France, 6 Sept. 1848. He began his

studies at Rennes, and early interested himself
in social and economic problems of international

importance. He took part in the revolution of

4 Sept. 1870, which, after the surrender of
Sedan, established the third Republic. He is an
ardent reformer, but not a socialist, a free-

trader and member of the Cobdon Club. In
1885 he was elected to the French Parliament,
and in 1889 made minister of public works. He
has for years been editor of the Siccle, a Liberal

paper of a staid, old-fashioned style. He took
a prominent part in the defense of Dreyfus,
and waged a successful war for the abolition of
the continental sugar bounties. Among his

writings may be noted 'La Tyrannic Socialiste'

(1893) ; 'Les Principes de '8q et le Socialisme'

(1894); 'L'Economie de I'Effort' (1896); 'Le
Bilan de I'Eglise' (igoi) ; and 'La Question
des Sucres' (1901).

Guzerat, giiz-e-rat'. See Gujarat.

Guzman Blanco, Antonio. See Blanco,
Antoxio Glzm.\.\.

Gwin'nett, Button, American patriot, one
of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-
ence: b. England about 1732; d. Georgia 27 May
1777. He emigrated from Bristol to Amer-
ica in 1770, purchased a tract of land on St.

Catharine's island, Georgia, and devoted him-

self to agriculture. He became conspicuous in

1775 by his maintenance of the colonial rights,

was elected a representative to Congress in Feb.

1776, and re-elected for l!ic following year, and
in 1777 became president of the provincial coun-

cil, the highest station in Georgia. He planned

a military expedition against East Florida, which
lie refused to entrust to his rival Gen. Mcin-
tosh, whose official rank entitled him to com-
mand it, and which resulted disastrously. This
event, aggravated by other disturbances, led to

a duel between him and Mcintosh, in which he
was mortally wounded. See Dwight, "Lives of

the Signers' (1895).

Gwynn, Eleanor, commonly Nell Gwynn,
English actress: b. Hereford, England, 1630; d.

London 1687. She was at first an orange girl,

and also gained her bread by singing from tav-

ern to tavern. She became the mistress of Hart
and Lacy, the actors, before going in her i6th

year upon the stage, where she distinguished

herself in light comedy. About 1667 she be-

came the mistress of Lord Buckhurst, who sur-

rendered her to the king. She caused much
embarrassment to the Duchess of Portsmouth,
who deemed herself too refined for such a

rival. It is said that in her elevation she showed
her gratitude to Dryden, wdio had patronized

her in her poverty; and, unlike the other mis-

tresses, was faithful to her royal lover. From
her are sprung the dukes of St. Albans.

Gymkhana, jim-ka'na, a term of Hindu
origin, presumably derived from gcnd-khonu,

that is, ball-house, and associated by .^nglo-

Indian soldiers and civilians with "gym" or

gymnasium, whence its introduction into the

English language. It is applied to a building

or grounds arranged for athletic recreation,

and signifies also the open air meetings for

athletic and other m.ixed sporting events, in-

cluding horse racing, which are the annual fea-

tures of almost every military cantonment

throughout India.

Gymnastics, History of. The develop-

ment of gymnastics began in an early period of

Grecian and Roman history. Systematic exer-

cise received the stamp of approbation from the

most eminent educators of ancient times, and has

the endorsement of all teachers to-day. Such
exercise has had its periods of decline in popu-

larity, due to the development of professional-

ism, stimulated by the conferring of extravagant

honors and rewards which caused the ranks of

the athletes to be filled by a professional class

of low extraction, who made their art a trade.

But through these periods of decline there

have been those who have kept in mind the

true value and aim of regularly and systemat-

ically conducted exercise; and these advocates

have outlived and lived down these evils. So
that we find that the scientifically conducted

gymnastics have never entirely lost their hold

upon educators and those interested in the bet-

terment of mankind.
Modern gymnastics differ considerably from

the exercises of the ancients, which at first con-

sisted of athletic feats performed by each indi-

vidual according to his own notion, and were

encouraged among the youth as combining
amusement with exercise. They were at length

reduced to a system which, in Greece, formed a

prominent feature in the state regulations for
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education. In tact the period for g^tunastics

was equal to the time spent on art and music
combined. Public games were consecrated to

the gods, and were conducted with the greatest

ceremony. The earliest mention we can hnd of
g>Tnnastic sports is in Homer"s '^Iliad,' Book
II., and again in Book XXIII., when Achilles
instituted games in honor of Patrodus, and dis-

tributed prizes to the viaors for boxing and
wrestling. Plato tells us that just before the

time of Hippocrates gymnastics were made a
part of medical study, because they were suited

to counteract the effects of indolence and luxur-
ious feeding, and that at length they became a
state maner reduced to a system and superin-

tended by state officers. The first public gym-
nasia were built by the Lacedaemonians. These
were imitated at Athens, where, in one called

the Academy, Plato instructed his pupils, and in

another, the Lyceum, Aristotle taught. These
buildings were superintended by a chief officer.

The athletics were in charge of a director, and
medical officers were in attendance to prescribe

the kind and extent of exercise. Baths were at-

tached to the gymnasia, and a hot bath, followed

by a cold plunge, was recommended. Plato

and Aristotle considered that no republic could

be deemed perfect in which gymnasia, as part

of the national establishment, were neglected.

The Spartans were the most rigid in exact-

ing for their youth a gymnastic training; even
the girls were expected to be good gymnasts.
The exercises for pupils in the gymnasia con-

sisted of a sort of tumbling, war-dances, run-

ning— for both sexes— leaping. climbing

ropes; of jumping or springing from the knees,

with weights attached to the body, maintaining

the equilibriiun while jumping on slippery skins

filled with wine; and of wrestling for the throw.

Riding, driving, swimming, rowing, and swing-
ing supplemented the indoor work.

During the Middle .\ges the knightly amuse-
ment of the tournament absorbed nearly every

other sport except foot-racing and wrestling, so

that gymnastics fell into disuse till Basedow
(q.v.)

'
in 1776, at his institution in Dessau,

united bodily exercises with other instruction.

This example was followed by Salzmann at his

institute and, from this small commencement,
the practice gradually extended. In the latter

part of the irth century gymnastics were ex-

tensively introduced into Prussian schools by

Guts ^iuths, who wrote several works on the

subject. In 1810 the system was still more
widely spread by Jahn, who is regarded as the

founder of the present Turnverein (q.v.). Prus-

sia at that time was impatient under Napoleonic

rule, and Jahn conceived the idea of bringing

together the young men for the practice of

gymnastic exercises, and. at the same time, indoc-

trinating them with patriotic sentiments which

might be made a\-ailable to expel the French

from Germany The Prussian government

favored the plan, and, in 181 1, a public gym-
nastic school, or Tumplatz, was opened at Ber-

lin, and was quickly imitated all over the coun-

try. In 1813 the citizens were called to arms
against the French, and Jahn himself com-
manded a battalion of Lutzow's volunteers.

When, however, there was no longer any reason

to dread the French, the government of Prus-

sia, regarding the meeting of patriotic young
men as a means of spreading liberal ideas, closed

the gymnastic schools and Jahn was imprisoned.

In other countries, however, the system intro-

duced by Jahn was eminently successful, espe-

cially in England, Switzerland, Portugal, and

Denmark. It was first introduced into female

education under the name of calisthenics when
systematic exercises were added to hoop-trun-

dling, skipping-ropes, etc., and to riding, arch-

ery, and other healthy outdoor exercises prac-

tised among the women.
The masculine spons of cricket, football,

quoits, boxing, wrestling, leaping, foot-racing,

etc., have been for centuries enjoyed by the boys

of England in the playgrounds attached to the

schools. In 1S48 tlie political condition of

Europe enabled the TtuTivereine to be reor-

ganized and the German emigration to the

United States has brought these institutions

with it. The first society was formed in New-

York. The organization, as first established,

was confined to the practice of bodily exercises

;

but soon assumed a higher scope. Libraries

were collected, schools established, a newspaper
('Tumzeitung') fotmded; and various arrange-

ments were made for tlie diffusion of useful

knowledge, and for mental culture as well as

physical training. Much credit must be given

to Ling for his efforts to develop educational

gymnastics. He has many followers, and his

publication on * Educational and Curative Gym-
nastics' has much merit. Ling has been
severely criticised by English writers for his

claims to originality. They go so far as to say

that he simply used the works of authors of
his time and of an earlier period, and took his

holiis-bonus from Dr. Francis Fuller in the

Medicina GjTnnastica.' The first edition was
published in 1728, and it ran through eight

others. It is also claimed that he borrowed in

its entirety without acknowledgment, the work
of one John Pough, 'A Physiological. Theoretic,

and Practical Treatise on the Utility of the

Science of Muscular Exercise for Restoring the

Power of the Limbs,* with such materials and
German gymnastics as had previously found
their way •through Denmark and Sweden.
Through the exertions of such men as Salz-

mann, Jahn, and others, together with certain

English authorities as. Fuller, Pough, Croft,

Clias, Thomas and John Graham it was not
difficult to establish a system. In fact Salz-

mann's gymnastics for youth needs only what
Pough supplies to give all that Ling calls his

system which is only adapted to beginners. The
quality of the Ling exercises is stilted, and there

is little scope for variety. The fact is. the sys-

tem sticks too closely to automatic movements,
which undoubtedly produce precise and studied

monotony in drill.

Turning now to the Dio Lewis period, we
see that it marks an epoch in the introduction of
an American system of physical training formed
in a small measure upon the Swedish and largely

upon the German system. This system incor-

porated free-arm exercises, the use of dumb-
bells, clubs, rings, wands, together with what
was then called the Pangymnastikon, but which
was nothing more or less than a pair of flying

rings equipped with a pair of detachable stir-

rups from which swinging, jumping, and
stretching exercises were performed. Dio
Lewis' work took up the matter of the school-

desk, criticised the faulty position of the ordi-
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nary desk, and the poor school-room ventila-

tion. In 1861 the Normal Institute for Physi-

cal Education was incorporated and located in

liostoii. Its directors included many of tlie most
distinguished educators of New England, and
its departments of anatomy, physiology, and
hygiene were in charge of able teachers. Dr.

Dio Lewis gave the work in gymnastics. The
aim of tlie institute was and is to furnish compe-
tent advocates and teachers of physical train-

ing.

Next follows the work of Dr. Sargent, with
his American system of gymnastics. Dr. Sar-
gent was born in Maine. He was fond of all

kinds of outdoor sports and physical exercise,

and joined a gymnasium club while attending

high school ; but as he had to work out of
school hours to support his family, he could only
attend to his e.N.ercising at odd moments as

time permitted. On one occasion he broke a
piece of apparatus and was expelled from the

club. Piqued and aroused, he improvised an
apparatus of his own in a barn. Shortly after-

ward the club gave a display and, after .the

members had finished, Sargent and a friend

came forward and easily surpassed the athletic

feats performed by the others. This event is

said to have been the direct cause that led Dud-
ley Sargent to become an ardent physical edu-
cator. He was graduated from high school in

1867, was invited to become teacher of gymnas-
tics in Bowdoin College in 1869, and entered the
college as a freshman in the regular course and
conducted the physical work. In an endeavor to

arouse the faculty and the public to the neces-
sity for physical training, he was successful to
the e.xent that, in 1871, gymnastics became a part
of the regular curriculum, and Mr. Sargent,
though a student only 22 years of age, was placed
at the head of the department, and filled the
position with credit. About this time he brought
out his system of chest-weights. In 1872 he ac-
cepted a position as director of the Yale Col-
lege gymnasium, and for three years had charge
of both Yale and Bowdoin, spending part time
in each place. It was while at Yale that he
fully developed the "individual apparatus" for
which he is so well known. At the solicitation

of friends he went to New York and started a
gymnasium on Fifth Avenue, which at once
sprang into popularity. In 1S79 he accepted the
appointment of director of the Hemenway Gym-
nasium and assistant professor of physical
training at Harvard University. This promo-
tion of the department of physical training to a
rank equal to the scholastic departments of the
university was a great stride forward, and
stamped the new system with the mark of public
approval. To Dr. Sargent is the credit due for
the invention of the chest-weight, the intercostal
machine, quarter-circles, leg and finger machine,
and other appliances to the number of 30 or
more. He also elaborated a system of anthro-
pometric measurements which enable an exam-
iner to ascertain at once the physical condition
of a student, and which guided a director in pre-
scribing proper exercises for the development of
deficient parts. Dr. Sargent believes in special
work for individuals, and will not allow a man
or wornan to go into the gymnasium and take
the drills and work with the apparatus indis-
criminately. Health, harmony, and symmetry
are the results aimed at.

About the same time, physical training was
taken up by and introduced into the Young
Men's Christian Association, whose local gym-
nasia have done much to give the work a moral
tone. We owe a great deal to such men as R.

J. Roberts of Boston, whose name has been as-
sociated with the advancement of physical edu-
cation since 1875, and whose dumb-bell drill

and book of exercises has long been a standard
in the association's work. The organization of
the physical work under the auspices of the Y.
M. C. A.'s has been practically responsible for the
systematization of the American system of gym-
nastics, and for the establishment of a universal
nomenclature of gymnastics. Among those who
have done most for physical training along edu-
cational lines, I would mention Dr. Hartwell of
Boston, Dr. Gulick of New York, and Dr.
Seaver of Yale.

To-day, practically, all private schools have
a well-equipped gymnasium under the direction
of a man who has had special training in the
application of exercise, the theory and practice

of gymnastics, and who is, in many cases,

a medical graduate. Systematic progressive
courses of work are conducted, which aim to
develop and strengthen, to give co-ordination and
grace, and to make the individual self-reliant

and resourceful. The equipment required to
obtain this result is necessarily extensive, con-
sisting of a gymnasium, say 50 x 100 feet, with
clear floor space, high-vaulted roof, a fine sys-

tem of ventilation, and with every variety of
apparatus which the ingenuity of the specialists,

and the energy and resourcefulness of the manu-
facturers, can provide. The equipment consists

of light apparatus— dumb-bells, Indian clubs,
bar-bells, wands; heavy apparatus—-German
horse, parallel bars (suspended and floor), hori-

zontal bars (high and low), buck, flying rings,

traveling rings, horizontal and vertical ladder,

climbing ropes, rope ladders, spring-boards
beat-boards, floor-mats, wrestling and tumbling
mats, Swedish stahl bars, booms, serpentine lad-

der, and balance-beams ; as well as special

apparatus— chest-weights, intercostals, quarter-
circle, chest-expander, traveling parallels, wrist-

machine, long inclined plane, sculling-machine.
paddling-machine, leg-machine, neck-machine,
bicycle-trainer, and so on through an almost
endless variety. No plant is complete without
its swimming-tank, varying in size from 15x45
up; its shower-baths, needle-baths, tub-baths;
and some have steam-rooms and massage-tables.
An indoor running track is an almost indis-

pensable adjunct to all well-equipped gymnasia;
and there should also be the equipment for in-

door athletics during the winter months. Pro-
vision for indoor games is also essential—
basket-ball, baseball, and ring-hockey. Each
school has adjacent athletic grounds with ten-

nis-courts, quarter-mile track, football and
baseball fields, and golf course. See Physical
Culture.

The college physical .departments surpass
those of the preparatory schools only in size and
extent of equipment. Harvard University prob-
ably excels all others in point of variety of
equipment for special work. The summer work
in the public parks and school playgrounds must
also be noted. These out-of-door gymnasia are
equipped with extensive apparatus for all out-
door work. Preparatory school work in gym-
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nasiics is, by general consent, made to consist

of a system of corrective, body-building exer-

cises, made up of free-arm work and light calis-

thenics in the lower grades, followed by heavier

calisthenics, dumb-bells, clubs and wands, light

apparatus, intermediate and advanced apparatus,

boxing, wrestling, and fencing, interspersed

with periods for recreative games, competitions,

and contests of skill and strength.

Bibliography.— Alexander, ' Modern Gymnas-
tic Exercises' (1890) ; Stebbins, 'Delsarte Sys-

tem of Expression' (1892): Posse. 'Special

Kinesology of Educational Gymnastics' (1894) ;

Ravenstein. 'Volksturnbuch' (1894): Broesike,

'Der Menschliche Korper, mit besonderer Be-
riicksichtigung des Turnens' (1894) ; Nissen,

'Rational Home Gj-mnastics for the Well and
the Sick' (1898).

J. Martin Voorhees,
Director of Gymnasium. Pratt Institute, Brook-

lyn. X. V.

Gymnophiona, jTm-n6-fi'6-na. See Cectl-
lANS.

Gymnosperm, jim'no-sperm, a plant with a

naked seed. Among the gymnosperms are the

cycads, gingkos, conifers, and Gciictacea: The
last group is represented by a single extraor-

dinary tree or plant of West Africa (ll'et-uiiits-

chia mirabilis), the stem of which, looking like

a huge wood-fungus, may, when mature, be a

little over a foot high but several feet across.

It bears but two leaves, the cotyledons, which
sometimes grow to be 5 or 6 feet long and 2

or 3 feet wide, ultimately splitting into strips.

The plant is said to live over 100 years.

Gymnotus, jim-no'tus. See Electric Fishes.

Gynaecology, in medicine and surgery, the

science which treats of the physical organiza-

tion of women and of the diseases peculiar to

them.

Gyp, pseudonym of Sibylle G.\brielle Ma-
rie A.NTOIXETTE DE RlQUETTI DE MlR.VBEAf,

Comtesse DE Martel DE Janville. Scc M.VRTEL

DE Janville.

Gjrpsophila, jTp-sof'i-la (Baby's Breath).
.\ genus of European and .Asiatic annual and
perennial herbs of the natural order Caryofhyl-

lacece. They are highly valued and widely

planted for their small flowers which, being

upon branchy stems, give a pleasing effect to

bouquets and a mist-like prace to flower-borders.

They are of simplest culture upon somewhat
dry soils, especially among rocks and in sunny
situations. The perennial species arc hardy.

Six or more species and a few varieties are

cultivated in American gardens and green-

houses.

Gyp'sum, a native hydratcd sulphate of

calcium, having the formula CaSOi + 2H2O

;

the water of crystallization being the only

thing that differentiates it. chemically, from the

orthorhombic mineral anhydrite. Gypsum is

usually colorless or white. It crystallizes in

the monoclinic system, contact twins and pene-

tration twins being very common ; and it also

occurs in massive forms. The pure crystals

have a hardness of from 1.5 to 2.0. and a spe-

cific gravity of about 2.32. Gypsum is an ex-

ceedingly abundant substance, and is met with
in many parts of the earth, and in a variety of

forms. \Vhen found in the form of clear, tranv
parent crystals, it is known as selenite ; when
the mineral is finely fibrous, and the fibres are

parallel to one another so as to form a mass
with a pearly opalescence, the mineral is

called satin spar ; when it occurs in uniform,
fine-grained, translucent masses, it is known
as alabaster; and when it occurs in large beds
of massive rock, often mixed with clay, calcium
carbonate, and other impurities, it constitutes

the earthy gypsum, or rock gypsum, of com-
merce. Gypsum is soluble in from 400 to 500
parts of water at ordinary temperatures, but it

dissolves more freely in hydrochloric acid.

When heated, it loses part of its water of crys-

tallization, though it retains the power of re-

combining with water to form a hard, non-
crystalline mass, if the temperature to which it

is exposed does not exceed 500° F. It is this

property of recombining with water, which gives

to dehydrated gypsum much of its industrial

value. (See Plaster of Paris.) When
heated with charcoal, gypsum is converted into

calcium sulphide, which dissolves readily in di-

lute acids, with evolution of sulphuretted hydro-
gen gas. In this way the sparingly soluble sul-

phate of calcium may be converted into the
soluble chloride or nitrate of calcium. Gypsum,
when pulverized, is used as a fertilizer, its effi-

ciency in this respect being apparently due in

large measure to the fact that it facilitates the

decomposition of rocks containing alkaline sili-

cates.

The production of gypsum in the United
States, in 1901, w-as 1.246.649 short tons, valued
at $1,577,493. Te.xas, Michigan. New York, and
Iowa were the principal producing States. The
United States ranks second in the world's pro-
duction of gypsum, France being first, and Can-
ada third.

Qypsy. 5ee Gipsies.

Gyra'tion, Radius of. The energy re-

quired to set a body in rotation in any given
manner depends on the arrangement of the mass
of matter to be rotated. Thus, a mass made
into a ring like a wheel with very light spokes
requires tlie expenditure of more energy in

order to set it to rotate once per second on its

axis than would be required if the same
amount of matter were made into a uniform
circular plate of the same radius. The energy
required to set any given body in rotation about
any given axis depends, in fact, on the "moment
of inertia" of the given body about that axis

;

and the mass of the body being given, the
moment of inertia depends on the way in which
the mass is disposed about the axis of rotation.
The radius of gjration about a given axis is

the distance from that axis at which the whole
of the inntter of the given body might be
concentrated without altering the moment of
inertia. The moment of inertia and radius
of gyration for any given body about any
given axis may be calculated mathematically.
The two magnitudes are evidently of great
importance in the theory of rotating bod-
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Gyroscope, ji'ro-skop, from the Greek
guros, a circuit, skopco, 1 see. An instrument
used in experimental physics for excmphfying
the various properties of rotation and the com-
position of rotations. Its invention is ascribed

to Jean Bernard Leon Foucault (i8ig-i868),

whose famous experiments with pendulum and
gyroscope proved and measured the diurnal

motion of the earth. The application of the

gjToscopic principle, however, was made many
years previously to Foucault's experiments, and
the instrument in some of its forms originated
probably in Germany or France, towards the
end of the i8th century. A form of the instru-

ment is popular as a toy, in the familiar gyro-
scopic top. Since 1907 the gyroscopic principle

has been adapted to the practical purposes of
railroad transportation.

Freely supported on gimbals in a frame or
in a box, the g>'roscope consists of two inter-

jointed wheels which revolve in opposite direc-
tions. As a rotating body will not alter the
direction in which its permanent axis points,
unless gravity intervenes, the action of gravity
is eliminated by the opposing rotation within
a rotation, of the central metallic disk, the
middle point of whose axis constantly remains
the centre of gravity of the machine. Upon
this principle is explained the rotation of the
earth on its axis, and the gj'roscope thus affords
a notable illustration of the harmony among
physical laws. The g\'roscope is so constructed
that the axis of rotation can be made to point
to some star in the sky. Then, as the heavy
disk whirls round, it is found that the axis
continues to point to the moving star, though,
in consequence of this, apparently altering its

direction relatively to bodies on the earth. If,

again, the axis be pointed to the celestial pole,

which is fixed, no alteration in its position
relative to bodies on the earth takes place.

The following lucid and elementary expo-
sition of the principles governing the action of
the gj'roscope is given by Dr. S. Tolver Pres-
ton in an article on 'The Mechanics of the
Gyroscope' reproduced from Technics in the
Scientific American Sut^plemcnt of 8 Oct.
1904:

"According to the Newtonian system of dy-
namics (a system which is now universally
recognized and accepted), the velocity of a
particle can only be increased in any given
direction by the application of a force acting
in that direction ; conversely, its velocity in a
given direction can only be diminished by the
application of a force acting in an opposite
direction. The magnitude of the applied force
is proportional to the rate of increase or de-
crease of the velocity of the particle.

Let us suppose that a series of equal heavy
particles are arranged around the circumfer-
ence of the circle in Fig. i. These particles

may be supposed to be rigidly connected one
with another, the whole being connected by
massless spokes, with an axle passing through
C. the center of the circle; this axle being at

right angles to the plane of the nnner. This
arrangement constitutes an ideal flvwheel. and
may be considered typical of an O'-dinary gyro-

scone disk.

Lot th"? flvwheel be set in rotation in the

direction indicated by the arrow. The problem
before us is to determine the nature of the

forces which must be applied to the rotating

flywheel in order to deviate the axis of rota-

tion. Let us suppose that the flywheel, while
still rotating about its axle, is constrained in

addition to turn about the line A B, at right

angles to the axle. Looking in the direction

A B, let the flywheel turn about that line in a
clockwise direction, so that the side L moves
downward through the plane of the paper, while

the side R moves upward through the same
plane. The particles at e and p being, at the

given instant, on the axis of rotation A B, will

possess no velocity of rotation about tliat axis.

So far as concerns other particles, their veloci-

ties of rotation about A B will be proportional

to their perpendicular distances from that line.

Sixteen equidistant particles on the circumfer-

ence of the circle have been indicated. The
rotational velocities of these particles, about

the line A B, will be proportional to the re-

spective perpendiculars let fall on A B.

In a certain interval of time the disk will

complete a revolution about its axle. In one-
sixteenth of this interval of time, the particle a

will move round the circle so as to attain the

position previously occupied by the particle b.

In doing so, the particle a will acquire the
velocity previously possessed by the particle b,

i. e., its velocity will be diminislied, since b is

nearer than a to the axis A B. The diminution

of velocity will of course be proportional to a

D, where & D is a line drawn from (i perpen-

dicular to C a. But since the velocity of the

particle a, in a direction passing vertically down-
ward through the plane of the paper, is dimin-

ished as the particle moves from a to b, this

particle mvist have been acted upon by a force

directed vertically upward through the plane

of the paper, and proportional to a D. This

force is indicated by a small circle containing
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a dot at its center. The dot indicates the
pointed end of an arrow supposed to be directed
vertically upward through the paper ; while the
diameter of the small circle is drawn propor-
tional to a D, or to the magnitude of tlie force.

While the particle a moved to b, the par-
ticle b moved to i:. In this time the velocity

of the particle b, perpendicular to the plane of
the paper, must have been diminished by an
amount proportional to b E. A small circle

containing a dot at its center, and of a diame-
ter proportional to b E, indicates the magnitude
and direction of the force which must have
been applied to the particle as it moved from
b to c.

The force which acted on the particle c as
it moved to d, and tliat which acted on the par-
ticle d as it moved to e, are represented in a
similar manner.

Owing to the rotation about the line A B,
all particles on the right-hand side of the disk
are moving upward through the plane of the
paper; thus it follows that the particle e, in

moving to the position f, must have acquired a
velocity, directed vertically upward through the
paper, proportional to G f. It must, therefore,

have been acted upon by a force, proportional
to G f, directed vertically upward through the
paper. The forces acting on the particles /, g, h,

can be determined in a similar manner.
It is obvious that the velocitj- of tlie parti-

cle k, directed upward through the plane of
the paper, is diminished as that particle moves
to the position previously occupied by the par-
ticle /. Consequently, it must have been acted
upon by a force, of which the magnitude is de-
termined in the manner previously explained,
acting downward through the plane of the paper.
A circle, of which the diameter is proportional

to this force, while the cross at its center rep-

resents the feathered end of an arrow directed

downward through the paper, indicates the
magnitude and direction of the force acting on
the particle k as it moved to /. The forces act-

ing on the particles. /. m, n, p, q, r, s, are de-
termined similarly, and represented by circles

containing crosses, to indicate that the forces

act downward through the plane of the paper.

A glance at Fig. i shows that all forces

acting on the part of the flywheel above the

line a k, arc directed upward through the plane
of the paper; while all forces acting on the
part of the flywheel below the line a k, are di-

rected downward through the plane of the

paper. .All the forces acting al>ove the line

a k might be replaced by a single resultant

force, acting upward through the paper at some
point on the line C c: while all the forces act-

ing below the line a k might be replaced by a
siniile resultant acting downward through the
I • r at some point in tlie line C f- These two

ant forces, acting parallel to each other,

Dui ni opposite directions, constitute a couple,

and produce a torque or turning moment about
the line a k. Thus, in order to turn the re-

volving flywheel about the diameter i- f. we
must apply a torque which, if it acted on the

station.ir>' flywheel, would turn it about the per-

pendicular diameter a k Conversely, if we
apply a torque tending to turn the flywheel

about a diameter a k, it will turn, not about

a k (as might have been expected), but about
the perpendicular diameter t- p.

1 he torque necessary to deflect the fl\-wheel

might be produced by forces acting directly

upon it, as for instance, by blowing air on the

upper half of die tiywheel from the back, and
on the lower half from the front. Generally,

however, it is more convenient to act on the

axle, the end above the plane of the paper be-

ing urged in the direction C B, while the end
below the plane of the paper is urged, by an
equal force, in the direction C A.

Some further points should be noted. Any
force acting to the right of the line A B, is

equal, both in magnitude and direction, to a
corresponding force acting to the left of the
same line. Consequently as the fl)-wheel turns

about the axis A B, no work will be performed
by the forces producing this rotation. This
follows from the circumstance that whereas
one force acts in the direction of motion (so
far as relates to rotation about the a.Kis A B)
the other equal force is opposed to that motion.

The actual behavior of a gyroscope can now
be easily understood. The flywheel a a (Fig.

2) ha\-ing been set in rapid rotation in the di-

rection indicated by the arrow r, tlie frame
carrjing it is supported from a projection n
at one end, on a pivot o. Instead of falling to
the ground, as it would do if it were not ro-
tating, the gyroscope remains with its axis b s
horizontal; but the axis turns in a horizontal
plane about tlie point of support 0, in the direc-
tion indicated by the arrow j. The torque pro-
duced by the pull of gravity is easily seen to be
that required to turn tlie flywheel <j a about a
vertical diameter in the direction mentioned.
The fact that the fl}-\vheel, besides rotating
about a vertical axis, also revolves in a circle
about the point o as center, is merely due to
the circumstance that, imder the conditions of
the experiment, the rotation cannot occur with-
out the revolution.

It is instructive to consider the same prob-
lem from a somewhat different standpoint. We
have already determined the nature of the ap-
plied forces required to turn the ideal rotating
flywheel (Fig. 1) about the axis A B, in 3.

clockwise direction when viewed from A. We
found that a torque must be applied which tends
to urge the end of the axle above the plane of
the paper in the direction C B. and the oppo-
site end of the axle in the direction C. A. It
will now be proved that the reaction of the
rotating flywheel, when it turns as above, about
the axis A B, produces a torque which tends
to urge the end of the axle above the plane of
the paper in the direction C A. and the other
end of the axle in the direction C B.

Under the given conditions, the component
velocities, downward through the plane of the
paper, of the particles a. b, c, d, are all being
diminished; and the consequent reactions tend
to turn the axle in a clockwise direction, about
the line k a, when viewed from the side k. The
component velocities, upward through the plane
of the paper, of the particles c, f. g. h. are all
beuig increased, and the consequent reactions
tend to turn the axle in the same direction. It
is easily seen that the reactions due to the al-
terations in the velocities of the particles k, I,
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m, n, p, q, r, s, all tend to turn the axle of the

flywheel in the same direction. Thus the torque

due to the reaction of the rotating flywheel

when turning about the axis A B, is of the

character specilicd above.
«The precise way in which the gyroscope

(Fig. 2) acts can now be readily followed.

When the frame carrying the rotating flywheel

a a is hrst supported on the pivot 0, the initial

tendency is for the whole to descend toward
the earth, under the action of gravity. But the

pivot prevents the end h of the axle from de-

scending, so that an incipient rotation about a
horizontal diameter commences. The reaction

due to this rotation produces a torque which
tends to turn the flywheel about a vertical diam-
eter in the direction of the arrow .s. As the
flywheel is free to turn in this direction, it at

once commences to do so, and in so doing
generates a reacting torque opposing the in-

cipient rotation produced by gravity. The ac-

tion of gravity being opposed, the rate of (in-

cipient) descent of the flywheel is diminished;
but so long as descent continues, a torque acting

in the direction of the arrow s will be produced.

and this will increase the velocity of turning,

thus increasing the torque which opposes the

descent of the flywheel under the action of

gravity. The flywheel, finally, acquires a rota-

tional velocity in the direction of the arrow s,

which produces a reacting torque just equal

and opposite to that due to the pull of gravity.

If friction were entirely absent, the flywheel

would then cease to descend, and would con-
tinue to turn at a uniform rate in the direc-

tion of the arrow .y. In this process, the work
performed is that due to the incipient descent
of the flywheel; this work is just sufficient to

supply the kinetic energy due to the rotation of
the flywheel and its supporting framework about
the axis 0. When the permanent condition out-
lined above has been attained, no further work
is done in the absence of friction. If there is

friction between the supporting lug n, and the
pivot 0, the gjTOscope will slowly descend, at
such a rate that the work performed by gravity
is just equal to that needed to overcome the
frictional drag.

oin the absence of friction, it is obvious that
the gyroscope turns about o as center merely

by virtue of its own inertia, after the final state

has been reached ; in this respect the motion
resembles that of a planet around the sun. The
torque due to gravity, though necessary, only

serves the purpose of neutralizing the reacting

torque which the turning of the flywheel about

a vertical diameter pruiluccs."

Mr. C. M. Brownall also, in a treatise on
'The Gyroscope, an Explanation without IMath-

ematics,' published in the ScientiHc American
Supplement of 10 Aug. 1907, summarizes the

action of the gyroscope force as follows

:

«I. The gyroscopic force always acts at right

angles to the plane of motion of the axis, neither

accelerating nor retarding it and only tending

to change its direction. The gyroscopic force

is of the nature of a couple, and can only be
balanced by an equal couple.

II. The gyroscopic force is greater, other

things being equal, as the velocity of motion of

the axis is greater, as the velocity of rotation

of the wheel is greater, as the mass of the wheel
is greater and as this mass is more distantly

situated as regards the center of the wheel."

In May 1907, with a gyroscopic monorail
car Mr. Louis Brennan, C. B., the inventor of

the Brennan torpedo used by the British gov-
ernment, demonstrated before the Royal So-
ciety of Great Britain that he had discovered

a practical application of the gyroscope which
will probably revolutionize railway transporta-

tion.

The invention is, briefly, a system by which
a vehicle or a train of vehicles supported by a

single row of wheels may travel on a
single rail and at all times maintain perfect

equilibrium, whether in motion or stationary,

and regardless of the distribution of the load,

wind pressure and other conditions. Auto-
matic stability mechanism carried by the vehicle

itself endows it with this power. The mechan-
ism consists essentially of two flywheels rotated
directly by electric motors in opposite direc-

tions at a very high velocity, and mounted so
that their gyrostatic action and stored up en-
ergy can be utilized. These flywheels are
mounted on high-class bearings and are placed
in exhausted cases, so that both air and journal
friction is reduced to a minimum, and conse-
quently the power required to keep them in

rapid motion is very small. The stored up en-
ergy in the flywheels when revolving at full

speed, is so great and the friction so small that

if the driving current is cut off altogether they
will run at sufficient velocity to impart sta-

bility to the vehicle for several hours, while it

will take from two to three days before they
come to rest. The model car, while running
on a curved monorail, leans forward and so

automatically balances the effect of centrifugal

force, while a single wire hawser stretched
across a river or ravine is all that is necessary
in the shape of a bridge. The adoption of the

gyroscopic principle to the practical purposes
of steamship transportation is also in an ad-
vanced experimental stage, while it is consid-
ered probable that the crucial problem of the
aeronaut, how to keep an automatic balance,
may be solved by a simple application of the
gyroscope.
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Hthe eighth letter of the English
and other alphabets derived from
the alphabet of the Latins. It was
borrowed by the Latins from the

alphabet of the Greeks, and in early

Greek represented an aspirate con-
sonant sound, but in the Greek of classical

times it stands for the prolonged vowel sound
of e, as omega {<•>') stands for the prolonged
sound of omicron (o). The H is evidently a
character borrowed from the Phoenician alpha-

bet, where its form was B and its sound gut-

tural aspirate, like that of the corresponding
Hebrew letter chcth or like ch in German and
in Scotch. In Greek, after H was adopted as

a vowel sign, the aspirate was represented by
' or ' either prefixed to a letter ( 'o ) or

written above it ( o ) : it was previous to this

change that H was introduced into the Latin

alphabet It is probable that in early Latin

this letter, occurring between two vowels, as in

nihil, mihi, traho, veho, represented a guttural

sound, as the h in ni7ii7 and iki7ii does still in

the Italian pronunciation of Latin. But evi-

dence exists that in the classical usage of an-

cient Latin speech initial h was of little ac-

count and was "silent" as in modem Italian

and French: this is certain as regards the

pronunciation of the vulgar; and that even the

educated often "dropped the h's" we know from
the fact that in ancient monuments we find

Hannibal and Annibal, Hadria and .\dria, herus

and erus. haruspex and aruspex.

In Anglo-Saxon and earliest English speech

h represents a guttural aspirate like German
and Scotch ch in ach, loch; for example, in

niht (night), thoht (thought) the h stood for

the same sound as ch in the German words

nacht, gcdachl. In earliest English speech h was

prefixed to /, n, and r, to represent a gutteral as-

pirate which is now entirely lost; examples,

hlaf (loaf), hnccca (neck), hring (ring) : the

initial guttural in such words has been dropped,

as in the names of the eariy Prankish kings

Hiodowig became Ludovicus and Louis, and

Hlothar became Lothair. The original gut-

tural h in old High German hros is completely

eliminated in the modem German ross, but is

represented by the aspirate h in Old English

hors (horse). The h after w in many words

as wharf, what. when. etc.. represents an initial

aspirate in Old English hwarf, hwact, hwacnne,

etc. ,H is added to various consonants to form

digraphs for representation of various sounds,

for example, ch as in chin, sh as in shy, gh

as in gherkin, th as in thin, then; or even to

represent sounds for which there is already a

proper consonant in the alphabet, for example

ph and gh for the sound of f (philter, rough),

ch for the sound of k (chyle) ; in very many
cases the digraph gh is employed simply as

a memorial of an ancient et>Tnolog>'. as in

plough, and not seldom for no discernible pur-
pose at all, as in ghost ; the form rh usually

occurs in words of Greek origin, and recalls

the Greek etymologj- (rhapsody), but again it

is employed to suggest false Greek etj-mologj-

(rh\Tne).

H. H. See J.\cksox, Helex Maria Piske
HUXT.

Haarlem, har'lem, Holland, the capital of
the province of North Holland. II miles by
rail west of Amsterdam, and five miles from
the Xorth Sea. The citj' is intersected by ca-

nals bordered bj- tree-lined avenues, and com-
municates with the Zuyder Zee by the Spaame
and the Ij. Its chief municipal building is

the town hall, a 17th century palace of the

counts of Holland, containing a library, art, and
historical collections. In Haarlem wood a fa-

vorite pleasure resort is the Pavilion housing
the Society for the Promotion of Industry-,

and containing the colonial and industrial mu-
seums. Chief among numerous educational in-

stitutions is the Teyler Museum, for the study
of theolog}-, natural science, and the fine arts.

The finest ecclesiastical structure is St. Bavo's
or the Groote Kerk, a 15th century late (jothic

basilica, one of the largest churches in Hol-
land, noted for its tower 260 feet high, and
its large organ. Haarlem was important com-
mercially as early as the 12th centurj-, and al-

though its manufacturing industries have de-

clined, has cotton-mills, linen bleacheries, tj-pe

foundries, breweries, etc. The town suffered

during the revolt of the peasantr>- in 1492 and
was deprived of its privileges by Albert of

Saxony. During the war of independence it

sustained a siege of seven months (1572-73)
by the Spaniards, and capitulated only after

a display of the noblest heroism and courage.

It was retaken by the Prince of Orange in 1677.

Pop. (1899) 64,069.

Haas, has, Johaimes Hubertus Leonardus
de, Dutch painter; b. Hedel. North Brabant,

23 March 1832. .\ pupil of Jan van Os at Haar-
lem, he established his studio at Brussels in

1857, and attained an e.\cellent reputation by
his finely-colored animal studies and animal

groups with background of Dutch landscape.

In i86q he received a gold medal at Munich for

his *Trio of Donkevs.' Others of his works
are: <The Three Comrades' ; 'In the Dunes' ;

'On the Bank of the YsseP ; 'Cattle at Pas-

ture.'

Habakkuk, ha-bak'iik or hab'a-kuk, the

eighth of the twelve minor prophets. He was
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of the tribe of Levi, and flourished about 600
B.C. His prophecy commences with a lamen-
tation for the corruption and social disor-

ganization which the prophet sees around
him. He cries to God for help, and is an-

swered by threatenings of swift vengeance. The
prophet is commanded to write the vision of

God's retributive justice as revealed to his pro-

phetic eye. The doom of the Chaldxans is

first told in general terms and the announce-
ment is followed by a series of denunciations
pronounced upon them by the nations whom
Ihey had oppressed. The whole concludes with
a magnificent psalm (chap, iii.), 'Habaklcuk's
Pindaric Ode,* as it is called by Ewald, a

composition unrivaled for boldness, sublimity,

and majesty of diction.

Hab'berton, John, American author: b.

Brooklyn, N. Y.. 24 Feb. 1842. At first a
printer he subsequently served in the Federal
army, and later undertook editorial work in

New York. His best-known book, 'Helen's Ba-
bies' (1876), attained great popularity both in

America and in Europe. He has published also

^The Barton Experiment' (1877); 'Other
People's Children* (1877); 'The Worst Boy in

Town* (1880); 'Who was Paul Grayson?*
(1881) ; a humorous 'Life of Washington*
(1883) ; 'One Tramp* (1884) ; 'Brueton's
Bayou* (1886) ; 'The Chautauquans* (1891) ;

'A Lonely Lover* (1893) ; 'The Tiger and the

Insect* (1902) ; 'The Bowsham Puzzle' :

'Country Luck' ; 'Little Guzzy' ; 'Caleb
Wright' ; etc.

Habeas Corpus, ha'be-as kor'pus, an an-
cient English writ addressed to him who has
another in custody, and commanding him to

produce the body of the person named at a

certain place and time. One of the purposes
for which it was used was to recover freedom
when wrongfully taken away. Personal liberty

was asserted by the common law from its

earliest ages, and it was always assailed

by kings who would be absolute, and with an
earnestness proportionate to their tyranny.

Hence it became imperatively necessary, if sub-
jects were to retain the control and disposition

of their own persons, that they should de-

mand a recognition of this principle from their

sovereign, and in England the principle was
declared in the most solemn manner in Magna
Charta. It is there said that "no man shall

be taken or imprisoned but by the lawful judg-
ment of his peers, or by the law of the land."

It became necessary, however, in the course of
time to put down the abuses by which the

government's lust of power, and the servile

subtlety of crown lawyers, had impaired so

fundamental a privilege ; and this was effected

by the Habeas Corpus Act passed in 31 Charles
II. (1679). Of the political and social effects

of this measure Blackstone writes: "If once it

were left in th« power of any, the highest
magistrate, to imprison arbitrarily whomever he
or his officers thought proper, there would
soon be an end of all other rights and immu-
nities."

The provisions of the act may be stated

generally thus: (l) That on complaint or re-

quest in writing, by, or on behalf of, any
person committed and charged with any crime
(unless committed for treason or felony ex-
pressed in the warrant; or as, or on suspicion of

being accessory before the fact to any felony,

or upon suspicion thereof, plainly expressed in

the warrant ; or unless committed or charged in

execution by legal process), the lord-chancellor,

or any of the judges in vacation, upon viewing
a copy of the warrant or affidavit that a copy is

denied, shall (unless the party has neglected for

two terms to apply to any court for his enlarge-

ment) award a habeas corpus for such prisoner,

returnable immediately before himself, or any
of the judges; and upon the return made shall

discharge the party, if bailable, upon security

being given to appear and answer to the accusa-
tion. (2) The writ shall be returned, and the

prisoner brought up within a limited time, ac-

cording to the distance, not exceeding 20 days.

(3) Officers and keepers neglecting to make due
returns, or not delivering to the prisoner, or his

agent, within si.x hours after demand, a copy of

the warrant of commitment, or shifting the cus-

tody of a prisoner from one to another, without
sufificient reason or authority (specified in the

act) , shall for the first offence forfeit iioo ; for

the second £200, to the party grieved, and be
disabled to hold their office. (4) No person once
delivered by habeas corpus shall be recommitted
for the same offence, on penalty of £500. (5)
Every person committed for treason or felony

may insist on being tried at the ne.xt assizes, or

admitted to bail, unless the crown witnesses

cannot be ready in that time ; and if not tried at

the second assizes or sessions, he shall be dis-

charged from the imprisonment. (6) The pris-

oner may apply either to the Court of Chancery,
or to the Courts of Queen's Bench, Common
Pleas, or Exchequer, and any judge denying
such writ is liable to a fine of £500. As the

Habeas Corpus Act extended only to cases where
persons are imprisoned on criminal, or supposed
criminal charges, the other cases being left to

the operation of the common law, which was
found defective, the statute 56 George III. was
passed, which extended the writ to other cases.

Under this last act any person confined, or re-

strained of his liberty (otherwise than for crim-

inal matters, and except persons imprisoned
under a judgment or decree for debt), may
apply to any judge of the common law courts

for a habeas corpus, on showing by affidavit that

there is a reasonable and probable ground for

complaint.

In times of great political excitement, and
suspected treasonable conspiracies, the operation

of the Habeas Corpus Act has been suspended,

as in Ireland in 1866, by 29 Vict. But such sus-

pension does not enable any one to imprison

without cause or valid pretext for so doing. It

only prevents persons who are committed from
being bailed, tried, or discharged during the

suspension, leaving to the committing magis-

trate all the responsibility attending on illegal

imprisonment. It is not uncommon therefore to

pass an act of indemnity subsequently, for the

protection of those who either could not defend

themselves in an action of false imprisonment,

without making improper disclosures of the in-

formation on which they acted, or who have

done acts not strictly defensible at law, yet ap-

parently justified by the necessity of the mo-
ment. Tile English statute has been copied in

the United States without essential change.

In the Constitution of the United States it

is provided that "the privileges of the writ
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of habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless
when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public
safety may require it." The scope of this pro-
vision came under discussion during the Civil

War when the President of the United States
authorized Lieut.-Gen. Scott, where in his judg-
ment it seemed necessary, to suspend the writ.

\\Tien on one occasion the general refused to
obey the writ. Chief Justice Taney, who had
issued it, uttered an opinion in which he declared
that it was only in the power of Congress, and
not of tlie President, to proclaim such suspen-
sion, a view which legal authorities seem in-

clined to agree with.

It has been decided by the Supreme Court,
in \-iew of possible conflicts of jurisdiction
between State and Federal courts, that no State
judge has a right to issue a writ of habeas
corpus for the release of a person held under
the authority of the Federal government. On
the other hand the United States courts are
more restricted in the power to issue such writs
than the State courts. A Federal court may
issue a writ of habeas corpus in cases coming
within Federal jurisdiction. The circuit court
may decide whether the person ought to be dis-

charged, but cannot do this even in cases where
the writ has been suspended. There are also

several provisions made by which an imprisoned
person, whose testimony in a court of law is

required, may be released bj' a writ of habeas
corpus in order to appear before the judge. The
Supreme Court has not the power to issue this

writ, excepting in response to an appeal. Con-
sult: Blackstone, 'Commentaries': Hurd, 'Ha-
beas Corpus.'

Haberstich, Samuel. See Bitter, Arthiti.

Hackljerry, an American tree of the elm
family and genus Ccltis, growing in dry woods
throughout the eastern United States and Can-
ada. It is small or middle-sized, with the aspect
of an elm. The fruit (a globular drupe) is sweet
and edible, as large as the bird-cherry, and
ripening in autumn. Two species exist.— C.
occiitcntalis, the northern hackberry, sugar-berr>'

or netlie-tree: and a southern one (C. tnissis-

sippicitsis) . The soft, coarse-grrained yellow wood
is of little value. It is affected by the same
insects as injure the elm (q.v,).

Hackel, Ernst H. See H.\eckel.

Hack'ensack, N. J., city, county-seat of
Bergen County, on the Hackensack River, and
on the New York. S. & W., and Erie R.R.'s, i6

miles from New York. It is a residential city,

but has brick, siik, and other manufacturing
interests. It has a public librarj-, high school,

gas and electric light, waterworks, electric street

railways connecting with surrounding towns and
cities and with Xcw York, and an assessed prop-

ertj' valuation of over $5,000,000. Hackensack
was settled by the Dutch in the latter part of

the 17th centur>', and during the Revolution was
occupied in turn by the British and American
armie?;. Pop. (1900) 9.44.'!.

Hacker, Arthur, English artist: b. London
23 Sept. 1858. He studied at St. John's College,

London, was a pupil in art of the Ro>-al Acad-
emy and of Leon Bonnet at Paris ( iSSo-ll, set

up his studio in London, and painted, besides

several portraits: 'Pelagia and Philammon* ;

'By the Waters of Babylon': <V.-c \'ictis'

;

'Syrinx'; 'Sir PercivaP; and other works.

Hack'ett, Horatio Balch, .\merican Bap-
tist clergjman and educator : b. Salisbury, Mass.,

27 Dec.iSoS; d. Rochester, N. Y., 2 Nov, 1875.

He was professor of biblical literature at New-
ton (Mass.) Theological Scminarj' 1839-70, and
of Greek at Rochester Theological Seminary,
from the latter date. He was one of the com-
mittee of New Testament revision, and with
Ezra Abbot (q.v.) edited the American edition

of Smith's 'Bible Dictionary' (1868-70). His
chief work was a 'Commentary on Acts'
(1S51) : and he also wrote 'Memorials of Chris-

tian Men in the War' (1864) ; 'Tour in the

Holy Land' (1S66): etc.

Hackett, James Henry, American actor:

b. New York 15 March 1800; d. Jamaica, L. I.,

28 Dec. 1871. He went on the stage in 1826 and
was particularly successful in impersonating
Yankees and Westerners, but was best known by
his Falstaff. which he played first about 1832.

He was widely popular in the United States as
well as in England. He published 'Notes and
Comments on Shakespeare' (1863),

Hackett, James Keteltas, American actor:
b. Wolfe Island, Ontario, Can., 6 Sept. 1869.

He is the son of J. H. Hackett (q.v.). He was
graduated from the College of the City of New
York in 1891, made his debut in 1892, became
leading man c : the Lyceum. New York, in 1896,

and appeared in 'The Prisoner of Zenda,'
'Rupert of Hentzau,' 'The Pride of Jennico,'
'Don CsEsar's Return,' and 'The Crisis.'

Hackettstown, N. J., town in Warren
County: on tlie Musconetcong River and on the
Delaware. L. & W, railroad and the Morris
Canal : about 59 miles from New York citj-, and
50 miles west of Newark. It is about 800 feet

above the sea and within half a mile of the
highest point in the State. Its chief manufac-
tures are silk goods, carriages and wagons, and
agricultural implements. The waterworks are
owned and operated by the town, and the supply
comes from springs on Schooley's Mountain,
distant from the town about two and one half
miles. It is the seat of the Centenar\' Collegiate
Institute, under the auspices of the Methodist
Episcopal Conference of Newark, Pop. (190a)

Hacklander, Friedrich Wilhelm von, fred'-
riH vil'helm ton haklen-der, German novelist
and writer of comedies: b. Burtscheid, near Aix-
la-Chapelle, Prussia, 1 Nov. 1816: d. Leoni, near
Munich, 6 July 1877. After serving for a time
in the Prussian artillery he began a literary
career with 'Pictures of Soldier Life' (1S41),
followed by 'Soldier Life in Peace' (1844),
Other works of this period were 'Daguerreo-
t>-pes' (1842) ; and 'Pilgrimage to Mecca.' In
i&4q he went to Italy, where he was present
with Radetzky's army during the campaign in
Piedmont, and afterward published 'Soldier
Lite in War' (1849-50). Among the best of
his longer novels are 'Trade and Traffic'

;

'Eugene Srillfried' (1852"); and '.Anonymous
Histories' (1851). His best comedies are the
'Secret .-\gent' (1850), translated into several
Enropcan languages, and "Magnetic Cures'
nS5n. With Zoller, in 1885. he started the
illustrated weekly 'Over Land and Sea.'

Hackley, Charles Henry, .American cap-
italist : b. Michigan Ciu-. Ind., 3 Jan. 1837;
d. Muskegon, Mich., 10 Feb. 1905. In 1856 he
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went to Muskegon, Mich., and worked in a
lumber-mill as laborer and foreman ; then at-

tended a commercial school and was given a posi-

tion as bookkeeper and later came to be partner

with a mill firm. In 1880 he founded the firm of
which he is the head, which is one of the most
important in the State, and he has also been
interested in many other industries. He has
been a member of the board of education, and
was elected regent of the University of Michigan,
but declined the office. He has made large gifts

to the city of Muskegon. In 1888 he gave a
public librar)', which he endowed in 1891 ; in

1889 he had a park made in a central part of the
citj' in which he erected a soldiers' and sailors'

monument and other statues; in 1891 he built

and endowed a manual training school; in 1901,
he provided for the erection of a hospital with
a training school for nurses, and erected a
statue of McKinley, the first statue of the late

President to be unveiled. The total value of
his gifts is $i..^8q.,S2.!;.

Hackmatack, hak'ma-tak, the American
larch. See Larch.

Hackney, England, a metropolitan bor-
ough in the northeast of London, three miles
north-northeast of St. Paul's. It has a fine

modem town hall. Hackney was formerly noted
for its boarding-schools for young ladies. It is

supposed that hackney-coaches were first estab-
lished between this place and London, and
derived their name from it. It has manufac-
tories of chemicals, india rubber, etc. ; and had
formerly extensive silk-mills. Pop. (1901)
2/0,535.

Hackney Carriage or Coach, a four-
wheeled enclosed vehicle drawn by two horses
and seating four persons exclusive of the driver.
They are usually let out for hire. The carriage
derives its name from Hackney (q.v.).

Haddam, Conn., a town and one of the
county-seats of Middlesex County, 26 miles
southeast of Hartford, on the New York, New-
Haven & Hartford R.R., and on the west bank
of the Connecticut River, 29 miles above its

mouth. Among its educational institutions is

Brainerd Academy. It has important granite
<juarries, lumber and saw-mills, and a paper mill.

Pop. (1900) 2,015.

Haddock, a fish {Melanogrammus cegleHnus')

of the same family {Gadida) as the cod, and
much resembling it in general appearance. From
the cod it may be easily distinguished by the
black lateral line and suprapectoral blotches, and
the swollen bones of the shoulder girdle. The
haddock scarcely exceeds a weight of 15 pounds,
and is usually about 3 or 4 pounds. It is re-

stricted in its range to the North Atlantic. The
food is extremely varied, consisting of every
kind of bottom-living invertebrate. Spawning
occurs in late winter and early spring, accord-
ing to locality, and the eggs are essentially like

those of the cod. Haddock associate with cod
on the Banks, but the principal American fish-

eries are in Massachusetts Bay, on the Nantucket
shoals and other points off southeastern New-
England, where immense numbers are taken on
trawl and hand lines, especially during the sum-
mer. Philadelphia and Boston furnish the best
markets for fresh haddock, but the demand from
the interior is constantly growing. Though
considerable quantities are salted at Province-
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town, the haddock when so prepared is much
inferior to the cod. The Scotch method of dry-
ing and smoking produces the much superior
"Finnan Haddies," and is largely practised at

Portland and Boston.

Had'don Hall, an old English baronial
mansion, the seat successively of Avenells, Ver-
nons, and the Rutland family, stands on a slope
overlooking the Wye in Derbyshire, 63 miles
north-northwest of Derby. The styles of archi-

tecture range from Norman to the i6th century.
Reference is made to it in Scott's ^Peveril of
the Peak.' Although it is not inhabited it is in

fine condition and remarkable as one of the
most interesting extant examples of the country
house of a great land owner in the late Middle
Ages.

Haddonfield, N. J., a borough of Camden
County, five miles southeast of Camden, a junc-
tion of two branches of the Camden and At-
lantic railroad. Its industries are mainly agri-

cultural ; and it has also manufactures of stoves,

tinware, watchcases, etc. Pop. (1900) 2,776.

Ha'den, Sir Francis Seymour, English
etcher and surgeon : b. London 16 Sept. 181S.

He studied at the Sorbonne and in the Paris

and Grenoble medical schools, and in 1857 be-
came a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.
The 'Etched Work of F. S. Haden' contains

185 plates by him and still others have been pub-
lished in 'Etudes a I'Eau Forte' (1865-6). His
work as an etcher is noted for both vigor and
breadth. He is president of the Society of
Painter Etchers, was knighted in 1894, and has
written 'Rembrandt True and False' ; 'Etched
Work of Rembrandt' (1879-S0) ; 'Lectures';
'About Etching' (1881).

Hades, ha'dez, the Greek name of a god,
in large measure corresponding to the Roman
Pluto, who reigned over the infernal regions.

Both Greeks and Romans supposed the infernal

regions to be in the centre of the earth. To
enter these, the river Styx had to be crossed by
the dead in the wherry of Charon. If, by any
chance, the body lay unburied. the shade was
detained 100 years on the bank- of the Styx
before crossing.

The Greek word Hades is rendered in the
authorized version by the ambiguous term hell

(q.v.). Expressions, most of them obviously
figurative, used of Hades, represent it as sub-

terranean ; as having gates with keys in the hand
of Christ, and as having, in a portion of it, souls

in torment.

Had'is, or in Arabic plural, Ah.\dis, narra-

tions or traditions, which relate to the Prophet
Mohammed, and are not found in the Koran.
There are numerous collections of these float-

ing traditions, anecdotes and legends. A search

for such data was first undertaken by Abdul
Malik ibn Juraisch (d. 772 a.d.). Others con-
sider that the collection of Imam Malik (d. 801

)

is the earliest extant. The following six Hadis
collections are considered by the Sunnite Mos-
lems to be canonical scriptures : I. The Hadis
of Mohammed Ismail al Buchari (d. S78).

2. Of Muslim ibn ul Hajaj (d. 883). 3. Of Abu
Isa ilohammed al Tirmisi (d. 901). 4. Abu
Daud al Sajistani (d. 897). 5. Of .\bu Abd ur
Rahman al Nasai (d. 925). 6. Of Abu Abdal-
lah Mohammed Ibn Wajah (d. 895). None of
these have ever been printed.
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Hadley, Arthur Twining, American col-

lege president; b. Xew Haven, Conn., 23 April

1856. A son of James Hadley (q.v.), he was
graduated from Yale in 1876. and took graduate
studies in political science at Yale and the Vni-
versit}- of Berlin. In 1S79-S3 he was a tutor at

Y''ale, and during that time wrote for several

journals, including the * Railway Gazette' and
the 'Financial Chronicle.' He was commissioner
of labor statistics for Connecticut (^1885-7), and
was in 1885 a witness before the Cullora State

committee which prepared the Interstate Com-
merce Law. In 1886 he became professor of

political science at Yale, and in 1899 was made
president of the university. He was president

of the American Economic .Association for two
years. In 1885 he published 'Railroad Trans-
portation: Its Historj- and Laws,' which is

everjwhere recognized as one of the chief au-

thorities on the subject, and has been translated

into French and Russian : his other works in-

clude 'Report on the Labor Question' (1885) ;

'Economics, an .Account of the Relations be-

tween Private Property- and Public Welfare'

(1896), presenting the theories of political econ-

omy in accordance with the most modem re-

search and thought: and 'The Education of the

American Citizen' (1901). His writings show
him to be not only a scholar, but also a man of

affairs well acquainted with the business world,

and in this regard he is one of the best repre-

sentatives of the modem t>-pe of university

presidents.

Hadley, Henry K., .American composer: b.

SomerviUe. Mass., 1871. He was a pupil of

S. A. Emer>- and G. W. Chadwick in Boston,

studied also in \'ienna, and in 1S95 returned to

the United States and was appointed instmctor

in music at Sl Paul's School, Garden Citj-,

L. I. His s>-mphony, 'The Four Seasons.' re-

ceived the prizes given by the Paderewski Fund
and the Xew England Conser\-ator>- of Boston.

His works further include a concert overture

'Hector and .\ndromache' ; a symphony, 'Youth
and Life' ; a cantata, 'In Music's Praise' ; a

festival march ; trios, quartettes, and more than

150 excellent songs and pianoforte compositions.

Hadley, James, .\merican philologist: b.

Fairfield. X. Y., 30 March 1821 ; d. Xew Haven,
Conn., 14 Xov. 1872. When a boy he suffered

an injury to his k-nee. which developed se-

riously, and crippled him for life. He was
graduated from Yale in 1842, took graduate

studies in mathematics and also a theological

course. In 1844 he was tutor at Middlebury

College, Vt., and in 1845 became a tutor at Yale.

In i^ he became assistant professor of Greek
there, and in 1851, professor of Greek. He
was familiar not only with Greek, Latin, and
the chief modem languages, but also with He-
brew, Arabic, .Armenian. GaeHc, Irish, San-
skrit, Gothic, and Old English, and won a high

reputation as a linguist distinguished for exact-

ness and thoroughness in detail, united with

breadth of view : he also was successful and
influential as a teacher. He published a 'Greek
Grammar' (1861), based on Curtius, and wrote
the 'Brief Historj- of the English Language'
in the 1864 edition of Webster's 'Dictionarj-' ;

after his death, his 'Introduction to Roman
Law' (1873) and 'Philological and Critical

Essays' (1873) were published.

Hadley, John, English mathematician and
astronomer: b. 16S2; d. 14 Feb. 1743. He be-

came a Fellow of the Royal Societj- in 1717, and
was the inventor of Hadley's quadrant (see

Sext.\xt) and of a reflectmg telescope (1723).
The credit of having invented the sextant is

claimed for Hadley, Godfrey, and Xewton, but
each seems, nevertheless, to have made his own
discovery independently. Hadley described his

instrument, which he called an "octant,' to the

Ro\-al Society in May 1731.

Hadley, Mass., town, which includes sev-
eral villages, in Hampshire Countj- : on the
Connecticut River and on the Boston & M.
Railroad ; three miles northeast of Xorthampton
and four miles southwest of .\mherst. It was
settled in 1659, and was first called X'orwottack;
but in 1661, when it was incorporated, it was
given the name Hadley, from Hadley in Eng-
land. William Goffe and his father-in-law

A\'halley, who fled from England to .\merica in

1660, and who lived for a time near Xew Haven,
sought concealment in Hadley, in 1664, where
Goffe died in 1679. .\ccording to tradition,

when Hadley was at one time attacked by In-
dians, and the people were called from the
meeting-house, they stood helpless until Goffe
appearing, took the lead and repelled the enemy.
Hadley is an agricultural region, and its in-

dustries are chiefly connected with farm prod-
ucts. Pop. (igoo) 1,789.

Hadramaut, ha-dra-mat', Arabia, the name
given to the coast region from .Aden to Cape
Ras-al-Hadd. It consists of a plateau, paned
from a moimtain chain, the barrier of the in-

terior desert, by a complex of valleys. Com-
merce, agriculture, cattle-breeding, and the chase
are the chief occupations. The climate is dry
but healthy. Pop. about 150,000.

Hadrian, ha'dri-an (PfBLirs .Elius H.\i>-

Ri.\Nts>. Roman emperor: b. Rome 24 Jan. 76;
d._ Baise 10 July 138. For his ardor in the study
of Greek he earned the nickname of Grseculus.
A nephew of Trajan, he was adopted by that
emperor, fought under him against the Dacians
with some glorv-, and, having been entrusted
with the praefecture of the East and the com-
mand of the Roman armies in the East early
in 117 when Trajan left the field, Hadrian,
upon Trajan's death later in the same year was
made emperor by his soldiers. He quickly re-

alized that he could make no forcible head
against the simultaneous attacks of the Par-
thians and, in Dacia and Moesia, of barbarian
foes, to say nothing of revolt in Syria and
Egjpt. With the true insight of a diplomat he
foresaw that the extreme East must be either
surrendered voluntarily or lost, and chose the
former alternative as the least costly. Hence
he gave up .Armenia, Mesopotamia, and .Assyria,
all comparatively new Roman provinces, to thi»

Parthian power, and withdrew the Roman
eagles to the west of the Euphrates. In
J 19. for the purpose of becoming acquainted
with the state of the provinces, he began his
celebrated journey, which he is said to have
performed chiefly on foot, marching bareheaded
20 miles a day and sharing cheerfully the hard
fare of the humblest soldier. He \-isited Gaul,
Germany, Britain, where he built the famous
wall extending from the Solway to the Tyne,
Spain, Mauritania, E^-pt, Asia Minor, and
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Greece, whence he returned to Rome after his

circuit of the empire in 126 or 127 a.d., and re-

ceived the title of "Pater Patrije." Hadrian
spent the years 132 and 133 in Athens, which
cit)' he adorned with splendid and costly build-

ings. After once more visiting Syria and crush-

ing a desperate Jewish revolt, he returned to

Italy, and spent the last years of his life at

Rome and his villa. During his reign the army
was vigorously disciplined and reorganized.

As a civil ruler he merits high praise for the

just and comprehensive view he appears to have
taken of his duties as a sovereign. Hence to

him is attributed, more than to any other, the
consolidation of the monarchical system of Rome.
Hadrian also divided Italy into four parts under
four consuls, to whom was en*rusted the ad-
ministration of justice. Hadrian had a passion
for building ; his most splendid edifices were
a famous villa at Tibur (now Tivoli), and in

Rome the Aelian bridge, built in 136, and now-
styled the Pont Sant' Angelo. This bridge leads
to the emperor's splendid mausoleum, the
Moles Hadriani. He likewise laid the founda-
tion of several cities, the most important of
which was Adrianopolis. He was a lover of
the fine arts and set a high value on Greek lit-

erature. No fragment of ancient literature has
been more famous than the verses attributed to
the dying Hadrian

:

Animula vagula, blandula
Hospes comesque corporis
Ou:p nunc abihis in loca
Pallidula. riKida. nudula.
Nee ut soles dabis jocos?

David Johnston, in his 'Translations, Literal

and Free, of the Dying Hadrian's Address to
his Soul' (1877), gives no fewer than 116 trans-
lations of all degrees of excellence. Among
well-known writers, Byron, Prior, Pope, and
Merivale have attempted renderings. Consult

:

Gregorovius, <Der Kaiser Hadrian' (1884) ;

Durr, "Die Reisen des Kaisers Hadrian' (18S1).

Hadrian's Wall, a wall in the north of
England, called also the Roman Wall and the
Wall of Severus. Before Agricola advanced into

Scotland he established forts between the estu-
ary of the TjTie and the Solway Firth, to protect
him from attack in his rear. He adopted the
same precaution before leaving the Lowlands
of Scotland for the Highlands, placing encamp-
ments between the firths of Forth and Qyde.
Afterward walls were constructed on these two
lines. On the English side of the Border is

a stone wall with a ditch on its north side. At-
tached to it are stationary camps, mile-castles,

and turrets for the accommodation of the sol-
diery who manned it. To the south of the
stone wall is a series of ramparts generally called
the vallum. This fortification consists of three
aggers or mounds and a ditch. The military
way along which the soldiery moved lies between
the munis or stone wall and the vallum. The
wall was not intended as a mere fence to block
out the Caledonians, but as a line of military
strateg>'. Hadrian is now generally believed to
have been the builder of the whole structure.
Severus, however, repaired it before he advanced
into Scotland. Agricola came to Britain in 78
A.v. Hadrian came toward the close of 119 a.0.

Severus died in 211 a.d. Considerable portions
of Hadrian's Wall yet remain. In two places
the wall stands nine feet high. See Colling-
wood Bruce, 'The Roman Wall' (1S31) ; and

'Handbook to the Roman Wall' (1863) ; Neil-
son, 'Per Lineam Valli* (1891); Creighton,
'Carlisle' (i88g).

Hadrosaurus, had-ro-sa'riis, or Trachodon,
a genus of duck-billed dmosaurs of the Cre-
taceous rocks of North America. Compare
Claos.\urus.

Haeckel, hek'cl, Ernst, German naturalist:
b. Potsdam, Germany, 16 Feb. 1834. He studied
at Berlin, Wiirzburg, and Vienna, taking his

medical degree in 1858 and practising that pro-
fession a short time in the former city. During
1859 and i860 he made a journey through Italy

and Sicih- in the interest of science, his work
on 'The Radiata' (1862), being a result. Later
portions were added in 1887 and 1888. In 1861
he settled in Jena for the study of comparative
:.natomy, but soon turned to the specific investi-

gation of zoology, and after holding subordinate
positions, was appointed in 1865 full professor at

Jena. His researches had to do especially with
the iower ranks of marine animals, and above
all, w'ith deep-sea life in its simplest forms.
The material for such ctudj' was gathered from
many and extended experiences in the North
.Sea, the !Mediterranean, the Canary Isles, and
the Indian Ocean. These travels and researches
were the basis of works like the 'History of the
Development of the Siphonophora' (1869) ; and
'Biological Studies' (1870). These, however,
were introductory to greater representative
works on natural philosophy and the develop-
ment theory, such as 'Calcareous Sponges'
(1872); 'Natural History of Creation' (1868),— which has received the honor of translation
into twelve languages,— and his master work
'General Morpholog>- of Organisms' (1866).
More popular writings, making him known to a
public much wider than the biologist ever ad-
dresses, are those 'On the Division of Labor in

Nature and Human Life' {i8Cg), 'On the
Origin and Genealogy of the Human Race'
(1870), 'Life in the Great Marine Animals';
'The Arabian Corals' (1873) ; 'The Svstem of
the Medusa' (1880); and <A Visit to Ceylon.'
For many years he has devoted his attention
to the deep-sea exploration:: of H. M. S. Chal-
lenger expedition, of which he has written
voluminous reports in English. His general
biologic conclusions regarding the life and
growth of deep-sea organisms are given in his
'Plankton Studies' (1890), while his 'Monism
as the Link between Religion and Science' may
be considered as in a certain sense his confes-
sion of faith.

Haematemesis, he-ma-tem'e-sis, vomiting
blood, which comes from the stomach, or oesoph-
agus. It may result from alcoholism, poisoning,
or cirrhosis of the liver. It is more frequent in

later life than haemoptysis (q.v.) but may occur
in the acute perforating ulcers of the stomach in

young women. It is frequently associated with
cancer, but it results also from external violence.

Hasm'atin, or Hem'atin. See H.emoclobin'.

Haematoxylin, he-ma-tax'6-lin (CisHuGb),
the coloring matter of logwood, or Hamatoxylon
Campechiamim, got from the extract by allowing
it to stand some days in contact with ether,

decanting, removing the ether, and adding water.
Hematoxylin gradually deposits, and the crys-

tals by pressure and recrystallization from water
containing a little ammonium sulphite can be
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got nearly colorless. Combined with three mole-
ctiles of water it forms dimetric, with one of
water trimetric crj-stals. The crj-stals are large,

transparent, and brilliant, and have a sweet
taste. Hjematox\-lin dissolves sparingly in

water, but it is taken up very freely by solu-
tion of borax, bj- hj-po-sulphite of sodium, phos-
phate of sodium, and some other salts. It is

also soluble in ether and in alcohol. By acids
it is not readUy afltected, but it reacts at once
with alkalies, forming colored solutions, and
with metallic oxides forming precipitates of
%-arious colors. By joint action of air and bases
haematoxjiin is oxidized and becomes trans-
formed into hsematein.

Haematiuia, hem-a-tu'ri-a, the presence of
blood in the urine, which points to disease
of the kidnej- or bladder. It is a sj-mptom of
some gravit}-. The treatment of the cause will

probably remove this affection ; in all cases com-
plete rest is ver>- important. See Trem.\toda.

Haemoglo'bin, or Hemoglo'bin, an organic
coloring maner, which consututes about nine
tenths of the weight of dried red blood corpus-
cles, and serves as a carrier of oxygen from the

lungs to the general tissues of the body. It is

an exceedingly complex substance, and its for-

mula is not certainly known. Zinoffskj- gives

it as CniHusoNruSiFe'OM ; but this can hardly be
regarded as more than a guess. According to
many authorities, haemoglobin is not a definite

chemical compound, but a more or less variable

mixture of simpler substances. It gives all the
general reactions of the proteids, but, unlike
most of the proteids, it may easily be obtained
in crj-stalline form, its crj-stals commonly occur-
ring in rhombic plates or prisms. var\-ing some-
what in shape, according to the source from
which the substance is prepared. The exceeding
physiological importance of hemoglobin depends
upon the fact that it readily combines with
oxj-gen to form a verj- unstable compound
known as oxyhaemoglobin. The combination
takes place as the blood corpuscles containing
the haemoglobin pass through the lungs; and the

loosely-combined oxygen is given off again as

the corpuscles pass through the capillaries, the
ox>iiaemoglobin being thereby again reduced to

haemoglobin. Haemoglobin also combines with
carbon monoxid to form a similar but far more
stable substance known as carbo.xyhaemoglobin.
In poisoning by the inhalation of coal-gas the
carbon monoxid present in the coal-gas com-
bines with the haemoglobin in the lungs, and
the carboxyhaemoglobin so formed does not
break up again. As the absorption of the coal-

gas proceeds, a continually increasing quantity
of hxmoclobin is therefore destroyed, so far

as its utilitj- as an oxygen-carrier is concerned.
In extreme cases of such poisoning, transfusion
of blood is resorted to, in order that the patient

may have a sufficient supply of hasmoglobin to
transport the requisite quantitj- of oxygen from
the lungs to the other tissues of the l>ody.

The preparation of pure haemoglobin is a
difficult operation, and for its details reference
should be made to Gamgee's ' Physiological
Chemistrj-.* One of the best methods that have
be«n proposed consists in adding to dcfihrinated
blood aliout one sixteenth of its own volume of
ether, and shaking the mixture. This treatment
causes the rod corpuscles to break up. and the
fluid becomes lake-colored, .'\fter a time, vary-

ing from a few minutes to three days, accord-
ing to the source of the blood, a hea\T' deposit

of minute crj-stals of oxyhaemoglobin is thrown
down. This may be purified by washing with

25 per cent alcohol, and subsequent recrystalliza-

tion. Crystals of haemoglobin itself have also

been prepared. Pure hxmoglobin has a purplish

color, which gradually passes into a scarlet or a

yellowish red, as the substance absorbs oxj-gen
and becomes thereby converted into oxyhaemo-
globin. Carboxyhaemoglobin is even more bril-

liantl}- red than oxjhaemoglobin. All three of
these substances exhibit marked absorption
spectra when in solution, and verj- small quanti-
ties of them can be easily detected by the spec-

troscope. It is said that the presence of one
part of haemoglobin in ten thousand parts of
water can be distinctlj' demonstrated by this

means.
\\'hen oxj'haemoglobin is acted upon by acids

or alkalies, or by the gastric juice, it is resolved
into a proteid substance and a definite com-
pound which has the probable formula GkHtoNj
Fe:Oio and is known as haematin. H«ematin
may be best prepared by extracting blood clot,

direct!}', with hot alcohol to which a small quan-
tity- of sulphuric acid has been added. The ex-
tract is next agitated with chloroform, which
takes up the haematin. The chloroform is then
separated, washed with water to remove the acid,
and allowed to evaporate, when the haematin is

deposited in the form of a bluish-black powder.
Haematin is a verj- stable compound, and may
be heated to 350° F. without decomposition. At
higher temperatures it bums with evolution of
hydroc}-anic acid, leaving an ash composed
chiefly of oxid of iron. It is insoluble in water,
ether, dilute acids, and pure alcohol ; but it

dissolves readily in solutions of the caustic al-

kalies, and in alcohol to which a small quantity
of sulphuric acid has been added. Consult
Gamgee, 'Physiological Chemistrj-.'

Haemophilia, a congenital inherited disease
characterized by a tendency to obstinate bleed-
ings. Women are very rarely affected, but trans-
mission of the disease seems to be from the
father through the daughters to the grandsons,
and from father to son. The disease usually
makes itself evident in early life, a slight wound
being followed by abnormal hemorrhage, where-
by the child becomes known as a "bleeder." The
exact fault in nature's ordinary method in plug-
ging blood-vessels has not been discovered : the
shed blood will clot naturally. Besides the liabil-

ity to excessive hemorrhage, these subjects are
frequently afflicted with trouble in the joints,
probably a chronic inflammation, the result of
repeated small hemorrhages. Death is always
imminent, as nothing can stop the flow of blood
where large areas of the body are injured.
Chlorides are used with some success for those
mildly aftlicted with the disease, particularly
the chloride of calcium.

Haemop'tysis, expelling blood from the
lungs, larj-nx or bronchial tubes by coughing,
which may be a s>-mptom of phthisis. ^lorphine
is useful immediately after such hemorrhages,
but modern medicine rejects the use of stj-ptics.

Haemorrhoids (Greek, haima. blood, and
r/it-ti, to flow), literally, a flow of blood. Until
the time of Hippocrates this word was used,
conformably to its etymologj-, as s)Tion>'mous
with hemorrhage. It was afterward used in a
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narrower sense, to indicate the flux of blood
at the extremity of the rectum, and in some other

cases which were considered analogous to it;

thus it was applied to the flow of blood from
the nostrils, the mouth, the bladder, and the

uterus. It is at present used to signify a par-

ticular alTcction of the rectum, although the

disease is not always attended with a flux ; in

this sense the affection is also called piles. Cer-
tain general causes may produce a predisposi-

tion to this disease ; in some cases, it appears to

be the ctTect of a hereditary disposition ; in gen-
eral, it manifests itself between the period of

puberty and old age, although infants and aged
people are not entirely exempt from its attacks.

Men are oftener affected than women, in whom
it is sometimes produced by local causes. It

often shows itself in subjects who pass suddenly
from an active to a sedentary life, or from
leanness to corpulency. Any circumstance which
produces a tendency to pressure on the venous
return of blood in the pelvis is to be reckoned
as a local cause. The accumulation of faecal

matter in the intestines as in habitual constipa-
tion ; efforts to expel urine ; the pressure pro-
duced by polypi ; the obstruction of any of the
viscera, especially of the liver; worms; use of
drastic purges, particularly of aloes ; long con-
tinuance in a sitting posture ; riding on horse-
back

;
pregnancy ; the accumulation of water by

ascites ;— such are some of the ordinary causes
of hemorrhoids.

Several varieties of haemorrhoids are dis-

tinguished. They are known as external when
apparent at the anus ; internal when concealed
within the orifice ; blind or open, regular or ir-

regular, active or passive, periodical or anoma-
lous, etc. There is also a great difference in

the quantity of blood discharged ; it is usually
inconsiderable, but in some cases is so great as
to threaten the life of the subject. The quality,

color, etc., of the blood, also differ in different
cases. The number, seat, and form of the hem-
orrhoidal tumors likewise present a great variety
of appearances. When the disease is purely
local it is cured more readily; but in the greatest
number of cases it is connected with some other
affection, or with the constitution of the sub-
ject. In these cases, if the piles are not trouble-
some on account of their size, or if the bleeding
is not very considerable, cure of the primary
affection should be attempted. The best mode
of treatment is then to recur to hygienic rather
than medicinal influences. The subject should
avoid violent exercises, but moderate exercise
will be found beneficial. The standing position
is to be avoided as much as possible, especially
following defecation. The constipation (q.v.)
with which the subjects of this disease are
liable to be affected should be remedied by
hygienic dieting. If the pain is considerable,
recourse should be had to sedatives and local
application of hot water. If the disease appears
under a more severe form, more violent reme-
dies will become necessary. If the discharge of
blood becomes excessive, particular care must
be taken to regulate it. If the tumors acquire a
considerable volume, surgical operations are
necessary. At the present time the operative
treatment of persistent hemorrhoids is both safe
and efficacious.

Hafiz, ha-fiz', the pseudonym of ]Moham-
MED Shems ED DIN, Persian poet : b. Shiraz in

the beginning of the 14th century; d. 1388. The
surname Hafiz was given him because he knew
the Koran by heart. He was also called Shakar-
lab (Sugar-lip), from the flowing melody of his

ghazals or short lyrics ; and Lissan Etuhaib
(the Mysterious Voice), from the deep mystic
meaning said by his warmest admirers to be
contained in many of his poems. He preferred
independent poverty as a dervish to a life at

court, whither he was often invited by Sultan
Ahmed. He became a sheik or chief of a fra-

ternity of dervishes, and died at Shiraz where a
monument was erected to him, still frequently
visited by pious Moslems. He is the greatest
lyrical poet of Persia, and he furnishes the
safest guide to Persian thought and manners.
The songs of Hafiz were collected into a Divan
(a Persian word for a collection of poems) after
his death, which was first published at Calcutta
in 1791, and translated into German by the
celebrated orientalist Hammer-Purgstall (1812-
13). A complete English translation by Clarke
appeared in 1891. A critical edition of the Per-
sian text, with scholia, etc., was published by
Hermann Brockhaus (1854-61). Consult Horn,
'Geschichte der persischen Litteratur' (1901).

Hag-fish, a name given to the species of
the families Hcptatronidcr and Myxinidir Myx-
ine, and Bdcllostonia of the class of Cyclostomi
(q.v,). They are eel-like in shape, lack all

paired fins, have a suctorial mouth, without jaws;
a single nostril at the tip of the head and either
one (Myxinc) or from 6toi4 (Polistoln-ma)
gill openings along the sides of the body. .Ground
the mouth are eight barbels, and the nostril

connects with the cavity of the mouth. The skin
contains numerous mucus-glands and also
numerous pockets of "thread cells." the proto-
plasm of which is converted into long threads,
which, when discharged, unwind and, together
with the mucus, form a jelly-like mass protect-
ing the animal. The eggs are large, oval in

shape and enclosed in a horny case provided with
hooks on each end by which they are anchored
to sea weed, etc., on the bottom. Where abun-
dant the hag-fishes are among the greatest pests
of the fishermen. They attach themselves to
other fishes in the neighborhood of the gills or on
the eyes, and thence work themselves rapidly

into the interior of the body, devouring the
viscera, muscles, etc., so that there remains "a
living hulk of head, skin and bones." The Cali-

fornia hag-fishes (Polistotycina Stouti) will de-
vour a fish of 10 or 15 pounds in a single night,

and it is believed that they enter the fishes after

they are taken in the nets. The hag-fish of the
eastern coast {Myxine glutinosa) ranges north
of Cape Cod, and in the European seas, south to

the English Channel. Other species occur in

other parts of the world.

Hagar, ha'gar, an Egyptian handmaid in

Abraham's house. She was presented by her
mistress Sarah to Abraham, in order that Abra-
ham might not die without descendants. Sarah
herself being barren. Hagar bore Ishmael ; but
Sarah' soon became jealous of her, and treated

her severely. When Sarah bore Isaac, Hagar
was sent away by Abraham, who, the Bible

informs us, had received a divine order to dis-

miss her. She suffered much distress in the

desert, but was relieved by an angel, and mar-
ried her son to an Egyptian woman.
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Hagen, Gotthilf, gotliilf ha'gen, German
hydraulic engineer : b. Konigsberg, Prussia. 3
March 1797; d. Berlin 3 Feb. 1SS4. He studied
at the Universitj" of Konigsberg; in 1816 ob-
served at Kulm the total eclipse of the sun, but
later turned his attention from astronomy to en-
gineering, and from 1S31 to 1849 was professor
of hydraulic engineering in the School of Engi-
neering. The na\-al harbor of Wilhelmshafen.
one of the strongest on the German Ocean, was
built from his designs. In 1869 he became
director of the Prussian building department
His most important work is his 'Handbuch der
VVasserbaukunst' (1841-65), besides which he
imblished numerou5 other volumes, including:

'Die Kanalisierung der obem Saar* ( iSco),

and 'Untersuchungen iiber die gleichformige
Bewegung des Wassers* (1876).

Hagen, Theodor, ta'o-dor, German
painter; b. Diisseldorf 24 May 18+2. He be-

came known through his landscapes of the

Eifel Mountains and Westphalia, in 1871 was ap-

pointed professor in the Weimar art school, of

which he was also director from 1877. In 1881

he resigned both posts and returned to EKissel-

dorf. He obtained a gold medal at the Berlin

exposition of 1891. Among his works, distin-

guished by their forceful drawing and excellence

of aerial perspective, are :
' The Kanderthal in

Switzerland' : 'Sunset in the Siegenthal'

;

* Spring Weather' ; 'Swiss Landscape, with the

St. Gothard Pass' ; *Town on the Lower
Rhine— Evening.

'

Ha'gerstowii, Md., citj-, county-seat of
Washington County, on Antietam creek, and
on the Baltimore & O. the Cumberland \"., the

Xorfolk & W. and the Western M. R.R.'s.

Here are extensive manufactures of knit goods,
bicycles, machinery-, steam engines, lumber, etc
It is the trade centre of western Maryland and
contains a court-house, high school. Bacon's
School for boys and girls, electric light and
street railways, three national banks, and an
assessed property valuation of $7,000,000. Pop.

(1900^ 13-591

Haggadah, ha-ga'da, one of two rabbinical

biblical interpretations forming the Midrash
(q.v.).

Haggai, hag'i, the tenth of the minor pro-
phets, and first of those who prophesied after

the captivity. He was bom in Babylon, and
joined the first band of exiles who, on the issue

of the decree of C>tus (536 B.C-) returned to

their own land. He was buried among the

priests at Jerusalem, as belonging to the family

of Aaron. The book of Haggai consists of
four distinct prophecies and has but one theme,
the building of the second temple. The brevity

of the several prophecies is so great, and the

poverty of expression which characterizes them
so striking, as to give rise to an idea that in

their present form they are but the outline or
summary of the original discourses. They were
delivered in the second year of Darius Hystas-
pes (5JO Rc). at inter\-als from the fir.^t day
of the sixth month to the twenty-fourth day of
the ninth month in the same year. The closing

prediction foreshadows the establishment of the
Messianic kingdom upon the overthrow of the

thrones cf the nations.

Haggard, hag'ard. Andrew Charles Par-
ker, English novelist: b. Bradenham Hall,

Norfolk. 7 Feb. i8>4. He is a brother of H. R.
Haggard (q.v.) and besides ser%-ing with dis-

tinction in the English army has published

'Dodo and I* : 'Polyglot Poems' ; 'L'nder
Crescent and Star' ; 'Love Rules the Camp,'
and other books.

Haggard, Henry Rider, English novelist:

b. Bradenham Hail. Xorfolk, England, 22 June
1856. At 19 he went as secretary to Xatal, and
served on the staff of Theophilus Shepstone
during his mission to the Transvaal in 1877. In

18&4 he was admitted to the bar of Lincoln's

Inn, but has devoted his time mainly to author-
ship and agriculture. His novels of South Afri-
can life have attained a wide popularity both
at home and in the L'nited States. Among his

works are: 'Cetewavo and His WTiite Neigh-
bors' (.1882): 'Dawn' (1884") : 'The Witch's
Head' (18S5) :'King Solomon's Mines' (1886);
•Jess' (.18S7): 'She' (1887^; 'Allan Quater-
main' (1SS8) : 'Colonel Quaritch, V. C
U88S>; 'Qeopatra' (1889); 'Beatrice' (1890);
'Montezuma's Daughter' (1894); 'Doctor
Theme' (i898">: 'History of the Trans\-aal'

(19001: 'Lysbeth' (1901); 'Rural England'
(1902^: <A Gardener's Year' (1005): etti

Haghe, Louis, loo-e hag, Belgian painter
and lithographer: b. Toumai 17 March 1806: d.

London 9 March 18S5. At first an architect,

he turned to landscape painting, in 1832 weni
to London, there as a lithographer entered
partnership with William Day. then became
interested in water-color painting, and in 1873-
84 was president of the Xew Water Color So-
cietj-. He painted by preference old Flemish in-

teriors, such as 'Audience Chamber at Bruges,'
but also scenes from English history ('Crom-
well with the Letter of Charles I.'), and other
subjects. In oils he was less successful. He
worked entirely with his left hand.

Hagiographa, ha-jl-6g'ra-fa, a Greek word,
signifying sacred writings, first introduced by
Epiphanius as the rendering of the Hebrew
word Kctubim= writings. The third and last

great division of the Old Testament books, the
others being Torah (the Law) and Xebiim (the
Prophets )._ The three-fold division is alluded
to in the New Testament, the several parts being
described as "the law* or "Moses.» "the Pro-
phets." and «the Psalms* (Luke xxiii. 44). In
this passage the Psalms are the Hagiographa.
NNTien the division is twofold, the Law and the
Prophets, the Hagiographa are merged in the
second category (Matt. v. 17, xi. 13). In our
present Hebrew Bibles the Hagiographa con-
sist of 13 books thus arranged : Psalms,
Proverbs. Job. Song of Solomon. Ruth. Lamen-
tations, Ecclesiastes, Elsther, Daniel, Ezra. Ne-
hemiah, and I. and II. (Thronicles, but the list is

othenivise drawn up by many authorities.

Hagonoy, ha-go-noi', Philippines, a pueblo
of the province of Bulacan. island of Luzon, on
the Grande de la Pampagna River, about three
miles from Manila Bay. seven miles southwest
of Malolos. Lake Hagonoy is partly within the
precincts of the town; this lake dries up in
the summer season, so that the lake bed can be
cultivated. Pop. 20.100.

Ha'good, Johnson, .\merican soldier: b.
Barnwell, S. C, 21 Feb. 1&29: d. there 4 Jan.
1898. .^t the beginning of the Civil War he
entered the Confederate army and in 1862 be-
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came a brigadier-general. He fought against

Gillmore at tlie siege of Charleston (.1863), and
was coniniander of Battery Wagner. W ith his

brigade he participated in the battle of Cold
Harbor, and subsequently was in the trenches at

Petersburg. He took part also in the opera-
tions norili of the James after the surrender of

Fort Harrison, and commanded Bragg's rear

guard at Fort Fisher.

Hague, hag, Arnold, American geologist

:

b. Boston 3 Dec. 1840. He was graduated at

tlie Sheffield Scientific School of Yale (1863) ;

studied three years at the universities of Got-
lingen and Heidelberg, and in 1867 was ap-
pointed assistant geologist on the United States
geological exploration of the 40th parallel. His
published works are: *The Volcanoes of Cal-
ifornia, Oregon, and Washington Territory'
(1883); "The Volcanic Rocks of the Great
Basin' (1884); 'The Volcanic Rocks of Salva-
dor' (1886) ; 'Crystallization in the Igneous
Rocks of Washoe'; 'Geologj- of the Yellow-
stone National Park' (1899).

Hague, George, Canadian financier : b.

Rotherliam, Yorkshire, Eng., 1825. In 1854 he
went to Canada, where in 1856-76 he was con-
rected with the Bank of Toronto. Subsequently
he became general manager of the Merchants'
Bank. He was also elected first president of
the Canadian Bankers' Association and of the
Montreal Good Government Association, and
made generous gifts to various charities.

Hague, The (Holland), one of the chief
towns, practically the capital of the kingdom, 33
miles southwest from Amsterdam, 16 miles
northwest of Rotterdam, within 3 miles of the
sea. It is the residence of the queen and of the
foreign ambassadors, and the seat of the States-
General of the Netherlands, and of the principal
part of the central administration of the king-
dom. Among the most important structures are
the royal palace, in the Nordeinde, the palace
of the Prince of Orange, the palace of Prince
Frederick of the Netherlands ; the Binnenhof, a
large irregular building, founded in 1249, and
containing the hall of assembly of the States-
General, and various government offices, the
provincial government-house, a large roomy
edifice; the town-hall; the ministry of justice:
the municipal museum, containing pictures and
antiquities: the royal librar>'. containing 500.000
volumes, besides valuable collections of medals
and cameos: a cannon foundry, one of the larg-
est and most conspicuous buildings in the town,
colonial office, war office, the national monu-
ment, erected to commemorate the restoration
in 1S13 of Dutch independence. There are many
other monuments to attract attention, particu-

larly the equestrian statue of William I. of
Orange, in front of the royal palace, and the
figure of Shinoya, placed opposite the house in

which he lived, etc. The royal collection of pic-

tures, in the Prins Mauritshuis, embraces a pic-

tiire gallery chiefly confined to Dutch masters.
The parks, gardens, markets and suburbs of the
city are famous for their beauty and interest.

The special educational facilities of the city are
excellent, and there are good public schools.

There are also many learned societies in the

city, among which may be mentioned The
Hague Society for the Defense of the Chris-
tian Religion, the Witte Societ>', the Physics
Societv and the Netherland-India Institute.

The Hague is not a manufacturing or commer-

cial city, its chief revenue being derived from
the throngs of foreigners who visit the city

and watering place on the coast.

The origni of The Hague may be traced to

the building of a hunting seat here of the counts
of Holland in 1250. It is the birth-place of

William II., prince of Orange, and William III.,

prince of Orange and king of England. Here
were held the International Peace Congresses
in igoi-2 and 1907. Pop. ( 19CO) 199.285.

Hague Court, The, a permanent tribunal for

international arbitration established as a result

of The International Peace Conference, held in

May, June, and July 1899 at The Hague, the

governmental seat of the Netherlands.
The Hague International Peace Conference

was one of the most important events which
marked the close of the 19th century, and has
been justly styled "the first great parliament of

Man". The Conference assembled in response
to a rescript issued by Czar Nicholas II. of
Russia, 24 Aug. 1898, inviting to a conference all

governments with representatives accredited to

the Imperial Court. The Conference was to oc-

cupy itself with the great problem of universal

peace, especially through the international

diminution of armaments by land and sea, and
the prevention of armed conflicts by pacific

diplomatic procedure. The invitation was ac-

cepted by all the governments to whom it was
tendered, and the first meeting for the. Confer-
ence was fixed for 18 May 1899 at The Hague,

—

the capital of the Netherlands being selected, as

stated by the Russian minister of foreign affairs,

because "His Imperial Majesty considered it ad-
visable that the Conference should not sit in the

capital of one of the Great Powers where so

many political interests centre that might impede
the progress of a work in which all the countries

are equally interested". The Conference was
held at the celebrated Huis ten Bosch— House
in the Wood.— the members assembling in the

historically decorated Orange Hall. Each nation
was represented by prominent diplomats, jurists,

men of affairs, soldiers, and sailors, the repre-

sentatives of the United States being Ambas-
sador Andrew D. White, Minister Newel, Gen-
eral Crozier of the army. Captain Mahan of the

navy. Seth Low, mayor of New York, and F. W.
Holls of the New York bar. The president of
the Conference was Baron de Staal of the Rus-
sian delegation.

Three committees were formed to deal re-

spectively with disarmament, regulations in war-

fare, and mediation and arbitration. The final

act of the Conference, signed 29 July 1899. com-
prised three conventions or treaties embodying
the results arrived at by the committees. The
first and most important was the Convention for

the Peaceful Adjustment of International DiflFer-

ences bv the permanent institution of a Court of

Arbitration in the midst of the independent
powers, accessible to all. The second convention

dealt with the laws and usages of war on land,

and the third convention provided for the adap-
tion to naval warfare of the principles of the

Geneva Convention of 1864. Regulations also

prohibited the throwing of projectiles and ex-

plosives from balloons; the use of projectiles in-

tended solely to diffuse deleterious and asphyxi-
ating gases (this was not accepted by the United
States and Great Britain) : and the u«e of soft

expansive bullets. The last two conventions em-
bodied the wisest and most humane principles of

militarv conduct resulting from a study and dis-
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cussion of these matters during the half-century
preceding, and which had their first codification

in the "Instructions for Guidance of the Armies
of the United States" issued at the beginning of
the Civil War.

The Convention for the Peaceful Adjustment
of International Differences, however, was the
crowning work of the Conference, and was a

source of much gratification to the advocates of
international arbitration, as bringing to fruition

a sentiment which for centuries had hoped for

the establishment by the nations of the earth of
some permanent form of congress or court,
which should be vested with functions to insure
the preservation of peace and to deliver the
world from the strife and carnage with which
it had been afflicted in all the past ages.

During the last decade of the 19th century
peace advocates had been persistent in their

advocacy of a permanent court of arbitration.

In 1894, at its meeting in Holland, the Inter-
parliamentary Union, a voluntao' organization
of members of the national legislative bodies
of the nations, adopted a declaration in favor
of a permanent court of arbitration ; and in iSgo
resolutions to the same effect were unanimously
adopted in the United States at the annual
Mohonk Conference on international arbitra-
tion, and by the Xew York State Bar Associa-
tion, the latter presenting to the President of the
United States a memorial setting forth a perma-
nent tribunal as the essential feature of any
general scheme of arbitration. The honor of
presenting such a proposition in The Hague
Conference fell to Lord Pauncefote, chairman of
the British delegation ; Germany was antago-
nistic, but the sentiment was so strongly in its

favor that the German delegates were induced
to withdraw their objection, and provision was
made for its consummation. The fourth divi-

sion of the Convention in 47 articles provides
for the creation of the Court, defines its juris-

diction and the principles which are to guide
it, specifies the manner in which its members
are chosen, the rules governing its procedure,
its awards, and other necessary details. The
Convention provides that each of the 26 signa-
tory powers shall appoint for a term of si.x

years as members of the Permanent Court not
more than four persons "of recognized compe-
tence in questions of international law, enjoying
the highest moral reputation." These persons
constitute a Permanent Court of Arbitration,
accessible at all times and acting in accordance
with the prescribed rules of procedure: they
do not, however, sit as a collective body, but
when two or more nations have a case to sub-
niit to arbitration, they select by mutual agree-
ment one. three, or five members, who will act
as the tribunal to try the case. Thus it happens
some members of the Court may never be called
tipon to discharge the functions of a judge.
Also, although The Hague is desi^ated as a
place where the Court shall hold its sessions,

another place may be designated by agreement
of the litigant parties. Under the presidency
of the Dutch minister of foreign affairs, the
diplomatic agents of the signatory powers, in

residence at The Hague, constitute a perma-
nent council which serves as the office of the
Permanent Court of .^rbit^ation. The first cases
adjudged by the Court were the Pious Fund
Claim between Mexico and the United States
in 1902, and the difficulties of Venezuela with

the United States and various European nations
in 1903.

For the erection of a Temple of Peace com-
prising a comprehensive library of international
law, and a courthouse which could be used as
a meeting place for the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, Andrew Carnegie on 25 April 1903
donated the sum of $1,500,000 to be administered
by the Government of the Netherlands as trustee
for the other signatory powers of The Hague
Convention of 29 July, 1S99. Consult Foster,
"Arbitration and The Hague Court" (1904) ;

Holls. "The Peace Conference at The Hague"
(1900): Penfield, "Some Problems of Inter-
national Arbitration" (1904L

Hahn, ban, August, German Protestant
theologian : b. Grossosterhausen, Saxony, 27
March 1792; d. Breslau, 13 May 1863. He
studied at Leipzig, and was appointed in 1819
professor extraordinary of theologj- at Konigs-
berg. In 1826 he became professor of theology
at Leipzig, and in 1833 was called to Breslau,
and in 1844 became general superintendent ot
the Province of Silesia. Among his best known
works are his Hebrew Bible (1831) and his.

*Bibliothek der Symbole und Glaubensiegeln
der Apostolisch-Katholischen Kirche' (1842,
2d ed. 1878).

Hcihnemcinn, ha'ne-man, Samuel Christian
Friedrich, German physician : founder of the
homoeopathic system: b. Meissen 10 April 1755;
d. Paris 2 July 1843. In 1775 he went to Leip-
sic. where, against his father's will, he studied
medicine, and found the means chiefly by the
translation of English medical works. At a
later period he went to Vienna, and after some
years he returned and completed his studies at
Erlangen. He afterward practi.^ed medicine at
various places, but gave it up for a time, until,

in 1789, by the translation of CuUen's 'Materia
Medica.' he was led to adopt a new method of
cure. His system was fully explained in his
'Organon der rationellen fleilkunde' (iSio>.
In 1820 the government prohibited him from
dispensing medicines, and thereby, from his
inability to have them prepared by druggi.sts,
obliged him to give up his practice. Duke Fer-
dinand of Anhalt-Kothen, however, gave him
an asylum at Kothen, and conferred upon him
the title of Hofrath. Here he remained till 1833,
when he proceeded to Paris, where he hoped to
find a wider sphere for his operations. The
result equaled his expectations: and a royal
decree issued in 1835 authorized him to practise
homoeopathy. .•Vmong his works should be
named 'Dictionary of Materia Medica.' his
VEssays on Poisoning by Arsenic, and on the
Effects of Coffee," and his treatise on 'Chronic
.Affections.* Consult: 'Life and Letters,' by
Bradford ^1895). See Homceop.mhy.

Haidarabad, hl-da-ra-bad'. See Hyder.\b.^d.
Hail, small masses of ice or frozen rain

falling from the clouds in showers or storms,
varying in their form, being either angular,
pyramidal, or stellated ; as well as in their con-
sistency, being sometimes as hard as ice and
sometimes as soft as snow. The theorj- that the
formation of hail is dependent on the presence
of whirlwind phenomena in the upper atmo-
sphere, has gained considerable acceptance. The
formation of the alternate coatings of ice and
snow is. on this theory, produced by a series
of vortical ascents and descents to and from an
upper snow region and a lower region where
the temperature is rather higher.
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Hail Columbia, a national song of the

I'nitid Stales. The words written during a

period <ii great political excitement in 1798, by

Judge Joseph Hopkinson, were set to the melody
of the 'President's March,' composed the same
year in honor of President Washington, by

Pfyles, orchestral leader at the John Street

Theatre, New York. The composition first simg
at a theatrical benefit attained great popularity,

and on account of its patriotic sentiments has

become a representative national song.

Hail Mary, Ave Maria, or Angelical Salu-

tation, a prayer consisting of three parts: the

first, the words by which the angel addressed

the Blessed Virgin (Luke I. 24) with the word
Mary after "Hail" ; the second, the words by
which Elizabeth addressed Mary (Luke I. 42),

to which has been added the word Jesus ; the

third, the words : "Holy Mary, Mother of God,
pray for us sinners now and at the hour of our
death— Amen." The name, "Angelical Saluta-

tion." conies from the first part of the prayer,

which is the salutation of the angel. The first

and second parts, taken from the Bible, were
in use in their present form in early times ; but

the words of the third part were varied until the

l6th century when the present fonn was ap-

proved and adopted by Pope Pius V. The
prayer is in general use among Roman Catholics

and is found in many Anglican books of devo-

tion.

Hailes, Lord. See D.\lrymple, Sir David.

Haileybury College, England, an institu-

tion at Hailey, near Hertford, 20 miles north of

London, founded by the East India Company in

1806, as a training school for admittance to the

service of the company. It attained a high repu-

tation, and numbered among its alumni, the most
distinguished names connected with the Indian

administration of the 19th centurj'. After the

Indian Mutiny of 1857-8, and the government
reorganization of the Indian Civil Service, the

college was closed for four years. It was re-

opened under a royal charter in 1862 as a public

school, and while maintaining many of the tradi-

tions of its famous predecessor is no longer an
Indian service training ground. Handsome
modern buildings have been added to the old

college quadrangle, built in i8og; the surround-
ing grounds cover nearly 100 acres. Consult:

Lowell, 'Colonial Civil Service* (1900) : Mo-
nier-Williams, 'Memorials of Old Haileybury
College' (1894).

Hailmann, hal'man, William Nicholas,
American educator : b. Canton Glarus, Switzer-

land, 20 Oct. 1836. He studied at the medical

college of Louisville, K}'., was director of the

German-American Seminary at Detroit in 1878-

83. in 1894-8 was national superintendent of

Indian schools, and in 1898 became superin-

tendent of instruction at Darton, Ohio. Among
his writings are: 'History of Pedagogj'' (1870) :

'The Application of Psychology to Teaching'
(1887") ; 'Place and Development of Purpose in

Education' (1899).

Hair, strictly speaking, the peculiar epi-

dermal covering of the body in mammals,
although by analogy the term is loosely applied

elsewhere, as to the sets of annelids, the slender

modified spines of caterpillars, etc Hair is

present in every mammal, although the amount
may be greatly reduced so that in certain whales

it occurs only in the fcetal stage, in others

is limited to two bristles on the lips. The struc-

ture is best understood by following the develop-
ment. In the earliest stage (Fig. i) there is

merely a thickening of the Malpighian la3'er of
the epidermis (see Skin) at the points where
the hair is to be found. Tliis thickening in-

creases in amount, and tlius forms a solid plug
(Fig. 2) which projects into the underlying

Trv

Fig. -Section Through the Earliest Stage of
Hair Formation.

E, epidermis, showing in m, the Malpighian layer, the
elongation of the cells; d, derma, with proliferation of
cells to form the papilla shown in Fig. 2.

derma. At the same time the cells, which are
scanty in most parts of the derma, become
abundant beneath the ingrowing plug, and form
the basis of the future papilla. Next a ring-

shaped pit appears on the outer surface of the
plug and gradually becomes deeper, cutting the
epidermis into two parts, an outer root-sheath
and an inner rod-like part, the hair itself, while

Fig. 2.— Second Stage in Hair Formation.

The epidermis. E. has now formed a solid plug ex-

tending down into the derma; the papilla, P, has begun
to form at the apex of the epidermal ingrowth.

the pit forms the follicle (see Fig. 3). The
papilla grows into the base, bearing blood-ves-

sels, while the Malpighian layer at this point

forms the tissue from which the hair grows. In

the hair itself several parts are recognized— a

central pithy axis, the medulla; next, a layer of
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cells, the cortex, and outside this, forming the
outer surface of the hair, the cuticle. Farther
down in the follicle is the inner root-sheath,
formed of two layers of cells known respectively
by the names of the two anatomists, Henle and
Huxley, who first described them. The Mal-
pighian cells, at the base of the follicle, di\-ide

continually, and the new cells thus formed are
pushed outward and are transformed into the
hair. From this it will be seen that the hair is

not a secretion but is composed of comified cells.

It is also apparent that the hair is not hollow.
The differences between the different kinds

of hair are largely those of shape and of the

amount of the various parts present. Thus in

manj- animals two kinds of hair occur, longer
and coarser hair on the outside, and beneath
this a closer and softer under-fur. The coarser
hairs may be enlarged into bristles, or still more
enlarged to form spines, like those of the porcu-
pines and hedgehogs. Again the hairs may be-

come united to each other, the result being the
formation of scales like those of the pangolins
oi horns like those of the rhinoceros. In some

^

3"-> -3

/:

Fit J.— Diagrammatic Sectio.v or Hah ajcd Haic
Foixici-E.

&r. blood vessel: c, cortex; irf, cuticle; t, epidermis;

f, follicle; ht. Henle's layer; A». Huxley's layer ^** and
Xu ma^in? up the inner root-shcath) ; m. medulla; n.

ner^-e: cs, outer root-sheath; s, sebaceous gland; jwi,

Malpighian Uyer of epidennis.

cases the hair is perfectly straight, again it may
be curly. The straight hairs are circular in

section, the curly are flattened, the amount of

curl being proportional to the amount of flatten-

ing. Certain hairs (wool of sheep, etc.) have

the property of felting. This depends upon the

scale-like projections of the cells of the cuticular

layer. The color of the hair is due to the pres-

ence of pigments belonging to the group of

melanins.

Several accessor)- structures (Fig. 5) are

Connected with the hair : sebaceous glands which
empty an oily substance into the follicle to keep

the hair in a moist, soft condition: ner\-es which
are distributed to the wall of the follicle and thus

render the hairs to a certain extent organs of
touch, as in the whiskers (vibrissa) of cats

;

and muscles for the erection of the hair
(_crectcrcspi!a). This erection may be to in-

crease the warmth of the body by entangling a
layer of air among the hairs, or it may have the

purpose of protection against injury, either by
terrifj"ing some enemy or by affording a loose

envelope around the body some distance from

Fig. 4.— Hair tracts on
the back of an embr70
cat ufter Macses).

Fig. 5.— a Hats.

Vertica! sec:;:s

of skin. 5hr-A:r-^

hair - follicle and
related parts: a,

epidermis; b. hair;

c, hair-bulb; d, J,

oU-glands ; e, fat-

cells.

the flesh. Usually the hair is shed (molted)
at regular inter\-als, but there are exceptions, as

in the mane and tail of horses, as well as in the

case of man. . The hair is not scattered irregular-

ly over the body but occurs with more or less

regular arrangement. In the early embryos it

is not uncommon to find it distributed in regular

lines (Fig. 4). Later the lines become broken up
into groups of hairs, the arrangement being char-

acteristic of the species, but without any broad
morphological significance. It should be noted
that although hair and pin-feathers closely re-

semble each other in general appearance they
are very distinct structures, hair originating in

a thickening of the epidermis, while feathers
(q.v.) like scales are dermal in origin. Most of
the literature relating to the hair is in CJerman.
Consult the writings of Maurer. Meigerle.
Weber, and Poulton, 'Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical Science,' Vol. XXXVI. (1894).

J. S. KtXGSLEY.
Pr^^fcssor of Zoology, Tufts College.

Hair-dressing. .\s the hair is the greatest
ornament of the human body, the arrangement
of it has always been one of the most important
duties of the toilet. The ancient Hebrews es-

teemed fine hair a great beauty, as several pas-
sages of Scripture show. The Hebrew women
plaited their hair, confined it with gold and silver

pins, and adorned it with precious stones. Herod-
otus informs us that the ancient Egyptians
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let the hair of the liead and beard grow only

wlien they were in mourning. Even in the case

of young children they were wont to shave the

head, leaving only a few locks on the front,

sides, and back. The women, however, wore
their natural hair long and plaited, often reach-

ing down in the form of strings to the bottom of

the shoulder-blades. A oractice the very op-

posite seems to have prevailed among the an-

cient Assyrians, as regards men at least. In

the Assyrian sculpture^ the hair always appears

long, combed closely down upon the head, and
shedding itself in a mass of curls on the shoul-

ders. The beard was also allowed to grow to

its full length. To ihe Greeks the hair was an
object of great importance, and they devoted
much lime to it. Homer regularly applies to

the Greeks an epithet denoting that they had
ample flowing locks.

The Athenians curled their hair, and fastened

it up with small golden ornaments shaped like

grasshoppers, in token of their being "sons of
the earth." Gold, pearls, precious stones, flow-

ers, and ribbons were employed to ornament
the tresses, and nets were also worn. False
hair seems to have been latterly used, and in

great quantities, both curled and frizzled. Mar-
ried women were distinguished from the un-
married by the manner in which the hair was
parted in front. The Romans generally wore
no covering on their heads except at sacred
rites, games, festivals, and in war. Women in

later times wore great quantities of false hair,

and dyeing the hair was common. They were
particularly addicted to frizzling and curling their

hair, raising it into stories of curls, some of great
height. Long hairpins were used to fix the curls.

Arranging the hair was a matter of great im-
portance. Slaves frizzled and adjusted it, and
a number of females learned in the art of the
coiffeur superintended the process, while the
fair dame herself watched the growing edifice

of curls, gold, precious stones, crowns of flowers,
in a mirror of polished steel, brass, tin, or silver.

On the introduction of Christianity the apos-
tles preached against the prevailing fashion of
dressing the hair. St. Paul regarded it as a
shame for a man to have long hair, though the
reverse for a woman. It then became common
for men to cut the hair short ; hence the clergy
soon w-ore the hair quite short, and afterward
even shaved their heads in part. In the time of
Francis I., king of France, long hair was worn
at court ; but the king, proud of his wound on
the head, himself wore short hair, in the Italian

and Swiss fashion, which soon became general.
In the reign of Louis XIII. the fashion of wear-
ing long hair was revived, and as it became de-
sirable to have the hair curling, the wigs were
also restored.

Among the Anglo-Saxon women the custom
prevailed of parting, curling, and turning the
liair over the back. Anglo-Saxon men wore their
hair long at the time of the Norman invasion,
while the conquerors adopted the singular fash-
ion of shaving the back of the head. Under
Elizabeth, false hair was greatly worn, padded
with cushions, under-propped, with forks, wires,
«tc., and adorned with gold, pearls, and precious
stones. It is well known that the gallants of
Charles I.'s time wore their hair in long flowing
locks, while the closely-cropped hair of the
Puritans brought the name of Roundheads down

upon them. In the Queen Anne era, while the

ladies wore their hair long, they generally tied

it in a knot, and almost completely covered it

up by extravagant head-dresses of wire and
paste-board, or feathers and ribbons. At that

time, and for long after, the coiffure of a lady
was such a serious affair, and the hair-dressers

were so fully employed, that fair wearers were
often compelled to have that part of their toilet

done two days before a ball, and pass the night

on a chair for fear of disturbing the elaborate

arrangement. This was the period of the prev-

alence of whitening the head with hair-powder,

a preparation of pulverized starch and perfume.
The custom of wearing it was introduced from
France into England in the reign of Charles
II. To make the powder hold, the hair was
usually greased with pomade. In 1795 a tax
was put upon the use of hair-powder in Great
Britain, and at one time yielded $100,000 per
annum, but the result was that hair-powder fell

out of general use, and the French Revolution,
which overturned so many antiquated cus-

toms, further contributed to throw it into

disfavor. The chignon was introduced and
had its day of popular favor in the 19th century,
bringing back the fashion of false hair and
padding to a greater or less extent. With re-

spect to men's hair, short cutting is now uni-
versal, long hair being considered as a sign of
slovenliness or eccentricity.

Hair Manufactures, the industries by
which the hair of animals is employed in the
production of commercial articles of ornament or
utility. The strongest and most durable of hair-

cloth is woven from the tails of horses. The
horsehair from the mane is twisted into ropes
and after being boiled and then dried in an oven
is untwisted and in a half-matted condition
employed for stuffing beds and cushions. The
hair of cows is employed as a binder for plaster

;

in Europe it is sometimes woven into carpets, or
hose. The Chinese use pig's hair for the same
purposes. The stiff hair, or bristles from the
ridge of the hog's back, are made into brushes,
for the hair, teeth, or nails; as well as into
brooms, and the larger painting and whitewash-
ing brushes. Human hair is used for wigs,
toupees and frisettes. See Wig.

Hair Pencil, in painting, a fine brush made
of the hairs of the camel, sable, badger, squirrel,

marten, raccoon, goat, etc. The various sizes

require the quills of the crow, pigeon, goose,
turkey, or swan. Hair pencils are used by
artists in water colors, and by house and sign
painters in fine work.

Hair-tail. See Sc.\bb.\rd-fish.

Hair-worm. See Eelworm.

Hairless Dogs. Several races of domestic
dogs are bred in the warmer parts of the world,

whose skins are nearly hairless. In China and
Farther India a large dog of this description,

called polygar, is used in hunting. Central

Africa has a breed resembling a small black

greyhound. A hairless dog is found mummified
in prehistoric Peruvian tombs, and others were
formerly prevalent in the West Indies, or is still

known in Mexico. These have been cultivated

by fanciers in the United States, and constitute

a recognized show class. They are small and
terrier-like, brownish or bluish-black, wrinkled,
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and have only a few straggling hairs on the

body, with sometimes a tuft on the head.

Haiti. Hayti, or Santo Domingo, the sec-

ond largest island of the West Indies, lying

between Cuba and Pono Rico, the principal ad-

jacent islands being La Gonave, at the entrance

of Port-au-Prince, Tonuga Island, before Port

de Paix, and \"ache Island, before Cayes. The
whole island is about 638 kilometres long with a

surface of 75^^74 square kilometres. It comprises

t\vo republics : the Republic of Haiti in the west

and the Dominican Republic (q.v.) in the east,

with a total population of 1.700.000. The land

is very fertile, being irrigated by 47 rivers ; 14

mountain chains are spread over the island. The
mines are still to be worked and there is a large

field for investment. Haiti is healthful. From
June to September it is hot in the lowlands;

but regular land and sea breezes moderate the

temperature. In the mountains it is always

cool. There is a dn- and a wet season. There
are no poisonous snakes or insects. The saiu-

tar\- condition is excellent.

When, on 6 Dec. 1492, Columbus discovered

Haiti, the island was divided into five states or

*cacicats." The inhabitants, called Indians, had
an easy life and were ruled by chiefs whose title

was *cacics." The natives could not stand the

hard work imposed on them by the Spaniards;

they died rapidly. Then began the import from
Africa of the black slaves. The Spaniards en-

joyed alone their new possession until 1630,

when the French adventurers known as °bucca-

neers" and •freebooters," after occupying Tor-

tuga Island, undertook the conquest of what be-

came St. Domingue.
From the intercourse between white and

black, resulted in St. Domingue an intermediary

class, the mulattoes. Most of the latter, on ac-

count of their relationship, were not slaves : and

their black mothers, their relatives, and other

slaves who could own enough money to redeem

themselves, little by little obtained their freedom.

These free colored people were not allowed any

political rights. They at first did not resent it.

Thev endeavored to become land-owners.

When the French Revolution broke out in

17S9 these free men or "affranchis," who by that

time had accumulated wealth, asked for equalitj-

of political rights. The .\ssemblee Nationale

granted them those rights. But the French

landlords or "colons* were not at all pleased to

have the colored people for their fellow citizens.

.\ hard struggle began. The "colons" called

the English to their rescue.

.\t the end of the year 1-93. the English

took possession of a part of the island. St. Do-

mingnie was considered lost to France, being

occupied partly by the Spaniards, partly by the

English, when Toussaint Louverture (q.v.) es-

poused the cause of France. This extraordinarj-

man, who, up to 40 years of age, was a slave,

revealed himself a great general and a first-class

statesman. He succeeded in ridding the country

of the Spaniards and in expelling the English,

who, after an occupation of about five years,

were compelled to abandon their prey. The
French government rewarded him by appomting

him major-general and governor of the island.

Later on. Napoleon L thought that Toussamt

Louverture was too powerful. In 1801 he ap-

pointed his brother-in-law. Gen. Leclerc, gov-

ernor of St. Domingue, and sent a formidable

army to reduce the authority of Louverture.

Toussaint Louverture, after a few skirmishes,

surrendered and retired on one of his properties.

Nevertheless. Gen. Leclerc caused him to be

arrested and deported to France in June 1802;

to that end the French general resorted to

treachery.

The colored people took up arms against the

French domination in September 1802 under
the leadership of Gen. Dcssalines. The fight

was verj- severe. And at the end of the year

1803, Rochambeau, who, at the death of Gen.
Leclerc, was in command of the French army,
hard pressed in the city of Cape Haiti by the

black troops, was compelled to capitulate. .\nd

on I Jan. 1S04 Haiti proclaimed its independence,

with Gen. Dessalines as its first ruler. Slavery

was abolished. Haiti was then the first country

to rid humanity of such a sad practice.

In 1822 the Spanish part came under the ad-

ministration of Haiti ; and the whole island was
ruled by one government. But in 1844 the Span-

ish part seceded and established an independent
government, known to-day as the Dominican
Republic.

The Republic of Haiti is administered by a
president, elected for seven years, by the House
of Representatives and the Senate assembled in

*.-\ssemblee Xationale." The president is as-

sisted by six ministers or secretaries of state.

The House of Representatives is elected by the

people for three years, and the Senate is elected

by the House of Representatives for six years

:

but every two years the third part of the Senate
is renewed.

The judiciao' organization consists of a
supreme court (Tribimal de Cassation) of civil,

criminal, correctional courts, and of justices of
the peace.

Education is compulsory and gratuitous. The
primary as well as the high schools are freely

open to all. Haiti devotes now a sixth of its

revenues to education.
French is the language of Haiti, though the

•countrj- people speak a patois called 'Creole.*

The religion of the people is Roman Catholic.

There are an archbishop, three bishops, and in

everj- commune at least a priest. The pope
entertains a diplomatic representative, a legate,

at Port-au-Prince, and Haiti has a minister
accredited to the Holy See. Freedom of con-
science is, however, guaranteed : and all cults

are protected. Haitian citizens only can own
real estate. .\ny foreigner may easily be
naturalized.

Haiti produces coffee, cocoa, logwood, ma-
hogany, and cotton ; tortoise-shells, all kind of
cabinet wood, hides, honey, bees-wa.x, etc., are
also exported : for home consumption, they make
sugar, rum. soap, straw hats, potterv-, matches,
artificial ice, etc. There is a railroad from Cape
Haiti to Grande Riviere and another one from
Port-au-Prince to "L'Etang." These railroads
are managed by Haitian companies; so are the

inland telegraph and telephone lines. The
area of the Republic is estimated at 26,000 square
kilometres and the population (1900) 1^94,400,

J. N. Leger,
Ent-.^yc Extraordinare et Ministre PUnipotcn-

tijirc d'Haiti aux Etats-L'nis.

Hake, Alfred Egmont English journalist

and author. He is a son of Thomas Gord' ti

Hake (q.v.) and cousin of General C. E. Gor-
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don (q.v.), whose life he has written in 'The
Story of Chinese Gordon' (1883). Other
works by him are: 'Paris Originals' (1878);
'Flatterinc; Tales' (1882) ; 'The Unemployed
Problem Solved' (l883); 'Events in the Tai-

ping Rebellion' (i8gi); 'Suffering London'
(1892) ; 'Gordon in China and the Soudan'
(1896) ; 'Irish Finance' (1897).

Hake, Thomas Gordon, English poet and
physician : b. Leeds 1809 ; d. London 1 1 Jan.

1895. He took his medical degree at Glasgow
University in 1831, and practised his profession

in East Anglia, later becoming the physician

and friend of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. His
poetry is thoroughly original, but very subtly

philosophical. His works include: 'Poetic

Lucubrations' (1828); 'Vates: A Prose Epic'

(1839) ; 'Madeline with Other Poems and Para-
bles' (1871); 'New Symbols' (1875); 'Maiden
Ecstasy,' verse (1S80) ; 'The Serpent Play, a
Divine Pastoral' (1883) ; 'Memoirs of Eighty
Years' (1892).

Hakes, Fishes of the family Gadidcc and
chietly of the genera Pliycis and Mcrluccius,
distinguishable from the cod and haddock by
having only two dorsal fins. Phycis has a chin

barbel and filamentous ventral fins, both of
which are lacking in Mcrluccius. The squirrel-

hake (Phycis chuss) and white hake (P. ten-

uis), both also called ling or codling, are

common bottom fish on our Atlantic coast from
Virginia northward. The silver hake or whit-
ing {Mcrluccius bilincaris) has a similar range,

but is less common in shallow waters and leads

a roving life in search of herrings and other
smaller fishes. Various other species occur in

the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The
hake fishery is of considerable extent, and the
product is salted and sold chiefly as boneless
cod. The dried air-bladders are utilized in the
manufacture of isinglass.

Hakim, ha-kem', a Turkish word, signify-
ing lord and frequently in the Koran applied

to Allah, God, as in the Greek and English
versions of the Jewish Scriptures the word Lord
is used for Jehovah. It is now-a-days especially

given as a title of honor to the imperial physi-
cian of the Sultan, who is Hakim bashi, that is

to say, the chief of the physicians, always a
Turk ; whilst the physicians in the seraglio

under him are western Europeans, Greeks and
Jews.

Hakluyt, hak'Ioot, Richard, English geog-
rapher: b. about 1553; d. London 23 Nov. i6l6.

He entered Christ Church College, Oxford, in

1570, and became so eminent for his acquaint-
ance with cosmography that he was appointed
public lecturer on that science. In 1582 he pub-
lished a small collection of voyages and discov-
eries, forming the basis of a subsequent work
on a larger scale. In 1584-88 he was in Paris
as chaplain to Sir Edward Stafford. On his
return he published (in 1589) his famous col-
lection of 'The Principal Navigations, Voyages,
and Discoveries of the English Nation, made
by Sea, or over Land, within the Compass of
these 1500 Years.' The first volume of a new
edition of his great work was published in 1598,
the second and third in 1599 and 1600. In 1602
he became prebendary, and in 1603 archdeacon,
of Westrninster, and next year he was appointed
a chaplain of the Savoy. He was interred in

Westminster Abbey. He published several other
geographical works, anmng them 'Virginia
Richly Valued, etc.' (1609), a translation from
the Portuguese. An edition of his chief work
appeared in 16 vols. 1885-90. The manuscript
papers of Hakluyt were used by Purchas in his
'Pilgrims.'

Hakluyt Society, of Great Britain, organ-
ized in December 1846, for the purpose of print-
ing and distributing among its members rare
volumes on voyages and travels, and geograph-
ical records. Between 1847 and 1900 fully 100
volumes were issued under the editorial super-
vision of eminent authorities. Among these
publications were: 'Select Letters of Colum-
bus' (1849) ; Raleigh, 'Guiana' (1848); and
'Danish Arctic E.xpedition' (1897).

Halbig, Johann, yo'lian hijl'big, German
sculptor : b. Donnersdorf, Lower Franconia, 13
July 1814; d. Munich 29 Aug. 1882. He studied
at the ^Iunich Academy, and elsewhere, finally
establishing himself at Munich, where he became
a professor in the Polytechnic School in 1845.
His most important work is the quadriga with
four colossal lions for the triumphal gateway,
Munich. He also executed the Platen memorial
at Ansbach, the bronze statue of Fraunhofer
at Munich, the 'Emancipation' group in New
York, the 'Crucifixion' group for Oberam-
mergau, and numerous busts.

Haldeman, hal'de-man, Samuel Stehman,
American naturalist : b. Locust Grove, Pa., u
Aug. 1812; d. Chickies, Pa., 10 Sept. 1880. Hs
was educated at Dickinson College, Pa., was
professor of natural sciences at the University
of Pennsylvania in 1851-5; and of comparative
philology there 1869-80. He published 'Fresh-
Water Univalve Mollusca of the United States'
(1840); 'Zoological Contributions' (1842-3);
'Elements of Latin Pronunciation' (1851);
'Affixes in Their Origin and Application'
(1865); 'Pennsylvania Dutch' (1872); 'Out-
lines of Etymology' (1877); 'Analytic Orthog-
raphy' (1858) ; etc.

Hal'dimand, Sir Frederick, Swiss soldier
in the English service : b. Canton of Neuchatel,
Switzerland, October 1718; d. Yverdun, Switzer-
land, 5 June 1791. He served in the army of
Sardinia and in that of Prussia under Frederick
the Great, later became a member of the Swiss
guard at The Hague, and was there stationed
when with Henry Bouquet (q.v.) he enlisted in

1756 in the British army for service in America.
He organized, largely from Pennsylvania, a
regiment composed of Swiss, Germans, and
others and known as the 'Royal Americans,'
and became its commander. In 1759 he won
distinction by his successful defense of Oswego
against the attack of 4,000 French and Indians,
in 1767-73 commanded the garrison at Pensa-
cola, Fla., and assisted Gage in the siege of
Boston. From 1778 to 1784 he was governor
of Canada, severely repressed Canadian sym-
pathy with the Revolution, and offered an asy-
lum to royalist refugees. His valuable official

correspondence is in the possession of ihe Brit-
ish Museum. Upon his return to England
actions for false imprisonment were success-
fully brought against him.

Hale, Charles Reuben, American Protes-
tant Episcopal bishop : b. Lewiston, Pa., 14
March 1837; d. Cairo, III., 25 Dec. 1900. He
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was graduated at the Universit>' of Pennsylvania

in 1858 : entered the Episcopal ministry and in

1892 was made assistant bishop of Springfield,

III., with the title of Bishop of Cairo. He was
an authority upon matters pertaining to the

Greek Church and his writings, all of a very-

scholarly cast, mainly relate to the history,

liturgies and customs of that communion.

Hale, Edward Everett, American Unita-
rian clerg\-man and author : b. Boston, Mass., 3
April 1822. His father was Xathan Hale (.q.v.),

the first editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser,

and the son was educated at the Boston Latin

School and Harvard College. Later he studied

theology and after being licensed to preach in

1842 was pastor of the Church of the Unity,

Worcester, Mass., 1S46-56. He then became
pastor of the South Congregational Society in

Boston, a Unitarian Church, and has been its

pastor emeritus from 1901. In the Unitarian

body he has long been one of its foremost men,
and of a radical rather than a conservative t)T)e,

while yet strongly loyal to the Unitarian faith.

As a preacher he has always been popular, and
his talents for organization have borne fruit in

such humanitarian societies as the Harry Wads-
worth Clubs, King's Daughters, Look Up
Legions, and others. For several years he ed-

ited 'Old and New,' a magazine afterward

merged in 'Scribner's Monthly,' and has edited

'Lend a Hand,' a journal of organized charity,

since 1886. Since his retirement from active

pastoral work he has been active in various de-

nominational and other religious and social en-

terprises, and still continues to preach and lec-

ture at frequent intervals. His 8oth birthday

was celebrated by a gathering in Symphony
Hall, Boston, composed of representative per-

sons from all denominations in his native city,

as well as of civic and state officials, assembled

to testify to the regard in which he was held,

irrespective of creed or race. To .\mericans in

general, however, he is best known as an author,

and in spite of his countless clerical labors he

has been one of the most voluminous of Amer-
ican writers. Much of his work is from neces-

sity ephemeral in its nature, but when he has
consciously wrought with an artistic end in view

his level of attainment has been high. His
short story, 'The Man Without a Country,' has

long been accounted an American classic, and
even more skilful in construction and perfect in

finish, 'My Double and How he Undid Me,'
and 'In His Name' have been almost equally

popular. In e-xtravaganzas like 'The Brick

^Ioon,> such an absolute air of verisimilitude is

preserved that the absurdest conceptions of the

tale appear more than half credible. 'The Man
Without a Country' was indeed accepted as a

record of fact by many readers on its first ap-

pearance in 1863, although the theme is

in its conception most improbable, and its

author was obliged to state at a later

date that it had no foundation in fact.

The list of his published works is a long

one, including nearly 70 titles and besides

those already named may be cited 'Margaret
Percival in .America' ( 1850) : ' Elements of

Christian Doctrine' (i860): 'If, Yes. and Per-
haps' (1868); 'Sybaris and Other Homes'
(1869): 'The Ingham Papers' (1869); 'His
Level Best and Other Stories' (1872); 'Philip

N61an's Friends' (1876): 'The Fortunes of

Rachel' (1884): 'Boys' Heroes' (1886); 'Life

of George Washington Studied Anew' (1887) ;

'They Saw a Great Light' (1889) ; 'The Story

of Christopher Columbus' (1891) ; 'The Story of

Massachusetts' (1891); 'The New Harry and
Lucy' (1892); "East and West or the New
Ohio' (1892); <A New England Boyhood'

(1893): 'Fifty Years: Poems' (1893); *If

Jesus Came to Boston' (1894) ; 'Susan's Escort'

(1895): 'Historic Boston' (1898): 'Lowell and
His Friends' (1899); 'Memories of a Hun-
dred Y'ears' (1900). With his sister Susan
Hale (q.v.) he has written a series of travel

books entitled 'Family Flights through France,

Germany, etc.,' and he has also edited numer-
ous volumes from 'The Rosary* (1848) to 'Un-
published Essays of Emerson' (1895).

Hale, Eugene, American politician: b.

Turner, Oxford County, Me., 9 June 1836.

After study of law he was admitted to the bar

in 1857, began practice at Ellsworth, Me., and
was a member of the Maine legislature in 1867,

1868 and 1880. In 1868 he was elected repre-

sentative to Congress, and in that capacity served

until 187S, acting on the committee on appro-

priations, and during his last term being chair-

man of the Republican congressional committee.

In 1868, 1876 and 1880 he was a delegate to the

Republican national conventions of those years,

in 1874 was offered the post of postmaster-gen-
eral and in 1877 that of secretary of the navy,
but declined both. He was a member of Grant's

commission appointed for canvass of the Louisi-

ana presidential vote in 1876. He succeeded
Hannibal Hamlin in the L'nited States Senate in

1881, and was re-elected in 1887. 1893, 1899 an.i

1905. In the Senate he became known as ;.

Republican leader, interesting as a speaker and
skilful in matters of legislative routine.

Hale, George Ellery, American astrono-
mer: b. Chicago 29 June 1868. He was gradu-
ated from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology in 1890, studied also in the Harvard
observatory and at Berlin, was professor of astro-

physics at Beloit College in 1891-3, lecturer in

astrophysics in Northwestern University, 1891-3,

associate professor of astrophysics in the L^ni-

vcrsity of Chicaro 1892-7 : director of the Yerkes
Observatory (Williams Bay, Wis.) of the uni-
versity 1895-1935, professor of astrophysics 1897-
1905, and in 1905 director of the Solar obser\'a-

tory of CarneHe Institution at Mt. Wilson, Cal.
He edited the *.\strophysical Journal' from 1895,
and published papers on astronomical subjects.

Hale, Horatio, American ethnologist: b,

Newport. N. H., 3 May 1817; d. Clinton, On-
tario, 29 Dec. 1S96. He was a son of Sarah J.

Hale (q.v.). He was graduated from Harvard
in 1837 and the ne.xt year was appointed philolo-

gist to the government exploring expedition

under Captain Wilkes, and was thus enabled to

study the languages of the Pacific Islands, North
and South .America, .Australia, and Africa. The
results of his observations were published in

'Ethnography and Philology' (1846). He then
studied law, was admitted to the Chicago bar,

and removing to Canada in 1855 practised law
at Clinton. His other works are: 'Indian Mi-
grations as Evidenced bv Language' (1883);
'The Iroquois Book of Rites' (1883): '.A Re-
port on Blackfoot Tribes' (1885). He was
classed among the foremost philologists of his
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time and was a member of learned societies at

home and abroad.

Hale, Irving, American soldier and elec-

trician : b. North Bloomtield, N. Y., 28 Aug.
1861. He was graduated from the United States
Military Academy in 1884, was assigned to the
engineer corps, was instructor in engineering at

the Military Academy in 1888-9, and in 1890
resigned from the army. He became manager of
the General Electric Company for the district

comprising Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, and New
Mexico, with headquarters at Denver; upon the
outbreak of the Spanish-American war was ap-
pointed colonel of the 1st regiment of Colorado
volunteer,s, was promoted brigadier-general for
distinguished service in the Philippines, and
iater brevetted major-general. In 1899 he was
honorably discharged from the volunteer service.

His writings include papers on electrical sub-
jects in scientific and engineering journals and
in the proceedings of the Colorado Scientific
society.

Hale, John Parker, American legislator
and diplomat : b. Rochester, N. H., 31 March
1806; d. Dover, N. H., 19 Nov. 1873. After
graduation from Bowdoin in 1827 and study of
the law at Rochester and Dover, he was ad-
mitted lO the bar in 1830, in 1832 was elected
a Democratic representative in the State legis-

lature, and in 1834-41 was United States dis-
trict attorney. In 1842 he was elected to Con-
gress, where, though remaining a Democrat, he
stoutly opposed the "gag-rule" which sought
the e.xclusion of anti-slavery petitions. He was
renominated ; but previous to the election the
anne.xation of Te.xas was made a plank of the
Democratic platform, and the State legislature of
New Hampshire directed its congressmen and
senators to support the measure. Hale in a
public statement refused to do this and the
Democratic State Convention was then reas-
sembled and his name stricken from the ticket.

Hale ran as an independent Democrat, but no
candidate received a majority. In 1846, after
a spirited canvass known as the "Hale storm of
1845," he was elected to the lower house of the
legislature, and became its speaker. In 1847 he
was elected to the United States Senate, where
he was the first, and, until joined by Salmon
P. Chase in 1849, the only avowed anti-slavery
member. He was an orator of fine abilities, and
besides opposing the slave system, secured laws
abolishing flogging and grog-ration in the navy.
He was nominated for president by the Free-Soil
Democrats in 1852, and received 157,685 votes.
In 1855 he was elected to the Senate for the
four years of the unexpired term of C. G. Ather-
ton. deceased, and in 1858 for a full term.
During the Civil War he supported the Lin-
coln administration. He was United States
minister to Spain in 1865-9.

Hale, Lucretia Peabody, .American author,
sister of E. E. Hale (q,v.) : b. Boston, Mass., 2
Sept. 1820; d. there 12 June 1900. She was very
popular as a writer for young people, and in ad-
dition to <The Lord's Supper and Its Observ-
ance* (1866) ; <The Service of Sorrow' (1867) ;

'The Wolf at the Door' in the <No Name
Series' (1877), she published for young readers
'The Peterkin Papers' (1882), and 'The Last of
the Peterkins' (1886). She also wrote 'The
New Harry and Lucy' (with E. E. Hale). She

will be longest remembered as the creator of
the Peterkin Family, who have become widely
recognized types of character.

Hale, Sir Matthew, English jurist: b. Al-
derley, Gloucestershire, i Nov. 1609; d. there 25
Dec. 1676. He was educated at Oxford and Lin-
coln's Inn, and is said to have studied 16 hours
daily, extending his researches to natural philoso-
phy, matliematics, history, and divinity, as well as
the sciences more immediately connected with
his profession. He was called to the bar before
the commencement of the civil war ; and in

the conflict of parties which took place his
moderation, accompanied as it was by personal
integrity and skill in his profession, secured him
the esteem of both royalists and parliamentarians
in his own time. In 1654 he became a judge of
the Common-bench (the former King's-bench),
in which station he displayed firmness of princi-
ple sufficient to give offense to the Protector.
He was a member of the parliament which re-
stored Charles II., and one of the members most
active in passing the Act of Indemnity. In
1660 he was knighted, and made chief baron of
the Court of Exchequer. He was the last Eng-
lish judge wdio sanctioned the conviction of cul-
prits for witchcraft. He was raised to the chief-
justiceship of the King's-bench in 1671. After
his death appeared his 'History of the Pleas of
the Crown' ; 'Jurisdiction of the Lords' House'

;

and 'The History of the Common Law of Eng-
land. He also wrote several works on scien-
tific and religious subjects.

Hale, Nathan, American revolutionary offi-

cer: b. Coventry, Conn., 6 June 1755; d. New
York 22 Sept. 1776. He was graduated at Yale
in 1773. and engaged as a teacher, first at East
Haddam. and afterward at New London. His
parents intended him for the ministry; but on
the Le.xington alarm in 1775 he wrote to his
father, in a Connecticut regiment, saying "that
a sense of duty urged him to sacrifice every-
thing for his country," and soon after entered
the army as lieutenant (1775) and in a few
months was promoted to be captain (1776).
While with the troops near Boston he was vig-
ilant and faithful in every point of duty; and
according to a tradition of doubtful authenticity,
in September 1776, when in New York, he, with
an associate, planned and effected the capture of
a British sloop laden with provisions, taking
her at midnight from under the guns of the
man-of-war Asia, and distributing her prize
goods to the American soldiers, .'\fter the re-
treat of the army from Long Island, when it

was all-important to understand the plans of
the enemy, Washington applied for a discreet
and practised officer to enter the enemy's lines

and procure intelligence, and Hale volunteered
for the service. He passed in the disguise of a
Dutch schoolmaster to the British camp ana
made full drawings and memoranda of all the
desired information, but on his return was
apprehended and taken before Howe, by whom
he was ordered to execution the next morning.
He was denied a Bible and the aid of a clergy-
man ; and was hanged, saying with his last
breath: "I only regret that I have but one life

to lose for my country." A statue of Hale is

in City Hall Park, New York. Consult the
'Life' by Johnston (1901): Holloway, 'Nathan
Hale, the Martyr Hero' (1899).
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Hale, Nathan, American journalist: b.

West Hampton, Mass., 16 Aug. 1784; d. Brook-

line, Mass., 9 Feb. 1863. He was a nephew of

the patriot Xathan Hale (q.v.) and father of E.

E. Hale (q.v.). He was graduated from Wil-
liams College in 1804, and after studying law

was admitted to the Boston bar in 1810, in 181 1-4

was editor of the Boston 'Weekly ^Iesse^ger,'

and in 1814 purchased and became editor of the

Advertiser, established in 1813 and the first New
England daily. At first Federalist in politics, the

Advertiser became successiveh" Whig and Re-
publican and was at all times very influential.

In 1820 it opposed the Missouri bill, in 1854 the

Kansas-Nebraska bill, and it was the first news-
paper to advocate the settlement of Kansas by
"Free-Soil" colonists. Hale was a founder of

the 'North American Review' (1815), served at

various times in both houses of the Massachu-
setts legislature, published a series of stereot>-ped

maps after a method invented by himself (1830),

and wrote pamphlets on topics of internal im-
provement.

Hale, Philip, American music critic: b.

Norwich, \"t., 5 March 1854. Graduated from
Yale in 1876, he was admitted to the bar in

Albany (1880), studied music under Dudley
Buck and later in Europe with Haupt. Bargiel,

and Guilmant (1885-7), and was organist suc-

cessively of Saint Peter's, Albany (1879-82),

Saint Johns, Troy (1887-9), and the First Uni-
tarian Society of Roxbury, Mass. (1889). In

1889-97 he contributed music criticism to the

Boston press, from 1891 was critic of the Jour-

nal, in 1897 became editor of the 'Musical Rec-
ord,* and in 1901 of the 'Musical World.' He
is known as one of the most discriminating and
interesting of American writers on musical sub-

jects.

Hale, Salma, American politician: b. Al-

stead, Cheshire County, N. H., 7 March 1787;

d. Somerville, Mass., 19 Nov. 1866. He_ was
early apprenticed to a printer of Walpole, N. H.,

in 1805 became editor of the 'Political Ob-
ser\-er,' a Republican journal of Walpole, held

various local offices, and in 1828 and 1844 was
a member of the New Hampshire house of rep-

resentatives, and in 1824 and 1845 of the State

senate. In 1845 he was appointed secretarj' of

the commission for the determination of the

northeastern boundary line of the United States.

He was elected to Congress in 1816 as a Repub-
lican (Democratic) representative, but declined

a re-election. His 'History of the United

States' (1821) won a prize of $400 and a gold

medal, offered by the American Academy of

Belles-Lettres, and appeared in many subse-

quent editions. He published also 'The Admin-
istration of J. Q. Adams' (1826) ; and 'Annals

of the Town of Keene' ( 1826).

Hale, Sarah Josepha Buell, American au-

thor and editor: b. Newport. N. H., 24 Oct.

1788; d. Philadelphia 30 April 1879. Her hus-

band dying in 1822 leaving her with five small

children, she supported her family by literary

work. She was editor of the Boston 'Ladies'

Magazine' 1828-37, and when in 1837 this was
consolidated with 'Godey's Lady's Book,' pub-

lished in Philadelphia, she became editor of the

latter also, continuing in the position for forty

years. She retired from literar>- life in 1877.

Her efforts in behalf of the Bunker Hill Monu-

ment fund, her interest in seamen, in foreign

missions, and in the higher education of women,
were untiring and successful. For many years

she advocated the keeping of Thanksgiving Day
as a national festival, as it has been obser\ed

since 1864, when President Lincoln adopted her

suggestion. Her most enduring publication is

'Woman's Record: or Sketches of All Dis-

tinguished Women' (New York 1874).

Hale, Susan, American author and water-

colorist: b. Boston 5 Dec. 1833. She has pub-

lished 'Life and Letters of Thomas Gold Apple-

ton' (q.v.) (18S5), and with her brother, E. E.

Hale (q.v.) has written the popular 'Family

Flight' series of travel books for young people.

Hale, WiUiam Bayard, American writer:

b. Richmond, Ind., 6 April 1869. He was gradu-

ated from Harvard and the Episcopal Theolog-

ical School (Cambridge, Mass.), and was rector

at Middleborough, Mass., 1892-9, and subse-

quently at Ardmore, Pa., retiring from the min-

istry in 1901. He has published 'The Making
of the American Constitution'; 'The Eternal

Teacher' (1S9S) : 'The New Obedience'

(1898) ; 'Phillips Brooks' ; etc.

Hale, William Thomas, American writer:

b. Libeny, Tenn., i Feb. 1857. He practised

law for several years and has since been con-

nected editorially with St. Louis and Tennessee

journals. He has published 'Poems and Dia-

lect Pieces' (1854) I 'Showers and Sunshine,'

verse (1896); 'The Backward Trail' (1899);
'An Autumn Lane and Other Poems' (1899);
'Great Southerners' (1500).

Halevy, Jacques Frangois Fromental Elie,

zhak frah-swa fro-moh-tal a-le a-la-ve, French
composer : b. of Jewish parentage, Paris 27 May
1799; d. Nice, France, 17 March 1862. He
studied counterpoint under Cherubini for five

years, and in 1819 was sent to Italy to finish his

education. The first of his pieces performed
was a little comic opera, 'L'artisan,' given at

the Theatre Feydau, in 1827. His chef d'oeuvre,

'La Juive,' appeared in 1835, and rapidly ob-

tained a European celebrity, and has been fre-

quently sung in the United States. Among his

other works are 'L'Eclaire' ; 'Guido et Gin-
evra' ; 'La Reine de Chypre' ; 'Le Val d'An-
dorre' ; 'La Fee aux Roses.' The melodies of
Hale\-}' are always soft and flowing, the har-

mony correct and pleasing; but his works dis-

play on the whole more talent than genius.

Halevy, Joseph, zho-zef, French Oriental-
ist and traveler: b. Adrianople, Turkey. 15 Dec
1827. In 1S6S he traveled in Abyssinia; and
for the Academic des Inscriptions he traversed

(1869-70) Yemen, where he obtained copies of
not less than 686 inscriptions, largely Himyaretic
and Sabsean. He was appointed assistant libra-

rian of the Asiatic Society, and adjunct-professor
of Ethiopic in the Ecole des Hautes Etudes.
Well known also as a Biblical critic and .\ssyri-

ologist, he founded (1893) the 'Revue Semitique
d'epigraphie et d'histoire ancienne,' and pub-
lished numerous works, including: '.\rch»-

ologic Mission to Yemen' (1872): 'Journcv to

Nedjr.in' (1873): 'Sabxan Studies' (1875);
'The Origin of Babylonian Civilization' (1876) ;

'Miscellany of Criticism and Historj- Regarding
Semitic Peoples' (1883).

Halevy, Ludovic, lii-do-vek, French dram-
atist and novelist : b. Paris, France, i Jan. 1834
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lie is a nephew o' J. llalevy (q.v.) and, un-

successful at first, lie finally worked his way into

public favor, especially after associating his pen

with that of Henri Meilhac. In collaboration

with the latter, he wrote many of the librettos of

Offenbach's most brilliant and satiric operettas,

including 'The Perichole,' 'The Brigands,* the

'Belle Helene,' and 'The Grand Duchess of

Gerolstein.' Several serious librettos of high

excellence are from the same hands, including

that for Bizet's 'Carmen.* In spoken drama,
Frou-Frou* and 'Tricoche and Cacolet' are

among the most popular plays the two drama-
tists produced together. In 1881 he ceased writ-

ing for the stage, and turned to fiction. 'L'Abbe
Constantin,' the first of his novels, is also the

most popular, and opened to him the French
Academy. It was for more than one season
the French story of the day. It is a charming
story, full of fresh air and sun, simply and
skilfully told. It presented a view of American
character and temperament not usual in French
fiction; and in .^iroachable in its moral tone,

has become a sort of classic for American
schools and colleges. <La Famille Cardinal*
(The Cardinal Family) and 'Crichctte' are

studies in fiction of aspects of Parisian life.

'Notes and Souvenirs* embody observations
during the Prussian invasion of 1871. They
are interesting, as giving faithful pictures of the
temper of the people during those days. Among
his short stories, *Un Mariage d'Amour' (A
Marriage for Love) is one of the best.

Half Blood, in law, the relationship of
persons born of the same father but not of the
same mother, which is called a consanguinean
relation ; or of those born of the same mother
but not of the same father, which is termed
uterine. In the succession to real or landed
property a kinsman of the half blood inherits

next after a kinsman of the whole blood in the
same degree, and after the issue of such kinsman
when the common ancestor is a male, but next
after the common ancestor when such ancestor
is a female. So that brothers consanguinean in-

herit next after the sisters of the whole blood
and their issue ; and brothers uterine inherit
next after the mother.

Half-breeds, the children of parents of
different races; a term usually confined to whites
and American Indians. There are two tribes of
Indian half-breeds, at Red River Settlement,
chiefly employed in agriculture and hunting.
The rise of independent half-breed tribes is "the
first step toward the evolution of a distinct race."

Half-caste, a person born of a European
father and a Hindu or Mohammedan mother, or
more rarely of a Hindu or Mohammedan father
and a Europtan mother ; an East Indian.

Half-crown, a British silver coin of the
value of two shillings and sixpence (60 cents).

Half-dollar, a silver coin of the United
States of the value of 50 cents. Authorized in

April 1792, its coinage at a weight of 208 grains
was begun in 1794; its issue was suspended from
1798 to 1800 inclusive and in 1816. In 1853 'ts

weight was reduced to 192 grains. The half-
dollar is legal tender to the amount of ten dol-
lars.

Half-eagle, a gold coin of the United
States of the value of five dollars, so called from
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the national emblematic bird which figures upon
the reverse. Authorized in 1792 the coinage was
begun in July 1795 ; there was no issue in 1816

and 1817.

Half-King, the name given by the Eng-
lish to a Seneca Indian, chieftain of an Ohio
tribe, who accompanied Washington during his

expeditions in 1753-54. and was present at the

defeat of the French at Great Meadows. His
summary of the prowess of the respective com-
batants was that "the English acted like fools

and the French like cowards."

Half Moon, the name of the vessel com-
missioned by the Dutch East India Company in

1609, and commanded by Henry Hudson for a
voyage of exploration in search of a Northwest
Passage. In this ship he entered New York
Bay and explored the river which bears his

name.

Half-tones, pictures produced by printing
from plates made by the half-tone process, which
will here be described. Except that used in line-

drawing, until early in the eighties there

was no process by which paintings, wash-draw-
ings, or photographs could be done into the

form of a surface printing-block for the press,

and the introduction then of the half-tone block
marked a revolution in the history of photo-

graphic illustration. The development of the

process was the result of a kind of evolution of

Bullock's (1866). Meisenbach of Munich pat-

ented a half-tone process in 1882.

The American Frederic Eugene Ives and
others have since experimented and published

results, and by them within a few years the

process as it now exists was practically estab-

lished. Americans were first in the field with an
improved device for breaking up the image into

dots, which was so much superior to anything

invented in Europe that almost every other

method was dropped in its favor. The diamond-
ruled screen, which was introduced in this coun-

try by Max Levy, is essential to advanced work
in half-tone. To make one of the screens, a

sheet of the finest plate-glass is coated with a

varnish of asphalt and wax, and placed on the

bed of an automatic ruling-machine capable of

ruling lines of any fineness up to 500 to the inch.

The cutter is diamond-pointed and gauged to cut

lines of any desired width. The lines are ruled

diagonally at 45° across the glass, the number to

the inch varying as required. The ruled surface

is treated with hydrofluoric acid, which eats into

or etches the lines laid bare by the diamond and
forms a channel which is filled up with an opaque
pigment. This enamel is baked in the lines in

an oven, and then the surface is polished until

the lines are perfectly level and the spaces repre-

sented by the clear glass are bright and trans-

parent. Two of these ruled glasses are required

for each screen, laid together with the lines

crossing at right angles and cemented with Can-
ada balsam.

To produce a half-tone block from a picture,

wash-drawing, or photograph, this ruled grating

is placed in front of the sensitive plate, not in

contact with it, but at a distance which must be
nicely determined by experience. Everything is

represented by dots so accurately graded in rela-

tion to the light and shade of the original that

the eye scarcely detects them, and the half-tone

picture appears as a practical facsimile of the

original from which it was photographed.
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Most half-tone blocks are now etched on cop-
per, and the sensitizing solution generally
employed for this metal is a compound of fish-

glue, albumen, chromic acid, water, and bichro-
mate of ammonia. The copper is cleaned with
iripoli and washed : the sensitizing solution is

flowed over it two or three times ; it is placed on
a revolving table and rapidly whirled to spread
the coating thinly and evenly; the coating is

dried by gentle heat in a yellow-lighted room,
and the plate is now ready for exposure under
the half-tone negative. Three to ten minutes'
e.xposure to an electric arc-light completes the
printing, then the plate is given a bath in cold
water, and is soaked and washed under a spray
of water until the compound not acted upon is

dissolved out. The image on the metal at this

stage is almost invisible. To facilitate an exam-
ination of the film, the plate is dipped into a solu-
tion of methyl-violet, which stains the film and
brings the picture into view. If all is right, the
surface is dried either by flowing it with methyl-
ated alcohol or by gentle heat. The next opera-
tion is the hardening of the glue-picture into a

substance resembling enamel— hence the "enam-
eline process.* The plate is highly heated over
the flame of a large Bunsen burner : during the
progress of this "burning in" or enameling, the
blue picture gets pale, then gray, and vanishes;
as the plate gets hotter, the image appears as a
faint brown, and increases in strength to a rich

chestnut-brown tint, when the heat must be
withdrawn, and the plate cooled off. The plate

has now upon it a picture formed of a strong,

hard, impermeable coat of enamel which will

bear any reasonable etching without further pro-
tection.

The etching-bath is made up of neutral per-
chloride of iron dissolved in water, and of a
strength which registers 35° with a Baume's
hydrometer. The plate is first subjected to a
general etching, so that it may be inked over
with a printer's roller, and a first proof of the

photo-etched picture be pulled in the press. The
dulling of the general effect caused by the inter-

position of the necessarj- screen-grating has to be
removed as far as possible, and this is done by
artists who are specially trained for the work.
The parts of the picture which are in shadow
and are usually correctly rendered by a properly
exposed negative are covered over with varnish,

and the next tones are etc.'ied again ; then these

tones are covered up and the high lights are

treated until the resulting picture, when proofed,

correctly represents the original. The plates are

then trimmed by engravers, beveled to admit of

being riveted to the wood-mounts, and are

moimted type-high for use in the printing-press.

Invention and experiment are now active

toward the next great step in half-tone work,
the production of surfaces without the mechan-
ical smoothness hitherto so persistent. What is

aimed at is the making of pictures which are

free from mechanical effect, ^nd are yet suf-

ficiently delicate in te.xture to retain the finer

details.

Half-way Covenant, a concession in

church requirements made by the New England
Synod convened at Northampton in 1657,

whereby persons who had been baptized in their

infanc>-, who assented to the doctrines of faith,

entered into covenant with the church, and led

decent and respectable lives, were admitted to

the privileges and prerogatives of church-mem-
bership with the exception of the Lord's Supper,
although they might give no evidence of conver-
sion and had neither the ability nor willingness
to make profession of religious experience. This
"half-way covenant" as it came to be called

aroused bitter controversy which did not die out
imtil the 19th century ; among its most strenuous
opponents were Jonathan Edwards and his fol-

lowers. The contention is baseless that it

entailed certain ci\-il privileges in relation to the
State franchise, its chief aim being to admit
children to baptism and to transmit to them the
same degree of church membership as their

parents. Consult Walker, 'Creeds and Plat-

forms of Congregationalism' (1893').

Halibiirton, hall-ber-ton, Thomas Chan-
dler, Canadian humorist: b. Windsor, Xova.
Scotia. December i~96; d. Isleworth. near Lon-
don, 27 Aug. 1865. He practised law in Halifax,
and in 1842 became judge of the supreme court
of Nova Scotia, but subsequently gave up his

profession, and went to live permanently in Eng-
land. His first work was a 'Historical and Sta-
tistical Account of Nova Scotia* (1829). In
1835 he contributed a series of letters to a Hali-
fax newspaper, under the pseudonj-m of "S.\m
Slick," clock-peddler. These were published
with considerable alterations and additions, in a
collected form in 1837, under the title of "The
Clockmaker. or Sa>nngs and Doings of Samuel
Slick of Slickville.' and became verj- popular.
A second series followed in 1838. and a third in

184a In 'The Attache, or Sam Slick in Eng-
land.' his hero is represented as attache of the
American embassy at the court of St. James,
and again appears in 'Sam Slick's Traits of
American Humor' (1852"). Another work of
his of some importance is 'Rule and Misrule of
the English in America' (1851). In 1859 Hali-
burton was elected member of parliament for
Launceston.

Halibut, the largest of the flat fishes

(Hil'poglossus vulgaris), and one of the most
important and highly prized food-fishes. It

occurs in all Northern waters, south to France,
New York and San Francisco. It reaches a
weight of 400 pounds, and is characterized by
having the eyes on the right side, the ventral
fins and mouth sj-mmetrical, and the lateral line

arched in front. It is dark brown on the right

side, and white on the left or lower side. It was
formerly ver>- abundant along the whole eastern

coast of the L'nited States, at times proving a
nuisance from its numbers to the cod-fishers. It

has gradually become scarcer, and at the same
time the appreciation of it as a food-fish has
increased, so that the halibut fishers have gone
farther and farther for it until now a good pro-
portion of the catch comes from the waters
around Iceland. .-X second species, the Green-
land halibut (Rciithardlius hipfioglossoides)

occurs in the Arctic .\tlantic. but is not very
common. It is yellowish brown and has a
straight lateral line. In the trade this is n6t dis-

tinguished from the common species. Halibut
are taken with hook and line (or trawls) using
fresh fish (herring, etc.) for bait.

Hal'ifax, Charles Montague, E.\rl of, Eng-
lish politician: b. Horton. Northamptonshire. 16

April 1661 : d. 19 May 1715. He first attracted

notice by his verses on the death of Charles II.;
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and in 1687, in conjunction with Matthew Prior,

wrote 'Tne Town and Country Mouse,' a par-

ody on Dryden's 'Hind and Panther.' He
became a lord of the treasury in March 1692, in

1694 was made chancellor of the exchequer ; in

1695 carried out the much needed re-coinage,

appointing Newton warden of the mint ; and in

1696 he devised the system of exchequer bills.

His administration was distinguished by the

adoption of the funding system, and by the es-

tablishment of the Bank of England. In 1700
he was raised to the peerage, under the title of
Baron Halifax. In the reign of Anne he
remained out of office, but he actively e.xerted

himself to promote the union with Scotland,
and the Hanoverian succession. George I. cre-

ated him an earl, and bestowed on him the order

of the Garter. The 'Life and Miscellaneous
Works of Lord Halifax' were published in 1715,

and his poems were included in the edition of
'English Poets' by Dr. Johnson.

Halifax, Canada, the capital of the prov-
ince of Nova Scotia, and county-seat of Halifax
County, a city and port of entry on Halifax
Harbor, on the Intercolonial and Dominion, and
Canadian Pacific R.R.'s. The harbor, originally
known as Cliebucto, "chief of havens," is one
of the best in the w'orld. It is 16 miles long
from north to south, with an average width of
a mile, and terminates in Bedford Basin, a
beautiful sheet of water four miles wide, afford-

ing ID square miles of safe anchorage. The
North West Arm, an inlet on the west of the
city, is a charming bay, on the shores of which
are many of the villa residences of the wealthier
Haligonians. Tlie harbor is protected by 11

forts and batteries. A citadel crowns the hill,

on the slopes and at the base of which the town
is built. The streets are regularly laid out on
a rectangular plan, are lighted by gas and elec-

tricity, and have electric street-car lines. The
public buildings are built chiefly of freestone

;

the houses of wood. The most notable struc-

tures include Government House, the official

residence of the lieutenant-governor, the ar-
mories, the post-office, the custom-house, the
Province building, court-house, city-hall, Ma-
sonic Temple, Academy of Music, the Admiralty
House, the W'ellington barracks, several hos-
pitals, and other charitable institutions, the Ro-
man Catholic and Anglican cathedrals, and Saint
Paul's church, the oldest Protestant church
building in British North America. Among
the higher educational institutions are the
non-sectarian Dalhousie L'niversity and Col-
lege (q.v.). the Roman Catholic College
of Saint Mary, the Presbyterian Theolog-
ical College, the Halifax Ladies' College
and Conservatory of Music, and a high
school. The city maintains a free library, an
excellent waterworks system, and fine parks, in-

cluding Point Pleasant Park, and the handsome
public gardens covering 17 acres. Halifax is

the chief British naval station in North America,
and has extensive dockyards : besides Esquimalt
it is the only military post in Canada garrisoned
by British imperial troops; in 1901 the garrison
amounted to 1,784 soldiers. Halifax has rail-

road communications with all parts of the Do-
rninion and the United States, and steamship
lines connecting with Great Britain, the West
Indies, Boston, and New York. A United

States consul-general is resident in Hali-

fax. The chief occupations of the inhabitants

are commerce and fisheries. The city has con-
siderable West Indian trade, exporting lumber,
fish, and agricultural products, and importing
sugar, rum, molasses, and other sub-tropical

products ; most of the commerce of the province
is carried on through Halifax. The principal

manufactures are iron castings, machinery, ag-

ricultural implements, nails, paints, gunpowder,
cordage, leather, boots and shoes, clothing, soap
and candles, cotton and woolen goods, and
woodenware ; there are also sugar refineries,

distilleries, and breweries.
Halifax was founded in 1749 by the Hon.

Edward Cornwallis, and named in honor of thff

Earl of Halifax. The following year it was
made the capital of Nova Scotia, then including
New Brunswick, in place of Annapolis; in 1817
it was declared a free port ; in 1842 it was incor-
porated as a city. It is governed by a mayor,
elected annually, and by 18 aldermen, elected
triennially. The city and county send two mem-
bers to the Canadian House of Commons, and
three to the Provincial Legislature. Pop.
(1901) 40,832. John Forrest,

President Dalhousie College.

Halifax Commission, the designation for
the commission of representatives of Great Brit-

ain and the United States which met at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, in 1877, to determine the amount of
compensation to be paid by the United States for
the privileges which under the provisions of the
fisheries treaty of 1871 between the two countries,
had allowed the fishermen of the United States
to take fish along the shores of Canada and New-
foundland. The great value of the British
fishing waters was admitted and the sum of
$5,500,000 was awarded Great Britain. The ten-
year treaty which went into operation in 1873
was terminated by the U. S. government in 1885,
and an attempt to renew it by the Chamberlain-
Bayard Treaty in 1888 was frustrated by the
rejection of the United States Senate. A modus
Tiveiidi, however, was arranged for, which the
Dominion Parliament enacted as a law in 1890.

Hal'ite, the mineralogical name for native
common salt, rock salt, or sodium chlorid, NaCl.
Halite crystallizes in the isometric system, usu-
ally in cubes. It has a hardness of 2.5. and a
specific gravity of 2.135 W'hen pure, though it

often occurs mixed with calcium sulphate, and
with the chlorids of calcium and magnesium, the
specific gravity being modified accordingly.
Halite is usually colorless or white, though it is

sometimes colored by impurities. Its refractive
index for yellow sodium light is 1.5442, and
transparent crystals of it are used somewhat in
the manufacture of prisms and lenses, since the
mineral is far more transparent than glass to the
infra-red rays of the spectrum. Tyndall made
extensive use of it in this way, for example, in

his researches on radiant heat. (Consult his
'Contributions to Molecular Physics in the
Domain of Radiant heat.') See Salt;
Sodium.

Hall, Alexander Wilford, American editor
and author: h. Bath, N. Y., 18 .^ug. 1819: d.

1902. He became known as an evangelist espe-
cially through attacks on L'^niversalist doctrine
and the theory of evolution presented hy Darwin,
Huxloy. and Haeckcl. In 1881 he established
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'The Microcosm,' and in 1893 became president
of the Society for Philosophical Research. In
1891 he was elected fellow of the Philosophical
Society of Great Britain. His works include:
'Universalism Against Itself ; 'The Problem of
Human Life'; 'The Immortality of the Soul';
and 'The Hygienic Secret of Health.'

Hall, Anna Maria Fielding, British novel-
ist: b. Dublin. Ireland. 6 Jan. 1800; d. ILast

^loulsey, Surrey, England, 30 Jan. 1881. In her
15th year she went to London, where she was
married to the well known writer, S. C. Hall
(q.v.). She published 'Sketches of Irish Char-
acter' (1828); 'The Buccaneer' (1832); 'Tales
of Woman's Trials* (1834) ; 'The Outlaw'
(1835): 'The French Refugee,' a drama;
'Uncle Horace' (1837); 'Lights and Shadows
of Irish Character' (1838); 'Marian' (1830);
'Midsummer tve' (1S43) ; 'The Whiteboy'
(1S45); etc. Her 'Stories of the Irish Peas-
antr}'' appeared originally in 'Chambers's Jour-
nal.' Besides assisting her husband in writing
•Ireland: its Scenerj-, etc' (1841-3) and other
works, she assisted in the establishment of a
hospital for consumptives, and the Nightingale
Fund, which resulted in the endowment of a
training-school for nurses.

Hall, Arthur Crawshay Alliston, American
Protestant Episcopal bishop : b. Benfield. Berk-
shire, England, 12 April 1847. He was graduated
from Christ Church, Oxford, in 1S69. took
orders, entered the Society of St John the Evan-
gelist (Cowley Fathers), in 1874 became assist-

ant minister of the Church of the Advent. Bos-
ton, and from 1882 to 1891 was there minister of

the mission church of St. John the Evangelist.

In 1894 he was consecrated bishop of Vermont,
after release from the Cowley order. His pub-
lications include: 'Confession and the Lambeth
Conference' (1879) : 'Meditations on the Creed'
(1880): 'Meditations on the Collects' (1887);
and other doctrinal and devotional works.

Hall, Asaph, American astronomer: b.

Goshen. Litchfield County, Conn., 15 Oct. 1829.

He learned the carpenter trade but after private

study attended Central College, McGrawville.

N. v., in 1854-5, was for a term a pupil of

Francis Briinnow at the University of Nlichigan,

taught ?t Shalersville, Ohio, and later was
appointed assistant to Bond in the Harvard
observatory'. He became assistant in the Naval
Obser\-ator>- at Washington in 1862, and in 1863

professor of mathematics in the navy, with rela-

tive rank of captain. He continued in the

government service until 1891, when he was
retired on account of age. with relative rank of

captain. While at the Naval Observator\'. he
was despatched on several expeditions, including

those for observation of solar eclipses to Bering

Strait in 1869, to Sicily in 1870, and to Colorado

in 1878. He was also in charge of the American
party sent to observe the transit of Venus at

Vladivostock, Siberia, in 1874. and chief astron-

omer of the expedition to San .Antonio, Tex.,

for the transit of 1882. Among his many dis-

coveries the most important is that of the moons
of Mars (August 1877), which he named Dcimos
and Phobos, and whose orbits he calculated.

.Among his later work is a valuable study of

double stars. In 1805-1001 he was professor of

astronomy at Han-ard. He received the Lalande
prize of the French .Academy of Sciences in

1878. its Arago medal in 1895. and the gold

medal of the Royal Astronomical Society in

1879. In 1902 he was president of the .American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

Hall, Basil, British naval officer and
writer: b. Edinburgh 31 Dec 1788; d. Ports-
mouth, England. 11 Sept. 1844. He entered the

na\y in 1802, accompanied Lord Amherst's expe-
dition to China in 1815, a trip which supplied
him with the materials of his first work, <.\ Voy-
age of Discovery to the West Coast of Corea,
and the great Loo Choo Island in the Japan Sea.'

This work, first published in 1818, had a verj-

extensive circulation. In 1827 he made a tour
in Canada and the L'nited States, and published
his 'Travels in North .America' (1829), a work
which excited much adverse criticism in the
United States by reason of its outspoken and
somewhat supercilious comments and observa-
tions. 'Fragments of Voyages and Travels'

appeared in 1S31-33, and was followed by
'Schloss Hainfield, or a \Mnter in Stv-ria' and
'Patchwork' (1841).

Hall, Bolton, American lawyer and lec-

turer: b. Ireland 1854. .A son of John Hall
(q.v.), he was graduated from Princeton in

1875, became known as a writer and lecturer in

connection with various reforms, and has been
identified with the L'niversity extension move-
ment. -Among the causes advocated by him are

the cultivation of vacant lots by the unemployed,
and the restoration of the land to the people.

His publications include: 'Even as You and I.'

Hall, Charles Cuthbert, .American Presby-
terian clergvman: b. New York 3 Sept. 1852.

He was graduated from \\'illiams College in

1872. studied theologj- at the Union Theological
Seminary 1872-3, and at the Presbyterian Col-
lege in London and the Free Church College,

Edinburgh. He was pastor of the Presbyterian
Church, Newburg, N. Y., 1875-7, and oi the ist

Presbjterian Church, Brookh-n, N. Y., 1877-97.

In the year last named he was elected president
of Union Theological Seminary. He has pub-
lished 'Into His Mari-ellous Light: Studies in

Life and Belief (1891): 'Does God Send
Trouble?' (1894); 'The Children, the Church
and the Communion' (1805); 'The Gospel of

the Divine Sacrifice' (1S96).

Hall, Charles Francis, .American Arctic
explorer : b. Rochester, N. V., in 1821 ; d. Thank
God Harbor, Greenland, 8 Nov. 187 1. Becom-
ing interested in the fate of the Franklin expedi-
tion, he devoted his leisure to gathering informa-
tion about -Arctic .America, and made two search
expeditions, in 1860-2 and 1864-9, living alone

among the Eskimo, and bringing back relics of
the Franklin expedition and the supposed bones
of one of Franklin's company. Natives whom
he encountered in 1869 near the southern shore
of King William Land gave him a report of the

fate of 79 of the 105 who perished by starvation

in that region. He thus contributed much to

the details of the expedition's final histor>-. In

1871 he sailed in command of the government
ship 'Polaris,' on an expedition to the North
Pole. On 29 .August he reached 82° n' N., at

that date the highest north latitude ever reached.

Then turning south he went into winter quarters

at Thank God Harbor. Greenland (81° 38' N.).

Here he was taken suddenly ill, and died. Over
his grave a grateful epitaph was placed by the

British polar expedition in 1876. His compan-
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ions left Thank God Harbor in August, 1872,

but in October, through the ice-anchor sHpping,

19 men were left with stores on a floe, and only
after five months of severe suffering? were they
rescued by a scaler off the Labrador coast in the

following April. The 'Polaris' drifted to the

coast of Greenland, at a point not far south of

Smith Sound, and thence in the spring the party

set out in boats and was rescued by the Scotch
whaler 'Ravenscraig,* off Cape York. Among
the valuable results of Hall's work were the

exploration of Kennedy channel, the discovery of

Robeson Channel and Hall Basin, and the exten-
sion of Greenland and Grinnell Land ij^^" N.
Hall was less a scientist than a fearless and
resourceful explorer. He published 'Arctic

Researches, and Life among the Esquimaux*
(1864); and mainly from his papers was com-
piled the 'Narrative of the Second Arctic Expe-
dition' (1879).

Hall, Charles Winslow, American lawyer
and author: b. Chelsea, Mass., 2 Nov. 1843. He
was admitted to the Suffolk bar in 1866 and
besides editing various New England journals

has written: 'Arctic Rovings' (1861); 'Twice
Taken> (1867) ; 'Adrift in the Icefields' (1877) ;

'Drifting Roimd the World' (1881); 'Legends
of the Gulf ; 'Cartegena. or the Last Brigade'

;

'Regiments and Armories of Massachusetts.'

Hall, Chester Moor, English inventor: b.

Leigh, Essex, England, 9 Dec, 1703; d. Sutton,

Essex, 17 ^larch 1771. He w-as a large land-

owner in Essex, and convinced from study of the

human eye that achromatic lenses were possible,

he discovered two varieties of suitable glass in

1729, and in 1733 made several telescopes later

declared by experts to be achromatic. Indiffer-

ent to his claims of priority, he did not appear at

the trial of DoUond v. Champness. Later his

invention of the achromatic telescope in the year

1733 ^vas adjudged by Lord Mansfield con-
clusively proven.

Hall, Christopher Newman, English Con-
gregational clergyman : b. Maidstone, England,
22 May 1816 ; d. London 18 Feb. 1902. He was
educated at Highbury College and ordained in

1842, his first charge being at Hull. In 1854 he
was made pastor of Surrey Chapel, Blackfriar's

Road, London, from which place he moved with
his congregation into Christ Church, Westmin-
ster Bridge Road, erected mainly through his

exertions, and of which he became pastor emer-
itus in 1893. During the Civil War he did much
by tongue and pen to give his countrymen cor-

rect ideas of the nature of the struggle in the
United States. In 1865 he visited this country
and again in 1873 w'hen he delivered lectures in

the principal cities. He was the author of 'The
Christian Philosopher' ; 'Land of the Forum
and the Vatican' : 'Lectures in America' ; and of
a famous tract 'Come to Jesus' (1840") of which
millions of copies have been issued, etc.

Hall, Edward Henry, American Unitarian
clergyman and author : b. Cincinnati, Ohio, 16
April 1831. He was graduated from Harvard
in 1851, ordained to the Unitarian ministry in

1859, and was pastor at Plymouth, Mass., 1859-
67; Worcester, Mass., 1869-82: and at Cam-
bridge, ;\Iass., 1882-93. His writings include,

besides a volume of 'Discourses' ; 'Orthodoxy
and Heresy in the Christian Church' ; 'Lessons
on the Life of St. Paul' ; ' Papias and his Con-

temporaries : a Study of Religious Thought in

the 2d Century' (1899).

Hall, Fitzedward, American philologist:
b. Troy, N. Y., 21 March 1825 ; d. Marlesford,
England, I Feb. 1901, He was graduated from
Harvard in 1846; spent many years in India;
made a thorough study of its tongues, and con-
tributed to its local journals original transla-

tions and original articles. In 1850 he became
tutor, in 1853 professor, in the government col-

lege at Benares ; in 1855 was transferred to

Ajmere as inspector of schools for Ajmere and
Maiwara ; and in 1856 to a like nost in the Cen-
tral provinces. In 1862-79 he was professor oi

Sanskrit, Hindustani, and Indian jurisprudence
in King's College, London ; in 1864 became
examiner in Hindustani and Hindu to the civil-

service commission ; in 1880 examiner in San-
skrit to succeed Alax MuUer; and in 1887 also
examiner in English. He was the first American
to edit a Sanskrit text—'The Atmabodha, with
its Commentary, and the Tattvabodha' (1852).
He prepared also an edition of the '\'ishnu-
purana,' containing numerous quotations from
manuscripts owned by him ; and editions of many
other Sanskrit books. His collection of 1,000

Oriental manuscripts and 1,000 works on special

subjects, he gave to Harvard. He wrote
further: 'Modern English' (1873), 'Doctor
Indoctus' (1880), and other works on English
philology, and contributed to the 'New Oxford
Dictionary.'

Hall, Florence Marion Howe, .\merican
author and lecturer: b. Boston 25 Aug. 1845.

She is a daughter of Julia Ward Howe (q.v.).

Prominent in the women's club movement, she
became vice-president of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, and chairman of the educa-
tional department of the New Jersey State fed-

eration of women's clubs. In 1893-1900 she was
president of the New Jersey Women's Suffrage
Association. Her writings are: 'Social Cus-
toms' (1887); 'The Correct Thing' (1888).

Hall, Francis J., American Episcopal
theologian : b. 24 Jan. 1856. He was graduated
from Racine College, Wis., and the General
Theological Seminary, New York, and has been
professor of dogmatic theology in the Western
Theological Seminary from 1886. He has pub-
lished 'Theological Outlines' (1892-5); 'His-
torical Position of the Episcopal Church*
(1896): 'The Kenotic Theory' (1898).

Hall, George Henry, American artist: b.

Boston 1825. He studied art at Diisseldorf,

Paris, and Rome; established his studio in New
York; and became known as a still-life and fig-

ure painter. In 1868 he was elected a national

academician. Among his works are 'April
Showers' ; 'Studies of Grapes' ; 'The Seasons'

;

and 'Bric-a-Brac of Damascus'.

Hall, Gertrude, .\merican writer: b. Bos-
ton 8 Sept. 1863. She has written ' Far from
To-day,' a collection of short stories; 'Alle-

gretto,' a book of verse; 'Foam on the Sea,

and Other Tales' ; 'The Hundred and Other
Stories' (1898); 'The Age of Fairy Gold.'
verse (1899) ; 'April's Sowing' (1900). Her
work, both in verse and prose, is distinctively

original.

Hall, Gordon, .American missionary at
Bombay: b. Tolland. Mass., 8 April 17S4; d.

Bombay 20 March 1826. He was graduated at
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Wiiliaras &DlIege in i8oS and having studied
theolog>-, offered himself as a missionarj' to the

American board of commissioners for foreign
missions. Ordained at Salem in February 1812,

he sailed the same month for Calcutta and arriv-

ing at Bombay in 1813. spent 13 years in mis-
sionary labors. Xo missionar>- in western India
has been more respected among the Brahmins
and higher classes than he. Beside publishing
several missionary- tracts he revised the Mah-
ratta Xew Testament

Hall, Granville Stanley, American psy-
chologist and college president : b. Ashtield.

Mass.. 6 May 1S45. He was graduated from
Williams College in 1867, studied also at Ber-
lin. Bonn. Heidelberg, and Leipsic, was professor
of psychology in Antioch College (Ohio) in

1872-6. and lecturer on psychologj- at Har\-ard
and Williams in 18S0-1. From 1881 to 18SS he
was professor of psychology in the Johns Hop-
kins University: and in 1888 became president

of Clark University, then newly founded at Wor-
cester. Mass.. and professor of psychology in the

institution. He soon became known as an
authority on education and a leader in the "new
psychology." As editor of the ' Paedagogical

Seminary* and the 'American Journal of Psy-
chology.' he published: 'Aspects of German
Culture' (1881): 'Hints toward a Select and
Descriptive Bibliographv of Education' with
Mansfield Ci886t: 'Methods of Teaching His-
tor>' : 'How to Teach Reading' ; etc.

Hall, Isaac Hollister, American Oriental
scholar: b. Xonvalk. Conn., 12 Dec. 1837; d.

Mount Vernon. X. Y., 2 July 1896. Graduated
from Hamilton College in 1859. he was there

tutor until 1863. in 1865 was graduated from the

Columbia Law School, and until 1875 ^vas a prac-

titioner in Xew York. In 1S75-7 he was profes-

sor in the Syrian Protestant College at Beirut,

and iater at Cyprus aided Gen. di Cesnola, then

United States consul, in the arrangement of the

Cypriote collection now in the Metropolitan

iluseura of Xew York. From 1884 until his

death he was curator of sculpture and archaeol-

ogy in the Metropolitan Museum. He also lec-

tured on Xew Testament Greek at the Johns
Hopkins University ; published ( 1884") an
account, with facsimile pages, of the S>Tian

manuscripts of the Gospels. .Acts, and the larger

part of the Epistles, discovered by him ( 1876) at

Beirut: and compiled a 'Critical Bibliography

of the Greek Xew Testament' (1884).

Hall, Sir James, English geologist and
chemist: b. 17OI ; d. Edinburgh 23 June 1832.

Early interested in geological questions, he made
the acquaintance of James Hutton (q.v.) and
Play fair, and himself states that he came to

adopt Hutton"s system after three years of almost

daily discussion with its founder. In the exam-
ination of this system, whose leading principle

explains the conformation of the earth's crust by

the action of constant natural changes, he trav-

eled in Scotland, the .-Mps. Italy, and Sicily.

Hall was the first geologist directly to apply

chemical laboratory tests to the h>T)othescs of

geology, but published no results of his work in

this field until after the death (i79"^ ^f Hutton
who objected to the judgment of the vast opera-

tions of nature through "having kindled a fire

and looked into the bottom of a little crucible."

He was elected president of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh, invented a machine for the regula-
tion of high temperatures, and in 1807-12 repre-
sented Michael (or Mitchell), Cornwall, in Par-
liament. He wrote various scientific memoirs.

Hall, James, American lawyer and author:
b. Philadelphia 19 .\ug. 1793 ; d. near Cincin-
nati, Ohio, 5 July 1868. He served in the army
1812-18. and subsequently stud}"ing law became
judge of the circuit coun of Illinois, and also
State treasurer. In 1833 he took up his resi-

dence in Cincinnati, and devoted himself to
banking and literature. His chief works are:
'Legends of the West* ; 'Harpes Head, a Leg-
end of Kentucky-' (1833) : 'Sketches of the
West' (1835) ; 'Tales of the Border' (1835) ;

'Xotes on the Western States' (1838); 'His-
torj^ of the Indian Tribes' (1838-44) with
McKenney; 'The \\'ildemess and the War-
Path' (1S45) ; 'Romance of Western History*

(1859)-

Hall, James, .\merican geologist and
palaeontologist : b. Hingham, Mass., 12 Sept.
181 1 ; d. near Bethlehem, X. H.. 7 .\ug. 1898.

He studied at the Rensselaer Pohtechnic School
for six years, and was subsequently professor of
geology there, and in 1837 was appointed to a
position on the Xew York Geological Survey.
In 1855 he was appointed State geologist of
Iowa. In 1S50 he was elected by the Royal Geo-
graphical Societs" of London one of its 50 for-

eign members, and in 1858 received the ^\'ollas-

ton Medal from that scientific body. He was a
distinguished member of many scientific societies

at home and abroad and was held in the highest
esteem for his attainments in geology and palx-
ontology. .\raong his publications may be
named 'Geology of Xew York' (1843) ;

'Palaeontology of Xew York' (1847 ct scq.) ;

*Graptolites of the Quebec Group' ( 1865) : as
well as parts of the Geological Reports of Iowa
(1858-9); and Wisconsin (1862).

Hall, John, .\merican Presbyterian clergy-
man: b. near .\rmagh. Ireland. 31 July 1829; d.

Bangor, County Down. Ireland. 17 Sept. 1898.

He was educated at Belfast College and after

holding several pastorates in Ireland, in 1867
became pastor of the Fifth .\venue Presbyterian
Church, Xew York. He was chancellor of the
L'niversity of the Cit\- of Xew York 1882-90,

and was also trustee of Princeton University,
L'nion Theological Seminary, and of Welleslcy
College. He was noted for his simple eloquence
and impressive sincerity and was one of the

most prominent clergymen in his denomination.
He wrote 'Familv Pravers for Four Weeks'
(1868): 'Papers for Home Reading' (1871);
'Questions of the Day' (1873): 'Ciod's Word
through Preaching' (1875): "Foundation-Stones
for Young Builders' (1879); '.A Christian
Home: how to Make and how to Maintain It'

(1883).

Hall, John M., .\merican railroad presi-
dent : b. \\'illiniantic, Conn., 16 Oct. 1841 ; d,

Xew Haven, Conn., 27 Jan. 1905. He was
graduated from Yale in 1866 and from the
Columbia Law School in 1868. He took up the
practice of law in his native town and became
a judge of the superior court in 1889, resigning
in 1893 to Income vice-president of the New
York, Xew Haven and Hartford Railroad Com-
pany. On the death of President Clark in 189ft

Judge Hall succeeded him as president
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Hall, Joseph, English prolate: b. near
Ashby-de-la-Zdiich, Leicestershire, i July 1574;
d. near Norwich S Sept. 1656. While yet in col-

lege he published his ' Virgidemiarum,' a series

of poetical satires, remarkable for elegant and
energetic versification, strong and lively coloring,
and masterly traces of genuine humor. Having
taken orders he obtained the rectory of Halsted,
near St. Edmund's Bury, where he published a
very popular work, "A Century of ^leditations.*
In 1617 he became dean of Worcester, and was
raised to the see of Exeter in 1627. After the
open rupture between the king and Parliament,
he came forward in defense of the liturgy and
discipline of the church, against the views which
the leading Nonconformists had published, in a
treatise called, after the initials of the names of
its authors, 'Smectynmuus' (q.v.). Intheendof
1641 Bishop Hall was translated from the see of
Exeter to that of Norwich, but was later impris-
oned in the Tower with the other prelates who
had protested against their expulsion from the
House of Peers. In 164,3 he was specially named
in the ordinance passed for sequestering what
were called "notorious delinquents." His prose
works edited by Philip Wynter were published in

1863. Among the latter, the best known and
most popular is his 'Contemplations,' which
still finds many readers.

Hall, Lyman, American patriot: b. Wal-
lingford. Conn., 12 April 1724; d. Burke County,
Ga., 19 Oct. 1790. He was graduated from Yale
in 1747, studied medicine, and began practice in

Wallingford, Conn., but finally settled near Sun-
bury, Ga., where he became a leading physician.
The settlers in this locality were from New Eng-
land, and on the outbreak of trouble with }lng-
land, they with Hall as leader took active part in

the rebellion, though Georgia was slow in join-
ing the patriot cause. Hall was sent by them as

a representative to the Continental Congress,
where he was admitted by a unanimous vote, and
took part in all debates, but did not vote when
the vote was taken by colonics, until Georgia
was represented as a colony. In 1776 it was so
represented, and Hall continued a member of the
Congress till 1780, being one of those who signed
the Declaration of Independence. He was
elected governor of Georgia in 1783, and in an
energetic administration of one year, he did much
to repair the damage done by the war. established
land offices and schools, and then retired from
public life. Consult: D wight, 'Signers of the
Declaration' and an article, 'Lyman HalP in

the 'Magazine of American History,' XXV. 35.

Hall, Marshall, English physician and
physiologist : b. Basford. near Nottingham. 18
Feb. 1790; d. Brighton, England, 11 Aug. 1857.
In 1809 he commenced the study of medicine at
the University of Edinburgh, and took his degree
in 1812. In 1817 he commenced practice at Not-
tingham, and soon rose to eminence. In 1826 he
settled in London, where he carried on a most
successful practice. He paid especial attention
to the symptoms of illness and in 181 7 published
^'Diagnoses of Diseases,' and in 1824 his 'Med-
ical Essays' appeared. His 'Essay on the Cir-
culation of the Blood' (1831) contained an
account of his discovery of the so-called "caudal
heart" in the tail of the eel. The more impor-
tant of his other writings are: 'Lectures on the
Nervous System and its Diseases' (1836), 'The-
ory and Practice of Medicine* (1837) ; 'Theory

of Convulsive Diseases' (1848). His services to
the cause of humanity were numerous and val-
uable, and among these one of the most widely
known is the method which he invented of
restoring suspended respiration, now generally
adopted in the case of persons partially drowned.
It is known as the "Marshall Hall Method."
See Drowning.

Hall, Robert, English Baptist clergyman:
b. Arnsby, Leicestershire, England, 2 May 1764;
d. Bristol. England, 21 Feb. 1831. He studied at

the Baptist College at Bristol and King's College,
Aberdeen, and entered the Baptist ministry,
becoming in a few years not only the most prom-
inent minister in his denomination but one of the
very foremost of English orators. He was also
widely known as a master of prose style, his

most noted writings being 'Apology for the
Freedom of the Press' (1793) ; 'Modern Infidel-

ity' (1800); 'Reflections on War' (1802). He
was subject to attacks of insanity but in spite of
this misfortune accomplished a vast amount of
intellectual work and was a tireless student. His
complete works in six volumes reached an nth
edition in 1853.

Hall, Robert Henry, American soldier: b.

Detroit, Mich., 15 Nov. 1837. He was educated
at West Point and served in the Federal army
during the Civil War, and was in command of a

brigade during the war in the Philippines. He
became a brigadier-general in the Lhiited States
army in iqoi. He has published 'Register of
the United States Army 1789-98'; 'History of
the Flag of the United States' ; 'History of
United States Infantry Tactics.'

Hall, Ruth, American novelist: b. Scho-
harie, N. Y., ID April 1858. Besides more or less

journalistic work she has written: 'In the Brave
Days of Old' (1898); 'The Boys of Scrooby'
(1899) ; 'The Black Gown,' a novel of colonial

Albany (1900) ; 'The Downrenter's Son,' a

novel of the anti-rent troubles in New York
State (1902); 'The Golden Arrow' (1903).

Hall, Samuel Carter, English miscella-
neous writer: b. Topsham, Devonshire, Eng-
land, 1801 ; d. 16 March 1889. For over 40 years
he was the editor of the '.'Krt Journal,' which
he founded in 1839. With his wife (Anna
Maria) (q.v.) he published: 'Ireland, its Scen-
ery and Character' (1841-3) ; 'Book of Royalty'

(1838); <A Woman's Story' (1857); 'The
Book of the Thames' (1859) ; 'A Companion to

Killarney' (1878) ; and others. His separate
works were: *A Book of Memories' ; 'Book of
British Ballads'; 'Baronial Halls'; 'Retrospect
of a Long Life' (1883).

Hall, Thomas, American inventor: b. Phil-
adelphia 4 Feb. 1834. Us was educated at the
University of Pennsylvania, and subsequently
studied mechanics in Europe, and at the Paris
exposition in 1867 placed a keyed typewriter on
exhibition. His numerous inventions include a
mechanism for printing by touching keys : a
keyed typewriter, the Hall typewriter, first

offered for sale in 18S1 ; several sewing-machines,
as well as drill-grinding and other machinist
tools, etc.

Hall, Thomas Cuming, American theolo-
gian: b. Armagh, Ireland, 25 Sept. 1858. He
was graduated from Princeton in 1879, from
the Union Theological Seminary in 1882. studied
also in Berlin and Gottingen, and was a pastor in
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Omaha and Chicago. In 1898 he became pro-
fessor of theology in the Union Seminary,
^^mong his works are: 'The Power of an End-
less Life' (1893) ; 'The Social Significance of

the Evangelical Revival in England* (1899);
and 'The S\Tioptic Gospels' (1900).

Hall, a large room or apartment, the term
having its origin in the castles and mansions of

the Middle Ages. Here the king or the lord of
the manor gave audience, administered justice,

and received and entenained his retainers and
guests. At one end of the hall was a raised plat-

form or dais, on which the table of the lord

of the manor and his honored guests was
placed. This end of the hall was usually lighted

with large oriel windows, and communicated
with a building which contained the lords' solar,

or bedroom and parlor, on the upper floor, and
the wine cellar below. The retainers sat at a
table which ran along the lower part of the hall.

The entrance was at the lower end of the hall,

where a passage gave access to the kitchen,

pantry, and butter}'. Above the passage a gal-

lerj- for musicians was frequently constructed.

Survivals of such mediaeval dining halls may be
found in the Oxford and Cambridge colleges;

also in the halls of the Inns of Court and of some
of the London guilds. The hall partook of the

style of architecture prevailing at the time when
it was built, and being a large and important
apartment was generally ornamental in its char-
acter. The hall of the king's palace, now known
as Westminster Hall, built by William Rufus
and restored by Richard II., is the finest exam-
ple in England, being 300 feet long and 100 feet

broad. In the L'nited States Nassau Hall,

Princeton ; Carnegie Hall, New York : Faneuil
Hall, Boston ; Independence Hall, Philadelphia,

are examples of the modem hall.

Hall-marks. See Pl.\te-m.\rks.

Hall of Fame, a memorial to famous
Americans, at the New York University. The
institution received a gift of $100,000 with which
it built a colonnade 500 feet long on University

Heights, a beautiful site in upper New York,

overlooking the valleys of the Harlem and the

Hudson. Large panels to the number of 150,

two feet by eight, will bear simple inscriptions of

the names and dates of birth and death of the

famous native Americans who are chosen as the

150 greatest men. Of these, 50 were chosen in

1903. and five evcrj- five years thereafter till the

year 2000. The public was invited to make
nominations ; and such nominations as were
seconded by the Senate of the University were
submitted to 100 judges, representing every-

State in the Union. These judges were uni-

versity and college presidents, professors of his-

tor>', scientists, publicists, editors, authors, and
judges of the supreme court, national and state.

Ninety-seven of these sent in their votes, and 29
great men. native and 10 years dead, chosen

by this vote, and thereafter ratified by the Sen-

ate of the University, are the first of these im-

mortals.
Naturally George Washington headed the

list, with Abraham Lincoln second, and Daniel

Webster came third. The names of Br>-ant,

Poe, and Cooper are likely tc be added hereafter.

Lowell was not dead 10 years and was not yet

eligible. Bryant failed by three votes. Greeley
by five. Motley by nine. The most animated dis-

cussion was provoked by the selection of General
Robert K Lee. But since only a minoritv- of
the judges were Southern men, the vote for him
was at least not sectional "The names of 21
other great men will be added to the list. The
following shows the roll of names chosen for
the Hall of Fame, and the number of votes that

each received

:

George Washington 97
Abraham Lincoln 96
Daniel Webster 96
Benjamin Franklin 94
Ulysses S. Grant gz
John Marshall 91
Thomas J etferson 90
Ralph Waldo Emerson 87
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 85
Robert Fulton 85
Washington Irving 83
Jonathan Edwards 81
Samuel F. B. Morse 80
Da\-id Glasgow Farragut 79
Henr>" Clay 74
Nathaniel hawthome 73
George Peabody 72
Robert E. Lee 69
Peter Cooper 69
Eli Whitney 67
John James Audubon 67
Horace Mann 67
Henry \\"ard Beecher 66
Tames Kent 65
Joseph Story 64
John .\dams 61
William Eliery Channing sS
Gilbert Stuart 52
Asa Gray 51

Hall of Odin, a tradition among the Scan-
dinavian peoples, which tells of the rocks from
which the Berserkers, when tired of life, flung
themselves into the sea: so named because they
were regarded as the portals of the Scandinavian
Valhalla.

Hallam, hal'am, Arthur Henry, English
essayist: b. London I Feb. 1811 : d. Vienna 15
Sept. 1833. He was a son of Henrj' Hallam
(q v.). and was graduated in 1832 from Trinity
College, Cambridge, entered the Inner Temple
and later the ofiice of a conveyancer of Lincoln's
Inn : and died during a visit to the Continent.
.\t Cambridge he met Alfred Tennyson, whose
'In Memoriam,' through which he is best
known, employs his sudden and untimely death
as a basis for the exposition of a poet's philoso-
phy. His 'Remains in Prose and N'erse' (1834),
largely justify the high hopes entertained for
him, especially in the critique of Rossetti's
'Disquisizione suUo spirito antipapale,' and the
essay on Cicero.

Hallam, Henry, English historian: b.

Windsor 9 July 1777: d. Penshurst, Kent. 21

Jan. 1859. He was educated at Oxford, and in

1818 made his appearance as an author by his
'View of the State of Europe during the Middle
Ages,' which at once established his reputation,

and is acknowledged as a standard work. His
next work, the 'Constitutional Historj' of Eng-
land' (1S27), is justly regarded as a model at

once of laborious research and scrupulous im-
partiality— an impartiality so scrupulous, that
his readers are sometimes perplexed to discover
to which side his judgrnent inclines. His 'In-
troduction to the Literature of Europe'
(>837-9)> if it could not add to his reputation,
certainly did not detract from it. His eldest son,
.\rthur Henry (q.v.), died in early manhood;
the great hopes buried with him may be gathered
from a most affecting 'Memoir' printed by his

father for private circulation, while Tennyson's
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'In Memoriam,' of which Arthur Hallam is the

subject, has raised to him a durable monument.

Halle, h;il-la, Sir Charles, Anglo-German
pianist: b. Hagen, Westphalia, ii April 1819; d.

Manchester, England, 25 Oct. 1895. He studied

first at Darmstadt, and afterward at Paris, where

his reputation was established by his concerts of

classical music. But the revolution of 1848 sent

him to England, and he made his home in Man-
chester. There he established in 1857 a series

of subscription orchestral concerts which did

much to raise the popular standard of musical

taste by familiarizing tlie British public with the

great masters of classical music. The orchestra

which he conducted some forty years was the

most finely trained body of musicians in the

United Kingdom. He w-as knighted in 1888,

and mariied the same year the famous violinist,

Madame Norman-Neruda.

Halle, Wilma Maria Francesca Neruda,
Lady, Austrian violinist : b. Brunn, Moravia,

1840. She made her debut at Vienna in

1846, e.xciting the greatest enthusiasm by her

wonderful execution. Her first husband was a

Swedish tnusician, Ludwig Norman, and as

Madame Norman-Neruda she was famous in

England and America long before her marriage
to Sir Charles Halle (q.v.) in 1888. After the

death of the latter she visited the United States

on a concert tour.

Halle, hal'le, or Halle an der Saale, iin-der-

za'le, Germanj-, a town and important rail-

way junction of six lines, in Prussian Saxony,
about 20 miles northwest of Leipsic, on the

river Saale. It consists of the mediaeval town
with narrow, crooked streets and ancient dwell-

ings, separated by boulevards on the site of the

old ramparts, from extensive and handsome
suburbs. Among notable public buildings are

the restored mediaeval Rathaus ; the "Red
Tower" in the market place, a isth century
clock-tower ; the decaying Moritzburg, formerly

a citadel and archiepiscopal residence ; the mod-
ern Gothic Ratskeller ; the extensive buildings

of the University (q.v.) ; a deaf and dumb asy-

lum; a lunatic asylum; the 12th century Moritz-

kirche with fine wood carvings; the i6th cen-

tury Protestant cathedral; and the i6th century
Gothic church of the Virgin, with four towers
and noted for its handsome interior. In the

suburb of Glaucha the Waisenhaus, "orphan
house," or institution founded by the Rev.
Francke about 1693 forms a small town in itself.

Besides the orphan asylum it includes different

grade schools, attended by between 3.000 and
4,000 pupils ; a printing and publishing estab-

lishment ; and a laboratory where medicines are
prepared and sold. The trade and manufac-
tures of Halle are extensive. The latter include

starch, beet-root sugar, chemicals, oil, machin-
ery, etc., besides the celebrated ancient salt

works. The salt workers form a distinctive col-

ony with special exemptions and privileges and
are known as "Halloren." Halle is mentioned
as Halla as early as 806; in the 12th century it

had developed considerable trade, and in the
next two centuries was an important member
of the Hanseatic League. In 1806 it was taken
by the French ; in 1813 it was annexed to Prus-
sia. Pop. (1900) 156,661.

Halle, University of, Germany, a cele-

brated institution founded in 1694 by King Fred-

erick I. in the interests of the jurist Thomasius,
when he was followed to Halle by several

students after his retirement from Leipsic owing
to the envy of his fellow professors. It attained

a high degree of prosperity, but owing to its

strong Prussian proclivities was suppressed by
Napoleon in 1806 and in 1813. It was re-estab-

lished in 1815 and in 1817 was united with the
University of Wittenberg. Its buildings which
are very extensive, especially those accommodat-
ing the medical faculty, date from 1832. There
are faculties of theology-, law, medicine, and
philosophy. From its foundation Halle was
recognized as one of the principal schools of
Protestant theology, and has numbered among its

professors some of the most eminent names of
Germany. Connected with the university is an
ever-increasing library of over 220,000 volumes
and MSS., a medical and surgical clinical insti-

tute ; a maternity hospital ; an observatory ; a
theological and normal seminary ; and a botan-
ical garden; especial attention is devoted to ag-
riculture. In 1903 the university had nearly 2,000

students.

Halleck, hal'ek, Fitz-Greene, American
poet: b. Guilford, Conn., 8 July 1790; d. there

19 Nov. 1867. At 18 he became a clerk in a
New York bank, in which employment he re-

mained for 20 years. For a long period after

this he was the confidential agent of John Ja-
cob Astor, and was named by him one of the
original trustees of the Astor Library. In 1849
he retired to his native town. He w-rote verses
in his boyhood, but these early effusions were
excluded from the collected editions of his

poems. In 1819 he assisted Joseph Rodman
Drake (q.v.) in the humorous series of 'Croak-
er* papers, contributed to the New York Even-
ing Post. Drake's death in the succeeding year
was commemorated by Halleck in a most touch-
ing poem. In i8ig was published Halleck's
longest poem, 'Fanny,' a satire, in the measure
of Byron's 'Don Juan,' on the fashions, follies,

and public characters of the day. From the

variety and pungency of the local and per-

sonal allusions it enjoyed a great but fleeting

popularity. In 1827 he published an edition of
his poems in one volume, tw'O of the best in

the collection, 'Alnwick Castle' and 'Burns,'
having been suggested by scenes and incidents

of foreign travel. This edition also included
the spirited lyric, 'Marco Bozzaris,' by which
he will probably be longest kept in mind. Con-
sult Wilson, 'Life and Letters of Fitz-Greene
Halleck' (1869).

Halleck, Henry Wager, American soldier:

b. Westernville, N. Y.. 16 Jan. 1815; d. Louis-
ville. Ky., 9 Jan. 1872. He was graduated at

the United States Military Academy in 1839, was
assistant to the Board of Engineers at Wash-
ington 1840-1, and in 1841-6 assistant engineer
in the repair of the New York harbor fortifi-

cations. In the Mexican War he was on the
Pacific coast, and in 1847-9 was secretary of
State for California under the military govern-
ment. After service as inspector and engineer
of lighthouses (1852-4) and as engineer of the
board for fortifications on the Pacific coast

(1853-4), '"? resigned from the service in 1854,
and practised law in San Francisco. On the
outbreak of the Civil War he re-entered the
army, and in November 1861, was appointed
commander of the department of the Missouri,
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then in a state of thorough disorganization. He
quickly reduced the department to order, out-
lined the western campaign of 1862, directed
this campaign in person from 11 April, and
took Corinth, with its 15 miles of entrenchments,
on 30 May. In July he became general-in-chief
of the armies of the United States; and hence-
forth directed from Washington the movements
of the generals in the field, till, in March 1864,
he was superseded by Gen. Grant. Halleck was
chief of staff till 1865, commanded the military
division of the James in 1865. that of the Pacific,

1865-9, and that of the South from 1869 until
his death. He wrote a work on 'The Elements
of Military Art and Science' (1846). largely
used as a manual in the Civil War; 'Bitumen'
(1841) : 'A Collection of Mining Laws of Spain
and Mexico' (1859). and other volumes.

Halleck, Reuben Post, .\merican educator:
b. Rocky Point. L. I.. 8 Feb. 1859. He was
graduated from Yale in 1881, was instructor in
the Male High School. Louisville, Ky., 1883-96,
and principal from the latter date. He has pub-
lished: <Psycholog>- and Psychic Culture'
(1895) : 'The Education of the Central Nervous
System' ( 1890 1 : "History of English Litera-
ture' (1900').

Hallelujah, hal-e-loo'ya. Halleluia, or Alle-
luia (Hebrew). "Praise ye the Lord"; an
expression which occurs often in the Psalms,
and which was retained when the Bible was
translated into the various languages, probabh-
on account of its full and fine sound, which, to-

gether with its simple and solemn meaning, so
proper for public religious services, has ren-
dered it a favorite of musical composers. The
Roman Catholic Church does not allow it to be
sung on the Sundays during Lent, on account of
the mournful solemnity of the season ; and in

that church it is not sung again before Easter.
It is no longer sung in masses for the dead as
formerly. In the time of Augustine the African
Church used this doxology only from Easter to
the feast of Pentecost. The Greeks made an
earlier or more common use of the Hallelujah
than the Latin Church. The Jews call the
Psalms c.xiii.-cxvii. the Great Hallelujah, because
they celebrate the particular mercies of God to-
ward the Jews, and they are sung on the feast

of the Passover, and on the feast of Taber-
nacles.

Haller, Albrecht von, al'breHt fon hal'ler,

Swiss anatonust. botanist and poet: b. Bern 16
Oct. 1708: d. there 12 Dec. 1777. Having chosen
the medical profession, he went to the University
of Tubingen, where he studied comparative anat-
omy under Duvernoy ; and in 1725 removed to
Leyden, then the first medical school in Europe.
After extensive travels in England and France he
went to Basel in 1828 to study mathematics
under Bernoulli. Here he first imbibed a taste
for botany, and composed his poem "Die .\lpen',
followed by various ethical epistles and other
pieces, which gave him a reputation in Germany.
In 1729 he returned to his native city, and en-
tered on his professional career as a public lec-

turer on anatomy. In 17.^6 he became professor
of anatomy, surgerj-, and botany, in the newly
founded University of Gottingen, and through
his influence the university was enriched with a
botanical garden, an anatomical theatre, a school
for midwifer>-,_and a college of surger>-. In 1747
appeared the first edition of his ' Primx Linci

Physiologic.' which, long after the death of the
author, was used as a text-book in schools of
medicine. In 1752 he first advanced his opinions
on the properties of sensibilitj- and irritability as
existing in the nervous and muscular fibres of
animal bodies; doctrines which attracted much
attention, and excited great controversies in the
medical world. Disagreements with his col-

leagues induced him to return, in 1753, to Bern,
where his countrymen received him with the
respect due to his fame and talents. Having
been elected a member of the sovereign council
of the state, he soon obtained by lot one of its

magistracies, and entered with zeal on the duties
of a citizen, though he did not neglect his scien-

tific pursuits. He was elected in 1754 one of the
foreign associates of the Paris Academy of
Sciences. In 1758 he became director of the
public salt-works at Bex and Aigle. and in the
course of his superintendence introduced many
improvements in the manufacture of salt. His
later published works include: 'Elementa Phy-
siologias Corporis Humani' (1757-66) ; 'Bibli-

otheca Botanica' (1771); 'Bibliotheca Anatom-
ica' (1774); 'Bibliotheca Chirurgica' (1774);
'Bibliotheca Medicinse Practicse' (1776^).

Haller is considered one of the greatest Ger-
man poets of the i8th century. His philo-
sophical and descriptive poems display depth of
thought and richness of imagination. His
'Elegiac Poems' (Die elegischen Gedichte) are
still frequently republished in (jermany. He
wrote in prose three philosophico-political
romances— 'L'song.' 'Alfred the Great,' and
'Fabius and (3ato' — designed to exhibit the re-
spective advantages of different forms of gov-
ernment, and corresponded in German, Latin.
Italian. English, and French with all parts of
Europe.

Hallett, Benjamin Franklin, .\merican
statesman: b. Barnstable, Mass., 2 Dec. 1797;
d. Boston 30 Sept. 1862. Graduated from
Brown L'niversity in 1816, he studied law. was
admitted to the bar, and was connected with
the Providence (R. I.) press, but later went to
Boston, and there became editor of the Boston
Advocate, the official mouthpiece of the .Anti-
Masonic party. From 1827 to 1831 he edited
the Boston Daily Adzcrtiscr, which he made ex-
tremely unpopular through his vigorous enun-
ciation of his views on masonry, temperance,
and emancipation. He afterward became a
Democrat and an influential factor in his party.
For years he was chairman of its national com-
mittee, and it was he who drafted the Cincin-
nati platform of 1856. President Pierce, whose
nomination he had helped to secure, appointed
him L'nitcd States district attorney in 1853.

Hal lettsviUe, Texas, city, county-seat of
Lavaca County; on the San Antonio & .\. P.
railroad ; about 100 miles southwest of Houston.
It is in an agricultural and stock-raising region,
and special attention is given to cotton and
cattle. It has a cotton-seed oil mill and a num-
ber of cotton-gins. Large shipments are made
each year of live-stock, cotton, and cotton-seed
oil. Pop. (1900) 1.457.

Halley, hall, Edmtmd, English mathema-
tician and astronomer: b. Haggerston, near
London, 29 Oct. l6.s6; d. Greenwich, Kent, 1742.
Before he was 19 he published '.A Direct and
Geometrical Method of Finding the Aphelia and
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Eccentricit}- of Planets.' which suppHed a defect

in the Keplerian theory of planetary motion.

By some observations on a spot which appeared
on the Sim's disk in July and August 1676, he
established the certainty of the motion of the
sun round its own axis, .\ugust 2i, the same
year, he fixed the longitude of the Cape of Good
Hope by his observation of the occultation of
Mars by the moon. In 1679 he published 'Cat-
alogus Stcllarum Australium, sive Supple-
mentum Catalogi Tjchonici,' etc., and in 1683
his 'Theory of the Variation of the Magnetical
Compass,* in which he endeavors to account for

that phenomenon by the supposition of the whole
globe of the earth being one great magnet, hav-
ing four circulating magnetical poles or points

of attraction. For the purpose of making fur-

ther observations relative to the variation of the

compass he set sail on a voyage in 1699, and
having traversed both hemispheres arrived in

England in September 1700. The spot at St.

Helena where he erected a tent for making
astronomical observations is still called Halley's
Mount. As the result of his researches he pub-
lished a general chart, showing at one view the
variation of the compass in all those seas with
which English navigators were acquainted. He
was next employed to obser\e the course of the
tides in the English Channel, with the longi-
tudes and latitudes of the principal headlands,
in consequence of which he published a large
map of the channel. In 1703 he was elected
Savilian professor of geometry at Oxford, and
in 1720 he received the appointment of astron-
omer-royal at Greenwich, where he afterward re-

sided, devoting his time to completing the theory
of the motion of the moon. In 1721 he began
his observations, and for the space of 18 years
scarcely ever missed taking a meridian view of
the moon, when the weather was not un-
favorable. In 1752 appeared his 'Astronomical
Tables,* and he was the author of a great
number of papers in the 'Philosophical Trans-
actions.' For the comet called by his name,
see Comet.

Halliwell-Phillipps, hari-wel-finps, James
Orchard, English antiquary and Shake-
spearian scholar : b. Chelsea, London, 21 June
1820: d. Hollingsbury Copse, near Brighton, 3
Jan. 1889. He was educated at Cambridge. In
1839 he was elected Fellow of the Royal and
Antiquarian Societies. Gradually he came to
concentrate his studies on Shakespeare alone,

and more particularly on the facts of the poet's

life, discrediting the internal evidence of the
plays and sonnets, and devoting his attention to
a minute and patient study of local tradition
and the records of 32 towns besides Stratford.
The successive editions of his 'Outlines of the
Life of Shakespeare' (1848; 8th ed. 1889) re-

corded the growing results of his discoveries.
Apart from Shakespeare, his 'Nursery Rhymes
and Nursery Tales of England* (1845), and
'Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words'
(1847; 6th ed. 1868) will keep his name from
being forgotten. His magnificent folio edition
of the 'Works of Shakespeare,* probably the
richest storehouse extant of Shakespearian crit-

icism (1853-65), was published at a price pro-
hibitive to most students. To the Smith-
sonian Institute he gave (1852) a collection
of accounts, inventories, and bills illustrative

of the historj- of prices current in the year.s

1650-1750.

Hallock, Charles, .American journalist and
author : b. New York 13 March 1834. He was
graduated from .\mherst in 1854, was editor of

the New Haven Register in 1855-6, of the New
York Journal of Cominerce in 1856-61, of the St.

John (N. B.) Telegraph and Courier in 1863-5.

In 1873 he founded 'Forest and Stream,' and in

1896-7 was editor of the 'Northwestern Field

and Stream.' In 1874 he founded the Interna-

tional Society for the Protection of Game. He
did field-work and collecting for the Smithsonian
Institution, and published numerous works, such
as: 'The Fishing Tourist' (1873) ; 'Camp Life

in Florida* (1876) ; 'Vacation Rambles in Mich-
igan* (1877) ; 'Dog Fanciers' Directory'

(,1886): 'The Salmon Fisher' (1890). He was
a son of Gerard Hallock (q.v.).

Hallock, Gerard, American journalist: b.

Pittsfield, ^Iass.. 18 March 1800; d. New Haven,
Conn., 4 Jan. 1866. He was graduated from
Williams College in 1819. in 1824 founded the
Boston Telegraph (united with the Recorder in

1825), in 1827 purchased a part interest in the
New Y'ork 'Observer.' and in 1828 became asso-

ciated with David Hale on the Journal of Com-
merce. A leader in journalistic enterprise, he
started (1833) a pony-express between Phila-

delphia and New York, and operated the Even-
ing Edition, a schooner which met incoming
ships at Sandy Hook, and brought foreign news.
A pro-slavery man, he was a founder of the
Southern Aid Society (1854), intended to suc-
ceed the American Home Missionary Society
when the latter refused support to slave-holding
congregations. In 1861 the Journal of Com-
merce was forbidden the use of the United States

mails, and Hallock thereupon sold his interest,

and never afterivard wrote for the press. He
was a founder of the Associated Press.

Hallock, Joseph Newton, American Pres-
bj'terian clergyman and religious journalist: b.

Franklinville. N. Y'.. 1834. He was graduated
from Y'ale in 1857 and from the Y"ale Theological

Seminar>' in l8i5o. and after holding pastorates

of several Presbyterian churches became editor

and proprietor of 'The Christian at Work.*
Among other works he has published 'The
Christian Life* (1890); 'Family Worship*
(1892); 'What is Heresy?' (1894); 'Mormon-
ism' (1896): 'Life of D. L. Moody* (q.v.)

(1900).

Hallowe'en, hal-6-en', or Hallow-Even,
the evening of 31 October, so called as being the

eve or vigil of .\ll Hallows, or festival of All

Saints, which falls on i November. It is asso-

ciated in the popular imagination with the preva-

lence of supernatural influences, and is clearly a
relic of pagan times. In the north of England,
hallowe'en is known as Nutcrack Night. In

Scotland the ceremonies of the eve w^ere formerly

regarded in a highly superstitious light, and
Burns' 'Hallow-e'en' gives a humorous and richly

imaginative presentment of the usual ceremonies

as practised in Scottish rural districts in his day.

The principal object of curiosity in consulting

the future was to discover who should be the

partner in life. Popular belief ascribed to chil-

dren bom on hallowe'en the faculty of per-

ceiving and holding converse with supernatural

beings.
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Hal'lowell, Richard Price, American au-
thor and wool merchant: b. Philadelphia l6

Dec. 1835 ; d. Medford. Mass.. 5 Jan. 1904. He
was prominent in the abolition movement, was
appointed by Gov. Andrew of Massachusetts
special agent to recruit negro regiments, and
subsequently was vice-president of the New-
England Woman Suffrage Association. He
published 'The Quaker Invasion of Massachu-
setts' (1883), etc.

Hallowell, Mo., city in Kennebec County,
on the Kennebec River, and on the Maine Cen-
tral railroad ; two miles south of Augusta and
four miles north of Gardiner. The first perma-
nent settlement w-as made in 1754. It was in-

corporated as a township in 1771, and chartered
as a city 29 Aug. 1850. At the time of its be-
coming a chartered city it included within its

limits Chelsea. Manchester, and Farmingdale.
The city is governed by a mayor and a council
of seven members elected annually. It has two
banks with a combined capital of $150,000. The
industries of the city include granite works,
shoe manufactories, glue works, cotton goods,
machinerii-, etc. The Hubbard Free Library and
the Maine Industrial School are public institu-

tions. Pop. (1904) 3,000.

Hall'statt Epoch, a name taken from the
necropolis of Hallstatt. Upper Austria, not far

from Salzburg, and applied to that culture in

Europe— parts of Germany, France. Italy, and
in Switzerland, Bohemia, etc.— distinguished as

the last bronze and first iron stage, dating back
at least as far as 1000 b.c. According to some
ethnolog:ists in the eastern highlands of the Alps
this culture was of a higher evolution than that

of a partially Oriental cast in the west during the

Neolithic epoch.

Hallstroin, Ivar, e'var hel'strem. Swedish
composer : b. Stockholm 5 June 1826 ; d. there

II April 1901. He studied law at Upsala, then

turned his attention to music, in 1861-72 was di-

rector of the institute founded by Lindblad, and
from 1881 instructor to the Royal Opera. His
works include the operas 'Den Bergagna*
("The Mountain King" 1874); and 'Neaga>

(libretto by CuTmen Sylva, 1885) : cantatas,

numerous songs, and an <Idyle* for orchestra,

chorus, and solo voices, for which he received

(i860) a prize from the Stockholm Musical

Union.

Hallucina'tions, are morbid conditions of

mind in which the patient is conscious of a per-

ception without any impression having been made
on the external organs of sense. Hallucinations

are to be distinguished from delusions, for in

these there are real sensations, though they are

erroneously interpreted. All the senses are not

equally subject to hallucinations; the most fre-

quent are those of hearing; next, according to

many, come those of sight, smell, touch, and
taste; and hallucinations of several senses may
exist simultaneously in the same individual.

They may also be complicated with certain de-

lusions. Often even the hallucination of one

sense is confirmed by the delusion of another,

so that it is neither possible nor nccessao"

always to distinguish hallucinations from delu-

sions. The simplest form of hallucinations of

hearing is the tingling of the cars : but the

striking of clocks, the sounds of musical instru-

ments and of the human voice are often heard,

and in these instances, as in those of the per-

turbations of the other senses, there must be
a diseased sensorium, though there should be

no structural derangement of the nerves. Hal-
lucinations are not confined to those whose
mental faculties have been alienated, but occa-

sionally assail and torment even the sane. The
second Earl Grey was haunted by a gory head,

but he could dismiss it at will. Swedenborg
had a similar faculty : and Bemadotte. king of
Sweden, was besieged in his rides by a woman
in a red cloak, being perfectly conscious of
the hallucination under which he labored. Lord
Brougham proposed that the existence of hallu-

cinations should be established as an authorita-

tive test for the existence of insanity ; but. as will

have been seen, this would be no test at all.

The proportion of the hallucinations of the va-
rious senses has been by some tabulated thus

:

— hearing, 49 : vision. 48 ; taste. 8 : touch, 3

;

smell, I. All are more frequent in mania than
in monomania, and in mania errors of vision

are more numerous than those of hearing. See
App.\ritioxs : Dreams: Ghosts: Ixs.\xity.

Hallux Valgus, a deformity of the great
toe consisting of a turning of the toe toward its

neighbor, with a marked enlargement of the

head of the bone. The sjmovial sac on the inner

side of the toe is often chronically inflamed
from constant pressure, forming a bunion. .'\d-

vanced cases may require the excision of the

bony outgrowths, but early cases may be re-

lieved by a properly adjusted shoe.

Halmahera, hal-ma-ha'ra. See Gilolo.

Halo, the name given to colored circles

sometimes seen around the sun or moon, and to

other connected luminous appearances. Some-
times as many as three circles are seen round
the sun. A white band across the sun. parallel

to the horizon, is also sometimes seen : and some-
times a second white band, perpendicular to the

first. These bands form a cross, and stretch

out so as to cut the circles of the halo. It is

on these bands that parhelia or mock suns are
formed. The explanation of halos is complex
and difficult. Marriotte attributed the colored
rings to refraction of light through small crys-

tals of ice in the air, and calculation appears
to confirm his hypothesis. The third circle is

probably due to refraction of light that has
undergone internal reflection in the crystals in

a way similar to that which occurs in the for-

mation of the rainbow. On the other hand, the

white bands crossing the sun must be due
to reflection of light from the surfaces of the

crystals. See Lirht; P.\rhelio.\ : Srx.

Halogen, hal'o-jen, in chemistry, an ele-

ment, or inorganic radical, which unites directly

with a metal to produce a saline substance, such
as common salt. The term is usually confined to

the elements fluorin, chlorin, bromin. and iodin,

and the compound known as cyanogen.

Halophytes, hal'o-fits, a group of plants
considered with reference to their habitat, and
including those which inhabit salt marshes, and
by combustion yield barilla, as Salsola. Salicor-
Hi'a, and Chcnofodium. For further examples
sec Beach-pl.\nts and Desert Plants.

Hal'pine, or Halpin, Charles Graham,
.•\mcrican soldier and author : b. Oldcastle. Coun-
ty Meath. Ireland. 20 Nov. 1829; d. New York
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3 Aug. 1868. After study at Trinity College,

Dublin, he came to Boston, Mass., in 1851, was
there assistant editor of the Post, and with B. P.

Shillnbcr began the 'Carpet Bag,' an unsuc-

cessful humorous periodical. Later Washington
correspondent of the New York Times, he then

went to New York, where he was connected

with the Herald, and wrote much ephemeral

matter for magazines. Upon the outbreak of the

Civil War he enlisted in the 69th New York
volunteer infantry, and was afterward on the

staff of Hunter as assistant adjutant-general,

of Gen. Halleck with the rank of colonel. In

1864 he resigned from the service and was
brevetted brigadier-general of volunteers. He
was best known for his burlesque verses, writ-

ten in the character of an Irish private, "Miles
O'Reilly," over w'hich pseudonym they appeared.

•Life and Adventures. Songs, Services, and
Speeches' was published in 1864, and his conir

plete 'Poetical Works' in 1869.

Hals, hals, Frans, Dutch painter: b. An-
werp about 1584; d. Haarlem 7 Sept. 1666.

When young he went to Haarlem, where he
studied painting under Karel van Mander, and
he was one of the civic guard, director of an
art school, and chief of the painters' guild.

His first dated work is a portrait belonging to

the year 161.3. his next, the 'Banquet of the

Officers of the Haarlem Corps of Arquebusiers
of St. George' (1616), one of the earliest pic-

tures belonging to the Dutch school of genre
painting, of which Hals is sometimes regarded
as the founder. He executed 'The Jolly Trio,'

'Herring Vender,' and 'Fool Playing a Lute,'

and seems to have found in genre painting

a scope and a possibility of humor much to

his taste. He executed also many single-figure

pieces, as 'Hille Bobbe' (National Gallery,

Berlin; replica in the Metropolitan Museum),
and numerous portraits, all of high value artis-

tically. Hals is ranked among the foremost of
portrait artists, being notably successful in il-

luminating the character of the face. Adrian
van Ostade, Wouwerman, and Adrian Brouwer
were among his pupils. He is said to have been
improvident in his habits, and latterly received a

pension from the municipality of Haarlem. His
brother Dirk. d. Haarlem May 1656, and his

son. Fr.vns H.\ls, the Younger, b. about 1620;
d. about 1669, were also excellent painters.

Hal'sey, Francis Whiting, American jour-
nalist : b. I'nadilla. N. Y., 15 Oct. 1851. He
was a member of the editorial staff of the New
York Tribune 1875-80, and was attached to that

of the New York Tunes 1880-1902, editing the
Times 'Saturday Review' from 1896. He has
published 'Two Months Abroad' (1878); 'The
Old New York Frontier' (1901) ; 'American
Authors and their Homes' ; 'Essays' ; 'Our
Literary Deluge' (1902).

Hal'stead, Murat, American journalist; b.

Ross, Butler County, Ohio. 2 Sept. 1829. At
18 he began writing for newspapers, studied at
Farmers' College, near Cincinnati, and did local

newspaper reporting on several Cincinnati pa-
pers. In 1853 he became manager of a depart-
ment on the Cincinnati Commercial. The fol-

lowing year he acquired a pecuniary interest
in the paper, which began rapidly to increase
in circulation and influence, so that in a few
years it was considered one of the most in-

fluential newspapers in the West. The Commer-
cial combining with the Gazette, its rival, the
Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette, became the rec-

ognized organ of the Ohio Republicans. In 1890
he removed to Brooklyn, N. Y., where he edited
the Standard Union. Later he was a contrib-
utor to magazines and special correspondent, and
in the latter capacity went to the Philippines
during the Spanish-American War. He wrote:
'The Story of Cuba' ; 'Life of William McKin-
ley' ; 'The Story of the Philippines'; 'History
of American Expansion'; 'Life of Admiral
Dewey' ; 'The Boer and British War.'

Halsted, George Bruce, American mathe-
matician : b. Newark, N. J., 25 Nov. 1853. He
was graduated from Princeton in 1875 and
since 1884 has been professor of mathematics
in the LIniversity of Texas. He has published
'Mensuration' (1881) ; 'Elements of Geometry'
(1885) ; 'Elementary Synthetic Geometry'
(1892) ; 'Pure Projective Geometry' (1895).

Ham, one of the three sons of Noah, from
whom the earth after the Deluge was peopled.

He is first mentioned between the other two—

•

Shem. Ham. and Japheth ; but afterward is ex-
pressly designated the younger son of Noah,
that is, relatively to the other two. He had
four sons— Cush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan.
The three first traveled southward, and from
them chiefly sprang the tribes that peopled the
."Kfrican continent, as Canaan became the father

of the tribes that principally occupied the terri-

tory of Phcenicia and Palestine. Ham is also

used as a designation of Eg>'pt, probably on
account of its population having sprung from
a son of Ham, and the name Ammon, by which
the chief god of the northern Africans was often
called and worshipped, may very likely derive
its origin from the same source.

Ham, the joint which unites the thigh and
the leg of an animal, but more generally under-
stood to mean the cured thigh of the hog.
Ham-curing is now an important branch of
business, especially in Great Britain and Amer-
ica, and the details of the process are generally

the same everywhere. The meat is first well

rubbed with salt, and a few days after it is

rubbed again with a mixture of salt, saltpetre,

and sugar, though sometimes the saltpetre is

omitted. After lying in the tub for eight or
ten days it is ready for drying. Wet-salting re-

quires three weeks, and dry-salting four. The
smoking of hams is carried on in smoke-houses,
the meat being hung as high as possible, and
subjected to the smoke of a fire kindled on
the ground-flat, and which ascends through holes

in the flooring. The process of smoking is for

the most part carried on in winter, the fire being
kept in a smouldering state for five or six weeks.
Wood is used in preference to coal in the pro-
cess of smoking. See Pork.

Ham-beetle, or Paper-worm, a small clerid

beetle {Necrobia rtitipes), sometimes a pest of
considerable importance because of the occur-
rence of its larvs or "worms," the paper-like

cocoons and beetles on hams in such numbers
as to render them unmerchantable. Its injuries

are generally confined to the exterior and are
due to carelessness in packing and to the crack-
ing of the ham coverings. This is one of three
cosmopolitan species of the same genus, all of
which are carnivorous scavengers.
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Hcun-fly, a name of the cheese-fly (q.v.),

due to the occasional appearance of its maggots
or "skippers" in the fatty exterior portions of
preserved hams.

Hama, ha'ma, or Hamah, SjTia, the Bibli-

cal Hamath, a ver>- ancient city, on the El-Asi
(Orontes), no miles nonheast of Damascus.
It is surrounded- by gardens,- and has narrow,
crooked streets, with houses built of timber, and
sun-dried bricks. There are manufactures of
yam and coarse woolens, and a general domes-
tic and caravan trade. Hamath is frequently
mentioned in Old Testament historj- as in con-
flict with the Assyrians : first as early as 854 B,c
After the Gneco-Macedonian conquest it became
known as Epiphania. In 639 it was captured by
the Moslems. Abulfeda, the Arabian geographer,
was prince of Hama from 1310-31. In 1S12
Burckhardt here discovered the four Hittite
stones, the inscriptions of which are still unde-
ciphered. Pop. (est.) 45.000.

Hamadryad, ham'a-drl-ad. (i) A baboon
(q.v.). (2) The king-cobra (Xaja bungarus),
one of the Oriental cobras, found from Southern
India to China and the Philippines, and closely

allied in structure, markings, and habits to the
cobra di capello, but much larger, reaching the
length sometimes of 13 feet, making it the
longest of venomous serpents. It is also the
most fierce in disposition, but fortunately is

nowhere common, and feeds wholly on other
snakes. Consult Fayrer, "Thanatophidia of In-
dia' ( 1874 I.

Hamadryads, in Greek mythology-, the
eight daughters of Hamadr>-as. They received
their names from trees, and are the same as
the Dryads (q.v.). They were conceived to
inhabit each a particular tree, with which they
were bom, and with which they perished.

Hamame'lis. See Witch Hazel.

Haman, ha'man, a minister of the Persian
king Ahasuerus. Because Mordecai the Jew-
refused to pay him homage, he resolved on the
destruction of all the Jews in the Persian
monarchy. By falsehood and intrigue he suc-

ceeded in obtaining a decree for this purpose

;

but Esther, the Jewish consort of Ahasuerus,
interposed for their deliverance, and Haman
was hanged on the verj- gibbet he had caused
to be prepared for Mordecai. His histor>' is

contained in the book of Esther.

Hamath, ha'math. Sec Ha.ma.

Ham blin, Joseph Eldridge, .\merican sol-

dier: b. Vamiouth. Mass., 1828; d. Xew York
3 July 1870. Not long after the commencement
of the Civil War. he became adjutant of the

5th New York, later was transferred to the

65th, whose commander he soon became, and
with which he participated in Sheridan's victori-

ous movements in the Shenandoah. For services

at Cedar Creek he was brevetted brigadier-

general, and was mustered out in 1866 with full

rank of brigadier and brevet of major-general.
Subsequently he was active in the affairs of
the New York State National Guard.

Hamblin, Thomas Sowerby, .\merican
actor: b. Pentonville. near London, England,
14 May 1800: d. New York 8 Jan. 1853. He was
early a member of the corps of the Sadler's

Wells and Drury Lane theatres, was a tragedian
at Bath, Brighton, and Dublin, came to the

United States in 1825, appeared at the Park
Theatre. New York, and acted in leading Amer-
ican cities. He was manager of several New
York theatres, and among his roles were those
of Macbeth, Hamlet, Othello, Rolla. Pierre, Vir-
ginius, and Coriolanus. He was esteemed second
only to Forrest and the elder Booth, and made
the standard drama a feature of his manage-
ment, under which the Bowery Theatre saw
its historic days.

Hamburg, ham'berg (Ger. ham'boorg),
Germany, a free city and state of northwestern
Germany, the city occupjTng 30 square miles
of the state's total area of 157.18 square miles.

The citj- is the greatest commercial port on
the European continent, the chief of the three
Hanse towns, and the seat of the upper Han-
seatic court. It is situated at the junction of
the Alster and the Bille, on the right bank of the
northern branch of the Elbe, about 93 miles
from the North Sea. With its connecting sub-
urbs Altona and Ottensen it has a river front-

age of over five miles. The river is spanned by
two fine bridges, and there are nimierous bridges
across the canals which intersect the east and
lower part of the city in all directions, and
across the Alster which flows through the city

and forms two ornamental pieces of water, the

Aussen-Alster and the Binnen-Alster or Alster-
Bassin. The latter is surrounded by fine quays,
the .\lter Jungfemstieg and the Neuer Jung-
femstieg, lined with handsome residences, ho-
tels, and stores, and constituting the chief thor-
oughfare in the city. The harbor accommoda-
tion is extensive ; the principal quays along the
Elbe where the ocean steamships lie are the
Kaiser-Quai and the Sandthor-Quai. The bou-
levards or Anlagen occupy the site of the
ancient encircling walls, removed since 1815.
The modern portion of the city, rebuilt since the
destructive fire of 1842 in a magnificent and
expensive style, is in striking contrast to the
older low-lying portion, with its back streets,

bordered by warehouses, and the meaner class

of dwelling houses. The most important pub-
lic buildings are the Exchange, a noble edifice

consisting chiefly of a magnificent hall sur-
rounded by a fine colonnade and containing a
large commercial librarj-; the modem Rathaus
in Renaissance style, and the Deutsches Schau-
spielhaus. Among ecclesiastical structures are
the 19th century Gothic church of St. Nicholas
with a tower and spire 473 feet high : the 18th
ccntur>- Renaissance church of Saint Michael's,
with a spire 426 feet high, the 15th century
church of Sl Catherine's, the 14th century
church of St. James, and a fine Jewish syna-
gogue. Besides the numerous private and pub-
lic schools the educational institutions include
the Johanncum institution founded in 1528, con-
taining a college, museums, and the citj-'s ex-
tensive librarj- : the Kunsthalle with a large
art collection : and zoological and botanical gar-
dens, etc. .Among the many charitable and be-
nevolent institutions are well endowed hospitals,

orphan, and insane asylums, and there is also
an organized system of municipal poor relief.

The sewerage system has been modernized, and
the general sanitary conditions improved, espe-
cially since the severe choleraic epidemic of 1892.

The municipal waterworks, dating from 1531.
have been added to at various dates and a mod-
em filtering plant installed since 1893 ; municipal

I
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bath and wash houses are maintained ; food
adulteration is keenly looked after ; the gas
and electric lighting plants are civic property;
and a large revenue is obtained from the electric

street railroads, which are operated by private
companies, paying state subventions.

The importance of Hamburg is due to its

great marine commerce, which has been facili-

tated by the engineering enterprises of the in-

habitants in deepening the bed of the river, cut-
ting canals, and since 1890 in the construction at
Cuxhaven, at the mouth of the river, of enor-
mous docks. Seven railroad lines enter the city,

which is connected also by rivers and canals
with nearly all parts of the German empire.
In 1900, 12,912 vessels with a net tonnage
of 8,148,218 tons entered, and 14.030 with a
net tonnage of 8.293,252 cleared the port. The
exports by sea in 1901 amounted approximately
to 4,695469 tons, valued at $454,886,750; the im-
ports by sea in the same year were approximately
9.701,346 tons, valued at $540,177,-50. Raw ma-
terials, foodstuffs, especially coffee, and manufac-
tured articles are the chief imports, the last item
constituting also the bulk of the exports. The
city's manufacturing interests, though large, are
less important, including ship-building, iron-
founding, tobacco and cigar making, sugar re-
fining, distilleries, breweries, and numerous other
domestic industries. The banking, exchange,
and marine assurance business of Hamburg has
been on an extensive scale since the establish-
ment of the Hamburg giro-bank in 1619, and is

one of the most important in the world.
The city-state has a democratic constitution

and is administered by an executive senate of
18 life-members, including a first and a second
burgomaster elected biennially among the mem-
bers, and by the legislative House of Burgesses
composed of 160 members elected every six
years, one half of whom retire every three years.
The population of the city is second to that of
Berlin in the German empire; in 1900 it was
705.738.

The city was founded by Charlemagne, who,
between 808 and 811, built a citadel and a church
on the heights between the Elbe and the east
bank of the Alster as a bulwark against the
neighboring pagan Slavs. In 831 it became an
episcopal see. It was frequently devastated by
Danes and Slavs, but in the 12th century had be-
come an important commercial city, and in 1241
and 1249 combined with Liibeck and Bremen
in forming the Hanseatic League. It was de-
clared an imperial city by Maximilian in 1510,
but was not formally acknowledged until 1618.
During the Thirty Years' War its population and
prosperity increased owing to the immunity of
its position, and in the following century ex-
tensive commercial relations with North Amer-
ica were developed. In 1810 it was incorporated
in the French empire as the capital of the de-
partment of the ^louths of the Elbe, but was
occupied by the Russians in 1813. They were
driven out by the French under Davoust, two
months later, and the city underwent severe fi-

nancial spoliation at the hands of the conqueror
and extensive depopulation. In 1815 it became
an independent state of the German federation,
forming with Liibeck, Bremen, and Frankfort,
the curia of the free cities. Its trade and im-
portance have increased ever since. In 1871

it united with the German empire as a free
city-state; but did not join the Zollverein or
German Customs I'nion until 1888.

Hambixrg Fowls. See Poultry.

Hamilcar, ha-mU'kar, a name of common
occurrence at Carthage, and borne by several of
its most distinguished citizens, among whom
the chief was 'H.\.\iilc.\r B.arca ("lightning"):
b. Carthage ; d. Spain 228 B.C. He was the
father of the celebrated Hannibal. While a
young man he was appointed to the command
of the Carthaginian forces in Sicily, in the l8th
year of the first Punic war, 247 B.C. He estab-
lished himself with his whole army on Mount
Hercte (now Monte Pellegrino), where he not
only succeeded in maintaining his ground, but
sent out squadrons to plunder the coasts of
Sicily and Italy. In 244 he quitted his strong
position, and, landing at the foot of Mount Eryx,
converted the town of that name into a fortified

camp for his army. For two years he defied
all the efforts of the Romans to dislodge him

;

but the Carthaginian admiral, Hanno, having
been totally defeated off the -Egate Islands, 241
B.C., he reluctantly consented to withdraw from
Sicily. His inability to perform the promises
which, to keep them in obedience, he had made
to his mercenary troops, brought about their re-

volt after returning from Sicily, and as they
were joined by almost all the native Africans,
Carthage was brought to the brink of ruin. The
incapacity of Hanno, who had been entrusted
with the suppression of the revolt, led all par-
ties to concur in the appointment of Hamilcar.
He defeated the enemy with great slaughter,
reduced their towns to subjection, and after
several alternations of fortune, and the appoint-
ment of Hanno to a share in the command,
the war was brought to a successful close, 238
B.C. Hamilcar now projected the formation of a
new empire in Spain, to be a source of strength
to Carthage, and the point whence hostilities

might be renewed against Rome. This policy
was ably prosecuted after his death by Hasdru-
bal and Hannibal. Hamilcar penetrated into the
heart of the country, reduced some cities and
tribes, and acquired vast wealth. He passed
nine years in Spain, and fell in a battle against
the \'ettones.

Hamilton, Alexander, .\merican states-

man and soldier : b. Charles Town, in the island
of Xevis, W. I., 1 1 Jan. 1757 ; d. New York 12

July 1804. His parentage is uncertain, but it is

generally accepted that he was the son of James
Hamilton, a Scotch merchant in Nevis, and
Rachel Levine, the daughter of a French physi-
cian. Hamilton's father was unfortunate in his
business ventures, and having become a bank-
rupt it was necessary for Alexander, at the age
of 12 years, to earn his own living. He secured
a position as clerk in the counting-house of
Nicholas Cruger of Saint Croix. His "genius
for affairs" was soon apparent, and after two
years we find him entrusted with the full man-
agement of the business. But ambition for
something more than a commercial career had
already taken hold of the young man's mind,
and he began to write for the local press. A
very strong and vivid description of a West
Indian hurricane, which had devastated the
islands, attracted general attention and arr.used
the lad's friends to provide the necessary funds
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to enable him to come to America to complete
his education. He arrived at Boston in 1772,
and was put in a school at Elizabethtown. X. J.,

where he indnstriously prepared himself for col-

lege, and in 1774 he entered King's College
(now Columbia Universit)'). and made a bril-

liant record as a student. The friction between
England and the American colonies was con-
stantly growin,g more serious, and after studying
the question and being convinced that the col-

onists were right, Hamilton began the advocacy
of their cause iu a speech at a public meeting,
6 July 1774. The meeting assembled to discuss

the calling of a general congress and was held
in the fields (now Citj- Hall Park). He also

published two pamphlets, asserting the colonists*

position in relation to the Crown and to Parlia-

ment, and justifjing their appeal to arms. The
pamphlets were at first thought to be produc-
tions of well-known leaders, and when their

authorship became known it gave Hamilton a
national reputation. Hamilton now turned his

attention to preparation for miiitarj' service in

the Revolution. He secured a commission as
captain of the firs: Continental artillery com-
pany and entered the patriot service in Marcli

1776. His natural aptitude for organization and
command soon made the company a model of
discipline and efiiciency. He participated in the

battles of Long Island, White Plains, Trenton
and Princeton, and won the commendation of
his superiors for his skill and courage. On I

March 1777 Hamilton was appointed lieutenant-

colonel and aide-de-camp on the staff of W ash-

ington, whose entire confidence he secured, be-

coming the general's confidential secretary. He
took an active part in his chiet-s battles, as-

sisted in planning campaigns and in devising
means for the support of the army, and was
entrusted with the important and delicate mis-
sion of going to .\lbany to obtain troops from
Gen. Gates (.who had previously been ordered

to send troops to Washington and had failed

to do so) — a dut)- which Hamilton performed
with skill and success. It was while on this

mission that he first met Elizabeth Schuyler, the

daughter of Gen. Philip Schuyler of New York,
whom he afterwards married (14 Dec. 1780).

Having received a reprimand from Washington
for a supposed delay he took oftense and re-

signed from the sufT 16 Feb. 1781. He had no
intention, however, of resigTiing from the Con-
tinental .\rmy, and becoming the head of an
infantrj- regiment, he took part in the siege

of Yorktown, heading a storming part}- and
capturing one of the strongest British redoubts.

The war was now practically ended, and there

being no further opportunity for success in the

army. Hamilton returned to civil life. He was
yet but 24 years old, but by his natural abilities

and capacity for leadership he had attained a

foremost place among the great men of his day.

The activity of Hamilton's mind is seen in

the fact that while still in active militarj- service

he found time to study the great questions of

government and finance. In a letter to James
Duane he clearly set forth his views on the

Constitution, that: 'Congress should have com-
plete sovereignty in all that relates to war,

peace, trade, finance, and to the management of

foreign afifairs." .\ letter to Morris on the

establishment of a national bank induced him
10 offer Hamilton the place of receiver-general

of Continental taxes, which he accepted and
originated a new system of national taxation.

The receiver's oflSce did not prove congenial,

and he was relieved of its duties by his election

to the Continental Congress from Xew Y'ork
I Oct 1782. Congress proved a disappoint-
ment. Such were the deplorable conditions
then prevailing, the looseness of the Constitu-
tion and the financial chaos of the government,
that Hamilton's efforts to carry through reforms
utterly failed. He resigned from Congress in 1783
and returned to the practice of law in Xew York,
where his melodious voice, dignified deportment
and unanswerable logic of reasoning, soon placed
him in the highest rank of his profession.

The condition of the States at this time is

graphically depicted by Senator Lodge in his

'Life of Hamilton* : *Di\-!ded among them-
selves, with no army, no na\-v% no cohesion,
floundering wilfully and helplessly in a sea of
unpaid debts and broken promises, bankrupt in

money and reputation alike." To secure some
relief the .A-nnapolis Convention (q.v.) was held
II Sept. 17S6. five States only being represented
— X"ew Y'ork, Xew Jersey. Pennsylvania. Dela-
ware and \"irginia. Hamilton was one of the

delegates from Xew Y'ork. This convention
adopted an address, drafted by Hamilton, recit-

ing the intolerable conditions and calling for a

convention to meet the following May in Phila-
delphia to form a Federal Constitution. (See
CoxsTiTiTiox, Framing of the.) Upon his re-

turn to Xew Y'ork he was elected to the State
Legislature which convened in January 1787.

and began a fight to induce the State to send
delegates to the Philadelphia convention. In
this he succeeded, and three delegates were ap-
pointed, of which Hamilton was one : but the
other two were .\nti-Federalists, bitterly op-
posed to Hamilton's idea of a strong general
government. When the convention met the
vote of his own State was cast against him on
every question ; the .\nti-Federalists withdreir
from the convention. lea\-ing Xew Y'ork without
a vote. Hamilton, however, presented his views
of a plan of government to the convention—
an aristocratic republic, with a president and
senators chosen for life, and the State governors
appointed by the Federal government. Aher
the presentation of this plan, which found no
support in the convention. Hamilton withdrew,
only returning to engage in the final debates,

and at the close he heartily embraced the work
of the convention and signed the Constitution
as actually adopted.

The Constitution was still to be ratified by
the States. Xew York was opposed to its adop-
tion. There were numerous internal strifes and
jealousies, but with great power and determina-
tion, Hamilton combated and won over all op-
ponents in the legislature, and by his essays in

the ' Federalist.' assisted by Madison and Jay. he
successfully fought the great battle for the Con-
stitution, winning a hostile majority- to its sup-
port. Of these essays (jeorge William Curtis
declared they "gave birth to -American constitu-
tional law, which was thus placed above arbi-

trarj- construction and brought into the domain
of legal truth."

Washington was inaugurated President in

.\pril 1789. In September 1789 Congress passed
an act establishing a Treasury Department, and
Washington at one": made Hamilton the first
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Secretary of the Treasury. His creative, con-

structive and practical mind was now confronted

with the problem of giving to his country a

workable system of national administration.

With a master's hand he organized the Treasury
Department ; reduced the confused finances to

order ; provided for a funded system and a

sound system of national taxation ; induced

Congress to assume the State debts ; authorized

methods for the establishing of a national bank
and a mint., the raising and collection of inter-

nal revenue, the management of the public lands,

and the purchase of \Vest Point by the govern-

ment. In 1791 his Report on Industry and
Commerce appeared, wherein he discussed with

profound ability and clearness the economic
problems of his time, and inaugurated, in a very
moderate way, the protective tariff system. His
methods to strengthen the national government
were vigorously opposed by those antagonistic

to centralization, chief among whom was
Thomas Jefferson (q.v.), and the controversies

that then divided parties have been continued
by the rival political parties to the present. En-
grossed as he was with the home affairs of the

government, Hamilton was nevertheless a deep
student of foreign relations and advocated a

position of strict neutrality on the part of the

American government with regard to the diffi-

culties of nations. He ably sustained Wash-
ington in his proclamation of strict neutrality

between France and England, both in the cabinet

and in the public press, and when M. Genet, the

ambassador of the French republic, tried to in-

volve this country in a war with England, Ham-
ilton was vigorous in his condemnation. It was
at this time that Jefferson, then Secretary of
State, took sides with editor Freneau of the

Philadelphia 'National Gazette,' in his criticism

of the administration and especially of the

treasury department. Hamilton replied and the
controversy became typical of the two great po-
litical parties— the Federalists and the Repub-
licans. Jefferson's position in the cabinet was
most uncomfortable and he resigned I Jan. 1794.

In 1794 the Whiskey Insurrection (q.v.) occurred
in Pennsylvania in opposition to the excise laws
passed by Congress. Hamilton advised a vigor-

ous policy and when troops were sent by Wash-
ington against the insurgents, Hamilton accom-
panied them and the "rebellion* quickly faded
away.

Desiring to give more attention to his pri-

vate interests Hamilton resigned from the Cab-
inet 31 Jan. 1795. He declined the office of
Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court and returned to his law practice in Xew
York city where he was at once acknowledged
the leader of the bar. But he still continued to

take an active interest in political affairs. In

1794 Chief Justice John Jay (q.v.) was nom-
inated by Washington as envoy extraordinary to

negotiate a commercial treaty with Great Brit-

ain. With Lord Granville a treaty was drawn
up known as Jay's Treaty (q.v.), the terms of
which were so hard and unjust that when the
treaty was published there was a violent out-
burst of indignation. Hamilton, however, in a
series of essays signed "Camillus,» defended the
treaty as the best obtainable and after a severe
struggle in Congress it was ratified. Washing-
ton thoroughly appreciated the judgment and
genius of Hamilton, often consulted him on im-
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portant matters, and received much help from
him in the preparation of his messages and
speeches. The "Farewell Address would have
been less perfect as a composition," says Ren-
wick, "had it not passed through the hands of

Hamilton."
Hamilton had supported John Adams (q.v.)

for the Presidency, but Adams was jealous of
the power and influence of Hamilton over mem-
bers of the Cabinet, and made war upon him,
expelling his friends from office and assailing

him personally. Hamilton blamed Adams for

the loss of the elections in New York State, and
denounced him bitterly. Adams was renom-
inated in 1800 for the Presidency, but he was
beaten by Jefferson, and the Federalist party

never won another election. Owing to a de-

fective clause in the Constitution (see Jeffer-
soN-BuRR Imbroglio) the election was thrown
into the House of Representatives, Jefferson and
Burr having received an equal number of votes

Hamilton exerted his great influence with the

Federalists and Jefferson was elected.

In 1804 the Federalists nominated Aaron
Burr (q.v.) for Governor of the State of New
York. The contest was a bitter one and again

Hamilton was instrumental in Burr's defeat,

and the latter challenged him to a duel on the

ground of an alleged insult. Under the idea

that the continuance of his personal influence

and the peculiar condition in which the affairs

of the country were at the time demanded his

acceptance of the challenge, he consented to

meet Burr, and the duel was fought at Wee-
hawken, N. J., 11 July 1804. Hamilton was
wounded and died the following day, univer-

sally mourned by his countrymen.
American history presents no more striking

character than Alexander Hamilton. He was
not popular, nor did he strive after popularity,

but after 100 years his name still holds a noble
eminence. He lived for the public good. Elo-

quent and refined, able and brilliant, the em-
bodiment of devotion, integrity and courage, he
has left as deep a mark upon our political insti-

tutions as any other statesman our country has
produced. Hamilton's works were published by
H. C. Lodge in nine volumes (1885-6). Con-
sult: Hamilton, 'History of the Republic of the

United States as Traced in the Writings of
Alexander Hamilton and His Contemporaries'
(4th ed. 1879) ; Morse. 'Life of .Alexander
Hamilton' (2 vols. 1876) ; Lodge, '.'Mexander
Hamilton' (1882). For his writings, etc., con-
sult 'Bibliothica Hamiltonia' (1886).

George Edwin Rines,
Editorial Staff 'Encyclopedia Americana?
Hamilton, Andrew, American lawyer: b.

Scotland about 1676; d. Philadelphia 4 Aug.
1741. His early career is unknown. He was
for a time called Trent, and it is not certain at

what period he took the name of Hamilton.
About 1697 he appeared in .\ccomac County,
Virginia, where he opened a classical school.

In 1716 he went to Philadelphia, the next year
became attorney-general of Pennsylvania. From
1721 to 1724 he w-as in the provincial council,

and in 1727 was elected from Bucks County
to the provincial assembly, continuing to hold
his seat, with a year's exception, until 1739, and
in 1729 was speaker. He is best known for his

gratuitous defense of John Peter Zenger, a New
York printer, who was charged with libel in
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poblidnng in a newsp^>er owned by him state-

ments regarding the interference bj' the gov-
ernor with the process of the law-courts. Ham-
iltcra's defense was based on the truth of the
statements in the alleged libeL He was success-
ful, was granted the freedom of Xew York,
and, having thereby secured a freer discussion
of public officers, was termed by Morris the
•day-star of the Revolution.* He became judge
of the vice-admirairr court of Pennsvlvania in

Hatnilton, Andiony, Cocxi, English cour-
tier, and man of letters : b. probably Roscrea,
Tipperary. Ireland, 1646; d. St. Germain-en-
Laye, France, 6 -\ug. 1720. He was descended
from a younger branch of the family of the
dukes of Hamilton in Scotland. His parents
were Catholics and Royalists, and removed to
France after the death of Charles I., and yoimg
Hamilton became domiciliated there. He, how-
ever, made frequent visits to England in the
reign of Charles IL His sister was married to
Count Grammont (q.v.). On the ruin of the
royal cause he accompanied James to France,
where he passed the rest of his life. Hamilton
is chiefly known as an author by his 'Memoirs
of Count Grammont,* a lively and spirited pro-
duction, exhibiting a free and. in the general
outline, a faithful delineation of the voluptuous
court of Charles IL It is an admirable chron-
icle of the frivolous life of the French and
English courts of that time. His other works
are 'Poems' and 'Fairy Tales.' which, as well
as the 'Memoirs.' are in French, and are really
masterpieces ci grace and sprightliness.

Hamilton, Edtrard John, .\merican edu-
cator: b. Belfast, Ireland, 29 Nov. iSjlj. He
was graduated at Hanover College, Indiana, in

1853, and at Princeton Theological Seminary
in 1858; was professor of mental philosophy at

Hanover College in 1868-79. and of philosophy
at Hamilton College, Clinton, X, Y., in 1883-91.
In 1895 he became professor of philosophy in
the State University of Washington. He is' the
author of what is known as 'Perceptionism' (a
system of metaphysical philosophy), and has
published 'A Xew .\nalvsis of Fundamental
Morals' (1870); 'The Human Mind' (iSSV> :

'The Modalist' (1883); 'The Perceptionalist
or Mental Science' ( 1899V

Hamilton, Frank Hastings, .\merican sur-
geon: b. Wilmington, Vt, 10 Sept. 1813; d. Xew
York 1 1 .^ug. 1886. He was graduated from the
medical department of the Universitj- of Penn-
syh-ania in 1833: in 1861 went to the war as
surgeon of the 31st Xew York volunteers, was
made brigade surgeon after the battle 01 Bull
Run, and surgeon of Gen. Keyes' corps in 1862.

A year later he became medical inspeaor of the
United States army. He was one of the found-
ers of Belle\-ue Hospital Medical College in

1861, and was professor of surgery there till he
resigned in 1875. Dr. Hamilton was associated
with Drs. .Agnew and Bliss in the care of Pres-
ident Garfield. He wrote on the principles and
practice of surgerj- three works, regarded as
standard on the subjects treated: 'T' -

Fractures and Dislocations' (i860):
Treatise on Military Surgery' (it- . _.,
'The Principles and Practice of Surgery'
(1872V

Hamilton, GaiL See Dodge, Maby Abigaii.

Hamilton, Gavin, Scottish painter: b.

Lanark. Scotland, 1730: d. Rome, Italy, 1797.

Sent when yery young to Rome, he there devoted
himself during the remainder of his life to

historic painting. One of his greatest works was
his 'Homer,' consisting of a series of pictures

representing scenes taken from the 'Iliad.' He
published in 1773 'Schola Picturx Italije.' com-
posed of a number of fine engra\-ing5 by Cunego.
making part of the collection of Piranesi ; he
there traces the diaereni styles from Leonardo
da Vind to the Carracds : all the drawings were
made by Hamilton, and this admirable collection

now forms one of the prindpal treasures in

the first libraries in Europe. He spent the lat-

ter part of his life in conducting archaeological

exca\-2t!Ons in various localities near Rome.

Hanultoii, Lord George Francis, English
poUtidan: b. Brighton 1&45. He was a Con-
servative member of ParUament for Middlesex
in 1868-85, for Ealing division in 1885-1902, in

1874-S was under-secretary of state for India,

and in 1878-S0 \-ice-president of cotmcil. In
1885-6. and again in 1886-92 he was first lord of
the admiralty, and from 1895 nntil his resigna-
tion in 1903 was secretary of state for India.

His naval reconstruction plan of 1S89 was the
most extensive of the land ever adopted by
Great Britain. As secretary for India he dis-

played great ability in dealmg with the numer-
ous difficulties which arose during his adminis-
tration-

Hamilton, James, American statesman: b.

Charleston, S. C. 8 May 1786: d. at sea 15 Xov.
1857. He was educated for the bar, but en-
tered the army and sened with credit as a
major in the Canadian campaign of 1812. At
the end of the war he resumed the practice
of law in Charleston. For several successive
years Hamilton was chosen mayor, or, as it was
then termed, intendant of Charleston. To his
vigilance and activity was chiefly due the de-
tection of a formidable conspiracy in 1822 among
the negro population, led by Denmark \'esey. a
free mulatto- from HaitL In the same year he
was elected to the State legislature, and was
also chosen a representative in Congress, of
which he soon beame a prominent and popular
member. He became noted for intense and ener-
getic opposition to the protective system and
favored direct taxation, regarding all indirect

processes for raising revenue as frauds upon the
people, and as disparaging to the popular intel-

lect, as well as popular morals. He quitted
Congress to become governor of South Caro-
lina in 1830. at a period when the State had
resolved upon nullifying the tariff laws of the
federal govenunent. On the settlement of this
question by Qay's compromise, Hamilton re-

tired from public life for a time. Later he be-
came interested in the cause of Texas, to which
he devoted his personal ser\-ices. and a large
portion of his private fortune. In 1841, whUe
Texas was an independent republic, he was
her minister to Elngland and France, where he
procured the recognition of her independence.
On the death of Calhoun in 1852, he was ap-
pointed his successor in the United States Sen-
ate, but dedined the office.

Hamilton, John Church, .\merican biog-
rapher and historian, son of .\lexander Hamil-
ton (q.v.): b. Philadelphia 1792; d. 1882.
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Besides editing his father's works (1851), he
wrote: 'Memoirs and Life of Alexander Hamil-
ton* (18^4-40): 'History of the Republic' (4th

ed. 1879) ; 'The Prairie Province* (1876),
sketches of travel.

Hamilton, John Taylor, American Mora-
vian clergyman : b. Antigua, W. I., 30 April

1859. He was graduated from the Mora\nan
Osllege, Bethlehem, Pa., in 1875, and from the

Moravian Theological Seminary there in 1877.

He was pastor of the Second Moravian Church
in Philadelphia, 1881-6, and has been a resident

professor at the Moravian College and Semi-
nar}' from the latter date. He has published
'History of the Moravian Church in the United
States' (1895); 'Historj' of the Moravian
Church during the i8th and 19th Centuries'

(1900); 'History of Moravian Missions' (1900).

Hamilton, John William, American Meth-
odist bishop : b. Wefton, \'a., 18 March 1845.

He was graduated from Mount Union Coflege
(Ohio) in 1865, .and from Boston Universitj' in

1871, was ordained an elder of the Methodist
Church in 1870. He was subsequently pastor
of various congregations, including that of the
People's Church, Boston, founded by him. In
1900 he was appointed bishop. He was cor-

responding secretary of the Freedmen's Aid
and Southern Education Society (1892-1900),
and has published 'Memorial of James Lee'

(1875) : 'Lives of the Methodist Bishops'

(1883): 'People's Church Pulpit' (1884); and
other works.

Hamilton, Kate Waterman, American nov-
elist : b. Schenectady. X. V.. 12 Xov. 1841.

Since 1870 she has lived in Bloomington, III.

She is the author of 'We Three' : 'Vagabond
and Victor' (1879) ; 'Rachel's Share of the
Road' (1882); 'Tangles and Comers' (1882);
'The King's Seal' (1887): 'The Parson's
Proxy' (1896) : 'The Kinkaid Venture' (1900) ;

'How Donald Kept Faith' (1900) ; etc.

Hamilton, Patrick, Scottish reformer and
martyr: b. probably Glasgow about 1504; d. St.

Andrews 29 Feb. 1528. Adopting during a short
residence on the Continent, the principles of
the Reformation, when he settled at St. An-
drews in 1523 he naturally cherished his new
convictions, and in 1526 announced them with a
decision that attracted the notice of Archbishop
Beaton, who proceeded to have him formally
summoned, and put on his trial. Hamilton had
meanwhile fled to Germany, where an intimacy
formed with Luther and Melanchthon deepened
his convictions, and after an absence of six

months he returned to Scotland. He openly
preached in the neighborhood of Linlithgow,
and Beaton, under pretense of a friendly con-
ference, contrived to allure him to St. Andrews
in Januar}-, 1528. The early stages of the con-
ference were marked by a conciliator)' spirit, but
he was led into damaging avowals of opinion,
and the result of his trial, on the last day of
Februarj-, was that he was convicted of divers
heresies, and delivered over for punishment to
the secular power, by which he was condemned
the same day. In the afternoon he was hurried
to tlie stake in front of the gate of St. Salvador's
College, his martj-rdom, in the 24th year of his

age, having done more to extend the principles

of the Reformation in Scotland than his life

could have done.

Hamilton, Schuyler, .American soldier: b.

New York 25 July 1822; d. there 18 March 1903.

He was a son of J. C. Hamilton (q.v.) an^ a
grandson of .-Mexander Hamilton (q.v.). He
was graduated from West Point in 1841 and
served in the Mexican War and in the Civil

War also, becoming a major-general of volim-
teers in 1862. He was subsequently hydro-
graphic engineer to the department of docks.
In 1854 he published 'A Historj- of the .\meri-

can Flag' and in 1877 'Our National Flag, the
Stars and Stripes, its History in a Century,' de-

livered as an address before the New York
Historical Societ>' in June of that year.

Hamilton, Sir William, Scottish meta-
physician; b. Glasgow 8 March 1788; d. Edin-
burgh 6 May 1856. Having studied with dis-

tinction at Glasgow^, in 1807 he entered Balliol

College, Oxford, where he gained first-class

honors, and in 1813 he was admitted to the
Scottish bar. His taste lay in a different direc-

tion, and while he dili.sently applied himself to

almost eveo' branch of literature, mental phi-

losoph)' became his favorite studj'. In 1820 he
became a candidate for the chair of moral phi-

losophy in Edinburgh, rendered vacant by the
death of Thomas Brown, but was defeated by
Professor John Wilson. He was appointed pro-
fessor of universal historj- in the Universitj' of
Edinburgh in 1821, and in 1826 became a con-
tributor to the 'Edinburgh Review,' and en-
riched it with a series of articles afterivard pub-
lished in collected form, with large additions,

as 'Discussions on Philosophj' and Literature,

Education, and Universitj' Reform.' Of these
the most celebrated was his 'Critique of Cou-
sin's Cours de Philosophic,' in which was devel-

oped that philosopher's doctrine of the uncon-
ditioned. !NIanj- of these contributions were
translated into the leading European languages,
and attracted much attention from continental

speculators in philosophy. In 1836 he became a
candidate for an Edinburgh professorship, and
succeeded in gaining the chair— which of all

men Ii\-ing he was perhaps the best fitted to
adorn— of logic and metaphj-sics. His zeal and
abilitj' in discharging its duties were rewarded
by the number of ardent students whom he
gathered around him. The fame of the Scottish

school of metaphjsicians, which had begun to
wane, was graduallj' re-established : and his in-

fluence would have been felt to even a higher
degree had he not been struck with paralj'sis

in 1844. from which he never recovered so far

as to undertake the full duties of his position.

His mind, however, retained its \-igor, and he
endeavored to carrj' out literarj' designs he had
previouslj- formed. In 1846 he published an
annotated edition of the works of "Thomas Reid.
and in 1854 the commencement of a similar edi-

tion of the works of Dugald Stewart. His lec-

tures were publi.shed in 1859-61, under the edi-
torship of Mansel and Veitch. His views are
chiefly expounded in the 'Discussions' and in the
'Dissertations' appended to his edition of Reid,
and are attacked in Mill's 'Examination.' See
Veitch, 'Memoir of Hamilton' (1S69); 'Ham-
ilton: the Man and his Philosophy' (1883);
Seth, 'Scottish Philosophy' (i890>.

Hamilton, Sir William Rowan, Irish math-
ematician : b. Dublin 3 Aug. 1805 : d. there :<

Sept. 1865. He knew Greek and Latin when
onlj' 6, and before he had completed his I4tb
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year had mzue himself acquainted with 13 lan-

g-.iages, among which were Arabic, Persian,
Hindustani, Sanskrit, and S\Tiac ^\'hen 10

years old he began the study of mathematics,
and at 17 presented a paper to Brinkley, the
Irish astronomer-ro\-al, which exhibited such a
profound knowledge of mathematics, that the lat-

ter declared the author of it to be already the
first mathematician of his ag^ In 1&27, the

chair of astronomy in Trinity College, as well

as the post of astronomer-ro\-al, becoming va-
cant, Hamilton obtained both appointments,
though then only in his 23d year. His life

henceforth was exclusively devoted to abstruse

studies. He was knighted in 1S35; in 1837
was elected president of the Royal Irish Acad-
emy, and was an honorary" or corresponding
member of the principal scientific academies of
Europe and America. In 1828 his 'Theorj- of
Systems of Rays' was published. In this his

celebrated prediction, on theoretical grounds,
of the existence of conical refraction of a ray
of light was given to the world. Reasoning on
the properties of light he came to the conclu-

sion that under certain circumstances a ray,

instead of being refracted in the ordinarj- way,
should split up into a cone of rays: a phenome-
non afterward proved experimentally by Lloyd
to take place under proper conditions. In 1834
his 'General Method in D>-namics' was pub-
lished. In this work and that on 'Systems of
Rays' the whole of any d>-namical problem is

made to depend on a single function and its

differential coefficients. Another important
treatise of his is 'Algebra looked on as the
Science of Pure Time.* He published also
' Memoirs on Discontinuous Functions, or Equa-
tions of the Fifth Degree, etc' But the foun-
dation on which his fame most securely rests

is the discoven.- or invention of the calmlus of
quaternions, an instrument of extraordinary'

power in the solution of intricate problems in

mathematics and physics. His 'Lectures on
Q-.'.atemions' appeared in 1853, and in 1866 a
posthumous work on the same subject entitled

'Elements of Quaternions.' See Life of Sir

William Rowan Hamilton.' by Graves (1883-9),

with an Addendum (1892).

Hamilton, Bermuda, a seaport town, the

capital of the Islands on Great Bermuda. Long,
or Hamilton Island. It has a fir.e landlocked
harbor. Founded in 1790. Pop. (ipoi'i 2.246.

Hamilton, X. Y., a village of Madison
rountN'. 29 miles southwest of Utica. on the

New York. O. & W. R.R. It is the s^eat of

Colgate Universitj- (q.v.). It is in a good agri-

cultural region, contains a lumber >-ard and can-

nine factory, and has a stone quarry, from
which the stone for the construction of most of

the Universit>- has been taken. Hamilton was
frst settled in 1792. was separated from the

township of Paris in 1795. and named in honor
of .Alexander Hamilton: the village was incor-

porated 12 .^pril 1816; in 1895 a fire destroyed

the business portion of the town, in which the

village records were lost. Later in the same
year, waterworks and an electric lighting plant

were e^tahli'shed. which are owned and oper-

ated hv the town. In 1903 a free h'brar\'. was
opened hy the Lihrarj- Association, and it is in-

fended to make it a public library supiMirted by
the village corporation. (Pop. 1900') 1.627.

Hamilton. Ohio. cit>-. county-seat of But-

ler Countv': on th^ Great Miami River, the Mi-

ami & Erie Canal, the Pittsburg, C, C. & St L.,

and the Cincinnati, H. & D. R.R.'s ; about 15
miles north of Cincinnati, and ^ miles south-
west of Da\-ton. Gen. Arthur Saint Clair es-

tablished here a fort, in 1791, and called it Fort
Hamilton, in honor of Alexander Hamilton. It

was incorporated as a town in 1810. The ex-
cellent water-power has been of great ad\-an-

tage in the developement of the cit>-. as manu-
facturing is its chief industni-, although it is

located in an agricultural section. The canal
has also contributed to the water-power avail-

able for manufacturing purposes. Its chief man-
ufactures are paper, flour, beer, woolen goods,
agricultural implements, machinery, tools, and
iron. The trade is in the manufactured articles

and in tobacco, hay, grain, and vegetables. The
government is vested in a mayor, who holds
office three years, and a board of control com-
posed of five members, each one of whom is the
head of a department of the city's government
They are elected for five years. The city owns
and operates the electric light plant, the water-
works, and the gas plant Pop. (1900) 23.914.

Hamilton, Ont, Canada, city and capital of
Wentworth Count>-, situated on the shores of
Burlington Bay at the western extremity of
Lake Ontario, 40 miles from Toronto, 42 miles
from Niagara Falls, and 70 miles northwest of
Buffalo. It was laid out and settled in 1S13 by
G. Hamilton, and is built on a plateau of
slightly elevated ground extending around the
front of a hilly range from Niagara Falls.

Hamilton is connected with a large system of
Canadian and American Railways,— the Cana-
dian Pacific, Grand Trunk. Toronto. Hamilton &
Buffalo, the Michigan Central, the New York
Central, and the Lehigh Valley and Wabash
Railways. Hamilton's geographical position at

the head of Lake Ontario affords the best ship-
ping facilities to the Northwest Provinces and
European markets by water, while her railway
facilities are not excelled by any city in the
Dominion. She has also become a centre of
a complete electric railway system. There are
19 miles of street railway, no "miles of streets,

60 miles of sewers, and 465 street electric lights.

Hamilton is the chief manufacturing cit\- in

Canada and is in the centre of a fine fruit-

growing district It manufactures ver>- largely,

seme of the chief industries being agricultural
implements, air brakes, and electrical supplies,

belting, boots and shoes, carriages, cigars, to-
bacco, clothing, drugs, elevators, emen.- wheels,
engine packing, fertilizers, files, fireworks, fur-
naces, gasoline engines, harness, glv.e. mats,
paints, potter)-, soaps, spices, silverware, nails,

wine, vinegar, mattresses, wringers, washing
machines, and musical instruments. It has 2
cathedrals. 62 Protestant churches. 7 Roman
Catholic churches, 15 banks. 18 public schools,

7 separate schools, 2 art schools, 2 convents,
a public librar>-, 26 charitable institutions,

4 hospitals. 2 incline railwa\-s. 4 theatres,

a large insane asylum. 7 parks, a wireless
telegraph station, 200 groceries. 5 bands. 2
sewage disposal works. 3 reser\-oirs. capacity
(main'* 11.000.000 gallons: 50 social and ath-
Ittic clubs, about 200 national and secret so-
cieties. TOO hotels and 3 daily papers. Pop.
(1904) 60.000.

T. C.\STELi Hopkins.
Editor 'The Canadian .-Innual Review of

Public Affairs.*
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Hamilton College, an institution located at

Clinton, Oneida County, N. Y. ; founded by
Samuel Kirkland, a Congregational mission-
ary, in 170.^. as an academy for both white and
Indian children. The school was not opened
until 1797, allliough Gen. Frederick William
Steuben laid tlie cornerstone in 1794. Lack of
funds prevented the completion sooner, and to

the untiring efforts of its founder was due, in a
great measure, the success of the undertaking.
It was first called Hamilton Oneida Academy,
so named in honor of one of its trustees, who
was also a benefactor. In 1812 it was chartered
bv the University of the State of New York
as Hamilton College. The school has grown
steadily in facilities, keeping well abreast of the
times. Two courses are offered : the Latin-
Scientific and the Classical. It has fine scientific

collections, an astronotnical observatory, and
well-equipped laboratories. The college has at

its disposal I fellowship, 55 scholarships, 4 prize
scholarships Cyiclding $200 each), and a num-
ber of valuable prizes. The campus, nearly 100
acres, lias many notable improvements, gifts

from graduates. In 1906-7 there were connected
with the school 20 professors and instructors.
and 181 students. The library contained about
47.000 volumes. Oren Root.

Late Registrar.

Hamilton Inlet, Labrador, the estuary of
the Hamilton or Grand River. It is 150 miles
long and has a maximum width of 30 miles.

On its north shore is Rigolet, a Hudson's Bay
Company trading-post.

Hamilton, Mount. See Lick Observatory.

Hamilton Series, a series of rocks, includ-
ing the Hamilton and Marcellus stages and con-
stituting the Middle Devonian. The name is

from the town of Hamilton, 29 miles south of
Utica, N. Y., where the series is typically de-
veloped. It consists there of shales and sand-
stones with a few beds of limestones, the most
prominent being the topmost member of the
scries. The Hamilton like the other Devonian
formations, was laid down along the .Atlantic

shores of what was then the American continent
and in a great interior sea. sedimentation being
heaviest in a northeast gulf of this sea. The
sea extended from eastern New York to west-
ern Iowa. In the west the series is largely
calcareous. The series is about 1,500 feet thick
in eastern New York and reaches a maximum
of 2.000 to 5.000 in Monroe County. Pa. It

rapidly thins westward, and the south end of
Lake Huron is only 20 to 50 feet thick. At the
falls of the Ohio above Louisville, the series
is represented by 20 feet of hydraulic limestone.
The rocks forming the high cliffs along the
Delaware River south of Port Jervis, Pa., are
of Hamilton .'\ge. Outside of the interior basin
rocks of Hamilton .\ge have been determined in

the Gaspe region of Canada, where they reach
a thickness of 7,040 feet. In the Eureka district,

Nevada, is a great but undetermined thickness
of Hamilton limestone, and in the Mackenzie
River valley in Northwest Territory is a deposit
of fully 500 feet of fossiliferous limestone, partly
at least of Hamilton Age. See Devonian
Period; Den'oniax System and Equiset.?;.

Hamilton Stage, the upper division of the
Hamilton series of rocks, consists chiefly of
shaly sandstone and fine shales with a few thin

seams of limestone. In Ulster, Albany, and
Green counties, N. Y., the thick-bedded shales
are known as North River flagstone, and are
quarried on the Hudson River near Kingston,
Saugerties, and Coxsackie. Some of the thicker
layers of these flagstones are known as blue-
stone.

Hamites, ham'its (descendants of Ham),
the name given to several races in North Africa,
who are regarded as of kindred origin and speak
allied tongues. They include the ancient Egyp-
tians and their modern descendants, the Copts,
the Berbers. Tuaregs. Kabyles, the Gallas, Fala-
shas, Somali, Dankali. etc.

Hamlet, the hero of Shakespeare's most
famous tragedy, a personage who appears in
history, yet is half mythological, but has been
transformed by the genius of the English poet
into one of the most dominating figures of
literature. It is allowed that Shakespeare's
Hamlet was suggested by the Hamleth, or Am-
leth, of Saxo Grammaticus. The latter's 'His-
tory of Denmark' had been published in Paris
(15 14). Franijois de Belleforcst included the
tale of Hamlet in his 'Tragic Histories' (1570),
an Englisli translation of which appeared in
1608. Shakespeare's drama was written earlier
than this last date and must have derived its

plot eitlier from de Belleforest's work, or a
translation executed before the end of the i6th
century, unless the poet, who, we know, was
a great reader of histories, took the incident
direct from Saxo Grammaticus. According to

the Danish historian Hamleth was Prince of
Jutland; his father, the King of Jutland, had
been murdered by his own brother Fengo, who
took the throne and queen of the dead man.
Hamletli feigned madness to save liis own life.

He stabbed one of Fengo's courtiers sent to
spy upon him. and had for this purpose con-
cealed liimself under a truss of straw. He re-

proached his mother with her shameful second
marriage to such effect that she promised to
lielp Iiim in avenging his father hv putting Fengo
to death ; a promise which she kept.

Hamlet Case, the designation of the first

recorded action in 1850 under the Fugitive
Slave Law (q.v.) of that year. It is named
after Hamlet, a free negro with a family, who
was surrendered after a cursory examination,
as a fugitive slave of Mary Brown of Balti-

more. He had been arrested by a deputy United
States marshal in New York, and the whole
circumstances of the case so aroused public

opinion that Hamlet was finally redeemed.

Ham'ley, Sir Edward Bruce, English gen-
eral : b. Bodmin, Cornwall. 27 April 1824: d.

London 12 Aug. 189,3. Entering tlie army in

1843, he served through the Crimean war. was
professor of military history at Sandhurst
1858-64, and commandant there 1870-77 ; and
division commander in the Egyptian war of
18S2. His 'Operations of War' (1866) is a

recognized text-book for military examinations.
Among his other publications are: 'The Story
of the Campaign' (1855), a narrative of the
Crimean War; 'Wellington's Career' (i860);
'Voltaire' (1877); 'The War in the Crimea>
(1800). He was also the author of a popular
novel. 'Lady Lee's Widowhood.' and the ad-
mirable sketch entitled 'Shakespeare's Funeral.'
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Hamlin, Alfred Dwight Foster, American
architect : b. Constantinople, Turkej-, 5 Sept.

1855. He is a son of Cjtus Hamlin (.q.v.). He
was graduated from Amherst in 1875, studied
architecture in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technolog>- in 1S76-7 and at the Beaux Arts of

Paris in 1878-81, and in l88j became special

assistant in Columbia University. In 1889 he
became assistant professor of architecture at

Columbia, and in 1891 adjunct professor. His
published works include: "A Historj' of .Archi-

tecture* (1896); and a 'Handbook of the

History of Ornament.'

Hamlin, Augustus Choate, American sur-

geon : b. Columbia. Maine, 28 Aug. 1829 : d.

Bangor. Me., 19 Nov. 1905. He was graduated
from Bowdoin in 1851. from the Harvard Medical
School in 1855, was appointed assistant surgeon
to the 2d Maine infantry in 1861. and from 1863
until mustered out in 1S65. lieutenant-colonel and
medical inspector. United States army. Subse-
quent to the War he practised in Bangor, of

which he was twice mayor, and in 1882-6 was
surgeon-general of Maine. .Among his works
are: 'Martyria' (1866): 'The Tourmaline' (1873):
'Leisure Hours among the Gems* (1884): and
treatises on 'Transfusion' (1868) ; 'Tetanus'
(1868); and 'The Transmission of Disease'

(1870).

Hamlin, Cyrus, -American missionary: b.

Waterford. Maine. 5 Jan. 181 1 : d. 8 .Aug. 1900.

He was graduated from Bowdoin College in

1834 and from Bangor Theological Seminary- in

1837; and was missionary of the American
Board of Missions in Turkey 1837-59. From
i860 to 1876 he was president of Robert College,

established after long controversy with the Turk-
ish government. In this position he did much
in molding the character of modern Bulgarian
leaders, and producing autonomy for Bulgaria.

Returning to the United States in 1877 he
became a professor in the Theological Seminary
in Bangor; and was president of Middlebury
College, Vermont. 1880-5. Some of his works
are in the Armenian language; those in English
include '.Among the Turks' (1877): and 'My
Life and Times' (1893).

Hamlin, Hannibal, .American statesman: b.

Paris Hill, O.xford County. Maine, 27 Aug.
1809; d. Bangor. Maine, 4 July 1891. Though
prepared for college, he did not enter, but be-

came the editor of 'The Jeffersonian.' a weekly
of Paris, Maine : studied law, was admitted to

the bar in 1833, and began practice at Hampden,
Maine. He was active in Democratic politics,

was elected to the lower branch of the State

legislature in 1835, served by re-election until

1840, and was speaker in 1837, 1839, and 1840.

Nominated for Congress in 1840. he was defeated

by the Whig candidate, but in 1842 was elected,

and in 1844 re-elected. Chosen to the Senate in

1848 to fill a vacancy, he was again elected in

1851, but in 1856 resigned his seat to accept the

governorship of Maine, to which he had been

elected as a Republican. In less than a month,
however, he re-entered the Senate for a full term.

In i860 he was elected vice-president on the

ticket with Lincoln, and in 1861-5 was president

of the Senate. He was thereafter successively

collector of the port of Boston (1865-6), United
States senator (1869-81), and minister to Spain

(1881-3). Hamlin's separation from his party

was due to his strong anti-slavery convictions.

During the absence from the House of David
Wilmot. he introduced the bill now known as the

"Wilmot proviso," and obtained its passage in

the House by 115 to 106. As vice-president he
was a highly valued counsellor of Lincoln. Con-
sult : C. E. Hamlin, 'Life and Times of Hanni-
bal Hamlin' (1890).

Ham'line, Leonidas Lent, .American Meth-
odist bishop: b. Burlington, Conn., 10 May 1797;
d. Mount Pleasant, Iowa, 23 March 1865. He
was educated for the ministry, but afterward
studied law, was admitted to the bar at Lancas-
ter, Ohio, was licensed to preach by the Metho-
dist Church, and was a traveling minister in the

Ohio conference. When in 1844 the Methodist
Church divided on the slavery question, he was
one of the members of the general conference,

and drafted the plan for the separation of the

northern and southern branches. He was a
bishop from 1844 to 1852, when he was retired at

his own request. His 'Works' were edited by
F. G. Hibbard (1S69). Hamline University of
Minnesota (q.v.) was named in his honor.

Hamline University, a coeducational in-

stitution at Hamline. Minn., between Minneapolis
and Saint Paul. The school was established,

under the auspices of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, at Redwig, Minn., but it was closed in

1869. In 1880 it was reopened at Hamline. In

1903 there were connected with the school 21

professors and instructors in the college of lib-

eral arts and 50 in the medical department. In
the preparatory school there were about 125

students, in the college of liberal arts about 210,

and in the medical department 161 students.

There were 6.500 volumes in the library, and the

endowment was $200,000.

Hammer, a tool for driving nails or
wedges and for beating malleable materials.

(See M.\LLET.) There are hand hammers, steam
hammers and electric hammers. The ordinary
hammer of to-day is essentially an American
product Exactly when the hammer came into

use is not told in history, but it is certain that

some rude form of the instrument must have
been used in the earliest days of handicraft. Of
the hammers made in .America to-day there is no
end. There is the little tack hammer which
weighs only a few ounces, and is indispensable
in house, store or factory. Then there is the
twenty and thirty ton hammer, driven by steam
and used for making immense forgings. The
numberless effects which are due to its remark-
able force of impact have made the hammer a
necessity in all trades. Immense manufactories,
employing thousands of men, are grinding year
in and year out making hammers, while ten
times as many wholesale houses are busy putting
the product on the market. The industry has
advanced to such a stage that many general hard-
ware firms in the United States have thrown out
the hammer, leaving it to the houses that deal
in tools exchisively.

Hammers are made in a variety of shapes,
the most in demand being the claw hammer.
This and the shoemaker's hammer have retained
their shapes for hundreds of years. One gold
beating firm relies on them entirely. The sheets

or leaves of gold are hammered to such exceed-
ing thinness that two hundred and fifty thousand
are required to make up the thickness of an inch.
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Another odd product of the hammer factory is

the butcher's hammer, used for killing cattle. It

is capable when properly wielded of carrying

a very heavy blow. Then there are the stone-

cutter's hammer, the carpet layer's hammer, the

wood carver's mallet and the plumber's odd im-

plement. All of these have a good sale in the

markets of the world, because they possess a

"something" which users cannot find duplicated

in the output of other countries.

The modem hammer is made to fit every
requirement of a driving tool. One individual

of the family, the magnet hammer, has a load-

stone in its head, and every little tack jumps at

it. The magnet hammer is very useful where
canvas is being tacked on the walls. It saves

the user the trouble of holding the tack and
taking chances at smashing his fingers. The
magnet hammer is much in use in tacking tin

signs on trees. It is necessary to secure the

advertisement at a height beyond the reach of
the small boy and the magnet hammer answers
the requirement. A clip on the side holds the

card or sheet of tin while the tack is retained in

position by the magnetized head. One firm blow
drives the tack through the tin into the fence or
tree trunk and secures the sign. A great variety

of power hammers are used. These, for the most
part, are masses of iron raised by steam or elec-

tricity, and then allowed to fall by their own
gravity on the work. The "helve" or "shin-

gling" hammer, used for compressing the mass
of iron drawn from the puddling-furnace, and
the *tilt" hammer, used in the manufacture of
shear-steel, are important examples of such ham-
mers. The first is a heavy bar of cast iron about
ID feet long, weighing 3 or 4 tons or more, to

which is attached a head of wrought iron faced
with steel, weighing nearly half a ton additional.

It works on an axis at the end of the bar
farthest from the head, and is raised by cams
attached to a heavy wheel set in motion by
steam or water power. These cams strike or
"lick" a projection extending beyond the head,
and thus raise it about 18 or 20 inches at the

rate of 70 to 100 times per minute. The tilt ham-
mer is similar, but much lighter, and is adapted
for striking more than 300 blows per minute.

Hammer-head Sharks, sharks of the genus
Zygwna, in which the head is produced on either

side into a broad lobe, so that the whole has
somewhat the appearance of a double-headed
hammer ; the eyes on the outer ends of the lobes.

Five species are known, two of which (Z.
tiburo and Z. malleus) occur in the warm
American seas, and the latter reaches a length
of 15 feet or more.

Hammer-toe, a deformity most frequently
affecting the second toe, in which the first bone
is sharply extended or pulled back and the other
two are flexed at a right angle with the first.

It is usually due to the long continued pressure
of short shoes, particularly in early life. Ampu-
tation of the toe may be necessao' in severe
cases, as the discomfort becomes unbearable.

Hammer-Purgstall, Joseph, yo'zef ham'-
mer-poorg'stal, Freiherr von, .'Austrian Orien-
talist: b. Gratz, Styria, 9 June 1774; d. Vienna
24 Nov. 1856. In 1799 he accompanied as in-
terpreter to Constantinople the internuncio
Freiherr von Herbert, who afterward entrusted

him with a mission to Egypt, where he collected
various antiquities and manuscripts for the Im-
perial Library. In 1810, on the occasion of the
marriage of Napoleon with Maria Louisa of
Austria, he accompanied the latter to Paris,
where he became intimate with Sylvestre de
Sacy and other Orientalists. In 1817 he was
appointed imperial councillor at the court of
Austria, where he also held the post of inter-
preter. In 1835 he received the title of Freiherr.
-Among his numerous literary works may be
mentioned: 'Constitution and Administration of
the Ottoman Empire' (1815-16) ; 'Constanti-
nople and the Bosporus* (1821) ; 'History of
the Ottoman Empire' (1835-6) ; 'History of the
Assassins' ; 'History of the Golden Horde
in the Kiptshak' ; 'History of the Ilkhans'

;

'History of Persian Eloquence' ; 'History of
Turkish Poetry' (1836-8) ; 'History of Arabic
Literature' (1850-7); besides numerous trans-
lations from Oriental authors, and contributions
to various periodicals.

Hammock, from the Spanish, hamaca, or-
iginally used in Peru to denote a couch or bed of
canvas or grass-netting, suspended from the
branches of a tree. A sailor's hammock, com-
mon on ship-board, is generally made of hempen
cloth or cotton canvas, six feet long and about
three feet in width. It is gathered together at
each end by means of a cord and a clew, and
fastened to hooks in the ceiling of the cabin or
deck. On a ship-of-war hammocks are hung
about three feet apart and in the morning are
taken down and stowed away in the hammock
netting. The man-of-warsmen use the hammocks
for their clothing and bedding during the day
time. In former times when a warship entered
battle the hammocks were taken on deck to form
a barricade against musket balls. In recent
times the hammock has become very popular for
domestic use, especially in the United States,
being hung on verandas and balconies and
under the trees on the lawns of private estates
during the summer months. These hammocks
for home use are made of various materials, but
usually of cotton card or manila hemp. They
are dyed in bright colors and are made very
attractive and picturesque.

Ham'mond, Edward Payson, American
evangelist : b. Ellington, Conn., i Sept. 1831. He
was graduated at Williams College in 1858;
studied theology at Union Seminary, New York,
and afterward at the Free Church Seminary,
Scotland. He was ordained to the Presbyterian
mini,stry in 1862, and was long prominent as an
evangelist in Great Britain and the United
States. He wrote: 'Children and Jesus' ; 'Jesus
the Way' : 'Golden Gleanings' : 'Early Conver-
sion' : etc.

Hammond, Henry, English prelate: b.

Chertsey, Surrey, England, 18 Aug. 1605 ; d.

Westwood, Worcestershire, 25 April 1660. He
was educated at Eton and Oxford, took orders
in 1620, and in 1633 was rector of Penshurst in

Kent, in 1643 archdeacon of Chichester. He
was an adherent of Charles I., and took part
in the unsuccessful rising of Tonbridge. He
served as chaplain to the king 1645-7, and was
in 1648 made sub-dean of Christ (jhurch. In
1649 he removed to Westwood. Among his

works are: 'A Practical Catechism' (1644);
'Paraphrase and .Annotations upon the New
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T ."Stqiren." (1653). His 'Miscellaneous Theo-
logical Works' were published at Oxford, to-
geihtr witn the 'Life' bv Fell (1847-50, 3
vols.).

Haiiunond, James Henry, American politi-

cian : b. Neviberr}-, S. C, 15 Xov. 1807; d. Beach
Island, S. C, 13 Nov. 1864. He studied law,
was admitted to the bar in 1828, and in 1830
became the editor of a pohtical journal in

Columbia, which maintained the doctrine of
state rights and advocated nullification in

respect to the tariff act of Congress. He entered
zealously into the nullification contest which
then divided the State, and took an active part
in organizing the militarj- force which South
Carolina raised in 1833 to resist the Federal
government. He was elected to Congress, and
took his seat in 1835, but declined a re-election

on account of ill health. In 1841 he was elected

general of brigade, and in 1842 governor of
South Carolina. While governor he published
in 1844 a letter to the Free Church of Glasgow
on slaverj' in the United States, and in 1845 two
others in reply to an anti-slaven,- circular issued
by Thomas Clarkson, the English abolitionist.

These, in connection with other essays on the

same subject, were published in 1853, in a vol-

ume entitled 'The Pro-Slaver\- Argument' In
November 1857 he was elected to the United
States Senate, remaining theie till i860.

Hammond, John Hays, American mining
engineer : b. San Francisco, 31 March 1855. He
was graduated from the Sheffield Scientific

School of Yale in 1876, studied at the Royal
School of Mines, Freiburg. Saxony, and became
an expert on the United States Geological Sur-
vey and mineral census, with the dui>' of ex-
amining gold mines in California. In 1882 he
was appointed superintendent of silver mines in

Sonora, Mexico, but later was again in Cali-
fornia as consulting engineer at mines in Grass
Valley, and as consulting engineer to the Union
Iron Works at San Francisco, and to the
Southern and Central Pacific railway companies.
In the capacit)' of consulting engineer he visited

many portions of North and South America and
Mexico. In 1893 he went to South Africa as
consulting engineer to the mining companies
operated there by Bamato Bros, of London. He
was associated with Cecil Rhodes in the Iatter"s

numerous mining interests, and consulting en-
gineer to the Randsfontein Estates Gold Mining
Co., the British South .\frican Co. (chartered),
and the Consolidated Gold Fields Co. He was
one of the four leaders in the reform movement
in the Transvaal and for his connection with
the well-known Jameson raid, with which, how-
ever, he did not sympathize, was sentenced to

death by the Boers. This sentence was later

commuted to 15 years' imprisonment, and then
to the payment of a fine of Si 25.000. He resides

in New York, with offices there and in London,
and is general manager and consulting engineer
of the Guggenheim Exploration Co.. one of the

largest mining companies in the world. His
reputation as a mining expert is world wide.

Hammond, Samuel, .American soldier: b.

Richmond County. \a.. 21 Sept. 1757: d. Horse
Creek, near Augusta. Ga., II Sept. 1842. His
impulses led him, while a mere boy, to volun-
teer in the wars of the Virginia frontier with
the Indians, where he is said to have grreatly

distinguished himself, and to have acquired that
skill in stratagem which marked his subsequent
militarj- performances. In 1775 he laised a com-
pany, and took part in the battle ot Longbridge;
and in 1779 he was at the battle of Stono Ferr>-,

S. C. After the fall of Charleston he kept the
field with a small cavalry force, pursuing the
active partisan warfare which alone maintained
the revolutionar)- cause in South Carolina. He
subsequently settled in Georgia ; in 1802 was
elected to Congress from Georgia ; in 1805 was
appointed by Jefferson to the civil and militarj-

command of upper Louisiana ; and in 1824 re-

moved to South Carolina, where he became
surveyor-general of the State in 1827, and secre-

tary- of state in 1831.

Heimmond, William Alexander, American
surgeon: b. Annapolis, Md., 28 Aug. 1828: d.

W'ashington, D. C, 5 Jan. 1900. He was gradu-
ated from the Universitj- of the Cip- of New
York in 1848: and entering the United States
army in 1849 as assistant surgeon, became sur-
geon-general in April 1862. After the Civil
War he practised his profession in New York
for some years and in his later life took to
writing fiction. Among his publications are in-

cluded : 'Military Hygiene' (1863); 'Sleep and
Its Nervous Derangements' (1869); 'Diseases
of the Ner\-ous System' (1871); 'Neurological
Contributions' ; etc.. and the novels. 'Robert
Seveme' ; 'A Strong-Minded Woman' ; 'A Son
of Perdition'; 'Doctor Grattan' (1884); 'Mr.
Oldmixon' : etc.

Hammond, Ind., city in Lake County; on
the Grand Calumet River, on the Baltimore & O.,
the Erie and the Michigan Central, and other
R.R-'s ; about 19 miles southeast of Chicago. It

was settled in 1869 and incorporated in 1883.
It is situated in an agricultural region, and its

railroad facilities make it of considerable com-
mercial importance. It has a number of manu-
factories, the principal of which are chemical
works, steel-spring, starch, glue, carriage, nail,
and flour-mills. It has a large distillery, a
slaughtering and meat-packing plant, brick-yards,
tanneries, and foundries. The citj- owns and
operates the waterworks. The government is

under the charter of 1883. The officers are a
mayor, who holds office for four years, a city
council, and administrative officials elected by
the city council. The industri.il growth of Ham-
mond has been rapid, and the population has
more than doubled in the last decade. Pop.
(1890) 5.428: (1900) 12,376.

Ham'mondsport, N. Y., town in Steuben
County, on the Erie, and the New York, O. &
W. R.R.'s : about 55 miles southeast of Rochester
and 50 miles southwest of .Auburn. The town
is in a fertile agricultural section, noted espe-
cially for the large number of vineyards. The
chief manufactures are wine, fruit-boxes, flour,

cigars, barrels, wire hoods, and baskets. Ham-
mondsport has a large trade in wine, and in

grapes and other fruits. It contains a high
school, and several other good public buildings.
Pop. 1 .230.

Ham'monton, N. J., town in Atlantic
Counn- : on the Philadelphia & R. and the Cam-
den & A. R.R.'s; about 27 miles southeast of
Camden and 28 miles northwest of .\tlantic City.

It is situated in a region noted for its rich farms
and abundance of fruit. The chief manufactures
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are shoes and cigars ; but it is the trade centre
for the northeastern part of the county, and
from Hammonton a large amount of small fruits

are shipped to New York and other cities. Pop.
(1900) 3481.

Hammurabi, ham-moo-ra'be, The Code of,

a recently discovered code, instituted by Ham-
murabi, king of Babylon, about 2200 b.l. The
code is a thousand years older than the Mosaic
age; older than the laws of either Manu, or
Moses. It is engraved on a pillar of black
diorite, eight feet high, which was finally un-
earthed, January 1902, in the acropolis mound at

Susa. The obverse of the column is surmounted
by a bas-relief which represents the god Bel, the
lawgiver, before whom the king stands to
receive the law. The inscription which covers
this stately monolith is the longest Babylonian
record ever discovered. It contained originally
about three thousand lines of writing, divided
into forty-nine columns : but five columns on the
front have been erased by some Elamite king,
probably Sutruk Naknunti, who served the stele
of Naram-Sin in a similar manner. The writing
is a very beautiful t\-pe of the best archaic script,

a kind of black-letter cuneiform, long used by
kings for Toya.\ inscriptions. The code is divided
into about 280 clauses, and opens with the words,
"Law and justice I established in the land, I

made happy the human race in those days."
Character of the Code.— The code shows a

most careful and systematic order, beginning
with witchcraft, which connects it with a reli-

gious code : it passes through all grades of social
and domestic life, ending with a scale of official

wages for all classes of workmen, even the low-
est in the scale. Hammurabi's laws of witch-
craft preserve the "ordeal of water."

"If a man has placed an enchantment upon a
man, and has not justified himself, he upon
whom the enchantment is placed to the Holy
River (Euphrates) shall go; into the Holy River
he shall plunge. If the Holy River holds
(drowns) him he who enchanted him shall take
his house. If on the contrary, the man is safe
and thus is innocent, the wizard loses his life

and his house."
The same ordeal was applied to a wife for

unfaithfulness or extravagance, or to a wine-
seller who sold drink too cheap.

The three essential features of the code may
be clearly defined. First it is based on personal
responsibility and the jus talionis. Thus : "If
any one destroys another's eye, his own eye shall
be destroyed. If any one breaks another's bone,
his own bone shall be broken. If any one knocks
out the tooth of his equal, his own tooth shall be
knocked out." Next the belief in the sanctity
of the oath before God, as in the Hebrew code,
and also the absolute necessity of written evi-
dence in all legal matters, as became a nation of
scribes. Judgments in the law courts required
a "sealed" document : an agent must take and
give receipts for all money or goods entrusted
to him ; bonded goods required a deposit note.
One of the most interesting series of clauses
relates to oflScers or constables employed on
active service : the estate of such a person could
be entrusted to management, must not be sold
or mortgaged, but he must depute a representa-
tive, or three years' absence and neglect for-
feited fief. Substituted service was not allowed.
As might be expected in a land so rich in culti-

vation, the agricultural laws are most explicit.

Land must be cultivated, and if neglected the
owner had to pay the same as neighboring land.
Damage to crop by storm excused the payment
of interest on loan. There are very stringent
laws as to the tending of the irrigation canals
and ditches, and any damage to adjacent land
by neglect had to be made good. The commer-
cial laws are extremely important, as showing
a highly developed system. Noticeable are the
clauses relating to agents or peddlers, commer-
cial travelers of the period.

"If on the road on his business, the enemy
have caused him to lose the property he bore,
the agent by the name of God shall swear and
he shall be quit. If a merchant gives goods to an
agent to trade with, the agent shall write down
the money, and to the merchant he shall render;
the agent a sealed (receipt) for the money he
gave to the merchant shall take."

Monetary Transactions.— Money for which
no receipt was taken was not to be included in

the accounts. In case of dispute all witnesses
and documents must be produced. Among the
commercial laws are some of much interest at
the present time relating to licensed premises.
It is curious to note that all wine merchants
were females.

"If riotous persons assemble in the house of
a wine merchant and those riotous persons she
seizes not and drives to the palace that wine
merchant shall be put to death."

Curious, too, is the following, which seems
to reflect the Hebrew Nazarite law : "No votary
or woman residing in the cloister may open a
wine shop or enter one for drink on pain of
being burned."

In the code's domestic legislation, the most
striking feature is the high position and legal
protection extended to women. If a man causes
a votarj' or the wife of a man "to have the
finger (of scorn) pointed at her and has not
justified himself" he is to be branded on the
forehead.

To justify herself from scandal a woman
could claim the ordeal of plunging in the sacred
river. The mere formula of marriage "taking to
wife" was not sufficient, for "if a man married
a woman and executed not her deeds that woman
is no wife." Divorce law is most fully given—
a childless woman could be divorced. If di-

vorced without cause the husband must allow
alimonj' and custody of her children, and a
portion of the estate equal to a son, and the
woman was free to marn,'. The woman could
get a divorce, but must justify her right to do
so. Thus we read :

"If the wife of a man who dwells in the
house of that man has set her face to go forth,

and has acted the fool, and wasted his house,
and impoverished his house, they shall call her
to account. If the husband shall say. I put her
away, he shall put her away. She shall go
her way; for her divorce he shall give her noth-
ing."

If the husband insisted, such a wife could be
drowned. There is, however, a kindlier tone in

the law as to a sick wife. "If a man has mar-
ried a wife, and sickness has seized her, he may
take a second wife, but the sick wife he shall

not put away : in the home she shall dwell ; as
long as she lives he shall sustain her."

Laws of Property.— The laws of property
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are most full and based on a most equitable

system, one clause relates to the remarriage of a
widow with joung children, and might be pres-

ent-day law

:

"If a widow whose children are young has
set her face to enter into the house of another,

without the consent of the judge she shall not
enter. When she enters into the house of an-

other, the judge shall inquire regarding the

house of her former husband. The house of her
former husband to that woman and her future

husband he shall entrust and cause them to

deposit a deed. The}' shall keep the house and
rear the little ones, but furniture for money they
shall not sell. A purchaser that has bought any
furniture from the children of the widow shall

forfeit his money and return the property to its

owner."
Here we have all the essential features of

the modem ward in chancerj-. In the conclusion
of this code Hammurabi repeatedly calls himself
"King of Righteousness," as did his contem-
porary Melchisedek of Jerusalem, and enjoins

upon all of his successors upon the throne to

obser\-e this code and its laws.

Hamon, Jean Louis, zhori loo-e a-mon,
French genre artist: b. Plouha. Cotes-du-Xord.
France, 8 May 1821 ; d. St. Raphael, \'ar, France,

29 May 1874. His work though not strong ex-
hibits grace in drawing and has been popular.

His most important work in the United States

is 'Among the Flowers,* to be seen in tfie New
York Metropolitan Museum.

Hamp'den, John, English statesman: b.

London 1594; d. Thame, Oxfordshire, 24 June
1643. He was educated at Oxford and possess-

ing an ample estate, led for several years the

usual career of country gentlemen. He was
cousin-german, by the mother's side, to Oliver

Cromwell. He entered Parliament in the begin-

ning of Charles I.'s reign as member for Gram-
pound, and continued to sit in the House of

Commons three times in succession as member
for Wendover, and finally for Bucks. In 1636

his resistance to Charles' demand for ship-

money made him the argument of all tongues,

especially as it was after the decision of the

judges in favor of the king's right to levy ship-

money, that Hampden refused to pay it. Being
prosecuted in the Court of E.xchequer, he him-

self, aided by counsel, argued the case against

the crown lawyers for twelve days before the

twelve judges ; and although it was decided

against him by seven of them to five, the victory,

as far as regarded public opinion, was his.

From this time he received the title of the

"patriot Hampden." In the following year

(1637) he was one of those who meditated

emigration to .\merica, which they were pre-

vented from carr>'ing out by an order in council

detaining them. Henceforward he took a prom-
inent part in the great contest between the crown
and the Parliament, and was one of the five

members whom the king, in 1642, attempted, in

person, to seize in the House of Commons.
When civil war broke out Hampden acted

with his usual decision, took command of a regi-

ment in the parliamentary army, under the Earl

of Essex. Prince Rupert having appeared near

Thame, in Oxfordshire. Hampden joined a few

cavalry that were rallied in haste, and in the

skirmish that followed on Chalgrove Field, re-

ceived a wound which proved fatal six days

after its infliction. His death was a great subject

of rejoicing to the royal party, and of grief to

his own. His character and conduct, from
first to last, evince his conscientiousness, and he
has taken his rank by acclamation on the one
side, and tacitly on the other, high in the list of

English patriots. Consult: Nugent, 'Memorials
of John Hampden' (1831) ; Forster, 'Life of

Hampden' (1837): Gardiner. 'History of the

Great Civil War,' Vol. I. (1880).

Hampden, Renn Dickson, English Angli-

can bishop : b. Barbadoes, W. I., 29 March 1793

;

d. London. England, 23 April 1868. Although a

man of moderate abilities both as philosopher

and theologian, it was his fortune to precipitate

one of the most notable controversies in the

English Church. As Hampton lecturer for 1832

he lectured on 'The Scholastic Philosophy Con-
sidered in its Relation to Christian Theolog}','

which brought upon him the charge of Arianism,

and when he became regius professor of divinity

at Oxford, in 1836, opposition to the appoint-

ment was veo' bitter and widespread. He was
accused of heresy and all the leading men in the

Anglican Church took sides in this theological

war of words. In 1847 he was nominated by

Lord John Russell for the see of Hereford and
the strife of ten years previous was renewed in

organized fashion, many bishops uniting in re-

monstrance and the dean of Hereford openly

resisting. He was nevertheless consecrated in

March 1848, and his episcopate of 20 years was
quiet and uneventful, the echoes of the great

controversy having ceased long before his death.

Hampden, Maine, town in Penobscot
County : on the Penobscot River ; about five

miles southwest of Bangor. The chief manu-
factures are flour and lumber. There is an
extensive river trade, chiefly in lumber and food

products. The town is one of the oldest in the

State, but recently it has grown steadily in in-

dustries and population. Pop. 2484.

Hampden-Sidney College, in Hampden
Sidney, a village near Farmville, in Prince Ed-
ward County, Va. The school was founded by
the Presbyterian Church of Hanover, in 1776,

and in 1783 was incorporated by the legislature

of Virginia. The land was donated by Peter

Johnston, but the acreage has been increased

by gifts and purchases, and the college now
owns 250 acres. Among the incorporators were
Patrick Henry, James Madison, Nathaniel Ven-
able, Paul Carrington, William Cabell. Sr., and
many other famous Virginians. Rev. John Blair

Smith, the first president of Union College,

New York, had previously been president of

Hampden-Sidney, also Rev. Archibald Alex-
ander, a founder of Princeton Theological Sem-
inar)'. It grants the degrees of bachelor of arts,

bachelor of science, and bachelor of literature.

In 1902 there were in attendance 107 students.

The librao' contained 15.000 volumes.

Hampton, Wade, American general: b.

South Carolina 1754; d. Columbia. S. C, 4
Feb. 1835. During the Revolutionary War he

served under Sumter and Marion. He was a

Democratic representative in Congress from
South Carolina 1795-97, and again from 1803 to

1805. In 1809, he was promoted to be brigadier-

general, subsequently was stationed in command
at New Orleans, was superseded ; in 1813 he

was raised to the rank of major-general and ap-
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pointed to command the force stationed at Nor-
folk, whence he was shortly afterward ordered

to the northern frontier and placed in command
of the army on Lake Oiamplain, with directions

to threaten Montreal. The attack on Montreal,

for which 12.000 men had been concentrated near

Lake Champlain, was frustrated by Hampton's
unwillingness to co-operate with his colleague

General Wilkinson, with whom he had been

long at enmity. Hampton resigned his com-
mission 6 .\pril 1814, and passed the rest of

his life in agricultural pursuits. He was con-

sidered the wealthiest planter in the United
States, and was reputed to be the owner of

3,000 slaves.

Hampton, Wade, American soldier: b.

Columbia, S. C, 28 March 1818; d. there 11

April 1902. He was graduated from the Uni-
versity of South Carolina, stuiUcd law but never

practised, managed extensive plantations in

South Carolina and Mississippi, served in both

houses of the State legislature, but, as a Union
Democrat, was not popular among South Caro-
linians. At the beginning of the Civil War,
he formed and equipped at his own expense the

command of cavalry, infantrj-, and artillery

known as 'Hampton's legion.* With this he
won distinction at the first Bull Run and at

Seven Pines, where half his troops were killed

and himself severely wounded. Having been
made brigadier-general of cavalrj- and assigned
to J. E. B. Stuart's command, he took part in

Lee's advance northward (1863). was prominent
at Gettysburg, and later brilliantly opposed
Sheridan's progress in the Shenandoah valley.

He attained the rank of lieutenant-general in

1864, and was placed in command of Lee's en-

tire cavalry forces. In 1865 he commanded J. E.
Johnston's cavalry, and endeavored to prevent
Sherman's northward advance from Savannah.
After the war he was an active reconstruction-
ist ; in 1876 was nominated as the Democratic
candidate for governor, and, after a contest re-

garding the election with D. H. Chamberlain,
the Republican nominee, ser\'ed until 1878. when
he entered the United States Senate. He was
in the Senate until i8gi, and in 1893-7 was
United States commissioner of railroads.

Hampton, Iowa, city, county-seat of
Franklin County; on the Chicago G. W., and
the Iowa C. R.R.'s ; about 29 miles by rail south
of Mason Citj- and 60 miles north by west of
Marshalltown. It is situated in an agricultural

and stock-raising region. The chief industrial

establishments are cigar factories and aluminum
works ; and its principal trade, in addition to
the manufactured articles, is in grain, tobacco,
live stock, and horses. Pop. (1900) 2,727.

Hampton (formerly H.\mpton Court-
Hocse), S. C, village, county-seat of Hampton
Countj'; on a branch of the Atlantic C. L., and
the Hampton &: Branchville R.R.'s ; about 67
miles southeast of Augusta. The village is in

the yellow pine section, but cotton, sweet pota-
toes, and Indian com are the staple products
of the surrounding farm lands. Its chief manu-
factured article is lumber. Pop. 320.

Hampton, Va., town, county-seat of Eliza-
beth City County ; on the north shore of Hamp-
ton Roads, on the Chesapeake & O. R.R. : about
two and a half miles from Fortress Monroe

and 15 miles north by west from Norfolk. In

the last of the i6th and first of the 17th cen-

turies the Indian village Kiquotan occupied the

site of the present town of Hampton. John
Smith and Lord Delaware mention (1608-10)

the peaceful friendly Indians of Kiquotan, the

hunters and fishermen ; but before 1610 there

were whites living along the shore and in this

Indian village which retained its Indian name
for some time after it became a white settlement.

In the first session of the Virginia House of
Burgesses or Colonial Legislature (:6i9), the

borough of Hampton was represented. In the

war of 1812 the town was attacked by the Brit-

ish and a large part was burned. In 1861 it

was again burned by the Confederates. The
Church of Saint John, Protestant Episcopal,

built 1660, is still in good repair. Hampton
contains a National Soldiers' Home, which has
2,000 resident veterans ; a National Cemetery
which contains 3,323 graves of soldiers, 600 of
them of unknown dead. It is the seat of Hamp-
ton Normal and Agricultural Institute (q.v.).

It has some manufactures ; brick, fish-oil, and
canned crabs. It has considerable trade in fish,

especially oysters, and in fruits and vegetables.

It has excellent bathing facilities and is a popular
resort. Pop. (1890) 2,513; (1900) 3,521.

Hampton Court, England, a royal palace
situated near Hampton, a village of Middlesex,
15 miles southwest of London. The palace i?

about one mile from the village. The original

edifice consisted of five quadrangles, of which
two remain ; it was built by Cardinal Wolsey
in 1525, and presented in 1526 to Henry VIII.,

by whom it was subsequently enlarged, and
who formed around it a ro>-al park or cliase,

which he enclosed and stocked with deer. A
third quadrangle was added by Sir C. Wren for
William III., who laid out the gardens and
park in Dutch style. Hampton Court con-
tains many valuable pictures by Holbein, Lely,
Kneller, West, etc. The gardens comprise about
44 acres, and contain a famous "maze" and
"wilderness." Hampton Court was inhabited by
successive monarchs and their families imtil the
reign of George II. Suites of apartments in
Hampton Court palace are now set apart for
persons of rank in reduced circumstances. The
state apartments, picture galler>'. gardens, and
home park are open to the public. In 1886 the
palace suffered considerable damage by fire.

Hampton Court Conference, a meeting at

Hampton Court (q.v.), on the 14th, 15th, and
i6th of January 1604, which wa-s convened on
the petition of the Puritan ministers to King
James I. for moderation and tolerance on re-

ligious questions. By the composition of the

conference,— on the episcopal side being the

Archbishop of Canterbury, eight bishops, five

deans, and two doctors, and on the Puritan side

only four representatives,— the king sufficiently

indicated his attitude toward the aims of the

Puritans, and the proceedings consisted chiefly

of adulation of James on the part of the epis-

copal party, and lecturing of the Puritan mem-
bers by King James. A few alterations were
made in the Prayer Book, and a new version of
the Bible was agreed upon, the result being the
authorized version of 1611.

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Insti-

tute, a school for negroes and Indians,
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opened in 1868, in Hampton, Va., under the

auspices of the American Missionary Associa-

tion. It was chanered by the State in 1870.

The school is owned and controlled by a pri-

vate corporation, administered by i~ trustees.

The charter gives the trustees power to choose

their own successors, and to hold property

without taxation to the amount of $800,000. In

1875 the General Assembly of Virginia passed

an act giving the Institute one third of the

agricultural college land-grant of \"irginia (see

Colleges, L.\xd-Graxt) amounting to 100,000

acres, which was sold for $95,000 and which

pavs regular annual interest. The school was

first opened in an old barracks (used during

the Ci%il War), with two teachers and 15 pupils.

It now (1903) owns 185 acres on Hampton
River, upon which have been erected dormi-

tories, a librarj-, class-room buildings, a church,

g>-mnasium, saw and planing-mill, shops, hos-

pital, domestic-science school, trade school.— in

all numbering 55 buildings. The Institute owns

also a stock "farm of 600 acres, about five miles

from the school. The farm land, and the work-

shops where trades are taught, furnish occupa-

tion for the boys and young men. The girls

are instructed and employed in sewing and

cooking classes, in all the domestic work of

the school, and wherever possible learning

trades side by side with the boj-s. In 1896 the

Armstrong and Slater Memorial Trade School

A-as opened. (See Xegro. Education of the.)

In this school is taught the theorj- and practice

of blacksmithing, carpentry, house painting,

tailoring, and general repairing. The pupils

are taught also, mechanical, civil, electrical, and

mining engineering. On the farms they are

taught how to care for stock, how to raise dif-

ferent crops, and the theorj- and practice of

fanning in general. The students are charged

$10 a month for board, which is largely paid

in labor. Thev are expected to provide their

own books and clothing, and for the tuitions,

buildings, furniture, and the implements used on

the farms and in the shops, the school is de-

pendent on the charity of the country. In 1878,

i^ Indians, who had been prisoners of war at

Saint .\ugustine, Fla., and in charge of Capt.

R. H. Pratt, were admitted as students. Since

then the Indian department has increased stead-

ily, the pupils being chiefly from the Sioux

tribe, of whom two thirds make a fair or good

record. The voung men of the school are or-

ganized into six nulitarj- companies, all forming

one battalion. This places the young men

under militao' discipline. The 'Southern

Work-men,' a monthly school periodical, is

edited, printed, and managed by the pupils with

only a general supervision by one of the teach-

ers. The vacation is from June to October for

all except the pupils in the industrial depart-

ments, which continue work all the year. During

the regular long vacation a large number of the

colored teachers of the South assemble here for

a summer school. For the past ten years the

average attendance at these summer schools

has been nearlv 500. The graduates number

about t,ooo, more than half of whom arc teach-

ing in the colored schools of the South. In

igo2 the number of pupils in the Hampton In-

stitute was 1. 161. about 90 per cent of whom
were in the industrial and preparatory depart-

ments, the remainder in the college department.

The same year there were 82 instructors m the

•school. The librar>- contains about 12,000 vol-

umes. Many of the graduates are engaged in

farming or working at trades ; some are teaching.

Booker T. Washington (q.v.), of the class of

1S75. is the most noted graduate. Hamptons
endowments amount to about $i.ioo,ooa The
annual income is about Si 70.000, and comes

from the Government Indian Funds, the Slater

and Peabodv Funds, the State land-grant and

agricultural ' funds, and from private dona-

tions.

Hampton Roads, Va., a broad deep chan-

nel which connects the estuao' of the James

River with Chesapeake Bay: really a part of

the estuarj' which is at the mouths of the James,

Elizabeth, and Xansemond rivers. Some of

the good harbors along the shore are Norfolk

and Portsmouth on the south ; Hampton, on the

Hampton Creek, an arm of the Hampton Roads,

on the north. At the entrance are Forts Mon-
roe and Wool. On the north side of the en-

trance is Thimble Shoal light, at lat. 37° +2' N.

and Ion. 76° 14' 5" ^V. A large number of

railroads have terminals on Hampton Roads,

especially at Norfolk. This estuarj-, or channel,

is considered of great military imponance. Dur-

ing the Civil War its advantages as a military

station were demonstrated. On Hampton Roads
occurred the battle of Hampton Roads (q.v.),

the first engagement between ironclads.

Hampton Roads, Battle of. Hampton
Roads was the rendezvous of several imponant
naval and militarj- e.xpeditions during the war,

and the scene of two memorable encounters.

On 8 March 1862 the Confederate ram Merri-

mac (or Virginia) left her anchorage at Nor-
folk. 12 miles from Fort Monroe, steamed down
Elizabeth River and. with her consorts, five in

number, attacked the Union fleet of five vessels

in the roads, destroying the Congress and Cum-
berland, which lost over 250 men, and then re-

tired to the mouth of Elizabeth River. Next
morning the Merrimac returned to the roads to

complete the destruction of the Union fleet, but

was met by the Monitor, which had arrived the

night before from New York, and a novel naval

battle ensued, resulting in the return of the

Merrimac to Norfolk and the saving of the re-

mainder of the Union fleet. See Moxitor .axd

Merrim.ac.
E. A. C.\RMAX.

Hampton Roads Conference, an informal

conference held 3 Feb. 1865, between President

Lincoln and Secretary of State Seward, repre-

senting the United States government, and

Vice-President .\lexander H. Stephens. Senator

Robert M. T. Hunter, and Assistant Secretary

of War John A. Campbell, representing the

Confederate States. The meeting took place

on board the River Queen, near Fort Monroe,

and its object was the arrangement of a peace

between the North and South. The originator

of this conference was Francis P. Blair U v.

)

who thought a combination of North and South

against Maximilian in Mexico, in enforcement

of the Monroe doctrine, would bring in peace

by a diversion. President Lincoln refused to

ioin the conference excepting with a view to the

restoration of union, and on the understanding

that the Emancipation Proclamation was to
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stand without qualification. He disapproved of

a joint action against the French in Mexico.
The conference lasted for four hours, but broke
up without reaching any definite conclusion.

Hamstring. See Anatomy; Muscles.

Han-yang, han-yang'. See Hankow.

Han'aford, Phebe Ann Coffin, American
Universalist minister : b. Nantucket, Mass., 6

May 1829. In 1849 she was married to J. H.
Hanaford, a teacher. She was the first woman
ordained to the ministry in New England and
since her ordination in 1868 has held pastorates

in Hingham and Waltham, Mass., New Haven,
Conn., and Jersey City. She has been indus-

trious as a writer, among her many published

works being "Life of Abraham Lincoln' ; *Life

of George Peabody* ; 'Lucretia the Quakeress* ;

'Leonette, or Truth Sought and Found' ; 'The
Best of Books and its Historv-' ; 'Frank Nelson,

the Runaway Boy' : 'The Soldier's I>aughter>
;

'Field. Gunboat, and Hospital'; 'Women of

the Century' ; 'From Shore to Shore, and Other
Poems* ; etc.

Han'cock, John, American statesman: b.

Braintree, Mass., 23 Jan. 1737; d. Quincy, Mass.,

8 Oct. 1793. He was graduated at Harvard
College in 1754, but shortly after entered the

counting house of an uncle, on whose death
in 1764 he received a fortune of iSo.ooo. After
1766 he was several times elected to the Massa-
chusetts General Court. It was the seizure of
his sloop, the Liberty, that occasioned the riot

in 1768, when the royal commissioners of cus-
toms narrowly escaped with their lives. After
the so-called "Boston massacre," in 1770, he
was a member of the committee to demand of
the royal governor the removal of the troops
from the city, and at the funeral of the slain

delivered an address which greatly offended the
governor, who now endeavored to seize the per-
sons of Hancock and Samuel Adams. Both
were members of the Provincial Congress at

Concord and later of that at Cambridge, and
Hancock was president of each. This arrest is

said to have been one of the objects of the
expedition to Concord which led to the first

battle of the revolution after which Gage offered
pardon to all the rebels except these two, "whose
offences," he added "are of too flagitious a
nature to admit of any other consideration but
that of condign punishment." In 1775 Hancock
was chosen president of the Continental Con-
gress, and in 1776 signed the Declaration of
Independence. He resigned from the presidency
in 1777, but was a member of the Congress until

1780, and again in 1785-6. With rank of major-
general, he commanded the Massachusetts forces
in the Rhode Island expedition, in 1780 was a
member of the Massachusetts constitutional con-
vention, and under that constitution was in 178a
chosen first governor. To this office, with an
interval of two years (1785-7) he was annually
re-elected till his death. Hancock was a man
of strong common sense and great decision of
character, of polished manners, easy address,
affable, liberal, and charitable. His personal
vanity, and his jealousy were at times con-
spicuous, but he was a sincere patriot, and of
much ability. John Adams said of him: "He
was by no means a contemptible scholar or
orator. Compared with Washington. General

Lincoln, or Knox, he was learned." See A. E.

Brown. 'John Hancock: his Book* (1898).

Hancock, Winfield Scott, American sol-

dier: b. Montgomery Square, Pa., 14 Feb. 1824;
d. Governor's Island, New York harbor, 9 Feb.
1886. He was graduated from the United States
military academy in 1844, and after frontier ser-

vice in the Sixth infantr)' fought with credit in

the Mexican war, was successivelj* regimental
adjutant and quartermaster in 1848-55, and
briefly assistant adjutant-general to the Depart-
ment of the West. Appointed assistant-quarter-
master with rank of captain in 1855, he was
stationed at Fort Myers, Fla., during the Semi-
nole disturbances, and in 1857-8 was in Kansas,
whence, after service, in the border troubles,

he was ordered successively to Utah and Cali-
fornia. In 1859-61 he was chief quartermaster
of the southern district of California, with head-
quarters at Los Angeles. At the beginning of
the Civil War, he was commissioned brigadier-
general of volunteers, and assigned to the com-
mand of a brigade in Smith's division. Fourth
corps. Army of the Potomac. He distinguished
himself at Williamsburg and during the second
day's fight at Antietam (17 Sept, 1862) was
placed in command of the 1st division. Second
army corps. Promoted major-general, U. S. V.
(November 1862), he commanded his division
at Fredericksburg in the attack on Marj-e's
Heights, on which occasion he lost 2,013 from a
total of 5.006 troops. He largely saved the day
at Chancellorsville (2-4 May 1863), and shortly
afterward was assigned to the command of the
Second corps. In July 1863, he was ordered by
Meade to proceed to the field of Gettysburg,
take command, and report whether battle should
be given at that point. He reported Gettysburg
as the suitable place for the ensuing battle, reor-
ganized the Federal lines, on 2 July commanded
the left wing, and on the next day the left centre,
against which was directed a Confederate charge
in the course of which the Second corps lost

about 4.000 killed and wounded out of less than
10.000 troops and Hancock was shot from his
horse. In 1866 he was appointed major-general,
U. S. A., in 1866-8 commanded successively the
departments of Missouri, and of Te.xas and
Louisiana, in 1868-9 the military division of the
Atlantic, in 1869-72 the department of Dakota.
He was again assigned to the division of the
Atlantic in 1872. In 1880 he was Democratic
candidate for the presidency, but was defeated
by Garfield by a vote of 4,454,416 to 4.444,952.
He was a brilliant leader, known as "Hancock
the Superb," — "the most conspicuous figure,"
says Grant, "of all the general officers who did
not exercise a separate command." Consult
the 'Life' by Walker (1894).

Hancock, Mich., village in Houghton
County ; on Lake Portage, and on the Duluth,
S. S. & .A. railroad: opposite Houghton (q.v.).

Although the northern part of Michigan and
this region had been explored by missionaries
in the 17th century, the first permanent settle-

ment was made in Hancock in 1859. and the
village was incorporated in 1863. It is situated
in a section rich in minerals, the Lake Superior
copper belt. The Calumet and the Hccia copper
mines are nearby, and the village has foundries,
machine-shops, smelters, stamp-mills, lumber and
brick yards. A ship-canal to Lake Superior
brings a large portion of the lake traffic to and
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from Duluth and Superior through the 'short
cat," by way of Hancock. It is the seat of a
Finnish college. The government is vested in

a president, whose term of office is one year,

and a \411age council who are elected by the
people. The ^-illage owns and operates the
waterworks. Pop. (1890) 1.772: (1900) 4,050.

Hancock, N. Y., ^-illage in Delaware
Count>- : at the iimction of the two branches
of the Etelaware River, on the Erie and the New
Y., O. & \V. R.R.'s. Nearby are bluestone
quarries, which add to the industrial wealth of
the village. Hancock has flour-mills, tanneries,

a wood alcohol factory", and large lumber-yards.
It is a trade centre for an extensive agricultural

region. Pop. (1900) 1,283.

Hancock, Mount, a peak of the Big Game
Range, in the southern pan of the Yellowstone
National Park, on the boimdary between the
Park and Wyoming. It is on the western border
of Two Ocean Plateau, a portion of the con-
tinental divide. The Snake River (q.v.) has
its rise on the east side of Moimt Hancock,
flows north by west, then south by west around
and almost circling the mountain. Mount Han-
cock is 10.235 feet in height

Hand, Edward, .\merican revolutionary
soldier: b. Clyduti, King's County, Ireland, 31
Dec. 1744: d. Rockford. Lancaster Countj-. Pa.,

3 SepL 1802. In 1774 he came to America as
surgeon's mate in the 18th Roj-al Irish regiment,

but he later resigned and entered medical prac-

tice in Pennsyh-ania. At the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War, he became a lieutenant-

colonel in Gen. William Thompson's brigade,

participated in the siege of Boston, and in 1777
was appointed brigadier-general. In 1778 he
succeeded General Stark in the command at

Albany, and later took part in General Sulli\-an's

expedition against the Iroquois. He sat in Con-
gress in 1784-5. and signed the Pennsylvania
constitution in 1790.

Hand. The human band is composed of

27 bones, namely eight bones of the carpus or
wrist arranged in two rows of four each, the

row next the fore-arm containing the scaphoid,

the semilunar, the cimeiform, and the pisiform,

and that next the metacarpus, the trapezium.
the trapezoid, the os magnum, and the unciform.
The metacarpus consists of the five bones which
form the palm, the first being that of the thumb,
the others that of the fingers in succession.

Lastly, the fingers proper contain 14 bones called

phalanges, of which the thumb has but two. all

the other digits having three each. These bones
are jointed so as to admit of a \'ariet}' of move-
ments, the more characteristic being those by
which the hand is flexed backward, forward,
and sidewa>-s, and by which the thumb and fin-

gers are moved in different wa>-5.

The chief muscles which determine these
movements are the 'flexors,* which pass down
the fore-arm, are attached by tendons to the

phalanges of the fingers, and serve to flex or
bend the fingers: and the 'extensors* for ex-
tending the fingers. There arc two muscles
which flex all the fingers except the thumb. The
thumb has a separate long and short flexor.

There is a common extensor for the fingers

which passes down the back of the fore-arm and
dirides at the wrist into four tendons, one for

each finger, each being attached to all three

phalanges. The fore-finger and little finger have,
in addition, each an extensor of its own, and
the thimib has both a short and a long extensor.
The tendons of the muscles of the hand are in-

terlaced and bound together by bands and apo-
neurotic fibres, and from this results a more or
less complete unity of action. It is sometimes
difficult to make a movement with a single
finger without the others taking part in it, as
in executing instrumental music, for instance;
but practice gives to these movements perfect in-

dependence.
Of all the movements of the hand the op-

position of the thumb to the other fingers, alone
or imited. especially characterizes the human
hand. 'This action of the thumb results from its

length, from the first metacarpal bone not being
placed on the same plane as the other four, as
is the case in the monkey, and from the action
of a muscle— the long flexor of the thumb—
peculiar to the human hand. This muscle com-
pletes the attion of the other motor of the thumb
and permits man to hold a pen, a graver, or a
needle: it gives to his hand the dexteritj- neces-
sary in the execution of the most delicate work.
Properly speaking then, the hand, with its highly
specialized muscles, belongs to man alone. It
cannot be considered, as in the ape, as a normal
organ of locomotion. It is essentially the or-
gan of touch and prehension. It molds itself
to a body to ascertain its form : it comes to the
aid of the eye in completing or rectif>-ing its

inq>ressions. "The functions of touch devolve
principall}- on its anterior or palmar face, the
nervous papillae abounding specially at the ends
of the fingers. A layer of adipose tissue very
close in texture protects, without lessening its

power or its delicacy, the network of muscles,
vessels, and ner\-es with which this remarkable
organ is equipped.

Hand'ball, a popular game of ball, the
bare hand only being used. The game is indig-
enous to Ireland, but has been transplanted to
.\merica, where are the most expert players.
Two or four men can play, one or two on a
side. .\s far "as is known the game of handball
came to the United States about 1S40, and has
since become one of the sports under the regu-
lations of the .\mateur Athletic Union. The
game consists of scoring the ball against a
single back wall, with a lined-out space of 60
feet ill front. The ball coming from the wall
must fall between these two lines to be in play.
The game is simply to strike the ball on the
rebound with the hand.

Han'del, George Frederick, (properly Georc
Friedrich H.\en"del), English composer: b.

Halle, Saxony, 23 Feb. 1685 : d. London 30 .A.pril

1759. His father, intending him for the law, dis-

couraged the strong passion which he evinced
early in life for the science of music But al-

though forbidden the use of musical instruments,
the young musician contrived to hide a small
clavichord in a garret, where he amused himself
during great part of the night after the rest of
the family had retired, and made such progress
that, when at seven he accompanied his father
to the court of Saxe-Weissenfels, he played on
the church organ with such power and effect

that the duke, who accidentally witnessed his

performance, used his influence successfully
with his father to permit him to follow his in-

clination. He was accordingly placed imder
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Zachau, organist of the cathedral, and was soon
so fari advanced in the practical part of the sci-

ence as to officiate occasionally as deputy to

his instructor. At 14 (1698) he went to Ber-
lin, where at that time the opera under the direc-

tion of Buononcini and Attilio was in a very
flourishing condition. Attilio became his teach-

er and friend. In 1703 he went to Hamburg,
and procured an engagement in the orchestra
at the opera there. On 30 Dec. X704, he brought
out his first opera, 'Almira,' in the February
following succeeded by his 'Nero,' and subse-
quently by 'Florindo' and 'Daphne.' He then
went to Italy, where he composed the operas
'Rodrigo' and 'Agrippina,' and the first form
<of the serenade 'Acis and Galatea.' On his re-

turn to Germany in 1710 he entered the service

of the Elector of Hanover, afterward George
I. of England, as chapel-master; but having re-

ceived invitations to visit London, he set out
for England, where he arrived in the latter end
of 1710. On the occasion of his first visit to

England he composed the opera *Rinaldo.' He
soon returned to Hanover, but at the end of two
years again received permission to visit Eng-
land. At the time of his arrival in London the
negotiations for the Peace of LUrecht were just

about to be concluded, and Handel was invited

by Queen Anne to compose a 'Te Deum' and
'Jubilate' in celebration of the peace. But this

act was so distasteful to the Elector of Han-
over that Handel did not venture to return,

but remained in England on an income of £200
a year allowed him by the queen. He was, in

consequence, on the accession of his royal patron
to the throne of Great Britain in 1714, in much
disgrace, till Baron Kiclmannseck restored him
to favor. From 1715-18 Handel resided with
the Earl of Burlington, and then quitted that

nobleman for the service of the Duke of Chan-
dos, who entertained him as chapelmaster to

the splendid choir established at his seat at

Cannons. For the service of this magnificent
chapel Handel produced those anthems and or-

gan fugues which alone would have been suffi-

cient to immortalize him. When the Royal
Academy of Music was institirted by some of

the leading noblemen of England, Handel, whose
fame had now reached its height, was placed at

its head ; and this, for a short period, may be
considered as the most splendid era of music in

England. The warmth of his own temper, how-
ever, excited by the arrogance and caprice of
some of his principal Italian singers, caused
many violent quarrels ; and public opinion be-
coming enlisted in favor of his opponents, and
especially of his rival, the musician Buononcini,
his popularity waned somewhat and the Academy
was dissolved (1728). Handel then started a new
operatic company. But a rival company to his was
afterward started, and the result was that much
money was lost by both. The operas which he
had composed up to this date (1735), from the
institution of the Academy of Music, were
'Radamisto' ; 'Ottone' ; 'Giulio Cesare* ; 'FIo-
ridante' ; 'Flavio' ; 'Tamerlano' ; 'Rodelindo';
'Alessandro' ; 'Scipione' ; 'Ricardo I.'; *Tolo-
meo' ; 'Siroe' ; 'Lotario' ; 'Parthenope' ; <Po-
ro> ; 'Orlando'; 'Sosarme' ; 'Ariadne';
'Ezio' ; 'Ariodante' ; and 'Alcina.' Among
other works should be mentioned his first Eng-
lish oratorio, 'Esther', and his delightful pas-
toral 'Acis and Galatea.' In 1736 his famous

setting of Dryden's ode, 'Alexander's Feast,'

was performed with brilliant success. His last

opera was performed in 1741. Handel had by
this time begun to devote himself chiefly to music
of a serious nature, especially the oratorio. The
approval which his first w'orks of this kind
'Esther,' 'Deborah' (1723), '.Mhalia' (1733);
had met with encouraged him to new efforts

;

and he produced in succession 'Saul,' 'Israel

in Egypt,' and 'The Messiah.' The last-men-
tioned, his chief work, was brought out at Dublin
in 1742. This sublime composition had been
composed the previous year, in the incredibly
short period of twenty-three days. When Han-
del returned to London his oratorios were re-

ceived at Covent Garden Theatre with the
greatest approbation by overflowing audiences
— 'The Messiah' in particular increased yearly
in reputation. Before it was given, however,
a new oratorio, 'Samson,' was produced (1743),
and there next followed 'Joseph and his Breth-
ren' (1744), 'Belshazzar' (1745), 'Judas Mac-
cabasus' (1747), 'Joshua' (1748), 'Solomon'
(1749), and 'Jephthah' (1752). Some time be-
fore his death he was afflicted by nearly total

blindness ; but he continued not only to per-
form in public but even to compose. His own
air, however, 'Total Eclipse,' from the ora-
torio of 'Samson,' is said always to have
affected and agitated him extremely after the

loss of his sight.

Handel's habits of life were regular; his

appetites were coarse, his person large and un-
gainly, his manners rough, and his temper even
violent ; but his heart was humane, and his dis-

position liberal. His musical powers can hardly
be estimated too highly. In boldness and
strength of style, and in the combination of
vigor, spirit, and invention in his instrumental
compositions he has never been surpassed. His
choruses have a grandeur and sublimity which
have never been equaled. Yet a singular fact

in regard to him as a musician is that in some
of his works he shows himself as an unscrupu-
lous plagiarist— a fact of which various expla-

nations and palliations have been attempted. He
was buried in Westminster .Mibey. where a
monument by Roubillac was erected to his mem-
ory. See 'Lives by Chrysander' (1858-67) ;

and Rockstro (1883) ; Whittingham, 'Life and
Works of Handel' (1882); the articles in the

'Dictionary of National Biography' and
Grove's 'Dictionary of Music'

Han'dicap, Brooklyn. See Horse-racing.

Handicapping, a term used in racing:

The allowance of time, distance, or weight

made to the inferior competitors in a race with

the object of bringing all as nearly as possible

to an equality ; the extra weight imposed on a
superior horse in order to reduce his chance of

winning to an equality with that of an inferior

animal. The handicap is framed in accordance

with the known previous performances of the

competitors, and in horse-racing also with

regard to the sex and age of the animals

engaged. The principle is the same in other con-

tests, as in billiards a superior player is handi-

capped by having to allow his inferior com-
petitor a start of a certain number of points.

Handles (han'diz) Peak, in the southeast-

ern part of Colorado, in the San Juan Range;
about 12 miles northeast of Silverton. Rich
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deposits of silver ore are found in all the moun-

tains of this vicinity; the range is known as

the 'Silver San Juan.> The altitude of Handles

Peak is about 14.000 feet

Handwriting, Expert Analysis of. A men-

tal image may be made either consciously and

with attention to every detail, or with varj-mg

degrees of consciousness amounting in some

cases to almost complete automatism, but it

must in any case be largely influenced by the

machine which produces it. No matter what

care may be employed to make two objects alike,

a sufficiently minute inspection will always

discern differences between them. It is from

this fact we are able to distinguish a particular

tone of a bell, a particular face, etc. All things,

and notably those which owe their existence to

organic life, are resultants of very complex

forces acting simultaneously or in sequence, and

in comparing similar resultants it is ever found

that quantitative or qualitative differences of the

constituent forces employed in fashioning them

have occasioned differences in the objects them-

selves. These differences may be indiscernible

to the casual view, but will never fail to reveal

themselves to an examination sufficiently

searching. .

The factors employed in making marks may

be roughly divided into: A, the model m the

mind which it is the intention to reproduce; and

B the mechanism by which the act is to be ac-

complished. Under the latter head there is to

consider not onlv the permanent structure of

the individual, which necessarily limits his per-

formance, but also the manner of employing

this structure, which becomes a habit, and the

fluctuations, due to disease, drugs, variations of

mood, increasing age, etc., in the motor im-

pulses controlling it.
*

The basis of any sound judgment on the au-

thorship of designs such as pictures or hand-

writing, depends upon the recognition of sorts

of differences; which it is essential to dis-

tinguish from each other. In general, designs by

different authors differ in kind, while those of

the same author differ in degree. The methods

for distinguishing these two sorts of differences

will be more particularly treated hereafter.

The general subject of the study of those

characteristics which distinguish each hand-

writing from everv other has been called Oraiii-

maphcny: the study cf methods for detecting

frauds relating to handwriting either in iini-

iating, altering, or suppressing a record, is called

Plassofhcu\: and the general study of the

records of "human thought including their fornis,

their purport, and the tools and materials by

means of which they are produced is called

Bibliotics.

Ever since the more or less permanent rec-

ords of human thought have had a value they

have been the objects of falsification. It is not

known to how great an extent this may have

been practised in the hieroglyphic and ideo-

graphic carvings on stone, but doubtless inter-

polations were frequent in recording the deeds

of their kings, and the sculptors imitated each

other's style with a view of bettering their own;

or each other's peculiarities to convey false im-

pressions as to the narrator.

But with the introduction of writing in pig-

ments on parchment and papyrus the greater

facility with which alterations and erasures could

be made immediately attracted the attenbon of

the unscrupulous. According to historians the

Greeks, Romans, Eg>-ptuns, Assyrians, and

others practised garbling and forgery- by erasing,

resurfacing, and bleaching manuscripts to

change their purport, or give false impressions

of their age and authorship. These depredations,

then as now, were chiefly made upon manu-

scripts of persons absent or, more commonly,

deceased; whole compositions which they never

saw being ascribed to them. As an example

may be cited the interpolation in the text of

Jos'ephus with which Eusebius has been charged.

A host of epistles, papal decrees, productions of

the Fathers, and dogmatical treatises were m
early times altered, erased in part, and falsified

from the original text, sometimes by learned

and reverend scholars for the greater glory of

the Church, and sometimes by obscure copyists

from ignorance, or trifling incentives. Erasmus

declared he knew not a single important old

manuscript which was not tainted by this kind

of fraud. The methods of effacing the writing

of a parchment multiplied in proportion to the

increase of manuscripts and the cost of parch-

ment. The practice of using such effaced parch-

ments for other writings was common in the

time of Cicero, as a letter from him to Trebatius

testifies. Such writings were called palimpsests;

and the custom of producing them gave danger-

ous experience to perpetrators of fraud in the

art of effacing written characters by mechanical

and chemical means. Plutarch speaks of this

practice as one well known. As the price of

parchment rose it began to be the habit in the

earlv libraries to efface the letters from parch-

ments "of little value" in order to replace them

by more valuable compositions. Dangerous as

was such a rule at any time it became fatal to

learning when the choice was in the hands of

ignorant monks inflamed against their adver-

saries in controversy, and against all "pagans,

in which class almost all the great authors of

our classics were included, and willing to sacri-

fice the choicest thoughts of the Greeks and

Romans in favor of the fanatical dissertations

of those thev were pleased to call the "faithful.'

When the Caliph Omar put an end to the

manufacture and sale of papyrus he caused a

wholesale destruction of the writings in the

libraries throughout the world. Michelet states

that "the fatal patience of the monks'* accom-

plished more ruin than the conflagrations of

Omar, of the hundred Spanish libraries, and of

the Inquisition. (Consult Gustave Itassc, *Le

Faux devant I'histoire,* etc., from which much

of the preceding is taken.) According to

Adolphc Hertillon ('Revue Scien.' 25; 4 Ser

Vol. Vni. 18 Dec. 1897) the first recorded

student of bibliotics was Francois Demelle in

1609, and the first writer on the subject one

Ravcneau (1656). In his treatise the latter de-

plores the lack of science of his colleagues,

which however did not prevent their landing

him in jail for forgery.

The methods employed in judging the au-

thorship of handwriting by these and almost

all later writers on the subject are the same

as those relied upon by connoisseurs of paint-

ing They deal exclusively with the pictorial

and apparent peculiarities, and the undefined

effect these produce upon the mind. 1 he

most daring of these methods is the so-called
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^Grapliology," described in a pamphlet of tlie

Abbe Michon in 1880, which has many con-
scientious supporters and partial government
recognition in Germany and France. This
curious study has for its object the revelation

of the character and peculiarities of a writer

by his handwriting. It would lead to too long
a digression should the various claims of the

advocates of graphology be reviewed. It must
suffice here to say that some of these not con-
tent with finding in the manuscript of an un-
known writer personal peculiarities which he al-

ready possesses, have imagined they could de-

tect the lurking tendencies to virtuous or vicious

deeds such as self-sacrifice, kleptomania, murder,
etc., which he has never developed. These are
deduced from the pen habits which they think

they detect in the writing: such as deliberation,

precipitancy, economy of paper, or of effect, etc.,

etc. M. Bertillon thinks "To the public no proof
is so decisive as that of personal identification

of individuality, yet how many mistakes are

made?" He believes with the exception of the

advance in photography the art of handwriting
judgment is just where Raveneau left it in the
reign of Louis XIV. He forgets the aid he
himself has rendered to the art of differentiating

and identif3'ing handwriting b}' the application

of his anthropometrical measures for the identi-

fication of criminals. The former art without
such methods is in precisely the state in which
Bertillon found the latter before his demonstra-
tion that exact measurements of different parts

of the body and the relation to each other of the
results of such measurements entirely removed
the chance of error in identification, whereas
there have been many instances of mistaken
identity, or denial of identity by a wife or other
near relative of the person in question. The
history of this minute branch of research re-

sembles that of other and larger branches. Sub-
jective impressions such as those supplied by the

feelings, indicating supposed relative amounts or
intensities of emotions or sensibility, which were
the only guides to the pioneers of inductive re-

search, gave way to exact methods by employ-
ment of instruments of precision recording facts

in intelligible units, in estimating, for example,
degrees of acidity, pitch of sounds, height of
temperatures, intensity of lights. One after the

other the old subjects of research were fur-

nished with these unequivocal means of record-
ing phenomena, and all the new subjects were
required to find such means or forfeit recogni-
tion. Thus through mathematics astronomy,
already in the van of exact sciences, was en-
abled to make enormous enlargements of our
view of the universe in the last two centuries,

and even those objects of research which
seemed to defy such treatment were provided
with mathematical methods. Psychology be-
came a science admitting experimentation of
which the results can be expressed in units, and
chemistry is becoming as loyal a subject of that
science of relation— mathematics— as its sis-

ters, physics and mechanics.
The purpose of the investigation of a hand-

writing will determine the kind of examination
that is made. If the object be to ascertain
whether a particular signature has been
legitimately placed as an authentification of
a writing, it is necessary to scrutinize
t4ie paper on which it is written for evi-

Voi_ 8— 12

dence of scratching, erasing, or other tamper-
ing; the ink for peculiarities of constitution
which may be inconsistent with its use at that

time and in that place. The question of super-
position of lines may show that the writing it

validates was made after the signature. In
numerous criminal trials each of these and of
many other unmentioned demonstrable facts

haTc at once stamped documents as fraudulent
and obviated the necessity of the more particular

study of the character of the writing. (Thus
a water-mark in a paper on which was written
a statement bearing date 1868 represented the
German Eagle which was not adopted till after

1870, and this of course showed the whole in-

strument to be a fraud. A similar conclusion is

forced in the case of traced characters pur-
porting to have been written before Hofmann's
discovery of the aniline colors yet demonstrably
produced by aniline ink.) The value of a sig-

nature as authenticating a contract is forfeited if

it is clear that parts of the body of the docu-
ment were written after the signature was writ-

ten. These and other problems in the domain
of plassopheny are too numerous to treat in this

place and attention will be directed exclusively

to the grounds for deciding two specimens of
writing to be by the same or by different hands.

The first and most obvious method is to com-
pare their respective features ; large or fine

writing; perfect or imperfect shaping of the

letters ; slant or angle of the stems and tails of

letters with the line of writing; peculiarities (of

which there are always a number) in the forms
of individual letters or in the manner of con-
necting or grouping them ; alterations in pressure
producing shading in certain directions, and
many other similar details. These peculiarities

are pictorial. In all genuine writing they arise

from the limitations of the writer, first in form-
ing a mental picture of what he wants to pro-

duce, and secondly in producing it. Any one
of these peculiarities can be easily imitated by
another, and indeed all the visible details to-

gether can be drawn or traced by a skilful

artist, yet in the latter case not without reveal-

ing to one using a magnifying glass that

the lines have been slowly and carefully drawn
and not dashed off with ease. Even if words are

photographed or traced from an original and
afterward inked, an ordinary magnifying glass

will show a difference in the pen marks from
the current facility of the original writer. The
careful study of such details constituted the en-

tire basis of judgment of the expert till within
recent years, and usually they will suffice ; for

though the forger should know all the minute
peculiarities which are disclosed to the patient

study of a handwriting, yet he could not re-

produce many of them without betraying in the

result a painstaking, labored use of the pen
which would excite suspicion. Where the same
word or signature occurs twice or more in a

document the forger must avoid exact repetition

of all the minutix and at the same time iiot

make such deviations as are irKonsistent with
the habits of the writer. The most importaat

of these habits for purposes of identification are

not pictorial nor immediately apparent to the eye.

Proportiniis.— Among the most important
kinds of characteristics which insensibly influ-

ence the judgment in forming a conclusion as to

identity of authorship of two specimens of
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handwriting are the proportions between cer- and photographed at an enlargement ot 30 di-

tain parts of a letter, or word, or group of these, ameters

:

which often occur together. Especially is this

the case with a signature, which is written so

frequently that the act becomes almost auto-

matic and therefore one in which the peculiar-

ities due to the hand and arm making it, and to

the brain furnishing the pattern, are most prom-
inent because without the interference of volun-

tarj- effort The result in fact resembles tj-pe-

writing where the defects in the levers and
tj-pe-faces of a tj-pe-wTiting machine can be de-

tected ; but with this difference that in hand-

writing they are still recognizable even when
from lack of space or other causes the signature

is written smaller or larger than usual. In

such cases there is found a greater conformity

to tlie established relations of parts of the sig-

nature than any foreign hand could make with-

out a pantograph or other artificial aid. These
proportions of parts may be detected either in-

dividually by carefully noted measurements, or

by composite photographs of genuine signatures.

Each method has some advantages over the

other. In employing composite photography one

attains to an ideal signature because all the

possible characteristics of relation in eveo'

signature have been introduced, but on the other

hand by this means only a form has been evolved
— a graphic average— which must then be made
the standard for comparison.

Fig. I.— Composites of genuine signatures.

c>iit/^^f^c? zJa^^^'^T^y^

Fig. 2.— Forgeries of the above signatures.

In the case of the method by actual measure-

ments although onlv a small fraction of the total

number of relations is noted, yet these are in

numerical form and can be averaged and the

results compared directly. ... •

The principle on which the method by in-

vestigation of proportions of parts rests is that

the spaces between various distinctive points of

a signature bear numerical relations to each

other, and to the heights of certain letters,

which are constant within comparatively narrow

limits whether the signature be written small or

large.

The following illustration (Fig. 3> represents

a small part of a letter written with pen and mk

Fig. 3.— The points a show the widest and h the nar-

rowest parts of the ink lines. It is to be noted that the

ma-xima and minima of the two margins are not always

opposite to each other, but show a tendency to oscillate

about a horizontal line so that the o's and ("'s of pnc

margin will be obseoed alternately above and below-

such line in followinK the ink mark downward, while

those of the other margin will be found in opposite

phase. This is made clearer by the white lines uniting

the o's and b's of the opposite margins. This can be

accounted for bv the simultaneous operation of lateral

and vertical movements which are not coincident in

period.

Tremograms.— Another valuable individual-

ity in writings executed by means of pen and ink

are the irregularities observed in the margins

of the lines when examined under a sufficiently

high power of the microscope (about 120

diameters). How far this examination will en-

.ible one to identify an individual is not yet

known, but it has been established that there

are characters in the general disposition, num-
ber, arrangement, and position of these serra-

tions, which remain comparatively constant in

the writings of the same individual with differ-

ent pens, ink, and paper, and under different

mental and physical conditions, and which

therefore cannot have other source than peculiar

motions imparted to the writing instrument and

writing fluid by the writer.
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Inks.—Tables for the determination of the

characters of

)

inks by quahtative chemical
tests have been pub-
lished by Robertson,
Hofmann and others.

To the same end spe-

cial devices have been
made to solve questions
relating to the composi-
tion of inks without af-

fecting the document
or writing fluid : Do-
remus by means of the

spectroscope, Frazer
through absorption of
light admitted to and

Fig. 4.—A trac-

ing by camera lu-

cida of the mar-
gins of an ink
line drawn by a
pen fixed to a
ruling machine. It

is enlarged 60 di-

ameters. There is

an absence of the
irregularities al-

ways found in
the margins of
ink lines made by
the human hand.

Fig. 5.—Camera lucida
tracings of the margins of
two ink lines by the same
hand made at an interval
of fifty-two days. The sim-
ilarity of character of the
serrations in both is no-
ticeable.

reflected by the ink through colored prisms.

Sharpies has shown that an otherwise invisible

record may be made visible through shorter
or longer exposure to the sensitive plate of the
photographic camera, etc.

Bibliography.— Chabot, 'The Handwriting of
Junius Professionally Investigated,' with a pre-
face and collateral evidence, by the Hon. Edward
Twisleton (1871); Cross & Bevan, '.A. Te.xt-
Book of Paper-Making* (1888) ; S. Weir
Mitchell, M. D., 'Mary Reynolds: a Case of
Double Consciousness* (with a letter on the
handwritings peculiar to each of the two states

by Persifor Frazer). Transactions of the Col-
lege of Physicians of Philadelphia (April 4,

1888) ; Galton, 'Decipherment of Blurred
Finger-Prints' (1893); Persifor Frazer, 'Bib-
liotics or the Study of Documents' (1894) :

Hagan, 'Disputed Handwriting' (1894) ; Ber-
tillon, 'La comparaison des ecritures et I'iden-

tification graphique,' Revue Scientifique (Decem-
ber 18, 1897 and January I, 1898) ; Itasse, 'Le
faux devant I'histoire, devant la science, et de-
vant la loi' (1898) ; Persifor Frazer, 'Des
faux en ecriture et de I'ecriture. Traduit par
M. L. Vossion et Mme. H. Bouett' (1899):
Minovici, <Lcs faux en ecriture et la photo-
graphic au service de la justice' ; Aines, 'For-
gery, its Detection and Illustration' (1900).

Persifor Frazer,
Doctcur cs-Scicnces Naturellcs Univ. de France.

Handy Andy, a novel by Samuel Lover,
published in 1842. It is a broadly humorous
tale of life among the Irish gentry and peas-

antry in the first half of the 19th century, oy
an accomplished author who not only could illus-

trate his own narrative, but could write songs
for it and furnish music for them as well.

Han'ford, Cal., city and county-seat of
Kings CoiuUy; on the Southern fac. and Santa
Fe R.R.'s. about 30 miles southeast of Fresno,
and 250 miles south of San Francisco. It was
first settled in 1871 and was made a city in
1891. Its chief industries are agriculture, fruits,

raisins, and livestock. It has also flour and
planing mills, milk condensing factory, butter
and cheese factories, etc.. and is a distributing
centre for food products and clothing sent to
mining sections in the vicinity. The city gov-
ernment is by a Board of Trustees, the board
choosing its own chairman. The city has six
banks, and a Carnegie Library. Pop. (1003)
3-000. Fred A. Dodhe.

Editor 'The Hanford Sentinel.''

Hanfstangl, Franz, frants hanf'stengl,
German lithographer: b. Rain. Germany, 1804;

d. 1877. Fle studied art at the Munich Acad-
emy, and in 1826 went to Dresden where he be-

gan his series of lithographic copies of pictures

in the Dresden Gallery, which he completed in

1852. During the latter part of his life he
devoted himself to photography and kindred
processes.

Hang-Chow, hang'chow, China, the capital

of the province of Che-kiang. on a plain at the

southern terminus of the Imperial Canal, and
within two miles of the head of the estuary of
the Tsien-tang River, about 40 or 50 miles from
its mouth, nearly 100 miles southwest of Shang-
hai. It is a strongly fortified city of oblong
form, surrounded with high well-built walls

about eight miles in circuit, enclosing many
large vacant spaces. The streets are well paved
and clean, and there are numerous triumphal
arches, monuments to great men. and gor-

geous Buddhist temples. The stores and ware-
houses are noted for their size and the quantity

and quality of the goods displayed. More than
loo.ooo persons are employed in silk manufac-
tures, and among other industries are the weav-
ing of cotton, manufacture of tapestries, carv-

ing in ivory, the making of lacquered ware,

fans and screens, etc. The houses generally are

one story high. ,\ large portion of the inhabit-

ants reside in the suburbs, and in boats on the

waters around them. The governor-geiieral of

Che-kiang and Fe-kien resides in this city, and
also the governor of the province. With their

courts and troops, in addition to the great trade

passing through, and its activity as a centre

of literary and ecclesiastical life, Hang-Chow
is one of the most important and richest cities

in China. The river, opposite the city, is about
four miles broad at high-water, and is crowded
with vessels of all descriptions, being the chan-

nel by which vast quantities of merchandise arc

received from and exported to the southern

provinces. The extensive Lake of Si-hou, "Vv'est

Lake," close by the city, is celebrated for its

natural and artificial beauties. Chapu, the sea-

port of Hang-Chow, is 20 miles down the river.

Hang-Chowis the celebrated *Kinsai" of Marco
Polo— the capital, in his time, of Southern
China. It was captured by the Taiping rebels

in 1861, and deserted by all its rich or respect-
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able inhabitants. A disciplined torce of_ Chi-

nese under the command of French otncers

nnited with the Imperialist troops, recaptured

the city on 31 March 1S64. By the Treat>- of

Shimonoseki (1S95) it was opened to toreign

trade, and a district platted for a foreign settle-

ment. Pop. estimated at 700,000.

Hanging, a form of capital punishment

inflicted under the common law: also a mode

of death sometimes lawlessly visited upon a

person, or occurring from accident, or by sui-

cide In cases of hanging, death seldom results

from pare asphvxia. but is usually m some de-

<Tree owing to apople.xy and injury- to the spinal

cord In anempted suicide, bleeding from the

jugular vein and artificial respiration may be

tried for resuscitation. In difficulty of inducing

artificial respiration, laryngotomy and trache-

otomy should be performed, and the lunp in-

flated through the opening m the neck. In

judicial hanging, the noose ought to be so ad-

justed as to produce immediate dislocation ot

the spinal column, death in that case being in-

stantaneous. In New York State electrocution

as capital punishment is substituted tor death by

hanging and it has to some extent been tried

in other States. (See Electricit\% OrsE of

Death by.) In several American States inttic-

tion of the death penaltj- is forbidden by law.

Hanging, drawing, and quartenng were once

the punishment of treason m England, bee

C.Wn.M. PUNISHMEST.

Hanging Rock, Battle of, fought 6 .\ug.

1780 It occurred on Hanging Rock Creek.

S C between Col. Sumter's Americans, some

800 in number, and about as many Lo>-alists

commanded by Maj. Garden. .Atter driving

back the Loyalists, the .\mericans. becoming dis-

organized while plundering the enemys camp.

were in turn put to flight. ,The American l.^s

is unknown; that of the Lo.valists, m killed,

wounded, and missing, is recorded as 269. Con-

sult Lossing, 'Field-Book of the American Rev-

olution.'

Hankow, hin-kow' («Mouth of the Han»).

China a town and river-port in the province ot

Hu-peh at the i unction of the Han with the

Yan^-t^e-kiang. 688 miles above the mouth of

the Yang-tse, which is na>Hgable tor large ves-

sels up to the town. On the opposite bank ot

the Han is Hanvang. on the other side ot the

Yang-tse is Wuchang, the three together form-

ing one immense city. In addition there is a

large floating population, the Han being densely

crowded with junks for about halt a mile above

its mouth. In 1857 the city was almost totally

destroyed bv the Taipings. The port J

to foreign trade by the Treaty of 1

fied in i860: and soon became the o.^^i ..
,

-

rium for the tea trade of the central provinces^

\ concession of about 90 acres of land apart

"from Chinese jurisdiction is laid out like an

English town. The residents of the Bnlish con-

cession are formed into a municipali^ with a

council empowered to Uvy taxes. There are

also German, French, and Russian settlements.

The foreign trade of thif port is one of the

most important in China. The itnports are

brought almost exclusively from Chinese ports

(about one half from Shanghai), and consist

partiv of foreign produce, such as cottons, wool-

ens and opium: partly of native produce, sucn

as tea, silk, cotton, etc. Pop. about 850,000.

Hanna, Marcus Alonzo, .\merican politi-

cian- b. New Lisbon. O.. 24 Sept. 1837; d. 13

Feb 1904. In 18^ his family moved to Cleve-

land where he was educated in the publit

schools and he also took a years course of

study in Western Reserie L niversitj-. He left

college to enter the grocery trade with his

father, and later had entire control ot the

business. In 1S67 he became a pailner with

his father-in-law in the farm of Rhodes & Co..

en«^ged in handling coal and iron; he soon

mastered the details of the business, greatly

extended the work of his firm, and was the

first to build steel steamships for the lake

trade. In 1S77 he became the controlling part-

ner of the firm, the name of which was

changed to M. A. Hanna & Co., and acquired

lar-^e interests in lake na\ngation. He also wa>

for a time manager of a theatre, and president

of the Union National Bank ot Clevel^d, and

of the Cleveland Git)- Railway Co. In ISKO

he organized a business men's political club,

and from that lime was active m politics. In

iS&i he was sent as a delegate to the Kepub-

lican National Convention, and m the ne.xt con-

vention USSS) was John Shermans political

manager. He first gained a national reputation,

when^'he obtained the nomination ot ^IcKinley

for President at the Convention of ibgo. and

as chairman of the Republican national com-

mittee, conducted the Presidential campaign,

which resulted in a large plurality t"or WcKin-

ley In this campaign he adopted the methods

which had made him successful m business,

studying the situation and its needs, and care-

fuUv attending to details. In 1897 he was

appointed United States Senator to succeed

Sherman, who resigned before the completion ot

his term of six years. In 189S he was elected

to a full term, and in 1904 re-elected, but died

before taking his seat. In 1900 he agam con-

ducted the Presidential campaign. .^5 a large

emplover of labor. Senator Hanna had a number

of questions to settle with his own employees,

and as a rule won their respect and confidence

by his fairness and willingness to listen to their

claims. He was a firm believer in arbitration

between labor and capital, and was active in the

organization, in 1901, of the National Civic hed-

eration. a non-panisan organization formed to

consider such topics as trusts, tariffs, taxation,

etc., becoming its president, and a member of a

permanent committee appointed to consider and

settle labor disputes.

Han'nay, James, Canadian historian and

journalist: b. Richibucto. N. B.. 22 Apnl 184^

.\fter many vears of editonal work upon in-

fluential Canadian journals, he w-as chief edi-

torial writer on the Brookh-n. N. \.. DJily

EagU (1885-7). and editor of the St. John,

\ B, Daily GazetU (1.888-92). and St. John

Ddih Telegraph (1S92-1900). Since 1902 he

has been official reporter of the New Brunswick

Provincial PaHiament. Besides reports ot the

New Brunswick Supreme Court, he has pub-

lished 'Nine Years a Captive' (1875): "'J-
tor%- of .\cadia' (1879): 'The Histor>- of the

Loyalists' (1893): 'The Story of the Q-^;^*
Rangers in the .American Revolution <ts»3»-

'Life and Times of Sir Leonard Tillev (qv )

(1897): 'The Histor>- of the War of 1812 :

'New Brunswick: its Resources and .Advan-

tages' (1902)-
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Han'nibal, Carthaginian soldier: b. 247
B.C. ; d. probably 183 B.C. He was the son of
Hamilcar Barca (q.v.) and at the age of nine
his father made him swear at the altar eter-

nal haired lo the Romans. lie was a witness
of his father's achievements in Spain ; but Ham-
ilcar having fallen in battle in Lusitania, in 228
i!.c.. and his son-in-law Hasdrubal having been
appointed to succeed him, Hannibal returned
home. At 22 he returned to the army at the

request of Hasdrubal. The soldiers perceived
in him the spirit of Hamilcar, and in three cam-
paigns his talents and his courage were so con-
spicuous that the army, on the murder of Has-
drubal in 221, conferred on him the chief

command by acclamation. In 219 B.C. he laid

siege to Saguntum, a town which had concluded
an alliance with Rome. In eight months Sagun-
tum fell. The Romans, alarmed by this, sent am-
bassadors to Carthage to demand that Hannibal
should be delivered up. The demand being re-

fused, they declared war. Hannibal raised a
powerful force, and conceived the design of at-

tacking the Romans in Italy. After providing
for the security of Africa, and having left his

brother Hasdrubal with an army in Spain, he
began his march with go.ooo foot-soldiers, forty

elephants, and 12,000 horsemen, traversed Gaul
in the depth of winter with incredible rapidity,

and reached the foot of the Alps. In nine days
he crossed these mountains, probably by the
pass leading over the Little St. Bernard. The con-
quest of the Taurinians and the capture of their

chief city encouraged the people of Cisalpine
Gaul to join him. These auxiliaries would have
been still more numerous had not Publius Scipio
approached at the head of a Roman army, which
had landed at Pisa. On the banks of the Ticinus
the armies engaged, and a charge of the Numid-
ian horse left Hannibal master of the field (218
B.C.) Scipio avoided a second battle, and re-

treated beyond the Trebia, leaving the strong
town of Clastidium in the enemy's hands. Mean-
while Sempronius arrived with a second army,
but Hannibal soon provoked his impetuous ad-
versary to an engagement, disposed an ambus-
cade near the Trebia, and surrounded and de-
stroyed the Roman forces. The Romans lost

their camp and 26.000 men. Hannibal now re-

tired to winter quarters among his allies in Cis-
alpine Gaul ; and at the opening of the next
campaign (217) found two new armies await-
ing his approach in the passes of the Apennines.
He determined to engage them separately, and
destroy Flaminius before the arrival of his col-

league. He deceived him, therefore, by feigned
marches^ crossed the .•\pennincs, and traversed
the Ckisian marsh. He then employed every
means to compel Flaminius to a battle. He
wasted the whole country; feigned a march to
Rome; but suddenly formed an ambush in a
narrow pass surrounded by almost inaccessible
rocks. Flaminius, who followed him, was imme-
diately attacked. A bloody engagement took
place near the Lake Trasimenus. Assailed on
every side, the Roman legions were cut in

pieces. Hannibal now armed his soldiers in the
Roman manner, and marched into Apulia,
spreading terror wherever he approached. Rome,
in consternation, entrusted her safety to Fabius
Maximus, tlie dictator, who determined to ex-
haust by delay the strength of the Carthagin-
ians. He attacked Hannibal with his own
weapons, and hung upon him everywhere with-

out attempting to overtake him, convinced that

the Carthaginians could not long hold a deso-
lated territory. Hannibal marched into the
plains of Capua, with the design, of separating
the terrified cities from their alliance with the
Romans, and drawing down Fabius from the
mountains. But suddenly he found himself in

the same toils in which F'laminius had perished.
Shut up between the rocks of Formix, the sands
of Liternum, and impassable marshes, he was
indebted for his safety to a stratagem. Having
collected a thousand oxen, and fastened burning
torches to their horns, he drove tlie animals at

midnight into the defiles guarded by the Ro-
mans. Panic-struck at the terrible sight, the
Romans abandoned the heights, and Hannibal
forced his way through their ranks. Minutius
Feli.x, master of the horse, w'as then made col-

league of Fabius in the dictatorship. Eager for

combat, he fell into an ambush at Geronium, and
would have perished but for the aid of I'abius.

After this campaign the other Roman generals
seemed unwilling to trust anything to chance,
and imitated the delay of Fabius. Hannibal
saw his army slowly wasting away, when the
new consul Terentius Varro, an inexperienced
and presumptuous man, took the command of
the legions. Hannibal had occupied Cannsf, and
reduced the Romans to the necessity of risking

an engagement (216), .^milius Paukis, the col-

league of Varro, wished to put off the battle,

but Varro chose the day of his command, and
directed the attack. The Roman army was de-
stroyed, and Hannibal now marched to Capua,
which immediately opened its gates. In 215
Flannibal sustained, at the hands of Marcellus, a
repulse before Nola— the first check which he
had received in the open field— but in 212 B.C.

made an important acquisition in the capture of
Tarentum. Capua, however, was invested by
two consular armies, and was on the point of
surrendering. Hannibal marched to Rome, and
encamped in sight of the capitol, 211 B.C.; but
the Romans were not thus to be discouraged

;

Capua fell. This success gave the Romans a
decided superiority, and nearly all the people of
Italy declared in their favor. Held in check
by the consul, Claudius Nero, Hannibal could
not effect a union with his brotlier Hasdrubal,
who had set out from Spain with reinforcements,

but after having passed the Apennines was at-

tacked and defeated by Nero on the Metaurus
in 207. Hasdrubal himself fell, and bis bloody
head was thrown into the camp of Hannibal.
The latter then retired to Bruttium, \vhere, sur-

rounded with difficulties, he yet maintained the

contest with inferior forces against victorious

armies. But Scipio now carried the war into

.'Kfrica, and Hannibal was recalled to defend
his country. He reluctantly embarked his

troops, and in 203 left the country which for

16 years he bad held in spite of all the efforts of

Rome. He landed at Leptis, gained over a part

of the Numidians, and encamped at .\drunie-

tum. Scipio took several cities, and reduced
the inhabitants lo slavery. Pressed by his coun-
trymen to come to a decisive engagement, Ilan-

nil)al met Scipio at Zama, and was defeated

with 20,000 loss. Peace was concluded in 201

B.C. Hannibal, accused by his enemies of stir-

ring up Antiochus the Great to war against the
Romans, went to Ephesus, to the court of An-
tiochus. In the ensuing struggle with Rome,
Antiochus was signally defeated, and obliged to
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conclude a peace, one of the terms of which
was that Hannibal should be deHvered up. Han-
nibal, again obliged to Hee, went to the court of
Prusias, king of Bithj-nia. Prusias, to whom
the senate had sent ambassadors to demand the
person of Hannibal, was on the point of com-
plj'ing with the requisition, when Hannibal pre-
vented the disgrace bj- swallowing poison, which
he always carried about in his ring.

Hannibal, Mo., citj"^ in ilarion Countj-, on
the Jlississippi River, and on the Missouri, K.
& T., the Chicago, B. & Q.. the Wabash, and
the Saint Louis, K. & N. W. R.R.'s; about 90
miles nortliwest of St. Louis and 15 miles south
of Quincy. 111. Hannibal was settled in 1819
and incorporated in 1839. It is situated in an
agricultural region. The chief manufactures are
foundrj- and machine-shop products, flour, lum-
ber, cigars, lime, cement, stoves, car-wheels,
shoes, and furniture. It is an important trade

centre, as it has the advantages of several rail-

roads and steamboat connection with the cities

and towns on the Mississippi. A steel bridge for

railroad cars and wagons crosses the river from
Hannibal to East Hannibal, 111. The trade is

principally in tobacco, lumlser. flour, potatoes,

ready-made clothing, dairy products, and the city

manufactures. It has a free circulating librarj',

public and parish high schools, the Douglas col-

ored high school, and a number of fine public

buildings. The citj' charter of 1845. revised in

1873, provides for the annual election, by the

people, of a mayor and a certain number of the

members of the school board. The officials of
the administrative departments are under the

control of the mayor. The electric-light plant

is owned and controlled by the city. Pop.

(1900) 12,780.

Hanno, han'6, or Anno, German medieval
prelate: b. not earlier than 1000; d. Siegberg,

near Bonn, 1075. The emperor, Henry HI.,

made him his chancellor, and presented him to

the archbishopric of Cologne, to which he was
consecrated in 1056. .^fter the death of Henry
III.. Hanno made himself master of the person

of Henry III.'s young son Henr>' IV., and
secured for himself the administration of the

empire (1062). His energetic government and
his holy life, his paternal care for his see, liis

zealous reformation of monasteries and founda-

tion of churches, gained him the character of a

saint. The hymn in his praise is by some
thought to have been written soon after his

death: by others about 1183. It is one of the

most important monuments of the early German
national literature. The best version of it is to

be found in Miillenhoff and Schercr's 'Denk-
-naler deutschcr Pocsie und Prosa* (1864).

Hanotaux, Albert Auguste Gabriel, al-bar

5-giist ga-bre-el a-no-to, French politician: b.

Beaurevoir, Aisne, 18 Nov. 1853. He chose for

himself the profession of the law, took a scien-

tific course in the Ecole des Charles, and after-

ward became a teacher in the Ecole des Hautcs

Etudes. In 1879 he received an appointment in

the French foreign oflice; in 1881 became a

member of the cabinet, and was sent to Con-

stantinople as ambassador in 1885. From 1886

to 1889 he was republican deputy; and in May
1894 received a portfolio in the second Dupuy
cabinet. He has published: <Lcs Villcs Retrou-

vees' (1880); <Origincs de ITnslitution des

Intendants des Provinces' (18S4") ; 'Henri ^Mar-

tin, Sa Vie. Ses CEuvres, Son Temps' (1885);
'Etudes Historiques sur le XVIe. et le XVIIe.
Siecle en France' (1886) ; 'Histoire du Car-
dinal de Richelieu' (1893).

Han'over, Germany, the northwesternmost
province of Prussia, prior to 1866 an independ-
ent kingdom. It borders on the North Sea. and
has an area of 14,870 square miles. In the south
the Harz mountains attain an altitude of over

3,000 feet ; the rest of the country is an alluvial

plain with a gentle slope to the sea. The Elbe
on the northeast boundary, the Ems, and the

Weser, with its tributaries, the Leine and AUer,
are the principal rivers. Coal and lignite, rock
salt, iron, copper, zinc, silver, and gold, are

found in the mountainous districts, and there

are large peat beds in the north. Over one
fourth of the area is arable land, producing
large quantities of grain and flax. The keeping
of bees is generally practised on the moors, and
a breed of superior cattle is raised along the

marshy coast land. Forests of hardwood and
pine, extensively used in smelting, occupy one
sixth of the surface. The manufactures are
extensive, and include iron goods, machinery,
woolens, linens, cottons, leather, paper, beet-root

sugar, beer, spirits, and numerous domestic com-
modities. Hanover has over 1.500 miles of rail-

roads, numerous canals, and an extensive traffic

is carried on at its several ports, among which
are Geestemiinde. Emden, and Harburg. although
practically its chief port is the free city and port

of Bremen (q.v.). The capital is Hanover
(q.v.). For administrative purposes, the prov-

ince is divided into the six districts of Hanover.
Hildesheim, Liineburg, Stade, Osnabriick and
Aurich. The highest court is in Celle. The
province sends 36 members to the Prussian
Chamber of Deputies. 10 to the Upper House,
and 19 to the German Reichstag. Education is

compulsorj' and free: chief of the higher institu-

tions of learning is Gottingen University. The
majority of the inhabitants are Lutheran Prot-

estants. Roman Catholics inhabiting Hildesheim
and Osnabriick constitute about one seventh of

the population. Hanover was long connected
with the Brunswick family, a scion of which,
Ernest Augustus, in 1692, became the first

Elector of Hanover. He married the daughter
of the Elector Palatine, granddaughter of James
I., and niece of Charles I. of England. He was
succeeded in 1698 by his son George Louis, who
in accordance with the Act of Settlement (q.v.),

became George I., king of England, at the death
of Queen Anne in 1714. The connection with
England continued during four reignS. and in

1814 the Congress of Vienna raised Hanover to

the rank of a kingdom, George IV. and William
IV. thus being kings of Great Britain and of

Hanover. On the accession of Queen Victoria,

however, by the Salic law, the Hanoverian crown
passed to the nearest male heir. Ernest .Augustus,

Duke of Cumberland, and at his death in 1851

to his son George V. In 1866 Hanover sided

with Austria in the Austro-Prussian contest ; the

capital was occupied by Prussian troops : the

king lost his throne, his estates were seques-

trated, and Hanover was annexed to the Prus-
sian dominions. Pop (1900) 2.390.336.

Hanover, Mass. (i) Village in the town
of Hanover in Plymouth County; on a branch of

the New York. N. H. & H. railroad; about
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10 miles east by north from Brockton and 25

miles southeast of Boston. It is the seat of

Hanover Academy. It is situated in an agricul-

tural region, and the chief industries are con-

nected with agricultural products. Its chief

manufactures are tacks and nails. (2) The town
of Hanover contains several villages, and the

chief manufactures are shoes, nails, tacks, and
dairy products. Pop. of the village is about 420

;

of the town 2.200.

Hanover, N. H., town in Grafton County;
on the Connecticut River, and on the Boston &
M. railroad, about 72 miles northwest of Con-
cord. It is situated in an agricultural region

and its industries are connected chiefly with

farm products and lumbering. It is a summer
resort, but is known principally as a college

town, being the seat of Dartmouth College

(q.v.). It contains also the Mar>' Hitchcock
Memorial Hospital. Pop. (1900) 1,884.

Hanover, Pa., borough in York County;
on the Western Maryland and the Pennsylvania

PLR.'s; about 32 miles south of Harrisburg. It

was settled about 1729 and incorporated in 1813.

It is in a rich agricultural section of the State,

and nearby are iron-ore mines. The chief manu-
factures are shoes, machine-shop products,

cigars, carriages and wagons, gloves, and leather,

Hanover is the commercial centre of a consider-

able part of York County; the trade is largely

in agricultural and dairy products, the manufac-
tures of the borough, and in live stock. The
government is vested in a burgess and borough
council. Pop. (1890) 3,746; (1900) 5,302.

Hanover, Prussia, the capital of a prov-

ince, and formerly of the kingdom of Hanover,
in an extensive plain northeast of and dom-
inated by Mount Linden, at the confluence of

the Ihme with the Leine, 44 miles by rail west

by north of Brunswick. It consists of an old

town, intersected by the Leine, and of various

modern suburbs. The old town is unattractive,

but the new quarters are regular and well built.

The principal features are the Markt church,

of antique appearance ; the Kreuz church

;

Schloss church, a handsome structure, with an
altar-piece by Cranach, and some curious relics

collected by Heno' the Lion ; several handsorne
modern churches; the palace (1636-40, rebuilt

since 1817), now a royal Prussian residence; the

former palace of King Ernest Augustus (in

government occupancy) ; the royal library ; the

museum of art and science ; the restored town-
house (i4.'?9-55) ; the new town-house (formerly

palace of George V.) ; the Kestncr museum of

antiquities : the provincial assembly house ; the

Franco-German war monument ; the Waterloo
monument : various schools, among which is the

technical high-school, a remodeled building of

great extent, formerly the Welfenschloss (palace

of the Guelfs). and the Schloss-Herrenhausen,
formerly a royal residence. Trade and indus-

tries are important, the latter including raiUvay
works, machinen-. iron castings, cotton, linen,

tobacco, lacquered wares, lamps, glass, chem-
icals, etc. : breweries and distilleries. The city

has electric street railroads.

Hanover is first mentioned in 1 163. It joined
the Hanseatic League in 1481. and received the
Reformation in 1533. It became the residence
of the Dukes of Brunswick-Liineburg, and the

capital of the principality in 1636. In 1866 the

kingdom was absorbed by Prussia, and since

1890 the city has held the position of a royal

residence and capital. Sir William Herschel, the

two Schlegels, and Ifiland were born here. Pop.

(1900) 235,649, with suburbs, 302,054.

Hanover, Pa., Cavalry Action at. Dur-
ing the Gettysburg campaign Gen. Stuart, com-
manding the Confederate cavalry, was ordered

by Gen. Lee to observe the movements of the

Army of the Potomac and harass its rear should

it attempt to follow the Confederate army and
pass into Maryland. Leaving two brigades

south of the Potomac, to guard the passes of

the Blue Ridge, Stuart, with the rest of his

command, crossed the Potomac at Seneca Creek,

20 miles north of Washington, on the night of

27 June 1863 and, learning that Hooker had

crossed the river, marched north by way of

Rockville. captured a train of 125 wagons and

400 prisoners between Rockville and Washmg-
ton. struck the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at

Svkesville and Hood's Mills, and, ascertaining

that the Union army was marching from Fred-

erick northward, endeavored to get ahead of

it, reaching Westminster at 5 p.m. of the 29th,

where he struck a squadron of the First Dela-

ware cavalry, which offered a stubborn resist-

ance, but was finally dispersed, and Stuart, con-

tinuing his march, bivouacked at Union Mills,

about midway between Westminster and Littles-

town. Hearing that Union cavalry was at Lit-

tlestown, and that Early was on the Susque-

hanna, he marched by crossroads for Hanover,

on the morning of the ,30th and, at 10 o'clock,

his head of column reached that place, 16 miles

east of Gettysburg, and attacked the rear and

flank of Kilpatrick's cavalry division, as it vias

passing through the town from Frederick

and Littlestown, in advance of Meade's central

column. His first attack threw the rear of Earns-

worth's brigade into confusion, but Farnsworth

rallied his men. Custer's brigade was recalled

and thrown into action and, after two hours

fighting in and around the town. Stuart was
driven back on the Littlestown road, having lost

nearlv 100 men. Kilpatrick reports his own loss

as ^9' killed and wounded, and 123 missing.

Stuart was now in a perilous position; he

had thrust himself unw-itlingly between Kil-

patrick's cavalry and Meade's main body;

Gregg's cavalry division was moving north or

his right, but he extricated himself by march-

ing all night over a circuitous route through

Jeffer.son to join Early at York. The latter,

however, was on his w-ay to Gettysburg, and

Stuart passed almost within sight of him. with-

out knowing it. Finding that Early was not

at York. Stuart continued his march to Carlisle,

hoping to find Lee's main body there, but found

the place occupied by Union troops, and heard

that Lee was concentrating at Gettysburg, where

by marching night and day. he joined him in the

afternoon of 2 July. See Gettvsbvrg. C.\m-

P.\IGN AND B.MTLE OF. E. A. C.\RMAN.

Hanover College, at Hanover, Ind.;

founded in 1828. under the auspices of the Pres-

byterian Church, as Hanover .\cademy. It was

chartered as a college in 18.^3. Women have

been admitted since 1880. The regular depart-

ments are letters, arts, science, law. philosophy,

and divinity; also a course for teachers. No
charges are made for tuition. In 1903 the college
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reported 14 instructors, 160 students, and about
l~,ooo volumes in the librarj-. The endowment
fund is over S200.000, and the annual income is

about S15.000.

Hanover Court House, Engagement Near.
On 21 May 1802 Gen. McClellan had marched
the Army of the Potomac up the York peninsula

to the banks of the Qiickahominy, 7 to 12

miles distant from Richmond. On the 26th he
heard that R. H. Anderson's Confederate brigade

and Stuart's cavalrj- were near Fredericksburg,

and that another body. Branch's brigade, was
in the vicinity of Hanover Court House, 17 miles

north of Richmond, to his right and rear. These
bodies threatened his communications, and were
in position to reinforce Jackson, in the Shen-
andoah valley, or to oppose McDowell, whose
ad\-ance was then eight miles south of Freder-

icksburg. Gen. Fitz-John Poner was ordered to

clear the enemy from these positions and de-

stroy the bridges over the South .\nna and Pa-
munkey rivers. Warren's small brigade had
been already detailed to destroy the bridges, had
destroyed all means of communication over the

Pamunkey as far as Hanover Court House, and
was then' posted at Old Church. On the morn-
ing of the 27Lh Warren moved toward the court

house, on a road running parallel to the Pa-

munkey. Porter left Xew Bridge at 7 .\.M.

with Morell's division and Emorj-'s cavalry bri-

gade and, marching by way of Mechanics\-ille

northward toward the court-house, about noon

his cavalry and the Twent>--fifth Xew York in-

fantry, encoimtered a portion of Branch's bri-

gade." supporting two pieces of artillerj', attempt-

ing to hold the road leading to the coun-house.

A Union batter>- was brought up and Butter-

field's brigade deployed, which charged and
drove the Confederates from the field, capturing

-one gim. A part of the Twenty-fifth Xew York
was captured by the Confederates. Supposing

that the Confederates had all retreated in the

direction of Hanover Court House. Porter pur-

sued, the ca\-alrj-, imder Emor>-, and the Seven-

teenth Xew York, overtaking and capturing a

large number of the Twenty-eighth Xorth Caro-

lina. Upon nearing the junction of the Ash-

land and the Court House roads, a part of

Martindale's brigade was sent toward Ashland

to guard that flank against an approach from

Richmond and to dei^troy the railroad running

to that city. Xear Peake's station Martindale

ran into Branch's brigade, was immediately at-

tacked, and was driven back some distance.

When Porter, whose advance had reached Han-
over Court House, heard that Martindale had

been attacked, he faced about his entire col-

umn, reached Martindale. struck Branch on his

left and rear, and routed him. Branch retreated

to .\shland and formed a junction with .\ndcr-

son's brigade, which had fallen back from Mc-
Dowell's" front, .\fter destroying the railroad

in several places and opening the way for

McDowell's advance from Fredericksburg. Por-

ter returned to his old camps on the night of

the 29th. The Union loss in the engagement

of the 27th. was 62 killed, 223 wounded, and 70

missing. The Confederate loss was 73 killed,

IQ2 wounded, and 7.10 prisoners, of whom about

150 were also wounded. Consult: 'Official Rec-

ords.' Vol. XI.: Webb. 'The Peninsula': ' Mc-

Clellan's Own Stor>-> : .Mian. 'The .\rmy of

Northern Virginia'; The Century Company's

'Battles and Leaders of the Civil War,» Vol
H. E. A. C.\R>i.\N".

Hanover, Treaty of, an alliance between
England. France, and Prussia, made in Septem-

ber 1725. for the purpose of mutual assistance,

in opposition to that between Austria and Spain.

Hansa, or Hanse. See H.\xse.\tic Le.\cie.

Hanseatic (han-se-atlk) League, Hansa,
or Hanse, a confederacy of certain cities of

nonhem Germany for mutual protection, espe-

cially in maners of commerce ; for the extension

of trade, and of rights and immunities received

from sovereigns, and which had suffered cur-

tailment. The union was formed in the 13th

centurj-. at a time when sea and land swarmed
with pirates and robbers, and German trade, no
longer guarded by the privileges of armed at-

tendants, was exposed to many dangers, while

government had degenerated into a power for

extorting taxes without giving protection.

The first alliances known to have been con-

cluded are those between Hamburg and Liibeck

( 1241 and 1255) to keep open the road across

Holstein connecting the Xorth Sea with the

Baltic, and between Liibeck. Rostock, and
\\'eimar in 1259 for defending themselves against

the pirates. About the same time a similar

league was concluded between the Westphalian

towns. Miinster, Dortmund, Soest, and Lippstadt.

When a wider union came to be formed for like

purposes, the name of Hansa. signif\nng a league,

which was at first applied to any such confed-

eracy, sur\-ived exclusively as the name of that

influential league. During its most flourishing

period it embraced 90 towns, scattered over the

whole length and breadth of Germany, including

Holland. Its organization was very loose, the

towns of which it was made up being at first

divided into three and, after the i6th centuni-.

into four provinces, each with a chief town.

These divisions had. however, little more than a

geographical significance. The town of Liibeck,

which already held an important rank, from the

fact that it \v'as the highest court of appeal for

all those towns which were governed by the

Liibeck law. was recognized as the chief town

of the league. Here assembled the deputies of

the other Hanse towns to deliberate on the

affairs of the confederacy: the decrees of the

diet had no effect unless they received the sanc-

tion of the separate towns.

In the 14th centuo' the league ever>\vhere

attained a high political importance, and gave

rise to the development of that commercial

policy which has since become intimately con-

nected with all political relations, but of which

the sovereigns of that time had little idea.

Kings and "princes were, in reality, more de-

pendent on the league than it was on them. The
extensive carrying trade of the Hanseatic

League was a great source of wealth and at

length there was no mart in Europe which was
not graduallv drawn within the circle of its

influence. England, Denmark, and Flanders

concluded treaties with the league for the ex-

tension of their commerce. It undertook to

provide for the security of commerce on the

Baltic and Xorth seas. In the country- under its

immediate influence it constructed canals, and

introduced a uniform system of weights and

measures.
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But the prosperity of the Hanse towns was
noturally dependent on the continuance of the

circumstances which gave rise to it, and \vhen

circumstances changed, the league was destined

to dechne. When the routes by land and sea

were no longer insecure ; when princes learned

the advantages of trade to their own states, and
turned their attention to the formation of a

naval force of their own, and the encouragement
of navigation ; when the inland members of the

confederation perceived that the great seaport

towns had a separate interest of their own, and
used them principally to promote their own
ends; then the dissolution of the Hanseatic

League was evidently approaching. There re-

mained at last as active members of it only

Hamburg, Liineburg, Liibeck, and the towns in

the neighborhood (Wisniar, Rostock, Greifs-

wald, Stralsund. whose interests were identified

with those of Liibeck. The league existed no
longer as a political power, but merely as a

loose association of towns for commercial pur-

poses.

In England, during the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, the league lost its privileges by its refusal

to grant complete reciprocity. About 1614 there

remained only 14 towns which contributed to

the support of the league, and had a voice in

the management of its affairs. These were:
Liibeck, Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund, Greifs-

wald, Stettin, Danzig, Magdeburg, Brunswick,
Hildesheim. Liineburg, Hamburg, Bremen, and
Cologne. The Thirty Years' war, which de-

stroyed the prosperity of the German towns
generally, gave the death-blow to the league. At
the diet of 1629 it was entrusted to the cities of

Liibeck, Bremen, and Hamburg to consult for

its general interests, and in 1630 these towns
concluded among themselves a closer union,

which was renewed in 1641. After the Peace
of Westplialia ( 1648) repeated but vain attempts

were made to bring the league together again,

and a last diet was held in l66g. Hamburg,
Liibeck, and Bremen still retain their independ-
ence, and now form separate constituents of the

German empire.

Hansen, han'sen, Gerhard Henrik Ar-
mauer, Norwegian physician: b. Bergen, Nor-
way, 1841. He was educated during boyhood in

the cathedral schools of his native city, after-

ward entered upon the study of medicine, and
was eventually appointed resident physician in

the Rigs Hospital of Christiania. He was after-

ward government medical officer for the Lofoten
fisheries, but did not reach the field of his fame
until he was appointed in 1868 to the post of

assistant physician at the Bergen Leper Ho.s-

pital. From this time forth he devoted himself

to the study of leprosy, and following the lines

laid down by Virchow, traveled from one to

another university of Europe, continuing his

investigations. On his return to Norw,ay the

Medical Society of Christiania voted a sum of
money to pay the expenses of his further re-

searches. He at last was enabled to demon-
strate the fact that leprosy was contagious.

Continuing his investigations he discovered at

last the leprosy bacillus in unstained prepara-

tions. Later it was stained and became known
as Hansen's bacillus (1873'). He was not suc-

cessful in employing the bacillus for purposes
of inoculation with a preventive object; but on
the basis of his contagion theory, legislation has

been enabled to check to a considerable extent

the spread of the disease.

Hansom, or Hansom Cab. See Carri.\ge.

Han'son, Alexander Coutee, American
journalist and politician: b. Maryland 1786; d.

i8ig. After being graduated at St. John's Col-

lege, Annapolis, he adopted journalism as a pro-

fession, and in 1812 his office was wrecked by
a mob on account of an article attacking the

Madison Administration which appeared in the

•Federal Republican,' of which he was editor.

He was elected to the lower house of Congress
in 1813, and from 1817 until his death had a

seat in the Senate.

Hanus, Paul Henry, American educator:

b. Hermsdorf-unter-dem-Kynast, Prussia, 14

March 1855. He came to the United States in

childhood, was educated at the University of

Michigan and has been professor of the history

and art of teaching at Harvard from 1891. He
has published "Elements of .Determinants*

(1886); 'Geometry in the Public School*

(1893); 'Contemporarv Educational Problems'

(1899).

Hap'good, Isabella Florence, American
author and translator: b. Boston, Mass., 21 Nov.
1851. She has written 'The Epic Songs of

Russia' : 'Russian Rambles,' etc., and is widely

known by her translations from the Russian of

Tolstoy, Gogol, etc., and she has also made
important translations from the French and
Spanish.

Hapgood, Norman, American journalist:

b. Chicago 28 March 1868. He was graduated

from Harvard in 1890, and the Harvard Law
School in 1893, and has since become well known
as a keen, discriminating essayist and dramatic

critic. He has published 'Literary Statesmen

and Others' (1897); 'Daniel Webster' (1S99);

'Abraham Lincoln' (1899); 'The Stage in

America' (1901).

Hapsburg, haps'berg (Ger. haps'boorg)

(proiierly Habsburg), the imperial house of

Austria-Hungary, so named from the ancestral

castle, in the canton of Aargau, Switzerland, on
the right bank of the Aar. The castle was built

in the nth century by Bishop Werner, a de-

scendant of Ethico I., a count of Alemannia, in

the -th century. It stands on the Wiipelsberg,

a steep rocky situation, whence the name
Habichtsburg (Hawk's Castle). The proprie-

tors of Hapsburg became at a later period counts

of Hapsburg and gradually extended their terri-

tories. Werner II., who died in 1096, is said

to have been the fir.st to assume the title. After

the death, about 1232, of Rudolph II., the fourth

in succession from Werner II., the family di-

vided into two branches, the founder of one
of which was Albert IV., and that of the other

Rudolph III. The latter is known as the Haps-
burg-Lauffcnburg line, which became extinct in

the direct male line in 1408. A younger son of

Rudolph, called Eberhard, founded the Kyburg
branch of the Hapsburg-Lauflfenhurg line, which
did not become extinct till 1415, and Godfrey,

a grandson of Rudolph, who settled in England
in" the i,?th century, there became the founder
of the Fielding family, to which the Earls of

Denbigh belong, and of which the novelist Field-

ing was a member. The line descended from
Albert I\'. is that to which the historical celeb-
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rity of the house is ahnost entirely due. In

1273 Rudolph, the son of Albert IV., was chosen
emperor of Germany or Holy Roman Emperor.
He is the founder of the reigning house of Aus-
tria, which is of the line of Hapsburg-Lorraine.
From Rudolph to Charles \"I. the Austrian mon-
archs were of the Hapsburg male line. Maria
Theresa, who succeeded Charles \'I., married
Francis Stephen of Lorraine, who in 1745 was
chosen Emperor of Germanj-. Francis li., the

third emperor of Germany of the line of Haps-
burg-Lorraine, was the last who bore that title

till the establishment of the new empire, the last

of the so-called ''Holy Roman Emperors." He
changed it in 1S06 for that of Ejnperor of Aus-
tria, and the present imperial house of Austria
continues to represent that line. From the

Emperor Rudolph was also descended a Spanish
d\Tiast>- which began with the Emperor Charles
V. (Charles I. of Spain), and terminated with
Charles II. in 1700.

Haraforas, or Alfures, names applied in

Celebes, the Moluccas. Mindinao, and the adja-

cent islands to certain native tribes, particularly

of the interior, which differ from the Malays,

and have been thought to be perhaps pre-Ma-
layan aborigines.

Hara-kiri, har'a-kir'e, or Seppuku, a mode
of inflicting death upon themselves allowed in

Japan to criminals of the Samurai or two-
sworded class as more honorable than public

execution. It consists in cutting open the body
so as to disembowel it, by means of a wound
made with one sword perpendicularly down the

front and another with the other sword hori-

zontally. Till recent times Japanese of the two-
sworded class who had been guilty of any crime
frequently resorted to this mode of killing them-
selves before their guilt had been proved, and it

was regarded as honorable in them to do so,

indicating a strong sense of shame. Sometimes
they were commanded to put themselves to death

in this manner. Consult: Mitford. 'Tales of

Old Japan' (3d ed. 1876) ; and Chamberlain,
'Things Japanese' (1891).

Harald. See H.\rold.

Haran (Assj-rian Kharranu, road), the name
of a district of northern Mesopotamia and of a

town situated therein, on the stream called

Jullab. southeast of Edessa. The name is prob-
ably derived from the fact that at this town
the trade-routes from Media, Ass)-ria. and Baby-
lonia met to proceed along the same highway
to the coast of Cilicia. Haran is mentioned in

the Old Testament in Gen. .xi. 31-32, and
Ezekiel xxvii. 23. To the .Assyrians it was a
strategic post of great importance. In the in-

scriptions references to it appear as early as

the reign of Tiglath-pileser I. (about 1 100

B.C.). An extensive commerce centred here.

To the Greeks and Romans it was known as

Carrse (Gk. «lpp<u or Xd/xi ) . Crassus. the Ro-
man commander, was here defeated and slain by
the Parthians during his eastern expedition (53
B.C.). and Caracalla assassinated by the soldiery-

of Nfacriniis (217 .\.d.'). It was of importance
even in the time of .Arab supremacy, but the
geographer and historian .Abulfeda (d. I33i>
speaks of it as in ruins in his day. It was the
seat of an episcopal see in the 4th century.
Consult Metz, 'Geschichte der Stadt Harran>
(1892).

Harar, or Adari, a Semitic dialect spoken
in the Abyssinian province of Harar (q.v.).

It includes some Hamitic words. For an ac-
count of it, consult an article by Pratorius in

the *Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenland-
ischen Geseilschaft,' Vol. XXIII. (1869).

Harar, Harrar, or Adari, capital of the
province of Harrar in eastern Abyssinia, south
of the Gulf of .\den, about iSo miles from the
coast It is situated at an elevation of 5,500
feet above the level of the sea. The surround-
ing district is very fertile and produces chiefly

coffee. Cotton is also a large crop, and excel-
lent in quality. There is a brisk trade in gums,
ivcry, and fruits. Harar was formerly the cap-
ital of a small, independent countrj-, ruled bj-

an emir. In 1876 it became a dependency of
Eg>"pt, and later was under Italian protectorate.

After the Italian defeat at Adowa in 1S96. it

passed with the province to Abyssinia. Its first

European visitor was Sir Richard F. Burton,
who obtained admission there as an .\rab in 1S55,

and described it in his 'First Footsteps in East
Africa, or An Exploration of Harar' (1S56).
Pop. (iQco) 40.000. Consult further the 'Bul-
letin de TEtat Major-General de I'Armee Eg\-p-
tienne' (1876), and Paulitschke, 'Harar, For-
schungsreise nach den Somal- und Gallalandem'
(i88S).

Harar, Harrari, or Hamir, the most east-
erly of tlie Abyssinian provinces: bounded on
the east and north by British and French So-
maliland, and on the south and southeast by
British East Africa and Italian Somaliland.
The country is a table-land, with a maximum
ele\"ation of nearly 11.000 feet. Previous to the
insurrection of the Mad Mullah (q.v.) it was
a part of the Eg\-ptian Sudan. It was captured
by Italy in 1891, but after the severe defeat of
the Italian forces by the .\byssinians at -Adowa
I March 1896 it passed to Abyssinia. The for-
eign trade of Abyssinia is conducted largely
through Harar.

Haraucourt, Edmond. French poet and
novelist: b. Bourmont (Haute-Mame) 1857.
His first work appeared in 18S3 and was enti-

tled 'La legende des sexes, poems hysteriques.*
.\ collection of Lis verses was published in iSgi.

He also published '.Amis' {1887); 'Shvlock'
( 1S80) ; 'Don Juan' (1S94) : 'Elizabeth'
( 1894). He was awarded the .Academy prize
for his poem 'Les Vikings' (1890).

Harbaugh, Henry, .American clergyman of
the German Reformed Church in .America : b.

near Waynesborough, Pa., 24 Oct. 1817 ; d. Mer-
cersburg. Pa., 28 Dec. 1867. He studied at

Franklin and Marshall College (^[ercersburg')
and at the Mercersbure Seminary, was ordained
in 1843, and in 1843-64 held pastorates succes-
sively at I.ewisburg, Lancaster, and Lebanon,
Pa. In 1864 he was appointed professor of the-
ology in the Mercersburg Seminary. He was
one of the leading exponents of the 'Mercers-
burg theology* fq.v.V and belonged to the
hieh-church school of his denomination. From
1850 to iS(V5 he was editor of the 'Guardian.'
and in 1866-7 of the Mercersburg <Re\new.'
Besides a collection of poems in the •Pennsyl-
vania Dutch* dialect, he published: 'Henven'
fiRlv^l'*: a 'Life of Michael Schlatter'

(t857^: 'Christological Theology' (1864), and
other works.
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Harben, William Nathaniel, American
.novelist: b. Dalton, Ga., 5 July 1858. He has

contributed many short stories to magazines,

and liis published novels include: 'White Marie*
(1S91); 'Almost Persuaded' (1890); 'A Mute
Confessor' (1891) ; 'The Land of the Changing
Sim' (1894) ; "From Clue to Climax' (i8g6) ;

'The Caruthers Affair' (189S); 'The North
Walk Mystery' (1899) ; 'The Woman Who
Trusted' (1901); 'Westerfelt' (1901) ; 'Abner
Daniel' (1902); 'The Substitute' (1903). He
is also the author of 'Northern Georgia
Sketches' (1900).

Harbin, Manchuria, a city on the Sungari
River at the point where the Manchurian
branch of the Trans-Siberian railway crosses

that stream. The Chinese eastern branch of
the railway, running to Dalny (Talienwan)
(q.v.) and Port Arthur (q.v.) begins here.

Prior to the Russian occupation in 1900 (see

M.\xchuria), Harbin was a small Chinese vil-

lage. On account of its geographical and
strategical position it was chosen as a military

centre, and very quickly it became also head-
quarters for railway and governmental affairs.

Commerce and manufacture have also greatly

developed, although not originally considered in

the promotion of Harbin ; and here more than
elsewhere Russia gradually asserted its inten-

tion of becoming an active industrial force in

the Orient. Every system of protection that

could be devised has been employed by the gov-
ernment to advance its commercial prestige.

Harbin consists of the old town, three miles

distant from the central depot ; Prestin, the

river town, the present commercial portion ; and
the administration town, about the railway.

Only Russians and Chinese are allowed to hold
land, construct buildings, or enter any perma-
nent enterprise. The territory for many miles

surrounding has been secured so as to make it

impossible for any foreign interest or influence

to obtain a foothold or profit near to the city.

The principal railway engineer is the chief ad-

ministrative official. A census of 1903 showed a

population of 60,000 exclusive of soldiery ; of

these all but 700 were Russians.

Harbor, a recess or inlet of the sea, a
lake, or other large body of water, either land-
locked or protected from winds and waves by
artificial means, so as to be a secure haven for

vessels in all weathers. In selecting or con-
structing a harbor regard is also had to con-
venience in loading and unloading vessels. The
two chief classes are harbors of refuge and com-
mercial harbors. Often the latter are merely
tidal, only to be entered by vessels as the tide

serves, and where with the tide they rise and
fall. Harbors of refuge or shelter are accessible

in all conditions of tide. Sometimes there is a
combination of the harbor or haven with a
capacious protected roadstead outside of it, as a*.

Cherbourg. France, and other places.

Cnustrucfion.—In the construction of har-
bors the great desiderata are sufficient depth of
water and perfect security for the vessels likely

to frequent them, together with the greatest

possible facilities for ingress during any weather,
while the chief obstacles to be surmounted are
the action of the waves upon the protecting piers

and breakwaters, and the formation of sand-

banks and bars, which diminish the depth of
water at the entrance and also within. All good
harbors should possess the following character-
istics : A deep, broad entrance-channel, which
can be kept by ships of all kinds in all sorts

of weather ; an ample anchorage, free from rocks
and shoals, with good holding-ground, and pro-
tected from winds and waves. Commercial har-
bors should also be supplied with adequate
constructions and appliances for loading and dis-

charging vessels.

Ground-plan.—In designing the ground-plan
of harbors, some rules should be kept in view

:

(l) the entrance should always be kept sea-

wards of the works of masonry, care being taken
that the direction of the piers does not throw
the sea across the entrance: (2) there should
be a good "loose." or point of departure free of
rocks or a lee shore: (3) spending-beaches in-

side should be provided to allow the waves that

pass in to break and spend themselves (a har-
bor-basin surrounded with vertical quay-walls
becomes a "boiling pot"), but this is a point
frequently overlooked by engineers ; (4) the re-

lation of the width of entrance to the area of
a harbor should be a matter of careful study,

as upon this depends the tranquillity of the in-

terior.

Anchorage.— The anchorage of a harbor
should be large enough to afford shelter to the

maximum number of vessels seeking it. The
space required by a vessel at anchor is, roughly,

a circle whose radius is six times the depth of

water plus the vessel's length. First-class har-
bors should have a depth of at least 40 feet, to

admit and give secure anchorage to the largest

ships now existing. An available depth of 25
feet is sufficient for ordinary transatlantic freight

and passenger steamers. Coasting vessels rarely

have a draft of more than 20 feet.

Natural Harbors.—Some of the best known
natural harbors are those of Quecnstown, Ire-

land ; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil ; Portland, Me.

;

Boston, Mass. ; Narragansett Bav, R- I. : New
York, N. Y.; Old Point Comfort (Norfolk),

Va. ; Port Royal, S. C. ; Havana, Cuba ; San
Francisco, Cal. ; Puget Sound. Wash. ; King
George's Sound, and Princess Royal Harbor, in

southwestern Australia.

Artificial Harbors.—These are as old as

naval warfare, and may almost be said to date

from the birth of commerce. The Phcenicians

protected their little strip of the Levant coast.

"Tyre and Sidon were well provided with har-

bors, having effectual breakwaters, mainly built

of loose rubble. Carthage, Greece, and Rome,
each in its own way, utilized their harbors for

commercial and warlike purposes. That of

Carthage was artificial, those of Greece but

slightly so, nature having provided so many
navigable inlets that little remained to be done

by man. The great harbors of Rome, con-

structed in the solid and workmanlike manner
of her practical race, may still be studied with

profit, for the coasts of Italy yet show how
well the Romans understood both the principles

and the practice of this branch of marine en-

gineering. One of their finest and most com-

plete constructions of this nature was the port

of Ostia. at the mouth of the Tiber, now more

than two miles inland. The Romans were dis-

tinguished in harbor-making by the open or
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arched mole or enclosing work, which gave full

play to the currents, preventing the deposit of
sand or mud. "The foimdations of Nero's port,*

says Addison, *are still to be seen. It was alto-

gether artificial, and composed of huge moles
nmning round it, in a kind of circular figure, ex-
c^t where the ships were to enter.® Harbor-
maldng came to an end with the decay of com-
merce and ci\Tlization consequent upon the fall

of the empire, to be revived by the Italian re-

pubUcs of the Middle Ages. The rich traffic of
Venice and Genoa soon led to the construction
of suitable ports at those places, and the moles
of the latter city and the works in the lagoons
of \"enice remain to this day. France was next
in the field, embanking, protecting, and deepen-
ing the mouths of the rivers along her north-
western shores, as at Ha\Te, Dieppe, Dtuikirk,
etc. In 1627, during the siege of Rochelle,
Metezeau constructed jetties of loose rubble-
stone, to prevent access to the city.

British Harbors.— Great Britain, whose
ocean commerce is of comparatively recent date,

lagged far behind her Continental rivals. With
few exceptions her ports were absolutely un-
protected, or rather uncreated ; and this state of
things continued tmtil late in the iSth century.
Two of the few exceptions were Hartlepool,
where a harbor was formed about 1250. and
Arbroath in 1394 ; in the 17th century at \\Tiitby
and Scarborough rough piers were thrown out,
protecting the mouth of the port; at Yarmouth
a north jetty, and subsequently a south one,
were formed : an ancient mole existed at Lyme
Regis; but the chief efforts of the early English
engineers were directed against the shoals and
waves of Dover. \\"hen. however, John Smeaton
(q.v.) rose to vindicate the engineering talent

of England, things took a different turn, and
now few countries surpass Great Britain in the
nimiber of artificially improved commercial har-
bors. In Great Britain the construction and
regulation of harbors is primarily under au-
thority of the crown, but Parliament now usually
names commissioners and boards with powers
of ownership or management specially con-
ferred b}' that body. .-Ml indiridual owners are
required to manage harbors subject to the rights

of public use. while final government control of
them is practically absolute.

Harbors in the United States.— In this coun-
try all harbor-making in a public sense has been
done since the beginning of the 19th centurj-.

The date of its first undertaking is 1802. when
the project of building public piers in Philadel-

phia received government aid by an appropria-

tion of $30,000. Twenty years later, for a har-

bor of refuge in Delaware Bay, $22,700 was
appropriated : and in 1826 appropriations aggre-
gating about $150,000 were made for river and
harbor improvements at many places. From this

time river and harbor bills have steadily in-

creased the Congressional appropriations, which
now amoimt in the aggregate to hundreds of
millions.

Federal control over the ports of the United
States, including all the important harbors, is

exercised under the constitutional power of the

government to regulate commerce: but in most
of the details of harbor management— such as

ownership and use of wharves, docks, ware-
houses, and the provision and disposal of facili-

ties generally— management is left to the States.

Pilot laws, the appointment of harbor-commis-
sioners, harbor-masters, etc., and all other har-
bor regulations are made and enforced by the
States, subject in certain things— as, for ex-
ample, quarantine rules— to the jurisdiction of
the Federal government. Con stilt : Rennie,
'Harbors' : Stevenson, 'Design and Construc-
tion of Harbors* : Moore, 'History of the Fore-
shore and the Law Relating Thereto' ; Har-
comt, 'Harbors and Docks' : Birdse>-e, 'Laws of
the State of New York' (Navigation Law and
New York Harbor) ; L'nited States Re\-ised

Statutes, Sees. 5.,? 1 1-5.255. See Bbe.\kw.\ter :

Docks .\jrD Dock Y-\rds ; Jetties ; Light-
HorsEs.

Harbor Grace, Newfoundland, a port of
entry on Conception Bay. 27 miles west by
north of St. John's, 84 miles by raiL It has a
large but exposed harbor, with an irmer secure
port, a patent slip, and a lighthouse with a re-

volving light. It is the see of a Roman Catho-
lic diocese with a handsome cathedral and con-
vent. Its commerce is second to that of St.

John's. Pop. I 1901) 5.1&4-

Harbor Seal, or Hair-seal, the commoa
small seal {Phoca z-itulina). once common on
both sides of the North Atlantic, down to \'ir-

ginia in the L'nited States, but now only oc-

casionally seen south of Cape Cod. See Seal.

Harbor Springs, Mich., village, county-seat
of Emmet Count?-; on Little Traverse Bay. an
arm of Lake Michigan, and on the Grand Rapids
& I. R.R. The landlocked harbor is much
used by lumber vessels. The village is in a
part of the State where the large forests make
lumbering the chief industry. The chief manu-
factures are flour and lumber. The cool climate
in summer makes Harbor Springs a favorite

resort during July and .-KugtisL Pop. (1900)
1,643-

Harby, Isaac, .\merican dramatist and
journalist: b. Charleston. S. C, 1788: d. New
York 14 Nov. 182S. In 1S22 he conducted the
Charleston City Gazette and later the Mercury.
His plays were 'The Gordian Knot'; '.\Iexan-

der Severus' ; and '.\lberti.' He was Wee-presi-
dent of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum of Charles-
ton and leader of the reformed movement among
the Jews of that city— the first of its kind in

the United States. In 1828 he removed to New
York and engaged in journalism, until his death
the same year.

Harby, Levi Charles, .American naval offi-

cer; b. Georgetown, S. C. 2t Sept 1793; d.

Galveston. Te.x.. 3 Dec. 1870. While a mid-
shipman in the L'nited States na\-y in 1812, he
was taken prisoner and confined in Dartmoor
Prison, Ejigland. until the end of the war. He
served under Gen. Jackson in the Creek war.
and participated in the Texas struggle for in-

dependence and the conflict with Mexico. Sub-
sequently he fought in South .\merica under
Bolivar. On the secession of South Carolina,

he resigned his commission in the L'nited States

serv-ice and joined the Confederate force; as

commander of the fleet at Sabine Pass.

Harcourt, har'koort. Sir William G«orge
Granville Venables Vernon, English states-

man: b. 14 Oct. 1S27; d. Mahvood. Hampshire.
1 Oct. 1904. He began his education in a pri-

vate school at Salisbury, and then studied at

Trinity College, Cambridge, whence he was
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graduated with high honors in 1851, receiving

the degree of M.A. He then studied law, being

•called to the bar in 1854. and in 1866 he became

queen's counsel. In 1858 he made an attempt

to enter Parliament as an Independent Liberal,

but was defeated. During these years he wrote

largely for the 'Saturday Review' and other

journals, and in 1S60 attracted considerable at-

tention by a series of letters on international

law and kindred subjects contributed to The
Times over the signature of "Historicus,"

and which he continued throughout the Ameri-

can Civil War. In 1868 he entered Parliament

as Liberal member for Oxford, serving his con-

stituents at that post till 1880, when he was de-

feated for re-election. He was, however, se-

lected to represent Derby and continued in that

position until 1895, when, having been defeated

at the general election, he found a seat in West
Monmouthshire. In 1869 he was elected

WhewcU professor of international law at Cam-
bridge : at the same time he was appointed a

member of the royal commissions for amending
neutrality laws and for amending the naturaliza-

tion laws. He was appointed solicitor-general

in 1873, but held the office only three months,

and in the same year was knighted by the

queen. .Although he had not supported Mr.
Gladstone during his retirement from power, yet

upon that statesman's return to the office of

prime minister in 1880, he was appointed secre-

tary of state for the home department, contin-

uing in that capacity until the Liberal party

went out of power in 1885. At that time his

name became famous through his connection
with the 'Ground Game Act' (1880), the "Arms
(Ireland) Act' (1881), and the 'Explosives
Act' (1883), the last one being pushed tlirough

all its stages in the shortest time on record. In
1884, his bill for unifying the municipal adminis-
tration of London was introduced. Upon the re-

turn of the Liberals to power in 1886, he was
made chancellor of the exchequer, holding that

position only a short time, as the fortunes of
politics again took him from office. During the
years 1880 to 1892 he was Gladstone's lieutenant
in political life, and his services were of immense
value, especially on account of his brilliant ora-
torical powers. Again in 1892 he was made
chancellor of tlie exchequer, acting as such un-
til 1895. It was during this term, in 1894, that
he introduced and carried his famous tax bud-
get, in which the income tax became more grad-
uated and the "death duties" on real and per-
sonal property were equalized, thereby giving the
government much aid in solving their financial

problems. L'pon Gladstone's retirement in 1894.
Harcourt was looked upon as his successor, but
his title was ignored and Lord Rosebery ap-
pointed in his stead. Sir \\'illiam then became
leader of the Liberals in the House of Com-
mons, and it became evident that he and the
new prime minister did not agree as to party
policy, and. though their differences were from
time to time patched up, it was clear in his de-
feat at Derby in 1895 that the party was divided
on many issues, and the effect was then seen
of Sir William's Local Veto Bill, not only in the
utter rout of the Liberals, but in the 'setback
given to temperance legislation. From 1895 to
1900 he represented West Monmouthshire in
the House of Commons, but the task of leader-
ship of the Liberal party became particularly

onerous because of the tendency of the various

sections to break away from control. In the

session of 1896, against the overwhelming
Unionist majority, lie scored several successes,

but was severely criticised by his own party for

concurring in the majority report of the special

committee, of which he was a member, appointed
in 1897 to investigate the Jamieson Raid and
the British South .\frica Company. The in-

terjial dissensions in the Cabinet became more
marked as time went on, and the divided coun-
sels manifest among the leaders of the Liberals

led to his decision to retire from the leadership

of the party on the floor of the House of Com-
mons, and in i8g8 with John Morley he retired

from active work and thereafter sat as a pri-

vate member. As a private member, he no
longer restrained his attacks on the govern-

ment, paying not the least deference to Liberal

imperialism. He actively opposed the govern-
ment's policy with regard to the sinking fund,

their attitude in the negotiations with the Trans-
vaal, and the financing of the South African
war, and throughout the war he lost no oppor-

tunity in criticising the South ,'\frican develop-

ments. In 1898-1900 he became prominent, both
on the platform and in his letters to The Times,
in advocating active measures against ritualistic

practices in the Established Church. The gen-

eral election of 1900 found him full of fight,

favoring the official Liberal programme as dis-

tinct from that of the imperialistic section which
favored the return of Lord Rosebery to the lead-

ership, and when the new Parliament met his

attitude signified that his former claims would not

be dropped. Sir William had refused twice to

enter the peerage, and in a speech delivered .at

the National Liberal Club on 28 July, after

announcing his determination to retire at the

close of the session, said: "It is not because I

am weary of the fight or am lukewarm in the

cause that I intend to retire. It is because I do
not think it for the public advantage that per-

sons should attempt to fulfil duties that they

are unable to perform." And yet after this

announcement he vigorously attacked Joseph
Chamberlain, whose weightiest political antag-

onist he was, for his fiscal proposals, in a lengthy

speech, delivered in his familiar Homeric style.

It has been written of him: "Sir William

Vernon-Harcourt is one of the few public men
whose addresses out of Parliament are printed

in full by the London journals. His reputation

has steadily improved while his_ party has been

in the minority, and his caustic wit, polished

satire, and brilliant epigrams have stung and
irritated the conservative peers time and again.

He has Lord Beaconsfield's trick of giving

phrases the stamp of his own originality, so

that there is no one on the Liberal side whose
speeches are quoted more frequently. It has

been aptly .said that Sir William's distinguishing

characteristic is his cleverness. His platform

speeches are not only rattling and rollicking, but

are generally brimful of witty and h.appy phrases.

He has a great gift of lucid exposition and on
rare occasions, when he condescends to he seri-

ous, commands a flexible and sinuous prose."

Sir William Harcourt was married in 1850 to

Lady Thcrese Lewis, widow of Sir George Corn-
w-all Lewis, and daughter of T. H. Lister, and
again in 1876 to Mrs. Elizabeth Ives, widow of

J. P. Ives, and daughter of John Lothrop Mot-
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ley, the historian, and at one time United States

minister in London.

Hard Labor, in law, compulsorj- work,
mechanical or other, sometimes judicially im-
posed upon criminals in addition to imprison-
ment or other punishment. It is a pro\-ision of
statute law both in this country and Great Brit-

ain. Its first English adoption was secured
through the demand for some adequate penalty
in cases where penal servitude and transporta-
tion were for any reason inexpedient In the
L'nited States the punishment of hard labor
(wliich, however, is generally looked upon by
humanitarians and sanitarians as being rather a

healthful and merciful privilege) can only be
imposed by a court on the authority of statute,

the mode of apphnng the punishment being in
some cases prescribed by State or Federal laws,
and in others left to prison regulation.

Hardecannte, har-de-ka-nut', Harliiacnnt,

or Hardacnut, king of England and Den-
mark; son of Canute: b. about 1019: d. 8 June
1042. At the time of his father's death in

1035 he was in Denmark, where he was jin-

mediately recognized as king. His half-

brother. Harold, however, who happened to be

in England at the time, laid claim to tlie throne

of that part of their father's dominions. For a
time the mother of Hardecanute succeeded in

holding Wessex in his name, while Mercia and
Northumbria were held by Harold, such an
allotment ha\-ing been made by a witenagemote
held at Oxford. Hardecanute was about to

make an armed descent upon England, when
Harold died (1040). and his brother peacefully

succeeded him. He reigned till 1042. but his

re'gn was not marked by any important event.

He left the government almost entirely in the

hands of his mother and the powerful Elarl God-
win (q.v.1. while he gave himself up to feasts

and carousals.

Har'dee. William Joseph, military ofncer:

b. Savannah. Ga., 10 Oct. 1S15: d. Wj-theville.

Va.. 6 Nov. 1S73. He was graduated at West
Point in 1838; ser\-ed with distinction in the

Mexican War: and in the Civil War entered

the Confederate army with the rank of colonel.

He commanded a corps at Shiloh ; and was pro-

moted lieutenant-general in 1862. .\t Penyville

he commanded the left wing of the Confederate
army and in December 1864 defended Savannah
against General Sherman.

Harden. William, .\merican historian: b.

Savani.ah. Ga.. II Nov. 1844. He left his studies

in the schools of Savannah to join the Con-

federate army. ser\-ing throughout the Civil War
in the 54th Georgia infantry and in the signal

corps. After the war he studied law and was
admitted to the bar in the early 70's. He was
assistant librarian of the Georgia Historical So-

ciety from 1866 to 1869. when on 5 .\ugust he

was appointed librarian, a position he still occu-

pies. He has been a member of the board of

managers of Telfair .\cademy of .\rts and
Sciences since 1882, and custodian since 1804

:

or ;
- —1 secretary of the Georgia Society

o: of the Revolution since i8qi : and
w.. .. --'r niember of the Georgia House
of kc; ^ from T900-4. Has written

much : ;3l subjects in maga2incs and
journals.

Hardenberg, Georg Friedrich Philipp von,
ga-org fred'riH fe'lep ton har'den-berg,
"Nov-\us." German poet: b. Wiedenstadt. Prus-
sia, 2 May 1772: d. Wessenfels, Prussia. 25
March 1801. He made himself well acquainted
with law, natural philosophy, mathematics and
philosophy, but was most eminent for his poet-

ical talents. In the works of "Xovalis" there is

a singular mixture of imagination, sensibiiit}-.

religion and mysticism. He was the gentlest
and most amiable of enthusiasts. His novel.
'Heinrich von Ofterdingen', was left unfin-

ished. His 'Hj-mns to Xight' and the 'Geist-
Hche Lieder' are greatly admired. With the
Schlegels and Tieck he assisted in founding the
romantic school in Germanv. Consult : Schi:-

bart, <Xo\-alis Leben> (iSS'r) : Bing, 'Fried-
rich von Hardenberg' (1S93).

HardTiack, or Steeple-bush, an erect
species of American St'rcra (S. tonwntc'sa},.

conmion in pastures and low grounds, and cele-

brated for its astringent properties, which cause
it to be used medicinally. It is distinguishable

by the dense woolly tomentum. which covers its

stem and the underside of its leaves: and bears
in late summer "a compact, steeple-shaped

panicle of peach-blow pink."

Har'die, James Allen, .\merican soldier:

b. Xew York 5 May 1823 : d. Washington. D. C,
14 Dec 1S76. He was graduated from the
L'nited States Military Academy in 1843. entered
the artillerj-, during the Ciril War served on
the staffs successively of Generals McClellan and
Bumside, was judge-advccate-general of the
Army of the Potomac on Hooker's statt. became
brigadier-general of volunteers in 1862. and
inspector-general with rank of colonel in 1864.

He was brevetted major-general, L'nited States
army, in 1865. His writings are largely con-
fined to military reports.

Hardie, James Keir, English labor leader:
b. Lanarkshire 15 .\i:g. 1S56. He worked in the

coal mines until 1S79, when he was blacklisted

on account of his activitj' in organizing the
miners ; he was then appointed paid secretary

of the miners' imion. In 18S6 he organized the
.\yrshire miners, and in 1887 attended his first

Trade Union Congress. He was one of the
founders of the Independent Labor Party, and
was elected member of Parliament in 18SS. 1892,
and 1900. He is proprietor and editor of a
weekly paper, the 'Labour Leader.*

Hardie, Robert Gordon, .\merican portrait
painter: b. Brattleboro, Vr., 29 March 1854:
d. Brattleboro, Vt. 9 Jan. 1904. He studied
drawing at the Cooper L'nion Institute, the

.Academy of Design, and the .\rt Students'
League, X. Y., and at Paris became a pupil of
Gerome. He exhibited at the Salon in 1880 and
following years, and in i8St2 studied under Ca-
banel. .A. picture of his appeared at the Exhibi-
tion of the Xational .Academy of Design in 1888,

and he exhibited a portrait of his wife at the

World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.

Harding. Chester, .American portrait

painter: b. Conway, Mass., I Sept. 1792: d. Bos-
ton I .April i?65. .As an artist he was self-

taught, liis trade being that of a turner. He
fought as a soldier in the War of 1812, and found
emploNTTient on his discharge as a sign-painter in

Pittsburg. Pa. Crossing the ocean he became a
favorite portrait painter in London and found
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patronage among tlic royal family. His 'Por-
trait of Daniel Webster' is owned by the New
York Bar Association, wliilc his 'Portrait of

John Randolph' is in the Corcoran Gallery,

Washington.

Harding, Karl Ludwig, German astrono-

mer: b. LaiKuburg _'(_) Sept. 1765; d. Gottingen
31 Ang. 1834. Called to be a tutor to the son of

the illustrious Schroter, he became mspector and
observer in Schriiter's observatory. In 1805 he
was appointed professor of astronomy in the

University of Gcittingen,. and remained in this

position till his death. He discovered the as-

teroid Juno, the third of the planetoids, in 1804,

and independently, the second comet of 1813
credited to Pons. His 'Atlas Novus Coslestis'

(1808-23; new ed. 1S56) was for years the best

of its sort.

Hardness, Scale of. In mineralogy, the

hardness of a mineral is estimated by observing
which of certain standard minerals will scratch

a smooth surface of the given mineral, and
which will not. On Mohs' scale (which is

usually adopted), ten such standard minerals
are selected for the establishment of the scale,

their hardness being arbitrarily defined as i, 2,

3, etc., up to 10. The minerals that are com-
monly used for this purpose arc as follows

:

1. Talc. 6. Feldspar.
2. Gypsum. 7. Quartz.

3. Calcite. 8. Topaz.
4. Fluorite. 9. Sapphire.

5. Apatite. 10. Diamond.

A mineral which will neither scratch apatite

nor be scratched by it, for example, has a hard-
ness of precisely 5 ; and the same may be said of
one which will both scratch apatite and be
scratched by it. .\ mineral which feldspar will

scratch but apatite will not, has a hardness in-

termediate between 5 and 6. The decimal ex-
pressing the precise degree of hardness in such
a case must be assigned by guess ; but there is

little use in attempting to determine a hardness
more closely than to the nearest half-degree on
the scale given above.

Hardware in America during the past
century. The term "hardware." like everything
else in our country, has suffered a great deal
of expansion during the past hundred years,
particularly as regards its application. Origin-
ally restricted to necessary articles of steel and
iron, it has come to embrace in its technical and
business understanding a great variety of goods
which have no relation at all to the original
meaning of the word.

One of the potent causes of this sweeping
change has been the steady reduction in the
price of hardware for a long series of years.
This reduction has not been altogether con-
tinuous, but with occasional up-lifts during pros-
perous times or due to manipulation and control
of the products —-but on the average the trend
has been steadily downward, particularly as
compared w'ith a period of 50 years ago. There
are innumerable articles whose present cost is

only from one third to one half as much now
as then. It became necessary for all who were
interested in hardware— manufacturers, jobbers,

and retailers— to consequently largely increase
the volume of their business in dollars and
cents, since the mere tonnage output was so
much less in value, thus recognizii>g one of the

elementary principles of business— that the
larger the output, within certain limits, neces-
sarily the smaller the average cost of doing
business.

Because of the discovery and exploitation of
enormous ore bodies of iron, copper, and lead,

among which may be instanced the great mines
of Lake Superior — both iron and copper — the
copper deposits in Montana and Arizona,
and the lead and zinc ores in Missouri
and the Southwest, and also because of the
steady multiplication and increased efficiency of
machinery, it became possible to produce the
finished product at a steadily decreasing cost.

Experience soon showed that the field of
legitimate hardware was not itself sufficiently

comprehensive to enable the jobber and the
retailer to transact a large enough volume of
business commensurate with the cost of doing
this ; therefore, kindred fields were invaded and
occupied, :'.nd have now become practically in-

corporated as part of the hardware business.

Thus it has been that the great number of
articles which are know'n as house-furnishing
goods, and embrace such lines as refrigerators,

ice cream freezers, and innumerable other items
which go to make up the objects needed in

every household^ and that the line of tinware
and sheet iron, and what also have come to be
known as sporting goods — not only guns,
rifies, and pistols, but athletic supplies — have
become part and parcel of the hardware busi-

ness in addition to the line of cutlery, and quite
a number of other items in lines that were once
entirely separate in themselves and had no rela-

tion to the hardware business. Thus the hard-
ware retail dealer has practically reverted to

the original type, in the sense of going back to

the plan of the old general store and keeping
pretty much all that his customers need outside
of such lines as drygoods, groceries, and drugs.

Hardware is, to a large extent, naturally the
business of a new country because of the great
ainount of building and the clearing of land,

though it is equally true that in the modern
civilized, progressive communities of this coun-
try the use of hardware is in cciual proportion
to the demand caused by new countries, and
much more coinplex and complicated in its

nature.

The history of hardware is naturally the

history of this country, and it can be safely said

that there is no other department of mercantile
business that has so kept pace with the progress
of the United States, nor which to-day depicts

so thoroughly all the ch;iracteristics of modern
.'vmerican character in all its varied details.

Beginning in the crudest way w'ith the manu-
facture of hand-made implements, and depend-
ing almost entirely upon importation from the

Old World for what was needed— even in the

way of necessities of life — it has grown by
giant strides, more especially since the end of
the Civil War, and in many instances largely

because of the protection afforded by the tariff,

until to-day .American hardware is practically

independent of the foreigner, save in those rare

instances where we have not as yet learned the
mysteries of manufacture or succeeded in pro-
curing sufficiently skilled workmen to answer
the purpose. The manufacturers of hardware
in America have been original in their ideas

and methods and have adapted theinsclves abso-
lutely to the necessities of their environments.
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not sla\4shly following the copies of Old World
tools, but being guided solely by common sense
and necessit>\ It has followed thus, particu-
larly in edge tools, that there has been such
advancement in the way of appropriateness to

purposes intended and improvement in appear-
ance, nnish, and desigti as can be scarcely
equalled in any other line of business. The
artistic sense has not been lost sight of, but
has been appealed to as well as the sense of
utility. Cutting tools are made just hea\-}-

enough and to avoid the clumsiness of the Old
World items in this regard. Originahtj- has
been shown in the incessant improvement of
existing models and the devising of entirely new
conceptions. The manufacturer has not been
content to follow the custom of ages— has had
little respect for tradition or inheritance, but
has set himself solely to the task of producing
an effective tool at the lowest possible cost

It is true that in no country in the world
does merit in hardware command the price and
popularity as in the United States, and the his-

tor>- of manufacturers who have been successful
has been the histor\- of merit, and not because
of cheapness in qualit3' or price. The only
manufacturers who have been successful
for any length of time have been those who
have based their products primarily on qualitj"

and who have had the faith and courage to
maintain this quality in the face, often, of dis-

couraging circumstances. It may be stated as
an axiom that no hardware item of the daj-

sur^-ives for any length of time on any other
basis. The temptation to deteriorate the qualitj-

after the reputation is established and built upon
its qualir>- has always met with sure and per-
manent disaster.

The blacksmith of the smaller town and of
the coimtry was among the earliest makers of
tools and implements, and even to this day in

many localities there still sur\-ives a call for his

hand-made products. The hardest tight which
the manufacturers of machine-made articles

have had to face has been to overcome the
feeling, and often prejudice, in favor of the

tool that was made by hand and that seemed
consequently superior— and, as a matter of fact.

the reverse has usually been the case.

Appearance counts for much— probably more
in America than in any other coimtn" ; attractive

packages, handsome labels, and beautiful finishes

are as much a part of hardware to-day as the

adaptability and merit of an article. There have
been numerous strides in this regard, particu-

larly when one contemplates the old-fashioned

method of t>-ing up the hardware in heavy paper
with string, a package that was both clumsy
and unsightly. The question of the size and
nature of the package is one of great moment
in the appeal to the public, and the general ten-

dency has been to pack the goods in smaller

and smaller boxes all the time, to insure their

ready sale and prevent breaking the packages,

which is always so detrimental to the goods
themselves, and so expensive to the dealer.

The importation of hard\.-are is almost at an
end, being confined, as before stated, to some
few specialties which are slowly but surely los-

ing their hold upon the public of this countrj-;

but, on the other hand, the exportation of

American hardware— and particularly .Ameri-

can edge tools— to all parts of the world is a

large and growing business, and one of great

value to the home manufacturer. The foreign
business has been obtained entirely by the merit
of the .American article ; its attractiveness, its

novelty, its merit, and its adaptability to the

purpose intended have, after much opposition,

opened the way for American hardware in all

parts of the world, so that it has steadily gained
ground at the expense of the foreign article.

The steady substitution of machinerj- for

hand labor has been the most potent cause of
the great success that hardware has made in

the United States. The American manufac-
turer is never content- with present conditions,

but is always endeavoring to find a more effi-

cient and more economical method of producing
the finished article, and consequently endeavors
to substitute machiner)" for hand labor. Ameri-
can hardware has, therefore, been placed within
the reach of all, and has largely contributed to

the comfort and welfare of the people.

The production and the use of hardware
cannot be intelligently considered without refer-

ence to some of the leading conditions of the
coimtry— conditions of soil and climate, as w"ell

as the temperament and nature of the people.
The most far-reaching and enduring change has
been the substitution of what is known as mild
steel for wrought iron, due to the invention of
Sir Henr\' Bessemer. It has rendered possible

the production of hardware in all brands at ver>-

much lower prices and much more numerous
forms since the production of open hearth and
of Bessemer steel, which thus supplanted those
of cast iron and of wrought iron.

On the other hand, hardware has been vety
adversely affected by this change because of the
consequent substitution of steel for wood, and
this is most marked in the erection of the mod-
em sk>--scraper, as it is known, where there is

but comparatively littie hardware used, either
in the erection of the building or in its subse-
quent finishing. These buildings having prac-
tically littie or no wood in them have small use
for either the carpenter or his various tools,

and all that is left of hardware is a small amount
of locks and -trim to decorate the building and
to give it securitj-. This process has gone on
in many ways until apparently it most seriously
affect the continued use of hardware in all

branches of life; but. on the other hand, the
growth of the population has been so great that
this can be safely set down as a discussion of
only academic interest at present.

In a countr>' so diversified as to soil and
climate, there is a necessit>- of great diversity
of hardware, and the goods used in the dif-

ferent pans of the countrj- in\-ariably reflect the
nature and temper of the people. The South is

much more conservative than the North and
clings longer to old-fashioned articles of well-
known reputation some time after they have
been superseded in the Xorth by more modem
things. Because of the comparative poverty of
the South in the past, and the fact that the
negro is the principal laborer, the demand, until

lately, has been rather for price than for quality.
-Again, in the extreme East ver>- much the same
conditions prevail, owing to the natural economy
of thepetpple and their extreme conservatism.
The West— by which is also meant the South-
west and the Northwest— is a great consumer
of hardware, and within its bounds are the grea;
distributing hardware centres.

The steady and rapid destruction of the

I
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forests has had a far-reaching elTect upon Uic

hardware business, and one that is destined to,

in many cases, permanently alter the use and
nature of many hardware implements. In the

beginning the country had to be cleared of for-

ests, which created an enorn\ous demand for all

edge tools and stimulated the ingenuity of the

manufacturers to produce articles fitted for the

different needs — not alone for the different

sections of the country, but also for the various
kinds of wood. Now that the white pine for-

ests have practically been destroyed, it is neces-

sary to have edge tools that are more and more
adapted for use of the hard woods which are still

fairly abundant : and the question also presents

itself to the manufacturers as to how long it

will be possible to keep up the present produc-
tion of such items as axes and cross-cut saws,

in view of the fact that the forests are steadily

disappearing.

It is impossible witiiin the limit of this ar-

ticle to more than briefly mention some of the
leading branches of the hardware business and
tell in a few words of their nature and history.

Wire Iiidiislry.—-One of the most prominent
to-day is that of the wire industry, because it

ramifies and affects almost every part of the

hardware business. It early felt the impetus
of the advantages oflfered by the Bessemer steel

process, since it was possible to produce in wire
made from steel many items which could not
be drawn from wrought iron. It is difficult

to state with exactness — because of its largely

conflicting with other branches of iron and steel

manufacture —-but it has probably invested in

its manufacture more than $200,000,000. and its

output in 1905 was something like 15,000,000

tons. Few things have been of greater interest

than the story of barbed wire and its enormous
growth since its introduction. It is probably the
cheapest fencing ever placed upon the market,
and exactly met the demands of the new coim-
try where thousands of acres had to be fenced
in at a time. It is still a product of great ton-

nage, but its place is being slowly but surely
taken by the woven-wire fencing which, though
higher in price, is more effective and is better

suited now for the country, which is gradually
being cut up into smaller farms.

A'(7// Industry.— The nail industry is a con-
spicuous example of the chance and changes in

manufacture, for in the beginning the iron cut

nail, first as made by hand and afterward by
machinery, had behind it the prestige of cen-
turies, and seemed to be enduring as an article

of every-day use. It w-as found, however, that

with the growth of the Bessemer steel business,

the steel cut nail could be made cheaper, al-

though it was not in any way a better article.

Its place, in turn, is being very fastly taken by
the w'ire nail, which is much more comprehen-
sive in its uses than the steel cut nail, though
the latter style prevails in certain sections and
for certain purposes, but the decline of the
steel cut nail is as marked in its way as the
rapid increase in the use of the wire nail.

Tacks.— The kindred industry is that -of

tacks, but it has been seriously hurt by the
expansion of the wire nail since it is possible

to make the latter in many forms and sizes that
are substitutes for tacks. This industry was
founded in Taunton about 75 years ago. and
for a great number of years was practically con-
fined to Xew England. It spread gradually
westward to Pittsburg ; there it almost died out.
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and has since taken some hold further west in

Cleveland and Chicago. Owing to the encroach-
ment of the wire nail it has declined rather
than advanced, and the number of manufac-
turers has been greatly decreased. The product
is not large — probably not more than 15,000
tons per annum.

Farming Tools.— The making of farming
tools and what are known technically as "steel

goods" is one of the most important industries

in the hardware line, since with these tools the
crops are cultivated and gathered. The steady
progress of the American manufacturer has been
in the direction of producing items which w'ere

light, strong, and handsome in appearance. The
diversity of soil and climate mean great diver-

sities of various items used in cultivating the

ground, and the number grows each year. The
business does not keep pace with the growth of
the country owing to the steady increasing use
of labor-saving machinery — the mower and the

reaper have taken the place of the snath, the

cradle, and the scythe — the corn binder of the

corn knife, and the corn planter and the culti-

vator have gradually diminished the use of
hoes. The amount of capital invested is not
exactly known, but does not probably exceed
$3,000,000. The absolute importance of these

tools to the country is rather striking contrasted
with the small annual output in dollars and
cents. See Americ.vx F.\em Lmplements.

Builders' Hardware.—• The builders' hard-
ware business is often considered the centre of

tl e hardware trade, because of its great import-

ance as related to the hardware industry as a
whole. Builders' hardware is an exceedinglv
comprehensive term and does not admit of exact
definition. It is ordinarily used in reference to

locks (see Locks) and trim and to all the va-

rious items which find employment in the build-

ing of a house. It is a business of immense
complexity and has a most interesting history.

It began far back in X'ew Haven and Xew
Britain, Conn., as early as 18.54. a"fl tl'c first

goods W'ere naturally crude and rough. Shortly,

however, the ingenuity of the American manu-
facturer produced a new article in the shape of
the cast-iron lock, thus departing entirely from
the wrought lock, which was formerly known to

England, Germany, and France. The cheapness

of the cast-iron lock and its actual efficiency

soon caused it to entirely displace the foreign

article. Since that time the sheet steel lock has

been made in this country, but in a much smaller

and more condensed form than the wrought lock

ot Europe.
Builders' hardware has a most interesting

history since it is in part the story of the devel-

opment of taste in America. The Centennial

K.^:position of 1876 did much to educate the

people of this country in the way of good taste

and high artistic ideals. There gradually be-

came ;i demand for things of daily use which
should have beauty as well as utility, and par-

ticularly of late years this feeling has spread to

locks and trim, and all forms of builders' hard-
ware, with increasing emphasis. The leading

manufacturers have innumerable designs which
are suitable for the different schools of archi-

tecture, such as Gothic, Renaissance, and Colo-

nial, or any of the variations of the standard

schools. .'\11 high-.grade builders' hardw-are is

now gotten up in shape and design to match ap-

propriately not alone the building, but each scp-r

arate room where the rooms are finished and
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ornamented differently. It is, therefore, largely

a thing of ornament as well as of use. and the

ingenuity of the manufacturer and the salesman
has been taxed to keep pace with the demands
of the consumer for noveltj- and appropriate-

ness. It is difficult to more than approximate
the annual production, but it is probably some-
thing like a matter of $25,000,000 in value. The
finest grades of hardware are still made largely

in the East, principally in Connecticut, but the

business is slowly but steadily drifting west in

keeping with the general trend of hardware
manufacttire.

Shoz'cls.— The first shovels in this country
were produced as far back as 1776 by Captain

John .\mes. who made them by hand in compe-
tition with the English article. The business

then established was carried on there for the

succeeding 27 years, and constituted the nucleus

of the present large concern of the Oliver Ames
& Sons corporation, whose headquarters are in

Xortheaston. Mass. Mr. Oliver Ames, the son
of Captain John Ames, established in 1803 a
shovel plant where he soon produced shovels

that were superior to those imported from Eng-
land. In 1797 Thomas Rowland commenced tlie

manufacture of shovels at Cheltenham. Pa., and
this plant has been in continuous operation ever
since. Business gradually crept westward and
is now spread over the countrj" as far west as

the Mississippi river. By 1S54 there was some-
thing like So.ooo dozen shovels produced an-
nually, but with the growth of the country- this

product has been largely increased until the an-

nual output is now about 600.000 dozen. As with
all other hand tools, the demand for shovels has

been seriously affected by the introduction and
improvement of labor-saving machinery— such
as the steam shovel, the coal and ore conveyor.

and other mechanical devices for loading and
unloading. It is interesting to note that the

original machinery for making shovels has not

been greatly improved upon so far as the actual

efficiency is concerned, although the variety of

shovel,'^ has been greatly increased to meet the

wants and tastes of the different parts of the

country. It is difficult to approximate with any
reasonable degree of acciiracv- the amount in-

vested in this business, but it is probably in the

neiehborhood of $7,000,000.

Sazi.'s.— There are few things more diffi-

cult to make than saws, and they have been the

subject of study of some of the most talented

and ingenious manufacturers of the country.

They were manufactured as far back as 1S06 in

Philadelphia, though in a very small way. In

1820 a factory was established in Bristol, Conn.,

by Irenus and Rollin Atkins. RoUin Atkins

being the father of E. C. Atkins, the founder of

E. C. Atkins & Company, of Indianapolis, who
now have one of the largest saw plants of the

world. It was necessary to import the first saw
makers from England.

In 1840 Henry Disston, an Englishman by

birth, really made the great beginning of the

saw-making industry in Philadelphia, and soon

produced saws that had no equal in the world.

It v.-as only a short time before the Disston saws

drove out the English brand entirely from this

country, and to-day this firm have not only

achieved a world-wide reputation for merit but

send their products all over the globe. The an-

nual output of all saws amounts to between

$10,000,000 and $12,000,000, and there is about

that amount of capital invested in the business.
The tonnage of steel used in the manufacture of
saws varies from 15,000 to 20,000 tons per
annum.

American saws, particularly hand saws, are
pre-eminent in America and have no equal
abroad. Outside of the Disston factorj- there

,
are several verj- large and prominent makers,
among them E. C. Atkins & Company, of In-
dianapolis, Ind., and the Simonds ilanufactur-
ing Company, who make their headquarters at
Fitchburg, Mass. Ihe saw business has been
notable because of the genius shown by the
manufacturers, and in this respect Henry
Disston is pre-eminent. There are probably
something like between 5,000 and 6.000 people
employed permanently in the business. See
S.\WS AND Sawixg.

Axcs.^ Axes have always been among the
most important items in the hardware business
because of the great need of them in felling the
forests with which the country was covered in

the early dajs. They are of innumerable sizes

and shapes to suit the needs of the lumbermen
and the users. The production has not increased
of late years, due not only to the deforestation
of the countr\-, but also to the fact that the place

of axes is being largely taken by cross-cut saws.
The annual output is somewhere between 350.-

000 and 400,000 dozen. As in other lines of
business, there have been great consolidations,
so that a few large concerns have taken the
place of innumerable small ones. The use of
natural gas has had a most important effect on
the manufacture of axes, since with it a very
much superior tool can be made, and it is also

of great advantage in tempering. It is noticed
as regarding the matter of tempering— a thing
of vital necessity in all edge tools— that prac-

tically there has been no improvement in this

regard for several centuries. Xot alone did
m.".ny of the implements of the ancients equal

in temper the best th.it can be produced now-
a-days, but in many cases they were much su-

perior. The difficulty seems to lie in the fact

that tempering is purely a thing of experiment
and not of .scientific development, the reason
for it not being known, nor why some metals
can be tempered and others cannot. In the be-
ginning axes were originally made by hand as

v.ere all the other hardware i.nplements. but later

the tendency developed to establish small fac-

tories on available water powers throughout t"he

country, as at Pittsburg, Pa.. Lewistown, Pa.,

East Douglas, Mass, and Collinsville. Conn.
With the enormous demand for the goods, this

industry soon outgrew its "leading strings" and
established itself at more available locations.

Edge Tools. —The item of edge tools is a
very large one, and next to builders" hardware,
probably the most important in the whole range
of hardware proper. It embraces practically

everything with a cutting edge such as hatchets.

chisels, drawing knives, planes, and the like, and
space forbids any attempt at more than gener-
alities. It is interesting to note that on sucli

small items as chisels, drawing knives, adzes,

and hatchets, the advance within a period of

l.ooo years has been rather of attractiveness of
form and appearance than in actual adaptability

or merit. Some tools dug up from tlie Roman
camp of Salzburg are, so far as adaptability

goes, quite equal to any that are made up now-
a-days. The simplicity of the articles mentioned
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has largely rendered their impossible of any
great improvement. In the more complicated
lines such as planes and the like there have been
very great changes and improvements, and the

plane industry, particularly, is one of enormous
proportions. The manufacturers who have at-

tained a reputation in edge tools have done
so purely on the score of merit and because of
the fact that each manufacturer made only one
particular line, no one thus having a com-
plete line of edge tools of uniform excellence,

design, and efficiency ; and one of the great
causes of the demand for American hardware
abroad — particularly since the Spanish War—
has been the fact of the assembling of a com-
plete line of high grade tools under one brand,
so that the foreigner realized that anything that

bore that particular trade-mark could be de-
pended upon as being uniform in quality and
efficiency. Among the somewhat lesser items in

the tool line have been the interesting develop-
ments in auger bits of innumerable designs and
patterns, with varying adaptability for different

kinds of work. See Tools.
Files.—• There are few things of greater and

more growing importance to the hardware
dealer than that of tiles, and it is an interesting

story of development and of the genius of the
manufacturer. They are articles which have to

be made with the greatest care and go through
a great number of processes before they reach
perfection and are titled for use. The live lead-

ing operations requisite are forging, annealing,
grinding, cutting, and hardening. They were
formerly made entirely by hand, and even to this

day, there still exists among a few, the prefer-

ence for the hand-made tile. The history of the

business really dates from the practical use of
a machine to cut files, patent for which to all

intents and purposes was first issued to William
Nicholson in 1816. There are records of file-

cutting machines in France as far back as 1699,
and several since that time up to the 19th cen-
tury, but none of them apparently of any prac-
tical value. The first really important attempt
to manufacture files was soon after 1850 at

Ramapo. N. Y., a company being organized
under the name of the American File Company,
with large capital. The life of the attempt was
short, however, and the business was soon dis-

continued. Various attempts were m;ide shortly

after that —-both in this country and England—

•

to manufacture files by machinery, and none of
them had any extended experience.

About 1863. Mr. William T. Nicholson, of
Providence, R. I., gave the matter of file cutting
by machinery his personal thought and attention.

He had long training as a mechanic and prac-
tical experience in tlie finest branches of ma-
chinery. At that time the great source of sup-
ply of files for this country were the hand-made
files of England, and the story of attempts to

cut files by machinery had been one of sunken
capital, ruined hopes, and dismal failures. From
this beginning grew the great present firm of the
Nicholson File Company, which largely dom-
inates the file trade in this country and has an
enormous export business. They have produced
better and cheaper files than it is possible to cut
by hand, and have carried the business appar-
ently to the point of perfection. The importa-
tion of files has fallen to .ahout $75,000 per an-
num, while the total output of .\merican files

does not fall short of $6,000,000, and is repre-

sented by total investments of approximately
$12,000,000. See Fn.Es .\nd Filemaking.

Rasps.— Few things have been more marked
than the determination of the American manu-
facturer to successfully produce a machine-cut
horse rasp. It followed a long ways in the wake
of the machine-cut file, and after many discour-
agements— the principal difficulty being to over-
come the inveterate prejudice of the blacksmith.
To-day hand-cut horse rasps are a thing of the
past.

Bolts and A'uts.— The manufacture of bolts
and nuts dat_es as far back as 1798, a patent for
screw niadnnery at that time being issued to
David Wilkinson, a celebrated mechanic of
Rhode Island. There were various other pat-
ents granted and these gradually developed in
later years into the present slotters, threaders,
pointers, and tapers. By slow growth and by
innumerable inventions and improvements this
industry has attained its present enormous pro-
portions and IS represented to-day by about
15 prominent makers, who manufacture all of
the various kinds and styles of bolts, the yearly
product being something like 1,000,000.000 bolts.

Scrczcs.—-The manufacture of screws — or,
as they are technically known, wood screws—
is one of the important developments of this

country, though the demand does not keep
pace with the growth of the country owing to

the continued substitution of steel for iron, and
consequently of bolts and rivets for screws.
Screw machinery is of the highest type of auto-
matic efficiency and almost equals human intel-

ligence in its working. Patents for various de-
vices on screw niachinerj' date back into the
latter part of the iSth century, and innumerable
patents have been issued since that time. The
real beginning of successful manufacture was in

18.18 when the Eagle Screw Company was in-

corporated in Providence, R. I., the leading
spirit being Mr. William G. Angel. In 1846 Mr.
Angel finally perfected the machine for making
what is known as the gimlet point 01 a screw—
up to that time it had a blunt point. From this

time dates the prosperity and growth of his com-
pany, which grew into the present American
Screw Company. There are now some 13 large
concerns engaged in the manufacture of screws
and scattered from New England to the Missis-
sippi river. See Screws.

Tin Plate.— The tin plate and sheet iron in-

dustry has kept pace with the general growth of
the iron industry all over the counrry, and has
been greatly fostered by a protective tariff since

the time of what has been known as the McKin-
ley Bill. Its production in this country has
grown at an enormous rate, as may be seen by
the statement that in 1892 there were only about
18.000 tons of tin plate produced in this country
as a.gainst about 458,000 tons in 1904. The in-

dustry is chiefly represented by what are known
as black sheets, galvanized iron, and tin plates
— all of which have now become integral parts
of the hardware business. See Tin Pl.\te.

Tiirii'are.— Among the lines which were orig-
inally independent, but which have practically

become now incorporated with the hardware
business, is that of the tinware industry in all

its various ramifications. The retail hardware
shop has practically absorbed the tinners' shop
and because of the fact that hand-made tinware
is fast being supplanted by the product of the
stamping company, the hardware retailer has
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gone into the handling of tinware in all shapes
and varieties.

Enameled Hare.— Coincident with this is the
deveiopment of what is known as enameled
ware, being a coating on the sheet steel in place
of the tinning. It is of all colors and varieties

and has grown to be a business of great im-
portance. It illustrates distinctly the general
desire of the people for something more tastefid

and artistic in appearance than the old-fashioned
tinware.

ilecltanics' Tools.— The American manufac-
turer has shown to great advantage in the manu-
facture of high grade mechanics' tools for ex-
ceedingly nne measurements. In this respect

the Brown & Sliarpe Manufacturing Compan\\
of Providence, R. I., occupy a commanding po-
sition and their products to-day are souglit for

all over the world where exceeding accuracy is

necessar>". -\s an example, the micrometer
caliper will measure with absolute accuracy the
250,000th part of an inch. For an attainment of
such results, the finest tools made b\- any other
nation cannot be compared with those of
America,

Cutlery.— Few things are more interesting

than the history of cutlery-making in the United
States, as it has suffered many "ups and downs,'
not alone from various foreign competition, but
from the difficultj- of procuring sufficiently

skilled labor to produce the proper article. The
manufacture of scissors and shears— which are
always treated as a part of the cut!er>- business
— has been imique in the fact that it was a
Yankee genius who first solved the problem of
welding a high grade steel blade to a soft cast-

ing of iron backing made to nt the hand, this

being the invention of Seth Boyden in 1826.

The actual manufacture of shears in this coun-
try seems to have been commenced by R. Hein-
isch in 1825 at Elizabethport. X. J. This was
followed by others until at present the .\merican

shears have been developed and improved as to

be far ahead of any in the world. Prior to 1832

table cutlerv- was imported very largely from
England. From that year American manufac-
turers began in a small way to produce these

goods, and by 1865 they had practically taken

the business unto themselves. There is a large

export trade business in table cullerj- owing to

the superior quality of the goods made in tliis

country.

The making of pocket cutlery is one of the

most interesting things connected with the hard-

ware business in .Vmerica. It was started at

Lakeville, Conn., by the HoUey Manufacturing
Company about 1843. The total annual capacit\'

was probably less than §50,000. The business

was gradually extended in a small way and
finally a co-operative colony was established at

Walden. X. Y.. and since then this line of
.\merican industrv- has largely centred in the

two States of New York and Connecticut. In-

numerable factories have been started and have
failed, largely owing to the lack of foresight on
the part of the manuf.icturers in attempting to

compete with the cheap labor of Europe in pro-

ducing goods both cheap in qualitj' .ind finish as

they were in price. The co-operative colonv

spoken of grew by slow degrees and economical
management, having the advantage of large,

water power at Walden. until they finally be-

came one of the leading m.ikers, not alone of

this counto' but of the world, and were enabled
to show at the recent Louisiana Purchase Elx-

position products superior to those made abroad,
for which they received the highest award. It

is an interesting case of development in the way
of qualitj' and of merit by patience and skill.

There are something Uke to or 12 makers now
in the field and their annual product is roughly
set in the neighborhood of $2,000,000.

E. C. Simmons.

Har'dy, Arthur Sherburne, .\merican nov-
elist : b. Andover, Mass., 13 -A.ug. 1S47. After a

single year at .\mherst College he entered the
\Vest Point Militarj' Academy, graduating in

1S69. He became a second lieutenant in the 3d
Artillery regiment, saw some service during 1869
and 1870. and then resigned to become a profes-

sor of civil engineering at Iowa College for a
brief time. In 1S74 he went to Paris to take a
course in scientific bridge-building and road-con-
structing, returning to take a professorship in

that line of instruction at the Chandler Scientific

School, connected with Dartmouth College. He
assumed a similar professorship in Dartmouth
College in 1878. This position (in connection
with which he published 'Elements of Quater-
nions* (iSSi), followed by his translation of
'Argand's Imaginarj- Quantities,* by his own
" .Analjtical Geometrj' ; and 'Elements of the
Calculus'; 'Imaginarj- Quantities*: and 'Meth-
ods in Topographical Sur\eying* ) he held until

1893, when he became editor of 'The Cosmopol-
it Magazine.* He was United States minister

to Persia, 1897-9. and envoy extraordinarv- and
minister plenipotentiarj- to Greece. Rumania and
Servia. 1899-1901, to Switzerland, 1901-3. and
to Spain since 30 Jan. 1903. His works include

:

'But Yet a Woman* (1883): 'The Wind of
Destiny* (1886); 'Passe Rose* (1S89): 'Songs
of Two,* poems (1900) ; 'His Daughter First'

(i903>. He also wrote the 'Life and Letters

of Joseph Hardy Xeesima' (1S90).

Hardy, Edward John, English author and
clergATnan: b. Armagh, Ireland, 7 May 1849.

He took orders in the English church, became
an army chaplain, in 1903 was stationed at Hong
Kong, and in 1905 in Egjpt. He is known the
world over as the author of 'How to be Happy
though Married* (18S4'), which has been trans-

lated into many languages. Other work bv
him are: 'Manners Makvnh Man* (1SS5):
'Faint yet Pursuing* (1886) : 'Uncle John's
Talks with his Xephews* {18S6); 'The Five
lalents of Women* (iS88> : 'The Love .\ff3irs

of Some Famous Men* ( i897'> : 'Mr. Thomas
.\tkins* (1900); 'Concerning Marriage* (1901) :

' i-ove. Courtship and Marriage* (1902): 'Pen
Portraits of our Soldiers* (1002") : 'Love Rules
the World' ( 1905) : 'John Chinaman at Home'
( 1905).

Hardy, Iza Duffus, English novelist,

daughter of Sir Thomas Hardy, the English
historian. Among her numerous novels are

:

'Glencaim' (1877); 'Onlv a Love Stor\-'

(i877>: <-A. Broken Faith* '(1878): 'The Love
that He Passed By' (1884). an .American novel;
".\ Woman's Lovalrv-' (i8o3>: 'The Lesser
Evil'; 'Man.Woman,'and F.-ite' ; '.\ Butterfly*

(1903), etc.. and two volumes of transatlantic

reminiscences. 'Between Two Oceans' (1884'*.

and 'Oranees and .\lligators : Sketches of South
l-lorida Life' 1 iSSfiV
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Hardy, Thomas, English novelist: b. Dor-
setshire, England, 2 June 1840. lie was edu-
cated as an architect and practised his profession

1862-73. He tlien turned to literature and is

now recognized as the first of living English
novelists. His published works include 'Desper-
ate Remedies' (i8~i) ; 'Under the Greenwood
Tree' (1872); <A Pair of Blue Eyes' (1873);
'Ear .from the Madding Crowd,' which first

established his fame (1874); 'The Hand of
Ethelberta' (1876) ; 'The Return of the Native'
( 1878) ; 'The Trumpet-major' (18S0) ; 'A Lao-
dicean' (1881); 'Two on a Tower' (1882);
'The Mayor of Casterbridge' (1886); 'The
Woodlanders' (1887); 'Wessex Tales' (1888);
'A Group of Noble Dames' (1891); 'Tess of
the D'Urbervilles' (1891) ; 'The Three Wayfar-
ers' (1893); 'Life's Little Ironies' (1894);
'Jude the Obscure' (1895) ; 'Wessex Poems'
(1898); 'Poems of the Past and Present'

(1901). Consult: Johnson, 'The Art of
Thomas Hardy' (1894) : Macdonnell, 'Thomas
Hardy' (,1894) ; Windle, 'The Wessex of
Thomas Hardy' (1901); Sherren, 'The Wes-
sex of Romance' (1902).

Hare, Augustus John Cuthbert, English
descriptive writer: b. Rome, Italy, 13 March
1834; d. St. Leonards, Sussex, 22 Jan. 1903.

He was a nephew of J. C. Hare (q.v.). His life

was spent mainly in travel, on descriptions of
which his fame chiefly rests. Among his many
works may be cited '.-V Winter at Mciitone'

(1861); 'Walks in Rome' (1870); 'Wanderings
in Spain' (1872) ; 'Alemorials of a Quiet Life'

(1872); 'Davs near Rome' (1874): 'Walks in

London' (1877); 'Days near Paris' (1887);
'Sussex'; 'The Story of My Life' (1895);
'Shropshire.'

Hare, John, English actor: b. London 16
Jilay 1844. He made his first appearance in Liv-
erpool, then going to London played at the

Prince of Wales theatre, and later was manager
of the Court theatre, the Garrick theatre, and the

Globe theatre. He became distinguished as a

comedian, and visited the L'nited States, playing
in the chief cities. The plays he has brought out
include 'A Scrap of Paper'; 'Still Waters Run
Deep' : 'A Bachelor's Romance' ; and 'Gay Lord
Quex.'

Hare, John Innes Clarke, American jurist:

b. Pliiladelpliia 17 Oct. 1817. Graduated from
the University of Pennsylvania in 1834. he was
admitted to the bar in 1841, was successively

associate and presiding judge of the Philadelphia
district court (1851-75), and in 1S75-95 presiding

judge of the court of common pleas. He was
also for a time professor of the institutes of law
in the University of Pennsylvania, and pub-
lished: 'American Leading Cases' (1847; with
Wallis), 'The Lavy of Contracts' (1887),
'.'\merican Constitutional Law' (1889), eleven
volumes of chancery reports, and other works.

Hare, Julius Charles, English Anglican
clergyman and author : b. Valdagno, Italy, 13

Sept. 1795: d. Hurstmonceaux, Sussex, 23 Jan.

1855. He was vicar of Hurstmonceaux from
1832 and published 'Vindication of Luther' and
other works, but is much more widely known as

co-author with his brother A. W. Hare, of
'Guesses at Truth' (1827), a work which still

enjoys popularity.

Hare, Robert, .\merican scientist: b. Phil-
adelphia i~ Jan. 1781 ; d. there 15 May 1858. He

was professor of chemistry in the University of
Pennsylvania 1818-47. He will be longest
remembered for his discovery of the o.xyhydro-
gen blowpipe to which he gave the name
"hydrostatic blowpipe," but he also invented the
valve-cock, the calorimeter and a process for
denarcolizing laudanum. He wrote 'Brief View
of the Resources of the United States' (1810) ;

'Chemical Apparatus and Manipulations'
(1836) ; 'Memoir on the Explosivcness of
Nitre' ; etc.

Hare, William Hobart, American Protes-
tant Episcopal bisliop: b. Princeton, N. J., 17
May 1838. He studied at the University of
Pennsylvania, was ordained priest in 1862, was
minister of St. Luke's, St. Paul's (Chestnut
Hill) and other churches of Philadelphia, and
in 1873 was consecrated missionary bishop of
Niobrara. In 1883 his diocese, having been
enlarged so that its limits were identical with
those of the territory of South Dakota, was
renamed that of South Dakota. He became
known as an authority on the Indian question,
and wrote pamphlets on mission work in the
western United States.

Harebell, or Bluebell, a familiar species of
bell-wort {Caiiipuiiuia rotundiiilia), common
throughout the northerly parts of the whole
northern hemisphere (see Bluebell; C.\mp-\n-
UL.\), growing in dry and hilly pastures, on way-
sides, and open lands generally. It is, however,
rare in America south of Canada, although other
species are to be found here. It is perennial,
with a slender stem 6 to 14 inches high, bearing
a loose raceme of a few drooping flowers, on
very slender stalks ; the flowers, generally bright
blue, but sometimes white, bell-shaped, and about
half an inch long, appear in summer and autumn.
The juice of the flowers yields a fine blue color,

and may be used as ink.

Harel, Paul, pol a-rel, French innkeeper-
poet: b. EchaulTour (Orne) 1854. He became
landlord of the "Croix Saint-Andre," an inn at

Echauffour, and within a modest range of sub-
ject wrote picturesque verses in an excellent lyric

style. He was elected to the Caen Academy,
and on the recommendation of Sully-Prudhomme
received a prize from the Academic Erangaise.
.''imong his works are: 'Sous les Pommiers'
(1879); 'Rimes de Rroche et d'Epee' (1883);
'Aux Champs' (1886); and 'L'Herbager,' a
three-act poetic drama (1891).

Harelip. A fish. See Cutlips.

Harem, or Hareem' (Ar. "the prohib-
ited"), is used by Mussulmans to signify the
women's apartments in a household establish-

ment, forbidden to every man except the hus-
band and near relations. The women of the
harem may consist simply of a wife and her
attendants, or there may be several wives and an
indefinite number of concubines or female slaves,

with black eunuchs, etc. The greatest harem is

that of the sultan of Turkey. The women of
tlie imperial harem arc all slaves, generally Cir-

cassians or Georgians. Their life is spent in

bathing, dressing, walking in the gardens, wit-

nessing the voluptuous dances performed by their

slaves, etc. The women of other Turks enjoy
the society of their friends at the baths or in

each other's houses, and appear in public accom-
panied by slaves and eunuchs : but the women of
the sultan's harem have none of these privileges.
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It is of course only the richer Moslems who can
maintain harems ; the poorer classes have gener-
ally but one wife.

Hares. In the United States the names
hare and rabbit are used indiscriminatelj- for
various species of rodents of the family Lcpori-
d(E. Hare is the generic term, while rabbit is

applied properly to a single short-legged species
of essentially burrowing habits whose naked,
blind, and helpless yoimg are nurtured in under-
ground nests (see R-VBEit). Xone of the native
American species have these characteristics. The
second pair of upper incisors are small, non-func-
tional and placed directly behind the large gnaw-
ing teeth, a peculiarits- which distinguishes the
hares and a few allied forms from all other
rodents. The ears are alwaj-s large, the tail

short, bushy, and upturned, the forelimbs short
and fri-e-toed, the hind ones long and four-toed,
and the soles of the feet densely hairy. Hares
are exclusively vegetarian. They are extremely
timid, alert and have keen senses. They move
with peculiar erratic leaps and with great speed
for short distances, and walk with a peculiar
shuffling gait by placing the entire sole of the
hind foot on the ground. A favorite attitude is

that of resting on the haimches with the head
erect ; but the forelimbs lack altogether the pre-
hensile powers of the squirrels. Xone of them
are arboreal or aquatic. The older catalogues
enumerate from 20 to 30 species from all pans
of the world except Australasia, but chiefly

belonging to the northern hemisphere. With a
very few exceptions all the hares are included in

the single genus Lcpus.
The gray rabbit, wood rabbit or cottontail

(L. Aoridanus or L. syhaticus) is very plentiful

throughout eastern North .\merica north to

Ontario. It frequents thickets and brier patches
on the borders of woods, multiplying excessively

in the more thickly settled regions and replacing
the more retiring \-arj-ing hare. All kinds of
succulent herbage, bark, berries, and buds, the

latter especially in winter, form the rabbit's food,

which it seeks to a large extent along regularly

established runwa\-s, not infrequently leading to

the farmer's truck-patch, .\lthough it does not
itself burrow, the cottontail frequently escapes its

pursuers by retreating into the holes of wood-
chucks, skunks, etc., in this respect and some
others resembling the true European rabbit

more closely than any other American' species.

Several broods of four to six young are raised

each jear. At birth they are blind and helpless,

and are protected in a nest built in a depression

in the ground of dried grass or weeds lined with
the rabbit's own fur.

The \"ar>nng hare or white rabbit (L. amcri-
canus) is a larger species with longer hind legs,

taking its name from the alternating brown and
white color of summer and winter respectively.

a change which is less complete southward.
Much difference of opinion has prevailed regard-

ing the manner in which this change occurs, the

latest competent view being that the white coat
is due to the growth of new white-tipped hairs

among the soft short fur. the brown tint of which
again appears with the loss of the white ends of
the hairs in the spring. In one or other of its

varieties it ranges from \'irginia northward to

Hudson Bay, and is common in the hemlock
forests northward. This is a tj-pical hare, which
depends for its safety from foxes, l)Tixes, wea-

sels, hawks, owls and numerous other enemies
solely upon its quick senses and great speed. It

never enters burrows, but lives by day and night

with no other shelter than that afforded by thick-

ets. Feeding chiefly- by night it travels along
regular runwaj-s used in common by several in-

dividuals, a fact which is sometimes taken advan-
tage of by foxes and other enemies to compass
their destruction. A favorite winter food is the
bark and buds of the birch tree. Scarcely any
nest is formed for the yotmg, which are fully

active a short time after birth. A somewhat sim-
ilar species is the polar hare (L. arcticus), a
pure white species of high northern latitudes.

The jack-rabbit or prairie hare (L. campes-
tris) is representative of a group of large, long-
legged, big-eared hares which inhabit the west-
em plains, and whose lives are spent mostly "on
the jump.** For short distances they are per-

haps the swiftest quadrupeds known. Their
lives are spent among the bushes, upon the twigs
of which they feed, and where their young are
dropped and within a short time required to shift

for themselves. In cultivated districts the jack-
rabbits increase enormously and become great
pests. As a consequence they are much hunted,
not only with dog and gun and snare, as are the
eastern species, but by the organization of exten-
sive "drives" which result in the destruction of
thousands, the bodies of which are shipped to
the markets. Coursing them with greyhounds
after the English fashion (see Coursing) is an
exciting and favorite sport

The marsh hare (L. palustris) and water
hare (L. aquaticus), of the Southern Atlantic
seaboard and the Mississippi \"alley respectively,

are rather short-legged species, which differ

from the others in the readiness with which they
will enter water.

In Europe the common hare (L. timidus).
the mountain hare (L. fariabilis) and the rabbit

(L. cuiiicuhis}, from which the domestic races

have been derived, are the principal species.

Consult : Coues and Allen, * Monographs of the

Rodentia' (1877); Thompson, 'Wild Animals I

have Known* (1898) ; Stone and Cram, <.\mer-
ican -Vnimals* (1902).

Hargraves, har'gravz, Edmtmd Hammond,
English discoverer of the gold-fields of .\us-

tralia : b. Gosport, England, 1815 ; d. Sidney. N.
S. W.. October 1891. When 18 he settled in

Australia, but attracted to California in 1849. he
there tried his luck as gold-digger, and detecting
a similarity in the geological formation of Cali-
fornia and .\ustralia, inferred that gold would
be found in the latter, also on his return estab-
lished the correctness of his surmise by finding
gold on the west slopes of the Blue Hills in Xew
South Wales in 1851. He was appointed com-
missioner of crownlands. and received from the
government of Xew South Wales a reward of
S50.000. In i8i^ he published "Australia and Its

Gold-fields.*

Hargreaves, har'grevz, James, English in-

ventor: b. Stanhill. near Blackburn. Lancashire:
d. Xotlingham, England, .\pril 1778. In 1760
he invented a machine consisting of a revolving
cjlinder with cards or combs set round it as a
substitute for the hand-cards formerly in use in

combing out cotton. Some years after this he
invented the spinning-jenny, by which he was
able to spin with several spindles at once. With
his new machines he succeeded in turning out a
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much greater amount of yarn than his neigh-

bors, which excited their jealousy, and they

accordingly broke into his dwelling, and
destroyed his machine. In consequence of

repeated persecution of this kind Hargreaves
removed in 1768 to Nottingham, and in 1770

obtained a patent for his invention. Here, how-
ever, he reaped scarcely an}- more benefit from
it than before. After refusing i3.ooo offered him
by a private company for his patent, this was
declared invalid on the ground that he had sold

several of the machines before taking out the

patent For the rest of his life he carried on
business as a cotton manufacturer in partnership

with Mr. James. The only public recognition

this invention ever obtained was in the form of

a bounty of £250 granted by Sir Robert Peel,

nearly 70 years after Hargreaves' death, to his

last surviving daughter.

Haring, Wilhelm, vil'helm ha'rlng,

"Alexis Wilie.ald," German historical novelist:

b. Breslau 29 June 1798; d. Arnstadt 16 Dec.

1871. His work was suggested by the 'Waverley
Novels* and in fact, his first two important

works. 'Walladmor* and 'Avalon Castle,* pur-

ported to be translations from Scott. His works
are historical tales of Prussia, with Frederick the

Great for hero : among these may be cited

'Cabanis' ; 'The False Waldemar' ; 'Peace is

the First Civic Duty.' He was very fertile in

plot and incident, but his style is mannered; the

tales are still popular, however, from their

patriotic fervor.

Harivansa, ha-ri-van'sha, a Sanskrit epic

poem, later than the Mahabharata, to which it

forms a sort of sequel or epilogue. It has been
translated into French by Langlois (1834).

Hark, Joseph Maximilian, ]^Ioravian cler-

gyman ; b. Philadelphia 4 June 1849. Graduated
from the Moravian College and Theological

Seminary in Bethlehem, Pa., he entered the

Moravian ministry and was successively pastor

of Moravian churches in Lebanon. Philadelphia

and Lancaster, Pa. Since 1S93 he has been prin-

cipal of the Moravian Seminar}- at Bethlehem,
Pa., the oldest girls' boarding school in .\merica.

He has been a frequent contributor to 'The Out-
look' and other periodicals, and has published

'The L'nity of the Truth in Christianity and
Evolution.'

Hark'ness, Albert, American Latinist: b.

Menden, .Xlas:^., o u>- 1. 1S22 ; d. Providence, R. 1.,

26 May 1907. He was graduated from Brown
University in 1842, and in 1855 was appointed
p'ofcssor of Greek in that institution. He was
a founder of the .-Vnicrican Philological .Associa-

tion, and its president in 1875-6. In 1884 he was
elected d-rector of the American School of Cla.ss-

ical Studies at Athens, Greece. His best-known
works were a series of Latin text-books widel}'

used and of much influence; including a first

book, readers, a manual of prose composition,
editions of Ca;sar, Cicero, and Sallust, and an ex-
cellent 'Latin Grammar' (1881), revised and en-
larged as 'A Complete Latin Grammar' (1898).

Harkness, William, American astronomer:
b. Ecclefcchan, Scotland. 17 Dec. 1837; d. 1903.

He was graduated from Rochester University in

1858. studied medicine, >.;as a surgeon in the
Federal army for a time, in 1862-5 was an aid in

the United States naval observatory, and during
the total eclipse of 7 Aug. 1869 discovered the

line K. 1474 of the solar corona. He is best

known for his theory of the focal curve of ach-
romatic telescopes, and for his invention of the

spherometer caliper, the most nearly accurate
device for the measurement of the inequalities of
pivots in astronomical instruments. In 1894-9
he was astronomical director of the Naval
Observatory, and in 1899 was retired with rela-

tive rank of rear-admiral. He published 'The
Solar Parallax' (1891).

Harlan, har'lan, James, .\merican legisla-

tor: b. Clarke County, 111., 25 Aug. 1820; d.

Mount Pleasant, Iowa, 5 Oct 1899. He was
graduated from Indiana Asbury (now De Pauw)
University in 1845, in 1S53 was elected president

of Iowa \\'esleyan University, in 1855-65 served
as United States senator, in 1865-6 was secre-

tary of the interior, and then served a third term
(1866-72) in the Senate. Subsequently he was
editor of the Washington Chronicle, and in

1882-5 presiding judge of the court of commis-
sioners of .\labama claims.

Harlan, John Marshall, American jurist:

b. Boyle County. Ky., i June 1833. He was
graduated from Centre College, Kentucky, stud-

ied law at Transylvania University, and entering

upon the practice of his profession at Frankfort,

became county judge in 1858, and was Whig
candidate for Congress in 1859, but was not

elected. In the Civil War he served in the

Union army as colonel of a Kentucky regiment,

and in 1863-6 was attorney general of his State.

He was Republican nominee for governor in

1871 and 1875. but was defeated on both occa-

sions. In the Republican National Convention
of 1872 his name was presented by the Kentucky
delegation for the nomination for vice-president

of the United States. In 1877 he was appointed

a member of the commission to investigate the

troubles in Louisiana ; and in November of that

same year he was appointed associate justice of

the United States Supreme Court, of which he

is considered one of the most able and inde-

pendent members. He supported the constitu-

tionality of the income tax clause of the Wilson
Tariff Bill.

Harlan, Iowa, city, county-seat of Shelby
Countv; on the West Nishnabotna River, the

Chicago. R. I. & P., the Chicago & N. R.R.'s;

about 90 miles west of Des Moines. The chief

manufactures are foundrj' products, agricultural

implements, flour, bricks, gasoline engines, and

furniture. Its shipping trade is in agricultural

products and the manufactures of the city. Pop.

(1900) 2.422.

Harland, har'land, Henry, pseudonym
<SiD.\Ev LvSK.x.' Anglo-.\merican novelist: b.

St. Petersburg, Russia, i March iSoi: d. San
Remo. Italv. 21 Dec. 1905. He was educated at

Harvard and after being in the surrogate's ofiice

in New York 1883-6 rentoved to London,

where he edited the 'Yellow Book.' He pub-

lished 'As It Was Written' (1885), a musician's

storj'; <Mr.s. Peixada' (1886); 'The Land of

Love' (1887); 'Mv Uncle Florimond' (1888);

'The Yoke of the Tliorah' (1887); 'Mr. Son-

nenschein's Inheritance' (1888) : 'A Latin-Quar-

ter Court.ship' : 'Comedies and Errors' (1898) ;

'Cardinal's Snuff-box' (1900); etc.,
_
books

which have been extensively circulated in both

.\merica and England.

Harland, Marion. See Terhune, M.\«y

Virginia.
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Harlech, har'len, Wales, an ancient town,
the former capital of Merionethshire, sit-

uated on the coast, lO miles north of Barmouth.
On a steep hill overlooking the sea is the castle,

which held out for the Lancastrians in the wars
of the Roses, and later for Charles L The
'March of the Men of Harlech' commemorates
its capture by the Yorkists in 1468.

Harlem, a part of New York city above
lo6th street, between the East and Harlem Riv-

ers and Eighth Avenue. See New York City.

Harlem, 111., village in Cook Countj^; on
the Illinois C. and the Chicago & X. \\". R.R."s

:

about seven miles from Chicago and near Oak
Park. The first permanent settlement was made
in 1854, and the village of Harlem was incorpo-

rated in 1883. It is a residential suburb of Chi-

cago, and is noted for its race track (see Horse-
Racixg). Waldheim and Forest Home ceme-
teries are in Harlem. A monument to the men
executed as anarchists who were connected with

the Chicago riots of 1886 is in the Waldheim
cemeter}-. The government is vested in a presi-

dent and board of trustees elected annually.

Pop. (1900) 4.085.

Harlem Plains, Battle of, in the Revolu-
tionarv- War, a conflict on 16 SepL 1776, which
followed Howe's occupation of Xew York and
Manhattan Island. On the Harlem Plains or

Flats an advance guard of British troops came
into contact with a body of \'irginian and Con-
necticut troops commanded respectively by
^lajors Leitch and Knowlton. In attempting to

flank the enemy Knowlton was killed, and by
Washington's orders the .\mericans retreated,

with a loss of 60 killed and wounded.

Harlem River, the name given to the tidal

channel north of the island of Manhattan,

which separates the boroughs of Manhattan and
the Bronx, in Xew York. The Harlem is con-

nected with the Hudson River by Spurten Duy-
vii Creek, and extends south by east about seven

miles to East River. Randall's Island is at

its entrance to East River. In 1895 a ship-

canal was opened which connects the Hudson
and the Harlem south of the Spujten DujTil

channel. .\ number of bridges span the Harlem,

the finest being High Bridge, an aqueduct bridge,

and Washington Bridge which crosses the river

a little north of a point opposite Fort Washing-

ton on the Hudson. .-Mong the western shore is

the excellent roadway called the Speedway, and

on the same side of the river are the polo and
ball grounds, the High Bridge park and a num-
ber of fine public and private buildings.

Harlequin, har'le-kin or -kwin (French, ar-

lequin. Italian arlccchino) . a word of doubtful

origin, but probably from old French HclUquin,

Harlequin, the name of a demon figuring in

mediaeval legends; this again is supposed to be

of German origin, its elements corresponding to

English "hell" and "kin." Riccoboni conjectures

( 'History of the Italian Theatre') that the dress

of the harlequins is no other than the ccntunculus

of the old Roman hiiiiii or mimes, who were

plavers in ridiculous pieces or farces of a loose

character. The character of the ancient harle-

quin was a mixture of extravagant buffoonery

with great bodily agility. But in the middle of

the i6th centurv- his character was essentially

changed. He became a simple, ignorant servant,

who tries ver>- hard to be wittj-, even at the

expense of being malicious. He is a chameleon,
who assumes all colors, and can be made, in the-

hands of a skilful actor, the principal character

on the stage. He must excel in extempore sal-

lies. This account applies more particularly to

the Italian harlequin. The gallant, obsequious
French harlequin is an entirely national mask.
In the vaudeville theatre he is silent, with a
black half-mask, and reminds one throughout the-

representation of the grace and agilitj- of the cat.

In Great Britain, in the Christmas pantomimes,
he becomes a lover and a magician ; and in

exchange for the gift of language, of which he
has been deprived, he has been invested with a
wonder-working wand. With this wand he pro-

tects his mistress, the columbine, against the

down and pantaloon, who pursue and endeavor
to capture her, until the pursuit is brought to a
termination by a good fairj-. The harlequin
wears a tight dress of bright colors, and glitter-

ing with spangles.

Harlequin Cabbage-bug. See C.\bb.\ge-

IXSECTS.

Harlequin Duck,

Harleauin Snake.

See Duck.

See Coral Sx-\ke.

Har ley, Robert, ist E.\rl of O.xford, Eng-
lish statesman : b. London 5 Dec. 1661 ; d. 21

May 1724. After the accession of .\nne he and!

his colleague St John, afterward Lord Boling-

broke, became leaders of the Tories. The for-

mer was chosen speaker of the House of Com-
mons in 1702, and was chief secretarv- of state

1704-8. .\fter the fall of Marlborough Harley
became chancellor of the exchequer in 1710 and
next year was created Earl of Oxford. He and
Bolingbroke secured the Treatj- of Utrecht

(1713), but afterward quarrelled. Eirly in the

reign of George I. he was impeached of high
treason on the ground of his alleged Jacobite

intrigues, and was kept in the Tower for two
years, but owing to the inabilitj- of the Peers and
the Commons to agree about the mode of pro-

cedure, was acquitted. His patronage was
extended to Swift. Pope, and other literrrv- men.
and he made a valuable collection of books and
MSS., which latter are preserved in the British

Museum, where they form the "Bibliotheca Har-
leiana.' Those which have been printed consti-

tute the 'Harleian Miscellany.'

Harlow, har'lo, George Henry, English
painter: b. London 10 June 1787: d. there 4 Feb.

1819. .-Kfter studying under other masters, he
entered the studio of Sir Thomas Lawrence, who
used to employ him to dead color. In 1818 he
visited Rome, where he astonished the anists

there by completing an effective copy of the

'Transfiguration' of Raphael in 18 days. This
gained him the friendship of Canova, who pro-

cured his election as a member of the .A.cademy

of St Luke. His best original works are two
designs from Shakespeare. 'Hubert and Prince
.^rthur,' and the 'Trial of Queen Catharine.'

The principal characters in the latter are por-

traits of members of the Kemble family; and the

figure of Queen Catharine is a likeness of Mrs.

Siddons (q.v.). He was eminent as a portrait

painter, and his portrait of Fuseli is regarded as

a work of great merit

Harlowe, Clarissa, a novel published by
Samuel Richardson in 1748. The stor>- is told

bv means of letters, and while somewhat prolix
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for modern taste, is an accurate record of many
of the manners and ideals of the iSth century.

Har'maline and Harmine, two alkaloids
which occur, probably m the form of phosphates,
in the seed-coatings of the harmel or Syrian rue
\Peganuin harmala), a plant growing in the
Mediterranean region and in southern Asia.
The seeds are extracted with dilute acetic or
sulphuric acid, and the hydrochlorids of the two
alkaloids are precipitated by the addition of com-
mon salt. The precipitate is washed with salt

solution, and afterward with water, in which
the hydrochlorids dissolve. The filtrate is clari-

fied by animal charcoal and heated to 140° F.,

after which anunonia is added. Harmine is pre-
cipitated first, and by the continued addition of
ammonia the harmaline is thrown down subse-
quently. Harmine has the formula CjjHjoNoO.
It is practically insoluble in ether, and is but
slightly soluble in water. It dissolves in alcohol,
from which it crystallizes in colorless monoclinic
prisms, melting at 495° F. Harmaline is the
hydrid of harmine, and has the formula
CjjHuNjO. It is somewhat soluble in water,
ether, and cold alcohol, and dissolves freely in

hot alcohol. It crystallizes from solution in alco-
hol in the form of octahedra belonging to the
trimctric system, and melts at about 460° F. The
salts of harmine are mostly colorless, while those
of harmaline are yellow ; and the salts of both of
these bases exhibit marked fluorescence. The
name " harmaline " is also applied to the coloring
matter now more commonly known as fuchsine.

Har'mar, Josiah, American soldier: b.

Philadelphia 175.5: d. there 20 xVug. 1S13. He
entered the patriot army as captain, became col-

onel in 1777, served with Washington (177S-S0)
and with Greene in the South. In 17S4 he
brought to France the ratification of the final

treaty. In 17S9 he was made brigadier-general
in the United States army, and was general-in-
chief of the army from 1789 to 1792. He con-
ducted an expedition against the Miami Indians,
which suffered a severe defeat, and .shortly after-

ward resigned his commission. From 1793-9
he was adjutant-general of Pennsylvania.

Harmattan, har-mat'an, a land-wind, very
dry and hot. blowing upon the coast of Africa
between Cape Verde, in lat. 14° 43' N., and Cape
Lopez, lat. 0° 36' S., during December, January,
and February. It is generally attended b)' fog,

through which the sun shines red. It hurts veg-
etation and injuriously affects man, drying itp

the eyes, the mouth, etc., even peeling off the
skin. On the other hand, it tends to tenninate
fever and dysentery, and to mitigate cutaneous
diseases. It corresponds to the sirocco of Italy
and, to a certain extent, to the Indian and Aus-
tralian hot wind.

Harmodius (har-mO'di-us) and Aristogi-
ton, a-ris-to-ji't 'n, two Athenian youths who
in 514 B.C. killed Hipparchus, the younger
brother of the tyrant Hippias, partly because of
an insult offered to the sister of Harmodius, and
partly with a view to the overthrow of the Pisis-

tratidae. Harmodius was slain by the soldiers
of Hipparchus, while Aristogiton fled, but was
afterward taken and executed. SuVjscqucntly
they came to be regarded as patriotic martyrs,
and received divine honors from the Athenians,
and had statues raised to their memory. They

.sculptured in a group in the Museo Nazionale,
Naples, copied from the bronze originals which
once adorned the Acropohs at Athens.

Har'mon, Judson, American jurist: b. Ham-
ilton County, Ohio, 3 Feb. 1846. He was
graduated at Denison University, 1866, and at
Cincinnati Law School, 1S69. He was judge of
the common pleas court (1S76-8); judge of the
superior court of Cincinnati, 1S7S-87; and attor-
ney-general of the United States, 1896-7. He
is president of the Ohio Bar Association, and a
member of the faculty in the law department of
the LTniversity of Cincinnati.

Harmonic Analysis, The. "The Harmonic
Analysis" is the name first given by Thomson
and Tait in their (Natural Philosophy' to a
method extensively and fruitfully emf)loyed in
investigations in many branches of Mathematical
Physics, and first used by Daniel Bernouilli and
Euler in the middle of the eighteenth century in
studying the musical vibrations of a stretched
elastic string.

From the physical side it is described by J.
Clerk Maxwell as "a method by which the solu-
tion of in actual problem may be obtained as
the sum or resultant of a number of terms,
each of which is a solution of a particular case
of the problein. » The method is appHcable to
physical problems where the actual complicated
state under investigation can lie regarded as due
to the superposition of a number of simpler states-

that can coexist without interfering with one
another.
For example, in dealing with the small oscil-

lations of a musical string it is known that the
string is capable of sounding a variety of so-
called pure notes, known as the fundamental note,
the first harmonic or octave of the fundamental
note, and the higher harmonics of the funda-
mental note, and that the forms of vibration
giving these various notes may coexist, so that
the string may be sounding at once its funda-
mental note and its various harmonies and thus
be giving a note quite distinguishable from its

pure fundamental note though of the same
pitch. If we are dealing with the problem of
the motion of a string sounding such a com-
plicated note, the hannonic analysis enables us.

to obtain and to express its solution as a sum
of the terms expressing the motions which sepa-
rately would give the separate pure notes
actually present.
From the mathematical side the problems to-

which the harmonic analysis is applicable are
those in which it is necessary to find a solution
of a homogeneous linear dilTcrcntial equation
which shall satisfy a set of given initial or bound-
a.ry conditions sufficiently numerous to make
the problem determinate. It is well known that
if a solution of such a differential equation has
been obtained, it may be multiphed by any
constant and will still be a solution; and that
if several solutions have been obtained, their sum
will be a solution. In using the harmonic
analysis we attempt by a skilful use of these
two principles to so combine simple particular

solutions of the differential equation involved
in the problem as to form a solution of the equa-
tion which .satisfies all the given conditions.

This usuallv makes it necessary to analyze some
one of the given conditions into a sum or series

of simpler so-called harmonic terms, or in other
words to develop some function of one of the
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independent variables, or of a set of the inde-

pendent variables into a series whose terms are

of specified form.
Tor instance, suppose a harp-string of length

' initiallv distorted into a cuT\-e -whose equa-

tion referred to the position of equilibrium of

the string as the A'-axis and to one end of the

string as origin is .f=;(x), and then released,

and that it is required to solve the problem of

the subsequent niotion of the string, the initial

displacement being small.

Here we have to solve the differential equa-

tion

3^-

dx--
(I;

•subject to the conditions r= o when x= o; y= o

when x = I: ^ = o when i=o; y=f(x) when
ai

i=o. It is known and is easUy verified that

_)•= sin ,3x cos a;3i is a particular solution of (I)

if .3 is any constant. If we take 3 =—^, where

. ittT^x mrzat
tn is any whole number, y=sm—^cos —^

—

is a solution of (I) which satisfies our first three

•conditions; and so is

. :rx -at . 27zx 2sat
y=a,sin-j-cos—p-rajSin—;— cos1 ° /

.3«eosif^ (i)

where a,. a„ a,, ... are any constants. 'Wlien

i=o (i) reduces to

(3)

7(x)=--6„
-X . 2;r:t

- o, cos r o. cos

rO,COS=^ r. (5)

-where
msx ,

sin — ax.
c

(II)

j' = a, sm T--T-Oj sin—2" T-ajSin —^—

r

and if we can choose a,, a^, etc., so that the series

in (3I is equal to /(x) for all values of x between

o and /, (i) becomes our required solution.

This calls for the development of /(x) into a

Trigonometric Series of somewhat peculiar form

kn<?wn as a Fourier's Series, and when that is

accomplished our solution is complete.

Fourier's Series.—It was first shown by Fou-

rier in his researches into the Conduction of

Heat in 1812 that

7(x)=f&o+^cos y-f6,cos— -i-bjcos^ +-••

-ha, sin — +a^S'.-" -.i. sm— ^. . . . (3;

-where a«=— / /\x) sin ^^vii,
C J—

:

<•

and ^" =T / ^^'^ *=°^ ~T~^'c J—c *•

for all values of x between -c and c.

If /(_ j) = -;(x). that is, if /(x) is an odd func-

tion, (3) reduces to

yx 2xx 3^-^ -

/hi =a, sin-^+a, sin-— +a,sin—- -r.

2 re., ^ tti'zx ,

where 6in=— / fix) cos——dx.
C mf Q C

If the development need hold good mereh"
for values of x between o and c, any one of the
forms given above may be employed.
Harmonic FuiKtions.—Laplace's Equation,

ax= ' 33-^ • ds' °-

in the ntimerous forms it assumes in different

svstems of coordinates plays a lai^r part in

the various branches of mathematical physic;

than anv other differential equation, and thc-

harmonic analysis is required in a large propor-

tion of the physical problems that obey the

law it expresses.

A function which together with its first space

derivatives is continuous within a specified

region and which satisfies Laplace's equation

at everv point -nrithin the region is said to be
liarmotiic in the region in question.

The form to which a harmonic function re-

duces on one of the level surfaces of the appro-

priate coordinate system is called a Surface
Harmonic.

Zonal Harmonics.—The coefficient of s" in the

development of {i—2uz—:')-i in ascending
powers of z. where a = cos d. is represented by
Pmd^) and is called a Surface Zona! Harmonic
of the »;:th degree, or a Legendre's Coefficier.t or

L€e.cndrian.
It can be sho-wn that r = r"Pm(cos 0) and

l'=——Pm(cos (?) are particular solutions of

Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates.

\lj{-x) -f(x), that is. if /(x) is an even func-

tion. (3) reduces to

dr-

i-^'W) .

sin d ae sin's d<f>

'^ = 0. (Ill)

Thev are called Solid Zonal Harmonics. The
first form is harmonic within the sphere whose
centre is at the origin of coordinates and whose
radius is unity, and the second form is harmonic
in all space outside of that sphere. They are

appropriate functions to use in soh^ing problems
where a solution of (III) is required, if it is evi-

dent from considerations of s\-Tnmetr\- that the

solution is independent of the coordinate 9.

P-(/') =
I35-- (»»«-')

E--

»i(iii — i) _ ,

i-2-3-...m L' 2(2m— i)'

m(m — i)(m — ^^(m —5) ^_^ "!

4-

(4)

whence

Po(;') = '.

PM=p.

2-4-<.2'"-l)(s'«— o)

P,(;«) = i(3."-'-i).

P,(.«)=i(5.«'-3;').

P,(.«)=i(35;''-30."' + 3).

i'5(.«) = J(63^' - 70."' -^ I5.«)-

A vcr^- important property of the Surface Zonal
Harmonic Pm(f) which follows readily from its

definition is P»(i)='. That is, the function
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reduces to unity at all points on the polar
axis.

If, in a problem where V must satisfy Laplace's
Ecjuation and there is symmetry about the polar
axis, the value of V on the axis is represented
by a convergent series a„ + a,z + a^- + . . . , z

being the distance of the point from the origin,

then the series formed by writing r^'/'mCcos d)

instead of z'" in the given series gives the value
of V at any point in space at which the new
series is convergent. If the value of V on the

, < . a, Oo
a.xis is represented by a convergent senes ":;+;;?

~ ~3 . then the series formed from the given

series b)- replacing ;—7; by -—^Pm(cos d) gives

the value of V at any point in space at w-hich

the new series is convergent.
For instance, if acharge il/ of statical electricity

be placed on a conductor in the form of a thin
circular disc of radius a. it is known that the
charge will so distribute itself that the surface
density a at any point of the disc at the distance

' ^- from its center will be (j
=
4aj:Va^— 5^

If the axis of the disc is taken as the polar
axis, the value of the Potential Function V due
to the charge, at a point of the axis at the dis-

tance x from the centre is V =^— cos-' (—:; ,) .

2a \x-+a-/
This can be developed into the series

-^T--^ +4-4+..]

a L.v 3.1-2
' -v5 -„; . .J

it x<a.

if x> a.

Ilcnce

"l/Tr r I r'
,1L\ ^ _Lp_ (cos 0)+ --3P3 (cos fl)

i7 L2 t7 X a

.P,(cosfl)
. ]

if r<a, and e<--
2

n-nd

. Mfa I a'
/ /!> ,

I "'n / /l^
"1

! =

if r>a.

If , in a problem where V must satisfy Laplace's
Equation and there is symmetry about an axis,

the value of V on the surface of the sphere
r = a is given and can be expressed as a sum
or as a series of Surface Zonal Harmonics, the
value of V at a point not on the sphere will

be obtained by replacing the Surface Zonal
Harmonies by the appropriate Solid Zonal
Ilarmonics.
To take a verj- simple example: If a charge

of electricity is placed on a spherical conductor
of radius a, it is known that it will so distribute
itself that all points on the surface will be at

the same potential —

.

Now — =—Po (cos 0) and is a Surface Zonal

Harmonic. Hence any point at the distance r

from the centre of the con-^Iuctor is at DOlcntial

.1/ r" M
-^Pa (cos 0) or — if r<a, and at potential

a a

Afa
Pa (cos 0) or '—

if r> a.

If the value of V on the surface of the sphere
had been less simple, say V =F(d) 3}(cosO)
= /(/t), then /(/() would have had to be expressed
in the form a„P„{/t) +cij\{n) +a^P^Xl') +
before we could have used the simple method
illustrated above. This can be done by the
aid of the formula

/(/') =«o^o(/') +«,/A(,«) +a,PM +a,P,i^)+. . . .

where a„
2111 + 1

j
f{x)Pm(.x)dx, the develop-

iTient in question holding good when — i < /j < i

.

For instance, let one half of the surface of a
homogeneous sphere be kept at the tempera,
ture zero and the other half at the temperature
I : to find the stationary temperature u of any
internal point. Here /(,«)= i, o</i<i, and
/(/() =0, — i<«<o. Consequently

o Pm{x)dx + J'p,„(x)dx'^

2m +

1

('PM)dx.

Letting m=o, i, 2, . . . , successively, and usiri^

the corresponding values i, x, hiz^^ — ^), etc.,

of Pm(.r), we get a„ = l, a, =J, a^=o, a^= —%•{.
a, = o,a,=\i-h-l. ... and /(/<)= iP„(,«) +5P,(//)

if a is the radius of the sphere, the required
temperature

M=-+--P,(cos6l)-24a -P3(cos 0)

Tables giving the numerical values of the

Surface Zonal Harmonics have been computed
and are accessible, and by their aid numerical

results can be obtained in such problems as those

we have been considering as readily as if we
were using simple trigonometric functions. The
following is such a table carried only to three

places.

Table I.—

S
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line through the origin whose direction is given
by the angles ^, and ^j, is called a Laplace's
Coerticient or Laplacian. the fixed line being
called the Axis and its intersection with the unit
sphere the Pole of the Laplacian. A Surface
Zonal Harmonic Pm(cosd) is merely a Laplacian
whose axis coincides with the axis of coordi-

nates. r"'Pm(cos r) and —-— Pm(cos r) are
'

7-JK + 1 ^ ''

solutions of Laplace's Equation (III). The first

is harmonic within and the second without the
unit sphere.

Laplacians may be used in problems sxtnmet-
rical about an axis if the axis does not coincide
with the axis of coordinates just as Zonal
Harmonics are used when the problem is sj-m-
metrical about the polar axis.

Laplacians were first used by Laplace, in one
of the most remarkable memoirs ever written,
in determining the attraction of a Spheroid.
The paper in question was published in 17S2.

Splwrical Harmonics.—A Surface Spherical
Harmonic of the inth degree Ym may be most
simply defined as the function obtained by
dividing a rational, integral, homogeneous,
algebraic poh-nomial of the J;!th degree in .r,

y, z which satisfies Laplace's Equation (I), by

r"=, that is, bj' (-v- +>-+:') 2. For example,

^(a; +y +z) ,^ (:t' -^xy +}-=), ^ (2x»- s.rj'' - 3x3')

are Surface Spherical Harmonics of the first

degree, of the second degree, and of the third
degree, respectively.

It is clear that r^Ym satisfies Laplace's Equa-

-i^^^^^.

ytn-¥ 1
i'tion. The same thing can be shown of

The first is harmonic within , the second without,
the imit sphere. They are known as Solid

Spherical Harmonics.
It is clear that if the value of 1' on the sur-

face of a sphere whose centre is the origin can
be expressed as a sum of terms each of which
is a surface Spherical Harmonic, its value at any
point not on the surface is the sum of the appro-
priate corresponding Solid Spherical Harmonics.

It can be shown by transforming from spher-

ical to rectangxilar coordinates that the Surface
Zonal Harmonic PmL") or Pm(cos 0) and the

Laplacian Pm (cos j-) are Surface Spherical Har-
monics, and by the reverse transformation that

the general Surface Spherical Harmonic Ym can
be formulated as

Ym=AJP„(n)

-f S I (.4„ cos n<^ + Bn sin n<j,) sin^O j^ \-

A function given arbitrarily on the surface of

the unit sphere, i.e., a function of and <p. if ex-

pressed as a function of cos and <l>
can be de-

veloped into a series of Surface Spherical Har-
monics by the formulas

/(/I, ^)= I \A„.mPm(ti)-i- ^- (.l».r.COSII.^
m " o I n = I L

+ B„,m sm »^)sin'« j ^ J ^

,

till 4- T fl2t: /'I

4— Jo •> ~ I

21)1 +1 {m — «) !

= T" r /C/'. ^)cos n4> Sinn
/"Pm( Ĵ^

Jo J —

I

iifi" "

2~ (w-HQ!
2))!-!- 1 (m-«)! "•"'

= f^'d4, r f(a, ^)sin»i9isinne^-^=^(f/z.
Jo J—

I

dli"

The following theorems concerning the inte-
gration of Spherical Harmonics are important.
We give them without proof.
The integral of the product of two Surface

Spherical Harmonics Imi'n of different degrees
taken over the surface of the unit sphere is

equal to zero.

The integral over the surface of the unit
sphere, of the product of a Surface Spherical
Harmonic by a Laplacian of the same degree, is

-,— multiplied bv the value the Spherical

Harmonic assumes at the Pole of the Laplacian.
These theorems enable us to solve many

problems in the theory of Gravitation and the
theory of Electrostatics by direct integration.

Bessel's Functions.—A Bessel's Function or
Surface Cylindrical Harmonic of the »th order
Jn{x) may be defined as the coefficient of z'^ in

the development of e^ ^ s ' into an ascending
Power Series in z. It can be shown that

I'=cosh {uz){A cos n<f>~B sin n4>)Jn{l'r)

and

r = sinh (,!t:)(.4 cos»^-rB sin n(^)Jnitir),

where /i is any constant, are solutions of La-
place's Equation in C>'lindrical Coordinates

dr' ^r dr~

The Bessel's Functions most used are /„(^)
and _/,(-x), which are appropriate when the prob-
lem has axial sj-mmetry about the Axis of Z.

(IV)

X' X'

and is convergent for all values of x.

d.hi-r)

:; + ..

JM =
dx

Important properties are given by the for-

mulas

f'xj,{x)dx = .vj,(.x)

Jo

and

-"»n,m ~

fx 1
/„(.v) ! 'dx = i.v-=[ 1

/„(.v) f
= -^ {/,(:>:) ! =].

Jo

and the following formulas for development in

Cylindrical Harmonic Series, the development
holding good for values of r between o and a.

where /i, is a root of the transcendental equation
in /I, Jo{f<') =0. or oi Jtifi") =0. or of

fiaJtiiia)-XJ„(fia) =0,
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.and

A,-
a^[l7o(/^«a)P+iy.(/'««^l']

For the important case where f(r) = i

A.=
l'.a[\J^(fi,a)i'+ [J,(fi^a)\'l

2./i(/<«a)-

As an example in the use of Bessel's Func-
tions let us find the stationary temperature of

any point {r, z) in a homogeneous cylinder of

radius a and altitude 6 if the convex surface and
one base are kept at the temperature zero and
the other base at the temperature i.

Here we seek a solution V of equation (IV)

which reduces to zero when c = o, and when r = a,

and to I when r = b. By the aid of the formulas
above this is easily formed and is

; = sinh (ii,z)

Mi'^Jiifi'^) sinh (/i,6)

+

/oC/'i'')

sinh i/i,^)

h

ji^aj^ijijj) sinh («,'.)/

2 sinh (;i3=)

Jo(.M2'')

/'3"/i(."3a) sinh (ii^b)
/o(/'3'-)+-

If numerical results are desired, tables for /o(.v)

and /,(.v) are needed. Such tables have been
computed and are accessible. We give here a

small three-place one.

Table II.

—

Bessel's Functions.

X
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same. The different structure of different instru- clarinet, or any other sound, according to the
ments suppresses now some, now others, of the number of stops which the instrument possesses

succession of harmonics, and a different bod^'

of tone is thus produced, distinguishing a note
in one instument from the same note in an-
other. Hence the distinctive '- onstruction of the
pianoforte in which dissonant harmonics are

suppressed, and on the other hand, the use in

the organ of mutation and mixture stops—the
thirteenths and fifteenths— whereby the con-
sonant harmonics of a given tone are much em-
phasized. Again, many of the higher harmonics
are strongly dissonant both ^th the fundamen-
tal tone and with each other, whence arises the
discordant quality of such instruments for in-

stance as the cjtnbals. Harmonics are also

called •overtones,* and all the primar;.-and sec-

ondary tones constituting an actual tone are

frequently termed 'partials* or 'partial tones.*

the" fundamental tone being the first partial,

and the harmonics, tl e upper partials. See
Harmon-y.

Harmonics, Spherical. See H.^rmonic Ax.\l-

YSiS.

Har'monists, also called Rappists and
EcoxOMiTES. a rehgiouS'Socialistic community
founded in 17S7 by George Rapp (1757-1S47).
a German of Wurtemberg. The peaceable and
spiritual tenets of the organization aroused an-

tagonism and persecution, and in 1S03 they emi-
grated to America, setthng in the Connoquenes-
sing Vallev, where the Harmony Society was
estabhshed on a working basis. By i So 5 . houses,

churches, mills, and manufactories had been
built, and the settlement had a population of 750
persons. In 1S15 the}' removed to Posey ^^^„,^,^^
County, Ind., where they'foundedXew Harmony ^on^'of^ chord can be in the bass or lowest
(q.v.); 10 years later, however, they returned to ^^ ^g^ Fund.amext.^l Note. Tone, or

Such is the harmonium which was patented
by Debain in 1S40. but since that time vurious
other improvements of more or less value have
been made. The chief of these are the addition
of a knee action, which either series as an ex-
pression stop, or brings all the stops of the in-

stnmient into play at once, and what is called

the percussion action, the invention of Kauf-
mann of Dresden, which consists in the applica-
tion of a small hammer, which strikes the ^'i-

brator as soon as the key is pressed down, and
thus aids the action of the wind.

Harmony, (from the Greek dpfio'eiv, to
join or tit together), in music is the science
which controls the relationship of chords, and
decides that of the dissonant elements in a dis-

cord to the fundamental concord: the funda-
mental law being that discord is an imJinished
design which requires concord for its completion.
A chord, or combination of tones, in any

scale or key may be a concord or discord. The
one concord in a major key consists of the key-
note or tonic \rith its major third and fifth. This
means of course the tonic triad: but in ever>'

major key there are two other major triads,

absolutely equal in consonance with the tonic
triad—those fotmded on the dominant and sub-
dominant. In a minor key the triad on the
ke\"note consists of the tonic with a minor third
and perfect fifth. The major third and fifth

are the notes which produce, naturally, a per-
fect sound in combination : they are called * con-
sonances.* and any foreign element is a 'dis-

sonance.* Thev can be inverted, that is. anv

Pennsvl\-ania. and built the township of Econ-
omv, in Beaver County, on the Ohio. 20 miles

north of Pittsburg. In 1S32. a German adven-
turer. Bemhard MuUer. settling among them,
caused dissensions and a spUt in the society: a
separation and apportionment of the property
was agreed upon, and 250 members retired.

They held all property in common, believed in

the second coming of Christ, the near advent of

the miUennium. and practised celibacy. As a
restilt of the latter condition, the membership
in 1902 was reduced to eight, and the valuable

estate will pass finally into the hands of the

last sur\-ivor. Consult Hinds. 'American Com-
munities' (1902): Nordhoff, 'The Communis-
tic Societies of the United States' (1S74).

Harmon'iom, a modem musical instru-

ment which produces s unds resembling those

of the organ. The invention is ascribed to Alex-

andra Debain of Paris; but he has at the most
merely the credit of perfecting an instniinent

prc\iously known, called the orgiic cxfrressif. a \

kind of organ furrished with an apparatus of

free vibrating reeds, intended to increase or

diminish the intensity and volume of the sound,

by regulating the pressure of the wind, by the chord of the tonic (i) of the key to which it

B.ASS.') This, the •common chord* or •major
triad.* makes a starting point and a point »f
finality, from which the harmom'es proceed,
diverge and converge, and into which they re-

solve themselves finally.

The seventh harmonic of nature (see H.\R-
Moxics). which is one semitone less than the
seventh consecutive note in an ascending major
scale, constitutes a minor seventh, and produces
a discord, which, with its complementarv- or
fulfilling concord, is the foundation of all har-
mony. This discord, the •dominant seventh*

—

signed V7, must always be •resolved* into the

B

*
)

-*- m
=t^

X
:4st

"C I.

aid of which the sounds were produced. The
instrument has a keyboard like that of a piano,

and when one of the keys is pre.ssed down a
valve is opened, which allows the wind from
the bellows to rush through one of the wind-

Iwxcs and act on the \-ibrator. There are also

several stops, like organ stops, by means of

belongs. (See illustration.)

A is an example of 'close,* B of •open* or
•extended* harmony. The discord on G in-
stinctively demanding the chord of C as its reso-
lution, the note G. or the similar fifth degree in

any scale, is called the •dominant*—signed V..
of that kev. and the chords and discords built

which the performer can direct the stream of on it constitute the dominant harmonies. Posi-

wind into the wind-boxes, which produce a flute, tion B is the most satisfactory- to the ear. be-
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cause of the effect of finality induced by tlie

resolution to tlic first position of the triad.

The two chords together form the dominant or

authentic cadence— the most important of

those terminal phrases which serve the same
purpose in music as the marks of punctuation

in literary composition. "My country, 'tis of

thee" e.xhibits examples of two other important

cadences, showing at the same time how these

mark the completion of more or less final mu-
sical periods.

t^=Ui
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The first period is closed at A by a "halP' or

"imperfect" cadence— that is, the order V.

—

I. is reversed ; the second at B by a "false" or

"deceptive" cadence— that is, the dominant
chord, instead of proceeding to the tonic, "de-

ceives" the ear by proceeding to another chord

;

the third period is brought to a close by the

authentic cadence at C.

The dominant chord can also bear the more
elaborate dissonances of the 9th, lUh, and 13th,

as well as the 7th, but it is impossible here to

enter into the varieties of discord— "suspen-

sions," "double-root chords," etc., into the anal-

ogous discords which may be built on the tonic

as a ground-note, or the chords belonging to

the minor scale. Suffice it to say the effects

which can be evolved from the almost innumer-
able inversions and involutions of single chords
and combinations of chords are subject to strin-

gent natural laws, and the possibilities of variety

are infinite.

An important branch of harmony, however,
must be mentioned, that is "modulation" or
change from one key (or "mode") to another.

Modern scales have had the relation of their

intervals so modified (see Temper.vment) as

to be approximately alike. By the addition of

a single sharp or flat any melody can proceed
from the key of C to G (with Fft), F (with
Bl2 ), or A minor (with GJt). These— the

dominant, subdominant (next below the domi-
nant), and the minor of the sixth degree— are

the keys of the first relation, as out of the seven
notes which constitute each .scale six are present
in the scale of C, thus providing as it were six

more or less convenient bridges by which to
pass from one key to the other. The conven-
tionality of these modulations makes them in-

adequate to convey the more passionate coloring
of modern music, and more striking changes to
remoter keys are necessary. A favorite device
with modern composers is to take advantage
of the "tempered" .system, and by using one
note in two significations (for example, FXEJJ)
to secure means of startling and also of very
tender effects in modulation.

Harmony comparatively is of modern
growth. In counterpoint (q.v.), the science

which preceded harmony, attention was given
altogether to the correct progression of the

individual voices or parts, while the combina-
tions made by the voices at any moment were
regarded as merely accidental. But uncon-
sciously the ear of musicians was being culti-

vated, and in the richness of Palestrina's

simpler writings was shown the possibility of ob-
taining undreamt-of effects from chords as in-

tegral units in a march of harmonics, rather

than accidental combinations of independent
melodies. One of the fundamental rules of

counterpoint was that a dissonance must either

be "prepared"— that is, it must appear as a con-
sonance in the previous chord— or else it must
be approached very gradually. This rule of the

old science was disregarded by Monteverde
(1608), who used unprepared discords, and at

one blow released the new feeling for chords
from its bondage to counterpoint.

Only those who understand counterpoint and
harmony can appreciate the full importance of

the new departure. It meant that discords were
no longer mere variations of concords, but in-

dividual creations with an individual's rights

and duties. The discord most easily used was
the dominant seventh, the first discord pro-

duced by nature's harmonics ; and so the rela-

tion of dominant to tonic— the central idea of

all harmonj'— developed from an increasingly

general tendency into a recognized rule. Dur-
ing the 17th century many experiments were
made by Monteverde's followers, until at the

end of the century Rameau's famous treatise

called attention to the fact that all chords are

derived from some note which is the generator

or root, and the relationships of these roots

govern the progressions of the harmonics. The
less known, but hardly less important, researches

of Tartini formed a good supplement to

Rameau's theory ; and the basis of scientific

harmony established by these two works was
not seriously disturbed even by the thorough
investigation and the astonishing di.scoveries of

Helmholtz, who extended the foundation and
built a complete superstructure thereon. In

the meantime, notwitlistanding that theorists

fought each other with great fierceness, the

science made extraordinary progress under such

practical harmonists as Bach, Mozart, and
Beethoven, while Wagner, who handled any

number of parts as easily as did Bach himself,

so enlarged the possibilities of harmony that it

is difficult to conceive of any further advance.

Consult the mainials by Bannister, Bowman-
Weitzmann, Jadassohn, iNlacfarren, Ouscley,

Richter, and Riemann.

Harmony of the Spheres, a hypothesis

of P>'thaRoras and his school, according to

which the motions of the heavenly bodies pro-
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duced a music imperceptible by the ears of mor-
tals. He supposed these motions to conform
to certain fixed laws, which could be expressed
in numbers, corresponding to the numbers which
give the harmony of sounds.

Harmotome, har'mo-tom. a mineral of the

zeolite family ; a hydrous silicate of aluminum
and barium, invariably occurring in twin crystals

of various colors from white to red-brown.

Harms'worth, Alfred Charles, English

newspaper proprietor : b. Chapelizod. County
Dublin. Ireland, 15 July 1865. He is the princi-

pal proprietor of the London Daily Mail, and
£z-e>iiiig Xczcs, as well as some 30 other Eng-
lish journals, and equipped the arctic expedition

under F. G. Jackson in 1894.

Hamack, har'nak, Adolf, German theolo-

gian : b. Dorpat 7 May 1S51. He began his

studies in his native town in 1S69 and in 1874

took up his residence at Leipsic, for the pur-

pose of pursuing a course in church history, and
was made extraordinary professor there in 1876,

and ordinary professor of theolog>', first at Gies-

sen in 1S79, and eventually at Berlin 1889. In

l8go he was made a member of the Berlin Acad-
emy. He has been a prolific writer, both in the-

ology- and church history, and some of his books
have given rise to much controversy : among his

works are: 'Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte'

(1894); 'Die Ueberlieferung und der Bestand
der altchristlichen Litteratur' (1893); etc.

Har'ned, Virginia, American actress : b.

Boston 1868. She became a member of a travel-

ing company about 1884, in 1895 appeared as

Trilby in P. M. Potter's dramatization of Du
Maurier's story, and subsequently took various
roles, including Alice Rousillon in 'Alice of

Old Vincennes,' and the title-part in A. W.
Pinero's 'Iris.' She was married to E. H.
Sothem (q.v.) in 1896.

Harness and Saddlery Trade, The. It is

extremely difiicuk to trace the history of the

harness and saddlery industry in America as far

back as the days of the colonies, for in that

period of our existence as a nation oxen were
so generally used for purposes ot plowing and
carting that harnesses were in small demand.
Those were the days in which roads were so

poor that driving coul.l scarcely be regarded as

a pleasure, and the equipnieiUs vi'i|uired in sad-

dle riding were chiefly imported from England.

The first attempt to make saddlery hardware,

one of the nio?t important accessories to the

saddlery trade, was inaugurated by Seth J. and
Alvin Xorth, at N'ew Britain, Conn. Originally

engaged in the blacksmithing business, they

began to extend the facilities of their shop until

they were finally making bridle-hits, and other

harness equipments, including shoe-buckles, and
rings to be used for a variety of purposes. All

these articles were originally produced from

wire drawn out by hand. Later, horse-power

was introduced for this purpose, but- it was

many years before all the finishing work on

these products, the polishing, the welding, etc.,

ceased to be a matter of manual labor. The
discovery nf a more rapid method of polishing

was made bv a blacksmith at Middletown, Conn.,

to whom .\lvin North paid S25 to learn the

process, which simply consisted in taking an

old woolen stocking, which, after all the holes

had been darned, was filled with the articles

to be polished. A number of small pieces of

soap were added, after which the stocking was
dipped in a pail of warm water and was rubbed
briskly between the hands. This method of

polishing was finally improved by the substitu-

tion of canvas bags for the stockings, but, with
this exception, no better process was found
until the tumbling-barrels were introduced.

The advent of better roads, and the corre-

sponding increase in the popularity of driving

and riding, was the means of creating a greater

demand for both saddlerj' and harness. To
meet these requirements of the trade, factories

were established at Newark, N. J., Hartford,
Conn., St. Louis, Mo., Wheeling, W. Va., Louis-
ville, Ky., and Cincinnati. C, but the greater

part of the harness made in those days was
suitable only for the hea%y stages and wagons,
which were then so generally utilized both for

the transportation of passengers and in business

traffic. At that period in our history the move-
ment for the betterment of roads had been con-
fined almost exclusively to the more populous
sections of the East, and as the black soil of the

western prairies made the use of wagons prac-

tically impossible during certain seasons of the

year there was an insistent call for heavy riding

saddles. Those that were made in foreign coun-
tries had proved to be utterly unsuited, either

for the rough frontier life of the West, or for

the hard usage which they received in the South,
and, as the result of these conditions the manu-
facturers of saddlery, with the characteristic in-

ventive genius of the Yankee, devised the tree

made of wood, and covered with rawhide, with

long skirts and fenders to act as a protection,

both from ;he elements and the many deep
quagmires which the rider was quite certain to

encounter.

It was in 1828 that the Franklin Institute

presented a medal to Seth Boyden for his

achievement in inventing the first buckles and
bits made of annealed cast iron. The discovery

had been made by putting a few pounds of cast

iron into an ordinary cooking stove, in which,

in the process' of baking, it became annealed, a

process which was largely responsible for the

early success of the manufacture of saddlery

hardware in this country. About the same
lime, Peter Ilaydcn, then 22 years of age, began
to manufacture hames and saddlery at .Auburn,

N. Y. His shop was a small one, and as there

was little demand for such goods in his neigh-

borhood, he extended his trade by loading his

sleigh or wagon with his stock and peddling

it through Central New York and Canada. By
these methods his business became so well es-

tablished that, in 1835, he entered into a con-

tract with the Stale of Ohio, by which he agreed

to furnish employment for its convict labor in

the making of hames, saddle-trees, saddlery

hardware, and chains. At times he employed
upward of 300 convicts, to say nothing of a

large force of free labor, and he was soon able

to open connections for the sale of his product

with the largest mercantile houses in Chicago,

St. Louis, Cincinnati. Detroit, Galveston. San
Fr.ancisco, and New York. Thus, from a small

beginning, for Hayden's business netted hut a

few thousand dollars during the first years of

its existence, he increased his trade until it

reached millions, while it was largely due to
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his control of the domestic market that the

importations of foreign saddlery ahnost en-
tirely ceased.

The first horse-collars regularly manufac-
tured in this country were made by Timothy
Deming, in East Hartford, Conn., in 1828.

Prior to this time the making of horse-collars

had been the work of itinerant laborers, who
traveled from place to place, hiring themselves
to make collars for individuals who were in

need of several, or to any local harncssmaker
whose stock might need replenishing. When
Deming invented and patented his sliort-.straw

collar and the block upon which it w'as made,
the event marked the first stage in the develop-
ment of collar-making in America.

Although the wax-thread, chain-stitch sew--

ing-machine was invented by a Xew England
concern, as early as 1S53, it was three years
later before it had attained such practicability

that it could be used in the sewing of boots
and shoes, and fully 10 years before it was ap-
plied to the making of harness. Even then the

prejudice against machine-stitching was so great

that such products were not easi'y disposed of,

and it was only the enormous reduction in cost

that ultimately brought it into favor. Another
important improvement came in 1858, when
W. K. Thornton, of Niles, Mich., perfected the

invention of the creasing-machine. but so slow
was the trade of those days in the matter of

adopting any process which necessitated a radi-

cal departure from the old-time and traditional

methods that the inventor found that the only
way in which he could introduce his machines
was to leave them on three months' trial at

such shops as would accord him this privilege.

A few- years later, he entered into partnership
in Cincinnati, under the firm name of Thornton
& Perkins. In 1865 the business w'as sold to

Randall & Company, the concern which is now-
engaged in the manufacture of similar, but
vastly improved machinery. In fact, the sew-
ing-machine and the creasing-machine were such
important inventions that they may be said to

have practically revolutionized the industry of
harness-making. Other inventions have been
patented, but few of them have been of lasting

benefit to the trade. The most important, per-

haps, was the iron gigtree which was patented
by Samuel E. Thompkins, of Newark, N. J., in

1872, the radical change which this invention
heralded being indicated by the fact that all

buggv' saddles up to this time had been made
on wooden trees imported from England, but
only a few years elapsed after the introduction

of the iron gigtree before the wooden tree was
entirely discarded.

It was about this time that the harness in-

dustry began to enjoy a period of almost phe-
nomenal progress. The invention of labor-sav-

ing devices enabled manufacturers to produce
goods at a cost which naturally tended to in-

crease the demand for such articles.

."^mong the inventions which were patented
at about this time one must mention the Bos-
worth lock-stitching, wax-thread sewin.g-ma-
chine, which first appeared in 1872. as well as

the Campbell lock-stitching machine, patented
first in 1S80. With the introduction of these
inventions, hand-sewed harness largely disap-
peared, for these stitches, which were inter-

locked, made the sewing alike on both sides.
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which gave the appearance of hand work, a
great improvement upon the product of the old
harness-sewing machines which produced a
sometimes unsatisfactory chain-stitch. The
other kinds of harness machinery which have
proved themselves such great labor-saving in-

ventions that they are now regarded as indis-
pensable in all well-equipped factories are the
tubular riveting-machines, which entirely dis-

pensed w'ith the old processes of hand riveting;
the box-loop sewing-machines, which now sew
up all the long loops formerly sewed by hand

;

the quilting-machines, by means of which pads,
gig and riding saddles are quilted; the power
trace-trimmers, and trace-polishers ; the power
splitters, and the dieing-out machines. The
first factory for the making of harness thread
in this country was established at Paterson,
N. J., by Barbour Brothers, in 1863, prior to

which time such thread had been imported from
Ireland, while the hard-rubber-covered harness
trimmings were invented by Andrew Albright,

of Newark, N. J., in 1867.

The great development in the making of

horse-collars dates only from 1883, for it was in

that year that William Fogelsong, of Dayton,
O., invented a machine for the stuffing of col-

lars. Some 10 years later R. Brownson, of St.

Paul, Minn., perfected a metal-staple machine
for sewing collars, and, with these two practi-

cally recent innovations, one set of machinery
will now do the work w'hich formerly required

the labor of some 20 men. It was by means of

such machinery, practically all of which is due
to American push and enterprise, that the trade

of saddlery and harness-making has been ad-

vanced from a position of inferiority to a com-
manding place among the great industries of the

United States. To comprehend the extent to

which this business has progressed it is only

necessary to glance at the following table in

which the figures prepared by the census bureau
are recapitulated

:

SADDLERY AND HARNESS, 1880-I9OO.

Establishments
Capital
Wage earners
Wages
Cost of materials
Value of products. .

.

1890 1900

$43,354,136
24,123

$10,725,647
$35,r27,()26

$62,630,002

The fever for the organization of combina-
tions, "trusts," and other associations had its

natural efltect upon some of the saddlery manu-
facturers, and, in 1890, the first move was made
toward the establishment of an organization for

conference and mutual improvement. This

initiative was taken by the Western manufactu-

rers who called a meeting of the trade to be

held at St. Louis, Mo., and it was at this time

that the organization known as "The National

Wholesale Saddlery Association of the United

States," was formed. According to the terms

of the constitution adopted at this first gather-

ing, the objects of the association were to cor-

rect abuses, adopt uniform terms, and encourage

a more fraternal feeling among competitors, but,

although its annual meetings and elections have

been held, and men prominent in the trade have

been elected as officials, its effect upon the

growth of the industry is entirely problematic.

See Carriage and Wagon Industry.
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Harnessed Antelopes. See Bushblck.

Harnett, Cornelius, American statesman:
b. England 20 April 1723: d. Xordi Carolina

1781. He came in early life to America, and
was one of the earliest to denounce the stamp
act and kindred measures. In 1770-1 he was
representative of Wilmington, X. C, in the

Provincial Assembly, and chairman of the most
important committees of that body. In 1772 he

was appointed with Robert Howe and ^laurice

Moore, to prepare a remonstrance against the

appointment, by the roj-al governor ^lartin. of

commissioners to fix the southern bour.darj- of

the province. Josiah Quir.cy, who visited him
in 1773, called him "the Samuel Adams of Xortli

Carolina" : and, as the Revolution approached,
he was its master spirit throughout the Cape
Fear region. He was elected to the Provincial

Congress in 1775. and drew up the instructions

to die Xorth Carolina delegates in the Con-
tinental Congress. When in 1776 Sir Henrj'

Clinton appeared with a British fleet off Cape
Fear, Harnett and Howe were excepted, as

arch-rebels, from the terms of a general par-

don. .\s member of the Continental Congress
he signed the articles of confederation. When
in 1780-1 the British held possession of the

countr\- around Cape Fear, Harnett was made
prisoner, and died while a captive.

Har'ney, John Hopkins, American jour-

nalist: b. Bourbon Coun:y, Ky., 1S06: d. 1867.

He was educated at Oxford Universitj-, Ohio

;

became professor of mathematics at the Univer-

sif>- of Indiana and at Hanover College, and was
president of a college at Louisville. Ky. He was
for a number of years editor of the Louisville

Democrat, a paper which took a radical attitude

during the Civil War.
Hamey, WiUiam Selby, American soldier:

b. Havsboro, Tenn., 27 Aug. 1800: d. 9 May
1889. He entered the army in 1818; served as

colonel in the Mexican War and was brevetted

brigadier-general for gallantry at Cerro Gordo,

and promoted to that rank in 1858. While com-
manding the department of Oregon, in 1859 he

took possession of the island of San Juan, which
was claimed by the English government. He
was in con.sequence recalled. He retired in 1863

and was brevetted major-general in 1865.

Harney's Peak, the highest point of the

Black Hills. South Dakota, named in honor of

Gen. W. S. Harney; height 7,215 feet

Haro Islands. See S.\x Jt ax Isl.vkds.

Harold I., surnamed H.\refoot. king of

England; d. Oxford 17 March 1040. He suc-

ceeded his father Canute in 1035. notwithstand-

ing a previous agreement that the sovereignty

of England should descend to the issue of

Canute by his second wife, the Norman prin-

cess Emma. Hardecanute. who was about to

in\-ade England at the time of Harold's death,

dug up his body and beheaded it. See Freeman,

'The Norman Conquest,' Vol. I.

Harold II., king of England, second son of

Godwin, carl of Kent: b. about 1022: d. Senlac,

near Hastings. Sussex. 14 Oct. 1066. On his

father's death in 1053 he succeeded him in the

earldom of Wcssex and other great offices, and

upon the death of Edward the Confessor, 5

Jan. 1066. who had named him his successor,

lie was chosen king by the nobles, notwithstand-

ing the claim of Edgar .\theling, or the asserted

bequest of Edward in favor of WiUiam, duke of

Normandy. The laner called upon him to re-

sign the crown, and upon his refusal prepared

for in\-asion. He also instigated Harold's

brother, 'Tostig, to invade the northern coasts

of England in conjunction with the king of

Norway. The united fleet of these chiefs sailed

up the' Humber and landed a numerous body
of men, who defeated the opposing forces of the

Earls of Northumberland and Mercia; but at

Stamford Bridge, on the river Derwent in

Yorkshire, were totally routed by Harold, whose
brother Tostig fell in the battle. A day or two
later he heard of the landing of the duke of

Normandy at Pevensey, in Sussex. Hastening
southward with all the troops he could muster,

a general engagement ensued at Senlac. near

Hastings, in which Harold was slain with an
arrow, and the crown of England was passed

to William. See Sexlac Consult: Freeman,
"The Norman Conquest,' Vols. II. and III.;

Tennyson, 'Harold' (1876).

Harold, or Harald I., surnamed H.\-\k-

F.\GER (.Fair-haired), king of Norway, son of

Halfdan the Black: d. Trondihem 933. He suc-

ceeded to the throne in 860. Wiile he reduced

the lesser kings he left them with the title

jarl. the administration of their territories, and
the third part of their income: but many of

them emigrated, and founded Norwegian col-

onies. Hrolf or RoUo emigrated to Neustria

(. Franceh Others, "with their followers, estab-

lished themselves in Iceland, the Shetland Isles,

the Faroes, and the Orkneys, then uninhabited.

When Harold foimd that the emigrants often

extended their incursions into his dominions he
embarked with a naval force to subdue them,
conquered the Orkneys, etc., and returned.

Harold, or Harald III., surnamed H.\.\rdrad.\,

king of Norway ; d. Stamford Bridge, England,

25 Sept. 1066. The date of his birth is unknown.
During a great part of his youth and prime he
ser\-ed in tlie imperial bodyguard at Byzantium,
returning to Norway about 1045. He persuaded
his nephew 'Magnus to divide the supreme
power with him. in return for a share of his

treasures, and two years later (1047) his nephew
died, when he himself became sole king of Nor-
way. In 1066 he joined Tostig, the brother of

Harold II. (q.v.) of England, in an in\-asion of

that country, having been promised half of it

in case of success ; but he was slain at the battle

of Stamford Bridge.

Harotm-al-Rashid. See Harvn'-al-Rashid.

Harp, the oldest of stringed instruments.
The Bible mentions Jubal as the inventor. It

has been used by all nations in one form or

another. The modem instrument is nearly tri-

angular and the strings are extended from the

upper part to one of the sides. It stands erect,

and is played with both hands, the strings be-

ing struck or pulled with both fingers and
thumbs. The improvements which have ren-

dered the modem harp an efncient musical in-

strument are due to Sebastian Erard, who in

1794 took out a patent for a harp with seven
pedals, and again in 1808 for a double-action
harp with the same number of pedals, each of

which effects two changes in the pitch of the

strings. The harp thus constructed contains

43 strings tuned according to the diatonic scale,

every eighth string being a replicate in another
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octave of the one counted from. Various im-

provements over Erard's harj) were made during

the 19th century.

Harp, or Saddleback, Seal. See Seals.

Harp-shell, a genus (Harpa) of gasterop-

odous moUusks of the whelk family {Buccinida),

having the last whorl of the shell large, and

covered with numerous sharp smooth ribs, re-

sembling the strings of a harp. The foot is

large, and there is no operculum. These shells

are elegantly marked, and much prized for their

beauty. Nine species are known, all of them
tropical, and living in deep water, on soft,

sandy, or muddy bottoms.

Har'per, Charles G., English artist and
author: b. 1863. He is one of the best-known
of English book illustrators, and his own books,

mainly lively, entertaining descriptions of pedes-

trian and bicycle tours in England illustrated

by himself, have been popular in the United

States as well as in his own country. Among
them are: 'Some English Sketching Grounds';
'From Paddington to Penzance* : "The Brighton
Road> ; <The Great North Road' : <The Nor-
wich Road' ; 'Cycle Rides Around London.'

Harper, Ida Husted, American journalist

and author : b. Fairfield, Ind. She attended the

University of Indiana for two years ; entered

journalism when about 18, conducted a woman's
department in the Terre Haute 'Saturday Even-
ing Mail' and in the 'Firemen's Magazine,' and
was a contributor to many papers, including the

Cleveland Leader, San Francisco Chronicle, and
Washington Post. She was managing editor

of the Terre Haute Daily News, for a year, has
written for the McClure syndicate, and since

January 1899 has been on the editorial staff of

the New York Sun. She was a member of the

International Congress of Women in London in

1899, and was appointed chairman of the inter-

national press committee for a five years' term.

She prepared the Indiana State monograph for

the World's Fair at Chicago under the title

'Organized Work of Indiana Women,' and has
written 'Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony'
(1898) and 'History of Woman Suffrage to the

dose of the Ninctecnlh Century' (1901J.

Harper, John Murdock, Canadian educa-
tor: b. Johnstone, Renfrewshire, Scotland, 10

Feb. 1845. He was graduated from Queen's
University (Kingston, Ont.), later was appointed
superintendent of education for Prince Edward
Island, but declined the appointment, and became
successively rector of Quebec High School, and
inspector of superior schools for the province
of Quebec. Among his publications are text-

books and various pamphlets.

Harper, Robert Goodloe, American lawyer
and statesman : b. near Fredericksburg, Va., 1765 ;

d. Baltimore, Md., 15 Jan. 1825. In his 15th

year young Harper joined a troop of horse, and
under Gen. Greene served during the latter part
of the southern revolutionary canipai.gn. He
was graduated from Princeton College in 1785,
while there acting for a time as tutor to lower
classes. Sailing from Philadelphia for Charles-
ton, with the intention of studying law, he ar-

rived at his destination nearly penniless, but
was assisted by the father of a former pupil,

who obtained a position for him in a lawyer's
office. In one year he was qualified to prac-
tise, and soon established a reputation, and

became well known by a series of newspaper
articles on the proposed change in the State
constitution of South Carolina. He was soon
after elected to the State legislature, and in

1794 to the national Congress. In this position

he showed marked ability, supported the admin-
istrations of Washington and John Adams, and
was regarded as one of the leaders of the Fed-
eral party. On the election of Thomas Jefferson
as President in 1801 he retired from Congress,
and resumed the practice of his profession in

Baltimore. At the Maryland bar he attained
great eminence, at the period too of its highest
renown. He was associated with Joseph Hop-
kinson as counsel for Judge Chase of the United
States Supreme Court, when under impeachment.
In 181 5 he was elected United States senator
from Maryland.

Harper, William Ralney, American college

president and Hebrew scholar: b. New Concord,
Ohio, 26 July 1856; d. Chicago, 111., 10 Jan.

1906. He was graduated at Muskingum College

in 1870; was professor of Hebrew at the Baptist

Union Theological Seminary, Chicago, in 1879-

86; and of Semitic languages in the gradu-

ate faculty of Yale. From 1889 he was also

profes,5or of biblical literature. He was prin-

cipal of the Chautauqua College of Liberal .-\rls

in 1885-91, and in i8gi was appointed director

of the Chautauqua system. In i8gi he was
chosen first president of the new University of

Chicago, where he was also head of the depart-

ment of Semitic languages and literature. He
was a founder and editor of 'Hcbraica' and the

'Hebrew Student,' was an editor of three of the

publications of the University of Chicago — the

'Biblical World,' the 'American Journal of The-
ology,' and the '.American Journal of Semitic

Languages and Literature. ' His administration

was noted for its rapid development of the

facilities of the university. Among his works

are: 'Elements of Hebrew' (2d ed. 1890), 'He-

brew Method and Manual' (1885"). and 'Ele-

ments of Hebrew Syntax' (18S8), 'The T;c/ I

in Higher Educ:'.tion' (1905) ; <Th? rr::r..-

Element in the Old Testament' (ifc,-V

Harper, 'William Saint John, American
artist: b. Rhinebeck, N. Y., 8 Sept. 1851. He
studied painting at the National Academy of

Design, New York, and afterward became pupil

of Munkacsy and Bonnat at Paris. He has

done much successful work both as a painter

and book illustrator.

Harper and Brothers, the designation of a

noted firm of New York publishers. It con-

sisted originally of James (1795-1869), John
(1797-1875), Joseph Wesley (1801-70), and
Fletcher (1806-77). The first two commenced
to publisli in 1818. as J. & J. Harper. The firm

of Harper and Brothers, established in 1833, is

now managed by descendants of the founders.

It not only publishes books but 'Harper's Mag-
azine' (monthly, since 1850), 'Harper's

Weekly' (since 1857), 'Harper's Bazar' (fash-

ions, social life, etc.; since T867), and 'Harper's

Round Table' (started in 1881 as 'Harper's

Young People' and recently consolidated with

'St. Nicholas').

Harper's Ferry, W. 'Va., is situated in Jef-

ferson County. 55 miles northwest of Washing-
ton, on the Baltimore & O. railroad. It is at the

confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah
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rirers, -where the former breaks through the
Blue Ridge, presenting one of the most pic-
turesque scenes in America. Attracted by its

fine water-power, Washington, in 1796, chose
it as a site for a United States arsenal and
armory, and up to 1S60 $1,800,000 had been
expended for land and improvements. Here
10.000 muskets were made annually, and over
75,coo small arms were usually in store. It is

the seat of Storer College and of a normal
school for colored pupils. Pop. (1900) 896.

Harper's Ferr>- came into great prominence
in 1859 through the acts of John Brown (.q.v.),

and was the scene of noteworthy militarj- events
di;ring the Civil War. ^^'hen Virginia seceded.
Harper's Ferry was held by Lieut. Roger Jones,
with 45 men. On the night of 18 April 1861
a large body of Virginia militia, hastily as-
sembled from the surrounding country, appeared
before the place. Jones set fire to the arsenal,

destroyed as much public property- as possible,

and retreated across the Potomac to Hagers-
town, Md., and thence to Carlisle, Pa. The Vir-
ginia militia occupied the place, and troops were
hastened to it from other States of the Con-
federac}'. The Confederate government at-

tached much importance to the place as a
strategical point, but it was abandoned by Gen.

J. R Johnston, 13 June 1861. when he heard
that Gen. Patterson, marching from Chambers-
burg. Pa., was threatening to cross the Potomac
at Williamsport. The place was then occupied
by the National forces. When Gen. Lee invaded
iiaryland early in September 1S62, Harper's
Ferry was held by Col. Dixon S. Miles with a
large garrison, and there were strong outposts

at Winchester and Martinsburg. Lee supposed
that his presence at Frederick. Md., would cause

the evacuation of Harper's Ferry and its out-

posts, and thus open his communications by way
of Shenandoah Valley, but as it was still held

by the National forces it became a necessitj- to

dislodge them. On the morning of 10 Septem-
ber he set three columns in motion from Fred-

erick to surround the place and capture its entire

garrison. Gen. Jackson, with 14 brigades,

marched rapidly over the South Mountain,
crossed the Potomac at Williamsport on the

iith, drove the garrison from Martinsburg into

Harper's Ferr>-, and appeared before Bolivar

Heights on the 13th, thus investing the place

from the west. Gen. McLaws. with 10 brigades,

marched through Brownsville Gap, and. after a

severe engagement with Col. Thomas H. Ford
on the I2th and 13th, drove him from Mar>'-

land Heights and into Harper's Ferr>-. Gen.

Walker, with his division, crossed the Potomac
at Point of Rocks, 12 miles below Harper's

Ferrj', and on the 13th seized Loudoun Heights

beyond the Shenandoah. Miles was now com-
pletely surrounded, the Confederates occup)-ing

high ground, commanding his position. Artillery

fire \' ! from all these points on the

14th. n the afternoon Jackson moved
upon i-> ..,.11- Heights, drove in Miles' skirmish

lines, and gained an advantageous position on
the left of the Union line. During the night

1,500 Union cavalry crossed from Harper's Ferry
to the Marj'land side and escaped. During the

5ame night Jackson crossed ID guns to the right

bank of the Shenandoah and established them on
a plateau at the foot of Loudoun Heights, enfi-

lading Miles' entire position on Boli\-ar Heights,

Early on the 15th the Confederate guns on
Marjland Heights, Loudoun Heights, and in

front of Bolivar Heights opened fire, which was
responded to for more than an hour, but the
direct and plunging flank-fire from the Con-
federate batteries partially silenced the Union
guns and created some disorder in the L'nion

ranks. Jackson had advanced his lines to within

150 yards of the L'nion works on Bolivar
Heights, and was about to assault, when Miles
ordered a white flag displayed on his works and
directed Gen. Julius %\"hite to arrange terms of
capitulation, soon after which Miles was mor-
tally wounded by a shell from a battery that

had not seen the white flag. The Union loss

during the siege was 44 killed and 173 wounded,
and the number of prisoners surrendered and
paroled 12.520. The Confederates captured 70
guns, 13,000 small arms, 200 wagons, and a large

amount of quartermaster and commissary stores.

The Confederate loss was 41 killed and 247
wounded, the greater part of whom were lost

in the engagement on Maryland Heights. The
Confederates abandoned Harper's Ferrj- on the

20th. and it was again occupied by the Union
forces on the 22d. Consult: 'Official Records,'

Vols. II. and XIX.; Allan, 'Army of Northern
Virginia in 1862' ; The Century Company's
'Battles and Leaders of the Civil War,' Vols.

I- and II. E. A. C.«m.^x.

Har'pies (Greek, Harpuiai, swift robbers),

the goddesses of storms. Their ages, appear-

ance, names and number are so differently given

by the poets that it is difficult to say anything
definite concerning them. In the Homeric
poems they are represented as personified storm-
winds. The later poets and artists \ned with
each other in depicting them under the most
hideous forms. One has given them the head
of a fowl, with wings and a body covered with
feathers, human arms with claws, a white breast,

and human legs which terminate in the feet of
a fowl. Others have given them the face of a
young woman with the ears of a bear. See
Furies.

Harpignies, Henri Joseph, 6h-re zho-zef
ar-pen-ye. French landscapist : b. \'alen-

ciennes 28 July 1819. He studied at Paris with
Achard, first exhibited at the salon of 1853, and
in 1861 attracted attention by his 'Edge of a
Wood beside the .\llier.> His landscapes, done
with equal success in oils or water-colors, evince
a skilfulness of drawing and a coloristic truth-
fulness marred only occasionally by a harshness
in_ matters of technique. His works number:
'View of Capri,' 'Le Saut du Loup,' 'Banks of
the Rhone' (Metropolitan Museum, N. V.), and
'Garden of the ViWz Medici.'

Harp'sichord, a stringed instrument for-
merly in use, in appearance and construction
similar to a grand pianoforte. In the front the
keys wero ' - '., the long ones being the
naturals, : rt ones the sharps and flats.

This inJlr led by the Italians claiiccfii-

halo. by the French chzccin. was an improve-
ment upon the clavichord, which was borrowed
from the harp. Both are now superseded by the
pianoforte. See Pianoforte.

Harps'wcll, Maine, a township including
the prist village of Harpswell Centre, and com-
prising a peninsula and some islands in Casco
Bay, 14 miles east of Portland. It has agricul-
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Chicago; William Trelease of St. Louis; John
Muir and W. E, Ritter of California, and sev-

eral professors from Eastern institutions of

learning. Messrs. John Burroughs, Swain Gif-

ford and F. S. Deilenbaugh represented the lit-

erarv r.n ! artistic contingenL These gentlemen
nv :se of their opportunities in investi-

geography, geologj-, glacial phe-

i fauna and flora of the region

tural interests and grist-mills, but is chiefly

noted as a summer resort. Pop. (1900) 1,750.

Han)7-ftagle. See "Eagle.

Har'raden, Beatrice, English novelist: b.

Hampst-:^d, London. 24 Jan. 1864. She took

her degree at London University at 21, and sub-

sequemly traveled extensively in the United

States and on the Continent. Her first novel,

< Ships that Pass in the Xight' (1S93), w-as in-

stantly successful and was widely circulated. It

has been followed by 'In Varying Moods*

(1894) ; 'Hilda Strafford,* a Califomian story

(189;.); 'The Fowler' (1899).

Harrier, a small mottled hotrnd used in

Europe in ancient times, and up to the end of

the i8th century for chi=:-.e hares, the sports-

men following OP foe
•

i breed has dis-

appeared "xcept a lew ..ow purposes by
fanciers; .ts place beir.g tikea in sport by a

small kind of foxhound followed on horseback.

Harrier. See M.\I!SH-hawk.

Har'rigan, Edward, .American actor and
plaj-wright: b. Xew York 1845. He entered

„^ „.^ .,„..„ „„.^ „^^„
upon the stage as a variety pertormer and was ^^ried and"strikingfonns ^: .1 c

a partner of Tony Hart (1S71-S5), when they ^^ plants found were a
opened in Xew \ ork their first Theatre Conuque spg^ies and sub-species.
(1876). Among his dramas, which are strong science was represented by oi.e o:

?
n
v:

i;'.e results so far as announced (1904) are

over 300 species and sub-species of animals and
plants, records of observations of 22 ''ii\-ing*

glaciers, those which discharge icebergs directly

into the sea, and of 100 "dead* giaders, those

whose fronts do not reach the sea. A new chart

was made of the part of the coast explored. (See
H.vRMM.\x Fiord.) Some of the new animal
species found are two of foxes, five species and
sub-species of shrews, five of hares, one crab, a.

shrimp, and 25 sea-worms. One of the sea-

w - ^ six feet long and of a deep ver-

r other about the same size is

blv.^-:^-. ...... a white head. In no other part

of the world have been found sea-worms of such
7 J. .\mong

f new
cnt of

;;;,-rc experts

who made critical observations and accurate re-

ports. Consult : 'Reoorts of the Harriman
Alaska Expedition*;" 'The World's Work*
(1900) : 'Discoveries in our Arctic Region.*

Harriman Fiord, on the southern coast of

Alaska, at about lat. 61° X. and Ion. 145° W-.

is an arm of Prince WiUiam Sound, 15 miles in

length. This fiord was discovered by the Har-
rim'an Alaska Expedition (q.v.). in 1899. The
finding of this fiord is described by John Bur-

roughs, a member of the Expedition, as fol-

low? : *L:iter in the afternoon we ascended an
r.- rt WeUs more to the westward and
t ?on a vo>-age of discovery. We
sieri:"ec up to a glacier of prodigious size that

reared its front across the head of the inlet and

in character dramng, but of little value in a lit-

erary sense, are: 'Squatter Sovereignty'; 'Cor-

delia's Aspirations' ; 'Old Lavender* ; and
'Reilly and the Four Hundred.*

Harrild, Robert, English inventor: b. Lon-
don 17S0; d. 1S53. He was the inventor and
manufacturer of composition rollers for inking

r\-pe, the introduction of which alone rendered

cylinder presses practicable. He began the

manufacture of printers' materials in London
in 1809 and the printing-press with which Frank-
lin worked in London was owned bj- him before

it was brought to the United States in 1841 and
put into the Patent Office at Washington, where
it now stands.

Har'riman, Tenn., city in Roane Coimty;
on the Emor\- River, the Southern, the Tennes- barred funher progress in that direction— the

see C, and the Queen & C R.R's : about 78 Barrj- Glacier. According to the United States

miles northeast of Chattanooga, and 37 miles Coast Survey map we were at the end of navi-

west of Knoxville. It was founded in 1890 gation in these waters: but we went on under
and received its city charter in 189X. The char- a good head of steam down this new inlet where
ter was revised in iSgg. It is situated in an no ship had ever before passed. Glaciers himg
agricultural region which contains ricli deposits on the steep mountain sides all about us. One
of coal and of iron ore, and some timber land, of these was self-named the ? by rea-

hidden
• ^er-

at

Its chief manufactures are foundry and machine
shop products, leather, farm implements, iron,

flour, lumber, cotton goods, and furniture. It is

the seat of an industrial school for colored chil

dren. and of the .\merican University, estab-

lished in 1893. Its trade in agricultural and

son of its winding course dov.

sources in the mo'.::--

pent with its jaws
tlie sea. Another w... ; - sy,

as it came down in regular terraces or benches.

As we neared the front of this glacier the

mining products and in its own manufactured mountains to the left again paned and opened
aniclcs is rapidly increasing. The waterworks another new arm of the sea. with more glaciers

and electric-light plant are owned and operated tinnbling in mute ?

'

the heights,

by the city. Pop. (1900) 3442.

Harriman Alaska Expedition, an American
scientific and artistic expedition which visited

the southern coast of Alaska during the summer
of 1S99. The party was organized by Edward
H. Harriman. and consisted of the members of
his own family, a few friends, and 50 gentlemen
interested in science, art and literature. Among
them were Messrs. Henr\- Gannett. W. H. Dall.

C. H. Merriam, R Ridarwav, G. K. Gilbert and
F. .V. Calville of Washington; D. G. Elliot of

or rearing colossal

Another tc^ ' -

of this in!

gation in :

was fitly

glacier at
'

Har'rington, Mark Walrod, .American as-

tronomer: b. in Sycamore. 111., iS Aug. 1&4S.

He was educated at the University of Michigan,

and in 1S70-1 assisted in the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey of Alaska. He was

; our tront.
• - •""' ""ead

.vi-

-. :.:.. inlet

rd. and the
Glacier."
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professor of astronomy and director of the ob-
servatory at the University of Michigan,
1870-91. In 18S4 he established the 'American
Meteorological JoumaP and was its managing
edito.- until 1S92. In 1S91 he became chief of
the AVeather Bureau at Washington. D. C.
which post he heH till 189:;. and was president
of tlie Washington State University 1895-7.

Harriot, Thomas, English mathematician:
b. O.xiord 1560: d. London 2 Julv 1621 He
entered Samt Mary's Hall. O.xford, and was
graduated in 1580. In 1585 he was sent bv Sir
Walter Raleigh as sur^•evor on the Gren\-ille
expedition to Virginia, and on his return he
published an account of Virginia, later printed
in Hallujt's 'Voyages.' He iained the favor of
the Earl of Northumberland, who gave him an
annual pension, and tliereafter devoted himself
entirely to mathematical and scientific research
His chief work, 'Artis .\nalyticae Praxis ad
Equationes Algebraicas Resolvendas.' published
in 1631, embodied the most important resulf:
of his mathematical work. He practically gave
to algebra its modem form, improving the
notation, being the first to equate all the terms
of an equation to zero, and announcing the prin-
ciple that ever}- equation has as many roots as
Its dimension. He also did important work in
astronomy. See Algebr.\, History of the Ele-
ments OF.

Har'ris, Amanda Bartlett, American
writer: b. Warner, X. H.. 15 .\ug. 1824. She is
a popular writer for vouns people and has pub-
lished: 'How We Went Bird-Xesting' ( iS8o"l ;

'Wild Flowers, and Where Thev Grow' ( 1882")
:

'American Authors for Young Folks' (1887);
'The Luck of EdenhalP (1888) ; etc.

Harris. George, .American college presi-
dent: b. E^5t Machias, Jfaine, 1844. He was
graduated at .\mhersf 1S83: and at .Amdover
Theological Seminary- i860, .^fter taking sev-
eral pastoral charges he became professor of
Christian theology- at Andover 1883. from which
position he passed in 1899 to the presidency of
Amherst, which he now holds. He was one

^L,
^^'^ editors of the '.\ndover Review.'

1881-93. Among his works are 'Moral Evolu-
tion' ri896'): 'Tneo'.iality and Progress' (1897).

Harris, James Rendel, English scholar.

He was graduated at Cimbridge University,

where he was fellow and librarian of Clare Col-
lege. He was professor at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity and at Haverford College, and is now
university lecturer in palaeography at Cambridge,
England. He has written many volumes on
philology-, palaeography and kindred subjects,

his latest work being '.\nnotators of the Codox
Beza:* (1901).

Harris, Joel Chandler, American journal-
ist and author: b. Eatonton. Ga., 8 Dec. 1848.

He began his career as a printer's apprentice on
the Forsyth (Ga.) 'Countryman' and was on the
staff of the Savannah Daily Sni's, 187 1-6. He
has been connected with the Atlanta Constitu-
tion from 1876 and became its editor in 1890.

The series of "Uncle Remus" =' -' - --^d songs
which have given him an in- reputa-
tion were first printed in the l ., n. His
published books include: 'The Folk-Lorc of the
Old Plantation' O880) ; 'Xights With Uncle
Remus' (1883); 'Mingo and Other Sketches'

(1883); 'Daddy Jake, the Runaway' (1889);
'Free Joe and Other Stories' (1887) ; 'Balaam
and his Master' (.1890) : *^Ir. Rabbit at Home'
(1895) ; 'The Story of Aaron' (1896) ; 'Stories

of Georgia History' (1897); 'Sister Jane,' a
novel (1897) ; 'Miner\-y Ann' (1899) ; 'On the

Wing of Occasion' (1900) ; etc.

Harris, Joseph, American agricultural

writer: b. Shrewsbury, England, 1S38: d. 1892.

He began his scientific study of agriculture with
Lawes and Gilbert at Rothamsted and in 1864
emigrated to the United States, and began to

contribute to the agricultural press. His 'Walks
and Talks on the Farm' was a series of articles

which appeared partly in the 'Genesee Fanner,'
and partly in the 'American Agriculturalist'
in which the former had become merged. Among
his other writings are: 'Harris on the Pig'

(1888) ; 'Talks on Manures' (1883) ; and 'Gar-
dening for Young and Old' (1882).

Harris, Miriam Coles, .\merican novelist:
b. Dosoris, L. I., 7 July 1S34. She was married
to Sidney S. Harris in 1S64 and has since lived
in New York. She wrote: 'Rutledge' (i860) ;

'The Sutherlands' (1862), both widely read,
and among many later and almost equally popu-
lar works of hers are: 'A Perfect Adonis'
(1875); 'Missy' (1800); and 'An Utter Fail-
ure' (1891).

Harris, Samuel, American theologian: b.

East Machias, Maine, 14 June 1814: d. Litchfield,

Conn.. 25 June 1899 He was graduated from
Bowdoin College and from Andover Theological
Seminary. He was a teacher for a time and
held Congregationalist pastorates in Conway,
Mass., 1S41-51. In 1855 he was appointed pro-
fessor of sy-stematic theology in Bangor Semi-
nary ; was president of Bowdoin 1867-71 ; and
then became professor of sy-stematic theology in

the Yale Divinity School. His writings include:
'Zaccheus or the Scriptural Plan of Benevo-
lence' ; 'Kingdom of Christ on Earth' (1874);
'Philosophical Basis of Theism' (.1883); 'Self-
Revelation of God' (1887); 'God. Creator and
Lord of All' (1897).

Harris, Thaddeus William, .\merican nat-
uralist : b. Dorchester, Mass.. 12 Nov. 1795; d.

Cambridge, Mass., 16 Jan. 1856. He was grad-
uated at Har\-ard College in 1815, studied medi-
cine and practised his profession in Milton,
Mass., until appointed librarian of Har\-ard in

1831. This position he occupied until his death.
Early in life he exhibited a fondness for natural
history, and though plodding alone, attained to
a scientific eminence which secured for him the
fellowship of all the principal learned societies
of America, and of many abroad. For several
years he gave instruction in botany and general
natural history in the college, and originated
the Har\-ard natural history- society for the stu-
dents. He was chiefly distinguished, however,
as an entomologist, and has been surpassed as
such by no one in the United States. He was
one of the founders of the M.issachusetts Hor-
ticuhural Society. In 1837 he was appointed
one of the commissioners for a zoological and
botanical survey of Massachusetts, the result of
which was his 'Sy-stematic Catalogue of the In-
scas of Massachusetts' (1832), in which 2,350
species are enumerated. He also published: '.V
Treatise on some of the Insects of Xew Eng-
land which are Injurious to Vegetation' (1842),
a work of permanent value.
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Harris, Thomas Lake, American socialis-

tic and religious reformer : b. Fenny Stratford,

England, 15 May 1823. He accompanied his

father to the United States in childhood, was for

a time a Universalist pastor, and founded an
'Independent Christian Society* in 1850; but
became a lecturer upon spiritualism. He lec-

tured abroad in 1858, and on his return to the

United States organized the society of the
"Brotherhood of the New Life." This was
established at Wassaic, Dutchess County, N. Y.,

1861-7, but removed to Brocton, Chautauqua
County, N. Y., in the last named year. Its

nature was co-operative rather than communis-
tic, and farming and industrial occupations were
engaged in by his followers, numbering at one
time about 2,000 in the United States and Great
Britain, among them Lady Oliphant and her
son, the well-known writer, Laurence Oliphant
(q.v.). Harris removed to California in 1887,

and retired to private life in iSg5, residing in

New York city. He published many works in

prose and poetry, among which are 'Wisdom
of Angels* (1856); 'Arcana of Christianity*

(1857); 'Modern Spiritualism* (i860); 'God's
Breath in Man* (1891).

Harris, Townsend, American merchant and
diplomatist, of Welsh descent and of Revolu-
tionary stock, the youngest of five children: b.

Sandy Hill, N. Y., 4 Oct. 1804; d. New York
city 25 Feb. 1878. He received his educa-
tion at the village school and academy.
From 1817 to 1848 he was in business in

New York city, continuing his self-culture

by continuous and critical reading of the

best literature, learning also the French, Span-
ish, and Italian languages ; was member of

the Board of Education and in 1846-7 its presi-

dent. He was the practical founder of the New
York Free Academy, now the College of the

City of New York, and in many ways was a

typically useful citizen. He never married. In

1848 he went to California and during the fol-

lowing six years made trading voyages tu China
and the Dutch and English Indies, becoming
thoroughly acquainted with the manifold Orien-
tal varieties of human nature. He acted for a

time as American vice-consul at Ningpo. He
was appointed Consul General to Japan and
on the U. S. S. S. San Jacinto arrived at Shi-

moda, his future dwelling place (and now noted
for its stone quarries), where the flag of the

United States was hoisted 4 Sept. 1856. From
the first Mr. Harris spoke the truth as against

the constant deceit and prevarication of the cor-

rupt officials of the Yedo Shogunate, demanding
the courtesies due to an accredited envoy of a

civilized power and refusing to deliver the

President's letter to any one but the Shogun in

Yedo and to him personally. Unbacked by a

single ship or man, and with his secretary only,

after prolonged negotiations lasting !8 months,
he made a triumphal progress to Yedo, and
standing erect received personal audience of the

Shogun in the palace. Then began four months'
instruction of these political hermits in the

methods of modern international law and pro-

cedure. He concluded the treaty and received

the promise of signature by the premier, with-

out regard to anything happening in China.
Nevertheless the arrival of Commodore Tatnall

with two .American men-of-war, bringing news
of the humiliation of the Chinese emperor and

court, undoubtedly had its influence on the Jap-
anese. Mr. Harris urged the importance of hav-
ing the treaty signed without a moment's delay,
and the premier li despatched commissioners to
affix their signatures and soon after an em-
bassy to the United States, for which reason
chiefly, li was assassinated in Yedo, 23 March
i860. Tlie Harris treaty secured the right of
trade, residence, and of missionary operations
and teachings. He was buried in Greenwood
cemetery, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Harris has
always been very highly thought of by
the Japanese, and is still the subject of
much praise and appreciative writing by
Japanese writers. His journals with com-
ment and biography were published in

1896.

Wii-Li.^M Elliot Griffis,

Author of 'Tozvnscnd Harris, First American
Envoy in Japan.

^

Harris, William Torrey, .\merican educa-
tor and metaphysician : b. North Killingly,

Conn.. 10 Sept. 1835. He studied at Yale in the

class of 1858 but was not graduated, and after

teaching in the St. Louis public schools, 1857-67,

was superintendent of the schools of that city

1867-80. While in St. Louis he founAd in

1867 the 'Journal of Speculative Philosophy,'

which he still edits. He removed to Concord,
Mass., in 1880 and aided in founding the Con-
cord School of Philosophy at which he lectured

on metaphysical themes. From i88g to 1006
he was United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation. He has edited Appleton's School
Reader and Appleton's Educational Series and
is the author of 'Hegel's Logic; a Critical Ex-
position* (1890); 'The Spiritual Sense of

Dante's Divina Commedia* (1891): 'Introduc-

tion to the Study of Philosophy*; 'Psychologic

Foundations of Education.'

Harrisburg, Pa., city. State capital;

county-seat of Dauphin Comity, on the Susque-

hanna River, the Pennsylvania canal, and on the

Northern Cent. ; Pennsylvania ; Cumberland
Valley, and Philadelphia & R. R.R.'s., and is

situated 105 miles northwest of Philadelphia.

This is an important railroad, agricultural, in-

dustrial and commercial centre, and is the home
of a svstem of municipal reform knowm as "the

Harris'burg Plan'* which has attracted wide-

spread attention throughout the United States.

The Susquehanna River is nearly a mile m
width at this point, and is crossed by numerous

bridge.':.

f/w/ocv.—The site of the future city was

selected bv John Harris in 1785, and the settle-

ment was' incorporated as a borough in l/Qi-

Harris was an adventurous English trader who
built the first house here in 1726, and secured a

grant of 800 acres. His son established a ferry

here in 1753, and the place was known for many .

years as Harris Ferry. The town became the

capital of the slate in 1812, and was chartered

as a city in i860. The Harrisburg convention

(q.v.), 'famous in American political history

was held here in 1828, and Harrison and Tyler

were nominated here in 1839.

Topography.— The city has a most picture-

esque location on the left bank of the Susquehan-

na which is .spanned here by five bridges, three of
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them modem steel structures. The old historic

•Camel-back Bridge.* a part of which was
burned during the middle of the igth century,

has been removed (1904). There is an exten-
sive and beautiful park of 16 acres, well-made
streets, an abundance of shade, and a fine sewage
system with natural drainage.

Commerce and Industry.— The iron, steel,

lumber and railroad interests of Harrisburg are

of great importance. The roundhouses and re-

pair shops of the Permsylvania Railroad are

located here and give emploj-ment to thousands
of workmen. There are extensive manufactories
of machinery, malt liquors, boilers, castings,

brooms, cars, coaches, tanned leather, lumber,
cotton goods, beds, mattresses, coffins, silk goods
and a large number of rolling-mills, tin-mills,

blast furnaces, nail-works, typewriter works and
boot and shoe factories. The citj- has two morn-
ing and two evening newspapers and many
weekly and monthly publications.

Public Buildings.— Prominent among the
public buildings is the new State capitol, erected

at a cost exceeding $4,000,000. It is built of
brick and steel, with facings of marble and
granite. -\t the main entrance is a fountain 78
feet wide, from which the water leaps down
an incline in many cascades. On each side of the

fountain rises a granite stairway 48 feet wide,

broadening at the top into an esplanade and
widening at the comers of the building to the
proportions of a reviewing ground for troops.

The lesser approaches to the grounds are orna-
mented with statues of the animals native to

Permsylvania. The State Librarj' here, founded
in 1790, contains over 100.000 volumes. In
State Street stands the Dauphin County soldiers'

monument, no feet high, in memory- of the sol-

diers who died in the Civil War. There is also a
statue here of Gen. John F. Hartranft, and a
monument erected to the memory of the soldiers

who fell in the Mexican War adorns the Capitol

Park, .\mong other points of interest are the

State .A.rsenal, the court-house, lunatic as>-lum,

executive building, post-office, Harris Park, and
Harrisburg Cemeterj-. The educational institu-

tions include the high school, Harrisburg acad-
emy, St. Genevieve's academy, and the Young
Ladies' Seminary. Harrisburg is the seat of a

Roman Catholic bishop, and its charitable or-

ganizations include several hospitals, the Home
of the Friendless, and the Children's Industrial

Home.
Transportation.— Harrisburg has in operation

one of the most extensive and perfect electric

street railway systems in the United States.

Every part of the city, and suburbs, and the

r ' ' J towns and citj- are reached by elec-

f 'ines. The suburban railway ser^-ice

c.i . • 1 viiiisylvania and other railroads is unu-
sually advantageous in extending the outlying

residential sections of the city.

Municipal Administration.— The cit)- govern-

ment is vested in a mayor, elected ever>- three

years, with no second term, and a bicameral and
select council. The highway commissioner,

police officials, building inspector, fire department

and sanitary officers are selected by the select

council. The city solicitor, board of tax revision

and appeals, water commissioners, cit>' entri-

neer. city clerk. 3 members of the board of public

works and 5 members of the board of park

commissioners, are selected by the common

council. The treasurer, controller, school direc-

tors, supervisors and assessors are elected by
vote of the citizens.

Banks and Finance.— Harrisburg has four

national banks and a dozen other banking in-

stitutions and building and loan associations. The
assessed property valuation is $26,000,000, the

tax rate of course constantly changing. The
municipal income amounts to S600.000 and the

expenditure to $530,000. The principal items of
expense are: Fire department. $15,000: water-
works. $30,000; street lighting. S30.000: police,

$35,000: schools, $185,000. Public improvements
involWng an expenditure of $1,000,000 were be-

gun in igo2, for the development of a new sewer
system, water filtration, park development and
street paving.

Municipal Reform.— Harrisburg through the
progressiveness and enterprise of her citizens in

the municipal improvement of the city, has been

called "the model city." and the plans of 19012,

for an expenditure of $1,000,000 have created an
improvement system now known as *the Harris-

burg plan.* In May 1901. a citizen wrote a let-

ter to a daily paper offering $iao toward a

fund of $5,000 to engage e-xpert engineers to

examine the city and to report a plan of im-

provement. The proposal met instant approval.

In a few weeks the $5,000 was pledged by 60
citizens. An organization and an executive

committee soon followed, and these included the

mayor, ci\-il engineer and other officials elected

by a reform element in local politics. Three
noted engineers were employed, and their reports

published in October 1901, included plans and
estimates for the immediate improvement of
the city. The subject was presented to the peo-

ple at the annual election, 18 Feb. 1902. *The
Harrisburg League for Municipal Improve-
ments" carried on an aggressive campaign, pro-

posing a million dollar expenditure. Objections

were raised and to overcome these a board of

public works was formed (under the laws of the

State), composed of citizens who would serve

without pay, and to have entire control of the
improvements. . An ordinance authorizing this

board and providing for its appointment be-

fore the election was passed by councils imme-
diately after an ordinance had been passed sub-

mitting to the voters the question of increasing

the cit>-'s debt for the following purposes:

"The sum of S3 10.000 for the extension, im-
provement and filtration of the water supply;

S365.000 for the extension and improvement ot

the sewerage s>-stem : $65,000 for the construc-

tion of a dam in the Susquehanna River to form
part of the improved sewerage system ; $250,000
for acquiring land and property for parks and
for making park improvements : and Sioo.txxi

for the creation of a fund out of which the city

may defray the cost of paving the intersections

of streets hereafter authorized to be paved.'

L'pon this board three leading citizens of
high character were appointed, the campaign
was opened, the newspapers supported the move-
ment, and even the women formed a ci\Hc league

and aided in the work. Pamphlets, maps and
diagrams were issued and a booklet, 'The Plain

Truih .\bout the Proposed Improvements for

Harrisburg.' was widely circulated. _ The result

of the election was a casting aside of party lines,

and out of a total of 11.048 ballots, the "improve-
ment" rirtv Ind a majority of 3,590 votes. It

tl

I
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was a mixed ticket selected for reform that won
the election, the mayor being a Democrat (in a

city naturally Republican), the treasurer, also

a Democrat, while the controller was a Republi-

can. Of the six candidates for the board of as-

sessors, an important body, fixing the tax

valuation of the city, the best three (two Repub-
licans and one Democrat) were selected. Har-
risburg in 1904 with her $1,000,000 improvements
well advanced, is on the high road to remark-
able prosperity. The State construction of a
capifol building costing over $4,000,000, and the

local railroads projecting improvements involv-

ing the expenditure of several millions, add ad-
ditional strength to the movement toward mu-
nicipal reform. Pop. (igoo) 50,167; (1903)
52,951-

Harrisburg Convention, the assembly con-
vened in 1828 at Harrisburg. Pa., by the pro-

tectionist faction of the New England and Mid-
dle States, consequent on the rejection of the

high tariff "Woolen Bill" in the Senate, by the
casting-vote of the Vice-President. The forci-

ble presentation of the cause of protection, and
the demands of the convention for an increased

duty on several manufactured articles, resulted

in the passage of the high tariff bill of 1828.

Har'rison, Benjamin, American statesman:
b. Berkeley, Va., about 1740; d. April 1791.

While a very young man he was elected to the

House of Burgesses of which he was twice
Speaker, and in 1773 was chosen a member of
the committee which united the colonies against
Great Britain. He was a member of the Con-
tinental Congress, 1774-7, sr.d on 4 July 1776,

reported, as chairman of the committee of the

whole House, the Declaration of Independence,
of which he was one of the signers. He was
opposed to the ratification of the Federal con-
stitution, but after its adoption, supported the

national government. His brother, Charles, was
a noted general in the American army during

the Revolution, and his son, William Henry, be-

came ninth President of the United States.

Harrison, Benjamin, 23d President of the

United States: b. Xorth Bend, Ohio, 20 Aug.

1833; d. Indianapolis, Ind., 13 March 1901. He
was a great-grandson of Benjamin Harrison,

signer of the Declaration of Independence

(q.v.). and grandson of William Henry Harri-

son, ninth President (q.v.) He was graduated

from Miami University (Oxford, Ohio) in

1852. studied law in Cincinnati, was admitted to

the bar in 1853, and in 1854 began in Indianap-

olis the practice of his profession. In i860 he

was elected reporter of the supreme court of the

State. .A.t the time of his election to the Presi-

dency (1888) he was one of the foremost leaders

of tlie State bar. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he assisted in recruiting the 70th regiment

of Indiana Volunteers, of which he became col-

onel (August 1862). He was an exceedingly

efficient commander. For some time he was de-

tailed to guard railways in the West ; and in the

campaign from Chattanooga to .\tlanta the re.gi-

ment was in the 20th Army Corps, the com-
mander of which was Gen. Joseph Hooker.
Harrison commanded a brigade at Peach Tree
Creek, where he served with especial distinction,

and also at Nashville. He was present at John-
ston's surrender at Durham Station. N. C. in

1865 was brevetted brigadier-general for his

services in command of the brigade, and in June
of that year was mustered out. The supreme
court of Indiana had declared that Harrison by
his enlistment vacated his office of reporter, and
a Democrat was elected by default to fill that
office for the unexpired term. At the election

of 1864 Harrison, while still in the field, was re-

chosen. In 1867 he refused a renomination,
and recommenced his legal practice, in which
he was largely retained in both the Federal and
State courts. In 1876 he became, on the retire-

ment of the original candidate, the Republican
candidate for the governorship, and though he
ran about 2,000 votes ahead of his ticket, he was
defeated by a Democratic plurality of 3.000. He
was appointed a member of the Mississippi
River commission in 1879, and in 1880 was
chairman of the Indiana delegation in the Re-
publican national convention. At that conven-
tion, where he cast nearly the entire vote of the
State for Garfield, he was himself mentioned in

connection with the Presidency. From 1881 to

1887 he was in the United States Senate, in

which he took rank as a prominent debater. He
opposed Cleveland's vetoes of the pension bills,

urged increase in the navy and civil-service re-

form, and as chairman of the committee on ter-

ritories demanded the admission as States of
North and South Dakota, Montana, Washing-
ton, and Idaho. In 1884 he was a delegate to

the Republican national convention. At the
convention of 1888 (Chicago, 111.) he was pre-
sented by the solid Indiana delegation as a can-
didate for the nomination to the Presidency

;

and on the eighth ballot he received the nom-
ination by a vote of 544. The campaign was a
vigorous one, and Harrison made many excel-

lent speeches. He was elected, receiving in the
electoral college 233 ballots to 168 for Grover
Cleveland. His administration was broadly
characterized by a firm defence of .'\merican

interests in foreign affairs and a general pro-

motion of industry and governmental effective-

ness. During this time the 55th Congress passed

the tariff act known as the McKinley law ; the

reciprocity system was introduced ; the new
navy was extended : civil-service reform was
promoted : and the Pan-American congress with

representatives from all Central and South
American countries was held at Washington in

the winter of 1889-90. The Bering Sea arbitra-

tion respecting the seal fisheries was also organ-

ized between Great Britain and the United
States. The Samoan difficulties were adjusted;

and the Chile affair, concerned with an attack

on American sailors either connived at or per-

mitted by Chilean authorities, was promptly and
satisfactorily settled by enforced reparation on
the part of Chile. .\t the Minneapolis conven-

tion of 1892 Harrison was renominated without

serious opposition. He was a second time op-

posed by Cleveland, and his defeat by 276 elec-

toral votes to 145 was an occasion for some
surprise. Upon his retirement from office, he

returned to the practice of law, and in 1893-4

delivered a course of lectures on constitutional

law at Stanford University. In 1899 he ap-

peared as council for Venezuela in the Anglo-

Venezuelan boundary arbitration Commission.

He was appointed a member for the United

States of the Peace Conference held at The
Hague in 1899, and became one of the Interna-

tional Board of Arbitration. He wrote 'Thi;
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Country of Ours' ( 1897). A complete collec-

tion of his public addresses from 188S to 1892
was edited by Hedges (.1892)- A posthumous
collection of articles, 'Views of an Ex-Presi-
dent,' was published in 1901. Consult the

campaign life by Lew Wallace (18SS), and Wil-
son (^editor), "-The Presidents of the United
States' (18C4). George Ed\«x Rixes.

Editorial Staff, '^Encyclof'edia Americana?

Harrison, Burton Norville, American law-
yer: b. Xew Orleans 1S36: d. Washington,
b. C. 29 March 1904. He was graduated from
Yale in 1859. shortly afterward became professor

of mathematics and astronomy in the University
of Mississippi, and at the outbreak of the Ci\-il

War was appointed pri\"ate secretary to Tetter-

son Da\-is, president of the Confederate States.

Captured with Davis, he remained in imprison-
ment until January 1S66. when his release was
effected by the inter\-ention of F. P. Blair and
President Johnson. Subsequent to the war he
followed the law in the north with much suc-

cess.

Harrison, Mrs. Burton. See H.\rrison,
COXSTAXCE CaKY.

Harrison, Carter Henry, American poli-

tician : b. Eik Hill. Fayette County. Ky., 15 Feb.

1&25 ; d. Chicago 28 Oct. 1893. He was gradu-
ated from Yale in 1845, from the Transylvania
University law school (Lexington. Ky.). in 1S55,

and in the latter year was also admitted to the
bar and removed to Chicago. There he invested
in real estate, in 1869 was defeated as a candi-
date for State senator on the Democratic ticket,

but in 18/I was elected county commissioner of
Cook Count)-, and in 1874 was sent to Congress
from the 2d Illinois district, and in 1S76 re-

elected. In 1879 he was elected mayor of Chi-
cago, and again in 1881, 1883, 1885. and 1S93.

He was also an unsuccessful independent candi-
date in 1891. In 1S91 he purchased the Chicago
Times, in the direction of which he was active

until his election as mayor in 1893. In several

instaiKCs his mayoralty contests assumed na-
tional interest, particularly so that of 1893—
the 'World's Fair year"— when the success of

the great exposition was thought to depend
much upon the occupant of the mayor's chair.

He was opposed by the united Citizens' and Re-
publican forces and by nearly the entire press of
Chicago, but after a vigorous campaign of pub-
lic meerlngs was elected by more than at.ooo

majority. He wrote: ".\ Race with the Sun';
and '.\ Summer Outing.'

Harrison, Carter Henry, .\merican poli-

tician : b. Chicago 23 .-Xpril i860. He is son of
the preceding. He graduated from St. Ignatius

College. Chicago, in 1S81, and from the Yale
Law School in 18&4. He practised law in Chi-
cago, was later engaged in the real estate busi-

ness, and in 1891 became editor of the Chicago
Times, a position which he held for two years.

He has been active in Chicago politics as a

Democrat, and has been four times elected

mayor of the cin-. in 1807. 1899. looi. and 1003.

Harrison, Constance Gary, .\merican nov-
elist and miscellaneous writer: b. Vaucluse. Va.,

25 .April 1846. She was married in 1867 to

Burton \. Harri«on (q.v.) and ha? since lived

in Xew York. She is one of the most popular
of .\merican authors and among her published
books are: 'Woman's Handiwork in Modem

Homes' (1881): < Old-Fashioned Fair\-Book'
(1884): 'Bar Harbor Days' (1887); 'The
Anglomaniacs' (1887): 'Sweet Bells Out of
Tune' (1893): 'An Errant Wooing' (189^):
<A Bachelor Maid' (1894) ; '.\ Son of the Old
Dominion' (1897) ; 'A Merry Maid of .\rcady'

(.1897) ; 'Good Americans' (1898) : 'A Prin-
cess of tlie Hills' (.1901) : a play, 'The Unwel-
come Mrs. Hatch* (,i90i) : etc.

Harrison, Frederic, English philosopher
and historian : b. London iS Oct. 1831. He was
educated at Oxford : was called to the bar at

Lincoln's Inn in 1858, and for a time practised
as a conveyancing and equity lawyer. In 1877
he was appointed professor of jurisprudence and
international law at the Inns of Court, a post
which he held till 1889. He is the chief living
representative in England of Positivism and the
Religion of Humanity. He has been widely
read in the L'nited States, which he visited on a
lecturing tour in 1901. He is a master of Eng-
lish style and his literary judgments command
the fullest respect, .\mong his publications
'The Meaning of History' (1862) ; 'Science
and Humanity' (1879) : 'The Present and the
Future' (iSSol : 'Byzantine History in the
Early Middle Ages' (1900), his Rede Lecture.
The volume entitled 'The Religious Systems of
the World' (1893) includes an account by him
of the Religion of Humanity-.

Harrison, Gabriel, American author and
artist : b. Philadelphia 25 March 1825 : d. Brook-
lyn. N. Y.. 15 Dec. 1902. He began life as
a photographer and an actor and in 1845 sup-
ported Charles Keane at the Park Theatre, Xew
York, and later taught elocution, and wrote
dramatic and art criticism. Among his works
are: 'Life of John Howard Payne' (1873) ;

dramatization of 'The Scarlet Letter' (1878);
etc.

Harrison, James Albert, American philolo-
gist : b. Pass Christian. Miss.. 21 .Aug. 1&48. He
was graduated at the L'niversity of Pennsyl-
vania in 1868: and has since been professor of
Latin and modem languages at Randolph-
Macon College, Va,. 1871-6: of English and
modem languages at Washington and Lee L'ni-
versity i87<5-95. and of English and romance
langruages at the University of Virginia. He is

a prominent member of the .American Philolog-
ical -Association and the founder and editor of
the 'Library of .Anglo-Saxon Poetr>-.' .Among
his works are: 'Group of Poets and Their
Haunts': (i88i') ; 'Story of Greece' (1885 > ;

'Dictionary of .Anglo-Saxon Poetry' with Ba*-
kerville f iSS6"> : etc.

Harrison, Joseph, .American engineer: b.
Philadelohia 20 Sept. 1810: d. there 27 March
1874. In i8.V4 he began the construction of
locomotives, and in 1840 designed for the Read-
ing railway an engine which was copied and in-
troduced into Russia with such success that he
was invited to Russia, and there with two other
.American engineers concluded a contract with
the Russian government to build the rolling-
stock and locomotives of the St. Petersburg and
Moscow railway. He executed also other im-
portant contracts with that government, and in
i8?2 retumed to the United States, where he
subsequently patented a safety-boiler and re-
ceived both the gold and silver Rumford medals
from the American .Academy of .Arts and
Sciences. In 1869 he published a folio containing
his autobiography, incidents of his Russian ex-
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perience, and his poem, 'The Ironworker and

King Solomon.'
Harrison, Lowell Berge, American artist:

b. Philadelphia 28 Oct. 1854. He studied with

Alexander Cabancl in Paris, became known for

his landscapes, especially snow-scenes, and ob-

tained medals :\t the Paris Salon of 1887 and

the Cohimhian Exposition (1893). His works

include: 'Friends, or Foes?'; 'A Waif from

the Sea' : 'Calling Home the Cows' ; and 'No-

vember,' purchased by the French government

for the Marseilles Museum.
Harrison, Mary Saint Leger ("Lucas

M.\lkt"). English novelist; b. Eversley, Hamp-
shire. She is a daughter of Charles Kingsley

(q.v.) and was married to Rev. William Harri-

son, rector of Clovelly, who died in 1897. She

inherits the talent of the Kingsleys and her

novels published under the pseudonym of "Lucas

Malet" have been as widely popular in America
as in England. They arc marked by vigorous

characterization and skilful construction, and
include: 'Mrs. Lorimer' (1882); 'Colonel

Endcrby's Wife' (188.S) ; 'Litde Peter' (1887) ;

'A Counsel of Perfection' (1888) ;
'The Wages

of Sin,' a notably strong tale (1891) ; 'The
Carissima' (1896); 'The Gateless Earner'

(woo) ; 'Sir Richard Calniady' (1901).

Harrison, Thomas, English regicide; b.

Newcaslle-under-Lyne 1606; d. London 13 Oct.

1660. He was a soldier of Parliament in the

civil war and commanded the guard that car-

ried King Charles from Hurst Castle to London,
sat among his judges, and signed his death war-

rant. He fought at Worcester, but his uncom-
promising attitude in religion and politics was
unacceptable to Cromwell and he was deprived

of his commission, and later imprisoned for his

share in some of the plots devised by the extrem-

ists. At the Restoration, he was seized, tried,

and condemned to death.

Harrison, Thomas Alexander, American
painter: b. Philadelphia 17 Jan. 1853. He
studied painting under Geronie in the Ecole des

Beaux Arts at Paris, a>;d first exhibited in the

Salon of 1881. He was awarded the gold medal
by the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in

1894 and elected an associate of the National

Academy in 1898. His best known works are;

'Coast of Brittany'; 'Little Slave'; 'The Sea-

Shore.'

Harrison, Susan Frances Riley, Canadian
author: b. Toronto 24 Feb. i860. She was at

one period literary editor of the Toronto 'Week'
and has been a frequent contributor to American
and English periodicals. She has written

'Crowded Out and Other Sketches' (1889);
'Pine, Rose, and Fleur-de-Lis' (1891); 'Down
the River and Other Poems' (1891) ; and edited

an anthology, 'French and English Native Writ-
ers' (1889).

Harrison, William Henry, 9th President of

the United States : b. Berkeley, Charles County,

Va., 9 Feb. 1773; d. Washington. D. C, 4 April

1841. He studied at Hampden and Sidney Col-

lege, later pursued a course in medicine, and was
about to be graduated as a practitioner, when
the sudden death of his father gave him the lib-

erty to disengage himself from a profession for

which he had no natural bent nor aptitude. He
received from Washington a commission in the

army, and was soon on his way to Cincinnati,

making the journey from Philadelphia to Pitts-

burg on foot, to join the regiment to which he

had been assigned. Me arrived at Fort Washirig-

ton just after the defeat of General St. Clair's

army. His first military service was to command
a company of twenty men as an escort for a

train of pack-horses to Fort Hamilton, a military

post on the west bank of the Big Miami River

from which the seat of Butler County was
named. In 1793 he joined the new legion under

General Anthony Wayne who made him an aide-

de-camp, and in December of that year he took

part in the expedition which repossessed General

St. Clair's field of battle, and erected thereon

Fort Recovery. Pie participated in all the

engagements with the Indians and their British

allies during this campaign, and displayed con-

spicuous gallantry at the Battle of Fallen Tim-
bers. Shortly after the close of this campaign
Harrison was advanced to the rank of captain

and placed in command of Fort Washington.

The position was largely a confidential one. The
conduct of the Spaniards on the Mississippi was
exasperating. French citizens and agents were
engaged in exciting the people of Kentucky into

a war with the Spanish of Louisiana with the

object of thus embroiling our government with

Spain and of forcing it into a league with France.

Captain Harrison was instructed to prevent the

passage down the river of boats laden with mili-

tary stores belonging to the French agents. 'Hie

English posts on the northern frontier, which

had been held so long in violation of good faith,

were now evacuated by the English in obedience

to the Jay Treaty of 1794; the new garrison and

supplies were sent to Fort Washington and for-

warded thence through the wilderness under the

supervision of the commandant of that post. In

the spring of 1798 Harrison resigned his commis-

sion in the army and settled on a tract of land

at North Bend about 16 miles from Cincinnati,

but was immediately appointed by President John
Adams as secretary of the Northwest Territory

under Gen. Arthur St. Clair as governor. A
year later he resigned this position to take his

seat in Congress as the first delegate from the

Territory. Up to this time the public lands had

been sold in such vast tracts that none but men
of wealth could buy them. Harrison secured the

division of the land into small tracts and made
it possible for the poor man to obtain a home-

stead. During that session of Congress a part

of the Northwest Territory was formed into the

Territory of Indiana. It included the present

States of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,

and a part of Minnesota, and contained a civil-

ized population of nearly five thousand souls.

Plarrison was appointed its first governor by

President Adams, and so satisfactory was his

administration, he was successively reappointed

by President Jefferson and President Madison.

He was also made superintendent of Indian

affairs. Governor Harrison organized the new
government at Vincennes. Many difficult ques-

tions demanded his attention, but the most diffi-

cult and delicate was the restless and finally hos-

tile altitude of the savages under the leadership

of Tecumsch, and the preaching of Tecumseh's

brother, "the Prophet." 'I'he beginning of open

warfare by the Indians was averted many times

by his calmness and courage. He made in all

thirteen treaties with the Indians, and secured

the cession from several tribes of more than three

million acres of land on the Wabash and White

Rivers. Tecumseh condemned these treaties on
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the ground tliat the land belonged to all of the
Indians, and that a single tribe could not give a
legal title without the consent of every other
tribe. Harrison invited Tecumseh to Vincennes
for a conference, and directed that he should
bring with him not more than thirty warriors

;

but he came with four hundred completely
armed. There were many evidences that treach-
er\- was intended, and but for the conciliator)-

methods of the governor, the council would have
terminated in bloodshed. Nothing was accom-
plished by this interview, nor bj' a second in the
following summer. Meanwhile, frequent dep-
redations by the Indians made it evident that

conciliatory measures could no longer be
employed, and on 26 Sept. 181 1 Harrison set out
with goo men to punish them. On 6 Novem-
ber, when the army was within a short dis-

tance of Tippecanoe, it was met by messengers
demanding a parley. A council was agreed upon
for the next day, but at 4 o'clock on the fol-

lowing morning, the treacherous savages fiercely

attacked the camp of Harrison in an endeavor to

take it by surprise. The fighting continued till

daylight when the Indians were routed with great

loss. In the war of 1812 Harrison was appointed

to the chief command of the Northwest, and
given a major-general's commission. He urged
upon the government the importance of creating

a na^-j' on the Lakes. That advice was heeded,

and the splendid achievement of Commodore
Perry on 10 Sept. 1813, was made possible by the

military sagacity of this accomplished soldier.

Six days after Perry's victory General Harrison
embarked his artillerj' and supplies for a descent

on Canada. The British general. Proctor,

burned the fort and na\-)'-yard at Maiden and
retreated, closely pursued by Harrison who over-

took him and his Indian allies led by Tecumseh
near the river Thames. Within five minutes

almost the whole British force was captured, and
shortly afterward the Indians were completely

routed, and their leader Tecumseh was slain.

The battle of the Thames and Perry's victory

ended the war in Upper Canada, and gave the

United States undisputed possession of the Great

Lakes excepting Lake Ontario.

The years between the War of 1812 and the

presidential campaign of 1840 Harrison devoted

in part to the service of his country, and in part

to the life of a country gentleman. He was in

turn a member of Congress, state senator in the

general Assembly of Ohio, presidential elector,

United States senator from Ohio, and minister to

the United States of Colombia. In 1829 he

retired to his farm at North Bend. In Decem-
ber 1839, he was nominated by the National

Whig convention for the Presidency of the

United States, with John Tyler of Virginia for

vice-president. The campaign which followed

was one of the most exciting in the history of

the country. Political mass meetings and pro-

cessions were introduced for the first time, and
party watchwords and emblems were employed

with telling effect. That canvass has commonly
been called the "log-cabin and hard cider cam-

paign." The eastern end of General Harrison'.s

house at North Bend consisted of a log cabin

covered with clapboards, and his t.ihlc was
reputed to be well supplied with good cider,

instead of wines. Log cabins and hard cider

thus became party emblems t>T>ifying republican

simplicity. "'Tippecanoe and Tyler too" was
shouted and sung and emblazoned from one end

of the countrj' to the other. Nothing could stem
the tide of wonderful popular enthusiasm for the

hero of Tippecanoe and the Thames. \'an

Buren, the Democratic candidate, received only

sixty electoral votes out of two hundred and
ninety-four. The death of the President occurred
only thirty-one days after his inauguration.
Consult Bostwick in Wilson's 'Presidents of the

United States^ (1894).

Harrison, Ark., town, county-seat of
Boone County; on the Sl Louis & N. A. rail-

road ; about 120 miles northwest of Little Rock,
It is in the lead and zinc section, and its indus-

tries are chiefly connected with mining. Consid-
erable fruit is grown in the vicinity, and it has
flour-milling and dairy interests. It is the seat
of a collegiate and normal institute for women.
The United States government building cost

about $80,000. Pop. 1,603.

Harrison, N. J., city in Hudson County;
on the Passaic River, the Pennsylvania and the
Erie RR.'s. It is a suburb of Newark, and a
sub-station of the Newark post-office, but has
an independent municipal government. It was
settled in 1668 and incorporated in 1873. The
charter of 1873 is still in force, and by it the
government is vested in a common council
elected by wards. The chief manufactures are
w^ire-cloth. marine-engines, steel, machinerj-,

tubes, refrigerators, ink, beer, and leather. The
water-plant is owned and operated by the city.

Pop. (1900) 10.596.

Harrison, Ohio, village in the township of
Harrison. Hamilton Count>', on the boundar>'
between Ohio and Indiana, and on the Cleveland,

C, C. & St. L. railroad, 23 miles by rail west-
northwest of Cincinnati. The village situated

on the north bank of the Whitewater River, a
tributary of the Great Miami, in a fertile farming
section, has manufactures of furniture, sashes,
blinds, brushes, bricks, shoes, a corn-drill fac-

tory, a cannery, and lumber, flour, and roller

mills. Its public buildings include a high school
and six churches. Pop. (1900) 1,456.

Har'risonburg, Va., town, county-seat of
Rockingham County : on the Chesapeake & W.,
the Southern, and the Baltimore & O. R.R.'s;

about 100 miles northwest of Richmond. It is in

the Shenandoah Valley, and is surrounded by a
rich agricultural country. Its chief manufactures
are flour, staves, saw and planing mill products,
foundry and machine shop products, and potten,-.

It is the trade centre for the greater part of the
comity. The town owns and operates the water-
works. Pop. ( 1900 ) 3.521.

Harrisonburg, Engagement Near. Harri-
sonburg. Va., on the Great X'allcy Turnpike, 22
miles north of Staunton, and 122 miles north-
west of Richmond, was the scene of many stir-

ring events in the Civil War. The place wa$
occupied by Gen. Banks late in April 1862, and
abandoned when Jackson forced Banks down
the valley in May. When Jackson, in turn, was
forced up the valley by the combined armies
of McDowell and Fremont, he abandoned the
main valley, moving from Harrisonburg to

Cross Keys and Port Republic, his rear-guard,
two regiments of \'irginia cavalry, under Gen.
Turner Ashby, halting about two miles south-
east of Harrisonburg. On 6 June 1862 Col.

Wyndham. with the First New Jersey cavalry
and a battalion of the Fourth New York, mov-
ing from Harrisonburg, attacked Ashby and
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was defeated and followed to within one mile
of the town, vvitli the loss of several men killed

and wounded, and ahout 60 taken prisoners, in-

cluding Wyndham himself. Gen. Bayard then
pushed forward with cavalry and infantry and
Ashhy fell back and called for infantry sup-
port. Jackson sent him Stuart's brigade— First
Maryland, Forty-fourth, Fifty-second, and Fifty-
eighth Virginia. A few miles beyond Harrison-
burg Bayard attacked with the Pennsylvania
"Bucktails" under command of Lieut.-Col. T. L.
Kane, and in the engagement Ashby was killed,

and Kane was wounded and captured. While
this was happening on the right, tlie Sixtieth
Ohio infantry and First Pennsylvania cavalry, on
the left, drove in the Confederate skirmish-line,
without loss on either side. As soon as the
wounded could be removed the Confederates
fell back in the direction of Port Republic, and
the Union forces retired to Harrisonburg. The
Union loss in the engagement was 65 killed,

wounded, and missing. The Confederate loss
including Ashby, was iS killed, 50 wounded,
and 3 missing. Consult: 'Official Records,*
Vol. XH. E. A. Carman.

Har'risonville, Mo., city, county-seat of
Cass County ; on the Missouri, K. & T., and the
Missouri P. R.R.'s; about 30 miles southeast of
Kansas City. It is situated in an agricultural
and stock-raising region and the trade and man-
ufactures are connected chiefly with the products
of the surrounding farms. The shipping con-
sists mostly of grain, live stock, lumber, and
dairy products. Pop. (1900) 1,844.

Harrisse, har-es', Henri, American critic,

bibliographer, and historian : b. Paris 1830, of
Russian-Hebrew parentage. He became a citi-

zen of the United States, and for several years
practised law in New York. He has published
'Bibliotheca Americana Vetustissima' (1866) ;

'Christopher Columbus' (1884-5) ; 'John and
Sebastian Cabot' (1883); 'The IDiscovery of
North America' ; etc.

Har'rodsburg, Ky., city, county-seat of
Mercer County ; on a branch of the Southern
railroad; about 45 miles southwest of Lexington
and 58 miles southeast of Louisville. It is the
oldest permanent settlement in the State, and
was founded by James Harrod in 1774. Two
years later Kentucky was incorporated as one of
the counties of Virginia and Harrodsburg was
made the counlj'-seat. Stock-raising and farm-
ing are the principal occupations in the sur-
rounding country. It has flour and planing
mills, a distillery, brick-yard, and ice factory.

The climate, scenery, and the Greenville Springs
nearby make it a pleasure and health resort. It

is the seat of Beaumont College, an institution

for women, opened in 1894. Pop. (1900) 2,876.

Harrow School, England, an academic in-

stitution situated at Harrow-on-ihe-1 liU, a town
of Middlesex. 12 miles northwest of London. It

is one of the famous public schools of England
and was founded by John Lyon in 1571. The
original red brick school house, now the Fourth
Form School, was built 1608-15. New buildings
were added in 1819 and since, the chief of these
beuig the Vaughan Memorial Library (1863),
and the semi-circular speech-room (1877). The
school was primarily intended to afford free edu-
cation to 30 poor boys of the parish ; hut pro-
vision was also made for the admission of 'so
many foreigners as the place can conveniently

contain.' The age of admission is 12 to 14; and
there are six entrance scholarships of from $150
to $400 per annum, olTcrcd every Easter. The
most valuable learning scholarships are Baring's
three of $500 a year for five years to Hertford
College, Oxford. Among the distinguished
alumni of Harrow are Dr. Parr, Theodore Hook,
Sheridan, Byron. Palnierston, Anthony Trollope,
and Cardinal Manning. Under the Public
Schools Act of 1868 the governing body com-
prises six members, elected respectively by the
Lord Chancellor, the universities of Oxford,
Cambridge and London, the Royal Society and
the undermasters.

Hart, Albert Bushnell, American histo-
rian : b. Clarksville, Pa., I July 1854. He was
graduated from Harvard in 1880, subsequently
becoming professor of history there. He has
written: 'Coercive Powers of the United States

Government' (1885) ; 'Formation of the L'nion' ;

'Introduction to the Study of Federal Govern-
ment* (i8go) ; 'Studies in American Educa-
tion' (1895) ; 'Life of Salmon P. Chase*
(1899) ; 'Practical Essays on American Gov-
ernment* (1893) ; etc. He has also edited
'.'\mcrican History Told by Contemporaries*
(1898-1901) ; 'American Citizen Series' (1899) ;

and since 1895, the 'American Historical Re-
view.'

Hart, James McDougal, American painter:
b. Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, Scotland, 10 May 1828.

He came to the United States in 1831, and
studied art under his brother William (q.v.),

and at Diisseldorf in the studio of Schirmer
(1851). He was elected a member of the Na-
tional Academy in 1S59, and devoted himself
principally to American forest scenery with a
preference for autumnal effects. His 'Landscape
with Cattle' is in the New York Metropolitan
Museum, and his best known pictures are 'On
the Croton' ; 'Morning in the Adirondacks'

;

and 'Oaks in Autumn.'

Hart, James Morgan, .\merican scholar:
b. Princeton, N. J., 1839. He was the son of

John S. Hart (q.v.). He was graduated from
Princeton in i860, studied in Gottingen, and took
the degree of A. M. from Princeton in 1863. He
was professor of modern languages at Cornell

(1868-72) ;
professor of modern languages and

English literature in the University of Cincin-

nati (1876-90) ; returning to Cornell as pro-

fessor of rhetoric and English philology in 1890.

He has written: 'German Universities' (1874);
'Syllabus of Anglo-Saxon Literature' (1887);
'Hand-book of English Composition' (1895) ;

has revised and edited his father's 'Manual of
Composition and Rhetoric' (1897) ; and has
translated 'German Classics' and 'Cioethe Prose
Selections.'

Hart, Joel T., American sculptor: b.

Clarke County, Ky., about 1810; d. Florence,

Italy, 2 March 1S77. He was of humble paren-

tage, and in 1830 entered a stone-cutter's estab-

lishment in Lexington. He was induced to at-

tempt modeling busts in clay, and among others.

Gen. Jackson and Cassius M. Clay (q.v.) sat

to him, the latter giving him his first commis-
sion for a bust in marble. This v,'hen com-
pleted proved so satisfactory that Hart was
commissioned to execute a marble statue of

Henry Clay. He began this, but various delays

prevented its completion, and it was not set up
in Richmond, Va., till 1859. Other important
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works by Hart are 'Woman Triumphant' in

the court-house, Louisville, Ky., and 'II Pense-
roso.' He was particularly well known for his

portrait busts.

Hart, John, American patriot: b. Hope-
well, X. J. : d. there, at an advanced age, 17S0.

Frequently elected to the colonial asscmblj' he
was prominent especially in the legislation for

local improvements. In 1774 he was chosen to

the general Congress at Philadelphia, where he
was noted for his sound judgment and inflexible

determination ; was re-elected in the two follow-

ing years, and was one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence. New Jersey was
soon invaded by the British army, his estate

devastated, and special exertions were made to

take him prisoner. The capture of the Hessians
by Washington permitted his return home.

Hart, John Seeley, American educator: b.

Stockbridge, ilass., 28 Jan. 1810; d. Philadel-

phia 26 March 1877. He was for many years

principal of the New Jersey State Normal School,

at Trenton, and subsequently professor of Eng-
lish literature at Princeton College. His text-

books on English and .\merican literature had a
wide circulation, and in the long course of his

career as educator he did much to stimulate a
taste for good literature among students.

Hart, Sir Robert, English diplomatist, di-

rector of the Chinese imperial maritime cus-

toms : b. Portadown, Count}' Armagh, Ireland,

1835. He was educated at the Taunton Wes-
leyan School, and was graduated at Queen's Col-

lege. Belfast. He entered tlie British consular

service in China in 1854, was appointed inspec-

tor-general of customs in 1863 and accepted his

present position in 1885. During the Bo.xer out-

break in 19CO, he underwent the siege in the

British legaiion, at Peking, and since then has

published his views on the position of things in

China in a very remarkable work, 'These From
the Land of Sinim' (1901). He attributes the

disturbances in China to the arrogance of for-

eigners and the unyielding pride of the Chinese.

He discusses China's army, law, transportation,

communication, currency, education, administra-

tion, and religion in a highly optimistic vein, and
shows that the Chinese government does a great

deal better than it gets credit for. He is a firm

believer in the Chinese plans for reform. He is

certainly deeply trusted by the Chinese authori-

ties and is one of the best oriental administrators

that England has ever been blest with in China.

Hart, Samuel, .\merican Episcopal clergy-

man : b. Saybrook, Conn.. 4 June 1845. He was
graduated from Trinity College in 1866. and
was ordained priest of the Episcopal Church in

1870. He was at Trinity College as assistant

professor of mathematics (1870-3), professor of

mathematics (1873-83), and professor of Latin

(1883-99). In '899 he became vice-dean and
professor of doctrinal theologj- at Berkeley

Divinity School. In 1886 he was appointed cus-

todian of the Standard Prayer Book of the

Episcopal Church of the United States, in 1892,

sccretar>' of the House of Bishops, and in 1896,

historiographer of the cl'urch. He is a member
of several learned sociciies, including the .Ameri-

can Historical Society, the American Oriental

Society, and the Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis. He is editor of 'Satires of
Juvenal.' 'Satires of Pcrsius,' and Bishop Sca-

bury's 'Communion Office.'

Hart, Thomas Norton, American mer-
chant and politician : b. North Reading, Mass.,

20 Jan. 1829. He entered business in Boston as
partner in a mercantile firm, later founding a
firm under the name of Hart, Taylor & Co.
^^'hen he withdrew from this business, he be-

came president of the Mount Vernon National

Bank, and was connected with many eleemosy-
nary institutions. He has also been active in

politics, was a member of the common council,

and of the board of aldermen : was nominated
for mayor of Boston in 1S87 and 1888. but de-
feated at the election ; was, however, elected in

), 1890, 1500 and 1901.

Hart, William, American painter: b. Pais-
ley, Scotland, 31 March 1823 ; d. Mount Vernon,
N. Y., 17 June 1894. Emigrating with his par-

ents to the L'nited States in 1S31, he settled in

Albany, and was at first apprenticed to a firm

of coachmakers, in Troy, by whom he was em-
ployed to paint the panels of coaches. He sub-

sequently painted landscapes, portraits, and even
window shades. In 1848 he became a regular

exhibitor at the National Academy of Design, of

which in 1858 he was elected as academician. He
was president of the American Water Color So-
ciety 1870-3. He was a brother of James Mc-
Dougal Hart (q.v.">.

Hart, a hunting term, applied to the male,
or stag, of the red deer after it has completed its

full antlers at the age of six or seven years.

Hartbeest, hart'best, one of the large Af-
rican antelopes of the genus Bubalus, specifically

the caama (S. caiiia), formerly excessively

numerous on the South African plains. They
have long narrowing heads, doubly-curved,
ringed horns, cow-like tails, and usually are of a
grayish or reddish color, with decided markings
on the face, especially in the bontebok (B. py-
gargtis), blesbok (B. aWifroiis) and sassaby (B.
lu'iata). All were noted for swiftness. Other
very distinctive species are the konzi. tora, kori-

gum and hunter's antelope. Most of these have
become greatly diminished in numbers since
about 1870.

Harte, Francis Bret, American novelist
and poet: b. Albany, N. Y., 25 Aug. 1839; d.

Aldershot. England. 6 May 1902. In 1854 h?
went to California, attracted there by the gold
excitement. He was first a teacher at Sonora,
then tried mining, in which he was unsuccess-
ful. He next entered a printing-office, and in

1857 was compositor on the San Francisco
'Golden Era.' .At that time he began to write
short sketches, which appeared in the 'Golden
Era.' and soon attracted attention ; he was in-

vited to join the staff of the 'Califomian,' to
which he contributed a series of clever parodies
on famous contemporary writers of fiction, later

published as 'Condensed Novels.' In 1864 he
was appointed secretary to the L'nited States
branch mint ; in 1868 became editor of the
'Overland Monthly,' for which he wrote 'The
Luck of Roaring Camp' and others of his most
successful stories of frontier life. In 1871 he
went to New York and became a regular con-
tributor to the '.Atlantic Monthly.' In 1878 he
was appointed United States consul in Crefeld.
Germany, and in 1880 received the consulship
at Glasgow, Scotland. In 1885 his tenure of
office as consul came to an end, and he settled
in London, devoting his whole time to literary
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work. He was a prolific writer, and continued

for the most part to deal with California themes.

Among his shorter stories the following may be

mentioned: *Miggles' ; 'The Outcasts of Poker
Flat'; 'M'Liss' (1872); 'The Twins of Table
Mountain' (1879); *An Heiress of Red Dog'
(1879); 'Flip' (1882); 'On the Frontier'

(1884) ; 'By Shore and Sedge' (1885) ; 'Devil's

Ford' (1887); 'A Phyllis of the Sierras,' and
'A Drift from Redwood Camp' (1888); 'The
Heritage of Dedlow Marsh' (1889) ; 'A Sappho
of Green Springs' (1891) : 'The Bell-Ringer of

Angel's' (1894) ; 'A Protege of Jack Hamlin's'

(1894); 'Barker's Luck' (1896); 'Tales of
Trail and Town' (1898) ; 'Stories in Light and
Shadow' (1898); '.Mr. Jack Hamlin's Media-
tion' (1899): and 'From Sand Hill to Pine'

(1900), a collection of short stories. His longer
stories and novels include: 'Gabriel Conroy'
(1876) ; 'Thankful Blossom: A Romance of the

Jerseys' (1877) ; 'In the Carquinez Woods'
(1883); 'Maruja' (1885); 'Snowbound at

Eagle's' (1886) ; 'The Crusade of the Excelsior'

(1887); 'Cressy' (1889); 'A Waif of the

Plains' (1890) ; <A Ward of the Golden Gate'

(1890); 'A First Family of Tasajara' (1892);
'Colonel Starbottle's Client, and Some Other
People' (1892); 'Clarence' (1895), dealing with
incidents in the American Civil War; 'In a Hol-
low of the Hills' (1895) ; and 'Three Partners'

(1897). He has also written much verse com-
prised in volumes entitled 'Poems' (1871);
'East and West Poems' (1871) ; 'Echoes of
the Foot-Hills' (1874) : and 'Some Later
"Verses' (i8g8).

In estimating Harte's w'ork it must be remem-
bered that it was his rare good fortune to break
new ground, and to become the first literary in-

terpreter of a life which with its primitive

breadth and freedom, its striking contrasts of

circumstance and character, offered singular op-
portunities to the novelist. That he ever did
anything quite so good as his first group of
stories and poems cannot be said, for his later

volumes are marked, as a whole, by the repeti-

tion of well-worn motives and by declining
spontaneity and power. Still, the average qual-

ity of his output remained high; and when the
circumstances of its production are borne in

mind, it may perhaps seem remarkable that it

should have preserved so many traces of the
writer's youthful freshness and vigor. Among
qualities of his work those which perhaps most
constantly impress the critical reader are his
dramatic instinct, his keen insight into charac-
ter, his broad sympathy, and his subtle and
pervasive humor. Dealing for the most part
with large, strongly marked, elemental types,

as these develop and express themselves under
conditions w-hich give free play to instinct and
passion, he does not indulge in lengthy analy-
ses or detailed descriptions. His men and
women are sketched with a few strokes, and
left to work out their own personalities in

speech and deed ; and yet, such is the skill with
which this is accomplished that they stand out
before us as creatures of real flesh and blood.
He did not purposely soften the shadows in his
pictures

; the sin and wretchedness of frontier
life are frankly portrayed ; none the less, there
can be little doubt that consciously or uncon-
sciously he contrived to throw an idealizing
glamor over the mine and the camp, and that

many of his most lifelike and successful char-
acters are wrought in the imagination, though
out of the stuff of fact. But it is here that we
touch upon what is perhaps one of the finest

qualities of his work,— a quality not to be sepa-
rated from his tendency toward idealization.

Though he dwelt habitually upon life's unex-
plained and inexplicable tragic complexities, he
nevertheless suft'used his stories with an at-

mosphere of charity, clear, sweet, and whole-
some. The weakness of his writing is closely
connected with some of its main elements of
strength. A master of condensed and rapid
narration, he produced many stories which are
too sketchy in method to be completely satis-

factory ; while in his desire to achieve terseness

he occasionally sacrificed clearness of plot. This
is particularly the case with his more ambitious
efforts, especially with his long novel 'Gabriel
Conroy,' an elaborate study of the culture con-
ditions of early California civilization, which,
though it abounds in memorable descriptions

and vivid character sketches, lacks wholeness
and proportion. As a writer of verse, he is

unequal ; some of his poetry shows the origi-

nality and power of his earlier prose, while much
is of too temporary a character to find a lasting

place in literature. Consult: Pemberton, 'Life

of Bret Harte.'

Hartford, Conn., State capital, seat of

Hartford County, port of entry, and head of nav-
igation on the Connecticut River, 60 miles from
Long Island Sound. By the main line of the

New York, N. H. & H. railroad it is no miles
from New York and 124 from Boston (a midway
position which has enhanced its business devel-

opment), 36 from New Haven, and 26 from
Springfield, Mass.; the Highland Division (old

N. Y. & N. E.) connects it with Fishkill on
the Hudson (no miles) and Providence, R. I.

(90 miles) ; the Valley Division extends down
the river to its mouth, the Connecticut Central
to Springfield east of the river. The Central
New England nms to Poughkeepsie and beyond.
Pop. (1903) about 86.000.

Hartford lies on the west bank of the river,

on rolling ground ; Prospect .A.venue in the

west and Fairfield Avenue in the south afford a

superb view across the entire Connecticut Val-
ley, some 20 miles wide. It extends about sJ<
miles north and south to Windsor and Wethers-
field lines, by 3J4 west to West Hartford line,

about 18 square miles in all; the town and city

are conterminous. It is divided about equally

by the little Park River, which joins the Con-
necticut just south of the centre and is crossed

by many bridges, and through whose bed runs
the great main sewer into the Connecticut. The
chief business street is Main, following the river

line along the first high ground back from its

shore, the latter frequently overflowed in the

spring freshets; next Asylum, west past the rail-

road station, and State east to the steamer land-

ing with the chief wholesale warehouses ; Pratt

and Pearl parallel to Asylum, and Central Row
opposite Pearl across Main. It is a place of

great beauty ; and from its age, early and con-

tinuous business importance, and consequent ac-

cumulated wealth and generations of inherited

incomes, is of noted social and intellectual cul-

tivation,—-more like the old European provincial

capitals in a mingling of metropolitan advan-
tages with those of moderate numbers and coun-
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try roominess than any other American ci^r.

There are several costly residence districts
:
tne

most notable are Washington Street with its

magnificent arch of old elms. Asylum Avenue

and a portion of Farmington, and ^\ oodland

Street, with some handsome places on \\ ethers-

field Avenue. One of the finest streets. Pros-

pect Avenue, is the West Harttord boundary,

and built up only on that side: and fine places

extend well into West Harttcrd. The street-

raihvav svstem is verj- extensive and well man-

aged 'it 'runs in all directions for many miles.

The Connecticut is spanned by a wooden bridge

to East Hartford; but work has begun on a

splendid stone bridge, to be completed by the

end of 1904, at a cost with handsome street ap-

proaches of nearly $2,000,000.

The park svstem contains some 1,200 acres,

within the past few years the mumfacence ot

several citizens has endowed the city with a

ring of beautiful parks, which with the city s

help will ultimately encircle it entire. The old-

en is Bushnell Park, in the heart of the cit>

48t/4 acres, cro«-ned by the State cap.tol and

containing monuments to Israel Putnam and

Horace Wells. The largest is Keney Park in

the extreme north, extending into \\ mdbor,

6634 acres; next Goodwin Park m the extreme

^udi, some 200 acres. Elizabeth Park m the

^x-treiie west, largely in ^^est Harttord 90

acres, is the nursery- tor the other park=
.
Pope

Park southwest of the centre has 73 acreb^ ulti-

mately to be 92 with city additions; and River-

.=ide Park is a reclamation and beautitving ot

the formerly squalid river front north ot the

East Hartford bridge. There are also smaller

^^"The dri- ifaTl^' remarkable number of hand-

some and' architecturally notable buildings.

Foremost is the State capitol. ot white marble

towering over Bushnell Park; the handsomest

in the countr^' except the one at Albany, and

architecturally surpassing that in many ways It

was completed in January- 1880, at a cost of

«^ tU 024.46; land and other expenses made the

totnl srii2^=;o73. The general plan was of

S-clnt^-Gothic, but modern needs orced

ver^- much change in this. Each side 1= an in-

dividual and separately beautiful design; and the

interior is as notable as the e.xtenor. Itb ex-

?eme length is 295 feet 8 inches; dep'h o centre

part 180 feet 4 inches; depth of wings, m feet

8 inches; height from ground line to op of

crowning figure, 256 feet 6 inches. It is hre-

pr^f the Inly known fireproof cap.tol. The

?ed-sandstone O.eney Building was df>^ed^>
H. H. Richardson. Trinity College Cq.%.) ha=

fine buildings on high ground in the. f^'h part

ultimately to form a quadrangle. The homeb ot

the Connecticut Mutual Life, the .Etna Lite, the

Phoenix Mutual Ufe. and the National Fire are

the finest insurance buildings ; the Phamx Bank

and the First National, ot the bank building..

The white granite government h"> dmg (
po.t-

office and custom-house) may be noted and the

Wadsworth Atheneum is pleasing and dignified

Of several handsome church structures, St_

Joseph's athedral (R. C) ..s most nobble Of

interest historically is the city hall, formerh the

Ute house, completed May '796; the famous

Hartford Convention (qv.) was held here in

1814. Of the city moiutnems. the two m^t
notable are the Soldiers' Memorial Arch, form-

hig a gateway into Bushnell Park across the

Park River ; and the superb Coming tountain m
that park, a bronze with symbolical tignres.

The educational institutions are %videly tamed

A.t their head stands Trinity College noted

above The Hartford high school is the most

completely equipped m the counto" ; it has cost

in buildings, land, and equipment, S^gfe-oOP- /«»«

pupils from surrounding towns are admitted on

pa^-ment of a fee. A manual-trammg depart-

ment was added in a new wmg m 189/- the

city schools are operated on the district system

,

several attempts to consolidate them have been

hea\-ily defeated. There are mne distncts,

with 18 buildings altogether. The school ex-

penses are about £400,000 a year. The school

tax is assessed with the city taxes, but each dis-

trict bv itself. Hartford has also a theological

seminary managed by the Pastoral Lnion (.Con-

<Tegational) of Connecticut. There are /I

church societies, of which the Congregational

(13), Roman Catholic (lo), Baptist (.9). tpjs-

copal (8). and Methodist K7), are the chiet de-

nominations. Hartford is the seat ot a Roman

Catholic bishop. Its charitable insUtutions are

renowned; it was the eariiest seat of attempts

to in^ruct the deaf and dumb m the Lnited

States, through Gallaudet and Clerc; and the

School for the Deaf, formerly Deat and Dumb
Asvlum (whence Asykun Street w^here it is

loc'ated), carries on the work. The Retreat for

the Insane, the Hartford Hospital, the Harttord

Orphan Asylum, the Y. M. C. A the City M^s.on

and Open Hearth, and the Union for Home
Work, are only part of its overflowing chanties.

The Connecticut Humane Society also has its

head office here. .

The libran- facilities ot the citv- are \ery

large for its size, and far more vaned in con-

tents than if thev had been collected by a single

institution. In the Wadsworth Atheneum are

housed the Hartford Free Public Library with

79.000 volumes, the Watkinson Library- (.reter-

ence onlv) with 59,000, and the Connecticut

Historical Society with about 25.000. besides

as many pamphlets, and toward 50.000 -Mbb.

The libraries of the Theological Seminary (8i,-

000. and about 40.000 pamphlets) and Tnnity

College (43.000) contain many valuable spe-

cialties; and the State Library- m the capiiol

(40.000. and some 50,000 MSS.), with its great

collection of statutes, law reports, pubhe docu-

ments, Hansard, etc., is of extreme value.

Hartford as the head of navigation and

therefore distributing point for the Connecticut

Valley earlv gained an importance as a centre

of wholesafe trade which it has never lost
:
to

accommodate this, the Harttord Bank, the fitth

in the United States, was organized in 1792-

But its largest importance is now as one ot the

leading insurance centres in the world, and

third in the United States. This business de-

veloped from the marine insurance on its \\ est

India cargoes, added fire insurance as a branch,

and in 1846 life insurance. The loans of its in-

surance companies with their vast assets not

re^ricted bv law as are those of New iork,

have been o'ne of the greatest agencies m devel-

oping the West, amounting to several hundrea

millions of dollars. There are now six lite

companies, two of which also have accident

branches— the latter being the onginal and

chief department in one ; five fire companies be-

sides a countv mutual, and the Lnited States

branches of three foreign companies; and a
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steam-boiler insurance company. There are

7 national and 5 other banks of discount, 4
savings-banks, and 4 trust companies. The man-
ufacturing interests arc heavy and varied. Fire-

arms, includnig Catling guns, at the famous
Colt Works ; electric machinery and vehicles

;

bicycles, of which it is the centre in the United

States; cyclometers; woven-wire mattresses;

horse nails ; screws ; steam-engines and boilers

;

typewriters; leather belting; and special machin-
ery of all kinds, besides knit goods, furniture,

carriages, harness, and many other things are

manufactured here. It has also one of the larg-

est printing houses in New England, which has

manufactured many famous works ; four daily

papers, one of them the oldest newspaper in

the United States (The Courant, 1764), and
a number of weeklies, monthlies and quarterlies.

The mayor holds office for two years, and
the representative body is two-chambered. The
assessed valuation of property is about
$81,000,000, making it per capita one of the rich-

est cities in the United States. The tax rate is

under 2 cents on the dollar.

The first white settlement of Hartford was
by the Dutch in 1633, at the junction of the Park
and Connecticut, still called Dutch Point
(though the original point is now out in the

Connecticut). They built there a fort called

the "House of Hope." (For the settlement by
the Newtown men in 1635-6, and the adoption of

the first written constitution of modern times,

whence Hartford is called the "birthplace of

American democracy," see Connecticut.)
Hartford was first named Newtown, changed to

the present name from Samuel Stone's English
birthplace. From here in 1637 sailed the first

organized military expedition in the English
colonies, John Mason's against the Pequots. The
Dutch were ejected from their fort in 1654;
they had never really made a settlement. (For
the attempt of Andros to seize the charter, in

1687, see Ch.^rter Oak.) In 1701 Hartford be-

came joint capital with New Haven. In the

Revolution, Hartford, as the head of the one
rich store of food which the British could not
seize, became of prime importance ; the second
commissary-general of the United States army,
Jeremiah Wadsworth, was a Hartford merchant.
Gov. Trumbull was also a strong reliance

of Washington, who came to Connecticut to

consult him; and in 1780 Washington and
Rochambeau planned the Yorktown campaign
here. The Hartford Convention (q.v.) of 1814

sat here. In 1873 Hartford became the sole

capital of the State.

Its native and adopted citi'iens have made the

city one of the literary glories of New Eng-
land. It was the birthplace of Noah Webster,
Frederick Law Olmsted, and John Fiske, with
others of note ; had the services of George D.
Prentice, John G. Whittier, Joel Barlow, and
others ; and was the long or permanent residence

of Harriet Beecher Stowe, Mark Twain, Charles
Dudley Warner, and Horace Bushnell, besides

John Trumbull and Lydia H. Sigourney. In
the business world, both Edwin D. Morgan and
Junius S. Morgan began their career as Hart-
ford merchants.

Population.— 1800, 5.347; 1810, 3,955; 1820,

4,726; 1830, 7.074; 1840, 9,468; 1850, 17,966;
i860, 29,152; 1870, 37,180; 1880, 42.015; 1890,

53,230; 1900, 79,850. Of these 23,758 were of

Vol. S— 15

foreign birth : 8,076 in Ireland, 3,364 in Germany,
and Austria, 2,260 in Russia, 1,952 in Italy,

1,714 in Sweden, 2,073 '" England and Canada
(English). Forrest Morgan,

Of Connecticut Historical Society.

Hartford, Mich., village of Hartford Town-
ship, Van Buren County, 15 miles west of Paw
Paw on the Paw Paw River, and 17 miles
northeast of Benton Harbor, on the Chicago &
M. L. S. R.R. It has a graded school and
five churches. It carries on a considerable traffic

in agricultural produce and stock, has grain ele-

vators, flour, .saw-, and planing-mills, canneries,

electric light plant, and manufactures staves,

cigars, cheese, vinegar, etc. Pop. (1900) 1,077.

Hartford, Vt., town of Windsor County,
on the White River, about one mile above its

junction with the Connecticut River, and 60
miles south of Montpeher, on the Central Vt.

and on the Woodstock R.R.'s. It has woolen,

saw, and grist mills, and manufactures of agri-

cultural implements and furniture. Pop. (1900)
3,8i7-

Hartford City, Ind., city, county-seat of

Blackford County ; on the Pittsburg. C. C. &
St. L. and the Lake E. & W. R.R.'s; about

45 miles southwest of Fort Wayne, and 60 miles

northeast of Indianapolis. The natural re-

sources which contribute to the industrial and
commercial interests are the products from
the surrounding agricultural coimtry, the nat-

ural gas supply, and the oil fields. The chief

manufactures are iron, glass, flour, pulp, and
paper, strawboard, and wagons. The city owns
and operates the waterworks. Pop. (1900)

S-912.

Hartford Convention, of 1814; a gathering
of New England Federalists to discuss measures
for securing New England interests against the

South and West ; especially in relation to the

War of 1812. The convention opposed the war
on several grounds,— the vital objection being

that it was destroying all American commerce in

order to punish Great Britain for crippling a
part of it. It was believed by the delegates that

the agricultural States were sacrificing New
England, whose life-blood was commerce, from
ignorance mingled with sectional malice (see

Emb.\rgo). All through the war, the New Eng-
land Federalists, impoverished and excluded
from the national councils, harassed and ham-
pered the government in conducting it ; the

government retorted by leaving the whole sec-

tion to its fate ; the British inflamed the discord

by exempting the New England coast from
blockade, and the government countered by lay-

ing a new embargo which did the same work.
All the New England States and

_
New York

were swept by the Federalists on this issue. In

November 1813 the governor of Vermont re-

called a brigade of militia from garrison duty;

the government threatened prosecution, the

Massachusetts legislature threatened to use the

State power to support him. In the autumn of

1814 the destruction of New England industries

had become intolerable ; the coast was unde-

fended, the British were occupying that of

eastern Maine, and Congress was proposing a

conscription so severe as to enlist minors with-

out the consent of their parents ; whereupon
the Connecticut legislature ordered the governor

to call a special session to protect its citizens
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if the measure were adopted. On i8 October
the Massachusetts legislature proposed a con-
vention of the New England States, to take ac-
tion "not repugnant to their obligations as
members of the Union," and "laj' the foundation
of a radical reform in the national compact*
through a future national convention. Connec-
ticut and Rhode Island accepted the proposal
with similar qualification : Xew Hampshire was
di\-ided politically and \"ermont was excited
over Macdonough's victor}- at Plattsburg, but
certain counties sent delegates. The war was
a growing and alarming failure. England was
demanding the renunciation of the whole North-
west as the price of peace, national bonds were
at 25 per cent discount. The government sent a
regular army officer to oversee the convention,
and use force if it attempted disunion ; deputed
secret agents to see if it was true that there was
a plot to make Xew England an English grand-
duchy under a prince of the blood : and ap-
pointed the succeeding 12th of Januarj- a national
fast-day. The convention met at Hartford,
Conn., 15 Dec. 1S14. with 12 delegates from
Massachusetts, 7 from Connecticut, 4 from Rhode
Island, 2 from Xew Hampshire, and i from
Vermont,— 26 in all. George Cabot of Massa-
chusetts was chosen president, Theodore Dwight
of Connecticut, secretarj". A secret session of
three weeks was held, a report to the New Eng-
land legislatures prepared, and 5 Jan. 1815, the
convention adjourned. The report stated the be-
fore-mentioned grievances, and charged the
government with making naturalizations too
easy and with destroying the balance of sections
by forming new States at will out of the west-
em territorj'; but denied any present intention

to dissolve the Union. It was proposed that
Congress should confide the defense of each
State to the State itself, and return a share
of its taxes for the purpose: and recommended
seven changes in the Constitution, namely : abo-
lition of the three fifths slave representation,
the requirement of a two thirds vote for the
admission of new States, the limitation of em-
bargoes to 60 days, the requirement of a two
thirds vote to sanction the prohibition of com-
mercial intercourse, or to declare war or hos-
tilities except in case of invasion ; the exclusion
of naturalized foreigners from civil offices or a
seat in Congress, and prohibition of a Presi-

dent's re-election. They proposed also that t>vo

Presidents in succession should never be elected

from the same State. They also recommended
that another convention should be held at Bos-
ton the following June if affairs did not mend
or the amendments were rejected. The Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut legislatures adopted the

report and sent commissioners to Washington

;

but before they arrived a satisfactor>- peace was
made, all disasters forgotten in the blaze of
the battle of New Orleans, and the promoters
of the convention detested as traitors preparing to

secede. The>- were in fact killed for public life.

But in 1819 Cabot deposited the journal of the

convention with the Massachusetts secretarj- of
state as a permanent testimony that nothing trea-

sonable was attempted ; in 1833 Dwight wrote its

history.

Hartford Fern. See FilicaUs (2), under
Ferns .\nd Fern .Allies.

Hartford Theological Seminary, an insti-

tution founded in 18:4 fnr the education of

Congregational preachers, at East Windsor Hill,

Conn. It was formerly called the Theological
Institute of Coruiecticut, and took its present

name on its removal to Hartford in 1865. Its

control is vested in a board of trustees elected

by the Pastoral Union, an association of 200
ministers who have subscribed to the creed of
the Union. The aim of the institution is to

train ministers for pastoral work on the broad-
est lines of intellectual and spiritual life. The
seminary has always been a leader in theological

pedagogy. In 1903 its faculty comprised 12

professors and 12 lecturers, and the number
of students was between 80 and 90. It has a
library of 81,000 volumes, and nearly 45.000
pamphlets. Hosmer Hall, the main building,

was erected iSSo by James B. Hosmer, and as it

is estimated, at a cost of S150.000. In 1902 the
Case Memorial Library was built by Newton
Case at a cost of Sioo.ooo. Since 1890 the fac-

ulty have issued their valuable theological quar-
terly, <The Hartford Seminary Record.'

Harting, James Edmund, English natural-
ist: b. London 29 April 1S41. He was a solici-

tor imtil 1878, since when he has devoted himself
to zoological research. Among his numerous
publications are: 'The Ornithology of Shake-
speare' (1871): 'Handbook of British Birds'

(1871) ; 'Rambles in Search of Shells' (1875) ;

'British Animals Extinct within Historic Times'
(1880) ; 'Essavs on Sport and Natural History'
(1883^

Har'tington, Spencer Compton Cavendish,
M.\RQUis OF. See Devoxshike, Spencer Comp-
ton, Duke of.

Hartington, Neb., citj-, county-seat of
Cedar County : on Bow Creek, and on the Chi-
cago, St. P. & O. R.R. ; about 42 miles west
by nonh of Sioux Cit>-, la., and 18 miles south
by east of Yankton, S. D. It is in a fertile

agricultural region and is the commercial cen-
tre of a large part of Cedar County. Large
shipments of wheat and live stock are made
annually. Pop. (1900) 971.

Hart'ley. Sir Charles Augustus, English
civil engineer : b. Heworth. County of Durham,
England, 1825. After being employed on sev-

eral important engineering works he ser\-ed in

the Crimean war as captain of Turkish engi-

neers, was knighted in 1862, and in 1867 was
awarded, against 20 competitors, the prize for

plans for extending the harbor of Odessa. He
was appointed by President Grant a member
of a board of engineers to report on the im-
provement of the lower Mississippi and recom-
mended the improvement of the South Pass
of its delta. He has been consulting engineer
on many other notable engineering projects and
has received many medals and decorations from
home and foreign societies. He has published
'The Delta of the Danube' ; 'Public Works of
the United States and Canada' : 'Inland Navi-
gation in Europe* : 'Historj- of the Engineering
Works of the Suez Canal.'

Hartley, David, English philosopher and
physician: b. .-Xrmley, Yorkshire. 30 .\ug. 1705;
d. Bath. Somerset, 25 Aug. 1757. He practised

medicine at Newark, Bur>- St. Edmund's, and
London, and is remembered for his 'Observa-
tions on Man' ('1749) in which is stated his hy-

pothesis of nervous vibration and of the as-

sociation of ideas.
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Hartley, Jonathan Scott, American sculp-

tor: b. Albany, X. V., 23 Sept. 1845. After
spending several years in studying art in Eng-
land, Rome, and Paris, he established himself in

Xew York where he was professor of anatomy
in the schools of the Art Students' League,
1878-84, and president of tlie league, i879-;8o.

Among important works by him are: *King
Rene's Daughter' ; 'The Whirlwind' ; the Aliles

Morgan statue at Springfield, Mass. ; Daguerre
monument, Washington, D. C. ; Ericcson monu-
ment, Xew York; statue of Alfred The Great,

for Appellate Court building, Xew York (1900) ;

statue of Thomas K. Beecher, Elmira, N, Y.
(1901') : etc.

Hart'man, Sadikichi, American author and
artist : b. Xagasaki, Japan, 1867. He was edu-
cated in Germany. He has published 'Schopen-
hauer in the AW (1899) ; 'Shakespeare in Art'
(igoi) ; 'Modern American Sculpture' (1901);
etc.

Hartmann, Karl Robert Edouard von,
b. Berlin 23 Feb. 1842; d. 6 June igo6. He
was educated for the army, but an injury to his

knee compelled him to leave the service in

1865. He then began the study of philosophy,
and for many years lived the retired life of a
student. His most important publications are:
•The Pliilosophy of the Unconscious' (1869);
'The Phenomenology of the Moral Conscious-
,iess> (1879); 'The Religious Consciousness of
Mankind in the Stages of its Development'
(1881); and 'The Religion of the Spirit'

(1882). Among his other works are: 'Critical

Grounds of Transcendental Realism'; "The
Crisis of Christianity in Modern Theology'
(1880) ; 'Judaism in the Present and the
Future' (1885): 'Lotze's Philosophy' (1888);
'The Ghost Theory in Spiritism' (1891);
'The Fundamental Social Questions' (1894) ;

and many other works on society, religion, etc.

Von Hartmann's philosophy is called by its

author a transcendental realism, because in it

he professes to reach by means of induction
from the broadest possible basis of experience
a knowledge of that which lies beyond experi-
ence. A certain portion of consciousness,
namely sense-perception, begins, changes, and
ends without our consent and often in direct

opposition to our desires. Sense-perception,
then, cannot be adequately explained from the
ego alone, and the existence of things outside
experience must be posited. Moreover, since
they act upon consciousness and do so in dif-

ferent ways at different times, they must have
those qualities assigned to them which would
make such action nossilile. Causality is thus
made the link that connects the subjective
world of ideas with the objective world of
things. An examination of the rest of experi-
ence, especially such phenomena as instinct,

voluntary motion, sexual love, artistic produc-
tion, and the like, makes it evident that will
and idea, unconscious but teleological. are
everywhere operative, and that the underlying
force is one and not manv. This thin.g-in-it-

self may be called the L'^nconscious. Tt ha? two
equally original attributes, namely, will and idea.
Hegel and Schopenhauer Cqq.v.") were both
wrong in makin.g one of these subordinate to
the other: on the contrary, neither can act
nlone. and neither is the result of the other.
The will is illogical and causes the existence,
the Das of the world ; the idea, thou.gh not con-

scious, is logical, and determines the essence,
the ll'as. The endless and vain striving of the
will necessitates the great preponderance of suf-
fering in the universe, which could not well be
more wretched than it is. Xevertheless, it

must be characterized as the best possible
world, for both nature and history are con-
stantly developing in the manner best adapted
to the world-end ; and by means of increasing
con sciousness the idea, instead of prolonging
suffering to eternity, provides a refuge from the
evils of existence in non-existence.

The original state of the Unconscious is one
of potentiality, in which by pure chance the will

begins to strive. In the transition state, called
that of the empty will, there is no definite end;
and to avoid the unhappiness of aimless desire

the will realizes the ideas already potentially
present and the Unconscious becomes actual.

The existence of the universe is the result,

then, of the illogical will, but its characteristics

and laws are all due to the idea and arc, there-

fore, logical. The history of the world is that

given by natural science, and particular em-
phasis is laid upon the Darwinian theory of
evolution (q.v.). Man is developed from the

animal, and with the appearance of the first

human being the deliverance of the world is m
sight, for only in man does consciousness
reach such height and complexity as to act in-

dependently of the will. As consciousness de-
velops, there is a constantly growing recogni-

tion of the fact that deliverance must lie in a

return to the original state of non-willin.g, which
means the non-existence of all individuals and
the potentiality of the Unconscious.

The one foundation for ethics is pessimism,
for no other view of life recognizes that evil

necessarily belongs to existence and can cease

only with existence itself. The essential feature

of the morality built upon this basis is the

realization that all is one and that, while every
attempt to gain happiness is illusory, yet before

deliverance is possible, all forms of the illusion

must appear and be tried to the utmost. Even
he who recognizes the vanity of life best serves

the highest aims by giving himself up to the

illusion, and living as eagerly as if he thought
life good. It is only through the constant at-

tempt to gain happiness that men can learn the

desirability of nothingness ; and when this

knowledge has become universal, or at least

general, deliverance will come and the world
will cease. X^o better proof of the rational

nature of the universe is needed than that af-

forded by the different ways in which men have
hoped to find happiness and so have been led

unconsciously to work for the final goal. The
first of these is the hope of good in the present,

the confidence in the pleasures of this world,

such as was felt by the Greeks. This is fol-

lowed by the Christian transference of happi-

ness to another and better life, to which in turn

succeeds the illusion that looks for happiness in

progress, and dreams of a future made worth
while by the achievements of science. All alike

are empty promises, and known as such in the

final sta.ge, which sees all human desires as

equally vain and the only good in the peace of

Nirvana.
The relation between philosophy and religion

lies in their common recognition of an underly-

ing unity, which transcends all the apparent

differences and divisions due to individual phe-
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nomena. Many changes must take place in the

existing religions before thej- will be suited to

modern conditions, and the resulting religion

of the future will be a concrete monism.
The Philosophy of the Unconscious has been

the subject of many different estimates, but is

regarded as having less intrinsic than historical

value. Its influence upon other thinkers was
especially marked during the years following

its first appearance, but at present that influence

has much decreased.
Bibliography.— Schneidewin. 'Lichtstrahlen

aus Edouard von Hartmanns sanuntlichen Wer-
ken> ; Koeber, "Das philosophische System
Edouard von Hartmanns*. Consult also trd-
maim, 'History of Philosophy', and Falcken-

berg. 'History of Modem Philosophy'.

Grace Keal Dolsox.
Professor of Philosophy. Wells College.

Hartmann, Moritz, Austrian poet and novel-

ist: b. Duschnik, Bohemia. 15 Oct. 1821 : d.

Vienna, 13 May 1S72. He was educated at

Prague and \'ienna and taught in Vienna till

1844, when he left the countrs- on account of his

political liberalism. Upon his return to .Austria

he was imprisoned but released by the revolu-

tion of March i&;8. He sat in the Frankfort

Parliament of 1848 but fled from Vienna to es-

cape imprisonment and took part in the "Rump
Parliament" at Stuttgart From 1849-68 he was
in voluntarj- exile in foreign countries ; was
Paris correspondent of the 'Kolnische Zertung'

and represented it in Crimea during the Russo-

Turkish war; in i860 lectured on German his-

torj- and letters in the Academy at Geneva ; and
in 1865 became one of the editors of the <Neue
Freie Presse'. He wrote: 'Kelch und Schwert'

(1&+5); 'Xeure Gedichte> (1847): 'Reimchro-

nik des Pfaffen Marizius' I1849); <Der Krieg

um den Wald' (1850): 'Schatten' (1851) ;

<.\dam and Eve> 0851): 'Tagebuch aus der

Provence und Languedoc> (1853) ; *Briefe aus

Irland' : <Der Gefangene von Chillon' (1863);

•Die letzen Tage eines Konigs' (1866); <Xach
der Xatur' (1S66) ; 'Die Diomanten der Bar-

onin* (1868); etc. His select poems were
edited in 1874 and his works in 1873-74 (lo

vols).

Hartranft, har'tranft, Chester David,
American educator: b. Frederick Township,
Montgomerj- Countj-. Pa., 15 Oct. 1S39. He was
graduated at the University of Pennsylvania

in 1861 and at the New Brunswick Theological

Seminar)- in 1864; was pastor of trie Dutch
Reformed church at South Bushwick. X. Y., in

1S64-6, and of that in New Brunswick, X. J.,

in 1866-78. In 1879 he was appointed prorcssor

of ecclesiastical historj- at the Hartford Theo-
logical Seminar}-; in 188S was elected its presi-

dent, and held the chair of Biblical theolog>-

1892-7 and of ecclesiastical dogmatics from

1897 to 1903. He resigned the presidency in

1903 to engage in literar>' work in Germany.
He was at one time president of the Conserva-

tory- of Music at Xcw Brunswick. X. J.

Hartranft, John Frederick, American sol-

dier: b. Xew Hanover. Pa., 16 Dec. 1830; d.

Xorristown. Pa., 17 Oct. 1889. He was gradu-

ated at Union College in 1853. and in 1859 was
admitted to the bar. At the outbreak of the

Civil War he organized the 51st Pennsylvania

regiment, was made its colonel, and w-ith it par-

ticipated in Buniside's expedition to Xorth Car-

olina ( 1S62). He also commanded the regiment
in a charge at Antietam, and at Fredericksburg.

In March 1865, he commanded a division of

the Xinth corps in their assault on Fort Stead-

man, and was brevetted major-general He was
elected auditor-general of Pennsylvania in 1865.

and re-elected in 1868. From 1872 to 1878 he
was governor of Pennsylvania, and thoroughly
reorganized the Pennsylvania militia, w-hich

from 1879 he commanded, with rank of major-
general.

Hart's-hom, the horn of the common stag

and its decomposition products. The substances

derived from the horns were the volatile liquor,

salt, and oil, and the ash which remains when
the horns are calcined in the air. The fluid por-

tions are got by destructive distillation in a con-

venient still, and are separated, the salt me-
chanically, and the others, after washing with

water, by repeated rectification either alone or

with quicklime, by which the more volatile por-

tions are got free from the tarry matter and
hea\-ier oils. The salt which is formed in this

operation is amraonic carbonate, which in part

condenses the neck of the retort, in part is

washed over by the acqueous vapor into the

receiver; and when the ammonia is got pure
from the distillate and is condensed in water it

constitutes the spirit of hart s-hom. The vola-

tile alkali or spirit of hart's-hom is now no
longer obtained from that source, except in

special circumstances ; the ammonia of com-
merce is now obtained from gas-liquor, from
blast-furnaces, or from other sources.

Hart'suff, George Lucas, American sol-

dier : b. Tyre. Seneca Count}-, N. Y., 28 May
1830 ; d. Xew York 16 May 1874. He was grad-

uated from West Point in 1S52, entered tlic

artiller)-, was on duty on the frontier and in

Florida in the Civil War became assistant adju-
tant-general, with rank of captain, in 1861, and
major in 1862. Later appointed major-general
of volunteers, he was one of the board for re-

vision of the -rules and articles of war and the

preperation of a code for the government of the

armies in the field. He was mustered out of
the volunteer service in 1865. and in 187 1 was
retired from the regular army w-ith rank of
lieutenant-colonel and brevet major-general.

Hartsville, Engagements at. Hartsville,

Tenn.. on the north bank of the Cumberland
River, about 35 miles northeast of Xashviile,

is an important crossing and connected by good
roads with Lebanon on the south and Gallatin

on the northw-est. In August 1862 Gen. John
H. Morgan, with his Confederate command, was
operating north of the river and Gen. R. W.
Johnson, with a cavalry command, was sent to

drive him back. Johnson, approaching on the

Gallatin road, attacked Morgan 21 August, near
Hartsville, and was defeated w-ith a loss of So
killed and w-ounded, and 75 prisoners.

On 6 Dec. 1862 Hartsville •cas held by Col.

A. B, Moore, with a Union force of three regi-

ments of infantry-, a regiment and a company
of cavalry, and a section of artiller\-, in all

about 2,100 men. Morgan had been instructed

by Gen. Bragg to operate on Gen. Rosecrans'

lines of communication in rear of XashWlle and.

learning that Moore was isolated, with no sup-

ports near, resolved to capture him. While
two infantr>' brigades of Cheatham's division
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and Wheeler's cavalry demonstrated on Nash-
ville, Morgan, with four regiments and a bat-

talion of cavalry, two regiments of infantry,

and a battery, set out from Baird's Mills, 25

miles south of Hartsville, on the morning of

6 Dec. 1862, marched through Lebanon, crossed

the Cumberland below Hartsville, during the

night, disposed his forces so as to cut off Moore's
retreat on the roads leading to Gallatin and
Castalian, posts occupied by other Union com-
mands, and early in the morning of 7 December,
closed in on the Union camp, surprised it, at-

tacked the troops, who were being hastily drawn
, up to receive him and, after a stubborn fight of

an hour and a half, defeated and captured the

entire command. Col. John M. Harlan, in com-
mand of a small Union brigade at Castalian

Springs, nine miles away, hearing the noise of

battle, marched to Hartsville and attacked

Morgan's rear-guard as it was recrossing the

river, recapturing some of the wagons taken.

The Union loss was 58 killed, 204 wounded, and
1,834 captured and missing. The Confederate

loss was 21 killed, 104 wounded, and 10 missing.

Consult: < Official Records,' Vol. XX.
E. A. Carman.

Hartt, Charles Frederick, American geol-

ogist : b. Fredericton, N. B., 23 Aug. 1840 ; d.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, iS March 1S78. He was
a pupil of Agassiz in the Museum of compara-
tive anatomy at Harvard, and accompanied the

great naturalist as geologist of a Brazilian

expedition (1865). During this expedition he
explored the coast from Bahia to Rio, made
extensive zoological collections, and by his re-

searches made himself a leading authority on
the natural history of South America. In 1875
he was appointed chief of the geological surveys

of the empire of Brazil. He was also from
1876 director of the National Museum at Rio,

where are deposited his collections, the most
complete of South American geology in exist-

ence. He published: 'Geologj' and Physical

Geography of Brazil* (1870), and 'Contributions
to the Geologj' and Physical Geography of the

Lower Amazon* (1874).

Hart'well, Ga., town and county-seat of

Hart County, the terminal of a branch of the

Southern railway, 50 miles northeast of Athens.

Its educational institutions include a high school.

There are cotton, flouring, and sawmills, and a
fruit cannery. Pop. (1900) 1,672.

Hartwell, Ohio, village of Hamilton
County, 1 1 miles north of Cincinnati, on the

Cincinnati, H. & D. and on the Cleveland, C.

& C. R.FL's. It has manufactures of \vagons
and carriages and a general retail and agricultu-

ral trade. Pop. (1900) 1,833.

Harty, Jeremiah J., American Catholic
prelate : b. St. Louis 1853. He was graduated
from the St. Louis University in 1872, and took
a theological course at St. Vincent's College,

Cape Girardeau, Mo. He was ordained priest in

1878, and appointed assistant pastor of St. Brid-

get's parish in St Louis, holding this position

until 1888, when he was commissioned to build

the church and organize the parish of St. Leo
in the same C'ty. His organizing work has
been most successful, and in 1902 he built a
school accommodating over 700 children. In

1903 he was appointed archbishop of Manila,
th" moii' important see in the Philippines.

Hartz'ell, Joseph Crane, American Metho-
dist bishop and missionary: b. Illinois i June
1842. He was graduated from Wesleyan Uni-
versity and Garrett Biblical Institute (Evanston,
111.), and in 1896 was elected missionary bishop
to Africa where he has since been actively en-
gaged in organizing missions. In June of 1903
he sailed from New York on his seventh mis-
sionary tour of inspection in Africa.

Harugari, ha-roo-ga're, a social and benev-
olent order established in the United States in

1847. It had in 1903 over 300 lodges with a
total membership of 30,000. Its purpose is large-

ly the preser\-ation of German language, cus-

toms, and traditions.

Harun-al-Rashid, ha-roon'al-rashld, or
Haroun-al-Rashid, caliph of Bagdad: b. Rhey
about 765 A.D. ; d. Thous 2 April 809. ( See
Caliph.) The popular fame of this caliph is

by the 'Arabian Nights' Entertainments," in

which Harun, his wife Zobeide, his vizier Giaffar,

and his chief eunuch Mesrur, are frequent and
conspicuous characters. He was the fifth caliph

of the dynasty of the Abbassides, and the most
powerful monarch of his race. In 786 he suc-

ceeded his elder brother Hadi, who had vainly

attempted to exclude him from the throne, and
by his conquests and vigorous internal adminis-

tration raised the caliphate of Bagdad to its

greatest splendor, and made his reign esteemed
the golden era of the Mohammedan nations. His
favorite ministers were Yahia and his son

Giaffar, of the ancient Persian family of the

Barmecides, whose ancestors had for many gen-

erations been hereditarj' priests at the fire tem-
ple of Balkh, and who now rapidly exalted the

family to the highest dignities under the caliph-

ate.

Harus'pices. See Aruspices.

Har'vard, John, American clergyman,
founder of Harvard University: b. England,

probably in Middlesex ; d. Charlestown, Mass.,

24 Sept. 1638. He was entered as a pensioner at

the university of Cambridge in 1628. was gradu-

ated B.A. in 1631-2, and M.A. in 1635, and hav-

ing emigrated to America was made a freeman

of the colony of Massachusetts, Nov. 2, 1637.

The following year, as appears from the town
records, a portion of land was set off for him
in Charlestown, where he exercised the ministry.

In April 1638, he was appointed one of a com-
mittee " to consider of some things tending to-

ward a body of laws." These are the only par-

ticulars known of his life. His property at his

death was worth about ii.6oo, one-half of which
he gave for the erection of tne institution which

bears his name; but part of this bequest, it is

said, was diverted from its original purpose. He
also left to the college a library of more than

300 volumes, indicating in their selection the

taste and skill of a scholar. A monument to his

memory was erected in the burial ground of

Charlestown by the alumni of the university,

and inaugurated with an address by Edward
Everett, 26 Sept. 1828. See Harvard Unu'er-

SITY.

Harvard, 111., a city and important railway

jimction in Chemung Township, McHenrj-

County, at the intersection of three divisions

of the Chicago & N. railroad, 63 miles

northwest of Chicago. It has railroad repair

shops, a malt house and brewerj', manufactures
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of agricultural implements, wagons, and car-

riages, and grist and woolen mills. Pop. ( 1900)

2.602.

Harvard University, the oldest institution

of learning in tlie United States, was founded in

Cambridge, l^Iass., in 1636. At a meeting of the

general court of the Colony of Massachusetts

Bay, convened on 8 September, 6 years after

its first settlement, it was voted to give £400

toward a "schoale or colledge," for the purpose

of educating the « English and Indian youth in

knowledge and Godliness." The ensuing year

12 of the eminent men of the colony, including

John Winthrop and John Cotton, were author-

ized "to take order for a college at New
Towne.» The name Cambridge was adopted

soon afterward in recognition of the English

University where many of the colonists had been

educated. In 1638 John Harvard, a young non-

conformist minister, died in Charlestown, leav-

ing to the college £750 and his entire library of

300 volumes. The institution was opened soon

after and was named Harvard in honor of its

first benefactor.

In 1637 the first building was erected, ine

first president was Rev. Henry Dunster, who

was elected in 1640. The first graduatnig class

was in 1642, and consisted of nine members.

This same year a change was made in the gov-

ernment of the college ; a board of trustees was

created, the members of which were the gover-

nor, the deputy governor, the teaching elders of

the "5 next adjoining towns"— Boston, Cam-

bridge, Charlestown, Dorchester, and Ro.xbury

— the magistrates, and the president of the col-

lege. The college was established as a corpora-

tion in 1650, with power of control over the edu-

cational and financial concerns of the institution.

The members of the corporation were the pres-

ident, the treasurer, and 5 fellows. In 1657 the

corporation charter was changed so that the

overseers had practically no control over the

internal management of the college, although a

final appeal might be made to them if necessary.

Now there were two governing bodies ;
the over-

seers and the corporation, at times working in

harmony and again antagonistic to each other.

In 1780 the board of overseers consisted of the

governor, lieutenant-governor, senate, and coun-

cil of the commonwealth, the president of the

college, and the ministers of the Congregation-

alist churches of the "6 adjoining towns" already

mentioned. In 1810 a further change was made

in the board of overseers, and instead of the

senate and the ministers of certain churches,

there were substituted 15 Congregationahst min-

isters, 15 laymen, the president of the senate,

and the speaker of the house, all to be inhab-

itants of the State. The members constituting

the senate were restored as overseers in 1814. A
still further broadening of the spirit of the

board was shown by the act of 1834, but not rati-

fied until 1843. when clergymen of al. denom-

inations were made eligible for membership to

the board, and in 1851 an act was passed in

which no mention was made of clergymen but

the clause that made only inhabitants of the

Slate eligible was retained. It was not until iSSo

that Harvard was freed from all sectional lines,

and non-residents of the State of Massachusetts

became eligible for membership to the board ot

overseers.
. .

During the i/th century Harvard had to con-

tend with serious obstacles, many of which had

their origin in religious differences or shades

of differences; but the desire to give the youth

of Massachusetts an opportunity to learn the

things taught to their fathers in the schools of

Europe never faltered. It required heroic cour-

age then to persevere in such a work, which at

present seems a comparatively easy task. The

religious controversies continued even alter do-

nations and endowments had come to the aid

of the institution and had made its success seem

almost certain. Under the presidency of Rev.

Increase Mather, the college was placed under

the control of the Calvinists (1692), but in 1707.

the liberals gained the ascendency. An English

merchant, Thomas Hollis. in 1721, founded a

chair of divinitv. and directed that no religious

test should be given to the candidate for the pro-

fessorship. The gift was refused by the over-

seers, but the corporation urged its acceptance,

and the latter finally prevailed. However, the

first candidate for a professorship was really sub-

jected to a religious test, for a confession of faith

on various disputed points was exacted of him.

The religious controversies were carried so far

that at one time there was a strong effort made

by the orthodox friends of learning to found

another college in the colony; but Governor

Bernard refused them a charter.

In 1764 the college met with a serious loss

by fire; the first Harvard Hall, containing the

library and apparatus, was entirely destroyed,

but tiie loss was repaired to some extent by

the generous aid of the Colonies. Harvard

was loval to the American cause during the

Revolutionary period ; even going so far in

the readjustment of its financial affairs as to

suffer considerable loss. The alumni and stu-

dents have ever been patriotic, ready to contrib-

ute their best to the needs of their country. 1 he

fine building. Memorial Hall, was erected by the

alumni in memory of their dead who fell

in the Civil War. Harvard has always followed

a conservative course when parties were agi-

tating questions of government.

Between 1636 and 17S2 Harvard College con.

ferred only the degrees of bachelor and master

of arts, but in 1780 the term university was ap-

plied to it in the Constitution of the State of

Massachusetts. The class of 1768 evidently gave

some attention to dress, as they voted to wear

homespun at their graduating exe-cises, although

their action on the matter is often quoted to

prove their democratic simplicity. In 1782 and

1783 three professorships of medicine were es-

tablished, and the first degree of bachelor

of medicine was conferred in 1788. In 1810 the

lectures in medicine were transferred to Boston,

and there the first medical college was bmlt.

The law school was established in 1817, and it

has the distinction of being the earliest school

of law in the country connected with a univer-

sity and authorized to confer degrees 111 law.

The divinitv school was a gradual outgrowth

of the college ; the Hollis professorship of d'vin-

ity, which has been mentioned, was established

in 1721, but the divinitv faculty was not formally

organized until 1819. It is now undenomina-

tional, no assent to the special doctrines of any

sect or denomination of Christianity being re-

quired of anv instructor or student. The schools

of medicine, law and divinity are the three oldest

additions to the college proper, and it was de-
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cided that such an institution, having 4 schools

and several departments, justified the title, uni-

versity.

In about 1822, a number of the friends of edu-
cation and of the institution thought the time
had come when further changes should be made
in the work required of the students. George
Ticknor (q.v.), professor in the department of

modern languages, urged that some division

of studies should be made whereby students

might be permitted to pursue special courses or

specialize on certain subjects. A committee,
with Joseph Story as chairman, was appointed to

investigate the wisdom of such a change, and
liow best to meet the needs of the students. The
committee reported (1824) the advisability of in-

stituting two lines of study— the one a course
necessarj- for a degree, the other a scientific and
mechanical course for those not intending to take

degrees, but who desired to fit themselves for

certain departments of work. The departure
from old customs as recommended by the com-
mittee was opposed by manj', but in 1S25 changes
were made and the special students were ad-

mitted. Prof. Ticknor and later his successor,

Henrj' W. Longfellow, introduced to some ex-
tent elective courses in the department of modern
languages, but not until a number of years later

did they become popular in other departments.
Charles William Eliot (q.v.) was elected

president in 1869. At this time the departments
were almost independent schools, to which no
entrance examinations were required ; but the

students were largely from classical preparatory'

schools, the majority' of which were located in

Xew England. The college required certain

courses, and all demanded good work and a
high degree of scholar.ship before graduation.

In four 5'ears, so rigorous and thorough had
been the work of President Eliot, that practi-

cally a reorganization had been made, the de-
partments had been correlated, and individual

work had been given recognition.

To_ Harvard much credit is due for the con-
servative manner in which it has dealt with the

question of higher education of women. The
Society for the Collegiate Instruction of Women
was the name of an organization which began
the work (1869) of providing ways and means
for giving young women an opportunity to ob-
tain a collegiate education. The name of the or-

ganization was changed, in 1894, by the general
court of Massachusetts to that of Radcliffe Col-
lege (q.v.). Systematic collegiate instruction

is now given in this college, under the professors

and teachers of Harvard University. The re-

quirements are the same as for admission to the
university. The schools and departments of
Harvard University now comprise : (l) Harvard
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, and the
Gmduate School, established in 1872 for stu-

dents making original research. The Scientific

School was established in 1847 as an advanced
scnool in science and literature ; later the name
v.as changed to Lawrence Scientific School, in

honor of Abbott Lawrence who presented it

with $50,000. Those three schools, which include

14 departments offering elective courses, were
placed, in 1890, under the charge of the faculty

oi arts and sciences. In 1904-5 there were in

attendance 2.905 students under the faculty of

arts and science. Of this number 366 were in

the graduate school and were engaged in original

research. For the students of this school who
are engaged in original investigations there is

available a number of fellowships, at present 58,

which are from $200 to $1,000. The Edward
Austin Fellowship and the Austin Teaching Fel-
lowship are given only to resident graduate stu-

dents. Some of the fellowships may be given to
persons pursuing their studies in other parts of

the country or abroad : but non-resident appoint-
ments are given only to persons who have been
resident students in some department of the
university. (2) The law school has been men-
tioned. The attendance in 1904-5 was 758. (3)
The divinity school, already noticed, has an
attendance of 43. (4) The medical school,
founded in 1782, and the dental school, estab-
lished in 1867, were united in 1899 and are in

charge of the faculty of medicine. The school
is located in Boston. The attendance in 1904-5
was, in the medical school, 307 ; in the dental
school, 106. The new buildings for the medical
school (1903), in process of erection, promise to

be second to none other in the world. There will

be seven separate buildings, the central structure

and two of the side pavilions are provided
for by the gift of $1,000,000 from J. Pierpont
Morgan, and $1,000,000 from other friends. The
site comprises 26 acres, in Brookline, about
three miles from the main buildings of the uni-

versitj' in Cambridge (5) The Bussey Insti-

tute, a school of agriculture and horticulture,

was established in 1870 in accordance with the
will of Benjamin Bussey. It is at Jamaica Plain,

in the southwestern part of Boston. (6) The
Arnold .A.rboretum, established in 1872, is de-
voted to scientific research in forestrj'. den-
drology, and arboriculture. It was founded un-
der the will of James Arnold. It is practically

a large park containing about 220 acres, and is

located in West Roxbury. (7) The astronomical
observaton,' was established in 1843 by means of
a public subscription. The Sears Tier was
built in 1846, and two years later Edward Brom-
field Phillips bequeathed to the university the

sum of $100,000 for the observatory; this early

bequest has since been supplemented by many
others, so that the observatorj' now has an en-
dowment of about $900,000. It has a director

and four other professors and 40 assistants. A
branch station is established on a mountain
8,000 feet high, near Arequipa, Peru. The an-

nals of the observatoHi' fill about 50 volumes.
Among the more important instruments are the

15-inch and 6-inch equatorial telescopes, the

8-inch transit-circle, the ii-inch Draper photo-

graphic telescope, the 8-inch photographic tel-

escope, and the meridian photometer. .A. grant
has recently (1903) been made by the Carnegie
Institution, for the study of the collection of

photographs at the Harvard Observatory. The
amount of material, including photographs and
photographic charts of the sky that has been
collected in this department, requires a special

building for its accommodation. (8) The uni-

versity library, including the libraries of tJie

schools and departments, contains about 673,394
volumes and 393.892 pamphlets. (9) The Gray
Herbarium, so named because it contains the
Herbarium of -Asa Gray (q.v.), presented to

the university in 1864. do) The university

museum is made up of the foUowinc collections

:
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the Peabody Museum of American Archsologj-
and Ethnolog>' ; the Museum of Comparative
Zoology-, established in 1859 by private subscrip-
tion. State aid. and the collection of Louis
Agassiz, and valuable gifts from his son ; the
Mineralogical ^luseum, established in iSgo-i ;

the Semitic Museum, completed in 1902; the
William Hayes Fogg Art Museum, completed in

1895 ; and the Germanic Museum, established
in 1902. (11) The botanical garden, established
in 1809, covers about seven acres and contains
thousands of plants for scientific study.

Great credit is due Harv'ard for its leader-
ship in the movement to better the teaching of
the English language and literature in the
schools of the country. Harvard mentioned the
subject in its catalogue of 1865-6; an announce-
ment was made, in the catalogue of 1869-70,
that "Students would be examined, as early as
possible after their admission, in English." In
1874, for the first time, everj' applicant for
admission to Harvard was required to present
English composition. The report of the com-
mittee who visited the preparatory schools to

ascertain what they were doing with the subject
of English, the discussions by educators on the
"new demands of Harvard." the progress of the
movement, the grand results, all now are parts
of the "Historj- of Education" of America.

The university summer school gives short
courses of study under the charge of a commit-
tee of the faculty of arts and sciences, and is

held in the college buildings during the summer
vacation. The school is popular and has had
a large attendance each year. In 1904 the stu-

dents numbered about 1.007. Athletics are pro-
vided for— two fields of 24 acres each and the
Hemmeniday gymnasium furnish opportunities
for physical training The stadium erected on
Soldiers' Field has a seating capacitj' of about
30,000. It is shaped like the letter "U," with the
open space toward the Charles River. It is of
steel and concrete construction. The mezzanine
floor under the seats, the promenade above the
seats, the stairs, the perfect arrangement of all

the parts make this stadium a model of con-

struction. It was built under the auspices of

the class of '79. A club house, called the Har-
vard Union, was donated by Henrj' Lee Higgin-
son in 1901. The Phillips Brooks house is used
for religjbus meetings. In 1903 Harvard re-

ceived a valuable collection of plaster replicas of

Germanic art; a number of them were given by
Emperor William III. of Germany. Among
them is a replica of the equestrian statue of the

Great Elector, by Schiilter, one of Frederick the

Great, by Schadow, a cast of the golden gate of

the Cathedral of Freiburg, the bronze door of

Hildesheim Cathedral, on which the Biblical

storj' of Creation, the wood screen of Naum-
burg Cathedral, and several other reproductions

of great value.

The university has now about 60 buildings.

In 1904-5 the number of members of the corpora-
tion was 6 ; of overseers, 30 ; of professors and in-

structors composing the faculty, 525 ; of students

in all the schools and departments, 5,143. In

1904 the invested funds of the university amounted
to $16,755,753.10; and the grounds, buildings,

and apparatus were estimated to be worth about
$21,000,000: the annual income was $1,572,-

539-50 ; and bequests and gifts amounted to

$1.599063.76. Harvard has had 22 presidents, in-

eluding the present incumbent (1903), Charles
William Eliot. There are 13 periodicals which
represents the interests of the university as a
whole, and of special schools and departments.

Consult: Quincy *The History of Harvard
Universit}'* ; Thayer. 'Historical Sketch of Har-
vard Universitj'' ; Hill, 'Harvard College by an
Oxonian > ; Peabody, 'Harvard Graduates Whom
I Have Known'; Bush, 'History of Harvard';
Ehot. '.A. Sketch of the History of Har\ard
University' ; Thayer, 'History of Middlesex
County.'

Harvest Bug or Mite. See Mites.

Harvest-fish. See Butterfish.

Harvest-fly. A cicada (q.v.).

Harvest-moon, the full moon nearest to

the autumnal equinox, when the earth's satellite,

almost full, rises for several nights in succes-
sion about the same hour. This phenomenon
is less plainly seen in the United States than in

higher latitudes, and is not met with in the
tropics. It is due to the fact that at the time
of the autumnal equinox the full moon, being
exactly opposite the sun, is in that part of her
orbit which makes a small angle with the horizon
at the point of moon-rise.

Harvest Mouse. See Mouse.

Harvestman, or Harvest Spider. See
Daddy-longlegs.

Harvey, George Rossiter McClellan,
American publisher and editor : b. Peacham, Vt.,

16 Feb. 1864. After a secondary education, he
became a reporter successively for the Spring-
field (Mass.) Republican, the Chicago A'fZi'S,

and the New York World, was for a time
managing editor of the World, and later a con-
structor and president of various electric rail-

ways. He purchased and became editor of the
'North American Review' in 1809, and in 1900
received the presidency of the reorganized firm
of Harper and Brothers, publishers.

Harvey, Moses, Newfoundland historian: b.

Armagh, Ireland, 2^ March 1820; d. St. John's,
Newfoundland, 3 Sept. 1901. He was graduated
at Queen's College, Belfast, in 1840; later studied
theologv- ; and was ordained in the Presbyterian
Clnirch. He was pastor of the Free Presbyte-
rian Church. St. John's, Newfoundland, 1852-78,
when he retired from the ministry and devoted
himself to literarj- and scientific studies, and be-
came popular as a lecturer. He published
'Thoughts on the Poetry and Literature of the
Bible' (1853); 'Lectures on the Harmony of
Science and Revelation' (1856) ; 'Newfound-
land, the Oldest British Colony' (1883) ; 'Text-
Book of Newfoundland Historj-' ; etc. He also

contributed articles to the Encyclopedia Britan-
nica on Newfoundland, St. John's, Labrador, and
the ?eal fisheries of the world.

Harvey, William, English physician : b.

Folkestone. Kent, .'\pril 1578; d. Hempstead,
Essex, .3 June 1657; he was graduated at the
Univcrsit)' of Cambridge in 1593, and later at

Padua. He is famous as the discoverer of the

circulation of the blood.

Harvey, William Hope, American author:
b. Buffalo, Putnam County, W. Va., 16 Aug.
1851. He was educated at Marshall College
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(W. Va.)i and practised law in 1871-84. Pie
appeared as an author under the pseudonym
"Coin" in 'Coin's Financial School' (1894),
in advocacy of bimetallism as a currency stand-
ard. Other works by him are: 'A Tale of
Two Nations' (1894) ; 'Coin's Financial School
Up to Date' (1895) ; 'Patriots of America'
(1895) ; and 'Coin on Money, Trusts, and Im-
perialism' (1899).

Harvey, 111., city in Cook County; on the
Cleveland, C., C. & St. L. and tlie Illinois C.
R.R.'s; south of Chicago, about seven miles
from Blue Island. It was founded in 1891 and
incorporated in 1892. Its proximity to Chicago

'gives it the advantages of a residential city

and its railroad facilities are an aid in the de-
velopment of its manufactories. Some of the
chief industrial establishments are railroad sup-
ply shops, an automobile factory, gas-stove fac-
tories, machine-shops in which are manufactured
ditching and mining machinery. The trade is

principally in its manufactures and agricultural
products. Pop. (1900) 5,395.

Harveyized Steel. Sec Steel.

Harwood, Andrew Allen, American naval
officer : b. Settle, Pa., 1802 ; d. Marion, Mass.,
28 Aug. 1884. He was a great-grandson of
Benjamin Franklin (q.v.). In 1818 he entered
the navy and ser\-ed in the suppressing of the
slave trade and piracy in the West Indies ; in

1S35-7 was with the Mediterranean squadron;
in 1848 was given the command of the Cumber-
land, and in 1855 promoted to the rank of cap-
tain. In 1862 he was appointed chief of the
bureau of ordnance and hydrography ; in 1863
he was made commandant of the Washington
na\'y yard and Potomac flotilla, having the rank
of commodore, and retired in i86g with the rank
of rear-admiral. He published 'Law and Prac-
tice of United States Navy Courts-Martial'
(1867), and 'Summarj- Courts-Martial'

Harz (harts) Mountain (Ger. Harsge-
b'^ge), the northernmost mountain range of
Germanj% extending about 60 miles through
Prussia, Brunswick, and .'\nhalt, between the
rivers Weser and Elbe, and occupying an area
of about 786 square miles. The range, com-
posed chiefly of Devonian and Lower Carbon-
iferous formations, broken through with granite,
is divided into the Upper and Lower Harz, with
average elevations of 2,100 and 1,000 feet, re-

spectively, the maximum altitude, 3,745 feet,

being reached in the Brocken (q.v.). Woods
and fine pastures abound ; silver, iron, lead, cop-
per, and zinc are mined, and marble, alabaster,
and granite quarried. Traversed by fine roads
and accessible by railroads, the range is a favor-
ite touring ground, its interest enhanced by the
traditions and weird legends which had their
birth in this romantic region.

Has'call, Milo Smith, American soldier:
b. Le Roy, Genesee County, N. Y., 5 Aug.
1829; d. Oak Park, III., 30 Aug. 1904. He
was graduated from West Point in 1852, re-
signed from the army, practised law in Indiana,
entered the Federal army as a private at the
outbreak of the Civil War, rose to the grade
of brigadier-general of volunteers, distinguished
himself at the battle of Stone River, where he
saved the day; was present at the siege of At-
lanta, and resigned his commission in 1864.

Subsequently he was a banker at Goshen, Ind.,
and a real estate dealer in Chicago.

Hasdrubal, has'droo-bal, Carthaginian
general, lie was the son of Hamilcar Barca,
and brother of Hannibal (q.v.), and, on the
departure of the latter for Italy 218 B.C., was left

in command of the army in Spain. Hanno, who
had charge of the province north 01 the Iberus,
was defeated and dispossessed by Cn. Scipio
before Hasdrubal could come to his aid. Scipio,
reinforced by his brother, now cros.sed the
Iberus, and in 216 defeated Hasdrubal near that
river. The Carthaginians then sent a force,
intended for the assistance of Hannibal, to the
relief of Hasdrubal under the command of his
brother Mago. In 212 Cn. Scipio was defeated
and killed by the Carthaginians. Publius Scipio
was sent into Spain in 211, and after seizing
New Carthage defeated Hasdrubal in his camp
at Bascula in 209. Hasdrubal withdrawing to
the northern provinces, determined to proceed
to Italy, leaving his colleagues. Hasdrubal, the
son of Cisco, and Mago. to make head against
Scipio. He crossed the Alps in 207, accompanied
by Gallic allies, and descended into Italy, and
sent messengers to concert a junction with Han-
nibal in Umbria, but his despatches fell into the
hands of the consul, Claudius Nero, who joined
his colleague, M. Livius, at Sena, and forced
Hasdrubal to give battle on the right bank of
the Metaurus. Being outnumbered, and ill-sup-

ported by his Gallic allies, he was defeated, after
an obstinate engagement, in which both sides
suffered severely. When he saw the battle irre-
trievably lost he rushed into the midst of the
enemy, and perished fighting sword in hand.
Nero hastened back to Apulia, and is said to
have announced to Hannibal the defeat of his
brother

_
by causing Hasdrubal's head to be

thrown into his camp. 207 B.C

Haseltine, ha'zel-tin, William Stanley,
American artist: b. Philadelphia, i; Jan. 1835.
He \vas graduated from Harvard in 1854, studied
art in Diisseldorf and Rome, and has been a
member of the National .\cadeniy from 1861.
-Among paintings by him may be named 'Indian
Rock. Nahant'; 'Castle Rock, Nahant'

;

'Bay of Naples' ; 'Ruins of a Roman Theatre.*

Hashish, hash'esh, an eastern narcotic
preparation, made from the tops and tender
parts of the cultivated hemp, the variety known
as Cannabis Indica being chiefly employed. The
resin picked from the hemp is kneaded together,
or sometimes the drug is obtained by decoction
or infusion of the leaves. The resin is taken
in the form of pills or pellets, and the leaves
are chewed, or smoked in conjunction with
tobacco. It is called bhang in India, where it is

mixed with sugar and eaten as confectionery. It

is as powerful as opium and produces intoxica-

tion and hallucinations ; sometimes transporting
the hashish-eater into an ecstacy, or lulling him
into somnolency or torpor. Its after-effects are
not so depressing as those of opium, and it is

often prescribed medicinally as a soporific or
anti-spasmodic.

Haskell, Edwin Bradbury, American pub-
li.sher and editor : b. Livermore, Maine, 24 Aug.
1837. He entered the office of the Portland
(Maine) Adz'crtiser in 1854, was a reporter for
the Journal (1857-60) and Herald of Boston,
bought an interest in the Herald in 1865, and
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was editor of that paper 1862-87. He still holds

an interest in the Herald, as well as in the Min-
neapolis Journal, the St. Joseph (Mo.) Ne<i'S,

and the Los Angeles Express.

Haskell Institute. See Ixdiax, Education-

OF.

Has'kins, Charles Homer, American his-

torical scholar: b. MeadviUe, Pa., 21 Dec. 187a

He was graduated from the Johns Hopkins
University in 1S87, studied also at Paris and
Berlin, was instructor in historj- at Johns Hop-
kins in 1889-90, and in the University of Wis-
consin was successively instructor in history

(i8go-i), assistant-professor (1891-2), and pro-

fessor of European history (1892-1902). In

1899-1900 he was a lecturer in historj- at Har-
\-ard, and in 1902 was appointed professor of

historj- there.

Has'sall, Arthur, English historian: b.

Bebington. Cheshire. England. 23 Sept. 1853.

He was educated at Oxford, where he has been

at various times since lecturer, tutor, and ex-

aminer. He is one of the recognized authorities

upon European historj-, his published books in-

cluding 'Life of Bolingbroke' (1889) : *Louis

XIV.' (1895) : 'Handbook of European History'

U897); 'The Balance of Power 1715-89'

(1896) : <Oass-bookof English History > (1901) ;

<History of France' (1901) ; 'The French

People' (igoi").

Has'sam, Childe, American artist: b. Bos-
ton 1S59. He studied art in Boston and Paris;

he is a member of Ten American Painters, of

N'ew York, and of the Societe National des

Beaux Ans of Paris. He is one of the freshest

in st>-le and most original of the American im-

pressionists, and has gained medals at Paris,

Munich. Chicago, and Philadelphia.

Hassen Ben Sabbah, the founder of the

sect of the .\s5as5ins (q.v.).

Hasselquist, has'sel-kwist, Frederick,

Swedish naturalist: b. Ostrogothia 1722; d.

Smyrna 9 Feb. 175-2. In 1741 he went to the

Universit>- of Upsala, where his talents and in-

dustrj- drew the attention of Limueus. In 1747

he published a dissertation *De Viribus Plan-

tarum.' Wishing to make researches on the

spot into the natural history of Palestine he

spent some time at Jerusalem, and afterward

visited other parts of the countrj-. Returning

to Sm>-ma he brought with him a collection of

plants.' minerals, fishes, reptiles, insects, and other

natural curiosities. The Swedish queen, Louisa

Ulrica, purchased the whole of Hasselquist's

acquisitions, which were deposited in the castle

of Drottningholm. Linna;us, from the papers and

specimens of natural histor)- collected by his

pupil, prepared for the press the 'Iter Palss-

tinum. or Travels in Palestine, with Remarks on

its Natural Histor>' (I75/). which has been

translated into English and other European
languages.

Hassler, hasler, Ferdinand Rudolph,
Swiss-.\merican scientist: b. Swiuerland, Oct.

1770; d. Philadelphia. Pa., 20 Nov. 1843. .\fter

ser\-ing on the trigonometrical sur\-ey of Switzer-

land, he emigrated to the United States. He
was appointed acting professor of mathematics

at West Point in 1807. and held the post for

three years. He was superintendent of the

United States Coast Survey in 1815. and from

1832 worked on the same commission tmtil his

death.

Hassler Expedition, a scientific expedition

of great importance despatched by the Lnited

Stares Government. In 1871 the steamship

Hassler was fitted out for coast survey and

marine exploration. The personnel of the ex-

pedition included Prof. Louis Agassiz. and Mrs.

Agassiz; Dr. F. Steindacher, ichthyologist: Dr.

Thomas Hill, botanist: Count L. F. de Pour-

tales. Mr. J. A. Allen, and others. The party

left Boston 4 Dec. 1871 and reached San Fran-

cisco, August 1872. Deep-sea dredging was car-

ried on at several points in the West Indies and

South Atlantic The glaciers in the neighbor-

hood of the Straits of Magellan were explored.

Collections were made at every point of the

voyage : the results of the expedition have been

published by Agassiz, Lj-man, and Pourtales,

and much %^uable material, zoological, geolog-

ical and botanical, deposited in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Cambridge.

Hastings, has'tingz, Francis Rawdon, IST

M.\RQUis OF H.^STiXGS and 2D E.\RI. OF MOIRA,

English soldier and statesman: b. 9 Dec. 1754;

d. off Naples 26 Nov. 1S26. He entered the

armv as an ensign, served in .America during the

Revolution, and on 25 April 1781 gained the

battle of Hobkirk's Hill, which Lord Comwalhs
described as the most splendid of the war. In

1781 he was elected a member of the Irish House
of Commons, and two years later he was pro-

moted to the English House of Lords with the

title of baron. He was in corrunand of a force

which sought to aid the ro>-alists of Brittany in

1793. and m the following year co-operated with

the'Duke of York in the Netherlands. In 1812

he was appointed governor-general of Bengal

and commander-in-chief of the forces in India.

His administration was distinguished by_ suc-

cessful wars against the Ghurkhas of Nepau!

and the Pindarees of Central India, but in 1821

he resigned because cenain charges had been

brought against him in connection with a bank-

ing firm in which he was interested. In 1824

he was appointed governor of Malta.

Hastings, Thomas, .\merican musician: b.

Washington. Conn.. 1787: d. 1872. He early

made sacred music the subject of his careful

study: from 1823 to 1832 he edited a religious

paper, *The Recorder.' in L'tica. but removed

to New York, where he made his fame as a

musical instructor and composer. His works

include: 'Mother's H>-mn Book' (1&49): 'His-

tory of Fortv- Choirs' (1854) ; and 'Dissertation

on 'Musical 'Taste' (1853)-

Hastings, Warren, English soldier and ad-

ministrator: b. Churchill, Oxfordshire. 6 Dec
1732: d. Daylesford. Warwickshire. 22 Aug. l8l8.

.\n uncle in London sent him at 10 years of age

to Westminster School. On the death of his

uncle he obtained an appointment in the East

India Company's service, and he arrived at Ben-

gal in October 1750. He was appointed to the

factorv at Cossinbazar. and was taken prisoner

by Su'rajah Dowlah (1756). On obtaining his

freedom he joined Clive, under whom he ser^-ed

with distinction as a volunteer in his campaign

of 1757. In 1758 he was appointed resident

agrent ' of the company at Moorshedabad, m
which capacity- he continued to act till 1 761. It

is recorded to his honor that he did not avail
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himself of the opportunity of making his fortune
in the mode then common among the servants
of the company, by "presents" (forced) from the

native princes. In 1764 he returned to England,
but as a resuU of a bad investment of his fortune

was compelled again to ask for employment
from the company ; and sailed for India in the

spring of 1769. In 1771 the East India Company
were contemplating extensive changes in the
government of India. The government of Ben-
gal was still carried on in the name of the
nabob, although he had become a mere cipher,

all his officers being appointed by the company,
and they cast their eyes upon Warren Hastings
as a fitting instrument to carry out their policy.

Clive strenuously supported his appointment to

the Calcutta council (1772), with succession as

president of the council and governor of Bengal.
He now received instructions from the directors

to deprive of his offices Mohammed Reza Khan,
who had exercised under the company the com-
plete control of the revenues and administration
of Bengal, and to bring him to trial for corrup-
tion. Mohammed bore a high character, and he
was accused by Nuncomar, a man of notoriously

bad reputation. Shitab Roy, dewan of Behar,
w-as subjected to similar charges. After a pro-

tracted inquiry both Mohammed and Shitab were
fully acquitted of all the charges against them.
The object of these charges— the reorganization

of the judicial and financial admmistration of

the province under the direct control of the

company's officers, had in the meantime been
carried out by Hastings to the entire satisfaction

of the directors. Another important step taken
by him was to enter into a treaty with the

Nabob of Oude (Treaty of Benares, 7 Sept.

1773)! hy which he ceded to him the districts of
Corah and Allahabad for fifty lacs of rupees,

and engaged to hire out the company's troops

to him for the reduction of the Rohillas, whose
territory the nabob coveted. By the subsequent
act of 1773, Hastings was appointed first gov-
ernor-general of India, and a supreme council

was named, of whom three formed a majority
unfavorable to Hastings. The natives were en-

couraged to bring charges against him, and
Nuncomar, his old ally, came forward with
various charges of bribery. A supreme court of
justice had been appointed at the same time
with the supreme council of Calcutta. The chief-

justice. Sir Elijah Impey, its head, was a friend

of Hastings. Nuncomar was brought before
this court, charged with forgery, convicted, and
executed. This stretch of jurisdiction, which
Hastings could easily have prevented, alienated
from him public sympathy in England. The
directors of the company petitioned the crown
on 8 May 1776 for his removal from the council.

Hastings had deputed Colonel MacLean, who
returned to England in 1776 to insist on certain

conditions or tender his resignation. It was
accepted, and a successor appointed to take his
place in the council, 23 Oct. 1776. General
Clavering assumed the title of governor-general,
which Hastings still insisted on retaining, as
the change had been made without the condi-
tions he had appended to his resignation. The
supreme court, which was appealed to, decided
in favor of Hastings. To end a dispute between
the council and the supreme court of Calcutta,
and to bring the chief-justice under the influ-

ence of the council. Hastings now appointed Sir
Elijah Impey superintendent of the native tourts

with a salary of £8,000 a year, an appointment
regaMed by some as equivalent to a bribe. He
involved himself in disputes with the Madras
government, made demands for a large war
contribution upon the Rajah of Benares, and
when the rajah resisted arrested and deposed
him. He caused the "begums of Oude," mother
and grandmother of the Nabob of Oude, to give
up extensive estates in land and a large amount
of treasure. The House of Commons had passed
a resolution (30 May 1782) requiring the directors

to pursue all legal and effectual means for his
removal. In November 1784 he resigned his

post, and in Eebruary 1785 elft India. In 1786
articles of impeachment were brought in by
Burke against him. The preliminary forms were
gone through from 13 to 14 February, and
Burke opened the charges against him in a
speech of three days' duration, begun on the

15th. He was supported by Fox, Sheridan, and
Grey. Hastings began his defense on 2 June
1791, and on 17 April 1795 was acquitted by
large majorities on all the charges. His acquit-

tal met with general approval. The legal ex-
penses of his trial amounted to £76,080. The
company in 1796 settled on him an annuity of
£4,000 a year for 28^ years, and lent him £50,000
for 18 years free of interest. He passed the
remainder of his life in retirement. In 1813 he
received the degree of LL.D. from the University
of Oxford, and in 1814 was created a privy-

councillor.

Hastings, Mich., city, county-seat of Barry
County ; on the Thornapple River, and on the

Chicago, K. & S. and the Michigan C. R.R.'s

;

about 38 miles west by south of Lansing and 32
miles southeast of Grand Rapids. The city is

in a fertile agricultural region. The chief manu-
factures are furniture, pumps, wagons and car-

riages, hose-reels, car-seats, flour, cigars, felt

boots and lumber camp supplies. The principal

buildings are the library, the city hall, jail and
courthouse. The city owns and operates the

waterworks. Pop. (igoo) 3,172.

Hastings, Minn., city, county-seat of
Dakota County; on the Mississippi River at the

mouth of the Vermilion River, and on the

Chicago, M. & S. P. railroad; about 15 miles

southeast of Saint Paul. Its chief industrial

establishments are breweries, a malt-house, flour-

mills, grain-elevators, saw and planing-niills,

sash, door, and blind factories, carriage

and wagon factories, furniture factories, lumber
and brick yards. In addition to the trade in

manufactured articles, grain, lumber, and live

stock are among the important shipments. Pop.

(1900) 3,811.

Hastings, Neb., city in Adams County;
on the Missouri P., the Burlington & M., the Fre-

mont, E. & M. v., the Saint J. & G. I. R.R.'s;

about 25 miles south of Grand Island and 95
miles west of Lincoln. Its first settlers were
Eastern people who availed themselves of the

benefits of the government "Homestead Act,*

but the city was not incorporated until 1874.

It is in a fertile agricultural section. The chief

manufactures are itour, wagons, and agricultural

implements. The trade is principally in wheat,

com, and live stock. It is the scat of Hastings
College, under the auspices of the Presbyterian

Church, and opened in 1882. and of the State

asylum for chronic insane. The government is

vested in a mayor, who holds office two years.
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and in a city council. The present charter is

that of 1891. The city owns and operates the
electric light plant and the waterworks. Pop.
(1890) 13,584; ^iQoo) 7,188.

Hastings-upon-Hudson, N. Y., village in

the tcrni of Greensburg, in SVestchester County

;

on the Hudson River, and the New York Cen-
tral & H. R. railroad; about three miles north
of Yonkers and 20 miles from New York. It

is largeh' a residential village; but in the vicin-

itj- are marble quarries which add to the indus-
trial wealth of the place. It has some manu-
factures, chiefly chemicals and cigars ; it has
a large trade in coal and lumber. It is the seat

of the Hastings Commercial and CoUegiate In-
stitute, and has several cliurches and good
schools. Pop. (1900) 2.002.

Hastings, Battle of. .See Senl.\c.

Has well, Charles Haynes, American engi-

neer: b. New York 22 May 1809; d. 12 May
1907. His practical education as marine and
mechanical engineer was learned in a steam-
engine factor>-. In 1836 he was appointed chief
engineer in the United States navy. He built the
first practical steam-launch in 1837 and was tlie

first to use zinc to protect the halls of iron ves-

sels and boilers from the galvanic action of salt

water and copper. After 1S98 he was the con-
sulting engineer of the board of public improve-
ments in New York city. His published works
include 'The Mechanics" and Engineers' Pocket
Book' (1901) ; 'Mechanics' Tables' (1854);
'Reminiscences of an Octagenarian' (1895).

Hatch, John Porter, American general: b.

Oswego, N. Y., 29 Jan. 1822; d. 12 April 1901.

He was graduated at West Point and rose

through successive grades to lieutenant-colonel

of cavalry in 1873. He served in the Mexican
War from Palo Alto to the capture of the city

of Mexico : and in the Civil War was appointed

brigadier-general of votlinteers in September
1861, and commanded a cavalry brigade in the

Shenandoah \"alley and Northern Virginia. He
subsequently commanded various districts in the

South ; and was brevetted major-general.

Hatch, Rufus, American banker: b. Wells,
York C'>unt>-. Maine, 1832; d. 1893. He began
life as clerk in a grocerj- store, in Rockford, 111.,

in 1854 entered the grain commission business

in Chicago, and amassed a fortune. He man-
aged the Chicago and Northwestern railroad

combination in 1S68 and made a financial failure

in the Northern Pacific collapse of 1883.

Hatch, William Heniy, American lawyer:

b. Georgetown. Ky.. 1833; d. 1896. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1S54; served through the

Civil War in the Confederate army, and was a

member from Missouri in the United St.itcs

House of Representatives from 1879 to 1895.

The Haicli Act which distributed Federal aid to

agricultural experiment stations in all the

States and Territories was inspired by him.

Hatchee, or Big Hatchee, a river which
has its rise in the northeastern part of the Statt

of Mississippi, tlows north by west into Tennes-
see, then northwest and west joining the Missis-

sippi River about 30 miles in direct line above
Memphis. It is navipablc for small steamboats
as far as Bolivar, about 100 miles from its mouth,
or half its whole length. The area drained by
the Hatchee, about 4,000 square miles, is excel-

lent cotton land.

Hatcher's Run (Boydtox Road), Battle of.

On 27 Oct. 1864, Gen. Grant, with the intention

to extend his lines to the South Side railroad,

and under the belief that the Confederate works
aroimd Petersburg extended only to the Boyd-
ton road crossing of Hatcher's Run, and were
but feebly manned, moved parts of the Ninth,
Fifth, and Second corps, together with Gregg's
cavalr>- division, in all about 38,000 men, in three
columns to the left. Gen. Parke, commanding
the Ninth corps, moving to surprise the right
of the Confederate works, found them strongly
held, and made no attack. The Fifth corps, on
the left of the Ninth, crossed Hatcher's Run
and endeavored to seize the bridge by which tlie

Boydton road crossed that stream, and was
repulsed. The Second corps and Gregg's cav-
alry succeeded in forcing a passage over Hatch-
er's Run by the Vaughan road, and reaching
the Bojdton road, moved down it to Burgess'
Tavern, near the bridge over Hatcher's Run,
some four miles above Armstrong's Mill, where
the infantry was checked. Hancock's Second
corps having effected the passage of Hatcher's
Run, by the \'aughan road, Warren was ordered
to cross Crawford's division of the Fifth
corps at Armstrong's Mill and, sweeping up
the right bank of the stream, endeavor to recross
and assault the Confederate line in the rear,

while Gritlin's division assaulted in front. Han-
cock was advised of the orders given Warren
and authorized to make the attempt to carrj-

the bridge in his front and gain some high
ground beyond. At 4.30 p.m., when Hancock
was extending his right to connect with Craw-
ford, and was about to assault the bridge, Gen.
Heth, with his own division and a part of Ma-
hones, having crossed Hatcher's Run and pene-
trated the interval between Hancock and Craw-
ford, %-igorously attacked Hancock's right and
rear, throwing it into some confusion and cap-
turing many prisoners, but Heth was finally

repulsed. At about the same time Hampton,
with five cavalr>- brigades, attacked Hancock's
left and rear and Gregg's cavalry, but was re-

pulsed. Crawford, who had crossed at Arm-
strong's Mill, found great difficulty in moving
up the bank of Hatcher's Run, and failed to

make connection with Hancock. The object of
the entire movement failed, with Hancock still

six miles from the South Side railroad. The
Union troops were withdrawn during the night
and. next day, moved back to the line of en-
trenchments. The Union loss, the greater part of
which fell upon the Second corps, was 1,194 killed

and wounded, and 564 missing. The Confed-
erate loss is unknown. Consult: 'Official Rec-
ords.' Vol. XLII. : Humphreys, 'The Virginia
Campaign of 1864-5' ; Walker, 'Histor>- of the

Second Army Corps' ; The Century Company's
'Battles and Leaders of the Civil War,' Vol.
IV. E. A. Carhav.

Hatcher's Rim (D.asney's Mitx and Arm-
strong's Mill), Battle of. It was on 5 Feb.
i8(j5 that Gen. Grant put in motion an expe-
dition to interrupt the Confederate line of com-
munication by the Boydton road, running
through Dinwiddie Court House to Petersburg.

Gregg's cavalr>- division was directed to march
early in the morning by way of Ream's Station

to Dinwiddie Court House and strike the road

;

Warren's Fifth corps was to cross Hatcher's Run
and support Gregg; Gen. Humphreys, command-
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ing the Second corps, was ordered with two divi-

sions to the crossing of the Vaughan road over
the Run, and to Armstrong's Mill, to hold these

two points and to keep up communication with
Warren, four miles distant, on the one side,

and with Miles' division in the Union entrench-
ments, three or four miles distant, on the other
side. After severe skirmishing, Humphreys
pushed Motts' division to the south side of

Hatcher's Run. and established Smyth's division

at Armstrong's ilill on the north side, about
1,000 yards from the Confederate works, where
two brigades were brought to Smyth's support.

At 5 P.M. parts of A. P. Hill's and Gordon's
corps came out of their works and. under cover
of the woods, attacked Smyth, but were re-

pulsed. Smsth's line was now further strength-
ened by Hartranft's division of the Ninth corps
and Wheaton's of the Sixth. Gregg captured
some wagons and prisoners on the Boydton
road, and in the evening fell back to Ma'lone's
Bridge on Rowanty Creek, from which he moved
up to the Vaughan road crossing, where he
arrived early in the morning of the 6th, with
Warren, who had been ordered to support
Humphreys. About l p.m. Warren, with two divi-

sions, moved along the Vaughan and Dabney's
Mill roads ; Gregg, supported by one of War-
ren's divisions, going down the Vaughan road
to Gravelly Run to observe the left. Gregg was
attacked by a part of Pegram's division, but
held his ground and, with the support given
him by part of Griffin's division, drove Pegram's
men back. Warren's leading division (Craw-
ford's) moving on the Dabney's Mill road, also
encountered part of Pegram's division, which
was forced back to Dabney's Mill, where Evans'
division came to Pegram's support, and Craw-
ford in turn was driven back. Three Union
brigades were now brought up to Crawford's
support and, at the same time, Mahone's division
arrived and took position between Evans and
Pegram, and the whole Confederate line ad-
vanced, driving \\'arren back in great disorder,
but some of his men rallied upon Wheaton's
division, which had crossed from the north
bank of the stream, and the Confederates were
checked. On the morning of the 7th Warren
made a reconnoissance, but did not find the
enemy in force. The Union works were now
extended to Hatcher's Run at the Vaughan
road crossing. The Union loss was 1,352 killed

and wounded, and 187 missing. The Confeder-
ate loss was about 1,500, among the killed being
Gen. John Pegram. Consult: 'Official Rec-
ords,' Vol. XLVI. ; Humphreys, 'The Virginia
Campaign of 1864-5'; Walker, 'History of the
Second Army Corps' ; Powell, 'History of the
Fifth Army Corps.' £. A. Carman.

Hatch'ettite, Adipocerite, or Mineral Adi-
pocere, a native hydrocarbon, probablj" of
the nature of a paraffin, occurring in certain
parts of England and Scotland, mainly in con-
nection with bogs and coal measures. It is wax-
like, and melts at about 115° F. The specific

gravity of the natural mineral is about O.61, but
after melting the specific gravity rises to 0.92 or
even higher, owing to the elimination of air bub-
bles. Hatchettite is without odor, and when
fresh' it is commonly translucent and yellowish.
Upon exposure, however, it blackens and be-
comes opaque.

Hatchie River, or Davis' Bridge, Battle of.

After Gen. Van Dorn's defeat at Corinth, Miss.,

4 Oct. 1862, he retreated and bivouacked for the
night at Chewalla. Early on the morning of the
5th he continued his retreat on Pocahontas, but
when his advance had crossed Hatchie River,
at Davis' Bridge, he was met by Gen. Hurl-
but's division, which had been sent by Gen.
Grant from Bolivar, Tenn., to Pocahontas to
intercept his retreat. \'an Dorn's advance was
driven back across the bridge, his main body
came up, and Gen. Ord. who had arrived on the
field from Jackson, took command of Hurlbut's
division and attacked \'an Dorn vigorously. A
severe engagement ensued, in which Ord was
severely wounded, and Hurlbut resumed com-
mand of the Union troops. Van Dorn, not
closelj' followed from Corinth by Rosecrans, who
was 12 miles away, held his position before
Hurlbut the greater part of the day and, cut
oflf from his route through Pocahontas, contin-
ued his retreat on the ea.st bank of the Hatchie
for six miles to Crum's Mill, where he crossed
his army on a bridge during the night and
continued his retreat to Ripley and thence to

Holly Springs. Rosecrans followed as far as
Riple)', when Grant ordered him to return to

Corinth and Hurlbut to Bolivar. See Corinth,
Adv.\nce on and B.\ttle of.

E. A. C.\RM.<N.

Hatch'ment (a corruption of achievement,
coat of arms) a funeral escutcheon, the arms of

a deceased person within a black lozenge-shaped
frame meant to be placed on the front of his

home. If the deceased was unmarried or a
widower or widow, the whole field of the es-

cutcheon is black. In the hatchment of a mar-
ried person the arms of hu.sband and wife are
impaled, and onlj' that part is black which ad-

joins the side of it occupied by the arms of the
deceased. Thus, in the hatchment of a husband
the dexter side is black, the sinister white; in

that of the wife the reverse. In a bishop's

hatchment his arms being impaled with that of

the see, those of the see have a white back-
ground. When the deceased is the last of his

race a skull is set above the shield in place of
a crest.

Hat'field, James Taft, American German
scholar: b. Brooklyn, N. "i'., 15 June 1862. He
was graduated from the Northwestern Univer-
sity in 1883, from the Johns Hopkins Universitj'

in 1890; was appointed professor of German
language and literature at Northwestern in 1890,

and became contributing editor of 'Americana
Germanica.' During the Spanish-American War
he served from seaman to chief yeoman on
board the cruiser Yale. His publications include

'Materials for German Composition' (1896),
editions of Frcytag's 'Rittmeister von Alt-

Rosen' and Goethe's 'Hermann und Dorothea,'
and various articles and monographs on subjects

of German literature.

Hath'amite, an explosive invented in 1902

by G. M. Hathaway, of Wellsboro, Pa., and
remarkable not only for the enormous energy
liberated by its explosion, but also for the safety

with which the substance may be handled.

Ilathamite may be pulverized on an anvil with
a sledge hammer without exploding, and rifle

balls may be fired through it without effect.

Lighted matches may also be thrown into it with
impimity, and when poured upon a fire it bums
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tfuietly, with the evolution of immense quan-
tities of smoke. Apparently, explosion can be
induced only through the agency of a draamite
percussion cap. Hathamite is a coarse powder,
of a bluish-gray color, whose composition has
not yet been divulged. It explodes with exceed-
ing violence when fired with a suitable percus-
sion cap. In one test a charge of an ounce and
a half blew a two-inch hole through a piece of
quarter-inch boiler plate, when merely laid upon
the plate, and detonated in the open air. In
another test a little over eight ounces of the
explosive was actually melted and poured into

a six-pound shell ; and when the charge was
afterward detonated, the shell was thoroughly
fragmented. One marked advantage of hatha-
mite is. that it will explode even when frozen.

Hathaway, Anne, the wife of Shake-
speare. See Shakespe.\re.

Hats and Hat-maUng. It is difficult to

state just when hats were first worn, but it is

a fact that fur-felt hats now form part of the

attire of civilized man the world over. There
is no record as to when or where the first hat

was made. We find head covering in one form
or another in vogue in the earliest times referred

to in history. The first modern hat, as we now
know this article of men's wear, was made in

Paris about 1404 by a Swiss manufacturer, but

it was not until 49 years afterwards that the

French adopted any sort of a head covering.

Oiarles XII.. upon his entrj- in triumph into the

city of Rouen in 1453, wore a huge hat made of

fur, lined with red velvet, from which protruded

a great feather. With ro>-alty as its sponsor the

hat at once became a necessary detail of man's
wardrobe. The hat is distinguished from the

cap or bonnet by its continuous brim. It has
been traced back to the "petasus" of ancient

Greece, just as the cap has been regarded as the

descendant of the brimless "Pileus." also a form
of Grecian head attire. These articles, as far as

we know, were made almost exclusively of felt.

Felt hats became popular in England during

the Xorman occupation. In Queen Elizabeth's

reign great beaver hats, usually black, were the

fa\-orite among the nobilitj-, and they remained

in vogue for more than 300 years, .\bout the

middle of the 17th centurv- an effort was made
to encourage this industr>- in .\merica. In 1662

the assembly of Virginia, to stimulate activity

among the colonists, offered, by special enact-

ment, to give 10 pounds of tobacco for every

good wool or fur hat produced in that colony

from materials taken from ai.imals native

thereto. Hats were then made by hand, and no
effort of any consequence was made to improve
the primitive conditions until 1820. when the

energv- of the .American inventor produced the

first labor-saving machine. Improvement now
followed improvement, each one, in its way,

tending to economize the cost of making.

In 1810 the silk hat appeared. It was made
bv hand, and failed in its purpose to supplant the

tiled beaver. It was not until 1830 that the silk

plush hat was manufactured upon a paying basis.

In 1849 the soft felt hat made its bow in the

United States. Its sponsor was the famous Hun-
garian patriot. Kossuth, who visited .^mcrica in

that year. He was given tremendous receptions

everywhere, and won the heart of the great

American republic. His great hat seemed to be

typical of the vigorous character of the man, and
it was not surprising that the "Kossuth* became
a general favorite. From that time the soft hat
has steadily gained friends, and to-day in many
sections it is a predominant tj-pe.

While the industn,- in this countrj', prior to

the Civil War, kept pace with progress in other
lines, it was not able to hat the heads of thou-
sands of Americans, and the foreign manufac-
turer found the States a very profitable terri-

tor>-. But to-day America has become a great
exporter of hats. B3' far the largest share of
this foreign trade is controlled by the city of
Philadelphia, where the finest grades of hats in

the world are made. The other well-known hat
centres in America are Orange and Newark,
X. J., Danburj-, Bethel, and Xorwalk, Conn.,
Brookh-n. N. Y., and Reading. Pa.

The kinds of hats now made are so numerous
as to be almost beyond tlie possibility of listing.

There are. however, three principal classifica-

tions: the felt hat, which includes the soft and
the stiff or derby shape, the silk hat, and the
straw hat. All other kinds are but variations in

some way of these three. In this article the
writer will deal exclusively with the felt hat,

concerning which there is the greatest interest.

But few people have any conception of the nu-
merous perple.xing details and methods which
enter into the construction of the hat.

The furs most generally used in manufactur-
ing felt hats are the beaver, which is found in

the northwestern part of the United States and
Canada : the co>-pou or nutria, known as the
South -American beaver ; the Saxony and the
Russian hare : tlie Scotch. English and French
coney, and muskrats. The finest furs are taken
from the nutria, beaver and otter, all water ani-

mals, that portion which is taken from the belly

being regarded as the choicest. The others are
land animals, the fur from the back being re-

garded as the best. In the more common grades
of hats sheep's wool is used, while in the inferior

grades wool is mixed with cotton and other vege-
table fibres. These, however, cannot be properly
termed felt hats, because the materials used are
not felted together. They are cemented and are
then stiffened by shellac.

Furs for the higher grade hats require the
most exhaustive preparation. Upon their arrival

at the factory the pelts are first washed with
whale-oil soap to remove the superficial fatty

matter which clings to the fur. A further puri-

fication is necessary, however, and for this pur-
pose "carrotting" is employed. .\ solution of
mercury and nitric acid is applied to the pelts.

This chemical, deposited in the cellular tissues,

absorbs and thoroughly destroys all animal fats

and gives to the fur its felting properties.

.\fter a thorough brushing the fur is next cut
from the pelts and is then stored away to mellow
and season, for the reason that, like good wine,
it strengthens and improves with age. When
these furs have become properly seasoned, and
are in prime condition, they are subjected to an
interesting process for the purpose of removing
the hair : a machine, known as a 'blower.* con-
taining powerful air blasts, accomplishes this
work in a very thorough manner. The hair is

hlown from the fur without harming the latter.

This is repeated over and over again, until all

foreign matter has been removed. The by-prod-
ucts obtained through these preliminary opera-
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tions are extensive. Many of them are used for

other purposes than hatting; for instance, the
shreds of the skins are used in the manufacture
of the highest grades of glue.

The task of selecting the furs and of combin-
ing them in proper proportion to produce the
best results in a high-grade hat demands the
most careful attention of the experienced ex-
perts. Many jears of experiment have been nec-
essary, in order to learn just how these furs
should be mixed, and just what would constitute

the correct proportion. The strength and perfec-
tion, as well as the beauty of the completed hat,
depend largely upon the efforts of those in-

trusted with this portion of the work.
The next stage in the life of the hat is the

forming. Until recently this was a business in
itself. Few hat-making firms engaged in it.

To-day, however, many of the larger manufac-
turers are successfully doing their own forming.
This work can be acconiplislied only by experts.
It is one of the most interesting features of hat
making. The e.xact quantity of properly mixed
fur is carefully weighed and placed upon an
endless apron at one end of a box-like machine.
At the other end of the machine there is a large
perforated cone of sheet copper, revolving rap-
idly over a funnel, under which there is a power-
ful suction fan at work. As the attendant care-
fully feeds the fur to the machine in the proper
quantity it is carried by the apron toward the
cone. The suction of air attracts this fur and
causes it to adhere to the surface of the cone.
This continues until the cone is covered with a
sufficient quantity of fur to make the hat. The
whole operation requires only two or three min-
utes. As soon as the cone has accumulated the
necessary fur a wet cloth is thrown over it, and
a second cone, larger in dimension, is placed
over that. Both are immersed in a tank of hot
water for a few moments. This is the first stage
of the felting. It causes the perfect adhesion of
the various fibres. The operator slips this conical
body from the cone. It is now several times
larger than its ultimate size. It has assumed the
primary form.

Sizing, as the felting is termed, is the next
process. The body, which has just been removed
from the cone, is placed in a sizing kettle, where
it IS shrunk in hot water. Continuous rubbing
and rolling reduces it in size almost one-quarter.
It still retains its cone shape, but it is now firmly
felted. Care as well as skill is required to insure
the even shrinking and the uniform distribution
of the stock. Failure in any detail will cause
streaks and weak spots in the finished article.

The hat is now ready for dyeing. It is im-
mersed in a great color vat and dyed to meet the
prevailing fashion. Great improvements have
ijeen made in this detail during the past few
years. The old wood colorings have been dis-

carded, and coal-tar products are now used
because they have been found more serviceable
and increase the durability of the hat. Up to
this point the manufacturing of stiff and soft

hats has been along similar lines, but from this

time on different methods are used. After dye-
ing the next step is to stiffen slightly the brim
of the soft hat by the application of "water stiff."

a solution of shellac. The body is now begin-
ning to assume a definite form. It is stretched,
blocked and pulled, and, with the aid of hot
water, steam and ingenious machinery, it is given

stability of shape and form. The rough surface
must now be cut off. This operation requires
great care. If too much of the fur is removed
all the previous skilled manipulation becomes
valueless and the hat is ruined. This operation
is known as "pouncing." It was formerly ac-
complished with a great deal of hand labor. It

is now done by a machine and emery paper.
This machine is a great time saver, and greatly

facilitates the production of the plant. The
crown is next given its shape, as demanded by
the style. It is stretched over wooden blocks,

ironed and re-ironed. It must then be carefully

pounced by hand and steamed to tighten the felt.

The brim must be treated exactly the same way,
although it is not given shape at this time. Only
men of skill and experience can engage in this

portion of the work. There is a knack about
pouncing by hand that can be acquired only by
experience.

The hat is next flanged, or, rather, the brim is

given its shape. The brim is placed upon a
flange of metal or wood so as not to affect the
crown. The entire hat resting on the flange is

then placed under a huge receptacle containing

heated sand and having on the under side a
heavy cotton fabric, which comes in direct con-
tact with the felt. After remaining in this posi-

tion for several minutes the brim of the hat has
its correct shape and trimming is in order. The
turning up and edging each play an important

part in the final process of shaping. In trimming
artistic treatment is a necessity. Care must be
taken in attaching the bands and bindings to pre-

serve the neatness as well as the character of the

design. The insertion of the sweat leather must
be carefully done. All these and other details

add greatly to the appearance and durability of

the finished product.
The stiffening of the derby, better known as

"the stiff hat," because of the character of the

felting, is an interesting process. The hat body
is impregnated with a solution of shellac and
alcohol of given density. This substance is care-

fully worked into the heart of the body, and as a

result the felting attains a condition of firmness.

The hat is then placed on a wooden block, is im-

mersed in hot water, and is given the proper

proportion and shape before the final pressing.

At the conclusion of this operation the superflu-

ous gum is cleared away by a soda bath. When
dry the hat is rigid throu.ghout. It is then placed

in an oven and kept there until it becomes pli-

able. A mould, to which tremendous pressure is

given by mechanical or hydraulic means, com-
pletes the pressing after the derby has been

pounced or finished. The pouncing of a derby

is done upon a lathe. It is placed on a wooden
block similar to the moulds used in pressing.

Should the operator cut off too much of the

surface fur, thus destroying the nap, the stiffen-

ing will be exposed and the work of the skilled

men who preceded him loses its value. Curling

or shaping of the brim is done with a variety of

small tools, heat, steam, deftness of fingers and

a good eve. The work of some of the experts

who develop the stiff hat brims by the eye is

little less than marvelous. The trimming, bind-

ing, etc., of stiff hats require even greater care

in their selection and adjustment than in the

case of soft hats.

Among American hat makers Charles Knox
was one of the early specialists in beaver and
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silk hat* in N'ew York. Robert Dunlop, of

Kew York, has alsc an eminent name in the hat

trade of America. The history of the John B.

Stetson Company, tif Philadelphia, is to a large

degree the history of hat making in the United
States for the last 39 years. From the small be-

ginning of one room and two mechanics tlie

Stetson factories have been developed to nine
immense plants, having a floor space of over ten

acres and a force of more than 2,500 employees.

\\'hen John B. Stetson, in 1865, determined to

manufacture hats he was known as the foremost
expert in the mixing of furs and as one of the

best hat finishers in the trade. He determined
to avoid the cheap hat and to make only the

highest grade of goods and to make them better

tiian any other manufacturer. His output the
first j'ear did not exceed one hundred dozen hats.

His capital was not more than $1,000. In 1903
the John B. Stetson Company, with its great

force of employees, supplemented by improved
machinery, most of the patents for which are

owTied by the company, produced 105,800 dozens
of hats. This company has introduced new ma-
chinery, which cheapens the cost of production
without a sacrifice in quality, and has carried

the fame of the citj- of Philadelphia to every
quarter of the globe. A process has also been
perfected whereby pure nutria and beaver fur

may be successfully utilized in superfine hat
making.

Another important improvement in hat mak-
ing is that known as the "Boss" raw-edge kettle

finished hat This was introduced in the early

seventies. Prior to this time all soft hats were
made with bands and bindings, the latter being
used to hold the brim in shape. The "Boss" raw-
edge hat, as its name indicates, has no binding
around the edge. It is shaped in hot water by
frequent immersions and by the skillful hand
work of an expert. The brim curling is a fea-

ture that cannot be accomplished in any other

factor>'. This hat is, beyond question, the most
remarkable specimen of headwear the world has
ever seen. The John B. Stetson Company has
been awarded the grand prize or gold medal at

nearly eveo' world's fair since 1S76, but it holds

as of almost equal value an order which it re-

ceived from the British government for 10,000

hats for the South African constabulary during
the Boer war. Prior to this war a number of
American miners and cattlemen drifted into

South Africa wearing Stetson's hats. They came
in contact with General Baden-Powell, who ad-
mired the hats they wore and made inquiries

about them. They were made of nutria fur, were
better in quality than those produced anywhere
in Europe. General Powell requested his gov-
ernment to order 10.000 of these hats, and
^he Stetson factories made and delivered them
within six weeks of the receipt of the order.

In 1876 the Stetson Company was awarded a
gold medal by the Philadelphia Centennial Ex-
pniition. In 1870 it won a medal at Paris. In
1S89 and in 1900 it won the grand prix at Paris.

The official report making the award at the

Paris Exposition in 1000 said, concerning the

•Stetson e.xhibit: "The products displayed here
nre. from every point of view, absolutely remark-
able, but ver>' especially the manufacture of soft

hats, which is incontestably the acme of perfec-

\ion of this epoch.* \Vii.li.\m F. Fray,
First VUe-Pres. John 3. Stetson Company.

Hat teras, Cape. See C.^pe Hatteras.

Hatteras Inlet, Capture of. In the fore-

noon of 26 Aug. 1861, a Union fleet of J
\essels carrying 143 guns, under command of
Flag-officer Silas H. Stringham, and 3 trans-

ports, carrj'ing 930 men and a light batteo't

under command of Gen. Butler, set sail from
Hampton Roads. Ne.xt afternoon the fleet ar-

rived off Hatteras Inlet, the entrance to Pam-
lico Sound, which was guarded by Forts Hat-
teras and Clark, built bj' North Carolina on the

south end of Hatteras Island, and mounting
respectively 25 and 5 hea\-}' guns. The forts,

W'hich were garrisoned by over 700 men, were
under command of Maj. Andrews. At 10 .\.M.

of the 28tli Stringham began the bombardment
of the forts, and a little later about 300 troops,

with two howitzers, were landed on the island

above the forts. Fort Clark was silenced be-

fore noon, the greater part of its garrison re-

treating to Fort Hatteras, some escaping from
tlie island by boats. At night the fleet withdrew,
but renewed the attack upon Fort Hatteras
early in the morning of the 29th. drove the
gunners from their guns to the shelter of the
bomb-proofs, and before noon the fort sur-

rendered, after a loss of 30 killed and wounded.
The Union loss was one wounded. Stringham
and Butler returned to Hampton Roads, leav-

ing three vessels as a sea-force and detach-
ments of the Ninth and Twentieth New York
and the Union coast-guard, under Col. R. C.
Hawkins, to garrison the captured forts. The
immediate results of the expedition were the
capture of the two strong forts with their

garrisons of 715 men. 31 hea\n,' guns. 1,000 stand
of arms, and the possession of the best sea en-
trance to the inland waters of North Carolina.
Consult : The Century Company's < Battles and
Leaders of the Civil War,' 'Vol. I. ; Maclay,
'History of the Na\->-,> "Vol. II.

E. A. C.uiM.\x.

Hatti-Sheri£F, the Turkish name of an edict
signed by the sultan, who subscribes it usually
with these words : "Let my order be executed
according to its form and import." These words
are usually edged with gold, or otherwise orna-
mented. An order given in this wav is irrevoc-
able. The firman of 18 Feb. 1856. called usually
Hatti humayun, "exalted writing," is the consti-
tutional charter of the Turkish empire. It is a
long document, undivided into articles, and pre-
scribing various reforms administrative and
financial, etc., but its chief importance consists
in its explicit recognition of tlie principle of re-
ligious liberty, already admitted by the hatti of
Gulhana, 3 Nov. 1S39.

Hattiesburg, Miss., city, county-seat of
Perry County : on the Leaf River, and on the
Gulf & S. I., the New Orleans & N., the Mobile,
J. & K. C, and the Pearl & L. R. R.R.'s : about
65 miles north of Biloxi and 84 miles southeast
of Jackson. The Gulf & Ship Island railroad is

the shortest route to the Gulf of Mexico. Hat-
tiesburg is the trade centre of a large fertile
agricultural region in which an excellent quality
of cotton is extensively cultivated. The indus-
tries are growing rapidly and its good railroad
facilities mean good markets. The chief indus-
trial establishments are saw-mills, planing-mills,
cottonseed-oil mills, a cotton compress, a fotin-
dr>-, machine-shops, boiler works. brick-yardSj
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a naval store factory, railroad shops, an ice-

plant, and the electric light and power plant. It

has three banks, a number of tine public build-

ings. Pop. (1900) 4,175; (1903) 7,000.

Hatto, hat'to, the name of two archbish-
ops of Mainz, both somewhat conspicuous in

the history of Germany. The first was chosen
archbishop of Mainz in 891, d. 913. The sec-

ond Hatto (d. 970) was a monk of the monastery
of Fulda, and succeeded the celebrated Rabanus
Maurus as abbot of the monastery of St. Fioni-

face, about the year 9+2 and in 968 was raised to

the see of Mainz, and continued one of tlie chief
advisers of the emperor. Of his after-life and
of his personal character most opposite accounts
have been given. By some he is represented as
an upright and successful administrator ; by oth-
ers as a selfish and hard-hearted oppressor
of the poor ; and the strange legend of his be-

ing devoured by rats, which Southey has per-

petuated in his well-known ballad, is repre-

sented as an evidence of the estimate that was
popularly formed regarding him. It is quite

possible that this legend is of much later date,

and that its real origin is to be traced to the

equivocal designation of the tower on the

Rhine, Mausethurm, near Bingen, which has been
selected as the scene of the occurrence. Miiuse-
thurm, "Mouse-tower.* is possibly only a corrup-
ted form of ^fauth Thurm, "Toll-tower." a suf-

ficiently descriptive name : but the modified form
of the word might readily suggest a legend of
mice or rats. The date at which the Mausethurm
was built is unknown, and it is far from certain

that it is not much later than the time of Hatto.
See Baring-Gould, 'Curious Myths of the Mid-
dle Ages' (1869) ; Max Beheim, 'Die Mause-
thurmsage> (1888).

Hat'ton, Sir Christopher, English states-

man : b. at Holdenby about 1540; d. 1591. Lord
chancellor of England, a favorite of Queen
Elizabeth : was entered a gentleman commoner
at Saint Mary Hall, Oxford, but removed with-

out taking a degree, to the Inner Temple in

1560. He was introduced at court some time
previous to the middle of the year 1564, and it

is said Queen Elizabeth was so much struck

with his graceful person and dancing that an
introduction to her favor was the result, and
gained him the name of "the dancing chancel-

lor." He was a furious enemy of the Jesuits,

and did not hesitate to accuse Parry, their de-

fender in Parliament, ajid secure his execution.

He was elected a member of Parliament in 1571,

became captain of the Queen's Guard in 1572,

vice-chamberlain and a privy-councillor in 1577,

lord-chancellor in 1587. He was one of the

commissioners for the trial of Mar>- Queen of

Scots, in 1586. His artful speech to the un-

happy queen, "If you are innocent you have

nothing to fear; but by seeking to avoid a trial

vou stain your reputation by an everlasting

blot.* is supposed to have been mainly influential

in inducing her to submit to trial. Spenser,

whose patron he was, dedicated to him 'The

Faerie Queen.'

Hatton, Frank, American journalist: b.

Cambridge, Ohio. 28 April 1846; d. W ashmg-

toii, D. C.. 30 April 1894. He served through

the Civil War in the Army of the Cumberland,

being commissioned and was subsequently part-
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ner with Robert J. Burdette (q.v.) in the pro-
prietorship of the Burlington Hawkeye. He was
assistant postmaster-general (1881-4); post-
master-general (1884-5); editor of Chicago
Mail (1884-8); and editor of the Washington
Post (i888-<)4).

Hatton, John Liptrot, English composer:
b. Liverpool 1809; d. Margate, Kent, 20 Sept.
1886. Removing to London in 1832 he became
famous for his many operas, cantatas, overtures,
entr'actes, etc., and was musical director of the
Princess Theatre 1853-9. He is now, however,
remembered chiefly for his admirable settings of
English songs, such as 'Good-bye, Sweetheart,*
'The Tar's Song,' 'The Bait,* etc.

Hatton, Joseph, English journalist, novel-
ist, and playwriglit : b. Andovcr 3 Feb. 1841 ; d. i

London 31 July 1907. Beginning journalism on
the Derbyshire Titiics, he went to London, where
he edited the 'Gentleman's Magazine* (1868-74) ;

and became a newspaper correspondent for the

New York Times and other journals. Among
his numerous novels are: 'Clytie' (1874);
'Queen of Bohemia' (1877) ; 'John Needham's
Double' (1885), dramatized for E. S. Willard;
'By Order of the Czar.' a novel of Russian
life; 'Princess Mazaroff ' ; 'Under the Great
Seal' ; 'When Greek Meets Greek,' a novel of
the French Revolution successfully dramatized

;

'When Rogues Fall Out' (1899). Among his

miscellaneous publications the best-known are:

'Journalistic London' ; 'The New Ceylon'

;

'Henry Irving's Impressions of America' ; 'Old
Lamps and New' ; while among his plays may
be cited a version of 'The Scarlet Letter' suc-

cessfully acted in the United States; 'The Prince

and the Pauper' ; 'Liz' ; and 'A Daughter of

France.'

Hauck, hak. Minnie, American vocalist: b.

New York 16 Nov. 1852. She appeared in con-

cert in New Orleans at 13, afterward studied

with Errani in New York and made her debut as

an opera singer in 'La Sonnambula' in 1868.

She has been uniformly successful both in the

United States and Europe, but is best known
in the title role of Carmen. She is married to

the Chevalier de Hesse-Wartegg.

Haupt, howpt, Herman, American engi-

neer: b. Philadelphia, Pa., 26 March 1817; d. 14

Dec. 1905. He was graduated at West Point

in 1855, but became a civil engineer, and
joined the staff engaged on the public works
of Pennsylvania. For three years he was pro-

fessor of civil engineering and mathematics in

Pennsylvania College but in 1847 became con-

sulting engineer of the Philadelphia Railroad.

He was afterward chief engineer of the Hoosac

Tunnel and during the Civil War chief of the

United States Bureau of Military Railroads.

The Royal Polvtechnic Society of Great Britani

gave him their highest prize for the driUmg ma-

chine which he invented, and he first made
practicable the transportation and distribution

of oil from the well side. He wrote 'Hints on

Bridge Building' (1840): 'General Theory of

Bridge Construction' (1852); 'A Consideration

of the Plans Proposed for the Improvement of

the Ohio River' (1855): 'Military Bridges'

(1864).

Haupt, Lewis Muhlenberg, American en-

gineer: b. Gettysburg, Pa., 21 March 1841. He
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was educated at Harvard and West Point. From
1872 to 1892 he was professor of civil engineer-
ing in the Universitj- of Pennsylvania, and for
the year ending 1SS6 edited the * Engineering
Register.' From 1897 to 1899 he was a member
of the Xicaraguan and the Isthmian Canal Com-
missions. His published works include: 'Work-
ing Drawings and How to Make and Use Them'
(1881); 'Canals and Their Economic Relation
to Transportation' (1890).

Haupt, Paul, American Assyriologist: b.

Gorlitz, Germany, 25 Xov. 185&. He was grad-
uated at the Gymnasium Augustum, Gorlitz, in

1S76: studied in Leipsic and Berlin, and settled

in Gottingen where in 1SS3 he was appointed
extraordinary professor of AssjTioIogy. In the
autumn of the same year he accepted the chair

of Semitic languages at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Baltimore, Md. He projected and continued
to edit the so-called Polychrome Bible. (See
Bible, Polychrome.) Among his many writ-

ings in periodical, pamphlet and book form, the

most imponant volumes are 'Das babylonische

Ximrod-Epos' (1891) ; 'Akkadische und sumer-
ische Keilschriftte.xte' (1882) ; 'Prolegomena to

a Comparative .\ssjTian Granmiar' (. 18SS).

Hatiptmann, howpt'man, Gerhart, German
dramatist: b. Salzbrunn, Silesia, 15 Xov. 1862.

After study at the Breslau Art School, he at-

tended the universities of Jena and Berlin,

traveled in Italy and Switzerland, and first

appeared in literature with his epic, 'Promethi-
denlos' (1885). This he followed by a swift

succession of dramas— 'Vor Sonnenaufgang'
(18S9), frankly socialistic and provocative of

violent discussion; 'Das Friedensfest' (1890);
'Einsame Menschen' (1891): and 'Die Weber*
(i892>. a story of an unsuccessful uprising of

the Silesian weavers, typifying the hopeless

condition of the proletariat. In these works
Hauptmann reveals the influence of Tolstoi

and Ibsen, and a strong revolt against the con-

ditions imposed, particularly upon the work-
ing-class, by a military and plutocratic regime.

To this mctif he returns in 'Fuhrmann Hen-
scheP (1808). But he strikes a different note

in 'Hanneles Himmelfahrt' (1893), a mystic

'dream-poem' as the author styles it, and 'Die
versunkene Glocke' ('1897: Eng. trans, by Mclt-
zer 1900), which harks back to an indefinite

period of the Middle .\gcs and makes artistic

use of the primitive Germanic fairy-lore. In
'Kollege Crampton' {1892), 'Der Bibcrpclz'

(1893) with its inferior sequel 'Der rote Hahn'
(tgoi). and 'Schluck und Jan' (1900^ he d-s-

plays gifts of humor and satire. Otb- ' • -

are 'Florian Geyer' (i9os) ^"d
Kramer' (1900). Hauptmann is the i

in modem German drama. He excels less m
dramatic structure than in art of characteriza-

tion, and despite crudity and occasional dulness

attains genuine poetic value.

Hauptmann, Moritz, German musician: b.

DrcsJcn 13 Oct. 1792; d. Leipsic 3 Jan. jf^.

He studied at Gotha; was violinist at
•

in Dresden in 1812: in 1815-20 was er

mu
in

professor of counterpoint at the L
servatory, where he was very succi

popular as a teacher. His compositions include

motettes, an offertor>-, and sonatas for violin

and piano. In 1853 ^^ published his 'Die Xatur
der Harmonik und Metrik,' a very important
theoretical work.

Haus'mannite, a native manganate of man-
ganese, having the formula MnO.MnrOj.. and
crystallizing in the tetragonal system, with oc-

tahedral habit. It is brownish black in color,

and opaque with a submetallic lustre. It has a
hardness of from 5 to 5.5. and a specific gra\-it>"

of from 4.72 to 4.86. Hausmannite dissolves in

hydrochloric acid, with evolution of chlorine
gas. It occurs in Germany. Sweden, and else-

where, usually in connection with porph>-ry. It

was named in honor of the German metallurgist,

J. F. L. Hausmann.

Haussa, how'sa. See Houss.v

Haussmann, Georges Eugene, zhorzh
e-zhan 6s-man, B.\ron de, French municipal
officer: b. Paris 27 March 1809; d. there 11 T^n.

1891. He studied law, and under Louis Philippe

was sous-prefect of various places. The Febru-
ary revolution of 1848 caused the forfeiture of
his office, but Louis Xapoleon in 1853 made
him prefect of the Seine, and he applied him-
self to the improvement and adornment of Paris
with such energy that the city became trans-

formed under his administration.

Hautboy, holKii (French hautbois, "high
wood." alluding to its tone) ; a wooden wind-
instrument of two-foot tone, played with a

double reed. Also an organ stop, consisting of
reed pipes slightly conical, and surmounted by
a bell and cap of eight feet pitch. The tone is

thin and soft. »

Haiiy, Rene Just, re-na zhiist a-ii-e or
a-we. French mineralogist: b. St. Just, Oise,
28 Feb. 1743; d. 3 June 1822. He was trained
for the Church and took priest's orders, but
turned to mineralogy, and acquired a great
reputation by a series of important discoveries.

Among the chief of these is the geometrical
law of crystallization, according to which a
given mineral uniformly contains the same pri-

mary form as its basis of ci^stallization. From
that time, according to Herschel, mineralogy-
first ceased to be *a mere laborious cataloguing
of stones and rubbish." In 1794 Haiiy became
keeper of the cabinet of the School of Mines,
and in 1802 professor of mineralogy in the
Museum of Xatural History. His works in-

clude: 'Traite de Mineralogie' (1801), and
'Traite de Cr\-5tal!ographie' (1822).

Haiiynite, hi'win it, or Haiiyne, ha'wTn, a
mineral of the sodalite group, occurring in cer-

tain igneous rocks, and notably in the lavas of

Mt. Vesuvius. It is a silicate and sulphate of
sodium, calcium and aluminum. crj-stal!izing in

the isometric system. It is usually translucent
with a vitreous lustre, a hardness of from 5.5

to 6, and a specific' gravity of about 245.
Hau)-nite is commonly blue or green, though
red and yellow specimens are also known. It

was named in honor of the French mineralo-
gist. R. J. Hauy.

Havan'a (Sp. L.\ H.\b.\n".\, la haba'na),
Cuba, its capital and the commercial centre

of the West Indies, second city of Spanish
North .\merica ; pop. 242.055. It occupies nine

square miles on the west side of the Bay of

Ha\-ana on the north coast, one of the noblest
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harbors in the world, with deep water up to

the quays ; entered by a narrow channel f« of

a mile long, protected by Punta Castle on the

west and Morro Castle and La Cabana on
the east. It is in two sharply distinct sections.

The old city, the commercial quarter, was built

on the small w'estern peninsula dividing the

sea from the harbor, a low plain cut by a small

stream on the west, strengthened by a city wall

only torn down a generation ago. It is largely,

and was entirely till the American occupation,

a maze of narrow, crooked lanes traversed by
one or two broader streets ; the chief of which
are the Calle O'Reilly, the main business street,

running from the governor's palace to the city

wall, and the Calle Obispo {Bishop Street).

The new city is on a ring of hills 150 feet high
south and west of the old, with the castle of

El Principe on the crest, and has a wealth of

broad and finely shaded macadamized streets,

drives, promenades, parks, plazas, flower-gar-

dens, fountains, statues, etc., which make it one
of the handsomest cities in the world. There
is no "West End" in Havana, the houses of
the wealthy being scattered through every part,

usually of classic pattern, with an inner court-

yard or patio surrounded by marble or stucco
columns, containing a garden of tropical vege-
tation and a central fountain. The handsomest
residence street, ne.xt to the new suburb Vedado,
is the Cerro, a long thoroughfare running up a
hill at the farther end, and bordered by immense
old villas in the midst of splendid gardens. The
finest drives and promenades are the Malecon,
a new thoroughfare along the water front from
Prado to the Vedado. the Prado. a boulevard
with a double row of shade-trees in the middle,
running from Punta Castle outside the old wall,

and ending in the largest park in the city, Colon
Park or Campo Marte, and the Calle de la Reina
(Queen Street) starting west from this park
and continued as the Paseo de Tacon to tlie

citadel of EI Principe. The .\lameda de Paula
along the bay is also a favorite promenade.

Among buildings, the most interesting are
the palace of the old captains-general, facing
the Plaza de Armas near the harbor front, the
cathedral, built 1764. and supposed to contain
the ashes of Columbus in an urn till it was
removed to Spain in 189S (but the San Domin-
gans claim they have his authentic bones"), and
the Tacon Theatre, perhaps the largest in the
world. There are several other theatres and
opera-houses, and many clubs, etc. The chief
educational institutions are the University of
Havana, founded 1670 bv the Dominicans;" the
Jesuit boys' college de Belen, with a museum,
observatory, a library rich in old Cuban historv.
etc.; College of American Augustinian Fathers,
founded 1901. Famous among benevolent in-
stitutions are the Casa dc Beneficcncia. founded
by Las Casas for infants. There are three gen-
eral hospitals, a great lazaretto for lepers, and
an insane hospital in the city and vicinitv. Over
100 newspapers, etc., are published in the citv.

The water supply of the city was installed
by a Cuban engineer. Albear, some 40 years
ago, and is considered a remarkable specimen
of good workmanship. It comes from the
Vento by an aqueduct 12 miles long, known as
the Canal of Albear. In all other respects the
Americans at the conquest found an undescrib-
able state of filth and disease. The city was the

prey of yellow fever ; the sewers had seldom
been cleaned since they were laid down, and
some of them were choked with generations of
rottenness ; the buildings were pcst-holcs ; and
in that dungeon of horrors, the military hospital,

70 per cent of the inmates died. The United
States forces in their short stay transformed
this reeking home of pestilence into one of the
healthiest cities in America. In systematic
order streets were cleaned, repaved, widened

;

squads of cleaners were sent from house to
house, emptying the Augean stables under them,
whitewashing and disinfecting them, and where
they w-ere shanties that were nests of infection,
tearing them down ; the hospital was cleaned,
disinfected, and covered deep with whitewash,
and turned into a schoolhouse. New business
streets were made by widening old lanes ; parks
were cleared up, and a fine sea-wall along the
ocean to the north was built. The average
deaths from yellow fever 1887-98 were 440 ; in
l8g6 they were 1,262; in 1901, for the first time
in its history, only three or four. A Cuban
physician of Irish descent, Dr. Carlos Finlay,
now chief sanitary officer of Havana, was the
originator of the mosquito theory of the yellow
fever. Gen. Wood and the American army sur-
geons, however, deserve much credit for mak-
ing the theory of practical use.

The climate is not severe. The mean annual
temperature is yy" ; the range from hottest to
coldest 82° to 71°

; the highest recorded, 100.6°,

the lowest 49.6°. The mean rainfall is 54 inches.
Havana is the market of western Cuba, the

head of the island's banking and commercial
interests, and the emporium of the West Indies.
Besides being the centre of the island railway
sj'Stem and of a great domestic shipping trade,

especially with Santiago, it is the focus of a
vast foreign commerce with Spain, France,
England, and the United States, regular ocean
lines running weekly to the first three and semi-
weekly to the latter, besides others to the other
West Indies. It has excellent covered wharves
and a capacious dry-dock to aid this. Regla, on
the opposite side of the bay. contains the sugar
wharves and railway termini. In 1902 it had
exports of about $60,000,000, $43,000,000 to the
United States, an increase of $11,000,000 in

three j'ears, mainly ours ; but its imports had
shrunk from $57,000,000 to $45,000,000, most
of the reduction from this country, ow'ing to
unfavorable customs laws. The entrances and
clearances of ocean vessels in that year were
over 1,500,000, and of domestic vessels nearly
3,000, with an average tonnage of about 635.
The exports are chiefly of sugar, tobacco,
cigars, and cigarettes ; the imports, flour, rice,

lard, and other foods, cotton, and metals. Its

manufactures are mainly tobacco products : its

cigar factories, of which there are over 100 of
the first rank, are the largest in the world, one
covering an entire square. It also manufactures
confectionery, perfumes, rum. etc. The t'cw
electric street railway system is one of the fi '.est

of its knid. with 36 miles of track.

Population.— In 1869 it was 242,055, 52930
being foreign ; in 1887 it was about 189 000.

About one third were unable to read ; and about
one third from 5 to 17 attended school.

History.— Havana was founded here ("trans-

ferred from an older site) by Diego de Velas-
quez in 1519, and called by him "the key of the
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Xew \\"orld.* Burnt by buccaneers in 1528,

it was rebuilt and made the chief naval station

of Spain in this hemisphere, twice sacked in

1555 and 1563, it was a storm centre of wars
and piracies for two centuries. In 1762 tlie

English captured it, but restored it to Spain
the next j-ear. In 1802 it was partly burnt, but

under the famous Governor Tacon, its second
founder, commemorated at every turn, it was
rebuilt from a straw-thatched wooden town to

a city of brick and stone. For its late historj',

see CcB-\. Consult: Norton's 'Handbook of

Havana and Cuba' (igoo).

Havana, 111., city, county-seat of Mason
Counts-; on the Illinois River, and on the Chi-

cago, P. & St. L. and the Illinois C. R-R-'s;

about 39 miles northwest of Springfield. _
If is

situated in an agricultural region and is the

trade centre for a large extent of countrj'. The
chief manufactures are tlour, agricultural im-
plements, drills, gasoline engines, and soine

factory supplies. Its trade is chiefly in grain,

fruit, vegetables, and dairy products. The
waterworks are owned and operated by the

citj". Pop. (1900) 3.26S.

Havelock, hlve-lok. Sir Heniy, English
soldier; b. Bishop-Wearmoutli, near Sunder-

land, 5 April 1795; d. Dilkusha. India, 24 Xov.
1857. Entering the army, he served witli dis-

tinction in the Burmese war (1S24-6) ; in 1829

married, became a Baptist, and was distinguished

during the remainder of his life by his earnest

religious zeal. He participated in the Afghan
war" and in the defeat of Mohammed Akbar,

1845. He took part in the Mahratta war, and
distinguished himself in the Sikh war of 1S45.

He commanded a division in the Persian war
(1S56-7) and on the outbreak of the Indian

mutiny was despatched to Allahabad in order

to support Sir H. Lawrence at Lucknow and
Sir H. Wheeler at Cawnpore. On arriving at

Cawnpore he found that Nana Sahib had mas-
sacred the prisoners. Pursuing his march to

Lucknow, he defeated the rebels at Bithoor,

and finally won the battle of Alumbagh. Having
captured Lucknow, Havelock and Outram were
shut up there until relieved by Sir Colin Camp-
bell 17 Xov. 1S57. He was raised to the rank
of major-general, made a K. C. B., and ( before

his death was known) created a baronet. Con-
sult lives by Brock (185S) ; Marshman ( 1S90) ;

Forbes (.i8<jo^

Havemeyer, hav-e-mi'er, William Fred-
erick, .\merican banker: b. 31 March 1S50.

He received his education in private schools

and entered into commercial business, and as

a successful financier became vice-president and
director of the National Bank of North .Amer-

ica, and of the Queens County Bank of Long
Island, and took a place in the board of directors

of numerous railroad and banking corporations.

Ha'ven, Alice Bradley, American author:
b. Hudson, \. Y., 182S: d. 1863. Her maiden
name was Emily Bradley, and while a school
girl she sent under the pseudonym of ".\lice G.
Lee" many sketches to the Saturday 'Gazette,'

then recently established by Joseph C Kcal in

Philadelphia. She was married to Mr. Neal
in 1846. and at his request assumed and re-

tained the name of .\lice. On the death of her
husband in 1847, she conducted the 'Gazette'
for several years. She published in 1850 'Gos-

sips of Rivertown, with Sketches in Prose and
\"erse,> and became widely known by her series

of juvenile stories, as 'Helen Morton,' 'Pic-

tures from the Bible,' 'No such Word as Fail,'

'Patient Waiting no Loss.' 'Contentment
Better than Wealth,' 'All's not Gold that Glit-

ters,' 'Out of Debt Out of Danger,' etc. In
1S53 she was married to Mr. Samuel L. Haven.

Haven, Erastus Otis, American Methodist
bishop and educator: b. Boston, Mass., I Nov.
1S20; d. Salem, Ore., 3 Aug. 1881. He was
graduated at the Weslej'an University, Middle-
to«Ti, Conn., in 1842, soon after entered the
ministrj- of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
was appointed teacher of natural science in the
Amenia Seminarj-, N. Y., and in 1S45 was
elected principal of that institution. He was
professor of Latin and Greek in the University
of Michigan 1854-6; editor of 'Zion's Herald'
1S56-63, and sat in the Massachusetts Senate
1862-3. He was president of the L'niversity

of Michigan 1863-7. and of Northwestern L'ni-

versitj-, Evanston, 111., 1S69-72. He was sub-
sequently chancellor of Syracuse University and
was elected bishop in 18S0. He published 'The
Young Man Advised' (1855) : 'Pillars of
Truth' (1866); 'Rlietoric' (1869).

Haven, Gilbert, American Methodist
bishop : b. Maiden, Mass., 19 Sept 1821 ; d.

tliere 30 Jan. 18S0. He was an able writer, and
a forceful preacher. In the Civil War he was
tlie first commissioned chaplain in tlie Federal
army. He was editor of 'Zion's Herald' 1867-
72, and was elected bishop in the latter year.

He published 'The Pilgrim's Wallet, or Sketches
of Travel in England, France, and Germany'
(1865); 'National Sermons' (1869) ; 'Life of
Failier Taylor, the Sailor Preacher' (1871) ;

'Our Next-Door Neighbor, or a Winter in

Mexico' (1875) ; etc.

Hav'erford College, under the auspices of
the Society of Friends founded in 1833 in Haver-
ford. Pa. It was first known as Haverford School,
but in 1845 it was suspended for the purpose of
collecting an "endowment, and in 1S56 it was
made a college. It was the first collegiate in-

stitute in the United States which was founded
and conducted entirely within the Societ?- of
Friends. Others besides the sons of Friends
have been admitted as pupils since 1849. It is

well equipped in laboratorj- requirements and
in its library facilities. In 1903 the college re-

ported 20 professors and instructors and 130
students. There were in the library about
37,100 volumes.

Havergal, hav'er-gal, Frances Ridley,
English hv-mn-writer : b. .-\stley. Worcestershire,
14 Dec. 1836; d. Swansea. Wales. 3 June 1879.
She was a frequent contributor to 'Good
Words,' anci the chief English religious peri-

odicals, and her musical harmonies were praised
by the German composer Hiller. Her poems
and li>Tnns were collected in several volumes,
'The Slinistry of Song' (1870) being the first.

Her 'Poetical Works '^

(18S4') appeared under
the editorship of M. V. G. Havergal. Of her
h>-mns. which contain her best work and are
found in all collections, the most familiar is

'Take my Life and Let it Be.'

Haverhill, ha'ver-il, Mass., city in Essex
County: on the Merrimac River at the head of

navigation, and on the Boston &. M. railroad;
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capacious wet-docks, lined with fine quays and
extensive warehouses. Havre commands the

greater part of the import and export trade of
Paris, and of the more important towns in the

north of France ; importing vast quantities of

colonial and other produce, among whicli cotton
holds a most important place : and exporting
numerous articles of French manufacture. It

is the second port in France. The manufactures
consist of paper, starch, lace, oil, refined sugar.

cables, and other marine cordage, sulphuric acid,

earthen and stone-ware. There are also brew-
eries, gun factories, and electrical works. A
government tobacco factory employs 300 work-
men : and from the building-yards a great num-
ber of sailing vessels and steamers are annually
fitted out. In the 15th century Havre became of
importance to form a new harbor in consequence
of the silting up of that of Hartleur. The proj-

ect was conceived, and some progress made in

it, by Louis XII. ; but Havre continued little

more than a fishing village till the time of

Francis I., who erected numerous works, and
at immense e.xpense gained the greater part of
the present site of the town from the sea. A
citadel was afterward built : and Havre, as a

place of strength, became the object of repeated

contests between French and English. Pop.

(1901) 130.196.

Havre de Grace, hav'er de griis, Md., city

in Harford County ; on the Susquehanna River,

near its entrance into Chesapeake Bay : and on
the Philadelphia. W. & B. and the Baltimore &
O. R. R.'s ; about 36 miles east-northeast of Bal-

timore. It is the south terminus of the Tide-
water canal. A small settlement was made here

in about 1670. The chief manufactures are

tlour, sash, doors and blinds, lumber, and canned
fruits. The fisheries, especially shad and her-

ring, are important. The trade is principally

in the manufactured articles, coal, and fish. .\

government fish hatchery is located on Battery

Island. Pop. (1900) 3.423.

Haw, Battle of the, in the Revolution, 21

Feb. 1781. Henry Lee had been commissioned
by Greene to prevent Tor>' reinforcements com-
ing to Cornwallis, who had taken position at

Hillsboro, and in the course of the movement
attempted to surpri-se Tarleton, Tarleton had
moved ; but hearing that about 400 Tories under
Col. Pyle were on their w.ny to join him, Lee
determined to pass oflF his own "legion" as

Tarleton's and capture them all. Forcing two
captured British officers to keep up the decep-

tion, he moved forward, with Pickens* and
Oldham's companies following, and met two
young men who had been sent by Pyle to find

Tarleton's camp; he was presented to them as

Tarleton. and directed thcni to have Pyle's men
drawn up beside the road while his "weary
veterans" passed,—his object being to capture

and disarm them all. The plan succeeded per-

fectly till, just as he had taken Pyle's hand,

part of the Tories discovered Pickens' militia

and saw the trap, and at once fired on the .\mer-

ican rear: the latter poured in a volley that

killed 90 of the enemy at the first fire, and in

the melee, despite appeals for quarter, a great

number of the rest were killed and the majority

wounded. Pyle escaped badly hurt, and the rest

of the body dispersed unpursucd.

Hawaii, a Territory of the United States;

geographically, the Hawaii.\n (formerly S.\nd-

wich) Isl.\xds, the northeastemmost group of
the Pacific, lying near the northern edge of the
Tropics (lat. 18° 54' to 22° 15' N.; long. 154°
50' to 160° 30' W.), 2.100 miles southwest of
San Francisco. It consists of eight inhabited
islands. !::.. Hawaii. Maui, Kahoolawe, Lanai.
Molokai, Oahu, Kauai, and Xiihau besides sev-

eral rocky islets. They extend from Hawaii on
the southeast, 390 miles to Kauai on the north-
west, and are continued in a chain of islets, sand
banks, and shoals 1.200 miles farther to Midway
Island. The total area of the group is 6.454
square miles, of which Hawaii contains nearly
two-thirds or 4.015 square miles; the next island.

Maui. 728; the third, Oahu (which takes the
lead in wealth and population, and contains
the capital and chief seaport). 598; and the
fourth, Kauai. 547 square miles.

Topography.—The islands are entirely vol-

canic, consisting in fact of the summits of a
gigantic submarine mountain chain rising from
the bottom of the ocean, which is three miles
deep within 30 to 50 miles from the shores. The
volcanic action seems to have moved from
northwest to southeast, Kauai being the oldest
island.

The last but one, Alaui, contains the vast ex-
tinct crater of Haleakala. which is at its high-
est point 10.032 feet above sea level, 20 miles
in circumference, and 2.000 feet deep; while
Hawaii is made up of four volcanic mountains,
Mauna Kea (White Mountain), 13,805 feet

high, the loftiest peak in the Pacific : ilauna
Loa (Long Mountain), 12.675 feet: Hualalai.

8,273 feet ; and Kohala, 5.490 feet high. Of
these Hualalai has been dormant since 1801, but
Mauna Loa is still active at intervals, having
an oval summit crater, 9.5 miles in circumfer-
ence, with nearly vertical inner walls 500 to

600 feet high. Twenty miles to the southwest
is the famous crater of Kilauea. eight miles in

circumference and 4.000 feet above the sea,

which is almost constantly in action.

The windward sides of Oahu and Molokai,
and the northwest side of Kauai, present prec-
ipices 2.000 feet in height, while the northeast
slopes of Hawaii and Maui end in bluffs sev-
eral hundred feet high, furrowed by deep and
narrow canyons cut by the streams. "In West
Maui and Kauai may be found valleys that al-

most rival Yosemite" (Button). Coral reefs

line the greater part of the shores of Kauai,
Oahu. and the southern shore of Molokai, but
are nearly absent from Hawaii and Maui.

The best harbors are found in Oahu at

Honolulu, and at Pearl Harbor, seven miles
west, but Hilo Bay, Hawaii, only needs a break-
water to make a commodious harbor. The only
rivers worthy of the name are found in the

island of Kauai. Several of them were formerly
crossed by ferries.

Climaic and Rainfall.—The climate of the

islands is much cooler than that of other coun-
tries in the same latitude. This is due not
only to the northeast trade winds, which blow
nine or ten months in the year, but also to the

return ocean current from the region of Bering
Straits. At sea level the mean temperature is

73° F., the maximum and minimum being 89°

and 52°, respectively. The islands are entirely

exempt from the cyclones which so often make
havoc in the central and western Pacific. The
contrast in climate between the windward and
leeward sides of each island is very striking, the
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northwest slopes being rainy and heavily

wooded, while the opposite coast has a warm
and dry climate. From the differing elevations

and exposures there is an extraordinary variety

in the rainfall even within narrow limits. Thus
the annual rainfall in the district of Hilo.

Hawaii, averaged 136 inches in 20 years, from
1880 to 1900. while in Honolulu it averaged

30.9 inches, and at Luakaha. in the valley back
of Honolulu, 128.9 inches.

Production and Industries.—The Hawaiian
Islands, from the lack of coal and metals, are an
agricultural country, and about the only manu-
facture is that of sugar. The Honolulu iron

foundry in 1890-1900 turned out $1,107,030 worth
of work, and is now making sugar mills for

Mexico, Formosa, and the Philippines. One
plantation, near Pearl Harbor, is refining its

own sugar.

The .soil of the islands in general is poor,

with the exception of the valleys and some of

the coast plains, which are of limited extent.

The greater part of the interior consists of

rugged, barren mountain sides, extensive tracts

covered with lava, and forest land, which needs

to be protected for the preservation of the water
supply. Extensive tracts of formerly barren
land, however, have been made productive by
irrigation and the use of fertilizers. On Oahu
there are over 200 artesian wells, yielding daily

from 250 to 300 million gallons, and on some
plantations pumps are employed which raise

over 10,000,000 gallons of water a. day, and in

some places to an elevation of 350 feet.

In Kauai electricity generated by water-
power in the Wainiha Valley is carried 30
miles by wire to run the pumps of the McBryde
plantation. Extensive aqueducts have been
made in western Kauai, Maui, and northern
Hawaii, consisting largely of tunnels driven gen-
erally through solid rock. Numerous reservoirs

have also been formed by damming the canyons.
The Planters' Association employs a large staff

of experts in chemistry, entomology, and scien-

tific agriculture, with the result that the yield

of sugar per acre is the highest in the world.

The average annual yield is 45/2 tons per acre,

but the average for irrigated plantations is six

tons to the acre. The total crop for 1906 was
429,213 tons. The value of the sugar exported
to the United States for the year ending 30
June 1906, was $25,495,427. At the close of that

year there were about 200,000 acres cultivated

in cane. Only Java and Cuba have a greater
gross product. The power for the sugar mills

is obtained entirely from burning the bagasse
or cane refuse. The sugar is so completely ex-
tracted from the juice that no molasses is made,
the remainder being thrown into fertilizers.

The total number of employees on the sugar
plantations in 1905 amounted to 48.229, includ-

ing : Japanese, 31,735 ; Koreans, 4.683 ; Chinese,

4.409: Portuguese, 3,005; other whites, 1.006;

Hawaiians, 1,452; Porto Ricans, 1,907; Ne-
groes. 32.

The first importation of Chinese took place

in 1852. In 1878 their number had risen to

5,916, and in 1886 to 2i,oco, at which time a

strict exclusion act was passed. In 1878 the

first Portuguese immigrants arrived from the

Azores, and during the next ten years about
7.000 of these people came to the islands, where
they have given great satisfaction as industrious
and law-abiding citizens. In 1886 a labor con-

vention was concluded with Japan and a stream
of innnigrants set in, which increased the num-
ber of Japanese in the Islands from 116 in 1884,
to 24,400 in 1886, and 61,111 in 1900. Porto
Ricans were imported in 1901 to the number of
about 2,500. Both as laborers and as citizens
they have proved to be very unsatisfactory.
Beginning with the year 1903, up to 31 Dec.
1905, about 7,000 Koreans arrived in the Ter-
ritory, who have done well as laborers. In the
spring of 1907 several thousand immigrants
were imported from Spain and the Azores, with
the understanding that they should be given
small freeholds of their own by the planters.

The danger of depending upon a single crop
has long been recognized, and persistent efforts
have been made to develop minor industries. The
culture of rice was commenced in i860, and
it soon became the second crop in importance,
amounting in 1904 to 14.000 tons of cleaned rice,

most of which is consumed in the Territory.
The quality of Hawaiian coffee is equal to that

of Mocha, but the industry is depressed by the
competition of Brazilian and Central American
low-,grade coffees. The crop in 1903 amounted
to 300.000 lbs. The amount exported in 1906
was valued at $248,618. There were four pine-

apple canneries that year, which put ui) 40,ocx)

cases. There are several sisal plantations, and
two promising rubber plantations. Experiments
with tobacco have been successful. The castor

oil bean grows wild, but the manufacture of the

oil has not yet been profitable. Nearly all the

fruits of the tropical and some of the tem-
perate zone, grow well in the islands, and yet

the total export in 1905 of fruit, not canned,

was valued at only $131,806. The native staff of

life is the taro root, or Colocasia, reduced to a

paste called poi. There are about twenty stock

and sheep ranches, which exported $45-883
worth of wool in 1906. The export of honey
and wax amounts to about $40,000 a year.

Commerce.—The total exports in 1904 were
$26,275,438, and in igo6, $26,994,824. The im-

ports in 1904 were $15,481,034 and in 1906,

$15,639,874. Nearly three-fourths of the im-

ports are from the United States. In 1905, 452
vessels cleared from Hawaiian ports, aggre-

gating 973.279 tons, five-sixths of which were

under the American flag.

Transportation.—For steamship lines see

article on Honolulu. There are 20 steamers

and as many schooners engaged in the inter-

island trade. There are about 150 rniles of rail-

roads on the islands, the principal line being on

Oahu, and others on Maui and Hawaii. The
principal islands are connected by wireless

telegraph, each island being encircled by tele-

phone lines. The trans-Pacific submarine cable

laid in 1903 connects the islands with both

continents.
Finances.—The bonded debt assumed by the

United States on annexation was $4,000,000,

leaving $951,000 to be paid by the Territory of

Hawaii. The debt of the Territory had in-

creased by 30 June 1904 to $2,185,000, and by

I Jan. 1907 "to $3,722,000. The assessed valua-

tion of taxable property had increased by I

Jan. igo6 to $131,175,015- Tl« taxes are i per

cent, on property, and 2 per cent, on incomes

above $1,000 a year. The current receipts o£

the government aside from loans, during the

year 1906, were $2,354,813. The receipts from

customs and internal revenue, which are re-
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Tuitted to Washington, average about Sijjoo.ooo

a year.
Education.—There is a good free-school sys-

tem, graded, with compulsory attendance from
6 to 15. with an excellent normal training

school, besides industrial and high schools. The
school law requires that the English language
shall be the basis and medium of instruction in

all schools.

The department is administered by a super-

intendent and six commissioners, aided by three

travelling inspectors.

On 31 Dec 1906 the numbers were as fol-

lows: Public schools. 151; 443 teachers: 16.651

pupils. Private schools. 62: 261 teachers:

5.239 pupils. Total: 213 schools; 704 teachers;

21,890 pupils.

The total cost of the government schools is

about S350.000 per annum. The private schools

are mostly endowed, as Oahu College and the

Kamehameha Schools, founded by the late Mrs.

Bemice Bishop: or managed by missionary

boards or religious orders as Saint Louis

College.
Charitabli- Institutions.—.^mong these may

be mentioned the Lunalilo Home for aged and
indigent Hawaiians, the .\sylum for the Insane,

the numerous hospitals, eight of which are

under the Board of Health, but the most im-

portant is the leper settlement established in

1866 on a peninsula of Molokai. shut off from
the rest of the island by a precipice 2.000 feet

in height. The number of lepers has decreased

from 1.200 to 833. The territorial government
provides them comfortable homes, food, cloth-

ing, and medical attendance free of cost, aided

by the devoted Franciscan sisters and the

Brothers of the Sacred Heart.

Population.—The census of 1900 divides the

population as follows : Hawaiians, 29.787 : Part-

Hawaiians. 7,848 : .\mericans. 7.283 : Portuguese,

15,675: other Caucasians, 3.294; Chinese. 25.762;

Japanese. 61. 115: Polynesians. 653: other for-

eigners. 2.584 : "total. 154.001. Of the islands,

Hawaii had 46.843; Oahu (.including the city

of Honolulu. 39.306). 5S.504; Maui. 25416:

Kauai and Xiihau, 20.734; Molokai and Lanai,

2.504-
. . ,

Government.—The new terntonal govern-

ment was inaugurated at Honolulu 14 June

1900. and the first territorial legislature began

Its sessions at Honolulu 20 Feb. 1901. The
legislature is composed of two houses—the

senate of 13 members, holding office four years

:

and the house of representatives of 30 members,

holding office two years. The legislature meets

biennially, and sessions are limited to 60 days.

The executive power is lodged in a gov-

ernor, a secretary', both appointed by the Presi-

dent, and holding office four years, and the

following officials appointed by the governor,

by and with the consent of the senate of Hawaii

:

an attorney-general, treasurer, commissioner of

Tjublic lands, commissioner of agriculture and
forestr>-. superintendent of public work.s. super-

intendent of public instruction, auditor and
deputy, surveyor, high sheriff, and members of

the boards of health, public instruction, prison

inspectors, etc. They hold office for four years,

and must be citizens of Hawaii.
The judiciarj- of the Territory is composed

of the supreme court with three judges, the cir-

cuit court, and such inferior courts as the

legislature may establish. The judges are ap-

pointed by the President The Territory is a
federal judicial district, with a district judge,
district attorney, and marshal, all appointed
by the President. The district judge has all

the powers of a circuit judge.
The Territor}' is represented in congress by

a delegate, who is elected biennially by the
people.

History.—According to documents in the
Spanish archives, the islands were discovered
in 1555 by Juan Gaetano. who named Hawaii
*La Slesa." Thej' were rediscovered hy Capt.

James Cook in 1778. and named the Sandwich
Islands. In 1792 Capt. Vancouver visited the

islands, and introduced the first cattle and sheep.

Kamehameha I., a chief of northern Hawaii,
after nine years of war, became master of the

whole island in 1791. In 1795 he conquered
Maui and Oahu. the decisive battle being fought
in Xuuanu Valley back of Honolulu. Having
united the group under one strong government,
he died 8 May 1819. His son, Kamehameha II..

abolished the ancient tabu system in the follow-

ing September. The first .\merican mission-
aries arrived at Kailua, Hawaii. 4 .\pril 1820.

and met with remarkable success. The first

CathoUc missionaries arrived 7 July 1827. In
the same year the first written laws were printed.

The first constitution was proclaimed 8 Oct.
1840. On 25 Feb. 1843. the native government
was compelled by Lord Paulet to make a pro-
^isional cession to Great Britain, but its inde-

pendence was restored 31 July of the same year
by Admiral Thomas. The feudal tenure of
land was abolished in 1848. and a liberal con-
stitution was adopted in 1852. The Kame-
hameha dynasty ended with the death of
Kamehameha V., II Dec. 1872. David Kalakaua
was elected by the Legislature 12 Feb. 1874. In
1876 a reciprocity treaty was ratified with the
United States, which assured prosperity to the
islands. The King, however, labored to build up
a rea'ctionarj- party, and to restore autocratic
government, until he was compelled by the civ-

ilized element to sign a re\-ision of the consti-
tution, which limited his powers, in 1887. .\

Royalist insurrection was put down in 1F89.

His sister. Liliuokalani. succeeded him in 1891,
and in Januarj- 1893 undertook to abrogate the
constitution, and establish an absolute mon-
archy. Upon this the constitutional party de-
throned her. and established a provisional gov-
ernment. During the following year the Re-
public of Hawaii was organized with S. B.
Dole as President. .A.n annexation treaty was
negotiated with President Harrison, which was
withdrawn by President Cleveland in .\pril 1893.
but brought up again on the accession of Presi-
dent McKinley. .^fter long delays. Hawaii was
admitted into the Union by a joint resolution
passed 7 July 1898. It was finally organized as
a Territory 14 June 1900. with S. B. Dole as
Governor, who was succeeded by Geo. R. Car-
ter 23 Nov. 1903. and by Walter F. Frear in

1907. Consult Bishop. 'Hawaiian .\rchipelago'
(New York 1894); Twombley, 'Hawaii and Its

People' (London 1900); .\Iusick. 'Our New
Possessions' (New York 1897): Whitman,
'Hawaiian .\merica' (New York 1899) ; Young,
'The Real Hawaii' (London 1899).

W. D. .\l.EX.\XDER,

Formerly Suri'cyor-General Hazcaiian Islands.

Hawes' Shop, Cavalry Engagement Near.
Gen. Grant had crossed to the south bank of
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the North Anna, in Virginia, and finding Gen.
Lee too strongly posted to be attacked, and his

own army in a false and critical position, he
witlidrcw, on the night of 26 May 1864, to the
north bank, and moved down the north bank
of the Pamunkey to turn Lee's right. Torbert's
and Gregg's divisions of cavalry, under Sheridan,
together with the Sixth corps, led the ad-
vance. Torbert crossed the Pamunkey at Han-
over Ferry on the 27th, after considerable skir-

mishing in which he took about 60 prisoners,

and the two cavalry divisions, supported by
Russell's division of infantry, pushed on to

Hanover Town and bivouacked for the night.

On the morning of the 28th Sheridan was di-

rected to make a demonstration and discover the

enemy's position. Gregg's division, advancing
on the Mechanicsville road, encountered the two
cavalry divisions of Wade Hampton and Fitz-

hugh Lee and Butler's South Carolina cavalry
brigade about a mile beyond Hawes' Shop. The
Confederate cavalry was dismounted and had
thrown up a barricade of rails covering the road.

Gregg attacked, and there ensued one of the

most severe cavalry engagements of the War,
which continued several hours, neither side

yielding ground. Finally, late in the day, Cus-
ter's brigade of Torbert's division came up, dis-

mounted, took position in the centre of Gregg's
line, formed in close column of attack, the whole
line charged and, after a hard struggle at close

quarters, the Confederates were driven from
position and retreated upon their infantry at the
Totopotomoy. Gregg's loss was 256 killed and
wounded ; the entire Union loss was 44 killed

and 306 wounded. The Confederate loss is not
known. Consult: 'Official Records,' Vol.
XXXVL ; Humphreys, 'The Virginia Campaign
of 1864-5' : The Century Company's 'Battles

and Leaders of the Civil War,* \'ol. IV.

E. A. C.\RMAN.

Hawesville, haz'vll, Ky., city, county-seat
of Hancock County ; on the Ohio River, and on
the Louisville, H. & S. T. L. railroad; about 65
miles above Evansville. Ind. : and 80 miles west
by south from Louisville. It is situated in an
agricultural and coal-mining region. Its chief

manufactures are flour, lumber, and furniture.

It has a number of tobacco factories or stem-
meries, and its trade is chiefly in tobacco, coal,

articles of home manufacture, and agricultural

products. Pop. (1900) 1.041.

Haw'finch, one of the largest of European
finches (Coccotliraustcs vulgaris), so called in

England from the belief that it subsisted prin-
cipally on the fruit of the hawthorn. It re-

•sembles the chaffinch in color, but is distinguished
by its enormous beak and larger size. It feeds
on all kinds of berries.

Hawk, a general name for diurnal birds
of prey not eagles or vultures. See F.vlcon, and
the names of various groups and species, as
Hen-hawks, Si-arrow-hawk and the like: also
Falconry.

Hawk-moths, a family of large moths
forming the family Spliingidtv. They have stout
bodies, large heads with prominent eyes, and
thick spindle-shaped antenna, ending in a hook.
The fore-wings are long, narrow, more or less

pointed, and always much longer than the hind-
wings. They are insects of rapid flight, and dart
about in the twilight ; some species also during

the day. Their caterpillars are hairless, smooth,
often green, with transverse stripes on the sides
and nearly always a horn on the back of the
second last segment, and always have ten pro-
legs. They are leaf-eaters and often greatly
destructive to cultivated plants, the tomato-worm
(q.v.) being a prominent example. They change
to pupa; either on the surface of the ground or
in a cell underground, but make no cocoon. Some
of the South American species resemble hum-
ming-birds so closely, especially when poising
before a flower on whirring wings and sucking
its nectar, that they can hardly be distinguished,
and popular belief asserts that the one is trans-
mutable into the other. A great number of
forms exist in all parts of the world, the United
States having about 100 species. All are plainly
dressed in grays and browns, and one of the
most remarkable is the death's-head (q.v.).

Hawkbit, a genus (Leontodon) of com-
posite plants closely related to the dandelion,
from which they differ in having: feathery pappus.
The name is due to the peculiar shape of the
lacerations of the leaves. Several species are
natives of Europe and Russian Asia.

Hawke, Edward, Lord, English sailor: b.

London 1705: d. Sunbury-on-Thames 17 Oct.
1781. Early in 1720 Hawke entered the navy
and was appointed in 1733 to the command of
the Wolf. Being promoted to the conunand of
a squadron in 1847 he totally defeated the French
fleet off Belle Isle. In 1759 he was sent in pursuit
of the Brest fleet, which he came up with in

Quiberon Bay, and signally defeated. He now
received a pension of £2,000, and in 1768 be-
came admiral of Great Britain and commander-
in-chief of the fleet. From 1766 to 1771 he was
first lord of the admiralty. In 1776 he was ad-
vanced to a seat in the House of Lords by the
style of Baron Hawke of Towton.

Haw'ker, Mary Elizabeth, English novel-
ist : b. 1865. Under the pseudonym of "I.AXOE
Falconer" she has written the well known novel
'Mademoiselle Ixe' (1890); which was fol-

lowed by 'The Hotel d'.^ngleterre' (1891) and
'Cecilia de XoeP (1891).

Hawkesbury, haks'ber-T, Canada, village in

Prescott County, Ontario; on the Ottawa River,

and a terminus of a branch of the Canada
Atlantic Railway, 50 miles west of Montreal.
It has ferry communication with Grenville,

across the river. Its chief industrial establish-

ments are flour mills, a woolen factory, and
large saw and planing mills. It has an extensive

lumber trade. Pop. (1901) 4,150.

Hawk'eye State, Iowa — so named after a
famous Indian warrior.

Hawking. See Falconry.

Hawkins, Anthony Hope, English novel-

ist, knowMi by the pen-name ''.Anthony Hope";
b. London 9 Feb. 1863. He was educated at

Balliol College. Oxford, was admitted to the

bar at the Middle Temple in 1887, and prac-

tised until 1894 on the London and Midland cir-

cuit. He contested South Bucks as a Liberal in

1892. but unsuccessfully. In 1894 he achieved

a striking literary success with his 'Prisoner of

Zenda,' with scene in an imaginary independent

state of South Germany. Other books of his

are: 'The Dolly Dialogues' (1894), cited as

models of keen if somewhat shallow repartee;
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'The Chronicles of Count Antonio' (.1895);
'Rupert of Hentzau' (1898): and 'The Intru-

sions of Peggy ^ ^ 1902 "I.

Hawkins, Hamilton Smith, American mili-

tary officer: b. South Carolina 1834. He en-
tered the army in 1861, was made captain in the

6th infantry in 1863. and brevetted major in

October 1865. In 1S88 he became commandant
at West Point, and in 1894 was promoted col-

onel. \\"hen war was declared against Spain

US98") he went to the front as a brigadier-gen-

eral of volunteers. He led the desperate and
now historic charge at San Juan, Cuba. 2 July
1808. and was made major-general of volunteers,

S July 1898.

Haw'kinsville, Ga., village. count\--seat of

Pulaski County : on the Ocmulgee River, at the

head of navigation, and on a branch of the

Macon & B. railroad : about 48 miles south of

Macon. It is situated in a fertile agricultural

region. It has a cotton factorjv cotton com-
presses, cotton gins, cottonseed-oil mills, bar-

rel factories, carriage and wagon works. Its

trade is chiefly in cotton, lumber, fruits, and
vegetables. Pop. (1900) 2,103.

Hawksbeard, a perennial composite plant
allied to hawkweed, but of the genus Crcpis,

about 150 species of which are known in the

northern hemisphere. Several are European
weeds which have become naturalized in the

United States, and there are several native spe-

cies. The flowers are dandelion-like and yellow
or orange.

Hawksbill, a great marine turtle {Chelone
imbricatj) allied to the green turtle, but which
has the plates of the shell overlapping; and these

plates form the tortoise-shell (q.v.) of com-
merce. The flesh is not good for eating, but

the eggs are good. The animal inhabits the In-

dian Ocean, the Pacific, and the warmer parts

of the .\ilantic. This is one of the sea-turtles

called "caret.* but that term belongs more
properly to the loggerhead. See TntTLE.

Hawkweed, or Rattlesnake Weed, a genus
(Hkracium) of composite plants with mottled,

radical leaves, tall hair>- stems and yellow or
orange flowers. One species, the European or-

ange hawkweed {H. auranliacum) is frequently

cultivated for the sake of its fine orange flowers.

The name "hawkweed* in English, and various

similar names in use among the pea= -.-

tinental Europe, are based on an -
f

that birds of prey used the juice c: . , :i.-s

to strengthen their vision. Several species grow
numerously in the United States, where they

are called "rattlesnake weeds* and are believed

to be of %-aIue in curing the poison of snakes.

Hawk'wood, Sir John de, English soldier:

b. Hedingham Sibil. E-<ex : ! K'or.u.-.', Italy.

17 March 1394. He "le

first distinguished cr- d

in Europe since the ci-i: a. . :i n

Empire. It is said that he fought r d

Poitiers, and for his bravery was k ^ by

Edward III. However that may be, in 1359 he
was the leader of a troop of free lances, prey-

ing upon France and northern Italy. With this

band, the "White Company.* he served the Mar-
quis of Montferrat. later the Republic of Pisa,

and still later Florence, upon whose side he

oftenest fought in the civil disturbances of Italy.

As commander-in-chief he directed the success-

ful war against Milan (1390-2). He was pen-
sioned by the Florentines and entombed with
great ceremony in the Duomo.

Hawley, Gideon, .\merican missionary to

the Indians : b. Stratfield, now Bridgeport Conn.,

5 Xov. 1727: d. Marshpee, Mass.. 3 Oct. 1S07.

He was graduated at Yale College in 1749, and
commenced his labors at Stockbridge in 1752,

opening a school at that place, in which he in-

structed a number of Mohawk, Oneida, and Tus-
carora families. In 1754, under the patronage
of Sir William Johnson, he began a mission
among the Iroquois, or Six Nations, on the
Susquehanna River: but in 1756 was obliged by
the disturbances of the French war to leave that

region, when he became a chaplain in the army
marching against Crown Point The campaign
being over, he re-engaged in his missionary w-ork
at Marshpee, where he was installed as pastor in

175S. and there passed the remainder of his life

in his benevolent labors.

Hawley, Joseph, American statesman: b.

Northampton, Mass., 1724: d. 10 March 1788.

He was graduated at Yale College, and followed
the profession of law at Northampton, in which
he rose to eminence. .-Vt the time of the dis-

putes between Great Britain and .\merica, he
took a prominent part in advocating the cause
of the colonies. "We must fight" he wrote to

the delegates of Massachusetts, "if we cannot
otherwise rid ourselves of British taxation. The
form of government enacted for us by the

British parliament is e\-il against right utterly

intolerable to every man. who has any idea or
feeling of right or libertj-.* He was several

times elected a member of the council, but de-

clined, preferring to enter the State legislature,

of which lie was a member 1764-6.

Hawley, Joseph Roswell, .\raerican politi-

cian and legislator : b. Stewartsville. N. C, 31
Oct 1S26: d. Washington. D. C, 17 March 1905.

He was graduated at Hamilton College, Clinton,

N. Y., 1847, and begain the practice of law at

Hartford, Conn., in 1S50. The Republican party
in Connecticut' was organized in the ofiice of
the Charier Oak, of which he was the editor.

He afterward became editor of the Hartford
Ezcning Post, the new Republican paper. When
the Civil War broke out he recruited the first

company of volunteers raised in the State—
Company .\ of the ist Connecticut regiment—
of which he took command. He saw ser>-ice

throughout the whole war and was mustered out
in 1866 with the brevet rank of major-general.
He was elected governor of Connecticut the

same year. In 1872 he was elected to Congress;
at the end of the term. 1879-Si, was sent to the

United States Senate, to which he was re-elected

1887, 1803, and 1899.

Hawley, Pa., borough in Wayne County;
on the Lackawaxen River, and on the main line

or branches of the Pennsyh-ania. the Delaware
6 H., and the Erie R. R.'s; about nine miles

south-southeast of Honesdale. Its chief manu-
facturing establishments are a glass-factor>-. a

glass-cutting factory and a silk-factory. In ad-

dition to its trade in home manufactures, it has

an extensive coal trade, and ships a considerable

quantity of farm products. Pop. 2.128.

Haworth, Adrian Hardy, English nat-

uralist: b. at Hull in 1767: d. there 16 Jan.

1833. He was educated for the law, but did not
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practice, devoting his time to entomology and
botany. He was the founder of the Entomo-
logical Society of London, a member of the

Linnaian Society, and the Ilnll Botanical Gar-
dens were planned by him, and laid out under
his direction. His collections were large and im-
portant and his works are still standard. He
wrote: 'Observations on the Genus Mescm-
bryanthemum' (1794) ; 'Prodromus Lepidop-
terorum Britannicorum' (1802); and 'Synopsis
Plantarum Succulentarum* (1812) ; and many
minor papers.

Haworth, ha'werth, Joseph, American
actor ; b. Providence, R. I., 1855 : d. 29 Aug. 1903.

His first appearance was as a member of Ellsler's

stock company at Cleveland, Ohio, and subse-
quently he supported Edwin Booth, Lawrence
Barrett, and John i\IcCuIlough. From 1883 he
toured for several years as a star in 'Tlie Bells.'

'Ths Leavenworth Case,' 'Hamlet,' and other
productions ; in 1896-S was Macbeth to Mod-
jeska's Lady Macbeth, and later Storm in Caine's
'Christian,' Vinicius in Stange's adaptation of
Sienkiewicz's 'Quo Vadis,' and Cassius in the

Mansfield presentation of 'Julius Caesar.'

Hawser, a manila or wire rope used in

mooring or towing boats, etc., over four or
three inches in circumference respectively. The
name is now usually applied to all large ropes,

though formerly it signified ropes "hawser-laid."
that is. with three "plain-laid," three-stranded
ropes laid up left-handed, now usually called a
cable-laid rope.

Hawthorn, or White Thorn (Craf^gus
oxyacantha), a small spiny European tree, ris-

ing sometimes to the height of 20 to 25 feet,

much admired for the beauty of its foliage. The
leaves are smooth, shining, more or less deeply
lobed, and of a beautiful green color; the flowers

are white, sometimes with a reddish tinge, dis-

posed in corymbs, and possess an agreeable

perfume. The species of Cratwgus are about

SO in number, all shrubs or small trees, spiny,

with red fruit resembling in miniature that of

the apple, from which plant they are distin-

guished chiefly by their seeds, and are arranged
with it in the family Rosacea. Fifteen species

are recognized in North America. When young
the hawthorn springs up rapidly, a shoot of a

single year being sufficient for a walking-stick.

It thus, if well pruned and kept down, quickly

grows into a thick and intricately woven hedge.

Hawthorne, ba'thorn, Julian, American
novelist and journalist, son of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne fq.v.)': b. Boston, Mass., 22 June 1846.

He was graduated from Harvard LTniversity in

1867 and afterward studied civil engineering in

Dresden, but soon forsook this occupation for

literature. Plis first successful story was 'Bres-

sant' (1872), the forerunner of a long list of

novels, of which may be particularized 'Garth'

(1875); 'Sebastian Strome' (1884): 'Archi-

bald Malmaison' (1884"!: <A Fnol of Nature'

(1896). He has also published 'Saxon Studies'

(1876); and 'Nathaniel Hawthorne and His
Wife' (1885). His best work suggests more
than one element that distinguishes his father's

stories. There is a psychologic accent, the touch

of mystery, and the avoidance of the stock prop-

erties of romance.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, American novelist

:

b. Salem, Mass., 4 July 1804; d. Plymouth,

N. H., 19 ]May 1864. The founder of the family
in America was William Hathorne (as the name
was then spelled), a typical Puritan and a pub-
lic man of importance. John, his son, was a
judge, one of those presiding over the witch-
craft trials. Of Joseph in the next generation
little is said, but Daniel, ne.xt in descent, fol-

lowed the sea and connnanded a privateer in

the Revolution, while his son Nathaniel, father

of the romancer, was also a sea captain. This
pure New England descent gave a personal
character to Hawthorne's presentations of New
England life ; when he writes of the strictness

of the early Puritans, of the forests haunted by
Indians, of the magnificence of the provincial

days, of men high in the opinion of their towns-
people, of the reaching out to far lands and
exotic splendors, he is expressing the storcd-up

experience of his race. His father died when
Nathaniel was but four and the little family

lived a secluded life with his mother. He was
a handsome boy and quite devoted to reading,

by an early accident which for a time prevented

outdoor games. His first school was with Dr.

Worcester, the lexicographer. In 1818 his

mother moved to Raymond, Maine, where her

brother had bought land, and Hawthorne went
to Bowdoin College. He entered college at the

age of seventeen in the same class with Long-
fellow. In the class above him was Franklin

Pierce, afterward 12th President of the United

States. On being graduated in 1823 Hawthorne
determined upon literature as a profession, but

his first efforts were without success. <Fan-

shawe' was published anonymously in 1828, and

shorter tales and sketches were without im-

portance. Little need be said of these earlier

years save to note that they were full of read-

ing and observation. In 1836 he edited in Bos-

ton the 'American Magazine for Useful and

Entertaining Knowledge,' but gained little from

it save an introduction to 'The Token,' in which

his tales first came to be known. Returning to

Salem he lived a very secluded life, seeing

almost no one (rather a family trait), and de-

voted to his thoughts and imaginations. He was

a strong and powerful man. of excellent health

and, though silent, cheerful, and a delightful

companion when he chose. But intellectually

he was of a separated and individual type, havmg
his own extravagances and powers and sub-

mitting to no companionship in influence. In

1837 appeared 'Twice Told Tales' in book

form: in a preface written afterwards Haw-
thorne says that he was at this time "the ob-

scurest man of letters in America." Gradually

he began to be more widely received. In 1839

be became engaged to Miss Sophia Peabody,

but was not married for some years. In 1838

he w^as appointed to a place in the Boston cus-

tom house, but found that he could not easily

save time enough for literature and was not

very sorry when the change of administration

put him o'ut of ofiice. In 1841 was founded the

socialistic community at Brook Farm: it seemed

to Hawthorne that here was a chance for a

union of intellectual and physical work, where-

by he might make a suitable home for his future

wife. It failed to fulfill his expcct:itions and

Hawthorne withdrew from the experiment. In

184' he was married and moved with his wife to

the'oid Manse at Concord just above the historic
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bridge. Here chiefly he wrote the 'Mosses of

an Old Manse^ (1846). In 1845 he published a

second series of 'Twice Told Tales' ; in

this year also the family moved to Salem,

where he had received the appointment of sur-

veyor at the custom house. As before, official

work was a hindrance to literature: not till

1849 when he lost his position could he work
seriously. He used his new-found leisure in

carrying out a theme that had been long in his

mind and produced 'The Scarlet Letter' in

1850. This, the fir:t of his longer novels, was
received with enthusiasm and at once gave him
a distinct place in literature. He now moved
to Lenox. Mass., where he began on 'The
House of Seven Gables,' which was published

in 1851. He also wrote 'A Wonder-Book' here,

which in its way has become as famous as his

more important work. In Dec. 1851 he moved
to West Newton, and shortly to Concord again,

this time to the Wayside. At Newton he wrote
'The Blithedale Romance.' Having settled

himself at Concord in the summer of 1852, his

first literary work was to write the life of his

college friend. Franklin Pierce, just nominated
for the Presidency. This done he turned to

'Tanglewood Tales,' a volume not unlike the

'Wonder-Book.' In 1853 he was named consul

to Liverpool: at first he declined the position,

but finally resolved to take this opportunity to

see something of Europe. He spent four years

in England, and then a year in Italy. As before,

he could write nothing while an official, and re-

signed in 1857 to go to Rome, where he passed

the winter, and to Florence, where he received

suggestions and ideas which gave him stimulus

for literary work. The summer of 1858 he
passed at Redcar, in Yorkshire, where he wrote

'The Marble Faun.> In June i860 he sailed

for America, where he returned to the Way-
side. For a time he did little literary work:
in 1863 he published 'Our Old Home.' a series

of sketches of English life and planned a new
novel, 'The Dolliver Romance,' also called

'Pansie.' But though he suffered from no dis-

ease his vitality seemed relaxed: some unfortu-

nate accidents had a depressing effect, and in the

midst of a carriage trip into the White Moun-
tains with his old friend, Franklin Pierce, he
died suddenly at Plymouth, N. H., early in the

morning, 19 May 1864.

The works of Hawthorne consist of novels,

short stories, tales for children, sketches of life

and travel, and some miscellaneous pieces of

a biographical or descriptive character. Besides

these there were published after his death ex-
tracts from his notebooks. Of his novels 'The
Scarlet Letter' is a story of old New England:
it has a powerful moral idea at bottom, but it is

equally strong in its presentation of life and
character in the early days of Massachusetts.
"The House of Seven Gables' presents New
England life of a later date: there is more of

careful analysis and presentation of character
and more description of life and manners, but

less moral intensity. 'The Blithedale Romance'
is less strong: Hawthorne seems hardly to grasp
his subject. It makes the third in what may
be called a series of romances presenting the

molding currents of New England life: the
first showing the factors of religion and sin.

the second the forces of hereditary good and
evil, and the third giving a picture of intellectual

and emotional ferment in a society which had
come from very different beginnings. 'Sep-
timius Felton,' finished in the main but not
published by Hawthorne, is a fantastic story

dealing with the idea of immortality. It was
put aside by Hawthorne when he began to write

'The Dolliver Romance,' of which he com-
pleted only the first chapters. 'Dr. Grimshaw's
Secret' (published in 1882) is also not entirely

finished. These three books represent a pur-

pose that Hawthorne never carried out. He
had presented New England life, with which
the life of himself and his ancestry was so in-

dissolubly connected, in three characteristic

phases. He had traced New England history

to its source. He now looked back across the

ocean to the England he had learned to know,
and thought of a tale that should bridge the

gulf between the old world and the new. But
the stories are all incomplete and should be
read only by the student. The same thing may
be said of 'Fanshawe.' which was published
anonymously early in Hawthorne's life and later

withdrawn from circulation. 'The Marble
Fann' presents to us a conception of the old

world at its oldest point. It is Hawthorne's
most elaborate work, and if every one were
familiar with the scenes so discursively de-

scribed, would probably be more generally con-

sidered his best. Like the other novels its

motive is based on the problem of evil, but we
have not precisely atonement nor retribution, as

in his first two novels. The story is one of de-

velopment, a transformation of the soul

through the overcoming of evil. The four

novels constitute the foundation of Hawthorne's
literary fame and character, but the collections

of short stories do much to develop and com-
plete the structure. Tliey are of various kinds,

as follows: (i) Sketches of current life or of

history, as 'Rills from the Town Pump,' 'The
Village Uncle,' 'Main Street,' 'Old News.'
These are chiefly descriptive and have little

story; there are about twenty of them. (2)
Stories of old New England, as 'Tlie Gray
Champion,' 'The Gentle Boy,' 'Talcs of the

Province House.' These stories are often

illustrative of some idea and so might find place

in the next set. (3) Stories based upon some
idea, as 'Ethan Brand,' which presents the idea

of the unpardonable sin: 'The Minister's Black
Veil,' the idea of the separation of each soul

from its fellows; 'Young Goodman Brown,'
the power of doubt in good and evil. Tliese are

the most characteristic of Hawthorne's short

stories: there are about a dozen of them. (4)
Somewhat different are the allegories, as 'The
Great Stone Face.' 'Rappacini's Daughter,'
"The Great Carbuncle.' Here the figures are

not examples or types, but symbols, although
in no story is the allegor>' consistent. (5)
There are also purely fantastic developments
of some idea, as 'The New .Adam and Eve.'

'The Christmas Banquet,' 'The Celestial Rail-

road.' These differ from the others in that

there is an almost logical development of some
fancy, as in case of the first the idea of a per-

fectly natural pair being suddenly introduced
to all the conventionalities of our civilization.

There are perhaps twenty of these fantasies.

Hawthorne's stories from classical mythology,
the 'Wonder- Book' and 'Tanglewood Tales,'

belong to a special class of books, those in
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which men of genius have retold stories of the

past in forms suited to the present. The stories

themselves are set in a piece of narrative and
description which gives the atmosphere of the

time of tlie writer, and the old legends are

turned from stately myths not merely to chil-

dren's stories, but to romantic fancies. Mr.
Prinfle in 'Tanglewood Fireside' comments on
the idea : "Eustace." he says to the young col-

lege student who had been telling the stories

to the children, "pray let me advise you never
more to meddle with a classical myth. Your
imagination is altogether Gothic and will in-

evitably Gothicize everything that you touch.
The effect is like bedaubing a marble statue

with paint. This giant, now ! How can you
have ventured to thrust his huge disproportioned
mass among the seemly outlines of Grecian
fable?" "I described the giant as he appeared
to me," replied the student. ".A.nd, sir, if you
would only bring your mind into such a rela-

tion to these fables as is necessary in order to

remodel them, you would see at once that an
old Greek has no more exclusive right to them
than a modern Yankee has. They are the com-
mon property of the world and of all time"
('Wonder-Book,' 135). 'Grandfather's
Chair' was also written primarily for children
and gives narratives of New England historj',

joined together by a running comment and nar-
rative from Grandfather, whose old chair had
come to New England, not in the Mayflower,
but with John Winthrop and the first settlers

of Boston. 'Biographical Stories.' in a some-
what similar framework, tells of the lives of
Franklin, Benjamin West and others. It should
be noted of these books that Hawthorne's writ-

ings for children were always written with as

much care and thought as his more serious work.
'Our Old Home' was the outcome of that less

remembered side of Hawthorne's genius which
was a master of the details of circumstance
and surroundings. Tlie notebooks give us this

also, but the .American notebook has also rather
a peculiar interest in giving us many of Haw-
thorne's first ideas which were afterwards
worked out into stories and sketches.

One element in Hawthorne's intellectual

make-up was his interest in the observation of
life and his power of description of scenes, man-
ners and character. This is to be seen espe-
cially, as has been said, in his notebooks and in

'Our Old Home,' and in slightly modified form
in the sketches noted above. These studies
make up a considerable part of 'Twice Told
Tales' and 'Mosses from an Old Manse,' and
represent a side of Hawthorne's genius not al-

ways borne in mind. Had this interest been
predominant in him we might have hsd in Haw-
thorne as great a novelist of our evcrj'day life

as James or Howells. In the 'House of Seven
Gables' the power comes into full play: lOO
pages hardly complete the descriptions of the
simple occupations of a single uneventful day.
In Hawthorne, however, this interest in the life

around him was mingled with a great interest
in history, as we may see, not only in the stories

of old New England noted above, but in the
de.scriptive passages of 'The Scarlet Letter.'
Still we have not. even here, the special quality
for which we know Hawthorne. Many great
realists have written historical novels, for the
same curiosity that absorbs one in the affairs

of everyday may readily absorb one in the recre-
ation of the past. In Hawthorne, however, was
another element very different. His imagina-
tion often furnished him with conceptions
having little connection with the actual circum-
stances of life. The fanciful developments of
an idea noted above (5) have almost no relation
to fact : they are "made up out of his own head."
They are fantastic enough, but generally they are
developments of some moral idea and a still

more ideal development of such conceptions,
was not uncommon in Hawthorne. 'Rappacini's
Daughter' is an allegory in which the idea is
given a wholly imaginary setting, not resembling
anything that Hawthorne had ever known from
observation. These two elements sometimes ap-
pear in Hawthorne's work separate and distinct

just as they did in his life: sometimes he seclud-
ed himself in his room, going out only after
nightfall ; sometimes he wandered through the
country observing life and meeting with every-
body. But neither of these elements alone pro-
duced anj-thing great, probably because for any-
thing great we need the whole man. The true
Hawthorne was a combination of these two ele-

ments, with various others of personal character,
and artistic ability that cannot be specified here.
The most obvious combination between ' these
two elements, so far as literature is concerned,
between the fact of e.xtenial life and the idea of
inward imagination, is by a symbol. The sym-
bolist sees in everyday facts a presentation of
ideas. Hawthorne wrote a number of tales that

are practically allegories : 'The Great Stone
Face' uses facts with which Hawthorne was
familiar, persons and scenes that he knew, for
the presentation of a conception of the ideal.

His novels, too, are full of symbolism. 'The-
Scarlet Letter' itself is a symhol and the rich

clothing of Little Pearl, .Alice's posies among
the Seven Gables, the old musty house itself,

are symbols, Zenobia's flower, Hilda's doves.

But this is not the highest synthesis of power,
as Haw-thorne sometimes felt himself, as when
he said of 'The Great Stone Face.' that the
moral was too plain and manifest for a work
of art. However much we may delight in

symbolism it must be admitted that a symbol
that represents an idea only by a fanciful con-

nection will not bear the seriousness of anal-

ysis of which a moral idea must be capable.

A scarlet letter A has no real connection with

adultery, which begins with A and is a scarlet

sin only to such as know certain languages and
certain metaphors. So Hawthorne aimed at a

higher combination of the powers of which he
was quite aware, and found it in figures and
situations in which great ideas are implicit.

In his finest work we have, not the cir-

cumstance before the conception or the con-
ception before the circumstance, as in allegory.

We have the idea in the fact, as it is in life,

the two inseparable. He.«ter Prynne's life does
not merely present to us the idea that the break-

ing of a social law makes one a stranger to

society with its advantages and disadvantages.

Hester is the result of her breaking that law.

The story of Donatello is not merely a way of

conveying the idea that the soul which con-

quers evil, thereby grows strong in being and
life. Donatello himself is such a soul grow-ing

and developing. We cannot get the idea with-

out the fact, nor the fact without the idea.
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This is the especial power of Hawthorne, the
power of presenting truth implicit in life. Add
to this his profound preoccupation with the
problem of evil in this world, with its appear-
ance, its disappearance, its metamorphoses, and
we have a clue to Hawthorne's greatest works.
In 'The Scarlet Letter,* 'The House of Seven
Gables.' 'The Marble Faun.> 'Ethan Brand,'
'The Gray Champion,' the ideas cannot be sep-

arated from the personalities which express
them. It is this which constitutes Hawthorne's
lasting power in literature. His obser\-ation is

interesting to those that care for the things that
he describes, his fancy amuses, or charms or
often stimulates our ideas. His short stories

are interesting to a student of literature because
they did much to give a definite character to a
literary form which has since become of great
importance. His novels are exquisite speci-

mens of what he himself called the romance, in

which the figures and scenes are laid in a world
a little more poetic than that which makes up our
daily surrounding. But Hawthorne's really

great power lay in his ability to depict life so
that we are made keenly aware of the dominat-
ing influence of moral motive and moral law.

Bibliography.—Hawthorne's life has been
written by G. P. Lathrop (library edition
of his works), by Henry James ('Eng-
lish Men of Letters'), and bj- Moncure D.
Conway ('Great Writers' Series'). Con-
sult also: 'Memorials of Hawthorne,' by
Rose Hawthorne Lathrop. Criticism will be
found in G. W. Curtis, 'Literary and Social
Studies': T. \V. Higginson, 'Short Studies of
.American .Authors' : Leslie Stephen, 'Hours in

a Library'; W. D. Howells, 'My Literarj- Pas-
sions'; J. T. Fields, 'Yesterdays With
-Authors' ; R. H. Hutton, 'Essays in Literary
Criticism.'

Edw.uu) Everett Hai^, Jr.,

Professor of English, Cnion College, Schenec-
tady, X. Y.

Hawtrey, Charles Henry, English actor.

pla>-wright, and manager: b. Eton, 1858. son of
Rev. John Hawtrev-. He was educated at

Rugby and Oxford, becoming an actor when he
was twenty-three years old. His greatest suc-
cess was in 'The Private Secretary.' adapted
from Von Moser's 'Der BibliDthekar,' first pro-
duced in Cambridge in 1883, and played 844
consecutive times. Other plays in which he has
been unusually successful are 'Jane,' ' Mr. Mar-
tin.' '.A Message from Mars,' and 'The Man
from Blankley's.' With the last two plays he
se^•eral times visited the L'nited States. For
se^-eral years he has controlled the Comedy and
Avenue theaters in London.

Haze's System, a st>Ie of fortification in-

troduced by Baron FranQois Nicolas Benoit
u- .. - French military engineer, employed by

and put in command at the sicgo of
-•, ;n 1832. His casemated batteries have

earthen parapets along their front, and their
arches are mantled with earth. The apenure?
in front of the gnns open into embrastjres
formed in an extension of the parapet at these
points beyond its ordinary retired position.
Being open in the rear the circulation of air

*he inconvenience of confined smoke.
vl of construction is now pretty gen-

-'-. —pted.

Hay, George, Scottish artist: b. Edin-
burgh. At 17 he entered the architectural pro-
fession, which he afterward abandoned for
painting, and has been a prolific genre painter
since he first attracted attention by his 'Bar-
ber's Shop in the time of Elizabeth' (1863).
Other works by him are: '.A \"isit to the Spae-
wife' (187:2): 'Caleb Balderston's Ruse' US74) ;

and 'A Scene at Chatsworth' (1899).

Hay, John, .American statesman : b. Salem,
Ind.. 8 Oct. 1838: d. near Newbury, N. H..
I July 1905. He was graduated from Brown
L'niversity in 1858, and on leaving college
entered the ofiice of -Abraham Lincoln in
Springfield, 111., to study law. In 1S61 he was
admitted to the bar. but did not practise, as
in that same year he went with Lincoln to
\\'ashington as one of the President's private
secretaries. During the Civil War period he
was also Lincoln's adjutant and aide-de-camp,
and ser\-ed in the field for some time under
Generals Hunter and Gillmore. He was brev-
etted lieutenant and lieutenant-colonel.

After the death of Lincoln he was inade
secretary of legation at Paris, remaining there
till 1S67, when he became charge d'affaires at

Vienna. After holding this post for a year he
resigned and returned to the United States, but
was sent almost immediately to Madrid as sec-

retarj- of legation, where he reuiained till 1870.

During his service abroad he gained a valu-

able knowledge not only of the language and
literature of the chief European nations, but also

of foreign diplomacy and politics. On his re-

turn to the L'nited States he took up journalism.
was for a time on the editorial staff of the New
York Tribune, and published, mostly in its col-

umns, his 'Pike Count}- Ballads.' .After about
five years of ser\-ice on the Tribune, he married
a daughter of .Amasa Stone of Cleveland and
went to that city to live. He devoted himself
mainly to literar>- work, and occasionally took
part in politics, writing and speaking in presi-

dential campaigns. In 1879 he accepted an
offer from President Hayes to become first

assistant secretary of state under Mr. Evarts.

He held this position till the end of the Hayes
administration in March t88i : then he took
charge of the Tribune during WTiitelaw Reid's

absence in Europe, and conducted it with marked
success through the trying period of Garfield's

assassination and death.

In March iS?^ President McKinley ap-

pointed him L'nited States minister to England,
-,.- • t'-.. selection was declared by all without

of party, to be most suitable. In
.• wa? well received, and did much to

bring about friendly understanding between
England and the United States. His London
experience was also most valuable training for

the important position to which he was appointed

in .August 1898, when he became secretary of
stav,-. Very few of those who had been at the
'^

• • ^•- • "-"^•-'ment had dealt with so
- as Secretary- Hay. and

;
Tiore thoroughly trained

diplomats. At t'ne time of the Boxer outbreak

in China, he was successful in obtaining justice

for the Chinese, and preserving the integrity of

the Chinese Empire, in 1899 he directed the
^' ' "tes ambassadors at London. Berlin, St.

.:. and Paris to propose that each of

:..^ . ,. .(.mments make a declaration in favor
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of the "open door" policy in China. They were
invited to give assurances : first, that there would
be no interference with any treaty port or vested

interest ; second, that the existing Chinese cus-

toms taril¥ would be continued without discrim-

ination and administered by Chinese olRcials

;

third, that there would be no discriinination in

harbor dues and railroad rates. Italy and Japan
were afterward included in the negotiations. No
treaties were exchanged, but all the governments
approached pledged themselves by definite prom-
ises to the "open door" policy. He also nego-
tiated and signed the Hay-Pauncefote treaty

(q.v.), and several reciprocity treaties, including

one with Cuba ;
gave support to The Hague Con-

ference (q.v.), and induced the Powers demand-
ing indemnity from Venezuela to refer the ques-

tion to The Hague tribunal ; and. in 1903. signed

within forty-eight hours of each other a treaty

with the Colombian government granting right

of way for the Panama canal, and a treaty with

Great Britain providing for the submission of

the Alaskan boundary question to arbitration.

During McKinley's first administration, also.

Secretary Hay's position was of peculiar signifi-

cance, because, owing to the death of Vice-Presi-

dent Hobart, Hay would have become McKin-
ley's successor had the President died or resigned

before the end of the term.

Secretarv- Hay was known as an author also,

his publications includmg *Pike County Ballads'

(1871) and other poems; 'Castilian Days,' one
of the best books on Spain in the English lan-

guage, and *Life of Abraham Lincoln' (1890),

written in collaboration with J. G. Nicolay
(q.v.), and ranking as the most comprehensive
and authoritative biography of Lincoln.

Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, signed 18 Nov.
1901, which replaced the Clayton-Bulwer
Treaty (q.v.) as an .\nglo--\merican agreement
«f policy regarding an isthmian canal, then sup-

posed to be fixed as across Nicaragua. It was
drawn up by John Hay, secretary of state, and
Sir Julian Pauncefote, ambassador from Great

Britain. Public feeling for some years had been
growing so sore over the Clayton-Bulwer
Treaty's restriction on the independent action of

the United States, that there was grave fear lest

Congress might abrogate it by open violence, a

great blow to future amicable action. President

McKinley voiced the feeling by the declaration,

in his annual message for 1898, that the canal

had become a national necessity. Fresh negotia-

tions were opened with Great Britain ; that coun-

try had no wish beyond that of neutralizing the

canal, and sent one of her best diplomats with

very liberal instructions, to concede whatever did

not nullify that essential principle. The draft

treaty was sent to the Senate by the President

5 Feb. 1900. It provided that a canal might be
constructed by the United States, or under its

•direction ; should be permanently neutralized on
the basis of the Suez Canal agreement— to be
kept open at all times, either of war or peace,

to all vessels, without discrimination, and no
fortifications to be constructed commanding the

canal or the waters adjacent, and that other pow-
ers should be invited to join in this guaranty of

neutrality. The provisions excited intense hos-
tility, and Senator Davis offered an amendment
adopted by the committee on foreigri affairs, can-

celing the very features for which it was drawn
up, and which made the spirit of the previous
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one. It provided that the neutralization clause
should not prevent the United States from any
measures it thought needful for its own defense
or the preservation of order, declared the Clay-
ton-Bulwer Treaty specifically abrogated, and
'struck out the third clause inviting the concur-
rence of other powers. In this form it was rati-

fied by the Senate 20 Dec. 1900, but Great Britain
refused to accept the transformed treaty, and it

expired by limitation on 5 March 1901. Undis-
couraged, the two diplomats set to work on a
compromise, which was signed by them 18 Nov.
1901, sent to the Senate by President Roosevelt,
and ratified by them 16 December. The chief

differences were in dropping as far as possible

all specific guaranties, requirements, or prohibi-

tions, leaving its interpretation and application

to the chapter of fate and the certainty that the

strong hand would decide in any event. The
neutrality of the canal is not guaranteed at all

e.xcept by the terms of the agreement, the Clay-
ton-Bulwer Treaty is abrogated by name, and
the United States is not forbidden to construct

fortifications, nor required to keep the canal open
in time of war.

Hay, or Forage, the steins and leaves of
grasses and other plants cut for fodder and dried

in the sun. In haymaking the object of the

farmer is to preserve the hay for winter use in

the condition most nearly resembling the grass

in its natural state. Of the various ingredients

which compose grass, those portions which are

immediately soluble in water are the most fitted

for the purposes of nutrition ; and therefore the

mowing should be done when the plants contain

the largest amount of sugar and other soluble

matter. During the latter part of the process of
fructification, when the seeds have arrived at

maturity, the stem and leaves begin to decay;

so that if the grass is not cut when in flower, a

great amount of nutriment will be wasted. On
the third day after mowing, if the weather is fine,

the newdy-made hay wdll be ready for gathering

into large windrows for carrying and stacking;

but otherwise it will have to be put up into large

cocks, and the carrying deferred until the next

day. It is not desirable that grass should be

too rapidly made into hay under a burning sun,

as it is liable to scorch and lose its nutritive

value. Great care must also be taken to pre-

serve the hay from dew and rain, as water washes
away the soluble salts and other matters, and
wheii in the stack will cause fermentation, which,

if excessive, destroys some of the most valu.ible

properties of the hay. Some farmers salt their

hay in stacking; others do not. Salt is generally

commended. A good plan, when the hay harvest

has been accompanied by wet weather, is to place

a few lavers of straw in the stack at intervals to

absorb the moisture from the heating hay. On
large farms the spreading out of the hay after

it is cut down is performed by a haymaking
machine drawn by a horse, which will do the

work of twelve or fifteen haymakers, and dis-

tribute the grass more thinly and evenly as it

crosses the field. It is only for the haymaking
of the true grasses, however, that it is adapted,

as clover must not be shaken so violently. To
be transported to markets at a distance, hay is

now compactly pressed into bales by presses

worked by hand or power. In fact baled hay has

increased the importance of haymaking, owing to

the readiness with which it can be transported by
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rail or water. On the Pacific Coast, especially

in California, hay cut from alfalfa grass is very
produttive and profiable. and as many as three
crops a year are frequently obtained. In the
United States 61.691. i66 acres of land were util-

ized in cultivatinff hay and forage in 1900. the
entire crop amounting to 84,011.299 tons, valued
at $484.256,&46.

The average \-aIue per acre of the hay and
forage crop is $8. Included in the above estimate
were 4.759.353 tons of cornstalks which were cut
from fields cultivated mainly for the grain.

These figures for 1900 show an increase in area
since 1^9 of 8.742.369 acres, or 16.5 per cent,

and in production of 12420.166 tons or 1S.6 per
cent

Of this total area, 6.7 per cent was devoted
to clover, 50.7 per cent to tame and culti^-ated

grasses other than clover, 6.3 per cent to grains

cut green for hay. 5.1 per cent to forage crops.

3_4 per cent to alfalfa or lucerne, 2.8 per cent to

millet and Hungarian grasses, and 25.1 per cent

to wild, salt, and prairie grasses.

The North Central division contained 57.8

per cent of the total hay and forage acreage of

the countr>-, the North Atlantic 21.0 per cent,

the Western 1 1.4 per cent, the South Atlantic

3.5 per cent, and the South Central 6.3 per cent
The rate of increase in area devoted to hay

and forage since 1S89 was greatest in the South
Central division, being 103.O per cent The
Western di\-ision shows an increase of 914 per

cent, the South .\tlantic of I2J2 per cent, and the

North Central of 10.7 per cent The Nonh
Atlantic division shows a decrease of 2.2 per

cent.

The total value of the hay and forage crop of

1900 averaged $135 per farm. The average yield

per acre, exclusive of cornstalks, was t28 tons,

and the average -^-alue per ton S6.X1. The aver-

age j-ield per acre of the various classes \vas as

follows : Forage crops. 2.62 tons : alfalfa, or

lucerne, 249 tons ; millet and Hungarian grasses,

Z.64 tons; grains cut green for hay. 1.28 tons;

clover, 1.26 tons; tame grasses other than clover.

1. 14 tons; and wild. salt, and prairie grasses, M2
tons. In 1902. the United States exported hay

to the %-alue of $2,580,622.

Hay Fever, a nervous aflfection of the

mucous membranes of the ej-es, nose, mouth,

pharynx, larj-nx. and bronchi, characterized by a

orofuse flow of secretion from the nose, and of

tears from the eyes, and accompanied in some
cases by asthma. It is induced by the inhalation

of the ixjllen of the Grammes, is prevalent dur-

ing the hay season, but subsides at its close, and
varies in its severity- according to certain atmos-

pheric conditions and the amount of pollen in

the air. The occurrence of catarrhal s>Tnptoms

in summer separates it from an ordinary* "cold in

the head" ; while their combination with diffi-

culty of breathing prevents it being mistaken for

spasmodic asthma, in which there is seldom any
catarrh. There are three combining causes of

this affection, which is largely nervous : First, a
predisposing cause in some nervous disease, with

a probable lesion in the fourth ventricle of the

brain. Second, deformity, such as a deviating

septum, in the nasal region. Third, inhalation

of a special pollen. Removal to the seashore or

the mountains is beneficial in some cases.

Arsenic, iodides, bromides, and other neri-e spe-

cifics benefit others. For the asthma, iodide of

potash, 5 grains with 5 minims of tincture of
belladonna in syrup of orange-peel should be
taken every two hours. Inhalations of nitre-

paper, stramonium leaves, etc, with wine of
cocoa internally, are also useful.

These remedies are, however, merely pallia-

tive, .'.nd scientific men have been for some time
making investigations which may eventually

lead to the discovery of a radical cure.

Prof. Dunbar, of Hamburg, who has been
studying the subject for seven years, is one of
those who hold out the hope of curing hay fever

by a rational treatment.
.\ccording to him, the disease is caused by the

pollen of grasses, but not by mechanical irrita-

tion. He has extracted from the pollen a poison,

or toxin, which is insoluble in ether and alcohol,

but soluble in water and weak saline solutions,

tears, the mucus of the nose and the senm] of
blood. A solution of this toxin dropped into the
e}"e or nose at once produces the characteristic

sjTnptoms of hay fever. The same sjinptoms in

an aggTa\'ated form occur when the solution is

injected h>T)odermically.
This discover}' suggested treatment by the

serum method and Dr. Dunbar set to work to
produce a curative serum by inoculating animals
with pollen toxin, and a serum was eventually

obtained which, when dropped into the eye or
nose together with pollen toxin, completely pre-

vented ^he attack which the latter alone would
have caused.

Experiments looking to the cure of the dis-

ease began in the latter part of January of 1903.

and there is good reason to believe that the dis-

ease can be checked in its earliest stage by apply-

ing the senim to the external mucous surfaces.

H>-podermic injection of the serum would prob-
ably be necessary if considerable quantities of
pollen toxin had already passed into the blood.

It is noteworthy that r>-e, barley, wheat. rice»

maize, and ever>- kind of grain and grass which
Dr. Dunbar has investigated yield a toxin which
causes hay fever, while, on the other hand, he
has not succeeded in obtaining such a toxin from
any plant not of the grass family (Graminc<r)

.

Hay River, a stream which rises in the
Rocky Mountains in .\thabasca. Canada, and
flows northeast into Great Slave Lake. It is

navigable for about 140 miles from its mouth

;

its entire length is about 360 miles. The two
Alexandra Falls (named after Princess .\lex-

andra. now Queen Alexandra of England") are

found in the upper course; they average about
250 feet in height and 900 feet in width.

Hay-worm, the caterpillar of a medium-
sized pyralid moth (Pyro/ij coslatii). injurious

to clove' hay. and to other hay when mixed with
clover. Its depredations can be prevented by
keeping the hay dr>- and well ventilated, as the

insect preferably breeds in moist or matted mate-
rial such as is to be found in the lower parts of
stacks ; here the hay becomes filled with web-
bings of the "worms* and their excrement, ren-

dering it unfit for feeding. The webbed material

should be burned, and the place thoroughly
cleaned.

Hajr'den, Ferdinand Vendeveer, American
geologist: b. Westfield. Ma?s.. " Sept. 1829; d.

22 Dec. iS^-. He was graduated from Obcrlin
College. Ohio, studied at the .-Mbany Medical
College, and during the greater part of 1853-62

was employed in surveys in the northwest He
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served as surgeon in (lie Union army during the
Civil War, and was professor of mineralogy and
geology in the University of Pennsylvania
1865-72. In 1867-g he made a geological sur-

vey of Nehraska, and was afterward director of
the geological survey of the Territories of the
United States, until in 1879 the various national

surveys were combined in the geological survey
of the United States. Till 1886 he remained at

the head of the Montana division. He published
many papers, besides numerous and valuable
government reports, and was a member of many
scientific societies at home and abroad.

Haydn, ha'dn (Gcr. hi'dn), Franz Joseph,
Austrian musical composer : b. Rohau, on the

borders of Hungary and Lower Austria, 31
March 1732; d. Vienna 31 May 1809. He was
sent to school at Hamburg at 6, where he
learned reading, writing, singing by note, and to

play on such instruments as his childish strength
would admit of his Iiandling. His voice attracted

the notice of the parish priest,who recommended
him as a choir-boy to the chapel-master of St.

Stephen's in Vienna, and at 8 Haydn was
received into the choir. With exception of some
Latin and much practical music he seems here to

have been taught nothing; in the theory and sci-

ence of the art he received but two lessons from
his master in eight years. At last in his l6th

year, his voice began to break, and he lost his

place and took up his abode in an attic in the
Austrian capital, intending to live by his art. At
that time the first six sonatas of Emmanuel Bach
fell into his hands. "I could not leave my instru-

ment," he said in his old age. "until I had played
them through ; and any one who knows me must
perceive how much I owe to Emmanuel Bach,
that I studied him carefully, and comprehended
him.* After a time he became acquainted with
Metastasio, the greatest operatic librettist of the
time. The poet had charge of the education of
a Signora Martinez, and Haydn was employed
to give her clemenary instructions in music.
This afforded him an opportunity for mastering
Italian, and what was of more immediate impor-
tance, procured him board and lodging. Metas-
tasio introduced the struggling young artist to

Porpora, a celebrated Italian musician, then in

Vienna. As Porpora's accompanist he attracted

the attention of Gluck and other masters, and
his prospects from this time onward grew stead-

ily brighter. He was often engaged to play at

the musical entertainments given by the Austrian
nobles, was appointed organist of two churches,

sang tenor parts in the choir of another, and
pupils became rapidly more numerous. He wrote
a short comic opera, 'Der hinkende TeufeP
(The Limping Devil), which was given three

nights with applause, but owing to the satirical

character of the libretto was forbidden by the
police. Having now the means, Haydn pur-
chased and studied the theoretical works of
Emmanuel Bach, ]\Iatthcson, and Fux. In 1759
Coimt Morzin engaged him as music composer
and director at a salary of 200 florins, with free

lodgings and table with his secretaries and other
officials. In 1761 he was appointed "chapel-mas-
ter" or musical director to Prince Nicholas Es-
terhazy, in whose service he remained 30 years.

Anything like a catalog'ue of his compositions
during this time is impossible; much was
destroyed on three separate occasions when
his house was burned down, and much was

scattered ; but we know of 163 pieces for
the baryton, an obsolete instrument in size
between the viola and the violoncello; about
120 symphonies for full orchestra; more than
100 works of chamber music of the higher
forms; and 12 Italian operas performed in his
patron's private theatre. On the death of Ester-
hazy, in 1790, Haydn visited London, where the
musical world received him with the greatest
enthusiasm, and where he stayed 18 months.
?Iere he produced an opera, the *Orfeo,' nine
symphonies, six quartettes, II sonatas, several
songs and canzonets, and the accompaniments to
more than ico Scotch songs. He visited London
a second time in 1794, his stay lasting a like
period, and on his return to Vienna set about
composing the music of an oratorio, the 'Crea-
tion,' the words adapted by Linley from Mil-
ton's 'Paradise Lost.' Haydn thought the text
too long, and being not thoroughly acquainted
with English, had it translated and curtailed by
Baron von Swieten. It was produced 19 March
1799, when its author was in his 66th year. It

obtained a great success, and he was induced to
undertake the music of another text prepared
from Thomson's 'Seasons.' This work wants
the freshness and vigor of the previous work;
which may have resulted in some measure from
the barren unpoetical text. Consult : Pohl,
'Joseph Haydn' (1875) ; 'Mozart and Haydn in

London' (1867); Karajan, 'Joseph Haydn in

London' (1861); Reissmann, 'Joseph Haydn'
(1879).

Haydn, ha'dn, Hiram Collins, American
clergyman: b. Pompey, N. Y., 11 Dec. 1831. He
was graduated from Amherst in 1856, from the
Union Theological Seminary in 1859, held pas-
torates at Meriden, Conn., and Painesville. Ohio,
was pastor of the First Congregational Church
of Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874-80 and again from
1884. He was also president of Western Reserve
Llniversitv in 1888-90, and published 'Lay
Efifort' ; ''Death and Beyond' : 'The Bible and
Current Thought' ; 'The Face Angelic' and
other works.

Haydon, ha'don, Benjamin Robert, Eng-
lish painter: b. Plymouth 2O Jan. 1780: d. Lon-
don 22 June 1846. He had a passion for great

historical subjects, and covered immense areas

of canvas, but seldom rose beyond mediocrity
excepting by exaggeration. His work was. how-
ever, admired by many of his contemporaries,
including the poet Keats. Among his pictures

may be mentioned: 'Judgment of Solomon'
(1814) ; 'Christ's Entry into Jerusalem' (1820),

now in Philadelphia; 'The Raising of Lazarus' ;

'The Mock Election in the King's Bench';
'Napoleon at St. Helena'; '.-Mexander and
Bucephalus'; '.'Mfred and the Trial by Jury';
'Uriel and Satan' ; 'The Burning of Rome.*
See Life by Taylor (1853).

Hayes, Augustus Allen, American chem-
ist: b. Windsor, Vt., 1806; d. Brookline, Mass.,

21 June 1882. He began his studies under
Dana, and was successful throughout his career

in improving the resources of applied chemistry
to a remarkable extent. He was the first to

extract the alkaloid sanguinarin from the blood
root, 5'a)i^'!(i»ii);'(i Canadensis. He also improved
the common method of reducing pig to mallea-

ble iron and discovered new processes in copper-

smelting. His researches led him also to a new
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rail or water. On the Pacific Coast, especially

in California, hay cut from alfalfa grass is verj-

productive and profitable, and as many as three
crops a year are frequently obtained. In the
United States 61.691,166 acres of land were util-

ized in culti\-ating' hay and forage in 1900. the
entire crop amounting to 84,011,299 tons, \-alued

at S484,2S6.S46.
The average value per acre of the hay and

forage crop is $8. Included in the above estimate
were 4.759.353 tons of cornstalks which were cut
from fields culti\-ated mainly for the grain.

These figures for 1900 show an increase in area
since 1^9 of S.742.369 acres, or 16.5 per cent,

and in production of 12420466 tons or 18.6 per
cent.

Of this total area. 6.7 per cent was devoted
to clover, 50.7 per cent to tame and culti\-ated

grasses other tlian clover. 6.3 per cent to grains

cut green for hay. 5.1 per cent to forage crops,

3.4 per cent to alfalfa or lucerne, 2.8 per cent to

millet and Hungarian grasses, and 25.I per cent

to wild, salt, and prairie grasses.

The North Central division contained 57.8

per cent of the total hay and forage acreage of
the country, the Xorth Atlantic 21.0 per cent,

the Western 1 1.4 per cent, the South Atlantic

3.5 per cent, and the South Central 6.3 per cent.

The rate of increase in area devoted to hay
and forage since 1889 was greatest in the South
Central di%-ision. being 103.0 per cent. The
Western di\4sion shows an increase of 914 per

cent, the South .Atlantic of 12.2 per cent, and the

North Central of 10.7 per cent. The North
Atlantic division shows a decrease of 2.2 per

cent.

The total value of the hay and forage crop of

1900 averaged $135 per farm. The average yield

per acre, exclusive of cornstalks, was 1.28 tons,

and the average value per ton S6.11. The aver-

age >-ield per acre of the \-arious classes was as

follows: Forage crops. 2.62 tons; alfalfa, or

lucerne, 2.49 tons ; millet and Hungarian grasses,

1.64 tons; grains cut green for hay, 1.28 tons;

clover, 1.26 tons : tame grasses other than clover,

1. 14 tons; and wild. salt, and prairie grasses. 1.12

tons. In 1902. the United States exported hay

to the value of $2,580,622.

Hay Fever, a nervous affection of the

mucous membranes of the eyes, nose, mouth,
phar>Tix. larj-nx. and bronchi, characterized by a

profuse flow of secretion from the nose, and of

tears from the eyes, and accompanied in some
cases by asthma. It is induced by the inhalation

of the pollen of the Graminccr. is prevalent dur-

ing the hay season, but subsides at its close, and
varies in its severity according to certain atmos-

pheric conditions and the amount of pollen in

the air. The occurrence of catarrhal symptoms
in summer separates it from an ordinar>- "cold in

the head" ; while their combination with diffi-

culty of breathing prevents it being mistaken for

spasmodic asthma, in which there is seldom any
catarrh. There are three combining causes of

this affection, which is largely nervous : First, a

predisposing cause in some nervous disease, with

a probable lesion in the fourth ventricle of the

brain. Second, deformity, such as a deviating

septum, in the nasal region. Third, inhalation

of a special pollen. Removal to the seashore or

the mountains is beneficial in some cases.

Arsenic, iodides, bromides, and other ner\-e spe-

cifics benefit others. For the asthma, iodide of

potash, 5 grains with 5 minims of tincture of
belladonna in syrup of orange-peel should be
taken everj' two hours. Inhalations of nitre-

paper, stramonium leaves, etc, with wine of
cocoa internally, are also useful.

These remedies are, however, merely pallia-

tive, .'.nd scientific men have been for some timt
making investigations which may eventually-

lead to the discovery of a radical cure.

Prof. Dunbar, of Hamburg, who has been
studying the subject for seven years, is one of
those who hold out the hope of curing haj- fever
by a rational treatment.

According to him, the disease is caused b3' the
pollen of grasses, but not by mechanical irrita-

tion. He has extracted from the pollen a poison^
or toxin, which is insoluble in ether and alcohol,

but soluble in water and weak saline solutions,

tears, the mucus of the nose and the serum of
blood. A solution of this toxin dropped into the
eye or nose at once produces the characteristic

SN-mptoms of hay fever. The same s\Tnptoras iu
an aggTa\-ated form occur when the solution is

injected hjT)odermically.
This discovery suggested treatment by the

serum method and Dr. Dunbar set to work to
produce a curative serum by inoculating animals
with pollen toxin, and a serum was eventually

obtained which, when dropped into the eye or
nose together with pollen toxin, completely pre-

vented the attack which the latter aJone would
have caused.

Experiments looking to the cure of the dis-

ease began in the latter part of January of 1903,.

and there is good reason to believe that the dis-

ease can be checked in its earliest stage by apply-
ing the serum to the external mucous surfaces.

H\-podermic injection of the serum would prob-
ably be necessarj- if considerable quantities of
pollen toxin had already passed into the blood.

It is noteworthy that r>e. barley, wheat, rice,

maize, and everv- kind of grain and grass which
Dr. Dunbar has investigated yield a toxin which
causes hay fever, while, on the other hand, he
has not succeeded in obtaining such a toxin from
any plant not of the grass family (Graminete).

Hay River, a stream which rises in the
Rockj- Mountains in .Athabasca. Canada, and
flows northeast into Great Slave Lake. It is

navigable for about 140 miles from its mouth;
its entire length is about 360 miles. The twa
Alexandra Falls (named after Princess Alex-
andra, now Queen Alexandra of England") are
found in the upper course ; they average about
250 feet in height and 900 feet in width.

Hay-worm, the caterpillar of a medium-
sized pjTalid moth (Pyralis costalis), injurious
to clove"" hay, and to other hay when mixed with
clover. Its depredations can be prevented by
keeping the hay dni- and well ventilated, as the
insect preferably breeds in moist or matted mate-
rial such as is to be found in the lower parts of
stacks ; here the hay becomes filled with web-
bings of the "worms" and their excrement, ren-
dering it unfit for feeding. Thi webbed material

should be burned, and the place thoroughly
cleaned.

Hay'den, Ferdinand Vendeveer, American
geologist: b. Westficld. Mas.'^.. 7 Sept. 1820: d.

22 Dec. 1887. He was graduated from Oborlin
College. Ohio, studied at the Albany Medical
College, and during the greater part of 1853-62
was employed in sur\-e>-s in the northwest. He
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senxd as surgeon in the Union army during the
Civil War. and was professor of mineralogy and
geologj' in the University of Pennsylvania
1865-72. In 1867-g he made a geological sur-

vey of Nebraska, and was afterward director of
the geological survey of the Territories of the
United States, until in 1879 the various national
surveys were combined in the geological survey
of the United States. Till 1886 he remained at

the head of the Montana division. He published
many papers, besides numerous and valuable
government reports, and was a member of many
scientific societies at home and abroad.

Haydn, ha'dn (Ger. hi'dn), Franz Joseph,
.Austrian musical composer: b. Rohau, on the
borders of Hungary and Lower Austria, 31
March 1732 ; d. Vienna 31 May 1809. He was
sent to school at Hamburg at 6, where he
learned reading, writing, singing by note, and to

play on such instruments as his childish strength
would admit of his handling. His voice attracted

the notice of the parish priest,whorecommended
him as a choir-boy to the chapel-master of St.

Stephen's in Vienna, and at 8 Haydn was
received into the choir. With exception of some
Latin and much practical music he seems here to

have been taught nothing: in the theory and sci-

ence of the art he received but two lessons from
his master in eight years. At last in his i6th

year, his voice began to break, and he lost his

place and took up his abode in an attic in the

.\ustrian capital, intending to live by his art. At
that time the first six sonatas of Emmanuel Bach
fell into his hands. "I could not leave my instru-

ment," he said in his old age, "until I had played
them through ; and any one who knows me must
perceive how much I owe to Emmanuel Bach,
that I studied him carefully, and comprehended
him." After a time he became acquainted with
Metastasio, the greatest operatic librettist of the

time. The poet had charge of the education of

a Signora ^lartinez. and Haydn was employed
to give her elemenary instructions in music.
This afforded him an opportunity for mastering
Italian, and what was of more immediate impor-
tance, procured him board and lodging. Metas-
tasio introduced the struggling young artist to

Porpora, a celebrated Italian musician, then in

Vienna. As Porpora's accompanist he attracted

the attention of Gluck and other masters, and
his prospects from this time onward grew stead-

ily brighter. He was often engaged to play at

the musical entertainments given by the Austrian
nobles, was appointed organist of two churches,

sang tenor parts in the choir of another, and
pupils became rapidly more numerous. He wrote
a short comic opera, *Der hinkende TeufeP
(The Limping Devil), which was given three

nights with applause, but owing to the satirical

character of the libretto was forbidden by the

police. Having now the means. Haydn pur-
chased and studied the theoretical works of
Emmanuel Bach, ^lattheson, and Fux. In 1759
Count Morzin engaged him as music composer
and director at a salary of 200 florins, with free

lodgings and table with his secretaries and other
officials. In 1761 he was appointed "chapel-mas-
ter" or musical director to Prince Nicholas Es-
terhazy, in whose service he remained 30 years.

Anything like a catalogue of his compositions
during this time is impossible; much was
destroyed on three separate occasions when
his house was burned down, and much was

scattered ; but we know of 163 pieces for
the baryton, an obsolete instrument in size
between the viola and the violoncello; about
120 sjTTiphonies for full orchestra; more than
100 works of chamber music of the higher
forms ; and 12 Italian operas performed in his
patron's private theatre. On the death of Ester-
hazy, in 1790, Haydn visited London, where the
musical world received him with the greatest
enthusiasm, and where he stayed 18 months.
Here he produced an opera, the *Orfeo,' nine
symphonies, six quartettes, II sonatas, several
songs and canzonets, and the accompaniments to
more than 100 Scotch songs. He visited London
a second time in 1794, his stay lasting a like
period, and on his return to Vienna set about
composing the music of an oratorio, the "Crea-
tion,' the words adapted by Linley from Mil-
ton's 'Paradise Lost.* Haydn thought the text
too long, and being not thoroughly acquainted
with English, had it translated and curtailed by
Baron von Swieten. It was produced 19 March
1799, when its author was in his 66th year. It

obtained a great success, and he was induced to
undertake the music of another text prepared
from Thomson's "Seasons.' This work wants
the freshness and vigor of the previous work;
which ma\' have resulted in some measure from
the barren unpoetical text. Consult : Pohl,
'Joseph Haydn* (1875) ; 'Mozart and Haydn in

London' (1867) ; Karajan. 'Joseph Haydn in

London' (1861) ; Reissmann, 'Joseph Haydn'
(1879).

Haydn, ha'dn, Hiram Collins, American
clergj-man: b. Pompey, N. Y., II Dec. 1831. He
was graduated from Amherst in 1856, from the
Union Theological Seminary in 1859, held pas-
torates at Meriden, Conn., and Painesville, Ohio,
was pastor of the First Congregational Church
of Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874-80 and again from
1884. He was also president of Western Reser\'e

Universitv in 1888-90. and published 'Lay
Effort' ; "'Death and Beyond' ; 'The Bible and
Current Thought' ; 'The Face Angelic' and
other works.

Haydon, ha'ddn, Benjamin Robert, Eng-
lish painter: b. Plymouth 26 Jan. 1780; d. Lon-
don 22 June 1846. He had a passion for great
historical subjects, and covered immense areas

of canvas, but seldom rose beyond mediocrity
excepting by exaggeration. His work was. how-
ever, admired by many of his contemporaries,

including the poet Keats. Among his pictures

may be mentioned: 'Judgment of Solomon'
("1814") : 'Christ's Entrv' into Jerusalem' (1820),
now in Philadelphia ; 'The Raising of Lazarus'

;

'The Mock Election in the King's Bench*;
'Napoleon at St. Helena'; '.Alexander and
Bucephalus*; '."Mfred and the Trial by Jury*;
'Uriel and Satan' ; 'The Burning of Rome.*
See Life by Taylor (1853).

Hayes, Augustus Allen, American chem-
ist: b. Windsor, Vt.. 1806; d. Brookline, Mass.,

21 June 1882. He began his studies under
Dana, and was successful throughout his career

in improving the resources of applied chemistry

to a remarkable extent. He was the first to

extract the alkaloid sanguinarin from the blood
root, Saiigiiinan'a Canadensis. He also improved
the common method of reducing pig to mallea-

ble iron and discovered new processes in copper-

smelting. His researches led him also to a new
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formula for the production of chloroform. He
was for many years employed by the State of
Massachusetts as assayer.

Hayes, Isaac Israel, American arctic ex-
plorer : b. Chester County. Pa., 5 March 1832

;

d. 17 Dec 1S81. He was graduated in medicine
at the University of Pennsylvania in 1832, and
began his arctic experiences as surgeon in the
second Grinnell expedition sent out under Cap-
tain Kane in 1853, in search of Franklin. Becom-
ing convinced of the existence of an open polar
sea. he was enabled to obtain funds for the expe-
dition on which he sailed in the ship United
States from Boston in i860. He had two
astronomers on board and according to their

observ-ations reached lat 81° 35' X., Ion. 70° 30*

W., the farthest point north hitherto recorded in
any voj-age. In 1869 he made a vo>-age to
Greenland. He received gold medals from the
geographical societies of Paris and London. His
published works comprise '.\n Arctic Boat Jour-
nev> (i860); <The Open Polar Sea> (1867);
'Cast .\way in the Cold> (1868) ; and <The Land
of Desolation' (1872).

Hayes, Rutherford Birchard, 19th Presi-
dent of the L'nited States : b. Delaware, Ohio,
4 Oct. 1822; d. Fremont, Ohio. 17 Jan. 1893.

His early education was obtained in the common
schools of Fremont and the academy at Xorwalk,
Ohio. At 16 he entered Kenyon College, from
which he was graduated in 1842 as the valedic-

torian of his class. In 1843. he entered the law
school of Har»-ard University and completed the

course in 1845. He was admitted to the bar at

Marietta, Ohio, and opened an office at Fre-
mont; but. his health failing, he was compelled
to go South, establishing himself later at Cincin-
nati (1S49). His abilit}' and industrj- soon
gained recognition and secured him an excellent

practice- He was cit\- solicitor of Cincinnati
from 1858 until .•\pril 1861. an office which
brought him prominently before the people.

Hayes' militarj- career began at the outbreak
of the Civil War. when he was elected captain of
a company formed from the old Literary Club
of Cincinnati. A few months later. June 1861,

he was appointed major in the 23d Ohio Volun-
teer Iniantr>'. of which \V. S. Rosecrans was
colonel and Stanley Mathews. lieutenant-colonel.

After the promotion and transfer of these two
officers, the regiment was put under his com-
mand, and ordered at once to West Virginia;

it took p»rt in all of the important battles of
Sheridan's campaign. In the battle of South
Mountain he was severely wounded in the arm
but soon recovered and returned to duty again.

At the battle of Winchester, he made the famous
charge across the swamp and saved the day.

Many fell in that charge, but the day was won.
He was no less courageous at Fisher's Hill and
Cedar Creek. For meritorious service he was
promoted to the rank of brigadier-general of

volunteers and later brevetted major-general.

He was nominated for Congress in his home
district at Cincinnati, and in the fall of 1864,

elected by a majorit>' of 2400; in 1866 he was
re-elected. In 1867 he was nominated for gov-

ernor of Ohio, by the Republicans : at that time

a strong reaction against many of the policies

of this partj- was felt in several States of the

North, and the party itself in Ohio was divided

into two factions. Hayes was one of the few
jien who could unite these factions, and he was

elected by a small majority; and again chosen
governor in 1869. At the close of his second
term, he returned to Cincinnati determined to

retire from public life ; and in 1873 he moved to

his old home at Fremont. In 1875. however, he
was nominated for governor, and was with diffi-

cultj' induced to accept the nomination. The
great issue of the campaign was the money ques-
tion, which though properlj- a national issue had
been forced into State politics. There were
those who believed and publicly contended that

all that was needed to make money was the

stamp of the government of the United States,

that it was not necessarj' to have back of it any
intrinsic ^-alue. Hayes, however, stood for

"sound mone3-." and after an active campaign
won the election, thus becoming governor of
Ohio for a third time.

When the National Republican Con'jention

met at Cincinnati in 1876, a number of promi-
nent leaders were candidates for the presidency.

It soon became evident that none of the recog-

nized candidates could be nominated and a "dark
horse" was looked for. Thus it happened that

Governor Hayes was nominated on the seventh

ballot. The campaign which followed proved tc

be one of the most hotly contested in the his-

tory- of the nation. The results were uncertain,

and for the first time in our national life, a com-
mission was created to pass upon the validit>' of

the certificates which had been returned by the

different States. This commission refused to go
behind the returns of the different governors

;

and the votes of the Republican electors were
therefore admitted from all of the doubtful

States. This gave Mr. Hayes a majorit\' of one
in the electoral college, and he became the nine-

teenth President of the L'nited States. (See
Elector.\l Commission.) Two things were
uppermost in his mind: the one. the improve-
ment of the political condition of the South ; the

other, "the restoration of the civil service to the

system established by Washington and followed

by the early Presidents." In both of these, he
was opposed by the machine politicians of his

own party. In spite of this opposition, how-
ever, the troops were gradually withdrawn from
the South and self-government re-established:

the people were slow to see the need of civil

ser\-ice reform, and without effective support, the

President could do little. He preserved his atti-

tude in regard to sound money, and by his veto

prevented dangerous financial legislation.

At the close of his administration. Mr. Hayes
returned to private life. His interest in educa-

tion was shown by the work done as a member
of the boards of trustees of the Ohio Wesleyan
University at Delaware and the Ohio State Uni-
versitj- at (Tolumbus. Hayes' Hall at the latter

institution bears his name because of his devotion

to the cause of manual training. He was also

president of the John F. Slater Educational Fund
and gave much time to its proper distribution.

.\s president of the National Prison Reform
Association he did much to educate the public to

a more humane way of thinking about the treat-

ment of convicts, many of his public utterances

have become maxims in prison management, and

his work along these lines has been exceedingly

valuable and permanent in it? results.

Hayes River, called Hill River in the

upper part of its course, rises near Lake Winni-

peg, in Canada, and flows northeast through
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Oxford or Holy Lake, Knee Lake, and several

other lakes, into James Bay, near the mouth
of the Xelson River. The largest tributaries

are the Shamattawa and the Fox. The length

of the Hayes is about 300 miles,

Hayesine, ha'zin, a hydrous borate of cal-

cium, occurring as a sediment consisting of

snowy-white, silky flakes, in the waters of hot

springs in Chile. It is a somewhat uncertain

species, and is perhaps to be referred in part to

bechilite, and in part to ulexite. In the United
States, specimens are reported from Bergen Hill,

N. J. (Named in honor of A. A. Haj'es (q.v.),

an American chemist.)

Hay'good, Atticus Green, American Meth-
odist bishop: b. Watkinsville. Ga.. 19 Xov. 1839;
d. Oxford, Ga., 19 Jan. 1896. He was educated

at Emor\" College, Ga., of which he was presi-

dent 1876-90, becoming in the last named year
bishop of the Methodist Church South. He
became bishop in 1890. He wrote: 'The Monk
and the Prince,' a study of Savonarola and
Lorenzo de IMedici; 'Our Brother in Black'
(iSSi); 'Pleas for Progress' (1889); etc.

Hay'market Square Massacre, the murder
of several policemen in Chicago, 4 May 1886, by
a bomb thrown by an anarchist. The labor

troubles had long been exploited by the "prac-

tical" anarchists (with whom the philosophic

anarchists disclaim connection), who denounced
the efforts for shorter hours and better wages as

tending merelj' to aggravate capitalistic slavery,

and urged instead the general seizure of prop-
erty and the murder of its owners. In February
1886 the McCormick Reaper Works had been
closed on account of a demand for the expulsion

of some non-union men. but had reopened.

Meantime a great eight-hour strike had left

some 50,000 unemployed workmen in the city,

and in view of an almost certain conflict with the

police, George Engel proposed at a meeting in

Bohemian Hall on 2 May. and the meeting in-

dorsed, a plan to blow up the police stations,

shoot the emerging police, cut the telegraph

wires, fire buildings to engross the service of the

fire department, and make a general jail deliv-

ery, that the prisoners might aid in a social

revolution. The next day August Spies and
others incited a meeting of the Liimber-shovers'

Union, 16,000 or more, principally Germans and
Boheinians, to assail the McCormick Works in

order to furnish an opportunity for carrying out

this plan, though the works had no connection
with this union. The mob attacked the works
with stones and revolvers, but were driven off.

No one was fatally injured, but Spies immedi-
ately issued a circular headed "Revenge !* assert-

ing that six workingmen had been killed, and
calling their brethren to arms. He also pub-
lished a fierce article in his paper, the Arbeiter

Zcitung, repeating the falsehood, and declaring

that there had been a "massacre" to terrorize the

workingmen. who should have had dynamite
bombs instead of stones. In the evening a meet-
ing was held at Greif's Hall, at which Engel's

plan was adopted. Spies, Albert R. Parsons,
Samuel Fielden, and Oscar W. Neebe spoke for

a mass-meeting to further the plan above men-
tioned ; at .-^dolf Fischer's suggestion it was fixed

for next evening in Haymarket Square, that the

dusk and the room for a great crowd might fur-

nish more confusion and better means of escape.

Rudolph Schnaubelt wished to have all socialists

in other cities notified, so that there might be a
general revolution. The signal was to be
"Ruhe" (Peace), which was printed in next aft-

ernoon's Arbeiter Zeitutig. Meantime Louis
Lingg and others worked all day preparing
bombs, of which the newspaper office was found
to be an arsenal, along with firearms, and with
a confederate carried a satchel of them to a
place where others helped themselves. The air

was full of rumors of intended violence, and the
mayor (Carter Harrison, Sr.) ordered the police

to mix with the meeting, and disperse it if incen-
diarj' language were used, and 176 were concen-
trated at the nearest station. Spies and Parsons
spoke first, but the mayor was in the crowd,
and they used mild language, till his suspicions

were lulled and he left. Then Fielden began a

frenzied and bloodthirsty harangue, calling for

the "extermination" of the capitalists. The
crowd grew so wild that shortly after 10 the
police in four divisions appeared and covered
the street, and while Fielden was speaking, Capt
Ward ordered the crowd to disperse. Fielden

called out "We are peaceable" (curiously 'ike

"Peace"), and a bomb was at once thrown into

the midst of the police, which e.xploded and
caused frightful carnage, killing or mortally

wounding eight policemen and injuring a great

number more. The mob instantly followed it up
with a volley from rifles and revolvers, proving
that they had been expecting the signal, but the

police, with a nerve as fine as that of trained

soldiers, at once rallied and charged the mob,
dispersing it in disorder. Most of the leaders

who had been urging destruction either did not

attend or ran awaj'. Of the police, besides those

killed. 68 were wounded by shot or bombs, many
maimed for life. Spies. Parsons, Fischer, Engel,

Lingg, Fielden, ^Michael Schwab, and Neebe
were arrested and tried as accessories before

the fact: the first four were hanged 11 Nov.
1887; Lingg shattered his jaw in prison with a

bomb and died ; Fielden and Schwab were sen-

tenced to prison for life, and Neebe for 15 years.

The last three were pardoned by Gov. Altgeld

in 1893, many prominent men of Chicago and
throughout the country having petitioned for

their release on the ground that the evidence did

not connect them with the actual throwing of the

bomb, which was true, the evidence pointing

strongly to Schnaubelt.

Hayne, Isaac, American patriot: b. South
Carolina 22 Sept. 1745; d. Charleston, S. C,

4 Aug. 1 781. He was a wealthy planter who
took up arms after the invasion of the colony by

the English forces, and after the capitulation of

Charleston was paroled with the proviso that he

might not be ordered to bear arms against his

countrymen. He was summoned, however, to

the English standard and refusing compliance

as a violation of the compact, hastened to the

American camp. Being shortly after taken pris-

oner by the English, he was tried and hanged.

Hayne, Paul Hamilton, American poet:

b. Charleston. S. C. i Jan. 1830; d. Grovetown,

Ga.. 6 July 1S86. He was a nephew of R. T.

Hayne (q.v.) and was educated at the Charles-

ton' College, studied law and engaged in journal-

ism. He served in the Confederate army till

forced to resign on account of ill health, and

lost nearlv all his property through the bombard-
ment of Charleston and the subsequent pillage.

With the little left to him he retired to Copse
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Hill, Grovetown. Ga.. where he spent the rest of
his life, a partial invalid. His verse is marked
by grace and melody and he ranks almost the
first among distinctively southern poets. He
published 'Poems' (1855); 'Sonnets and Other
Poems' (1857) ; 'Legends and Lyrics* (1872) :

etc A complete edition of his poems appeared
in 1882.

Hayne, Robert Young, American states-
man; b. Colleton District, S. C, 10 Nov. 1791

;

d. Ashe\-ille, X. C, 24 Sept. 1S39. After
studying law he was admitted to the bar in 1812

;

and sened in the second war with Great Britain,

returning at its close to his practice in Charles-
ton. He was a member of the State legislature

1814-18, and became Speaker, was attorney-gen-
eral of the State in 1818-22, and a United States
senator 1823-32. He vigorously opposed protec-
tion, and in 1832 boldly supported in Congress
the doctrine of nullification. Daniel Webster's
reply to Hayne upon this theme is classed among
the former's ablest speeches. In November
1832 South Carolina adopted an ordinance of
nullification, in December Ha>Tie was elected

governor, and the State prepared to resist the
Federal power by force of arms. A compromise,
however, was agreed to, and the ordinance was
repealed. Ha\-ne was mavor of Charleston in

1834-

Hayne, William Hamilton, American
poet : b. Charleston, S. C, 1 1 March 1856. He
is the son of Paul Hamilton HajTie (q.v.). He
received a secondary education, from 1879 con-

tributed extensiveb' to various periodicals, and
published 'Sylvan Lvrics and Other Verses'

(1892).

Haynes, hanz, Arthur Edwin, American
mathematician : b. Van Buren. X. Y., 23 May
1849. After graduation from Hillsdale College,

Mich., in 1875 became instructor of mathematics
and physics there in the same year; and was
professor, 1877-90. He held the same position

in Michigan Mining Schools in 1890-3, and was
professor of mathematics at the L'niversitv- of

Minnesota, 1893-6, and in its engineering depart-

ment 1896-1901. He has published "The Desir-

ability of L'niformit>- in the Use of Mathematical
Symbols and Terms' ; etc.

Haynes, John, American colonial gov-
ernor: b. Old Holt, Essex, England: d. Hart-

ford, Conn., I March 1654. He came with

Hooker and his company to Boston in 1633, was
soon after chosen assistant, and in 1635 governor

of Massachusetts. In 1636 he removed to Con-
necticut, being one of the prominent founders of

that colony. In 1639 he was chosen its first

governor, and everj- alternate year afterward,

which was as often as the constitution permitted,

till his death. He was one of the five who in

1638 drew up a written constitution for the col-

ony, which was finished in 1639, the first ever

formed in America, and which embodies the

main points of all our subsequent state constitu-

tions, and of the Federal constitution.

Hays, Isaac, .\merican physician and
editor: b. Philadelphia 5 July 1796; d. there 12

April 1879. He was graduated from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania in 1816 and from its med-
ical school in 1820. In addition to his long serv-

ice as general practitioner he was for 52 years

on the staff of the •.\merican Journal of the

Medical Service.' In 1&43 he established a

monthly, the 'Medical News,' and in 1874 the
'Monthly Abstract of Medical Science.' He
edited: 'Wilson's American Ornithology'

(1828) ; 'Hobh-n's Dictionary of Medi<al
"Terms' (1846) ; 'Lawrence on Diseases of the

Eye' (1847) ; and 'Amoti's Elements of
Physics' (1848). He was president of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences
(1865-9) and connected with many scientific

societies at home and abroad.

Hays, William Jacob, American painter:
b. New York 8 Aug. 1S30; d. there 13 March
1875. He studied art under John Rubens Smith,
and his 'Dogs in a Field,' exhibited in the

Academy of Design in 1S50. won him the repu-
tation of an animal painter of remarkable fidel-

ity to nature and spirit in design. He studied

the bison in the upper waters of the Missouri
and the deer in Nova Scotia. His 'Bison Bull
at Bay' and 'Herd of Caribou in Nova Scotia'

are characteristic pictures.

Hays, William Shakespeare, American
song-writer and composer: b. Louis\411e, Ky.,

19 July 1637; d. 23 July 1907. In ie>57 he be-
came a reporter for the Louisville Democrat,
subsequently was clerk and captain of steam-
boats on the Ohio and alississippi. and became
marine editor of the Louisville Courier Journal
and Times. He wrote and composed more than
300 songs, among them 'Nora O'Neil.' 'Write
Me a Letter from Home.' and 'Shamus
O'Brien' ; and published 'Poems and Songs.'
His songs sold ver>- extensively.

Hays, Kan., city, county-seat of Ellis

Countv-; on Big Creek, and on the Union P.

railroad : about 222 miles west of Topeka. It is

in a fertile agricultural region. The chief man-
ufactures are flour, dairv- products, and machin-
ery. It has grain-elevators, and there are large

annual shipments of grain, tlour. and live stock.

It is the seat of a Normal school and of a State
agricultural experiment station. The experiment
station is connected with the State Agricul-
tural College, which owns near Hays 2,000 acres

of land. Pop. (1900) 1.136.

Hayti. See H.uti.

Hajrward (properly "haw-ward," keeper
of the haws or hedges, and still so pronounced,
or rather as "howard," in countrj- districts; the
family name Howard as well as Ha\-ward is

from this), a town officer in old New England,
whose duty was to keep the cattle on the roads
from breaking through the hedges or fences into

enclosed grounds and to impound them if they
did so. The title came to be generic for a cat-

tle-ward, and the hog-reeve was frequently

known as a "hog howard."

Hayward, Wis., town, county-seat of

San-j-er County; on the Namakagon River, and
on the Chicago, St. P., M. & O. railroad: about

63 miles by rail southwest of .\shland. It is in

the vicinit}' of the lumber region of the State,

and the chief industrv- is lumbering. It has a

government Indian school, a public library, and
four churches. Pop. ( :goo) 2.720.

Hazard, haz'ard. Caroline, American col-

lege president : b. Pcaccdale. R. I., 10 June 1856.

She was educated in Providence and in Europe,
and in 1899 was appointed president of Welles-
ley College. Mass., receiving the degrees of M. A.
and Litt. D. from the L'niversity of Michigan and
Brown University the same year. She is a
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granddaughter of R. G. Hazard (q.v.) and has

published *The Narragansett Friends' Meeting

in the i8th Centur}-> (1899); 'Thomas Hazard:

a Study of Life in Narragansett in the iSth Cen-

tur)'.>

Hazard, Ebenezer, American author: b.

Philadelphia 15 Jan. 1744; d. there 13 June 1817.

He was graduated from Princeton in 1762, in

1782-g was postmaster-general, and from 1791

was in business in Philadelphia, where he

assisted in the establishment of the North Amer-
ican Insurance Company. He published 'His-

torical Collections' (1792-4) and 'Remarks on a

Report Concerning Western Indians.'

Hazard, Rowland Gibson, American man-
ufacturer and philosopher: b. South Kingston,

R. I., 9 Oct. iSoi ; d. Peacedale. R. I., 24 June
1888. He was a successful business man. being

long engaged in the woolen manufacture in

Peacedale. He also wrote on philosophical sub-

jects; his works including 'Language, its Con-
nection with the Constitution and Prospects of

Man' (1836) ; 'Essays on the Resources of the

United States' (1864) : 'Causation and Freedom
of Willing' (1869).

Haze, a condition of the atmosphere which
deadens the blueness of the sky, and obscures

the sharp outlines of distant objects. Haze is

due to fine dust in the air or to extreme heat,

the latter being known as heat-haze. In certain

parts of China the haze is like a thin fog.

Extensive forest fires create a smoke-haze, of a

dense, blue color, which drifts like rain clouds

hundreds of miles from the scene of the fire.

Volcanic eruptions throw fine dust into the air

in enormous quantities, forming a haze which is

carried many hundreds of miles. See DuST.

Hazel-nut, or Filbert, a genus (Corylus) of

shrubs and trees of the order Cupulifera, con-

fined to the northern hemisphere. The male
flowers are in long cylindrical aments or cat-

kins ; and the fruit, a nut, is marked at its base

with a large cicatrix. The inflorescences of the

haze! are developed in the year preceding their

appearance ; the male flowers last over the win-

ter, naked; the female inflorescence is enclosed

in a bud. In early spring the male catkins elon-

gate and produce an abundance of dry pollen,

while the female inflorescences are distinguish-

able from the leafbuds only by their larger size

and projecting red stigmas. The nut is envel-

oped at the base by a sheath of succulent bracts.

The European hazel (C avellana), from cul-

tivation, has produced several varieties, differing

in the size, shape, and flavor of the nuts, which
are commonly known under the name of filberts.

It grows in all situations, and is easily culti-

vated, but a light and tolerably dry soil is the

most suitable. The best nuts come from Spain,

where they are baked in large ovens before ex-

port, in order to ensure their preser\'ation.

Other species occur in southern Europe and
Asia. The American hazel (C. americana)
very much resembles the European, but is lower
in stature. It is common in most parts of the

eastern United States, but has not been culti-

vated. A second species (C. rosirata) occurs in

California.

The oil which is obtained from hazel-nuts by
pressure is little inferior in flavor to that of
almonds, and chemists employ it as the basis of

fragrant oils artificially prepared and used bv

perfumers, because it easily combines with and
retains odors. In many parts of England hazels

are planted in coppices and hedge-rows for sev-

eral useful purposes, but particularly to be cut

down periodically for charcoal, poles, fishing-

rods, etc. In brewing, the dried twigs were used

as a substitute for yeast when they were soaked

in fermenting liquor. Being extremely tough
and flexible, the branches are used for making
hurdles, crates, and springles to fasten down
thatch. They are formed into spars, handles

for implements of husbandry, and when split

are bent into hoops for cask's. Charcoal made
from hazel is much in request for forges, and
when prepared in a particular manner is used by
painters and engravers to draw their outlines.

The roots are used by cabinet-makers for veneer-

ing; and in Italy the chips of hazel are sometimes

put into turbid wine for the purpose of fining it

Finally forked twigs of the European hazel were
formerly used by diviners to determine the posi-

tion of water, gold, etc.

Hazeltine, ha'zel-tin. Mayo Williatnson,

American journalist and literary critic: b. Bos-

ton, Mass., 24 April 1841. He graduated from
Harvard, studied also at Oxford, practised law

until 187S, and was then appointed literary editor

of the New York Sun. He became widely known
as a critic for his reviews in the Sun, and has

published in book-form: 'Chats about Books'

(1883); 'British and American Education';

'The American Woman in Europe.'

Ha'zen, Marshman Williams, American
lawyer and author : b. Beverly. Mass., 1845. He
was graduated from Dartmouth in 1866, from

1873 ^^as a manager for the publishing firms

successively of Ginn & Company and D. Apple-

ton & Company, in 1882 was admitted to the

Massachusetts bar, and in 1885 began the prac-

tice of law in New York. His publications in-

clude, besides a series of 21 school text-books

:

'Observation, Thought, and Expression' ; a
'History of the United States' ; and 'Govern-

ment.'

Hazen, William Babcock, American sol-

dier: b. West Hartford, Vt., 27 Sept. 1830; d.

Washington, D. C, 16 Jan. 1887. He was grad-

uated at West Point in 1833, went to the front

in the Civil War in command of 41st rcgnment

of Ohio volunteers, which he himself had re-

cruited in 1861, served actively in Ohio, Ken-
tucky, and through the Atlanta campaign and
in Sherman's march through Georgia, and in

1863, took command of the Fifteenth army-

corps. He observed the Franco-Prussian war
on French territorj', and was at Vienna as mili-

tary attache to the United States legation dur-

ing the Turko-Russian war. Appointed chief

signal officer in 1880, with the rank of brigadier

general, he employed scientists as observers,

introduced "cold wave" signals, and suggested

the standard-time meridians at present in use.

He published: 'The School and the Army in

Germany and France, with a Diary of Siege

Life at Versailles' (1872) ; 'Our Barren Lands'

(1875) ; and <A Narrative of Military Service'

(1885).

Ha'zleton, Pa., a city situated in Luzerne
County: on the Pennsylvania and the Le-

high Vallev R.R.'s; about 24 miles south of

Wilkes- Barre. The city was settled in 1820,

ircoroorated as a boroush in l8ao, and chartered
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as a city in 1S90. It is situated in the anthra-
cite coal region, and its industrial interests are
largel}' connected with the mining and shipping
of coal. Its chief manufactures are foundry and
machine-shop products, carriages, lumber, beer,

baking-pans, cattle-powder, cigars, coffins and
caskets. It has knitting mills, silk mills, three
daily and eight weekly newspapers. It contains
a State hospital for miners, 30 churches, three
banks, a convent, high school, and Saint
Gabriel's Academy. The government is vested
in the mayor, who holds office three years, and
in the council. The subordinate officials are
appointed by the mayor, subject to the approval
of the council. Some are elected by the council.
Pop. (.1890) 11,872; (.1900) 14,230.

Hazlitt, haz'lit, William, English critic

and essayist: b. Maidstone, Kent, 10 April 1778;
d. Westminster 18 Sept. 1830. In 1793 he be-
came a student in the Unitarian College at
Hackney. He devoted more time, however, to

literature and art than to theology, and upon
leaving college resolved to become a painter.

He painted portraits with only tolerable suc-
cess, and finally renounced art, and in 1805
opened his literarj- career with an essay 'On
the Principles of Human Action.* in which
much metaphysical acumen was displayed. In
1811 he settled in London, deriving his princi-

pal support from his contributions of political

articles and theatrical and art criticisms to the
newspapers, and his occasional lectures and
publications. In 1813 he delivered at the Rus-
sell Institution a course of lectures on 'English
Philosophy,' and subsequently delivered courses
of lectures on the English poets generally, the

comic poets, and the Elizabethan poets. Later
in life he contributed to the 'Edinburgh Re-
view' and some smaller magazines. He was a
good art critic, but his tendency to prejudice and
parado.x, and his almost contemptuous regard
for the productions of contemporar>- genius,

render him a less safe authorit)- than his know-
ledge and talents would lead us to expect. It is

as a literary critic and essayist that Hazlitt
achieved his chief success. Saintsbury has said

that "long before Sainte-Beuve. Hazlitt had
shown a genius for real criticism." He has
probably not been surpassed by anj* English
critic. Yet his recognition, in view of this fact,

has been singularly inadequate to his merits.

His judgment was. it is true, often marred by
prejudice and by his paradoxes. But in the

main it was discriminating and duly apprecia-

tive. His equipment- might not now be thought
adequate, but it was almost certainly in most
respects superior to that of his Georgian con-
temporaries. He was able to write interestingly

of a wide range of topics. He was bitterly at-

tacked, after the custom of the times, by writers,

particularly journalists, of adverse political

views. But as a controversialist he was more
than the equal of any of these, bold in epigram
and i:ivective. His style has been highly praised

for its combination of vigor and case, its

rhythm, its clearness, and the aptness of its

epithets. Not only in critical analysis, but as
well in narrative and description it is excellent.

Hazlitt also lectured in 181R-21 at the Surrey
Institute. Northcote states that had he contin-

ued his art work he would have become a great

painter. The best of his essays for the "Ex-
aminer' appeared in 1817 under the title 'The

Round Table.' The 'Spirit of the Age, or Con-
temporary Portraits,' also a significant work
and by some critics considered his best, was.
published in 1825. Further essays are grouped
in 'The Plain Dealer' and 'Sketches and Es-
says.' Among other well-known works of Haz-
litt are: 'Characters of Shakspere's Plays*

(1817) ; 'A View of the English Stage' (1818) :

'Lectures on the English Poets' (1818) ;

'Lectures on the English Comic Writers'
(1819) ; 'Lectures on the Elizabethan Age*
(1S21) ; 'Life of Xapoleon Bonaparte' (4 vols.

1828). There is an edition of the 'Works' by
Henley (1902) ; and a 'Life' by Berrell (1902).

Hazlitt, William Carew, English author:
b. London 22 Aug. 1834. He is a grandson of
William Hazlitt (q.v.). He was at first a civil

engineer, relinquished that profession for jour-
nalism, and finally took up that of literature.

Among his works are: 'History of the Vene-
tian Republic' (i860) : 'Bibliographical Collec-
tions and Notes' (1876-92) : 'Memoirs of Wil-
liam Hazlitt' (1897): 'Four Generations of a.

Literary Family' (1897); 'Leisure Intervals,'

poems (1897) ; 'Ourselves in Relation to a
Deitv- and a Church' (1897) ; 'Coins of Europe'
(1893-7).

Hazor, or Chazor (Heb., enclosure), the
name of several places in ancient Palestine, the
best known of which was the seat of Jabin, a
Canaanitish king of considerable power, who,
with his allies, was defeated by Joshua (Josh.
xi. 1-13). Though it recovered and oppressed
Israel, it was conquered a second time by Barak
(^Judges iv.) and remained in the possession of
Israel until the invasion of Tiglath-pileser.
Solomon made it a northern frontier fortress
(i Kings ix. 15). Its site has been variously
placed, by many at Tell Hara, 2j4 miles south-
east of Kadesh. Consult the 'Journal of Sacred
Literature' for 1866, p. 245.

Hazzard, David, .\merican politician and
jurist: b. Rroadkiln Neck. Sussex County, Del.,

18 May 1781 : d. 8 July 1864. He served as an
ensign in the War of 1812. was elected governor
on the .\merican Republican ticket in 1829. and
subsequently was State senator and an associate
judge. During his administration as governor,
a constitutional convention was held at Dover,
Del., by which among various revisions, the
governor's term was changed from three to four
years. Hazzard was a member of the constitu-
tional convention of 1852.

Head, Barclay Vincent, English numis-
matic scholar: b. Ipswich. Suffolk. 2 Jan. 1844.

In 1864 he became an assistant in the British

Museum, where in 1893 he was made keeper of
the department of coins and medals. He was
also appointed joint-editor of the 'Numismatic
Clironicle.' His chief wrtrk is the 'Historia
Nummorum' (1887), a valuable study, and the
standard one in its department, .\mong further
publications by him are: 'History of the Coin-
age of Bocotia' (1881), and 'Guide to the Coins
of the .Ancients* (1881).

Head, Sir Edmund Walker, English colo-
nial administrator and antlior: b. near Maid-
stone, Kent, 1S05 ; d. London 28 Jan. 1868. He
was educated at Oriel College. Oxford, became
a fellow of Mcrton. studied law, was a poor-law
commissioner in 1841. and in 1847-54 lieutenant-
governor of New Brunswick, From 1854 to his
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retirement in 1861 he was governor-general of
Canada. During his admniistration Ottawa was
chosen as the capital of Canada, the Victoria
bridge at Montreal was constructed, and the
seigniorial tenures (see Canada— Seigniorial
Tenure) and the clergy reserves (see Canada
— The Clergv Reserves) were aljolished. In
1863 he was appointed a civil-service commis-
sioner and in 1867 a privy councillor. He was
an art critic of some importance, and published
a 'Handbook of Painting of the German, Dutch,
Spanish, and French Schools' (1848), and other

works. His poetical contributions to 'Fraser's

Magazine' appeared in 1868 in book-form.
Head, Sir Francis Bond, English colonial

administrator and author : b. near Rochester,
Kent, I Jan. 1793; d. Croydon, Surrey, 20 July
1875. Educated at Woolwich, he became first

lieutenant of engineers in 181 1, was at Waterloo
and at Fleurus. retired from the army in 1825,

and went to South .America as a prospector in

gold and silver mines. Of some of his experi-

ences there he gave an account in 'Rough Notes
of a Journey in the Pampas and Andes' (1828).
In 183s he was appointed lieutenant-governor of
Upper Canada. His administration was a de-
cidedly unfortunate one. Unfamiliar with the
political status of the country, he opposed the
union of the provinces, and endeavored to con-
duct the government witliout the assistance of
a council. This state of affairs may be regarded
as the chief cause for the part taken by Upper
Canada in the insurrection of 1S37. His numerous
publications include: 'Bubbles from the Brun-
nen of Nassau' (1833) ; 'The Defenceless State

of Great Britain' (i8so) ; 'The Horse and His
Rider' (i860); 'The Royal Engineer' (1869).

Head, Sir George, English writer of trav-
els, etc.: b. Higham Parish, Kent, 1782; d. 1855.

He held various posts in tlie army, and was
present at most of the great battles of the Pen-
insular. In 1814 he proceeded to Canada to be
chief of the commissariat of a proposed navy
on the Canadian lakes, and subsequently pub-
lished his experiences in 'Memoirs of an
Assistant Commissary-General' and 'Forest
Scenes and Incidents in the Wilds of North
America.' He was knighted in 1831 by Wil-
liam IV. He also wrote 'Rome, a Tour of
Many Days' ; 'A Home Tour Through the
Manufacturing Districts of England.' and 'A
Tour Through Various Parts of the United
Kingdom' and other works.

Head, Natt, American politician: b. Hook-
set, N. H., 20 May 1828: d. there 12 Nov. 1883.

He became a railroad and general building con-
tractor, sat in the State legislatures of 1861 and
1862, was adjutant-general of the State in 1864-

70, and in that capacity published a four-volume
military record of New Hampshire during the

Civil War. In 1876 and 1877 he was elected to

the State senate and in the latter year was its

president. He was governor in 1879-80.

Head, the anterior part of the body of an
animal when it is marked off by a difference in

size, or by a constriction. The presence or
absence of a head was formerly much used as

a character in classification. But this line of
classification is artificial. The mouth and prin-

cipal nervous organs are the guides to the

anterior end of the body, where the head, when
recognizable, is situated. In tlie protozoa, in-

fusoria, and coelenterates, such as the hydra and

corals, there is no nervous ganglion, and the
mouth is not surrounded by special structures.
In the inferior vermes the anterior end becomes
marked by the presence of ganglia. The so-
called head of parasitic animals, such as the
tapeworms, is only the end of attachment, but
neither mouth nor ganglia exist in it. In the
polyzoa, lampshells, ascidians, and lamcllibranch
mollusks mouth and ganglia exist, but they
are not surrounded by special structures. But
in the worms proper, the articulated animals,
the land and fresh-water gasteropods and the
cuttlefishes a head proper is found. That is,

the mouth and the anterior nervous ganglia are
placed in a segment of the body which, by
structure, is different from the rest. Thus in

the worms and articulated animals some of the
rings or articles of which the body is made up
are fused together, the appendages being not
walking limbs, but modified into jaws or jaw-
like organs. Thus the common shoreworms
possess a structural head, though it is not ap-
parent. The head is best defined in the insects.

The snail's head has its cavity shut off by a
diaphragm from the rest of the body cavity.

The cuttlefishes have, in addition, a remark-
able cartilaginous box. which, like a skull, pro-
tects the ganglia and gives support to the
muscles. The head of the vertebrated animals
presents a regular series of increasing com-
plexity from the amphioxus upward. In that
fish the most anterior part of the nervous cord
is lodged in a canal scarcely distinct from that
which contains the rest of it. Ascending in the
series, it becomes evident that as the anterior
nervous mass enlarges, and its ganglia increase
in complexity, the anterior vertebra; change
their character; as the brain becomes specialized,

so does the brain-case or skull. In man the
brain attains its highest development and the
head its greatest complexity, the difference

between skull and face being now most pro-
nounced. The vertebrate theory of the skull,

first propounded by Goethe, is now accepted
to this extent, that the skull or cranium con-
sists of three vertebrw, w'hich are recognizable
in the fish, and that the facial bones are not
vertebrae, but developed from cartilage which
did not form an original part of the vertebral
column. A vertebra consists of a body or
centre, from which two processes arch upward
and close in the spinal canal with its contents,
the spinal cord. The posterior cranial vertebra
is the occipital, consisting of a centre, two lat-

eral pieces, and a superior, the next is the
parietal, of which tlie basisphenoid is the centre,
and the great wings of the sphenoid and the
parietals the lateral arches ; the most anterior
is the frontal, w-ith its centre, the presphenoid,
and its arch, formed by the orbital plates of the
sphenoid and the frontals. The centres of the
spinal vertebrre are ossifications around a fibro-

cartilaginous rod, the chorda dorsalis. which
ends in the basisphenoid. So far spinal column
and skull have a common base ; but the spinal
vertebras were preceded by and are in fact

modifications of primitive vettcbn-e, and no rep-

resentatives of these appear in the development
of the skull. It is therefore open to question
whether the three divisions just mentioned are
really vertebr.T. or should not rather be called
cranial segments. There is the more reason
for this that in fishes the basisphenoid and pre-
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sphenoid are represented by a single bone, the grants arriving at Xew York, the funds goineparasphenoid, which underlies the skull, but to the support of the State board of im-disappears m the higher vertebrates, and that migration. A test of the legality- of the taxthe presphenoid is not properly connected with being made in the courts, a decision was ren'-the chorda dorsalis, but rather belongs to the dered that the New York statute «-as void be-senes of facial bones. The pituitarj- body which cause it infringed on the prero<^tives of

li^^^^Vn^T/^i!
lower surface of the brain national government Subsequentlv the act ofhes in front of the end of the chorda dorsalis: Congress imposing the tax v^-as questioned

nf°Sr?i"„ "^''"°'^^^''"i'""°"^'*'''^^P'=''^ »° t^^ ^'°««d States Supreme Cou?t, and a

^L^^r[^^r^'^'/°r"^ ?:" "*.^' ''^^ °^ *^^ ^^''°'' afBrming the constitutionally of the

Sie n?™m ^^ Zf tT *"
['f'^"'%^

nieet- law was made. The national act pro^des that

f?.'°, ™°!.°* w l^^^"'
^°™ ^^ cartilaginous the tax shall be paid bv the master or owner

n'^er f^:^1
^'^'^^ '^^

'.""^V'
^*'"°''*- ^""^ °^ *e vessel bringing ihe immigrants, toXother tac.al bones are developed, while the collector of the port, and bv him turned ov^rpresphenoid is an ossification in this axis just to the treasury of the United StatS to be«here the two portions meet in front of the used by the secretary- to defray the expaise^

IT lie: ^V"Zll°Tr' ."^^ ''' "']'' ^! °^- ''^'^'}-S inmn-g^tion and "to rel." e i^-
tll: t- I

?P ^ lodged m capsules of migrants in distress. See Immigration-bone wnich are inserted, the ear between the w»,^,/-t.- • • .t. J^"^'^^''"-^-
occipital and parietal, the eye between the pari! ,

Headache, pam in the head, the result of
etal and frontal segi^ents. Thev are arcidenIS ?

.^"an^y.oi causes. It may anse from over-
not essential parts^'of the cra^'^. |£ hyold d"wff4- 1 "°°*^

'.'T
'^'^'^^'^y °t" Wood or

apparatus and the lower and upper jaws are f'^"Jh
^^°'^

^^^T'^ t°-'
"^A^Bimatory action,

developed from the cartilaginou^^ walls of ^e f ?^°T'^?' ^'f" -
^* ^ P^''^"" ^''° suffers

embryonic sk-ull. and the jfws c'ome iL a s^ 'l""",
headache is of tull habit generally; if he

ondary manner to take part In ^e composirion ovefe; '^"\ '^" K^tf'
°* ^'' ^^" ^^^'^

of the face. (See Respk..tory Org." ".^ The of ^he diet *f
P^°^^"-' T'J ^""^

^f
'*"«'<'"

increasingly globular form of skull in the verte- ^«i;^fn. ' "."^ °<^9.¥ionaI doses of saline

brates is due to the greater increasi ofX "^<^"'e, exercise, tething the head with cold
cerebral hemispheres reUtfvely ToTat of the ttl'^

''''" ^" beneficial. If the urine is de-
base of the br4in and axis of the ^iSl • he^ce f.L-

"^ ".?";" '^"^^ '^^°'^^ f°™ «>^y ^
the brain comes in man to overhang the t?c" hti^.tT'*''

advantage. The above species of
Of course it is to be remembered thft while 'n fmotde ,^f;-^''°, ^" °^<=^^^°^-d by whatever
the vertebrated animals the head is divided Z^l„^ circulation, such as affection of
by its axis (commencing at the middle IneS ^l

heart or liver; when the latter is the case,
the upper jaw. and pasting back^4rd through of the h^'/'\n'"''-' "^"l'

'"\^^^ ^^ *« ^^"^
the basisphenoid to the vertebral centre7) into frhT^^

^^^^°- °° ^^ °'''^'" ^^d. head-
an upper chamber, lodging the brain and a ^h^ >"'•" "^ f P!/"^" °* ''"^^^ constitution;
lower, lodging the first part of the aUmenter^ nt?Jrl' P™'^""'^ °/ aggravated by mental
canal; in the lower animals the cav

i™ i?T nf^T^H °?'k
!5"^^° l^^'\'' listlessness both

single one, the esophagus piercing the ner^-ous faceTale Sie n'^.l?.'^'^!'
^^an .oppression -the

sj-stem so as to reach the surface of the body able (^use This foi^^f'^^'^'T,!'
'^^ ^'^^

and thus coming to be surrounded bv a oair nf ^Z ^"^^^ ^ "is form of headache is often
ganglia above and a pair bdow ' wi h the fila- fn^3ff''

T"^
^digestion, and is common

ments connecting these ganglia In the tertl J^" ''rr'"
^^"^ an.xious men of business. Any-

brate the head is cur^efdo ^ward Ihe tesH tn.l "
"

'
•^^^'^^«'°'' P^ ^ood will certainly

sphenoid being the pivot point so d^lt the of tLT!"°r'-
^xerase. attention to the state

mouth is pushed to the lower surface tn the nf =
bowels, care in diet, rest, and change

lower animals the under Surface o' the body achf frorf"^ ^^' "'" ^ ^°J'
"^^^"'- H^^-

cur^-es upward, so as to carry a part of the f' sui a^ n!:T""^^^°'<=
•"''^"'"'^'°^' ^^"^^^

nervous sj-stem past the mouth ?oward the matb^ of X k
"" '^^ ^''' ^^"^^ °*' '"fl^-"-

upper surface. The eyes and feelers of a crab Sver<= or it Lln"^'" ^"^^ ""
'°T' /°""= "^

are m fact modified limbs which are thus c^r- all kfnd, of IfTV^'l^"''^ ^°- '^e head. Of
ned upward: the jaws and sense organs of a disorder nf^t, 1 ^ ,,'''?* u"""^ ^""o™ ^"e
vertebijte are entirely distinct from Ae Ihnbl commo^ °^T^^

'*°"^'* is. however, the most
and other appendages of the trunk. Sr^om,.^?

presence of indigestible food inthe stomach almost certainly causes dull pain in

ff'"- Frontals ' Ftt T>

^*'^"- OcaPiT.A.L.
Ethmoid and Prefrontal. Orbitosphcnoids. \U^bJLia, ^^'- l^^^^<^ir'-^i.

Pituitary.
^ ^ Exoccipitals.

Pr«ph™„id. |^'-«>™i Basiocdpital.
UppCT jaw. ) e i

farasphenoid.

UOMth. ( U I .g-

Lower jaw. ) ;S '5

Arches.

Cfntra.

Head-hunting. See Dy.\k3.

Head Money, an immigration ta.x of 50
cents levied by act of Congress 3 Aug. 1882
on ever}- foreigner brought to the United
Sptes. Before the passage of this act the State
of New York levied a "head tax» on all immi-

the forehead: and too acid a condition of the
contents of the organ produces the same effect,
i he various sv-mptoms of indigestion will gen-
erally point to the cause. In the first some
apenent, such as a saline draught, will proba-
bly remove the disorder. WTien acid eructa-
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tions, heartburn, etc., indicate the presence of

superabundant acid, a dose of soda, potash, or

magnesia will correct the cause. There is a

form of headache which consists in throbbing
and pain of one part, or sometimes over one
side of the head. This is called hemicrania
(the migraine of French and the megrim of

old English writers), and is often of a distinctly

intermittent character. For its permanent cure

quinine is in common use; a mustard poultice

on the nape of the neck is also of service ; and
antipyrin has proved of value in affording relief.

It should be well understood that the habitual

use in headache of strong and swiftly working
drugs is likely to undermine the nervous sys-

tem, and increase liability to attack. Exercise,
moderation and cheerfulness are the best pre-

ventives.

Headley, hed'li, Joel Tyler, American his-

torian : b. Walton, N. Y., 30 Dec. 1813 ; d. New-
burg, N. Y., 16 Jan. 1897. Graduated from
Union College in 1846, he took a course in

theology at the Auburn Seminary, was pastor

at Stockbridge, Mass., and in 1846 became as-

sistant editor of the New York Tribune. In
1856-7 he was secretary of state for New York.
His works, written in a popular vein, had great

currency in their day, and include: 'Napoleon
and his Marshals' (1846); 'Washington and
his Generals' (1847); 'The Adirondacks'
(1849), said to be the first book to advocate
that region as a health-resort; 'Grant and Sher-
man, their Campaigns and Generals' (1865) ;

and 'The Great Rebellion' (1864).

Headley, Phineas Camp, American Con-
gregational clergyman ; b. Walton, N. Y., 24
June 1819; d. Lexington, Mass., 190.3. He was
a brother of

J.
T. Headley, the historian (q.v. ).

He was admitted to practice at the bar in 1847,

but studied theology at Auburn Seminary, held

pastorates in various Presbyterian and Congre-
gational churches, and contributed to the New
York 'Observer' and Tribune, and many other
newspapers and magazines. Among his works
are: 'Women of the Bible' (1850); biographies

of the Empress Josephine (1851), Kossuth
(1852), Lafayette (1853), Mary, Queen of

Scots (1856), Ericsson (1863), Farragut
(1864), and others; 'Half-Hours in Bible
Lands' (1867) ; 'Court and Camp of David'
(1868) ; and 'Public Men of To-day' (1882).

Healy, George Peter Alexander, American
painter: b. Boston 15 July 1808; d. Chicago 24
June 1894. He went to Paris about 1836. where
he remained several years, alternating his resi-

dence there with occasional visits to the United
States. Among works executed by him abroad
are portraits of Louis Philippe, Marshal Soult,

and Gen. Cass. At home he painted Calhoun,
Webster, Pierce, and other prominent Amer-
ican statesmen. He occasionally produced large
historical pictures, of which 'Webster's Reply
to Hayne,' illustrating a well known scene in

American legislative history, completed in 1851,
now hangs in Fancuil Hall in Boston. At the
exhibition of Paris in 1855 he exhibited a series
of 13 portraits and a large picture representing
Franklin urging the claims of the American
colonies before Louis XVI., for which he re-
ceived a medal of the 2d class. Portraits by
him of Buchanan and Lincoln are in the Cor-
coran Gallery at Washington.

Healy, Timothy Michael, Irish political
leader: b. Bantry, County Cork, Ireland, 17
May 1855. He was elected to Parliament for
Wexford in 1880, County Monaghan in 1883,
South Londonderry in 1885, North Longford
in 1887, and County Louth, North, in 1895. In
1884 he was called to the Irish bar. He became
known as a leader of the Irish Nationalist party,
was a founder of the Dul;lin 'National Press'
(later combined with the 'Freeman's Journal'),
and was repeatedly in difficulties because of his
public utterances on political matters. He made
a lecture tour of the United States with Dillon
and Parnell in 1880, and in 1881 participated in

the Land League convention at Chicago, when
$250,000 were contributed to the Irish cause.
The ^Healy Clause' of the Land Act of 1881,
providing that no tenant should pay rent on im-
provements made by him, was introduced by
him. He wrote 'A Word for Ireland' (1886).

Heap, David Porter, American engineer:
b. San Stefano, Turkey, 24 March 1843. He
studied at Georgetown (D. C. ) College, was
graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 1864, served in the Civil War with
the engineer corps of the Army of the Potomac,
and was brevetted captain for his services. In
1895 he attained the grade of lieutenant-colonel
of engineers. He was for years employed in

the construction of fortifications and the im-
provement of harbors, and in 1881 was military
representative of the United States at the Paris
congress of electricians. In addition to a 'Re-
port on the International Exhibition of Electri-
city at Paris' (1884), he published: 'Ancient
and Modern Light-Houses' (1889); 'Electrical
Appliances of the Present Day' ; "Engineer Ex-
hibit, Centennial Exhibition' (1882); and 'His-
tory of the Application of Electricity to Light-
ing the Coasts of France' (1885).

Heard, Franklin Fiske, American jurist:

b. Wayland, Mass., 17 Jan. 1825. He w'as grad-
uated at Harvard in 1848 ; was admitted to the
bar in 1850; and practised in Middlesex County
and later in Boston. He attained a reputation
as an authority on pleading, and in 1861-6 was
an editor of the 'Monthly Law Reporter.' His
publications include: 'Libel and Slander'
(i860); an edition of 'Stephen on Pleading'
(1867) ; standard books on 'Criminal Pleading'

(1879) and 'Civil Pleading' (1880); 'Heard
on Criminal Law' (2d. ed 1882) ; 'Shakespeare
as a Lawyer' (1883) : 'Precedents of Equity
Pleadings' (1884) ; 'Precedents of Pleadings
in Personal Actions in the Superior Courts of
Common Law' (1886).

Hearing, one of the five senses, the phys-
ical organ of which is the ear. (See E.\R,

Acoustics.)

Hearn, hern, David William, American
Roman Catholic clergyman and educator : b.

Boston, Mass., 21 Nov. 1861. He was gradu-
ated at Boston College in 1880; took post-

graduate courses in literature, science and phi-

losophy for five years, and theological courses
for four : entered the Society of Jesus, and
was ordained priest of the Roman Catholic
Church. He was successively professor in

Georgetown University, vice-president of Bos-
ton College, and vice-president of the College of
Saint Francis Xavier, New York. In 1900 he
became president of Saint Francis Xavier.
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Hearn, Lafcadio, American author: b.

Santa }^Iaura ^Leucadia), Ionian Islands, 27

Ji:ne 1S50; d. Tokio, Japan. 26 September 1904.

Educated in England and France, he came to

the United States in 1869, was a journalist

in Cincinnati and New Orleans, in 1^7-9 was
at Saint Pierre, Martinique, French West In-

dies, and in iSgo went to Japan. He became
a Japanese subject with the nam-" Yakutno
Koizumi, and was appointed lecturer in English

literature at the Imperial University of Tokio.

His 'Strav Leaves from Strange Literature'

(1884), and <Some Chinese Ghosts' (1887),

were succeeded by 'Chita : A Memory of Lost

Island' (1889), "story of the destruction of

<'L'Ile Derniere," once the watering-place of

Louisiana fashion, which attracted attention

bv its descriptive powers; and 'Two Years in

the French West Indies' (1890), which gained

new interest through the Martinique disaster

of 1902. Among his further works, dealing

almost exclusively with things Japanese and
revealing a thorough comprehension of and
s\-mpathv with the art. m\-th, tradition, and
philosohy of the Orient, are: 'Out of the

East' (1894); 'Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan'

(1895); 'Kokovo' (lS96">: 'Gleanine> in

Buddha-Fields' (1897); 'Exotics and Retro-
spections' (1898) ; and 'Kotto. or Japanese
Curios' (1902).

Hearst, Phoebe Appersin, American
ph'lanthropist : b. 1840. She was for a time a

teacher, and in 1861 married George F. Hearst

of California. She has been active in charitable

and philanthropic enterprises and has given

largelv, especially to educational institutions.

In San Francisco she has established kinder-

garten classes for the children of the poor.

and a manual training school, and has organized

a number of working girl's clubs. She has also

given money to build a National Cathedral

School for girls; has made donations to the

.American L'niversity at Washington ; has estab-

lished and given largely to public libraries in

the mining towns of the West: and maintained

a school for mining engineers at the University

of California. In "1896 she offered to pay the

expenses of an international competition of

architects to obtain a suitable plan for a campus
and buildings for the L'niversity of California,

and to erect two buildings in accordance with

this plan. See California, Unrersity of.

Hearst, William Randolph, American
newspaper publisher: b. San Francisco. He was
graduated from Harvard, and on leaving college

took charge of the publishing of the San Fran-

cisco E.vawiiu-r, formerly owned by his father.

Senator Hearst of California. In 1895 he bought

ihe New York Journal, the name of the morning
edition of which he later changed to the Anieri-

caii: in 1900 he started the Chicago .lmcn,an:
in 1004 the Boston .American and the Los

Angeles Examiner. In 1902 he presented the

Greek Theatre to the University of California.

tie represented the nth Congressional District

(New York") in the 58th and 59th Congresses.

In 190S he was defeated for the office of Mayor
of New York City and in 1906 for Governor.

Heart, The. The heart and the blood-

vessels constitute the mechanical means for

maintaining the circulation of the blood. In

many respects this system is the most readily

understood of any in the body, in that it is

largely mechanical. There are, however, certain

factors not existing in an ordinary system of
hjdraulics which, while essential to the proper

performance of the function in the human body,

render the understanding of the subject more
difficult. The heart is merely a pixmp, or rather

two pumps fused, for convenience, into one. It

derives its power tlirough contraction of the red

muscle which forms its wall. It is hollow,

alteniatelj- filling and emptying, receiving blood
from one set of tubes filling its cavities, then
emptying its contents into other tubes hy contrac-

tion of its walls and momentary obliteration of

its cavities. The action is analagous to that of

the ordinary bulb sjTinge. The proper direction

of the flow of the blood is maintained bj- valves,

similar in structure and like in function to the

valves in an ordinary pump.
The heart is about the size of the closed fist.

The average dimensions of the adult organ are:

length 85-90 millimetres in the male, 80-S5 mm.
in the female ; breadth, 92-105 mm. in the male,

85-92 mm. in the female ; thickness, 35-36 mm.
in the male, 30-35 mm. in the female. The aver-

age weight in men is 300 grams : in women 250
grams. The heart is cone-shaped with the base
uppermost. It lies within the cavitj- of the bony
chest, a small portion of its anterior surface

being in contact with the chest-wall, the rest

covered by the overlapping lungs. The apex of

the cone, or "apex," as it is technically called, is

in the space between the fifth and sixth ribs

on the left side, about 2 centimetres to the inside

of a vertical line drawn through the left nipple.

The heart reaches no lower and no farther to

the left than this. From this point it reaches

upward to the second rib, two thirds of its mass
being to the left of the middle line of the body,
one third to the right. Its long axis is neither

vertical nor horizontal but is inclined to an angle
of about 30 degrees to the horizontal, hence 60
degrees to the vertical. Therefore it is nearer
horizontal than vertical. The position of the

apex of the heart can be readily detennined by
placing the finger in the interspace mentioned
and feeling the beat. In the healthy individual

when not under excitement of the emotions or
exercise no motion of the heart can be felt by
the finger upon the chest-wall except at the
apex.

Of secondarj' importance only to the heart
is the system of tubes conve\-ing the blood:
arteries, capillaries, veins. The arteries are

thick-walled, elastic tubes, dividing and sub-
dividing into smaller tubes, but the total sec-

tional area increases as the vessels become
smaller in diameter. These end in a fine net-

work of very small, thin-walled tubes called

from their resemblance in size to hairs, capil-

laries. These in turn become veins, enlarging
their diameter and diminishing their number,
thus reversing the process in the arteries. \'eins

have very thin walls in proportion to the

diameter of the bore and are provided with
valves to prevent a back flow of blood.

This arrangement of the blood-vessels may
be likened to two cones, base to base, one apex
representing the largest artery leaving the heart,

the other apex the largest vein entering the

heart, and the bases of the cones the wide capil-

lary system. The flow of blood will be naturally

fastest in the larger arteries and veins, slower
in the smaller arteries and veins, and slowest

in the capillaries, due to the fact slroady men-
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tioned that as vessels divide although the

branches are smaller in diameter the combined
sectional area is larger. The condition is quite

like that of the flow of water in a river, the

current being swiftest where the banks approach
each other, slowest where the river widens into

a lake or pond, again to become swifter as the

width of the stream lessens.

The two pumps which compose the heart as

a single whole are called the right heart and left

heart. This designation takes its origin from
the fact that one is more to the right side of

the body, the other to the left side. Ordinarily

the two parts are spoken of as the right side and
the left side. The left side is by far the more
powerful pump, having a very thick wall, its

function being to force the blood under consid-

erable pressure through most of the body, the

so-called systemic circulation. The right heart

has merely to force the blood through the lungs,

a relatively short distance and under low pres-

sure.

Each half of the heart has two cavities, a
thin-walled one called the auricle for receiving

the returning blood poured into it from the

veins, and a thick-walled one called the ven-

tricle which receives the blood from the auricle

through an orifice guarded by a valve. The
function of the ventricle is to force the blood by
contraction of its muscular wall into the

arteries through a connecting orifice also guarded
by a valve. These four chambers are called the

right auricle, right ventricle, left auricle and left

ventricle. The walls of the auricles are com-
posed of red muscle and are quite thin, the work
required of them being but slight, that is, they

force the blood under slight resistance. The
walls of the ventricles are also made up of red

muscle fibres, the outer surface being smooth,
the inner surface crossed by a network of beams
of muscle called the trabeculx. The thickness

of the wall of the right ventricle between the

trabeculae is from 2 to 3 millimetres; of the left

ventricle 7 to 10 millimetres. The capacity of

each ventricle is about 100 cubic centimetres,

that is, it forces out about this amount at each
contraction.

The function of the valves is to permit the

flow of liquid in one direction and to prevent

its flow in the opposite direction ; in other words,

their presence enables a pump to maintain a
flow of liquid in one direction with little or no
back flow.

The heart has four valves, one between each

auricle and ventricle, and one in each ventricle

at its point of connection with its outgoing
artery. The valve between the auricle and
ventricle of the left heart is called the mitral,

from its resemblance to a bishop's mitre : that

between the right auricle and right ventricle is

called the tricuspid from its having three folds

or cusps. The left ventricle is connected with

the systemic circulation by the great artery

called the aorta, its guarding valve is called the

aortic valve. The right ventricle is connected
with the circulation through the lungs by the

pulmonary artery, its valve is called the pul-

monic valve. The aortic and pulmonic valves
are each composed of three cups of thin, flexible

tissue fastened to the inner wall of the blood-
vessel, their edges hanging free, and capacious
enough to meet in the middle of the orifice they
guard. When the ventricles contract, the blood
within them under pressure tends to escape

through any orifice, it presses upon these cups,

forcing them against the walls of the orifice

leading to the aorta and pulmonary artery re-

spectively, leaving an opening of full size. In
other words they ofi'er no obstruction to the

flow of blood in this direction. When, however,
the muscle-wall by its contraction has emptied
itself of blood through the orifices just men-
tioned it begins to relax, thus enlarging the

cavity of the ventricle. Were there nothing to

prevent, the blood just forced into tlic aorta and
pulmonary artery under considerable pressure

would flow back again into the relaxing ven-

tricle, and so it does to a very slight degree, but

this very back flow fills these three cups with
blood, causing them to meet in the middle of the

orifice, thus completely blocking it so far as any
return of blood is concerned, and what blood
has been forced into the aorta and pulmonary
artery remains there to be carried on still fur-

ther with the next contraction of the heart.

The mitral and tricuspid valves are simply

flat folds or curtains attached to the edges of
the orifices between auricles and ventricles.

They are thrown back upon the inner walls of

the ventricles while the blood is flowing from
the auricles into the ventricles, offering little

or no resistance to the flow, but when the flow

of blood is in the opposite direction, that is,

when the ventricles contract, they are floated

upward till the free edges come in contact, thus

blocking the orifice. The flaps are prevented

from going too far by delicate tendinous cords

attached to the free edge of the valves at one
end and to the inside of the heart wall at the

other end. They play the same part that sheets

do for a sail. It will thus be seen that while

one set of valves— mitral and tricuspid— is

closed, the other set— aortic and pulmonic—
will be open, and vice versa.

The period of active contraction of the ven-

tricles is called the systole, and its time is often

spoken of as the systolic period. The period of

dilatation of the ventricles, the time during

which they fill with blood from the auricles, is

called the diastole or diastolic period. In time

the two are nearly equal, the diastole being

somewhat longer.

The cause of the heart beat is a matter of

great interest. Inasmuch as the skeletal rnuscles

require for contraction a stimulus carried to

them through nerves, it was thought that heart

muscle required a similar nerve impulse. It was
known to physiologists that the heart of a frog

severed from its connections went on beating

in spite of there being no nerves attached to it to

convey an impulse from without. Then certain

nerve ganglia were found in portions of the

heart wall and it was inferred that these gave

out the necessary stimulus. But finally it was
found that isolated portions of the heart_ wall

in which there were no nerve ganglia continued

to beat if they had a blood supply. Hence it was
concluded by Gaskell that the beat of the heart

must be due to an inherent rythmical power of

the ventricle; the stimulus to the muscle prob-

ably residing in some chemical substance in the

blood coming to the part. At any rate the

ganglion theory is no longer held, while the

latter is considered the probable one.

The sounds associated with the periods pre-

viously described are readily heard by anyone

placing the ear over the heart of another person,

or with a stethoscope the individual may hear
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his own heart sounds. The contraction of the

ventricles occurs at the time the impulse is seen

and felt over tlie apex of the heart in the fifth

interspace. It is associated with a booming
sound, loud and distinct. Then comes a short

period of silence corresponding to the time
when the heart muscle ceases its contraction

and begins to relax. Then comes a very short,

sharp, flapping sound due to the closure of the

valves which prevent the return of the blood
from the aorta and pulmonarj- arterj' to the ven-

tricles. Then follows a longer period of silence

and again a repetition of the same set of sounds.

The time from the beginning of the first sound
to the beginning of the second sound, that is, the

time of the "boom" and its short silence, is the

systole of the ventricle. The time from the

beginning of the second or short, sharp sound
through the period of silence following it is

the diastole of the ventricle. The whole period

occupied from the beginning of the first of the

sounds described to its repetition is called a
cycle of the heart. Of these there are on an
average in an adult 72 per minute. When the

successive cycles occupy the same length of

time the rh>-thm is said to be "regular." When
the times are unequal the term "irregular" is

used. When a beat is dropped the term "inter-

mittent" is applied.

If, when the ear is placed over the heart, the

finger be placed over the artery in the wrist, an
impulse or beat will be felt in the latter, occur-

ring at a slightly later time, about one sixth of

a second, than the apex beat. This is the pulse

wave corresponding to that individual heart

beat. It varies in frequency, in volume and in

tension according to the number of heart beats,

the volume of blood thrown into the arteries

from the heart and the tension or tone of the

arterial wall. The latter point will be explained

later.

The course of the blood after leaving the

left ventricle is through the aorta and its branch-

ing arteries to the arms and legs and to all the

organs of the body, except the main supply to

the lungs, through capillaries ; thence it is re-

turned by the veins to the right auricle, from
there it goes to the right ventricle, from which
it is pumped through the lungs for purification

to the left auricle and thence to the left ven-

tricle again. The length of time required for

any portion of blood to make the complete cir-

cuit in the human being is not known with abso-

lute accuracy', but it is probably not less than

15 seconds nor more than 30 seconds.

The work done by the heart may be ex-

pressed in units. Assuming the pressure in the

left ventricle during contraction to be l.w milli-

metres of mercur}', each square centimetre \\\\\

receive a pressure of i"5.5 grams. Assuming
further that the left ventricle forces 100 cubic

centimetres of blood at each contraction, the

work done will equal 17,^80 gram centimetres.

The right ventricle does a tliird as much work as

the left, giving a total of 23.840 gram centi-

metres. The total work of the heart per diem
i.Iu.tIs 24.000 kilogram metres, equivalent to 56.6

kilo-calories.

The relatively high pressure required of the

heart in maintaining the circulation is due to

the fact that it has to force the blood into

arteries having elastic walls that oflfcr a con-

siderable resistance to stretching. The stream

from the heart into the arteries is intermittent.

the elastic arterial walls are stretched by the

incoming blood absorbing the force during
systole and tending to again give out this force

when the heart ceases during diastole to supply
fresh blood. Even during diastole the pressure
within the arteries remains considerable. Hence
the heart has to force the blood against the

elastic tension of the arterial wall and against

the blood already in the vessel from pre\nous

heart beats. This force stored up in the arterial

wall tends to drive the blood along to the capil-

laries and veins, making in the capillaries and
veins a constant flow, just as a single-cylinder

pump provided with an air-chamber delivers a
constant stream. The circulation, then, in the

arteries is intermittent, in the capillaries and
veins constant.

An element of much interest as well as of

great importance to the proper maintenance of
the circulation in the arteries and to the nutrition

of the organs supplied by them with blood is

what is called "\-ascular tonicity." by which is

meant the peculiar propertv" inherent in the
arterial walls of maintaining a relatively con-
stant blood pressure with varv-ing amounts of
blood contents. In an ordinary sj'stem of
hydraulics maintained through elastic tubes the
walls of which are stretched by the circulating

contents, the pressure falls if some of the con-
tents escape. In animals, on the contrar>-, a con-
siderable quantitv" of blood may be withdraw^n
from the blood-vessels, yet the blood pressure,
after a fall of very short duration, returns to

the normal. This tonicity is due to the fact that

the walls of the arteries have circular muscle
fibres, under control of nerves, that contract
down upon the blood remaining in the vessel

and so maintain the pressure, a matter of great
importance, as an equal pressure in organs is

necessary for the proper physiological function.

The muscle in the arterial walls is supplied
with two sets of nerves called vasomotor nerves,
having opposite actions. One set called vaso-
constrictors has the power when stimulated of
contracting the vessel, the other set called vaso-
dilators enlarges the vessel. Under normal
conditions a certain equilibrium is established
between the two sets of ner\-es and the artery-

is said to possess "tone." Increased action of
one over the other will produce increased
amount of blood in the part, as in the familiar

example of blushing, or on the other hand pallor

as seen in fright. Certain drugs have a powerful
effect upon these nerves.

Before considering the diseases of the heart

a word may be said of the historical develop-
ment of the subject. That the blood circulated

was not known until Harvey demonstrated it in

1628. Auenbruggcr, a \'icnnese physician, in

1761 invented percussion, the method by which
the position, size, and in a measure the changes
in organs may be determined by the sound pro-
duced when the surface of the body over them
is struck or "percussed," as it is technically

called. His invention remained unheeded until

1806. when Cor\isart. body physician to N'a-

polcon, used it in mapping out the heart in

healthy and in diseased conditions. Laennec.
the founder of auscultation as used to-day, by
means of his newly invented stethoscope, gave
to the world in 1819 the first accurate descrip-
tion of the characteristics of the heart sounds
and the significance of changes in the sounds
in the diagnosis of diseases of the heart. Bouil-
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laud in France and Hope in England were also

pioneers in this work, practically all that has

been done since then being an elaboration along
lines laid down by them.

By percussion the size and position of the

heart can be accurately determined, and by
auscultation variations from tlie normal sounds
and the presence of abnormal sounds enable

one to determine what special derangement of

the heart exists.

To understand the abnormalities of the heart

it should be borne in mind that the work of this

organ is done by the muscle of which it is com-
posed ; that the nerve stimulus for the muscular
contraction comes from within the heart wall,

and that the regulatory action, that is, whether
it beats faster or slower, depends upon two
nerves of opposing action, the vagus and the

sympathetic ; stimulation of the former slowing
the heart, stimulation of the latter increasing

the rapidity of action. Under ordinary con-
ditions an equilibrium is established between
them, somewhat anakigous to the equilibrium in

a balance when equal weights are placed in the

scale-pans ; an equilibrium that is at once dis-

turbed if weights are added to or taken from
either pan. Furthermore intact valves are neces-

sary for the proper function of the heart.

Hence changes in the action of the heart are

due to changes m the nerve stimulation ; changes
in the muscle ; changes in the valves. They
may exist alone or in combination. Changes
affecting the nerves are more commonly func-

tional or temporary ; while those affecting

muscles and valves are organic and usually,

though not always, permanent.
Diseases of the valves are the most frequent,

the most important and of the greatest interest.

A valve to perform its duty properly must be

so flexible that it is readily thrown back against

the walls of the heart so as not to hinder the

passage of the blood through the orifice it

should go. It should also quickly fall back into

place and meet its fellows, so as to block the

passage and prevent the flow of blood in the

direction it should not go. Unfortunately these

delicate valve segments are prone to inflamma-
tion, rheumatic fever being the commonest
cause. This inflammation is associated with the

formation of new tissue much like that formed
in the scar of a wound. It leads to thickening,

rigidity, retraction and deformity of the valves,

and also frequently to adhesion of the cups along

the edges of closure.

These changes affect the function of the

valve, causing on the one hand narrowing of the

orifice so that the passage of the blood is ob-

structed, hence the technical use of the term
"obstruction," or "stenosis" ; on the other hand
the segments of valves may be so shortened and
puckered that they do not meet each other, and
so leakage results. To this condition the term
"insufliciency" or "regurgitation" is applied.

Either obstruction of a valve orifice or leakage
through a valve calls upon the muscle of the

heart for more work. In the former case tlie

blood is forced under a greater resistance ; in the

latter more blood must be forced to make up for

the leakage. The muscular wall thickens and
the cavity of the heart behind the leaky valve
enlarges to "compensate," as the expression is

for the valvular defect. This compensation
may remain effective for years, the patient hav-
ing but little inconvenience from the disease.

Sooner or later the heart muscle feels the
effect of the prolonged overwork, it weakens,
becomes stretched, the cavity enclosed by
it enlarges, and the condition known as
"broken compensation" follows. The heart
can no longer supply a sufficient amount of
blood for the needs of the body, the circulation
is slowed, stagnation results with the associated
symptoms of distress in breathing and fre-

quently dropsy. There is marked impairment
in the functions of the organs of the body due
to imperfect blood supply. Valvular disease
is very common and may occur at any age, but
it usually involves the valves of the left heart,
mitral and aortic.

With care on the part of the patient life

may often be prolonged with comfort for m.any
years. Apart from the benefit derived from
rest, the drug digitalis by prolonging diastole

and stimulating the heart muscle to better con-
traction gives the best results. Wlien properly
used it is a great boon to the patient.

The muscle of the heart undergoes a degen-
erative change in acute infective diseases asso-
ciated with fever, like typhoid fever, pneumonia,
and diphtheria, by which its contractile power
is lessened. It may reach such a degree as to

lead to death from paralysis of the heart wall.

If the patient recovers from the disease the
heart muscle in time recovers its normal tone.

An important disease of the heart muscle
is one occurring usually in males after middle
life, frequently associated with the symptom
known as angina pectoris. It is a degeneration
of the heart wall due to partial occlusion, by
thickening of the walls, of the two coronary
arteries whicli supply the heart muscle with
blood, thus disturbing the nutrition of the

muscle and the nerve ganglia. Angina pectoris

is characterized by the sensation of great con-

striction and pressure and often of a violent

tearing of the heart, with intense anxiety and a
feeling of impending death. The suffering is

often very great, and while the attack may be
of short duration the prostration following one
is marked.

Fatty degeneration of the heart muscle
occurs, but it cannot be diagnosticated with

exactness during life. Although the term is

often heard its use should be reserved as an
anatomical and not as a clinical diagnosis. That
is, one can be sure of it only when one sees the

exposed heart. On the other hand, collection of

fat between the muscle-fibres and around the

heart such as occurs in fat people may seriously

embarrass the heart by not allowing enough
space for it to move freely.

Extreme muscular effort as in lifting or

carrying a heavy load or a prolonged march or

climbing a mountain may overstrain the heart

and lead to feeble action. Rest usually repairs

the damage, although sometimes it is permanent.

Prolonged overwork and certain forms of

disease of the kidney may lead to marked en-

largement of the heart, due mainly^ to thickening

of muscle wall of the left ventricle, to which

the term "hypertrophy" is applied.
^

Disturbances of the heart function, due to

some action through its nerves, are of great

importance. Such may be physiological or fimc-

tional, or they may be due to diseased conditions.

Among the former are examples familiar to all.

The increased frequency and force of the heart

beat due to the emotions, to alcohol, to tea, to
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coflFee, to tobacco, belong in this category. If

not used to excess the effect of the above ma3'

be merely temporary, the heart resuming its

usual frequency and quiet action when the effect

of the stimulation has ceased. Prolonged abuse

of such substances or long continued ner\-e

worrj- or excitement maj' lead to a more per-

manent disturbance of the heart functions, indi-

cated by palpitation, either permanent or after

a trivial cause, or by irregularity- in tlie rhjthm.

The "tobacco heart" of the milder form is an
irritable one, with increased frequency of the

beat: in the severer grade marked irregularity

is characteristic. In the ner\-ou5ly tired person

palpitation is coimnon, while the uncomfortable
sensations about the heart due to disturbed

digestion with fermentation in the stomach often

lead the individual to consult a physician feeling

that heart disease exists.

A ner\-ous disorder of the heart of consider-

able interest is one associated with greatly in-

creased frequency of its beat, but with a regular

rhythm, combined with a marked prominence of

the eveballs. enlarged neck (goitre) and tremor

of the hands. This complex has received the

name of exophthalmic goitre, a neuropathic

disturbance associated with irritation of the

sj-mpathetic ner\-e leading to the rapid heart

action.

Still more uncommon and as yet unexplamed

is the condition called Tachycardia (rapid

heart) characterized by paroxysmal attacks of

verv rapid beating of the heart, lasting but a

short time and followed by normal frequency.

During an attack it may be impossible to count

the heart or pulse beats, owing to the rapidit5'.

Wm. Whitworth G-\xxett, :M.D.,

Visiting Physician to the Massachusetts General

Hospital, Boston, Mass.

Heart of Midlothian, The, a romance by

Sir Walter Scott, published anon\-mously in 1818.

It takes its name from the Tolbooth or old jail

of Edinburgh (pulled down in 1815), where

Scott imagined Effie Deans, his heroine, to have

been imprisoned. The book is notable for hav-

ing fewer characters than any others of Scott's

novels. It has also a smaller varietj- of inci-

dents, and less description of scenery.

Heart-urchin. One of a group of sea-

urchins ( see EcHixoiBE.\) of elongated form

and cordate outline from a lateral point of view.

The group is best represented by the genus

Sfatangus. common in Europe, but heart-

urchins occur elsewhere, and are known as

fossils.

Hearts-ease, a violet (q.v.). especially the

common yellow violet of Europe, or a pansy.

Heat. Until the early part of the 19th cen-

turv. it was generally believed that heat was

a substance devoid of weight (imponderable),

and diffused through the mass of bodies. This

h>'pothetical substance was called caloric. Many
phenomena seemed to be explained by the as-

sumption of the existence of caloric, but finally,

through the experiments of Da\->- and Rumford,

in which heat was actually created from me-

chanical energy, the old caloric theor>' was aban-

doned. In its place we now have the molecular

motion theor>'. According to this theor>' heat

is nothing but a violent agitation of the mole-

cules of matter. The.se molecules are extremely

minute, but have a definite size and weight for

each definite substance. It has been estimated

that a molecule of water has a diameter of about

one fifty-millionth of an inch. Though mole-

cules are small in size, their velocity, even at

ordinan' temperatures, is very great. In air,

where the molecules dart about in straight lines

until they encounter other molecules, they at-

tain a speed of i-l/O feet a second at the freezing

temperature. The average length of their path

between two encoimters— the mean free path
— is about 1-277,000 inch, and the number of

molecules in a cubic inch of air is about 10

raised to the 21st power. Each molecule expe-

riences about 5,000.000.000 collisions a second.

Expansion of Solids, Liquids, and Gases.—
The molecules of everj- substance attract one
another with a force called cohesion. It is co-

hesion that prevents a wire from breaking when
it supports a hea\-y weight. The pressure of

the atmosphere also helps to hold the molecules

of a body together. Opposed to both of these

forces is heat. The effect of the agitation of the

molecules is to make them jostle one another

apart. Thus it is that in general an increase of

temperature results in expansion. In solids,

where the cohesion is enormous, the expansion
for a given increase of temperature is very
slight, especialh' when the test is made at low
temperatures. At higher temperatures, when
the molecules have somewhat weakened their

mutual hold through having moved further

apart, an increase of temperature equal to the

previous increase generally results in a some-
what greater expansion. To express such ideas

technically we employ the expression coefficient

of linear expansion, which means the fraction

of its length that a bar expands when heated

one degree centigrade. As the length varies

with the temperature, the length at the freezing

point, 0° C, is taken as the standard length.

Using then this expression we may say that the

coefficient of expansion of a solid generally in-

creases with the temperature. The coefficient

of linear expansion of a number of substances

will be found in the following table:

SOLIDS.

000003
000006
000067
00034
0000013
00003
00005
0000083
.0000087

000003S

COEFFICIEXTS OF LIXE.VR EXP.\XSI0X OF
Aluminium ....0.0000233 Wood (soft)....o.
Gold 0.0000144 Wood (hard)...o.
Iron 0.0000121 Vulcanite o.

Lead 0.0000293 Paraffin o.

Platinum 0.0000090 Quartz o.

Copper 0.0000168 Rock salt o.

Zinc 0.0000292 Ice o.

Silver 0.0000193 Glass o
Steel 0.0000123 Granite o
G u i 1 1 a u m e's Porcelain o,

nickel steel

(36 per cent
nickel) 0.00000087

Two notable cases may be remarked. It is

seen from the table that the coefiicient for glass

is very close to that for platinum. This fact is

taken advantage of in the construction of incan-
descent electric lamps, and of those scientific

instruments where it is necessar>- to have a
wire pass through glass and leave an air-tight

joint. In making the joint, the glass around
the hole is softened by heat until it gathers
closely around the hot platinum wire. In cool-
ing, if the coefficient for platinum were higher
than that for glass, the platinum would contract
more rapidly than the glass and leave a leaky
joint. The second case to be noted is that of
Guillaumc"s nickel steel. The coefficient of ex-
pansion of this metal is so extremely small that
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it is eminently suited to the construction of

clock pendulum rods, of surveying instruments,

and of standard scales of length, and to many
other purposes where much expansion now
proves an annoyance. Unfortunately the high

cost of nickel will preclude the employment of

this wonderful alloy in some cases.

The influence of expansion is seen in rail-

road tracks. On a cold day 6o-foot rails may
contract so as to draw apart one half of an inch.

The cables of the Brooklyn Bridge support the

slightly arched roadway. When they sag down
in hot weather through expansion, they tend to

make the roadway buckle. This tendency is

increased by the expansion of the roadway
itself. However, both tendencies were over-

come through the foresight of the engineers,

who provided a telescoping joint in the road-

way at the middle of the span. The parts of

this joint play in and out about a foot. On
hot days clock pendulums grow longer, and so

the clocks lose time. Glass when suddenly and
hence unevenly heated, expands more at one
point than at another, thus introducing internal

strains that cause fracture, but vessels made
of vitrified quartz are strong enough to resist

this tendency to crack ; they will endure with-

out injury the sudden application of a blowpipe
flame.

In liquids the molecules are so far freed

from cohesion that they are able to roll around
one another and to wander from one position to

another. The small remaining cohesion is as-

sisted by the pressure of the atmosphere or by
any other pressure to which the liquid may be
subjected and so the molecules in the body of

the liquid are prevented from tiying directly

apart. It is on account of this small re-

sistance to expansion that we find liquids

very much more expansible than solids.

The term cocMcicnt of cubical expansion is

employed to express the degree of expansibility

of a liquid. It means the fraction of its volume
that a liquid expands when its temperature is

raised one degree centigrade. The cubical

coefficient of a substance is three times as great

as its linear coefficient, because we measure the

effect of expansion in length, breadth, and thick-

ness, instead of merely noting the expansion in

length. Of course a liquid confined in a tube
of unchanging dimension could only expand in

length, but the effect in this one direction would
be three times as much as it would be if the

liquid were allowed to expand proportionally

in all three dimensions.

COEFFICIENTS OF CUBICAL EXP.\XSI0N, LIQUIDS.

Ethyl alcohol. . .0.00106 Petroleum
Methyl alcohol. .0.001 14 (heavy) 0.00090
Acetone 0.00135 Mercury 0.00018153
Ether 0.0014S .Aniline 0.00118
Olive oil 0.00080

The expansibility of water is strikingly ir-

regular. Starting at the freezing point, water
contracts as the temperature rises until at about
4° C. it has assumed its maximum density. A
further increase of temperature now causes the

water to expand, which it does at an increasing
rate until it begins to boil at ioo° C.

Gases surpass even liquids in their expan-
sibility. Because in gases the molecules are rela-

tively very far apart, cohesion counts for nearly
nothing, leaving external pressure as almost the
sole force restraining expansion. It appears
that the coefficient of expansion of a gas is near-
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ly independent of the external pressure, for

though a greater pressure tends to restrain ex-
pansion more, the greater crowding of the mole-
cules resulting from this pressure causes more
frequent blows among the molecules, and makes
the expansive force increase in nearly the same
proportion as the external pressure. This law
is not perfectly complied with because the mole-
cules in a gas are not quite free from cohesion,

especially when much compressed, and because
the diameter of the molecule is an appreciable
fraction of the distance between two molecules.

Another law. fulfilled only approximately for

the same reasons, is that all gases have the same
coefficient of expansion, as will be seen in the

following table, which gives the cubical coef-

ficient referred as a standard to the volume the

gas has at o° C.

COEFFICIENTS OF CUBIC.\L EXP.\NSI0N, G.^SES AT \
PRESSURE OF FROM 3OO TO 5OO MM.

Air 0.003667 Carbon dioxide.. . .0.003710
Hydrogen 0.003661 Nitrous o.xide 0.003719
Nitrogen 0.003661 Cyanogen 0.003877
Carbon monoxide. 0.003667 Sulphur dioxide. . .0.003903

The Convection of Heat.—When the air in

contact with a hot stove becomes warmed, it ex-

pands and grows lighter than the other air.

Owing to unbalanced forces the hot air rises to

the ceiling and then spreads out to the walls. It

there becomes cooled, and therefore contracts

and becomes dense. As a result it descends at the

walls and finally returns to the stove only to

start again on the journej-. During this proc-

ess, called convection, heat is carried by the air

from the stove to the most distant parts of the

room. Winds consist of convection currents in

the atmosphere. Some parts of the earth's sur-

face become more highly heated by the sun than

others. The air over the hot areas expands
and becomes specifically lighter than the sur-

rounding air. The general result is that the hot

air is forced to rise giving place to the surround-

ing cooler air which blows toward the hot area

as a surface wind. The hot air risen aloft

spreads away toward the cool regions as an
upper wind. Corresponding to the ascent

of air over the hot areas is a descent of air over

the cool areas. Much heat is brought from the

tropical regions to temperate regions by regular

winds.
Convection phenomena also occur in liquids.

A large vessel of water supplied with heat at

one side of the bottom becomes through the

action of convection currents uniformly heated

throughout. Much heat is conveyed from the_

equator toward the poles by means of the Gulf

Stream and other ocean currents. It is prob-

able, however, that with ocean currents differ-

ences of temperature have little to do with the

motion of the water, but that the motion is

caused chiefly by the action of winds that blow
with great steadiness in a westerly direction

across the equatorial portions of the great

oceans. Difference in salinity of the ocean at

different latitudes may possibly be a partial

cause of the phenomenon.
Thermometry.—Before proceeding further in

the discussion of heat phenomena, it will be
necessary to describe some of the methods em-
ployed for measuring temperature or the de-

gree of hotness of a body. Most commonly the

methods depend upon the property of expansion.

In ordinarj- thermometers the expanding
body is either mercury or colored alcohol. The
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liquid, say mercurj-, is held in a glass tube hav-
ing a fine bore and at one end a spher-

ical or cylindrical bulb, the other end being
simply closed. Above the mercury, which fills

the bulb and part of the stem, is a space that

is free from air and contains only a small

amount of mercun,- vapor, \\hen the ther-

mometer is warmed, the mercury rises in the

tube because the cubical expansion of mercury
is greater than the cubical expansion of glass.

The glass tube is provided with a scale, some-
times engraved directly on the tube, and some-
times engraved on some other material and
mounted at the back of the tube. For a Fahren-
heit scale division number 32 is placed opposite

the mercury level when the thermometer is placed

in pure crushed melting ice, and division number
212 is placed opposite the mercury level when the

thermometer is placed in saturated steam over
boiling water. As the temperature of the boil-

ing point depends upon the atmospheric pres-

sure, which is ever varying, the standard boiling

point is taken to correspond to the average at-

mospheric pressure, which is measured by a
barometric column of 760 millimetres. The
space between these marks, the freezing and
boiling points, is divided into 180 equal divi-

sions, and then divisions equal to these are

extended above the boiling point and below the

freezing point. For the centigrade scale, which
is generally employed in scientific work, the

freezing point on the thermometer is marked
0° and the boiling point 100°. For the Reau-
mur scale, much used for household purposes
in Germany, these points are marked 0° and 80°

respectively, and finally for the De Lisle scale,

which is used in Russia, the direction of the

graduation is reversed, the boiling point being
marked 0° and the freezing point -i- 150°. With
this last thermometer, the greater the intensity

of the cold the higher the number representing

the temperature. Mercury thermometers permit
of the measurement of rather high temperatures,

mercury not boiling until the temperature of

about 357° C. (674.3 F-) 'S reached. Still

higher temperatures with mercury thermome-
ters may be reached by checking the vaporiza-

tion of the mercury through the introduction into

the upper part of the tube of a compressed gas

such as nitrogen. With such a thermometer
the only limitation is the softening of the glass

at high heats, and even this trouble is largely

lessened by the use of vitrified quartz for the

material of the bulb. On the other hand, mer-
curj- freezes at about— 39° C. (—38.2° F.)

and so becomes useless for indicating tempera-
tures lower than this. For these lower tem-
peratures alcohol may be employed as the ther-

nionictric substance because it resists freezing

until temperatures far below any met with in na-

ture are encountered. In addition to this ad-
vantage alcohol expands much more rapidly than
mercurj-, thus permitting a much larger bore
for the same length of degree. However, for

very high temperatures alcohol is not available,

as it boils at the moderate temperature of
78.3° C. (173° F.).

In practical work thermometry fairly bristles

with errors. For several months after a ther-

mometer is made the bulb gradually shrinks,

probably owing to some molecular instability in

the glass caused by the excessive heating cm-
ployed in the process of blowing the bulb. This
causes the thermometer to read too high, .\fter

each time a thermometer is used for a ver\- high
temperature the bulb on cooling fails to con-
tract promptly to the volume proper to the new
temperature, and so now the thermometer for
a while reads too low; however, prolonged heat-
ing at the temperature of boiling mercury tends
to put the glass into a more stable state. Also-
such troubles are much reduced by the use of
hard glass instead of soft glass for the bulbs.
Errors also arise from the following causes

:

non-uniformity of the bore ; variations of atmo-
spheric pressure, which cause a yielding of the
bulb ; failure to have the stem of the thermom-
eter at the same temperature as the bulb ; the
hydrostatic pressure on the bulb due to the
liquid being tested, especially when the ther-
mometer is sunk to great depths ; a variation
in the internal pressure of the mercur\- itself

on the bulb when the thermometer is inclined
from the vertical position to the horizontal ; a
peculiar jerking motion of the mercurj- when it

ascends a very fine bore; the fact that equal
volumes of the bore marked off on the tube do
not represent equal expansions of the mercury,
since at high temperatures the volume of the
bore indicating a degree has increased (this is-

quite distinct from the matter of the relative
e.xpansion of glass and mercurj-) ; irregularities
in the expansion of the glass of tlie thermom-
eter ; and lastly irregularities in the e.xpansion
of the riuid itself, be it mercurv-, alcohol, air, or
any other substance. This last source of error
is worth much consideration because two ther-
mometers otherwise perfect but containing dif-

ferent liquids, as alcohol and mercurj-, fail to
agree in their indications. Further, we have no
right arbitrarily to select anj- particular fluid

as a standard and j-et feel that our temperature
scale has anjthing more than an empirical value.
It will, however, be explained in the last sec-
tion how a theoretical definition for tempera-
ture measurement can be formulated (the ther-
inodj-namic scale), agreeing fairlj- with ordinary
thermometers, verj- closely with the hydrogen
or nitrogen thermometer, and perfectly free from
ambiguity.

In the hj-drogen thermometer advantage is

taken of the increase of pressure of a gas at-
tending an increase of temperature, the volume
of the gas being kept constant. The hydrogen
is confined in a glass bulb about two inches in
diameter which is connected bj- a thick-walled
capillarj- tube with the top of one side of a
U-shaped apparatus consisting of two vertical
glass tubes connected by a rubber hose at their
lower ends and partlj- filled with mercury.
When the hj-drogen in the bulb is warmed it

tends to expand and push the mercury down
its side of the U and to cause it to rise on the
other side, which is open to the atmosphere.
This effect is counteracted by raising the glass

tube on the open side, the rubber tubing allow-
ing this to be done. The extra back pressure
of the mercury forces the hydrogen back to its

former volume. In measuring the pressure to
which the hjdrogen at any time is subjected,
the difference in level of the mercurj- columns
must have added to it the length of the baro-
metric column measured at the time. For each
degree centigrade added to the temperature,
the hydrogen is foimd to increase in pressure
about 1/273 of its pressure measured at 0° C.
Similarly for each degree subtracted, the pres-

sure decreases 1/273 of the pressure at 0° C.
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If this law held to the limit, we would conclude
that at — 273° C. the hydrogen would lose all

its pressure, thus indicating the cessation of all

molecular motion — a veritable absolute zero of

temperature. However, at extremely low tem-
peratures the perfect working of this law is

interfered with through the dominance of cohe-
sion which reduces unduly the pressure of the

hydrogen, and may cause it to assume the liquid

or even the solid state. Nevertheless, this limit-

ing temperature as predicted by the hydrogen
thermometer agrees almost exactly with the true

absolute zero of the thermodynamic scale

referred to above. On this absolute scale the

temperature of freezing water is approximately
+ 273° Abs., and temperature of boiling,

+ 373° Abs.
Other methods of measuring temperature de-

pend upon change in the electrical resistance

of platinum, and upon the electromotive force

created when the juncture of two dissimilar

metals as platinum and rhodium is heated. Very
high and very low temperatures may be mea-
sured by such methods.

Conditciion of Heat.—When a sterling silver

spoon is placed in a cup of hot tea, the handle
of the spoon soon becomes uncotnfortably warm
to the hand. Heat has been conducted through
the silver. The molecules in the bowl of the

spoon are the first to have their motion accelerated

by contact with the tea. This extra motion is

communicated to their neighbors which in turn
pass it on until, step by step, the motion reaches

the molecules in the handle. It appears that in

some substances the character of connection be-

tween the molecules is more favorable to con-

duction than in others. As w'C might have ex-

pected, from the mutual grip of the molecules
found in solids, that class of bodies furnishes the

best conductors ; but in gases, where the mole-
cules are very loosely distributed, we naturally

find the poorest conductors. Liquids as

conductors occupy a position intermediate

between solids and gases. Metals surpass

all other materials in conducting power,
silver standing at the very head of the
list, while near the foot of the list of solids are

found organic materials and mineral substances
especially when in the porous or fibrous state,

such as horn, leather, magnesia brick, asbestos
fibre, sand, cotton wool, cowhair felt, and down.
Great value is attached to poor conductors of
heat. They are called insulators. Hone is used
in joining the handles to silver tea pots. Our
clothes are made of organic material woven so
as to leave a multitude of fine pores, a condition
favorable to insulation and met with in the fur
of animals and in the feathers of birds. Saw
dust and mineral wool for the same reason are
made to serve as insulators of heat in the outer
casing of ice bo.xes.

In the following table of conductivities the

better conductors have the higher numbers.
These nimibers, called the coefficient of condiic-

iiznty, indicate the amount of heat energy mea-
sured in calories (a calorie is the amount of heat
energy required to raise the temperature of a

gram of water one degree centigrade) conducted
from one face to the opposite face of a centi-

metre cube of the substance when one of the
faces is maintained one degree hotter than the
other. The amount of heat energy conducted is

proportional to the difference in temperature be-
tween the opposite faces.

COEFFICIENTS OF CONDUCTIVITY.
Degrees
Cent.

Aluminium at o 0.343 Slate 0.00273
Aluminium at 100 0.362 Granite 0.0053
Bismuth at o 0.0177 Marble 0.0050
Bismuth at too 0.0164 Sand, white 0.00093
Brass at o 0.2041 Snow, compact ... .0.00051
Brass at 100 0.2540 Vulcanite 0.0004
Copper at o 0.7189 Wood, fir —
Copper at too 0.7226 Along grain 0.0003
Iron at o 0.166 .\cross grain. .. .o.oooog
Iron at 100 0.163 Becs'-wax 0.00009
Lead at o 0.0836 Ether 0.0003
Lead at 100 0.0764 Water 0.002
Silver at 0.960 Air 0.000056
Zinc at o 0.303 Hydrogen 0.00039
Mercury 0.0152

Specific Heat.— In the last section the ex-
pression "heat energy" was employed, and the
"calorie," its unit, was defined. If thin glass ves-
sels containing equal weights at equal tempera-
tures of different materials, mercury and water
for example, be placed over equal gas flames so
as to receive in a given time equal amounts of
heat energy (equal numbers of calories), it will

be found that the water will require nearly 30
minutes to get as hot as the mercury docs in one
minute. The water is said to have a greater
capacity for heat than the mercury has. Making
allowance for the heat capacity of the glass ves-

sels and for radiation and conduction it is found
that the heat capacity of mercury is 0.034 that of

water. We say that the specifie heat of the mer-
cury is 0.034, for water is taken as the standard
and its heat capacity is assigned the value i.o.

The value of the specific heat of a number of
solids and liquids is given in the following
tables

:

SPECIFIC HE.\T OF SOLIDS.

Substance
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mately equal. This equalih- indicates that if we
took as our standard of comparison equal num-
bers of atoms of a solid instead of equal weights,

all elements in the solid state would have the

same heat capacitj-. It takes about as much
heal energj- to raise the temperature of an atom
of gold one degree as it does for one atom of

aluminium. This law of Dulong and Petit also

applies with some degree of approximation to

compoimds in the solid state— not equal heat

capacitj- for the molecules, but for the atoms.

In the cases of gases we have two specific

heats according as on the one hand the gas is

confined to constant volume while being heated,

or as on the other hand the gas is allowed to

expand so as to keep the pressure constant. This
is shown in the accompanying table where it

will be seen that the specific heat at constant

pressure is greater than the specific heat at con-

stant volume.

SPECIFIC HEATS OF G.\SES.

SUBST.^NCE Symbol

Air
Mercury vapor .

|

Hg
Argon ,

Ar
Carb. monoxide. Co
Oxygen .Oz
Hydrogen

[
H 2

Nitrogen IN2
Chlorine CK
Carbon dioxide. 'CO->
Ether C<H40

Constant pres-

sure
I

» -.3' - .- -
5 = S Equal Equal r<= g.'

weights %-olumes^ " ^ **

.1692

.1746

.1542
2.417
.1729
.0913
.1634
.467

.2374 .2374

.2450

.2174
3.4090
.2438
.1210
.2169
.48 10

.2370

.2405

.2339

.2370

.2962

.3307

.2^96

1.403
1.666
1.63
1.403
1.41

1.41
1.41

1.336
1.311
1.03

This difference in specific heat in the same
gas is due to two causes. When the gas expands
not only do the molecules acquire greater kinetic

energj-, but in pushing each other farther apart

against the attractive force of cohesion, thej- re-

quire a further amount of energy of the potential

sort, and in pushing back the restraining pressure

of the atmosphere still another large supply of

energj- is needed. It appears from several inde-

pendent considerations that in gases far removed
from their liquefying points the cohesion effect is

exceedingly small, and so we conclude that the

excess of specific heat of an expanding gas is

almost entirely due to work done on the external

pressure applied to the gas.

In the last column of the table the ratio of

the two specific heats of the gases is given. This
ratio is found to vary, decreasing from simple

gzses like mercury vapor, the molecules of which
have single atom's, to complex gases like ether

vapor, the molecules of which have 15 atoms.

With complex molecules a large part of the

energj- is internal, much being stored up in the

rotating motion of the individual molecules, and
in the relative motion of their atoms, leaving the

energy of translation of the molecules and the

energj- due to the pushing back of the external

pressure about the same as before. It follows

then that the energy associated with the external

pressure is a smaller fraction of the whole en-

ergj-, and that therefore, as observed, the ratio

between the heat energy imparted to an expand-

ing gas and the energj- imparted to a non-ex-
panding gas must be smaller for such complex
molecules. The value of this ratio is the prin-

cipal means of judging of the number of atoms
in a molecule of an element in the gaseous state.

Before leaving this subject it should be re-

marked that the specific heat of water varies
slightlj- with the temperature, and so it is con-
venient to take as the A-alue of the calorie one
hundredth the heat required to raise the tem-
perature of a gram of water from 0° C. to 100" C.

Latent Heat.—If heat energj- be imparted to

a mass of ice at the point of melting, the ice will

proceed to melt, but will not grow any warmer
as it does so. The heat energj- thus added with-
out increasing temperature is called latent heat.

Latent heat is devoted onlj- to shaking the
molecules of ice asunder, not to increasing their

speed. Temperature depends upon the energy
of motion (kinetic energj-) of the molecules;
latent heat onlj- stores up energj- of position
(potential energj-) of the molecules, and so does
not produce an increase of temperature. Again,
when water is being boiled, a large amount of
heat energj' becomes latent. The latent heat of
vaporization and of melting for a variety of sub-
stances is given below.

I..\TEXT HE.\T OF VAP0RIZ.\TI0X.

Calories
Water 536
.\cetone 126
Ethyl alcohol 206
Methyl alcohol 264
Liquid air 47

Calories
Mercury- 62
Carbon disulpbide. . 90
Sulphur 362
Ether 91

LATENT HE.\T OF MELTING.

Calories

80
bulphur 9.37
Paraffin 35.io
Phosphorus 5.

Bees*-wax 42.
Zinc 28.13
Lead 5.86

Calories
. 21.07

2.82

35-

Silver
Mercury . .

.

Iron
Platinum .:/.

Tin 14.

Bismuth 13.

Copper 30.

It should be remarked that the latent heat de-
voted to converting a liquid into vapor besides in-
creasing the internal potential energj- of the
molecules also does work in pushing back the
atmosphere, but with water this external work
bears a verj- small ratio to the internal work
against cohesion, namelj-, a little more than one
twelfth.

Heretofore we have supposed the energj- for
melting or for j-aporization to be derived from
some external source of heat It is. hovjever,
possible to secure a change of state through the
consumption of the heat energj- of the body itself.

If water be left in an open vessel it will presently
have evaporated entirely away. During the prog-
ress of this vaporization a thermometer placed
either in the water or in the moist air above
the water will show a temperature lower than
that of the surrounding air. The reason of this
is as follows: At the surface of the liquid,
with all the irregularities of position and veloc-
itj- possessed by the molecules, some of them
find opportunitj- to flj- off from the liquid sur-
face. On the average it will be the faster
going molecules that spring away first, thus
leaving the more slowly going ones behind,
\yhich is the same as saying that the remaining
liquid is cooler. Also in going away, the
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molecules flj- against the back pull of cohe-

sion, and so their velocity is checked. In-

deed many are entirely stopped and drawn back

into the liquid, though others escape quite beyond

the range of cohesion of the liquid and diffuse

among the molecules of the air. The reduced

motion of these escaping molecules causes the

low temperature referred to above of the vapor.

Common illustrations of cold by evaporation are

frequently met with. The function of perspira-

tion is a means of regulating the temperature of

the human body. In the healtliy state when we
are overheated the skin becomes very moist and
the evaporation of this moisture, assisted by a

breeze or by fanning, cools the surface. In dis-

ease the proper action of the skin may be inter-

fered with, and becoming dry. may fail through
lack of evaporation to provide the normal cool-

ing effect. An exalted temperature of the body
ensues ; in other words, a fever. Certain drugs
tend to promote perspiration and thus reduce the

temperature of the patient. Another large factor

in the temperature regulation of the body is in

the water evaporated from the lungs in the pro-

cess of breathing. The evaporation of ammonia
ihtt has been liquefied by pressure furnishes the

cold employed in some ice machines. In
the case of liquefaction the necessary latent

heat may be derived from the body itself.

This occurs w-hen a salt is dissolved in water,

a process that is generally accompanied by a
fall of temperature, though occasionally a rise

in temperature is noted. The factors governing
the result in such cases are rather complicated.

We have to take account of the work done
by the solvent in tearing molecules away
from the solid lump and in some cases

the tearing of these molecules apart into

electrically charged parts called ions. On
the other hand a certain amount of kinetic energy
is furnished by the attraction of the molecules
of the dissolving substance by the molecules of
the solvent. According as the back pulls

or the forward pulls predominate, will the
temperature of the solution be lowered or raised.

If much chemical action takes place bet\veen the
substance and the solvent, the solution is almost
always warmed.

The temperature at which melting takes place
depends upon external pressure. \Mien a solid

like paraffin expands on liquefying high pressure,

which resists expansion, stops melting until a

temperature slightly higher than the ordinary
melting point is reached. Paraffin that under
ordinary conditions melts at 46.3° C. melts at

49.9° C. when subjected to the additional pres-

sure of 100 atmospheres. In the case of ice,

which contracts on melting, melting is favored
by pressure. The addition of one atmosphere of

pressure lowers the melting point of ice by
0.0072° C. This fact accounts for the slipperi-

ness of ice especially when being skated upon.

The sharp edge of the skate exerts great pressure

on the ice below it, which melts and furnishes a
lubricating film of water. This film of water is

cooler than the ice furnishing it. some of the

heat of the ice having become latent, and as soon
as the skate has passed over, the water imme-
diately resumes the solid state. This process of

freezing again is called regelation. Regelation is

an important factor in glacier motion. The ice

as it follows down a tortuous valley is continu-

ally being cracked, .\fter the settling following

this cracking, the great pressure from the upper

ice fields melts the ice at the points of contact

of opposite sides of a fracture, and the escaping
undercooled water freezes again, thus healing the

fracture. In this way the glacier appears to fol-

low down the irregularities of a valley as would
a very viscous mass.

MELTING POINTS.

Degrees
Centigrade

Paraffin 55
Ice o

Silver chloride 450
Fluor spar 900
Potassium nitrate.... 340
Salt, common 800
Spermaceti 44
Sugar, crj'Stals 170
Bees'-wax 63
Brass 900
Glass, crown 400
Gold 1064
Cast iron, gray 1200
Cast iron, white iioo
Silver, sterling 900
Steel, cast 1400
Hydrogen —::55

Oxygen —191
Aluminium, pure 657
Antimony 440

Degrees
Centigrade

Bismuth 270
Cadmium 318
Copper, pure in air. . 1065
Copper, pure, air

excluded 1084
Iron 1600
Lead 330
Mercury —39
Nickel 1500
Palladium 1700
Platinum " 900
Rhodium jooo
Selenium 216
Silver 1000
Sulphur 114
Tin 230
Zinc, pure 419
Manganese (99^)... 1245
Chromium (99% tree

from carbon) 1 5 1

5

Saturated and Unsaturated Vapors.—When
a liquid, water for example, is placed in a vacu-

ous enclosure kept at constant temperature by
artificial means, it immediatelv begins to evapo-

rate, the vapor presently attaining a maximum
density and pressure. The vapor as well as the

space occupied by it is then said to be saturated.

Before this maximum pressure was reached the

vapor was unsaturated. If the temperature of

the whole apparatus be now raised, more water

will commence to evaporate, and the vapor will

increase in densitj' and pressure before it is

again saturated. 'Had the saturated vapor

formed in the first place been shut off from the

water surface before raising the temperature, it

would not become as dense as when it had the

water evaporating into it. and so we would then

pronounce the heated saturated vapor as un-

saturated. On the other hand if a mass of un-

saturated water vapor be cooled, the density of

the vapor will at a certain temperature be suf-

ficient to cause saturation. Below this particu-

lar temperature, called the dcii'-l'oiiit, some of

the moisture will condense. In some cases, how-
ever, when there are no nuclei in the form of

dust particles, free ions, etc., the vapor may cool

appreciably below the dew-point without irn-

mediate condensation. The vapor is then said

to be supersaturated. The presence of air has

only a very small inf lence on the density and

pressure of saturated water vapor in contact

with water, especially when the temperature is

not high.

When the temperature of water or other vola-

tile liquid is raised so high that the pressure of

the saturated vapor becomes as great as that

of the atmosphere, bubbles of the vapor begin to

form in the body of the liquid. This constitutes

the process of boiling. The temperature at which

a liquid boils is much influenced by the external

pressure. The boiling point is the same as the

temperature at which the pressure of the sat-

urated vapor equals the external pressure on the

bubble. In the following table these tempera-

tures with their corresponding pressures are

given for water.
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and sometimes a quarter of a mile long we may
pass by insensible gradations with only two
breaks to the extremely minute waves supposed
to constitute Roentgen's X rays. Dark heat
waves or infra-red rays, ordinary light, and ultra-

violet light belong to the middle of the series.

Quite recently Blondot has discovered a peculiar

radiation which he designates as n rays. There
are indications that n rays are ether waves about
.one fifth of a millimetre in length. All of these
waves behave very much like light. They all

have the same velocity as light, namely, 186,300

miles a second (n rays not tested yet). All except
Roentgen rays may be reflected, refracted, polar-
ized, and absorbed by transmission to a degree
depending upon the substance used for trans-

mission and the particular wave-length of the
rays.

Thermodyna>nics.—The most cogent reason
for discarding the caloric theory of heat is that

heat may be generated from that which is not
in any sense substance— heat may be derived
from mechanical energy. Heat is generated when
a brass button is rubbed on the carpet, when a
bullet is struck with a hammer, and when two
pieces of ice are rubbed together, a process result-

ing in their melting. The relation between
mechanical energy and the heat energy generated
by its consumption was first carefully investi-

gated by J. P. Joule before 1850. One pound-
calorie of heat energ}- is obtained from 1.400 foot-

pounds of mechanical energy. That is to
say, the energy due to the fall of 1,400 pounds
through the distance of a foot is suflficient if

transformed into heat to raise the temperature
of a pound of water through one degree centi-

grade. This number of foot-pounds is called the
mechanical equivalent of heat, for it has been
found that the process is reversible. When by
means of an air-engine or a steam-engine one
pound-calorie of heat is consumed in generating
mechanical energy, 1,400 foot-pounds of the latter

are obtained. The first lazv of thermody-
namics states that when mechanical energy is

converted into heat, or when heat is converted
into mechanical energy, the quantity of mechan-
ical energy is equivalent to the quantity of heat
energv'. The second law of thermodynamics
states that it is impossible for a machine with-
out the consumption of external energy to make
heat pass from a body at a low temperature to
one at a high temperature. When external
energy is supplied, the transfer of heat
becomes possible through the use of a re-

versible engine. A reversible engine is one
that while it may on the one hand take heat from
a high temperature source and transfer it to a
low temperature escape with a conversion of a
definite portion of the heat into mechanical
energy, may, on the other hand, when its

operation is reversed by the application
of external mechanical energy equal in

amount to that generated in the first

operation, take back the same heat from the
low temperature escape and transfer it together
with an amount of heat equal to that lost in the
first operation to the high temperature source.
The fraction of the heat leaving the high tem-
perature source converted into mechanical en-
erg}-, or when the engine is reversed, the fraction
of the heat entering the high temperature source
obtained from the mechanical energy applied has
been shown by Camot to be the same for all

reversible engines of whatever nature and work-
ing with any substance whatsoever, provided
they work between the same temperatures. This
fraction may be called the thermodynamic effi-

ciency of the engine. The thermodynamic effi-

ciency of good steam-engines occasionally ex-
ceeds 20 per cent. This means that 20 per cent
of the heat energy supplied to engine is trans-
formed into mechanical energy, the remaining
80 per cent escaping unused at the condenser or
e.xhaust.

Using the provisional absolute scale as indi-
cated by a hydrogen thermometer experiment
shows that the efficiency, W/H, is roughly repre-
sented by the following equation in which W
stands for the mechanical energy realized, H for
the heat (measured in the equivalent foot-
pounds) leaving the high temperature source, T
for the temperature of the source, and T' for
the temperature of the cooler escape.

W T — T'

H T
This suggests a new definition for a tempera-

ture scale, namely that numerical values of tem-
peratures be so adjusted as to fulfil exactly the
above formula. Since the fonnula only fixes a
ratio between the temperatures T and T' corre-
sponding to a given efficiency, an infinite number
of sets of numerical values for these tempera-
tures could be found to satisfy the formula. But
if it be decided that a definite numerical range,

say one hundred degrees, be comprised between
the freezing and boiling points of water,
only one set of values becomes possible.

This decision makes the value of the freezing
point very nearly + 273° Abs., and the
value of the boiling point -|- 370° Abs.
Lord Kelvin was the first to propose this

thermodynamic scale. Theory shows that
its indications would correspond exactly to
a thermometer containing a perfect gas. Hy-
drogen is not quite a perfect gas, for its mole-
cules attract each other slightly and they occupy
an appreciable fraction of the space holding the
gas. Hence there are small deviations of the hy-
drogen thermometer from the thermodynamic
scale, especially at low temperatures. It should
be added that the practical realization of the

thermodynamic scale, though much aided by
very ingenious mathematical considerations re-

lating to careful experiments made by Regnault
on the expansion and the increase of pressure

observed when hydrogen and other gases are

heated, and by Joule and Kelvin on the tem-
perature changes suffered by gases in expanding
through a porous plug, still that realization is

far from complete. Nevertheless, the thermo-
dynamic scale offers us a theoretical ideal which
is absolutely independent of the thermal prop-

erties of any particular substance, but is only

related in a definite way to a fixed universal law.

When a small amount of heat is transferred

from or to a gram of a substance, the heat trans-

ferred (measured in calories), divided by the

average absolute temperature of the substance at

the time of the transference is called the change

of entrofy of the substance. For convenience, the

zero of entropy is generally taken to correspond

to water at the freezing point and under the nor-

mal atmospheric pressure. It may be shown that

when two bodies at different temperatures are
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placed in contact and their temperatures become
equalized, the average entropy rises, for from
the above definition of entropy, the heat leaving

the hotter body must reduce its entropy less than

it increases the entropy of the cooler body into

which the heat enters. Consequently the aver-

age entropy of the universe is constantly rising

and tending toward a maximum. At the same
time the availability of the energj' of the uni-

verse is tending toward zero.

Erxest R. vox N.\rdroff, E. M., D. Sc,
Head Science Department Erasmus Hall High-

School, Brooklyn, N. V.

Heath, Daniel Collamore, American pub-

lisher: b. Salem. Mame, 19 Jan. 1857. He was

graduated from Amherst in 1S68, became junior

member of the firm of Ginn and Heath, pub-

lishers of Boston, and in 1886 established in

Boston the house of D. C. Heath & Companj-,

publishers of text-books for schools^ and col-

leges, with branch offices in New York, Chi-

cago and London.

Heath, Francis George, English writer:

b. Totnes, Devon, 15 Jan. 1843. He entered the

civil service as a clerk of the higher division

in the customs department in 1862, and was
transferred as surveyor to the outdoor division

of that department in 1882. In 1896 he founded

and in 1897 became editor of the Imperial Press,

in connection with which he directed from
1896 the publication of the Imperial librarj'.

He was for several years prominent in his ac-

tivity for the preservation and extension of open

spaces in and about London ; and published

:

<The "Romance" of Peasant Life> (1872) ; <The
Fern World' (1877; loth ed. 1902); 'Our
Woodland Trees' (1878); 'Where to Find

Ferns' ( 1881), and other volumes.

Heath, Perry Sanford, American journal-

ist and politician : b. Muncie, Ind., 31 .\ug. 1857.

He learned the printer's trade, in 1877 became

a newspaper reporter, in 1878-80 was editor of

the Muncie Times, and in 1881 established the

Pioneer at Aberdeen, S. D. In 1881-93 he was
a correspondent at Washington, D. C, in 1894-6

president and general-manager of the Cincinnati

Commercial-Gazette (now the Commercial-Trib-

une), and in 1897-1900 was first assistant post-

master-general of the United States. In 1900

he was elected secretary of the Republican Na-
tional committee.

Heath, William, .American soldier: b.

Roxbury, Mass.. 7 March 173": d- there 24 Jan.

1814. When the Massachusetts congress in 1774

voted to enroll 12,000 minute men, volunteers

from among the militia. Heath, then a farmer

in Roxbury, was commissioned as one of the

generals. In June 1775 he received the appoint-

ment of brigadier in the Continental army, and

in .-Vugust 1776 was created major-general.

When the troops moved to New York Heath
was stationed in the highlands near King's

Bridge, with orders to throw up fortifications

for the defense of that important pass. In 1777

he was transferred to Boston, and the prisoners

of Saratoga were entrusted to him. In June

1779 he was again in New York, at the High-
lands, with four regiments, and was stationed

near the Hudson till the close of the war. He
was the last surviving major-general of the war.

Consult: 'Memoirs of Maj.-Gen. Heath, con-

taining .\necdotes. Details of Skirmishes, Bat-

tles, etc., during the American War' (1798).

Heathcock, Heath-hen. See Blackcock.

Heath'cote, Caleb, American merchant: b.

Chesterfield. Derbvshire. England, 6 March
1665; d. New York 28 Feb. 1721. He was suc-

cessful in a mercantile career in New York
from 1692, save for the years 1698-1701. was a

councillor of the province, was a petitioner for

a license to build Old Trinity, was mayor of

New York in 1711-14, and held other posts,

among them those of judge of Westchester

County; commander-in-chief of the militao' of

the colony ; surveyor-general ; and receiver-gen-

eral of customs for North America. His letters

and despatches afford interesting glimpses of

the hiitorj- of his time.

Heaths, or Heather, a group {Ericoidea)

of the order Ericacca:. The leaves of the heaths

are simple and entire: their flowers oval, cylin-

drical, or even swelled at the base ; the anthers

of many with horn-like appendages.
_
From 400

to 500 species are known, 12 or 15 of which in-

habit Europe, and have small flowers, while all

the remainder are natives of South Africa, many
of them bearing brilliantly colored flowers, and
forming one of the most characteristic genera

of that region of drj- plains. The common heath

of Europe (Calhtua i'ulgaris), a low shrub, often

covers exclusively extensive tracts of dry laiid,

and is used in domestic economy ; mixed with

oak-bark it is employed in tanning ; and also,

when tender, for fodder. This species forrns

the "heather" of British moorlands ; but in

Scotland are two other species, whose flowers

are the "heather-bells" of Scottish song and
storj-. Many South African species, remarkable
for the size and beauty of their flowers, are

much cultivated in greenhouses, and have been
so improved and hybridized that they exhibit a

wonderful richness of color.

Heating and Ventilation. Generally speak-
ing, the methods of heatmg buildings may be
divided into two general classes— the direct

and the indirect system, or a combination of the

two. Heating by means of an open fire, by a
stove, and by radiators placed in the rooms to

be warmed are examples of the former method,
while furnace-heating and heating by means of
a current of air warmed by indirect steam or
hot-water coils are examples of the latter

method. When a direct radiator is fitted with
a connection to the outer air, it is said to be
arranged on the direct-indirect principle. Hot
water, steam, or electricity may be the vehicle

used for conveying heat to radiators. \'entila-

tion is only obtained by supplying air, and in

some systems of heating and ventilation the air

is made so hot that part of it is available for heat-

ing purposes. This is the case in furnace-heating.

It is well known that when two bodies of
different temperature exist, heat passes from
the warmer to the cooler body until their tem-
peratures are equal. If a building be of a
temperature of 70° F. and the outer air of a

lower temperature, heat will be transmitted by
the walls, windows, and other exposed surfaces,

and the temperature of the air in the building
will be lowered. It is only by supplying to the

building an amount of heat equivalent to that

transmitted by the walls and windows that it

is possible to maintain the building at constant
temperature. If we supply more heat than is
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transmitted by the walls, the temperature of the
room rises.

Heat is measured in units which have as
exact a value as a ton of coal or a pound of
sugar. British physicists have selected as the
unit of heat that quantity which will raise the
temperature of one pound of water one degree
on the Fahrenheit scale when the water's tem-
perature is near 39° F. This unit is designated
as the British thermal unit. It is known with
reasonable accuracy just how many heat-units
are transmitted by each square foot of wall,

window, and other exposed surfaces of the vari-
ous materials used in building construction, un-
der such extreme conditions as to building and
outside temperature as may exist. With these
data and the plans of a building, calculation will
show the heat-loss from a building or a room,
and the heating-apparatus should be propor-
tioned to supply this amount of heat. .Allow-
ances are made for various conditions that may
exist, depending upon the judgment and ex-
perience of the designer. The heat required
can be supplied by radiation from an open fire

or from a stove, but this is an unsatisfactorj'
method. Direct radiators supplied with steam
or hot water can be placed in a room to furnish
the heat necessarv', or the heat may be sup-
plied by hot air from a furnace, or by air heated
by indirect radiators supplied with steam or
hot water.

Heating by hot air is a slightly more ex-
pensive method than heating by direct radia-
tion, for to be effective the air must be taken in

from outdoors, sometimes at very low temper-
ature, and heated above the temperature of the
room to be warmed. If cold air at 40° F. is

heated to 100° F., and is supplied to a room at

this temperature, it is evident that as soon as
this air is cooled from 100° to 70° no more heat
can pass from the air to the room if the tem-
perature of the latter remains at 70°. Under
these conditions only one-half of the heat that

has been supplied to the air is available for heat-
ing the room. This will tend to show why
heating bj' hot air is more expensive, estimated
from the cost of fuel, than the direct system.
When the advantages of the air supply that

accompanies indirect heating are taken into ac-

count the increased fuel cost becomes insignifi-

cant.

Direct heating is usually obtained by steam
and hot-water radiators. Although manufac-
turers have greatly improved the appearance of
direct radiators, at best they are unsightly and
objectionable from an artistic point of view.
This objection may be overcome by concealing
the radiators in bo.xing beneath windows, when
the walls of the building are thick enough to
permit the bo.xing to be built in without project-
ing info the room. A screened opening is pro-
vided in the front of the bo.xing near the floor,

and one at the top over the radiator, to permit
a circulation of air, so that the radiators can be
effective.

In residence-heating it is frequently the cus-
tom to heat the first floor by the indirect method
and the upper stories by the direct. When an
owner will pay for it, the indirect method is

used throughout the building. Such a system
is much to be preferred to the direct.

The simplest method of connecting steam-
radiators is by the gravity system, and it is usu-

ally employed unless steam exhausted by en-
gines is available for heating. This system
comprises distributing-mams connecting with
the top of the boiler, and with vertical riser-
pipes from which horizontal branches lead to
the radiators. Usually a return pipe is con-
nected to the opposite end of the radiators from
that at which steam is admitted, this return
connecting, through return risers and mains,
with the boiler at a point below the water-line,
-•^s the steam in the radiators condenses, the
resulting condensation flows back by gravity
through the return pipes to the boiler. The
flow and return pipes are made sufficiently large
to insure a practically uniform pressure through-
out the system. The system is simplicity itself,

as the fire only needs attention. When the
boiler is once filled, no more water is required.

It is only recently that the steam exhausted
by engines and pumps has been used for
heating. Before this time steam direct from
the boilers was used in direct radiators for heat-
ing mills and factories. The radiators consisted
of coils of pipe suspended from the walls or
ceilings. Sometimes the condensation was re-
turned to the boilers by a pump or other device

;

sometimes it was allowed to go to waste. As
the steam exhausted by engines, pumps, etc.,

contains a very large percentage of the heat
that it contained upon entering the engine, some-
one conceived the idea of utilizing this steam
for heating buildings, thereby saving the steam
direct from the boilers that would otherwise
have to be used. This practice is now almost
universal where exhaust-steam is available, and
the saving that it has occasioned is very great.

By placing what is known as a back-pressure
valve in the exhaust-pipe, sufficient pressure is

maintained to cause the exhaust-steam to cir-

culate through the pipes and radiators of the
heating-system, the latter being connected to the
exhaust-pipe between the engine and the back-
pressure valve. The condensation that occurs
in the heating system can be collected and re-

turned to the boilers by various methods. Usu-
ally a pump or similarly acting device is em-
ployed.

.\ hot-water system arranged on the gravity-
principle has flow and return pipes similar to

the gravity-system of steam-heating described.

The entire system is filled with water. .A.s the
water is warmed in the boilers it becomes lighter

in weight per cubic foot, making a difference in

pressure between the flow and return pipes and
causing a circulation to begin. The water rises

in the flow pipes to the radiators and is there

cooled. On its return to the boiler the water
is again heated, and so the circulation is main-
tained. As the difference in weight between the

water in the flow and return pipes is very
slight, the motive power producing the circula-

tion is very slight also. Hence the pipes have
to be relatively larger than for steam-heating

and very carefully connected to avoid excessive

friction, which would stop or retard the cir-

culation. As large pipes are costly, in some
large plants heated by hot water, a circulation is

brought about by pumps.
Direct steam- radiators emit about 250 Brit-

ish thermal units per .square foot of radiating

surface per hour, and hot-water radiators about

180 heat-units per square foot. Consequently

about one third more radiating surface is neces-
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sarj- with hot water than with steam. The pipes
also must be larger, hence the hot-water sys-
tem is the most expensive in first cost. Hot
water, however, is cheaper to operate, for water
will circulate with a very low fire and supply
the small amount of heat required to warm a
building in mild weather.

With direct steam-heat, operating on the
gra^-ity-system, it is impossible to vary to any
appreciable extent the temperature of steam in

a radiator; hence with this system the alterna-
tive is, all the heat the radiator will supply or
none at all. This is the principal objection to
heating by means of direct steam. Air warmed
by the relatively cooler hot-water radiators is

thought by some to be more agreeable than air

heated by steam-radiators.
With indirect heating the lack of means of

regulating the steam-temperature is not of so

much moment, for the air-supply can be panly
shut ofl by partly closing a register in mild
weather : or else, if the full air-supply is re-

quired at all times, arrangements can be made
for passing part of the air-supply around the
indirect radiators, which is called '^y-passing"
them, .\nother method is to divide the indirect
radiator into independent sections and place
some of the sections under the control of a
regulator that automatically shuts off the sup-
ply of steam when the room becomes too warm.
The method of "by-passing* the radiator, or
subdividing it, is used mainly with the fan-
system of supplying air.

The cost of indirect hot-water heating is

greater than that of indirect heating by steam,
as the radiators and pipes must be larger, the
same as in direct heating. Hot water is, how-
ever, cheaper to operate. The principal objec-
tion to its use in indirect heating is the possi-
bility of damage to the indirect radiators through
the freezing of the water in them in severe
weather, if the circulation should from any
cause be arrested.

The direct-indirect system consists of direct

radiators connected with the outer air by means
of an opening in the building-walls beneath the
window-sill, the radiator being set under the

window opposite the opening. With this sys-

tem there is always the possibility of getting too
much air when the wind blows strongly. Fur-
thermore, in situations where the air is smoke-
laden or dusty, it is not easy to keep the smoke
and dust from entering a building supplied
with air by this means.

.\s has been said, a supply of air may be
brought about by the gravity-method or by means
of fans. In the gravity-method the heated column
of air in the flue is lighter than the outdoor
air: hence it rises. ,\s in the case of hot-water
heating, the motive power is very slight, and it

becomes less as the outdoor temperature in-

creases. For this reason the gravity system is

not a positive one, and it cannot be depended
upon to supply much air in mild weather. Its

use for schoolhouse ventilation is therefore to

be deprecated. .\n important advantage of this

system is its simplicity, as no machinery is re-

quired with it.

With the fan-system some type of fan is em-
ployed, to give a positive supply of air. The
air is blown over coils, usually steam, and de-
livered to the room at a temperature slightly

above that of the room, if the air-supply is in-

tended to ventilate only, or at a higher temper-
ature if the air-supply is to carry with it the

heat necessary to balance that transmitted by
the walls and windows. In the former event
the indirect coils act as tempering-coils, being
sufiicient only to raise the air to about 70° F.

If the air-supply is to furnish heat for warming
the rooms, additional coils, known as supple-
mentary coils, are provided. These raise the
air-temperature from yo" to from 100° to 120°

F. Sometimes the supplementary coils are com-
bined with the tempering coils, the whole being
divided into several independently controlled
sections. In some instances the supplementary
coils are di\nded into a number of small coils,

one being placed at the base of each air-supply

flue, and so arranged that, by adjusting dampers
controlled by hand or automatically, the tem-
perature of the air supplied to any room can be
regulated independently of that supplied to other
rooms. If all of the air is passed through one
group of coils, independent regulation of the
temperature of the air in the branch ducts and
flues is impossible. This independent regula-
tion can be obtained, however, by the double-
duct system. The coils are divided into two
groups, one for tempering and one for supplying
additional heat. -\11 of the air is passed through
the tempering coils, but only part of it through
the supplementary coils, the balance "by-passing*
the latter coils and flowing through a system
of ducts, usually located below the system con-
veying the air of higher temperature, to the
base of the flues. .-Vt the junction of the two
ducts a mixing-damper is provided, so arranged
as to open in one duct as it closes in the other.

By adjusting this damper the air can be mixed
to give the resultant temperature required.

In situations where direct radiators can be
used, either exposed or concealed, it is becom-
ing the practice to provide sufficient heat by
means of direct radiation to balance the heat
transmitted by ivalls. windows, etc., also a sup-
ply of tempered air for ventilation only. .\s

previously explained, when heat is supplied by
means of air, the fuel-cost is greater than with
direct heating: so that a building can be warmed
with less coal with the direct than with the

indirect system. Furthermore, with the com-
bined system, heating can be done at night, and
at other times when air-supply is not required,
at minimum cost. This system is particularly
adapted for schoolhouse heating and ventilation.

The withdrawal of impure air from rooms is

effected by fans connected to a system of vent-
flues extending upward to an attic space, or
downward to a cellar or basement, if the latter

is more convenient, .\nother method of accel-
erating the outflow of air through flues rising
to the roof of a building is by the use of as-
pirating coils. These are simply coils of pipe,

or radiators, placed in the vent-flues as low
down as possible, the coil heating the air and
thus causing it to rise. Theoretically the aspir-
ating-coil is a more expensive method of moving
air than the mechanical method, as far as fuel-
cost is concerned. It is simpler, however, than
the fan-system.

Fans are of two general types— the disk or
propeller fan, and the centrifugal blower. The
former is constructed somewhat like a ship's
propeller, and the current of air that it produces
is mainly in a direction parallel with the shaft ot
the fan. The centrifugal blower, as usually de-
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signed, consists of a wheel with blades, some-
thing iike a ship's paddle-wheel, enclosed in a

casing. The air enters at the axis of the fan,

and when the fan-wheel is revolved the air is

discharged radially to the casing by the action

of centrifugal force. Relatively speaking, the

propcllcr-fan will move a large volume of air

with small expenditure of power, but the pres-

sure at which it will deliver air is limited. The
centrifugal fan will deliver air under a greater

pressure and the power required is therefore

greater. In some buildings, where the system

is of ducts and flues, is long, and the cross-sec-

tions are comparatively small, to save space,

quite a pressure is required to force the neces-

sary amount of air through them. For such

situations the centrifugal blower is best adapted.

When the ducts are short and of ample area, it

is best to use the propeller type of fan.

Fans are driven usually by small steam-en-

gines or by electric motors. Sometimes gas-

engines have been used with success. Where
an engine is used, it is necessary for the boilers

to operate under a sufficient pressure to drive

the engine, or at least under a higher pressure

than is commonly used with the gravity-system

of connecting radiators. If the steam exhausted

by the engine is condensed in the heating-sys-

tem, as it usually is, a pump is necessary to re-

turn the condensation to the boilers. In large

office buildings, public buildings, theatres, etc.,

where a skilled engineman is employed to care

for the plant, the use of a pump, an engine, etc.,

does not present an objection. On the other

hand, in the case of schoolhouses, large resi-

dences, churches, etc., which are apt to be looked

after by less skilled attendants, an engine, pump,
and other apparatus that must go with them are

open to objection. In such cases electric motors

can be used if current can be obtained from an

electric-supply company. The entire heating

system can then be operated on the simpler grav-

ity-system. Of course the current must be paid

for, but in many locations its cost will be more
than ofifset by the greater simplicity of the

motor-driven system.

Heating by electricity is not done to any

great extent, on account of the excessive cost.

When coal is burned under a steam-boiler, it is

not uncommon for 60 per cent of the heat in the

fuel to be realized in the steam which can be

used for heating. If the heat in coal be trans-

formed into electrical energy, and this again

transformed into heat, less than 10 per cent of

the heat in the fuel will be realized for heating.

Bibliogra('hy.— Treiigo\d, 'The Principles of

Warming and Ventilating Public Buildings,

Dwelling Houses, etc.*; Hood. <A Practical

Treatise on Warming by Hot Water' ;
Peclet,

'Traite de la Chaleur' ; Briggs (and Wolfif),

'American Practice in Warming Buildings by

Steam' : Billings, 'The Principles of Ventila-

tion and Heating' ; Mills, 'Heat—Its Application

to the Warming and Ventilation of Buildings' ;

Baldwin, 'Steam-Heating': 'Hot-Water Heat-

ing and Fitting*; Monroe, 'Steam-Heating and
Ventilation' ; Carpenter, 'Heating and Ventila-

tion of Buildings.' Henry C. Meyer. Jr.,

Consulting Engineer.

Hea'ton, Augustus George, American art-

ist: b. Philadelphia, Pa., 28 April 1844. He
was the first pupil from the United States to

studv at the Paris Beaux-Arts, where he was

trained by Cabanel. Later (1878-^) he was in

the studio of Leon Bonnat, and exhibi'ed con-
siderably at the Salon. Among his paintings
are: 'Washington at Fort Uuquesne' ; 'The
Recall of Columbus,' engraved on the 50-cent
Columbian Exposition stamp of 1893 ; a portrait
of Bishop Bowman; and 'Hardships of Emi-
gration,' engraved on the lo-cent Omaha Fair
stamp. He wrote 'The Heart of David— the
Psalmist King' (igoo).

Heaton, John Henniker, English publi-
cist: b. Rochester. Kent, England, 1848. He
was for some time prominent in Australian
journalism and has sat in the House of Com-
mons for Canterbury from 1885. He carried
the Imperial Penny Postage Scheme in July
1898, introduced telegraph money orders into

England, the parcel-post to France, and has
been connected with other progressive schemes.
He has published: 'Manners and Customs of
the Aborigines of Australia' ; 'Australian Men
of the Time' ; etc.

Heaton, John Langdon, American journal-
ist: b. Canton, N. Y., 29 Jan. i860. He was
graduated from St. Lawrence University in

1880, entered journalism as a member of the
Brooklyn Ti)iics stafif in 1881, and in 1897 be-

came assistant editor of the New York World.
His publications are: 'The Story of Vermont'
(1889); 'Stories of Napoleon' (1895); 'The
Book of Lies' (1896); 'The Quilting Bee'
(1896).

Heaven, in a physical sense, is the azure
vault which spreads above us like a hollow
hemisphere, and appears to rest on the limits

of the horizon. Modern astronomy has taught
that this blue vault is, in fact, the immeasurable
space in which earth, sun, and planets, with
the countless host of fixed stars, revolve. The
blue color of the heavens is due to the action of

minute particles in the air upon the blue rays

in sunlight.

In ancient astronomy, heaven denoted a

sphere or circular region of the ethereal heaven.

The ancient astronomers assumed as many dif-

ferent heavens as they observed different celestial

motions. These they supposed to be all solid,

thinking they could not otherwise sustain the

bodies fixed in them ; and spherical, that being

the most proper form for motion. Thus they

had seven heavens for the seven planets : the

moon. Mercury, Venus, the sun. Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn. The eighth was that of the fixed

stars, which was particularly denominated the

firmament. Ptolemy adds a ninth heaven, which
he calls the priinttin mobile. But others admit-

ted many more heavens, according as their dif-

ferent views and hypotheses required ; Eudoxus
supposed 23 ; Regiomontanus a ; and Fracastoro

no less than 70.

In theology, this word denotes the upper

and nobler region of God's universe, in contrast

with the earth, the lower part assigned to men
for their habitation. Of the belief in the ex-

istence of some special scene of the presence

of Deity, the majority of the known religions of

the world bear ample evidence. According to

Aristotle all men. whether Greeks or barbarians,

had a conception of God; and all united in

placing the residence of the gods in the most

elevated regions of the universe. This idea runs

through the Persian, Egyptian, German, Scan-

dinavian, and indeed of all the ancient religions
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in which the belief in a supreme being assumes

any other form than the pantheistic ; and even

though the pantheistic philosophers may have

denied that any peculiar locahtj- could be re-

garded as the peculiar habitation of the Deity,

we find that the popular belief and worship of

the sect is evidently grounded upon a contrary

opinion. In addition, however, to its being the

special seat of the Deitj-, heaven also denotes

the place, or the state or condition of blessed

spirits, and of the souls of just men either

immediately after physical death or at some
certain period subsequent to it. All the relig-

ious systems which include the immortality

of the soul involve, at least in substance, the

idea of a future state of happiness as a reward
for a virtuous life. The delights of the heavens

of the various creeds differ greatly in kind.

The pleasures of the classical Elysian fields

were to a great extent pleasures of sense ; the

German warrior believed he would be trans-

ferred to a region where he would be able to

pursue his old fierce enjo}"ments, and the Amer-
ican Indian cherishes the notion that he quits

this world for a happier hunting-ground.

Among Christians the general opinion is that

heaven is tlie residence of the Most High, the

holy angels, and the spirits of just men made
perfect, that this abode is eternal, its joys en-

tirely spiritual : it is believed also by many
that the just who are free from sin are admitted

into heaven immediately after death ; also that

the souls of the patriarchs, prophets, and in gen-

eral the good, were detained, before the new
dispensation, in a temporary abode till the com-
ing of the Redeemer. See Immort.\i.ity.

Heaves, or Broken Wind, a disease of

the horse generally described as unsoundness of

the respirator)- organs. The disease is not well

understood by veterinarians and the treatment

is unsatisfactory. It is generally conceded that

the disease is incurable. The characteristic

symptoms are labored breathing, dilated nos-

trils, bloodshot eyes and dependent belly.

Horses with this disease often drop down while

at work and succumb to congestion of the lungs,

hemorrhage or suffocation, the direct result of

the heaves. Upon post-mortem examination the

stomach is found distended and to have thinner

walls than in the normal horse.

Hebe, he'be, according to Greek mj-thol-

ogy, the goddess of youth, and the cup-bearer

on Olympus until replaced by Ganymede. She
was a daughter of Zeus and Hera, who gave

her as a wife to Heracles, in reward of his

achievements. .At Rome she was worshipped

a"s Juventas. She is described by some authori-

ties as a divinitj- who had it in her power to

make old persons young again. In the arts she

is represented with the cup in which she presents

the nectar, under the figure of a charming
young girl, her dress adorned with roses and
wearing a wreath of flowers. An eagle often

stands beside her, which she is caressing.

Heber, he'ber. Reginald, English .\ngli-

can bishop and poet : li Malpas. Cheshire. 21

April 1783: d. Trichinopoli, India, I .April 1826.

He was educated at Brascnose College. Oxford,
distinguished himself by the English prize poem—'Palestine.* was elected to a fellowship in

All Souls' College, traveled in Germany, Rus-
sia, and the Crimea, entered holy orders in

1S07, and became the incumbent of Hodnet,
Shropshire. In 1812 he was appointed pre-

bendar>- of St. Asaph, in 1815 Bampton lecturer

at Oxford, in 1822 preacher at Lincoln's Inn.

From 1S22 imtil his death he was bishop of Cal-

cutta, at that time constituting one verj- ex-
tensive diocese, in all parts of which he traveled

to the furtherance of the mission work in pro-

gress. He completed the establishment of
Bishop's College. Calcutta, begun by Bishop
Middleton. Heber is best known for his hjinns,

58 of which, including the familiar *From Green-
land's Icy Mountains.' 'Brightest and Best.*

and 'Holy, Holy, Holy!* appear in 'Hj-mns
Written and Adapted to the Weekly Church
Service of the Year.* In prose he wrote 'A
Life of Bishop Jeremy Taylor* (1822), and <A
Journey Through India* (1828). Consult the
'Life' by Smith (1895).

Hebert, Jacques Rene, zhak re-na a-bar,

French journalist and politician: b. Alengon,
Ome. 15 Nov. 1755 ; d. Paris 24 March 1794.

At the beginning of the French Revolution Le-
maire pubhshed a journal supporting constitu-

tional principles under the title ' Pere Du-
chesne.' The Jacobins soon established a rival

'Pere Duchesne.' of which Hebert became edi-

tor. The journal owed its success to the c>-nical

virulence with which it advocated the popular
cause, and abused the court and the monarchy,
and soon had the field to itself. He was a mem-
ber of the Revolutionary Commune that ap-
proved the massacres in the prisons in Septem-
ber 1792. was soon after substitute attorney of
the commune, and employed all his influence

in forwarding a project to establish the authoritj'

of the commune on the ruins of the national
representation. The Girondists, who were at

that period contending against the Mountain,
had credit enough to procure the arrest of
Hebert 24 May 1793. Again restored to lib-

erty, he assisted with all his power and influ-

ence in the proscription of the Brissotins.

Their downfall hastened his own. With Chau-
mette he established the 'Feast of Reason,' and
afterward accused Danton of having violated

the nature of liberty and the rights of man-
kind. This terrified both Danton and Robes-
pierre, who suspended their mutual jealousies

to accomplish his destruction ; and Hebert. with
the greater part of his associates, was arrested
and guillotined.

Hebert, Louis Philippe, Canadian sculp-
tor: b. Sainte Sophie d'Halifax, Quebec. 27 Jan.
1850. He studied for several years in Canada,
and later in Paris, where he established his

studio. In 1894 he won the Confederation
medal awarded by the Canadian government
.•\mong his works are historical subjects ex-
ecuted for public buildings in Quebec. Ottawa,
and Montreal.

Hebrew Language and Literature, the
tongue in which the ancient Jews spoke and
wrote, and the books produced by that people
during their settlement in Palestine as an inde-
pendent nation : these latter constitute the He-
brew Scriptures and are looked upon by the
Hebrews as containing the inspired word of God.
Sec JfDAiSM

—

Hebrew L.\NGr.\GE; Jewish
literatlre

: jewish philosophical writers;
The Jew i.\ Art, Scie.nxe, .\.nd Liter-ature ;

The T.vlmud; The Masor.\h ; The Cab.\l.\.
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Hebrews. See Jews ix America: Jewish
Sects: Jewish Charities; Judaism—Its

Principles: Jewish History; Reformed Juda-
ism: Zionism: Anti-Semitism; The IC^raites

;

Status of the Jew throughout the World;
Rabbinic Legislation; Jewish Emancipation.

Hebrews, one of the canonical books of the

New Testament, usually spoken of as "The
Epistle to the Hebrews." The fact that it lacks

the introductorj- formula naming author and
recipients, to be expected in every ancient letter,

has led some to deny that this writing is a letter.

But this form may in this case, as often, have
been placed on a separate sheet and become lost,

or for some other reason have failed to be

copied. .\t any rate many expressions show
that it really was a letter addressed by some
individual to a definite group of early Christians.

In the King James version it was styled "The
Epistle of Paul the Apostle." and thus has been

perpetuated an early Alexandrian tradition,

which later became the universal opinion for

many centuries. But this view was at first un-
known in Rome and the West, where are the

earliest traces of the use of this writing, and it

differs from the acknowledged epistles of Paul
in both style and thought. The language is

here more idiomatic and choice ; clauses and
sentences are connected by an array of con-

junctions largely diiiferent from those used by
Paul ; instead of his abrupt, almost disconnected

course of expression, earnest to vehemence, we
find in Hebrews a series of balanced periods,

flowing smoothly even when most emphatic,

and a style abounding in almost artificial devices

of rhetoric. There is no less difference in the

theological conceptions and their presentation.

While not antagonistic to Paul's doctrines, being
rather complementary, the doctrinal teachings

here are yet variant, as, for example, the teach-

ings as to the divine Sonship of Christ ; the

nature of faith, and the value of the law of

Moses.
While the Pauline authorship is now set

aside as out of the question by the practically

unanimous judgment of critics of ever}' school,

there is no general agreement as to who did

write the book. Clement of Rome and Luke
have been urged for no reasons except valueless

suggestions made by Clement of Alexandria
and his pupil Origen. Harnack has conjectured
that it may have been written by Priscilla in

association with her husband .Aquila, but this

view can satisfy only such as regard it as ad-
dressed to Roman Christians. The conjecture
of Luther that .\pollos was the author has been
widely accepted, while the later suggestion that

it was written by Barnabas has met with the
approval of many scholars of the highest rank.
The latter view has in its favor, to be sure, the
only ancient testimony of real weight, that of
Tertullian. but it must be allowed that either

Barnabas or Apollos would meet all the require-
ments of the case so far as they are now known,
and consequently that the authorship cannot be
positively decided.

There is no less uncertainty in naming the
persons to whom it was originally addressed.
The title prefixed very early, though in all proba-
bility not originally, was "To Hebrews." and the
view that it was addressed to Jewish Christians
is nearly universal. Not a few scholars, how-
ever, have lately declared in favor of the view

that it was written rather to Gentile Christians.
The decision hinges on the answer to the ques-
tion whether the danger against which the author
warns his readers is relapse into heathenism or
relapse into Judaism. On the one side it is

urged that relapse into Judaism could not
properly be designated "apostasy from the living

God." while on the other side it is urged that,

while Judaism was in the author's mind good as
compared with heathenism, yet its acceptance at

cost of a surrender of all that was distinctively

Christian might reasonably be styled apostasy.
It has certainly seemed to most that the fact that

the whole thought of the book is the superiority
of Christianity over Judaism proves that the
danger against which the first readers were
warned was relapse into what the author re-

garded as relatively worthless because an out-
grown and outworn stage of divine revelation,

and that the opinion that apostasy into heathen-
ism was the readers' danger is only "an ingenious
parodox." even though "an amount of ingenuity
has been expended in support of this hypothesis,
sufficient to render it plausible."

To some extent the questions as to place and
date depend for their answer upon the con-
clusion as to the character of the first readers.

If addressed to Hebrew Christians, it is scarcely

possible that its date can be later than 68, just

before the Jewish war which resulted in the

destruction of Jerusalem, and the final removal
of the danger of relapse into Judaism, while the

fact that it is addressed to a second generation
of believers and the references to the lapse of

considerable time make it necessary to set the

date as late as possible. If addressed to Gentile

Christians, it might be dated as late as 85 or
even 90. But that in any case it is a first-century

production is guaranteed bj' the use made of it

by Clement of Rome before the year 100.

Where the first readers are to be looked for

hangs as completely on their character as does
the question of date. If Gentile, most would
think it probable that they were to be found at

Rome, where they may have constituted only a

single group of many among the Christians in

the city. If. however, they were really Hebrews.
it is, if not impossible, at any rate less likely

that they were at Rome. the reference to

"those from Italy" is ambiguous, but it would
seem plausible that Timothy had been im-

prisoijed at Rome rather than that on release he

should hasten hither. If the core of the book
is a warning against Judaism, it would be

natural to look for those needing such a warn-

ing nearer the Temple than was Rome. While
it is generally regarded as improbable that the

letter was addressed to the church at Jerusalem,

there may have been many communities within

easy reach of that city where such a group of

Christians as these "Hebrews" could have been

found. Syrian .A.ntioch and Janinia have been

named among other places.

The author very fitly styled his work "a

message of appeal." Such it is throughout.

To be sure, the first ten chapters consist largely

of argument skilfully marshaled and stated, but

all is to strengthen appeal, and exhortation is

constantly inwoven with demonstration. The
great theme is the superiority of Christianity

over Judaism. While this is developed in many
phases, it may be briefly summed up in saying

that in chapters i-vi the stress is laid on the
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personal superiority of Christ, as compared with
angels, Moses. Aaron, and then (vii. i-x. i8)
the superiority of the work of Christ is set forth.
But the whole is one plea for persistence in the
Christian profession and life, and while the
changes of the centuries have made much in this
book peculiarly hard to understand and have
robbed other arguments of some of their original
force, yet when understood, this plea for the
value of Christianity remains cogent as well as
earnest. David Foster Estes.
Professor of New Testament Interpretation,

Colgate Vnh-ersity.

Hebrides, heb'ri-dez. The, or Western
Islands, Scotland, an archipelago off the west
coast, extending from lat. 55' 35' to 58° 32' N.;
the most southern island being Islay, and the
most northern, Lewis. The group is politically

di\-ided between the shires of Ross and Cro-
inarty, Inverness, and Argjll. ver>- nearly in the
line of their coincidence with the coasts of the
respective counties. They number about 400 in
all. but many are inconsiderable islets and rocks,
and only about go are inhabited ; area, about
2.800 square miles: pop. (1901) 79.159. They
are usually divided into the Outer Hebrides, of
which the principal are Lewis and Harris (form-
ing a single island), Xonh L'ist. Benbecula,
South Uist, and Barra : and the Inner Hebrides— Skye, Mvdl, Islay, Jura, Coll. Rum. Tiree.
Colonsay, etc. The Outer are separated from
the Inner, and from the mainland, by a strait

or channel called the Minch, which at its nar-
rowest part, between Harris and Sk>e, is about
12 miles broad.

The climate is mild and salubrious, but vari-
able, tempestuous, and humid. Snow and frost

are almost unknown in the smaller islands, and
are but little felt in the larger. There is com-
paratively little wood in the Hebrides, and on
many of the island:- none at all. In Lewis,
Skj-e, Islay, Mull, and several of the other
islands, however, both forest and fruit trees

have been planted to a considerable extent, with
great success. Oats and barley are almost the
only cereal crops raised. Potatoes are ex-
tensively cultivated. Cattle constitute the staple

product. The native breed are small but hand-
some. Cheese and butter of go-Dd quality are
produced. The breed of horses is also small,

but hardy and docile. The native breed of
sheep is verj- small, but Cheviots have been in-

troduced with success. The productive land is

partly occupied as sheep-farms : much of it is

held by "crofters,* who occupy holdings usually
of a very few acres, sometimes with a right of
pasturage in common attached. There are also

"cotters* who occupy houses, with or without a
patch of grround, on the land of the crofter, the
farmer, or the landlord, and who are often mere
squatters paying no rent. Grouse-moors and
deer ranges cover a considerable area. Owing
to the minute division of the arable land there
is in many places an excess of population. The
condition of the crofters and cotters, especially

in the Outer Hebrides and Sk>-e, is very de-
pressed, their dwellings miserable, and their liv-

ing poor, consisting chiefly of potatoes, milk, and
oat or barley bread, and in bad harvests it is

often insufficient in quantity. The fisheries are
not developed to the e.xtent they might be.

WTiiskey is manufactured in Skye, Islay, and
Mull. Gaelic is the universal language of the

Hebrides, which in remote times were subject
to the kings of Norway, but in 1264 were an-
nexed to the crown of Scotland. They were
held by various native chieftains, in vassalage to

the Scottish monarch : but subsequently fell into

the hands of one powerful chief, who thereupon
(,1346) assumed the title of "Lord of the Isles."

and began to affect an entire independence of his
sovereign. The abolition of hereditary- jurisdic-

tions in 1748 secured to these islands for the
first time the peace and safetv- afforded by a just
and powerful government. Little was known
about the Hebrides until the publication of
Johnson's 'Journey to the Western Islands of
Scotland* (1775), and of Scott's 'Lord of the
Isles,* which invested them with a popular in-
terest which has been increased by the facilities

afforded to tourists by the steamers of the Clyde.

Hebron, heTsron (originally Kirj.\th.wib,\,
now El-Kh.^lil). Asiatic Turkey, a town
of great antiquity in Palestine. 18 miles south-
west of Jerusalem, 2.830 feet above sea-level. It
lies in the narrow valley of Mamre, has narrow
streets, high well-buUt stone houses with flat

roofs, extensive covered bazars, with well-fur-
nished shops, exhibiting glass manufactures,
consisting of lamps, colored rings, etc., for which
the place has long been celebrated. The chief
mosque. El-Haram. built around the Cave of
Machpelah, from which Christians are rigor-
ously e.xcluded, is esteemed by Mohammedans
one of their holiest places. Hebron is one of the
oldest existing towns, having been built seven
years before Zoan (Xum. xiii. 22), and it is men-
tioned prior to Damascus (Gen. xiii. 18). Abra-
ham resided here, and acquired the Cave of
Machpelah as a sepulchre for Sarah and his
family. It was David's royal city for seven
years. There is a German Protestant mission
here. Pop. about 19,000.

Hebron, Neb., city, county-seat of
Thayer County; on the Little Blue River, and
on the Chicago, R. I. & P.. and the Burlington
& M. R.R.'s ; aboi'.t 63 miles southwest of Lin-
coln. It is situated in an excellent agricultural
and stock region. It has a large flour-mill, a
creamery, and a planing-mill. There are five
churches, a high school, three banks, and three
weekly newspapers. The shipments of wheat
and live stock are extensive. Pop. (1900) 1.511.

Hecataeus, hek-a-te'iis, distinguished Greek
historian and geographer: fl. about 500 B.C- He
was a native of Miletus, and the son of Heges-
ander, a member of an ancient and illustrious
family. Of his public life the only event of
which we have any definite knowledge was the
part he took in the insurrection of the lonians
against the Persians. Being well acquainted
with the resources of Persia, he vainly attempted
to dissuade .-Kristagoras. the planner of the re-
volt, from his undertaking. Later he went as
ambassador to .\rtaphemes. and prevailed on the
satrap to win the confidence of the lonians by
lenient treatment His two great works were
his "Tour of the World.' and his 'Genealogies.*
The latter is little more than a prose version of
the legends already given in versified form. He
improved the map of the world made by
-Ana.ximander : and his writings were highly es-
teemed by Herodotus. The fragments of his
works were published by Miiller (1841-70I.

Hecate, hek'a-te, in Greek mythology, a
goddess, whose parentage is variously given.
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Homer does not mention her. She appears to

have been originally a Titan who ruled in

heaven, on the earth, and in the sea. She could
bestow or withhold at pleasure the blessings of

wealth, victory, and wisdom to mortals, and was
the only Titan who retained power under the

rule of Zeus. She was subsequently confounded
with several other divinities, and at length be-

came a mystic goddess having all the rnagic

powers of nature at her command. She was
identified with Dcmeter and Artemis, and was
regarded as the mystic Persephone. Magicians
and witches prayed particularly for her aid.

Sacrifices used to be offered to her at places

where three ways met (whence her epithet Tpio

SiTis, or in Latin, Tiivia), and these consisted of

dogs, honey, and black female lambs. Her
mysterious festivals were celebrated annually at

^gina. Her appearance was frightful. She had
three bodies or three heads, and serpents hung
hissing around her neck and shoulders.

Heck, Barbara, one of tlie founders of

American ^lethodism: b. Ballygarry, County
Limerick, Ireland, 1734; d. near Augusta, Ont.,

1804. She was one of a colony of German immi-
grants in Ireland who were among the first to

be influenced by Wesley's preaching. In 1760
she came to America with her husband, Paul
Heck, and Philip Embury (q.v.). In 1766 she

was very active in the organizing of a Methodist
society which met at Embury's house, and she

also did much toward the building of the Old
John Street Methodist Church. Later she and
her family removed to the northern part of New
York State, and when the Revolution broke out
went to Ontario, where they founded another
Methodist society.

Heck'er, Friedrich Karl Franz, German-
American soldier : b. Eichtersheim, Baden, 28

Sept. 1811; d. St. Louis, Mo., 24 March 1881.

After studying law in Heidelberg, he abandoned
his profession for political life. In 1842 he was
elected to the Chamber of Deputies of Baden.
On the outbreak of the revolution in Germany
in 1848 he endeavored to convert the preliminary

convention into a permanent republican assem-
bly. Frustrated in this attempt, he put himself

at the head of a band of revolutionists, and in-

vaded Baden from the south. He was defeated

at Kaudern 20 May 1848, and fled to Switzerland.

In the following year he removed to the United
States, and became a farmer near Belleville, 111.

On the outbreak of the Civil War he raised a
regiment of Germans, serving in General Fre-
mont's division as colonel ; and afterward for a
time commanded a brigade.

Hecker, Isaac Thomas, American Roman
Catholic clergyman ; b. New York 18 Dec. i8ig

;

d. there 22 Dec. 1888. In early life he was a

member of the Brook Farm community, near
Boston, where for nearly a year he officiated as

baker for the establishment. In 1845 he be-

came a Roman Catholic ; went to Germany to

study for the priesthood, and joined the Re-
demptorist Fathers in Belgium in 1847. He was
ordained priest in London by Cardinal Wise-
man in 1849. Returning to New York he
founded the order of the Paulists (1858). became
their superior; and established the 'Catholic

World' (1865). of which he was editor till his

death. An anonymous French version of Elliott's

'Life of Father Hecker* led to the noted "Amer-
ican" controversy. He wrote: 'Questions of

the SouP (1855): 'The Church and the Age>
(1888); etc. Consult: Sedgwick, 'Father
Hecker* (1900).

Heckewelder, hek'e-wel-der, John Gottlieb
Ernest, .\merican Moravian missionary: b.

Bedford, England, 12 March 1743; d. Bethlehem,
Pa., 21 Jan. 1823. At the age of 12 he came
with his father to Pennsylvania. He accompanied
Post in 1762 in his expedition to the Indian
tribes on the Ohio, and in 1771 took up his resi-

dence among them as a missionary. After some
40 years' missionary service, he went to Bethle-
hem, the principal establishment of the Mora-
vians in America, and there remained till his

death. He wrote several memoirs upon the
Delaware and Mohegan Indians: 'Accoimt of
tlie History, etc., of the Indian Nations' (1818) ;

' Narrative of the Mission of the Lhiited Breth-
ren' (1820).

Hec'la, or Hekla, Iceland, an isolated vol-

cano in the soutliwest, about 20 miles from the
coast. It is of comical shape, terminating in

three perpetually snow-clad peaks, the central

and loftiest of which, Heklufjall, is 5,110 feet

high. The circumference at the base is about
12 miles. It is composed chiefly of columnar
basalt, and of lava, mostly covered by stones,

scoria, ashes, and other loose volcanic matter.

Since the loth century there are 43 eruptions on.

record. One of the most tremendous occurred
in 1783, after which it remained quiescent till

2 Sept. 1845, when it again became active, and
continued with little intermission for 15 months
to discharge itself from three craters, its effects

being felt as far as the Orkney Islands. 400
miles distant. The last outbreak was in 1878.

Hectic Fever, a type of fever which is in-

termittent, and is distinguished by an after-

noon or evening quickening of the pulse, and rise

of temperature. The eyes of the patient

brighten, his cheeks flush, and there is some
nervous and cerebral excitement. The fever is

succeeded by a profuse perspiration. This af-

fection is frequently associated with phthisis,

abscess, or septicemia, and is of dangerous sig-

nificance.

Hector, in Homeric narrative, the son of

Priam and Hecuba, and the bravest of the Tro-
jans, whose forces he commanded. His wife
was Andromache, the daughter of Action. He
encountered the Grecian heroes in battle, and
often gained advantages over them. By his

presence Troy was invincible; but when he had
slain Patroclus, the friend of Achilles, the latter,

forgetting his dispute with Agamemnon, re-

sumed his arms to avenge the death of his be-

loved companion. Pierced by the spear of

Achilles, the body of Hector was dragged at

the chariot wheels of the conqueror ; but after-

ward, at the command of Zeus, was delivered

to Priam for a ransom, who gave it a solemn
burial.

Hector, Annie French ("Mrs. Alex.«iN-

der"), Irish novelist: b. Dublin, Ireland. 1825;

d. London 10 July 1902. She began to write at

an early age and was a prolific and popular

writer. Among her books, all of which enjoyed

a wide popularity in the United States, are:

'The Wooing O't' (1873): 'Ralph Wilton's

Weird' (187s); 'Her Dearest Foe' (1876);
'The Freres' (1882); 'A Golden Autumn>^

(1897) ; and 'A Winning Hazard' (1897).
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Hecuba, in Greek legend, the second wife
of Priam, king of Troy, to whom she bore
Hector. Paris, Cassandra. Troilus. and other
children. After the fall of Troy she was given
as a slave to Odysseus, and, according to one
form of the legend, in despair leaped into the

Hellespont.

Hed'ding, Elijah, American Methodist
tishop : b. Dutchess County. X. Y., 7 Jan. 1780;
d. Poughkeepsie. X. Y., 9 April 1S52. At 19 he
entered the Methodist ministry, and was ap-
pointed successor of Lorenzo Dow. He ex-
tended his travels to Canada, and preached the

Gospel in various pans. He became a member
of the Xew York annual conference in 1801, and
was made a bishop in 1824. He was instru-

mental in the establishment of the <Zion's Her-
ald' at Boston, the first journal published by
the Methodist Church in the United States.

Hedge, Frederick Henry, American
scholar: b. Cambridge, Mass., 12 Dec. 180;; d.

there 21 Aug. 1890. He studied in Germany
1815-23. was later graduated from Harvard and
Har\'ard divinity sciiool. and after holding Uni-
tarian pastorates in Bangor. Maine : Providence,
R. I., and Brookline. Mass. ; was professor of

German at Harvard University (1872-81).
Deeply read in philosophy, ecclesiastical histon-,

and German literature, he was a finished writer

and a much admired orator, and ranked as per-

haps the foremost German literarj- scholar in the

United States. Among his writings are:

'Reason in Rehgion' (1865): 'The Primeval
"World of Hebrew Tradition ' ( 1870) ;

* Martin
Luther and Other Essays' (1888") : etc. His
'Prose Writers of Germany' (1848) is a stan-

dard work. He translated potms from the Ger-
man and wrote numerous h>-mns for the L'ni-

tarian Church.

Hedge, a fence formed of living trees or
shrubs. Hedges are generally composed of one
•or more of the following species : Hawthorn,
crab, blackthorn, holly, privet, beech, hornbeam,
maple, barberry, furze, broom, alder, poplar,

willow, yew, box, arbor-vitae. sweet-briar, etc.

\\'hen there are so many different species to

select from, plants may be found suitable for

almost all kinds of soil— such as wet or boggy,
and dry or sandy: for all situations, whether
sheltered or exposed : and for all purposes, such
as fences against cattle, or simply as ornaments
for garden and pleasure grounds.

Hedgeliog, a small insectivorous mammal
of the Old World family Erinaccida. and es-

pecially of the genus Erinaccus, characterized by
its coat of stiff spines. The family inhabit tem-
perate Europe and .^sia. but are not known on
sea-girt islands. The best known of the score

of species is the common hedgehog ( £. curo-

p<rus). It has a long nose, the face, fides, and
rump covered with strong, coarse, yellowish hair,

the back with sharp, strong spines; and is about
nine inches long plus a very short tail. Hedge-
hogs, as their name indicates, reside under
hedges and in thickets, where they turn over
the leaves and root in the mould for insects (es-

pecially beetles'), snails, lizards, roots, fallen fruit,

etc. ; they are. indeed, omnivorous. The hedge-
hog defends itself against attack by rolling it-

self up. and thus exposing no part of its body
that is not fumi.shed with a defense of spines.

It may be rendered domestic to a certain degree.

and has been employed in Europe to destroy

cockroaches, which it pursues with avidity. In
the winter, in cold climates, the hedgehog
wraps itself in a warm nest, composed of moss,
dried hay and leaves, and remains torpid till the

return of spring. The female produces four or
five young at a birth, which soon become covered
with prickles. These animals are sometimes
used as food, and are said to be very delicate.

The long-eared hedgehog (£. auritus) of the

E^st is smaller than the common, and is dis-

tinguished by the great size of its ears and
shortness of tail. Fossil forms as far back as

the Miocene differ little from existing species.

X'o true hedgehogs exist in America ; the ani-

mals often so called being the very different

porcupines (q.v.).

Hedge-hyssop. See Gratiol.v

Hedge-sparrow, a small brown warbler
(A;cinic>r »iodularis}. with a sweet plaintive

song, very common in Europe about gardens and
roadsides in summer. It is not a sparrow at all,

but nearly related to the American water-
thrushes (Sciunis). In Great Britain it goes

by many names, as dunnock, etc., and is one of
the birds most frequently mentioned in books.

Hedin, Sven Anders, svTn an'derz hi-den',

Swedish geographer and explorer b. Stockholm
19 Feb. 1865 ; was educated at Stockholm, L'p-

sala, Berlin, and Halle, at the latter univer-

sity receiving the degree of doctor of philoso-

phy. In 1885 he began his first journey of ex-
ploration through Persia and Mesopotamia. In
i8go he went to Persia as a member of King
Oscar's embassy to the Shah, and the next year
journeyed through Khorassan and Turkestan.
In 1893 he set out on a remarkable journey from
the Russian frontier to Peking, through Tibet
and the Lob-nor region. He arrived at his des-

tination in 1897, having experienced four years
of exciting and harrowing adventures. His
second expedition to Central .\sia began in 1899.

In 1901, writing from Xarkhlik, Dr. Hedin tells

of finding the ruins of a beautiful Buddhist tem-
ple, some rare specimens of wood car\ing and
12 complete letters written in Chinese on paper
and marvellously well preserved. Dr. Hedin
has written five books, four in English : '.\ Jour-
ney Through Persia and Mesopotamia' (1887) ;

"King Oscar's Embassy to the Shah of Persia'

(1891) ; 'A Journey Through Khorassan and
Turkestan' (1892) : and 'Through .\sia' (1898).
He wrote also a scientific treatise in German,
'The Results to Geographic Science of My
Travels in Central .\sia.*

Hedonism is the name applied to any system
of ethics which regards pleasure or happiness
as the chief good ; as the good, that is, which
makes all other goods desirable and to which
they are all means. Not only money, health and
the like are valuable merely as sources of hap-
piness, but virtue itself has no better claim
to independent worth. In fact, for most hedon-
ists, virtue is the name given to that kind of
action which long experience has shown to

conduce to happiness. The njost important of
the many subdivisions of the theory is that
which distinguishes psychological from ethical

hedonism. According to the first, pleasure is

ihe inevitable content of every choice. Even
in those instances of self-sacrifice which seem
the most radical contradiction of such a view.
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the exception is apparent rather than real. For
the martyr, death is preferable to denial. If

it were not pleasant to him, he would not and
could not choose it. Ethical hedonism, on the

other hand, makes the choice of pleasure a duty

•ither than a fact. The two have sometimes

been regarded as incompatible, on the ground
that what necessarily regulates choice cannot

be e.xalted into an ideal ; but the frequent in-

clusion of both in the same system may have

a partial justification in the necessity for the

rejection of certain pleastu-es and the accept-

ance of certain pains, if the greatest possible

happiness is to be attained in the end.

A second division of the forms of hedonism
is that between individual and universal, and
is based upon the number of persons whose
happiness constitutes the good. Individualistic

hedonism regards the happiness of the man
concerned as his own chief good, while that of

other people is either a matter of indifference

to him, or else is of importance merely because

it forms one of the elements of his own happi-

ness. Evidently psychological hedonism is nec-

essarily individualistic, although its combina-
tions with ethical hedonism have often made it

present an appearance of universality not

strictly compatible with its original assumptions.

Although there are plenty of modern instances

of individual hedonism, these do not differ in

essentials from the classical forms presented

by the Cyrenaicism of Aristippus (cr. 435-356

B.C.) and the Epicureanism that sprang from it

(Epicurus 342 or 341-270 B.C.). Both Aristippus

and Epicurus taught that individual enjoyment
was the supreme good, but they differed in their

conception of the nature of enjoyment and of

the means by which it was to be obtained. Aris-

tippus advocated seizing the pleasure of the

moment, untroubled by regret for the past or

dread of the future. Epicurus, while he also

preached against fear and regret, maintained

that the object of desire was a happy life rather

than a succession of pleasant moments, an or-

ganized whole, not a mere sum. Another dis-

tinction between the conception of the two is

found in the nature of the pleasurable state as

described by each. For Aristippus its chief

characteristic was excitement; for Epicurus,

tranquility; a difference that undoubtedly was
largely responsible for the different means ad-

vocated by them. The later modifications of

both theories show the well-known tendency of

hedonism toward pessimism.

Universal hedonism was first brought

markedly into notice by the Utilitarians, who
found tlie supreme good, not in each man's own
happiness, but in happiness in general, usually

expressed by the formula "the greatest good of

the greatest number." The moral worth of an

action must be judged by the amount of happi-

ness it will tend to bring about in the long

run: and the consideration of all the different

elements of intensity, length of time, certainty,

possible complicating pain, and so forth, known
as the hedonistic calculus, is associated with the

name of Jeremv Bcntham (1748-1832). John

Stuart Mill (1806-1873). to whose clear and

persuasive mode of statement the theory owes

much of its popularity, added to it the distinc-

t'on between quality and quantity in pleasure.

With the exception of Mill, both ancient and

modern hedonists have almost invariably re-

VoL. 8
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garded pleasures as differing from one anotherm quantity alone; he, on the contrary, main-
tained that their differences were primarily quali-
tative, and that quality must be considered in
the conception of the chief good. An action is
to be judged, not only from the amount, but
from the kind of happiness it causes. MiWs
view has met with much adverse criticism, based
upon the contention that with qualitative dif-
ferences in pleasure a non-bcdon-stic criterion
1 aj been introduced, which is inconsistent with
the initial assumption of hedonism. The adop-
tion of hedonism by the evolutionists, especially
by Spencer, has given it a scientific basis, to
which its present currency is partly due. Al-
tliougl- the end in such systems is preservation,
either of the individual or of the species, or of
both, yet the actions best adapted to that end
are accompanied by pleasure, and the animal to
whom useful actions are painful, docs not per-
form them and is in course of time eliminated.
Actions found desirable in the history of the
race come to have a feeling of obligation at-

tached to them ; and although at present end
and means may to the individual consciousness
seem incompatible, yet as man becomes better
adapted to his environment, all virtuous, that

is, useful actions will bring pleasure directly

as well as indirectly.

As a theory of ultimate value hedonism can,
of course, be neither proved nor disproved. Its

chief advantages are; (i) It provides a simple
and self-consistent account of moral action. (2)
It makes possible a closer union between ethics

and natural science than that allowed by any
other theory, and is able to make use of the

constantly growing store of knowledge in

biology, anthropology, and ethnology. The
most important objections brought against it

are: (i) It confuses origin with value. (2)
In regarding the moral end as constituted by
feeling alone, it is psychologically inadequate,

and psychologically false in so far as it views
pleasure as the exclusive object of choice. See

also Ethics ; Utilit.\ri-\nism.

Bibliography.— W. Wallace. 'Epicureanism;'

John Stuart Mill, 'Utilitarianism ;> Herbert
Spencer. 'The Principles of Ethics;' Henry
Sidgwick, 'Methods of Ethics.'

Gr.\ce Ne\l Dolson,
Professor of Philosophy, Wells college.

Heel-Fly. See Bot-fly.

Heer, liar, Oswald. Swiss naturalist; b.

Nieder-Utzwyl. Switzerland, 31 Aug. 1809; d.

in Lausanne, 27 Sept. 1883. He was educated

at the University of Halle ; entered the nunistry

in 183 1 ; as privat docent in botany in the Uni-
versity of Zurich 1834-52 and from 1832 pro-

fessor of botany at the University and at the

Polytechnicum, and from 1835-83 was director

of the botanical gardens at Zurich. His most

important works were: 'Flora Tertiaria Helve-

tia' (1854-6'); 'Tertiarj- Climates in Their

Relation to Vegetation' (i860); 'Die Urwelt

der Schweiz' (1865-70): 'Flora Fossilis Hel-

vetia' (1877) ; and 'Flora Fossilis Arctica'

(1865-83).

Heeren, haren. Arnold Hermann Ludwig,
German historian and philologist; b. Arbergen.

near Bremen, 25 Oct. 1760; d. Gottingen. 6

March 1842. He was educated at the cathedral
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school of Bremen and the Universitx- of Gottin-

gen; in 1794 was appointed professor of philoso-

phy and in iSoi professor of history at Got-

tingen. His chief worics are: 'Ideen iiber

Poiiiik. den Verkchr und den Handel der

vomehmsten Volker der alten Welt' (. 1 793-6,

4th ed. 1824-6) : 'Gcschichte des Studiums der

Klassischen Litteratur seit dem Wiederaufleben

der \Vissenschaften> (1797-1802); <Hanbuch
der Geschichte der Staaten des Alterthums>

(i828>: "Geschichte des europaischen Staaten-

systems und seiner Colonien' (4th ed. 1822) ;

'Versuch einer Entwickelung der Folgen der

Kreuzziige' (iSoS): and 'Vermischte his-

torischeSchriften' (1803-S).

Heer'mans, Forbes, American dramatist: b.

Syracuse. X. V.. 25 Oct. 1856. He was grad-

uated from Cornell University in 1878. and is

author of the dramas: <Love bv Induction'

(1889): 'The Silent Witness' (1890) : 'Between
Two Foes> (1S99) 'The Vagabond' u893> ;

'Jess of the Bar Z Ranch' (1896) : 'Down the

Santa Fe Trail:* and the novels 'Thirteen

Stories of the Far West' (1887) : 'The Rancho
of Heavenly Rest' (1S92) ; 'The Investigators:*

etc.

Hegel, George William Friedrich, philoso-

pher, especially famous as the most systematic

and historically influential of the post-Kantian

German idealists, was bom in Stuttgart, 'SJ

Aug. 1770. and died as professor of philosophy

at the University of Berlin, 14 Nov. 1831. He
attended as a boy and as a youth the Gj-m-

nasium of his native city, and in 178S was ma-
triculated at the Universit>- of Tiibingen. where
he studied theologj-, and where he finished his

course of study in 1793- From 1793 to 1796 he

was private tutor in Switzerland, devoting his

leisure, meanwhile, to theological and historical

* studies. In 1797 he accepted a private tutor-

ship in Frankfurt, and remained there until

i8«). During this period he wrote out the

earliest sketch of his philosophical system, and,

resolving to devote himself to
_
philosophy,

went, in N'ovember 1800. to t.ie Universitv of

Jena, as Privatdoccnt. Here he lectured on
philosophy until the troubles which followed

the battle of Jena in October, 1806, interrupted

for a time his scholarly work. During the

years between iSco and 1806 Hegel's philo-

sophical teachings had assumed a much more
higlilv organized form: he had published a

number of important essays : and at the rno-

ment of the battle of Jena was just completing

his first great systematic treatise, the 'Phiino-

menologie des Geistcs.' i.e. the 'Phenomcn-
ologv- of Mind.' Unable to obtain, for the

time, satisfactory opportunity as an academic

teacher, Hegel "thereafter passed a year as

editor of a journal in Bamberg: and then ob-

tained a position as rector of a g>-mnasium in

Kurnberg. in i8c8. He married the daughter

of a distinguished Xiirnberg family in 181 1.

Thereafter. 'while still at N'urnberg. he wrote

his most important and finished philosophical

treatise, the 'Logik.' in the years 1812-16.

In 1816 he was appointed to a professorship of

philosophy at the University of Heidelberg. In

1818 he accepted a call to the University of

Berlin, where he rapidly won a position of the

ereatest influence, gathered about him many
hearers and disciples, and became the head of

a school of philosophj- whose influence upon
contemporarj- German thought was of the

greatest. During his life he published, in addi-

tion to the works already mentioned, a sum-
mar>- statement of his whole system of phi-

losophy entitled 'Encyclopadie der Philoso-

phischen Wissenschaften,* and a treatise on the

'Philosophy of Law.* His lectures on the

'Philosophy of Religion.' on the 'Historv- of

Philosophy.' on '.'Esthetics,* and on the

'Philosophy of Historv.' were published post-

humously. His complete works, including his

letters, fill 19 volumes, which were edited by a

group of his friends, in the years immediately
following his death ( excepting only the letters,

which in their definitive edition, were published

as Volume XIX of the works by his son, the

historian. Karl Hegel, in 1887).

Hegel's philosophical position can only be
understood in the light of his relation to Kant.
Immanuel Kant (q.v.) (1754-1804). became, by
the publication of his 'Critique of Pure Rea-
son.' in 1781. the leader in the movement of

modem German philosophical thought. In an
age when the guidance of "Reason" was espe-

cially glorified by all the leading liberal and
progressive teachers and parties of the day.

Kant undertook a systematic inquiry into the

nature, the limits, and the scope of the human
reason. Previous philosophers, in the 17th and
l8th centuries, had been especially divided in

opinion regarding the question whether experi-

ence or reason is the source of our knowledge,
Kant undertook to reconcile the conflicting

views regarding this problem, and at the same
time to map out. in a systematic way. the whole
field which is accessible to human science. His
result was. in substance, as follows : Human
knowledge depends upon two factors, experi-

ence, and our own intelligence. Both fac-

tors are equally necessary for knowledge.
Experience, when viewed apart from our intel-

ligence, is a collection of mere data of sense,

which are given, but which, in so far a? they

are merely given, are meaningless. The data of
sense get their coherence solely through the

active work of our intelligence. Our intelli-

gence, whose manner of acting is spontaneous,

is indeed awakened to reaction only through
sense, and can give us knowledge only with
reference to the facts of experience : but the

data of sense get all their form, coherence,

structure, meaning, onlv through the fact that

our intelligence is guided in its activity by
certain "catecories." and formative principles, in

terms of which we interpret these data, view
them as due to coherent "objects of experience.*

and connect these objects so that the latter

form the 'world of experience.' Without the

intelligence, then, with its "forms." no coherent
experience is possible. Sense shows us. by itself

alone, no objects, no connections of objects, nc
laws, no facts, no world. That we appear to

find, in our world of perception, connected
things, subject to laws, is due to the more or

less hidden work of our intelligence, which
gives form to the otherwise incoherent sensa-

tions. That we all have the same phenomenal
world to deal with is due to the fact that in-

telligence is common to us all. in the same
forms.

In consequence, v hat we know, and what
our sciences of experience study, is neith-^r a
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world of things simply given to us as brute
facts from without, nor yet a world of mere
sensations. On the contrary, what we know is

the world of experience as our active intelli-

gence inevitably interprets experience. Hence
we know, not "things in t'lemselves," but "phe-

nomena," and not mere "data" of experience,

but experiences as interpreted by the active

constructive work of our intelligence.

Meanwhile, our intelligence, upon its higher

levels, is indeed not content with this mere
interpretation of the contents of sense, but,

—

still in its own spontaneous way,— defines

ideals of objects and of laws which far tran-

scend,— according to our own conception,

—

the facts of experience. T'.ie "Reason" proper,

as distinct from the "Understanding" (that is,

from the intelligence which merely interprets

and renders coherent our experience), is the

part or aspect of our intelligence which is con-
cerned with these other and "transcendent*

objects. The objects of the "Reason" proper,

are objects which no human expferience can
reach or exemplify, and which we therefore

conceive as lying beyond any possible experi-

ence. Such objects are God, the human ego
itself, in its true nature, the cosmos in its en-

tirety, and the moral law. Such objects we
cannot, in any scientific sense, "know," just be-

cause our knowledge is limited to our inter-

pretation of experience.— nn interpretation due
to the functions and to the categories of our
lower intelligence, i.e. of our "understanding."
Yet if the "transcendent" objects of the "pure
Reason" cannot be "known." they nevertheless

can be and must be "postulated," by virtue of a
certain active and spontaneous "faith" which
the Reason warrants. For these "transcendent"
objects have for us a moral value, and give a

meaning to life.

We, "know," then, "phenomena." Our
"Reason," meanwhile, gives us "faith" in cer-

tain "Ideas" which relate to the "transcendent"

objects. This faith is not knowledge, but is

rationally warranted. It is the office of phi-

losophy to bring to consciousness the "cate-

gories" in terms of which we inevitably inter-

pret phenomena, and so organize our experience

and get our science. It is also the office of
philosophy to discover and define the "Ideas"

in terms of which we just as inevitably organ-
ize our moral conduct, and give meaning to our
practical life.

So. for Kant, this view of philosophy dif-

fers from the view of older philosophy in

limiting our inquiries to the business of inter-

preting experience and organi::iHg life. The
philosopher then, is above all concerned with
the universe, as the human Self, that is. as the

Self which is, in type, the same in all of us,

sees the universe, acknowledges it, and gives to

it, in the form in which we experience its

presence, the type of rational coherence. Any
world which is not the world as the Self

views it, is unknowable, and is a world of
"things in themselves."

Hegel, in common with the other post-

Kantian German idealists, builds upon the basis

of this Kantian analysis of knowledge and of
reason. His dependence upon Kant is shown
by the very fact of his frequent and persistent

criticism of that philosopher's positions. That
Hegel's results are in one sense far removed

from those of Kant becomes obvious upon a
very brief consideration. But that, however
much Kant's doctrine is transformed in Hegel's
system, it is still Kant whose views are the
principal ones thus transformed, is also cer-
tain. The relation can be made more explicit
by the following statement of the contrast be-
tween Kant and Hegel

:

1. The result of Kant's philosophy is that
the accessible world is the world as the rational
nature of the human Self requires us to inter-

pret it. This result lies at the basis of Hegel's
doctrine. But Hegel transforms it by dropping
out of consideration, the adjective "accessible,"
as being superfluous. It is useless to talk of a
world of unknowable or inaccessible "things in

themselves," as Kant does. The world of
reason is simply the world. There is nothing to
know except what the nature of our intelligence

requires us to acknowledge. Discover the
secret of reason, and you have discovered the

secret of the universe. This is the first char-
acteristic thesis of Hegel's idealism. "Behind
the curtain which is said to hide the inner
nature of things," says Hegel in the 'Phenom-
enolo,g}',> "there is nothing, unless we ourselves
go behind that curtain."

2. Kant furthermore divides the work of our
intelligence between the activity of the "Un-
derstanding," which interprets special experi-
ences, and the "Ideas" of that "Reason," which
"postulates" our relations to ultimate reality.

Hegel accepts this distinction as valid within
its limits, but not as an3' absolute distinction.

Our intelligence may and often does fi.x its at-

tention upon fragments of knowledge. In that

case it "abstracts" from the whole meaning of
its own life, and thereby becomes ipso facto an
"abstract thinking" or "understanding" of this

or that object or law. Such abstractions are
useful, and inevitable. But they are not final.

The truth, however, is in Hegel's phrase,

simply "the whole." Only that form of reason
therefore which is concerned with the whole
meaning of life is genuinely philosophical. But
since this meaning is, after all, our own mean-
ing, the meaning of the Self, it need not be
simply a matter of "Postulates." It can be

known to us.

3. Kant limited our knowledge to "phe-

nomena." But this "limitation" loses its sig-

nificance if once we see that there are no
"things in themselves" to know. The world
is for us a world of mere "phenomena" ^nly in

so far as we do not grasp the principle of

which our experience is the expression. But,

for Hegel, this principle is simply the absolute

principle which lies at the basis of our own
nature. As this absolute principle is not for-

eign to the Self the Self can grasp the prin-

ciple. When it does so, it sees phenomena as

the inevitable expression of the meaning of its

own life. And then its phenomena becorne

once more "actualities," as real as any finite

facts could be. What we know then is not a

mere world of phenomena. It is a world of

absolute Truth.

4. Our ethical ideals form, for Kant, a

world of their own. which we can never know
to be real, but which we can, and must, believe

to be real. This contrast of ideal and real, of

knowledge and faith. Hegel believes to be

founded only in a historical difference of cer-
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tain stages of our own self-development. Faith,

if once brought to a clear self-consciousness,

becomes a knowledge as to what the absolute

Self is and determines. And mis knowledge
philosophy can attain. Such a knowledge is

Ipso facto a knowledge of truth. For all truth

is in and of the true Self, i.e. the Absolute

5. Kant, in tr>!ng to deline the categories

which lie at the basis of our interpretation of

the world, had simply accepted those categories

Avhich he observed to be in use in our daily

thinking, and in science, lie treated them as a

fixed set of principles. Regarding the origin

and the mutual relations of these categories he

has no extended theory. The categories are,

for him. ultimate facts of our intelligence, de-

termining its constitution, but of unknown
source. "Hegel, on the contrary, regards it as

one of the principal tasks of philosophy to

show why and how we come bv just these cate-

gories which we use in the interpretation of

experience, and in the ordering of life. His
principal work, the 'Logic, > is devoted to such

a treatment of the categories. .And in fact,

since, from HegeKs point of view, the world of

•Thought" is the only real world, or, in other

words, since the constructions of that absolute

process which embodies itself in our thought

and in our life are constitutive of all truth, this

Logic, which is to show the true genesis and
nature of the Categories, takes the place of all

that, in the older philosophical systems, had

been called Metaphysics. For the theorj- of the

absolute constructive process which expresses

itself in our experience and in our thinking is

siniplv the theor\- of the universe. There is no

other world to know than this world which

thought constructs, which experience observes,

and which constitutes our life and its meaning.

6. For Kant, nothing absolute is knowable.

All our knowledge is relative. For Hegel, ab-

solute k-nowledge is possible; for whoever

knows the principles that determine the true

nature of our thought and of our life, finds

these principles, as the expression of the true

Self, absolute.

This contrast of the positions of Kant and

of Hegel may help to give the Hegelian phil-

osophv its proper historical setting, \vithout

which it inevitably appears to be a presumptu-

ous attempt to transcend the natural limits of

human reason. For Hegel, these limits are not

what thev seem. That is, they are not absolute

limits. For what we have to consider, when we

philosophize, is not a foreign world, but is

rather the whole truth with regard to the mean-

ing of the Tcrv life which we oitrselves are ex-

periencing and are living.

In his first great work, the 'Phanomen-

ologie.' Hegel gave an account of the various

successive stages through which the human

mind, as it appears in histor>-. passes, in its

transition from a naive dependence upon the

«en=cs to the stage of philosonhic.il reflection.

In his 'Logik,> as has just been stated. Hegel

undertakes to describe the way in which phtl-

O'ophica! reflection leads u? to the categories.

The categories themselves are successive stages

or phases of onr interpretation of absolute

truth Their succession itself is determined by

a cerUin "dialectical* procedure, whereby the

lower categories are. through an immanent de-

velopment, transformed into the higher cate-

gories. In the system ot Hegel, as he planned

the order of its parts, the *Logik' is next fol-

lowed by the 'Naturphilosophie,' or 'Phil-

osophy of Xature.' The only connected

treatment which this portion of the system
ever received is the mere compend contained

in the second part of Hegel's 'Encyclopadie.*

The 'Xaturphilosophie' consequentlj- remained,
from Hegel's point of view, imperfectly
worked out. The third portion of the system
was tlie 'Philosophy of Mind.> This also was
left without adequate working out by the phil-

osopher, although in his <Rechtsphilosophie,>
in the third section of his 'Encyclopadie,' and
in his posthumously published lectures, there is

a verj- extended treatment of various parts of
this concluding portion of his undertaking
L'nder tlie 'Philosophy of Mind' Hegel in-

cluded, first the whole range of psycholog}-, and
the philosophical theorj- of tlie relations be-
tween nature and mind; secondly, ethics and
the philosophical theory of the state; thirdly,

philosophical aesthetics, or the theorj- of the
beautiful ; and finally the philosophy of religion.

The range and general intention of the
Hegelian doctrine are thus suggested although,
owing to the vast range of his undertaking,
this can here be done only in a very inadequate
way. Further characteristic of the philosopher
are especially (l) his "dialectical method,* and
(2) his theotj' of the Absolute.

By the dialectical method Hegel means a

procedure of which some of the dialogues of
Plato give us classical instances, and which
Kant's ".Antinomies" as well as Fichte's

method of procedure in philosophy had ex-
emplified, altliough the systematic use of the

method in Hegel's way is due to his own initia-

tive. Truth, according to Hegel, comes to us,

in the first place, through the medium of "imme-
diate" experience. Without such experience,

we could indeed proceed no further on the way
toward insight : and this is the permanent jus-

tification for "empiricism" in philo.^ophy, if

only we observe that this barely immediate ex-
perience, although indispensable, remains mean-
ingless unless we transform experience through
the activity of our thought. Thought begins
by observing that immediate experience, taken
merely as it comes, is, so far. not yet intelligible.

The first work of our thought is therefore to

classify, to divide, to fix upon distinct aspects

of facts, to form generalizations and so to con-
vert what comes to us as immediate into the

abstract form of our various Gcdanken. or con-
ceptual constructions. This is. so far, the work
of "the L'nderstanding.' Such work first re-

sults in our regarding truth as something
which, on the one hand, is fixed, universal, and
abstract, while, on the other hand, this world
of truth also appears to us to be a world of

infinitely various special truths, which relate

now to this and now to that individual thing,

or fact, or law. So far as our understanding
dwells upon the fixity, the universalir>% the ab-

stract generality of its truths, it finds, or end-
lessly seeks to find iim'/v in the world. But
so far as the understanding, even in this ver>'

effort to discover unit\-. singles out now this

and now that fact or law. it is confronted by
the variety of the results which it reaches.

There results the well-known problem of "the
One and the Many.* In consequence, the un-
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derstanding is involved in contradictions
which are simply inevitable. In the world of
the understanding, "cverjahing is self-contra-

dictory," and is so just because the under-
standing makes formal consistency the one test

of truth, even at the very moment when it ex-
presses its search for truth in the form of an
effort (i) to divide what is inseparable, and
(2) to substitute abstractions for life.

The forms which the resulting contradic-
tions assmne are well known in the history of

philosophy. The interest in abstract unity is

shown in extreme form in the Eleatic reduc-
tion of the whole world to a simple One Beuig,
by contrast with which all variety is illusory.

The Atomistic thesis, which reduces all the

qualitative variety of nature to quantitative

differences, the material substance of Descartes,

whose only attribute is extension, the sole sub-
stance of Spinoza,— these are also consequences
of the tendency to understand variety by re-

ducing it to an abstract and lifeless unity. On
the other hand au equally abstract pluralism,

in all the earlier stages of philosophical

thought, has emphasized variety, with tne re-

sult of making it inconceivable how the facts,

when regarded as thus mutually isolated,

could conspire to make a world at all. Views
of one type have, by their verj' contradictions,

led over to views of the opposed type.

The solution of all such difficulties lies in

reducing the contradictions to their "ground,"
which lies in the very "movement" of thought
itself. For the truth of such views lies in

their synthesis, not in their mere conflict. Such
a synthesis is furnished by the discovery that

the search for unity and the interest in di-

versity and variety are but "aspects" or "mo-
ments" of that life of self-comprehension in

which the very nature of reason consists.

When thought, by virtue of a deeper reflection

upon the contradictions of the understanding,
has reached this higher stage of the reason
proper, it therefore views the successive op-
posing views as inevitably one-sided expres-
sions of different aspects of our rational in-

terest. Our world is indeed one ; and in order
to bring tliis fact to our consciousness, we have,
upon the stage of the understanding, to em-
phasize this ver\- aspect of Being and of the

life of our own thought to such an extent as to

isolate, by our abstraction, the unity upon
which we then dwell, from the very varictj' of
which it is the unit}'. Now unless we passed
through the stage of doing this we should
never bring the unity of things to light at all,

but should leave this aspect of the "imme-
diate" lost in the original obscurity in which,
apart from thought, all experience is involved.

But so long as we remain upon this stage of
abstract reflection, we nevertheless inevitably

contradict both experience and ourselves. For
experience is of the many, as well as of the
unity. And an abstract unity, which is the
unitv of nothing, is indeed a self-contradiction.

But while our world is indeed also many,
and while, in order to bring this aspect of
things to light, we must emphasize pluralism,

yet the resulting views, taken in their abstrac-
tion, are as contradictor^' as are those of mere
monism. The many could never cooperate in

one world were they not also one.

Thus we cannot reach truth without pass-

ing through contradictions. For the truth is a
synthesis of various points of view. No one
of these can be appreciated unless it lias first

been emphasized. If once emphasized it be-
comes, however, in its isolation, self-contra-
dictory, just because it has its truth not in its

isolation, but in its relations to the other points
of view. But in order to be able to see that
these very relations are necessary, and are not
merely adventitious and empirical, we must see
Jioui the isolated point of view contradicts
itself. The sequence of these isolations of
special categories (followed by the resulting
contradictions, and by the necessary synthesis),
constitutes the "dialectic movement of
thought," by which the "immediate" experi-
ence, with which we begin, is transformed into

the system of truth, wherein all the elements
appear in necessary interrelations to one
another. The principle of this method is what
Hegel calls the "Negativity" of thought. The
denial, or sublation of imperfect stages of in-

sight is the only means whereby the perfect
stage can be made explicit. This is the prin-
ciple of the dialectical method.

The Hegelian theory of the Absolute is the
correlate of this theory of the process whereby
truth is acquired. For the dialectical method
is not only a tnethod of acquiring insight ; but,

since thought is, in principle, identical with the

very life of the universe, the method by which
we come to insight is also the very method by
which the life of the world is developed. Man
is simply the world come to self-consciousness,
•— the Spirit explicitly aware of its own life.

This is the obverse aspect of the thesis that the

true Self is the world. Viewed objectively, the

Hegelian doctrine accordingly is that the

world-ground, or "the Spirit," also called the

Absolute, has a life, or activitj', whose forms
are expressed in the categories of the 'Logic'
This life has first to manifest itself in experi-

ence as a world of immediate facts. This
immediately given outer world constitutes

what we call Nature. Such a world has to

exist, and to be foinid by us, in order that the

forms of thought should be, not mere forms,

but forms expressed in a concrete and imme-
diate way. In live, and especially in rational

beings, the thought which is evervwhere pres-

ent in nature reaches a still higher expression,

which at last becomes identical with our own
insight, as this insight developes through the

historical evolution of humanity. The entire

world-process is therefore the complete ex-

pression of a rational spirit, which indeed eter-

nally possesses self-consciousness, but which,
when viewed historically, appears to us as at-

taining such self-consciousness, in individual

form, in the religious and in the philosophical

consciousness of man.
This must suffice as an outline of Hegel's

main thoughts. Owing to the interest which
he had in viewing the entire course of human
history as a series of movements determined
by the dialectical processes of which all our
life, according to him. consists, Hegel took
great interest in the philosophy of histor}'. The
influence of his school has been, in conse-
quence, of great importance in affecting the

spirit of a sreat number of modern historical

inquiries. The highly ambiguous relations of
the Hegelian system to traditional theology
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proved ven" momentous for the development of

the critical study of religious dogma, and of

religious historv-, during the generation after

his death. While the original Hegelian school

ultimately lost its direct imluence in Germany,
-he indirect influence of the Hegelian system
:till remains very great, and is especially no-

ticeable ill English and American thought since

1865.

Bibliografhy.— Stirling. 'Secret of HegeP ;

Edward Caird, <Hegel' in Blackwood's 'Phil-

osophical Classics' : Kuno Fischer, 'History

of Modem Philosophy,' Vol. VIII.

JOSI.\H ROYCE,

Professor of the History of Philosophy, Harvard
University.

Hegira, heit-ra, Hejra, or Hijra, an Arabic
word meaning "going away,* commonly used to

indicate Mohammed's flight from Mecca, in 622

A.D. In 639 Caliph Omar instituted a new Mos-
lem calendar, to begin with the first day of the

first month of the year in which the flight took

place. The Mohammedan year, as a lunar year,

is shorter than ours by ten days, 21 hours, and
14 2-5 seconds. A rough ana ready method
for finding the year in our calendar correspond-
ing to a given year in the Mohammedan is to

subtract from the latter 1/33 of itself and add
O22 to the remainder. To find the precise year

and day. multiply the year of the Hegira by
Q70JJ24. strike off from the product six decimal

figures and add 621.5774: this will give the year

of the Christian era: and the day of the year is

got by multiplying the decimal figures by 365.

Heidelberg, hl'dyberg, Germany, in old

university town in Baden, on the left bank of

the Neckar, here spanned by two bridges, ir

miles by rail east-southeast of Mannheim. It

stands on a narrow strip between the river and
the rock on which the castle is built, and chiefly

consists of the Hauptstrasse, the long main
street, and less important steeply-sloping cross

and parallel street The city has an electric

street railway system. The imposing castle, on a

height above the town, an immense ivy-clad

ruin begim in the 13th centurv". - 'ibcrate

examples of early and late "
; archi-

• 'e. In the town itself tk
,
..... .^1 build-

.re: the Gothic church of St. Peter, the

_ ...;- church of the Holy Ghost, the Roman
Catholic Church, the university (q.v.). the town-
h -Tie. the post-office, gv-mnasium, real-schule,

•her schools. The manufactures, compara-

unimportant include cement, tobacco,

cigars, Hre-extinguishing apparatus, .sho.My

mathemntica! and surgical instruments, leather.
' " - are :

'.-> s
'

'

-- One
s of the ;

-known
' 'er

;e

.lardens around the castle are well iaid out,

r every turn present the finest v-iews of
-. and the fertile and richly wooded
ugh which it winds to join the Rhine.
-• town and castle, a carriage-road

; v :-•. ascent to the top of the Konig-
siuhl. the l.jitiest hill of the district, from which
an extensive view is obtained of surpassing

beauty. Heidelberg arose around its 13th cen-

tury castle and was until 1719 the capital

of the Palatinite. In 1622, 16S8, and in 1693
the French captured and puiaged the city. la
iSq2 it was imited to the Grand Duchy of Baden.
Pop. 1,1900) 40,121.

Heidelberg Catechism, a religious work
published at Heidelberg in 1563 by Zachariah
Ursinus for the use of the Reformed Church,
and published in the Palatinate. It was ap-
proved by the Synod of Dort, and was the model
on which the Westminster Assembly framed the
Shorter Catechism.

Heidelberg University, Germany, a re-

nowTied institution founded lay Elector Rupert I.

in 1386. It was organized by Marsilius von
Inghen on the model of the University of Paris,

and at the Reformation, from a Catholic became
a Protestant stronghold of learning. It flour-

ished till the period of the Thirty Years' War
when it declined. In 1802 under the administra-
tion of the Grand Duke of Baden, a new era was
inaugurated and the university rapidly became
famous. It is very complete in its details, and
comprises faculties of theology, law, medicine
and philosophy; the famous library has over
500,000 volumes and 4,700 MSS. There are 150
professors and instructors, while the average
annual attendance of students in all depart-
ments is over i_i5a Many of the most famous
German scholars have been t>rofe3sors here—
Melanchthon. Ursinus, Olevianus. Reuchlin,
CEcolampadius, Spanheim, PuJendorf, Voss,
Schlosser, Creuzer, Gervinus, Paulus. Kuno
Fischer. Helmholtz, Bunsen. Bliintschli, etc
The quincentenary of the university was cele-

brated with elaborate ceremonial in 1S86,

Heidelberg ITniversity, Ohio, a coeduca-
tional institution at Titrin, founded in 1S50, un-
der the auspices of the Reformed Church in the

United States. It has departments of theology,

commerce, oratorj-. art. and music, and prepara-
tory and summer schools. In 1905 i: had 24
professors and instructors : 356 students ; a
librarj- of over 25.000 volumes : the grounds and
buildings were valued at S125.000; the productive
funds amounted to $275,000, and the income to
S2aooo.

Heidenmauer, hi'dn-mow-er. (i) .\ name
given in Germany to the remains of old Ger-
man and Roman fortresses and ramparts, some
of which still exist, especially at Ottilienberg, a
h:!l of the Vosges, in .Alsace. (2) The title ^f a
no-, el by James Fenimore Cooper, who laid the
--XT.e of his story in the Vosges during the
Middle Ages.

Heights, Measurement of. See Hvpsome-
TKY.

Heilprin, hirprin, Angelo, .American natu-
•"'-t: b. Satoralja-Ujhely, Himgary, 31 March

, '.. .New York city 17 jui> -'7. ^te

with his parents to the United States
in 1856, but received hi; education later in Eu-
rope, making a special study of natural history.

On his return to .America, his scientific ability

was speedily recognized and he became succes-
'

r of invertebrate paleontology
•^So-1900). and executive curator

. . . ,.L liie .-Vcademy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia. From 1885' to iSgo he was pro-
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fessor of geology at the Wagner Free Institute.

He was for live years president of the Geo-
graphical Society of Philadelphia, was leader of

the Peary Relief Expedition in 1892 and made
a journey of research to investigate the cause

of the Mont Pelee (q.v.) diaster in 1902. His
published works include: •Contributions I.,

the Tertiary Geology and Palreontology of th';

United States' (1884); 'Town Geology'; <The
Lesson of the Philadelphian Rocks' (1885) ;

'Geographical and Geological Distribution of

Animals' (1887); 'Explorations on the West
Coast of Florida and in the Okeechobee Wilder-
ness' (1887) ; 'The Geological Evidence of
Evolution' (1887); 'The Animal Life of our
Seashore' (1888); 'The Bermuda Islands: a

Contribution to the Physical History and Zool-
ogy of the Somers Archipelago' (1889) ; 'Prin-
ciples of Geology' (1890); 'The Arctic Prob-
lem and Narrative of the Peary Relief

Expedition' (1893) ;
'The Earth and Its Story'

(1896); 'Alaska and the Klondike' (1899J;
'Mont Pelee and the Tragedy of Martinique'

(1903) ; 'Tower of Pelee' (1905).

Heilprin, Louis, American scholar : b.

Miskolcz, Hungary, 2 July 1185,1. He is a
brother of Angelo Heilprin (q.v. ). In 1856 he
came to the United States, where he was pri-

vately educated, and where he was connected
with various works of an encyclopredic character.

He published a valuable 'Historical Reference
Book' (1884; 6th ed. 1899) i" 'The Concise
Knowledge Library.'

Heilprin, Michael, American author : b.

Piobrkow, Russian Poland, 1823; d. New York
19 May 1888. Carefully educated by his father,

in his 20th year he emigrated to Hungary,
chafing under Russian conditions. For a time
hi- had a book-store at Miskolcz and was on in-

.
timate terms with Kossuth and his party. When
the Revolution was quelled, he went to London,
there meeting Kossuth, who advised him to go
to America. In 1859 he and his family emi-
grated to New York, where his literary activity

was continuous for nearly 30 years. As co-
editor of Appleton's 'Annual Encyclopedia' and
reviewer on 'The Nation,' he won a distinct

rank for his exact and versatile scholarship, es-

pecially in the line of Semitic literature. On
the arrival of the Russian Jewish refugees in

1881-2, he took a prominent part in their wel-
fare and personally supervised the colonization
of many families. His published works in-

clude: 'The Historical Poetrv of the Ancient
Hebrew,' Vols. I. and II. (1880) ; 'Bibelkritische

Notizen' (1893).

Heimburg, him'boorg, Wilhelmine. See
Behrens, Berth.'\.

Heine, Heinrich, German poet : b. Dussel-
dorf, 13 Dec. 1797; d. Paris, France, 17 Feb.
1856. His father, Samson Heine, of Hanover,
was a merchant of honorable family, which
sprang from Biickeburgo. He was good natured
but without marked intellectual gifts and of little

business ability. The mother. Peira (Betty)
van Geldern, came from one of the oldest and
most prominent Jewish families on the Rhine.
Her father. Gottschalk, was one of the first Jew-
ish physicians who graduated as Med.D. from
a German university ; her brother, Joseph, was
also a graduate. Her uncle, Simon van Geldern,

was a strange, adventurous, enthusiastic man.
He journeyed through all Europe, went to Jeru-
sakm, .-md returned from there to Germany after
a varied and checkered experience. His diary of
travel and other writings are still preserved.
I he fate of this strange relative made a deep
impressionon the mind of the mature and gifted
boy, who first was sent to a private school and
then to a lyceum in barge of priests until the
year 1814. Ihe j,reat:-4t influence on his educa-
tion was exercised jy his intc'Iertually gifted
mothe , who ;ead Rousseau .ind Goethe and was
an enthusiastic GeriT- patriot, while his father
was ju;t a- enthusiastic for Napoleon. Between
these contrasts Heine, in his youth, swayed con-
stantly i- b-ith directions. The whole life of the
poet can be described in one sentence : He was
a German, who was ' -rn of Jewish parents in a
Roman Catholic city • n the Rhine in the period
of Napoleon's supremacy ( the one hand and
of flourishing Romanticisi ! c ' the other. In
these words lies the entire biography of Heine,
everything which uplifted and hampered, all his

defects and excellences, and all the deep con-
trasts and dissonances with which his life was
filled.

When he left the gymnasium, he was ready
with his companions to voluntee;" in the strug,gle

against Napoleon. His first poems glorify Ger-
man custom and loyalty, German patriotism.
But this spirit soon changed, and soon, like so
many eminent Germans of the time, he became
one of the most enthusiastic supporters of the
Emperor's heroic figure, whose fame then filled

the entire world. His most ardent wish at that
time was to study. But his parents, whose busi-
ness was already in decline, could not gratify
this desire ; and even his rich uncle, the cele-

brated banker, Solomon Heine, in H;imburg, on
whose bounty the whole family in reality lived,

preferred to have the youtli become a clever
merchant. So his father in 1815 took him to the
Frankfort Fair (Messe) and placed him there
with the banking firm of M. G. Rindskopf. But
the position was not long to Harry's taste nor
was a grocery more endurable, .•\fter a short
time he returned to Dusseldorf. The attempt
was now mad-^ to have him settle in Hamburg,
first in his uncle's counting-house and then in

an independent concern of his own, which was
a branch of his father's business. But he
showed little talent as a merchant and in 1818
his firm failed.

First Effort as Poet.— In the three gloomy
years at Hamburg, however, Heine became a
poet. Under the pseudonym "Sy Freudhold
Riesenharf" appeared in those days in a Ham-
burg magazine his first 'Traumbilder' and
poems. A luckless love for his rich uncle's
fair daughter Amelia filled his heart and
aroused those lamentations of deep sorrow,
which formed the basis of his poetry. The well
known poem, <A youth loves a maiden, w-ho
chose another' contained almost literally his

entire heart's romance. After it was show-n that
Hein..: l.ad absolutely no mercantile ability, his

uncle finally consented that he might study law.
His University Career.— In October 1819 he

entered the University of Bonn, which had just
been reopened. A fresh and stimulating spirit
prevailed at this university both among teachers
and pupils. Men like .August Wilhelm v. Schle-
gel, who interested himself very much in the
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young poet: E. A. Arndt, and others, belonged
to the teaching staff. Among the students we tind

names like Wolfgang Menzel. Hoffmann v. Fal-
lersleben, Hengstenberg, etc. His special friends
were Friedrich Steinmann, J. B. Rousseau, and
Josef Xeunzig. In the vacation, after the first

year of study, Heine resided in the little town
Beuel, near Bonn, and there he worked on his

first tragedy, 'Almansor,' the plot of which
was placed in the period of Moorish decline in

Spain. In the poem, however, Heine wished to

present a picture of the battles which Judaism
in Germany had to endure. 'Almansor' is a
lamentation of crushed and persecuted Judaism.
From Bonn Heine went to Gottingen. whose
faculty of law was quite famous at that time.

But he did not enjoy its instruction verj- long,

for he had to leave the university or account of
a duel, and in February 1821 came to Berlin.

Life at Berlin.— His choice of Berlin was
fortunate for the young poet. A vigorous intel-

lectual atmosphere prevailed in that era in the
Prussian capital. Before everything else he
was attracted by the best salon in which Rahel
Varnhagen von Ense had her special circle with
Goteht (q.v.) and Fichte together with a co-
terie of brilliant spirits. Both she and her hus-
band quickly recognized the poetical power in

Heine, and admitted him to close intimacy. Her
brother Leopold Robert, who was also a poet,

was exceedingly friendly to him, and his wife
Friedricka aroused Heine's enthusiastic adora-
tion in sonnets and songs. The second coterie
which fascinated Heine was a round table of
young poets who gathered in Lutter and Weg-
ener's restaurant, made famous by Ludwig
Devrient and E. T. A. Hoffmann, which was to

become the scene of more than one carouse.
These men were Christian Dietrich Grabbe,
Friedrich v. Uechtritz, Kr.rl Kochy. L. Gus-
torf, and others. A third circle formed the

greatest possible contrast to the others and in

this, perhaps. Heine felt most at home. It was a
small body of young men who in a time of
general apostasy from Judaism, assumed as

their task the reform and development of Juda-
ism which then was regarded as in its decline.

At the head of these resolute workers stood
Eduard Gans, the celebrated jurist. Moses
Moser, a merchant, whom his friend Heine
called a living epilogue to Lessing's 'Xathan.'

and Leopold Zunz (q.v.). the immortal founder
of that branch of critical research called the

science of Judaism. Heine took the deepest in-

terest in the labors, hopes, and disappoint-

ments of this society-. A monument of hi~ love

for the general cause which was abandoned by
them, is embodied in his romance. 'The Rabbi
of Racharach,* which was then begun but un-
fortunately remains a torso.

Literary Activity.— In Berlin, too. the uni-

versity fairly fascinated him. In particular the

philo'sopher Hegel (q.v.) made a deep impres-
sion on the young poet, whose first poems were
issued by a Berlin hrm in 1823 and aroused gen-
eral interest, and he was termed a successor of
Byron, the first poet of "Weltschmerz" in Ger-
many. Varnhagen v. Ense and Karl Imnicr-
mann. both famous writers of the time, showed
spedal ardor in directing the public's attention

to the young poet, the new star on the literary

horizon, who was already arousing general

comment by his 'Tragedie' (.\Imansor and

Ratcliffe) as well as by his 'Lyrical Inter-

mezzo' which appeared in a volume at the same
publishers'. When Heine in 1824 went for a
second time to Gottingen, in order to undergo
his doctor's examination, he was already a
well-known personality in literary circles. Dur-
ing this period of his second stay in Gottingen
occurred an act on his part which is wholly un-
intelligible, judged by his previous labors, his

writings, and letters, and which can only be ex-
plained by the sad conditions of the time— on
28 June 1S25 at Heiligenstadt, near Gottingen,
he embraced the Protestant religion. Clearly
this act was done only to promote his profes-

sional career, for his sympathies in increased
degree remained on the side of his coreligion-

ists. Heine regretted the step his entire life.

His Choice of Literature as Profession.—
After his graduation as doctor of law he re-

turned to Hamburg. But all his eff rts to main-
tain his hold there or in Berlin were unavailing
despite his baptism. The failure was due either

to the prejudices of the time or to other draw-
backs. So Heine devoted himself wholly to
literature. Two years earlier he made a jour-
ney from (jottingen to the Harz Mountains, in

the course of which he visited Goethe at
Weimar, but met a rather cool reception. This
journey he now described in his 'Harzreise,*
which had many readers who were delighted
with the new and fresh tone in which the varied
and picturesque experiences were narrated. In
the years 1826-1831 Heine's rank as poet was
firmly established. That period forms the
crown of his life and activity— his high-water
mark of achievement. The four volumes
"Reisebilder' ('Pictures of Travel') published
1820-1831, showed him from an entirely differ-

ent point of view. His "Buch der Lieder'
("Book of Songs'), gave on the other hand, a
faithful picture of his lyrical skill, which also
struck entirely new paths. Heine had emerged
from romanticism. He knew its mysteries and
magic spells. Close thereby, or rather far
above it, stood, the well of German popular
poetn,-, out of whose depths he drew such
wealth as no other German poet had accom-
plished. Goethe and Uhland. Brentano and
Wilhelm MuIIer were not without their influ-

ence on the matter as well as the metrical form
of his poems ; yet he was original and his songs,
aroused a practical revolution in the world of
German poesy.

His Genius and Its Influence.— The secret
of his originality and of the marvelous influ-

ence which he e.vercised not only on his con-
tenipnrarics. but also on every age. lies in the
peculiar charm which characterizes these songs,
as they sound the tenderest tones of the heart,

and then in cutting dissonances shatter th«
sentimental quality which is ut their basis, thus
producing a humorous-poetical effect incompar-
able in its way. The subjectivity, with which
Heine wove his sorrows, whether trivial or
serious, in the warp and woof of his verse, was
something unheard of in the historj' of German
pnctrN-. There was as little hypocrisy in his

icciing of sorrow (Weltschmerz) as in that of
Lord Byron, but it was truer and deeper, be-
cause it was blended with the Jews' sorrow
from gray antiquitv-. His pictures and thoughts,
his Oriental sensuousness, and his German
sensitiveness, all this in its combination formed
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a poetical ensemble which was to destroy ro-

manticism, with its fairyland of legends, and to

construct the poetry of a new age and a new
generation. The verse included a mass of new
poetical material ; for instance, the description of

sea in the splendid-colored North Sea pic-

tures. In marked contrast was the wonderful ef-

fect produced by the form of the poems, which,
apparently somewhat careless, was really inten-

tional and just adapted to elevate the mood.
With his 'Book of Songs' Heine became at

on:e the first German poet of his time. His
p-ose writings exercised in those days a similar

influence. Heine loosened the tongue of the
modern man of culture; he taught him what
and why he suffers. In an age which was
gloomy, depressed, and poor in deeds, he un-
furled the banner of freedom and announced to

the young generation the dawn of new days
which had to come. While much in his 'Pic-

tures of Travel* was of transient worth and
importance for the history of civilization, of
permanent value was the blending of humor
and sentiment, wit, and earnest reflection,

wherein following his great predecessors, men
like Laurence Sterne, Jean Paul, and others, he
created an entirely new genre. The modern
Feuillcton rest wholly on Heine's prose. The
"Young Germany" school which gave the death-
stroke to romanticism in the 30's of the past
century followed in his steps. His travel pic-

ture and sketch remained for decades a model
for young German writers after which to pat-
tern their pro?e.

Further AetivitX-— Despite his popularity,

however, Heine could never attain a life of en-
tire self-reliance in the conditions of his age.

His steady dependence on his rich uncle, who
let his nephew feel his power, embittered his

stay in Hamburg. Accordingly in 1827 he ac-
cepted the offer of Gotta, the publisher, to as-

sume the editorship of the Munich 'Political

Annals.' But he continued at this work only
one winter ; then he undertook a journej' to
Italy, which he described in his incomparable
fashion in his 'Pictures of Travel.' He ex-
pected to receive on his return a professorship
at the Munich University, which the Bavarian
minister Eduard v. Schenck desired to secure
for him from the king; but owing to the in-

trigues of the clericals all efforts in Heine's
behalf were unavailing.

In 1828 he was recalled from his Italian trip

by the news of his father's death — a man whom
Heine had most tenderly loved. The following
years were occupied in violent attacks on the
poet August V. Platen and his followers, whom
Heine regarded as his worst foes, besides liter-

ary labors and traveling. When the intelligence

of the July Revolution in Paris reached him,
the poet could no longer endure the home at-

mosphere, while the powerful Austrian chan-
cellor ilettenich. who found refreshing youth
"in the melancholy waters of his lyric" warned
him that he was not entirely secure from perse-
cution. It was on a May day in 1831 when
Heine forsook his fatherland, of course of his

own accord, but in the firm conviction that
sooner or later he would suffer the fate of all

those who were leaders of freedom in Ger-
many.

His Life in Paris.— In Paris Heine labored
from the very start at the great task of his life

— to promote an understanding between the
French and the tiermans. His correspondence
in the 'Augsburger AUgemeine Zeitung,' his

book on 'llie Romantic School,' his contribu-
tions to 'The History of Religion and Phil-
osophy in Germany,' are devoted to this great
purpose. The first appeared in 1832 as 'French
Conditions' ; the others — with literary
sketches, reflections on the drama and art,

poems, etc., as 'Salon' (4 vols. 1832-36). The
persecutions which the German Diet (Bunde-
stag) set in motion against the "Young Ger-
many" school of writers, leading to the Can
against their works, this act of niedia^valism
affected the poet deeply, and other unpleasant-
ness was added thereto. His only compensa-
tion was his recognition in his fatherland, the
esteem in which he was held in France, and the
love of a beautiful young Frenchwoman, Ma-
thilde Creszentia Mirat, whom he married in

1841, after having lived with her many years.
Despite many storms and although his wife had
no idea of her husband's eminence, the marriage
was a happy one. The heavy material burden
which she obliged Heine to assume, forced him
in 1836 to receive from the French Government,
when Guizot was head of the Ministry, a pen-
sion of 4,800 francs—a charity which France
at that time bestowed on all prominent fugi-

tives. It is- to be understood, however, that
Heine incurred thereby no obligation to praise
or defend the political administration. Never-
theless, later he was violently attacked for this

step.

His Illness and Last Works.— The death of
his rich uncle from whom he received an annual
sum of 4.000 francs threw him into a terrible

state. He was not mentioned in the will, and
anxiety was added lest his cousin Carl Heine
would refuse the further payment of his stipend
unless he would submit his writings to a rigid

censure by the family. Violent conflicts fol-

lowed that cost the poet his rest and his health,

which last had long been undermined. ,\ se-

vere nervous trouble had tortured him from his

youth, and now as added illness came paralysis

of the eye.

In 1843-4 Heine visited his old mother in

Hamburg. The poetical description of his

journey in the winter tale 'Germany,' w-hich

appeared in 1846 with his 'New Poems.' and
the epic poem 'Atta Troll,' which was issued in

1837, showed an entirely new line of poetical

genius; for both these satirical epics arc pearls

of poesy. Since 1848 Heine was practically

chained to his bed of illness — his famous
"mattress grave." He bore his sufferings, how-
ever, with true heroism ; his intellectual power
was not weakened. But a great religious change
took place which led him back through the
Bible to belief in God and to the memories of
his race. The two great works of the last pe-

riod of his life, 'Romancero' (1851) and 'Con-
fessions' (in Lutetia. 3 vols. 1854), are proofs
of this great change, both in poetry and prose.

Once more did the poet reveal himself to his

admirers in agonizing strains of sorrow, in

classical ballads, in Hebrew melodies, in pro-
found lamentations of vivid effectiveness. Once
more steps the great writer before us, and in

prose of the loftiest beauty and strength he
seeks to answer the most vital questions of our
human existence.
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On 17 Feb. 1S56 he died after much suffering.

He rests at Monunartre, next to his wife. His

grave is adorned with a monumeiu. the work
of the sculptor Hasselriis. An artistic memorial
was erected by an enthusiastic admirer, the late

Empress Elizabeth of Austria, at her coimtry

palace Achilleion, near Corfu in the Ionian Sea,

with its classic memories. The continued ef-

forts, however, made to place a memorial to

the poet in his home on the Rhine have so far

been fruitless, and have but led to bitterest con-

flicts between clericals and anti-Semites on the

one side, and the large body of his admirers on
the other. It is not without significance that

the Loreler fountain which could find no lodg-

ment in Germany, has been placed in Xew \ ork,

the metropolis of the United States, a country

where Chas. G. Leland's translation of the

'Pictures of Travel' appeared in 1855. and
where the poet's works have appeared in numer-

ous editions and translations. The poet's body

of admirers grows from day to day. and with

this vast congregation of thoughtful men and
women in ever\- land the history of literature,

judging without prejudice, gladly recognizes

Heine as the greatest German lyric poet, after

Goethe, and as one who is and will remain

among the most illustrious poets in the world's

literature.
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Author of 'Jearish Literature and other Essays.''

Heinemann, hi'ne-man. William, English

publisher and author: b. Surbiton iS May 1863.

He founded the publishing house w'lich bears

his name in 1890. He has published under the

pen name of «K.\ss.\xdr.\ Vi%-.\ri.v'' : 'Via

Li:cis>; 'The Garden of Olives': 'The First

Step.' a plav (iSgi); 'Summer Moths,' a play

(1898); 'War,' a play (1901).

Heinrich, H. H., .\merican horologist: b.

Gran?. Germany, 1822; d. Brooklyn, X. Y., Feb-

ruarv- 1903. He was apprentice to a Hamburg
watchmaker, studied with Martin Zeller of

Vienna, in Switzerland became a manufacturer

of watches and escapements, and there taught

for 10 years in a horological school which he had
established. He became known as one of the

foremost European chronometer-makers, came
to the United States and finally set up in busi-

ness for himself in Xcw York. In 1880 hi? time-

recording instruments excelled all others at the

p'ize tests held in Washington. He also received

highest awards from the expositions at Berne

1S58, Paris 18S9, and Chicago 1893.

Heintzelman, hint'sel-man, Samuel Peter,

Americ-n militarv officer : b. Manheim, Pa.. 30
Sept. 1805; d. Washington. D. C, i May 18S0.

Graduated at the United States Military Acad-
emy 1S26, and ser\-ed during the Mexican War.
In 1861 he commanded a division at Bull Run,
where he was wounded 21 July. Afterward pro-
moted brigadier-general of volunteers, Heintz-
elman, during the organization of the army in

the winter of 1861^2, held command of a di^"i-

sion. On the moving of the Army of the Po-
tomac, in March 1862, the 3d .\rmy Corps was
placed under his command. His corps formed
the right wing of Pope's army at the second
battle of Bull Run 30 Aug. 1862. During the
Maryland campaign he commanded the defenses
at Washington, and was afterward appointed to

the command of the Department of Washington,
and of the 22d Army Corps, which he held dur-
ing the battles of Chancellorsville and (Jettys-

burg. in May and July 1863. He retired in i8(59,

with the raiik of major-general.

Heir CLat. h(r-es^. in law, one entitled by
descent and right of blood to lands, tenements,
or other hereditaments. Hence It is an ancient
apothegm, that "God only can make an heir.*

An heir is really one who is born or begotten in

lawful wedlock, and on whom the law casts the
estate, in lands, tenements, or hereditaments
immediately on the death of his ancestor. The
rights of heirs in most of the United States are

determined by the principles of the common
law unless specially modified by statute. It is a
matter of judicial decision that the rights of
heirs in the United States are statutory" only.

Hence they cannot plead, for instance, that an
inheritance tax is unconstitutional. .A.n heir

presumptive is one who will be the heir at the

death of the owner, as the elder son of a de-

ceased brother in England, or all the children o.'

a brother in the United States, where the owner
has no children; for they will be heirs if he
dies without issue. As an heir presumptive may
lose his heirship by a change of circumstances,

he does not become an heir apparent so long as

this change is legally nrobablv. though physi<"-

ally or naturally impossible. Thus the nephew
of the owner can never be his heir apparent,

however aged or feeble or near to death t'.ie

owner may be : for in contemplation of law it is

always possible that a son may be bom to him,
who would be an heir apparent, and who would
therefore supersede an heir presumptive. Au
heir apparent is one who must be the heir if he
snr\-ive the owner, as the eldest son in Great
Britain, or all the children in the United States.

Heiss, his, Michael, .American Roman
Catholic prelate : b. Pfahldorf, Bavaria. 12 .\pril

1818; d. Milwaukee 26 March 1890. He studied

at the University of Munich and at the (Tatholic

seminary at Eiclistadt, and was ordained in 1840.

In 1843 he came to the United States, arid was
first assigned to a church in Covington, Ky. : he

next went to Milwaukee as missionarv- priest and
secretan- to the bishop. In 1S68 he was con-

secrated as the first bishop of La Crosse, Wis.;
in 1880 he was appointed coadjutor to the arch-

bishop of Milwaukee, with the right of succes-
sion, and two years later became archbishop of
Milwaukee. He has taken an important part in

.American councils, and was a member of the

Vatican Council (1860-70). He has written:
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<The Four Evangelists,' and a Ircatise on mar-
riage (in Latin).

Heistand, Henry Olcot Sheldon, American
soldier: b. near Richwood, Ohio, 30 April 1856.

He was graduated from West Point 1878, and
was assigned to nth United Slates infantry as

2d lieutenant. He was appointed government
inspector and instructor Ohio National Guard in

1892, and during the presidential campaign of

1896 was confidential secretary to McKinlcy. He
was promoted lieutenant-colonel in 1900, and be-

came adjutant-general and chief of staff in the

China expedition for relief of Peking 1900. He
has written: 'Alaska, Its History and De-
scription' (1898).

Hejra, or Hijra. See Hegira.

Helen, in Greek legend, the most beautiful

woman of Greece, daughter of Zeus by Leda.

By advice of Ulysses her numerous suitors were
bound by oath to respect her choice of a hus-

band, and to maintain it even by arms. She
chose Menelaus, but was afterward carried off to

Troy by Paris, the Trojan war arising from the

claim made by Menelaus for the fulfilment of

the oath. After the death of Paris she married

his brother Deiphobus. On the fall of Troy she

returned to Sparta wnth Menelaus, but at his

death was driven from the country, and was
murdered at Rhodes by the queen of that is-

land.

Helena, hel'e-na, Saint, the mother of the

Emperor Consfantine the Great. She was of

humble origin, probably the daughter of an inn-

keeper of Bithynia. She captivated Constantius

Chlorus, and became his wife; but w-hen Diocle-

tian elevated him to the dignity of Caesar, in 292

A.D. he was compelled to repudiate her. The
succession o*' her son, and the influence she had
exercised in educating him as a Christian, com-
pensated her for previous humiliations, while

her piety and zeal for the propagation of Chris-

tianity have made her a saint in the Roman
Catholic calendar.

Helena, hel'e-na. or he le'na, Ark., city,

county-seat of Phillips County, on the Missis-

sippi River, and on the St. Louis, I. M. & S., the

Yazoo & M. v., the Arkansas M. R.R.'s.. and is

the terminus of the Arkansas Central ; about 75
miles below Memphis and 95 east by south from
Little Rock. It has boat communications with

all important river-ports. A conflict between the

Federal and Confederate forces took place here

4 July 1863. The Union army, about 4,500. was
under Gen. Prentiss, the Confederate, about

9.000, under Gen. Holmes. The Confederate loss

was about 1,800, including killed, wounded and
prisoners. Helena is in an agricultural and
lumbering region ; the chief manufactures are

lumber, cottonseed-oil, and foundry products.

It has cotton-compresses, a shingle-mill, brick-

yards, and large lumber-yards. Some of its edu-
cational institutions are the Jefferson High
School, and the Sacred Heart .'Xcademy ; it has a
public library, nine churches, and three banks.
Pop. (1900) 5,500.

Helena, Mont., city, capital of the State,

and county-seat of Lewis and Clarke County;
on the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern
R.R.'s ; about 70 miles north by east of Butte.

The city is surrounded on all sides by the Rocky
Mountains ; on the south and west the moun-

tains are within two miles of the city, while to

the north there is a wide valley between the city

and the foothills, and the same condition exists

on the east. The city is protected from severe
wind storms, and in the winter season there is

a difference in temperature between the city and
the mountain country of from 10 to 20 degrees.
The country tributary to the city is rich in both
mineral and agricultural resources. The mines
are principally gold-producing, while the prod-
ucts of the farms are cereals and the ordi-
nary vegetables. Tributary to the city are large
areas devoted to the raising of cattle and horses,
but this industry is gradually being replaced by
diversified farming.

Helena is noted as the richest city per capita
not only in Montana, but in the entire Rocky
^Mountain country. It is principally a city of
homes ; cattlemen, miners, and others engaged
in industries elsewhere in Montana have their

residence in Helena because of its church, school,

and social attractions. It is the best built city

in the State ; its hotels, office buildings, mercan-
tile establishments and private residences being
equal to any found in cities of 100,000 in the east.

The geographical situation of Helena has
made it a great distributing centre. Before the
days of the railroads, when stage lines and
freight wagons drawn by oxen were the only
means of transportation, the geographical posi-

tion of the city brought to it many travelers and
great stores of merchandise. From Helena the
people and the goods were distributed to other
settlements. The Northern Pacific Railroad, the

first to reach the city, following the trend o*
business, built branch lines from Helena, and
thus it retained its commercial supremacy. Later
the Great Northern was also extended to the

capital city, and it likewise reached out for

trade in the surrounding country by building

branches. The original of Helena was "Last
Chance Gulch" ; the town came into existence as

a result of discoveries of placer gold. The first

discovery of gold was made in 1864, by four
prospectors, John S. Cowan. John Crab, D. J.

Miller, and Robert Stanley. These four men
started early in the spring of 1864 from Alder
Gulch, now Virginia City, in the southern part

of the State, to search for placer gold. They
went first to western Montana, and finding noth-

ing there started east, prospecting the streams.

They finally found what is now known as

Prickly Pear Creek, running through the valley

north of Helena, and here they discovered a few
traces of gold, but they continued their journey

north. Provisions becoming scarce they re-

traced their steps, intending to return to Vir-

ginia Cit}', and again they came to Prickly Pear
Creek where they noticed a little gulch. One of

them said: «Boys, this is our last chance to

strike it. If we do not find gold here we must
strike straight for Alder." On 16 July 1864, they

sunk two holes to bedrock, and in each they

found gold. It was the "last chance" that turned

out favorably, and that was the name of the

camp until 30 October of the same year. The
news of the find spread, and soon there were 500

men in the camp. At the meeting to name the

town, Pumpkinville, Squashtown, Tomahawk,
and Tomah were suggested. Finally John Som-
erville suggested Saint Helena. This was
amended to Helena, and on a ballot Helena won
by two votes over Tomah.
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The educational institutions are public and
parish schools, the Montana Wesleyan Univer-
sity (M. E.), opened in 1890, Saint Mncent"s
Academy, and the State, citj", and other
libraries.

Among- the principal buildings at Helena are
the Government building, costing S500.000;
State capitol, costing S400.000 ; the county court-

house, costing $100,000; the high school building,

costing Si 50.000, and seven graded school build-

ings valued at $200,000. There are also Saint
John's Hospital, Saint Joseph's Orphanage, and
several fine churches. "Twelve miles from
Helena, on the Missouri River, is located the plant
of the Missouri River Power Company. This
company furnishes electrical power for operating
street cars and lighting the city of Helena, and
for manufacturing purposes. It also transmits
electrical power to Butte for use in the mines, a
distance of 100 miles. Four miles from Helena
is located the smelter of the American Smelting
and Refining Company. The principal gold mine
now operated in the \-icinity of Helena is the
Big Indian, located in a gulch four miles south
of the city. Marysville is the largest mining
camp tributan- to the cit>-. Here is located the
Drum Lumraon mine, owned by an English com-
pany, and in the near vicinity are other mines
which are large gold producers.

In the 20 years after the opening of the "Last
Chance Gulch," gold to the amount of $25,-
000,000 was taken out of the gulch and the town
grew to a city of 20,txx) and became the capital
of the State.

From the discovery of gold until 22 Feb. 1881,
when the city government was organized under
a charter from the State government, the gov-
ernment of the city was by a committee repre-
senting the merchants and bankers.

The government is now vested in a mayor,
who holds office two years, and a coimcil. The
executive appoints, subject to the appro\-al of

the council, all the subordinate officials except

the city treasurer and police magistrate, both
of whom are chosen at a popular election. The
assessed valuation of property in 1903 was
$13,000,000.

Helena has been the capital of Montana since

1869. In that year the capital was removed by
popular vote from Virginia City. After Mon-
tana was admitted as a State two elections were
held for the permanent location of the capital,

and in 1894 Helena was chosen.

The altitude of Helena is 4,200 feet. The
climate is not severe, the average temperature in

January and Februarj-, the two coldest months
in the year, being 20 above zero, with no mois-

ture in the air. In summer the average tem-

perature is 75. The growth of the city from now
on may not be as rapid as in the early days ; but

it promises to be a healthy, steady development.

Pop. (1900) 10,770.

Ch.^rle.s D. Greenfield,

Editor "-The Helena Independent?

Helena, Battle of. Helena, Ark., is on
the west bank of the Mississippi River, about

82 miles below Memphis. Since 13 July 1862,

when Gen. Ci:rtis arrived there from western
.Arkansas, it had been occupied by Union troops,

and on 4 July 186.^. was held by a division of

the Thirteenth corps, under Gen. Salomon, and a

brigade of cavalry, in all 4,129 effective men, un-

der command of Gen. B. M. Prentiss. The place
is surrounded by hills, and those nearest the city

were occupied by strong redoubts ; Graveyard Hill

in the centre. Fort Righter on the north or right,

and Fort Hindman on the south or left, were
all connected b\- a line of bastions and rifle-pits,

both ends of which rested on the river. In the
river laj- a gunboat. Toward the middle of
June it was determined by the Confederates to
take the place, wherebj' it was hoped to raise

the siege of \"icksburg or, if \'icksburg fell, still

to keep the river closed. Gen. Holmes was
ordered to move from Little Rock with about
7,600 men. Price's and Marmaduke's divisions.

Pagan's brigade of infantrj-, and Walker's
brigade of cavalry. Holmes bivouacked about
four miles from Helena on the evening of 3 July,
and at midnight advanced to within a mile
of the outer works. The assault was ordered at

daylight. On the Confederate right Fagan with
1.770 men advanced on Fort Hindman, carried
all the outer entrenchments, and made a des-
perate attempt to take the fort, but was repirised

vrah a loss of over 400 men. On the Confederate
left. Marmaduke's division of infantry and
Walker's cavalry brigade, aggregating 2.780
men, attacked Fort Righter and were repulsed.

Price, in the centre, with 3,100 men, made «.

strong assault, carried all the entrenchments
in his front, seized Graveyard Hill, and ordered
one brigade to move on the town and another
to assault Fort Hindman in the rear, but the
Union troops checked the advance of the two
brigades and drove them back and, the attacks
on the right and left being repulsed, the fire of
the forts, rifle-pits, and gunboat was concen-
trated on Price, and at 10.30 .\.m. Holmes gave
the order to withdraw, and led his troops back
to Little Rock. The Union loss was 57 killed,

146 wounded, and 36 missing; the Confederate
loss was 173 killed. 687 wounded, and 776 miss-
ing. Consult: 'Official Records,' Vol. XXII.;
Greene, 'The Mississippi' : The Centurj- Com-
pany's 'Battles and Leaders of the Civil War,'
Vol. III. E. A. C.\RM.\x.

Hel'enin, a chemical substance extracted
b}' hot alcohol from the root of the elecampane
(Inula helenium). It has the formula QHsO,
and is nearly insoluble in water, but very soluble
in alcohoL The first cr>-stals obtained from the
root-extract contain considerable quantities inula-

camphor; but this may be removed by repeated
crj-stallization from alcohol. Pure helenin crj-s-

tallizes in white prisms or needles, melting at
232° F.

Helicidae, he-Iisl-de, the family of terres-
trial pulmonale mollusks which includes most of
the land and many fresh-water snails. See
Snafls.

Heligoland, hell-go-land, or Helgoland,
hel'go-lant (Dan. "holy land"), a small island
and popular sea-bathing resort in the North Sea.
belonging to Germany, situated about 40 miles
northwest of the mouth of the Elbe. It is about
a mile long and one third of a mile broad, and
has an area of about one quarter of a square
mile. It consists of two parts, the Oberland. a
flat-topped rock 206 feet high, affording a little

soil for pasture and the growth of potatoes, etc..

and communicating with the Unterland, a small
stretch of shore at its foot, by 192 steps and an
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elevator. Alost of the houses stand on the Ober-
land. The Unterland gives partial shelter to the
shipping. Steamboats ply between the island

and Hamburg. The principal buildings are the
church, lighthouse, and a royal Prussian biolog-
ical station for the study of the fauna and flora

of the North Sea. The bathing facilities, which
attract so many visitors, are found in a dune or
sand-bank separated from the main island by a
channel about a mile wide. This Sandy Island,

as it is called, is slowly being reduced in size by
the inroads of the sea. The inhabitants are
chiefly employed in fishing, and speak a Friesian
dialect. The island is well fortified, and has
cable communication with Cuxhaven and Wil-
helmshaven. Christianity was first preached
here by St. \\'illibrod in the 7th century. Taken
from the Danes in 1807, it was ceded to Great
Britain in 1814, but was transferred to Germany
in 1S90. Pop. (1900) 2.307, in the bathing sea-

son incfreased by several thousand visitors.

Heliocentric, he"li-6-sen'trik, "having the
sun as centre," a term applied to the Copernican
system, -as in opposition to tlie Ptolemaic system,
which was geocentric, that is, "having the earth

as centre" of the solar system. In modern
astronomy the word is applied to calculations in

which the sun is referred to as centre of the

planetarj- system. Thus the heliocentric place
of a planet is the position it would occupy at a
given time when calculated from a point of view
in the centre of the sun.

Heliodorus, he-lT-o-do'riis, the earliest of
the Greek writers of romance : b. Emesa, Syria,

and lived near the end of the 4th century. He
became a believer in the Christian religion, and
bishop of Tricca in Thessaly. His youthful
work, '^Ethiopica (that is, .-Ethiopic Affairs),

or the Loves of Theagenes and Charicleia,' is a

tale in poetical prose, with an almost epic tone.

It is distinguished by its strict morality from the
other Greek romances, and interests the reader
by the wonderful adventures it recounts. One
of the best editions is that of Hirschig in the
'Erotici Scriptores* (1856). An English trans-

lation by R. Smith appeared in 1855.

Heliogab'alus. See El.\g.\b.\lus.

He'liograph, an instrument invented by De
la Rue for obtaining photographs of the sun.

Also an apparatus for telegraphing by means of
the sun's rays. See Heliostat; ^Iiutary Teij;-

GRAPH.

Heliogravure, he"li-6-gra'vur. See Photo-
gravure.

Heliom'eter, an instrument for measuring
small distances on the sky, particularly the ap-
parent diameters of the sun and of the moon.
The heliometer of Bouguer is an astronomical
telescope provided with two object-glasses, one
of which is movable, and which form two distinct

images of the same object, visible through the
same eye-glass. A single object-glass cut into
two parts, which are relatively movable by a
screw, is always employed now. If, in contem-
plating a celestial body, the object-glasses are
placed so as to bring the images to touch each
other, the distance of the centres of the glasses
gives the diameter of the image. In this man-
ner the instrument gives, for instance, the differ-
ence of the diameter of the sun in perigee and
apogee.

Heliopolis, he-li-6p'6-lls ("City of the
Sun"), Eg>-pt, the On of the Hebrew Scriptures,
on a site now partly occupied by Matarich, six
miles northeast of Cairo, was one of the most
ancient and extensive cities during the reign of
the Pharaohs, and so adorned by monuments as
to be esteemed among the first sacred cities of
the kingdom. During the flouri.shing ages of the
Egjptian monarchy the priests and scholars
acquired and taught all the learning of the Egj-p-
tians within the precincts of its temples. It rnay
be regarded as having been the university of the
land of Misraim, and at the time of Strabo, who
visited this town 24 B.C., the apartments were
still shown in which, four centuries before,
Eudoxus and Plato had labored during 13 years
to learn the philosophy of Egypt. Solon and
Thales were also reputed to have visited its

schools. Here Joseph and Mary are said to have
rested with the infant Jesus. Near the village

stands the Pillar of On, a famous obelisk, sup-
posed to be the oldest monument of the kind
existing in Egj'pt. Its height is 67'< feet, and
its breadth at the base 6 feet. Hieroglyphical
characters are sculptured upon it, but are partly

illegible. A fierce battle was fought here, 20
March iSoo, between the French under Kleber
and the Turks_. when the latter were defeated.

Heliomithidae, he-lT-6r-nlth'i-dc. a family
of tropical birds, the fin-foots or sun-birds, placed
by some ornithologists among the Cccomorfiha,
and by others, more probably, with the rails.

They are about a foot long, mottled brown and
white, with long pointed wings and long stiff

tails ; and frequent the borders of forest streams
and ponds, in which they spend much of their

time swimming and diving well. They feed on
small fish, crustaceans, insects and seeds. The
best-known species is Heliornis fulica of south-

ern South America.

Helios, he'li-5s, in mjlhology, the god of

the sun (Latin, Sol) in the Greek mythology:
son of Hyperion and Theia, and brother of Eos
(Aurora, the dawn) and Selene (Luna, the

moon). He is frequently called by the name of

his father. He dwells with Eos in the ocean

behind Colchis. From the portals of the morning
he rides through the air in an oblique curve to

the gates of evening, and after having cooled his

horses in the ocean, he drives his chariot into a

self-moving golden vessel, made by Hephxstus
(Vulcan), which with wonderful rapidity bears

him during the night along the northern shore of

the ocean back to Colchis, where he bathes his

horses in the lake of the Sun, and rests till the

dawn of the morning. Other accounts represent

him as making this nightly passage while slum-

bering in a golden bed. His horses and chariot

are first mentioned in the Homeric hymn on

Helios. Among events in the history of Helios

the poets relate his contest with Poseidon for the

Isthmus of (Torinth, his revealing the secret

amours of .\res and Aphrodite, and his disclo-

sure to Demeter of Pluto as the ravisher of her

daughter. This idea of his omniscience seems to

have been the reason why he was confounded

and identified with .Aipoll'o. though they were

originally quite distinct. As he was descended

from the race of the Titans he is often called

Titan. The famous Colossus of Rhodes was a

representation of Helios.

He'lioscope is a telescope behind wnich
the imaae of the sun is received upon a plane
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surface. An astronomical telescope is draw-n out

a little fanher than is necessary for common use,

and directed toward the sun, and the image
which is formed is received in a dark place. For
this purpose a dark chamber is employed, or the

telescope is placed in a dark funnel-shaped
enclosure, the bottom of which is covered with

oiled paper or dosed with ground glass, on which
the sun's image is formed. Upon the paper or
glass a circle is described equal to the image,

and it may be divided by concentric circles into

rings. With this instrument the spots on the

sun, eclipses, etc, may be observed.

Heliostat, he'li-6-stat, an instrument used
in optical experiments with sunlight for keeping

a beam always falling in the same direction in

spite of the motion of the sun. It consists of a

mirror mounted equatorially, and carried round

by clock-work in such a way as to neutralize the

apparent motion f a beam of sunlight reflected

from it. This instrument has been employed
among other purposes as a means of signaling.

A beam of light being directed to the point to

which it is intended to convey the signals, the

dot-and-dash alphabet is made u?e of by the

device of exhibiting and obstructing the light for

longer or shorter periods. .A. short flash repre-

sents one letter, a long flash another, a short

quickly followed by a long a third, and so on.

As adapted to this purtwse the heliostat has

received the name of heliograph.

Heliotherapy (Gk. ?Xub, sun -I- Beparela,

service), the treatment of disease by the action

of sunlight. See Photother.\pv.

Heliotrope, he'li-o-trop, a genus (Heliotro-

t>iuii! I of plants of the borage family, character-

ized by the undivided o%ar>- prolonged into a

stjle. many of whose species have vanilla-scented

blossoms. The one most in repute is a small

shrub (//. peniz-ianiim). originally South .Amer-

ican, which has small fragrant flower; growing

compactly together in the spikes. Cuttings taken

from the young branches grow readily, and come
soon into blossom. The H. curoptrum. or com-
mon heliotrope, is a flowering herb indigenous in

the south and west of Europe. The heliotropes

are natives of warm climates, ard ver>- numer-

ous, several growing wild in the United States.

Many delightful varieties have been produced as

garden and greenhouse flowers.

Heliotrope, the bloodstone, is a variety of

quartz partaking of the character of jasper and

of chalcedony. It is of a deep green color, and

is covered wi»h red spots like drops of blood.

Many fine antique Greek and Roman intaglios

and cameos, also seal rings carved in bloodstone,

are preser\-ed in the great gein collections.

It is found in Tartary, Persia. Siberia ; in the

island of Rum. Scotland, and many other places.

It received the name heliotrope, or as some of

the older writers give it. elitropia. because it was
said that if the mineral be put into water con-

tained in a basin rubbed with the juice of the

plant heliotrope, and be exposed to the siin. the

water will appear red and the sun blood-like, as

if it was eclipsed.

Heliotropism, he-lT-ot'ro-pTzm, or Photo-
tropism, the influence and effect of sunlight

on organisms. When a seedling plant is placed

in a transparent vessel of water within r«^-b of

the light of a window, the stem and leaves grad-

ually bend toward, and the roots from, the light.

The former phenomenon is termed positive, and
the latter negative, heliotropism. The shoots and
leaves of nearly all plants turn toward the light,

and the turning of the sunflower toward the s'.in

is familiar to every one. In the case of organs
which are positively heliotropic the growth of the

side next the light is retarded, and that of the

opposite side increased ; the result of these com
bined actions is a concavity on the former, and
a convexity on the latter, thus causing a cur\-a

ture toward the light. In the case of roots

these actions are reversed. That these results

are brought about by the action of light is e\-i-

dent ; the cells on the concave side become less,

while those on the convex side become more,
turgid, thus forcing the organ to bend; but the
cause of turgescence is unknown.

In animals a similar heliotropism is operative

and is plainly manifested in some low forms, as

hydra, where it is of great ser\-ice in their almost
automatic food-getting. Heliotropism is closely

allied to. and much modified by chemotropiscn
(q.v.) and other influences.

Heliozoa, he'1i-6-z6'a, the "sun animal-
cules. ' an order of rhizopods (q.v.) with cr
without silicious skeletons, and having slend'^r

and radiant pseudopodia, stable and rarely inter-

laced. The majority live in fresh water, but
some are marine. -\ common and widespread
example is the genus Actinophrys.

Helium, a gaseous element, known to be
present in the atmosphere and in certain min-
erals, and, like argon, characterized by a sin-

gular chemical inertness. The discovery of he-
lium was a consequence of the discoverj- of ar-

gon, and on account of the close chemical, phys-
ical and historical relations of the two, reference
should be made to the article .Argox, and to the
references there given. Helium was known to

exist in the sun many years before it was dis-

covered upon the earth. During a total eclipse

of the sun. in i86S, Jannsen observ-ed a brilliant

yellow line in the spectrum of the solar chromo-
sphere, very close to the D lines of sodium, and
yet not identical with either of them. The new
line was assumed to be due to a previously un-
known element, and in the same year Lockycr
proposed the name " helium " for this hj-potheti-

cal element, from the Greek word "' heiios.
"

meaning the sun. Xo evidence of the existence
of helium upon the earth was adduced until 1S82.

when an Italian scientist named Palmieri an-
nounced that he had obtained the spectrum of
helium from certain of the lavas given otf by
Mt. Vesuvius. He made no attempt to isolate

the new body, however, and while it is quite pos-
sible that his obser\'ations were correct, he can
hardly be credited with the actual discovery of
helium. Xo further progress was made in this

direction until 1895. When argon had been dis-

covered, and its chemical inertness had been
established. Sir. Miers. mineralogist of the Brit-

ish Museum, pointed O'lt that the mineral
cleveite (q.v.) had been shown to contain nitro-

gen gas. apparently in the free state, and made
the suggestion that part of what had been as-

sumed to be nitrogen mieht in reality prove to

be argon. Professor William Ramsay e.xam-
ined the gas from this source, and found that
while it undoubtedly did contain argon, it also
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showed a brilliant yellow line, which did not

appear to coincide with either of the sodium
lines, though it was very close to them. He sent

a specimen of the gas to Sir William Crookes
for a more careful examination, and Crookes
promptly reported that the new line was indenti-

cal with the helium line. It was therefore proved
that helium, which had previously not been cer-

tainly known except as a constituent of the solar

chromosphere, is also a terrestrial element. Sub-
sequent study revealed the presence of helium
in several other minerals. It is given off from
cleveite when that mineral is heated to about
400° F. in an exhausted tube, or when the min-
eral is treated with sulphuric acid, or with acid

sulphate of potassium. All the minerals which
contain any considerable quantities of helium
also contain uranium, yttrium or thorium. It is

not certainly known whether the helium is chem-
ically combined with the mineral, or whether it

is merely occluded by it. The latter supposition

would appear to be the more probable, judging
from the chemical inertness of the gas, and from
the fact (presently to be noted) that radium
appears to be generating helium continuously.

Certain observations upon the mineral ferguson-

ite, however, appear to give some color to the

hypothesis that the helium is present in a state

of chemical combination. Helium has also been

found in solution in the waters of certain hot

springs.

The presence of helium in the earth's atmo-
sphere was established by means of subjecting

the apparently pure argon that had been obtained

from this source to a process of diffusion through

a series of porous partitions of baked clay.

Helium, being much lighter than argon, diffuses

far more rapidly, and a mixture in which the two
gases exist together may be partially separated

into its constituents in this manner.
Helium, when pure, has a density of only

1.98, that of oxygen being taken as 8. Its atomic
weight cannot be directly determined, because
helium has not yet been made to combine with
any other substance, although it has been sub-

jected to the same experimental attempts as were
tried in the case of argon (q.v.). It has been
found, however, that the ratio of the specific

heat of the gas at constant pressure to the

specific heat at constant volume is about 1.65,

and this indicates that helium is a monatomic
gas (see Gases, Kinetic Theory of), and that

its atomic weight is about 2X 1.98= 3.96; the

atomic weight of oxygen being taken as 16. It

therefore has the smallest atomic weight of any
of the known elements except hydrogen. The
chemical symbol He has been assigned to helium,

although, as has been already noted, no com
pounds of it have as yet been obtained.

Dewar thought he had liquefied helium at the

temperature of melting hydrogen (about 436° F.

below zero), but this was not confirmed by sub-

sequent experiments, and it is now believed that

the liquefaction of helium is a problem still re-

served for the future. Its critical temperature
is probably still nearer to the absolute zero than

that of hydrogen, and for this reason the gas is

well adapted for use in thermometers intended
for the measurement of exceedingly low tem-
peratures. It has, in fact, been used for this

purpose with success, in studying the properties

of hydrogen.
A most remarkable and previously unparal-

leled fact in connection with helium remains to

be recorded. It has been known for some time
that helium occurs in cleveite, and in other min-
erals in which the newly discovered element
radium is found ; but whether this was to be re-

garded as a mere coincidence, or whether it has
some actual physical and chemical significance,

has been a subject of considerable discussion.

The most striking experiment bearing upon this

matter, is one that is due to Huggins, who
caused the radiation from radium to pass through
a spectroscope provided with a quartz prism,
and to fall upon a sensitive photographic plate.

Upon developing the plate after a prolonged ex-
posure, he found that cold radium gives a line

spectrum when treated in this manner ; and he
made the further discovery that nearly all of

the lines in the spectrum so obtained are ap-

parently coincident with lines in the spectrum
of helium. The full significance of this fact

is not yet known ; but when taken in connec-
tion with the observations of Soddy and Ram-
say, which indicate that helium occurs in the

gaseous emanation that is given off by radium,
it is considered by no means impossible that we
have here an instance in which one element is

being slowly but continuously transformed into

another one. If this inference is corroborated
by future experiments, it will throw an alto-

gether new light upon the nature of the chem-
'cal elements, and upon their relation to one
another. The case is the more noteworthy,
since helium has a smaller atomic weight than
any other element save hydrogen, and radium
has a greater atomic weight than any other

element save uranium and thorium. Radium,
moreover, appears to be metallic in nature,

while helium, by its chemical inertness, re-

sembles nitrogen.

Helix, he'liks, a curve generated by wind-
ing a line around in a coil of gradually increasing

radius. (l) In anatomy, a prominent and in-

curved margin surrounding the thinner and
larger portion of the pinna in the ear. (2) In

architecture, the small volute under the abacus
of a Corinthian column. Of these there arc in

every perfect capital 16: two at each angle, and
two meeting under the middle of each face of

the abacus. (3) In geometry, a curve the

tangents to which make, with the horizontal

plane, a constant angle. The edge of the path

of a screw is a helix, as is also the path described

by any point of the surface of the thread when
moved in the nut. (4) In zoology, the typical

genus of the snail family. See Snails.

Hell (A. Saxon, hcl, from hclaii, to cover),

signifies originally the covered or invisible place.

In the Bible the word is used to translate the

Hebre\/ Shcol (grave or pit), and Gehenna
(properly the valley of Hinnom), as well as the

Greek Hades (the unseen). In the Revised Ver-

sion of the New Testament, hell is used only to

translate Gehenna, Hades being left where it

stands in the Greek. In common usage hell signi-

fies the place of punishment of the wicked after

death, its earlier meaning being lost. The dis-

tinctive Scriptural term for the place of future

punishment of the wicked is Gehenna. The be-

lief in a state of punishment after death for the

finally impenitent is held by almost all sects of

Christians, as an analogous belief in the future

punishment of unexpiated guilt is a tenet of

nearly all religions ancient or modern. The na-

ture of the punishment of hell, its locality, and
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its duration, have given rise to interminable

controversies among Christian wTiters. The
early Christian writers sometimes apply the

word hell to a place of temporarj' purgation, in

which the soul is freed from the stains of guilt

contracted on earth preparatorj' to its enjoying

the pure bliss of heaven. In this sense it corre-

sponds in some degree with the Roman Catholic

purgatory, and with the pagan idea of purifica-

tion, as illustrated by Virgil in the sixth ^lineid.

Sometimes it is applied to the place of waiting

of the just under the old law, till the coming of

Christ should secure for them the completion of

their reward ; sometimes to the place where un-

baptized children are detained because of unre-

mitted original sin ; and more frequently to the

place of final and everlasting punishment for im-

penitent sinners. As to the locality of the scene

of final punishment none at the present day

makes a formal declaration. The terms

above and beneath, as applied to heaven

and hell, are merely relative, and though

cnnventionallv accepted convey no informa-

tion. The Churches are not fully agreed

as to the nature of hell-punishment. The pre-

vailing idea among modem theologians is that

the "fire" and the "worm* are significant em-

blems to give us the most correct and li\-ing con-

ceptions of the reality that we can possibly attain

in our present circumstances. They are fit em-

blems of anguish, and as such had laid hold of

the Jewish imagination in connection with the

word Gehenna, the term used in Mat. v. 22, 29,

30: Luke xii. 5. Gehenna, imlike Sheol and

Hades, has never any intermediate signification,

but is invariablv applied to the place of punish-

ment of the wicked after death. See Immor-

TAUTY.

Hell Gate, a narrow part of the East

River between Long Island and Manhattan and

on the east and west sides of Ward's Island.

The passage between Ward's and Randall's Is-

land is called Little Hell Gate. The rocks which

were in Hell Gate were of such form and so

situated as to make navigation dangerous, and

the difference in the times and heights of the

two tides which enter East River increased the

dangers. The East River receives at one ex-

tremity the Sound Tide and at the other the

tide from ofiF Sandv Hook. "One sailmg vessel

out of every fifty" was the proportion damaged

seriously when trying to pass through tlie chan-

nel between the reefs. Much had been said and

written about the necessity of doing something

to remove or at least lessen the dangers of

Hell Gate, and officials of the United States

navy. Lieutenants Davis and Porter, made a

sur\'ey of Hell Gate in 1848. They reported

the necessity of making the channel safe, and

suggested the destruction of some of the most

dangerous rocks; but nothing was done until

the year i8^i, when the work of destroying the

rocks was begun. The process used was that

of surface-blasting introduced by Maillcfert. A
portion of some of the rocks was removed, but

this method of overcoming the dangers to nav-

igation was found practically useless. In 1866

another sur\-ey was made by Brevet-Mni.-Gen.

John Newton of the United States Engineer

Corps, and in 1867 he submitted his report, in

which he advised the removal of the reefs—
the work to be done by blasting, and the drilling

of the surface to be made from a fLxed platform.

Soon after the work of making Hell Gate

safely navigable was resumed and placed in

charge of John Newton. For the work Newton
invented a steam-drilling cupola scow, which

serv'ed as a transport and a working platform

from which the drilling-engines were operated.

The new machine proved satisfactory. A new
system of explosion had to be devised in order

to protect Ward's and Randall's Islands and

Astoria. Diamond, Coenties, and Ways reefs

were removed, also Pilgrim Rock, before op-

erations were begun on Hallet's Point Reef.

The last mentioned was an obstacle to both

large and small vessels. The excavations, be-

gun in October 1869, were completed in June
1S75. The drilling was completed 25 March
1876. The area operated upon was about three

acres. The method of explosion was most suc-

cessful. No damage was done to the windows
of buildings near ; it had no perceptible effect

on the air, but little on the water, and the under-

ground shock was slight, but was perceptible on
Slanhattan and the western part of Long Is-

land. The removal of Flood Rock, which was
in the middle of Hell Gate, made the navigable

capacity of the channel more than double. The
work of removing this most formidable obstruc-

tion was begun 7 June 1875. Lack of funds
caused delay, and the explosion did not take

place until 10 Oct. 1885. For the removal of

Flood Rock about nine acres were tunneled and
drilled ; and the aggregate length of the tunnels

was 21,670 feet, and of the drill-holes, 113,102

feet. The object sought to be gained by re-

moving the rocks and reefs was to make a chan-
nel of the uniform depth of 26 feet and of suffi-

cient width for the largest steamers. The work
as planned and designed by Gen. Ne\\"ton has
not been completed (1904).

Helladotherium, hel"a-do-the'ri-iim, an ex-
tinct genus of giraffes, foimd fossil in the upper
Miocene (Pikermi) rocks of Attica. Its body
was about as large as that of the existing gi-

raffe, but the legs were of nearly equal length,

and the skull was hornless.

Hellas, hel'as, the abode of the Hellenes,
was first a to\v^l, and afterward, under the name
of Phthiotis, a district in Thessaly. The ancients

applied this name to the whole of Thessaly.
With the spread of the Hellenic people the term
embraced a gradually increasing territory, till it

came to denote the whole of Middle Greece, and
then the whole of Greece, with its islands and
colonies. The Hellenes received this name in the
belief that they were descended from Hellena, a
mythical personage, a son of Deucalion and
Pyrrha, or, according to others, of Ztus and Do-
rippe, and the father of ^olus. Dorus, and
Xuthus, was said to have been king of Phthia.

See Gkeece.

Hell'bender, a large salamander {Crypio-
branchus alUghanicnsis) found chiefly in the

streams emptj-ing into the Great Lakes and
those draining the western slope of the Appa-
lachian Mountains. The hellbender is an ugly
looking but perfectly harmless creature from
18 to 24 inches long; with the head and body
much flattened and a prominent wrinkled fold

of skin along the sides. Although entirely

aquatic, no gills are present in the adult, and
only a single pair of small pores represents the
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gill-clefts; the lungs are simple sacs. The
limbs are functional, the anterior with four, the

posterior with five digits, and the tail is pro-

vided with a wide fin. A wide mouth with teeth

in both jaws, very small eyes and a .';limy skin

of a deep mottled brown color are further ex-

ternal characteristics. The giant salamander
(^legalobatrachus vxaximiis) of Japan is the

only known closely related form. The hell-

bender is a sluggish animal, active chiefly at

night, when its voracity causes great annoy-
ance to fishermen whose bait and fish it de-

vours. It is extrenrely tenacious of life, and
hibernates during cold weather. Although very
common, its breeding habits are yet unknown.

Hellebore, a genus {HcUcborus) of the

crowfoot family {Raminculacea) , consisting of

perennial erect herbs with scanty, palmately
divided leather}' leaves, and yellowish, greenish,

or white terminal flowers. They are of inter-

est on account of their poisonous and medical
properties. About lo species are natives of

Europe and Asia, one of which (//. viridis)

has become naturalized in the eastern United
States. The Christmas rose (H. niger) is the

source of the black hellebore of modem phar-
macopoeias, but the ancient black hellebore, a
famous remedy for insanity, was probably ob-
tained from other species. H. viridis and H.
fartidus have emetic and purgative properties,

and the latter, which is poisonous, has become
a common introduced weed along the eastern
American seaboard. These plants are closely

allied to the aconites.

White Hellebore is a very different plant,

a species {V. album) of the genus Veratrum
of the lily family, which contains several poi-

sonous plants allied to colchicum. They are

profusely leaved tall herbs growing in rich

woods, and their roots contain the peculiar

alkaloids veratroidin and jervin, to which their

poisonous properties are mainly due. North
America has a widespread species in the Indian
poke (V. viride), which, like the European
species, enters into the pharmacopoeia, while its

rootstocks are ground into the powder used
as an insecticide.

Hellenes, hel'enz, a native name for the
ancient Greeks.

Hell'enists, a name given the Jewish colo-
nists who settled in Egypt after the destruction

of the kingdom of Judah, about 600 B.C. Their
number was increased bj' the many colonies of

Jews planted by Alexander the Great (336 B.C.),

and later by Ptolemy Lagus. Under the reign
of the Emperor Augtistus they amounted to
nearly 1,000,000. They laid the foundation of a
new epoch of Grseco-Jewish literature, which,
from its prevailing character, received the name
of the Hellenistic. The Alexandrian Jews were
the most influential in developing Hellenizing
tendencies, and to them chiefly is to be referred
the formation of the peculiar dialect termed the
Hellenistic. In their literature the systems of
Pythagoras and Plato were strangely combined
with those Oriental phantasies which had been
reduced to a system in Egv'pt, and with which
the mystical doctrines of the Gnostics were im-
bued. The most noted Jewish Hellenistic phi-
losopher was Philo of Alexandria, and the chief
of the learned labors of the Alexandrian Jews
was the Greek translation of the Old Testament.
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Hellespont, hel'es-pont. See Dardanelles.

Hellgrammite, hel'gra-mit, the large black
aquatic larva of the insect Corydalus (q.v.),

much used as bait for black bass and other

game fish. It lives in streams, preying upon
smaller animals, and just before pupation crawls
under large stones, where it can be found at

about the same time as the bass are biting. It is

also called "Dobson* after a maker of artificial

baits.

Helm, Israel, Swedish colonist in America:
b. 1615 ; d. 1695. He settled on the Delaware
River, in 1649 ; was collector of customs at

Philadelphia 1659, a"d became a member of
Captain Carr's council 1668. He was chief in-

terpreter between the colonists and Indians, and
rendered valuable service at the meeting of the

New Jersey Indians, Governor Andros, and the

Swedish authorities, in 1675.

Helmet-shell, a large gasteropod of the

genus Cassis, family Cassidir. Jlost of the spe-

cies inhabit tropical shores, but a few are found
on the coast of the Mediterranean. The shells

of C. rufa, C. cornuta, and C. tuberosa (the

queen conch), are the material on which shell

cameos are usually sculptured.

Helmholtz, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand
von, her'man lood'vig fer'de-nand helm'holts,

German scientist : b. Potsdam 31 Aug. 1821 ; d.

Charlottenburg 8 Sept. 1894. He studied medi-
cine in Berlin, and received the appointment
of assistant-surgeon in the Charite Hospital

there in 1842. Next year he went to Potsdam as

a military surgeon, but in 1848 he returned to

Berlin to assume the duties of teacher of anatomy
at the Academy of Art and assistant in the Ana-
tomical Museum. He was called to the chair of

physiology at Konigsberg in 1849, and six years

later went to Bonn as professor of anatomy and
physiology. In 1858 he was appointed professor

of physiology at Heidelberg, whence he returned

in 1871 to Berlin as professor of physics. In

1888 he was appointed to the post of president of

the new Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt

(Imperial Physico-Technical Institute) in Char-
lottenburg. Helmholtz was distinguished alike

in physical science, in mathematics, and in phys-

iologj'; but his most valuable and most original

work was done in those departments of physics

which stand in intimate relations with physiology,

especially acoustics and optics. He had an emi-

nently philosophical mind, and his works are no
less valuable for their masterly exposition of

the methods of experimental .science than for the

important results contained in them. His scien-

tific fame was securely established as early as

1847, when he published <Cber die Erhaltungder
Kraft' (On the Conservation of Energy). This
subject was pursued further in <Uber die Wech-
selwirkungen der Naturkriifte' (On the Inter-

actions of Natural Forces) (1854). His greatest

works are the 'Ilandbuch der Physiologi-

schen Optik' (Handbook of Physiological Op-
tics) (1856-66) ; and 'Die Lehre von den Ton-
empfindungen* (1862; 5th ed. 1806). translated

into English by Ellis under the title 'Sensations

of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory
of Music' (1875). A collection of 'Vortrage
und Reden' reached a fourth edition in 1896,

and has been translated into English as 'Popu-
lar Lectures on Scientific Subjects' (1873-81).
An edition of his scientific treatises was pub-
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lished at Leipsic in three volumes (1882-95),
and in 1897 his 'Lectiu'es on Theoretical Phys-
ics' appeared in one volume. In his 'Beschrei-

bung eines Augenspiegels' (1851) he described

the ophthalmoscope he had recently invented.

In 18S3 he was ennobled by the German em-
peror.

Hel'mont, Jan Baptista van, Flemish phy-
sician and chemist; b. Brussels 1577; d. near

Brussels 30 Dec. 1644. He devoted his atten-

tion to scientific research, and although he put

forth some visionary theories on the constitu-

tion of man. and on diseases, made some genuine

discoveries in chemistry. He was probably the

first to introduce the term ^gas" into science,

and was the earliest observer of the acid reac-

tion of the gastric juice. He published 'Ortus
MediciruE* (1648) : and <Opuscula Medica In-

audita' (1644"), works which still possess in-

terest for students.

Hel'muth, William Tod, American physi-

cian : b. Philadelphia 30 Oct. 1833 : d. New York
15 Mav 1902 : graduated Homeopathic Medical

College. Philadelphia. 1S53 : Hahnemaim College,

San Francisco, 1866. In 1877 he became pro-

fessor of surgery and dean of the Xew York
Homeopathic College and Hospital. He was
an officer in numerous medical associations and

a member of the Societe Medicale Homeopa-
thique of France. Among his published works
were : 'Treatise on Diphtheria' ; 'Medical Pom-
posity' : 'System of Surgery'; 'Scratches of a

Surgeon' : 'Suprapubic Lithotomy.'

Heloderma, he-16-der'ma. See Gil.\ Mox-
STER.

Heloise, a-lo-ez, or Eloise. See .Abel.\rd.

Helots, he-lots, were the lowest of the

four classes into which the population of ancient

Sparta was divided. They are generally sup-

posed to have been the aboriginal population

of the country, and to ha\-e been reduced to

bondage by their Dorian conquerors, their num-
bers bSing swelled from time to time by the ad-

dition of peoples conquered in war. The name
is generally derived from the town of Helos, the

inhabitants of which were carried off and re-

duced to slavery by the Heraclidx about 1000

B.C. though a more probable derivation is the

Greek heUin. to take, making the name signify

captives. They were the property- of the state,

which alone had the disposal of their life and

freedom. The state assigned them to certain

citizens, by whom they were employed m private

labors, though not exclusively, as the state still

exacted certain ser\-ices from them : and they

were attached to the soil— that is, each citi-

zen received the number that belonged to his

allotment, without any power to sell or free

them, .\griculture and all mechanical arts at

Sparta were in the hands of the Helots, since

the laws of Lycurgus prohibited the Spartans

from all lucrative occupations. But the Helots

were also obliged to bear arms for the state,

in case of necessit}-. Their dress, by which they

were contemptuously distinguished from the

free Spanans, consisted of sheep's skin and a

leather cap of a peculiar shape. They were
sometimes liberated for their ser^-ices or for a

sum of money: but they were not admitted to

the full dignity of citizenship. In 424 b<^ 2.000

of the Helots, who had conducted themselves

with distinguished braverj- in war, were treach-

erously put to death. They several times rose

against their masters, but were always and

finally reduced.

Helper, Hinton Rowan, American author:

b. near MocksviUe. X. C, 27 Dec. 1829. He pub-

lished in 1857 'The Impending Crisis of the

South,' which the Republican party used as a

campaign document with great effect. Later

works bv him are: 'The Three Americas' Rail-

way' (1881) : 'Noioque' (1867) ; 'The Negroes

in Negroland' (1868): 'The Land of Gold';
'Oddments of Andean Diplomacy.'

Helps, Sis Artiiur, English essayist and
historian: b. Streatham 10 July 1S13: d. London
7 March 1875. He was educated at Eton and
Cambridge; became private secretary to Lord
Monteagle as chancellor of the exchequer, and
was afterward commissioner of French, Danish,

and Spanish claims. In i860 he was appointed

clerk of the pri%T- council, and held this post till

his death. He was created KC.B. in 1872. .\s

an essajnst he was one of the most popular writ-

ers of his day. and his historical works had an

extended reputation. He possessed very wide
and general culture and sound judgment, was
painstaking and accurate in details, and in his

historical works displayed considerable breadth

of \-iew. His principal works are: 'Thoughts in

the Cloister and the Crowd' (1835): 'Essaj-s

\Vritten in the Internals of Business* (1841) ;

'Friends in Council' (1847-57) : 'Conquerors of

the New World and their Bondsmen' (184S-52) ;

'Companions of my Solitude' (1851) : 'History

of the Spanish Conquest of .\merica> (1855-61) :

'Oulita the Serf, a Tragedv' (1858) ; 'Life of

Pizarro' (1869); 'Realmah' (1869); 'Casimir

Maremma' (1870) ; <Brevia. Short Essays and
Aphorisms* (1870') : 'Life of Hernando Cortes

and Conquest of Mexico' : 'Thoughts upon Gov-
ernment' (1871); 'Life and Labors of Mr.
Brassey' (1872): 'Social Pressure' (1874).

Helsingfors, hel'sing-fors, Russia, a sea-

port town, capital of Finland, on a small penin-

sula in the Gulf of Finland. 180 miles by rail

west-northwest of St. Petersburg. It is defend-

ed by the fortress of Sveaborg about three miles

distant, and is the residence of the governor

of Finland, the seat of important couns and
public offices. Its university, removed from .-Vbo

in 1827, has a library of over 190.000 volumes.

There are manufactures of linen, sail-cloth, to-

bacco, etc., and an important trade is carried on.

Pop. (1903") 94.000.

Helve'tian Republic the designation of

the republic established in Switzerland by France
in 1798. See Switzerl,\xd.

Helvet'ic Confession, the name of a docu-
ment drawn up by Manin Buccr in 1536 to

settle the controversy between the Lutherans and
the Zwinglians: and also of one drawn up by
Bullinger (1566') at the request of Friedrich

III., elector of the Palatinate, and adopted in

Switzerland, the Palatinate, France, Hungary,
Poland, and Scotland.

Helvetii, hel-ve'shi-i, a former Gallic or

Celtic nation living between the Rhone and the

Rhine, the Jura, and the Rhaetian .\Ips. They
were more numerous and warlike than the neigh-

boring Gallic tribes. They first appear in history

107 Bc. but were not known to the Romans until

the time of Julius Caesar, who, as governor of

Gaul, prevented their intended emigration, and
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after many bloody battles, in which even the

Helvetian women fought, pressed them back
within their frontiers. The story of their medi-
tated irruption into and seizure of southern
Gaul is circumstantially related in the First Book
of the Commentaries of the Roman general, who
not only repulsed them with terrible slaughter,

but almost exterminated them. Not a third of

those who left their homes on this ill-fated

expedition ever returned. Helvetia, which was
less extensive than the present Switzerland, was
divided into four districts, which had an en-

tirely democratical constitution. Cxsar sub-
jected the country to the dominion of the
Romans, who established several colonies there.

After the death of Nero, the Helvetii, for re-

fusing to acknowledge V'^itellius as emperor,
were mercilessly punished by Caecina, one of his

generals, and thenceforth they almost disappear
as a people.

Helvetius, Claude Adrian, klod ii-dre-on

el-va-se-us, French metaphysician: b. Paris

Jan. 1715; d. there 26 Dec. 1771. At the age of

23 he obtained the lucrative post of farmer-
general, where he was distinguished by his mild-
ness and indulgence from his colleagues, whose
base practices filled him with indignation. He
therefore resigned his office, and purchased the
place of maitre d'hotcl to the queen. Aspiring
after literary fame he first directed his efforts

to mathematics, then attempted to rival the dra-
matic fame of Voltaire by writing a tragedy. In
1758 he published *De I'Esprit,* the materialism
of which drew upon him many attacks. It was
condemned by the doctors of the Sorbonne, and
publicly burned in accordance with a decree
of the Parliament of Paris. Helvetius went in

1764 to England, and the year afterward to

Germany, where Frederick the Great and other
German princes received him with many proofs
of esteem. A complete edition of his writings

wag published at Paris in 1795.

Hem'ans, Felicia Dorothea Browne, Eng-
lish poet: b. Liverpool 25 Sept. 1793; d. near
Dublin. Ireland, 16 May 1835. She displayed
the bent of her genius when a mere child, and
wrote some tolerable poetry in her 9th year. She
first appeared as an author, in 1808. in a volume
entitled 'Early Blossoms,' but it was subjected
to harsh criticism, which she took very seriously

to heart. A second volume, published in 1812,

'The Domestic .Affections,' was much more suc-

cessful. The same year she married Captain
Hemans. from whom she was separated in 1818.

She then resumed her literary pursuits, made
herself acquainted with Latin and modern lan-

guages, and wrote much in the periodicals of
the time. .\i the suggestion of Reginald Heber,
afterward bishop of Calcutta, she wrote a trag-

edy entitled 'The Vespers of Palermo.' which,
owing partly to Sir Walter Scott, who wrote
an epilogue for it, was favorably received at

the Edinburgh theatre, though it had previously,

in 1823. proved unsuccessful at Covent Garden.
Before this time she had added greatly to her
popularitj' by her poems entitled 'The Restora-
tion of the Works of Art to Italy' ; 'The Skep-
tic' : 'Modern Greece' : and 'Dartmoor.' Later
works were 'Lays of Many Lands' ; 'Forest
Sanctuary' ; 'Records of Woman' ; and 'The
Songs of the Affections' (1830). She visited

Sir Walter Scott at Abbotsford, and Words-

worth at Rydal Mount, and left with each
the impression of a singularly graceful and gifted
woman. Her poetry is essentially lyrical and
descriptive, and is always sweet, natural, and
pleasing. In her earlier pieces she was imi-
tative, but she ultimately asserted her inde-
pendence, and produced many short poems of
great beauty and pathos. Mrs. Hemans had no
dramatic power, her effusions being always in-
tensely subjective.

Hem'atin, or Hasmatin. See Haemoglobin.

Hem'atite, native sesquioxide of iron,
Fe:Oi. a mineral widely distributed, and con-
stituting a valuable ore of iron. It crystallizes

in the rhombohedral system, and also occurs in

massive form, sometimes forming beds of great
thickness. It has a hardness of from 5.5 to 6.5,

and a specific gravity ranging from 4.9 to 5.3.

It is usually dark gray or black in color, with
a metallic lustre, and is sometimes slightly mag-
netic, occasionally even showing magnetic po-
larity. Hematite occurs in the rocks of every
age. The extensive masses that occur in meta-
morphic rocks are believed to have been de-
posited, originally, in marshes, undergoing meta-
morphosis at the same time as the rocks with
which they are now associated. Fibrous and
columnar forms of the mineral, brownish-red
or black in color, are also known, and to these
the name ''red hematite" is sometimes applied.

In crystalline and metamorphic rocks a variety
known as "specular iron" is met with, which is

distinguished by the presence of crj-stals having
a splendent lustre. Hematite occurs in vast
quantities in various parts of the United States,

notabl}' in upper Michigan, in the Marquette
district, and in Menominee and Gogebic coun-
ties ; in Northern Wisconsin ; and in St. Louis
Count}'. Minnesota. Iron Mountain, Missouri,
is a hill about 200 feet high, the surface of
which consists of loose blocks of hematite, many
of which weigh as much as 10 or 20 tons. The
name "hematite" is from a Greek word signify-

ing "blood," and was given to the mineral by
the ancients from its fancied resemblance to

coagulated blood. Hemacite is sometimes called

"bloodstone" at the present time, though that

name is more properly applied to a green variety

of quartz, which contains small .spots of red

jasper. An allied mineral, consisting of hydrated

sesquioxide of iron and known to mineralogists

as limonite, is often popularly called "brown
hematite."

Hemianassthesia, hem-i-an-es-the'si-a, loss

of sensation on one half of the body, right or

left.

Hemiplegia, hem-i-ple'ji-a (lit. "half a

stroke." that is, of paralysis), paralysis of one
side of the bod}-. It is usually caused by hemor-

rhage in the brain cavitj', commonly known as

apoplexy : often a local accumulation of serum,

or a tiimor is the cause. The paralysis falls

on the side of the body opposite to the lesion

in the pyramids of the brain, unless the lesion

occurs below the decussation of brain fibres.

The treatment of hemiplegia requires the ser-

vices of a physician. It is amenable to timely

remedies, and a cure is generally obtained after

the first attack, if it result from apoplexy; bu*

the patient is liable to subsequent attacks.

Hem'ipode. See Button-quail.
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Hemiptera, he-mip'te ra, an order of in-

sects. It contains two leading' groups, the Ho-
vtoptcra and Heteroftera. In the former the
two pairs of wings when present are applied
in rest pent-house fashion to the sides of the
body. Several families are wingless. Cicadas,
plant-lice {Aphis) and the like come here. In
the second group the wings, when at rest, placed
horizontally across the body, the second pair
covered by the upper, which are hemielytra,
that is, the basal half is leathery, the distal

portion membranous. See Bug.

Hemlock, one of various plants, (i) A
highly poisonous umbelliferous herb of the genus
C(mium, one species of which is European and
the other African. The well-known officinal

European one (C. maculatum} has become ex-
tensively naturalized as a weed in the United
States. It is easily recognized by the wavy,
crenate ridges of its short, laterally compressed
fruit, and also by the disagreeable mouse-like
odor when bruised (see Coxiuii). (2) The
water hemlocks or cowbanes of the closely allied

genus Cicuta, which is also both European and
American. The common American species is

C. maculata, which grows in swamps and wet
places, and is also dangerously poisonous, es-

pecially in its turnip-like cavernous root. See
Cicrr.-v.

Hemlock-spruce, an American coniferous
tree of the genus Abies (or Tsuga) of which
two species are recognized, the common northern
one (7". canadensis), and a lesser one of the
Southern AUeghanies (T. CaroHiiiana). The
wood is too soft, weak, and brittle to be of
extensive use as lumber, but the bark is of
great importance in tanning. See FtR.

Hemlock, Water. See Hemlock.
Hem'meter, John Cohn, American physi-

cian : b. Baltimore, Md., 25 .\pril 1864. He
studied at the Royal Gymnasium, Wiesbaden,
Germany; Baltimore City College: and Univer-
sity of ilaryland: and became clinical professor
of medicine in the last named institution, and
director of the clinical !aborator>-. He is asso-

ciate editor of '.\rchives for Digestive Diseases,'

Berhn. and author of: ^The Specie.'
'^ •' '

r;.-

and Treatment of Diseases of the D _

gans' (1896); 'Diseases of the ~ :'

(1897); "Diseases of the Intestines' U90i);
'Theodore Billroth, a biography' (1900). He is

also a composer, and has composed 'Hygeia'
(cantata): 'Prelude and Choral Music to the
23d Psalm' and other works.

Hem'orrhage. See Bleeding.

Hemp. The hemp plant proper, or " com-
mon hemp," is Cannabis satiia, an annual shmb
belonging to the Urticacex. The t

however, is used to designate many ,

of fibre which are in no way related i ...•,• -;«-

des of common hemp, such as Manila hemp,
fr.-i-ii - r:-.--',-- i-'iii 'T,.-T'n friiiTi "iti agavc, bow
e:- and 30 or
n^ Is of com-
mon hemps are also speciaiiy designated, with
prefixes, as Breton hemp. Piedmontese, Russian,
English, China, and Japanese hemps, and many
others, some of these being trade names, or the
names of varieties. The h

.•--.-
.j

native of that part of -

India and Persia, though, i..,^ ...... ..> ^ .....re

has been extended to many portions of the

world in both temperate and tropical climes. It

was nsed by the Scythians 2,500 years ago. and
it was probably known to the Chinese and Eluro-

peans many centuries earlier. The Romans used
it for sails and cordage, but not until after the
dawn of the Christian era. It grows wild in

many parts of India, where it is regarded more
for its product known as chang or hasheesh than
for its fibre. It flourishes on both the east and
west coasts of Africa, and has been naturalized
in Australia, as well as in several South Amer-
ican countries. In Etirope it is cultivated chiefly

in France, Italy, Germany, and central and
southern Russia, and it will grow in Great Brit-
ain and Sweden. The plains of Hungary are
peculiarly adapted to its culture. It is a favorite
textile in China and Japan, the fibre from the
last named country being particularly strong and
fine, and at the same time, better prepared than
many European hemps. The plant is an annual
shrub, the fibre being produced in the bark of the
straight stiflE stalks or stems, and is therefore
a bast fibre. In the experiments of Roxburgh
and others, Russian hemp is taken as the stan-

dard of comparison for all other fibres. The
stems vary from 3 to 20 feet long, dependent
upon the ^ariety and the soil in which grown.
The best kinds have a hollow stem, the wood
of which breaks down readily when cleaned for
the fibre. While hemp is produced commercially
in ver>- few localities of the United States, it will

thrive from ocean to ocean, and from the Gulf
to Canada. Its culti\-ation as a fibre crop is

confined chiefly to Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri,
Nebraska, and California, though considerable
hemp, in past time, has been produced in New
York. Lately it has been experimented with in

the South, notablj- in Mississippi and Te.xas.

The bulk of the crop is grown at the present
time in Kentuckj- and California.

The Kentuckj- hemp industry is very old, for
the fibre was culti%'ated in the early part of the
last century. The armial production, in 1859,
reached a total of 73,000 tons, but 20 years
later it had fallen off to such an extent that 5,000
tons only were recorded for the entire country.
Since that time it has fluctuated between 5.000
and 12.000 tons as the total crop of the country,
the annual production at the present time being
less than the smaller figure. In late years the
price has ruled at about 3'-2 cents per pound,
though now it is quoted at 4^2 cents, .\merican
hemp was at one time used to some extent for

the rigging of vessels, although its largest use
was for bag^ng. As early as 1S24 it was em-
ployed in the navy, and efforts were made later

by the government toward the production of
better grades of hemp by water retting. The
fibre has also been used for twines, and for

woven fabrics. In late years the demand has
been largely for a low grade fibre that could be
manufactured into binder twine, though the bulk
of the binder twine is made from manila and
sisal. \'ery recently there has been a demand
for a better grade of fibre, which has resulted

in more careful methods, particularly on the
Pacific coast, where a fibre has been produced
fit for fine twines and cordage. Kentucky. Illi-

nois, and Nebraska hemps are coarse, dark in

color, and are not carefully prepared, which
is the reason for the low price of 3*2 cents

against 8 and 10 cents per pound for finer im-
ported hemps. The best hemp comes from Italy,
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chiefly from the provinces of Bologna and Fer-

rara, the fibre being very vvliite, very well pre-

pared, and of superb strength. Breton hemp
from France is almost as good, but rarely im-

ported. Russian comes in several grades, some
light, but not as light as the Italian, some dark
like the native fibre, and low in grade. Some
good hemp comes from Austria-Hungary, and a

trifle from other portions of Europe. Little

if any of the Japan fibre reaches this market,
though the best Japanese is as good as the Ital-

ian. We consume annually less tlian lo.ooo

tons, including both the native and imported.
There are many varieties of the hemp plant,

four or five having been grown in the United
States, though it is said that tlie bulk of the

seed at present sown is the China hemp and a
Japanese variety. Five varieties are cultivated

in Europe, a common form reaching a height

of 5 to 7 feet ; Piedmontese or Bologna, an Ital-

ian variety that averages 12 feet in height; China
hemp, introduced in 1846 ; a small hemp found
in the valley of the Arno, and around Tus-
cany, and Arabian hemp, cultivated for the res-

inous principle or drug.
Limestone soils and the alluvial soils of the

river bottoms are best adapted to hemp culture,

and the seed bed should be almost as carefully

prepared as for flax. One to three bushels of

seed are sown per acre broadcast, and lightly

covered. The planting, in Kentucky, usually be-

gins in April, and the crop may be harvested in

100 days. For further particulars regarding the

culture and preparation of this fibre, see Special

Reports Nos. i, 8, and 11, office of Fibre Inves-
tigations of the Department of Agriculture, and
Hemp Culture in the L'nited States, Year-book
of Agriculture for 1901. See also the 'Diction-

ary of the Economic Products of India.'

While some 300 patents have been issued in

this country for hemp machines, the bulk of the

fibre is extracted by means of the old-fashioned,

clumsy wooden "slat brake** that has been em-
ployed from time immemorial and without im-
provement or change. With one of these brakes
a Kentucky negro can extract perhaps 150 pounds
of fibre in a day. Tlie brakes used in European
hemp coimtries are little better, though they are
smaller and less clumsy. The best foreign hemps
are water retted, the stalks dried with great
care, often in kilns, and therefore are more
evenly prepared, and the fibre soft, strong,

and light in color— almost white as in the Ital-

ian and French hemp. On the contrary most of
the American hemps are dew retted, and are
exposed to alternate freezing and thawing, as

the stalks He on the ground, giving an inferior

product, uneven, and very dark in color, often
a slate gray. See Cord.\ge ; Cord.^ge Industries

;

Fibre; Fl.\x ; Manila Hemp: Rajiie; Sisal.

Chas. Rich.\rds Dodge.

Hemp-agrimony. See Eupatorium.

Hemp-nettle, a genus {Gahopsis') of Euro-
pean plants of the mint family, two species of
which have become naturalized as weeds in the

eastern United States.

Hemp'hill, James C, American journalist:

b. Due West, Abbeville County, S. C., 18 May
1850. Was graduated at Erskine College in

his native town in 1870 and entered journalism
as editor of the Abbeville, S. C, 'Medium' in

1871. In 1880 he joined the staflf of the

Charleston A'etvs and Courier, of which since
1888 he has been manager and editor.

Hempl, George, American philologist: b.

Whitewater, Wis., 6 July 1859. He was grad-
uated at the universities of Michigan in 1879 and
of Jena in 1889, and was appointed instructor

in German at Johns Hopkins University in

1884. After spending three years abroad
(1886-9) in study at Gottingen, Tiibingen,

Strasburg, and Berlin, he became junior pro-
fessor of English in the University of Michigan,
where he has been professor of English philology
and general linguistics since 1897. He has been
a voluminous writer, and among his technical

works may be mentioned 'German Orthography
and Phonology' (1897) : 'German Grammar'
(1901).

Hemp'stead, N. Y., village, in the town of
the same name, in Nassau County ; on the Long
Island Railroad; about 15 miles east of the bor-
ough of Brooklyn, and 10 miles from the ocean.
The village was settled in 1643 by people from
New England. The Presbyterian Society of

Hempstead .claim the oldest Presbyterian organi-

zation in the country, dating their beginning in

this village in 1644. Hempstead is located in a
section of Long Island in which there are many
summer homes. During the war with Spain an
encampment for State troops was located at

Hempstead ; it was called Camp Black after

the then governor of the State. The chief in-

dustrial interests are market gardening, farming,
and the manufacturing of cork insoles, phos-
phates, and carriages. Pop. (1900) 3,582.

Hempstead, Texas, town, county-seat of
Waller County; on the Houston & T. C. rail-

road ; about 50 miles northwest of Houston and
113 miles east by south of Austin. It is situated

in a fertile agricultural region, noted for its

cotton fields and its vegetable products. It has
a cottonseed-oil mill, cotton-gins, and its trade
is chiefly in cotton, grain, fruits, and vegetables.

Pop. 1,978.

Hems, or Horns, horns (Lat. Emcsa), Sy-
ria, an ancient citj', near the Orontes and
the Lake of Homs, 86 miles northeast of

Damascus. Its temple of the sun-god Elagaba-
lus was famous, and one of its priests became
emperor of Rome, assuming its title, in 218.

Here in 272 Zenobia was defeated by Aurelian,

and in 1832 the forces of the sultan of Turkey
by Ibrahim Pasha. The town is still surrounded
by its ancient walls now in a ruinous condition.

It has some manufactures of silk goods and gold
ornaments, and a trade in oil and agricultural

produce. Pop. est. 30,000.

Hem'street, Charles, American journalist

and author : b. New York 20 Sept. 1866. He en-

tered the profession of journalism as a reporter

in 1886. and was connected with the City Press
Association utitil 1900, when he resigned to

devote himself to literature and historical re-

search. He has published: 'Manhattan' (1888):
'Nooks and Corners of Old New York' (1899) ;

'The Calendar of Old New York' (igoo) ; 'His-

tory of New York City' (1901) ; 'When Old
New York was Young' (1901).

Hem'yng, Bracebridge, English author: b.

London 1832; d. i8yi. In early life a journal-

ist he began at the age of 35 a series of sensa-

tional tales for boys known as the 'Jack Hark-
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away' stories, which for a dozen years had great
vogue in Great Britain and the United States.

He wrote not only some 20 serial stories ha\-ing

to do with the adventures of 'Jack Harkaway,'
but upward of 40 volumes of sensational fic-

tion, none of which, however, found readers in

America.

Hen-hawk, or Chicken-hawk, any kind of
hawk which attacks poultrj-, or is supposed to

do so. Two or three large buzzard-hawks are
popularly so called in the eastern United States,

and at least two smaller falcons. In the West,
and in other parts of the English-speaking world,
are other species of the same repute, more or
less well-deser\ed. In England the analogue
of the American marsh-hawk (q.v.) is known as

"hen-harrier." Certain owls everj-where kill

much poultry where it is not safely housed
at night. In Xorth America the best known
hen-hawks are the broad-winged, red-tailed, and
red-shouldered (q.v.; also Buzzard). They are
comparatively harmless to poultry, however,
feeding mainly on squirrels, mice, frogs, etc.

The broad-wing (Buteo pennsytzaiiicus) is one
of the most familiar of our hawks, breeding
numerously in the woods all over the country.
It is 16 inches long, with the tail 7 inches,

and the wing 11 inches. The upper parts are
dull limber-brown, the tail almost black, crossed
by two to four pale brown bands ; the lower
parts are dull rufous brown, nearly unbroken
on the breast. It is rather sluggish in tem-
perament, though capable of swift and bold ac-
tion, and feeds mainly on mice, but wUl now
and then seize young chickens, ducklings, etc.

On the whole, as in the case of the other buz-
zard-hawks, it is of more service than injury to
the agriculturist. The real culprits are two
small, swift, agile falcons. Cooper's (Accipiter
cooperi), and the sharp-shin (A. velox). The
former is nearly two feet long, grayish-brown on
the upper parts and white below, with the sides

and breast barred with dusky red-brown, and
tail barred with blackish. The sharp-shin has
much the same colors, but is little more than
half as large, and is further distinguished by
the triangular shape of the tarsus, giving it an
edge in front. These bold and active falcons

live mainly on birds, and on farms prey largely

on chickens and house-sparrows, compensating
somewhat for the former by killing the latter.

Consult Fisher, * Hawks and Owls of the United
States' (Washington 1893).

Henbane, a dangerous plant (Hyoscyamus
niger) of the order Solanacca, which contains

the tobacco, stramoniimi and other plants

abounding in narcotic poisons. The black hen-
bane (Hyoscyamus niger) represents some 15
species of the Mediterranean region, and springs

up in waste places throughout Great Britain

and the eastern United States, where it has
become naturalized. It is an annual, somewhat
bushy, about two feet high, with large sinuated
or sharply lobcd leaves without leaf-stalks, and
large dingy yellow flowers wi:'i purplish veins.

The whole plant is covered wi'h unctuous hairs,

and has a nauseous smell. The seeds contain
in largest quantity the specific alkaloid hyos-
cyamin, which cr>"stallizes in stellated acicular

crystals of a silky lustre. The symptoms of
poisoning by henbane are similar to those pro-
duced by other narcotic poisons, and the proper
trcctmenl is the same as in cases of poisoning

by opium. In medicine henbane is employed
both externally and internally. The leaves are

the part commonly used : they are gathered and
quickly dried when the plant is in full flower.

Fomentations of henbane are applied to painful

glandular swellings, parts affected with neu-
ralgia, etc., and are often found to afford re-

lief. An extract of henbane is sometimes em-
ployed instead of belladonna to dilate the pupil

of the eye. Tincture and extract of henbane are

often administered in cases of annojnng cough,
spasmodic asthma, and other diseases requiring
sedatives and anti-spasmodics. For many cases

it has one great advantage over laudanum, in

not producing constipation. The other species

of henbane possess similar properties. The dried

stalks of H. albits are used by smoking in

Greece to allay toothache.

Hen'derson, Charles Hanford, American
educator and author : b. Philadelphia 30 Dec.

1861. He was graduated from the University

of Pennsylvania Ln 1882, was lecturer at the

Franklin Institute 18S3-5, 18S5-6: lecturer on
education at Han-ard 1897-S: and director of

Pratt Institute, Brookl\-n, 189S-9. He has pub-
Hshed 'Elements of Phj-sics' (1900) ; 'John
Percyfield: the .\natomy of Cheerfulness*

(1903); 'The Children of (jOodFortime' (1904).

Henderson, Charles Richmond, .American
educator: b. Covington, Ind., 17 Dec. 1848. He
was graduated from the University of Chicago
in 1870, and has been professor of sociology

there since 1892. He was president 26th Na-
tional Conference of Charities 1898^, and vice-

president National Prison .Association. He has

published 'Social Spirit in America' (1896);

'Social Settlement* (1897); 'Social Element'
(189S).

Henderson, David Bremner, .American
statesman: b. Old Deer, Scotland, 14 March
1S40: u. Dubuque. Iowa, 25 Jan. 1906. He was
educated in the public schools and Upper Iowa
University; in 1861 entered- the army as lieu-

tenant of the Twelfth Iowa regiment; lost

a leg at Corinth (1863), and was discharged

from the service. He then became commis-
sioner of the board of enrolment in the 3d
Iowa district, but re-entered the army as

colonel in 1864. He studied law and was ad-

mitted to the bar in Iowa in 1865, and was
United States district attorney in the northern

division of Iowa 1869-71. He early became
prominent in the local politics of his district,

and was a delegate to three Republican national

conventions. In 1882 he was elected to the

House of Representatives, and was re-elected

biennally till 1902. He was for many years

one of the leaders of the Republicans in the

House, served on the committee of appropria-

tions for 10 years, and was chairman of the

judiciary committee and a member of the com-
mittee on rules in the 54th and 55th Congresses.

He assisted Speaker Reed (q.v.) in the making
of the "Reed rtiles." was consistently an advo-

cate of sound money, and a strong supporter of

President McKinley's Cuban polio,-. .At the

organization of the 56th Congress in 1899 he
was chosen speaker of the House, and re-elected

in 1901 : he was an impartial presiding officer

and took important part in shaping the legisla-

tion made necessary by the Spanish war and
the acquisition of new territory. In 1902 he
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declined a unanimous renominalion from his

district, because he could not support the policy

of tariff revision then made a prominent issue

by Iowa Republicans.

Henderson, Isaac, American journalist
and novelist: b. Brooklyn, N. Y., 13 Feb. 1850.

He was graduated from Williams College in

1872, and the same year joined the staff of the
New York Evening Post, of which journal he
became publisher in 1876. He sold his interests

in 1880, and went abroad in 1888, making his

home in London and Rome. Author of *The
Prelate' U898) ; 'Agatha Page' (1900).

Henderson, James Pinckney, American
soldier and politician : b. Lincoln County, North
Carolina, 21 ALarch 1808; d. Washington, D. C,
4 June 1858. He practised law in Mississippi

;

went to Texas in 1836, and became secretary of
state of the Texan Republic 1837-9. In the
latter year he was sent as a minister to England
and France to secure the recognition of Texan
independence, and went to Washington in 1844
to secure annexation. He was a member of the
Texas constitutional convention 1845, and the
following year was elected first governor of
the State. In 1857 he was appointed senator
from Texas as a State Rights Democrat. Hen-
derson fought in the Mexican War and Con-
gress gave him a sword for his gallantry.

Henderson, Mary N. Foote, American
writer on domestic science : b. New' Y'ork 1842.

She was married to J. B. Henderson, a:id in

1876 organized the St. Louis School of Design.
She is the author of "Diet for the Sick,' 'Prac-
tical Cooking and Dinner Giving.'

Henderson, Peter, .American horticultur-
ist: b. Porthead, Scotland, 1823: d. Jersey City,

N. J., 17 Jan. 1890. He came to America in

1843, and opened a seed-store in New Y"ork city

m 1862. He has been called "the father of

horticulture and ornamental gardening in the
United States." He published "Practical Flori-

culture' (1867) ; 'Gardening for Profit' (1866) ;

'Gardening for Pleasure' (1875); 'Garden and
Farm Topics' (1884) ; 'How the Farm Pays'
(1884).

Henderson, Richard, American pioneer: b.

Hanover Count}', Virginia, 1734; d. North Car-
olina 1785. He studied law and in 1769 was
appointed associate justice of the superior court
of North Carolina. After the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence he declined re-
election to the bench, in order to participate in

the scheme of the Transylvania Land Company.
By this scheme the company organized as a
political community with president, legislature,

and judges, all the territory lying between the
Cumberland River, the Cumberland Moimtains,
and the Kentucky River. The State of Virginia
annulled the deed of sale of this tract of terri-

tory which the Cherokee Indians had given to
the Transylvania Land Company, but as a re-
ward for the pioneer work of the company,
granted them an area 12 miles square on the
Ohio River, below the mouth of the Greene
River.

Henderson, William James, American
musical critic and author : b. Newark. N. J.,

4 Dec. 1855. He was graduated from Princeton
College in 1876, and joined the staff of the
New York Tribune, the following year becoming
musical critic of the New York Times. He

was associate editor of 'The Standard Diction-
ary' (1892-4), and has published: 'The Story
of Music' (1889); 'Preludes and Studies'

(1891); 'Sea Yarns for Boys' (1894); 'Afloat
with the Flag' (1895); 'Elements of Naviga-
tion' (1895); 'The Last Cruise of the Mo-
hawk' (1897) : 'What is Good Music?' (1898) ;

'How Music Developed' (1899) ; 'The Orches-
tra and Orchestral Music' (1899) ; 'Richard
Wagner' (igoi).

Henderson, Ky., city, county-seat of Hen-
derson County ; on the Ohio River, and on the
Illinois C, the Louisville & N., the Louisville, H.
& St. L. R.R.'s ; about 10 miles below Evans-
ville, Ind., and 103 miles, in direct line, south-
west of Louisville. It has regular .steamboat
connection with Louisville, Evansville, Mem-
phis, and other river ports. It is one of the
oldest settlements on the Ohio River, but it

was not incorporated until 1797. It is situated

in a fertile agricultural region, rich in timber
and coal. The chief manufactures are cotton
and woolen goods, flour, hominy, lumber, to-

bacco products, furniture, carriages and wagons,
foundry products, car-works, and agricultural
implements. Large shipments are made of corn,
wheat, and tobacco. It has large coal and lum-
ber yards, grain-elevators, tobacco-stcmmeries,
fine fairgrounds, and Atkinson Park, the area
of which is about 100 acres. It has a sana-
torium and a number of well-built churches and
schools. The charter of 1893 provides for a
mayor, who holds office four years and is not
eligible for re-election, and a common council.

The city owns and operates the electric-light

and gas plants and the waterworks. Pop.

(1900) 10,272.

Henderson, N. C, town, county-seat of
Vance County, on the Southern and the Sea-
board A. L. R.R.'s : about 12 miles east of

Oxford and 42 miles north of Raleigh. Hen-
derson was settled in 1820, but was not incor-

porated until 1842. It is situated in a cotton
and tobacco region of the State. The chief

industrial establishments are cotton-gins, cot-

ton-seed oil mills, cotton-mills, knitting-mills,

tobacco warehouses, wagon-factories, flour-

mills, and lumber-yards. Its chief trade is in

cotton and tobacco. Pop. (1890) 4,191; (190G)

3,746.

Henderson, Texas, town, county-seat of
Rusk County : on a branch of the International

& G. N. railroad: about 122 miles southeast of
Dallas and 165 miles north by east from Hous-
ton. It is situated in an agricultural section,

and the chief industries are connected with ag-

ricultural produclj. Its chief industrial estab-

lishments are a foundry, a pottery, and cotton-

gins. The trade is in manufactured articles,

live-stock, cotton, and vegetables. It is the seat

of a norma! college.

Hen'dersonville, N. C, town, county-seat
of Henderson County; on the Southern Rail-

way; about 21 miles south of Asheville and
100 miles west of Charlotte. It is situated in a

mountainous portion of the State, but in the

valleys are fertile farm lands. The chief in-

dustrial establishments are a furniture factory,

a tannery, a canning factory, and a lumber yard.

Apples and vegetables are among the agricul-

tural products shipped to other markets. Hen-
dersonville has a large number of summer
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guests owing to the healthfulness of the climate

and the beauty of the scenerj-. Pop. (.igoo)

Hen'dricks, Thomas Andrews, American
politician, 21 st \'ice-President of the United
States : b. near Zanesville, O., 7 Sept 1819 : d.

Indianapolis, Ind., 25 Nov. 1885. He was grad-
uated at South Hanover College, Indiana, in

1841 ; studied law and was admitted to the

Indiana bar in 1843. In 1S45 he was eleaed
to the legislature, and in 1850 and 1852 to Con-
gress. In i860 he was the Democratic candi-

date for governor of Indiana, but was defeated.

He was a United States senator 1863-9; an<l ^t

the Democratic National Convention of 1868

received 132 votes for the Presidential nomina-
tion. In the same year he was again defeated

for the governorship of Indiana, but in 1S72

was elected. In the Democratic National Con-
vention of 1876 he was nominated for the Vice-
Presidency, but the ticket, headed by Tilden,

was defeated. Hendricks was again nominated
for the Vice- Presidency in 18S4, however, on the

ticket with Cleveland, and on this occasion was
elected.

Hendrix, Eugene Russell, American
Methodist bishop: b. Fayette. Mo., 17 May 1S47.

He was graduated from Wesleyan University-,

Middletown, Conn., 1S67; and the Union Theo-
logical Seminar}' 1869. Appointed bishop of

the Methodist Episcopal Church South, in 1886,

he has since made official visits to China. Japan,
Korea, Mexico, and Brazil. He is the pos-

sessor of John Wesley's manuscript 'Journal'

written in America 1736-7. He has written

<Around the World' (1878); 'Skilled Labor
for the Master' (1900),

Hengist, heng'gist, Saxon founder of the

kingdom of Kent in Great Britain : d. about 488.

He and his brother Horsa were renowned among
the Sa.xons for their bodily strength and the

antiquity of their familj-, which derived its ori-

gin in a direct line from Odin. In 449 the

Britons sued for aid from the Saxons against

the inroads of the Scots and Picts. Under com-
mand of Hengist and Horsa the Saxons landed

at the mouth of the Thames, attacked the ene-

mies of the Britons, and defeated them near

Stamford in 450 .\.d. As soon as they had
received reinforcements from home they sought
occasion for a quarrel, and uniting with the

Scots and Picts they attacked the Britons, who
were forced to flee or submit to the Saxons.
Some fled to Arraorica (Haute-Bretagne), to

which they gave their name. Hengist, who had
lost his brother in the battle near Eglesford

(now .\ylesford) in 455 a.d., founded the king-

dom of Kent. He established his residence in

Canterbury. By some of our writers Hengist
and Horsa are regarded as m\-thical personages.

Hening's Statutes, the first complete col-

lection of the laws of any American State, in-

cluding those of its colonial times, those repealed

and those dropped in revision. These were the

"Statutes at Large of Virginia. 1619-1792." in

13 volumes, published at Richmond 1809-23. by
William Waller Hening. clerk of the court of

chancers- : Jefferson is said to have suggested

the publication. It is highly valued as a histor-

ical source.

Henley, William Ernest, English poet,

critic, and journalist: b. Gloucester 23 Aug.

1S49: d. Woking 12 July 1003. He entered on a

journalistic career in London, and in 1877 be-

came first editor of the magazine 'London.'
He was then editor successiveh" of the 'Maga-
zine of Art' (1882-6), of the 'Scots'— later the
'Xational Obser\-er*— (1888-93), and of the
'Xew Review' (1893-8). His first pubHcation.
'In Hospital: Rhymes and Rhythms' (1888),
was inspired by his own experiences as a patient

in Edinburgh Infirmary. Its contents were sub-
sequently included in 'A Book of Verses'
(1888). A second volume of poems, 'The Song
of the Sword,' appeared in 1892 (2d ed. as
'London Voluntaries' 1893). Both of these
books were incorporated in the collection of his

'Poems' (1898). Later poetical works were:
'For England's Sake' (1900) : and 'Hawthorn
and Lavender, and Other Verses' (1901).
Henley collaborated with Stevenson four plays.

'Deacon Brodie.' 'Beau Austin,' and 'Admiral
Guinea' and 'Macaire.' He also edited, either
alone or in cooperation with others, the follow-
ing anthologies and collections : 'Lyra Hero-
ica' (1891), an anthologj- of English patriotic

verse; 'A London Garland: from Five Cen-
turies of Fjiglish Verse' (1895) : 'Book of
English Prose* (1896): 'English Lvrics, 1340-
1809' (1897) : *The Works of Lord Bvron'
(1897) ; 'The Poetn- of Wilfrid Blunt' (1896) :

and 'London TjTies' (189S), and was editor of
a series of 'Tudor Translations.' The 'Cen-
tenarj' Bums' (1896-7) is an imponant work
edited by him with the cooperation of T. F.
Henderson. The fourth volume contains an
elaborate estimate by Henley of Bums as poet
and man, published separately in 1898. His
critical work appears at its best in '^"iews and
Re\-iews: Literature' (1890), and 'Views and
Reviews: Painting and Sculpture' (1901).
Both as poet and critic he was prejudiced and
aggressive, but keen, ^-igorous. and often dis-

tinguished in stj'le. A paper on Stevenson con-
tributed to the 'Pall Mall' in 1901 aroused
much unfavorable comment by its arraignment
of Balfour's 'Life '

Henley-on-Thames, England, a market-
town and municipal borough of O.xfordshire. on
the Thames, 35 miles by rail west of London.
The town is especially famous for its annual
regatta in July, a notable event in the British
sporting world. The universitj- boat races are
held on the river here, and Americans frequently
take part in the various open events. Pop.
(1901) 5.084.

Henlopen. See Cape Hexlopen.
Henna, a shrub (Lazisonia inermis) re-

sembling the privet, but of the order Lythra-
CX.E. It grows in moist situations throughout
the north of .\frica. .\rabia. Persia, and the
East Indies, and has acquired celebrity from
being used by the inhabitants of those coun-
tries to dye the nails of their fingers and the
manes, hoofs, etc., of their horses. For this

purpose the leaves are dried, powdered, and
made into a paste with hot water, which im-
parts a yellow color, requiring renewal every
three or four weeks. It is cultivated exten-
sively in Egj-pt, and the powdered leaves form
a large article of export to Persia and Turkey.
Henna is supposed to be the kophcr of the
Hebrew, translated camphire in the Song of
Solomon.
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Hennepin, Louis, loo-e en-pan or hcn'e-
pin, French Franciscan missionary and ex-
plorer in North America : b. Ath, Belgium, about

1640; d. Utrecht, Holland, about 1706. He en-

tered a convent, and being sent by his superiors

to Calais and Dunkirk, the stories he heard
from the sailors inspired him with a desire to

visit distant countries. At length he embarked
for Canada, and arrived at Quebec in 1675. In

1676 he went to the Indian mission at Fort
Frontenac, whence he visited the Five Nations
and the Dutch settlement at Albany. In 1678
he was attached to La Salle's expedition, and,

in company with the Chevalier de Tonty and
the Sieur de la Motte, was ordered to sail from
Fort Frontenac to Niagara, and there construct
a vessel for navigating the Lakes above the falls.

This accomplished, La Salle joined the party,

and on 7 Aug. 1679 the adventurers began their

voyage on Lake Erie. They passed through
Lakes Erie, Huron, and Michigan, to the mouth
of the St. Joseph's River, ascended this in canoes
to the portage, carried their frail barks several

miles by land to the Kankakee, and floated down
this stream and the Iroquois to the Illinois, on
the banks of which they built Fort Crevecceur
near the present site of Peoria. After a delay
of two months at this place. La Salle returned to

Fort Frontenac for supplies, charging Father
Hennepin with a voyage of discovery to the
sources of the Mississippi, which had never been
explored above the mouth of the Wisconsin.
Accompanied by Picard du Gay and Michel
Ako, he set out in a canoe 29 Feb. 1680, followed
the Illinois to its mouth, and ascended the Mis-
.sissippi to the Falls of St. Anthony, which he was
the first European to see, and which he named
in honor of his patron saint. This was on 30
April. Arriving at the mouth of the St. Francis
River, in what is now the State of Minnesota,
he traveled by land about 180 miles along its

banks, naming it in honor of the founder of his

order, and visited the Sioux Indians, whom he
mentions bj- the names Issati and Nadouessioux.
He stayed with them three months, being, ac-

cording to his own account, held in captivity,

and then, meeting a party of Frenchmen who
had come into the country by way of Lake Su-
perior, returned with them to Canada, descend-
ing the Mississippi to the Wisconsin, and pass-
ing up that river and down the Fox, and so

through Green Bay to Lake Michigan. From
Quebec he sailed for France, where he published
in 1683 his 'Description de la Louisiane Nou-
vellement Decouverte au Sud-Ouest de la Nou-
velle-France, etc.,' containing the fullest pub-
lished account of La Salle's first expedition, a
history of his second voyage, and of Hennepin's
own explorations, with a description of the upper
Mississippi. Notwithstanding the writer's van-
ity and fondness for exaggeration, the work is

valuable. He put off his clerical dress in Holland
about 1697, but to the end of his life seems to
have written himself: "Recollect missionary and
apostolic notary." In 1697, 10 years after La
Salle's death, Hennepin published his extraor-
dinary 'Nouvelle Decouverte d'un Tres-Grand
Pays Situe dans I'Amerique entre le Nouveau
Mexique et la Mer Glaciale, etc.,' reprinted the
next year under the title 'Nouveau Voyage dans
un Pays Plus Grand que I'Europe. etc' In this

work, which embodies his 'Description de la Lou-
isiane,' written anew and enlarged, he claims

to have descended to the mouth of the Mississippi,
and to have been the first European who fioated
on that river. He gives a description of the
scenery, Indian tribes, and distances along the
route, with a minuteness which easily gained
him credit for veracity, and explained his long
silence on this important point by saying that he
feared the enmity of La Salle, who had ordered
him to follow a different course, and who prided
himself upon his own claims as the first who
descended the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico.
Notwithstanding the utter impossibility of recon-
ciling the dates given in Hennepin's narrative,
the story obtained general credence until its false-

ness was exposed by Jared Sparks. (See 'Life
of I^a Salle' by Sparks in the 'Library of Amer-
ican Biography.' ) Consult: Saint-Genois, "Lcs
Voyageurs Beiges du XIII. au XIX. Sieclc'

(1867) ; Van Hulet, 'Notice sur le Pere Louis
Hennepin' (1845); Shea, 'Discovery of the
Mississippi' (1852) ; Parkman, 'La Salle and
the Discovery of the Great West' ; Winsor,
'Narrative and Critical Flistory of America,'
Vol. IV. (1884).

Hen'nessey, William J., Ajiglo-American
artist : b. Thomastown, County Kilkenny, Ire-

land, 1839. He was brought to New York when
10 years of age, and became a student of the
Academy of Design in 1856. He paints in oil

and water colors, with a preference for land-
scape, and draws in black and white as an
illustrator. In 1863 he was elected a National
Academician, and since 1870 has lived in Lon-
don, England.

Hennessy, John, American Roman Catho-
lic bishop : b. Ireland 20 Aug. 1825 ; d. Dubuque,
Iowa, 4 March 1900. He came to the United
States in 1847, and pursued his theological
studies in Carondelet Seminary, near St. Louis.
After serving several years as a missionary
in Missouri he became professor in Carondelet
Seminary in 1854, and its president in 1857. He
was afterward pastor in St. Joseph, Mo.; be-
came bishop of Dubuque in 1866, and archbishop
in 1893.

Hennessy, John Joseph, American Roman
Catholic bishop: b. County Cork, Ireland, 19

July 1847. He came to America in early life

and was graduated at the Christian Brothers'
College, St. Louis, Mo., in 1862. He was or-
dained priest in 1869; founded the Railroad
Men's Benevolent Union 1871 ; established the
Ursuline convent, Arcadia, Mo., 1877; and ed-
ited 'The Youth's Magazine,' St. Louis, 1880-6.

He was consecrated bishop of Wichita, Kan.,
in November 1888.

Hen'niker, Hon. Mrs. Arthur, English
novelist. She is a daughter of Richard Monck-
ton Milnes (q.v.), ist Baron Houghton, and
was married to Hon. Arthur Henniker in 1882.

Her books, which have had an American as

well as English circulation, include: 'Sir

George' ("1891): 'Foiled' (1893); 'Outlines'

(1894): 'In Scarlet and Gray' (1896); 'Sow-
ing the Sand' (1898) : etc.

Hen'ningsen, Charles Frederick, American
military oflicer : b. in England, of Swedish par-

ents, 1815; d. Washington. D. C, 14 June 1877.

He joined the Carlists in Spain in 1834. and
later was a follower of Kossuth in the Hun-
garian Revolution. He went to Nicaragua in

1856, where he distinguished himself in the de-
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fense of Granada, and in the ^^ctory at Quer-
csma. During the Ci\"il War he ser\-ed in the

Confederate army, becoming a brigadier-general.

He directed the construction of the first Minie
rifles manufactured in the United States. His
publications include 'Eastern Europe' ; 'Past
and Future of Hungar>-' ; 'Sixty Years Hence*

;

'Personal Recollections of Nicaragua': 'The
WTiite Slave' : etc

Henri, Robert, American painter: b. Phil-

adelphia, Pa., 1S65. He began his art studies

in his native cit>- and became an instructor in

the Philadelphia School of Design. He has ex-
hibited in Paris, and his picture 'Snow' was
purchased by the French government and hangs
in the Luxembourg. While in Paris he gathered
round him a group of pupils in his studio, and
as a landscape painter did much to impress
younger men with his breadth and vigor of stj-le.

\Miile he is a landscape painter of notable at-

tainment, his portraits also are admirable for

the power of indi\"idualization and the directness

which characterizes them.

Henriet'ta, Dcchess of Orleaxs: b. Exeter
16 June 1644 ; d- St. Cloud, France, 30 June 1670.

She was the daughter of King Charles I. Her
mother fled with her to France where she was
educated a Roman Catholic. Her marriage with
the brother of Louis XIV., Philip of France,

Duke of Orleans, was celebrated in March. :66i.

Louis XIV. was desirous of detaching her
brother. Charles II., from the triple alliance with
Holland and Sweden, in order to accomplish his

plan of obtaining possession of a part of Hol-
land. She went, therefore, in 1670, with the

court to Flanders, and. under pretense of visit-

ing her brother, passed over to Dover, where
Charles was awaiting her arri\-al, and there suc-

ceeded in obtaining his signature to the secret

treatj- of Dover. Shonly after her return she

died so suddenly as to excite the suspicion of

her being poisoned. Bossuet pronoimced her
funeral oration.

Henrietta Maria, queen of Charles I. of

England: b. Paris 25 Nov. 1609: d. Colombes.
near Paris. 31 Aug. 1669. She was the youngest
child of Henry IV. of France. Her marriage
ceremony was celebrated by proxy at Paris in

1625. On Henrietta's first arrival in England
she enjoyed great popularitj' with her husbands
subjects, but her attachment to the Ro-
man Catholic faith, combined with her hauteur

and despotic ideas as to divine right, soon dis-

sipated these favorable prepossessions. Much of
Charles' subsequent arbitrary and injudicious

procedure, may be traced indirectly to the in-

fluence of his queen. On the breakinT out of

the civil war Henrietta proceeded to Holland,

where she procured money and troops for the

assistance of her husband, and afterward joined

him at Oxford. She again returned to the Con-
tinent, and took up her abode in France.

Henriet'ta, Texas, town, county-seat of
Qay County ; on the Little Wichita River, and
on the Missouri. K. & T.. and the Fort Worth &
D. R.R's : about 90 miles northwest of Fort
Worth and 128 miles northwest of Dallas. It is

sif-.atcd in an agricultural and stock-raising

region, and the building-stone quarries in the
vicinity add to the industrial wealth of the town.
The chief manufactures are flour and lumber.
"Hie town has cottcn-cins. grain elevators, lum-

ber-yards, and stock-yards. The trade is chiefly

in live stock, grain, flour, lumber, cotton, and
building-stone. Fcp. (,1500) 1,0:4.

Henrotin, Ellen M., American social re-

former; b. Ponland, Maine. July 1847. She
was educated in E.:rcpe and in 1869 was mar-
ried to Charles Henrotin. Belgian consul at

Chicago. In 1S93 she was vice-president of the
Congress .Auxiliary of the W"orld's Columbian
Exposition ; the same year she was decorated by
the Sultan of Turkey with the order of Chafkat
and made an Ofiicier de r.A.cademie by the
French Republic, 1899. She was president from
1S94 to 1898 of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.

Henry I., king of England, surnamed
Be.\uclerc. youngest son of William the Con-
queror : b. Selby, Yorkshire, 1068 ; d. Rouen,
France, I Dec 1 135. He was hunting with Wil-
liam Rufus in the New Forest when that prince
received his mortal wound in 1 100, and instantly

going to London, caused himself to be pro-
claimed king, to the prejudice of his elder
brother Roben, then absent in the Crusade. To
reconcile the people to his usurpation Henry
issued a charter containing concessions to public
liberty, and also performed another popular act,

b3- recalling Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury.
In Xovember iioo he married Matilda, daughter
of Malcolm III., king of Scotland. This union
strengthened his parp-, when his brother landed
an army in iioi, with a view of asserting his

claim to the crown. .Actual hostilities were pre-
vented by .\nselm, who induced Robert to ac-
cept a pension ; and it was agreed that in the
event of the death of either of the brothers with-
out issue, the other should succeed to his domin-
ions. He subsequently in\-aded Normandy, and
in II 06 took Robert prisoner, and reduced the
whole duchy. His usurpation of Normandy in-

volved him in continual war, but although Wil-
liam, son of Robert, escaped out of custody, and
was assisted by the king of France, Henrj- main-
tained possession of the duchy. His only son
William was drowned in 1 120 in returning
from Normandy, and Henrj' was never seen to

smile afterward. He married his only daugh-
ter, Matilda, to the Emperor Henry V., and w^hen
she became a widow married her a second time
to Geoffrey Plantagenet, sen of the Count of
.\njou. Henrj- was succeeded by Stephen.

Henry II, king of England, the first of
the line of the Plantagcnets. b. Normandy 1133;
d. Castle of Chinon. near Saumur, France, 6
July 1189. He was the son of Geoffrey, count
of .\njou, and the empress Matilda, daughter of
Henry I. He was invested with the d.ichy of
Normandy, by the consent cf his mother, in

1150. The next year he succeeded his father in

the possession of .\njou and Maine, and by a
marriage with Eleanor of Guienne, just divorced
from Louis VII.. king of France, annexed that
pronnce with Poitou to his other dominions.
He succeeded Stephen as king of England in

1 154- .-Mtlio-.igh involved with his brother Geof-
frey, who attempted to seize .\njou and Maine,
and in a temporary dispute with France, he
reigned prosperously till the memorable con-
test with Thomas Becket. .\nxious to dom-
inate the clerg>-, Henr\- in 1164 summoned
a general council of nobility and prelates
at Clarendon, which assembly passed the famous
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constitutions named from that place, the effect

of which was to render the church and ecclesi-

astical dignitaries subject to the temporal au-

thority. (See Clarendon, Constitutions of.)

.\fter the murder of Becket Henry receded from
his position and restored the Church to its rights.

Before this matter was terminated, Henry, in

il-l, undertook an expedition into Ireland, and
having left Earl Richard in the post of seneschal

of Ireland he returned to England— proceedings

so important to the future destinies of both
countries having occupied only a few months.
Being an indulgent father Henry had assigned

to each of his four sons a provision out of his

extensive territories. The eldest son, Henry,
was not only declared heir to England, Nor-
mandy, Anjou, Maine, and Touraine, but actu-

ally crowned in his father's lifetime. On pay-
ing a visit to the court of his father-in-law,

Louis VII. of France, the prince was induced by
the French monarch to demand of his father the

immediate resignation either of the kingdom of

England or of the dukedom of Normandy. This
request being refused he withdrew from his

father's court, and was openly supported in his

claim by Louis. Henry's various gallantries,

exemplified in the popular and not altogether

unfounded legend of fair Rosamond, or Rosa-
mond Clifford, also embroiled him with his

queen, Eleanor, who incited her other sons,

Richard and Geoffrey, to make similar claims.

A general invasion of Henry's dominions was in

this way concerted, and began in 1 173 by an at-

tack on the frontiers of Normandy, but the king
presently subdued his opponents and entered

into an accommodation with his sons on less

favorable terms than they had previously re-

jected. Henry now employed himself in regula-

tions and improvements which equally manifest
his capacity and love of justice. He partitioned

England into four judiciary districts, appointed
itinerant justices to make regular excursions
through them, revived trial by jury, discouraged
that by combat, and demolished all the newly
erected castles as shelters of violence and an-

archy. The turbulence of his sons still disquiet-

ed him; but Henry, the eldest, was cut off by
fever in 1 183, and three years after the death of

the equally restless Geoffrey occurred. Philip

Augustus, then king of France, however, con-

tinued to foment the differences between Henry
and his sons, and Richard was again prompted
to rebel. A war followed, the event of which
was so unfavorable to Henry, that he was at

length obliged to agree that Richard should re-

ceive an oath of fealty from all his subjects.

He also stipulated to pay a sum of money to the

French king, and to grant a pardon to all Rich-
ard's adherents. The mortification of Henry at

these humiliating terms was aggravated to de-

spair when he saw the name of his favorite son
John at the head of the list of delinquents whom
he was required to pardon. Henry II. ranks
among the greatest kings of England. His wis-

dom and love of justice were acknowledged by
foreign potentates, who made him arbiter of
their differences, and regarded him as the first

prince of the age. Consult: Stubbs, 'The Early
Plantagenets' (1876) ; Mrs. J. R. Green, 'Henrv
II.' (1888): Norgate, 'England Under the An-
gevin Kings' (1887).

Henry III., king of England: b. Winches-
ter I Oct. 1207 ; d. Westminster 16 Nov. 1272.

He was the son of John, whom he succeeded in

1216. As Henry approached to manhood he dis-

played a character wholly unfit for his station.

One of his first false steps was to discard his

most faithful and able minister Hubert de
Burgh. In 1236 Henry married Eleanor of
Provence, which increased the dislike which his

subjects already felt toward him; for she
brought a train of foreigners to the court, and
encouraged her husband in extravagant courses
which forced him to all kinds of oppressive ex-
actions to raise money. He received frequent

grants of money from Parliament, but always on
condition of confirming the Great Charter, which
had been extorted from King John. Henry at

length raised the national discontent to such a
pitch that the nobles rose in rebellion under
Simon de Montfort, the earl of Leicester, the

husband of the king's sister; and in 1258, obliged

the king to sign a body of resolutions, which
threw all the legislative and executive power into

the hands of an aristocracy of twenty-four
barons, assisted by a lower house, consisting of

four knights chosen from each county. By the

aid of his son Edward, Henry was gradually re-

stored to authority ; on which Leicester, call-

ing in Llewellyn, prince of Wales, involved

the kingdom in a civil war. The power of

the barons was by this means partially re-

stored ; but both parties agreed to abide by the

award of Louis IX., king of France. This being

favorable to the king, Leicester and the barons

refused to submit to it, and a battle was fought

near Lewes, in which Henry was taken prisoner,

and the person of Prince Edward also ultimately

secured. A convention provided for the future

settlement of the kingdom ; but in the meantime
Leicester ruled without control. To him, how-
ever, was owing the first example of a genuine

House of Commons in England ; for in a Par-

liament summoned by him in 1265, deputies from
boroughs were sent, as well as knights of shires.

Prince Edward at length escaped, and, assem-

bling an army, defeated Leicester's son. The
decisive battle' of Evesham (1265) quickly fol-

lowed, in which Leicester himself was slain.

Replaced upon the throne Henry remained as

insignificant as ever. He died in the 64th year

of his age, and the 56th of his reign, the longest

in English history, except those of George III.

and Victoria. He was succeeded by his son,

Edward I.

Henry IV., king of England, first king of

the house of Lancaster : b. Bolingbroke 3 April

1367; d. 19 March Mi.r He was the eldest

son of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster ; fourth

son of Edward III. by the heiress of Edmund,
earl of Lancaster, second son of Henry III. In

the reign of Richard II. he was made Earl of

Derby and Duke of Hereford, and while bearing

the latter title appeared in the Parliament of

1398, and preferred an accusation of treason

against Mowbray, duke of Norfolk. The latter

denied the charge, and offered to prove his in-

nocence by single combat, which challenge being

accepted, the king appointed the lists at Coven-

try; but on the appearance of the t\yo champions

at the appointed time and place, Richard would

not suffer them to proceed. Both were ban-

ished the kingdom, Norfolk for life, and Here-

ford for 10 years, shortened by favor to four,

with the further privilege of immediately enter-

ing upon any inheritance which might accrue to
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him. On the death of John of Gaunt in 1399 he
succeeded to the dukedom of Lancaster, and laid
claim, according to agreement, to die great es-
tates attached to it; but Richard retained pos-
session of the estates. The duke, therefore dis-

regarding the unfinished term of his exile, land-
ed with a small retinue at Ravenspur in York-
shire, where he was quicklj' joined by the Earls
of Northumberland and Westmoreland, and soon
foimd himself at the head of 60.000 men. Rich-
ard falling into the hands of his enemies, was
brought to London by the duke, who now began
openly to aim at the crown. A resignation was
first obtained from Richard, who was then sol-

emnly deposed in Parliament ; and Henrj' unan-
imously declared lawful king under the title of
Henry IV. The death of Richard soon removed
a dangerous rival; yet a short time only elapsed
before the nobles rebelled against the king of
their own creation. The first plot, in 1400, was
discovered in time to prevent its success, but
an insurrection in Wales, under Owen Glen-
dower, proved more formidable. That chieftain

ha\-ing captured Monimer, earl of March, who
was descended from Lionel, duke of Clarence,
the second son of Edward IH., and therefore
the lineal heir to the crown. Henry would not
suffer his relation, the Earl of Xorthumberland,
to treat for his ransom. He thus offended that
powerful nobleman, who, with his son, the
famous Hotspur, soon after joined Glendower.
The king met the insurgents at Shrewsburj-,
and a furious battle ensued, 21 July 1403, which
ended in the death of Percy, and the defeat of
his partj-. A new insurrection, headed by the
Earl of Nottingham and Scrope or Scroop, the
archbishop of York, broke out in 1405, which
was suppressed by the king's third son, Prince
John. The archbishop afforded the first exam-
ple in this kingdom of a capital punishment in-

flicted upon a prelate. The rest of this king's

reign was comparatively untroubled. Henry was
succeeded by his son of the same name.

Henry V., king of England: b. Monmouth
19 Aug. 1387; d. Vincennes, France, 31 Aug.
1422. He succeeded his father, Henry I\"., in

1413. His dissipated youth, and fondness for

joviality and low company, gave his father much
uneasiness : but circumstances occurred, even
in the midst of his wildness, which showed that

better principles were latent in his mind. His
conduct when he ascended the throne justified

the best expectations. The circumstances of
France, torn asunder by the opposing factions

of the dukes of Orleans and Burgundy, afforded

a tempting opportunity to an ambitious neigh-
bor, and Henr>- was easily induced to re\nve the
claims of his predecessors upon that country.
He accordingly assembled a great fleet and army
and landed near Harfleur, 14 .\ug. 141 5. He
took that town after a siege which so much re-

duced his army that he was advised to return
to England by sea. But Henry determined to

march on Calais, and on his way was met on
the plain of .\gincourt by a French armj- ten
times as numerous as his own. A battle took
place there on 25 October, in which the French
host was totally defeated, with a comparatively
trifling loss on the side of the English. In 1417,
the liberal grants of the Commons enabled Henry
once more to invade France with 2.>.000 men.
By the famous Treaty of Troves (21 May 1420),
Henr>- engaged to marry the Princess Catharine,

and 10 leave Charles in possession of the crcwn,
on condition that it should go to Henry and
his heirs at his decease, and be inseparably
imited to the crown of England. Henry, after
espousing Catharine, took possession of Paris,
and then went over to England to raise recruits

for his army. All his .great projects seemed
about to be realized, when he was attacked
by a disease which carried him off at the age of
34, and in the loth year of his reign. He was
succeeded bj' his son Henry ^"L Henry V.. as
the gallant, youthful, and successful conqueror
of France, is a favorite name in English historj';

but he was inferior in wisdom and solid policy
to many of his ancestors.

Henry VL, king of England: b. Windsor
6 Dec. 1421 : d. London 21 Ma\- 1471. He was
crowned at Westminster in November 1429. and
at Paris in December 1430. As he was not nine
months old at the death of his father Henry \'.,

John, duke of Bedford, a brother of the late king,
was appointed Regent of France; and Hum-
phrey, duke of Gloucester, another brother of
the same. Protector of the realm of England,
with a council at his side appointed by Parlia-
ment. A few weeks after Henr>-"s succession,
Charles ^'I. of France died, when, according
to the provisions of the Treaty of Troves, Henrj-
was proclaimed King of France. But the French
did not quietly submit, and a war began at first

favorable to the English, but in the end, after
they had been roused to more effectual efforts

by the heroism of Joan of .\rc (q.v.) (1428-
30), resulted in the almost total loss to the Eng-
lish of their possessions in France. In 1453 noth-
ing rernained to them in that country but Calais.
In .\pril 1445, Henry married Margaret of .\n-
jou, daughter of Rene of Provence. Two years
later the Earl of Suffolk acquired the chief power
in the kingdom, and was created first marquis
and then duke. His government was very un-
popular, which caused the people to look to the
claim of Richard, duke of York. The insur-
rection of Cade followed, and the Duke of York
was by Parliament declared Protector .of the
kingdom. The York and Lancaster parties were
now in such a state that the sword only could
decide between them ; and that course of civil

contention commenced, the first bloodshed in

which occurred at St. Albans in May 1455, and
as far as the reign of Henry was concerned, the
last in the battle of Tewkes'bur>- in 1471. When
the latter took place the king was a prisoner
in the Tower, where he soon after died, but
whether by a natural or violent death is uncer-
tain. Henrj- was gentle, pious, and well-inten-
tioned, but weak. Eton College reveres Henr>-
as its founder, as does likewise King's College,
Cambridge.

Henry VII., king of England, first sover-
eign of the house of Tudor: b. Wales 28 Jaa
145": d. Richmond, Surrey, 22 .\pril 1509. He
was the son of Edmund, earl of Richmond, son
of Owen Tudor and Catharine of France, widow
of Henry \'. His mother. Margaret, was the
only child of John, duke of Somerset, grandson
of John of Gaunt. .Vfter the battle of Tewkes-
burj- he was carried by his uncle, the Earl of
Pembroke, to Brittany, to seek refuge in that
court from the jealousy of the victorious house
of York. On the usurpation of Richard the
young Elarl of Richmond was naturally turned
to as the representative of the house of Lan-
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caster. In 1485 Richmond landed at Milford
Haven, where he was immediately joined by

some leaders of rank, but had only 6,000 men
when Richard met him at Bosworth, with an

army twice as numerous in appearance; but the

defection of Lord Stanley with his forces,

who joined Richmond during the battle, ob-

tained for the latter a complete victory. Henry
was proclaimed king on the field of battle, and
his right was subsequently recognized by Par-
liament. In i486 he married Elizabeth, daugh-
ter of Edward IV., and heiress of the house
of York, and thus united the claims of the

rival houses of York and Lancaster. The reign

of Henry VII. was troubled by repeated insur-

rections. The project of France for annexing
the province of Brittany, by marriage with th _

heiress, induced Henry to declare war, but

his measures were so tardy and parsimonious

that the annexation was effected. He then raised

large sums on the plea of the necessity for hos-

tilities ; and landing a numerous army at Calais

in 1492, almost immediately accepted a large

compensation for peace. The Duchess-dowager
of Burgundy, governess of the Low Countries,

now advocated the cause of Perkin War-
beck, a youth who gave himself out to

be Richard Plantagenet, the younger of the

two sons of Edward IV., supposed to have

been murdered in the Tower of London, and

the justice of his claim has been maintained

even by some historians of a recent date. The
duchess professed to be satisfied with the proofs

of his identity, and acknowledged him as her

nephew. He was so far successful as to secure

a large following, with which he marched to

Taunton ; but there his heart failed him, and he

fled. Captured by Henry he confessed himself

an impostor, and was sent to the Tower, where
he became acquainted with the Earl of War-
wick, and persuaded him to accompany him in

an attempt to escape. The)' were both retaken,

and Warwick was recommitted to the Tower
and Perkin Warbeck hanged at Tyburn (1499).

Soon after, the king ordered the Earl of War-
wick also to be executed. After a long negotia-

tion he brought about a match between the

Infanta Catharine, daughter of Ferdinand of

Aragon and of Isabella of Castile, and his

eldest son Arthur ; and on the death of the

latter, in order to retain the dowry of this

princess, caused his remaining son Henry to

marry the widow by Papal dispensation, an event

which, in the sequel, led to a separation from the

See of Rome. He married his eldest daughter

to James IV., king of Scotland, from which
union there ultimately resulted the union of the

two crowns. His reign was, upon the whole,

beneficial to his country. Being conducted upon
pacific principles it put a period to many dis-

orders, and gave an opportunity to the nation

to flourish by its internal resources. His policy

of depressing the feudal nobility, which propor-

tionably exalted the middle ranks, was highly

salutary ; and it was especially advanced by the

statute which allowed the breaking of entails

and the alienation of landed estates.

Henry VIII., king of England: b. Green-
wich 28 June 1491 ; d. Westminster 28 Jan. 1547.

He succeeded his father, Henry VII., in 1509.

His disposition for show and magnificence soon
squandered the hoards of his predecessor. James
IV., king of Scotland, having made an incur-

sion with a numerous body of troops into Eng-
land, was completely defeated and slain at the
battle of Flodden Field. Henry, however,
granted peace to the Queen of Scotland, his

sister, and established an influence which ren-
dered his kingdom long secure on that side.

The aggrandizement of Cardinal Wolsey now
began to give a leading feature to the conduce
of Henry, that prelate being appointed chan-
cellor in 1515. His favor was now sought by
Maximilian I., emperor of Germany, who hoped
to secure the support of England against France,
and as Wolsey was at first neglected by the
French king the German emperor gained his

point : but when Maximilian was succeeded by
Charles V., hereditary king of Spain as well
as emperor of Germany, Francis found it ex-
pedient to gain Wolsey, and for that purpose
entered into an amicable correspondence with
them. In order to cement this new friendship

the two monarchs had an interview near Calais,

the magnificence of which gave the place of
meeting the denomination of the Field of the

Cloth of Gold (1520). Notwithstanding these
indications, a prospect of the papacy being art-

fully held out to the cardinal by the young em-
peror Charles, his interest at length gained a pre-

ponderance in the English councils. The prin-

ciples of the Reformation were now making
rapid strides, and Henry himself wrote a Latin

book against the tenets of Luther, which he
presented to Pope Leo X., who favored him in

return with the title of defender of the faith.

After being married to Catharine for about 18

years, Henry began to feel some scruples as to

the validity of the marriage, on the ground that

she had previously been his brother's wife,

and his scruples were no doubt increased by the

fact of his having conceived a passion for Anne
Boleyn. one of the queen's maids of honor. He
accordingly applied in 1527 to Pope Clement
VII. for a divorce, and the Pope appointed

cardinals Wolsey and Campeggio to try the case.

Wolsey had at first been favorable to the project

of a divorce, but when he perceived the desire

of Henry to marry Anne Boleyn, fearing that

this marriage would result in winning over

Henry to the side of the reformers, since Anne
Boleyn's friends belonged to that party, he did

all in his power to prolong the inquiry, until

the commission was at last withdrawn, and it

was decided by the Pope that the case should

be tried at Rome. This procrastination on Wol-
sey's part led to his own ruin. Henry, disgusted

at these delays, eagerly caught at the advice of

Thomas Cranmer (q.v.), afterwards archbishop

of Canterbury, to refer the case to the univer-

sities, from whom he got the decision desired.

In May 1533 his marriage with Catharine was

declared null, and as he had by that time

privately married Anne Boleyn, this second mar-

riage was a few days later declared lawful. As
these decisions were •iiot recognized by the Pope,

an act of Parliament was obtained in the follow-

ing year (1534), setting aside the authority of

the chief pontiiT in England, which was followed

by another in 1535 declaring Henry the supreme

head of the church. Thus was effected the

great revolution by which, in ecclesiastical

annals, this reign is so much distinguished. The
birth of a daughter by the new queen produced

a bill for regulating the succession, which settled

it on the issue of this marriage, and declared
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the king's daughter by Catharine illegitimate.

But although Henry discarded the authority of
the Roman Catholic Church, he adhered to its

theological tenets, ^^"hile he executed Bishop
Fisher and Sir Thomas More (who had been
appointed chancellor after the fall of Wolsey)
for refusing the oath of supremacy, he displayed

an aversion to the principles of the reformers,

and brought many of them to the stake. Find-

ing that the monks and friars in England were
the most direct advocates of the papal authoritj*,

he suppressed the monasteries by act of Par-

liament The fall of Anne Bolej-n was,

however, unfavorable for a time to the

reformers. Henr>- then married Jane Se>-mour,

and the birth of Prince Edward in 1537 fulfilled

his wish for a male heir, although his joy was
abated by the death of the queen. Henry now-

resolved to marrj- again, and Thomas Cromwell,

a Protestant, who had succeeded More as first

minister, recommended Anne of Cleves. The
marriage took place in January 1540, and Henry
created Cromwell Earl of E^sex : but his dislike

to his new wife hastened the fall of that min-
ister, who was condemned and executed upon

a charge of treason. At the same time Henrj-

procured from the convocation and Parliament

a divorce from .\nne of Cleves. He tlien mar-
ried Catharine Howard, niece to the Duke of

Norfolk, but Henrj' now found that his new-

queen, of whom he was very fond, had proved

false, and on further inquiry her conduct before

marriage was discovered to have been loose

and criminal. She was therefore accused and
brought to the block in 1542. In 1543 he mar-
ried his sixth tt-ife, Catharine Parr, widow of

Lord Latimer, a lady of merit, secretly inclined

to the Reformation.

Henrj- was succeeded by his son, Edward VL
The complete union of Wales with England, and
the conversion of Ireland into a kingdom, date

from the reign of Henry \'III. Consult : His-

tories of England by Lingard (.1854-5) ; Froude
(18/O) ; and Green (1879 and 18841: also

Brewer. <Histoo' of the Reign of Henrj- VIII.

to the Death of Wolsey' (1SS4) ; Di.xon, <His-

torj- of the Church of England from the Aboli-

tion of the Roman Jurisdiction' (1884-91);

Froude, 'The Divorce of Catharine of Aragon'

(1891).

Henry I., king of France: b. 1005; d. Vitri,

4 .\ug. 1060. He was the third son of Robert

II. He succeeded to power in 1031. His reign

was a continuous series of difficulties with the

nobility and w-ith the growing power of the

clergy. His younger brother, Robert, led a re-

volt against him, but this he suppressed with

the aid of Duke Robert of Normandy.

Henry II., king of France: b. St. Germain-
en-Laye 31 March 1519; d. 10 July 1559- He
succeeded his father, Francis I., 31 March 1547.

He severely persecuted the Huguenots, and
was involved in wars with the Emperor Charles

V. and Philip II. of Spain. The Constable de

Montmorencj' was defeated at St. Quentin (10

Aug. 1557) ; the Marshal de Thermes at Grave-

lines (13 June 1558), and the peace of Cateau-

Cambresis (3 April 1559) lo5t to France most
of the advantages previously gained. Henry
w-as a monarch of slight capabilitj-, despite his

regal bearing.

Henry III., king of France: b. Fontaine-
bleau 19 Sept. 1551 ; d. bj- assassination Sl Cloud
2 -\ug. 1589. He was the third son of Henry II.

He fought, as Duke of Anjou, against the Hu-
guenots, was elected king of Poland in 1573
and crowned 15 Feb. 1574, but in June 1574 left

Poland and succeeded his brother, Charles IX.,

as king of France. The Peace of Beaulieu

(1576), confirmed by the Edict of Poitiers

(1577). granted to the Huguenots so many priv-

ileges tliat the Hoh- League was formed, seek-

ing openly Catholic supremacy and secretly the
elevation of Henrj' of Guise to the French
throne. WTien all privileges granted to Hugue-
nots were repealed by the Edict of Nemours
(1585) war broke out. Henry of Navarre was
victor at Coutras, while Henrj- of Guise drove
the king from Paris. The king then caused
the murder of Guise and Guise's brother, the

Cardinal of Lorraine, in consequence of which
the doctors of the Sorbonne absolved the people
from obedience to him. He then joined cause
with Henry of Na^-arre, w-ith whom he marched
against Paris ; but in camp at St. Cloud was
stabbed by Jacques Clement, a fanatical Domin-
ican, 1 .\ug. 1589. Henrj- III. was the last

of the branch of Orleans-Angouleme of the

stock of the \"alois.

Henry IV., know-n as Hexrv of N.^v.\rre,

king of France : b. Pau 13 Dec. 1553 : d. 14 May
1610. He was a son of Anthony of Bourbon,
Duke of Vendome, and of Jeanne d'Albret,

daughter of Henrj-. king of Navarre, and her-

self afterw-ard queen of Navarre. Educated
by his mother in the Calvinistic faith, he early

joined, at her w-ish, the Protestant army of
France, and served under Admiral Colignj-. In
1572 he married Margaret of Valois, sister of
Charles IX., and after the massacre of St. Bar-
tholomew, which took place during the festivi-

ties in coimection with this marriage, adopted
the Roman Catholic creed. For the next
four years he w-as compelled to reside in Paris,

but 3 Feb. 1576 succeeded in making his es-

cape, and after retracting, at Tours, the abjura-
tion of Calvinism which he had rriade at

Paris, put himself at the head of the Hugue-
nots, and took a leading part in all the subse-

quent religious wars. He occupied a still more
important position, when, in 1584, the death of
the Due d'.\njou, brother of the king (Henry
III.), made him presumptive heir to the crown,
as descended from Robert, Count of Clermont,
the sixth son of Louis IX. Rejected by the
Roman Catholic party and the League as a
heretic. Henrj' found himself obliged to resort

to arms to assert his claims. On 20 Oct. 1587
with an inferior force, he defeated the army
of the League at Coutras. In 1589 he became
king through the assassination of Henry III.

(q.v.).. but found innumerable difficulties in

establishing his claims. His Protestant religion

was brought forward bj' all the competitors to

prejudice the Catholics against him. -\t the
head of the opposite party stood the Duke de
Mayenne. Philip II. of Spain also claimed the
French throne, and sent aid to the League.
Henrj- IV. defeated his enemies in the celebrated
engagement of Ivrj' (14 March 1590). In con-
sequence of this victory- Paris was besieged, and
Henrj' IV. was upon the point of compelling
the citizens to surrender by famine, w-hen the
Spanish general, Alexander, Duke of Parma, by
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a skilful maneuver, obliged him to raise the

siege. Convinced that he should never enjoy
quiet possession of the French throne without
professing the Catholic faith, Henry at length
yielded to the wishes of his friends, was in-

structed in the doctrines of the Roman Church,
and professed the Catholic faith, 23 July 1593,

in the church of St. Denys. He was anointed
king at Chartres in 1594; and entered the capi-

tal amid the acclamations of the people. He
quickly brought France entirely into subjection,

and concluded the war against Spain in 1598,

by the Peace of Vervins, to the advantage of
France. The same year was signalized by the
granting of the Edict of Nantes, which secured
to the Protestants entire religious liberty, and
freed them from all political disabilities. Henry
made use of the tranquillity which followed to

restore the internal prosperity of his kingdom,
and particularly the wasted finances. In this

design he was so successful, with the aid of his

prime minister Sully, that the national debt of
350,000,000 livres was diminished by 125,000,000,

and 41,000,000 livres were laid up in the treasury.

As Henry was riding through the streets of Paris

he was stabbed by the fanatic Ravaillac. The
great benefits which Henry IV. bestowed upon
France entitle him to the designation which he
himself assumed at an assembly of the Notables
at Rouen in 1596, the Regenerator of France.
His benevolent mind, his paternal love to his

subjects, his great achievements, his heart, al-

ways open to truth, though it exposed his own
faults, have preserved his memory in the hearts

of the nation. To the end of his life he had
to contend against the governors of provinces,

Protestant as well as Catholic, who had ren-

dered themselves almost independent under
the last kings of the house of Valois. Many
of the acts of his internal government show that,

while he aimed at restoring the prosperity of the
nation by encouraging agriculture, commerce,
and manufacturing industries, he was deter-

mined by all means in his power to strengthen

the authority of the crown. In his foreign pol-

icy Henry IV. revived the projects of Francis I.

and Henry II. against the house of Austria, and
re-established the influence of France in the

Catholic states of Italy. He supported Holland
in its revolt against Spain ; allayed the bit-

terness of feeling between the Lutherans and
the Calvinists, and induced them to form the

Evangelical Union. Consult : Lacombe, 'Henri
IV. et sa Politique* (1878); and Willert,

'Henry of Navarre and the Huguenots in

France' (1893).

Henry V. (of France). See Chambord,
COMPTE DE,

Henry I., emperor of Germany: b. about

876; d. Memleben 2 July 936. He was the son

of Otho I., the Illustrious, duke of Saxony, who
had refused the regal dignity offered him in 912.

Henry, on the death of his father, became duke
of Saxony and Thuringia. He was chosen king

of the Germans by the Franks and Saxons,
April 919, at Fritzlar. The surname der Fink-
tER or DER VoGLER (the Fowler), sometimes ap-

plied to him, did not arise until the 12th

century, and is based upon the unauthentic leg-

end that the princes who notified him of elec-

tion found him at fowling. He subdued Duke
Giselbert of Lorraine, and in 924 concluded with
the Hungarians a nine-years' treaty of peace,

with the condition that he should pay a yearly
tribute. This tribute he finally refused (933),
whereupon the Hungarians invaded his realm
with two large armies which he defeated, the one
near Gottingen, the other at Riade (Riethen-
burg). In 934 he waged a victorious contest

against the Danes. He thoroughly reorganized
the German defensive military system, built for-

tified cities, and fortified others. Though he did

not technically possess the title of emperor,
he was the real founder of the mediaeval Ger-
man empire, and is recognized as a wise ruler

and skilful military leader.

Henry II., the L.\me, emperor of Germany:
b. 6 Ma}' 973 ; d. Grona, near Gottingen 13 July
1024. He was the last of the Saxon line, a son

of Henry the Quarreler of Bavaria, and great-

grandson of the Emperor Henry I. He inherit-

ed Bavaria on the death of his father in 995.

On the death of Otho III. in the beginning

of 1002 he laid claim to the kingdom, and was
crowned at Mainz 7 June. He was for a time

busily occupied in wars with Duke Boleslav II.

of Bohemia, the Margrave Henry of Schwein-
furt, and the Margrave Ernest of Austria. In

1004 and 1013 he was obliged to make expedi-

tions to Italy, where Arduin of Ivrea was twice

chosen king. Having thoroughly defeated his

opponent, he was invested with the imperial

insignia at Rome by Pope Benedict VIII. 14

Feb. 1014. His somewhat protracted struggle

with Boleslav of Poland ended without any
considerable success. At the call of the Pope
he fought against the Greeks in lower Italy.

For his zeal in the interests of the Church
he was canonized by Eugenius III. in 1146.

Henry III., variously surnamed the Old,

the Bl.ack, and the Pious, emperor of Germany:
b. Osterbeck, Netherlands, 28 Oct. 1017; d.

Botfeld 5 Oct. 1056. He was the second of the

house of the Salian Franks, son of the Emperor
Conrad II., whom he succeeded in the imperial

dignity 1039. He had already been chosen king

in 1026. He weakened the power of the nobles

by keeping the great fiefs when they became
vacant for himself or members of his family,

or by bestowing them upon less powerful nobles

than had previously possessed them. He also

extended the power of the empire by forcing the

duke of Bohemia in 1042, and the king of

Hungary in 1044, and again in 1047, to accept

their dominions as imperial fiefs. His influence

was paramount in Italy, especially in the south,

where the Normans in Apulia and Calabria paid

homage to him as their feudal chief. On the

occasion of his first visit to Italy (1046) he put

an end to the contention between Benedict IX.,

Sylvester III., and Gregory VI. for the papacy,

causing them all to he deposed, and Suitgcr,

bishop of Bamberg, to be elected in their stead

with the title of Clement II. His efforts were

now directed toward rooting out the evils which

were rife among the clergj', but notless toward

securing the permanence of the influence of

the empire over the See of Rome. Henry III.

was not only a powerful ruler, but also a patron

of arts and sciences. He founded numerous

schools in connection with the monasteries, and

built the cathedrals of Worms, Mamz, and

Spires.

Henry IV., emperor of Germany: b. 11

Nov. 1050; d. Liege 7 Aug. 1106. He was the
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son of Henrj' III. He was crowned at Aix-la-
Chapelle in 1054. His reign was from the first

disturbed by contests with his vassals. The
Saxons joined with the inhabitants of Thurin-
gia, drove Henry from Saxony (1073), and de-

stroyed many of the castles which he had built

to overawe the inhabitants. But some churches
having been destroyed by the populace, Henrj-
accused tlie Saxons to the pope of sacrilege,

and thus gave him an opportunitj' to interfere

as umpire. The Saxons offered to make every
satisfaction ; but Henry suddenly invaded their

territorj- with a powerful array, and attacked
them 9 June 1075, at Hohenburg, on die Un-
strut, where they suffered a total defeat. He im-
prisoned nobles and ecclesiastics, and aroused the

attention of the papac)-. Gregorj' \"n. (Hilde-
brand), who had been elevated to the papal chair

some years before, without the consent of the
imperial court, eagerly seized tliis opportimit>- to

challenge Henrj-'s usurpation of the power of
investing bishops with the spiritual insignia

of office, and in December 1075 presented

to the king a list of diarges. and demanded
proofs of obedience to the Omrch. Henry then

instigated the bishops, assembled by his order at

Worms, to renounce tlieir obedience to the pope

(24 Jan. 1076). Gregorj-, however, pronounced
the sentence of excommunication against him
(22 Feb.), and absolved his subjects from their

allegiance, and Henry soon found himself de-

serted. In this state of affairs he was obliged to

go to Italy and make his submission to the pope.

He found Gregory at Canossa, not far from Reg-
gie, a strong castle belonging to Matilda, coun-

tess of Tuscany, whither he had retired for se-

curity. Three days successively, in the depth of

winter. Henr>- appeared in a penitential dress, in

the court of the castle, before the intercession of

Matilda obtained for him an audience of the

pope (28 Jan. 1077), when he was, after all,

released from the sentence of excommunication
onlj- upon submitting to the most humiliating

conditions. Some of the Italian princes,

who had long been dissatisfied with Greg-

ory, and were desirous of deposing him,

gathered round Henn'i who was not dis-

posed to fulfil the hard conditions imposed
upon him, and offered him their assistance. The
German princes, however, at the instigation of

the pope, assembled at Forchheim in 1077, and
elected Rudolf, Duke of Swabia, king. Henrj-

hastened back to Germany and overcame his

rival, who lost his life in battle at Merseburg,

in 1080. Gregory again excommunicated Henr}-

;

but at the councils of Brixen and Mainz in

icSo, he was declared deposed by the German
bishops as a heretic and a sorcerer, and Guibert,

archbishop of Ravenna, set up in his place, with

the title of Clement III. In loSi Henry marched
mto Italy to take vengeance on Gregoo'. and ap-

I)eared at Easter before Rome. He was not able

in that year, however, to pursue the siege of

the city, which did not fall into his hands till

1084. He was forced by a conspiracy of the

majority of the nobles, led by his son, Henry
v., to abdicate at Ingelheim 31 Dec. 1105.

Henry V., emperor of Germany: b. II

Aug. 1081 : d. Utrecht 2.1 May 1125. He was the

son and successor of Henry I\'. He was
crowned emperor in mi. His reign was con-

tinually disturbed by troubles with the papacy.

He was excommunicated no less than four
times, and finally in the concordat of \\'orms

(23 Sept. 1122) conceded the advantage to the
pope. He also carried on wars with Flanders,
Hungan,', and Poland, and with various German
nobles. He was the last of the Salic or Frank-
ish family of emperors, which was succeeded by
the Swabian house.

Henry VI., the Cruel, emperor of Ger-
many; b. 1165; d. Messina 28 Sept. 1197. He
was the son of Frederick I. (Barbarossa), was
crowned king in 1169, and succeeded his father

as emperor in 1190. He was involved in wars in

Italy to assure his possessions there. It was
during his reign that Richard Coeur de Lion,
returning from Palestine, was imprisoned by
Leopold of Austria and surrendered to the em-
peror, who exacted a hea\-j' ransom.

Henry VII., of Luxemburg, emperor of

Germany: b. 1269; d. Buonconvento, Italy, 24
Aug. 1313. He was son of the Cotmt of Luxem-
burg, and was chosen king of the Romans 27
Nov. 1308, and crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle 6
Jan. 1309. In 1311 he received tlie iron crown
of the Lombards, and 29 June 1312 was crowned
emperor at the Lateran. His march into Italy

at the head of a Ghibelline army (October
1310) was hailed by Dante, who did homage at

some time and place unknown. His sudden
death immediately after reception of the Eu-
charist led to the unfounded rumor that he
had been poisoned.

Henry, prince of Portugal, surnamed the
N.\\ig.\tor: b. 4 March 1394; d. 13 Nov. 1460.

He was a grandson of old John of Gaunt

;

nephew of Henr>- IV. of England ; and great-

grandson of Edward HI. His father. King
Joao or John, who formed a close English con-
nection by marrj'ing Philippa of Lancaster, was
the first king of the house of Avitz. under
which Portugal, for two hundred jears, rose to
its highest prosperity and power. The career
of Portugal in exploration and discovery, due
to the genius and devotion of Prince Henrj-,

his biographer characterizes as "a phenomenon
without example in the world's history, result-

ing from the thought and perseverance of one
man." Prince Henry had become one of the
first soldiers of his age when, in 1420, he re-

fused offers of military command, and under-
took to direct, at Sagres (the extreme point of
land of Europe looking southwest into the At-
lantic Sea of Darkness\ plans of exploration
of the unknown seas of the world lying to the
west and south. His idea was to overcome
the difficulties of the worst part of that im-
mense world of storms, that lying west of
Africa, and thereby get round -A.frica to the south
and sail to India, and China, and the isles be-
yond India. Every j-ear he sent out two or
three caravels ; but his great thought and in-

domitable perseverance had yielded onlj' "twelve
j'ears of costlj' failure and disheartening ridi-

cule.* when, in 1434. the first great success was
achieved by Gil Eanncs. that of sailing beyond
Cape Bojador. Prince Henry made his seat
at Sagres, one of the most desolate spots in the
world, a school of navigation, a resort for ex-
plorers and navigators. His contemporary -Az-
urara says of him : "Stout of heart and keen
of intellect, he was extraordinarily ambitious
of achieving great deeds. His self-discipline
was unsurpassed; all his days were spent in
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liard work, and often he passed the night with-
out sleep ; so that by dint of unflagging industry
he conquered what seemed to Ije impossibili-

ties to other men. His household formed a
training-school for the young nobility of the
country." Consult: Major, 'Life of Prince
Henry the Navigator' (1868).

Henry, prince of Prussia, German naval
officer: b. Pjerlin 14 Aug. 1862. He is a brother
of Emperor William, and married Princess
Irene, daughter of the late Grand Duke Ludwig
IV. of Hesse, in 1888. He succeeded Vice-Ad-
miral von Diederichs in command of the Ger-
man fleet in Chinese waters, in March 1899. In
January 1902, Emperor William requested that
the president's daughter, Alice, should christen
the royal yacht then building in the United
States. After receiving the consent of Presi-
dent Roosevelt, the Emperor informed the Presi-
dent that he had ordered his yacht, the "Hohen-
zollern," to be present at the ceremony, and had
appointed his brother. Admiral Prince Henry
of Prussia, to represent him on the occasion. The
Prince arrived in New York city on 23 Febru-
ary and left on 12 March, after receiving many
national, municipal, and social honors.

Henry, surnamed The Lion, duke of Sax-
ony and Bavaria: b. Ravensburg 1129; d. Bruns-
wick 6 Aug. 1195. He was the son of Henry the

Proud, and the head of the Guelphs. He greatly
enlarged his domains, and so increased in power
as finally to become a dangerous rival of the Em-
peror Frederick I., Barbarossa. His refusal to

support Frederick was among the chief causes
of the latter's defeat at Legnano (29 May 1 176).
He was summoned to appear at three diets, and,
having failed to attend was placed under the im-
perial ban (1180). Later he was allowed to re-

tain Litneburg and Brunswick upon condition of
going for three years into exile. He was linally

reconciled with Henry VI.

Henry, Alexander, American traveler: b.

New Brunswick, N. J., 1739; d. 1824. He joined
the Canadian expedition under Amherst against
the French (1760) and when peace followed he
went to Michilimackinac and engaged in the fur

trade. After the massacre of the English by the
Indians in that place he being one of the few
survivors, remained a captive among the Ojib-
ways at Sault Ste. Marie for 12 months, when
he escaped and resumed the fur trade. In the
pursuit of this business he traveled between
Montreal and the Rocky Mountains. He also

interested himself in the copper mines on Lake
Superior and for many years made an effort to

establish a company for their exploitation.

Henry, Edward Lamson, American painter

:

b. Charleston, N. C, 12 Jan, 1841. He began
his artistic studies at the Philadelphia Academy
and in i860 went to Paris where he studied for

three years under Saisse and Courbet. In 1869
he was elected a member of the National .Acad-

emy. He has frequently revisited Europe for

the purpose of sketching the scenery, although
his specialty is domestic genre, and history. In
the Corcoran Gallery at Washington is one of
his most characteristic pictures, which shows
his careful grouping of figures, his attention to

detail as well as the stiffness of his drawing and
his deficiency in the sense of color which re-

calls Wilkie, whose swing and movement he
lacks, though he exhibits some of the humor of
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the Scottish master. The picture referred to is

a crowded canvas of fifty figures with the title

'Initial Excur.sion of the First Railway Ever
Constructed in New York State. > Among his
historical pictures the best are 'Battle of Ger-
mantown,' owned by William Astor, 'Declara-
tion of Independence,' owned by J. W. Drexel.
and 'Reception to Lafayette.'

Henry, Guy Vernon, American soldier: b.
Fort Smith. Indian Territory, 1839; d. Ponce,
Porto Rico, 1899. He was graduated at West
Point 1861, and went to the front in the Civil
War, taking part in four years of the hardest
fighting, from Bull Run to Cold Harbor. At 23
he was commissioned colonel of the 40th Massa-
chusetts volunteers. ,\fter the Civil War he was
transferred to the 3d Cavalry, and in 1874 was
in Arizona. He continued his Indian campaign,
though severely wounded on one occasion, and
compelled to be invalided. He served through
the outbreak of the Sioux in 1890, and was also
on service at Porto Rico during the Spanish-
American War, where he died of typhoid fever.

Henry, Joseph, American physicist: b. Al-
bany, N. Y., 17 Dec. 1797; d. Washington, D.
C, 13 May 1878. He was educated at the
Albany Academy, after graduation undertook
the study of chemistry, anatomy and physiology
with a view to adopting the medical profession.

During the years 1824-5, he contributed occa-
sional scientific papers to the .Mbany Institute,

his especial subjects being chemistry and me-
chanics, and was appointed assistant engineer on
the survey instituted for a road between Lake
Erie and the Hudson. In the spring of 1826 he
was elected teacher of mathematics and natural

philosophy in the Albany Academy and in the

latter part of 1827 read a very important paper
before the Albany Institute, 'On Some Modifi-

cations of the Electro-Magnetic .Apparatus.' He
made his first public demonstration of his mag-
netic discoveries in exhibiting before the Insti-

tute small electro-magnets wound with silk-cov-

ered wire. These magnets had a greatly multi-

plied lifting power over any that had yet been
known. In this lay the essential point of his

first discovery, for he was undoubtedly the ear-

liest physicist to adopt insulated or silk-covered

wire for the magnetic coil, and to employ spool

winding for the limb of the magnet. He demon-
strated also for the first time, by a very intelli-

gent experiment, the difference of action in a

quantity magnet excited by a quantity battery of

a single pair, and an intensity magnet with a

long fine wire coil excited by an intensity battery

of many elements, having their resistances suit-

ably proportioned. The first of these two forms
was not capable of being employed for tele-

graphic purposes, while the intensity magnets
with their attachments could be so applied. The
quantity magnets which he exhibited caused a

good deal of excitement in the scientific world.

Their attractive power was at that time quite

unprecedented. One of them had sufficient pow-
er to raise as much as 3.500 pounds.

Henry was the first to show that iron could

be magnetized at a di.stance, and to invent a

suitable combination of magnet and battery for

the production of this result. In 1831 he made
this experimental demonstration. He suspended

a mile of insulated copper wire round a chamber
in the Academy, and so placed a bell at one ex-

tremity of it that it was struck by the polarized
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armature of an intensity batterj- connected with

the other extremitj-. This was the earliest ex-

ample of the magnetic telegraph, for the gal-

vanometer or needle had been the principle on
which all preceding experiments had been con-

ducted. It was not long after that he invented

a machine, and finally constructed it, which is

recognized as the first electro-magnetic engine

with automatic pole-changer. In 1832 after re-

peated experiments he discovered how to give

greater intensity to a magnetic discharge by the

induction of a current on itself in a long spiral

or helical wire. These progressive steps in mag-
netic science gained for him an extended reputa-

tion, and soon after the publication of the last

experiment in Silliman's 'American Journal

of Science* Henr\- was elected professor of nat-

ural philosophy in Princeton College. The dis-

cover>- of the spiral or helical conductor sug-

gested to him further experiments, and his

extended researches and their results were an-

nounced by him in a paper published 1834, under

the title 'On the Influence of a Spiral Conductor
in Increasing the Intensity of Electricity frorn a

Galvanic Arrangement of a Single Pair.' He
supplemented these discoveries by many others,

and by his experiments produced electrical com-
binations which were undoubtedly precursors of

later relay and receiving magnets, while his dem-
onstration of the conditions and range of in-

duction from electrical currents, and the succes-

sive orders of induction in the passage of fac-

tional electricity, as well as his discover}- of the

oscillatory nature of electricity, paved the way
for that great scientific and practical resolution

which was to consummate by the genius of

Morse and his confreres.

In 1846 Henrj- was called to a new sphere
of activity, in which he exhibited his usual zeal

and enthusiasm. The Smithsonian Institution

had just come into existence, and during the

formative period of the great museum, he was
appointed to be its secretary. The office did not
so far engross his attention as to make him
neglectful of practical work in science. He
found time to investigate the acoustics of pub-
lic buildings, meteorological changes of the at-

mosphere and methods for telegraphic trans-

mission of meteorological observation from all

points of the continent. Frorn 1868 up to his

death he was president of the National .\cad-
emy of Sciences, and of the Philosophical So-
ciety of Washington from 1871, when it was first

organized.

Henry, Matthew, English Nonconformist
clergyman : b. Broadoak. Flintshire, Wales, 18
Oct. 1662: d. Xantwich. Cheshire. 22 June 1714.
In 1686. having qualified himself for the minis-
try, he began to preach : and in the succeeding
year he was settled as pastor to a congregation
at Chester, and continued to discharge the duties
of his office for 25 years, when he removed to
Hackney. London, where his clerical labors were
still more extended. Besides his greatest work,
'Expositions on the Bible' C1710). he was the
author of 'A Discourse on Schism': 'A Scrip-
ture Catechism': 'Family Hj-mns' : etc.

Henry, Patrick, .\merican orator and
statesman: b. 20 May 1736, in Hanover County,
Va., within a few miles of the birtholace of
Henry Clay: d. 6 June 1799, in Charlotte
County, Va. His father, John Hcnrv, was a
well-educated Scotchman, presiding judge of

the Hanover court. He was a cousin of Wil-
liam Robertson, author of the 'Historj- of the

Emperor Charles the Fiftli.' Another relative

of his was Henry Brougham, the radical Scotch
writer, who became lord chancellor of England.
Of Patrick Henrj's mother, "a portly, hand-
some dame," a pleasing portrait is left us by
William Byrd, of Westover, the genial littera-

teur of colonial Virginia.

Poor as were the schools in his neighborhood,
Patrick seems to have profited little by them.
From his uncle, the rector of the parish, he
gained a rudimentary knowledge of the classics

and mathematics. He was a frolicsome and
vagrant youth, fond of hunting and frontier life

in general. At 18 years of age, and without
money or employment, he married Sarah Shel-
ton, a poor girl of the neighborhood. He kept
a store and failed ; he tried farming, and failed

;

then he returned to the store, only to fail again.

He now turned to law, and spent a few weeks
in reading upon that subject. Having received
his license, he began to practise in his native
count}-, while he assisted in the tavern kept by
his father-in-law.

In 1763 Henrj' singled himself out as a bom
orator by his impassioned plea in "The Parsons'

Cause." The king had annulled a statute of

the Virginia burgesses, which compelled the

clerg}' to accept the depreciated currency of the

colony in pajraent of their annual salaries, in

lieu of 16.000 pounds of tobacco as theretofore,

a product which was then selling at a high price.

Henry startled the court and the countryside

by asserting "that a king, by annuling or dis-

allowing acts of so salutary a nature, from being
the father of his people, degenerates into a
tj-rant, and forfeits all right to his subjects'

obedience." Henry's utterance on this occasion
w-as in keeping with the bold address, two years
previous, of James Otis, who declared that the

tyranny lurking in general search warrants had
"cost one king of England his head and another

his throne."

Henry became a member of the House of

Burgesses in May 1765, just at the time of the

arrival of the Stamp .\ct. Unabashed by his

rustic appearance and inexperience in legislative

matters, he brought forward a series of resolu-

tions to the effect "that the general assembly of

this colony have the only sole and exclusive

right and power to lay taxes." In the bloody

debate which followed he was "opposed by Ran-
dolph, Bland, Pendleton, Nicholas, Wythe, and

all the old members, whose influence in the

House till then had been unbroken," so we
learn from Jefferson, then a college student, who
was present at the session of the burgesses. In

pleading the injustice of the Stamp .A.ct. Henry
used the famous w-ords : "Caesar had his Brutus

:

Charles the First, his Cromwell : and George ttie

Third ['Treason!' shouted the Speaker. 'Trea-

son,' 'treason,' echoed others. .After a mo-
ment's pause, the orator completed the inter-

rupted sentence in a manner that showed no less

defiance than adroitness] and George the Third
may profit by their example. If this be treason,

make the most of it." .As the royal governor of

Massachusetts wrote the ministry : "The Vir-

ginia resolves proved an alarm bell to the dis-

affected." By his intrepidity, his oratory, and
his intuition, at once patriotic and prophetic,

Patrick Hcnrj- became henceforth the protag-
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onist of the colonial cause, sliaring with Otis,

Gadsden, and Sannicl Adams the high honor of
launching the American Kcvolution.

Henry represented Virginia in the first colo-

nial congress, which met at Philadelphia 5 Sept.

1774, when he gave final expression to the feel-

ing of nationality : "The distinctions between
Virginians, Pennsylvanians, New Yorkers, and
New Englanders are no more. I am not a Vir-
ginian, but an American." With this speech
compare Christopher Gadsden's remark nine
years before at the Stamp Act congress in New
York: "There ought to be no New England
men, no New Yorkers, known on the continent,
but all of us Americans."

On 23 March 1775, Henry, as a member of the
second Virginia convention, which met in St.

John's Church, Richmond, moved that the colony
be armed, and again electrified the patriots with
his eloquence in support of this radical measure.
'"Gentlemen," said he, "may cry peace, peace—
but there is no peace. The war is actually be-
gun ! The next gale that sweeps from the North
will bring to our ears the clash of resounding
arms! Our brethren are already in the field!

. . . Is life so dear, or peace so sweet,
as to be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery? Forbid it. Almighty God! I know
not what course others may take; but as for me,
give me liberty, or give me death." Col. Edward
Carrington, listening at a window in the east
end of the church, was so transported by the
eloquence of Henry, that he exclaimed, "Let me
be buried at this spot," a wish that was respected
at his death in 1810. Such was the universal
testimony of those present as to the overmaster-
ing effect of Henry's speech at that crisis.

On 5 Aug. 1775, Henry was made com-
mander-in-chief of the Virginia troops. In May
of that year he had made a dash against Lord
Dunmore, on account of the governor's secret
seizure of some powder belonging to the colony.
Deerning himself slighted by the Committee of
Public Safety, which acted during the interim
as the executive of Virginia, Henry, with some
heat, threw up his military commission, 28 Feb.
1776.

Fortunate was it for the colonial cause that
Henry was again at liberty to exert his forensic
powers in the councils of the State. Represent-
ing Hanover County in the convention which
met at Williamsburg 6 May 1776, he contributed
greatly to the constructive work of that cele-
brated body, notably the motion for a declara-
tion of American independence and the framing
of aconstitution for Virginia. Among the con-
vention papers in the State Library at Richmond
were found three endorsed by the clerk, "Rough
Resolutions. Independence." William Wirt
Henry, after minute comparison of the hand-
writing of these, concluded that the first was
penned by Patrick Henry ; the second by Meri-
wether Smith ; and the third by Edmund Pendle-
ton ; and that the resolution actually introduced
by Nelson was the one vvriffcn by Henry. On
the other hand, Edmund Randolph, who was
a member of the convention, says that the reso-
lution declaring for independence "was drawn
by Pendleton, was offered in convention by Nel-
son, and was advocated on the floor by Henry.'"

On 20 June 1776. the natal day of the com-
monwealth of Virginia. Patrick Henry was
elected governor, took the oath of office S July,

and served for three annual terms in succession.
As governor he commissioned, on 2 Jan. 1778,
Col. George Rogers Clark to enlist seven com-
panies of men for the expedition against the
British garrisons in the Northwest Territory.
After leaving the executive office, Henry settled

in Henry County, on an estate of about 10,000

acres, called Leatherwood, where he lived until

he became governor for the fourth time, on 30
Nov. 1784. In the Virginia convention of 1788.

which was called to ratify the Constitution of
the United States, Henry led the opposition on
the ground that sucli a federal government en-

croached too far upon the rights of the several

States. While the arguments of Madison and
the influence of Washington happily prevailed

on that critical occasion, Henry was a chief

agent in securing the amendments which consti-

tute a bill of rights in the national instrument.

His objection to the Constitution was stated

concisely in his first speech before the conven-
tion : "That this is a consolidated government
is demonstrably clear ; and the danger of such

a government is, to my mind, very striking.

. . . Who authorized them (the framers)

to speak the language of wc the people, instead

of we the States? States are the characteristics

and the soul of a confederation. If the States

be not the agents of this compact, it must be one

great, consolidated, national government of the

people of all the States." Such was his clear

discernment of the real nature of the govern-

ment established by the Constitution of the

United States.

S. C. Mitchell.

Professor of History, Richmond College. Rich-

mond, Va.

Henry, William Arnon, .'\merican edu-

cator: b. Norwalk, Ohio, 16 June. 1850. He ob-

tained his early education in the Holbrook Nor-

mal School at Lebanon, Ohio: studied at Ohio
Wesleyan University from 1867-g, and at Cornell

LTniversity from 1876-80, receiving the degree

of B. S. Agr. He was appointed professor of

botany and agriculture in the University of Wis-
consin in 1881, professor of agriculture in 1883,

director of the agricultural experiment station

in 1887, and since 1891 has been dean of College

of Agriculture in that university. He has had

charge, from the beginning, of the agricultural

college and experimental station of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, which now has buildings

valued at $300,000 and 450 pupils.
_
He has writ-

ten : 'Rush's Special Report on Diseases of Cat-

tle and Cattle Feeding' (Part 11. 1892) : 'Hand-
book on Northern Wisconsin' (1895): 'Feeds

and Feeding' (1898), etc.

Henry, William Wirt, .\merican historian

and lawvcr: b. Red Hill. Va., 14 Feb. 183 1 :
d.

5 Dec. iooo. He was educated at the Univer-

sity of Virginia, and tfflok up the practice of law,

later being elected to the legislature for four

terms. He preferred, however, historical re-

search to his law practice, and spent much of his

time in that pursuit. He was president of the

American Historical .Association and of the Vir-

ginia Historical Society. He is chiefly noted

for his 'Life, Correspondence, and Speeches of

Patrick Henry' (3 vols. i8oo-i").

Henry College, a coeducational institution,

founded in 1802. in Campbell. Texas. .\\ the

close of 1902 there were connected with the

school 10 professors and instructors, with 150
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students in attendance. The estimated value of

the grounds and buildings is Sl25,ooo.

Henry Documents, 26 letters of 1809 be-
tween John Henr>- and several British officials— Sir James H. Craig, governor of British

North America, his secretary Ryland, and the
English foreign secreiarj- Lord Liverpool, with
related papers. Tempted by the hostility of the

New England Federalists to the Embargo
(q.v.), and the threats of secession by the ex-
tremists, Craig sent the adventurer Henry in

Januarj- 1809 to sound the people as to revmion
with Great Britain. Henr>' remained till June,
and sent back the most extravagant reports of

the secession feeling, but the British ministry

not paying him as he thought fitting, he sold

the copies of the letters and other documents
to the L'nited States government in Februar>-

1812 for $50,000. Madison used them to hurrv-

forward the War of 1S12, by sending them to

Congress on March 9 with a special message, in

which he accused Great Britain of attempting to

dismember the Union by intrigue and annex the

North to itself. So far as the New Englanders
were concerned, however, the papers contained

nothing incriminatorj- of secession movements.

Henry Phipps Institute, The, for the

study, treatment, and prevention of tubercu-

losis, was founded at Philadelphia, i Feb. 1903
by Henry Phipps. The incorporators were
Henrj- Phipps. George E. Gordon, Lawrence F.

Flick, Miss Amy Phipps, and S. P. Harbison.

The scientific work of the Institute is in the

hands of a medical staff, consisting of a medical
director, an assistant medical director, clini-

cians, bacteriologists, and pathologists. In the

Institute's organization there are a number of
paid fellowships open to any member of the staff

and a number of honorarj- fellowships open to

any person throughout the world who has done
distinguished work in the cause of the study,

treatment, or prevention of tuberculosis. The
eleemos>-narv' work of the Institute contem-
plated is the care of the consumptive poor in

their homes, the care and treatment of con-

sumptives in hospital beds, and the care and
treatment of consumptives in a sanatorium.

Consumptives in their homes are to be cared

for and treated through a dispensan-. The
patients come to the dispensani- where they are

prescribed for and given medicines and supplies

for the prevention of tuberculosis. They are

instructed in preventive measures, and during

the intervals between their visits to the dis-

pensarj- are supervised in the carrv'ing out of

these instructions by a visitor from the dispen-

sarj-. The consumptive who is entirely desti-

tute and who cannot be cared for in his hoine

even with such assistance as can be given is

brought into the hospital and treated as a ward
of the Institute. The scientific work of the In-

stitute contemplated is education in preventive

measures, study of the disease, dissemination of

knowledge about the disease among physi-

cians, stimulation of eflFort on the part of scien-

tific men throughout the world, and encourage-

ment of workers in the cause. This work is

to be pursued through lecture courses, labora-

torj- and clinical experiments, distribution of

literature, organization of the workers in the

cause of prevention of tuberculosis, and public

receptions to persons who have done distin-

guished work. The Institute will seek to aid

all workers in the crusade against tubercu-

losis. It will act as a bureau of information

and with this end in view will index literature

on the subject of tuberculosis and collect ob-

jects of various kinds which have a bearing

upon the prevention or treatment of the dis-

ease. The Institute has inaugurated an inter-

national course of lectures by the foremost
workers in the crusade against tuberculosis.

One lecture a month is given during the fall

and winter months. The Institute will pub-
lish annually a report of its work which will be
distributed gratuitously to the libraries of the

w'orld. L.\WEEN-CE F. Flick,

Of the Henry Phipps Institute.

Henschel, Georg, ga-org' hen'shel, Ger-
man composer and concert singer ; b. Breslau,

18 Feb. 1850. He began his musical education
under the pianist Moscheles, the contrapuntist

Richter, and the vocal teacher Gosse in the

Conservatory at Leipsic. In 1870 he sang with
great success at the Beethoven celebration at

Weimar, and toward the end of the same year
went to Berlin to complete his studies in mu-
sical science and vocalization. He met with a
brilliant reception in his professional tour
through Cologne. Diisseldorf. and the lower
Rhine provinces, and his fame spread over all

Germany. Austria, Holland. and Russia

(1874-7). He was received with immense ap-
lause in London, and crossing the Atlantic was
appointed musical director in Boston (1883-5) '<

when he returned to London and became
teacher of singing in the Royal College of Music.
He wrote among his numerous compositions
many songs and duets, such as 'Wanderlieder'

;

'Duette in Kanonform,' 'Serbisches Lieder-
spieP ; etc. He married in 1881 Lilian Jane
Bailey (d. 1901) a well known American
singer.

Hensley, Sophia Almon, American lec-

turer and author : b. Nova Scotia 31 May 1866.

She studied in England and Paris, and moved
to New York in iSSg. She has been interested

in the study of social problems and actively

identified with the work of the "Mother's Con-
gress." She has served as president of the

Society for the Study of Life in New York
citj- and as vice-president of the New York
City Mothers' Club, and lectures frequently.

She is author of "Woman's Love-Letters' and
'Souls.'

Hen'son, Herbert Hensley, English Angli-

can clergv-man ; b. London 8 Nov. 1863. He
was graduated at Oxford and elected fellow of

All Souls College in that university 1884. He
was head of the Oxford House at Bethnal
Green, 1887-8, and since 1900 has been canon
of Westminster .\bbey and rector of St. Mar-
garet's. He has attracted wide attention as a
fresh and powerful preacher by his utterances

on national topics of social and political inter-

est, and among his published works may be
noted: 'Light and Leaven' (1897); 'Cross

Bench Views of Current Church Questions'

(1902).

Henson, Josiah, .American negro slave and
clerg>-man: b. Port Tobacco, Md., 1787; d.

1883. His early life was one of great hardship,

but he finally escaped to Canada ( 1828) . where
he became a Methodist clerg>-man with a charge
at Dresden, Bothwell County, Ontario. He also
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lectured in the United States. Upon the story
of his slave career was based the character of
Uncle Tom in Harriet Beecher Stowe's 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin' ( 1852).

Henty, George Alfred, English writer of
novels and stories for boys : b. i'runipington,

Cambridgeshire, 8 Dec. 1832; d. Weymouth.
Dorsetshire, 16 Xov. 1902. He was educated
at Westminster and Cambridge ; he went to the
Crimea during the war with Russia, and served
there in tlie purveyor's department of the army.
Soon afterward he went to Italy to organize
the hospitals of the Italian legion. As special

correspondent of the Standard newspaper he
went through the Austro-Italian, Franco-Ger-
man, Turco-Servian, Abyssinian, and Ashanti
campaigns, besides accompanying Garibaldi in

the Tyrol. He described two of these cam-
paigns in the works 'The March to Magdala'
(1868) and "The March to Coomassie* (1874).
He wrote eight novels, among which are : 'A
Woman of the Commune' (1895) ; 'The
Queen's Cup' (1897) ; and 'Colonel Thorn-
dyke's Secret' (1898) ; but he is much more
widely known as the author of a large number
of stimulating stories of adventure for boj'S,

many of them based on famous historical

events. Among these are: 'The Young Franc-
Tireurs' (1871). a story of the Franco-German
war; 'The Young Buglers,' a tale of the Penin-
sular War (1879) ; 'In Times of Peril,' a tale

of India (1S81); 'Under Drake's Flag'

(1882); 'The Lion of the North' (1885), a
story of Gustavus Adolphus ; 'With Lee in Vir-
ginia' (1889): 'By Pike and Dyke' (1889). a

story of the Dutch War of Independence; 'In

the Irish Brigade' (1900) ; and 'Out with Gari-

baldi' (1900).

Hepat'ica, a genus of plants, the liver-

worts, of the crowfoot order (Ranuiiculacea),

closely related to Anernonc. The best-known
species is H. hcfatica, found wild throughout
North America as well as Europe in woods,
and widely cultivated for its attractive and fra-

grant star-like blue, white, or purple-red flow-

ers, which open in early spring. It is, indeed,

the earliest of American spring flowers. Some-
times even under the snow its buds, well wrapped
up in a warm down, lie upon the broad,

furrj' liver-shaped leaves, awaiting the first

warmth to induce them to open. In the south-

ern Alleghanies its leaves are dried and steeped

into a medicinal tea. A more southern species

is H. acuta.

Hepburn vs. Griswold, 1869: the great case
in which the Supreme Court of the United
States decided that the government had no
power to make its own notes legal tender;
reversed through a change in the constitution

of the court in Knox v. Lee and Juilliard v.

Greenman. !Mrs. Hepburn of Kentucky had
given Henry Griswold a note for 11,250 "dol-

lars," payable 20 Feb. 1862; it was not paid
when due, and five days subsequently the gov-
ernment passed the act authorizing $150,000,000
in notes (see Greexb.acks), receivable for pub-
lic and private debts. In 1864 Griswold brought
suit in the chancer\' court of Louisville for
principal and interest; $12,270 in greenbacks
was tendered in settlement, but refused, on tJjie

claim that the act did not extend to debts con-
tracted before its passage. The court decided

for Mrs. Hepburn ; Griswold carried the case
to the Kentucky court of appeals, which re-
versed the decision; Mrs. Hepburn carried it to
the Supreme Court, which on account of the
far-reaching importance of the case, and at the
request of the attorney-general, laid it over till

1868, when it was reargued, and finally decided
in the December term 1869. Chief Justice
Chase, for five justices against three, decided
that the act extended to all debts, contracted as
well before as after its passage, and that the
question therefore must be whether the gov-
ernment had the power to make anything but
coin a legal tender; that it could not do so,

under the Constitution, because at the time of
its adoption no money but gold and silver was
recognized ; that as paper money never rose
above coin and almost always fell below it,

each particle of depreciation was so much ab-
stracted from the value understood by the par-
ties to the contract, and was therefore an unlaw-
ful deprivation of private property ; that the
power of Congress to use "necessary means'*
to carry out its power of making war did not
convey this right, because this was no more a
special means of carrying out war powers than
any other powers, and would enable it to issue

bills of credit and make them legal tender just

as much in the post-office business or the patent
business as the war. The minority admitted
that it was so impairing the obligation of con-
tracts, but asserted that Congress was given
the power to do so; and this is now law. See
Leg.\l-Tender C.\ses.

Hephaestus, he-fes'tus, a god of the ancient
Greeks, identified by the Romans with their

Vulcanus. He presided over fire, and was the
patron of all artists who worked in iron and
metals. He was the son of Zeus (Jupiter) and
Hera (Juno). Homer says that his mother
was so disgusted with the deformities of her
son, that she threw him into the sea as soon as
born, where he remained for nine }'ears. He
afterward returned, but for taking the part

of his mother on one occasion against Zeus was
thrown down by the latter a second time. He
was a whole day in passing from heaven to

earth, and fell in the island of Lemnos. He
broke his leg by the fall, and ever after re-

mained lame of one foot. He fixed his resi-

dence in Lemnos, where he built himseif a
palace, and raised forges to work metals. The
Cyclopes of Sicily were his ministers and at-

tendants ; and with him they fabricated not only
the thunderbolts of Zeus, but also arms for

the gods and the most celebrated heroes. His
forges were supposed to be under Mount .Etna,

in the island of Sicily, as well as in every part

of the earth where there were volcanoes.

Aphrodite (Venus) was the wife of Hcpha:stus.

Her infidelity is well known. Her amours with
Ares (Mars') were discovered by Phcebus, and
exposed to the gods by her own husband. He
appears on some monuments with a long beard,

disheveled hair, half naked, and a small round
cap on his head, while he holds a hammer and
pincers in his hand.

Hep'tarchy, seven .\nglo-Saxon kingdoms
into which England was at one time or other

supposed to be divided, although the kingdoms
were founded at different times, and at no one
time were they all independent monarchies to-

gether. In 827 King Egbert of Wessex united
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them into one kingdom, and claimed the title

King of England. See England.

Hep'tasophs, Improved Order of, a benefit
societj-, organized in 1S78 as an independent
branch of the Order of Heptasophs (q.v.). At
the time of secession the Heptasophs had not
adopted the benefit system. The constitution
and ceremonies are identical with those of the
parent order. At the close of 1902 it had 722
conclaves, a membership of 52,825, and since its

organization had disbursed in benefits nearly
seven million dollars.

Heptasophs, Order of, a benevolent so-
ciet}- in the United States foimded in New Or-
leans 1852 by Alexander Leonard Saunders, and
other Freemasons, originally called *The Seven
Wise Men." The ritual of its ceremonial is

elaborate; the membership of each chapter is

seven, or a multiple of that number. In 1872
the adoption of a death benefit system was
agitated, and the discussion led to the seces-

sion in 187S of the Zeta CoiKlave of Baltimore,
which organized the Improved Order of Hep-
tasophs (.q.v.). In 1880 the Order of Hepta-
sophs adopted the benefit system. Members
must be white males and profess a belief in the
Supreme Being. Their number in 18 States
amounts to about 4.000.

Hep'worth, George Hughes, American
clergyman, journalist, and author: b. Boston 4
Feb. 1833 : i 7 June 1902. He was brought up
a L'nitarian, and after Iea\-ing the Har\-ard
Divinit>- School held L'nitarian pastorates at
Xantucket, Boston, and New York. He advo-
cated preaching in theatres and conducted the-

atre meetings in various cities, but being not
wholly at ease in the L'nitarian denomination,
entered the Congregationalist ministrj- in 1872.

He subsequently quitted the ministry and be-
came attached to the editorial staff of the New
York Herald. He pubhshed ; 'The \\"hip. Hoe,
and Sword* (1864') : *The Criminal, the Crime,
the Penalty> (1865): 'Starboard and Pon>
(1876), record of a \-acht cruise: a book en-
titled '! ! !': <Rocks and Shoals': <Brown
Studies*: 'Hiram Golfs Religion': "They Met
in Heaven*; 'Through Armenia on Horseback*
(1899). Consult S. H. Ward, 'George H. Hep-
worth ; the Stor>- of his Life' (1903).

Hera, he'ra or -re. a m>-thological goddess
of the Greek pantheon, identified by the Romans
with their Juno, the sister and wife of Zeus
(Jupiter), and daughter of Kronos (Saturn)
and Rhea (Cybele). The poets represent Zeus
as a faithless husband, and Hera as a violent,

jealous and vindictive wife. She was wor-
shipped in all Greece, but her principal seats

were at .\rgos and at Samos. The companions

of Hera were the Graces and Hours. Iris, a

personification of the rainbow, which seems to

stretch from heaven to earth, was her messenger.

Her usual attribute is a ro.val diadem. The
temples built in her honor were called Herara.

The principal one was at .\rgos, which cit>- was
considered to be especially under her protec-

tion. She is represented by Homer as taking

the part of the Greeks in the Trojan war. being

actuated by revenge for the slight passed on her

by the Troian Paris, who gave the golden apple

inscribed 'To the Fairest* not to her. but to

Aphrodite.

Heracles. See Hercixes.

Heracli'tus, Greek philosopher: b. Ephe-
sus, who flourished about 513 b.c. He traveled
in different countries, particularly in Africa.

On his return to Ephesus he was offered the
chief magistracy, but refused it. He left a
work on nature, in which he treats also of re-

ligion and politics. Some fragments only of
this work remain. He is considered as belong-
ing generally to the Ionic school of philosophers,
though he differed from it in important particu-
lars. He considered fire as the first principle
of all things, describing it as an ethereal sub-
stance, "self-kindled and self-extinguished,*
from which the world is evolved (not made) by
a natural operation. It is also a rational prin-
ciple, and the source of the human soul. Phe-
nomena exist in a constant state of flux, always
tending to assume new forms, and finally re-
turning again to their source,

Heraclius, her-a-kli us. Roman emperor of
the East, from 610 to 641 : b. Cappadocia about

575 -\.D. He was the son of Heraclius, e.xarch

of Africa, who had gained great renown by his

victories over the Persians, the elder Heraclius
of the East was applied to by a powerful body
of insurgents to claim the throne for himself.
This he declined, but sent his son Heraclius
to do so. Heraclius the younger therefore
ascended the throne, and though he undoubtedly
possessed considerable talents, the Roman Em-
pire in the East was tottering to its fall, and
nothing he was able to do could save it. Before
his death Mohammed had carried his \-ictorious

arms on everj- side, and Syria. Palestine, Meso-
potamia, and Eg>-pt had fallen under the
dominion of the caliphs. He was permitted,
however, to die in peace, and to transmit the
succession to his son, who mounted the throne
imder the title of Constantine III.

Heraldry is the whole group of ceremonial
duties discharged by the heralds of a court, an
army, a great noble, or the like, with the assist-

ance of their pursuivants, and under the direc-

tion of the Earl Marshal, King-at-Arms, the
College of Arms, or other chief of the confra-
ternity. These duties are generally divisible into

heraldrj- proper, or the business of regulating
ceremonial occasions such as coronations, mar-
riages among princes, proclamations of impor-
tant events, and the like: and armory, or the

art or quasi-science of armorial bearings. In
the first of these di\-isions but little remains
of any interest at the present day, for only in

Great Britain is the herald of any consequence.
There, however, he still has some direction, as

at the eventful proclamation of i Jan. 1877,

when the Queen of Great Britain assumed the

title of Empress of India. In the second branch
of the subject, the order and marshaling of

arms, the Germans are perhaps at the head of

modem writers, though the English and Scottish

treatises on the subject are more numerous and

more widely used. The Germans' thoroughness

of investigation has marked their treatment of

this subject, which is eminently a branch of

medi.-eval and subsequent historj- serving to

elucidate genealogical research.

Modem heraldrv- is no older than the touma-
n^nts of the Middle .^ges. No linking evi-

dences of the science occur during the Dark
.\ges, although badges and emblems are found
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o'l shields and helmets discovered in the ruins

of antiquity, while in Biblical times the men
ot Israel were directed to pitch their tents, every
ms«n by his own camp and standard with the

ensigns of his father's house. Greek and Ro-
man writers describe devices on shields and
helmets ; the golden eagle on the shields of

the kings of Media ; the standards and bril-

liantly colored shields borne by the ancient
Germans in battle. The office of herald is as

ancient as that of priesthood. Spartans, Greeks,

and Romans had heralds, the Roman officers

being divided into tliree classes : caduccatores,
heralds of peace ; fctialcs, heralds of war and
peace; and pracones, judicial criers or messen-
gers. The caduceator on a mission carried a
wand of laurel or olive (caduceus, q.v.), as a
symbol of his office and for his security. The
fetiales are thought to have had a college of
20 members founded by Numa, who formulated
the procedure and ceremonies connected with
the declaration of war and the making of
treaties. The prtrcones were employed to pro-
claim matters of public interest to the people
at religious ceremonies, in the comitia, at public
sales, judicial trials, in the senate, on the publi-

cation of laws which they read, at funerals, at

games, in the army when a general wished to

address his men, at executions, and at all public

meetings. The heralds of the Middle Ages had
duties which in part resembled those of the

heralds of antiquity. Thus, they carried mes-
sages of peace and of defiance, and yet even in

the earlier years of feudality their office was
an inferior one, they being replaced by ambas-
sadors, diplomats ahnost in the modern sense,

statesmen in whose suite the heralds and pur-
suivants went to the foreign court. So it was
that the chief duty of the herald came to be the

care of armories.

The first known tomb or monument with
escutcheons in the period of modern history

is stated to be the eleventh century tomb in

the Church of St. Emmeran at Ratisbon, where
are the bearings of Varmond, a count of Vas-
serburg; but this may be a later addition.

Another very old specimen and certainly genu-
ine is the shield at Le Mans of Geoffrey Plan-
tagenet, who died in 1150. Tlie use of coats of

arms seems to have first become general in the

I2th century. Rolls of arms in England are

extant in the reigns of Henry III., Edward I.,

and Edward II. Siircoats displayed armorial
bearings in the reign of Henry III. The Roll

of Caerlaverock, a poem in Norman-French,
contains the names and armorial bearings of

the knights and barons who attended Edward I.

at the siege of the Castle of Crerlaverock, Dum-
friesshire in 1300, and exhibits heraldry already
in a developed form. On coins also, no armorial
ensigns are found till the 13th century; but
then both coins and the seals of nobles and
monasteries display them ; the use of arms on
the Great Seal of England was introduced by
Richard I.

The study of armory became essential when
at mediseval tournaments aged knights were ap-

pointed, whose duties were to act as arbiters, and
to pass judgment on coats of arms and the right

of knighthood. Whenever a new knight ap-

peared at a tournament, the herald had to

blasen — that is to blow— the trumpet, and
proclaim and explain the bearing of his shield

or coat of arms. Hence to blason (blasen)

came to mean, to describe and explain a display
of bearings. The heralds were also the chroni-
clers of the times and were present on all occa-
sions of public ceremony. In France the first

herald— roi-d'armes — was crowned and con-
secrated with religious ceremonies, and was
called Montjoie, from the war-cry of the French
royal armies. The heralds were united in asso-
ciations, and their duties formed a branch of
science which was communicated only to the
members. If any person pretended to the char-
acter of a herald, who on examination was
found not to belong to the corporation, he was
driven away with insults and frequently with
violence. The heralds in modern courts are
masters of ceremonies. In England there are
now three kings at arms ; the highest is the
Garter king at arms ; the second, known as
Claroicicux, is for the southern counties ; the
third, styled Norroy, for the northern provinces.
These three kings at arms with si.x subordinate
heralds and four pursuivants form under the
presidency of the Earl Marshal, always the
Duke of Norfolk, the herald's college or herald's
office, established in 1340. The use of arms by
private persons in the British Isles was forbid-
den by proclamation in the reign of Henry 'V.

All persons who had not borne arms at Agin-
court were prohibited from assuming them
unless by hereditary descent, or with the sanc-

tion of the constituted authorities. Periodical

circuits called visitations were held afterwards
by the provincial heralds to take cognizance of
the arms, pedigrees, and marriage of such as

were entitled to the use of armorial bearings.

These visitations continued till about the end
of the 17th century; their records, many of

which are preserved in the British Museum and
elsewhere, contain much genealogical informa-
tion and are still Consulted for evidence of the

hereditary right to bear arms.
The practice of blazoning the arms is fre-

quently referred to in the poetry of the Trouba-
dours of the I2th and 13th centuries. Those
knights who asserted a right to appear at tour-

naments did so by the blazoning of their arms,

and from the Germans this custom was trans-

mitted to the French, for tournaments were held

in Germany before they became general in

France. The French, however, carried to far

greater perfection the tournament, and the

blazon of heraldry connected with it, as tliey

did the whole system of chivalry; the French

language prevailing at the court of England
after the Norman Conquest, pure French ex-

pressions came to be preserved in British

heraldry. German heraldry, on the contrary,

contains almost pure German expressions.

The whole display of any person's arms is

called an achievement, also spelled atchieye-

ment. Only the escutcheon, however, is of vital

importance. This is the broad surface upon

which the bearings are charged. It is always

assumed to be a shield in the case of a man not

an ecclesiastic; but churchmen's arms are

charged upon an oval or other architectural

form, a sort of cartouche, and women's bear-

ings are charged upon a lozenge set vertically.

The arms of husband and wife, however, may
be charged on a shield divided vertically in the

middle, and are then said to be dimidiated or

impaled ; thus we might say that such an

escutcheon bears the arms of Smith impaling

the arms of Jones— Smith and Jones standing
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for the two spouses. It is rare to charge the
wife's arms unless she was an heiress, that is

to say, the owner of real estate in her own
right. These rules, however, are those of Great
Britain : they differ widely in other countries.

A single escutcheon may be complete with
one simple division. Thus, a horizontal line

divides the chief or top of the field at one
third of its height from the remainder of
the field. If that chief is, say, of gold, while
the rest of the field is blue, that by itself

makes a very respectable and honorable her-
aldic statement. The chief is one of the
honorable ordinaries, and others are almost as
simple. They are the pale, the vertical stripe

in the middle of the shield and one third of
its width ; the fess, a horizontal stripe : the
bend, which goes diagonally from the left hand
upper corner to the right hand lower part,

stopping against the rounded border of the
shield : the bend sinister, which is a bend turned
tlie other way (bu; see below, dexter and
sinister) ; the chevron, which is a pair of stripes

meeting in the middle, forming a figure like the
letter A without the cross-bar ; the cross, the
two arms of which are usually of one quarter
the width of the escutcheon : and the saltire.

which is a diagonal cross. A shield upon which
there is any one of these honorable ordinaries
and nothing else, is most respectable. In gen-
eral the simpler shields are the older ; thus the

old family Erskine, with a black pale on a

silver field, or the family of Beauchamp with a

gold fess on a red field, occupy the most enviable
position in having such a plain escutcheon.
There are ordinaries of the second rank, such
as the quarter or canton, the orle. and besides
these there are very many bearings in common
use. especially those which are diminutives of
the honorable ordinaries. Thus, the t)allett is a

smaller pale, and the shield of Aragon has four
red palletts side by side on a gold ground.
These again may be used to charge upon the

greater ordinaries. Thus, the escutcheon of

Loreyn bears a blue bend sinister on a gold field

and the bend itself is charged with three golden
six-pointed stars. That also is a simple and
presumably ancient armor>\

In describing the escutcheon the side on the
left of the spectator is called the dexter and
that on his right is called the sinister side : that

is because the shield, when carried on the arm
with the man-at-arms behind it would be to him
so disposed. The escutcheon is supposed to

be divided into a certain number of imaginary
points or divisions for the fixing and placing

of the bearings when they are described in

words. When there are nine points, the three

at the top following each other from the dexter
to the sinister side are dexter chief, middle
chief and sinister chief, and a similar nomen-
clature is used throughout. .\ modern and
fuller arrangement is to give eleven point? . the

honor point interposed between the top hori-

zontal row and the middle one : and the nom-
bril point spaced between the middle row and
the lowermost one. .A small bearing as a mullet

(a five-pointed star) may be located as being in

the dexter chief or the like.

The main business of armory is to present

simple patches of bright colors which can be

recognized at a great distance. The tinctures

used in Great Britain are nine — two metals.

or and argent (gold and silver) : five colors,
gtiles (.red); azure (.blue), sable (black), vert
(green), purpure (purple); though this last is

very rare and green is not very common. There
are also two furs, which are represented by
curious conventional patterns supposed to repre-
sent the patchwork of small skins sewed to-
gether which make a garment or the lining of
a garment. These furs are ermine and vair, but
each has many curious variations known by dif-

ferent names. Thus "ermine" shows black tails

on a white field, or in modern times a flower-
like pattern suggested by the real ermine ; but
erminois has the same pattern in black on a gold
field.

Dimidiation and impaling, mentioned above.
are varieties of the great general subject of
marshalling. The more elaborate form of mar-
shalling is to divide an escutcheon into quarters.

Thus, the son of a married pair who have borne
their arms impaled, may divide the escutcheon
into four quarters and will put his father's arms
on the first and fourth quarters (dexter chief
and sinister base) and those of his mother on
tlie second and third quarters. This quartering
may be quartered again, and so on indefinitely.

Thus, the escutcheon of the Prince of Wales dur-
ing the reign of Queen Victoria (of him who is

now King Edward VII.) is too elaborate to de-

scribe fully here. This is because his bearings

a? Duke of Rothsay. Lord of the Isles. Duke of

Cornwall, Baron Renfrew, and the like are all

charged together, so that the number of small

subdivisions is remarkable. Now, there are dif-

ferent ways of charging these. Those which
his escutcheon must bear are the royal arms of
England differenced (see differencing above)
with the label of the heir apparent, which is a
label of three points argent, and this escutcheon
will bear in the middle a small shield with the

arms of Saxony. Even in this the inescutcheon
is out of place when we are considering his

arms as heir to the crown. It is held by many
that the Prince of Wales should display two
shields ; the first as simple as possible, with
only the quarters for England, Scotland, and
Ireland ; while the second should display all his

primary and secondarj- arms, including those

of his wife. who. in the case assumed above, was
the Princess .Alexandra of Denmark. Again, a

system is adopted by which a large shield bears

those royal arms upon it, an inescutcheon with

the secondare- arms of Cornwall, Rothsaj-, Ches-
ter. Dublin. Lordship of the Isles. Carrick,

Renfrew. Wales as a principality, and over all a

small escutcheon of pretense charged with the

arms of Saxony for Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. But
even these do not include the arms of the

Princess, his wife, which should rightly occupy
the sinister side of the shield, while all the

achievement described above should be charged

upon the dexter side. It is evident, then, that

a person whose family has formed many dig-

nified alliances may have an indefinitely great

number of quarterings. But let us take the

escutcheon of a king of the House of Hanover,
as George IV.. and we shall find that the four

quarters of the shield are filled in this way

:

the first quarter (dexter chieft in gules, bear-

ing three lions passant gardant. and the fourth

quarter (sinister base) exactly the same.

These two quarters are England. The second
quarter (sinister chief) is Scotland, a field or
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with a lion ramfiant gules, framed in a hordurc
Hcur-dc-lisce, also gules. The third quarter
(dexter base) is Ireland, the Irish harp
or on a ground azure. Upon this shield is

set an inescutcheon. divided in a curious

way into three parts, for Hanover, and hav-
ing above it a royal crown. Upon this in-

escutcheon is still a second inescutcheon, very

small, simply gules with a bearing or. which is

supposed to stand for the imperial crown of
Charlemagne, this in commemoration of the

electoral dignity of the sovereign of Hanover,
who was called the elector until after the Na-
poleonic wars. It is a rule never to place

metal upon metal or color upon color. Thus, if

your shield is argent, any bearing put upon it

must be in one of the colors— never in or.

But there is one curious exception : that of the

Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem (which lasted only

from 1099 to 1 187, but which is perpetuated by
the addition of its bearings to many private

shields) was argent, a cross potent between four

crosses or. This means a large gold cross, at the

end of each arm of which is a cross head like

the handle of a crutch ; and in the little corners

left by the cross, four small Greek crosses : all

these in gold on a silver ground.

No two persons should hear the same arms
at the same time, therefore a distinction is made
between the escutcheons of younger children.

Even the heir may distinguish his bearings from
his father's by a special mark, apart from the

quartering described above. The term marks
of cadency is used for these distinctions. Many
different plans have been followed, and one
which has been much accepted is the label.

This is a band with pendant strips hanging from
it, usually three; and this is laid right upon the

escutcheon near its head, and crosses it, partly

concealing all the bearings. This label will be

plain for the oldest son, differenced by a bearing

like a crescent, or. a mullet for the second son,

another bearing for the third son, and so on.

The practical functions of the herald devel-

oped into blazoning, historifying, passing judg-

ment on, and marshalling coats of arms.

Blazoning is the methodical description of a

bearing. In the first place the shield is de-

scribed according to its tinctures, figures and
partitions. The inferior parts of an escutcheon

are then blazoned — the helm with its insignia

which are trumpet, wings and plumes, men and
animals, or their members ; then the wreath and

its tinctures : after which the coronet, cap, etc.

:

finally the supporters, the mantle, the device and
other secondary addenda. To historify in

heraldry is to explain the history of a coat

of arms, its origin, and the changes it has under-

gone. If the herald is to explain a bearing

historically, he must show that this figure is

the proper emblem of the family or countiy.

He derives, for instance, from historical

sources the proof that the double-headed eagle

of the German king was first introduced in

the beginning of the 14th century under Albert

I., and that previously from the time of Otho
II. the royal eagle had but one head; and he
records the privilege given to wear that eagle

on a private escutcheon. So he shows that the

three leopards (lions passant gardant) in the

English arms were first derived in 1127 under
Henry I. from the Norman house. The mar-
shalling of arms is especially important in the

preparation of new escutcheons. In this inattcr,

the herald either follows the orders of the
sovereign, or he invents the idea, and makes
the plan of the escutcheon according to his
own judgment, or he composes a new escutcheon
from several coats of arms.

When color is not used, a system of conven-
tional expression is substituted ; thus, argent is

plain white, or is white with black dots, azure
by horizontal black lines on white, gules by
vertical black lines, sable by crossing black lines

horizontal and vertical, vert by lines from the
dexter chief to the sinister base, purpure by
lines from the sinister chief to the dexter base.

The furs have peculiar patterns and surfaces of
their own.

The crest is the highest part of an achieve-

ment of arms and is set above the escutcheon.

It is called crest from tlie Latin word crista.

which signifies a comb or tuft, such as many
birds have upon their heads. Crests were an-

ciently marks of honor, because they were worn
only by heroes of valor and high rank that

they might be the better distinguished in an
engagement, and thereby rally their men if dis-

persed ; or else they were of the nature of

badges worn by all the followers of a chieftain

and serving to identify them. They are at

present considered as mere ornaments ; and they

may be assumed without authority ; obviously

they should not be used by women. Supporters

are figures placed on each side of the shield and
perhaps originated from the custom of pages

in fantastic dresses guarding the achieve-

ments of arms of their masters while the

latter were taking part in the exercises of the

tournament. The scroll is an orriament usually

placed below the shield and supporters, con-

taining a motto or short sentence alluding

to the crest, or to the bearing or to the bearer's

name. The motto had its origin in the war
cries of knights, though in some instances

mottoes were borne differing from the war cry

of the wearer. The badge is not subject to

heraldic rule, though it may be a part of the

heraldic achievement, used separately. The por-

cupine was the badge of Louis XII. of France,

and the salamander was chosen by Francis I.

when he came to the throne, but neither of these

was included in the escutcheon or worn as a

crest. The reader may consult Palliser, < His-

torical Devices. Badges and War Cries' (Lon-

don 1870). The most recent large and impor-

tant book on heraldry in English is 'The

Art of Heraldry,' by Arthur Charles Fox-

Davies, which is based upon the Hcraldischer

Atlas of H. G. Strohl. An excellent book for

persons who are making a serious study of the

matter is Berrv's 'Encyclopaedia Heraldica.' in

three volumes,' n. d. (about 1820). The treatise

on Heraldry by Woodward and Burnett, two

volumes, 1802, is a very full and up-to-date

manual. Smaller hooks are numerous. To
naiue English ones alone Cussan's 'Handbook

of Heraldry,* Blanche's 'The Pursuivant at

Anns,' Worthy's 'Practical Heraldry,' and

especially Charles Boutell's two books, 'English

Heraldry,' second edition, 1871, and the very re-

markable essay, 'Heraldry, Historical and

Popular.' third edition, 1864, now scarce, but

nevertheless the most suggestive book that can

be found.

Revised by Russell Sti'rgis.
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Herat, her-at'. Afghanistan, a aty m the

northwest near the Heri-Rud River, about 370

miles west of Cabul. It is enclosed by a broad

deep moat and an earthen mound surmounted

by a loftv wall of unbumed brick, and defended

by a strong citadel. The caravansaries, public

baths, and mosques are numerous. The trade,

ahnost entirely in the hands of Hmdus, is greatly

favored by the situation of the town on the

great thoroughfare from India westward. Herat

was long the capital of the empire founded by

Tamerlane, and was once much larger and more

splendid than now. Its possession has been

repeatedly contested among the peoples ot cen-

tral Asia. and. being regarded as a key to

.\fghanistan on the side ne.xt Persia and Russia

it is of great importance politically. Its capture

bv Persia in 1S56 led to a short war between

Britain and Persia. Pop. about 45.000.

Herault de Sechelles, sa'shel. Marie Jean,

French revolutionist: b. Paris 1760; d. there

1-^4- He became imbued with the teachings

of Diderot, but. after his election to the Legis-

lative Assembly in 1791. being rather a philos-

opher than a revolutionist, he at first paid little

attention to the radical element there. He soon,

however, joined the extreme left, and later on

supported Danton in the revolution of .\ugust

and September 1792. He was a deputy from the

department of Seine-et-Oise to the Convention

of 1792 and voted for the kings death. He
became a member of the Committee of Public

Safety, and as such gained the ennut>- of Robes-

pierre, who claiming that he had betrayed cer-

tain secrets to the army of the Rhine, caused

him to be arrested and executed. His best

writings were published under the title *\ oyage

a Montbard' (.last ed. 1S90).

Herb Paris, a poisonous plant of the lily

familv [Paris quadrifotia), resembling and re-

lated'to white hellebore (q.v.), the toxic pnna-

ple of which is a specific alkaloid called paradin.

Herbarium, a collection of dried plants,

leaves, and fruit or seeds, arranged for preser\a-

tion between sheets of bibulous paper; it is

sometimes called hortus siccus, «do- garden,

and is an indispensable adjunct to the apparatus

of the systematic botanist, and microscopist.

The most famous pubhc herbariums are those

of Kew. London; those of the Bntish Museum

and the London Linnaean Society. Those in

Paris, Leyden, Berlin, and Vienna are also very

full and complete.
. u •

In the United States there are three herbaria

both copious and of the first order, namely, the

Grav Herbarium of Harvard Lniversity. the

Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden,

and the United States National Herbarium at

Washington. The first named contains a vast

majority of the older tj-pes of American plants,

and the last contains the matenal brought to-

gether bv the government collectors and many

of the most important collections of the early

Govemment surveys. There are also important

collections at the Missouri Botanical Garden

(Saint Louis) and the Field Columbian Museum

(Chicago). ^ ...

Herbart, Johann Friednch. German phllo^-

opher: b. Oldenburs. 1 May 1776: d. Gottingen.

II Aug. 18U1. His career is cvidcrce of the

fact that at least some men may live peaceful

lives in stormy times. A student at Jena under

Fichte a tutor in Switzerland, a docent at

Gottingen in the theoo* of education, and after

that a° professor to the end at Gottingen. at

Konigsberg, and finally at Gottingen again.—that

is the story of his life. But if he took no part

in the revolutionair tumults that afflicted his

countrv, he at least became a leader in her in-

tellectual contests. His metaphysics stands at

the opposite pole from that of Hegel. His

psvchology laid the foundations for modem
psvchophvsics and experimental psychology,

while his pedagogics is still the source ot much

of our best educational theory and practice.

Metaphysics.—The turning point between

Herbart and Hegel lies in the use to be made

of the principle of contradiction. Herbart took

the orthodox stand that what contradicts it-

self cannot be truly real or actual, whereas He-

crel boldly incorporated the principle of contra-

diction as a stage in what might be called his

dialectic of evolution, which follows the for-

mula thesis, antithesis, synthesis. The anti-

thesis is the contradiction of the thesis, but only

that the two mav come together again ma
higher synthesis. A familiar illustration is the

relation of (l) being, (2) non-being and (3)

becoming, in which the second is thought as

the contradiction of the first, while the third

is conceived as a higher svTithesis of the first

two, since becoming has elements both of be-

ing and of non-being. Herbart, however, re-

jects such reasoning as insuflaaent, and demands

"that philosophy shall accept the validity o* the

principle of contradiction, and honestly endea-

Vor to remove the contradictions inherent m our

evervday thought of the world. Such contra-

dictions are encountered when we consider a

thing and its attributes or the ego, which is

both subject and object, or when we trace ex-

perience back to matter, in which the nouons

discrete and continuous are seen to be at \;a-

riance The effort to remove the contradic-

tions leads Herbart back to a pre-KantiaJi

method of speculation, for he holds himselt

readv to accept anv sort of a presupposition, ra-

tional, or irrational, which promises to resolve

the difficultv. even though the pnnciple of ex-

planation should forever resist demonstration

as to its realits-. In other words, we may as-

sume anvthing to be true which clears up our

thinking.' But this is the method of Leibnitz, ot

Spinoza, and of many others antecedent to the

time of Kant (q.v.^. The fundamental fonn

in which contradiction appears is that the sim-

ple is conceived as manifold. For example, the

t^-ing we call water is at the same time thought

of as heavv. fluid, colorless, having the quality

of quenching both fire and thirst, and as be-

ing capable of transformation from a liquid to

a solid or to a vapor. The way to overcome

this contradiction is to assume a plurality ot

simple beings, and to explain the manitold as

appearances arising from their relations. Ihese

simple beings that underlie the phenomenal

world are atoms, or monads, or as Herbart pre-

fers to call them. Reals. They are conceived to

be in mechanical interaction, and to give rise

to the manifold we have in expenence. Like

the atoms of Democritus they are simple and
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alike in quality, but unlike the monads of Leib-

nitz tliey are not points of self-active force,

containing an inherent principle of development.

Why and how the Reals act and interact Her-
bart does not explain, not even how they get

and exercise their one function of sclf-prcscr-

vation. The inability to explain these things

which we most want to know is the penalty at-

tached to this type of metaphysics. Yet it

would be unfair to assume that no good re-

sults can come from even such prc-suppositions.

The Reals are not spatial in the ordinary mean-
ing of that term, for space and time as we know
them are themselves phenomenal products, but

they may be conceived to be in what Herbart

calls intelligible space, in which the Reals ex-

ist in a state of partial or total interpenetration.

Here they reciprocally "disturb" one another, a

"self-preservation" resulting, which is a "state"

of the Real. When the Real which is "dis-

turbed" happens to be a soul, the disturbance, or

the state of self-preservation, becomes an idea,

which is the primary form of mental life.

Psychology is, therefore, the science of these

self-preservations of the soul-monad, whicli is

like all Reals unknowable, but as Herbart thinks

a necessary presupposition of our experience.

Psychical life is the reciprocal tension of ideas.

Consciousness depends upon the degree of this

tension. The lowest degree of strength which

an idea can have and still be actual marks the

threshold of consciousness. If reduced below

this degree it remains as *'i«i/'»/if," and may
rise again when freed from "arrest?' The soul

monad has its seat in the brain and is in in-

timate interaction with a multitude of other

Reals. Outwardly originating stimuli are con-

veyed to the brain by the nerves and reach the

soul through the medium of the other Reals

present. Since the idea is the primary form

of mental life, feeling and volition must be ex-

plained through an examination of the inhibi-

tory relations of the ideas. Pleasure arises

when there is a furthering of mental movement,

and pain when there is an arrest. Volition

arises from desire, a state of feeling, which

has a natural impulse to find satisfaction through

action. Since mechanical action and reaction of

the Reals is the source of ideas, it seems a

natural conclusion that there may be a statics

and mechanics of mental states. This led to

Herbart's attempt to work out the calculus of

ideas, thus opening the road for the modern

quantitative study of mental phenomena, as seen

in psychophysics and experimental psychology.

Herbart claims to have founded psychology

anew upon metaphysics, mathematics, and ex-

perience. The third of these bases is treated

under the term afpereet>tion, which has import-

ant results for education.

Apperception.—Leibnitz, who introduced this

•term, employed it in a double sense. Its first

meaning is the original power of the mind to

unify experiences originating in sensation; this

is the sense in which Kant uses the term. The
second meaning is the mental assimilation that

takes place when we use knowledge already

acquired to interpret new knowledge. It is nat-

ural that Herbart should emphasize the latter

process, for though he could hardly deny the

validity of the first form of apperception, yet

so slight is the original equipment of the mind
—merely the power of preserving itself against

the encroachments of other Reals—that all the

significance of its activity must be found in ac-

quiring experience. This, it may be remarked,
is the process most important to teachers, for

they can help to supply and order experience,

whereas they have no control whatever over the

original constitution of the mind. Herbart sees

in each new sensation a stimulus to ideas al-

ready possessed, an attractive force for the sim-

ilar, a repelling one for the dissimilar. The
new idea therefore at first holds the centre of

consciousness, gathering about itself similar

ideas, and repelling hostile ones already in con-

sciousness or newly attracted to it by contrast.

But this very domination of the new idea is in

most cases the cause of its reduction to a sub-

ordinate place, for by bringing to consciousness

a body of more deeply rooted related ideas, it

enables the old to control the new by placing

the new in its true relation to older and better

ordered experience. In other words, the new
is apperceived by the old. Herbart's theory,

thus briefly stated, has been extended and freed

from contradictions, by subsequent writers, no-

tably Lazarus, Steinthal and Wundt (qq.v.).

Ethics.—All knowledge, feeling, desire, and
will, being explained by the various relations

into which ideas may come, there is no room in

Herbart's system for transcendental will, hence

no ethical imperatives antecedent to those de-

veloped by experience. Ethics consequently be-

comes a branch of sesthetics, and ethical judg-

ment is founded upon pleasurable or painful

feelings as the case may be. The mind spon-

taneously approves some will relations and as

spontaneously disapproves others. These basal

relations refer to five fundamental aspects of

conduct, two relating to the self as such, and

the remainmg three to the relations of the self

to others. The first two are Inner Freedom
(the feeling that arises from good conscience)

and Efficiency of Will (the pleasure that is

aroused by efficient action). The three other

ideas are first Good Will (subjective attitude

toward others), the second Justice (the legal

basis of rights), and the third Equity (the de-

mand that requital shall be adequate to deed).

Education.—Upon the basis of his psychol-

ogy and ethics as above explained, Herbart

built his educational structure. Since there

is no source of character but experience, it

is to experience, i.e., to organized knowledge

or groups of ideas, that we must look for

the development of character, which thus has

its roots, not in a single department of knowl-

edge as, e.g., that grounded in sacred writ-

ings, but in the whole content of the mind.

A man must be ethical all over, not in

spots only. For this reason the Herbartians

speak fondly and proudly of educative instruc-

tion, meaning thereby such instruction as shall

render all ideas contributory to moral charac-

ter. Rut since feeling is the bridge between

cognition and volition, this bridge the teacher

must induce the pupil to cross if his conduct
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is to be adequate to his knowledge. This leads

to the

Doctrine of Interest.—By means of direct

interest incited in the pupil for the subject-

matter itself, not amusement connected with
the subject-matter, as some have erroneously
thought, the pupil's permanent attitude of mind
toward the circle of thought itself and conse-
quently toward the aspects of life involved will

be established. This interest falls naturally

into two groups, first that pertaining to knowl-
edge itself, and second that pertaining to inter-

course with others. The first group embraces
empirical, speculative (causal), and aesthetic in-

terests ; the second sympathetic, social, and re-

ligious interests. This doctrine of interest, so
important in modem educational thought, has
been brought into harmony with our more spir-

itualistic systems of philosophj' and psychology
by Professor John Dewej- ('Interest as Re-
lated to WilP). The next important topic

arises when we ask how the teacher is to lead

the pupil to build his circles of thought ade-
quately, and then to have the right mental atti-

tude toward them. This leads to the subject of
Metliod.—It is a common experience that

faultj- methods may easily lead to inadequacy of
insight ; they may still more easily lead to the
wrong attitude of mind, as when the student
hates a subject and evervthing connected with
it. The first point to consider is Attention,

which is either spontaneous or forced. With
the young where forced attention is painful, it

is better to induce spontaneous attention, for

here the ideas rise freely, producing liveliness

and pleasure. Apperception has two marked
stages, that of absorftion, in which the mind
gives itself up to new impressions; and that of
reflection, in which the newly acquired elements
of knowledge find their appropriate place in the

sj'stems of the old. To bring about this two-
fold process of absorption and reflection most
effectively and most agreeably to the mind, we
must observe at least four prominent stages of

method. The first of these is clearness, by
which is meant the adequate apprehension of
the single object or clement as such. The
second is association, which consists in the

progress from one absorption to another re-

lated one. The third is system, or the step in

which each part of that which is learned

finds its proper place in relation to other parts.

Steps two and three may be said to embrace
the process of generalization. The fourth stage

is what Herbart calls method, by which he
understands the well-ordered activity of the pu-

pil in the solution of problems and tasks.

Making due allowance for those parts of

Herbart's system that are now of historical in-

terest only, it may be seen that many of its

elements are still of importance to the world,

for they involve the most potent of modem
educational processes and aims.

Herbart's chief philosophical works are

'Lehrbuch zur Einleitung in die Philosophic'

(iSi.V) : 'Lehrbuch zur Psychologic' (1816);

'Psychologic als Wisscnscliaft. neu gegrundct
auf Erfahrung, Metaphysik und Mathemritic

(1824-25) ;
.'.\llgemcine Metaphysik ncbst den

.\nfangen der philosophischen Xaturlehre

(, 1828-29) ; 'Kurze Encyclopadie der Philoso-
phic, aus practischen Gesichtspunkten entwor-
fen' (1S31). The complete works of Herbart
have been edited in 12 volumes by G. Harten-
stein (Leipzi 1850-52). Herbart's aducational
works, including the 'Allgemeine Padagogik'
and the 'Umriss Padagogischer Vorlesungen,'
were edited by Dr. Otto Willmann in two vol-

umes (Leipzig 1880). The Psychologj- is

translated and to be found in the International
Series (Appletons) , while the 'Allgemeine
Padagogik' and the 'Umriss' are also found in

English, the former under the title of the
'Science of Education,' and the latter under
that of 'Outlines of Educational Doctrine.'
The Herbartian School has produced a litera-

ture in metaphysics, psychologv- and education
too voluminous for mention here.

Ch.\rles De Garmo.
Professor of the Science and Art of Education,

Cornell University; Author of '^Herbart and
the Herbartians.^

Herbelot, Barthelemy, d', bar-tal-me der-

bio, French Orientalist ; b. Paris 4 Dec. 1625

;

d. there 8 Dec. 1695. Having gone through a

course of study in the university of his native

city, he applied himself particularly to the east-

ern languages, with a view to the elucidation of
the Hebrew Scriptures. He visited Italy, and
while there commenced his great work, the

'Oriental Library.' Recalled to Paris by Col-
bert, a pension was given him, that he might be
at liberty to proceed with his undertaking. It

was his first design to have published his col-

lection in Arabic, and types were cast for the
purpose of printing it. But the death of Colbert
having interrupted this plan, he recomposed the
work in the French language, as likely to prove
more generally useful. He was appointed to

the royal professorship of Syriac in 1692. His
book was published in 1697, under the title of
'La Bibliotheque Orientale.' The best edition

of the 'Oriental Library' is that of The Hague
(1777), with the supplements of Galland and
Visdelou.

Herbert, Edward, Lord Herbert of Cher-
BURV, English philosopher: b. Eyton-on- Severn,
near Wroxeter, 1583; d. London 20 Aug. 1648.

He was a famous soldier and diplomatist in his

day, but at the present is remembered as an
author and philosopher. At Paris, in 1624, he
printed his famous book, 'De Veritate prout
Distinguitur a Revelatione, a Verisiniili, a Pos-
sibili ct a Falso.' the object of which was to

assert the sufficiency, universality, and perfec-

tion of natural religion, and thereby prove the
uselessness of revelation. In 1624 he returned
from France, and was created an Irish peer;
and in 1629 became an English baron with the

title of Lord Herbert of Cherbury. In the

civil war he at first tried as far as possible to

play a neutral part, but afterwards sided with
the Parliamentary party chiefly with a view, it

appears, to save his property. The character of
Lord Herbert is strongly marked in his memoirs,
which show him to be vain, punctilious, and
fanciful, but open, generous, brave, and disin-

terested. The 'De Veritate' was followed by
works entitled *De Causis Errorum' (1645);
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and 'De Religione Gentilium' (1663; Eng.
trans. 1709). In 1649 was published his *Life

and Reign of Henry V'lll.' The Enghsh style

of Lord Herbert is strong, manly, and free from
the quaint pedantry of his age. He was one of

the first to attempt a systematic proof of the

suflficieticy of natural religion. "Herbert's re-

ligious doctrine," says Sidney Lee, "starts with
the assumption that religion, which is common
to the human race, consists merely of the five

innate ideas or axioms that there is a God, that

He ought to be worshipped, that virtue and
piety are essential to worship, that man ought
to repent of his sins, and that there are rewards
and punishments in a future life. He regards
Christianity as on the whole the best religion,

because its dogmas are least inconsistent with his

five primary' articles." His autobiography re-

mained in manuscript till 1764, when it was
published by Horace Walpole. There is a re-

cent critical edition by Sidney Lee (1886).

Herbert, L.\dy Elizabeth, English writer,

mother of Sir Michael Herbert, British ambas-
sador at Washington 1902-3. She is well known
as an authoress, and has written books of travel

in Spain, Algeria, and many other countries, as

well as novels and biographies. Among these

may be noted: 'Rambles Round the World';
* Wayside Tales' ; 'Cradle-Lands' ; 'Impressions
of Spain' ; 'Algeria, or Search After Sun-
shine' ; 'Love and Sacrifice' ; 'Thekla*

;

'Edith'; 'Wives and Mothers in the Olden
Times' ; 'First Martyrs of the Holy Childhood
in China'; "Children of Nazareth'; 'Lives'

of Monsignor Dupanloup, Garcia Moreno, Alexis
Clerc. General de Stonis. the Archbishop of
Braga, Geronimo, Pere Eymard, Ven. Clement
Hofbauer, Saint John Baptist de Rossi, Saint
Cajetan, Mother Teresa Dubouche, Pere Peract,

etc.

Herbert, George, the best known of Eng-
lish religious poets : b. at the Castle of Mont-
gomery, Wales. 3 .April 1593; d. Bemerton,
March 1633. His father, Richard Herbert, came
of an illustrious Welsh family : his mother,
Margaret Newport, also of excellent family, is

more remembered for her own noble character.

She was of the best type of Renaissance woman,
cultured, highminded—the companion and friend

of intellectual men. Between her and her poet
son was rare sympathy ; she guided his life in

all things and early destined him to the saintly

career in which he came slowly to find his happi-

ness. L'pon her husband's death in 1597, the

tare of her ten children fell to her. The oldest

son, Edward, Baron Herbert of Cherbury, him-
self a poet and the author of the famous auto-

biography (printed by Horace Walpole in 1764),
went to Oxford in 1595: there his mother fol-

lowed him with her other children, to watch
over his career. Here George Herbert was
brought up until 1605. when he entered West-
minister School. From the first he distinguished
himself, partly by his learning, partly by his

daring, which showed it.^elf in his attack in

Latin epigrams upon Andrew Melville, the

noted Presbyterian. In 1609 he was elected

scholar of Trinity College. Cambridge, where
three years later he took his degree. In 1614
he became a Fellow of Trinity, and won his

Master's Degree in 1616. In 1619 he was elected

Public Orator, an office he filled until 1627.

Until this election Herbert had looked
toward a worldly career. Pride of family and
ambition were strong in him ; the influence of

his relatives and friends at court was great

;

he knew his own powers. But all that the court
favor bestowed upon him was the lay rectorship
of Whitford (1623), a sinecure post which Sir
Philip Sidney had held ; and shortly afterward
the death of his most powerful friends darkened
the promise of worldly advancement, and aided
his mother's effort to turn him to the Church.
In July 1626, while yet a layman, he became
prebendary of Layton Ecclesia, in the diocese of
Lincoln. With the help of his mother and
others, he restored the ruined church building

—

an act more expressive perhaps of the beauty-
loving courtier than of the future parish priest.

His mother had married Sir John Danvers
in 1609. Her death in 1627 called forth Dr.
Donne's famous funeral sermon and her son's

'Parentalia.' This sorrow marks the begin-
ning of George Herbert's nobler life. Shattered
in health, and threatened wath consumption, he
resigned his oratorship and spent the next three

years in London and Essex and Wiltshire, com-
muning with himself and with his friends.

In 1629 he married Jane Danvers, a relative

of his father-in-law's, and the next year he was
presented to the living of Bemerton. with which
his name is remembered. The short remainder
of his life was remarkably active. In these

years he wrote most of his poems and the best

of them, and also the charming "Character of

the Country Parson." It has been thought that

his extraordinary zeal hastened his end. He
died of consumption in 1633 ; the date of his

burial was March 3. Later in the same year his

famous book of poems. 'The Temple,' was pub-
lished in Cambridge.

Herbert's life must have seemed to him an
elaborate and delajed preparation for the last

saintly years at Bemerton—one long turning

from high hopes of a career and broad experi-

ence of the best of worldly society, to the

humble life of the spirit. The wasting of his

physical frame paralleled this increasing other-

worldliness. Yet in his final achievement his

early life counts for more than at first might
be guessed ; he could turn from such a past

less completely than he thought. He owed it to

this broad experience of the world at its best

that his nature remained normal. His extreme
saintliness took no strange outward form, as

did the piety of his friend Nicholas Ferrar. nor
did it mar his writing with eccentricities of fer-

vor or mysticism : his genius is entirely sane.

In no English poet, religious or secular, do the

small common-places of life count for more.

In such poems as 'The Elixir,' with its famous
praise of "Drudgery Divine," he insists on that

kind of aspiration which scorns no humble or

routine task; and his longest poem, 'The
Church Porch*—a series of wise maxims for

the familiar discipline of the soul—sums up the

moral and religious traditions of the English

race, though in his individual way. His genius

is for common sense ennobled by lofty faith

and passionate devotion. It is this normal
quality in him. this quickness to find inspiration

along the highway, rather than his frequent

reference to ecclesiastical customs and offices,

that makes him. as Coleridge said, the repre-

sentative poet of the English Church.
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Herberts' wide fame rests on the substance

of his work, rather than on the skill of its ex-

pression. But technically in his own field he is

an accomplished artist. In a certain striving

to crowd too much thought into words or to

secure a striking phrase, he must be classed

with Donne and the other "fantastic poets,*

but in him this quality is rarely pressed beyond
a charming quaintness. He has the artist's

sense of word-values ; his verbal felicity, as in

the oft-quoted "Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so

bright," could hardly be excelled, and in many
of his poems the fine openings and cadences
recall the best manner of the Cavalier Poets
(q.v.), among whom Herbert would naturally

have found his place, had he not devoted his

genius to sacred poetry. Good illustrations of

such qualities, besides the titles already men-
tioned, are the song "I got me flowers to straw
Thy way," the lovely poem with the fantastic

title 'The Pulley,* and the more passionate

'When blessed Marj' wiped her Sa\-iour's

Feet.* In all these verses Herbert's individual-

ity is strong—the quiet depth of his religious

nature, and his indescribable sweetness of tem-
per, the fruit of the winning over of his worldly
ambition to saintly ideals.

Bibliography. — The best editions are

:

George Herbert Palmer; Grosart, in the

Fuller's Worthies Library and in the Aldine
edition ; the Pickering edition, with the Life by
Isaak Walton. For criticism, consult: 'Intro-

ductions' to the above, especially to Palmer's
edition ; also, for a charming study, consult the

essay on Lady Danvers in Louise Imogen
Guiney, 'A Little English Gallery.'

John- Erskine,
Associate Professor of English in Amherst

College.

Herbert, Henry William, "Frank Fores-

ter," American author : b. London, England, 7

April, 1807; d. Xew York 17 May 1858. He
was graduated from Caius College. Cambridge,

in 1838; removed to the United States in 1831 ;

and until 1839 was instructor in the Greek and
Latin languages in a private school of New
York. In 1833 he established and until 1836 was
editor of the 'American Monthly Magazine,'

during a portion of that time with Charles

Fenno Hoffman (q.v.) as associate. From 1834

he became largely known as the first important

.•\mcrican writer on sports and out-of-door sub-

jects. He wrote also on French and English

history, and made excellent translations from
Dumas and Sue. His volumes include: 'Crom-
well' (1837); 'Marmaduke WvviP (1843);

'The Cavaliers of England' (1852): 'The
Chevaliers of France' (18^3"); 'The Purit.nns

of New England' (1853); 'Field-Sports of the

L'nited States and the British Provinces'

(i8Lj8) ; 'Sporting Scenes and Characters'

(1857); 'Horses and Horsemanship of the

United States and British Provinces' (1859).

Herbert, Hilary Abner, American lawyer

and politician; b. Laurcnsvillc. S. C. 12 March

1834. He was educated at the universities of

Alabama and Virginia, studied law and was
admitted to the bar. He began practice at

Greenville. .'Ma., but served in the Confederate

army as captain and colonel of the 8th Alabama

regiment ; being disabled at the battle of the
Wilderness (1864), he retired from the army,
and continued the practice of his profession,

first at Greenville, then at Montgomery (1872).

He was elected to Congress in 1877, and seven
times re-elected ; in three Congresses he was
chairman of the committee on naval affairs.

In March 1895, he was appointed secretary of
the na\'y by President Cleveland, an office

which he held till 1897.

Herbert, John Rogers, English historical

and portrait painter : b. Maldon, Essex, 23 Jan.

1810; d. London, 17 March i8go. He studied at

the Royal Academy, where he exhibited as early

as 1830: later went abroad and in 1840 became
a Roman Catholic, after which the subjects of
his paintings were chiefly religious. In 1841

he was elected one of the masters of the govern-
ment school of design at Somerset House, and
in 1846 became a member of the Academy. His
principal works are the frescoes in the peer's

robing-room in the House of Lords; 'The Ap-
pointed Hour' (1834); 'King Lear Disin-
heriting Cordelia'; 'Sir Thomas More and his
Daughter' in the Vernon collection at the
National Gallerj'; and 'Saint Gregory Teaching
His Chant.'

Herbert, Sir Michael Henry, English
diplomatist: b. England 25 June 1857: d. Davos-
Platz, Switzerland, 30 Sept. 1903. He went to
Paris as attache in 1879; was charge d'affaires

at ^^"ashington ( 1888-9) ; secretarj- to the Brit-

ish legation at Washington (1892-3) ; at The
Hague (1893-4); and at Constantinople

(1894-7). On 4 June 1902 he was appointed
British ambassador to the L'nited States at

Washington, in succession to the late Lord
Pauncefote. and the following year was com-
pelled by ill health to return to Europe.

Herbert, Victor, .\merican musical direc-

tor and composer ; b. Dublin, Ireland, i Feb.

1859. After studying music from his childhood
in Germany, he was appointed principal 'cello

player in the court orchestra, Stuttgart, from
which time he appeared in concerts throughout
Europe. In 1886 he took the position of solo

'cellist in the Metropolitan orchestra. New Y'ork,

and has since been connected as soloist and con-
ductor with the principal orchestras of the

United States. Since 1S94 he has been band-
master of the 22d regiment band. New Y'ork,

was conductor of the Pittsburg, Pa., orchestra

from 1898 to 1904, and since 1904 has conducted
Victor Herbert's New York Orchestra. As a
composer he has written: 'The Captive,' an
oratorio; and the comic operas. 'Prince Ana-
nias'; 'The Wizard of the Nile'; 'The Sere-

nade'; 'Cyrano de Bergerac' ; 'The Ameer';
'The V'iccroy' ; 'The Idol's Eye'; 'The For-
tune Teller'; 'The Singing Giri>; 'Babette';
'Babes in Toyland' ; 'It Happened in Nord-
land' ; etc.

Herbiv'ora, a group of mammals charac-

terized by their herbaceous diet; the grazers or
ruminants. The term is no longer in use.

Herbs, Culinary, fragrant or aromatic

plants used to add flavor to food, especially

stews, soups, dressings and salads. They usually

owe these qualities to essential oils, which, being

readily soluble or easily volatilized by heat.
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quickly permeate the mass of food in which
they arc mixed. The seed of some, as caraway,
anise (qq.v.) and dill, is employed; the foliage

of others, as parsley, sage, thyme, is more fre-

quently used. The former plants are cut and
placed loosely upon sheets as soon as the seed
reaches maturity; allowed to dry a few days;
lightly thrashed and the seed cleaned ; still fur-

ther dried and stored in air-tight packages. The
latter are gathered just before the first blos-

soms would open, because they are then richest

in flavor. With parsley the leaves are gathered
as soon as mature, several cuttings being made
in a season. They are then dried upon trays

at a temperature below 120 degrees and in freely

circulating air until crisp, when they are rubbed
to powder and stored as above. Paper or paste-

board packages are bad, because they allow the
flavors to escape. Both seeds and leaves may
be used in decoction, being covered with vine-

gar or alcohol in stoppered bottles. Fresh
herbs, which are always preferable to dried or
decocted, are especially useful in salads : dried
and decocted in dressings, stews, etc., and at

seasons when fresh ones cannot be obtained. In
the United States the species most in demand
are parsley, sage, thyme, savorj', marjoram,
spearmint, dill, fennel, tarragon, balm and basil

(qq.v.) in nearly the order named. Parsley is

beyond question the most popular because of its

double use as a garnish and flavoring plant but
sage is perhaps more frequently used in the lat-

ter capacity. It is most esteemed with pork,
goose, duck, and similar rich meats. Spear-
mint is used mainly with roast lamb ; tarragon
with boiled fish ; dill with pickles ; and the other
kinds mentioned with mild meats, such as tur-

key, chicken, veal, venison, etc. The kind, quan-
tity and mixture used with each sort of food
depends upon personal preference.

In general, herbs are of simplest cultivation.

They usually prefer rather light, moderately
rich, well drained soil, and sunny exposures.
Since the seeds of many are small or slow to
germinate they are frequently started in a
greenhouse, hotbed or window, and transplanted
to the garden when they are large enough and
when conditions are favorable. Clean cultiva-

tion and the removal of weeds is essential. The
perennial kinds, such as sage, are often propa-
gated by stem cuttings, divisions or layers ; tar-

ragon always thus because it does not produce
seed ; spearmint usually by cuttings of the root-

stock. The great majority are grown as annu-
als, being replaced each spring with fresh
plants. Commercially they follow such crops
as early cabbage, peas, etc., thus permitting a

double use of the same soil annually. They
are easily grown for winter use in the borders
of benches in the greenhouse or in boxes placed
in sunny windows.

Consult articles such as Sweet Herbs by
Kains in Bailey's 'Cyclopedia of American Hor-
ticulture* (New York 1900-2).

Herculaneum, her-ku-la'ne-um, or Hercu-
lanum, Italy, an ancient buried city, about
five miles southeast of Naples. Strabo says it

was first occupied by Oscans. afterward by
Tyrrhenians and Pelasgians, and then by the
Samnites. It took part in the social war against
the Romans. In the time of Sulla it was a
municifiium and a fortified town. It was situ-

ated between Neapolis and Pompeii, on elevated

ground between two rivers, and its port was one
of the best on the coast. It suffered in 63 a.d.

in the same earthquake that nearly destroyed
Pompeii. In the greater irruption of 79 a.u.

it was buried under a volcanic tuff formed of
sand and ashes, partly consolidated by the
agency of water. The site of Herculaneum,
though well described, had been long sought
in vain, when in 1713 three female statues (now
in the Dresden Museum) were found in digging
a well at Portici, a village situated on the ancient
site. .-Vfter this discovery further excavation was
prohibited by the government, until in 1738 the
well was dug deeper, and the theatre of Her-
culaneum was discovered. In 1750 a long, nar-
row passage, sloping down into the theatre, was
opened, and is still the only way by which trav-
elers descend to examine this structure. The
excavations were continued more or less indus-
triously for 50 years ; but comparatively little

progress was made, as the work was difficult

and also dangerous to the houses in the populous
villages of Resina and Portici. situated above.
As soon as one part was excavated and explored
it was filled up with the rubbish from a new
digging. The theatre is the only building to be
seen underground, and it is encumbered with the

supports built to sustain the rock above it. It

is a noble edifice, massively built of solid stone,

and seated 8,000 persons. Bronze statues of
Drusus and Antonia and of the Muses were
found in various parts of the building. In a
square on the south of the theatre a temple w-as

found which was connected with another temple,
to the east of it, by a wide street lined with
porticoes. One of these temples, dedicated to

the mother of the gods, had been restored by
Vespasian after the earthquake of 63 a.d. On
the north of the theatre was a basilica 228 feet

long and 132 broad, surrounded by a portico of

42 columns, and adorned with paintings. Many
beautiful paintings and works of art were re-

moved from these buildings to the museum at

Naples. .A sumptuous private villa was disin-

terred, containing a number of statues, and in

one of the rooms a quantity of papyrus manu-
scripts. Some of the statues are excellent as

works of art. such as those of Agrippina, Aris-

tides, the Sleeping Faun, and the Mercury.

Other precious relics discovered here, and now
in the museum, are busts of Plato, Demosthe-

nes, Scipio .\fricanus, Augustus, Seneca, etc.,

beautiful mosaics, and articles of furniture.

New excavations were carried out in 1828-37,

and since 1868. The chief discoveries made
were those of the forum, a small and elegant

temple, a basilica, a dilapidated building supposed

to have been an inn, dwelling-houses, tombs, etc.

One of the houses discovered at Herculaneum

contained a quantity of provisions, dates, chest-

nuts, large walnuts, dried figs, almonds, prunes

corn, oil, pease, lentils, pies, and hams, none of

which had been disturbed for 18 centuries, for

the doors remained fastened, in the same st.ate

as they were at the period of the catastrophe

which buried the town. The internal arrange-

ment of the house, and the manner in which it

was ornamented, proved that it had belonged to

a rich family, admirers of the arts; for it con-

tained manv pictures, vases, articles in glass,

bronze, and terra-cotta. Few skeletons com-

paratively have been found either in Pompeii or

Herculaneum, so that it is probable most of the
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inhabitants saved themselves by flight. At the
door of a villa in Herculaneum were found two,
one of which held a key in one hand, and in

the other a bag with coins and cameos. Near
them were silver and bronze vessels.

Among the most interesting objects discov-
ered here are the papyri above mentioned, over
1.750 of which are now in the Naples Museum.
The rolls are of cylindrical form, and much
charred. Hardly a third of them have been
unrolled. The process presents great difficulties,

from the tendency of the MSS. to crumble.
One of the works is a treatise by Epicurus on
Nature; there are some writings of Philodemus,
a Syrian philosopher ; but on the whole they are
of little value. There have been published 11

volumes of the 'Volumina Herculanensia,* con-
taining engraved transcripts of the unrolled
papyri (folio, Naples, 1793-1855), and since 1861

several volumes of a continuation of the same.
Consult: Furcheim, 'Bibliografia di Pompei,

Ercolano e Stabia' ; Ruggiero, 'Storia degli

Scavi di Ercolano.*

Her'cules, her'ku-lez, called by the Greeks
Herakles, and also Alcides, al-si'dez. after his

grandfather, Alcseus : a mjthological hero of
Greece, typified by poets, sculptors, and artists

of later ages, as a model of human perfection,

physical and mental. According to the tradi-

tions of the heroic age, he united the finest quali-

ties of mind and heart, as understood at that

period, with the highest development of bodily
vigor, and under a ceaseless succession of labors

and sacrifices, strove perpetually after divine

excellence. His indomitable perseverance was
crowned with victories which showed the tri-

umph of the divine part of man's nature over
the earthly, while his death secured him immor-
tality, a seat among the gods, and the homage
of divine honors.

The legends relate that he was the son of

Zeus or Jupiter, king of the gods, and of Alc-
m.ena the Theban. daughter of Alcseus, son of
Perseus. Knowing that the child born on a

certain day would rule over the descendants of
Perseus, Hera or Juno, wife of Jupiter, con-
sumed with jealousy, contrived to prolong the

travail of Alcmena, and hasten that of the wife
of Sthenelus, another son of Perseus, who gave
hirth to Eurystheus, subsequently chief of the

Persidi. Hercules was brought up at Tiryn-
thus, or according to Diodorus. at Thebes. Ju-
piter sought to protect his favorite son in every
manner, and to make him worthy of immortality.

On one occasion, while Juno was asleep, he laid

the infant on her breast, that he might feed on
the milk of the goddess. She awoke, and cast

tlie hated babe from her, and the drops that

then fell from her are said to have formed the

Milky Way- Under the care of Amphitryon,
-Mcmena's husband, Hercules received the best

instruction in all arts. Castor, the son of Tyn-
darus, taught him how to fight: Eurytus, arch-

ery: .^utolycus, driving: Eumolpus, singing;

Linus, to play the lyre: and under the centaur

Chiron, he perfected his training, and became
the most valiant and accomplished hero of the

age.

In his eighteenth year he slew a huge lion

in the neighborhood of Mount Cithseron which
had preyed on the flocks of .Amphitryon and of
the king of Thespis. The king, desirous that

!iis 50 daughters miirfit have children by such a

hero, entertained him at his court for 50 days,
and Hercules became the father of their sons,
the Thespiadae. Hercules next freed his native
city from the annual tribute of a hundred oxen,
paid to Erginus, king of the Orchomenians.
Creon, king of Thebes, rewarded Hercules by
giving him his daughter Megara in marriage,
and intrusting him with the government of his
kingdom. Subjected to the power of Eurys-
theus owing to priority of birth, the latter ac-
quainted with Hercules' successes and rising

power, ordered him to appear at Mycenae, and
perform the labors which he was empowered to
impose upon him. Hercules refused, and Juno
to punish him, afflicted him with melancholic
madness, during which he killed his own chil-

dren by Megara, supposing them to be the off-

spring of Eurystheus. When he recovered he
was so horrified by the misfortunes which had
proceeded from his disobedience and insanity,

that he consulted the oracle at Delphi ; he was
told that he must be subservient to the will of
Eurystlieus and perform ten labors imposed by
the king, after which he would attain immor-
tality. Hercules thereupon went to Mycenae,
where Eurystheus, apprehensive of so powerful
an enem}', commanded Hercules to achieve a
number of enterprises, the most difficult and
arduous ever known. The favors of the gods,
however, had completely equipped him for their

performance ; from Minerva he had received a

coat of arms and helmet, a sword from Mer-
cury, a horse from Neptune, a shield from Jupi-
ter, a bow and arrows from Apollo, and from
Vulcan a golden cuirass and brazen buskin with
a celebrated brass club.

The first labor was to destroy the lion which
infested the forests of Nemea and Cleonae near
Mycena?, and was invulnerable to mortal arrows.

Hercules attacked him with his club, chased him
to his den, and after a sharp and fierce struggle

choked him to death. He carried the dead beast

on his shoulders to Mycenae, and ever after

clothed himself with the skin. The second labor

was to destroy the Lernsean hydra, which he

accomplished with the assistance of his friend

lolaus. who burnt with a hot iron the root of

each head as Hercules crushed it to pieces with

his flub. The third labor was to catch the hind
of Diana, famous for its swiftness, golden horns,

and brazen feet. The fourth labor was to bring

alive to Eurystheus a wild boar which ravaged
the neighborhood of Erj-manthus. In this ex-

pedition he destroyed the Centaurs, and caught
the boar by closely pursuing it in the deep snow.
In his fifth labor Hercules was commanded to

clean the stables of .Augeas, where 3.000 oxen
had been kept for many years : this he accom-
plished in one day by turning the rivers .-Mpheus

and Peneus through the stables, receiving as

pa>-ment a tenth of the cattle, and concealing

the fact that he had been commanded to per-

form the service. The si.xth labor was to de-

stroy the carnivorous birds, with brazen wings,

beaks, and claws, which ravaged the country
near Lake Stymphalis in Arcadia. In his sev-

enth labor he brought alive into Peloponneseus
the wild bull, a gift of Poseidon to Minos, king
of Crete, which had laid waste the island. In

his eighth labor he was commissioned to capture

the marcs of Dinmedes. which fed upon human
flesh. He killed Diomedcs. and gave him to

be eaten by his mares, which he brought to
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Eurjslhcus. For his ninth labor he was com-
manded to obtain the girdle of the queen of the
Amazons. In his tenth labor, he killed the
monster Geryon, king- of Gades, and brought to
Argos his numerous flocks, which fed upon
human flesh. Adjudging the second and fifth

labors as unlawfully performed, Eurystheus im-
posed two others. These were : the eleventh, to

obtain the golden apples from the garden of
the Hcsperidcs; and the twelfth, to bring from
hell the three-headed dog Cerberus. Pluto
promised him Cerberus on condition that he
should use no weapons but force. Eurystheus,
pale with fright when Hercules brought the
monster to him, ordered its immediate removal.
This ended what are generally known as the
Twelve Labors of Hercules, and relieved the
hero from bondage.

Besides these, Hercules achieved other labors
equally great and celebrated, such as his war
with Jupiter against the giants, his e.xpedition
with the Argonauts to Colchis, the pillage of
Troy, the liberation of Prometheus and Theseus,
etc. During three years' slavery, imposed by
the Delphian oracle for plundering the temple
to avenge supposed neglect. Hercules' mistress,
Omphale, queen of Lydia, married him. Her-
cules afterwards married Dejanira, daughter of
Oineiis, king of .^tolia, and when lole, daugh-
ter of the king of CEchalia, a princess formerly
refused to Hercules, became his captive, De-
janira sent Hercules the tunic .given her by the
dying centaur Nessus, as having the power to

recall a husband from unlawful love. The tunic
liad been infected by the poisoned arrow shot
by Hercules at the centaur, when he off'ered

violence to Dejanira, after carrying her across
the river Evenus. When Hercules put the
tunic on, the poison penetrated his system and
he suffered untold torments; in remorse Dejan-
ira killed herself. In his agony Hercules had
himself conveyed to Mount OCta and laid on a
funeral pyre which at his commands was set on
fire. In the midst of a dark cloud, accompanied
by lightning and thunder, his immortal spirit

was transported to Heaven, where he took his

place among the gods, became reconciled to Juno
and married her daughter Hebe.

While the myth of Hercules is of Greek
origin, counterparts of the legend appear among
many nations. Some scholars re.gard Hercules
as a solar hero, and the twelve labors to repre-
sent the 12 zodiacal signs. .Artists represent
him under a variety of fomis, as a child, a
youth, and man, in his numerous adventures and
exploits. The principal ancient statue is the
Farnese Hercules at Naples, by the Athenian
Glycon. In the Vatican, the Torso di Michel-
angelo, so called because that artist studied it

during several years, is a remarkable fragment
of an ancient statue of Hercules.

Hercules, in astronomy, one of Ptolemy's
nortliern constellations. It is within this con-
stellation that the point toward which the sun,
with its accompanying system of planets, is

traveling at present is situated. The constella-
tion contains the finest globular cluster of stars
in the northern heavens, and the bright double
and variable star Ras Algethi.

Hercules-beetle, a very large South Amer-
ican lamcllicorn beetle (Dynastcs hcrculcs). An
enormous horn projects from the prothorax of
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the male, and a smaller one from the head ; they
act together like a pair of forceps. The length
of the male is about six inches, but the female is

smaller and lacks the horns. Numerous re-
lated species arc known, of which D. tilyrus,
found in the southern United States, is 2^
inches long.

Hercules' Club, a North American shrub
or tree growing to height of 12 feet and some-
times to 40 feet. See Aralia.

Hercules, Pillars of, name of the Straits
of Gibr.iltar among the ancients. Hercules is

said to liave erected a pillar on each side of the
strait between Europe and Africa, upon the
mountains Calpe and Abyla, as the limits of his
wanderings toward the west. The earliest
Greek writer by whom the Pillars of Hercules
are mentioned is Pindar. On the other hand the
Phoenicians called the strait the Pillars of Mel-
kant (q.v.), whom the Greeks knew as Meli-
certcs.

Herder, Johann Gottfried von, yo ban
got'fred fon hcr'dcr, German critic and poet:
b. Mohrungen, Prussia, 25 Aug. 1744; d.

Weimar 18 Dec. 1803. He was the son of a poor
schoolmaster, but friends procured him an ap-
pointment in Frederick's College, where he was
at first tutor, and at a later period instructor.

During this period he became known to Kant,
who permitted him to hear all his lectures gratis.

His unrelaxing zeal and diligence enabled him to
^

become acquainted with science, tlieology, philos- "

ophy, philology, natural and civil history, and
politics. In 1764 he was appointed an assistant
teacher at the cathedral school of Ri.ga, with
which office that of a preacher was connected.
In 1769 he went to Paris ; he became traveling
tutor to the Prince of Holstein-Oldenburg, but
in Strasburg he was prevented from proceeding
by a disease of the eyes ; and here he became
acquainted with Goetlic, on whom he had a very
decided influence. Herder had already published
his 'Fragments on the More Modem German
Literature,' his 'Critical Woods' (Kritischc
Wiilder), etc., which had gained him a con-
siderable reputation, though he had not pub-
lished anything of importance in theology ; yet,

while in Strasburg, he was invited to become
court preacher, superintendent, and consistorial

counsellor at Biickeburg. whither he proceeded
in 1771. He soon made himself known as a

distinguished theologian, and in 1776 re-

ceived an invitation to become court preacher,

general superintendent, and consistorial coun-
sellor at Weimar. This appointment was
throu.gh the influence of Goethe. In 1801 he
was made president of the high consistory, a

place never before given to a person not a noble-

man and was subsequently made a noble by the

Elector of Bavaria. .'\s a theologian Herder
contributed to a better understanding of the

historical and antiquarian part of the Old Testa-

ment. His 'Geist der hebraischen Poesie' is

highly valued. He did much for the better ap-

preciation of the classical authors, and his philo-

sophical views of human character are full of

instruction. His greatest work is his Hdeen
zur Philosophic der Geschichte der Menschheit'

(1785 ct scq.). In poetry Herder eflfected more
by bis various accomplishments, his vast know-
ledge, and fine taste, than by creative power

;

yet he has produced some charming songs; and
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his 'Cid,* a collection of Spanish romances into

a kind of epic, is one of the most popular poems
of Germany.

Heredia, Jose Maria, Spanish-American
poet : b. Santiago de Cuba 31 Dec. 1803 ; d.

Toluca, Mexico, 7 May 1839. He was gradu-

ated from the law department of the University

of Havana in 1S19: for taking part in the at-

tempted revolution of 1823 was banished from
Cuba, lived for two years in the United States,

and in 1835 removed to ilexico, where he held

various civil, judicial, and journalistic positions.

His poetic works have been to some extent ren-

dered into other languages. The 'Ode to

Niagara' is well known. Heredia has been

considered by many the greatest of Spanish-

American poets. One of the best editions is

that of Ponce de Leon, 'Obras Poeticas de Don
Jose Maria de Heredia' (1875).

Heredity, the transmission of parental
characteristics to the oilspring. The child pos-

sesses the mean between the character of each
parent, that is, the father and mother share

equally in transmitting their peculiarities. Yet
it should be borne in mind that no two indi-

viduals are exactly alike, and besides the re-

semblances to the parents, every child differs in

certain respects from the parent. We speak of

the force of heredity, and this, whatever be its

nature, is verj- wonderful. Thus the Egyptian
of to-day inherits the features and mental char-

acteristics of his ancestors who lived 10,000

years ago. One cause of this is the fact that

the physical features and climate of Egj-pt have
remained unchanged for that period. Did
heredity act rigidlj- we should have no modifi-

cation of t>-pe from one geological age to an-

other. The inheritance of one set of characters

may, owing probably to profound changes in the

environment, lapse, and the original peculiarities

be replaced by others. Thus civilized man has

thrown off certain habits and tendencies of his

savage ancestors, and acquired new and higher

culture— modes of action and feeling. Heredity

has its limits, and in certain highly specialized

types of animals has lapsed or ceased to act as at

first. Hurst remarks: "'Heredity is merely a

likeness of effects due to the likeness of the

causes producing them."
There are four tj-pes or forms of inheritance

:

(l) Continuous or normal inheritance, that is,

where the children resemble the father and
mother. (2) Interrupted inheritance, where the

offspring resemble the grandparents. (3) Col-

lateral inheritance, where the offspring inherit

the qualities of their uncle or aunt. (4) .Ata-

vism or reversion, which is inheritance from a

remote ancestor. Thus when individuals of two
domesticated races are crossed, the offspring

may resemble neither parent, but are like the

supposed ancestral or wild species. This is

called "throwing back" by breeders. Galton

speaks of alternative heredity, and illustrates it

by the color of the human eye. "If one parent."

he says, "has a light eye-color and the other a

dark eye-color, some of the children will, as a

rule, be light and the rest dark, they will seldom

be medium eye-colored, like the children of

medium eye-colored parents.* \\"hat is called

particulate inheritance is common in the color of

the hair of horses, dogs, mice, and other marn-

mals. and in the hairs on the leaves of certain

plants.

Gallon's Late.—We do not know why cer-

tain characters are transmitted and others are

not, and we caimot foretell, says Bateson, which
individual parent will transmit characters to the

offspring, and which will not, yet this problem
may at some time become solved. From his

studies on himian stature, and on the transmis-

sion of colors in Bassett hounds. Galton has
shown that the expectation of inheritance is

such that a simple arithmetical rule is approx-
imately followed. He deduced the rule that of

the whole heritage of the offspring the two par-

ents together on an average contribute one half,

the four grandparents one quaner, the eight

great-grandparents one eighth, and so on,

the remainder being contributed by the more re-

mote ancestors.

This rule does not in many cases apply, and
Galton points out that it takes no accoimt of in-

dividual prepotencies. Moreover, says Bateson,

there are niraierous cases in which on crossing

two varieties the character of one variety almost

always appears in each member of the first

cross-bred generation. Per example, the off-

spring of the polled Angus cow and the short-

horn bull is almost always polled or with ver\"

small loose *scurs." Seedlings raised by cross-

ing Atropa belladonna with the yellow-fruited

variety have without exception the blackish-

purple fruits of the tj-pe. These are now recog-

nized as instances of Mendel's principle of domi-
nance.

Mendel's Lau:— As far back as 1865 an
Austrian monk, Mendel, made prolonged experi-

ments in crossing varieties of the pea (Pisum
satiztim). His paper was overlooked until at-

tention to his remarkable results was called by
De Yries in 1900; he and also Correns and
Tschermak at the same time independently re-

discovered Mendel's law. Mendel selected seven

pairs of characters, such as the shape of the ripe

seed, of the cotyledons, of the seed-pod. color

of the seed-skin, length of stem, etc. Large
numbers of crosses were made between peas

differing in respect of one of each of these pairs

of characters. It was foimd, says Bateson. that

in each case the offspring of the cross exhibited

the character of one of the parents in almost un-

diminished intensity, and intermediates which
could not be at once referred to one or other of

the parental forms were not found. "In the case

of each pair of characters there is thus one
which in the first cross prevails to the exclusion

of the other." This prevailing character Mendel
called the dominant character, and to the other

he gave the name of recessive character.

This law of dominance has been found by
Bateson and by Castle to apply to animals as

well as plants, and thus is a most important

biological law. Thus when mating occurs be-

tween two organisms, whether vegetable or ani-

mal, differing in some character, the offspring

frequently all exhibit the character of one parent

only, in which case that character is said to be
"dominant." For example, on crossing white

mice with gray mice. Castle found that the off-

spring are gray, that color-character being

dominant. The character which is not seen in

the immediate offspring is called recessive, for

though unseen it is still present in the young,
white in the experiment being the recessive

color.

The law of dominance has its exceptions:

the hybrid often possesses a character of its
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own, instead of the pure character of one parent,

as is true in cases of complete dominance. The
hybrid form often resembles a supposed ances-
tral condition, when it is usually regarded as a
reversion. Examples arc the gray hybrid mice,

which are indistinguishable in appearance from
the house mouse; also slate-colored pigeons re-

sulting from crossing white with buff pigeons.

One result of Mendel's discovery is the purity

of the germ-cells. As stated by Castle : "The
hybrid, whatever its own character, produces
ripe germ-cells which bear only the pure charac-
ter of one parent or the other." To breeders
Mendel's law is of great importance because, as

remarked by Castle, it reduces to an exact sci-

ence the art of breeding in the case most care-

fully studied by him, that of entire dominance.
"No animal or plant is 'pure' simply because it

is descended from a long line of ancestors pos-
sessing a desired combination of characters, but
any animal is pure if it produces gametes (germ-
cells) of only one sort, even though its grand-
parents may among themselves have possessed
opposite characters."

The bearings of Mendel's discovery, con-
firmed by De Vries' experiments, on the origin

of species is of great interest and moment. The
problem is whether aberrations, sports, or dis-

continuous variations may not sometimes result

in the formation of new species and types, or
whether species are all the result of slow, contin-

uous variations. As stated by Castle, ".A sport

having once arisen affecting some one character

of a species, may by crossing with the parent
form be the cause of no end of disintegration

on the part of any or all of the characters of

the species, and the disintegrated characters may,
indeed must, form a great variety of new com-
binations of characters, some of which will

prove stable and self-perpetuating.

Mendel's discoveries also explain the prin-

ciple that new types of organisms are extremely
variable, whereas old types are subject to little

variation. A new type which has arisen as a
sport will cross with the parent form. The off-

spring, says Castle, will then inherit some dom-
inant character, others latent, and this will re-

sult in polymorphism of the race. Thus the
suggestion of Galton that species may arise from
sports is confirmed, while added cases are af-

forded by the recent remarkable experiments of
De Vries. resulting in the origination of seven
new species of primrose by sudden variations, or

what he calls "mutations."
Homochronous Heredity.— This is a form

of heredity called by Darwin "inheritance at

corresponding periods of life." It is exemplified

in animals with a metamorphosis, whose larvM
lead a different life and differ greatly in struc-

ture and form from tlie parent. Thus the but-

terfly inherits in its infancy the caterpillar stage,

then the pupa, finally the features of the imago

:

one character or set of characters appear by
heredity, are cast aside, and new features arise,

those of the pupa stage, and so on. Each but-

terfly, b>eetle, or bee, as well as the fluke-worms,

tapeworms, etc., inherit at different periods of
their lives stages which have become fixed by
homochronous heredity.

Tlie Physical Basis of Heredity.— A number
of biologists from Spencer to Jaeger and Weis-
mann have supposed that heredity is due to the
transmission from parent to offspring of parti-

cles developed in the reproductive cells of the
parent, whence arose the theory now generally
held that the nucleus of the spermatozoon and
of the egg is the bearer of heredity. Even in

the protozoa, if one be divided into nucleate
and enucleate halves, the portion without a
nucleus degenerates, while the part containing
the nucleus lives and regenerates the lost parts.

The nucleus contains a portion which .stains

readily with reagents, and is called the "chro-
matin," which consists of particles called
"chromosomes." Now the nucleus of the egg
and that of the spermatozoon contain the same
number and quantity of chromosomes, to what
are called the cleavage-spindles, hence the
chromatin, that is, the chromosomes, are re-

garded as the bearers of heredity, .some of these
passing down from one generation to another.

Consult: Weismann, 'The Germ-Plasm*
(New York 1893); Bateson, 'Mendel's Princi-
ples of Heredity* (Cambridge, England, 1902) ;

Castle, 'Mendel's Law of Heredity* (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 190.3) : with the earlier works of
Darwin, Brooks, Cialton, Hertwig, and others.

Alpheus S. P.\ckard,
Late Professor of Zoology, Brown University.

Hereford, her'c-ford, England, a city and
parliamentary borough, capital of Herefordshire
on the Wye, 120 miles northwest of London.
The chief building is the cathedral, built in

1012-56, rebuilt in 1072, and restored in 1S63.

It is of early Norman architecture, 335 feet long
and 174 feet wide, contains many fine monu-
ments, some as ancient as the cathedral, and its

accessory features include a lady chapel, charter-

house, cloisters, an episcopal palace and a li-

brary containing valuable AISS., Wyclif's Bible,

and a 13th century map of the world. A musi-
cal festival of the united choirs of Gloucester,
Worcester, and Hereford is given in the cathe-

dral triennially. The see dates from 673 ; the
city was incorporated in the reign of King John.
Pop. (1901) 21,382.

Her'esy (Gr. haresis) primitively means a
choice or election, and in its application to re-

ligious belief is used to designate as well the

act of choosing for one's self, and maintaining
opinions contrary to the authorized teaching,

as also the heterodox opinions thus adopted.
In the Acts of the Apostles the word seems to

be used of a sect or party, apart from the con-
sideration of its character, wdiether good or bad;
but in the Epistles and in the early Christian
writers it is almost invariably used in a bad
sense, which is the sense uniformly accepted in

all subsequent theological literature.

Even in the apo.stolic times heresies had
arisen in the Church, and before the Council of
Nice the catalogue of sects had already swelled
to considerable dimensions.

From the very date of the establishment of
Christianity in the Roman empire heresy ap-

pears to have been regarded as a crime cogniz-

able by the civil law : and Constantine enacted
several severe laws for its repression, which
were continued and extended by his successors,

and were collected into a single title, 'De Hsre-
ticis,* in the Justinian code. The penalties of
heresy ordained bj' these enactments arc very
severe, extending to corporal punishment, and
even to death : and they all proceed on the dis-

tinat assumption that a crime against religion
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is a crime against the state. These enactments
of the Roman law were embodied in the various

codes of the European kingdoms; in English
law heresy consisted in holding opinions con-

trarj- to the faith of Hoh' Church. By common
law the offender was to be tried in the pro-

vincial synod bj" the archbishop and his council,

and, after conviction, was to be given up to the

king to be dealt -vnih at his pleasure. But the
statute 2 Hen. IV. chap. 15 (De harctico com-
hurendo) empowered the diocesan to take cog-
nizance of heresy, and, on conviction, to hand
over the criminal directly, and without waiting
for the king's writ, to the sheriff or other com-
petent officer. This statute continued practically

in force, with certain modifications, till the 29
Charles II. diap. 9, since which time heresy is

left entirely to the control of ecclesiastical legis-

lation.

The doctrines considered heretical by the
Christian Church ma3- be found in the 'Diction-

naire des Heresies,* by the Abbe Pluquet, with
the history-, progress, nature, and also the refuta-

tions of their errors.

Her'etic, in ecclesiastical terminolog3% one
who embraces a heres3-. It is erident that the

word heretic can have oitly the relative mean-
ing of heterodox. The early Christian Church
alwaj's made a distinction between heretics who
obstinately persisted in their heresy, and here-

tics merelj" through error, or who had been bom
in heresy. The fathers of the Church declare

themselves ignorant of the final condition of the

latter. Again, peaceable heretics are distin-

guished from those whose doctrines produce pub-
lic confusion and disorder. However, the gen-

eral view is that all heresies lead, sooner or

later, to disturbances and bloodshed.

Hereward, her'e-ward, a Saxon yeoman
who flourisued about 1070. He was practically

the last to withstand the Normans, holding the

Isle of Ely against William tlie Conqueror
1070-1. After WUHam had succeeded in reacli-

ing the refuge of the Sa.\on patriots, Hereward,
scorning to j-ield, fled to the fastness of the

swamp}' fens to the northward. He was com-
monly styled Hekew.\kd the W.\ke, and his

diaracter and adventures form the theme of

Charles Kingslej-'s popular historical romance,

<Hereward.'

Her'ford, Oliver, .\merican humorous au-

thor and illustrator: b. England. He is at pres-

ent on the stall of the 'Criterion.' Among his

works are: <.\rtful Antics'; 'The Bashful

Earthquake and Other Fables and Verses'

(1898): '.\lphabet of Celebrities' (1899): <A
Child's Primer of Xatural HistOT' (1899);
'Wagner for Infants' (1899); 'Overheard m a

Garden' ^1900).

Hering, Ewald, German psychologist: b.

.•\Itgersdorf, Saxony. 5 .\ug. 1854. He studied

medicine, and settled at Leipsic as physician in

i860: in 1862 he was lecturer in physiologj- at

the Leipsic University, and in 1865 ^yas pro-

fessor of physiologv- and medico-physics in a

medical school at Vienna, and in 1870 held the

same chair at Prague. Hering is best known
for his work in the field of psychophysics, espe-

cially for his investigations of visual space per-

ception and for the color theory which he orig-

inated. This theorj' is opposed to the empiristic

theorj- of Helmholu and is most generally ac-

cepted by psychologists at the present tinje. His
wTitings include: 'Die Lehre vom Binocularen

Sehen' (i860) : 'Zur Lehre vom Lichtsinne'

(1872-4); 'Der Raumsinn und die Bewegung
des Auges' : 'Das Gedachtniss als eine allge-

meine Funktion der organisierten Materie'

(1870).

Her'ing, Rudolph, American hydraulic

and sanitarj- engineer: b. Philadelphia, Pa., 26

Feb. 1847. He was graduated at the Dresden
(Germany) Pohiechnic School, 1S67, and be-

came assistant engineer of Prospect Park,

Brooklyn, N. Y., the following year. He was
assistant engineer of Fairmount Park, at Phila-

delphia, 1869-71, and astronomer at Yellowstone
National Park in 1872. After serving as assist-

ant cit}' engineer 1873-80 he opened an office for

pri\-ate practice in engineering and has furnished

designs for sewerage and water supply for

numerous towns and cities in the fnited States,

Canada and South America. He is member of
man}- professional societies both in Europe and
America, and has written many published reports

on sewerage and water supply of cities.

Heriot, herl-ot, George, Scottish philan-
thropist: h. Edinburg'n 1503: d. London 12 Feb.
1624. His father was a goldsmith in Edinburgh,
and the son followed his father's profession,

and was admitted a member of the Incorpora-
tion of Goldsmiths in May 1588. In 1597 he
was appointed goldsmith to the queen by a char-

ter from James \\.. and on the accession of the

latter to the Enghsh crow-n followed the court
to England. From the period of Heriot's settle-

ment in London little is known of his history.

He died on 12 Feb. 1624, and was buried at St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields. By his will he left nearly

the whole of his fortune toward the found-
ing and erecting of a school for poor boys in

Edinburgh, st}-led in the bequest a "hospital."

The foundation of the present structure, known
as Heriot's Hospital, was laid in July 1628;
and the expense of the erection exceeded i30,000
sterling. From the rise in value of property the

yearly revenue of the hospital has ver}- greatly

increased ; and the governors were empowered
in the reign of William IV. to establish elemen-
tary schools within the city for the gratuitous

education of poor children, 16 day schools being

ultimately established, besides evening schools.

In 1885, however, an entirely new scheme wa'
introduced and a great part of the funds are

now devoted to the support of Heriot's Hospital

School and the Heriot-Wait College. The
former is a day school for boys of 10 and up-

ward, and the Heriot-Watt College is a college

giving a thorough technical, commercial, and
literary education chiefly by eveninct classes,

though there are also day classes. The annual

revenue is now about $150,000.

Herldmer, Nicholas, .\merican military

officer: b. about 1715; d. Danube. N. Y., 17 .\ug.

1777. He became a lieutenant of militia, serv-ed

in the French and Indian war. and defended

Fort Herkimer in 1758. Promoted brigadier-

general of militia in 1776, he directed operations

against Sir John Johnson, and when Fort Stan-

wix was threatened by a combined force of

Indians. Tories, and regulars, advanced to its

relief. He was ambushed by Col. Saint Leger

at Oriskany. and one of the most closely-fought

battles of the Revolutionarj- War followed.
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Herkimer Iiaviiipf lost a tliird of liis force, was
unable to continue, and Saint Lcger's army was
rendered thoronglily ineffective. Herkimer him-
self was woimdcd, and died as the result of an
unskilful operation. The town and county of
Herkimer, N. Y., were named in his honor.

Herkimer, N. Y., village, county-seat of
Herkimer County ; on the Mohawk River, the
Erie Canal, and on the New York C. & H. R. rail-

road : about 25 miles east of Utica and 68 miles
northwest of Albany. The chief maiuifaclures
are flour, furniture, mattresses, knit goods, beds,
paper, creamer}' products, and cigars. The city

owns and operates the electric plant and the
waterworks. It is the seat of Folts Mission In-
stitute. Pop. (1900) 5,555.

Her'komer, Hubert, English painter: b.

Waal, Bavaria, 26 May 1849! His father, a
wood carver, went to America in 1851, but re-

turned to Europe and settled in Southampton in

1857. Hubert studied at the School of Art in

that city, where he assisted in founding a life

school for drawing. In 1867 he exhibited in the
Dudley Gallery. From this time he gradually
gained recognition as a painter in water colors,

and in 1871 was elected a member of the In-
stitute of Water Color Painters. His first pic-

ture exhibited at the Royal Academy, 'After the
Toil of the Day' (1873), ^ German subject, at-

tracted attention ; and two years later he gained
a great reputation by his famous picture repre-
.senting 'The Last Master— Sunday at the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea,' to which a grand medal of

honor was awarded at Paris in 1878. Later pic-

tures are: 'Eventide: a Scene in Westminster
Union' (1878), "a worthy companion of the
other realistic yet more heroic study of old age,

which the artist made in his Chelsea Pension-
ers" ; 'Missing: a Scene at the Portsmouth
Dockyard Gates' (1881), "a masterpiece in its

waj'" ; 'On Strike' (1891). his diploma work;
'Back to Life: a District Nurse Taking out a
Child for the First Walk after a Long Illness'

(1896); and 'The Guards' Cheer' (i8g8), rep-

resenting a scene in the Diamond Jubilee proces-

sion, .-^mong many portraits painted by him the

best known are those of Wagner, Ruskin, and
Tennyson. His best water-color pictures are

:

'Im Walde' ; 'The Woodcutter's Rest'; 'The
Poacher's Fate' ; and 'At the Well.' Mr. Her-
komer was elected associate of the Royal Acad-
emy in 1879, and full member in 1890, and
from 1885 till 1895 held the Slade professorship

of fine art at Oxford in succession to Mr. Rus-
kin. He holds a life professorship at Munich,
superintends an art school founded by him.self

at Bushey in Hertfordshire, and for the theatre

connected with it has written several plays.

Herkomer also occupies a high place as an
etcher and mezzotint en.graver. He has pub-
lished: 'Lectures on Etching and Mezzotint En-
graving' (1892). See Courtney, 'Life' (1892).

Hermandad, er-man-diifh', a confederation
of the cities of Aragon, formed to defend them-
selves against the usurpations and the rapacity

of the feudal nobility. This object was most
clearly apparent in the brotherhood (Herman-
dad) formed about the middle of the i.^th cen-
tury in Aragon, and that formed about 1282
in Castile. In 1295. .^5 cities of Castile and Leon
formed a joint confederacy for the same ob-
ject. These fraternities were the model of the

later Hermandad of the municipal communities,
which was formed in Castile under the reign
of Ferdinand and Isabella. It was established
in i486 with the approbation of the king. The
city authorities raised a military force, and ap-
pointed judges in different parts of the kingdom.
Neither rank nor station protected the offender
against the trantjuillity of the country, nor could
he find safety even in the churches. The Santa
Hermandad (holy brotherhood) which readers
of Don Quixote will be acquainted with, had,
like the earlier institution, of which it was a
continuation, the object of securing internal
safety, and seizing disturbers of the peace and
highway robbers, but did not act except in case
of offenses actually committed. It consisted of
a company of armed police officers, who were
distributed in the different provinces of the
kingdom of Castile, and whose duty it was to

provide for the security of the roads outside
of the cities. One of their strictest regulations

was not to use their power within the cities.

They were subject to the Council of Castile.

The principal divisions of the company had
stations at Toledo, at Ciudad Rodrigo. and at

Talavera.

Hermann, her'man, Alexander, American
conjurer: b. Paris, France. 10 Feb. 1844: d. near
Great Valley, N. Y., 17 Dec. i8g6. From his

brother Carl, Alexander took his earliest les-

sons in slei,ght-of-hand and the brothers then
traveled in Europe and became widely known
as skilled conjurers. Coming to the United
States in 1867 they met with great success. The
elder presently returned to Europe, but .Mex-
ander became a citizen of the United States,

made a tour of the world and had few equals

in his profession.

Hermann (her'man) und Dorothea, dor-6-

ta'a, a pastoral poem by Goethe, published

in 1797. It contains about 2.000 hexameter lines.

The scene is the broad Rhine plain, and the time

the poet's own. The standard English trans-

lation is that by Miss Ellen Frothingham
(1870).

Hermann, Mo., a town in Roark Township,
the capital of Gasconade County, on the south
bank of the Missouri River, here crossed by a
bridge, 81 miles west of St. Louis, and on the

Missouri Pacific railroad. It is in a grape-vine-

growing region and manufactures wine, beer,

flour, tools and cigars. Pop. (1000) 1.575-

Hermannstadt, or Nagy-Szeben, .\ustria,

the capital of a county in Transylvania. See
SZEBEN, N.\GY.

Hermaph'roditism, the occurence of both
kinds of sexual glands in one and the same ani-

mal. The ditYerentiation of the sexes begins

with the polyps, when for the first time in the

animal kingdom we meet with individuals which
are male and female. The lower plants and in

the animal kingdom the sponges and Hydra
(q.v.) are mona'cious, that is, sexual cells occur

in the same individual. In the more highly

specialized animals, the sexual glands exist in

different individuals, and the form is said to be

bisexual, or dioecious, as opposed to herma-
phroditic forms.

True or Natural Hermaphroditism.— This

is found in many flowering plants, in sponges,

most coelenterates, many worms, including the

earthworm, many mollusks, and in most bama-
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des, and this appears to be in relation with their

more or less fixed mode of life. As a rule testes

and ovaries occur in the same animal, but situ-

ated in different regions of the body, while in

land snails there is a hermaphroditic gland which
produces spermatozoa and eggs in tlie same
follicle. Certain animals, or frogs, which are

bisexual as adults, pass through an embrj'onic
hermaphroditism. Normal hermaphroditism is

ver\" rare in insects and vertebrates ; in the latter

only two cases are known, that is, a sea-perch
(Scrraitus scriba) and the hagfish (Myxinc}.

Abnormal Hermaphroditism.— A\liat in man
is called hermaphroditism is a misnomer, as it

arises from malformation of the external re-

productive organs. In insects occurs lateral

hermaphroditism in which one half of the moth
or butterfly, for -example, is male and the otlier

female. In some of these cases dissection has
shown that only male or female sexual glands
alone occur in an undeveloped condition. This
is called gynandromorphism. Abnormal her-

maphroditism sometimes occurs in fishes and
batrachians where an o\-ary is found on one side

and a testis on the other. It is curious tliat in a

threadworm {Angiostomum) and in certain

isopod Crustacea (Cymoihoida) tlie reproductive

glands are first male, the same gland afterward

producing eggs.

Hermes, Georg, ga-6rg' her'mes, German
theologian : b. Dreyerwalde. Westphalia. 22 April

1775; d. Bonn 26 May 1831. He studied the-

ology at the University of Munster, became a
teacher in the gjTnnasium of that cit>% and in

1807 professor of dogmatic theology in the uni-

versity. When tlie Prussian government estab-

lished the Universit}- of Bonn, Hermes was ap-

pointed to the chair of Catholic theology (1819).

Here he began to distinguish himself by his at-

tempts to found a speculative, philosophic, and
dogmatic school in the church itself, delivering a

series of lectures which caused great sensation

by aiming at an alliance between Protestants and
Catholics. This attempt to base the positive the-

ologj- of the church (a doctrine known as

Hermesianism) drew around him great num-
bers of followers. Many of these in time filled

chairs of theologj- and set forth their views in

conjunction with their master in a magazine,

the 'Zeitschrift fur Philosophie und katholische

Theologie,* published at Cologne from 1832.

The method which Hermes advocated insisted

that the truth of revelation and of the Catholic

Church should first be tested by reason, and that

revelation should then be followed. He did not

c'^ ?o far as to declare that all the dogmas in

r'i:;i selves could be proved a priori, but en-

cta\ored to found the right of the church to

teach them on the ground of reason. Hermes-
ianism was in fact an ingenious effort to base

the doctrines of the church on Kant's system of

philosophy. It aroused powerful opposition, be-

ing condemned as heretical by a papal letter of
26" Sept. 1835. Hermes" scholars stoutly de-

fended their orthodoxy, many of them repeatedly

appealing to the pope, but without success.

Hermes, her'mez (called by the Romans
Mcrcurtus. and identified with their own god of

that name), in Greek mythologj- the son

of Zeus and Maia. .\ccording to legend his

birthplace was in the mountains of Cyllcnc,

Arcadia. Four hours after his birth he invented

tlie IjTe, which he made by killing a tortoise,

and stringing the shell with three or seven
strings. He then sang to it tlie loves of Zeus
and his mother Maia. Ha^-ing concealed the
h-re in his cradle, he was seized with hunger,
went in tlie dark evening to Pieria, and stole 50
oxen from tlie sacred herd of Apollo which he
drove backward and forward to confoimd tlieir

tracks ; then walking backward himself, he
drove them backward also; and after ha^^ng
killed two of them near the river Alpheus
roasted and sacrificed a part to the gods. He
concealed the remainder in a cavern. He also

carefully destroyed all traces of them. The
next morning Apollo missed his oxen, and went
in search of them, but he could discover no
traces of them until an old man of Pylos told

him that he had seen a boy dri\-ing a herd of

oxen in a very strange manner. Apollo now dis-

covered that Hermes was the thief. He hastened

to Maia. and accused the infant, who pretended

to be asleep, and, not terrified by tlie tlireat of the

god that he would hurl him into Tartarus,

steadily maintained his innocence. Apollo, not

deceived by the crafty child, carried his com-
plaint to Zeus. Hermes lied even to him. But
Zeus perceived him to be the offender; but was
not angrv- with him, and smiling at his cunning,

ordered him to show the place where the oxen
were concealed. To secure him Apollo bound
his hands, but his diains fell off, and the cattle

appeared bound togetlier by twos. Hermes then

began to play upon his newly-invented lyre, at

which Apollo begged the instrument of the in-

ventor, learned of him how to play on it, and
gave him a whip to drive the herd, thenceforth

belonging \r both in common.
The? rnen concluded a contract with eadi

other: Hermes promised never to steal Apollo's

l\Te or bow : the laner gave him the caduccus.

The ancients represent Hermes as the herald and
messenger of tlie gods. He conducts tlie souls

of the departed to the lower world, and is there-

fore the herald of Pluto, and the executor of his

commands. His magic wand had the power to

close the eyes of mortals, to cause dreams, and
wake the slumbering. The qualities requisite

for a herald he possessed in the highest per-

fection, and bestowed them on others— grace,

dignitj-, and insinuating manners. He was also

the s>Tnbol of prudence, cunning, and fraud, and
even of perjurj", and was the god of theft and
robber>-. In the wars of the giants he wore the

helmet of Pluto, which rendered him invisible,

and slew Hippolytus. When T\-phon com-
pelled the gods to fly before him and conceal

themselves in Egypt, he metamorphosed himself

into an ibis. He is also mentioned by Homer
as the patron of eloquence, and still more par-

ticularly by Hesiod. Of his inventions Homer
makes no mention. Later writers ascribe to him
the invention of dice, music, geomctrj-, the in-

terpretation of dreams, measures and weights,

the arts of tlie palasstra, letters, etc. He w-as

also regarded as the patron of public treaties,

as the guardian of roads, and as the protector of

travelers. He was represented in art as a boy
in the prime of youth, sometimes with the

caduceus, and sometimes with a winged cap.

standing, sitting, or walking. The artists of

Liter times placed him among the youthful and_

beardless gods. The most prominent traits of

his character are vigor and dexterity. In the
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representation of Hermes of a later date the re-

lations of corporeal beauty and mental dexterity

are wonderfully preserved. Artists made the

•cock his symbol, on account of its vigilance or
love of fighting (in allusion to gj'mnastics)

;

the tortoise, on account of his invention of tlie

lyre ; the purse, because he was the god of
traffic ; a ram and a, goblet, because he was the

director of religious ceremonies and sacrifices

;

the trunk of a palm-tree, upon which his

statues lean, because he was the inventor of
arithmetic and writing (upon palm-leaves) ; the
harpc or sickle-shaped knife, because he was
the slayer of Argus.

Hermes Trismegistus, tris-me-jis'tiis, the
Greek title of the Egyptian moon god, Thoth,
one of the most interesting figures in Egyptian
mythology. He is represented as Ibis or with
the ibis head, and is fully illustrated in the mon-
uments and papyrus rolls from time to time
brought to light. He is the god of time and of
its divisions ; he is the measurer and the god
of measurements. He is the conductor of the
dead. He is also the god of human intelligence,

to whom are attributed all the productions of
human art. All the literature of Egypt is attrib-

uted to him—all the writings that relate to the
different sciences, mathematics, astronomy, med-
icine, music. These were called by the Greeks
the Hermetic Books. Thoth is also credited
with the invention of alchemy and magic. The
Hermetic art is used to mean alchemy. The
sc' rets of this art were handed on from teacher
to pupil orally and in secret and this transmis-
si.-n was termed the Hermetic chain. For these
reasons the Greeks identified him with their

Hermes, and besides called him Trismegistus,
"thrice great." By later writers, Euhemerists,
Neoplatonists (q.v.), and Christians, Thoth was
considered a great Egyptian king, a teacher of
mankind, who had left books of magic and
mystery behind him. Xumerous books of such
a sort once existed in Egypt. Clement of Alex-
andria knew of 42, and so-called Hermetic frag-
ments are still e.xlant, in the works of Stobaeus,

Cyrillus, Suidas and Lactantius. The Hermetic
books as we know them belong proliably to no
earlier date than the 3d or 4th century of our
era, .ind are in Greek and Latin.

Her'mit (Gr. eremites), a solitary ascetic,

who, with a view to more complete freedom
from the cares, temptations, and business of the
world, took up his abode in a natural cavern or
a rudely formed hut in a desert, forest, moun-
tain, or other solitary place. Hermits began to

appear in the Christian church in the 3d cen-
tury. The advocates of asceticism (n.v.) were
the first to set the example of retiring from cities

to rural districts and villages. Hut the her-
mits sought to withdraw altogether from man-
k'nd, that they might give themselves up to holy
contemplation. The earliest hermit is said to

have been Paul of the Thcbaid (Egypt), who
Huring the Decian persecution fled to the desert

(250) ; there he lived for the rest of his life,

dying, 113 years old, about 342. The fame of
his sanctity quickly incited others to imitate his

mode of life. The most famous amongst these
siicces.sors was St. .\nthony (q.v.). .^t the time
of his death (365) hermit cells existed in con-
siderable numbers in the deserts of Egypt,
Syria, and Palestine. The fame of their sanc-
tity drew many to visit these hermits partly out

of curiosity, to get religious advice from them,
partly also in the belief that diseases were cured
by their blessing. Sometimes they returned for
a short time to the midst of their fellow-men to
deliver warnings, instruction, or encouragement,
and were received as if they had been inspired
prophets or angels from heaven. But the num-
ber of hermits gradually diminished as the cen-
obite life of convents grew into fashion. Indeed
the institution at no lime secured the same foot-
ing in the Western Church that it did in the
Eastern ; and perhaps the reason may in part be
found in the difference of climate, which ren-
ders a manner of life impossible in most parts
of Europe lliat could be pursued for many years
in Egj'pt or Syria. Partial revivals of the prac-
tice continued to be made, however, during some
centuries, St. Cuthbert (q.v.) being a case in

point. See JMon.\chism, and Charles Kingsley's
'Hermits' (1869).

Hermit-crabs, crabs that .shelter them-
selves in spiral sea-shells, for the protection of
the soft-skinned and un.symmetrical abdomen.
They are members of the \hierura (see De-
c.\poda). and have very large and generally un-
equal claws, one being used to close the entrance
of the slicll into which the hermit can wholly
retract himself. The abdominal appendages are
practically aborted, with the exception of those
at the tip of the tail, which hold firmly to the

spire of the inhabited shell. The hermit-crabs
belong to three families, namely: Paguridcc, or
conunon marine hcrnnt-crabs ; Parapagurida, or
deep-sea hermit-crabs ; and Cenobiihlte, or ter-

restrial hermit-crabs. Two species are numer-
ous on the American Atlantic coast running
actively about in rock pools and shallows. The
little hermit-crab (Eul^agunts loug:earl>us) gen-
erally inhabits the shells of dog-whelks (Ilya-

iwssa) , while the larger species (_E. pollicaris)

occupies those of Luiialia or sometimes of the

winkles and conchs. As they grow they must
move to larger and larger shells, and the search

for new tenements and dangerous change of
abodes in the presence of enemies makes the life

of one of these animals more than ordinarily

exciting. The habits of these and other hermit-

crabs are of great interest, generally, and espe-

cially on account of the various hydroids,

anemones and mollusca which associate with

them as commensals. The palm or robber-crab

(q.v.) of the East Indies, and the land-crabs of

the West Indies, are good examples of terres-

trial hcrmit-cr.abs. Consult J. R. Henderson,
'Challenger Report on Anomura' ; Verrill,

'Invertebrates of Vincvard Sormd' (1875);
Arnold, <Sea Beach at Ebb-tide' (igoi). See
COMMENS.VLISM, CrAB, CrUST.\CEA.

Hermit Thrush. See Thrush.

Hermitage, The, Andrew Jackson's home
at Nashville, Tcnn., from about 1804, when he

removed there from Hunter's Hill. In 1810 the

house was built in which he lived till his death

in 1845. The Hermitage is now the property

of the State of Tennessee.

Hermite, Charles, sharl ar-met, French
mathematician : b. Dieuze, Meurtlie. German
Lorraine, 24 Dec. 1822; d. Paris 14 Jan. looi.

He entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1842, but

left it to devote his attention wholly to mathe-
matics. From 1876 to his death he held the

chair of higher algebra in the University of
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Paris. His principal claim to be considered a
great and original mathematician rests on his

investigations in the line of functions, and his

first important work on this theory won for him
election to the Academy of Sciences. He pro-
ceeded to make discoveries in the theory of
algebraic forms and in the theorj- of numbers.
He finally settled the question of the solubility

of the quintic equation, and really led the way
to Lindemann's further investigations. For a
list of his writings see 'Catalogue of Scientific

Papers of the Ro^al Sodetj' of London,' Vols.

III. and ^^I.

Hennosillo, har-mo-sel'yo, Mexico, capital

of the state of Sonera, on the river Sonora,
about 60 miles from the Gulf of California, and

78 by rail north from the port of Guaj-mas,

with which it has a large traffic, being the prin-

cipal entrepot for the trade with the interior.

Large quantities of fruit are grown in the vidn-
itj% especially grapes, from which much brandy
is made. Pop. (1903) 17,800.

Hem'don, William Henry, American law-
ver: b. Grecnsburg, Kv.. 28 Dec. 1818: d. near
Springfield. 111.. 18 March 1891. He studied at

Illinois College, was admitted to the bar in 1844,

and in the same year formed a law partnership

with .Abraham Lincoln, which continued for-

mallv till the latter's death. He was mavor of

Springfield. 111., in 1855. With J. W. Weik. he
wrote the well-known *Hemdon's Lincoln: The
True Stor\' of a Great Life' (in a new ed.

1891), which is particularly valuable for the

study of Lincoln's personality and the details of

his early career.

Heme, James A. (J.^ires Aherxe). Amer-
ican actor and playwright : b. Troy, X. Y.. i

Feb. l&}0; d. New York 2 Jime 1901. He first

appeared in a traveling company, and later in

various roles and organizations throughout the

United States. Later he was actor-manager at

San Francisco, and in 1878 presented his first

play, 'Hearts of Oak,' which won immediate
success. 'Drifting .Apart' (1885). 'The Min-
ute-Men' (18S6) and 'Margaret Fleming'

(1890) were less favorably received, although

tiie last was highly ranked by the critics. In

1883-4 Heme wrote his most successful work,
'Shore .\crcs,' which was first performed as

'The Hawthomes' at Chicago in 1892, and in

1892-3 in Boston under its present title. He
himself appeared as 'Uncle Nat' Berp'.

'Shore .Acres' was followed by 'The Rev. Grif-

fith Davenport' (i899>. a dramatization of

Helen Gardner's 'An Unoflicial Patriot.' and

'Sag Harbor' (1900). -As both .nctor and
dramatist Heme was a skilful delineator of

tj-pcs of evcr>day life.

Her'nia (Latin, a rupture, a burst, a

descent), a swelling formed by the displacement

of a soft part, which protrudes by a natural or

accidental opening from the cavit\- in which it is

contained. The three great cavities of the body
arc subject to these displacements. The brain,

the heart, the lungs, and most of the abdominal

viscera may become totally or partially dis-

placed, and thus give rise to the formation of

hernial swellings. Displacements of the brain

and of the organs of the chest arc. however,

extremely rare, and arc in general the result or

s>-mptom of some accident or disease. Many
parts of the abdominal wall may become the

seat of hemias, but they most commonly appear

in the front lower regions, which, being desti-

tute in great measure of muscular fibres, and
being the site of many of the openings leading

from the abdomen to the limbs, offer less resist-

ance to the displacement of the viscera. Her-
nias are most common in the groin, at the navel,

more rarely in the vagina, at the interior and
upper pan of the thigh, and at its lower and
posterior part. They have received different

names from their positions. All the abdominal
viscera, with the exception of the duodenum^
the pancreas, and the kidneys, may form a
hernia, but they are not all displaced with thfr

same facility. The omentum and intestinal canal

escape easily ; the stomach, liver, and spleen

rarely form hernias. Most of the viscera, when
displaced, push the peritoneum forward before

them : this membrane thus forms a covering to

the hernia, which is called the hernial sac. If

the hernia, with its sac. can be entirely replaced,

it is said to be reducible; if, from its size or
other cause, it cannot be restored to its former
place, it is irreducible.

Among the predisposing causes of hernia

may be ranked any circimistance which dimin-
ishes the resistance of the abdominal walls,

whether natural or accidental ; such as muscular
wea'Kcning of those walls bj- a forced distention,

as in pregnancy, by accidents, by lifting heavy
weights, or by excessive standing. Any pro-

longation of the vnscera which tends to bring
them in contact with points at which they may
protrude, and articles of dress which push the
organs toward the weaker parts of the abdom-
inal wall (as corsets), may also produce hernia^

The efficient causes of hernia are all circum-
stances which may break the equilibrium exist-

ing between the abdominal walls and the vis-

cera, which react and mutually press upon each
other. The simultaneous contraction of the

abdominal muscles and of the diaphragm, which
takes place on even' violent effort, is one of the

chief of these cases. Hence sneezing, coughing^
leaping, playing on wind-instruments, etc., may
be the direct cause of a hernia.

The sj-mptoms of a hemia are the existence

of a tumor or swelling at any point of the abdo-
men, but more particularly in the region of the

groin. A reducible hernia is not a verj- trouble-

some disease, but may become so by acquiring^

an increase of size, and by strangulation. A
hemia is said to be strangulated when it is not
only irreducible, but also subjected to a con-
tinual constriction ; tliis constriction may be pro-

duced by different causes, but it is generally a
constriction at the opening through which the

hemia protrudes. As soon as a patient per-

ceives that he is affected with a hemia he should
have recourse to medical advice, for the disease

is then in its most favorable state for treatment.

The heniia is immediately reduced, and must
then be subjected to a constant compression.
This is done by means of a truss (qv). An
irreducible hemia must be supported with great

care. .All ^^olent exercises and excess in diet

must be avoided. Strangulated hemia, present-

ing greater danger, requires more prompt reliefs

The object of treatment is to relieve the con-
striction. If the reduction cannot be effected

by other means, an operation will be necessary.

This consists in dividing the parts which pro-
duce the constriction. The longer this opera-
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tion is delayed, the more dangerous it will

become. After the parts are healed, the open-
ing must be subject to compression, as in the

case of a simple hernia. Radical operation for

hernia is the most advisable form of treatment.

It is safe in the hands of a competent surgeon.

Hero, a priestess of Aphrodite at Sestos.
The loves of Hero and Leander, a youth of
Abj'dos, on the other side of the Hellespont,
are related in a poem by Mussus. No difficul-

ties could discourage Leander. He swam every
night across the Hellespont, guided by a torch
which shone across the strait from the tower of
Hero, and even continued his visits during the

winter. On one occasion, however, the guiding
light was extinguished, and his strength failed

him, and the waves carried his body to the foot

of the tower, where Hero anxiously awaited
him. Overcome with anguish at the sight, she
threw herself from the tower and perished.

Hero of Alexandria (Gr. Heron), Greek
mathematician and natural philosopher; fl. per-

haps in the ist century -v. D. He seems to have
invented a number of machines, among which
are "Hero's fountain," and a steam-engine on
a principle similar to that of Barker's mill

(q.v. ). He also made some contributions to

pure mathematics. Hultsch edited the remain-
ing fragments of his geometrical works in 1864,

and Schmidt began in 1899 an edition of his

complete extant writings. See Hero's Foux-
T.\IX.

Herod, called the Great, king of the

Jews : b. about 62 B.C. ; d. 4 B.C. He
reigned from 37 B.C. until his death. He
was the second son of Antipater the Idu-

mean, who, being made procurator of Judea
by Julius Csesar, appointed him to the govern-

ment of Galilee. He at first embraced the party

of Brutus and Cassius, but after their death
reconciled himself to Antony, by whose interest

he was first named tetrarch, and afterward king
of Judea. After the battle of Actium Augustus
confirmed him in his kingdom. As a politician

and commander, his abilities were conspicuous.

He rebuilt the temple at Jerusalem with great

magnificence, and erected a stately theatre and
amphitheatre in that city, in which he celebrated

games in honor of Augustus, to the great dis-

pleasure of the more zealous of the Jews. He
also rebuilt Samaria, which he called Sebaste,

and adorned it with very sumptuous edifices.

He likewise, for his security, constructed tnany
strong fortresses throughout Judea, the princi-

pal of which he termed Csesarea, after the

emperor. On his palace, near the temple of

Jerusalem, he lavished the most costly materials,

and his residence of Herodium, at some dis-

tance from the capital, by the beauty of its situ-

ation, drew around it the population of a great

city. Such, indeed, was his magnificence, that

Augustus said his soul was too great for his

kingdom. Herod was the first who shook the

foundation of the Jewish government, by dis-

solving the national council, and appointing the

high-priests, and removing them at pleasure,

without regard to the laws of succession. His
policy, ability, and influence with Augustus,
however, gave a great temporary splendor to

the Jewish nation.

Herod Agrip'pa I., king of Judea: d. Csesa-
rea 41 \.n. He reigned from ^y a.d. until his

death. He was son of Aristobulus. At Rome-
with Drusus, son of Tiberius, on whose death
he left Rome for Idumxa ; but returned some
j'cars after. On the accession of Caligula 37
A.D. he was honored with the title of king, and
received the tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias,

and later that of Antipas. Upon the accession
of Claudius his rule was extended to include
all the dominions of Herod the Great. It was
this Herod who, to please the Jews, caused St.

James to be put to death, and St. Peter to be
imprisoned. His power and opulence acquired
him a great reputation, and he really did much
for the benefit of the Jews. His death is

described in .\cls xii. 20-3.

Herod Agrippa II., king of Judea: d. 100

A.D. He reigned from 53 .\.D. until his death.

He was son of Herod Agrippa I. He resided

much at Jerusalem, and here, together with his

sister, Berenice, heard the defense of Paul,

addressed to the Roman governor Festus (Acts
XXV. 13-xxvi. 32). A great builder, he im-
proved his capital city of Caesarea Philippi

;

renamed by him Xeronias. It was in his reign

that the Temple was completed. Being driven
from Jerusalem in the revolt which proved so
fatal to the Jews, he joined Cestius, the Roman
commander, and, when Vespasian was sent intcv

the province, met him with a considerable rein-

forcement. During the siege of Jerusalem he
was very serviceable to Titus.

Herod An'tipas, tetrarch of Galilee. He
reigned from 4 B.C. to 37 .\.D. He was son of

Herod the Great. This was the Herod who put

to death St. John the Baptist (Mark vi. 14729),-

in compliment to his wife Herodias, and it is he
who is the familiar 'Herod* of the New Testa-

ment narrative. Accused of having been con-

cerned in the conspiracy of Sejanus, and of

being in secret league with the king of Parthia,

he was stripped of his dominions, and sent

(39 A.D.) with his wife into exile at Lugunum
(Lyons), or, as some say, to Spain, where he
died.

Herodes, Atticus. See Atticus Herodes.

Herodias, a granddaughter of Herod the

Great and Marianine, daughter of .Aristobulus

and sister of Herod .\grippa I. She was first

married to her half-uncle Herod Philip, whom
she abandoned to connect herself with his half-

brother Herod Antipas. It was by her artifice

that Antipas was persuaded to order the death

of John the Baptist (Matt. xiv. 3-12: Mark vi.

17-29).

Herod'otus, Greek historian, called the

"father of history": b. at Halicarnassus in .Asia

Minor about 484 B.C. Before writing his his-

tory he traveled extensively, visiting the shores

of the Hellespont and the Euxine, Scythia,

Syria. Palestine. Babvlon and Ecbatana. Egj-pt

as far as Elephantine and other parts of north-

em Africa, everywhere investigating the man-

ners, customs, and religion of the people, the

history of the country, productions of the soil,

etc. On returning home he found that Lygda-

mis had usurped the supreme authority in Hali-

carnassus. and put to death the noblest citizens,

and Herodotus was forced to seek an asylum in

the island of Samos. Having formed a conspir-

acy with several exiles he returned to Halicar-

nassus and drove out the usurper, but the noblfs

who had acted with him immediately formed ar»
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aristocrac3' more oppressive than the govem-
ment of the banished tyrant, and Herodotus
withdrew to the recently founded colony of

Thurii, in Italy, where he seems to have spent

most of his remaining life. Here, at an
ad\-anced age, we are told by Pliny, he wrote
his immortal work, a statement strengthened by
the fact that events are noticed in the body of

the book which occurred so late as 409 B.C.,

while its abrupt ending proves almost beyond
question that he was prevented by death from
ccnipleting it. The history is dirided into nine
books, each bearing the name of a Muse, and is

wrinen in the Ionic dialect. The object of the

historian is to narrate the conflict between the

Greeks and Persians, and he traces the enmitj-

of the two races back to mythical times. Pass-

ing rapidly over the mythical period he comes
to Croesus, king of Lydia, of whom and of his

Idngdom he gives a comparatively full history.

The conquest of Lydia by Cyrus induces him to

relate the rise of the Persian monarchy and the

subjugation of Asia Minor and Babylon. The
histor>- of Cambyses and his Eg\-pti2n expedi-

tion leads him to introduce the \-akiable details

of the history, geography, and manners and cus-

toms of Egv-pt, occupying the second book. The
Sc>-thian expedition of Darius causes the his-

torian to treat of the Scythians and the north of

Europe; and the subsequent extension of the

Persian kingdom affords him opportunity for

an account of C>Tene and Libya. In the mean-
time the revolt of the lonians breaks out, which
eventually brings on the conflict between Greece

and Persia. An account of this outbreak and
of the rise of Athens after the expulsion of the

Pisistratidae, is followed by what properly con-

stitutes the principal part of the work, and the

histor>- of the Persian war now rtms on in an

uninterrupted stream imtil the taking of Sestos.

There are English translations of his history by
Macaulay (1890): Beloe, Car>". and Rawlinson,

the last with important notes and dissertations.

The 'Life of Homer.> attributed to Herodotus,

and printed at the end of several editions of his

works, is now universally believed to be a pro-

duction of a later date. The best editions of the

historv of Herodotus are by Wesseling (1763) ;

Schweighauser (1806); Bahr (1855-61); Stein

(1871).

Heroin, her'6-in, C,tH,tNO,.(CHjCO)=. the

diacetic ester of morphine. It occurs as a

faintlv bitter, colorless, odorless, crystalline

powder, which is nearly insoluble in water. It

is soluble in dilute acids, however, and is precip-

itated bv alkalies. Its hydrochloric dissolves

freely in' water and in alcohol, but is insoluble

in ether. Heroin was first prominently intro-

duced to the medical world in iSoS.

Herold, Louis Joseph Ferdinand, loo-e

zho-zef fer-de-nari a-rold, French musical

composer: b. Paris 28 Jan. 1791: d. Themes,

near Paris. 19 Jan. 1833- A pupil of the Con-

servatoire, he also studied composition under

Catel. Mehul. and Chenibini, and in 1812 won
the Prix de Rome with the cantata "Mile, de la

Valliere.' His first opera. 'La Ginventu di

Enrico Quinto' (i8k> was received by the
N- •: i.i:,

.,-;ti, .ipphuse. His first seri-

-er for the French stage was

:. ._ ;-.ra 'Lcs Rosieres' (iSi-l-

This ver>- successful work was followed in quick

succession by numerous others of varying for-

tune. .\t last in 1S31 appeared his 'Zampa,*
and in 1832 his 'Le Pre aux Clercs.* the operas
on which his fame chiefly rests, and which have
gained a permanent place, the former especially

being still produced with acceptance in the prin-

cipal cities of the Continent. Consult: Jou^^n,
*Herold sa Vie et ses CEuvres> (,1868).

Her'on, Matilda, American actress: b.

Draperstown. near Londonderrj-. Ireland, i Dec.
1S30: d. Xew York 7 March 1877. She was
brought to the L"nited States as a child, and
appeared on the stage for the first time in Phila-

delphia as Bianca in 'Fazio.* Her chief parts,

in which she met with great success throughout
the United States, were Camille in 'La Dame
aux Camelias* : and L'lah in 'De Soto.'

Herondas, or Herodas, Greek poet, prob-
ably flourishing about the latter half of the

3rd century B.C. Little positive information is

obtainable concerning the place of his birth,

but it was probably in the island of Cos. Prior
to 1891 only a few fragments of his verses had
been found, but in that year an Egyptian papyrus
was found containing several poems (mimes or
mimianibi) and these were published by F. G.
Kenyon, thus bringing to light a phase of Greek
life and times of which the history has
been meagre. Seven of the poems are in

comparatively complete form, and, besides

giving an insight into Heronda's life and
work, they picture the every day life of the times
in extremel}' realistic terms, though the satirical

portions of them are not personal in their na-
ture. In composition the mimes are in choliam-
bic verse or iambic trimeter and are written in

the Ionic dialect. The latest edition containing
additions by O. Crusius was published in 1898.

entitled 'Untersuchungen zu den Mimiamben
des Herondas.* See Mim£.

Herons, wading birds of the order Herodii.

forming, with egrets and bitterns, the family
Ardeida:. The family is characterized by a thin,

compressed body : a long, thin neck : a straight,

narrow, pointed beak : fully feathered head

:

longish, slender legs : three toes in front the
two outer united by a membrane, the middle
claw pectinate : large, blunt wings : extensive
development of powder-down tracts: and often
by elongated feadiers of the top of the head and
other parts. Upward of 70 species of herons
and their immediate allies are known, of which
14 inhabit Xorth .\merica. The bitterns (q.v.>,

with !0 tail-quills, form the sub-family Botaur-
in<e. the herons and egrets (q.v.). with 12 tail

quills, the Ardehut. Egrets are simply white
herons. The great blue heron (Ardea hero-
dias) to which A. cinerea of Europe is closely

related, inhabits all parts of North America and
northern South -America. It is a large bird
with a length of about four and a spread of
nearly six feet, and of beautiful slate-blue color,

with the long flowing plumes black. It is to be
found by the side of streams, lakes and the sea-

shore, usually alone. Fish form the bulk of its

food, but it also devours frogs, small reptiles,

insects, and almost any kind of animal which it

can capture. It roams in search of food mostly
in the morning and evening. The heronry, or
breeding-place, is usually found among high
tree?, and the same breeding-place is used by- -'? generations if they are unmolested:

several species of herons consort
it a favorite breeding-place. The large
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nest is made of twigs and sticks, and is lined

with rushes, grass, and various similar mate-
rials. The eggs, usually three or four in a nest,

are of a fairly uniform greenish blue color.

Many nests are usually found in one heronry,
and sometimes the nests are built on the ground
or on a cliff. The cry is a sort of "crank,
crank," uttered in a hoarse voice. In the
North the blue heron is migratory, elsewhere it

is resident. The little blue heron (A. cwnilca)
is found in the eastern Ignited States from the

Middle States southward and in the West Indies
and Central America. It is scarcely more than
one half the size of A. herodias and exists in

two color phases, the one dark slate-blue with
purplish reflections on the head and neck, the
other white with traces of blue, especially con-
stant on the unfeathercd parts. This species
formerly bred with other southern species in

great heronries, most of which have been deci-
mated by plume-hunters.

The little green heron or fly-up-the-creek
(Bntoridcs vircsccns) ranges throughout tem-
perate North .\merica ainl somewhat beyond
soutliward, breeding nearly everywhere. North-
ward it is migratory and is the familiar heron
about the streams and ponds of the Middle and
New England States, where it usually nests in
pairs or small communities and mostly in thick
bushes or cedar trees ; in other localities it

sometimes breeds with larger species in heron-
ries. The pale greenish elliptical eggs are from
three to six in number. Its foods consist chiefly
of small frogs, minnows and snakes, for which
it searches by day as well as by night along the
shallows of streams, wdiere its harsh cry of
alarm is often the first intimation of its pres-
ence. The name refers to the beautiful deep
bronze green color of the upper parts.

The night-herons (Nycticorax navins, and
J\'. liolaccus). which are closely related to the
A^ grisca of Europe, are easily distinguished
from other herons by the thick, stout beak. The
former, known as the black-crowned night-
heron or squawk, is common throughout the
United States and Canada in summer, and in

the winter migrates far into South ."Xmerica,

while the latter, or yellow-crowned species, is

much less frequent and chiefly confined to the
sea-coast of the warm parts of America. The
.squawk is about two feet long, the young brown-
ish, the adults deep green and blue-gray above
with two or three very long filamentous white
occipital plumes. The night-herons are more
active after dark than any other species, and are
seldom seen abroad, except in the dusk or on
cloudy days.

Many species of herons reside in tlic warm
parts of Africa and .Asia, among them being the
largest of all, the A. golinfli.

Consult Baird, Brewer and Ridgway,
'Water-birds of North .^merica' (1884);
Reiclienow, 'Journal of Ornithology' (1877) ;

Job, '.'Xmong the Waterfowl' (1902). See Bit-
tern ; Ec.RET.

Heroopolis, an ancient Egyptian city found
by excavation in the eastern Delta region.
Maps made prior to 1880 generally located
the city near the present city of Suez, but
the excavations of Naville in 1883 under the
auspices of the Egypt Exploration Fund tend to
show that the city was farther north. Heroopo-
lis is given in the Septuagint version of the

Old Testament as the meeting place of Joseph
and Jacob. 'I'he Cojjtic translation is Pethom,
very similar to the Hebrew Pithom, or "House
of Turn," ;ind for some lime it has been known
from Egyptian gcograiihical lists that Pithom
was situated in the land of Theku-t. This name
has been identified with Succoth, the second
resting place of the Children of Israel in their

flight from Egypt. The Naville excavations
brought to light the old site of Pithom and Suc-
coth, the excavations being made at Tell el-

Mashhutah, twelve miles west of Ismailah. ^
mile-stone which was rccover'ed- then showed
the distance between Heroopolis and Clysnia to

have been nine miles. This would confirm the

view taken by Straho that the city was at the

head of the Red Sea navigation and was sit-

uated on what he called "Heroopolitan Gulf,"

but if his view be correct, then it can only be
inferred that the Red Sea extended at that an-
cient date further north than it now does and
that the place where the Israelites crossed was
not where it is generally supposed to be, but
considerably further north.

Herostratus. See Erostr.atu.s.

Hero's Fountain, a pneumatic apparatus,
through which a jet of water is supported by

condensed air. .A simple mode
of constructing it by means of

glass tubes and a glass-blow-
er's lamp is shown in the an-
nexed figure. The column of
w'ater in the tube a compresse.s

the air in b; this presses on
the surface of the water in c,

and causes it to gush out at d.

Herpes, an acute, non-
contagious, inflanunatory dis-

ease of the skin, characterized
by an eruption of one or more
clusters of vesicles upon a

reddened base. Several forms
of the disease are recognized
by dermatologists, of which the
commonest are facial herpes,

and herpes zoster. Facial

herpes constitutes the common
fever blister, or cold sore, and is

usually seen about the mouth,
though it also occurs on other parts of the face.

There is often some slight constitutional dis-

turbance preceding the eruption, which first

makes its advent known by a sensation of burn-
ing or itching in the part, followed by reddish
discoloration of the skin and after a few hours
by a number of pin-head to pea-sized blisters

filled with clear or turbid fluid, .'\fter a few
days these dry up and form a yellowish crust,

which then falls off, leaving a red spot that soon
disappears. The usual duration of the disease
is about a week and it shows a strong tendency
to recur. Herpes often accompanies febrile

conditions such as pneumonia and malaria, and
a similar lesion is not rare about the genitals.

Herpes occurs mostly in those whose skin is

irritable or delicate, and is usually the result
of some derangement of the mucous membrane
of the respiratory, digestive or genito-urinary
tract. It sometimes is the unfailing harbinger
of the menstrual period. Cold, mental depres-
sion, and injury or irritation of the skin are
other causes. The disease belongs to the class of
the neuroses, and in some instances its presence

Hero's Kountain.
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can be explained only on the basis of nerve
disturbance. In most cases no treatment is re-

quired, as the lesions promptly heal of their own
accord, but soothing ointments or lotions tend
to relieve the irritation. Herpes zoster, or
shingles, is a special form remarkable for the
fact that the eruption follows the course of
certain nerves, and is usually disposed around
one side of the body like a half belt. In rare
cases it encircles the body. Its onset is pre-
ceded by stinging neuralgic pains, and by languor,
lassitude, loss of appetite, shiverings, headache,
nausea, quickened pulse, etc., after which the
eruption appears in irregular patches. The
vesicles become enlarged to the size of small
peas in twent}--four to thirtj'-six hours, and
fresh clusters occur for three or four days, com-
pleting the belt-like appearance. As the erup-
tion recedes, bj^ the fifth or sixth day, the
vesicles become white and opaque, and the red
margins grow livid or purple. Sometimes the
vesicles burst, and several of the patches run
together, forming irritable sores, discharging a
thin serous fluid, which concretes and forms a
crust that falls off as the parts beneath heal.

The disease occasionall)- follows injuries to the
nerves, and it is common in damp, cold weather
of spring or autumn, when it sometimes occurs
in epidemics. It is sometimes produced by sud-
den exposure to cold after violent exercise, and
sometimes follows acute affections of the res-

pirator}' organs. The treatment consists in at-

tention to any systematic derangement present
and in the local use of soothing applications, and
protective dressings to prevent rupture of the
vesicles. The duration of shingles is usually
from ten days to three weeks. Most cases run
a favorable course and second attacks are rare.

Herpestis, a genus of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous plants, of the natural order Scro-
pliulariuece, of the tribe Gratiolcir, native to the

tropical sections of both hemispheres. It may
be distinguished by its calyx, as the upper seg-

ment is large and ovate, and covers the rest, the

other lobes narrow or linear, its cylindrical

corolla, four stamens, and two or four-valved
capsule. The genus comprises about fifty spe-

cies of small, creeping herbs, having opposite, or
toothed leaves, and generally f.owering solitarv-

or in axillarj- clusters of yellow, blue or white
flowers. H. ilonnicra is the common water
hyssop, and the natives of India find the juice

of this plant, when mixed with petroleum, of
great benefit to parts of the body affected with
rheumatism. H. colubrina, a native to Peru,
is used, under the name of ycrba dc colubra,

as a remedy for the bites of poisonous animals.

Herpetology, her-pc-tol'o-jT, the study of

reptiles. In its earlier days it included under
the term "reptile" not only those now properly

so named, but the amphibia (q.v.) and some
other "creeping things" not in either group.

Cuvicr's classification, the first approach to a

scientific one, put both the true reptiles and the

amphibians as co-related groups under Rcftilia;

hut their formal distinction was soon perceived.

Huxley showed that in their descent, cmbo'ologj'

and structural relations, the amphibians were
more closely related to fishes than to the reptiles

(lizards, serpents and turtles). He therefore

united the two in a superior group Ichihyopsida,

while he joined the birds to the reptiles in a

group of similar rank called Sauropsida. Thus
the limits of herpetolog}' have been restricted tO'

truli' scientific limits,— tlie chordate class Rep-
tilia, a definite group distinguished by the fol-

lowing characters:
Reptiles are cold-blooded, the temperature

of the body not greatly exceeding that of the
surrounding medium : the heart is three-cham-
bered, except in crocodilians, where four cham-
bers first occur ; mostly venous blood goes from
the heart to the anterior viscera, and mixed
blood to the posterior region, only the head and
anterior regions receiving purely arterial blood:
the body is covered with scales, with which sub-
jacent bony plates or scutes are sometimes
associated : the vertebrae are absolutely gastro-
centrous (biconcave) ; the skull articulates by a
single condyle with the backbone, and the lower
jaw works against the quadrate bone: the great
majority are oviparous, while in some the eggs
are hatched within the mother.

This characterization unites into the one
class, many orders of wholly extinct types, one
order represented by a single living example
(the tuatara "lizard"), and the existing tortoises
and turtles, lizards, snakes, and crocodiles ; and
none other is a reptile, properly speaking. The
group occupies a central position in the verte-
brate series. Above it on the scale of organiza-
tion are the birds and mammals : beneath it the
amphibians and fishes. Similarly reptiles stand
in a middle position in geological historj-. as
the Mesozoic, or Secondarj- Period, was that in

which the group flourished, and of which the
existing forms are, on the whole, the diminished
and degraded remnants. In respect to their
phylogeny: "On the one hand, there is not the
slightest doubt," declares Gadow, "that they are
evolved from some branch of the Stegocephali
(q.v.), whilst on the other hand the reptiles,

probably through some branch of the Theromor-
pha. have given rise to the mammals : some other
reptilian branch, at present unknown, blossomed
out into birds,"

Classification.—The most recent classification

of the reptiles, perfected since about 1875 by the
enormous amount of information collected in all

parts of the world, and especially in the western
United States, in regard to fossil forms (see
P.U-eontolocy), is that formulated by H.
Gadow ('Amphibia and Reptiles,* 1901), ex-
pressing substantially the consensus of all spe-
cialists, and is as follows:

CL.\SS REPTILIA.

SrBCL.\ss I. Proreptilia.—Permian reptiles

in which the components of the vertebra remain
separate : well developed limbs and girdles fitted

for a terrestrial life. The fragnientarv- remains
of these animals are hard to separate definitely

from the Stegocephali.
SvBCL.^ss II. Prosauria.—Chiefly extinct

reptiles with deeply amphiccclous vertebra whose
parts are still unfused : movable chevron bones
occur in the tail and frequently, with intercentra,

in the trunk.
Order i.

—

Microsauri.—Small Carbonifer-
ous and Permian reptiles with dermal armor on
the dorsal and ventral side of the trunk and
tail : and ribs with head and tubercle. The ar-

mor of the skull, and the flat ischia and pubes
of the pelvis resemble the condition in Stego-
cephali.
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Order 2.— Prosauri.— Permian to recent,

terrestrial, unarmored, generalized reptiles, of
which one species (Spltcnodon, or Hattcria,
-Punctaium) still persists in New Zealand (see
Tuataka). This animal is distinguished from
the lizards with which it was formerly placed
by many skeletal characters, such as the fixed

quadrate bone and the broad bony roof of the
mouth.

Subclass hi. Theromorpha.— Fossil rep-
tiles with fixed quadrate bone, only one temporal
arch, and having pubes and ischia united ven-
trally in one broad symphysis. This group has
an especial interest because it is probably the one
from which mammals sprang, and flourished be-
tween the Permian and Triassic ages. See
Theromorpha.

Subclass iv. Chelonia.— Reptiles with an
upper and lower bony shield, four feet, and
toothless jaws-— the turtles. There are two or-

ders, Athccce and Thecofrlwra. See Chelonia.
Subclass v. Dinosauria.— Mesozoic reptiles,

having a long tail, pow-erful hind legs, fixed

quadrate bones, and bifurcated ribs. It is divis-

ible into several orders. See Dinosauria.
Subclass vi. Crocodilia.—Four-footed, long-

tailed reptiles, with fixed quadrate bone, teeth
in alveolje and confined to jaws; ischia not
united by a symphysis. The group had its or-

igin in the Dinosauria, from which it is difficult

sharply to separate it, arose in the Mesozoic era,

and the early forms w'ere marine. The strict

Crocodilia first appeared in the lower Jura, and
liave evolved along two parallel lines of advance,
one of which ends in the recent long, sharp-
snouted gavials. and the other in the broad,
short-snouted crocodiles and alligators (qq.v.).

The skin is covered with horny scales or scutes

which, in some fossil species formed an osseous
-armor. The front nasal openings lie on the
dorsum of the snout near its apex, and their

hinder ends are carried by the broad and deep
palate far back into the throat. By this means
the alligator can lie submerged with its mouth
open so as to bring the nostrils to the surface
and thus breath without carrying water into the
windpipe. The lungs are large and of compli-
cated structure. The heart has practically four
chambers as in mammals. There are three or-

ders : Pscudosuchia, early generalized forms,
expiring in the Jurassic age ; Parasuchia, extinct

forms of the Jurassic and Triassic periods (See
Crocodile. Fossil; Belodon) ; Eusuchia, mod-
ern crocodilians. See Crocodile.

Subclass vii. Plcsiosniiria.—Mesozoic rep-

tiles, with pentadactyle appendages adapted to

life in water; fixed quadrate bones, numerous
alveolar teeth, and ribs without tubercles. They
apparently filled the place of the dolphins of
to-day. except that the neck is in most species

extremely long. See Plesios.\uria.

Subcl.-\ss viii. Ichthyosanria.— Mesozoic,
marine, whale-like, viviparous reptiles, with ap-
pendages transformed into paddles. The teeth

are conical, lie in a groove and are very numer-
ous. See Ichthyosauria.

SuBCL\ss IX. Ptcrosauria.— Mesozoic aerial

reptiles with fixed quadrate and anterior ap-
pendages forming wings— the pterodactyls. See
Pterosauri.\.

Subclass -x.- Pythonomorpha.—Elongate ma-
rine cretaceous reptiles with movable quadrate
tones; appendages shaped like paddles, teeth

fused with jaws. Two orders, Dolichosauri and
Mosasauri. See Mosasaurs.

Subclass xi. Sauria.— Reptiles with mova-
blt quadrate bones and transverse cloacal open-
ing; the most recent of the reptiles, probably
originating in the Prosauria. It contains two
orders : Laccrtilia (geckos, lizards, and chame-
leons) ; and Opiiidia (snakes).

Bibliography.— Huxley, '.Anatomy of Verte-
brated Animals* (1879); Hoffmann in Bronn's
'Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs*
(Leipsic, in progress) ; Dumeril and Bibron,
'Erpetologie Generale* (9 vols. Paris, 1834-54) ;

British Museum Catalogues by Boulenger, etc.;

Holbrook, 'North American Herpetology'
(1836-43); Zittel-Eastmati, 'Text-book of Pale-
ontology' (1902) ; Gadow, '.'\mphibia and Rep-
tiles' (1901).

Herrera, Francesco de, friin-thes'ko da
ar-ra'rii, called El Viejo (ihe Elder), Spanish
painter: b. Seville 1576; d. Madrid 1656. He
broke with the Italian traditions of Spanish
painting and became the founder of the Spanish
national school. He also worked in bronze, and
it was this probably which gave rise to the

charge that he was connected with counterfeiters.

He had a disposition so very detestable that his

pupils, of whom Velasquez was one, all left him.
The Louvre contains some of his works, among
others 'The Israelites Gathering the Quail in

the Wilderness.' But the best are at Seville,

including the 'Last Judgment,' in the Church
of San Bernardo; 'Saint Peter,' in the Cathe-
dral ; and ' Moses Smiting Water from the

Rock,' one of four large canvases in the archi-

episcopa! palace. His frescoes at both Madrid
and Seville have quite disappeared.

Herrera, Francesco de, called El Mozo
(the Younger), Spanish painter: b. Seville

1622; d. Madrid 1685. He studied art under
his father, Francesco, called El Viejo (q.v.)

(to whom he was very far inferior as a painter),

and remained some years at Rome. He was a

founder of the Seville Academy (1660), and
became its vice-director. Subsequently he was
appointed court-painter to Philip IV. In the

Seville iSIuseum is his 'Four Doctors of the

Church Adoring the Host'; in the Prado
Museum, "Saint Hermenegild.' During his resi-

dence in Italy he painted fish with such success

that he was known there as 'Lo Spagnuolo dei

Pesci.'

Herrera, Jose Joaquin de, ho-sa' ho-a-ken,

Mexican military oflicer : b. Jalapa 1792; d.

Tacubaya 10 Feb. 1854. He joined the Mex-
ican army in 1S09. and in 1821 was promoted
brigadier-general. He aided in overthrowing

Iturbide, when the latter became emperor, and
was successively minister of war and president

of the supreme court. President for a brief

period in 184S, he again held office in 1848-51.

During the war with the United §tates, he was
aide to General Santa Anna.

Herreshoff, her'res-hof, John B., American
shipbuilder: b. Bristol, R. I.. 1841. Under his

management the Herreshoff Manufacturing

Company succeeded Edward Burgess in de-

signing and building the fastest yachts in the

world. .Mthdugh he has been blind since the

age of 15, he has always been active in business.

Herreshoff, Nathaniel Greene, .American
shipbuilder: b. Bristol, R. I., 1848. He was
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educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, and was graduated Sc. M., at Brown
University. He is superintendent of the Her-
reshoff Manufacturing Company, and has de-

signed many torpedo-boats and yachts, notably

those sloops which have engaged in the inter-

national races of recent years.

Her'rick, Christine Terhune, .\merican
writer on domestic economy: b. Newark, X. J.,

1859. She has published: 'Housekeeping Made
Easy' (1888): 'The Little Dinner'; 'Liberal

Living Upon Xarrow Means' ; "First Aid tw
the Young Housekeeper' (igoo) ; 'The Expert
Maid-Servant' (1902) ; 'Consolidated Librarj'

of Modern Cooking and Household Recipes'

(1905) ; etc.

Herrick, Clarence Luther, .\merican col-

lege president: b. Minneapolis, Minn., 21 June
1S58; d. 1903. He was graduated from the

Universit}- of Minnesota in 1880, and after

holding professorships at Denison University,

Ohio, and the University of Chicago, became
president of the University- of New ^le.xico at

Albuquerque.

Herrick, Myron T., American capitalist

and politician : b. Huntington, Lorain County,
Ohio, 1854. He studied at Oberlin College and
Ohio Wesleyan Universit}-, went to Cleveland in

1875, and taking up the study of law was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1878. He soon gave up the

profession of law, however, and organized the

Euclid Avenue National Bank, from this time
onward being prominent in financial circles. At
first secretary of the Society for Savings Bank
in Cleveland, he became its president in 1S94,

and has been connected with various railroad

and other large financial enterprises. He has
taken a keen interest in national and local

politics from a Republican standpoint, in 1 903
was elected governor of Ohio, but in 1905 was
defeated by John ^L Pattison.

Herrick, Robert, English poet: b. London,
.Aug. 1591 ; d. Dean Prior, Devonshire, October
1674. His father, Nicholas Herrick, was a

goldsmith : through inheritance and training the
son was enabled to transfer to the making of
verse the exquisiteness of hi? father's craft.

Shortly after Robert's birth the elder Herrick
made his will, and two days later he died, under
circumstances that suggested suicide. To his

wife and his seven children he left a small prop-
erty.

.\fter a few years, perhaps at Westminster
School, and a brief apprenticeship to his guard-
ian uncle, William Herrick, also a goldsmith,

the poet entered Cambridge University, at first

enrolling himself in Saint John's College. Two
years later he removed to Trinity Hall, intend-

ing to stud.v law. During his residence he

seems, from letters to his guardian, to have fre-

quently needed money, and he left the univer-

sity in debt. He took his degree of B..-\. in

1617, and of M..\. in 1620.

Few facts remain of his next years. He
went to London and associated with the poets

of the time, admirers of Ben Jonson, and he

himself wrote verse. The words of two New
Year anthems set to music by Henry Lawes
were his: through the friendly influence of

prominent men at court, he may have been

known to the King and Queen. Bv 1627. when

he wat chaplain of the Duke of Buckincham's

expedition to the Isle of Rhe, he must havr

taken orders. Two years later, shortly after

his mothers death, be became vicar of Dean
Prior in Devonshire.

So little in Herrick's poetry suggests the
priestly character that question has been made
why he took orders at all : he himself spoke of

his Devonshire years as pure e.xile from London
and the world. Yet the traditions of his career

at Dean Prior are entirely pleasant. His parish-

ioners remembered him for his good humor and
wit. He wrote his best poems in the little vicar-

age, whether in celebration of Prudence Bald-
win, his housekeeper, or of Tracy, his spaniel,

or of the village holiday ceremonies and super-
stitions, recorded with wonderful sympathy.
Nothing more particular remains, save the legend
of his keeping a pet pig in the house, and of
his hiifling a missile at an inattentive congrega-
tion—his only practical expression of ill-will

towards Devonshire.
In 1647. evicted as a loyalist by Parliament,

he returned to London, glad to be free of the

quiet country, and set about publishing his

poems. They appeared that same year, under
the title of 'Hesperides, or The Works Both
Humane and Divine of Robert Herrick, Esq.'

The sacred poems bear the separate title. 'His
Noble Numbers: or. His Pious Pieces, Wherein
(amongst other things) he sings the Birth of

his Saviour : and sighes for his Saviour's Suf-

fering on the Crosse.' Nothing else is known
of Herrick until 1662, when Charles II. restored

him to his old place at Dean Prior. The parish

register records his burial on 15 Oct. 1674.

There is almost no contemporary reference

to Herrick's poems, but the frequency with which
ihey were reprinted in collections proves the

favor they found. By the end of the century,

however, they were forgotten, sharing in the

-Augustan neglect of Elizabethan and Stuart

poetr)-. .\ mention of Herrick, with some of his

poems, in the Gentleman's Magazine, 1796, and
Dr. Nathan Drake's essays and quotations in

his <Literar>- Hours,' two years later, revived

his fame.
Herrick's literary master, as he tells us in

more than one fine tribute, was Ben Jonson
Cq.v. ). Campion and the poets of the later

song-books foreshadow him, but it was through
Jonson that he derived the tradition of Horace
and the Latin epigrammatists, and he remained
Latin in spirit, though his own carefully achieved

simplicity is often near to Greek restraint. But
it is not only in this literary inheritance that he
belongs with Jonson; personally, if the Marshall
portrait prefixed to 'Hesperides' is faithful, and
if the assault upon the drowsy congregation is

no fable, he illustrates with Jonson and other

Elizabethans, and with Landor in later days,

the parado.x of violent and robust temperament
reacting in fastidious art.

Herrick is first of all an artist; his merit
is almost invariably a virtue of expression: he
is master of the inevitable phrase. Many of his

lyrics have indeed a larger perfection of form,

yet he is most often concerned with the single

word. His shortest poems, the numerous two-
line fragments in which at first sight he would
seem to scatter his genius, are frequently mere
experiments in diction, usually for the sake o€
one word that he coins or discovers, easily rec-

ognizable for its airious awkwardness or its

complete beauty. For among these trial pieces

can be found some unhappy ventures, as well as

astonishing verbal felicities.
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This gift for language, part of the poetical

equipment in general, is more marked in ller-

rick because of its intensity and its narrow-
ness. It is so narrow as to be quite inllcxiblc;

far from exhibiting the Elii^abelhan faculty for

adjusting the style to the most varied matter,
Herrick subdues to one manner every subject
he treats. The lines to his dying brother, the
wedding songs for his friends, the epitaph on
his housekeeper, and the recipes for countrj'
charms, are uttered alike in one voice and in

one rigid though lovely tone. And in his choice
of sul)jects he exercises none of the fine selec-

tion that distinguishes his diction ; his conscious
art is a thing of words only ; in his themes he
is at once almost the coarsest and tlie daintiest

of English poets. This imperturbable manner,
itself exquisite, becomes in the handling of
shockinglv different themes Herrick's chief lim-

itation ; here is felt a certain hardness of char-
acter, an ill-proportioned sympathy, or some
deep defect of heart. But this impression is

partly corrected elsewhere in his work.
The themes of Herrick's secular verse, upon

which his fame rests, are given with character-
istic confusion in the first poem of his book.
He sings of youth and love— a Renaissance
motive from which his cheerfulness or his limited
sympathy subtracts most of the Renaissance sad-
ness at the passing of beauty. He sings of his

own numerous loves in the Horatian manner,
leaving his admirers room to ponder whether
he ever loved at all. He sings in his kindliest

vein of fairy lore, and of country holidays ; he
identifies Renaissance Springtime motives in

the native village ceremonies around him, and
gives to the English May festival somctliing of
the significance it had in Provence ; and he is

the first writer to chronicle at length tliat old
English Christmas spirit wliich Irving and Dick-
ens recovered. Xo poet who writes of such
subjects with such delight can be altogether un-
sympathetic, and in the verses which are frankl}'

about himself there is a frequent note of human
pathos that partly disarms criticism of his less

felicitous themes.
It is not surprising that his 'Noble Numbers*

are little read ; in them as in his secular verse
he is the technical experimenter, the conscious
artist, where conscious art is out of place. But
in the 'Christmas Carols.' in the 'Graces for

Chrildren,' in the fine though fantastic 'His
Saviour's Words Going to the Cross, > in the

epigram 'Riches and Povertv,' and in the lines

that Swinburne praised, 'Devotion Makes a
Deity.' he shows feeling and thoughtfulness not
imworthy of England's tradition of devout
country parsons.

Bibliography.— The best editions are those
by Grosart. Saintshury (Aldinc). and Pollard,
with an introduction by Swinburne, ip the

'Muses' T.ibrary,' For criticism, consult : 'In-

troductions' to the above; Gosse, in 'Seven-
teenth Century Studies'; .Mdrich. in 'Ponka-
pog Papers,' and Ward's 'English Poets.'

John' Erskine.
Associate Professor of English, Amherst Col-

lege.

Herrick, Robert Welch, American novel-
ist : b. Cambridge, Mass.. 26 April 1868. He
was graduated at Harvard in 1.800. and in 1805
became professor of English at the University

of Chicago. His literary style displays muclt
finish, wliile his studies of character are boU/
keen and discriminating. He has publishcdj
'The Man Who Wins' (.1895; '< 'Literary Love
Letters and Other Stories' (1896); 'Love's
Dilennnas' (1898); 'Composition and Rhetoric'
(1899) ; 'The Web of Life' (igooj ; 'The Real
World' (1901); 'Their Child' (1903); 'The
Common Lot' (1904); 'The Memoirs of an
American Citizen' (1905) ; etc.

Herrick, Sophie Mcllvaine Bledsoe, Amer-
ican microscopi^^ : b. Gambler. Oliiu, >i> March
1837. She was editor of the 'Southern Review'
1875-8, and has sines been connected with the
editorial staff of 'Scribner's Magazine' and its

successor, 'The Century.' She has published
'Wonders of Plant Life under the Microscope'
(18S3); 'The Earth in Past Ages'; 'Chapters
in Plant Life'; 'A Century of Sonnets' (1902).

Herring. The typical fishes of the family
Clupeida: (q.v.), to winch also belong the shad,
alewife, .sardine (qq.v. ), and other food-fishes,
the numbers of which consumed makes this the
most important economically of ail families of
fishes. The true or sea-herrings belong to the
genus Clupca. The common herring (C. har-
eiigiis)

_
of both sides of the North Atlantic

swims in enormous schools containing countless
numbers of individuals packed as closely as
possible over areas of often 5 to 20 square miles.
The herring is a migratory fish, but its move-
ments are so complicated that much mystery
still clings to them. The most satisfactorj- con-
clusions have been arrived at by a German com-
mission appointed to study the natural history
of the Baltic, etc., which concluded that the her-
rings live in the deep water off the coasts which
they approach periodically chiefly for the pur-
pose of spawning: that there exist a large num-
ber of distinct races, differing in size, form,
times of spawning, and various other peculiar-

ities, and that each of these races swims in sep-
arate schools, which move independently and
have different seasons and grounds for spawn-
ing. Spawning takes place at various seasons,
according to locality, some schools spawning
in the late winter, others in the spring, and still

others during the autumn months. The eggs
are small and adhere in masses to seaweeds,
stones, etc., on the bottom. V'ast numbers are
thus deposited in certain favored localities to
which haddock and other fishes are attracted
for the purpose of devouring them. The num-
ber of eggs produced by each fish is not espe-

cially large, being from 10,000 to 50,000, but
nevertheless the natural productiveness of the

herring has been sufficient to overcome inroads
caused by the fisheries and the much greater

destruction due to the hordes of hlucfish. sharks,

porpoises, gulls, and other enemies w-liich ac-

company the schools in order to prey upon them.

Having only few and small teeth, the herrings

cannot capture active living creatures, but, as

they swim with qiiick, nervous movements,
water is being continually taken into the mouth
and strained through the .gill-rakers. By this

means great numbers of copepods and other

minute forms of life, especially larval crusta-

ceans, annelids, and mollusks, are retained with-

in the mouth and swallowed.
The herring fishery is of stupendous im-

portance to tlie countries of northern Europe.
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This is especially true of the Scandinavian
countries, whose hardy fishermen take from the

sea annually not less than 1,500,000,000 pounds.
Scotland takes from 150,000.000 to 200,000,000

pounds, and the other maritime nations usually
smaller quantities. On this side of the Atlantic

the fishery- is much less extensive, but is grow-
ing, and is no doubt destined to reach a great

magnitude, especially in the waters of British

America, which furnish each year about 250,-

000,000 pounds. Although found as far south
as North Carolina, the herring has a commer-
cial importance only north of Cape Cod, the Xew
England fisheries, which are chiefly confined

to Maine, yielding in 189S 64,589,000 pounds,
worth S600.000. Most of these were sold fresh,

either for food, or, early in the season, for cod
bait; of the remainder, about 7,000,000 were
salted and nearly 4.000,000 smoked. A favorite

preparation is the partly smoked form of "bloat-

ers." Large quantities of young herrings are

packed and sold as sardines. In the prosecu-
tion of the American fisheries use is made
chiefly of several forms of drift or gill nets

and seines ; under favorable conditions of great

tidal movements, as in the Bay of Fimdy, great

numbers are captured in weirs.

A closely similar species (C. paltasii) is

found on the Pacific coast of America, and is

the object of a rapidly extending fishery. Of
the anadromous river-herrings or alewives

{Pomolobus), two species are of great commer-
cial importance on the Atlantic coast of the
United States, particularly southward, though
the fisheries extend from Maine to Florida.

They enter the rivers to spawn about the same
time as the shad, with which they are caught
chiefly in pound nets and seines. In 1S96, 2.500

persons were employed in the fishery-, the prod-
uct of which was about 50,000.000 pounds, valued
at $460,000. The greater number are smoked.

To the extensive literature of the herring
the following references will serve as an intro-

duction: Goode. 'Fishers- Industries of the
United States' (1884); Smith, '.-Vlewife Fish-

eries of the United States,* in Report of L'nited

States Fish Commission for 1898; Cunning-
ham. 'Marketable Marine Fishes* ; 'Report of
the Commission for the Scientific Investigation

of the German Seas* (a very important contri-

bution in German) ; '.Annual Reports* of the
United States Commissioner of Fisheries.

Herring Gull, the most numerous and
widely spread of gulls, common in the breeding
season throughout all the northerly parts of
the world, and migrating southward in winter.

The silvery sheen of white and pearl-blue plum-
age are indicated in its technical name (^Larus
argentatus) ; and its habit of following schools

of fishes and picking them up gives it the name
of herring-gull. The same name is often given,
however, to several others of the smaller gulls.

See GfLLs.

Hermhut, hcrn'hoot, a small town or vil-

lage in the kingdom of Saxony, in the circle and
18 miles southeast of Bautzen. It is situated

at the foot of Hutberg Mountain, 1,054 feet

above the level of the sea. It was founded by
Count Zinzendorf 1722, for the use of the Mo-
ravian Brethren, and it afterward became the
metropolis and centre of that sect of Christians,
who. from this town, are often called Herm-
huters. (See United Brethren.) The town

is built with great regularity, and distinguished

bj- the order, cleanliness, and stillness which
prevail in it. It has a great varietj- of manu-
factures, principalh' of linen, calico, tobacco,

and of articles in gold, tin, leather, etc. The
objects of curiosity are the obser\-atory and the
burial-ground on a neighboring hill, resembling
a garden, and called by the brethren "Garden
of Peace.'* Pop. 1,200.

Her'ron, Francis Jay, American soldier:

b. Pittsburg, Pa., 17 Feb. 1837; d. New York
8 Jan. 1902. He was graduated at the Western
L'niversitj- of Pennsylvania in 1854, and on the
breaking out of the Civil War commanded the
Governor's Grains in the First Iowa regiment.
In 1861 he was made lieutenant-colonel of the
Ninth Iowa regiment. In 1S62 he received the
commission of brigadier-general of volunteers.
Early in 1863 he joined Gen. Grant at Vicks-
burg and commanded the left wing of the be-
sieging forces as major-general (1862), until the
capture of the city. He subsequently captured
Yazoo Citj', with its boats and supplies; com-
manded the Thirteenth army corps, and broke
up the traffic along the Rio Grande, assisted
President Juarez against Maximilian's forces,
and in June 1865 received the surrender of the
Confederate forces west of the Mississippi. In
1873 he took up his residence in New York,
where he practised law imtil his death.

Herron, George Davis, .American clergy-
man and social reformer: b. Montezuma, Ind.,

21 Jan. 1862. He was educated at Ripon Col-
lege, Wisconsin, and also studied in Europe.
He became pastor of the Congregational Church
in Lake Cit\-, Minn., and while there made an
address ("The Message of Jesus to Men of
Wealth") before a Minneapolis club, which at-

tracted much attention ; he subsequently received
a number of calls from important churches,

and went as pastor to Burlington, la. Here
he organized a club for the discussion of social

questions, which was largely attended, especially

by workingmen. In 1893 he accepted the chair

of applied Christianity at Iowa College, resign-

ing in 19CO on accoimt of the objection to his

teachings; he then organized a religious and
socialist movement known as the "social cru-

sade." In 1901 he divorced his wife, and mar-
ried a second time, an action which aroused
much criticism. He has written: 'The Larger
Christ* (1891) ; 'The Call of the Cross* ( 1892) :

'.\ Plea for the Gospel* (1892) ; 'The New Re-
demption* (l8oi): 'The Christian Society*

(1894): 'The Christian State* (1895); 'Social

Cleaning of Religious Experiences* (1897) ;

'Between Ca:sar and Jesus* (1899).

Herschel, her'shel, Caroline Lucretia, sis-

ter of Sir William Herschel (q.v. I. German
astronomer: b. Hanover, Germany, 16 March
1750; d. there 9 Jan. 1848. In her 22d year she

went to England to reside with her brother,

then organist in Bath. When William aban-
doned his former profession in favor of astron-

omy she became his helpmate, and when he was
appointed private astronomer to George III.

she discharged efficiently all the duties of an
assistant astronomer, for which she was allowed
a small salar>'. Although these duties were
very arduous, she yet found time to conduct a

scries of observations of her own with a small

Newtonian telescope her brother had made for
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Iier. She devoted special energy to the dis-

covery of comets, and was so successful as to

be entitled to claim the priority of discovery of

at least five. Several remarkable nebulx and
clusters of stars included in her brother's cata-

logue were described from her original observa-
tions. In 1798 her valuable work, <A Catalogue
of Stars taken from Mr. Flamsteed's Observa-
tions, with Introductory Remarks by \V. Her-
schel,> was published by the Royal Society. On
her brother's death in 1822 she returned to her
native country, where she died after an unusu-
ally protracted life, distinguished by useful sci-

entific labors. The Royal Society recognized
'the value of her labors by bestowing upon her in

1828 their gold medal, and some time afterward
by conferring upon her the privileges of hon-
orary membership.

Herschel, Sir John Frederick William,
English astronomer ; only son of Sir William
Herschel (q.v.) ; b. Slough, near Windsor, 7
March 1792; d. CoIIingwood, Kent, 11 May
1871. He was educated at Eton and Cambridge.
His first publication was 'A Collection of Ex-
amples of the Application of the Calculus to

Finite Differences' (1820), but it was not until

the death of his father that he devoted his

special attention to those astronomical researches
which have made the name of Herschel so
famous. He limited his first exertions to a re-

examination of the nebula and clusters of stars

discovered by his father, and in 1824. with James
South, reported to the Royal Society the position

and apparent distances of 380 double and triple

stars, obtained by more than 10.000 measure-
ments. This memoir attracted the notice of the

French Academy, and they voted it their astro-

nomical prize ; and two years later the gold
medal of the Roj^al Society was awarded to each
of the astronomers. The results of the re-exam-
ination were given in 1833 to the Royal So-
ciety in the form of a catalogue of stars in order
of their right ascension. The catalogue con-
tained observations on 525 nebulas and clusters

of stars not noticed by his father, and on a great

number of double stars, between 3,000 and 4,000

in all. His 'Treatise on Sound' appeared in the

'Encyclopasdia Metropolitana* in 1830. as did his

'Treatise on the Theory of Light' in 1831, in

which year also appeared his well-known 'Pre-

liminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Phi-

losophy,' one of the most charmingly written

books on science. In 1831 he was created a
knight of the Royal Hanoverian Order. In 1833
Herschel published in Lardner's 'Cabinet Cyclo-

paedia* a 'Treatise on Astronomy,' subsequently

enlarged into 'The Outlines of Astronomy,' of
which several editions have been published. Be-
fore this, however, he had undertaken a private

expedition to the Cape of Good Hope for the

purpose of carrying out in the southern hemi-
sphere observations similar to those he had made
in the northern. Four years were spent near

Cape Town (1834-7). His great object was to

discover whether the distribution of the stars in

the southern hemisphere corresponded with the

results of his father's labors, prosecuted mainly
on the opposite side of the Galactic Circle. That
the observations might be strictly comparable v

they were made by the same method as Sir W.
Herschel, and with a telescope of the same
optical power. The whole number of stars

counted in the telescope amounted to 68.948, in-

VoL. 8—23

eluded within 2,299 fields of view. By a com-
putation based on the star-gauges in both hem-
ispheres relative to the Milky Way, Sir John
found that the stars visible in a reflecting tele-

scope of 18 inches aperture amounted to 5,331,-

572; and, more than this, the number really visi-

ble in the telescope was vastly greater, for in
some parts of the Milky Way the stars were
found to be so crowded in space as to defy all

attempts to count them. The results of this vast
labor were published in 1847, expense being
borne by the Duke of Northumberland. On
Herschel's return to England in 1838 he was re-
ceived with every public honor, and on the
queen's coronation was created a baronet. In
1848 he was president of the Roj'al Astronom-
ical Society. He was buried in Westminster
Abbey.

Herschel, Sir William, Anglo-German as-
tronomer: b. Hanover, Germany, 15 Nov. 1738;
d. Slough, near Windsor, England, 25 Aug.
1822. He went to England in 1757, and at first

was employed in the formation of a military
band. Although enthusiastically fond of music,
he devoted his leisure hours to mathematics and
astronomy ; and being dissatisfied with the only
telescopes within his reach, he set about con-
structing one for himself, in which undertaking
he succeeded, having in 1774 finished a reflecting

instrument of sli feet. Encouraged by his suc-
cess he proceeded to complete larger telescopes,

and from this period gradually withdrew from
his musical engagements. Late in 1779 he be-
gan a regular survey of the heavens, star by star,

with a 7-foot reflector, and after 18 months labor

discovered, 13 March 1781, a new primary
planet, named by him the Gcorgium Sidus, but
now known as Uraiuis. George HI. gave him a
pension, enabling him to devote the rest of his

life to astronomy. At Slough, he commenced
the erection of a telescope of the dimensions of
40 feet, and completed it in 1787. Its diameter
was 4V2 feet, and it weighed 2. 118 lbs. With
this powerful instrumeiit he continued to prose-

cute his discoveries, regularly communicating
the results to the Royal Society till 1818. In

1783 he thought he had discovered a volcanic
mountain in the moon, and from further ob-

servations made with his large instrument in

1787 found he was the victim of an optical illu-

sion. He discovered two of the satellites of

Saturn, and the fact that his system of rings re-

volved, and he measured his rotation and that of

Venus, announced to the world that there were
binary stars in the heavens, etc. Herschel re-

ceived much assistance in making and recording

observations from his sister Caroline (q.v.) ; and
latterly his brother, a skilful optical instrument-

maker, lent him valuable aid. In 1802 he laid

before the Royal Society a catalogue of 5.000 new
nebula", nebulous stars, planetary nebul.x, and
clusters of stars he bad discovered. See 'Her-
schel, his Life and \^•orks.' by Holden (1881).

Her'schell, Farrer, Lord, English lawyer
and statesman: b. London. England, 2 Nov.

1837; d- Washington. D. C, i March 1899. He
was educated at University College, London, and
the University of Bonn. He became a barrister

of Lincoln's Inn in i860; was recorder of Car-

lisle 1873-80; solicitor-general 1880-5; and lord

high chancellor in 18S6. and again 1892-5. He
was a member of the Venezuela and British

Guiana bound.iry arbitration tribunal in 1897,
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and was subsequently appointed one of the high
joint commissioners from Great Britain, on the
Anglo-American Commission, designed to settle

existing differences between the L'nited States
and Canada, of which he became president.
During the sitting of the commission in Wash-
ington, D. C, in Februarj- 1899, he had a severe
fall, from the effects of which he died shortly
after.

Hertel, her'tel, Albert, German painter: b.
Berlin 19 April 1843; studied at the Berlin
Academy, where he became professor in 1875,
and was made a member in 1901. Among his
landscapes are <01ive Harvest in Capri* (1872) ;

'After the Storm on the Coast of Genoa*
(187S) ; •Road Between Rapalla and Santa Mar-
gherita' (1892) ; and 'View in the Roman Cam-
pagna* (1896).

Hertel de RouviUe, ar-tel de roo-vel,
Francis, Canadian soldier: b. Three Rivers,
Maurice County, Quebec, 1643; d. 1722. He was
captured in 1681 and tortured by the Iroquois
who were so struck by his fortitude that they
adopted him into their tribe, from which he
escaped and as one of Frontenac's lieutenants
performed some remarkable exploits against the
English from whom he captured Falmouth, now
Ponland. Louis XIV. tardily rewarded him
with a patent of nobilitj-.

Herter, Albert, American artist: b. New
York 2 March 1S71. He studied painting at
Paris in the studio of Jean Paul Laurens. He
has twice visited Japan and the years spent there
have strongly influenced the character of his
work. He is member of the Socier>- of Ameri-
can Artists, of the Water Color Club, and of
the Water Color Socier\-.

Hertz, Heinrich, hin'riH herts, German
physicist : b. Hamburg 22 Feb. 1857 ; d. Bonn i

Jan. 1894. He studied at the L'niversity of Ber-
lin, and in 1880 became assistant to Helmholu
there. In 1883 he was lecturer on theoretical
physics at the L'niversity of Kiel ; in 1885 was
professor of physics at a technical school in
Karlsruhe; and in 1889 succeeded Clausius as
professor of physics at the L'niversity of Bonn.
His most important work was his experiments
with electricit>% by which he proved that elec-
tricity can be transmitted in electromagnetic
waves with the same rapidity as light, these
waves showing the same phenomena of refrac-
tion, polarization, etc., as light waves. He thus
further developed and attested the truth of Far-
aday's electro-magnetic theory of light. It is by
means of the Hertzian waves also that wireless
telegraphy (q.v.) is made possible.

Heruli, hcr'ii-li, a Teutonic tribe first

heard of in history about the middle of the 3d
century, who passed south from the coast of the
Baltic and swept with the Goths into the eastern

provinces of Rome and founded an empire on
the Danube. They appear as reinforcements of
Odoacer in his invasion of the western prov-
inces of Rome in 476. Their king "udolph
forme" an alliance with Theodoric the Great,

but they were aftcrv.aro conquered by the

Longobardi. A part of them were driven to-

ward Scandinavia, a part lingered on the bor-

ders of the Roman empire. They did good
service to the Byzantine empire, but after en-
countering the Vandals in .Africa, and the Os-
trogoths in Italy, they vanished from history.

Herzel, Theodor, Jewish leader of political
Zionism : b. Budapest 2 May i860 ; d. 3 July
1904. He was educated in Vienna for the law,
but devoted himself almost exclusively to jour-
nalism and literature. He was at first Paris
correspondent and later literarj- editor of the
.\ t'lit' t-reic Prcssc, and wrote co-nedies and
dramas. In 1896 he published his 'Judenstaat,'
the English translation of which (*-\ Jewish
State') made him the political leader of the
Zionist movement ; and his efforts were at once
centred in this propaganda. 'Die \»elt' of

. ienna was established by him in 1897, and in
that year he planned and was elected president
of the first Zionist Congress held at Basel. .\t

ever}' subsequent congress (.the sixth having
been held in .\ugiist 1903) he was unanimously
re-elected. In 1898 he inaugurated a series of
di'^I^raatic inteniews with various sovereigns
and statesmen. At the Hague Peace Confer-
ence he was received by many of the delegates.
In the Zionist movement he was officially the
chairman of the Grosses Actions Comite, and
of the Vienna executive committee, and a mem-
ber of the council of administration. Among his
further works are: 'Das Xeue Ghet.o* (.1903),
ii-ected against the Jewish element that com-
bated his views: '.-Vltneuland' (1903), a fic-

tional presentation of Zionistic ideas.

Herzegovina, hert-se-go-ve'nii, Austria-
Hungary, a province of the Balkan peninsula
nominally belonging to European Turkey, but
since 1878 administered along with Bosnia
(q.v.> by .-Austria. It is bounded on the north
by Croatia and Bosnia, on the east by Bosnia, on
t' southeast by Montenegro, and on the south
and west by Dalmatia; length, northwest to
southeast, i.^o miles ; breadth. 50 miles ; area,

700 square miles. The surface is generally
mountainous, covered by ranges belonging to the
Dinaric Alps, sloping gradually to the Adriatic,
which receives all its drainage chiefly by the
Narenta. It contains many fertile valleys, and
raises excellent tobacco. The exnorts consist

chiefly of hides, tallow, cattle, wool, wax, and
fruit. Mostar is the diief town. The province
was conquered by the Turks in 1465. .An in-

surrection, caused by Turkish misgovemment,
broke out in July 1S75. and was the cause
subsequently of war between Russia and Tur-
ke.v. In accordance with the Treaty of Berlin

(1878) the province was occupied by .\ustrian

troops, and is now ruled by an .\ustrian mili-

tary governor. Pop. about 250.000.

Hesiod, he'si-6d, Greek poet: b. .Ascra, a
village of Bceotia. at the foot of Mount Helicon,
whence it is called the Ascrcran. But little is

known of Hesiod with certainly. Even the ape
in which he lived cannot be precisely deter-
mined. .\ ver)- common tradition relates that, in

a poetical contest with Homer at Chalcis, he
came off victorious. Herodotus calls, him a con-
temporar>- of Homer, and says they lived 400
years before himself (about 900 B.C.). In his

'Works and Days* C172) Hesiod says that he
belonged to the period immediately following the

Trojan war; but there are many reasons for sup-
posing that he lived at a later period. Of the nu-
merous w-ks attributed to him three only
remain. These are the 'Theogony,* a collec-

tion of the oldest fables concerning the birth

and achievements of the gods, arranged so as

to form a connected whole. It is the most
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important and difficult of all his works. With
it was probably ctnnected the lost 'Catalogues
of Women' (or the Eoiui mcgitlai), to the

fourth book of which the second fragment (the

"Shield of Heracles') must have belonged. This
is evidently composed of three distinct parts,

only one of which is occupied with the real

description of the shield. The third fragment
is a didactic poem, "Works and Days' (Erga, or
Erga Icai IL-inerai). It treats of agriculture,

the choice of days, etc., with prudential pre-

cepts concerning education, domestic economy,
navigation, etc. The Hesiodic poems are infe-

rior to the Homeric in almost every respect.

Hesiod's complete works have been translated

into English verse by Elton, and Bohn's Classi-

cal Library contains a prose version.

Hesperides, hes-per'i-dez (daughters of
Hesperis), the guardians of the gold apples
which Ge (the Earth) had given to Hera on
her marriage. They were the daughters of
Atlas and Hesperis, but their parentage is dif-

ferently represented by other writers. They
were four in number and their names were Agle,

Arethusa, Erytheia, Hesperia, or Hesperarethu-
sa. They were assisted in the charge of their

garden by the sleepless dragon, Ladon. It was
the twelfth labor of Heracles to brin^ the golden
apples of the Hesperides to Eurystheus.

Hesperornis, hes-pe-ror'nis, a remarkable
extinct form of bird, the remains of which are
met with in the cretaceous deposits of Kansas.
As described by Prof. Marsh, it possessed small
pointed reptilian teeth, which were implanted in

a deep continuous groove, somewnat like those
of Ichthyosaurus. Its brain was small and more
reptilian in type than that of any adult bird as

yet examined. It appears to have been a large

diving-bird, measuring over five feet from the

point of the bill to the end of the toes. Its

wings were rudimentary, its legs powerful, and
iti, feet well adapted for rapid progression in

water. The tail was broad, could move up and
down, and was probnbly used as a rudder or
swimming-paddle. The long slender jaw-s were
united in front only by cartilage, as in serpents,

and had on ea..h side a joint which admitted of

some motion, so that "the power of swallowing
was doubtless equal to almost any emergency."
Consult: Lucas, "Animals of the Past' (ipoi).

Hesperus, hes'pe-rus, among the Greeks
the planet Venus, when it appeared as evening
star, personified as the divinity that at weddings
leads the bride to the arms of her husband. He
is called Phosphorus or Lucifer as a morning
star, and is styled the son of Eos (Aurora) and
Cephalus. He was also known as son or brother
of Atlas, and brother of the Hesperidae.

Hesperus Peak, an elevation of the La
Plata Mountains, in the southwestern part of
Colorado. Gold and silver have been mined in

the vicinity. This peak is one of a group of high
peaks in the vicinity of the State; the height is

about 13,135 feet.

Hesse, hes, or Hessia (German, Hessex,
hes'sen), Germany, an ancient territory inh.abited

in the time of the Romans by the Catti or Chatti,

an old Germanic tribe. L'nder the Prankish kings
Hesse was governed by counts, the principal

of whom were the Counts of Gudensberg of
the name of Giso. Philip I. the Generous, who

succeeded to the sovereignty of the whole coun-
try in 1509, and who was the earnest and
zealous friend of the Reformation, divided his

dominions among his four sons. The eldest,

William IV., obtained one half, including the
capital, Casse! ; Louis IV. one fourth, compris-
ing Marburg; Philip II. one eighth, with Rhein-
fcls; and George I. also an eighth, with Darm-
stadt. But Philip dying in 1583, and Louis in

1604, w'ithout children, there remained only the
main branches of Hesse-Cassel and Hesse-
Darmstadt (qq.v.).

Hesse, Grand Duchy of, formerly Hessen-
D.\R.\iST.\DT. Germany, a state consisting of 13
divisions. Eleven of these are small, six sur-
rounded by Prussian territory, and five on the
borders of Baden and Wiirtemberg. The other
two portions, forming about nine tenths of the
whole, are separated by a belt of land stretch-

ing east to west, and including part of the
Prussian dominions. The more southerly of
these portions forms the two provinces of Rhein-
hessen and Starkcnburg. The northern portion,
forming the province of Oberhessen, is sur-
rounded by the Prussian province of Hesse-
Xassau ; area of whole grand duchy, 2,964
square miles. Oberhessen is generally moun-
tainous ; Starkenburg and Rheinhessen are also
mountainous ; in the southwest the Donners-
berg, a northern ramification of the Vosges, rap-
idly subsides to the extensive plains belonging
to the valleys of the Main and the Rhine. To
the latter river the whole surface of the grand
duchy belongs, with exception of a small portion
in the north, drained by the Eder and Fulda.
affluents of the Weser. The climate is greatly

diversified, varying with the altitude. The soil,

particularly in the provinces of Starkcnburg and
r.heinhesscn, is fertile, and grain of all kinds is

raised in large quantities. Hemp, flex, potatoes,

and rape-seed also are extensively grown, and
in particular districts tobacco and hops. The
vine forms an important object of culture, and
fruit is abundant. Horses, cattle, sheep, and
swine are numerous. The minerals include iron,

coal, lignite, and salt ; and there are good quar-
ries of sandstone, limestone, whetstones, basah,
and roofing-slate. The most important manufac-
turing industry is linen. The principal towns
are Darmstadt, the capital : Mainz. Giessen, Bin-
gen, and Worms. The grand duchy is an hered-

itary monarchy. The constitution dates from
1820, but was somewhat modified in 1856 and
1S72. The legislative power is vested partly

in two chambers—an upper, composed chiefly

of nobility and citizens, appointed for life by
the grand-duke ; and a lower, composed chiefly

cf deputies from the towns, villages, and rural

districts. About two thirds of the inhabitants

are Protestants. Pop. (1900) 1,119,893. The
grand-ducal line was founded in 1567 by George
I . son of Philip the Generous. By the death of

the landgrave of Hesse-Hnmburg, in 1866,

Louis III., grand-duke of Hessen Darmstadt,
succeeded to his dominions. In the German
war of that vear Hessen-Darmstadt joii.ed Aus-
tria. Its army was nearly anniln'lated at Fricd-

berg. and it was deprived of the newly-acnuircd
land.graviate and other districts. In 1870 the

grand duchy of Hesse entered the German
empire. Louis IV., who succeeded Louis III.,

died in 1892. He was the husband of Princess
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Alice of Great Britain, and their son, Ernest
Louis, is now the reigning sovereign.

Hesse-Cassel, hes-kas'el, or Electoral
Hesse, Germany, a former electorate and
independent member of the Germanic Confed-
eracy, between Rhenish Prussia and Bavaria,
containing 4_toO square miles, with about S50,-
000 inhabitants, mostly Protestants. It was
founded by the eldest son of Philip the Generous,
the Landgrave William IV., sumamed the Wise
(1567-92). For a long period the history of
Hesse-Cassel was a narrative of conflicts be-
tween the people for political freedom and the
elector for absolute rule. The demands of the
people were on several occasions strengthened by
appeals to the elector from the Prussian govern-
ment. On the outbreak of the German war
of 1S66, the elector joined Austria, and his ter-

ritory was occupied by Prussian troops. On the
conclusion of the war Hesse-Cassel was an-
nexed to the Prussian territories, and now forms
part of Hesse-Nassau (q.v.).

Hesse-Nassau, hes'nas'a, or Hessen-
Nassau, hes'sen-nas'sow, Germany, a province
of Prussia, which includes the former princi-

pality of Hesse-Cassel (except some small dis-

tricts'), the greater part of the former duchy
of Nassau, that portion of the former land-
graviate of Hesse-Homburg which lies on the
right bank of the Rhine, the territory and town
of Frankfort, and some small districts ceded
by Hessen-Darmstadt and Ba\-aria. The prov-
ince is bounded by the Prussian provinces of
Westphalia, Hanover. Saxony, and the Rhine-
land, the principality of Waldeck, the grand
duchy of Saxe-Weimar, and the kingdom of
Bavaria ; area, 6,oiS English square miles, di-

vided into the two governments (Regierungs-
bezirke) of Cassel and Wiesbaden. The greater

part of this province has a rugged surface,

partly covered by branches of the Harz Moun-
tains. The principal rivers are the Werra. Lahn,
Ohm, Rhine, and Main, .\rable land is lim-

ited, and cultivation is chiefly confined to the
narrow \-alleys and lower hill slopes, amount-
ing to about two fifths of the whole surface.

The principal crops are rye. barley, and oats.

Potatoes also are extensively grown. Fruit is

tolerably abundant, and a grreat part of the loft-

ier districts is covered with extensive forests,

which employ a considerable number of the in-

habitants, and furnish one of the most \-aluable

sources of revenue. There are \-arious minerals.

and valuable mineral waters at Homburg. Wies-
baden, etc The manufactures consist chiefly of
woc'lens. cottons, and linens. The principal

towns are Cassel, the capital, Wiesbaden, and
Frankfort. Fop. ( looo'> i.J'^roiO.

Hessen-Darmstadt, his'sen-darm'stat. See
Hesse. Gr.vxd Duchy of.

Hessian Fly. See Whe.vt Insect Pests.

Hessians in the Revolution, The. In the
18th ccntur> Germany was divided into nearly

300 sovereignties, each maintaining a court and
a militar}- force. The possible revenue was
often very limited, the burdens were almost in-

tolerable, and the princelings were often prof-

ligate and cruel; they did not need their forces

fer home defense, and were glad to make money
for themselves by letting out their regiments for

hire, though except in one case they remitted no

taxes on the people from the receipts. There
was also a lingering tradition that soldiering

was an honest trade Uke any other, and that
it was useful for helping sovereigns to keep or-

der: especially to put down insurrections, which
were wicked. This, however, did not apply to
rulers hiring out their troops and pocketing
the money: and not oidy the liberal school of
writers and public men, but enlightened despots
like Frederick the Great, denotmced it. But
England had not sufficient army for the -\meri-
can War, and wished drilled troops rather than
raw recruits, and after \"ainly endeavoring to
hire 20.000 Russian soldiers, turned to the Ger-
man princes, with some of whom she had dynas-
tic relations, and all of whom were so eager to
sell their wares that two of them offered soldiers

for hire immediately after Bunker Hill, without
waiting to be asked. Only those which could
furnish considerable ntmibers were worth treat-

ing with, and all the (jerman auxiliaries were
finally hired from six states : about half being
from two Hessian states, and by far the largest

(more than three times greater than any other)
from one. All were indiscriminately termed
"Hessians,* as all (German immigrants were
formerly called "Palatines.* The first treaty
was made with the Duke of Brunswick. 9 Jan.
1776, for 4.300 troops: reinforcements or re-
placements were sent year by year, till the total

had araoimted to 5.723, only 2.708 of whom ever
returned. The second was with the Landgrave
of Hesse-Cassel, 15 Jan. 1776, for 12.805 : finally

increased to 16,992, of whom 10492 returned.
The contingents from the others, under various
treaties, amoimted to— Hesse-Hanau, 2,038;
.\n5pach-Baireuth. 2,353 ; \N"aldeck, 1,225 : An-
halt-Zerbst, 1.152. Total sent to .\merica,

29.867, of whom 17^313 returned : the rest either

died or remained as citizens. There were about
20,000 in .\merica at any one time after 1776.
These forces cost Great Britain in subsidies and
incidentals about £1.770.000: besides the lump
sum, it was obliged to replace the dead, and at

least in one case coimt three wounded men as
one dead one.

About 18.000 were shipped in 1776: the com-
mander-in-chief was Lieut-CJen. Philipp von
Heistcr, a veteran of the Seven Years' War.
The first dirision of some 8,000 landed at Staten
Island, 15 .\ugust : they included a body of
chasseurs and grenadiers under Lieut. IL W. F,
von Donop, an able and daring officer. They
took a leading part in the battles of Long
Island and White Plains, and all the operations
for capturing New York; and stormed Fort
Washington with a loss of 56 killed and 276
wounded. During this time the second division

of about 4.000, under Lieut-Gen. Wilhelm von
Kn\-phausen, joined them. Washington's sur-
prise at Trenton fell on Col. Rail's brigade of
Germans. Rail was a regular officer whose con-
tempt for the ragged .\mericans surpassed that

of the most arrogant Briton, and he refused
to take the most elementani- precautions : he
was mortally wounded. Early in 1777 Heister
was superseded by Knj-phausen ; Howe finding
the former intractable, and the Landgrave of
Hesse laying the blame of Trenton upon him.
Meantime the Brunswickers and a Hanau regi-

ment under Baron von Riedesel had made a

clearance of Canada ; and in 1777 they were
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joined to tlie expedition of Burgoyne, in whom
Riedesel had no faith. It was from this division

that Baum's detachment was sent off to raid

Vermont, and to meet its fate at Bennington,

with Breymann's sent to support it ; 365 of

Baum's 374 Germans did not return, and 231 of

Breymann"s were killed, wounded, or captured.

Riedesel and his remaining men shared in Bur-
goyne's surrender. Around Philadelphia, at

Brandywine and Germantown, Knyphausen's
command was of the first importance : and at

Red Bank Donop tried to storm the American
fort and was mortally wounded, his command
losing 82 killed and 229 wounded, besides 60
prisoners. In the three years' occupation of

Rhode Island, from the fall of 1776 to that of

1779, about half of the British corps was Hes-
sians ; and they liked, and were liked by the

inhabitants,— when they departed, all persons,

but especially women, were prohibited from
appearing at the Newport windows, in fear that

the soldiers might not wish to go. In the

South, at Savannah, Charleston, Pensacola,

Baton Rouge, etc., they left many dead ; and
shared in the bloody drawn battle of Guilford

Court House. Finally, at Yorktown, they bore

the brunt of the actual fighting, losing 53 killed

and 131 wounded.
The Germans did their duty bravely and

faithfully, with loyalty to a service they had
been sold into to no profit of theirs. Very few
deserted, in spite of constant inducements held

out to them ; a policy which Washington
strongly deprecated. Probably one reason was,

that they were at once recognizable from their

speech. Nor were they in the least inhumane
or rapacious : the charge that they were cruel

barbarians was a mere political weapon of the

time. In a strange country, they would have

run the risk of being murdered in reprisal had
they been such ; but in fact they appear to have

been well-meaning men. Of the 29,867 who
came over, only 17,313 returned to Germany.

Of the 12,554 remaining, 548 were killed ; some
of the total 1,652 wounded died : some disap-

peared ; but a great number are known to have

remained and settled in the country. Grants

were given them in Nova Scotia, but many scat-

tered as chance directed. See Lowell. 'The Hes-
sians in the Revolution^ (1884).

Hestia. See Vesta.

Hesychius, he-sik'i-us, the author of a

Greek lexicon, which has probably come to us in

an abridged form, and which he partly collected

from former dictionaries, and partly enlarged

by many new words and examples from Homer,
the dramatic and lyric poets, the orators, physi-

cians, and historians, was a native of Alexan-

dria, and according to the best authorities flour-

ished about the end of the 4th century after

Christ. Of the circumstances of his life nothing

is known. His lexicon possesses great value,

especially of an antiquarian kind, and is the most
useful for the study of the Greek language of

all the ancient critical writings that are extant.

The best editions of his lexicon are Alberti and
Ruhnken's (Leyden 1746-66. two vols, folio),

and that prepared by Schmidt (Jena, five vols.

1867-68; in a smaller form, two parts, 1864;

second edition, 1867L

Hetsra, he-te'ra (Greek hctaiia, a female
companion), the name given by the Greeks to

a mistress, as opposed to a lawful wife. But the
word had various shades of meaning, from a
mistress, who might be a wife in all but the

legal qualification of citizenship, down to a har-

lot. The beauty and accomplishments of many
of the heta;ra; occasioned their society to be
sought by men of the hi.ghest eminence, even
Plato and Socrates. No shame was attached to

associating with them. Aspasia, the mistress of
Pericles, is the most renowned of these hetarae.

(See Asp.^siA.) Hetaers, less intellectually fa-

mous, were Lais, whom Aristippus the philoso-

pher loved, Ph...nc, and others. I hey also be-

came famous for their connection with the

•works of art. Praxiteles made a marble and
gold statue of the latter, and she was also the

model for his statues of Aphrodite.

Heterog'amy, See Metagenesis.

Heterogenesis, het"e ro jen'e sis, or Hete-
rogeny. See jMetagenesis.

Heteropoda, het-e-rop'6-da, a group of

small, pelagic, pectinibranch mollusks, which
dwell together in the open sea, have the foot

modified into a swimming organ, and are pro-

vided with a ventral sucker. The shells

are spiral or shaped like that of an argo-

naut and seem as if composed of thin

glass ; indeed, the whole animal is beau-

tifully transparent. Heteropods occur in enor-

mous aljundance at the surface of the sea in all

the warmer parts of the world, and their dead
shells sinking to the bottom form a large con-

stituent of the abyssal ooze. They are highly

organized, have well developed eyes and other

organs of sense, are bisexual, and produce eggs

in long cylindrical cords. The young in their

development pass through a trochosphere and

then a veliger stage. All are predatory, seizing

and feeding on the numerous minute forms of

life about them. They are most active in the

early evening, darting about with twisting mo-
tions like worms, usually on their backs. They
use the ventral sucking-disk for attaching them-

selves to any object they may encounter. Three

families, containing many species, are known,

and their closest affinities are with the pteropods.

Consult Kingsley, 'Standard Natural History,'

Vol. I. (1885).

Heterop'tera. See Hemiptera.

Het'man (Russian, Ataman), chief of the

Cossacks, formerly elected by that people. He
had the power of life and death, and was head

of the army in time of war. Mazeppa in 1708

revolted against Russia, taking the side of

Charles XII. of Sweden, and Peter the Great

abolished in consequence the power and author-

ity of the hitman. Catharine II. suppressed the

office and title in the province of Ukraine; it

still exists among the Cossacks of the Don.

In Poland the commander-in-chief of the army
was stvled helman. and was appointed by the

sovereign. The last elective hetinan of the Cos-

sacks in Russia was Platorf 1812-14. On his

death the grand duke, heir to the throne, was
made hetman.

Hetty Sorrel, in George Eliot's '.\dam
Bede' (1S59). a dairymaid whose unfortunate

career, condemnation to deatli, and final re-

prieve form an important part of the story.
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Hevelius, Johannes, j-6-han'nes ha-fa'le-

oos, or he-ve'li-us, known also as Johaxnes
He\xl, Polish astronomer: b. Dantzic 28 Jan.

1611; d. there 28 Jan. 1687. After visiting the

principal countries of Europe he settled in his

native cit\-, and from 1639 till his death applied

himself almost exclusively to the study of as-

tronomy. His " Selenographia,* or description

of the moon, published in 164", was the first of

numerous astronomical works of great value

and authority on his favorite science. Halley,

who visited Hevelius at Dantzic at the request

of the Ro\-al Societj- of London, of which Heve-
lius had been elected a member in 1664, re-

ported favorably of the correctness of his ob-

ser\-ations. In 1661 he observed a transit of

Mercur>-, a triumph confined to Gassendi alone

of all preceding astronomers. Hevelius ranks

next to Flamsteed among the men of his day as

a diligent and accurate obser\-er of the heavens.

Hewes, huz, Joseph, American patriot; a

signer of the Declaration of Independence"^ b.

Kingston, N. J., 1730: d. Philadelphia, 10 Nov.

1779. He was educated at Princeton College,

and about 1760 he removed to Edenton, North
Carolina. He soon became a member of the

colonial legislature, and was a delegate to the

General Congress at Philadelphia 1774-/ and
again in 1779. After taking his seat he was
appointed on a committee to "state the rights

of the colonies in general, the several instances

in which those rights are violated or infringed,

and the means most proper to be pursued for

obtaining a restoration of them.* and aided in

the preparation of its report.

Hewett, hu'et. Waterman Thomas, Ameri-
can Germanic scholar: b. Miami, Mo., 10 Jan.

1846. He was graduated from Amherst College

in 1869 and has been professor of German lan-

guage and literature at Cornell University from

1870. He has been general editor of Mac-
millan's "German Classics' since 1895. and beside

frequent contributions to periodicals has pub-

lished among other works 'The Friesian Lan-
guage and Literature' (1879) ; <Histor>' of Cor-

nell University" (1894).

Hewit, hu'it, Nathaniel Augustus, Ameri-
can Roman Catholic clergj-man: b. Fairfield,

Conn., 27 Nov. 1820; d. New York 3 July 1897.

He was graduated from Amherst College in

1839 and was for several years in the Episcopal

ministn-. He became a Roman Catholic in 1846

and joined the Order of Redemptorists. He
was later one of the founders of the Congrega-
tion of Saint Paul (Paulists) taking the re-

ligious name of "AfcusTisE Fr.\ncis," and sub-

sequently becoming professor and superior in

the Paulist Seminar}-, New York. He wrote
'Life of Princess Borghese* (1856) ; 'Problems
of the .\ge> (1868): 'Light in Darkness'

(187 1) ; etc.

Hewitt, hull, Abram Stevens, American
manufacturer and politician : b. Haverstraw,
Rockland County, N. Y., 31 July 1822: d. New
York 18 Jan. 1903. He was graduated from
Columbia in 1842 at the head of his class, and
in 1843 'le was made acting professor of mathe-
matics there; he also began the study of law,

and was admitted to the bar in 1845. He did

not practise, however, but shonly after went
into the iron and steel business with his father-

in-law, Edward Cooper. By careful and skilful

management he built up the financial success of

his firm (.Cooper & Hewitt) : which was the

first to manufacture iron girders and supports

for fire-proof buildings and bridges, and also

furnished the government with large quantity

of material during the Civil AVar. In dealing

with his employees, he was particularly success-

ful, never having any serious trouble; it was
his policy to keep the works running and the

men employed, at least part of the time during
dull seasons, though the business was sometimes
carried on at a loss. At the time of his death he
was recognized as one of the foremost iron

masters in the country, his firm controlling the

Trenton Iron Co. and the New Jersey Iron
and Steel Co. He organized the Cooper Union
Institute (q.v.), and as the secretary of the

board of trustees largely shaped and controlled

its policy for a number of years. He also gave
largely to the institution. He was first active

in politics at the time of the reorganization of

Tammanj- Hall after the overthrow of the

Tweed Ring. He ser\-ed in Congress 1874-8,

and again 1880-6 and was always especially

prominent in all matters pertaining to finance,

advocating a low tariff and the gold standard.

In 1S76 he was chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, and immediately after the

election issued a proclamation to his party stat-

ing that Tilden had been elected : later he sup-

ported the policy of Tilden which resulted in

the appointment of the Electoral Commission
(q.v.). In 1886 he was nominated for mayor
of New York by Tammany and other Demo-
cratic organizations and alter a hard campaign
won the election over Henry George and Theo-
dore Roosevelt. As mayor he gave the citj- a

most efficient administration, but his independent
polic>' often antagonized the Tammany leaders,

especially his strict enforcement of the e.xcise

law. He was not renominated by his party,

and was defeated as a candidate on an independ-
ent ticket in 1888. AMiile mayor he urged in

one of his annual messages the need of improve-
ment of the city's rapid transit, and advocated
municipal ownership : though his suggestions
were not heeded at the time, he continued his

interest in the subject, and it was largely due
to his efforts that recent improvements in that
direction were undertaken ; in recognition of
his ser\'ices the Chamber of Commerce pre-

sented him with a gold medal in 1901. In Feb-
ruarj- 1903 a number of prominent citizens of
New York set on foot a movement to raise a
memorial fund of $500,000 to be presented to
Cooper L'nion as the "Abram S. Hewitt En-
dowment of the Cooper Union."

Hewitt, John Napoleon Brinton, American
ethnologist and linguist : b. on the Tuscarora
reserve, Niagara County, N. Y., 16 Dec. 1859.

For several years he assisted Mrs. Erminnie
Smith (q.v.) in the linguistic researches she
was making for the Bureau of Ethnology on the

Tuscarora reserve, and he is now employed in

linguistic work at the Smithsonian Institution.

Hewitt, Peter Cooper, .\merican capitalist

and inventor: b. .\ew York 1861. He is the
son of .\bram S. Hewitt (q.v.), was educated
at Stevens Institute, Hoboken, and Columbia
College. He entered business with his father
and invented improvements in the processes of
the Peter Cooper glue factory, which the Hewitt
lirra controls. Turning his attention to electricity
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he invented the Cooper Hewitt lamp and static

converter. The lamp in its present form con-
sists ol a glass tube of any desired shape with

a bulb at one end which contains a small quan-
tity of mercury. All air is exhausted from the

tube, which thereupon fills with vapor from
the mercury in the bulb. Electrodes are pro-

vided at each end of the lamp, the negative

electrode in the bulb of mercury and the posi-

tive electrode at the opposite end. On passing
a direct current through the lamp the vapor
which tills the tube is rendered incandescent
and gives off a steady, blue-white light. Owing
to the great resistance at the negative electrode

to the initial flow of current, it is necessary to

use a high voltage to start the lamp. This is

commonly done by passing a spark from a

*choking" coil through the negative electrode,

which when once penetrated offers but slight

resistance to the flow of current. If for any
reason the current is interrupted, the high re-

sistance is immediately resumed and must be
broken down again before permitting further
flow of current.

The light given off by this lamp is entirely

lacking in red rays, and consequently does not
reveal the real color of the objects it falls upon.
It is, however, of great value as a photographic
illuminator being rich in actinic rays, which
most affect the photographic plate. l\Ir. Hewitt
is investigating with a view to discover means
to turn some of the rays of the incandescent
vapor into red rays. This discovery will be a
means of great economy, because the Cooper
Hewitt lamp is probably the cheapest artificial

light in the world. The mercury vapor lamp
consumes one half watt per candle-power, as
against 3^ watts in the incandescent lamp.

Hevsrlett, hu'Iet, Maurice Henry, English
author: b. London 22 Jan. 1S61. He was the
.son of Henry Gay Hewlett, a writer of some
little note, and was educated at the London
International College, Isleworth. He was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1891, and in 1896-1900 was
keeper of the land revenue records and enrol-

ments. His reputation was made as an inter-

preter of the more recondite phases of the life

and thought of the Middle Ages, especially in

Italy. His style is a skilful medium for his

purpose, but frequently so archaized as to be
somewhat difficult. His books are: 'Earthwork
out of Tuscany' (1895), a collection of Italian

studies; 'The Masque of Dead Florentines'

(1895); 'Songs and Meditations' (1897); 'Pan
and the Young Shepherd' (1898) ; 'The Forest
Lovers' (iSgS), his first popular success; 'Little

Novels of Italy' (1890) ; 'Richard Yea-and-
Nay' (igoo) ; 'New Canterbury Tales' (1901);
"Fond Adventures' (1904).

Hexam'eter (from the Greek U, six, and
fi^Tpov, a measured a verse of si.x feet. It

is the heroic or epic measure of the Greeks and
Romans, the finest examples of which are the
two poems ascribed to Homer, the Iliad and
the Odyssej', and the ^Eneid of Virgil. The
sixth foot is always a spondee (two long sylla-

bles) or a trochee fa long and a short). The
five first may be all dactyls (one long syllable

and two short), or all spondees, or a mixture
of both. The scheme of this verse then is—

with all the varieties which the mingling of the

two kinds of feet, as mentioned, aflfords ; as,

Forte sub arguto consedcrat ilicc Daphnis;

Qui Bavium non odit amct tua carmina, M.xvi;

and so on. The variety of which the hexameter
is susceptible, its great simplicity, its harmony,
and its numerous pauses, constitute the charm
of this verse, and adapt it to the most various

subjects. A spondee is rarely used in the fifth

foot, and then in Latin the word with which
the verse ends is generally composed of four

syllables, and the fourth foot at least must be
a dactyl ; as,

Cara deum soboles, magnum Jovis incrementura.

The prevalence of the dactyl or spondee in

the he.xameter depends much upon the genius

of the language ; thus the dactyl is more fre-

quent in Greek than in Latin, and in German
than in Greek. It is evident that the hexameter
cannot be formed in such languages as Italian,

French, Spanish and English, whose prosody is

regulated by the accent and not by the quantity

of the words.
The French and Italian writers, however,

early attempted the hexameter, as well as Sidney
and Southey in English ; but without success.

More recent English poets have also tried it,

as Clough and Kingsley. Longfellow has made
use of the hexameter in his 'Evangeline.* But
in no modern European language have hexa-
meters become naturalized, except in German,
to which this measure seems as well adapted as

to the Greek. Fischart attempted the German
hexameter in the i6th century. In the middle of

the i8th century it was used by Klopstock, Uz,
and Kleist. Goethe's hexameters are very often

as poor as their sense is beautiful. John Henry
Voss improved the German hexameter by the

excellent translation of Homer and his valuable

'Zeitmessung der deutschen Sprache' (Konigs-
berg i8o2>.

Hexapoda, hek-sap'o-da, a group name for

the six-footed arthropods, or true insects

{Insecta), excluding spiders, myriapqds and
rther forms often included in the term "insects."

Hcxatcuch. See PEXT.\TErcH.

Hexoic Acid, an organic acid having the

formula C.H,,0,, or CiHn.COOH, and occurring

in fats, in cheese, among the products of the

butyric fermentation of sugar, and in the fruit

of Hcrcclcuin sfhondylium and in the flowers

of Satyriian bircmiim. It is best prepared by
the fractional distillation of crude fermentation

butyric acid. It is an oily substance, very clear

and mobile, solidifying at about 29° F.. and
boiling at 400° F. It has a specific gravity of

0.95, and is oxidized by nitric acid to acetic and
succinic acids. It is also known as "caproic

acid," and its salts are sometimes called cap-

roates, and sometimes hexoates.

Heyse, Paul, powl hl'ze, German poet and
novelist: b. Berlin 15 March 1830. He studied

classics in his native city, in 1852 traveled ui

Switzerland and Italy, and two years later_ he

settled in Munich on the invitation of King
Maximilian II. of Bavaria, who granted him a

pension. He has lived mainly in Munich ever

since, devoted almost exclusively to literature.

His first work was <
Jungbrunnet.. Miirchen
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eines fahrenden Schulers* (.Tales of a Traveling
Scholar) CiSso) ; and to the same year belongs
his tragedy 'Francesca da Rimini.* 'Die
Briider' uSs^) and 'Urica* (.185-;), were nar-
rative poems, and formed part of the volume
entitled *Hernien> (.185.}.), later 'Novellen in

Versen,' which did much to establish his repu-
tation. Heyse's genius has found it.- most per-
fect expression in his tales or novelettes i. Xovel-
len). and in this department of literature he
holds almost a unique place among German
writers. His work is almost throughout highly

finished and artistic, and shows a rich imagina-
tion and great fertilit>- in invention. His tales

have been published in more than 20 collections,

and a selection appeared in 1S90 under the title

'Auswahl fiirs Haus.' His early successes in

narrative verse were followed bv such works as :

*Die Braut von Q-perin' (iS^6) ; <ThekIa'
(185S) : 'Rafael' (1863); 'Syritha' (iS6y) ;

'Der Salamander' (,1879): 'Die Madonna im
Olwald' (1879); 'Liebeszauber> tiSSg). His
best plays are those of his third period, and
some of them, especially 'Hans Lange' and
*Kolberg,> have been acted with great success.

'Mary of Magdala* was well received in .Amer-
ica. -Ajnong them are: 'Die Hochzeit auf dem
Aventin' (1886); 'Gott schiitze mich vor
meinen Freunden* (iSSS') ; 'Hans Lange'
(1866); 'Kolberg' ( 1S6S) : 'Die Weisheit
Salomos' (1887): 'Weltuntergang' uSSp)

;

'Die schlimmen Briider' (iSgi); 'Wahrheit?'
(1892); and 'Tungfer Justine' (1893"). His
lai^er novels, 'Kinder der Welt' (1873'); 'Im
Paradiese' (1875) : 'MerUn' (iSg2) ; and 'Uber
alien Gipfeln' (.1895), have met with great
success. .Among other works are: 'Skizzen-
buch> (1877): 'Verse aus Italien' uSSo) ;

'Spruchbuchlein' (1885): 'Gedichte' (Poems,
5th ed. 1895: and 'Xeue Gedichte und Jugend-
lieder' (18971.

Heyward, ha'ward, Thomas, Jr., American
patriot: b. St. Luke's Parish, S. C., 1746; d.

there 6 March 1809. He was of much promi-
nence in North Carolina during the Revolution,
was a delegate to the Continental Congress
1775-8 and one cf the signers of the Declara-
tion of Independence. In later years he was a
judge in his native State.

Heywood, John, English dramatist of the
first half of the lOth centurv". He was a paid
musician at the court of Henry VIIL. with
whom he became a favorite on account of his

skill in music. He>-wood's dramatic works may
be classed as interludes, standing between the

miracle-plays and the drama proper. The ear-

liest of them, '.\ Merry Play between the Par-
doner and the Frere, the Curate and Xeybour
Pratte,' was written before 152:. .Another fa-

mous piece is 'The Four P's. an interlude in

which figure a Palmer, a Pardoner, a Potycarv-,

and a Pedlar.' His allegorv- of the 'Spider and
the Fly' (1556) fully reveals Heywood's re-

ligious proclivities. By spiders, the Protestants

are meant : b\- flies, the Catholics.

Heywood, Thomas, English dramatist: b.

Lincolnshire. He was educated at Cambridge
and appears to have been writing plays as early

3^ :: /I Of all the old dramatists he was the

•ic. We learn from the preface to

-ish Traveller' that down to 1633 he

had "had either an entire hand, or at the least a

main finger," in the composition of 220 plays-

and he continued for some years after that date

to write for the stage.

Twenty-four of HevTvcod's plays have been
preserved. The best is 'A Woman kilde with
Kindnesse' (.1607). His work is usually dis-

tinguished by naturalness and simplicity; but he
wrote at the beginning of his career one ab-
surdly grandiose play, 'The Foure Prentises of
London' (.16151. which was parodied in Beau-
mmt. and Fletcher's 'Knight of the Burning
Pestle.' 'The Rape of Lucreece* (1608) is

chiefly noticeable for its songs; 'Love's Mais-
tresse' (.1636), dealing with the storj- of Cupid
and Psyche, is fandftd and ingenious; and
there is much tenderness in 'A Challenge for
Beautie' (1636). 'The Captives, or the Lost
Recovered,' an interesting play, acted in 1624,
was first published in 1S85.

Hezekiah, hez-e-kTa (Hiskiyah, generally
Hhkiyahu, strength of jehovaJi), the 12th
king of Judah. At 25 he succeeded Ahaz about
726 B.C., about 69S B.C. He had no soimer
mounted the throne than he initiated a system
of reform, on the injunctions of Isaiah, and
broke up the idolatrous customs into which the
people had fallen during the life of his father.

He also endeavored to repair the injury done
by national defeats and losses. He purged,
repaired, and reopened the temple with magnifi-
cent sacrifices and a splendid ceremonial. So
extreme was his indignation against idolatry
that he destroyed the brazen serpent which was
said to be the one used by Moses in his miracu-
lous healing of the Israelites. With patriotic

zeal he assumed the aggressive against the Phil-

istines, and not oiJy rewon the cities lost bv
his father, but dispossessed them of most of
their own. In the 14th year of Hezekiah's reign
he had a dangerous illness, wh.ch threatened
serious complications, and the kingdom was in

a difficult crisis, for the king had no heir,

Manasseh not being bom till long afterward.
The greater part of the Scripture records bear-
ing on the reign of Hezekiah is occupied by
the two invasions of Sennacherib. Several of
the Psalms are supposed to allude to the dis-

comfiture of Sennacherib, for example, xlvi.-

xlviii., Ixxvi. Hezekiah did not long sur^-ive

this deliverance, dying after a reign of nearly

29 years. Among the many highly useful works
executed by him. the aqueducts of Jerusalem
are of especial importance.

Hiawatha, hl-a-wa'ta or -tha, the hero of
an .American Indian legend known by this name
among the Iroquois and among the other tribes.

He is mentioned in various works on the aborig-
ines, and in 1855 was immortalized in the poem,
'Hiawatha,' by Longfellow.

Hiawatha, Kan., city, county-seat of
Brown County; on the Saint Joseph & G. I. and
the Missouri P. R.R's; about 70 miles north-
west of Kansas City and 55 miles north of
Topeka. It is situated in a rich agricultural

rceion. Its chief manufactures are flour, foun-
dr\- products and agricultural implements. Its

trn.'Ie is principally in wheat, com. fruit, live-

4t>ick. flour, and lumber. It has the Morrill
PuMic Library and an academv. The city owns
.ind operates the waterworks and an electric-

light plant. .Another electric-light plant is
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owned bv a private corporation. Pop. (ipoo)

2,829.

Hib'bard, George Abiah, American writer
of .short stories ; b. Biirfalo, X. Y., 1858. He
has written 'Icjuna, and Other Stories'; 'Now-
adays' ; 'The Governor' ; etc. His work is

marked by hnished style and much insight into

character.

Hib'ben, John Grier, .Vmcrican logician: b.

Peoria, 111, 19 April 1861. He was graduated
from Princeton 1887 and is now professor of
logic there. He is author of 'Inductive Logic'

(1896); 'The Problems of Philosophy' (.189S).

Hiberna'tion, the winter sleep of warm-
blooded animals. Under this term is also in-

cluded the torpiditj' of frogs, toads, reptiles,

certain fishes, insects, the horseshoe crab and
snails, which is mainly due to prolonged cold.

Among the mammals which hibernate are the

bear, dormouse, badger, bat and hamster; a
number are incomplete hibernators, as the prairie

dog, while squirrels fall into a winter sleep dur-
ing the coldest weather, but may be seen in

warm spells in winter. The males of the black
and white bear are more or less active during
the winter months, while the females are hiber-

nating. The same species, like the skunk, may
in the southern portion of its range not hiber-

nate at all. Neither do the hibernators all retire

tj their holes or dens or under fallen trees at

the same date, but the time varies with the tem-
perature, and different degrees of torpidity are
exhibited. It also appears tliat continuous hiber-

nators do not lay in a supply of food, as do in-

termittent ones like squirrels; yet the Arctic fo.x

is said to store up a supply of dead lemmings,
ermines, geese, etc.

Hibernation is like sleep, and has been com-
pared with trance. During this period the ani-

mal functions are nearly suspended, the excre-
tions are greatly diminshed and in the bears the

rectum is closed by a resinous plug, called by the
Swedes "tappen." and by American hunters
"seal." The animal heat is lowered to that or
nearly that of the air. the action of the heart be-
ing slight; there is an increased muscular irri-

tability, and the animal loses from 30 to 40
per cent of weight.

Snakes, lizards, the toad, frogs, salamanders,
and certain fishes hibernate, burying themselves
in the earth below the reach of frost, the aquatic
forms digging into the mud at the bottom of
streams. The few fishes which are known to

lie dormant and take no food sink into the mud
of streams or of the sea. The horseshoe crab
burrows in the mud beyond the reach of oyster
dredges in November, remaining in deep water
until the middle of spring. Most insects hiber-
nate in the larva or pupa state, a few as moths
or butterflies. Caterpillars hide under moss, the
bark of trees, etc., but they freeze solid and may
be broken into two pieces like an icicle. They
gradually thaw out in spring; wdien the changes
are sudden, great numbers die. Spiders and
snails hibernate under stones, irioss, etc., while
slugs burv themselves in the mud, and those
mussels and other moUusks living in streams
and lakes descend into the mud.

Esti'i'aiion.— In the tropics there is a corre-
sponding period of torpor during the hot, dry
season, when food is scarce, and vegetation is

taking a rest. Alligators, snakes, certain mam-

mals, as the taurec, insects and land snails be-
come dormant, the latter closmg the mouth of
their shells with a membrane-like substance
U'pipbragm), leaving a small opennig ni it for

the admission of air in breathing, "ct after a pro-
longed shower they become active. Thus it is

seen that heat, dryness and the lack of food
ooerate in causing estivation, while cold and
famine appear to be the cause of hibernation

;

though all species are by no means affected
alike. Among the lowest organisms the dor-
mant vitality of resting spores, seeds of plants,
winter eggs of sponges, of polyzoa, the dor-
mancy of certain adult forms, are connected
with a lowered temperature, and a resting pe-
riod is necessary both in plants and animals.
The simultaneous shedding of the leaves of de-
ciduous trees is certainly connected with if not
caused by cold, and it is undoubtedly true that
changes of temperature as well as lack of food,
and the need of rest, cause hibernation and
summer dormancy.

Hibernia, the ancient name applied to Ire-

land (q.v. ).

Hiber'nians of American, Ancient Order
c^, an Irish-American secret society founded
in 1S36. It has one general or national board,
with 2.002 subordinate divisions. There were
139,453 members in 1902. The benefits dis-

bursed the same year amounted to $429,000.

National president (1902), J. T. Keating. Chi-
cago, 111.

Hibiscus, hi-bis-kus, a genus of plants of
the mallow family (q.v.), distinguished by a
double calyx and fruit of three or more many-
seeded carpels united into a many-seeded cap-

sule. The species are numerous, natives of
warm climates, some trees or shrubs, but most
of them large herbaceous plants. Many bear
very beautiful flowers, much used in the South
Sea Islands in wreaths, etc.. for personal adorn-
ment. The rose-of-Shnron (Hibiscus syyiacus).

a native of Syria and Carniola, has long been in

cultivation as an ornamental shrub. Several

other species have become favorite hothouse
plants. The scarlet hibiscus (H. coccinctis) and
the rose-mallow (H. moschcutos) are among
the most striking and beautiful of North
American wild flowers, glowing among the

reeds of marshes in late summer in flimc-color

and pink. The characteristic mucilaginous and
fibrous properties of the Malvaceae pro very

strongly developed in this tribe. The fruit of

H. csculciilus. called gumbo, okra, et . is in

general use for food in the East and West In-

dies and the United States. It is an annual
plant, with a soft herbaceous stem, three to five

feet high, crenate leaves, axillary sulphur-col-

ored flowers, and pyramidal, somewhat podlike

capsules. The fruit is used in an unripe state,

and is generally much esteemed, but is disliked

by some on account of its viscidity. It enters

as an important ingredient into the pepper-pot

of the West Indies, or is used in soups. It also

produces a coarse fibre. The bark of //. tili-

accus, a tree 20 feet high, with a very thick

bole, abounds in mucilage. This tree is one of

the most abundant trees of the South Sea Ts-

slands ; and the wood, being light. tou.gh. and
durable, is much used for many purposes. From
its fibre the Tahitians manufacture matting.
Many other species yield fibres, some coarse,

some fine and beautiful, which are used in dif-
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ferent countries ; but the most importaiu m this
respect is H. cannabhsus, the Deccan hemp of
western India (see Hemp). H. sabdariffa is

ven- generally culti\-ated in warm countries, on
accoimt of its calyx, which, as the fruit ripens,
becomes tleshj-, and acquires a very pleasant
acidity. It is much used for making tans and
jelly, and a decoction of it. sweetened and fer-
mented, affords a refreshing beverage, well
known in the West Indies as sorrel cool drink,
the plant being called red sorrel ; and in Madras
it is used for similar purposes, and is named
rozelle or rouselle. Musk-seed (H. abel-
moschus) is cultivated for its seeds, which
have a fragrance between that of musk and
that of amber. They are much used by per-
fumers, and are called graincs d'ambrctie. In
Egypt and Arabia they are mixed with coffee,

and stimulant and stomachic qualities are as-
cribed to them. The petals of H. rosa-sinensis
possess astringent properties, and they are also
used by the Chinese to stain their eyebrows and
their shoes black.

Hic'cup, or Hiccough, is a spasmodic af-

fection of the diaphragm caused sjTnpathetically

by the irritation of structures supplied by
nen-es communicating with the phrenic nerve.
Though generally a slight and passing incon-
venience, its occurrence in the last stages of
acute disease is a grave s)-mptom, indicating
general collapse of the nervous system. It may
last only a few minutes or may continue for
weeks without being capable of being subdued
by any kind of treatment. Fasting or a stimu-
lant suddenly swallowed is one of the common-
est causes of hiccup, which generally passes off

of its own accord. Nothing removes it more
effectually than some active emotion of the
mind suddenly excited. Hiccup is a common
attendant of dyspepsia, and is often observed in

abdominal diseases when terminating fatally,

and is especially a s\Tnptom in som.e forms of
hernia. Many remedies have been suggested
for it, such as holding the breath as long as
possible, t>-ing a belt tightly round the waist,

and the frequent swallowing of small rounded
pieces of ice.

Hi hljom, Philip, .Vmerican naval officer:

b. Charlesiown, Mass., 1S39. In 1869 he entered
the United States navy as assistant constructor,

in 1875 was made constructor, and in 18S1 a
member of the naval advisory board. From
1893 tmtil his retirement 4 March 1901. he was
chisf constructor, and as such was identified

with the reorganization and enlargement of the
new United States naw. He attained rear-

admiral's rank, and published a valuable report
on foreign dockvards.

Hich'ens, Robert Smythe, English journal-
ist and novelist: b. Spcldhurst. Kent, 14 Nov.
1864. He was educated at Clifton College and
the Royal College of Music, and after a short
career as a musician turned to journalism. In

1893 he \nsited Egj-pt for his health, and there
conceived the idea which materialized in the
Imaginative Man' (189=') 'The Green Car-
nation* (1894), however, epigrammatic and
keenly satirical in lone, first brought him into
public notice. Later works of his are: *.-\fter

To-Morrow> (1895); 'New Love> (1895)

;

'The Folly of Eustace and Other Stories'

(1896); 'The Londoners' U897) ; 'Byeways'

(1S9;) : 'The Prophet of Berkeley Square'

{1901) ; etc.

Hick'ey, Etmly, English poet: b. Macine
Castle, County Wexford, Ireland, about 1S45.

She was co-foimder in 1881 of the Browning
Society with F. J. Fumivall (q.v.) and has lec-

tured on English literature. She has published
among other volumes 'A Sculptor and Other
Poems' uSSi): *Verse Tales, Lyrics, and
Translations' U889) ; 'Our Lady of May and
Other Poems' (1902). Her verse has been
.highly praised by critics.

Hickey Plot (1776), a conspiracy of the

British officials and Loyalists of New York t'^

end the Revolutionary war by the murder or
capture of its leaders and the seizure or de-

struction of its supplies. The heads and prob-

able de^"i5ers of it were Governor Trj"on, who
had fled from the citj- but remained on a man-
of-war in the harbor, and sent supplies of money
for bribers-, etc. ; and Mayor Mathews. The
scheme was to kiU or seize the patriot generals,

and at all events to deliver Washington alive to

Sir William Howe, blow up the magazine and
secure the passes to the citj-. Several hundred
New York Lo\-alists were involved. Two of
Washington's guard were bought, but a third

pretended to accede and revealed the plot.

Mathews, a gunsmith named Forbes, and a
dozen others were arrested and sent to Con-
necticut. Mathews carrj-ing the mayoralt>" flag

with him. Thomas Hickey, one of the treach-

erous guards, was hanged in New York 27 June
1776, the first military execution in the .Ameri-

can army.

Hick'man, Kj'., town, county-seat of Ful-
ton County : on the Mississippi River, and on
the Nashville, C. & St. L. railroad ; about 35
mUes below Cairo. 111. It has steamboat connec-
tions with the river ports. It is the seat of Hick-
man College. Its chief industrial establishments
are a flour-mill. wagon-factor>-, two spoke-fac-

tories, saw- and planing-mills. Its trade, in ad-
dition to its own manufactured articles, is prin-

cipally in grain and tobacco. Pop. (1900) 1,589.

Hick'ok, Laurens Perseus, .American meta-
phj-sician : b. Danbur>-. Conn.. 29 Dec 1798; d.

-Amherst, Mass., 6 May 1888. He was grad-
uated at Union College in 1820, was licensed

as a preacher in 1S22, and was pastor succes-
sively at Newton and Litchfield. Conn., till in

1S36 he was elected professor of theology in

the Western Reserve College. Ohio, where he
remained eight years. He was professor in the

.Auburn Theological Seminarj* 1844-52, and then
became professor of mental and moral science,

and vice-president in L'nion College. In 1866
he was formally made president of that insti-

tution of which, however, he had been in sole

charge for eight years previous. His publica-
tions include among other works 'Rational Psy-
chology' (1848); 'Moral Science' (1S53);
'Empirical Psychology, or the Human Mind as
Given in Consciousness' (1854); 'Rational
Cosmologj-.' (New York 1858'), in which he
attempts to demonstrate a friori the laws of
the universe: 'Creator and 'Creation' (1872');

'Humanity Immortal' (1872); 'Logic of Rea-
son' (1875).

Hick'ory (formerly Hickory Tavern),
N. C. town in Catawba Count>-; on the South-
em railway ; near the headwaters of the Catawba
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River ; about 43 miles northwest of Char-
lotte and 50 miles west of Salisbury. The chief

manufactures are flour, foundry products,
wagons, lumber, leather, boots and shoes. It

has several private educational institutions

:

Claremont Female College, opened in 1880;

Saint Paul's Lutheran Seminary ; Lenoir Col-

lege, opened in 1891, under the auspices of the

Lutheran Church. Pop. (1900) 2,535.

Hickory, a group of trees of the walnut,
forming the genus Hicoria, and exclusively

North American. They are large strong trees,

60 to 80 feet high, with close shaggy bark and
large pinnately divided leaves, pistillate flowers

on a terminal peduncle and staminate flowers in

long, drooping aments. The fruit is a thick-

shelled nut in a tough green husk. There are

about 10 species, all natives of the eastern Unit-

ed States and Canada except a Mexican species.

The best known of these are the following

:

Shag-bark, shell-bark or white hickory (//.

orata). leaflets 5 to 7, whose bark scales off in

great plates curving outward at both ends, and
whose nuts are sweeter and better than those of

any other species : the northerly "big shag-bark"

or king-nut (H. lacinwsa), leaflets 7 to 9, with

narrower "shags," darker wood and big nuts in

husks often three inches long; white-heart, or

fragrant hickory, or mocker-nut (H. alba),

noted for the hardness and toughness of its

wood; the pignut or broom hickory (H. glabra),

leaflets 3 to 7. which represents a group of

moisture-loving species whose nuts are thin-

huskcd, elongated and bijter and estringent to

the taste. Associated with these is the pecan

(//. pccait), of the Southern States, whose ob-

long, thin-shelled nut is one of the most deli-

cious of all nuts, and is now being cultivated

in a few places in order to supply the increasing

demand. The water hickory (H. aquatica) is

sometimes called the bitter pecan.

Uses of Hickory-wood.—As timber this

wood is of great value for articles requiring

great strength with lightness and elasticity; but

it is liable to quick decay when exposed to the

atmosphere, and for this reason is little used in

building, and should be painted. It was the

most serviceable of all woods to the aboriginal

Americans ; and the axe, pick, and tool handles

made from it are exported to all parts of the

world. It enters into the manufacture of rakes,

cradles, and many forms of farm-implements;
is largely used in carriage-making, especially

for thills' shafts, and the parts of racing-sulkies,

the lighter American vehicles owing their ac-

knowledged pre-eminence largely to the availa-

bility of this wood. The wood of the various

species differs in quality, however ; that of the

pecan is hard and brittle, and the water hickory

soft and comparatively light. The wood of the

others is exceedingly strong and tenacious, and
weighs about 50 pounds to the cubic foot.

liiscct Pcsis.—.\. S. Packard recorded in

iSgo i;o species of insects attacking the hick-

ories : and Chittenden declared in 1903 that this

number could be easily doubled. Hickory ap-

pears to be an especial favorite of borers.

Prominent among them are the painted hick-

ory-borer, one of the long-horned beetles

(Cyllcne picta) ; the hickory twig-girdler

(Oncidcrcs cin;:iilala). twig-pruner (Elaphidion

fillosnm). and hickory-bark beetle (Scolytus

^iiadrispinosiis). This bark-borer is the most

important economic species, and during recent
j'ears has been the cause of considerable injury
in hickory forests in the State of New York.
Consult Packard, 'Insects Injurious to Forest
and Shade Trees,* published in 1888 as the

fifth report of the United States Entomological
Commission.

Hickory Shad. See Gizz.\rd Sh.\d.

Hicks, Elias, .American preacher of the
Society of Friends : b. Hempstead, L. I., 19
March 1748; d. Jericho, L. I., 27 Feb. 1830.

While a youth he manifested a talent for public
speaking, and at 27 was a well known preacher.
P"or many years he labored zealously in advanc-
ing the generally accepted doctrines of the
Friends ; but having as he believed discovereil

errors in these tenets, put forth views of his

own which he defended with energy and abil-

ity. To advance these views he traveled exten-
sively in the United States and in the British

provinces, attracting large congregations by his

oratory. The result was a schism in the body of
Friends ; those adhering to the old doctrines
being specially termed orthodox, while the fol-

lowers of Hicks were called after him Hicks-
ites. (See Friends.) He was an active aboli-

tionist and with others was instrumental in

inducing the State of New York to pass an act

which, on 4 July 1827, liberated all slaves within
its borders. He was the author of "Sermons*
(1828); 'Observations on Slavery' (1811):
'The Letters of Elias Hicks' (1834) ; etc. See
'Elias Hicks, Journal of his Life and Labors'
(1828).

Hicks, Thomas, American painter: b.

Newton, Pa., 18 Oct. 1823: d. 1890. He studied

at the Philadelphia Academy, at the National
Academy, New York, and afterward in Paris
under Couture. Settling in New York he be-
came one of the favorite portrait painters of his

day. His pictures in the rooms of the New
York Historical Society form an interesting

gallery of historic figures, executed with more
than ordinary artistic skill.

Hicks, Thomas Holliday, .American politi-

cian : b. Dorchester County, Md., 2 Sept. 1798;
d. Washington, D. C, 13 Feb. 1865. .After suc-

cessively occupying the positions of sheriff,

member of the State legislature, member of the

State electoral college, and member of the Gov-
ernor's council, he was in 1858 elected governor
of the State. When war was threatened between
North and South, although sympathizing with

the South and condemning the North's attitude

on the slavery question, he sided with the party

of neutrality in Mao'land and opposed the se-

cession of that State. When there were rumors
of a plot formed by 6,000 men of his State to

prevent Lincoln's inauguration and seize the

city of Washington he suspended the writ of

habeas corpus, and planned the arrest of sus-

pected persons. He was the only prominent

State official who stood by the Federal govern-

ment, and at the expiration of his term as gov-

ernor the new Legislature passed resolutions

thanking him for having saved the State from
joining the Confederates. In 1862 he was ap-

pointed to the senate of the United States and
served in it till his death.

Hicks-Beach, Sir Michael Edward, Eng-
lish politician: b. London 1837. He was edu-

cated at Eton and Oxford, entered parliameht
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in 1864, and was made chief secretary for Ire-
land in 1874. and secretary of state for the
colonies in 1S98. In 1885 he was appointed
chancellor of the exchequer and leader of the
Conservative party in the House of Commons.
He was president of the board of trade from
18SS to 1892. On the fail of the Gladstone min-
istry in 1895 he again became chancellor of the
exchequer. In October, 1902, he caused a sen-
sationby charging the Balfour government with
wasteful expenditure of war appropriations, and
in 1903 ably defended the British policy of free
trade.

Hick'son, Sydney John, English zoologist:
b. London 25 June 1859. He was educated at

Cambridge and has been professor of zoolog>- at
Owens College, Manchester. England, from
189+. He has published 'A Naturalist in North
Celebes* ; 'The Fauna of the Deep Seas' ; <The
Story of Life in the Seas' (1898).

Hidalgo y Costilla, Miguel, me-gel' e-dal'-

go e kos-tel'ya, Mexican revolutionist, first

leader in the Mexican war of independence : b.

State of Guanajuato 8 May 1753; shot in Chi-
huahua, Mexico, 27 July 1811. He was a priest,

and in earlier life was simply a man of great
acquirements, anxious to promote industr;- in

Mexico, and noted for conscientious fulfilment
of his ecclesiastical functions. He is said to
have introduced the silkworm into Mexico, and
did much to promote the culture of the \-ine.

This conflicted with the policy of the Spanish
government, which was to discourage all manu-
factures or agriculture which could interfere

with the revenue, and the vines Hidalgo had
planted were destroyed. This drove him to re-

bellion. Possessing much influence among the
Indians, he formed the plan of a general in-

surrection, which was to take place I Nov. 1810

;

but the plot having been disclosed by one of
the conspirators, some of his pany were ar-

rested, and he was obliged to precipitate his
movements. On 10 September ha\ing been joined
by three officers of the garrison of Guanajuato,
he raised the standard of revolt. His elo-

quence had a remarkable efifect on the multi-

tude who heard him, and when after his oration
he unfurled a rude copy of the picture of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, the patroness of Me.xico, the
war assumed the character of a crusade. On
29 September with an army of 20,000 men. mostly
Indians, he captured Guanajuato. He took Vai-
ladolid and several small places, and soo.i after

was proclaimed generalissimo of the Me.xican
army, and advanced against Mexico; but find-

ing himself almost without ammunition, was ob-
liged to retreat During this war the govern-
ment party declared that the ordinarj- rules of
warfare need not be obser\-ed as regarded the
insurgents, while the latter retaliated with the

most horrible atrocities. On one occasion Hidal-

go is said to have massacred 700 prisoners be-

cause they were Europeans. .-Kfter several de-
feats the insurgents were left at Sakillo under
charge of Rayon, while Hidalgo and others

went to the United States to obtain arms and
military aid. On their way they were captured

by a former friend, and finally shot in Chihua-
hua. He was after his death regarded as a
saint by the people, and within a few years

the place of his execution was shown to travel-

ers as a holy spot. The town of Goliad. Texas,

was named in his honor, the H, as silent in
pronunciation, being omitted and the other let-

ters rearraiiged. At the founding of the town
the name of Hidalgo was still proscribed by the
Spanish rulers and the transposition of the let-

ters of his name was made in order to avert the
attention of the authorities.

Hid'denite, a yellowish-green or emerald-
green, transparent variety of spodumene. dis-
covered by W. E. Hidden, in 1880. in Alexander
Coimt>-, N. C. The emerald-green varieties
have been used as gems. Thej' resemble the
emerald, but show a greater wealth of color on
account of their pleochroism.

Hides and Leather. There are few ans,
among the many that are used for the benefit
of mankind to-day, that are of such ancient
origin as that of tanning. It is only necessary-
to study the car%-ings upon tiie monuments that
the modem archaeologist has unearthed to ascer-
tain the fact that the old Eg>-ptians were not
only acquainted with several processes of tan-
ning and working in leather, but that its prep-
aration was one of the most important branches
of Egj-ptian industry. So far as our knowledge
of their methods of work extends, we know
that these ancient workmen prepared their tan
in earthen vessels and that they were able to
preserve skin either with or without the hair
attached. Among the Hebrews, who undoubt-
edly derived their knowledge of the art of pre-
paring leather from the Egyptians, the trade of
the tanner was despised, largely because of the
bad odor connected with it, and those who fol-

lowed this source of livelihood were obliged to
locate tneir working places outside the limits
of the city. Often they were situated by the
side of streams, or on the shore of the sea,

as was the case in Joppa, where the building
said to have been the house of Simon the Tan-
ner was located on the shore south cf the
city.

According to the most authentic records the
first tanner)- to be operated in this country was
established in \'irginia. about the year 1630. A
year or two later another tannery was estab-
lished in Xew England, in the village of Swamp-
scott, or Lynn. Mass., by Francis Ingalls, a
colonist who had learned his trade in Lincoln-
shire. England. .A.s it was impossible not to
recognize the importance of the industry it was
greatly encouraged by the colonial authorities,
in e\ndence of v.hich fact there are many laws
on the old statute books regulating, not only
the manufacture of leather, but the saving of
skins needed by the tanners, under serious pen-
alties for noncompliance. For e.xample, a law
was passed in Massachusetts, in 1646, prohibit-
ing the exportation of raw hides, or unwrought
leather, under hea\->- penalties which not only
affected the shipper, but reacted upon the master
of the vessel that attempted to sail with s'ich

freight, for these were the days when the small
tanners who had shops scattered throughout the
countrv- were entirely dependent upon the sur-
rounding neighborhood for their hides, but so
effective were the restrictions placed upon im-
portations of skin? by the authorities, th;.t

leather was relatively more plentiful in the
.\merican colonies than it was in England.

One of the most prominent leather manufac-
turers of the old davs was Colonel William Ed-
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wards, who sent the first tanned leather to the

Boston market in 1794. Begiiniing his husiness

in Hampshire about 1790, when he was less than

20 years of age, he immediately inaugurated a

series of improvements in the mechanical branch
of the art, which, as ihey were afterward

adopti-d and extended by others, were the means
of infusing a much-needed spirit of enterprise

into the business. In fact, it was the new
ideas in mechanism and in the arrangement of
the tannery which he evolved that paved the

way for the most im])ortant improvements which
have since been made in the manufacture of
leather. The first company in the business to

be incorporated also owed its existence to

Colonel Edwards' enterprise, for it was his ex-
tensive tanneries at Northampton, Cummington,
and Chester that were purchased by the men
who incorporated the Hampshire Leather Manu-
facturing Company of Massachusetts, with a

capital of $100,000 in 1809. These works then
had a capacity of 16.000 full-grown hides per
annum.

By 1810, the tanning industry had extended
so w dely that there were tanneries in opera-
tion in almost every portion of the country.
Bark was so plentiful that it was much cheaper
than in England, and, as -he result, it was not
long before the exportatior^ of .American leather

had attained an aggregate of 350,000 pounds per
annum, while the importations were confined to

morocco, and some peculiar kinds of English
leather w'hich could not then be produced in this

country. At this time ( 1810) the value of all

the manufactures of hides and skins was stated

by the census office to be $17,935,447, but, owing
to the fact that the census at that time was so

crudely conducted that it was very incomplete,

it is safe to say that $ro.ooo,ooo would be much
closer to the correct ligure. From that date,

however, the business increased, slowlv at times,

perhaps, but steadily, until, in 1840, it was re-

ported that there were about 8,000 tanneries in

the country, with a capital of $16,000,000, and
employment for fully 26,000 hands. By 1850,

the capital had increased to more than $20,000,-

000, while the value of the annual product
had reached the quite respectable figure of

$38,000,000. In 1S60, this product, including

the making of morocco and patent leather, had
almost doubled, being in excess of $72,000,000,

while, in 1S70. the 7,569 establishment., in the

country were employing no less than 35,243 per-

sons, at an ."^iregate wage of $14,505,775, to

produce an annual output that was valued at

$I57.237.597. At this time the capital invested

in this iiusiness was reported as being more
than $61,000,000.

As the establishments engaged in the mak-
ing of leather were enumerated ver,. differently

by the census of 1890 and 18S0, it is quite impos-
silile to obtain a reliable basis of comparison
from the published statistics. In preparing the
census of 1880. the government's enumerators
not only counted all the smaller businesses, but
they must have reckoned twice alt that were
engaged in both tanning and currying, with the

result that they w-ere .able to make an aggregate
of 5,628 establishments. As the later census
enumerators ha\ • mnfined their attention solely

to the large establishments the discrepancv is

too great to be readjusted by estimate. Thus,
for example, the 1890 census reports 1,787 estab-

lishments, while the 1900 census has but 1,306.

The other census figures follow

:

THE LE.\THER INDl'STKV. 1880 TO IQOO.

Capital
Number of employees..
Wages paid
Cost of material used. .

.

V.nlue of product

$7J..i<i.i.v' '

40,28^
$16,503,828
5<',384,"7
200,264,944

0i)tl,oSS,698

42,392
»2i,24(},g8g

122,946,721

172,136,092

»'7J.<J77,4"
52.10?

$22,591,093
155,000,004
204,038,127

Among the first patents taken out for the
application of any special process in the making
of leather was in 1823, when an inventor pat-

ented a method of forcing the tanning liquor

through the skin by hydrostatic pressure. In
1S31, William Drake devised a modification of

this method. ,-\ccording to his process two
skins were sewed together and the linuid, which
was placed in the receptacle thus formed, was
permitted to remain until the tanning had been
completed. Some years prior to that time a
patent had been issued for a method which pro-
vided for the suspension of the hides in a closed

LE.\THER P.\TENTS.

Purpose for which
Issued
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all the air by an air-pump. To enumerate ail,

or even the most important of these inventions
within any brief space wouid be impossible, but
the preceding table gives the date when the

first patent was issued for each of the details

which enter into the manufacture of leather, as

well as an estimate of the number of patents

that have been issued in each division of the en-

dustr\- up to the present time.

Hides, as the term is generally accepted to-

day, may be conveniently divided into three

classes : ( i ) Hides proper, which consist of the

skins of the larger and more common animals,

such as oxen, cows, and horses ; (.2) kips, which
comprise the skins of small, or j-earling cattle,

which are too large to be classified as calfskins,

and (3) skins, including those of calves, sheep,

goats, deer, pigs. seal, and the various kinds of

ftir-bearing animals, many of which, including

most of the latter, retain their hair after tan-

ning. The hea\'}- hides are converted into sole,

belt, and harness leather; the calfskins are

chiefly used for material for the manufacture
of the uppers for leather shoes and boots, and
are also in much demand by bookbinders ; the

sheepskins are used for a large varietv of pur-

poses, including linings for shoes, aprons, cush-

ions, and covers, gloves, women's shoes, bellows,

whips, etc : the goatskins are used almost ex-

clusively in the making of gloves and ladies'

shoes—the morocco leather so extensively man-
ufactured imtil recent years having now given

place to the cheaper and more durable "glazed

kid" : the hogskins are utilized in the making
of saddle-leather, traveling bags, etc.. while

dogskins, because of their thin and tough char-

acteristics, are particularly useful in the manu-
facture of gloves. The durability of the por-

poise-skin has recommended its use in the mak-
ing of shoe-strings, while the buffalo, alligator,

kangaroo, deer, elephant, hippopotamus, rhinoc-

eros, walrus, and shark, are among the many
other creatures whose skins are utilized in vari-

ous fields of manufacture after they have left

the hands of the tanner.

There is probably no vegetable growth con-

tainmg tannin that has not been tried by those

who are interested in discovering the best and
most economical methods of tanning leather,

but, while nearlv all of them have met with

some favor, oak-bark is now held to be the

best agent obtainable for this purpose. Among
the other tannages that have been utilized with

success, however, one may mention hemlock-

bark, union, Dongola, alum, chrome, combina-

tion, electric, sumac, and gambier.

Practically the only change that has taken

place in the'tannage process of sole-leather is

represented by a slight diminution in the time

required for the work, but as experiments are

constantly being made along these lines it is be-

lieved that the day will come when such le.ithcr

will be turned out in as many days—perhaps

hours—as it now takes weeks. The change

that has already been made along these lines in

the preparation of the lighter skms has been

almost as radical. The introduction of Dongola

kid, in 1880, completely revolutionized the man-
ufacture of kid or morocco. It was thc_ dis-

cover\- of James Kent, of Gloversville, N'. Y.

TTie system of tanning, or ta\ving by the use of

chromium compounds, was discovered as early

as i8>6 by a German chemist, but each of the

many experiments which followed this discov-

ery had failed because there was no known
method b\- which the tannage could be made
permanent. At last it was found that h\'posul-

phite of sodium contained the long-sought rem-
edy, and by this process the tannage was made
lasting. It was due to tliis discover)-, and to

its successful application, that some of the
largest and best equipped leather manufactories
in the world have since been established in the
United States.

Hierarchy, hi'e-rar-ki (From Gr. hicros,

sacred, and archc. government), sacred govern-
ment or "the administration of sacred things."

first used by the pseudo-Dionysius in the 5th
century in his work on the Celestial and Eccle-
siastical Hierarchies. It is now generally used
to sisTiif>- the body of officials in the Church
organically graduated in their ranks and orders
from the supreme head to those in the most
subordinate position. In the Roman Catholic

Church a threefold distinction is recognized;
( 1 ) A hierarchy of divine right, which em-
braces, under the primacy of the popes, bishops,

priests, and deacons. This hierarcln- is held by
Church to be of divine institution. (2) A hier-

archy by ecclesiastical right, consisting of the

Roman pontiff and the three original divine or-

ders and of the five minor orders (two in the
East), subdeacons, acohtes, exorcists, lectors,

and porters (ostiarii). (3) A hierarchy of ju-

risdiction, which includes all the judicial and
administrative authorities, ordinary and dele-

gated, charged with the maintenance of the

faith among Christians, its union, its disci-

pline, and its general care and supervision. .Ml

its powers proceed from the pope as primate,

either expressly or by implication. In this cat-

egorj- are ranked cardinals, patriarchs, exarchs,

metropolitans, and archbishops, and as deriving

their powers from these, archpriests, archdea-

cons, rural-deans, vicars-general, etc. The .\n-

glican Church also recognizes a hierarchical rank
in its body, comprising bishops, priests, and
deacons. The other Protestant bodies practi-

cally reject hierarchical government.
Hiero, I,, Were, king of Syracuse in

Sicily : d. Catania. 467 B.C. He was brother

and successor of Gelon. Hiero's reign, though
less glorious than the preceding, was marked
by a peculiar splendor on account of his gen-

erous encouragement of learning. Though some
blemishes tarnish the first years of Hierc's reign,

he compensated for his first faults by the noble

actions which signalized the remainder of his

life. A long sickness was the main cause of

this alteration. Since he could no longer oc-

cupy himself with the cares of royalt>-. he col-

lected around him a societv- of learned men,
and thus becoming acquainted with the pleasures

of learning, he never afterward ceased to value

it. His coun became the rendezvous of the

most distinguished men of his time. The names
of Simonides and Pindar appear among those

of his most constant comp^rioiis. :ind when
-Eschylus left Greece, he betook himself to

Hicro, to close his days in his kingdom. He
was several times victor in the Grecian game?.

Hiero II., king of Syracuse; b. before 306
B.C. ; d. 216 B.C He was the son of Hierocles. a

noble Syracu.san. who claimed a descent from
the family of Gelon. During Hiero's reign be-

gan the first Punic war, and he was able, by his
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advoitiie«f. to preserve the friendship nf lioth

Romans and Cartliaginians. The glory of Hiero
and the prosperity of Syracuse cnhninaled in

the period which intervened between the first

Punic war and the second; for in that season
of peace Hiero enacted wise laws, and was
devoted to the happiness of his subjects. His
encouragement of aprricnltiiral pursuits enriched
him and doubled the revenues of the state. He
left the crown to his grandson Ilieronymns.

Hieronymus. See Jerome. S.mnt.

Hieroglyphics, hi"e-r6-glif'iks (from Gr.
hicros, sacred, and glypho, engrave), the in-

scriptions sculptured on buildings in Eg>'pt, with
^ss==:^ the implication that the writing was
'^^r^\ confined to sacred subjects, and leg-

C^—?= ible only by the priests. The term
has also been applied to picture-

no 1^
writing in general, such as that of

t yj It the Mexicans and the still ruder

^^fj f^
pictures of the North American In-^"- dians. Two different modes of
hieroglyphic writing were used by
the ancient Egyptians,, the hieratic,

\'j^AA '-^11 '^"'^ ''''^ demotic. Pure hieraticW^-^ writing is the earliest, and consists
J^nrnK-^ of figures of material objects from

Cartouche of every sphere of nature and art, with
Clcopatr.i. i.e. certain mathematical and arbitrary
Kleopatra. symbols. Xe.xt was developed the

middle hieratic or priestly writing, the form in
which most Egyptian literature is written, and
in which tlie .symbols almost cease to be recog-
nizable as figures of objects. Hieratic writings
of the third millennium B.C., are extant. In
the demotic or enchorial writing, derived di-
rectly from the hieratic, the symbols are still

more obscured. The demotic was first used in
the 9th century B.C., and was chiefly employed
in social and commercial intercourse. Down to
the end of the iSth century scholars failed

in find a clue to the hieroglyphic writings. In
1/99, however, M. Bouchard, a French captain
of engineers, discovered at Rosetta the cele-

brated stone which afforded European scholars
a key to the language and writing of the ancient
Egyptians. It contained a trilingual inscription
in hierafics, demotic characters, and Greek, which
turned out to be a decree of the priests in honor
of Ptolemy V., issued in 195 B.C. The last para-
graph of the Greek inscription stated that two
translations, one in the sacred and the other
in the popular Egyptian language, would be
found adjacent to it. In deciphering these in-

scriptions the discovery of an alphabet w'as the
first task. The demotic part of the inscription

was first examined by
De Sacy and Akerblad,

1 and the signification of

I a number of the sym-
bols ascertained. The
hieratic part was next

Cartouche of Ptolemy, carefully examined and
i.e. Ptolemaios. compared with the de-

motic and Greek. At last after much study
Champollion and Dr. Thomas Young, independ-
ently of each other, discovered the method of
reading the characters (1822), and thus provided
a clue to the decipherment of the ancient
Egyptian writing.

Hieroglyphic characters are either ideo-
graphic, tliat is, using well-known objects as

symbols of conceptions, or phonetic, that is,

representing words by symbols standing for their

sounds. The phonetic signs are again divided
into alphabetical signs and syllabic signs. Many
of the ideograjihic characters are simple enough;
thus the figure of a man, a woman, a calf,

indicate simply those objects. Others, however,
are less simple, and convey their meaning fig-

uratively or symbolically. Water was expressed
Iiy three zigzag lines, one above the other, to
represent waves or ripples of running water,
milk by a milk-jar, oil by an oil-jar, fishing
by a pelican seizing a fish, that is, fishing ; seeing
and sight by an eye ; and so on. The nature of
the phonetic hieroglyphs, which represent simply
sounds, will be understood from an explanation
of the accompanying cuts.

(l) The first hieroglyph in the natne of
Kleopatra is a knee, which is k)ic or kle in Cop-
tic, and represents the K of Kleopatra. (2)
The second hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a lion

couchant, which is laboi in Coptic, and labu
in the old Egyptian, and represents the L of
both names. In Kleopatra it occupies the sec-

ond place, and in Ptolemaios the fourth. (3)
The third hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a reed,

wdiich is ake in Coptic and aak in the old
Egyptian, and represents the E of Kleopatra.
The reed is doubled in Ptolemaios and occupies
the sixth and seventh places, where it repre-
sents the diphthong ai of Ptolemaios. (4) The
fourth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a noose, which
represents the O of both names and occurs in

the third place of Ptolemaios. (5) The fifth

hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a mat, which repre-

sents the P of both names, and is the initial of

Ptolemaios. (6) The sixth hieroglyph in Kleo-
patra is an eagle, which is akhoom in Coptic,

and represents the A, which is found twice in

the name of Kleopatra. (7) The seventh
hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a hand, which is

toot in Coptic, and represents the T of Kleo-
patra, but does not occur in Ptolemaios. where
it might be expected to occupy the second place.

The second place of Ptolemaios is occupied by a

semicircle, which is found at the end of feminine
proper names, and is the Coptic feminine
article T. The researches of Champollion sat-

isfied him of the existence of homophones, or
characters having the same phonetic value and
which might be interchanged in writing proper
names. (8) The eighth hieroglyph in Kleo-
patra is a mouth, which is ro in Coptic, and
represents the R of Kleopatra. (9) The ninth

hieroglyph in Kleopatra is the eagle, which is

explained in No. 6 above. (10) The semicircle

is the T of Ptolemaios, which with (11) the

egg found at the end of proper names of women,
is a feminine affix. In the name of Ptolcmaior

there is still the M and the S to account for.

The fifth hieroglyph in the cartouche of Ptole-

maios is a geometrical figure, consisting of three

sides of (probably?) a parallelogram, but now
called a hole, because the Coptic mu has that

signification, and represents the M. The
hook represents the S of the word Ptolemaios.

Vowels were only regarded by the Egj'ptians

as they were needed to avoid ambiguous writ-

ing. There are groups of hieroglyphs of which
one element is an ideographic sign, to which a
phonetic complement is added to indicate the

pronunciation of the ideographic sign. The
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words of a text could be written in hieroglyphs
in three ways

—

(l) by phonetic hieroglyphs;
(2) by ideographic hieroglyphs; and (3) by
a combination of both. According to Ebers.
in the perfected system of hieroglyphics the
s.\-mbols for sounds and syllabi, are to be re-
garded as the foundation of the writing while
symbols for ideas are interspersed with them,
partly to render the meaning more intelligible,
and partly for ornamental purposes. Consult

:

Brug?ch, <Egyptologie> (1891); Erman, <Life
m Ancient Eg>pt> (1894) ; and 'Egyptian Gram-
mar' (1894).

Hierosolyma. See Jerus.\i.em.

Hig'gins, Anthony, American politician: b.

Red Lion Hundred, Del., i Oct. 1840. He was
educated at Yale and after studying law at
the Harvard Law School was admitted to the
Delaware bar in 1864. From 1869 to 1876 he
was L'nited States attorney for Delaware, and
becoming interested in politics was chairman of
the Republican State Convention in 1868. In
1881 he secured the vote of the Republican
members of the Delaware legislature for the
National Senate and in 1884 was defeated as a
Republican candidate for Congress. He was
L'nited States Senator 1889-95.

Hig'ginson, Ella Rhoads, American novel-
ist and poet: b. Council Grove, Kan., 1863. She
was married to R. C. Higginson and has passed
her life mainly in the vicinity of Puget Sound,
Wash. She has contributed much to periodicals,

and her work, which has a distinctly original

flavor, has attracted much attention from its

vigorous presentation of life on the upper Pa-
cific slope. Her most noteworthy book is

*Mariella, or Out West,' an extremely strong
novel (1902) : and other works of hers are 'The
Mower that Grew in the Sand* (1896) ; 'From
the Land of the Snow Pearls' (1897); 'A
Forest Orchid' (1897); and several collections

C'f poems.

* Higginson, Francis, English clergyman in

colonial .America: b. 1587; d. Salem, Mass.. 6
Aug. 1630. He was educated at Cambridge,
England, and subsequently became rector of a
parish in Leicester, but becoming gradually a
Nonconformist, was deprived of his benefice, and
was employed among his former parishioners as

a lecturer. While apprehending a summons to

appear before the high commission court, he
received an invitation from the Massachusetts
Company to proceed to their colony, which he
accepted. He embarked in May 1629, and it is

related by Cotton Mather that as the ship was
passing Land's End, he called the passengers
about him and exclaimed: "We will not say, as

the Separatists were wont to say at their leav-

ing of England, 'Farewell, Babylon; farewell,

Rome!' but we will say. Farewell, dear Eng-
land! farewell, the churcli of God in England,
and all the Christian friends there. We do not

go to New EngKind as Separatists, though we
cannot but separate from the corruptions of it.

But we go to practise the positive part of church
reformation, and propagate the gospel in .\mer-
ica." He arrived at Salem 29 June, and on 20 July
was chosen teacher of the congregation estab-

lished there. Subsequently Higginson drew up "a
confession of faith and church covenant according
to Scripture." which on 6 August was assented
to by 30 persons, who associatcu themselves as

a church. He wrote 'New England's Planta-
tions, or a Short and True Description of the
Commodities and Discommodities of the Coun-
try' (1630), and an account of his voj-age,

printed in Young's 'Chronicles of the First
Planters' (1846). Consult: T. W. Higginson,
'Life of Francis Higginson' (1891).

Higginson, Francis John, American rear-
admiral : b. Boston 19 July 1843. He was grad-
uated from the L^nited States Naval Academy
in 1861 and serAcd in the L'nited States na\-y
during the Civil War becoming lieutenant-com-
mander in 1866. He was commander of the
Massachusetts during the Spanish-American
\\'a.T 1898, was promoted commodore that same
3-ear, and rear-admiral in March 1899.

Higginson, Henry Lee, American banker:
b. New York 18 Nov. 1834. He was educated
at Harvard, studied music abroad and served
in the Federal army during the Civil War and
was brevetted lieutenant-colonel. He has been
long connected with the Boston banking firm of
Lee-Higginson & Co., and has contributed large
amounts toward the organization and support of
the Boston SjTnphonj' Orchestra.

Higginson, Mary Thacher, American au-
thor, wife of T. W. Higginson (q.v.) : b.

Machias, Maine, 27 Nov. 1843. She has written
'Seashore and Prairie' (1876) ; 'Room for One
More' (1879) ; and 'Such as They .\re' (1893),
poems written in collaboration with her hus-
band.

Higginson, Sarah Jsme Hatfield, American
writer: b. Philadelphia 15 Jan. 1S40. With her
first husband, a Dutch jurist, she lived for sev-
eral years in the Dutch East Indies, and after
his death returned to the L'nited States, where
she was married to Stephen Higginson. a for-

mer American consul in the Dutch East Indies.

She has written : 'A Princess of Java : a Tale
of the Far East' (1887) ; 'Java, the Read of
the East.' a book of travel (1890) ; 'The Be-
douin Girl.'

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, .American
author: b. Cambridge, Mass.. 22 Dec. 1S23. He
is descended from Rev. Francis Higginson
(q.v.) and was graduated from Harvard in

1841, and from Harvard Divinity School in

1847. He became pastor of a Unitarian church
in Newburj-port, Mass., in 1847, but resigned from
the pastorate in 1850, his anti-slavery views
being unacceptable to his congregation. In the
year last named he was the unsuccessful "Free
Soil" candidate for Congress, and he was pastor
of a Free (unsectarian) church at \\'orcester,

Mass., 1852-8. In the interim he had been
prominent in anti-slavery- agitation, and for his

share in the attempted rescue of the fugitive

slave .\nthony Bums (q.v.), was indicted for

murder in 1854 with Wendell Phillips. Theodore
Parker and others, but owing to a flaw in the

indictment the defendants were discharged. He
also aided in the Kansas Free State efforts, and
during the Civil War was captain of the 51st

Massachusetts regiment of volunteers, becoming
colonel in November 1862, of the ist South
Carolina volunteers, the earliest regiment of

freed slaves in the Federal ser\-ice. He resigned
from the army in October 1864, by reason of

disability, and has since given his attention to

literature, residing at Cambridge. Mass., since
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1878. He has been almost a life-long advocate

of woman suffrage and of the higher education

of woman, and was a member of the Massa-
chusetts legislature 1880-1, serving on the State

board of education, also, 1881-3. He is a pol-

ished, graceful speaker, and has frequently

appeared on the lecture platform, his latest

appearance being as Lowell lecturer on Ameri-
<;an literature in Boston in 1902. As an after-

dinner or occasional speaker he is especially

happy, his felicitous sentences being almost
always illuminated by the play of a very deli-

cate humor. He is president of the Round
Table, a social Boston club, and vice-president
of the Boston Authors Club, as well as a mem-
ber of many other organizations, social and
literarj-. He has been for a generation a con-
slant contributor to periodicals of the highest
class and has figured in literature as essayist,

novelist, poet, and historian. His principal work
in fiction is 'Malbone' (1869). in which his first

wife is outlined as Aunt Jane. As an essayist

he is perhaps seen at his best, the essay form
seeming peculiarly adapted to his genius.
Among collections of essays by him may be
cited: 'Outdoor Papers' (1861); 'Atlantic

Essavs> (1871): 'Women and Men' (1887);
'The New World and the New Book' (1891);
and 'Concerning All of Us' (1892). His
'Young Folks' History of the United States'

(1875) has been widely popular, and other his-

tories by him are 'Larger History of the United
States' (1885): 'English History for Ameri-
cans' (1893) : 'Massachusetts in the Army and
Navy, 1861-5' (1895-6). His verse is included
in 'The Afternoon Landscape' (1889) ; 'Such
as They Are' (1893). Yet other important
works by him are 'The Monarch of Dreams,'
a strikingly original sketch (1886) ; 'Army Life
in a Black Regiment' (1869); 'Cheerful Yes-
terdays' (1898): 'Old Cambridge' (1899):
'Contemporaries' (1899) ; and lives of Margaret
Fuller (1884): Francis Higginson (1891) ;

Henry W. Longfellow (1903) ; John Greenleaf
Whittier (1903) : 'History of tiie United States'
(1905). He translated the complete works of
Epictetus (1865. revised edition i8qi). With
Samuel Longfellow (q.v.) '..e completed a well-
known anthology of seaside verse, 'Thalatta'
( 1853), and with Mrs. E. H. Bigelow 'American
Sonnets' (1890). Several of his works have
been translated into French, German, Italian,

and even modern Greek. He was the friend of
very many of the older New England writers
and has been especially helpful to many of the
younger ones, not a few of whom owe him much
in the way of kindly criticism or suggestion, the
fruit of ripe scholarship.

High Church, a term applied to a factioa
in the Church of England. It was applied first

to the younger clergy during the latter part of
the reign of Elizabeth who asserted that Cal-
vinism was inconsistent with the ancient doc-
trine and constitution of the primitive church,
and who claimed a divine right for episcopacy.
Bishop Andrews was the chief writer of this
faction, and Laud became its most active leader.
The term now generally refers to those who
e.xalt the authority and jurisdiction of the
church, and attach great value to ecclesiastical
dignities and ordinances, being more or less
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identified with the ritualistic part}'. See RlT«
UALISM.

High Bridge, Engagement at. See Farm-
VILLE.

High-Frequency Oscillating Current.
This term is especially applicable to electrical

currents, the high frequency interruptions o£
which are obtained by means of condenser dis-

charges in contradistinction to those produced
by a disrupted static current, without the inter-

position of a metallic condenser in series with
one or both terminals. The latter differs in

several characteristics and is essentially a high
potential current, 10,000 to 50,000 volts, with a
minimum amperage, usually about .0005.

To generate a high-frequency current it is

usual to charge two Lej'den jar condensers with
a high potential current, the source of which
may be a static machine or induction coil, shunt-
ing the two wires with a spark-gap for the
purpose of disrupting the current. The exter-

nal armatures of the condensers are short-cir-

cuited through a solenoid or helix consisting

of a few turns of coarse copper wire (D'Ar-
sonval). The helix may be substituted bj' a

straight copper bar (Sheldon). By prolonging
the helix from 50 to 100 turns, this constitutes

the resonator of Oudin. The upper part of the

helix resonates in unison with the lower, when
properly in tune, as would a tuning-fork reso-

nate with another of the same pitch. The
office of the extended heli.x is to amplify the
current.

.•\nother arrangement is after Tesla : The
primary of a specially constructed induction coil

is energized by an alternating current. The
secondary terminals, giving a potential of 15,000

volts, are connected, one to each side of a suit-

able condenser. From each of these terminals a
shunt is taken. One leads to one end of the pri-

mary of a Tesla coil : the other, broken by a
spark-gap, is connected to the second terminal
of the primary. The frequency obtained from
the Tesla apparatus is fabulously high— mil-

lions a second. The potential may be hundreds
of thousands or millions of volts. The amper-
age is sufficient to light to full candle-power
several incandescent lamps. The primary of the
induction coil consumes 15 to 25 amperes. For
maximum high frequency effects this tj'pe of
apparatus seems to be essential. The brush dis-

charge from the terminals may be 20 or even 50
inches in length. There are many modifications

of this apparatus.

The one characteristic of the high-frequency

oscillating current is its lack of power to excite

the motor, and, aside from a slight sensation of

warmth, the scnsorj- nerves at the point where
the electrode touches the body. The accepted
explanation for this fact is, that the nerves re-

spond to certain frequencies of stimulus ; for

the motor nerves, reaction takes place up to

about 5,000 frequencies : if these are gradually

increased muscular contraction diminishes and
finally ceases. This theorj' is in line with rea-

soning as to the cause for action of the special

senses— sight and hearing.

-•Xt the terminals of a working high-frequency
apparatus is seen a beautiful brush discharge or
effluve of a peculiar blue color, which will leap

to any object brought near it. Interpose a
plate glass one half inch thick (or more), and
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the effluve will penetrate it If the object be a
vacuum tube it will glow almost as brightly as

if nothing intervened. It is an ideal current for
igniting Geissler and low-vacuum X-ray tubes;
only one terminal need be connected.

The high-frequency discharge is a rich ozone
generator, and, applied to unhealthy granula-
tions and various skin diseases, acts as an oxi-
dizer, antiseptic, and disinfectant, .\pplied to
the skin before incision, it will render the site

aseptic.

For general efifect the patient is placed upon
an auto-condensation couch or in the centre of
an auto-conduction cage. In the treatment of
sub-acute and chronic rheumatism, sciatica,
neurasthenia, etc., it is most useful.

John M. G.\rratt, M.D.
High Priest, the head of the Jewish priest-

hood. In the books of Moses the holder of this
dignit}- is simply designated the priest, the
epithet high occurs on one or two occasions, but
as a distinctive epithet it appears to have been
added subsequently. The formal consecration
of Aaron, the brother of Moses, together with
his sons, to a hereditary- priesthood, is recorded
in E.x. xxviii. The high-priesthood continued
in the line of Aaron, sometimes in one, and
sometimes in another branch of it, until the
coming of Qirist. After the subjugation of
the Jews by the Seleucidae, tlie Ptolemies, and
the Romans, it was often arbitrarily conferred
by the foreign masters. The dignity of the
priest's office is indicated by the splendor and
costliness of his garment, which was among
the most beautiful works of ancient art. To the
high priest belonged the regulation and super-
intendence of the worship of God, the declara-

tion of the oracles of Jehovah to the people (he
alone being permitted to consult them on im-
portant public occasions), and the preservation

of the national sanctuao'- Although tlie admin-
istration of justice was committed to particular

judges, yet to him the last appeal was made
in difficult cases, even in temporal affairs, and
nothing important in war or peace could be

undertaken without his assent.

High Schools, the term applied in the pub-
lic school system of the United States to the

institutions for secondary and higher education

preparatory to a college course. They were
generally established at public expense between
1820 and 1850, to correspond in grade to the

academics or schools maintained by endowment
or at private expense in which young men were
prepared for college.

The European representatives of the Ameri-
can high schools are the public schools and col-

leges of Great Britain, the lyceums of France.

Spain, and Italy, and the gjmnasia of Ger-
many : the universities in Germany are officially

called high schools (Hochschulen).
The term "high school" was applied as early

as the i6th centur>- to a celebrated educational

establishment of a liberal chanctcr, a grade

below the university, in Edinburgh, Scotland.

In 1647 the Massachusetts Colony enacted a

law that every town of 100 families should

maintain a school, the teacher of which should

be 'able to instruct youth, so far as they may he

fitted, for the university." This law, though
imperfectly obeyed, introduced ver>- early into

MasMchusetts and New England a small num-

ber of classical schools, and subsequently pre
pared the way for the endowment of a few
academies in which young men were prepared
for the colleges. Of these especially endowed
academies, many of which rendered eminent
ser\-ice, the more notable are the Hopkins
Grammar Schools of Hartford and Xew Haven.
Conn.: the Hopkins Academy in Hadley. and
Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass.; Phillips-

Exeter Academy at Exeter, X. H., and Amherst
Academy, Mass. Among the public schools of
the country, the Boston Latin School, a colonial,
foundation, was for a long time almost the only
classical school supported by public taxation at
which students couJd be prepared for college.

It was pre-eminent alike for the thoroughness
of the education which it gave, and the freeness
with which this was proffered to all the resi-

dents of Boston. In 1821 the English High
School, supplementarj- to the Latin School, was
established in Boston. In Philadelphia the cor-
responding institution still bears the name of the
Central High School, while in Xew York citj-

the original Free Academy has developed into

the College of the City of Xew York. With
the reorganization of the public school systems
of the older States, and the foundation of such
systems almost simultaneously with the redemp-
tion of the soil from the forest and wild prairie

in the newer States, provision was made for a
system of high schools, to give a thorough
preparation for the college curriculum. These
high schools are now in vigorous operation

from one end of the L'nited States to the other.

See Educ.^tiox, Second.\ry.

High Seas. Among maritime nations both
in ancient and modem times the necessity' for

some international regulations to govern their

communications by sea has been found a neces-

sir\-. The views of jurists on this subject have
fluctuated between two opposite principles.

Nations possessing a powerful marine, are dis-

posed to push their privileges to the utmost,

and to claim exclusive accession to, or a supe-

rioritj- and protective rights over, extensive

tracts of the ocean highway. The weaker mari-

time nations, on the other hand, and the com-
mercial rivals of these most especially privileged,

have contended for the liberty of the seas. The
most memorable instance of this controversy

occurred in connection with the claims arising

out of the great maritime discoveries of the

Portuguese at the close of the 15th centur>-.

Under the grant of Pope Alexander VI. the-

Portuguese claimed the right to exclude other

nations from the seas between the eastern coast

of .\frica and the coasts of India. .Against this-

claim Grotius wrote his celebrated '.reatise. the

'Mare Liberum,' which appeared in 1609. The
English, who had their own claims of jurisdic-

tion, were not then, or for long after, prepared

to admit the liberty of the seas. The general

principle of international law now accepted is

that the jurisdiction of maritime nations ex-

tends only for three miles, or within cannon

range of their own coasts : the remainder of the

seas being high seas, accessible on equal terms

to all nations. Inland seas and estuaries, of

course, are excepted.

High Treason (Fr. Irahison, betraj-all. is

defined in English law as the most heinous of alf

iifTi.r.ses against the law. and consists in imagin-
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ing or devising tlie death of the ruling monarch,
or proposing to kill, maim or restrain the king
or queen ; or levying war against him ; adher-
ing to hi_s enemies ; killing his wife or eldest son,

or heir: violating his wife, or daughter, or heir's

wife; killing the lord chancellor; killing the

chancellor of the exchequer, or a justice in

office. High treason against the United States

consists in levying war against them ; adhering
to their enemies, or giving their enemies aid

and comfort. Treason against a State is gen-

erally defined as hostility to a State only. The
former punishment of treason in English law
was death by hanging, drawing and quartering.

The penalty is now hanging or imprisonment.

This crime is punishable in the United States

according to the act of 1862 by death or im-
prisonment with hard labor for a period of not

less than five years, a fine of not less than
$10,000 and a perpetual disability to hold any
office under the United States. The act of 1862

adds : "Xo person shall be convicted of treason

unless on the testimony of two persons to some
overt act, or on confession in open court. The
Congress shall have power to declare the pun-
ishment of treason, but no attainder of treason

shall work corruption of blood (q.v.) or for-

feiture except during the life of the person
attainted."

Highbinders, a name given to a secret
organization among the Chinese in the United
States which lias caused much bloodshed in

the Chinese quarter of San Francisco, Cal.,

necessitating intervention on the part of the

authorities. The Chinese call these societies

"hatchet" societies, and the members "hatchet

men." The organization seems to be an off-

shoot of the Six Companies (q.v.), though some
claim that it is merely a revival of one which
originated over 200 years ago in China.

Higher Criticism, The. The higher criti-

cism is a science wiiose aim is the determination
of the literarj' histoo' of books and writings.

It sets forth the facts and principles by which
we must determine, in the case of any writing,

its literarj- form, its unity, its date, the place

of its composition, its authorship, the method of

its composition or construction, its integrity, and
the amount and character of any subsequent
editing it has received, so far as these matters
can be discovered by the use of such internal

evidence as is presented in the writing itself.

It is thus the science for ascertaining the liter-

ary form and the literary history of any writing

by means of internal evidence. These same
matters may also be determined, in part or in

whole, by external evidence in many cases ; that

is. by history or tradition. This latter method
will not necessarily be either better or worse
than the method which employs internal evi-

dence. The greater probability of the result,

in every case, will depend upon the amount and
the character of the evidence which is attainable.

Sometimes external evidence maj' be more
abundant and trustworthy than the internal evi-

dence, and sometimes the reverse may be true.

The science under consideration is termed
higher criticism to distinguish it from the re-

lated science of lower, or textual, criticism.

This latter science has for its object the ascer-

taining of the history of writings as the work
of penmen and printers. It seeks to determine

just the words and the letters which the author
himself wrote, and what are the changes which
his work has suffered in transmission. Since the

literary history of a writing is, on the whole,
of more importance than the history of the
written or printed text, the science of the liter-

ary history is justly termed the higher criticism.

The higher criticism is a science which is

equally applicable to all literatures. It may be
used to determine the literary history of a writ-

ing of any age, language, or people. But,
of late, it has been especially brought into notice
in its application to the literature of the Bible.

On this account, it is sometimes spoken of as

if it were a science belonging to Biblical study
only. But the fact is that Biblical higher criti-

cism is only one department of higher criticism

in general.

As employed in Biblical study, higher criti-

cism adopts the following method : ( i ) it sets

forth the principles by which, according to the
teachings of general literary criticism, we may
correctly determine the literar>' form, the unity,

the date, the place of composition, the author-
ship, the method of composition or construction,

the integrity, the amount and character of sub-
sequent editing, of each of the Biblical books
and writings

; (2) it then presents the evidential

facts to be found in each of the Biblical books
and writings, to which these principles will

apply ; and (3) finally it gives the conclusions

which result from the application of these prin-

ciples to the evidential facts. In practice, how-
ever, different schools of Biblical higher
critics come to very different conclusions upon
the same basis of evidential facts, while using

the same principles of criticism. This results

from the varying opinions held by these critics

in relation to the value and significance of the

evidential facts, due to their differing views
about the history of Israel, and their philo-

sophical convictions concerning the place of the

supernatural in that history. Those critics viho

refuse to allow the existence of any super-

natural element in the history of Israel, and
hold that this history was the product of only

those forces which shape and determine all

human history, so that it was exactly like the

history of every other people, cannot put the

same value and meaning upon the historical

testimony and references to be found in the

Biblical books, as those critics must who believe

that the history of Israel was. to no inconsider-

able extent, a supernatural history, and, there-

fore, different from the history of every other

people. In the case of the Old Testament, for

example, some critics hold, because of their

philosophical opinions in regard to the super-

natural, and the universality of the working of

the evolutionary forces of history, that the

historical material of the Old Testament, as

we now have it, is not to be accepted as the

true basis of Old Testament history, and that

this history must be constructed out of this

material, under the guidance of some philo-

sophical theory. Other critics accept the his-

torical material which is now to be found in

the Old Testament, as furnishing in itself the

true Old Testament history. Since the eviden-

tial facts used in higher criticism receive their

value and meaning from their evident relation

to a previously determined historj', it is clear
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that each of two so different histories cannot
be a basis for the same critical conclusions.

But it is to be noted that the determination of

the histories is not a work of higher criticism,

but is a matter which results from the philo-

sophical opinions held by historians. The con-
sequence of these facts is that the only results

which have thus far been reached by Biblical

higher criticism, which all schools of critics

would accept, seem to be : ( i ) The existence

of different documents in the Pentateuch, which
have been used in its compilation, although
there is, among critics, quite a little difference

of view in relation to the age of these docu-
ments and the time of their compilation into

the Pentateuch : (2) the plural authorship of
the books of the Old Testament known as the

books of Isaiah and Zechariah : and (3) the

fact that older sources have been used in the

making of the s\-noptic gospels and the book
of Acts. From all that has been said, it will

be seen that it is not the dutj' of higher criticism

to assert or deny anything in relation to the

inspiration of the Scriptures, or their authority

for belief or conduct. With these matters this

science has absolutely nothing to do.

Bibliografhy.—.Anderson, 'The Bible and
Modem Criticism* (1902): Lias. 'Principles of
Biblical Criticism* (1893): McFadyen. 'Old
Testament Criticism and the Christian Church'
(1903) : Xicoll. 'The Church's One Foundation:
Christ and Recent Criticism' ( 1901 ) ; Peters.

'The Old Testament and the New Scholarship'

(1901) ; Rishell, 'The Higher Criticism' ( 1893) :

Zenos. 'The Elements of the Hieher Criticism'

(1895). S. Bl-RXHAM, D.D.,
Dean of the Hamilton Theological Seminary,

Colgate Unii^ersity.

Higher Law, a famous phrase used by
William H. Seward (q.v.) II March 1S50, in the

United States Senate, on the admission of Cali-

fornia as a State, which was held up by the

Southern element to force the Congress to admit
it as a slave State, or at least to divide it

on the line of the Missouri Compromise (q.v.).

Seward denied that the principle of compromise
applied only to slavery, which was only one of

many institutions, and held it equally applicable

to the Territories, which were a possession to be

enjoyed and administered in common by the

States ; and declared that the older States had

no arbitrary power over them. He went on

:

"The Constitution regulates our stewardship;

the Constitution devotes the domain to union,

to justice, to defense, to welfare, to liberty. But
there is a higher law than the Constitution,

which regulates our authority over the domain,

and devotes it to the same noble purposes. The
territory is a part ... of the common
heritage of mankind, bestow^ed upon them by

the Creator of the universe. We are his stew-

ards, and must so discharge our trust as to

secure in the highest attainable degree their

happiness." .\nd to Webster's assertion that

it was absurd to re-enact the laws of God. he

answered that "there is no human enactment

which is just that is not a re-enactment of the

law of God." It was his first set speech in the

Senate, and at once made him the recognised

leader of the radical section. The conservatives

denounced it as treasonable, implying that no

one was under any obligation to support the

Constitution if he believed it in opposition to

the law of God, and making the execution of
any laws impossible.

Higher Plane Curves. See Cur\-es, Higher
Pl.\ne.

High'land Cattle, a variety of small,

rough-coated, usually red or black cattle, with
upturned horns, kept half wild upon the moors
of the Scottish Highlands, and believed to rep-

resent in part the cattle of the aboriginal Britons,

which are replaced in the south of Great Britain

by the short-homed breeds introduced by the

Roman conquest. Compare White C.\ttle.

Highlanders, Scotch, in the United States.

After the Jacobite risings in England in 1715
and 1745, in favor of the Old and Young Pre-
tenders, which were zealously supported by the

Highlanders (who indeed formed their back-
bone), the English government exerted itself

to drain their strength by colonizing them else-

where ; and many who were in danger of ven-

geance came to .\merica voluntarily. The chief

movement was after 1745, when the government
thoroughly reorganized the Highlands, broke up
the clans, and deported large numbers to the

colonies ; but after 1715 many, in bands or as

individuals, had com.e over, especially to the

Carolinas. Some settled in western South Caro-
lina, as farmers or Indian traders : a consider-

able body near Fayetteville. N. C. where their

descendants still speak Gaelic in preference to

English, and have their church ministrations in

that language; and a number of different col-

onies in the future Georgia, where Oglethorpe
found them when he came over in 1733 with a

patent for a new colony. Especially he won
the hearts of a settlement at Darien, under a

Capt. Mackay. These Highlanders gave him
priceless help in his incessant fights with the

Spaniards and constant negotiations with the

Indians; but they strongly opposed the slave

trade or the introduction of slaves into Georgia.

Some Highland companies sent to the Mohawk
Valley, during the French and Indian war. were
disbanded there, and remained as settlers, a
recognizable element during the Indian troubles

of tlie early Revolution.

Hil'da, Saint, Anglo-Saxon abbess : b.

about 614: d. 680. She was consecrated as a

nun by Bishop Aidan, and was successively head
of the abbey of Hartlepool, and of the famous
monasterj- founded by her in 657 at Whitby,
Yorkshire. This continued for several centuries

a religious house of great power and influence,

in the time of its founder perhaps the strongest

in Great Britain. Caedmon (q.v.). the .\nglo-

Saxon poet, was attached to the monastery dur-

ing her rule, and it was there that the celebrated

synod took place in 664 in which the Celtic

ritual was condemned. Consult : Bede, ' Eccle-

siastical Historj'.'

Hil'debrand. See Gregory \TI., Pope.

Hil'dreth, Richard, .American historian : b
Deerfield. Mass.. 22 June 1807 : d. Florence.

Italy. II July 1865. He was graduated at Har-
vard in 1826, studied law at Xewburyport, en-

tered practice in Boston, and abandoned it in

1832 to become editor of the 'Boston .\tlas,'

In this position a scries of articles by him in

1837. relative to the separation of Texas from
Mexico, did much to stimulate the resistance

which that movement encountered in the free
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States. In 1834 his anti-slavery novel, 'The
Slave,' was written. This work was repub-
lished and favorably received in England, and
in 1852 an enlarged American edition appeared
under the title of 'The White Slave: Memoir of
Archy Moore' (1837). In 1837-8 he was Wash-
ington correspondent of the 'Boston Atlas,' and
resumed his editorial post as an advocate of the

election of General Harrison, of whom he wrote
a campaign biography. He then abandoned
journalism, and in 1840 published, under the

title of 'Despotism in America,* a volume on
the political, economical, and social aspects of
slavery, to which in the edition of 1854 was
appended a chapter on the 'Legal Basis of
Slavery.' In 1840-3 he resided in Demerara,
British Guiana, and at Georgetown edited two
free labor newspapers. Later, for several

years, he was a member of the New York
Tribune staff, and in 1861 was appointed United
States consul at Triest. His best known work
is his 'History of the United States' (1849-56),
which extends from 1492 to the end of Presi-
dent Monroe's first term. The author sought
an authentic presentation of the conspicuous
figures of earlier American histor}'. His work
is accurate and careful, though with a Federal-
istic viewpoint : but so uninteresting in manner
as to be ill-adapted for continuous reading.
Hildreth also wrote: 'Theory of Morals'
(1844) : 'Theory of Politics' (1853) ; 'Japan as
it Was and Is' (185=;) : and 'Atrocious Judges'
(1856).

Hilgard, hil'gard, Eugene Woldemar, Ger-
man-American chemist and geologist : b. Zwei-
briicken, Bavaria, 5 Jan. 1833. He came to the
United States in 1836, returned to Europe for

purposes of study and was graduated (Ph.D.)
at Heidelberg. 1853. In 1858 he became State

geologist of Mississippi, in 1873 was appointed
professor of geology and natural history in the
Universitj' of Michigan, and in 1875 was made
professor of agricultural chemistrj' and director

of the agricultural experiment station in the
L'niversity of California. He received the Liebig
medal from the Munich Academy of Sciences
in 1894, and his investigations into the chem-
istrj' and physics of soils have done much to
promote agricultural science.

Hill, Adams Sherman, American educator:
b. Boston, 30 June 1833. He was graduated
from Harvard College 1853 and Harvard Law
School 1855, and in 1875 became Boylston pro-
fessor of rhetoric and oratory at Harvard Uni-
versitv. He has written :

' Principles of Rhet-
oric' (1878): 'Our English' (1889); 'Founda-
tion of Rhetoric' (1892).

Hill, Ambrose Powell, American railitarj'

officer : b. Culpeper Count}', \'a., 9 Nov. 1825

:

d. 2 April 1865. He was graduated at the
United States Military Academy 1847 ; seri'ed
in the Mexican War, but resigned from the
army in March 1861, and was made colonel of
the 13th Virginia regiment of the Confederate
army. Having distinguished himself in service,
he was promoted maior-general in May 1862. and
lieutenant-general 20 !^Iay 1863. and placed in

command of one of the three corps of the army
of Northern Virginia. He led his corps at
Gettysburg and later at Bristow Station and
the assault on the Weldon railroad in

1864. He was killed in the attack on Peters-

burg, Va.

Hill, Benjamin Harvey, American legis-

lator: b. Jasper County, Ga., 14 Sept. 1823; d.

16 Aug. 1882. He was graduated at the State
University of Georgia in 1844 and chose law as

a career. In 185 1 he was elected to the State
legislature. He in vain attempted to withstand
the secession sentiment of his State, but at last

yielded to the movement, and was elected to the
Provisional Confederate Congress, and from the
assembly promoted to the Confederate Senate.
He supported Greeley for the presidency in

1872, and was defeated for the United States
Senate the following year, but after being elected

to the House of Representatives in 1875, was
given a seat in the United States Senate 1876
and held it for the remainder of his life.

Hill, Daniel Harvey, American military
officer : b. Hill's Iron Works, York district,

S. C, 12 July 1821 ; d. Charlotte, N. C, 24 Sept.

1889. He was graduated at the United States
Military Academy in 1842, and served in the
^Mexican War; became professor of mathematics
and military tactics in Washington College, Va.,
in 1849, professor of mathematics in Davidson
College, N. C, in 1854; and was made president
of the North Carolina Military' Institute in

Charlotte in 1859. At the outbreak of the Civil

V\'a.T he entered the Confederate army as
colonel : was promoted to lieutenant-general in

1863. and commanded a corps at the battle of
Chickamauga. After the close of the war he
resumed his educational work, and in 1877 be-
came president of the Arkansas Industrial Uni-
versitj', where he remained until shortly before
his death.

Hill, David Bennett, American lawyer and
politician : b. Havana, N. Y., 29 Aug. 1843. He
entered a law office in Elmira, N. Y., as clerk
and student in 1862, and after admission to the
bar in 1864, rapidly built up a law practice and
was an acknowledged leader of the local bar.

He was active in politics, and acquired a leader-

ship there also, through his genius for organiza-
tion. He was a member of the State assembly
1870-1, and president of the Democratic State
convention in 1877 and 1881. In 1882 he was
elected mayor of Elmira, and lieutenant-governor
in the same year, with Cleveland as governor.
In 1885, when Cleveland resigned to take up
his duties as President, Hill became governor.
He was subsequently twice elected governor,
serving till Januarj' 1892. when he took his seat

in the L'nited States Senate. During his first

administration as governor, the legislature was
Republican, and he was involved in a number
of partisan struggles. As senator, he opposed
on some issues the policy of President Cleve-
land : he was also opposed to the income tax
clause of the Wilson Tariff Bill. In 1802 he
was a prominent candidate for the presidency
at the Democratic National convention, and at

the convention of 1896 was one of the chief

leaders of those who favored the gold standard
and were opposed to radicalism in the party.

In 1894 he was again candidate for governor
of New York State, but was defeated by Levi
P. Morton. In 1902 he practically dominated
the Democratic State convention, and was active

throughout the campaign.
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Hill, David Jayne, American educator and
diplomat; b. Plainfield. X. J., lo June 1S50. He
was educated at Bucknell Universitj", where he
became professor of rhetoric 1877-9, 2nd then
president of the institution. He was elected

president of Rochester Universit>% N. Y., in

1 888, resigning to spend three years in Europe
studying international law and diplomacy. He
became first assistant United States secretary of
state in October 1898, and in 1903 was appointed
United States minister to Switzerland. He has
written biographies of 'Washington Ir\-ing'

(1879); and 'William Cullen Bryant' (1879);
'Principles and Fallacies of Socialism* (18S5) ;

'International Justice' ; 'A Premier of Fi-

nance' ; etc., and several school and college text-

books.

Hill, Frank Alpine, American educator: b.

Biddeiord. Maine. 12 Oct. 1841 : d. Brookline,

Mass., 12 Sept. 1903. He had long been prom-
inent among Xew England educators, and after

being head-master of high schools in Milford,

Chelsea, and Cambridge, Mass., became secre-

tary of the Massachusetts State Board of Edu-
cation in 1894. He was a trustee of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, of the State

Agricultural College at Amherst, and of the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts, as well as a

commissioner of the State School Fund.

Hill, Frank Pierce, American librarian: b.

Concord, X. H., 22 Aug. 1855. He was gradu-

ated from Dartmouth in 1876. In 18S1 he be-

came librarian of the Lowell public librar>-. and
in 1885 he organized the first free public library

in Xew Jersey at Paterson. He also organized

the Salem public library, and the Xewark library

in 18S9. At Xewark a new building was erected

imder his administration and the library brought

to a high degree of eflficiency so that it is recog-

nized as one of the model public libraries. In

1901 he was appointed chief librarian of Brook-

Ij-n, under the new system established upon the

receipt of Mr. Carnegie's gift.

Hill, Frederic Stanhope, .American sailor

and author: b. Boston. 24 .\ug. 1829. He went

to sea when a boy. and during the Civil War
was an officer in the United States na\T- He
was with Farragut at the capture of Xew
Orleans and \'icksburg, and was also in com-
mand on the Texas coast and in the Mississippi

squadron. He has written: 'Twenty Years at

Sea' (1896) ; 'Story of the Luck-y Little Enter-

prise' : 'Twenty-six Historic Ships' (1903):

and has been editor of the Cambridge 'Tribune.'

Hill, George Birbeck, English educator
and author : b. Tottenham. Middlesex, 7 June
1833; d. Hampstead. London. 24 Feb. 1903. He
was a nephew of Sir Rowland Hill (q.v.), was
educated at Oxford, and was head-master of

Bruce Castle School 1859-76. Since the latter

date he had devoted his attention to literature

and was well known in the L'nited States

through his 'Harvard Collejre, by an Oxonian'
(i8q4'>. Other works bv him are: 'Talks about

Autographs' C1896') : 'Dr. Johnson: his Friends

and his Critics' CtStS) : 'Life of Sir Rowland
Hill' (1S80) : 'Foot-steps of Dr. Johnson in

Scotland' (1890): 'Memoirs of the Life of

Edward Gibbon' figoo').

Hill, Henry Wayland. .\merican lawyer:
b. Isle La Motte. \t.. 13 Xov. 1853. He was

graduated from the University of Vermont in

1876, was principal of Swanton, Vt.. union
school 1877-9, and of Chateaugay, X. Y., acad-

emy i8/9-8;i. He was admitted to the bar at

Albany, N. Y., in 18S4, and entered upon the

practice of his profession at Buffalo. He was a
member of the Xew York assembly 1896-1900.

and has been State senator since 1901. repre-

senting each time a constituency in Buffalo. He
is the author of several constitutional pro\-isions

and of several general statutes now in force.

Diunng his public career he has secured for

Buffalo large State appropriations for the new
74th and 65th regiment armories, for the His-
torical Society building, for harbor improvement
and other public purposes. He also advocated
measures designed to provide home rule for

cities, reform in election methods, etc, and
many important State measures, such as the

Primary Election law, the Civil Ser\-ice law.

the Franchise Tax law, the Pharmacy law, and
the Canal Impra\-ement referendum of 1903. He
has made a studj' of waterways in this and
other countries, and contributes the article on
that subject in this encyclopedia. He is the

author of 'The Development of Constitution

Law in Xew York,' and a contributor to the

'Bibliophile Edition of the Odes and Epodes of

Horace. *

Hill, James J., .\merican capitalist: b.

near Guelph. Ont. 16 Sept. 1838. At 18 in the

\-illage of St. Paul, Minn., he became check-

clerk and caretaker of freight at the steamboat

landing. At that time there was not a mile of

railroad in the State. In 1862 the first 10 miles

of railroad were finished from the levee in St.

Paul to the riverside in St. Anthony, and known
as the St. Paul and Pacific railroad, of which
Hill later became the agent. After the Ci\-il

War, Hill clearly discerned the great resources

and possibilities of the Red River country—
Western Minnesota and Eastern Dakota. He
went East, contracted for his boilers and ma-
chinery, and on the bank of the river built a
flat-bottomed steamer called The Selkirk, which
in the summer of 1S70 began to run between
Winnipeg and the head of nangation. to rival

the line operated by the Hudson Bay Company.
The same year, 1872, Hill consolidated his

transportation interests with those of the Hud-
son Bay Company, forming the Red River
Transportation Company. The St. Paul and
Pacific railroad now reached the western bound-
ar>- of the State at Breckenridge. For several

years the St. Paul and Pacific system of rail-

roads, consisting of 437 miles of completed
track, was in poor condition. The stockholders,

mostly Holland capitalists, were weary with

delay and misfortune. Because of his faith in

the future of the region Hill formed a s>-ndicate

of five persons which soon gained possession of

the rcid. and in June 1879. the system was
consolidated into a single ownership as the St.

Paul, Minneapolis and INIanitoba Railroad Com-
pany. In 1S80 the road was extended to the

Pacific coast, traversing vast tracts of land with-

out human habitation. The track was well laid,

but the stations were often only freight cars,

remote from one another, and from other human
settlements. The road is now known as the

Great Xorthem. Coal fields were discovered,

a branch road carried their product for the use
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of the main line and settlements formed for pre-

paring the lumber for shipment. To ship valu-

able lumber eastward was an excellent plan ; but

to send empty cars after it was out of the ques-

tion ; and Hill conceived the idea of shipping

grain for the Japanese steamers to carrj' to the

Orient. An agent was sent to China and Japan
to find out what the price of wheat must be
to compete with rice, and the result was that the

Japanese Navigation Company, the third largest

steamship company in the world, began to carry

large shipments of grain to China and Japan.
Large docks for these steamers were built at

Seattle, Wash., the western terminus of the

road. The original 437 miles of completed road
of which Hill took charge as manager, devel-

oped into the Great Northern system of 6,000

miles. In 1883 he became president of the

company. The road extends from Puget Sound
to St. Paul, or during the season of navigation

to Duluth and Superior, where it connects for

Buffalo with its own steamers. A fleet of six

freight vessels are added to these. The grain

ships moving through the "Soo" give that canal

rank over the Suez in point of tonnage.

In developing this scheme the plan increased
enormously in the process. Besides laying the

foundation of a great fortime, it opened a very
rich and vast new country, reached out to new
markets for many .\merican products, and
Tjrought benefit to great numbers of people. All
along the line of the road Hill encouraged the
most diversified and productive farming, and
introduced new methods and labor-saving de-
vices.

Hill, Octavia, English social reformer: b.

about 1838. She began work among the Lon-
don poor under F. D. Maurice (q.v.) ; and in

1864. supported by Ruskin, began her great
w'ork of improving the homes of workingmen
in the slums of London. Her methods were
Tiased upon the principle of teaching the people
to help themselves, by inculcating in them right

notions of cleanliness, order, and self-respect.

Her efforts have been crowned with great suc-
cess : the houses which have been improved
j'ield a good percentage on the money spent in

effecting the improvements ; and tlirough her
hundreds have been helped to lead more com-
fortable and better lives. She has written
'Homes of the London Poor' (1875) ; 'Our
Common Land and other Essays' (1878).

Hill, Robert Thomas, American geologist:
b. Nashville, Tenn., 11 Aug. 1858. He was
graduated from Cornell University in 1886; and
was immediately given a position on the United
States Geological survey. He was also a lec-

turer in the school of economics at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, and professor of geology
at the University of Te.xas for two years, which
position he resigned to return to the United
States Geological Survey. He has been engaged
in geological and geographical explorations in
the southwestern States, Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, and the West Indies. His work in the two
last-mentioned localities has been the investiga-
tion of the origin of the land forms, and the
problem of the union of the continents. Among
his most valuable contributions to geological
science have been the proof of the e.xistence
of the lower cretaceous formation in the United
States and the announcement of the possibility
of artesian wells in Texas. In May igo2 he

was sent by the National Geographical Society
at the head of the expedition to investigate the
volcanic eruption of Blount Pelee in Martinique.
His publications include 'On Occurrence of
Artesian and Other Underground Waters in
Texas' (1892) ; 'Cuba and Porto Rico vnth
other Islands of the West Indies' (1898) ; and
numerous contributions to the bulletins of the
geological survej- and periodicals.

Hill, Rowland, English popular preacher:
b. Hawkstone, Shropshire, 13 Aug. 1744; d.

London 11 .-Vpril 1833. He was ordained in the
Anglican Church, but embracing the views of
the Calvinistic Methodists, soon began to preach
in barns and meeting-houses, and when they
were too small or too distant, or not to be pro-
cured, in streets, fields, and highways. In 1783
he laid the foundation of Surrey Chapel, Black-
friars Road, London, where he preached with
great success every winter for about 50 years,
making summer excursions to the provinces,
where his eloquent but eccentric preaching at-

tracted immense crowds. He published sermons
and other theological works, of which the best

known are his '\'illage Dialogues.'

Hill, Rowland, Viscount, English soldier:
nephew of Rev. Rowland Hill (q.v.) ; b. Prees,
Shropshire, II Aug. 1772: d. near Shrewsbury,
England, 10 Dec. 1842. He entered the army in

1790 and served with distinction from Toulon
to Waterloo. In 1812 he was made a K. B., and
in 1814, a peer by the title of Baron of Almaraz
and of Hawkstone. At the battle of Waterloo,
Lord Hill commanded the right wing of the
British. In 1828 he was appointed general
commanding-in-chief of the British army. This
important office he continued to hold under sev-
eral successive ministries, and only resigned it a
few months before his death. He was made a
viscount in 1842. He was often styled "the right
arm of Wellington." See Sidney's 'Life of
Lord Hill' (1845).

Hill, Sir Rowland, English postal re-

former: b. Kidderminster, 3 Dec. 1795; o. 27
Aug. 1879. He was engaged as a schoolmaster
till 1833, shortly after which he was appointed
secretary to the commissioners for the coloniza-
tion of South Australia. In 1837 he published
a pamphlet recommending the adoption of a
low and uniform rate of postage throughout
Great Britain and Ireland. The scheme wa;-

approved bj- a comm.ittee of tlie House of Com-
mons, and early in 1840 the penny postage sys-
tem, which seems to have been originally pro-
posed by James Chalmers of Dundee, was car-

ried into effect with the assistance of Rowland
Hill, who, for this purpose, received an appoint-
ment in the Treasurj'. In 1846 he received a
public testimonial of the value of upward of
£13.000. In 1846, he was made secretary to the
postmaster-general, and in 1854 chief secretary
to the Post-office. In i860 he became K. C. B.

Hill, Thomas, American Unitarian clergy-
man and mathematician : b. New Brunswick,
N. J., 7 Jan. 1818: d. Waltham, Mass., 21 Nov.
1891. Left an orphan at 10 years; at 12 he was
apprenticed to the printer of the 'Fredonian'
newspaper, where he remained four years. He
then entered an apothecary's shop, after a year's

attendance at school, and served in it several

years. He was graduated from Harvard College
in 1843 ; and from the Divinity School in 1845,
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and was settled as pastor at Waltham tlie same
year. He was president of Antioch College,
Ohio, 1859-62. He accompanied Agassiz on his
expedition to South America and was pastor
of tha Unitarian Church at Portland, Maine,
-'873-91. He published "Elementary Treatise on
Arithmetic' (.1845); 'Geometry and Faith'
(1849); 'First Lessons in Geometry' (1855);
'Treatise on Curves' (1855); 'The Natural
Sources of Theologj'' (1875); *In the Woods
and EUsewhere', verse (1888); etc

Hill, Thomas, American painter: b. Birm-
ingham, England, 11 Sept. 1829. He came to
the United States in 184 1. Returning to Europe
he studied under Paul Mayerheim for several
months, but is practically a self-taught artist.

He painted the 'Yosemite Valley' which was
chromo-lithographed by Prang. He has con-
tinued to confine himself to the grander aspects
of American scenerj-, and notable among his

productions are 'The Home of the Eagle' ; and
'Grand Canon of the Sierras.'

Hill, Walter Barnard, American lawyer
and educator: b. Talbotton. Ga.. 9 Sept. 1851: d.

Athens. Ga., 28 Dec. 1005. He was graduated
from the University of Georgia in 1870, and from
the law school in 1871. with the degree of A.M.
He was admitted to the bar, and practised law
in Macon. Ga.. from 1871 to 1899. He was a
member of the Georgia Bar Association, and
was its president in 1S88: a member also of the
-American Bar Association and the chairman
of the committee on judicial administration.
He also was actively interested in educational
progress, being trustee of \'anderbilt University
at Nashville. Tenn. In 1899 he was appointed
chancellor of the L"niversity of Georgia; as
an educator he strongly approved the work
of the Tuskegee and similar institutions for

the negro. He wrote articles on legal and
educational subjects and compiled the law code
of Georgia (1873, 1882).

Hill, Wcdter Henry, .American Roman
Catholic priest and educator : b. near Lebanon,
Ky., 21 Jan. 1822. He was graduated from St.

Mao's College in 1843, was tutor there for a
time, and also studied medicine at St. Louis
University. In 1847 he became a member of the
Jesuit order, taught at St. Joseph's College and
at St. Louis University and completed his theo-
logical studies. In 1861 he was ordained a
priest ; in 1865-9 he was president of St. Xavier
College at Cincinnati ; he was socius of the
provincial at St. Louis L'nivcrsity in 1869 and
professor of mental and moral philosophy there
in 1871. From 1884 to 1896 he was pastor of
the church of the Sacred Heart in Chicago, and
in 1896 retired from all active duties. He has
written 'Elements of Philosophy, comprising
Logic and Ontology' (1873); 'Elthics of Moral
Philosophy' (1877); 'Historical Sketch of St.
Louis University' (1879); and valuable con-
tributions to the 'American Catholic Quarterly.'

Hill River. See H.wes Ritcr.

Hillard, hil'ard, George Stillman, Ameri-
can author and lawyer : b. Machias, Slaine, 22
Sept. 1808: d. Boston 21 Jan. 1879. He was
graduated from Harvard in 1828, and from the
Hars-ard Law School four years later. He was
a member of the Massachusetts senate in 1830.
where his policy as a legislator was warmly
commended by Daniel Webster; a member of

the Massachusetts constitutional convention in
1853 ; and United States district attorney in
1866-70. Though successful as a lawyer his
tastes were largely literary; he was well known
as a lecturer; was editor of tlie 'Christian
Register' with George Ripley, and associate
editor of the Boston Courier; wrote 'Six
Months in Italy> (1853) ; 'Life of George Tick-
nor' (with Mrs. Ticknor) ; 'Life of George B.
McClellan' (1864), and edited a series of school
readers which bore his name, and the works of
Spenser.

Hillebrand, Karl, karl hll'le-brant, German
critic and historian : b. Giessen, 17 Sept. 1829

;

d. Florence 19 Oct. 1884. For participation
in the insurrection in Baden (1849) he was im-
prisoned, but escaped to France, where he was
graduated at the Sorbonne. and in 1863 became
professor of foreign languages at Douai. On
the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War, he
removed to Italy and passed the remainder of
his life there. Among his publications in French,
German, Italian, and English, are: 'On Good
Comedy' (1863); 'Contemporary Prussia'
(1867): 'Italian Studies' (1868): 'Times, Peo-
ples, and Men' (1875-85): 'History of the
Government of Normandy' (1863-73); 'Public
Instruction in the United States' ( 1869) ; 'Lec-
tures on German Thought during the Last Two
Hundred Years' (1880). Consult Hombercer,
'Karl Hillebrand' (1884).

Hillegas, Howard Clemens, .American
journalist and author: b. Pennsburg, Pa.. 30
Dec. 1872. He was graduated from Franklin
and Marshall College. Lancaster, Pa., in 1894,
and after being connected with several Pennsyl-
vania journals was war correspondent of the
New York World in South Africa 1899-1900.
He has published 'Oom Paul's People' (1899);
'The Boers in War' (1900): 'With the Boer
Forces' (1900).

Hillem, Wilhelmine von, vTl-he!-me'ne fon
hilern. German novelist: b. Munich 11 March
1S36. In early life she was an actress at Coburg,
and in 1857 married Baron von Hillern who
died in 1882. Her novels began to appear in
1862 and became rapidly popular. .Among them
are: 'Double Life' (i86s): '.A Phvsician to
the Soul> (1869): 'The Gcyer-Wally' (1873).
Translations of her novels have been widely
circulated in America. Her efforts as a drama-
tist have not endured, but one or two of her
novels have been adapted for the stage.

HillTiouse, James, -American politician: b.

Montville, 21 Oct. 1754: d. New Haven. Conn.,
29 Dec. 1832. He was graduated in 1773 at

Yale, of which institution he was treasurer from
1782. He studied law, and took an active part
in the struggle of the Revolution ; was a Federal-
ist member of Congress in 1791, and in 1795-
1810 a member of the United States senate. He
was also a member of the Hartford Convention
of 1815. It was chiefly through his initiative in

the planting of trees that New Haven came to
obtain the title of 'Elm City.'

Hillhouse, James Abraham, American
poet: b. New Haven, Conn., 26 Sept. 1789; d.

near there 4 Jan. 1841. He was the son of
James Hillhouse (q.v.). He was graduated at

Yale College in 1808, entered commerce in New
York, and published in London his drama of
'Percy's Masque,' reprinted in New York with
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changes in 1820. In 1822 he removed to a

country seat near Kew Haven, where he passed
the remainder of his life. In 1825 he pubHshed
his second drama, 'Hadad' ; and in 1839 a col-

lected edition of his writings appeared under
the title of 'Dramas, Discourses, and other
Pieces.' His dramatic writings, once greatly

praised, now appear grandiose and dull.

Milliard, hil'yard, Henry Washington,
American lawyer : b. Fayetteville, N. C, 4 Aug.
1808; d. Atlanta, Ga., 17 Dec. 1892. He was
graduated at South Carolina College in 1826,

was admitted to the bar in 1829, in 1831-4 was
a professor in the University of Alabama (Tus-
caloosa), in 1838 was chosen to the Alabama
legislature, in 1842-4 was United States charge
d'affaires in Belgium, and in 1845-51 represented

an Alabama district in Congress. Though op-
posed to secession, he became a brigadier-gen-

eral in the Confederate army. He was United
States minister to Brazil, in 1877-81. He wrote:
'Speeches and Addresses' (1855) ; 'De Vane, a
Story of Plebeians and Patricians* (1865) ; and
'Politics and Pen Pictures* (1892).

Hillis, hil'Is, Newell Dwight, American
Presbj-terian clergj'man : b. Magnolia. la., 2 Sept.

1858. He was educated at Iowa College and
Lake Forest University, studied theologj' at

McCormick Theological Seminary, entered the

ministry of the Presbyterian Church, and held

pastorates at Peoria, 111. (1887-90), and Evans-
ton, 111. (1890-4). In 1S94 he was appointed
pastor of the Central Church, Chicago, an in-

dependent congregation, and in 1899 of Ply-
mouth Church of Brooklyn. He became known
also as a lecturer, and has published: 'The
Investment of Influence* ; 'A Man's Value to

Society* : 'How the Inner Light Failed* ; 'Fore-
tokens of Immortality' : 'Great Books as Life

Teachers' ; 'The Influence of Christ in Modern
Life' : 'The Quest of John Chapman' (i904> :

and many other books.

Hills'boro, 111., city, county-seat of Mont-
gomery Count}' ; on the Cleveland, C, C. & St. L.

railroad ; about 45 miles south by west of Spring-
field, and 52 miles northwest of East Saint

Louis. Its chief manufactures are flour, furni-

tirre, woolen goods, carriages and wagons, and
dairy products. There is a coal-mine nearby. It

is the commercial centre of an agricultural sec-

tion of the State. Pop. (1500) 1,937.

Hillsboro, Ohio, village, county-seat of
Highland County : on the Norfolk & \V. and
the Baltimore & O. S. R.R.'s; about 60 miles
southwest of Columbus and 50 miles east bj'

north of Cincinnati. It is in an agricultural

and stock-raising region. The chief manufac-
tures are furniture, foundrv- products, flour, lum-
ber, dairy products, and cigars. It is the trade
centre for a large part of Highland County. It

has a public librarj' containing about 8,000 vol-
umes, and a number of fine public and private
buildings. The city owns and operates the
waterworks. Pop. ( 1900) 4.535.

Hillsboro, Texas, city, county-seat of Hill
County ; on the Missouri, K. & T. and the St.

Louis S. R.R.'s ; about 52 miles southwest of
Dallas and 38 miles north of Waco. It is sit-

uated in an agricultural and stock-raising region.
Its chief manufactures are cottonseed-oil. cotton
goods, hosier}', flour, candy, men's clothing,
agricultural implements, and lumber. The trade

is largely in live stock, cotton, hides, grain, hay,
and lumber. It has cotton-gins, cotton-com-
presses, planing-mills, and hay presses. The
cit}' owns and operates the waterworks. Pop.
(1890) 2,541; (1900) 5,346.

Hills'dale, Mich., city, county-seat of
Hillsdale County: on the Lake Shore &; M. S.

railroad ; about 88 miles southwest of Detroit
and 60 miles west of Toledo, Ohio. The first

permanent settlement was made about the year
1840. It is situated in a rich agricultural region
in which are raised large quantities of fruit.

The chief manufactures are flour, fur garments,
screens for doors and windows, wagon-wheels,
tables, furnaces, furniture, and canned fruits

The trade, in addition to the manufactures, is

chiefly in grain, fruits, vegetables, and live-

stock. Baw Beese Park, outside the city limits.

is owned by the city. Hillsdale is the seat of
Hillsdale College (q.v.). The electric-light

plant and the waterworks are owned and op-
erated by the city. Pop. (1900) 4,151.

Hillsdale College, a coeducational institu-

tion founded in 1855 under the auspices of the
Free Baptist Church, in Hillsdale. Mich. Since
its establishment it has graduated about 1,000

students. The number of professors and in-

structors in 1903 was 24. the number of students

350. Special attention is given to the classical

and scientific work, but the modern languages
are not neglected.

Hilo, he'lo, Hawaii, town on the Hilo Bay,
on the eastern coast of the island ; about 38
miles from Mauna Loa, 36 miles from Mauna
Kea (the highest peak of the group), and 28
miles from Kilauea. Hilo is the second town in

size in the Hawaiian Islands. It has the best

harbor belonging to the group. The lighthouse

in the harbor can be seen many miles. Large
lava-fields are near ; on the northwest side of

the town a^d in the vicinity are extensive for-

ests. The craters of Loa and Kilauea, the largest

in the world, are visited annually by many tour-

ists who land at Hilo. The inhabitants of the
town include many races ; but people from the

L'nited States who have engaged in business
in Hilo are quite prominent. Hilo has good
schools to which attendance is compulsory. The
population of the town, which is co-extensive

with the district of the same name is (1900)

19.785.

Kilongos, he-16ng'ds, Philippines, pueblo
of Leyte, on the southwest coast at the mouth
of the Salog River, 62 miles southwest of Tac-
loban. It has a good harbor. Pop. 13.813.

Hilprecht, Herman Volrath, her'man fol'-

rat hn'preHt. American .\ssyriologist : b.

Hohenerxleben, Germany, 28 July 1859. He
was graduated at Leipsic in 1883 and was cura-

tor of the Semitic section of the museum of the

Universitj' of Pennsylvania, to which he pre-

sented the greater part of the 27,000 original

cuneiform inscriptions which it contains. He
was made professor of Assyrian and Compara-
tive Semitic philologj' in the same institution

1886. In 1888-89 he was Assyriologist and sci-

entific director of the Universitj' of Pennsyl-
vania's expedition to Nippur. Babylonia, and
editor-in-chief of its publications, .\mong his

works may be mentioned: 'Old Babylonian In-

scriptions, chiefly from Nippur' ; 'Histor>' of

the Babj'lonian Expedition of the University of
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Pennsyh-ania to Nippur' ; 'Recent Researches
in Bible Lands' ; 'Explorations in Bible Lands
during the 19th Century' (1903).

Hilton Head, an island, at the mouth of
the Broad River, off the southeast coast of
South Carolina ; a part of Beaufort County.
Fort ^^"aIke^, a Confederate fortification, was
erected here during the Civil War. On 5 Nov.
1S61, the fort was attacked by a L'nion fleet,

under Commodore Dupont: Commodore Tat-
nall, \\-ith a Confederate flotilla, or "mosquito
i^eet.* assisted Fort Walker, but it was captured
by Dupont. The reports gave Union loss S
lolled and 23 woimded; Confederates, 10 killed

and 10 wounded.

Himalaya, him-a'la-ya or him-a-la'j-a (from
the Sanskrit signifying the abode of snow), a

mountain system of Asia containing the highest

peaks in the world, the principal mass of which
is near the southern edge of the central section

of the conrinent. between Ion. 65° and 110° EL,

and lat. 2S" and 37° N. The system extends
approximately from northwest to southeast for

about 2.000 miles, while its breadth varies from
100 to between 500 and 600 miles. The ele\-ated

plateau of Tibet, between the Himalaya proper
and its extension, the Kuen-Lun range, is the
widest part of the system. \\"hile the term
Himalaya is usually confined to the range form-
ing the northern barrier of India, the Hindu-
Kush. on the northwest, and the Karakoram
with the Kuen-Lun to the north are not distinct

chains as frequently represented, but are all por-
tions of the same connected mountain mass,
having very little to distinguish them from the
rest of the ele^•ated system to which they be-

long. The Himalaya is connected on the east

with the moimtains of China and the Indo-Chi-
nese peninsula, and on the west with the moim-
tains of Baluchistan and Afghanistan. The
Pamir Plateau described as a *huge boss or
";::;' north of the Hindu-Kush connects the
•; "-.iiayas with the Thian-Shan. another moun-
tain system which extends northeastward for

about 1-200 miles. From the Ganges-watered
p'ain of northern India which has an eIe\-ation

." ut 1,000 feet above the sea, the Himala\-as
' :!d by successive slopes The transition

:r : ::i this plain to the ascent of the range is

— .''-:<-(1 in the northwest by a belt of dr>-. por-

'i. broken up into numerous ravines.

us is the 'Terai." a belt of sloping

i:;^:~. ,:.a covered with forc-r --' ••'c!e. very

malarious and crowded with Is. Be-
v,,-.' ••:< lies the *Bhabar." ;. : ; gravelly

nature covered with forests of valu-

r troc= The "duns," •maris.* or
' dwars.

'

.1 valleys partly culti\-ated

and p^.n';. _ forest growth, occttpy the

L-:-. •.;-.;; Bhabar and the -" :he

- l"he principal passes :r • ?t
' ' ".d include the Ibi-G.-.: .

-- in
- feet, the Mustagh ig.oio fict.

^ rr.i •',,: ii-,> Kroubruug 18.313
" '

: feet. The great-

_. in system are Mt.
Gj^>dwin-.\ustcn JJ>_Jf;o irct in the Karakoram
range, and in the Hima!a>-as proper the Gauri-
-ankar or Mount Everest jg.0O2 feet, the high-
e-t peak in the world. Kunchinjinga .28,176 feet.

and Dhawalagiri 36.826 feet. On the north the
limit of the snow line is 17,100 feet, on the
south 16,200 feet. From the southern slope of

the central portion of the great chain flow the
various streams which unite in the Ganges

;

from the southern slope of the northwestern
portion spring the rivers of the Punjab or "Five
Waters," which unite to swell the Indus which
rises on the northern slope and flows southwest-
ward to the Arabian Sea; also on the northern
slope not far from the source of the Indus
springs the Brahmaputra which flows east,

southwest and south to the Bay of Bengal;
and also from the plateau of Tibet north of the
main Himalayan range flow the Salwin. Me-
kong and other rivers of the Indo-Chinese pen-
insula, the Yangrse. Hwang-ho, and other
rivers of the Chinese Empire. The whole sys-
tem is of granitic formation associated ^vith

gneiss and mica-slate, followed in descending
by metaraorphic and secondary- rocks, imtil the
alluvial deposits are reached. Minerals abound

:

copper and lead have been mined from ancient
times, iron more recently, coal is found at the
foot of the moimtains, gold in the beds of the
mountain torrents, zinc, sulphur, plumbago and
salt are also obtained, and there are numerous
mineral springs. The vegetation is luxuriant;
rhododendrons are in rich profusion, and there
are forests of pine, spruce, silver-fir and deodar
cedar at varying altitudes. Consult Schlagint-
weit, 'Scientific Mission to India and Higli
Asia': Waddell. 'Among the Himalayas.'

Hinckley, Thomas, American colonial
governor: b. England, about 1618; d. Barn-
stable. Mass., 25 April 1706. In 1635 he emi-
grated to America, and settled at Scituate, but
four years later removed to Barnstable. He
was deputy governor of Phtnouth Colony in

16S0 and aftemard governor.

Hincks, Sir Francis, Canadian statesman:
b. Cork. Ireland. 14 Dec. 1807: d. Montreal, 18

Aug. 18S5. He went to Canada in 1S31. set up
in business at Toronto, and there became editor
of the 'Examiner.' In '841 he entered the first

United Parliament as a prominent Liberal. He
undertook the editorship of the 'Pilot' of
Montreal in 1844. From 1851 to 1S54 he was
Canadian premier, and as such developed the
railway facilities and mining resources of the
countrv-, and negotiated a treatv- of commerce
with the L'nited States. In 1855-62 he was
governor of Barbadoes, in 1S62-9 of British

Guiana, later minister of finance, and from
1873 editor of the Montreal 'Journal of Com-
merce.' Among his publications are: 'Canada:
Its Financial Position and Resources' (1849"):

'The Political History of Canada between 1840
and 1855' (1877): 'The Boundaries Formerly
in Dispute between Canada and the United
States' (i8S5">.

Hind, hind. John Russell, English astrono-
mer: b. Nottingham 12 May 1823: d. Twicken-
ham 23 Dec 1895. I" '840 he obtained a sit-

iiatii-in in the Rojal Observatorv- at Greenwich.
He w.is a member of the commission appointed
to determine the exact longitude of Valencia
{ iS44">. and on his return was appointed the ob-
scr\er in Bishop's Observatorv-. Regent's Park.
There he calculated the orbits of n.jre than
70 planets and comets, noted several new
variable stars and nebuli. and discovered
10 minor planets. In 185 1 he obtained from
the .\cadcmy of Sciences at Paris the La-
landc medal, and was elected a corresponding
member: and in 18^2 received the .\stronomical
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society of London's gold medal, and a pension

•of $1,000 a year from the British government.
In 1857-gi he was director of the 'Nautical Al-

manac,* and in 1S80 president of the Royal
Astronomical Society. He wrote: 'The Solar

.System' (1846): 'Astronoinical Vocabulary'

(1852); 'The Comets' (.1852); 'Elements of

.Algebra' (1885) ; 'Introduction to Astronomy'
(.1871), and other works.

Hindman, hind'man, Thomas Carmichael,
American .^oldier: b. Tennessee 1818; d. Ar-
kansas 1868. He studied law, entered practice

in Mississippi, fought in the Mexican War as

a lieutenant of Mississippi volunteers, and in

1858-61 was a Democratic representative in

Congress. Not long after the outbreak of the

Civil War, he was commissioned brigadier-gen-
eral, was defeated at Newtonia and Prairie

Grove, was promoted major-general at Shiloh,

and later served in Arkansas.

Hin'doos, in American history, a nickname
.given in New York State in 1854 to the .Ameri-

can (q.v.) or Know-Nothing Party, from a

charge that its candidate for governor, Daniel
Ullmann, was born in Calcutta. He was in fact

a Delaware man and a graduate of Yale.

Hinduism, in its widest sense, the religion

and religious philosophy of the inhabitants of
Hindustan, which is professed by nearly half

of mankind. Hinduism, historically considered,
presents three periods of development. The
tirst is the Vedic age. The Vedas (q.v.) are
hymns of worship, and the study of them reveals

very clearly the nature worship of primitive

Hindustan. In these hymns the elements of

nature are addressed as divine beings. Agni,
fire, lightning; Surya, the sun; Indra, the cloud-
less firmament ; Maruts, the winds ; Ushas. the

•dawn, are the principal deities of this poetic

pantheon. They are addressed in high and
sometimes beautiful language, as the senders
of temporal blessings. Offerings of delicious

viands are made to them : but they are not to be
propitiated by bloody sacrifices of beasts, much
less by human sacrifices. Libations are poured
to them of soma, an exhilarating drink, made
from the fermented juice of the soma (q.v.) or
milk-plant. Throughout the Vedic hymns runs
the under-notion of a supreme being, the cre-

ator and ruler of all. This is less discernible

in the Brahmana or the Veda than in the Upan-
ishads (q.v.). The Brahmana is a later class

of Vedic hymn in which the henothcism sug-
gested in the Upanishads has given place to a
highly artificial classification of the divine pow-
ers, with a careful estimate of the rank of each.

In the L^panishads, Agni, Indra, and Surya be-

come symbols whose united significance may
help the mind to understand the existence of
one supreme and absolute being, and in this

class of Vedic hymn we see the principles of the

most enlightened form of native religion in

India. The one world soul, in all its mani-
festations, is reflected in the soul of man, whose
destiny is to be reunited with it. The moral
responsibility of man. and the judgment of the
supreme being against wrong-doing, are plainly
taught in these hymns ; but there is no trace
in them of the later doctrine of moral purifica-

tion through reiterated metempsychosis.
The second period in the development of

Hinduism may be called the epic period. It re-

ceives full illustration in the great epic poems,
the Ramayana, and the Mahabharata. Side by
side with the pictorial teaching of these poems,
in which an attempt is made to present the

working of the divine economy in relation to

specific human lives, there rises a philosophical

system, rudimentary indeed, but laying founda-
tions for the later Sankhya, Nyaya, and Vcdanta
systems. In the Mahabharata, with all its epi-

sodes and fantastic incidents, is vividly put

forth the doctrine that the union of the human
soul with the great, divine soul of the world
is aided and expedited by penances of various

sorts, such as are detailed with systematic pro-

lixity in the Yoga. In the epic period the doc-

trine of metempsychosis is clearly enunciated.

The soul, after the death of its temporary
possessor, must be born again in some material

semblance, in order that it may complete the

work left unfinished in some previous state of

existence, and must repeat the same experi-

ence until its task be accomplished and per-

fection be attained. A decided change is ap-

parent in the popular Hinduism of the third

or Puranic period (see Pur.^n.as; T.antras).

In the Puranas there is almost a Gotterdam-
merung discernible ; no longer do peace and
concord prevail in the pantheon where Brahma,
Vishnu and Siva still reign supreme, but all is

discord, confusion, and destruction. The leg-

ends of the epic poems are amplified with child-

ish variations. The simple ideas of the Vedic

hymns have vanished. The unbridled imagina-

tion of imitators and commentators has over-

stepped the limits of reverence, dignity, and
even poetic beauty in the Puranas, which do not

show any advance even in philosophical ear-

nestness, acuteness, or profundity. Worship
has become an empty ceremonial. The Vedanta
philosophy is now the intellectual creed of the

thoughtful and learned (see Ved.-\nt.\), and

this philosophy is a sort of Deistic agnosticism,

only slightly more definite than that of Herbert

Spencer, as propounded in his 'First Princi-

ples.' For it is the main tenet of the Vedanta

that there is one supreme divinity, but, however
imagination and speculation may seek to invest

thisfirst principle with all the perfections which

the human mind is capable of conceiving, the

essence of the one divine being lies far beyond

the grasp of human thought.

The philosophical creed and henotheism of

the educated Brahmin is a sort of esoteric Hin-

duism which has not supplanted among the

general people the influence of a wild poly-

theism. While it is said that the inferior gods

of India make up a pantheon of 3.?o.ooo,ooo

divinities, the most important among them arc

but few in number. These are styled "Guardi-

ans of the World." and comprise the elemental

gods worshipped in the Vedic hymns. Next in

rank to Vishnu, Siva, and Brahma, the supreme

triad, are Indra, A.gni, Y'ama (the god of hell).

Surya, Varana (the god of water), Purana

(the god of wind), Kuvesa (the god of wealth),

Soma or Chandra (the moon god), etc. Among
sacred animals are bulls; snakes, whose union

witli the demigods produced monkeys, and some
birds, such as the ganada. Among trees, the

banyan is held to be divine.

The sects of Hinduism are numerous, and

their existence illustrates a principle which is
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found to have prevailed in the mythological
religion of Greece. Each of these sects wor-
ships a particular divinity, and teaches that this
divinity possesses all the attributes of a supreme
being. Thus polytheism does not mean in India,
generally, the worship of many gods by each
devotee, but very often merely the worship of
one god under many names. For example, the
Saivas worship Siva : the Sauras, Surj-a the
sen ; the Ganapatyas, Ganesa, the god of wis-
dom, and so on to an almost indefinite length.
They ask from each of these gods the same
gifts, and the e.xercise of the same powers.
Other sects are Buddhists, Jainas (q.v.). and
Sikhs (q.v.). These last profess a pure theism,
yet blended with all the absurdities of Hindu
mythology and the monstrous fables of Islam

;

nevertheless they despise Hindus and Mussul-
mans alike and do not recognize the distinctions
of caste. They reject all the Hindu sacred
books and look upon warfare as a religious
deit}'. This sect was founded at the beginning
of the l6th century .\.D. by Xanak Shah.

The philosophy of Hinduism is almost alto-

gether occupied with those questions for which
a religious solution is generally sought, namely,
the origin and destiny of man, and his relation

to the supreme being or the absolute. There
are six schools of this philosophy, namely, the
Nya5a, \'aiseshika. Sankhya, Voga, Mimansa,
and Vedanta. They all agree in essential

points. Their object is to prescribe rules by
which man may be delivered from the bondage
of ignorance, and be absorbed into the deity.

Their doctrine of the soul as something eternal

and inextinguishable, distinct from mind,
senses, and body, yet sharing in the merit or
guilt of good or bad deeds, the latter of which
are caused by ignorance of what is best and
highest, is identical. They all teach the doctrine

of metempsychosis and accept the authority of
the Vedas. There is complete agreement among
them as to how ignorance is to be gradually
illuminated and right apprehension acquired : to

this end the Scriptures must be studied and
clearness of intellect and heart secured by sac-

rifices, alms giving, pilgrimages, the repetition

of sacred words. The Sankhya are atheistic

in their belief, but all the other schools teach

the existence of one supreme being.

Consult: Wurm, *Geschichte der Indi?chen

Religion* (1874): Vergaigne, 'La Religion

Vedique d'aprcs les Hvmncs du Rig-Veda'
(18-8-83) : Barth, <Le; Religious de I'lnde'

(1879) ; Muir, "Original Sanskrit Texts* ;

Colebrook. 'Essavs on the Religion and Philos-

ophy of the Hindus* dS^S) : Mullens. 'Re-
ligious Aspects of Hindu Philosophy* (i860).

Hindustan, liln-doo-stan', Hindostan, hTn-

do-stan'. or Indostan, signifying "the land of

the (river) Indus," a word of Persian deriva-

tion, formerly applied to India (q.v.).

Hingham, hing'am, Mass., town in Ply-

mouth County : on Massachusetts Bay, and on
the New York. \. H. & H. railroad : about 13

miles southeast of Boston. In the town are the

villages of South Hingham, West Hingham, and
Hingham Centre. The first permanent settle-

ment was made in i6.^.^, and it was then called

Barccove. In 1635 it was incorporated under
its present name. Its chief manufactures are
awnings, cordage, wooden-ware, toys, boot-
heels, furniture, leatherette and upholstery. It

has a meeting-house which was built in 1681.
It contains a public library and is the seat of
Derby Academy. Some of the noted people
who have lived in Hingham are John A. An-
drew, John D. Long, Benjamin Lincoln, and
James Hall, the famous geologist who for a num-
ber of years was State geologist of New York.
Joshua Hobart, the Puritan ancestor of the
Hobarts of New York State, lived in Hingham.
Pop. (1900) 5,059. Consult: 'History of tlte

Town of Hingham.*

Hink'son, Katherine Tynan, Irish novelist
and poet: b. Dublixi, Ireland, 3 Feb. 1S61. She
was educated in a convent at Drogheda and
since her marriage to H. A. Hinkson in 1893.
has lived in Ealing, a suburb of London. She
is a voluminous writer of prose and verse, and
her books are well known in the United States.
Among them mav be named: 'Shamrocks,*
verse ( 1S87) : 'The Wav of a Maid> (,189s);
<Oh! What a Plague is Love' (1896); 'Three
Fair Maids' (1900) ; 'That Sweet Enemy'
(1901).

Hinman, Russell, .American editor ot text-
books : b. Cincinnati 23 Jan. 1853. He was edu-
cated at Antioch College, Ohio, went into busi-
ness as a civil engineer : and later became editor
of geographical text-books for Messrs. Van
Antwerp, Bragg & Co. of Cincinnati. Since
1890 he has been in charge of the editorial of-
fice of the American Book Co. He has written
'Eclectic Elementary Geography' : 'Eclectic
Complete Geography' : 'Eclectic Physical Geog-
raphy.'

Hinoyossa, he-noi-os'sa. Alexander d',

Dutch colonial governor in America : b. and d.

Holland. He came to America in 1650 as lieu-

tenant in a small military force sent to accom-
pany 150 immigrants. In 1659 he became direc-
tor of Nieuer .Amstel. a Dutch colony on the
eastern bank of the Delaware River. Although,
owing to disagreements and illness, this colony
was not at first a success, it was greatly devel-
oped by Hinoyossa's wise rule. Hinoyossa was
for a time involved in a conflict of authority
with Director Petrus Stuyvesant of New .Am-
sterdam, who had general superintendence of
the commissioners constituting the government
of Nieuer Amstel. In 1663 he obtained autnor-
ity over all the settlements on the Delaware.
The Swedish colonists submitted, and Stuy-
vesant relinquished his control. Upon the con-
quest of New Netherland by England. Hinoy-
ossa returned (1674) to the continent where
he fought in the Dutch army against the
French invasion by Louis XIV.

Hin'ton, Richard Josiah, .\merican author:
b. London, England. 25 Nov. i8.w: d. 20 Dec.
1901. He settled in the United States in 1851

;

studied topographical engineering at the Colum-
bia School of Slines : and removing to Kansas
in 1856 became a supporter of the cause of John
Brown. He served in the X'ational army in

1861-5 : and was the first white man appointed
to raise and lead colored troops. .After the
war he engaged in newspaper work in Wash-
ington, X'ew York, and San Francisco. He was
the author of 'Life of William H. Seward*;
'Life of Gen. P. H. Sheridan': 'John Brown*;
etc.

Hip. that part of the trunk comprised be-
tween the abdominal wall and the lower limb.
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particularly tl-.e region over the hip-bone (the

crest of the ilium).

Hip Joint, the joint of the upper leg or
thigh (femurj where it joins the trunk. It is a

ball and socket joint, formed by the sinking of

the smooth globular cap into the deep hollow,

called acetabulum (vinegar bowl), of the os

innominatum. Its movements are controlled

by five ligaments : the capsular : the ilio-femoral

;

the teres ; the cotyloid ; and the transverse.

These movements are more wonderful than

even those of the arm, being flexion, exten-

sion, abduction, adduction, and rotation inward
and outward. It is the most powerful joint in

the body and hardest to dislocate.

Hip Joint, Disease of, a disease of the ball

and socket of the hip. It often results from
scrofula ; comes on in children or young per-

sons, from very slight causes ; is often traced

to a long walk, a sprain in jumping, or a fall.

In the early stage of the disease the whole of

the structures of the joint are inflamed and after

proper treatment may be sometimes subdued
with no worse consequences than a more or less

rigid joint. Usually, however, abscesses form
around the joint, and often communicate with

its interior ; and the acetabulum and the head
and neck of the thigh-bone become disintegrat-

ed, softened, and gritty. In a still more ad-
vanced stage, dislocation of the head of the

thigh-bone commonly occurs, either from the

capsular ligament becoming more or less de-
stroyed, and the head of the bone being drawn
out of its cavity by the action of the surround-
ing muscles, or from a fungous mass sprouting

up from the bottom of the cavity, and pushing
the head of the bone before it.

As the disease advances, abscesses occur
around the joint. True shortening of the limb
now takes place, which at the same time be-

comes adducted and inverted. From this stage,

if the health is pretty good, and the lungs are
sound, the patient may be so fortunate as to

recover with an anchylosed (or immovable)
hip-joint: but the probability is that exhaustion
and hectic will come on, and that death will

supervene, from the wasting influence of the

purulent discharges occasioned by the diseased

bone.

Hipparchus, hi-par'kiis, Greek astronomer:
b. Nicaea in Bithynia. He lived about 160-125
B.C. ; resided for some time at Rhodes, but
afterward went to Alexandria, then the great

school of science. A commentary on Aratus
is the only work of his extant. He first ascer-

tained the true length of the year, discovered
the precession of the equinoxes, determined
the revolutions and mean motions of the planets,

jjrepared a catalogue of the fixed stars, etc.

Hipparion, hi-pa'ri-6n, a genus of fossil

three-toed Equida. See Horse, Evolution of.

Hippel'ates, a genus of midges to whose
agency is ascribed the spread in many instances
of the southern ophthalmic disease of cattle

called pink-eye. See Flies; Pink-eye.

Hippocrates, hi-pok'ra-tez, Greek physi-
cian, the father of medicine : b. in the island of
Cos 460 B.C. : d. Larissa. Thessaly, 35- B.C. Be-
sides practising and teaching his profession at

home he traveled on the mainland of Greece.
His writings, which were early celebrated, be-
came the nucleus of a collection of medical

treatises by a number of authors of differen*
places and periods, which were long attributed
to him, and still bear his name. The best edi-
tion is that of Littre (in 10 vols. Paris, 1839-
61). He has the great distinction of having
been the first to put aside the traditions of early
ignorance and superstition, and to base the
practice of medicine on the study of nature. He
maintained, against the universal religious view,
that diseases must be treated as subject to nat-
ural laws : and his observations on the natural
history of disease, as presented in the living
subject, show him to have been a master of
clinical research. His accounts of phenomena
show great power of graphic description. In
treating disease he gave chief attention to diet
and regimen, expecting nature to do the larger
part. His ideas of the very great influence of
climate both on the body and the mind, were a
profound anticipation of modern knowledge. He
reflected in medicine the enlightenment of the
great age in Greece of the philosophers and
dramatists.

Hippodrome (from the Greek, Hippos, a
horse, and Dromos, a race cour.se), the name
given by the Greeks to places where races were
held. Tliis included both chariot and single
horse racing, but the hippodrome later look the
form, of a circus, other games, such as wrestling,
boxing, running, etc., being added, and for a
short time after the introduction of Roman cus-
toms and manners it became the scene of gla-

diatorial combats, but as sights of this nature
did not find favor in the sight of the Greeks,
these combats were eventually eliminated and
the main feature of the games, as in the begin-
ning, was the chariot race. To the brutal taste

of the Roman populace flowing blood acted as

an elixir, biit to the more refined Eastern people
the amphithciitre was abhorrent. Though nu-
merous amphitheatres were scattered through-
out western Europe very few were ever built

within the limits of the Eastern empire and then
only where the influence and manners of the
Romans were most powerful.

The first mention of a hippodrome is made
by Homer, but it is believed that the term then
applied to any course over which a race of any
kind was run and that it did not necessarily

have a fixed location. As the chariot-racing
became the national game, the proper courses for

the holding of such events became necessary,

as in these races, though much of the success

depended upon the courage and skill of the

driver, the loss of life was often great, through
collision, the overthrow of the chariot in turn-
ing caused by rough ground, the breaking of an
axle, or numerous other accidents. The hippo-

drome was built for the purpose of avoiding, as

much as possible, the possibility of such mis-
haps, by providing a wide and smooth tr.ick,

thus leaving plenty of space for the contestants.

Of the ancient hippodromes (as distinguished

from circus, amphitheatre, etc.), probably the

mo.st famous are those of Olympus and of Con-
stantinople, and while the Circus Maximus of
Rome may to a great extent have been more of
a circus than race course, it was planned after

the Greek race courses, was used by the Romans
for this purpose, and thus may properly be
classed with the other two.

The origin of the hippodrome at Olympus
tradition gives to Hercules, but the only de-
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scription of it obtainable is found in the passages

of Pausanias (v. 15 4; vi. 20 <P 7 foil.) though
from the explorations of the German archse-

ologists the ground plans of most of the struc-

tures described by Pausanias have been traced.

Of its length and breadth there is no precise

information, the overflow of the Alphus River

ha\-ing washed away the indications of its lim-

its, though probably the distance from the start-

ing place of the races to the goal, or from one
goal to the other, was 770 metres or 4 Ohnm-
pic stradia, and it was about one fourth as wide,
or the same as each side of the starting place.

In general form the hippodrome was an ob-
long, one end of which was semicircular ; on
three sides having seats for the populace and on
the founh, where the races were started, seats

for the royalt}- and nobles. The right side,

formed by an artificial mound, w^s a little longer
than the left side, which was built on the nat-

ural slope of a hill, the base of the fourth side

being formed by the portico of Agnaptus, named
after its builder. The form of the starting place

was not unlike the prow of a ship, each side

being 400 feet long, and containing stalls for the

chariots and their horses. In the arena were
two goals around which the chariots passed sev-

eral times to complete the race: one of these
goals having a bronze statue of Hippodameia
upon it, the other an altar dedicated to "Tarax-
ippus, the Terror of the Horses.* The princi-

pal difference between the Greek hippodrome
and the Roman circus was in the width of the

arena, in the latter only four chariots being able

to race at one time ; there was also some slight

difference in the arrangement of the carceres.

The erection of the hippodrome of Constan-
tinople was due to two Roman emperors, Sep-
timus Severus and Constantine the Great, who
each in turn captured Byzantium by storm.

About six years after its capture by him (197
AJ).) Severus commenced operations a little to

the west of Byzantium, but in that year was
called away by a rebellion in the West and never
returned to the city. For over a hundred years
it remained untouched, until 32,1, when Constan-
tine. having conquered the city, pushed the work
to completion after changing the details in the
original plans. On 11 May 330 it was inaugu-
rated.

The external appearance of the hippodrome
was imposing for its vastness, its height, and
even for its beauty. The walls were of brick,

laid in arches, and faced by a row of Corinthian
columns 260 in number and standing 11 feet

apart. There were four entrances from the cit>-

each flanked with towers, but of the stairways
leading to these entrances no description has
come down to us.

Some idea of the immensitv of this pro-
digious stnicture may be given by the fact that

its dimensions were 1,400 feet in length by 400
feet in width, covering an area of 5.15.866 square
feet, or I2.,'? acres. On the north was a struc-

ture containing the apparatus for the games, the
servants' and attendants' apartments, the chariots

and hor.ses, the arsenal, etc., called by ihr Ro-
mans the carceres and by the Greeks fiiyyarf.

This apartment was separated from the arena
by pillars with latticed gates, 12 in number.
Next to these gates was the little church or
oratory, where the rival contestants prayed bc-
lorc the games.

The ground story was 20 feet high. On it

rested the palace of the Kathisma or Tribunal,

in the centre of which, supported upon 24 mar-
ble pillars was the platform in Kathisma proper,

on the front of which was the emperor's throne.

On either side and a little beiow the emperor
were the seats for courtiers, ambassadors, etc.

Far down the western side of the hippodrome
and nearly opposite the built column was the-

gorgeous chamber of the empress, this supported
upon four porphyry pillars and hence called the
tetrakion.

The eastern, western, and southern portions
were occupied by parallel rows of seats, appro-
priated to the spectators according to their rank.

Behind these rose tier upon tier of benches until

nearly half way to the top where was a broad
promenade bounding the entire extent of the
hippodrome except on the northern side. This
promenade was without roof or covering, and,
standing nearly 40 feet above the ground, pro-
tected by a solid marble railing reaching to the
breast, the spectator had a spacious avenue 2.766
feet long. It is estimated that the hippodrome
would se'at 60,000 persons and have comfortable
standing room for 20.000 more, while with a lit-

tle crowding 100.000 might be accommodated.
The arena was 211 feet wide by 1.190 feet

long and was bounded by a narrow walk called

the Euripus, paved in tesselated stone. The semi-
circular southern portion of the arena, that in-

cluded in the curve of the Sphendone, was re-

served for the criminals and there too was the
place for executions. In the centre of the arena
and lying parallel to it was the Spina : a stadium,.

607 English feet in length, it marked and gov-
erned the beginning, duration, and end of each
course of a race. At each end of the Spina was
a high, narrow framework, surmounted by seven
poles, on one group being placed seven fish, on
the other seven eggs ; one of each was taken
down upon the completion of each circuit during^

the race until the race finished. Toward the
southern end of the Spina was the Phiale, a
broad basin of running water devoted to the
%-ictims of accidents. The space between the
northern goal and the carceres was called the
Stama, where wrestlers and acrobats performed.

Many additions to the works of art already
gathered by Constantine were made during the

700 succeeding years, but in 1203 the hippo-

drome was sacked by the Franks and Venetians
and all were either carried off or destroyed.

The most famous of these was the 'Four Golden
Steeds.* which was stolen by the Venetians_^ and
which in turn was brought to Paris by Napo-
leon, and is now standing guard over th.e main
entrance of the cathedral of Saint Mark, .\mong
the others are the statues of Hercules, the She-
wolf and H>-»na. the Virgin Goddess Diana,
the Brazen Ass. the Caledonian Boar. Helen
of Troy, the God of Wealth, and eight Sphinxes,
beside the statues of the earlv Roman emperors.
mart>Ts, teachers, philosophers, etc. In the

early days of the city games were of frequent
occurrence, but as time went by they became
less and less frequent owing probably to the
great cost (\t is estimated that a single celebra-
tion cost l.oco.ooo francs) and at last were cele-

brated only on II May and 25 December, the
birthdays of the city and Christ respectively.

It is not known precisely when this hippo-
drome was entirely destroyed, but as there is no
definite reference to any chariot race later than
the reign of Isaac Angelus, who was dethroned
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MECHANICAL FEATURES OF THE NEW YORK. HIPPODROME
I. Stage, showing mechanism i^f "lovable portion and electric lioist for liandling scenery. T^nk beneath front

stage or apron,

2. The auditorium, the front stage or apron, and the proscenium arch.
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in 1 195, and as the place was sacked in 1203-4

it is probable tbat it did not survive the begin-

ning of the I3tli conlury.

The Circus Maxiinus at Rome was for a long
time the only structure of its kind in tlie world,
taking its form from the Greek hippodrome and
furnishing the model for all later circi. In the

Vallis Murcia, between the Palatine and Avan-
tine hills, wooden seats were first constructed
by Tarquinius Priscus (Liv. I., 35) : were fre-

quently burned and rebuilt until the time of
Julius Cjesar, wlien the steps were constructed

of stone and greatly improved. At that time it

probably acconnnodatcd about 100,000 people.

After its destruction by fire in 31 B.C. Augustus
completely restored it, making several magnifi-

cent additions. The upper tier of seats on the

Aventine side was again destroyed by fire in 36
A.D., but Claudius not only restored these, but
greatly enlarged the entire circus. These addi-

tions were supiilemented by others made during
the reigns of Trajan and Constantine until it

v.'as estimated that the circus held 385.000 spec-

tators, while the 'Notitia' places the possible

number at 485.000.

The general plan of the Circus Maximus
compared favorably with the Greek hippo-
dromes, the main difference being in the arena
around which Caesar had constructed a moat 10

feet wide and 10 feet deep to prevent beasts

from injuring the spectators, and in the width
of the arena as before stated. Before the reign

of Augustus the circus was used for gladiatorial

fights with wild beasts and other forms of butch-

ery, but after the erection of the amphitheatre
of Statilius Taurus the circus was no longer
used for such purposes. The popularity of this

as of the Greek hiopodrome also declined and
it gradually decayed, now only a few of the re-

mains standing.

The term hippodrome has also been applied

to race tracks in England and on the continent,

the most famous of these so called hippodromes
being those at Vincennes, Longchamps, Chan-
tilly in France, Newmarket and Epsom in

England, and Curragn in Ireland. The modern
hippodrome, or indoor circus, had its beginning
in Paris, where the first was constructed in

1845. It was built entirely of wood, the arena
was 108 metres long and 104 wide, and it had
a seating capacity of 15,000 persons. This was
destroyed in 1870 by fire. The word hippodrome
was first utilized in this country when Franconi
conducted a circus where now stands the Fifth

Avenue Hotel, at 23d Street and Fifth Avenue,
New York.

The first hippodrome of the accepted type to

be built in .\merica was the New York Hippo-
drome, which occupies an entire block on Sixth
Avenue, between 43d and 44th streets. This
structure was begun on I July 1004 and finished

in five months, the opening performance occur-
ring 12 April IQ05. The main faqade has a

length of 200 feet, and the building extends 240
feet east on 43d and 44th streets. It is built of
brick, marble, and steel, and rises to a height
of 72 feet on Sixth .Avenue, and ITO feet in the

rear, th^ total cost being $1,750,000. It is the

largest playhouse in the world, having a seating
capacity of 5.200.

In the interior decorations the general scheme
of coloring is a Roman red as a background,
with all the structural features done in ivory,

gold, and silver. Tlie carpetings are of the same

color, and the wall hangings, draperies, and
upholstery are executed in a Roman red velvet
enriched with heavy gold and silver embroidery
and tassels.

The auditorium is about 160 feet long and
160 feet wide in the first story, and the balcony
and gallery occupy the building in front of the
stage above the first story. At the rear of the
balcony is the mezzanine floor, below the rear
seats of the balcony being the wide segmental
promenade with main entrances and flights of
shallow stairs at each end leading to the street.

Behind the promenade the space, 20 to 50 feet

wide and 200 feet long, is occupied by smoking
rooms, parlors, waiting rooms, and cloak rooms.
The promenade and lobbies are finished in mar-
ble and csen-stone, relieved by rich illumina-
tions of the ornamented parts in gold and silver.

A special feature of the auditorium is the ar-

rangement and construction of cages for ani-

mals of the feline kind. Their dens are ar-

ranged in a segmental curve in the promenade
floor, and have plate gkiss fronts with iron bars
behind.

The chief point of interest in the hippodrome
centres the stage and the entirely novel mechan-
ical arrangements for operating the movable
platforms, filling and emptying the tank, raising

and lowering the stage, and handling the scenery.

The depth of the stage from the extreme front

to the back wall is no feet, or 50 feet from the

back wall to the proscenium opening and 60 feet

from the arch to the front of the stage. This
latter part of the stage lying forward of the

proscenium arch is known as the "apron." It

is large enough to contain two regulation circus

rings, each 42 feet in diameter. Beneath the

"apron'^ is built a huge steel and concrete tank,

over 14 feet in depth, and large enough for the

whole "apron" to sink within it. When aquatic

performances or naval pageants are given the

tank is filled with water and the movable
"apron" is submerged below the water to the-

bottom of the tank.

Bil'iiography.—.As before stated, the only de-

scription of the Olympia as it originally stood is

contained in 'Pausanias' (v. 15 4; v. 1200 7
foil.). From results of excavations the best

descriptions of the old hippodromes of the world

may be had in the foIlowiTig: Curtius, 'Olym-
pia' (Berlin 1852): Cirosvenor. 'Hippodrome
of Constantinople' (Fondon i8Sg) ; Lehndorf,

'Hippodromos' (Berlin 1876); Pollack, 'Hippo-

dromica' (Leipsic i8go). For descriptions of

chariot races consult: Homer's 'Iliad,' and

Livy, and "Lew" Wallace. 'Ben Hur' (New
York 1880). Of the New York Hippodrome
probably the best description is contained in the

'Scientific American' (Vol. XCIl., No. 12: 25

March 1905"). For a study of the architectural

features of' the structures of those times consult

Sturgis, 'European .Architecture' (New York
1896).

Hippopot'amus, the generic and popular

name of a great amphibious ungulate, allied to

the swine, of which two species are known.

One (H. amfthibius) is common throughout the

greater part of .Africa: the other (//. lihcn'riisis)

is uot only smaller, hut has other important

differences, and is found only in the .African

west coast rivers, and those flowing into Lake

Tchad. The former species has a thick and

square head, a very large muzzle, small eyes
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and ears, thick and hea\-y body, short legs ter-

minated b}- four toes, a short tail, two ventral
teats, skin about two inches thick on the back
and sides, and without hair, except at the ex-
tremity of the tail. A curious feature of tlie

skin is the reddish exudation which pours from
its pores when the animal is excited or in pain.

It is called "bloody sweat,* but the blood has
no part in it. The incisors and canines of the
lower jaw are of great strength and size, the
canines or tusks being long and curved forward.
These tusks sometimes reach the length of two
feet and more, and weigh upward of six pounds.
The animal is killed by the natives partly as
food, but also on account of the teeth, their

hardness being superior to that of ivorj-, and
less liable to turn yellow. The hippopotamus
has been found as much as 14 feet long, and
nearly 5 feet high, but usually measures much
less. It delights in water, liWng in lakes, rivers,

and estuaries, and feeding on water-plants or
on the herbage growing near the water, where
it can walk as well as swim. It often leaves
the water after nightfall, and goes, sometimes
long distances, to grassy pastures to feed; reg-
ular paths are worn through the reeds, and here
the Africans often arrange pits, deadfalls, or
other traps for their capture. These animals
are quick of sense, timid and anxious to escape
danger: but when brought to bay or enraged
prove formidable antagonists and often destroy
canoes. They are excellent swimmers and divers,

and can remain under water eight or ten min-
utes. The behemoth of Job is considered to be
the hippopotamus. Several extinct species are
found in Old World Tertiar>- formations, and
modern species formerly inhabited not only
Madagascar, but southern Europe and India,

where they were contemporar>- with the men of
the Stone .\ge.

Hippuric (hl-pu'rik) Acid, an organic acid,

QHsXOi, existing in the urine of herbivo-

rous animals, and. in small quantities, in that of
human beings. It is increased by a vegetable

diet, and by the disease called diabetes, and may
be caused to appear in the human urine in con-

siderable quantities by the administration of

benzoic acid with the food. It is most con-
veniently prepared by boiling horse urine with
milk of lime, filtering, neutralizing with hydro-
chloric acid, and evaporating to about one eighth

of its volume. The concentrated urine is then

acidified with hydrochloric acid and allowed

to stand, when impure hippuric acid comes down
as a yellowish-brown precipitate. To purify the

crude product, it is heated to 212° F. with not

quite enough water to entirely dissolve it, and
chlorine gas is passed through the solution until

the unpleasant smell has entirely disappeared.

The solution is then filtered while hot, and the
^^.-..1. ..'..:_), jeparate upon cooling arc isolated

ar, ! again to the same treatment, the

ch. . . . .: cr passed through the solution, in

this second treatment, until the solution is bright

yellow. When thus prepared, hippuric acid

cr>-stalli2es from water in the form of large

prismatic plates, belonging to the trimetric sys-

tem. Its crystals are colorless or white, free

from odor, and have a slightly bitter taste. Hip-
puric acid has a specific gravity of about 1.308,

and melts at 369° F. : it begins to boil at

about 465° F., giving off benzoic acid and
benzonitrile. It is insoluble in benzene, carbon

disulphid, and cold chloroform, and is but
slightly soluble in ether and in cold water. It

is very soluble, however, in boiling water, and
in hot alcohol. With bases, hippuric acid forms
salts that are remarkable for the beauty of their

crj-stalline forms. When boiled with dilute

hydrochloric, sulphuric, nitric or oxalic acid, it

yields benzoic acid and glycocoU.

Hiram College, a coeducational institution,

foimded in 1S50, in Hiram, Ohio, imder the
auspices of the Christian Church. It was first

called the Eclectic Institute, but was incor-

porated as a college in 1S70. In 1503 there were
in attendance about 400 pupils in the depart-

ments of oratory and music and in the pre-

paratorj- department and college. There are
about 6,200 volinnes in the librarj-.

Hiroshima, he-ro-she'ma, Japan, a town
on the island of Hondo, about 160 miles from
Kobe, and after Osaka the most important port
on the inland sea. Pop. (1S99) 122,306.

Hirsch, hirsh, Emil Gustav, American
rabbi : b. Luxemburg, Germanj-, 22 May 1S52.

He studied at the University of Pennsylvania
and at Berlin, was rabbi successively in Balti-

more, Md. (1877) and Louisville. Ky. (187S-
80), and in 1^0 was chosen minister of the
Sinai congregation of Chicago, 111. In iS8o-^
he was editor of the 'Zeitgeist' of Milwaukee,
Wis., and later became editor of the 'Reform
Advocate* of Chicago. He was appointed pro-
fessor of rabbinical literature in Chicago Uni-
versit}- in 1S92. He appeared as an orator on
\-arious patriotic and other occasions, and wrote
several monographs on religious and Biblical

topics. He was also prominent in Republican
State politics, and in 1S96 was presidential

elector-at-large for Illinois.

Hirsch, Maurice, B.vrox de (B.\rox M.\u-
RiCE DE HiKSCH DE Gerei'Th), Austrian Jewish
capitalist and philanthropist: b. Munich 9 Dec.
1831 : d. Og}-alla, Hungary, 21 April 1896.

His fortune v.as computed to be S200.000.000, and
his yearly income at about $20.ocio.ooa His
benefactions equaled nearly $100,000,000. the
most of this sum being directed toward the im-
provement of the condition of the Jews in all

parts of the world. The De Hirsch trust for
the L'nited States is a fund of $2,500,000 for

the .\mericanizing and education of Rumanian
and Russian Jews. Other large gifts were those
of $5,000,000 for the endowment of schools in

Galicia, and of $50,000,000 to the Jewish coloni-

zation association for the establishment of
colonies in Argentina. In 1888 he offered to

the Russian government $10,000,000 for schools,

with the condition that in the distribution of
the amount no discrimination as to race or re-

ligion be made. This offer was not accepted.
Baron de Hirsch made extensive sums through
the construction of railways in Turkey.

Hirth, hert. Friedrich, German-.\mericaii
educator: b. Grafentonna. Saxe-Coburg. Ger-
many. 184?. He studied at Leipsic. Berlin, and
Greiiswald. entered the Chinese customs service

in 1870: retired in 1897. and in 1902 was called

to the newly created professorship of Chinese in

Columbia University. In the summer of 1902
he was in St. Petersburg, cataloguing a collec-

tion of manuscripts taken at Peking. He made
a valuable collection of Chinese porcelains, now
in the museimi at Gotha, and one of printed
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books and MSS., now in the Berlin Royal
library. Among his publications are: * China
and the Roman Orient* (.1885); 'Ancient Por-

celain' (1888); 'Chinesische Studien> (yol. I.,

i8go) ; and 'Ueber fremde Einfliisse in der

Chinesischen Kunst' (1896).

His'cock, Frank, American legislator: b.

Pompey, Onondaga County, N. Y., 6 Sept. 1834.

In 185s he was admitted to the bar, in 1800-.?

was district attorney of Onondaga County, and
in 1867 a member of the State constitutional

convention of New York. He was a Republi-

can representative in Congress in 1879-8", and
obtained recognition as a party leader and
speaker. In 1887 he was United States senator

from New York and then returned to pro-

fessional practice.

Hispania, his-pa'ni-a. See Spain.

Historogy, the science of animal and vege-

table tissues. It investigates by means of the

microscope the various tissues of man, animals

and plants in their anatomical relations and
compositions. Topographical histology con-

siders the more minute structures of the organs

and systems of the body ; normal histology deals

with the healthy tissues ; and pathological his-

tology investigates the changes they undergo in

disease. Marie Francois Xavier Bichat (1771-

1802) is generally credited with the foundation

of the science of histology. Unfortunately the

imperfect condition of the microscope in his

time prevented Bichat and his contemporaries

from carrying their investigations to the point

which Schleiden, Schwann, Johann Miiller,

Virchow, Von Recklinghausen, Cohnheim, etc.,

have reached. It has been found that all struc-

tures however complex are made up of cells,

and that the parts of a body may be resolved

into a small number of elementary tissues now
grouped as: (i) epithelium, which lines almost
all the cavities of the body and is directly or

indirectly in communication with the atmo-
sphere; (2) the nervous tissues, which as nerve
cells originate and as nervous fibres transmit

all nervous impulses; (3) muscle, which pro-

duces motion whether voluntary or involuntary

;

(4) glandular tissue which consists of cells

standing in close relation with the blood-vessels

which take from the blood certain substances

and secrete them; (5) connective substances

which support and hold together the more deli-

cate and important structures, especially form-
ing the cartilages and bones. See Cell ; Anat-
omy, Comparative ; Anatomy of Plants.

Many tissues have the power of repairing

injuries that happen to them. This power is

called regeneration, and is found especially

in the lower animals, in polyps, worms, and in

.many amphibious creatures and reptiles. In
other cases the lesion is supplied by a new
growth of connective substance. In diseases

the tissues undergo many changes and many of
these diseases in the organism are shown also

by the changing of color. The science of such
changes is generally called pathological histology.

It is a comparatively young science and has been
cultivated by Virchow, who was the founder
of cellular pathology.

Vegetable histology is that department of
botany which deals with microscopic phytotomy
or the anatomy of plants, especially investigating
the plant cells and plant tissues. It is properly
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subordinate to morphology and is a distinctively
descriptive science. It deals with the question
in what relation the cells or forms of tissue
stand to the vital activity of plants, what func-
tions they perform, and in what respect they are
constituted for the fulfilling of those functions.
(Compare Cytology.)- Owing to the excessive
minuteness of the cells which form the tissues
of all plants the investigation relies almost en-
tirely on the microscope, and naturally has made
its advance in proportion as the microscope has
been made more perfect. Microscopes that are
now used magnify at least 1,000 diameters, and
the materials used have to be carefully pre-
pared and mounted. Many of them have to be
colored with h.fmatoxylin, fuchsin, saffranin,

and other alcoholic or aqueous dyes. Consult
Delafield and Prudden, "Handbook of Patho-
logical Anatomy and Histology' (1901).

Historical Societies in the United States.

John Pintard, of New York, deserves the credit

of being the first who endeavored to organize
historical societies in the United States. He
was born 18 May 1759, received his education
at Princeton College, and became actively iden-

tified with several military expeditions in the
War of the Revolution, being also deputy com-
missary for American prisoners. He was espe-
cially zealous in the study of American history,

and appreciated the need of preserving the liter-

ature, muster-rolls, private and public docu-
ments, relics, and other material of the colonial

period, at that time uncollected. In 1789 he
visited the Rev. Jeremy Belknap, in Boston, who
writes; "When Mr. Pintard was here he
strongly urged forming a society of antiquari-

ans." In August 1790 Mr. Belknap, following
this suggestion of Mr. Pintard, drew up an out-
line for such a society, in which was the follow-
ing clause, "Letters shall be written to gentlemen
in each of the United States requesting them to

form similar societies and a correspondence shall

be kept up between them for the purpose of
communicating discoveries and improvements to

each other," and quaintly concludes, "When ye
societie's funds can afford it salaries shall be
granted to the secretaries and other officers."

In February 1791 Mr. Belknap writes: "We
have now formed our society and it is dubbed,
not the Antiquarian, but the Historical Society.

It consists at present of only 8, and is limited

to 25. We intend to be an active, not a passive,

literary body; not to be waiting like a bed of
oysters for the tide (of communication) to flow
in upon us, but to seek and find, to preserve and
communicate literary intelligence, especially in

the historical way." In 1794 the membership
was increased to 60, and by act of legislature

in 1857, the limit of resident members was placed
at 100. Associated with Jeremy Belknap in the

new society were Rev, John Eliot, Rev. James
Freeman, James Sullivan (later governor of
Massachusetts), Rev. Peter Thatcher. William
Tudor, the noted lawyer, Thomas Wallcut. the
antiquary, James Winthrop, for years librarian

of Harvard. Dr. William Baylies, a physician of

Dighton, and George R. Minot, the author. The
position held to-day by the Massachusetts His-
torical Society is so well recognized at home and
abroad that it would be futile to attempt to de-

scribe either its vahiable contributions or its

stimulating example to similar societies, during
its unqualified success of over 100 years. Its
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officers in 1903, were: President, Charles Fran-
cis Adams ; vice-presidents, Samuel Abbott
Green, M.D., Thomas Jefferson Coolidge; re-

cording secretary-, Edward James Yomig; cor-

responding secretar>-, Henry Williamson
Haynes; treasurer, Charles Card Smith; libra-

rian, Samuel Abbott Green, M.D. ; cabinet-

keeper, Henrj- Fitch Jenks.
To John Pintard is due the credit for the first

meeting, 20 Nov. 1804, of the Xew York His-
torical Societ}-. Those present included John
Pintard, Judge Egbert Benson, DeWitt Clinton,

Rev. Wm. Linn, Rev. Samuel Miller. Dr. David
Hosack, Rev. John M. Mason, Rev. John N.
Abeel, Samuel Baj-ard, Peter G. Stuj^esant and
Anthony Bleecker. These patriotic founders or-

ganized "for the purpose of discovering, procur-
ing, and preserving whatever may relate to the
natural, civil, literarj-, and ecclesiastical historj-

of the United States in general, and of this

State in particular." The valuable librarj- of
John Pintard was acquired in 1807, thus form-
ing the nucleus of the 100,000 volumes owned by
the societj' in 1903. The first gift from outside
sources, recorded in the minutes of the Society,
came in 1810, when 10 volumes of the publica-

tions of the Massachusetts Historical Society
were presented. The society is now erecting a
new home on Central Park West, 76th and ~7th
streets, where its thousand members may more
adequately enjoy its collections; including the
galleries of American portraits and old masters;
the famous Eg>-ptian collection of Dr. Henr\-
Abbott, the Nineveh sculptures presented by
James Lenox, the original Audubon water
colors, together with countless original papers,
engravings, prints, broadsides and relics of the
Colonial and Revolutionary periods. Meetings
are held the first Tuesday of each month, Octo-
ber to June inclusive, at which papers, dealing
with American historj-, are read. The society
established a fund for printing its proceedings
and collections : 28 volumes have been issued
since 1868, as follows:

Vol. I.— ' The Continuation of Chalmcr's Political
.\nnals of the American Colonics* (1685—96); 'The
Coldcn Letters on Smith's History of Xew York

'

(1759—60); 'Documents Relating to the Administration
of Jacob Leisler * (1689—1-69).

\'ol. II.— 'The Clarendon Papers, Relating to Xew
York and New England* (166::—7); 'The Destruction
of Schenectady* (1690); 'Montague's .\rgumenls on
Acts of Xew York .Assembly* (1701); ' Colden's Let-
ter on Smith's History of Xew York* (1-59): 'Plow-
den's New .\lbion (1635—50); 'Gardiner's History of
East Hampton. Xew York* (1708): 'Collection of Evi-
dence and Vindication of the Rights of Xew York to
the Xew Hampshire Grants.'

Vol. III.— ' Territorial Rights of Xew York .\gain5t
the (Jovemment of Xew Hampshire,* a brief by James
Duane; * Old New Y'ork and Trinity- Church

'

(1730—90); sermon by the Rev. Francis Makemie
(1707).

VoL IV.. Vol. v.. Vol. VI., VoL VII.— ' The Papers
of Major-General Charles Lee' 11754-1811).

Vol. VIII.— 'Letters of General Pattison, Com-
mandant of Xew York City* (1779-So): 'Letters to
General Lewis Morris (1775—82).

Vol. IX.. Vol. X.— •Official Letter-Books of Lieu-
tenant-Governor Cadwalader Colden * (1760—75).

Vol. XI.— P.-.pcr5 of Charles Thomson, Secretary
of the Continental Congress* (1765-1816); 'Letters of
Colonel .\rmand ' (1777-91); 'Letters to Robert Mor-
ris* (1--5-8J).

Vol. Xri.— 'Trill of General Schuyler* (1778):
'Trial of (general Robert Howe* (1781); 'Journal of
Commissary Rainsford, Enlistment of Hessian Troops*
(1776-78).

Vol. XIIL— 'Trial of General St. Oair " 1:1778):
'Journal of Occurrences at Quebec* (1775—76); "Case
of William .^twood. Chief Justice of New York*
C'703); ' Vesey's Sermon in Trinity Church, at the

Funeral of Lord Lovelace* (1709); 'Letter of Dominie
Michaelius, First Minister in New Xetherland * (162S);
' Records of the Court of Lieutenancv, New York
Militia* (16S6-96).

Vol. XIV.— ' J ournals of the Engineer Officers,
Colonel Tames and Captain John Montressor, of Ser-
vices in America* (1757—78).

VoL X\'.
—

' Journal of Lieutenant Von Krafft, of
the Hessian Army' (1776—S4); * Letter- Book of Cap-
tain Alexander McDonald, of the Royal Highland Emi-
grants' (1775-79)-

Vol. XVL, X'oL XVII.— * Papers of Lieutenant-
Colonel Stephen Kemble, Adjutant-Cicneral of the Brit-
ish Army in America. Journals and Correspondence
(1775—59): * (ieneral Orders of the British Army in
America' (1775—S); 'Journals. Documents, and Cor-
respondence of the Expedition to Nicaragtia' (1780-1).

Vol. XVIII.— ' The Burgher Right and Roll of
Burghers of Xew Amsterdam' (1648—61): 'Roll of
Freedom of New Y'ork City' (1675—1S66); 'Register
of Indentures of Apprentices of Xew Y'ork C^ty *

(1604-1 70S).
\'ol. XIX. to XXIII.— ' The Deane Papers, Corre-

spondence, Oficial and Private, of Silas Deane

'

(i774-«9)-
\ol. XXIV.— Muster RoUs of Xew York Pro-

vincial Troops' (1755—64).
Vol. XX\'.— ' -Abstracts of Wills on File in the

Surrogate's Ofice, City of Xew York' (1665-1707).
Vol. XX\'I.— Same (170S—29), with Appendix.
Vol. XXVII.— Same (1730-^44).
Vol. XXVIIL— Same (1744-)-

The officers of the Xew York Societ}' for 1903
are: President, Samuel \'erplanck Hoffman;
first vice-president, Frederic Wendell Jackson;
second vice-president, Francis Robert Schell

;

foreign corresponding secretarj-. Archer Milton
Huntington ; domestic corresponding secretarj-,

George Richard Schieffelin ; recording secretary,
Sjdnej- Howard Camej', Jr., M.D. ; treasurer,

Charles Augustus Sherman; librarian, Robert
Hendre Kelbj'.

Following in the steps of these two oldest
societies hundreds of a similar character exist

to-day. Indeed, hardlj- a citj- or count}- in each
State of the Union but has had its own local

historical societj-. A casual glance at a few
local societies in Massachusetts and New York
will give an idea of the spirit which prevails for
the preser\'ation of the historic past

:

The American .\ntiquarian Society, Worcester,
Mass., was incorporated 24 October 181:1: this inland
city being selected as less exposed to possible invasion
from the sea, with the consequent loss of historical
collections.

The Essex Historical Society, Salem, Mass., was
originally started by Dr. Edward .\. Holyoke, of Salem,
and incorporated in 1821. Some 15 years later the Es-
sex County Xatural History Society was incorporated,
and in 1848 both of these societies united, forming the
Essex Institute. Of other societies in Massachusetts
a few will suffice. The Xew England Historic (Gene-
alogical Society, Boston ; The Quoboag Historical So-
ciety. Brookfield: Historical Society. Xantucket; Old
Residents' Association, Lowell; Old' Colony Historical
Society, Taunton; I*ocumtuck \'alley Memo'rial Asso-
ciation. Deerfield; The Pilgrim Society, Pl>-mouth; The
Rumford Historical Society, Wobum.' Rehoboth, Wa-
tertowTi. Westborough, Weymouth, and Winchester have
each local societies.

In Xew York State mention mav be made of the
Long Island Historical Society. brookl>-n: Suffolk
County Historical Socictv. Sag Harbor; Oneida Histori-
cal Society. I'tica; Onondaga Historical .Association, Syr-
acuse: Rochester Historical Society; Buifalo Historical
Society: Westchester Historical Society, and Tarry-
town_ Historical Society. In many States the various
religious denominations have historical societies and
there rtns organizcl recently the .American Jewish His-
torical Societ}*, New York.

'

The various organizations in the several States
have assumed so much usefulness that there now
exists an "American Hi.=toricaI .Association."
organized at Saratoga, N. Y., 10 Sept. 1884, in-

corporated bj' .\ct of Congress, approved 4 Jan.
1889. and reports annually to Congress through
the Smithsonian Institution. The more recent
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patriotic societies, such as the Sons of the Revo-
lution, Society of Colonial Wars, Mayflower
Society, Daughters of the Revolution, Colonial
Dames, and Huguenot Society, are largely in-

debted to the historical societies for their exist-

ence. Indeed, the Sons of the Revolution was
formed in the hall of the New York Historical
Society.

The following list of historical societies exist-

ing in 1993, is arranged in alphabetical order of
States, with the information furnished, in so far

^as replies have been received, from the secre-

taries of States, or officers of historical societies:

Alabama.— The Alabama Historical Society, or^n-
Jized 8 July 1850 at Tuscaloosa, Chancellor Alexander
Bowie being first president. Incorporated by Act of
the General Assembly 5 Feb. 1852. During Civil War
all work was suspended, many documents being lost.

1874 revived by Dr. Joshua H. Foster, its first secre-
tary. 10 Dec. 1898: The Alabama History Commission
was created at Montgomery, Hon. Thomas M. Owen
being secretary and treasurer.

Alaska.— Society of Alaska, Natural History and
Ethnologj', incorporated n April 1888 at Sitka. Alaska
Historical Library and Museum incorporated 6 June
1900, at Sitka.

Ari::ona.— The Arizona Pioneer Historical Societj',
located at Tucson, was established some years ago.

Arkansas.— There are two historical societies in the
State, both styled " Arkansas Historical Society," one
at Little Rock, Fay Hempstead, secretary; the other
at the L^niversity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, J. H. Rey-
nolds, secretary.

Caiifornia.— The California Historical Society, or-

ganized in 1 886. San Francisco.
Colorado.— The State Historical and Natural His-

tory Society, Denver; incorporated 11 July 1879.
Charles R. Dudley, secretar>'.

Connecticut.— The Connecticut Historical Society,
Hartford, organized 1825; revived by the general as-

sembly 1839; Albert C. Bates, secretarj-; New Haven
Colony Historical Societj', New Haven, 1862; New
London County Historical Society, New London, 1870;
Fairfield County Historical Societ>', Bridgeport, 1881

;

and the Middlesex County Historical Society, Middle-
town, 1902.

Delazcare.— The Historical Society of Delaware,
Wilmington, incorporated 1868; Hon. Chas. B. Lore,
president; Wm. Hall Porter, recording secretary.

District of Columbia.— The Columbia Historical So-
ciety, organized 9 March 1894; Mrs. Mary Stevens
BeaJI, recording secretary; and also the American His-
torical Society.

Georgia.— The Georgia Historical Society, Savan-
nah; Hon. William Harden, secretary.

Idaho.— The Historical Society of the State of
Idaho, Boise City; Hon. Wm. A. Goulden, secretary.

Illinois.— The Illinois State Historical Society, or-

ganized 30 June 1899. Local organizations in the State
cooperate with the Society. The last legislature made
the society a part of the Illinois State Historical Li-
brary, which library has heretofore issued publications
of the society. Mrs. Jessie Palmer Webb, librarian of
State Historical Library, and secrctarj' and treasurer
State Historical Society.

Indiana.— The Indiana Historical Society, organized
1830.

Iowa.— The State Historical Society of Iowa, Iowa
City; organized 1857; present articles of incorporation
date April 1892; F. E. Horack. secretary. The histori-

cal department of the State Library, Des Moines, should
not be confused with this society.

Kansas.— The Kansas State Historical Society, To-
peka; organized 14 Dec. 1875; Geo. W. Martin, secre-
tary; *' tkis library contains 24.424 books; 7'2.789
pamphlets; 25,926 volumes of newspapers; 25,977 nian-
uscripts; 6,696 relics; 5,751 pictures; and 5,129 atlases
and maps.

Kentucky.— The Kentucky Historical Society; or-
ganized J839—40. The legislature donated rooms to the
society 1S79—80. In August 1902 it became a depart-
ment of the State. Gov. J. C. W. Beckham, president;
General Fayette Hewitt, first vice-president; W. W.
Langmoor, second vice-president; Mrs. Jennie C. Mor-
ton, secretary and treasurer.

Louisiana.— The Louisiana Historical Society; or-

ganized 15 Jan. 1836; Judge Henry A. BuUard, pres-
ident; reorganized 1S46 with Judge F. X. Martin,
president ; incorporated 1 84 7 and a new charter given
30 April 1877, transferring it from Baton Rouge to
New Orleans. From i860 to 1S88 Judge Charles
Gayarre, president, being succeeded by Judge W. W.

Howe. Since 1894 Prof. Alcce Forticr has t>een pres-
ident.

Maine.— The Maine Historical Society, Portland;
organized iSjj; H. W. Bryant, recording secretary;
The Bangor Historical Society, Bangor; The Kennebec
Antiquarian Society, .Vugusta; York Institute, Saco;
The Sagadahoc Historical Society, Bath; The Lincoln
County Historical Society, Wiscassct; The Skowhegan
Historical Society, Skowhegan; The Waterville His-
torical Society, Waterville; and The Eliot Historical
Society, Eliot.

Maryland.— The Maryland Historical Society, Bal-
timore; Geo. W. McCreary, librarian; The Frederick
County Historical Society, Frederick; The Harford
County Historical Society, Bclair, Dr. Archer, pres-
ident.
^Massachusetts.—See data previously given.
Michigan.— The Michigan Pioneer and Historical

Society, Lansing; organized 2J April 1874; issues each
year a volume of historical collections; Henry R. Pat-
tengill, secretary.

Minnesota.— The Minnesota Historical Societ>', St.

Paul, is the only society in that State.
Mississippi.— Tlie Mississippi Historical Society;

organized 1898; Dr. F. L. Riley, secretarj*; Dunbar
Rowland is director of the department of archives and
historj' of the State of Mississippi, Jackson. This de-
partment was created 26 Feb, 1902 and is under the
auspices of the historical society.

Missouri.—The Missouri Historical Society, St.
Louis; chartered in 1875; The State Historical So-
ciety, Columbia, in 1899.

Montana.— The >Iontana Historical Societ>', He-
lena ; organized December 1864 ; incorporated February
1865 and is a part of the State Librar>'; Miss Laura E.
Hovey, secretary and librarian.

Xcbraska.— The Nebraska State Historical Society,
Lincoln.

i\'cw Hampshire.— The New Hampshire Historical
Society, Concord.

Xew Jersey.— The New Jersey Historical Society,

Newark; organized 1845 ; William Nelson, correspond-
ing secretarj-; Bergen County Historical Society. Hack-
ensack, 1902; New Brunswick Historical Club. .\'ew

Brunswick, Hunterdon County Historical Society,

Flemington; Salem County Historical Society, Salem;
Princeton Historical Association. Princeton; Woodi.*
town and Pilesgrove Historical Society, Woodstown.

Xeu' Mexico.— The Historical Society of New Mex-
ico; incorporated 5 Feb. 1881; home office, Santa Fe.

Nezv York.— See previous references.

Xorth Carolina.—The Historical Society of North
Carolina was chartered in 1S33; rechartered 22 Marcb
1875; Dr. K. P. Battle, department of history Uni-
versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, secretary*; The
North Carolina Literary and Historical Society, Ra-
leigh; W. J. Peele, secretar>'; and The Trinity Histor-
ical Society, Durham; Dr. j. S. Bassett, secretary.

Xorth Dakota.— The North Dakota Historical So-

ciety; incorporated 8 March 1895; Col. C. A. Louns-
berry, secretary, Fargo.

Ohio.— The Ohio State Archaeological and Histori-

cal Society, Columbus; incorporated 13 March 1885.
E. O. Randall, secretary. There are many local so-

cieties in Ohio: The Western Respr\-e Historical So-
ciety, Cleveland; The Fircland Historical Society, Nor-
walk ; The Ohio Philosophical and Historical Society.

Cincinnati; and others.

Oklahoma Territory.— The Oklahoma Historical So-
ciety, founded by the Oklahoma Press Association at

Xingfisher, May 1893. By act of territorial legislature

21 Feb. 1895 it became trustee of the Territor>' '* for

the care, collection and prcser\'ation of all kinds of
historical matter, and for the expending of any appro-
priation made by the Territory for such historical pur-
poses, and located the society at the Universit>' build-

ing at Norman." In June 1901 the society accepted
the offer of the entire upper floor of the Carnegie
Library, Oklahoma City, pending the erection of a
capitol building. Lincoln McKinlay, president; Sidney
Clark, custodian.

Oregon.— The Oregon Historical Society, organized
17 December 1899; F. G. Young, secretary. University
of Oregon.

Pennsylvania.— The Historical Society of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia: organized 1824: John W. Jordan*
librarian: Bucks County Historical Society. Doylcs-
town: Montgomery County Historical Society. Norris-
town: York County Historical Society. York; Lancas-
ter County Historical Societ>-. Lancaster; Wyoming
Historical and Geological Society. Wilkes-Barrc: Wash-
ington County Historical Society. Washington; Leb-
anon Countv Historical Society. Heilman Dale; Chester
County Historical Society, West Chester; Delaware
Count>' Historical Society. Chester; Berks County His
torical Society, Reading; Tioga Point Historical Society
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Athens; and the Presbyterian. Baptist, and Methodist

Historical Societies, Philadelphia.

Rhode Island.— The Rhode Island Histoncal So-

ciety, Providence; founded in 1S22; The Newport His-

torical Society, Xe»-port, R. I.

South Carolina.— The bouth Carolina Historical so-

cierr. Charleston; organized 1855; Gen. Edward Mc-
Cradv. president; A. S. Salley, .Ir., secretary.

South Dakota.— The Department of History in the

State of South Dakota; administered by the State His-

torical Society: was organized by act of legislature 21

Jan. 1903; located at Pierre; Doane Robinson, secre-

fennessee.— Tennessee Historical Society, Nash-

%ille- Robert T. Quarles, corresponding secretary.

Texas — The Texas State Historical Society ;
or-

ganized 2 March 1897; Hon. John H. Reagan, Palestine,

president. . ^ - - ¥-^ u
{/to*.— The State Histoncal Society ot Ltah; or-

ganized 31 Dec. 1S97; Salt Lake City.

Frrmont.— The Vermont Historical Society; organ-

ized 1838; Montpelier; Joseph A. Deboer, recording

^'^^vfrlinia.— The \"irginia Historical Societj-, Rich-

mond; organized 1831; WiUiam G. Stanard, correspond-

ing secretary and librarian. a- . • 1 c^
»-ashingt0K.— The Washington State Historical So-

ciety-. Tacoma: Hon. Ezra Meeker, president; E. N.

Fuller, secretary. , e . fi,,,l«=
West Virginia.— State Historical Society, Charles-

°^^i-isconsin.— Tbe State Historical Society of Wis-

consin, Madison; organized 1849;
'^^?''J^'"?

'?"'
this latter date being considered the real date of organ-

'"
H^yomine.— The Wyoming Historical Society ; or-

ganized 1895; Robert Morris, secretary, Cheyenne.

Sydsev H. C-\rxey, Jr.. M.D.

History is a record of events which have

occurred among mankind : embracing an account

of the rise and fall of nations, and other great

mutations which have affected the political and

social condition of the human race. In a more

limited sense, historv is a record of the progress

of mankind in civilization : and, therefore, deals

e'jpecially with those nations which have per-

formed great achievements and exerted a com-

manding influence upon the fortunes of the

human race.

History is generally divided into three great

epochs— Ancient Historj-, Medijeval History,

and Modern Historj-. Ancient History begins

with the first appearance of historic records, and

ends with the fall of the Western Roman Em-
pire 4-6 .\.D. Mediaeval Historj-, or the History

of the Middle Ages, extends from the fall of

Rome 476 A.D., to the discoverj- of America 1492

\ D Modern Historj- embraces the period from

the discover}' of America to the present time.

Sometimes, however, the world's history is di-

vided into only two great periods— Ancient and

Modem; .Ancient History embracing the whole

period before the fall of Rome, 476 .\.d., and

Modern History comprising the entire period

since that event.

The three sources of history are written

records, architectural monuments and fragmcn-

tar>- remains. Several races of men have dis-

appeared from the globe, leaving no records in-

scribed upon stone or parchment. The existence

and character of these people can only be in-

ferred from fragments of their weapons, orna-

ments and household utensils, found m their

tombs or among the ruins of their habitations

Among these races were the Lake-dwellers of

Switzerland: the prehistoric inhabitants of the

Age of Stone and the Age of Bronze of the

British Isles; the builders of the shell-mounds

of Denmark and India ; and the Mound-builders

of the Mississippi Valley.

The discover>- of monuments of .great an-

tiquit>- has aided vastly in ascertaining the date

of ancient events. The Parian Marble, brought

to England from Smyrna by the Earl of Arundel,

contains a chronological arrangement of im-

portant events in Grecian history from the

earliest period to 355 B.C. Tlie .Assyrian Canon,
discovered by Sir Henr\' Rawlinson, the great

English antiquarian, consists of a number of

clay tablets, constructed during the reign of

Sardanapalus, and containing a complete plan

of -Assyrian chronolog}-, verified by the record

of a solar eclipse which must have occurred

15 June 763 B.C. The Fasti Capitolini, discov-

ered at Rome, partly in 1547 and partly in 1817

and 1818, contains in fragmentarj- records a list

of Roman magistrates and triumphs from the

beginning of the Roman Republic to the close

of the reign of Augustus. The Rosetta Stone,
discovered by a French military engineer during
Bonaparte's expedition to Egypt in 1708, con-
tains inscriptions in the Greek and Egyptian
languages, the deciphering of which has led to

the discover}' of a key to the meaning of the
hieroglyphic inscriptions on the Egyptian monu-
ments. The fragmentar}' writings of Sanchonia-
thon give us some light on Phoenician history ;

those of Berosus on Babylonia and Assyria

;

Manetho's lists of the 30 dynasties of Eg}ptian
kings afford us valuable information ; and the
works of Herodotus, the 'Father of History,*
have given us a graphic account of the ancient
nations— their annals, manners, and customs,
as well as a geographical description of the
countries which they inhabited.

Herodotus was the first of Grecian historians.

Other Greek writers of history were Thucy-
dides. the great philosophic historian; Xenophon,
the writer of charming historical romances

;

Ctesias ; Diodorus Siculus ; Polybius ; and Plu-
tarch, the charming biographer of antiquity.

Ancient Rome produced Livy, Tacitus, Sallust,

and Cornelius Xepos, who have given us the
facts of Roman histon,'. For the history of the
ancient Hebrews we are indebted to the books
of the Old Testament and the works of Jose-
ph'.'s, the celebrated Jewish historian, who wrote
a complete history of his countrymen in Greek.
Among early Christian Church historians were
the Roman Eusebius and the .Anglo-Saxon, the
Venerable Bede. The Frenchmen Comines and
Froissart were celebrated chroniclers of the
Middle .Ages. The Italian Macchiavelli achieved
fame by his historical writings. .Among mod-
ern historians have been many who have ac-

quired celebrity by their works. Such were the
great trio of British historians — Hume. Gibbon,
and Robertson, whose works have always been
regarded as standards. England has produced
many famous writers of history ; such as Ma-
caulay, Carlyle, Grote, Thirlwall. Froude, Lin-
gard, .Arnold, .Allison, Freeman, Rawlinson,
Green, Knight, Merivale, Milman, Hallam, and
others. France produced RoUin. Voltaire.

Thiers, Guizot, Sismondi, Mignet, Michelet.and
the brothers "Thierry. Germany has given the
world a great ecclesiastical historian in the per-

son of Mosheim ; and a number of German his-

torians have given the world the benefit of their
scholarly researches, among whom we may men-
tion Nicbiihr, Xeander, Rotteck, Heeren. Schlos-
scr. Mommsen. Curtius,and Leopold von Ranke.
.Among American historians the most renowned
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have been Hiltlreth, Prescott, Bancroft, Motley.
Lossing, and Parknian.

The origin of nations has been involved in

obscurity, which has only qnite recently been
removed by the diligent study and the patient

research of modern European scholars. Investi-

gation into the affinities of the various languages
has given us some new knowledge upon this

interesting and important subject. Comparing
the languages of most of the modern European
nations with those spoken by the ancient Ro-
mans, Greeks, Medes, and Persians, and Hin-
dus, we observe that all these languages had a
common origin, entirely different from those
spoken by the ancient Chaldees, Assyrians,
Phoenicians, Hebrews, Arabs, and Egyptians

;

these latter being related to each other, but
not to those of the nations previously named.
The former of these languages are called ArytDi,
the latter Semitic and Ilamilic; while the Cen-
tral Asian Tartar nomads have a language called
Turiinian.

The Aryan branch is called Japhetic, because
it has been supposed to be descended from
Japheth ; while the Semitic branch is regarded
as the posterity of Shem, and the Hamitic
branch as the children of Ham. The name
Aryan means "tiller of the soil" ; wherein this
race has differed from the Turanian, or nomadic
races of Central Asia.

In the course of time nations became divided
into civilized and uncivilized, as their intellectual

development was furthered by talents and com-
merce, or retarded or cramped by dullness and
by isolation from the rest of mankind. Uncivi-
lized nations are either wild hordes under an
absolute and despotic chief who wields unlim-
ited power over his followers, or wandering
nomadic tribes, guided by a leader, who, as

father of the family, exercises the functions of

lawgiver, governor, judge and high priest.

Neither the wild hordes under their despotic
chiefs, occupying the unknown regions of Africa
(negroes), the steppes and lofty mountain
ranges of Asia, the primeval forests of .America
(Indians), and the numerous islands of Oce-
anica (Malays), nor the nomadic races with
their patriarchal government, find any place in

history.

The oldest civilizations were those found in

the Tigris-Euphrates and Nile valleys, in the
Hindu peninsula, and in the remote empire of

China. The exact origin of the ancient nations
and civilizations is lost in the dimness of their

remote antiquity. These regions were richly
endowed by nature with the resources necessary
for sustaining a dense population ; and the oldest
historic empires accordingly took their rise in

the rich alluvial lands watered by the Tigris and
the Euphrates in southwestern Asia and by the
Nile in northeastern Africa.

Historical Asia is southwestern Asia ; where
the great Hamitic and Semitic empires of Chal-
dsa, Assyria, and Babylonia successively flour-

ished, in the Tigris-Euphrates valleys ; where
the Hebrews and the Phoenicans played their
respective parts in the world's historic drama

;

and where the Aryan race finally came upon the
scene in the appearance of the great Median
and Medo-Persian empires and the Gneco-Mace-
donian empire of Alexander the Great and his
successors, followed by the Parthian. Eastern
Roman, and new Persian empires ; after which

the Semitic race again prevailed m tfie sudden
rise of Mohannned's religion and the great em-
pire founded by his successors; followed by the
conquests of the Seljuk Turks from Tartary, the
two centuries of warfare between Christendom
and Islam for the pos.session of the Holy Land
as represented in the Crusades, the terrible
scourges of the conquering Mongol and Tartar
hordes of Genghis Khan and Tamerlane; and,
lastly, the rise of the now-decaying Mohamme-
dan empires of the Ottoman Turks and the
modern Persians.

Southern Europe was the seat of the greatest
two nations of antiquity—the Greeks and the
Romans—the former by their literature and
philosophy and their political freedom, and the
latter by their laws and political institutions
influencing all future European nations. The
other nations of ancient Europe were barbarians,
many of whom were conquered and civilized by
the Romans. The overflow of the Roman
dominion in the 5th century after Christ entirely
changed the current of European history by a
redistribution of its population through the
migrations and conquests of its vast hordes of
northern barbarians, who 14 centuries ago laid

the foundations of the great nations of modern
Europe. America and Oceanica were wholly
unknown to the ancient inhabitants of the Old
World, and have only occupied the field of his-

tory since their discovery and settlement by
Europeans within the last four centuries.

The cradle of civilization — if not the cradle
of the human race — was the fertile alluvial Ti-
gris-Euphrates and Nile valleys, where, with the
dawn of civilization, flourished the old Chaldean
and Egyptian empires—the most remote of his-

torical states of antiquity. History begins with
Egypt, the oldest of historical nations.

Asia is the birth-place of the great religions

and the home of absolute despotism. T!ie two
great pantheistic religions — Brahmanism and
Buddhism: also the great monotheistic religions— Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism
— arose in Asia; while .'\siatic governments to-

day are what they have been from time imme-
morial — absolute monarchies, or despotisms; no
republic or constitutional monarchy ever having
flourished on Asiatic .soil.

Europe, on the contrary, inhabited by the

progressive Aryan race, has carried political in-

stitutions to the highest state of development

;

civil, political, and religious liberty having had
a steady growth. Asiatic civilization has been
stationary, while European civilization has been
progressive. The .'Ksiatics are passive, submis-
sive, given to contemplative ease and disinclined

to active exertion. The Europeans are active,

energetic, vigilant and a.ggressive. Europe has
also colonized other portions of the globe; the

greater part of the present populations of North
and South .America being the descendants of
Europeans who settled in the New World, and
drove away, or assimilated with, the aborigines

;

while Europeans have also settled in portions

of .Africa, Asia, and Oceanica. The Asiatics,

on the other hand, do not colonize.

History, Ancient. Objectively history is

a succession of past events connected with one
another as cause and effect ; subjectively it is

a record of such events as determined by the

processes of investigation included in historical

method. The history of mankind treats not so
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much of individuals as of the progress and

decline of communities and states with espe-

cial reference to morality, religion, intelligence,

social organization, economic condition, refine-

ment and taste, govenmient, and the peaceful

and military relations of governments to one

another (cf. Andrews, 'Institutes of General

Histor>-.' p. 3). Strictly there are no periods;

the life of mankind flows continuously, never

wholly changing the direction of its current

at any definite time. But for the convenience of

study historj- is more or less arbitrarily divided

into periods, during each of which the resultant

of changes in the life of mankind, or of a par-

ticular part of it, is supposed to be a determi-

nable movement of progress or decline which
the historian takes as characteristic of the period.

The familiar diWsion of general histor>- into

ancient. medisevaJ. and modem may be accepted

as the most practical, though it is exceedingly

difficult to define these long and complex ages.

Most obvious is the geographical characteristic.

Leaving out of account India and the farther

East, which have contributed little to the prog-

ress of the rest of the world, ancient history

has to do (i) with the fertile river-vallej-s ad-

joining the east end of the Mediterranean; (2)
with die Mediterranean basin itself: for the few
outlying countries which had a share in an-

cient history depended upon this area for their

civilization. Or taking race and religion as

the basis of division, we may define ancient

history as the development of pagan, non-Ger-
manic civilization ; for with the thorough es-

tablishment of Christianity and the coming of
the Germans the Middle Age begins. Although
ancient historj- includes manj' nations and num-
berless movements of growth and decay, it shows
nevertheless remarkable unity. From simple
though diverse beginnings the various peoples
of the area above defined developed into the

one complex political and social organization

known as the Roman empire ; and when with
the wreck of this system the ancient world
passed away, there began under new conditions

that fresh life of mankind which in its earlier

stage we call mediaeval and in its more mature
growth modem.

History does not concern itself with ultimate
origins : it begins with man in the lowest con-
dition in which it actually finds him. and with
the help of anthropolog>-, archseologj-, and kin-

dred sciences it traces his improvement from that

point upward through the earlier known stages

of his existence. The prehistoric age, which
precedes contemporarj- written records, is taken
into account in so far as, by furnishing relative

beginnings, it affords an explanation of later

developments. Even when the historian reaches
the period of contemporary documents and lit-

erature, he continues to use all available aux-
ilian,- sciences, principally epigraphy, archaeol-

ogy, numismatics, philologj-, and geography. In
testing the genuineness and the historical vahie
of sources he makes use of critical principles

which are becoming more and more definite

and effective with the growth of historical

method into a science.
Nowhere has source material accumulated

so rapidly in recent years as in the Orient. .\s

a result of continued explorations there our
knowledge of Oriental life has been vastly in-

creased, and the beginnings of Oriental history
have been pushed much farther back into the

past. \\"e are now able to study the ^j-ptians
of the paleolithic age (cf. Petrie, 'History of
Egypt' C4th ed. i. p. 5 ff), although no date can
yet be assigned to that primitive culture, nor
have yet been discovered all the links which con-
nect it with the historic age. Beginning with
the earliest appearance of written records in the

Orient, we may divide aiKient history into

the following periods

:

I. The Dauii of Chnlization ; the old Egyp-
tian Kingdom and the Chaldean and Syrian
Ciiy-States, 3000-3000 B. C.—^\\"hether mankind
first emerged from the Stone Age in the val-

ley of the Nile or in that of the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers is disputed, and the date of
this event has not been even approximately de-

termined. There can be no doubt, however, that

early in the fifth millennium B.C. civilization in

both these regions had reached a comparatively
high development People irrigated their fields,

built cities, in which they lived under kings,

and were acquainted with the elements of prac-

tical science as well as with the art of writing.

The Eg\-ptian alphabet of this period was hiero-

gl\-phic, the Chaldean cuneiform. Egj-pt achieved
political unification under a monarch near the
beginning of the period; Chaldea and Syria
remained divided among rival citj-states.

Through the most brilliant part of the pe-
riod the Egyptian capital was Memphis, whose
Pharaohs of the fourth dj-nastj- (about 4000-
3725 B.C.) constructed the great pyramids at

Gizeh. This epoch is unique in the world's
history for the bold attempt to surpass nature
in the grandeur and strength of its buildings,

which at the same time indicate the high cen-
tralization in the hands of the monarch. The
people of Egypt, devoted to agriculture and the
industrial arts, were peace-loving, submissive to

authorit>', and intensely religious. Prominent
among the Chaldean cities were Ur, Nippur,
Agade (Accad), and Babylon, under independent
kings who strove with one anotlier for the mas-
ter\\ In spite of their military occupation the
people, like the Egj-ptians, engaged their best
thought and energy in creating the elements of
civilization. Among their early achievements
were the science of astronomy, the calendar,
and a system of weights and measures, which
with some modifications afterward passed to

Europe. Early in the fourth millennium Chal-
dean ci\Hlization began to affect Svria.

II. The Middle Kingdom of Egypt; 'he Po-
litical UniUcation of Chaldea: the Seolilhic
and JEneolithic .-igcs in Greece, about 3000-3000
B. C.—In the beginning of the period Thebes
supplanted Memphis as the political centre of
Egj-pt The most brilliant dj-nasty was the
twelfth (about 2775-2550 ac). The Pharaohs
of this family with a firm hand controlled the

feudal lords who since the sixth d>Tiasty had
been growing strong over all Egv-pt, and to

whom most of the famous rock-graves of the

period belong. The same djmasty conquered
Ethiopia (^ Nubia"), carried on a lively trade with
Syria, and had commerce with countries as far

west as Crete, They built splendid temples, and
rciiiilated the waters of the lower Nile by
mc.ins of a great reservoir in the Fayum. Their
utilitarian works contrast strikingly with the

grand though selfish idealism of the pyramid-
builders. Sleanwhile in Chaldea the strife

among the cities continued till the whole coun-
trj- was unified under Babylon (2250 b.c).
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In the industries both nations reached a

high stage of technical skill. The Egyptians
excelled in inlaid work, the Babylonians in the

engraving of gems. The architecture was mass-
ive, the Chaldean in brick, the Egyptian in stone.

The sculpture, too, though lacking grace, showed
great strength. The literature was looked upon
by after ages as classic. In government we find

a centralized monarchy with a bureaucratic ad-
ministration regulated by written law (cf. the

Code of Hammurabi (q.v. ), about 2250 B.C.).

The family was monogamic, and society was
definitely organized in classes. The prime mo-
tive power in life was religion, which, manip-
ulated by the priests, was already reducing the

activities of man to a system of conventions
and thus putting an end to originality.

In the region about the /Egean Sea the pe-

riod is represented by the first settlement at

Troy, of neolithic culture (3000-2500 B.C.),

and by the second or "burnt" city, which was
seneolithic (2500-2000 B.C.). Crete, in com-
tnunication with Egypt, seems to have taken
the lead in the civilization of this region.

III. The Earliest Empires and Their Strug-
gles; the Beginnings of Assyria, Fhccnicia. and
the Hebrews; the Bronce Age in Greece, 2000-
1000 B. C.—After the twelfth dynasty Egypt
weakened ; from the beginning of the second
millennium the Hyksos (q.v.) a barbarous peo-
ple from Asia, controlled the lower Nile val-

ley for several, possibly five, centuries. After
their expulsion the Egyptians became a con-
quering people. The eighteenth dynasty (about
1600-1325 B.c) extended their dominion on
the south to the centre of Ethiopia and on the

northeast to the Euphrates River. Cyprus and
the "isles of the Great Sea" sent as tribute and
gifts vases of Mycenaean manufacture.

Chaldea, ruled by Cossxan — Kassite—
kings (1717-1140 B.C.), was not only unable

to prevent these conquests, but even lost her
iiold upon Assyria, which now began a long
winning struggle with Babylon for supremacy.
Both countries courted the favor of the pow-
erful Pharaohs. For the first time in history

we have great states in relations of war and
peace with one another— the beginning of di-

plomacy and "world-politics." Assyria (1125
B.C.) suddenly created an empire which ex-
tended northward to the sources of the two
rivers and westward to the Mediterranean. She
advanced beyond Eg>-pt in the organization and
.administration of conquered countries, but her
empire soon fell to pieces, partly from internal

exhaustion and partly because of invasions from
Arabia.

Before the rise of the Assyrian empire the

Hittites had conquered eastern Asia Minor and
'had wrested northern Syria from Egypt : but
their power was as speedily overthrown by
swarms of invaders of unknown race from
Asia Minor, who then made a fierce assault upon
Egypt.

Before the end of the millennium the PhcE-
nicians had planted many trading-stations on
the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean and
had created a "world-commerce." Sidon was
at first the leading city, and afterward Tyre.
Their civilization, with that of all Syria, was
fundamentally Chaldean, affected to some extent
by Egyptian commerce and conquest. About
1000 B.C. the Greeks adopted their phonetic
alphabet.

Among the immigrants from Arabia into
the civilized districts of Hither Asia were the
Aramaeans, w;ho established themselves in north-
ern Syria with their capital at Damascus, and
the Hebrews, who conquered the country in

southern Syria now known as Palestine (1150
B.C.). At first their government was a the-
ocracy represented by prophets and "judges,"
but soon (about 1050 b.c.) they established a
kingship.

In this period the creative energy of the
Egjptians had exhausted itself. Life became
artificial; wealth, flowing in from conquests, sub-
stituted magnificence for taste, and in the end
enfeebled the national spirit. On account of
the wars the military class came into great
prominence ; the king, more than before, be-
came the proprietor of the state, and the priests
gained control of the material as well as of
the spiritual activities of the nation. In Hither
Asia, also, artistic and industrial civilization

suffered through the decline of Chaldea; for

the Assyrian genius was chiefly political and
military rather than artistic or intellectual. The
Hebrews, however, were moving in the direction
of monotheism, and Phoenicia was spreading
Oriental civilization abroad over the Mediterra-
nean lands.

Of enormous importance for history was the
development of civilization in the .-Egean re-

gion. The beginnings of the Bronze Age—
proto-Mycenasan — are represented by the third,

fourth, and fifth cities at Troy (2000-1500 B.C.),

followed by the fully developed Mycenjean civ-

ilization, represented by the sixth city at Troy,
by Tiryns, INlycen.'e, and many other cities on
the Greek peninsula, in Crete and the yEgean
islands. Characteristic of the civilization are
massive fortifications, large palaces, immense
tombs, wonderfully skilful work in gold, in

vase-making, gem-cutting, and inlaying with
precious metals, also excessive ornamentation of
apparel and effeminate luxury. Toward the

close of the millennium this culture began rap-

idly to decline.

Parallel to this development in the ^Egean,
yet little affected by it, the Etruscans of central

and northern Italy were creating a peculiar civil-

ization,— less artistic and less grand than the

Mycensean,— which did not reach its height
till the following millennium.

IV. The Growth and Decline of the Syrian
Kingdoms; the Rise of the Assyrian Empire;
the Epic Age in Greece, 1000-700 B. C.— Tyre,
taking the place of Sidon, became the centre of

the world's commerce. Under king David the
Hebrews developed a great political power ; but
after the death of Solomon they split into two
kingdoms, Judali and Israel. Damascus, which
had belonged to the realm of David, again be-

came the capital of an independent Aramaean
kingdom. Near the end of the period, however,
all Syria excepting Tyre fell under the .-Vssyrian

yoke. The people of Damascus (about 730
B.C.) and Israel (722 B.C.) were carried into

captivity, and Judah became tributary. Baby-
lon, too. was definitely conquered (728 B.C.).

Egypt, again declining, divided into many
small principalities, while Ethiopia rose to a

power of the first importance. Her king con-
quered the Nile valley to its mouth in 728 B.C.

But the greatest political event of the period
was the rise of the Assyrian empire. Through
persistent warfare carried on bv a line of able
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kings for crushing frequent rebellion as well as

for new conquests, the empire reached the

height of glory, though not yet its widest ex-

tent, under Sargon (722-705 b.c).

Great progress was made in civilization. The
Hebrews, afflicted by Assyria, were purging

themselves of polytheism, and under the lead

of inspired prophets were learning to look upon
Jehovah as the only God. almight\-. pure, and
jealous, who demanded of his worshippers not

only ceremonial exactness but clean hearts and
spiritual devotion. With the .Assyrians, not-

withstanding their strong religious nature, po-

litical motives were dominant. For strength-

ening their empire they adopted the plan (i) of

recruiting their armies partly from conquered
peoples, (2) of transplanting populations from
one part of the empire to another, to break

up local attachments and weaken the power of

resistance, (3) of organizing some of the con-
quered countries into provinces ruled by Assyr-
ian officials, though many were still left under
their native rulers. In government and admin-
istration, accordingly, Assyria was at this time
the most progressive of nations.

The centre of interest in the growth of
civilization, however, shifted to the .Egean re-

gion, where in this age the Ionic Greeks pro-

duced the first European literature —-the 'Iliad'

(q.v.) and the 'Odyssey' (q.v.) Colonists in a

strange country, the lonians were not in a con-
dition to cultivate the Mycensean arts, but drew
their subsistence from grazing, agriculture, and
war. With a high degree of refinement, mixed
with barbarit}-, they possessed remarkably virile,

elastic minds. In contrast with the slavish

Orientals, the Greeks, represented by the lonians,

were in spirit free. To them neither nature

nor religion was terrible : their gods were in-

tensely human, generally the helpers, never the

implacable enemies of man. Combined with this

intellectual liberty and boldness was a rare

sense of fitness and proportion, manifested in

the Homeric poems referred to above. In
Greek manhood, virility, freedom, intelligence,

and taste combined to produce a civilization

which was already rapidly advancing beyond that

of the Orient.
V. The Fall of Assyria and the Rise of the

Persian Empire; in Greece Colonial Expansion
and the Anakening of a Sational Consciousness;
the Struggle Between Asia and Europe, in U'/iic/i

Greece Becomes the Centre of Interest in the

World's Politics; in the Central Mediterranean

Region the Political Groivth of Carthage and
Etruria: at Rome the Primitive Kingship and
the Beginning of the Republic. 700-479 B. C.—
Early in the period Lydia became a conquering
state, and reached the height of its imperial

power under Croesus (560-546 B.c.1, who
ruled nearly all .Asia Minor west of the Halys
River. Eg>-pt fell under the .Assyrian power
(664 B.C-); but soon throwing off the yoke,
it enjoyed a long period of independence (645-
525 B.C.). Before the loss of Egypt the .As-

syrian empire reached from Thebes on the

Nile nearly to the Caspian Sea. and from the Per-
sian Gulf nearly to the Black Sea — the great-

est extent of countr>- yet united under one ruler.

In Nineveh, their new capital, the kings built

magnificent palaces of brick, adorned with rep-

resentations of their wars in sculptured re-

liefs. They established libraries, too, of Baby-
Ionian learning. But thev had already ceased

to make political progress, and they failed to

give their empire an organic unity, and to in-

spire the conquered nations with loyalty to the

central government. Suddenly the empire was
overthrown by a combination of the Babylonians
and the Medes. who destroyed Xineveh in 606
B.C. With this event Assyria disappeared from
history.

Two empires— the Median and the Baby-
lonian— divided between them the Assyrian do-
main. The former lay in the north of Hither
Asia, the latter in the south. Under Neb-
uchadnezzar (606-562 B.C.). Babylon became
the largest and wealthiest cit>- in the world,

a brilliant seat of industry and commerce. He
destroyed Jerusalem, carried Judah into captiv-

itj- (586 B.C.), and conquered Tyre. Of the

other empire the ruling people were the Medes,
who inhabited the plateau between the Tigris

Valley and the Caspian Sea. Their sway ex-

tended westward, on the north of Babylonia,

to the Halys River, and southward over their

Persian kinsmen. Both empires, however, were
short-lived : in 550 B.C. Cyrus, an Elamitic
prince, at the head of a Persian revolt, estab-

lished himself master of the Median realm.

This event made the empire Persian. After
conquering Lydia (546 B.C.) and Babylon (538
B.C.), Cyrus proceeded to subdue the coun-
tries to the east and northeast of Persia

;

so that at his death (529 B.C.) his empire
extended from the .Egean Sea to the Indus
River, and from the Persian Gulf to the Jax-
artes River— an area perhaps five or six times
as great as that of the Assyrian empire. His
son and successor Cambyses added Egjpt (525
B.C.), and Darius, the following king (522-
485 B.C.), completing an organization begun by
Cyrus, divided the empire into twenty satrapies

(provinces), each under a governor termed
satrap. This magistrate, appointed by the king,

exercised full military and civil authority over
his province, subject to ro>-al regulations and
commands. Though checked by the continual
presence of a royal secretary and by the occa-
sional visits of the king's "eye" (inspector), the
satrap enjoyed the splendor and nearly all the
power of a sovereign. Darius also built roads
throughout the empire, distributed the taxes
equitably, and established a system of gold and
silver coins. He annexed Thrace to his empire,
and made an unsuccessful attempt to conquer
Greece.

In the beginning of this period the Greeks
were extending the sphere of their influence
through colonization. About 750 b.c. they had
begun to settle in southern Italy and Sicily:

and for two centuries the movement of expan-
sion continued, till their settlements extended
from Naucratis. Eg>-pt. to the Pillars of Her-
cules, and from the northern coast of the Black
Sea to Libya. With colonial enterprise the in-

dustries and commerce kept full pace. They
manufactured armor, artistic bronze-ware, and
tastefully painted vases. From Lydia they
learned the art of weaving and dyeing fine

woolens as well as of coining money : from
Eg>-pt they derived the elements of astronomy,
of surv-eying. and of the other practical sciences.

Great intellectual progress took place : lyric

poetry- flourished in all parts of Greece— a kind
of poetr>- which shows that the Greeks were ac-
tively thinking on all subjects suggested by
their exoandine environment. They made a
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beginning of geography, historj'. and philosophy.

Thinking led to religious and moral progress;

the Greeks began to exercise self-restraint and
inoderation in life. Their sympathies widened
with their intelligence : they discovered that

they were all of one blood, one speech, and
one religion, and began to call themselves by

the common name of Hellenes. They became
aware, too, of the differences between themselves

and foreigners, whom they termed "barbarians,"

and of their own superiority to all other races.

Conflicts with foreigners made the Greeks feel

that they ought to combine for mutual defense.

In the preceding age (1000-700 B.C.) their

whole country was divided among a multitude

of small city-states, each under an independent

king. While in the more progressive parts of

the nation in the period now before us the gov-
ernment was rapidly developing from kingship

through aristocracy, oligarchy or timocracy, and
tyranny in the direction of democracy, a corre-

sponding movement was going on toward po-

litical unity. The city of Sparta, after uniting

by conquest Laconia, Messenia, and Cynuria in

the strong military state of Lacedaemon. built

up the Peloponnesian league with herself as

leader. The Ijasis of her superior military organ-

ization was the phalanx. Under the fear of
Persian invasion this power expanded into an
Hellenic league of all the loyal Greek states

on the peninsula and on the neighboring islands.

In Sicily a similar league grew up under Syra-

cuse for defense against two formidable pow-
ers, Etruria and Carthage. The Etruscan domin-
ion extended from the Alps to the vicinity of

the present Naples, and probably included the

then insignificant city of Rome, w'hich after

having been ruled from the earliest times by

kings set up a republic in 509 B.C. The Etrus-

cans, now at the height of their development,

were equally powerful by land and sea. Even
more formidable to the Greeks was Carthage,

the greatest Phoenician colony, which united

imder its leadership all the other Phoenician

settlements in the western Mediterranean region.

By means of enormous wealth, accumulated

through commerce, this city recruited a vast

army of mercenaries, with which she hoped to

overwhelm the western Greeks.

Checked by the growth of foreign powers,

Greek colonial expansion came to an end about

550 B.C. Then the boundary of free Hellas on

the east was pushed back by the Lydian and

Persian conquests in .\sia Minor. .\ revolt of

the lonians against Darius.— in which the in-

surgents were aided by the mother country,—

precipitated between .'Vsia and Europe a conflict

destined to affect the whole future history of

the world. An army sent into Greece by Da-

rius, was beaten back by the .\thenians at Mara-

thon in 400 B.C. Ten years afterward, Xerxes,

son and successor of Darius, led a vast host

into Greece, hoping to overw-helm the free little

countrv bv the sheer force of numbers. But his

fleet was shattered in the battle of Salamis (480

B.C.) and his army destroyed at Plataea by the

forces of the Hellenic league (479 B.C.). Mean-

time at Himera, Sicily, the despot of Syracuse

destroyed the invading mercenary army of Car-

thage (480 B.C.). The Greeks met with bril-

liant success both in the East and in the West:

those of their race in Asia Minor were liberated

;

all were relieved from fear of foreigners : Greek

civilization was free to develop without the re-
straint of alien rule; Greece came out of the
struggle strong, proud, self-conscious, ready for
great achievements in peace and in war.

VI. The Culmination and Decline of Greek
Political Power and of Greek Civilization; the
llellcnicalion of the Orient; the Unification of
Italy Under Rome. 479-264 B. C—The splendid
naval force which Athens furnished for the war,
together with superior statesmanship, placed her
at the head of a new league of maritime Greek
states, known as the Delian Confederacy (or-
ganized 477 B.C.). Rivalry for the headship of
Greece between democratic Athens and oligarchic
Sparta led to the Peloponnesian war, which in-

volved a great part of the Greek world (431-
404 B.C.), and which ended in the establishment
of Spartan supremacy (404-471) over east-

ern Greece, while nearly all western Greece was
united under Syracuse. Oppression on the one
hand, and on the other the love of the Greeks
for city-autonomy, caused the downfall of both

political powers. For a short time under Epa-
minondas (371-362 B.C.) Thebes attempted to

take the place of Sparta, but in vain ; the Greek
state-system,— consisting of leagues and he-

gemonies of cities,— was rapidly crumbling.

Meanwhile ^Macedon. a territorial state under
King Philip, taking advantage of the political

disunion and mutual jealousies of the city re-

publics, began to encroach on free Hellas. .'Xfter

defeating the combined forces of Athens and
Thebes at Charonea (338 B.C.) he imposed
his protectorate upon the Hellenic state-system.

His son Alexander the Great in a series of bril-

liant campaigns (334-331 b.c) conquered the

Persian empire, and afterward extended its

boundaries to the northeast and the east. His
empire was the largest the world had known.
Among his improvements was the specialization

of administrative functions, financial, judicial,

and military. When he died, the empire after

a long struggle among his generals ultimately

divided into three great states.— Egypt. Asia

(the Seleucid empire), and Macedon, including

Greece. To regain and preserve their liberty

many of the cities of eastern Greece entered

into two federal unions, the ,Etolian and the

Achsan. These institutions, though long known
to the Greeks, came into favor too late to save

them from the domination — not of Macedon
but of Rome. The western Greeks, however,

were first to meet their fate.

After adopting a Republican constitution

Rome engaged with her neighbors in a long,

desperate struggle for existence (509-431 bc).
Then by securing the headship of Latium (431-

406 B.C.) and by the conquest of Veii she be-

came one of the strongest powers in Italy. A
series of wars with the Latins, Samnites, and

Italiot Greeks (34.3-290 b.c.) gave her control

of all Italy south of the Rubicon River. The
success of the Romans was due to their improve-

ment on the Greek phalanx, their .strict disci-

pline and obedience to authority, their laborious

patience in fortifying acquired territory, and

their liberality in the treatment of conquered

peoples. The political system which in this

period thev gradually built up on the basis of

Italian nationalin- recognized various gradations

of rights and obligations among the communities

of the system from the tributary subjection of

the Gauls to the full Roman citizenship. Though
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partly federal, the system left to Rome absolute
control of foreign and militar>- affairs. At the

close of the period (264 B.c) Rome and Car-
thage were the great powers of the western
Mediterranean ; those of the East were Macedon,
Egypt, and the Seleucid empire.

The centur>- and a half (^79-322 B.c.) fol-

lowing the Graco-Persian war was in some re-

spects the most brilliant in the historj' of civil-

ization. The tremendous energ>- roused in

Greece by the war displayed itself under the

guidance of ta»te and reason in every- field of

activity. A wave of independence, overthrowing
tyrannies and oligarchies, established popular
governments in many cities, and intensified the

democracies already existing. In Periclean

Athens, which depended economically upon the

labor of slaves and tributes from dependent al-

lies, the citizens enjoyed a more liberal educa-

tion and a wider range of political and social

privileges than have ever fallen to any other

community known to historj-. In close relation

with this political and social development archi-

tecture, sculpture, and literature reached ideal

perfection. The fifth centurj- produced the Attic

drama (.Eschylus, Sophocles. Euripides, and
Aristophanes), the noblest historical writing

(Herodotus and Thucydides), and the inimitable

Parthenon and Erechtheum. But the Pelopon-
nesian war exhausted the energy- and resources

of eastern Greece. The growing refinement and
love of peace which characterized the following

century is indicated by the fact that the inhab-

itants of the city-states shirked military ser\ice,

so that war came largely into the hands of mer-
cenaries drawn from the less cultured territorial

states. Thought prevailed over action ; and in

art strength was to some extent sacrificed to

beauty and finish. While poetry declined, ora-

tory and philosophy reached the height of their

development in Demosthenes. Plato, and Aris-

totle, who brought classic Greek literature to

a close.

Following the conquests of .-Mexander, com-
merce, colonization, and administrative policy

spread Hellenic civilization over the Orient.

In the post-classic period (after 322 B.C.) Per-

gamum and .Alexandria became the most fa-

mous seats of Hellenistic culture, which was
distinguished for painstaking scholarship rather

than for creative power. The West, too, was
falling under Hellenic influence. Rome adopted
from the Greeks not only the phalanx, but also

various deities and religious ideas, the alpha-

bet,— either directly or through the Etruscans,
— and other rudiments of civilization. From
the Etruscans chiefly came the impetus to the

building of public works.— temples, sewers,
roads, bridges, fortifications.— in which the

Romans showed creative genius. But to the

end of the period they paid little attention to

learning ; they were without literature and had
few if any schools. A realistic, practical peo-
ple, they were narrow and unamiable in private

and business relations, but excellent warriors
and citizens. Duty and Discipine were the great

commandments to which the family and society,

citizens and soldiers, yielded religious obedience.

Tliese heroic virtues were not the least impor-
tant factor in the creation of their empire.

VII. The Expansion of the Roman Pozcer
crcer the Mediterranean li'orld: the Grmcth of
Plutocracy and the Decline of the Republic,
-64-^7 B. C.—The extension of the power of

Rome over the peninsula brought her into

collision with Carthage, which had occupied
nearly the whole of Sicily and was now threat-

ening southern Italy. Not only did Rome feel

bound to protect Italy, but her growing com-
mercial class desired by conquest to extend its

opportunities for trade and speculation. The
First Punic War (264-241 B-C.) may be com-
pared in character and importance with the

recent war between the United States and Spain,

which resulted in the occupation of the Philip-

pine Islands by the former power. To meet the

Carthaginians on their own element. Rome
built a navy, and thus equipped herself for

transmarine conquests. .As a result of the

war. Carthage surrendered Sicily to Rome in

addition to paying a heavy indemnity. This
island became the first Roman province (227
B.C.). Sardinia and Corsica, acquired soon after

the war, were organized into a second province.
Then by conquering the Gauls in the north of

Italy (225-222 B.C.) the Romans extended their

sway to the Alps. In the Second Punic War
(218-201 B.C.) the Carthaginian Hannibal, one
of the most eminent generals of all time,

invaded Italj-, defeated one Roman army after

another, desolated the country, and came near
wrecking the power of Rom.e. Her preservation
was due to the wisdom of the senate, to the
solidit)- of Roman character, and to the tie of
common interests and of kindred blood which
bound the Italians together against the alien

intruder. This war of defense shows Rome
at her best. Peace brought her two provinces
in Spain and the destruction of her rival's navy.
So greatly superior was now her strength that

the conquest of the civilized world had become
merely a question of a few years. In another
series of successful wars (200-146 B.C.) she
acquired Macedon. Greece, Asia Minor, and
the country about Carthage. Corinth and Car-
thage were destroyed, and most of the acquired
territory was organized into provinces. .At this

date (146 B.C.) Rome was the only great power
in the entire Mediterranean basin. The further
growth of her empire consisted mainly in the
conversion of protected and dependent coun-
tries into provinces and an occasional conquest.
To Pompey belongs the subjugation of Syria
(65-62 B.C.), which alone remained of the Seleu-
cid empire, and to Julius Csesar the more impor-
tant conquest of Gaul (58-50 B.C.). Eg>'pt, long
dependent, became a province in 30 B.C. The
Roman empire, consisting of provinces and de-
pendent allies, now included the whole circuit

of the Mediterranean.
Some advantages came to the world from

Roman rule : while in the East Gr;eco-Oriental
culture continued undisturbed. Latin civilization,

which was falling more and more under Hellenic
influence, gradually permeated the provinces of
the West : throughout the empire the cities re-
tained their own laws and self-administration
under the government of their wealthy class ; all

parts but the frontiers enjoyed lasting peace.
The evil effects of the system, however, soon
began to outweigh its advantages. To secure a
monopoly of commerce for themselves, the
Romans restricted or even prohibited trade
among the subject communities. Over all the
empire they acquired vast estates, which they
worked by slave labor, thus destroying every-
where the free pea.santry. Their policy of farm-
ing the taxes was also unjust and oppressive.
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The governors, too. with rare exceptions made was established for the subject countries. In

office a means of amassing fortunes. In these Rome Augustus held the tribunician power, and
ways the administrative and capitalist classes was sometimes elected to republican offices: but

recklessly exploited the provinces for their own his chief influence over the home government
profit. At the same time commercial rcstricti9ns was exercised not through office but in the

and the competition of slave labor were ruining capacity of political " boss,"— a position which
the farmers and business men of Italy, and a the Romans dignified with the name of princeps

worthless, dangerous mob was growing up in (foremost citizen). The prince and the senate
the capital. had not only their separate fields of administra-

The early government of Rome by magis- tion but also separate treasuries and separate

trates, senate, and assemblies, although admirably sets of officials. Augustus concealed the inde-

adapted to a small community, proved unequal pendent position of the prince ; Tiberius brought

to its new and complex functions. Tlie assem- the dyarchic antithesis into bold relief; the

blies, now becoming corrupt, were in the hands Claudian and Flavian princes, by gradual en-

of magistrates, ministers of the senate, which as croachment on the senatorial prerogatives, aimed
a whole was controlled by a small knot of mem- to convert the dyarchy into a monarchy. As
hers, the curule ex-magistrates. This inner the senate declined, the officials of the prince,

circle formed in the beginning a nobility of originally his friends and household servants,

merit ; it saved the state from H.innibal and developed into an imperial bureaucracy. After
conquered the Mediterranean world. But it the tyranny of Domitian the " Good Emperors

"

soon transformed itself into an hereditarj- caste, (96-180 A.D.), in reconciling the nobility to the

which, monopolizing the domestic and imperial principate, laid more firmly the constitutional

offices, used them as a means of absorbing the ijasJs of their power. The government may now
wealth of the world. In brief the nobility

jjg termed a monarchy, although some elements
degenerated into a corrupt, self-seeking plutoc- ^f (hg dyarchy remained, and though the senate,

racy. As to the general condition of the world
^^,\^\^ \[^ republican traditions, continued to be a

at this time it should be noted that the want of material check upon the powers of the prince,

competition, such as exists among nations of
-pi^g emperors made few permanent con-

approximately equal power, by reducing the quests,— chiefly Britain and the Danubian prov-
vitality of mankind, stopped progress, and decay \^^^^_ ' Their fundamental task was to extend
was already setting in. Thorough reform was L^tin civilization to the un-Hellenized parts of

needed even to postpone the collapse of ancient (hgir dominion. In Africa west of Egypt, not-

civilization. withstanding the survival of the Phcenician

The Gracchi sacrificed their lives in a vain language in private life, Latin civilization took

attempt to regenerate the peasantry and to re- deep root. Spain and southern Gaul became
store Italy to its old condition of economic perhaps even more thoroughly Latinized,

health ; at the same time they showed the enor- Northern Gaul was less affected, and Britain

mous power of the plebeian tribunate for still less, by the Romans, while the northern

purposes of reform or revolution. Far prefera- provinces east of Gaul varied greatly in their

ble to government by the corrupt aristocracy or receptivity of Latin culture. The principal

by the mob, which Gaius Gacchus organized, factor in the work of civilization was the city;

would be the strong rule of one man ; and the i,, most of their European domains the Romans
task of creating in the army a solid foundation superseded the old tribal organization by the

for a government of the kind was accomplished Italian municipal system, which gave the nations

by Gaius Marius. After him the governor the refining and disciplining influence of com-

(proconsul) of a military province employed his fortable homes, useful and artistic public works,

position as a means of acquiring an army for schools, courts of justice, and local self-goyern-

political use ; and the proconsuls became rivals ment. Each city was a centre from which Latin

for the ma-^tery of Rome. Finally Gaius Julius modes of life and Latin ideas radiated. Imperial

Cxsar an aristocrat by birth but a champion of rule cured most of the ills of republican admin-

the people allying himself with the tribunes, istration. Abolishing the farming ot direct

overthrew the republic and created a virtual taxes, it placed their collection in the hands ot

monarchy By radical reform of the entire ad- imperial officials, and distributed them on the

ministration "this great creative statesman basis of a careful census. The governors, now

arrested the decay of civilization and gave the drawing their salaries from R"'""^' ^"^ d-^prived

institutions of the ancient world a new lease of of their former unlimited opportunU> for extor-

life. The assassination of the monarch, far from tion, were held '•'^^PO"^>ble to the emperor the

restoring the republic was followed bv a war of armies, placed under strict discipline and con

ucceS fn w'hich his grand-nephew Octavius trolled by one vvill, no l°"g"^-ast>.dthe^ empire

— after 27 BC Augustus— won the imperial by civil wars. For the vast extent ot the tron

nrize (\l Bc) tier the soldiers were few, and the burden of

•^

VIII. The Empire at Its Height. 27 B. C- their support was light The repub ic had tooked

180 A. D.- Instead of recurring to the autocracy upon the provinces as 'ts «"tes in tie -Q

of Caesar Au<'ustus hit upon a compromise be- century a.d. the emperor came to regard himse t

?ween?epubirc and monarchy (27 V.). The - the parent of the subject
p^^^^^^^^^^^

senate through its magistrates and promagis- was in duty bound to treat with lo\e as weu as

ates wasTtiil to gove?n Rome, Italy' and the with justke. Though oppression was not^wl oily

peaceful provinces, while Augustus as holder of eradicated, 'he .nipena governmen was in a

he militarv authority (imperalor, hence em- high degree efficient, J"^*: f"fJi",T"^the ex-
peror) was to rule directly the exposed and Progress of civilization wa. Jo

lo^^

unauiet provinces and to exercise supervision tension of the Roman citizenship. 1 "<-
'

I";™

eve'noverthore administered by the senate; the policy of Claudius '" b-«°-'"g
;V;-,=°~

republic was to continue for Italy, the monarchy by his successors, till shortly alter the perioa
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under discussion all freemen of the empire be-

came Romans by the edict of Caracalla

(212 A.D.).

In this period was tried the experiment of
maintaining profound and lasting peace over the

large area comprising the interior provinces.

Prominent among the results was a material

prosperitj- far greater than has ever blessed those
countries in any other age. Another result was
the development of the "feminine virtues."

Men "became chaste, tender-hearted, loyal,

religious, capable of infinite endurance in a good
cause" (Seeley, "Roman Imperialism'). They
began to regard women as their equals, to treat

children and slaves humanely, to show kindness
even to animals, and in spite of gladiatorial con-
tests, to abhor bloodshed. Morals, at their

lowest ebb in the Rome of Nero, were rapidly

purified by the coming in of the best families

from the provinces, so that under the Good
Emperors moralitj- in the capital reached a high
level. The spirit of the age expressed itself not
only in the private and social virtues, but also

in the Civil Law, which rested upon the princi-

ples of justice, kindliness, and equalitj" among
men.

The unimaginative Romans failed to produce
a literature of the highest rank. In the late

republic lived Lucretius, a poet of real genius,

and Cicero, the versatile author of orations,

philosophic works, and private correspondence.
The Augustan age created the epic and rural

poetr>' of Virgil, the "Odes' and 'Satires' of
Horace on social and moral topics, and Livy's

stately history of the republic. The most splen-

did Latin writers of the age of the Good Em-
perors were the satirist Juvenal and Tacitus, the

historian of the early empire. .Among the most
famous writers in the Greek language at this

time were Pausanias, author of a 'Tour of
Greece,' Appian. the historian, and Plutarch,

the biographer of eminent men. Hellenism con-
tinued to be the chief liberalizing and refining

force in the empire. Its highest intellectual

product from Roman soil was Stoicism, which
found its best expression in the writings and
character of Marcus .Aurelius.

IX. From Limited Monarchy to Despotism;
the Reorganisation of Diocletian and Constan-
tine; the Barbarian Iniasions and the Decline

of the Empire, 180-500 A. D.— Writers generally
agree in making the decline begin with the

reign of Commodus (180-192 a.d.), though dis-

integrating forces had long been in operation and
though for generations afterward the empire at

times, as under Septimius Severus and Diocle-

tian, showed great recuperative power. The
century which intervened between the death of
Marcus Aurelius and the accession of Diocletian

(180-284 A.D.) we may regard as a period of
revolution. The happiness of the Roman world
under the (jood Emperors had been chiefly due
to the wisdom of a succession of rulers who
were able to secure the good will of tlie senate

and of the populace of Rome, the subordination
of the pretorians and of the army, and the

respect of surrounding nations. The weak,
brutish Commodus allowed these nicely adjusted
forces to conflict, and the result was civil war
and anarchy. The revolution, sweeping away
the influence of pretorians. populace, and senate,

almost of Rome itself, brought new principles

of government into play. The emperor was to

be a despot of the Oriental type,— a God on

earth,— who surrounded himself with stately

splendor, and governed through a complex
bureaucracy. He appointed a colleague, and two
Csesars were named as heirs of the emperors,
all four dignitaries being men of eminent mili-

tary ability. The empire was reorganized in

prefectures, dioceses, and provinces under ap-

propriate magistrates. These arrangements,
chiefly the work of Diocletian (284-305 a.d.)

and Constantine (sole emperor 324-337 .\.D.),

were in the main permanent. In making better

use of the resources of the empire for the pur-
poses of defense the new organization brought
fresh strength, but rivalry between the emperors
again caused civil wars with all their evil conse-
quences. Under Constantine. who removed the
capital to Byzantium, thereafter called Constanti-
nople, the two imperial ofiices were again vested
in one person, and were not definitely separated
till the accession of Arcadius and Honorius. sons
of Theodosius (395 .\.D."). Even then the theory
of a single empire ruled by two colleagues con-
tinued : and when in 476 a.d. Romulus "Augus-
tiilus" was deposed at Rome and the imperial

trappings were sent to Constantinople, people
understood merely that the collegial government
had once more given way to monarchy.

Meanwhile from the heart outward through
everv- limb the empire was falling to decay.

The underlying cause, already referred to, was
declining vitalir%-, fundamentally due to lack of
interest in the welfare of the state, of the com-
munitj-. of future generations. As the civilized

part of the human race lost love of life and hope
for the future, it began to die out. A related

cause was slaven,', which long before Marcus
Aurelius had been destroying the free popula-
tion : in his time the plague, and after him
foreign and civil wars, continued to waste life,

while the burden of taxation, always increas-

ing, made life ever)- day more wretched. The
wealth of the empire flowed to the East in ex-
change for useless luxuries : and for want of
gold and silver the coinage was debased ; at the
same time the cost of living became excessive.

Then, too, the growing splendor of the imperial
courts added to the burden. With their scant
means many found it impossible to support
families, and even the slaves grew fewer. In
these conditions most of the lower population,
free and slave, became hereditarj- serfs — coloni— bound to the soil and to the payment of fixed

dues to their lords. But it was not only the poor
who suffered. The municipalities had once en-

joyed freedom in local afltairs. each go%erned by
a senate, whose members— decuriones— were
the wealthier men of the community. Gradually
the emperors encroached upon the liberty of
these cities, till they had converted even the
privileges of the senators into intolerable bur-
dens. For as these officials were responsible for

the taxes due from their districts, many of them,
unable to wring the required amount from the
poorer classes, were themselves reduced to pov-
erty. Nevertheless they could in no way shirk

their duty, but were held for life by an iron

hand to the unenviable task of collecting and of
paying oppressive taxes. Artisans and traders,

too. were bound strictly to their hereditary voca-
tions, in order that the government might be
sure of the dues to which they were subject
In brief, society was forced into a rigid caste-

like system, which crushed freedom and made
the life of rich and poor, bond and free, almost
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equally wretched. As under these circumstances
the population grew unwarlike, the government
found it more and more necessary to make up
the armies of Germans, who consequently settled

in tlie empire in ever increasing numbers. Al-

though they readily adopted Roman civilization,

their independent spirit, out of harmony with the

conditions above described, acted as a new
disintegrating force. Another power, which
while aiming to make the world over on its own
model tended to destroy ancient ideas and insti-

tutions,— including the empire itself,— was
Christianity. Rome, essentially polytheistic, al-

ways tolerated the religions of the nations which
she conquered ; in the adoption of their gods into

her pantheon she found a means of political

centralization. Judaism, however, she regarded
with disfavor, and attempted to suppress Chris-

tianity. These exceptions to her policy of tol-

eration were due to the irreconcilable conflict

between monotheism and polytheism and to the

leveling tendency of the Christian religion.

The apostles of Christ taught that the gods of

Rome were demons, that the worship of the

emperor was sinful, that all men from the em-
peror to the slave were equal before God, that

the heaping up of wealth was an abomination

;

in brief their religion seemed to the Romans
subversive of all the principles on which the

empire rested. But although Christianity and
Germanism were disintegrating the empire, they

were destined in combination to make the old

world new. The estimate of their value as

creative agencies belongs to the mediaeval

period.

In appearance more formidable than internal

decay were the hostile nations outside the em-
pire. In the 3d century the Germans, who had
long been threatening, began to break through

the northern frontier. The Franks flung them-
selves upon Gaul ; the Goths occupied Dacia and
crossed the Danube, to defeat and kill an em-
peror. In the East, too, a new danger ap-

peared; on the 'ruins of the old Seleucid power
had arisen the Parthian empire, wdiich in the

3d century was supplanted by a new, vigorous

Persian empire. The warlike Persian monarchs
nearly made good their threat to drive the

Romans from Asia.

Early in the 5th century the Germans began
to establish their states within the empire,— the

Visigothic kingdom in Gaul and '-^pain (415
A.D.), that of the Vandals in Africa, and of the

Burgundians in the Rhone valley, .\bout the

middle of the century the Angles and Saxons
began to overrun Britain ; a little later the

Franks, who long before had crossed the Rhine,

began the conquest of Gaul (486 A.v.) ; and in

493 A. p. the Ostrogoths conquered Italy. Before
the end of the century the western branch of the

empire had fallen into the hands of Germanic
chiefs, who while vaguely recognizing the em-
peror at Constantinople as their lord were in

reality sovereign kings of the countries they

ruled. Here ancient history ends : the inter-

action between Roman and German life under
Christian influence is the subject of mediaeval

history.
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tionnaire des Antiquites grecques et Romaines'
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' Real-Encyc'lopadie der cl. Altertumswissen-
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Jahresbericht iiber

die Fortschritte der cl. .\ltertumswissenschaft,'
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George Wilms Botsford,
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History, Mediaeval. Definition.— Medixval

history may he most easily defined as the niiddle

period between ancient and modern history.

Some scholars have wished to do away with

the term entirely, and to use only two divisions,

ancient and modern. In fact, in Oriental his-

tory there is no mediaeval period. But most

students prefer to keep to the threefold division

for European history. This is due largely to

the fact that the medieval period can be pre-

sented with greater unity than either ancient or

modern.

Medixval history began with the disintegra-

tion of the Roman Empire in the Sth century,

the ruin of paganism, and the niigrations.

Without arguing the merits of the various dates

which may he assicned for the end of the Mid-

dle Ages'(q.v.), we shall here discuss the his-

tory to about I SCO A.D. During this period of
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one thousand years, the most marked character-

istic is the dominant influence of the Church.

The most important peoples are the Germanic
races, who' emerged slowly from barbarism, and
gradually assimilated some of the features of the

Roman civilization. Based upon the ruins of the

older rose a new civilization, which caused a

radical transformation in political, social, and
religious ideals.

Contrast Between Romans and Germans.—
The Romans had a highly developed and very

complex civilization. From their Greek sub-

jects, they had acquired the knowledge of art,

literature, science, and philosophy. Under the

Roman peace, an active commerce had grown
up throughout the empire, supplying to each

province the products of all of the others. In

law and administration the Romans had reached

such excellence that we still imitate them.

Moreover, Christianity had become the state

religion.

The Germans were barbarians, having the

virtues and vices of their savage state, and
resembling, in many respects, the North .Ameri-

can Indians. But they were a vigorous race,

with a great capacity for learning. Some of

them had been converted to Christianity before

they entered the Roman Empire, but most of

them were still pagans.

Migrations.— Tlie Roman Empire had for

centuries held the barbarians in check, by the

prestige of its name, by the pavment of tribute,

or by the policy of exciting dissension among
its enemies. This last is well summed up in

the Roman proverb. Divide et impera. which
may be paraphrased. "Cause divisions and strife

among those whom you fear and thus rule over
them.* In the latter part of the 4th century,

however, the terrors inspired by the advance of

the Huns (q.v.) into Europe, the knowledge of

the weakness of the Roman Empire, and their

own desire for more fertile lands, caused the

Visigoths (q.v.) to enter upon their great migra-

tion. Their example was followed by other

German tribes, and the movement continued

throughout the 5th and 6th centuries. By the

year 600, all the European portion of the West-
ern Empire, except a few positions in Italy, was
held by the Germans.

During the period of the migrations, there

was a great destruction of life and property.

But the conquered inhabitants were neither

exterminated nor driven out. The German in-

vaders were relatively few in number, and, in

many sections, they found unoccupied lands suf-

ficient for their needs. The conquerors and the

conquered lived in constant contact with one
another, and the resultant civilization was partly

Roman and partly German. See NJicr.ktions.

Fusion of the T-vo Civilizations.— The 7th

and 8th centuries were the period of fusion.

By the year 800, the terms Roman and Barbarian

were no longer used. The inhabitants formed
a single people, with a civilization much lower
than the Roman but much higher than that of

the Germans when the latter had entered the

Empire. In this new composite civilization, the

Roman influence was greater in language, me-
chanical arts, business arrangements, and munici-

pal, intellectual, and ecclesiastical affairs. The
German influence was greater in military mat-

ters and judicial procedure.
The fusion was practically completed by the

time of Charles the Great. He realized clearly

the task of the Middle -Ages, and did all in his

power, on the one hand to retain all that was
best of the older German customs, and, on the

other hand, to introduce from Italy such Roman
customs as his subjects were able to adopt. He
did much to foster education, which followed

Roman models. By his wars, he brought under
his sword all of the German peoples.

The Xczc Empire.— In 800, Charles's services

received fitting recognition in his election as em-
peror of the Roman Empire. The idea of a

Roman empire which embraced all Christians had
never been lost. After 476, when Romulus .\u-

gustulus was deposed by Odoacer, the people in

the West. Germans and Romans alike, had re-

garded the emperor at Constantinople as the

head of the Christian world. Even barbarians

like Clovis (q.v.) had been proud to secure

recognition and obtain a title from the emperor.

The popes had looked to the emperors for

support. In the last years of the 8th century,

the East was ruled over by Irene (q.v), who
was both despised because she was a woman
and for her crimes and heresy, so that it seemed
to many that the imperial office was vacant.

Consequently, Charles was crowned emperor
and was considered the successor of .\ugustus.

Trajan, and Constantine (qq.v.). Under his

strong rule, the W'estern world was governed
firmly, and the western nations were held

together.

Disintegration of the Empire.— .After

Charles's death, his son was unequal to the

task of ruling the empire. Under the combined
effects of civil strife and constant invasions by
the Northmen, the Mohammedans, and the Slavs

(qq.v.), the central power was weakened, and
the last Carolingian rulers were unable to pro-

tect their subjects. The whole frontier was ex-

po.sed to attacks and the raids of the enemy
even extended far into the interior. In each

district the strongest man came to be regarded

as the natural leader and protect6r. Sometimes
it was a royal official, holding a fortification

:

sometimes it was an abbot or a bishop : at other

times, a bold adventurer, who usurped authority.

In the absence of a strong central government,
each leader had to police his land and admin-
ister justice. Naturally, he demanded to be paid

for his services, and exacted tribute from all

under his control.

Because of the lack of money, the Carolin-

gians (see Cari-OVin-gi.\ns) had always fur-

nished to their counts and other official estates

from which they obtained their living. Under
the weak kings, the temporary grants of both

land and ofliice became hereditary, with or with-

out the rulers' consent. The rulers, however,

soon recognized the necessity of allowing this,

and sought merely the recognition of their owo
overlordship and ultimate ownership of the

lands. Consequently, they granted the benefices

to the heirs and conferred, in addition, the im-

munity, or right of independent jurisdiction.

Thus almost all land and power came to be
held feudally. See FEl•n.^LTSM.

Feudal Anarchy.— There was constant war-
fare as each strong lord sought to obtain greater

power or a more independent position. On the

other hand, each king or suzerain tried to in-

crease his own feudal holdings by conquest or
marriage. Every vassal was anxious to avoid
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all the feudal services that he could, and, at the

same time, to exact as much as possible from

the people subject to him. Commerce was
burdened with excessive tolls in each fief and

exposed to the depredations of tlie robber barons.

Little attention was paid to maintaining roads

and bridges, consequently travel was difficult

as well as dangerous. As a whole, the feudal

regime tended to isolate each ticf and to reduce

the peasantry to misery. It is significant that

the term "Dark Ages," formerly applied to the

whole of the Middle Ages, is often used now
for the 9th and loth centuries.

The Church.— The great cohesive and edu-

cating force was the Church. Soon after they

entered the Roman Empire, each tribe of Ger-

mans had been converted to Christianity. In

every barbarian kingdom the bisliops were im-

portant officials. 'Hiey often obtained great

wealth, and ruled over vast estates. On their

possessions, the serfs were treated somewhat
better than on the lay fiefs. Monasteries had
been founded throughout Western Europe, and
often these served both as schools and as model
farms. Boniface did much to bring the tribes

of Germany into direct connection with Rome,
and he held frequent church cmmcils at which
the clergy and nobles of a whole district came
together. These councils were very important
for their efltect in unifying the Church and
making its work more effective.

From this time the Church gained steadily

in power and influence. Charles the Great did

much to increase its wealth by enforcing the

payment of tithes. He insisted that the clergy

should be better educated themselves and should

do more for the education of the people. In

the pth century the growing power of the papacy
and the weakness of the kings enabled the popes

to bring the bishops more directly under their

own control. Thus the clergy of Western Chris-

tendom were brought into intimate association

with Rome. Latin was the common language of

all churchmen. Their feeling of membership in

the Church was frequently stronger than any
local attachment. Consequently tbe more able

men were equally at home in every country and
the Church had a greater >mity than any lay

power. This all-pervasive Church was the great

unifying element amid the divisions of the

feudal period.

Investiture Struggle.— .^fter periods of weak-
ness in the first half of the loth and again in

the first half of the nth century, the Church at

Rome was purified and strengthened by the

support of the German emperors, .\bout the

middle of the nth century, the strong person-
alities of Pope Leo IX. (q.v.) and of Hildebrand
(later Gregory VII.) (q.v.) led to a great re-

form movement, and also to an effort to make
the pope's power more effective. One feature
of this movement was an attempt to secure entire

control of appointment to church offices. This
brought the papacy into conflict with the kings
who considered that they had a right to nom-
inate the bishops in their own kingdoms. The
struggle was most acute between the German
emperors and the popes, and resulted in the
long investiture conflict, which was ended in

1 122 by a compromise. See Investiture.
Roman Empire of the German Nation.—

But the investiture struggle was only a single

phase in the relations between the empire and

the papacy (q.v.). In order to understand this

it is necessary to study the fortunes of the em-
pire after Charles the Great. Under his suc-
cessors, the emperors had gradually lost their

power, so that by the end of the yth century,
the title of emperor had become ,dmost a mean-
ingless designation, either conferred by a pope
on anyone of wlioin he wished to make use, or
else usurped by any ruler who chanced to be
temporarily the strongest personality in Italian

affairs. This continued to be the fate of the

imperial title unlil Otto the Great (q.v.) was
summoned to Italy, because of the discord reign-

ing among the various Italian nobles. In 963
he was crowned emperor, and became the ruler

of both Germany and Italy, llnder his son
and grandson. Otto II. and Otto III., "the
Roman Empire of the German nation" was a
very effective power in controlling both the im-
perial lands and the papal policy. .Mter the

death of Otto HI. in 1002, the German rulers

paid little attention to Italian affairs until 1046,

when Henry HI. was summoned to Rome be-

cause of the contest which was being waged
between three rivals for the papal office. For
10 years he wielded a power similar tp that of

the Ottos. But at his death, as the heir was a

young child, the reformed and strengthened
papacy was able to assert its independence.
When Henry reached manhood and desired to

regain his father's power, the contest began and
took the shape of the already mentioned investi-

ture struggle. After the Concordat of Worms
(q.v.) there was a truce which was broken by
the accession of Frederick Barbarossa (q.v.),

who was determined to be emperor in fact as

well as in name.
Empire and Papacy.— On the other hand,

the papacy was strong and was determined to

assert its paramount authority. There ensued
a struggle of one hundred years between the

Hohenstaufen emperors and the popes. In spite

of the ability of the rulers and the brilliancy

of their reigns, the popes triumphed, largely by
means of the assistance of the Lombard cities,

which had grown rich and powerful and claimed

to be independent of the imperial control. The

death of Frederick II. in 1250 really marks the

end of the mcdianal empire, as a strong inter-

national power, although it continued, under a

changed form, to be a factor in European poli-

tics for centuries longer, and came to a close

only in the 19th century.

The Crusades.— The increasing power of the

popes was also marked by their desire to ex-

tend their authority over the Eastern Church
as well as the Western. This was in part the

cause of the crusades, which were the most
important manifestation of the strength and
influence of the Church. The spirit of asceti-

cism (q.v.) had long been inculcated as the

most distinguishing mark of Christianity. The
consciousness of their own sins and the teach-

ings of the Church led many to do penance.

One of the favorite forms, especially for heinous

crimes, was a pilgrimage to some hallowed

spot. The most difficult pilgrimage and the

one to which greatest sanctity attached was the

journey to Jerusalem. In the nth century, one
hundred and sixteen separate pilgrimages to

Jerusalem are recorded, and, in some of these

expeditions, hundreds and even thousands took

nart. Thus attention was directed to the Holy
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Land. Moreover, in spite of the disorders of

the feudal regime, the population was increasiiig,

especially in France. The people were hard-
pressed to get food, and were anxious for a

change of any kind. Consequently, when the

Emperor Alexius appealed for aid and Pope
Urtan II. preached the crusade at Clermont
thousands took the cross. The movement spread

rapidly and affected ever>- coimtry in Europe.
Although Jerusalem was in the possession of

the Christians for little more than a centurj-. the

crusades to the Holy Land, which continued for

200 years, produced great results. In order to

understand these, it is necessary now to take

up the Byzantine and Muslim ci^-ilizations. See
CRrS.\DES.

Byzantine Ch-ilhation.— L'ntil a half-century

ago, the Byzantine history was misunderstood.

It was looked upon as the long death struggle

of a society in which all progress had ceased,

and despotism, tempered by assassination,

crushed out all \-italitj-. Gibbon stj'Ied the his-

tory "a tedious and uniform tale of weakness
and misery." It is known now that this was
unjust. The most striking fact about the By-
zantine Empire is its "constant vitality and
power of recuperation." It was threatened by
invaders, but it repelled them all. .At times it

lost some of its most fertile provinces, but at

other periods it would rise triumphantly and
recover its lost possessions. Throughout the

period between 700 and 1 100, Constantinople was
the bulwark of Europe, against which the waves
of invasions rolled in vain. In addition to being

a bulwark. Constantinople was, throughout the

Middle Ages, the great storehouse of the Greek
and Roman civilizations, where it was preserved

until the European nations were sufficiently ad-

vanced to profit by it. Constantinople (f\y^

was also the most important commercial centre

of the Middle .\ges. The city was marvelously

wealthy and excited the admiration of every

traveler. Most of the crusaders passed through
Constantinople and the Greek lands on their

way to Jerusalem : by them the influence of its

civilization was widely spread throughout the

West. See Byz.axtise Empire.
Muslim Cizilizalion. — Xo less important was

the influence of the Mohammedans. .After the

death of the prophet in 632. his followers had
conquered with wonderful rapidity the greater

part of the civilized world. From Persia and
India they held all Asia to the Hellespont.

Egypt and the whole north coast of .Africa.

Spain, and about one third of Gaul, were under
their sway within a century. Their advance
in civilization was equally rapid. The .Arabs

had wonderful acquisitive ability and were taking

almost the first step in their education. In each
country they learned the arts and sciences

known by the inhabitants, and the\ carried this

knowledge wherever they ruled. The Greek
philosophy, which they acquired from the peo-
ples in the lands formerly under Greek sway,
the mathematical knowledge of India, the irri-

gation practised in Egypt, are illustrations of
their acquisitions, which enabled them in the

loth and nth centuries, to develop a civiliza-

tion far in advance of any other, with the ex-
ception of the Byzantine. From Bagdad to

Spain this culture was spread throughout the

Mussulman world. In Syria, the crusaders were
in contact with this civilization for two cen-

turies. By their agency and by the association

of Chrisrians and Mussulmans in Spain. Sicily,

and other points, much of the Muslim learning
was conveyed to the Christians of Western Eu-
rope.

Changes in the I2th and 13th Centur'es.

Enrichment of Europe.— In addition to this

fructifying intercourse with other civilizations,

many elements in their own contributed to cause
a rapid advance in the 12th and 13th centuries.

Among these may be noted the increase in popu-
lation, the cultivation of waste lands, the rerival

of commerce, the general progress along educa-
tional lines, and the rise of strong kingdoms.
But as it is impossible to isolate each factor
and to determine the part which it plajed. the
results will be considered as a whole and the

changes which took place in Western Europe
after iioo will be described.

The hundreds of thousands of crusaders had
to procure large sums of money for their equip-
ment and journey. Consequently the precious
metals which had been hoarded came into cir-

culation as money. Instruments of credit were
devised and the money circulated rapidly. Con-
tact with other civilizations gave birth to new
tastes and these were gratified by means of a
greatly increased commerce which extended to

all parts of Europe and even to the extreme
East. The merchants became numerous and
prospered. Cities increased rapidly in popula-
tion and new ones were founded. The Italian

cities, because of their position, prospered the

most of all. The merchants became an im-
portant class because of their wealth, and by the
end of the 13th century became a political fac-

tor which was recognized by their inclusion in

the new parliamentary bodies.

Intellectual Advance.—The investiture strug-

gle had caused scholars to study history in order
to find precedents in support of the imperial
or the papal claims. The contact with other
peoples broadened the intellectual horizon of the

Western people. The new points of view with
which they became acquainted led them to ques-
tion the traditions which had ruled their lives.

The new books, especially the works of Aris-

totle (q.v.), which fell into their hands, were
studied eagerly. The new wealth gave leisure.

Students flocked to the centres where teachers

were to be found, and gradually universities

arose. Roman law was fostered by the em-
perors: canon law, by the Church. Scientific

knowledge, especially in medicine, was acquired
from the Greek and the .Arabic works. Gothic
cathedrals of exquisite beauty were built in west-
em Europe. The deeds of the crusaders fur-

nished new material to literature. The old tales

were re-worked and given a literary form.
Growth of Monastic Orders. Temporal

Power of the Popes.—Xo less marked were the
changes in the Church. .At the close of the nth
centurj- a great wave of asceticism spread over
western Europe. The idea of sacrifice caused
thousands to enter monasteries, and many new
orders of monks were founded. These orders
vied with one another in austerity and asceti-

cism. Their reputation for sanctity and their

services to the community brought to them great
donations from the pious. Their knowledge
enabled them to increase their wealth. But this

wealth led many to enter the monasteries from
unworthy motives, and thus caused a gradual
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declinp in their lofty morals. The wealth of the

Church, as a whole, caused many, both monks
and laymen, to attack it as having departed from
its Christian ideals. Heretics became numerous
and had to be repressed by persecutions and
the inquisition. In the 13th century the men-
dicant orders became prominent, partly as a

protest against the wealth of the Church, and
partly as an agency to combat heresy. The ideal

of service to others for which they stood be-

came dominant in monasticism. and later orders
were founded, almost universally, for some spe-

cial service. See Mox.\chism ; Orders, Re-
ligious.

The papacy, engaged in a struggle with the

monarchs. felt the need of temporal power and
strove for it. Innocent III. had monarchs as

his vassals, and \vielded a temporal authority
greater than that of any previous pope. After
the popes had triumphed over the Hohen-
staufens they seemed to have achieved success.

Their struggle with the French king, at the be-
ginning of the 14th century, how-ever, led to

defeat and to the "Babylonian captivity" at

Avignon. Then ensued the schism and the con-
ciliar period when many felt that the general
councils and not the popes should be supreme.
Finally the papacy emerged triumphant, but
"with a changed ideal, laying less stress upon
temporal power (q.v.) than upon control over
the conscience of the individual.

Chhalry. Decadence of the Knights.—In the
I2th century, the clergy and the knights formed
the aristocracy. The latter, too. had their pe-
riod of great splendor. The ideals of chivalry,
which became prominent in the 12th century,
were inculcated by the Church, and the knights
were often likened to the clergj' as a class

specially set apart by their religious vows.
These ideals were also inculcated by the new
literature, which glorified not only bravery and
loyalty, but also generosity and luxurj-. The
latter led to the ruin of many of the knights.

Their income, arising from feudal dues, was rel-

atively fixed. As their tastes expanded and
they expended more upon luxuries, they fell into

debt. Tlie rate of interest was ruinous and
they were unable to pay. Consequently many
were compelled to alienate their fiefs, the mon-
archs and other lords of large fiefs absorbed the
lesser fiefs, and there was a tendency for the
knights to become retainers of the more wealthy.
Their consequence as a class declined in com-
parison with the growing importance of the
merchants. The development of strong infantry
forces finally deprived them of their pre-emi-
Tience in military matters. See Chivalry.

Rise of the Xations.—The contact with other
peoples led to the rise of a national conscious-
ness. In the earlier days, when each feudal
castle or village was practically isolated and
often at strife with its neighbors, there had been
little feeling of common interests. Association
with foreigners brought a sense of national
feeling in opposition to the foreigners. This is

very- marked in the armies of the second and
third crusades. Tliis movement was coincident
with, and one cause of. the growth of the
strong monarchies. The merchant class was
also an important element in the development
of the king's powers. Commerce was heavily
burdened with feudal tolls and exposed to depre-
dations by the knights. The merchants sought
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privileges and protection from the kings. Irt

return they furnished them money, which aided
them in extending their power at the expense of
that of their nobles. The kings came to depend
largely upon the cities for support in all strug-
gles with the nobles. By their wealth the citi-

zens were able to rival the nobles in hisury and
ostentation. Tlie sons of the merchants fre-
quented the universities and developed into offi-

cials of the kings. More and more the kings
came to depend upon the third estate and to
withdraw power from the nobles.

The French Monarchy.—The development of
the monarchical power took different forms in

the several countries, but took place about the
same time in the leading nations. In France,
the Capetian kings (see C.^pet) had at first little

power. They had only a small territory directly
under their control, and consequently only a
small income. But by fortunate marriages and
by confiscations they enlarged their feudal do-
mains. Several of the kings had long reigns
and the evils of a minority or a change of dy-
nasty were avoided. Gradually al! the fiefs were
brought under the control of the king, and
feudal usages were made the basis for the asser-

tion of a really monarchical power. Under
Saint Louis (1226-1270) and his successors
France was centralized and the kings became
supreme. The prosperity of France was
checked for a time by the Hundred Years' war
(1328-1461). This was due in part to a failure

of male heirs in the direct line, which enabled
the English kings to make a claim to the throne
on the ground that they w'ere the most direct

heirs. But France finally emerged triumphant
and England lost all her territory in France.
The kings, supported by the third estate, became
practically absolute.

The English Monarchy.—In England the

Norman Conquest (q.v.) made William supreme
lord. Following the Norman feudal usages, he
insisted upon an oath from each one of his sub-

jects, and did not allow the intervention of the

feudal nobles. In spite of the civil wars of

the I2th century. Henry II. was able to retain

the supreme control. The tyranny and incom-
petence of John led to a revolt on the part of

the barons and the extortion from him of the

Great Charter. (See Engl.\nd— Civil His-

tory.) The efforts of the kings to evade the

provisions of the charter caused the union of

the nobles and third estate, the distinctive fea-

ture of the English constitution as contrasted

with that of France or of Germany. The loss

of its continental possessions really strength-

ened England and enabled it to develop a strong

government in its own island.

The German Monarchy.—Germam was a

kingdom made up of great duchies. The king

was strong onlv when he had all these duchies

under his immediate control. The imperial title,

which he held was usually a source of weakness,j

because of the necessity of maintaining his au-

thority outside of Germany. Those kings who
neglected the imperial interests in Italy and

Burgundv were strongest at home. Frederick

Barbarossa. Henn,' VI.. and Frederick II.

(qq.v.). who attempted to build up strong em-
pires, were compelled, as the price of support

from their (German subjects, to make constant

concessions. Thus they bartered away most of

their German lands and royal rights. The towns
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and cities, in particular, acquired privileges and
practical independence in payment for their

support in men and money. On the extinction
of the Hohenstaufen house, Germany was di-

vided up into many separate entities, varying in

size from a duchy to a village or to a knights
fee, all claiming independence of all control
except the imperial. The weak emperors of the

14th and 15th centuries were unable to maintain
any effective control or order. Each emperor
was intent only upon retaining his position and
securing such property for his family as he
could. Consequently Germany became a prey
to internal dissension and division.

The Other Monarchies.—The other countries
were more backward. In Spain, the Christian
kings were engaged in conquering Muslim terri-

tory or else in warring with one another. These
movements were going on for several centuries,

and culminated just at the close of the iliddle
Ages. In 1492, the Moors were conquered in

Granada, their last stronghold. The two most
powerful kingdoms, Castile and Leon, had al-

ready been united, and 20 years later the Span-
ish portion of Navarre was added. In Scan-
dinavia powerful monarchies were growing up.

In the eastern portions of Europe new Christian
kingdoms had arisen, especially Russia and
Hungary, which were destined to play an im-
portant role in the later centuries.

The Period of the Renaissance: Discover-
ies.—The last period of the Middle Ages is

often spoken of as the Age of the Renaissance
(q.v. ). The name is to a certain extent a mis-
nomer. But it is sanctioned by general usage,

and there are certain factors that may be
brought together, which serve to mark the transi-

tion from the mediaeval to the modern world.
The travel and commerce of the 12th and

13th centuries caused an interest in foreign

lands which never abated. In particular, the

taste for spices, which had become common, led

to attempts to secure these more easily and
more cheaply. After the loss of the Christian
possessions in Syria, the importation of spices

into Europe was burdened with heavy tolls by
the Muslim rulers through whose territories

they had to be carried. To the men of the 15th

century there seemed to be two possible routes

by sea to the spice islands, one by sailing around
Africa, the other by sailing directly west to

India. Attempting the latter led to the dis-

covery of America ; attempting the former, to

the doubling of the Cape of Good Hope. The
result of these discoveries was to make the na-

tions on the ocean the leaders in commerce.
The Mediterranean ceased to be the centre of
the world's commerce and the Italian cities lost

their pre-eminence as commercial centres.

Inventions: Co)nt>ass, Printing-(>ress, Giin-

fiou'der.—This exploration was possible only by
the use of the compass (q.v.). This had been
known in the West by the 12th century: in the

East, centuries earlier. But it was perfected as

a real aid to navigation only in the 14th century.

About the middle of the 15th century came an
even more important invention, that of printing

(q.v.). This resulted at once in increasing enor-

mously the number of books in existence and in

cheapening their cost to one fifth or less, so that

books were readily accessible to a much larger

number than before. .'Vt about the same time

the manufacture of gunpowder was being per-

fected. Compositions similar to gunpowder
(q.v.) had long been known in the East, and
the knowledge of the composition of "Greek
fire" had been brought to the West. But it

came into general use only in the 15th century,
and the guns long after that were held by many
to be inferior to the cross-bow. But gunpowder,
before 1500, was revolutionizing the art of war
and rendering the mediaeval knight obsolete.

Chjssical Literature and Pagan Sf^rit.—
Contemporary with these discoveries and in-

ventions was the awakening of an interest in

classical literature. In the 12th century there
has been at some centres an eager study of the
Latin classics, but, in the 13th, this had been
superseded to a great extent by the branches
considered more practical, especially law, math-
ematics, and science. In the 14th and 15th
centuries men turned again to the classics, and
Greek, which had long been neglected, became
a favorite study. Along with the study of the
pagan authors developed a new feeling for art,

which resulted in the wonderfully natural works
of the Renaissance artists. Other sides of this

new activity were manifested in the more schol-

arly spirit of criticism and in scientific study.

In fact, with the period of the Renaissance
modern history had dawned.
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Dana Carleton Munro,

Professor of History, University of JVisconsin.

History, Modem.

—

General Characteristics.

—When Histor>' is divided merely into Ancient
and Modem, the term Modem applies to his-

torj- subsequent to the 4th century a.d. The
Americana, however, keeps to the more usual

triple division into Ancient, Mediaeval, and
Modem ; and with this classification Modern
History begins about the year 1500.

At that date, as for several centuries preced-
ing it, the scene of human progress was confined
to Western Europe, and the actors were the
Latin and Teutonic peoples. Nations, in the

proper sense, were not made; and the political

map bore fairt resemblance to that of to-day.

There was one Latin Christendom, binding in

feeble union the several geographic units. But
most of the units themselves were broken into

fragments under local rulers ; and these frag-

ments, sometimes of widely separated lands,

were recombined, with kaleidoscopic confusion,
in loose, shifting aggregates which possessed not
even permanent names. Out of this feudal
chaos, strong monarchies were just emerging,
to organize states, in France, England, and
Spain ; but there was hardly a prophecy of a
Germany or an Italy. Except for Poland with
its Latin church and borrowed German culture.

Eastern Europe was outside the pale of civi-

lization. The barbarous northern Slavs seemed
doomed to Tartar domination, and the some-
what less barbarous southern Slavs with the
neighboring Magjars were enslaved by the
Turk. From the devouring victorious march
of the Turk even Central Europe was in immi-
nent peril.

This dismal political picture had its counter-
part in social and economic conditions. Society
was hopelessly aristocratic and predominantly
militant, and it was crystallized in strata. The
skilled industry of the towns was managed upon
the guild system ; and agricultural labor, except
in England and some other small districts, was
carried on by serfs.

But Europe had been astir w-ith dim im-
pulses to change for four hundred jears,— ever
since the Crusades broke the torpor of the
Dark .\ges and prepared the way for the rise of
towns and the Renaissance. Near the close of
the 15th centur)' the tendency to progress be-
came more pronounced, and the lines of activity

more varied. Louis XI. in France, the Tudors
in England, Ferdinand and Isabella in Spain,
prepared the way for new consolidated political

societies, and for new principles of government;
the invention of printing made possible the pres-
ervation and utilization of the recently redis-
covered Greek learning and the rapid dissemina-
tion of new ideas; the discoveries of Columbus
and Vasco da Gama set free undreamed-of
energies among the lands of the .Atlantic sea-
board, and summoned commercial Europe to a
right-about from east to west; the adoption of

gunpowder in the wars between Francis I. and
Charles V. marked the passing of the militarj-

superiority of the knight in armor, and under-
mined the citadel of aristocracy in politics; the
opening of the Protestant Reformation (1520)
shattered the old unity of Christendom, and, to-

gether with the Catholic Counter-Reformation,
called out new energies in the fields of morals
and intellect. Within two generations, the one
just before and the one just after the year 1500,

there stood revealed not merely a new physical
hemisphere and new continents in the old one,
but also a new universe of thought and feeling.

Europe had passed into a new age.

The four centuries of Modern History have
been a period of constant, marvelous, increas-

ingly rapid transformation.— intellectual, politi-

cal, industrial. The stage itself has widened
from a corner of the smallest continent into

wellnigh the whole surface of the globe. The
actors have multiplied, until they promise in the

near future to include all branches of the human
race. The drama has become infinitely complex,
with the interaction of countless streams of in-

fluence. As compared with Ancient or Medis-
val Historj', Modern History deals with a brief

time, but with vast spaces, complex relations,

and accelerated progress. The separate move-
ments that make up the bewildering maze are

discussed severally in some detail, under ap-

propriate headings, in the Americana. This
article attempts only to marshal them in such
order as to bring out the essential relations be-

tween them.
It is convenient to divide the four centuries

of Modern History into the age of monarchic
states and the age of nation-states. The .Ameri-

can and French Revolutions make the transition

from one to the other, and the most satisfactory

dividing date is 1789.

From the Reform.^ition to the French
Revolution.—Monarchic States.—The constant

warfare of the i6th, 17th, and 18th centuries is

the simplest thread by which to connect the

other movements of the age. Speaking broadly,

the contests of the first half of the period, to

1648, are "religious wars," Catholic against

Protestant, while after 1648 the struggles grow-

out of dynastic and commercial rivalries.

The declaration of the war which split

Christendom into opposing camps for over a cen-

tury came in 1520. when Luther burned the

Pope's bull. The Diet of Worms at once pro-

nounced against the rash monk the ban of the

Empire; and the decree would have been en-

forced, and Protestantism stifled at its birth, if

the young Emperor, Charles V.. had had a free

hand. But Charles had just become involved

in strife with Francis I., over the claims of

Spain and France in Italy, and he was kept

busy with war against France and the Turks
until 1544. For a generation, therefore, the new
faith was left to spread itself unchecked over

Germany and Scandinavia, while during the

same period the English church cut itself off

from Rome, and Presbyterian heresy made head-

way in France and Switzerland. For a time,

indeed. Protestantism threatened to conquer even

the south of Europe; but the Catnolic Counter-

Reformation, with equal zeal and superior skill,

finally saved the Romance lands to the old faith.

Religious Wars. 1^46-1648.— Meanwhile,

entangled in his strife for European sovereignty,

Charles could not strike at Protestants in Ger-

many until 1546. It was then too late. In

1555, after brief struggles, the princes of the

Schmalkald League forced upon him the Peace
of Augsburg: and, though troubled with in-

cessant bickerings, Germany had no further

civil war for sixt>- years. Just that period, how-
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ever, was filled with terrible religious contests

in the Netherlands and France: and then the

age of religious wars closed with another civil

war in Germany.— the most destructive in Eu-
ropean historj-. The century of strife from the

opening of the Schmalkald War to the close of
the Thirty Years' War (1546-1648) did not ma-
terially alter religious frontiers. Catholicism, to

be sure, made some conquests with the sword.
— Bohemia, South Germany, and the southern
Netherlands,— but in most of these districts,

as in the Latin countries of Southern Europe,
the Counter-Reformation was making rapid

gains before war began.

The close of the period of religious war is

marked by the decay of Spain, the continued dis-

ruption of the Holy Roman Empire, and the

rise of France and of the Dutch Republic. To
explain these changes it is needful to dwell

somewhat further upon the wars.

In 1556-7, after his failure in Germany,
Charles V. resigned his crowns,— the Austrian
possessions passing to his brother, and the

Spanish to his son, Philip H. Despite the di-

vision, Philip was far the most powerful mon-
arch in the world. Each year the "gold fleet®

filled his coffers from the exhaustless wealth
of the Americas, and in 1580 Portugal with her
East India empire fell into his hands. This
was the power,— supreme in Europe and sole

mistress of the New Worlds east and west.

—

against which the petr>-, disimited Netherland
provinces dared to rebel. Beginning as a po-
litical revolt in 1568, the struggle soon became
a religious war : and it was waged for more
than forty years with a relentless fury which
made it a byword for ferocity even in that

brutal age. The ten southern provinces finally

returned to Spanish allegiance ; but the north-
em provinces,— Dutch in blood and Protestant

in religion,— fought on with desperate courage
until they won independence. At the same
time they preser\-ed political and religious lib-

erty for the world. Midway in the struggle,

Elizabeth of England sent some tardy aid.

Philip then turned upon England: but the de-

struction of his "Invincible Armada* in the

splendid sea-fight in the Channel not only saved
England at home but also paved the way for

the English colonization of North America.
The war closed in 1609. Spain had sunk into a
second-rate power, never again to play an impor-
tant part in European politics : but the United
Provhices, through the stage of the desolating

war, had grown prosperous. They drew wealth,

not from the wasted land, but from the sea,

plundering the new possessions of Spain in the

East Indies and building there a colonial em-
pire for themselves. For most of the century.

in intellectual, commercial, and industrial activ-

ities, the Dutch held the first place in Europe.
In France the Edict of Nantes ( 1598) closed

the wars of religion by guaranteeing toleration

and handing over certain garrisoned towns to

the Huguenots as security. During the next
half centur>-. under the wise administration of

Henry IX. and then of Richelieu, the industrj-

of the people restored prosperity with mar\'el-

ous rapidity. Richelieu crushed the feudal no-
bles and recaptured from the Huguenots their

garrisoned towns. In other respects, however,
he kept toward the Protestants the pledges of
the Edict of Nantes : and as he warred upon

the Protestants within France in order to
strengthen the royal power, so he aided the
Protestants of Germany in the Thirty Years'
War in order to make France supreme in Eu-
rope. FraiKe had long been in real peril from
the Hapsburg powers of Spain and .\ustria,

which ringed her about in hostile embrace;
but the failure of Spain against Holland and
Richelieu's policy of weakening Austria in the
German war removed the peril, and. as Spain
declined from the first place in Europe, France
stepped into it.

Meantime the Thirty Years' War (1618-
48) was desolating Central Europe. The princes
of North Germany proved timid and in-

capable : and the cause of Protestantism was
saved only by foreign intervention, by Denmark,
by Sweden, and finally by Catholic France. At
the close of the struggle, the first European
Congress reorganized Europe. By the Peace
of Westphalia, France received most of Alsace
and some other Rhine districts. The independ-
ence of Switzerland and of the United Prov-
inces was formally recognized. Sweden, al-

ready reaching down both west and east shores
of the Baltic, secured much of the south shore
also, with command of the mouths of the Ger-
man Oder. Elbe, and Weser. On the other
hand, the Empire lost more than territory. The
political rearrangements within that state re-

duced the imperial Diet to the level of a use-
less debating society and put an end to what-
ever had persisted of national unity. From
this time until it vanished, a century and a half
later, the Holy Roman Empire was a meaning-
less survival, cumbering the earth, and the
Hapsburg *Emperors" derived their only real

importance from their position as hereditary
archdukes of Austria. To most of Germany the
war had brought blasting ruin. Half the pop-
idation and two thirds the movable property
were swept away. Land tilled for centuries be-
came waste, and men became savages. Not till

the middle of the nineteenth century did large

districts again contain as many homesteads and
cattle as in 1618: while the low position of the

German peasantry, until 1850, was due in great
measure to this war.

American Colonisation.—Before the religious

wars closed, the continent of Europe had ceased
to be the sole scene of important historical de-
velopment. .\merican colonization was well

advanced, and political liberty had received a
remarkable development both in England and
in English colonies. These topics demand at-

tention before the student enters upon the con-
sideration of the next period of European wars.

Spain made her first settlement upon the

.\merican continent at the Pearl Coast in 1513-

Then sweeping to north and south, she took
swift possession of all South .\merica except
Brazil, all Central .America, and of the Floridas

and Califomias, far up both coasts of North
-\merica. while plans were afoot to plant her
flag over the rest of that continent. But the

ruin of the .-Krmada. together with Spain's de-

cay at home, came in time to leave room for

other colonization- France seized upon the

mouths of the Mississippi and the St. Lawrence,
the apparent gateways to the continent: and
English colonies stretched themselves in patches
along the fringe of the North .\tlantic coast.

The Dutch spent their colonizing energies main-
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!y in the Orient ; and, despite some ambitions
beginnings, Sweden soon grew too weak to be

a serious factor in North America. Thus that

continent was left in dispute between Spain,

France, and England. The contest was to be
interwoven with the European wars of the last

half of the seventeenth century and of the
eighteenth century, and the outcome was big

with consequence to the world. All European
countries except England governed their col-

onies on despotic plans. Tlie English colonists

took to the New World institutions and prin-

ciples of freedom, and soon gave them a wider
development there than had been possible even
in the old home. Besides the rights of free

speech and jury trial and habeas corpus, each
English colony had from the first, or very
quickly inaugurated, a representative legisla-

ture with full parliamentary privileges and with
control over taxation. In several colonies, lo-

cal government also was conducted on extreme
democratic principles. Not until two hundred
years later did any of these free principles ap-
pear in the colonies of any other people,

—

and then only because of the success of the
English colonies.

England in the Seventeenth Century.— In
England itself the seventeenth century saw an
important development in free government.
Through the Stuart period, from 1603 to 1688,

England was engaged in a critical struggle

between the royal claims of "Divine Right" gov-
ernment and the rising spirit of popular gov-
ernment. Except for brief intervals the con-
flict was parliamentary, not military, but it was
Constant and stubborn. Much of the time it

was confused with ecclesiastical questions,

which, to the men of the time, often seemed
the chief issue ; and it was fortunate, indeed,
that the stern heroism of Puritanism became
engaged on the side of political liberty. Dur-
ing this century, too, England was the last re-

maining battle ground in Europe for free gov-
ernment. In the other large states,— in Spain.
France, Austria, in the Scandinavian lands, even
in the petty principalities of Italy and Germany,
— despotism was triumphant. In England, pop-
ular principles not merely maintained them-
selves against the Stuart attack; they came
out of the conflict with increased vitality. The
great experiment of a Puritan Commonwealth
failed ; but after the Stuart Restoration it be-

came apparent that the body of the monarchists
themselves were now thoroughly devoted to par-

liamentary government, and the attempt of the
later Stuarts to set up a personal absolutism
called forth the "Glorious Revolution" of 1688,

which established the supremacy of Parliament
over the king.

Dynastic and Commercial Struggles. 1648-
1783-— We now return to the general develop-
ment of Europe after 1648. On the continent
the period from the Peace of Westphalia to the
French Revolution (1648-1789) is marked (l)
by absolutism within the several states and (2)
by dynastic interests in their foreign relations,

—

with incessant selfish war. as the result. The
famous phrase ascribed to Louis XIV. of France,—"I am the State,"— might have been used ap-
propriately by any monarch of the time outside
of England. A few great rulers dominate the
period. Indeed the stage is largely filled by
three inonarchK,— Louis XIV. (1643-1715), Peter

the Great (1689-1725). and Frederick the Great
(1740-86). The influence of Peter was re-
stricted for the most part to Russia ; but the
other two belong to all Europe, and the pe-
riod divides itself naturally into the Age of
Louis XIV. and the Age of Frederick II. The
chief aim of statesmen was to prevent any one
country from becoming too strong for the safety
of its neighbors. The Peace of Westphalia
had transferred political predominance from the
Hapsburgs to the Bourbons. Thus, during the
first half of the period France threatened the
"balance of power," and league after league of
other powers was organized against her. In-
ternational morality, however, was low; and
commonly rulers were willing to let a strong
power rob a weaker one if they could find "com-
pensation" by robbing some other state them-
selves. In the last wars of Louis XIV., just
before and after 1700 (known in American his-

tory as King William's War and Queen Anne's
War), the dynastic interests of European ruling
families became merged in a titanic, century-
long struggle between France and England for
world dominion,— though neither country was
yet fully conscious of the import of the strife.

In Europe, France was no longer in peril, as
she had been in the period preceding Richelieu

;

and Louis the Fourteenth's half-century of
war was merely a struggle to enlarge his do-
minions. For a generation the victories of Tu-
renne dazzled Europe ; and France annexed
some important strips of territory on the
east, at the expense of Spain and of the
decaying Empire. But in the closing period,
when the Allies also had found great gen-
erals, in the English Marlborough and the
Austrian Prince Eugene, even success in the

field deserted Louis ; and to a comprehen-
sive view his failure was profound. Exhausted
France was crushed by ta.xation to pay the in-

terest of the war debt ; while, in attacks upon
petty provinces in Europe, she had wasted en-
ergies and opportunities that might have made
her supreme in Asia and America. Within, the
economic reforms of the great Colbert were
abandoned ; and the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes (1685) drove into exile more than two
hundred thousand of the best citizens of France.
The effect corresponded in a measure to the
effect upon Spain of the expulsion of the Mo-
riscoes somewhat earlier. The Huguenots had
comprised the skilled artisans and the enter-

prising merchant classes; and their flight added
to the terrible economic demoralization and de-
prived France of all chance at industrial lead-

ership.

To men of the time, however, the failure was
partially disguised by the glamor that sur-

rounded the court of the Grand Monarque.
French literature, brilliant and sparkling,

was in its first splendid period : and French
intellectual leadership survived for more than
a century. Until after 1800. the court of Louis
XIV. remained the model for every court in

Europe ; and French thought, French fashions,

and the French language were the common
property of all polite society.

The Treaty of Utrecht (1713). while it left

France still one of the three greatest powers,
marks her recession from predominance. Spain
resigned her territories and claims in Italy and
on the Rhine, and, except for her decaying
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colonies, withdrew finally within her own pen-
insula. England gained Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia from France, and in Europe she

secured command of the Mediterranean by the

conquest of Gibraltar and Minorca. By the

same treaty and by the rearrangements that im-

mediately followed, the old Spanish Nether-
lands, the Duchy of Milan, and the Kingdom
of Naples and Sicily fell to Austria. The Duke
of Savoy (one of the faithful allies against

France) acquired Sardinia, with the title of a

kingdom for his enlarged state. A little be-

fore, in 1701. the Elector of Brandenburg had
secured the title of King of Prussia. Thus, out

of the wars of Louis, at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, arose the two kingdoms,
Prussia and Sardinia, which in the latter part

of the nineteenth century were to make mod-
em Germany and modem Italy against the will

of modem France.

About 1700, other important changes took
place in the map of Europe. For three cen-

turies, Austria had been one of the chief bul-

warks of Christendom against Mohammedanism.
In 1683 Vienna had been besieged by the Turks,

and had been saved only by the arrival of the

gallant Sobieski with his Polish chivalry. But
thereafter Austria took the offensive. She
won back Hungary, and then, step by step, ex-

tended her dominions down the Danube valley

and the Illyrian coast. In the latter part of the

reign of Louis XIV., the Austrian Hapsburgs,
turning away from the Rhine, definitely adopted
a Danubian policy and sousht to aggrandize

themselves by seizing Slav territory from Turkey.

This new policy of Austria gave Louis XR''.

a freer hand on the Rhine than he otherwise
would have had, and so helped on the decline

of Holland. In 1640, Dutch vessels carried the

commerce of the world,— even the greater part

of that between England and her colonies. Soon
after that date, however, England attacked the

Dutch commercial supremacy by navigation

laws, and at last by war. Fearful of French
conquest, and deserted or timidly defended by
Austria, Holland had no choice but to ally

herself to her conmiercial rival. After 16S9 in

particular ( when William of Orange became
King of England). Holland followed the lead

of England in politics, while that country drew
to herself the Dutch carrying trade.

In the nonh of Europe the former great

powers, Sweden and Poland, were declining

before the rise of Russia and Pmssia. Peter

the Great (1689-1725) consolidated the govern-

ment in Russia, introduced a veneer of Western
civilization, and started his country on its de-

liberate march toward distant seas, west, south,

and east. Peter himself secured the western
window* by seizing from Sweden the south-

eastern Baltic provinces. In the middle of the

centur>-, the Empress Elizabeth ( 1741-62) robbed

Sweden of the rest of the Baltic coast up
through southern Finland. The northern half

of Finland remained Sweden's until .Alexander

I. seized it in the Napoleonic wars ; but toward
the close of the eighteenth centurj-, under Cath-

erine II., Russia began her advance along the

Black Sea at the expense of Turkey. Under
the same ruler occurred the Russian gains in

'he partitions of Poland,— a story which can

je understood only in connection with the rise

of Prussia.

For three centuries the Hohenzollem Mar-
graves of Brandenburg had been patiently add-
ing scrap by scrap to their realms. Soon after
1600 these dominions lay mainly in three widely
separated groups.— Qeves on the Rhine, Bran-
denburg on the Elbe, and East Prussia beyond
the Vistula. The object of Hohenzollem poli-

tics was to consolidate these provinces by ac-
quiring intermediate territorj-. Toward the close
of the Thirtj- Years' War, Frederick \\"illiam,

the Great Elector, made important headway in

this respect and accomplished still more for
his country after the close of that struggle by
persistently maintaining peace and fostering in-

dustry. It was his son who in 1701 secured the
title of King. The second king of Prussia built

up a magnificent army and reared a son who
was to use it magnificently. Frederick II. as-
cended the throne in 1740 and began his long
reign by an unjust but profitable war. The
Hapsburg realms had just fallen to a woman,
and, disregarding solenm trearies. Frederick
took unscrupulous advantage of the supposed
weakness of the Archduchess. Maria Theresa,
to seize from Austria the rich province of Si-

lesia. The heterogeneous Hapsburg realms
seemed about to fall to pieces ; and Spain,
FraiKe, Savoy, and Bavaria hurried to join
Prussia in dismembering the carcass. But
England and Holland threw themselves into
the struggle on the Austrian side, and the
Treaty of Aix la Chapelle (1748) closed the
War of the Austrian Succession without fur-
ther territorial changes. Frederick kept Sile-

sia, reaching far down into the heart of Ger-
many, and Prussia stood forth as one of the
great powers.

The significance of the contest, however, lay
in its wide extension into India and America.
Indeed, colonial war between England and Spain
had already begun before Frederick appeared
on the stage, and France must soon have joined
Spain in any event. In the New Worlds, too.

the Peace restored the former boundaries ; but
the war marks a clear consciousness in England
and France that the two were rivals for vast
realms outside Europe. The family interests
of monarchs as a cause for war were giving
place to the commercial interests of English
and Dutch merchants as opposed to those of
French and Spanish merchants, while back of
these selfish motives lay the mighty question,
big with consequence to the world, whether
French or English political ideas should hold
the New World.

In 1756. .Austria fortified herself by alliance
with Russia. Sweden, and even her old enemy
France, and prepared to destroy Prussia. Fred-
erick's supreme military genius saved his coun-
try for the moment, and the next year England
came to his aid. During the brief interval be-
tween the European wars, England and France
had practically remained at war in .\merica

:

and now that France had joined .\ustria, Eng-
land was constrained to support Prussia. In all

the period from 16S9 to 1815. no matter what the
origin of the wars, England and France soon be-
came the chief factors : and though they were at

one time or another on every side of everj-
question, they were never on the same side at
the same time.

This Seven Years' War (1756-1763), or
Great French War, as it is commonly kno«-n in
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America, was literally a world-wide struggle.

Red men fought by the Great Lakes of North
America, and black men fought in Senegal,

while Englishmen and Frenchmen grappled in

India as well as in Germany, and their fleets

engaged on every sea. The showy battles took
place in Germany, and on the whole the Euro-
pean conflict determined the wider results. Pitt,

with vision fixed upon a coming British em-
pire, declared that in Germany he would con-
quer America from France. This he did. En-
gland furnished the funds, and her navy swept
the seas. Frederick, supported by British sub-
sidies, furnished the generalship and most of
the troops for the German battlefields. The
striking figures in the struggle are (l) Pitt,

the English imperialist and the directing genius
of the war; (2) Frederick, the military genius,

who won Pitt's victories in Europe; (3) Wolfe,
who won French America from the great Mont-
calm ; and (4) Clive, the East India Company's
clerk, who laid the basis for England's su-

premacy in India.

Changes in the World-Map; the American
Revolution.— The Treaty of Paris (1763) left

Europe without change ; but in India France
lost all except a few unfortified trading posts,

while in America England received Florida
from Spain, and Canada and the eastern half

of the Mississippi valley from France. France
ceded to Spain the western half of the Mis-
sissippi valley, in compensation for the losses

Spain had incurred as her ally ; and, except for

her West India islands, she ceased to be an
American power. Spain still held South Amer-
ica and half North America; but her huge
bulk was decaying day by day. Holland, too,

with widespread empire, was plainly in decline.

England, having dispossessed France in both

Asia and America, stood forth as the leading

world-power.
The American Revolution, a few years later,

did not lessen this pre-eminence; but it had other
results of supreme significance. The war came
because the American colonies had really be-

come a nation, and because the English govern-
ment unwisely insisted upon managing Amer-
ican affairs after the Americans were quite able

to take care of themselves. English interfer-

ence in economic matters had long been irk-

some, and the danger of interference in eccle-

siastical matters was feared. England had just

relieved the colonies from fear of French con-
quest. External bonds were gone, and inter-

nal ties were dissolving. Then George III. and
his ministers supplied the necessary jar to ef-

fect separation by trying to raise revenue in

America by Acts of Parliament. Astute pa-
triots rallied the majority of the Americans
by an old English shibboleth ; and after a bit-

ter eight-years conflict (1775-83), the thirteen

English colonies became the first free American
nation.

The Revolution "split the English race and
doubled its influence." It paved the way for
a more enlightened economic science, since, con-
trary to all expectations, the trade of free

America from the first proved more valuable
• to England than that of colonial America had
been. It reacted upon England, so that, when
the great wars were over, both that country
and its remaining colonies made new advances
in political liberty. It set up the standard of

independence for the states of Spanish Amer-
ica in both continents. But its supreme im-
portance lay in tlie birth into the family of
nations of the United States itself, though the
full significance of the new nation hardly be-
gan to impress Europe for more than two gen-
erations.

England's European enemies had seized the
opportunity to attack her in a war of revenge.
England came out of the contest with glory
little tarnished. She had been fighting, not
America alone, but France. Spain, and Holland,
as well ; and though she had lost the best part
of her old American empire she was not with-
out compensating gains. She seized Dutch
colonies at will ; she strengthened her grasp
upon India ; she won back the undisputed sov-
ereignty of the ocean by shattering the navy
of France; she rebuffed all assailants from the
rock of Gibraltar, the key to the Mediterra-
nean; and in some measure she made good
even her American loss by the acquisition of
Australia just afterward.

The Partitions of Poland.— To return to

continental Europe in the closing half of the

Age of Frederick the Great:— one more terri-

torial change calls for attention. Poland had
fallen into anarchy under its elective, figure-

head king and its oligarchic nobles. This an-

archy gave the neighboring powers excuse for

plunder. Catherine II. determined to seize a

large part of the country. Frederick II. per-

suaded his old enemy, Austria, to join him in

compelling Russia to share her booty. The
First Partition of Poland (1772) pared off a

deep rind. The Second and Third Partitions,

which "assassinated the kingdom." had not even

the pretext of misgovernment in Poland, for the

Poles had earnestly taken up the work of re-

form. These final divisions took place in 1793
and 1795, after the death of Frederick, amid the

wars of the French Revolution. Prussia gained

large extent of territory, with valuable sea

coast ; and, most important of all, the additions

brought the principal Prussian provinces,—
formerly scattered,— into a compact body. But
Russia gained far the greatest part of the

territory, and she now bordered Germany on
the east, as France had come to do earlier

on the west, after the destruction of the Bur-

gundy of Charles the Bold. The wise policy

of the Germans, early and late, would have

been to support the buffer states against the

greed of Russia and France. Failure to do
so has left Germany exposed ever since to di-

rect attack by powerful enemies, and has com-
pelled her to build up artificial frontiers of

fortresses and bayonets, and to accept an un-

due militant character for all her civilization.

The Beneficent Despots of the Eighteenth

Century.— In foreign relations, the Age of

Frederick the Great saw little improvement over

that of Louis. In the government within the

several states, however, there was a beneficent

and significant change. Frederick of Prussia,

Catherine of Russia, Charles III. of Spain, Leo-

pold of Tuscany, Ferdinand of Naples, Joseph
II. of .Austria, all belonged to a new class of

"crowned philosophers" and "benevolent des-

pots" who sat upon the thrones of Europe in the

latter half of the eighteenth century. In Swe-
den and Portugal, also, great ministers sought

to impose a liberal policy upon the monarchs. as
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Turgot succeeded in doing for a while, even
in France. A remarkable school of French writ-

ers,— Diderot, Voltaire, Rousseau,— had cre-

ated a new, enlightened sentiment in the rul-

ing classes, and a new sense of responsibilitj-.

Government was no more by the people than be-

fore, but despots did tr\' to govern for the

people, not for themselves. Sovereigns spoke
of themselves no longer as privileged proprie-

tors, but, in Frederick's phrase, as "the first

servants of their states." All these rulers

planned far reaching reforms,— the ameliora-
tion or abolition of serfdom, the correction of
abuses in the church, the building up of popu-
lar education. In Prussia, for a time, much
was accomplished. The condition of the peas-

antrj- was improved : the administration was
rendered economical and efficient : and wealth
and comfort began to increase by bounds. But
these happy results were secured only by the

tireless energy of one of the world's greatest

geniuses. On the whole the liberal monarchs
made lamentable failures. One man could not

lift the weight of a nation. It remained to

see what the people could do for themselves.

The age of enlightened despots was the pre-

'ude to the French Revolution.

The Age of N.\tiox St.\tes.— The French
Rezolution, 1789-99.—In the latter part of the

Middle Ages, Italy had given the world an
intellectual revolution ; Germany began Modem
History with a religious revolution ; and France
now introduced the last great division of the

Modem period b}' a political and social revolu-

tion. Pre-eminently among political revolutions,

the French Revolution deserves the name. The
English Revolution of 1688 swept away tempo-
rarv- interference with ancient principles of En-
glish politics : the .American Revolution made
the .\mericans politically independent, but did

not directly change the character of their so-

ciety: the French Revolution cut loose from
the past, and started France, with all the world,

upon new lines of growth.
But if it destroyed the old, it also built the

new. The work of destruction was needlessly

horrible and bloody : but as a whole the Revo-
lution w-as a vast and fruitful reform. The
really significant thing is not the temporary
mob-rule and bloodshed : the significant thing

is the great national awakening which swept
away an absurd society, founded on ancient vi-

olence and warped by time, to replace it with
a simpler social system, based more nearly on
equal rights.

The chief institutions of France were: (l)

a monarchy, centralized, despotic, and irrespon-

sible : but in weak hands, incumbered by com-
plex survivals of ancient local institutions, and
hampered by its respect for the good opinion

of the privileged classes: (2) an aristocracy,

wealthy, privileged, corrupt, skeptical; and (3)
an established church, wealthy and often cor-

rupt. Below these spread the masses, a nec-

essary but ugly substructure. Over the con-

tinent, similar conditions held sway. In France
the nobles had fewer duties, the peasantry had
more completely risen out of serfdom, and more
of a middle class had grown up. than in the

other large countries of the continent. Feudal
society was more decayed, and industrial so-

ciety more advanced. The great European rev-

olution broke through at the weakest spot.

The fundamental cause of the Revolution
was the unjust privileges of the favored classes

and the crushing burdens of the masses. The
evil was no greater than for centuries, but tlie

consciousness of it was greater. The masses
began to demand reform ; and the privileged
classes had begun to distrust their rights.

The Revolution is usually dated from the
meeting of the States-General in 1789. The
king had summoned that body, hoping to in-

duce the privileged orders to give up their ex-
emptions from taxation, and so relieve the bank-
rupt treasurj'. The Third Estate, representing
the middle class, and the liberal nobles and
clergy had assembled with the determination
to secure far-reaching reforms and to establish

a "constitution." A sharp contest, with a brief
period of anarchy, left power in the hands of
these liberal elements, where, despite some at-

tempts at counter-revolution and some danger
of mob predominance, it remained for tivo years.

The Constitution fashioned during this pe-
riod provided for a weak kingship and abolished
nobility and all special privileges before the
law : but it carefully entrenched middle-class

supremacy against democracy by graded prop-
ert)- qualifications and a complex system of in-

direct elections.

Further changes w-ere ine\-itable: but, if

France had been left to herself, they might have
come about as quietly as these first ones. In-
stead, foreign war gave the movement a new
character. War was inevitable. Emigrant no-
bles gathered their forces on the Rhine under
the protection of German princes. The Em-
peror, Leopold, brother-in-law of Louis of
France, called upon the sovereigns of Europe
to recognize the cause of Louis as "the cause
of kings," and demanded from France such
changes in her government as should protect

Europe against the spread of revolution. This
presumptuous dictation in their internal af-

fairs roused a tempest of righteous wrath in

the French nation: and in 1792 war began be-

tween "the cause of kings" and "the cause of
peoples." For twentv-three years Europe was
engaged in strife, upon a greater scale than
ever before in history.

France was girdled with foes. The Empire,
Prussia, and Sardinia, were at once in arms.
Naples and Spain joined the coalition. Sweden
and Russia both offered to do so, if needed.
Ere long England and Holland were added to

the enemies who expected to partition France.
Vast armies invaded France : and the French
forces were demoralized by treachery of of-

ficers and by fear of royalist plots. If France
was to be saved, it could not be done by half-

measures, nor with a king in secret alliance with
the enemy. Control fell to extremists : and,
while the mightv- Danton roused and organ-
ized the national energies, the frenzied mob,
unhindered, answered the victories and boast-
ings of the invaders by the attack on the Tuil-

leries and the Massacres. In September, the

Convention established the French Republic
with extreme democratic features and with
manhood suffrage. Then revolution within rev-
olution transferred power to more and more
radical factions. Tlie defeated Girondists raised

the provinces against the capital : and for a
time Paris and a score of central departments
faced the remaining three fourths of France and
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united Europe. Out of this crisis, in 1793.

grew the great Committee of Public Safety,

which ruled France for a year with despotic

power. The Revolution now became construc-
tive, and never has the French genius for or-

ganization shown itself more triumphantly. The
Committee deliberately adopted a policy of "Ter-
ror" to crush plots and dissension and to se-

cure united action. Revolt was stamped out.

A million soldiers were sent to the front. The
invaders were rolled back in rout, and the rag-

ged but devoted French armies swarmed vic-

toriously across all the frontiers, to sow civil

liberty over Europe with fire and sword. France
was not again in serious danger from foreign

foes until the fall of Napoleon, twenty years

later.

Meantime, while the grim, crime-stained men
of the Committee in war and tumult were or-

ganizing order within and victory abroad, the

Convention was laying anew the foundations

of French society and advancing the progress

of the human race. It adopted the projects of

Cambarceres for the codification of French law,

and the plans of Condorcet for a system of na-

tional education : it accepted Argobast's metric

system of weights and measures : it abolished

slavery in the French colonies, created provi-

sion for the public debt, instituted the first

Normal School, the Polytechnic School, the

Conservatory, the Institute of France, the Na-
tional Library, and began the improvement of

prisons and hospitals, and the reform of youth-
ful criminals. Meantime the peasants had be-

come free landholders, and the whole laboring

class was rising rapidly in standard of living.

In 1794 the Jacobins split into factions, and
these turned the "Terror" upon one another.

The following year a conservative reaction

gave the Republic a new constitution, which
restored property qualifications and indirect vot-

ing. But the new plural executive (the Di-

rectory) proved incompetent and corrupt, and
kept itself in power only by a series of coups d'

etat. It was assailed by conspiracy, radical and
royalist : and France breathed more easily, when,
in 1799. Bonaparte overthrew it with his troops

and set up a firm military despotism, veiled by
plebiscites.

Napoleonic Period, 1800-15.—For fifteen

years, as First Consul (1800), Consul for Life

(1802), and Emperor of the French (1804-14),
Napoleon was sole master of France. He pre-

served the principle of civil equality and all

the economic gains of the Revolution, but po-
litical liberty for a time was lost. True, his

rule was a denial of the old doctrine of Divine
Right : each new usurpation received the sanc-

tion of a popular vote, and he boasted that

he was chief by will of the people. But every
form of constitutional opposition was crushed
or muzzled. The legislative chambers existed

only to speak when and as he chose ; free speech,

free press, and all security for personal lib-

erty were suppressed by a system of spies and
secret police and by arbitrary imprisonment of

suspects ; local administration was centralized

more highly than even under the old monarchy,
"nor did there exist anywhere independent of
him authority to light or repair the streets of

the meanest village in France."

This all-pervading absolutism w-as directed

by the penetrating intelligence and indomitable

energy of the world's most "terrible worker":
and it conferred upon France great and rapid
benefits. Order, precision, symmetry were in-
troduced into every branch of the administra-
tion. The interrupted work of the Convention
was resumed. Education was organized ; law
was simplified and codified; the church was
again brought into alliance with the state : in-
dustry was fostered, and magnificent public
works were carried out. But in all this. Na-
poleon was merely the last and greatest of the
beneficent despots. And in the outcome, his
rule fixed more firmly than before in the mind
of the nation the dangerous willingness to de-
pend upon an all-directing central power ; so
that in our own day, after many revolutions,
the supremely difficult task of the Third Re-
public has been to create the spirit of local
self-government.

No doubt, in 1800, when Napoleon came into
power, he sincerely desired peace, in order fo
reconstruct France. By the brilliant victories
of Marengo and Hohenlinden he dissolved the
hostile coalition, and a series of treaties, clos-
ing with the Treaty of Amiens (1802), gave
Europe a breathing spell. But soon Napoleon
again desired war. His victories in Italy, as a
general of the Directory, had first brought him
to the world's notice, and only military glory
could keep France from murmuring at his
rule. Moreover, he aspired frankly to European
empire. On the other hand, the nations fel:

that there could be no lasting peace with him
except by complete submission to his will. In
1803, England and France renewed their strife,

and between these powers there was to be no
more truce until Napoleon's fall, eleven years
later. In that time Napoleon fought also three
wars with Austria, two with Prussia, two with
Russia, a long war with Spain, and various mi-
nor conflicts. From 1792 to 1802, the unceas-
ing European wars belong to the Revolutionary
movement. From 1803 to 1815, they are prop-
erly Napoleonic wars, due primarily to the am-
bition of a great military genius. In the first

series, Austria was the chief opponent of the
Revolution : in the second series, England was
the relentless foe of Napoleon.

Napoleon's insight readily divined his true
enemy : but Nelson's great sea fight put an
end to all possibility of directly invading Eng-
land. On the continent, however, victory fol-

lowed victory. After Austcrlitz (1805), Aus-
tria gave up her remaining Italian and Illyrian
territory, and many of her possessions in Ger-
many. -After Jena (1807), humiliated Prussia
was reduced half in size, thrust beyond the Elbe,
and bound to France by a shameful treaty.
Less decisive conflict with Russia was followed
by the diplomatic victory of Tilsit (1807). Em-
peror and Tsar entered into friendly alliance.

France was to have a free hand in Western
Europe ; Russia was to be permitted to aggran-
dize herself at the expense of Sweden, Turkey,
and Asia: and the two were to join in ruining
England by enforcing Napoleon's "continental
system."

The refusal of Portugal to obey Napoleon's
command for the confiscation of English com-
merce led to the seizure of that state. Then
followed a like seizure of Spain, out of which
grew the long Peninsular War. which, as Na-
poleon confessed afterward at St. Helena, was
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reallj- the canker that destroyed him. At the

time, however, it seemed trivial, and for five

years after Tilsit Napoleon was master of the

continent. At its greatest extent the huge
bulk of France filled the space from the ocean to

the Rhine, including not only France as we
know it. but also Belgium, half of Switzerland,

and large strips of Germany, while from this

central body two outward-curving arms reached

toward the east, one along the North Sea to

the Danish peninsula, and the otlier down the

coast of Italy past Rome. The rest of Italy

and half the rest of Germany were under Na-
poleon's protection, ruled as vassal states by his

brothers and generals. Denmark and Switzer-

land were his willing allies, and Prussia and
Austria were unwilling ones. Sweden and
Russia, though nominally his equals, were al-

lowed that dignitj- only because they upheld his

policy. Only the extremities of the continent,

—

the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and England,

and the mountainous Spanish peninsula,— kept

their independence, at the cost of wasting war.

The period was filled with important rear-

rangements for Europe, territorial, political, and
social. Many of these were designed in selfish-

ness ; but nearly all were to bear good fruit.

In particular, the Germany and Italy of to-day

were made possible by Napoleon's fearless clear-

ing away of old institutions, and by the vigor-

ous impulse he gave to the new forces of polit-

ical unity and social reform.

In Germany, even the territorial rearrange-

ments paved the way for later national unity.

Not only the twelve hundred anarchic terri-

tories of the "knights," but also the three hun-
dred petty, scattered, despotic principalities, ec-

clesiastical states, and oligarchic citj'-republics

(with a few exceptions) were absorbed in larger

neighbors : so that the multitudinous, ill-gov-

erned states of the vanished "Empire" were
consolidated into less than forty. Most of these

reorganized states, outside Austria and Prus-

sia, were further combined in the Confedera-
tion of the Rhine : and in this Confederation,

as well as in the German and Italian territory

annexed to France, and in the various vassal

states over Europe, serfdom and feudalism were
abolished and civil equality and the Code Na-
poleon were introduced. "The administration of

justice was made cheap and simple, and the old

clumsy and corrupt methods of government gave

way to order and efficiency.

Most important of all, similar reforms were
adopted in Prussia, not from French pressure,

but by the influence of the Prussian minister,

Stein, who sought to make his country strong

enough to throw off the French yoke and to

regenerate Germany. Napoleon's insolence had
at last forced part of Germany into a new na-

tional patriotism ; and that patriotism began
to arm itself by borrowing weapons from the

arsenal of the Revolution.

Napoleon's "continental system," if embar-
rassing to England, was ruinous to Europe.
Moreover, Tsar .Alexander began to suspect

Napoleon of intriguing against him in Finland
and Turkey: and in 1811 he refused longer to

follow Napoleon's commercial policy. Napo-
leon declared war. The destruction of his Grand
Army amid Russian snows was the signal for

the rising of the peoples of Central Europe
in the Wars of Liberation. Napoleon, like a

desperate gamester, refused all terms, and fi-

nally was crushed and deposed. The Bourbon
dynasty was restored to the throne of France,
and the powers met in the Congress of Vienna
(1814-15) to reconstruct the map of Europe.

The Congress of Vienna.— In its desires,

that Congress stood for reaction. Says Fyffe,

"It complacently set to work to turn back t^e

hands of time to the historic hour at which
they stood when the Bastille fell." It ignored
peoples, and considered only princes. Its work,
therefore, had to be slowly undone through the
ne.xt half-centurj'.

Still, its power for restoration was less than
its wish ; and even its most selfish work con-
tained seeds of progress. Nobody tliought of

restoring the old ecclesiastical princes, nor of
undoing the consolidation of Germany. That
country was left in thirty-eight states, and Italy

in twelve. Austria, which had lost territory

in Central Europe, received its compensation in

Italy, so that its despotic energies were more
than ever drawn away into Italian and Danu-
bian questions. Renovated Prussia, in return
for Slav lands, which it ceded for the Tsar's

new Kingdom of Poland, received German ter-

ritory,— half of Saxony, the Pomeranian sea

coast, and German provinces on the Rhine
taken from France. "Thus, reaching down into

the heart of German}', and with distant isolated

districts to defend on the Rhine and on the
Niemen, Prussia stood forth the natural cham-
pion of Germany against Slav and Gaul. In
like manner, Sardinia's gain of Genoa was one
more step in the consolidation of Italy. In
return for the vast national debt incurred in

supporting coalitions against Napoleon, England
added still further to her colonial supremacy by
holding South Africa. Cyprus, Malta, and other
important stations. Despite its brief welcome
to Napoleon at his return from Elba, France
was wisely left with the boundaries she had
when the Revolutionary wars began. The most
serious disappointment to the liberals was the

failure to secure a national union in Germany.
Reactionary Austria secured instead the Ger-
manic Confederacy— a loose league under
Austrian presidency, with a Diet which was
merely a meeting of ambassadors,— "a polite

and ceremonious means of doing nothing."

It was worth much to Europe merely to rec-

ognize that it had common interests which
could be arranged by a peaceful congress. Even
this gathering of despots was an advance from
eighteenth century politics toward a better in-

ternational organization. Some of its work,
moreover, was distinctly progressive, such as the

declaration against the African Slave Trade,
the opening to commerce of the rivers flowing
between or through different countries, and es-

pecially the neutralization of Switzerland un-
der the protection of the powers.

From iSii to the Revolutions of iS^o.—
For more than thirty years after the Congress
of Vienna, reaction held sway. The restored

princes, who "had learned nothing and for-

gotten nothing." strove to ignore the progress
from 1789 to 1815. In Sardinia, serfdom was
restored : in Spain and the Papal States, the

Inquisition and other mediaeval institutions: in

some places, even street lamps were abolished
along with other hateful French reforms. Five
states,— Russia, Austria, Prussia, England, and
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France,— determined the policy of Europe. The
first thr'"'. were divine-right despotisms ; and
though i-.s Tsar and the King of Prussia played

for a t!me at liberalism, the first disorders

enabled Austria to draw them over to her own
frankly reactionary program. At first. France
and England were not much better than these

Eastern powers. Louis XVIII. had found it nec-

essary to give France a charter ; but in that doc-
ument Itself the theory of divine right was pre-

served, until the revolutionary changes of 1830.

That theory could have no place in England

;

but even there the government was for many
years in the hands of an extreme Tory party.

The evil genius of the whole period was the

subtle Austrian statesman, Metternich, with his

motto, "Government is no more a matter for

debate than religion is." The one good thing
to be said for Metternich's long supremacy is

that he permitted no great war : and this was
because he felt it necessary to hold the powers
in friendly alliance, so as better to arrest prog-
ress within the lines drawn at the Congress of
Vienna.

However, beneath the tide of reaction, the

principles of the Revolution survived. The two
positive forces in politics for the 19th century
were to be democracy and nationality. The
league of princes compelled them to work un-
derground ; but before the middle of the cen-
tury they emerged in three series of revolutions— in 1820, 1830, and 1848.

The revolutions of 1820 started in Spain, to

re-establish the Constitution of 1812, which had
been adopted first during the war for Inde-
pendence. Completely successful there for the
time, the movement spread swiftly over the
southern peninsulas— to Portugal and to

the states of North and South Italy, while it

stimulated the Greek rising against the Turks.
Metternich found a weapon of repression ready.
After Waterloo the four great allies, Russia,
Prussia, Austria, and England, had agreed to

preserve their union against revolutionary
France by holding occasional congresses. Met-
ternich now summoned these powers to the
Congress of Troppau. Here the despotic mas-
ters of Russia, Austria, and Prussia signed
an agreement to unite in putting down revo-
lution against any established government.
England protested and withdrew from the
alliance : but her place was taken by France,
and the united despots, popularly known as the
"Holy Alliance," proceeded to carry out the
Troppau programme. With overwhelming
armies they crushed constitutionalism in Naples
and Piedmont, and a little later, in Spain.
England's fleet preserved the little sea-coast
country of Portugal from attack ; and the
Tsar's sympathy for his Greek coreligionists
held Metternich from aiding Turkey. Portugal
and Greece were the only European lands to

reap good from the widespread risings of this

period.

American Progress.— Greater gain there
was. however, outside Europe. Tlie "Holy Alli-
ance," successful in Spain, wished to restore
monarchic control over revolted Spanish Amer-
ica. Here they failed. When Napoleon seized
Spain (1808). the Spanish colonies, nominally
loyal to the old Spanish dynasty, began to taste
the sweets of economic and political freedom.
They were powerfully influenced, too, by the

success of the United States : and soon they be-
gan, one after another, to avow independence
not only of Napoleon, but also of the mother
country. The United States had recognized
their independence. England had not done
this ; but now she interposed her sea-power
to shield them against the proposed attack
by the "Holy Alliance." England, indeed,
urged the United States to join in a formal
alliance to protect Spanish .iKmerica. The
United States chose to act separately, but it did
act along the same line : in 1823 President Mon-
roe's message announced that this country would
oppose any attempt of the despotic powers to
extend their political system to .•\merica. Thus
was born a group of new nations. For more
than fifty years, it is true, the best of the new
states manifested anarchic tendencies : but be-
fore the close of the nineteenth century some of
them began to make steady and promising prog-
ress in government and society. Their con-
stitutions have been modeled generally upon that

of the United States.

Before returning to Europe, brief attention
should be given to the progress of the United
States itself in the generation following the
French Revolution. The Constitutior of 1787
saved the thirteen States of that time from
falling apart into jangling, insignificant units,

and gave the world an advanced type of federal

government. The Louisiana Purchase (1803)
doubled the territory of the country and con-
firmed its destiny as the home of a mighty con-
tinental nation. During the closing Napoleonic
struggles, the contemptuous disregard of Eng-
land for the rights of neutrals, togetner w-ith the

treacheries of Napoleon, involved America in

war with England ; but, beyond this, except for

the enunciation of the Monroe Doctrine, the

United States, busied with its marvelous growth
at home, had kept free from foreign complica-

tions. At the moment of the European revolu-

tions of 1820. the great American Republic was
entering on the forty years of anti-slavery debate

which preceded the Civil War.
Revolutions of 1830.—The year 1830 is one

of the notable dates in the 19th century. In

America the victory of Jackson had just marked
a fresh advance in popular government. In

England the First Reform Bill began its tw^o-

year struggle in Parliament. On the continent

of Europe, revolution struck a new^ blow at the

system of Metternich. This time the movement
started in France, where the July Revolution re-

placed the divine-right Bourbon monarchy with

the constitutional, bourgeois monarchy of the

Orleanists. Explosions followed over Europe.

The Belgians rose against their Dutch masters:

the Poles against Russia : Italian risings seemed

for a moment to have some chance in the papal

states and the duchies: and, while Russia and

Austria were busied in Poland and Italy, liberal

gains were secured in several German states.

But soon Metternich, his hands free once more,

set himself patiently to restore the old order

in Germany. France, it is true, was lost to the

"Holy .*Mliance," and joined England in defend-

ing liberal Belgium against despotic interven-

tion. But in the final result, France and Bel-

gium were the only gainers from this period.

It was to take the third great "year of revolu-

tions." to sweep away Metternich's shattered

system.
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To appreciate in anj- measure the wonderful
progress of the remaining two thirds of the

19th century, it is needful to grasp the condi-

tions of the world of 1830, or, we may say, of

1837. when the Victorian era began. It was
still a small, despotic world, far more remote

from the great, progressive world of 1900 than

from the world of 1600. Civilization held only

two patches on the globe,— western Europe and
eastern North America. In the latter, the real

frontier of the United States reached less than

one third the way across the continent, and poli-

tics and society were dominated by the slave

power. Europe knew "Germany" only as a pious

aspiration of revolutionaries, and "Italy" as a

''geographical expression." Mettemich stood

guard over central Europe. On the east hung
Russia, an inert mass, in the chains of her

millions of serfs. Under the contemptible Or-
leans monarchy, France was taking breath be-

tween spasmodic revolutions. England herself

had only begun to stir under the long oligarchic

rule of her landlord class. The rest of the

globe hardly counted; a fringe of Australia

held a convict camp ; eastern Canada was a

group of jealous, petty provinces, learning to

agitate in disorderly fashion for self-govern-

ment : Spanish America, prostrate in anarchy,

gave as yet little hope of the coming renaissance

:

Japan was to sleep a generation longer: while

the two largest continents were undisturbed in

their native barbarism, except for England's

grasp upon the hem of India and South Africa.

England in the 19th Century.—In Europe.

England was to lead the van of progress: and
in England, almost alone in Europe, reform was
to come without revolution. But tlie England
of 1830 was still medixval. During the great

French wars from 1690 to 1S15. except for the

one development of ministerial government,
England had retrograded politically and socially.

Her socieU' was marked by extreme inequalities

between rich and poor, intensified by cruel class

legislation ; her government, superficially rep-

resentative, had really fallen into the hands
of a selfish landlord class : her boasted local

self-government was intensely aristocratic ; her

established church was aristocratic and unspirit-

ual. In the last half-centurj' had come an in-

dustrial revolution— the growth of the factor)'

system— with marvelous increase of population

and growth of cir>- life, calling imperatively for

new adjustments: but the great Tory party met
all calls for reform with sullen denunciation

and repressive legislation which made free

speech a crime.

Under the system of rotten and pocket bor-

oughs, more than half the House of Commons
were the appointees of less than 200 landlords,

while most of the rest represented small fan-

tastic constituencies. Thus, reform necessarily

began with Parliament itself This parlia-

mentary reform was accomplished by three

great measures : that of 1832 placed power in the

hands of an intelligent middle class, the landed

and mercantile interests: 35 years later, the

Second Reform Bill (1867) gave power to the

artisan class of the towns ; and the bill of 1884

once more doubled the electorate and left Eng-
land a democracy.

The Reform Bill of 1832 was followed at

once by social reform, in response to the swell-

ing tide of humanitarianism in literature and

society. Legislation swept away negro slaver?

in the colonies, and the hideous white slavery

of women and children in English factories anu
mines : reformed the barbarous and fantastic

criminal code ; abolished the worst abuses of
the pauperizing poor-law ; began the protection

of workmen in factories against carelessness of
wilful neglect of capitalists

; gave women legal

rights; adjusted taxation more equibly; swept
away the corn laws and introduced the free-

trade era ; removed the press gang, and brought
in the penny post : enlarged the self-government
of the colonies ; and established a wonderfully
efficient system of democratic self-government
in cities at home. Subsequent political reform,
despite the Irish dilBculties after 1870, added
to die rate of social reform. In particular should
be noticed the complex industrial legislation,

and, 'for dependencies where the nature of the
population forbids self-government, the adop-
tion of efficient, unselfish colonial administra-
tion, in which England has set an example for

all world powers. Even India and Eg>pt, with
their tremendous difficulties, have been touched
with new life : while the great provinces of the

English-speaking colonies, Canada and Aus-
tralia, have organized themselves into two
mightj- federal states (1867 and 1901). In the

rural units of England, too, the local govern-
ment bills of 1888 and 1894 established true de-

mocracy,
Rezolutions of '48.—Meantime, on the Con-

tinent, the next great progress after 1830 came
with the revolutions of '48. A general explo-
sion had been preparing: but again the signal

was given by France. The Orleans monarchy
had become reactionary: and the socialistic Feb-
ruary revolution set up the Second Republic.

March saw Mettemich himself a fugitive, escap-

ing from Vienna in a laundn,- cart, while
thrones were tottering everj-where between Rus-
sia and Turkey on one side and England on the

other. Even England trembled with a Chartist

movement and the threat of an Irish rebellion.

The kings of Holland, Spain, Denmark, and
Sweden made constitutional concessions. In
Germany and Italy there were complex move-
ments, working (l) for constitutional liberty

and social reform within the several states; (2)
for the union of the fragments of the German
race into a nation; and (3) for the independence
of Italians, Slavs, and Hungarians, held in sub-

jection by Austria.

The third movement resulted in wars, out
of which Austria finally emerged triumphant

;

and her victorious army was a ready tool to

restore absolutism at home. In Germany the

undisciplined Liberals had wasted opportunity,

Austria dispersed the Frankfort National As-
sembly, and, after humiliating unready Prussia

at Olmiitz, restored the old confederation (1850),

«\ year later (1851) the coul< d'etat of Louis
Napoleon closed the revolution in France and
prepared the way for the Second Empire of

the next year.

But there had been great gains. Feudalism
and serfdom were gone forever, even from
Austria. Sardinia. Prussia, and the minor Ger-
man states kept their new constitutions. Switz-
erland had become a true federal republic upon
the -American type. Sardinia, by her sacrifices,

and Prussia, in spite of the past mistakes of her
timid government, were clearly marked out as
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the champions of Italy and Germany against

Austria. Victor Emanuel of Sardinia recog-

nized his mission to unite and free Italy ; and
Prussia, so recently shamed, had statesmen who
would see that next time she should be ready.

Europe from 1830 to 1880.—The next 25
years (1850-75) saw not onlj' the advance
Toward democracy in England, the victorj- of
nationality and the abolition of slavery in the
United States, the formation of the federal

Canadian Dominion, on the American model,
and the awakening of Japan under American
constraint, but also a new federal German Em-
pire, a united, constitutional Italy, a stable

French republic, a constitutional Spain, and a
constitutional, federal Austria-Hungary. The
period was one of "blood and iron." Napoleon
III., who had drawn England into the Crimean
war (1854) to humiliate Russia, was himself
drawn by the statesmanship of Cavour into the
Austrian war of 1S59 to help free Italy. Within
a year after the resulting campaigns in Italy had
closed, the American Civil War began ; and
before it ended, Bismarck had entered upon his

trilogy of wars. In 1864 he robbed Denmark
of the Schleswig-Holstein duchies, with the
great harbor of Kiel for Prussia's projected
navy, and so made trial of the new army he
was at once to use (1866) in driving Austria out
of Germany by the Six Weeks' War. The North
German Confederation, then formed, was ex-
panded into the German Empire by the Franco-
Prussian war (1870-1), into which Bismarck
next tricked French vanity and the despairing
ambition of the decaying French government.
These struggles completed also the unity of
Italy. In 1866 Italy recovered Venetia from
Austria, and in 1870, when France could no
longer interfere, it at last marched its troops
into its ancient capital, Rome. Even for con-
quered countries, during this period, did reform
grow out of war. The Crimean catastrophe
struck the chains from Russia's serfs ; the
shock of defeat in '59 and '66 woke Austria to
constitutional orogress : only when Germany
shivered the sham of the Second Empire did
France enter upon true republican life ; and it

was in the ashes of her old social system that
our own South found regeneration.

Out of the Russian-Turkish war of 1877-8
a new group of Balkan nations was born, mainly
Slav in blood, with at least the forms of consti-
tutional government. But since 1871 political

progress for the most part has been peaceful.
The various monarchies of Europe, except
Russia and Turkey, had already all adopted con-
stitutions modeled upon the English govern-
ment, though in none of them were the min-
istries so truly dependent upon popular will as
in England. Indeed, in some states the formal
constitutional monarchy really merges into a prac-
tical despotism. Progress in politics since 1871
has been of two kinds : ( I ) a growth in minis-
terial responsibility, and (2) rapid extension of
the franchise toward a manhood basis. Actual
administration, in most European countries, is

still highly aristocratic : but in the matter of
ultimate control democracy is generally tri-

umphant, and it is training itself everywhere,
by compulsory school systems, for the closer
management of affairs.

International 'Relations Since 1880. Europe
in Africa and Asia.—International relations

since 1880 require brief statement. France,
longing to recover her lost provinces from Ger-
many in a war of revenge, drew close to Russia.
Bismarck offended Russia by supporting Austria
in the Balkans. Italy was angered by the
French seizure of Tunis in 1880. Thus new
combinations of the powers appeared. In 1881,
Germany, Austria, and Italy (all old enemies)
leagued in the Triple Alliance; while a little

later, France and Russia formally adopted a
dual alliance. The Continent was thrown into
two hostile camps, and has rested ever since
under an armed peace. France became "the tail

to the Russian kite." England, unwilling to
join the Triple Alliance, as Bismarck wished,
has been left in a position her statesmen have
chosen to characterize as one of splendid isola-

tion.

In the '90s, all these arrangements were
threatened bj- the active appearance, in the field

of international politics, of two non-European
powers. The Chinese war of 1894 revealed

Japan as a modern and powerful state ; and the
Spanish-American War (1898) made it apparent
that the United States had abandoned its ex-
clusively American policy. Moreover, since

about 1880, European politics had been merging
more completely than ever before in world pol-

itics. The questions at issue ceased to be Rhen-
ish or Danubian, and became African and
Asiatic. The 19th century, indeed, had been
one of expansion of civilized powers, but that

expansion had hardlj' been conscious of its own
importance. The United States had quietly filled

its borders from ocean to ocean with a homo-
geneous population. Russia had spread across

northern Asia to the Pacific, and was reaching
down in the Trans-Caspian region toward the

Persian Gulf. And England had continued an-

nexation of the keys to empire in waste spaces

of tlie earth. These three were the world-
powers. Far behind came France, with some
important possessions in North Africa and some
ancient claims in southeast Asia. Until 1884

Germany had no thought of colonial empire.

About 1880 a new. conscious greed for colo-

nial territorv- seized Europe. Africa, some Pa-
cific islands, and the helpless Asiatic empires of

Persia, Turke}-, Siam, and China were the only

unappropriated lands. There followed a swift,

peaceful division of Africa. In 1880, only

patches here and there on the coast were Eu-
ropean : in 1891, except for the native states of

Abyssinia, Liberia, and Morocco, the continent

was mapped out between European claimants.

The three important African powers are Eng-
land. France, and Germany, though Belgium,

Spain, Portugal, and Italy are also represented.

England is far in the lead. Her ambition has

been to unite her two main possessions, in the

Nile Valley and in South Africa, by acquiring

intermediate territory-; but the Congo Free

State and German East Africa were thrust be-

tween too soon. France comes second in extent

of territorj': but. except for Algeria and Mada-
gascar, her districts are less valuable than those

of England or Germany. France would have

liked to join her holdings on the east and west

of the continent ; but she found English terri-

torv thrust in between. German ambition was
frustrated in similar manner. The three powers

seem to have mutually stale-mated one another's

attempts to dominate Africa.
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The occupation of Asia by European states

has proceeded more slowly, but has moved with

increasing rapidity in recent years. England,
Russia, Japan, and France are the chief powers
concerned, though Germany has shown an active

disposition to take a hand in any partition,

and though the commercial interests of the

United States make it certain that that country

will be an important factor in any further

changes.

In 1894, Japan and China engaged in war
over the control of Korea. With amazing rapid-

ity, Japan overcame her bulky antagonist : but

Russia, backed by France and Germany, stepped

in to rob her of the fruits of her victory. Japan,

owning not even one modern ship of war, was
forced to yield-— to spend all energies for the

next 10 years in preparing for further conflict.

Russia secured from China the right to extend

her Siberian railroad through Manchuria, and
in 1898 she also obtained the powerful fortress

of Port Arthur. Germany and England then

compelled China to grant them important dis-

tricts, which, like the Russian acquisitions,

seemed to command the heart of China and to

doom that power to partition. In 1900 the

Chinese resentment against "western barbarians"

culminated in the Boxer massacres. The pow-
ers sent armies to rescue their beleaguered em-
bassies at Peking: but, largely through the policy

of the United States, no territorial indemnities

were demanded. During the campaign, how-
ever, Russia occupied Manchuria, and, despite

repeated solemn promises, it soon became plain

that she meant to keep it. The powers appar-

ently acquiesced ; but when Russia in 1903 en-

croached also upon Korea, Japan foresaw danger

to her own independence, and. in 1904, she

began war. The struggle has been tremendous,

almost beyond parallel ; but Japanese victory

has been swift and overwhelming, and has

changed the whole face of world politics.

Russian aggression in the East has been checked
for a long period. See Manchuria; Ports-
mouth, Treaty of.

Summary.—Tlie three mighty agents in the

19th century transformation have been democ-
racy in politics and industry, humane sentiment

in morals, and scientific progress. The first of
these has been the main theme of the latter part

of this article. The gentler spirit of recent

society, likewise touched upon, has abolished

slavery, ameliorated law, and brought about or-

ganized, zealous, and intelligent effort to lessen

misery and crime. But perhaps the most mar-
velous phase of the "Wonderful Century" is the

scientific advance. Since the primitive inven-

tions of making fire, of the bow, of domesticat-

ing animals, of smelting iron, and of the alpha-

bet, all the inventions of man up to the year

1800 probably count for less than those since

that year. In civilized lands, life has been
lengthened over a fourth, and the population of

the civilized world has trebled. This larger

amount of life has been lifted to a higher level.

Wealth is more abundant; and the laboring

masses, though still getting too little of it. get

far more than formerly. The area of civilized

life has been wonderfully expanded, but steam
and electricity bind the most scattered portions

together more closely than adjacent villages

were joined in the near past. And this new

solidarity is not merely in material interests:

it has its intellectual and moral side. There is

a growing unity of sympathy and opinion.
The picture, of course, has its dark side.

Crowded populations live and work under con-
ditions of misery and disease and often of sin.

Civilized nations show callous disregard for
the rights of w-eaker or barbarous people.
And over the civilized world itself there still

broods the danger of annihilating war, more
terrible because of the inventions of this scien-

tific age.

Happily this survey may close with a chron-
icle of a great step toward removing this last

danger. The Hague Conference of 1899. called

in the interests of peace, did not find it possible

to make any advance toward disarmament, but
it did provide for a permanent international
tribunal for arbitration between such nations
as may choose to avail themselves of it. It is

of supreme consequence that machinery is ready
so that two nations at difference may escape war
without loss of dignity, if they both desire.

Even more significant and hopeful, however, is

a long series of arbitration treaties between
nations, two and two, beginning with the Anglo-
French treaty of 1903. Despite the terrible

Russo-Japanese war, the first years of the 20th
century have seen remarkable progress toward
the federation of the world.

Bibliograf'hy.—Within the space at command,
no detailed bibliography is possible. Since the
dawn of the scientific study of history, writers
have shunned the attempt to cover the complex
field of modern history except in co-operative
"series." Of such series the most important in

English are 'The Cambridge Modem History.*
edited by Ward (1903, 12 vols., of which only 5
have appeared by 1905) : and 'Periods of Eu-
ropean Histoo'.' edited by Hassall (1890-2, 8
vols., of which the last 5 belong to our period).
Andrews' 'Historical Development of Modem
Europe' (1896). Fyflfe's 'Modem Europe to
1878' (18S4), and Seignobos' 'Europe Since
1S14' (1899) deal with the 19th century. Cun-
ningham's 'Western Civilization' U900). and
McVey's 'Modern Industrialism' (1904) treat
special phases. For further references the
reader may consult the special bibliographies at
the close of the articles on leading countries and
movements. West's 'Modern History' ( a high-
school manual, 1904) in an appendix gives a
classified bibliography of 150 standard English
works. Willis Mason West.
Professor of History, L'nhcrsily of Minnesota.

History, Logic of. The relation of history to

the problems of the philosopher has been mostly
confined to those questions which are treated

in the philosophy of history. The object of this

discipline is to interpret the meaning of man-
kind's historical development and to compre-
hend the progress of humanity in the setting

of a metaphysical system. It is only in recent

times that philosophy has recognized clearly the

importance of an entirely different relation. If

the philosopher studies in the science of logic

the ways of thought and the special methods
by which the different special sciences are able

to reach the truth it must be logical and thus,

ultimately, a philosophical task to examine the

methods of historical investigation. The special
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schemes of the historian's technique belong to

historical science proper. But as soon as the

attitude which the historian has to take towards

the world is in question, we stand before a logi-

cal problem which is most nearly connected

with the general problem of the meaning of

truth. A rich literature devoted to this circle of

problems has grown up during the last decade,

partly through the activity of philosophers and
psychologists, partly from the interests of

historians and economists themselves.

Of course, it is possible to take the skeptical

attitude and to deny the existence of a par-

ticular problem here. We can say that all sci-

ence has the same kind of task, and that the

logical problems are thus not other for history

than for the natural sciences. Yet this attitude

may lead to two different standpoints. The first

is the most popular one. From that it would
appear that history is not a real science at all.

It collects a mass of material just as the zool-

ogist collects his specimens; but that kind of

treatment which makes zoology a real science,

the study of the common characteristic? and of

the underlying laws, is not in question for the

historical material. Instead of this an art enters

into play, the art of historical prcseitation. The
works of the great historian are thus in first

line works of art parallel to the great epic nar-

ratives, with only the difference that the epic

poems follow the lines of imagination while the

historian reconstructs the facts as they may
have happened. Scientifically history would
thus stand on the lowest level, as a mere col-

lection of facts without that reaj scientific treat-

ment which makes the value of the other sci-

ences. The best which can be hoped, then, is

that it may be brought to a kind of scientific

height by introducing as much as possible the

results of other sciences such as physics, biol-

ogy, anthropology. geo-physics, etc., into

the explanation of historical happenings. The
influences of climate, of race disposition, of

technical inventions, and so fortli, then become
predominant in the scholarly treatment of his-

torical events. It may be said that this low
opinion of the pure scientific character of history

has been prevalent throughout the whole history

of science.

But those who consider the natural sciences

as the only type of real scientific work may be
led, and have been led frequently in recent

times to still another standpoint. They may say

that history has the greatest possibility of being
a full-fiedged science. The only step it has to

take is that from the merely descriptive to the

law-seeking attitude. The real task of the

historian, they say, would be to find the com-
mon features which belong to the growth of

every nation and to the political and social,

artistic and scientific, economic and religious

movement of the different periods and of the

different communities. As long as isolated pro-

cesses are described, history indeed remains on
a pre-scientific level, but as soon as we recog-
nize characteristic types of development, we
reach general laws like those of the biologist

or the chemist. The interest concentrates itself

then on the psychological factors which moulded
the fate of th"? nations, and especially the life

of the masses becomes a true historical agency.
That which is unique then becomes insignificant

and accidental as compared with the great typ-

ical processes which 7;.peat themselves under
similar conditions in the most different coun-
tries. A kind of natural science of historical

nations thus becomes the logical goal.

Those modern movements, however, which
have forced the problems of the logic of history

to public attention object to both these stand-
points because they refuse to admit the first

presupposition. They deny that the natural sci-

ences are the only type of a real science. They
claim, rather, that this is a prejudice which has
been suggested to the world by the overwhelm-
ing influence of the .Aristotelian logic on the

one side, and the impressive triumphs of natu-
ral science on the other. They hold that there
exist two types of scientific thought in principle

commensurable, and that the historical way of

thinking is in its importance and in its logical

right perfectly coordinate with naturalistic

thought. Yet here again a variety of stand-
points have been taken.

The simplest presentation of this doubleness
of logical method is offered by those w-ho hold
that the whole separation is to be deduced from
the doubleness of the logical attitude. They say
that we can take with reference to everything
in the universe either the attitude of interest in

the general law or the attitude of interest

in the particular thing The one interest can
never be substituted for the other. In the one
case the particular object is for us only a

sample illustration for a general relation. We
seek the law which expresses that relation and
inhibits therefore the interest in the special

chance case which is before us. That is the

attitude of the naturalist. On the other hand
we may give our whole attention to the par-
ticular object before us in its uniqueness, and
there is no doubt that our practical interests

of life force on us just this attitude. Our earth

may be astronomically not more important than
any other planet, but our practical interest be-
longs to this planet alone. Our friends may be
to the biologist not more instructive than any
other group of organisms, but for our friend-

ship those particular men have their unique po-
sition and cannot be replaced by other chance
copies. To develop systematically thi.'; interest

in the particular is the function of the historian,

and anything which has its particular existence
is possible historical material. Yet it is evident
that no science can have the task of describing
every particular pebble on the beach. There
must be n principle of selection, and this is given
in the reference to our values. The men who
have relation to that which is valuable in the

world, to the development of state and law. of
art and science and religion, are to be selected

for the historian's account. And this ultimate

reference to values binds the particular objects

together, while it is evident that the law of
natural .science brings the facts under a point

of view under which they have no special

value at all, but are indifferent objects of theo-
retical observation. The antithesis is thus
complete. The naturalist seeks the general,

the historian seeks the particular. The natural-

ist refers everything to the law, the historian

ever\i:hing to the value. Both groups of inter-

est create logically nidependent systems of
knowledge. Their difference is thus in no
way a difference of material, as there is nothing
in the world which cannot be considered from
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both points of view. The sun which the

astronomer studies in relation to the astronom-
ical laws as a chance case of a general relation

which holds for myriads of suns, may be at

the same time the object of interest for those

who ask about the development of this one
particular sun which gives us light. And on
the other hand, even the Xapoleon of the

historian may be brought under the laws of
biologj: from the standpoint of the naturalist

Others who welcome this sharp separation

feel doubtful whether it is really the logical

attitude which determines the difference and
not the content. They claim that it is not true

that natural science has to deal with laws only.

Natural science may very well give its atten-

tion to particular objects too, and the develop-

ment ©f our sun or our earth or our mankind
is not history but natural science. The true

difference, they say, lies rather in the double-

ness of the objectifj-ing and the subjectifjing

attitude.

The sun and earth are for us all objects, but
men and their work can be considered in a
double way. We can consider our neighbors as

objects, as phenomena which we describe and
explain, but we can consider them also as sub-

jects of will which we understand and inter-

pret and appreciate, and this doubleness of
attitude reaches over the whole of mankind.
Wherever there is will, there the object can be
taken as a subject and it is claimed that the work
of the naturalist is the study of the world in so

far as it is conceived as a system of objects,

while the study of the historian is the world in

so far as it is conceived as a system of will

relations. Only subjects of will would thus be
able to enter into history at all. .\nd the task
of the historian is to understand the systematic
relations between the purposive actions. The
naturalist starts from the objects of his per-
ception and seeks their causes and their effects.

The historian starts from those will demands
which reach him as the political, legal, artistic,

scientific, economic, religious demands of his

social world, and he seeks to interpret them by
connecting them with the purposes of the past.

The naturalist explains, while the historian in-

terprets intentions and links the will purposes
into a connected unity.

B!bliograf>hy.— Windelband. 'Xafurwissen-
schaft und Geschichte' : Simmel, 'Probleme
der Geschichtsphilosophie' ; Rickert, 'Greazen
der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung'

;

Miinsterberg, 'Psvchology and Life' ; Lam-
precht, 'What is History?'

Hugo ^^UNSTERBERG,
Professor of Psychology, Harvard University.

History, Great Events of. The following

list gives only those important events which have
affected or changed the subsequent history of

nations. The cross references will refer the

student to the special information concerning
these epoch-making occurrences, and the follow-

ing special articles may also be consulted: His-
tory, AsciEST, Medi.eval: MonERN; W.\rs of
THE WoRi.n; Pe.ace Tre.\ties: Republics, His-
tory of: Explor.\tioxs is- the iqth Centi-rv;
Poi-ar Rese.xrch: Jud.msm—Jewish History;
Cri's.^pks: Cromwell: Gunpowder: Thirty
Years' War : Sevex Years' War : Xapoleon ;

Waterloo, B.\ttle of; Crimea; .America, Dis-

covery .^XD COLOXIZATIOX OF I DISCOVERIES OF
America to 1562, Spanish and Portuguese;
Colonlu, W'.^rs in America; N.\vy of the
United St-\tes, History of; United States,
Wars of the; Decl.\r.\tion of Independence;
Si-Wery in the United St.ates; Confeder.\te
St.\tes of America; Monroe Doctrine; United
St.ates—The American Revolution ; The War
with France; W.\r of 1812; Mexican War;
Sl.avery; Causes of the Civil W.\r; Recon-
structiox ; War with Spain ; etc ; Treaties
of the United States with Foreign N.\tions;
The Eastern Question; The Oregon Ques-
tion; Dictatorships ix L.^tin-America; Eman-
ciP-\TioN IN Latin-America: Peking, Siege of;
Boers; South African W.\r; Riel's Rebel-
uon; etc.

16 lo Exodus of the ChUdren of Israel from Egypt.
1111 Mariner's compass (q.v.) discovered.
753 Rome (q.v.) founded.
603 Geometry and Maps (qq.v.) fiist used.
551-479 Confucius (q.v.) flourished.
400 Battle of Marathon.
538 FaU of Babylon (q.v.).
636 Accession of Alexander (q.v.); Grecian Empire.
63-44 C^ssarian era; Britain invaded; Gaul conquered.
A.D.
33 The Crucifixion of Christ (q.v.).

451 Battle of Chalons.
570-623 Mohammed (q.v.) flourished.
SOO Charlemagne (q.v.). Emperor of the West.
967 Egj-pt conquered by the Turks.
1066 Battle of Hastings in England.
1201 Crusades (q.v.) in Holy Land begun.
1234 Gunpowder (q.v.) first used by Genghis Khan.
1453 End of the Roman Empire in the East.
1455-85 War of the Roses in England.
1492 Columbus discovered .\merica.
16th Ont. Period of Reformation (q.v.) in Europe.
15SS Destruction of the Spanish .\rmada.
1618-1648 Thirty Years' War (q.v.).
1619 Beginning of Slavery (q.v.) in .\merica.
1642 Begiiming of the Ci\-il War in England.
1627 Barometer and Thermometer (q.v.) de\"i^d.
164S-52 C!\-il War of the Froude in France.
1642-1724 Newton (q.v.) discovered gra\-itation.
1713 Peace of Utrecht ending War of Spanish Succes-

sion (q.v.).
1741-48 War of the .Austrian Succession.
1756-63 The Seven Years War (q.v.).
1776 Declaration of Independence (q.v.).
1789-1802 French Revolution.
1804-1815 Napoleon (q.v.) Emperor of France.
1812-14 War of 1812 (q.v.).
1815 Battle of Waterloo (q.v.).
1819 Electro-Magnetism discovered.
1821-29 Greek War of Independence.
1831-39 Belgian war of Independence.
1845-48 Mexican War (q.v.) with the United States.
1853-55 Crimean War.
1857-59 Indian Mutiny and War.
1861-65 Cn-il War (q.v.) in United States.
1863 Battle of Gettysburg (q.v.).
1866 La>-ing of first Atlantic (iable.
1868-99 Cuban War of Independence.
1870-71 Franco-Prussian War (q.v.).
1877-78 Russo-Turkish War.
1883-84 War in the Sudan.
1894 War between Japan and China.
1895 Roentgen discovery- of X-rays (q.v.).
1897 War between Turkey- and Greece.
1898 Spanish-.\merican \\ ar began.
1S9S Hawaii (q.v.) annexed to the United States.
1899 Peace Conference at The Hague (q.v.).
1899-1900 War between England and Boers.
1902 First .^nglo-Japanese Alliance. See .-^kclo-Japa-

nese "Tre-kties.
1903 Panama Canal treatv signed. See P.\n.^ma Canal.
1903 Pacific Cable completed.
1904-5 War between Japan and Russia, terminated 5

Sept. 1905 by treaty of Portsmouth (q.v.). See
Manchuria.

1905 Second .Anglo-Japanese .\lliance (q.v.).^

1906 Earthquake and fire, San Francisco,* Cal. See
Earth^^uake.

1906 Palma, President of Cuba, resigns; United States
assumes control.

Hitchcock, hichTcok, Charles Henry, -Am-
erican geologist : b. .\mherst. Mass.. 23 .-Xug.

1836. He was a son of Edward Hitchcock,
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geologist (q.v.). He was graduated from
Amherst College in 1856, was assistant

State geologist of Vermont in 1857-61,

State geologist of Maine 1861-2, and of

New Hampshire 1S68-78. In 1868 he was
appointed professor of geology in Dartmouth
College. In connection with his survey of New
Hampshire, he maintained, during the winter of

1870, a meteorological station on Mount Wash-
ington, the earliest high-mountain observatory

in the United States. He became known as a
compiler of geological maps, and for his inves-

tigations regarding the geology of the crystal-

line schists, ichnolog>-, and glacial geology. The
location of the terminal glacier in the United
States was first suggested by him. He was a
founder of the Geological Societj' of America,
and in 1883 president of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science. His
publications include: 'Elementary Geology'
(1861, with E. Hitchcock) : <Mt. Washington in

Winter* (1871) ; and a 'Report on the Geology
of New Hampshire* (1873-8), with folio atlas,

his most valuable work.

Hitchcock, Edward, American Congrega-
tional clergj'man and geologist : b. Deerfield,

Mass., 24 May 1793: d. Amherst, Mass., 27 Feb.

1864. He was principal of the academy in his

native place 1815-18; pastor of the Congrega-
tional Church in Conway. Mass., 1821-5

;
pro-

fessor of chemistry and natural history in

Amherst College 1825-45. and president of

Amherst College and professor of natural the-

olog}- and geology 1845-54. He was appointed
State geologist of ^lassachusetts in 1830, of the

First District of New York in 1836, and of

Vermont in 1857. In 185a he was commissioned
hy the government of his native State to ex-
amine the agricultural schools in Europe. His
life was in a great measure identified with the

historj' of Amherst College. Connected with
it almost from the beginning, in his own presi-

dency he procured for it buildings, apparatus,

and funds to the amount of $100,000, doubled
the number of students, and established it on
a solid pecuniary as well as literary and scien-

tific basis. His earliest scientific publications

were the 'Geology of the Connecticut Valley'

(1823), and a 'Catalogue of the Plants within
Twenty Miles of Amherst' (1829). Later
works were: 'Lectures on Diet, Regimen, and
Employment' (1831) ; 'Lectures on the Pecul-
iar Phenomena of the Four Seasons* (1850);
'Reports on the Geology of Massachusetts'
(1833-35-38-41) : 'Illustrations of Surface Geol-
ogy' (1857) : 'Elementary Geology,' which
passed through 25 editions in America, and one
third of that number in England; 'Religion of
Geolog}- and its Connected Sciences' (1851) ;

and 'Reminiscences of Amherst College' (1863).
Dr. Hitchcock suggested as well as executed the
geological sur\-ey of Massachusetts, the first not
only in the long series of scientific surveys in

the United States, but the first survey of an
entire State imder the authoritj' of govern-
ment in the world. He was the first to give
a scientific exposition of the fossil footprints of
the Connecticut Valley, and with him ichnology
as a science began.

Hitchcock, Ethan Allen, .\merican soldier:
b. Vergennes, Vt., 18 May 1798; d. Sparta. Ga.,

5 .A.ug. 1870. He was a grandson of Ethan
Vol. 8

—

27

Allen (q.v.), and was graduated at West Poini
in 1817, entering the corps of artillery as a
third lieutenant. In 1829 he became the military
commandant of the corps of cadets, in which
office he continued until 1833. He served in

Florida against the Indians, and in the war with
Mexico, where he received two brevets, one as
colonel and another as brigadier-general. In
1855 he printed for private circulation a pam-
phlet in support of his opinion that genuine
alchemy was not an art for making gold, but
that the alchemists were students of man, whose
perfection was sjTnbolized by their "philoso-

pher's stone." He subsequently published: 'Re-
marks upon Alchemy and the .Alchemists'

(1857) ; 'Swedenborg a Hermetic Philosopher'
(1858) : 'Notes on the Vita Nuova of Dante'
(1866).

Hitchcock, Ethan Allen, American politi-

cian: b. Mobile, Ala., 19 Sept. 1835. He received
a secondary education, was in mercantile busi-

ness at St. Louis, Mo., in 1855-60, then went
to China to enter a commission house, of which
firm he became a partner in 1866. In 1872 he
retired from business, in 1874 returned to the
United States, and in 1874-97 was president of
several manufacturing, mining, and railway
companies. He was appointed envoy extraordi-
nary and minister plenipotentiary to Russia in

1897, and in February 1898 ambassador extra-
ordinary and minister plenipotentiary, the first

ambassador accredited from the L'nited States
to the court of Russia. In 1898 he was nom-
inated and confirmed as secretarj' of the interior,

and held that position till 4 Starch 1907.

Hitchcock, James Ripley Wellman, Amer-
ican art critic : b. Fitchburg, Mass., 3 July 1857.

He was graduated at Harvard in 1877, and was
art critic of the New York Tribune 1882-90.

He has written: 'The Western Art Movement'
(1885); 'A Study of George Inness' (1885);
'Madonnas by Old Masters' (1888), the text to

photogravures; 'The Future of Etching';
'Some American Painters in Water Colors' ;

'Etching in America' ; 'Notable Etchings by
American Artists' ; etc.

Hitchcock, Roswell Dwight, American
Congregational clergyman : b. East Machias,
Maine, 15 Aug. 1817; d. Somerset, Mass.. 16

June 1887. Graduated from Amherst College
in 1836 and from the Andover Theological Sem-
inary in 1838, he also studied at Halle and Ber-

lin (1847). in 1845-52 was pastor of the First

Congregational Church at Exeter, N. H., and
in 1852-5 professor of revealed religion in Bow-
doin College. In 1855 he became professor of
church history at the Union Theological Sem-
inary, of which institution he was elected presi-

dent in 1880. He became president of the

Palestine Exploration Society in 1871, and vice-

president of the American Geological Society in

1880. An editor of the 'American Theological

Review'; he wrote: 'The Life, Character, and
Writings of Edward Robinson' (1863); 'Com-
plete Analysis of the Holy Bible' (1869) ; and
'Socialism' (1879). With Eddy and Madge, he
compiled 'Carmina Sanctorum' (1885) ; and
'Eternal Atonement,' a volume of sermons,

appeared in 1888.

Hittell, Theodore Henry, American histo-

rian: b. Marietta, Pa., 5 .April 1830. In 1852
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he was admitted to the bar at Cincinnati, in

1855 removed to California, in 1855-61 was con-
nected with the Bulletin and Times of San
Francisco and from 1862 practised law. He
was State senator in 1880-2. He wrote a
"History of Cahfomia,' his chief work; and
compiled *The General Laws of California,*

known as 'Hitteirs Digest,* and *Hitteli's

Codes and Statutes of California.'

Hittites, hit'its, the name of several peo-
ples mentioned in the Old Testament, and in

Egj'ptian and Assyrian inscriptions. In the Old
Testament the name is applied to three more or
less distinct groups, namely, the "children of
Heth" from whom Abraham purchased a bur)"-

ing-place ; a people or group of peoples whicli

inhabited Palestine before the Hebrews and
resisted their invasion : a kingdom in northeast-
em SjTia, with which Solomon formed mar-
riage alliances. The first group dwelt around
Hebron in southern Palestine, and the Hittites

mentioned in connection with David, of whom
the chief was Uriah, may be their descendants.

The second group of Hittites dwelt among the

mountains of central Palestine, and the third

group, united in some sort of empire, had their

seat still farther north. Of this Hittite empire
we learn more from the Egyptian and .\ssyrian

records than from the Old Testament. The
Heta, according to the hieroglyphic inscriptions,

offered a vigorous resistance in northern Syria

to the Egyptian king Thutmosis HI. (l8th dyn.

:

c. 1560 B.C.). and to his successors of the 19th

dynasty. Sethos I.. Rameses II. and III., c.

1350-1200 B.C. Carchemish, Kadesh, and
Hamath were among their chief cities. The
cuneiform inscriptions contain notices of a peo-

ple called Hatti who frequently fought with the

-Assyrians from the time of Tiglath-pilesar I.

(.c. Hoc B.C.) till that of Sargon II. 1,721-704

B.C.), after which they are no more heard of.

The Hittite monuments and inscriptions which
have been found in Carchemish. Hamath and
neighboring places, as well as throughout Asia
Minor, appear to belong to the .Assyrian period.

Hittorf, Jacques Ignace, French archi-

tect: b. Cologne 1792; d. 1867. He studied his

profession in Paris and was employed on many
public buildings and places, doing work on the

Bois de Boulogne, the Champs-Elysees and
the Church of Saint Vincent de Paul, .\mong
his publications may be mentioned '.Architecture

.Antique de la Sicile* : "Architecture Modeme
de la Sicile' and "Architecture polychrome chey
Ics Grees.'

Hitzig, Ferdinand, German theologian: b.

Hauingen. Baden. 23 June 1807: d. Heidelberg,

22 Jan. 1875. He was educated at Heidelberg.

Halle and Gottingen. He went to Zurich in

1833 as professor of theology, where he re-

mained until 1861. when he returned to Heidel-

berg. He was quite a voluminous writer on

the Old Testament, composing commentaries on
the Minor Prophets (1838): Jeremiah (1841^:

Ezekiel ( 1847) : Ecclesiastes (i847>: Daniel

(1850): Song of Solomon (1855). He made a

translation of the Psalms in 1835.

Hive-bee. See Hokfv-bee: Bee-ci-ltire.

Hives. See Uirnc.«i.*.

Hoactzin, ho-akt'zin or -ak'zin. a singular

South .American bird (Opisthocomus cristatus)

of the size of a pheasant. It is brown streaked

with white, and the head has a movable crest
It is interesting principally from the extraor-
dinary way in which the fledglings, as soon as
they leave the nest (in a tree^, scramble about
the branches by aid of their wings used like
hands, by reason of the fact that they have a
temporary claw on both the index and poUex.
The food of these birds is mainly leaves and
fruit: and a strong musky odor is given off by
the adults, so that in British Guiana they are
called '^stinking pheasants."

Hoadley, hod'li, George, American law-
yer: b. Xew Haven, Conn.. 31 July 1826: d.
Watkins, X. Y., 27 .Aug. 1902. He was grad-
uated at Hudson College, Ohio, in 1844: studied
law at Harvard, was admitted to the bar in
1847 and joined a law firm in Cincitmati of
which Salinon P. Chase (q.v.) was the leading
member. He was appointed judge of the
superior court of Cincinnati in 1859. and
re-elected in 1S64. He took a leading part
among the "Barnburners" (q.v.), was a War
Democrat, and during the War joined the
Republican party. He defeated Foraker in a
contest for the governorship of Ohio in 1883,
but failed of re-election in a struggle against the
same candidate.

Hoadly, Benjamin, English Anglican prel-

ate: b. Westerham. Kent. 14 Nov. 1676: d.

Chelsea 17 April 1761. He was educated at
Cambridge; took orders in 1700. and after being
settled in London distinguished himself in con-
troversy with Bishop Atterbury- and others. A
staunch Low-Churchman, he was appointed
bishop of Bangor in 1715. A sermon preached
before the king of 1717 gave rise to the ""Ban-
gorian Controversy" regarding the divine au-
thority of the king and the church. He was
translated to the see of Hereford in 1721, to
Salisbury in 1723. and Winchester in 1734.

Hoang-ho. See Hw.\xg or Ho.\xc-ho.

Hoar, Ebenezer Rockwood, American ju-
rist : b. Concord. Mass.. 21 Feb. 1816: d. there
31 Jan. 1895. He was the son of Samuel Hoar
(q.v.), was graduated at Harvard (1835), and
subsequently admitted to the bar. He rose to
be judge of the court of common pleas 11849),
judge of the State supreme court I1S59). and
attorney-general of the L'nited States (1869),
and was a member of the Joint High Commis-
sion that framed the Treatv of Washington
U8-3-5).

Hoar, George Frisbie, .American states-
man: b. Concord. Mass.. 29 Aug. 1826; d.

Worcester. Mass.. 30 Sept. 1904. Senator
Hoar's paternal and maternal inheritance was
very remarkable. His grandfather was an
officer in the Revolutionary army and his father.

Samuel Hoar, was one of the ablest lawyers and
statesmen of his time, a member of Congress
from Massachusetts, and a man of great learn-

ing and force of character. Senator Hoar's
mother was a daughter of Roger Sherman, a

signer of the Declaration of Independence. He
was graduated from Harvard in l&|6. studied
law there, and began his law practice in Wor-
cester. Mass. The young man was early at-

tracted to politics and identified himself with the
Free Soil party, and his purpose in 1895— so
characteristic of his whole career— is thus
stated by himself: '.All of us Free Sellers
were drawn into politics by a great issue. It
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was to prevent slavery being extended into tlie

, new territory between the Mississippi and the

Pacific. We were all ardent advocates of free-

dom. The party and the movement were new,
and we were stirred by high ideals. Among the

young men who went into the new movement at

that time were my brother, Ebenezer Hoar,
Erastus Hopkins, Anson Burlingame, Whittier,

Lowell, Longfellow, and many others that be-

came well known. There were no offices to gain.

There was simply a cause to work for. In the

campaign of 1850 the Free Soilers did not
carry a single State, only a few Congressional
districts." He was a member of the Republican
party from the first, and in 1852 was elected to

the Massachusetts house of representatives; in

1857 to the State senate. In the intervals of

service he practised law. In i860 he was city

solicitor. He presided over the Republican con-
ventions in Massachusetts in 187 1. 1877, 1882

and 1885 ; was a delegate to his party's national

conventions in 1876, 1880 (the chairman in that

year), 1884, 1888, 1892 and 1896. He served in

the national House of Representatives for four
successive Congresses, 1869-77, elected as a rep-

resentative of the Worcester district ; in 1877
he was elected to the Senate, and was re-

elected in 1883. 1889, 1895, and 1901, serving his

country continuously as a national legislator

since 1869, having represented ^lassachusetts

for a longer period in the national Congress than
any other representative from that State. In

1876, he was one of the managers on behalf of

the House in the Belknap impeachment trial,

and was also a member of the Electoral Com-
mission (q.v.), which decided the Hayes-Tilden
contest for the Presidency, the other Republi-
can members of that famous body being Sena-
tors George T. Edmunds, O. P. Morton and
Frederick T. Frelinghuysen. and Representative

James A. Garfield. In the Senate he was chair-

man of the judiciary committee, and of the com-
mittee on privileges and elections, and a mem-
ber of other important committees. He was
known as the old man eloquent of the Senate,

having served in that body for 37 years and
taken part in all the great questions that have
been before the country during that time. He
was a determined opponent of the retention of

the Philippines, and independent enough to state

his views fearlessly in the support of his own
theory that the L'nited States should leave the

islands to the control of the Filipinos and pre-

vent interference from foreign nations, but his

honesty and sincerity were unquestioned and
he always retained the confidence of bis party

and the respect of all. He was a thorough
American and believed in the future of his

country and placed its welfare above all per-

sona! considerations. "The lesson which I have
learned in life, which has been impressed upon
me daily and more deeply as I grow old." he
said in his autobiography, "is the lesson of Good
Will and Good Hope. I believe that to-day is

better than yesterday, and that to-morrow will

be better than to-day. I believe that, in spite

of many errors and w-rongs, and even crimes,

my countrymen of all classes desire what is

good, and not what is evil."

Senator Hoar was an idealist, and was not

to be turned aside, even by his loyal love of
party, from following his sincere convictions.

He demanded Lustice for the negroes and the

Indians, openly declared his sympathy for Cu-
ban and Filipino, and as firmly opposed re-

ligious intolerance in Massachusetts because his

actions were controlled by reasons which he
considered were founded in righteousness and
truth, and therefore not subject to change.

Senator Hoar was a man of considerable
scholarship and took great delight in literary and
historical studies. lie was a member of several

historical and scientific societies, and took much
interest in their work. He was president of

the American Historical Society, president of the

American Antiquarian Society, regent of the

Smithsonian Institution in 1880, and trustee of

the Peabody Museum of Archa;ology. He re-

ceived the degree of LL.D. from the College of
William and Mary, Amherst, Yale and Har-
vard. In 1903 he published 'Autobiography of

Seventy Years.' which first appeared in "Scrib-

ner's Magazine' as a serial. The same year, in

a speech in his home city of Worcester, Senator
Hoar, as if in anticipation of his approaching
dissolution, thus summed up the creed of his

career

:

"If my life has been worth anything, it has

been because I have insisted, to the best of my
ability, that these three things — love of God,

love of country, and manhood— are the essen-

tial and fundamental things, and that race, color,

and creed are unessential and accidental."

Although 78 years of age, he was in good
health until the death of his beloved wife in

1903 ; their devotion had led many to predict

that neither would long survive the other. Sen-

ator Hoar was taken seriously ill in June 1904,

but lingered until 30 September, when he died

at Worcester, Mass.
His death was the occasion of a remarkable

display of panegyric in the press of both Re-

publican and Democratic parties. It possessed

the peculiar quality of reconciliation, one party

regretting what the other considered his noblest

quality. The only flaws in his judgment, said

the Republican press, were his disagreements

with the party leaders on the Philippine and

Panama issues': but to the Democratic press his

noble loyalty to the right on these occasions

was convincing proof of his lofty statesmanship.

The Democratic press regretted his inability to

see any good in their party, while to Republican

journals this virtue redeemed his errors of judg-

ment on the matters of party policy.

One journal said: ".^s long as the confi-

dence and affection of all the people are given

to such a man, it is foolish and false to assume

that the old standards are departing and the old

ideals becoming broken. The people still know

a man when they see him. Still they respect

and honor the statesman who loves the republic

better than he does himself, who never falters

in hi^ service, to whose fingers gold does not

clino- and whose never-forgotten ideal is the

people's welfare. While they honor such qual-

ities above all others, pure and able statesmen

will continue to come to their service^" senti-

ments which were summarized in Ex-President

Cleveland's statement that "Senator Hoar s abil-

itv hi« high-mindedness, and his freedom frotn

piiitical trickerv, furnish an example of a useful

life which mav well be imitated by all those

entrusted by their countrymen with public du-

jjg5» George Edwin Rines,

Editorial Staff 'Encyclopedia Americana.^
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Hoar, Samuel, American lawj-er and leg-

islator : b. Lincoln, Mass., 177S ; d. 1S56. He
was graduated at Harvard in 1802 and three

years later entered upon a highly successful

career as a lawyer. He ser\-ed two terms as a
State senator and was chosen by the Massachu-
setts legislature to challenge the constitution-

ality of certain laws in South Carolina relating

to the imprisonment of free negroes. He was
subsequently excluded from Soutli Carolina
courts by the State legislature.

Hoarhound. See Horehouxd.
Ho bart. Garret Augustus, American law-

yer and politician: b. Long Branch, X. J., 1844;
d. Paterson. X. J.. 2 Xov. 1899. He was grad-
ated at Rutgers College, Xew Jersey, in 1S63,

and admitted to the bar in 1866. At Paterson,
where he made his home till his death, he en-
joyed a successful law practice. He became
successively city attorney, prosecuting attorney
for Passaic County, a member of the State
Assembly 1873-8, and of the State Senate
1879-S5. During his several terms he was
speaker of the Assembly and president of the
Senate. In i8g6 he was nominated at St. Louis
for vice-president on the ticket with William
McKinley, whose intimate friend he was, and
was elected to that office.

Hobart, George Vere, .\merican journalist,
playwright, and author: b. Cape Breton, X. S.,

16 Jan. 1867. He was educated in Xova Scotia,

later coming to the United States as a telegraph
operator for the United Press. He became edi-

tor of the Cumberland Sunday * Scimitar,' later

writing for the 'Herald,' Ezening Xeu'S and
'American' of Baltimore. Since then he has been
writing for the Hearst newspapers the humorous
sketches, 'John Henry* and 'Dinkelspiel.' He
has written 'Manv Moods and Manv Meters'
(1899), and <U'l Verses for Li'l" Fellers'

(1903)1 both poems; the 'Dinkelspiel' series

(1900) ; the 'John Henry' books (1901-4), and
the plays, 'After Office Hours,' 'Miss Print,'

'Hodge, Podge & Co.." 'Sally in Our Alley,' etc.

Hobart, John Henry, .American Protestant
Episcopal bishop : b. Philadelphia 14 Sept. 1775

;

d. .Auburn, X. Y., 10 Sept. 1830. He was edu-
cated at the College of Philadelphia (.now the
University of Pennsylvania), and the College
of Xew Jersey (now Princeton), and after

trying commercial life in his brother-in-law's

counting house, went back to Princeton as a
tutor for two years, and was ordained deacon in

1798 and priest in 1801. -After brief periods of
pastoral service in Pennsylvania, Xew Jersey,

and Long Island, he became assistant in Trin-
ity Parish, Xew York, where he remained until

his elevation to the episcopate, combining with
his other duties a prominent share in the legis-

lative councils of the church, as deputy to the

General Conventions of 1801 and 1804, and sec-

retary to the House of Deputies in the latter

year. In 1811 he was consecrated as bishop-
coadjutor in the diocese of Xew York, and
upon the death of Bishop Moore in 1816. suc-

ceeded him both in the full charge of the dio-

cese and in the rectorship of Trinity Church
He also gave provisional episcopal care at dif-

ferent times to Xew Jersey and Connecticut.
He was very active in promoting the establish-

ment of the General Theological Seminary, and
upon its location in Xew York became professor
of pastoral theology. Hobart College also owed
much to him, a debt recognized by the taking of
his name, when, in 1852, the original title of
Geneva College was changed to Hobart Free
College. He wrote or edited a number of theo-
logical works, some of which, especially his
'Companion for the Festivals and Fasts' (1805),
reached several editions. His 'Apology for
Apostolic Order' (1802) is still used as a text-
book.

Hobart, the capital of Tasmania, and up
to 18S1 called Hob.\kt Towx, is situated at the
foot of Mount \Vellington (4.166 feet high), on
the Derwent River, 12 miles from its outlet in

Storm Bay on the south coast. It has handsome
public buildings, including government house,
the govenmient offices, parliament houses. Epis-
copal and Catholic cathedrals. There are im-
portant domestic manufactures, and in connec-
tion with its considerable shipping interests, a
fine harbor with modem accommodations.
Hobart is connected by rail with Launcestoiu
Pop. (1903) 3MCO.

Hobart College, a Protestant Episcopal
institution, located at Geneva, X. Y. In 1825
it was chartered as Geneva College ; but in

1852 the name was changed to Hobart Free Col-
lege, and in 1S60 to Hobart College. Bishop
Hobart (q.v.) had aided the school by advice

and by money. An endowment from Trinity

Church, Xew York, had greatly assisted the

institution. The college offers scholarships and
prizes to worthy students, and the departments
are all well sustained. The courses lead to the

degrees of A.B., B.S., and Ph.B. There are

about 44.000 volimies in the library. In 1904-5

the school had 17 professors and instructors and
105 students. The graduates number nearly

1.500. L.\XGDOJt C. Stew.\rdsox,
Registrar.

Hobart Pasha, .Augustus CH.\Rir.s Ho-
E.\RT-H.\iiPDEX. third son of the Earl of Buck-
inghamshire, English sailor: b. Waltham-on-
the-\\'olds, Leicestershire, I .April 1822: d-

Milan. Italy, 19 June 1886. He entered the Eng-
lish na\y as midshipman 1836 and retireo as

captain at the conclusion of the Crimean War
in 1863. During the .American Civil War he
took the name of "C.xptaix Roberts" and was
given command of a blockade runner, an ac-

count of which is to be found in his 'Sketches

of My Life' published posthumousiy. In 1867
he entered the Sultan's service, reorganized the

Turkish navy, and fought the Russians on the

Black Sea in the War of 1877-8. He was made
Pasha ( 1S69) and marshal of the Turkish Em-
pire ( iS8t").

Hobbema, Meindert, min'dert hob'e-ma,
Dutch landscape painter: b. .Amsterdam. 1638:

d. there 7 Dec. 1709. He was considered, next
to J. Ruysdaal, the best of the Dutch landscape-

painters, and as a colorist reckoned even su-

perior to Rtiysdo.al. The figures in his land-

scapes are painted mostly by Berchem. Van de
Velde. Lingelbach. and J. Van Loo. His paint'

ings consist chiefly of forest scenes, ruins, vil-

lages, etc. Some of the most celebrated works
of this master are to be found in public or pri-
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vate galleries in France, Germany, and Holland.
His greatest painting is *A View in Holland,'

with figures painted by Adrian van de Velde.

Hobbes, John Oliver. See Cr^mcie, Pearl
Mary 1 eresa.

Hobbes, Thomas, English moralist, philoso-

pher, and political scientist : b. within the

borough of Malnisbury, Wiltshire, 5 April

1588; d. Hardwicke, Derbyshire, 4 Dec. 1679.
'1 homas Hobbes is eminent as writer on the

theory of government, on psychology, and on
metaphysics, and as master of a vigorous and
picturesque English style. He was born in the

year of the Spanish Armada, 1588, and lived

to be 91 years old, active to the end in mind
and in body. He was the son of a poor English

vicar, was educated by his uncle, a prosperous

glover, and spent the last five of his student

years at Magdalen College, Oxford. The Oxford
of that period was given over to a restricted

and arid scholasticism, barring out mathematics,
for example, as a black art ; and Hobbes re-

tained through life a vivid inemory of the

pedantry and narrowness of the Oxford of his

youth. At the end of these student years,

in 1608, he was employed by Cavendish, after-

wards Earl of Devonshire, as tutor to his

son ; and he remained for the next 20 years

in the service of this same great family and
throughout his life, in close and friendly con-

nection with it. For two years he traveled with

his pupil on the continent, and then followed

18 years in England—a service terminated only

by the death of his former pupil and constant

friend, the second Earl. During these years,

Hobbes devoted himself to classical study,

which bore fruit in his vigorous translation

of Thucydides, published in 1628. The three

succeeding years were spent on the Continent,

at first in travel with another English youth,

later in the eager study, mainly at Paris, of

mathematics and natural science. Hobbes him-

self tells us with what astonishment and delight

he first, in 1628. when he was 40 years old. saw
and read Euclid's 'Elements.' In 1631 he be-

came tutor to the third Earl of Devonshire,

son of his late patron and first pupil. With him
he made, in 1634. a third continental journey,

learned to know Galileo during his .sojourn in

Italy, and was admitted, in Paris, to the fellow-

ship of a group of mathematicians and scien-

tists. He must have been pondering on prob-

lems of politics and of psvcholo.gy in the inter-

vals of his study of physics and geometry, for

his next book, which circulated in manuscript

as early as 1640, set forth his theory of human
nature and of the body politic. The publication

even privately of this doctrine brought its

author into prominence and strongly influenced

the course of his life.

The psychologv' of Hobbes forms the basis

both of his political and of his metaphysical
doctrine. He distinguishes the 'cognitive for
conceptive) ' faculty from the 'motive' faculty

of the mind, and recognizes five senses, to which
he adds 'a sixth sense, but internal, * * *

commonly called remembrance.' He defines the
affective consciousness as 'motion about the
heart,' which "when it helpcth is called pleasure

* * * but when it hindereth the vital

motion is called pain." .^nd he ends with a dis-

cussion of the passions which reduces will to

desire and conceives each emotion from a nar-
rowly individualistic standpoint. "To endeavour"
he says, "is appetite" ; and, in the race of life,

"continually to out-go the next before is felicity."

The foundation of the political system of
Hobbes is the teaching that men "are by nature
equal," and self-seekmg; that "many inen at

the same time have an appetite to the same
thing; which yet very often tliey can neither
enjoy in common, nor yet divide" ; that con-
sequently "every man is enemy to every other"
and that "durmg the time men live without a
common power to keep them all in awe, they
seek such a Common Power, as may be able to

defend them from invasion of foreigners and
are in that condition which is called War."
"The only way," Hobbes continues, "to erect

such a Common Power, as may be able to de-
fend them from invasion of Foreigners and
the injuries of one another * * * is to con-
fer all their power and strength upon one man
or upon one Assembly of men, that may reduce
all their Wills, by plurality of voices, unto
one Will." Hobbes accordingly conceives of
a government as formed by a mutual con-
tract of individuals, of whom each seeks simply
his own preservation, happiness, and security.

The contract, he insists, is between each individ-

ual "subject" and every other—not at all,

between subject and sovereign. It is made, he
says, "by covenant of every man with every
man * * * as if every man should say, /

authorize and give up my Right of Governing
myself to this Man, or to this Assembly of

men, on this condition, that thou give up thy
Right to him." Upon this theory, that the

covenant of every citizen with every other
underlies government, Hobbes bases his well-

known doctrine of the absolute right of the

sovereign. For, he argues, all the governed
"are bound, every man to every man to Own
and be reputed Author of all, that he that al-

ready is their Sovereign, shall do, and judge fit

to be done." In other words "every Subject

is Author of every Act the Sovereign doth."

Hobbes asserts unambiguously the subor-

dination of church to state. "The Kingdom of

Christ." he declares, "is not of this world;

therefore neither can his ministers (unless

they be Kings) require obedience in His name."
It follows, he teaches, "that every Christian

Sovereign [is] the supreme Pastor of his own
Subjects"; and that every subject is bound to

obey the command of his sovereign with re-

gard not only to the forms of religious wor-
ship but to the nature of the doctrines openly

professed. Such conformity to the will of

even an "infidel sovereign" does not conflict,

Hobbes insists, with our duty to God. For
God requires of us only faith and obedience

to his laws. "And when the Civil Sovereign

is an Infidel, every one of his own Subjects

that resisteth him sinncth against the Laws of

God (for such are the Laws of Nature) and
rejecteth the counsel of the Apostles that ad-
monisheth all Christians to obey their Princes.

* * * And for their Faith it is interna! and
invisible: they have the license that Naaman had,
and need not put themselves into danger for it.

But if they do, they ought to expect their

reward in Heaven, and not complain of their
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Lawful Sovereign; much less make war upon
him."

It is not possible, within the limits of this

article, to outline the ingenious argument by

which Hobbes seeks to foist upon a present

generation, the responsibilities of a social con-

tract which a past generation made. Sull less

is it possible to present an adequate criticism

of tiie conception of Hobbes. Psjchologists

and sociologists have long since agreed that his

psycholog}- and his political theory are ahke

defective; that societies and governments grow,

and are not manufactured; and that sympathy

no less than selfishness is a basal instinct.

Yet Hobbes's theory of society is still worth

studj-ing, not only because it is expressed in

such \-igorous English, nor even mainly be-

cause of the influence it exened on Rousseau

and Spinoza (qq.v.), but primarily because it

so ruthlessly depicts society as it would be if

men were no more than self-seeking and
egoistic.

It is e\-ident that the brilliant attempt of

Hobbes to justify the absolute supremacy of

the monarch could find littie favor in England

in tlie years of the Parliamentarv- struggle

with Charles I. Hobbes, who was morbidly

timid, believed that he stood in personal dan-

ger and betook himself, a voluntary exile, to

Paris where he spent il years in tlie society,

on the one hand, of French men of science and
letters, and on the other hand, of the Eng-
lish roj-alists. In 1646 Hobbes became the tutor

of the young prince, later Charles II. He pub-

lished in the meantime an epitome in Latin,

<De Cive.' of his doctrine of government, and
afterward the earlier work already referred to.

In 1651 he brought out the work by which he
is best known. 'Leviathan. Or. The Matter,

Form and Power, of a Commonwealth.* This

book is the most popular, forcible, and detailed

discussion of the political theor\- of Hobbes. It

is prefixed by several chapters which are prop-

erlv psychological, and which embody an

egoistic and sensarionalistic psychology full of

acute introspection and of keen discrimination.

The later chapters of 'Leriathan* include sug-

gestions of materiaUstic doctrine. In spite of

its monarchical tendency. 'Leviathan' was
\-jolently opposed by the influential clerical

party among the English roj-alists in Paris.

Hobbes concluded that he would be safer even

;n Puritan England, returned accordingly, and
lived unmolested under the Cromwells. .\t the

Restoration, in 1666. he regained the ro\-al

favor and he never afterward lost the pro-

tection of his old pupil. Charles II.

The metaphysical doctrine of Hobbes is

expounded in two books published a few years

after his return to England: 'De Corpore.'

which appeared in 1655, and a translation. 'Con-
cerning Body.' published a year later. This
teaching is succinctly stated in these words:
•The world (I mean * * * the whole mass
of things that areV is corporeal, that is body:
* * * and that which is not body is no part

of the universe* The doctrine of Hobbes is.

in other words, frankly materialistic: he teaches

that the innumerable realities which go to

make up the universe are. one and all. non-
spiritual, or material. So-called spirit? are. he
holds, merely subtle and intangible bodies: and
ex-en God. the First Cause of the universe, is

body. The philosophy of Hobbes becomes in

its detail a sjstem of mechanics or of physics

;

for, since all reality is physical, laws of space

or of motion must be ultimate laws.

The metaphysical doctrine of Hobbes deserves

more attention than it often receives, because

it is so thoroughgoing and internally consistent

a system of materiahsm. The arguments, im-
phcit rather dian explicit, on which Hobbes
bases it are none the less, in the \-iew of the

writer of this notice, unsound. In brief, Hobbes
argues for materiahsm partly because of the

imtrustworthiness of consciousness, and partly

on the ground that physical motions are ad-
mined to be cause of consciousness. "It is

evident," he says, while describing the phe-

nomenon of \-ision, in the second chapter of

'Human Nature,* "that from all lucid *

bodies, there is a motion produced to the eye,

and through the eye to the optic nerve, and so

into the brain * * * and thus all \ision

hath its original from * motion." From similar

observations he concludes that ideas (or in his

own words, apparitions or phantasms) "are

nothing really but motion * .* The reasoning
that consciousness because condiiiotwd by
motion is. tlierefore. identical wiih motion is

eridently illicit: and it is obsenable that Hobbes,
when he tries to define body, motion, and space,

really conceives them in terms of ideal realin-.

Just before die appearance of the metaphysi-

cal works, in 1654, an essay 'Of Libertj- and
Necessity,' written by Hobbes eight years be-

fore in the course of a private discussion with

Bishop Bramhall. was published without the

knowledge and consent of the author. It was
followed in 1656 by a longer and more polemical

work, 'The Questions Concerning Libert>-.

Necessity, and Chance, clearly Stated and De-
bated between Dr. Bramhall * * and Thomas
Hobbes.* The unambiguous teaching of these

works is a determinism grounded in psychologj-.

the doctrine "that voluntary actions have all

of them necessarj- causes and are therefore

necessitated."

Most of the works which Hobbes published

from this time onward are, indeed, controver-

sial in character. Most bitter of them are the

books and es.says on mathematical subjects,

maintaining again.st Wallis and \Vard. Sarilian

professors in Oxford, the possibilit>- of squar-

ing the circle. The titles of two of these works
are an indication of the spirit in which Hobbes
wrote them : 'Six Lessons to the Professors of

the Mathematics * * * in the chairs set up

by * * * Sir Henr>" Savile in the University

of Oxford*; and ' Sn-yjuu or Mark-s of

the -Absurd Geometr\-. Rural Language. Scot-

tish Church Politics and Barbarisms of John

Wallis.* Hobbes, who was, after all, no trained

mathematician, was always worsted in these

mathematical contests, but never acknowledged

himself defeated.

More serious than the justified criticisms of

Ward and Wallis on the mathematics of Hobbes
were the attacks upon the orthodoxy and the

moralitv of his teaching. These attacks, and
csT>ccia!ly the abortive attempt to suppress 'Le-

viathan* by act of Parliament, caused Hobbes
great uneasiness. In the .Appendix which he
added to his translation of 'Leviathan* into

Latin (published 1668) he argued that the teach-
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ingof 'Lcviallian' is not Iierctical, and that tlK-rc

rcMiiains no Englisli court of licrssy ; and he
wrote at the same time a very vigorous 'Answer
to a Book P'libhslied by Dr. Uramhall * * *

called Catching of the Leviatlian,' a book in

which the Bishop of Derry had maintained "that

the Ilobbian principles are destructive to Chris-
tianity and to all religion." Nobody doubts
today that these charges are unfounded.
Ilobbes, it is true, inculcated a materialistic

philosophy and an egoistic and necessitarian
ethics ; but upon llicse doctrines he himself
based both the philosophical conclusion that God
e.xists, and an ethical system which exhorts to

justice and social virtues, even while it derives
these virtues from purely sell'ish instincts. It

is necessary to suppose that many of the men
who decried Ilobbes had never read him; and
that the epithets 'free-liver,' and 'atheist,'

which writers of his own and the following
century heaped upon him were due, in part at

least, to the fact that Hobbes remained through-
out his life in some sense imder the protection
of his former pupil, Charles II. Very unjustly,
therefore, he was held responsible for the lax
morals of the court. It should be added that
from this time onward Ilobbes failed to gain
from the censor license to publish any w'ork
on a political or on an ethical subject. The
chief of the w-orks, written at this period but
published after the death of Hobbes, is 'Behe-
moth: The History of the Causes of the Civil

Wars of England * * * from the Year 1640
to the year 1660.'

Hobbes spent the last four years of his life

with the family he had so long served, that of
the Earl of Devonshire. In these later years
he returned to the classical studies of his youth,
publishing when he was 87 years old, 'The
Iliads and Odysses of Homer, translated out
of Greek into English, with a large preface
concerning the Virtues of an Heroic Poem.>
In his very last year he wrote a sketch, in Latin
metre, of his own life. Me had feared many
things, and death most of all, but he died quietly
after a short illness, in 1679.

Biblii\i;ra['liy.— The authoritative edition of
Hobbes is that of Sir William Molesworth

:

'English Works' (in eleven volumes') : 'Opera
Latina' (in five volumes)— London, i8,?g-i845.

A recent reprint of the 'Leviathan' is that of
Thornton (Oxford. 1881). Selections, mainly
from the ethical and political writings, are those
of E. H. Sneath (i8q8). and F. j. E. Wood-
bridge (1903). 'The Metaphvsical Svstem of
Hobbes' edited by M. W. (^alkins (Chicago
1905) contains the important chapters of 'Con-
cerning Body.* For biography and criticism
the reader is referred to G. C. Rob,°rtson,
'Hobbes' (1886); Leslie Stephen, <Hobbes>
(1884") : and Tonnies, 'Hobbes, Leben und
Lehre' (1896). For complete list of the writ-
ings of Ilobbes and for further references to
his critics, one should consult the works jn>;t

cited, and the Bibliography of Reniamin Rand,
published as Vol. ITT.. Ft. T. of Baldwin's 'Dic-
tionary of Philosophy and Psychology.'

M.\RY Whiton Calkins,
Professor of Ph<losol<hy and Psychology,

IVcUcslcy College.

Hob'ble-Bush, a viburnum (f. nliufoliiiiii)
of the soutliern inferior of tlie United States

wliosc brandies often stretch along the ground
and root at the other end, tripping up the
unwary ; hence it has such other names as war-
faring-tree, tanglefoot, and devil's-shoestrings.
The brandies are long, tlexuous, and reddish
in color, and tlie leaves are nearly orbicular
and turn to a deep red in the autunm. See
Viburnum.

Hobkirk's (liob'kcrks) Hill, Battle of, in

the Revolution, 25 April 1781. After Guilford
Court-house (q.v.), Greene marched toward the
British position at Camden under Rawdon, and
encamped at Hobkirk's Hill, about I'A miles
north. He had 940 men in line, prudently en-
camping in order of battle ; and some militia

just arrived who took no part in tlie battle. His
trains and artillery had not come up, and a ren-
egade drummer boy informing Rawdon of tliis,

the latter took 960 men, and making a detour
to the right through the woods in front of
Greene, drove in Greene's pickets with so sud-
den an onslaught tliat the Americans had barely
time to form. Greene ordered the First Mary-
land to charge bayonets and William Washing-
ton to take the l>ritish in the rear with his cav-
alry, W'bile Ford and Camnbell executed flank-

ing movements on Rawdon's wings. But Ford
was killed, one of the First Maryland's cap-

tains was shot, the men fell into disorder, and
Col. Gunby ordered the regiment to form on the
rear companies instead of moving the latter for-

ward ; the retiring men were seized with a

panic, the famous veterans broke, and though
soon re-formed, the position was dangerous and
Greene had to retreat. Gunby was court-mar-
tialed, but acquitted of anything but grave mis-
judgment. Greene's loss was 135, besides miss-
ing militia; Rawdon's 220 (his own figure) or
258 (Tarleton's). Consult Dawson, 'Battles of

the United States' (New York 1858) ; Carring-
ton. 'Battles of the American Revolution' (New
York 1877).

Hoboken, ho'bo-ken, N. J., city in Hudson
County; on the Hudson River. It is the ter-

minus of the Delaware, L. & W. R.R. It is

opposite New York city, north of and adjoin-

ing Jersey City, and has on the north and west
the Palisades. Its area is about one square
mile. It has electric railway connections with
a number of the cities and towns of the State,

and by direct ferries with the business district

of New York. The principal streets run north
and south, nearly parallel with the river. Its

long waterfront gives it excellent shipping facil-

ities ; and here are located the docks of the

ocean steamship lines : the North German
Lloyd, the Thin.g\-alla, the Netherlands-Ameri-

can, and the Hambur.g-American. The land

upon which Hoboken is located as well as much
of that adjoining, once formed a part of the

territory of New Netherlands. It was early

known as Hobocan Hacking, which means '^the

land of the toliacco-pipe." The tobacco-pipes

which were made by the Indians from the stone

found in the vicinity gave rise to the name. In

tTho Midiael Pauw, of Holland, purchased from
the New Netherlands Company a tract of land

a part of wliich is the site of the present city of

Hoboken. The land around was soon cultivated

and as New .-\mstcrdam grew in numbers and
importance, the gardens across the river became
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more valuable. John Stevens (q.v.), in 1804,

purchased the land upon which the citj- now
stands, and began the town. At this time and
for some years after the Elysian Fields of
Hoboken were much used as pleasure grounds
by New Yorkers. .-Kt first Hoboken was a part

of the town of Xorth Bergen, but on 28 March
1855 it was incorporated as a city. The disas-

trous fire at the wharves of the North German
Lloyd Steamship Company, which occurred in

1900, destroyed considerable of the citj- prop-
ert}- and three steamers. The estimated number
of lives lost was 200. The chief manufactures
of Hoboken are iron products, leather, silk,

lead-pencils, caskets, wall-paper, beer, ship-

building and repairing, and chemicals. It has

extensive coal yards, and large lumber and
brick j'ards. The drainage of the lowlands is

now (1903) under consideration, and by this

means a large tract of land will be reclaimed

and the sanitar>' conditions of the city improved.

The city is the seat of the Stevens Institute of

TechnoIog>' (q.v.), and of the Sacred Heart
Academy. It has Saint Marj-'s hospital, public

and parish schools, and several fine church
buildings. The government is vested in a
mayor, who holds ofiice two j-ears, and a city

council. The mayor appoints the school,

librarj', fire, and health commissioners, also the

assessors. The police commissioners are ap-

pointed b}- the mayor and approved by the coun-

cil. The council elects the inspectors, the city

clerk and his assistants. Pop. (iSgo) 43-648;

(1000) 59,364; (1905) about 65,000.

Hob'son, John Atkinson, English social

economist : b. Derby. England, 6 July 1858. He
was graduated at Oxford University, and from
1887 to 1897 taught English literature and eco-

nomics for the University Extension Delegacy,

and the London Society for the Extension of

University teaching. He is one of the foremost

of economic writers in England and, as a social-

ist, advocates the monopolistic control of indus-

tries b)- government, whether municipal, or

national. Among his works are *The Physiol-

ogy of Industry-: Being an Exposure of Certain

Fallacies in Existing Theories of Economics*
(with .\. F. Mummen-, 1889) ; 'The Evolution

of Modem Capitalism' (i8gi) : 'The Social

Problem: Life and Work* (1901) ; and 'Impe-

rialism' (1902).

Hobson, Richmond Pearson, .\merican

naval constructor: b. Greensboro, Ala.. 17 Aug.
1870. He was graduated at Annapolis Naval
Academy in 18^ and took a post-graduate

course at the Exole Nationale Superieure des

Mines, and the Ecoie d'AppIication du Genie
^laritime in Paris. During the war with Spain

he was present at the bombardment of Matan-
zas and distinguished himself by his heroism in

sinking a collier across the entrance to Santiago
Harbor, on the night of 3 July 1898, for the

purpose of preventing the exit of Cervera's

fleet. He resigned from the na\->' in 1903.

Hobson's Choice, a proverbial expression,
denoting "without an alternative." It is said to

have had its origin in the practice of Hobson, a
carrier at Cambridge, England, in Milton's time,

who let horses to the students, and obliged his

customers to take the horses in rotation, that

they might be worked equally. Milton wrote
two epitaphs upon him.

Heche, Lazare, la-zar osh, French soldiert

b. Montreuil 2S June 1768; d. Wetzler 19 Sept.

1797. He took service in the French guards^

when 16 years old, and at the revolution joined

the popular party. He greatly distinguished

himself at the siege of Thionville and the
defence of Dunkirk, and shortly afterwards,
when scarceh- 25 jears of age, received the com-
mand of the army on the Moselle. In 1793 he
drove the Austrians out of Alsace, and soon
after was arrested by the Jacobins and impris-
oned at Paris. In 1794 he was released, and
appointed commander of the army destined to

quell the rising in the west, and afterwards to

that in La ^'endee. In 1796 he conceived the

plan of attacking Britain, and making a descent

on Ireland, but expired suddenly while in camp
with his arm}- of invasion.

Hockey, a game of ball known as hurley
in Ireland and shinty in Scotland, dating in its

present form from about 1883. when a definite

code of rules was drawn up by the Wimbledon
Club. According to standard rules the game is

played between two teams of 11 players each,

on a ground 100 yards long by 50 to 60 yards
wide. A goal is erected at each end of the field,

and consists of two uprights 12 feet apart sup-
porting a horizontal bar 7 feet from the ground.
In front of each goal a line 12 feet long is

drawn parallel to the goal-line and 15 yards
from it ; and from each end of this line, with
the corresponding goal-post as centre, a seg-

ment of a circle is drawn outwards to meet the

goal-line. Thus, a kind of semicircle llattened

at the top is drawn in front of each goal, and no
goal is scored unless the ball is hit from within

this line or striking-circle. The ball used is an
ordinary cricket ball painted white; and each
player is provided with a stick, curved at the

end. without any metal fittings, and not too
thick to be passed through a ring two inches in

diameter. The players are arranged on the

field as in Association football, namely, goal-

keeper, two backs, three half-backs, five for-

wards. The game is started by one player of
each side bullying the ball in the/:cntre of the

ground, that is. by first striking the ground with
his stick and then striking his opponent's stic'tc

three times, after which either may strike the

ball. When the ball is driven between the goal-

posts under the bar by a stroke from within the
striking-circle, a goal is scored, and the game is

won by the side with a majority of goals scored.

The ball may be caught or stopped with any
port of the body, but it must not be carried,,

kicked, or knocked on except with the stick; it

must be played from right to left only. The
goal-keeper is allowed to kick the ball away in

defending his goal. Ends are changed at half-

time.

Hock'ing, Joseph, English nonconformist
clergyman and novelist : b. St. Stephens, Corn-
wall. 1859. He was educated at Owens Col-
lege, Manchester, and entered the nonconform-
ist ministr>' in 1S84. .\niong his many published
books are: 'Stor>- of .Andrew Fairfax' (1903^ ;

"The Scarlet Woman' (1899); 'The Purple
Robe' (1900) ; 'The Madness of David Baring'

(1900) ; 'Greater Love* (1901) ; 'Lest We For-
get' (1901). He is a brother of S. K. Ho'-k-
ing (q.v.').

Hocking, Silas Kitto, English Methoaist
clergj-man and novelist : b. St Stephen's, Com-
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wall, 24 March 1S50. He was ordained a min-
ister in the Methodist Free Church in 1870, and
after holding pastorates in Liverpool, Manches-
ter, and elsewhere, resigned from the ministrj- in

1896. He is a prolific writer and several of his

books have been much read in America.
Among them may be named 'Alec Green'
(1878); 'For Light and Liberty' (1S90); 'One
in Charity' (1893) ; 'A Son of Reuben' (1894) :

•God's Outcast' (1898): 'The Awakening of
Anthony \\'eir' (1901) 'Gripped' (1902).

Hocking River, a stream which has its

rise in Fairfield County. Ohio, and flows south-
east into the Ohio River. The whole length is

about 80 miles: it is navigable for about 70
miles. Along the shore, in the upper part of
the course, is the Hocking Canal.

Hocking Valley Railway Company, The.
The Mineral Railroad Company was incorporated
14th April 1864, to build a railroad from Colum-
bus to Athens, Ohio, but beyond making prelimi-
nary surveys and securing some rights of way,
nothing was done toward the construction of the
line. Mr. M. M. Greene, who was operating
salt works at Salina (now Beaumont), Ohio, in

the Hocking Valley, seven miles north of
.\thens, in 1867, took up the project, and on 26
June of that year, by decree of the Franklin
County Common Pleas Court, the name was
changed from Mineral Railroad Company to

Columbus & Hocking Valley Railroad Com-
pany. In 1868 the line was opened for traffic

from Columbus to Lancaster, and in 1869 was
completed as far as Nelsonville, where it

reaciied the coal field.

Constniction was finished 25 July 1870. to

.\thens with a branch from Logan to Straits-

ville, in the coal district. The annual report of
the president for the year 1870 stated : "That
the company owned 12 locomotives, eight pas-
senger cars, three baggage cars. 279 coal, 60 box,
and 26 flat cars, in addition to which, private
parties furnished 403 coal cars, and that with all

this equipment, together with 150 other cars
furnished by connecting lines, the company was
unable to supply the demand for coal and would
have to provide more coal cars." The gross
earnings of the line for 1870 amounted to

$372,229.
In the year 1871, the gross earnmgs mcreased

to $548,942 and the president's report for that

year stated that a valuable trade for coal had
been commenced through Cleveland to points on
the Lakes. The report further stated that the

heavy traffic made it necessary to renew some
of the rails, and that, in order to have a test

between iron and steel. 50 tons of steel rails

were purchased as an experiment and laid in

sidings in Columbus yard under the heaviest
wear of any part of the road.

The coal business of the line developed rap-
idly, the gross earnings for the year 1872 being

$854,892. The company trebled its number of
coal cars and began to feel the need of proper
outlets for traffic to points beyond Columbus,
connecting lines being either unable or unwilling
to furnish cars for the business offered their

lines. It was thereupon determined to under-
take the construction of a line to supply the
great demand of the Lakes and the Northwest
for Hocking Valley coal, and Toledo was se-
lected as the most appropriate port. Accord-

mgly on 28 May 1872, the Columbus & Toledo
Railroad Company was incorporated by M. M.
Greene, P. W. Huntington, B. E. Smith, \V. G.
Deshler, James A. Wilcox, and John L. Gill,
and a preliminary survey was at once made.

The line was permanently located from Co-
lumbus to Toledo on 15 Oct. 1873. The financial
panic of 1874. however, made it necessary to
defer for nearly a year the construction, which
was commenced 17 .A.ug. 1875; on 15 Oct. 1876,
the line from Columbus to Marion was opened
for traffic, and on 10 Jan. 1S77, the first regular
train ran through to Toledo, where the com-
pany had acquired valuable frontage on the
Maumee river for the constniction of docks.

The Columbus & Hocking Valley and Co-
lumbus & Toledo Railroad companies entered
into a contract 22 Feb. 1877. providing for the
joint management of the two lines and for the
joint use of terminal property and facilities in
Columbus.

During the year 1877, extensive docks were
constructed at Toledo, and connecting lines at
Toledo furnished an outlet to points in Michigan
and Canada. In the meantime, the Columbus
& Hocking Valley Railroad had continued to
prosper. In 1877, the Monday Creek and Snow
Fork branches in the coal field were partially

constructed and opened and seven iron furnaces
were in blast in the coa! region.

The Ohio S: West Virginia Railway was in-

corporated 21 May 1878, to build from Logan,
in the Hocking Valley, to Gallipolis. on the
Ohio river, and some little grading was done
upon this line, but no further progress was
made until one year later, 21 May 1S79. when
Hocking Valley interests took up the project,

amended the charter to extend from Gallipolis

to Pomeroy, and commenced construction. The
line was opened for traffic 15 Oct. 18S0. from
Logan to Gallioolis. and i Jan. 1S81, to Pomeroy.

The Columbus & Hocking Valley, and Co-
lumbus & Toledo Railroad companies, and The
Ohio & ^^''est Virginia Railway Company were
consolidated 20 Aug. 1881. under the name of
the Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo Rail-

way Company.
In 1895. the Wellston & Jackson Belt Rail-

way was built by the Hocking Valley Company
from Mc.\rthur Junction to Jackson, through
the Jackson County coal field, affording a valu-

able feeder to the line, and was opened for

traffic to Wellston I Dec. 1895. and to Jackson
10 Feb. iSg6.

During the past few years, radical improve-
ments have been made in the capacity of the line

for handling traffic : 40 ton coal cars to the num-
ber of nearly 6,000 have been added to the

equipment, mogul freight engines have been
superseded by consolidation engines of greater

capacit>'. making a large increase in the loading

of freight trains : improved machinery for hand-
ling coal and iron ore has been placed on the

company's docks at Toledo, and the yards,

sidings, and station facilities of the line have
been increased to take care of the constantly

growing traffic.

Of the five seams of bituminous coal mined
in the State of Ohio, four are to be found on
the line of the Hocking Valley Railway, and
through its connection with the Kanawha &
Michigan Railway at .Athens it also receives,

shipments of coal and coke from the Kanawha
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& Xew River districts of West Virginia.
Through its control of dock facilities at -^-ari-

ous points on the Great Lakes it has been
enabled to transport coal for shipment by lake
to the amount of nearly 2,000,000 tons during
ihe navigation season of the year 1904.

The Hocking \'alley is tile longest line of
railway entirely within the limits of the State
of Ohio, and occupies a central position from
the Ohio river to Lake Erie, passing through
the capital, with branches in the populous re-
gions of the coal fields. In 1905 the total mile-
age of the Hocking Valley Railway was 344-7,
made up as follows; Toledo to Pomeroy. 256.S
miles: .\thens branch. 26.9 miles: Jackson
branch. 17.3 miles; other branches. 43.7 miles.
For lite year ending 30 June 1905. the gross
earnings were $6,013,214. The operating ex-
penses were S4.067.901, thus showing net earn-
ings of S1.9450I3. which with other income
of S3S2,23o shows the total net income of the
company for that year, S2.327.543.

F. B. Sheldon-.
Assistant to President.

Hodder. Alfred, American autlior: b.

Celina, Ohio, 18 Sept. 1SS6; d. Xew York 3
March 1907. In 18S6-9 he read law in the
office of Senator Teller, in 1S89 was admitted
to the bar at Denver, Colo., studied in ihe Har-
vard graduate school in 1890-1, and was ^Iorgan
fellow there 1S91-2. He was for a time lecturer
in English literature and drama at Bn,-n Mawr
College, contributtd extensively to the Xew York
* Nation." and published 'The Powers that Prey
<\vith Josiah Fi\Tit, 1900). a collection of stories
<i! the criminal classes, and 'The Specious
Present' (19011. a metaphysical treatise.

Hodge, Archibald Alexander, .\inerican
Presbyterian di\-ine : b. Princeton. X. J.. iS July
1S23; d. Princeton II Xov. 1886. He was the
son of Charles Hodge (q.v.) and was graduated
at Princeton College 1841, where he became
assistant professor. In 1847 after graduation in

the Theological Seminary of the same place he
went to .\llahabad. India, as a mis5ionar>-. He
stayed in Asia for three years and returning
home held pastoral charges in Maryland. \'ir-

ginia. and Pennsylvania until 1877, when he
became his father's assistant at Princeton Semi-
nary, succeeding in 1878 to the chair of didactic

and exegetical theology made \-acant by his

father's death, .\mong his works the most im-
portant are 'Outlines of Theology' (1879") ;

'The .\;onement" (iSS6).

Hodge, Charles, .American Presbj'terjan
theologian: b. Philadelphia 28 Dec 1797; d.

Princeton. N. J.. 19 June 1878. He was edu-
cated in Princeton College, graduating in 1815.

In 1816-19 he studied in the theological semi-
nary- at Princeton, in 1S20 was appointed
instructor there, and two years later made pro-
fessor of Oriental and biblical literature. In
1840 he was transferred to the chair of didactic

and exegetical theology in the seminarj-. and 12

years afterwards appointed to the additional
chair of polemical theology. In 1825 he founded
the 'Biblical Repertory.* afterwards was re-

named 'Biblical Repertor>- and Princeton
Re\-iew,' and merged in 1872 in the 'Presby-
terian Quarterly and .\merican Theological Re-
view.' From the foundation till 1872 he was
editor of and chief contributor to the 'Review,'

and two of his works. 'Princeton Theological
Essays' (1S46-7) ; and 'Essays and Re\-iews'
(1S57). were compiled from his numerous arti-

cles in that periodical. Other works are: 'Com-
mentarj- on the Epistle to the Romans'
(1855; enlarged. 1S66) ; 'Constitutional History
of the Presb\nerian Church in the L'nited
States' (1S40-41) ; *The Way of Life' (1842)

;

'Systematic Theology' (1871-2), a compre-
hensive treatise gi^ing an exposition of Calvin-
istic theology; and 'WTiat is Darwinism?'
(1S74).

Hodge, Frederick Webb, .Vmerican ethnol-
ogist : b. Ph-mouth. England. 28 Oct. 1864.
He was brought to this coimtry at the age of
seven years, and was educated at Washington,
D. C. In 1884 he received appointment to the
L'nited States Geological Survey, in 1S86 be-
came secretary of the Southern Archaeological
Expedition, and in 1889. was appointed to the
Bureau of Ethnologj', Smithsonian Institution.
He has written various papers on the Indians of
the southwest.

Hodge, John Aspinwall, .-Vmerican Pres-
byterian theologian : b. Philadelphia, Pa.. 12

Aug. 1S31. He was graduated from the Uni-
versity- of Pennsyh-ania (,1851) and from
Princeton Theological Seminary (1856). After

35 years of pastoral work he was appointed in

1893 professor of biblical instruction and church
polity in Lincoln L'niversity. Among his works
are '\Miat is Presbyterian Law?' (1S82) ;

'Theoloev of the Shorter Catechism' (1888) ;

'The Ruling Elder at Work' (l897>-

Hodges, George, .\nierican Episcopal cler-

gyman : b. Rome, X. Y.. 6 Oct. 1856. He was
graduated from Hamilton College. Clinton. X.
Y.. in 1877. and from the Berkeley Di\nnity
School. Middletown. Conn., in 1S81. He was
assistant rector of Cal\-ary Church. Pittsburg,
Pa.. 1881-9, and rector 1SS9-94. in the year last

named becoming dean of the Episcopal Theo-
logical School in Cambridge. Mass. He has
published among other works: 'Christianity
Between Siuidavs' (1892'): 'The Heresv of
Cain' (18941: 'In the Present World' (1896);
'Faith and Social Ser\-ice' (i8g6'»: 'The Bat-
tles of Peace' (1897): 'The Path of Life'

(1897); 'William Peim' (igoot. He is one of

the most prominent members of the Low Broad
Church School in the Episcopal Church.

Hodgetts, hoj'ets. Edward Arthnr Brayley,
English journalist: b. Berlin. Gemi.iny. 12 June
1859. He has been connected with several influ-

ential London journals in the capacity of cor-

respondent and was foreign editor of the Xew
York World in 1804. .\mong his published
books are 'Liquid Fuel' (1890) : 'Rotmd .-Mwut
-•Armenia' (l^V, '.\ Russian Wild Flower'
(1897") : and a translation of 'The Swiss Fam-
ily Robinson' (1807V

Hodgkin, hoj'kin, Thomas, English histo-

rian and banker: b. Tottenham, Middlesex, 29
July 1831. He has been for many years the

senior partner in a banking firm at Xewcastle-
on-T>Tie. but since 1874 has given his time to

historical writing. He has published 'Italy and
her In\-aders.' a work of much importance, of
which eight volumes have already appeared
( iS8o-C9"> : 'D>Tiasty of Theodosius' (1889);
'Life of George Fox' (1896) ; 'Life of Charles
the Great' (1897) ; etc.
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Hodgkin's Disease. See Pseudolecc.emia.

Hodgkinson, lioj 'kin-son. Eaton, English
engineer: b. Anderton, Cheshire, 17S9; d. 1861.

After a somewhat desultory education, and the

pursuit of independent investigations in mechan-
ics he was appointed in 1847 professor of the

mechanical principles of engineering at Univer-

sity College, London. He was one of the royal

commission appointed in 184" to inquire into

the application of iron in railroad building. His
principal experiments led him to the determina-

tion of the "neutral line" in the section of frac-

ture, an important step in the progress of engi-

neering science. Among his many writings is

'Researches on the Strength and Other Proper-

ties of Cast Iron' (1846).

Hodgson, hoj'son, Shadworth HoUway,
English metaphysician : b. Boston. Lincolnshire.

25 Dec. 1832. He was educated at Rugby and
Oxford and is the author of 'Time and Space'

(iSes); 'Principles of Reform in the Suffrage'

<i866) ; 'The Theory of Practice' (1870) ; 'The
Philosophy of Reflection' 1 187S) : 'The Meta-
physic of Experience' (1898): etc.

Hodograph, hod'o-graf, the term for a
velocity diagram which facilitates the study of

kinematics. It signifies the curve along which
the extremities of lines drawn from a fixed point

pass and exhibit in direction and magnitude the

velocities of a moving object at the different

points of its orbit or path.

Hoe, Richard Marsh, American inventor:

b. Xew York u Sept. 1812; d. Florence,

Italy, 7 June 1886. He was the son of Robert
Hoe (q.v.). In 1846 with his brother Peter S.

he perfected a rotary printing-press which was
called "Hoe's lightning press." Subsequently
the two brothers invented the Hoe web-perfect-

ing press. These were especially adapted to

newspaper printing and made a revolution

in that art. The sons of Richard M. Hoe and of

Peter S. Hoe conducted the business after the

death of the brothers, and added various im-
provements to the original Hoe printing-press.

The factor)' in New York in 1903 was said to

be the largest printing-press works in the world.

Hoe, Robert, .\merican inventor: b. Leices-
tershire. England, 1784; d. 1833. He came to

the United States in 1803. was for a time a
joiner, and later entered partnership with his

brothers-in-law, Matthew and Peter Smith, for

the sale of a hand printing-press, the invention
of the latter. He took over the business in

1823. The original Hoe printing-press was
designed and built by him.

Hoe, Robert, American manufacturer: b.

1839. He is a nephew of Richard M. Hoe
(q.v.). He became the head of the Hoe firm,

and maintained its high position among estab-
lishments of its class. A founder of the Grolier
Club of Xew York, he was also its first presi-
dent. He published an edition (1880) of Ma-
berley's 'Print Collector.'

Hoe'ber, Arthur, American artist: b. New
York 23 July 1S54. He studied under Reckwith
in New York and under Geronie at the Ecole
des Beaux Arts, exhibited for the first time at
the Salon in 1882, and is a contributor to most
American exhibitions. He is art critic to the
Commercial Advertiser. Among his writings
are 'Treasures of the Metropolitan Museum of

Art'; and 'Painting in the 19th Century in

France, Belgium, Spain and Italy.'

Hoey, Frances Sarah Johnston, Irish nov-
elist: b. near Dublin 1830. She was married to

A. M. Stewart in 1846, and to John Cashel
Hoey in 1858. Among her books, which have
circulated in America as w-ell as in England,
are: 'A House of Cards' ; 'A Golden Sorrow* ;

'No Sign' ; 'A Stern Chase' ; 'His Match and
More.'

Hofer, ho'fer, Andreas, Tyrolese patriot:

b. Sankt Leonhard 22 Nov. 1767; d. Mantua 20

Feb. 1810. He was landlord of the inn "Am
Sand" at Sankt Leonhard, and hence often

known as "Sandwirt." In 1796 he led a rifle

company against the French on Lake Garda, and
after the Peace of Luneville was prominent in

the organization of the Tyrol militia. In 1809

he led in an insurrection of the Tyrolese for

shaking off the yoke of Bavaria, to which their

country had been transferred by the Treaty of

Presburg. In a short time, with intermittent

assistance from the .\ustrians, he defeated the

French and Bavarian troops, and nearly the

whole country was liberated. Hofer then car-

ried on the militap' and civil administration,

till the Peace of Vienna was proclaimed. Mis-
led by false reports he commenced hostilities

anew, and thus forfeited the protection of the

amnesty. He remained concealed for some
time, but was at last betrayed to the French, and
carried to Mantua, where he was tried by a
court-martial and shot. His family was in-

demnified for the loss of their property by the

Emperor of Austria in 1819, and his son en-

nobled. The career of Hofer furnished material

for tragedies by Immermann and Auerbach.
Consult the studies by Heigel (1874) and
Stampfer (1891).

Hoff, hut, William Bainbridge, American
naval officer: b. Philadelphia, 1846; d. Wash-
ington, D. C, 23 iLiy 1903. He entered the

naval service in i860, and in 1863 was gradu-
ated from the Naval Academy. He took part

in several naval campaigns during the Civil War,
and at the torpedo school and on the United
States steamship Dale he gave his attention to

the instruction of seamen in gunnery. In 1893
he was marine commissioner to Great Britain

for the World's Fair at Chicago, and w-as re-

tired in 1897. He was the author of ' Elementary
Naval Tactics' ; and 'Avoidance of Collisions

at Sea.'

Hoffman, hof'man, Charles Fenno, .Ameri-

can poet and novelist : b. New York 1806 : d.

Harrisburg, Pa., 7 June 1884. He entered Co-
lumbia College, and studied law at Albany,
being called to the bar in 1827. In 1830 he be-

came joint-editor of a New York journal, and
three years later started the 'Knickerbocker
Magazine.' For many years he edited the

'American Monthly Magazine,' also. In 1849
his mind began to give way, and from that time

till his death he was an inmate of Harrisburg
lunatic asylum. His first separate publication

was 'A Winter in the West' (1835), follo\yed

in 1837 by 'Wild Scenes in Forest and Prairie,*

and in 1840 by the novel 'Grey.slaer: a Romance
of the Mohawk,* which met with immediate and
remarkable success. An earlier novel, 'Vander-
lyn,* appeared in the 'American Monthly Mag-
azine* during 1837. Several of his songs have
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gafned great popularitj-. His published volumes
of verse include: 'The Vigil of Faith' (1842) :

<The Echo' (1&44) : <Lays of the Hudson, and
other Poems' (1846); 'Love's Calendar, and
other Poems' (1848).

Hoffman, Eugene Augustus, American
Episcopal clerg^•man : b. New York 21 March
1829; d. near Plattsburg, N. Y.. 17 June 1902.

He was educated at Rutgers and Harvard col-

leges and at the General Theological Seminary.

He held successive rectorships at Elizabeth. X.

J.. Burlington. X. J., Brookljni. X. Y., and Phil-

adelphia, and in 1879 was appointed dean of the

General Theological Seminary. X'ew York, and
with others of his family, heavily endowed that

institution. Dean Hoffman built Christ Church
and rectory at Elizabeth, X. J., and also churches

at Woodbridge and Milbum. N. J. He was the

author of 'Free Churches' (1858): and 'The
Eucharistic Week' (1859 and 1893).

Hoffman, Murray, American jurist: b. Xew
York 29 Sept. 1791 ; d. Flushing, L. L, 7 May
1878. He graduated from Columbia College in

1809; was admitted to the bar, became assistant

vice-chancellor of the superior court of Xew
York in 1839, serving till 1S43, and was elected

judge in 1853, holding that position for eight

years. He wrote: 'Office and Duties of Masters

in Chancery and Practice in the Masters Of-

fice' (1824) ; 'A Treatise on the Practice in the

Court of Chancery,' in three volumes (1834-40) :

'Reports of Cases, Court of Chancery' (1839-

40) : several treatises on Church Law and nu-

merous other works.

Hoffman, Richard, American pianist and
composer : b. Manchester, England, 24 May
1831. He came to Xew York in his i6th year.

'He received early instruction from Rubinstein,

Liszt, Thalberg, Dobler and Meyer. After his

arrival in America he made a tour of the coun-

try as a soloist, and later accompanied Jenny
Lind on her tours : he also played with Gott-

schalk and Von Biilow in Xew York in 1875.

Later he became an important figure in .Amer-

ican musical life. He has composed music for

the piano, songs, anthems, ballads and church

music.

Hoffman, William M., .\merican inventor:

b. Buffalo. X. Y.. 1853. He received only a lim-

ited education and began to earn his living when
nine years of age. He prospered until he was
20, when misfortune overtook him and he be-

came a fireman on the Erie Railroad. The
clumsiness in the action of the piston rod which
runs to the driving-wheels of an engine, in-

volving such a waste of power, attracted his

attention and decided him to build an engine
in which there should be nc such starting and
stopping, but in which the power should create

a direct rotary movement. He studied for eight

years the technical branches of engineering, and
at the end of this period became chief engineer
of a large tannery in Buffalo. He there in-

vented a new set of "fleshing" and "putting out"
machinery for use in a tannery, and sold the

invention to obtain funds with which to experi-

ment on his engine. He went to Detroit in

1886 and organized a company to produce his

engines. He spent the first funds in experi-
ments, and built five models, all of which re-

fused to stir when connected up, nor were they
in any way operative. In the winter of 1898-9

he went to Buffalo, there producing No. 6„
which was a partial success. It was of a type
in which the piston revolved in the cylinder,

and showed a great advance over his previous
models in control and speed and in sustaining

varying loads. The internal friction made in

this "annular cylinder" type was too great, and
he set out to lessen it or do away with it alto-

gether. Hoffman worked day and night, and
when exhausted would ride on a trolley car all

over tlie city till his brain became clear again,

then would go back to work. It was on one of
these rides that he thought out the principle

which, with a few perfections, achieved the

long-sought end. Hoffman thought that if the
piston would not revolve inside the cylinder,

the cylinder might revolve around the piston,

and he immediately designed an engine in which
the cylinder revolved around the eccentric abut-

ment by introducing radial wings extending
from the shell toward and against the stationary

eccentric core. Tliis engine, though proved by
actual test of 18 months to be a success, was
such a disappointment to Hoffman that he mort-
gaged all his property and returned the money
which he had borrowed from financiers in

August igo2 to further his investigations. Hoff-
man's son Bertram and Randl Riehl then joined

him, and together, in July 1904 they brought
out a 28 h.p. engine which was put into opera-

tion in the basement of the Ellicott Square
Building in Buffalo and which has proved a

success. He then made a twelfth and last de-

sign in a 300 h.p. compound engine, which is the

largest of its type ever built and which, it is

claimed, shows an economy of 33 per cent and
a saving in floor space of 80 per cent as com-
pared with the highest type of reciprocating en-

gine, while the friction load has been reduced
to I.I per cent. All of Hoffman's patents have
now been merged into one company, of which he
is president.

Hoffmann, August Heinrich, ow'goost hin'-

ria hofm.^n. usually known as Hoffm.anx von
F.\LLERSLEBEX, German poet and philologist

:

b. Fallersleben, Hanover, 2 April 1798: d.

Corvei 19 Jan. 1874. He studied at Gottingen
and Bonn, was appointed in 1823 custodian of

the university library^ at Breslau, and in 1830

became extraordinarj-, in 1835 ordinary pro-

fessor of the German language and literature in

the university of that city. He resigned his

librarianship at Breslau in 1838, and in 1S42

was removed from his chair without a pension

because of the liberal political views represented

in his 'Unpolitsche Lieder' (1840-1). He led

a wandering life till 1845. when he obtained the

right of domicile in Mecklenburg. In 184S he

was granted a pension by the Prussian govern-
ment, and from i860 he was librarian to the

Duke of Ratibor. Of his original writings the

best known are his songs, not a few of which,
especially that beginning 'Deutschland. Deutsch-
land iibcr .Mies' (1841), have long received em-
phatic popular approval. For several of them
he composed tunes. They were published in

several volumes, among these being: 'Gedichte'

(1827): '.\lemannische Lieder' (1827); 'Hun-
dert Schullieder' (1848): 'Deutsches Volks-
gesangbuch' (1848): 'Soldatenlieder' (1S51):
' Kinderwelt in Liedern.' and '.Mte und Neue
Kinderlieder' (1873). A complete edition of his
' Kinderliedcr' was prepared by von Donop in
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3877. <Mcin Lebcn> (1868; abridged edition

iContinued to his deatli. by Gerstcnberg, 1892-4),

IS autobiographical. Consult also the 'Life' by
Wagner (1869).

Hoffmann, Heinrich, German painter: b.

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 18 Oct. 1814. Begin-

ning life as a room decorator, in 1843, he adopt-

ed landscape painting as his profession and
studied under Jacob Becker with that end.

Long wanderings and careful studies of nature

in the Taunus Mountains, in Obcnwald, and
the Black Forest, as well as in the valleys of

the Rhine and Mosel, were followed by ex-

tensive travels in Switzerland and the Tyrol.

The results of this preparatory training ap-

peared in his first large canvas in which the

old romantic spirit was blent with an independent

and realistic presentation of nature which at

once attracted public attention. He has pro-

duced numberless Alpine and forest landscapes,

moonlight and street scenes, most of which are

in private collections at Frankfort.

Hofmann, August Wilhelm, von, German
chemist: b. Giessen 8 ."Kpril 1818; d. Berlin S

May 1892. He studied law, obtained the degree

of doctor of philosophy, became assistant under
Liebig in the Giessen Laboratory, and in 1845
became professor of chemistry in the University

of Bonn. The same year he was appointed
superintendent of the new Royal College of

Chemistry in London, and in 1853 became pro-

fessor of chemistry in the Royal School of

Mines, though still remaining at the head of
the College of Chemistry. In i86r he was
elected president of the London Chemical So-
ciety, and in 1863 was appointed to the chair of
chemistry in the University of Berlin, where he
remained till his death. In 1864 he built a lab-

oratory at Bonn and became its director, and in

1868 founded the German Chemical Society.

He was judge of several industrial expositions

and was a member of many scientific societies,

and for his valuable services was ennobled in

1888. A statue of him is in tlie National Gal-
lery of Berlin. He wrote: '.A. Handbook of Or-
ganic .\nalysis* (1853) ; 'Introduction to Mod-
ern Chemistry' (1865); 'Zur Errinnerung an
vorangegangene Freunde' (1889); etc.

Hofmann, Heinrich, German painter: b.

Darmstadt 19 March 1S24. In his native town
he began his studies as a copper-plate engraver,
but subsequently under Schadow and Hilde-
brande turned his attention to painting, to which
henceforth he devoted his life. -After extensive
travels in Europe, which included a residence
of four years in Italy, he settled at Dresden as

professor of painting in the Academy there.

The most famous of his pictures are: 'The
Burial of Christ* ; 'King Enzio in Prison' ;

*The Betrayal of Christ.' in the Darmstadt Gal-
lery; 'The Finding of Christ in the Temple,' in

the Dresden Gallery; 'Christ Preaching on the
Lake,' in the Berlin National Gallery; 'Venus
and Cupid' ; 'Romeo and Juliet' ; 'Othello and
Desdemona* ; and 'Christ in Gethsemane.' .-Ml

the creations of Hofmann testify to his sense of
refined beauty and are rather remarkable for
harmonious coloring and delicacy than for orig-
inality of design or composition, as he clings to

the tradition of the classic period in the ideal

character of his conceptions. His works are
popular and have been engraved and photo-

graphed more extensively perhaps than those of
any contemporary German painter of his order.

Hofmann, Josef, yo'sef, Polish pianist; b.

Cracow 20 Jan. 1877. He studied with his

father, a professor in the Warsaw Conservatory
and director of the Warsaw opera, appeared
as a pianist in public at the age of six, became
known as one of the most notable of musical
prodigies, visited the United States in 1887-8,

and was there prevented from playing through
the action of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children. After a period of study,

two years of which were spent as a pupil of
Rubinstein, he made his debut as a virtuoso at

Dresden in 1894. His recitals in New York
in 1901 showed him to be one of the leading
modern pianists. His compositions include some
interesting works for the pianoforte.

Hog-feeding. See Nutrition of F.\rm Ani-
M.'U.S.

Ho'gan, John Joseph, .American Roman
Catholic bishop : b. Bruff, County Limerick. Ire-

land. 10 ]\Iay 1829. He came to St. Louis, Mo.,
in 1848, studied at the Roman Catholic theologi-

cal seminary there, was ordained priest in 1852,

and built and became pastor of St. Michael's
Church of St. Louis. In 1868 he was conse-
crated bishop of St. Joseph. Mo., and in 1880

was transferred to the see of Kansas City.

Hogarth, ho'garth, David George, English
archsologist : b. Barton-on-Humher, Lincoln-
shire, 23 May [862. He was educated at Oxford
and has since conducted excavations at Paphos,
Alexandria, Fayum and elsewhere in the East.

He was director of the British School at .Athens

1897-1900 and has published: 'Devia Cypria'

(1890) ; 'Modern and Ancient Roads in .Asia

Minor' (1892) ; 'A Wandering Scholar in the

Levant' (18915) ; 'Philip and .Alexander of
Macedon' (1897): 'The Nearer East' (1902).

Hogarth, WilUam, English painter and
engraver : b. London 10 Nov. 1697 ; d. there 25
Oct. 1764. He studied art at Sir James Thorn-
hill's school, James Street. Covent Garden.
About 1720 he set up for himself, and designed
plates for booksellers, the chief of which are

the illustrations to Gray's edition of 'Hudibras'
(1726). He had ample employment for what
are called "conversation pieces." that is, groups
of family portraits, united by some common
occupation or interest, but never cared greatly

for this branch of art. In March 1729 he mar-
ried clandestinely the daughter of Sir James
Thornhill, and .shortly afterward began to dis-

play his extraordinary faculty for depicting the

vices and follies of his time. In 17,^0-1 he
painted 'A Harlot's Progress.' a series of six

pictures, like many of his other works, engraved
by himself. It w-as published in April 1732.

The 'Harlot's Progress' was followed by other
satiric delineations, such as 'A Midnight Mod-
ern Conversation' (1734), 'Southwark Fair'
<^i"35)> 'A Rake's Progress' (1735), 'The Dis-
tressed Poet' (17.36), 'The Four Times of the
Day,' and the 'Strolling Actresses Dressing in

a Barn' (1738). With less success he also pro-
duced the large canvases still in St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital — the 'Pool of Bethesda' and
the 'Good Samaritan,' both executed in 1736;
and also painted several portraits. The series
of graphic satires was, how-ever, continued
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bj' the 'Enraged Musician^ (1741) and the
famous 'Marriage a la Mode' (his master-
piece), six pictures now in the National
Gallery, and engraved by various hands in

1745. 'Industry and Idleness,* 12 plates, fol-

lowed these in 1747; 'Calais Gate* (1749)
came next, and in 1750 the fine plate

known familiarly as the 'March to Finchley.*
The minor plates of 'Beer Street' and 'Gin
Lane' and the set called 'The Progress of Cru-
elty' belong to 1751. In 1752 Hogarth pub-
lished his 'Analysis of Beaut}',' a treatise con-
taining many shrewd remarks, but confused and
illiterate in its st>-le, and tlie cause of much
ridicule. After this he produced (with the aid

of Grignion and others) the four prints of the
• 'Ellection Series' (1755-8), the 'Cockpit'
' (1759) J etc- In 1762-3 he became involved in

a miserable quarrel with Wilkes and Churchill,

the result of which, on his side, was tlie well-

known portraits of Wilkes, and of Churchill as

a bear ('The Bruiser').
Most of Hogarth's pictures, which now en-

joy a much higher repute for technique than
formerly, are preser\-ed in public or private col-

lections in Britain. He was entirely uninflu-

enced by foreign art. His powers of invention
and combination were extraordinarj' ; and as a
humorist and social satirist witli the pencil he
has never been surpassed. There can be no
doubt also that he genuinely desired to assist

by his work in the reformation of manners.
Consult the biographies by Sala (1866) and
Dobson (1879).

Hoge, hog, Moses Drury, American Pres-
bjterian clergyman : b. Hampden-Sidney, \"a.,

17 Sept. 1819: d. Richmond. Va., 1899. He was
graduated at Hampden-Sidney College and
Seminar}- and was pastor of the Second Presb}--

terian Church in Richmond, Va. (1845-85). He
ran the blockade in a ship from (Charleston dur-
ing the Civil War and secured from England a
large number of copies of the Hoh- Scriptures

for distribution among the Confederate soldiers,

the British and Foreign Bible Society making
a special grant at his request. After the war
he was instrumental, especially during the ses-

sion in 1874 of the Southern Presbjterian
Church, in reconciling differences with the
Northern Presbj-terian Church.

Hogg, James, Scottish poet, familiarly
known as "The Ettrick Shepherd" : b. Ettrick,

Selkirkshire, 25 Jan. 1770: d. Altrive, on the

Yarrow, 21 Nov. 1835. After receiving a verj-

scant}- education, he began to earn his bread by
daily labor as a shepherd. His early rh}-mings

brought him under the notice of Sir Walter
Scott, by whose advice he published a volume
of ballad? called 'The Mountain Bard.' He
then went to Edinburgh, where he published the

'Forest Minstrel' (1810). and started a weekly
periodical entitled 'The Spy.' The appearance
of the 'Queen's Wake' in 1813, with its charm-
ing ballad of Kilmeny. established Hogg's repu-
tation as a poet. In 1815 he published 'Pilgrims
of the Sun,' followed by 'Mador of the
Moor'; the 'Poetic Mirror' (a collection of
imitations of living poets) : 'Queen Hynde,'
and 'Dramatic Tales,' as well as by 'The
Brownie of Bodsbeck,' etc. From 181 7 he held
the farm of -Mtrive from the Duke of Bucclcuch
at a merely nommal rent ; but his farming

schemes never throve, and he was generally in
narrow circumstance?.

Hogg, James Stephens, American politi-

cian and law}er; b. near Rusk, Tex., 34 March
1S51: d. Houston, Tex.. 3 March 1906. He took
up the practice of law. and was justice oi the peace
in Wood County 1S73-5. and county attorney
1878-80. In 1880 he was district attorney in the
7th judicial district of Texas: in 1886 became
attorney-general of the State and from 1890 to

1895 was governor. He was one 01 the Demo-
cratic governors who objected to the use of
United States troops by President Cleveland at
the time of the Pullman strike in 1894. After
serving as governor he returned to the practice
of law, and remained active in politics, being
prominent as a public speaker.

Hog'nose, a North American colubrine
serpent (Hcterodon platyrhinus), so-called be-
cause of its upturned pig-like snout. It is usu-
ally about two feet long, gray marked with
brown bars, but sometimes is so dark that the
whole surface appears blackish: and dwells and
seeks its prey mainly in the woods and thickets.

When alarmed— and it is extremely timid—
it hisses violently (whence other rustic names
such as "blowing-adder"), and expands and
flattens the head and neck by inhaling air and
stretching out the ribs, giving itself a most ugly
aspect. If these tactics do not succeed in ter-

rifying the enemy sufficiently, the snake begins
a series of astonishing contortions and twistings
which end in the animal throwing itself upon its

back and seeming dead until a chance of escape
offers. Two or three other species are known in

the South and West, all of which are regarded
as poisonous by most country people, but are
really quite harmless.

Hogs, or Swine, hoofed quadrupeds of the
family Siiidcr, including several genera and many
species and domesticated races. The males are
called "boars." the females "sows," the young
"pigs," and the flesh "pork." The hogs proper,

botli wild and tame, belong to the genus Sus,
represented in the wilderness of the Old World
by the wild boar (5'. scrofa), which is, or was,
known throughout southern and central Europe,
Algeria, Asia Minor, and southwestern Asia

;

and by the Indian boar (S. cn'status) of India
and Indo-China. The wild boar stands from 30
to 40 inches high at the shoulder and will weigh
on the average about 250 pounds. His snout
is longer, his ears shorter than those of the
domestic hog. He roots up the ground in a
different manner, ploughing it in furrows ; his
tusks are larger, some of them being 10 inches
in length, bent circularly, and e.xceedingly sharp
at the points. The young wild boar, for the
first three years of his life, follows the sow,
the whole litter living in a herd together, and
although the adults are plain iron gray (the
male exceedingly large and shagg}-) the young
are striped and spotted. Old boars range the
forest alone and unsupported, dreading no single
creature, not even man himself. Hunting this

animal has always been a favorite amusement,
and in Europe is usually pursued on foot by the
aid of large dogs, the hunters armed with strong
pikes termed boarspcars. A chase seldom ter-

minates without the maiming or destruction of
some of the dogs, and tests the courage of the
men, for a charge from an enraged or wounded
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boar is a formidable thing. In India the chase
is pursued on horseback, the rider using a long
spear. Hence the sport is known as "pig-stick-

ing," and it involves much risk and danger, and
the death of many horses ripped open by the

boar's tusks. In addition to these, a small wild
pig inhabits western equatorial Africa ; there are

two lesser species in India, one not much bigger
than a hare ; and several in the islands stretch-

ing from Sumatra to Japan.
Domestic Races.— Swine everywliere have

seemed easily tamable and susceptible to domes-
tication, breeding fertilely in confinement and
easily adapting themselves to new environments.
Since prehistoric times, therefore, the animal
has been raised bj' man in many parts of the

world to supply food. The process of domesti-
cation seems to have gone farther toward pro-
ducing a good pork-making animal in the Orient
than in Europe until the revival of agriculture

there following the decay of the feudal system.
In Great Britain there was early introduced
eastern blood called Chinese stock, and it is

from the union of these two strains— one de-
rived from the European wild boar and the other
from some or many Oriental species ^— that

European and American farmyard swine are de-

scended. The foremost breed, in general popu-
larity, is the Berkshire, which originated in the
English County of Berks, but is now universal.

The Berkshire hog 'S of large size, yields pork
of great fatness and excellent flavor, grows rap-

idly and is hardy. It is usually black in color.

An American breed, developed first in Ohio, and
known as Poland-China, is very similar to the
Berkshire, and has been perfected until it has
become the principal pork-producing hog of
the Mississippi \'alley. The English white
breeds are led by the Yorkshire, which reaches a
larger size than any other kind ; and from which
has been developed an American strain, called

Chester Whites, after the county in eastern Penn-
sylvania where it originated. Xew Jersey has
a local breed called Durocs, or Jersey red hogs,
which have the advantage of great hardiness.

For these breeds regular stock-registers have
long been maintained. Various other well-

known strains of swine in Great Britain and
America are the Tamworth, Victoria, Essex,
etc. The domestic hog has run wild in various
parts of the world. In many of the South Sea
islands, and in parts of South America, they
have practically returned to a feral condition,

and are public game. In the southern part of
the United States large numbers of pigs, nomi-
nally under ownership, range the woods, picking
up their own food of herbage, roots and mast

;

these become gaunt, thin, high-backed, bristly

and develop great running powers, cunning (the
intelligence of the whole race is comparatively
high), and savagery of disposition; they are
locally known as "razor backs."

For the proper care and treatment of hogs
raised for their pork see Nutrition' of F.\rm
AxlM.\L5.

Domestication has changed the form and
proportions of the body, the color, etc. : thus
che skull is higher and broader in proportion to
its length, and it is more upright in the occipital
region. The sow brings forth from the l6th to
the 20th week after conception, and has usually
two litters in a year. Her offspring are very
numerous, a litter consisting of from lo to even

20; but she can bring up no more than she has
teats, which are 12 in number. The natural term
of the life of these animals is from 15 to 30
years, and they continue to increase in size and
strength until they are from four to five years
of age. As might be supposed from their
habits, they are much infested by vermin of dif-
ferent kinds, and are also liable to many dis-
orders, particularly tho.se arising from gluttony.
Notwithstanding repugnant qualities the hog is

of incalculable benefit to mankind. Its flesh is

pleasant, substantial and nutritious. Pork takes
salt better than almost any other meat, and may
be cured and preserved in many ways. The
fat (lard) is one of the most important culinary
articles ; the bristles are used in large quantities
in the manufacture of brushes, while the skin is

in demand among saddlers, trunk-makers, and
manufacturers of small articles of leather, call-

ing for great durability with flexibility and a
handsome appearance.

The family includes various wild species
more or less closely related to the typical swine,
such as the babirussa, peccaries, river-hogs,
wart-hogs, etc., elsewhere described.

The principal English works on swine are
Long's *The Book of the Pig> (1889), and
Spencer's 'Pigs, Breed and Management*
(1897). American works of note are Coburn's
'Swine Husbandr}'> (1889); Harris" 'On the
Pig> (1896), and pamphlets issued by the De-
partment of Agriculture. See Nutrition of
F-\RM AxiM.\Ls ; Pork : P.\ckixg Industry.

Hogs'head, a liquid measure formerly in

use in England. Its capacity varied in different

cases. For beer it was 54 gallons, for rum 45
to 50 gallons, for brandy 45 to 60 gallons, and
for different kinds of wine it varied from 46
to 93 gallons. In the United States the measure
is still in use. being equivalent to 63 American
gallons or 52.485 imperial gallons ; for tobacco
it varies from 750 pounds in some States to
1,200 pounds in others.

Hohenlinden, ho-en-lJn'den, Germany, a
village of Bavaria, 20 miles east of Munich,
celebrated for the victory gained by the French
under Moreau over the Austrians under the
Archduke John, 3 Dec. 1800. The French took
nearly 80 pieces of cannon, 200 caissons, anc
more than 10.000 prisoners, with three genera
officers.

Hohenlohe-Schillingsfurst, ho-en-lo'e shil'-

lings-fiirst, Chlodvng Karl Victor, Prince
VON, German chancellor: b. Rotcnburg-an-der-
Fulda March 1819 ; d. Ragatz, Switzerland. 6
July igoi. He took courses in law and political

science at Heidelberg. Gdttingen and Bonn. He
entered public life and became in 1866 prime
minister of Bavaria. In 1874 he was German
ambassador at France and in 1885 became gov-
ernor-general of Alsace-Lorraine. In 1894 he
was appointed chancellor and resigned in igoo.

Hohenstaufen, ho'en-stow-fen, House of,

a German dynasty reigning from 1 138 to 1254.

After the death of the Emperor Henrj' V.
(1125), his two nephews. Frederick II., duke of
Swabia, and Conrad, duke of Franconia. aspired
to the German crown : but were opposed by the
directors of the election, the Archbishop of
Mayence and the papal legate: and Lothairc of
Saxony was elected. This circumstance, with
the demand made bj' the new emperor of the
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restitution of all the possessions acquired by the

lords of Hohenstaufen during the preceding

reign, produced a fierce war between the em-
peror and the two brothers. Lothaire preser\ed

himself by a union with Henrj- the Proud, duke
of Bavaria, to whom he gave his daughter and
the Duchy of Saxony. The Peace of Miihl-

hausen (1135), between Lothaire and Conrad,

put an end to this Ten Years' war. Con-
rad renounced his title of King of Italy

which he had taken, but received the

first rank among the dukes, and both he and
his brother regained all their lands. After

Lothaire's death (1137) Conrad, duke of Fran-
conia, of the house of Hohenstaufen, was raised

to the throne of Germany, with the title of

Conrad III.

After the death of Conrad III. (1152) the

confidence which was felt in the Hohenstaufen
family caused the choice to fall on his nephew,
Frederick III. of Swabia, called Barbarossa (the

Red-beard), who was followed by Henry VI.

(1190), and he again by Orto IV. (1197) and
Frederick II. (1215-50), all belonging to the

same house. After the death of Frederick II.

his son Conrad was acknowledged as his succes-

sor, with the title of Conrad I\'., by most of the

states of the empire: but Innocent IV. laid him
under an interdict, and declared him to be de-

prived of all his lands. The conflict between
Conrad and the Pope lasted until the latter's

death in 1254. The fame of the house of Hohen-
staufen is based upon the political greatness to

which the Fredericks in particular attained

:

their success in reducing to order all the states

of the empire; the encouragement which they

gave to commerce and trade, and their efforts

to promote the sciences and arts.

Hohenzollem, ho'en-tsol-lern, Germanj', a
province of Prussia, formed in 1849 by the union

of the two principahties of Hohenzollem-Hech-
ingen and Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen. It con-

sists of a narrow irregular strip of countrj- en-

circled by Wiirtemberg and Baden. Area 441
square miles : pop. ( 1900) 66,783. The princely

faniilj' of Hohenzollem dates from Thassilo,

Count of Zollem, who died about 800 .\.d., after

having founded a castle near Hechingen, on the

2oIlern hill in the Swabian Alb. The fine

Hohenzollem castle of 14th centurj- architecture,

built in the latter half of the 19th centurj',

occupies the site of the ancient family-seat.

There have been several lines and branches of

the HohenzoUerns, the first separation taking

place about 1165. when Frederick IV. founded
the elder or Swabian and Conrad HI. the

younger or Franconian line. The elder line was
subdivided, in 1576, into the branches of Hech-
ingen and Sigmaringen. Frederick VI., the rep-

resentative of the yoimger line, in 1415 received

from the Emperor Sigismund the investiture of

the electorate of Brandenburg, thus founding

the reigning dynasty of Prussia. The two
branches of the elder line continued unbroken
till 1849, when the reigning princes ceded their

respective rights and principalities to the king
of Prussia, who in 1871 became emperor of

Germany. The main branch of the Hohenrol-
lerns is'now represented by the imperial family

of Germany. Sec Germ.\N"V.

Hoisting Apparatus, mechanical devices

for lifting and moving laterally hea\-j' weights.

They are known under various names and in-

clude cranes, derricks, overhead trolleys, crane-

derricks, etc. The smaller are operated by
hand power, the larger by steam or electric

power. By their aid the heaviest weights may
be readily lifted to any desired height and
"slewed" into any desired position. Their use
dates from the most ancient times, and they are

now in constant and general use all over the
world.

Derrick.— This is the simplest form of a
machine for hoisting. The name is derived from
a famih- by that title who adapted its form
from the early English stjle of gallows, and
the name has now come into common use. In
form the derrick is like the letter V, one side

being fixed immovably by guy ropes, the other
hinged to the bottom of this fixed upright, so

that it can be raised or lowered at will. This
movable jib is somewhat shorter than the up-
right and the whole apparatus is on a platform
which can turn laterally in a circle. Through
the top of the jib is run a pulley block, a rope
passing through this and down to the base of

the upright, where it is wound about a cylin-

der, or winch. This, when revolved by hand or
other power, winds up the rope or cable, thus
raising the weight attached to the other end of
the rope. The jib is lowered or raised to get
the proper angle for picking up the article to be
lifted. This simple form of bolster is in constant

use by builders in constructing modem high
buildings. By its use, hea\y or light weights
can be quickly lifted from the ground to the
top of even 30-storj' structures. Derricks are
commonly made of wooden spars, unless the
work to be done is verj- hea\"y or the jib ex-
ceedingly long. In such case, a tubular iron

spar is used. Hoisting engines of such power
and facilitj' of control are now made that they
enable the operator to move the jib up or down
or sidewaj'S easily and quickly. The "stiff-leg"

derrick has its upright firmly braced by timbers
running from the top to the ground, but this

form is not common except in stone quarries or
in some work where the derrick is stationarj-.

The more common form is the guy-rope der-

rick, where strong wire cables extend from the

top of tlie upright to the ground. W'ith this

arrangement, the hoisting m.achine can be moved
and located in a fresh position easily. Derricks
that will lift and swing to position weights of
from 5 tc 50 tons are now made in this coun-
try. In the contemplated work on the Panama
Canal, derricks capable of moving 100-ton loads

of stone and rock are to be built, with a radius

of over 100 feet for the jib.

Crane.— Thus named because the arm or
boom resembles the neck of the crane, which
raises and lowers its neck to lift objects from the

ground. It differs from the derrick in not
having any mast or upright, usually. In the
common form of crane the whole apparatus is

centered upon a heavy platform which is itself

on wheels. Tlie engine which operates the
winch also slews the boom in a circle, and, in

some cases, moves the whole outfit along the

rails upon which the wheeled platform rests.

At the base of the boom, on the platform, is an
inverted "V^" horse, to which are attached the
pulley blocks through which run the ropes for

raising and lowering objects to be lifted. In
large foundries, ship-j-ards and like places, the

locomotive crane runs upon a track which usu-
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ally extends the lengtli of the yard or shop, or
perhaps clear around it. Under its own steam,
the ponderous machine runs along this track to

the object it is desired to move. Steam power
then slews the machine laterally so that the end
Oi the jib or boom is over the object, when the

latter is attached to the rope running over the
€nd of the jib, the winch turned by the engine
and the object lifted into the air. A second
rope over another winch then raises the jib to

the desired height and the machine runs back
over the track to the point desired, where the
object is deposited. The utmost cxpertness and
delicacy of handling is acquired by the operator
of this steam locomotive crane, which will thus
grasp and carrj- where desired objects weighing
often 50 tons or more. The common size is the

one capable of lifting five tons only, though
there are at Port Roj'al, in the United States
navy yards, several large cranes which just as

easily lift 50 tons. This latter machine has a

boom 85 feet long and will travel under its own
steam along the track 50 feet per minute. It will

hoist a 40-ton load seven feet per minute and
slew, or turn, a complete revolution in two min-
utes. The smaller cranes are much used on
flat cars as wrecking apparatus for railroads, in

excavating and dredging and in heavy construc-
tion work. Scores were used in digging the
subway for New York city. A small 5-ton
locomotive crane costs about $7,500. This style

of hoisting apparatus is peculiarly the product of
American genms and machines made in America
are found in all large contracts for bridge build-
ing, railroad construction and like work in every
corner of the world. A new machine for placer
mining installed in Kew Mexico in the summer
of IQ03 adopts this form of crane, using the
water over and over for sluicing the sand. It

also operates a clam-shell shovel. In more diffi-

cult digging the "orange peel" form of shovel is

used, the crane raising a ton or more of earth
in the shovel and depositing it where desired.

Overhead Trolleys.—In the yard of a ship-

building company at New London, Conn., has
been installed a system of overhead bolsters
which combine the advantages of both the der-
rick and the crane advantageously. The two
enormous steamships, Minnesota and Dakota,
were constructed by its aid solely. The two
ships were built side by side and one trolley

system served for both. By this method there
are three steel spars, each 120 feet long, each
supporting a steel cross-yard 174 feet long.

These masts are braced by immense steel guy
ropes or cables. The distance between the masts
is 300 feet and the tops of tlie yards, or jibs, are
84 feet from the ground. The w'orking field of
the trolleys is a rectangle 600 feet long and 174
feet wide. Along the jibs a track made of wire
rope is laid, on which a carriage is swung, suitably
centred and controlled. On the main mast, just
below the yard, is the house containing the oper-
ator and engine. This one man controls the
trolley carriages on all the jibs, the raising or
lowering and slewing of the jibs and masts and
the return of the trolley carriages to the point
desired. All is done swiftly and accurately, each
carriage being capable of carrying 5,000 pounds.
This .system can operate four of these trolleys
when desired.

Crane-derrick.— This is a combination of the
crane and the derrick, as its name indicates. It
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resembles a figure 4 in construction. The mast
can be slewed, but the yard or jib is a fi.Kture

and cannot be raised or lowered. Near the
juncture of the jib and mast is the house in

which sits the operator and where the engine
is located. Along the under side of the jib is

suspended a wire cable track on which runs a
grappler carriage. The jib is usually very long,

at least 60 feet, and the grappler runs to the end
of this or to such point as is desired to be at-

tached to the object to be lifted. This form of
bolster is much used in bridge building and in

places where a long reach of jib is desired.

At least 25,000 hoisting machines of these
various types are made annually in the United
States, one fifth of which are exported. About
$25,000,000 is the annual expenditure for this

class of machines, aside from the cost of hoisting
engines, ropes, wire cable and the other ap-
purtenances of the trade. The largest locomo-
tive cranes cost $50,000 and the small wooden
derrick $300 to $1,000. The industry has grown
to enormous proportions and new improvements
in methods of hoisting are constantly being made
for special purposes. Putn'.\m Drew.

Hokusai, ho-koo-sa'e. See J.\p.\nese Art.

Holacan'thus. See Butterfly-fish.

Holbach, Paul Heinrich Dietrich, powl
hin'riH det'riH hol'baH (Fr. 6l-bak), BaroN
VON, German philosophical writer : b. Heidel-
sheim, in the Palatinate, 1723; d. Paris 21 June
1789. He was educated in Paris, where he
passed the greater part of his life. He was the

centre of a circle of men of wit, but of free

thinking principles, using his great fortune, says

Rousseau, generously, and appearing to advan-
tage in the learned society which he gathered
round his table. He was the author of a great

number of works, most of which were anony-
mous or pseudonymous. The principal work at-

tributed to him, which appeared in 1770 under
the name of M. Mirabaud, and excited much at-

tention in the learned world, is the "Systeme
de la Nature ou les Lois du Monde physique

et moral.' He afterward published 'Systeme
social, or Principes naturels de la Morale et de

la Politique'—-a development of the previous

work, showing the application of the principles

promulgated in it to morals and politics; <Bons
Sens, or Idees naturelles opposees aux Idees

surnaturelles' ; 'Elements de la Morale uni-

verselle' ; etc. According to Holbach matter is

the only form of existence, and everything is

the efifect of a blind necessity.

Holbein, Hans, hints hoi'- or hol'bin,

the Elder, German painter: b. Augsburg 1460;

d. Alsace 1524. His art training began under
the influence of Martin Schongauer, but he
quickly launched out into a new style, which left

ancient precedents behind. He developed a

dramatic energy, a clear and lifelike coloring

and pre-eminent distinction of expression which
rendered him the acknowledged head of a new
school. His figures took the attitude of life.

The pictures over the altar in the Cathedral at

.\ugsburg, painted in 1493, are good specimens

of his best work : in them are portrayed incidents

in the life of Virgin Mary. To the same class

belong the remains of an altarpiece in the

Dominican Church at Frankfort-on-Main. repre-

senting scenes of the Passion (ijoit : 16 paint-

ings of the Passion in the Munich Gallery ; the
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portrait of the artist with his two sons, in the

gallerj- at Augsburg. His later pictures show
traces of the influence exercised by the Italian

reaaissance, and those painted about 1512 and
later are vastly superior to his early work.
Among them is his 'Fount of Life* (1519), now
in the royal gallery at Lisbon ; the altarpiece

'St. Sebastian' (,1515), at Augsburg: the altar-

piece 'St. Katharine,* in the same gallerj-; etc.

In such works the bold and devotional concep-
tion, delicacy and directness of e.xpression, ease

of drawing and splendor of coloring, are beyond
praise. E.xcellent also are some of his prelim-
inary sketches and outlines, and in Basle, Berlin,

and Copenhagen are collections of his pencil

sketches, the most remarkable of which is that

at Berlin. Consult: Woltmann, 'Holbein und
seine Zeit* (1866).

Holbein, Hans, the Younger, German
painter; b. .A.ugsburg 1497; d. London Nov. 1543.

He probably received instruction in painting
from his father, and about 1515 went to Basle,

where he engaged in illustrating books. At
Basle he also painted his earliest portraits, and
in 1517 went to Lucerne. Here he painted the

house of Jacob von Hertenstein, designed win-
dows, and executed other works. Returning to

Basle in 1519, he became a burgher in the fol-

lowing year, and during a seven years' residence

in that citj- he executed many works of great im-
portance. In 1526 he went to England. Letters
from his friend Erasmus, whose famous 'Praise
of Folly* he had illustrated, procured him the
patronage of the chancellor. Sir Thomas More,
who employed him to delineate the portraits of
most of his own personal friends about the court,

and introduced him to the notice of Henr>- \"III.,

who was a liberal encourager of the fine arts.

Among the portraits produced by him during
this period are those of More, Archbishop War-
ham, Bishop Fisher, and several other distin-

guished persons. From 1528 till 1532 he was
again in Basle, but in the latter year he returned
to England, where he was destined to spend
nearly all the remainder of his life. Holbein
painted most of the principal English nobility,

whose portraits place him among the world's
greatest portrait-painters. Some of his earlier

productions, especially his 'Dance of Death.*
are also celebrated. In 1538 he completed and
published this series. Among the pictures of
Holbein's last period are 'The Ambassadors*
(1533)- afd portraits of Hans of .\ntwerp
(1532), English Lady and Gentlemen (1534),
Sir Richard Southwell (1538). Duke of Norfolk
(1539). Thomas Cromwell. Lady Jane Seymour,
Henr>' VIII. (1542. unfinished), and others.

Comparatively few of Holbein's pictures are still

extant in England, great numbers of them hav-
ing been destroyed by Puritan fanatics, or sold

and dispersed over Europe. Many of them also
perished in the great fire in London in 1666.

Holbein also e.Ncelled in wood-engraving, and
before his visit to England had produced a large

number of wood-cuts. He was one of the earli-

est to paint portraits in miniature. See Wolt-
mann, 'Holbein und seine Zeit' (1874) : Wor-
num, 'Life and Works of Holbein' (1867);
Knackfuss, 'Holbein der Jiingere' (1896).

Hoiberg, Ludwig, lood'vig hoITjerg,
Baro.v. Danish author ; b. Bergen, Norway. 3
Dec. 1684: d. Copenhagen, 28 Jan. 1754. He
studied at Copenhagen, Oxford and Paris, and

after paying a six months' visit to Rome re-
turned to Copenhagen in the end of 1716. In
171S he was appointed to an ordinary professor-
ship in the university of that city, where after this-

date he chiefly resided till his death. In 1735
he was unanimously elected rector, and in 1737
treasurer of the university, and in 1747 was
raised to the rank of baron. Holberg's numerous
productions in various departments of literature

as well as the important and salutary influence
which he exercised upon his countrymen, place
him in the front rank of the literar>- men of his
age. He was extremely versatile— now de-
voted to historj-, now to poetry, and now to the
drama ; but during his whole life he was a sworn
enemy to pedantry, theological disputatiousness,
and scholastic metaphysics. His works may be
divided into four classes— poems, stage pieces,

philosophical treatises, and historical works.
His poems are chiefly of a satirical nature. The
most celebrated among them is 'Peder Paars,'
a comic heroic poem in 14 cantos, still regarded
throughout the Scandinavian countries as a mas-
terpiece, and the hero of which has become the
national comic impersonation in Denmark. It

has been translated into several languages. Al-
most equalh- famous is his 'Nicholas Klimm's
Subterraneous Travels,' a satirical romance in

prose, originally written in Latin, but translated
into seven modern European languages shortly
after it appeared, into Danish first by Baggesen
(1789). His numerous stage pieces are either

comedies or farces, and nearly all characterized
by true comic power. Among his philosophical
writings the most imponant is his 'Moral Re-
flections' (1744). His historical works include:
'The Political. Ecclesiastical, and Geographical
Condition of the Danish Monarchy,' a work of
grreat value as a source of reference; 'A General
Histor>- of the Jews.' and 'A Historj- of Famous
Men and Famous Women' ( 1739-45).

Hol'brook, John Edwards, American nat-
uralist ; b. Beaufort, S. C, 30 Dec. 1794 : d. Nor-
folk. Mass., 8 Sept. 1871. He was graduated
from Brown in 1815. from the medical school of
the University of Pennsylvania in 1818. began
practice at Charleston, S. C, in 1822. and in

1824 was appointed to the chair of anatomy in

the Medical College of South Carolina, a post
he held for over 30 years. In the Civil War
he was head of the South Carolina examining
board of surgeons. His '.\merican Herpetology,
or a Description of Reptiles Inhabiting the
United States' (1842). won for him recognition
among European scientists. He published but
10 numbers of his 'Ichthyologj- of South Caro-
lina' (1854 et seq.), when the Civil War com-
pelled its discontinuance.

Horcomb, Silas Alexander, .\merican ju-
rist : b. in Gibson County, Indiana, 25 Aug.
1858. He received a common school training,

studied law in Nebraska, and in 1891 was made
judge of the 12th judicial district. He was
governor of Nebraska from 1894 to 1808. having
been elected by fusion of the Populist and Demo-
cratic voters. He has been justice of the
supreme court of Nebraska from 1900.

Hol'combe, Chester, American diplomatist
and author ; b. Winfield. N. V.. 16 Oct. 1844.

He was graduated at L'nion College in 1861

;

and ser\-ed as interpreter and secretar>- to the
United States Legation in China. 1S71-85. Be-
coming an authority on the Chinese and Chinese
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affairs, in 1896 he acted for the Chinese govern-

ment in its financial embarrassments. He has

published: 'Travels in Western China' (1875);
'The Practical Effect of Confucianism upon the

Chinese Nation' (1882); <The Real Chinaman*

(1895); <The Real Chinese Question* (1899).

Holden, hol'den, Albert J., American
musician: b. Boston 1841. He studied music
in New York, and since 1855 has been organist

at the Church of the Divine Paternity and at the

Church of the Puritans. He has composed more
than 300 anthems, hymns and other church
music, but his compositions are not confined to

sacred music ; they include songs, ballads, and
choruses ; he has also edited and compiled nu-
merous collections.

Holden, Albert W., English painter: b.

London 6 July 1848. He studied drawing and
antiquities at the British Museum, and gained a
studentship at the Royal .Academy of Arts,

where he afterward exhibited. He has painted
historical and humorous genre pictures, and has
a high reputation as a portrait painter. Since

1887 he has been professor of fine arts. King's
College, London. Among the well known works
he has exhibited are: 'A Bank Holiday' (1883) ;

'Naughty Pollv' (i8g8) ; 'The Annunciation'

(1896) ; etc.

Holden, Edward Singleton, American as-

tronomer; b. St. ],oius, Mo., 5 Nov. 1846. He
was graduated at Washington University in

1866, and at the United States Military Acad-
emy in 1870; was professor of mathematics at

the Naval Academy in 1873-81 ; and director of

the Washburn Observatory (Madison, Wis.) in

1881-5. In 1885-7 he was president of the Uni-
versity of California, and in i888-g8 director of

the Lick Observatory, on Mount Hamilton, San
Jose, Cal. It was in connection with the Lick
Observatory that his most important work was
done, and his services to astronomy found recog-

nition in America and from European states.

Among his publications are; 'Inde.x Catalogue
of Nebulae' (1877); 'Life of Sir William
HerscheP (1881); 'Astronomy' (with S. New-
comb. 1892) : 'Mountain Observatories' (1896) ;

'Essays in Astronomy' (1900).

Holden, Sir Isaac, English inventor: b.

Hurlet, near Paisley, 7 May 1807 ; d. Reighley,
Yorkshire, 13 Aug. 1897. While a worker in a
cotton mill in Paisley he fitted himself for the
post of a teacher. While conducting an experi-
ment he discovered the lucifer match, but he
secured no patent on the invention, the financial

benefit of which fell to others. Subsequently
he was manager, then owner of a wool-combing
establishment, and by his mechanical improve-
ments made significant changes in that industry.
His shops at Bradford, with branches at Croix
and Rheims, eventually became the largest of
the kind in the world. He was several times
elected to Parliament in the Liberal interest.

Holder, hol'der, Charles Frederick, Amer-
ican naturalist: b. Lynn. Mass.. 5 .\ug. 1851.
He studied at the United States Naval Academy,
but resigned in 1871 : in 1871-5 was assistant
curator of the American Museum of Natural
History, from that time turned his attention to
lecturing and literary work, and became known
as a leading writer on popular science. At Pasa-
dena, Cal., whither he removed in 1885, he be-

came president of the board of education, pro-
fessor of zoology in Throop University, and
honorary curator of the university museum.
.Among his publications are: 'Elements of
Zoology* (1885): 'Living Lights' (1887);
'Louis Agassiz, his Life* (1892); 'Along the
Florida Reef (1892) ; 'Stories of .\nimal Life*

(1900); 'Half-Hours with Nature' (1901).

Holds'vyorth, Annie E., English novelist:
b. Jamaica. She was married to Eugene Lee-
Hamilton, the poet, in 1898. She has been co-
editor of 'The Woman's Signal.* with Lady
Henry Somerset, and is the author of the popular
novels: 'Joanna Traill, Spinster': 'The "V'ears

that the Locust Hath Eaten'; 'Spindles and
Oars': <TIie (jCkIs .\rrive' (1897); etc.

Hole, Samuel Reynolds, English Anglicaa
clergj'man: b. 5 Dec. 1S19; d. Rochester, Eng.,
27 Aug. 1904. He was educated at Oxford, took
orders, was ordained in 1S45 and was vicar of

Caunton, 1S45-S7. From 18S7 he was dean of

Rochester Cathedral. He visited the United
States on a lecture tour in 1S96, where his hu-
morous, anecdotical lectures were very popular.

He was a recognized authority on rose culture

and wrote: '.A Book about Roses,' which has

reached its 15th edition ; 'The Memories of
Dean Hole'; 'More Memories'; 'Addresses to

Working Men'; '.A Little Tour in America*;
'Our Gardens* (1899); 'Then and Now*
(1901) ; etc.

Hole, William, English painter: b. Salis-

bury 7 Nov. 1846. He was destined for the

profession of engineering but after a journey to

Italy turned his attention to art. He studied at

the Edinburgh school of art, and in 1889 was
elected member of the Royal Scottish .\cademy.
His versatility is shown by the excellence of his

work in portrait, genre and fresco, while as an
engraver he has made many famous plates after

such masters as Millet, Constable and Millais.

Among his best known paintings are : 'The End
of Forty-Five' (1879) ; and 'News of Flodden*
(1886).

Holguin, 61-gen', Cuba, city in the prov-
ince of Santiago de Cuba : about 25 miles by rail

south by west of Gibara, its port ; and 70 miles
northwest of the city of Santiago de Cuba.
Fertile agricultural lands are in the vicinity,

also on the southwest is a hilly section bordering
on the interior mountain range. .A noted cave
is in the vicinity. The trade is chiefly in sugar-
cane and tobacco. Pop. 6,500.

Hol'ibut. See H.^libut.

Hoi iday, any day set apart as a religious

or national festival. (See Festiv.\ls.) Certain
days are fi.xed by law as bank-holidays for Eng-
land and Scotland, and it is enacted that all

business transactions which would have been
valid on any such holiday shall be held as valid

if performed on the day following. Thus, when
a bill of exchange becomes due. or notice of
dishonor falls to be given, on a bank-holiday,

the bill is payable, or the notice stands good on
the following day. The days fixed for England
are Easter Monday, the ilonday in Whitsun
Week, the first Monday in .August, and the 25th

of December if a week-day. These are in addi-

tion to Christmas Day. Ciood Friday, and other

holidays previously established. The days fixed

as bank-holidays for Scotland are New Year's
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Day, Good Friday, the first Monday of May. the

first Monday of August, and Christmas Day

;

and if either Xew Year's Day or Christmas Day
falls on a Sunday, the Monday after is held as

a holiday. The same act empowers the sov-

ereign to appoint by proclamation a special day
to be observed as a bank-hoUday, and to alter

by order in council any of the days settled by
tiie act.

In the United States there is no national

holiday, not even 4 July. The 53d Congress
passed an act making Labor Day a public holi-

day in the District of Columbia, and various

States have followed with a similar act. The
proclamation of the President designating a
day of ThanKsgiving only makes it a legal holi-

day in the District of Columbia and in the Ter-
ritories. Xew Year's Day is a legal holiday in

all the States except Massachusetts. Mississippi,

and Xew Hampshire. Lincoln's Birthday (12
Feb.) is a legal holiday in Connecticut. Illinois,

Minnesota, Xew Jersey, X'ew York. Xorth Da-
kota. Pennsyh-ania. Washington, and Wyoming.
Washin.gton's Birthday (22 Feb.t is a legal holi-

day in all the States except Mississippi. Dec-
oration Day (30 May) in all the States except
-Alabama. Florida, Georgia, Idaho. Louisiana,

Mississippi. Xorth Carolina. South Carolina,

and Texas. Independence Day (4 July) in all

the States and Territories. Labor Day (in

general, the first Monday in September^ in all

the States except Arizona. Mississippi. Xevada,
and Xorth Dakota. Election Day and Christ-

mas Day are generally ob5er\-ed as legal holi-

days in all the States and Territories. There
are various States holidays, such as Patriot's

Day (19 -\pril) in Massachusetts. Pioneer's Day
(16 Aug.) in L'tah. .\11 Saints' Day (i Xov.) in

Louisiana, .\dmission Day (O Sept.) in Cali-

fornia, and Confederate Memorial Day (10
May) in Xorth and South Carolina. Every
Saturday after 12 o'clock noon is a legal holi-

day in Xew York, Xew Jersey. Pennsylvania.
Maryland. Tennessee. Virginia, in the cit>- of
X'ew Orleans and in Xewcastle County, Dela-
ware.

Holinshed, hollnz-hed, Raphael or Ralph,
an English chronicler: d. about 1580. He is

only known by his 'Chronicles of Englande,
Scotlande. and Irelande,* the first edition of
which, kno«-n as the 'Shakespeare edition," be-

cause it is tlie one the poet is supposed to have
used in collecting material for his historical

plays, was published in London in 1577. In the

preparation of this work Holinshed was as-

sisted by several of the most learned men of
the day.

Holl, Frank, English portrait and genre
painter: son of Francis Holl, an eminent en-
graver: b. London 4 July 1845: d. there 31 July
1888. He was a very successful student at the

Ro>-al .Academy, and exhibited constantly from
his student days. .Among his best-known pic-

tures are: 'Faces in the Fire': 'Fern-Gather-
ers': 'Xo Tidings from the Sea': 'Leaving
Home' : and the 'Gifts of the Fairies.' In the
later ponion of his career he devoted himself
to portraiture, in which he greatly excelled, and
painted many of the celebrities of the day.

Holland. Edmund Milton. .American actor:
b. Xew York 7 Sept. 1848. He began his pro-
fessional career at Bamum's Museum in 1866.

was later for 13 years a member of Lester

Wallack's company, and as a member of the

Madison Square company from 188.2 created the

parts of Captain Redwood in 'Jim the Pen-
man,' Colonel Moberley in 'Alabama,' and the

title-role in 'Colonel Caner of Cartersville.'

In 1895-7 he starred with his brother Joseph, and
later (,1901) appeared as Eben Holden in the
dramatization of Ir\-ing Bacheller's book of that

name.

Holland, Frederic May, American author:
b. Boston 2 May 1S36. He was graduated from
Harvard in 1S59, entered the ministrj- of the
L'nitarian Church in 1862, but resigned in 1874.

His publications include: 'The Reign of the
Stoics' U879) : 'Frederick Douglass, the Col-
ored Orator' C1895) : and 'Liberty in the Xine-
teenth Century' (i8gg).

Holland, Henry Richard 'Vassall Fox, 3D
Lord. English statesman : b. Wiltshire 21 Xov.
1773 ; d. 22 Oct. 1840. He succeeded to the

peerage by the death of his father when less

than one year old. In 1798 he took his place in

the House of Lords, and as the nephew of
Charles James Fox was at once acknowledged
as a \\'hig leader. In 1806 he was commissioner
for settling disputes with the L'nited States;
was lord f i\-y seal in 1806-7: and chancellor
of the ducny of Lancaster. He made Holland
House the resort of the wit, talent, and beauty
of his dav. He was the author of: 'Life oi
Lope de Vega' (1806) : 'Three Comedies from
the Spanish' (1807^ ; 'Foreign Reminiscences'
(18501 : 'Memoirs of the Whig Party' (1852).

Holland, John P., American inventor: b.

1841. As one of the most successful designers
in the interesting field of submarine navigation,
Holland is well known. His first boat was
built in 1875 : a second was launched in 1877,
and a third in 1S81. After a series of severe
tests, the Holland boat a-as ordered by the
L"nited States government for the navy in l9Qa
In 1903 eight of the submarines were put in

commission. These have a speed varying from
8.87 to 8 knots, a horse-power of 160 (with one
exception), and a displacement in general of
122.55 tons. For some time the inventor was
interested in the Holland Submarine Boat Com-
pany, but from this he has now retired to de-
vote his time independently to submarines and
flying devices. His more recent designs call

for smaller and more compact vessels, with
much less complicated mechanism, power of
remaining longer submerged, and increased
safety in operation. See St"BM.\RixE X.wig.'v-

Tiox, History of.

Holland, Josiah Gilbert, .American editor
and author: b. Belchertown. Mass., 24 July
1S19: d. Xew York 12 Oct. 1881. He began the
study of medicine in 1840. in 18J4 was graduated
from the Berkshire Medictl College, and entered
practice at Springfield, Mass. "The years that
followed were discouraging, for patients did not
come to the young doctor. With true Yanket
versatility he turned his hand to anvthing.

—

taught district school, was a traveling writing-
master, and a daguerreori-pist. Of his boyish
mortification at being a mill hand he has written
in '.Arthur Bonnicastle.* He tried editorial
work, and started 'The Bay State Weekly Cour-
ier.' which ran for six months. Subsequently
he taught at Richmond, Va., and for 16 months
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was superintendent of public schools at Vicks-
burg, Miss. All these varied experiences gave
him the knowledge of American life and appre-
ciation of workaday struggles which later made
the value of his poems, essays, and novels. In
1849-66 he was assistant editor of the Spring-
field Republican, and from 185 1 also part owner
of that journal. It was largely due to his in-

fluence that the Republican became so widely
known and popular a journal. In it his 'Letters

to Young People Married and Single: By Tim-
othy Titcomb' first attracted readers by their

vivacious style, moral sincerity, and good com-
mon sense. Later, in book form (1858) they
had a great and immediate success.

In 1870 Dr. Holland was one of the founders
and became editor of 'Scribner's Monthly,'
later the 'Century Magazine,* and the editor-

ship of this periodical he retained till his death
in 1881. Holland's novels: 'Arthur Bonni-
castle' (1873) ; 'Sevenoaks' (1876) ; and
'Nicholas Minturn' (1877), although showing
his quick and sympathetic observation and con-
taining fine passages, have been less popular
than his poems. The latter, in their constant ap-
peal to the moral sense, and in their accurate
portrayal of the homely and picturesque in

New York life, found many admirers. Several
of the short lyrics, with 'Bittersweet' (i8s8);
'Kathrina' (1868), and 'The Mistress of' the

Manse' (1871), came as messages of an Ameri-
can poet who understood and honored his own
people. Consult the 'Life' by Plunkett (1894).

Holland, Thomas Erskine, English jurist:

b. Brigliton 17 July i8j5. He studied at Ox-
ford, was called to the bar in 1863, in 1874
became a reader in English law at Oxford, and
shortly afterward professor of international

law. The University of Perugia appointed him
to an honorary professorship in recognition of

his attainments. His best-known work is his

'Elements of Jurisprudence' (1880; gth ed.

igoo), to which was awarded the Swinney prize

(1894), decennially bestowed for the best book
published on jurisprudence, and which is now a

standard te.xt-book in England and the United
States. He wrote further: 'An Essay on
Composition Deeds' (1864) ; 'Essays on the

Form of the Law' (1870) ; 'The European Con-
cert in the Eastern Question' (1885) : 'Studies

in International Law' (i8g8), and other works.

Holland, William J., American Presby-
terian clergyman and educator : b. Jamaica, W.
I., 16 Aug. 1848. He was graduated from Am-
herst College in 1869, from the Princeton The-
ological Seminary in 1874, entered the ministry

of the Presbyterian Church, and was a pastor at

Pittsburg. Pa., in 1874-91. In 1891-1901 he
was chancellor of the Western University of
Pennsylvania (Allegheny), and in 1897 was
appointed director of the Carnegie Museum at

Pittsburg. In 1887 and 1889 he was naturalist

of the United States eclipse expeditions to

Japan and West Africa respectively. A recog-
nized authority on museum administration and
zoology, he wrote numerous scientific papers in

learned publications, and 'The Butterfly Book'
(1898).

Holland, a popular designation for the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, derived from the
provinces of North and South Holland, form-

erly constituting a feudal countship allied to the
Holy Roman-Cicrman Empire, and from i9aCy-io
with other parts of the Netherlands, Hanover,
and Oldenburg, ruled by Louis Bonaparte as the
Kingdom of Holland. The region is the seat
of the hardy and industrious Dutch race and of
the Dutch language called by the natives Neder-
duilsch, a dialect of Low German phonology,
with evolutionary periods of Old. Middle, and
Modern, and an interesting historical and varied
literature. See Netherlands.

Holland, Mich., city, in Ottawa County, at
the head of Black Lake, which is really an arm
of Lake Michigan, and on the Pere Marquette
railroad ; about 80 miles west of Lansing and
25 miles southwest of Grand Rapids. It has
direct communication by steamers with Chicago,
Milwaukee, and other lake ports. Holland was
settled in 1847 by a Dutch colony, and many of
its inhabitants are of Dutch descent. In 1867
it was chartered as a city. It is located in an
agricultural region, once a lumber section. The
manufactures are largely articles made of wood,
but the beet-sugar industry is growing in im-
portance. The chief manufacturing establish-

ments are planing-mills, furniture, tub, and
basket factories, flour-mills^ tanneries, wood-
working machinery shops, pickling-plants, beet-

sugar factory, grain elevators, and creameries.

The manufacture of launches is also an impor-
tant industry of Holland. The trade is chiefly

in the manufactures, and in grain and vegetables.

The city owns and operates the electric-light

plant and the waterworks. Holland is the seat

of the Western Theological Seminary and of
Hope College, both under the auspices of the

Reformed Church in America. It has a number
of fine public buildings, and a free public

library. The summer resorts on Black Lake
add to the industrial wealth of the city. Pop.

(1890) 3,945; (1900) 7,790.

Holland-linen, a fine and close fabric, so
called from its first being manufactured in

Holland : also a coarser linen fabric, unbleached
or dyed brown, used for covering furniture,

carpets, etc.

Hollander, Jacob H., .\merican econo-
mist: b. Baltimore, Md., 23 July 1871. He was
educated in the Baltimore schools and graduated
from Johns Hopkins University in 1891, re-

ceiving his Ph. D. degree in 1894. His ability

as economist and financier was soon recognized,

and he became associate professor of finance at

Johns Hopkins. In 1897 he was appointed

secretary of the Bimetallic Commission abroad
and was chosen chairman of the Baltimore

municipal lighting commission in 1900. In the

same year the secretar>' of war appointed him
special commissioner to revise the laws relating

to taxation in Puerto Rico, and while engaged
in this service he was made treasurer of Puerto

Rico by President McKinlcy.

Hollar, Wenzel or Wenceslaus, vent'zel or

wen'ses-las hol'lar, Bohemian engraver: b.

Prague 13 July 1607 : d. London 28 March 1677.

He accompanied the Earl of .Arundel. English

ambassador to Germany, to London, who em-
ployed him to engrave some of the pictures of

his collection. .''imong his numerous works,

which are greatly esteemed for their delicate.
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firm, and spirited execution, and which include
some -2,740 plates, are the set of 28 plates,

entitled, 'Omatus Muliebris Anglicanus, ' rep-

resenting the dresses of Englishwomen of all

ranks and conditions in full-length figures;

Holbein's 'Dance of Death, etc.

Holleben, hol'la-ben, Theodore von. Ger-
man diplomat : b. Stettin, Poraerania, 16 Sept.

l8jS. He was educated at the universities of
Heidelberg. Berlin, and Gottingen ; became an
officer in the Body-Guard Hussar Regiment

;

and took a distinguished pan in the Franco-
Prussian War. He entered the diplomatic seiT-

ice in 1872 : was charge d'affaires at Peking,
China. 1S73-4, and at Tokio, Japan, in 1S75

;

minister at Buenos Ajres in 1876-84: at Tokio
18*5-9: and at Washington. D. t.. 1S92-3. In

1897 he became ambassador extraordinary and
plenipotentiary to the United States. At the
command of Emperor William he. together with
Secretar>- Hay. of the State Department, had
charge of the arrangements for the official re-

ception of the emperors brother. Admiral Prince
Henr>-. in February 1902. Failing health caused
his resignation, and in 1903 he was succeeded by
Baron Speck von Sternberg.

Hol'ley, Alexander Lyman, American en-
gineer; b. Lskevilie, Conn.. 20 July 1832; d.

lirocklyn. X. Y., 29 Jan. i8S>. He was grad-

uated at Brown University in 1853, and be-

came editor of 'The Railroad Advocate' in

1S56. changing its name to 'The American En-
gineer." He introduced into the United States

in 1865 the Bessemer steel process, erecting

the first Bessemer works in the country at Troy,
N. Y. He was lecturer on the manufacture of

iron and steel at Columbia Universit>- 1S79-82.

Holley secured many patents, the most important
probably being that for the detached converter-

shell, an improvement in the Bessemer process.

He published with Z. Colbum: 'Railway
Economy : a Report on European Railways

'

(1 858 1: 'American and European Railway
Practice' ( i860) ; 'A Treatise on Ordnance and
Armor' < 1S65 I : etc. In i8go a bronze bust of

Holley was placed in Washington Square, New
York, by the mechanical engineers of the United
States and Europe.

Holley, Marietta, American author, known
by her pseudonym. " Josi.^H Allen's Wife" : b.

near Adams. Jefferson County, X. Y., 1S44. She
began her literarj- career as a contributor to

the 'Christian Union,' the 'Independent.' 'Pe-

terson's Magazine, ' and other periodicals : and
in 1873 published her first book. 'My Opinions

and Betsy Bobbei's. ' which in a measure re-

called the "Widow Bedott Papers' of F. M.
Whitcher. This was followed by a series of

works containing many touches of distinctive

and genuine humor: 'Samantha at the Ccn-
tcnni.-i!' (1876 1 : 'Mv Wa%-ward Pardner*
(18S01: 'Miss Richard's Bov' (1882); 'Sweet
Cicely' (1885^: 'Miss Jones's Quilting' (1887^:
•Samantha at Saratoga' (1887); 'Poems*
(1887): 'Samantha .Xmong the Brethren'

O891). considered by many her best volume:
<Samantha at the World's Fair' (i893>. and
others. Her writings have had large sale, and
been translated into several foreign tongues.

Hollidaysburg. hoH-daz-berg, Pa., borough,
county-scat of Blair County: on the Juniata

River, and the Peimsylvania railroad; about 82
miles east of Pittsburg and five miles south of
Altoona. Rich coal-fields, iron-ore beds, and
limestone quarries are in the vicinity. The chief
manufactures are foundry products, agricultural
and raining implements, nails, and furniture.
Hollidaysburg Female Seminarj- is a prosper-
ous institution. Pop. 3,000.

Hol'lins, Alfred, English musician: b. Hull
1S65. He was bom blind, and was educated at

an institution for the bUnd in York, and at the
Royal Xormal College for the Blind in Upper
Xorwood, where he specialized in music (piano
and organ) ; he also studied music in Germany.
He was popular at the English and German
courts, where he gave recitals: and was for a
time organist at the United Free Saint George's
Church in Edinburgh. He visited America in

18S6 and l8^, and his organ compositions are
widely known and liked throughout the United
States.

Hollins, George Nichols, American na\-al

oificer: b. Baltimore, Md.. 20 Sept. 1799: d.

there iS Jan. 187S. He entered the navy as
midshipman in 1814, and while assigned to the
President, Stephen Decatur, was captured by
the English and held prisoner at Bermuda imtil

the conclusion of peace. He served also in the
Algerine war of 1815. later assumed command
of an East Indiaman. and in 1844 attained com-
mander's rank. In 1S55, on complaint of Ameri-
can residents who claimed they had been in-

jured by the local oSicials, he bombarded Grey-
town, Xicaragua. .At that time Xicaragua was
under English protection, and the property and
lives of English residents having been im-
perilled, international complications with Great
Britain arose. Hollins was commissioned com-
modore in the Confederate na%'\- at the outbreak
of the Civil War. attacked the Federal blockad-
ing squadron at the passes of the Mississippi
River, and was appointed flag-captain of the Xew
Orleans station. He was superseded in 1862.

Hol'lister, Cal., town. count\--seat of San
Benito County: on the Southern Pacific rail-

road ; about 80 miles southeast of San Francisco,

and 35 miles east by south of Santa Cruz. It is

situated in a rich agricultural region, noted for

its fruit. The chief industrial interests of the

town are connected with dairying, fruit-growing,

and the shipment of grain and live-stock. Pop.

(1900) 1,315.

Holloway, hol'd-wa. Laura Carter, Ameri-
can author: b. Xashville, Tenn., 22 Aug. 1848.

She was at one time editor of the 'Home
Library Magazine' of Chicago, 111., was for 12

years associate editor of the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle, and collaborated with .-Vnton Seidl in the

preparation of musical terms for the 'Standard
Dictionarj-.' She wrote: 'Ladies of the

White House' (1870): 'The Mothers of Great
Men and Women' (1884); 'The Home in

Poetr\' (18S4) : 'Chinese Gordon' (1885 1 :

'The Buddhist Diet Book' (1887); and other
volumes.

Holloway, Thomas, English patent medi-
cine proprietor and philanthropist : b. Devonport
22 Sept. 1800: d. Tittenhurst 26 Dec. 1883.

About 1837 he began to sell his well-known
ointment, and soon afterwards brou.ght his

pills to the notice of the public He ultimately
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succeeded in amassing a very large fortune
which he partly devoted to benevolent ob-
jects. The Royal Holloway College for Women,
on the equipment and endowment of which he
expended about $4,000,000 was opened on 30
June 1886. It contains a collection of pictures

valued at $500,000. Near it is a sanitorium
founded by him for the mentally afflicted of the
lower middle class.

Holls, holz, George Frederick William,
American lawyer and statesman : b. Zelienople,

Pa., I July 1857 ; d. Yonkers, N. Y., 23 July
1903. He was graduated from Columbia m
1878, and from the law school there two years
later. He was admitted to the bar and estab-

lished a large law practice in New York city,

becoming senior member of the firm of Hollis,

Wagner & Burghard ; in his later life he visited

Europe frequently and became widely known
there, especially in Germany where he established

a branch of his law firm. He was prominent in

philanthropic work, being for years an officer

of the Legal Aid Society and a director of the

Charity Organization Society. He was also an
active member of the Republican party, and
much in demand as a campaign speaker, espec-

ially as he could address the Germans in their

own language. In 1893 he was a delegate-at-

large to the New York Constitutional Conven-
tion, where he was chairman of the committee
on education, a member of the committee on
cities, and author of several amendments. His
frequent visits abroad gave him a wide and in-

telligent interest in international questions, and
at the time of the Hague Conference he was
very influential in arousing interest and obtain-

ing a large delegation from the United States.

He was secretary of the American delegation

St the Conference (1899), was the American
member of the committee which drafted the

arbitration treaty, and author of the clause on
"Special Mediation." He was afterward ap-

pointed a member of the permanent international

court of arbitration. A few months before his

death President Roosevelt asked him to umpire
the adjustment of claims between Germany and
England and Venezuela, but he declined. He
Tias written: 'Sancta Sophia and Troitza'

(1888); 'Compulsory Voting* (1891) ; and
'The Peace Conference at the Hague and Its

Bearings on International Law and Policy'

(1900).

Hol'ly, James Theodore, American Protes-
ant Episcopal bishop ; b. Washington, D. C, 3
Oct. 1829. He was of African Roman Catholic

parentage, but withdrawing from the Roman
Catholic Church, entered the ^oiscopal Church
in 1851, studied for the mini^cry and in 1856
became rector of St. Luke's. New Haven, Conn.
In 1874 he became missionary bishop of Haiti.

Holly. See Aquifoli.^ce.i:.

Holly Springs, Miss., a point on the
Mississippi Central Railroad, about 40 miles

southeast of Memphis and about 25 miles south
of Grand Junction, on the Memphis & Charles-
ton Railroad, and an important strategical point.

After the battle of luka, 19 Sept. 1862, and the
Confederate defeat at Corinth. 3-4 Oct. 1862, the
Confederates fell back to Holly Springs. Early
in November Gen. Grant had concentrated an
army of 30,000 men in the vicinity of Grand

Junction to make a movement along the line of
the Mississippi Central Railroad in the direction
of the rear of Vicksburg. On 8 November Gen.
McPherson, with 10,000 infantry and 1,500 cav-
alry, advanced from Grand Junction southward
and pushed the Confederates under Gen. Pem-
berton back to Holly Springs. The main body
of Grant's army moved forward, and Pember-
ton, abandoning Holly Springs, fell back to
Grenada, Grant following to Oxford, 30 miles
beyond Holly Springs. There he arrived 5
December, and arranged with Gen. Sherman
a combined movement on Vicksburg. Grant was
to move directly south on the line of the rail-

road and take the place in rear ; Sherman to
move a force from Memphis, accompanied by a
gunboat fleet, to descend the Mississippi and
attack in front. A depot of supplies was estab-
lished at Holly Springs, guarded by Col. Mur-
phy, with two regiments of Wisconsin infantry
and a regiment of Illinois cavalry, and Grant
was about to move forward from Oxford, when
Gen. Earl Van Dorn, at the head of 3,500 cav-
alry, dashed into Holly Springs at daylight, 20
December, and attacked Murphy, who had been
warned of the impending danger on the 19th, but
neglected to take the necessary precautions and
was surprised. He made a feeble resistance and
surrendered his infantry; the cavalry cut its

way out and escaped with the loss of only seven
men. Van Dorn took about 1,500 prisoners, de-
stroyed stores to the value of $1,500,000, and left

town m the afternoon. This disaster, in con-
nection with Forrest's raid into West Tennessee,
which destroyed Grant's communication, forced
him to abandon his movement on Vicksburg and
fall back to Grand Junction, leaving Pembcr-
ton at liberty to concentrate his forces at Vicks-
burg against Sherman. Sherman was informed
of Grant's failure, but the information reached
him after his bloodv repulse at Chickasaw Bluff,

27-28 Dec. 1862. Consult: 'Official Records,'
Vol. XVII,; Greene, 'The Mississippi.'

E. A, Carm.^n.

Hol'lyhock, a tall and rather coarse flow-
ering plant (Althtca rosea) of the mallow fam-
ily, said to be a native of China, but now culti-

vated all over the world as an ornament of old-

fashioned gardens. It rises in a single leafy

stalk, sometimes to the height of six or eight

feet, studded with large single or double flowers,

in varieties from white to yellow, rcarlet and
purple. Although rather difficult to start and
slow of growth, it remains a hardy and easily

nurtured perennial of highly effective beauty
when suitably placed.

Holm, Saxe, a pseudonym affixed to a col-

lection of 'Stories' (ist scries 1S74; 2d 1S78),

originally published in 'Scribner's ^Ionthly' and
generallv believed to be by Helen Hunt Jackson
(q.v.).

'

Holman, hol'man, 'William Steele, Ameri-
can politician : b. Veraestau, Dearborn County,

Ind., 6 Sept. 1822; d. Washington, D. C.. 22

April 1897, He studied at Franklin College

(Ind.l, was admitted to the bar, and began

practice ;.t Aurora, Ind, In 1847-9 he was
prosecuting attorney, in 1850 a member of the

State Con:titutional convention, iii 1851-2 of

the State legislature. He was a judge of the

court of common pleas in 1852-6, in 1856 was
elected as a Democratic representative to Con-
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gress, where with the exception of eight years,

he served until his death. His vigilance in op-

posing unnecessary appropriations and doubtful
measures obtained for him the sobriquets of
"The Watchdog of the Treasurj'," and *The
Great Objector."

Holman-Hunt, William. See Huxt, Wa-
Li.^M Holm.\.x.

Holmes, homz, Abiel, American Unitarian
clerg>-man and annalist : b. Woodstock, Conn.,

24 Dec. 1763 ; d. Cambridge, Mass., 4 June 183".

He was graduated at Yale College in 1783, and
became subsequently a tutor in the college, pur-
suing at the same time his theological studies.

In 1785 he was settled over a parish at Mid-
way, Ga., where he remained till 1791. Return-
ing north he became pastor of the first parish

in Cambridge, and continued to fill the office

till 26 Sept. 1832. Besides publishing a 'Life of

President Stiles' in 1798, he was the author also

of 'Annals of America' (1805), which gave
him a high reputation for care and accuracy.

It was republished in England in 1813. He con-
tributed frequentlj' to the collections of the

Massachusetts Historical Society, in Vol. XXVII.
of which will be found a complete list of his

publications.

Holmes, 6-mes', Augusta Mary Anne,
French composer : b. Paris 1847 ; d. there Jan.

1903. She studied composition with Lambert,
Klose, and Cesar Franck, and began her career

as a pianist. Her first work of magnitude was a

setting of the psalm 'In Exitu,' sung for the

first time in 1873. She later wrote consider-

able music, including 100 songs, characterized by
much grace of expression. In the larger forms
her compositions include the well-known sj-m-

phony 'Hero et Leandre' ; three other s\Tn-

phonies, 'Lutece.' which in 1879 won third prize

in an open competition directed by the Paris

municipality. *Les .-^rgonautes* and 'Irlande* ;

the sj-niphonlc poems, 'Les Sept Ivresses,*

'Roland,' 'Pologne,' 'Au Pays Bleu' ; an ode
of triumph, 'Patrie* ; a four-act lyric opera, 'Le
Montague Noire' (^ Grand Opera 1895), and an
allegorical cantata, 'La \'isicn de la Re-ne.'

Holmes, Burton, American traveler and
lecturer ; b. Chicago 8 Jan. 1870. After a sec-

ondary education at Chicago he traveled in all

the countries of continental Europe, as well as

in Japan, Algeria, Tunis, Mcrocco, Corsica,

Greece, and Thessaly. Hawaiian Islands, the
Yellowstone Park, the Grand Canon of the

Colorado, the Phil'ipines, and China. About
1890 he became known as a platform lecturer,

giving in popular form the results of his ob-
servations.

Holmes, Mary Jane Hawes, .\merican
.lovtlist : b. Brookfield, .Mass. She was married
*o Daniel Holmes, a lawyer of Brockport, X.
v., where she has since resided. She has pub-
lished many volumes of domestic fiction which
have had an extraordinarily wide circulation

but in which the literary element is slight.

Among her novels are: 'Tempest and Sun-
shine' (1854) (perhaps the best known of them
all); 'Lena Rivers' (i8:;6) ; 'Marian Grav'
(1863); 'Milbank' (1871); 'Queenie Hether-
ton' (18S3).

Holmes, Nathaniel, American jurist and
Shakespearian scholar: b. Peterboro, X. 11., 2

Jan. 1815 ; d. Cambridge, Mass., 26 Feb. 1901. He
was graduated from Harvard in 1837 and after

admission to the bar in 1839 began to practise

in St. Louis. He was judge of the supreme
court of Missouri 1865-9, and Royall professor

of law at Harvard 1868-72. He retired from
his profession in 1883 and henceforth devoted
himself to study and authorship. He was a
strong believer in the Baconian theorj' of the
origin of Shakespeare's plays, which he defends
in his work, 'The Authorship of Shakespeare'
(1866). In 1888 he published 'Realistic Ideal-

ism in Philosophy Itself.'

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, .\merican poet,
essayist and physician : b. Cambridge, Mass., 29
Aug. 1809: d. Boston, Mass., 8 Oct. 1894. He
was the son of Rev. Abiel Holmes (q.v.), min-
ister of the first parish in Cambridge, and on the
maternal side was a descendant of Anne Brad-
street (q.v.) and related to the orator Wendell
Phillips, the poet Richard Henrj" Dana, and the

theologian. Dr. Channing. He was educated at

Phillips Academy, Andover, and at Harvard,
and was graduated from the latter in 1829 in a

class which contained several who afterward
became famous. In the next year 1^ became
well known through his poem 'Old Ironsides,'

first published in the Boston Advertiser, and
which prevented the breaking up of the famous
frigate Constitution. He spent a year in the
Harvard Law School but soon turned his at-

tention to medicine and after studying in Paris
three years returned to America where he re-

ceived his degree of M.D. in 1836, the same
year in which his first volume of poems ap-
peared. He was professor of anatomy and
physiologj" at Dartmouth College 1839-40. He
married in the last named year and established a
practice in Boston, becoming in 1847 professor

of anatomy and physiologj' in the Harvard Med-
ical School, a post which he resigned in 1882,

when he was at once made professor emeritus.

In 1849. and for several succeeding years, he
made his summer home at Pittsfield, Mass., the

scene of his novel 'Elsie Venner.' He was
one of the first contributors to the 'Atlantic

Monthly' when it was established in 1857, the

opening chapter of his 'Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table' appearing in the first issue. It is

this work, which has found innumerable readers

both at home and abroad, by which he will be
longest remembered. These brilliant, conversa-

tional papers were followed in 1859 by a similar

series, 'The Professor at the Breakfast Table.'

and these in 1872, by 'The Poet at the Breakfast

Table.' Many of his best poems were scattered

through these volumes. In 1861 appeared his

novel 'Elsie V nner: a Romance of Destiny.'

and in 1868 'The Guardian .\ngel,' a less strik-

ing fiction than its predecessor, but like that ex-

hibiting a remarkable series of studies of char-

acter. K\ Mortal .\ntipathy' (1885) was his

only other essay in fiction. His volumes of

verse 'Urania' '(1846), and 'Astrea' (1850).

had made him well known as a poet ere he ap-

peared before the public as the kindly breakfast

table autocrat, and he continued to write poetry

at frequent intervals for the rest of his life. He
was especially happy as the poet of occasions,

but much of his verse, witty and sparkling as it

is, is ephemeral from its very nature and not

destined to endure. In such serious poems.
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however, as: 'The Chambered Nautikis^ : 'The
Voiceless' ; <The Last Leaf ; 'The Iron Gate'

;

and one or two hymns, he takes high rank

among the poets of his time, while such poems
as 'The One Hoss Shay' ; 'Evening, By a

Tailor,' and 'Parson Turcll's Legacy.' to name
no others, are inimitable examples of humorous
verse. His later collections of poems comprise:

'Songs in Manv Kevs' (1861) : 'Songs of Many
Seasons' (1875) : 'the Iron Gate' (1880) ; and
'Before the Curfew' (1887). As a physician

and medical lecturer he was very successful, and
among his purely professional works may be
named: 'Lectures on Homeopathy and Its

Kindred Delusions' (1842) ; 'Currents and
Counter Currents in Medical Science' (1861);
'Border Lines in some Provinces of Medical
Science' (1862) ; ']\Iedical Essays,' a reissue of

some of his earlier work (1883). Still other

volumes by Dr. Holmes are :
' Soundings from the

Atlantic' (1864), a series of essays originally

contributed to the '.\tlantic Monthy,* where
the bulk of his writing first appeared : 'Mechanism
in Thought and Morals' (1871) ; lives of 'John
Lothrop Motley' (1879) ; and 'Ralph Waldo
Emerson' (1884) ; 'Our Hundred Days in Eu-
rope' (1888) ; a sprightly record of a short

visit to England in 1886. on which occasion

honorary degrees were conferred upon him by
the universities of Cambridge. Oxford and Edin-
burgh ; and 'Over the Teacups' (1891). His
70th birthday was celebrated by a breakfast given

in his honor by the publisliers of the 'Atlantic

Monthly,' and on this occasion the poet read his

poem 'the Iron Gate.' which many persons have

considered even finer than 'The Chambered
Nautilus' which Holmes himself preferred to

any other verses of his. At its best Holmes's
prose style is thoroughly admirable, character-

ized as it is by an unerring sense of the value

of words and their fitness for conveying a de-

sired impression, and illumined by the interfused

play of a delicate fancy and the most sparkling

humor. Next to 'The .Autocrat' must be

ranked 'The Guardian Angel' among his prose

works, the same kindly tolerant spirit being

dominant in both, and the same shrewd, whole-

some perception of cha'-acter. In much of his

earlier poetry, excepting in his lyrics. Holmes
uses the formal ten-syllabled iambic pentameter

of the i8th century, but in his hands the measure
seems at times more flexible than when used by

Pope and his school, and it is at all events re-

lieved from solemnity by his ever present hu-

mor. 'Urania' is the best-known of his earlier

efforts in this manner, and 'The Schoolboy'

(1878) his most notable later one. this latter

having been written for the centennial anni-

versary of Phillips Academy at Andover.
Holmes's special characteristic was kindliness,

which found its expression as well in his verse

as in his prose, and in his ordinary living. He
could be keenly satirical on occasion but he

never became in the least cynical. Perhaps no
American writer, not even Longfellow or

Lowell, ever won the English heart so com-
pletely as Holmes. Longfellow found a wide
hearing in England for his poetry, it is true, and
Lowell was thoroughly appreciated by the upper
class Englishman of his time, but Holmes was
the most generally beloved of the three. In his

own country Holmes's gentle, tolerant writing did

not a little toward softening the asperities of
controversy and liberalizing unconsciously the
heart of Puritan New England. Consult : Morse,.
'Life and Letters of Oliver Wendell Holmes'
(1896) ; and lives by Kennedy (1883); E. E.
Brown (1884).

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Jr., American
jurist: b. Boston 8 March 1841. He was grad-
uated from Harvard in 1861. and in the same
year entered the army as lieutenant of the 20th
Massachusetts regiment. He was wounded at

the battles of Ball's Bluff. .'Xntietam. and the
second battle of Fredericksburg, and was mus-
tered out of the army in 1864. with the rank of

brevet lieutenant-colonel. He then studied at

the Harvard Law School, and was admitted t&
the bar in 1866, beginning his practice in Boston.

He was editor of the 'American Law Review'
(1870-3) ; became professor at the Harvard Law
School in 1882. and in the same j'ear justice in

the Massachusetts supreme court ; in 1899 he
was appointed chief justice of the same court.

His decisions in this position gave him wide
fame among lawyers, and were characterized by
originality and literary finish. In several cases his

decisions were in favor of organized labor ; his

position being that workingmen had a right to

combine and to "support their interests by argu-

m.ents. persuasion, and the bestowal or refusal

of those advantages which they otherwise law-

fully control, so long as they do no violence or

threaten no violence." In .\ugust 1902, he was
appointed a member of the United States Su-
preme Court. He has published: 'The Common
Law' (1881), lectures delivered before the

Lowell Institute ; and a collection of speeches

(1900) ; he also edited the I2th edition of

Kent's 'Commentaries' (1873).

Holmes, Theophilus Hunter, American
soldier: b. Sampson County. X. C, 1804: d.

near Fayetteville, N. C. 21 Jime 18S0. He was
graduated from the United States Military Acad-
emy in 1S29. served in the Florida war, the occu-

pation of Texas, and the Mexican War, and at

the beginning of the Civil War was major and
superintendent of the general recruiting service.

On 22 April 1861, he resigned his commission in

the United States army, forthwith was appointed

brigadier-general in the Confederate forces, and
organized several North Carolina regiments. He
was in command at Aquia Creek, and, promoted

major-general, was in command of the trans-

Mississippi department from September 1862 tc

March 1863. was commissioned lieutenant-gen-

eral, and 3 July 1863 lost heavily in an unsuc-

cessful attack on Helena. Ark.

Holmes, William Henry, .\merican geolo-

gist: b. Harrison County. Ohio, 1 Dec. 1846. He
was graduated at the }ilcNeely Normal College

in 1870, in 1872 was made an assistant on the

United States geological survey, and in 1880-9

was a geologist on the survey. In 1889-98 he

was archaeologist to the United States bureau of

ethnology, directing explorations, and in 1804-8

also curator of anthropologj- in the Field Colum-

bian Museum of Chicago, and professor of

anthropic geoIog\- in Chicago University. In

1898 he was appointed head curator in the de-

partment of anthropolo.gy in the United States

National Mu.scum. His chief works are: '.-Krch-

aeological Studies among the Cities of Mexico*
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(1895) ; and 'Stone Implements of the Potomac-
Chesapeake Tidewater. Province' (1897).

Holocaine. See Cocaine.

Holocephali, hol-o-sef'a-'i. or Chimaeroi-
dea, a group of small shark-like fishes of
bizarre appearance occurring in the deeper por-
tions of all colder seas, including in all about
seven species, five in American waters. They
have a cartilaginous skeleton, are of no value as
food, and are known to fishermen as rat-fish and
elephant-fish (q.v.). The name Chimaera, given
to one genus, emphasizes the strange appearance
of these fishes. See Ichthyologv.

Holophytes, ho'lo-fits. See Fungi.

Holostei, ho-los'te-i, a group of fishes, the
bony ganoids, largely fossil, represented by the
garpikes. See Ichthyology.

Holothuria, hol-o thu'rl a, echinoderms of
the class Holoihuroidea, popularly called **sea-

cucumbers," from their resemblance in shape and
rough skin to that vegetable, in which the body-
is long, cylindrical, somewhat worm-like, less

radiated than other echinoderms with a thick
muscular body-wall of longitudinal and trans-
verse muscles. The skin is usually thick, tough,
and imbedded in it are in certain forms calca-

reous plates, wheels and anchors. The mouth is

surrounded with a circle of ten branched tenta-

cles, adapted both for respiration and for seizing

the food, which consists mainly of foraminifera.
The intestine is very long and slender, thus in

Thyoiie briarcus. which lives in mud and sand
on the coast south of Cape Cod, the intestine in

an individual three or four inches long is nearly
seven feet in length ; it opens at the end of the
body, and connects with the "respirator}- tree,*

by which the water is introduced into the in-

terior of the body. Unlike other echinoderms the
so-called madreporic body is internal. Holo-
thurians move by tubes or ambulacra feet

which are filled with water, and when distended
act as suckers to drag the animal over the bot-
tom. These suckers are either arranged in five

rows or with three rows on the ventral surface,

and two above, the latter in some form obso-
lete, or they are scattered irregularly over the
surface of the bod}-, while in Caudina arenata of
the Xew England coast there are no suckers.

A tendency to bilateral symmetry is seen in a
form like Psoitis, which has a creeping disk and
three rows of suckers on the flattened disk-like

under side.

The holothurians undergo a metamorphosis,
somewhat like that of the starfish : but the trans-

parent larva called "auricularia," is barrel-
shaped : what corresponds to the hoops of the
barrel being bands of cilia, while the car-like

projections in certain forms give it the name
auricularia. Before the larva is fully grown,
the body of the young holothurian begins to bud
out from near the side of the larval stomach,
the calcareous cross-like plates are deposited,

and the tentacles begin to grow out Finally

after the larval body is absorbed the young
holothurian sinks to the bottom. The degree of
metamorphosis is less marked than in other
echinoderms, while in two forms development is

direct, the young growing in a marsupium or
brood-pouch. A form (Cladodactyla crocea)
living in the south seas at the Falkland Islands,
carries its young in a sort of nursery where they

are densely packed in two continuous fringes
adhering to the dorsal tubes. Holothurians are
remarkable from the fact that when captured
they eject their intestine, a new one in time being
regenerated. The large forms lying about on
the coral reefs are known to harbor a small
slender fish (Fierastcr) which lodges in their

cloaca or in the branchial tree. Many of the
species are very large, being nearly two feet in

length. A common species on the Florida keys
and reefs is Holothuria Horidana; it lives in

water only a few inches deep and can be picked
up in large numbers : it is fully 15 inches in

length, and lives on foraminifera. It has been
collected, dried and a shipload exported to

China, but the trepang or beche-de-mer of com-
merce is either of two species (//. cdulis. and H.
iremula) inhabiting the Pacific Ocean (see Tre-
p.\xg). a California species is also dried and
exported by the local Chinese.

The class of Holoihuroidea is divided into
tno orders: (l) Actinopoda represented by Ho-
lothuria, Cucumaria, Thyotie, Psoitis, etc. ; and
(2) Paractinopoda, of which Sytiapia is an ex-
ample, the common form living in sand at low
water on the New- England coast being Lepto-
synapta girardii. A few forms inhabit great
depths. Remains of holothurians have been
found fossil : certain calcareous plates attributed

to them occurring in the Carboniferous, Lias,

Jura, and Cretaceous strata. Minute calcareous
bodies referable to Synapta, etc.. have been de-
tected in the Paris Eocene limestones.

Hoist, hoist, Hermann Eduard von, Ger-
man-American historian : b. Feilin, Livonia,
Russia. 19 June 1841 ; d. Freiburg. Germany. 20
Jan. 1904. He studied history in Dorpat and
Heidelberg and in 1865 traveled through France,
Italy, etc. His writings were looked upon
with suspicion by the Russian authorities
and his further stay in that countrj- becoming
unsafe, he removed to the United States m
1866. Here he became American correspondent
of the <Kolnische Zeitung.' and sub-editor of

the *Deutsch-amerikanjscher Conversations-Lex-
icon.' In 1872 he was appointed extraordinary
professor of histon.- in the L'niversit}- of Stras-

burg and in 1874 ordinary- professor at Freiburg-
im-Breisgau. In 1876 he undertook, w-ith means
furnished by the Baden government, a journey
to London for the purpose of study and in

1878-9 a similar journey to Xorth .\merica at

the expense of the Prussian .\cademy of Sci-

ence. In 1S92 he accepted an appointment in

the University of Chicago. He has published

:

•Constitutional and Political Histon.- of the

United States' (1873); <The French Revolu-
tion Tested by Mirabeau's Career' (1894), etc.

Holstein, hol'stln, Germany, a former
duchy of Denmark, and member of the Ger-
manic Confederation, since 1866 united to

Schlejwig-Holstein (q.v.), Prussia.

Holstein Cattle. See D.mry C.\ttle.

Holston, hol'ston, a river which rises in

the southwestern part of Virginia, flows south
and southwest into Tennessee and unites with
the French Broad River about five miles east of

Knoxville. The Holston and the French Broad
are the head-streams of the Tennessee River.

The course of the Holston is through a moun-
tainous country, noted for its beautiful scenery.
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It has as tributaries many small mountain
streams. Its length is about 200 miles.

Holt, Joseph, American jurist: b. Breckin-
ridge County, Ky., 6 Jan. 1807; d. Washington,
D. C. I Aug. 1894. He began legal practice at

Elizabethtown in 1828, and in 1857 was ap-

pointed commissioner of patents. In 1859 he
became postmaster-general and in i860 secretary

of war. He was made by Lincoln a judge-advo-
cate general of the army, with colonel's rank,

was promoted brigadier, brevetted major-general
for distinguished service in the bureau of mili-

tary justice, and was retired in 1875. With the

exception of Cass, he was the only member of
Buchanan's cabinet that was not a Confederate
sympathizer. Among the courts over which he
presided were those before which Fitz-John
Porter and Lincoln's assassins were tried.

Hol'ton, Kan., city, county-seat of Jack-
son Countv ; on the Missouri P., the Chicago,

R. I. & P.', and the Union P. R.R.'s ; about 28

miles north of Topeka and 30 miles west of

Atchison. It was settled in 1859 and received

its charter in 1870. It is situated in a section

noted for good farms. The chief manufactures
are flour, wagons, cigars, creamery products,

and planed lumber. Its trade is chiefly in

wheat, corn, hay, live-stock, and local manufac-
tured products. The government is vested in a

mayor, who holds office two years, and a com-
mon council. Pop. (1900) 3.082.

Holty, Ludwig Heinrich Christoph, lood'-

vig hin'riH kres'tut hel'ti, German lyric poet:

b. Mariensee, near Hanover, 21 Dec. 1748; d.

Hanover i Sept. 1776. In 1769 he went to

Gottingen to study theologj-. Here, falling in

•with Biirger, Voss, the Stolbergs, and other

poets of kindred tastes, he became one of the

founders of the Gottingen "Hainbund." This
league of young enthusiasts was aflame for

Klopstock. then considered the greatest German
poet for patriotism and for friendship, detested

Wieland's sensual poems and his Frenchified

manner, read the classics together,^ and wrote
poetry in friendly emulation. Holty's poems re-

veal a lovable personality. The strain of sentimen-

tality that runs through all his work is not

affectation, as it was with so many of the

younger poets of that age in which Rousseau
had made sentimentalitj' fashionable, but the

true expression of his nature. His range was
small ; but within its limits his work was excel-

lent, and many of his songs have become the

common property of the people. Consult:

Voigts. 'Holty, ein Roman' (i844"); Reute,

< Holty, Sein Lcben und Dichten* (1883).

Holub, ho'loob, Emil, Austrian explorer:

b. Holies, Bohemia, 7 Oct. 1847; d. Vienna 21

Feb. 1902. At 25 he went to South Africa,

where he practised in Kimberley and elsewhere

as a physician. Later he became engaged in

African exploration and in recognition of his

services as an explorer received from the Aus-
trian emperor the Order of the Iron Crown.
He published 'Beitrage zur Ornithologie Siid-

afrikas' ; 'Sieben Jahre in Siidafrika' (1881) ;

'The Colonization of Africa'; and "From Cape
Town to the Maskukulumbe.'

Holy Alliance, an international league
proposed by Alexander I., emperor of Russia,
26 Sept. 1815. after the defeat of Napoleon at

Waterloo had cleared the way for the execution

of his desire of establishing a settled peace in

Europe. Alexander, Francis of Austria, and
Frederick William HI. of Prussia, signed with
their own hands, and without the countersign of

a minister, the act establishing this alliance,

which is said to have been sent to the two latter

in the handwriting of the first. It was not
wholly published till 2 Feb. 1816. when the text

was given in full in the Frankfort Journal. It

consisted of a declaration, that, in accordance
with the precepts of the gospel of Jesus Christ,

the principles of justice, charity, and peace
should be the basis of their internal administra-

tion, and of their international relations, and
that the happiness and religious welfare of their

subjects should be their great object. Its real

aim, however, was to maintain the power and
influence of the existing dynasties. It was also

stipulated that the three sovereigns should invite

others to become members of the Holy Alliance.

In Russia and Germany its principles were not

discussed except in a spirit of eulogy, but they

were uncompromisingly condemned in Britain

by many of her foremost statesmen. On
4 Feb. 1823 both Lansdowne and Brougham
openly condemned its doctrines in their places

in Parliament. Sir James Mackintosh^ said of

the doctrine of legitimacy, in the sense in which

it was used by the Holy Alliance, "Sophistry

lent her colors to the most extravagant preten-

sions of tyranny." The events of 1848 broke up

the Holy Alliance. It had previously lost much
of its authority from the death of Alexander,

and the French revolution of 1830. By a special

article of the treaty the members of the Bona-

parte family were declared incapable of occupy-

ing any European throne.

Holy Cross, College of the, an institution

in charge of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus,

situated at Worcester, Mass. The school was
founded in 1843. It has a preparatorj' depart-

ment; and the college grants the usual degrees

given by classical and scientific institutions. It

is self-supporting; up to 1903 it had received no

State aid nor any endowments. It has estab-

lished six fellowships. In 1903 there were con-

nected with the school 28 professors and instruc-

tors, and nearly 400 students. The library con-

tained about 25.000 volumes.

Holy Cross, Mount of the, a p<'ak of the

Rockv Mountains, in Eagle County, in the State

of Colorado. The peak is about 75 miles south-

west of Denver, and 20 miles north by west of

Leadville. It is 14,006 feet high.

Holy Day, a day set apart in the Catholic

Church for the commemoration of some saint or

mystery. It is called "of obligation" when at-

tendance at Mass and abstention from servile

works are prescribed.

Holy Ghost, or Holy Spirit, the third per-

son in the Holv Trinity. The Roman Catholic

Church declares the Son to be begotten by the

Father, and the Holy Ghost to have proceeded

from both. The Orthodox Greek Church main-

tains that the Holy Ghost proceeds from

the Father only: and this is one of the main

points of doctrine on which Roman and Greek

Catholics differ. The history of the contro-

ver.sy is shortly this: TertuUian and Origen.

two distinguished Fathers of the Church in the

3d century, maintained that the Holy Ghost

was begotten by the Father through the Son.
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Macedonius, bishop of Constantinople in the mid-

dle of the 4th centurv', denied that the Holy
Ghost was equal in essence and dignir\- to God
the Father. The Council of Alexandria in 362
declared this bishop and his adherents, the

Pneumatomachists, teachers of heresy; and the

general council at Constantinople in 381 declared

expressly to the whole Christian Church, that

the Holy Ghost was the third person of the

Trinit}', proceeding from the Father, and to be
worshipped equally with the Father and the

Son. Augustine taught that the Holy Ghost
proceeds from the Father and the Son ; and the

Council of Toledo, in 5S9, condemned all who
believed otherwise. This new formulation of

the dogma occasioned a controversy which
lasted from the 8th to the nth centurj-, between
the Western or Latin, and the Eastern or Greek
Churches, and finally led to their complete sep-

aration. The Anglican Church and the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in the L'nited States

use the Greek form of the Xicene Creed. The
worship of the Holy Ghost as the third person in

the Godhead is common to both Roman and
Greek churches, and to the Protestant Trini-

tarians, being essential to the faith in the divine

Trinitv-. See Creed: TRixrn-.

Holy Ghost Flower, or Holy Spirit Plant
See Dove Pl.\xt.

Holy Ghost, Order of, a former order of

Hospitalers, founded by Guy, son of William,

Count of Montpellier, in the I2th centuo', for

the relief of the poor, the infirm and foundlings.

In the i8th centurj' it was united with the order

of St. Lazarus by Clement XIII. Also the name
of the principal military order in France insti-

tuted in 1578, abolished in 1789, revived at the

Restoration, and finally abolished in 1830.

Holy Land, a name given by Mohamme-
dans to Arabia because it was the birthplace of
Mohammed ; also by Buddhists to India because
it was the countrj- of Sak>-a Muni. It is a com-
mon name of Palestine, because the place

where Christ lived when upon earth. See P.\L-

ESTINE.

Holy Orders, the several ranks of the
ministry of a church : also the power or author-

ity to exercise that ministrv-.

In the Roman Catholic Church Holy Orders
is one of the sacraments and there are seven
orders of the ministrj-, viz. : priesthood, deacon-
ate, and sub-deaconate : these are the greater or
sacred orders : and the four minor orders of

lector, acol>le, exorcist, and doorkeeper. Usually
the episcopate is classed, not as a separate order,

but as the completion and e.xtension of the

priesthood. Though evep' candidate for the

priesthood is inducted irto the four minor
orders and the sub-deaconate and deaconate
before he receives priestly ordination, it hap-
pens very seldom that a man enters any of

those inferior orders intending to remain there-

in : they are simply steps to the priesthood.

In the Oriental churches, both those in

communion with the Roman See— as the Greek
Uniate, the Maronite. the United Armenian, etc.,

and those which are separated from Rome by
schism or by heresy, the number of orders is

less than in the Latin Church : in all the fore-

going churches only four orders, or, counting
the episcopate as a distinct order, five orders
are recognized ; those of bishop, priest, deacon,

and lector: and of these the first three, at least,

are held to be of divine institution and sacra-
mental.

By the AngUcan Church and the Protestant
Episcopal Church of the L'nited States three
orders are recognized ; those of bishops, priests

and deacons: but in the 25th of the Articles of
Religion those orders are expressly declared to
be no sacrament.

The orders of the Oriental churches are
generally recognized as valid by the Church of
Rome ; and when a priest of any of those
churches is received into the Roman Catholic

Church he is still regarded as a priest : but an
Anglican or a Protestant Episcopal minister
enters the Latin Church as a simple Ia>Tnan

even thot .gh he were in Anglicanism a bishop

;

for Anglican orders have ever been held by
Rome to be invalid.

Other Protestan churches, whether episcopal

(as the Lutheran) or presbyterial or congre-
gational, do not regard holy orders (.or clerical

order) as of divine institution or as setting up
any essential difference between minister and
laj-man. See Cuxgy.

Holy Roman or German-Roman Empire,
a title conferred on the German empire in 962
by Pope John XII. at the coronation in Rome of

Otho I., who considered himself the lineal rep-

resentative of the rulers of the ancient Roman
Empire which practically had ceased to exist in

476. The designation ended in 1804 with the

accession of Francis II. as hereditary- emperor
of Austria. See H.vpsburg.

Holy Water, in the Greek and Roman
Catholic Churches, water which has been conse-
crated by prayers, exorcism, and other cere-

monies to sprinkle the faithful and things used
for the church. Some antiquaries think that

the use of holy or lustral water was borrowed
from the Jews. The Roman Catholic Church
considers holy water not only s\TnboIical of the

puritj- of the soul, but in certain cases as ef-

fectual in exorcism. At the entrance of all

churches is kept a font of holy water, in which
those going in and out dip the fingers and bless

themselves. The consecration of holy water
takes place on Holy Saturday before Easter Sun-
day.

Holy Week, or Passion Week, is that
which immediately precedes Easter. The name
Passion Week rather refers to the days following
and exclusive of Palm Sunday, since this day,
strictly speaking, does not commemorate any
incident of Christ's passion, but his triumphant
entrv- into Jerusalem. The three chief days
of the week are Maundy Thursday (or Holy
Thursday), Good Friday, and Holy Saturday,
the most sacred of all being Good Friday. The
obser\-ance of Holy Week is of very early origin,

and it was known as Great ^^'eek, Silent Week,
Penitential Week, etc. In the ancient Church
of Rome, when any of the ordinar>- Church fes-

tivals falls on this week, it is not observed till

after Easter. In Rome it used to be observed
with much greater solem.nity and penitential

rigor than now : for the shops are kept open,

concerts and other amusements are given,

though the theatres are closed. The washing
of the feet of poor men is still practised in Ro-
man Catholic churches : and the pope washes
the feet of 13 poor persons, all of whom are
priests. In .\ustria the emperor keeps up the
old rite of feet-washing with much ceremony.
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Holyoake, holl-ok, George Jacob, English
political reformer: b. Birmingliain 13 April 1817;

d. Brighton 22 Jan. 1906. He early became
connected with various advance movements in

Birmingham. In 1841 he was one of the
lecturers chosen to explain Robert Owen's so-

cial theories, and next year was imprisoned on
a charge of atheism. He supported the Chartist
demands, but did not sympathize with their hos-
tility to the Whigs. He took an important part

in the agitation for the repeal of the corn laws,

and for the repeal of the so-called "taxes upon
knowledge." He was the founder of a purely
ethical religion, without theistic element (secu-

larism); and was active as a lecturer and

writer in the co-operative movement. His
works include: 'The Logic of Death'; *The
Logic of Life' ; 'The Trial of Theism' ; 'Na-
ture and the Origin of Secularism' ; 'Thirty-

three Years of Co-operation' (1872) ; 'History
of Co-operation in England, Its Literature and
Its Advocates' (1875) ; 'Among the Americans'
(1881); 'Self Help One Hundred Years Ago'
(1888) ; 'The Co-operative Movement of To-
day' (1891), a short, useful account of the his-

tory of co-operation: 'Sixty Years of an Agi-
tator's Life' (1892), an autobiography; and
'Jubilee History of the Leeds Co-operative So-
ciety' (1897).

Holyoke, hol'yok, Mass., city in Hamp-
den County; on the Connecticut River, and the
New York, N. H. & H. and the Boston & M.
R.R.'s : about 75 miles southwest of Boston and
8 miles north of Springfield. Holyoke was
settled in the last part of the 17th century by
people from Ireland, and for some time it was
called Ireland Parish. It was incorporated as

a part of West Springfield in 1786; but in 1850
it became a distinct town, with its own govern-
ment, and it was chartered as a city in 1873.

Like the other settlements along the shore of the
Connecticut, the inhabitants saw the advantages
to be derived from the water-power. At first

only the small streams flowing into the Connect-
icut were dammed, and used for turning ma-
chinery ; the main stream itself was the great
route whereby trade intercourse was established

with settlements along its shores. In 1847 the
Hadley Falls Company began to devise ways
and means of using the water-power of the

Connecticut River, which at Holyoke had a fall

of about 60 feet. In a few- years the dam, 1,000

feet in length, was placed across the river, and
the water-power thus obtained gave Holyoke
great opportunities for the establishment of
manufacturing industries, and they have been
well utilized. For some years it was noted for

the number and magnitude of its paper-mills

;

but other industries now enrich the city. Its

chief manufactures are paper, paper-products,
thread, cotton and woolen goods, knit goods,
alpaca, silk, automobiles, machinery, bicycles,

wire, belting, screws, bricks, furniture, and
school supplies. Some of the public institutions

are the College of Music, public library. House
of Providence hospital, city hospital, two or-
phanages located outside the city limits, St. 'Vin-

cent's for girls and Holy Family for boys. A
large percentage of the people are of foreign
birth or foreign descent. The school census of
1902 shows the following : Public schools,

3,500 Irish, 3,200 French, 800 German, and 900

American. In the parish schools there were en-
rolled that same year 3,500 pupils. The law
W'hich declares: "No minor who cannot read and
write the English language can be employed in

any factory or commercial enterprise" is rigidly

enforced. Evening schools are provided for

those who cannot attend school in the day time.
The Holyoke Scientific Society has done special

and excellent work in American archaeology.
It owns a valuable collection of Indian relics.

Some of the places of interest near the city,

and which may be reached by the electric rail-

way, are Mount Holyoke ((|.v.). Mount Tom
Cq.v.), and Springfield. In 1H96 the city charter
was revised, and the government is now vested
in a mayor, who is elected annually, and a city

council. Pop. (1890) 35-637; (1900) 45.712.

Holyoke College, Mount. See Mount
HoLvoKE College.

Holyoke, Mount, a narrow ridge of green-
stone, the highest point of which is about 1,120

feet above the sea. It is in Hampshire County,
Mass., about one mile east of the Connecticut
River, five miles southeast of Northampton,
and eight miles northeast of Holyoke. On the

summit is a hotel, built in 1821. The hotel can
be reached by a carriage road which w-inds to the
top, or by a railway which runs up a steep in-

cline.

Holyrood, ho'II-rood, Palace and Abbey
of, Scotland, the ancient royal residence at

Edinburgh (q.v.).

Homatropin, ho-mat'ro-pin. See Atropine.

Home, Henry, Lord K.\mes, Scottish law-
yer and author: b. Kanies, Berwickshire, 1696;
d. Edinburgh 27 Dec. 1782. He studied law at

Edinburgh, and, called to the bar in 1724, soon
acquired reputation bj' a number of publications

on the civil and Scottish law. In 1752 he be-

came a judge of session, and assumed the title

of Lord Kames. In addition to legal works he
published 'Essays on British Antiquities' ;

'Essays on the Principles of Morality and Nat-
ural Religion,' in which he advocates the doc-
trine of philosophical necessity; 'Introduction to

the Art of Thinking' : and his best-known
work, 'Elements of Criticism,' in which, dis-

carding all arbitrary rules of literary composi-
tion, he endeavors to establish a new theory on
the principles of human nature. In 1776 he pub-
lished the 'Gentleman Farmer' ; and in 1781
'Loose Thoughts on Education.'

Home Education. From the earliest re-

corded school the conception of education has
steadily broadened, till now careful thinkers rec-

ognize that education should be for adults as

well as for the young, carried on at home as well
as in school and through life instead of for a lim-

ited course. The agencies for this broader educa-
tion are in five distinct groups, and workers in

this special field after mature deliberation have
given to it the name "Home education" because
it dilTers from school education in being carried

on at home while the students are engaged in

their regular callings, instead of in schools as a

chief occupation. The five groups of schools

(elementary schools, high schools and academies,
colleges, professional and technical schools, uni-

versities) might be called the five majors of ed-

ucation, while libraries, museums, study clubs,

extension teaching, tests and credentials might
be called the five minors.
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1. Libraries.— TlJs includes reference and
lending libraries, magazine and news rooms and
all reading of the conventional sj-mbols called

print. Reading courses, circles, clubs, and home
study from books without instructors belong to

this library group, which is the cornerstone of
all home education. See Libraries; Traveling
LrBR.\RIES.

2. ituseums.— This includes museums and
laboratories of science, art, history, etc. As
the librarj- group includes education through
the eye by means of conventional s}-mbols, so

in its broadest sense the museum group repre-

sents education also through the eye from read-

ing the interesting and beautiful language of
nature and art : and as reading may often have
no direct connection with the public librarj-,

so also the museum group may include de-

tached monuments, statues, busts, pictures, and
other works of art. See Museums.

3. Extension Teaching.-—This includes all

agencies which extend personal help or teaching
to those who cannot attend regular schools

:

for example, summer, vacation, Saturday, night

schools or classes, extension lectures, corre-

spondence teaching, home study under direction,

classes in libraries, Y. M. C. A. or Y. W. C. A.
and other organizations. Mere lectures or
addresses not accompanied by class or paper
work, or instruction in the more limited sense,

should be sharply distinguished from extension

teaching. They represent the platform and per-

haps should be counted as an independent

group. Some so-called extension teaching is

really little more than lectures, while under the

name lecture some excellent instruction is given.

The group should perhaps be called "extension

teaching and lectures," to keep prominent the

difference between the two. while it recognizes

as their common distinguishing quality the per-

sonal aid and inspiration given by the teacher

or lecturer to his class or audience. Lecturers

give the inspiration and magnetism of personal

contact which cannot be transmitted in print.

This personal element, however, is chiefly on the

side of the leaurer; the audience is a mass.

In extension teaching where the lecturers are

to stimulate to personal study and are supple-

mented by class and written work, the personal

element is reciprocal ; for the teacher, dealing

with each student as an individual, answers his

questions, solves his difficulties and is his per-

sonal teacher, guide and friend. The lecture is

chiefly for inspiration ; the teaching, for instruc-

tion.

The chief factors in extension teaching are:

Summer Schools.—In the last decade skepti-

cism as to the practical value of summer schools

has given way to official recognition by the

leading American universities of the demand
for such instruction and of the duty to supply

it of institutions with buildings, libraries, lab-

oratories, reputation and faculty. Fortunately,

many weak institutions, some of them started

or maintained from commercial motives and
others lacking funds for proper work, have been
discontinued as one by one the strongest in-

stitutions have offered the needed instruction

and thrown open to the public during the sum-
mer months their great facilities. See Summer
Schools.

Correspondence Teaching.— Commercial ex-

periments have proved that there is a large
demand for instruction in many subjects, espe-
cially those which add most directly to wage-
earning capacity, from those wholly unable to
leave their positions to attend any of the
established schools. The growth of this demand
is evidenced by the great number of advertise-

ments of such instruction and by the marked
success of some of the more prominent schools.

One of these schools in 1903 had 650.000 students
and 114 professors, and upward of 2,000.000 per-
sons were taking correspondence courses in this

countrj'. The method having been proved
efficient is begiiming to be adopted by the en-
dowed institutions : and inevitably as they offer

better instruction at less cost and with it their

established reputation, correspondence teaching
with full recognition of its limitations but also
of its possibilities, will become an established

and creditable educational factor.

Extension Courses.— In America for the few-

years near the end of the 19th century hun-
dreds of university extension centres were estab-

lished, most of them with insufficient knowledge
of what a real extension course was and with
inadequate facilities and teachers inexperienced
in this peculiar but important work. The result

predicted naturalh' followed and most of the
organizations which sprung into existence died
out. The University of Chicago won first place

by the excellence of the work it offered and
still carries on. The .\merican Society for the

Extension of L'niversity Teaching in Philadel-

phia has been most active and successful of all

the voluntarj- organizations. The New York
State extension work was from the first an-

nounced to be wholly subsidiar>- to the more
important function of the public librarj- and
study clubs. Experience has proved the great

merit of the extension method in the hands of
skilful teachers with a gift for this difficult kind
of teaching, where inspiration is more important
than instruction. See UxrvERSiTV Extension'.

Lectures.—In most cases lecturers have been
desultorj' and have been intellectual entertain-

ments rather than entitled to rank as educational

factors. Students of home education, however,

recognize the inspirational lecture as a strong

lever in their work and are using it more care-

fully and effectively, and organizing into courses

which give better results. The Brookl\-n In-

stitute has maintained for many years a remark-
able system, giving each year hundreds of

lectures from recognized authorities, and in con-
nection with its librarj- and museum affords the

best existing example of a great metropolitan

home education centre. In New York the free

lectures for the people have grown steadily from
year to year and exert a great influence for

good on the hundreds of thousands who hear
them annually. Progressive librarians are more
and more feeling the responsibility of guiding
the local demand so that the lectures shall

become a still more efficient ally of the library

in its broad work of giving inform.-'tion, in-

spiration and intellectual recreation. See also

.•\dult Education.
4. Associations or Clubs.— This includes all

forms of mutual help through associated effort,

from the club of two friends in a single house
to the great summer schools like Chautauqua,
where each July and .^ugfust thousands gather
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from all parts of the country. This work with
one's fellows supplies something of the clement
of residence, which is as valuable a part of the

usual college course as are the studies. A cer-

tain subtle mental chemistry of the greatest

practical value results from contact with other

minds pursuing the same studies. If this gives

a few weeks actual residence away from home,
with daily student life, and a course in such
company and surroundings as our best summer
schools now offer, the student gets an invaluable

taste of real college residence. This mutual help

element in home education is chiefly supplied

by the numerous literary and study clubs, many
of which are coming to give their annual pro-
grams, a definite educational value by limiting

them to a single worthy subject and supplying
members with books, pictures and, if needed,
specimens or other aids.

5. Tests and Credentials.— The great prob-
lem in popularizing education is to secure con-
tinuous and systematic study from those lacking
the stimulus of the schools. Experience shows
that a goal is needed by most people to hold
them to completion of what they begin, by giving
tests and official recognition, with suitable

credentials for work well done. Differing from
the other groups their field is to stimulate, test,

record, and certify, rather than to give instruc-

tion. In spite of the criticisms and abuses of
examinations, no satisfactory substitute for the

good they accomplish when properly used has
}-et been found. They are last and least of the

minors, but necessary to a complete system.

Edueational Factors.— Most well equipped
schools have all the factors of home education
in active operation, but it is the use of these

factors by those who cannot attend schools that

constitutes home education. Schools imply resi-

dence and are attended consecutively, students

advancing stage by stage from kindergarten to

university. In home education the student will

often use all five minors at once, and in well

organized extension courses with lectures,

syllabus, class, paper work, directed reading,

student club and final examination we have four

of the five minors, and in many subjects the

museum or laboratory element is also added.

A town that aims to provide educational facili-

ties for both old and young at h.ome, through
life must make all five groups available. For
most places the ideal would be to combine in a

single building suitably arranged, the public

library, museum, extension, examination, and
association or club roo.ns, thus massing in a

single institution, for which the best name is

institute, all the essential educational agencies

outside regular schools.

While there should be constant co-operation

and the utmost harmony between the agencies

for home and school education, experience con-

stantly proves that the best results cannot be

obtained by putting home education work in

charge of school authorities. The obvious
reason is that school trustees naturally and
properly feel that the school system is the vital

part, while libraries, museums, clubs, and ex-

tension teaching are only incidentals. The best

results are always reached with independent
trustees, who regard home education as quite

as important as school education, and who
devote all their energies to promoting their own

work. While two governing boards are thus a
necessity, a larger number is more costly and
less efllcient in administration, so that most
close students of this problem advise in all

ordinary circumstances the massing of the five

minors together under a single board with
headquarters in a single building. While in
theory the library is one of the five home educa-
tion factors, in fact the rapidly growing practice
is wisely making home education a part of the
library. This is because the country is being
rapidly dotted with library buildings supported
by taxation and endowments and receiving
private gifts and public appropriations and sup-
port to a degree never e<|ualcd in educational
history. The public library is already one of the
most popular of American institutions and is

rapidly gaining ground in all civilized countries.

With buildings, endowments, trustees and public

sympathy and support, it is the most economical,
natural and best centre for the other elements
of home education. In New York the official

title now used is "New York State Library and
Home Education," but it is frankly stated that

the words "home education" will be dropped
when the public learns that library means not a

mere collection of books, but the home of all

this closely allied work.

At the national meeting of American libra-

rians in 1898 the entire program was given to

impressing as strongly as possible the fact that

small as well as large public libraries had the

privilege and duty of giving stimulus and aid

not alone to readers of books, but to all citizens,

young or old, who were seeking intellectual

advancement. Libraries are rapidly introducing

the museum element in collecting and lending

pictures as they do books. Many have started

collections in art, science, or history. Labora-
tories are sure to follow, where persons without
such facilities at home may pursue investigations

and supplement their reading with experimental
work. Even small towns now consider a library

building inadequate which does not provide

rooms for literary, scientific and similar societies

for mutual improvement, and lecture halls, large

and small, for the various phases of extension

teaching. In the last few years this development
has become less a matter of discussion than

the rapidity with which individual libraries may
take on their new and broader functions.

Melvil Dewey,

Formerly Director Nezu York State Library.

Home Rule, the domestic control of local

affairs in a province, colony, or dependency of an
empire. The term has been employed in recent

history most especially with regard to Ireland,

which has been a dependency of England ever

since Pope Hadrian, as is averred, handed it

over to Henry II. of England in 1155, on condi-

tion that a certain portion of its revenue should

flow into the treasury of the Holy See. Since

that time Ireland has been more or less subject

to t'.ie government of England. English vice-

roys have ruled at Dublin, and English troops

kept the peace. The Irish are a high-spirited

and proud nation, and the history of their sub-

jugation has been a bloody one. For many
years, however, they had their own parliament,

and managed their own domestic affairs. Then
came what was called the Union. The Irish
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parliament was abolished, and Irish boroughs
elected representatives to seats at Westminster.
This was in iSoi, when it is said that the Irish

parliament which passed the bill for its own
destruction was bribed or cajoled into what
Irishmen of to-day consider a fatal and suicidal

act. The first Irishman of note to attempt a
remedy for Irish grievances was Daniel O'Con-
nell. Catholic emancipation had been won
largely through his agitation, seconded by the
strong and clear-headed statesmanship of Wel-
lington. In 1834 O'Connell brought forward in

the House of Commons his motion for a repeal

of the Union. Bj' recent act of Parliament the

municipal councils of Ireland had been thrown
open to Roman Catholics. 0"Connell -/as elected

lord mayor of Dublin, and while his motion for

appeal was supported with but 40 votes in par-
liament, he carried it by 45 to 15 votes in the

municipal chamber at Dublin. This was tm-
doubtedly the earliest step in the movement to-

ward home rule, which from that time to the
present moment has con\nilsed Ireland. In the
town council at Dublin one of the 15 who had
voted against O'Connell's motion for the repeal

of the union was a brilliant }"Oung lawj^er named
Isaac Butt. In 1871 he was elected member of
Parliament for Limerick and with him the Home
Rule partj- in the English Parliament was bom.
The pany struggled along for many years striv-

ing by obstruction and agitation in several quar-
ters to maintain the rights of Ireland, and ob-
tain for her better terms in her relations with
the mother country. Mr. Butt, who was a true

home ruler, though a conservative, was at length

incensed by the obstructionist tactics of Pamell
and Biggar. which he thought beneath "the dig-

nity- of Parliament,* and practically surrendered
the leadership of his party, in which he was
succeeded by Pamell. In 1877 Pamell was
€lected president of the Home Rule Confedera-
tion of Great Britain. Pamell ver>- quickly

showed that he not only had ver>- definite views.

but possessed also the courage of his convictions.

He became an advocate of peasant proprietor-

ship. For the realization of this idea the Land
League was constituted. At a meeting held in

London 21 Oct. 1879 it was declared that the

objects of the league were, first to bring about

a reduction of rack-rents : second to facilitate

the obtaining of the ownership of the soil by
the occupiers. It was very remarkable to see

how English opinion was gradually molded by
the great Land League and Home Rule Party.

In the elections of 1885 many Conservative can-

didates almost echoed the words of Parnell

in declaring for a "liberal measure of home
rule for Ireland." In the elections of 1885 the

Liberals came in for a majority and Mr. Glad-

stone was premier for the third time. He was
not long in bringing in a bill providing for "the

constitution of an Irish parliament sitting in

Dublin with the Queen as its head." He urged

the passing of the bill with one of the most
powerful, the most effective, and most touching

speeches which he ever delivered. But his elo-

quence was in vain, the measure was defeated

by a majority of 30. This was not the last

time that Gladstone was to attempt the libera-

tion of Ireland. But bold as had been his

change of opinion in putting forth a measure

he had in earlier life condemned, his conception

of Home Rule for Ireland was quite inadequate

compared with what O'Connell contemplated in

his agitation for repeal. Such as it was, Glad-
stone again staked the existence of his minis-

try on its realization in 1S93. The bill passed
the House of Commons, but was rejected in

the House of Lords, and since that time Home
Rule for Ireland has been a dead issue in Eng-
lish politics.

Home Rule, Municipal. See Municipal
Go\"ERXMEXT.

Homer, ho'mer, a poet to whom was at-

tributed in ancient Greece the authorship of
the two epic poems, the 'Iliad* and the 'Odys-
sey,* which form the foundation of Greek, and
consequently of European literature. Of Ho-
mer's personalitj'. birth, place, and time, ve
have no certain knowledge. His very existen-^e

has been brought into doubt, and in accordance
with the etymologj- of his name Homer, which
means the same as \'\asa, to whom the Maha-
bharata has been attributed, he is sometimes
taken merelj- for the "arranger* or "compiler"

of the works that go by his name. Seven cities,

however, contended for the honor of being his

birthplace ; their names form the hexameter line

S^inma, Rhodos, Colophon, Salamis, Chios, Argos,
Athenae.

These names cover almost the whole geograph-
ical area of Greece and at least point to the ex-

tent of the poet's fame and influence. Although
the dates of his birth and death are equally

doubtful, critics have placed him anywhere in

the gth and loth centuries before Christ, though
some have thought these dates 500 years too

early. He is traditionally said to have been

blind, like Demodocus, the minstrel of the Odys-
sey. Some in ancient times attributed to him
also the Batrachyomachia, and the so-called Ho-
meric hj-mns, but it is at least doubtful whether
these were written by the author of the 'Iliad.*

as the Batrachyomachia seems a centurj' later

than the epics, and the h\-mns to Apollo. De-
meter, Hermes, Aphrodite, and minor divinities

were probably preludes or introductions which
the rhapsodes or minstrels sang or chanted be-

fore beginning t''e serious business of the epic

recitation.

The 'Iliad* and 'Odj-ssey* deal with the war
waged bv European Greece against Asiatic Troy.

The 'lliad.— This 'Poem of Ilium* or Troy
describes some phases of the war waged by

.\gamemnon and his brother Menelaus against

Priam, whose son Paris had carried off Helen,

the beautiful wife of Menelaus. The subject

of this epic is called the wrath of .\chilles,

the representative Greek hero, a romantic and
dazzling figure. He remains in his tent without

helping in the war because .-Kgamemnon has

taken from him the captive slave girl Briseis.

.\t length Hector, the champion of the Trojans,

slays in fight Patroclus. the bosom friend of

.\chilles. who is roused by this from his sullen

inactivity, and rushes forth to the battlefield,

where he meets and slays Hector, whose funeral

rites form the closing incidents of the poem.

The Odyssey.— The 'Odyssey* describes the

return of Odysseus from the siege of Troy to

his island kingdom. Ithaca, where he is re-

stored to his faithful wife, Penelope, and takes

vengeance on the suitors who have sought her

hand and wasted her husband's substance in

4
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revelry and debauchery during his absence.

The first four books describe Odysseus detained
in the magic isle of Calypso, and the despatch
of his son Telemachus to bring him home.
The following eight are taken up with the

hero's homeward voyage with his various ad-

ventures. In books 13-19, Odysseus in the at-

tire of a beggar is found unrecognized at the

door of his home ; books 20-24 describe his

vengeance on the suitors.

There were some critics of Greece, notably

Xenon and Hellanicus, who held that the so-

called Homeric epics were written by different

men. This school of grammarians were called

chorizontes, or separators. There is much in-

deed to give color to such a view. As has

been said, the 'IHad' was written for men, the

'Odyssey' for women. But what principally dis-

tinguishes the 'Odyssey* from the 'Iliad' is the

fuller and more complete individualization of

the Greek diviruties, the higher tone of religious

and social life. The knowledge of foreign lands

and their products and the means of travel by
sea seem also to have reached a more advanced
stage.

It remained for F. A. Wolf in his famous
'Prolegomena ad Homerum' (1795) to make the

keenest and most searching analysis of these

epics, as regards their unity of composition

and identity of origin. He rehes upon the

statement in Greek history that Pisistratus in

540 collected and arranged the Homeric poems
in something Hke their present form. The epics

are thus made up of separate ballads, sung by
rhapsodes, probably written by different poets,

and Wolf has shown much acuteness in point-

ing out that long epic poems could not have
been transmitted from such early antiquity with-

out handwriting, which did not then e.xist, and
in indicating what portion of each epic originally

formed individual and distinct songs or lays.

Consult: Jebb, 'Introduction to Homer*
C1887) ; Monro, 'Homeric Grammar' (1891);
Ebeling, 'Lexicon Homericum' (1885); Leaf,

'The Iliad' (1888); Hayman, 'The Odyssey'
(:8S2).

Homer, Winslow, American painter: b.

Boston 24 Feb. 1836. He studied in the Na-
tional Academy of Design and was also a pupil

of Frederic Rondel. He was sent to the front

during the Civil War as special artist to 'Har-
per's Weekly' and on his return to New York
exhibited his first important work, 'Prisoners

from the Front' (1864), which won him rec-

ognition. In 186s he was elected Academician.
Taking up his residence in Scarboro, Maine, he
painted for many years a series of pictures which
indicated a marked development in style, senti-

ment, and power. There was a trace of con-

ventionality at least in the subjects of such
pictures as 'Home, Sweet Home,' which he
painted between 1864 and 1884. From the latter

date he began his portrayal of the fisher popu-
lation of New England. Dramatic and realistic

in the highest degree is the series of seven

canvases from the 'Life Line' (1884) to the

'Lookout' (1897). But this artist has reached

his finest vein in his pure marines, of which by
far the greatest is 'The Maine Coast.'

Homestead, hom'sted, Pa., borough, in

Allegheny County, on the Monongahela River

and on the Pittsburg & L. E. and the Penn-
VoL- 8 — 29.

sylvania R.R.'s ; about seven miles south of
Pittsburg. It was settled in 1871 and incor-

porated and chartered in 1880. The chief manu-
factures are foundry-products, glass, machinery,
and steel products. It is noted for its large

steel plants, which employ over 6,000 men. The
borough owns and operates the waterworks.
At one time Andrew Carnegie (q.v.) was the

principal owner of the Homestead steel works.
Pop. (iSgo) 7,911; (1900) 12,554.

There occurred in Homestead a serious strike

which began 6 July 1892. Reductions in wages,
change in time of signing the schedule, and re-

fusal to recognize the Amalgamated Iron and
Steel Association, or to hold any conferences
with the men, had brought on a general strike

to date from a certain time, and enraged the

men into burning H. C. Frick, the manager,
in effigy; whereupon the works were at once
shut down, l July, two days ahead of the

agreed time, and the men armed themselves and
prepared to resist by violence any attempt to

supply their places with non-union rnen. The
advisory committee of the union took charge of

the town with regular armed companies, and
allowed no one to enter the mills without their

permission. On 5 July the company announced
an intention to make repairs, and appealed to

the sheriff for protection ; he sent >. small squad,

who were at once driven from town by the

strikers, the latter denying that any damage
was intended and offering to be sworn in as

deputies themselves. The company then hired

a body of 300 Pinkerton detectives, who came
up the river in barges ; but the strikers broke

through the fence surrounding the mill, in-

trenched themselves behind a barricade of steel

rails and billets, and whenever the Pinkerton

men attempted to climb the steep bank (which
they began at 4 a.m. of 6 July), shot them
down. Next day they procured a lo-pounder

brass cannon and bombarded the boat, splinter-

ing her wooden sides, but failing to pierce the

steel plates within. They then sprayed the boats

with oil from a hose, and emptied barrels of it

on the river, setting it on fire to float down
and fire the boats. The detectives repeatedly

ran up flags of truce, which were at once shot

down. At length the advisory committee sent

delegates to offer a safe-conduct to the detec-

tives, if they would leave their arms and am-
munition and quit the town under guard ; they

were forced to submit, but when leaving under
escort, the mob stoned, shot, and clubbed them
shockingly, one having an eye struck out by
a woman in the mob. Seven were killed first

and last, and 20 to 30 wounded; and 11 strikers

and spectators were killed by their return fire

from the boats. The governor (Pattison) re-

fused to use the State power to quell the riot

till the loth, insisting that the local authorities

must do their utmost first, and the sheriff must
summon the citizens ; and the troops did not

arrive till the 12th, w'hen the town was put

under martial law. A committee of Congress

was appointed to investigate the case ; and later,

a Senate committee in the interest of the strikers

was appointed to inquire into the hiring of

private armed parties to maintain public order.

On 21 July Mr. Frick was shot and stabbed in

his office, but recovered. On the l8th a number
o£ tlie strikers were arrested for murder : and
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retoned by indicting the Carnegie Company,
the Pinkerton brothers, and five of their men,
for murder. The advisor}- committee was also

charged with treason and usurpation, in taking
militar>- possession of the town. The mills were
soon supplied with new men, but the strike

was not officiallv declared "ofP till 20 Nov.
1892.

Homestead and Land Laws. Under the

United States laws anj' citizen or person who
declares intentions to become a citizen, male
or female, 21 years old, or head of a family,

may become the possessor of a homestead of 80
or 160 acres, by occupation and cultivation, to

be taken from imreser^ed public lands, sur-

veyed or unsur\-eyed. A fee of S5 or SiO is re-

quired to be paid for filing afficla\nt of settle-

ment, citizenship, age or family status. Total
fee is from $26 to $34, according to the land

district. Five years' residence and cultivation

are required, but only three are demanded where
5 or 10 acres of forest trees have been culti-

vated. E.\-L'nion veterans or their heirs obtain

patent one year after residence. Benefits are

limited to one claim, except that veterans who
have made one land settlement may also take

a homestead claim. L'nder timber-cultur« provi-

sions homestead locators may secure another 160

acres, including timber area, by cultivating 40
acres of trees. A homestead is free from debt

liability before patent issues. Locator may, on
proof of settlement six months after occupancy,
buy said land at pre-emption price.

Homestead discussion began in 1852 by the

Free-Soil part}' demanding reservation for set-

tlers. It was presented first in Congress by
Galusha Grow, 1854. A bill was first offered

in 1859, and passed the House; an act passed
in i860, granting homestead on pa}-ment of 25
cents an acre, was vetoed by President Bu-
chanan. The present law was signed by Presi-

dent Lincoln, 20 May 1862. Homestead law
initiated the national land policy. It marks tlie

third step in definite change from purchase to

settlement. Pre-emption policy, granting pref-

erence to occupancy over speculating purchases,

was the second step. First was sale or grants

en bloc. It began in 1801 when an act was
passed granting pre-emption to Miami Valley

settlers on Ohio-Symmes tract. Sixteen acts

were passed before that of 1832, which fixed

the price at $1.25 and $2.50, and divisions at

40, So, 120. and 160 acres. Under Pre-emption

Laws, a locator haNung civic rights and also

able to testify that he or she does not possess

320 acres of land in the United States, or has

not abandoned any to settle on public lands, can

hold for cultivation and residence up to 160

acres. After a limited period a locator may on

satisfactorily proving settlement, purchase and

obtain patent at minimum or maximum rate, the

latter, $2.50. being paid for government land

within railway grant. No restriction is placed

on pre-emptor's acquirement of private lands.

Under timber-culture acts entr>' additional to

pre-emption or homestead may be made of legal

subdivision, one fourth of which must be de-

voted for eight years to timber culture. On
proof, a patent will issue for tracts; the total

fee is $18.
, , ^

Timber acts are in the nature of a land

bounty for forest culture in sub-humid areas.

Desert land acts are designed to encourage rec-
lamation by irrigation of arid lands. Entry is of
640 acres permitted on "dry lands" within Cali-
fornia, Nevada. Oregon. Arizona. Xew Mexico,
Xonh and South Dakota, Wyoming. Utah. Ida-
ho, Montana, and Washington. Three years are
allowed to bring water thereon. On proof of
this, same may be purchased at 25 cents an acre.

Under present laws mineral lands are held for
industrial development, miners" customs being
recogriized by Congress and upheld by the fed-
eral judiciar}-. Locators form district, lode, or
placer, adopt regulations, and elect recorder.
Quartz or lode claims permitted of 1,500 lineal

by 600 lateral feet, 300 on each side of lode.

Boundaries must be marked plainly, entry re-

corded, and work to the value of $100 or more
be performed each 12 months in order to hold
claim. Qualifications as to persons or asso •

ciations are the same as in other land entries.

Xo alien is permitted to hold, occupy, work, or
possess public lands. Placer claims of 20 acres
to the individual, or not over 160 to associations,

are similarly permitted. Patents issue on prov-
ing up and pa\-ment of fees.

The mineral land policy of the United States
fluctuated till the act of 1866 was passed. Lands
were sold or leased at different periods, and
the procedure was wasteful both to miners and
people. Mill sites and right of way for ditches
are provided for. Coal lands are pre-emptible
on civic and occupancy requirements by pa}'ment
of from $10 to S20 per acre. First priced land
is not within 15 miles of a railway : the other
is within such distance. The individual limit

is 160 acres; association 320 acres. An as-

sociation on proof of $5,000 expenditure may
enter one section. Only one entr}- is permitted.

Saline lands being exempt from settlement, are
offered for sale at S1.25 an acre, and then be-

come subject to private entry. Public land for

town site purposes is arranged for (i) by In-

terior Department setting aside suitable area and
selling lots of definite size; (2) by town asso-

ciations, filing plats of 640 acres or less therein.

Town associations failing to file plats, lots may
be sold publicly after 12 months at increase of
50 per cent, on minimum price. The actual oc-

cupant of a town lot may prove up and pre-

empt by time of sale, paying minimum price for

same. Stone and timber lands designated as

unfit for cultivation, within California, Oregon,
Xevada, and Washington, may be purchased by
persons having required ci\-ic qualifications as
follows: Affidavit and proof of non-mineral
character and non-speculative purpose required,

and they must be sworn to as for personal use
and benefit. Notice of application to be pub-
lished for 60 days in land-office and nearest

newspaper. Penalties are provided for perjury
or for trespass on timber lands.

The domain is also subject to various land-

grant and bounty laws. These include State

grants for internal improvements, institutions,

common schools, seminaries, and agricultural

colleges; land bounties, naval and military:

canal, wagon, and railway grants : military and
Indian reservations. Under graduation act, land

unentered privately can be sold at public sale

at minimum figures. The public domain area

was acquired by cessions from original States,

259,171.787 acres; by purchase from Spain,
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France, Mexico, Texas, and Russia 1,580,900,-

800 acres; total, 1,840,072,587 acres.

Public lands are surveyed into "hundreds,"
10 miles square : then into "sections," of i mile
square, again subdivided into quarters, and dovi^n

to eighths. This is known as the rectangular

system. A general land-office, forming a bureau
of the Interior Department, is in charge of

land administration. Each State and Territory-

has a surveyor-general, and each congressional
district a land-office. In the Territories these are

provided as required. A large portion of the

domain acquired from Mexico still remains sub-
ject to private grants. The land laws of Ha-
waii were drawn up to protect small holders. See
I'uBLic Domain. Gorh.\m D. Gilman,

Ex-U. S. Consul to Haivaii.

Homicide, hom'i-sid, is either justifiable,

excusable, or felonious. Of the first sort are

such cases as arise from unavoidable necessity

or accident, without any imputation of blame or
negligence in the party killing. So where a
crime is punishable capitally according to the
laws, the judge is bound to condemn the crim-
inal to death, and the sheriff or other executive
officer to carry the sentence into effect in the

manner prescribed by the sentence of condem-
nation. But the judge must have jurisdiction

cif the offense, and be duly commissioned ; and
the executive officer must be empowered to

carry the sentence into effect, and must per-

form the execution in the manner prescribed by
law, otherwise the execution of the criminal will

make the judge or the officer, as the case may
be, guilty of criminal homicide. So, too, where
an officer of justice is resisted in the execution
of his office, in his attempt to arrest a person in

a criminal, or, as is maintained, even in a civil

Cise, he is not obliged to give back, but may
repel force with force ; and if the person re-

sisting is unavoidably killed, the homicide is jus-

tifiable, for few men would quietly submit to

arrest if, in case of resistance, the officer was
obliged to give back. It is, however, laid down
as law that if a felony be committed, and the

felon attempts to flee from justice, it is the duty
of every private citizen to use his best endeavors
to prevent an escape, and if in the fresh pursuit

the party be killed where he cannot be taken
alive, it will be deemed a justifiable homicide.
The same rule applies to cases of an attempt
on the part of a felon to break away and escape
after he has been arrested, and is on the way
to jail. So if a party has been indicted for fel-

ony, and will not permit himself to be arrested,

the officer having a warrant for his arrest may
lawfully kill him if he cannot be taken alive.

But this is to be understood only of officers, and
not of private persons. Magistrates and offi-

cers authorized to suppress and disperse mobs
are justified by the common law in taking the

requisite measures and using the requisite force

for this purpose, though it extend to the killing

of some of the rioters. The law arms every
private citizen in the community with the power
of life and death for the prevention of atrocious
felonies accompanied with violence and person-
al danger to others, as in case of an attempt
to murder or rob, or commit burglary or arson,
the person making the attempt may, by the
common law, if he cannot be otherwise pre-
vented, be killed on the spot, and the law will

not recognize the act as a crime. In cases of
this sort, in order to ju.stify the homicide, it

must appear that there were good grounds for

a suspicion that the person killed had a feloni-

ous intent. A woman is justifiable in killing one
who attempts to ravish her, and the husband
or father may be justified in killing a man who
attempts a rape on his wife or daughter.

The cases already mentioned of justifiable

homicide are those in which the public authority
and laws are directly concerned. The laws of
society, however, leave every individual a portion
of that right of personal defense with which he
is invested by those of nature. If one may in-

terpose to prevent an atrocious crime against
society, where he is not himself in any personal
danger, the laws will, a fortiori, permit him
to defend himself against attacks upon his own
person. Murder is the killing of a person who
is under the protection of the laws, with malice
prepense, either express or implied. Malice is

the distinguishing characteristic of murder, and
may be either aforethought, or expressed, or im-
plied. It is not necessary in order to consti-

tute the crime of murder that the slayer should
have the direct intention of killing. If the act

be done with a wicked, depraved, malignant
spirit, a heart regardless of social duty, and de-

liberately bent upon mischief, it is characterized

by what the law denominates malice, though it

may not result from any enmity or grudge
against the particular victim. So if a man wan-
tonly discharges a gun among a multitude of

people, whereby any one is killed, the act will

be done with that depravity of disposition which
the law considers malice. Murder can be com-
mitted only by a free agent, for the crime pre-

supposes a will, motive, or disposition on the

part of the perpetrator. An idiot or insane per-

son cannot commit this crime. But drunkenness
is in general no excuse for homicide, though the

act be done under its immediate influence.

The manner of killing is not material.

Whether it be by sword, poison, beating, im-
prisonment, starvation, or exposure to the in-

clemency of the atmosphere, it will be equally

murder. This crime may be committed by mere
advice and encouragement. An infant unborn
is within the protection of the law, and it is

laid down that if. in consequence of poison given
or wounds inflicted before the birth of a child

which is afterward born alive, it dies soon after

its birth, the act is murder. The act of suicide

is considered by the law to be murder, and the

person making away with himself is accordingly

styled a "self-felon."

The lines of distinction between felonious and
excusable or justifiable homicide, and between
manslaughter and murder, are in many cases

difficult to define with precision. But in general

the accused has the advantage of any uncer-

tainty or obscurity that may hang over his case,

since the presumptions of law are usually in his

favor. The characteristic distinction laid down
in the books between murder and manslaughter
is the absence of malice in the latter. Sudden
provocation may be an excuse for striking an-

other without the intention to give a deadly
blow ; and though death ensue, the party may
not be guilty of murder. One circumstance,

showing the degree of malice, or rather showing
its presence or absence, is the kind of weapon
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used in giving a wound on a sudden provocation

:

and another circumstance of importance is the

fact of the weapon's being already in the hand
or not. for going to seek a weapon gives time

for deliberation. The ground of excuse of hom-
icide, in case of provocation merely, is the sup-

posed sudden passion, some influence of which
the law concedes to the frailty of human nature.

But the excuse of self-defense goes still further;

and where a man is attacked, so that his own
life is endangered, or in such way that he may
reasonably suppose it to be so, he may repel the

attack with mortal weapons. One of the most
frequent cases of manslaughter was that oc-

casioned by single combat, and on account of

the firm hold which the point of honor had taken

of European nations, was long among the most

difficult subjects of legislation. (See Ditex.)

The crime of murder in its most aggravated de-

gree is punished with death in most parts of

the civilized world.

Hom'ily (Greek, homilia, intercourse), as

an ecclesiastical term, a discourse addressed to

an audience on some subject of religion. The
homily was so called to distinguish it from the

speeches of profane orators. The ancient hom-
ily was sometimes simply a conversation, the

prelate talking to the people and interrogating

them, and they in turn talking to and interro-

gating him. The difference between the homily

and the sermon was the entire absence of orator-

ical display from the former, and the elucidation

of the Scriptural te.xt in natural order, without

throwing the exposition into the form of an

essay.

The earliest existing examples of the hom-

ily proper are those of Origen in the 3d cen-

turj-. In the schools of Alexandria and .-Vntioch

this form of discourse was sedulously cultivated,

and Clement of Alexandria, Dionysius, and

Gregory Thaumaturgus are among the names
most eminent in this department, .\ugustine

and Gregoo' the Great were among the western

composers of homilies. Later still Bede, several

of the popes, and foreign ecclesiastics still ad-

hered to the homiletic form of exposition as the

most suitable to impress the truths of Scripture

with efficacj- on the popular mind.

In the Church of England there were two
books of homilies that were long authoritative,

and are still sometimes appealed to to settle

disputes as to what the .Ajiglican doctrine is in

points on which they bear.

Homing-pigeon, a variety of the common
pigeon in which the love of home and power
of flight have been developed to make the bird

useful and reliable as a bearer of messages;

also a fancy variety characterized by the

possession of certain definite points, but not

necessarily useful as a homer. The show car-

rier-pigeon is a large, long-necked variety, with

abnormally developed wattles about the base of

the beak and round the eyes, but the true homer
is of smaller size, and lacks the enormous tu-

berculated growth.
The training and breeding of homing-pig-

eons were long almost confined to Belgium, ^d
two main types of the Belgian homer have been

distingui.shcd as the .Antwerp and the Liege va-

rieties, the former being larger but less graceful

in form than the latter. American pigeon fan-

ciers breed mainly from the Antwerp type, and

the birds are commonly designated Antwerp?.

The training of a homing-pigeon begins when
it is about three months old. It may then be

taken to a distance of about a mile from its

loft in a suitable direction and liberated in order

that it may fly back. After an inter\-al of a

day or two it should be carried three miles from
home in the same direction and set free, and on
the third occasion, a few days later still, the

distance is usually increased to six miles. This

mode of training is continued steadily during the

season, the successive distances above those

already mentioned being 12, 25. 50, 75, 96, 125,

155, and 200 miles. The internals of rest must
be carefully preser\-ed. especially in times when
the weather is unfavorable. During the bird's

second season it is made to repeat something of

its first year's performances and to extend its

flight to 250 miles or possibly to a greater dis-

tance. During the following three seasons good
birds will be at their best, and even for some
few years later they may do good work. Dur-

ing the training period and also at other times

the housing and feeding of the birds must be

carefully attended to.

Velocities of over 30 yards per second have

been recorded for \-arious pigeons, but the aver-

age velocit}" is rather less than half that amount.

One bird, in 1896, actually covered the distance

from Thurso to London, just over 500 miles,

within one day, its average velocity being about

24 j-ards per second. In unfavorable weather

the height attained varies from about 320 to

rather over 400 feet, but in good weather some
birds will reach a height of about 1,000 feet.

The distance from Algiers to Paris, fully 1,100

miles, is one of the longest on record as hav-

ing been traveled by a pigeon.

There has been much discussion regarding

the means by which pigeons return to their

homes over such long distances. Untrained

birds often fail to return, and during training

young birds are often lost.

Many instances are recorded of the employ-

ment of pigeon messengers by ancient peoples.

During the first half of the 19th centurj- pigeons

were widely used in Great Britain for the rapid

communication of intelligence, and in particular

many stockbrokers obtained early information

of the state of the markets by this means.

The introduction of the electric telegraph, how-
ever, soon led to the complete disuse of the

pigeon post The siege of Paris during the

Franco-German war of 1870-1 first brought the

carrier-pigeon into prominent notice as a val-

uable means of communication in time of war.

During that siege more than 350 birds were

sent out of the citj- in balloons, and of these

some 300 were liberated with messages. Only
some 70 returns were made, and these were

effected by 57 birds. By the adoption of micro-

photographj- the space occupied by a message
was so reduced that a single pigeon could carrj-

a verj- large number of messages without hav-

ing its movements hampered in the least. One
of the pigeons that succeeded in returning to

Paris carried no less than 40.000 messages on

eighteen collodion films which were enclosed in

a goose-quill attached to the tail. Since that

time the leading Continental powers have estab;

lished elaborate pigeon s>-stems for use in time of
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war. During the war with Spain, in 1898, the
fleet of vessels that patrolled the Atlantic coast
was supplied with a number of canicr-pigeons'
cotes, but happily there was no occasion for test-

ing their effectiveness, though in times of peace
messages are frequently successfully carried from
war vessels to points on the shore. Consult
books mentioned under Pigeons.

Hominidae, ho-min'i-de, the family to
which man was assigned in the earlier systems
of animal classification ; but many modern zo-
ologists refuse him so great a distinction, mak-
ing man, zoologically considered, only a species

{Homo sat^icns) of a genus of the family Si-
miidce, which also includes the genera of the
anthropoid apes. See Man.

Homoeopathy (Greek Sfioioi, like, and
irados, suffering or disease). The term sig-

nifies similar affection, passion, suffering or dis-

ease. As employed in Medicine, and as under-
stood by Hahnemann and physicians of the
homceopathic school, it is properly defined

as follows: (i) The treatment of disease

by means of its similimuni ; (2) treatment
of disease by a medicine capable of caus-
ing, in a healthy person, symptoms sim-
ilar to those manifested by the patient. This
definition can refer only to the symptoms pro-
ducible by the drug, and the symptoms ex-
hibited by the patient. It makes no direct ref-

erence to the name or type of the disease, nor to

the type or class of the drug administered, nor
to the size or strength of the dose. Neverthe-
less, homoeopathy does hold important incidental

relationship to the classification of drugs, to

the facts and principles of dosage, and to diag-
nosis and all other departments of pathology.
Under this definition, the e.xperimental applica-

tion of homcEopathy requires that the drug shall

cover the tout ensemble— or, as Hahnemann
expresses it, the "totality* of the symptoms as
exhibited by the patient ; and not merely one, or

a few, of the dominant or diagnostic symptoms
or conditions. Neither does it imply that the

homceopathic remedy can overcome any and all

the adverse conditions and circumstances under
which it may he administered.

As a system of medical practice, Homoeopathy
recognizes this principle of similarity as be-

tween the symptoms of the curative drug and
the symptoms appearing in the patient. In this

form of practice, the symptoms exhibited by the
patient are carefully ascertained and studied
with reference to their significance and relations,

and these furnish the indications upon which the
selection of the "similar remedy'' is then made
with equal care. Whether the object of the
prescriber be immediate and complete restora-
tion to health in a curable case, or mere allevia-

tion of suffering in a case not curable, the same
course is pursued ; since, in the experience of
the profession, the similimum possesses peculiar
efficacy in either class of cases.

In homceopathic practice, the finding of the
curative remedy is of first importance, as a
matter of course. But, the diagnosis of the
case is a inost urgent consideration, because it

materially aids the physician in his quest for
the "totality" of the symptoms, suggests his
general management of the case, prompts the
sanitary precautions to he taken, guides him in
his prognosis, etc. Moreover, it sometimes calls

to his mind a group of medicines among which
the curative simihmtnn will probably be dis-

covered, and in this indirect way may assi.^t in

the medical treatment. Yet is must be distinct-

ly understood that in horaojopathic prescribing,

the final choice of the remedy is always made,
not by the name of the disease, nor even by the
symptoms usually present in the disease, but
only by those occurring in the individual pa-
tient. Pathology, both structural and functional,
is also a subject of careful research in connec-
tion with homceopathic practice, as under other
systems ; but never for the purpose of formulat-
ing "theories" of the nature of the disease, on
which to base treatment.

In conmion with all other modern "schools*
of physicians, homoeopathists hold that when-
ever the originating or "exciting" cause of the
disease can be discovered, it should be removed
if possible ; and they claim that when this is

done the disease will often disappear spontane-
ously. When the disease does not so disappear
after removal of the cause which had apparently
produced it, homoeopathic physicians are con-
vinced that some other ("maintaining") cause
has been developed. In most cases this perpet-
uating cause is occult and its nature altogether
undiscoverable. They also hold the view that
if this latter cause be removed, the continuance
of the malady is inconceivable. Equally incred-
ible is it that the disease can be actually "cured"
so long as the cause remains operative ; if it

could be, it would be immediately reproduced

;

unless meantime the bodily susceptibility to the
disease were also removed. Hence, the homoeo-
pathic profession does not concede a "cure" in
any case in which the operative cause remains
active, and therefore, in the view of these prac-
titioners, the word "cure" has a much narrower
meaning, and actual cures are accomplished much
less frequently than is generally supposed ; the
majority of such so-called cures being merely
recoveries— recoveries facilitated, or perhaps
made possible, by the skilful efforts of the med-
ical practitioner— but recoveries nevertheless.

Under this view, that the disease has a cen-
tral rnorbific cause, it is impossible that homoe-
opathists can accept the opinion that the malady
can be cured by the mere lopping off of one or
a few of its principal symptoms, or of its promi-
nent pathological processes or conditions. How,
then, do homoeopathists explain their ability to
reach with their remedies the perpetuating or
"maintaining" cause of disease, conceding, as
they do, their inability to determine its nature,
or even its location ?

Starting out with the accepted principle that
"like causes operating under like conditions pro-
duce like effects," the homoeopathist assumes the
converse of the proposition to he likewise true;
namely, that like results appearing under like

conditions and circumstances, indicate the opera-
tion of like causes. When two patients in sim-
ilar conditions of health manifest similar morbid
symptoms, the phenomenon is, by all patholo-
gists, considered as indicating the operation of
causes in corresponding portions of the two or-

ganisms, and acting in a similar manner. This
view is not peculiar to any medical school, but
is held by all physicians alike. To this doctrine,

the homoeopathist adds the belief that it also ap-

plies to the effects of drugs, as well as to those

of natural (?) diseases; and that when similar
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morbid manifestations result, in one case from

disease and in the other from the effects of a

drug, the phenomenon still indicates a physiolog-

ical or (pathological) cause operating in a sim-

ilar part or parts of the organisms involved, and

operating in a similar manner in both. So much
as to the locality of the cause— the "seat of the

disease," upon which the "similar* drug acts.

\\Tiat of the vianncr in which it acts?

It was long ago shown by Hahnemann and

others that the effects of almost any drug upon

the himian body are of two kinds, primao' and

secondar>-, direct action and reaction : and that

these two actions are, in a measure, the opposite,

one of the other. This view has been advocated

by numerous physicians, not always of the

homoeopathic school. Of late years the phe-

nomenon has attracted more attention from med-
ical writers than formerly, and is generally

spoken of as "the dual action of drugs." To
iUustrate: a drug may first stimulate, and after-

ward depress, a certain organ of function. An-
other may first depress and then stimulate : and

the s>-mptoms will, of course, take their character

from the action or reaction of the drug. Some
homceopathists are of opinion that this dual

quality of drug action is the proper explanation

of the curative potency of the similimum. Oth-

ers, Hahnemann included, explain it on other

groimds. Others consider it likely that the dif-

ferent efferts of large and small doses— a fact

observed by many practitioners— may account

for the cures made by the similar remedy. All

homoeopathists agree, however, that the ques-

tion turns upon the curative fact, and not upon
its explanation; and hold that one and all of

these explanations may yet prove to be errone-

ous; yet firmly convinced that the main fact

will remain unaffected through all changes in

theorj- and doctrine.

Homoeopathy, like any other principle or art,

has its own particular field of application and
operation. Thus it does not cure directly, a

mechanical injury to the tissues, or any impair-

ment wrought by chemical means ; though it

does cure the functional diseases and disorders

caused by the irritation of such injuries. The
homoiopathic remedy acts directly only upon
function. It never alters a structure except by

first modifying a function. Nor does a drug

ever act homoeopathically upon a function unless

that function be disordered. When a drug acts

on a healthy function, or when it causes dis-

order in a function, such action is never homce-

opathic, whatever may be the mode of its selec-

tion and whatever the form or quantity in which

it is administered. The homwopathic medicine

is a sfecific-restorativc-slimulant, only and

always. Such, in brief, is an exposition of

homoeopathic belief and practice, and of its un-

derlying principles and doctrines as taught by

Hahnemann and held by the profession as a

body. The small dose used by homoeopathic

prescribers is considered in another part of this

article.

Homoeopathy as a mode of medical practice

is usually said to have orig^inated in 1796, when
Dr. Christian Fricdrich Samuel Hahnemann
published in <Hufcland"s Journal,' at Jena,

an 'Essav on a New Principle for Ascertain-

ing the Curative Powers of Drugs. ' In this

essav he criticizes the state of the medical art,

and especiallj- urges that the chemical proper-

ties and powers of drugs are not adapted to the

work of curing disease, but that cures must be
accomplished by an entirely different property

resident in medicinal substances. Having read of

cures in medical literature and observed, in his

own patients, recoveries occurring under the evi-

dent influence of the "similar" remedy, he offers

the following theory of the phenomenon : "Every
powerful medicinal substance produces in the

human bodj- a kind of peculiar disease ; the

more powerful the medicine, the more peculiar,

marked, and violent the disease. We should
imitate nature, which sometimes cures a chronic
disease by superadding another, and employ, in

the (.especially chronic) disease we wish to cure,

that medicine which is able to produce another
very similar artificial disease, and the former will

be cured ; siinilia similibus.^^ Hahnemann fur-

ther explains his conception of a homoeopathic
cure in his 'Organon,' section 26, in the follow-

ing language : "A weaker dynamic affection is

permanently extinguished in the living organism
by a stronger one, if the latter (while differing

in kind) is very similar to the former in its

manifestations." This language he designates

the "homoeopathic law of nature." The term
"homoeopath}'" or "similar disease," as represent-

ing the new medical practice, may have been
suggested not alone by the fact of cures pro-

duced by the similar drug, but also by Hahne-
mann's theoretical explanation of the phenom-
enon.
A correct and adequate conception of homoe-

opath}-, of the difficulties necessarily encountered
in its propagation and establishment, and of the

place it holds and the influence it exerts in

the development of therapeutics can be obtained
only through knowledge of the conditions of

general medicine down to the close of the i8th

centur}-. It is essential, therefore, that refer-

ence be made to certain points in the progress of

medical histor}- from its beginnings to and in-

cluding the period of the investigations that re-

sulted in the discovery of homoeopathy as a

general therapeutic principle. This reference

does not need to embrace all the departments of

medical science— anatomy, physiolog}', pathol-

ogy, etc.— but the department relating to treat-

ment, or therapeutics only. It is requisite for us

to know and appreciate the mental conception—
the basis of reason— upon which the "art of

healing" was established prior to the advent of

homoeopathy as a system of medical practice.

The earliest efforts of men to alleviate the

sufferings caused by illness and mechanical in-

jury were chiefly instinctive. Water, moist

earth, the fleshy portions of plants, and other

cooling substances, were employed by men, as

well as by the lower animals, to mitigate the

pain, heat, and discomfort of local inflamma-
tion : and other simple expedients were instinc-

tively resorted to for various disordered condi-

tions. In time the number and variety of known
remedial agents, as well as of the diseases for

which they were used, must have been rapidly

extended by experience. And thus began the

"empirical method" of treatment— the natural

second step in the progress of medicine.

Inefiicient as were these modes of treatment,

they were far more rational than most of those

that occupy the pages of medical history for

many succeeding centuries. These later methods
were based, not on observation and experience.
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but upon pure assumptions having, as John Stu-
art Mill expresses it, "no limitations other than
those of the imagination." (The construction

of medical theories, or philosophical explanations

of observed facts, was a still later development.)
Among the large number of these hypotheses

are the following: (i) That disease is a punish-
ment sent by some malevolent deity; (2) that it

is di:e to the inlluence of a comet, a planetary
conjunction, an earthquake, or some other celes-

tial or terrestrial phenomenon; (3) that it is

caused bj- abnormal preponderance of some one
of the four elements (fire, air, earth, and water)
of w'hich the human body was said to be com-
posed; (4) that it originates in a disturbance of
the bodily states of heat, coldness, moisture, and
dryness; (5) that it arises from disproportion
in the four humors which supply the organism—
Hood, mucus, black bile, and yellow bile; (6)
that it is produced by a materia peccans, or
offending matter, which must needs be expelled

;

(7) that the body contains multitudes of "invisi-

ble pores" through which circulate infinitesimally

minute atoms or corpuscles, and that disease has
its cause in obstruction or relaxation of these

pores; (8) that disease is based upon three pos-
sible states of the organism— "strictum,"

*laxum," or "mi.xtum* — which must be treated

with la.xatives, astringents, or a combination of
both, as might be needed ; etc., etc. All these

hypotheses, and many others, arose prior to the

close of the 2d century a.d. Their absurdity is not
more grotesque than that other hypothesis which
underlies each and all of them ; namely, that a

knowledge of the cause or nature of disease can
indicate the means and method of its cure ; a
view not held at present by any homoeopathic
or other scientific physician.

The period between the 2d century and the
15th presents little record of therapeutic art;

but with the invention of the printing-press came
a stronger impetus to all forms of research, med-
ical included. Since that time increasing know-
ledge of anatomy, chemistry, and physiology has
led to the elaboration of therapeutic theories

based upon certain facts relating to these nat-
ural sciences. The advances in anatomy had
suggested a mechanical basis for therapeutics

;

pneumatics, friction of fluids in vessels, the

diameters, curvatures, and angles of blood-vessels
were brought forward to explain the phenomena
of disease and to suggest measures for its cure.
Physiology and chemistry brought out a renewal
of the ancient doctrine of "four elements" and
the substitution of the three "alchymistic sym-
bols" represented by mercury, salt and sulphur,
whose union is health, and their separation dis-

ease. The author of this doctrine, Paracelsus,
also ascribed to the "vital force" not only the
power, but also the intelligence, to resist disease
and to provide for its cure. About the middle of
the l8th century, or near the time at which the
discovery of the general principle of similars was
made, physiological hypotheses became largely
identified with therapeutics ; and the same might
be said of chemical theories. Health and disease
were the results of a contention between the
acids and the alkalies. Haller held to the view
that disease was due to change in the "irritabil-

ity" of the tissues. Cullen revived an old doc-
trine that disease was caused by "spasm" and
"atony." and required to be treated in accord-
ance with that view. Brown, the rival of Cullen,
concluded that diseases were either "sthenic" or

"asthenic," and required asthenic, or sthenic

medication, as the case might be.

Before the close of the i8th century the medi-
cal profession had acquired knowledge of a num-
ber of drugs possessed of "specific" properties

for the cure of particular diseased conditions;

among them Peruvian bark for intermittent and
other malarial fevers, mercury for syphilitic dis-

eases, sulphur for itch, etc. These specifics

exerted their curative effects by virtue of prop-
erties not at all understood at that time, and
but imperfectly known a century later. These
specific cures were limited to comparatively few
diseases. For the treatment of the conditions

with which the medical practitioner is contend-
ing daily, which constitutes almost his entire

duty, he had nothing but fallacious assumptions
and hypotheses to depend on. Such was the con-

dition of the medical art at the time when
Hahnemann began his independent researches

in therapeutics.

Hahnemann possessed unusual linguistic at-

tainments, which gave him access to the publica-

tions not only of Germany, but of England,
France, Spain, Italy, Austria, Greece, and
Arabia. He was not only a literary scholar.

He was also a practical expert in the fields of

chemistry, pharmacy, and industrial technology.

He made many discoveries in industrial chem-
istry, and introduced scores of improvements in

the details of manufacturing chemical products.

At the period of his earliest responsible con-
nection with medicine, "there was,'" says Rapou,
"complete anarchy in the domain of therapeu-

tics." Hahnemann, unwilling to trust the lives

of his patients to the tender mercies of this con-
glomeration of assumptions, adopted the use of

the class of remedies known as specifics, whose
effects were easily ascertainable, though their

modus operandi was altogether unknown.
Homoeopathy was not an invention, like some

of the "systems" of medicine that preceded it

;

neither was it a sudden discovery. It was an
evolution extending from 1790 to 1835, a period
of 45 years. The earlier portion of the process

is described by Bradford, who in speaking of its

beginning says : "We now come to the transla-

tion of a very important book (Cullen's 'Ma-
teria Medica'), from which must be dated the

discovery of the Law of Similars. It has been
asked why Hahnemann at this time happened
to translate this particular book, and it has been
asserted that he used it as a blind to foist on
the world his peculiar theories. It is not prob-

able that when he commenced upon Cullen

Hahnemann had any particular medical theories,

but only a growing disgust for the medical fal-

lacies of the day. This is clearly evidenced by
his waitings at that time. It is not to be won-
dered at that he should translate the work at

that particular time. He was translating for

money, for the booksellers and publishers of

Leipsic, and it is not likely that he selected the

books which he was to translate. Dr. Cullen

was an authority on the subject of the materia

medica of his day, an experienced lecturer, a

talented chemist, and a brilliant and popular

teacher in Edinburgh. Naturally the Germans
wished to learn of his new and peculiar theories

regarding disease, as well as to obtain the use of

his 'Materia Medica,' which at this time was a

standard work.
"Hahnemann was the most accomplished

translator of medical works of the time, and
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what more natural than that the task should be
given to him. Cullea published the first edition
of this book, in London, in 1773. Another edi-

tion was issued in 1789, in two volumes, and it

was this edition that Hahnemann used in his
translation. In this book, \'oIume IL, Cullen
devotes about 20 pages to Cortex Peruzianis
(Peruvian Bark), gives its therapeutical uses
in the treatment of interminent and remittent
fevers, advises its use to prevent the chill, and
gives minute directions for the safest period
of the disease in which to use it Hahnemann
was impressed with the use of this drug, with
which he as a phs'sician had before been famil-
iar. Something in the manner in which Cullen
wrote decided Hahnemann to experiment with
it upon himself and to see what effect it would
have upon a person in perfect health. The re-

sult of this experiment will be given in Hahne-
mann's own words. In the translation oi Wil-
liam Cullen's 'Materia Medica,' Leipsic,

Schweikert, 1790, page 108 of Volume IL, ap-
pears the following foot-note by Hahnemann:
'By combining the strongest bitters and the
strongest astringents, one can obtain a compoimd
which, in small doses, possesses much more of
both these properties than the bark, and yet no
specific for fever wU! ever come of such a com-
pound. This the author (Cullen) ought to have
accounted for. This perhaps will not be so
easily discovered for explaining to us their ac-
tion in the absence of the Cinchona principle.

* 'I took, by way of experiment, twice a day,
four drachms of good China. My feet, finger

ends, etc, at first became cold; I grew languid
and drowsy; then my heart began to palpitate

and my pulse grew hard and small ; intolerable

anxiety ; trembling (but without cold rigor) ;

prostration throughout all my limbs ; then pulsa-
tion in my head, redness of my cheeks, thirst,

and, in short, all those sj-mptoms which are char-
acteristic of intermittent fever, made their ap-
pearance, one after the other, yet without the
peculiar, chilly, shivering rigor.

* 'Briefly, even those symptoms which are of
regular occurrence and especially characteristic— the stupidity of mind, the kind of rigidity in

all the limbs, but above all, the numb, disagree-

able sensation which seems to have its seat in

the periosteum, over every bone in the body— all

these made their appearance. This paroxysm
lasted two or three hours each time, and recurred

if I repeated this dose, not otherwise; I discon-
tinued it, and was in health.*

•The next note in the (Jerraan translation is

as follows: 'Had he (Cullen) found in bark
traces of a power to excite an artificial antag-
onistic fever, he certainly would not have per-
sisted so obstinately in his mode of explana-
tion.* • ('Life and Letters of Dr. Samuel
Hahnemann,' by T. L. Bradford, M.D., pp.
35-/.)

These experiments seemed to show that Pe-
ruvian bark is capable of producing in the healthy
human organism a series of sj-mptoms quite

closely resembling those of that peculiar form
of fever which it is known to cure. Instead,

however, of solving any questions in the mind
of Hahnemann, it only served to suggest sev-

eral others. Does Peruvian bark then produce
the same s>Tnptoms that it specifically cures?
Is its specific curing propert)' dependent on its

power to cause the s>Tnpioms which it cures?
If so, is this power peculiar to Permian bark.

or is it to be discovered in other drugs? \ai
do all drugs possess the power to cause symp-
toms similar to those ihey cure?

To obtain light upon these questions occu-
pied his efforts during the six years between the
translation of Cullen's 'Materia Medica' and
the pubhcation of the 'Essay' above mentioned.
To quote from a writer in the British 'Homoe-
opathic World,' 1875, p. 234: "Drug after drug,
specific after specific, was tested on himself and
on healthy friends with one im\-arying result—
each remedj" of recognized specific power ex-
cited a spurious disease resembling that for

which it was considered specific But manj'
more symptoms than those diagnostic of any one
disease resulted from almost every medicine,
and aroused a hope in the experimenter's mind
of specifically treating a greater ntunber of dis-

eases than had ever been so treated before. Be-
sides discovering man\- ^-aluable phenomena tm-
dreamt of, he verified his discoveries and
obser\-ations b3- ransacking the volumes of re-

corded experiments in materia medica and the
whole history of poisoning." The members of
his family and his personal and professional
friends aided in the work of experimentation,
and tests of each medicine were made with differ-

ent doses, and on manj- different persons, all the
work being conducted under his own super-
vision.

Dr. Bradford tells us that at the time of
Hahnemann's translation of Cullen's 'Materia
Medica,' that is, at the begiiming of his inde-
pendent investigations in 1790, he had no pre-
conceived theories or opinions to sustain. "This

^iew of his biographer is corroborated by the
absence from Hahnemann's writings of even re-

mote reference to any a priori conception or
suspicion of a general curative relation between
drugs and diseases. Nor does it appear that he
then possessed the faintest conception of the
magnitude, or of the qualit}% of the task he was
gradually assuming. His original object evi-

dently was to ascertain why Peruvian bark cures
intermittent fever, and to learn if the view held
by Cullen— that its curative property resides

in a combination of bitter (tonic) and astringent
qualities— was indeed true. There is no his-

toric e\Hdence that before 1790 the general thera-

peutic principle of similars had even dawned
upon his mind. But we may be quite sure that

the logical and philosophical principles that

must necessarilj- govern his researches had been
well thought out before the work had verj- far

ad^•anced.

Hahnemann and his disciples claim that in

the discover}- of homoeopathy as a general prin-

ciple of organic science, and in its conception and
development as a system of medicine, assump-
tion, speculation and hypothesis have had no
place ; but that observation, experimentation, and
inductive classification constitute the scientific

and solid foundation of fact upon which it rests.

They assert that all its essential doctrines are
susceptible of demonstration, that they have
been verified and reverified times without num-
ber, and that for the first time in the history of
intellectual development the establishment of
the homoeopathic principle showed that the
Baconian method of research is as applicable

in the realm of therapeutics as in any other de-
partment of scientific investigation. If we look
over the records of the processes leading to its

discovery, it appears that these processes were
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under the guidance of the following principles of

scientific pliilosophy, all of which are distinctly

set forth by Halmeniann in his 'Organon' :

1. That in the study of disease with a view

to its cure, the only safe dependence is upon

the manifestations (symptoms) perceptible to

the senses, and that no safe conclusions can be

drawn from mere theories erected upon these

signs and symptoms. The signs and symptoms
constitute the only side of the disease that is

turned toward the physician, and the totality of

these signs furnishes the only true expression

or portrait of the disease.

2. That the specifically curative power of _ a

drug resides not in its physical, nor yet in its

chemical properties, but in its capacity to pro-

duce changes in the functions of the organism.

3. That the dynamic properties of a drug—
. in other words, its power to specifically cure

disease— can be ascertained only by observing

the signs and symptoms which it can produce

in the organism, and that these specifically cura-

tive properties cannot be inferred from the

physical or chemical properties of the drug
substance.

4. That experiments for the purpose of ascer-

taining the pathogenetic properties (signs and
symptoms) of drugs must be conducted under
the precautions necessary in other researches

;

and the tests must be repeated and varied with

a view to eliminate every influence and agency
that can vitiate the experiment. The drug ex-

perimented with, and the person experimented
upon, must both be "standard." That is, the

drug must be pure and unmixed with any other

substance capable of disguising, modifying, or

otherwise affecting its own specific activity, and
the person experimented upon (prover) must be
possessed of good health, and free from any
unhealthful occupation or habit, and from any
mental, moral, or other influence or agent that

can modify the pure effects of the drug upon his

organism. Also, that the e.xperimentation with
the drug must be continued until its whole
pathogenetic effect has been elicited.

S- That the observations made from such ex-
periments as those here indicated constitute the

only source of a pure and "standard" materia
medica, and supply the only material from which
genera! therapeutic principles can be discovered
or deduced.

6. That effects observed from the action of

a drug upon diseased persons (clinical effects) or

those obtained from a combination of drugs
(polypharmacy) are not "standard" effects and
cannot serve as reliable guides in a search for

therapeutic principles.

In the opening sections of the 'Organon,

>

Hahnemann mentions as among the physician's

essential acquirements

:

(i) Knowledge of diseases; (2) knowledge
of the dynamic properties of drugs; (3) know-
ledge of the curative relations between the two.

This knowledge he holds essential both to the

development of therapeutic science and to enable
the physician to prescribe the curative remedy.

In order to qualify the physician for his work
his knowledge of disease must be composed of
facts perceptible to the senses. Our physiologi-
cal and pathological deductions in reference to

a case of disease are more or less uncertain and
theoretical. Absolute knowledge of disease is

limited to its signs and symptoms, besides which

there can be no certain and assured foundation

for a science of therapeutics.

The knowledge of drug-properties must be

equally certain and substantial. All drugs pos-

sess three classes of properties— physical, chem-
ical, and specific or "dynamic." The physical

and chemical properties can be ascertained by

physical and chemical methods. The specific or

dynamic properties, that is, the properties which
alone impart the power to accomplish specific

cures of disease, can be learned only by ob-

serving their power to cause changes in the

health of the organism as shown by their capa-

city to produce signs and symptoms. Here again

the signs and symptoms constitute the only sure

basis of classification and induction in the con-

struction of a science of therapeutics.

Having possessed himself of so much of

such knowledge as was within his reach,

Hahnemann then began the investigation or

the great and dominating question ; Given

a knowledge of disepses as expressed by signs

and symptoms, and a knowledge of drug
properties as expr..'ssed by signs and symp-
toms, can we discover between them any

general relation that will guide the physi-

cian in his search for the curative drug? In

this work of "interrogating nature" he had al-

ready been led to infer what her reply might be.

His experiment with Peruvian bark had given

him a somewhat emphatic hint. Then followed

the six years of experimentation upon himself,

his family, and friends; with what result we
have already seen. Accompanying and follow-

ing these experiments came the "ransacking of

the libraries"— a work for which few men were

so well fitted. This literary search resulted in

two important discoveries. First, that when
two diseases manifesting quite similar symp-

toms appear in the same organism, they an-

tagonize or annihilate each other. This subject

is carefully outlined in the 'Organon,' sec. 42-45,

and in sec. 46 the writer cites a score of illus-

trative instances obtained from the pages of

contemporaneous literature, the authority being

carefully mentioned in every citation.

The second result of this literary search

is that it corroborates the view with

which Hahenemann set out; namely, that

even under the modes of treatment in vogue be-

fore his day, undoubted cures frequently re-

sulted from the action of drugs possessed of

the power to cause symptoms similar to those

of the cases cured. Some of these cases are

well worthy of study by those interested in

medical subjects. In the earlier editions of the

'Organon' and in the 'Essay on a New Prin-

ciple for Ascertaining the Curative Powers of

Drugs,' these published cures are reported in

e.rtciiso, the literary source being given, together

with the name of the physician in each case.

In the Dudgeon translation of the 5th German
edition the same list occupies 31 pages of the

appendix. In practically all of the cases re-

ported, the mere name of the disease is sufficient

to suggest the fact of similarity between the

symptoms of the malady cured and the symp-

toms of the drug prescribed. In other cases the

symptoms themselves are given with more at-

tention to detail than was customary at that

period of medical history. If we sum up the

remedies named in the 'Essay,' together with

those mentioned in the 'Organon,' we
have a total of 63 drugs to 'yhich Hahne^
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mann was able to ascribe homoeopathic cures

occurring in the practice of physicians who had
no knowledge of the homceopathic principle.

In presenting this list of cases successfully

treated with the similar remedy. Hahnemann
has made nearly 500 citations of writers who
had no suspicion that any general law of thera-

peutics was involved in the operation of their

prescriptions. The degree of similaritj- shown
between the pathogenetic properties of the drugs
administered and the s>Tnptoms manifested by
the patients seemed, in most cases, to be positive

and emphatic, and in some instances striking.

In what he has to say regarding the curative

effects of opium this fact is graphically shown.
He says

:

*A condition of convulsions without con-

sciousness, resembling the death-agony, alter-

nating with attacks of spasmodic and jerky,

sometimes also sobbing and stertorous, respira-

tion, with icy coldness of the face and body,
li\-idity of the feet and hands and feebleness of

the pulse (precisely resembling the sj-mptoms of

opium obser\-ed by Schweikert and others), was
at first treated unsuccessfully by Stiitz with
potash, but afterward cured in a speedy, perfect,

and permanent manner by opium. According
to Vicat, J. C. Grimm, and others, opium
produces an extreme and almost irresistible ten-

dencj- to sleep, accompanied by profuse perspira-

tion and delirium. This is the reason why Ost-
hoff was afraid to administer it in an epidemic
fever which exhibited similar symptoms, for the

system he pursued prohibited the use of it under
such circumstances. It was only after having
employed in vain all the known remedies and
seeing that death was imminent that he resolved

to try it at all hazards, and behold,

it was always efficacious. J. Lind also

avowed that opium removes the head
troubles, and the burning sensation in the

skin and the difficulty of perspiring during
the pjTexia : under opium the head be-

comes free, the burning febrile heat disappears,

the skin becomes soft, and its surface is bathed
in a profuse perspiration. But Lind was not
aware of the circumstance that opium produces
very similar morbid sj-mptoms in the healthy.

Alston says that opium is a remedy that excites

heat, notwithstanding which it certainly dimin-
ishes heat where it already exists. De la Gue-
rene administered opium in a case of fever at-

tended with violent headache, tension and
hardness of the pulse, drj-ness of the skin, burn-
ing heat, and hence difficult and debilitating per-
spirations, constantly interrupted by the extreme
restlessness of the patient He was successful
with this case because opium possesses the fac-

ulty of creating an exactly similar feverish con-
dition in healthy persons, of which he knew
nothing, though it is stated by many observers.
In a fever where the patients were speechless,
eyes open, limbs stiff, pulse small and intermit-
tent, respiration labored, snoring, and stertorous,
and deep somnolence (all of which are symptoms
perfectly similar to those which opium excites),
this was the only substance which C. L. Hoff-
mann saw produce any good effects. Wirthen-
son, Sydenham, and Marcus have in like manner
cured lethargic fevers with opium. C. C. Ma-
thai, in an obstinate case of nervous disease,
where the principal symptoms were insensibil-
ity and numbness of the arms and legs, after

having for a long time treated it with inappro-
priate remedies, at length effected a cure by
opium, which, according to Stiitz, Young, and
others, causes similar states in an intense degree.

Hufeland performed, by the use of opium, the

cure of a case of lethargj- of several days" dura-
tion. How is it that opium, which, as everyone
knows, of all vegetable substances is the one
which in its primary action (in small doses)
produces the most severe and obstinate consti-

pation, should be one of the most efficient rem-
edies in constipation of the most dangerous
character, if not by virtue of the homoeopathic
therapeutic law, so long unrecognized? The
honest Bohn was convnnced by experience that
opiates were the only remedies in the colic

called 'miserere' ; and the celebrated F. Hoff-
mann, in the most dangerous cases of this nature,

placed his sole reliance on opium combined in

the anodj-ne liquor called after his name. Clan

all the 'theories' contained in the 200.000 med-
ical books which cumber the earth furnish us
with a rational explanation of this and so many
other similar facts?"

The great German physician and philosopher
was careful to credit odier medical men with
baring obtained foregleams of his great discov-
erj-. *How near." he says, "was the great truth

sometimes of being apprehended!" .A.nd again:
"There have been physicians here and there
across whose minds this truth passed like a flash

of lightning without ever giving binh to a sus-

picion of the homoeopathic law of nature."

From Hahnemann's literary and experimental
investigations alone, both he and his disciples

have unhesitatingly justified their belief in a
general curative relation between drugs, as rep-
resented by their symptoms, and diseases as
represented by their symptoms, and their belief

that this curative relation is properly set forth

by the word "similarity." The proofs herein
presented are considered conclusive, although
similar evidence has been constantly accumulat-
ing in the writings of medical men of all schools,

and in the practice of hundreds and thousands
of homoeopathic physicians for more than a cen-
tury.

In Hahnemann's foot-note (see Dudgeon's
-Appendix to the 'Organon,' p. 207) it is shown
that he early became aware of the "danger
which is to be anticipated from large doses of
homoeopathic remedies." He says, however,
that "it often happens, from various causes
which cannot always be discovered, that even
very large doses of homoeopathic medicines
effect a cure, without doing any particular
harm." In most instances homoeopathic physi-
cians came to regard the small dose as a neces-
sity to homceopathic practice. Thus, a full dose
of belladonna, or of opium, administered to a
patient already suffering with s\-mptoms like

those producible by one of these drugs, might
be perilous. Experience also taught them
that the curative action of the homoeopathic
drug could be secured as well or even better
through the small dose. The results claimed
for these small or minute doses naturally
aroused the skepticism of physicians and lay-

men alike, and became a serious hindrance to
the spread of the homoeopathic system. The
verv- nature of the homoeopathic principle, how-
ever, carries with it the necessity for the use of
the diminished dose.
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Homoeopathic physicians, when prescribing

minute doses of their remedies, are nnder the

necessity of emiiloying great care in securing

absolute purity and simplicity in the preparation

of their medicines; and this has led to the need
of a special pharmacy for homccopathic pre-

scribers. Another corollary of the homoeopathic

law of cure is the "single remedy," without

which no prescription can be strictly homcEO-
pathic. Still another principle follows from the

application of this law: namely, that a homoe-
opathic prescription can never be made from the

name of the disease. The similarity must be

traced between the symptoms of the drug and
those of the individual patient. This fact is for-

tunate in that it at once brands the advertised

"homoeopathic" proprietary medicine as a fraud

and a pretense, no matter in what form it may
be put upon the market.

The spread of homoeopathy in the country of

its birth, and in otlier countries of Europe, has

been slow. The delay in securing its estab-

lishment has been due partly to the cause al-

ready mentioned— an unwillingness on the part

of both physicians and laymen to accredit the

little dose with curative potency. But the chief

obstacle to its advancement is to be sought in

inimical legislation and the lack of facilities and
authority to educate young men and women for

homoeopathic professional life, and the conse-

quent inability to supply the public need of

homceopathic physicians.

Homoeopathy was introduced into the United
States in 1825 by a physician named Hans B.

Gram, who at that time settled in New York.
In this country, with its free institutions and
its asserted freedom of opinion, the new medical
thought found less antagonism to overcome,
although there were many obstacles to be en-

countered, chiefly of a social and legislative

character. The physicians of America, less con-
servative, perhaps, than those of Europe, were
more disposed to inquire into the scientific and
practical aspects of homoeopathy, with the result

that in less than 20 years more than 300 of them
were engaged in its practice. These physicians

speedily conceived the necessity for having their

own students educated under teachers of their

own faith and practice, and in 1848 organized
and equipped a medical college for this pur-

pose. This school was almost immediately suc-

ceeded by others ; and these institutions have
very largely contributed to the rapid spread of

homoeopathic practice in all parts of the United
States.

When Dr. H. B. Gram arrived in New York
in 1S25, the only homoeopathic literature in the

English language was Hahnemann's 'Geist der
homoopathischen Heilkunst,' a pamphlet of 24
pages, translated by himself and published by

J. & J. Harper, of New York. The remaining
homoeopathic literature was all in the German
language, and it is recorded that such was the

interest felt in the subject that numerous con-
verts to Hahnemann's system, some of them past
middle life, pursued the study of German in or-

der to facilitate their investigations in homoeop-
athy. At the close of the first quarter-century
of the new practice, more than 25.000 pages in

the English language had been published by the
homoeopathic press, and at the end of 50 years
the aggregate reached more than 150.000 pages.

(See 'Transactions of the World's Homoeo-
pathic Convention of 1876, Vol. H., pp. 1020-65.)

The progress that homoeopathy has made in

the United States can be best shown by the rec-
ords of its organizations and institutions. The
American Institute of Homccopathy, the national
society of homccopathic physicians, organized in

1844, now has a membership of over 2,000.

There are si.\ other national organizations,
formed to promote various departments of med-
ical and surgical interest. State societies are
organized in 36 of the commonwealths, and at

the present rate of increase these bodies will in

a few years exist in every State. To these may
be added 150 local societies of various kinds.
In the United States homoeopathic physicians
are in charge of 220 hospitals, general and spe-

cial, 66 other institutions— asylums, homes, etc.,

and 65 dispensaries, 20 medical colleges, and
32 medical journals.

The exact number of physicians practising
homoeopathy in this country cannot be ascer-

tained with accuracy, but it is known to be not
less than 12,000, and has been estimated as high
as 18,000. The number of people employing
these physicians, regularly or irregularly, can-
not be less than 15,000,000. Thus has the in-

fluence of homoeopathy extended during its

American career of 75 years.

The influence of homoeopathy upon public
and professional sentiment has been beneficent

and pronounced. Laymen and physicians have
alike learned from the practice, that large
quantities of potent and dangerous drugs are
not often necessary to determine recovery from
disease, and physicians have reached the wise
conclusion that cures sometimes occur under
the influence of small doses, as well as quantities

with larger.

Bibliography.— Ameke, 'History of Homoe-
opathy' ; Boericke, 'A Compend of the Princi-

ples of Homoeopathy' ; Bradford, 'Homoeopathic
Bibliography of the United States from the Year
1825 to 1891 inclusive' ; 'Life and Letters of
Dr. Samuel Hahnemann^ ; 'The Pioneers of
Homoeopathy' ; Dake, 'Therapeutic Methods'

;

Dudgeon, 'The Lesser Writings of Hahne-
mann' ; 'Lectures on Homoeopathy' ; Dunham,
'Homoeopathy the Science of Therapeutics' ;

Hahnemann, 'Organon of the Art of Healing';
'Materia Medica Pura' ; 'The Chronic Diseases:
Their Peculiar Nature and Their Homceopathic
Cure* ; Mack, 'The Philosophy of Homoeop-
athy* ; 'Transactions of the American Institute

of Homoeopathy* (1844-1903); 'Transactions
of the World's Homoeopathic Convention'

(1876). Pemberton Dudley, M.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Institutes of Medicine, Hahnemann
Medical College, Philadelphia.

Homorogy, a principle first enunciated by
E. Geoff^rey St. Hilaire. It is the anatomical
or morphological identity of parts or organs,

which may have entirely different functions.

Thus the wing of a bird is homologous with
the fore limb of a dog or the arm of man.
On the other hand analogy involves the idea

of physiological identity, or use. Thus the wing
of a bird is analogous to the wing of an in-

sect. Homologous organs are also present in

groups of animals which have had a common
origin; thus the swimming-bladder of a fish has

given origin to the lungs of the higher verte-

brates, the physiological differences arising from
change of function. See Anatomy, Compar.^-

tive: Analogy.
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Homoousian, ho-mo-oo'si an (Greek ho-

W0-. "the same." and ousia, "substance") and
Homoiousian (GTeetihomoios, "like," and ousia,

"substance"). The Qjuncil of Xice adopted the

word homoousian to express that the Son was
of the same substance with the Father, while

the followers of Arius adopted the term homoi-
ousian, as a sort of middle and reconciling the-

ory, to express that the Son, though not of the

same, was yet of a similar substance with the

Father. The doctrine of Arianism was not only

that the Son was subordinate to the Father, but

that he was totally unlike him, being a mere
created being.

Homoplasy, ho'mo-plas-T, the effect of the

influences of convergence (.q.v.), upon homolo-
gous structures. The term was proposed by E.

Ray Lankester and used at first with a rather

broader meaning subsequently restricted and
defined by Osbom. See Analogy.

Homop'tera. See Hemipteil\.

Homs, homs. See Hems.
Hondo, hon'do (signifying 'chief island*),

the largest island of Japan (q.v.), for a long
time erroneously known as Nippon or Xiphon,
the Japanese name for the whole empire.

Honduras, British, or Belize, a colony
in Central America, boimded on the north and
northwest by Yucatan (.Mexico), on the east

by the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Honduras,
and on the south and west by Guatemala. Its

chief town, Belize, has 9.1 13 inhabitants. The
Cockscomb Mountains in the southern district

rise to the height of 3.700 feet Principal rivers

are the Old, the New, and the Sibun. The
northern part of the colony contains many
lagoons, and a chain of cays stretches along
the coast. The forests yield mahogany and
logwood in large quantities ; cattle raising and
the cultivation of coffee and fruits receive some
attention. The value of exports since 1897 has
been decidedly greater than that of imports.

During the year ending 31 March 1902 exports
reached $1,427,500 in value; imports for the

same period, Sii262,500. In 1901 exports of ma-
hogany amounted to 6485,952 superficial feet

;

Iog^^•ood, 19.682 tons. Registered shipping: 6

steamers and 204 sailing vessels. Vessels en-

tering and clearing in 1901. 414,795 tons. The
total number of letters, books, postal cards,

parcels, and newspapers transmined by the post-

office in 1901 was 245.694 That is to say. pro-

portionately to the population, from loo to 350
per cent more than in the neighboring Guatemala
and Honduras. The standard of crrrency since

15 Oct. 1894 has been United States gold. In

common use are silver coins and government
notes. British Honduras is governed as a crown
colony, by a governor, assisted by executive and
legislative councils, the former composed of five

members and the latter of eight. Elxpenditures

since the close of 1899 have been less :iian the

revenue, the latter being derived from customs
duties, excise, land-tax. licenses, and the sale or
leasing of lands. Total expenditure in the

year ending 31 March 1902, about $256,050;
revenue, $300,750; public debt, $173,680. There
are 36 primary schools, with 3423 pupils, receiv-

ine aid from the government ; also a few
'ional secondary schools. Population,

;o the latest census. 37479, an increase

^. .. ... 17 per cent since the previous census.

For origin and early history of the settlement,

see Belize; also Cextr.\l America.
Consult: 'Consolidated Laws of the Colony

of British Honduras' (London 18S7) : Gibbs,

'Histor>' of British Honduras* ; and Hender-
son, 'An Account of the British Settlement of
Honduras.' M.\rkion- Wilcox,

Authority on Spanish Am^ica.

Honduras, Gulf of, a spacious inlet of the
Caribbean Sea. having on tlie west British Hon-
duras, and on the south Guatemala and Hon-
duras. In it several smaller bays of which
the Gulf of Amatique, with its inner recess, the

bay of St. Tomas, are spacious and deep. Sev-
eral large rivers, the Belize, Chamelicon, Dulce,
Motagua and Ulua, flow into the gulf. Along
the shores are the islands of Tumeffe, Mana-
bique. the Bay Islands including Ruatan. Utila,

and Bonacca, and numerous islets and reefs

called cays.

Hondtiras, Republic of, a country of

Central America, bounded on the north and
northeast by the Gulf of Honduras and the

Caribbean Sea ; on the southeast and south by
Nicaragua ; and on the southwest and west by
Fonseca Bay, Salvador, and Guatemala. Esti-

mated area, 46.250 to 46400 square miles. The
departments of the republic, with the population
of each as shown by oflicial statistics of 1901, are

as follows: Tegucigalpa, 81,800; Copan, 62,398

;

Gracias, 48,242; Choluteca, 45s340; Olancho,

44496; EI Paraiso, 39.918; Santa Barbara,

36,228 ; Valle, 33450 ; Comayagua, 29,023 ; La
Paz. 27,384; Intibuca, 26.34S: Conez, 21,801;

Yoro, 19,988 ; Colon, 13,791 ; Atlantida. 8,797

;

Bay Islands, 4,737. The capital. Tegucigalpa,
has 12.000 inhabitants. Mountain ranges, which
rise to heights of 5.000 or even 10,000 feet, are
massed in the western half of the republic ; the
Juticalpa, (^masca, and Tompocente ranges,
however, are near the frontier of Nicaragua
in the east. Rivers emptjnng into the Caribbean
Sea or Gulf of Honduras are the Coco or
Wanks, and Patuca, in the east, and the Ulua,
Chamelicon, etc.. in the west The Choluteca
flows southward from the Misoco Mountains
near Tegucigalpa, and empties into Fonseca Bay,
on the Pacific coast. Large lakes are the Cara-
tasca, on the Mosquito coast, and Yojoa, among
the western mountains. The chief port on the
Pacific is Amapala ; other pons of entry are

Puerto Cortez (on the Gulf of Honduras), La
Ceiba. Truxillo. Roatan. and Iriona.

^finerals, Woods, and Agricultural Products.
— Gold is found between the south and centre;
silver in almost all sections. Lead, copper, salt-

peter, iron, coal, platinum, zinc, and antimony
are also widely distributed. The value of ores
produced in 1902 was approximately $1,000,000

(that is, 23.234 ounces of gold. 1.010.204 ounces
of silver, and a considerable quantity of copper).
Only about 5 per cent of the mines of the coun-
try are being worked. The forests from sea-

level to an altitude of i.ooo feet contain ma-
hogany, ebony, dyewoods. sarsaparilla and
other medicinal plants, and cabinet woods, cedar,

etc. .\t an elevation of 1.800 feet are dense and
very e.xtensive forests of pine and similar woods.
-Agriculture receives more attention than for-

merly, and the leading product is the native

maize, of which 509.049 bushel? were raised in

1902. chiefly in the departments of Copan,
Gracias, and Santa Barbara. Bananas and plan-
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tains are grown on 42,840 acres of territory in

the departments of Cortez, Atlantida, the Bay
Islands, etc. The wheat crop in 1902 was
15,813 bushels; rice, 3,914,219 pounds. Nearly
20,000 acres are devoted to the cultivation of
plantains. Cocoanuts, lemons, and oranges are
produced for export on a large scale. The
coffee crop in 1902 amounted to 4,494,826
pounds, and tobacco to 1,378,573 pounds. Sugar-
cane is cultivated on 13,263 acres ; indigo on
about 9,000 acres. The total value of agricul-

tural products in 1902 was about $2,482,449.10.
The number of cattle is estimated at 571,120;
horses, 43,549; mules, about 14,000, etc.

Commerce and Manufactures.— The total

value of imports in 1902 was 4,377,161.42 pesos,

or about $1,750,684.68 in United States currency

;

of exports, 6,170,353.27 pesos. Imports came
chiefly from: the United States (60 per cent),

Germany, Great Britain, Belize, Central America,
and France. Exports w'ere sent to : the United
States (two thirds of total), Great Britain,

Central America. Cuba, and Germany, with com-
paratively small amounts to other countries.

The articles exported, together with their values
(in pesos), follow: Metals, 2,319,070.49; fruits,

1,943,168.06; cattle, 560.411; coffee, 275,826.68;
hides and skins, 257,598.10; woods. 217,459.70;
tobacco and cigars, 200,851 ; indigo, 105,425

;

sarsaparilla, 80,602.50; rubber, 77,552.50; wheat
and flour, 66,992; salt, 22,716.20; hats, 14,150;
miscellaneous, 28,529.04. Exports to the United
States were valued at 1,235.624.79 pesos more
than imports from that country. Native indus-
tries include the manufacture of cigars, flour,

hats, and candles.

Raihi'ays, etc.— A contract for the comple-
tion of an interoceanic railway was entered into

by an .American syndicate in 1897 ; in 1902 the
government's concession to the syndicate lapsed,

but a prorogue was requested. The line from
Puerto Cortez runs southward to San Pedro
and La Pimienta. Tegucigalpa is to be con-
nected with the Pacific coast, at San Lorenzo,
by a line which is now being constructed. Roads
in the country, with a few exceptions, are mere
mule-paths. A cart-road from the capital to

San Lorenzo is completed as far as La Venta.
There are 245 post-offices, and the number of
letters (both internal and foreign correspond-
ence) is not more than 1,250.000 in a year. The
republic has 3,249 miles of telegraph wire : the
capital and some other towns telephone services.

Money. Weights, Measures, and Banking.—
The standard dollar, or silver peso, is worth
about 40 cent, United States currency. Gold
coins of the value of 20, 10, and 5 dollars, and
silver pieces, fractions of one dollar, are also

in circulation. While the metric sy.stem is au-
thorized by law, the chief measures and weights
in commercial use. as in the other countries of
Central America, are: Centaro= 4.2631 gallons;
fanega (dry) =1.5745 bushels; libra= 1.043
pounds; and vara= 33.874 inches. Note also,

manzana= i5-6 acres, and arroba= 2^-3'/-
gallons. The capital of the Bank of Honduras,
30 June 1902, was 600,000 pesos; bank-bills in

circulation, 60,242 pesos.

GoverninenI, Finances, Army and Navy.—
The president and vice-president of the republic,
nominated and elected by vote of the people,
serve for four years : the former is assisted by
the ministers (chiefs of departments) of
finance, interior, foreign relations, public works,

war, public instruction, and justice. The legis-

lative body is composed of deputies elected by
the people, there being one deputy for each
10,000 inhabitants. The budget for the fiscal

year 1903-4 gives, as the total of receipts from
all sources, 2,637.724.20 pesos, the largest items
being, customs duties, 1,100,000 pesos; tax on
aguardiente, 805,000 pesos; and lottery and
wharfage, 223,500 pesos. The estimate of ex-
penditures in the same budget is 2,625,98545
pesos, the largest item being for the war depart-
ment— 941,853.85 pesos. The foreign debt of
the republic (that is, the loans of 18(67-70, with
arrears of interest amounting nearly to two and
a half times the principal sum) was determined
by calculation to be about $96,124,940 in United
States currency ; and the internal debt was put
at 1,332,400 pesos in 1900. But in the annual
message of the retiring president, Sr. Sierra,
sent to Congress i Jan. 1903, the assertion was
made that the total "recognized" debt had been
only $1,704,124.67 silver in 1899, and that this

amount was reduced to $1,221,298.09 silver by
31 Oct. loci. President Sierra completely
ignored the large fr-i-eign loans, speaking of the

1,704,124 pesos as "the entire amount of the debt
existing at the beginning of my term of office,"

"the public debt," etc. The army on 31 July 1902
comprised, according to a statement in the same
message, 480 jefes, 2,608 officers, and 47.841 men.
The permanent force consisted of 87 jefes. 226
officers and 2,481 men. Two small steamers
belong to the government, and are used as
revenue vessels.

Population, Education, and Religion.— The
total number of inhabitants, as shown (by
departments) in the first paragraph of this

article, is 543,741, exclusive of forest tribes.

Very few of this number are of Spanish descent,

the great mass of the people being Indians or
Mestizos. Between 1899 and 1903, new schools
to the number of 136 were founded, making a
total of 851 ; and 30,025 pupils received instruc-

tion in 1902. There are 13 national "colleges"

and one private school for higher education;
professional schools w'ith faculties of jurispru-

dence and political science, and medicine and
surgery, at Tegucigalpa ; the Escuela de Derecho
at Comayagua : a national library with 6,854
volumes ; and an art .school. Primary instruc-

tion is compulsory, gratuitous, and secular.

Freedom of worship is secured by constitutional

guaranty ; the government does not contribute
to the support of any church ; the prevailing
religion is Roman Catholic!.sm.

History.— The first place of debarkation of
Christopher Columbus on the American main-
land w'as near the present Cape Honduras, where
he landed on Sunday, 14 Aug. 1502. On the
following Wednesday Bartholomew Columbus
landed at the mouth of Rio Tinto. They sailed

thence along the coast to Cape Gracias a Dios
(see Centr.vl America). The conquest of the
country was effected by Hernan Cortes, who
found the natives manageable, but their land
"covered with awfully miry swamps," as he
wrote to the Spanish emperor 3 Sept. 1526. "I

can assure your majesty," he adds, "that even
on the tops of the hills our horses, led as they
were by hand, and without their riders, sank to

their girths in the mire." The most important
fact in the history of Honduras— the fact that

the Indians remained in possession of so large

a portion of the country that their descendants
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constitute the bulk of the population to-day—
is a consequence of the policy observed by
Cortes and his successors. The natives were
tractable: without their assistance it would have
been impossible to move about among the dense
forests, swamps, and mountains; therefore the

Spaniards realized that more was to be accom-
plished by diplomacy than by force. Massacres
occurred, but extermination was not attempted

;

on the contrary, Honduras became in time a
nation of Spanish-speaking Indians, those of
pure or nearly pure blood being more numerous
now than before the conquest. For the era of
independence, confederation with the neighbor-
ing states, etc., see Central America.

Bibliography.— American Republics. Inter-

national Bureau of the, * Monthly Bulletin'

(1902-3); Cortes, 'Fifth Letter of Cortes to

the Emperor Charles V.* : Diaz, 'Historia \'er-

dadera de la Conquista de la Nueva Espana' ;

Sierra, *Mensaie,* etc., in *Pabellon de Hon-
duras,' Tegucigalpa 10 Jan. 1903 ; Squier,

'Honduras,* and 'Honduras Interoceanic Rail-

way' : Wells, 'Explorations and Adventures in

Honduras.' M.yauox Wilcox,
Authority on Spanish America.

Hone, hon, Philip, .\merican merchant: b.

New York 1781 : d. there 4 May 1851. He
was a successful auctioneer in Xew York, es-

tablished there the first savings bank (1816).
was mayor in 1826, and one of the founders of
the Mercantile Library Association. Prominent
in national political affairs, he aided in the

formation of the Whig party. His diary, a por-
tion of which, edited by Tuckerman, appeared
in 1889, contains important side-lights on the

early history of the Whigs. Hone was also at

one time naval officer of Xew York port.

Hone, a strop or stone for sharpening
knives and razors. See Whetstone,

Honesdale, honz'dal. Pa., borough, county-
seat of Wayne County; on the Lackawaxen
River; the Erie, and the Delaware & H. R.R.'s;

about 15 miles northeast of Carbondale and 30
miles northeast of Scranton. The first locomo-
tive used in America, the "Stourbridge Lion,"

made its trial trip from this citj-. It is situated

in a coal-mining region, with good farming land

in the valleys. Its manufactures are silk and
woolen goods, boots, and shoes, machine-shop
and foundry products, axes, electric elevators,

green, cut. engraved, and decorated glassware,

men's clothing, and wheels for polishing glass.

Large quantities of coal are shipped annually

from Honesdale. Pop, (1900) 2,864.

Honesty. .\ flowering herb. See S.ktin-

FLOWER.

Honey, a sweet stick}' liquid obtained by
bees and other insects from flowers (see HoxEV-
Bee: and Flowers .\nd Insects) as food, or
taken home to be stored as food for the young.

The care with which the honey-bee (q.v.) col-

lects and stores this substance in its hive has
led to bee-culture (q.v.). Honey is highly nu-
tritive, especially as a fuel for the energies of

the body, as four fifths of its components are

carbohydrates, the remainder being water with

a trifle of protein. The saccharine elements are

mainly grape-sugar and some fruit-sugar, which
are so readily affected by yeast that various

fermented drinks are made with honey as their

basis, of which the best known are the mead
and metheglin in great demand among all Teu-
tonic peoples a thousand years ago, and the
equivalents of which are still made in Russia,

Abyssinia and elsewhere. Before the general
manufacture and use of cane-sugar, honey was
largely depended upon for purposes of sweet-

ening, and was put into a great number of cakes

and confections now rare or only locally manu-
factured. Of the place which it took among
the ancients in the household, in ceremonials,

worship, and folk-lore a large amount of curi-

ous information may be gathered from such
books as Beckman's 'Historj- of Invention*

(1846) : Dutt's 'Materia Medica of the Hin-
doos* (1877), and similar works, of which lists

may be found in Warring's 'Bibliography of
Therapeutics* (1868), and in the 'Catalogue of

the L'nited States Army Medical Museum.' The
importance of honey was, indeed, much greater

to the ancients than to us; as might be inferred

from its frequent mention in the Bible as a
sign of abundaiice or the resource of the desti-

tute. It has well-recognized medicinal proper-

ties, especially as a demulcent against hoarse-

ness, catarrh, etc, in promoting expectoration in

disorders of the breast, and as an ingredient in

cooling and detergent gargles. Its effect is

usually laxative also. It is used to sweeten cer-

tain medicines ; and is sometimes mixed with
vinegar in the proportion of two pounds of clari-

fied honey to one pint of the acetic acid, boiled

do«-n to a proper consistence over a slow fire,

and thus forms the ox\-mel simple of the shops.

It enters into the composition of various sweet-

meats, especially in the East, such as the gen-
uine Oriental nougat. These properties and the

flavor and color of honey vary with the qualities

of the flowers from which it is made. Thus in

Europe the white Narbonne honey of France, is

said to owe its peculiar and delicious flavor to
the rosemary and other labiate flowers on which
the bees feed. The Grecian honey also stands

in high estimation. Mt. H>Tnettus in Attica

has been famous since classic times for this

product ; but that yielded by the bees who range
the thyme-covered hills of Corinth is said to

excel it, .\nother famous ancient source of
supply was Sicilj", especially about Mt. Hybla;
and Corsica is yet celebrated for its honey and
wax, which in ancient times were the chief ex-
ports of that island. In the eastern L'nited

States the early light-colored honey obtained
from the blossoms of the white clover, is espe-

cially esteemed ; also that derived from rasp-
berrj- plantations, bass-wood flowers and the
like; while that made later in the summer
from buckwheat is in favor among darker vari-

eties. California is an extensive producer of
honey from various flowers,

.\s the aromatic agreeable flavors and health-
ful qualities of special flowers (fortunately in

the majority) are kept and apparent in ordinary
good honey, so certain bad qualities are re-

tained and spoil some honey, which thereby
becomes deleterious to the human system, acting
as a nauseant, a purgative, affecting the ner\e-
centres or even seriously poisoning those who
eat it. This is the case in the United States
with honey made from the flowers of the moun-
tain laurel (Kalmia) and some other toxic
plants. Some persons are unable to eat any
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kind of honey, without disarrangement of the

digestion or nerves, or both; and all should
use it in moderation.

The industry of bee-keeping is for the pur-
pose of supplying the market demand for honey.

Modern hives are so constructed that the bees

build separate combs each filling a box with
glass sides, which are taken out and sent to

market as the bees finish them. Another method
of marketing is in the form of "strained" honey,

the liquid pressed from the comb after warming,
through sieves of linen cloth, or by other means.
There is no reason why this should not be as

good as that left in the comb, if properly pre-

pared and preserved, and it permits of saving

the material of the combs for wax (q.v.) ; but

it makes possible adulteration, which is freely

taken advantage of. The chief adulterant is

commercial glucose, which occasionally is sub-

stituted to the extent of three fourths of the

volume, leaving only enough real honey to flavor

the mass. As glucose (grape-sugar) is a large

constituent of this substance in nature no great

harm results (when the glucose is good), be-

yond the deception ; and wholl}' artificial honey
has been largely sold in the past as the product
of bees.

The United States is probably the greatest

honey-producing region of the globe, and ex-

ports a vast quantity to Europe annually. The
census of 1900 reported 4,149,426 swarms of

bees, valued at $10,186,513; and the annual pro-

duction of honey at 61,196,160 pounds, which,

together w'ith 1,765,315 pounds of wax was worth

$6,664,904.

Honey Ant, a true ant of the family For-
micida, fifth sub-family Camponotina, and allied

to the typical ants (Formica). The honey ant

(Myrmccocysttts mclligcr), is so called from
certain of the wingless individuals being so many
honey-pots, their abdomens being distended with

honey fed to them by the normal workers, in-

cluding both dwarfs and majors. It occurs from
central Colorado (Garden of the Gods) to New-
Mexico and as far south as the city of Mexico.

It erects mounds six or seven inches across and
two or three inches in height, of the shape

of a truncated cone. In the interior is the

"honey chamber" or a rough dome-roofed vault

or fissure, the honey-bearers (600 in a large

colony) clinging by their feet to the roof. Their

yellow bodies are stretched along the ceiling,

their swollen, round, amber-colored abdomens
of the size of currants hanging down. The "honey"
is obtained in the night time by the workers
which go in long processions to some distant

scrub-oak bearing nectar-producing galls. The
workers return with distended abdomens, and
feed the honey-bearers with the nectar. C. Mc-
Cook thinks the honej'-bearers are not a dis-

tinct caste, but simply workers "with an over-

grown abdomen." The honey is thus stored, as
bees store their honey, for food in winter or
times of famine. Consult McCook, 'The Honey
Ants of the Garden of the Gods,* etc. (Phila-
delphia 1882).

Honey-badger, a small mustiline burrow-
ing animal (Mcltirnra iiidka) of India, which
eats insects, frogs, birds' eggs, and small animals
generally, and is fond of honey. The natives
believe it robs graves, but destruction of poul-

try is its worst sin. It is nearly related to the
South African ratel.

Honey-ball, or Globe-flower, the flower of
an .American shrub (Cfplialantlius occidentalis)
of the madder family, which grows in wet places,
where it is called button or river bush, and
bears extremely fragrant flowers whose small
florets are folded or packed into balls, while "the
long styles and capitate stigmas remind us of
pins stuck in a cushion."

Honey Bear, the sun-bear (q.v.).

Honey-bee. Bees in general are Hymenop-
tcra, of the family Apida. Bees are distinguished
from wasps and other hymenoptera in the first

place by the long, broad, flattened basal joint of
the hind tarsus, which is adapted for carrying
pollen to the nest. Bees are also more hairy
than others of their order, and some of the hairs
are plumose or feathery. The mouth-appendages
are long and highly specialized, especially the
long flexible proboscis or tongue (hypopha-
rynx). There are no wingless adult forms.
While the more primitive genera are solitary,

in the more specialized or social kinds, besides
the males and females, there are workers, which
are, as a rule, sterile females in which the
ovaries are undeveloped. Of the bee family
there are now known to be about 150 genera
and 1,500 species.

Original Home of the Honey-bee.— Al-
though the honey-bee {Apis mclUAca) has fol-

lowed the white man in his migrations from the
Old World to the New. and to .-Vustralia, New
Zealand, etc., its original birthplace is in south-
ern Asia, probably including the eastern shores-

of the Mediterranean Sea. Besides A. mel-
liUca there are seven or eight other species, all

except one southern and eastern Asiatic, includ-

ing the islands of Timor and Celebes ; the ex-
ceptional one {A. adamsoni) inhabiting tropical

Africa and Madagascar. We know little of the
honey-bees of China and Japan.

Like other domestic animals (and the
honey-bee is the only domestic insect we pos-
sess), this bee is divided into races of which
the Ligurian bee (variety tigustica), originally
inhabiting Italy and adjoining regions, is a well-
marked one, and another is the Egj-ptian honey-
bee (variety fasciata). There are several sub-
varieties of the northern fonii of A. mcllifica in

Germany. The English naturalist Ray, who.
published before Linne gave the name A.
doinestica to the northern dark form, our com-
mon honey-bee. This dark, northern form is

the one which has been carried by the European
race to various parts of the world, in some of
which it is now wild. It occurs in the West
Indies, in North America, including Mexico, in

central and southern .\frica, and in Australia
and New Zealand. The variety ligKstica has
also been found at the Cape of Good Hope.

Besides the honey-bee there are other social

forms in Central and South America, as well

as other tropical countries, including Australia,
which store up honey ; these are small bees, ex-
ceedingly numerous in individuals, which belong
to the genera Mclipona and Trigona, and are
stingless, though the sting exists in a rudi-

mentary state. Trigona mosquito is known to
send off swarms and to have but a single queen
in a colony. The nests are built in hollow
trunks of trees, in banks of clay or earth, and
they gather pollen, nectar, and resin. On the
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\vhoIe, the honey-bee stands at the head of the

hymenopterous series, and, in fact, at the head
of the class of insects, though the house-fly is

in some respects more extremely specialized.

Structure of the Homy-bee.— Besides the

males or drones, and the female or queen, the

colony consists of workers ; these carry on the

work of the society, gathering nectar, pollen,

building the cells and feeding the young. The
colony is permanent, differing in this respect

from that of bumblebees, which come to an end
each autumn. We will first describe the chief

points in the external anatomy of the insect.

The body is divided into three regions, the head,

thorax, and abdomen. The eyes are of two
kinds, simple and compound, the male differing

from the queen and the workers in the large

compound eye meeting in the middle of the top

of the head. The mouth-appendages consist of

three pairs,— first the jaws or mandibles; these

in the queen and drone are notched, but in the

worker the edge is entire and ser\-es for biting,

and in comb-building for thinning out wax
shreds, also for scooping and molding the wax,
while the next pair of appendages, or accessory

jaws, are called maxillae, and are used as a
trowel. In the bumblebee the maxillae are also

used for piercing the corolla of flowers like the

wistaria and honeysuckle, but those of the

honey-bee appear to be too weak for this pur-

pose. They also ensheathe the proboscis. The
so-called tongue (ligula, lingua or hypopharjtix)

is the long, slender, hairy appendage adapted
for gathering the nectar of flowers. It is an
outgrowth of the under lips (labium or fused

second maxillae), is situated in a tube formed
by the maxillae and labial palpi, and can be
partially withdrawn into the memtum, or base

of the imder lip. It can move up and down in

the tube thus formed. It is covered by a haio"

sheath, and is very elastic, this being due to a
rod e.xtending through its centre, enabling it to

be used as a lapping tongue. Cheshire states

that the rod on the under side has_ a gutter or

trough-like hollow, which forms a false tube by
the intercrossing of black hairs. There are also

two side-ducts, which extend along to the end

of the tongrue, where the "spoon"^ or •bouton*

is situated. This is provided with very deli-

cate split hairs, 'capable of brushing up the

most minute quantity of nectar, which by capil-

larity is at once transferred by the gathering

hairs to two side groove-like furrows at the

back of the bouton.* The central duct, because

of its smaller size and consequent greater capil-

lary attraction, receives the nectar, if insufficient

in quantity to fill the side ducts. "But." says

Cheshire, "good honey-yielding plants would
bring both centre and side into requisition. The
nectar is sucked up until it reaches the para-

glossae, which are plate-like in front, but mem-
branous extensions, like small aprons, behind

:

and by these the nectar reaches the front of the

tongue, to be swallowed as before described.

The process of gathering the nectar is not ex-

actly either a sucking or a licking process : but,

as Cheshire shows, the action is primarily due
to capillary attraction.

Organs of Smell and Taste.— Bees are

guided to flowers chiefly b>' smell, rather than

by the color of the flowers they \-isit. CSee

Flowers .\vd Insects.) The olfactory organs

are multitudes of microsccpic pits in the an-

tennx— the organs of smell. The sense of

taste is lodged in a minute soft baggy fold on
the under side of the upper lip, which is rich in

taste-cups ; and, besides, there are a few taste-

papillae or cups found by Packard at the base
of the paraglossae and on the base of the labial

palpL These sites of the gustatory organs are
situated where the food or nectar will come in

contact in passing down the throat into the
stomach.

Formation of Honey and the Honey-Stom-
ach.— In insects there is the fore stomach i.pro-

ventriculus) and the true or chyle-stomach.
The former is called bj- apiarians the "honey-
sac" or "honey-stomach.* *If,* saj-s Cheshire,
*it be carefully removed from a freshly killed

bee, its calyx-like ^stomach-mouth' may be seen
to gape open and shut with a rapid snapping
movement." The entrance to the stomach is

guarded by four valves, which open to allow
the passage of food from the honey-sac to the
chyle-stomach. It is closed at will by circular
muscles. Thus the bee can carry food for a
week's necessities, either using it rapidly in the
production of wax, or eldng it out if the weather
is imfavorable for the gathering of a new store.

By means of a complicated mechanism a bee in

sucking up from composite and other flowers
nectar together with much pollen (i) can either

eat or drink from the mixed diet she carries,

giJping down the poUen in pellets, or swallow-
ing the nectar as her necessities demand; (2)
when the collected pollen is driven into the
chyle-stomach, the tube-extension prevents the
pellets forming into plug-like masses just below,
for by its action these pellets are delivered into
the midst of the fluids of the stomach to be at

once broken up and digested; (3) 'while
the little gatherer," says Cheshire, 'is flying

from flower to flower, her stomach-mouth is

busy in separating pollen from neaar, so that

the latter may be less liable to fermentation and
better suited to winter consumption. She. in

fact, carries with her, and at once puts into

operation, the most ancient, and y^t the most
perfect and beautiful, of all honey-strainers.' •

Hou- the Honey is Made.— Honey is made
of nectar, and is due to a chemical change in

the honey-sac The bee gathers the nectar with
its 'tongue," swallows it; it then passes into the
honey-sac, and is regurgitated as honey. The
nectar when gathered is almost entirely pure
saccharose, and, according to Bertrand. when
regurgitated it is found to consist of dextrose
and levulose ; this change appears to be prac-
tically the conversion of cane-sugar into grape-
sugar. .\ little sali\-ar>- fluid is poured out into

the mouth as the bee sucks the nectar, and this

effects the chemical change. Cheshire thinks
that the sali\-ar>- fluid is added while the nectar
is being sucked, and is passing over the middle
parts of the under lip, so that the nectar may
be honey when swallowed by the bee.

Many and probably all bees eat the pollen
while gathering it. The plumose hairs of bees
are of use in collecting the pollen grains which
adhere to them, but the e.xact method of ac-

cumulation of the pollen and the mechanism of
its conve>-ance from hair to hair till it reaches
the part of the body it must attain in order to

be removed for packing in the cells, is not fully

understood, but the head and front legs scratch
up the pollen-grains, and the honey-bee has a
pollen-basket on each hind leg. the basal joint

of the tarsus being broad and slightly hollow.
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•with nine rows of short hairs to which the pol-

len-grains adiicre.

Life History and Sociiil Life.— In founding

a new colony the young swarms consist of a
queen-bee and a number of workers, a surplus

population of the old colony. The swarming
is not a nuptial flight, but an act of emigration.

After the new swarm has been housed, the work-
ers begin their labors by secreting wax. This
is formed in glands on the inside of the ventral

plates of the abdominal segments, appearing out-

side as thin projecting plates, which are re-

moved bj' the wax-pincers on the hind legs

;

after being molded by the jaws they form the

hexagonal cells in which the young or larva;

live and the food is stored, and thus the comb
is gradually built up. The queen then lays an
egg in each cell, and the larvae (grubs) on
hatching are fed by the workers. This they do
by eating honey and pollen, which is formed in

the digestive organs, into a kind of pap. This
pap looks like arrowroot made with water, and
the very young grubs partly Jioat in it, besides

absorbing it by the mouth. The young grubs,

as they increase in size, are weaned from this

.glandular secretion or pap, pollen, honey and
water being added, while the pap or glandular
secretion is gradually withdrawn. The queen
larvae, according to Cheshire, is not weaned, but
the secretion or pap (the so-called "royal jelly"),

which is a rich, highly nitrogenous food, is

added unstintingly to the end, and owing to this

the queen becomes larger and fertile. When
the colony is progressing well and young bees

emerge, these act as nurses, the old on^.j going
out of the hive to forage. When the grub is

full-sized the worker bees seal up the cell with
a cover made of pollen and wax, but pervious
to the air. In this cell the grub spins a cocoon
in which it pupates, finally biting its way out;

the bee developing in three weeks from the time
the egg is laid.

The new queen arises from an egg laid in the

royal cell, which is large and slipper-shaped.

She develops in i6 days. Only one queen is

allowed in the hive at one time. The males
(drones) arise from unfertilized eggs. The
drone cells are a little larger than the ordinary
worker cells. A drone is developed in about 24
days. When a swarm leaves the hive the old
queen quits with it, but when a second swarm
goes off from a hive it is accompanied by a
young queen, who is frequently and perhaps
usually, unfertilized.

The young queens will usually mate when
five to seven days old, flying from the hive for

this purpose. In a day or two after mating the
queen generally begins to deposit eggs, and is

then ready for use in the hive or to be sent away
as an "untested queen."

Bee-Culture.— Spring is the best season to
start a hive or apiary. In April a good colony
situated in the Central States ought to have
brood in five or six combs. The Langstroth
hive with its modern improvements is the best,

and the novice should select those holding 10 to

12 frames in each story.

Swarming is the result of an abundant se-

cretion of honey, and combs crowded with bees
and brood, that is, overpopulation. Just before
swarming there is a partial cessation of field-

work, the workers clustering or loitering about
the entrance tn the hives. Suddenly those which
happen to be in the hive at this time rush forth,

\'(1L- 8 — ?o.

accompanied by the old queen, and cluster on
some tree or shrub near by. Hiving the new
swarm can be done after a little experience and
the use of smoke. Swarming may be prevented
by giving abundant room for the storage of
honey early in the season, before, as Benton
says, the bees get fairly into the swarming no-
tion. The honey also should be frequently
removed. Also the hives should be well ven-
tilated and shaded in hot weather. To success-
fully winter bees the colony must have a good
queen, and young workers, also good and abun-
dant food. Those colonies having the most
honey compactly stored in the brood department
and close about the very centre when the last

brood of young bees should emerge, are the ones
which will winter best. A good substitute for

honey is a syrup made of granulated sugar, to

be fed early in autumn. The bees should be
kept dry and warm, and there should be no
manipulation out of season. (Benton.)

Diseases and Enemies.— Diarrhoea is due to
sour or fermented honey, dampness, and chilling

of the bees. Foul-brood is a germ-disease, oc-

casioned by Bacillus alvci; it affects both the

brood and the adult bees. Of insect enemies
the caterpillar of the wa.x or bee-moth is the

most destructive, but with care it can be kept
out of well-regulated hives.

Agency of Bees in Cross-Fertilisation of
Plants.— A hive is an essential thing in an
orchard, and were it not for the visits of bees
lae fruit in many cases would not set. Also in

hothouses where cucumbers are raised, a small
hive of bees is indispensable for fertilizintr the

flowers. See Bee-keeping; Flowers and In-
sects.

Consult: Cheshire, *Bees and Bee-Keeping'
(2 vols., London 1886) ; Benton, 'The Honey
Bee' ; Bulletin No. i, new series, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Division of Entomology,
Washington, 1896, contains a list of the best

books on bee-keeping.

Alpheus S. Packard.
Late Professor of Zoology. Brown University.

Honey-bird, or Honey-guide. See Guide-
birds.

Honey Bloom, one of the American spe-
cies {Apocynum androscrniifotium), the "spread-

ing dogbane" of the family Al^ocyanace(r (q.v.).

It grows in fields and thickets all over temperate
North America, and has the medicinal qualities

characteristic of the family.

Honey-buzzards, a genus (Pernis) of Old
World hawks, formerly called "perns," which
subsist mainly on insects, especially burrowing
wasps, and bees, with their young and food-

stores, wliicb they dig out of the groimd.

Honey-creepers, a group of small warbler-
like birds (the family Carrebidcr) of gay pin-

mage, numerous in the West Indies and neigh-

boring lands, where they are known about

gardens and plantations and admired for their

agility in searching flowers for small insects,

and their cheery notes. Among them are the

"banana-birds" (q.v.).

Honey-dew, the sweet secretion of certain

plants and insects. (l) Some trees in warm
climates yield from their leaves in very warm
moist weather a saccharine liquid which may
fall in drops, or may form a sticky film over each

leaf. This exudation, dried, is one fonn of
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manna. (2) Certain minute insects, chiefly

plant-lice, leaf-hoppers, and related bugs, j-ield a
sweetish secretion, sometimes so copiously as to

bedew a whole tree, and even fall in drops, giving

the phenomena called weeping trees. The usual

cause in this case is the presence of a tree-hopper

(Proconia uitdata). Honey-dew in both cases

attracts insects in large numbers, who feed

upon it or upon the lesser insects gathered to

the feast : and these, in turn, attract larger

predatorj- animals, as birds. lizards, etc. More-
over dust sticks to it. closing the pores of the

leaves to the injury of the tree; and, still worse,

the honey-dew forms a highly favorable culture-

ground for the spores of smuts and other per-

nicious fungi.

Honey-eater, or Honey-sucker, any of va-

rious small and somewhat thrush-hke long-billed

birds of the family Mcliphagida; which inhabit

the Australian regions, and seem to feed upon
the nectar of flowers. They do so to some ex-

tent, but mainly are in search of insects within

the corolla, collecting them easily by means
of a peculiar tongue, which is divided near

the end into a sort of fringe. They also eat

soft fruit, and spend much of their time hunting

insects on the ground. Well-known examples

are the soldier-bird, parson-bird, pimlico, friar-

bird (qq.v.) and others familiar in Australia

and New Zealand.

Honey-guides. See Gcide-birds.

Honey Hill, Battle of. On the night of

28 Nov. 1864 Gen. Foster, commanding the Fed-
eral troops in the Department of the South, left

Hilton Head, S. C, with 5,000 infantry, cav-

alry, and artillery, and about 500 sailors and
marines, for Boyd's Neck on the south side of

Broad River, the object of the movement being

to cut the railroad connecting Savannah and
Charleston, and otherwise co-operate with Sher-

man, who was marching to the coast. Owing
to a thick fog many of the boats lost their way,

and it was late in the afternoon of the 29th be-

fore the troops got ashore. Gen. Hatch was put

ill command, with orders to push forward and
cut the railroad. Hatch marched immediately

;

the guides and maps proved worthless, and, after

marching and countermarching the greater part

of the night, he went into bivouac about 2

o'clock on the morning of the 30th. Informa-

tion of Foster's appearance at Boyd's Xeck was
carried to Gen. Hardee at Sa\annah on the

evening, of the 29th, and next morning at 2

o'clock, the advance of G. W. Smith's Georgia

militia arriving at Savannah, Hardee directed

Smith to hasten it to Grahamsville Station on

the Charleston & S. railroad. The station was
reached at 8 a.m., and the men marched out on
the road leading to Broad River landing, about

three miles where, on the crest of the north bank
of a small stream, a work for light guns had
been thrown up and trenches for infantry pre-

pared. These works were about too yards from
the little stream, and upon Honey Hill. 10 or 12

feet above the water level. Or the right of the

battery of five guns was a dense forest, on the

left an open pine wood. The ground in front

was open. Preparations were completed by 10

o'clock, at which hour about 1,000 militia filled

the trenches on the right and left of the battery.

Early in his march Hatch encountered the Con-

federate outposts, drove them in, and, sooa
after 10 o'clock, came under fire of the guns.
Hatch attempted a flanking movement, but
failed, and made several direct assaults during
the day, all of which were repulsed, and at dusk
he began his retreat to Boyd's Xeck. His loss
was 711 killed and wounded, and 43 missing.
During the action Smith was reinforced by the
47th Georgia, but at no time did he have more
than 1,400 men. He lost 8 killed and 42
wounded. Consult 'Official Records,' Vol.
^Ln'. E. A. C.\RMAX.

Honey-locust, or Honey-shucks. See
Locust Tree.

Honeysuckle, a genus of plants, Lonicera,
belonging to the natural order Cat>rifoliace(e.
Upward of 100 species are native to the north-
em hemisphere. The honeysuckle family is rep-
resented in the Xorth American flora by differ-
ent species, among which are L. scmpenircns,
the trumpet honeysuckle: L. grata, American
woodbine; L. Havz, yellow honeysuckle, etc.

"Coral honeysuckle* is another name in the
United States for L. sempcnircns. It is much
valued in the South, where it is native, for its

flowers of beautiful color and grateful perfume.
In the eastern United States the Japanese honey-
suckle has escaped from cultivation. The com-
mon honeysuckle. L. perklymcnum. with distinct
leaves and red berries, is indigenous in Great
Britain : but two others have been naturalized,
L. caprifolium, distinguished by its upper leaves
being united (connate) and perfoliate, and by
its smooth orange-colored berries : and L. xylos-
leutii. an erect shrub, with small, yellowish, scent-
less flowers and scarlet berries. There are many
other species in America, Europe, and Asia, and
the name honeysuckle is often given .0 shrubs
with sweet flowers of quite different genera.

Honey-sweet. See Me-^dow-sweet.

Hongkong, hong'-kong', or Hian-Kiang,
he'an-ke'ang (signifying "the place of sweet
streams"), an island off the southeast coast of
China, forming with Kau-lung on the main-
land, a British crown colony and naval station.

The island is on the east side of the estuary of
the Chu-Kiang or Canton River, 90 miles south
of Canton, and is separated from the mainland
by the narrow Lyemun strait. About 10 miles
long and about 75.< miles broad, the island is of
rocky formation, attaining in Victoria Peak a
maximum altitude of 1,809 feet. While almost
treeless it is noted for its profuse flora. Good
water is abundant. Hongkong is a great entre-

pot for the foreign commerce of China, and
^'ictoria (q.v.) the chief town and centre of its

commerce is a free port. The foreign commerce
is carried on mainly with Great Britain and Ger-
many, whence considerable quantities of goods
are imported, cottons being the principal item.

—

and to which tea. silks, hemp, etc., are exported.

In 1902 Hongkong exported, in vessels of

European construction, goods to the value of

53.963-463. besides $2,372,307 worth of goods in

transit, making a total of $6,335,860, and showing
an increase of $720,288 over the previous year.

Comparing 1902 with Tool the number of

steamships which entered the port of Hongkong
and their classification by the flags they carried,

is as follows:



o
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relics of early Hawaiian histon', corals, and
shells and other native curiosities, land and
marine. The chief in interest and value is the

great feather war-cloak of Kamehanieha I.,

the founder of the monarchy, \-aIued at $150,000.

This was the chief treasure of tlie former sov-

ereignty, and was used as a mantle of state by
the sovereigns. It was made of yellow feathers

from the mamo bird, foimd only in the nwim-
tains, each bird furnishing only two small tufts

of feathers for it, one from imder each wing.

It is four feet long, and has a spread at the

bottom of II 'i feet. Nine generations were em-
ployed in making it.

Honolulu harbor was discovered by Capt.

Brown in November 1794. The city as a mod-
em foundation dates only from 1816, when
John Yoimg, an Englishman, and a faithful coun-

sellor of the king, Kamehameha, advised its for-

tification. Previously it had been only a native

village of huts, of little commercial imponance.
In 1S20 it was made the capital of the archipel-

ago, and afterward became the seat of govern-

ment. Population (1S70) 14.852; (1890) 22.907;

(ipco) 39.306. Since the annexation of Hawaii

to the United States, it is rapidly increasing.

Of the population in 1900. 24.746 were males

and 14.560 female? : the total being divided as

follows: 11,690 Hawaiians, 9,061 Chinese, 7.229

whites, 6.179 Japanese, 5.000 Portuguese, and

147 negro. Of these, 21.871 were bom in Hawaii
and 17435 bom in foreign countries. (This

classification is based upon a census taken by
the plague inspectors during the spring of 1900,

and is believed to be approximately correct. Of
the 7.229 whites about 2,000 are classed as for-

eigners.) W. D. Ali.\.\N-DES.

Foniu-r Surzcyor-Ccncral Hjiiijiian Islands.

Honor, Knights of, a secret, beneficiary

order founded in 1873. In 1902, there were in

the United States 36 grand lodges, 1,960 sub-

lodges and 54.029 members. Since its organiza-

tion the order has disbursed over S79.000.000 in

benefits, and in 1902 the amount was S3.074.649.

The order is incorporated under the laws of

Missouri, with headquarters in St. Louis.

Honor, Knights and Ladies of, a fraternal,

benevolent society founded in 1S77 at Louis-

ville. Ky. In 1902 there were 16 grand lodges,

1,160 sub-lodges, and 63.000 members. Since its

organization over S19.000.000 has been disbursed

in benefits, and during 1902. the amount was
$1,173,000.

Honorius I., ho-no'ri-fls. Pope: d. 12 Oct.

638. He was elected pope in 625. In the hope
of allaying a controversy he temporized with

the leaders of the Monothelite heresy, which,

while recognizing the twofold nature of Christ,

declared he had but one will, a doctrine con-

demned by the si.xth council of Constantinople.

He was anathematized by the council that con-

demned the heresy. Pope Leo II., in confirm-

ing the acts of this council, says that Honorius
was condemned for 'not extinguishing the flames

of incipient heres)-.^ For a full account of the

case of Honorius, consult Parson, 'Studies in

Church Historv-,' Vol I.

Honorius 11^ Pope: d. 14 Feb. 1130. He
was elected pope in 1124. and was at the time

of his election bishop of \'elletri. A part of

the bishops and cardinals had previously invest-

ed Cardinal Thibaut with the papal dignit)-; but
both candidates ha\-ing resigned Honorius was
re-elerteJ.

Honorius III,, Pope: d. 18 March 1227.

He became pope in 1216, on the death of Inno-
cent III. He at once wrote to the King of Jeru-
salem to assure him of his support ; to the bish-

ops of France, to encourage pilgrims, and to the
Emperor of Constantinople to promise him as-

sistance. John, king of England, had left to his

successor, Henrj- III., the burden of a war with
the French Prince Louis, who laid claim to the
English throne, and had been encouraged in his

pretensions by Innocent. Honorius reconciled

the barons with Henry, and obliged Louis to re-

noimce his pretensions. He then turned his at-

tention to the crusades, and crowned Frederick
II. emperor of Germany, on condition that he
would go to Palestine within two years. In
France he instigated Philip .\ugustus and Louis
\'III. to support the war against the Albigenses.
He was succeeded by Gregory- IX.

Honorius IV., Pope: d. 3 April 1287. He
was elected pope in 1285. and supponed the
French king. Philip the Bold, in the war against
Peter of Aragon.

Honorius, Flavius, Roman emperor, son of
Theodosius the Great, b. Constantinople 5 Sept.

384 .\.D. ; d. Ravenna. Italy, 26 .\ug. 423 .\.D. On
the death of his father in 395 the empire w^as

divided into two parts, Honorius receiving the
western half, with Rome as his capital. The
principal events of his reign are the adoption of
rigorous measures against paganism in 399; the

devastation of Northern Italy by .\laric in

400-403 : another irruption of barbarians imder
Rhadagasius 405-6. Both in\-asions were re-

pelled by his able minister Stilicho. who, how-
ever fell under the displeasure of his weak and
indolent master, and was assassinated at Ra-
veima in 408. Taking advantage of the death
of the defender of Rome, .-Marie marched upon
the city and plundered it in 410.

Hooch, or Hoogh, Pieter de, pe'ter de
hooH, or hog, Dutch painter: b. Utrecht 1630;

d. .\msterdara soon after 1677. His early art

training was much influenced by Rembrandt.
In 1655, he was enrolled in the Painters' Guild
of Delft, where he resided, but later removed to

.\msterdam. He was the chief representative of

Dutch genre painting, and his specialty was the

delineation of Dutch interiors, with their semi-

darkness, suffused by the witchery of sunlight.

Sometimes he set out two or more rooms in per-

spective, the vista of which was drawn and lit

up with extraordinary skill.

Hood, John Bell, .\merican soldier: b.

Owingsville. Ky., 29 June 1831 ; d. New Or-
leans. La.. 30 .\ug. 1879. He was graduated at

West Point in 1853. and bore a commission in

the United States .-Crmy till 1S61 when he joined
the army of secession. The part he took in the

Virginia campaign gained for him the rank of

major-general, and at Gettysburg his division

made a gallant record in its position at the ex-
treme right of the Confederate line. He took
part in the battle of Chickamauga on 19-20 Sept.

1863. having come to Tennessee to the support
of General Bragg. When General lohnston was
endeavoring in the spring of 1S64 to impede
Sherman's advance on .Atlanta. Hood was a

lieutenant-general in his army and his corps on
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25 May 1S64, was attacked by Hooker at New
Hope Church He succeeded Johnston the fol-

lowing July in the command of the Army of

Tennessee, fought the liattle of Peach Creek
with Sherman 20 July 1864, but was compelled
to retire behind the fortifications of Atlanta.

After the battle of Jonesboro he retired from
Atlanta, which was entered by Sherman. His
attack on the forces under Sciiofield at Frank-
lin being repulsed, he proceeded to Nashville,

where he met General Thomas. Thomas ad-

vanced from his entrenchments on 15 December,
and a two-days' battle ensued. Federal prep-

aration had been carefully and deliberately

made. A general attack on the afternoon of

16 December caused the entire Confederate line

to give way. Soon Hood's army was in full

retreat toward Franklin, the larger part of it

"in great confusion," according to Hood's offi-

cial report. After a nine-days' pursuit by the

Federals, the remnant of the Confederates, now
largely disintegrated, crossed the Tennessee.
Hood, at his request, was relieved of his com-
mand. Subsequent to the war he was a com-
mission merchant at New Orleans. He wrote
"Advance and Retreat: Personal Experiences
in the United States and Confederate States
-Armies' (1880), and articles for "Battles and
Leaders of the Civil War' (1887). Consult
these works; see also N.\shville, C.\mp.\ign
AND B.\TTLE OF.

Hood, Robin, English outlaw: said to have
been b. 1160 and d. 1247. According to the pop-
ular account, with his followers, he inhabited
Sherwood Forest, in Nottinghamshire, and also
the woodlands of Barnsdale in the adjoining
West Riding. They supported themselves by
levying toll on the wealthy, and more especially

on ecclesiastics, and by hunting the deer. The
principal members of his band were his lieuten-

ant Little John, his chaplain Friar Tuck, Wil-
liam Scadlock, George-a-Greene, Much the mil-
ler's son, and Maid Marian. His skill with
the long-bow and quarter-staff was celebrated in
tradition. What basis of fact there is for the
story of Robin Hood is doubtful. Grimm main-
tained that he was one with the Teutonic god
Woden. Other theories suppose him to have
been a rebel yeoman in Lancaster's rebellion
under Edward II. : a Saxon chief who defied
the Normans ; and a fugitive follower of Sir
Simon de Montfort after the battle of Evesham.
He figures prominently in Scott's novel 'Ivan-
hoe,' and in <The Foresters,' a drama by Ten-
nyson. The earliest known mention of him is

in 'The Vision of Piers Plowman,' version B.
(about 1377), in which Sloth says he knows
"rymes of Robin Hood." 'The Gcst of Robin
Hood' (assigned to 1400), almost epic in length,
consisting of 456 four-line stanzas, is the oldest
extant_ ballad on this theme. Others of the
more important ballads are 'Robin Hood and
the Jilonk,' 'Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne,'
and 'Robin Hood's Death.' The remaining
ballads are, in general, of inferior merit. It
seems probable that there were what may be
called a Sherwood cycle and a Barnsdale cycle,
respectively. Many proverbs and sayings ex-
ist in connection with Robin Hnod. Consult •

Child. 'English and Scottish Ballads' (1883);
Fricke, 'Die Robin Hond Balladen' ("1883):
and Ritson, 'Robin Hood' (new ed. 1883).

Hood, Samuel, Viscount, British naval
officer: b. Thorncombe, Devonshire, 12 Dec.

1724; d. Batli, Somersetshire, 27 Jan. 1816. He
entered the navy in 1740, was promoted lieu-

tenant in 1746, commander in 1754, and post-

captain in 1756. While commanding the Vestal
in 1759 he took the French Bellona after a three-

hours' fight. From 1767 to 1771 he was com-
mander-in-chief in North .\merica. Having
served as commissioner of the Portsmouth dock-
yard in 1778^-80, he was made admiral of the
blue in 1780, and almost immediately was sent
in command of a squadron to reinforce Rodney
on the North American and West Indian sta-

tions. He remained on that duty until the
signing of the peace, and distinguished himself
in several battles. Despatched in 1781 to block-
ade Martinique, he was intercepted by De
Grasse and the French fleet, against which he
fought in April and in July (under Admiral
Graves). Again in the \\'est Indies in 1782,
after an absence along the North American
coast, he outmaneuvered De Grasse in several
minor contests, and later, on 12 April, took an
important part in the victory of Dominica, when
he led the rear of the British line. In 1784 he
was elected to Parliament for Westminster, and
in 1788 made a lord of the admiralty. He took
command of the British fleet in the Mediterra-
nean in 1793, and occupied Toulon. Hood had
a great reputation as a tactician, and a high
tribute was paid him by Nelson, who had been
one of his subordinate officers. Consult James,
'The Naval History of Great Britain' (1822-4;
new ed. 1837).

Hood, Thomas, English poet and humor-
ist: b. London 23 May 1799: d. there 3 May
1845. In 1821 he became sub-editor of the 'Lon-
don Magazine,' and from that time appears to
have resolved on devoting himself entirely to
a literary life. In 1826 he published 'Whims
and Oddities.' This was followed by 'National
Tales' in prose, and a volume of serious poetry,
which, though favorably received, did not obtain
much popularity. In 1830 he started the 'Comic
Annual,' which, during the eight years of its

e.xistence, was made the vehicle of many of
his most remarkable productions. At the same
time his pen was diligently employed on other
subjects, and he published the powerful poem
called 'Eugene Aram's Dream,' 'Tylney Hall,'
a novel, which, though defective in its plan and
structure, abounds in fine strokes of wit and
humor. His health had begun to fail, and in

consequence he lived on the Continent 1835-40.
He continued his 'Comic .\nnual' during his
residence at Coblentz and Ostend, and in 183S
published 'Hood's Own.' His continental ex-
periences also furnished materials for his 'Up
the Rhine' (1839), a series of imaginary letters

after the manner of Smollett's 'Humphrey
Clinker.' The whimsical cuts inserted in the
work, as well as its combination of good sense
and humor, made it very popular. Shortly after
his return, he undertook the editorship of the
'New Monthly Magazine,' and continued it un-
til 1843. His principal contribution to it was
the famous tragi-comic story in verse of 'Mis<^
Kilmansegg.' His iast periodical, entitle.

'Hood's Magazine,' was commenced in 1S44.
It contains some of his best productions, though
several of ther- were written after his health
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had compktely given way, and while he was
cropped up by pillows in bed. Hood is unrivaled
as a punster, and seems to have been almost
equal master of the comic and the pathetic.

In the latter stjle his *Song of the Shirt' is

nniversally known, and as a burst of poetrv- and
indignation is not surpassed by anything in the
English language.

Hood, Thomas, generally known as Tom
Hood, English miscellaneous writer; son of
the preceding: b. at Wanstead, Essex. 19 Jan.
1S35 ; d. Peckham Rye, Surrey, 20 Xov. 1874.

He was educated at Oxford in 1853, with a
view to a clerical career, but edited the *Lis-

keard Gazette' in 1S58-9, and from 1S60 till

1865 was a clerk in the accountant-general's de-
partment at the A\'ar Office. In 1S65 he became
editor of the comic paper called *Fun.' His
first separate publication was 'Pen and Pen-
cil Pictures' (1857), and among his subsequent
works are: 'The Daughters of King Daher, and
other Poems' (1S61) : 'Jingles and Jokes for

the Little Folks' (1865) ; 'Captain Masters's
Children' (iS6^'). his best novel; 'A Golden
Heart' (1867) ;"''The Rules of Rhyme: A Prac-
tical Guide to English Versification (iS6g), a

work which has gone through two later edi-

tions; 'From Xowhere to the North Pole'

(1874). From 1S67 he produced 'Tom Hood's
Comic Annual.* A volume of his 'Favourite
Poems,' with a memoir by his sister, Mrs. Bro-
derip, was published in the United States in

1877.

Hood of Avalon, Arthur William Acland
Hood, B.VRON. English naval omcer: b. Som-
ersetshire 14 July 1S24; d. Glastonburv- 15 Xov.
1901. After ser\-ice on the coasts of Spain and
of Syria, he was made lieutenant in 1S46, and in

1S54 commander in recognition of his ser\-ices

with the naval brigade before Sebastopol. As-
signed to the China station, he participated in

the capture of Canton (December 1857), and in

1858 received the commission of post-captain.

In 1862-6 he was in command of the Pylades of
the Xorth American station, in 1866-9 oi the
Excellent and the Ro>-al Xa\-al College at Ports-
mouth, and in 1869-74 director of naval ord-
nance. He was promoted rear-admiral in 1S76,

was first sea lord of the admiralty in 1885-^
and became admiral in 1886. His attitude in

connection with the development of the British

navy was strongly conservative.

Hood, Mount, a peak of the Cascade
Range, in the northern part of Wasco County,
in Oregon. The height is usually given as over
11,225 fcst. hut the latest explorers claim it is

nearly 12.000 feet. Mount Hood was at one
time an active volcano; the lava is found on
the slopes and some distance from its base.

Hood River, a name applied to a valley,

town, and river in Wasco County, Oregon. The
town is situated on the Columbia River and
on the line of the Oregon Railway & Naviga-
tion Company. 66 miles east of Portland and 22
miles below The Dalles, the county-seat. The
Hood River strawberry has acquired a reputa-

tion almost phenomenal, and is distributed over
an immense area of country- extendinc from
Denver and Omaha on the south to Winnipeg
in the province of Manitoba to the north and
cast. The output in 1903 was 150 carloads.

The apple industry is also rapidly assuming

large proponions, grades of superior excellence
are produced, and the highest priced Spitzen-
burgs and Yellow^ Xewtown Pippins found in
the markets of Xew York and London were
grown in Hood River. The valley proper ex-
tends south from the Columbia River to Mount
Hood, some 20 miles, and is protected and
cradled by the Cascade range of mountains on
the west and a high divide putting out from
Mount Hood on the east. The amount of land
adapted for fruit culture in this unique valley
exceeds 50,000 acres. The river itself drains all

of the north side of Mount Hood, has a large
and constant flow of water, and for the last 10
miles of its course before entering the Columbia
has an average fall of over 60 feet per mile,
affording 10,000 measured horse-power per mile.
There are immense forests of fir and cedar
about the head-waters of this stream, and one
of the largest saw-mills in the State is con-
veniently situated near its confluence with the
Colimibia. The climate is a happy mean be-
tween the moist section of western Oregon and
the semi-arid plains of the Columbia. The
scenery is grand in the extreme and yearly at-

tracts the attention of many visitors. The town
is pleasantly situated, overlooking the Columbia
River, is supplied with electric lights, while the
telephone is universally present in both town
and country. It is, however, the superlative
excellence of its fruits that has given Hood
River a reputation almost world-wide. The pop-
ulation of town and valley (1904) is about
6,000.

E. L. Smith.

Hooded Crow, a crow native in northern
Europe (Con us comix), so termed in allusion

to markings on the head. Head, wings, and
fore parts are iet black, the rest of the bird ash-
gray ; bill and feet are black. It retires to the

southward from its more northerly haunts at the
time of the crow migration. In England it is

known as ilie gray, dun, or Royston crow. The
hooded crow found in India is similar in gen-
eral appearance, but is a smaller species.

Hooded Seal, a large dark-gray spotted
seal of the Xorth Atlantic, closely related to

the common harbor seal, and named Cystophora
crisiata. It reaches a length of about 10 feet,

and is especially distinguished by a large in-

flatable sac upon the face, the expansion of
which is thought to be a defensive device, cal-

culated to terrify enemies. It is occasionally

seen on ice-floes along the Labrador coast.

Hooded Warbler, a fly-catching warbler
(Syhanid mitrata). common in the southern
L'nited States in summer and making its nest
in low bushes. It is bright yellow except a
solidly black crown, neck and breast, compara-
ble to a hood, leaving the face golden yellow.

Hoodoo. See M.\scot.

Hoof, a toe-nail which is large, envelops
the terminal phalange, and is of material as-

sistance in walking, as in the case of horses,

cattle and other ruminants, and in the elephant,

rhinoceros, etc. It is most highly developed
in the horse, where the whole terminal part
of the foot is reduced to a single, well-booted
toe. In split-hoofed or cloven-hoofed animals
there are two toes approximately equal, and
booted with hoofs flat on their inner sides and
closely appressed. The small non-functionAl
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toes hanging behind the hock-joint in most
split-hoofed animals are often called "false

hoofs." Accidents and diseases affect the hoofs
of domestic anmials (see I"oot-kot, etc.), and re-

quire careful attention, especially in the case

of horses. The soundness of a horse's foot is

mainly preserved by permitting it to grow un-
injured by the rasp and knife, and kept clean

by being washed with cold water; all other ap-
lications are injurious and destroy the tough-

I
ness of the "horn surface." Softness and brit-

, tleness of the hoof, which are fruitful sources
of cracks and corns, may be remedied by plac-

ing the feet for several hours daily in thick
woolen swabs, kept cool and moist by frequent
applications of cold water, and by encouraging
a more healthy growth of horn by occasional
mild blisters round the coronary band. Cracks
(or sand-cracks) mostly occur among horses
much upon the road, cause lameness, and con-
stitute unsoundness. When serious and recent,

poulticing, thinning away of the crust about the
crack, and perfect rest are essential. After the
earlier heat and tenderness are removed a hot
iron should be drawn at right angles to the

crack, both above and below, so as to separate

the diseased from the sound horn. Waxed
thread or fine wire should be wound round the

hoof, and a sound growth of horn stimulated
by a blister round the coronet.

Hooft, Pieter Corneliszoon, pe-ter kor-na'-
les-zon holt, Dutch p^iet and historian: b.

Amsterdam 26 March 1581 ; d. The Hague 21

May 1647. He was son of that Cornelius Hooft
who did much to procure Elizabeth's recall of
the incompetent and tyrannical Leicester in

1587. He traveled through France, Italy, and
Germany in 1601, and on his return began with
patriotic ardor to improve and purge the speech
of his mother country. With this aim in view
he translated Tacitus into Dutch, and made that
Latin writer the model of his style, as a histo-

rian. His historical writings are vivid and com-
prehensive. His poems are chiefly in the erotic

vein. He also produced dramas in the form of

pastoral, tragedy, and comedy. In his com-
edies the domestic life of the Netherlands is ad-
mirably portrayed. In the castle of Moritz,
Prince of Orange, at Muiden, where he lived

as high bailiff, he used to gather round him a
coterie of brilliant men and women, and this

intellectual circle famous as the "Muiderkring"
included the poets Huygens, Vondel, and
Baerle. His principal works are 'Hendrik (IV.)
de Grote zijn leven en bedrijf (1671) ; 'Neder-
landsche Historien* (1656) ; the poems 'Minne-
liederen' ;

* Afl^eeldinglien van Minne' ; the pas-
toral drama "Granida' (1605) ; the tragedies
'Geraerdt van Velzen' (1813) ; and 'Baeto'
(1616); and the comedy 'Warenar.'

Hook, Theodore Edward, English novelist
and journalist: b. London 22 Sept. 1788; d.

24 Aug. 1841. For some years Hook led a life

of gaiety in London, and became notorious for
practical jokes and similar escapades. In 1812
lie was appointed accountant-general and treas-

urer of the island of Mauritius ; but, owing to
his gross carelessness, a large deficiency in the
military chest was discovered, and in 1S18 he
was sent home under arrest, but no proceedings
were taken against him. From 1820 to 1841
he was editor of the 'John Bull,' and at inter-

vals from. 1824 to 1828 published his 'Sayings

and Doings,' while in 1836 he became editor of
the 'New ^Ionthly Magazine.' His other prin-

cipal works are a series of novels, among which
may be mentioned 'Love and Pride*; 'Jack
Brag' ; 'Gilbert Gurney' ; 'Gurney Married.*

Hooker, huk'cr, Edward, American sailor:
b. F'armington, Conn., 1822; d. Brooklyn, N.
Y., I May 1903. He followed the sea in the
merchant service until the outbreak of the
Civil War when he joined the United States
navy

_
as acting master, and served with dis-

tinguished bravery. He was commissioned as
lieutenant-commander in the regular naval ser-
vice in 1884 and full commander two years later,

when he retired.

Hooker, Isabella Beecher, American phi-
lantliropist : b. Litchfield. Conn., 22 Feb. 1822:
d. 25 Jan. 1907. She was a daughter of Dr. Ly-
man Beecher (q.v.) and in 1841 married Joseph
Hooker, a lawyer. She made a special study of
the right of women of the United states to vote

:

was active in various reform movements, and is

known as a public speaker. She v,'rote 'Woman-
hood, Its Sanctities and Fidelities.

'

Hooker, Joseph, American soldier: b.
Hadley, Mass., 13 Nov. 1814; d. Garden City,
N. Y.,_3i Oct. 1879. He was graduated at West
Point in 1837 and received a commission in the
1st artillery. He served in Florida and on
the northeast frontier 1837-40 and during the
Mexican War was aide to Generals Smith, Har-
mer, Butler and Pillow. He saw much service
in both the northern and southern campaigns,
and resigned from the army in 1853. From that
date to the breaking out of the Civil War he
was successively farmer, engineer and militia

colonel. In 1861 he went to the front as a briga-
dier-general of volunteers. In 1862 he was com-
missioned major-general of volunteers and was
present at the battle of Williamsburg, Va., and
was subsequently conspicuous in the Peninsular
campaign and in the battles of Bristoe Station
and Chantilly. He also took part in the Mary-
land campaign, and in September of 1862 was
appointed brigadier-general in the regular army.
Two months later he was placed in command of
the Fifth corps, and at the battle of Fredericks-
burg commanded the Third and Fifth corps. In
1863 he was put in command of the Army of the
Potomac, but although very successful in re-

fitting and reorganizing his troops, failed to
show, as head of an army, those qualities which
had characterized him in the field as corps and
division commander. At Chancellorsville the de-
feat of the Federal troops by General Jackson
was largely due to Hooker's vacillation and his
want of power to cope with the sudden surprise
of his right flank by the Confederate general.

In 1863 he was despatched in command of
the Army of the Cumberland to reinforce Rose-
crans at Chattanooga and distinguished him-
self on 24 November in the so-called "Battle
among the Clouds" on Lookout Mountain. He
was brevetted major-general in the regular army
in 1865, and a paralytic stroke forced him to re-
tire from active service with that rank in 1868.
An equestrian statue of General Joseph Hook-

er by the sculptor French, was unveiled on Bea-
con Hill, Boston, 25 June 1903, with imposing
ceremonies. The day was made a State holiday.

Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton, English bota-
nist; son of Sir William Jacksou Hooker (q.v.)
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b. Haleswonh, Suffolk, 30 June 1817. He was
educated at the University of Glasgow, accom-
panied Sir James Clark Ross"s Antarctic expe-
dition of 1S39-43 as assistant-surgeon and nat-
uralist, and in 1S47 published an account of its

botanical results in two volimies, entitled "The
Botany of the Antarctic Voyage of H.M. Dis-
coverj- Ships Erebus and Terror in the years
1S39-43.' He went to India in 1847, in order
to investigate the botany of part of the Hima-
layan region, and in 1854, three years after his

return issued his 'Himalayan Journals, or Xotes
of a Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim and Xepal
Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains.* etc. In his

work on the 'Rhododendrons of the Sikkim
Himala>-a' (1849), he first introduced to the no-
tice of European gardeners many splendid and
now familiar species of these favorite shrubs. In
1S71 he set sail for Morocco, and in May of that

year he and his companions reached the sum-
mits of the Great Atlas, which till then had
never been trodden by any European foot. A
record of this journey is contained in the work
written with John Ball, 'Journal of a Tour in

Morocco and the Great Atlas' (1879). He
traveled in the Rock>- Mountains and California

in 1877. In 1855 was appointed assistant to his

father in the directorship of Kew Gardens, and
on his father's death in 1865. succeeded him as

director. He retired in 1885. He was presi-

dent of the Roj-al Societv- during the five years
1S73-8. Among his other works are: 'In-

troductorj- Essay to the Flora of New Zealand'

(1853) ; 'Introductorj- Essay to the Flora of
Indica* (1855) ; 'Flora Novse Zealand^'
(1853-5) ; 'Flora of Tasmania' (1856-60) ;

'The Flora of Australia: its Origin, .-Vffinities,

Distribution, etc' (1S59); 'Genera Plantarum*
(1862-83), with George Bentham, an epoch-
making revision of the natural system of classi-

fication ; 'The Student's Flora of the British

Islands' (1870; new ed. 1883), an excellent and
popular work; 'The Distribution of the Xonh
American Flora' (1878); and the great 'Flora

of British India' (1875-97).

Hooker, Richard, English theologian: b.

Heavitree, near Exeter, March 1554; d. Bishops-

bourne, 2 Xov. i6co. He was educated at Ox-
ford. In 1581 he took orders, and was shortly

after made preacher at St. Paul's Cross, in Lon-
don. In 1584 he became rector of Drayton
Beauchamp, Buckinghamshire. The following

year he was appointed by .\rchbishop Whitgift

Master of the Temple for life. Here he became
engaged in a controversy with his colleague

Walter Travers. whose sj-mpathies were strongly

puritanical, and to this controversy we owe
his celebrated work 'Of the Laws of Ecclesias-

tical Politj-.' The first four books were printed

in 1594. The fifth book of his great work ap-
peared in 1597: the last three in 1600. 'The
Ecclesiastical Polity' written in defense of the

Church of England, is no less remarkable for

learning and extent of research than for the
richness and purity of its style, which entitles

its author to be regarded as one of the classics

of the Elizabethan age See Lives by Walton,
and Keble.

Hooker, Thomas, .\merican colonial cier-

gjTnan : b. Markficld. Leicestershire, England,
probably 7 July 1586: d. Hartford, Conn.. 7 July
1647. Aiter being graduated at Cambridge he

took orders, preaclied in Londoiv and was chosen
lecturer at Chelmsford in 16:^. Having been
silenced by Laud for nonconformitj-, he estab-
lished a grammar school, and about 1630 went
to Holland, where he preached at Delft and Rot-
terdam. In 1633 he came to Xew England with
Cotton and Stone, and was settled with the lat-

ter at Xewtown, now Cambridge, being ordained
by the brethren of the church. In 1636 he re-
moved with about 100 others to what is now
Hartford, Conn., where he and Stone were the
first ministers of the church. He was a re-
markably animated and able preacher, of com-
manding presence and earnest zeal, and he has
been called the Luther of Xew England. It
was his custom to preach without notes. Some
200 of his sermons were sent to England, where
about half of them were published. His most
celebrated work, 'A Survey of the Summe of
Church Discipline.' written with John Cotton,
was published in England (1648). Many of his
works have gone through repeated editions. See
Walker. 'Life of Hooker' (1891).

Hooker, Sir William Jackson, English
botanist : b. Xorwich 1785 ; d. 12 .\ug. 1865. He
applied himself to the study of botany at an
early age, and in search of botanical specimens
visited Scotland and the Scottish islands,

France, Switzerland, and Iceland. His investi-
gations on the British 'Jungermanni« and
Mosses' drew attention to his attainments, and
he was elected to the chair of botany in the
University of Glasgow, a position he filled for
20 years. In 1836 he was knighted, and in 1S41
was appointed director of the Royal Gardens at

Kew. a post which he held up to the time of his

death. Under his management these gardens in-

creased their area from 11 acres to 270. They
are well laid out, and contain hot-houses and
consei-vatories far superior to an>-thing of the
kind on the Continent, and include museums
filled with objects derived from the vegetable
kingdom, botanical libraries, and a most exten-
sive and excellently arranged herbarium. Among
his works niav be mentioned 'Tour in Iceland'
(1811): 'The British Flora': 'Flora Boreali-
Americana' ; 'Illustrations of the Genera of
Ferns, Icones Plantarum' ; 'British Fenis' ; etc.

Hooker, Mount, Canada, a peak in the
Rockj- Mountains; 15.690 feet high; near the
eastern boundar>' of British Columbia.

Hoonoomaim, hoo'noo-man. See Extel-
Lus Monkey.

Hoop Ash. The black or water ash (Frar-
inus nigral. See .\SH.

Hooper, hup'er, John, English reformer^
and martyr: b. Somersetshire, about I495; d.'

Gloucester 9 Feb. 1555. He embraced the prin-
ciples of the Reformation and in 1539. to avoid
the persecution consequent on refusing to sign
the new anicles of faith put forth by Henry
VIIL, withdrew to the Continent. On the ac-
cession of Edward VI.. in 1547, he went to Lon-
don, and contributed greatly to the progress of
the Reformation. In 1550 he was nominated
bishop of Gloucester. On the accession of
Mar>-, in 1553, he was one of the first victims
fixed upon, and being imprisoned in the Fleet,

was treated with great severitv-. In 1555 he
was required formally to recant his opinions.
This he refused to do and was burned at the
stake near his own cathedral. His works con-
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sist chiefly of a 'Godlj- Confession and Protesta-
tion of the Christian Faith' ; ^Lectures on the

Creed' ; 'Sermons on the Book of Jonah* ; 'An-
notations on the Thirteenth Chapter of the
Romans.'

Hooper, William, American patriot: one
of the signers uf the Declaration of Independ-
ence: b. Boston. Mass., 17 June 17+2; d. Hills-

boro, N. C, October 1790. He was grad-
uated at Harvard College in 1760, studied law
with James Otis in Boston, and removed per-
manently to Wilmington, N. C, in 1767, where
he soon rose to professional eminence and was
noted for his social qualities and hospitality. He
was delegated to the Continental Congress in

1775, and was till his death a leader in the
councils of North Carolina.

Hoopeston, hoops'ton. 111., city in Vermil-
ion County ; on the Lake Erie & W. and the
Chicago & E. I. R.R's. ; about 85 miles south oi

Chicago and 48 miles south by east of Kanka-
kee. It is situated in an agricultural region, and
its chief industries are connected with agricul-

tural products. It has large sweet-corn can-
ning establishments, and factories for making
the cans and the canning machinery. There are

manufactured otlier canned goods, also horsehoe
nails and agricultural implements. Grain and
hay are shipped to the larger markets. The gov-
ernment, in accordance with the charter of 1877,
is vested in a mayor who serves for two years
and in a city council. The city owns and oper-
ates the waterworks. Pop. (1890) 1,911;

(1900) 3.823.

Hooping-cough, a series of coughs ending
in a long-drawn breath, during which a shrill

W'histling sound, the hoop, is produced. Sev-
eral fits of coughing succeed one another, until

some phlegm or mucus is expelled. Vomiting
not infrequently follows a fit of coughing. It

has recently been discovered that the cause of
the complaint is a poison acting as an irritant

on the pneumogastric nerve. Hooping-cough
is contagious, and most commonly attacks chil-

dren, generallj' but once in their lives. The
first symptoms are a difficulty of breathing, and
other slight febrile affections, which are suc-

ceeded by hoarseness, cough, and difficulty of
expectoration. After a fortnight or more the
cough becomes convulsive, and is attended by
the hoop. In four or five weeks the expectora-

tion becomes loose, and the fits of coughing
gradually diminish in frequency and duration.

Hooping-cough is seldom fatal to adults, but is

most fatal in the first year of childhood. Bron-
chitis and pneumonia are the most serious com-
plications.

Hoopoe, hoo'po, a peculiar bird of the Old
World, which takes both its vernacular and sci-

entific name (Ufupa) from its whooping cry.

It is of the group Coccygomorpha: (q.v.) and
represents a family {Upupida), many species

of which inhabit southern Asia and Africa,

while one (L'. epops) is a well known migrant
in Europe. It is about 12 inches long, is brown
above and white beneath, with black, white-
barred wings, and a very large cinnamon-red
black-tipped crest and a long, sharp, curved bill.

It seeks its food on the ground, nests in holes in

trees, crannies in walls, etc., and has many curi-

ous traits and habits which have caused the

bird to take a prominent place in the folk-lore

of all countries. The African hoopoes belong
to tlie genus Irrisor, and are called wood-hoo-
poes. They have brilliant plumage, but no crest.

They go about in noisy flocks, and have much
the appearance and habits of woodpeckers.

Hoorn, horn, or Hoorne, hor'ne, or Horn,
or Homes, orn, Count of (Philip II., De
Montmorencv-Nivelle) ; Flemish soldier and
statesman: b. about 1520; d. Brussels 5 June
1568. His father was a descendant of the French
family of Montmorency, and on the mother's
side he was related to Lamoral Egmont, with
whose fate his own was linked. His mothei
becoming a widow when he was about eight,

was married again to John, Count van Horn,
one of the wealthiest nobles of the Netherlands,
who, left his estates to his wife's children on.

condition that they should assume his name.
Philip was thus at the outset of his career one
of the most influential of his order, and received
from Charles V. and Philip II. important trusis

and distinctions. He accompanied Philip II.

to Spain, where he is supposed to have received
information of the designs of the Spanish court
against the Netherlands, and to have communi-
cated them to the Prince of Orange. Returning
to the Netherlands he joined Orange and Eg-
mont in resisting the aggressive policy of Philip;
yet continued loyal to the crown. He was,,

however, suspected by the Spanish court, and
upon the arrival of Alva in Brussels was en-
ticed with Egmont to that city, and arrested in

September 1567, on a charge of high treasoi.

Ceaseless but vain efforts were made to obtain
for him a fair trial, and appeals for clemency
on his behalf were made by potentates in all

parts of the Continent. He was executed witK
Egmont in June 1568.

Hoosac (hoo'sak) Mountain, the name
given to a spur of the Green Mountains (q.v.)

which is in the northwestern part of Massachu-
setts, on the east side of the valley of the Hoo-
sac River. The whole length is about 16 mile!i.

The mountain is noted for its beautiful scenerj-.

Hoosac Tunnel, in the towns of Adams
and Florida, in Berkshire County, in Massa-
chusetts, and piercing the Hoosac Mountain. It

is on what is now known as the Boston and
Maine railroad, the route from Boston to Troy,
N. Y., by way of Greenfield. From the west
entrance of the tunnel to Troy is 54 miles ; from
the east entrance to Boston, 137 miles. The
tunnel is nearly five miles in length, the longest
tunnel in the United States. Before the genera!
introduction of railroads, and, as early as 1825,
the project was broached of making a canal
across IMassachusetts from Boston to the Hud-
son River. This plan was abandoned when rail-

roads were built across the State. In 1851 the
tunnel question had advanced so far that sur-
veys of various routes w-ere made and some ex-
periments were begun. The work of tunneling
began in 1856 and was completed in 1873. For
so long a tunnel the ventilation is good owing
to the shaft, 1028 feet, sunk near the centre.
The width is sufficient for two tracks. The
total cost, including 39 miles of adjoining rail-

road, was about $13,000,000.

Hoo'sic Falls, N. Y., village in Rensselaer
County ; on the Hoosac River and on the Bos-
ton & M. railroad; about 28 miles northeast
of Albany. The first permanent settlement was.
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made in i6SS. and the first charter was received

in 1827. The charter has been re\4sed and the

last revision was in 1S90. The village has ex-
cellent water-power. The chief manufactures
<ire agricultural implements, paper and paper-
making machinerj-. shins, cotton and woolen
goods, and flour. The government of the village

is vested in a president who holds office three
years, and a board of trustees. Pop. (1890)
7.014: (,i90O> 5.671.

Hoosier l^hoo'zher) Schoolmaster, The, a
storj- by Edward Eggleston (q.v.) published in

1S75. and the most popular of its author's works.
It is descriptive of the life of the Middle West
in the pioneer days of the early 19th century-

Hoosier State, a popular name for In-

diana. The word is said to be a corruption of
"husher." formerly a colloquial name for a fight-

er or a bully.

Hop-hornbeam. See Irox-wood.

Hopatcong, ho-pat'kong. Lake, in Sussex
County, Xew Jersey: about S3 miles northwest
of Jersey City and 25 miles west of Paterson.

The lake is 725 feet above the sea, and eight

and one-half miles long and three and one-half

miles wide. Its outlet is the Musconetcong
River which flows into the Delaware. Lake
Hopatcong is a favorite summer resort, its

beautiful scenery is one attraction. It is sur-

rounded by hills and low mountains, all well

wooded, and many of the trees are evergreens.

Hope, Anthony. See Hawkixs, Axthoxy
Hopt

Hope, Ascott R. See Moxcrizff.

Hope College, in Holland, Mich., a co-

educational institution, founded in 1866. by

Dutch settlers, and under the auspices of the

Reformed Church in America. At the close of

1902 there were connected with the school 14
instructors and 200 students.

Hope Diamond, a famous blue diamond
weigning 44VJ carats, in possession of the fam-
ily of H. T. Hope, of England, until 1903, when
it was sold to an .American.

Hope'dale, the name of a community
founded by Rev. .Adin Ballou. in 1841, at Mil-

ford, in Worcester County. Mass. .\t the be-

ginning there were 28 persons who wished to

lead lives in accordance with high ideals of

Christianity. They formed themselves into a

joint-stock company, purchased a farm of 23S

acres, established a settlement, and proceeded

to culti\-ate the soil, and to manufacture their

own breadstuffs and clothing. .At first a board

of trustees were the chief governing power and
had entire control of the industries. Later more
responsibilities were given to the members, and
the industries were, in different ways, appor-

tioned among them. In 1854 there were 200

members ; but the community had become a

financial failure and dissensions had crept in.

In 1856 they were in debt, and as a joint-stock

company they disbanded ; but continued as a

semi-ccmmunistic community- until about 1862,

when they gave up the industries they had es-

tablished to private indiriduals, and formed
themselves into Hopedale Parish with their

founder as pastor. Consult : .Adin Ballou,
< Hopedale Ccmmunit>-.'

Hop'kins, Alphonso Alvah, .American au-

thor and lecturer: b. Burlington Flats, K. Y.,

27 March 1843. He was for three years pro-
fessor in the American Temperance University;
from 1867-S6 was editor of three agricultural

papers successively. Since 1868 he has lectured
on temperance and other social and political

subjects; in 1882 he was the prohibition candi-
date for governor of Xew York. He has writ-

ten *Geraldine, a Romance in \'erse,' a popu-
lar poem in the stile of Owen Meredith's
'Lucille* (1881): 'His Prison Bars' (1878):
'Sinner and Saint' (18S0) : 'Wealth and
Waste' (1896') : 'Ballads of Brotherhood'
(1900).

Hopkins, Edward, .American colonial gov-
ernor : b. England 1600 ; d. London March
1657. He was a prominent merchant of London,
and came to Boston in 1637, but soon after re-

moved to Hartford, where he was chosen a
magistrate in 1639, and governor of the colony
of Connecticut every other year from 164O to

1654, alternating with Haynes. He afterward
went back to England, where he was chosen
warden of the English fleet, commissioner of
the admiraltj- and navy, and member of Parlia-

ment. But he never lost his interest in the

colonies, and at his death bequeathed much of
his estate to Xew England, giving £1.000 for

the support of grammar schools in Hartford and
X"ew Haven, which are still flourishing, and
£500 which went to Harvard College and the
grammar school at Cambridge.

Hopkins, Edwsu-d Washburn, .American
philologist; b. Xorthampton. Mass., 8 Sept.

1857. He was graduated from Columbia in

1878, and going to Germany to study took the
degree of Ph.D. at the L'niversity of Leipsic
In 1895 he became professor of comparative
philologj- and Sanskrit at Yale. He has written

'Caste in .Ancient India' (18S1) : 'Manu's Law-
book' (.1S84") : 'Religions of India* (1895);
'The Great Epic of India' (1901) ; and *India
Old and Xew' (.1901).

Hopkins, Esek, first commodore of the
.Amencaii navy; b. Scituate, R. I., 1718; d. Xorth
Providence. R. I., 26 Feb. 1802. In Xovember
1775 he received a commission from the Con-
tinental Congress as commodore and 'com-
mander-in-chief* of the na\-j", soon after which
he put to sea with the first squadron sent out
by the colonies. The fleet sailed for the Bahama
islands, and captured the forts at Xew Provi-

dence, and with them 80 cannon, and a large

quantitj' of ordnance, stores, and ammunition.
On his return, when off Block Island, the com-
modore took the British schooner Hawke and
the bomb brig Bolton. For this act the president

of congress complimented Hopkins officially.

Commodore, or .Admiral Hopkins, as he was
generally called (even by \\'ashington, who so

addressed him in his official letters), performed
other remarkable exploits, though he had great

difficulties to contend with. His name became a
synonj-m for heroism, and for .American pa-

triotism. In June 1776. Hopkins was ordered by
Congress to appear before the na\-al committee
in Philadelphia to reply to charges which had
been preferred against him for not annoring the

enemy's ships on the southern coast. He was
defended by John .Adams, and was acquitted.

The unavoidable delays at a later period in get-

ting his ships ready for sea gave another chance
for his enemies to complain; and neglecting a
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exerted during a long life a great political in- version of the I37t i palm beginning, "Along

fluence in Rhode Island, being often elected to the Banks where Babels Current I'lows.

the general assembly of that State. Consult Hopkins, Margaret Sutton Briscoe, Amer-
Field, <Esek Hopkins' (1898). ican author: b. Baltimore 7 Dec. 18O4. She

Hopkins John Henry, American Protes- married Prof. A. J. Hopkins of Amherst Col-

tant Episcopal bishop; b. Dublin, Ireland, 30 lege, and has been engaged m literary work

Pittsburg, where his interest in church work (1898): 'The Sixth Sense and Other Stories'

was so earnest that the vestry of Trinity Church (.1899).

unanimously elected him rector of the parish Hopkins, Mark, American college presi-

though he was not even a candidate for orders, dent : b. Stockbridge, Mass., 4 Feb. 1802 ; d.

He accepted the call, was ordained in 1823, and Williamstown, Mass., 17 June 1887. He was
remained in Pittsburg until 1831, when he went graduated at Williams College, Mass., in 1824,

to Trinity Church, Boston, as assistant, and and having filled a tutorship in the college two
became at the same time professor of systematic years received in 1828 the degree of M. El., and

divinity in a theological school. He was con- in the same year commenced the practice of

secrated bishop of Vermont in 1832 and com- medicine in New York. In 1830 lie was re-

bined with the episcopate the rectorship of St. called to Williams College to fill the chair of

Paul's Church. Burlington. Though at the head moral philosophy and rhetoric, and in 1836 be-

of a small diocese, he exerted a widespread came president of the college, a position which

influence as a learned theologian and a con- he held till 1872. In addition to his labors as

troversialist of uncompromising bravery and an instructor, he lectured before the Lowell

great versatility. He is said to have been the Institute of Boston, the Smithsonian Institution,

first to suggest the idea out of which grew and various scientific and literary associations.

the important Lambeth Conferences of the en- Presiding over a college which has been called

tire Anglican Communion, and it is unques- the cradle of foreign missions, he took an active

tionably to his prudent and charitable efforts part in the deliberations of the American board

that the happy reunion of the northern and of commissioners for foreign missions, of which

southern dioceses after the Civil War was he was president from 1857. He published 'Lec-

largely due. Besides controversial works, which tures on the Evidences of Christianity' (1846) ;

at the time had great effect, he published 'The
< Miscellaneous Essavs and Discourses' (1847);

Primitive Creed' (1834); 'The Primitive 'Lectures on Moral Science' (1862) ; 'The Law
Church' (1835); 'The American Citizen' of Love and Love as Law' (1869); 'Outline

(1857): and 'The Law of Ritualism' (1866). Study of Man' (1873); 'Scriptural Idea of

See 'Life of Bishop Hopkins by One of his Man' (1883) ; 'Teachings and Counsels' (1884).

Sons' (1873). See Carter, 'Life of Mark Hopkins' (1892).

Hopkins, Johns, American financier and Hopkins, Pauline Bradford Mackie, Amer-
philanthropist : b. Anne Arundel County, Md., ican novelist: b. Fairfield. Conn.. 1874. In 1899

19 May 1795; d. Baltimore 24 Dec. 1873. His she married H. M. Hopkins; she has been in

parents, Quakers, gave him a fair education and fiterary work since 1896. Her works include

the training of a farmer. At 17 he went to < ]Madeinoiselle de Berny, a Story of Valley

Baltimore, there became a grocer, and in 1822 Forge' (1897): 'Ye Lyttle Salem Maide, a

founded the house of Hopkins & Brothers. He Story of Witchcraft' (1898); <A Georgian

built up a trade in Maryland. Virginia, and Actress, an Historical Romance' (1900).

North Carolina, having practically a monopoly Hopkins Samuel, American Congrega-
in his line. His credit and counsel \vere highly

^-^^^^^^ clcrgvinan : b. Waterburv, Conn., 17 Sept.
valued in financial and mercantile affairs. He

j^^i ; d Newport, R. I., 20 Dec. 1803. He was
retired in 1847 with a large fortune, which he graduated at Yale College in 1741, studied the-
employed in banking and railway operations.

^^^^^ ^^^g^ Jonathan Edwards (q.v.), and in

In 1873 he gave property worth $4,500,000 to j„^^ ^^.^^ ordained at Housatonic, now Great
found a free hospital; he presented Baltimore Barrington, Alass. where he continued until

with a public park, and also gave over $3,000,000 j„gg_ ^.|^pj^ 1,^ removed to Newport, R. I., and
to found the Johns Hopkins University in Balti- ^yas' pastor there till his death. He possessed
more. . almost incredible powers of application, and is

Hopkins, Lemuel, American physician and said to have been sometimes engaged during

political writer: b. Waterbury, Conn., 19 June 18 hours of the day in his st-idies. He pub-

1750: d. Hartford, Conn,. 14 April 1801. He lished 'Dialogue. Showing it to be the Duty and

practised medicine at Litchfield 1776-84, when Interest of the American States to Emancipate

he removed to Hartford, where he sustained a all their African Slaves' (1776); 'System of

high reputation, and had an extensive practice Doctrines Contained in Divine Revelation, Ex-

till his death. He was singular in his appear- plained and Defended' (170.3) : etc. His theo-

ance, manners, and opinions ; a man of talents logical opinions gave rise to the famous Hop-
and learning, and also a poet. He was asso- kinsian Controversy. Hopkins differs from or-

ciated with Trumbull, Barlow, Alsop, Theodore thodox Calvinism in his opposition to the doc-
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trines of original sin and of the atonement

;

moreover, he put particular stress on the virtue

t altruism and unselfishness, even claiming that

selfishness, of whatever nature, was inherently

and essentiallv sinful. Consult: West. *Lifeof

Hopkins* (1805): Park, 'Memoir' (.1852)- See

also Mrs. Stowe's novel, 'The Minister's Woo-
ing,' in which Hopkins is the central figure.

Hopkins, Stephen, American statesman; a

signer of the Declaration of Independence : b.

Scituate, R. I., 7 March 170;; d. Providence

13 July 1785. In 1733 at Providence he was
elected a member of the general assembly, and

in 1739 became chief justice of the court of

common pleas. In 1755 he was elected governor

of the State, and remained in office, with the

exception of four years, until 1768. In 1754 he

was appointed a member of the board of com-
missioners assembled at Albany, N. Y., to con-

cert a plan of union for the colonies. In 1765

he was elected chairman of a committee ap-

pointed at a special town meeting held in Provi-

dence to draft instructions to the general as-

semblv on the stamp act. In August 1774, he

was. witli Samuel Ward, elected to represent

the State in the general Congress held at Phila-

delphia, and was also chosen in 1775 and 1776.

On the naval committee he was placed next

after John Hancock, the chairman, and greatly

assisted in the formation of a na\y. For 50

years he filled some public station: he was for

many years chancellor of Brown University. In

1765 he commenced a 'Historj- of the Planting

and Growth of Providence,' published in the

•Providence Gazette.' In the same year he

published 'The Rights of the Colonies Ex-
amined,' which was reprinted in London.

Hopkins, Tighe, English author: b. 8 Dec.

1856. He is a frequent contributor to English

and American periodicals and among his nu-

merous works are 'Twixt Love and Duty'

(1886): 'For Freedom' (1888); 'Dungeons of

Old Paris' (1898) : 'An Idler in Old France'

(1889"): 'The Man in the Iron Mask' (,1901).

Hopkinson, Francis, American jurist; one

of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-

ence: b. Philadelphia 21 Sept. 1737: d. there

9 May 1791. He was graduated at the College

of Philadelphia (now the Universitj- of Penn-

sylvania), having been the first student who
entered that institution at its opening, and after-

ward studied law. In 1776 he was sent froni

New Jersey as one of her representatives in

Congress. During the Revolution he distin-

guished himself by satirical and political writ-

ings, which attained such popularity that it has

been said that few pens cfltected more than

Hopkinson's in educating the American people

for political independence. He also ridiculed

in prose and verse most of the social follies of

his time. In 1779 he was made judge of the

admiralty of Pennsylvania, which office he held

for ten years, until the organization of the fed-

eral government, when it expired. .\s soon, how-
ever, as Washington became President of the

United States, he addressed to Hopkinson a let-

ter enclosing a commission as United States dis-

trict judge for Pennsylvania. He was skilled in

painting and music, composing highly popular

airs for his own songs. Of his political writings

the most prominent were: 'The Prettv Story'

(17-4); 'The Prophen,' (17761: 'The Political

Catechism' (1777). The best known of his
poems are: 'The Battle of the Kegs,' a humor-
ous ballad, and 'The New Roof, a Song for Fed-
eral Mechanics.' The 'Miscellaneous Essays
and Occasional Writings of Francis Hopkin-
son' were published in 1792.

Hopkinson, Joseph, American jurist and
poet: b. Philadelphia 12 Nov. 1770; d. there 15

Jan. 1842. He was a son of Francis Hopkinson
(q.v.). He was educated at the University of
Pennsylvania, studied law, and began to prac-

tise at Easton, Pa., in 1791, whence he returned
to Philadelphia. From 1815 to 1S19 he was a
member of the House of Representatives from
Philadelphia. He opposed the recharter of the

L'nited States bank, and made a noted speech on
the Seminole war. At the close of 1819 he re-

tired from Congress, declining a re-election.

Having gone to Bordentown to reside, he was
elected to the legislature of New Jersey. In

1S28 he was appointed judge of the United
States court for the eastern district of Pennsyl-

vania, an office which had been filled by his

father under Washington. In 1S37 he was chair-

man of the judiciarj- committee of the conven-
tion to revise the constitution of Pennsylvania.

He is, however, best known as the author of

the national song 'Hail Columbia.' written in

1798 for the benefit of an actor named Fox.

Hop'kinsville, Ky., city and county-seat of

Qiristian County, on the Louisville and Nash-
ville, and the Ohio Valley R.R.s. Here are

Bethel Female and Southern Kentucky col-

leges, Western Kentuckj- insane asylum, and
manufactures of tobacco, lime, brick, wagons,

and carriages, a national bank and the Hopkins-
ville high school. The city has an assessed

property valuation of over $2,000,000. Pop.

(1900) 7,280.

Hop'per, De Wolf, American actor: b.

New York 1858. He made his first profes-

sional appearance in 'Our Boys' (187S), and
later appeared in 'Hazel Kirke' and other plays.

He studied vocal music for several years and
became a star in comic epera and musical

comedy.

Hopper, Isaac Tatem, American philan-

thropist: b. Deptiord, N. J.. 3 Dec. 1771 ; d-

New York 7 ^lay 1852. He was a member of

the Society of Friends, and in the division which
took place in 1827-8, joined the anti-orthodox

or "Hicksite" branch. In 1829-41 he was di-

rector of a New York shop for the sale of

Hicksite books, in 1841-5 was treasurer and
book-agent of the .\nti-Slavery Society, and
from 1845 devoted his efforts to the work of

the New York Prison Association. He was
widely known for his interest in benevolent

objects, especially negro emancipation and the

assistance of discharged prisoners. At Phila-

delphia he was a founder and the secretary of

a society for the emplo\Tnent of the poor, teacher

in a colored school, and otherwise interested in

philanthropic measures. He was an eloquent

speaker. Consult the 'Life' by Child (1853).

Hop'pin, James Mason, .American scholar

and author: h. Providence. R I.. 17 Jan. 1820.

He was graduated from Yale in 1840. studied law

at the Harvard law school (1841-2). iheologj- at

the Union and .Andover seminaries (1843-5) a"<l

the University of Berlin (1847-9), was ordained

to the Congregational ministrj- in 1850. and was
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past-jr at Salem, Mass., in 1850-9. In 1861-79

he w-is professor of honiiletics at Yale, in 1861-3

also pastor of the College church, and from

1879 until his retirement as professor emeritus

in 1899 professor of the history of art. His

publications include 'Notes of a Theological

Student' (1854) ; 'Old England: Its Art, Scen-

ery, and People' (1867) ; 'The Office, and Work
of the Christian Ministry' (1869); 'Honiiletics'

(1881): 'Pastoral Theology' (1889); 'The

Early Renaissance' (1892) ; and 'Greek Art on

Greek Soil' (1897).

Hoppner, hop'ner, John, English portrait

painter: b. London 4 April 1758; d. 23 Jan.

1810. He entered the schools of the Royal Acad-

emy in 1775 ; and became a fashionable portrait

)ainter and the rival of Lawrence. He was a

member of the Royal Academy in 1795. His

oaintings have suffered from his use of bad

mediums ; but his repute has risen, and in 1896

3. portrait by him was sold for 1,800 guineas.

Hopps, John Page, English Unitarian

clergyman: b. London 6 Nov. 1834. He was
educated at the Baptist College in Leicester, and
first entered the Baptist minstry. Becoming a

Unitarian, he held pastorates in Unitarian

churches in Sheffield, Dukinfield, Glasgow,

Leicester, and Croydon. He was a member of

the first school board of the city of Glasgow.

He was proprietor and editor of 'The Truth-
seeker,' 1863-87, and became editor of 'The
Coming Day' in 1891 ; he has written 'Pilgrim

Songs' ; 'A Scientific Basis of Belief in a Fu-
ture Life' ; 'The Alleged Prophecies concern-

ing Jesus Christ in the Old Testament' ; 'The
Plain Truth about the Bible'; 'First Principles

of Religion and Morality.'

Hops (Humulits lupulus) are a climbing
plant, often met with in the w-ild state in north-

ern Europe and in North America. The hop
helongs to the hemp family {Cannabinaccce)

and it is the sofe representative of its genus, but

is cultivated in many varieties. It is a dioecious

plant, that is, the pistillate (female) and stam-

inate (male) infloresence is borne by different

plants. In American and English hop-gardens
it is customary to grow a sprinkling of male
plants, but these are rigorously excluded on the

Continent. In the former case the pistillate in-

florescence becomes impregnated and forms seeds,

in the latter they do not. In good hops the

seeds are scarce, small, shrunken and sterile,

that is incapable of propagating the plant. Many
believe that the formation of seed ought to be
prevented, as the seeds are useless to the brewer,
the main consumer of hops, and besides they only
add weight to the hops. Hop-plants are not
raised from seeds, but are propagated by cutting

off and transplanting portions of the under-
ground stem or root. Only the pistillate plant

is cultivated, because its ripe flower is the part

of the hop-plant used in brewing. It has been
introduced into Brazil, Australia and the Hima-
layas.

The hop is a perennial herbaceous plant,

which produces each year several long twisting,

striated stems, 15 to 20 feet in length, which
clamber over hedges, brush, etc., with ease. The
leaves are stalked, opposite, three to five lobed,

and coarsely serrate. They are, like the stem,
rough to the touch. The male inflorescence

forms a panicle ; the flowers enclose five stamens

in a small greenish five-parted perianth. At an

early stage the female inflorescence is less con-

spicuous. The strobile or catkin consists of

several small acute bracts or leaves at whose
base are situated two sessile ovaries, each sub-

tended by a rounded bractlet. These bracts are

attached to the extremity of the stem in such

a way as to form a cone, and are shaped similar

to roofing tiles, being one half to three quarters

of an inch long.

The ovary and the base of the bracts are

covered with a yellowish powder, the "hop-

meal" or lupulin, which is the active principle

of the plant.

Only a very slight amount of hops is used in

medicine, being chiefly employed as a stomachic

in dyspepsia ; a pillow stuffed with hops is said

to induce sleep. Nevertheless by far the largest

portion of the hops produced is used in the

manufacture of various beers, so that here this

subject is treated with that idea in view.

The pistillate plant alone is cultivated, be-

cause hop growers on the Continent, especially

Germany and Austria, find that unfertilized pis-

tillate plants produce strobiles richer in aroma,

more plenteous in lupulin, and in general better

than where the plants were fertilized through the

pollen of the staminate plant. In the United
States we always find the strobiles containing

much seed, while the choice imported Bohemian
and Bavarian hops are seedless. The pistillate

plant flowers in .August, and its strobiles are

ready for harvesting during September.

The continental European growers always
strive to have early, medium and late hops, so

that there the hop-picking begins late in August
and lasts through the early part of October. In

the United States the picking is usually over in

two weeks. The time at w-hich the strobile is

fit to pick is indicated by the change of color

from a light golden to a somewhat deeper hue,

also by the closing up at the tips and making
a rustling sound when touched. The seeds

should be firm and dark in appearance before

the hops are gathered. Much loss can occur by
too early picking, while too late harvesting is

also detrimental to the value and quality of the

product.
For about 1,000 years hops have been added

to beer or wort, in former times to prevent its

spoiling and also to give it its pleasant and
characteristic flavor and aroma ; and its cul-

tivation has progressed as the manufacture of

beer became more widespread. Germany and

England had hop gardens in the 8th and 9th

centuries, but the cultivation was not rationalized

until the l6th century, and at the present is a

very important agricultural product.

Abroad the finest hops are raised in Bohemia,

its "Saazer" hops being known throughout the

world. Next to this ranks the Bavarian "Spalter

hops," and the product of the so-called "Hal-

lertau." As a rule the Bavarian hop is stronger

than the Bohemian, but somewhat inferior in

quality. Wiirtemberg, Saxony, Baden, Prussia

and Alsace also raise a good quality of hops

;

and Belgium, northern France and Burgundy
cultivate it on a large scale. England's most
famous hops are the "Farnhams," the "Colony"

and "Grape" varieties. Owing to the high im-

port taxes, Russia has also begun to raise hops.

Of all these only the "Saazer" and the "Spalter"

are imported to the United States. The follow-
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ing table gives an idea of the size of the world's

production during the years igoo and 1901

:

world's production of hops in hundredweights.

Countries I 1901 1900
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percentages of the total United States crop, in

order to give a clearer idea of the hop industry
during these years.

New York hops are almost entirely con-
sumed in the United States, while the greater
amount of the Pacilic coast hops (especially

Oregon) is exported. The English production
is scarcely ever sufticicnt for its needs, so that

Great Britain must import some and mostly takes
Oregon hops, because they are especially adapted
to the English ale brewer's requirements.

The hop plant is subject to many diseases,

due mostly to parasites, among which are the
hop plant-louse (I'hordon humuli), the hop-
grub {Gortyna iminanis), the hop-vine snout-
moth {Hypcna humuli), the hop-merchants
(Polygonia intcirogationis), the zebra cater-

pillar (Maiiu'stra picta), the common woolly
bear caterpillar (Spilisonma virginica), the
saddle-back caterpillar {Empretta stimulca), hop
vine leaf-hopper {Tettigonia conAiicnta) ; va-
rious beetles, the "red spider" or spinning mite,

and the needle-nosed hop-bug {Calocoris fulmo-
maculatus), which mostly produce red smut,
etc., and even destroy entire crops. Fungus pest,

blight and mold (black smut), are extremely
rare in the United States, although widespread
in England and Europe. It is almost impossible
to eradicate these pests, except by extreme
measures. The best remedies for the destruc-
tion of the animal parasites is the use of bisul-

phide of lime or a heavy spraying of soap and
tobacco emulsion. Sulphur in any form is a
good remedy, and a spray of kerosene soap emul-
sion, to which a small quantity of flowers of
sulphur is added, is generally effective. In
extreme cases the affected plants are cut down
and burned to prevent a spread of the disease.

The elements also play havoc with the de-
velopment of the tender hop-vine. High winds
will tear the vine from its support ; drouth will

tend to change the color of the light yellow
strobile to the objectionable "pole redness"; and
too much water will produce a lack of lustre,

when the hops are said to be "blind." This is

due to the fact that the entire energy of the

plant is spent in the formation of leaves, the
strobile being scarcely developed.

Hops contain hop-oil, hop-resins, acids, hop-
tannin, hop-bitter, hop-wax, nitrogenous bodies,

carbohydrates and mineral substances. Dias-
tase (an enzyme) has also been found, which is

especially valuable in ale brewing. Hop-oil, the

principal constituent of the lupulin, present in

0.2 per cent to 0.8 per cent, is obtained by dis-

tilling the hops with water. It is colorless and
hardly soluble in water. The characteristic

agreeable aromatic flavor of the hops depends on
this oil. If exposed to air the oil turns to resin,

passing to valerianic acid, to which the cheesy
odor of old hops can be traced. According to

Hayduck, there are three resins in hops, the
o, /3. and 7, of which the first two are soft and
the latter hard. The preserving, antiseptic

effect of hops is due to the two soft resins, as

they are distinctly prejudicial to the growth of
butyric acid and many other bacteria, but do not
have much effect on acetic acid bacteria and
sarcina. In old hops valerianic acid, malic acid,

citric acid and succinic acid are present. Hop-
tannin is chiefly stored in the leaves of the stro-

bile and is a pale brown amorphous powder
soluble in dilute alcohol, which through oxida-

tion passes into phlobaphen. The hop-bitter is

obtained from the two soft resins, and imparts
a pleasant bitter taste to the beer, without which
it would be flat and insipid. Hop-wax is present

in considerable proportions in hops, but, since

it is insoluble in water and even in 90 per cent
alcohol, it has no value in beer. Nitrogenous
constituents of hops are about 2 per cent to

4 per cent, which calculated to albumen are

12 per cent to 24 per cent, of which 0.75 per
cent to 1.6 per cent are soluble. Bungerer
maintains that 30 per cent of the nitrogenous
substances are asparagin. Behrens says that

trimethylamin and free ammonia are also pres-

ent. Griess and Harrow have discovered cholin
in hops. Brown and Morris have shown the
presence of an enzyme similar to diastase, which
will saccharify starch, that is, change it

into sugar. This enzyme is chiefly accumu-
lated in the seeds. The carbohydrates contained
are cellulose, sugar, dextrin. According to

Brown and Morris there is present 1.55 per cent
dextrose and 2.10 per cent levulose, together

3.65 per cent of inverted sugar. According to
Thausing hops contain 5.3 per cent to 15.3 per
cent of ash and an average of 7.54 per cent, of
which over one third is potash, one sixth

phosphoric acid, one sixth silica, and some
sodium, lime, magnesia, iron oxide, sulphuric acid

and chlorine. The presence of an alkaloid in

the seed has been ascertained by Dr. Ernst
Hantke, but research on this point is still pro-
gressing.

Although it is possible to estimate with a

fair degree of accuracy the several constituents

of hops, it has not been so' far found possible

to establish any definite relation between the

value of the hops and the amounts of hop-oil,

resins, tannin, etc., which they contain. Con-
sequently up to the present time, chemistry has
not afforded much assistance in this direction.

Hence the value of hops is still judged according
to its general properties. The color, size and
appearance and lustre of the strobile, the quan-
tity and color of the lupulin, the amount of
seed, the odor, taste and cleanliness, are the
essential points in the valuation of hops.

Fine hops possess a silky lustre which is

lacking in inferior grades. The color is greenish
yellow, varying with the origin. New York
hops have a somewhat paler color of a stronger
greenish shade, while the Pacific coast hops have
a more pronounced yellowish color. A reddish

tint may indicate pole-redness, or, what is worse,
that the hops have become overheated in the

bale, which implies a darker coloration of the

lupulin and deterioration of quality. The form
and size of the strobile is also characteristic of

the origin. Small strobiles are preferable to

big ones, as they contain on an average more
lupulin ; and the fewer the seeds the better.

The bracts ought to lap over one another and
hold firmly together, whereby the lupulin is

kept in better. The odor and aroma should be
strong, fine, free from any off-smell such as

odors of fruit, garlic, etc. Only very slight

amounts of stems, foliage, or stripped cones
should be present, as they impart a coarse taste

to the beer. The amount of lupulin present in

the strobile is an indicator of the value of the

hops, because it contains those resins, volatile

oils and bitter substances, which are so essen-

tially valuable to the brewer. In fresh hops,
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slight pressure will force out the contents of the

strobile in a transparent droplet, but in old hops
the contents of the lupulin granule will not flow,

due to resinification. and the expressed juice is

more sjTupy. wax-like and opaque. In short,

the preparation of the strobiles for the tnarket

should be as foUow-s: After the crop has been
har\-ested. it is dried. The largest part of tlie

German crop is merely air-dried or sun-dried,

and it is claimed that this "natural cure* pre-

serves far more of the essentia! oils and other

active principles than is possible by the artifi-

cial hot-air cure used in the United States and
England, and that this at least in part accounts
for the pec-aliarities of Spalt hops that command
such extraordinary prices. TTie kiln in which
the hops are dried resembles in some respects

the drj-ing kiln of the maltster. This process

requires great care, as much of the hops may be
easily damaged. When the moisture has been
completely removed, sulphur is placed on the

fire, which has the effect of brightening the

color: the evolved sulphurous acid also acts as

an antiseptic, destroying to some extent the
germs of mould-fungi and other organisms.
After drying, the hops are stored three or four
days, whereupon they are baled and are then
ready for the market. They are easily affected

by warmth, moisture, air and light, and for this

reason must be protected in storage against these
influences. For brewing purposes it is almost
impossible to pass off a substitute for hops, al-

though lupulin and hop-extract are now manu-
factured. The lupulin is separated from the

strobile, and inasmuch as it contains the essen-

tial constituents for which hops are used in

brewing, it can be better utilized, although it is

impracticable and impossible to replace the en-

tire quantity of hops witli lupulin alone because
it contains verj- little tannin, which also is es-

sential. The same remark is applicable to hop-
extract. Dr. Ernst H-\xtke,
President of the Industrial Chemical Institute

of MUzi'aukee.

Horace ( QriXTUS Hor.^tius Fi_^ccvs), Ro-
man poet of the Augustan Age: b. Venusia,
Italy, 8 Dec. 65 b.c. ; d. Rome 27 Nov. 8 ac.
Our information about Horace's life is derived
in the main from his own writings, which are
supplemented in a few details by a brief biog-

raphy attributed to Suetonius. He was bom at

\'enusia. a small town in Apulia, near the

boundaries of Lucania and Samnium. His
father was a freedman, and, according to Hor-
ace's own statement, followed the trade of a
coactor. or collector. He seems to have pros-

pered, for he was able to purchase a small

farm. He was not satisfied to send the boy to

the local school of Flavins, which was patronized

by the aristocracy of Venusia, but moved to

Rome to give his son the best possible educa-
tional advantages. It is to his credit that he
did this, not that Horace might better his posi-

tion in life, but for the sake of the education
itself. .\t the capital he supplied his son with
the means of making a creditable appearance,
and he himself accompanied him to and from
his classes, giving him moral instruction in a

shrewd and homely way by pointing out men
who offered ex.imples to be followed or shunned.
To this training Horace owed both his habit of
self-examination and his consequent temperance

and self-control, and that keen obser\-ation of

men and things which is one of his marked
characteristics. He nowhere makes mention of

his mother, who very likely died while he was
an infant.

At Rome Horace pursued the usual gram-
matical studies under the notorious "flo^ng
Orbilius,* and doubtless supplemented them by
more advanced work in rhetoric and literature-

It is, however, in marked contrast to the fulness

of our information about the other details of

his life, that we know little or iwthing about
the masters who influenced him or about the
particulars of his education, except tliat he im-
plies that he attended the classes of several

teachers. We may, however, infer something
from the results. He certainly acquired a taste

for reading, both in the literature of Greece
and that of his native land, a habit which he
continued to follow throughout his life. Some-
where about 46 B.C in his 19th year, Horace
went to Athens to study philosophy but he
does not seem to have been especially at-

tracted by any particular school. In his early

life he leaned toward the Epicurean doctrine,

but as time went on he turned more and more
to that of the Stoics, witliout, however, com-
mitting himself to either sect. The assassination

of Caesar and the arrival of Brutus in Athens
in September 44 B.C.. put an end to his quiet

student life. He joined the army of the liber-

ators, and received a commission as tribune,

though he was in no way fitted for the post.

At Philippi he fled from the field with the rest

of the routed forces, and. as he himself says,

"left his shield behind." His humble estate was
confiscated, but on his return to Rome in 41,
when a general amnesty was granted by Oc-
tavian. he in some way secured a position as
clerk in the quaestor's office, which furnished
him the means of livelihood.

Horace freely admits that it was lack of
money which first led him to write verse, and
it was to his efforts in this line that he owed his

advancement He soon made tlie acquaintance
of Vergil and of Varius. by whom he was in-

troduced to Maecenas. After a delay of several

months, during which the astute statesman
doubtless took the young man's measure, his

position was established by his admission to

the select circle of Maecenas' literary friends.

This honor, as he says with pardonable pride,

was due not to high birth, bur to his personal
character. In 33 he received from his patron a
small estate, the famous Sabine farm, situated in

the valley of the Digentia. a small stream flow-

ing into the .Anio. about 30 miles northeast of
Rome. Through Maecenas he became intimate

with the most eminent men of the day, both in

literarj- and in political life, including .Augustus.

Toward the emperor his attitude was one of
dignified independence. He was quick to rec-

ognize the ad\-antages of the peaceful and es-

tablished order of things which .\ugustus had
brought about, and he celebrates it in many of
his odes: but he did not hesitate to decline the

position of private secretary which the emperor
offered him. This he did without giving offense,

for Suetonius quotes extracts from letters of

.Augustus which indicate a cordial and even an
intimate friendship. Horace also preserved his

independence in his relations with his bene-
factor Maecenas, as appears from several pas-
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•sages in his works, although he showed a proper
gratitude for his many favors.

In the year 35 Horace issued his first book
of satires, to which he himself gave the title of
'Serniones,' or familiar talks. On this branch
of literature, which the Romans claimed as

their own creation, see Satire. He took as his

model Lucilius, and at first seems to have fol-

lowed him closely, but he soon found himself
out of sympathy with the earlier poet's severity
in invective and disregard of form. In the
fourth and tenth Satires he subjects the work
of his predecessor to a thorough criticism, and
defines his own ideal of what satire should be.

This book was complete in itself, and begins
•with an essay addressed to Mscenas. That the
reception given to his first effort, which did
not lack serious defects, was not wholly favor-
able, and that Horace had not satisfied himself,
is evident from the poet's own words in the
introductory essay of the second book, which
seems to have appeared in the year 30. This
book marks a great advance on the first, from
which it differs in its externals in having no
formal dedication and in being cast almost
wholly in dialogue form, whereas in the first

book Horace himself had been the chief speaker.
In the following year, urged by Maecenas, Hor-
ace published his first collection of lyrics, some
of which doubtless represent his earliest at-
tempts at verse. It was a volume of 17 Epodes,
or 'Iambi,' as he himself named them. He chose
as his model the Greek iambic poet Archilochus,
and followed him closely in form. His work,
however, has little of the bitter invective for
which the Greek poet was notorious, and Hor-
ace shows no little originality both in his choice
•of themes and in his treatment of them. Six
years later Horace, now a man of 42, published
the first three books of the Odes, which form a
work complete in itself, opening with a dedi-
cation to Alscenus and closing with an epilogue
iti which he predicts his own immortality. In
liis choice of metres he followed especially
Alcreus and Sappho, from whom he also took
many of the subjects of his odes. But he shows
the influence of many other Greek poets, as
well as considerable independence. Although
this work did not wholly escape hostile crit-

icism, it at once placed Horace in the front rank
of Roman poets. This position was formally
recognized in 17 B.C. through his appointment
by Augustus to write the ode, the well-known
'Carmen Sasculare,' which was sung at the cel-

ebration of the secular games in that year.

His next work was a return to the field of
satire, for the 'Epistles' belong with the 'Ser-
mones' to that branch of literature in the Ro-
man sense of the term. They differ from the
'Sermones' in their greater finish and in their
externa! form. Horace regarded the hexamettr
as the conventional form for satire, and the
poetic epistle represents his third and final

choice of form for his essays in that measure.
The first book was apparently issued in the year
20. Horace was then a mature man. who had
made his mark, and his tone is more assured
and his self-appreciation is greater, though with-
out any trace of egotism. Tlic practical philos-
ophy of life

_
seemed to him the thing most

worthy of serious consideration, and to teaching
this he proposed to devote the rest of his literary
work. This book, which consists of 20 letters,

\'uL. 8—31

of which some are genuine atid some fictitious,

is also dedicated to Al;ccenas. The second book
is devoted wholly to literary criticism, a subject
which lay within the domain of satire and had
already been handled in some of the 'Scrmones.'
The chronology of the book is somewhat diffi-

cult. It was probably published in the year 14.

Whether the Ars Poetica formed the third let-

ter of the second book or not is uncertain. It

has been assigned to various years from 20 to 8
B.C.. and if it really belongs to the latter date,
it must have been published separately, perhaps
after Horace's death, and is the latest of his
works. The title which Horace gave it seems
to have been 'Epistula ad Pisones,' but it re-

ceived its present designation at an early period.
The second book of epistles begins with a letter

addressed to Augustus, who is said by Suetonius
to have taken Horace to task for dedicating none
of his works to him. In his epistles, Horace
had formally renounced lyric poetry. Never-
theless, at the express request of the emperor,
he published a fourth book of odes in 13 B.C.

This collection, though admirable in form and
containing some of Horace's best work, is char-
acterized by a certain perfunctoriness and lack of
spontaneity. It was not addressed to Ma:cenas,
but is without a formal dedication. This was.
however, not due to any diminution of his regard
for his patron, but to the fact that the book was
published by the special request of Augustus.

Of the remaining years of the poet's life we
know very little. Suetonius says that he died
27 Nov. 8 B.C., and there seems to be no ground
for rejecting this testimony. No authentic por-
trait of Horace has come down to us. From
his own allusions to his personal appearance,
and from a letter of Augustus, quoted by Sue-
tonius, we learn that he was stout and short,
with dark eyes and hair, but prematurely gray.
He further tells us that he was quick to anger,
but easily appeased. He never married, and of
all the loves of which he sings, Canara alone
seems to be other than imaginary.

It is probably safe to say that Horace has
been the most widely read of all Roman writers,

not excepting Vergil, and that he has appealed
to a more varied circle of readers than any of
his countrymen. This statement applies espe-

cially to his odes, since it is to them that his

popularity with the general public is for the

most part due. It has been said that the odes
are not poetry of the highest type, and that

when they are analyzed and their contents sub-

jected to searching criticism, the sum total of

poetic material is scanty. This is imquestion-

ably true, yet it is equally true that their influ-

ence and popularity have none the less been

great. Tliis is due in part to the personality

of the man and the sympathetic feeling which
he rouses in his readers on account of his

broad humanity: and in part to the fact that

the very simplicity of the odes and their ease

of comprehension appeal to readers of all classes.

As Mackail says, he realized that limited as was
his own range of emotions, that of mankind at

large was still more so. In some cases, notably

in the love poems and the convivial odes, we are

conscious that he did not always feel even the

emotions which he describes. In spite of all

criticism, the one undoubted fact remains, that

the odes of Horace have pleased readers of

all epochs and all sorts and conditions of men.
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Horace's claim to originality is greater than
is usually admitted. In his day the question
of imitation of Greek models had ceased to

exist, and the question was, rather, which model
to choose. In the .\ugustan Age we find two
schools, those who followed the Alexandrine
writers, and those who went back for their

inspiration to the Greeks of the classical period.

Horace belonged to the latter class. His con-
tempt for the followers of Alexandria is out-
spoken, and so undiscriminating as to include
such really great poets as Calvus and Catullus.

He certainly knew how to make what he bor-
rowed his own, and many of his odes are so
thoroughly national in character that they can
have owed little except their external form
to Greek sources. In his Satires, in spite of his

avowed imitation of Lucilius in the beginning,
his originality is far greater, and these are in

reality his greatest works. While less popular
with the general reader, they are of great inter-

est for the light which they throw on Horace's
life, personality, and habits, as well as for the
vivid pictures which they set before us of the
complex Roman life. In his daily walks about
the city, Horace used his powers of observation,
and drew material from all sides and from all

classes of societj'. .\bove all we can trace in

them his own self-improvement and the devel-

opment of his character, and the gradual growth
of that sound judgment and good taste which
characterize the work of his mature years. The
Satires are further characterized by a genial and
good-natured humor. Like Dickens, he chose
appropriate "names for many of his characters —

•

such as \orius, or Newman, for the parvenu,
though, like those of Dickens, they were not
always of his own coinage. The Satires also

abound in the familiar phrases of every-day life,

in puns and plays upon words, in proverbs and
homely fables and stories.

Horace's works, as he himself humorously
predicted, became school text-books at an early

period. Juvenal implies that this was the case

in his day. This fact and his general popularity

led to the numerous commentaries on his works,
which began to appear as early as the days of

Nero, of which those of Porphyrio. of the early

part of the 3d century, and the collection falsely

attributed to Helenius .^cron, have come down
to us. The great number of manuscripts w;hich

exists testifies to his popularity in the Middle
Ages. His fame at that time was, however,

much less than that of Vergil, and, though he

also was regarded as a magician, it was only at

Palestrina and at Venusia that such legends

were current. In modern times his influence

on French and English satire has been great, as

well as on modern poetry in general.

The date of the first edition is uncertain, but

is earlier than 1471. Since then the editions of

Horace's works, or of parts of them, have been
legion. Of these may be mentioned as epoch-

making that of Richard Bentley (Cambridge
1711). which has often been reprinted (the

reprint at Berlin in 1869 contains a word-index
by C. Zangermeistcr"). The standard critical

text is that of O. Keller and A. Holder (Leip-

sic 1864-70. a second edition of the first vol-

ume containing the "Odes,' 'Epodes,' and
'Carmen Saeculare,' appearing in 1899). .A com-
mentary on this edition is furnished by Keller's

'Epilegomcna zu Horaz' (Leipsic 1879-80).

Of editions with notes may be mentioned

:

J. G. Orelli, 4th ed. by \V. Hirschfelder
and W. Mewes (Berlin 1886-92), containing a
complete word-index: A. Kiessling (Berlin, 2d
ed. 1890-S) : H. Schutz (Berlin 1880-3) ; these
two appear in new editions from time to time

;

L. Miiller, 'Odes' (Leipsic 1900), 'Satires and
Epistles' (Leipsic 1891-3) ; E. C. Wickhara.
'Odes and Epodes' (3d ed. Oxford 1896),
'Satires and Epistles' (Oxford 1891): Page,
Palmer, and Wilkins (London and New York
1896). The edition of the 'Odes and Epodes*
by P. Shorey (New York 1896) is of special

interest to the general reader on account of its

large number of parallel passages from English
poetry.

The simplicitj- and directness of Horace's
thought have been a constant temptation to

translators, and the number of English versions,

particularly of the 'Odes,' is ver>- great. But
his care in composition and his inimitable skill

in the use of w-ords. his curiosa ^'f/in'/aj. as

Petronius terms it, make him exceedingly dif-

ficult to translate, and. while some brilliant

successes have been achieved with single odes,

no one has done justice to him as a whole.

Many of the attempts which have been made
are reviewed in two articles in the 'Quarterly

Review' (Vol. CIV., 1858. and Vol. CLXXX..
1895). The following may be mentioned: Lord
Lj-tton, 'Odes and Epodes' (London 1869) :

Cooper. 'Horace's Odes Englished and Imitated

by Various Hands' (London 1S80) ; Martin.

'Works of Horace' (Edinburgh 1888) : Coning-
ton, 'Odes and Epodes' (3d ed., London 1885),

'Satires and Epistles' (London 1892) : Glad-
stone. 'Odes' (New York 1894): Green. 'Odes
and Epodes' (London 1904). An edition of
Horace's works, in six volumes, containing both
text and translations, has recently been issued

by the Bibliophile Societj- of Boston. To give

an adequate literarj- criticism of Horace is

nearly as difficult as to translate him, and is

out of the question within the limits of a brief

article. Consult : the various histories of Ro-
man literature, especially that of Mackail (New
York 1900) ; Sellar, 'Roman Poets of the .Au-

gustan Age— Horace and the Elegiac Poets'
(London 1892) ; Nettleship. 'Lectures and
Essays' (Oxford 1885) ; Patin, 'Etudes sur la

poesie latine' (3d ed., Paris 1883) : Tyrrell.

'Latin Poeto"' (Boston 1895); Boissier, 'The
Country of Horace and Virgil' (London 1896) ;

Lang, 'Letters to Dead Authors' (London
1886).

John C. Rolfe,
Professor of Latin Language and Literature.

L'niiersity of Pennsyhania.

Horae, ho're. in Greek mythologj-. god-
desses of the seasons. They were generally
regarded as attendants of the gods, and guard-
ians of the Olympian gates. Their character-
istics, however, varied, and their number was
variously represented as two. three, or four.

Hesoid names three— Euxomia (good order).
Dike (justice), and Eirene (peace), and thus
makes prominent their attributes as also guard-
ians of social and political conditions.

Horatii, hd-ra'shi-i. three Roman brothers,
who. in the reign of Tullus Hostilius. en-
paged the same number of .-Mban brothers (the
Curiatii). in order to decide the contest between
the two nations. A sister of the Horatii was
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betrothed to one of the Ciiriatii ; bul both sides

forgot their private relations in the service of

their country. Two of the Romans soon fell.

The contest was unequal, but Horatius saw
his antagonists faint with the loss of blood.

In order therefore to separate them from one
another, he feigned flight, and. while they pur-

sued him as well as their wounds would permit,

at unequal distances, he suddenly turned and
slew one after the other. He was conducted
back to the city amidst the rejoicings of the

Romans, adorned with the spoils of the slain.

There he saw, in the crowd, his sister in tears

for the death of her betrothed. Angered that

her lamentations for her lover should mingle
with the rejoicings of the nation on his victory,

the brother plunged his dagger into her breast.

He was condemned by the du\imviri to be
scourged to death, but he was later pardoned.

Horeb, ho'reb, a mountain in the northern
part of Arabia, of the same ridge as Mount
Sinai, which lies not far distant from it, memo-
rable in the history of Moses. The monks on
Mount Sinai still point out the rock on Horeb
from which water issued at the blow of Moses.

Horicon, hor'i-kon. See George. Lake.

Hori'zon. In its most familiar sense the
horizon is the line or circle around which earth
and sky seem to meet. On the ocean this cir-

cle is smooth and easily visible, and is then
called the sea horicon.

In astronomy the horizon is defined by a
plane at right angles to the direction of grav-
ity, extending out indefinitely on all sides, and
called the plane of the horicon. The circle in

which this plane cuts the celestial sphere is

called the astronomical horicon. All points of

it are apparently on a level with the eye of the

observer. Owing to the rotundity of the earth

the sea horizon is lower than this astronomical
horizon— a narrow strip of sky separating the

two. The angular distance between them is

called the dip of the horicon. The higher the

observer is above the ocean, the greater is the

dip. To an eye on the surface of the water,
the sea horizon and the astronomical horizon co-
incide, so that there is no dip. The geometrical
principle which determines both the dip and
the distance of the visible horizon, are seen in

the figure. The circular arc is here the surface
of the ocean. The eye of the observer is situ-

ated at the point E. a short distance above the
surface of the water. A tangent drawn from
the eye to the surface meets the latter at the
visible horizon, H. Let a horizontal line E A

be drawn from the eye, the angle A E H is then
the geometric dip of the horizon. The geom-
eter will readily see that this is equal to the
angle at the surface of the earth between O and
H. Since one minute of arc in the curvature
of the earth's surface corresponds to one nauti-
cal mile, it follows that, geometrically, the dip
of the horizon in minutes is equal to its dis-

tance in nautical miles. But, in the actual case,
the line of sight is curved in consequence of the
refraction of the air. The result of this is

that the actual horizon is further than given by
the geometric theory, and the dip somewliat
smaller. The following table shows the rela-

tion between the apparent dip and the height of
the eye above the water and the distance of the
sea horizon.
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other in a median line, and not side by side.

This nasal rhinoceros-hom is not a hollow
sheath clothing a bony core, but a solid mass
of coarse agglutinated hairs, arising from the
skin and supported by a thickening of the under-
lying bone.

L'tility of Horn.— In their natural form, the
horn-sheaths of oxen, sheep and antelopes have
been put to a great variety of use, as weapons,
receptacles, handles, and musical instruments—
the latter surviving in certain ceremonial usages
and in the general term "horn" for a wind in-

strument. Cleaned and polished it served many
additional needs, forming the primitive drinking
cups ; and it is from this ancient usage that

the general name of "horns" has been given to a
species of drinking cup, and its spirituous con-
tents. The horns of victims sacrificed to the
gods were often gilded by the Romans and
suspended in the temples, more especially in

those of Apollo and Diana. From the most
remote times the altars of the heathen divinities

were likewise embellished with horns, and such
as fled thither to seek an asylum embraced them.
Originally the horns were doubtless symbolical
of power and dignity, since they are the prin-

cipal feature of gracefulness in some animals,
and instrument of strength in others. Hence
these ornaments were frequently bestowed in

imagination and art upon gods, and were
actually worn by heroes. In more modern times
ox-homs have been used the world over for

carrjing gunpowder : and museums abound in

quaint relics of this kind elaborately ornamented
by soldiers and hunters. Small bottles (ink-

horns) of this substance were the first recep-

tacles for ink, and are still used in the East,

where opium for smoking is usually kept in

horn-boxes. Before the general adoption of

glass panes in windows thin plates of horn were
often used, as they still are in barbarous parts

of Asia; lanterns were made of them; and the

faces of the mediaeval horn-books were so pro-

tected. The material now lends itself to manu-
facturing into many other articles by reason

of its toughness, pliability and capability of

being softened by heat and then molded. The
heat is applied in the form of hot water ; and
splitting into thin sheets, or welding pieces

together, or molding fragments into various

forms, may all be accomplished under combined
moisture, heat and pressure. Both the natural

horn and the molded substance may be carved,

or impressed with a die, polished and dyed.

Hence an enormous variety of useful and orna-

mental articles may be made, and the horns of

cattle have commercial value.

Horn, a musical instrument, originally

formed, as the name denotes, from the horn of

an animal. The name includes a large family

of wind-instruments, many of which have fallen

into disuse. The hunting-horn was long the

chief form extant. The French horn consists of

a metallic tube of about lo feet in length, very

narrow at top, bent into rings, and gradually

widening toward the end whence the sound

issues, called the bell, or in French the pavilion.

It is blown through a cup-shaped mouth-piece

of brass or silver, and the sounds are regulated

by the player's lips, the pressure of his breath,

and by the insertion of the hand in the bell of

the instrument. The compass of the instrument

is three octaves. Music for the horn is always
written on the kej' of C, an octave higher than
it is played, with the key of the composition
marked at the beginning of each movement.
Great improvements have been made in the
instrument by C. J. Sax of Paris, whose saxhorn
gives a greater volume of sound than the old
instrument. The buglehorn is a tube of 3 feet

10 inches in length bent into small compass. It

is usually provided with keys, and has a range
of two octaves, and notes commencing with the

upper B of the bass clef.

Horn, Cape. See C.\pe Horn.
Horn-fly, a European fly {Hamatobia ser-

rata). since about 1890 become widespread in

North .America, which have a curious habit of
clustering in masses about the base of the horns
of cattle. It is closely related to the house-fly

and stable-flj', and although annoying does no
serious harm to the cattle or their horns

Horn'aday, William Temple, American
naturalist: b. Plainfield, Ind., i Dec. 1854. He
studied zoology and in 1875-9 visited as a
zoological collector South .American countries,

India, Ceylon, the Malay Peninsula, and islands.

In 1882-90 he was chief taxidermist of the
United States National Museum, and in 1896
was appointed director of the New York Zoolog-
ical Park. His publications are: 'Two Years in

the Jungle' (1885) ; 'Free Rum on the Congo*
(1887) ; 'The Extermination of the .American
Bison' (1887) ; 'Taxidermy and Zoological Col-
lecting' (1892) ; 'The Man who Became a
Savage' (1895).

Hom'beain {Carpinus). a genus of trees

of the natural order Cupulifercr. of which the

species C. betulus is common in Europe, in some
places growing to nearly 100 feet in height,

although in Great Britain, where it is much
planted, it is a small tree. It is also called

horn-beech, hardbeam, and yoke-elm. It has
barren flowers in a cylindrical catkin ; fertile

flowers in a lax catkin ; nuts in pairs. It grows
in woods and hedges, often in a damp tenacious

soil, and forms a principal part of the ancient

forests on the north and east sides of London.
The wood is white, tough, and hard, and burns
like a candle. It is used in turner)-, for cogs of
wheels, etc. The inner bark \-ields a yellow dye.

The American hornbeam (Coprinus Americana
or Caroliniana) is a small tree rarely attaining

the height of 30 feet, sparingly diffused over

most of the United States. It is also called

water-beech, blue beech and ironwood. The
wood, fine-grained, tenacious, and very com-
pact, is used for handles, as of carpenter's tools,

ets., its ser\'iceability being restricted by reason

of its inferior size. See Ironwood.

Hom'bill, a genus (Buccros") and of a
family (liuccrolid(r) of birds now placed in

the division Coraciiformcs, and related to the

hoopoes and owls. The species are numerous
and are found in Africa, India, and throughout
the Malayan region as far as Now Guinea, are

mostly large birds, the largest being more than

four feet long, the smallest rather smaller than

a magpie. They are bulk-y birds of heavy,

noisy flight ; their large bills are surmounted
by bony crests or "helmets" of varied shape and
sometimes of great size, but rendered light by

the presence of numerous air-cells. Their food
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is principally fruits, but in certain circumstances
they become to a great extent omnivorous. Tlius

a well-known South African ground-hornbill
devours snakes, and is highly regarded by tbe

negroes because of its enmity to them, and abil-

ity to overcome the largest and deadliest vipers.

Several are mainly terrestrial in their habits.

The most curious fact regarding these birds is

that during the breeding season the female is

imprisoned on her nest in a cavity in a tree-

trunk, she herself apparently gradually plaster-

ing up the entrance by the use of her excre-
ments, until there is left only a small aperture
through which the male supplies her and her off-

spring with food until the young ones are nearly

full grown. In captivity the male bird has been
observed to disgorge at intervals the lining of
his gizzard in the form of a bag, and it is sup-

posed that the food supplied to the female during
her term of captivity in the breeding season is

enclosed in this structure. Consult : Newton,
'Dictionary of Birds' (1896).

Hornblende, horn'blend, or Amphibole, an
abundant and widely diffused mineral, remark-
able on account of the various forms and chem-
ical compositions that it exhibits, and its di-

versified colors. Almost numberless varieties

of it are recognized, to many of which distinct

names have been given. It crystallizes in the

monoclinic system, and is brittle, with a hard-

ness of from 5 to 6 and a specific gravity of

from 2.9 to 3.4, according to its composition.

It has a vitreous or pearly lustre, and its fibrous

varieties often have a silky appearance. The va-

riety most commonly known as "hornblende"

is usually black or greenish black, and occurs

in many rock formations, notably in granites

and basalts, and in certain schists and slates.

The strongly colored varieties are pleochroic.

Common hornblende is a silicate of iron, alumi-

num, magnesium and calcium. The various

hornblende minerals are now collectively known
as the "amphibole group.* See Amthibole.

Hornbook, an elementary school book in

use in England down to the time of George
II. It was made up of a single leaf on which
was written the alphabet in large and small

letters; the Roman numerals, and the Lord's

Prayer. The leaf was sometimes set in a

frame and sometimes pasted against a piece of

sliced transparent horn ; hence the name. There

was a handle through which a string was in-

serted whereby the book might be tied around
the waist.

Home, C. Silvester, English Congrega-
tional clergyman : b. Sussex 1865. He was edu-

cated at Glasgow University and Mansfield Col-

lege, Oxford, and after leaving the latter in-

stitution was pastor of the Kensington Congre-
gational Church until 1903, when he became
pastor of the Whiteficld Tabernacle in Totten-

liam Court Road, London. He has been active

in many social and religious enterprises and is

one of the most prominent men in his denomina-
tion in England. He has published 'History

of the Free Churches.'

Home, Richard Henry, or Hengist, Eng-
lish poet and essayist : b. London I Jan. 1803

;

d. Margate 13 March 18S4. He was educated

at Sandhurst, and entered the Mexican navy
as midshipman, serving till the close of the

Mexican war of independence. He then re-
turned to London to begin a literary career. To
his early period belong two tragedies, 'Cosmo
de' Medici' (1837), and 'The Death of Mar-
lowe' (1837), both of which contain fine pas-
sages. A poem sent to him for criticism by
Elizabeth Barrett opened the way to a cordial
friendship and a correspondence of seven years.

In 1852 Home removed to Australia, and re-

mained there until 1866; his book, 'Australian
Facts and Principles,' being one outcome of
this residence. Again returning to England,
he continued literary work until his death. His
last publications were tragedies, including 'Judas
Iscariot: A Miracle-Play' (1848), and a curivsus

prose tract, 'Sithron the Star-Stricken' (1883),
which he pretended to take from the Arabian.
His best known work, however, is his epic
poem 'Orion' which Poe said might be called
"a homily against supineness and apathy in the
cause of human progress, and in favor of ener-
getic action for the good of the race."

Horned Dace, Rattlesnake, Screamer,
Viper, etc. See Dace, R.wtlesnake.

Homed Toad, lizards of the family Iguan-
ida, popularly called toads from a certain gen-
eral resemblance in form and manner to those
animals. The body and head are broad, thick,

and flattened, the tail short and the usual at-

titude a sort of squatting posture with the head
elevated. About a dozen species of the genus
Phrynosoina occur in the arid parts of the south-
western United States and in Mexico. The best
known are P. cornutum and P. coronatum,
which, because of the bizarre appearance, quaint
ways and tolerance of captivity, are often
brought back as souvenirs by visitors to those
regions. The scales on the body bear promi-
nent conical spines, and the long horns of the
head are supported by bony cores. Their mot-
tled brow-n and gray colors harmonize well with
their natural surroundings. The horned toads
love to bask in the sunshine in the hottest

weather and to bury themselves in the burning
sand. Never verj- active, they become extremely
sluggish in cool or dull weather and hibernate
in the winter. They feed on all kinds of in-

sects, for which they search only during the
hottest hours of the day, and drink copiously

of water when sprinkled in the form of drops.

Like many other lizards, but unlike most of the

Iguanida, the}' are viviparous.

Horned Viper. See Viper.

Homellsville, hor'nelz-vil, N. Y., city in
Steuben Countv : on the Canisteo River, and on
the Erie and the Central N. Y. & W. R.R.'s;

about 57 miles south of Rochester and 46 miles
northwest of Elmira. The first settlement was
made in 1790, but it was a part of Canisteo and
was called Upper Canisteo until 1820. Tbe pres-

ent name w-as given in honor of George Hornell,

who had done much for the early development
of the town. It was incorporated as a city in

1890. Homellsville is situated in a fertile agri-

cultural region, noted for fruit. Its chief man-
ufactures are sash, doors, and blinds, railroad

supplies, furniture, leather, carriages and
wagons, silk, bricks, tiles, wire-fencings, gloves,

and agricultural implements. It has a good
public high school, St. .Ann's Academy, Sc
James Mercy Hospital, and a number of fine
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public and private buildings. The government
!s vested in a mayor, who holds office two years,

and a city council. The subordinate officers are

appointed by the mayor subject to confirmation

by the council. Pop. (1900) 11,918.

Homer, William George, English alge-

braist: b. 1-86: d. Bath. 22 Sept. 1837. He was

educated at a private school near Bristol, and
later taught there, becoming head master in 1806.

In 1809 he established a school at Bath, which

he conducted until the time of his death. His

only work of importance was his discovery of

a method of solving numerical equations of any
' degree, which he first announced in a paper read

before the Royal Society in 1819, and after^vard

published in the 'Philosophical Transactions.*

The method is still in use, and is known by

Horner's name. See Algebra, History of the
EliMEXTS OF.

Hornet The true hornet is a European
wasp ( Vesfa crabro) : but in America the term

is applied to almost any form of large sting-

ing wasp, especially such as make paperj- nests.

In some portions of the United States this is

considered the only "hornet." but in the vicinitj-

of New York the European hornet also occurs

;

and southward a somewhat smaller species (F.

Carolina) goes by this name.

Hornet, The, the name of two sloops-of-

war in the .American na\T during the War of

1812. The chief was a ship-rigged i8-gun sloop,

and did brilliant service. Through December
and January 181^-13. under Master-Commandant
James Lawrence, she blockaded the 20-gun Eng-
lish sloop Bonne Ciioyenne in the harbor of

Bahia, Brazil, till overmatched by a 74: Law-
rence was surprised and himself had to take

refuge in the harbor, but instead of being

blockaded, slipped out the next night under the

very guns of the man-of-war. .\fter capturing

a merchantman, on 24 Februarj- he fell in with

the English sloop-of-war Peacock, Capt. William

Peake. each at this time having 20 guns ; they en-

gaged at 5.25 P.M.. and in eleven minutes the

Peacock was a sinking wreck and surrendered.

Her captors made ever>- effort to keep her atloat.

but in a few minutes siie sank, carr>ing down 13

of her own crew and three of the Hornet's.

Peake and four men were killed and three

wounded : the Hornet had one killed and two
wounded, besides two more hurt by an exploding
cartridge. ".\ vessel moored for the purposes of

experiment could not have been sunk sooner."

said an English paper of the time : "it will not

do for our vessels to fight theirs single-handed."

On 22 Jan. 1815. under Capt. James Biddle. she

encountered off Tristan d'.Acumha. in the South
Atlantic, the English brig Penguin. Capt. James
Dickinson, with 19 guns of about the same metal

as her own 20; in 22 minutes the Penguin sur-

rendered, but on Biddle going forward, two
British seamen shot him in the neck (not

vitally), and were immediately shot down them-
selves. The Penguin lost her captain and 9
others killed, and 38 wounded : the Hornet, one
killed and 11 wounded. The Penguin was shot

to pieces, and could not be taken aw.iy. so she

was scuttled: the Hornet was almost uninjured

On 28-9 .•\pril she had a long chase from the

British ship of the line Comwallis. the rear-

admiral's flagship, and only escaped by thor-

eughly dismantling herself.

Horol ogy. See Clock : Clock-work.

Horoscope. See Astrology.

Horrocks, hor'oks. Jeremiah, English as-
tronomer : b. Toxteth. near Liverpool, about
1617; d. 3 Jan. 1641. He was educated at Cam-
bridge and was appointed in 1639 to the curacy
of Hoole. Lancashire, and in that village made
his famous observation (,24 Xov. 1639, O. S.)

of the transit of Venus, the first on record.

Xewton, in the 'Principia,' bears honorable
testimony to the value of Horrocks' astronomical
work. The observation of the transit is by no
means regarded as his sole astronomical achieve-
ment, as he added to our knowledge of the phys-
ical cause of celestial motions, deduced the
solar parallax, corrected the solar diameter, and,
made tidal observations. Hevelius printed the
*Venus in Sole Visa,* which was first published
in Germany ( 1662) : a translation of this work,
with memoir by Whatton, appeared in 1859.

Horschelt, Theodor, German painter: b.

Munich 1829: d. 1871. He began his early

studies in the Munich Academy, and later be-
came a pupil of Albrecht .\dam. .\t first he
painted horses, among which is <The Poacher'
(1850). and then turned to military scenes, paint-

ing 'The Seizure of ShamyP and 'Cossacks
Returning from a Razzia.*

Horse, in a general sense, a member of the
ungulate family Equida (q.v.) ; but in ordinary-

use the word designates the single domestic
species (Equus caballus), the wild original of
which is unknown. It is not decided, in fact,

whether a single species, or more than one. was
the source, nor where the domestication of
the horse was first effected. The evolution of
the species, elsewhere sketched, took place in the
.\merican continent, and the writings of some of
the earliest voyagers to the eastern coast of
South .America contain allusions which some
commentators regard as evidence that horses sur-

vived and were known to the people who oc-
cupied the La Plata valley at that time, but this

is open to doubt. It is probable that at the
dawn of civilization the wild ancestors of our
modem horses roamed in bands over the whole
extent of grassy uplands stretching from north-
em .Africa to eastern Manchuria, on the steppes
of Russia, and wherever in Europe open coun-
try might be found : and it is also probable that

they were among the first animals which men
killed for food and afterward captured and
tamed in order to keep a supply of food under
control. This act must have been one of the
earliest steps toward community life and civiliza-

tion. The oldest paintings and carvings left

by the ancient inhabitants of the valley of the
Euphrates show that saddle-horses were fa-

miliar to them : and it is fair to suppose that
the supremacy primitively gained by the people
of central .Asia over other parts of the world
was largely due to their use of horses in war.
giving them a great advantage over unmounted
tribes: but it was not until much later— prob-
ably no earlier than 2000 B.C.— that the animal
came into use in .Arabia and Egypt, where be-
fore had been only camels and asses. So far
as can be judged, these early .Assyrian war-
horses were rather small, robust, large-headed
and shaggy beasts, much like Przewalsky's horse
or the kiang (q.v.). .A ver>- similar animal was
domesticated by the men of the Polished Stone
Age in Europe, excellent portraits of which
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were etclied by neolithic artists upon pieces of
bone, and have come down to us among tlie

contents of graves opened by archceologists in

France, Switzerland and elsewhere. Later, but
still in the prehistoric period, Europe was re-

peatedly invaded by Asiatic hosts who brought
with them eastern horses. These modified, if

they did not supersede, the local stock. When
Rome conquered the barbarous inhabitants of
Europe its horses, which were of Asiatic stock,

with perhaps some African mixture, largely

superseded those of the conquered tribes, and
from the mingling there sprang the big heavy
breeds which characterized the Middle Ages,
and were intended for strength and weight-
carrying, rather than for nimbleness and speed.

It was not until near the end of the 17th cen-
tury that the introduction into France and
England of certain sires of Arabian breed— a
clean-limbed, small-headed, agile, hardy race,

which arose in Arabia and Palestine about 2,000
years ago— began the improvement of British
stock, which has reached its highest develop-
ment in the modern European racehorse, hunter
and hackney. From this stock was derived the
American horses which have been perfected in

at least one new direction— that of the trotter.

Horse, Care and Diseases of the. Breed-
ing.—.^s heicdity is the basis of all permanence
in breeding, and variation the condition of ad-
vancement, we can, under intelligent selection,

environment, and control, attain to a constant
improvement. In selecting horses for breeding,
certain leading principles must guide. These
may be shortly stated as: (i) adaptability to

the use of the breed: (2) quality, style: (3)
strength, endurance ; (4) good conformation

;

(5) good constitution: (6) good pedigree: (7)
prepotency: (8) no violent crossing of equally
prepotent animals : cross the desirable prepotent
animal on a non-prepotent cross-bred animal

:

(9) a speedy amelioration of a large number
is most certainly obtained through a prepotent
stallion, wdiich leaves a large number of his

offspring every year: (10) sound, vigorous
health ; the prepotent parent must be at his best,

and no non-prepotent one should be bred to
him, none that is old, feeble, or reduced by
disease, overwork, underfeeding, etc : the lack
of prepotency will not prevent the transmission
of the systemic weakness to the offspring: (11)
secure an environment calculated to enhance
the qualities we seek in the progeny. Systematic
exercise that is not exhausting, generous tissue

forming, but not fat forming regimen, and pure,
dry. genial but bracing air are especially im-
portant.

Contagion Through Sexual Congress.—
Many maladies may be transmitted during coi-

tion, but some are especially liable to be so.

Dourine, glanders, genital eczema, contagious
acne, horse-pox, mange, and contagions abortion
are to be specially guarded against. Some, like

strangles, influenza, and contagious pneumonia,
may be transmitted by an animal that has al-

ready passed through the disease and acquired
immunity. Special care, therefore, or even
veterinary supervision of horses devoted to
breeding is a desideratum.

Care of the Pregnant Mare.—Exercise is a
valuable provision too often neglected. Free
range on breeding ranches, or, for valuable
mares, separate paddocks, secure this, while

working niares are better to continue the work,
provided it is not unduly straining nor jarring,
nor productive of excessive fatigue, exhaustion,
or debility. This maintains appetite, digestion,
assimilation, muscular tone, and vigor, favors
the development of a stronger, better foal, and
keeps the dam fitter for foaling and nursing.
Feed well, avoiding what is hard of digestion,
or liable to cause impaction, indigestion, fer-
mentation, or. above all else, diarrhoea. On
good pasture grain may be omitted, unless in

the last month of gestation, or if the mare is

visibly running down. Good, clear, sound oats
or barley, or bran mash with some boiled flax-
seed may be given, and heating agents like
maize, buckwheat, or wheat avoided. During
gestation violent purgatives and active diuret-
ics are liable to bring on abortion.

Care of the Foal.—To avoid danger to both
mare and foal in parturition, provide a roomy
box-stall with door opening outward, or a pad-
dock. The foal born indoors is always in dan-
ger of infection through the raw surface of the
navel. The common or box-stall swarming with
microbes is more to be dreaded than exposure
to storms outside. When severe weather for-
bids foaling outdoors, the box should be thor-
oughly cleansed, disinfected, and whitewashed
to obviate this danger. Navel infection may
cause simple inflammation, swelling, and abscess,
or the germ may propagate itself through the
inactive umbilical vein to the liver, causing in-

fective hepatitis with abscesses or necrosis : or,
reaching the bowels, it causes infective diar-
rhoea (white scour) : or it may colonize the
joints, as infective arthritis (joint ill) ; or again
it may cause pneumonia, or multiple abscesses
in different organs. The gravity of the result-
ing disease varies with the infection, and a
deadly germ, located in a stable, is liable to
attack all foals that come later in the season.
Both stable and navel should be disinfected.
The foal should be delivered on clean straw,
which may be sprinkled with carbolic acid.

Tlie navel-string may be severed with an emas-
culator previously cleaned and boiled, or tied

w'ith a carbolized new- cord painted with tincture
of iodine, and, when dry, dusted with tannic
acid impregnated with iodine and carbolic acid.

The new-born foal may have the back (flex-

or) tendons contracted so as to stand over at

the knee and fetlock, and in the worst cases the
extensor pedis tendon, the opponent of these,

is found to be divided across and the muscle
wasted and degenerated. A succession of such
cases in the same stable suggests infection.

Slight cases will recover under splints and
bandages, while for more severe ones an aseptic

surgical operation may be required. Tlie foal

should have the first milk (eolostruni) to clear
awa\' tenacious bowel contents and prepare for

healthy function. A mild laxative of raw lin-

seed or olive oil may be requisite in the absence
of colostrum. In the absence of the dam's milk
the foal may be raised on cow s milk reduced
by adding one third boiled water and sugar to

sweeten. After two or three weeks the undi-
luted cow's milk may be allowed. The cow
should be free from tuberculosis.

For the pure bred racer or trotter the foal

should have half a pint of oats daily at a month
old, to be increased with his growth. Even
draft breeds are benefited by such early grain-
feeding.
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Exercise is essential to the growing foal.

The quality- of bone, muscle, brain, and other
parts depends largely on physiological use, and
rich blood, active digestion, and assimilation.

\-igorous health, strength and endurance are

incompatible with confinement and inactivity.

This may at first be secured bj- freedom to play
in pasture, or by careful handling and training

by a judicious manager. But to put the two-
year-old into a severely contested race, or full

training, or to devote the draft colt to regular
work, is but to in\-ite disaster. The bones are
as yet too soft, they contain too much organic
matter and too little mineral, the muscles lack

firmness and power of endurance, the whole
system is immature and imperfect and over-
taxing exhausts or deranges the functions, and
direct injury or impaired development is the
natural result.

C.VRE OF THE FEET.

Oc-ergroziit Hoofs.—With unlimited exercise

on firm ground, the unshod foot is sufficiently

worn down, but when confined for months in-

doors or in a limited straw }"ard overgrowth
occurs, especially at the toe, and a dangerously
increased strain is thrown on the joints, liga-

ments, and back tendons. Distorted and twisted
feet, bruises of the sole Dy the mgrowing heels

and quarters, ringbones, ossified cartilages,

sprains of the flexor tendons, and diseases of
the fetlock, pastern, and coffin joints are com-
mon, and irreparable results. The feet ex-
posed to this should be frequently pared and
adjusted. Remove excess of toe, reduce and
balance the inner and outer sides of the wall,

file or cut to the level the incurving heels and
quarters, and round off the sharp outer edge of
the hoof. Drj-, imprisoned plates of horn press-
ing up on the sole must be set free and removed.
But do not file the surface of the hoof-wall.
This removes nature's protective covering and
exposes open horn tubes to exhale moisture,
and conduces to dryness, brittleness, shrinking,

compression, and inflammation of the sensitive

parts, atrophy, and lameness.
Defectiz-c Grozi-th of Hoof.—Imperfect

growth of hoof may arise from shoeing, pinch-
ing, filing, paring, etc., to excess, but also from
compulsory- idleness. The circulation inside the

hoof is greatly accelerated by the ascent and
descent of the foot within the horny box in ac-

tion, and a free blood supply in a healthy tissue

favors growth. Life at pasture on firm ground
tends to abundant, strong, tough, durable hoof,

while close confinement in a stall makes for a

thin, friable, brittle, and shrunken homy cover-

ing. Constant soaking in water softens the

hoof, reducing its tenacity, and tending to flat-

tening of both wall and sole. The Belgian and
other horses bred on wet, swampy ground gen-

erally show large, flat, pliant, and most unde-

sirable hoofs. Such feet are especially liable

to thrush, canker, corns, bruises, grease, and
laminitis. Feet habitually resting on piles of

reeking manure in stalls, sheds, or yards suffer

the additional injur>- of softening and disinte-

gration from the ammonia gas, and attacks by

the swarming putrefj-ing microbes which abound
in such material.

Good hoofs, beside use and care, depend on
generous living. The fuller growth on the

spring and summer grass, forming a permanent
ling, jllustrates this. Daily washing of the hoof

is imponant. and a subsequent smearing with
an ointment of tar and vaseline or oil is useful
in preserving the natural moisture and prevent-
ing the attacks of microbes.

Shoeing.—For good feet, shoes may be dis-

pensed with on soft ground or mud roads, but
they become necessary on hard roads and for
hard-worked animals. Tips, extending back to
the broadest part of the foot only, are the least
objectionable. Full sized shoes are too often
made to pinch, distort, bruise, or injure the foot
beyond repair; and a poor foot is as injurious
to a horse as an unstable foundation to a build-
ing. The first consideration is the preparation
of the foot, giving due balance to heel and toe,

inner side and outer, sole and wall, heel and
bars. While remo\nng all overgrown wall and
bars, and all sole-plates that have become de-
tached from the tough li\nng horn beneath and
now act as foreign bodies, the tough horn itself

should not be exposed, nor removed except as s
thin margin around the outer edge, where it is

smoothed to the same level as the wall, to which
it acts as a support, and the bearing surface of
which for the shoe it slightly extends. The
outer surface of the wall must be spared abra-
sion by the file, with consequent drving and
contracting as already noticed. Shoes should be
removed and reset even,- four weeks at the
utmost, to avoid pinching, setting in, bruising,
and other injuries. Intelligent shoeing, con-
serving the feet, goes far to ob\-iate diseases of
the feet, the most common and harmful of equine
diseases. Among these may be specially named
corns, bruises, pricks, quittors. sandcracks,
thrush, canker, sidebones, laminitis, navicular
disease, contracted hoof, cleft hoof. wr>- hoof,
crooked hoof, loose wall, hollow wall and
graveling. As the integrity and easy normal
function of the foot is further one of the best
means of protection against distortions and
diseases of the various joints of the limb, it

follows that the preservation of sound feet by
good shoeing and intelligent care is one of the
greatest desiderata in horse management.

FEEDIXG .\XD DIGESTIVE DISORISRS.

The natural food of the horse is grass and
though charged with excess of water, and at

first liable to scour, and always to cause flaccid

muscles and lack of energj- and endurance, yet

a run at pasture, with pure air, normal, easy
exercise, and stimulation of stomach, liver,

bowels, metabolism, and excretion will often
improve or arrest infirmities of digestion, as-

similation, elimination and even innervation.

Heaves (broken windl, chronic bronchitis, vari-

ous forms of nasal discharges, indigestion, torpid

liver, gall stones, and kidney affections are ex-
amples of maladies which improve at pasture.

Dried grass in the form of hay is the standard
food of the domesticated horse. This is best

from natural pastures with a mi.xture of
grasses, to be followed by blue grass, timothy,
rvegrass. and clover, the latter being the most
dangerous as a horse fed. Upland hay is more
aromatic and choice than that from low, damp
or irrigated meadows, and the first crop is al-

ways the best. New hay will sometimes disa-

gree, while the old, though lacking aroma and
less palatable, is less likely to cause digestive

disorder. .\t a year old and over it is brittle,

dried, more fibrous and less nutritive. Badh
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cured hay is always innutritions, and often di-

rectly poisonous, when altered by bacterial fer-

ments, molds and their products. The results

are shown in heaves, gastric disorders, liver

troubles, brain affections (staggers), kidney and
skin diseases. Second crop hay, clover and al-

falfa hay are especially dangerous in this sense,

the excess of proteids in the last two, and es-

pecially of foliage, delaying curing and favoring
the multiplication of ferments. Oats are the

standard grain feed for horses. But like hay
they must be well matured on good soil, and well

cured. Mustiness brings essentially the same
evils as in hay, and newly harvested they are

liable to disagree. Kiln-dried oats are to be
avoided, also those that have sprouted. The
composition of oats and hay shows the excess
of proteids, carbohydrates and fats in the first.

wiih and a given weight of oats is of more
value than an equal amount of similar nutritive
elements in wheat or barley.

Good judgment and regularity in feeding and
watering are essential to success with any feed.

Feeding in irregular amounts at varying inter-

vals, and vvith uncertain watering will undo the

good effects of a generous ration. The small
stomach (i6 quarts) cannot admit a large

feed of oats and saliva without suffering, and,
if overdistended, it becomes paretic or torpid,

and dangerous fermentation and gaseous dis-

tension may ensue. Again, if feeding is delayed
the hungry craving and nervous excitement can-
not be undone by a generous feed later. Tlien
again, if the perspiring and exhausted animal
is allowed to slake his thirst with a bucket of
ice-cold water, he may have heart failure, or
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which may be added cicuta. coniura, oenanthe,

aconite, rhus, ranunculus, larkspur, anemone,
digitalis, wild cherrj-, wild onion, camas,
helenium, hyacinth, clematis, thorn apple, colchi-

cum, belladonna, hyoscyamus, bitter sweet, eu-
phorbiimi, hellebore, wild parsnip, laurel, ole-

ander, etc
Liver Diseases.—These are notoriously

prevalent in hot, damp regions in horses kept
in close stables on rich, abundant feeding, in

such as have dry feeding and scarcity of water
in winter, and in such as have a poorly balanced
ration with excess either of proteids or of heat-

ing carbohydrates. In damp tropical regions
special care is needed as to the site, exposure,
ventilation and purity of stables, the dietary,

exercise and grooming to obviate liver com-
plaints. Transient fevers, ner\-ous digestion,

skin and kidney disorders often originate from
troubles in the liver.

Grooming is most important in the finer

breeds of horses in clearing off oil and dandruff,
rendering the skin pliant, and favoring secretion,
exhalation, cooling and elimination. On the
contrary, animals at pasture and exposed to cold
and wet find a measure of protection in the
sebaceous and thick hairy covering. WTien,
however, drenched with perspiration or rain, and
in a warm air, the relaxing effect on the skin
and general system is very debilitating, hence
clipping may become a necessity to be followed
by special precautions against cold. The active
friction (massage) of grooming renders circula-
tion active, especially 3iat of the lymph, reliev-
ing fatigue, favoring elimination and improving
the tone of the muscles and general system.
The heels need particular care. Clipped heels
are irritated by the stubby hair in the folds
back of the pastern often precipitating chaps
and grease which would have been escaped in
the undipped. The heel is normally protected
by the abundance of sebaceous secretion, but
when this is rubbed off by dust, clay, sand, etc.,

the part suffers readily from cold, wet, dried
gritty mud or other irritants. Washing the heels,

above all with caustic soap, and leaving them to
dry in cold air or draft is hurtful. Prompt
drjing of the heels will obviate the danger, and,
if there is already any swelling, gentle massage
with a little vaseline will improve the condition.
In obstinate cases the source of the trouble may
be sought in disorder of digestion, liver or
kidney.

Many disorders of the nervous system, lungs,
skin, eye and kidneys are due to constitutional
troubles which cannot be dealt with here in

general terms. Such diseases are usually mani-
fested by elevated body temperature and accel-

erated or modified breathing or pulse. The
temperature of the healthy, mature horse, at rest

in a cool or moderate environment, is 99° to
100° F., respirations 10 to 12 per minute, and
pulse 35 to 43.

Contagious Diseases.— These agree in one
fundamental feature that each is due to a
microbe, which passes more or less directly from
the affected animal to the sound one, thus propa-
gating the disease. The arrest of the epizootic
and even its complete and final extinction, is

merely a question of preventing such transmis-
sion and of destroying every infecting germ.
This truth is not yet duly appreciated by stock-
owners, legislators nor sanitary officers, hut
when it is fully realized we shall be near the

total extiiKtion of most animal plagues to the
unspeakable profit of humanity. The Contagious
diseases may be divided into two classes : ( I

)

Those in which the infection is either confined
to solipeds, or mainly propagated by the equidie,

so that its extinction in these would mean the
final extinction of the disease, and (2) those
which are propagated in other genera as well,

so that the extinction of the germ in other spe-
cies also would be essential to its complete erad-
ication.

To the first class belong strangles (distem-
per), contagious pneumonia, equine influenza,

glanders, tetanus, vesicular exanthema, con-
tagious acne, petechial fever, gastro-enteritis of
the new bom. South African horse sickness,

dourine, surra, Nagana. Mai de Caderas, infec-
tious paraplegia. The first four of these affec-

tions are constantly spread in the United States
through sales, public stables, stockyards, railroad
cars, ships, and sale-stables, and no radical mea-
sure is taken to destroy the germs in such in-

fected places, or to prevent the infection of al!

solipedes that pass through them.
In the second class must be included:

Horse-pox, contagious abortion, thrush of the
mouth, infectious ophthalmia. tuberculosis,
rabies, malignant oedema, anthrax and emphyse-
matous anthrax. The first si.x of these are prop-
agated more by other genera than the horse, so
that the burden of the work for their extinction
would have to be expended on these other
classes. The last three are caused by germs
which can live out of the animal body in the
soil, and their extinction would involve the
drainage and sanitation of the infected soils as
well.

Parasitic Diseases.—.\ number of parasites
that prey upon solipeds can live indiscriminately
in other animals as well, .\mong these may be
named the Tricofhyton of ringworm ; .Asfergil-
lus of pneumomycosis ; .Actinomyces: different
species of wood ticks; Dermanyssus of poultry
acariasis: Trombidium Americanum (and F.
Holosericium) : Linguatula Denticulata : Eu-
strongylus Cigas: Filaria Medinensis; Distoma
Hepaticum and D. Lanceolatum. By reason of
their variety of hosts these would be less easily
got rid of. But another list includes the ob-
ligate parasites which must live in the soliped
at some stage or perish. These accordingly can
be extinguished on the same principle as can
the microbes of exclusively equine plagues.
They include the larva of four species of bot-
fly iCEstrus Equi, (E. Hemorrhoidalio , CE.

Pecorum and CE. Xasalis) : three lice ( Hcrmato-
pinus Macroccphalus, Trichodectes Pilosus. and
Tr. Pubcscens) ; four mange acari (Sarcoptes
Scabei V. Equi, Psoroptes Communis I'. Equi,
Symbiotes Communis F. Equi, and Dcmodox
FoUiculorum V. Equi; three tapeworms
(Tcemia Perfoliata. T. Mamillana. and T.
Plicata) : two stomach worms (Spiroptera
Sficrostoma and Sp. Megastoma) ; five intestinal

worms (.Ascaris Megalocephala, Oxquris Cur-
vala and O. Sfastigodes, Scterostoma Equinum
and Sc. Tetracanthum) : one of the serous
cavities (Filaria Papellosa) : one of the lungs
( Strongylus .4miieldi) : and four of the
blood ( Filaria Hcemorrhagica, F. Irritans. F.

Sanguinis Equi. and F. Reticulata). For the

obligrato parasites their extinction on the %-ictim,

and his removal from the source of a fresh

supply means a final extinction of the parasite.
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as the worm cannot be perpetuated without its

host. In the case of worms, which survive as

eggs and embryos in damp eartli and water, the

•e.xclusion of solipeds for a year or two from
infested stables and fields, from waters (ponds,

lakes, wells, streams) that receive drainage from
infested places, and from food derived from
such verminous localities, entails the inevitable

destruction of these parasites in such habitat

outside the body. An essential condition of com-
plete success is that the infested animals must be

themselves cleared of the worms, to prevent
their colonizing new places with the parasite,

and, in the case of such as are entertained in

the blood, or serous cavities or in cysts in the

tissues, this takes time to allow of their mi-
grating into the bowels or reaching their limit

of life and perishing. The mere use of anthel-

mintics or vermifuges alone is no radical treat-

ment for these parasites. A veterinary sanita-

tion which is far reaching enough to do away
-for all time with the class of contagious and
parasitic epizootics, is the only one worthy of

twentieth century knowledge, or which will ful-

fill the duties of the age.

J.\MES L.\W,
Director Ncur York State Veterinary College,

Cornell University.

Horse, Evolution of the. As a domes-
tic animal the horse is to be found almost every-

where that man can live. He is spread all over
the world — from torrid to arctic climates, in all

the continents, in remote oceanic islands— he
is completely cosmopolitan. But as a wild ani-

mal the horse is limited to the Old World, and
is found there only in the open arid or desert
-plains of Central Asia and .\frica. There are

two species in Asia, the .Asiatic wild ass (Equus
hemionus), and the little known Przewalsky's
horse (£. przeii:alskii), while in Africa there

are the African wild ass (£. asintis) and the

several species of zebra (£. zebra, E. bitrcheUi,

E. qiiagga) . In the .-Vmericas and Australia

there are no true wild horses, the mustangs and
broncos of the Western plains and South .Amer-

ica being feral (domesticated animals run vv'ild)

and descended from the horses brought over
from Europe by the early white settlers. When
the Spaniards first explored the New World
they found no horses on either continent. The
Indians were quite unfamiliar with them and at

•first regarded the strange animal which the

newcomers rode with wonder and terror, like

that of the ancient Romans when Pyrrhus and
his Greeks brought elephants to fight against

them.
The horse is distinguished from all other

animals now living by the fact that he has but
one toe on each foot. Comparison with other
animals shows that thi. toe is the third or

middle digit of the foot. The l.oof corresponds
to the nail of a man or the claw of a dog or

<at, and is broadened out to afford a firm, strong

support on which the whole weight of the ani-

mal rests. Behind the "cannon-bone" of the

foot are two slender little bones, one on each
side, called splint-bones. These represent the

second and fourth digits of other animals, but
they do not show on the surface, and there is

nothing like a separate toe. So that the horse
may be said to be an animal that walks on its

middle finger-nail, all the other fingers having
•disappeared.

The teeth of the horse are almost equally
peculiar. The molars are long, square prisms
which grow up from the gums as fast as they
wear off on the crowns. Their grinding surface
exhibits a peculiar and complicated pattern of
edges of hard enamel between which are softer
spaces composed of dentine and of a material
called "cement," much like the dentine in quality
but formed in a different way. The dentine is

formed on the inside surfaces of the enamel
while the tooth is still within the jaw-bone; the
cement is deposited on the outside surfaces of
the enamel after the tooth has broken through
the jaw-bone and before it appears above the
gums.

Various other peculiarities distinguish the
horse from most other animals : some of these
are shared by other hoofed animals. The two
long bones of the fore-arm (radius and ulna)
are separate in the greater number of animals,
but in the horse, and in many other hoofed ani-
inals, they are consolidated into a single bone.
The same consolidation is seen in the bones of
the lower leg {tibia and fibula). The lengthen-
ing of the foot and stepping on the end of the
toe raises the heel in the horse, as in many
other animals, to a considerable height above
the ground, where it forms the hock joint, bend-
ing backward, as the knee bends forward. In
these as in various other ways the legs of the
horse are especially fitted for swift running over
hard and level ground, just as its teeth are for
grinding the wiry grasses which grow on the
open plain.

Tlie zebra and the ass have the same peculiar
structure of teeth and feet as the domestic
horse, and differ only in the color of the skin,

proportions of various parts of the bodj', etc.

Fossil Horses of the Age of Man.— In the
early part of the Age of Man, or Quaternary
Period, wild species of horse were to be found on
every continent except Australia. Remains of
these true native horses have been found buried
in strata of this age in all parts of the Unfled
States, in .Alaska, in Mexico, in Ecuador. Brazil

and Argentina, as well as in Europe. Asia and
Africa. All these horses w-ere much like the

living species, and most of them are included

in the genus Equus. A complete skeleton of one
of them (Equus scotti) was found by the

American Museum expedition of 1899 in north-

ern Texas. The difference between it and the

domestic horse is chiefly in proportions, the

skull shorter with deeper jaws, the legs rather

short and feet small in proportion to the body.

In these characters this fossil horse resembles

an overgrown zebra rather than a domestic

horse. We know nothing of its coloring. It

may have been striped, and in this case would
have been very zebra-like : but there are some
reasons for believing that it was not prom-
inently striped. The bones are petrified, brittle

and heavy, the animal matter of the bone having

entirely disappeared and having been partly

replaced by mineral matter. They are not much
changed in color, however, and are so perfectly

preserved that they look almost like recent

bone.
All the remains of these native horses w-hich

have been found in .America have been petrified

more or less completely : this means that they

have been buried for many thousands of years,

for petrifaction is an exceedingly slow process.
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It ser\'es as an easy method of distinguishing
them from bones of the domestic horse, found
buried in the earth. These cannot in any case
have been buried for more than four or five cen-

turies, and have not had time to petrify. Re-
mains of these fossil horses are found in various
parts of the United States, chiefly on the Nio-
brara River in Nebraska, and in central Oregon,
^lany separate teeth and bones have been found
in the phosphate mines near Charleston, S. C.

;

other specimens have come from central Florida,

from southern Texas, Arizona, Kansas, Lou-
isiana and even from Alaska. They are, in fact,

so often found in deposits of rivers and lakes of
the latest geological epoch (the Pleistocene)
that the formation in the western United States
has received the name of Equus Beds.

In South America, in strata of the Pleistocene
Epoch, there occurs, besides several extinct

species of the genus Equus, the Hippidium, a
peculiar kind of horse characterized by very
short legs and feet, and some peculiarities about
the muzzle and the grinding teetch. The legs

were hardly as long as those of a cow, while
the head was as large as that of a racehorse or
other small breed of the domestic horse. All
these horses became extinct, both in North and
South America. It may have been that they
were unable to stand the cold of the winters,

probably longer continued and much more severe
during the Ice Age than now. It is very prob-
able that man— the early tribes of prehistoric

hunters— played a large part in extinguishing
the race. The competition with the bison and
the antelope, which had recently migrated to
America— may have made it more difficult than
formerly for the American horse to get a living.

Or, finally, some unknown disease or prolonged
season of drought may have exterminated the
race.

In Central Asia, two wild races persist to the
present day; others were domesticated by man
in the earliesi times, and their use in Chaldsea
and Egypt for draught and riding is depicted in

the ancient mural paintings. In Africa the
larger species became extinct in prehistoric

times, as in America, but the smaller zebras
still survive in the southern part of the con-
tinent (one species, the quagga, abundant 50
years ago, is now probably extinct), and the
African wild ass is found in the fauna of the

northern part. The wild horse of prehistoric

Europe, a small race, short-legged and shaggy-
haired, was domesticated by man, a fact that is

known from the rude drawings scratched on
bone or ivory by men of the Neolithic or Pol-
ished Stone Age. But the domestic horse now
in use is derived chiefly from the Asiatic race,

although it is probable that in some breeds
there is a considerable strain of this shaggy,
short-lcggcd European race, and it is possible

also that .A.frican races maj' have been domes-
ticated and to some extent mixed with the
Asiatic species. The domesticated ass is a de-
scendant of the African species.

The Ilvotulion of the Horse.— The history

of the evolution of the horse through the
Tertiary Period or .^ge of Mammals affords the
best known illustration in existence of the doc-
trine of evolution by means of natural selection

and the adaptation of a race of animals to its

environment. The ancestry of this family has
been traced back to nearly the beginning of the
Tertiary without a single important break.

During this long period of time, estimated at

nearly 3,000,000 of years, these animals passed
through important changes in all parts of the
body, but especially in the teeth and feet, adapt-
ing them more and more perfectly to their

particular environment, namely the open plains

of a great plateau region with their scanty
stunted herbage, which is the natural habitat of

the horse. In the series of ancestors of the

horse we can trace every step in the evolution

of those marked peculiarities of teeth and feet

which distinguish the modern horse from an an-
cestor which so little suggests a horse that,

when its remains were first found 40 years ago,
the animal was named by the great palaeontol-

ogist Richard Owen, the Hyracotlierium or
"Coney-like Beast." Its relation to the horse
was not at that time suspected by Prof. Owen,
and was recognized by scientific men onlj^ when
several of the intermediate stages between it

and its modern descendant had been discovered.

On the other hand, this first ancestor of the
horse line is ver>' difficult to distinguish from
the contemporary ancestors of tapirs and rhinoc-
eroses, and indicates how all the modem quad-
rupeds have diverged from a single tj-pe, each
becoming adapted to the needs of its especial

mode of life.

The earliest known ancestors of the horse
were small animals not larger than the domestic
cat, with four complete toes on each forefoot

and three on each hindfoot. There is reason

to believe that the still more ancient ancestors

of this and all other mammals had five toes on
each foot. In the forefoot of the earliest known
stage we find a splint-bone or small, slender

rudiment representing the missing first digit or
thumb, which no longer appears on the surface

of the foot, while in the hindfoot there is a
similar rudiment representing the outer or fifth

digit, but no trace is left of the innermost or
first digit. The proportions of the skull, the
short neck and arched back and the limbs of
moderate length, were verj- little horse-like ; re-

calling, on the contrar>-, some modern carnivo-

rous animals, especially the civets O'irerrida).
The teeth were short-crowned and covered with
low rounded knobs of enamel, suggesting those
of monkeys and of pigs or other omnivorous
animals, but not at all like the long-crowned
complicated grinders of the horse.

Commencing with the Hyracotherium, 12

stages have been recognized from as many
successive formations, showing the gradual evo-
lution of the race into its modern form, and
each stage is characteristic of its particular

geological horizon. Some of the stages have
been found in several parts of the world, but
by far the most complete and best known series

comes from the Tertiary Bad Lands of the West-
em States. Besides the main line of descent
which led into the modern horses, asses and
zebras, there were several collateral branches
which have left no descendants. Of some stages

all parts of the skeleton have been found, of
others, only the jaws, or jaws and feet, are

known. We can mention only the more im-
portant stages.

I. The Hyracotherium is the most primitive

stage known, but only the skull has been found,
so that it has not been determined exactly

what the feet were like. The teeth display six

rounded knobs or cusps on the upper molars and
four on the lower ones, and these are just be-
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tjinning to show signs of fusing into cross-

crests. The premolar teeth have only one main
cusp, except the third and fourth premolars
(next the molars) in each jaw, which have two
and three, respectivelj'. The only specimens
which have been found were in the London Clay
or Lower Eocene of England and are preserved
in the British Museum.

2. The Eoliippus is much better known. It

comes from the Lower Eocene of Wyoming and
New Mexico, and is very like the Hyracothcrium
except that the molar teeth have the cusps more
clearly fusing into cross-crests, and the last

premolar is beginning to look like one of the

true molars. The forefoot of this animal has

four complete toes and the splint of a fifth. The
hindfoot has three complete toes and the splint

of another.

3. Protorohippus. In these animals the

splint of the first digit in the forefoot and the

splint of the fifth digit of the hindfoot have
disappeared, but there are still four complete
toes in the fore- and three in the hindfoot. The
crests on the molars are a little clearer and the

last premolar has become almost like the molars,

w-hile the next to the last premolar is beginning

to become so. A skeleton of Protorohipfus
shows an animal of the size of a small dog, and
proportioned much like the breed known as the

whippet. The Protorohippus was found by Dr.

J. L. Wortman in 1880 in the Wind River Bad
Lands of Wyoming, and was described by Prof.

Cope and others under the name of the "Four-
Toed Horse."

4. Of Orohippus we have only parts of jaws
and teeth. A specimen of the forefoot is ex-

hibited in the Museum of Yale University.

5. Epihippus {Upper Eocene).—Of this stage

of the evolution of the horse only incomplete

specimens have been found. The molar teeth

have the once round cusps almost completely

converted into crescents and crests, while an-

other tooth of the premolar series has become
like the molars. The toes are still four in the

forefoot and three in the hindfoot, but the cen-

tral toe in each foot is becoming much larger than

the side toes. (This species happens to be some-

what smaller than those found in the Middle
Eocene stage, but no doubt there were others of

larger size living at the same time). Palceothe-

rium and Paloplotherium of the Upper Eocene of

Europe form a side branch. Thej' w'ere verj'

abundant in Europe, but have not been found in

the New World. On each foot they had three

toes of nearly equal size, and the teeth show a

rather peculiar pattern. One of these animals was
thought by Prof. Huxley to be a direct ancestor

of the horse, but it now is considered to be
merely a collateral relative. Some species of
Palceotherium were of large size, equal to a

tapir. They were first described in the year

1804 by the celebrated Baron Cuvier from re-

mains found in the gypsum quarries of Mont-
martre, Paris.

6. Mesohippus. Oligocene (White River For-
mation). In this stage there are three toes on
each foot, a splint representing the fifth digit

of the forefoot of the Eocene ancestors. The
middle toe is now much larger than the side

toes, which bear very little of the weight of the
animal. Three of the premolars have now be-

come entirely like the molar teeth, the crests on

the crown are completely formed, and the out-
side crest in the upper molars has taken the
shape of two crescents. In the Middle Oli-
gocene is found .Mesohippus bairdi about the
size of a coyote, while in the Upper Oligocene
occurs Mesohippus intermcdius as large as a
sheep. Of both these animals all parts of the
skeleton are known.

7. Anchitherium {Lower Miocene).—This
stage has been found both in Europe and in

America. It is much like its predecessor, but is

larger and has the crests of the teeth somewhat
higher and more complete. It probably is not
in the direct line of descent of the horses, but
is on a side branch.

8. Parahippus and Hypohippus {Middle Mio-
cene).—In Parahippus the tooth-crests are much
higher, and the transverse ridges on the upper
molars are beginning to change shape so as to
become a second pair of crescents inside the
outer pair. Hypohippus is off the direct line of
descent; its teeth are like those of Anchithtrium,
by which name it has been generally called, but
the animal was much larger, equaling a Shet-
land pony in size. A complete skeleton of the
Hypohippus was found near Pawnee Buttes,

Colorado, in 1901 by Barnum Brown, of the
Whitney expedition. In the forefoot of Hypo-
hippus small rudiments still remain represent-
ing the first and fifth digits, but there is no
splintof the fifth, as in Mesohippus. The second
and fourth digits still touch the ground, though
lightly. The feet of Parahippus were much like

those of Hypohippus, but the side toes were
smaller.

9 and 10. Profohippus and Pliohippus {Mid-
dle and Upper Miocene).— In this stage the

crowns of the upper molars have become much
longer, the two pairs of crescents on the upper
molars are complete, with two half-separated
cusps within the inner pair. And the valleys

between the crests have become filled with
cement, so that with the wear of the teeth the

edges of hard enamel are backed inside by
dentine and outside by cement. In this way the

surface of the tooth has a series of enamel ridges

always projecting a little above the grinding
surface, because the softer material on each side

wears down into hollows, yet never breaking off,

because they are braced so thoroughly on each
side. This is a very efficient instrument for

grinding hard grasses. In Protohippus and
Pliohippus, especially in the former, the crowns
of the teeth are by no means as long as in the

modern horses ; thej' must therefore wear more
slowly or wear out at an earlier age. The feet

in these two genera have but one toe touching
the ground. The side toes (second and fourth
digits) are complete, but much more slender

than in the earlier stages, and are apparently use-

less, as they cannot reach the ground. In some
species of Pliohippus they have almost disap-

peared. The forefoot of Protohippus still re-

tains tiny nodules of bone at the back of the

"wrist" (sometimes improperly called in the

horse the "knee-joint"), which are the remains
of the first and fifth digits.

11. Hipparion {Pliocene)

.

—This genus, prob-
ably also a side branch of the genealogical

tree of the horse family, is much like Proto-
hippus, but larger and with more complication
about the tooth pattern. It is common in the
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European Pliocene beds and has been found in

America also. The feet are still three-toed, the

side toes as large as those of the older Proto-
hippus.

12. Equus (Pleistocene and Recent).— In
this stage, that of the modem horse, the side

toes have entirels' disappeared and are repre-

sented by splints on the fore- and hindfoot. Xo
trace remains on the forefoot of the little nodules
which in Protohippus represented the first and
fifth digits. The crowns of the teeth are much
longer than in the last stage, and of the two
half-separated inner columns on the upper
molars, one has disappeared, the other has in-

creased in size and changed in form. The
skull has lengthened and the animal is much
larger.

13. Hippidium (Pleistocene. South Amer-
ica).— The feet are like those of Equus, ex-

cept that they were short and stout. The teeth

are like those of Plioluppus, from which it is

supposed to be descended. The skull is large

and long, with very long slender nasal bones.

Casts of the skull and limbs presented by the

Museo Xacional of Buenos Aj-res, Argentine
Republic, are exhibited here.

The Change in Feet and Teeth.— Along with
the disappearance of the side toes in the evolu-

tion of the horse there is a considerable in-

crease in the proportionate length of the limbs,

and especially of the lower part of the leg and
foot. The surfaces of the joints, at first more
or less of the ball-and-socket kind, which allows

free motion of the limbs in all directions, be-

come keeled and gfrooved like a pulley-wheel,

permitting free motion forward and backward,
but limiting the motion in all other directions

and increasing considerably the strength of the

joint. By this means the foot is made more
efficient for locomotion over a smooth regular

surface, but less so for traveling over verj*

rough ground, and it becomes of little use for

striking or grasping or the varied purposes for

which the feet of polydactj-I animals are used.

The increased length in the lower leg and
foot increases the length of the stride without
decreasing its quickness. The hea\-y muscles
of the leg are chiefly in the upper part, and to

increase the length of the lower part changes
the centre of gravity of the limb ver\- little.

Consequently the leg swings to and fro from
the socket nearly as fast as before, since in an
ordinarj- step the action of the leg is like that of

a pendulum, and the speed of the swing is regu-

lated by the distance of the centre of gravitj-

from the point of attachment, as that of a pen-

dulum is by the height of the bob. To increase

the length of lower leg and foot therefore gives

the animal greater speed : but it puts an increased

strain on the ankles and toe-joints, and these

must be strengthened correspondingly by con-

verting them from ball-and-socket joints to

"gingU-moid" or pulley joints. .Additional

strength, likewise at the expense of flexibility,

is obtained by the consolidation of the two bones

of the fore-arm (ulna and radius) and of the

leg (tibia and fibula) into one, the shaft of the

smaller bone practically disappearing, while its

ends become fused solidly to its larger neigh-

bor.

The increase in length of limb renders it

necessary for the grazing animal that the head
and neck should increase in length in order to

enable the mouth to reach the ground. An ex-

ample of these changes is the modem horse, in-

which we find the neck and head much elongated
when compared with the little Hyracotherium,
and this elongation has taken place pari passu
with the elongation of the legs. The reduction
and disappearance of the side toes and the con-
centration of the step on the single central toe
serve likewise to increase the speed over smooth
ground. The soft j-ielding surface of the poly-
dact}-l foot is able to accommodate itself to a

rough irregular surface, but on smooth ground
the yielding step entails a certain loss of speed.

A somewhat similar case is seen in the pneu-
matic tire of a bicj-cle: a "soft* tire accommo-
dates itself to a rough road and makes easier

riding, but a "hard" tire is faster, especially on a
smooth road. Similarly, the hard, firm step from
the single toe allows of more speed over a
smooth surface, although it compels the animal
to pick its way slowly and with care on rough,
irregular ground.

The change in the character of the teeth from
"brachydont" or short-crowned to "hj-psodont"
or long-crowned enables the animal to subsist on
the hard, comparatively innutritious grasses of
the dry plains, which require much more thor-

ough mastication before they can be of any use
as food than do the softer green foods of the
swamps and forests.

All these changes in the evolution of the
horse are adaptations to a life in a region of
the level, smooth and open grassy plains which
are now its natural habitat. At first the race
was better fitted for a forest life, but it has
become more and more completely adapted to live

and compete with its enemies or rivals under the
conditions which prevail in the high do' plains

of the interior of the great continents. The
great increase in size, which has occurred in

almost all races of animals whose evolution we
can trace, is dependent on abimdance of food. A
large animal, as may be shown on ordinar>- prin-

ciples of mechanics, requires more food in pro-
portion to its size than does a small one, in

order to keep up a proper amount of activity.

On the other hand a large animal is better able
than a small one to defend itself against its

enemies and rivals. Consequently, as long as
food is abundant, the larger animals have the

advantage over their smaller brethren, and by
the laws of natural selection the race tends to
become continually larger until a limit is reached
when sufficient food becomes difficult to obtain,

the animal being compelled to devote nearly all

its time to getting enough to eat.

Cause of the Evolution.— The evolution of
the horse, adapting it to live on the drj- plains,

probably went hand in hand with the evolution

of the plains themselves. At the commencement
of the Age of Mammals the western part of the

North .\merican continent was by no means as

high above sea-level as now. Great parts of it had
but recently emerged, and the Gulf of Mexico
still stretched far up the valley of the Mis-
sissippi. The climate at that time was probably
very moist, warm and tropical, as is shown by
the tropical forest trees, found fossil even as

far as Greenland. Such a climate, with the low
elevation of the land, would favor the growth
of dense forests all over the countrj'. and to

such conditions of lite the animals of the be-

ginning of the Mammalian period must have been

adapted. During the Tertiary the continent was
steadily rising above the ocean-level, and at the
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same time other influences were at work to

make the climate continually colder and drier.

The coming on of a cold, dry climate restricted

and thinned the forests and caused the appear-

ance and extension of open, grassy plains. The
ancient forest inhabitants were forced either to

retreat and disappear with the forests, or to

adapt themselves to the new conditions of life.

The ancestors of the horse, following the latter

course, changed with the changing conditions,

and the race became finally as we see it to-day,

one of the most highly specialized of animals in

its adaptation to its peculiar environment. At
the end of the Age of Mammals the continents

stood at a higher elevation than at present, and
there was a broad land connection between Asia
and North .America, as well as those now exist-

ing. At this time the horse became cosmopoli-
tan, and inhabited the plains of all the great
continents, excepting Australia.

It is a question whether the direct ancestry of
the modern horse is to be searched for in west-
ern America or in the little known interior plains

of eastern ."Ksia. It is also unknown why the
various species which inhabited North and South
America and Europe during the early part of the
Age of Man should have become extinct, while
those of ."^sia (horse and wild ass) and of
Africa (wild ass and zebra) still survive. Man,
since his appearance, has played an important
part in the extermination of the larger animals

;

but there is nothing to show how far he is re-
sponsible for the disappearance of the native
American species of horse.

Parallel Evolution in Other Races.-—It is in-

teresting to observe that while the evolution of
the horse was progressing during the Tertiary
Period in North America another group of
hoofed animals, the Litoptcrna. now extinct, in

South .\merica evolved a race adapted to the
broad plains of .\rgentina and Patagonia and
singularly like the horse in many ways. These
animals likewise lost the lateral toes one after
another, and concentrated the step on the cen-
tral toe : they also changed the form of the
joint-surfaces from ball-and-socket to pulley-
wheel joints: they also lengthened the limbs and
the neck ; and they also lengthened the teeth, and
complicated their pattern. Unlike the true
horse, they did not form cement on the tooth,
so that it was by no means so efficient a grinder.
This group of animals native to South America
became totally extinct, and were succeeded by
the horses, immigrants from North America,
which in their turn became extinct before the
appearance of civilized man.

Many of the contemporaries of the horse in

the northern hemisphere were likewise lengthen-
ing the limbs, lightening and strengthening the
feet, elongating the tooth-crowns to adapt them-
selves to the changing conditions around them,
but none paralleled the horse evolution quite so
closely as did the pseudo-horses of South .'\mer-
ica. But the camels in America, the deer, ante-
lope, sheep and cattle in the Old World, pro-
gressed on much the same lines of evolution,
although their adaptation was not to just the
same conditions of life.

William D. Matthew,
American Museum of Natural History.

Horse, the French Coach. The prevailing
characteristic of a Frenchman is his de-
votion to those things that make life pleasant.

From an artistic standpoint he leads the world.
Pleasure and horses go together. .\ Frenchman
is instinctively a horseman. The French cavalry
is without an equal in the world. Since the

time of Napoleon the French government has
taken charge of the breeding of horses that are
best adapted for cavalry uses, and in accomplish-
ing this purpose the government has contributed
to tlie production of a very high-class coacn
horse. The cavalry horse of France is usually
selected after the committee has finished their
work of picking out the very best stallions for
breeding purposes. Nearly every French coach
stallion that stands for public service in France
is owned by the French government. The
French have been willing to advertise and sell

their other breeds of horses, but they have been
loath to part with their coach horses. The in-

stinct of self-preservation causes the French
government and the French people to keep tlieir

French coach horses at home in order to have
better horses than can be found in any other
country.

The breed of French coach horses has its

origin from the same source as the English
tlioroughbred. On the one hand, the English
thoroughbred surpasses in speed, while the
French coach horse is superior in all of those
qualities that go to make up a high-class car-
riage horse. Like the Percheron, the French
coacher is developed in its highest state of per-

fection in Normandy, but he comes from the
northern part, while the Perche is in the south
of Normandy.

The French coach horse is about i6 hands
high ; his average weight is between 1,200 and
1.300 pounds. His color is as a rule bay, brown
or chestnut. His outline is most pleasing. He
is a fast trotter, and under tlie conditions of
horse racing in France under saddle over a turf
track a distance of 4,000 metres he holds the
record. The French method of developing their

trotters cultivates a very high, attractive style

of action. Not only is the French coacher seen
in every French city hauling the most gorgeous
equipages over the boulevards surrounding Paris,

but he is to be seen in the best stables through-
out all of the capitals of Europe, especially in
London.

The French coacher supplies the English
royaltj- with their most useful and most attrac-
tive carriage horses.

For more than 20 years French coach stal-

lions have been brought to America very spar-
ingly. Where they have been crossed with the
best road mares, trotting bred mares, the result

has been most satisfactory. High-grade carriage
horses that go into our best markets and sell for
the highest prices usirally have a strain of French
coach blood flowing through their veins.

A perfect type of the French coach horse
when standing or in action is impossible to de-
scribe in words. To fully realize his superiority,

to appreciate and admire his style and magnifi-
cent high action, one must actually see him.
Words are inadequate to describe him, and the
most perfect picture falls far short of the most
perfect horse.

John R. McLaughlin.

Horse, the Percheron. The Percheron
horse is the production of the most patient
care and the application of the best scientific

principles of breeding. From the dawn of his-
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tory the French breeders of draft horses have
been most successful, and the horses they have
raised have been renowned the world over.

In the i6th. 17th and i8th centuries the same
rules of selection in breeding have been applied
that prevail to-daj-. The good horses were per-
mitted to reproduce themselves and multiply.

The inferior and unsound ones were never per-
mitted to breed. The result of this most careful

selection, based on scientific principles, has given
the French the best draft horse that the world
produces.

In a very small portion of Normandy called
the "Ferche" the highest result has been at-

tained. From this district the Percheron horse
has been sent to all parts of the world with such
satisfactory results that the word Percheron to-

day means the ideal draft horse the world over.
From the very beginning up until the present
time the object of the Percheron breeders has
been to produce the kind of horse that would
move the greatest weight with the greatest
speed.

In making their selections for breeding pur-
poses the Frenchmen have not only picked out
stallions and mares that would make the best
horses, bu' comely appearance and pleasing out-
line have also in a measure been their guide,
and as a result the Percheron horse to-day is not
only the best draft horse in the world, but he is

one of the most attractive. He is indeed a hand-
some horse. The prevailing color of the Perche-
ron horse is from black to white, including all

of the various gradations from black, dark graj',

dapple gray, gray and white.
About 50 years ago the first Percheron stal-

lions were imported from France to America,
and those that became most famous came to
Ohio. One, called Louis Napoleon, owned in
L^nion County. Ohio, and afterwards sold to go
to Normal, 111., both here in Ohio and in his
new home in Illinois, was admired by all. In
a few years, when his colts began to appear, the

reputation of the Percheron breed in America
was so well established that hundreds and even
thousands of them have been imported to Amer-
ica each year.

During the past hundred years the govern-
ment in France has maintained a system of su-
pen-ision over the horse-breeding industry. The
government does not own every Percheron stal-

lion, but every Percheron stallion must be ap-
proved by the government inspectors and must
receive a certificate of approval before he can be
used for breeding purposes in France. Many of
the best stallions belong to the government.
Many of those owned by private individuals

receive a subsidy from the government if

their owner will offer their ser\'ices to the

public.

On account of the very high tariff laws the

French breeders supply nearly all of the horses
used in France. The ups and downs of pros-

perity and depression do not affect the horse-

breeding industry in that country. During the

period of depression that prevailed in the United
States ten years ago .\merican breeders became
very much discouraged. Most of the stallions

were castrated and the best mares were disposed
of, but in France the.se conditions did not pre-

vail.

In *97, '98 and 'gg, when more prosperous
conditions were brought about in this country,

the demand for horses was very greatly in-

creased. The French were able to supply the
deficiency. Good stallions and mares could be
found there in abundance when a surplus could
not be found anJ^vhere else in the world. In-

stinctively the French breeders keep their best

stallions and mares, no matter what the foreign

demand may be, and as long as they pursue this

policy the best Percheron horses will be found
in France and the best breed of draft horses in

the world will be the Percheron.

John R. McL.\ughun.

Horse Bot-fly, a bot-fly (Gastrophilus

cqiti) parasitic io horses. The adult is about

.73 inch long; the wings transparent with dark

spots forming an irregular band toward the

centre : the body brown and very hairy, the head
whitish in front, and the abdomen dark-spotted.

The females (males are rarely seen) have an
elongated tapering abdomen. The oblong light

yellow eggs are glued, one by one. to the hairs

of the forepart of the body, where they are likely

to be licked off by the animal. The moisture of

the tongue causes the developed larvse to break
through the shell almost instantly, and to be
carried into the mouth and thence to the stom-
ach. Many curious facts have been obser%'ed in

connection with these eggs and their develop-

ment, and may be found fully discussed by Os-
bom in his 'Insects Affecting Domestic Ani-
mals,' issued by the L'nited States Department
of Agriculture (1896). Reaching the stomach,
the larvae fasten themselves to its walls by hooks
in the posterior end of the body, and great

masses sometimes accumulate, seriously obstruct-

ing the pyloric outlet. They remain there, ab-

sorbing nourishment and interfering with di-

gestion through the winter, and on the return

of warm weather let go their hold, pass out
through the intestines, enter the ground, pupate
there for a few days, and then emerge as flies.

This pest chiefly affects horses out at pasture,

and can be prevented only by removing the eggs,

which can easily be seen. The attempt to re-

move the bots from the stomach by turpentine
or other drugs is a dangerous proceeding which
should only be attempted under direction of a
veterinarian.

Horse-chestnut, or Buckeye, a tree of the
small family Hippocastaimcccr and genus Aiscu-
lus, represented in Europe by the horse-chest-

nut (^-E. hipt>ocastanum^, now cultivated in all

parts of the world, but native to Greece,
Turkey, and southwestern .-^sia : and three in-

digenous American species known as buckeyes,
from the appearance of the fruit. These trees

are shapely, have leaflets diverging from the

stalk like fingers, and bear white or tinted

flowers in large erect panicles, turning the whole
tree into the semblance of a big bouquet. The
fruit of the horse-chestnut much resembles a

huge chestnut, and is prickly when young. In
this respect the common or Ohio buckeye (M.
glabra) agrees with it, but has only five leaflets

in each leaf and its flowers are small and not
showy. The unpleasant odor exhaled by the
bark and leaves in all this genus is especially

strong in this species. A more southern species,

developed into fine trees in the southern Alle-

ghanies, is the sweet or yellow buckeye (.E.

oclaiidra) which with the red buckeye (^.
pavia) bears smooth fruit. Though so hand-
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some, rapid in growtli and serviceable as orna-
mental or shade trees, they are otherwise of

little value. The wood is light colored, soft,

and useful mainly for paper pulp and small

articles; it contains a large quantity of sapo-
naceous material, so that country people use the
mucilaginous sap as soap. The leaves and roots

of the Ohio buckeye are poisonous. The seeds
are bitter but are eaten by cattle and sheep, with
the preparation of boiling in alkaline water
which is necessary in Europe ; and from them
a flour is made especially adapted to book-
binders' and shoemakers' paste, as, besides hav-
ing great tenacity, it will not be attacked by
insects. In France starch is produced from
horse-chestnut seeds on a large scale. The seeds
are also used in the southern United States to

impart a flavor of age to raw whiskey. The red
buckeye has been naturalized in Europe as a

park tree. California has a species of its own,
Japan another, and a third grows on the Him-
alaya Mountains.

Horsefield, Thomas, American naturalist

and explorer: b. Bethlehem, Pa., 12 May 1773;
d. London, England, 1866. He was graduated in

medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, and
served as "medical apprentice" in the Pennsyl-
vania Hospital from 1794-99, being the fifth

interne in the hospital in the order of appoint-
ment. In October 1799 he accepted service as

surgeon on the "China," about to sail for Java.
He returned in the latter part of 1800, but in

1801 went again to Java for the purpose of
thoroughly exploring the island, and was com-
missioned as regimental surgeon by the Dutch
Colonial Government. From i8o^ he devoted
himself to the thorouerh examination of the
flora, fauna, and geology of the island, at first

under the auspices of the Dutch government,
and, when possession of Java was taken by the
English, under the especial patronage of Sir

Thomas Stamford Raffles, the lieutenant-gov-
ernor. A warm friendship, due to kindred
tastes, sprang up between Horsefield and his

celebrated patron, and, when the English tenure
of Java ceased and Sir Stamford Raflles re-

turned to England, Horsefield accompanied him,
bringing with him the collections he had made,
which were placed in the museum of the East
India Company in London, of which he was
presently made the curator, a position which he
held for nearly fifty years until his death.

Horsefield, by his explorations and writings, laid

foundations for our knowledge of the natural

history of the far East. He contributed while in

Java many important papers to the publications

of the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

In 1824 he gave to the world his great work
entitled 'Zoological Researches in Java and the
Neighboring Islands.* and from 18.38-52 issued

in folio parts the 'Plantre Javanicse Rariores.'

Both works are sumptuously illustrated by col-

ored plates. In 1856-58 he published the 'Cata-
logue of the Birds in the Museum of the East
India Company,' and in 1857-59, ^vith Frederic
Moore, the 'Catalogue of the Lepidopterous In-

sects in the Museum of the East India Com-
pany.' Besides these larger works he was the
author of a multitude of papers published in the
'Transactions' and 'Proceedings' of societies.

To him perhaps more than to any other single

naturalist are we indebted for the first correct

account of the botany and zoology of the regions

\'OL. s
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with which he became familiar in his early
life. \V. J. Holland,

Direclur Carnegie Museum, Pittsburg.

Horse-fly, Gad-fly, or Deer-fly, any spe-
cies of the family Tabanidic, usually large, robust,
flies, with a broad head pointed in front and
concave behind, with immense eyes, and fitting

closely to the thorax. The legs are long and
stout; sometimes hairy, but without stiff bristles.

The females are provided with a long sharp
proboscis with which they pierce the skin of
animals, and are especially annoying to such
short-haired kinds as horses and deer. Xo
poison is injected into the wound, but injurious
bacilli may be introduced, causing bad sores.

One of the most widely distributed in the
United States is the large black Tabanus ameri-
canus. These flies attach their eggs to grass
and sticks in wet places. The larva; find their
way into water or wet earth, and are carniv-
orous, feeding on other insects, snails, etc. They
pass the winter before pupating and emerge as
flies in the early summer. To the same family
belong many smaller green or yellow species of
the woods more usually called deer-flies.

Horse-mackerel. The horse-mackerel, tuna
or tunny {Tliunnus Ihynnus), is the largest

member of the mackerel family {Seombridic)

,

attaining a length of 10 feet or more and a
weight of 1,000 to 1,500 pounds. It is found in

all warm seas, both of the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans, and wanders as far north as Newfound-
land, appearing on our shores w-ith the men-
haden and mackerel. See Tunny.

Horse-power, the power of an ordinary
horse or its equivalent, the force with which a
horse acts when drawing. The mode of ascer-

taining a horse's power is to find what w-eight

he can raise and to what height in a given time,

the horse being supposed to pull horizontally.

From a variety of experiments it is found that

a horse, at an average, can raise 160 pounds
weight at the velocity of 2^4 miles per hour.
The power of a horse exerted in this way is

made the standard for estimating the power of
a steam-engine. Thus we speak of an engine
of 60 or 80 horse-power, each horse-power being
estimated as equivalent to 33.000 pounds raised

one foot high per minute, but t'.iis estimate is

considered much too high, 17,400 foot-pounds
per minute beifig generally considered nearer
the truth. As it matters little, however, w-hat

standard be assumed, provided it be uniformly
used, that of Watt has been generally adopted.
The general rule for estimating the power of a

steam-engine in terms of this unit is to multiply
together the pressure in pounds on a square inch

of the piston, the area of the piston in inches,

the length of the stroke in feet, and the number
of strokes per minute, the result divided by
33,000 will give the horse-power deducting one
tenth for friction. As a horse can exert its full

force only for about six hours a day. one horse-

power of machinery is equal to that of 4.4 horses.

The motive power used in the manufacturing
establishments of the United States in 1900,

according to the census report, aggregated

11.300.081 horse-power, as compared with

5,954.655 horse-power in 1890. 3.410.837 horse-

power in 1880 and 2.346.142 in 1870. Of the total

pow'er used in manufactures during the census
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year, steam-engines furnished 8,742416 horse-

power, or 77_4 per cent of the aggregate ; water

wheels supphed 1,727,258 horse-power, or 15.33

per cent; electric motors, 311,016 horse-power,

or 2.7 per cent ; gas and gasoline engines,

143,850 horse-power, or 1.3 per cent, and other

forms of mechanical power 54,490 horse-power,

or five tenths of l per cent Rented power was
used to the extent of 321,051 horse-power, or
2.8 per cent of the total. Of this rented power
183,682 horse-power was electric and 137.369

horse-power was from other sources of energ>'.

See Power.

Horse-racing, a national pastime, which
has been called the sport of kings because it

has been one of their amusements since the

earliest dawn of ci\-ilization. The racing horse

is of three distinct types, the running horse, the

pacing horse, and the trotting horse. For many
centuries the running race has been the tradi-

tional turf sport in Great Britain and on the

continent, with many varieties, such as flat

racing, or racing on level ground; steeple-chas-

ing, or racing over ground not specially prepared

for the purpose, and hurdle-racing, in which tlie

horses have to leap over obstacles purposely

placed in the way. Trotting is primarily an
American institution, the outcome of thorough-
bred development. Late in the 19th century

horse-racing made a wonderful advance in the

United States and easily became the great na-

tional pastime of the country.

Early History.— Thothmes I., of the l8th

Egjptian dynasty, left a papyrus letter telling of

his conquest of Mesopotamia, and priding him-
self upon the acquisition of the racing horse

(the Arab) and being the first to introduce him
in Africa. Somewhat later the records tell of

King Solomon bu\-ing horses from Egjpt, and
paying as much as $3,000 for some of them.
Among the Greeks it was introduced into the

Olj-mpic games in the 33d Olympiad (648 ac).
From Greece it was introduced into Rome,
where it gained a place as one of the games of

the circus. The institution of horse-races in

Ejigland, where the sport has become a great

national pastime, belongs to a very remote pe-

riod. The first regular horse-races, however,
did not take place till the reign of James I.

The successors of James I. down to Queen
Anne were all more or less attached to

the sport. In the reign of the latter, in 1711, the

York Plates were founded, and about that date
the passion for betting on the turf began to be
general. Under George I., the successor of
Queen .Xnne, horse-racing became more flour-

ishing. The two most celebrated horses of
that period were Flying Childers (foaled in

1715) and Eclipse (foaled in 1764). which long
had the reputation of being the fleetest horses
that ever ran. From the latter are descended
many of the first-class thoroughbreds of the
present day. None of the English sover-

eigns was more devoted to horse-racing than
George IV. Between 1784 and 1792, while yet

Prince of Wales, he gained 185 prizes, including
the Derby of 1788. Horse-racing was intro-

duced into France from England during the
reign of Louis XIV.. and under Louis XV. was
pursued with the utmo.st enthusiasm.

Breeding and Training.— The training of a
running horse begins with its second year, and
is a slow process, requiring great care and at-

tention. During the period of training the
horse is under the charge of a stable-boy. In
the first part of the training the exercise to
which the horse is subjected is comparativelj
gentle, but in the latter part a gallop of half or
three quarters of a mile is taken everj- other
daj\ Before a race takes place the powers
of the horse are put to the test by its being
made to run over about half a mile against an
older horse, which is weighted to make up for
the ditterence in age. The breeding of
thoroughbred horses, that is, of horses which
can trace an unbroken pedigree through the best
sires and the best dams, is when well conducted
a verj' profitable business. The prices given for
stallions are sometimes enormous. In 1900,

when the Duke of Westminster's racing stud
was sold, the average price reached the high
level, and the world's record price of Si 87.500
was brought by Flying Fox, which had won the
Derby the year before. Before this, Ormonde,
another Derby winner, had sold for $150,000.
The large sums now given for the use of stal-

lions in breeding studs are the cause of race-

horses being withdrawn much earlier than they
used to be from the turf, for as soon as they
have acquired a reputation the owner of a good
race-horse can make much larger sums by hiring
it out for breeding purposes than he could by
entering it for races. The pedigrees of all

thoroughbred horses are registered in the stud-
book, so that if any particular animal is omitted
in that register the inference is that its pedigree
is not without some blemish more or less remote.
The effects of a careful system of breeding in

improving the quality of horses are ver>- marked.
Xo pure Arabian horse can be compared in

point of speed with a thoroughbred. In size

and shape, too, the horses of the present day
surpass those of former times, the average-
height of a thoroughbred now being 15 hands 3
inches, while formerly it seldom reached 15
hands. See also Horses, American- Thorough-
bred.

Race ilcctings.— In Great Britain the chief

race meetings are those at Epsom, Xewraarket,.
Ascot in Berkshire, Doncaster, Goodwood,.
Liverpool, Manchester, and Leicester. Those
at Xewmarket are the oldest of all, dating frotn.

the reign of Charles II. The .\scot races are
considered the most fashionable, being largely
attended by the aristocracy, and sometimes hon-
ored with the presence of royalty. The Good-
wood races, which are held in the Duke of Rich-
mond's park in Sussex, are also a favorite

rendezvous of the aristocracy. But the most pop-
ular meeting throughout the year is the Elpsom,
which owes its popularity partly to the pro.x-

imity of Epsom to London and partly also to its

being the meeting at which the Derby and the
Oaks are run. At the Oaks the ladies are the
chief bettors, and the bets are not thousands of
pounds, but dozens of Paris gloves. The prin-

cipal racing meetings in France are those held
in spring and autumn at Chantilly and the Bois
de Boulogne.

In the United States tlie season opens at the
Bennings track at Washington early in the
spring and closes there in the fall. Following
Bennings comes the .\queduct, and Morris Park,
Gravesend and Sheepshead, the latter track
being the show track of this country, occupying
the same position as the .-Kscot of the English
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turf, which is also named "The Ladies Meet.''

Then follows the Brighton Beach season during
July and August. Although the classic events

of England and France are of longer standing
they cannot be said to outrank or outintercst

the famous Brooklyn Handicap, founded in

1887; the Suburban (1884); the Futurity

(1888): the Realization (1889), and numer-
ous other events. There are racing parks
and tracks in nearly every city in the
country, and there are many famous meet-
ings in the West and South, like the Latonia in

Kentucky, the Harlem and Washington Park in

Chicago, Saratoga and others.

Racing Rules.— The conditions under which
the most of the races are run are the following:
Every horse that takes part in a running race
must be entered as a yearling, that is, before the
close of the year in which it is foaled, for a
horse's age is always reckoned from the ist of
January of the year in which its birth takes
place. On being entered a certain sum is paid
by the owner, which is called a forfeit, because
it is forfeited if the horse is afterward with-
drawn, or, in the language of the turf,

"scratched." The racing is conducted under
association rules, and in England under regula-
tions laid down by the Jockey Club, a body insti-

tuted in 1750. The stewards of the Jockey Club
have power to grant and to withdraw licenses to

racing officials, jockeys, and race-courses; to fix

the dates on which all meetings shall be held,

and to make inquiry into and deal with all

matters relating to racing. At every regular
race-meeting there must be at least two stew-
ards, with a clerk of course, a handicapper, a
stake-holder, a clerk of the scales (^ since the

jockeys of course must be carefully weighed),
a starter, and a judge, each of these officials

being licensed by the club.

Handical'ping.— Formerly all running races

were what is called weight-for-age races, that is,

all the horses entered to compete were of the

same age and bore ecpial weights, or if in certain

cases there was an inequality in point of age
there was also a fixed difference in the weight
carried. But it was found that when races were
conducted on this plan the best horses came to
be known, and the inferior ones withdrew, not
venturing to compete with them, so that the race
resulted in a walk-over. Hence arose the prac-
tice of handicapping, that is, of adjusting as
nearly as possible the weight to be carried to the
previously ascertained powers of the horse, so
as to reduce the chances of all the horses en-
tered to an exact equality. In England the prin-
cipal weight-for-age race for two-year-olds is the
Middle Park Plate, and for the three-year-olds
the principal for both colts and fillies are the
Two Thousand Guineas, the Derby, and St.

Leger, and for fillies only the One Thousand
Guineas and Oaks. The most important handi-
cap races are the Great Northampton Stakes, the
City and Surburban and Metropolitan Stakes at
Epsom, the Northumberland Plate, the Good-
wood Stakes, the Ascot Stakes, the Ebor Handi-
cap (run at York), the Great Yorkshire Stakes
(run at Doncaster), the Liverpool Spring, Sum-
mer, and Autumn Cups, the Cesarewitch, Cam-
bridgeshire, and Newmarket Handicaps (run at
Newmarket).

Betting and Book-making.— The prevalence
of the practice of betting in connection with
horse-racing is a fact so well known that it is

needless to enlarge upon it, although it will be
of interest to some to explain in what manner it

is conducted. Bettors are divided into two
classes— the backers of horses, and the book-
makers, or professional bettors, wdio form the
betting ring, and make a living by betting
against horses according to a methodical plan.
Backers of horses may be again divided into
those who have special information about the
qualities of the horses which are to engage in
a race, which enables them to back a particular
horse with a certain amount of confidence ; and
those who have no such means of information,
and accordingly back horses pretty much at ran-
dom. The former class, if their information is

good, have a very fair chance of success in their
speculations, and the horse that wins any great
race usually brings in to his ow-ner vast sums in

payment of bets, compared with which the
stakes, considerable as they often are, are insig-
nificant

; but the latter class are pretty certain in

the long run to lose. By the method adopted by
the professional bettor the element of chance is

as far as possible removed. Instead of backing
any particular horse, the professional bettor lays
the same sum against every horse that takes the
field, or a CL'rtam number of them, and in doing
so he has usually to give odds, which are greater
or less according to the estimate formed of the
chance of success wdiich each of the horses has
on which the odds are given. In this way, while
in the event of the race being won (as is usually
the case) by any of the horses entered in the
betting-book of a professional bettor, the latter

has always a certain fixed sum (say $5,000) to
pay, he receives from the backers of the losers

sums wdiich vary in proportion to the odds
given. Thus, if a book-maker is making a

$5,000 book, and the odds against some horse is

4 to I, he will, if that horse wins, have to pay
$5,000, while, if it loses, he will receive $1,250.
If the sum of the amounts to which the horses
in a particular race have been backed in some
professional bettor's book is $6,500, and if the
odds against the first favorite were 5 to 2 (or
$5,000 to $2,000), then the total sum received
by the book-maker, in the event of the race
being gained by the first favorite, would amount
to $6,500, $2,000 or $4,500, so that he would suf-
fer a loss of $500; while if a horse had won
that had long odds against hiin (say 200 to I, or
$5,000 to $25), his total receipts would amount
to $6,475, 3iid his gains to $1,475. Very fre-

quently the receipts of the book-maker are aug-
mented by sums paid on account of horses w'hich
have been backed and never run at all,

Americans Abroad.— In 1855 an American
horse had never won a race abroad and an
.A.iTierican jockey had never ridden in an Eng-
lish race. The first .American to go to Eng-
land with a stable of thoroughbreds was Rich-
ard Ten Broeck, who sailed for England in

1S56, taking with him Lexington. Lecompte, the
only horse that ever beat Lexington: Pryor. and
Prioress. Lecompte died of influenza the first

year, and Pryor soon followed. It was left for

Prioress to retrieve the fortunes of the stable.

Her great victory was in the Cesarewitch. a race
at 2 miles. 2 furlongs, and 28 yards. There were
2,7 starters, the very best horses on the English
turf. -After one of the most exciting races ever
run. Prioress, El Hakim, and Queen Bess fin-

ished in a dead heat. In the run off. the Ameri-
can horse won by a length in 4 minutes and 15
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seconds. American successes really began in

1878, when Pierre Lorillard and James R. Keene
shipped stables to England. The former's Parole
won the Xewmarket Handicap, defeating the

English favorite, Isonomy, a horse that was
called the best ever foaled on English soil. The
American gelding next took the great Metro-
politan, the Great Cheshire, and the Epsom Gold
Cup in quick succession. Iroquois followed
Parole, winning four important stakes in 1880,
including the St. Leger. The subsequent in-

vasion of England by W. C. Whitney, Clarence
A. Mackey, Richard Croker and others with
famous winning horses, and the successes of
Sloan, Reiff, Martin and other .\merican
jockeys, have brought renown to the .\merican
turf. In 1902, American horses ridden by .-Vraer-

ican jockeys took part in 561 races in England,
of which they won 85, were second in 80, third

in 52, and unplaced 344 times. The stakes and
purses won amounted to $234,120. In 1503, up
to 15 September the Americans have done even
better proportionately, starting in 453 races,

winning 74. second in 81, third in 47, and un-
placed 251 times. The winnings amount to

$259,000. American horses were second in the
Oaks and third in the Derby.

Trotting.— The evolution of the trotting

horse in .\merica, and the gradual reducing of
the one mile record, is a historj- coincident with
the improvement and progress made in breeding.

Beginning with the record of Trouble, who trot-

ted a mile in 2.43 in 1826, of Dutchman (2.32)
in 1839, and Flora Temple (2.19^^) in 1859, the
evolution proceeds to George Wilkes, Dexter,
Goldsmith Maid and the others who followed.

In 1S18, at a Jockey Club dinner, discussion

drifted to the trotter, and a wager was made
that no horse could be produced which couid
trot a mile in three minutes. Boston Blue was
named at the post by Maj. William Jones, and
the old chronicle says that he "won cleverly and
gained great renown." The Xew York Trotting
Club was organized in 1825, for the purpose of

improving the speed of road-horses. The initial

purses were for races of two-mile and three-mile

heats. In 1S35 trotting was in almost daily

vogue in Xew York. It was not until 1845 that
a mile was trotted in less than 2.30. In 1863, the
American trotting horse was an unknown quan-
tity abroad, while in 1903, .American trotting

stock was in demand throughout Europe. Ger-
mans, French, Russians, and Austrians have
bought some of our best bred animals.

The X'ational Trotting .Association was
formed in 1870 as a result of a meeting of
breeders and track owners the previous year. In
1887 the American Trotting .\s50ciation was
formed with headquarters in Chicago, and it

works with the X'ational Trotting Association
to detect and punish fraud. Some of the ablest

men in the countrj- sit on the boards of appeals,

and the decisions command respect and are ac-

cepted as final. The careers and records of
famous trotters like George Wilkes ; Dexter

;

Harrietta; Axtell (2.12): St. Julian (2.ii;4) ;

Sunol (2.1010 ; Maud S. (2.08^4) ; Kremlin
(2.0/^); Stamboul (2.07=2); Beuzetta
(,2.o6j4) ; Directum (2.05;'2) ; Xancy Hanks
(2.04); Alix (2.03^); The Abbot '(2.03H).
and the mile of Major Delmar (2.ooJ<). Cres-

ceus (1.59V4), and Lou Dillon (1.58'^) in 1903,

tell the brief but wonderful stor>- of the trotting

horse in .America. See also Horses. Trotting.
Record Possibilities.— The gradual lowering

of the trotting record from a mile in three min-
utes to the i.sSvi record of Lou Dillon on
24 Oct. 1903 has led many to question if a
limit is ever to be reached. The mathematician
has a rule to guide him in a guess at the answer
to such questions, and t!ie 'Scientitic .Amer-

ican' has prepared the accompanying chart

which is of vast interest. The vertical lines

represent the years in which the record has been
lowered, the spaces between the lines indicating

the time interval, the length of each vertical line

indicating the record for that year. A curve 13

next sought that will pass through as many of

the points as possible, or close to them, and the

continuation of this curve. across lines indicating

future years shows the best answer to the main
question that the facts warrant. If the cur\'e

L-juii^urdl Hyperbola Sh w oi Trotting Imiirovcnicnl.
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proves to be a hyperbola, it will afford confi-

Jciice in the accuracy of the solution, for a pecu-

liar property of the hyperbola is that it con-

stantly approaches but never reaches a straight

line called an asymptote, and this asymptote
represents the ultimate rate of speed. With Lou
Dillon at the two minute mark, a point is indi-

cated on the chart showing this hyperbolic

curve as the law of improvement. It is now
possible to pass the curve of a hyperbola through

the record points of Trouble in 1826, Dutchman
in 1839, Nancy Hanks in 1892 and Lou Dillon

in 1903. This curve will be within a few seconds

of many other records in which the time was
notably reduced.

The hyperbola is represented by the equa-

tion xy= 10.000, in which x equals the number
of years since 1726, y equals the number of sec-

onds over 63V2 seconds to trot a mile. The
notable records of ^Maud S. in 1881 and 1885,

with the high-wheel sulky, are 2]4 to 3],<x sec-

onds above the curve, which would indicate that

the change to the pneumatic sulky will account

for this measurement of the improvement. This
curve places the ultimate limit of trotting speed

at a mile in 63'/^ seconds, which, though con-

stantly approached, will never be reached

actually, and it indicates the minute and a half

mark as two centuries away.

Horse-radish, a species of water-cress

{Roripa nniuiracia). native to Europe, but now
cultivated everywhere, and becomes naturalized

in most parts of the world. Its basal leaves are

oblong, finely crenelate and irregular in outline,

and its flowers are white and showy. The
roots furnish the highly pungent ingredient of

a well-known sauce, prepared by grating them,
adding vinegar and sealing. They have also

some medical use.

Horse-radish-tree. See Bex, Oil of.

Horsefoot Crab, Horse-shoe Crab, or
King Crab. This marine animal (Limulus poly-

pjicmus) was formerly regarded as a crustacean,

and is the sole survivor of an e.xtinct group of

arthropods intermediate between the trilobites

and arachnids. It belongs to the order Xiplio-

stira, class Mcrostojiuila, and phylum Palaopoda.

By some English authors it is regarded as an
arachnid allied to the scorpion. This difference

of opinion regarding its affinities is due to the

generalized structure of the animal, and to the

fact that its nearest allies are extinct.

The body of the horsefoot crab is sometimes
two feet in length, and consists of a head and a

hind-body or abdomen, the latter ending in a

long spine (telson), which is elevated by the

creature in defense. The head is in shape some-
what like a horse's hoof, and in burrowing it

acts as a shovel, being bent down at nearly right

angles to the hind-body. There are a pair of

compound and of simple eyes: the mouth is on
the under side, nearly surrounded by si.x pairs

of walking legs, while on the hind-body are

six pairs of broad swimming legs. There are no
antenna, jaws, maxilla;, or foot-jaws, as in the

lobster. The horsefoot crab breathes by means
of gills attached to the under side of the last

five pairs of abdominal legs, which consist of a

pile of about too thin broad sacs growing out,

one pile on each side, from the base of the legs.

The nervous system is peculiar from the nature

of the brain, and the oesophageal ring; while

the entire system behind the brain is enveloped

by the arteries, the latter ending in remarkably

fine branches. The heart is large, tubular,

the liver very voluminous, and the kidneys are

represented by four pairs of excretory red

glands, arising from a stolon-like base. The
animal is bisexual, the male differing from the

female in the second pair of legs ending not

in a forceps, but in a sort of hand, with an

opposing thumb. The ovaries and testes are

voluminous, and the sexual products, eggs and
sperm, pass out through a pair of papillae sit-

uated on the under side of the first pair of

abdominal legs.

The female lays her large round eggs loosely

in the sand between high and low water, spawn-
ing in May and June ; in about a month they

hatch, and the young, after passing late in

embryonic life through a trilobite stage, assumes

the form of the parent, differing in the short

rudimentary caudal spine. It molts frequently,

and during the process the front edge of the

carapace or head splits open, enabling the animal

to draw itself out of the old shell. The recently

hatched Limulus is strikingly like a trilobite, but

while in the latter new segments are added after

birth, in Limulus no new ones are added. The
young horsefoot is about 4 millimetres in

length. Specimens an inch long are about a

year old, and it probably requires several years

to grow to the length of a foot or more.

Limulus Polyphemus \n\i3h\\.i\.h& eastern coast

of North .America from Boothbay, Maine, to the

West Indies and Honduras, but is most abun-

dant in shallow, retired, sandy, or muddy bays

on the coast of New Jersey, Virginia, and
North Carolina. Several other species inhabit

the seas of the Eastern Archipelago, China,

Philippines, and southern Japan. In the United
States it is used as a fertilizer, while in the

Malayan markets the animals are sold as food.

The Limuli date from the Devonian. An
allied group, in shape and structure approach-

ing scorpions, is the Eurypterida (q.v.), one of

which {Stylonurus laccoanus) of the Devonian
of New York and Pennsylvania was about five

feet in length, while the British Pterygotus

anglicus is estimated to have been about six

feet in length and two feet across. It is now
thought that the scorpions have descended from

some merostome, which became adapted for a

terrestrial life. Alpheus S. P.\ck.\rd,

Late Professor of Zoology. Brown University.

Horseheads, N. Y., village, in Chemung
County; on the Erie & Central N. Y., and

branches of the Delaware, L. & W. and the

Northern C. R.R.'s ; about six miles north of

Elmira. It is in a fertile agricultural region.

Its chief manufactures are creamery products,

bricks, screens, doors, blinds, men's clothing,

cigars, cattle-feed, shoes, and hardware. Pop.

(1900) 1,001.

Horsemanship. See Ridixo.

Horses, American Thoroughbred. The
American thoroughbred is the pr.iduction of

pure breeds imported from England, first during

the 17th and l8th centuries. They first found

their way into the Old Dominion of \'irginia,

where they founded a tribe of early racehorses,

to which trace to-day many of the most fashion-

able pedigrees. From Virginia the thorough •
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breds finally found their way into the Carolinas
and as far south as Mississippi and Louisiana,

and, upon the formation of Tennessee and Ken-
tucky as States, the breeding of thoroughbreds
became with them what might be termed an
industrj-.

The early part of the 20th century finds Ken-
tucky in the lead in the production of thorough-
bred horses, followed next by California and
then by Tennessee. Missouri and Illinois have
recently greatly increased their thoroughbred
holdings, while both New York and Xew Jersej'

produce a goodly number. Manj' of the other
States take rank as fair producers of thorough-
breds, and, in fact, the breed has found its way
into ever>- section of the coimtry, even as iso-

lated a State as Oregon annually producing a
number of thoroughbred horses.

The requirements of an American thorough-
bred horse are that the pedigree contains five

tmcontaminated crosses, but the average pedi-

gree traces through 16 to 18 crosses, some having
as many as 25. Those reaching an origin of a

Natural Barb source are considered the most
fashionable, but many great racehorses have de-

scended from lines unknown to early English

or Arabian pedigrees.

Diomed. the winner of the first English

Derby, imported to this coimtry in 1799, when
he was 20 years old, is classed as the greatest of

early importations, and he has left a marked
impress upon American pedigrees. The most
successful imponation of the 19th century was
unquestionably Glencoe (imported in 1836), and
in later days Leamington ranks the highest. In

more recent years, the ranks of the .\merican
thoroughbred have been greatly increased by
almost unlimited importations from England,
France, .\ustralia, and other foreign countries,

and horses are produced in this country now
that are of entirely foreign pedigrees, while

there are numerous instances where the first few
crosses are strictly foreign lines.

The average height of the early thoroughbred
horse was something less than 15 hands, but at

this time they average over 15 hands 2 inches,

and weigh 150 pounds more than they did a
half century ago. In individualitj-, too. the im-
provement is ver>- marked, the tj-pes now being

far superior in form to the horses of early

times.

In soundness and general service the .\mer-

ican thoroughbred has no superior, this being

the result of judicious breeding and favorable

rearing conditions. The statistics of the .\mer-

ican turf (commonly known as Turf Guides)
e.xtend over a period of about 30 years, and in

this time these records show that the thorough-

bred horse has improved some 30 pounds, which
is an equivalent of from 5 to 6 seconds to the

mile. This marked impro%-ement can be attrib-

uted to an accepted theory of breeding that like

begets like, to intelligent methods of training,

and to superior riding.

The most favorable condition which has

proved so successful in raising the thoroughbred
in this countrj- is that he is housed less and has.

at all times, access to lands covered by the finest

of grasses, which brings his feet constantly into

contact with moisture. The frog of the foot, be-

ing like a sponge, absorbs this moisture, thus

creating a gentle pressure which spreads the

hoof. A horse having bad feet naturally favors

them, which has a tendency to make bad ankles
and tendons on account of their not being freely

used, and it is a conceded fact that "no foot, no
horse."

In America the horse has been bred more for

business than pleasure. The invention of the
elliptic spring and the use of American hickory
in tlie production of light vehicles for pleasure

and business, together with the invention of mac-
adam and Telford roads, turned the demand
from the rimning to the trotting horse. The
first private coach was introduced into Xew
York in 1745 ; but coaches were scarce until

after tlie Revolutionary War, and not until after

1840, when the light one-horse vehicle came
into use, did the changed conditions of travel

develop a harness-horse for purposes of business

and pleasure. Along with the change in ve-

hicles incident to the evolution of the trotter

came as great a change in the style of harness
and trappmgs.

About the beginning of the 19th century there

came from the lines of breeding of the thorough-
bred, traceable to Flying Childers, Byerly Turk,
and the Darley Arabian. Messenger, a gray,

stoutly built horse, of wonderful power and
stamina, with a slashing, open gait, fitted to

found a race of trotters. He was foaled in 1780,

and became the progenitor of the trotting families

in America. In 1793 Justin Morgan was foaled,

sired by one believed to be thoroughbred. Three
of his sons. Bulrush, Sherman, and Woodburj-,
became noted as the sires of horses of intelli-

gence, courage, and speed, and the get of some
of them excelled as roadsters and stage horses.

From Black Hawk Morgan, sired by Sherman
out of a fast trotting English mare, has come the

beautiful, useful, and courageous line of Mor-
gans. The original horse (240) died in 1856 at

the age of 23. In 1849 was foaled Rysdyck's
Hambletonian. the founder of the most noted
family of trotters, sired by .\bdallah, who traced

to Messenger by both the sire and dam, out of a
dam by Bellfounder, with Messenger crosses on
the dam's side. As early as 1876 the interest in

breeding and rearing trotters had become so great

that fabulous prices were paid for colts, simpl-

on the strength of their breeding. Two fillies,

untrained, sold for $13,000. The three-year-old

colt Steinway was sold for $13,000 in 1879.

Maud S.. bred at Alexander's noted stock farm
in Kentuck>-, was sold to Mr. Bonner for $21,000
when four years old, with a record of 2.ioj4, and
the title "Queen of the Turf." Smuggler sold

for $40,000. Pocahontas for $45,000, Goldsmith
Maid for $36,000, Dexter for $36,000, and so on.

until we come to .\xtell. who sold for $100,000
after he had eclipsed the time of all stallions, and
retired to the stud, where his service fee was
$1,000. The stallion, Rysdyck's Hambletonian,
was purchased with his dam for $125, and earned
in the stud $205,750. Thirty-six of his get trotted

in 2.,w or better, and the prices for which they
could have been sold in their best days amounted
to $325,000. Among them were Sentinel, George
Wilkes, Jay Gould, and .Administrator, all noted
sires. Their united progeny was worth many
thousands for stud and track uses. Some of his

sons, without a 2.30 record, became successful in

the stud. .Alexander's .Abdallah was sold for

about S3.500. but he got Goldsmith Maid, who
made a record of 2.14, and won on the turf close

to $250,000: .\lmont sired 22 2.30 trotters; Bel-
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2. English Coach Horse.
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7. American Thoroughbred.
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mont got nine with records better than 2.30. So
the descendants of Alexander's Abdallah have
been worth to their owners hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars. Volunteer was another wdio

ranked among the most successful of the noted
Hambletonian sires, having to his credit 23 2.30

performers. Electioneer, bought by Gov.
Stanford, proved a noted sire, getting the fastest

yearling, 2.36J.2 ; the fastest two-year-old, 2.21

;

the fastest three-year-old. 2.19K'; and the fastest

four-year-old, 2.18^. The bracing climate of

Palo Alto, and the methods of handling peculiar

to Gov. Stanford's breeding farm, aided in

these accomplishments. These are but a few of

the thousands of good horses that owe success

to the Hambletonian blood. The value of trotters

has been measured largely by their speed, taken

as a measure of ability to win future races, or

as evidence of blood lines that will make the

animal valuable in the stud. Success in cam-
paigning is undoubted evidence of pluck and
stamina ; and the breeding and training of the

trotter, and his contests on the track, have de-

veloped these qualities in so high a degree that

no other class can equal him. The evolution of

the trotting horse has also shown the value

of a training peculiar to America as a factor in

breeding.
It is pertinent to notice that in the first years

of the last century running races became com-
mon in the Middle and Southern States, while a
strong sentiment against racing prevailed in the

Northern States. In 1820, Pennsylvania, for

example, not only forbade racing, but also

enacted that no person should "print or cause
to be printed, set up or cause to be set up, any
advertisement mentioning the time and place for

the running, trotting, or pacing of any horses,

mares, or geldings," etc. A similar law w'as in

the statutes of Connecticut until within 30 years.

New York passed an act to prevent horse-racing

19 March 1802. which was amended 30 March
1821, permitting the "training of pacing, trotting,

and running horses" in Queens County for five

years. The sheriff was required to be on hand
to witness these "trials of speed," as called in the

statute. This amendment was re-enacted 3 April
1826, without a time limit. In 1825 the New
York Trotting Club was organized, with a view
of "improving the speed of road horses." This
track was probably the first trotting course in the

w-orld. The Hunting Park Association was
formed in Philadelphia in February 1828, and
the next year a trotting club was organized in

Baltimore. These facts show a changing public

sentiment, and the records begin to fall. The
keeping of records became an established custom
as early as 1829, when the 'American Turf
Register' began. The English had not then

begun to keep records, but the American custom
has enabled us to mark the development of speed

and establish well-defined breeds during the

threescore and more years it has been in use.

Wallace's 'American Trotting Register* was
started in 1871 by J. H. Wallace, New York,
since which time the business of breeding trotters

has increased, until now it is estimated by good
authority that the number of registered standard-

bred trotters exceeds 120,000. In the early his-

tory of the record many animals were admitted
to registry that are not now classed as standard-

bred. The term "standard" indicates to-day abil-

ity of one or more ancestors to trot within 2.30.

Before the days of macadam roads and light

vehicles, saddle-horses were as common as trot-

ters are to-day. They were of no particular

breeding, but traced to the thoroughbred, the

Narragansett pacer, or the Scottish Galloway.
Herbert suggests that they were of Spanish
origin, their ancestors coming from Cuba. There
is now a revival of interest in the saddle-horse

as a lu.xury, the demand being beyond the supply.

From the ideal set up, especially in Kentucky,
it is safe to predict that there will soon be an
improved breed of American saddle-horses.

Prior to the introduction of railroads Ver-
mont had what Herbert called a distinct breed

of cart-horses. He described them as "the

models of what draft-horses should be, combin-
ing immense power with great quickness, a very
respectable turn of speed, fine show, and good
action." They had "none of the shagginess of

mane, tail, and fetlocks which indicates descent

from the black horse of Lincolnshire," and none
of the curliness of mane and tail which marks
the Canadian or Norman blood, and were charac-

terized by short backs, close ribbing up and
round barrels. The only other breed of American
horses we have to notice is the Conestoga, which
before the days of the Pennsylvania Railroad

was common on the farms and highways of Penn-
sylvania. It seems to have descended from the

stock brought by emigrants from Flanders, Den-
mark, and Germany. It was a mixture of several

breeds, resulting in a large, patient burden bearer,

held in high esteem by the Germans of that

State. Although we have not originated and
permanently established any American breed of

draft-horses, the number of heavy horses has

greatly increased, and the quality has improved.

The increasing heavy business of factories, job-

bers, importers, and transfer and express com-
panies in our well-paved cities has called for a

great number of powerful horses. This demand
has led to the importing of heavy horses from
France, England, Scotland, and Germany. The
Vermont cart-horse and Conestoga draft-horse

excelled the types of foreign heavy horses, as a

rule ; and it is to be regretted that our pride in

American animals has not led our people to per-

petuate and further develop these useful horses.

Tens of thousands of dollars have been sent

abroad since the fad of importing heavy elephan-

tine horses became common in the Western
States. The enterprising importers scoured

France, England, Scotland, and Germany for the

heaviest animals. They imported more than they

could sell, and then adopted the plan of leasing

stallions for a term of years. Since 1890 there

have been many disastrous failures among this

class of importers. There were, however, several

importers wdio imported the best type of the

draft and heavy coach breeds to be found abroad,

establishing breeding farms not excelled in the

world. The earliest importer of high-class draft-

horses was Edward Harris, of IMoorestown, N.

J. In 1839 he imported two mares and the stal-

lion Diligence, who was in many respects similar

to the McNitt horse, but heavier and more com-
pactly Ijuilt, being a little over fifteen hands high.

The next valuable importation was made by

Charles Fullington, of Union County, Ohio, in

the spring of 185 1. He bought and brought home
from France the famous Louis Napoleon, a

"short-legged, closely ribbed, blocky, and com-
pact gray, three years old." In 1853 he was sold
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to A. P. Cushmaa, of De Witt County, Illinois,

and after his colts in Union County proved his

worth, a company was formed for importing
other horses of his tj-pe. The author of the

'Percheron-Xorman Stud-Book* says of him
that he was undoubtedly the best-known and
most popular French horse ever brought to

America. The first importations west of the

\\"aba5h were made in iSoS by W. J. Edwards, of

Chicago, in the great stallions Success and
French Emperor. The latter went to Iowa as the

propeny of Hon. J. B. Grinnell. Success was
sold to the Fletcher Horse Company, of which
M. \V. Dunham, of WajTie, 111., was an active

member. In 1S74 ^^ purchased the entire interest

of the company, establishing his celebrated im-
porting and breeding farm at WajTie. Success's

colts at the average age of two years and eight

months sold at the average price of S450 per
head, and in 1874 alone the sales of his get

amounted to $36,ooa The Clydesdale has been
the strong rival of the Percheron-Xorman : is

popular in Canada, and has numerous represent-

atives in the Xorthwest. The secretary of the
American Clydesdale Association, Alexander
Galbraith, says: *Xo importations into the

United States appear to have been made until

about 1870 and 1872, when John Reber, of Lancas-
ter, Ohio, and the Fullingtons. of Union Countj",

began the work. From that date small importa-
tions were made by \-arious parties, the most
prominent being the Powell Brothers, of Shade-
land, Pa. Importations steadily increased up to
1888. To-day the largest breeder in America is

Col. Holloway, of Illinois : X. P. Clarke, of
Minnesota, and R. B. Ogilvee, of Wisconsin,
coming next. These three breeders have among
them about 175 brood-mares, and have the verj-

cream of Scotland both in blood and individual

merit. As high as Sio.ooo has been paid for one
Clyde. Eight volumes of the 'American Clyde
Stud-Book' have been published, containing

8,000 entries.* The Shire horse is little esteemed
in Canada, but in the American craze for heavy
horses he finds admirers. There is an American
stud-book of three volumes, with 4.100 entries,

3.500 of which represent imported horses. See
HoRSE-BAcrxG ; Horses, Trottin-c .\xd P.kcixg.

MltTOX YouxG.
Lexington, Ky.

Horses, Military. The relative importance
of the horse as a factor in the progress of ci\-i-

lization has been somewhat reduced by the intro-

duction of steam and electricity, but mechanical
devices such as the bicycle and automobile are
not likely to wholly supplant the indispensable

ally of man for war purposes. The value of
cavalrj- has not, within the centurj-. been so fully

recognized as during the recent South .-African

campaigns, where the supply of horses reached
enormous proportions. The kind of horse for

cavalry and artillery use is controlled by the

character of service for which he is to be used.

Hardy range horses are desirable in a campaign
where the question of forage supply is a diffi-

cult one, but. if fully armed and equipped men
of average size are to be transported and held

in readiness for mounted combat with opposing
cavalr\', then larger and better trained horses
are desirable.

The source from which ca\-alry horses are
obtained differs in various countries. Some

European nations breed and raise their remounts,
while others provide the ser\-ices of selected
stallions gratuitously to breeders, the foals be-
ing held subject to purchase by the state. The
American plan differs from the European prac-
tice and involves only the inspection of such ani-
mals as are presented by contractors. This en-
courages all farmers to breed a fair class of
horses, and whenever the requirements of the
markets increase the breeding usually increases
until prices sometimes fall below a level at
which colts can be profitably reared. Only a
small percentage of horses raised in the United
States are adapted to the requirements of cav-
alrj- sen-ice. This arises from the existence of
a special and narrowly defined object to be at-

tained, and which requires animals of particular
conformation and character. The inspection of
remounts for soundness and conformation is a
ver)- important dutj-, demanding technical train-

ing and intelligence. It requires judgment,
much instruction and long practice to correctly
estimate the relative ^-alue of various points of
the horse and to determine whether the good
qualities counterbalance the existing defects.

Contractors do not usually present ideal animals,
but the market from which they draw is so large
that there is no serious diSculty in suppl>-ing
the remounts annually required for the United
States cavalrj-.

In European armies horses are accepted at
four years of age, and sometimes imder that
age. It has been found in practice in the United
States preferable to buy no horses under six
years of age for immediate use in field ser\-ice.

Yotmger horses may be accepted during peace
when there is no likelihood of immediate hard
service, but they are subject to influenza or
shipper's fever to a degree which often renders
them unserviceable for many months. Good
points in a cavalry horse are not mere mat-
ters of beauty, but shapes which, on mechanical
principles, are likely to answer required ends.
Ca\-alry horses must have certain qualifications,

the most important of which are the possession
of sufficient mobilitj- to execute tactical maneu-
vers at varv-ing degrees of speed and the ability

to stand hard ser^-ice while carrv-ing great
weight. The weight of trooper and equipment
averages about one founh the weight of the
horse. Ability to carry flesh under stress of
short rations is a commendable quality in a cav-
alry- horse, since it enables him to stand hard
work and to avoid a sore back. As a result of
many years of experience the requirements de-
manded in the cavalry horse of the United States
are laid down in the regulations in this lan-
guage:

"The cavalr>- horse must be sound and well
bred : gentle under the saddle : free from vicious
habits : with free and prompt action at the walk,
trot, and gallop: without blemish or delect: of
a kind disposition ; with easy mouth and gait,

and othenvise to conform to the following de-
scription :

"A gelding of uniform and hardy color: in

good condition : from fifteen and one fourth to
si.xteen hands high ; weight not less than 950
nor more than 1.150 pounds: from four to eight
years old : head and ears small ; forehead broad

:

e.ves large and prominent ; vision perfect in

every respect: shoulders long and sloping well
back: chest full, broad, and deep; fore legs
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straight and standing well under : barrel large

and increasing from girth toward flank ; withers

elevated; back short and straight; loins and
haunches broad and muscular ; hocks well bent

and under the horse ; pasterns slanting, and feet

small and sound." See also Horses, Riding
AND Driving. W. H. Carter,

Brigadicr-Gcncral, U. S. Army.

Horses, Riding and Driving. In the lat-

ter days of this country one can hardly

go to even an insignificant town or village

without finding that a number of its resi-

dents spend time and money in raising, training,

and driving as good horses as their means
will afiford. Another striking feature of

this country horsemanship is the rivalry and
constant vying of each horse-fancier to ex-

cel among his fellows, and the interest mani-

fested to-day in buj'ing, selling and "swapping*

horseflesh is typical of the American.
The county and state agricultural fairs,

which now make the exhibition of horses a spe-

cial feature, are largely the outgrowth of this

far-reaching interest in horses. Nearly every

country fair has, besides trotting and perhaps

running races, a department for harness horses

and breeders' competitions. As freight and
passenger rates are commonly commuted by the

railroads or the fair corporations, these meetings

enable the farmer to see the best the country

for miles around can produce, raise his stand-

ards and teach him the results to be attained by
proper breeding.

The horse shows, held annually in many of

our large cities, at regular seasons throughout

the year, and so arranged that they may not con-

flict as to dates, invite competitors from all parts

of the country, who exhibit what they have with

fair prospects of making their expenses from the

prize money won. These horse shows are fos-

tered both as sporting and business institutions,

and the best horsemen in the country form
their directorates and act as judges. These
large shows do much to establish the types of

animals that meet with favor, and their growth
and popularity has cultivated the taste and in-

terest of the general public in horses more
than any other factor.

The types of horses highly valued in the large

cities and in the country are, of course, similar

to a large extent. A good horse is good any-

where. Nevertheless, the requirements of a

metropolitan market are much more exacting

and extend to the many qualities which we will

try to outline in this article. While the country

is often satisfied with mere "getting there" qual-

ities in the horse, regardless of how it is done,

or perhaps a mere combination of speed and
endurance, the standard of a large city calls for

certain definite requisities and qualifications—
"points"— which are well nigh indispensable if

the horse is to command a good price.

To fill the requirements of the affluent class

it is estimated that not more than 5 per cent

of the horses throughout the country, including
those raised with this object solely in view, can
be utilized. Indeed, taste has become so fas-

tidious that the right kind can only be found by
diligent search, and prices verge into sums that
10 years ago would have been unbelievable. It

must not be thought that the general run of
horses in this country, or indeed that the qual-

ity of our native bred horses, has deteriorated in

the past few years. Such, in the writer's opin-

ion, is not the case. The fact is, that to fill the

high requirements of the metropolitan market
has become the recognized goal of all horse
breeders; and it is now generally understood
throughout the country that the market for the

inferior horse is limited to those who can afford

to pay so little that the breeder is not compen-
sated for his care and outlay in breeding any-
thing but the best. The general introduction

of trolleys and electric vehicles has been an im-
portant factor in curtailing the market for horses
that are merely "serviceable" and has reduced it

to a competitive point that is unprofitable.

The high qualifications for the metropolitan
market have reduced the available horses to

such a small number that e.xpert buyers search
this country and the Dominion of Canada from
one end to the other. Buying as cheaply as
possible, so thorough has been the scouring cuf

the country that the prices paid would seem
fabulous to the seller if the cost alone of raising

the horse were taken into consideration. The
buyer must also assume the risk and e.xpense of
transportation to market.

The "points" for which the breeder is striv-

ing are well defined, but the individual may vary
so much in combining them that the interesting

feature of personal taste remains as the deter-

mining factor in selecting horses for personal

use.

Heavy-Harness Horse.— The term "heavy-
harness horse" is a general one. Under it may
be classed anything from the 12 hand pony for

basket-phaeton or village cart, through the

various types suitable for the runabout, gig,

brougham, victoria and other vehicles that fash-

ion prescribes for various uses, to the 16-1

hand carriage horse for pulling the capitalist's

omnibus.
The importation into this country, since 1883,

of English hackneys and the exhibition of them
has undoubtedly done much to educate the pub-
lic to a type of carriage horse. While no dis-

paragement is intended to the standard bred

trotting horse, whose origin, indeed, is allied to

the hackney— although his later history is

somewhat different— the serviceable, short-

backed, straight-legged and intelligent horse

now the standard for metropolitan use is never-

theless nearer the hackney type than the old style

American trotter. It should be stated, however,

that very few either of the trotters or hackneys
of 25 years ago would generally fill the require-

ments of the harness horse to-day. A type hav-

ing been once well established, however, horses

filling the requirements can be selected from
carefully bred trotters as well as from hackneys,

and one breed is often mistaken for the other,

such is their closeness in resemblance and the

result of breeding with particular ends in view.

The elements to be taken into consideration in

the harness horse are as follows: Conformation,

manners, action, speed, color, size and age.

Conformation ranks first in point of importance,

but manners are an absolute essential also.

These two although somewhat variable must be

present in any horse required for harness ; the

others vary considerably according to the type

and weight of the vehicle to which the horse is

to be harnessed and the purchaser's personal

taste.
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The elements in the order of their impor-

tance from a purely selling point of view are

:

1. Conformation as to head and neck. This
is probably the first feature the average pur-
chaser will look for. The horse should pos-
sess a small head, delicately molded nostrils

and a small tapering muzzle. His jaw-bones
should be well apart so that when the head is

reined in they will not interfere with his breath-

ing. He should have good sized eyes, well sep-

arated ; a narrow forehead or small eyes being
general indications of lack of intelligence, nerv-

ousness or a tendency to fright or bad temper.

The ears should be small and well apart. The
neck should be gently tapering and well cut out

in the throat, and the so-called "crest^' from
which the mane grows should have the slight

convexity which indicates strength, maturity and
condition. The neck should be set on sloping

shoulders, so that the head will be naturally

held erect, turning upward from the forward
line of the tnink nearly perpendicular. A taper-

ing neck is an indication of breeding and fine-

ness as distinguished from the coarseness of

•draft blood and the common horse in ordinary

use.

2. Conformation as to legs. The general re-

quirements are that all four legs shall be ap-

proximately straight and not too long. .\ mod-
erately short-legged horse is generally preferred,

both for looks and ser\-ice, to one that depends
upon long legs for height. The forelegs should
be perpendicular when the horse is standing

erect, bones flat, but not heavj- or coarse. The
hind legs, when in a natural position, should be
so formed that a plimib line dropped from pos-

terior point of the haunch will be nearly tangent

at the point of the hock, the rear line of the leg

below the hock being approximately parallel to

the plumb line. The thighs should be moder-
ate!}- heavj' at the height of the lower line of

the trunk. The modem idea is that the horse's

"buttocks should be round and muscular viewed
from behind. The pasterns of all four legs

shcruld be springj- and long rather than short.

3. In general. The horse should be "close-

coupled* ; in other words, there should not be too

much space between the last rib and the quarter.

His trunk should be round and just fleshy

enough so that his ribs may be felt— not seen.

Standing on level ground the height of his

withers and croup should be about the same.

The trunk, directly under the withers, should be

deep and the chest from ihe front \-iew broad,

giring room for the heart and lungs and an ap-

pearance of power. The belly should be well

picked up beneath the kidneys with a gentle,

convex, upward cur\-e from between the front

legs— not enough, however, to produce the

waspy effect sometimes seen in horses otherw-se

well formed. The back should be short, lend-

ing to the trunk an appearance of compactness
and solidity. The quarters should not fall away
back of the kidneys more than an inch or so to

the root of the tail. The tail, if set well for-

ward of the posterior line of the horse's

haunches, is generally admired, and in this posi-

tion will be carried at the proper angle naturally.

Under the subject of yianners. full tech-

nical treatment should be sought in various

books relating to horse training and breaking.

We will endeavor to point out, however, to what
e.xtent manners in a harness horse is supple-

mental to ordinary training; to treat the subject
fully being like attempting to describe what a
gentleman should do imder all circumstances. A
few salient points will perhaps give a fair in-

dication of the general subject.

The well-mannered horse should be so trained

that when bitted his head is carried almost verti-

cal, and close to his neck, which will be gently

curved ; tlie head and neck taken together being
straight with tlie line of direction in which he
is traveling. This position is not only graceful
hut gives the driver the utmost command over
him. He should *fiU his collar" without urging,

but be light mouthed and susceptible to the

slightest hint from the reins, voice or whip. He
should be afraid of nothing and possess suffi-

cient intelligence so that after first acquaintance
with motor vehicles, railroad trains and other
startling objects, he will pay no attention to

them.
Into this subject therefore the question of

natiu^ disposition necessarily enters, as with-
out a sensible but willing and high-strung dis-

position, it is impossible to produce a fashion-

able carriage horse. The horse should be
trained to back and turn for the voice or with
the slightest pressure of the reins without mani-
festing any disposition to shake his head or bore

upon the bit. Plunging, rearing or trickiness

must be absolutely eliminated, so that he is

safe for a lady to drive through crowded citv'

streets. He should be broken single, double and
tandem, and to the saddle for convenience sake,

and should be ready at any moment to serve in

any one of these capacities.

All this mannering constitutes a supplemental
or post-graduate education, for the horse as

delivered from the countri- is broken, but com-
monly utterly devoid of maimers. To accom-
plish tliis a training extending over a period of

as much as three months is often necessary even
with a horse that would be considered thor-

oughly broken in the coimtr\-; and after

maimering him as to how he shall carrj- his

head and respond to the driver, it is necessarj-,

so perfectly must the horse be trained to suit

the metropolitan purchaser to spend a week or

more in thoroughly accustoming him to city

pavements and sights. It is almost super.luous

to state that many horses cannot be brought to

this high state of perfection, but the question of

manners enters very largely into the price consid-

eration, and the schooling should be carried on
to as high a point as the disposition of the in-

dividual will admit.
\\'hile Action is not absolutely indispensable,

it is nevertheless the feature that many amateur
horsemen will look for first, often neglecting

much more important points to secure the flash-

iness of the high actor. Many dealers say,

"Give me action and I can sell anything." With-

out going to this extreme, it is undoubtedly true

that high action will cover many sins, and if

a horse will only "get his head up and act* he

is apt to be salable. Without action speed sel-

dom attracts the citj* purchaser, and while it is

undeniable that high action, except with careful

driving and stable attention, will often cripple

a horse on hard pavements who might otherwise

go sound for years, the average high-price buyer

not only asks for clean, straight action, but

verges to the danger point in its height. The
expert will seek horses having action both in
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front and behind as he knows that without hock
action, little, if any, speed will be produced, the

propelling force lying in the power of the thighs.

He will look at the horse going, coming and
sideways, first to see that the horse neither toes

in, paddles or interferes in front; second, to see

that he keeps his hocks close together as they

pass, and consequently does not "straddle" or

place his hind legs at the extreme forward stride

outside of the line taken by his fore legs, or

interfere by brushing either fetlock joint; third,

that he does not forge and that his action is

even when looked at from the side, each leg

advancing at a stride the same distance and
height as the corresponding leg on the other

side.

The only gait admissible in the heavy har-

ness horse is a trot. Pacing, racking, single-

footing, or any gait other than a square line

trot, by whatever term it may be called, have
no place in the metropolitan market. The horse

should strike out straight from the shoulder in

front, the whole leg straightening at the instant

the hoof touches the ground, the hoof striking

flat. The straightened foreleg then passes under
the body of the horse and is rolled up when it

leaves the ground, the hoof nearly touching in

extreme cases the point of the elbow joint.

While still "folded" the arm bone reassumes
the position for the next forward stride. As
indicated above, the action of any single leg and
hoof should be in a single longitudinal vertical

plane. Some writers have endeavored to dem-
onstrate, by projecting upon a longitudinal verti-

cal plane the arc described by the forward point

of the hoof from the time the horse picks up his

foot from the ground until he touches it again,

that the ideal action thus projected would form
a symmetrical arc of an ellipse. While it is con-
ceivable that such may be the case, it is prac-

tically impossible to determine slight variations

from this ideal, and if the horse acts high,

clean and straight without interference or forg-

ing he will not generally be open to criticism.

The modern buyer looks more and more
nowadays for strong hock action, which
means that the horse will cover ground and
retain much of his action regardless of the

amount of weight behind him.
While Sliced is not a very important element

in horses for carriage use, it would be a truism

to state that people like to go fast, and of two in-

dividuals equal in other respects, the purchaser
will prefer the horse that has the most "step."

A discriminating dealer will commonly aim to

secure horses that can go a mile under ordi-

nary circumstances in s^/^ minutes, and if

possible in ,3 minutes. This is, ordinarily, quite

fast enough for salability, and the horse that

will "road" steadily at 10 to 12 miles an hour
and can increase the speed a little for a short
spurt, fills the market requirements pretty fully.

In Color, modern fashion prescribes bays,

chestnuts and browns, a dark seal brown being
perhaps the most popular. Golden chestnuts are

also popular, and blood bays are in high favor.

Very few purchasers will consider a white or
black horse, regardless of any number of other
good qualities. Grays, except of the dark dap-
ple variety, are rarely used, except in a cross-

matched pair, and then only as a matter of per-
sonal fancy. In a road coach four, however,
they are approved by the best authorities.

The amount of white on a horse is a matter
of personal taste, many people liking white fet-

locks and a star, stripe or blaze on a chestnut or
bay's head, others preferring solid color. Bays
are generally most popular with black points, but
in general it may be stated that the horse pos-
sessing too nnich white will not please. One
or two white legs, with white extending a short
way to the knee or hock, will not be objected
to, but it can be stated positively that, except for

a leader or wheeler in a road coach team, where
a showy effect is desired, there should be no
white upon the body of the horse.

A sleek, shiny coat is a recommendation for
any horse, as it usually bespeaks condition and
breeding.

The question of Sice is one that is a matter
of personal taste primarily, and secondly, one of
suiting the vehicle to which the horse is to be
harnessed. The salable horse for ordinary city

use is rarely under 1454 hands, and in the opin-
ion of most judges should not exceed 16^
hands. For a lady's phaeton a small team with
considerable substance and not usually less than
14;^ hands in height is required, and for a
heavy omnibus sufficient weight and strength are
usually secured in the horse whose height does
not exceed 16 hands. The most salable size

for horses in general use is about iS-2;4 hands.
Most buyers will restrict their purchases to
horses between 15-1 and 16 hands, unless the
animal is very remarkable in other respects, be-
cause customers for extremes in size are few
in number, and such horses are consequently less

readily salable.

A word should be said as to the Age of the
marketable horse. It is pretty well understood
that colts suitable for heavy harness do not at-

tain maturity and maximum strength until they
reach the age of five or si.x years, and the ordi-

nary purchaser will prefer the six-year-old horse.

From seven to 10 years the horse is at his best.

Whila some horses hold their good qualities

and are serviceable up to an extreme age of
perhaps 20 years,— in the city horses rarely stand
the strain of travel on hard pavements for

many years without showing signs of usage
sufficient to render them unsalable, except at

small prices.

Horses kept for the show-ring and therefore
not subject to usage on hard pavements exem-
plify the fact that there is little or no advantage
per se in the young horse. Indeed, the horse
may be at his best at the age of 10 years, and
many of the blue ribbon winners of the past

few years are even somewhat older.

The Saddle Horse.— Neglecting the subject

of chargers and hunters, the former having but
a limited market and being generally subject to

army specifications, and the latter constituting

too large a subject for discussion in an article

of this character, and of more interest abroad,
especially in England and Ireland, than in Amer-
ica, we shall say a few words of the saddle

horse, presenting as briefly as possible some of

the facts which should be borne in mind in sup-
plying the market.

The conformation of the saddle horse will not
be found to differ very materially from the car-

riage horse, and many private owners, who do
not feel able or warranted in stabling horses

for saddle purposes only, will find a combina-
tion horse for saddle and harness use a possi-
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bilitj-. A saddle horse is not improved in gait

by being harnessed to a vehicle, particularly a
heavy one, in fact is impaired thereby, but

moderate driving to light vehicles will not in-

capacitate him wholly for the saddle.

In a "park hack" we should look for some-
what substantial conformation. As in a carriage

horse, depth of ginh should be sought and the

back should be short all the distance possible,

however, separating the forelegs from the hind,

the horse having much of his length in his

shoulders and quarters. The croup should be
long, so that, taken in combination with high and
prominent withers and hea\-y shoulders, tlie sad-
dle will have a good seat and be prevented from
slipping forward. As in the hind legs reside the
seat of propelling power the thighs should be
long and muscular, and some people prefer the

hocks well bent. The pasterns should be some-
what longer and have more spring than in the
harness horse.

As in the harness horse the saddle horse
should be about the same width in front as be-

hind. !Many will not object, however, to a
horse slightly wider behind than in front, as

the claim is made that, in a gallop, the hind
legs will better pass outside of the forelegs ; but,

under no conditions should the horse be wider
in front than oehind. He should have a mod-
erately long and upright neck and a prominent
crest, as this is the muscle that supports his

head, and the neck should be arched. With
this combination a horse will usually carrj' his

head erect without support from the reins, and
the rider will have better control and feel that

he has something in front of him.

The manners of a saddle horse is an element
worthy of particular notice. Besides the quali-

ties and disposition -^-aluable in a harness horse,

primarily he must possess a high degree of in-

telligence and be absolutely fearless : and he
needs a further education to make him "bridle

wise." By this term is indicated response to the

slightest pressure of the rein on either side of

the neck, so that the horse turns readily by the

lateral movement of the rein hand. This allows

the rider one hand free for use or emergency.
'As to gait and action, the horse should have

a fast walk, so that when ridden in company
he will keep up without breaking into a jog.

The trot should be even, springy and regular, so
as not to jolt the rider. Extreme action is not

a necessarj- feature, but the horse should possess

enough action to be noticeable in company; and
high action is not a detriment if unaccompanied
by pounding. An easy canter and gallop are

necessities, and particularly is this true of the

horse intended for long rides or to be used in

the countrj'. These gaits should be accom-
plished with a maximum of forward motion and
a minimum of rocking.

T)-pes and sizes of saddle horses varj- greatly
according to personal taste and the weight to

lie carried. Some desire a short-legged, thick-

set cobby horse for wcight-carrj-ing. while those
of lighter build may prefer a taller horse of
less substance and more speed, .\bove all things
the horse should be free and willing, as no man
desires, or will tolerate, a horse needing con-
stant urging.

Breeding.— A word or two as to breeding
may not be inappropriate, as the requirements
of the market are so exacting that every breeder

should take them into consideration, in order
to produce and raise as large a percentage of
marketable horses as possible.

Much has been written upon the subject of
horse breeding and genealog}' in America, and
careful investigation reveals much shallow eru-
dition. The results of recent research have shed
sufficient light upon this subject to show that

much of the published matter as to the ancestry
of the American trotter will not bear close in-

vestigation. Heretical as it may seem, the his-

tory and origin of the Hambletonian strain of
blood, which for years has been held in high
esteem among breeders throughout the country,
we believe is open to reasonable doubt as to its

authenticity. It does not seem unlikely that

some of the breeders, in their desire to create

a lineage for their horses, drew on their imag-
ination for tlie breeding of the ancestors. After
man}' years of assumption that the published
facts were correct, grave doubt is now cast upon
the breeding of some of the original stock.

Perhaps, therefore, the less we attempt to

demonstrate results by referring to the lineage of

the standard bred trotting horse the safer.

Of the other breeds of this countrj' perhaps
the best known are the Morgans and Clays,

but generally speaking, such numerous and often

careless crosses have been tolerated that these

breeds in anything like puritj' of blood have
mostlj' disappeared. In the author's opinion,

up to a recent date, the breeder in America has
sought speed to the detriment of action, even
going so far as to make conformation a sec-

ondarj' element.

A word should be said about the Hackney.
Much confusion has resulted temporarily, and
probablj' only temporarily, from the placing on
the market of so-called Hackneys, which are
such only in conformation and not in the action

and speed which are characteristic of the Hack-
ney of honest blood. This breed lends itself

exceeding!}' well to the requirements of the
hea\-}' harness horse when proper individuals

are used in the stud, .\lthough at present there

are but few such individuals in this countr}-,

the Hackney dates back in England to the iSih

centun,'. It was originally a cross between the
shire or English cart horse, an animal some-
what coarse but of much substance, power and
action, and the sleeker thoroughbred of deli-

cate conformation and high strung tempera-
ment. So well has this breed been cultivated,

to the elimination of the co?.rser individuals by
a few reputable breeders in this country, that

it is not difficult for the careful judge to dis-

criminate.

Recently, .\merican breeders have achieved
extremely satisfactory results by crossing hack-
ney stallions with clean-limbed, nicely turned

trotting-bred mares, and while this cross is one
that breeders claim should Tiot be carried beyond
one generation for fear of the infusion of cold

blood in the offspring, a single cross certainly

produces a large percentage of good marketable
stock. This cross commonly combines high ac-

tion and much substance with speed and breedy
appearance.

-As most scientific breeders now acknowledge,
the main fact of all breeding is that it is a mat-
ter primarily of individuals, good lineage count-
ing for little in the produce if the breeding
stock do not themselves fill all the requirements
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desired. Not only should care be taken to use
proper individuals, bu'; if a slight fault exists

in either parent— no horse being absolutely

perfect— tlie other should be selected especially

proficient in what the one lacks.

Back of the standard bred trotting horse,

Morgan, Hackney and French coach horse— an-

other imported breed— stand practically the

same Arabian ancestors, and as all are to-day bred
with one end in view, the choice of one breed
as against the others is a matter of selecting

the individual best filling requirements.
If the main purpose be to breed for that

market which is the most profitable, that of
the heavy harness horse, it seems to the author
that, instead of horses becoming standard by
performance on the track if they became stand-

ard by performance in the show-ring all the

qualities desired as well as speed would be
more properly conserved. Of course, many
practical difficulties, some of which would defeat
the verj' ends sought, stand in the way of such
a movement unless it were conducted by the

government A stud book formally conducted
by the govenmient and authentically recording
the lineage and performances of stock, so that

the historj' of a strain and the results of
crosses might be generally published and read,

would be of immense value to the horse breeder
and to the government itself by raising the

quality and value of the horses raised both for

domestic use and export.

An interesting commentary on the subject of
the harness horse and an evolution well worth
notice is the gradual elimination of the unreliable

small dealer in the metropolis : in fact, the mar-
ket is fast falling into the hands of the compara-
tively few reputable dealers who endeavor to
conduct their business on broad commercial lines.

The purchasing public are beginning to recog-
nize that it is best for their interests to patron-
ize such dealers as can rather afford to take a
loss on an unsound or unsafe animal by giving
him away than to sell him under a misrepresenta-
tion and make a financial gain at the expense of
reputation. This fact is not only an assurance
that the interest manifested in the horse in our
large cities will not decrease, but the business
being in good hands that many who have in the
past been slow to venture into this field of pleas-
ure and sport can now enter into it as begin-
ners without a long, unsatisfactory and expen-
sive experience as a preliminary. See also
Horses, American Thoroughbred.

ARTHtnt M.\N,
Sec'y Standard Coach Horse Co., Nezc York.

Horses, Trotting and Pacing. The har-
ness racing horse has two gaits, namely, the trot

aand the pace. They were both originally the
connecting link between the walk and the gallop,

but by development and careful training have
come to take the place of the latter so far as ex-
treme speed in harness is concerned. The term
"diagonal gait" is applied to trotting because the
horse employing it raises simultaneously a front

and hind foot at opposite sides of the body. In
pacing, the front and hind feet on the same
side move together, and this is best expressed
as the "lateral gait." No one has yet been able

to explain why a horse goes at one or other of
these gaits when urged from the walk and
guided by the rein to keep from the gallop.

The history of harness racing in America
is practically contemporaneous witli that of the
Republic of the United States. After the Revo-
lution the development of speed in the horse
had its attractions here as in Europe. At first

the running gait was the only one considered,
but the importation of an English sire called

Messenger marked the beginning of a new era.

He was brought over in 1788 and landed at Phil-

adelphia. Though descended from stock that

inclined to the gallop and practically a thorough-
bred, this horse was more inclined to the trot.

What is more remarkable he transmitted this

habit or instinct to so marked a degree that he
made a great reputation in the New World
through the superiority of his progeny over all

other breeds. So "Imported ilessenger," as he
was popularly known, was the patriarch of
the American trotter, and nearly all of the im-
mense troop of harness racers in this country
to-daj' trace descent to him. His death in 1808
near Oyster Baj', N. Y., was looked upon as a
national calamitj-. and he was buried with mili-

tary honors, the funeral being attended by prom-
inent horsemen from all the neighboring States.

As this horse was the founder of a notable fam-
ily and represents a type in some respects sep-

arate and distinct from others of the genus
cqiius it seems unfortunate that no portrait or
drawing of him was ever made. There is a pen
picture which in some measure atones for this,

and is worth quoting. It describes Messenger
as of a gray color, standing full 15 hands 3
inches in height, with a thin mane and tail, ears

larger than most well bred horses, but erect and
lively.

At the time of ^Messenger's death the limit

of speed at the trot was in round numbers a

mile in three minutes. The saddle was chiefly

in vogue for this gait as well as running, but
the employment of a vehicle with two wheels
followed the building of better roads. Accord-
ing to J. H. Wallace, an authority on the thor-

oughbred, a chestnut horse trotted at Philadel-

phia in a sulky 25 Aug. 1810, one mile in 2:48^
for S600. The horse was fourteen years old and
barely 15 hands high. There is an earlier feat

now accepted as authentic of a horse called

Yankee, trotting a mile in 2:59 in 1806 on Har-
lem Lane, a favorite driving place for New
Yorkers. The breeding of these first champions
of the sulky remains in obscurit}', but it was not
long before the descendants of Imported Mes-
senger began to do greater things,

_
Topgallant,

who is credited with three miles in 8:11 and
easily the best trotter of his day. was inbred to

Messenger, his sire and dam both being bj' the

potent English stallion. Screwdriver, who went
three miles to saddle in 8:02 a year before this,

was another of the stars descended from Mes-
senger, as was Dutchman, another long distance

trotter, who went his three miles under saddle

in 7:32''^ ; but the most famous of the Messenger
brood in the nearer generations wa3 Lady Suf-

folk. She was the first queen of trotters, her

reign being a long and undisputed one from
1838 to 1852. She enjoys the special distinction

of being the first trotter to score as fast as 2 130

for a mile in harness. Following Lady Suffolk

there were a few lesser lights that improved
slightly on her best record, but her real suc-

cessor as a conqueror of time was Flora Tem-
ple. She was foaled in 1845, her turf career
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beginning in 1S52. Five times this wonderful
mare reduced the figures that represented the

speed limit, her greatest effort being 2:19^4.

Then came the mighty Dexter, who reduced the

record to z.iy'^. His public career was cut

short when Robert Bonner purchased him and
took him to New York for his private driving

on the road. Goldsmith Maid came out in 1871

and clipped a fraction from Dexter's mark.
She was foaled in 1857, made her debut at lO

years and continued to fill engagements in races

and against time up to 1877. Rarus managed
to improve Goldsmith Maid's record a trifle

during a very creditable career. The gelding St
Julien eclipsed him a year after by a full second.

Then a new queen appeared in Maud S., and
between this fleet pair was a lively duel for

the championship. The figures were improved
by fractions of a second until the mare reached

2:10^ in 1880, which proved too much for the

gelding. After his surrender another candidate

appeared in Jay E}'e See. Meantime Maud S.

had got down to 2:1054, but Jay Eye See enjoys
the distinction of being the first to touch the

even 2:10. This was in 1884, and then the

mare showed that she was the better horse by
compassing the track in 2:09j4> and again in

2 :o8M.
The greatest mechanical aid to the harness

horse that has yet been devised came into use

during 1892. This was the application of the

ball-bearing axle first applied to the bicycle,

with the pneumatic tire and a wheel of about 28
inches diameter. Its first public trial was in a

race at Worcester, Mass., early in May, where
its manifest advantage enabled a slow horse to

fairly play with a field of faster competitors.

None of the prominent trainers had seen this

new contrivance, and it was not until well along
in July when they awoke to a full realization

of its merits. The writer was privileged to see

and try this sulky with its frictionless gear be-

fore it had come into general use, and on ex-

ploiting it with a conservative opinion that a
horse could go at least two seconds faster than
if hitched to the high wheel sulky, was informed
by Budd Doble. the leading reinsman of that

day, that he was the victim of a hoax. Less
than three months after this same Doble had
driven Xancy Hanks to one of these smooth
running machines a mile in 2:04, or nearly five

seconds faster than the record of Maud S. This
material reduction was only the beginning of a
new era in speed, as four other trotters have
taken advantage of this appliance and earned the

championship in turn. Mix only clipped a quar-

ter of a second from the mark set by Nancy
Hanks, but she did this after a hard race cam-
paign that took away from her real ability. It

was si.x years before this resolute overworked
mare had to surrender the crown, when in 1900

the -Abbot trotted in 2:0354- He had previously

won his spurs in several creditable races, but

his successor and conqueror, Cresceus, proved
to be a much more remarkable representative

of his kind. Starting at three years this Her-
cules among trotters met and defeated older and
more seasoned campaigners in his colthood. scor-

ing 2:llM in the eighth heat of a winning race.

Then each successive season found Cresceus able

to add to his laurels until in 1901 he earned the

championship twice. His record of 2:0254 was
followed by the famous match against The

Abbot at Brighton track, Brooklyn, X. Y., 15
August, when, in the presence of an immense
crowd, many of whom came hundreds of miles

to see this battle of the giants, Cresceus was the

victor. It was no light task at first, as The
Abbot forced him to go in 2 :03;4, the fastest

mile b)- nearly two seconds ever scored in a
trotting race. Besides these feats Cresceus has
lowered many other records, including the one
for two miles which he placed at 4:17 late in

1902. During the season of 1903 he again bat-

tled against time, and after his previous cham-
pionship record had been several times beaten
by Lou Dillon and Major Delmar this stout
warrior trotted in 1.59M at Wichita. Kan., in
October 1903.

Before this great feat his star was momen-
tarily eclipsed by the advent of the long expected

and much desired two-minute trotter. So sud-

denly has this new marvel appeared, and so rap-

idly has she reached the goal that hitherto seemed
unattainable that the world at large cannot fully

appreciate the merit of what Lou Dillon has ac-

complished. To begin with, she is the j-oungest

of all the champions, being but five years old.

What is even more remarkable, her turf life

extends over little more than 12 months, and up
to last June she had never filled a public en-

gagement. Yet within a few weeks this marvel-

ous mare has smashed records and on 22 Aug.
1903 she electrified the country by a mile in two
minutes. This was done over the track at Read-
ville, near Boston, where six years before the

pacer Star Pointer scored the first mile ever

made faster than "even time." An analysis of

Lou Dillon's unparalleled flight for a trotter

shows that she was rated with great skill. .\t

the Brighton track just a week before she had
gone a first quarter in 28M seconds, and a half

mile in 59 seconds, a killing rate, which de-

stroyed any chance she had of finishing in time

to break the record. Profiting by this experi-

ence her driver and those who handled the two
gallopers hitched to separate carts that accom-
panied her as pa;c makers, did much better

work at Readville. This is shown by the time

at the various quarters, which was 30' i, 30J2,

3054, and 29 seconds, respectively. While a
full meed of praise is always due to the man or

horse that does something better than what has
previously been achieved, it is only fair to state

that Lou Dillon has enjoyed special advantages
in her preparation for record breaking. She
was first trained in the winter of 1902 on the

track at Pleasanton, California, her native State,

and on the death of her breeder and owner this

year was brought to Cleveland and sold at auc-

tion. The purchaser, C. K. G. Billings, of Chi-

cago, got a rare bargain at $12,500. and being

strictly an amateur he promptly canceled all

engagements previously made for this promising
mare. She then received special training for

miles against time, and not only astonished the

world by her mile in even time at Boston, but a

few days later drew the old-style sulky with

high wheels, in 2 :05 at Cleveland, clipping three

seconds and three quarters from the record

Maud S. made nearly 20 years before. Later

on, at Memphis. Lou Dillon added to her fame
by another mile in T :58'< to stilky, and one to

wagon in exactly 2 minutes. She also defeated

Major Delmar in a race for the Memphis Gold
Cup, and being only in the heyday of her power,
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it is within the realm of possibility that she will

pass the mark for pacers. This now stands at

J '5^l4t made by Dan Patch at Memphis, 22
October 1503.

The following table gives the names of all

the record makers among the trotters, and shows
how the figures have been reduced from 2:30 to

2:00;

Lady Suffolk, gr. ra. foaled 1833, by Engineer 2d,

dam by Don Quixote. Driven by David Bryan, Beacon
Course, Hoboken, X. J., Oct. 13, 1845, 2:293^.
Pelham, b. g. foaled 1837, pedigree not traced. Driven

by William Whelan, Centreville, N. Y., July 2, 1849,
2:28.

Highland Maid, b. m. foaled 1847, by Saltram; dam
Roxanna, by Hickory. Driven by F. J. Nodine, Centre-
ville, N. v., June 15, 1853, 2:27.

Tacony, ro. g. foaled 1844; by Sportsman; dam not
traced. Union Course, X. Y., July 14, 1853, 2:27.

Flora Temple, b. m. foaled 1845, by Bogus Hunter;
dam !Madam Temple, by Terry Horse. Driven by
Hiram Woodruff, Union Course, East Xew York, X. Y'.,

Sept. 2, 1856, 2:24^.
Flora Temple. Driven by James D. McMann, Centre-

ville, X. Y., Aug. 9, 1859, 2:23^2.
Flora Temple. Driven by James D. McMann, Centre-

ville, X. Y., Aug. 9, 1859, 2:22.
Flora Temple. Driven by James D. McMann, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, Oct. 7, 1859, 2:211/2.

Flora Temple. Driven by James D. McMann, Kala-
mazoo, Mich., Oct. 15, 1859, 2:ig^.

Dexter, br. g. foaled 1858, by Hambletonian; dam
Clara, by American Star. Driven by Budd Doble,
Riverside Park. Boston, Mass., July 30, 1867, 2:19.

Dexter. Driven by Budd Doble, Buffalo, X. Y., Aug.
14, 1867, 2:17^.

Goldsmith Maid. b. m. foaled 1857, by Alexanders
Abdallah; dam Ab. by Abdallah. Driven by Budd
Doble, Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 6, 1871, 2:17.

Goldsmith Maid. Driven by William H. Doble, Mys-
tic Park, Boston, Mass., June 9, 1872, 2:16^.

Occident, br. g. foaled 1S63. by Doc; dam Mater
Occidentis, pedigree not traced. Driven by George
Tennet, Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 17. 1873, 2:16^4.

Goldsmith Maid. Driven by Budd Doble, East Sagi-
naw, Mich., July 16, 1874, 2:16.

Goldsmith Maid. Driven by Budd Doble, Buffalo,
N. Y., Aug. 7, 1874, 2:151/2.

Goldsmith Maid. Driven by Budd Doble, Rochester,
N. Y., Aug. 12, 1874, 2:i4}i.

Goldsmith Maid. Driven by Budd Doble, Mystic
Park. Boston, Mass., Sept. 2, 1874, 2:14.

Rarus, b. g. foaled 1867, by Conklin's Abdallah; dam
Xancv Awful, bv Telegraph. Driven by John Splan,
Buffalo, X. Y., Aug. 3. 1878, 2:13^.

St. JuUen, b. g. foaled 1869, by Volunteer; dam
Flora, by Harry Clay. Driven by Orrin Hickok, Oak-
land, Cal., Oct. 25, 1S79, 2:12^.
Maud S., ch. m. foaled 1874, by Harold; dam Miss

Russell, by Pi'.ot Jr. Driven by W. W. Bair, Roches-
ter, X. Y., Aug. 12, 1880, 2:11^.

St. Tulien. Driven by Orrin Hickok, Rochester,
N. Y.,'Aug. 12, 1880, 2:iiYa.

St. Julien. Driven by Orrin Hickok, Hartford,
Conn., Aug. 27, 1880, 2:11%.
Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair, Chicago Driving

Park, Chicago, 111., Sent. 18, 1880. 2:10^.
Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair, Horaewood Park,

Pittsburg, Pa.. Julv 13", 1881, 2:ioJ/<.

Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair. Rochester, N. Y.,

Aug. II, 1881, 2:ioJ4.
Jay Eye See, bl. g. foaled 1878, by Dictator; dam

Midnight, by Pilot Jr. Driven by Edwin Either,
Providence, R. I., Aug. i, 1884, 2:10.

Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair, Cleveland, Ohio,
Aug. 2. 1884, 2:09^.
Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair, Lexington, Ky.,

Nov. 1 1, 1884. 2 :o9M.
Maud S. Driven by W. W. Bair, Cleveland, Ohio,

JuW 30, 18S5, 2:oWa-
Sunol, b. m. foaled 1886. by Electioneer; dam

Waxana. by Gen. Benton. Driven by Charles Marvin,
Stockton, Cal., Oct. 20, 1891, 2:08^-
*Xancy Hanks, br. m. foaled 1886. by Happy Medium;

dam Xancy Lee, by Dictator. Driven by Budd Doble,
Chicago. 111.. Aug. 17, 1892, 2:o7'4-
Xancy Hanks. Driven by Budd Doble, Independence,

la.. Aug. 31, 1892, 2:05^.
Xancy Hanks. Driven by Budd Doble, Terre Haute,

Ind.. Sept. 28. 1892. 2:04.
AHx, b. m. foaled 1888, by Patronage; dam Atlanta,

by Attorney. Driven by Andy McDowell. Galesburg,
111., Sept. ig, 1894, 2:03^'

The Abbot, b. g. foaled 1893. by Chimes; dami
Xettie King, by Mambrino King. Driven by Ed. Geers,
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 25, 1900, 2:o3j4«

Cresceus, ch. h. foaled 1894, by Robert McGregor;
dam Mabel, by Mambrino Howard. Driven by George
H, Ketchum, Cleveland, Ohio, July 26, 1901, 2:02^.

Cresceus. Driven by George H. Ketchum, Columbus,
Ohio, Aug. 2, 1901, 2:02%.
Lou Dillon, ch. m. foaled i8g8, by Sidney Dillon;

dam Lou Milton, by Milton Medium. Driven by Mil-
lard F. Sanders, Readville, Mass.. Aug. 24, 1903, 2:00.

Lou Dillon. Driven by M. F. Sanders to high wheel
sulky, Cleveland, Ohio, September 12, 1903, 2:05.

Cresceus. Driven by George H. Ketchum, Wichita,
Kan., Oct. 19, 1903, 1:59*4-

Lou Dillon. Driven by M. F. Sanders, Memphis,
Tenn., Oct. 24, 1903. 1:585^.

*First champion mile to bicycle sulky.

The progress and development of the lateral

or pacing gait has kept side by side with trot-

ting. Before Lady Suffolk had opened the door
for the 2 :30 list, the pacer Drover had gone a
mile in 2:28. For over a century the lateral gait

has kept a second or more ahead of the diagonal
one. Dividing the century, since speed in har-
ness for a mile was first considered, into two
decades we are able to compare the two gaits

and note the progress of each by the following
table. The names of pacers are in italics:

1800-1810.
Yankee, b. g. Harlem, X. Y. 2:59

1810-1820.
Boston Horse, ch. g. Philadelphia, Pa. 2:48^4
Bolton Blue, bl. g. Jamaica, X. Y. 3:00

1820-1830.
Topgallant, b. g. 1S29—3 miles 8:11
Bozi-ery Boy. 1829—2 miles 5:04J4

1830-1840.
Edwin Forrest, bl. g. (to saddle) 1834 2:31^4
Sally Miller, b. m. 1834 2:37
Drover, b. g. 1839 2:28

1840-1850.
Lady Suffolk, gr. m. 1845 2:29}/^
Moscow, b. g. 1845 2:30
Pelham, b. g, 1849 2:28
James K. Polk, ch. g. 1845 2:27

1850-1860.
Flora Temple, b. m. 1S59 2:19^
George M. Patchen, b. h 1859 2:2614.

Ethan Allen, b. h. 1858 2:28
Pocahontas, ch. m. 1855 2:17^4.
Pet, ro. g. 1852 2:\%yx

1860-1870.
Dexter, br. g. 1867 2:17%^
Goldsmith Maid, b. m. 1869 2:19^*
George Wilkes, br. h. 1868 2:22
George M. Patchen, b. h. i860 2:23^
Ethan Allen, b. h. i860 2:255^
Billy Boyce, b. g. (to saddle) 1868 2:i4Ji

1870-1880.
St. Julien, b. g. 1879 2:12^
Rarus. b. g. 1878 2:13^
Goldsmith Maid. b. m. 1874 2:14
Smuggler, br. h. 1876 2:1$%
Sleepy Tom, ch. g. 1879 2:12%.
Ro-ojdy Boy, bl. g. 1879 2:i3H

1880-1890.
Maud S., ch. m. 1885 2:08^
Tay Eye See. bl. g. 1884 2:10
St. Julien, b. g 1880 2:11 Ji
Axtell (3 vrs.). b. h. 1889 2:12
Maxie Cobb, b. h. 1884 2:13^$
Phallas, b. h. 1884 2:13^
Johnston, b. g. 1884 2:06%
Gold Leaf (4 yrs.). ch. m. 1889 zwiYa.
Little Brown Jug. b. g. 1881 2:11^
BroxL'n Hal, br. h. 1889 2:12^^

1890-1903.
Lou Dillon, ch. m. 1903 i:oo
Cresceus. ch. h. 1903 1=59^
Major Delmar. b. g. 1903 2:ooK
Cresceus. ch. h. 1901 2:02^
The Abbot, b. g. 1900 2:0354
Alix, b. m. 1894 5:o3Ji
Nancy Hanks, br. m. 1892 2:04
Azote, b. g. 189s 2:04>1
Directum, bl. h. 1893 2:05Ji
Stamboul. br. h. 1892 2:07^2
Arion. b. h. 1893 2:07?^
Kremlin, b. h. 1892 2:o7?i
Martha Wilkes, b. m. 1892 2:08
•Lou Dillon. 1903 2:05
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HORTICULTURE

was at this time that fruit culture in its broadest

sense showed marked development as an inde-

pendent commercial industry; hence in looking

back we find the begnming of such important

lines of work as commercial apple, pear, peach,

and grape growing, commercial small-fruit-grow-

ing, etc. With the advancement of this work came
the gradual development of horticultural sections

or the localization of horticultural work in cer-

tain special localities where experience had shown
that the best results were secured in the matter

of production, marketing, etc. The peach dis-

tricts of Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Mich-
igan, Connecticut, and Georgia, the grape dis-

tricts of New York and Ohio, and the apple

region of western New York are examples of

this movement toward centralization or special-

ization. With the further increase of population,

especially in cities, the improvement in transpor-

tation facilities and better knowledge as to cli-

matic and soil conditions, more and more central-

ization and specialization resulted. With the

growth of the fruit interest of the Pacific coast

and of Florida and other portions of the South,

new features were added to the entire work.

Thus has been developed commercial pomology
as we find it to-day in this country, involving

(1) the production of fruits of high quality, and
(2) the harvesting, packing, storing, and trans-

portation of such fruits to market so as to se-

cure the highest prices with a minimum expend-
iture of outlay for the work. Still further

involved in these questions are, of course, other

important ones, such as tillage, pruning, spraying,

etc., which it is not necessary to discuss here.

According to the figures of the 12th census,

the value of all fruits produced in the United
States for 1899 was. in round numbers, $131,-

000,000. Of this amount the orchard fruits had
a value of $83,000,000, grapes $14,000,000, small
fruits $25,000,000, and sub-tropical fruits $8,000,-

000. The great fruit districts are shown by the

fact that of the $131,000,000 of fruit produced,
California furnished $28,000,000 worth. New
York $15,000,000, Pennsylvania $10,000,000, Ohio
$9,000,000, Michigan $6,000,000, Illinois $5,500,-

000, Missouri $4,500,000. and Indiana $4,500,000,

all in round numbers. The exportation of Amer-
ican fruits to foreign countries is rapidly assum-
ing important proportions. For the fiscal year
1902 the total value of fresh, dried, and canned
fruits and nuts exported from the United States
was $8,719,344. With the rapid development of
fruit-growing in this country there has been felt

the need for careful systematic studies of the
many varieties in cultivation and offered for
cultivation. Systematic pomology, therefore, is

an important branch of the work, and is being
given special attention by the General Govern-
ment and by the various State experiment sta-

tions and agricultural colleges.

Olericulture or vegetable gardening is an im-
portant branch of horticulture, and from time
immemorial the art has been practised both for

pleasure and for profit. Vegetable gardening
proper does not include the growing of such
crops as Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, sugar-
beets, shell beans, etc., where the same are pro-
duced in large quantities and are handled as
ordinary farm produce. Vegetable gardening
proper, as we understand it. embraces market
gardening, truck-growing, and the growing of
vegetables under glass. No sharp lines can be
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drawn between any of these industries, as they
merge in many cases one into the other. Grow-
ing vegetables, as already indicated, has long
been practised and was a feature in nearly every
home in the early days of the country. With
increasing population and the consequent demand
for more luxuries and more variety, gardens be-
gan to expand, and thus was developed the work
of market gardening in the vicinity of the larger
cieies. Although market-gardening and truck-
farming merge closely into each other, market-
gardening proper, as a rule, is held to apply to
the growing of vegetables for the local market,
while truck-growing and truck-gardening imply
the shipment of produce to a considerable dis-

tance, either by rail or in other ways. Truck-
growing proper, on a large commercial scale,

has developed practically within the last 25
years and ov.'es its rapid growth largely to the
improved transportation facilities and the rapid
extension of railroads north and south along
the Atlantic coast. The trucking interests proper
were an outgrowth from the market garden work
in the vicinity of New York. Gradually this

work was pushed out to Long Island, and thence
it spread to the lands adjacent to Chesapeake
Bay, where fast sailing boats made it possible to
bring the produce quickly into the markets of the
larger cities. The work at first centralized at

points where good harbors made regular steam-
ship service available, but rapidly extended south
along the lines of the Atlantic coast railways,
and now has reached important developments in

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Flor-
ida, and other Southern States. There is also

another important truck region which has devel-
oped along the lines of the Illinois Central Rail-

way in the Mississippi Valley, the crops grown
in this region being shipped to the cities north
and from them disseminated to large towns and
cities, both east and west. More recently there
have been large developments in this line in

eastern Texas and southern and central Cali-

fornia, each region now shipping early vegetables
northward and eastward to the extent of thou-
sands of carloads annually. The development of
the winter growing of vegetables in the South
and elsewhere has to some extent modified the
methods of producing crops in the North, es-

pecially where glass is used. There is still, how-
ever, important work of this nature in progress
in the vicinity of all large cities, particular at-

tention being given to the growth of vegetables
in greenhouses and under frames. According to
figures secured by the writer in 1809. there were
at that time 4.500,000 square feet of glass devoted
to the growing of veg^;tables. The value of the

establishments aggregated $2,250,000; the whole-
sale value of the annual product amounted to

$2,250,000. and the retail value to $4,500,000.

The number of men employed in this work—
that is, the growing of plants under glass— was
2,250. According to the figures of the 12th cen-
Ms there were devoted to the growing of vege-

tables for market in 1899, 1,175,200 acres, and
the ma ket value of the product was $67,399,348.
There were devoted to the production of vege-
tables for home use 940,370 acres, yielding a

product valued at $46,477,087. This includes
only miscellaneous vegetables, and does not cover
such crops as Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes,

onions, sugar-beets, etc. Thus it appears that,

exclusive of glass, there were devoted to the
growing of vegetables for the market and for
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the home 2.1 15.570 acres, giving an annual prod-

uct >-alued at §113,876^435-

The development of floriculture in America
has been coincident with that of vegetable gar-

dening and pomolog}-, excepting, of course, that

flowers, being more or less of a luxurj-, were
the last to receive special attention. Flower gar-

dens, to a certain extent, formed a part of nearly

all the home surroundings of the early settlers.

See article Floricvltuke nc AMEKia\.
Landscape gardening literally means the cre-

ation of landscape pictures with plants. The
pictures may be formal or they may be natural

;

that is, thej- may deviate widely from the bits

of beautiful scenery which nature so lavishly be-

stows, or they may attempt to copy these bits of

nature or perchance improve upon them by mod-
ifj'ing them to meet the immediate surroundings.
The picture created may be a matter of taste.

Hence, in one country and in one place we find

extreme formalitj-, grotesque figures, and \-ari-

ous-colored foliage beds forming a part of thest
pictures, while monstrous forms car\'ed from
shrubs and evergreen trees may form another
part, .\gain we see the true lover of nature

copj-ing as closely as possible natures own land-

scape, which is, after all, true landscape garden-
ing. A bit of lawn, a fringe of foliage, and a
clustering group of trees may be all that is re-

quired to form this picture, but it is a natural

picture, and if harmony is kept in \-iew the re-

sults are always charming. The art has
long been practised, and its various types and
modifications are to be fotmd in our public parks
and in private groimds throughout the coimtry.

There has been a growing interest in landscape
gardening in .America in recent j-ears, owing
chiefly to the advanced ideas set forth by such
men as Downing and Olmsted, who have done
much to create an appreciation and love for the

purely natural in this work. More recently a

still broader conception has been given to land-

scape effort, and work in this direction has been
made to cover imponant matters connected with
the relation of landscape surroimdings to build-

ings, the proper arrangement of roads, etc
Thus we have had developed the field of land-
scape architecture, which is a broader term than
landscape gardening. The landscape architect

makes a study of his problem and works out a
scheme of operation involving ever>-ihing that

may be connected with it The landscape gar-
dener may be called upon to carrj- out part of
this scheme, but the architect proper will also

be involved.

The literature on horticulture is exceedingly
voluminous, covering many writings and text-

books, special papers, reports, etc. The more
important standard .American pomological works
are Downing's * Fruit and Fruit Trees of .Amer-
ica,* Barr>-"s 'Fruit Garden,' and Thomas's
'.American Fruit Culturist.' In vegetable cul-
ture, Henderson's ' Gardening for Profit,'

Bailey's 'Forcing Book,' and Rawson's 'Mar-
ket Gardener' are standard works. Of the
American publications on landscape gardening
m.iy be mentioned: Downing. 'Landscape Gar-
dening' : Parson, 'Landscape Gardening' ; Long,
'How to Plant the Home Grounds' ; Waugh,
'Ornamental Gardening.' The most useful
work on horticulture recently issued is Bailey's
'Cyclopedia of .American Horticulttire,' pub-

lished in four volumes, the last of which appeared
in 1902, B. T. G.MXow.w,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Hor'ton, Robert Fonnan, English Con-
gregational clergj-man and author: b. London
18 Sept. 1855. He was educated at New Col-
lege. Oxford, and in 1879 he was made a fellow
of New College, and lecturer on histor>-. In
18S0 he became the pastor of the Congregational
church at Hampstead, and in 1893 pastor of
the Lj-ndhurst Road church there. In 1893 he
delivered the Lj-man Beecher lectures at Yale;
in 1903 he was chairman of the Congregational
L'nion of England and Wales. His writings in-

clude 'History of the Romans' (1885); 'In-

spiration and the Bible' (1887) ; 'The Teaching
of Jesus' (,1895); 'Oliver Cromwell' (1897);
'Women of the Old Testament' (1S97) ; 'The
Commandments of Jesus' (1898); 'England's
Danger' (1S9S) : 'The Pastoral Epistles'

(1901) ; 'The Trinitj'' (1901).

Horton, Samuel Dana, .American publicist:

b. Pomeroy, Ohio, 16 Jan. 1844; d, Washington,
D. C, 23 Feb. 1S95. Hs ^'^^ graduated from
Har\-ard in 1864, and from the law school in

1868, and also studied abroad. He began the
practice of law in Cincinnati, but devoted him-
self mainly to the study of monetary- questions,
spending much time abroad ; he was one of the
first to advocate the establishment and mainte-
nance of an international ratio between gold and
silver. He was a recognized authoritj- on all

questions concerning coinage, was secretar>' of
the international monetary conference at Paris
in 1871, and a delegate from the United States

at the conference of 1881 ; shortly before his

death he went to Washington at the request of
the administration for a conference concerning
the financial situation. His writings include
'Silver and Gold and their Relation to the
Problem of Resumption' (1876) ; 'The Sil-

ver Pound and England's Monetary Policy since

the Restoration' (1887); 'The Historj* of the

Guinea' (1887); 'Silver in Europe' (lS9o">,

Hosack, hos'ak, David, .American physi-
cian and author: b. New York 31 .Aug. 1769; d.

there 23 Dec. 1835. He was graduated from
Princeton College in 1789, and concluded his

medical studies in Philadelphia in 1791. In

1795 he was appointed professor of botany in

Columbia College. In 1796 the chair of materia
medica was assigned to Hosack, who held it

with that of botany until 1807, when he accepted
the department of materia medica and of mid-
wiferj- in the College of Ph\-sicians and
Surgeons. He held at different times several

public trusts, as physician to the New York hos-
pital, and the Bloomingdale asylum, resident

physician of the cit>- of New York, etc. He was
among the original projectors of the Xew York
Historical Societj', of the Horticultural Society,

and of the Xew York Literarj- and Philosophi-
cal Societ)-. He was the author of '.Annals of
Medicine' (1793); 'Hortus Elginesis' (1808);
and numerous papers on medical subjects,

Hosea, ho-ze'a, the first in order among
the minor prophets of the Old Testament, but
more probably the third in order of time. Noth-
ing is known of his life, except what can be
gathered from the introduction to his prophecies,

namely, that he was the son of Beeri. and that

his ministrj- belonged to the reigns of Uzziah.
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Jotham. Ahaz, and Hczekiah, kings of Judali,

beginning probably about the end of the rei^
of Jeroboam II., king of Israel. His prophecies
are addressed almost equally to both kingdoms.
His book was admitted into the canon after the
Babylonish captivity. He has represented in

the three first chapters of his book, the guilty
violation of their covenant with God by an alle-

gory, very common among the Hebrew poets, of
a marriage covenant which the wife has violated,

referring to the covenant which God had con-
cluded with the IsraeHtes. The remaining chap-
ters treat of the same subject, under different

figures, with reproaches, exhortations, and
threats ; he predicts the approaching exile of
his countrymen, and the consoling promise of
the final return of an improved people forms
the conclusion of this prophetical book. He is

remarkable for his laconic style, hastening from
image to image, and from reflection to rellec-

tion. The stream of a powerfully excited fancy
forces him irresistibly onward. Hence he does
not exhibit the roundness, grace, and harmony
which characterize the other prophets.

Hosiery, ho'zher-T, a word properly ap-
plied only to the making of hose or stockings,
but used as a general term for all kinds of knit-

ted articles. The materials used for the purpose
are cotton, linen, and wool, the last of which
is sometimes mixed with cotton or silk. Silk is

also frequently used alone. Since 1841 the
Jacquard loom, and similar looms have been
employed in the manufacture of articles of hos-
iery. See Knitting; Textiles, under Knit-goods,

Hos'mer, Harriet, American sculptor: b.

Watertown, Mass., 6 Oct. 1830. She early
showed skill as a modeler in clay, and after re-

ceiving a general education studied anatomy in

a medical college at St. Louis. Her first work,
a reduced copy of Canova's Napoleon, was ;fol-

lowed by an ideal head of Hesper (1852). She
went to Rome in 1852 and studied under John
Gibson, the English sculptor. About this per-
iod she produced ideal busts of Daphne and Me-
dusa, and in 1855 completed her first life-size

figure, ffinone. To the same year belongs Puck,
which gained her a great reputation in the
United States, and the next year she executed a
Will-o'-the-Wisp. The statue of Beatrice Cenci
in the public library of St. Louis was finished
in 1S57, and her colossal statue of Zenobis, in

1859. Her next work was a statue of Benton,
the Missouri statesman, a bronze cast of which
was erected in Lafayette Park, St. Louis. Olher
works are: Sleeping Faun, exhibited at Dub-
lin in 1865 and at Paris in 1867 ; a statue of the
Queen of Naples as the Heroine of Gaeta ; a mon-
ument to Abraham Lincoln ; and Waking Faun.

Hosmer, James Kendall, American libra-
rian and biographer: b. Northfield. Mass., 29
Jan. i8,u. He was a professor in .\ntioch Col-
lege, Ohio, and the University of Missouri, in

1874-92, was professor of English and German
literature in Washington University CSt. Louis,
Mo.), and in 1892 became librarian of the pub-
lic library of Minneapolis. Among his works
arej 'The Color Guard* (1864), a record of ex-
periences as a private in the Civil War ; 'The
Thinking Bayonet' (1865"), a novel; 'History
of German Literature' (1879): 'Life of Sam-
uel Adams' (1885) : 'Life of Sir Henry Vane'
(1888) ; 'A Short History of Anglo-Saxon
Freedom' (1890) ; 'How Thankful was Be-

witched' (1894) ; and a 'Life of Thomas Hutch-
inson' (1896).

Hos'pital, an institution for the treatment
of sick, injured or infirm persons, supported in
most cases by voluntary contributions, but in
special instances from the funds of the govern-
ment, state or civic municipalities. Hospitals
are of various kinds : medical ; surgical ; for the
reception of incurables ; for consumptives ; for
the deaf, dumb, and blind ; for the aged and in-

firm; for the care and treatment of the insane;
emergency and field hospitals for the care of
wounded in battle, etc. Modern hospitals are
so constructed and their interior is so arranged
as to enable a limited staff of physicians and
nurses to attend to the wants of the greatest
possible number of patients with a view to the
most speedy recovery.

The site selected for a hospital should be
on high ground; the soil should be clean and
dry, free from damp ravines and undrained
marshy ground, and the drainage should be
ample. If possible it should not be surrounded
by other buildings than those belonging to the
hospital itself. The structural arrangements
should be such as to secure perfect, free circula-
tion and sunshine. The size of the wards de-
pends on the number of patients to be therein
maintained and having a capacity of 3,000 cubic
feet for each inmate. The disciplinary and eco-
nomical disposition in a hospital requires that
each nurse should have the patients allotted to

her under constant observation and personal
supervision and that the arrangements are so
constructed that the greatest number of patients
can be attended and nursed by a given number
of nurses. From 20 to 32 beds have been taken
as a basis for ward construction. In some hos-
pitals there are wards of one and two beds for
cases of unusual gravity. The general form of
ward construction is governed by the question
of renewal of air and the superficial area al-

lowed to each patient, for on this depends the
distance of the sick from each other, the facility

of changing the beds, cleanliness and many oth-
er important features. In a ward 24 feet wide,
with a window for every bed or two, a 7 foot 6
inch bed space along the outer walls is suffi-

cient. That would give 90 superficial feet per
bed, which must however be increased in per-
nicious fevers, surgery and lying-in cases. In
the Herbert hospital the smallest allowance is

99 feet per bed. The ceilings should be 12 to

14 feet high. With a view to economize heat in

winter and to keep the wards cool in summer
the walls should be hollow and all walls ceiled.

The walls should be of an impervious polished
surface, easily cleansed with soap and water. All
corners should be rounded off and no cracks
are to be tolerated, since they fill with impuri-
ties. Plaster, wood, paint and varnish all absorb
organic impurities. The safest arrangement for

walls is plaster, lime-whited or painted, which
should often be scraped off or renewed.
The floors and woodwork throughout should

be of oak, closely jointed, oiled and waxed,
rubbed and polished. Confine the woodwork to

absolute necessity. The forms of windows must
be adapted to facilitate the entrance of light,

as a factor to promote health, to promote ven-
tilation, to facilitate nursing and to allow the

patient to read in bed. In order to give cheer-

fulness to the ward and to renew the air easily,
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the windows should be inserted opposite each
other; should extend to 2 feet 6 inches from the
floor to within a foot of the ceiling. One cubic
foot of window glass to everj^ 50 or 55 cubic feet

of space will aSord a well lighted, cheerful
ward.

The ward oflSces are those necessary for fa-

cilitating the nursing and administration, as
the nurses' rooms, ward scullery, bath-rooms
and la\-atories.

They should all be well ventilated and light-

ed and all fittings finished in light color so that
dirt can be at once detected. The nurses' room
should command a view over the whole ward.
The lavatorj' table should be constructed out of
an impervious material, as slate or marble, with
a row of sunk porcelain basins supplied with
hot and cold water. The bathtubs should be
porcelained iron. The toilets and urinals should
invariably be placed against an outer wall, sup-
plied with a siphon carrj-ing a sufficient water
capacity to thoroughh- flush the basins. For
the floor of these quarters, cement, marble or
slate is preferable, and the walls are to be lined

with glass, white-glazed tiles, marble, slate or
Parian cement.

The administration building, that is, for of-

fices, reception rooms, lodging the staflt, operat-
ing rooms, kitchen, store-rooms, dispensan,-. etc.,

should always be subordinate to the question of
the accommodation of the sick. In hospitals

where a school is to be established, the necessary
lecture rooms, laboratories and amphitheatre
should be kept entirely separate from the sick;

the morgue and dissecting rooms should be as
far removed as possible. The consensus of pro-
fessional opinion is opposed to the present plan
of constructing large edifices for hospital pur-
poses ; that the benefits they confer are greatly

diminished by the risk of hospital diseases—
fevers of certain forms, er>-sipelas, pyaemia, etc.,

and which when once installed are most difficult

and often impossible to eradicate. A system of

cottage and hut construction, any of which
could easily be destroyed and replaced, should
the emergency demand, has been seriously advo-
cated, but found impracticable because of the

great expense and administrative difficulties.

The profession to-day favors a system of con-
struction known as the "pa\nlion plan," which
can be called a compromise measure between the

large block edifice and the cottage and huts.

According to this system the wards are separate

and distinct from the administration building

and should be arranged to form pavilions, one
storj- high, never more than two, and they
should always surround the administrative

blocks. This mode of construction is both ap-
plicable to large and small establishments. The
Royal Infirmar>' of Edinburgh, the Herbert hos-
pital of Woolwich, the New York hospital, the

United States Marine hospital of San Francisco
are among the best examples of the pavilion

stj-le There should be free circulation of air

between the pavilions, and the space between
them should be exposed to the sunshine. The
arrangements should be of a character to allow
a covered communication between the wards,
and each pavilion should have its own broad
stairway.

The pa\-ilion and general construction of the
administrative building should be made quite

subser\-ient to the accommodation for the sick

and should never interfere with the light and
air of the wards.

Hospitals or asylums for inebriates, likewise

hospitals for those addicted to the use of opium
and other narcotics, have lately been established

throughout ilie United States. Fever hospitals

are maintained in all communities to secure iso-

lation in infectious diseases, and hospital ships

and floating hospitals are extremely ^•aluable to

promote complete isolation in cases of viru-

lently infective disorders, such as smallpox
(q.v.), etc. Children's hospitals are often pre-

sided with swimming tanks, indoor and outdoor
playing, large ball and tennis grounds and in

fact an5' and everything to promote healthy exer-
cise and pastime for the inmates.

Militar\- and naval hospitals, establishments

for tlie care of sick and wounded soldiers and
seamen, exist in all civilized nations. They are

either temporarj- or permanent and if the former
located in the immediate s-icinity of the scene

of operation. Hospital ships are ships fitted

out as hospitals in all expeditions beyond the

sea. They ser\e either as stationarj- hospitals

or, if the sick accumulate sail home, or to the

nearest station. See also Quaran'tike ; Rail-

RO.VD HOSPIT.U-S.

Hospitallers, charitable brotherhoods who
devote themselves to tend the sick in hospitals.

The name is specially applied to an order of

knights, the Knights of Saint John. See Orders,

Religious.

Host, or Hosta Sacra (sacred host), in the

liturg>' of the Roman Catholic Church, the body
of Christ present in the sacrifice of the Mass
under the appearance of bread. The Latin word
hostia denotes that which is offered in sacrifice;

hence in the Mass, where the victim is the sarne

who offered himself on the cross, "the cup" is

no less the hostia than is "the bread"; but usage
has sanctioned the appropriation of the word
host to the latter. In the canon of the Mass,

the priest, in offering the consecrated elements

to God the Father, speaks of both the "bread*

and the "cup" as hostia, and in the ancient

Spanish missal (the Mozarabic) occurs the

phrase "this host of bread and wine." But the

word hostia is also employed to signifj- specially

the bread before consecration ; and this usage
has its sanction in the Roman liturgj' itself and
in the rubrics of the Missale Romanum. In the

rubric of the ordo missa the altar-bread be-

fore consecration is called hostia, and after con-

secration it is called hostia consccrata. "Host*
in the former sense, that is, the "altar-bread.*

is, in the Latin Church, a circular wafer made
of fine wheaten flour mixed with water only,

and it is unleavened. Usually the wafers are

stamped either with an image of Christ cruci-

fied or with the letters I H S. They are of two
sizes, a larger one which the celebrant himself
receives (a host of this size is also reserved for

the benediction (q.v.) of the Blessed Sacrament)

;

and a smaller size for administration to those

who may communicate at the Mass, or to the

sick in their houses. The hosts destined for

this use are kept in the pyx (called also cibo-

rium), a silver vase gilt inside, and deposited in

the tabernacle of the altar. As long as the

host is thus reserved in the tabernacle the

sanctuary lamp is kept alight before it. The
Eastern churches in communion with the See of
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Rome, except the Maronite and Armenian
churches, retain the use of leavened bread in the

Eucharist.

Hostage (French, Stage; Latin, obses; Low
Latin, obstagius), a person left as pledge or

surety for the performance of the articles or

conditions of a treaty. The taking or giving

of hostages is now scarcely known in the re-

lations of modern communities, but was formerly

almost imiversal, and many questions in the

law of nations arose out of the practice. Writers
on international law have discussed how far

the rights of conquerors extend over hostages,

what circumstances may release them from their

obligation, and what effect their escape will pro-

duce on the treaty proposed by the contracting

oarties. In modem civilized warfare hostages
sre not usuallj' interchanged.

Hos'telry. See Hotel.

Hot-bed. See Horticulture.

Hot Springs, Ark., city and county seat of

Garland County, and one of the most famous
sanatoriums of the United States ; in the south-

em centre of the State, 55 miles southwest of

Little Rock and 397 miles from Saint Louis ; on
the Choctaw, O. & G., and Little Rock & H. S.

W. R.R.'s. The location is 600 feet above sea-

level and lies principally at the easterly base of

the mountain complex known as the Ouachita
Range, the nearby peaks of which are often-

times called the Ozark Range— in a valley

between two rocky and heavily wooded ridges

called West Mountain and Hot Springs Moun-
tain, 400 feet higher— and in its sheltered situa-

tion has a mild and pleasant climate. Lat. 34°

N. ; Ion. 93° W. Through the valley runs the

Hot Springs Creek starting two miles above

;

and into this the water from 47 hot mineral
springs— originally 73, but many merged arti-

fically or run dry— springing from vents in the

gray volcanic tufa near the base of the Hot
Springs Mountain on the east. Forty-four are
in use or usable ; the others rise in the bed of

the creek. The former yield 830,000 gallons a
day; contain large r mounts of calcium and mag-
nesium carbonates, and the presence of lithium,

iodides and bromides, etc. ; the total mineral
matter in solution is between 275 and 280 parts

per million and the results, as to the percentage
composition of the mineral matter in each hot
spring, are very much the same. The waters are
prescribed for bathing and drinking and have
remarkable curative properties. De Soto, it is

said, sought to explore them as the veritable

fountain of youth. The ordinary tub bath is the

principal feature of treatment, but vapor, shower
and plunge baths are also used. People suffering
with consumption of the lungs; those afflicted

with dilation of the heart ; verv- old people, whose
arteries are atheromatous ; and paral>-tics, when
their condition is the result of organic central

lesions, should not bathe. Relief or cure may
be expected in rheumatic, s\"phi!itic, and numer-
ous other conditions. The surgeon-general of
the United States army, in an official circular

of information issued by the War Department,
says:

The various forms of gout and rheumatism, after
the_ acute stage, or inflammatory stage, neuralgia, es-
pecially when depending upon gout or rheumatism,
metallic or malarial poisoning; paralysis, not of organic
origin; the earlier stages of locomotor ataxia; chronic
Bright 's disease (the earlier stages only), and other

diseases of the urinary organs; functional diseases of
the liver; gastric dyspepsia, not of organic origin;
chronic diarrhoea; c;ilarrhal affections of the digestive
and respiratory tracts; chronic skin diseases, especially
of the squamous varieties, and chronic conditions due
to malarial infection.

In all forms of dyspepsia and in ulcers of the
stomach and intestines the actual hathing which the
diseased surfaces receive from the hot water drank
materially aids in hastening cures.

As many as 90,000 patients and pleasure
seekers visited here in 1902-3. The temperature
of the springs varies from 97° to 147°. All
issue from a space something over a quarter of

a mile long and 200 to 300 feet up the slope,

some 10 acres in all. By treat}' with the Quapaw
Indians in 1818 and by act of Congress in 1832,

four sections (2,529 acres) became a reservation,

and the springs are in the centre. Dunbar and
Himter of the Lewis and Clark expedition

visited the place in 1804 and settlement was
made in 1807. After 1832 numerous attempts
were made to enter the lands, and title to prop-
erty involved many years of contention and
"shot-gun right." In 1870 Congress authorized
suits against the United States in the court of
claims. In 1876 title was held to be in the

United States by the Supreme Court. Justice

Field of the Supreme Court, in an opinion, said

:

"From the protracted litigation to which it has
given rise the Hot Springs reservation is famous
in the history of land titles of the country." And
Justice Bradley: "The title to a well-known
watering place in the State of Arkansas, called

the Hot Springs, has been contested by a num-
ber of claimants for nearly half a century." In

1877 Congress created a commission to adjudi-

cate squatter rights, giving right of purchase
from the United States and to lay off the town.
Under this act the Hot Springs were reserv'ed

by the United States to prevent monopoly or
injury, and 911 acres are used as permanent
parks. The government has expended nearly

a million dollars in arching the creek, erecting

the Army and Na\'y hospital (open to soldiers

and sailors of the Civil War), and in developing

and beautifying a system of parks not yet fin-

ished. These parks are covered with forest

trees, and some are thoroughly fitted up for

public enjoyment. Large sums have been spent

on boulevards, walks, artificial lakes, landscape

gardening, and handsome marble hot-water foun-

tains scattered plentifully through the city. The
grand entrance to Hot Springs Mountain, from
Central Avenue, is a noble architectural feature,

and the initial point of 15 miles of fine drives

around the summits of Hot Springs, North and
West Mountains.

With one exception, the springs are all en-

closed in solid masonry, and the water is con-

ducted by protected pipes into reser\'oirs near

the base of Hot Springs Mountain or to the 23
bath-houses on and off this reservation. The
exception is left open and accessible to the public.

The government maintains a free bathing es-

tablishment for the indigent at which over 10,000

bathe annually, over 90 per cent being benefited.

The prices of baths and fees of attendants are

fixed by the Department of the Interior, with

severe penalties for deviation. A rental of $30

per annum is collected _ for each tub; 716,053

baths were administered in 1902-3. .\ handsome
citj' has grown up to house the guests and per-

manent residents. Along the front of the reser-

vation bath-houses and on the slope of Hot
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Springs Mountain is a tine park of lOO acres,

with the most elegant buildings facing it. The
creek is covered in. and sidewalks and roadways
built over it. Several of the hotels, as the

Arlington, Eastman, Park and Majestic, are

among the largest and best appointed in the

country.
Hot Springs received its city charter in 1876.

It has a biennial mayor and a council. Being a

pleasure resort, as well as a health resort, it has

a large itinerant population. Large quantities

of novaculite rock, "Arkansas" and "Ouachita."
are quarried in the surrounding mountains, and
5.000 bales of cotton are marketed annually.

The country abounds in cold springs, some of

which have remarkable curative properties,

notably Mountain Valley and Potash-Sulphur,
10 and 7 miles distant from Hot Springs : these

are efficacious in conditions affecting the kidneys
and intestinal tract. Pop. (1870') 1.276; (1880)

3,554; (1890) 8.086; (1900) 9,973.

Ch.\s. D. Greaves,
Presl. School Board. Hot Springs, Ark.

Hot Springs, S. D., city, county-seat of

Fall River County : on Fall River, the Fremont.
E. & M. V. and the B. & M. R.R.'s; about 100

miles south of Deadwood. It is the trade centre

for stock, lumber, and mining interests. The
water-power is used for several manufactories,
a stucco-mill, board and planing-mills, and
machine shops. It has thermal and medicinal
springs, and is the seat of the Black Hills Col-
lege (M. E.), opened in 1890. and the State

Soldiers' Home. Pop. (1900) 1.319.

Hotch'kiss, Benjamin Berkely, American
inventor : b. Watertown, Conn., i Oct. 1826 ; d.

Paris, France, 14 Feb. 1885. He was in early

life a machinist and turned his attention to the

invention of deadly weapons, among them the

Hotchkiss magazine gun and the Hotchkiss
machine gun. adapted for use in the fighting-

tops of warships. In 1870 he established a
factory at Paris. His guns were widely used
by navies and armies until supplanted by other
devices. He also improved heavy ordnance and
projectiles.

Hotchkiss Gun. See Machine-Gun; Ord-
nance.

Hotel, or Hostelry, an inn or public tarern.

The palatial hotels "hat have sprung up since

the introduction of railways are too well known
to require notice. One point of difference be-

tween the European and the American systems
is that under the former, except in the case of a

table d'hote, the charge is for each dish ordered,
while under the American plan a fi.\ed price is

charged for every meal. The modern French
word is still used for the house of a rich or
distinguished man. or for a public building, such
as the Hotel de I'illc. See Hotels in .America.

Hotels in America. The public house, or
hotel, was established in the early days of the

colonies to anFord accommodation for those who
might be compelled to journey from one place

to another. As roads were poor, in those days,

and stage transportation was slow, many of
these houses were opened along the principal

roads, or turnpikes, and the majority of these

so-called inns bore such names as "King's."

"Queens," "The Red Lion," etc. As public

opinion changed, however, and the colonies in-

aucurated their revolt against the Crown, there

was a corresponding change in the names of
these hotels which brought them into closer har-
mony with the spirit of the times. From being
mere public houses, wherein beds and food
might be obtained by travelers, they became the

meeting places of patriots, so it was but natural
that the portrait of Washington, or of some
other great American, should have taken the

place of that of George III., and other royal

personages, on the swinging signs before these

doors. As time passed and the patriotic spirit

rose to greater heights, these inns became the

scenes of many events that brought them into

the closest relation with the progress of the
Revolutionary period and with the formative
days which followed the declaration of peace.

There was, for example, the City Tavern, in

Philadelphia (1775), at which General Wash-
ington was frequently a guest ; the Bunch of
Grapes Tavern, Boston, where he enjoyed that

"elegant dinner provided at public expense,
while joy and gratitude sat on every counte-
nance and smiled in every eye" (28 March
1776) ; the True American Inn, at Trenton
(1777); Arnold's Tavern, Morristown; Suf-
ferin's Tavern, Smith's Clove, N. Y. ; the Buck
Tavern, near Philadelphia; Smith's Tavern,
Smith's Clove, N. Y. {1779) ; the tavern at

East Chester, N. Y., where he was ill (1780);
the Fountain Inn. Baltimore (1781) : Day's Tav-
ern, Harlem, where he stopped with Governor
Clinton (1783) ; Fraunces Tavern, New York,
where, in the assembly-room, he bade farewell

to the men who had followed his fortunes so
faithfully; Mann's Hotel, Annapolis, from
which he proceeded to Congress on the day
when he resigned his commission, and the City
Hotel, Alexandria, where he was afterward en-

tertained by the Alexandria Lodge, of which he
was a member. The tavern at East Chester,

where Washington stayed, during his illness,

was erected soon after the beginning of the

17th century. At one time Lafayette was enter-

tained in the house, and. for a season, it was
practically the seat of the national government.
President John .\dams having taken refuge at

East Chester during the yellow fever epidemic
at Philadelphia, then the federal capital. This
tavern now stands within the New York city

limits, and the rooms which have the greatest

historic interest still preserve the same appear-
ance which they had in those old days.

.Among the other taverns of the country
which are rich in historic memories, but which
were not directly associated with the career of

the first President, were the Catamount Tav-
ern, at Bennington. Vt. ; George Burn's Coffee-

House, in New York, long the lounging place

of the British officers, although privately fre-

quented by the Sons of Liberty during the oc-

cupation of the city by the British ; the Tun
Tavern. Philadelphia, the house in which the

first Masonic lodge in .America was organized

;

the City Tavern and the Bird in Hand, at Rich-
mond. Va., and the Rose Tree Inn, at Media, Pa.

The first hotels in this country were con-
ducted on the so-called American plan, which
provided a fixed price for a day and for each
fraction of a day. In those times St a day
was considered a "good round price." and tav-

erns were ordinarily so small that one which
was provided with 20 rooms was regarded as a

most commodious house. The rooms were usu-
allv comfortable, however, and were neatlv, if
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plainly furnished with strongly-made furniture.

Carpets were rarely found, although hand-
woven rag-rugs frequently appeared on the
floors. Meals, which were served at fixed hours
only, were announced by the ringing of a bell

or gong, and all guests were expected to re-

spond as quickly as possible. The table was
abundantly supplied with dishes that were both
substantial and palatable, the cooking being
done by the wife of the landlord, with such
assistants as the patronage of the inn might au-
thorize, and while meat dishes predominated,
game was so plentiful that its appearance at-

tracted no comment.
At this time in the history of the American

public house there were comparatively few inns

that made an extra charge for wines. Instead
decanters of liquors and of some favorite \vine,

like Madeira, port, or sherry, frequently stood
tipon the tables, and from these the guests
served themselves free!}'. There were no
printed bills of fare in these days, but practi-

cally all tlie food to be served was placed on
the table at one time. Guests helped themselves,
some slight assistance being given by the waiter
who stood at hand. When Congress met in

XeW' York, in 1789, the members found accom-
modations chiefly in the boarding-houses which
abounded in the neighborhood of the Battery—
•on lower Broadway, in Cedar street, and in

Maiden Lane. It is rather amusing to note
that people from other parts of the country
complained about the "high prices* that were
charged at the taverns and boarding-houses in

New York, for that was the time when the
"board of the Congressmen was paid out of the
common treasury, to which every citizen of the
United States contributed his share." In reply to

this charge of exorbitant prices it was stated that

toard in Xew York "ranges from $j to $7 per
week." and one house was cited as furnishing
"from 7 to 9 dishes a day, with 4 sorts of liquor."

The most important American taverns in 1795
were located in New York, Philadelphia, Bal-
timore, and Boston.^ The best New York tav-

erns were Fraunces', opened in 1762, and form-
erly known as the Queen Catherine, one of the

largest inns during the Revolutionary period,

as it contained some 30 rooms ; the City Hotel,
which was erected on the site of the George
Bums' Coffee House, in 1793. and which was
not only the meeting place of the fashionable
City Assembly, but was patronized by the so-

called "Three Hundred" of that day; Bunker's,
the Washington Tavern, and the Tontine Cof-
fee House, on Wall street.

The National Hotel, in Washington, which
was for many years the home of the most emi-
nent public men of the nation, was opened in

1827. In 1829, the Tremont House was opened
in Boston, and for years it was noted as being
the grandest hotel in the land, if not the most
elegant public house in the world. Prior to

that time the principal hotels in Boston had
been the Eastern Stage House, Doolittle's City
Tavern, and the Lamb Tavern.

It was about that time, or, to be e.xact, in

1830, that Delmonico opened the first high-class

restaurant in New York. High as his prices

were, when compared to those which prevailed
elsewhere, epicures and persons of fashion
flocked to his support and the enterprise pros-

pered from the day of its inception. In 1833,

the United States Hotel, in New York was
opened ; in 1834, the Louisville Hotel, and, in

1835, 'be Gait House, also at Louisville, all

of which immediately became noted as fine

houses. The United States Hotel, at Boston,
which has since been greatly enlarged and is

still standing, was opened in 1835, while, about
this time, the old Washington Hotel, at Port-
land, Me., which had been established since

1823, also took the name of the United States.
The Rockingham, at Portsmouth, N. H., once
the home of Governor Langdon, was opened in

1834, but, like other hotels of that time it was
not particularly commodious in the modern
sense of the word. In fact, up to 1836, there
were comparatively few hotels in the United
States that were capable of accommodating as
many as 200 persons. In 1836, the Astor House,
in New York, was opened. Built of massive
granite, and furnished with all the conveniences
of that day, it was a fitting rival to Boston's
Tremont House. Barnum's Hotel, at Balti-
more, which was opened at about this time,
eclipsed the best houses which had hitherto been
built in that city, while the opening of the
St. Charles Hotel, at New Orleans, in the same
year, was an event which was heralded from
one end of the land to the other. Situated in

the centre of the "American" portion of the
city, its stately portico built in the style of a
Corinthian temple, made it. next to the Capitol,
at Washington, the most imposing structure in

the land. It was also one of the best appointed
and most commodious houses in America^ hav-
ing accommodations for more than 700 persons.
The original buildings were burned in 1851, but
it was almost immediately rebuilt, and it con-
tinued to enjoy its position as the centre of
southern hotel life, until the outbreak of the
Civil War. In 1894. the structure was once
more burned, but it has since been rebuilt, and
still ranks as one of the best hotels in America.

The Charleston Hotel, at Charleston, had the
distinction of being the only hotel in the country
that had been burned to the ground on the
same day on which it was opened. This was
in 1839, but as it was rebuilt at once, it was
again opened in 1S40, and afterward becoming
the favorite resort of Calhoun and other great
southern statesmen. When the Planter's
House, at St. Louis, was opened in 1S41, it justly
prided itself upon being "the largest hotel west
of the mountains." It had 215 well-furnished
rooms, a classic ball-room with a floor-space
"8,911 square feet more than the celebrated Tre-
mont House, in Boston," while the china and
cutlery, all of which was made in England, bore
the name of the house. Charles Dickens, who
stopped there in 1842, spoke favorably of the
hospitality of this hotel in his "American
Notes." The Massassoit House, at Springfield,

Mass., one of the celebrated New England ho-
tels, and the New York Hotel, were both opened
in 1848. The Delevan House, at Albany, was
opened in 1843. The year 1847 will always be
a memorable one in the history of the American
hotel, for it marks the date of the opening of
the Revere House, Boston, a house which, un-
der the management of Paran Stevens, soon be-

came the pattern which all other hotels in this

country sought to imitate.

Up to 1855, the principal hotels in Philadel-

phia were the ^lansion House, the United States,
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the Washington City, and the Girard House.
and it was in that year that the Burnett House,
at Cincinnati, was opened with 250 bed-rooms,
besides many drawing-rooms, and especially spa-

cious corridors. The Eagle Hotel, at Richmond,
where Lafayette had stopped in 1&24. was
burned in 1&40. and the Exchange and Ballard's

were afterward opened. The Qarendon and
the Irving House, in Xew York, were opened
abont 1850. The first Tremont House, at Chi-

cago, which for some time was the leading hotel

in that dty, was opened about this time, while

the Battle House, at Mobile, the St Louis Ho-
tel, at Xew Orleans, and the St. Nicholas and
the Metropolitan, in Xew York, were opened
about 1S52. All were large houses, and were
conducted upon an expensive scale, while the

two Xew York houses were particularly con-

spicnous in having introduced •bridal chambers*
and other novelties.

In 1854, the Brevxxjrt and the Everett were
opened, on the European plan, in Xew York;
the famous Parker House, in Boston, also on
the European plan, was opened in 1855, while

the Fifth Avenue Hotel,, in Xew York was fin-

ished in 1S59. It was the first hotel to introduce

a passenger ele\-ator.

Willard's Hotel, at Washington, was the fo-

cus of many thrilling scenes and events during
the Civil War, and among the houses that were
opened during the next few years were the

Ijndell and Southern hotels, at St, Louis ; the

Albemarle, Hoffman, St. James, and Grand, in

Xew York, and the Arlington, at Washington.
The Gilsey House, which was opened in 1871,

in Xew York, at once took rank as one of the

best European-plan hotels, while the Windsor
House, in Xew York, began the successful

career that ended so disastrously in the fire of
1899, in 1873. The Brunswick, in Boston, and
the Palmer and Grand Pacific, both in Chicago,
were opened about this time, while the Palace
Hotel, at San Francisco, one of the most fa-

mous and palatial houses in the far west, began
to receive guests in 1S75.

The last two decades of the 19th century
were conspicuous, not only for the sudden in-

crease of new and more splendid hotels, but
also for the enlargement and improvement of
those already built, in every part of the coun-
try, while, in such a brief review of the hotel

business, it is impossible to name all the ho-
tels worthy of mention that have been built

during the past 25 or 30 y^ars, it may justly

be said that the re\-ival of interest in the mak-
ing of new and better houses extended from
the .-Atlantic to the Pacific, and from our north-
ernmost boundary to the Gult Beginning with

Ae Vendome and Young's, at Boston, the list

would include the Xarragansett, at Providence;
the Grand Union, Park .\venue, and Murray
Hill, in Xew York: the Lafayette and Stnitford.

at Philadelphia; the Rennet, at Baltimore; the

Dc Soto, at Savannah: the Kimball, at .Atlanta;

the Iroquois, at Buffalo ; the Hollcnden, at

Qeveland ; the Grand, at Cincinnati, and the

Cadillac and RusseH. at Detroit Later came
the .Auditorium, at Chicago: the Plankinton. at

Milwaukee; the R>-an. at St Paul; the West
at Minneapolis : the Coates House, at Kansas
City; Brown Palace Hotel, at Denver; the

Portland, at Portland, Oregon, and the Tacoma.
at Tacoma. The impetus to the hotel business.

which began some 30 years ago, however, has
continued up to the present lime for the last

few j-ears have witnessed the construction of
many new and finer hotels than any tliat had
hitherto been built among them being the Im-
perial, the Savoy, the Holland, the Waldorf, the
Xew Astor, and the St Regis, while one of the

most unique experiments in the hotel line was
the establishment of the Martha Washington,
a hotel exclusively for women, which is now
being successfully operated, also in Xew York.

The watering-place and summer-resort hotels

also represent an important and rapidly increas-

ing branch of the business. At the begiiming
of the 19th century there were a few inns at

places like Saratoga, while a tavern at the White
Mountains was built by Crawford in 1803. In

1822, the Catskill Mountain House was opened,
and. by 1840. there were good houses at Tren-
ton Falls and Delaware Water Gap. Twenty
years later. Xe^vpo^t. Xahant. the ^^"hite Moun-
tains, Lake George, Satatoga, Xiagara, Cape
May, Old Point Comfort, and the Virginia

springs, all had good hotel acconmiodations, but,

since that time this branch of the business has
grown to such an extent that splendid hotels

are now located on almost every a\-ailable spot

on the coast from Maine to Florida, while the

Adirondacks, the Catskills, and many interior

resorts have accommodations for guests that can
compare favorably with the best hotels in the
country. At such hotels the American plan usu-

ally prevails, as it does to a considerable extent
throughout the smaller cities and towns. In the

large cities, however, the European plan, which
fixes a price for the room, and which charges
for extra service and for each item on the bill

of fare, has become more popular, for while,

in some instances, the two plans are combined,
it is the European plan that is generally fol-

lowed by the large hotels. Moreover the charges
at the best hotels are about twice as great as

they were in 1S50.

When compared with the palatial hotels of
to-day even the fine houses like the Tremont
and the -\stor House were primitive in their

construction and management. The modem
hotel is equipped with running water and set

basins in every room ; many rooms also have
water-closets and baths with exposed plumbing;
everywhere there are open grates and steam
heat improved ventilation, elevators for both
passengers and baggage, electric bells, tele-

phones, and every possible device to prevent fire,

or to assure the safe escape of guests in case

of a conflagration. L'tensils and machinerj"

have also multiplied greatly during the past few
years, for the best hotels now run a thoroughly
up-to-date laundry, an electric lighting plant,

apparatus for the distilling of water, and the

most elaborate cold-storage conveniences, often

including an individual ice-making plant, while,

among the other necessar>- conveniences of
every well-equipped hotel one may mention the

reading, writing, and music rooms; the coat,

package, and baggage rooms; the barber shop,

with its manicuring, boot-blacking, and other

accessories ; the billiard-room ; telephone, tele-

graph, and ticket offices; the book and news-

stand; the stenographers and typewnters. and
the carriage and messenger services, not to

mention a score of other details that are just

as imperative a necessity. It is no uncommon
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thing to-day to fiiul single hotel strnctiires val-

ued at $.?,ooo.ooo or $4,000,000, equipped with fur-

nishings costing many hundred thousand dollars.

A conservative estimate of the number of
hotels in the United States, in 1905, exclusive
of those in process of erection, places the num-
ber at 44.250. Of these about 3,750 are summer
or winter resort hotels. ,1,000 are family, or
private hotcLs, while the balance are commer-
cial houses. These hotels now give employment
to no less than .^.aso.ooo persons, and the
amount of capital invested in the business is

undoubtedly in excess of $6,000,000,000.

Hottentots, hot'en-tots, an African race,

the aboriginal occupants of the south end of that

continent, near the Cape of Good Hope. The
name now given to the whole race was that of

the tribe in the immediate vicinity of the Cape
of Good Hope, with which the Dutch settlers

first became acquainted. The origin of the

name is unknown. They are, when young, of

remarkable symmetry; but their faces are ugly,

and this ugliness increases with age. The com-
plexion is a pale olive, the cheek-bones project,

the chin is narrow and pointed, and the face

consequently is triangular. The lips are- thick,

the nose flat, the nostrils wide, the ears large

and lobeless, the hair woolly, and the beard

scanty. The women in early life are often

models of proportion, and their gait by no means
deficient in grace. Their bloom, however, is

transient, for, marrying at twelve or thirteen,

after the first child they lose their grace and
proportion, and soon become hideous. Both
sexes are distinguished by excessive incurvation

of the spine. When the Dutch first settled at

the Cape the Hottentots were a numerous na-

tion, and occupied a territory of 100,000 square

miles. They had abundance of horned cattle

and sheep ; and it is supposed that the seven

tribes into which they were divided made up
together a population of at least 200,000. At
the present day this race is nearly extinct within

the wide territory which formerly belonged to it.

They may amount to about 20.000. The Koras
or Korannas (shoe-wearers), south of the Kala-

hari Desert, still remain a favorable specimen

of the Hottentot race. They are taller, stronger,

and more cleanly than some of the other tribes.

Most of them possess cattle ; those who do not,

soon degenerate into Bushmen. On the eastern

frontier of the colony are still some remnants
of the Gona or Gonaqua tribe ; but they have
nowhere preserved their ancient usages and
purity of blood, but are much mixed with the

Amakosa Kafirs. The Namas, who are the pur-

est type of Hottentots now existing, dwell in

Namaqualand, in German Southwest Africa.

The Namas are a pastoral people almost ex-

clusively. Their dwellings are low, rude huts,

surrounded by fences. Many of them have
been Christianized. The Hottentots generally

are very indolent and lethargic.

Hottentot's-bread. See ELErH.\NT's-F00T.

Houdon, Jean Antoine, zhon an-twan
oo-doii. French sculptor: b. Versailles 20
March 1741 ; d. Paris 15 July 1828. Having gained
the firsr prize for sculpture in the royal academy
at Paris, he visited Italy, passed 10 years in

Rome in the study of the antique, and finished,

among other works, the statue of St. Bruno in

the church of St. Maria degli Angeli. Return-

ing to Paris, he executed admirable busts of

Rousseau, Diderot, D'Alcmbert, Franklin, Tur-
got, Mirabeau, Gluck, and many other distin-

guished men; statues of Voltaire and Tourville;

the celebrated 'Diana' for the empress of Rus-
sia ; and other works, which placed him in the

first rank of French sculptors. In 1785 he ac-

companied Franklin to the United States, to

prepare the model for the statue of Washington
ordered by the State of Virginia, and passed

two weeks at Washington's residence at Mt.
Vernon for tkat purpose. The statue, bearing
the sculptor's legend, "Fait par Hntidon, citoyen

Francois, 1788," now stands in the hall of the

capitol of Virginia at Richmond. Among
Houdon's later works is the celebrated statue of

Cicero in the palace of the Luxembourg.

Hough, huf, Emerson, American author:
b. Newton, la., 28 June 1857. He was gradu-
ated from the State University of Iowa in 1880,

traveled extensively in the wild portions of the

West, was for several years a writer in Chi-

cago, and there became in 1899 western man-
ager of the New York periodical 'Forest and
Stream.' His publications are: 'The Singing
Mouse Stories* (1895) ; 'The Story of the Cow-
boy' (189s) ; 'The Girl at the Half-way House'
(1900) ; and 'The Mississippi Bubble' (1902).

Hough, George Washington, American
astronomer ; b. AIontgomer\- County, N. Y., 24
Oct. 1836. He was graduated at Union College

in 1856; appointed astronomer at the Cincin-

nati Observatory in 1859. and the following
year became astronomer and director of the

Dudley Observatory, Albany, N. Y. In 1879 he
became director of the Dearborn Observatory
and professor of astronomy at the Chicago Uni-
versity; and later accepted a similar position

at the Northwestern University. He has in-

vented several astronomical instruments and has
discovered more than 600 double stars. He has
written 'Annals of the Dudley Observatory'

(1866-71).

Hough, Walter, American ethnologist: b.

Morgantown. W. Va., 23 April 1859. He was
graduated from the West Virginia University in

1883 and since 1885 has been connected with

the ethnological department of the United States

National Museum, becoming in 1895^ assistant

curator. He has published several important
professional monographs.

Hough, Warwick, American jurist: b. Lon-
doun County, Va., 26 Jan. 1836. He was gradu-

ated from the University of Missouri in 1854,

subsequently studied law and was admitted to

the bar in 1859. In January 1861 he was ap-

pointed adjutant-general of Missouri, as such

issuing the general order under which the State

military organizations went into camp on 3 May.
He was for a short time secretary of state in

Missouri, resigning in 1863 to enter the Con-
federate service, and serving on the staffs of

General Polk and other Confederate com-
manders. For a few years after the war he

practised law in Memphis, Tenn., but afterward

returned to Missouri, establishing himself in

Kansas City. He was a judge of the Missouri

supreme court 1874-84. for two years of that

period serving as chief justice of the State. In

1884 he removed to St. Louis, where he has

continued in the active practice of his profes-

sion.
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Houghton, ho'ton, Henry Oscar, American
publisher: b. Sutton, Vt., 30 April 1823; d.

Xorth Andover, Mass., 25 Aug. 1895. He was
apprenticed to a printer in BurHngton, Vt., and
later entered the University of Vermont, where
he was graduated in 1846. Going soon after to

Boston he became a member of the printing

firm of Bolles & Houghton at Cambridge in

1849. and founded later the "Riverside Press.'

In 1864 he entered the book publishing firm of

Hurd & Houghton, now the widely known
house of Houghton, MiflBin & Co.

Houghton, how'ton, Richard Monckton
Milnes, B.\Rox, English poet: b. Fryston
Hall, near Pontefract. Yorkshire, 19 June 1809;
d. \'ichy, France, 11 Aug. 1885. He was edu-
cated at Oxford and was long prominent in Par-
liament as a moderate Conservative. He was
raised to the peerage in 1863. He was the

author of several volumes of verse and prose,

including a 'Life of Keats' U848).

Houghton, ho'ton, Mich., a village and the

countj'-seat of Houghton Count}', 94 miles

northeast of Marquette : on the south bank of

Portage Lake, and on the Copper Range. Min-
eral Range, and Duluth, S. S. & A. R.R.'s.

Portage Lake is connected with Lake Superior

at the south by the Portage River and at the

north by a ship-canal by means of which steam-
ers avoid the tletour around Keweenaw Point.

Industries, etc.— Houghton is the centre of

t^e rich mineral district in the peninsula of

Keweenaw, the total output of which was in

1901 nearly 150,000,000 pounds. The larger

part of the copper export of the region is

shipped from this port. There is also consid-

erable lumbering, manufacture, and commerce,
and the shipping interests are important. The
various industries have about 1.000 employees.

Public Institutions, Buildings, etc.— It is the

seat of the Michigan College of Mines, which
was founded in l8i85 and occupies a fine struc-

ture. There are Episcopal, Methodist Episcopal,

Catholic, and Presbyterian churches. Mention
should al.'io be made of the county court-house.

The two banks have a combined capital of $250.-

000 and deposits of about $3,000,000.

History and Government.— Houghton was
first settled in 1851. Its government is by a

president and a council of six members elected

biennially, three in each year. Pop. (1903)

4.0O0- Horace J. Stevexs.

Editor of the 'Copfer Handbook.''

Houlton, hol'ton, Maine, town, county-

seat of Aroostook County, in the eastern part

of the State : on the Canadian P. and the Bangor

& A. R.R.'s ; about 145 miles northwest of East-

port. It is the trade centre for a large lum-

bering region, and in the near vicinity there is

quite an acreage of good agricultural lands.

The chief manufactures are flour, butter, starch,

foundry and machine-shop products, lumber,

woolen goods, and furniture. It has a large

slaughter-house and planing- and molding-

mills. It is the seat of Ricker Classical Insti-

tute, a Baptist school. It has a town public

library. Pop. (1900) 4.686.

Houma, hoo'ma. La., town, parish-seat of

Terrebonne Parish : on the Bayou Terrebonne,

and the Southern Pacific R.R. ; about 72 miles

southwest of New Orleans. It is situated in an
agricultural region where tlie principal crops
are rice, sugar-cane, and grain. The canning
of oysters is one of the important industries

:

it has a large moss-factory and lumber yards.

From 1890 to 1900 the increase in population
was over 100 per cent. Pop. 4,686.

Hound, a dog that hunts by scent, a defi-

nition which excludes the greyhound (q.v.). It

is difficult to determine from what stock the

English hound has originally sprung, but the

old "Southern hound" or talbot was most prob-
ably the source of the various hounds now
known, among which the bloodhound, foxhound,
beagle, harrier, dachshund, turnspit, otterhound
and boarhound (now known as Great Dane)
are the principal varieties. The mastiff (.q.v.)

ought also to be included in this group. See
Dog.

Hour-glass, a species of chronometer or
instrument for measuring time. It consists usu-
ally of two hollow bulbs placed one above the

other, and having a narrow neck of communica-
tion. Dry sand is introduced in quantity suffi-

cient nearly to fill one of the bulbs and fine

enough to pass freely through the orifice of the

connecting neck. The quantity of sand is ad-
justed to the time which the glass has been con-
structed to indicate. In the case of an hour-
glass the sand in the upper bulb takes an hour
to pass into the lower bulb ; and so on for any
other definite division of time. This instrument
is always subject to slight error in its indica-

tions of time, owing to the expansion and con-
traction of the glass by changes of temperature,
and by the variations of drj-ness in the sand.

The hour-glass was commonly used in churches
during the l6th and 17th centuries to regulate

the length of the sermon, and in some places it

continued in use down to the beginning of the

19th century.

Houris, hoo'- or how'riz, the "black-eyed"
nymphs of Paradise, whose company, according
to the Koran, is to be one of the rewards of

the faithful. They are described as most beauti-

ful virgins endowed with perpetual youth. They
dwell in beautiful gardens, by flowing streams,

and the very meanest of the faithful will have
at least 72 of them.

Housatonic, hoo-sa-tonlk. a river which
has its rise in the Berkshire Hills, in the west-

ern part of Massachusetts, and flows south,

through Connecticut, into Long Island Soiind.

Its course of about 155 miles is through a hilly,

mountainous country, noted for its scenic beauty.

House, a place of abode of a family or in-

dividual. The common expression, "a man's
house is his castle." is in most instances true.

Except in criminal cases a man can hold his

house against all comers. No sheriff can break
open his door to arrest him, or seize his goods
for debt, except by a writ, affidavit, or search-

warrant. But the house is no protection where
there has been a criminal offence. Breaking

into a house with the intent to rob is burglary,

and to set fire to a house constitutes arson. A
man may defend his house against trespassers

and thieves attempting forcible entrance, even

to the killing of the intruder, if it can be shown
that he has used no greater force than was ab-

solutely necessary.
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House-boat, a combination of boat and
iiousf, used largely as pleasure craft on rivers,

canals, and lakes, in Great Britain and the

United Slates. The houseboat had its origin in

England about i860. Its growth there has been
comparatively slow. It was transplanted to this

country late in the igth century, and at first

found favor with only a select few- ; but as soon
ns its advantages became manifest it began to

ilcvclop rapidly, and advanced to a most remark-
able state of perfection. A "house-boat" is not

a boat with two, three or four decks and a
number of staterooms, but a commodious, com-
fortable craft arranged for the accommodation of

a family party, a company of bachelors or any
suggestible combination of people. It might be
likened to a suite of apartments afloat.

The house-boat in England has been par-

ticularly a Thames attraction and is seen to the

best advantage at Henley. In 1903 there were
several hundred of these floating houses on the
water of the Thames. The price of a
house-boat ranges from $300 to $25,000. But
a comfortable craft, containing saloon, kitchen

and four bed-rooms, may be purchased for

$2,000. The Thames season lasts from June to

September, and is at its height in July and
August. A large house-boat may be hired for

the season, including Henley, for $1,000.

In the United States the house-boat is seen

most frequently during the summer months on
the Hudson River, the St. Lawrence River, and
Long Island Sound. The American vessels are
even larger than the English boats and more
expensive. They are constructed on approved
plans, and contain every possible comfort and
convenience that may be found in the best

equipped dwelling or suite of apartments ashore.

There are spacious sleeping rooms, larger than
the staterooms on ocean steamers, a cosy sitting-

room, a parlor, a library, a reception room, all

the necessary storerooms, a lavatory, a cook's

galley and, in fact, everj-thing that a well-ordered
household might demand. The properly con-
structed houreboat has a promenade deck and a
high rail encloses it so that children may play

about the deck with the utmost freedom and
safety. The more pretentious are lighted with
gas supplied from a naphtha gas-making ma-
chine, or electric light, with the energy supplied
by storage batteries.

Th.; great charm of the house-boat is the

power that its occupants possess to move it

from one place to another. On dry land when
a man or a family does not fancy a place he
or they move away and leave the house behind.

On the house-boat they take their house along
with them, and they can go wherever navigable

water exists. The boat can be anchored in mid-
stream or moored to a pier. No persons can
interfere with the privacy of those on board.

It is their own floating castle. When they are
tired of one place they can go to another, and
they have the advantage over their land-living

friends that they not only take their house along,

but all their belongings, and without the aid of
the baggage master.

A typical American house-boat is the Idler,

owned by a New York gentleman and used about
Alexandria Bay, in the St. Lawrence River.
The cabin has a dozen or more windows of
goodly size ; there is a saloon and opening from
it a dining-room. The kitchen, store-rooms and

quarters for a servant or two are "aft." The
promenade deck has hammocks, steamer chairs,

camp stools, rugs, tables, books, work baskets,

and flowers ; here the family live, move, and
have their being for three quarters cf the time
spent on the boat. Among the w;.il known
house-boats on the St. Lawrence, ar- the Nydia,
Mavis, River God, Bohemia, Amaiyllis, Mer-
rivale, and Summerholme.

On the ^lississippi River, Ohio River and
other large streams in the Western States the
house-boat is utilized for business as well as
for pleasure, and floating grocery stores, photo-
graph galleries, and drj' goods and notion shops
are not uncommon. There is on the Mississippi

at least one floating theatre built on the house-
boat plan, and hundreds of small families have
adopted a rudely constructed inexpensive type of
boat for permanent residences.

House-Boat on the Styx, A, a humorous
book by John Kendrick Bangs (q.v.) published
in 1895. It purports to be an account of the
doings and conversations of a company of lit-

erary ghosts assembled in a house-boat man-
aged by Charon. Among the ghostly person-
ages represented are Shakespeare, Raleigh, Dr.
Johnson, and many more of various degrees of
renown.

House-cricket. See Grvllid.e.

House-finch, A familiar garden finch (Car-
podaciis frontalis) of California, grayish, with
the head, neck and breast scarlet-carmine. It

represents a group of beautiful and interesting

Pacific Coast and Mexican finches also known
as linnets and burions.

House-fly. See Flies.

House Industry, a modern system of labor
in which the workmen carry to their homes
raw materials and other goods to be manufac-
tured within their own houses. In New York
and other large cities this form of labor par-

ticularly applies to the Polish Jews, w'ho are em-
ployed to the number of many thousands by the

manufacturers of coats, cloaks, and other w-ear-

ing apparel. The abuses of house industry have
become notorious under the name of the sweat-

shop system, which will be found described

more in detail in the article F.^ctories and F.\c-

TORY Inspection.

House of Lords. See P.\rli.\ment.

House of Representatives, the branch of

most State legislatures, and of Congress, which
has the more numerous members, elected from
smaller districts, and in some cases for shorter

terms. It is very commonly termed the "lower
house" or "popular branch," implying a misun-
derstanding at once of its origin and functions.

The House, for instance, is commonly supposed
to be related to the Senate as the British House
of Commons is to the House of Lords, and to

have been modeled on that relation ; the former
is wholly untrue and the latter largely so. The
House of Commons represents popular constitu-

encies, the House of Lords represents only

itself: the former is the less dignified theoretic-

ally, in practice it has not only more power but

all the power: the individual members of the

former have mostly less power than those of the

latter, but as a body they are incomparably more
powerful. None of these thing,s is true about

the House and Senate of Congress. Both rep-
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resent constituencies and the public equally,

both are not only theoretically but practically

equal— the Senate's power of confirming ap-

pointments and treaties being fully balanced bj-

the House's power of impeachment, of originat-

ing revenue bills, and electing a President if the

electors fail of a choice. Nor are the members
of either as indi\'iduals presumptively superior

in power to those of the other. The actual su-

periority of the Senate is due to the longer terms,

which give the older members a parUamentary
experience before which the mass of raw mem-
bers of the House bow; to the seats being the

subject of eager competition among the ablest

politicians, so that the average public position

is higher; and to the lesser membership and
smaller number of new bills, which enable it to

preserve more independence of the chairman's
tyrann3" than tlie House, Still, a certain

glamour always surrounds the latter as the
•popular branch" ; partly due to the fact that,

owing to its great number and short terms, pop-
ular movements are more quickly transformed
into legislative action than in the Senate. In
this respect alone the idea is correct : a partj'

intrenched in the Senate has often boasted that

no matter what the majority of the people wished
it could not be dislodged for at least eight years,

or the time of two presidential elections, in
which anrthing might happen.

In its formation, the model in the State
legislatures was simply to follow the old colonial

form of council and assembly, itself not copied
from Parliament but an independent develop-
ment; and in Congress the model was partly

those legislatures and doubtless partly Parlia-

ment— the political theorj- of "checks and bal-

ances® being more potent, however, in defining

the distribution of powers than in creating the
forms of the houses. The actual form of Con-
gress was a compromise, without which the

Union could not have been formed. The large

States were averse to being outweighed by the
small, and wished for a two-chambered body,

with representation in each proportionate to

population; the small ones were determined on
a single-chambered one, with each State having
one vote. The present arrangement was the sug-
gestion of the Connecticut members; a final

item of the compromise was that the senators

should vote individually and not by States, so

that a State should only have its power on con-
dition of keeping its members in place. For the

general functions of the House, and its rela-

tions present and prospective to the Senate, see

Congress.
The members of the House, according to the

Constitution, must be 25 years of age, seven
years citizens of the United States, and resi-

dents of the States which send them ; by act of

25 June 184:2 they must be chosen from dis-

tricts formed of contiguous territor>- (but see

Ger»vm.\xder for the observance of this). This
put an end to electing on general ticket, but
there is no provision that the representatives

shall be residents of their districts, and the peo-
ple have a perfect right to choose them in the

British fashion, from any part of the State.

'WrTiat prevents this is not law, but the intense

local particularism which, even in State sena-
torial districts made up of several towns, in-

sists on passing the office around among the
towns ; at bottom, the American conviction that

public office demands no training. The number
of members is fixed by Congress after each new
census.

.\ quorum of members is a majority of those
actually chosen. The House organizes by having
the clerk of the last House call the new mem-
bers to order, and if a quorum is present he
calls the roll for a vote on choice of Speaker.
The members choose their seats in turn as their

nmnbers are drawn by lot The principal officers

are the Speaker, clerk, sergeant-at-arms, door-
keeper, postmaster, and chaplain. (For the
Speakers powers, see Congress.) The ser-

geant-at-arms is the constable. The symbol of
his authority is the mace, made on the pattern

ordered bj' the House 14 .\pril 1789; a Roman
device, ebony fasces, of which each rod ends in

a spear-head, bound at the ends and in the mid-
dle with silver bands, and on the end a globe
surmounted by an eagle with outspread wings.
The House is governed by Jefferson's Manual
of Parliamentary Practice, plus its standing
rules and orders and the joint rules of the two
houses.

House of the Seven Gables, The, a novel
by Nathaniel Hawthorne (.q.v.).

House Snake, or Milk Snake, a variety of

Lainprofciiis doiiaius, the corn-snake (q.v.) of
the South, found abundantly in most parts of

the northern half of the United States westward
to the Rock> Mountains. The dorsal scales are
not at all keeled and the ventral plates often ex-
ceed 200 in number; the ground-color is gray
with three series of rounded black-bordered
brown blotches, and the belly checkered with
black and white ; a length of 4 feet is sometimes
attained. This is a handsome and mild-tem-
pered colubroid snake, ver>- abundant in farming
districts, where it frequently enters houses, but
probably in search of mice rather than for the

p.urpose of drinking milk, as is popularly be-

lieved. It is an expert climber, often ascending
porches and vines attached to the walls of
houses. As usual, the eggs are deposited in a

hole dug in a sandy field.

House Sparrow. From the circumstances
of the chief importations into this countrj- hav-

ing been from England this species, the Passer
domesticus of ornithologists, is almost ex-

clusively known in the United States as the Eng-
lish sparrow, although it is distributed quite as

plentifully throughout most parts of Europe.
The appearance and general habits of this famil-

iar and ubiquitous bird require no description.

The presence of the house-sparrow in America
is a most noteworthy instance of the folly of
disturbing the proper 'balance of Nature'" by
the thoughtless introduction into new regions of
vigorous species which are relieved from the

restraining influences of those checks that usu-
ally operate in their original habitats. The mo-
tives which led to its importation seem to have
been two-fold : the desire to combat the plague

of measuring-worms (geomclridtt), with which
the parks of many of the eastern cities were
affected, and the sentiment which moved many
of our foreign bom citizens to look with favor

upon the introduction of a familiar bird of the

fatherland. The importations began in 1850,

when the directors of the Brookl\-n Institute,

led by the Hon. Nicolas Pike, liberated 8 pairs

in that city, followed by larger numbers in 1852
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and 1853. The following year saw their intro-

duction into Portland, Mc. Within the next 15

years direct importations were made to the

eastern seaboard, the city of Philadelphia liber-

ating 500 pairs in 1869 in her parks, which were
carefully nurtured by a paid caretaker. During
the next decade small lots were set free in nearly

every State of the Union, including those on
the Pacific coast. Tlius, purposely distributed

by man, carried in grain cars on the railroads

and aided by its remarkable hardiness, fecundity,

boldness and adaptability, the house-sparrow has

in 50 years spread to practically all parts of this

country, except a few remote and isolated

regions, and to many parts of British America.
It keeps close to the abodes of man and has be-

come extraordinarily abundant in many large

cities and towns, where it acts as a scavenger
and befouls the buildings with its droppings and
slovenly nests. Because of its presence and pug-
nacity many smaller native birds have withdrawn
from the parks and open spaces, and it has in

many other ways become a nuisance, though
it does not altogether lack virtues. In

its relation to agriculture little that is favorable

can be said of the English sparrow. About
three fourths of its food consists of grain, much
•of which is obtained by raids on the fields and
store houses; serious injury is also done by
its attacks on flower and leaf buds and on all

kinds of fruits. On the credit side may be men-
tioned the relatively small quantity of insects

and the considerable quantity of weed seeds de-
voured. Consult, Gentry, *The House-Sparrow
at Home and Abroad" (1878) ; Barrows, 'The
English Sparrow in North America* (1889).

Housing Problem. See Tenement House,
Reform.

Hous'man, Laurence, English author and
illustrator: b. London 14 July 1867. He has
illustrated 'The Goblin Market' ; <Weird Tales' ;

•The Were Wolf ; 'Jump to Glory Jane' ; and
other books, his work being mostly engraved on
wood by his sister Clemcnce. He is the author
of 'The Writings of William Blake' (1858);
'A Farm in Fairyland' (1894) ; 'The House of

Joy' (1895); 'Green Arras' (1896); 'All Fel-

lows' (1896) ; 'Gods and Their Makers'
(1897): 'The Field of Clover' (1898); 'The
Little Land' (1899); 'Rue' (1899); 'The Seven
Young Goslings' (1899) ; 'Bethlehem' (1902),
and 'Love Letters of an Englishwoman' (1901),
which appeared anonymously and was attributed

to various writers of the day.

Houssa, how'sii, or Haussa, Central Sou-
dan, a former important negro kingdom, north
of the junction of the Benue and Niger rivers.

After internecine divisions it was succeeded by
a Mohammedan Fulah empire in 1802, and is

now incorporated in Nigeria. The name is per-

I etuated by a negritic race and language dis-

tributed far beyond the ancient Hou.ssa
boundaries. The race is distinguished as able
traders and craftsmen, and the language, for
iL; euphony, simplicity and literary adaptability.

Houssaye, Henri, 6n-re 00-sa, French his-

torian : b. Paris 24 Feb. 1848. He was educated
at the Lycee Napoleon, fought with distinction
in the Franco-German war, became an editor of
the 'Revue des Deu.x Mondes' and the 'Journal
des Debats.' and was chosen president of the
Societe des Gens de Lettres. In 1864 he obtained

election to the French Academy, which in 1873
awarded the Thiers prize to his 'Histoire d'Alci-

biade.' He published in three parts—'1814,'

and '1815' (2 vols.)— a study of Napoleon's
downfall, which enjoyed wide sale in France,
and is considered one of the best extant works
on the subject.

Houston, hus'ton, Sam, American soldier

and statesman : b. Lexington, Va., 2 March
1793; d. Huntsville, Tex., 25 July 1863. Leaving
home when a boy he crossed the Tennessee River

and took up his abode with the Indians, by whom
he was kindly received, and with whom he lived

after their own fashion for several years.

Oolooteka, one of their chiefs, adopted him as

his son. In 181 1 he returned to his family, and
to maintain himself opened a school. In 1813

he enlisted as a common soldier in the United

States army, was promoted ensign, and fought

under Gen. Jackson against the Indians at the

battle of Tallapoosa, in March 1814. In Novem-
ber 1817 he was appointed a subordinate Indian

agent to carry out the treaty with the Cherokees
just ratified. In the following winter he con-

ducted a delegation of Indians to Washington.
On arriving he found that complaints had been

made against him to the government on account

of the zeal with which he had exerted himself

to prevent the unlawful importation of African

negroes through Florida, then a Spanish prov-

ince, into the southern States.
_
He was ac-

quitted of all blame, but conceiving himself to

be ill treated he resigned his commission in the

army, and returning to Tennessee settled in

Nashville and began the study of law. In 1819

he was elected district attorney, and in 1821 was
chosen major-general of militia. Two years

later he was elected to Congress ; re-elected in

1825, and in 1827 was chosen governor of Ten-
nessee.

In 1829, for reasons unknown, he resigned

his office, separated from his family, and de-

serting civilization, went to Arkansas, where his

former Indian friends, the Cherokees, had re-

moved. He was kindly received and for years

remained with the Indians. In 1832 he went to

Texas and at the outbreak of the Mexican war
was elected commander-in-chief of the Texan
army.

After the massacre of the Alamo, the Mexi-
can President-general Santa Anna was de-

feated by Houston at the battle of San Jacinto,

21 April 1836. Santa Anna was captured by the

Texans and the independence of Texas was
achieved. On 23 July a general election for

president, vice-president, and members of Con-
gress of the republic of Texas was ordered to

take place on the first Monday of the following

September. Houston was solicited to be a can-

didate, but declined ; but as the day of election

approached the popular feeling in his favor be-

came so manifest that he had no alternative but

to accept. He was elected by a large majority

and was inaugurated 22 Oct. 1836. One of his

first acts was to liberate Santa Anna, who had
been kept in captivity, and to send him to Wash-
ington to confer with the president of the United

States. He next opened negotiations with the

United States government for the annexation of

Texas to the Union, hut the measure encountered

such strong opposition in the United States that

it did not succeed till several years later.

Texas became one of the United States in
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1845, and Houston and Rusk were the first sen-

ators sent to Washington. Houston was re-

elected at the end of his term in 1853, and re-

mained in the Senate till March 1859. As a
senator he was opposed to the Kansas and Ne-
braska bill, against which he made one of his

most elaborate speeches, in which he declared

that the repeal of the Missouri Compromise was
a flagrant breach of faith, which would involve

the country in interminable agitation and difli-

cult}-. He was prominently mentioned in 185433
a presidential candidate of the "Know-Nothing*
party. He was elected governor of Texas I Aug.
1859, but was deposed for adherence to the Union
in'i86i. See Williams, *Sam Houston and the

War of Independence in Texas' (,1893).

Houston, Texas, city and coimty-seat of

Harris Count}-, at the junction of \Miite Oak
and Buffalo bayous; the highest inland point in

the State permanently accessible by water from
the Gulf of Mexico. Buffalo Bayou, which fur-

nishes an outlet to the sea, 50 miles distant, has
been navigated from the earliest days of the

cit>-'s history, and is being widened and deep-

ened by the Federal government at a cost of

$4,000,000 so as to admit of the passage of the

largest ocean-going craft.

Houston was settled shortly after the battle

of San Jacinto, which was fought on 21 .-^pril

1836, within a few miles of its location. The city

was named after Gen. Sam Houston (q.v.).

It was made the seat of government for the Re-
public of Texas, and so remained until 1840.

Gofemment.— Houston was first incorpo-

rated under an act of the Texas Congress passed

29 Dec. 1837. It now has a charter granted by
special act of the legislature in 1903. Under
the charter a mayor is its chief executive officer,

and 12 aldermen (Vxo for each of the sis wards
into which the city is divided) constitute the

legislative division of its government. The
mayor and the aldermen are elected for two
years as are also the citj- treasurer, the city

tax assessor and collector, the citj- attorney, the

city health officer, the street commissioner, the

chief of police and the judge of the corporation
court, which has jurisdiction of police cases.

The cost of Houston's city government, includ-

ing the amount appropriated out of the general

revenue fund for the public schools, ranges be-

tween S600.000 and $650,000 per annum. The
city owns a sewer sj-stem with 37' 2 miles of
conduits. The citj- has about 36 miles of paved
and otherwise improved streets. The citj- main-
tains a paid fire department at a cost on an
average of S60.000 per annum. The cost of
police protection averages about the same.

Public Buildings.— Houston's chief buildings
are the city-hall and market-house, the Central
fire station, the Binz office building, the Com-
mercial National Bank building, the Stowers
building, the Houston Post building, the High
School building, the Mason building, the Car-
negie Librarj- building, the First Presbyterian
Church house, the Christ Episcopal Church
house, the Waddell building, the Kiam building,

and a provided-for Federal building to cost

$500,000 and the Rice Institute building for the
erection and maintenance of which an endow-
ment of between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 has
been left TTie William M. Rice institute \va<

founded in the year 1892 by the late William
Marsh Rice, of New York. This institute

contemplates the establishment and maintenance
of an industrial or poljlechnic school for males
and females, designed to give instruction on the

application of science and art to the useful

occupations of life. It establishes and maintains

a free library and reading rooms, and galleries

of art.

Education.— The city has 20 public schools

(including a high school for whites and one for

negroes), and 26 private schools— and one Car-
negie library building. The citj-'s school affairs

are managed by a board of seven trustees ap-
pointed by the mayor with the approval of the

city council. The schools are maintained by di-

rect appropriation from the general revenue
fund and get from SSo.ooo to $1,000,000 from
that source annually. In addition they receive

each year from the State a per capita apportion-
ment of the State school fund which runs from
$4-50 to S5.00 for each pupil between the ages of

7 and 17.

There are 5 Baptist, 5 Catholic, 3 Christian,

2 Christian Science, 3 Episcopalian, 2 German
Methodist (North), 5 Methodist (South), i

Methodist (North), i Cumberland Presbjterian,

5 Presbyterian and 2 non-denominational
churches for whites, besides one Episcopalian
chapel and two missions, a Salvation Army bar-

rack and a Spiritualist association. The negroes
have 29 churches of all denominations. The
city's eleemosjTiary institutions consist of the
Bayland Orphans' Home, the De Pelchin Faith
Home, the Florence Crittenton Rescue Home,
the Sheltering .\rms Home of Christ's Episco-
palian Church and an Infants' Home for
foundlings. The city has one public park and
zoological garden \-alued at $8o.ooa

The citj- has six national banks with a com-
bined capital stock of $1450,000: an average
surplus of $900,000 and average undirided profits

of $500,000. Their deposits range around
$11,000,000 in amount and their loans around
$7,000,000. In addition there are three private

banks with combined resources of $3.ooaooo.

Bank clearings in excess of $600,000,000 are an-
nually effected through the citj-'s clearing house.

Trade and Commerce.— In point of trade and
commerce Houston distributes more groceries,

hardware and machinery than any other city in

the State. It is the most important spot cotton
market in the world, barring Liverpool, 1,927,607

bales, or a little less than 19 per cent of the entire

crop of the United States, constituting the vol-

ume of its transactions in the staple for the
year 1903, said transactions involving an ap-
proximate outlay of $86,742,315. Houston is

also the principal lumber market of the South-
west. In sugar Houston is second to New
Orleans only, while in rice, a comparatively
new industrj- in Texas, it ranks as one of the

four principal markets west of the Mississippi.

More produce, fruit and feed stuff is con-
sumed and distributed in Houston than in any
other city in the Southwest.

Transportation.— Houston's pre-eminence as
a commercial centre is due to its supply of

transportation facilities. In 1856 these con-

sisted, aside from a navigable outlet to the sea,

of 56 miles of railroad. In 1861 its rail lines

extended a distance of 357 miles, there being but

462 miles of railroad in the entire State at that

time. .\nd this ratio has been prett>- well

preserved until 1903 when 6,500 miles of rail-
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road, or more than one lialf the State's mileage

were operated by 14 lines for which Houston is

an initial point and which during that year

moved 16,000,000 tons of freight, or about three

fifths of the tonnage which went toward making
up the total of the State's railroad business.

These 14 lines with their immediate system con-

nections give Houston 30,000 miles of direct

rail facilities. In addition to this Houston en-

joys direct rail and barge connection with a

second steamship line to New York which has

tri-weekly sailings from Galveston. By reason of

its location at the head of ocean navigation

on Buffalo Bayou, Houston enjoys water rates

on freight from defined territories as well as

from the Atlantic seaboard and finds itself in a
most advantageous position for the distribution

of merchandise of all classes. Freight to the

value of $25,000,000 is annually exported and
imported on barges and other craft navigating

Buffalo Bayou and plying between Houston and
Galveston.

Manufactures.— Houston has 507 industrial

plants in operation in the city, an increase of

141 per cent during the last decade. There are

$8,000,000 invested in manufacturing enterprises

with products to the value of $12,000,000 in 1903.

Manufacturing has been stimulated to a great

extent by the discoveries of petroleum and the

development of the rice industry. The rapid

growth of the sawmill and lumber products
business— the most important in the State— 85
per cent of which is carried on within easy
reach of Houston and in a section for which
the city is the natural market has also con-
tributed to the same end. Chief among Hous-
ton's manufacturing concerns are the cotton oil

refineries of which there are five. These repre-

sent an investment of $1,250,000 and annually,

on an average, convert 144.000 tons of cotton

seed into products bringing $3,168,000 in the

markets of the world, in the aggregate. Here
are also the general car shops of the Atlantic

division of the Southern Pacific and allied lines

and the division car shops of three other rail-

road companies. The city has 35 miles of elec-

tric street car lines.

Population.— (1890) 27,557; (1900) 44,663;

(1903) 65,000. R. M. Johnston,
Houston Daily Post.

Hovey, Alvin Peterson, American soldier:

b. Mount Vernon, Ind., 1821 ; d. Indianapolis 23
Nov. 1891. He studied law, and w^as admitted
to the bar in 1843 ; was appointed successively
circuit judge, judge of the supreme court, and
United States district attorney. He was a
major of Indiana volunteers, and afterward
major-general during the Civil War. In 1866
he was made minister to Peru ; was elected to

Congress in 1886, and became governor of In-

diana in 1888.

Hovey, Charles Mason, American horti-

culturist : '/. Cambridge, Mass., 26 Oct. 1810 ; d.

Boston 2 Sept. 1887. He was the first to in-

troduce a pistillate strawberry, known as "The
Hovey," a variety that marks the beginning of
strawberry culture in the United States. He
edited the 'Magazine of Horticulture' for many
years, and was the author of * Fruits of Amer-
ica> (1880).

Hovey, Richard, American poet: b. Nor-
mal, 111., 4 May 1864; d. New York 24 March

1900. He was graduated at Dartmouth 1885,

went abroad and led a bohemian life, being in

turn actor, journalist, dramatist and poet, and
finally lecturer on English literature in Bar-
nard College, New York. His verse was of the
idealistic school and marked with the influence

of Ibsen and Maeterlinck. His works are:
'Launcelot and Guenevere' (1880); 'Taliesin:

a Masque* (1900); 'Seaward: an Elegy*

(1893); 'The Laurel' (1897); 'Along the

Trail' (i8g8) ; and with Bliss Carman (q.v.)

wrote 'Songs from Vagabondia' (1893) ; and
'More Songs from Vagabondia' (1896).

Howard, Blanche Willis. See Teuffel,
Blanche Wiij.is How.nrd, Baroness Von.

Howard, Bronson, American playwright:
b. Detroit, Mich., 7 Oct. 1842. Preparing for

college he turned to journalism instead of enter-

ing Yale, and from 1867 to 1872, was employed
on the New York Tribune, Evening Mail and
other newspapers. In 1864 he had written a
dramatic piece called 'Fantine.' which was
produced in Detroit, but his first important play

was 'Saratoga,' produced by Augustin Daly in

1870, and the first of a long list of successes,

which gave him a foremost position among
American playwrights. Among his plays are

:

'The Banker's Daughter' (1878): 'Young Mrs.
Winthrop' (1882); 'The Henrietta' and 'Met
by Chance' (1887); 'Shenandoah' (1889);
'Aristocracy' (1892); 'Peter Stuyvesant' (with

Brander Matthews) ; etc.

Howard, Catharine, fifth queen of Henry
VIII.: b. about 1520; d. 13 Feb. 1542, She was
a granddaughter of the second duke of Norfolk.

Howard, Guy, American soldier: b. Au-
gusta, Maine, 16 Dec. 1855; d. 21 Oct. 1899. He
was a son of Gen. O. O. Howard (q.v.) and
entered the United States army in 1876 as a
second lieutenant. He was promoted chief quar-

ter-master, with rank of lieutenant-colonel il

Aug. 1898; was assigned to duty in Manila un-

der Gen. Lawton: and had charge of the trans-

portation for Lawton's advance movement.
While on the gunboat Oceania he was attacked

by Filipino insurgents, and fatally shot.

Howard, John, English philanthropist: b.

probably Hackney 2 Sept. 1726; d. Kherson,

Russia, 20 Jan. 1790. In 1773 he was ap-

pointed high sheriff of Bedfordshire, when the

subject of prison discipline came under his

notice ; and finding many abuses in the man-
agement of jails, he resolved to devote his

time to investigation of the means of correct-

ing them. With this view he visited most 01

the English county jails and houses of correc-

tion, and in March 1774 laid the result of his

inquiries before the House of Commons. In 1781

and 1782 he made a tour through the northern

parts of Europe, including Denmark, Sweden,

Russia, and Poland. In 1783 he visited Spain

and Portugal, and again surveyed the pri.sons of

his own coimtry. .At the same time was pub-

lished a complete edition of his 'State of the

Prisons,' with all the supplementary matter.

A new subject now engaged his attention,

namely, the management of lazarettos, and the

means of preventing the communication of the

plague and other contagious diseases. In 1789

he published 'Account of the Principal Laza-

rettos in Europe.' In 1789 he proceeded through
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Germanj' to St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Prisons and hospitals were everjwhere thrown
open for his inspection as a friendly monitor and
public benefactor. Consult : Howard's ' Cor-
respondence' (1855) : 2nd 'Lives' by Dixon
(1849): Stoughton (,1853)-

Howard, John Eager, American soldier:

b. Baltimore County, Md., 4 June 1752; d. 12

Oct. 1827. He joined the army under Washing-
ton at Middlebrook, X. J., in the spring of

1777, and subsequently fought at Germantown
and Monmouth. In 1780 he joined the army
under Greene, and in the battle of Cowpens
(1781) he displayed great gallantr\-, and the

bayonet charge of the Maryland troops under
his command, whereby the enemy were thrown
into confusion, turned the fortune of the day
and secured victory to the Americans. For his

services in this battle he received from Con-
gress a silver medal. In 1788 was elected gov-

ernor of Marv'land, a position which he filled for

three years. From 1796 to 1803 he represented

Maryland in the United States Senate. He was
a candidate for the Vice-Presidency in 1816.

Howard, Oliver Otis, American general:

b. Leeds, >iaine, 8 Xov. 1830. He was grad-

uated from Bowdoin in 1850, and from West
Point in 1854. He was then assigned to the

ordnance department of the regular army, served

in Florida against the Seminoles, and was pro-

fessor of mathematics at West Point 1857-61.

At the outbreak of the Civil War he entered the

volunteer service as colonel of the 3d Maine
regiment He was in over 20 important battles

;

in 1861 he was at the battle of Bull Run, and was
afterward made brigadier-general of volunteers

;

in 1862 he served in the Virginia campaign, and
at the battle of Fair Oaks lost his right arm.
He commanded at the battles of Antietam and
Fredricksburg : in 1863 was appointed to the

command of the nth Army Corps and led them
at the battles of Chancellorsville and Gettys-

burg. When the nth Corps was united with
the I2th he was given command of the 4th

Corps of the Army of the Cumberland, but was
shortly afterward transferred to the command
of the Army of the Tennessee, which was the

right wing of Sherman's army on his "march to

the sea." In 1864 he was appointed brigadier-

general in the regular army, and in 1865 made
commissioner of the Freedmen's Bureau, which
he conducted very efficiently : 1869-73 he was
president of Howard L'niversity (q.v.>. estab-

lished in Washington for the higher education

of the negro. In 1874 he was placed in com-
mand of the Department of the Columbia, and
there conducted four campaigns against the
Indians, including that against the Nez Perces
tribe. In 1881 he was superintendent at West
Point, and subsequently in command of the

Departments of the Platte and of California;

in 1886 he was promoted to the rank of major-
general, and assigned to the Department of the

East, where he remained until his retirement in

1894. In 1895 he founded the Lincoln Memorial
University, Cumberland Gap, Tenn. He has
written: 'Donald's School Days' (1879) : 'Chief

Joseph, or the Nez Perces in Peace and War'
'^1881): 'General Zachan.- Taylor' (1802");

'Isabella of Castile' (1894) : 'Fighting for Hu-
manity' : and 'Henry in the War' Consult:
L. C. Holloway, 'Life of General Howard.'

Howard Memorial Library, established in

1889 in Xew Orleans. La., is one of the few-

complete reference libraries in the United States.

It was founded by Annie Turner Howard, whose
gift of site, building, and endowment amounted
to nearly §350,000. The plans for the build-
ing were made by Henry Hobson Richardson
(q.v.). In addition to the 45,000 volumes of
the best books on all subjects, it contains special

and nearly complete collections on the his-

tor}-, description, and literature of Louisiana and
the Gulf States. It has a dictionary card cata-
logue.

In the spacious and handsome reading-room
are many fine bronzes, including the Houdon
bust of Washington, from a life mask. This
bronze is on a pedestal which brings the face
to the correct height. This librarv- is of great
service to students of all the educational in-

stitutions of the Southern States, and also to

writers on special subjects pertaining to the
Gulf States.

WrLLi.\M Beer,
Librarian of Howard Memorial Library.

Howard University, a coeducational insti-

tution, situated in Washington, D. C, established

by the United States government in 1867. It

was named for Gen. O. O. Howard, who was
head of the Freedmen's Bureau, and had much to

do with the foundation of the school. The uni-

versity is supported by Congressional appropria-

tion, except the medical department, which is

maintained by tuition fees, and this is the only

department in which tuition is charged. The
departments are preparatory, collegiate, medical,

agricultural, dentistry, pharmacy, pedagog)', the-

ology, law, music, and agriculture. .\n indus-

trial department provides instruction in trades

for students in the preparatory and English
courses. The pupils in this department have
practice tmJer competent workmen, in printing,

carpentry, bookbinding, and tinsmithing. The
university is well known for its work in the

higher education of the negroes of the United
States. The school has property- valued at

about $1,000,000, and a general endowment fund
of ?i 75.000.

Howe, Andrew Jackson, .American eclectic

surgeon and author: b. Paxton, Mass.. 14 .April

1825: d. Cincinnati, Ohio, 16 Jan. 1892. Edu-

cated in Leicester Academy and Harvard Col-

lege, from which he graduated in 1853. .\ttended

medical lectures at Jefferson Medical College.

Philadelphia: College of Physicians and Sur-

.geons. and the Xew York Medical College of

Xew York city, and Worcester Medical Insti-

tute, graduating from the latter in 1855. He
was demonstrator of anatomy in his alma

mater in 1855-6: professor of surgerj- in Cin-

cinnati College of Eclectic Medicine and Sur-

gerj-. 1856-9: demonstrator and professor of

anatomy in Eclectic Medical Institute of Cin-

cinnati. 1859-61 : professor in same of surgery,

from i86i to 1892. He wrote '.\ Treatise on

Fractures and Dislocations' (1873) : 'Manual of

Eye Surgery' (1874) : '.Art and Science of

Surgery' (18761 : 'Operative Gyn3ecology'

( l8q<D") : 'Conversations on .Animal Life,' and
'Miscellaneous Papers.' published in 1894, after

bis death. He was president of the National

Eclectic Medical Association in 1882-3.
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Howe, Edgar Watson, American novelist

and editor: b. Treaty, Ind., 3 May 1854. At the

age of 12 lie entered a printing office, and when
only 19 was publisher of the 'Golden Globe' in

Golden, Col. Ten years later he became pro-

prietor and editor of the Atchison (Kan.)
Daily Globe. He has written : 'The Story of a

Country Town' (1883), which attracted con-
siderable attention: "The Mystery of the Locks*
(1883); <A Moonlight Boy> (1887); <A Man
Story* (1888) ; 'An Ante-Mortcm Statement'

;

'The Confession of John Whitlock' ; etc.

Howe, Elias, .Vmcrican inventor: b. Spen-
cer, Mass., g July 1819: d. Brooklyn, N. Y., 3
Oct. 1867. He lived with his father, who was
both fanner and miller, till 1836, working upon
the farm and in the mill and attending the dis-

trict school during the winters. He then learned

the trade of a machinist, and experimented in

inventing a sewing-machine. The model was
completed and the patent issued 10 Sept. 1846.

A patent was also taken out in England, but

from this the inventor realized nothing. After
constructing four machines in the United States,

he visited England in 1847, remaining two years.

He returned to Boston entirely destitute, and
resumed his trade for the support of his fam-
ily. From this period until 1854 he was involved
in expensive lawsuits, when the principal in-

fringers of his patents acknowledged his rights,

and arranged to manufacture sewing-machines
under licenses from hiiu. He served as a pri-

vate in the 17th Connecticut volunteers dur-
ing the Civil War. He was the recipient of
the Legion of Honor cross and many medals.

Howe, Henry, American publisher and
historian: b. New Haven, Conn., 16 Oct. 1816;

d. 1893. He entered the publishing business in

1839, and while conducting this business began
historical researches in New Jersey and New
York. He later inoved to Ohio, where he con-
tinued his historical studies, and published sub-
scription books. His writings include: 'Mem-
oir of Eminent Mechanics' (1839) ; 'The Great
West* (1851); 'Travels and Adventures of
Celebrated Travelers' (1853) ; 'Adventures and
Achievement of Americans' (1858); 'Our
Whole Country' (1861); 'Over the World*
(1883) ; and 'Historical Collections' of three
States, New Jersey, New York and Ohio.

Howe, John, English Puritan divine: b.

Loughborough, Leicestershire, 17 May 1630; d.

London 2 April 1705. He was frequently styled

*'Tlne Platonic Puritan" and is ranked as the

greatest of the Puritan clergymen. He was an
eloquent preacher and a powerful controversial-

ist, but fortunately free from animosity or the-

ological bitterness. Among his works, 'The
Living Ttmple* ; 'The Blessedness of the Right-
eous* ; and 'The Oracles of God' have been es-

pecially valued. See 'Life' by Rogers (1836).

Howe, John Ireland, American inventor:
h. Ridgefield, Conn., 20 July 1793; d. Birming-
ham, Conn., 10 Sept. 1876 ; was at first a phy-
sician, but in 1830 invented a pin-making ma-
chine. This he perfected later and it was the

means of revolutionizing the pin manufacture.

Howe, Joseph, Canadian statesman: b.

near Halifax. Nova Scotia, 13 Dec. 1804: d.

Halifax, i June 1873. He learned printing and
in 1827 became connected with the 'Acadian'

and in 1828 editor and proprietor of the 'Nova
Scotian.' He contributed several remarkable
articles to this paper, called "Western and East-
ern Rambles" and the papers "Legislative Re-
views." He was elected to the Provincial Par-
liament in 1836. He favored free common
schools, one Provincial University and complete,
responsible government and it was mainly due
to his efforts that Nova Scotia finally received
such government. He was a member of the
Executive Council in 1840 and Speaker of the
Assembly the same year. In 1846 he succeeded
in making himself a popular power in the prov-
ince and turned it over to the Liberals. Howe
opposed confederation in the old assembly and
even went to London to lay a petition before
the throne against "the assertion of Federal
supremacy," but lost his fight. He served as
secretary of state for the provinces in the Do-
minion cabinet and superintendent of Lidian
affairs (1869-72), and later was a member of
the Dominion Parliament for Hants County,
Nova Scotia. He returned to Halifax in 1873
as lieutenant-governor, but only lived a few
months to enjoy it.

Howe, Julia Ward, American author and
philanthropist : b. New York 27 May 1819. In

1843 she married S. G. Howe (q.v.) of Boston,
and immediately became active in philanthropical

work. With her husband she edited the 'Boston
Commonwealth,* one of the ablest anti-slavery

papers, to which she contributed leading articles,

essays, poems, letters, and witty comments. At
the same time she also wrote for the New York
Tribune, and the 'Anti-Slavery Standard.'
Since the Civil War she has been active as writer

and speaker in other social and philanthropic

work, particularly in the agitation for woman's
suffrage and for prison reform. She was one
of the founders of the New England Women's
Club, the first organization of its kind in Amer-
ica ; she was delegate to the World's Prison
Reform Congress in London (1872) ; and was
president of the women's branch of the New
Orleans Exposition (1884.). She has also

preached occasionally in Unitarian pulpits. She
has been president of the Boston Authors Club
from its foundation in 1899. Her writings in-

clude: 'Passion Flowers' (1854); 'Words for

the Hour* (1856); 'Later Lyrics* (1866); 'A
Trip to Cuba,' and 'From the Oak to the

Olive,* two books of travel; 'The World's
Own' (i8e;5), a drama; 'Sex and Education*

(1874); 'Modern Society* (1881) ; 'Is Polite

Society Polite?* ; 'Life of Margaret Fuller'

(1883); and 'RemirHscences* (1899). Her best

known poem is 'The Battle Hymn of the Re-
public' (in 'Later Lyrics'), written early in

the Civil War. while she was visiting the camps
around Washington. It was set to the music
of 'John Brown's Body,' and immediately be-

came popular with the soldiers.

Howe, Mark Antony de Wolfe, .\merican

editor and author: b. Bristol. R. I., 28 Aug. 1864.

He was educated at Lehigh and Harvard univer-

sities, and on leaving college entered the edi-

torial office of 'The Youth's Companion,* Boston.

In 1893-5 he was assistant editor of the '.Atlantic

Monthly,* and since 1899 has been correspond-

ing editor of 'The Youth's Companion.' He
has published: 'Shadows,' verse (1897);
'American Bookmen' (1898) ; 'The Memory of
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Lincoln* (edited) (1899) : 'Phillips Brooks'
(1899); 'Boston: the Place and the People'

(1903). He has edited the series of 'Beacon
Biographies' from 1899.

Howe, Richard, Eakl, English admiral: b.

London 8 March 1726; d. 5 Aug. 1799. At 14 he
shipped as a midshipman on board the Severn in

which he sailed with Anson for the Pacific, and
passed through the usual gradations of the serv-

ice under that admiral till 1745, when he ob-
tained the command of the Baltimore sloop-of-
war, in which he took part in the siege of Fort
William, during the last Jacobite rebellion. In
1756 he served in the Channel fleet; in 1758
reduced Qierbourg. In 1759 he defeated a
French squadron under De Conflans, and for two
years (1763-5) occupied a seat in the board of
admiralt}-. In 1776, as commander-in-chief in

North America, he acted against the American
forces and against D'Estaing, who commanded
a superior French fleet He sailed to the relief

of Gibraltar in 1782 and was successful in spite

of the combined fleets of France and Spain. On
the outbreak of war with France in 1793 he took
the command of the British fleet, and on i

June 1794, obtained a decisive victorj' off Ushant
for which he received the thanks of Parliament.
He was made admiral of the fleet in I/96. His
name is one of the highest among those of the

famous naval commanders of Great Britain. He
greatly improved the ser\-ice by the introduc-

tion of a new system of tactics.

Howe, Robert, American colonial soldier:

b. Brunswick Count>-. X. C, 1732; d. there 12

Nov. 1785. He was a member of the assembly
and of two provincial congresses, and took a
prominent part in the preparation for the Revo-
lution. At the outbreak of the war he was
given a command and aided in driving the Brit-

ish out of \'irginia : was promoted to the rank
of major-general and commanded in the South.

In lyji he was repulsed by the British and com-
pelled to evacuate Savannah: though then de-

prived of command he was afterward acquitted

by the court-martial by which he was tried for

the loss of the city. In 1780 he commanded at

Charleston ; in 1783 assisted \\'ashington in put-

ting down a mutiny ; and in 1785 was elected to

the North Carolina legislature, but died before
he took his seat.

Howe, Samuel Gridley, American philan-

thropist : b. Boston 10 Nov. 1801 ; d. there 9
Jan. 1876. He was graduated from Brown Uni-
versity in 1821, and from the Har\'ard Medical
School in 1824. Immediately after completing
his studies he joined the Greek army at the

time of the war for independence ; he created

an excellent surgical corps for the Greeks, and
was also distinguished as a brave commander in

battle ; at the declaration of peace he estab-

lished an industrial colony of Greeks on the

Isthmus of Corinth. He returned to the L'nited

States for a short time, but becoming interested

in the work for the blind, went back to Europe
in order to study the schools for the blind
there; while in Paris he was chairman of the
committee for the relief of the Poles in the time
of the Polish uprising; he went to Prussia to
distribute the funds collected, and was im-
prisoned by the Prussian authorities. In 1833
he returned to Boston, and founded the Perkins

Institution for the Blind, of which he became
superintendent ; in this position he did much
to improve the methods in the instruction of the
blind, and to found similar schools through-
out the United States. His greatest success
was in the training of Laura Bridgman. (See
Defectives, EDua\Tiox or.) He also assisted in

organizing the Massachusetts School for Idiots.

He was active in the anti-slavery cause; was
candidate of the Conscience Whig Party for

Congress, but was defeated; and was editor of
the anti-slavery paper, the 'Boston Common-
wealth,' assisted by his wife. Julia Ward Howe
(q.v.). At the close of the Civil War he joined
inthe work of the Freedmen's Bureau (q.v.). He
was always active in many lines of philanthropic

work, organized the Massachusetts State Board
of Charities and went to Greece in 1867 with
supplies for the Cretans. In 1870 he was one of
the commission appointed by President Grant to
^"isit Santo Domingo and report upon the ad-
visability- of its annexation. He wrote: 'His-
torical Sketches of the Greek Revolution'

(1828) : 'Reader for the Blind' (1839). Con-
sult: The 'Life,' by Julia Ward Howe, and
Sanborn, *S. G. Howe, the Philanthropist.'

Howe, Timothy Otis, American states-

man: b. Livermore. Maine. 24 Feb. 1816; d.

Kenosha, Wis., 25 March 1883. He received a
common school education, studied law, was ad-
mitted to the bar, and sat in the Maine legis-

lature in 1845. He removed in that year to Wis-
consin, entered politics, and in 1861 was chosen
United States Senator, serving till 1879. He
declined a Supreme Court judgeship on the
death of Salmon Chase, but in 1881 became post-

master-general in President Arthur's cabinet

Howe, Snt WiUiam, English general: b.

10 Aug. 1729; d. 12 July 1814. He was a
brother of Admiral Richard Howe (q.v.) and
was the successor of (jen. Gage in command of
the British forces in America. He had pre-

viously served under Wolfe at the battle of

Quebec. He commanded at the battle of Bunker
Hill (177s), in which he lost one third of his

men present in the action, and in .\ugust 1776,

gained the battle of Long Island and took New
York city. He won the battle of Brandywine in

September 1777, in consequence of which Phila-

delphia was occupied by his army. At his own
request he was recalled in 1778, and was suc-

ceeded by Sir Henrj- Clinton, who repulsed

Washington at Germantown in the October fol-

lowing. He succeeded to the Irish peerage as

viscount in 1799.

How'ell, Clark, American journalist and
politician : b. Barnwell County. S. C. 21 Sept
1863. He was graduated from the University

of Georgia in 1^3, entered journalism, became
managing editor in 1889 of the Atlanta Con-
stitution, and editor-in-chief 1807. He was a
member of the Georgia House of Representatives

189D-1 and has been a member of the Georgia
Senate from 1900.

Howell, Mich., -village, county-seat of Liv-
ingston County : on the Pere M. and the .\nn .\.

RR's ; about 50 miles northwest of Detroit. It

is located in a rich agricultural section of the

State. The chief manufactures are flour and
condensed milk; and it has a large sash, door.
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and blind factor)-, and a planing-mill. Pop.

(1900) 2,5i8.

Howells, Willicim Dean, American novel-
ist, poet and criuc : b. Martin's Ferry, Ohio, I

March 1S37. During his boyhood his father

owned and published daily papers in Hamilton
and Dayton, Ohio, successively, and he learned

the printer's trade and gradually the whole busi-

ness of conducting a newspaper. In 1851 he
was working in Columbus as a compositor; in

1856 he became Columbus correspondent of the

Cincinnati Ga:ctie ; and in 1859 was appointed
news editor of the Ohio State Journal. At this

time he published a small volume of poems, and
lalso some poems in the 'Atlantic Monthly.' In
i860, when Lincoln was nominated, Howells
wrote his life, and in 1861 was appointed United
States consul at Venice, where he remained till

1865. The impressions of his stay there were
embodied in 'Venetian Life' (1866), and 'Italian

Journeys* (1867). On his return to the United
States, he was for a time connected with the staff

of the New York Tribune, the Times, and the
'Nation.* In 1866 he became assistant editor of

the 'Atlantic Monthl)',* and editor-in-chief in

1872. In 1886-92 he conducted the critical de-

partment of 'Harper's Monthly' called "The
Editor's Study" ; and in 1892 was editor of the

'Cosmopolitan' for a short time.

His first novel 'Their Wedding Journey,'
was published in 1871 ; his other novels include:

'A Chance Acquaintance' (1874) ; 'A Foregone
Conclusion* (1875); 'The Lady of the Aroos-
took' (1879) ; 'The Undiscovered Country'
(1880); 'Doctor Breen's Practice* (1882); 'A
Modem Instance* (1882) ; 'A Woman's Reason'

U883); 'The Rise of Silas Lapham* (1885);
'Indian Summer' (1886) ; 'The Minister's

Charge' (1886); 'April Hopes' (1887); <A
Hazard of New Fortunes' (1889) ; 'The Shadow
of a Dream' (1890) ; 'An Imperative Dutj''

(1892); 'The Quality of Mercv' (1892); 'The
World of Chance' (1893); 'The Coast of Bo-
hemia' (1893) ; ^A Traveller from Altruria'

(1894) : 'The Landlord at Lion's Head' (1897) ;

'An Open-Eved Conspiracy' (1898); 'The
Storyof aPlay' (1898) ; 'Ragged Lady' (1899) ;

and 'Their Silver Wedding Journey* (1900).
Howells has also written farces and comedies,

including: 'The Sleeping-Car* (1883); 'The
Mouse-Trap' (1897) ; 'The Unexpected Guests'

(1898) ; and 'The Albany Depot' (1898); etc,

and the following volumes of verse: 'Poems of

Two Friends' (i860), with J. J. Piatt; 'No
Love Lost, a Romance of Travel' (i868) ; and
'Poems* (1873). His other works include:

'Tuscan Cities' (1885) ; 'Modern Italian Poets* :

"Essays and Versions* (1887) ; 'Criticism and
Fiction* (1891) ; and 'Impressions and Expe-
riences' (1896) ; 'Literarj- Friends and Ac-
quaintances' (1899) : and 'Heroines of Fiction.'

In American literature. Howells is the leader

of the realistic school ; his novels portray the

average, everj-day American life ; he has a true

and s^Tnpathetic understanding of the "common
people" of the United States, and types of the

American "self-made" man appear and reappear
in his stories. His latest phase, that in which
he seeks to understand and set forth the Ameri-
can social problems.— the meaning of socialism,

the relations of labor and capital, and. more
broadly, the mystery of poverty and of human

suffering,— is typified in a book like *A Hazard
of New Fortunes* ; and 'A Traveller from Al-

truria,* a picture of an ideal commonwealth.
The absence of idealism in Howells' writings

has been cited as their gravest defect ; but it is

by no means true that he entirely excludes the
ideal sides of life from treatment. His work is

marked by carefulness and thoughtfulness in

stj'le and construction, and by fidelity to a high
ideal of artistic excellence. His essays, like his

novels, have always that indefinable charm which
is the enduring note in good literature, and to

the charm are added the broad outlook and the

deep ethical interest which are typical of the
man.

How'ison, George Holmes, American phi-
losopher : b. Montgomery County. Md., 29 Nov.
1834. He was graduated from Marietta Col-

lege, Ohio, in 1852, and from Lane Theological
seminary, Cincinnati, in 1855, antl after holding
various college professorships elsewhere became
Mills professor of philosophy at the University

of California in 1884. He has published

'Treatise on Analytic Geometry* (1869) ; 'Lim-
its of Evolution' (1901) ; 'The Conception of

God' (1897).

Howison, Henry Lycurg^s, American
rear-admiral : b. Washington 10 Oct. 1837. He
was graduated from the United States Naval
Academy in 1858. He served in various impor-
tant engagements, becoming lieutenant-com-

mander in 1865. In 1899 he became rear-

admiral and was retired 19 Oct. 1899. In 1901

he w^as appointed a member of the Schley court

of inquir\'. but on being challenged, was relieved

from ser\-ice.

How'itt, William and Mary, English au-

thors commonly named together. \\'rLLiAM (b.

Heanor, Derbyshire, 18 Dec. 1792; d. Rome,
Italy, 3 March 1879), showed such a bias to lit-

erature that he published verses at 13. In 1821

he married M.\rv Both.\m (b. Uttoxeter 12

March 1799; d. Rome 30 Jan. 1888), who wrote
both by herself and with her husband. Their
first joint work, a volume of poems, 'The For-

est Minstrel,' was published in 1823, and in

1827 appeared 'The Desolation of Eyam.' The
best lines in these are by Mrs. Howitt, Howitt
himself having no great poetic gift. In 1871,

however, he published a volume entitled 'The
Mad War Planet and Other Poems.' William
and Mary Howitt settled first in Staffordshire.

In 1823 they removed to Nottingham, where
they resided'till 1837. and in 1840 visited Ger-

many, where they resided for three years. Re-
sults of their residence in Germany appeared in

'Student Life of Germany' (1841) and 'Rural

and Domestic Life of Germany' (1842), which,

being translated into German, acquired flatter-

ing popularity. While at Heidelberg Mrs.

Howitt set herself to translate the tales of

Frederika Bremer into English, and later the

works of Hans .\ndersen. Their most ambi-
tious work is 'The Literature and Romance of

the North' (1852). Howitt's best works are

those in which English history and life are

treated of in connection with English scenery.

The earliest of these was the 'Book of the Sea-

sons' (1831). which acquired great popularity;

'Rural Life in England' (1838) was also well

received. Still others are: 'Visits to Remark-
able Places' (1840); 'Homes and Haunts of
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the British Poets> (1847) ; 'The Year Book of

the Countr}' (1850) ; and 'The Koriliern

Heights of London' (.1869). With his wife he

published volumes on 'The Ruined Abbeys and
Castles of Great Britain.' Mrs. Howitt's books
for young people were long popular in the

United States, and 'The Pet Lamb' and a few
other unpretending verses of hers have become
familiar to thousands of juvenile readers.

Howitzer. See Ordx.axce.

How'land, Alfred Cornelius, .\merican
painter : b. Walpole, N. H., 12 Feb. 1838. As an
art student he began in the studios of Schultz

and Eppindale at Boston, and subsequently went
to Diisseldorf and Paris, in which latter place

he painted under Lambinet He excels in genre

and landscape, and among his favorite works are

'Ford's Glen' (1878) ; 'Rendezvous of the Vet-

trans' (1884); and 'The Coming Circus'

U8S6).

Howland, Gardiner Greene, American
journalist: b. New York 1834: d. tliere 9 May
1903. He was the intimate and confidential

friend of the elder James Gordon Beimett, held

tlie same relations with the younger Bennett,

was general manager of the Herald for more
than twenty-five years, and one of the corpora-

tors named under the incorporation of the

newspaper.

Howley, Michael Francis, Canadian eccle-

siastic: b. 1843. In i8.s7 he entered Saint

Bonavemure's College, and in 1863 went to

Rome, entering Propaganda as an ecclesi-

astical student. In 1868 he was ordained a

priest and went to Scotland as secretarj- to

Most Rev. Dr. Ajtc, but in 1870 returned to

Rome with Dr. -\yre and was present on the

occasion of the declaration of the dogma of

papal infallibility- by Pope Pius IX. He ac-

companied the Rt. Rev. Thomas J. Power to

Newfoundland in 1870. and for over 30 years he

has labored with great success for the spiritual

and ecclesiastical advancement of Newfound-
land. In 1886 he was made prefect apostolic

of Saint Georges, in 1892 was consecrated bishop

in Saint Johns and made vicar apostolic of

Saint Georges, in 1902 appointed bishop of

Saint John's in succession to Rt. Rev. Dr.

Power, and in 1904 he was named by the Holy
See archbishop of the ecclesiastical province of

Newfoundland. Archbishop Howley is not only

distinguished as a theological scholar and

thinker, a devoted missionary and able preacher,

but also as a poet, lecturer, and antiquary. He
has also contributed much to the historical

study of Newfoundland (qv.).

Howorth, how'erth. Henry Hoyle. Sir,

English author and politician: b. Lisbon. Portu-

gal, I Julv 1842. He was a Conservative mem-
ber of Pa'rliament for South Salford 1886-1000.

In recognition of his works on E^istern histor>'

and other subjects, he was created K. C. I. E.

in l?k)2. Besides vers- many scientific memoirs,

he has published: 'History of the Mongols':

•The Mammoth and the Flood' ; 'The Glacial

Nightmare and the Flood'; 'Genghis Khan
and his .\-ncestors.' etc.

Howrah, hnw'ra. India, an independent
municipality, suburban to Calcutta (q.v.). Pop.

(looi) 157347-

Hoxie, Vinnie Ream, American sculptor:

b. Madison, Wis., 23 Sept. 1S46. She was edu-
cated at Christian College, Columbia, Mo., and
going to Washington, D. C, studied art, exe-
cuted busts of Grant, Sherman and others, and
a statue of Lincoln for the National Capitol.

She then went abroad, where she designed me-
dallions of Dore, Liszt, Buchanan, Read, and
others. .-Vmong other works of hers are ideal

statues of 'Sappho'; 'The Spirit of the Carni-
val' ; and the statue of Admiral Farragut in

Farragut Square, Washington. She was mar-
ried to Major R. L. Ho.xie of United States

Engineers.

Hoyle, Edmond, English writer on games:
b. 1672; d. London 29 Aug. 1769. It is said

that he was educated for tlie law-, but nothing

definite is known of his career except that he
was for many years in London a writer on and
instructor in games. His 'Short Treatise on
Whist' (1742), a compendium of the laws of

the game and many rules for play, sold largely

and has been the basis of all subsequent man-
uals of the kind. So generally has his authority

been accepted in the game that "according to

Hoyle" has attained a proverbial significance.

Hoyt, Charles Hale, American dramatist:

b. Concord, N. H., i860; d. 1900. He was at

one time musical and dramatic critic of the Post
of Boston. His works comprise 'A Midnight
Bell' (1887'), and a long series of farce-come-

dies, such as 'A Trip to Chinatow-n' (1890).

Hoyt, Henry Martyn, .American lawyer
and soldier: b. Kingston, Pa., 8 June 1830: d.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., i Dec. 1892. He was grad-

uated from Williams College in 1849, read law,

was admitted to the bar in 1853, practised at

Wilkesbarre, at the opening of the Civil War
was appointed lieutenant-colonel of S2d Penn-
sylvania regiment, served during the Peninsular
campaign in 1862. and was captured in a night

attack on Fort Johnson during the siege of

Morris Island. Mustered out w-ith the grade of

brevet brigadier-general : he practised his pro-

fession until 1867, and was then appointed addi-

tional law-judge of the Luzerne County courts.

In 1879-83 he was Republican governor of

Pennsylvania. His administration was particu-

larly characterized by a wise financial policy, by
means of which the State debt was reduced to

$10,000,000 and refunded at three per cent. He
published: 'The Controversy between Connect-
icut and Pennsvlvania' (1879); 'Protection v.

Free-Trade' 088.;).

Hoyt, John Wesley, .'\merican educator:
b. near Worthington. Ohio, 13 Oct. 1831. He
was graduated at Ohio Wesleyan University in

1849, and later studied both medicine and law.

He has had charge of educational exhibits in

several international expositions, and w-as made
chairman of the National Committee to Pro-

mote the Establishment of the University- of the

L'nited States. He was the first president of

the University of Wyoming, and w-as governor

of Wyoming 1878-83. He has published

'Progress of University Education'; 'Studies

in Civil Service' : etc.

Hoyt, Wayland, .American Baptist clergy-

man and author: b. Cleveland. Ohio. He was
educated at Brow-n L'niversity and studied for

the Baptist ministry- at the Rochester Theolog-
ical Seminary. Since then he has held pas-
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torates at Pittsfield. Mass., Cincinnati, Brook-
lyn, Minneapolis, and Philadelphia. Among his

published works are 'Hints and Helps for the

Christian Life* (1880); 'Gleams from Paul's

Prison' (1882); 'Light on Life's Highway'
(1890).

Huaina Capac, wa-e'na ka'pak, or Huayna
Capac, nth i eruvian Inca : b. Cuzco, Peru,

about 1450; d. Tumibamba, Ecuador, November
1525. He began his reign in 1480, or, according

to some authorities, 1491, and made many con-

quests, even subduing the country as far south

as Chile. By his will he divided the empire be-

tween two of his sons, Huascar and Atahualpa
(q.v.).

Huamanga, wa-man'ga, or Guamanga,
gwa-maii'gii, Peru, the former name o£ Aya-
cucho (q.v.).

Huanaco, hwa-na'ko, the most numerous
and widely distributed of the two species of the

genus Lama (L. guanaco). of the camel family,

resident in South America. It is somewhat
like a large goat in form, but with a much
longer neck, surmounted by a small camel-like

head, and long, pointed, alert ears, but no weap-
ons. A large male is about four feet tall at the

withers, a female somewhat less. The coat is of
long, woolly, reddish-gray hair, the improve-
ment of which by selective breeding in domes-
tication has formed the alpaca breed (see

Alp.^ca). It roams the open plains of Argen-
tina and Patagonia, serving as the principal

game animal of that region, and furnishing the
scattered natives with food, clothing, and shelter.

In the autumn it s^thers into large herds, and
behaves in general like the antelopes of the sim-
ilar arid plains of other parts of the world.
Consult Darwin, Hudson. Spears, and other
writers on Patagonia. See Ll.\iia.

Huascar, was'kar, Peruvian Inca, son of
Huaina Capac (q.v.). See Atahualp.v

HubTjard, hiib'ard, Elbert, American au-
thor : b. Bloomington. 111.. 1859. After work-
ing on a farm as a boy. he went to C' icago,

where he entered a printing-office, and later was
employed in a soap factory-. In the latter busi-

ness he rose to be manager, and finally partner
of the firm ; selling out his interest, he devoted
himself for a time to study and travel, and
finally settled at East Aurora, where he estab-

lished the Roycroft shop, devoted mainly to the
artistic printing and bindins of books. The
organization of the shop is co-operative, and its

ideal is for every worker to do that which best
expresses his own individuality. Hubbard is

editor of the 'Philistine.' a "magazine of pro-
test." and has written 'Little Joumevs' (bio-
graphical sketches): 'Xo Enemy but Himself;
'Message to Garcia* (iSgS) : and 'Time and
Chance' (1901) : 'The Man of Sorrows' (1904).

Hubbard, Joseph Stillman, American as-
tronomer : b. Xew Haven. Conn., 7 Sept. 1823

;

d^ there 16 Aug. 1863. He was graduated from
Yale in 1843, and accompanied Fremont as
observer of latitude and loneitude in the latter's

transcontinental journey. From l8d^ until his
death he was stationed at the Washington ob-
ser\atorv as professor of mathematics in the
United States navy. He made important inves-
tigations regarding comets,, was at two different
periods editor of the 'Astronomical Journal,'

and was a member of the National -•Kcademv of
Sciences.

Hubbard, Leonidas, Jr., American journal-
ist, writer, and explorer : b. Waldron. Mich.,
12 July 1872; d. Labrador 18 Oct. 1903. He
was a teacher in the public school at Angola,
Mich., while still in his teens, and early in life

showed keen interest in writing, exploration,
and athletics. Graduated from University of
Michigan in 1807. He once began reportorial
work in Ann Arbor, and later on the Detroit
Evening Xcu's. He came to New York in

the summer of iSco and attached himself to
the staff of the Daily Xcics. but early in 1902
became associate editor of 'Outing,' in which
work he was much interested. He conceived the
idea of exploring into the wilds of Labrador,
and 20 June 1903. acconipan' d by Dillon Wal-
lace, a New York lawyer, and George Elson,
a Cree Indian guide, he left New York, .going
by steamer from Saint Johns, N. B., to Rigo-
lette, a Hudson Bay tradine oost on the Grand
River. From this point Hubbard and his friends
traveled by canoe and on foot, mapping cor-
rectly for the first time Grand Lake ; then pene-
trating the interior in a westerly and north-
westerly direction, mapping the course of the
Beaver River from its source to the noint where
it flows into the southeast bay of Lake Michi-
kamau ; and locating and mapping several large
lakes in the interior. The party penetrated
some 250 mile further into new territory than
any previous expedition. Notes on the geology
and general observation of the topography of
the country were also made. Among Mr. Hub-
bard's most noted writings are: 'The Moon-
shiner at Home* (1902): 'Barataria' (1002):
'Children of the Bush' (1903); and 'Where
Romance Lingers' (1904).

Hubbard, Oliver Payson, American physi-
cian : b. Ponifret. Conn.. 31 March 1S09: d. New-
York 9 March 1900. Graduated from Yale in

1S28, he was assistant to Silliman the elder in

the laboratorv there in 18^1-6. and aided Good-
year in experiments connected with the vulcan-
izing of India rubber. In 1836-66 he was pro-
fessor of chemistrj-. pharmacy. m!neralog>'. and
geology at Dartmouth, in 1866-71 lectured on
those subjects, and from 1871 until his retire-

ment as professor emeritus in 1883 was pro-
fessor of chemistry and pharmacy. He was a
founder of the American .\ssociation of Geol-
ogists and Naturalists in 1S41, and its secretary
in 1844. He contributed to the 'American
Journal of Science.' and published 'A History
of Dartmouth Medical College' (1880). etc.

Hubbard, Richard William, American art-

ist: b. Middletown. Conn., is Oct. iSio. He
was educated at Yale, set up his studio in New
York, was elected to the National Academe in

1858, and painted numerous American land-

scrapes, such as: 'Mansfield Mountain at Sun-
set' : 'Showery Day, Lake George' : 'Glimpse
of the Adirondacks' : and 'Lake Cazenovia.'

Hubbard, William, .\merican colonial cler-

gyman and historian : b. Tendring. Essex. Eng-
land, 1621 ; d. Ipswich, Mass.. 14 Sept. 1704. He
was graduated at Harvard College in 1642, and
was ordained about 1656 as minister at Ipswich,

where he continued durine the remainder of his

life. He is the author of 'A narrative of the
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Troubles with the Indians from 1607 to 1677,

with a Discourse' (1677). the map accompany-
ing which is supposed to be the first executed in

America. He left in manuscript a 'General
Histor\- of New England.' for which the col-

onv paid him £50. and which has been consulted
with advantage bv Mather. Hutchinson, Holmes,
and other American historians and annalists.

It was published bv tlie Massachusetts Histori-
cal Society in 1S15.

Hubbardton, hub'ard-ton, Vt.. town in

Rutland Count}-; 13 miles from Castleton. its

nearest railroaJ station. It is in an 'oricultural

region, and has but little manufacturing: its

raw products are sent direct to the markets.
On 7 July 1777 a battle took place here between
th Americans under Colonels Francis and War-
ner, and a Rritish and Hessian force under Gen-
erals Riedesel and Fraser^ i l which the British

were successful. The Americans, the rear-

guard of Gen. St. Clair's army, who were re-

treating from Ticonderoga. lost in killed,

wounded, and prisoners 324 men : and the Brit-

ish loss was 18^ men. A monument in memorv
of the American soldiers who were killed in this

battle occupies a prominent position. Pop. 500.

Ruber, Johannes, German philosopher and
theologian: b. Munich 18 Aug. 1830: d. there 19
March 1879. He was educated at the University
of Munich, became professor of philosophy there
in 1859, and was one of the leaders of the Old
Catholic part>- and an active opponent of the

Ultramontanes. He vigorously attacked the
definition of the dogma of papal infallibility.

Among his works were 'Studies' (1867) : 'Das
Paosttum und der Staat' (i870> ; <Der Jesuit-
enarden' (1873^ : and 'Zur Philosophie der
Astronomic' ( 1877").

Huber, Victor Aime, German publicist and
author : b. Stuttgart 10 ^larch 1800 ; d. Wemi-
gerode 19 July i86q. Educated at Wiirzburg
and Gottingen. he became professor of the his-

tory of literature and of modern histor>- at Ros-
tock in 1833, of the languages of western Europe
at Marburg in 1836. and at Berlin in 1843. He
retired in 1850. Huber was one of the most pro-
found of German scholars in the Snanish lan-

guage and literature. Among his oublications
were: 'Die Geschichte des Cid' (1829): 'Cron-
ica del Cid' (i844> ; and 'Skizzen aus Spanien'
(1825-35)

Hubert de Burgh, English statesman : d.

London 12 May 1243. He held office under
Richard Coeur de Lion, and was made castellan

of Falaise by King John, with whom he sided

in the struggle with the barons, though advising
the granting of Maena Charta. In the year of

Runnymede (1215 1 he was made justiciar (chief-

justice) of England. On 24 .•Vug. 1217 he won
a distineuished victory over a French fleet bring-

ing reinforcements to the armv besieging Dover
Castle : the treaty of Lambeth was concluded
(11 September^ and the enemy evacuated Eng-
land. After 1219 he was co-regent with Lang-
ton, archbishop of Canterbury, for Henry III.

He vigorously ofnosed the foreiimers who were
endeavoring to obtain control of the government,
and sought to end the exactions of the clerg>-.

In 12,^2 he was dismissed, owing largelv to his

failures in the conflict with the Welsh, and
thereafter he had no part in the government.

Hubert, hu'be'rt (Fr. u-bar"). Saint, apostle

of Ardennes, the patron of huntsmen ; d. about

727. Legend savs that he was a keen hunter,

and that bein.g once engaged in the chase on
Good Friday, in the forest of Ardennes, a stag

appeared to him having a shining crucifix be-

tween its antlers, and he heard a warning voice.

He was converted, entered the church, and
became bishop of Maestricht and Liege. He
worked many miracles, and his body, at first

deposited in the church of St. Peter at Liege,

was in 817 conveyed to the Benedictine convent
of Andain, in the Ardennes, which received the

name St. Hubert's of Ardennes. ' he day of the

saint is 3 November, and was formerly cele-

brated at many courts by a solemn chase.

Hiibner, Joseph Alexander, Couxt, Aus-
trian diplomat ; b. Vienna 26 Nov. 1811 ; d. there

30 July 1892. He was educated at Vienna, and,
having entered the service of the government,
became in 1849 minister at Paris, and in 1865-8
was ambassador at Rome. In 1879 he became a

member of the clerical-conservative wing in the

upper house of the Reichsrat. Among his pub-
lished works are: 'Sixte-Quint-D'apres des Cor-
respondances Diplomatiques Inedites' (1870.

new ed. 1883) ; 'Ein Spaziergang um die Welt'
(1872, 7th ed. 1891) ; and 'Durch das Britische

Reich' (1886, 2d ed. 1891).

Hiibner, Julius, German painter: b. Oels.
Silesia. 27 Jan. 1806; d. Losehwitz. Saxony. 7
Nov. 1882. He studied at the Berlin .\cademy
and was also a pupil of Schadow at Berlin and
Dusseldorf. In 1841 he became professor in the

Dresden .Academy of .\rts. He was an histor-

ical painter of the Dusseldorf School, his works
including 'Disputation between Luther and Eck'
and 'Charles V. at Saint Just.'

Hiibnerite, a native tungstate of man-
ganese. MnW04. It always contains some fer-

rous iron and as its percentage increases it grad-
uates toward wolframite (q.v."). which it often

much resembles, but from which it is distin-

guished by its brown color and nleochroism. It

occurs in monoclinic crystals, often bladed and
deeply striated. It has easy pinacoidal cleavage,

is brittle, has a hardness of 5. to 5.5 and is ver>-

heavy, its specific gravity being 7.2 to 7.5. Its

lustre is sub-metallic or resinous, and its streak
yellowish-brown or greenish-gray. It occurs in

considerable quantities near Silverton. Colo., in

New Mexico. Nevada, Arizona, and elsewhere.

Huck'leberry, a name of uncertain deriva-

tion applied to a variety of shrubs, especially to

species of the genus Gaylussacia, and to those
belonging to the order I'acciniacccr and the

genus I'accinium. The principal species are
found mainly in the northern hemisphere,
throughout North .America. Northern Britain,

and Europe. The fruit of I'acciiiium is a many-
sided berrj' with four or five cells. I'. Poinsyl-
'•anirum is a small plant about six inches in

height. Other species range widely in size, V.

corymbosiim sometimes attaining a height of
nearly 10 feet. In many places in the United
States huckleberries are a valuable product, the

fields in which they grow are preserved, and the

berries are secured either for household use or
for profitable marketing.

Huckleberry Finn, The Adventures of, a

story by Sanniel L. Clemens ("Mark Twain"),
published in 18S4. It is a sequel to, and fol-
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lows the fortunes of, the leading characters of
the same author's 'Tom Sawyer.' In this book
the author not only preserves to us a valuable
record of a rapidly disappearing social order,

but throws light upon some questions of
moment to the student of history.

Hudibras, hu'di-bras, Sir, the hero of a
famous satirical poem by Samuel Butler (q.v.),

published 1663-78.

Hudson, H. Lindsay, "H.\RRy Lindsay,"
English novelist: b. Belfast, Ireland, 10 April

1858. He has been a journalist and schoolmas-
ter by turns, and among his writings published
under the signature "Harry Lindsay" are

^Methodist Idylls' (1897); <An Up-to-Date
Parson' (1899); <Judah Pyecroft : Puritan'

(1902).

Hudson, Henry, English navigator. The
time and place of his birth appear to be lost. We
only know that he had earned, perhaps by the
time he was 40, sufficient reputation as a bold
and skilful navigator to be placed in command
of the ship Half Moon of Amsterdam. Early
in 1609 he made a contract with a party of

Dutch merchants to act as captain of their pri-

vate exploring expedition, and in the written

agreement between them he was described as

*Henry Hudson, Englishman." This settles the

honor of his birth countrj', though nothing more.

At that time the one great commercial demand
was for a shorter and better, all-sea trade route

to the Far East. It was known that there was
land to the west of Europe and it was believed

that a passage could be found through these

lands directly westward to the East. It is clear

that Hudson believed that the western route was
the most promising and, no doubt, he suggested
it to his employers, but they evidently had more
faith in a sea passage north and then east, round
Europe and Asia to China. Thus it happened
this English sea captain sailed from the Dutch
port of Amsterdam in the small ship "Half
Moon bound for China by the way of the North
Cape. The ship's company of Dutch and Eng-
lish was fortunate in having as mate one Robert
Juet (perhaps also of England), and the mate
could read and write. Juet kept the ship's log,

and in this log book on the first page are these
words : "On Saturday, the five and twen-
tieth of March, 1609, after the old account
(style), we set sayl from Amsterdam, and by
the seven and twentieth day we were down at

the Texel : and by twelve of the clock we were
off the land, it being east of us two leages off."

Once "off the land" the ship was free to go
where the captain pleased and it certainly did
not please the crew- to face the arctic cold of
the attempted voyage round Europe. Solid pack
ice and the open mutiny of the crew decided
Hudson to turn back and he steered south—
and west. It is evident that he felt free to carry
out his own plans and reach China by another
route. His owners' plans had failed and, while
his plan might fail, his success would justify
his action. Hudson's decision w-as almost as
bold as that of Columbus for, while he had, no
doubt, some knowledge of the lands to the west,
he evidently had no conception of the shape
or size of North America nor of the width of
the Pacific.

The Half ^loon was a slow sailer, and four
months passed before she made the land along
the eastern coast of what is now the United

States. The log book described the land as
"low white sandy ground"— exactly describing

all the shore line south of Sandy Hook. The
book might also have described parts of Long
Island or Cape Cod and it is clear it did not
describe the coast of Maine, and it is more than
probable the first land mentioned in the book
was south of Sandy Hook for, on reaching the

land and finding no passage westward, Hudson
steered "northeast by north" until, about two
weeks later, he came to a great bay. The log
book, which does not give the name of the
month, and which must have been September,
says, "And from that lake or bay the land lyeth

north by east, and we had a great streame out
of the bay." The Half Moon had found the

"great stream" described by Verrazano, and with
the flood tide sailed into New York Bay and
headed for the Narrows and, as the log
book says, "came to three great rivers,'*

And it continues: "So wee stood along to

the northmost. thinking to have gone into

it." The Half Moon was off Manhattan.
It was true Verrazano, in 1524, had entered New
York Bay and left a record of a high hill and
a great bay out of which flowed a Targe river,

but Verrazano had not the courage to pass the
Narrows, except in a small boat. Other ex-
plorers may have looked into the bay. The
Half Moon was the first ship to pass up the
"great stream" and to Hudson belonged the en-

tire honor of discovering and exploring the
river that now bears his name.

The pages of Juet's journal tell nothing of
Hudson's own hopes, fears and anticipations.

Yet, it is fair to think that Juet's enthusiasm
over the beauty and value of the great valley

was shared by his captain and that the ship's

log was, in a sense, a reflex of Hudson's own
views. There is no hint of Hudson's belief that

he could reach China by this route, yet it is

reasonable to suppose he entered New York
Bay in the hope that the "great stream" would
lead through the land to the Pacific. The great

size of the bay and river and the fact that the

tide flowed far into the land and that for the

first few days' sail the water remained salt, no
doubt encouraged him to keep on through this

most promising opening in the land. Favored
by "fairer weather" and a favorable breeze he
steered northerly over the wide salt arm of the

sea until the apparent strait became a river

and the sea water became fresh. At the High-
lands all hope of a road to China must have
faded away. Still, he would sail on, push

through the mountains and see what manner of

country lay beyond.
The items of the log book plainly show that

Hudson, after passing the Highlands, began to

recognize the transcendent importance of his

discovery. He had found a new land of sur-

passing beauty and fertility and everywhere
clothed in splendid forests. Hudson clearly

recognized the commercial value of his dis-

covery, for the log book enumerates all the

ootential wealth of the river and valley in

fish, game, lumber, fruits, vegetables, grains

and peltry. It even mentions the fact that

Hudson, while the ship was at anchor some-
where near the present city of Hudson, sent the

ship's carpenter ashore to fashion a new fore-

arm out of one of the primeval trees — the first

bit of lumbering done by white men in the valley.
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Hudson seems to have decided, after reaching

the upper river and sailing to a point opposite

the datskills, that tlie best way to moUily his

owTiers on his return would be to report as fully

as possible the potential wealth he had discovered

and he sent a boat up the river to explore the

countr}-. The boat part}' appears to have been

absent several days, for they rowed up stream

about nine leagues or perhaps beyond Albany
where, as the log book says, the boat found *it

bee at an end for shipping to goe in— with but

seven foot water and unconstant soundings.'*

Meanwhile Hudson evidentlj' traded with the

Indians for peltrj-, no doubt regarding the furs

as something that would demonstrate to his

merchant owners the ^-alue of his discover}-.

Three weeks after the Half Moon entered

"the great streame* she again passed Sandy
Hook and steered away for Amsterdam. There
is no record of the return vo}-age nor is there

any record of Hudson's report to the merchants
of Amsterdam, vet it is e\ndent that his stor}-

and perhaps the exhibit of peltry created a tre-

mendous sensation in the commercial cities of

Holland. Hudson appears not to have cared

much about this side of the affair. He seems to

have considered his voyage a failure. He had
tried to reach China and failed, and wished to

sail again, but the merchants seem to

have been wholly occupied in fitting out

new ships under more commercial captains

and would not listen to him. At last, af-

ter some delay, he did secure a second

ship and set forth once more to find a

sea path through America. He appears to

have thought there might be a passage round
by the north of America and he steered for

Baffin's Bay. Once more he found a great pas-

sage leading westward into the land, once more
a salt water strait seemed to promise success,

but it only led to an inland sea. His miserable

crew, ignorant, frightened at the arctic cold and
gathering ice, rose in mutiny, and putting their

great captain in an open boat, with his son, a

boy of seven, and some invalid sailors, set them
adrift in the vast waters of Hudson Bay and
left them there to perish. Charles Barn-^rd,

Lecturer, Board of Education, Xezv York.

Hudson, Henry Norman, American Shake-
spearian scholar and Episcopal clerg}-nian : b.

Cornwall, Vt., 28 Jan. 1814: d. Cambridge,

Mass., 16 Jan. 1886. He served as diaplain in

the Civil War, was professor of Shakespeare at

Boston University, and for a time editor of the

'Churchman.' He published 'Lectures on
Shakespeare' (1848') : 'Campaign with General

Butler* (1865); 'Shakespeare, his Life, Art,

and Characters' (4th ed. 1883") ; 'Essays on

Education' (i883>. He edited the Har\-ard and

the University edition of Shakespeare.

Hudson, Thomson Jay, .American philo-

sophical writer : b. Windham. Ohio, 22 Feb. 1834

:

d. Detroit, Mich., 1903- After studymg law an.l

being admitted to the bar in Cleveland, Ohio, m
1857, he practised three vears, was engaged ni

journalism in Michigan 1860-76, and was prin-

cipal examiner in the United States Patent Oftice

1886-93. He has published 'The Law of

Psvchic Phenomena' (1893); *A Scientific

Demonstration of the Future Life* ( i»?5 > :

'The Divine Pedigree of Man* (1899) ;
'Law of

Mental Medicine' (1903)-

Hudson, William Henry, .\merican edu-
cator and critic: b. London. England, 2 May
1863. He was five years private secretary to
Herbert Spencer (q.v.) and coming to America
was assistant librarian of Cornell University,
1890-2. He has been an assistant professor of
English literature at Leland Stanford Univer-
sity from 1892, and has published 'The Church
and the Stage* (1886) ; 'An Introduction to the
Philosophy of Herbert Spencer* (1893); 'Stud-
ies in Interpretation' (1896) ; 'Idle Hours in a
Library' (1897) ; 'The Study of English Lit-

erature' (1898); 'The Sphinx and Other
Poems' (1900) ; 'The Meaning and Value of
Poetr}'' (1901); 'Life of Sir Walter Scott'

(1901) ; 'Famous Missions of California'

(1901) ; etc.

Hudson or Hudson's Bay, Canada, an ex-
tensive bay or inland sea extending between laU
51° and 64° X.. and Ion. 77° and 95° W. Its

greatest length north to south is about 800 miles,

greatest breadth, 600 miles. It is connected
with the Atlantic Ocean by Hudson Strait and
with the Arctic Ocean by Fox and other chan-

nels. Hudson Bay is navigable in summer from
the middle of June to the end of October, being
obstructed by drift-ice during the rest of the

year. There are many islands, reefs and sand
banks. The white whale is found in its waters,

and there is a considerable summer fishery.

Numerous rivers flow into the bay, the chief

being the Nelson and Churchill on the east.

The shores on the east are high and bold ; those

on the west are low and level, and much of the

land is favorable for stock and dairy- farming,

-while y-aluable deposits of iron ore, galena, and
plumbago exist. With the exception of a few

fur trading stations on the west and south coast,

there are. however, no settlements.

Hudson, Mass., town, Middlesex County,
on the Assabet River, and on the Boston & M.
and the Fitchburg R.R.'s ; about 17 miles north-

west of Worcester. The to\\-n is situated in an

agricultural region, but it is particularly noted

for its manufactures, especially of articles made
from leather and rubber. The chief manufac-

tures from rubber are gossamer clothing, web-
bing, goring, and boots and shoes. Some of

the other manufactures are paper and wooden
boxes, leather, and leather boots and shoes. The
town owns and operates the electric-light plant

and the waterworks. Pop. (1900) 5454-

Hudson, N. Y., city, port of entry, county-

seat of Columbia County; on the Hudson
River, and on the New 'i'ork Central & H. R.

and the Boston & .\. R.R.'s; about 30 miles

south of Albany. Area of the cit}-, one square

mile. Hudson was settled in 1783 and was
called Clavcrack Landing: but the year follow-

ing the name was changed to Hudson. In 1785

it was chartered as a cit}-. and in 1790 it was

made a port of entry. From the first it was a

trading station of importance and a whaling

port. After the Revolution a large foreign trade

was established, but the commerce of the city

was injured bv the destruction of its shipping

in the War of i8l2. The surrounding countr}'

is devoted largely to agriculture, and the city

has a number of manufacturing e5t.iblishment5.

The chief manufactures are foundry products,

machinery, knit goods, car-wheels, and creamery

products. It has a large sash and blind factory
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and several small manufacturing establishments.

Some of its prominent buildings are the State

Volunteer Firemen's Home, the State House of

Refuge for Women, an orphanage, hospital, and
the citj' public buildings. The city owns and
operates the waterworks. The government is

vested in a mayor, who holds office two years,

and a city council. Pop. (1900) 9.528.

Hudson, Ohio, town in Summit County,
on the Pennsylvania railroad, 20 miles south of

Cleveland. This was one of the earliest settled

towns on the Ohio Western Reserve, and prior

to the Civil War was an abolition stronghold.

The Western Reserv^e College, before its re-

moval to Cleveland, was located here. Pop.

(1900) 2,240.

Hudson, Wis., citj', county-seat of Saint

Croix County; on Lake Saint Croix, an expan-

sion of the Saint Croix River, and on the Chi-

cago, St. P., M. & O. railroad; about 65 miles

northwest of Eau Claire and 20 miles east of

St. Paul, Minn. The chief manufactures are

flour, finished lumber, furniture, railroad cars,

machinerv', beer, and brooms. The citj' has a

large cold-storage plant and ample facilities for

shipping butter, poultr>-. vegetables, and fruits.

It has a large sanatorium. The electric-light

plant and the waterworks are owned and oper-

ated by the citj'. Pop. 3,259-

Hudson, the largest river in the State of

New York, has its head waters in Hamilton and
Essex counties, and flows southwest into Sara-

toga County, then nearly directly east to Sandy
Hill in Washington County, and from this point

south through New York Bay into the Atlantic

Ocean. It is fed by several of the Adirondack
lakes, a number of small streams, and by
Schroon River, Batten Kill, Hoosick, Wappingers
and Croton from the east, and the Sacondaga,

Mohawk, Wallkill, and Esopus Creek from the

west. The Mohawk (q.v.), which flows into

the Hudson at Cohoes, is the largest tributary;

the Rondout enters the Wallkill near the- Hud-
son. The head waters of the Hudson and the

sources of several of the streams which flow

into the Saint Lawrence are very near each

other in the Adirondack Mountains. At Troy,

three miles below the mouth of the Mohawk,
the Hudson becomes a navigable tidal stream.

There is a tidal rise of about one foot at Albany.

Above Troy there are a number of rapids and
long falls in the river ; but below, the navigation

is uninterrupted. At one time there were a

few obstacles, the largest of which was "Over-
slaugh", or Castleton Bar, at Castleton. This
hindrance to navigation has been almost wholly
removed by the Federal and State government.
The Catskill Mountains, on the west side, begin

about 25 miles below Albany. Lower down are

the Highlands, averaging about i.ioo feet in

height, which extend along the shore for a dis-

tance of about 20 miles. The Highlands of the

Hudson are noted for their beautiful scenery.

On the west bank are the famous Palisades
(q.v.) about 13 miles long, their southern ex-
tremity being near Fort Lee. in Xew Jersey,

and the northern extremity near Piermont. New-
York. This remarkable arrangement of rock
rises. from near the water's edge, almost per-

pendicularly, from 350 to 550 feet. Below Ver-
planck and Stony Point is an expansion in the
river the upper part of which is called Haver-
straw Bay and the lower part Tappan Sea. Many

small islands in the river serve as foundations

for lighthouses, or for the erection of dredg-
ing platforms. lona, on which there is now a

naval station. Constitution, and Beeren Islands

have all figured in historj'. Below Albany the

Hudson is more an estuary or fiord than a river,

which accounts for the great depth of water.
The area drained by the Hudson above where
the Mohawk enters is about 30.000 square miles.

The river is noted for its beautiful scenerj' from
the source to the mouth. Along the lower part

of its course there arc many fine residences, as a
large part of the country on both banks from
New York to Albany is now a residential section.

The Hudson is fittingly called the "Rhine of
America."

Hudson River w-as discovered by Verrazano,
an Italian navigator, in 1524; but it was ex-
plored by Henp' Hudson in 1609. The Indian
name for the river was Shatemuc, and the first

colonists called it North River, as the Delaware
was then called South River. The part of the
river west of New York citj' is still called

North River; but it was given the name Hudson
in honor of its first explorer. The history of
the country since its discovery by Europeans
occupies an important place in the history of the
United States. The almost unbroken waterway
from the Atlantic Ocean through what is now
the State of New York, to tlie Saint Lawrence
River, made this an important route for mission-

aries, traders, and for the armies in the various
wars. From the mouth of Lake Champlain to

Lake George, across the portage from Lake
George to the Hudson, and the Hudson to the

ocean, was all disputed territory, and the scene
of many a contest of the Revolutionary War.
What a change in the map of America if Bur-
gojTie had succeeded in his plan of 1777 "to cut
the nation in two" by getting possession of Lake
Champlain and the Hudson. See Ch.\mpl.\in,

L.\ke; Crown Point; Haverstraw; Ticon-
DEROGA.

The river is navigable for ships of the first

class for about 117 miles from the ocean. Its

whole length is about 300 miles. Before the in-

troduction of railroads, the navigable waters of
the Hudson, connecting New York with a large

section of countrj-, gave the city great oppor-
tunities for development. A canal built along

the Mohawk Valley, in 1817-25, connected the

Hudson with Lake Erie, and the Champlain
Canal completed the water route from the Hud-
son to Lake Champlain. Later the Erie and the

Delaware and Hudson railroads brought the coal

of Pennsylvania to the Hudson River for trans-

portation by water to markets in the interior.

The New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road is on the east side of the river and the

West Shore on the west side. In 1807 Robert
Fulton made on this river the first successful

experiment with steam navigation. The Hudson
is now a thoroughfare for an immense amount of

freight, and elegant passenger steamers ply daily

between New York and Albany. The govern-
ment has erected and maintains 21 lighthojuses

and lighted beacons. Navigation ceases in wmter
because the river is frozen nearly its whole
length. The ice crop harvested each winter on
that part of the river between Albany and the

Highlands is shipped, when navigation opens,

chiefly to New York city. Shad fishing is one
of the important Hudson River industries.

Many of the cities on the Hudson were at first
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only trading posts or ferry towns, but nearly ail

have kept pace in development with the rest of
the State. The principal cities and towns on the
river from north to south are Glens Falls, Sandy
Hill, Fort Edward, Mechanicsville, Cohoes, Troy,
Albany, Hudson, CatskiU, Kingston, Pough-
keepsie, Xewburg, West Point, Peekskill, Haver-
straw, Ossining, Xyack, Tarrytown, and Yonk-
ers. At the mouth of the river are Xew York
and Jersey City, with the suburbs, which are im-
portant shipping ports, Hoboken and Wee-
hawken. The only bridge crossing the river

between Xew Y'ork and Albany is the one which
extends from Poughkeepsie on the east side to
Highland on the west. There are 14 public fer-

ries. The use of the water-power of the Hudson
as an aid in developing electrical power for the
mechanical arts is most important. From Me-
chanics^ilIe the power of the Hudson is trans-
mitted to the general electric shops of Schenec-
tady. At Spiers Falls, at the foot of Mount
McGregor, about firty miles above Albany, there
has been constructed a dam,— a stone wall
over i.Soo feet long, 100 feet high, and con-
taining 1,800,000 cubic feet of masonry. The
Hudson is raised 50 feet above its former river
bed, then it; waters fall 80 feet, and the power
developed is (1904, 30,000 horse-power), trans-
mitted for electricail machinery, to Schenectady,
.AJbany, Troy, Amsterdam, and other places.

The electric motors at Spiers Falls get some of
their power from the older plant at Mechanics-
\-ille, about 20 miles distant. At other points
storage plants will be constructed, more power
"will be developed, the current will be sent at a
high pressure to sub-stations at Saratoga,
Schenectady. Ballston, Glens Falls, Fort Ed-
ward, and Watervliet. This will mean miming
cars, lighting streets, driving machinery by power
developed hundreds of miles away. This power
development of the waters of the Hudson com-
bined with development of like power of the
waters of the Saint Lawrence at Massena (q.v.),

keeps the two rivers, as in early years of our
country, of ^•ast importance to the State. Many
industries are affected by this great new power,
not the least of which are the coal-mining of
Pennsylvania and the preser^-ation of the Adiron-
dack forests.

The Hudson occnpies an important place in

the historical, commercial, and mechanical de-
velopment of the nation, also in its literary and
artistic progress. Washington Ir\-ing who lived

at "Sunny Side" and was laid to rest in Tarry-
town, introduced to the world many of the places
along the Hudson. Cro' Xest is associated with
Joseph Rodman Drake and his poem. 'Culprit
Fay' ; West Park and the country around have
been praaict observation ground for the natu-
ralists John Burroughs and Ernest Ingersoll

;

Comwall-on-the-Hudson was the home of
X. P. Willis and E. P. Roe. .Artists who have
received inspiration from Hudson's scener>- and
histoo' have become sufficiently numerous and
their works of importance enough to be called

"TTxe Hudson School of Painters.* Consult
Ingersoll, 'Guide to the Hudson Ri\'er* : Cooper,
article in 'Magazine of .\merican Historv.* Vol.
I\'.

Hudson's Bay Company, incorporated
1670. the great fur-trading and later landholding
and administrative company of Xorthwest Can-
ada. It originated in the dissatisfaction of two

t-rench Protestant employees of the French fur-
trading monopoly at Quebec, Groseilliers and
Radisson, with its unwillingness to extend the
trade to Hudson Bay, after vainly trying to
induce Boston merchants and the French court
to take up their scheme for so doing. They
gained the ear of a company of London merchants
and Prince Rupert, cousin of Charles II., brought
a load of furs from the bay, and on 2 May 1670
Rupert and vj associates received from Charles
a chaner for "The Governor and Company of
Merchants-Adventurers trading into Hudson's
Baj-.* It had the monopoly of the right to
trade in the bay or on its coasts, and could expel
any one entering the territory without its

license ; could build forts, send out ships of war
and privateers, and declare war and make peace
with any non-Christian people. Its capital was
£10,500, divided into 34 shares with an extra one
for Prince Rupert, and in 1676 it imponed some
£i9.coo worth of furs, sending in return £650
worth of goods to the Indians. The profit was
high on the petty capital paid in, but the gross
amount was not large for a century. In 1748
the trade was carried on with four ships, and
employed about 120 men in all, including the
garrisons at its forts. The furs and other im-
ports amounted to over £30,000. the exponed
goods to £5.000, and the costs of business over
£17,000. The average profit was 40 per cent on
capital, but the sum was trivial. Moreover, the
company had great losses and tribulations from
the French ri^"alry and assaults, especially in the

national wars. The French laid claim to the ter-

ritory on the strength of a mythical expedition
of Jean Bourdon in 1656, and in 1682 and 1686
captured several of the company's forts, the two
coimtries" trading posts shared in the long war
ended by the Peace of Ryswick in 1697. cap-
tured each others' forts, and the peace yielded
Pon Xelson to the French, to the great damage
of the company. The War of the Spanish suc-

cession inflicted frightful hardships on both
sides: the company claimed a loss of over
£ico,ooo, '.undreds of trappers and employees
starved to death, and the Indians turned canni-

bals. The Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 finally re-

signed all French claim to the Hudson's Bay
territorj-. and thence till the cession of French
Canada in 1763. the monopoly gave the company
an easy life and good profits, though still on a
small scale. But when that cession opened up
access to Hudson's Bay from both land and sea,

the possibilities of trade were incalculably en-
larged. Despite the clandestine ri\-alry of
Montreal traders who intercepted their boats,

the gross volume increased manifold, and it

was not crippled by the ravages 01 France in

1782, as part of the war begun in 1778. when
they captured and partly ruined the massive
stone Fort Prince of Wales at the mouth of
Churchill River, and altogether destroyed prop-
erty valued by the company at half a million

pounds. But a much worse rivalry was at hand,
organized and powerful : the Xorthwest Com-
pany (q.v.), started on a co-operative plan in

1784 by an association of Scotch merchants in

Montreal. The Declaration of Rights having
guaranteed free and open trade to all British

subjects, this company invaded its rix-al's .terri-

tory, and the trade competition for many years

merged into actual war. In 1821 they had done
each other so much harm that they consolidated,

and Parliament in view of the evils of competi-
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tion empowered the crown to issue licenses for
the "Indian territories," which was exercised in

favor of the new company. Meantime explora-
tion had been steadily enlarging the territory:

Samuel Heame for the old company had reached
the Arctic in 1771, Alexander Mackenzie for the
new one reached the Pacific in 1793. With the
United States, its rivalry for the far Northwest
was strenuous and persistent : it planted posts

in the Oregon district, repelled settlers, and
there was much danger of war till the boundary
settlement of 1846 quieted the dispute. In 1849
it secured a grant of Vancouver Island. This
was the time of its palmiest growth. In 1846 it

had 513 employees and 35 officers, in 1856 it had
over 3,000 employees and officers together, with
152 posts. Its trade monopoly expired by lim-

itation in 1859, but there was also a great desire

to settle the Northwest Territories, with which
the fur-trade and administrative rights of the
company were incompatible. The company,
liable to be dispossessed by force if it refused to
come to terms, agreed in 1869 to transfer its

territorial rights to the Dominion of Canada
for £300,000 and one twentieth of the lands set

put for settlement by the government for the

flext 50 years. It retained its posts and its

rights of trade. The transfer to Canada, and
the survey of lands for settlement, was immedi-
ately followed by the Riel rebellion (q.v).
The company, despite its lapse of administrative
powers, remains the most potent influence for

law and order in the unsettled parts, through its

relations with the Indians. Consult Bryce,
<Histor>- of the Hudson's Bay Company' (1900) ;

Willson, 'The Great Company' (1900) ; Caw-
ston and Keane, 'Early Chartered Companies'
(1896). For the Northwest Company, see also

Irving, 'Astoria.'

Hue, hoo-a', the capital of .\nam, on the
river Truong. 10 miles from its mouth in the

Gulf of Tonking. It is surrounded by Vau-
banian fortified walls, five miles in circumfer-
ence, the internal cit>' being built on a rectangu-
lar plan with wide and straight streets. The
chief building is the royal palace. Hue is the
seat of a French political resident, and at

Thuan-an, the port at the river mouth, there is

a French garrison. Pop. estimated at 100,000,

of whom less than 400 are Europeans.

Huelen, wa'lan, Chilean hero: b. about
1540 ; d. 1603. He attained the command of the
native forces in Araucania, and was for a time
successful in repelling the invading Spaniards,
whose methods of warfare he copied. He de-
feated the enemy at Valdivia, near Concepcion,
and near Bio-Bio, but died at the siege of
Osomo.

Hueppe, hiip'pe, Ferdinand, German hy-
gienist : b. Heddesdorf, Rhine Province. 24 Aug.
1852. He studied at the Friedrich Wilhelms
Institut of Berlin, and in 1890 became profes-
sor of hygiene in Prague University (German).
His researches in bacteriology and disinfection

have been extensive and important. He wrote
'Die Methoden der Bakterienforschung' (1885) ;

'Naturwissenschaftliche Einfiihrung in die Bak-
tcriologie' (1896); 'Handbuch der Hygiene'
(1899), and other works.

Huger, u-je', Benjamin, .\merican soldier:
b. Santee, S. C, 22 Nov. 1805 ; d. Charleston,
S. C, 7 Dec 1877. He was graduated from

West Point, served in the United Sta>;es army
during the Civil War and was brevetted colonel.
He resigned his commission in 1861 and enter-
ing the Confederate army became a major-
general.

Huger, Francis Kinloch, American soldier:
b. Charleston, S. C, September 1773; d. there
14 Feb. 1855. He was a nephew of I. Huger
(q.v.). His father. Major Benjamin Huger,
was killed before the lines of Charleston in 1780.
He joined with Dr. Eric Bollman of Philadel-
phia in a visit to Europe for the purpose of at-
tempting the rescue of Lafayette from the dun-
geons of Olmiitz, his father having been the
first to receive that general on his arrival in
Georgetown in 1777. The enterprise resulted in
their imprisonment for eight months. Huger
became a captain in the United States army in

1798, \vas a colonel in the war of 1812, and
served in both branches of the !'?gislature of his
State.

Huger, Isaac, American general: b. Lim-
erick Plantation, S. C, 10 March 1742; d. 17
Oct. 1797. He was one of five patriot brothers
active in the revolution. Promoted to the rank
of brigadier-general in 1777, he took a conspicu-
ous part in the engagements connected with the
siege of Savannah in 1778. commanded a force
of cavalry at the siege of Charleston in 1780
which was surprised and dispersed by Tarle-
ton, and commanded the Virginia brigade which
formed the right wing in the battles of Guilford
Court-House, and Hobkirk's Hill.

Huggins, hug'inz, Sir William, English
astronomer: b. London 7 Feb. 1S24. In 1S52 he
was elected a member of the Microscopical So-
ciet}', and in 1856 erected an observatory' at Tulse
Hill, in northeastern Surrey. When in 1859
Professor Kirchoff of the University of Hei-
delberg announced the true interpretation of
the dark Fraunhofer lines in the solar spectrum,
Huggins at once saw the possibilitj' of using his
practical knowledge of chemistrj' and physics in
the service of astronomy. \\'ith W. A. Miller,
professor of chemistry at King's College, Lon-
don, he at once set about the task of construct-
ing a star-spectroscope. The two then began
the observation of stellar spectra. A full state-

ment of their results was read before the Royal
Society in 1864, the essence of the statement
being, in Huggins' own words, that the chem-
istry of the solar system prevails, essentially at
least, wherever a star twinkles. In August 1864
Huggins directed his star-spectroscope toward
a planetary nebula in Draco, and found its spec-
trum to be a monochromatic one. thus proving
that the nebula consists of a luminous gas. In
1868 he was able to announce to the Royal
Society the results of his first measurements of
the motion of stars in the line of sight He
began his observations of comet spectra with
that of Winnecke's comet in 1868, and in

1868-9 made spectroscopic obser\'ations of the
solar prominences, .\bout 1876 he resumed his

abandoned efforts to photograph stellar spectra,

using the gelatine dry plate process then re-

cently introduced, and this time he was com-
pletely successful. His photographs of the in-

visible ultra-violet portions of stellar spectra

have proved extremely valuable, providing, for
example, the only reliable data for determining
the relative ages of the stars. He was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society in 1865, and
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awarded by that body a Roj-al Medal (1866),
the Rutnford Medal (1S80), and the Copley
Medal. He was president of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society in 1S76-8. With Lady Hug-
gins he published in 1900 a valuable 'Atlas of
Representative Stellar Spectra.*

Hugh Capet, king of France, founder of
the Capetian dynastj-. See Capet.

Hughes, hiiz, Ball, American sculptor: b.

London 19 Jan. 1806: d. Boston, Mass., 5 March
1868. He early exhibited a decided taste for

modeling, and at 12 years of age made out of
wax candle ends a bas-relief copy of a picture

representing the wisdom of Solomon, which was
afterward cast in silver. He was then placed in

the studio of Edward Hodges Bailey, where he
remained seven years. At this time he success-

lully competed for the prize awarded by the

Royal Academy, winning the large silver medal
for the best copy in bas-relief of the Apollo Bel-

videre; also the silver medal from the Society

of Arts and Sciences for a copy of the Bar-
berini faun, the large silver medal for the best

original model from life, and a gold medal
for an original composition. "Pandora brought
by Mercurj- to Epimetheus." He emigrated in

1829 to New York, where his first work of im-
portance was a marble statue of Hamilton, for

the Merchants Exchange, which was destroyed
by fire in 1835. He subsequently removed to

Boston, Mass. Among later works of his are

the bronze statue of Bowditch at Mount Auburn
Cemeter>-, a bust of Washington Ir\ing. and a
statuette of General Warren at Bunker Hill.

Hughes, David Edward, English-American
inventor: b. London 16 May 183 1 ; d. there 22

Jan. 1900. When verj- young came with his

parents to the United States. He was educated
at Bardstown College, Kentucky, where he was
appointed professor of music (1850). and later of

natural philosophy. In 1855 he patented his first

important invention, that of the well-known
printing telegraph which bears his name. It

was at once adopted in America, and by 1876
by practically ever>' European countn-. In 1878
Hughes announced to the Royal Society his in-

vention of the microphone, an ingenious instru-

ment which not only transmits sound, but so
magnifies faint sounds as to make them distinctly

audible. The microphone is now in universal

use in the telephone. Another important inven-

tion, that of the induction balance, was com-
pleted by Hughes in 1879. and in 1880 he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society.

Hughes, Hugh Price, English Wesleyan
clerg\-nian: b. Caermarthen 1847; d. London
17 Nov. 1902. He was educated at University

College, London, and the Wesleyan Theological

College, Richmond, was appointed to Dover in

1869, and was afterward at Brighton ; Stoke-

Newington; Mostj-n Road. London; Oxford;
Brixton Hill ; and' the West London Mission.

From 1885 he was editor of the Methodist
'Times.* and he was also at one time president

of the national council of Evangelical free

churches. He was prominently identified with

reform work in London, and with the Anti-

gambling League. Among his writings are:

'Social Christianity* (i^) ; 'The Atheist

Shoemaker* (1889); 'The Philanthropy of

God' (1890) ; and 'Ethical Christianity' (1892).

Hughes, John, American Roman Catholic
prelate ; b. Annaloghan, County Tyrone, Ire-

land, 24 June 1797; d. New York 3 Jan. 1864.

His parents were poor but made sacrifices to
give him the opportunitj- of acquiring an ele-

mentary education ; and by his own efforts he
continued his studies so that when he came with
his parents to America in 1817 he was prepared
for college. However, for lack of means he
had to defer entering any school, and instead
began work as a day laborer, in which occupa-
tion he continued for three years, but at 23
entered the Roman Catholic theological sem-
inary. Mount Saint Marj-'s, Emmittsburg, Md.
As a student, his remarkable power of reason-
ing and his ability in argument attracted atten-

tion. He was ordained priest in 1826, and for a
time was stationed at Bedford, Pa., from which
he was transferred to Philadelphia. Here he
had charge of Saint Joseph's parish and later

Saint Marj''s parish. In 1838 he was conse-
crated titular bishop of Basileopolis and ap-
pointed coadjutor to the bishop of New York.
In 1842, after the death of Bishop Du Bois, he
was made bishop of New York. In 1850 the

diocese of New York became an archdiocese,

and on 19 July 1850 he was raised to the dignity

of first archbishop of New York, which office he
held until his death.

He was an active and effective worker. As a
speaker or writer he was ever ready to defend
the Church which he represented. When a stu-

dent at Mount Saint Mary's, he wrote the

pamphlet, 'An Answer to Nine Objections
against the Catholic Church.' When in Philadel-

phia, he wrote the replies to Dr. Breckenridge, a
Presbyterian clergy-man. The articles on both
sides are issued in book form, 'Hughes and
Breckenridge.* Before asking his priests to col-

lect money to build schools and churches, he had
set the example. He collected money for the re-

building of Mount Saint Mar>''s after it had been
burned. He established St. John's orphan
asylum in Philadelphia, and a number of char-

itable institutions in New York. He settled

decisively the "trustee system" question which
was agitating New York when he came there

;

and he defended the Church property against the

attacks of the "Knownothing" element. The
"school question" was to him all important.

One of his first undertakings was to establish

a theological seminary at La Fargeville in Jef-

ferson County, N. Y. ; the distance from New
York caused the abandonment of this plan,

and Saint John's College (q.v.) was founded at

Fordham instead. In 1858 he laid the comer
stone of Saint Patrick's Cathedral. In 1861,

during the Civil War, he was sent by the United
States government to Europe, to present the

cause of the Union, and coimteract any adverse
sentiment which might exist against the attitude

of the North. His diplomatic mission was most
successful in France, Italy, and Ireland. Con-
sult: Brann. 'John Hughes.* in the 'Makers
of America Series* ; Hassard. 'Life of John
Hughes* ; Sadlier, 'Archbishop Hughes,* in the

'Ave Maria* magazine.

Hughes, Rupert, .\merican author: b. Lan-
caster. Mo.. 31 Jan. 1872. He was graduated

from Adelbert College of the Western Reserve

University in 1892. was for a time assistant

editor of the New York 'Criterion,* and in 1900

entered editorial work in London. In addition
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to many contributions to periodicals, he wrote:
<The Lakerim Athletic Club' (1898); <One
Dozen from Lakerim* (1899) ; 'American Com-
posers' (1900) ; •Guide-Book to the World of

Music' (1901) ; and, in verse, 'Gyges' Ring'

(1901).

Hughes, Thomas, English author: b.

Uffington, Berkshire, 20 Oct. 1823; d. Brighton,

Sussex, 22 March 1896. He was educated at

Rugby and Oxford, later studied law at Lin-

coln's Inn, was called to the bar of the Inner
Temple in 1848. and began practice at once. In
i86j he was appointed queen's counsel, in 1882

county court judge. Throughout his long pub-
lic career, as advanced Liberal in Parliament

(1865-74), as founder with Canon Kingsley and
Frederick Maurice of the Christian Socialists,

as creator of Rugby, a socialistic community in

the mountains of Tennessee (1880), he tried

most earnestly to exercise a helpful influence

upon English working-people. He early essayed
journalism, writing many sketches for the Lon-
don 'Spectator,'— chiefly accounts of traveling

experiences. These sketches served as his ap-

prenticeship in writing, and afterward were
collected in book form with the title 'Vacation
Rambles' (1895). But authorship was a sec-

ondary interest until 'Tom Brown's School
Days,' first appearing in 1856, made him famous.
This work is largely a presentation of the influ-

ence of Dr. Thomas Arnold (q.v.) in the great

public school. 'The Scouring of the White
Horse' (1858), a spirited account of a vacation
trip, had a respectful although less cordial recep-

tion. The great success of the first story led him
to continue his hero's career with 'Tom Brown
at Oxford' (i86i), first published serially in

'Macmillan's Magazine.' This second volume,
which is much the longer, although often fine

and spirited, sometimes waxes prolix, and has
never been so popular as the earlier stor>-. At
the time of the .American Civil War, Hughes
was a decided abolitionist, and thus established

a friendship with James Russell Lowell. Among
other works of his are 'Alfred the Great'

(1869) ; 'Life of Livingston' ; 'Memoir of a
Brother': 'Life of Bishop Eraser' (1887).

Hughes, Thomas Patrick, .American Prot-
estant Episcopal clergyman: b. Ludlow, Eng-
land, 26 March 1838. He was educated at

Islington College, was ordained priest in 1864,

in 1865-85 was missionary and chaplain at

Peshawar, Afghanistan, in 1885-9 rector at Leb-
anon Springs, N. Y., and from 1889 of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, New York. In
1875-85 he was also examiner in Oriental lan-

guages to the British government. .A-mong his

writings are: 'Notes on Mohammedanism';
'The Poems of .\bdur Rahman' ; 'A Dictionary
of Islam' ; 'Heroic Lives in Foreign Fields.'

Hugo, hu'go (Fr. ii'go), Victor Marie,
French poet and novelist : b. Besangon 26 Feb.
1802; d. Paris 22 May 1885. Major Hugo,
his father, having entered the service of

Joseph Bonaparte, king of Italy and aft-

erward of Spain, Victor's earlier years
were partly spent in these countries. At
the age of 12 he was already writing verses,
and in 1823 his first novel. 'Han d'Islande,'

appeared, followed in 1825 by 'Bug Jargal.' In
1828 a complete edition of his 'Odes et Bal-
lades' appeared. In these productions Hugo's
anti-classical tendencies in style and treatment of

his subject had been very visible, but the appear-

ance of his drama, 'Cromwell' (1827), with its

celebrated preface, gave the watchword to the

anti-classical or romantic school. 'Cromwell'
was too long for representation, and it was only

in 1830 that 'Hernani,' over which the great

contest between Classicists and Romanticists
took place, was brought on the stage. Other
dramas followed— 'Marion Dclornie' (1831) ;

'Le Roi s'amuse' (1832); 'Lucrece Borgia'

(1833); 'Marie Tudor' (1833); 'Angelo'

(1835); 'Ruy Bias' (1838); 'Les Burgraves'

(1843). During those years he had al.so pub-
lished a novel, 'Notre Dame de Paris' (1830),
and several volumes of poetry, 'Les Feuilles

d'Automne' (1831) ; 'Les Chants du Crepus-
cule' (1835); 'Les Voix interieures' (1837);
'Les Rayons et les Ombres' (1840). The
poetry of this period has a melody and grace
superior perhaps to any that he afterward

wTote, but wants that deep and original sense of

life characteristic of his later poems. During
the same period he also wrote critical essays on
Mirabeau, Voltaire, and a number of articles for

the 'Revue de Paris.' In 1841, after having been
four times previously rejected, he was elected a
member of the French .Academy; made shortly

afterward a tour in the Rhineland, of which he
wrote a brilliant and interesting account in <Le
Rhin' (1842). In 1845 he was made a peer of

France by Louis Philippe. The revolution of

1848 threw Hugo into the thick of the political

struggle. At first his votes were decidedly Con-
servative, but afterward whether from suspi-

cion of Napoleon's designs or from other reasons,

he became one of the chiefs of the democratic

party. After the couf d'etat, 2 Dec. 1851, he
was one of those who kept up the struggle in

the streets against Napoleon to the last. He
then fled to Brussels, where he published the

first of his bitter satires on the founder of the

Second Empire, 'Napoleon le Petit' In
August 1852 he went to live in Jersey, and
finally settled in Guernsey, where he bought an
estate called Hauteville House. In the follow-

ing year (1853) the famous volume 'Les Cha-
timents,' a wonderful mixture of satirical invec-

tive, lyrical passion, and pathos, appeared. It

was in the comparative solitude and quietness of

the Channel Islands that he wrote most of the

great works of his later years. 'Les Contempla-
tions' (1856) ; 'La Legende des .Siecles,' ist

series (1859) ; 'Chansons des Rues et des Bois'

(1865). and his celebrated series of social novels,

'Les Miserables' (1862); 'Les Travailleurs de
la Mer' (1866) ; and 'L'Homme qui Rit'

(1869). In 1870, after the fall of the Empire,
Victor Hugo returned to Paris, where he spent

his remaining years in occasional attendances at

the senate, and in adding to the already long list

of his literarj' works. Among these latest pro-

ductions may be cited, 'Quatre-Vingt-Treize'

(1873); 'L'Art d'etre Grand-pere' (1877);
'L'Histoire d'un Crime' (1877): *Le Pape>

(1878); 'La Pitie Supreme' (1879); 'Religions

et Religion' (1880); 'Les Quatre Vents de
I'E^prit' (1881) ; 'La Legende des Siecles'

(last series, 1883); 'Torquemada' (1882). If

not the greatest writer that France has pro-

duced, certainly he is her greatest poet. But he

had grave defects and limitations, the chief being

an entire want of humor, a too frequent strain-

ing after effect through the abnormal and
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bizarre, an overweening belief in his own infal-

libility, and an ever-present conviction that he

was a sage, all of whose sayings might be re-

garded as priceless teachings, to be eagerly

caught up by a listening world. An edition oi

his complete works in 40 vols, appeared at Paris

in 1SS6. The house in which Victor Hugo lived,

on the Place des Vosges. has recently been

transferred to the city of Paris, and now forms

a Victor Hugo Museum, full of interesting rel-

ics of the poet Consult: Swinburne, 'Study

of Victor Hugo' (iSSe) ; Barbou, 'Victor Hugo
et son Temps' (1882): Mabilleau, <\ ictor

Huso' (1893") ; Xichol, 'Victor Hugo, a Sketch

of his Life and Work' (18514') : Dupuy, 'Mctor

Hugo. I'Homme et le Poete' (1887) ; Bire, 'Vic-

tor Hugo apres 1852' (1894).

Huguenots, hu'ge-nots, a term of un-

known origin, believed to be derived from a per-

sonal name, applied to the Protestants of France

dming the religious struggles of the i6th and

irth centuries. During the early part of the

l6th century the doctrines of Calvin, notwith-

standing the opposition of Francis I., spread

widelv in France. Under his successor Henry

II., i'54--59. the Protestant party grew strong,

and under Francis II. became a political force

headed bv the Bourbon family, especially the

King of Xa^•arre and the Prince of Conde. At

the head of the Catholic party stood the Gmses.

The contest between the two parties was as

much political as religious. The result was

that a Huguenot conspiracy headed by Pnnce

Louis of Conde was formed for the purpose of

compelling the k-ing to dismiss the Guises and

accept the Prince of Conde as regent of the

realm. But the plot was betrayed, and many of

the Huguenots were executed or imprisoned. In

1560 Francis died, and during the minority of

the ne.xt king, Charles IX., it was the policy of

the queen mother, Catharine de Medici, to en-

courage the Protestants in the free e.xercise ot

their religion in order to curb the Guises. In

1562 an accidental conflict between the followers

of the Duke of Guise and some Protestants

at a church meeting precipitated a series of relig-

ious wars which desolated France almost to the

end of the century. Catharine, however, be-

gan to fear that Protestantism might become

a permanent power in the countrj-, and sud-

denly making an alliance with the Guises,

with their help she projected and carried out

the massacre of St. Bartholomews (q.v.).

The Protestants fled to their fortified towns

and carried on a war with ii-ar>ing success.

On the death of Charles IX., Henr>- III., a

feeble sovereign, fotmd himself compelled to

unite with the King of Xavarre, head of the

house of Bourbon and heir-apparent of the

French crown, against the ambitious Guises,

who openly aimed at the throne, and had excited

the people against him to such a degree thathe

was on the point of losing the crow-n. .After

the assassination of Henrv- III. the King of Xa-

\zTTe was obliged to maintain a severe strug-

gle for the \-acant throne; and not until he had,

by the advice of Sully, embraced the Catholic

religion (1^93), did he enjoy quiet possession of

the kingdom as Henrj- IV. Five years after-

ward he secured to the Huguenots their civil

rights by the Edict of Xantes (q.v.1 which con-

firmed to them the free exercise of their religion,

and gave them equal claims with the Catholics

to all omces and dignities. They were also left

in possession of the fortresses which had been

ceded to them for their securitj-. This edia

afiEorded them the means of forming a kind of

republic within the kingdom, which Richelieu,

who regarded it as a serious obstacle to the

growth of the royal power, resolved to crush.

The war raged from 1624 to 1629, when Ro-

chelle, after an obstinate defense, fell before the

royal troops; the Huguenots had to surrender

all their strongholds, although they were still

allowed freedom of conscience under the minis-

tries of Richelieu and Mazarin. But under

Louis XIV. a new persecution of the Protes-

tants commenced. They were deprived of their

dvil rights, and bodies of dragoons were sent

into the southern provinces to compel the Protes-

tant inhabitants to abjure their faith. The
Edict of Xantes was revoked in 16S5, and by

this act about 50,000 Protestant subjects were

driven out of France to other countries. cSee

HuGUEXOTS IX AiiERic.\.) In the reign of

Louis XV. a new edict was issued repressive of

Protestantism, but so many voices were raised

in favor of toleration that it had to be revoked.

The Code Xapoleon and later enactments place

Protestants in France on an equality with their

Catholic compatriots.

Huguenots in America. The French Prot-

estant settlements in the New World divide

themselves into two classes : those of choice (or

at least with time and opportunity to make
choice) and those of necessity. The former ex-

tend from the middle of the 16th centur>- down
to the capture of Xew York by the English in

1664: the latter comprise all those dating from

the increasing severity of repression that her-

alded the Dragonnades and the Revocation of

the Edict of Xantes to the end. The former

were deliberate organized colonizations, of the

same stamp as the English and from the same

motives; the latter were the desperate and gen-

erally hurried resource of crowds of ruined

exiles. The former were complete failures, and

were soon suppressed, absorbed, or exter-

minated; the latter sought only life and liveli-

hood and welcomed absorption. The former in-

clude the abonive attempts in Brazil and Florida,

the earliest settlements in .Acadia and Can-

ada, the first settlement of Xew York, and

the settlement of some of the West Indies; the

latter include the feeble attempts at settlements

in Xew England, the flood of accessions to the

French element in Xew York, the founding of

Xew Rochelle, the migrations to Pennsyl\-ania,

Delaware, and Mar\-land, the promising but

aborted attempt in Virginia and, greatest of

all, the tide of immigrants that created South

Carolina.
.

The first attempt at creating a New-World
Huguenot as>-lum and magazine of supplies was

undenaken in 1555 : Xicholas Durand de Villega-

gnon ( q.v.) pretended to undertake it for Coligny,

and settled a colony in Rio Janeiro harbor. But it

was half Catholics: Villegagnon was a scamp,

persecuted and scattered the Protestants, and

finally desened the colony; and the Ponuguesc

slaughtered it out in 1567. .\ more honest at-

tempt was made by Jean de Ribault in 1562. at

Port Ro^-al, S. C. but failed. In 1564 Rene de

Laudonn'iere founded a colony on the St. John s

in Florida (q.v.). at Fort Caroline; but the

next year Pedro Menendez de Aviles butchered
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the entire settlement. St. Bartholomew and
the religious wars intervened ; and no further

efforts were made till after the accession of

Henry of Navarre, who had imbibed tlic ardor
for colonization from Coligny. In 1664, under
his commission, Sieur de Monts planted a set-

tlement to be on the basis of perfect religious

equality, the first in the New World— at Fort
Royal, N. S. ; French mercantile jealousy had
the commission revoked, and it perished ; but
two years later it was refounded by Poutrin-

court, and De Monls and Cli.T.niplain founded
Quebec. In 1613 Sir Samuel .^rgall (q.v. ) de-

stroyed Port Royal, but the French stayed and
bands of Protestants came to reinforce tiiem at

intervals. A small settleinent was made on New-
foundland, but was broken up by the government
exceot for a few who would turn Catholics. The
founding of New Amsterdam, usually supposed
to be by the Dutch, was in fact by Huguenots
under Dutch auspices. The Huguenots— largely

French-speaking Walloons— who had crowded
into the Netherlands to escape persecutions, had
tried to gain permission to found settlements in

the English colonies ; rebuffed in this, they en-

gaged with the Dutch, and the first shipload of

emigrants that came to the future New York
were entirely Huguenot, Peter Minuit hiinself

being a Walloon. French families had been
there already for years, the first white child

born on Manhattan Island being French. For
three generations the French element continued

to be a highly important factor in the city, and
composed much of the business aristocracy; even
after the English occupation, all official docu-
ments were printed in both Dutch and French as

well as English. Of the first shipload of emi-

grants, a number went up the Hudson and
founded Fort Orange (Albany). In 1660 a

number of Walloon and Vaudois exiles, who
had taken refuge in the Lower Palatinate, settled

near Kingston, N. Y. ; later, the Vaudois founded
New Paltz in the Wallkill Valley. In 1677 a

French town was founded at Hackensack, but

the fast-breeding Dutch soon swamped it. Small
French groups settled in various parts of New
Jersey.

Of the second class, the refugee emigration,

too scattered and hurried in general to found
separate French settlements, the first beginning

from the north was at Boston. From 1660 on,

small numbers had come from the Channel
Islands and RochcUe, but after the Dragon-
nades 200 or 300 families came over, including

some of the most notable names in Boston his-

tory. A settlement at O.xford, Mass., was made
in 1687, primarily to convert the Nipmuck In-

dians, but that tribe joined hands with the
Canadian tribes in league with the French, and
inflicted such horrors on them— one whole sum-
mer besieging them in their blockhouse— that

the settlement broke up in despair, many of
them taking refuge in Milford, Conn. Many
small groups settled in Rhode Island ; the largest

had a miserable history, being defrauded by a
New England company organized expressly to

sell to innocent foreigners a tract of land to

which it had no title. In Connecticut Hartford
and Milford received the greatest number. In
New York the arrivals strengthened the French
element, but soon melted into the general mass.
In Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, many

hundreds settled, but as scattered members of
the population, and left no outward trace. In
Virginia, who,se southern climate was congenial
to them, the Huguenots had settled in consider-
able numbers for many years, but in 1690 Wil-
liam III, sent over some 300 Huguenots who
had followed him from Holland, and they made a
settlement named Monacantown, from an ex-
tinct Indian tribe. In 1700, after long nego-
tiations, four shiploads more came over under
Marquis de La Aluce; about half of them set-

tled at Jamestown, Va., and in South and North
Carolina, the rest at Monacantown. Several
hundred more came over at different times, and
the settlement seemed to have struck enduring
roots ; but furious religious dissensions broke
it in two, and the pastor led part of them to

the Trent in North Carolina, whence in fear of
Indian massacre they finally went to South
Carolina, the Canaan of the Huguenots, settling

at Jamestown there. This South Carolina
French immigration, due to the latitude and
soil fitting their habits, began in 1670 in small
numbers. In 1680 the city of Charleston was
founded, largely under French auspices ; the

same year Charles II. sent over about 90 Hugue-
nots to raise wine, oil, and silk, .-Xfter the

Revocation the great tide began to flow in ; in

1687 there were four wholly or largely French
settlements— Jamestown on the Santee, the

"Orange Quarter" on the Cooper, St, John's
Berkeley, and Charleston. In 1732 a band of 360
French-Swiss Protestants settled Purysburg on
the Savannah ; and in 1764 the last French colony

was founded •— New Bordeaux in Abbeville

County. In the intervals there was a steady

stream, very large for many years after 1685.

Some of the greatest names in Southern his-

tory are Prench, and the entire character and
action of the State have been deeply molded by
this fiery, impulsive, gallant strain. It is pitiful

to record that after all the sacrifice and courage
of these exiles, religious persecution forced

them to close their churches. All but members
of the Church of England were disfranchised in

1706, and the Huguenots were bribed into sub-

mission by government support of the churches

and having the liturgy translated into French.

The Huguenot settlements in the West In-

dies— St. Christopher, Martinique, Guadeloupe,

and some sinaller ones— belong in origin to the

former group, that of voluntary colonization;

their later history and the flight from them
belongs to the latter. They were colonized by a

trading company under Richelieu's patronage

from 1626 on ; there was nominal prohibition of

public worship, but actually the law was a dead

letter, as there would have been no trade but

for the Huguenots ; the Walloon Synod of Hol-
land supplied ministers, and the life was oneof
prosperity and content. Then as the Revocation

approached, atrocious penal laws were passed,

but still not enforced. But the Revocation

changed everything into a scene of misery. The
first result was the using of the islands as a

penal settlement for the Huguenots of France;

the latter were sold into service, sometimes of

the worst character, and the horrors of the

passage rivaled the worst of the slave-trade.

Then the governor-general was ordered to ex-

tirpate heresy at all hazard, and threatened a
dragonnade if the inhabitants did not recant.
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The effect was a general flight ; next a stern

order from the governor-general to stop or he
would carry out the government orders in all

their severity, which produced a still greater

stampede, assisted by the Catholics themselves.

In a few months the islands were half depopu-
lated and their trade nearly ruined. The king
then modified his orders : the flight ceased and
a few returned; but most of the refugees re-

mained in the English colonies or Bermuda.
Several score at least removed to New York,
and some of them founded New Rochelle: a few
to New England, and the Southern colonies nat-

urally received the largest quota. This immi-
gration had an important effect on the United
States trade with the West Indies, as the

Huguenot merchants, from their familiaritj- with

the region and their family ties, took the l^'ad in

and greatly developed it.

The "dead-line" of the French churches in

America, the test of that element's separate ex-

istence, is about the middle of the i8th century:

beyond that, according to Baird. few existed and
fewer kept their language. French instinct was
to blend, and of course it was much the best

that it should do so. The element was absorbed
soon and utterly, but its blood and its ideas have
been verv- valuable to the United States. Con-
sult Baird, 'Historj- of the Huguenot Emi-
gration to America' (1885).

Huichol (we'chol) Indians. See Indi.\xs,

Americ.\n.

HuU, Edward, Irish geologist: b. Antrim
31 May 1829. As a member of the Geological

Surrey of Great Britain for 20 years, he geolog-

ically mapped a large portion of the central coun-

ties of England. In 1869 he became professor

of geolog}- at the Royal College of Science, Dub-
lin ; and in 1883 commanded an expedition under
the auspices of the Palestine Exploration Society

to .•\rabia Petrsea and Palestine. Among his im-
portant works are: <The Coal-Fields of Great
Britain' (1865) ; 'Building and Ornamental
Stones' (1872); <A Text-Book of Physiog-

raphy' (1888) ; 'Mount Seir, Sinai, and South-

ern Palestine' (1885) ; "Volcanoes, Past and
Present' (1892); 'Our Coal Resources at the

Close of the 19th Centurv-' (1897).

Hull, Isaac, .\merican commodore: b.

Derby. Conn.. 9 March 1775 :<1- Philadelphia 13

Feb. 1843. He commenced his career in the

merchant service, and was commissioned a.s_ lieu-

tenant in the navy at the commencement of hos-

tilities with France in 1798. In 1800 when first

lieutenant of the Constitution, he cut out a

French privateer from under a strong battery in

the harbor of Port Platte, San Domingo. Dur-
ing the war with Tripoli (1802-5') Hull served

with distinction in the squadrons of Commodores
Preble and Barron, in command of the schooner

Nautilus and brig .Xrgus. participating in the

several attacks on the city of Tripoli in July,

August, and September 1804, and subsequently

co-operating with Gen. Eaton in the capture of

the citj- of Deme. In May 1804, he was pro-

moted to the rank of master commandant, and

in .April 1806, to that of captain. At the open-

ing of the War of 1812 between the United

States and Great Britain he was in command of

the frigate Constitution, and in July of that year,

while cruising off New York, fell in with a

British squadron, which chased the Constitution

closely for nearly three days and nights. The
wind was light and baffling, but Hull handled
his vessel with superior seamanship, and finally

escaped without injurj': at one time he resorted
to a novel and successful expedient: the boats
were lowered, and all the spare rope on board
was bent to a kedge anchor which was carried
out nearly a mile ahead and let go. The ship
was warped up to this kedge, which was weighed
while another was carried out. In this way she
left her pursuers before they discovered the
manner in which it was done. After this re-

markable escape, Hull went into Boston for a
few days, whence he sailed 3 August, and 19
August met the English frigate Guerriere. which
after a short conflict he reduced to a complete
wreck, and forced the English to surrender.

(See CoxsTiTi'Tiox. The.) As this was the

first naval action of the war, it was regarded as

a verj' important one : Capt. Hull was enthusias-
tically received, and Congress at its next session

presented him with a gold medal. After the

war his principal services were in command of

the na\-y yards at Boston and \\'a?hington, of the

squadrons in the Pacific and Mediterranean, and
as a member of the board of na\-)- commis-
sioners.

Hull, William, American soldier: b. Derby,
Conn., 24 June 1753 : d. Newton. Mass., 29 Nov.
1825. He was graduated at Yale College in

1772, studied law at Litchfield, Conn., and was
admitted to the bar in 1775. He entered the

arm\- of the Revolution at Cambridge in 1775
as captain of a Connecticut company of volun-
teers : was promoted to the rank of major in the

8th Massachusetts regiment in 1777, and to

that of lieutenant-colonel in 1779. He was in

the battles at White Plains, Trenton, Princeton,

Stillwater. Saratoga, Monmouth, and Stony
Point. His services throughout the war re-

ceived the approbation of his superior officers,

and neither his courage nor patriotism was ever
doubted. He was governor of Michigan Terri-

tor>- from 1805 till 1812, when he was appointed

as brigadier-g<.'neral to the command of the

northwestern ;.rmy. He marched his troops to

Detroit, heard of the declaration of war, and of

the fall of Michilimackinac, which let loose the

Indians of the Northwest upon him, crossed into

Canada, but found his communications cut off,

recrossed, and on the arrival of Gen. Brock
surrendered to that ofiicer the post of Detroit

and the territorj'. For this he was tried two
years after by a court-martial, and sentenced to

be shot. The execution of the sentence was re-

mitted by the President in consideration of his

age and Revolutionary services. Historians are

now agreed that the difliculties which sur-

rounded Gen. Hull were so great that we need

not ascribe his surrender either to treason or to

cowardice. In 1824 he published a series of let-

ters in defense of his conduct in this campaign
which l.ad a wide circulation. Consult 'Life.'

by his daughter, Maria Campbell, and his grand-

son. James Freeman Clarke (1848).

Hull, Canada, town and county-seat of

Ottawa Count)', Quebec, on the Ottawa River,

at the junction of the Gatineau River, opposite

the city of Ottawa, and on the Canadian Pacific

railway. It is connected with its important
neighbor by a fine suspension bridge spanning
the Chaudiere Falls. Iron mining is carried on
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in the neighborhood, and the Falls afford im-

mense water-power. Lumbering is the chief in-

dustry of the district; and Hull has vast lumber
yards, saw- and planing-mills, and manufactories

of pulp, paper, matches, pails, woodenware,
woolens, axes, etc. It has 5 churches, a college,

a convent, many fine residences, and French and
English newspapers. The population is chiefly

French Canadian. The town has been rebuilt

?ince its almost total destruction by fire, 26

April 1900. Pop. (1901) 13,993-

Hull, Kingston-upon-, England, a large

river port, municipal and parliamentary borough,
city and county of itself, situated in the East

Riding of York, on the north shore of the estu-

arj' of the Humber, where it is joined by the

Hull, 34 miles east-southeast of York. Its

buildings of note are the tow-n-hall, the exchange,

the corn exchange, market-hall, post-office, the

custom-house. Trinity House, dock offices, pub-

lic rooms, royal institution (containing the rooms
of the Philosophical Society, etc.), art gallery,

technical schools, central library, Hymers Col-

lege, grammar-school, the jail, royal infirmary-

borough asylum, hospitals, crematorium, and dis-

pensarj'. The town possesses three well-laid-out

public parks. The industries are varied. There
are several ship-building yards, iron-foundries,

machine-shops, and steam flour-mills ; the other

principal branches of industry comprehend seed-

crushing, color-making, paper-making, canvas,

rope, and cable making, tobacco manufacturing,

and oil boiling. Hull ranks as the third port in

the kingdom, and has extensive ship accommoda-
tion, docks, quays, etc. The principal exports

are machinery, coal, metal goods, and woolen

and cotton goods, the total value in 1900 being

£16.933.078 (besides £5,516.723 of foreign and

colonial produce) : imports— timber, corn, iron,

wool, flax, hemp, tallow, hides, pitch, tar, rosin,

bones, etc.; in 1900 £31,168.579. The name of

Kingston-upon-Hull was given by Edward I.,

who erected a fortress, and constituted it a

chartered town and port. When Edward HI.

invaded France in 1359 Hull contributed 16 ships

and 470 mariners. During the civil war Hull

was besieged unsuccessfully by the Royalists

twice. Pop. (1901) 240,618.

Hul'lah, John Fyke, English musical com-
poser: b. Worcester 27 June 1812; d. London
21 Feb. 1884. In 1833 he entered the Royal

Academy of Music. His first important com-
position, an opera entitled 'The Village Co-

quettes,' of which the words were by Charles

Dickens, was successfully produced at St. James'

Theatre in 1836. Early in 1841 he opened classes

in Exeter Hall for the instruction in vocal music

of schoolmasters and the general public, and

from 1849 to i860 continued them in St. Mar-

tin's Hall, built for him by his friends and sup-

porters. His classes were remarkably success-

ful despite much adverse criticism of his method

of teaching. In 1S58 he succeeded Horsley as

organist at the Charterhouse, and in 1872 re-

ceived the appointment of musical inspector of

training schools for the United Kingdom. He
conducted the Philharmonic concerts at Edin-

burgh 1866-7. and those of the Royal Academy
of Music 1870-3. He also held professorships m
King's College. Queen's College, and Bedford

College. Hullah's best-known compositions are

songs, of which several, stich as 'The Sands of

\'0L. 8—35

Dee,> 'Three Fishers,> 'The Storm,' and <0
that We Two Were Maying,' have become very
popular. He issued many excellent collections
of songs and other musical pieces, among which
are: 'Part Music,' in three series (1842-5);
'Vocal Scores' (1846 onward) ; 'School Songs'
(1851) : 'Sea Songs' ; 'Singer's Library of Con-
certed Music' (1859) ; and 'Song Book' (1866).
Dr. Hullah was the author of the following
among other works on the histor>' and theory of
music: 'Grammar of Vocal Muiic' (1843) ; 'On
Vocal Music' (1849): 'Grammar of Musical
Harmony' (1852): 'The History of Modern
Music' (1862); 'Grammar of Counterpoint'
(1864) ; 'Music in the House' (1877). See the
'Life' by his wife (1886).

Hulme, Frederick Edward, English bota-
nist: b. Hanlej', Staffordshire, 1841. He has
long been prominent as a writer upon natural
history, art. heraldry, etc., and among his nu-
merous works are: 'Plant Form* (1868) ; 'Fa-
miliar Wild Flowers' (7 vols. 1878-1902) ; 'Art
Instruction in England' (1882): 'History, Prin-
ciples and Practice of Symbolism in Art'
(1891) ; 'Historv. Principles and Practice of
Heraldry' (1892); 'Crvptography' (1898);
'History of the Flags of the World' (1897).

Humaita, 00-ma-e'ta, Paraguay', town and
fort ; on the Paraguay River, near the mouth of
the Parana River; in the southwestern part of
the republic. Its situation made its possession
of importance during the war of the "Triple
Alliance." It withstood a siege for a whole
year, the attacking forces being Argentine and
Brazil soldiers, but finally, in 1868, surrendered.
At the close of the war. in 1870, the fortifica-

tions were destroyed. It is surrounded by a

fertile agricultural country. There is but little

local manufacturing, but there is an extensive

trade in coffee, sugar, cotton, tobacco, hides, and
I'xe stock. Pop. 4.000.

Humane Association, American, a consoli-

dation of various societies, formed at Cleveland,

Ohio, in 1877, becoming a national organization

for the prevention of cruelty to animals and
children. The initial work of the society was to

regulate the abuses in cattle-transportation by
the railroads, and to secure the passage of State

laws looking to this end. It offered a prize of

$5,000 for the best model of a cattle car that

would make possible the feeding, watering and
resting of cattle in transit, and many improved
cattle cars w-ere brought into use. See Ani-
M.\LS, Cri'elty to; Children, Society for the
Prevention of Cri'elty to.

Humane Society, Royal, formed in Lon-
don, in 1774, for the purpose of resuscitating

those who had been immersed in water and were
apparently drowned. At the present time it dis-

tributes rewards, consisting of medals, clasps,

testimonials, and sums of money to those who
save or attempt to save life from drowning.

Also "all cases of exceptional bravery in rescu-

ing or attempting to rescue persons from

asphyxia in mines, wells, blast-furnaces, or in

sewers where foul gas may endanger life, are

recognizable bv the society." It likewise gives

prizes for swimming to the pupils of public

schools and of training-ships.

Hu'manists, the name assumed at the re-

vival of learning by those who looked upon
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the cultivation of classical'literature as tlie most
valuable instrument of education, in opposition
to those who clung to the ancient methods of the

Scholastics. In tlieir modes of thought also the

tendency of the humanists was to exalt paganism
at the expense of Oiristianity. In the i8th

century the name became a word of reproach for

those who showed a blind zeal for the classics

as the sole educational subject, opposing the

Philanthropists, who asserted tlie value of mathe-
matics, science, modern languages, and historj-.

Humanita'rians, a term applied to the
various classes of anti-Trinitarians, who regard
Christ as a mere man. The earliest known
author of the purely humanitarian theorj' is The-
odotus of Byzantium, who lived in the second
century. A contemporary of his, Artemon,
taught the same doctrine, and asserted that such
had been the universal belief of Christians up
till the beginning of the 3d centurj-. See T'ni-

T.\RIAXISM.

HumlDert I., R.\xieri Carlo Emanitei-e Gio-
VAXxi Maria Ferdix.\xdo Eugexio, king of

Italy : b. Turin 14 March 1844 : d. Monza, near
Milan, 29 July 1900. He was eldest son of \'ic-

tor Emmanuel II. and Queen Marie Adelaide,
daughter of the Archduke Regnier of Austria.

He took part as a youth in the war of inde-

pendence, and in 1866 was in command of a
division at Custozza. On 2?- April 1868 he mar-
ried his cousin. Princess Margherita of Savoy,
daughter of the Duke of Genoa. On the death
of his father he succeeded to the throne of Italy

9 Jan. 1878 as Humbert I. During his reign he
carefully regarded constitutional limitations, and
directing his choice of prime-ministers according
to parliamentarj' conditions, selected but one,
Rudini, from the Conservatives. In foreign pol-

icy he was evidently desirous of an active part

in European affairs. In 1S91 was concluded the
"Triple Alliance" with Germany and Austria, a
compact which necessitated the maintenance of
a large army and navy, and the oppressive tax-
ation of an already burdened country. Humbert
also believed in colonial expansion, which he in-

augurated by the occupying of Massowah, on
the Red Sea. The Italian troops suffered re-

verses in 1887 and 1888, when they were defeated
by the Mahdi, and i ^Iarch 1896 when they lost

the battle of Adowa to the Abyssinians. Hum-
bert's attitude toward the Vatican was one of
firmness, respecting all guarantees to the Pope,
but insisting on the permanence of the Italian

possession of Rome. His private munificence—
it is said that he expended not less than $500,000
yearly in benefactions— and his personal inter-

est and courage in the rescue work after the
earthquake at Ischia C28 July 1883), and in visits

to Busca and Naples during the cholera epidemic
(1884), made him greatly respected by the Ital-

ians, to whom he was known as "Humbert the
Good." He was thoroughly a soldier and eager
in the interests of the army. Two unsuccessful
attempts were made upon his life, one at Naples
17 Nov. 1878 by Passanante, a fanatic, and an-
other near Rome 22 April 1897 b} Acciarito, an
anarchist. On 29 July 1900 he was shot and
killed at Monza, near Milan, by the anarchist
Bresci. See Italy, History.

Humbert Swindle, The, one of the most
daring and extensive frauds on record, per-

petrated by a Mme. Humbert of Paris with the

aid of various accomplices. It was alleged by
Mme. Humbert that a certain Robert Henry
Crawford, American millionaire, had left to her
his fortune of $20,000,000. A subsequent will

divided the estate between her younger sister,

Marie Daurignac, and Henry and Robert Craw-
ford, nephews of the testator, while a third docu-
ment bound the heirs to the preservation of the
title-deeds and securities, and placed these in

the keeping of M. and Mme. Humbert until

Marie should attain her majority. Without ex-
amination the alleged title-deeds and securities

were deposited and sealed in a safe by the au-
thorities. On this wholh- fictitious basis Mme.
Humbert netted about Sio.ooo.ooo. while the
amount of notes in the form of original loans
and renewals equaled S140.oco.coo. The fraud
was discovered, and the Humberts sentenced
22 Aug. 1902 to five years' imprisonment but
were released 13 Sept. 1906.

Humble-bee. See Bumblebee.

Humboldt, hiim'bolt (Ger. hoom'bolt),
Friedrich Heinrich Alexander, B.^rox vox,
German traveler and naturalist : b. Berlin 14
Sept. 1769; d. there 6 May 1859. His father was
chamberlain to the king of Prussia. He studied
at the universities of Frankfon-on-the-Oder,
Berlin, and Gottingen, and in 1790 traveled along
the Rhine to Holland, France, and England.
This journey gave rise to his "Observations on
the Basalt on the Rhine,' published in 1793. In
1 791 he studied mining and botany at the mining
school in Freiberg, where his acquirements, his

attractive and instructive conversation, his wit,

and goodness of heart gained him universal
esteem and affection. In 1792 he was appointed
assessor in the mining and smelting department,
and soon afterward removed to Baireuth, as

overseer of the mines in Franconia. Here he
introduced many improvements, among which
was the establishment of the mining school at

Steben ; he likewise made valuable galvanic ex-
periments, the results of which were published
in 1796, in two volumes. But in 1797 he gave
up this office from a desire to travel. Owing to

the disturbed state of the Continent, however,
it was not easy for him to carry out his pro-

ject. For some time he resided in various parts

of Germany, particularly at Jena, where he be-

came intimately acquainted with Goethe and
Schiller. In 1797 he went, in company with
his brother, Karl Wilhelm. a Prussian minister
of state, to Paris, where he became acquainted
with Aime Bonpland, a pupil of the medical
school and botanic garden in Paris. He then

went to Madrid, and having obtained permission

from the crown to travel through the Spanish
colonies in America, immediately sent for his

friend Bonpland, and sailed with him from
Corunna. They landed at Teneriffe. where they

ascended to the crater in Pico, in order to ana-

lyze the atmospheric air, and to make geological

observations. In July they arrived at Cumana
in South .\merica. For five years they were
occupied incessantly in traveling through

tracts of the earth rich in all that could interest

the scientific observer, and till then never scien-

tifically described. They explored the regions of

South .America watered by the Orinoco and

the upper part of the Rio Negro, fully tracing

the connection between the Orinoco and the

Amazon; then returned to the coast and sailed
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for Cuba, where they remained some months.
Leaving Cuba in 1801, they returned to the

Soutli American continent, sailed up the Magda-
lena as far as they could, pursued their route

I)y land to Popayan and Quito, and thence as

far south as Lima, crossing the Andes no fewer

than live times in the course of their journey,

and, besides other mountain ascents, climbing

Chimborazo (23 June 1802) to an elevation

of 19,300 feet, being the highest point of the

Andes then reached by man ; from Lima they

sailed to Guayaquil, and thence to Acapulco,

Mexico (January 1803). Some months were

spent in examining the city of Mexico and the

surrounding countrj-, and in a visit to the United

States; and in January 1804, they set sail for

Europe, taking Cuba again on their way. On
3 .Aug. 1804, they arrived at Bordeaux, bringing

with them, as the result of their labors, an im-

mense mass of fresh knowledge in geography,

geology, climatology, meteorologj', botany, zool-

ogy, and every branch of natural science, as well

as in ethnology and political statistics. Hum-
boldt selected Paris as his residence, no other

city offering so many aids to scientific study,

or having so many distinguished savants, and
remained there till March 1805, arranging his

collections and manuscripts, and experimenting

with Gay-Lussac, in the laboratory of the poly-

technic school, on the chemical elements of the

atmosphere. He was accompanied by Gay-Lus-
sac, who e.xerted a lasting influence on his chem-
ical studies, in a visit to Rome and Naples,

and also by Von Buch on his return through
Switzerland to Berlin, where, after an absence

of nine years, he arrived in November 1805.

As the condition of Germany made it imprac-

ticable to publish there his large scientific works,

he was permitted by King Frederick William

HI., as one of the eight foreign meinbers of

the French Academy of Sciences, to remain in

Paris, which was his residence, excepting brief

periods of absence, from 1808 to 1837. There
appeared his 'Voyage aux Regions equinoxiales

du Nouveau Continent' (with Atlas, 1809-25;

German edition, Stuttgart 1825-32 ; new edition,

edited by Hauff, four vols., 1859-60).
_
When in

1810 his elder brother resigned the direction of

educational affairs in Prussia to become am-
bassador at Vienna, the former post was urged

upon Humboldt by Hardenberg ; but he declined

it, preferring his independence. He had also

already decided upon a second scientific expe-

dition, through Upper India, the region of the

Hiinalaya. and Tibet, in preparation for which

he was diligently learning the Persian language.

The political events between the Peace of Paris

and the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle gave him
occasion for several excursions. He went to

England in the suite of the King of Prussia

in 1814; again in company with Arago, when
his brother was appointed ambassador to Lon-
don ; and again in 1818 with Valenciennes from
Paris to London, and from London to Aix-la-

Chapelle, where the king and Hardenberg wished

to have him near them during the congress.

He also accompanied the king to the Congress

of Verona, and thence to Rome and Naples

;

and in 1827, at the solicitation of the monarch,

gave up his residence in Paris, and returned

by way of London and Hamburg to Berlin,

where in the following winter he delivered a

series of public lectures on the cosinos. Under

the patronage of the Czar Nicholas he under-
took in 1829 an expedition to northern Asia,

to explore the Ural and ,'\ltai Mountains, the

Chinese Dsoungaria, and the Caspian Sea. In

this expedition he was accompanied by Ehrcn-
berg and Gustav Rose. Their course lay through
Moscow, Kazan, and the ruins of Old Bulghari

to Ekaterinburg, the gold mines of the Ural, the

platinum mines of Nijni Taghilsk, Bogoslovsk,

Verhoturyc, and Tobolsk, to Barnaul, Schlan-

genberg, and Ustkamengorsk, in the Altai region,

and thence to the Chinese frontier. From the

snow-covered Altai Alountains the travelers

turned toward the southern part of the Ural
range, and traversed the great steppe of Ischim,

passed through Petropavlovsk, Omsk, Miask, the

salt lake of Ilmen, Zlatousk, Taganay, Oren-
burg, Uralsk (the principal seat of the Uralian
Cossacks), Saratov Dubovka, Tzaritzin, and the

Moravian settlement of Sarepta, to Astrakhan
and the Caspian Sea. They visited the Kalmuck
chief Sered Jaab, and returned by Voronesh,
Tula, and Moscow. The entire journey of over

10,000 miles was made in nine months ; its re-

sults are given in Rose's 'Mineralogischgeog-
nostische Reise nach dem Ural, Altai und dem
Kaspischen Mecre' (1837-42) ; and Humboldt's
'Asie Centrale, Recherches sur les Chaincs de
Montagnes et la Climatologie comparee.' It

extended the knowledge of telluric magnetism,

since in consequence of it the Russian Imperial

Academy established a series of magnetic and
meteorological stations from St. Petersburg to
Peking, which was followed, on Humboldt's ap-

plication to the Duke of Sussex, by the estab-

lishinent of similar stations in the southern hem-
isphere by the British government. The con-

vulsions of 1830 gave a more political direction

to Humboldt's activity for several years. On the

news of the French revolution, and the acces-

sion of Louis Philippe, he was selected to convey

to Paris the Prussian recognition of the new
fnonarch, and to send political advices to Berlin.

The latter office fell to him again in 1834-5, and

he was called upon to fulfil it five times in the 12

following years, residing four or five months
in Paris on each mission. To this period be-

longs the publication of his 'Examen critique

de la Geographic du Nouveau Continent'

(1835-8). He accompanied the king of Prussia

in visits to Denmark, England, etc. (1841-5),

and resided for several months in Paris in

1847-8, from which titne he lived in Prussia,

usually in Berlin, occupying a high position at

the court until his death. His last great work,

'Cosmos' (1845-58), has been unanimously rec-

ognized as one of the most valuable contribu-

tions to science ever published. It explains

the physical universe according to its depend-

encies and relations, grasps nature as a whole,

moved and animated by internal forces, and

by a comprehensive description shows the unity

which prevails amid its variety. It has been

translated into all languages in which a book o£

science is required, and has been without an

equal in giving an impulse to natural studies.

See Bruhns, 'Alexander von Humboldt, eine

Wissenschaftliche Biographic' (Eng. trans.,

1873) ; Klenke, '.Alexander von Humboldt, ein

biographischcs Denkmal' (1859).

Humboldt, Karl 'Wilhelni, B.\KO>r von,

German statesman and philologist, brother of
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Bie preceding-: b. Potsdam 22 June 1767; d.

Tegel near Spandau, 8 April 1835. He studied

law at Berlin, at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and at

Gottingen. and at the same time devoted equal

attention to antiquities, jesthetics, and the phi-

losophy of Kant. In 1789-90 he lived in Erfurt

and Weimar, where a friendship commenced
with Schiller, continued without interruption till

the poet's death. -\ valuable memoriaJ of his

friendship with Schiller is the correspondence be-

tween them ( Briefwechsel zwischen Schiller und
Wilhelm von Humboldt, 1830). In 1801, at the

request of the Prussian government, he accepted

the situation of ministerial resident at Rome,
From 1806-8 he was here minister plenipoten-

tiarj-. but, having been called from Rome to fill

the office of minister of the interior in connec-

tion with ecclestiastical and educational maners,
had a most important share in the educational

progress, which Prussia has since made: more
especially is the erection of the Berlin University

to be ascribed to him. He e.xchanged this situ-

ation in iSio for that of extraordinar>- ambassa-

dor and minister plenipotenriarj- to \'ienna. He
took an active part during the armistice of 1813

in the peace congress at Prague: in 1814 at the

Congress of Chatillon, and the conclusion of the

first Paris peace: in 1S15 at the Congress of

Vienna : and in 1816 at Frankfort-on-the-Main,

in all matters connected with the German diet.

He was afterward appointed ambassador to Lon-
don, and in 1818 attended the Congress of Aix-
la-Chapelle. In 1819 he was an active member
of the Prussian ministry, but sent in his

resignation the same year, in favor of a

freeV and more constitutional s>'stem. His col-

lected works (1841-52), include poems, essays

on subjects of taste, and in particular numerous
valuable disquisitions in regard to the origin and
progress of language.

Humboldt, a river which has its rise in the

northeastern part of the State of Nevada, flows

west and southwest, a distance of about 350
miles into Humboldt Lake, in the eastern part

of the State. The stream is narrow, the waters

saline, and the whole course is through a barren

region, destitute of large trees and but few

shrubs, except a few clusters of willows. The
fields are covered with sage brush. The only

east and west pass through the mountains of Ne-
vada is the valley of the Humboldt. The Central

Pacific railroad, in its course through the State,

follows this river. Humboldt I^ke has no out-

let; but the waters evaporate so rapidly that

sometimes its bed is dr\% but when the water is

high it overflows the banks. A dam built a few

years ago prevents the overflow from falling in

Carson Sink.

Hume, David, Scottish historian and meta-

physician: b. Edinburgh 27 April 1711; d. there

25 Aug. 1776. He appears to have entered the

University of Edinburgh at 12, and to have left

at 14 or 15 without taking a degree. He began

the study of law, but abandoned it in order to

devote himself to the "pursuits of philosophy

and learning." His first work, the 'Treatise

of Human Nature.' was published partly in

1739 and partly in 1740: the books entitled <0f
the Understanding' and 'Of the Passions' ap-

pearing in the former, and tliat entitled 'Of
Morals' in the latter year.

The 'Treatise of Human Nature' is the final

and most complete exposition of the fundamental
principles of the old school of empirical philos-

oph}-,— the school to which belonged Bacon,
Locke, and Berkeley. According to Hume, the

contents of the mind are embraced in the term
"perceptions." Perceptions consist of sensuous
impressions and ideas. Ideas are merely images
of sensuous impressions. Knowledge is the cog-
nition of the relation between two perceptions.

There is no necessary connection between cause
and effect. The idea of cause depends on the
habit of the mind which expects the event that

usually follows another. Mind is but a series

or succession of isolated impressions and ideas.

As knowledge is dependent on experience de-

rived through the senses, and as the senses fre-

quently deceive, one can have no absolute know-
ledge of things, but onl\' of one's impression of

them. Hence, to give the conclusion later ar-

rived at in tlie famous 'Essay on Miracles,' a
miracle even if genuine is incapable of proot

The 'Treatise of Human Nature' is clear,

forcible, and vmtechnicaL Its most striking

characteristics are its spontaneity and individu-

ality. Hume owed little to academic training,

and wrote his earlier works at a distance from
centres of learning, without access to large li-

braries. The literary beauties of the 'Treatise,'

however, are marred by its structural defects.

It is a series of brilliant fragments rather than
a well-rounded whole, and is concerned more
with criticism of metaphysical opinions from
the point of view of Hume's theory of know-
ledge than with the construction of a complete
system of philosophy.

In 1741 appeared the first volume of the

'Elssays, Moral and Political,* the second vol-

ume coming out in the following year. These,
with some additions and omissions, were re-

published in 1748 under the e.xpanded title, 'Es-

says, Moral, Political, and Literary,' which has
been retained in the many subsequent editions,

Hume's essays are models of their kind, full of
sparkle, interest, and animation. Hume accom-
panied General Sinclair in 1746 and 1747 in his

expedition against France and in a militan.- em-
bassy to Vienna and Turin. He now published

a recasting of his 'Treatise upon Human Na-
ture,' under the title '.-^n Inquiry Concerning
the Human L'nderstanding' (1747), In 1752 he
published his 'Political Discourses,' which were
well received, and his 'Inquiry Concerning the

Principles of Morals.' The same year he ob-

tained the appointment of librarian of the Ad-
vocates' Librarj- at Edinburgh, and began to

write his 'History of England,' of which the

first volume appeared in 1754. It was, like most
of the succeeding volumes, severely attacked

both for its religious and political tendencies;

but, in spite of adverse criticism, after its com-
pletion in 1761, was recognized as a standard

work. Its merits are chiefly clearness and force

of narrative and philosophical breadth of view

in the judgment of men and events. In 1763

he accepted an invitation from the Earl of Hert-

ford, then proceeding as ambassador to Paris,

to accompany him, and was enthusiastically re-

ceived by Parisian circles in his character of

philosopher and historian. After the departure

of Lord Hertford in 1756, he remained as charge

d'affiiires, and returned to England in 17(16,

bringing with him Rousseau, for whom he pro-
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cured a pension and a retreat in Derbyshire.

But the morbid sensitivity of Rousseau brought

about a disagreement which put an end to the

friendship. In 1767 Hume was appointed under-
secretary of state, a post which lie held till 1769.

As a philosopher, in which quality his reputa-

tion is perhaps greatest, Hume's acute skeptical

intellect did great service by directing research

to the precise character of the fundamental con-

ceptions on which our knowledge and our beliefs

are based. His acute negative criticism of these

conceptions (for example, his reduction of the

ideas of personal identity, conscience, causality,

to mere effects of association) compelled phi-

losophy either to come to a dead halt or to find,

as Kant did, a new and profounder view of the

nature of human reason. See Burton, 'Life

and Correspondence of David Hume> (1840) ;

Jodl, 'David Humes Lehre von dcr Erkenntnis'

(1871); Gizyck, <Die Ethik David Humes'
(1878); Huxley, <Hume> (1879); Knight
(1886), and Hume, <My Own Life.'

Hume, Fergus, English novelist: b. 24
July 1862. He was educated at the University

of Otago, New Zealand, became a barrister, and
in 1888 removed to London. His first long

work, 'The Mystery of a Hansom Cab,' pub-
lished in Melbourne (1887), and later in London,
achieved a phenomenal circulation. Later pub-
lications are: 'The Piccadilly Puzzle' (1889);
'Miss Mephistopheles' (1890); 'A Creature of

Night' (1891) ; 'An Island of Fantasy' (1894) ;

'The Bishop's Secret' (1900) ; 'The Turnpike
House' (1902) ; 'The Mandarin's Fan' (1904).

Hume, Martin Andrew Sharp, English his-

torian : b. London 8 Dec. 1S47. He was edu-

cated in Madrid and was attached to the Turkish
army 1878-9. He is editor of Spanish State

Papers in the Public Record Office and examiner
of Spanish in the L'niversity of London, and
has published: 'Chronicle of Henry VIII.'

(1889) ; 'Courtships of Queen Elizabeth'

(1896) ; 'The Year after the Armada' (1896) ;

'Sir Walter Raleigh' (1897); 'Phdip II. of

Spain* (1897) ; 'The Great Lord Burghley'

(1898); 'Spain: Its Greatness and Decay'
(1898); 'Modern Spain' (1899); 'History of

the Spanish People' (1901) ; 'Treason and
Plot' (1901); 'The Love Affairs of Mary,
Queen of Scots' (1903).

Humidity. See Rainf.ill.

Hum'mel, Abraham H., American lawyer:
b. Boston, Alass., 27 July 1S49. He went to

New York city in his youth, was educated in

the public schools there and entered the law
office of William F. Howe as an office boy. He
early showed an unusual aptitude for the law,

was admitted to the bar of New York in 1870,

and subsequently was admitted to practice in

the United Slates courts. In 1870 he founded
the law firm of Howe & Hummel, of which he
has been ever since a member, and has attained
distinction as a divorce lawyer, in theatrical

litigation, and important will contests. He rep-
resents nearly every important theatre in the
United States, many prominent theatrical man-
agers, and leading American and European ac-
tors. He is counsel in the United States for the
Societe des Auteurs Frangais— organized at

Paris, France, for the purpose of protecting all

foreign plays produced in the United States and
elsewhere.

Hummel, hoom'mel, Karl, German land-

scape painter; b. Weimar 31 Aug. 1821. In 1841

he studied painting with PrcUer. His more
idealistic pictures belong to the earlier part of

his career, and his later work consists largely of

German landscapes. Among his most noted
works are: 'The Gardens of Armida' (1888) ;

'Keller Lake in Holstein' (1884); 'Wooded
Landscape near Michaelstein' (iS

Humming-birds, a family of small birds,

the Trochilida-, closely allied to the swifts, pe-

culiar to America and almost exclusively tropi-

cal. They are distinguished by small size, irides-

cent plumage, long slender bill and the peculiar

form of the tongue, which consists of a double
tube tapering and separating at the tip into two
externally lacerated sheaths, which contain the
extensile portion. "The horns of the hyoid ap-
paratus are greatly elongated, and pass round
and over the back of the head, meeting near
the top, and thence stretching in an ample
groove to terminate in front of the eyes. This
arrangement, analogous to that found in wood-
peckers, allows the tongue to be suddenly pro-
truded to a considerable distance, and withdrawn
again in an instant." This is a modification of
parts adapted to food-getting habits, and is

accompanied by others equally characteristic.

Humming-birds feed almost entirely upon mi-
nute living insects, especially those which gather
about flowers and loiter in the corollas, feeding
upon the nectar ; or dwell on the leaves and
bark of plants and trees. Such honey as may
be taken with them seems to be gratefully ac-

cepted, but the birds do not seek for, nor
"suck" the nectar from flowers, as has been
popularly supposed. They will dart from a
perch and capture an insect like a flycatcher,

but ordinarily they obtain them by poising

upon their wings about leaves and in front of

tree-trunks, picking up morsels, not with the

mandibles, but witli the tongue ; and still more
frequently by searching flowers. As it is in the

deep, tubular, sweet corollas of trumpet-creepers,

orchids, and similar great blossoms of tropical

shrubs and vines that insects most aboimd
so there does the humming-bird find its richest

hunting-ground ; and the long curved beaks of

most species have been developed in the con-

stant effort to penetrate to the nectarous depths

of these deep blossoms; in truth, the head and
half the tiny body may often be pushed into

the flower, and in so doing gather and dispense

pollen from flower to flower, so that hum-
ming-birds are important if not exclusive agents

in the cross-fertilization of certain large-flowered

plants. This method of obtaining food requires

the power of sustaining themselves in the air in

a fixed position while they explore leaves or

blossoms, since no perch is available for their

feet, which are small and weak at best. Hence
humming-birds have developed lightness of body
coupled with extraordinary muscularity and ex-

tent of wings, which in most species reach far

beyond the root of the tail. These lon.g narrow
wings are operated by pectoral muscles which
proportionately exceed in size those of any
other bird,— even those of the chimney-swifts;

and these huge muscles actuate remarkable short

wing-bones, so that extreme rapidity of move-
ment is possible, but it is accompanied by a

loss of that power secured by the relatively
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longer alar bones of other birds. By this ap-

paratus the humming-birds are able to beat the

air with a rapiditj' which enables them to stand

still, or to dart and dodge in pursuit of some
agile insect, or in escaping danger, with a speed

which defies human sight to trace; the moving
wings at such times, indeed, appear only as a

misty halo about the body of the bird, and make
a loud humming noise. Most species have very-

long bills— frequently exceeding, and some-

times twice as long as the head: but some have

shon, owl-like beaks, with which they pierce

the base of such flowers as are too deep for them.

A characteristic of humming-birds is that

flashing beaut>' of plimiage which long ago led

to calling tliem the gems of the air, and is due
mainlj' to the quality of the feathers, upon
the surface of which are small scales that reflect

the light in prismatic hues, gi\"ing an iridescent

or metallic sheen to certain parts, especially the

throat (gorget), comparable only to the shards

of some beetles. Such brilliance, however, be-

longs only to the males, the females being uni-

formly more plainly dressed, though still highly

colored. In many species, also, the males are

further adorned with fanciful crests, mustaches,

tufts, pendants of the chin and throat, "puffs"

upon the legs, and especially with ornamental

developments of the tail-feathers : and these they

seem to take great delight in displaying for the

admiration of the female, and the exasperation

of rivals. They are extremely pugnacious, es-

pecially in the nuptial season, when constant

and bitter fighting occurs, and their courage is

so great that neither sex has any hesitation in

attacking any bird which offends them or comes

too near the nest,— even hawks and crows often

flee ignominiously before the impetuous on-

slaughts of these little furies. On the other

hand no bird is more fearless of man and
easily tamed.

The nests of humming-birds are small cups

of downy materials, sometimes resting upon the

limb of a tree (as is the method with the

common ruby-throat of the eastern United

States; sometimes fastened in a crotch of a

bush or of large leaves ; or fastened to the tip of

a pendant leaf, or in a bunch of hanging moss

or foliage. The materials are adapted to the

place in color and appearance, and further con-

cealment is gained by coating the structure with

lichens, or bits of bark, or with cone-scales, as

is the habit of the familiar Calliope hummer of

California, which nests in pine trees. The eggs

of all species are only two in number, and

purely white.

The family is exclusively American, and is

represented from Labrador and southern Alaska

to Patagonia; but the more vagrant species are

few, and withdraw in winter toward the equa-

tor. About 125 genera with some 500 species,

are recognized by ornithologists. Nine tenths

of them belong to the Amazon and Orinoco

valleys, or to the lowlands of Central America;

yet some species habitually spend the summer
on high mountains. The variety decreases north-

ward, but nearlv 20 species reach the boundary

of the United States, and several are regularly

present in summer west of the great plains, as

far north as southern Alaska. One species wan-

ders over the whole country, and is abundant in

the Eastern States. This is the ruby-throat

(Trochilus colubris). It is about sY^ inches

long. The whole upper part, sides under the

wings, tail coverts, and two middle feathers

of the tail, are rich golden green ; the tail is

forked, and, as well as the wings, of a deep
brownish purple; the bill and eyes black; but

what constitutes their chief ornament is the

splendor of the feathers on the throat of the

male, which are ruby-red, and gleam like a
great jewel. The females and immature young
lack tliis gorget.

Consult : Jardine, 'Naturalists' Library,*

Vols. I and II (Edinburgh 1833) ; Lesson, 'His-

toire Xaturelle des Colubris' (1830); Gould,

'Monograph of the Trochilidse' (5 vols. 18.-0-9) ;

Mulsant and Verreaux, 'Histoire Xaturelle des

Oiseaux-lMouches ou Colubris* (4 vols. 1876) ;

Ridgway. 'The Humming-birds* (Am. Rept. U.
S. National Museum for 1890 (Washington
1892). Erxzst Ixgersoll,

Hu'mor, a fluid of the living body, of
which Hippocrates enumerated four, namely,
blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile. These
were considered to be the principal seats of dis-

ease in man. In modem medicine humor is a

term generally applied to the thinner fluids,

whether natural or morbid, limpid, serous or

sanious, such as the humors of the eye or the

water}' matter in a blister of the skin caused by
heat, etc.

HtxiDpljack Salmon, Whitefish, etc., sev-

eral kinds of fishes are said to be "humpbacked"
because of an unusualh- raised dorsal outline.

The humpback salmon of the Pacific coast is

a commonly known, but little valued species

(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) , whose flesh is stj-led

in market "pink" salmon. (See S.\lmox.)

The common whitefish (q.v.) is known locally as

humpback or bowback; and the curious razor-

backed sucker (Xyraucheii cypho), is locally

called the humpback.

Htunpback Whale, one of the baleen

whales or rorquals (q.v.) of the genus Mcgap-
lera, characterized by a low hump in place of the

inconspicuous dorsal fin and a tuberculous head.

The genus is world-wide, and an undetermined

number of species exist, of which the best

known is the northern M. longimanus. the spe-

cific name referring to the elongated pectoral

fin. with which the animal beats the water, itself

and often its pla>-mates. These whales reach 50

or 60 feet in lengrth, and go about in small

schools. See \Vh.\le.

Humped Cattle. See Ixdi.\n Humped
C.'iTTLE-

Humperdinck, Engelbert, eng'el bert hoom'-

per-dink, German composer: b. Siegburg,

near Bonn, i Sept. 1854; after studymg
music at Cologne and elsewhere he taught in

the conservatoriums of Barcelona and Cologne,

and was musical adviser to a publishing firm in

Mainz. Wagner asked him to assist in the

production of the latter's only s>Tnphony: and

he prepared and coached the first cast of 'Par-

sifal* at Baireuth (1882). He subsequently be-

came famous as the author of the phenomenally

successful children's musical fairy play. 'Hansel

und Gretel* (1804) : followed by 'Schneewitt-

chen> (The Snow Maiden) and 'The Royal

Children.'
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Humphrey, hum'fri, Charles Frederick,
American soldier: b. New York. He served
in the 5th artillery in the Civil War, be-

came 1st lieutenant of the 4th artillery in 1868,

was transferred to the quartermaster's depart-
ment in 1879 as assistant-quartermaster with
captain's rank, and in 1897 attained the post
of deputy quartermaster-general with grade of
lieutenant-colonel. In 1898 he entered the vol-

unteer service, participated in the Cuban expe-
dition, and was promoted brigadier-general of
volunteers. In 1899-1900 he was chief-quarter-
niasler of the division of Cuba, in 1900 of
the United States China relief expedition. In

1903 he was appointed quartermaster-general,
United States army, with rank of brigadier-
general.

Humphrey, Heman, American Congrega-
tional clergyman and college president : b. West
Simsbury, Conn., 26 March 1779; d. Pittsfield,

Mass., 3 April 1861. He was graduated from
Yale in 1805, was pastor of the Congregational
church at Fairfield, Conn., 1807-17, and of that

at Pittsfield, Mass., 1817-23 while from 1823 to

1845 he was president of Amherst College. He
published several works, including a popular
•Tour in France, Great Britain, and Belgium,'
but is best known by a famous pamphlet called

'Parallel Between Intemperance and the Slave
Trade.* See Tj'ler, 'History of Amherst Col-
lege.*

Humphreys, hiim'friz, Alexander Combie,
American engineer : b. Edinburgh, Scotland,

1851. He entered business in New York in

1866 ; in 1877-81 studied at Stevens Institute of
Technology (Hoboken, N. J.). He then held
various posts first in a lighting, and then in a
gas improvement, company, in 1892 became con-
nected with a gas company of London, and in

1894 established a branch business in New York.
During this time he did much to improve the

manufacture of commercial water-gas. In 1902
he was elected president of Stevens Institute.

Humphreys, Andrew Atkinson, American
soldier: b. Philadelphia, Pa., 2 Nov. 1810; d.

Washington, D. C. 27 Dec. 1883. He was
graduated at West Point 1831, receiving a com-
mission in the artillery. Resigning in 1836 he
was associated with Major Hartman Bache as a
civil engineer in government work. He re-

entered the army in 1838, and was engaged in

several government surveys. In the Civil War
he was topographical engineer to the Army of
the Potomac. In 1862 he was made brigadier-

general and commanded the Fifth corps of the
Army of the Potomac at the battles of Fred-
ericksburg and Chancellorsville. He commanded
a division in the battle of Gettysburg and earned
promotion to a major-generalship in the volun-

teer forces. He commanded the Second corps of
the Army of the Potomac in the campaign
which closed with Lee's surrender. After his

services at Sailor's Creek, he was brevetted

major-general in the regular army and was
subsequently placed in command of the en-

gineer corps with the regular rank of brigadier-

general. He has written: 'The 'Virginia Cam-
paigns of 1864 and 1865* (1882) ; 'From Gettys-
bury to the Rapidan* (1882).

Humphreys, David, American poet: b.

Derby, Conn., 1753; d. New Haven 21 Feb. 1818.

He was educated at Yale, entered the army at

the beginning of the Revolutionary War, and in

1780 became a colonel and aide-de-camp to Gen.
Washington. In 1784 he accompanied Jefferson
to Europe as secretary of legation, in 1786 was
elected to the legislature of Connecticut, and
was soon associated with the "Hartford Wits,"
Hopkins, Trumbull, and Barlow, in the compo-
sition of the 'Anarchiad,' being thus one of
''the four bards with Scripture names" satirized
in London. He was minister to Lisbon 1791-7,
minister plenipotentiary to Spain in 1797-1802,
and on his return imported from Spain 100
merino sheep, the first introduced into the United
States, and engaged in the manufacture of
woolens. He held command of the Connecticut
militia in the War of 1812. His principal poems
are : an 'Address to the Armies of the United
States' (1772) ; 'On the Happiness of Amer-
ica' ; a tragedj', entitled the 'Widow of Mala-
bar,' translated from the French of Le Mierre;
and 'On Agriculture.' His 'Miscellaneous
Works' (1790 and 1804) contain beside his

poems 'An Essay upon the Life of Gen. Israel
Putnam,' and several orations and other prose
compositions.

Humphreys, Frank Landon, American
Protestant Episcopal clerg>-man : b. .\uburn, N.
Y., 16 June 1868. He was educated at Colum-
bia and Oxford universities. He was precentor
and minister in charge of the Cathedral of
the Incarnation, Garden City, L. I., 1885-90,
and is now canon in the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, New York. Among his writings are:
'The Evolution of Church Music' (1896) ;

'The Mystery of the Passion' (1898); 'Men
of Understanding' (1897) ; 'Christmas Carols
and Caroling' (1900) ; and 'Clerical Education'
(1896).

Humphreys, Joshua, American shipbuilder:
b. 175 1 ; d. 1838. He was the first builder of war
vessels for the American colonists, and is there-
fore often called the "father of the American
navy." Among the ships constructed by him
were the Chesapeake, Congress, United States,
Constellation, and the famous Constitution.

Hundred Years' War, the name given to
the prolonged struggle between France and Eng-
land which began in 1337 and ended in 1453.
Among the chief of the immediate causes of the
war was Edward III.'s claim to the French
throne, but the keen rivalry of the two nations
rendered conflict inevitable. It lasted during
the reigns of five English kings, from Edward
III. to Henry VI., and of five French kings, from
Philip VI. to Charles VII.. ending in the ex-
pulsion of the English from France.

Hu'neker, James Gibbons, American musi-
cal and dramatic critic: b. Philadelphia 31 Jan.
1859. In Paris he was a pupil of Barili, Ritter,

and Dontreleau, and subsequently became an in-

structor in piano at the National Conservatory
of New York. He was musical and dramatic
critic of the New York Recorder in 1891-5. and
of the Morning Advertiser in 1895-7. Subse-
quently he was musical editor, and from 1902
dramatic editor of the New York Sun. Among
his writings are 'Mezzotints in Modern Music,'
essays (1S99) ; 'Chopin, as Man and Musician'
(1900), an interesting study; and 'Melomaniacs'
(1902), clever but often extravagant stories

satirizing the musical profession.
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Hungarian Language and Literature. See
HUXGARY.

Hungary (.Hungarian, Magj-ar-Orszag,
"Land of die Magj-ars";, a kingdom in the

southeast of Europe, forming with Austria

(q.v.), the Austro-Hungarian monarch)-. It in-

cludes, in its widest acceptation, Himgarj' proper,

Transylvania on the east, Slavonia and Aus-
trian Croatia on the southwest, extending in this

direction so far as to comprise a strip of coast

on the Adriatic Sea, togedier with the former
military frontiers, a long strip of territorj* on
the southern borders. Total area, 125,039 square
miles, with a population (.1900) of 19,254,599.

The capital is Budapest. In a more restricted

sense Hungarj- proper is limited to the territory

encircled from the east round the north to the
northwest by the Carpathian Moimtains;
bounded west by the river March and some o5-
sets of the Noric Alps ; southwest by the Drave

;

south and southeast bj- the Danube and the

Transjh-anian Alps (a continuation of the Car-
pathian range) ; with an area of 109,007 square
miles, and a population (,1900) of 16,721,574.

Hungarj- proper may be considered as a large

basin surroimded by mountains on ever>- side

except the south; but even there the natural

boundaries of this geographical basin are com-
pleted at no great distance from the frontier by
the highlands of Croatia, Bosnia, and Ser\-ia,

that meet those of W'allachia and Transylvania
at the *Iron Gate", a pass formed bj' the abrupt
divisions of the mountains on either side of the
Danube, which tliere forms a celebrated rapid.

From that point the Carpathians proceed by-

various ranges at first east, but afterward suc-

cessively- northwest and southwest. Several of

their summits rise to between 8.000 and 9,000

feet above the sea. The Carpathians are richly

wooded in many parts, and their branches are

interspersed with numerous romantic and fertile

\-alleys. On the west the Leitha Mountains, a

spur of the Alps separating Himgary from Stjria

and .\ustria, progressively decline toward the

Etenube. The Bakonywald (Bakony Forest), an-

other .-Mpine spur, upward of 2,000 feet in

height, and clothed with dense forests of oak,

beech, and other trees, intersects the southwest
region of Himgary in a northeast direction to

near Waitzen, where tlie Danube bends south,

and with the Matra Mountains, beyond that

river, divides Central Hungary" into a greater

and a smaller plain, respectively about 21,000

and 4,000 square miles in extent. The Danube
and Theiss rivers traverse the south half of the

country in parallel streams about 60 miles apan,
the former previously flowing from the west,

and the latter from the east or northeast to near
the latitude of the capital. Near Eszek, in

Slavonia, the Danube, met by the Drave, turns

suddenly again to the east, and forms all the

rest of the south frontier of Hungary, receiving

in this part of its course the Theiss and several

minor afBuents. The March, Waag, Neutra,
Gran, and Ipoli, in Upper Hungary, flow to the

Danube from the north; the Bodrog. Schajo,
Hemad, and Zagy\'a, flowing from the same
direction, unite with the Thesis ; and the Szamos,
Koros, Maros. etc.. join that river from the east
The Poprad, in the north, flows into Galicia,

and is tributary to the Vistula, it being the only
Hungarian river not belonging to the basin of

the Danube. The Drave forms the southwest

frontier on the side of Croatia and Slavonia, and
is joined in Hungary' by- the Mur from Sty-ria.

Excepting these two, the Raab, which joins the
Danube near the town of its name, is the only
river of much magnitude in the southwest quar-
ter of the country; but in that dirision of Hun-
gary are its two principal lakes, on either side

of the Bakonywald—Balaton, in the great plain,

and the Neusiedler-See \Hungarian, Ferto
Taz-a). close to the border of Austria. In the
Carpathians are several smaller lakes, between
4,000 and 5,000 feet above tlie sea. In the lower
courses of the Danube and Theiss are extensive
marshes and swamps, especially- along the Theiss.

The total area of tlie morasses in Hungary has
been estimated at 1,500,000 acres, or upward
of 2,300 square miles ; within the 19th century
enough marsh-land was drained to furnish sub-
sistence for 500,000 inhabitants. Mineral springs

are numerous; the most celebrated are those
which form the baths of Mahadia in the Banat.
Among the minerals are gold, silver, copper,

iron, lead, zinc, cobalt, antimony-, sulphur, arse-

nic, salt, soda, saltpeter, alum, ritriol, marble,

coals, peat; among the precious stones the opal
and chalcedony are remarkably beautiful.

Hungary, including Transylvania, used to

yield nearly a half of all the gold annually ob-

tained in Europe. Its principal localities are
Kremnitz, Chemnitz, and other places in the

north, and Xagy- Banya on the Transylvanian
frontiers. Silver is found in independent lo-

calities, though more frequently in connection
with the gold. They are sometimes found pure,

but generally in combination w-ith copper. Min-
ing is not yet carried on to a great extent : but
the production of coal and iron is rapidly in-

creasing. Himgary is one of the healthiest

countries in Europe. Owing to the variety of its

surface it possesses a great diversity of climate,

which, combined with the fertility of the soil,

abundantly supplies her with natural produc-
tions.

The Hungarian has a natural inclination to
agriculture and the breeding of cattle. Both are
however, still in a backward state, though mak-
ing rapid ad^-ances. But the inexhaustible fer-

tility of nature supplies every deficiency of in-

dustry and skill, and Hungary is now one of the

chief corn-growing countries of Europe, much
wheat and flour being exported. Hungarian
w-heat is well known for its excellent quality.

.\11 kinds of grain, a species of maize, rice,

kitchen vegetables, and garden plants of every
description, melons (which are cultivated in open
fields), Turkish pepper, fruits (particularly

plums, for the sake of the brandy prepared
from them, called Slizoviica), wines of different

kinds, wood, gall-nuts, potash, tobacco, hemp,
flax, hops, saffron, woad, madder, sumach, cot-

ton, and rhubarb are among the products of
Hungary.

Many improvements are made by individual

proprietors, and Hungary has a large number
of technical institutes in which students are

thoroughly trained in agriculture. Xext to

France, Hungary is the chief wine-producing
country of Europe, both as regards the quantity

and the \-ariety of the product. The annual
produce of Hungary and the connected terri-

tories is estimated at between 26,000.000 and
27.000.000 eimers. of about 15 gallons each. The
finest variety is the Tokay, which is produced
in the Hegyallya, in the county of Zemplin.
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Hoi-ses, cattle, sheep, hogs, game (in the north
bears), pouhry, fish (among which the stur-

geon and salmon, Satiiw datitex, are the prin-

cipal), bees, and silkworms are among the
productions of the animal kingdom.

The principal artisans are tanners, furriers,

manufacturers of tschism (cordovan boots),

lace-makers, harness-makers, makers of wooden
wares, of straw-plait work, etc. There are few
extensive manufactures in Hungary. There are
numerous iron and steel works, some iron-foun-
dries, tin-plate and wire works ; also potteries,

glass manufactories, sugar-refineries and beet-

root sugar works, soap-works, tallow, stearine,

and wax-candle works ; soda, saltpeter, and pot-

ash works, and brandy distilleries. Trade is al-

most exclusively in the hands of the Germans,
Greeks and Jews. Internal commerce is pro-
moted by the railways and rivers, the Temes and
Francis canals (the former 75, the latter 605/2

miles long), the fairs (which amount to 2,000),
and the complete absence of tolls. The railways
in 1901 had a total length of 10,794 miles, 4,876
miles being state lines ; 3,439 worked by the

state, and the rest private commercial lines. The
total length of navigable rivers and canals in the

monarchy is over 3,000 miles. The Danube is

the most important highway of traffic, but the
foreign trade by it is comparatively small. In-

land navigation and roads are given careful

attention.

The great number of distinct races with en-
tirely different habits which is found in Hun-
gary is remarkable. According to the census
of 1900 on the basis of language, the races in-

habiting Hungary including Croatia and Slavo-
nia were divided as follows

:

MajO'ai"s 8,679,014
Rumanians 2.785,265
Germans 2,1 14.423
Slovaks 2,008.744
Croatians 1.667,377
Servians 1,045,550

_

Ruthenians 427,825
Various 526,401

• 9.254.599

The Magyars, who are the dominant race, are
located for the most part in the centre of the
kingdom. They are high-spirited, brave, war-
like and generous, and, according to travelers,

more sincere than their Servian and Wallachian
neighbors ; impatience of control, pride, indo-
lence, and ignorance are their besetting faults.

Their general deportment is serious ; and in many
respects they resemble the Turks, who followed
them out of Asia, and belong to the same great
family of mankind. The Magyar costume is re-

markable for its picturesque elegance. Most of
the Hungarian nobles are Magyars ; and it is by
this section of the population that the consti-
tutional form of government and municipal in-

stitutions have been mainly, if not wholly, upheld.
The Slovaks are among the people apparently
the earliest settled in Hungary ; they inhabit the
northwest, and are similar in race, customs, and
language to the adjacent Moravians, to whose
extensive empire they belonged before the Mag-
yar conquest. The Ruthenians or Rusniaks
dwell beneath the north and northeastern Car-
pathians. The Rumanians (Wallachians) occupy
a tolerably wide tract of country on both sides
of the west and north boundaries of Transylva-
nia. They are far behind the Slovaks, and, in-

deed, nearly all the other nations of Hungary,
in education and civilization. They appear to
be the descendants of Italian colonists, placed
in Dacia during the Roman dominion there, and
have been accordingly called Daco-Romans— an
epithet to which their classic features, easy man-
ners, language, and antique costume seem to
give them a claim. They call themselves
Roinouni; and speak a dialect of Latin, but they
write it with the Cyrillian or Russian character.
In this last particular they unite with their Ser-
vian neighbors inhabiting the Banat on their
southwest. The Croats people nearly all Sla-,
vonia and Croatia, and stretch into seven of the
counties of Hungary proper as far as 'he countv
of Pesth. The Wends (Vandals) inhabit two
counties of Hungary proper as far as the county
Theresianopel, and a few other parts of the
Banat; the Montenegrins a part of the county
Temes ; and the Armenians portions of three of
the eastern counties. The Germans appear, in

the first instance, to have emigrated into the
country during or before the 7th century, sub-
sequently to which many successive immigra-
tions took place, especially under Geysa, king of
Hungary, who ascended the throne 1141 a.d. and
who established large numbers of German colon-
ists from Franconia, Thuringia, and Alsace in

several of the northern counties, and in Tran-
sylvania. They speedily became dispersed in

detached settlements over all Hungary; and
early in the 13th century Pesth was described
as a "large and rich German town." In the 18th
century other Teutonic immigrants, with some
French refugees, settled in the kingdom. The
Germans are marked by their industry and
thrifty condition, but also, it is said, by their
litigious and avaricious propensities. They peo-
ple the greater part of the western frontier, from
Presburg and around the shores of Lake Neu-
siedler south nearly to the limit of Croatia; else-

where they are most numerous in the county of
Zips, the mining districts, the Banat, and es-
pecially in the towns, where they compose the
bulk of the trading population.

With regard to popular education, attendance
in elementary schools is compulsory from the
completion of the sixth year (in Croatia and Sla-
vonia the seventh) till the completion of the
twelfth, and also in continuation-schools up to

the age of 15. Every parish or commune is also
bound to maintain an infant school. The great
bulk of the schools are supported by the de-
nominations. Besides gymnasiums and real-

schools there are numerous technical schools for
arts and industries of all kinds. There are uni-
versities at Budapest, Klausenburg, and Agram,
attended by over 6,000 students. Over two thirds
of the periodicals issued are in the Magyar lan-

guage. The various religious bodies have long
enjoyed equal rights in Hungary and Transyl-
vania.

The civil population according to religion, on
the basis of the census of 1900, comprised Roman
Catholics 9.846,533, over 51 per cent; Greek
Catholics 1,843.634; Greek Oriental 2,799,846;
Evangelical Augsburg, 1,280,070; Evangelical
Helvetian 2,423,818; Unitarians 68,005; Jews,
846,254; others 14,180.

The Roman Catholic clergy are powerful by
reason of their large landed property, and the
influence they possess over the appointments to
many offices. There are three Roman Catholic
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archbishops and 17 suffragan bishops, with a
Greek (United) CathoHc archbishop and five

suffragan bishops. Among the Protestants, lay-

men and clergjTnen united manage the affairs of
the different congregations under the direction of
superintendents. Lutherans and Calvinists have
each four superintendents in Hungarj' and one
in Transylvania.
A sketch of the Htmgarian constitution has

already been given in the article Austri.\. Hun-
gary is divided into counties and districts, ac-
cording to a ver3- old division of the country.
J"hese have the right to administer their own
mternal affairs. At the head of each is an
Obcrgespann (or lord-lieutenant) and two i'ice

gespanne. There are three countj' courts in civil

cases, according to the importance of the subject

in question, consisting either of a judge with a
jur>-, or of the vice-ofiicer of the county with a

judge ;-nd jury, or of the supreme tribunal of
the county (Scdes Judicaria, Scdria), which
also revises the decisions of the two other courts
and of the seignorial courts. The courts of
appellate jurisdiction are the Roj'al Table
(which, however, in several cases has original

jurisdiction) and the Table of the Seven. The
former sits in Budapest and the latter in Agram.
They are both comprised under the name of
Curia Rcgia, the sentences of which have the
force of law in case there is no positive law.

History.— The nations which occupied parts
of Hungarj' before its conquest by the Magyars
were the Dacians, Bastarnse, Illyrians, Pan-
nonians, Sarmatians, Vandals, Bulgarians,
Jazjges, Alans, Huns, Marcomanni, Longo-
bards, etc. The Romans held the southwest
part of the country under the name of Pan-
nonia, while the southeast belonged to their

province of Dacia. Various Slavic tribes, to-

gether with Wallachians, Bulgarians, and Ger-
mans, were tl.j chief occupants at the time of the
Magjar invasion. The Magyars, a warlike peo-
ple c ' Turanian race, had mad; various migra-
tions, and long dwelt in the vicinit>' of the
Caucasian Mountains, and afterward in the
region between ;':e Don and the Dniester, be-
fore the}' approached and crossed the Car-
pathians (about 83/) under the lead of Almos,
one of their seven chiefs (z'eccr), and elected

head {fejcdelcm) or duke. Arpad, the son of
Almos, conquered the whole of Hungary and
Transylvania, organized the government, and
also made various expeditions beyond the limits

of these countries. These incursions were ex-
tended under his son Zoltan (907-46) and
grandson Taksony (946-72), as far as the Ger-
man Ocean, the south of France and Italy, and
the Black Sea. These formidable enemies were
first defeated by Henry I., the German em-
peror, at Merseburg in 933 ; they then invaded
Franconia in 937, and Saxony in 938, were de-
feated at Stederburg, and also on the river

Ohre. Their last incursion into Bavaria (954
and 955) terminated with their complete over-
throw on the Lech, where Otho L, king of the
Germans, conquered them. They gradu.illy

learned from the Slavonians and Germans whom
Ihcy conquered, and from the prisoners whom
they had taken in their incursions, the arts of
peace, agriculture, and manufactures. The hos-
pitality of Geysa (972-97), and the religious

zeal of Sarolta his wife, did much to attract

strangers from different countries and of all

classes into Hungary. The Hungarians vio-

lently opposed the introduction of Christianity,

and Geysa was obliged to leave the extension of
it to his son Stephen (997-1038), who finally

prevailed by the assistance of Latin monks and
German knights. King Stephen granted a con-
stitution, the principal features of which were
never lost, but the unsettled state of the suc-
cession to the crown, and the consequent in-

terference of neighboring princes and of the
Roman court in the domestic concerns of Hun-
gary, long retarded the prosperity of the coun-
try. The religious zeal and braver)' of St. La-
dislaus (1077-95),) and the energj- and prudence
of Coloman (1095-1114), shine amid the dark-
ness of this period.

The introduction of German colonists from
Flanders and Alsace into Zips and Transylvania
by Geysa H. (1141-61) had an important influ-

ence on those districts. In 1 186 Hungary be-

came connected with France by the second mar-
riage of Bela with Margaret, sister to Henry,
king of France, and widow of Henrj', king of
England, who introduced French elegance at

the Hungarian court. The reforms of Bela IV.
(1235-70) were interrupted by the invasions of
the Mongols (1241), and the kingdom was in

a most deplorable condition. With Andrew III.

(1290-1301) the male line of the Arpad dynasty
became extinct, and the royal dignitj' became
purel}' elective. Charles Robert of Anjou, by
his mother a descendant of the extinct dj'nasty,

was the first elected (1309). The reign of his

descendant Sigismund (1387-1437) is interest-

ing from the invasion by the Turks (1391) and
the war with the Hussites. From their first

appearance the Turks constantly disturbed the
tranquillity of Hungary, which served as a bul-

wark to the rest of Europe. The death of

Ladislaus I., in the unfortunate battle of V^arna

(1444) is to be regretted, as the plan of the
hero John Huniades, for driving the Turks from
Europe, failed through the coldness of the
Christian courts and the intrigues of his ene-
mies.

Matthias Cori'inus (1458-90), son of Huni-
ades, held the reins of government with a firm
hand, and gained the love and confidence of
the nation, notwithstanding the severe measures
which he was often compelled to adopt.

During the reigns of Ladislaus II. (1490-
1516) and Louis II. (1516-26) the ambition
and rapacity of the optimates, headed by Stephen
Zapolya, and afterward by his son John, ex-
cited domestic troubles and caused an insur-
rection of the peasants, which was only sup-
pressed by the severest measures (1514), while
they destroyed the foreign influence of the king-
dom. The battle of ^lohacs (1526), in which
Louis II. lost his life, and which for 160 j'ears

made a great part of Hungarj' a Turkish
province, was the natural consequence of this

state of things. The rest of the country was
in dispute between the rivals Ferdinand of
Austria and John Zaf ^lya. The contest was de-
cided by the Protestants, who, fearing tlie perse-
cution of Zapolya, declared for Ferdinand.
Their adherence gave him the superiority, and
Zapolya was compelled to rest satisfied with the
possession of Tran.sylvania and some counties
of Upper Hungary : but this division of the

kingdom caused continual disputes with the

descendants of Zapolya, instigated by the

Turks and the French, gave rise to civil

commotions, which were quieted by the treaties
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ot Vienna with Stephen Botskay (l6o6),

of Nikelsburg with Gabriel Bethlen (1622),
and of Lintz with George Rakoczj' (1645).
These circumstances delayed the expulsion of
the Turks, in which Leopold I. finally succeeded
so far that he took Buda (1686), and by the

Peace of Carlowitz (1699) recovered the rest of
Hungary (except the Banat) and Transylvania.

The Congress of Passarowitz (1718) re-

stored the Banat to Hungary-, and the Peace of
Belgrade (1739) terminated hostilities w-ith the
Porte for a long time. Charles VI. (1711-40)
by the pragmatic sanction secured the inherit-

ance of the Hungarian crown to the female de-

scendants of the house of Hapsburg, and im-
proved the administration of the kingdom by
giving the royal chancery and the vice-regal

office an organization better suited to the age.

He also formed a standing army for Hungary,
and established the military contribution for

its support. Joseph H. (1780-90), one of the
greatest sovereigns of his age, was influenced by
the best intentions in the changes which he
undertook in the Hungarian constitution ; but
his zeal made him forget the necessity of pro-
ceeding gradually in such reforms, and the na-
tion, far from entering into his views, opposed
them.

The subsequent history of Hungary'— the
adoption of the Magyar language in its diet ; the
resistance against the encroachments of Austria

;

the heroic struggles for independence, and the
noble work of Batthyani, Deak, Kossuth, and
Klauzal, along these lines; the disastrous war
of 1848 and the reduction of Hungary to the
position of an Austrian crown-land; its re-

habilitation to independence in 1867 and the
constitution of the dual Austro-Hungarian Em-
pire, are described under .-XusTRi.-k. See para-
graphs Austria under the House of Hapsburg-
Lorrainc, and Recent Politics.

Hungarian Language.— The language of the
Magyars, as spoken and written at present in

Hungary, is a phenomenon in philology, disclos-

ing rich stores for the philosophical historian
and philologist. It is classed in the Ugric branch
of the northern division of the Turanian family
of languages, and as such is most closely allied

to the Ostiak, Vogulic, and Mordvinic, though
it is also nearly akin to the Finnish and the
Turkish. Differing from all the cultivated

languages of Europe in internal structure and
external form, the Hungarian nevertheless was
obliged to express with the Roman alphabet,

adopted with Christianity, all the Asiatic shades
of sounds. The alphabet contains the following
26 simple and 6 compound sounds, pronounced
as in Italian, except where otherwise marked:

—

8 vowels: a (like a in what, swallow), e (^e
French), i and .v. 0, u. o (= French cu or Ger-
man o), i( (French «) ; 18 consonants: b, d, f, g,
hard h (German), ; (German), k, I, m, n, p, r, s
(English sh), t, v (also zu), z (French), ss
(English .j), zs (or j, French ;')

; 4 compounds
with y: gy (pronounced dy. gyar, factory, pro-
nounced dyar, in one syllable), ly (French
liquid sound as in fiUe), ny (French and Italian
gn), ty; and two compound sibilants: cs (writ-
ten also cli and /j= English tcli), and cs (Eng-
lish ts). If we add the long vowels, marked
with the acute accent, a, i, 6, 5 (long o), u, it

(long iV), we have 38 sounds in all, besides x,
which is used in foreign names. The Hungarian
has adopted a good many Slavic, Latin, German,

Greek, and other foreign words; but it still re-

tains the essential characteristics of its gram-
mar and phonology. As in the other Turanian
languages the root is never obscured in words,
whatever changes they undergo. Determining
or modifying syllables are placed at the end, and
have a double form, always taking a different

vowel when attached to a sharp-vowel root from
what they have when attached to a flat-vowel
root. This is a general characteristic of the
Turanian languages. These suffi.xes represent the
case-endings of nouns and the conjugations of
verbs in other languages, and are very numerous.
Hungarian is destitute of diphthongs. At the be-
ginning of a syllable the Hungarian never allows
more than one consonant; in foreign words
which begin with two consonants, the con-
sonants are made to go with different syllables

by putting a vowel before them (for example,
of schola they make iskola), or a vowel is put
between (as from kral they make kiraly). In
common with the other languages allied to it, it

has no distinction of sex whatever. Family
names are considered as adjectives, from which
they mostly originated, and hence are put before
the baptismal name; for instance, Batori Gabor
(Gabriel Batori), as if it were the Batorish
Gabor, the Gabor of the Batori family. The
beautiful proportion between vowels and con-
sonants, the accurate shadowing and full articu-

lation which every syllable requires (the Hun-
garian suffers no mute vowels), and the fixed

succession of vowels, give to the Hungarian
language a character of masculine harmony, in

which it will bear a comparison with any other.

The richness and expressiveness of its various
forms give it great energy; the regularity of its

inflections and compositions, in which it is to

be compared with the Sanskrit, makes it clear

and distinct, and its infinite power of composi-
tion gives it the means of increasing its stores

beyond almost an}' western language.
Hungarian Literature.— The preference given

to Latin over the national language, not only in

the church, but in judicial proceedings, legal

documents, and forms prevailed until past the

middle of the 19th century. The use of a dead
language in common life, as well as on all sci-

entific subjects, could neither be advantageous
to the language itself, to the general improve-
ment of the people, nor to the national liter-

ature. Despite these disadvantages, some buds
of literature from time to time unfolded them-
selves, and native genius, notwithstanding its

chains, would sometimes attain cistinction.

Though with the introduction of Christianity

into Hungary the Latin language acquired the

ascendency in the church, in schools, and public

affairs; yet Hungarian was used in commerce,
in the camp, and even the resolutions of the diet

were first drawn up in Hungarian. When the

missionaries addressed the people in Latin an
interpreter was usually present ; and there are

several relics of poetry, sacred eloquence, and
state papers extant in Hungarian. A new im-
pulse was given to this language on the acces-

sion of the house of .-Knjou to the throne of

Hungary. The Latin was indeed still the lan-

guage of church and state ; but the Hungarian
became the language of the court. Documents
were drawn up in Hungarian, and the Hun-
garian oath, in the Corpus Juris Hungariae,

dates from this time. The Holy Scriptures were
translated into Hungarian; in the imperial
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library, Vienna, there is a manuscript transla-

tion of 1832 ; and several other translarions were

published. In 1465 Janus Pannonius \vTote

a Hungarian grammar, which is lost. Ine

i6th centur>- was favorable to Hungarian

literature, through the religious disputes m tlie

country, the sacred, martial, and popular songs,

as well as bv the histories written and pubUshed

for the peop'le, and the multiplied translations of

the Bible. It then reached a degree 01 pertec-

tion which it retained until the latter part 01 the

l8th centurr. .A.mong writers 01 ballads or

metrical tales belonging to the i6th century may

be mentioned Tinodi. Kakonjn, Tsanadi, Valkai,

Tseren^-i. Szegedi, lUesfah-i, Fazekas. Balassa,

etc \ higher aim was manifested by the epic

poems of Count Xiklas Zrim-i (1652), Ladislans

Lissthi (i6:;3). Christopher Pasko (1663), Count

Stephen Kohari" (1699), and m particular the

numerous and e.xcellent productions ot btephen

Ton Gyongj-osi (1664-1734). as well as the Ijjic

poems of Rimai, Balassa. Benitzk-y, etc. In ib53

an encvclopxdia of all the sciences, and m it>50

a work on logic, were drawn up m the Hun-

garian language bv John Tsere (.\patzai). .-^

large number of grammars and diction^es w-ere

printed from the i6th century to the iSth. But

the hopes of the further development ot Hun-

garian Uterature were not realized; a Latm

period again succeeded, from 1700 to 17S0, dur-

ing which time numerous and finished works

were composed in Latin by Hungarian writers

In 1 721 a Latin newspaper was established, ana

the state calendar, which commenced "11720,

was regularly published in Latin. In 1 781 the

first Hungarian newspaper was prmted m Pres-

"M'fter Joseph U. died (1790) many violent

yet bloodless changes were made m the Hun-

garian constitution, and several laws were passed

in favor of the Hungarian language. It was

required to be used in aU public proceedmgs.

Courses of lectures were delivered m Himganan

in some of the schools, and it was taught m all

of them. Several periodicals were established,

Hungarian theatres erected in Buda and Pesth.

manv works were written both m poetry and

prose. The modem period of Hunganan liter-

anire mav be said to date from the time of

Joseph n. The epic poem of -A.rpad was

written bv .\ndrew Horvath, and published at

Pesth in' 1830. The brothers Alexander and

Charies Kisfaludy acquired a great and deserv^

reputation as poets and dramausts and did

much toward developing the nationa language

and literature. The latter (who died m 1830)

may be looked upon as the tounder of the

modem drama in Hungary. The most cele-

brated works of the former are his lyrical mas-

terpiece. *Himfy Szerelmei' / H'jnfy s Love,

1807), his <Regek a Magyar eloidobol' (Tales

of the Earlv Hungarian Times), and his histor-

ical tragedies, which were partly modeled on

those of Schiller. The development of the Hun-

garian literature owes much to the influence ot

the periodical press, which spread abroad a

taste for literature at the same time as it intensi-

fied the sentiment of nationality- among the peo-

ple In this department the name of Kossuth

deserves honorable mention. Previous to the

troubles of i&t8-9. which checked for a time the

natural growth of the literature, almost every

species of composition was successfully prac-

tised. Works on politics and narratives of

travel were written by Eotvos, Szechen%n, bzalay.

Szemere, etc. : on history by Stephen and Mi-

chael Hor%-ath. Szalay and Jaszay; on philology

by Foffarassv and Bloch; works on the exact

sciences, however, were confined to translations

from the (German. French, and English. Novels

and romances were written by Baron Josika,

Eot^-os, Kemeny, Kuthy, Xagv;, Palffy etc

which though of no great ongmality, showed

considerable artistic skill, and helped to diffuse

a more correct style. The dramanc pieces ot

Eotros, Obemj-ik, Vorosmartv', and the proline

Szigligeti— who for a long time had ahnost the

exclusive possession of the national stage—
have greater i-alue and ongmality. It is m
poetr>-, strictly so called, however, that mod-

em Hungarian literature shines. Many ot the

poems (.songs, ballads, etc.) of Czuczor, \ oros-

martv, Bajza. Garay, Bachot, Szasz, Erdelr-,

Kerenv. and others, are among the hnest tmng=

that Modern Uterature has produced. In this

field the oalm must be awarded to .\lexander

Pet5fi, who completely freed Hunganan poetry

from its dependence on foreign models and sub-

iecf;. and inspired it with a life drawn fresh

from nature and national feelmg: and who. m
artistic skill and masteriy handling of his mother

tongue, ranks as a model. Tompa. Hiador,

Li^znvai, and others, have copied him with

more 'or less success. The collection 01 anciait

Hungarian national poetry, compiled and editea

bv John Erdelvi. at the instance of the Kistaludy

S'ocietv (thre^ vols.. Pesth. 1&45-7). conttib-

uted greatly toward bringing back the modem
poetry to nattu-e and originality, andto impress

upon it the stamp of nationalitj'. The ill suc-

ce-^s of the revolutionar\- straggle seemed tor a

time to have dealt a heavT blow to the progress

of Hungarian literature, the most gifted writers

having either fallen in battle Us Petofi), or

been imprisoned or banished. Time, however,

opened the prisons and brought back the exiles;

to the writers alreadv mentioned others were

added, and an active literary life again b^n.
The greatest recent Hunganan poet is John

.\ranv, who surpasses even Petofi m artistic

feelin'g, and whose national epic, 'loldi. is

looked upon as a masterpiece. Baron Josika

holds the first place among the novelists: J okai,

Kuthv Berczv, Palffy, Miksrath, and Dobzsa

are also favorite fiction wnters. Narratives ot

travel have been written by Count .\ndrasqr,

Ladislaus Magj-ar, Vambery-. etc; on politics by

Esengerv Szalav, Pakh, and Eotvos. ^auonal

history 'has attracted much attention; and be-

sides the works of Szalay and Horvath. we

should mention Teleki's <.\ge ot Hmi>^d.>

Jaszay-s <Hungarv- after the Battle of Mohac^

Salomon's 'The Rule ot the Turks m Hun-

ear>-
' etc Many excellent translauons of moa-

em foreign works have been made, some of

which, such as Esengeo-s "?"^'^.^°? °*

Macaulav-s <Histoo- of .England^> and Som^-

sich-s translation of Guuofs <Histo.re de U
Revolution d-.\ngleterre,' rwal the ongin^^s m
stjle. The best works on Hunganan literature

are those of Toldy, some of which have been

translated into German.

Hunger. See Appetite; Digestion; Fast-

ing; Fooa
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Hungerford, liung'ger-ford, Margaret
Hamilton Wolfe Argles ("The Duchess"),
Irish novelist : b. Ross, Ireland ; d. Randon,
County Cork, 24 Jan. 1897. She was the daugh-
ter of a vicar choral of Cork Cathedral and
the death of her first husband, Edward Argles,

left her with a young family to support, where-
upon she took to writing novels, using the

pseudonym "The Duchess.* Later she was
married to T. H. Hungerford. Her more than

30 novels were widely popular both in America
and England and without possessing a large

amount of literary value are cicverlj- written,

entertaining fictions. Among them may be cit-

ed : <Phyllis> (1877): 'Molly Bawn> (1878);
•Airy Fairy Lillian' (1879) ; 'Beauty's Daugh-
ters' (1880); 'Mrs. Geoffrey' (t88i) ; 'Portia'

(1882); <0 Tender Dolores' (1885); 'Green
Pastures and Gray Grief (1886) : <A Modern

,1 Circe' (1887); 'The Duchess' (1887); 'Under-
l| currents' (1888); 'Hon. Mrs. Vereker' (1888).

Hunk'ers (supposably from Dutch honk,
"post" or "station;" "stick-in-the-muds"), ill

American politics, at present a contemptuous
nickname, like "moss-backs," for the unprogres.s-

[] ive elements of a party, which detest change.
Originally, a name given about 1844 to the sec-

tion of the New York State Democrats which op-
posed new issues : the points for which it then

stood, however, had become party tenets from
about 1835. Thence till 1840 the Hunker fac-

tion was in opposition to the Locofoco wing
(q.v.) which opposed bank charters ; but was
obliged to yield in 1838. From 1840 to 1846
they oposed the Radicals, who wished a revised

State constitution, elective judges, and cessation

of State canal building. Thence till 1852 they

opposed the Barnburners (q.v.), who, at first

separately and then in alliance w'ith the Free-

Soil Party (q.v.), fought the national Demo-
cratic Party for recognition of its State power.
After the election of Pierce in 1852, it divided

into "hards" and "softs" : the first under Daniel

S. Dickinson opposed the administration, the

second under William L. Marcy supported it.

The former made up the bulk of the "War
Democrats" after 1861. Besides those named,
Horatio Seymour is the best remembered Hunker
leader ; while the opposition has the familiar

names of Martin Van Buren, Silas Wright, and
John A. Dix, besides others remembered by the

older generation.

Hunneus, un-na'iis, George, Chilean states-

man: b. Santiago, Chile, 1831. He was gradu-
ated at the university of his native town in

1857, and became professor of political economy
and jurisprudence at the same institution the

following year. Montt, president of Chile, drove
him out of the country on account of his liberal

opinions, which he found carried into actuality

in the government of the L'nited States, where
he spent his time of banishment. He was re-

called to his native land in 1861, was elected

to the House of Representatives and became its

speaker. He was also appointed secretary of
public instruction and is now rector of Santiago
University, while holding from time to time high
positions in the Chilean administration.

Hun'newell, James Frothingham, Ameri-
can bibliographer, and historical writer : b.

Charlcstown, Mass., 3 July 1832. He has writ-
tt n : 'Historical Monuments of France' (1884) ;

'The Imperial Island: England's Chronicle in
Stone' (1886); 'A Century of Town Life'
(1886); 'The Lands of Scott' (1871).

Huns, a people who make their appearance
in authentic history about 375 a.d. Ethnologists
identify them with a Mongolian people of North-
ern Asia, who invaded the Chinese Empire
about 200 B.C., and after various migrations
entered Europe. They appear afterward to
have sided with the Goths of Moesia against
the Romans, and .sometimes in alliance with the
emperors, who purchased their services, and
sometimes in hostility with them, they continued
to extend their dominion along the Danube until
the time of Attila (434), their greatest leader,
whose reign constitutes the best-known period
of their liistory. See Attii..^.

Hunt, Helen. See Jacksom, Helen Fiske
Hunt.

Hunt, Henry Jackson, .'\nierican soldier

:

b. Detroit, Mich., 14 Sept. 1819; d. Washington,
D. C, 1 1 Feb. 1899. He was graduated from
West Point in 1839, receiving a commission in

the artillery. He saw service in the Canadian
rebellion 1837-8 ; afterwards in the Mexican
War. In General Scott's advance on the city

of Mexico he distinguished himself as officer of

the artillery at Contreras (18 .^ug. 1847) and
Churubusco (20 Aug. 1847) and subsequently
received the brevet rank of major for his gallan-

try. In 1856 he was placed on the board en-

gaged in revising the .system of light artillery

tactics. At the outbreak of the Civil War he
was stationed at Fort Pickens, Fla., 1861, and
the same year commanded the artillery at the
battle of Bull Run, and in the defense of Wash-
ington. He subsequently organized and com-
manded the reserve artillery of the .\rmy of the

Potomac. As commander of artillcrj' he was
present at the battle of Malvern Hill (l July
1862) and he also took part in the battle of

South Mountain. He was brvvetted brigadier-

general of volunteers in 1862. and was present at

the battles of Antietam. Fredericksburg. Chan-
cellorsville, Gettysburg, served in the Wilderness
campaign and at the end of the war retired from
his position with the rank of brigadier-general

in the United States army. In 1866 he received

the commission of colonel in the reorganized

army, and in 1883 became governor of the

National Soldiers' Home at Washington.
Among his writings are: 'Instruction for Field

Artillery' (i860); 'Battles and Leaders of the

Civil War' ; 'The Battle of Gettysburg.'

Hunt, James Henry Leigh, English jour-

nalist, essayist, and critic: b. Southgate, Mid-
dlesex, England 19 Oct. 1784; d. Putney, near

London, 28 Aug. 1859. He was the youngest
of a large family of children, and was de-

scended on the one side from Tory cavaliers

of West Indian adoption, and on the other
from yVmerican Quakers of Irish extraction.

From his father, an improvident and engaging
clergyman of convivial habits and of lax doc-
trines. Hunt seems to have inherited his op-

timism of temperament, his liberal views, and
his courage of conviction: from his mother,
a passionate love of nature and of books.
From birth a delicate child, lie early developed
hypochondriacal tendencies that never left

him. The years from 1791 to 1799 were spent
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at Christ's Hospital, and were his only formal
preparation lor a literary life. In 1801 his

father published 'Juvenilia.' a collection of
Hunt's poems written from the age of 12 to

17. They show wide reading and some fluency
in versification, but are mostly poor imita-

tions. From 1803 to 1805 he worked in his

brother Stephen's law office and. at the same
time, began his long career as a journalist
with contributions to The Traveller. The Xeu'S,

and other papers. His theatrical criticisms

were reprinted separately in 1S07.

His next position was in the office of the

Secretary of W'ar, resigned in 1808 in order to
start his political journal. The Ejramiiier. in its

far-reaching effects the most significant step

of his career. With his brother John as pub-
lisher, he continued editor until 1821. The
Examiner was a departure from the standards
of contemporary journalism in its combination
of the news-giving qualitj- of the daily sheets
with the essay st\le of the weeklies ( Fox-
Bourne. 'English Newspapers'). Discussion
of politics was its chief object. The liberal

policy and boldness of attack of the editor
caused one charge of libel by the Tory govern-
ment to follow closely upon the heels of
another. The third resulted in prosecution and
conviction for applying to the Prince Regent,
afterwards George IV., the phrase, "a fat

Adonis of fifty." The two brothers were sen-
tenced to imprisonment of two years, dating
from 15 Feb. 1813. in separate prisons, and
a fine of £1.000 to be divided between them.
They rejected oflFers from the government to
remit the punishment on condition that The
Examiner should change its attitude, and served
the full sentence. Hunt's finances, which up
to this time had been good, became greatly
involved during his incarceration. Not until

1844 was he free from want. His health suf-
fered greatly from the long confinement. The
ReHector (1810-12) had much the same political

and literary character as The Examiner. The
chief measures for which Hunt labored through
these journals were Catholic Emancipation,
reform of Parliamentan,- representation, liberty
of the Press, reduction and equalization of
taxes, greater discretion in increasing the pub-
lic debt, education of the poor and ameliora-
tion of their sufferings, cessation of child labor,
abolition of the slave trade, reform of mili-
tary discipline, and of prison conditions, and
of criminal and civil laws. After Hunt's re-
lease from prison, he was never again so active
in political matters.

In 1809 Hunt married Marianne Kent. She
was an invalid the greater part of her life:

consequently, the "hugger-mugger" condition
of domestic affairs which so greatly distressed
the Carlyles. Curiously enough. Hunt was
allowed to continue The Examiner while in
prison. During that time, he republished from
The ReHcetor his 'Feast of the Poets,' a whole-
sale satire on contemporary poets in the
manner of Suckling's 'Session of the Poets.' It

antagonized the literary world, as The Examiner
had done the political, and played a large part
in creating the antagonism of Blacku'ood's and
the Quarterly towards Hunt, which resulted in

the creation and the long and bitter persecu-
tion of the so-called Cockney School. The
'Descent of Liberty' appeared in 1815. The

'Storj- of Rimini' (1816). also written m
prison, was the most important of Hunt's
poems up to that time, and brought him into
immediate notoriety. For its influence on his
contemporaries, particularly Keats, in the use
of idiomatic language, and in the revival of
the free, heroic couplet, it is the most impor-
tant of Hunt's poems. It was at once de-
nounced as most pernicious and immoral by
the Quarterly and Blaekwood's. 'Foliage'
(1818) contains some of Hunt's best epistles

and sonnets. 'Hero and Leander.' and 'Bac-
chus and Ariadne' appeared jointly in 1819.
and a translation of Tasso's 'Amyntas' in

1S20. His prose style of this period reached its

best expression in The hidicator. in essays 01

the occasional and personal tj-pe. They are
distinguished by a unique charm and tender-
ness, by delicate humor and keen observation.

During Hunt's imprisonment he had made
the acquaintance of Byron, Shelley, Moore,
and Lamb. The friendship with Keats prob-
ably did not begin until the winter of 1816.

In the case of Shelley, it was the beginning of
a wonderful friendship that involved personal
sympathy and public defence with his pen on
the part of Hunt, and much financial aid on
the part of Shelley. It was through the latter

that Byron, in 1821. invited Hunt to Italy to
undertake the management of The Liberal, an
ultra-political-literary journal, suddenly aban-
doned after a few months of unsuccessful run-
ning. The failure of the project led to Byron's
desertion of Hunt and his family in a foreign
land, and Hunt's revenge in 1828 in the shape
of 'Lord Byron and Some of his Contempo-
raries.' an error which Hunt later greatly de-
plored. During the stay in Italy, he edited the
Literary Examiner, wrote 'Ultra Crepidarius,'
a satire on William Gifford, translated the
'Bacchus in Tuscany' of Redi, and contributed
the 'Wishing-Papers' to The Examiner. He
returned to England in 1825 in great poverty.
From this time on his work consisted of edit-
ing numerous magazines: The Comf'anion
(1828). Chat of the JVeek (1830), The Tatler
(1830-18321, Leigh Hunt's London .Magazine
(1834-1835). .\fonthly Refository (1837-1838),
Leigh Hunt's Journal (1850-1851), unsuccessful
because of the great impracticability of the
schemes and the monotony of one chief con-
tributor: of contributing to an incredible num-
ber of other magazines: of publishing reprints
from previously edited journals and collected
editions of his 'poetical works' : of selections
from other writers made with running comment
or introductorj' essavs, as 'Imagination and
Fancy* (1844), 'Wit and Humor' (1846). 'Sto-
ries from the Italian Poets' (1846), of guide
books, as 'The Town' (1848). and 'The Old
Court Suburb' (1855). His only novel, 'Sir

Ralph Esher,' appeared in 1832. 'The Legend
of Florence' was produced at Covent Garden
in 1840. His 'Autobiography' was published in

1850. and in a revised form in 1859; the 'Cor-
respondence' posthumously in 1862.

Hunt's best prose work is to be found in his

'.Autobiography' and in his essays of the kind
already mentioned as having appeared first in

The Indicator. Carlyle said of the former, "ex-
cept it be Boswell's of Johnson, I do not know
where we have such a picture drawn of a hu-
man life as in these volumes." Though less of
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a poet than an essayist, some of his short poems
are exquisite, notably the famous 'Abou Ben
Adhem.' 'Mohammed,' 'Jaffar.' 'The Nile,' 'On
a Lock of Milton's Hair,' 'Paganini,' and others.

As a translator, some of his work is admirable.

Hunt's powers of criticism and of selection will

not be fully recognized until scattered notes and
buried prefaces are collected. He had an inborn

love of poetry and all beautiful things. His in-

sight was most remarkable of all in the appre-

ciation of his contemporaries. His personal

quality was as rare as his opportunity. He had
a personal ascendency, a strange fascination

born of the sympathy and chivalry, the sweet-

ness and joyousness of his nature. Barry Corn-
wall said that he was "compact of all the spicy

winds that blow."
Bibliography.—Hunt's works have never been

collected and as a whole are difficult of access.

His poems and essays, except in small selections

and cheap editions, are out of print. The best

edition of the former is that edited by S. Adams
Lee (Boston 1857) ; of the latter The Indicator

and Companion (2 vols., London 1834). Scrib-

ner publishes in a uniform edition some of the

most popular of his works. Consult also: R.

B. Johnson, 'Leigh Hunt' (1896); Cosmo
.Monkhouse, 'Life of Leigh Hunt' (1893);
Clarke, 'Recollections of Writers' (1878);
Trelawney. 'Recollections of the Last Days of

Shelley and Byron' (1858). Frequent refer-

ences to Hunt are to be found in the writings

of Byron. Shelley. Keats, Carlyle, Dickens,

Lamb. William Hazlitt and Alexander Ireland.

E.xcellent bibliographies of Hunt's works are to

be found in Ireland's 'Lists of the Writings of

William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt' (1868);
Monkhouse's 'Life of Leigh Hunt' mentioned
above, and in R. B. Johnson's 'Essays and Poems
of Leigh Hunt' (Temple Library, 1891).

B.\R.VETTE Miller,
Instructor in English in I'assar College.

Hunt, Richard Morris, American architect

:

b. Brattleboro, \'t., 31 Oct. 182S; d. Newport,
R. I., 31 July 1895. He began the study of

architecture in Europe at an early age, attended

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, traveled in

Germany, Italy, Asia, and Egypt, and under
his former teacher, Lefuel. was clerk of the

works on the buildings that were erected to con-

nect the Tuileries with the Louvre. In 1855 he
returned to the United States and proceeded to

signalize him.^elf by a remarkable series of

noble architectural creations, such as the

Capitol extension at Washington, the Lenox
Library. New York, the Yorktown Monument,
Va., etc. He also designed the pedestal for

Bartholdi's colossal statue of 'Liberty Enlight-

ening the World' on Bedloe's Island, New York
harbor. Some of the finest private houses in

the country were built by him on a truly pala-

tial scale of magnificence, such as that of W.
K. Vanderhilt in New Y'ork ; the country house
of George Vanderbilt at Biltmore, N. C. : the

so-called 'Marble House' and the 'Breakers' at

Newport. He was one of the founders and presi-

dent of the Institute of Architects. Through
his artistic and structural faculty he exercised
a profound influence over .\mcrican architecture.

Hunt, Theodore Whitefield, .American
Presbyterian clergyman and educator : b. Me-
tuchen, N. J., 19 Feb. 1844. He was graduated

from Princeton 1865 a^id trom Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary 1869. was instructor in English
at Princeton 1B6&-71 and has been professor of
English there from 1873. He has published
'The Principles of Written Discourse' (1884);
'English Prose and Prose Writers' (1887);
'Studies in Literature and Style' ( i8go) : 'Ethi-

cal Teachings in Old English Authors' (1892);
etc.

Hunt, Thomas Sterry, American chemist
and geologist: b. Norwich. Conn.. 5 Sept. 1826;
d. New York 12 Feb. 1892. In 1845 he became
an assistant to the elder Silliman at Yale Col-
lege ; was chemist and mineralogist to the Cana-
dian Geological Survey 1847-52, professor of
chemistry at Laval University 1856-62, and at

McGill University 1862-68, and professor of
geology in the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology 1872-8. In 1859 he invented the green
ink with which greenbacks (q.v.) are printed.

He was made an officer of the Legion of Honor
in 1867, Fellow of the Royal Society in 1859,
and was president of the Roj'al Society of
Canada in 1884. Among his published books
are 'Chemical and Geological Essays' ; 'New
Basis for Chemistry' ; etc.

Hunt, William Henry, .American lawyer

:

b. New Orleans, La., 5 Nov. 1857. He was ed-

ucated at Yale, became attorney-general of Mon-
tana in 1884 ; and held various public offices

ther'S after ilontana became a State. He was
for a time United States agent before the

Chilean Claims Commission, but resigned that

post in 1900 to become secretary of Porto Rico,

and in July 1901 succeeded Charles H. Allen as

governor of that island. On i July 1904 he was
succeeded by Gov. Winthrop and since then has

been United States district judge for Montana.

Hunt, William Holman, English Pre-

Raphaelite painter: h. London 2 April 1827.

He entered the schools of the Royal Academy in

1845. and next year exhibited his first picture,

'Hark I' representing a child, holding a watch
to her ear. About 1848 Hunt, D. G. Rossetti,

and J. E. Millais formed the Pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood, afterward enlarged by the admis-

sion of other painters and writers, and which
attained a position of great influence through
the eloquent support of Ruskin. Each of the

three founders exhibited in 1849 a picture painted

in strict accordance with the principles of the

Brotherhood. Hunt's picture represented 'Rienzi

Vowing to Obtain Justice for the Death of his

Younger Brother Slain in a Skirmish between
the Colonna and Orsini Factions,' and was ex-

hibited at the Royal .Academy. The exhibition

of 1854 included two of his greatest pictures, one

of them the well-known 'Light of the World.'

Both it and 'The .Awakening Conscience'

are characterized by the careful draughtsman-
ship and attention to detail which form notable

features of the best Pre-Raphaelite work, but

their full meaning is far from clear to the aver-

age spectator. In 1854 Mr. Hunt went to Pales-

tine in order to obtain a living acquaintance

with the scenes of the Biblical stories, and the

first fruits of his study of Eastern life was 'The
Scapegoat' (1856), one of his most original and
most poetical works; but much finer is his

'Finding of the Saviour in the Temple,' exhib-

ited in i860. Among subsequent works of

Hunt's are : 'A Street Scene in Cairo—the
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Lantern-Maker's Courtship' (1861) ; ^Portrait Hunter, Robert Mercer Taliaferro, Ameri-
of D. G. Rossetti' (1850); *Fairlight Downs' can statesman: b. Essex Countj-. Va.. 21 April

(1858); *The After-Glow in Egj-pt> (1865), 1809; d. 18 Jul}- 1887. He was graduated at the

*that modem masterpiece of technical art'*

;

University of Virginia, and., choosing the law
'Isabella, or the Pot of Basil' (1868), based on for his profession, commenced practice in 1830.

the well-known stor\- from Boccaccio utilized by He soon began to take an active part in politics

Keats, and in respect of coloring, the finest of and at 24 was elected to the house of delegates,

the artist's works; 'The Shadow of Death' where he remained until 1837, when he was
(1S73), showing a pre\-ision of the Crucifixion elected to Congress. In the discussions grow-
in the carpenter shop where Jesus is working ing out of the commercial convulsion of tliat

beside his mother; 'The Triumph of the Inno- year, he at once took his stand on the side of
cents' (1885), one of his masterpieces; 'Christ the administration in favor of the independent

among the Doctors' (1S60). See biography bj' treasury bill, and in his first speech developed

Fartar and Me3-nell (1893) ; Williamson, 'Life those principles of free trade to which he con-

of Holman Hunt' sistentlj' adhered throughout his public career.

Hunt'er, David, American soldier: b. }^
the 'succeeding Congress he was elected to

Washington D. C, 21 July 1802; d. there 2 Feb.
^he speakership; and at the close of his term of

1886. He was graduated at West Point in 1822,
-^e.^«; 'he usual vote of thanfe was passed

luuu. ii.. .,00 a <iva I u ^„„ ^ul without a dissentmg voice, in a House of Rep-
became captain m 1833. and resigning trom tne , . ^ ? ; j v _• i,\"^^"^"r ^yi-"" "» "JO, => ^» i,„^„^„ resentatives strongly marked bv partisan bit-
armv m i8ro settled in Ltiicago. He. tiowever, i,. ^u ?'»- t. • c ,o.~

- J fu ,Q.^ ° „„,.„.,ota, ^-.ru temess. At the election in the spnng of 1843
re-entered the armv m 1S42 as pa\Tnaster with , , , , , „^, ^ ^ tt" ^ ^''
li. 1 J _ ' _j ^-vf.,,. t"qat „.^- ^r, for members of the 28th Consress. Hunter was
the rank ot major, and m Ma i^i wa. ap- ^ majoriu-. mainlv on account
pointed bngadier-general of volunteer, and a ^ ; adherence to that clause of the inde-
few months later major-general. He recrmted . requiring all dues to
and organized m South Carolina the fim negro

j^^ government' to be paid in specie. At the
regiment in the L nion army He deteated the

^ext congressional election in 1&+5, he was suc-
Confederates at Piedmont .. June 1864, and

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^g ^^ -^ common with other
was chainnan ot the mihtarj^ commission which ^^^^^^ representatives, resisted the application
tned the conspirators engaged m the assassina-

^f ^j^^ ^y-^^^ Proviso. He voted for all the
tion of President Lincoln. He was brevetted ^^^^^^^ necessar^- to prosecute the war to a
major-general United States anny, I3 March -^^^ ^^ honorable conclusion, but altogether
1863, and retired on account of age in 1886. opposed the project, favored by some, of incor-

Hunter, John, British surgeon and physi- porating the whole of the ilexican states into

ologist: b. Long Calderwood, Lanarkshire, 13 our polirical system. During the winter of

Feb. 1728; d. London 16 Oct. 1793. He was a 1846-7 he was chosen by the legislature of \ir-

vounger brother of WilUam Hunter (q.v.) In ginia to the United States Senate, and took his

1749 and 1750 he studied surgical pathology- at seat in December 1847, remaining there until

Chelsea Hospital, London, and alreadv began to 1861. He s\-as active m framing the tanff act

make original obser\-ations. which his subse- of 1857 and after leavmg the Senate became the

quent experience confirmed. In 1751 he attended Confederate secretary of state. At a later period

St Bartholomew's Hospital and in 1754 en- he was a Confederate senator and in 1865 com-

tered as a surgeon pupil at St George's Hos- missioner of peace. He became treasurer of

pital. In 1754 or 1755 he was admitted to a Virginia in 1877 and retired from pubhc hfe in

partnership in his brother's school of anatomj', 1880.

and continued to lecture there till I759- He Hunter, William, British anatomist: b.
sen-ed as staff-surgeon in France and Portugal Lo„ Calderwood 23 -Mav 1718; d. London :to

1760-3, and then returned to London and com- y^^^^^ j-g^ j^j^^r studying at Glasgow Uni-
menced practice as a surgeon In 1767 he re- ^ersity 1732-7, and subsequently medicine at
ceived an unexpected Prool of the high estima- Edinburgh, he went to London i'n 1741, and in
tion m which he was held by men ot science in ^._^^ received the appointment of lecturer on
being elected a member of the Royal Societj-, anatomy to a society of naval surgeons. In 1747
and in 1768 he was appointed surgeon to St he became a member of the College of Surgeons,
Georges Hospital. His investigations at this and practised surgery and midwiferv, but at
time extended over ever>- branch of natural his- length confined himself entirely to that branch,
too', particulariy patholog>% comparative anat- and was appointed accoucheur to the British
omy, and physiologj-, to which he devoted his Li-ing-in Hospital. In the first volume of 'Ob-
entire leisure time. In 1790 he was appointed senations and Inquiries,' published by the Mcd-
inspector-general of hospitals and surgeon-gen- Jcai Society in 1757, appeared Hunter's <His-
eral to the army. Hunter left at his death a tor>- of an Aneurism of the Aorta.' In 1762 he
museum which he had built for hirnself, and published 'Medical Commentaries.* and in 1764
filled with upward of 10,000 preparations illus- ^-as appointed physician-extraordinary to the
trative of the departments of science to which queen. Hunter was elected a fellow of the

his attention had been devoted. It was after- Roj-al Society in 1767: and in 1768. on the estab-

ward purchased by government, and presented lishinent of the Royal Academy of .Arts, he was
to the Royal College of Surgeons. In addition appointed professor of anatomy. He was made
to papers contributed to the 'Transactions' of a foreign associate of the Royal Medical Society

learned societies, his leading works are the at Paris in 1780, and of the Ro\-3l Academy of
' Natural History of the Human Teeth' (1771); Sciences in 17S2. The most elaborate of his

'Treatise on the \'enereal Disease' (17S6) ; publications, the '.\natomy of the Human
'Obser\-ations on Certain Parts of the Animal Gravid L'terus,' appeared in 1774. In 1770 he
Economy' (1786) ; 'Treatise on the Blood, In- purchased and completed a house and theatre,

flan-.mation, and Gun-shot Wounds' (1794). in which he constituted a splendid museum. At
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first he only contemplated a collection of prepara-

tions in human and comparative anatomy, but

added a collection of shells, corals, and other

objects of natural history, paintings and ancient

coins and medals. He bequeathed the whole of

his splendid museum, valued at £150,000, to the

University of Glasgow, with the sum of £8.000

in cash to be expended in an appropriate build-

ing for its reception, and a further sum of £500

per annum to bear the charges of its preserva-

tion.

Hunter, Sir William Wilson, English
statistician and author: b. Glasgow 15 July 1840;

d. igoo. He was educated at the University of
Glasgow and foreign universities, and appointed

to the Bengal Civil Service in 1862. As director-

general of statistics he made a statistical survey
of India, the results of which are embodied in

the well-known 'Imperial Gazetteer of India*

(1881; 1885-7). He also published 'Annals of

Rural Bengal' (1868; 5th ed. 1872), continued
in 'Orissa' (1872) ; 'The Life of the Marquess
of Dalhousie' ; 'A Dictionary of the Non-Aryan
Languages of India and High Asia* ; 'Brief

History of the Indian Peoples,' which has been
translated into five languages, and was editor

of the series of biographies known as 'The
Rulers of India.' He was knighted in 1887.

Hunting, the sport or recreation of pursu-

ing game, is a very ancient amusement. Alex-
ander the Great is said to have paid a large sum
of money for a treatise on hunting by Aristotle.

The true sportsman rarely kills game for any
other purpose than eating. The hunting of

large game, as bear, deer, tigers, lions, leopards,

etc., will be found treated under the titles by
which they are described. In Europe the

various methods of shooting game are known as

open shooting, covert shooting, river and pond
shooting, and salt-water wild fowl shooting.

Deer-stalking (q.v.) and wild-boar hunting are

favorite amusements of royalty in Europe; in

India boar-hunting is commonly known as "pig-

sticking." See Fox Hunting; G.\me L.wvs;
Game Preser\-es. etc. Consult Dodge, 'Hvmt-
ing Grounds of the Great West* (1877); Gas-

per, 'The Complete Sportsman' (1893); Mills,

'The Sportsman's Librarj'' ; Long, 'American
Wild-Fowl Shooting' (1874); Murphy, 'Ameri-
can Game Bird Shooting' (1892) ; Pringle,

'Twenty Years' Snipe Shooting' (1899) ; Rams-
ford, 'Hunting' (1896); Roosevelt, 'Big Game
Hunting' (1899) ; Ward, 'Records of Big
Game' (1896).

Hunting-dog. See Hyen.^-dog.

Hunting Leopard. See Cheeta.

Hun'tingdon, Selina Shirley, Countess of,

English religious leader: b. 24 .\ug. 1707; d.

17 June 1791. She was married in 1728, to the

Earl of Huntingdon and on his death in 1746
became ver\- devout, appointing the famous
George Whitefield (q.v.) her private chaplain.

Adopting the principles of the Methodists, she
was long considered, owing to her rank and
fortune, as the head of the Calvinistic Metho-
dists, her followers being known as the "Countess
of Huntingdon's Connection." She founded a
College at Trevecca in Wales, for the education

of ministers, built some 64 chapels, and con-

tributed liberally to the support of the clergy.

Huntingdon, Pa., borough, county-seat of

Huntingdon County; on the Juniata River, and
Vol. 8

—
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on the Pennsylvania railroad ; about 200 miles
west of Philadelphia. Where Huntingdon is

located was once a famous council ground for

the Indians of the central part of Pennsylvania.
It was first settled by white people in 1760, and
was chartered in 1796. The country around
is a fertile agricultural region, with valuable
mineral deposits and quite extensive forests.

The chief manufactures are boilers, machinery,
radiators, sewer-pipe, flour, furniture, stationery,

knit goods, and stoves. The trade is in tlie

manufactures, and grain and fruits. Hunting-
don is the seat of the State Industrial School,

and of Juniata College, an institution opened
in 1876 under the auspices of the German Bap-
tist Brethren. The original charter is still in

force and provides for a chief burgess, who
holds office three years, and a council. Pop.
(19C0) 6,053.

Huntingdon's Disease, hereditary chorea.
Chorea, or St. Vitus' dance, sometimes attacks

adults, most frequently pregnant women. In
such cases it is hard to distinguish from loco-

motor ataxia. The offspring of adults thus af-

fected are likely to have congenital or hereditary

chorea.

Hun'tington, Collis Potter, .American capi-

talist : b. Harwinion, Conn., 22 Oct. 1S21 ; d.

Pine Knot Camp, near Lake Raquette, N. Y.,

13 Aug. 1900. He worked on his father's farm,

until his 14th year. In his i6th year he pro-

cured credit in New York for $3,000 worth of

clocks, and peddled them through the South
and West. He shipped goods to California in

1848; followed them in person in 1849 and
began to make his fortune in the hardware
business. In i860 he matured a plan for a

transcontinental railroad in conjunction with

Leland Stanford, Charles Crocker, and Mark
Hopkins. The Central Pacific was finished in

1869. This was the crowning achievement of

his life, and at his death the railroad system

known as the Southern Pacific, of whose manag-
ing board he was president, comprised 26 cor-

porations, with more than 9,000 miles of tracks

and 5,000 miles of steamship line. He was one
of the largest landholders in the countr>- and his

fortune was estimated at $35,000,000. He built

a granite church, to the memory of his mother,

in his native town ; gave C. W. Peale's portrait

of Washington to the New York Metropolitan

Museum : a library and reading-room to West-
chester, N. Y., materially aided in building and

equipping Hampton (Va.) Normal .Agricultural

Institute; and gave $50,000 for the endowment
of Tuskegee (.Ala.) Normal and Industrial In-

stitute.

Huntington, Daniel, American painter: b.

New York 14 Oct. 1816; d. there 18 April

1906. He was educated at Hamilton College,

where he made the acquaintance of Charles

L. Elliott, from whom he received a decided

bias for his art. In 1S35 he entered the

studio of Professor Morse, president of the

National Academy of Design, and soon after

produced the 'Bar-room Politician': <A Toper
Asleep, ' besides some landscapes and portraits.

In 1839 he went to Europe and in Florence

painted the 'Sibyl' and the 'Florentine Girl.'

Removing to Rome soon after, he painted

the 'Shepherd Boy of the Campagna.' and
< Early Christian Prisoners, ' both of which were
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purchased by New York collectors. He became
a rnember of the National Academy in 1840 and
was its president in 1862 and 1869, and contin-

uously from 1877 to 1899. He devoted himself
mainly to portraits and among portraits by
him of well known people are those of Presidents
Lincoln and Van Buren, and of Sir Charles
Eastlake. His noted 'Mercy's Dream' is now in

the Corcoran Gallerj- at Washington.

Huntington, Frederic Dan, American Prot-
estant Episcopal bishop: b. Hadley, Mass., 28
May 1819: d. Hadley. Mass., 11 July 1904. He
was graduated at Amherst in 1839, and studied
three years in the divinity school of Cambridge.
In 1842 he was ordained pastor of the South
Congregational (Unitarian) church in Boston,
which he left in 1855 to become Plummer pro-
fessor of Christian morals at Harvard. In i860
he resigned and took orders in the Episcopal
Church, founding Emmanuel Church, Boston,
and serving as its rector 1861-9. In April 1869
he was consecrated bishop of Central New York.
He has published: * Sermons for the People'
(1856) : 'Christ in the Christian Year' ; 'Helps
to a Holy Lent' (1872): 'The Gospel and the
People' ; etc.

Htintington, Jedidiah Vincent, American
author, brother of Daniel Huntington (.q.v. ) :

b. New York 20 Jan. 1815 : d. Pau, France, 10

March 1862. He was educated as a physician,

but in 1839 entered the Episcopal ministrj', offi-

ciating for a short time as rector of an Epis-

copal church in Middleburj-. Vt. In 1849 he
became a Roman Catholic. His published

works are: 'Poems' (1843); 'Lady Alice,

or the New Una,' a novel (1849), which
is the most popular of his works; 'Alban'

(1850) ; 'The Forest,' a sequel to 'Alban'

(1852); etc.

Huntington, Samuel, American jurist: one
of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-
ence: b. Windham. Conn., 3 July 1732; d. Nor-
wich, Conn., 5 Jan. 1796. He was educated
to the law, and previous to 1775 held the offices

of king's attorney and associate justice of the

superior court of Connecticut. In Januarj- 1776
he entered the Continental Congress as a dele-

gate from his native State. In September 1779
he succeeded John Jay as president of Congress,

and discharged the functions of that office until

July 1780, when he resumed his seat on the

Connecticut bench. He served again in Con-
gress from May to June, 1783. and in the

succeeding jear was appointed chief justice of

the superior court of Connecticut. In 1785 he

was elected lieutenant-governor of Connecticut,

and in 17S6 he succeeded Roger Griswold as

governor, to which office he was annually re-

elected until his death.

Huntington, William Reed, American
Episcopal clergjTnan : b. Lowell. Mass.. 20 Sept,

1838. .\fter graduation from Harvard in 1859

he took orders in the Episcopal Church, was as-

sistant at Emmanuel Church, Boston, 1861-2,

rector of All Saints, Worcester, Mass., 1862-3,

and since 1883 has been rector of Grace Church,

New York. He has long been prominent in the

councils of the Episcopal Church and is an

acknowledged leader of the Low Broad Church
school of thought.

Huntington, Ind., citj', countj'-seat of
Huntington Count}- ; on the Little River, and on
the Chicago & E. and the Wabash R.R.'s; about
20 miles southwest of Fort Wayne and 70
miles southeast of South Bend. It was settled

in 1834, incorporated as a town in 1834. and
received its charter in 1873. The city has ex-
cellent water power. Its chief manufactures are

bicycles, boots and shoes, pianos, plows, barrels,

lime, and cement. It has railroad shops, and
wood-working factories. The trade, in addi-
tion to the manufactures, is in coal and lime
from the coal fields and lime-kilns nearby, and
agricultural products. It is the seat of the
United Brethren College. The public library

has about 12,000 volumes. The cit>' owns and
operates the electric-light plant and the water-
works. Pop. (1900) 9v49i.

Himtington, N. Y., town in Suffolk County
on Long Island. It is on Long Island Sound
and on the Long Island Railroad. Huntington
originally included the village of Babylon and
ot'ner adjoining places. As first laid out, the

area was 150 square miles. The first settlement
was made in 1653, and the first deed of land
given to actual settlers was made on 2 April

1653, on behalf of the Matinecock tribe of
Indians, and conveying to the whites six square
miles between Cold Spring and Northport. The
consideration paid was six coats, six kettles, sis

hatchets, six "howes," six shirts, 10 knives, six

fathoms of wampum. 30 "muxes," and 30 needles.

Additional lands were purchased in 1656-8. The
early settlers were nearly all Puritans from
England. The inhabitants of Huntington were
among the first of the colonists to protest

against "taxation without representation." From
the first agriculture was the chief occupation

;

but trade with the West Indies began at an
earlj- date. In 1675 Thomas Fleet was listed

as owning 40 vessels, ^\^lales were often caught
along the south coast. Nathan Hale (q.v.) was
captured in Huntington. The place of capture

is marked by a boulder, a shaft, and a drink-

ing fountain. The town celebrated its 250th an-
niversary on 4 Jul}- 1903. The chief manufac-
tures are pottery, brick, and dairy products.
Large market gardens are in parts of the town,
tut much of it is a favorite residential suburb
of New York. Pop. (1900) 9,483.

Huntington, \V. Va., city, the capital of
Cabell County, on the Ohio River, just below
the confluence of the Guyandotte River, 18 miles

above Ironton, 52 miles west of Charleston and
on the Chesapeake & O., the Guyandotte Valley,

and the Ohio River R.R.'s. The cit}-, named
after the late Collis P. Himtington, was founded
and incorporated in 1871. It is an important
commercial and industrial centre, has steamship
communication with all the important river

ports, and among its industrial establishments
are the car manufacturing shops of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio railroad, foundry and machine
shops, lumber and planing mills, manufactures of
woodwork, paints, glass, stoves, bricks, and
ice, bottling and meat-packing establishments,
etc. The city is regularly laid out, has electric

lights and street railways, two national banks,
and is noted for its educational establishments
which include Marshall College (the State Nor-
mal School), the Douglas High School for col-
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ored students, and a Carnegie library. The
West Virginia Asylum for Incurables is sit-

uated here. Pop. (1890) 10,108; (1900) 11,923.

Huntsville, Ala., city and county-seat of

Madison County, on the Nashville, C. & St. L.

and the Southern R,R.'s; 96 miles due north

of Birmingham
; 97 miles due west of Chatta-

nooga ; 125 miles south of Nashville, and 210

miles east of Memphis. The city is located in

the heart of the famous Tennessee Valley, and
is surrounded by a large and fertile agricultural,

cotton, fruit, and stock-raising country, making
it the most important commercial centre of this

entire valley territon-. In manufacturing it is

fast reaching a position among the most im-

portant in the south. As a cotton manufactur-
ing point it is to-day without a rival in all this

section, and in spindles leads the South, and is

second only to Lowell, ^lass. Its nine cotton

mills have 203,000 spindles, with 4,374 looms,

the annual product of which amounts to $4,-

775,000. Besides these, Huntsville has machine
and foundry shops, cottonseed-oil mills, hoop
and heading factor}-, fibre factorj', spoke and
handle factories, saw and planing mills, brick

plants, gas and electric plants, electric car lines,

paid fire department, waterworks owned and
operated by the citj' and supplied from a mag-
nificent spring of purest water with a daily

capacity of 2,400,000 gallons. 1 he first set-

tler here was John Hunt, a Virginian,

and a soldier of the Revolution, who
came to the "Big Spring" in 1805, built his

cabin, the first, near by, and in 1806 went back
to Tennessee and brought his family, having
lived in that State before coming to Alabama.
In 181 1 the town was incorporated by the Ter-
ritorial Legislature as "Huntsville." The first

State constitutional convention sat here and
framed the first constitution of the State, the

convention convening 5 July 1819. The first

legislature sat here and assembled on the first

Monday in August 1820, and this was the

first capital of Alabama. The city is well sup-
plied with a mmiber of private schools, and
an e.xcellent public city school with a new mod-
ern building erected at a cost of $25,000. Four
miles north of the city is located the "Alabama
Agricultural and Mechanical College for Ne-
groes." The government of the city, under a
new charter of 1897, is composed of a maj'or and
board of aldermen of eight, and it controls all

of the city's affairs, including the waterworks.
Pop. 16,000. Benj.vmix Powel Hunt.

Hiints'ville, Mo., city, county-seat of Ran-
dolph County; on the Wabash railroad; 130
miles northwest of Saint Louis and 145 miles
northeast of Kansas City. It is situated in an
agricultural nd coal-mining region. Its prin-

cipal industrial establishments are flour mills,

machinery shops, rake and stacker factory. Its

trade is chiefly in agricultural and mining im-
plements, live stock, and farm products. Pop.

(1900) 1,805.

Huntsville, Texas, city, county-seat of
Walker County; on the International & G. N.
railroad ; about 200 miles southeast of Austin and
68 miles north of Houston. The first settlement

was made about 1835. It is in a fertile agricul-

tural region in which cotton is one of the large

crops. The chief manufactures are cotton

goods, cottonseed oil, cigars, steam-engines,
foundry-products agricultural implements, fur-
niture, ice, corn-meal, and wagons. Here are
the home and grave of Sam Houston, which
are of historic interest : the main State Peni-
tentiary, and the Sam Houston State Normal
School are located in this city. Huntsville has
an e.xtensive trade in cotton. Pop. (.1890) 1,509;

(1900) 2.484.

Hurlbut, herl'but, Stephen Augustus,
American soldier and politician : b. Charleston,
S. C, 29 Nov. 1815 ; d. Lima, Peru, 27 March
1882. He was admitted to the bar in 1837
and removing to Illinois became prominent in

State politics, being a member of the Illinois

Legislature 1859, 1861, and 1868. At the open-
ing of the Civil War he became a brigadier-
general of volunteers, and he commanded a
corps in the expedition to Meridian in 1864. He
was United States minister to the United States
of Colombia, 1869-73 ; Republican member of

Congress from Illinois, 1873-7 ; a"d United
States minister to Peru.

Hur'ley, Wis., town, capital of Iron
County, on the Montreal River, at the State

boundary, opposite Ironwood, Mich. It is 49
miles by rail east by south of Ashland, on
the Chicago & X. W., the ^Milwaukee. L. S. &
W., and the Wisconsin C. R.R.'s. It is in a
rich iron mining district and has saw-mills and
considerable lumbering interests. Pop. (1900)
1,823.

Huron, hu'ron, an Indian tribe. See
Wy.vxdot; Indi.\ns, Americ.\.v.

Huron, S. Dak., city, county-seat of Beadle
County ; on the Chicago & N. W. and the Great
N. R.R.'s; about 115 miles northwest of Yank-
ton. It is situated in an agricultural and stock-

raising region, where there is a large acre-

age of wheat and from which many cattle are

shipped annually to market. Its manufactures
are flour, bricks, dairy products, carriages, and
wagons : and it has the Chicago & Northwestern
railroad repair-shops, and grain elevators. Pop.

(1900) 2,793.

Huron, Lake, one of the Great Lakes on
the boundary between the United States and
Canada. Canada is on the north and east,

Canada and Michigan on the south, and Michi-
gan on the west. It receives the waters of Lake
Superior through the Saint Mary's River, and
the waters of Lake Michigan through Straits of
Mackinac, and discharges its waters through
Saint Clair River into Lake Saint Clair (q.v.).

Its general direction is northwest and southeast.

Its length is about 250 miles, its average width
about 155 miles, and its area, 22.322 square miles.

This area includes Georgian Bay and North
Channel. It is 581 feet above the sea. the same
as Lake Michigan, 21 feet below the level of

Lake Superior. The depth of the waters be-

yond the land shelf is from 200 to 750 feet;

and along the coast, from 20 to 60 feet. The
waters of the whole lake are remarkably clear,

and in the northern part cold. In summer the

temperature of the surface varies from 52° to

58° and of the bottom from 42° to 52°.

The chief arm of the Lake on the east coast

is Georgian Bay. which indents Ontario : and
on the west, Saginaw Bay, in Michigan. Other
indentations on the west coast are Thunder,
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Presque Isle, and Hammond bays. A number
of short streams flow into the lake from Michi-

gan, the largest of which are Thunder Baj-,

Au Sable, and Black rivers. The Lake receives

from Canada a large amount of water from lakes

Xipissing, Simcoe, Muskoka, and several other

small bodies which discharge their waters

through short rivers into Georgian Bay.

There are no large islands in the main body
of the Lake, but on the north and northeast

shores are a number of small islands, composed
chiefly of glacial deposits and limestone. Grand
!Manitoulin and Cockbum islands, together with

several small islands, belong to Canada. Drum-
mond, ^Mackinac, and Bois Blanc islands belong

to the United States. The long group of islands

in the northeast are separated from the main-
land of Ontario by North Channel. The greater

part of the shore line is low and at one time

the country on the west was well-wooded.
Regular terraces showing different water levels,

deposits of fine sand and clay containing fresh-

water shells, extend inland fully 20 miles and
at heights above the Lake to 100 and 200 feet.

These wide beaches show that at one time this

Lake, as the other Lakes, must have been much
larger than at present The area of the whole
basin of the Lake, including the surface of the

water, is about 74,000 square miles. Some pic-

turesque cliffs along the southeastern coast rise

to a height from 80 to 150 feet The harbors are

nearly all protected by breakwaters. The chief

ports on the west coast are Cheboygan, Alpena,
Tawas City, Bay Citj- (at the head of Saginaw
Ba}'), and Sandbeach. Mackinaw and Saint

Ignace, at the entrance to the Straits of Macki-
nac, are important ports. A railroad line from
Detroit to ^lackinaw- is almost parallel with the

west coast. There is an abundance of fish in this

Lake, one kind, the whitefish, is most important
Violent storms, to which *he Lake is subject,

make navigation dangerous. During the summer
months, from the first of May to December,
there are but few storms. Lake Huron as a fac-

tor in commercial enterprises is most impor-

tant ; it is one of the great waterways of the

world, and the shipping on its waters is growing
in amount and importance. The great bulk of

the iron ore from the Lake Superior district

is now brought to the Cleveland and Pittsburg

districts ; the wheat and flour from the Xorth-
west comes east, and nearly all are carried over
Lake Huron; and a large proportion of the

products of the east which are sent to the

Northwest pass over this same Lake. The Saint

Mary's Falls Canal or "The Sault Canal," has
been the means of greatly increasing the travel

and traffic on Lake Huron.
As early as the 17th century this Lake was

crossed by the French missionarj', Pere Mar-
quette, who, in 1668, established a mission at

Sauk Sainte Marie, Saint Manx's Falls. In 1673
he was in charge of the mission at Mackinaw,
from which place, on 17 May 1673, he departed
with Joliet and others in search of the "Big
River." For amount of tonnage see Gre.\t
L.^KES.

Huronian Series, the name (now largely
abandoned) fir?t given by Sir William Logan
to a series of strata lying in the vicinity of Lake
Huron. They are about i8,oco feet thick, and

consist chiefly of quartzite with great masses of

greenish chloritic schist, sometimes containing

pebbles derived from the Laurentian rocks. No
organic remains have yet been found in them,

and limestones are rare. They are believed to

be of Lower Cambrian age, and lie imconform-
ablj' on the Laurentians. They occupy the same
relative position as the upper parts of the

Archsean rocks of Great Britain.

Hurricane. See Cycxoxe; Storms; Tor-
XADo; Typhoons.

Hurst, herst, Hal, English artist: b. Lon-
don 25 Aug. 1S65. He started on his artistic

career by drawing eviction scenes in Ireland.

He emigrated to the United States, and joined

the staff of the Philadelphia Press; afterward
at New York, Paris, and London he contributed

to various journals and periodicals. He became
a painter, studying at the Art League in New
York and under Julian at Paris. Among his

paintings are <The Siren* (i8g6) : 'The Cap-
ture' (1898) ; and 'The First Court of Henry
vn.>

Hurst, John Fletcher, American Methodist
bishop: b. near Salem, Md., 17 Aug. 1834; d.

Washington, D. C, 4 May 1903. He was grad-
uated from Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., in

1854, studied theologj' in Halle and Heidelberg,
Germany, and after holding pastorates in New
Jersej- and Staten Island became bishop in 1880,

and chancellor of the American L'niversitj- in

1891. He was one of the leading men in bis

denomination and of much prominence as a
writer. Among his many works may be cited:

'Literature of Theology' ; 'History of Rational-

ism' (1S65) ; 'Martyr to the Tract Cause*

(1873) : 'Life and Literature in the Father-
land' (1874) ; 'Outline of Church History'

(1875); 'Our Theological Centurj-' (1876);
'Bibliotheca Theologica* (1883) : 'Short His-
tories of the Church' (1888-90) : 'Short History
of the (Christian Church' ; 'Indika: the Country
and People of India and Ceylon' (1891) ; 'His-
tory of the Christian Church' (1897) ; trans-

lations of theological works and histories ; etc.

Husband and Wife. See Law of Husb.\xd
AXD Wife.

Husbandry, Patrons of. See Graxgers.

Huskisson, hus'ki-son, William, English
statesman and financier : b. Birch-Moreton,
Worcestershire, 11 March 1770; d. 15 Sept. 1830.

He was sent to Paris in 1783 to study medicine.
In 17S9 he became an enthusiastic sympathizer
with the French Revolution, was present at the
taking of the Bastille, and joined the Club of

1789, instituted the following year. He made
a speech at the club against the proposed crea-
tion of paper money, and withdrew from it when
the assembly decreed the issue of assignats.

His views of the Revolution afterward underwent
a change. In 1790 he was appointed secretary
to the British ambassador; and when the am-
bassador was recalled in 1792 he returned to
Ejigland, and in 1795 he became under-sccretary
for war and the colonies. In 1796 he was
elected member of Parliament for Morpeth. He
resigned in 1801. and returned in 1804. In Pitt's

administration formed in this year he became
secretary of the treasury, and during the ^Vhig
rninistry that succeeded Pitt's death was an ac-
tive member of the opposition. In 1807 he re-
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fumed his post as secretary of the treasury,

which he resigned in 1809. In 1823 he was
elected M.P. for Liverpool, and appointed presi-

dent of the board of trade, and treasurer of the

navy. In 1827 he became secretary of state for

the colonies. He was killed at the opening of
the Liverpool and Manchester railway 15 Sept.

1830. He seldom spoke in Parliament except
on commercial or financial subjects, on Vi'hich

he w-as an authority. He also anticipated Peel
in his advocacy of a free-trade policy. A col-

lective edition of his speeches appeared in 1831.

Huss, Henry Holden, American composer:
b. Newark, N. J., 21 June 1861. In 1882 he en-
tered the Munich Conservatory, Germany, and
studied music, in theory and practice, under
Rheinberger, Giehrl, and Abel. In 1885 he set-

tled in New York, where he has had a success-

ful career as composer, performer, and teacher.

He has composed 'Cleopatra's Death,' a scene
for soprano and orchestra, as well as stings, an-
thems, and charming chamber music.

Huss, or Hus, John, Bohemian religious

heresiarch : b. Husinec, Southern Bohemia,
about 1369; d. Constance, Switzerland, 6 July
1415. He studied at the University of Prague
and in 1398 began to lecture on theology and
philosophy. In 1401 he was made dean of the
faculty of philosophy, and was made rector of
the university (1400). Since 391 he had been
acquainted with the writings of Wickliffe, and
his denunciations of the indulgences, of masses
for the dead, of auricular confession, etc.,

alarmed Archbishop Stynko of Prague, who had
200 volumes of Wickliffe's w-ritings burned
(1410) in the archiepiscopal palace, and the
preaching of his doctrines in Bohemia prohib-
ited. Huss appealed to the Pope John XXIII.,
who summoned him to appear at Bologna. Huss
refused to appear and was in consequence ex-
communicated, and Prague threatened with an
interdict as long as Huss should remain in it.

Wenceslaus, the king, alarmed by this menace,
thought to bring about peace ; and at his demand,
Huss made an orthodox profession of faith in

1411. But the quarrel broke out again w-hen
Huss and his friend Jerome publicly condemned
the papal indulgences granted for the crusade
igainst Ladislaus of Naples. Huss was again
excommunicated and Prague interdicted. He
now- retired to Husinec to the protection of his

feudal lord and here he wrote his books 'On
the Six Errors' and 'On the Church,' in which
he attacks transubstantiation, the belief in the
papal primacy and the saints, the efficacy of the

absolution of a vicious priest, unconditional
obedience to earthly rulers, and makes the Scrip-

tures the only rule of matters of religion. In
the meantime the Council of Constance had con-
vened in 1413. Huss was summoned to this

council to render an account of his doctrines.

The emperor Sigismund granted him a safe

conduct to the council. After several examina-
tions of his doctrines, and his persistent refusal

to retract the points which were regarded as

heretical, he was sentenced to death and burned
6 July 1415.

Husted, James William, American politi-

cian: b. 1833; d. Peckskill, N._ Y., 25 Sept.

1892. He was graduated at Yale in 1854, studied
law, and in 1869 was elected to the New York
Assembly. He was re-elected 15 times, and was

chosen speaker in 1874, 1876, 1878, 1886, and
1887. He also served in such varied capaci-

ties as superintendent of public schools, deputy
superintendent of insurance, harbor master, dep-
uty captain of the port of New York, judge-
advocate of the Seventh brigade, and major-
general of the Fifth Division, National Guard.

Hutcheson, hiich'e-son, Francis, Irish
philosopher: b. Drumalig, Ireland, 8 Aug. 1694;
d. Dublin 8 Aug. 1746. He was educated at the
University of Glasgow, taught in Dublin
1717-29, and in 1729 became professor of philos-

ophy at Glasgow. In 1725 the first edition of
his celebrated 'Inquiry into the Ideas of Beauty
and Virtue' appeared without his name. In
1728 he published his 'Treatise on the Passions,'
often reprinted, and admired even by those who
dispute the soundness of its philosophy. In
1775 w-as published from his MSS. a 'System
of Moral Philosophy.' The philosophy of
Hutcheson is based primarily on that of Locke.
His particular theory of conscience as a dis-

tinct sense was attacked by Richard Price in a
celebrated w'ork, 'Principal Questions and Dif-
ficulties in Morals.' The views of Hutcheson
and Price are reviewed in Jouflroy's 'Cours de
Droit Naturel.' Hutcheson was a writer of
considerable originality, and justly regarded as

the precursor of Reid, and the founder of the
Scottish school in philosophy. .*\n admirable
resume of his works is contained in Cousin's
'Philosophic Ecossaise.'

Hutch'ins, Thomas, American geographer:
b. Monmouth, N. J., 1730; d. Pittsburg, Pa., 28
April 1789. In early life he enlisted in the Eng-
lish army, and saw active service in the French
and Indian war. He was in England in 1779,
and was arrested in London, and thrown into

prison as an advocate of American independ-
ence. He escaped to France, from which
countrj' he sailed to America, and joined the

Continental army and was appointed geographer-
general by Gen. Greene. Among his published

works are : 'Topographical Description of

Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and North
Carolina' (1778); 'History, Narrative and
Topographical Description of Louisiana and
Western Florida* (1784).

Hutch'inson, Anne, American religious

leader, the founder of the Antinomian party in

the New England colonies: b. Lincolnshire, Eng-
land, about 1590; d. Westchester County, N.
Y., August 1643. She was the daughter of

a Lincolnshire clerg>'man. In England she was
interested in the preaching of John Cotton and
her brother-in-law John Wheelwright, and it was
her desire to enjoy the ministry of the former
which induced her to follow him to New Eng-
land. She arrived in Boston with her husband,

18 Sept. 1634, was admitted a member of tha

Boston church 2 November, and rapidly ac-

quired esteem and influence. She instituted

meetings of the women of the church to discuss

sermons and doctrines, in which, with a ready

wit, bold spirit, and imposing familiarity with

the Scripture, .she gave prominence to peculiar

speculations which even on her voyage had at-

tracted the attention and caused the displeasure

of her fellow passengers. Such were the tenets

that the person of the Holy Spirit dwells in

every believer, and that the inward revelations

of tiio Spirit, the conscious judgments of the
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mind, are of paramount authority. She had been
two years in the countrj- before the strife be-

tween her supporters and her opponents broke
out into public action. Among her partisans

were the young governor \"ane, Cotton, Wheel-
wright, and the whole Boston church with the

exception of five members, one of whom was
the associate pastor, Wilson, while the country
elerg}- and churches were generally united

against her. "The dispute," says Bancroft,

"infused its spirit into everything; it interfered

with the levj- of troops for the Pequot war; it

influenced the respect shown to the magistrates,

the distribution of town lots, the assessment of

rates ; and at last the continued existence of the

two opposing parties was considered inconsistent

with the public peace." The peculiar tenets of

Mrs. Hutchinson were among the 82 opinions

condemned as erroneous by the ecclesiastical

sjTiod at Newtown 30 Aug. 1637; and in No-
vember she was summoned before the general

court, and after a trial of two days sentenced,

with some of her associates, to banishment from
the territory of Massachusetts, but was allowed

to remain during the winter at a private house
in Roxbury. She joined the larger number of
her friends, who, led by John Clarke and Wil-
liam Coddington, had been welcomed by Roger
Williams to his vicinity, and had obtained

through his influence from the chief of the
Narragansetts the island of Aquidneck, subse-

quently called Rhode Island. There a body
politic was formed on democratic principles, in

which no one was to be "accounted a delinquent
for doctrine." The church in Boston, from
which she had been excommunicated, vainly sent

a deputation of "four men of a lovely and win-
ning spirit" to the island with the hope of re-

claiming her. After the death of her husband in

1642 she removed with her sur\-iving family

into the territory of the Dutch, probably from
apprehensions that Rhode Island might not be
a safe place of refuge from the encroachments
of Massachusetts. The precise localit)- where
she settled has been a matter of dispute, but
according to the latest authorities it was near
Hell Gate, Westchester County, N. Y. The
Indians and the Dutch were then at war, and
in an invasion of the settlement by the former
her house was attacked and set on fire, and her-

self and all her family, excepting one child who
was carried captive, perished either by the flames
or by the weapons of the savages.

Hutchinson, Horatio Gordon, English
golfer: b. i& May 1869. He was educated at

Charterhouse School, London, and graduated
with classical honors in the University of Ox-
ford. He was golf champion in England 18S6-7.

He has published "Hints on Golf ; 'Golf (in

Badminton Library) ; 'Creatures of Circum-
stance' ; 'Peter Steele the Cricketer' ; 'My
Wife's Politics' ; 'Cricketing Laws and Sto-
ries' ; 'The Book of Golf and Golfers' (1899) ;

'Little Lady Mary' Ciooo"* : 'Dreams and Their
Meanings' : 'A Friend of Nelson' (1902).

Hutchinson, John, Puritan English sol-

dier: b. Nottinghamshire 1617: d. Sandown
castle, Kent, 11 Sept. 1664. Being of a religious

turn of mind, he devoted much time to the study
of divinity, from which his attention was soon
diverted by the serious political questions which
agitated the kingdom. .\ careful investigation
of the matters at issue between the king and the

parliament satisfied him of the justice of tne
latter's cause, and after the commencement of
the civil war he declared for the parliament
and was appointed governor of Nottingham
castle, which he held imtil the close of the war.
He afterward represented Nottingham in par-
liament, and, as a member of the high court
of judiciary appointed for the trial of the king
concurred in the sentence pronounced on him.
The subsequent course of Cromwell, however,
met with the disapproval of Hutchinson. At
the restoration he was comprehended in the
general act of amnesty, but was subsequently
arrested on a suspicion of treasonable con-
spiracy, and after a detention of ten months in

the Tower was removed to Sandown castle,

where he died of fever.

Hutchinson, John, English philosopher;
founder of a mystical school of philosophy and
theology: b. Spennithome, Yorkshire. 1674; d.

28 Aug. 1737. In 1724 appeared the first part of
his 'Moses' Principia,' in which he disputed
the Newtonian theory of gra\-itation. In the
second part (1727) he continued his criticisms
of Newton, and maintained on Biblical authority
the doctrine of a plenum in opposition to that of
a zaciium. From this time one or more of his

uncouthly written volumes, containing a sort of
cabalistic interpretation of the Hebrew Scrip-
tures, appeared annually. His leading idea is

that the Scriptures contain the elements of all

rational philosophy as well as of general reli-

gion. The Hebrew language has not only its

literal but its t\'pical sense, every root of it

being significant of hidden meanings. With this

elastic principle of exegesis he deduces a system
from which the occult powers of attraction,

gravitation, magnetism, and electricity are ex-
cluded, but according to which the whole mech-
anism of the heavens is the result of the agency
of fire, light, and spirit, the three material ele-

ments which were set to work in the beginning,
and which typify the three persons of the Trinit}-.

Hutchinson, Thomas, American colonial

governor: b. Boston 9 Sept. 1711 ; d. Brompton,
near London, 3 June 1780 He was the son of
a merchant of Boston who was long a member
of the council, and graduated at Har\-ard Col-
lege in 1727. He represented Boston for 10
years in the general court, of which he was for

three years speaker; became judge of probate in

1752, was a councillor from 1749 to 1766. lieuten-

ant-governor from 1758 to 1 77 1, and appointed
chief justice in 1760. thus holding four high
offices at one time. In the disputes which led to

the Revolution he sided with the British govern-
ment. His brother-in-law. Andrew Oliver, was
appointed distributor of stamps under the law
which was to go into effect I Nov. 1765. but was
compelled by mobs to resign the office before

that time. The mansion of Hutchinson was
also twice attacked in consequence of a report

that he had written letters in favor of the act,

and on the second occasion (.^ug. 26). when the

rioters were maddened by liquor, his house was
sacked, the furniture burned in bonfires in the

street, and many manuscripts relating to the

historv' of the province, which he had been 30
years in collecting and which could not be re-

placed, were lost. The inhabitants of the town
on the following day in public meeting voted

their abhorrence of the proceedings : but though
many of the actors were well-known, no one
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was punished. He, however, received compen-
sation for his losses. When in 1769 Gov. Ber-
nard was transferred to Virginia, the govern-
ment of Massachusetts fell to Hutchinson. The
popular excitement had already been increased

by the arrival of the British troops, and after

the so-called Boston massacre a committee of
citizens, headed by Samuel Adams, obliged him
to consent to the removal of the regiments.

The popular indignation against Hutchinson be-
came so great that he at last obtained leave of
absence and sailed for England i June 1773.

The privy council investigated his official acts,

and decided in favor of "his honor, integrity,

and conduct," which decision was approved by
the king. He was rewarded with a pension. He
published 'History of the Colony of Massachu-
setts Bay, from the First Settlement Thereof, in

162S, until the Year 1750' (2 vols., 1760-7, vol.

3, 1828) ; 'Brief State of the Claim of the Col-
onies* (1764) ; 'Collection of Original Papers
Relative to the History of the Colony of Massa-
chusetts Bay' (1869). His diary and letters ap-
peared (1804-6). The sober judgment of later

times has reversed the prejudiced accusations
of his American contemporaries and he is now
seen to have been a conscientious man, zealous
in the performance of duty but sorely perplexed
between the claims of loyalty to the king and his

natural inclinations in favor of the colony. See
Hosmer, 'Life of Thomas Hutchinson' (1896) ;

Fiske, 'Historical Essays, Vol. I.' (1902).

Hutchinson, Kan., city and county-seat of
Reno County ; on the Arkansas river, and on
the Atchison, T. & S. R, the Chicago, R. I. & P.,

the Hutchinson & S. and the Missouri P.

R.Rs. ; 40 miles west of Wichita. The city has
one of the largest salt interests in the world,
producing about 6,000 barrels per day. It is

also an important meat packing and shipping
centre ; and has manufactures of lumber, ma-
chinery, boilers, etc., and the railroad shops of
the Hutchinson & Southern railroad. It has a
public library, high school, state reformatory,
electric lights, a national bank, and an assessed
property valuation of $1,500,000. Pop. (igoo)

9.376.

Hutch'ison, John, English sculptor: b.

Edinburgh, Scotland, 1832. He served his ap-
prenticeship in his native town at the trade of
wood carving. Meanwhile he attended an art

school, visited Rome and chose as his profession
that of a sculptor. He exhibited in the London
Royal Academy for the first time in 1862. He
is best known for his statues of Robert Bruce
and John Knox, and his busts of Norman Mc-
Leod, Queen Victoria, and the Prince Con-
sort, as well as jor the four figures he con-
tributed to Scott's monument at Edinburgh
(Baron Bradwardine, Hal-o'-the-Wynd, the

Glee Maiden, Flora Maclver. Among his

imaginative works are 'Greek Torch Racer'

;

'Roman Dancing Girl.'

Hut'son, Charles Woodward, American
educator: b. McPhersonville. S. C. 23 Sept.

1840. He was graduated from South Carolina
College in i860; served in the Confederate army,
1861-S ; was professor of Greek in Louisiana
State University, 1860-81 : of modern languages
in the Universit>' of Mississippi, i88i-t), and of
English and history in the Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical College from 1803." He has
published 'Out of a Besieged City' (1887);

'The Beginning of Civilization' (1888);
'French Literature' (1889) ; 'The Story of
Language' (1897).

Hutten, hoot'ten, Philip von, German ad-
venturer; cousin of Ulrich von Hutten (q.v.) :

b. Birkenfeld about 1490; d. Venezuela 1546.
In 1528 the Emperor Charles V. made a grant of
the province of Venezuela to the Welsers, a firm
of Augsourg merchants ; and Hutten sailed with
one of the companies sent out by them. He ac-
companied the viceroy, Georg Hohemut, in a
journey (1536-^), in which they reached the
headwaters of the Rio Japura, near the equator.
In 1541 he set out in search of the Golden City.
After several years of wandering, harassed by
the natives and weakened by hunger and fever,
he and his followers came on a large city, the
capita! of the Omaguas, in the country north of
the Amazons ; where they were routed by the
Indians, and Hutten himself severely wounded.
He led those of his followers who survived back
to Coro in 1546. where Juan de Caravajal had
in the meantime usurped the office of viceroy

;

and by him Hutten and his lieutenant, Bartel
Welser. were seized and beheaded. Eight years
later the Welsers' grant was taken from them,
and the German rule in Venezuela was conclud-
ed. Hutten left an account of his journeyings
which was published under the title 'Zeitung
aus Indien' (1765). See Von Langegg, <E1
Dorado' (1888).

Hutten, Ulrich von, oorriH fon, German
knight, distinguished for his poems and sat-

ires, and for the influence which his writings
exercised upon the Reformation : b. Steckelbcrg
on the Main 21 April 1488 ; d. Ufnau, an island
in the Lake of Ziirich, 23 Aug. 1523. His father
placed him at Fulda, in order to educate him
for a monk. The monastic school there was one
of the most famous in all Germany, and he
received an excellent education. Here he lost

his faith and the declared enemy of Chris-
tianity fled to Erfurt in 1504, where he became
intimately acquainted with several scholars and
poets. In 1511 he went to Wittenberg, where
he published a work on versification. Ulrich,
duke of Wiirtemberg, having murdered a co.usin

of Hutten, Hutten gave free course to his

indignation in poems, letters, and addresses,
which made him known throughout Germany.
He distinguished himself no less in the Reuchlin-
ian controversy with the Dominican Hogstraaten
in Cologne.

Hutten severely criticized the monastic life,

and was so much the enemy of the clerg)', that
by his edition of Laurentius Valla, 'De falso

credita et emcntita Donatione Constantini.' he
declared war upon the Church and prepared the
way for Luther. In 1518 he entered the service

of Albert, archbishop of Mayence, and made
several official journeys to Paris. He also ac-

companied the archbishoo to the diet at Augs-
burg, where Luther held his well-known
discussion with Cajetan, and Hutten, in a
Demosthenic oration, urged the German princes

to a war against the Turks. He took the
field with the Swabian League in 1519, against

his hereditary enemy, Ulrich of Wiirtemberg.
and then retired to the solitude of his paternal
castle of Steckelberg. to engage anew in the
controversy with the monks. Here he published
work after work, violently assailing the Church,
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the clergj- and the state. Leaving Steckelberg

in 1822 he went first to Basel and thence to

Zurich, where he died. He was a savage and
violent controversialist during his life and was
unsparing in the vehemence of his invective.

Hutton, hiit'n, Charles, English mathema-
tician: b. Newcastle-upon-T>-ne 14 Aug. i737;

d. 27 Jan. 1823. The destruction of the old

bridge at Newcastle ha^•ing attracted his at-

tention to the subject of the construction and
properties of arches, he was led to the produc-

tion of a small work on the < Principles of

Bridges' (i772>, which laid the foundation of

his future fame. He was in 1773 appointed

professor of mathematics at Woohvich Acad-
emj', elected a fellow of the Royal Society in

1774, and in 1785 published his 'Mathematical

Tables, > preceded by an introduction, tracing

the progress and improvement of logarithms

from the date of their discovery. Later works

were: 'Tracts. Mathematical and Philosophical'

(1786) ; 'Elements of Conic Sections' ;
'Mathe-

matical and Philosophical Dictionary' (1795-6) ;

'Course of Mathematics' (i 798-181 1).

Hutton, Frederick Remsen, American me-
chanical engineer : b. Xew York 28 May 1853.

He was graduated from Columbia in 1853 and

is professor of mechanical engineering there.

He has published: 'Mechanical Engineering of

Power Plants' (1897) ; 'Heat and Heat En-

gines' (1899) ; 'Machine Tools.'

Hutton, James, Scottish geologist: b.

Edinburgh 3 June 1726: d. there 26 March 1797.

He studied medicine at Paris and Leyden, but on

his return (1754) devoted himself to agricuhural

pursuits and to chemistry, from which he was

led to mineralogy and geologj-. In 1768 he

removed to Edinburgh, and there spent his time

in scientific investigations. He pubHshed '.-^

Theory of the Earth' (i795) and <A Theory of

Rain' (1784) : 'Dissertations in Natural Phi-

losophy* (1792) : 'Considerations on the Nature

of Coal and Culm' (i777) ; and other works.

See HuTTOXi.\x Theory.

Hutton, Laurence, American editor and
critic : b. New York 8 Aug. 1843 ; d. Princeton,

N. J:, 10 June 1904. He was privately educated,

for some time devoted himself to the study of

literature and to foreign travel, in the early 70's

became a dramatic critic, and began contribu-

tions to periodicals of many sorts. From 1886

to 1898 he was literary ediror of 'Harper's

Magazine,' and subsequently he became lecturer

in English literature at Princeton University.

He was a well-known collector, possessing

among \-arious things a famous series of death-

masks of historical personages. He was also an

organizer and founder of the Authors' Club, and

of the American Copyright League, .\mong his

numerous writings were: 'Plays and Players'

(1875) ; 'Literary Landmarks' (1885-1903), etc.

Hutton, Richard Holt, English essayist

and journalist: b. Leeds 2 June 1826; d. Twick-

enham 7 Sept. 1897. The son of a Unitarian

clergyman, he was educated at University Col-

lege, London, and in Germany, for the Uni-

tarian ministr%-, but. coming under the influence

of F. D. Maurice, he entered the Enghsh

Church. In 1861 he became editor of the 'Spec-

tator,' which owed its prominence largely to

him. Hutton's best work is in the critical 'Es-

says, Theological ana Literary' (1871), ind
'Essays on Some Modem Guides of English
Thought' (1887), and in the biography of Sir

Walter Scott in the 'English ilen of Letters'

(1878).

Hutton, William Holden, English Angli-
can clerg>Tnan and historian : b. Gate Burton,
Lincolnshire, 24 May i860. He was educated at

Oxford where he was select preacher 1898-1900
and Bampton lecturer for 1903. He has pub-
lished 'The Misrule of Henry III.' : 'Simon De
Montfort' ; 'St. Thomas of Canterbury'; 'Wil-
liam Laud' ; 'Sir Thomas More' ; 'Short His-

tory of the Church in Great Britain'

;

'Constantinople' ; etc.

Huttonian Theory, a view of geological

processes first publis'ned by James Hutton (q.v.)

in 1788, in his 'Theory of the Earth,' and de-

veloped in 1795. He was the first to distinguish

between cosmogony and geology, believing the

latter 'o be in no waj' concerned with "questions

as to the origin of things." His view was that

the upraised land of the globe must be worn
away by atmospheric influences and the debris

be finally deposited in the bed in the sea, where
it is consolidated under great pressure; it is then

forced upward by subterranean heat, acting with

an expansive power, and thereby split and
cracked, the fissures at the same time filling

with molten mineral matter; and so the process

goes on. Hutton was the precursor of Sir

Charles Lyell, whose views were essentially the

same, and who procured for them large accept-

ance among geologists. See Un'iformit.\r»-^n'-

ISM.

Htixley, hiiks'li, Thomas Henry, English
biologist : b. Ealing, Middlesex. England, 4 May
1825 ; d. Eastbourne, Sussex, 29 June 1895.

When he was 12 or 13, he wished to become a
mechanical engineer; but a medical brother-in-

law (Dr. Salt) took him in hand, and he com-
menced at this early age the study of medicine

Eventually he went to Charing Cross HospitaL

.and passed the first M. B. examination of the

University of London. Stem necessity com-
pelled him, as soon as his medical course was
over, to seek at once, even before he was of age,

some post or employment .\t the suggestion of

a fellow student, Huxley in 1846 applied for

admission to the medical service of the navy,

was admitted, and was in attendance at the

naval hospital at Haslar. The next year he was
appointed assistant-surgeon of the Rattlesnake,

which was sent on an exploring and surveying

cruise in the seas on the east and northeast of

Australia. The voyage lasted four years, and
gave Huxley an opportunity of gaining an
almost unrivaled knowledge of marine zoology.

Various papers on this subject were contributed

by him to the Linnscan and the Royal Society

(one of them gaining a medal from the latter

body, of which he was elected a member in

1831). and a further result of his investigations

was the important work published in 1859, en-

titled 'The Oceanic Hydrozoa.'
The Rattlesnake returned to England at

the end of the year 1850 and Huxley found that

the scientific papers he had sent home had
already made him famous. By the aid of those

who valued the promise given by his published

work, he was allowed by the admiralty for
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three years to drsw pay as a na\'y surgeon whilst

devoting himself to the working up of the
results of his observations w-hen at sea. In 1854
he was appointed lecturer or professor of natural
history in the Royal School of Mines, a post
long combined with that of naturalist to the

geological survey. In 1855 he was appointed
FuUerian professor of physiology to the Royal
Institution, and delivered four courses of lec-

tures in as many years ; while he was also an
examiner for seven years to the University of

* London. The posts of Croonian lecturer to the

Royal Society and Hunterian professor in the
College of Surgeons were likewise filled by him.

( There is no doubt that Huxley was fortunate

to obtain at 27 a post, worth nearly a thousand
a year, in London, and unburdened with any
excessive duties. He had to give during w'inter

(October to end of Februar>') a course of lec-

tures on five days of the week, and attend in his

study at the Museum in Jermyn Street, but had
not the cares of a laboratory. He carried out
his researches alone, and consequently was able

to arrange the employment of his day in his

own w-ay. He wrote largely for the press upon
such topics as belonged to his branch of science

;

lectured frequently in other places besides

Jermyn Street ; and took an active and important
part in various government commissions, to

which his official position rendered it proper
that he should be appointed. His lectures to
workingmen, in i860, on the 'Relation of Man
to the Lower Animals,* gave rise to much dis-

cussion, and led him to treat the subject in his

'Evidence as to Man's Place in Nature' (1863).
By this time the Darwinian theory had given
rise to much e.xcited controversy, and Hux-
ley's thorough-going Darwinism brought many a
bitter attack tSpon him. In 1862 he w-as ap-

pointed by government to assist in inquiring

into the eflfects of the acts regarding trawling
for herring; and his labors and advice had much
influence in determining the course of fishery

legislation and administration. In 1870 his name
became more prominent than ever on the publi-

cation of his collection of papers entitled 'Lay
Sermons, Essaj'S, and Reviews,' which met W'ith

fierce denunciation in many quarters. In this

year he presided over the Liverpool meeting of

the British Association, and was also elected a

member of the first London School Board. In 1872

he was elected Lord Rector of Aberdeen Uni-
versity: in 1875-6 lectured on natural history

in Edinburgh University.

In 1883 Huxley received the crowning honor
of his life, being elected president of the Royal
Society. But ill health soon compelled him to

give up his official work. In 1885 he retired

from his professorship, from his fishery post,

and from the presidency of the Royal Society,

and confined himself to such work as he could

perform in his study at Eastbourne (where in

1890 he built himself a house), or in the Enga-
dine, where he usually spent the summer.

He produced between 1S85 and his death in

1895 a large series of brilliant and interesting

essays, especiall)' on the relation of science to

Hebrew and Christian tradition, and on the

evolution of theologi,' and of ethics. During this

period he was president of the Mirine Biological

Association, in the founding of which he took an
active part, and in 1892 was made a member of

the Privy Council.

In 1888 Hu.xley received the Copley medal of
the Royal Society, and in 1894 the Darwin
medal. Huxley was one of the first scientists

of his time ; his chief and most valuable work
was in the direction of the popularization of
science, particularly of the Darwinian theory

;

he was active also in lines of social and political

reform, and in the development and organiza-
tion of scientific education. His works include
'Oceanic H3'drozoa' (1859) ; 'Evidence as to

Man's Place in Nature' (1863) ; 'Elementary
Physiology' (1866) ; 'Anatomy of Vertebrated
Animals' (1871) ; 'Elementary Biology' (with
Dr. H. N. Martin) ; 'Anatomy of Invertebrated
Animals' (1877); 'Physiography' (1877);
'Hume' (1878); 'The Crayfish' (1880); and
numerous essays and addresses on scientific and
sociological subjects. Consult: the 'Life,' by
Mitchell; 'Life and Letters,' by L. Huxley; and
Clodd, 'Thomas Henry Huxley.'

Huygens, hoi'gens or hi'gcnz, Christian,

Dutch mathematician and physicist : b. The.

Hague 1629; d. there 8 June 169S. He studied

at Leyden, and at Breda, where he went through
a course of civil law from 1646-8. Among his

_

most important contributions to science are his

investigations on the oscillations of the pen-
dulum, and his 'System of Saturn,' in which
he first proved that the ring completely sur-

rounds the planet, and determined the inclination

of its plane to that of the ecliptic. In 1690 he
published important treatises on light and on
weight. His 'Traite de la Lumiere' was
founded on the undulation theory, but in conse-

quence of the prevalence of the Newtonian
theory was long neglected till later researches

established its credit.

Huygens' Principle. See Light.

Huysmans, his-mans, Jorris Karl, French
novelist: b. Paris 5 Feb. 184S; d. 12 May 1907.

He. studied law and entered the French civil

service, but abandoned it for literature. At first

a pronounced realist, he turned to idealism and
even mvsticism. Tlis first work was 'Pack on
Back'; 'then followed 'Martha' (1876); 'The
Vatard Sisters' (1879); 'The Mcnage> (1881);
'Down There' (La-bas) (1889).

Hwang or Hoang-ho, hwang'ho, or Yel-
low River, China, a large river which rises

in the mountains of north Tibet, in tlie Koko-
Nor territory, about lat. 34° 30' N., and Ion.

97° 30' E. It derives its name from the vast

quantities of yellow m;;d continually carried

down by its waters. After a winding course,

north, east, and south, of about 2,600 miles, it

flows since 1853 into the Gulf of Pe-chi-li, prior

to that year its outlet being in the Yellow Sea.

It is a turbulent, turbid, and impracticable

stream, but little used for navigation and subject

to disastrous floods, to prevent which and the

former frequent changes in its bed and outlet,

great expense is incurred maintaining artificial

embankments.

Hy'acinth (i) A genus (Hyacinthus) of

lilies with corolla-like, bell-shaped, six-cleft peri-

anth, six stamens fixed in the tube of the perianth,

and dry capsular fruit. The Oriental hyacinth (//.

orieiitalis), one of the chief favorites of florists'

flowers, is a native of Asia Minor, Syria, and

Persia. It is now naturalized in some parts of

the south of Europe. It has broad linear leaves.
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and a scape with a raceme of many flowers

pointing in all directions. The flowers in culti-

vation exhibit great variety of color, chiefly blue,

purple, and white. They are very beautifvil and
verv' fragrant. The fragrance is strongest about
or after ll o'clock at night Among cultivated

hyacinths are manj- with double flowers. The
hj-acinth has been cultivated from a remote
period. It was introduced into Europe, probably
hy the Dutch, about the beginning of the i6th cen-
tury. The grape-hyacinth is a somewhat different

plant of the genus Muscari, of which M. race-

mosum is common in gardens. (2) See Zircon.

Hyacinthe, Pere, par e-a-sant. See Loy-
sox, Ch.\jiles.

Hyasnodon, hi-en'o-don, a genus of primi-
tive carnivorous mammals (credonts), fossil in

the upper Eocene and lower Miocene rocks of
Europe and the western United States, of
which several species are known by well pre-
served skeletons. The skull was relatively very
large and long, with great canines and strong
hyena-like molars, but the brain-cavitj' was very
small. The feet were fully five-toed, had power-
ful tlaws, and the animaL which must have
somewh.at resembled a small, cat-like bear, was
panly plantigrade. The remains of H. crueiifiis

are numerous in the ^^"hite River beds of Xorth
Dakota.

Hyams, Henry Michael, American lawyer
and politician : b. Charleston, S. C, 1805 : d.

1S75. In 182S he went to Xew Orleans, studied
law, and after 15 years of country practice in

Alexandria, La., resumed his residence in New
Orleans, where his investments in landed prop-
erty made him wealthy. In politics he was
originally an old line \\hig. but on the outbreak
of Know-Nothingism joined the Democratic
X>any. In 1855 he was elected to the State Sen-
ate; in 1859 he was chosen lieutenant-governor;
the first Israelite to hold such an honor in the
United States. He was devoted to the Southern
cause, sent his sons to fight in the Confederate
army, and after the war found his large fortune
Tanished. Prepared to begin life anew, he
resumed the practice of law until his death.

Hyatt, Alpbens, American naturalist: b.
Washington 5 April 1838: d. Cambridge, Mass.,

15 Jan. 1902. He was graduated from the Law-
rence Scientific School at Harvard in 1S62, then
entered the army and sen-ed during the war
in the 47ih Massachusetts regiment, being pro-
moted to the rank of captain. After leaving the
army, he resumed his studies under the instruc-
tion of Agassiz, and later studied abroad. In
1867 he went to Salem, where he was one of the
founders of the Peabody Academy of Sciences
and one of the curators of the Essex Institute.

In 1S70 he was made custodian of the collections

of the Boston Society of \atural History, be-
coming curator in 1S81. He was also connected
with Boston L'niversity, was manager of the
Teacher's School of Science, had charge of a
laboratory of natural history founded by the
Women's Educational Society at Annisquam,
and was for several years professor of zoology
and palaeontology at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. In his later life he had charge
of invertebrate fossils in the Museum of Com-
parative Zoolog}- at Cambridge. He was a mem-

ber of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, of the National Academy of Sciences,
and of the American Societj' of Naturalists. He
was one of the foimders of tlie last mentioned
society and its first president (1883) ; he was
also one of the foimders and editors of the
'American Naturalist.' His most distinctive

work was the investigation of the development
of the fossil Cephalopoda and of the fossil and
semi-fossil Planorbis on Steinheim Lake, Ger-
many, from which investigations he deduced
laws of growth very important to the evolu-
tionary theorj'. His works include 'Observa-
tions on Polyzoa* (1866) ; 'Fossil Cephalopods
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology*

(1872) ; 'Revision of North American Poriferse*

(1875-7), the only work on North American
commercial sponges; 'Genesis of Tertiary

Species of Planorbis at Steinheim' (1880) ;

'Genera of Fossil Cephalopoda' (18S3) ; 'Larval
Theory of tlie Origin of Cellular Tissue' ( 1884) ;

'Genesis of the Aretidse' (1889) ; 'Bioplast-

ology and the Related Branches of Biologic
Research' ('1893) ; 'Phylogeny of an Acquired
Characteristic' (1894) ; 'Cephalopoda' (1900).

Hy'att, John Wesley, American inventor:

b. Starkey, N. Y., 28 Nov. 1837. After an edu-
cation in the common schools he became a

printer and then an inventor. He perfected

a composition billiard ball (1865), secured a

"bonsilene" compound (1878), a water-purifjing
sjstem, and a method of dissolving pyroxylin.

He has secured about 200 patents for his in-

ventions.

Hybridity, the crossing of two individuals
of distinct species. The result of the intercross-

ing of species is a hybrid, for example, the mule,
which is the result of breeding the horse with
the ass. As the mule is invariably sterile, the

infertility has always been supposed to be a test

of species. But this is not an invariable rule,

as not a few so-called "good" species have been
crossed with one another. It may be set down
as a general proposition that the difficulty of
crossing increases the more distant the sys-

tematic relationship of the species experimented
with. Also these difficulties are, says Hertwig,
by no means directh- proportional to the sys-

tematic divergence of the species.

Nature tends to keep species separate, in the

higher animals, as well as among insects, etc.:

mating is usually prevented by the structure of

the parts concerned with sexual union; also the

principle of preferential mating comes into play

among mammals as well as insects, as often be-

tween males and females, even of closely allied

species, or varieties. When there is no struc-

tural differences there may exist an a%"ersion

which prevents any union of the sexes.

ArtiAcial Hybridization.— Many experiments
have recently been made on the lower marine
animals in which the eggs are fertilized in the sea

without sexual union, by placing the eggs of

starfish and sea-urchins, etc., in a watch-glass
and adding the sperm of the males, thus secur-

ing artificial fertilization. In this way hybrids

have been obtained from species belonging to

quite different genera, while it has been found
that in some cases closely related species will

not cross. For example, among the sea-urchins

the spermatozoa of Strongyloccntrotus li't'idus

readily fertilize the eggs of a species of Echinus,
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hut only rarely those of tlie more closely allied

S[>lucrccliiiiiis giaiiutaris. Hybrids have been
obtained from ditTcrcnt genera of fishes, as those
between the salmon and brown trout. It appears
that salmon eggs have been fertilized by trout
sperm, but not trout eggs by salmon sperm.
According to Herlwig eggs have been fertilized

by sperm belonging to species of different fam-
ilies, orders, and possilily classes. For exam-
ple, the eggs of a flounder (Plcuroncclcs
(ilati'ssii) and of Labrus rujycstris have been
fertilized by the sperm of the cod; frog's eggs
(Raiia ar<-iilis) by sperm of a triton, and even,

it is said, the eggs of a starfish by milt from a
sea-urchin; in such cases, however, the hybrids
die during or at the close of segmentation of
the yolk.

Fertility of Hybrids.— While the mule and
many other hybrids are sterile, there are some
known exceptions. Hybrids of hares and rab-

bits have continued fruitful for generations, and
also hybrids obtained from the wild buck and
she-goat, from the Chinese goose (Anser cyg-
jio/(/i'j) and the common goose (A. domcslicus) ;

from Saliiio salvcliiius and .S". fontinalis; Cy-
priniis carpio and Carassiiis vulgaris, as well as
between the two silkworm moths, Fhilosamia
Cynthia and P. ricini, the .^rrhindy worm. In
this country Caton has hybridized the common
Virginian deer with the Ceylon deer and the
Acapnlco deer, and states that the hybrids
seemed perfectly healthy and prolific. Ewart
states that the Indian buffalo and the American
bison produce fertile hybrids with the European
wild ox.

In the human species it is a well-established
fact that marriages between remote varieties or
races tend to sterility, while crossing between
allied races are fertile, and such unions are most
beneficial. Thus the most mi.xed white races

are the most fertile and vigorous. Ewart thinks
that as there are no definite limits between spe-

cies and varieties, there can be "no fundamental
diftercnce between a hybrid and a cross, nor
yet any a priori reason why any given hybrid
should be sterile, or any given cross fertile."

He also states that sterility has in some cases

been slowly acquired, in others abruptly, but
how it has been acquired is not known.

As the result of breeding thousands of moths
Standfuss states that in no case observed by him
has the female of a true hybrid been shown to

be fertile. On the other hand, the o:currence
of undoubted cases of fertility in male hybrids

has been proved by crossing the male hybrids
with the females of both parent species.

Eivart's Exj^criiitcnts ivith crossing the

Zebra and Horse, and the Wild Ass and Horse.
— A Burchell's zebra stallion, "Matopo," became
the father of nine zebra hybrids by mares of
various sizes and breeds. 'I'he hybrids exhib-
ited a curious blending of characters, which
seemed to have been derived partly from their

actual and partly from their remote ancestors;
some of the hybrids stronglj' suggest their zebra
sire, others their respective dams, "but even the
most zebra-like in form are utterly unlike their

sire in their markings."
.A.ccording to 'Nature,' August 1903, he suc-

ceeded in 1902 in securing a male wild ass
(kiang) from Central Asia and a couple of
Mongolian pony mares, one a yellow dun and
the other a chestnut. The wild ass was mated

with the dun Mongol mare, a brownish-yellow
Exmoor pony, and a bay Shetland-Welsh pony.
The kiang hybrid in its long legs, slender joints
and speed took after its kiang parent. The
mane and tail "are exactly wdiat one would ex-
pect in a mule." This kiang hybrid also diflfers

from the wild horse (Przewalsky's horse) in

not neighing like a horse. The result is to
prove that the wild horse is not a kiang-pony
male, but a "good" species. Also in accordance
with Mendel's law (see under Heredity) the
kiang proved to be dominant, the Exmoor pony
recessive.

Hybridity in Plants.—The method of hybrid-
izing hermaphroditic flowers is to cut away
their stamens before they are ripe, and then
enclose the flower in a paper bag. After the
stigma has ripened the pollen is placed on it,

the bag is again tied over the flower and not
removed until the seed begins to form. Great
advantages and improvements have resulted
from hybridizing plants, chief among wdiich are
many new varieties of cultivated plants, in-

creased size and vigor, hardiness, or adaptation
to warmer climates, and increased resistance to
disease, as well as increase in odor of flowers
and the quality and flavor of fruits.

Thus far the cause of infertility in animals
is unknown, but botanists attribute the fre-

quent sterility of plants to the imperfect forma-
tion of the pollen. Standfuss' experiments with
moths agree with Focke's statement as to the
great variability of the offspring resulting from
the crossing of a plant hybrid with one of the
parent species. In plants, as discovered by Men-
del, the proportion of the pure races is con-
stantly increasing in the successive generations
descended from a hybrid. Malformations and
sports are much more frequent, especially in

the floral organs in hybrids, than in individuals
of a pure descent. Double flowers appear to be
formed especially easily in hybrids. Recent ex-
periments and results in the study of hybridity
show how intimately the subject bears on hered-
ity (q.v.) and the origin of species.

Consult: Bailey, 'Plant Breeding' (New
York 1896) ; De Vries, 'Die Mutationstheorie'
(Leipsic 1901-3) ; Baleson, 'Mendel's Principles
of Heredity* (Cambridge, England, 1902) con-
tains a bibliography of the subject.

Alpheus S. Packard,

Late Professor of Zoology, Brotmi University.

Hydatid, hi'da-tid. See Bladderworm ;

T.\I'E\VORM.

Hyde, Edward, British colonial governor
in .'\.morica : b. England about 1650; d. North
Carolina 8 Aug. 1712. In 1710 he arrived as

governor of the Albemarle district of North
Carolina province. The provincial governor, by
whom he was to be commissioned, was dead,

and Thomas Carey, formerly a deputy-governor,
had undertaken an armed insurrection. Hyde,
at the request of the better class of the popula-
tion, took oflice as governor, and, assisted by
Spottswood, governor of Virginia, crushed the

revolt. Not long after massacres by the North
Carolina Indians compelled him to seek aid from
Virginia and South Carolina.

Hyde, Edward Wyllys, American mathe-
matician: b. Saginaw, Mich., 17 Oct, 1S43. He
was graduated from the civil engineering school
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of Cornell University in 1S72, was instructor in

ci\Tl engineering there in 1871-3, assistant pro-
fessor of mathematics in the Universitj- of
Cincinnati in 1S75-8, and professor from 1878.

Besides extensive contributions to mathematical
jotimals, he wrote: 'Skew Arches' (1875) ;

'Directional Calculus' (i8go) ; 'A Portion of
Higher Mathematics' (i8g6).

Hyde, William Dewitt, American college
president: b. Winchendon, Mass., 23 Sept. 1S58.

He was graduated from Phillips Exeter Acad-
emy in 1875, from Harvard in 1879, and studied

theology at Union and Andover. After com-
pleting his theological studies he was pastor for

a time at Paterson, X. J. In 1SS5 he became
president of Bowdoin College; at that time he
was the yotingest college president in the United
States, and was not widely known. He has
since won a high reputation as a scholar and
an able executive, the college having grown
largely in numbers and resources during his

administration. He has written 'Practical

Ethics' (1S92); 'Social Theology' (1895):
'Practical Idealism' (1897) ; 'The Evolution of
a College Student' (1898) : 'God's Education
of Man' (1899) ; 'The Cult of Optimism'
(1900 1.

Hyde Park, London, a park in the West
End, adjoining Kensington Gardens. It derived
its name from ha\-ing been the manor of the

Hyde belonging to the Abbey of Westminster,
and contains nearly 400 acres. It was opened
to the public shortly after the Restoration in

1660. and aboimds with fine trees and pleasing

scenery. The sheet of water called the Ser-
pentine River was made between 1730 and 1733
by order of Queen Caroline. It is much fre-

quented in summer for bathing, and during
frosts for skating. Other attractive features of
the park are the fashionable drive, bridle path,

and promenade of Rotten Row, the Ladies' Mile,

and Marble Arch.

Hyde Park, Mass., town in Norfolk
Count}' : on the Xeponset River, and on the

New York, N. H. & H. railroad: about four
miles southwvsrof Boston. The town contains

four small ^illages. It was incorporated as a
town in 1S68. The chief manufactures are rub-
ber goods, paper, morocco, cotton and woolen
goods, curled hair, chemicals, dyestuffs, looms,
and machinery. It is a residential suburb for

many of the Boston business men. It has good
schools and a free library which contains about
14,200 volumes. Pop. (1890) 10,193; (1900)

Hyde Park, Vt, \-illage in the town of
Hyde Park ; county-seat of Lamoille Cornitj- : on
ihe Lamoille River and on the Boston & M.
railroad; about 31 miles northeast of Burlington
and 23 miles north of Montpelier. The stone-

quarries nearby are a source of industrial

wealth. The manufactures are flour, lumber,
dairy products, and leather. Pop. \-illage (1900)
town, i_t72.

Hyder Ali, hi'der ale, Indian Mohamme-
dan prince: b. Bangalore about 172S; d. Chittore,

7 Dec. 1782. Ha\Tng deposed Kandih Rao. he
was chosen rajah of Mysore in 1762, and he
so greatly extended his dominions, that in 1766
they contained 84.000 square miles, and afforded

an immense revenue. His reign was passed in

wars with the English and with the Mahrattas.
.V treaty which he made with the East India
Company in 1769, was violated in 1780, and,
forming an alliance with the Mahranas, he
obtained the seriices of French oincers, and
took Arcot on the 31st October of the same
year. He was defeated by Sir Eyre Coote,
r June 1781. He was succeeded by his son
Tippoo Saib (q.v.).

Hyderabad, hl-der-a-bad', or Haidarabad,
hi-da-ra-bad', India. (l) One of the largest
native states occup)"ing the greater part of the

Deccan plateau of southern India, in possession

of the Nizam, a Mohammedan prince, and fre-

qmently called the Niz.\it"s Doiirxioss. It is

boimded north by Berar, northeast by the cen-

tral provinces, southeast by Madras, and west
by Bombay. Area, 82.69S square miles ; pop.

(1901) 11.141,142. The chief rivers are the
Godavery in the north and the Kistnah in the

south. The soil generally is fertile but poorly
cultivated; the principal crops are rice, wheat,
maize, sugarcane, tobacco, cotton, and fruits.

Indigo is manufactured, and the forests yield

valuable timber: there are coal and iron de-

posits as yet little exploited, and diamonds and
other gems are fotmd. The ruler belongs to the

dynasty founded by Asaf Jah, a distinguished

soldier, whom the Emperor Aurungzebe made
viceroy of the Deccan in 1713 with the title of
Nizam or Regulator.

(2) HvDERAR.\D, the capital, is on the Musi
River, at an ele\"ation of 1,672 feet above the

sea, about 400 miles in a direct line southeast of

Bombay, with which it is connected by rail. It

is wall-girt, and its chief buildings are the ex-

tensive nondescript palace of the Nizam, the

handsome British Residency, the Charshinar, or
Four Minarets, built about 1590 as a Moham-
medan college, but now used for warehouses;
and the Jtmmia Musjid or cathedral mosque,
a reproduction of that at Mecca. Pop. (1901)

448,466. (3) HvDERABAD, the Capital of a dis-

trict of Sindh, British India, on the east bank
of the Indus, is a well fortified town connected
by rail with Karachi, 105 miles to the southwest.

Pop. (igoi> 69,378.

Hy'dra, a minute fresh-water polyp, living

on the stems and tmderside of submerged leaves.

The body is a club or vase-shaped sac, the

mouth at the upper end surrounded bj- a crown
of from five to eight long tentacles armed with
lasso or nettling cells buried in the skin. The
hydra feeds on minute Crustacea, etc, which
become paralj-zed when swimming in contact

with the arms of the hydra, thus being easily

drawn by the creature into its stomach. The
body is very retractile, and the hydra can slowly

move from one place to another, by detaching
the end of the body. The sexual cells are,

during the reproduction season, developed in

the skin, appearing as circular swellings, one
(male) just below the tentacles, the other mass,
corresponding to the ovary of higher animals,

farther down the body. The hydra is famous
from Its power of regenerating parts of its

body. Trembly in 1744 experimented upon this

animal ; he cut them in two, also into slices, and
found that each bit became a new hydra, finally

he turned one inside out, the stomach-lining

becoming the skin, this experiment having re-

cently been successfully repeated. This is due
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to the lack of differentiation in the tissues and
organs of the hody, there being no distinct

nervous, or circulatory system, the hydra being
the most generalized member of its class, except

the Protohydra, which has no tentacles.

Hydrangea, hi-dran'je-a, a genus of

shrubby plants of the order Saxifragacccc, with

about 30 species indigenous to eastern Asia and
temperate America. They have large .simple

leaves and very large cymes of flowers, the outer

ones being infertile. The H. vulgaris grows on
the Allegiiaiiies, and in other parts of the

United States. H. nivea, a more ornamental
shrub, is most abundant in the region of the

southern Alleghanies, but is found as far north

as Pennsylvania. The H. qucrcifoUa, distin-

guished by its lobate leaves, inhabits the country

bordering on the Gulf of Mexico. The best-

known species is H. hortcnsis, the Japan rose.

The fruit is a multilocular capsule.

Hy'drants. See Valves and Hydrants.

Hydras'tis, an herb, the rhizome and root-

lets of which are used as a bitter stomachic

tonic and a tonic to the uterus in various dis-

eases. In poisonous doses it stops the heart-

action.

Hy'drate, in chemistry, a compound con-

taining one or more molecules of the radical

*'hydroxyl" (OH). In these compounds, the

water may be considered as playing the part of

an acid, and the compounds themselves are

entirely analogous to salts. Thus water, H=0,
combines with sodium oxid, Na=0, according to

the equation Na:0 + H:0= aNaOH ; the re-

action being accompanied by the liberation of

considerable heat. The sodium hydrate (NaOH)
that is produced is quite a different substance

from the simple oxid, Na^O, and it cannot be
resolved into Na.O and water by the action of

heat alone. In organic chemistry hydrates are

met with very frequently. The large and ex-

ceedingly important class of substances collec-

tively known as the alcohols, for example, are

hydrates of organic radicals. (See Alcohol.)
The word "hydrate" is also used in a less

definite manner, to signify any compound which
contains water, or from which water can be
expelled by the action of heat. Thus salts

or minerals which are associated with water of
crystallization are said to be "hydrated." When
an aqueous solution of a salt, containing an
excess of the salt in the free state, is cooled
until it freezes, a mechanical mixture of ice

and of the precipitated salt is obtained, which is

known as a "cryohydrate," although it is not a
definite chemical compound.

Hydraulic (hl-dra'lTc) Cement. See Ce-
ment.

Hydraulic Crane. See Hoisting Appa-
ratus.

Hydraulic Engine, or Hydraulic Motor,
an engine or motor driven by water under pres-

sure. The water is admitted at a high pressure
at the beginning of the stroke, and exhausted at

a low pressure at the end of the stroke, thus
giving a reciprocating motion to the plunger.
The velocity of the piston has to be kept low
to avoid injurious shocks in suddenly bringing
the column of water to rest. Working under
greater pressure than steam-engines — 700
pounds to the square inch is not an uncommon

pressure— the hydraulic pressure engine can be
built much smaller than an equivalent steam-
engine. An additional advantage of the hydrau-
lic engine for intermittent work is the compara-
tive ease with which it may be started or
stopped ; hence it is commonly used for cap-
.stans, winches, cranes, and drawbridges. Single
action in the hydraulic engine avoids shock at

dead centres; and the three-cylinder single-act-

ing form is in common use, since the three
cranks make the turning force uniform and
make it possible to start the engine from any
position. Another form, of very recent de-
velopment, is the turbine (q.v.).

Hydraulic Engineering, that branch of
civil engineering wliicli deals with the applica-
tion to the use and convenience of man of the
natural laws governing liquids. A liquid is a
substance appreciable to the senses of sight and
touch, and the particles composing which are
incompressible and offer no resistance to inter-

change of position from any external force
applied to them. The typical liquid is water,
and the generic term hydraulics, used to denote
the science and practice of handling liquids,

is derived from a Greek word which means
"pertaining to water." There are three dis-

tinct sets of laws or principles of science
which have to be considered : hydrostat-
ics, which relates to liquids at rest; hydraulics,
which relates to liquids in motion ; and hydro-
dynamics or hydromechanics, which relates to
the mechanical effects produced upon other
substances by liquids when acted upon by ex-
ternal forces.

The science of hydraulics is entirely modern.
There is no evidence, either traditional or
documentary, that the principles governing the
action of liquids either at rest or in motion
were studied and formulated at all prior to the

days of Archimedes, 2.200 years ago. A few
of the facts of both hydrostatics and hydraulics
were established experimentally, so that aque-
ducts to convey water long distances were built

by the Romans, and possibly before them by
the Phoenicians and the Greeks; but no record
remains of any elucidation of principles or form-
ulation of laws. After the destruction of Rome
in 475 A.n. even what had Ijeen known seems to

have been lost for more than 1,000 years. As
late as 1630 Galileo .said that the laws governing
the motions of the stars were better understood
than those controlling the movement of water
on the earth.

Hydrostatics.—• It was Galileo who discov-

ered and formulated the important law of hydro-
statics that the pressure exerted by a column of
fluid on any square unit of the surface which
confines it is equal to the weight of a column
of one unit square and of the height of the sur-
face of the liquid above the point at which
the pressure is measured, no matter whether
the horizontal area of the column at that point

is greater or less than at other points in its

height. If the confining walls of the column
are horizontal at any point, or if they are in-

clined to the perpendicular, the pressure of the

liquid at that point is the same, whether upward
or downward, as it is laterally against a vertical

wall, and the wall at that point must be of such
thickness that it will resist that pressure.
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^^^lere the pressure is upward the resisting force

of the wall is increased by its own weight and
where the pressure is downward tlie resisting

force is diminished by the weight of the wall

itself. It is essential therefore to the stabihty

of a wall which is surrounded by a hquid mass
that the adjacent liquid should be excluded

from passing under the wall so as to pemut
of an upward pressure which would tend to

lift the wall from its base.

In all mechanical problems there are three

units of comparison needed: the units of time,

of distance, and of weight. The unit of time in

modem science is the second, or i ili,/, part of

the average day. The unit of distance which is

generally used in England and America is the

foot, which is subdivided into twelfths, railed

inches, or into thousandths, while the unit of

weight is the pound, which is arbitrarily fixed

by law. In France and Germany the unit of

distance is the metre, which is supposed to be

one ten-millionth part of the distance from the

pole to the equator, and is 3^28 feet long, and is

subdivided into thousandths, while the umt of

weight is the gram or cubic centimetre, which
is file i^iUis part of the weight of a cubic

metre of pure water. Efforts are making by
scientists to secure the universal adoption of

tlie metric system of measures and weights, but

in the English-speaking countries the foot and
the pound are the only standards generally used

and understood. In hydraulic science the basic

hydrostatic facts are that a cubic foot of pure

water weighs 62.417 pounds, and that to exert

a pressure of one pound on every square inch of

surface a column of water must be 2.307 feet

high.

Hydraulics.— The instant that an orifice is

made in the barrier confining a volume of liquid

the particles of the liquid begin to move in ^e
direction of the orifice. The theoretical velocity

with which they issue from the orifice was dis-

covered in 1644 by Torricelli. a pupil of Galileo,

to be equal to that acquired by a cubic imit of

the liquid in falling through the height between
the surface of the liquid and the orifice. It

was not until 1758 that Bernoulli formulated

the fundamental expression for the acceleration

of gravity, r=:V2gh, in which r represents

the speed per second of time, h represents the

distance of the orifice below the surface of the

liquid, and g is a quantity determined bj' ex-

periment to be the velocity acquired by any
body in falling freely in a vacuum, from a state

of rest, in one second of time. Taking the foot

as the unit of distance, ^= 32.16 and \ 2g= 8.020. while if the metre is the unit, f= 9^0
and V2j^ 4.427.

The students of hydraulic problems soon dis-

covered that the conditions under which the
movements of fluid take place modifj' materially

the theoretical results obtained from the formu-
lae based en the laws of gravitation only. For
260 years they have been 5tri\-ing by a combina-
tion of reasoning and experimentation !o form-
ulate the laws which govern the movements of
water under varying conditions of form and
character of material comtxjsine the enclosing

channels in which the movements occur. The
value of f. as found to exist in practice, is only
a fractional part of the theoretical \-alue. and

is designated by the expression i''=cV2gh, in

which c is a numerical coefficient which varies

with the form of the orifice or channel through
which the water passes, and with the character

of the material through which the orifice is

made. The reason of this is that the particles

of the liquid which are in contact with the

restraining solid material are retarded in their

fall by the solid, and they in turn retard the
next adjacent panicles of fluid, the amount of
retardation decreasing as the distance from
the immovable solid increases. This retarding

effect varies also with the roughness of the

limiting solid, and with the velocity at which
the initial movement, due entirely to the force

of gravity, takes place. The quantity of water
discharged is equal to the product of the velocity

by the area of the orifice or g

^

acv2gh. The
value of c under the most favorable conditions

has been found from numerous carefully con-

ducted experiments to be about 0.60, or in other

words, only about 60 per cent of the amount
of water which the theoretical calculation of

the velocity due to the head indicates as possible

to be passed through an orifice in the side or

bottom of a vessel or reservoir containing a

mass of water, can be actually so passed. .After

passing the orifice of entry to a long channel,

a new set of conditions is encountered in con-

veying water for long distances, as in a pipe or
open canal. Gra^-ity is the impelling force as

before, and to ensure flow there must be a
difference of elevation between the extremities

of the channel, but the retarding forces are nu-
merous, consisting of \'ariations in the slope of
the channel, in the proportion which the length

of tlie wetted perimeter of the channel bears to

the area of the waterway, and in the irregularity

of the surface over which the water flows.

The fimdamental formula for the velocity- of
the flow in channels of all kinds which is now
accepted was suggested by Chezy in 1775 and is

i'= c\ rs

in which v represents the mean velocity of the
fluid, r represents the hydraulic radius, as it is

termed, or the area of waterway di«ded by
the length of the wetted boimdary of the chan-
nel, and .f represents the slope of the surface, or
the difference of ele\-ation of the two ends
of any section of channel, divided by the length

of the section. The value of c is determined
by experiments on the discharge of channels of

different forms, materials, and dimensions. It

is purely experimental. In the last 100 years

numerous carefully conducted series of observa-

tions have been made by hydraulicians with the

object of determining an exact mathematical
expression for this coefficient under different

conditions. The formula which so far seems
to approach most nearly to the obtaining of a

definite result is that proposed by Kutter.

a German scientist, about 1868, in which the

dominant element is a variable quantity desig-

nated as w. the value of which depends solely

on the degree of irregularity in the wet surface

bounding the cross section of the channel. In

apphnng this formula to any channel the en-

gineer must assume that value for « which

has been determined by e.xperiment to belong

to a channel most nearly approaching in rough-

ness the one under consideration, and from
this he will be able to deduce with a verj- con-
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sidcrable degree of accurr.cy the value of c, and
use this to determine tlic velocity and discharge.

Hydrodynamics or Hydromechanics.— These
are terms applied to the science which treats of

the dynamic effect produced upon other sub-

stances by the arrest of the movement of fluids

coming in contact with them. A stationary col-

umn of water exerts a pressure only ; a moving
colunm exerts a dynamic pressure proportional

to the velocity with which the mass is moving.

If an obstacle is interposed to water flowing

in a channel of any kind, the force exerted by
the water in removing that obstacle can be
utilized in such a way as to produce a mechani-

cal energy or work. The simplest form of this

is the undershot wheel, where the pressure of

the water flowing in a stream causes vanes or

paddles attached to a shaft to revolve the shaft,

and from this, by mechanical appliances, the

circular motion can be directly utilized to exert

energy either by revolving or reciprocating

movement of machines. The breast-wheel and
the overshot wheel utilize the power generated

by a fall or head of water of from one half to

two thirds of the diameter of the wheel. The
turbine wheel invented in France by Fourneyron
in 1833 revolutionized water-power engineer-

ing, utilizing as it docs nearly the entire energy
of any great head or fall of water by dis-

charging the fluid from a pipe against revolving

vanes so shaped as to afford the greatest resist-

ance to the attacking current and the least to the

discharging current. When the impulse of

movement of machines. When the impulse of

the moving liquid, which is that due to the

product of its weight by its velocity, is at right

angles to the interposing surface, it is equal to

double the pressure e.xerted by the fluid in a

state of rest. As the angle between the current

and surface becomes oblique the pressure dimin-
ishes. The same rule holds good with reference

to submerged surfaces exposed to the impact of

waves and currents in deep water, so that the

hydrodynamic forces present to the naval archi-

tect, as well as to the hydraulic engineer, in-

numerable problems delicate and difficult of

solution.

Hydraulic Engineering.— The improvement
of natural watercourses on the face of the earth

is the most ancient and the most extensive of
the works which have called for the exercise
of hj'draulic engineering. The remains of works
for restraining the flood-w'atcrs of rivers,

antedating all historical records, have been
discovered in Egypt and China. In countries

where the rainfall is so distributed throughout
the year that alternate periods of extreme wet-
ness and drought of long continuance occur,

the retention of the excess of water in the wet
season and its gradual delivery for irrigation

purposes during the season of drought was
extensively carried on at an early date. In
Egypt, 2,320 years before the Christian era,

Lake Moeris was constructed as a storage reser-

voir for retaining the waters of the Nile, and the
prosperity of that country has ever since de-
pended upon the maintenance and progressive
improvement of its system of irrigation. The
earlier works, while remarkable for their extent
and magnitude, were not characterized by any
particular skill in design or economy in con-
struction. During the latter part of the 19th

century and since the beginning of the present.

under the control of French engineers, some
very fine examples of dams and irrigation canali

have been constructed. The Assuan dam is 9i_

feet high at the deepest point of the valley ii

crosses ; 6,400 feet long, of granite, founded on
solid rock ; and it impounds water for the irri-

gation of 2,500 square miles of land 350 inile.=i

farther down the stream, where another dam,
48 feet high and 3,930 feet long, diverts the

water on to the lands to be benefited.

In India, from very early ages, irrigation has
been practised on an extensive scale, and enor-

mous reservoirs were constructed for the storage

of water at least as far back as 500 B.C. There
are about 90,000 such reservoirs or their re-

mains which were constructed before the British

occupation of India, and 2,000 w'ere built by

English engineers in the last half of the 19th

century. In Italy about 4,000,000 acres of land

are under irrigation, and it is to the Italian

engineers of the i8th century that hydraulic

engineering is largely indebted for the elucida-

tion of principles and the application of the same
to practice so as to produce the greatest effi-

ciency at the least expense.

For the successful conduct of irrigation

works there is needed not only a knowledge of

the laws of hydraulics, but also a thorough

study of the meteorological conditions which
have prevailed in the region under considera-

tion for a long series of years, and likewise of

the topography and geology of the region.

In the United States the importance of this

has been fully recognized only within the last

20 years ; but during that period the general

government has devoted a good deal of atten-

tion to the subject, and has caused surveys, both

topographical and geological, to be made of

the arid region lying west of the looth meridian

of longitude ; while a series of measurements of

the rainfall and the run-off of the streams is

being instituted, which will furnish the engineer

with data necessary to an intelligent designing

of irrigation works. This will undoubtedly

prove of great benefit, inasmuch as not more
than 7 per cent of the 70.000,000 acres in

the United States susceptible and in need of

irrigation are now supplied with it. In the

works so far constructed are seen numerous
efforts at improvement in design and methods
of construction, some of which have not yet

stood the test of time long enough to determine

whether they will be effective. The careful ob-

servations which have been made and are still

being made have resulted in a decided advance

in knowledge of hydraulic principles.

In passing to the consideration of the next

oldest class of hydraulic works, that for the

regulation of rivers to protect and reclaim the

riparian lands, the questions to be considered by

the hydraulic engineer are materially changed.

Large storage reservoirs are needed as in irriga-

tion projects, but their capacity and arrangement

with reference to the fluctuations of the natural

flow of the stream must be very different. The
channels, too. for the conveyance of the water

are differently proportioned, and are likely to

be required to be constructed of different ma-
terial. In irrigation canals a low velocity of

flow is desirable to avoid abrasions of the banks,

and the sizes of the channel are proportioned to

convey definite quantities of water steadily. In

river regulation the channels must be designed
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to carry constantly varying quantities of water
at different speeds of current, and the banks
must be fortified against injury from sudden
tluctuations of level ia the water surface and
from abrasion by floating material or accretion

by deposit. The construction of levees or em-
bankments along the banks of a river and
parallel to its current is the earliest and sim-

plest of the methods of river improvement; but
it is only within the last 200 years that this

has been reduced to a science, and the most
effective and economical methods of design and
construction formulated. If the stream im-
proved is of sufficient size to be navigable, the

conditions of tlie problem are again changed
The course of the channel in places may have
to be altered to avoid rapids of too steep

descent for passage of boats, and a sufficient

depth of water must be maintained at all times

and in all places for boats of definite dimen-
sions and draft. Where such artificial channels
are necessary it is important that they should be

so proportioned that the passage of the largest

boat at the maximum permissible speed should
not create a wave which would injure the banks
or retard the progress of the boat.

River improvements of this class led to the

construction of entirely new artificial channels

or canals contiecting different navigable streams
or bodies of water. There are some very an-

cient examples of such structures. The Royal
Canal of Babylon was built 650 B.C., and about
102 B.C. the Fossa Mariana, connecting the River
Rhone and the Mediterranean Sea, was built.

In the 8th centurj- was built the Grand Canal
of China, about 650 miles long, utilizing several

canalized rivers on its way, and thus creating
an inland navigation system of 1,000 miles. On
this canal there were several inclined planes, up
and down which loaded boats were passed
from one level to another. Locks were
first invented in 1439 by Philip Visconti,

an Italian engineer. Prior to this time
there was but one method of overcom-
ing differences of elevation in navigable chan-
nels which had been constructed so as to afford

long and nearly level stretches on which boats

could pass in either direction, with approxi-
mately the same motive power, and with sudden
changes of elevation at the ends of such levels.

That method was the transhipment of cargoes,

the Chinese method of inclined planes not being
economical in the then state of the mechanic
arts. Between 1750 and 1830. however, a num-
ber of inclined planes were built in England and
-America in cases where the lift of locks was so
great as to necessitate a great wastage of water
and loss of time. Since 1876 several vertical

lifts have been constructed where ver>- great

heights had to be overcome, compressed air

being the power medium. The invention
of locks gave a great impetus to canal
construction, and all over Europe large

systems of internal navigation were con-
structed. Indeed the improvement of river

channels was neglected for a long time, and
canals were built parallel to rivers, and the

opinion was expressed by an eminent English
engineer, near the ind of the i8th century, that

"rivers were created for the purpose of feeding
canals.'

During the first half of the loth century
about 3,000 miles of canals were constructed in

tlie United States. Much experience in hy-
draulic construction was thus had, and many
improvements in methods of construction were
introduced; but tliere cannot be said to have
been much advance in hydraulic science in this

direction. In the matter of river improvement,
however, the work done by the L'nited States

government on the Mississippi, and the records
kept of the results attained, were of great scien-

tific value, and enabled tlie Mississippi River
Commission of 1S79 to formulate the principles

which should be observed in the regulation of

large rivers of that class. Both in Europe and
America during the last 30 years there has been
great advance made in careful observation of the
phenomena of rainfall, evaporation, seepage, and
infiltration as affecting the run-off of rivers

and the fluctuations in their flow at different

seasons of the year and for periods of years.

The action of flowing water on different ma-
terials and modes of construction has been also

observed more systematically than ever before,

with the result of a decided advance in hydraulic
science and its practical application to the eco-

nomical and effective improvement of river reg-
ulation in the interest of water transportation.

The question of the regulation of smaller
non-navigable streams, so as to prevent injury
to the territory along them from escaping
floods, has of late been receiving attention. It

is considered by some engineers that it will be
practicable, by the construction of large storage
reservoirs with restricted outlets, so to restrain

the discharge at points along the course of a
stream that sudden and great floods may be
prevented. Experience has not yet proved the
practicability- of such an automatic regulation
of the flow, but there is little question that before
long efforts will be made to accomplish this

object, or at any rate to acquire data from
which a practicable scheme may be devised.

It is in the application of hydraulic science to

the comfort and convenience of the individual
rather than of the community that the most
striking progress has been made during the
last few generations. The fostering of agricul-

ture and the improvement of means of trans-

portation of heavy freights are of benefit to the

public at large, but the furnishing of pure and
wholesome water for household consumption in

large quantities and at reasonable cost affects

the health, the comfort, and the general condi-
tion of the individual directly. There are re-

mains of structures which were evidentlj' de-

signed to supply water to large communities
in the oldest partly civilized nations, but these

are of crude design and display evidences of
lack of knowledge of hydraulic principles. The
Romans, about 500 b.c. built numerous aque-
ducts to convey water from distant sources, not
only to the Imperial City itself, but also to the
larger cities in their provinces ; but for several
hundred years after the fall of the Roman
empire there did not appear to have been any
works built for supplying water to communities.
It was not until 1582 that London was furnished
with water by Peter Morrys. who pumped it

from the Thames and supplied a portion of the
cit)'. The grant under which he did so is still

held by his successors.
There has been steady progress in the art

of supplying water to towns during the last

300 years and now the questions which the
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hydraulic engineer is required to consider in the
design and construaion of any waterworks em-
brace a great variety of subjects. It is necessary
to consider:

1. The quantity of water hkely to be needed.
There is not yet any consensus of opinion
among engineers on this point, the estimates
vao'ing from 1 00 to 150 gallons per day for
each resident of the district to be supplied, at
the expiration of 20 years from the inauguration
of the supply. The prospective population is

estimated from the records of the past growth
of the district and the growth of districts of
similar character of occupation.

2. The possible sources whence the required
quantity of water can be obtained.

3. The character of the water obtainable
from each source, as regards its chemical con-
stituents, in order to judge of its economical
as well as its sanitary value. It sometimes
happens that a water otherwise acceptable is

so charged with certain chemicals that the
amount of soap required for washing with it is

greatly in excess of that required by another
water more difficult to procure, so much so that

the cost to individual consumers for its constant
use will be greater than the cost to the com-
munity of the introduction of the other supply.

4. The character of the water biologically

:

the number and nature of the organisms which
are found in it. This is most important from
the sanitary point of view. The identification of
certain organisms as pathogenic or disease-pro-
ducing is of recent origin ; it marks a decided
advance in sanitarj' science and is of great
interest to the hydraulic engineer, since it is

found that the removal of the injurious organ-
isms from water can be effected by filtration,

and it is the engineer's function to design or
construct works for filtration through sand or
other material which experiment proves to h-'-

adapted to the purpose.

5. The quantity of water obtainable from
each source which appears generally suitable,

the area of the watershed, the amount of an-
nual rainfall upon it, the distribution of the
rainfall through the year, the geological and
topographical features of the surface, the range
of temperature of the air, and the amount of
evaporation must all be taken into consideration.
Whenever the minimum rate of daily run-off
from the watershed exceeds the maximum daily

consumption to be provided for, reservoirs must
be constructed to retain the stream-water in

times of excessive flow, and deliver the e.\cess

gradually as required. The location of such
reservoirs requires a thorough acquaintance
with the topography of the district, and their

construction demands a high order of both
theoretic and practical acquaintance with the ac-
tion of water on various materials and with the
form and method of their collocation. The con-
struction of dam5 of earth and masonrj' has
been the subject of careful study within the last

few years, and the general principles have been
pretty well established ; but there still remain
a number of imsettled problems due largely to
the progress of the mechanical arts and the
introduction of new modes of construction.
Just how far, for instance, combinations of
metal and masonry, which assure strength with
a reduction in amount of material and cost, can
be depended upon for durability under the
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action of water in motion, can only be learned
after the lapse of more time from the introduc-
tion of this class of construction.

6. The means of conveying the water from
the source to. the point where it is to be used.
The conditions of this problem are unlike those
which are encountered in rivers, or in canals
for either irrigation or navigation. A nearly
uniform quantity of water must be continuously
carried a long distance at as great a velocity as
is consistent with safety and economy. It must
be protected from loss by evaporation and by
leakage of the channels, and protected from
pollution on its route. These conditions are
best fulfilled by an enclosed conduit or pipe of
masonry or metal, with a smooth interior sur-
face, laid on a uniform grade so that there
will not be any upward pressure tending to lift

the covering of the conduit. The relations be-
tween different values of m, which can be ob-
tained by using different classes of material
and of construction, and values of c, obtainable
by using different grades and alignments, have
been for more than 30 years the subject of care-
fully conducted experiments by scientists, and
it is the function of the hydraulic engineer to
apply to the special case he has in hand the use
of the materials which are available and the
mode of construction practicable in the case, in
accordance with the latest results of scientific

research. Up to the present time the best form
and material for large conduits seem to be
masonrj- conduits of horseshoe form, with
smoothly plastered interior surface ; or steel-

plate circular pipes with as few irregularities
caused by rivet-heads as possible, laid on uni-
form grades, which will ensure a velocity of
two miles per hour in the water flowing in the
conduit.

7. On reaching the point of distribution an
entirely different set of conditions is encoun-
tered. The water heretofore concentrated in

large masses has to be distributed over a wide
area in a great number of small pipes in which
orifices are opened and shut at irregular inter-

vals of time, these pipes, moreover, being under
a great head of water producing a pressure of
50 to 100 pounds per square inch, and conse-
quently a high velocity of efflux from any
orifice. The problem to be solved is so to
arrange the connections and sizes of these pipes

that, under the ordinary conditions of use, the
pressure in the pipes will not be materially
altered at any time, and a constant supply may
be kept up in the entire system. As illustrating

the magnitude and complication of the distribu-

tion system in a large city, the conditions exist-

ing on Manhattan Island alone, in the city of
New York, may be cited. There were there, in

1900, an area of 12,576 acres, 682 miles of pipes
for the delivery of -water, with 130,000 taps or
orifices from which water is drawn at irregular
intervals. The development of such a system
as this involves the exercise of not only theoret-

ical knowledge of the principles governing the

flow of water under all conditions, but also a
thorough acquaintance with materials of con-
struction and the methods of using them to

produce the best results at the least expendi-
ture. • •»

.-^n interesting and important branch of hy-
draulic engineering is that which deals with
larger masses of water than any of those so
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far considered. The water of the ocean, when
agitated by the winds and by terrestrial forces not

thoroughly comprehended as yet, exerts a dy-

namic force which must sometimes be restrained

and sometimes guided so as to produce results

in a desired direction. Along the seacoasts of

all countries there are places where the confor-

mation of the shore and the nature of the con-

tiguous lands render the creation of harbors

desirable, but where the tidal waves and littoral

currents come in conflict in such a way as to

make tlie approach from die sea dangerous
to vessels. To lessen the destructive effects of

the great masses of water in motion, impelled

by either tlie wind or the tidal currents, break-

waters or piers of stone projecting from the
' shore are built with good results. The massive-

ness which such structures are required to pos-

sess may be judged from the fact that it has
been learned that the foundation for a break-
water must extend out to where there is from
iS to 20 feet of water at low tide ; that the

height of the waves bj- which it is likely to

be assailed may be from 10 to 20 feet; and
that the impact of the wave on the opposing
structure may be as high as 6,000 pounds to

the square foot. In the open sea it is not likely

that waves as high as this are formed, or that

die force exerted by them is nearly as great,

but the problem of the form and resisting power
of the hull of ships has to be considered from
the standpoint of the djTiamic effect of the

water which is impelled by the wind and waves
against the hull, as well as the resistance offered

by the water to the passage of the hull through it.

The problem of the resistance of the water to

a vessel passing through it enters into the

consideration of the navigation of canals and
inland waters as much or possibly even more
than it does into ocean navigation. The more
rapidly a vessel passes through a small channel,

the greater is the work to be done in the dis-

placement of the bulk of water occupied by the

hull. The displaced water is prevented from
flowing CiT by the adjacent banks and shallow
bottom, and the pressure required to propel the

boat is so increased that it is found that a
greater velocity than three miles per hour is

not economical.
Hydromechanics, as already stated, relates to

the mechanical effects which may be produced
by utilizing the force exerted by water in mo-
tion to generate power. In hydraulic works,
distinctively so called, the effort is constantly

made to diminish the mechanical effect of the

moving water so as to avoid injurj- to surfaces

and substances unprepared to resist it. In
hydrodjTiamic works the effort is made to con-
centrate all the power obtainable from the mov-
ing water and transmit it to machines which do
effective work. The difficult}- of transmitting
the power long distances without great loss has
hindered utilization in many cases where a grreat

head of water is available in some out-of-the-
way spot, but recent improvements in electrical

transmission have made such water-powers
available for use. and many developments of
hydraulic generation of electricity have been
made, while others are now in course of con-
struction. The utilization of Niagara Falls is

a prominent instance of work of this class, and
the latest installation in progress there is note-
worthy for its boldness and promise of econom-

ical effectiveness, the head on the turbine wheels
being obtained by sinking a vertical shaft oii

the shore a short distance above the falls and
discharging the water through a tunnel run
under the bed of the river to the precipice

behind the Horseshoe Fall.

In the present state of hj-draulic science

more attention is being paid than ever before to
the obtaining of closely accurate results of
experiments conducted by skilled observers, in

which the aid of electricitj- is used to register

all phenomena in a manner never possible here-

tofore. Great as the ad\-ances have been during
the last 25 or 30 \ears, equal or greater progress
in the elucidation and practical application of
principles may be expected within the next
quarter of a century.

J. James R. Croes,
Past Prcs. Am. Soc. Civ. Eng'rs.

Hydraulic Press. See Hydrostatic Press.

Hydraulic Ram, a machine for raising

water, the force being a greater body of water
at a lower level. It consists primarily of mo
pipes, one. A, leading from the reservoir, spring,

pond or other source of supply into C, an air-

vessel, the opening being bj- a valve D ; and the

other pipe, B, leading out of this air-vessel. In

the pipe A, or an extension of it is a ball valve

E, smaller than the inside of the pipe. This
ball valve E is forced shut by the free flow

through A; the growing pressure forces D the

valve into the air-vessel open; and the water
flows into C the air-vessel and, to a less degree
because of the smaller diameter of the pipe,

into the disdiarge pipe B. The greater pres-

sure on the air in C counteracts the force of

the liquid column from A and the valve D
closes. The force of the compressed air in C
is then exerted to drive water from the air-

vessel into the discharge pipe B. The efficiency

of a hydraulic ram is seldom more than two
thirds, so that 150 units of water falling 15 feet

will lift 15 units only lOO feet, instead of 150

feet, as it theoretically should. The ram was
invented in 1797 by Montgolfier and is com-
monly used where there is no regular water-

works but a plentiful supply of water.

Hydraulics, the branch of mechanics deal-

ing with liquid flow in pipes and channels. The
particles of fluids flow over each other with

less friction than over solid substances: and as

each particle is under the influence of gravita-

tion no quantity of homogeneous fluid having

its surface free can be in a state of rest unless

every part of the surface is level. When water

flows in a current, as in rivers, it is in conse-

quence of the inclination of the channel, but all

such motion is affected by the form 01 the

channel and the friction of its sides. Experi-
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mental investigation gives various coefficients,

whereby the resistance to the flow of water in

pipes or channels can be calculated. As water in

descending follows the same laws as other falling

bodies its motion is accelerated ; in rivers, how-
ever, the velocity and quantity discharged at dif-

ferent depths is not as the square roots of those
depths, the friction against the bottom diminish-
ing the rapidity of the flow. But the law of the

proportionality of the velocity of discharge to the
square root of the depth applies, however, to

the spouting of water through jets. Thus, if a

hole be made in the side of a vessel of water,

the water at this orifice, which before was only
pressed by the simple weight of the perpendicu-
lar column above it, will be pressed by the same
force as if the w'ater were a solid body de-

scending from the surface to the orifice.

Machines to raise water may be divided into

four classes. Machines in which water is lifted

in vessels by the application of some mechanical
force to them were the earliest hydraulic en-

gines : a type is the Persian wheel, a large ver-

tical wheel, turned by animal power or by run-
ning water, and having buckets attached to the
rim, and moving in a reservoir of water. The
buckets are filled at the bottom and emptied at

the top, so that the water is raised a height equal

to the diameter of the wheel. The common
dredges for rivers and harbors are modifications

of this kind of machine. The Archi-
median screw, the screw-pump and the bucket-
engine or chain-pump are all on the same prin-

ciple. The chain-pump usually consists of a
succession of long links of metal rods revolving
like an endless rope over two wheels, one under
water. On this chain, between each joint, is

fixed a flat piece of wood or metal, usually
square, supported and kept in place by the pro-
jecting arms of the wheels; the wheel not under
water is turned by a winch, which causes the

whole chain to move, one side of it passing
upwards, while the other side is continually
descending in the same direction. The ascending
side of the chain is made to pass through a
box or pipe, one end of which is immersed in

the water, the other end nearly reaching the
upper w'heel ; this bo.x corresponds in shape
with the size of the plates, which fit pretty

closely and form the pump. The succession of
plates passing upward through the trunk forms
a succession of cavities which are filled with
water and are constantly discharged at the top.

This pump will only work in deep water, and
cannot drain a reservoir to the bottom ; but it

has the advantage of not becoming choked with
sand or weeds. If the top and bottom wheels
of this machine be retained, while the tube or
trunk is taken away, and a number of small

boxes or buckets be attached to the chain in-

.stead of the plates the machine then becomes a

bucket-engine, which is only another form of
the Persian wheel already described.

In the next class, more commonly called

pumps, the water is raised by the pressure of

the atmosphere. These act by removing the

air from the surface of the water, which may
thus be raised to the height of about 32 feet.

Whenever it becomes necessary to raise water
to greater heights, the third class of machines, or
those which act by pressure on the water, are em-
ployed. The common suction-pump consists of
a hollow cylinder a, of wood or metal, which

contains a piston b, stuflfed so as to move up or
down in the cylinder easily, and yet be air-tight:

to this piston there is attached a rod which
reaches at lea.st to the top of the cylinder when
the piston is at the bottom. In the piston there
is a valve c, and at the bottom of the cylinder
there is another valve d also rising upwards,
which covers the orifice of a tube fixed to the
bottom of the cylinder:* and reaching to the well
from whence the water is to be drawn. This
tube is commonly called the suction-tube, and
the cylinder the body of the pump. When the
piston is at the bottom of the cylinder there
can be no air, or very little between it and the
valve D. But the air in the cylinder being very
much rarefied, the pressure of the valve D on the
water at the bottom will be much less than that

of the external atmos-
phere on the surface of
the water in the well

;

therefore the water will

be pressed up the pump

Fig. I.—Suction Pump. Fig. 2.—Forcing Pump.

to a height not exceeding 32 feet. .As the

valves shut downward, the water is pre-

vented from returning. The quantity of

water discharged in a given time is deter-

mined by considering that at each stroke of

the piston a quantity is discharged equal to a

cylinder whose base is the area of a cross sec-

tion of the body of the pump, and height the

play of the piston. Thus if the diameter of the

cylinder of the pump be 4 inches, and the play

of the piston 3 feet, then by mensuration we
have to find the content of a cylinder 4 inches

diameter and 3 feet high, the area of the cross

section of the cylinder will be .08733 square
feet; hence .08733X3^.26199 the content of

the cylinder in cubic feet and the quantity

of cubic feet of water discharged by one stroke

of the piston.

The lifting-pump, like the suction-pump, has
two valves and a piston, both opening upwards;
but the valve in the cylinder, instead of being
placed at the bottom of the cylinder, is placed
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in the body of it, and at the height where the

water is intended to be delivered. The bottom
of the pump is thrust into the well a consider-

able way, and when the piston is at the bottom
as its valve opens upwards, there will be no
obstruction to the water rising in the cylinder

to the height which it is in the well, for water
will always endeavor to come to a level. Now
when the piston is drawn up the valve in it will

shut, the water in the cylinder will be lifted,

the valve in the barrel will be opened, and the

water will pass through it, and cannot return

as the valve opens upward; another stroke of

the piston repeats the same process, and in this

way the water is raised from the well. But
the height to which it may be raised is not in

this, as in the suction pump, limited to 32 feet.

To ascenain the force necessary to work this

pump, we are to consider that the piston lifts

a column of water whose base is the area of

the piston, and height the distance between the

level of the water in the well and the spout at

which the water is delivered.

The forcing-pump constitutes the third class.

It can raise water to any height. The piston of

this pump has no valve, but there is a valve

at the bottom of the cjlinder, as is shown at a.

In the side of the C3'linder, and immediately
above the valve a, there is another valve b
opening outward into a tube, which is bent

upward to the height at which tlie water is to

be delivered. When the piston is raised the

valve in the bottom of the pump opens, and a

vacuum being produced, the water is pressed up
into the pump on the principle of the suction-

pump. But when the piston is pressed down the

valve A at the bottom shuts, and the valve B
at the side which leads into the ejection-pipe

opens, and the water is forced up the tube.

When the piston is raised again the valve B
shuts and the valve A opens. In this form the

discharge is not continuous. To make it so an
air-vessel is fastened to the top of the eduction

pipe. The air-vessel is a box, with a valve open-

ing upwards into it and covering the top of the

pipe. A tube is fastened into the top of the

box, and reaches nearly to the bottom; it rises

out of the box, and is furnished with a stop-

cock. If the stop-cock be shut, and the water
be sent by the action of the pump into the air-

vessel, it cannot return because of the shutting

of the valve at the bottom of the box; and be-
cause of the space occupied by the water, the

air in the box is condensed, and will conse-
quently exert a proportionate pressure on the

water in the air-vessel, and force it up through
the tube. The stream of water issuing will

therefore be continuous, the pressure being con-
tinuous.

The fourth class of hydraulic machines for

raising water consists of such engines as act

either by the weight of a portion of the water
which they have to raise, or of any other water
that can be used for such purpose, or by its

centrifugal force, momentum, or other natural
powers. The centrifugal pump consists of a
drum or wheel containing a series of cur\'ed
vanes; this wheel is encased in a circularly-

shaped casing, gradually enlarging toward the
outlet. The wheel with its vanes being rapidly
rotated causes the water to be impelled out-
ward into the casing and ultimately discharged
from the outlet. This machine is very similar in

form to the vortex-wheel or turbine, the direc-

tion of flow of the water being, however, in the
reverse direction.

An ingenious form of pump called the pulso-

meter has latelj' been devised and extensively

employed. It consists essentially of a double
chamber, having a ball-valve at top, and clack-

valves at bottom. Steam is admitted to one of
the chambers and presses out the water con-
tained there. Condensation then taking place a
vacuum is formed, and the ball falls over and
closes the opening through which the steam
entered, and water flows up through the clack-

valves and again fills the chamber. The steam
in the meantime acts upon the water contained
in the adjoining chamber. Condensation then
taking place there the ball falls back to that side,

and the operations go on altemateh', tlie result

being a steady stream of water sucked into one
chamber after another, and then forced out and
upward by the steam pressure. The water is

drawn into the machine from the centre. To the
fourth class also belongs the hydraulic
ram (q.v.).

Water-wheels are either vertical or horizon-
tal. The former class is undershot, overshot,

or breast-wheel, as the water is fed to it from
below, above or at the middle of the wheel.

The undershot wheel, the oldest form, acts

chiefly by the momentum of the water, the
weight of the water being scarcely called into

action, and so can be used where there is a
great supply of water always in motion. It is

the cheapest of all water-wheels, and is more
applicable to rivers in their natural state than
any other form of the wheel ; it is also useful

in tide-currents, where the water sets in opposite
directions at different times, because it receives

the impulse equally well on either side of its

floats. In the overshot wheel the circtunference

is furnished with a series of buckets, into which
the water is delivered from above. The buckets
on one side being erect, will be loaded with
water, and the wheel will be thus set in motion

;

the mouths of the loaded buckets being thus

turned downwards by the revolution of the

wheel, will be emptied, while the empty buckets

are successively brought under the stream by
the same motion and filled. The breast-wheel

differs from this in receiving the water a little

below the level of the axle, and in having floats

instead of buckets. In these two wheels the

weight of the water is used as well as its mo-
mentum, and a much greater power is therefore

produced with a less supply of water than is

necessary for the undershot wheel. In order to

permit these wheels to work with freedom, and
to the greatest advantage, it is necessary that

the back or tail water, which is discharged from
the bottom of the wheel, should have an unin-

terrupted passage off; otherwise it accumulates
and forms a resistance to the float-boards.

Turbines or horizontal water-wheels are very
suitable for high falls of water, as the action of

such wheels depends upon the impulse of the

water and not upon its direct weight as in the

overshot wheel. Turbines have been divided

into three classes : parallel-flow, where the water

is supplied and discharged vertically; outward-
flow, where the water acts from the centre out-

ward ; and inward-flow, where the water acts

from the outside, the currents flowing inward
toward the centre. In all cases the greatest effi-
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ciency is obtained when the water acts upon tlie

blades of the wheel without causing a shock,
and leaves the wheel without having any whirl-

ing motion. See Hydrodynamics; Hydrostat-
ics.

Hy'drazine, or Di-Amidogen, a substance
having the formula XiHi (.or H:N.NH;), ob-
tained (.together with o.xalic acid, H^GO.,) by
heating an aqueous solution of the complicated
substance known as triazoacetic acid

(GHjNOjCCOOH)^. It is a gas with a peculiar

penetrating odor, but the properties of the pure
substance are imperfectly known, on account of

the avidity with which it combines with water
to form the hydrate, N:Hi.H:0, and the conse-
quent difficulty of isolating it. Hydrazine is a
powerful base, combining with acids to produce
numerous definite crystalline salts. Among
these the sulphate, N;H<.H:SO., and the two
hydrochlorids, N:H,.2HC1 and N:H..HC1, are

important. The hydrate may be prepared by
boiling the sulphate with a solution of caustic

soda. It is a fuming liquid, somewhat oily in

appearance, and boiling at 245° F. The hydrate
reduces cold ammoniacal solutions of silver

nitrate, and also reduces Fehling's sohition. It

attacks glass, cork and india rubber, but may
be kept in silver vessels.

(2) The substances derived from hydrazine
by replacing one or more of its hydrogen atoms
by compound radicals are also called "hydra-
zines." If only one hydrogen atom is replaced
the hydrazine is said to be "primary." If two
hydrogen atoms are replaced, the hydrazine is

said to be "secondary.* The radical which re-

places the hydrogen may belong to the fatty

series, or to the aromatic series. One or more
of the hydrogen atoms may also be replaced by
a metal, such as sodium. The most important
of the organic h\'drazines is phenyl hydrazine,
in which one of the hydrogen atoms is replaced
by the aromatic radical phenyl, QHs. This sub-
stance, which has the formula (QHOHN.NHr,
is an oily liquid, which solidifies to rrwnoclinic

tablets at yi° F. It mixes with alcohol, ether,

benzene and chloroform, but hardly at all with
water. It reduces Fehling"s solution in the cold,

and is very poisonous. A secondary hydrazine
is "symmetrical" when the two substituted radi-

cals are attached to different nitrogen atoms

;

it is "unsj'mmetrical" if they are attached to the

same nitrogen atom. Thus (C6H5)HN.NH
(QHs) is the symmetrical secondary hydrazine
of phenyl (GH,) and ethvl (GH,), while
(GH,) (GH.)N.NH, is the unsymmetrical
secondary hydrazine of the same radicals.

Hy'dride, a chemical substance consisting
of bydrogen combined with a metal, or some
simple or compound metallic base.

Hydriod'ic Acid, an acid composed of hy-
drogen in combination with iodine, and having
the formula HI. Hydriodic acid is analogous
to the more familiar hydrochloric acid, both in

its chemical structure and in its general prop-
erties. It may be prepared by the direct union
of hydrogen and iodine at a red heat. A more
convenient method, however, consists in passing
sulphuretted hydrogen gas (H=S) through water
in which a little pulverized iodine is suspended.
The reaction is H=S -|- 2l= 2HI -f- S. Fresh
supplies of iodine are added from time to time,
and the liberated 'sulphur is finally removed by

agitation and filtration, the sulphuretted hydro-
gen remaining in solution being also removed
by the application of a gentle heat. The aqueous
solution so prepared possesses strongly acid
properties, and combines with bases to form salts

called iodides. From it, or by other methods
that are given in the larger treatises on chemis-
try, pure hydriodic acid, free from water, may
be prepared. The pure acid is a colorless gas,
with an odor similar to that of hydrochloric acid
gas. It has a density about 63 times as great
as that of hydrogen, and at a temperature of
32° F. it condenses to a liquid when subjected
to a pressure of four atmospheres; the liquid so
obtained freezing to a solid mass at about 67° F.
below zero. The specific heat of the gas, at

ordinary temperatures, is about O.055 (at con-
stant pressure), and the ratio of its specific heat
at constant pressure to its specific heat at con-
stant volume is 1.397. It dissolves freely in

water, the specific gravity of a saturated aqueous
solution, at 32° F., being about 2.00. The
aqueous solution is colorless when pure, but it

is slowly decomposed by sunlight, becoming
dark from the liberation of iodine.

Hydriodic Ether (more correctly known
as "iodide of ethyl"), a heavy, colorless liquid
with a sharp, pungent taste and a penetrating
ethereal odor, obtained by acting upon pure
etliyl alcohol (GHs.OH) by iodine, in presence
of phosphorus. It has the formula GHJ, boils
at 162° F. (under ordinary atmospheric pres-
sure), and has a specific gravity of about 1.946.

When not quite pure it becomes brownish upon
exposure to light, from the liberation of iodine.

In chemistry, hydriodic ether (or ethyl iodide)
is largely used as a fundamental substance in the
preparation of the various other compounds of
ethyl.

Hydrobro'mic Acid, or Hydrogen Bromide,
4 compound having the formula HBr, and
analogous in its general properties to hydro-
chloric and hydriodic acids. Hydrogen and
bromide do not combine directly, even in strong
sunlight ; but when hydrogen that is charged
with bromine vapor is burned, hydrobromic acid
and water are formed. Hydrogen and bromine
may also be made to combine by electric sparks,
or by passing the mi.xed gases over hot platinum.
The most convenient way of preparing the acid,

however, is by the action of bromine upon water,
in the presence of phosphorus, the reaction being
4H:0 -i- sBr -1- P= sHBr -f H3PO.. Phosphoric
acid, it will be seen, is formed at the same time

;

but the two are easily separated by heat. Pure
hydrobromic acid, when free from water, is a
colorless gas, having a density about 39.1 times
as great as that of hydrogen. Under ordinary
atmospheric pressure it condenses into a liquid

at 09° F. below zero, and at a slightly lower
temperature it crystallizes. It dissolves freely

in water, a saturated solution, at 32° F., having
a specific gravity of 1.78. A concentrated aque-
ous solution of hydrobromic acid fumes strongly
in the air, but does not decompose. Hydro-
bromic acid is a powerful acid, forming, with
metallic bases and with organic radicals, definite

salts called "bromides." The bromides of the
alkalies are greatly used in medicine as sedatives.

Bromide of silver in also extensively used in

photography, in the manufacture of sensitive

dry-plates.
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Hydrocar'bons, compounds consisting
solely of carbon and hj-drogen. They are ex-
ceedingly numerous, and many of them occur
in nature, both in petroleum, asphaltum, and
other similar minerals, and in the essential oils

of plants. The hj-drocarbons can be broadly
divided into two general classes, according to
the way in which the carbon atoms that they
contain are connected to one another. In the
fatt>- series, the atoms are all connected in open
chains, while in the aromatic series the carbon
atoms are connected with one another in such
a manner as to form closed rings. (See Fatty
Compounds and Aromatic Compounds.) As
a class, the hydrocarbons are insoluble in
water; they cannot be saponified; and thej- are
neutral, and do not combine with acids to form
salts.

The classification of the hydrocarbons is as
yet incomplete; but the greater number of those
that are known can be included in one or another
of the following groups

:

1. The ParaKns, ha\-ing the general formula
CnHjn-i-o- The lowest member of this series
is methane, or marsh gas, CH,, and many other
members of the series are known, each contain-
ing one carbon atom and two hydrogen atoms
more than its immediate predecessor. (See
P.\iL\FFIXS.)

2. The OleHnes, having the general formula
CnH,n. Ethylene, C:H,, is the simplest member
of this series.

3. The Acetylene series, having the general
formula CjHjn-,. Acetylene gas, C-H:, is the
simplest representative of this series.

The foregoing all belong to the fatty sub-
division. To them we may add:

4. The Ben:ene series, having the general
formula CnHjn-ei and

5. The Terpencs, a class of substances hav-
ing the general formula CioH,s. Both of these
latter series belong to the aromatic subdivision
of the general hydrocarbon group.

The known hydrocarbons ha\4ng any one
general formula may be ranged in a series, whose
members exhibit a sort of regular progression in

their properties. For example, the first eight
members of the normal paraflSn group may be
arranged as follows:

Boiling point.

Methane CH, (Gaseous)
Ethane C-H« "

Propane CH.
Butane CJIw 34° F.

Pentane C5H1: 100° F.

Hexane CtH,. 158° F.

Heptane QHi. 210° F.

Octane CsHi, 255° F.

A series of this sort is said to be •homolo-
gous.'

The paraffins are said to be "normal* when
they contain but two methyl groups, (CHj).
Thus normal propane, CjH,, has the constitu-

tional formula CHj.CHi.CHj; and it is not pos-

sible to arrange its atoms in any other way. In
proceeding from this hydrocarbon to the ne.xt

in the same series (that is, butane, C.Hio.) we
may substitute the methyl group, CHi, for a
hydrogen atom in the CHj of the propane, or
for a hydrogen atom in one of the CHj groups.

Hence we may have either of the two following

constitutional formulas for the hydrocarbon
butane

:

CHi— CH— CH.
I

CH.
or

CH.—CH^CH^ Cft.
The latter compound, which contains only two
CH. groups, is called "normal butane" ; while
the former, which contains three such groups,
is known as "isobutane." Two butanes, each
having the empirical formula GH.i>, are there-
fore possible, and both are actually known.
AMien we pass to the higher members of the
paraffin group we find that a far greater munber
of isomeric forms can exist, according to the
way in which the new CHj group is introduced,
in generating the new hydrocarbon from the one
next below it in the general series. Thus octane,

CsHu, can exist in iS different isomeric forms,
and tridecane, CuHs, in no less than 802.

Hydrochlo'ric Acid, an important com-
pound of hydrogen and chlorine, which under
the names "spirit of salt' and "muriatic acid,*

has been known in aqueous solution from very
early times. It has the chemical formula HCl,
and may be formed by exposing a mixture of
equal volumes of hydrogen and chlorine to
diffuse daylight, the combination taking place
quietly under these circumstances, but ex-
plosively under the influence of direct sunlight.

A more convenient and usual method of pre-
paring hydrochloric acid is by treating common
salt ("sodium chlorid," NaCl) with strong
sulphuric acid (H;SO.). The reaction is as fol-

lows: Xaa + H..SO.= HXaSO. + HC1. Pure
hydrochloric acid is a colorless gas, I-269 times
as hea\-y as an equal volume of air at the same
temperature and pressure. At a temperature
of 50° F. it condenses, under a pressure of 40
atmospheres, to a colorless liquid, which boils,

under ordinary atmospheric pressure, at 171° F.

below zero, and solidifies at a temperature about
6° below the boiling point. The specific heat of
the gas at constant pressure (compared with
water) is about o.ig; and the ratio of its specific

heat at constant pressure to its specific heat
at constant volume, at ordinary temperatures, is

1.389. Hydrochloric acid gas was first prepared,
in an approximately pure state, by Priestley, in

1774; but it was believed to be an oxid of a

new element (provisionally called "murium")
until Da\-y, in 1810, showed that it is a com-
pound of hydrogen and chlorine.

Hydrochloric acid gas is exceedingly solu-
ble in water. If a drj- glass flask, which is com-
pletely filled w^ith the dry gaseous acid, be
brought mouth downward under water, and the
stopper is then removed, solution takes place
with such extreme rapidity that the water is

often drawn into the flask suddenly enough to
break it. By passing a stream of the gaseous
acid into water, an aqueous solution may be pre-

pared which has a specific gravity, when satu-

rated, of 1.21. The commercial acid is com-
monly known, to the present day, as "muriatic
acid." Large quantities of it are obtained as
a by-product in the manufacture of sodium car-

bonate from common salt ; but the acid so pro-
duced is not entirely pure, and the traces of
iron and other impurities that are present give
it a yellowish tinge. Aqueous hydrochloric acid

is largely used in the laboratory, and also in the
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arts in the manufacture of a great variety of
substances.

Hydrochloric acid combines with metallic
bases to form salts which are known as *chlo-
ri(3s Common salt (chlorid of sodium, NaCl)
is the most familiar and the most abundant
example, in nature, of this class of substances.
The chlorids of silver, gold, mercury, barium,
aluminum, platinum, and ammonia are also
important, and are described under Mercury,
An."MI\l-M. otC.

Hydrocyan'jc Acid, or Pnissic Acid, an ex-
ceedingly poisonous substance, discovered by
Scheele in 1782. It has the chemical formula
HON, and may be formed by passing a series
of electric sparks through a mixture of nitrogen
and acetylene (q.v.). The reaction in this case
is 2N +CjH2 = 2HC>r. The pure acid is more
conveniently prepared by passing sulphuretted
hydrogen gas, H^S, over drT.' mercuric cyanide,
Hg(C.V),, hydrocyanic acid and mercuric sul-
phid being formed, according to the equation
Hg(CX), + H,S = 2HC.V + HgS. As thus pre-
pared, hydrocyanic acid is a volatile liquid, boil-

ing at So° F. and freezing at 5° F., and possess-
ing a peculiar smell of bitter almonds. It is so
mtensely poisonous that a single drop of the
nhydrous acid produces instant death when

S".\ allowed, and its vapor, even when mixed with
considerable quantities of air, is also exceedinglj^
poisonous. It mixes readily with water, ether,
and alcohol. Although it is called an acid, and
forms salts that are known as "cyanides." it is

very weak in its acid properties. It does not
redden litmus paper, and its salts are readily
decomposed by other acids.

Among the more important compounds of
hydrocyanic acid are potassitmi cyanide and
mercuric cyanide. Potassium cyanide, KCN,
may be formed by passing nitrogen gas over a
white-hot mixture of charcoal and potassium
carbonate, the reaction being:

KjC03-t-2N +4C = 2KCN -I-3CO.

It is more conveniently prepared, however, by
strongly heating potassium ferrocyanide (see be-
low), which breaks up into potassium cyanide,
carbide of iron, and free nitrogen. Potassium
cyanide is a white salt, soluble in water and in
alcohol, and exceedingly poisonous. It is much
used in electroplating as a solvent for gold and
silver, and alsa in the extraction of gold from
certain ores by the process known as "cyanid-
ing. * It melts without decomposition, and in
the molten state it is a powerful reducing agent.
For this reason it is often used as a flux in weld-
ing, and in other metallurgical operations.

Mercuric cyanide, which is also very poison-
ous, is used in medicine, and is prepared by dis-
solving mercuric oxid in an aqueous solution of
hydrocyanic acid.

Allied to hydrocyanic acid are two other
acids, known respectively as * ferrocyanic acid ,

»

H^FejfCjN'j),, and "ferricyanic ac'id,» H^Fe,
(03X3),, which are not of any import.-ince in
the arts in the free state, but whose potassiuni
salts are much used. Potassium ferrocyanide,
or yellow prussiate of potash, KsFejCCjNj)^ -H

6HjO, is prepared on a large scale by heating
a mixture of nitrogenous organic matter and
caustic potash, and treating the mass with freshly
prepared ferrous carbonate. Crude cvanide of
potassium is formed in the tirst instance, and

this combines with the ferrous carbonate to form
the yellow prussiate of potash and potassium car-
bonate, from which the yellow prussiate may be
obtained in large crj-stals, by evaporation.
When pure, the yellow prussiate is not poison-
ous, it is used, in the arts, as a source of
Prussian blue, and also for the manufacture of
potassium cyanide, which is liberated when the
yellow prussiate is strongly heated.

Potassiimi ferricyanide,"or red prussiate of
potash, KjFe,(C,N3)^, is prepared by passing
chlorine gas through a solution of the yellow
prussiate. two meleculcs of potassium being
thereby abstracted from it, with the formation
of potassium chlorid. as a secondary product.
The red prussiate is used in the manufacture of
sensitive paper for making blue-prints.

Hydro-ferricyanic (f6r-0-sI-an'ik) Acid, and
Hydro-ferrocyanic Acid. See Hydrocyamc
Acid.

Hydrocele, hi'drS-sSl, a collection of serous
fluia f(tnr.n,g tumors around the testicle or
spermatic cord. During foetal life the testicle
pushes the peritoneum before it as it descends
from the abdomen into the scrotum. Ak r g the
spermatic cord the sac is usually obliterated, but
if it is not it may become distended with fluid.

The pouch of the peritoneum normally remains
alongside of the testicle, :».id is called the tunica
vaginahs. Distentions of these pouches may be
congenital, but ordinarily they begin after ma-
turity and probably are due to some fault in the
blood-vessels, allowing the escape of the serum.
Symptoms are due to the weight of the tumor,
and the only danger lies in the possibility of the
injury and rupture of the sac. Aspiration of
the fluid, followed bj' the injection of a few
drops of carbolic acid, may accomplish a cure,
but partial removal of the sac may be necessarj-.

Hydrodynamics {vScop, water; Svva/Jil,
force), or Hydromechanics, is that part of

Dynamics which treats of the motion or rest

of fluids under the action of forces. A perfect
fluid is defined as a body whose parts are per-
fectly free to move under the action of the
smallest forces, or otherwise, as a body such
that the reactions between any two portions
of it are normal to the surface separating them.
If there is any tangential drag tending to pre-
vent the one portion of the substance from
slipping past the other, the fluid is said to
be 'oiscotis. A perfect fluid is an abstraction,
like the material particle or the rigid body,
but many of the ordir.ary fluids, like water,
alcohol, air, and other gases, are so slightly

viscous that for many purposes they may b(
considered as perfect. The normal reaction,
which alone we suppose to be present, is called

the pressure, and is measured by the limit of
the ratio of the force exerted on an element of
surface to the area of the element, when both
diminish without limit. The usual gravita-
tional unit of pressure is the pound-weight per
square inch, the usual scientific, absolute unit
(see Mech.\N'ICs), is the d\Tie per square centi-

meter. The pressure of the atmosphere may
be considered as equal to one million djTies

per square centimeter.
The fundamental theorem of hydrodyrsunics

is that the pressure on an element of surface is

independent of the direction of the normal to

the surface. This may be proved by consider-
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ing the equilibrium of a small tetrahedron,
AjBCD, Fig. I, and resolving the forces on its

Fig. I.

faces in the direction BD. The pressure being
normal, the forces on ABD, BCD have no
component along BD, while if the pressures
on ABC. ACD. and the areas of those sides

are respectively p^. p-,. S^. .!>,, their normals
n,. »,. we have for eqiulibrium. }7,S, cos (»,, BD)
= pS, COS («,, BD). But S, cos (k,, BD).
S, cos" («_„ BD) are the projections of the areas
on a plane perpendicular to BD, which are
equal, therefore p, =p,. If there are other
forces applied to the riuid besides the pressure,
such, for instance, as its weight, these will be
proportional to the voluaie of the tetrahedron,
and when its size is diminished indefinitely,

the volume vanishes to the third order of
small quantities, and may thus be neglected
in comparison with the area, which is of the
second order, so that the result is not affected.

Hydrostatics.—We will first consider hy-
drostatics, or that part of our subject which
deals with fluids at rest. Suppose that the
fluid is subject to the action of forces whose
components along the coordinate axes are
equal to A', Y. Z per unit of mass. These we
call bodily forces. Now consider the equilib-
rium of an infinitesimal rectangular parallele-

piped. Fig. 2. whose edges, parallel to the coor-

Ftg. s.

dinate axes, have lengths dx, dy, ds. Suppose
that the mean value of the pressure on the

side .iBCD, which is at a distance x from the

origin, is p. then the A"-component of the force

on this side is pdydz. On the side EFGH,
which lies at a distance dx farther from the

dp^
origin, the mean pressure will be p + ~a-r.

and the component on the face EFGH, acting
on the paraUelopiped, being in the opposite

direction will be \pA.\
Sx

dyds. Now if

the density of the fluid is p. the amount of
matter in the paraUelopiped, being the product
of the density and volume, will be pdxdydz. and
the force exerted upon it in the A-direction
will be Xpdxdyd:. We must therefore have
for equilibrium

pdyds— {p-^-^x\ dyds+ pXdxdyd3=o,

and passing to the limit bj- decreasing the
dimensions, p will be the pressure at any
point, and dividing by dxdydz, we have

In a similar manner we have

dy'
py

(I)

ozJ-i.

Thus the fluid can be in equilibrium only
\mder the influence of bodily forces such that
the components of the bodily forces, multi-

plied bv the density, are the derivatives of the
same function of the coordinates. Xow there

is in general a physical relation between the
pressure of a fluid and the density at any
point. If we put
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we suppose the fluid to be incompressible, we
have p constant, F = p/p,

p
(3) — = — l'+const.= —gs+const.,

P

(4) /)= — g,o- +const.,

so that, if we neglect the atmospheric pressure,

and count the depth from the plane z= o,

we have the fundamental theorem for heavy
liquids, namely, that the pressure is propor-

tional to the depth. This may be proved
experimentally by placing a well-fitting plate

under a tube. Fig. 3, communicating with a

where k is a constant for the gas, whose value
is about 1.4. We then have

(S) = :;:= — / bKp^~^dp = c
bnp'-

FiG. 3.

vessel of any shape, and holding the plate up
by a wire hung from a balance, while water
is poured in above. The weight required to

hold the plate up is found to be independent

of the shape of the vessel, and to depend only
on the depth and the area of the plate. The
vase and plate may also be immersed in liquid,

while, instead of liquid within, weights are

placed on the plate ; the weight supported will

then be proportional to the depth.
Consider now a gas, or compressible fluid,

satisfying the law of Boyle and Mariotte,

p = ap.

Accordingly,

(5) p =jJ^=j'^= alogp + const.,

and

(6) V=gz=c-alogp,
_g

(7) P= Po'^ "
Thus as we ascend to heights in arithmetical

progression the density decreases in geometrical

progression, becoming zero at an infinite

height. From equation (7) the barometric
formula is obtained by wliich heights are

found from barometer readings. The law of

Boyle assumes constant temperature. It is,

however, more likely that the temperature,

varies in accordance with what is called con-

vective equilibrium, so that if a portion of air

is hotter than the stratum in which it lies it

will rise, and, coohng and expanding, will

eventualh' find a la}-er of the same density

and temperature as its owti. The principles

of thermod>Tiamics give us the relation between
pressure and temperature when the rarefaction

is adiabatic, that is, when no heat is lost or

gained by the air,

p — bp'.

Since K> I, p diminishes as s increases, and
is equal to zero when gz = c, so that on this
hypothesis the atmosphere has an upper
limit.

Let us now consider the equilibrium of a
solid body floating in a liquid. If we consider
the body removed and the space that it

occupied filled with water, since this water is

in equilibrium, its weight is borne up by the
pressure of the surrounding water, the effect

of which is accordingly to apply to each por-
tion of the water in question an upward force
just equal to its weight. Now just the same
forces must be the resultant of the pressures
on the solid when it is substituted for the dis-

placed water, so that it is borne up by a force
equal to the weight of the displaced water.
This is the Principle of Archimedes. Since
the resultant of the weight of all the displaced
water is a single force applied at its center of
mass, the resultant upward thrust on the
floating body is applied at a point coinciding
with the center of mass of the displaced water.
This point is called the center of buoyancy of
the body. If the body is to be in equilibrium,
according to the principles of statics of a rigid

body, its weight must be equal to that of the
displaced body, and its center of mass and
center of buoyancy must be in the same ver-

tical line. If the first condition is satisfied,

but not the second, the body will float, but
will be subject to a turning couple.

Suppose the body floats without being wholly
immersed. A plane which cuts off from the
body a volume equal to the volume of water
having an equal weight is called a plane of

flotation, and if we draw all such planes thev
will envelop a surface called the surface of

flotation. For every plane of flotation there

will be a center of buoyancy, and the locus of

all these points is called the surface of buoyancy.
Suppose the floating body is displaced from
its position of eqvtilibrium by rotation through
a small angle dO about an axis OX through O,

Fig. 4, and let \VL, W'L' be the original and

Fig. 4.

final planes of flotation. By ttutiing the

figure until either is horizontal both positions

of the body may be showTi. Let B be the

original center of buoyancy, G the center of

mass of the floating body. Then if B were

the center of buoyancy in the second position,
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the body would be acted on bj- the couple
of which either arm would be the weight
W = i)ig, and the arm the horizontal projection
o£ BG, bdd, where b= BG. The moment of the
couple tending to further displace the body
wiU then be ]Vbod. But this is not the only
couple, for the immersed part is not the same
as before, the volume of the wedge EOE'
ha\"ing become immersed, giving rise to an
upward thrust, and the wedge DOD' having
emerged and lost its buoyancy, both these
causes giWng rise to a turning morrient in the
same direction, and opposite to that pre^^ously
found. Since the volume under water is to
be the same in both positions, the volume of
the wedges of immersion and emersion must
be equal. Since the wedges are infinitely thin,

the thickness at any point x, y in the plane
of flotation is z= yoO. The condition for
equality of volumes is then

(g) Jj :irdy=vOj jydxdy=o,

the integral being taken over the plane of
flotation. This will be the case if the axis
passes through the center of mass of the area
of flotation. The thrust on any element of
volume dz= zdxdy being gpdz, the moment about
the -V-axis will be

(lo) L'=jj
I
gpydz=gpoO

j I
y-dxdy

= gpoOSKx'',

where Kx is the square root of the mean of the
squares of the distances of the elements from
t>.e -V-axis, or the so-called radius of g>Tation
of the area of flotation about the A'-axis, and
S is the area of flotation. In like manner the
moment about the I'-axis is

(i i) -1/' = -fjJsP^-J-= -gpSeffxydxdy.

There are alwa\'s two axes at right angles to
each other, called principal axes, for which
the integral above vanishes, and for such an
axis a displacement about it gives rise only
to a couple about that axis. Subtracting this

couple L' from the one previously found we
obtain for the magnitude of the righiing. couple

(12)

If ise\'ident that in moving the point of appli-
cation of the thrust from the center of mass of
one wedge to that of the other, the center of
buoyancy will be moved in a parallel direction,

so that, in the hmit, this direction being that
of the plane of flotation, the line BB' will be
parallel to that plane, or the tangent to the
surface of buoyancy is parallel to the corre-
sponding plane of flotation. It is also evident
that the body is under the same forces that it

would be if the surface of buoyancy were
material and rested on a horizontal plane, for

the reaction would be vertical and equal to
the weight of the body.

If B' be the new center of buoyancy, and
we draw verticals from B and B'. they will

be normals to the surface of buoyancy and
will intersect at M, the center of curvature of

the section of the surface of buoyancy. This
point is called the melacoUcr , and its distarre

Hx above G the mctarcntric height. E\idcntly

L = gde(pSKx--mb).

for stable equilibrium, or a positive righting
couple, -1/ must be above G. The arm of the
couple being the horizontal projection of i'it
is equal to hx36 and we have L= mghxSd.
Inserting this in equation (12) we obtain for
the metacentric height

(13) vihx= p5Kx-—mb,

and di\'iding bj- m and v.riting V = m/p for the
volume of displaced liquid,

(14)
^"^^

hx= -

V

The equilibrium is stable or imstable accord-
ing as this is positive or negative.

For the displacement about the I'-axis we
have in Uke manner a couple proportional to
the angle of displacement, with a new meta-
centric height,

(15) hy^^-b,

where Ky is the radius of g-^Tation about the
I'-axis. It is evident that the metacentric
height is greater for a displacement about the
shorter principal axis of the plane of flotation.

Thus it is easier to roll a ship than to tip it

endwise. The above theorems concerning the
surfaces of flotation and buoyancy are due
to Dupin.

If the floating body is totally submerged,
like a submarine boat, only the first moment
mgbdO comes into play, S being zero, and the
center of buoyancy becomes the metaccnlcr.
The stability is in this case only secured" by
placing the center of gravitj- low.

HyDROKiXEM.\Tics.—We will now consider
the motions possible to a fluid, without regard
to the forces causing them. Let the velocity
at a point be the vector q, with components u,

I', u\ and let us consider the quantity of fluid

entering or leaWng any closed surfrce in the
unit of time. The amount of fl-id which
crosses the element of surface dS, Fig 5,

^
Fig. $.

with a velocity q would in unit time, if q were
constant, fill a prism on the base dS with a
slant height q. If n is the normal to dS, the
volume of this prism is dSq cos (qn) , and the
mass of fluid in it dSpq cos (<;»i), or using the
formula for the projection of q on n (see

Mech.^nics, equation (12)),

dSpqn=dSplti cos ()i.r)-t-c'COs (ny)+7V cos (>tc)\

.

Consequently if we consider any closed sur-

face, 'vhose outward normal is n, we have for

the whole outflow in unit time the surface
integral

(16) * = r

/

pqndS^J J fi" ^os (nx)

+v cos (ny) +ii' cos (m)]dS.

But we may find a different expression fcr

the same quantity, by considering the file*
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merits of volume. Consider the parallelopiped

of Fie. 2, and let m be the mean velocity on

the side ABCD, u-\—ax on the opposite side
ox

EFGH. Then the inflow on the first side

will be piidyds, while the outflow through the

The totalsecond will be } pti H—g

—

d. :^dydz.

outflow will thus be

dxdyd:.

In a similar manner we find the outflow
through the two remaining pairs of sides to

depend on the other two components,
the whole surface we according!}-

outflow

j 3(P") ,

a

\ dx

From
have the

{
m'') d(prd.')\

dxdydz.

we shall obtain a tubular surface called a tube
of the vector. Fig. 6.

If the fluid is incompressible, as much fluid

must flow out from as into any volume, so

^

ay dz

and for the outflow per unit volume we have

3(o!<) diprc) dip-ji;)

On account of this kinematical interpretation,

if we have any vector F , whose components
X, Y, Z are functions of the coordinates of a
point, the expression

3.Y 3V 9Z
(iS) ^-+ -r—

0.C Oy dz

is called the divergence of the vector, and will

be abbreviated div F. Summing up the
outflow for all the elements of volume inside

the surface S, it is evident that the volume
integral thus found must be equal to the sur-

face integral 0. Thus we have

(19) /
j fi\u cos {nx) + V cos (nr) + 7V cos {nz) \ dS

This may be taken as a kinematical proof

of the Divergence Theorem, due to Gauss and
Green, in which, for any vector function which
is continuous and has a defimte value at every
point in the volume within 6,

(20) J J \

X

cos (nx) + y cos («y)+Zcos {nz) \dS

or in more abbreviated notation,

(.0) //f„J5 = ///dn-F.J..

The surface-integral in (20) is called the

flux of the vector F through the surface S.

It we have any continuously distributed vector-

function F, that is, one whose components A',

Y, Z are continuous functions of the point

X. y, z. we may draw curves having the property
that at ever}- point on a curve its tangent has
the direction of the vector F. The differential

equations of these curves are

dx dv dz __ ds

X^T^~Z~T'
and the cur\-es are called lines of the vector
F. For instance, lines of the vector q are

called lines oj flow. If we draw all the lines

of the vector passing through a closed contour,

5.

Fig. 6.

that the total outflow is zero. The density
is then constant, and we have, dividing (17)
by p,

, . ,. d:i dv du:
(21) dn-9 =-+- + g-=o.

A vector whose_ divergence is zero is said to
he solenoidal {auiXi/v, a tube), for its tubes have
the propert}' that the flux across a cap, or
portion of a surface bounded by the tube,
is the same where\er the surface be drawn.
Analytically, applying the divergence theorem
to the portion of space bounded by a portion
of such a tube and two caps forming ends,
since along the sides of the tube the normal
component vanishes that portion of th» fliix

in (20) is zero. Accordingly the flux through
both ends is zero, or the flux out through ere
is equal to that in through the other. Or,
looking in the direction of the vector-lines,

the flux across any cap is the same. If we
consider a tube of infinitesimal cross-section,

and 5 is the area of a right section, since the
flux is FS, which is constant for the tube, the
Magnitude of the vector F is inversely propor-

tional to the area of the cros.s-scction.

If the liquid is not inconiprcssiLle the total

outward flux is equal to the lime-rate of

decrease of the mass inside the surface, S,

so that, the mass in an element of volume
dT''dxdadz being pdr, we have

dt

= ///div(^;)Jr.

Now since the volume over which we inte-

grate is independent of the time, we may
differentiate under the integral sign; also, both
integrals being taken over the same volume,
we may combine them into one.

This equaUty holding for any volume whatever,
the integrand must vanish, so that we have

dp a(pu) d(p:-) d(pu')

This is the so-called equation of continuity, the
term arising from the continuity of existence

of mass, none being created or destroyed,

but being con\eyed without change from place

to place.

Beside the surface- and volume - integrals

dealt with above, we need to consider certain
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line-integrals. If we resolve the vector 17

along the direction of the tangent to a cur\-e

running from .-1 to B, and multiply by the

length of the arc ds, and integrate from .-1

to B along the cur\-e, the line-integral

(25) Jqgds= J(,itdx+vdy+wds)

is called the circulation along the curve. If

we describe the curve in the reverse direction,

the integral changes sign. If the curve is a
closed one. we shall prove the line-integral to

be equal to a certain surface-integral over
any surface S which has the contour in ques-

tion as a boundary-. Suppose first the contour
is a plane cur\-e and the surface is a plane.

Let us di\-ide the area up into infinitesimal

rectangles by lines parallel to the axes of A"

and Y, Fig. 7. If we then find the circulation

^fT^
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(27) fiuJx + vdy + wdz)''

I.//
:>s (»„~)

[
dS.

dw\
, ^ /dv dii

--j cos (»>.)+ (^^.-^

This is known as Stokes's theorem.

If we define a vector to with the components
f. ?. c

(28)
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closed path ACBDA will be zero, hence the
circulation from .4 to B will be the same b)-

either path. Thus the circulation does not
depend on the path, but only on the position

of its ends, so that we have

(29) / qeds=4>B-4>A,

which necessitates

qgds= udx+ vdy + zudz=d^
d<p d^ dp

and therefore

(30)
a^ 34,d4.

The functioH 9 is called the velocily-poteniial.

The direction of the velocity q is ever\-n"here
normal to the equipotential surtaces ^= const.,

for if we move along the equipotential we have

dif>= udx + vdy + uidz= o

,

which is the condition that the vectors u, v,

w, the velocity, and dx, dy, dz, the displace-
ment, are perpendicular. According to the
relation qsds = d<^, we have the component of

velocity in any direction 5*=^— , equal to the

space-rate of variation of potential in that
direction ; and since the velocity itself is equal
to the rate of change of ^ in the direction of
the normal to the surface 9= const., a vector
related to a function ^ by the relations (30)
is called the gradient of the function. A vector
which is thus derived from a potential function
is called a laiitcUar vector.
As an example of lamellar flow, let us take

the case in which the velocity is directed
radially outwards from a given point a. b, c

with a vtI-'" ^pT^/:.-l'';-rT ,^n the distance

r—\/^(x — a)- + (y— b)^ + {,z— c)^ from that point,

q= j{r). The equipotential surfaces are con-
centric spheres, and we easily find the poten-

This equation for 4> is known as Laplace's
equation, and the sum of the three partial

derivatives of second order, which will be
abbreviated as J 9, is called the Laplacian of q.

Obviously the above flow cannot extend as
far as r= o, for there the velocity would be
infinite. Suppose that in a small region of

volume ~ at the center Uquid is being created

just fast enough to supph' the outflow, so

that the volume Jl/ is created per unit of time.

Such a region is called a source, and the whole
system of flow is called a squirt. The quan-
titv M is called the slrenglh of the sourse, and
the strength per unit of volume .A//r= <7 the
soiircc-deiisiiy. If we have several sources,

and add their potentials, the resultant velocity

will be obtained as the gradient of the sura.

Thus a compUcated vector-field may be repre-

sented by its potential function. The sources

mav be continuously distributed through a
portion of space, then a, the source-density,

will be a function of the position of the point,

and the total strenrth will be

tial to be
<l>
= ff(r)dr For, since the direction

b
cosines of r are cos (rx) = , cos {ry) =-

,

r r

cos (rz) = -—
, we have the components of the

velocity,

., ,-T—

a

d6 dr dA
' ' r dr dx dx

., .y— b dAdr d6
(30)

r cr oz oz

The flux out through any of the concentric
spheres is M — ^Tzr'^q. so that if the fluid is in-

compressible we must have

(30 <?=—. ^=-^.

where -A/ is constant. The vector q is then
solenoidal as well as lamellar, and the equa-
tion of continuity becomes

, , ^. du dv dw a'<J a'<i d'6
^^ ^ dx dy d:

(33) .1/. =//M'
while the total potential will be

. . , , -dz
(34) ^ = ~j.m
where r represents the distance from the ele-

ment dz to the point where <j> is calculated.

The total flux through any closed surface will

be

(35) //^niS=//^^d5= //(grad 4>UdS.

or by the divergence theorem,

(36) ffq,dS= fff6i.q.dz= fffj^.dr

= fj\grad 4,)ndS.

Since this flux must be equal to the strength
of all the sources within the surface of inte-

gration, we must have

(37) ///-^^-^'^"//M
Xow as this equaUty holds for any volume

whatsoever, the integrands must be equal;

accordinglv we have

(3S) J<p—a,

as a consequence of equation (34). The equa-
tion (3S) is called Poisson's equation. We
may also prove the converse, namely, that if

a is' given as a function of the point, the inte-

gral of equation (^S) is given by (34)- This
is done by means of Green's theorem.

In the divergence theorem (20) let us put
for the vector F the value U grad V, where
i' and 1' are two functions, both of which,
with their derivatives, are finite, singly-

valued, and continuous in the region of inte-

gration. Then we have

X=L.dV dV

a.v' """av' ^dz^

dX dV
dx '^dv

dZ
dx dx dv dv dz d: '
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(30) ffFndS^fj'u(gvad\')ndS

'11'%^^

pendent of the coordinate perpendicular thereto
A plane diagram then represents the flow.
If the given plane is that of A', Y, Laplace's
equation becomes

-an UJV- dUdV dUdV
dx dx dy dy

duav
I J (44)

ox- dy'

Interchanging the functions U and V and
subtracting trom (39), we have

J J { dii on
)

dS

An infinite number of solutions are furnished
us by the method of functions of a complex
variable x + iy, where i is the imaginarv
defined byi'=— i.

If now we take any function u-= j(z) of the
/•/•/>{ 1

combination z= x + ty, on arranging it in
=

I I < UJV-VJU [dr. powers of x, iy, all even powers cf i will be
•'•'•'(

I real, all odd ones real multiples of i; accord-
ingly w will be of the form <j>+i<p, where <j>,

<l>
are real functions of the two real variables

-r, y. Differentiating partially.

The equations (39) ai.d (40) are known as
Green's Theorem. Let us apply it to two
lunctions, one of which, U, is the reciprocal
aistance from a fixed point P, L' = i/r. Let
us apply the theorem to the whole extent of
space, bounded by the infinite sphere, with the
exception of a portion bounded by a small sphere
with center at P, which we exclude, on account
of the infinite value of V at P. We must
thus take the surface-integrals over the large
and small spheres, the normals being in each
case drawn away from the volume considered,
or out in the first case, in in the second. Since
the direction of the normal coincides with
that of the radius of the sphere,

Ok

•dx'

dy dy dy dx~ dx~'dx'

and equating real and imaginary parts,

a^_a^ d<;, _ d<^

dx dy ' dy dx

'

(45)

9(1 A)
dn dr ' r-

Differentiating the first equation by x, the
second by y, and adding, we have

in the two cases respectively, while dS= r^d(i),

where do is the element of area of a sphere and similarly
of radius unity, cut out by a cone of vertex P,
having as base the element dS. Accordingly
on either sphere

d'A a'<4

dx- dy

d^d, d-6

dx dy

(4r) //
-9(tA)

a«
dS-// Vdu

and if V vanishes at r=K, the integral over
the infinite sphere vanishes. If we now let

the radius of the small sphere diminish with-
out limit, the value of V to be taken is the
value at P. so that

Thus either function 4> or ip derived from any
function of a complex variable gives us a case
of uniplanar flow of an incompressible fluid.
From the equations (45) we obtain by cross-
multiplication

(46)

(42) // dn •>.//

dx dx dy dy '

du x-V

On the other hand the surface-integral

J J r dn ~ J J

dV
dn

over the spheres vanishes for r= m
, on account

of the vanishing of -r— to the second order,
dn

and for the small sphere in the limit, on
account of the factor r. As for the volume-
integrals we have seen in (ji), (32), that anv
multiple of i/r satisfies Laplace's equation,
hence J(i/r)=o, so that finally

the integral being taken over all space. But
this is the required theorem, the converse of
(3S).

Solutions of Laplace's equation can be found
for the case of uniplanar flow, where the
velocity is parallel to a given plane, and inde-

which is the condition that the normals to
the family of curves = const, and those of
the family ^= const. intersect each other at
right angles. Such families are called orthog-
onal. For instance, the function

(4;) ''^ =

gives

(4S)

and the cur\-es

x + iy X'+y''

^ x-+y- ^ x-+y^'

x-+y-
; = const.

x-+y--
' const.

are a set of circles tangent to the F-axis and the
A'-axis respectively, the two sets intersecting
each other at right angles.
The flux across any cylindrical surface whose

generator has the length unity parallel to the
Z-axis. and which intersects the A'l'-plane in
a curve from A to B, is, if p= t,
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U9) '-^-£^''^-£'i

But if the normal lies on the right as we go
along the cur\'e. Fig. 14,

cos (nx)ds=dy, cos {ny)ds— —dx.

ITsing these values and equations (45), we
have for the flux

(50) ^-B=
J^

^dx+^y= V̂B — yA,

so that the quantity of liquid crossing the
surface does not depend on the cur%'e joining

AB, but is the same for one as for another,
as must be the case if the hquid is incom-
pressible. The function <j is called the flux-
fuitciion. and since if i}s= <^a, no hquid crosses,

it is e\"ident that the cur\'es ^J= const, are
.'Streara-lines. It is e\-ident from equations (45)
that either of the two functions 9, u may be
taken for the velocity-potential, the other
being taken for the flux-fiinction. Functions
satisfying equations (45) are called conjugate
junctions, and the two states of flow just
described are called conjugate. In the case
just investigated, the two conjugate flows
happened to be identical; this is not generally
the case.

For instance, consider the function w= log z,

and introducing polar coordinates r, 6,

<• 5 1

)

a;= log 3= log (.V- -I- fj)

= loglr(cos fl+»sin d)\ =Iog{re*i =log r-k-id.

Thus we may put

(52) ^= logr, d^e,

obtaining a radial flow, or uniplanar squirt,

with circular equipotentials, or

(53^ 4>=9< ^'= logr.

obt.-'i-iing a circular flow with radial equi-
potentials.

Vortical Motion.—Let us now free ourselves
from the restriction that the curt of the velocity

vanishes. There will then be no velocity-poten-

tial in regions where there is curl. Lines whose
tangent has ever>-where the direction of the
vector iu, the vorticity. are called i-ortex-lines,

and tubes generated by such lines vortex-
tubes, tubes of infinitesimal cross-section being
termed vortex - filaments. The fluid within
such a tube is railed a vortex. Since the curl

of any vector is solenoidal, as is seen by differ-

entiating the equations (2S) to find the di-

vergence, the vorticity is a solenoidal vector

3^ 31T'

dx dy

(54)
3^
dy-
d4.

BU
dz

dV
dz dx

and its tubes have the solenoidal property
that the vorticity in any filament is inversely
proportional to the area of the cross-section
of the filament. The product Sw, which is

constant for the filament, is called the strength
of the filament. Consequently the vorticitj'

cannot vanish at any point on a tube, nor can
the cross-section. The vonex-tubes must ac-

cordingly be closed, or end at a free surface
of the hquid, as do those vortices formed by
an oar at the surface of water.
The properties of vortex-motion were first

investigated in an important paper by Helm-
holtz in 1S5S. Following him we shall now
show that any continuous flow vanishing at
infinity may be represented as the sum of a
lamellar and a solenoidal part, and that the
solenoidal part may be represented as the curl
of another vector. Suppose that ci be the
potential of the lamellar part . Q the vector with
components U, V, W. whose curl represents
the solenoidal part. Then we assume

_av
dz'

aw
' dx'

dU
dy-

Finding the divergence of q we have

, . ..
* du di' dw , ,

(55) '^^•5=a7^3j. + a?=-'^-

since the divergence of the curl vanishes. But
b^' (43) ^^ have

Since q represents a continuous flow, div 17 is

finite. Accordingly we find that the lamellar

part of the flow is completely determined by
the distribution of its divergence.

Secondly, find the curl of q.

^ 3u' dv d \d<j> dV dV\
(56) ^'-J^-Tz-Vyl-d^^dj^-^S

_£(3^ ?r_^*l
dz\ dy

"*"

dz dx f

- '^-^dxil^^'d^^ dz\-

Since the vector Q is as yet undetermined
except as to its curl, let us assume it to be
solenoidal. which TA"iU make the divergence

in (,6) vanish, gi^•ing

(5;)" 2f=-jL-, 2,= -jr. 2:=-jw.
As before, we find the integrals of these equa-

tions to be

(58)

The integrals are to be taken over all space>

but as an}- part of space where the vorticity

vanishes will contribute nothing to the mte-

graU. we mav suppose them restricted to the

vortices. Thus we see that the solenoidal

part of the flow (7. which is due '.o the vortices,

is completelv determined by the distribution

of curl q. Thus the statement is justified that
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a continuous vector - function is completely
determined by its divergence and curl. Kine-
matically we may say that any flow is the
resultant of squirts and vortices. The vector
Q, whose components are formed in the manner
of potentials from the components of 2 a;, is

called the vector-potential of 2(11.

Thus the velocity due to a vortex is the curl

of the vector-potential of twice the vorticity.

We may find this velocity by difEerentiation.

Let us distinguish the point of integration
from the point for which the potentials are
calculated, and by which we dilTerentiate, by
attaching an accent to the coordinates of the
former. We have

(59)
aw dV

'

d::

=f.[s///t-4J/./>]

-i.fff[-m^4.(j) dl'.

Thus the portions of velocity contributed by
the element of the vortex dr' are

du = - \Ciy'-y)-ri'{'-'-^)\dz',

(61)
, (u' sin (ai'r) ,

dq —Zi—-dt

the direction of dq being perpendicular to both
w' and r, as shown by (60).

Let us take for the element of volume dx'

a length ds of a vortex-filament of cross-

section S. Then d-c' = Sds, and since Soj'^k,
the strength of the filament

Kds-s\n {(jjr)

(62) dq = -^^ .

The velocity is connected with the vorticity

in the same way that the magnetic field due
to an electric cvirrent is connected with the
current-density, equation (62) giving us the
magnetic field produced bv a current ofstrength
K/27:.

'

_ ,

Hydrodyn.imics.—We now arrive at the
subject of Hydrodynamics proper, in which we
take account of the forces that are capable of

producing the states of flow that have been
previously described. Suppose that the coor-

dx
dinates of a particle are x, y, z, then " = "j7.

v= -~, w= -r. The principles of d>Tiamics tell

us that the product of the mass by the accelera-

tion of any particle is equal to the resultant

of all the forces applied to it. Taking the
mass contained in the element of volume d-z,

and the resultant of the bodily forces and
]jressures, as found tmder the treatment of

hydrostatics,

\'CL. 8—38

(.3) ,d^.,d^.{,X-y^dr,
from w
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specti%ely, adding and integrating along any
cur\'e, we obtain on the right the difference

between the terminal values of V +P-i-q'/2.
If the cur\-e is either a stream- or vortex-line,

that is, if dx, dy, dz are proportional either to
11. V, w, or to f, 7j, ^, the sum on the left wtU
also vanish, so that along a stream-line or a
vortex-line we have V +P ^q-/2 = const. If

the motion is non-vortical, the left-hand side

of (69) vanishes, so that the above sum is

constant throughout the iltiid. In this case

(70) r -I-
P -1-4,7'= const.,

this result being called Daniel Bernoulli's

theorem.

If the fluid is incompressible, P= p/p, and
if there are no bodily forces V= o, so that (70)
becomes

P I ,—
-i—17^= const.

P 2

Accordingly -where the velocity is small the
pressure is large and vice versa. By con-
stricting the tube the velocity is made large
and the pressure small. This is the principle
of jet exhaust-pmnps, like that of Bunsen, the
air being sucked in at the narrow part of the
jet. The same principle is used in the Venturi
water-meter. The horizontal main being re-

duced in diameter in a cert^n portion and the
difference of pressure at a point in that por-
tion and in the main obser\-ed. the velocity is

computed. If the pressure at the two cross-

sections S, and Sj is />„ p^, we have

(/-') ?.-/'.= t-(92'-?i')-

But since the flow is solenoidal, S,<7, = S,,7,.

Combining with (72),

(73) ?.-?.= */*?.'{ (f-^'-i).

which determines g, in terms of the pressure-
difference. The emux in unit time is /»7,S,.

For the adiabatic expansion of a gas.

We may use Bernoulli's theorem to calculate
the efflux of gas from a reservoir. If we con-
sider a point in the reservoir where the pressure
is p, so far from the orifice that the air may
be considered at rest and if the velocity at the
orifice is q and the atmospheric pressure p^, we
have

(75) q^=2bK-^—^\^p . -?o • j.

which is the usual formula for the efflux of
gases.

If the external force be gra\"ity, V=gz, and
we have for an incompressible fluid.

(76) ^+gs + i?' = const.

If we again consider efflux from a reser\-oir
whose upper free surface s= 3, is so large that
q is negligible, the pressure being that of
the atmosphere, the same above and at the
orifice where z — z,, the velocity of efllux is

given by

'77)
P P

T = 2g(z.-3,),

or the velocity of efflux is that acquired by a
bod\- falling freely from a height equal to that
of the free surface above the orifice. This is

the theorem of Torricelli, one of the oldest on
hydrodjmamics.

Wave-motion.—The case of uniplanar waves
may be dealt with by the method of the com-
plex variable. We shall find that the waves
travel with constant velocity a and that it will

simplify" the problem if we impose upon the
whole fluid a horizontal velocity equal and
opposite to that of the waves. The waves then
stand still, and the motion is steady, as in the
case of waves about an obstruction in a i-jrning
river.

Let us consider waves in deep water. j*t

a great depth the vertical motion will di""-

appear, so that

«=— a, "= o, <i>=—a.r.

The function

u-= — as4-.4e-«fc= — a(.v-f n-) +.-le-'Hx+iy)

gives

4>-i-i<^= —a{x+ iy) +^4f*:>'(cos kx—i sin kx).

(78) <^= —ax -i- Aeky cos kx,

6= —ay—Aef^ sin ^.r.

When j'= — CO this makes <^= —ax, as re
quired. The free surface of the water beinj
composed of stream-fines is represented bj
one of the lines t'' = const., and if we take the
origin in the surface its equation is

(79) ay + .-iclry sin kx= o,

which shows that y is a periodic function of .»

with the wave-length i.= 2-/k. The longer the
wave-length, that is the smaller k, the more
nearly does the exponential reduce to unity
and the profile to a curve of sines. The veloc-
ity is given by

a<^' 3^ ,, . . ,;!=r-^=^= —a—Akekysva kx,

z;=v^= ——^=Ake«y cos k.v,
ay dx

(Si) q- = u*+v'= a-+.A'k-eih' + 2Akeh' sin kx.

So far we have merely kinematics. The
dNTiamical relation required is that for steady
motion,

(52) L+gy+ig2=,C.

-A.t the surface putting />= o and making use
of (79).

gy + i\a'+A-k-e'k.v-2a^ky\ =C.
Since the surface passes through the origin,

putting y= o,

C=i(a'--hA'k^.

(53) (.g-a'k)y + i.\'k'(e'h.-i)=o.

This equation can be only approximately
fulfilled, but if the height of the waves is so

small in comparison with the wave-length that
the square of 2ky maybe neglected, developing
the exponential gives

(g— a'fe +.4'ife')y= o,

gi\-ing the relation between the velocity and
the wave-length.

(84) g-a'k+.A'k'= o.

If ky is small, the equation of the profile ^jg]
is approximately

(85) y= sin kx.
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sc that the height of the waves above the
origin is B = A/a, inserting which in (84) gives

(S6)
,2-/ 4--B-\ \

For long waves we accordingly have a' = g^/2-.
or the velocity of long waves in deep water is

equal to the velocity acquired by a body
in falling freely from a height equal to one
half the radius of a circle whose circumference
is the wave-length.

In order to study the motions of the indi-

vidual particles of water let us now impress
upon the motion given by (So) a uniform
velocity a in the A'-direction. Equations (So)

now give the motion with respect to axes
traveling with the waves, so that in order to
obtain the motion with respect to fixed axes
we have to add a to the u of (So) and replace
X by x~at, obtaining

u= —Akeky s\-nk{x—at),
^ ''^ v= Akeky cos k(x -at).

If the displacement of a particle which when
at rest was at x, y is |, jj, the above values are

-^ , -n< ai"! if "^'^ neglect the small change of

velocity from x, y to -r + f, J' + ij, we may inte-

grate with respec. to the time,

f = — Sc^y cos fe(.v--aO,
^^^^ 5= -Be^ sin k{x-al).

Thus each particle performs a uniform revo-

lution in a vertical circle of radius Be^v in the

The rapidity of decrease oftime / =!—=—•
ka a

the motion as we go below the surface is seen

by the fact that at a depth y= —X the ampli-
tude has diminished in the ratio £—2!! = .001S67.

The form of the wave-profile is shown in

Fisj.

Fig. :$.

level than the troughs are below it. As the
height increases the waves become sharper at

the crest.

Voriex-molio)!.—Let us consider the change
in circulation along a line that always contains

the same particles. We have

d4>A
(Sg) {iidx + vdy + wdz)

px+ii^^(d.v)+py+v^^(dy)

dw . .
d ,, .

Now consider an element ds which at a time
later by dl has moved to a po.sition ds'. Fig. 16.

Since one end has moved in the A'-direction a
distance udt and the other a distance

f dii , dii , 3»
, 1 ,,

r + aJ'^^+ay^^+^'^'r'

the new value of its A'-projection is

dx =x + dx+\ 11 +--dx +-^dy +-^ds\ dt
[ dx oy -^ o;

J

— (x+udt).

from which we obtain the derivatives

d
^ j ^ _ dx' —dx 5u , du , du

dt
'

"-{dx) =^^-^ = r^ dx +"£dy+^dz.
dt dx ""

' dy"-'' ' dz

(9°) -J-^idy)
--^—^ =-dx + ^^dy + -dz,

d ,, . dz' —dz dw , dw , dzu.

dx dv
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On the right the coeffioient of ti, being the
divergence of the vorticit\', is zero, while that
of S is by the equation of continuity equal to
I dp

p dt
, so that equation (93) becomes

dS _^ dp ^dii du dii

'dt~'^~di ^d]^ ^'^^'^E•

^•vbxch may be written, with its two conpanions,

^^^^ dt\pj p dx • p dy'p as'

dt\p J p dx p dy
''^

p ds'

^(£\ _£.^' ,
>? ^ , C ^

dt\^pj p dx ' p dy ^ p dz'

Thus the time-derivatives of — . — , — for a given
P P P

particle are homogeneous linear functions of
those quantities. By continued differentiation
with respect to t and the substitution of the
derivatives from these equations, we see that
all the time-derivatives are homogeneous
linear functions of the quantities themselves.
Thus if at any time these quantities are zero,
all their derivatives are zero, and developing
by Taylor's theorem, we find that the function
remains zero for all times. Thus if a particle
is once not vertically revolving, it never can
acquire such rotation under conservative
forces.

Let us now consider two points ^4 and B
lying on the same vortex-line at a distance

apart ds= «— , where e is a small constant.
P

Since
have

the particles lie on the vortex-line we

dx_dy_dz ds £

S Tj~ ^~ <o~ p-

For the difference of velocity at .4 and B we
have

(95)

du , du , du.
-dx+^dy + -rds

dy Wtt(96) «5-»., -^^^-, . 3^.-.^ .

j^

~
IP ^^ p ^y />33 j'

or, by equations (94),

(97) ''B-"A=4i^i)-

\ow at an instant later by dt, when the parti-

cles are at A' and B'

,

dxf= dx + (H -u^)di= e

(98) dy' = dy + (v^-v^)dt=c

dsf =dz-\-{Wg—Wj^dt=s Hit}-
Therefore the projections of the arc ds' in the
new position are proportional to the new
values of the components of at/p. as they
originally were, so that the particles still lie on
a vortex-line. Accordingly a vortex-line is

always composed of the same particles ot
fluid. Also, since the components of ds have
changed so as to be always proportional to the

components cf w/p, if the liquid is incom-
pressible the rotation is proportional to the dis-

tance between the particles. And whether p
van." or not, if 5 is the cross-section of a
vortex-filannent, since the mass pSds of a
length ds remains constant, so does Seu, the
strength of the filament. Accordingh' the
strength of a vortex-filament is constant, not
onlj- at all points in the filament, but at all

times, consequently a vortex existing in a
perfect fluid is indestructible, however it may
move. It is from this remarkable property of
vortices discovered by Helmholtz that Lord
Keh-in was led to imagine atoms as consist-
ing of vortices in a perfect fluid.

From the kinematical properties of flow due
to vortex-motion (62), we see that the velocity
at every point of a circular vortex-ring.
Fig. 17, due to all the elements of the vortex.

Ftg. 17.

is in the same direction perpendicular to the
plane of the ring, and in the direction in which
the inside of the ring is turning; the ring there-
fore advances with a constant velocity, as if

it were rolling in a tube which it just fits.

We ma}- verify this bj- an experiment due to
Professor Tait, where smoke is suddenly forced
out through a circular hole in a box pro\"ided
with an elastic back. The smokj- air rolling

on the edge of the hole is endowed (by the
friction, a non-conservalive force) with a vortical

rotation, and issues as a vortex-ring, which
advances with approximateh" constant veloc-

ity for a considerable distance. That it con-
sists always of the same air is seen b\- the
smoke which it carries with it. Such a ring,

on striking an edge or obstacle, is not destroyed
or cut. Similar experiments can be performed
with the rings formed by letting drops of ink
fall into water. The loss of velocity finally

obtaining in all these cases is due to the
\-iscosity, that is, to non-conser\-ative forces.

The treatment of viscosity is bej'ond the scope
of this article.

Bibliography.— Lamb, •Hvdrodynamics '

;

Bcssett, 'ftydrod}.-namics': Webster, 'Dy-
namics'; Tait, 'D^Tiamics.'

Arthur Gordon Webster,
Professor of Physics, Clark University.

Hydrofluor'ic Acid. See Fluorine.

HydrofluosiUcic (hl"dre5-floo"!J-si-lIsTk) Add.
Sec Fi.LORi.\E.

Hy'drogen (Greek, 'producing water,* m
reference to the fact that in burning in air or

oxygen , hydrogen forms water-vaporl . a gaseous
element, discovered by Cavendish in 1766. It

was at first called * inflammable air.» the pres-

ent name being due to Lavoisier. Hydrogen is
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ihc lightest known substance, and it also has

the smallest known atomic weight. The atomic
weight of hydrogen is often taken as unity in

stating the relative atomic weights of the dif-

ferent elements (sec Atomic Theory), but it

is now more usual to assume the atomic weight

of oxygen to be precisely i6, which amounts to

making the atomic weight of hydrogen 1.0076.

According to Regnault's experiments, hydrogen
has a density equal to 0.06926 of that of an equal

volume of air, at the same temperature and pres-

sure. In absolute measure, the mass of a cubic

centimetre of hydrogen, at the freezing point of

water and under a pressure of 76 centimetres of

mercury at Paris, is 0.00008957 gram, or

o.oSg57 milligram. Hydrogen has the chemi-
cal symbol H, and is one of the most abundant
elements known. It occurs in the free state in

volcanic gases, and in the sun and in many of the

fixed stars. Free hydrogen is also present in

the earth's atmosphere in exceedingly small

amount. Water (or hydrogen monoxid) is its

commonest and most abundant compound, and
it is an essential constituent of nearly all organic

tissues. Hydrogen may be prepared very easily

by many methods. One of the most convenient

of these consists in acting upon metallic zinc

with dilute sulphuric acid, the reaction in this

case being : Zn -I- H.-SOi^ ZuSOj-h 2H. Hydro-
gen is chemically inert towards most of the ele-

ments, at ordinary temperatures, but it combines
with chlorine when exposed to light,— quietly

in diffused daylight, and explosively under the

direct action of sunlight. At elevated temper-
atures it combines with other elements also, and
it burns in air (or oxygen) with the development
of an intense heat, but with very little light;

water being produced as the result of the com-
bustion. Hydrogen has been both liquefied and
solidified. Its critical temperature is estimated,

by Dewar, to be about 402° F. below zero, and
the same authority gives 15 atmospheres as the

critical pressure. (See Critical Point, and
Gases, Liquef-\ction of.)

Hydrogen combines with oxygen in two pro-

portions. The monoxid, or common water,

HzO, is formed, as already noted, when hydro-
gen is burned in air or in oxygen. It is also

formed in many of the double decompositions

that occur in chemistry, as when metallic oxids
or hydrates are dissolved in acids. Sodium
hydrate, for example, combines with sulphuric

acid according to the equation 2NaOH +
H:SO.= Na,SO.-f- 2H2O, sodium sulphate and
water being formed.

Hydrogen peroxid (or dioxid), H2O2, may
be prepared by acting upon barium dioxid,

BaO=, with dilute sulphuric acid : the reaction

being : BaO=+ H=SO.= BaSO.-f H=0:. The ba-

rium sulphate that is formed at the same time

is a heavy, insoluble substance, which is easily

removed from the solution by filtration, or by
settling and subsequent decantation. The aque-
ous solution of the peroxid may then be con-
centrated by evaporation over strong sulphuric
acid, under the receiver of an air pump. When
the water has all evaporated, the pure peroxid
remaining behind has a specific gravity of 1.4.S2,

and is a colorless, oily liquid, devoid of odor,
but having a disagreeable, metallic taste. The
peroxid does not freeze, even when cooled to 0°

F. At 70° F. it slowly gives off half its oxygen,
passing into watbr. At 212° F. this change

takes place very rapidly. Owing to the facility

with which hydrogen peroxid gives off oxygen,

it is used quite largely as a bleaching agent, and
also, in surgery, as a disinfectant in the treat-

ment of wounds.
When hydrogen is passed through boiling sul-

phur, combination takes place, with the formation
of hydrogen sulphid, or sulphuretted hydrogen,

H2S. This compound is more conveniently pre-

pared, however, by treating sulphid of iron, FeS,
with dilute sulphuric acid, ferrous sulphate

(FeSoi) being formed at the same time. The
reaction is : FcS + H=SO,= FcSO,+ H..S. Sul-

phuretted hydrogen is a gas, devoid of color,

but possessing an overpowering odor, suggestive

of rotten eggs. It burns with a bhiish flame,

and is poisonous when inhaled in any consider-

able quantity, even though largely diluted with
air. Under ordinary atmospheric pressure, sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas condenses, at 80° F.

below zero, to a colorless liquid, which freezes

to an ice-like solid upon being further cooled to

121° F. below zero. Liquefaction may also

be induced at the ordinary temperature of the

air by the application of a pressure of from 17

to 20 atmospheres. Sulphuretted hydrogen is an
invaluable reagent in the chemical laboratory,

where it is greatly used for separating the metals
into groups, in inorganic analysis. (See Chem-
ical Analysis.)

With carbon, hydrogen forms a large num-
ber of compounds which are collectively known
as hydrocarbons (q.v.). With carbon and oxy-
gen, and with carbon, oxygen and nitrogen,

hydrogen forms compounds past enumeration.
For further information concerning these, con-
sult any treatise on organic chemistry, and also,

in this encyclopedia, the articles Fatty Com-
pounds and Aromatic Compounds.

Hydrogen Peroxid, Hydrogen Sulphid, etc.

See Hydrogen.

Hydrograph'ic Surveying. See Surveying.

Hydrography, hi-drog'ra-fi (Greek hydor
or hudor, water, grapho, to describe), meaning
literally a "description of water," is the name
applied to that branch of physical geography
which describes the water on the surface of the

globe, whether occurring on land, as in springs,

rivers, and lakes, or in seas and great oceans.

It is sometimes used in a more restricted sense,

and confined to a description of the bearings of

coasts, of currents, soundings, islands, shoals,

etc., with a more immediate view to navigation,

and the construction of charts and nautical

tables. Henry the Navigator was the first who
constructed a tolerably reliable sea-chart, and
laid the foundation of hydrography as a science.

This was in the isth century. In France and
other countries, institutions specially formed for

teaching navigation are called hydrographical

schools. The hydrographic oftice is now an im-

portant department of the naval administration,

its officers consolidating into available maps the

results of the observations sent to them from

time to time by those engaged in exploring expe-

ditions, and by navigators fror" all parts of the

world. See Surveying.

Hy'drolite. See Gmelinite.

Hydrom'eter, an instrument for determin-

ing the specific gravity of fluids. When a solid

body floats in a liquid, and displaces a quantity

of the liquid, it is supported by the same upward
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pressure that formerlj- supported the liquid

which it displaces. The weight of the solid

body is thus equal to the weight of the liquid

that it displaces. Hence, the depth to which

Fig. I.— Forms of Hydrometer.

the same solid body is immersed in a liquid is

greater as the densitj' of the liquid is less, and
less as the densit>- of the liquid is greater. And,
likewise, the weights required to inunerse a

given body equally deep in ^-a^ious liquids are

inversely proportional to

the densities of the liquids.

On each of these princi-

ples a form of hydrom-
eter is founded. One is

called the constant w-eight

hydrometer, the other the
constant volume hydrom-
eter. The first, usually

made of glass, is shown
in Fig. I. It has a large

hollow bulb, and below
that a smaller bulb,

weighted with mercury,
to make the instniment
float upright and it is

surmounted by a cylindri-

cal glass stem which is

graduated, the divisions

being usually marked on
a piece of paper enclosed

within the stem. The
depth to which the hy-
drometer sinks in the

liquid gives the densit}'.

Of constant volume
hydrometers, Xicholson's
hydrometer, the best

known, possibly, is adapt-
ed for determining the specific gravities not only
of fluids, but of solids also. It is shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of a hollow c>'lin-

derof metal, surmounted with a very fine metal-
lic stem, to the top of which there is attached

i plate or pan for weights. From the bottom

of the metaihc cylinder hangs a kind of cup or
basket. The whole instrument is weighted so

as to float upright. On the fine metallic stem
there is a marked point : and by putting weights
on the upper pan the hydrometer is alwa\s made
to sink precisely to the point. If the weight of
the instrument itself is known, and also the

standard weight, or weight required to sink it

to the marked point in distilled water, the cal-

culation of the specific gra^^ty of any liquid

from an observation with the instrument is ver>-

easy. To determine the specific gravitj- of sol-

ids, the instrument is placed in distilled water
and the solid body is put on the upper pan.

Weights are then added till the hydrometer
sinks to the marked point. But the standard

weight of the instnmient being known, it is

plain that the difference between it and the

weights that must be added on the upper pan to

the weight of the body whose specific gravity is

to be determined must be the weight in air of

that body. The body is now transferred to the

basket below the instrimient, and the weight of

the solid in w-ater is similarly determined.

From these data the specific gravity of the solid

is calculated in the ordinary way. (See Spe-
cific GR-wrry.)

Hydropathy, a name for the treatment of

diseases by the use of water. This name is now
largelj' superseded by the term hydrother-

apy (q.v/*.

Hydrophobia (from Greek words meaning
"fear of water"), an acute or subacute infectious

disease, particularly of canine animals. It is

usuall)' communicated by a bite of the afflicted

animal, and the contagion, the exact nature of

which is unknown, is resident for the most part

Fig. 2.— Nicholson's Hjdrometer.

in the saliva, although it has been found in the

peripheral nen-es, the pancreas, and the supra-

renal gland. It is frequently communicated to

man, although the dog. wolf, fox. deer, cat, cow
and skunk are the animals most frequently af-

fected: it has been known to occur also in thf
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horse, pig, birds, and other animals. Nine
tenths of all the cases are contracted through
the bites of I'a'uid dogs. Hydrophobia may be
produced, liowever, by wounds occurring during
the dissection of rabid animals ; it is said to have
been caused by eating the flesh of animals that

have died of the disease; and the milk of suck-
lings, animal and human, is thought to contain
the virus. This poison has been found to be ac-

tive in a dog 44 days buried, and in a rabbit

buried 21 days.

In doss the disease is comparatively common.
In 1900 D. E. Salmon, chief of the United States
Bureau of Animal Industry, dclcruiincd that the

disease was prevalent throughout the United
States, and largely on the increase. The chief

symptoms in dogs may be divided into two
classes. Dogs suffer from furious rabies, and from
dumb rabies. In the former Pasteur thought that

the brain was involved ; in the latter, the spinal

cord. The furious form of the disease shows
(l) a period of melancholy or depression; (2)
a period of irritation; (3) a period of paralysis.

The first varies from a few hours to two days.
During this period the anxious and restless dog
may also be cross. He hides from his master,
obeys sullenly, and changes his position fre-

quently. His appetite may not be at first af-

fected, but it soon fails ; he may lick everything
in sight, or bite everything within reach, swal-
lowing all sorts of foreign bodies. The period
of irritation usually persists three or four days,

during which the dog is spasmodically mad;
restlessness increases, and the animal has an
irresistible impulse to run away. During the
running spells dogs may bite at everything in

sight ; at such times they usually seem fearless,

and rarely avoid other dogs or people. If caged,
they tear and chew on the bars, even breaking
their teeth or fracturing their jaws. The bark
is modified into a peculiar howl. During the
third or paralytic period the dog is subdued and
more sullen; the lower jaw becomes paralyzed
and hangs down, saliva dripping from the
mouth; the gait is staggering; from the fourth
to the eighth day after the onset he dies of
paralysis or exhaustion.

In dumb rabies the characteristic second stage
may be entirely absent. The most persistent

feature of dumb rabies is the dropped lower jaw,
the paralysis of the jaw in the later stages pre-
venting the dog from biting. Veterinarians see

many cases of dumb rabies in dogs brought to

them by owners who think that the trouble

is caused by a bone in the throat. Beware of a
dog that becomes listless and dull and hides
away, is always on the go, prowling about and
restless ; one that is sullen and walks with his

head down like a bear. A dog that scrapes in-

cessantly and tears things up, and one that sud-
denly becomes excessively fond of its master,

desiring to lick his hands and face, should be
watched and guarded. A dog that has trouble

in swallowing, that seems to have a bone in his

throat, or, having wandered away from home,
returns covered with dirt, exhausted and miser-
able, should be put under lock and key.

So far as the water-test is concerned, it is

nonsense. The mad dog is often very fond of
water; he is thirst)' and rushes into water,
thrusts his head into it: but he may have great
difficulty in swallowing it, the act of swallowing
usually bringing about severe convulsions.

In man the disease may go through somewhat

similar stages, but the course is greatly modi-
fied ; males are more likely to be affected than
females, the difference in dress and exposure
accounting for this; and two fifths of the sub-
jects are below the age of 15. Bites on the face,

neck, and hands are thought to be the most lia-

ble to develop the disease, and punctured wounds
are more dangerous than lacerated wounds be-

cause of the difficulty in cleansing them. In
man the period of incubation varies widely,
from 20 to 60 days is the usual range, but six

months may represent an extreme limit. In ex-
ceptional instances the period of incubation
seems to have been greatly prolonged. The
pathological changes recently discovered are
found to be extremely characteristic, so that it

is now even possible to diagnose rabies in a dog
within a reasonable time after his death.

In all cases of suspected hydrophobia it is

best not to kill the dog; but if, by accident or
design, the dealh is accomplished the body should
at once be sent to the health board authorities

for a confirmation of the diagnosis. The char-
acteristic changes, as described by Nelis in igoo,

consist in minute alterations in the ';pinal gang-
lion cells, especially in a proliferation of the
endothelial cells of the ganglionic cell-capsule.

These changes are considered characteristic of
this disease, and are not known to occur in any
other affection. The general treatment is both
prophylactic and remedial. All stray dogs
should be destroyed; or, if they have bitten any-
one, they should be imprisoned and watched.

It is best to have dogs muzzled or held in leash.

In Germany muzzling has entirely eradicated hy-
drophobia. London in 1889 had 176 cases of
hydrophobia. Muzzling was made compulsory,
and in 1890 the number of cases of rabies had
fallen to 44; in 1S91 to 28; and in 1892 to 3.

The muzzling was then allowed to lapse, owing
partly to the sentimental agitation of many so-

called lovers of dumb animals, and the cases of

rabies increased, 25 persons dying of the dis-

ease in five years, while 174 patients were sent

for treatment to the Pasteur Institute.

The direct treatment of the wound causing
rabies is important. The poison seems to diffuse

slowly, so that, if a ligature is promptly placed

about the limb on the body side of the wound,
a suction-cup or direct sucking may extract all

of the virus. In the non-abraded mouth the

virus is not very poisonous. If the wound is

deep it is sometimes wise to make immediately

a free incision, permitting the flow of blood to

wa.sh away the virus, and also allowing a more
open surface for the actual cautery. One of the

best cauterizing agents to use is strong nitric

acid. The after-treatment will depend very largely

on the promptness and thoroughness of the first

treatment. If there is reason to believe that the

earlv cauterization was ineffectual, the Pasteur

method of treatment (see Pasteur, Louis) is

advisable. This is a complicated method which
was elaborated by Pasteur about 1880. He found
that the virus was present in the spinal cord of

a rabid animal ; that its virulence slowly dimin-

i.shed after the death of the animal ; that the

virus could be artificially weakened by passing

it through a series of monkeys until it was pow-
erless ; and that, conversel.v, this virulence could

be restored by inoculating the attenuated virus

in a series of rabbits. Thus Pasteur made a

weak virus and a strong one at will, and he later

produced immunity to the virus by the use of
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his attenuated material. The final plan that
was adopted was to kill a rabbit by means of his
strong virus, remove its spinal cord, cut this up
into short sections, and dry it for varjnng periods
of time. In this manner he secured a graded
series of cord-sections of gradually decreasing
virulence. These were emulsified in salt-solu-
tion and used to inject into animals or man,
the weaker \'irus being first used and the stronger
later. Two methods are now (1903) in vogue— the simpler method, for the less severe bites,

in which 19 injections are given in 14 days; and
the intensive method, for the severe bites about
the neck and face and the large nene-trunks,
in which 28 injections are administered in 21
days. The serum-treatment of the disease is

also rapidh' becoming a possibilitj'. Two Ital-

ian investigators, Tizzoni and Centanni, have
made an anti-rabic seriun that promises some-
thing for the future. For the present, however,
the Pasteur method is the most reliable. It is

certainly harmless, and is worthy of trial. The
results are assuring, and the statistics, to most
minds, con\'incing. It should not be forgotten
that there is a false hydrophobia which is of
purely hysterical origin, during an attack of which
some patients have died. Consult: Bradford, 'Two
Lectures on Rabies* ('Lancet,* 3 March 1900;;
'Hydrophobia in Germany* ('Hygienische Rund-
schau,* 7 Nov. 1899) ; 'Report of Select Commit-
tee of the House of Lords on Rabies in Dogs*
(Blue Book, 1887) ; Medical News* (15 Aug.
1903) : Sixteenth Annual Report Bureau of Ani-
mal Industrj' (1899). See Hysteri.\.

Smith Ely Jelliffe, M.D.,
Managing Editor Journal of Nervous and Men-

tal Disease.

Hydrophytes, plants which grow in w?.t
or mud. They may be wholly submerged, C'

pletel}- without roots, and derive their suste-
nance wholly from the water; or may live

amphibiously, rooted in soil and lifting some or
all of their leaves into the air, and so differ

only in a greater or less degree from land plants.
Adaptations of water plants are especially to

meet the difficulty of obtaining oxygen and of
effecting pollination under water. In plants
which grow wholly in or under water, roots,

when present, are comparatively small and free
from hairs, stems are slender and aboimd in

air-spaces, and leaves are, as a rule, either long
and narrow, or else greatly subdivided, so as to
expose the greatest possible amount of surface.

The cuticle of the leaf, also, is verj- thin, and
lacks several of the structures, such as palisade
cells and stomata, always present in aerial leaves.

Water therefore enters easily into the tissues

of the plant and carries with it a large amount,
not only of oxygen, but of dissolved nutriment,
so that in any oceanic plants, and plants of
ponds and rivers, no roots whatever are devel-
oped, and these live practically independent of
any connection with the land. The fertilization

of submerged cr)T)togams is effected by the pass-

ing of generative elements through the water,
but only a few submerged phanerogams make
such use of the agency of the water. The pol-

len of the eel-grass (Zoslera) has been modi-
fied for under-water efficiency. It does not
form round grains, but elongated thread-like

filaments which have the same specific weight
as the water, and hence neither float nor sink,

but move about at the level of eel-grass growth

until they come in contact with the stigma of
some neighboring flower. In the duckweeds
and some other submerged plants, the male
flowers break loose, rise to the surface and float

away like little boats carrying pollen to the
female blossoms, which at that time have risen
to the surface but sink again as soon as fertil-

ized. The hydrophj-tes show many examples
of exceedingly wide distribution, as might be
expected of oceanic plants, but is not so easily

explained of those of fresh waters, many genera
and species of which, nevertheless, are cosmo-
politan.

Hydrostatic Press, a machine, sometimes
called Bramah's press, from Joseph Bramah,
its presiuned inventor, which by the force ob-
tained from water under pressure performs
work, especially packing, as of cotton. Two
tubes of unequal area are connected, and the

whole vessel filled with water. Let the area of

the smaller tube be one square inch, and let the

piston that closes it be loaded with one pound.
A pressure of one pound per square inch will

be exerted on everj- part of the boundarj- of the

fluid. There will thus be a pressure of one
pound per square
inch put upon the
piston that closes the
larger tube ; and if

we suppose the area
of the piston to be 16

square inches, it is

evident that it must

Principle of the Hydraulic
Press, Cup-leather.

be loaded with 16 pounds in order that the pres-
sure to which it is exposed may be equilibrated.
Thus a load of one pound on the smaller piston
supports 16 pounds on the larger.

The principle of the hydrostatic press was
pointed out^ by Stevinus ; but it was Bramah
who, in 1796, by an ingenious contrivance, gave
the principle practical application. A Bramah's
press, as ordinarily constructed and used to pro-
vide immense pressure, is a simple enough con-
trivance. By means of a small pump water is

pumped from a cistern through a small horizon-
tal tube into the space that receives a large pis-

ton. The goods to which pressure is to be ap-
plied are placed between the plate attached to

the large piston and an upper plate that is kept
in position by powerful iron rods. The water-

tight stuffing of the piston is the great difficulty

in the construction of the machine, and it was
the invention of a water-tight collar by Bramah
that made the use of the press practicable. The
diagram shows a section ak of the collar sur-

rounding the piston p. The collac consists of a
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Fig. I.

circle of solid leather, which is stamped by
means of a die into the half-ring, of which a
section is seen. When pressure is applied the
•water fills the channel formed by the half-ring,

and squeezes the inner side of the ring against
the piston, and this takes place with greater
force the greater the pressure to which the
water is subjected.

Hydrostatics, the part of hydrodynamics
that treats of the application of forces to fluids

at rest. It is generally divided into two parts,

one, hydrostatics proper, which deals with in-

compressible fluids, or liquids, and the other,

which deals with compressible fluids, that is,

with gases. The latter part of the subject is

commonly called pneumatics.
The property of fluids which distinguishes

them from solids, is want of rigidity. A fluid

offers no permanent resistance to forces tending
to change its shape.
The particles of a
fluid are mobile ; and
while in the case of
liquids very consider-
able forces of cohe-
sion are exhibited,

yet the particles show
great freedom to al-

ter their relative po-
sitions, and to pass
from place to place
within the general

mass. A very im-
portant property that follows from the nature
of fluids is that of the equable transmission of
pressure. Suppose a weightless liquid inclosed
in a vessel a, which is fitted with a piston P.

If pressure is applied to P it will be transmitted
in all directions through the liquid. If other
openings are made, and if they are fitted with
pistons, it is evident that to keep each of these
pistons in its place, pressure inward must be
applied. The pressure that must be applied to

any piston equal in area to the area of p is equal

to the pressure on p; and if the area of one of
the other pistons is greater or less than the area
of P, the pressure required to keep it in its place

is proportionately greater than or less than the
pressure that is applied to p. This principle,

which is the most important in hydrostatics,

finds a practical application in the hydrostatic

press (q.v.).

In measuring fluid pressure the area exposed
to the pressure of the fluid is to be considered.
If it were required to calculate the force that

must be applied to the rod of one of the pistons

in the figure in order to keep the piston in its

place, it would be necessary to know the area
of the piston and the pressure on it in grams
per square centimetre. When the pressure over
a given area is not uniform we must then know
the law of variation, or at least the average
pressure over the whole area, in order to calcu-

late the whole pressure on it ; and it will be
readily understood that when, in such a case as

this, the pressure per unit area at a point is

spoken of, it is understood to mean the pres-

sure w'hich would be exerted on unit area were
there found a unit of area pressed with a uni-
form pressure, the same as that at the point in

question. Not only is pressure transmitted out
to the surface or envelope of the liquid, as is

shown in the figure, but within the fluid itself

the particles are all pressed together. The pres-

sure is transmitted to every point within the
liquid and may be observed to be acting there.

When a solid is immersed in the liquid it is

pressed at every point of its surface in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the surface at that point,
and, in the case of the hypothetical weightless
liquid, with a pressure equal in amount per
unit of the area to that applied from without
to the liquid. The pressure about any point in

a fluid is equal in all directions, and when any
surface is exposed to the pressure, the direction
of it is normal to the surface at every point.

In actual fluids, which have weight, it is evi-
dent, in the first place, that the lower layers of
the fluid sustain more pressure than the upper
layers. For whatever pressure the upper lay-
ers are exposed to is transmitted to the lower
layers; and besides the lower layers have to
support the weight of the supermcumbcnt
liquid. The most important case to consider is

that of liquids having a free surface, that is, a
surface exposed to the air. Here the surface
itself is level. Otherwise there would be a tan-
gential force which would make it flow down
till the level state is reached. In every hori-

zontal layer throughout the liquid the pressure
per unit area is the same ; and this is the case
independently of the shape of any vessel in

which the liquid may be contained. The pres-

sure per unit area in any horizontal layer de-

pends only on the height of the free surface
of the liquid above the layer considered, and
the specific gravity of the liquid; and it is equal

to the weight of a column of the liquid of unit

sectional area whose height is the height of the

free surface. This principle gives rise to re-

markable results. Take, for instance, an appa-
ratus consisting of a pair of circular boards
connected by a belt of pliable leather (like a

Fig. 2.

pair of bellows), and having a small tube in-

serted into an opening near the bottom, and
from it a tall tube rising perpendicularly.

Hea\-}' weights may be put on the upper circu-

lar board, and if water be then poured into the

upright tube they will be raised up by the pres-

sure from below of the water. For the pressure

to which the under side of the circular board is

exposed is equal to the weight of a column of

water whose section is that of the circular

board, and whose height is the difference of the

heights of the under surface of the circular
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board and of the free surface of the water in the
small upright tube. When shown in this form
the principle here employed is often called the
hydrostatic paradox, on account of the very
great pressure that a very small quantitj- of
water may be made to give rise to.

It is a well-known principle that liquids tend
to find their own level. Thus, in the accom-
panying figure, showing a series of connected
vessels, the liquid is seen to stand at the same
height in the principal vessel and in the vari-
ously shaped tubes communicating with it, while
from the short, narrow mouthed tube it spouts
up to nearh- the level of the water in the prin-
cipal vessel.

When a solid is immersed either partially or
wholly in a liquid a portion of the liquid is dis-
placed. The solid is at the same time pressed
at everj' point by the liquid, the pressure being
always normal to the surface. The upward
pressure on the solid is greater than the down-
ward by an amount equivalent to the weight of
the liquid displaced by the solid; for if, instead
of the solid, the quantity- of liquid displaced by
it were present, its weight would be upborne
by the pressure on everj- side. These pressures
now act on the solid and whether or not the
solid floats under tlieir influence, as much of
the weight of the solid as corresponds to this
pressure is supported by the surrounding fluid.

These considerations applied to the phenome-
non of floating bodies illustrate the principle
just explained; and the experiments that are
made for the purpose of determining the spe-
cific gra\-ity of bodies heavier than water also
depend on that principle. See Specific Grav-
ITV.

H a body be immersed in water or other
fluid, the resultant of tlie fluid pressures meets
the surface at a point called the centre of pres-
sure, which will coincide with the centre of
gravity of the body if the body be horizontal,
but will pass below it if the plane of the body is

inclined to the fluid's surface.

The conditions of floatage and of stability

of a body floating in a liquid are of great im-
portance. A floating body displaces a certain
quantity of the liquid, and the weight of the

Fig. 3.

solid body is equal to the weight of the liquid

that is displaced by it. To calculate how much
of the body is submerged, and how much floats

above the liquid, it is only necessary to consider
what volume oit the liquid would be equal in

weight to the weight of the floating body. For
example, the specific gravity of ice is about nine
tenths of that of ordinary sea-water. Hence
9 cubic feet of sea water weigh as much
as TO cubic feet of ice. Thus in an iceberg

nine tenths of the ice is under water, and one
tenth is above the surface. In ships and other

floating bodies the stability depends on the form
of the body. \ sphere of wood floating in

water is indifferent as to position. The slight-

est force is sufficient to overturn it from any

Fig. 4.

given position or to set it rotating in the water.
With a ship or other body that must float with
one side upward, the stability is quite as impor-
tant as the floating power. The accompanving
figure illustrates the conditions of stability.
When a solid body is slightly displaced from its

ordinary position of equilibrium, the forces that
act upon it are
seen to be two-
fold. First,
there is the
force of grav-
ity on the solid

acting vertical-

Ij' downward,
which, if G be
the centre of
gravitj-, may be
considered to
act downward
through that
point ; and sec-

ondly, there is

the resultant of the upward pressures of the vari-
ous portions of the liquid, which, if o be the
centre of these upward parallel forces, may be
considered as equivalent to a single force acting
vertically upward through that point. In the
figure these two equal parallel forces are seen
to form a mechanical couple whose tendency is

to right the boat, and bring it back into its

ordinarj- floating position. But if the upward
vertical line through o were on the other side
of the downward vertical line through G. it is

plain that the eff^ect of the couple would be to
carr\- the boat away from the position in which
it ought to float; and the boat would thus be
unstable.

The metacentre is a point in a floating body
of great importance, as its position determines
whether the equilibrium is stable or unstable.

Let .\ B in the figure be a line drawn through
the points G and H, the centre of gravity of the
floating body, and the centre of the figure of
liquid displaced when the body is floating with
A B vertical. Let the body be then slightly dis-

placed, and let o be the new position of the cen-

tre of the figure of the displaced liquid, and let

M be the point in which A B is cut by a vertical

line through o: M is the metacentre when the

displacement from the original position is in-

finitesimal. If the metacentre is above c then
the equilibrium is stable; if it is below G the

equilibrium is unstable, and the body being
slightly displaced, it tends to fall farther and
farther from its position of equilibrium.

Among the instruments and machines
founded on the hydrostatic principles here laid

down are the barometer, the siphon, the hydro-
static press, and the hydrometer (qq.v.).

Hydrotherapy (Greek, iSup, water, and,
ffepaTcda, cure), a method of treating diseases

by the application of hot and cold water, which
has come extensively into practice of late years,

and is recognized by the medical profession as

a very eflicient therapeutic agent. The effic^'.cy

of water as a hygienic medicine has been recog-

nized from the earliest times. Hippocrates,

Cclsus. and Galen regarded water as of especial

value in the treatment of acute diseases; and
during the Middle .\ges the same view was ad-

vocated by many famous physicians. During
the i8th century there was a growing belief in
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its virtue as a curative agent, though rather in

acute than in chronic diseases. Some physicians

used water for internal treatment, others for

external treatment, but hydrotherapy, as now
understood, combines both methods. It was
originated by Vincent Pricssnitz, a Silesian

peasant. When a boy of 13, having sprained

his wrist, he applied it to the pump, and
afterward bound a wet bandage upon it.

.•\s this became dry he rewetted it, and there-

by reduced the inflammation, but produced
a rash on the surface of the skin. Shortly after-

ward he crushed his thumb, and applied the wet
bandage as before, and again an eruption

showed itself. He concluded that the rash was
an indication of impurity of blood; and having
instituted a series of observations in regard to

various wounds and ulcers on the persons of his

neighbors, he was led to form a pathological

theory, according to which disease is caused

by an accumulation of morbific matter, which
must be eliminated from the system by cold

water applications and the observance of a strict

regimen. His views were confirmed by an acci-

dent to himself, in which, through a cart running
over him, he received some broken ribs and se-

vere contusions, and was given up by the physi-

cians ; but on learning their opinion he tore off

their bandages, and applied others wet with cold

water. He also replaced his ribs by inflating

his lungs while pressing his abdomen against

the window-sill. Either through or in spite

of this treatment Priessnitz recovered and
the carrying out of this cold-water theory

became the object of his life. In rapid succes-

sion he invented the sponge-bath, the wet-sheet

packing, the sitz, foot, and arm baths, the douche,
the steam-bath, the dripping sheet, the plunge,

the dry-blanket packing, and other appliances of

the hydropathic system. In 1829 he established,

at his native village of Grafenberg, a range of

baths, which speedily grew in reputation, and
attracted visitors from all parts of Europe. The
Austrian government lent him its patronage,

and all the opposition of the medical faculty

was unable to stem the popularity of the new
system. The original establishment at Grafen-
berg soon expanded into an extensive suite of

buildings, stretching along the slope of one of

the Sudetic Mountains, and resorted to by
troops of invalids, who sought to regain health

by bathin.c;. exercise, simple diet, and agreeable

society. Similar institutions soon sprung up in

other parts of Germany, and were at length

introduced into England, a hydropathic society

having been formed in London in 1842. M the

present time hydropathic institutes exist in

great number throughout the world, and so

universal have hydrotherapeutic procedures be-

come that a large body of quacks thrive on the

prestige given to hydrotherapy by regular

physicians. The theories of Preissnitz are now
known to be fallacious.

The work of Winternitz and his disciples has
put the general principles of hydrotherapy on a
rational footing; there is little doubt, however,
that hydrotherapy, like any other therapeutic
agent, may be greatly abused. It is by no means
a universal panacea. There are a large number
of ways of applying hot and cold water to the
body. One enthusiastic advocate has described
over 300 separate kinds of application. In gen-
eral, however, the water may be applied in the
shape of tub-baths, ablutions, packs, rain-baths,

and douches. These may be divided and sub-

divided as indicated. Tub-baths may be full,

half, or local baths, as to the pelvis, the feet, the

hands, etc. The full tub-bath is usually given

at a temperature of 55" F., unless special indi-

cations are to be met. If the patient's reaction

is not of the best, the temperature should be
about 6q° F., and vigorous friction of the skin

should be maintained. The time spent should be

short, ID to 20 seconds. The full tub-bath is a

strong tonic. In severe illness the tub-bath
should be given only by a trained nurse under
the physician's orders. Half-baths are taken at

a temperature of 6o°-75° F. After wetting the

face and chest the patient sits in a tub about one
third to one half filled with water, sufficient at

least to cover the legs and the pelvis. The at-

tendant splashes the cold water over the patient's

body, maintaining at the same time a vigorous
friction by means of a flesh-brush. The time is

from one to five minutes, but the bath should
not be continued if the teeth begin to chatter or

if there is any evidence of defective reaction, as

blueness of the lips, or thin pulse. Local cold

baths, such as sitz-baths and foot-baths are very
important hydriatric measures. The cold foot-

bath, plunging the feet for from one to three

minutes in cold running water, is of service in

sluggish circulation of the feet, neurasthenia and
hysteria. Warm full baths at a temperature of
90°- 98° P., for a period of from 5 to 20 minutes
are very useful as sedatives to the nervous sys-

tem, particularly so in insomnia and nervousness
from overwork, especially when taken at night.

The best effect is obtained if they are taken at

the time of retiring and are followed by a brief

application of cold water, either in the shape

of a half-bath, or a douche. After the bath the

patient should wrap up in a linen sheet and a

blanket to keep up the dilatation of the blood-

vessels of the skin. Perspiration is to be

avoided, save in particular instances.

Ablution.— This is one of the simplest of

hydriatric measures. It is a valuable skin and
nerve tonic, and is particularly adapted for chil-

dren and women. It consists in the application

of water to the body at a temperature of 50°-6o''

P., from the hollow of the hand, or by means of

a bath-glove or wash-cloth. The entire body is

gone over, one part after another being systemat-

ically treated. One to two minutes' application

followed b3' vigorous rubbing with a coarse towel

or flesh brush, is sufficient. Ablution is particu-

larly valuable for reducing temperature, often

bringing about quiet, restful sleep in tossing and
fretful children.

Affusion.— In this treatment a volume of

water from a pitcher or a pail is poured over the

entire body, or upon certain part.s, the patient

sitting or standing erect in a tub or bath. The
temperature should be 50°- 60° P., and the whole
procedure should not consume over 10 or 15 sec-

onds. The reaction is obtained by rubbing. In

certain muscular tremors, in neurasthenia, etc.,

this procedure is of service.

Packs or Comf'rcsses.—Thef.t may be dry or

wet, general or local. The dry and wet packs

are applied in the same manner. The patient is

placed on a narrow bed or couch with a rubber

sheet, a blanket, and a linen sheet beneath him,

the blanket and sheet falling on each side of the

couch. The sheet is then brought up and. with

the arms to the side, wrapped thoroughly about
him, the face alone being exposed. The blanket
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is then wrapped about the patient in a similar

manner. Ciotlis wrung out in cold water maj'

be applied to the head. In a wet pack the sheet

is first wrung out in cold water ; in the dry
pack it is frequentlj' warmed. The object of the

application is to bring about free perspiration,

and this is the usual result. Hot drinks may be

administered freely. The time given to the ap-

plication will depend largely on the conditions

to be met. If reduction of temperature alone is

desired, the patient maj' remain in the pack until

the perspiration is free, and he may then be

wrapped up in a dry blanket. In certain urjemic

states, and in infantile convulsions, a longer

period may be necessarj'. The wet pack is an
excellent procedure in the treatment of alcoholic

excesses. The initial effect of a cold pack is

constriction of the blood-vessels; this is soon
followed by a dilatation which continues

throughout the application and is the main cause

of the free perspiration. The pulse-rate is re-

duced and the arterial tension falls. The stress

of elimination is taken from the kidneys, the

amount of blood within the brain diminishes, and
sleep is encouraged. In the hot general pack
a blanket only is used. This is wrung out in

wuter at I40°-I50° F., the temperature at the

time of application not being over i05°-lo8° F.

Local packs or compresses are of inestimable

ser\ice in a variet}' of conditions. These are

usualh' made of pieces of heavj' muslin, canton
flannel, or linen, varv'ing in shape according to

the site of application. They are wrung out in

cold or hot water and applied to the head
in headache, to the neck in sore throat, ton-

sillitis, diphtheria, earache : to the chest in

pleurisy, pneumonia, neuralgias ; to the heart in

rapid overacting heart-action ; to the stomach
in indigestion ; to the joints in sprains, rheuma-
tism and gout : to the abdomen in gastroduode-
nal catarrh, irritable bladder, catarrhal appendi-

citis, colitis, peritonitis. Hot applications are

particularly ser\-iceable in painful menstruation.

Hot water-bags have largely taken the place

of hot compresses since they have been made
so handy in shape and size and so reasonable

in price.

The Douche.— This application is one of the

best tonics, but requires special rooms for its

use. These are found in the best appointed
hydropathic institutes. The douche consists in

the application of hot and cold water delivered

through a hose. It combines the elements of

the water, heat, cold, and force. The regula-

tion of the pressure and temperature is an im-

portant feature in the scientific use of the

douche.
Consult Cohen. 'Physiologic Therapeutics

Hydrotherapy' (1902); Baruch, 'The Princi-

ples of Hydrotherapy* (1900); Kellogg, 'Hy-
drotherapy' (1902). See B.^TH AND B.\TH1XG.

Smith Ely Jelliffe. M. D..

Instructor in Pharmacology and Therapeutics,

Columbia i'nivcrsity.

Hydrozo'a, a class of Calcnfcrata (qv.)

embracing the polyps, all of which bear a gen-

eral resemblance to Hydra (q.v.). There
are two alternating generations, that is, (i) the

sessile asexual polyp, which (2) gives rise to a

jelly fish or medusa. The hydroid polj-p is like

hydra, a two-layered \-ase-like sac. with a circle

of tentacles around the mouth. This gives off

by a budding process a bell-shaped medusa.

which is much more highly organized than the
polyp, havmg a well developed digestive and
nervous system, and sense-organs (eyes and
ears, or otocysts ) . The Hydrosoa are at pres-

ent divided into seven orders, the most impor-
tant of which are, besides Hydraria represented

by hydra ; the HydrocoralHua of which Mille-

pora (q.v.) is the t>'pe; the Tubularia compris-
ing Hydractinia, Tubularia. etc. : the Camfanu-
lari of which Campanularia. Clytia, and Obelio
are examples. Near this group belongs the ex-
tinct order of Graptolites, which were floating

forms living in the Paleozoic seas. The las^

order (Siphonophora) comprises the Portu-

guese man-of-war (q.v.) and other forms, which
are beautiful transparent pelagic animals, very
brightly colored and highly specialized.

Hyena, hl-e'na, one of a famib' {Hysnida:)
of carnivorous mammals, having relations in

structure to the bears, the cats and the civets,

familiar in Africa and southern Asia. They
are of moderate size, have large, rather short

heads, powerful forequarters. feeble and drooping
hindquarters and short tails. The eyes are

large, and have longitudinal pupils ; the ears are

long, erect, ver>- open, and directed forwards.

The teeth are numerous, massive, tuberculated,

and well adapted to aid the muscular jaws
crunch the strongest bones, as hyenas are able to

do. Hyenas are nocturnal animals which pass

the day in solitude in caves or other hiding

places, which they quit at night in order to seek

their prey in bands. Carrion is a favorite food,

and the stench attracts the hyena by night as it

does the vulture by day. In some cases they

dig up dead bodies and devour them. They
also prey on living animals, and flocks of sheep

and goats suffer severely from their ravages in

some localities. The common or striped hyena
{Hya-na striata) is a native of Northern .\frica

and parts of Asia, even eastward to Burma. It

is about the size of a large dog, brownish-gray

and marked with transverse bands of dark

brown on the body, which become oblique on the

flanks and legs. The hair upon the line of the

back is much thicker and stronger than on any

other part, forming a sort of mane, extending

from the nape of the neck to the origin of the

tail. This species was well known to the an-

cients, who entertained many absurd notions

respecting it, believing that its neck consisted

of but one bone ; that it changed its sex every

year ; that it could imitate the human voice, etc

it was formerly supposed that the hyena was
untamable, but that it can be completely tamed
there is not the shadow of a doubt. The spotted

hyena (//. crocuta) has a considerable resem-

blance to the former species, but is larger,

and is marked with numerous round blackish-

brown spots instead of stripes, nor is the mane
so large. This species inhabits many parts of

.\frica, and used to be peculiarly numerous
around the Cape of Good Hope. There is an-

other species, the brown hyena (H. brunnca),

which differs from the preceding by having

stripes on the legs, the rest of the body being

of a dark grayish-brown. It also inhabits the

south of .Africa. .An extinct species, the cave

hyena, was abundant in England. France, and

Germany anterior to the glacial epoch, and has

left its remains in many caves of these coun-

tries. Though named H. Speltpa. it seems prac-

tically identical with the existing H. crocuta.
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Tlie fossil ancestry goes b.ick into the tertiary
whence it seems to have sprung from the same
stock that gave rise to tlie viveroids. Consult
writers upon nature and sport in Africa and
India.

Hyena-dog, an African canine aiiimal
{Lycaon pictus), which takes its name from its

hyena-like appearance in shape and color, and
is also called Cape hunting-dog because it hunts
in packs. It differs from the typical dogs in

having only four toes on both the fore and hind
limbs, and in its dental fauna, and it seems to

be a comparatively recent immigrant into South
Africa, since its bones are found in British
caves. It preys upon antelopes, cattle, etc., and
was a scourge to the early settlements, when it

was more numerous and bold than now.

Hy'giene, broadly, the science and art of
preserving licalth; as currently restricted, not
by curing disease but by its prevention, through
the removal of its generating causes. As we
cannot remove them until they are known or
truly inferred, the science advances pari passu
with that of medicine, and had no general basis
till the past century, during which unprecedented
progress was made in all branches of medicine,
tlian which none is more important than that of
preventive medicine (q.v.). Still, good sense
had been applied to it for ages, especially in re-

gions where ignorance was speedy death. The
Mosaic laws recognize the three great principles
of cleanliness, isolation, and wholesome diet,

with a thoroughness that leaves little to be de-
sired. Hence, the Jews were almost immune for

many centuries from the plagues which swept
away their Christian neighbors; this was one
reason why they were often suspected of starting

or spreading the plagues. As in most ancient
religions, these sanitary principles were part of
their religious observances. In the iSth century
some elementary ideas of hygiene had become
known: the prevention of scurvy by lemon-juice
and vegetable diet, of jail-fever by less crowd-
ing and more cleanliness, and of smallpo.x by
inoculation, were among the foremost advances.
Our new scientific acquaintance with ultimate
causes for the first lime enables us to make hy-
giene a true science on a basis of e-xact know-
ledge.

The subject naturally divides itself into two
main branches, those of environment and of the
person ; though there are some items which
belong to neither, and the two cannot always be
separated.

Environment.— This includes (i) climate;

(2) private: the site, construction, elevation,

warming, water-supply, and purification of

dwellings; (3) public: the cleaning of streets,

disposal of the dead, prevention of befoulmcnt
either by excreta or sputa, and other methods of
public sanitation. The third will be dealt with
under another title by an expert authority on
public health. See Sanit.\rv Science.

Climatic conditions cannot to any extent be
modified : they must be neutralized, when unsan-
itary, by other conditions pertaining to hygiene.
All nations have more or less adapted their hab-
its to their climate, unless acclimated so that

they become part of its working: the hours of
work or travel, the character of dwellings, the

sites selected, the diet found wholesome by ex-
periment, all form part of a hygienic system

built up by social experience and tradition.
Those unaccliirated may have personal advice
from predecessors ; too often nothing but per-
sonal experience can be of any avail, and fre-

quently that is only acquired by fatal results.
The subject of diccllinf^s includes a number

of considerations. The site, if possible, should
not be one where the ground-water is near the
surface, or freshets or tides set back the drain-
age of closets, or where there are great fluctua-
tions in the level of the ground-water, which it

is better to have nearer the surface and steady
than lower and more unstable. "Made" land in
cities is often unhealthy, but tenants cannot in
practice exercise much choice; the city authori-
ties should prevent bad results by thorough sew-
erage with a good fall. The construction most
important to have right is the plumbing; includ-
ing the drains at the bottom : it is a common-
place which need not be dwelt on, that leaking
sewer-pipes and clogged drainage mean the in-

fection of a house with disease-laden air. Paint
is better than paper for walls, as it can be
washed; and old paper should be scraped off be-
fore new is laid on. When possible, rooms
should be large enough not to need incessant
change of air; when not possible, as is usual in
cities, plenty of windows and the fullest possi-
bilities of draft should make up; if this, too,
is not available, the best systems of artificial

ventilation. Unhappily, science is very back-
ward in this class of invention, and small, close,

unventilated rooms shorten millions of lives

and prematurely break down working power in
even the civilized cities of the world. The nor-
mal supply should be at least 3,000 cubic feet of
air per head each hour, and this largely increased
in work or sickness. The volume of consump-
tion and other scrofulous diseases, bronchitis,
pneumonia, etc., is directly dependent on foul

air, which also increases the virulence of all

zymotic diseases. The ventilation of public
buildings rests on the same principles, and has
the same results. The warming of houses is of
great importance, and is generally ill done, with
disregard of ventilation. The vast majority of
houses in America are grossly overheated even
when the air-supply is enough, giving a sensi-

tive skin which "catches cold" as soon as it

touches fresh air. Little children especially are
literally killed by thousands from overheating
and overdressing. The water-supply is a matter
of public concern : where there is a flat price,

people do not stint themselves. Where there

are meters, they often do ; but closets should be
kept fully flushed at any cost. In country
houses, where city water and sewerage are not
available, it is not necessary to insist on the fre-

quent cleaning and disinfection of receptacles

for excreta. Advice on this point is obtainable
gratis from physicians, apothecaries, and others.

If the dry methods are carefully used, they have
many advantages in healthfulness ove_r the elab-

orate city systems.

Personal Hygiene.— This has very many di-

visions : the most obvious are considerations of
food, and drink, nerve stimuli, clothing, cleanli-

ness, natural necessities, work and rest, and
moral self-control. In the matter of diet, there
can be no one rule: "at forty," says the proverb,
"one is either a fool or a physician" ; and each
must use his own experience as a guide to

whether meat is a necessity or vegetarianism an
advantage, what foods agree with him, whether
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dry meals give him heartburn or drinking with
them impedes digestion, and whether he is eat-

ing so much as to make him hea^"y, impairing
his capacitj' for work and enjojTnent, or making
his body gross. In general, probably profes-
sional and sedentary- workers as a class over-
eat, and would hnd their minds more alert and
their bodies freer from disorders with less grat-
ification of appetite. Ner\e stimuli, ranging
from tea, coffee, and cocoa, to tobacco, alcoholic
drinks, and opium, are hard to frame a general
i'ule upon: they, too, have infinitely varied ef-

fects. Cocoa is most of a food ; coffee with
nost is an agreeable stimulant, with many an
active ner%-e-poison, producing hea\-j- head-
iches and incipient stupor; tea is a real nerve-
food on occasion and in small quantitv-, while
taken steadily and largely it is a poison and a
verj' mischievous one ; tobacco sparingly used
bj- grown men probably does little harm, and
sometimes saves worse things, but should not
be used by those tmder age, nor by those with
weak ner\t3, and is highly injurious in heart
disease. Bright's disease, and venereal diseases;
alcoholic drinks suggest too many questions for
discussion here; narcotics like opium, hashish,
etc., as well as chloral and its like, should be
used only on a phj'sician's prescription. Cloth-
ing, if there is time and means, can be accom-
modated to changes of weather and occasion so
as greatly to advance health; with most, there
must be a rough average. Personal cleanliness
within limits is a sine qua 7wn of reasonable
immunity from disease, and with delicate per-
sons, of reasonably good ordinarj- health; but
even this good thing can be irrationally over-
used and make mischievous. Too frequent hot
baths in a northern climate are a great aggra-
vator of lung-diseases, and one great city ( Pitts-

burg') had a marked decrease of pulmonarj-
complaints one winter when the water-supply
broke down, and people resorted greatly to drj'

rubbing. Especially it is possible to use too
much soap, and keep the natural oil of the skin
washed away. Natural necessities should be
attended to more constanth* than they are

:

workmen especially often grudge the time, but
the waiting till there is severe pressure often
creates dangerous bladder and intestinal com-
plaints. Work, for most, is not under their

own control ; but to some extent resting is, and
the average American perhaps owes more to

compulsory public holidays than he is aware.
There is more temptation to overwork than to
idle, for the average man. Exercise should be
taken by the sedentarj-. even a homespun house-
method being preferable to nothing. Grotius
preserved his health in prison by whipping a
top two hours a day. This should be one of the
most rigidly imposed forms of self-control,

which in all forms is all-important. Excessive
sexuality, either of act or imagination, is sim-
ply destructive of will-power as well as bodily
fibre; giving way to fits of anger or despond-
ency is almost a recipe for entire nervous
wreck. As to laziness, of mind or body, it is

one of the worst and most incurable forms of
this evil.

The management of children is really per-

sonal hygiene, only controlled by another than
the subject, the care of the dead belongs to pub-
lic hygiene; the prevention of disease belongs
either to medicine, by the use of drugs like

quinine or inoculations, or to house-hygiene as

disinfection. The hygiene of the sick-room
should be under the direction of the physician.

Hygroin'eter (Gr. ''moisture-measure"), a
meteorological instrument used to ascertain the
quantity of moisture in the air. The first hy-
grometers, or rather hygroscopes (for they did
not determine the quantity- of humiditj', but
mereh- showed the difference between a drj- day
and a damp day), were constructed of catgut,
hair, or other fibrous material, having the prop-
erty' of lengthening when wet, and contracting
when dry. The first hygrometer properly so
called was made by Professor Daniell. It con-
sists of a glass tube, bent at right angles into

arms of unequal length. Each arm terminates
in a bulb, one bulb being two thirds filled with
sulphuric ether, and the other bulb being, at the
commencement of an experiment, empt>-. In
process of construction the tube is exhausted of

T
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air, and is thus filled with vapor of ether

through its entire length. .\ thermometer with
a bulb immersed in the ether of the lower arm
is inserted in the tube to register variation of

temperature, and a second thermometer is at-

tached to the stand of the instrument to show
the temperature of the outer air. For use one
bulb containing the sulphuric ether has a zone
of polished gold, and the other bulb a musl'n
cover. If sulphuric ether be dropped on the
latter, as it evaporates the bulb is cooled, and
the vapor of ether is condensed within it from
the other bulb ; the temperature of which rap-

idly falls owing to evaporation from it. The
operation is carried on. ether being dropped on
the second bulb as is required, till the tempera-
ture of the first is so far reduced that dew from
the surrounding air just begins to condense
upon it. By means of the thermometer con-

tained in the first bulb the temperature is read

off at the instant at which vapor liegins to con-

dense, and the dew-point is thus obtained. The
hygrometric condition, that is, the ratio between
the quantity of moisture that the air actually

contains and the quantity which it is capable of

containing at the existing temperature is then

easily deduced.
Regnault's hygrometer, shown in the above

figure, is an important modification of Daniell's

instrument, d and d' are two precisely similar

cups or thimbles of polished silver; each is sur-

mounted with a nimilar glass tube into which,
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by means of a cork, two thermometers are fitted,

and the bulbs of the tliermometers are covered

with ether. Through the cork in one of the

tubes a small glass tube / passes, and is carried

down below the surface of the ether ; while a

side tube establishes communication with the

vertical tube u v which is connected with an
aspirator A (or vessel into which air is sucked
at the top to supply the place of water which
escapes at the bottom). There are no cor-

responding side tubes connecting the left-hand

tube of the hygrometer n'. By means of the

aspirator a current of air is drawn through t,

it therefore bubbles through the ether, causing

evaporation and cooling the ether till the dew-
point is reached. This is observed with great

nicety by means of the silver cap ; for the in-

stant the dew commences to deposit, the bril-

liant polish of the silver is dulled. The temper-

ature of the air is at the same time read off by
ineans of the other thermometer in d'. Reg-
nault's hygrometer, both from its construction

and from the use of the aspirator, avoids the too

great proximity of the observer, which, from the

nature of the experiments, is objectionable.

Mason's dry and wet bulb hygrometer con-

sists of two thermometers arranged side by side

as in the figure. The dry bulb gives the temper-

ature of the air at the time of observation ; and
the other bulb, which is covered with tnuslin,

and kept moist by filaments of cotton carried

from it into a small cistern of rain or distilled

water, reduces the height of the mercury in its

tube in proportion to the capacity of the air for

drying, or taking up additional vapor. This
instrument does not give the dcxy-point directly.

The difference between the readings of the two
thermometers is multiplied by a special factor

for every temperature of the dry bulb.

Hyksos, hik'soz, according to the Egyp-
tian annals, a conquering nomadic race from the

East, who, under Salati.s, their first king, took
Memphis, and rendered the whole of Egypt trib-

utary. Their name probably means "foreign

kings,* the explanation "shepherd kings" being

of later origin. The date of their invasion and
conquest was about 1700 B.C., of their expulsion

about 1600 B.C. The seat of their rule was the

strongly garrisoned fortress of Avaris, on the

northeastern border of the Delta. They fol-

lowed Egj'ptian customs, and their six mon-
archs took Egyptian names. It seems likely

also that a great part of Syria was subject to

them. The only detailed account of them in

any ancient writer is an unreliable passage of a

lost work of Manetho, cited by Josephus in his

rejoinder to Apion.

Hymans, Louis, loo-c e-mah, Belgian his-

torian, journalist, novelist, and poet: b. Rotter-

dam 1829: d. Brussels 22 May 1884. He re-

moved to Belgium in boyhood and rose rapidly

to distinction as a Liberal journalist. He edited

the Belgian 'Star' and the Parliariientary

•Echo' for some years, and was elected to Par-
liament in 1859. He wrote: 'History of the

Marquisate of Anvers' (1848"); 'Popular His-
tory of Belgium' (i860); 'Political and Parlia-

mentary History of Belgium' (1869-70); two
popular novels, 'Andre Bailly' (1861), and
The Buvard Family' (1858) ; and some pleas-

ing poems.
Hy'men, the god of marriage in Grecian

mythology. The common legend is that he is

the son of Apollo. No marriage took place
without his being invoked to sanction it. He is

described as havmg around his brows the flower
of marjoram, in his left hand the llame-coloreii
nuptial veil, and in his right the nuptial torch.

Hymenoptera, an order of Hcxopoda or
insects, considered by many entomologists to be
the highest and most perfect expression of the
insect type. The metamorphosis is complete
and extensive. The larv;e are short, thick

grubs, footless except in the saw-flics {Tenthre-
dinidcc) and in most cases are carefully nurtured
and fed in nests. The pupx have nearly the

form of the perfect insects. The imagos are of

compact, highly complex construction, with the

three regions well marked except that the first

segment of the abdomen is united with the

thorax. A considerable part of the large head
is occupied by the conspicuous compound eyes
besides which there are three ocelli. The jaws
or mandibles are conspicuous biting organs, and
the remaining mouth-parts usually form more or
less of a proboscis with a large ligula or tongue.
Although the wings are small they move with
great rapidity and sustain the body in rapid

and extended flight; there are two pairs (some-
times absciu), membranous, veined and trans-

parent. The geniial appendages of the females
are modified to form a sting or. more rarely, an
ovipositor. Marked sexual dimorpliism is very
frequent especially among the social forms, in

which a third class of individual, the worker or

neuter, in reality imperfect females, also occurs.

Many of the ant communities are still farther

polymorphic. The order is one of great extent

and exceptional interest, as it includes the ants,

bees and wasps, the ichneumon-flies, gall-flies

and saw-flies, divided into numerous families.

Among the ants and bees are exhibited most re-

markable and complex social states, which are

described in the articles on these groups. The
habits of the numerous species of wasps, and
espscially the varied architecture of their nests,

are of nearly equal interest. A remarkable

series of adaptations to special conditions are

presented by the parasitic ichneumon flies and
their allies, which lay their eggs within the bod-

ies of the larva; or even in the eggs of other in-

sects, on the substance of which their own larva;

feed. Confining their parasitism to plants, the

gall-flies produce by the irritation caused by
their eggs or secretions deposited with them in

the tissues of leaves, twigs or fruits, the famil-

iar excrescences whose shapes are almost as nu-

merous as the species which produce them. (See

Galls.) Finally, the saw-flies are least typical

of the order but stand nearest to the main hexa-

pod stem. Their larvae have both thoracic and
abdominal legs and closely resemble caterpil-

lars ; they are ve.gctarians and many of them are

very destructive to plants. 1

Consult standard works of Entomology (see

Insects), and the bibliographical list given by

L. O. Howard in the appendix to his 'Insect

Book' (New York 1902).

Hyndman, liTnd'man, Henry Mayers, Eng-
lish socialist and author: b. London 7 March
1842. He was educated at Trinity College,

Cambridge; and entered journalism. He was

special correspondent for the Pall Mall Gazrite

in the war of 1866 between France and Italy,

and wrote leading articles in favor of free edu-

cation in the Melbourne 'Argus' in 1869. Id
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1881 he was one of the founders of the Social

Democratic Federation, and has since been

active in the Socialist movement, being the ac-

knowledged leader of the Marxian Socialists in

England. In 1SS4 he founded the paper 'Jus-

tice^' of which he is editor. His works include

'Historical Basis of Socialism in England'

(1^3) ; 'Socialism and Slavery,' a reply to

Herbert Spencer; <The Commercial Crises of

the Nineteenth Centurj-' (Social Science Series,

1892) ; and "Economics of Socialism* (1896).

Hyne, Charles John Cutliffe, English nov-
elist: b. Bibwrj', Gloucestershire, 11 May 1S66.

He was graduated from Clare College, Cam-
bridge, traveled widely both overland and by
sea, and has published several rigorous stories,

including: <The Stronger Hand' (1S96) : <The
Adventures of Captain Kettle' (1898);
'Through Arctic Lapland' (1898) : 'Further

Adventures of Captain Kettle' (1899); 'The
Filibusters' (1900) ; and 'Thompson's Pro-

gress' (1902).

Hypatia, hi-pa'shi-a, Greek philosopher of

the eclectic school, daughter of Theon, a cele-

brated astronomer and mathematician, who was
at the head of the Xeo-Platonic school in Alex-

andria early in the 5th centurj-. Such was her

reputation that she became a preceptress in the

school of Plotinus at Alexandria, and expounded
the principles of his system to a numerous
auditorj- of students from all parts of the East
Her house became the resort of all the persons

of learning and distinction in Alexandria, and,

among others, of Orestes the Prefect between

whom and C>"ril, patriarch of Alexandria,

a conflict respecting authority existed. A
fanatical mob believing that H>-patia en-

couraged Orestes in his opposition to the

patriarch, set upon and murdered her (March
415). H>T)atia appears as the central figure of

Kingsley's novel of the name (q.v.) (1853).

Hypatia, a work of historical fiction, by
Charles Kingsley (q.v.), named from the prin-

cipal character, the philosopher Hj-patia (q.v.).

The book presents a brilliant and stirring

though not historically trustworthy picture of

the 5th century of the Christian era, against

the background of the learned citj' of Alexan-
dria in Eg>-pt.

HyperlDola, in geometrj', a curve formed
by the intersection of a plane with two cones

united at their apexes. The intersecting plane

has such an inclination to the axis of the upper
cone that it produces a
similar section of the

lower cone; the two
branches thus formed
are .called opposite or
conjugate hyperbolas.

The two points where
the branches approach
nearest to each other are

called the vertices, the

straight line which joins

them is called the major
or transverse axis, and
its middle point the cen-
tre of the h>'perbola. .A.

line of a certain definite

length drawn through
the centre and continued

both ways at right angles to the major or trans-

verse axis, is called the minor or conj ugate axis.

AVhen tlie major axis is produced beyond the
vertices two points called foci occur at equal dis-

tances from the centre, and the difference of

their distances from any one point of the hyper-
bola is always equal to the major axis. Every
line drawn from any part of the hyperbola to
one of the foci is called a radius vector. If at

one of the vertices a perpendicular to the major
axis be erected, so as to be bisected by this axis
and made equal in length to the minor axis, and
if through the extremities of this perpendicular
and the centre of the hj-perbola two indefinite

straight lines be drawn, these form what are
called the asymptotes, which though the}' lie en-
tirely outside the hyperbola, are always drawing
nearer and nearer to it, but never actually reach
it. The equation of the h\-perbola referred to

x= y2
its centre and axis is = 1

a^ b-
Hyperion, hi-pe'ri-on, in Greek mj-thology,

a Titan : son of Uranus and Ge, and father of
Helios, Selene, and Eos. Homer and later poets
apply the name as a patron>-mic for Helios him-
self. The attribute of beauty has therefore

been connected with the name, as in Shake-
speare's comparison of "Hyperion to a satj-r."

Hypenon, in astronomy, the name as-

signed to .he 7th satellite of Saturn, discovered
in 184S, at the Harvard Obser\-ator>- by G. P.

Bond. It is outside the satellite Titan, whose
mass causes perturbations in the orbit of Hy-
perion, which have proved to be a difficult pro'D-

lem in celestial mechanics, and a unique case in

the solar system. They apparently give large

eccentricitj- to Hyperion's orbit, and cause the

apparent line of apsides to follow the conjunc-
tion points of Titan and Hx-perion. in a direction

contrarj' to the usual motion of this line.

Hyperion, a romance, by H. W. Long-
fellow, published in 1839. It is the tale of a

young man in deepest sorrow, wandering from
land to land in search of occupation for his

mind, and forgetfulness of grief. This motive
forms the thread of a ston' which connects a
series of philosophical discourses, and romantic
legends and poems. Many of these last are

Longfellow's translations of German poems,
and have found a place in his collected poems.

Hyperbola— D b e.

c A H, are opposite hy-
perbolas; r /, foci; c,

centre; a b, major or
transverse axis; a b.

minor or conjugate
axis; K c P. a diameter.

Hyperpyrexia,
Fever.

hl-per-pT-rek'sT-a. See

Hjrperspaces. Dimensionality.—In order to

make quite intelligible the concept variously

denoted by such terms as hyperspace, space of

higher dimensions or dimensionality, multidi-

mensional space, n-space, n-fold or ii-dimensional

space, it is in the first place necessar)- to explain

the meaning of dimensionality and to indicate

the way in which the dimensionality, or number
of dimensions, of a given space in a given ele-

ment is determined or ascertained. Because, in

order to determine the position of a l>oint in a

curve or straight line, it is necessarv and suffi-

cient to know one fact about the point, as, for

example, its distance (with algebraic sign) from

? fixed print or origin, a line is said to be a one-

dimensional space "of faints. But instead of

the point, we may choose for element of the

space (line) a fair or a triplet, ... or an

n-set of points. In such cases, in order to deter-
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mine the element, i.e., to pick it out or
rtistinguish it from among all others o£ its

kind, it is necessary and sufficient to know
"wo or throe, ... or n independent facts
ibout it. Hence a line is a two- or three-, . . .

or ?i-dimensional space of pairs or triplets, . . .

or n-sets, of points. In like manner a flat

pencil (totality of lines of a plane that have
a common point) is a oiic-dimensional space
of lines, while its dimensionality is 2 in

'ine pairs, 3 in triplets, and so on. For like

reasons a plane is a too-dimensional space of
points or of lines. In circles its dimensionality
is 3, in conies 5, in curves of third order g, and so
on. It is at once seen that the dimensionality
of a given space depends on the entity chosen
for primary element, the element, i.e., in terms
of which we elect to study and express the
properties of the given space. Illustrations
abound. A curved surface, as, say, a sphere,
regarded as the envelope of (its tangent)
planes, is a to'o-dimensional space of planes,
while, conceived as the assemblage of (its

tangent) lines, it is a i/!r^(?-dimensional space.
The reader will obser\-e that the term space
is employed generically to denote any un-
bounded continuum of geometric entities.

The generalization is, however, a natural one,
for, for geometric purposes, ordinary space is

viewed primarily as an assemblage of elements
of one kind or another. To determine the
position of a point in ordinary space, three
independent data (as the distances of the point
from three mutually perpendicular planes of ref-

erence) are necessary and sufficient. Ordinary
space is, therefore, tJirec-dimensional in points,
and that is what is meant, consciously or un-
consciously, when, without specifying the ele-
ment (point), it is simply said that space is

three-dimensional. But tri-dimensionality is

in no strict sense a definitive property of ordi-
nary space. For some little understood,
probably economical, certainly extra-logical,
reason, the point recommended itself to primi-
tive man as the element par excellence with
which to geometrize, and so it has become
traditional and proverbial that our space is

essentially, uniquely, characteristically, in-

trinsically, exclusively three-dimensional. Such,
however, it is not. It is indeed three-told in
planes as in points, but in lines it is joitr-

dimensional. So, too, it is /Oiir-io\d in spheres,
but in circles its dimensionality is six. In
general, it is possible by proper choice of ele-

ment to endow any given space with any pre-
scribed dimensionaUty however high. Accord-
ingly, if by hyperspace is meant a space of
dimensionality greater than 3, the notion is

simple and near at hand, we need not go beyond
ordinary space to realize it, we detect it in
the line, in the plane, in ordinan,' space, here,
there, and yonder. Well, such is one of the
recognized significations of the term. But it

has 'another,' namely, hyperspace usually
means a space whose poi^it dimensionality is

four or more. Now this latter meaning is

logically and conceptually quite consistent with
the other, it is indeed a special case of it;

but a hyperspace of points is difficult or im-
possible to picture, to realize in visual imagina-
tion. and it is this non-logical circumstance that
renders the term hyperspace at once so tan-
talizing, mysterious, baffling, and fascinating
to the non-mathematician. To the mathe-
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matician, however, whose activities, so far from
being confined within the limits of the visual
imagination, lie for the most part quite beyond
them, the conception in question offers as
such no diffiiculty whatever, and it has long
since established itself among the most ap-
proved of orthodox scientific notions.

Definition oj Hyperspace of Points.—What,
then, is a hyperspace of points? How is the
notion arrived at? And what is its utihty?
The values of a single continuous variable x
are familiarly rcpresentablc by the points of
a right line; the ordered pairs of values of
two independent variables x, and X2, by the
points of a plane; and the ordered triplets of
values of three independents x,, xs, x,, by the
points of ordinary space. To the analyst
with geometric bias or predilection, the sug-
gestion immediately and forcibly presents
itself that there ought to be a space whose
points would serve to represent, as in the pre-
ceding cases, all ordered sets of values of n
independent variables x^, xi Xn', and,
not finding such a space present to intuiticnt,

vision, or visual imagination, he posits, or, if

you prefer, he creates, one in thought. This
done, it becomes immediately practicable to
appropriate the terse, sensuous, stimulating
language of geometry to the uses of analysis.
Moreover, the hyperspaces ser\'e as boundless
playgrounds for the human spirit. They are
immeasurable and immeasurably interesting
fields for geometric research and exploration.
In them light is found for the illumination of
many othen\-ise dark or undiscovered properties
of the lower, ordinarT,% spaces of intuition. By
their study, the geometrician discovers how
such higher and higher worlds would appear
to a vision capable of beholding them.

Another Mode of Generating the Concept.—
Another waj', and, by virtue of its appeal to
the intuition, possibly the best way, of arriving
at the notion of hyperspaces of points, is the
following; Posit two points (spaces of zero

dimensionality in points). These determine a
line, a space of dimensionality one in points.
Next posit a point outside the line. The locus
of all the points of all the lines determined
by the posited point and the points of the given
line is a plane, a space of two dimensions in
points. Posit a point outside of the plane.
The locus of all the points of all the lines

(planes) determined by the posited point and
the points (lines) of the given plane is a space
(hke our ordinarj' space) of three dimensions
in points. Let the process continue. If in-

tuition fail, reflect that in any case it is only
a non-essential, extra-lo.gical auxiliary, and
hence proceed by positing conceptually, in

tlwught, a point outside of the threefold space
S3, ijefore obtained. The locus of all the
points of all the lines (planes, 3-fold spaces)
determined by the posited point and the points
(hnes, planes) of the given 53 is a space of four
dimensions in points. Obviously the principle
of genesis here exemplified admits 01 endless
application and leads directly to the concept
of an )!-fold space of points.

But we need not suffer ourselves to be domi-
nated by the conception of point. Among
possible elements, the point has no logical

claim to preference or primacy, and the iforc-

going process is equally available for the genera-
tion of the concept of a space n-dimensional
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in any other element, e.g., the line. Posit

two intersecting lines (spaces of zero dimen-
sionahty in lines). These determine a flat

pencil, a one-io\d space, of lines. Posit a line

outside the pencil, i.e., not belonging to it

but going through its vertex. The assemblage
of all the lines of all the pencils determined by
the posited line and the lines of the given
pencil is a hyperpencil (sheaf of Hnes), a luo-

dimensional space of lines. Next posit a line

outside the sheaf (but cutting all of its lines).

So is determined a 3-fold space of lines, the
assemblage of lines of which each with the
posited line determines a pencil. The next
step leads to a 4-fold hne space; the next,
to a 3-fold line space; and so in infinitum.

It is clear that the lower spaces are contained
in the higher, as points in lines, Hnes in planes,

etc., or as Hnes in pencils, pencils in sheaves,
etc., etc. It shovdd be noticed, too, that any
space S is stro-dimensional in such spaces S
taken as elements. The complete understand-
ing of the geometrj' of a space of k dimensions
demands a study of the Hke variety of space
oi k + i dimensions, and so on. In particular
the point geometrj- of ordinary 3-foId point
space is quite as much illuminated by that of

4-fold point space as is the point geometry
of the plane by that of 3-space.

Coordinates, etc.—In point space of n dimen-
sions the simplest coordinates of the point are

the distances .r,, xi. . . . , .t» of the point from
n mutually perpendicular point spaces of n — i

dimensions. These coordinate spaces, taken
n — I at a time, determine n coordinate axes.
A linear equation c,x, -hf^r. -(-...-!- fit.r» -i- 1 = o
defines or represents an hITT-dimensional space
ci order one, the analogue of the plane in ordi-

nary- space. The ;'- r.r-r '.ho negative recipro-

cals of the axal intercepts of the «- 1 -space.

Holding the x's fixed and letting the I's vary,
the foregoing equation will represent a point
as envelope of its generating m—i -spaces.
Two such equations together define an n— 2-

space as their intersection or a straight Hne
as their envelope. Similarly, three such equa-
tions ser\'e to represent an n— 3-space as locus
of points or a plane as envelope of «- i -spaces,
and so on. A space that is n-fold in points
is also n-fold in spaces of n- 1 -dimensions.
Its dimensionaUty is 2(n — i) aHke in lines and
in spaces of n — 2 dimensions. In general, its

dimensionaUty is p{n — p + i) if the point space
cither oi p— i or oi n — p dimensions be taken
as generating element. Not only, however, do
I he two last mentioned elements furnish the
same dimensionaUty. but they are indeed
reciprocal elements of n-fold point space, for

the same system of equations which on
proper interpretation defines one of the ele-

ments admits of a second (dual) interpreta-

tion defining the other. It thus appears that
by taking as elements the various simple spaces
of less than n dimensions for generating ele-

ments of n-fold point space, there arise «
geometries of this space; or, if we regard two
reciprocal theories as but two aspects of one
geometrj-, the elements in question yield «:2
on -t-(» — 1):2 geometries according as n is even
or odd , the element ha\nng ( n — i ) : 2 dimensions
being, in case of n odd, its own reciprocal,

or self-reciprocal, like the line in ordinary- space
(see Line Geometry and Allied Theories).
Remarks on Four-space.—Thus point space

ot 4 dimensions is also 4-dimensional in ordi-
nary spaces (say lineoids), the point and the
Hneoid being reciprocal elements. It is 6-

dimensional in lines and also in planes, which
are also reciprocal elements of this space. It

appears that this space, unUke ordinary- space,
does not admit of self-reciprocal construction.
An equation of degree n in pcint (Hneoid)
coordinates .r,, Xs, x^, x, (c,, C2, "Ja, c,) represents
a locus (envelope) of order (class) n. If « = i

,

the locus (envelope) is a Hneoid (point). Two
Hnear equations define a plane as locus or a
Hne as envelope; three, if independent, repre-
sent a Hne as locus or a plane as envelope ; and
four give a point or a Hneoid. In general,
two planes have, not a Une, but only a point
in common; reciprocally, two planes are not
in general in a same Hneoid. A Hneoid being
determined by four independent points, it

appears that two arbitrary" Hnes determine a
Hneoid. In 4-space a point can pass from
the inside to the outside of a (two-dimensional)
closed siu-face, such as an ordinary- sphere, with-
out going through the sxuiace, just as in ordinary
space a point can pass from the inside to the out-
side of a circle without crossing the circumfer-
ence. Accordingly, in 4-space a 3-fold soUd Hke
the human body could be UteraUy seen through,
and no ordinary- prison-house could confine.

Do h}-perspaces exist? Undoubtedly they
have logical existence, the concept of h>-perspace
being interiorly consistent and available for

thought. More mathematics does not demand.
The h>-pothesis of their 'physical' existence,
'natural* science may yet be compeUed to em-
ploy. Indeed it has been conjectured that cer-

tain chemical phenomena (as of the carbon
compounds) may be due to greater freedom of
motion than ordinary space affords.

Bibliography.—The Uterature of the geometiy-
(both pure and anah-tical) of h^-perspaces
is ver%- extensive. It is. however, chiefiy

contained in the mathematical journals. All

scientific nations have contributed to the sub-
ject, the ItaUans probably more than any
other. The best work for the beginner is

P. H. Schoute's 'Mehrdimensionale Cieometrie'

(1902). An excellent explanation, addressed
to the non-mathematician, of the concept of
4-space is found in Hermann Schubert's
'Mathematical Essays and Recreations.'

C.\ssn.-s J. Keyser.
Adrain Professor of JMathetnatics, Columbia

L'niversily.

Hyphomyceteas, hl-fO-ml-se'te-C. See Fungi.

Hypnotics are agents that induce sleep.

They may be mental, physical, or m.edicinal.

Thus certain kinds of music, the human voice,

and suggestion may have power to induce sleep,

which may also foUow from eating, or from a

warm bath before retiring. All such simple
measures should be used before drugs are re-

sorted to in the treatment of insomnia (q.v.>.

Hj-pnotics per se may be divided into two broad
groups—those that induce sleep by alIe^•^ating

pain and those that have no pain-reUeving char-

acter. The latter are pure hypnotics. Com-
binations of the two are frequently employed in

medicine. The pain-reHe%-ing drugs all come
imder the head of analgesics (q.v.). The pure
h>-pnotics may be divided into a number ot

groups based on their chemical relationship, for

in this class of drugs the relation between chem-
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ical composition and physiological action is pe-

culiarly close. Alcohol is one of the most prom-
inent of the hypnotics, but while it is extensively

used to induce sleep, the practice of taking a
"nightcap" cannot be regarded as a safe one.

Substituted alcohols, however, yield some of the

most widely employed of all hypnotics. Chloral,

paraldehyde, amylene hydrate belong to this

series, while from chloral as a basis a number
of allied hypnotics have been made. These are

chloralamide, chloralose, chloretone, urethane,

etc. The fundamental action of these is to cause
a peaceful sleep without leaving ill after-

effects. They all dilate blood-vessels, relieve

spasm, and induce sleep. In large doses they
depress the heart-action. Another group of
hypnotics includes substituted sulphur com-
pounds. The most important of these are sul-

phonal, trional, and tetronal. They are all

closely allied in chemical structure. Sulphonal
is the weakest, tetronal the strongest, trional oc-

cupies a middle position. In poisonous doses,

and even in small doses if long continued, hj-p-

notics of this group cause a form of chronic
poisoning in which the red blood-cells are disin-

tegrated. This is shown by the appearance of

a cherry-red, or purple-red discoloration in the

urine. A third group of hypnotics depends on
some form of bromine, as bromides. Sodium
bromide, potassium bromide, bromal, bromo-
form, etc., are representatives. They depress
the activity of the brain, and are useful hyp-
notics. If used very long the bromine com-
pounds cause skin-eruptions, foul breath, and
heart-depression. See Alcohol; Chloral; In-
sanity; IxsoMXL\; Melancholia; Neltras-
thenia; Sulphonal.

Hypnotism, hip'no-tism (Greek hypiws,
"sleep"), an artificial sleep. The nervous phe-
nomena exhibited in hypnotism resemble those
induced by animal magnetism, though they arise

solely from the condition of the patient, and not
from any influence proceeding from others. Mr.
Braid, of Manchester, England, brought this

subject prominently before the public in the
17th volume of *The Monthly Journal of Med-
ical Science* (1853), but it has been long known
in India. The actual foundation of modern hyp-
notic suggestion was discovered by Liebault, of
Nancy, France, the famous "father of the thera-

peutic application of suggestion." After several

years of practical experience, in 1866 he wrote
his first book on the subject. It was shelved and
he was pronounced erratic. Hypnotism remained
a curiosity and Liebault's book was not repro-
duced till six years after Charcot, in 1878, began
his studies in hypnotism. In 1884 Bernheim
wrote his charming book on suggestion, and this

created a demand for Liebault's book which
then gave him lasting reputation. He was Bern-
heim's teacher. Formerly a profound skeptic,

Bernheim became unavoidably converted by see-

ing the results of Liebault's application of sug-
gestion to invalids. Bernheim was a clever clin-

ical professor in the great hospital of Nancy and
in his wards he convinced himself of the great
value of hypnotic suggestion.

The word hypnotism is generally and largely
misunderstood and misused. For example, if

a person seems to be wholly influenced by an-
other, it is commonly said that he has been hyp-
notized. This is a great error. The word hyp-
Tiotism means putting a person to sleep and

means nothing else. If an individual seems to be
subjected to another in the waking state it

should be said that he is unduly influenced. He
is not hypnotized. That would mean that he
was asleep. The means by which hypnotism is

used is "suggestion." A person may be influ-

enced by suggestion in the waking state, for

suggestion is a great force in daily life. As
connected with hypnotism, however, suggestion
is the expression of an idea or combination of
ideas which becomes impressed upon the mind
of the somnolent subject to whom it is addressed.
Conscious or unconscious results are sure to

follow. This explanation sums up the meaning,
use, and results of suggestion as applied to hyp-
notism and the hypnotic state. If a subject be
awake he can, according to the strength of his

will and desire, control to a greater or lesser

degree the effect of a suggestion which he has
received.

In the hypnotic state diis self-control is de-
creased in a degree corresponding to that of the
increase of the degree of sleep. Nevertheless,
if merely the first degree of hypnosis has been
attained, the subject, conscious of all he hears,

may be influenced by the suggestion of the op-
erator. In this way a vast amount of relief has
been given to individuals who may claim that

they have not been affected at all. In the hyp-
notic state there are nme sharply marked d-e-

grees of somnolence. In the first six degrees,
notwithstanding he has been perfectly quiet and
apparently asleep, the patient remembers all that

has been said. In the last three degrees the
patient, on waking, remembers nothing. Strange
as it may seem, however, a person may be more
influenced by suggestion in the lighter degrees
of sleep than in the more profound degrees,
and cice versa. This is due to the patient's

suggestibility. For example, the writer treated

by hypnotic suggestion a very severe and pro-
longed case of intemperance. The patient

claimed that not for an instant had he been
sleepy, but he so responded to suggestion that
from that day to this, a period of eleven years,

he has not once touched alcohol. He had been
intemperate from boyhood. On the other hand,
a person may fall into profound sleep and yet

not respond markedly to suggestion. Generally,

however, if the subject be made to reach any
degree of somnolency he can be relieved by sug-
gestion. In the majority of cases the relief

endures. In the popular mind exists the belief

that this form of treatment is attended by danger,

that the patient once hypnotized is thereafter

under control of the operator, even at a distance,

that the will is weakened, etc. This is all a

mistake. No person can be hypnotized unless he

be willing. No person can be hypnotized at a

distance, unless by telephone, or if he be a good
and willing subject, by letter; and the patient

must first have been hypnotized by the operator

at some previous time. Otherwise the operator

cannot influence him at a distance in the slightest

degree. The will is not only not weakened, but

there is no other existing treatment which can
so strengthen the will as can hypnotic sugges-

tion. If any physician object to the treatment

we know that this physician, however intelligent

he may be in other professional matters, is igno-

rant of this method of relief. This treatment is

not peculiarly useful in hysteria, as is commonly
supposed, but has accomplished greatest benefit
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in all cases attended by bodily distress, neural-

gia, dyspepsia, headache, disturbance of men-
struation, pains of rheumatism, mental unrest,

sleeplessness in particular, intemperance, opium
habit, and all drug habits, vicious propensities,

lack of mental vigor, fear, illusions, stammer-
ing, and wherever calmness has disappeared. In

short, it will give relief in many cases which it

cannot cure. It can relieve, but cannot create.

It can assuage pain, for instance, in heart ail-

ments, while it cannot dispose of damages which

the heart may have received.

It is an absolutely safe and beneficent form
of aid. It may not always bring relief, but never

in the hands of a competent operator has it done
harm. The patient will always choose the op-

erator as he would choose a surgeon. The ob-

ject of all reliable operators in the use of hyp-

iiOtic suggestion is the relief of the patient, and
to the i^perator the treatment is a sacred thing.

The method of the operators of the school of

Nancy is wholly verbal. The patient is talked to

sleep, and on waking he is delighted by the

changes in himself which are apparent, and he

has become convinced of the agreeable effects of

the treatment.

Formerly a bright object was held between

and above the patient's eyes, and he was directed

to fix his eyes upon it. This created sleep.

But it was found that nervous distress was apt

to follow this method, and it has been abandoned
by followers of the school of Nancy. The ra-

tionale of the treatment is that a person whose
mind is in a sleepy or sleeping condition offers

no resistance to the suggestions of the operator

and, just as in thirst, in the waking state, "the

mouth waters," just as a woman blushes, be-

cause of a personal remark, or turns pale if a

pistol be pointed at her, so the suggestions of

the operator made to a sleeping person will fol-

low a nerve path which is in accordance with

the quality or nature of the mental impression

created by the suggestion. In other words, the

suggestion is followed by changes in sensation,

act, or idea on the part of the patient, which

correspond with the nature of the suggestion.

Thus, if a sleeping person be assured by the op-

erator that he will lose his craving for alcohol,

or opium, or cocaine, or, that his pain will cease,

that he will sleep at night, that his nen-ous

unrest will disappear, that his power of will or

a mental concentration will increase, and so

forth, in nine out of ten cases the desired result

will follow. Lack of space 'forbids further men-

tion of this phase of the subject.

Brief reference should be made to an influ-

ence, wholly unappreciated by the popular mind,

which is e-xerted by what is nothing but sugges-

tion. For example : The sick people who were

aided by the "magnetized" tree of Marquis

Puysegur thoroughly believed in the therapeutic

power of the tree, and therefore were cured or

relieved. This was suggestion. The benefit of

the electro-magnetic belts and rings formerly

so largely in vogue was derived from suggestion.

The influence of the waters of Lourdes is due to

suggestion. The benefits which occur from

many, if not the majority, of the medicines

given by regular physicians are due to sugges-

tion and temporary unusual care of the health.

Therefore, in the absence of better means they

are wisely given.

The people who resort to these things thor-

oughly believe in their efficacy, and this belief,

acting through the mind, so influences the nerve
and blood supply of the part or organ for which
relief is sought, that the ailment passes away.

There are indeed scores of popular forms of

relief which act wholly through the patient's

mind and in themselves literally have no value.

The effect of the mind cure and Christian Sci-

ence is due to a weak form of suggestion, be-

hind which an intelligent knowledge of anatomy,
physiology, and disease is wholly lacking. The
results are owing to influences produced upon
the minds of those who seek these forms of re-

lief, which thus have accomplished a degree of

benefit but are dangerous aids where serious

disease exists. These forms of suggestion, ex-

actly speaking, are auto- or self-suggestion, that

is, a belief which creates a mental power over
bodily ailments, and which, in a certain percent-

age of people, is capable of large development.

The wise choice of a source of needed sug-

gestion would be to seek it at the hands of a
cultivated phjsician who is familiar with the

application of suggestion to a somnolent patient

With reference to causation of crime by
means of hj-pnotic suggestion: few or no scien-

tific men believe it possible. Habit is as strong

as death. If a man's habit of mind be honest,

no suggestion, sleeping or waking, can cause

him to commit crime of any sort. If he be dis-

honest, naturally or by inclination, the sugges-

tion would be uimecessar)'. In so far as physi-

cians are concerned they are not interested in

this phase of the subject because they use the

treatment wholly as a means of relief, and, as a
class, physicians are reliable men who would
not even attempt to misuse hj-pnotism any more
than they would use ether for evil purposes.

The so-called "laboratory crimes," that is, imi-

tation of crime in the presence of the operator

who suggests it, would not occur unless he were
present The subject simply feels safe under the

direction of the operator and, as has been proved
many times, would not attempt suggested wrongs
if he were alone.

The hypnotic sleep is a natural sleep. Those
who claim that it is not natural are not in-

telligent in the matter, and their opinions are

based upon pure and uninformed theor>-.

As has been shown by scores of thousands
of cases, treated by brilliant and educated physi-

cians, the treatment is absolutely innocuous. It

either relieves or produces a neutral eff^ect, and
is useful in a multitude of ailments which 'oaffle

ordinary means of relief.

But the operator must be educated in the use

of this valuable method of treatment. H>T)no-

tism should be used only by physicians, and
amateurs should by no means experiment with

it as a means of amusement
Bibliography.— Bemheim, 'Suggestive Ther-

apeutics* (trans, by Herter, 1889) ; Tuckey,

<Psycho-therapeutics> (3d ed. 1891) : and other

books on h\-pnotism by Bjomstrom (1889),

Kingsbury (1891), Courmelles (1891), Vincent

(1893), Hart (denouncing it as witchcraft, 1894).

H.\MiLTON Osgood, M.D..
Boston, Mass.

Hypochlorites. See Hvpochlorous AaD.

Hypochlo'rous Acid, an acid having the

chemical formula HCIO, which is formed when
chlorine monoxid, QiO, is dissolved in water.
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The most convenient method of preparing it,

however, is by distilling a mixture of dilute

nitric acid and a salt of hj-pochlorous acid.

The sodium salt of hypochlorous acid, known as
sodium hypochlorite, NaCIO, may be prepared
by passing a stream of chlorine gas through a
cold dilute solution of caustic soda, NaOH

;

the reaction being 2NaOH + 2C1= KaClO +
NaCl + H:0. Potassium hypochlorite may be
prepared in a similar manner. Crude calcium
h3'pochlorite, Ca (CIO):, known in the trade as

"bleaching powder" (q.v.), is prepared by act-

ing upon slaked lime with chlorine gas. Hypo-
chlorous acid and the h3'pochlorites possess
powerful bleaching properties, owing to the

readiness with which they part with a portion
of their chlorine or of their oxygen. (See
Ble.\chixg.) Hypochlorous acid is only known
in its aqueous solution, which is a colorless

liquid, with a peculiar smell. It decomposes
readily with the liberation of chlorine, and the

formation of chloric acid, HClOa, the decompo-
sition proceeding rapidly in the sunlight. Hy-
drochloric and sulphuric acids also decompose
it with liberation of chlorine, the reaction in the
case of hydrochloric acid being HCIO -t-HCI=:
HjO -i- 2CI. Heat decomposes the hj-pochlo-

rites, with formation of the corresponding chlo-

rates and chlorides.

Hjrpochondriasis, hi"p6- or liTp"-6-kon-

drl'a-sis, a morbid condition of the mind in

which an individual fears himself afflicted with
various diseases. The name comes from the
ancient belief that the symptoms of this disorder
came from perversions of the vital force in the
liver and p}'lorus of the stomach. The tendency
to this condition is frequently inherited; it is

more common in males, and is sometimes
brought on by excesses. Patients afflicted with
h>-pochondriasis are apt to watch for any expres-

sion of abnormality in their bodies, to connect
various symptoms, and to reach the conclusion
that they are sufferers from some disease.

In conditions of perfect health any indi-

vidual may have slight, temporary' twinges of
pain, or may show passing changes in the func-

tions of the organs ; but by the hypochondriac
these abnormalities are seriously regarded, and
efforts to disabuse him are usually futile. Such
constant fear and worry divert the ner\-ous en-

ergy from its proper course, and may cause
actual disturbance of the bodily functions that

are serious. The condition known as neuras-
thenia may follow ; also, more rarely, true mel-
ancholia. The milder cases continue in actual

good health, but become an unhappy burden to

themselves and others. In the treatment it is to

be remembered that mental occupation outside
of the thoughts of self is essential to a cure.

Hypoder'mic Injection (Greek, hypo, un-
der; derma, skin), a method of introducing
medicines through the skin into the subcutane-
ous cellular tissue, sometimes deep into the

fibres of a muscle by an instrument specially

made for the purpose. This instrument is the
hypodermic syringe, which is made of glass,

with a graduated scale engraved on it, and fitted

with a long, hollow needle-shaped point of
steel. It must be filled before using, to prevent
the possibility of introducing air into the veins.

Hypodermic injection should never be resorted

to excepting under the specific directions of a

physician, and no patient should ever employ
this method upon himself.

Hypodermic Medication, as opposed to
endermic medication, means the administration
of medicine by piercing the skin so as to throw
the drug directly into the circulation, and bring
it immediately in contact with the seat of pain,
if pain is to be treated. There are some drugs
which act on the system in a manner which dif-

fers in accordance with the method of their ad-
ministration ; thus podophyllin is a powerful
cholagogue when administered through the
mouth ; when administered hypodermically it

promotes the secretion of the kidneys. There
are, however, distinct advantages of a general
character in this method of administering drugs.
The action of the drug is more rapid, sometimes
instantaneous; the effect is concentrated and in-

tensified; it takes a smaller dose to produce the
desired effect : it is sometimes easier and pleas-
anter than administration by the mouth, and
often obviates unpleasant or even dangerous
complications. The process of hypodermic injec-

tion (q.v.) was invented and brought into vogue
by Dr. Alexander Wood (q.v.) of Edinburgh.

Hypophosphites, salts of hypophospho-
rous acid (q.v.).

Hsrpophosphorous Acid, an oxyacid of
phosphorus, having the formula H3PO1. The
free acid is of no importance in the arts, but its

salts, which are called "hypophosphites," are
used in medicine. The acid is monobasic, only
one of its hydrogen atoms being replaceable by
a metallic atom. Sodium hypophosphite,
NaH=PO: -|- H2O, may be prepared by acting
upon caustic soda with phosphorus, phosphoret-
ted hydrogen being given off. while sodium hy-
pophosphite remains in solution. It crystallizes

in small, rectangular tablets, which are easily

soluble in water and in absolute alcohol. The
evaporation of solutions of this substance is often

attended by explosions. Barium hypophosphite,
Ba(H.P0!")2-|-H,0. may be prepared by heat-

ing baryta. BaO. with phosphorus and water
until the elimination of phosphoretted hydrogen
has ceased, the excess of BaO being then re-

moved by a current of carbon dio.xid. after which
the solution is filtered and crystallized. Barium
hypophosphite crv'Stallizes in monoclinic needles,

which are soluble in water, but insoluble in

alcohol. Calcium hypophosphite may be pre-

pared in the same manner as the barium salt.

It has the formula Ca(H:PO;)-. and crystallizes

in thin, monoclinic tablets, which are soluble in

six parts of water, but insoluble in strong

alcohol. Free hj'pophosphorous acid may be
prepared by decomposing the barium salt with
sulphuric acid, and evaporating the solution at a
temperature not exceeding 230° F. It crystal-

lizes in large white tablets, which melt at 63°

F., and are decomposed by heat, with the forma-
tion of phosphoretted hydrogen and ordinary

tribasic phosphoric acid.

Hy'poscope (from Greek words moaning
"to see under"), is the name given to an instru-

ment adapted to be secured to the stock of a
rifle near the breech, and intended to enable a

marksman to fire with accurate aim without

exposing his head to the fire of the enemy. The
successful American contestants for the Palma
trophy at Brisley, England, in 1903, brought
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back with them this device, which seems likely

to play an important part in the warfare of

the future. It was invented by William Youl-
ton of Brighton, England, who conceived the

idea of it after the battle of Colenso in the Boer
war, during which it is stated that not a single

Boer was to be seen. Later in the war it was
employed witli good results, its use at Mafeking
receiving particular mention.

The hyposcope consists of a series of mirrors
mounted in a tube of inverted L shape; the
shorter arm lies across the barrel of the rifle,

while the longer arm hangs down at one side.

The first mirror reflects the light coming in

along the barrel of the rifle to a second mirror
at the elbow of the instrument, which directs

the rays downward to a mirror at the lower end
of the tube, and thence it passes out at right

angles to the eye. Thus on looking in at the

eyepiece one can see the sights of his rifle, and
take accurate aim while holding the gun above
his head. The vertical arm of the instrument
comprises two telescoping sections so that, by
means of a thumbscrew at the side, this arm may
be extended to ele\-ate the device for long-

range shooting. The amount of e!e\-ation may
be accurately determined by means of a fine

scale on the upper section. In order to allow
for windage, a thumbscrew at the end of the

horizontal arm may be rotated to move the

mirror contained therein slightly to one side or
the other. A scale on this arm shows just how-
far the mirror must be moved for different

velocities and directions of the wind. The entire

instrument is very compact and light, weighing
about a pound. It is provided with a holster, in

which it may be encased to prevent it from sus-

taining any injurj* when not in use.

The advantages of this instrument in actual

warfare will be apparent to all. Only the muz-
zles of the rifles are e.xposed to the enemy, and
the soldiers are entirely concealed in the trenches.

But aside from its advantages as a means of
protection, the device will be found greatly to

increase the eflFectiveness of the firing. The fear

of being shot while taking aim makes the soldier

fire hurriedly and at random : with the h\-poscope
attached to his rifle no fears will be entertained.

and the soldier may fire deliberately and with
perfect aim. By applying it to the end of a

field-glass, an observer can watch tlie movements
of the enemy without danger of discovery. It

has also been designed for use on Maxim guns.

Hypostatic Union, the union of the divine
and human nature in the one person of Jesus
Christ.

Hypothesis, in mathematics the term de-
notes what is assumed in order that the con-
clusion may follow from it as a consequence.
It has sometimes been applied in a disparaging
sense to suppositions that have been made for

the purpose of drawing foregone conclusions,
and not with the view, as has been generally the
case in physics, to supply probable antecedents
to conclusions which have already been experi-
mentally established. In some cases the hypo-
thesis may only acquire a certain degree of
probability : in others it may account for all the
known circumstances, and it then acquires the
name of a theor>': and if subsequent observa-
tion reveals no exceptions to its application, it

gradually amounts to certainty. The conjec-

ture of Newton that the force of gravity, as ex-
emplified on the earth, might extend to the moon
was at first a hypothesis ; but when it was found
that it accounted for all the facts it became a

theory. There has an attempt been made to in-

stitute a distinction between a hypothetical cause
and a true cause, but it is practically of no
value.

H3T)som'etry (Greek, "height-measure-
ment"), the art of determining differences of
elevation on the earths surface. Three dis-

tinct modes of procedure may be adopted for

measuring a given difference in level. The first

and most accurate of these consists in running
a "line of levels" between the two stations

whose difference in height is to be determined.
This operation is conducted as follows : Let
A, B. and C be any three points on the earth's

surface, such that the difference in level between
any two of them is not more than a few feet

:

and let us suppose that B lies between A and C,

and that it is not more than a few hundred feet

distant from either of them. A precise spirit

level is set up at B, so that its telescope is higher

than either A or C. .-^ graduated staff is then

held in a vertical position upon the point A,
and the observer at the level determines, by
looking through the telescope, which division

of the staff is of precisely the same height as

the cross-hairs of his instrument. If the height

of A is known, we have merely to add to it

the known length of the graduated staff, from
the ground up to the division that has been ob-

served, in order to ascertain the exact height

of the cross-hairs of the level. The staff is

next carried forward to the point C. and a sec-

ond obser^-ation of the same kind is made upon
it at this point. The height above the ground
of the division that is here found to be on a
level with the instrument is then subtracted

from the known height of the cross-hairs in

the telescope, and the result is the height of the

point C. The instrument is then carried for-

ward to a point, D, situated beyond C, and the

altitude of a still more remote point, E, is de-

termined in the same manner, by observing the

graduated staff at C and at E, and then calcu-

lating the height of E from the known height

of C. as determined bj* the preceding operation.

A chain of observations of this sort is called

a "line of levels." and it is obvious that the

difference of elevation of any two points what-
ever may be determined with great precision

by running such a line from one of them to the

other.

The labor and expense of joining two distant

points by a line of precise levels are often prohib-

itively great ; and hence when a high order of ac-

curacy is not essential, trigonometric or baro-

metric methods are used instead. In determin-

ing the height of a mountain (for example) by
the trigonometric method, a conveniently situ-

ated station is selected, from which the summit
of the mountain can be well seen, and the hori-

zontal distance from this station to the vertical

line passing through the summit of the mountain
is first determined by any of the methods used

by sur\-eyors for determining the distance of an

inaccessible object. The apparent angular eleva-

tion of the mountain is next observed : that is,

the angle included between the horizontal plane

through the station and the line joining the

station to the top of the mountain is measured.
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If the earth were flat and devoid of any at-

mosphere, these data would enable us to com-
pute the height of the mountain with consider-

able precision. For the vertical height of the

mountain above the station, and its horizontal

distance from the station, and the line joining

the station to its summit, would constitute the

three sides of a right-angled triangle ; and the

base of this triangle being known, as well as

one of the adjacent angles, its vertical height

(that is, the height of the mountain above the

•observing station,) could be easily calculated by
the ordinary rules of trigonometry. In the ac-

tual case, however, the problem is complicated
by the curvature of the earth's surface, and by
the refraction effects due to the presence of the

atmosphere. Corrections can be easily applied

for the curvature, since that is constant in any
given spot, and its value is well known. The
refraction effects, however, are variable from
time to time, according to atmospheric condi-

tions ; and it is impossible to determine them,

at any given moment, with a precision sufficient

to enable the trigonometric method to compete,
in accuracy, with the method of leveling already

described.

The third general method of determining
elevations on the earth's surface depends upon
the fact that the atmosphere possesses weight,

so that its pressure diminishes as we pass up-

ward. The difference in depth of two given
points below the surface of the sea can be de-

termined with a good deal of precision by not-

ing the hydrostatic pressures at the two points.

If these pressures are expressed in pounds per

square foot, and their difference is divided by
the weight, in pounds, of a cubic foot of the

water, the quotient will be the difference in

depth of the two points, expressed in feet. The
same general principle applies to the determina-

tion of the differences of elevation in the at-

mosphere, only in this case the problem is far

less simple in its actual application, because the'

air, instead of having a practically constant

density as water has, is very elastic and com-
pressible, and very sensitive to changes of tem-
perature. The observations, therefore, have to

be combined by means of a formula which will

take these facts into account, so far as possible.

In determining differences of height by this

inethod (which is called "barometric hypsom-
etry"), the difference in atmospheric pressure

at the two points that are to be compared is

usually determined by means of barometric read-

ings, though the boiling-point method, to which
reference will presently be made, is also used.

The mercurial barometer gives the most accu-

rate results, but the aneroid form is so much
more convenient to manipulate and transport

that it is commonly preferred for ordinary

work. (See Barometer.) When the differ-

ence of elevation between two given stations

is to be determined, it is preferable to make the

barometric observations at both places simul-

taneously, simultaneous observations of the at-

tnospheric temperature being also taken. This
implies the co-operation of two observers, and
the possession of two sets of instruments ; and
Tience it is not always feasible. When the work
is carried out by a single observer, or with a

single set of instruments, the observations

should be made first at Station A, then at Sta-

tion B, and finally at Station A again ; the

average readings at Station A, both of baro-

metric pressure and of temperature, being
adopted as the definite observations at that sta-

tion. In this way the effects of variations of

temperature and pressure are eliminated as far

as possible. If It is the average reading of the

barometer at the lower station, in inches, and H
is the reading of the barometer at the upper
station, also in inches, and if / and i' are the

temperatures observed at the two stations, on
the Fahrenheit scale, then the difference in

height between the two stations, as expressed
in feet, is approximately

(log h— log H) X 60384 X (I + t+t'—64° \

90G /

In place of the barometer, an instrument
called a "hypsometer" is sometimes used for

determining the difference in barometric pres-

sure between the two stations. The hypsom-
eter is essentially an instrument for determin-
ing the boiling point of water with a consider-

able degree of precision. Water, which at the

normal atmospheric pressure boils at 212° F.,

boils at a lower temperature on the tops of
mountains, where the atmospheric pressure is

less. The change in the boiling point is ap-
proximately 1° F. for every 555 feet of

ascent ; though this relation is not exact.

In the practical application of the method,
the boiling point is observed, on the moun-
tain top, by an accurate thermometer which
should be graduated as fine as fiftieths

of a degree on the Fahrenheit scale. The dif-

ference between the temperature so obtained
and 212° F. is then multiplied by the constant
factor 555, and the product is the desired esti-

mate of the height of the mountain above the

sea. This procedure, it will be seen, assumes
that at the time the observation is made, the at-

mospheric pressure at the sea-level has its nor-
mal (or average) value, so that water would
boil there at 212° F. precisely. This condition

will seldom be more than appro.ximately ful-

filled, and hence the method by boiling points,

as usually carried out, is more uncertain than
the barometric method as described above. The
thermometric method is very convenient, how-
ever, and for this reason it is in strong favor
among travelers and explorers, who usually are

content with a more or less rough approxima-
tion to the height to be measured. The method
is capable of being refined further than has here
been indicated ; but when more accurate results

are desired than are obtainable by the process

as described above, it is better to make use of
simultaneous readings of the barometer and
thermometer, at the two stations to be compared.

Hyrax, hl'raks, the type-genus of a group
of small rabbit-like animals forming the group
Hyracoidca. There are two species, not very
sharply defined, the daman {H. Svriacus), which
spreads from the .African shores of the Red Sea
to Syria, and the Klipdas, or das.sy {H. Capensis),
which ranges from Abyssinia to the Cape of

Good Hope. The former is the animal meant by
the Scripture reference to "conies." as a "feeble

folk." Tliey are gregarious, plant-feeding, and
make their homes among loose rocks, where they

are little seen during the day. Hence English

settlers call them rock-rabbits. The zoological

position of these animals is astonishing in view
of their size, appearance and rodent-like habits,

for they are most nearly related to the elephant

and rhinoceros. In west-central Africa live two
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or three small arboreal species {Dendrohyrar).
The latest monographer of these singular ani-

mals is O. Thomas (.Proc ZooL Soc. of London
1882), who says that the rules of priority re-

quire that the family and genus should be called

Procaiiids and Procazia. They are believed

to be little modified descendants of the Condy-
larihra.

Hyrcanus (her-ka'nus) I^JoHx Hyrc\xl's,
a Jewish high-priest and prince of the Asmonean
family, who ruled in 135-105 B.C He was the

son and successor of Simon Maccabseus. At
first dependent on the SjTians, he succeeded in

throwing off their yoke, and also in subjugating
the Samaritans. He next overcame the Iduirue-

ans, and obliged them to submit to Judaism. He
afterward confirmed his power by an alliance

with the Romans and made Judjea more powerful
than it had been since Solomon's time. He was
originally a Pharisee, but ultimateh- favored the

Sadducees.

Hyrcanus II,, high-priest of the Jews and
prince of the Asmonean family, who ruled inter-

mittently from 69 B.C. to 38 B.C He was the

grandson of H>Tcanus I. His younger brother,

Aristobulus, seized the government, and finally

Pompey removed H\Tcanus from the kingship,

and made Antipater of Idumaea governor of the
colony. In 4" B.C Qesar proclaimed H\Tcanus
tetrarch and high-priest. -Antigonus, son of
Aristobulus, deposed Hyrcanus and removed him
to Seleucia whence later, at the request of Herod,
he returned to Jerusalem, where he was finally

put to death (30 B.C.).

Hyslop, his'lop, James Hervey, .\merican
icholar and educator: b. Xenia, Ohio, iS Aug.
1854. He was graduated from Wooster Uni-
versity (Ohio), studied also at Leipsic and
the Johns Hopkins University, taught succes-
sively in Lake Forest L'niversity, Smith College,

and Bucknell L'niversity, and was appointed pro-
fessor of logic and ethics in Columbia L'niver-

sity. He became well known for his connection
with the investigations of the Society for Psy-
chical Research, and contributed extensively to

its proceedings. His further work includes arti-

cles in prominent periodicals ; an edition of
Hume's 'Ethics' (1893) with introduction; a
text-book on 'The Elements of Logic' (1892) ;

one on <The Elements of Ethics' (1895) : * De-
mocracy: -A. Study of Government' (1899) ;

'Logic and .Argument' (1899) ; and 'A Syllabus
of Psychologj-' (1899).

Hyssop, his'up (Hyssopus) , a genus of
plants of the natural order Labiate, with four
straight diverging stamens, and a 15-ribbed cah-x.

The common hyssop (H. oiUcinalis) is a perennial

shrubby plant about two feet in height. TTie

leaves stand in pairs without footstalks. The
flowers are blue, growing chiefly on one side, in

short verticillated spikes. It is a native of the

south of Europe and the East, and is naturalized

in the L'nited States. The leaves have an agree-

able aromatic color, and an extract from them
is produced by water and spirits. The hyssop of
Scripture (that is, the plant whose Hebrew-
name e:ob has been translated "hyssop") has not
been ascertained. .\s it *grew out of the wall,*

it must have been a diminutive plant, and may
have been one of the mosses. The most probable

and most widely accepted vie\r is that it was the
caper-plant (Capfaris spinosa), but it is not
unlikely that the name was applied to severaj
plants of somewhat similar properties. The
name of hedge-hyssop is applied to species of
plants of the genus Gratiola, belonging to the
natural order Scrophulariacee.

Hysteria, a morbid state of the nervous
system in which the clinical manifestations pre-

sent a wonderful variety of sj-mptoms closely

simulating some forms of organic disase. There
is often increased physical irritability; the con-
dition is frequently manifested by neuralgic
pains, hypenesthesias, hallucinations, and con-
vulsive and paralytic phenomena. It may be re-

garded as a brain affection— a mild insanitj'.

-Among the causes of hysteria heredity plays
a most important part. There may be direct

transmission of the hysterical temperament from
parent to child, or other nervous manifestations
in the family and its branches, such as epilepsy,

chorea, neuralgia, insanity, etc It occurs more
frequently in women, but it is much more com-
mon in men than is ordinarily believed ; it occurs
in boys and girls at a tender age or about the
time of puberty. Briquet foimd that one eighth
of his cases were in children under ten years of
age. Anything which lowers the general tone
of the nervous system may give rise to it in pre-

disposed persons. Haemorrhages, severe illness,

poor food, anaemia, overwork in tmcongenial oc-
cupations, anxiety, fright, jealousy, disappoint-
ments make a profound impression ; so does an
education which fosters and stimulates inherited

instability. The enforced social restrictions of
women, which they often inflict upon their

young children, with lack of proper exercise for
physical development and an artificial and pre-
mature education and habits heighten this predis-

position. Accidents are a frequent cause of the
first appearance of hysteria, as has been clearly

pointed out by Charcot. The disease may, at

times, occur in yoimg girls who have witnessed
attacks in others.

To understand the sj-mptoms of hysteria, it

must be borne in mind that there are two classes
of phenomena. These have been termed the
mental stigmata and the mental accidents. The
stigmata are anaesthesias (loss of sensation),
amnesias (forgetfulness), abulias (loss of wUl
power), motor disturbances, and modifications of
character. TTiese are the cardinal s>Tnptom-gTOups
that characterize the mental state of the hysteric
-Any or all of the mental accidents may likewise
be noted— suggestibility and sub-conscious
acting, fi-xed ideas, ecstasy, automatism, con\til-
sive movements, sleep-walking, deliriums, etc
The occurrence of these constitutes important
corroborative evidences of hysteria and while
not foimd in all h>-sterics, they may be very
common symptoms.

Hysterical persons often complain of some
of the s>Tnptoms found in neurasthenia— neu-
ralgic pains in ^•arious parts and h\-per3t5thetic

areas about the abdomen, chest, or back, fre-

quently in the neighborhood of the ovar>-, mam-
mar>- gland, etc There may be anaesthetic
patches in various parts of the body, or there
may be complete loss of sensation on one side
associated with anaesthesia of the mucous mem-
branes. The special senses on that side are in-

volved— sight, taste, and hearing.
There may be irritations of the bladder and
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urethra; pain in the joints, which may be mis-

taken for joint disease.

In some cases the senses are exceedingly
acute. Persons notice odors imperceptible to

others ; are often made sick by odors which do
not affect normal individuals ; may have a liking

for odors and substances disagreeable to others.

Perverted sense is shown in an abnormal taste,

in eating soap, slate-pencils, etc. Hysterical

manifestations in some are simply emotional
exaggerations ; they laugh and cry without cause.

In serious attacks there are likely to be various

hysterical manifestations. Occasionally tactile

sensibility is disturbed, and the muscular sense

may be abolished. The anaesthesia may affect the

mucous membranes of mouth, pharynx and nose,

abolishing the reflexes of the parts. The secre-

tions may be diminished or arrested.

Spasmodic convulsions and paralytic phe-
nomena may occur. The spasmodic attack may
be rhythmic ; may simulate the trembling of or-

ganic disease ; may be confined to one member or
involve the entire half of the body; may be
coarse, as in disseminated sclerosis, or a fine

tremor, as in paralysis agitans , or the tremor
may simulate the trembling of organic brain dis-

ease. It may occur in any muscle or group of
muscles; may manifest itself as contracture,

which may be intermittent or may last contin-

uously for months or years. Contracture may
be confined to the strong muscle of the jaw and
other muscles in their neighborhood, causing
trismus. Spasms of the glottis may take place,

giving rise to severe difficulty in breathing ; or
of the pharynx, causing difficulty in swallowing.

I Globus hystericus is a constant symptom, but is

;
not as frequent as it is often thought to be. Per-
sistent and severe vomiting often occurs, but the
nutrition rarely suffers materially from these

attacks. Retention of urine is frequent, owing
to spasm of the sphincter, and the catheter may
have to be used for months.

Paralysis occurs in these cases ; it is variable

in distribution, and may come on suddenly after

a convulsive attack or without it ; it may be
flaccid or associated with contracture ; it may
come on slowly ; it may be confined to one limb
or be hemiplegia in type.

Hysterics are easily affected by pleasurable
or painful impressions, and there is often a mor-
bid craving for sympathy and attention. They
may show moral perversion ; may lie, steal,

quarrel with and intrigue against their own
family ; may form and change attachments and
dislikes without obvious reason ; may manifest
aversions, as to frogs, spiders, mice, cats, etc.

;

may deceive for deception's sake or to excite
wonder. Some are painfully depressed ; they
have forebodings, or are compelled to do cer-

tain acts. Here the hysterical insanities are
approached on the one hand, and the imperative
conceptions and neurasthenias, on the other.

Hygtero-epileptic attacks in their greatest

severity are often preceded by general discom-
fort, or by Iiallucinations of vision and hearing.
Usually sudden, they may be preceded by an
"aura," globus hystericus, singing in the ear, etc.

Breathing is spasmodic ; consciousness is ob-
scured ; the convulsion may be similar to those
of mild epilepsy. In some cases the body
is thrown into all sorts of contortions. An ex-
treme opisthotonos may be present, the body
being bent backward, resting on the head and
heels. Gestures and noises are made. Some-
times religious ideas have an influence over the
attitudes assumed ; at other times, ideas of de-
moniacal possession.

From milder forms, recovery is the rule. In
graver cases, and when there is a strong neuro-
pathic tendency, the persons will probably pass
from one hysterical manifestation to another.

Treatment.— In cases where there is deterio-
ration of the physical health, tonics and nutri-

tious diet should be given. Hydrotherapy
improves nutrition and also the mental state.

Many drugs have been recommended, but they
are all uncertain in their action, at one time
giving a result, and failing at another. Convul-
sive attacks may at times be stopped by the cold
douche to the spine. Isolation from the family
circle is of the utmost importance in the treat-

ment of these cases. Every effort should be
made to discover the psychic shock which has
produced the attack. Only the patient may have
knowledge of this, and he will not often reveal
it. There is no disease the treatment of which
it is more difficult to describe. Suggestion-
therapy gives by far the best results, but the
great difficulty is that good results are rarely

permanent.
Bibliography.—Charcot, 'Leijons sur les

Maladies du Systeme Nerveaux,' tome 3; Jolly,

'Hysteria' ; Ziemssen, 'Cyclopedia of Medicine' ;

Seguin, 'Hysterical Symptoms in Organic Dis-
ease' ; Janet, 'Mental State of Hystericals*

(1902). Smith Ely Jelliffe,
Managing Editor Journal of Nervous and Men-

tal Disease.

Hysterophytes, his'te-ro-flts. See Fungi.

Hyvernat, he'ver-nat, Eugene Xavier
Louis Henry, American scholar: b. St. Julien-

en-Jarret, Loire, France, 30 June 1858. He was
graduated from the University of France at

Lyons in 1876, studied divinity at the St. Sulpice

Seminary, Issy, in 1877-g, at Paris in 1879-82. was
Oriental interpreter to the Propaganda at Rome
in 1885-9, and taught in the Roman Seminary in

1885-8. In 1889 he was appointed professor of
Oriental languages and archaeology in the Cath-
olic University of America at Washington, D. C.

His writings include: *Les Actes des Martyrs
de I'Egypte' (Vol. I. 1886) ; *Album de Paleo-

graphie Copte' (1888); and 'Du Caucase au
Golfe Persique' (with Muller-Simonis 1892).
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the ninth letter and third vowel of all the

alphabets of western Europe, came into the

Latin alphabet from the Greek. It is

named in Greek iota, which is the yod of

the Hebrew and the corresponding letter

of the Phoenician alphabet from which
the Greeks derived it. Iota and yod (whence
jot) being the smallest letter in the Hebrew and
Greek, gave occasion for the New Testament
phrase "one jot or one tittle." In ancient Latin

the i appears to have stood for a semi-vowel
like y as well as for the vowel i : thus the Latins

would write lanus, lulia, pronouncing them
Yanus, Yulia. .^nd till a comparatively recent

date words beginning with I and J were in

English dictionaries classed together.

The dot over the i appears first in MSS. of
the 13th centuni-. The sound value of i in all

languages except English is constant and is equal

to e in he and to i in him. What is called the
long sound of English i as in hide is a diphthong
made up of the two vowels a and i : this value of
i in English is believed to have been given to

the letter not earlier than the i6th centurj': till

then the letter had the same sound in English
as in other languages.

In the standard alphabet of philologists the
values of the vowels are about as in the lan-

guages of continental Europe, in which i is

sounded as English e.

It is the general rule in English pronuncia-

tion that i followed by two consonants in the

same syllable is short : yet when the two con-

sonants are Id or nd the i is nearly always long

and diphthongal, for example, mild, rind: in

wind (noun) it is short, but in wind (verb) it is

long. Combined with o it forms a true diph-

thong oi as in oil : or mere digraphs representing

sounds in which often the i has no part ; exam-
ples: bail, rein, seize, pier, friend. Usually a
final e indicates that the i in a word is to be
pronounced as the diphthong; for example, fine,

fin : yet genuine is genuin ; or the i is pro-

nounced as e long,— marine, quinine, Augus-
tine.

In Pope's time and long after oblige was pro-

nounced obleege and rh>Tned with besiege: the i

in oblique is pronounced either e or i.

Ian Maclaren. See W.mson, John.

Iba, eba. Philippines, pueblo and capital

of the province of Zambales, Luzon, situated on a

river two miles from its mouth. 85 miles north-

west of Manila. It has a grood anchorage and is

on the south coast road. It is a well built town,
and has several fine public buildings. In 1901 a

L'nited States meteorological station was estab-

lished there. Pop. 3,500.

Ibach, Lawrence J,, American astronomer:
b. Allentown, Pa., 17 Jan. 1816; d. Xewmans-
town. Pa., 9 Oct. 1SS8. He learned the black-

smith's trade and followed it throughout his life,

chiefly at Sheridan, Lebanon County, Pa. He
studied with the astronomer, Charles F. Engle-
man, who, on his death in i860, bequeathed all

his charts, books, and instruments to Ibach. His
benefactor ha\-ing promised to make several

series of astronomical calculations for almanacs
Ibach filled the first order (1863), and thereafter

till his death made annual calculations for al-

manacs in the United States, Canada, South
America, and Cuba. He was commonly known
as the "blacksmith-astronomer.*

Ibajay, e-ba-hi', Philippines, pueblo of the

province of Capiz, island of Panay, situated on
the Ibajay River. 42 miles northwest of Capiz,

the capital of the proWnce. Pop. 11.350.

Iberia, i-be'ria. (l) The ancient name of a

district of Asia, between the Euxine and Cas-
pian seas. It now forms part of Russian
Georgia, and consists of an extensive fertile

plain, surrounded by mountains traversed by
four passes. It probably belonged to Persia, un-
til subjected by Pompey and Trajan to the

Roman empire, under which it remained till

after the time of Julian. (2) The ancient name
of Spain, the Ebro, the principal river, being

called Iberus. The Iberian language still lives

in the Basque. See B.\sques and Celtibesi.

Iberville, Pierre le Moyne, pe-ar le mwan
e-ber-vel, Sielh d', French-Canadian na\-al

and military commander: b. Montreal 16 July
1661 : d. Havana, Cuba, 9 July 1706. He entered
the French na\-j-, in 16S6 took part in the ex-
pedition for the capture of the English forts on
James' Bay, in 1690 in that for the destruction

of Schenectady. X. Y. He took Fort Nelson,

on Hudson Bay : captured and demolished Fort
Pemaquid, built for the protection of the New
England settlements; laid waste all the British

posts on the island of Newfoundland : and. hav-
ing defeated three English vessels with his one,

reduced Fort Bourbon, the last station of the

Hudson's Bay Company. In 1690 he ascended
the Mississippi for some distance, and built Fort
BiIo.\i at the head of Biloxi Bay. This post he
removed to Mobile in 1701. In 1706 he captured
the island of Nevis. He was considered the

ablest officer in the French naval service of his
time, and is generally called the founder of
Louisiana.

I'bex, any of several species of wild goat
(q.v.), sometimes placed apart in a sub-genus
Ibex, distinguished by the form of the horns of
the ram. which are large (30 to 50 inches long).
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REPRESENTATIVE IBISES.

I. Ot".n-l,ill (Anastonius lamelligerus), ?. Wood IbisC(Tantalus ibis)» 2* Sacred Ij.s (Ibis icligiosa).
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backward curving, compressed, and marked on
the front with bold cross-ridges or knot-like
protuberances. The ibexes are larger than other
goats, that of the Himalayas standing 40 inches
high at the withers. Their coats are harsh, uni-

formly brown, becoming much grayer in winter,

whitish on the under surface and buttocks, and
with darker tints on the face and fore-legs.

These animals inhabit the most precipitous and
inaccessible heights of lofty mountains, where
they assemble in flocks, sometimes consisting of
10 or 15 individuals. During the night they feed
in the highest woods, but at sunrise they again
ascend the mountains, till they have reached the
most perilous heights. They are remarkably
swift, and display amazing agility and dexterity
in leaping. They are objects of the chase, and
the hunter must have great skill and hardihood
to succeed. Several species are distinguished by
locality and minor differences. The typical ibex,

bouquetin or steinbock (capra ibex), once
numerous throughout the European Alps, now
exists only as a semi-domesticated animal in cer-

tain valleys on the Italian border.

Three other species are recognized : The
Arabian ibex (C. sinaitica) of Palestine, Arabian
and northern Egypt ( see Beden ) ; the Abys-
sinian ibe.K or walie (C walie) ; and the great
Himalayan ibex (C. sibirica) ; which ranges
over the high mountains and plateaus of all

central Asia, keeping as near the snow-line as
possible, and affording the best sport known to
that region of game.

Ibicuhy, e-be-kwe', or Ibicui, Brazil, an
affluent of the Uruguay River, which rises in the
Serra de Santa Anna, province of Rio Grande
do Sul, and after a westward course of about
400 miles joins the Uruguay at Yapeyu opposite
St. Martin in Argentina.

Ibilao, e-be-la'5, a head hunting Philip-
pine tribe inhabiting the border lands of the
provinces of Nueva Ecija and Nueva Vizcaya in

the central part of the island of Luzon. They
are heathens, of the Malay race, with an infusion
of Negrito blood. See Philippine Islands.

I'bis, a family of wading-birds {Ibidida)
inhabiting warm regions. They are related to
the storks on the one hand and to the spoonbills
and flamingoes on the other. Their bills are long,

weak, curved, and the nasal grooves are very
long. The legs are long, the tibia partly naked,
and the toes long with small webs. In size they
are like herons, rather less than storks ; and in

color present a great and beautiful variety of
tints, often with a metallic sheen ; the sexes are
similar. Ibises are shy birds, which inhabit not
only watery and w-ooded country-, but dry plains
and rocky gorges. They perform a powerful and
elevated flight, extending their neck and
legs, and uttering a hoarse croak. They
ordinarily wade for their food, poking in the
mud with the long bill for aquatic insects, worms
and small shellfish; they also catch fish, and on
land eat insects, especially locusts, frogs, newts
and crustaceans. Some species breed in com-
munities, like herons, others apart, but the nest
is always a rude cradle of sticks on a tree or
ledge of rocks and occasionally on marshy
ground, and the eggs are usually green, with or
without markings. There are 12 or 15 genera
and a large number of species scattered through-

out the whole tropical zone. The typical genus,
Ibis, contains the sacred ibis (/. athiopica),
called by the natives of upper Egypt abu Hanncs,
or "Father John," which arrives in Egypt about
the time that the inundation of the Nile com-
mences, its numbers increasing or diminishing
with the increase or diminution of the waters

;

and it migrates southward about the end of
June. This species is about the size of a fowl

;

the head and neck are bare ; the body white ; the
wing tipped with shining, ashy black, among
which the white forms oblique notches ; the
secondaries and scapulars, which in summer
curve gracefully over the hinder parts, are
bright black. This was one of the birds adored
by the ancient Egj'ptians, and of which numer-
ous mummies are found. The Greek and Roman
writers give many fabulous stories relating to
ibis, which Savigny has gathered in 'Histoire
Naturelle et ^Ijthologique de ITbis.* He con-
cludes that the reverence for this ibis was
not due to its alleged destruction of snakes,
which, in fact, does not occur, but arose from
the birds' return at the time the Nile began to
rise, the commencement of the season of abun-
dance. Modern writers on Egyptian customs and
antiquities may be consulted further on this

point. Many other interesting species occur in
Africa, Asia and the Australian region ; and
many species reside in the American tropics,

—

two, the white ibis (Eudocimus albus) and the
scarlet ibis (£. ruber), flocking in summer in
the southern United States. Both are birds of
extreme beauty of plumage, and both have been
so ruthlessly persecuted by plume-hunters, seek-
ing feathers of millinery purposes, that the scar-
let ibises are nearly exterminated.

Wood-ibises and shell-ibises are names for
birds of other groups, elsewhere described.

Ibn Sina, ib'n se'nii. See Avicenna.

Ibsen, Henrik, hen'rik ib'sen, Norwegian
novelist and dramatist : b. Skien, Norway,
20 March 1828 : d. Christiania, 22 May
1906. At 16 he became apprentice to an
apothecary at Grimstad, a small village on the
southeast coast of Norway, and here were com-
posed his first works, 'Hosten,* a poem, and
'Catilina,' a play published in 1850 over the
signature Brynjolf Bjanne. After a few months
at the University of Christiania in 1850, where
he wrote 'The Warrior's Mound,' played at the
Christiania Theatre that year, he became manager
of the new National Theatre at Bergen and
turned his attention directly to dramatic com-
position. In 1856 his "Banquet at Solhaug,' a
Norwegian historical drama, was produced here,
and from 1857 to 1862 he was manager of the
Norwegian Theatre at. Christiania. To this
period Delong his historical plays, 'Lady Inger

of Ostraat' (1857); and 'The \'ikings at Helge-
land' (1858); 'the Comedy of Love> (l£o2),
and several poems. His greatest historical

drama, 'The Pretenders,' appeared in 1864, and
indignant at the political position of Norway at

the time, Ibsen then left Norway to be absent
(save for short visits) for, as it is proved, 27
years, living for a time in Germany and then
in Trieste and Rome. HIj noble dramatic poem,
'Brand,' was first published in 1866, and the
Storthing thereupon voted him the "poet's sal-

ary." In 1867 appeared the famous dramatic
poem, 'Peer Gynt,' followed by a political com-
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edy, <The League of Youth> (1869); and the

play, 'Emperor and Galilean,' his longest work

(1873). In 1864 he returned to Norway for a

short visit and was everywhere enthusiastically

welcomed. His subsequent works include the

social dramas which are the basis of his fame

:

>The Pillars of Society' (1877) ; 'A Doll's

House' (1879); <Ghosts> (1881) ; 'An Enemy
of the People' (1882); 'The Wild Duck'

(1884); 'Rosmersholm' (1866); 'The Lady
from the Sea' (1888) ; 'Hedda Gabler' (1890; ;

'Master Builder Solness' (1892) ; 'Little

Evoli" (1894) ; 'John Gabriel Borkman'
(1896); 'When we Dead Awaken' (1900);
'Digte' (poems) appeared in 1871. By Ibsen's

countrymen the poems 'Brand' and 'Peer

GjTit' are considered his greatest works, both

being intensely national, but nevertheless of uni-

versal application. Brand, the hero of the first,

represents a protest against compromise, while

'Peer Gynt,' sometimes styled "the Scandina-

vian Faust," is an analysis of the human soul.

The modern life dramas are the works by which
Ibsen is best known to the world at large. The
setting only is Norwegian, the lesson they con-

vey is of world-wide extension. 'The Pillars

of Society' is an attack upon hypocrisy as ex-

emplified in the principal personages in a small

town, while 'A Doll's House,' which has had a

wide popularity in America, is concerned with

the failure of marriage. 'Ghosts' is perhaps

the most impressive and awesome of all of Ib-

sen's works, its theme being the consequences

of hereditary vices. 'The Wild Duck' and
•Rosmersholm' are gloomy, despairing dramas;
'Hedda Gabler' presents in the character of

Hedda a woman of the undomestic, selfish type,

while the fearful price of success forms the mo-
tive of 'Master Builder Solness.' The theme
of <A Doll's House' is in effect that of 'Little

'tvolf. ' but in the latter Ibsen, who has hitherto

seemed pessimistically to foretell the dissolution

of modern society, now admits a hope of its re-

generation. Over Ibsen's works a vast amount
of controversy has arisen, and he has been

fiercely assailed as cynical and even immoral,

and as zealously defended. The truth of the

matter appears to be that he was par excellence

the poet of protest against social sophistry, and
that he unerringly indicated the danger spots in

modern life. There is nothing conventional in

the construction or motive of his plays. More
than once the climax of the play is represented

as occurring prior to the opening of the drama
which is concerned only with the consequences.

Isben made a deep impression upon the liter-

ature of his century and his fame is not likely

to decrease. Consult: Brandes, 'Henrik Ibsen,'

in 'Eminent Authors of the 19th Century*
(1886): Jaeger, 'Henrik Ibsen: a Critical Bi-

ography' (1890) ; Wicksteed, 'Four Lectures on
Henrik Ibsen' (1892) ; Shaw, 'The Quintes-
sence of Ibsenism' (1893) ; Boyesen, 'A Com-
mentary on the Writings of Henrik Ibsen'

(1894)-

lea, c-sa', Peru. (1) A littoral department
bounded north by the department of Huan-
cavelica, east by Ayacueho, south by Arequipa.
and west by the Pacific Ocean. Area. 8.718

square miles; pop. (1896) 90,962. (2) A town,

capital of the above department on a river of the

same name, 46 miles southeast of Pisco on Pisco

Bay, with which it is connected by rail. It was

founded in 1563. It is in a grapevine and sugar-

cane producing region and has manufactures of

wine and brandy. Pop. 9,000.

Ice, water in the solid state. When suf-

ficiently cooled, water loses its fluidity, and be-

comes filled with multitudes of needle-like crys-

tals belonging to the hexagonal system (see

Crystal), which increase and interlace until the

whole mass becomes solidified. In nature, this

change begins at the surface of the water and
spreads gradually downward, so that the exact

course of the freezing is not so easy to trace as

it is in the laboratoo', where the water can be

uniformly cooled throughout its entire mass.

When the freezing process is complete, the crys-

talline nature of the solid that results from it is

not at all obvious. It is clearly visible, however,

in snow-flakes, where the hexagonal form is also

evident. In a solid block of ice the crystalline

structure can also be demonstrated by a method
that was used with much success by T>-ndall, as

a beautiful and instructive lecture experiment.

The image of a slab of pure ice is thrown upon

a screen tjy means of a projection lantern pro-

vided with a powerful electric light. At first

nothing is seen, but very shortly the heat-rays

passing through the ice cause it to melt in-

ternally, and the melting takes place according

to the internal crystalline structure, which is

gradually brought out upon the screen in great

beautj'. Six-sided stars, suggestive of the snow-

crystals, appear, and these enlarge and become
serrated at the edges as the electric beam grad-

ually destroys the molecular architecture, the

process continuing until the ice has been again

reduced to the liquid form.

Pure water normally freezes at a tempera-

ture which is denoted by 32° on the Fahrenheit

scale, and by 0° on the centigrade and Reaumur
scales. It is possible, however, to cool pure wa-
ter to a temperature considerably lower than this,

if proper precautions are taken. As long ago as

1836, for example, Gay-Lussac observed that

water, when placed in a vessel and covered

with a layer of oil, may be cooled to 10° F.

without freezing. If the vessel be slightly

shaken or jarred, however, solidification ensues

at once.

Pressure has a slight effect upon the tem-

perature at which water freezes. This effect

was predicted, from theoretical considerations,

by James Thomson, in 1849. Dewar has since

measured its amount with much care, finding

that the freezing temperature is lowered by

0.014° F. for each atmosphere of pressure.

Small as this quantity is, it is of importance in

some branches of physics. In 1858 Mousson. by

the application of an enormous pressure, suc-

ceeded in reducing the freezing point to 4°

below zero, Fahrenheit. The presence of dis-

solved substances in the water also depresses

the freezing point. Sea-water, for example,

freezes at about 27° F. (the ice that is formed

being nearly free from salt), and strong brine

is used in the circulating pipes and cooling coils

of refrigerating plants, since it can be cooled

much below this temperature without freezing.

The effect of pressure in lowering the freez-

ing point is illustrated in the familiar process

of making a snow-ball from damp snow;, — that

is, from snow whose temperature is precisely 32

F. Under the pressure of the hand, the freezing

point of the snow mass is lowered slightly, with
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the result that a partial melting of the crystals

takes place. When the pressure is removed, the

freezing point rises to its normal position, and

the water that was formed by the pressure alone

freezes again, and cements the mass together.

(The superficial moisture, due to the warmth of

the hand, is not here contemplated. The melt-

ing from this cause is a separate phenomenon.)

The slight but real plasticity of large masses of

ice, such as are met with in glaciers, is probably

related to this phenomenon of the variation of

the freezing point by pressure, but there is some

difference of opinion among the authorities as to

the precise way in which the slow- downward
flow of these ice masses is accomplished. The
melting of ice by pressure, and its subsequent

solidification upon the removal of the pressure,

is known to physicists as "regelation".

Experiments that have been conducted in

connection with precise thermometrj', by Fernet

and Marek, show that the temperature of melt-

ing ice is slightly different, according to the

source of the ice, and the way in which it is

treated; this variation being independent of the

pressure, and existing even when the ice is

sensibly pure. A variation in the melting point

of as much as 0.164° F. has been observed; and

in order to eliminate the effects of error from

this cause, it is necessar>', for the purposes of

precise thermometry, to adopt a uniform mode
of procedure in the treatment of the ice that is

to be used for the establishment of the freezing

point upon accurate thermometers. (Consult:

Guillaume, *Thermometrie de Precision,* ch.ii.).

When water that contains solid matter in

solution or in suspension is frozen, the solid

•matter is mostly eliminated, so that the ice is

Imuch purer than the water from which it is

produced. Some of the solids are almost in-

variably entangled among the interlacing crys-

tals of the ice, however, so that numerous little

particles of foreign matter often remain in the

ice, imprisoned in tiny cavities. Bacteria and
other germs that may have been present in the

original water appear to be largely excluded

from natural ice by the freezing process, though
some of them are undoubtedly caught among
the crystals and retained. In artificial ice, where

a mass of water is frozen simultaneously on
all sides, so that the solidification proceeds from
the outside toward the centre of the cake in

all directions, purification from this cause is

hardly possible, and the middle part of the ice-

cake is likely to be rich in whatever germs the

original water may have contained. Fortunately

the recent experiments of Sedgewick and others

indicate that freezing and protracted storage of

the ice is much more fatal to typhoid bacilli than

was formerly supposed. Artificial ice, if pre-

pared from distilled water, or from water that

is certainly known to be free from disease germs,
is undoubtedly safer than natural ice that is

taken from streams or ponds of unknown pur-

ity; but in choosing between natural and art-

ificial ice from the same identical water, the

preference should be given to the natural

product.

Water expands upon freezing, one volume of
water at 32° F. becoming transformed, by freez-

ing, into 1.0908 volumes of ice at the same tem-
perature ; which is equivalent to saying that

water expands by one-eleventh of its own bulk
upon freezing. The quantity of heat required to

melt one pound of ice, from the state of ice at

32° F. to that of water at 32° F., is 142 times

as great as the quantity of heat required to

raise the temperature of a pound of water from
32° F. to 33° F. The specific heat of ice, near

the temperature 32° F., is approximately 0.50.

Ice Age. See Gl.\ci.\l Period.

Ice, Artificial. See Ice Industry.

Ice Boat. See Ice Yachts and Ice Yacht-
ing.

Ice-breaker, a vessel, especially a strong,

heavy steamer, with powerful engines, for open-

ing up navigable channels in frozen waters.

On the Great Lakes of the United States, where

such vessels are extensively used, they are gen-

erally fitted for carrrying cargoes or trans-

porting railroad cars. Such vessels are usually

so built as to run their bows up on the ice and
break it by means of their great weight. An
ice-breaker called the Yermak. built in England

in 1899, for use in Russian waters, is 305 feet

long, with 71 feet beam and draft of 25 feet.

She did good harbor w^ork in polar ice in 1900,

but proved unequal to the heavy pack of the

sea. Admiral Marakoff of the Russian navy,

who superintended her trials, believes that the

best way to reach the north pole is by means

of a powerful ice-breaker, using liquid fuel in-

stead of coal.

Ice Industry. Though the use of natural

and artificial ice as an article of commercial

value practically began only in the first part of

the 19th century, yet the artificial production of

cold began long before it was generally supposed

to have been thought of.

In Greece and Rome during the early ages

snow was more commonly used, being placed in

cone-shaped pits 45 feet in diameter, 50 feet deep

and lined with straw and prunings of trees. The
snow was packed down and covered with more
straw and prunings, over all of w-hich a thatched

roof was placed; after the ice was formed it

was cut and carried out through a door left in

the side of the pit for the purpose. During the

l6th century snow and ice was stored in cellars

for the purpose of cooling drinks. This custom
spread from Greece and Italy to Western Europe
and to France during the reign of Henry III. in

the i6th century and by the end of the 17th

century the sale of snow- and ice had become a

profitable trade. From that time until the be-

ginning of the 19th century the ice trade was
practically at a standstill, no material advance
was made in the direction of improving the

methods of harvesting the ice supplied by

nature, nor was any attempt of any importance
made to produce artificial ice. For purposes of

description and comparison, ice may be divided

into two classes, the natural and the artificial.

Xatural Ice.— Probably the first ice cut and
shipped as an article of commercial value was
sent, in 1709. from New York to Charleston.

S. C. This cargo was cut from a pond near

Canal street. While this shipment was the first

recorded it was of little importance : the real

beginning of the industry came in the year 1805

when Frederic Tudor, of Boston, shipped a

cargo of 130 tons to the West Indies. This re-

sulted in a loss of $4,500. and Tudor's second
shipment, two years later to Havana, likewise
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was made at a loss enormous for those days.

He stuck to the business, however, and finally,

in 1812, was granted by Great Britain a mo-
nopoly of the trade with her colonies in the West
Indies, and later, in 1815-16. Spain granted him
the same concession to export to Havana. In

1S17-18 the trade was extended to Charleston

and Savannah; to New Orleans in 1820; to Cal-

cutta in 1833: and to Rio Janeiro in 1834. Thus
a large and lucrative trade with southern

countries and southern cities of the United States

was built up; competitors began to come into

the field, the first of these to enter the export

field being the firm of Gage. Hittinger &: Co.

of Boston who introduced American ice to the

people of London. They were in turn followed

by a Salem merchant named Lander, and others.

The Treasury Department gives the following

figures for the export trade from 1850 to 1900;

Ye.\r. Value.

1850
1855
1860
1865
1870
1875
1880
1885
1890
1893
1900

41.11-

49.153
59.9^7
63.S02
53.7-24

45,666
38,901
44.849
17.295
13.7JO

$107,018
190,793
183,134
225.825
267,702
208,249
136.686
89.420
111,762
41.915
29,501

The har\-est of natural ice is gathered on an
enormous scale in the L'nited States, the demand
for the article being due in a large measure to

the growth of other industries to which ice was
a necessity. Before Croton water was introduced

into Xew York and as far back as 1825. ice \yas

cut on Sunfish pond, on the outskirts of the city,

by some butchers who desired to preserve their

stock of meat. In 1S26 ice was cut on Rockland
Lake, and at first ^W *he ice cut was stored in

the ground but later storehouses at Hubert
street and Christopher street were built, and as

the demand for ice gradually developed in all

the larger eastern cities, large storehouses were
erected nearby the places where the ice was cut.

The capacity of these houses ranges from 10.000

to 90.000 tons and in size nm from 100 to 150

feet in length by .'^o to 50 feet in width. For
gathering the ice there is an elaborate system of

apparatus, but the usual methods employed are

as follows ; After the snow is cleared from the

ice by means of scrapers or snow-plows, an ice-

plow, either propelled by steam or drawn by
horses — the latter means more commonly
used— cuts deep grooves in the ice in one di-

rection and then repeats the operation at right

angles with the first, thus forming a perfect

square, measuring a little more than 3 feet. As
these grooves extend nearly through the ice it

is a simple matter to saw through the remain-
ing thickness, pry the cakes loose with cmwbars.
and float them to the icehouses through channels

provided for the purpose. L'pon reaching the

icehouse the cakes are lifted on an elevator, run
into the house, and packed in sawdust or other
suitable material, to be held there in storage

till needed.

The cost of hanesting a ton of natural ice

varies greatly; it depending to a great extent

upon the weather conditions, both during the
process of the formation of the ice and during
the process of cutting and housing. Under
average conditions the cost of harvesting
amounts to about 80 cents, though under ver>-

favorable conditions it has been known to have
cost only from 25 to 30 cents per ton. but this

has not been often. This, of course, does not
include the cost of transportation, delivery, etc.,

and as the maiorit>- of the icehouses are a con-
siderable distance from the centers of consump-
tion, the cost of transportation is a large factor.

The following figures, taken from 'The Ice
Journal' give the quantities of ice hanested in

Maine and on the Hudson River, the two most
important fields of operation in the whole
country

:

Year.

1879
1880
1881
1SS2
1S83
1884
1885
1 886
1S87
1888
1889
1S90
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

Maine
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Number of establish-

ments
Capital
Salaried clerks, officials,

etc
Salaries
Wage-earners
Wages
Miscellaneous expenses..
Cost of materials used..
Value of product

I
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The cost of producing a ton of ice averages
throughout the countr\- for all seasons of the
year, between Sl.io and S1.50: the average price
to the wholesaler ranges from $2 to $2-25 : and
the retail prices range from 15 to 40 cents per
hundred weight according to the season. The
changes and improvements in the methods of
producing artificial ice have so reduced the cost
of manufacture that it can now compete with
the natural product Sec Refwger-^tios .\xd
Refrigerating M.\cHrN"ERY.

Ice Machines. See G-\s, Liqcetied.

Ice in Medicine. See Cold.

Ice Yachts and Ice Yachting. The amuse-
ment or spon of sailing yachts over the ice has
reached its highest development in the United
States. The sport abroad is confined to Russia,
Sweden and Xor«-ay. Boats of the Russian
River Club are sailed over a portion of the Gulf
of Finland. In 1901 the Stockholm Ice Yacht

the Centennial Exhibition (1876) e.xhibited the
side-rail j-acht Whiff, built for Commodore
Irving Grinnell of the New Hamburgh, N. Y.,

Ice Yacht club. She carried 547 square feet of
canvas and measured 40 feet from the top of the
bowsprit to the end of the main-boom. The
sloop-rigged Icicle built on these lines carried
1,070 square feet of sail, but this excess of can-
\-as was found impracticable and the building
of large boats was abandoned. The revolution in
ice yachting began in 1879, when H. Relyea of
Poughkeepsie built the Robert Scott, ha%-ing a
single backbone and an elliptical steering box.
This boat carried 499 square feet of canvas and
easily outsailed boats of twice her size. In 1883
the Jack Frost was built by Commodore Archi-
bald Rogers of Hyde Park-on-the-Hudson and
the famous racing yacht Haze was built the
same year. The Jack Frost won the world's
pennant in 1883 and the Haze in 1SS4. About
this time the Shrewsbury Ice Yacht club of Red

The Most Modern and Expensive Ice Yacht (1902).

Qub of Sweden built a fleet of fast-racing ice

yachts from .-Kmerican designs by .\shley.

The first authentic ice boat in the United
States was built by Oliver Booth, at Pough-
keepsie, X. Y., in 1790. It was a square box
mounted on three runners, shod with rough iron

:

with a rudder post and tiller of wood. In 1830
on the Shrewsburj- River, in New Jersey, George
D. .\Ilaire. constructed an ice >-acht of the box
order, equipped with rough square iron bars for
runners, sharpened with cutting edges. In 1855,
on the same river, Nathan B. Clark built a three-
cornered platform boat, having sharpened run-
ners, and added a jib to the sprit sails previously
carried. The tj-pe of side-rail boat came into
use about 1871. Jacob Buckhout of Poughkeep-
sie was the pioneer designer of this type, and at

Bank, N. J., built a large lateen rigged boat,

the Scud, carrj-ing over 600 square feet of duck
in a single sail The Orange Lake, N. Y., club
built at the same time the catboat Shadow,
carr>-ing 800 square feet of sail, and said to be
the strongest ice yacht ever constructed. Both
of these vessels proved unsuccessful as prize or
pennant winners. In 1903 the 'sloops remained
the fastest rig in the world, but in reality it is

merely a catboat rig with a small jib. The
1903 model of the first class, carr>-ing about 650
square feet of canvas, is capable of sailing a
mile 3 minute, and costs to construct an>-where
from $1,200 to $1,600.

Racing RuUs.— For class racing, ice j-achts

are divided into four classes: (l) Yachts car-

rj-ing 600 square feet of sail area and over. (2)
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Yachts carrying 450 square feet and under 600.

(3) Yachts carrying 300 square feet and under

450. (4) Yachts carrying less than 300 square

Ice Boat of 1790.

feet. Handicap or time allowance for mixed
classes is made as follows : One second per

square foot for every foot of canvas carried over

the smaller boat, providing the race is sailed in

one hour. If the race is sailed in 30 minutes J4
second per square foot is allowed, and prqpor-
tionately in accordance with the time of the race.

The course is usually a triangle sailed over
as required to make the number of stated miles;

or a straight course to windward and return or

to leeward and return. The standard distances

for ice-yacht races are 20 miles, 15 miles or 5
miles. The larger the yacht the longer the
course. Time limit: 20 miles, i hour 15 minutes;
15 miles, 35 minutes ; 5 miles, 20 minutes.

In the United States and Canada there are

45 ice-yacht clubs. The challenge pennant of
America is open to any American or foreign
built yacht. It was held in 1903 by Jack
Frost the Second, owned by Commodore Archi-
bald Rogers of the Hudson River Ice Yacht
club.

The record of leading American ice yachts
are given in the following table.

It will be noted that the fastest time recorded
in this table was made by the Jack Frost, 9
Feb. 1893, for 20 miles ; time 49 minutes 30 sec-

onds. In igo2 these records were excelled by
the Joker, owned by Commodore D. C. Olin
of the Kalamazoo, Mich., club, which sailed zi
miles on Gull Lake in 36 minutes 59 seconds.
Ice yachts have actually sailed short distances
at the rate of 85 miles an hour.

Ice Yacht Construction.—In the modern ice

yacht the centre timber or backbone may be made
of two pieces, one solid stick or a hollow truss

RACES FOR THE ICE-YACHT CHALLENGE PENNANT OF AMERICA.

NAUK OF WINNING
YACHT

Phantom

Aralam or Robert
Scott

Jack Frost

Haie

Haze

Northern Light....

Jack Frost

Icicle

Icicle

Icicle

Jack Frost

Icicle

Jack Frost

Club

New Hamburg
vs.

Poughkeepsie
Poughkeepsic

vs.

New Hamburg
Poughkeepsie

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Poughkeepsie

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Pouehkeepsie

vs.

New Hamburg
Poughkeepsie

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Hudson River

vs.

Poughkeepsie
Hudson River

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Hudson River

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Hudson River

vs.

North Shrewsbury
Hudson River

vs.

Orange Lake
New Hamburg

vs.

Hudson River
*Hudson River

vs.

North Shrewsbury

Date

March 5, 188

Feb. 6, 1883

Feb. 23, 1883

Feb. 9, 1884

Feb. 14, 1885

Feb. 18, 1885

Feb. 14, 1887

March 8, 1888

Feb. 25, 1889

Feb. s, 1892

Feb. 9, 1893

Jan. 21, 1899

Feb. 7, 1902
Feb. 13, 1902

Distance
between
buoys in
miles
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backbone. To this is joined at right angles the

running plank, and a steering box or cockpit is

attached at the aft extremity of the backbone.

The best material is seasoned basswood, which

BUT e:7.i

Side-gnyed Ice Yacht, 1901.

is verj' light and stiflt. The central objects in

construction are lightness and strength and
adaptability- for perfect handling. The centre of

sail balance should agree with the centre of

balance of the hull.

Lba
Hollow backbone (45 feet long) 489
Solid runner plank (26 feet long) 4i7
Hollow mast (32^4 feet long) J i8

Hollow boom 53
Hollow gag 28
Runners and steel steering gear 223
Sails 71

Ricsring iSX
Total weight t.55':

The cost to build an ice yacht of the first

class, carrj-ing about 650 square feet, is $1,200,

and of the fourth class, canying 300 square feet,

about $35a
Sailing.— Racing on a lake is preferred to

river racing, as there are neither tides nor ice

cracks to interfere. In sailing a yacht the sheets

are trimmed flat. The closest a boat will go to

the wind is 30° or 273 points. The best course,

or the one that will take the yacht farthest to
windward, is 60° or 5'/^ points from the wind,
when the advance to windward should be at the

rate of half the velocitj* of the wind, while the

actual velocit}- is equal to that of the wind. The
yacht encounters the greatest velocity of the wind
when her course is 90°, or 8 points from the
wind, when the apparent wind is twice the actual

velocit\-. The greatest speed of the boat is at-

tained at 120°, or 107^ points from the wind,
when her speed is twice that of the wind. The
most rapid progress to leeward is made at 150°,

or 135^ points from the wind, when the apparent
velocity of the wind will equal its true velocity.

H. Percy Ashley,
Ice Yacht Architect.

Icebergs. See Ice.

Iceland, an island dependency of Denmark,
250 miles from the southeast coast of Greenland,
and about 600 miles west of Xorwaj" ; between
laL 60° 24' and 66° 33' X., and Ion. 13° 31' and
24° 17' \V. ; length, east to west, 301 miles;
breadth, about 200 miles: area, with adjacent
islands 40,459 square miles. The coast-line on
the southeast is generally almost unbroken, but

Plan of The .\urora.

The fastest ice >'achts are of the sloop pattern

with about one-fifth of their sail area in the jib.

Commodore H. C. Higginson's ice yacht

Aurora, of Orange Lake I. Y. C., carp'-

ing 623^ square feet of sail, and equipped with

hollow spars and backbone, weighs a total o£

1.554 pounds, divided as follows

:

on all other sides presents a succession of bays

or fiords and promontories. The best harbors

arc those of Reykjavik and Eyrarbakki on the

southwest and of Akureyri on the north. The
interior of the island has for the most part a des-

olate appearance. Loft\- mountains of volcanic

oritrin rise crowned with snow and ice, which
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stream into the intervening valleys and form
immense glaciers. Glaciers cover a surface of

upward of 4.000 square miles, and appear in all

the mountains above 4,000 feet in elevation.

These icy mountains, which take the common
name of Jokul, have their culminating point

near the southeast coast in Oraefa Jokul of

6,409 feet in height. Next to it in height are

the Snaefell, near the east coast, 5,965 feet ; and
Eyjafjalls Jokul, in the south, 5,579 feet. The
structure of these mountains is volcanic ; in

several of them the volcanic agency is still ac-

tive, and eruptions have occurred within the
last four centuries. Lava covers a large portion
of the island. Of volcanic origin and agency
are the numerous hot springs or gej'sers scat-

tered throughout the island, but found more
especially in the southwest, to the northeast of
Reykjavik, where, from one of the principal

geysers, jets of water are thrown to heights
varying from 100 to 200 feet. (See Geysers.)
The general effects of the volcanic agency and
the geological formations exhibited on a magni-
ficent scale in Mount Hecla, 5,095 feet high

;

lat. 63° 59' N.; Ion. 19° 44' 15" W. The hot
springs are sometimes used for economical pur-
poses; food is dressed over them, and in some
places huts are built over small fountains, to

form steam baths.

The immense reservoirs of snow and ice

furnish supplies to numerous lakes and rivers.

Of the former the most important are the Thing-
valla \^atn, Hvitar Vatn, and Arnar Vatn in

the southwest, and the ily Vatn in the north-
east.

The most valuable mineral product is sul-

phur, of which the supply appears to be inex-
haustible, and surturbrand or lignite is also
worked to some extent. The other minerals
are chalcedonies, rock-crystals, and the double-
refracting spar, for which the island is famous.
On many parts of the coast, particularly the
west, basaltic caves occur; that of Stappen is

not unworthy to be compared with Fingal's Cave
in Staffa.

The climate is mild for the latitude. At
Reykjavik, on the southwest coast, the mean
temperature of the year is 40°, that of summer
56°, and that of winter about 29° 30'. The air

is damp and misty, the weather is extremely
variable, and storms and hurricanes frequent.
The prevailing winds are north and northeast.
In the southern part of the island the longest
day is 20 hours, and the shortest 4 hours, but
in the northernmost extremity the sun at mid-
summer continues above the horizon a whole
week, and of course during a corresponding
period in winter never rises.

Vegetation is sparse and confined within nar-
row limits. Almost the only tree is the birch,
which is stunted, hardly exceeding 10 feet in
height. Heath and whortleberry cover the sur-
face. Among flowering plants are saxifrages,
sedurns, etc. The want of fuel is sometimes
supplied by sheep's dung or by drift-wood
brought by the Gulf Stream and the polar cur-
rents; and the island furnishes a fine turf. Grain
appears to have been at one time cultivated, but
is not now grown ; cole, potatoes, turnips, rad-
ishes thrive tolerably well. But the most valu-
able crop is grass, on which numbers of live-
stock are fed. Flocks and herds have been
estimated at 750,000 sheep, 20,000 cattle, and
40,000 horses. The last, though small, are strong

and active and numbers of them are exported.
Some of the sheep are four-horned. Reindeer
were introduced about 1770, but all that now re-

main are a few living in a wild state. Wild
fowl, including the eider-duck, are abundant;
the streams teem with salmon, and on the coast
fisheries of cod, haddock, herrings, etc., are car-

ried on.

Manufactures are entirely domestic, almost
every family possessing within itself the means
of supplying its wants, and occasionally fur-
nishing a surplus, of coarse woolens, mittens,
stockings, etc., to be disposed of at the markets.
The exports are wool, oil, fish, horses, feathers,

worsted stockings and mittens, sulphur, and
Iceland-moss. The inhabitants are Scandina-
vians, and speak a Scandinavian dialect, the
original Norse. They are of a tall manly form,
open countenance, florid complexion, and flaxen
hair. They are simple in manners and customs,
having no distinctions of rank, pure in morals,
and hospitable. Their houses are chiefly com-
posed of drift-wood and lava ; fresh meat and
bread seldom appear at their tables, but fish,

butter, milk, and preparations of milk constitute
their staple food. Their intellectual capacity is

superior, education is diffused, and it is rare to
meet with an Icelander who caimot read and
write.

In religious profession they are Lutherans,
the whole island forming a single bishopric The
civil division is into three bailiwicks—
Siideramt, Westeramt, and Norderamt with
Osteramt —-subdivided into 20 smaller districts

called Sysler. The governor takes the name
of Stiftsamtmann, and presides over the althing
or parliament (from "thing," a public assembly),
which meets twice a year at Reykjavik, the
capital and only town in the island, and con-
sists of 36 members, of whom 30 are chosen by
popular suffrage, and 6 (2 spiritual and 4 tem-
poral) are nominated by the king. In response
to petitions and complaints Iceland was granted
home rule in 1874, and now has the entire man-
agement of all matters concerning the island
particularly. A minister for Iceland, nomi-
nated by the king, is at the head of the adminis-
tration, but the highest local authority is vested
in the governor.

Christianit}' was introduced in 981, and
legalized in 1000; when schools and two bish-

oprics, those of Holar and Skalholt, were es-

tablished. The Latin language and the literature

and learning of the West, introduced by Chris-
tianity, were warmly received in Iceland where
poetry and history had been cultivated more
than elsewhere in the north. Previously to
this the Icelanders had discovered Greenland
(983) and part of America (about 1000), and
they were now led to make voyages and travels

to Europe and the East. The most flourishing

period of Icelandic historj' as regards church
and state,— the period too when its intercourse

with the outside world abroad was most active—
was from the middle of the 12th to the begin-
ning of the 13th century.

Early History.— In 1264 ^lagnus VI. of Nor-
way united Iceland with his own kingdom, with
which it passed to Denmark in 1380, remaining
with the latter in 1814, when Norway was joined

to Sweden. Toward the end of the 14th cen-
tury science and art, which had begun to decay
with the introduction of the Norwegian rule,

sank to the lowest ebb, but they gradually re-
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covered their position during the following cen-

turj'- In the 17th century the island was ravaged
by Algerian pirates, who in 1627 murdered or
carried o£f a large number of the inhabitants.

In the iSth centurj- the island suffered from 43
years' failure of crops and 18 famines. In 1707
about 18,000 persons died of smallpox. Between
1783 and 1785 volcanic eruptions, failure of
crops, and famine reduced the population from
48,668 to 38,142. Famine raged again in 1824-5,

principally through violent volcanic outbreaks

;

and a deadly epidemic scourged the countrj- in

1827. In the beginning of the last centurj- the
althing, which had existed for about 900 years,

was abolished, but it was reorganized in 1S43.

As already mentioned, a new constitution was
granted in 1874, and in August of the same
year the loooth aniversary of the colonization
of the island was celebrated, the king of Den-
mark being present

Ljinguage and Literature.— The Icelandic
language is the most northerly of all cultivated

tongues. It IS rich in roots and grammatical
forms, soft and sonorous 10 the ear. being free

from gutturals and excess of hissing sounds.
There are 28 letters, namely, all the English
except w; also <r, o (the German a and o), and
a character for English th. Icelandic literature

may be di\nded into an ancient period, extend-
ing to the fall of 'he republic, and a modem,
extending from that date to the present time.

Poetry was earlj- cultivated, and among the
most important works in Icelandic literature is

the collection of ancient heathen songs called

the elder or poetic Edda, compiled soon after the
introduction of Christianit}-. (See Edd.\.)

Many other poems, especially songs of victory,

elegies, and epigrams, belong to the ancient
period of the literature. Histories and romantic
works, known by the name of Sagas, were also

numerous. Among these we may mention the

Volsunga Saga, the most important of all. the
Vilkina Saga, the Saga of Hrolf Kraka and his

companions, the Saga of King Ragnar Lod-
brok, Frithiofs Saga, and the younger or prose
Edda. Some of these are partly historical, but
there is a larger and more valuable class that

are altogether historical in their character, con-
sisting of local and family histories and biogra-

phies. .\mong these we may mention the Islend-

ingabok ; the Landnamabok. an account of the
settlement of the island: the Kristni Saga, an
accoimt of the introduction of Christianirv-;

Njals Saga (translated into English by G. \V.

Dasent) ; Viga Glums Saga; Egils Saga, the

biography of a well-known poet and chief;

EjTbj-ggja Saga, an abstract of which was pub-
lished by Sir Walter Scott : the Sturlunga Saga,
a history of the imponant Icelandic race of the

Sturlungar; the Orkneyinga Saga, a history of
the jarls of Orkney (an English translation of
which was published in 1873) ; the Fireyinga
Saga, on the Faroe Islands: the Kn>Tlinga
Saga, a history of the Danish kings from Harold
Blaatand to (ianute VI. : and lastly, the famous
Heimskringla or Chronicle of the Norwegian
Kings, by Snorre Sturlason. Many of these
works are materpicces of st>-lc. and are still

read with delight by the people of Iceland. The
early portion of the second period was barren
of anj-thing worth mention in the way of litera-

ture, nor can the modem porird boast at all of
works possessing the interc:t of those belonging
to the ancient In the :7th century t'.;r.' wns

a considerable revi\-al of literary activitj-, the
principal names being those of Amgrimur
Jonsson (1568-1648), Gudmundur Andrae (died

1654), Runolfur Jonsson (died 1654), Ami
Magnusson (died 1730), and Thonnodur Tor-
fason or Torfaeus. The first complete edition of
the Icelandic Bible was issued under the direc-

tion of Gudbrandur Thorlaksson (died 1627).
The true revi\'al of letters may be said to date
from the middle of the l8th century, since which
time there is scarcely a department of literature

in which Icelandic writers have not done some-
thing, not to mention works on various branches
of science. Many of the most valuable works
of Europe have been translated into Icelandic
even the poems of Milton. Pop. (1895), 73,449;
(1903), 78470.

Consult: Von Toil, 'Letters on Iceland'
("17721 ; Poestion. 'E!fland. da? Land und seine

Bewohner> (1889") : Burton, 'titima Thule, a
Summer in Iceland' : Horn. *Histor\- of the
Literature of the Scandinavian North.'

Iceland Moss, a lichen (Cetraria islandica),

found in all the northern parts of the world. It

is valued for its nutritious and medicinal prop-
erties, and as an article of commerce is collected

in Iceland and Norway. In the extreme north
it grows even near the sea-level ; farther south,
only on the mountains. In Iceland it often
thickly covers great tracts, and the gathering of
it is a summer industry. It grows about lyi

to 4 inches high, consists of an almost erect

thallus, and is of a substance leathery and
rather cartilaginous. It has a bitter principle

which is reduced by steeping in water, and
the moss is prepared as food either by pound-
ing and making it into bread or by boiling,

with water or milk, till it makes a jellj-. in

which form it is an agreeable and beneficial

diet in some forms of disease, especially in pul-

monary disorders. It is also utilized in dressing
the warp in wea\-ing. and for sizing paper, being
mixed in the vat with pulp.

Icelandic Language and Literature. See
ICEL.\ND.

Icer'ya, a genus of scale insects, contain-
ing the fluted scale. See Sc.\le Insects.

Ichneumon-fly, Tk-nii'mon. the name of a
large family (Ichneumonida') of insects of the

order Hymenoptera. \i the species of this fam-
ily are verv- numerous (more than i.ioo genera
had been described before 1903) so their manners
are extremely diversified ; but. in the general

outlines of their character, they all agree, partic-

ularly in their depredations among the insect

tribes. In some the female has the ovipositor

in the form of a boring instrument, with which
she is capable of perforating the hardest sub-
stances. Tht \s.T\-z of wasps are the devoted
prey of these insects, who no sooner discover

one of their nests than they perforate the mate-
rial of which it is constructed, and deposit their

eggs within it Others glue their o\-a to the

skin of a caterpillar, while others again pene-
trate through it. and lay their eggs in its body.
In all these cases the TOung, as soon as they are
hatched, prey on the caterpillar or larva, with-

out, however, destroying it at once, as upon the

life of its victim that of the spoiler appears to

depend. The caterpillar, in fact seems healthy

until the larvae of the ichneumon have spun
their cocoons, and entered the chrysalis state.



1. u' E\GnterLis marginatorus attacking the larva of
the p-ne-tree moth; (2) the cocoon of the latter as left
by an ichneumon-fly; (3) as left by its rightful occupant:
(4) Bassus albosignatus attacking the larva of the
syrphus-fly; (5I male of the same; (6) Banchus falca-
tor stealing upon a caterpillar; t7) larva of the ichneu-
mon-fly.

2. Anomalon circamflexum attacking a caterpillar;

3. Spathius cla\'atus, in a windo.v.
4. Pimpla in>tit?ator. pre^-ing upon a willow-moth.
5. Pupa-case of an Ophion.
h. Larva of Microga^ter nemorum emerging from

an infested caterpillar of the pine-tree moth.
7. Ichneumon pisorius, the left-hand figure being

tliat of a female depositing eggs in a boring in the
trunk of an oak.
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These carnivorous insects are of various sizes

;

some are so small that the aphis, or plant-

louse, serves as a cradle for their young; others
again, from their size and strength, are for-

midable even to spiders, destroying them with
their stings. They are, as a whole, highly bene-
ficial to humanity, as a large part of their

prey consists of insects which are injurious to

crops and valuable vegetation.

Ichneumons, small carnivorous animals of
the civet family {Viverridtr) and sub-family
Herpcstiiicc, which are distinguished from the
true civets by the straight non-retractile claws,
and various skeletal characters. While there are a
number of genera the typical and most important
is Herpestcs, many species of which inhabit Af-
rica, southern Asia, and the neighboring islands.

The teeth are numerous, usuall)' 40 ; the head is

elongated, with short rounded ears ; the limbs
are short ; and the body and stout tail are
covered with long hairs. They varj' in size from
that of a squirrel to a cat. Their food consists

of all kinds of small animals ; rats and mice,
birds and their eggs, snakes, lizards, etc., which
they pursue chiefly on the ground but also in

trees. The Egj-ptian ichneumon (H. ichneu-
mon) or Pharoah's rat, is famous as one of the
many animals venerated bj' the ancient people
of that country, and because of its reputation as

a destroyer of crocodile's eggs. While the eggs
of this reptile maj' be occasionally devoured,
the importance of the ichneumon in this respect

is purely mythical. The Indian ichneumon or
mungoose (W. -.nungo) is still better known. It

lives in a semi-domesticated state, and performs
an invaluable service as a destroyer of ven-
omous serpents, whose fangs it generally man-
ages to escape by its wonderful agilitj'. This
species has been introduced into Jamaica for the

purpose of destroying rats, and has multiplied

exceedingly and become a serious pest, though
of late years it has been held in check by a
great increase in the number of ticks.

Ichnology, ik-nol'o-ji, that department of
pateontologj- which treats of the foot-prints

petrified in sedimentarj- rocks and made by ex-
tinct animals ; the science of fossil foot-prints.

Such foot-prints frequently occur in all forma-
tions, and have sometimes been the first and
most instructive intimation of the existence of
the animals that made them. This was partic-

ularly true of the foot-prints of dinosaurs (,q.v.)

so numerous and sharph- marked in the brown
sandstones of the Connecticut \"alley; and they
have greatly assisted in arriving at a true real-

ization of those reptiles, which were at first

regarded as birds. The tracks, trails, burrows,
outlines of bodies, feathers and appendages of

a vast variety of animals occur in the rocks and
interest the ichnologist.

Ichthyorogy (Gr. Ix^i^, fisb; \07ds, a dis-

course), is the science of fishes. It is that

branch of human knowledge which treats of the
aquatic gill-bearing vertebrates, popularly known
as fishes to English-speaking people.

Classification of Fishes.— In different treat-

ises on fishes there appear very great differences
in the classification proposed or adopted. Often
in two works of parallel scope scarcely a group
will appear in both with the same boundaries or
under the same name. For this condition there
are several causes. First, the tendency in some

minds toward the extreme of subdivision, and in
others toward the extreme of aggregation ; sec-

ond, the various values assigned by different
authors to different sorts of characters, the
actual value of each only to be determined by
the final judgment of palseontologj- ; third, the
tendency of many writers to give new names to
old groups. On this account a single class order
may have half a dozen virtually synonymous
names. Thus the terms Chondropterygii, Elas-
mobranchii, Plagiostoini, Sclachii, Placodii,
Aniacea, and other less known names have been
applied to the group of sharks and skates. Again
various authors, recognizing the validitj' of a
given group, may find it necesssary at times to
change its boundaries. In such case a new
name may be proposed, or a new definition be
given to an old one. Either arrangement may
lead to confusion. Thus with some writers,
the groups of sharks, under various names, may
include the order of Chimwroids, or, under the
same names, the Chimaroids may be excluded
from it.

The Chordata.— The great branch of chor-
date animals finds its origin probably in worm-
like forms. It differs essentially from the in-
vertebrate branches in the presence of a more

A Diphy-cercal Tail.

or less developed notochord (which in the higher
forms gives place to a backbone) . and in the
presence of gill-slits, connected with respiration.

These gill-slits and accompanying gill-structures

are persistent in fishes, while in the higher ver-
tebrates they are mostly relegated to the em-
brj-onic stages.

The Chordata include several classes of ma-
rine animals leading up to the true fishes, as
follows

:

Enteropncusta.— Balanoglossus (q.v.).

Tunicala.— Ascidians (q.v.).

Leptocardii.—Lancelots (q.v).

Cyclostomi.—Hag-fishes and Lampreys
(qq. v.).

Cyclic.— Extinct (palasozoic) fish-like forms.
Pisces.—• Fishes, properly so called ; the vari-

ous primary divisions of which are usually
called sub-classes.

But in view of the uncertainty attached to
the mutual relations and origin of these groups,
we may follow recent American custom in re-

garding the elasmobranchs, ostracophores, ar-

throdires. and teleostomes as distinct classes, the
last named group containing the typical or true
fishes. On anatomical grounds we must regard
the Elasmobranchii (sharks) as the most primi-
tive of these classes. As to this, palaeontology
gives no certain answer. There is no doubt
that fishes e.xisted and that some of the classes

were well differentiated at a period long ante-
cedent to the deposition of the oldest known
remains. The earliest remains of fossil fishes

now known occur in the Ordovician or Lower
Silurian deposits at Canon City, Colorado.
Among the broken fragments are apparently
parts of shields of ostracophores. scales of cros-
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sopterygians and vertebrae of a possible chimx-
roid. It is probable that primitive sharks existed

still earlier than this, but no definable remains
precede the Devonian.

The class or sub-class of Elasmobranchii
(also called Chondroflerygii, Aittacea, etc.)

agrees with the higher fishes in the presence of
lower jaw, shoulder-girdle, pel\-ic girdle, paired
fins, well developed skull, brain, and viscera.

The gills are well developed, and the general
structure and anatomy may be described as fish-

like.

In distinction from the true fishes, the gills

are differently formed, adnate by their outer
margin, there are no membrane bones about the
head, the ova are verj' large, the ventral fins are
provided with claspers, there is no trace of air-

bladder, the arterial bulb has three series of
valves, there is a spiral valve in the rectum,
the upper jaw is formed of palatal elements,

the typical jawbones of the fish being undevel-
oped. The lower jaw is also different in struc-

ture from that of the true fishes.

The existing elasmobranchs are known as

sharks, rays and chimaeras. The vast majority
of the known species are extinct. There are

two strongly marked sub-classes among the elas-

mobranchs, the Selachii or sharks and rays, and
the Holocephali or chimseras. In the Selachii

there are five to seven gill-openings, the jaws
are distinct from the skull, and the teeth are
distinct. In the Holocephali there is but one
external gill-opening, the jaws are coalescent

veloped as an archipterj'gium or jointed limb
with a fringe of rays on one or both sides. The
dorsal fin extends along the back, and on the
head is a first dorsal preceded by a long spine.
There are two well-marked families. Pleuracan-
thidii and Cladodontida, abundant in the Car-
boniferous and Permian, but now extinct.

The Soiidani or Diplospondyli have the
notochord imperfectly segmented by vertical

partitions, and the gill-clefts are six or seven
in number instead of five, as in other sharks.

Most of the species are extinct, the teeth being
found in the rocks from the Jurassic to the
present time. Two families are represented, the
Hexanchidcc and the Chlamydosclachida, the
latter eel-shaped sharks of the open sea, chiefly

about Japan.
In the large order of Asterospondyli the ver-

tebra are strengthened by secondarj- plates of
calcified tissue, which radiate outward from the
small primitive cylinder. In these tj-pical sharks
there are five gill-slits, two dorsal fins, and
one anal fin.

In the most primitive group, the sub-order
Cestracionies, the dorsal fins are each armed
with a spine, the numerous teeth are small and
mostly blunt, differing in form in different parts
of the jaw, and the vertebra are imperfectly
formed. A curious fact in geological distribu-

tion is that a multitude of early t>-pes of shark
disappear in the Permian or toward the end of
Palaeozoic time. Only cestraciont sharks are
known to have any representatives in the Trias-

.\ Lanceiet yAmfhioxus).

with the skull, and the teeth are united to form
bony plates or lamellx. Both groups are verj'

old in geologic times, having been separated at

least since the Devonian. For this and other
reasons some writers prefer to regard the sharks
and chimaeras as separate and coordinate
groups.
We may without serious violence divide the

sharks and rays into six orders ; namely, Plcu-
roplerygii, Acanthodii, Ichthyotomi, Xotidani,
Asterospondyli. and Teciospondyti. the first

three of these being confined to Palxozoic time.

We may regard the Pleuropterygii or the allies

of Cladosclache as the most primitive, and
therefore as standing first in an ascending series.

In this group the pectoral and ventral fins

are broad and fold-like, the notochord is appar-
ently not segmented, the tail is short and keeled,

well specialized, its tip abruptly turned upward.
There are no spines, the teeth are small, with

many cusps. There is probably but one family,

the Cladosetaehidir (e.xtinct), Cladosclache

fylfri, a large elongate shark from the Devonian
of Ohio, is the best known species.

The Acanthodii are small sharks with a spine

at the front of each fin except the caudal. The
teeth are minute or wanting, and the skin is cov-

ered with small checker-like plates. There are

three families, Acantha-ssidtr (extinct), with

one dorsal fin. Diplacanlhidcr (extinct), with

two, and the Ischnacanthidcr (extinct), small

sharks found from the Devonian to the Permian.
The Ichthyotomi have the pectoral fin de-

sic, and this group may be ancestral to all mod-
ern sharks.

Of the Cestracionies the Palaeozic families

of Cochliodontida (extinct) and Orodontidce

(extinct), known mainly by the teeth, occur in

the Lower Carboniferous. In some and prob-

ably all of these forms the dor.sal fins were
each armed with a spine. The Edestida (ex-

tinct), known only from coiled whorls of fused

teeth, are doubtless closely related to these

forms. These are found in the coal measures.
The principal family of Cestraciontes, the Heter-
odontidir. begins in the Permian, and is repre-

sented by five living species all in the Pacific

Ocean, the longest known being the Port Jack-
son shark of Australia (Hetcrodontus philippi).

We may here mention two families of sharks of
uncertain relationship, the species confined to the

Carboniferous Age. These are the Pclalodonti-

d<T (extinct), with blunt teeth, and some of

them with broad fins like rays, and the Psam-
modontidcc (extinct), known from the blunt

teeth only. Still more uncertain is the group
of Tamiobatide (extinct) from the Devonian of

Kentucky, resembling a ray. but probably a

primitive offshoot from the sharks.

The remaining asterospondylous sharks from
a sub-order. Galci, without dorsal spines, and
with the vertebrae more perfectly calcified. The
principal family is the Carchariidcc. Others are

the Sphyrnidcc or hammer-heads. Scyliorhinidce

or cat-sharks. Cinglymostomidtt, Hcmiscylliida,

Orectolobida, Latnnidci or man-eater sharks.
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:^i.ALL.- A.\l< ARMoK ul- TELEuST l-ISH

' Flying Gurnard (Pegasus chiropterus). 2. Seahorse (Hippocampus antiquorum). 3 Seaweed fish
(Phyllopteryx eques). 4. Tentacle fish (Antennarius tridens). 5—16. Characteristic forms of scales araori;
teleost fishes; 5. 6, 7. Sparids (sea-breams); 8—9. Percidae (perches); 10, Centnsclds (snipefish); ii
Mlurida; Icatfish); 12. Fistularida: (flutemouths) ; 13, Pleuronectidse (soles); 14, Labrid.-e (wrasses)- is'
Pristipomidi (fossil); 16, Sparida; (Cantharus)
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Odontaspidid(B, or sand-sharks, Alopiidcc, or
thresher-sharks, Mitsukurinidce or spoon-bill

sharks, Cetorhinida or basking-sharks, Fscu-
dotriakidce and Rhiiteodonlida: Of the Lam-
nidcc and related famihes fossil teeth are very
numerous from the Jurassic to modem times.

The Tectospondyli have the vertebrs each
provided with secondary plates of calcified tis-

sue concentrically arranged in one or more
series. In these sharks there is no anal fin. To
these belong the Squalidcc or dog-fishes, Dalatii-

da, Oxynotidcc, and Echinorhmidcc or bramble-
sharks, these families forming together the sub-

order Cyclospondyli, having the vertebral cen-

trum a simple constricted cylinder pierced by
the notochord. To the Tcctospondyli proper we
may refer a few families of sharks, the Squat-
inidcB or monk-fishes, and Pristiophoridce or
saw-sharks. A third sub-order, Batoidci, in-

cludes all the skates or rays. These agree with
the true Tcctospondyli in having a number of

series of concentric plates within the vertebrae.

The body is, however, more or less depressed,

the broad pectoral fins outlining a body disk,

and the gill-openings lie underneath instead of

being lateral, as in all the sharks. The rays are

first certainly known from the Jurassic, although
several of the Carboniferous sharks have ray-

like teeth, and have been referred to the group
of rays.

seas, Chimecrida: or elephant-fishes (Chimaray
in the north and south temperate seas, and
Callorhynchidce {Callorhynchus) in the seas of
the southern hemisphere only. Extinct families

are the Ptychodontidcc (extinct), the Sgualorii-

d<B (extinct), and the Myriacantliidce (extinct).

Numerous extinct genera are referred to the
Chimarida. Fossil fin-spines of many species

of sharks and chimxroids, fishes otherwise un-
known, occur in the rocks. These are called

ichthyodoroulites, and their proper classification

is often a matter of much uncertainty. The
earliest of these arc known as Onchus, occur-
ring in the Upper Silurian.

Class Ostracophori.— The earliest verte-

brates actually recognized as fossils are known
as ostracophores ('iltn-paKoi', a box; (popiw, to

bear). These are most extraordinary creatures,

which may be described as jawlcss, limbless,

enveloped in a coat of mail. While they have
been called mailed lampreys, the likeness to
lampreys is almost wholly negative, resting in

the total absence of jaws, limbs, and limb-gir-

dles. What the mouth was like can only be
guessed, but no trace of jaws has yet been found
in connection with it. The most remarkable
distinctive character is found in the presence of
a hard shell, made of bony plates covering the
anterior part of the body, while the backbone
is developed as a persistent notochord, iniper-

Bullhead Shark of California {fiyrofileurodtts francisci).

The recognized families of rays are the
Pristididee or saw-fishes, the Rhinohatida: or
guitar-fishes, the Narcohatida^ or torpedos, the
Rajida or skates, the Dasyatida: or sting-rays,

the Myliobatidiv or eagle-rays, the Mobulidw or
devil-fishes, and the Ptyciiodontida (extinct)
of the Cretaceous. The earliest of these groups,
the Rhinobatida. date from the Jurassic.

In the sub-class of Holocephali or Chima-
roids the upper jaw or pterv'goquadrate arcade is

immovably joined to the skull. The teeth are
coalesced into broad plates, and a fold of skin
covers the gill-clefts so that there is but one
external opening. The vertebra! axis is imper-
fectly segmented, and the notochord is sur-
rounded by partially calcified rings. In all recent
genera, and in most others, there is a strong
spine in the first dorsal, and in the male the
forehead has a singular cartilaginous hook with
a brush of spines at the end.

There are fragments referred to the skeleton
of a chimxroid found in the Lower Silurian at

Cafion City, Col. Numerous forms appear
in the Devonian. Four genera, representing
three families, are now extant, the RltiiiocluvKC-
ridcc {Rhinochimara and Harriotta') in the deep

fectly segmented. The entire absence of jaw
structures, as well as the character of the arma-
ture, at once separates them widely from the
mailed arthrodires of a later period.

This group was originally called Ostraco-

denni, a name preoccupied for the group of

bony trunk-fishes (Ostraciidtr). The names
Protoccphali and Aspidogaiwidci have also been

used for them. The still earlier name Placo-

dcrini included the Arthrodires as well.

The ostracophores are found in the Ordovi-
cian, Silurian, and Devonian rocks, after which
they disappear. The species are very numer-
ous and varied. Their real affinities have been

much disputed. Traquair regards them as

much modified allies of ancient sharks, which
view of the case is supported by features in

the structure of the most shark-like of the

orders, Aiiaspida. The absence of jaws and
limbs separates them widely from true fishes,

and there is no clear evidence in the structure

of the fins and fin-supports that these structures

are homologous with the fins and fin-supports

of true fishes, or even of sharks. In this group
are four well-marked orders, Hctcrostraci,

Anaspida. Aspidocephali, and Aiitiarcha.
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The Heterostraci (erepot, diflEerent; 6<rrpaKoy,

box) have no bone-corpuscles in the coat of

mail. This order includes the Pteraspidct (ex-

tinct), Thelodontida (extinct), Drepaiiaspide

(extinct), and Psammosteida (extinct).

The Anaspida are more fish-like in appear-

ance, having the armature of the head not

plate-like, but formed of tubercles. There are

two families, all o£ recent discovery, Birkenii-

da (extinct) and Euphaneropids (extinct).

The Aspidoccphali (also called Osteostraci)

have bone-corpuscles in the shields, and the

shield of the back is of one piece, without
lateral line-channels or sense-organs. The order

includes four families, Ateleaspids (extinct),

Cephalaspids (extinct), Thyestida (extinct).

Class Arthrodires.— Another group of ex-
tinct mailed fishes is known as Arthrodira
{&p6por, joint; Setp-Zj, neck). In this group
jaws are developed, but of peculiar character,
the mandibles being regarded as mere der-
mal elements, not forming part of the skele-

ton. The head in all the species is covered with
a great bony helmet. Behind this on the nape is

another large shield, and between the two is

tj-pically a hinge-joint, which has been compared
to the hinge of a spring-beetle (elater). Some
of these plates are traversed by sensory grooves.
Nothing whatever is known of the int'emal
structure, and as the skeleton is soft, the back-
bone notochordal, there is no trace of shoulder-
girdle, nor any certain evidence of limbs.

r m-

Spotted Sting-ray {Attoiatus Hartnariy,

and Odoniodontids (Tremataspida) (extinct),

with many genera and species.

The Aniiarcha have also bone-corpuscles in

the plates, which are also enameled. The sense-

organs occupy open grooves, and the dorsal and
ventral shields are of many pieces. The head is

jointed on the trunk, and jointed to the head
are paddle-like appendages covered with bony
plates and resembling limbs. There is no evi-

dence that these erectile plates are real limbs.

They seem to be rather jointed appendages of

the head-plate, erectile on a hinge like a pec-

toral spint
There is but one family. Astcrolepidtt (ex-

tinct). Pterichlhyodes milleri, named by .\gas-

siz for Hugh Miller, from the Lower Devonian,
is the best-known species.

although peculiar structures have been inter-

preted as such. The presence of a peculiar t>-pe

of jaws separates the group from the mailed

ostracophores. from which the arthrodires differ

also widely in the character of the armature.

Dr. Woodward and several other recent writ-

ers have regarded the arthrodires as armored,

widely modified offshoots of the primitive Dip-
tu-usta. But the evidence does not seem to

justify the union of the arthrodires with the

latter group, and it would seem as reasonable to

regard them as derived directly from the sharks

or the ostracophores. The arthrodiran fishes

occur in abundance from the Silurian times to

the Mesozoic. In the Devonian their gigaiitic

size and thick armor gave them the leading

position among the hosts of the sea, ranging iiv
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size "from that of the perch to that of the bask-

ing-shark."

The class, called by Dr. Dean Arthrognathi,
is divided by him into two sub-classes, Arthro-
dira, with a hinge at the neck, and Anarthrodira,

without hinge. In the first of tj-pical sub-class

are two orders, Tcmiwtlwracici, with the single

family ChclonichthyidcE (extinct), Arthrotho-
raci, with the families Coccostcida, Dinichthyi-

da: (extinct), Titanechthyida: (extinct), My-
lostomida, and Sclcnostcida (extinct). To the

Cheioiiiclithyidce belongs the noted species

Homostcus milleri, celebrated by Hugh Miller

under the name of "the Asterolepis of Strom-
ness," in his 'Footprints of the Creator.'

The arthrodires without joint at the neck
constitute the order Slegothalami, with the fam-
ilies of Macropctalichthydix (extinct), and As-
tcrostcidiF (extinct).

The best known of the many genera of

arthrodires is Coccosteus, found in the Scottish

Devonian.
Class Teleostomi.— We maj' unite the re-

maining groups of fishes under a single class for

which the name Teleostomi (rAeos, true;
<rT(S/ia, mouth), proposed by Bonaparte in 1838,

may be retained. The fishes of this class are

characterized by the presence of a suspensorium
to the mandible, by the e-xistence of membrane-
bones (opercles, suborbital, etc.) on the head, by
a single gill-opening, leading to gill-arches

bearing bilamellate gills, and by the absence of

claspers on the ventral fins. The skeleton is

more or less ossified in all the Teleostomi. More
important as a primary character distinguishing

these fishes from the sharks is the presence
typically and primitively of the air-bladder.

This arises at first as a diverticulum from the

ventral side of the oesophagus, and develops as

a lung, but in later forms it becomes degraded
to a swim-bladder, springing from the dorsal

side of the alimentary canal, and in very many
forms it is altogether lost with age. The group
comprises the vast majority of recent fishes, as
well as a large percentage of those known only
as fossils. In these, the condition of the lung
can be only guessed.

The Teleostomi are doubtless derived from
sharks, their relationship being perhaps nearest
to the lebthyotomi or to the primitive chimaeras.
The lowest Teleostomi retain the shark-like con-
dition of the upper jaw, made of palatal ele-

ments which, as in the Chimccra, may be fused
with the cranium. In the lower forms also the
primitive diphycercal or protocercal form of tail

is retained, as also the archipterj-gium or jointed

axis of the paired fins, fringed with rays on
one or both sides.

We may divide the teleostomes or true fishes

into three sub-classes, the Crossopterygii or
fringe-fins, the Dipnetisti or lung-fishes, and the
Actinopterygii or ray-fins. Of these, recent
writers are disposed to consider the Crossoptery-
gii as most primitive, and to derive from this,

by separate lines, each of the remaining sub-
classes, as well as the higher vertebrates.

Sub-class Crossopterygii.—The earliest teleo-

stomes constitute the class called after Hu.xley,
Crossopterygii (itpo<r<r6i, fringe; VTtpbv, fin). Its

essential character is the retention of the
jointed pectoral fin or archipterygium, its axis
fringed by series of soft rays. This character
it shares with the Ichthyotomi among sharks,
and with the Dipneusti. From the latter it dif-

fers in the hyostylic cranium, the lower jaw
being suspended from the hyomandibular— and
by the presence of distinct premaxillary and
maxillary elements in the upper jaw. In these
characters it agrees WMth the ordinary fishes.

The skeleton is more or less perfectly ossified.

Outside the cartilaginous skull is a bony coat of
mail. The skin is covered with firm scales or
bony plates. The tail is diphycercal, straight,
and ending in a point. The shoulder-girdle,
attached to the cranium, is cartilaginous, but
overlaid with long, bony plates, and the branch-
iostegals are represented by a pair of gular
plates.

In the single family represented among liv-

ing fishes the heart has a muscular arterial

bulb with many series of valves on its inner
edge, and the large air-bladder is divided into
two lobes, having the functions of a lung, though
not cellular as in the lung-fishes.

The fossil types are very closely allied to

the lung-fishes, and the two groups have no
doubt a common origin in Silurian times. It is

now usually considered that the crossopterygian
is more primitive than the lung-fish, though at

the same time more nearly related to the ganoids,
and through them to the ordinary fishes.

From the primitive Crossopterygii the step
to the ancestral amphibia, which are likewise
mailed and semi-aquatic, seems a very short one.
It is true that most w-riters until recently have
regarded such dipneustans as the Ceratodonti-
da, as representing the parents of the amphib-
ians. But the weight of recent authority, Gill,

Boulenger, Dollo, and others, seems to place the
point of separation of the higher vertebrates with
the crossopten-gians.

Cope and Woodward divide the Crossoptery-
gii into four orders or sub-orders, Haplistia,
Rhipidistia, Actinistia, and Cladistia. To the
last belong the e-xisting species (Polypterida:)
alone. In all these the pectorals are narrow
with a single basal bone, and the nostrils, as in
the dipneustans. are below the snout.

In the Haplistia the notochord is persistent,

and the basal bones of dorsal and anal fins are in

regular series, much fewer in number than the
fin-ra)'s. The single family Tarrassiidic, re-

garded as lowest of the crossopterygians, are
small fishes of Carboniferous Age.

In the Rhipidistia the basal bones of the

median fins are found in a single piece, not sep-
arate as in the Haplistia. Four families are
recognized, Holoptychiidce (extinct), Rhi::odon-
tidce (extinct), Osteolepidce (extinct). Onycho-
dnntida (extinct), the first of these being con-
sidered as the nearest approach of the crossop-
ter\-gians to the dipnoans.

In the Actinistia there is a single fin-ray to

each basal bone, the axonosts of each ray fused
in a single piece. The notochord is persistent,

causing the backbone in fossils to appear hollow,
the cartilaginous material leaving no trace in

the rocks. The genera and species are numer-
ous, ranging from the Subcarboniferous to the
Upper Cretaceous, and belonging to the single
family C(rlacauthidcc (extinct).

In the Cladistia the axis of the pectoral limb
is fan-shaped, made of two diversified bones
joined by cartilage. The notochord is re-

stricted and replaced by ossified vertebrae. The
axonosts of the dorsal and anal are in regular
series, each bearing a fin-ray. The order con-
tains the single family Polypterida; represented
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by numerous species in the Xile, Senegal, and
Kongo rivers. In this group the pectoral fin is

formed differently from that of the other cros-

sopterj-gians, being broad, its base of two
diverging bones with cartilage between. This
structure, more specialized than in any other of
the crossopterjgians or dipneustans, has been
regarded by Gill and others, as above stated, as

the origin of the fingered hand (chiropter\gium)
of the frogs and higher vertebrates. The base
of the diverging bones has been identified as

the antecedent of the humerus, the bones them-
selves as radius and ulna, while the intervening,

non-ossified cartilage breaks up into carpal

bones, from which metacarpals and digits ulti-

mateb" diverge. This h\-pothesis is at least a
reasonable one. The nostrils, as in true fishes,

are superior. The bodj' in these fishes is cov-
ered with rhombic enameled scales, as in the

garpike, the head is similarly mailed, but in dis-

tinction from the garpike, the anterior raj'S of
the dorsal are developed as isolated spines.

The young have a bushy external gill, with a
broad scaly base. The air-bladder is double,

not cellular, with a large air-duct joining the

ventral surface of the CESOphagus. The intes-

tine has a spiral valve.

The cranium is remarkable for its generalized

form, this forming a trait of union between the

ganoids and the primitive Amphibia or Stego-
cephali. Without considering Polypterus, it is

not possible to interpret the homologies of the

cranium of the amphibians aijd the sharks.

Sub-class Dipncusti or Lung-Fishes.— The
Dipneusti {Sl<r, twice; irWu, to breathe) are

a group characterized by the presence of paired

fins consisting of a jointed axis with or without
rays. The skull is autostj'lic, the upper jaw be-

ing made, as in the Chimcrra, of palatal elements
fused with the cranium and without premaxil-
lary or maxillary. Dentarj- bones little devel-

oped. Air-bladder cellular, used as a lung, in

all living species. Heart with many valves in

the muscular arterial bulb. Intestine with a
spiral valve. Teeth usually of large plates of
dentine covered with enamel on the pterj'gopala-

tine and splcnial bones. Nostrils concealed,

when the mouth is closed, under a fold of the

upper lip. Scales cycloid, mostly not enameled.
This group has been usually known as Dip-

noi. But this term was first taken by Leuckart,

in 1821, as a name for amphibians, before any of
the living Dipneusti were known

The Dipneusti agree with the crossoptery-

gians by the presence of lungs, a character

which separates them from all the earlier orders

of fishes. In its origin the lung or air-bladder

arises as a diverticulum from the alimentary
canal used bj- the earliest fishes as a breathing-

sac, the respiratory functions lost in the progress

of further divergence. Nothing of the nature

of lung or air-bladder is found in lancelet. lam-
prey, or shark. In none of the remaining
groups of fishes is it wholly wanting at all

stages of development.
In the Dipneusti or dipnoans, as in the cros-

soptcrygians and higher vertabrates. the trachea

or air-duct arises from the ventral side of the

oesophagus. In the more specialized fishes, yet

to be considered, it is transferred to the dorsal

side, thus avoiding a turn in passing around the

oesophagus itself. From the sharks these forms
are further distinguished by the presence of

membrane-bones about the head. From the

Actinoptcri (ganoids and teleosts) dipneustans
and crossopterygians are again distinguished by
the retention of the fringe-fin or archipterj'-

gium as the form of the paired limbs. From the

crossopterygians the dipnoans are most readily

distinguished by the absence of maxillarj' and
premaxillarj', the characteristic structures of
the jaw of the true fish. The upper jaw in the

dipnoan is formed of palatal elements attached
directly to the skull, and the lower jaw con-
tains no true dentary bones. The skull in the

dipnoans is in the Chimccra is autostylic, the
mandible articulating directly with the palatal

apparatus, the front of which forms the upper
jaw, and of which the pterv-goid hyomandibular
and quadrate elements form an immo\'able part.

The shoulder-girdle, as in the shark, is a single

cartilage, but it supports a pair of superficial

membrane-bones.
In all the dipnoans the trunk is covered

w-ith imbricated cycloid scales and no bony
plates, although sometimes the scales are firm
and enameled. The head has a roof of well-

developed bony plates made of ossified skin and
not corresponding with the membrane-bones of
higher fishes. The fish-like membrane-bones,
opercles, branchiostegals, etc., are not yet dif-

ferentiated. The teeth have the form of grind-
ing-plates on the pterjgoid areas of the palate,

distinctly shark-like in structure. The paired
fins are developed as archipterygia, often with-

out rays, and the pelvic arch consists of a single

cartilage, the two sides symmetrical and con-

nected in front. There is but one external gill-

opening, leading to the gill-arches, which, as in

ordinary' fishes, are fringe-like, attached at one
end. In the young, as with the embrj'O shark,

there is a bush}- external gill, which looks not
unlike the archipterj-gium pectoral fin itself,

although its rays are of different texture. In
early forms, as in the ganoids, these scales were
long and enameled, but in some recent forms,

deep sunken in the skin. The claspers have
disappeared, the nostrils, as in the frog, open
into the pharj-nx. the heart is three-chambered,
the arterial bulb with many valves, and the
cellular structure of the skin and of other tis-

sues is essentiall)' as in the Amphibia.
The developed lung, fitted for breathing air.

which seems the most important of all these

characters, can, of course, be traced only in

the recent fonns, although its existence in all

others can be safely predicated. Besides the de-
velopment of the lung we may notice the grad-
ual forward movement of the shoulder-girdle,

which, in the dipneustans. as in the crossoptery-

gians, is attached to the head. In the fishes

generally there is no distinct neck, as the post-

temporal, the highest bone of the shoulder-
girdle, is articulated directly with the skull.

We may divide the dipnoans into two orders,

Ctenodipterini. with the families L'roncmidcB
(extinct), Diptcridct (extinct), and Ctenodon-
tidte (extinct). These families occur from the
Devonian to the Mesozoic. The more specialized

order of Sircnoidci includes the families of
Ceratodontidcr and Lepidosircnida, each of these
represented by living forms. Most of the
Ceratodontidtr are extinct, occurring in the
Mesozoic ; but two species. Neoceratodus
forstcri and .V. iniolepis. live in rivers of Aus-
tralia. No fossil Lepidosirenidtp are known.
Lepidosiren paradoxus lives in the swamps of
southern Brazil and Protoptcrus anncctcns, P.
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dolloi, and P. cethopicus, in those of the Nile
region.

Sub-class Acliiiol'tcn.—After setting off from
the great group of fishes primitive or archaic

tj'pes, one after another, we are left at last

with only those having fish-jaws, fish-fins, and
in general the structure of the typical fish. For
all these in all their variety, as a class or sub-

class, we adopt the name of Actiiwptcri, sug-

gested by Prof. Cope. The name (dxTfs, ray;

•tTTepbv, fin) refers to the structure of the paired
fins. In ail these, the bones supporting the fin-

raj's are highly specialized, and at the same
time concealed by the general integument of the

body.
In general, two bones connect the pectoral

fin with the shoulder-girdle. The hyperacora-

Oceanic Sunfish {Moia vtola).

coid is a flat square bone, usually perforated by
a foramen lying above, and parallel with it the
irregularly formed hypocoracoid. Attached to

these is a row of bones, the actinosts or ptery-
gials, short, often hourglass-shaped, which actu-
ally support the fin-rays. In the higher forms
the actinosts are few (four to si.x) in number,
but in the lower tj'pes they may remain numer-
ous, a reminiscence of the condition seen in

the crossopterj'gians and especially in Polyp-
tcrus. Other variations may occur ; the two
coracoids are sometimes imperfect or specially
modified, and the actinosts may be distorted in

form or position, .'\mong the lower Actinopteri
many archaic traits still persist, and by its

earlier representatives the group is joined very

closely to the Crossopterygii. The great class

ma)' be divided into two series or sub-classes,

the Ganoidei, which retain the ancient traits,

and the Tcleostei or bony fishes, in which most
of these have disappeared.

Even among the Ganoidei, as the term is

here restricted, there remains a great variety of
form and structure. The group constitutes sev-
eral distinct orders, and as a whole does not
admit of perfect definition. All of the species

known have the tail strongly heterocercal. Most
of them have the skeleton still cartilaginous,

and in some it remains in a verj- primitive con-
dition. Most of them have an armature of
bony plates, diamond-shaped with an enamel like

the surface of teeth. All of them have the
air-bladder highly developed, usually cellular

and functional as a lung, but connecting with
the dorsal side of the gullet, not with the ven-
tral side, as in the dipnoans. In all these re-

main more or less perfectly developed the optic

chiasma, the many valves of the arterial bulb,

and the spiral valve of the intestines found in

the more archaic tjpes. But traces of some or
all of these structures are found in some bony
fishes, and their presence in the ganoids b)' no
means justifies their separation with sharks, dip-

noans, and crossopterj'gians as a great primary
class, Palaichlhyes. All forms of body may be
found among the ganoids. In the earlier seas

they were scarcely less varied and perhaps
scarcely less abundant that the teleosts in

the seas of to-day. So far as fossils show,

-^ the characteristic actinopterous fin, with
-. its reduced and altered basal bones, ap-

^ peared at once without inten-ening grada-
^ tions.

The name Ganoidei { yipos. bright-

ness; cfSos, resemblance), alluding to the
enameled plates, was first given by Agassiz
to those forms, mostly extinct, allied to

the garpike, and covered with bony
scales or hard plates. As originally defined, cat-

fishes, sea-horses. Agonidtr, and other wholly un-
related types were included with the garpikes

and sturgeons as ganoids.

These were eliminated by Johannes Miiller,

who recognized the archaic characters common
to the e-xisting forms. Still later Huxley re-

moved the crossopterj'gians. and others have
shown that the Ostracophori and Arthrodira
should be placed far from the garpike in sys-

tematic classification. Cope and Woodward have
dropped the name ganoid altogether as pro-

ductive of confusion through the many mean-
ings attached to it. Others have retained it as

a convenient group name for the orders of

archaic Actinopteri. For these varied and
more or less divergent groups it seems con-

venient to retain it.

The order Lysopteri (Xi5o-ts, a loosing;

iTTfp&v, fin) comprises the earliest ganoids, be-

ginning in the Devonian, covered with enam-
eled scales. The families are Palceoniscida,

Platysomida, Dictyopygida, and Doryptcrida.

The order Chotidrostei (x^^Spos, cartilage;

6<tt4ov, bone) includes a great variety of forms,

characterized by the less cartilaginous skeleton,

the distinctly heterocercal tail, and the pres-

ence of bony plates, rather than scales, on most
parts of the body. These represent a degenerate

offshoot from the Lysopteri, the form being

less like that of the typical fishes. The earliest

members of this group appear in the Tertiary,
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the most primitive family being the Chondro-
steids (extinct). Another family is that of
Belonorhynchide (extinct). The Acipense-
ridce (sturgeons) are well represented among
li\-ing fishes. The order Sdachostomi (<rc\oxos,

shark; <rr6fia, mouth) includes the paddle-fishes

{Polyodontids), two living species, and one
extinct, in the Eocene. The order Pycnodonii
including the family of Pycnodontida (extinct),

consists of a deep-bodied, compressed fishes

with small mouths and a peculiar physiognomy.
The order Lepidostei (Xen's, scale; ixrT4oy,

bone) includes numerous families with rhombic
enameled scales. The families are Semioiiotidcr,

Lepidotida, Isopholids, Macroscmiida, Plwli-

dophoride, Aspidorhynchide, and Lcpisosteida,

all extinct save the Lcpisostcida, represented by
four species known as garpike in the rivers of

North America. The earliest fossil garpikes

occur in the Eocene. The Halecomorphi (haicc,

herring; iu>t>4^, form) comprise the Pachy-
connids, Protosphyraiiida, Liodesmida, Oli-

gopleuridtr, and Amiida: All these have
perished, except the Amiida; which group is

Traces of each of the ganoid traits may persist

somewhere in some group, but as a whole we
see a distinct specialization and a distinct mcn-e-

ment toward the fish tj-pe with the loss of
characters distinctive of sharks, dipnoi, and
ganoids. In a general way the skeleton of all

teleosts corresponds with that of the striped

bass, and the visceral anatomy is in all cases
sufficiently like that of the sunfish.

The mesocoracoid or prsecoracoid arch, found
in all ganoids, persists in the less specialized

tv-pes of bony fishes, although no trace of it is

found in the perch-like forms. With all this,

there is found among the bony fishes, an infinite

variet\- in details of structure. For this reason

the Telcostei must be broken into many orders,

and these orders are very different in value and
in degrees of distinctness, the \-arious groups
being joined bj^ numerous and puzzling inter-

gradations.

Order Isospondyli.— Of the -s-arious subor-

dinate groups of bony fishes there can be no
question as to which is most primitive in struc-

ture or as to which stands nearest the orders

Sparada, or Viviparous Perch of CaUfornia (Cr"«<i'<'/""''-'- "igrfgatits't.

represented by a single species, the Bow^in,

Amia caha. in the waters of the eastern United

States. In these forms there is a gradual transi-

tion from diamond-shaped scales, covered with

enamel, to the cycloid scales of the ordinary

soft-rayed fishes' The line separating the

Lepidostei and Halecomorphi from each other

and from the Isospondyli is a vcrj- narrow one.

Sub-class Telcostei or Bony Fishes.— The
fishes which still remain for discussion consti-

tute the great sub-class or series of Telcostei or

bony fishes. They lack wholly or partly the

ganoid traits, or show them only in the embr\-o.

The tail is slightly if at all heterocercal, the

fulcra disappear, the actinosts of the pectoral

fins are few and large, rarely if ever over five

in number, the air-bladder is no longer cellular

in most species, nor does it assist in respira-

tion. The optic nerves are separate, one run-

ning to each eye without chiasms. The skele-

ton is almost entirely bony, the notochord usu-

ally disappearing entirely with age. The valves

in the arterial bulb are reduced in number, and

the spiral valve of the intestines disappears.

of ganoids. Earliest of the bony fishes in

geological time is the order of Isospondyli ( t'o*.

equal; (rwdrSvXos. venebra). containing the allies

recent and fossil of the herring and the trout

This order contains those soft-rayed fishes

which have the ventral fins abdominal, the

mesocoracoid or prsecoracoid arch developed
(sometimes lost in degeneration), and the

anterior vertebrae unmodified, essentially similar

to the others.

The ganoids pass by degrees into the Iso-

spondyli, and the soft-rayed fishes pass again

by imperceptible gradations into those more
specialized forms having spines in the fins,

structures which are again lost in the most
modified members of the same group.

Ganoid traits are present in certain families

of Isospondyli. Among these are the gular

plate (found in Amia and the Elopidcr). pre-

sumably derived from the similar plate in the

earliest ganoids, additional %-alves in the arterial

bulb in Albulida, the cellular air-bladder of
Notoptcrus and Osleoglossum, the spiral intes-

tinal valve in Chirocentrida, and the g?noid
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scales of the extinct Lepiolcpidcr. From these

characters it is inferred that the soft-rayed
fishes are descended from the Lcpidostci or
Halecoinoiphi. The more primitive Isospoiidyli

approach more nearly to these ganoid forms than
to their later descendants, the catfishes, the eels,

or the pikes.

Most ancient of the Isospondyli is the extinct

family of Leptolcpidcc of the Triassic. Families
mostly still extant, bnt nearly all of them more
or less represented in fossils from the Jurassic

on, are the Elopidcc or tarpons, the Albulida or

mesocoracoid and with the opercular bones
distorted. One family, the Halosaurida, with
fossil allies.

A scries of soft-rayed fishes descended from
the Isuspondyli are grouped together to form
the super-order or series called Ostariophysa:.
These differ from the Isospondyli in having
the four anterior vertebras much modified, the
air-bladder being connected, by a series of
ossicles called the Weberian apparatus, with the
auditory organ.

This series includes the orders of Eventog-

Rat-fish or Elephant-lish of California {Ilydrolagits cocliei).

lady-fishes, the Chanida or milk-fishes, the
Hiodontida: or moon-eyes, the Spaniodontidcc
(extinct), the PachyrJiizodontidcc (extinct),

the Thryptodontidcc (extinct), the Ptcrotliris-

sidcp, the Chiroccntridcc. the Notoptcridce, the

Enchodontidic (extinct), the Ichthyodcctidic

(extinct), the Ostcoglossidtr, the Pharcodon-
tidw (extinct), the Clupcidcc or herrings, the

Dussujiiicriidie or round herrings, the Doroso-
inidcc or gizzard-shad, the EngrauUdids or
anchovies, the Alepaccplialida. the Pantodon-
tidce. the Salmonidce or salmon and trout, the

Thymallida or graylings, the Argcntinida
or smelt, the Microstomidcr. the Salangida or

ice-fish, the Calaxiidce or New Zealand trout.

nathi, Hctcrognathi. Ncmatognathi, and Gyni-
nonoti, immense groups comprising the vast
majority of the fresh-water fishes of the world.

The Evcutognatlii and Hctcrognathi have the
mouth-parts normal, the maxillary not rudimen-
tary, and the body usually covered with ordi-

nary scales. In the order Hctcrognathi (frepoi,

differing; yvddoi, jaw) the lower pharyn-
geals are not especially modified, and the jaws
usually with teeth. This group comprises most
of the river-fishes of South America and
Africa. It includes the families of Characidce
and Eryt'irinidcc, the former with and the latter

without the adipose fin characteristic of cat-

fishes and salmon.

The Bowliii iAf/zia cah'a).

the HaplochitonidcT. the Conorhynchida: the
Notoptcridce, and a host of other forms, mostly
from the deep seas, constituting (sub-order
Inomicc) the families of .lulopidir. Ctcno-
hirissidcr (extinct), 6".v»orfo)!;(rffr or lizard-fishes,
Betithosauridir. Bathyptcroidcc. lpnopid(C, Rondc-
letiidce, Cetomimida-, Myctophidcc or lantern-
fishes, Rhincllidcc (extinct), Dcrcetidcc (ex-
tinct), ChirothicidcF (extinct), Exococtoididce
(extinct), Maiirolicidcc, Chauliodoiitidcr or
viper fishes. Gonostamidcc, Astroncsthidcc. Sto-
tniatidcr, Mnlacostcidcc, Plagyodoiitidtr or lancet-
fishes, EvcnnanncUid(c, Paralcpidid<c, Stcrnop-
tychidcc, and Idacanthidcr.

The order of Lyopmni {\i(a, loose, irdfia,

opercle), contains a few deep-sea fishes, without

The order Eventognathi e6, well; fv,

within; Tmflos, jaw) is characterized by

the absence of teeth in the jaws, and

by the high degree of specialization of

the lower pharyngeals, which are scythe-

shaped, and in typical forms are armed
with a relatively small number of highly spe-

cialized teeth of peculiar forms and arranged

in one, two, or three rows. In all the species

the gill-openings are restricted to the sides,

there is no adipose fin, and the broad flat

branchiostegals are but three in number. In all

the species the scales, if present, are cycloid,

and the ventral fins, of course, abdominal. The
modification of the four anterior vertebrge and
their connection with the air-bladder are
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essentially as seen in the catfishes. The families

of Eventognathi are the Kneriids, Homalopter-
ide, Cobitida or loaches, Caiostomidte or suck-

ers, and Cyprinida or carp, dace and minnows.
The last is the largest family recognized in

ichlhyolog}-, comprising over 2,000 species, al-

most all confined to the north temperate zone.

The order of Xi-ir.ntognathi or catfishes is

characterized among the Ostariophysc- by the

fact that the maxillary bone is rudimental, form-

ing the base of a long barbel. There are no true

scales, the body being naked or mailed, and
about the mouth are always fleshy feelers. The
multitude of species inhabit chiefly the rivers of

and the shoulder-girdle has typically lost its

connection with the skull. The earliest fossil

eels have traces of scales, the caudal fin separate
and, according to Dr. O. P. Hay, abdominal
ventral fins. These characters are lost in all or
most of the living forms.

The eels may be distributed among different
orders. The Symbratichia {5vp,togeiher;ppdrxos,
gill)

—

Ichthyoccphali, and Holostomi— have
normal fish-like jaws, and the shoulder-girdle
is sometimes joined to the skull. The families
are Monopterida or rice-field eels, Symbran-
chidcc. Amphibnoide, and Chilobranchids.

The true eels or apodes have the shoulder-

Channel Cat-bsh (Jctaiunts fiumctaiMs).

the tropics, only the r\-pical catfishes of the

principal family of Silurida occurring in waters
of the United States and Europe. The families

are Diplomystida, SUurida, Bunoccplialids,

Ploiosida. Chacide, Chlariida, Hypophthalmida;
Argidee, Sisoridar, Pygidiidir, Lorkariida, and
CalUththyida, the members of the last three

groups armed with a bony coat of mail.

The order Gymnonoii contains elongate eel-

like fishes without dorsal fin and with the tail

excessively long. The venebrse are modified, as

in the preceding orders, but there is no meso-
coracoid arch. The families are Electroplwride

girdle free from the skull, <he premaxillaries
more or less coalesced with the vomer, and the

body elongate and of many vertebrae. The
families are Anguillazida (extinct), with dis-

tinct caudal and sometimes with ventral fins,

Anguillide, or true eels, Lcptocephalida or
conger-eels, Simenchclida. Mura-nesocidtr,

Settastomids, Nemichthyidet, Ophkhthyide,
Ilyophidtr, Heterocotigridcr, Dysommidct, Euchc-
liida (extinct), Mursnids or morays, Myro-
congridcr, and Sloringuida.

The small order of Carencheli contains one
family, Derkhthyida, characterized by the

MufTna.

and Gymnotida. all river-fish of South .\menca.
TTie order Scyphophori contain? river-fishes

of .Africa in which the small mouth is at the end
of a long snout. There are no pharjTigeal teeth,

and the opercular bones are considerably modi-
fied. In all there is a deep cavit>- on each side

of the cranium, covered by a thin bony plate, the

supertemporal bone. The families are Mormy-
rid(t and Gymnarchidff.

Next we may place a long scries of more
or less related families, known collectively as

eels. In all these the upper jaw is more or

less degenerate, the ventral fins are wanting.

snake-like neck and the structure of the jaws.

The order Lyomcri includes deep-sea eels of

enormous gape, with the parts of the head
ver>- loosely joined, and with the fifth gill-arch

not modified to form a pharj-ngeal. There are

two families, Saccopharyngida and Eurypharyn-
gidir.

Still more aberrant is the small order of

Heteromi (trepot, differing: fi*uK. shoulder),

the spiny eels, elongate fishes, having the

shoulder-girdle detached from the head and
the coracoids united in an imperforate plate.

This group includes eel-like fishes of the deep
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sea, with spines in the dorsal fin— the families,

Protonoiocanthida (extinct), Notacantliida,
and Lipogenyidd.

Another order of uncertain relationship is

that of Opistliomi, with normal coracoids,

spines in the dorsal fin, and the shoulder-girdle
remote from the skull. It contains one family,

the Mastacembelida, small fishes from the
streams of tropical Asia and Africa.

Another small order, the Xenomi (f^ras,

strange; iiiios, shoulder), has the coracoids

rudimentary and cartilaginous, with no basal

bones or actinosts to the pectoral fin. One

spine ; irTcpic, fin or wing) , may be used.

This name is often written Acanthoptcri,
a form equally correct and more euphonious
and convenient. These arc characterized, with
numerous exceptions, by the presence of spines
in the fins, by the connection of the ventral fins

to the shoulder-girdle, by the presence, in gen-
eral, of more than one spine in the anterior part
of dorsal and anal fins, and as a rule of one
spine and five rays in the ventral fins, and by
the absence in the adult of a duct to the air-

bladder. Minor characters are these : The
pectoral fins are inserted high on the shoulder-

Barracuda {Sphyrana barracuda).

family, Dalliida, characterized by the black-fish
of the marshes of .\laska and Siberia.

In the order Haplomi, the mesocoracoid arch
is wholly undeveloped, as is the case in all

of the other groups remaining to be enumer-
ated.

In common with the soft-rayed fishes in gen-
eral, the air-bladder has a persistent air-duct,
the fins are without spines, the ventral fins are
abdominal, and the scales are cjxloid.

There is no adipose dorsal in the Haplomi,
the dorsal is inserted far back, and the head
is generally scaly. Most, but not all, of the
species are of small size, living in fresh or

girdle, the scales are often ctenoid, and the
edge of the upper jaw is formed by the pre-
maxillary alone, the maxillary being always
toothless.

But it is impossible to define or limit the
group by any single character or group of
characters. It is connected with the Iso-
spondyli through the Haplomi, on the one
hand, by transitional groups of genera which
may lack any one of their characters. On the
other hand, in the extreme forms, each of
these distinctive characters may be lost through
degeneration. Thus fin-spines, ctenoid scales,

and the homocercal tail are lost in the cod-

A Flying-fish {ExoccFtus volitans).

brackish waters, and they are found in almost
all warm regions, though scantily represented in
California, Japan, and Polynesia. The families
are Esncida or pikes, Umbrids OT mud-mmnows,
Pocciliide or killifishes, and Amblyopsida or
blind-fishes of the caves. The Gonorhyitchidce
and the extinct families of Crossognathidce
and Cobitopsidce may be doubtfully added to this
group.

Order Acanthopterygii.— The most of the
remaining bony fishes constitute a natural group
for which the name Acanthopterygii (iKmSa,

fishes, the connection of ventrals with shoulder-
girdle fails in certain peculiar forms, and the
development of the air-duct is subject to all

sorts of variations. In one family even the
adipose fin reappears.

The Acanthopterygii or preferably Acanthop-
tcri, the Physoclysti of Miiller, the Thoracices
of older authors, and the Ctcnoidci of Agassiz,
include substantially the same series of forms.

Among the many subordinate groups, sub-
orders or super-families, a few stand out as
susceptible of definition. Among these is the
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group of Salmoperca:, composed of perch-like

fishes, -nith spines in the fins and with ctenoid

scales, 3'et retaining at the same time the ab-

dominal ventrals and the adipose fin of the
salmon. This constitutes the family of Per-
copsida, trout-perches or sand-rollers. The
extinct Erismatopterida and Asineopida prob-
ably belong here.

The sub-order Symentognathi agree e.Kter-

nally with the Haplomi, but have the lower
pharyngeals solidly united, and the air-duct

lost in the course of development. The families

are Bclonidtr, the gars, Scombresocida, the

sauries, Hemiramphida: or half-beaks, and
Exocactida- or flj-ing-fishes. This order and
the Haplomi are joined by Hay under the
name of Mesichthycs, the groups forming a per-

fect transition from soft-rayed to spiny-raj'ed

fishes.

The group of Percesoces has the general

traits of the spiny-rayed fish, with the ventral

fins abdominal. Here belong the Sphyr(rnid<r

or barracudas, the Atherinida or silversides, and
the ilugilida or mullets. Another sub-order,
Rhegnoptcri, includes the Polyneinidce or thread-

fins. Other transitional forms, with the

ventrals abdominal, and spines usualh- present

in the fins, constitute the sub-orders of Hcmi-
branchii, Lophobranchii and Hypostomides. In
all of these the bones of the gill-arches are re-

duced in number, and the gill-structures are dis-

tinctly degenerate. For this reason Dr. Hay has
proposed to unite them as a distinct order.

Phthinobranchii (4>6lruv, waning). The Hcmi-
branchii include the families Gastcrostcids
(sticklebacks), Proiosyngnathide (e.xtinct),

Aulorhynchida, Fistulariida (cornet-fishes),

Aulostomidtr (trumpet-fishes), Urosphenidee
(extinct), Rhamphosida (extinct*. Marco-
rhamphosida: (snipe-fishes), and Ccntriscidte

(shrimp-fishes). The more degenerate sub-
order of Lophorbranchii includes the SoUnos-
tomide, the Syngnaihidcr (pipe-fishes), and the
Hippocampida or sea-horses. The singular

order of Hypostomides includes the Pegasidce
(sea-moths or sea-dragons).

In another sub-order we may place the
Berycoidci, fishes perch-like in general structure

and usually well armed, with the ventral fins

thoracic, but their number of rays never I, 5. the

tj'pical number in all perch-like forms. The
berycoids are especially characterized by the

presence of the orbitosphenoid bone, a structure

wanting in all perch-like families; are the

earliest in time of the fishes of this pat-

tern, appearing in the Cretaceous or
earlier. The families are Berycidtt, Trachich-

thyidtr, Holocentrida or soldier-fishes, Poly-

mixiids, and Monoccntridtt or pine-cone fish.

.Another group or sub-order Zcoidci. agrees

well with the beryces in the presence of more
than five soft rays in the ventral fins and in the

armature of the fins. It differs, however, in

the character of the skeleton, the post-temporal,

especially being adnate to the skull, as in the

butterfly-fishes or Chatodontidcr.

One family, Zcida, the John-dories, belongs

here. In the same group we may place pro-

visionally an extinct family. Amphistiida. Dr.

Boulenger has suggested that to fishes allied

to the Amphistiida we may trace the origin of

the John-dories, and of the great group of

flounders as well. This is an interesting sug-

gestion, but the actual line of descent is as yet

not proved.
The sub-order Selenichtycs includes the fam-

ily of Lampridida or opahs. In this group is a
single species, a huge fish almost as deep as

long, with the hj-percoracoids greatly developed
and the ventral fin with many soft rays, an
archaic character unknown in other spiny-rayed
fishes.

In this neighborhood belongs the sub-order
of Heterosomata, or flounders, characterized by
the twisting of the cranium, an arrangement
which permits the fish to lie flat on one side

on the sand, while both eyes are turned to the
upper or colored side. In this group there are

no fin-spines. The young flounder when first

A Sea-horse < Hif/^ampus).

hatched has the skull and eyes symmetrical,

and the modification of the head proceeds by de-

grees.

There are two families, Pleuronectids or

flounders, and Soleida or soles.

To the group or super-family Scombroidea

belong a great variety of fishes, usually swift

in motion and with thin soft scales, the ventral

fins, if present, having a spine and five soft

rays.

The families are Rachieentrida. the sergeant-

fishes. Pomatomids or bluefishes, Carangida or

Ca\-allas, Xematistiida or papagallos, Scom-
hrida or mackerels. Palaorhynchids (extinct),

Lepidopidir or scabbard-fishes, Trichiurids or

cutlass-fishes, Istiophoridd or sail-fishes,
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Xiphiida or sword-fishes, Coryphmiid<B or dol-

phins, Bramidce or pomfrets, Pteraclidida,

Stromatcida or harvest-fishes, Icostcidte or

rag-fishes, Acrotidee, Zaprorida;, Luvarida or

Lowars, Menidcc, Leiognathida, Steinegcriida:,

and Tctragonurida; or square-tails. The Gram-
micolepidce perhaps belong in this neighbor-

hood.
The imperfectly known families, Bathyclupe-

id<r, Stephanoberycida, and Pemphcrida have
some resemblance to berycoids, but the ventral

rays are I, 5.

The great group or super-family Pcricoidea

The group or sub-order of Labyrintliici com-
prises fresh-water fishes of the Indian region,

with a peculiar apparatus for storing water
connected with the gills. The families are
Osphromenida or gouramies, Anabantidcs or
climbing perch, Ilclostomidce, Luciophalida, and
Ophioccphalidce or snakehead-fishes.

Another group, called Pharyngognaihi by
Muller, is characterized by the complete union
of the lower pharyngeals, a character de-
veloped independently in the Synentogiiathi
and in some Sciccnida:. It contains three
sub-orders or super-families. The Chromides

Mackerel yScomber scombrus).

agrees with the mackerel-Iike fishes in general
structure, but the scales are usually coarser
and rougher, and the structure less adapted to

swift movement. Many members of this group
are confined to the fresh waters. The families

are Ccntrarchida:, the sunfishes, Kuhliidtc. the

silver-bass, Elassomida, the pigmy-perch,
Aphredoderida, the pirate-perch, Pcrcida:, the

river-perch and darters, Apogonida, the

beardless mullets, Scombropida:, Acropomids,
Serrmiida, the bass, Lobotida:, the flashers,

Rypticida, the soap-fishes, Kyphosida, the

chopas, Scorpidida, Theraponide, the slave-

i'rfTTy.

have a single nasal opening on either

side. Of these there are two families, the

Pomacentrida: or damsel-fishes, chiefly beautiful

inhabitants of the coral reefs, and the Cichlida:,

river-fishes of the tropics of both continents.

The Holconot'i comprise the viviparous perch
or surf-fishes of California and Japan; one
family, Embioiocida.

The Pharyngognathi proper, having two nos-
trils on either side, smooth scales and the gills

three and one half, constitute four families,

Labrida, wrasse-fishes or doncellas, Odacidm
SiphonognathidcE, and Scaridcc or parrot-fishes,

V
Yellow Perch {Ptrrca Jlavercejts).

fishes, Htrmttlida, the grunts, Lutianida:, the
snappers, Sparida. the porgies, Casionida, Ger-
rid<F, the majorras, Maiiida, the picarels,
Scicrnidcr, the drums, Ccntropomida: (or Oxyla-
bracidao), the robalos, Polycciitridar. Nandidcr,
Oplcgnathida: or stone-wall perch, Sillaginida,
Pentacerotida:, Priacaiithida-. the catalufas,
Mullidtc, the surmullets. Remotely allied to the
percoid fishes are the Pseudochromidida:, the
0^iJ//iog)ia//!i(/(r or jaw-fishes, the Malacanthida,
the LatilidiF or tile-fishes, and possibly the
CcpcIidcF or band-fishes.
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in which the teeth are united to form a bird-

like beak.

A large group of more or less related forms,

perhaps derived from ancestors of the Zcoidea
is known as Squamipinncs or Chtrtodoiitoidea.

These are characterized in general by the union
of the post-temporal or uppermost bone of tiie

shoulder-girdle with the skull. The ventral fins

in these fishes have one spine and five (rarely

fewer) rays. The scales are small and often

rough. The presence in the more primitive

forms of 24 vertebrae and five soft rays in the
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ventrals indicates the common origin of these

fishes with the members of the scombroid, per-

coid. and labroid groups, ^^hile the more
primitive of the chsetodontoid series much re-

semble primitive members of the other series,

the extremes of the former represent a wide
divergence, specialization, and degeneration.

known collectively as PUctognathi. the bones of
the jaws being more or less consolidated. Three
sub^Drders exist among these forms. Scierodermi.
with separate rough scales and separate teeth,

the Ostracodermi, with the body enclosed in a

bony box, and the Gymnodontes, with the teeth
coalescent into one or two plates in each jaw.

The typical families are the Ilarchids or

spade-fishes, the Chsiodontide or butterfly

fishes, characteristic of coral reefs and the

Zanciids or Moorish idols. Aberrant tj-pes are

the Toxotida or archers, Ephifpide (Scato-

Brook or Speckled Trout iSakelmus fontmalis).

To the Scierodermi belong the three famflies,

Triacanthids. Balistide or trigger-fishes, and
Monacanthids or file-fishes. To the Ostra-

codermi belong the Osiraciids or trunk-fishes,

and to the Gymnodontes, the Triodontida, the

\
Moorish Idol \,Zam^-iits ccrmmttU^.

phagids), Antigoniidtt or boar-fishes, and Drr-
panida. Still more aberrant arethe.-/fanf/iHrirf<r.

tangs or surgeon-fishes, the Siganida. with the

last ventral ray spinous like the first. From
the tangs are descended the degenerate types

TetraodoHtids or globefishes, the Tropidichthy-

id<r. the Chonerhinidn. the iDiodontidat or por-

cupine fishes, the Heptadiodontida (extinct),

and the Molidcr or head-fishes.

.\ small group known as the super-fcunily
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Cirrhitoidca is characterized by the thickened

and unbranched character of the lower pectoral

rays, tlie third suborbital being at the same
time not enlarged. Here belong the Cinhitidcc,

the Aplodactylidx, the Latrididw, and possibly

the Trichodontida. This group seems to mark
a direct transition from the perch-like fishes to

those with mailed cheeks.

The sub-order of mailed-check fishes, Parci-

opliltp, is characterized by the presence of the

suborbital stay, a process extending backward
from the third suborbital to or toward the

upward limb of the preopercle. This stay is

subject to great exaggeration in some forms,

while in others it is much reduced. It is, how-
ever, always present in these fishes and in no
others. In the more primitive types, the ven-
trals have one spine and five rays. There are

24 vertebra;, and the scales are normally de-

veloped. In the extremes there are remarkable
cases of specialization on the one hand and of

degeneration on the other.

The families of mailed-cheek fishes are the

Caracanthida, the Hexagrammida, or green-
fishes, the Anoplopomida, or skil-fishes, the

superfamily Trachinoidea for the most part re-

tain the normal number of ventral rays, the
spine, and live soft rays. To this group belong
the Trachinida: or weavers, the Uranoscopidce
or stargazers, the Pcrcopliidce, Notothcniidce,
Pteropsarida, Harpagifcridce, Chccnichthyidce,
Champsodontidcc, Bovichthyidce, the Draconct-
tida, Caltionymida' or dragonets, the Platypt-
ieridce, and perhaps the Chiasmodontida and
Hcmcroca'lidw.

Other divergent or aberrant families in this
neighborhood are the Comcphorida, or Baikal-
fishes, the Bathymastcrida or ronquils, and the
Gadopsid(C. The Ilalicichoididce or toad-fishes
represent the group Ilaplodoci.

The group Xcnopterygii, without spinous
dorsal and with a large sucking disk between
the ventral fins, contains the Gobiesocidce or
cling-fishes.

The super-family Blcnnioidea contains the
blennies and their relatives, with the ventrals
jugular and always few-rayed. Here belong
the Bh'nniidiv. Pholididic. Sticliaidtr, Xiphasi-
ida, Cryptacaiithodidte or wry-mouths, Anar-
rhichadids or wolf-fishes, Ptilichthyidcz, Cer-

^'•^^^^'^.iCs^^

A Californian Globefish {Ovoi'des sclosus).

Scorpanids or rose-fishes and sea-scorpions,

the Platyccphalidcc, the Bcmhrida, the Hop-
Uchthyida, the Cottidit or sculpins, the Cyclop-
tcridce or lump-fishes, the Liparididce or

sea-snails, the Rliainpliocottida, the Agonida:,
sea-poachers or alligator-fishes, the Triglida or
sea-robins, the Pcristcdiidce, and the Ccphalacan-
ihidce or flying gurnards. The last three
families dift'er considerably in osteology, and
are segregated by Dr. Gill as the sub-order
Craniomi.

In the sub-order Discocephali the spinous
dorsal fin is modified to form a sucking disk.

This is placed on the head, and is made of two
series of flat plates. There is one family, the
Echineididiv or rcmoras.

The large family of Gohiida forms a su-
per-family called Gobioidca. The gobies are dis-

tinguished by numerous minor traits, the
restricted gill-openings, the short spinous doi sal

and usual connection of the ventral fins among
others. With the gobies may be associated the
small family of Oxudcrcida.

To the sub-order Jugulares we may refer
many families which agree in having the ven-
tral fins inserted before the pectorals. The

dalidtr, Patcccida:, Gnathanacanthidce, and the

extinct family of Btochiidcc.

Very closely allied to the blennoid scries,

and also belonging to the Jngulurcs, is the super-

family Ophidioidca, dift'cring in the absence of
fin-spines. Here belong the Zoarcidcc or eel-

pouts, the Ammodytida: or sand-launces, the
Bleckcriidic, the BrotuUdce, the Brotulophidcr,

the Opiiidiidcc or cusks, the Fierasfcridie or
pearl-fishes, the Xcnoccplialidce, Scytalinidm,

Congrogadidie, and Breginaccroiid<E.

A sub-order of uncertain relations, charac-
terized by the absence of foramen in the hyper-
coracoid, by the peculiar form of the tail,

by the jugular insertion of the ventrals and the
absence of spines, is the Anacaiitliiiti. Here be-

long the Gadida or codfishes, the Merlucciidce
or hakes, the Macrwidce or grenadiers, the
Atclcopodidcc and Bathyonida.

Still more uncertain are the relationships of
the sub-order Tccniosomi, ribbon-shaped fishes of
the deep sea, soft in body and often reaching
an immense size. The families are Trachypter-
ida or deal-fishes, Rcgalccida or oar-fishes.

The Lophotidcr or crest-fishes show some re-

semblance to these.
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Finally we may close the long series with

the order of Pedkulati. These are jugular
fishes, degenerate in structure, the small giU-

opening behind the pectoral fins. The families

are Lophiida, the anglers, Antennariidcs or
walking-fishes, CeratiidtB or sea-devils, and
Ogcocephcslids or sea-bats.

History of Systematic Ichthyology.— The
title of "Father of Ichthyology' is justly

given to Petrus Artedi, a Swede, associate and
intimate friend of Linnasus. Artedi was the

first to recognize the meaning of genus and
species in ichthyology, and to supply the out-

lines of a classification. After Artedi's untimely
death (^by drowning in a canal in Holland),
Linnxus edited his manuscripts, publishing them
:n 1738, in five parts, as follows: (i) Ichthy-

ological biography; (2) Ichthyological philos-

ophy; (3) Genera of fishes, involving a com-
plete classification of the forms he knew, his

genera corresponding to the groups now called

families : (4) Synonymy of all species recorded
by authors, and (5) Description of all the spe-

cies actually examined by Anedi. Of true

fishes (exclusive of whales) 228 species are

Giinther. In this work 6,843 species are de-
scribed and 1,682 doubtful species are mentioned
in foot-notes, the number of species known m
1870 being estimated at 9,000. Since that date
about 3,000 have been described, the number of
living species at present, according to an enu-
meration made by Dr. Boulenger, being about
12,000. The number of fossil species known
may be estimated at 3,000 to 4,00a

The systematic arrangement of Curier was
extended and modified by Louis Agassiz to in-

clude the multitude of fossil forms made known
in his 'Poissons Fossiles.' Still more impor-
tant corrections and changes in the general
scheme of classification were suggested by Jo-
hannes Miiller, the greatest comparative anat-

omist of the 19th century. Other \-aluabIe

contributions to taxonomy have been made by
Dr. Giinther, Dr. Edward Drinker Cope, and
especially by Dr. Theodore Gill, a critical writer
who raiiks with the first of taxonomists of the
age, and whose views have been accepted in

substance if not in name as representing our
best present knowledge of the origin and rela-

tionship of forms among the vertebrate animals.

J'. yf

Black-blnded Rock-fisll i.Sthattadts nigHdnctui^

recorded \if Artedi— a small portion of the

I2,cxx> species now actually known U903)-
But the work of .\rtedi is masterly in its

method and shows a stronger touch than that of
any of his successors in ichthyology- until the

time of Cuvier. In the 'Systema Xatune' Lin-

naeus did little more for fishes than to substitute

binomial names for the descriptive phrases of
Artedi.

With the *Regne Animal' (1817-28) of
Cuvier, a new era in zoolog>' began. In this

epoch-making work the ".Animal kingdom." as

the title indicates, was "arranged according to

its organization." Comparative structure founds
its reflection in the schemes of classification.

The application of the principles of morphology
was carried out in detail with the fishes in the

great 'Histoire Xaturelle des Poissons' (1828-

49) of Georges Dagobert Cuvier and .\chille

S'alenciennes. long the most valuable general
work on fishes. The only general work on
fishes since Cuvier and Valenciennes is the mon-
umental ^Catalogue of the Fishes of the British

Museum' i'iS:'>--o'i by Dr. Albert C. L. G.

The contributions of Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,

Pieter van Bleeker, Carl Gegenbaur, Ramsay H.
Traquair, George .AJbert Boulenger. Louis IJoUo,

Bashford Dean, Karl Zittel, .\nhur Smith
Woodward to the s>-stejnaiic arrangement of the

higher groups of fishes have also been of great

value.

In modem times the students of system_atic

ichthyology have been very numerous, ihe
local faunal work in various nations has been

very extensive. In Great Britain we may note

Pariiell's < Natural Historv of the Fishes of

the Firth of Fonh> (1838) ; William Yarrell's

<Histor>- of British Fishes' (1859); the earlier

histories of British Fishes by Edward Donovan
and by William Turton, and the works of Jon-
athan Couch (1862), and Dr. Francis Day
(1888), possessing similar titles. H. G. Seelye

has also a useful 'Synopsis of the Fresh-water

Fishes of Europe.' William Swainson studied

the fishes of Sidly, W. Thompson those of Ire-

land, and Rev. Richard T. Lowe and J. Y. John-
son have done excellent work on the fishes of

Madeira.
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In Germany and Austria the chief local

works have been those of Heckcl and Kner on
the fresh-water fishes of Austria 0^5?^). and
C. Th. von Sicbold on the frcsh-walcr tishes

of Central Europe (1863). The two memoirs
of Eduard Riippcll on the fishes of the Red
Sea and neighboring parts of Africa, 'Atlas zu
der Rcise im nordlichen Afrika' (1828), and
'Neue Wirbelthiere* (1837), rank with the
very best of descriptive work.

In Italy, Charles Lucien Bonaparte, Prince

of Canino, has published an elaborate 'Fauna
Italica* (1838), and numerous minor papers.

O. G. Costa published (about 1850) a Fauna
of Naples.

In France, the fresh-water fishes are the

subject of works by Emile Blanchard (1866),
and Emile Moreau. Leon Vaillant has written

on various groups of fishes. The 'Mission
Scientifique au Mexique,' by Vaillant and F.

Bocourt, is a most valuable contribution to our
knowledge of the fishes of Mexico.

In Holland the chief great works have been
those of Schlegel and Pieter van Bleeker. Pro-

same subject. Before Poey, Guichenot of Paris
had written on the fishes collected in Cuba by
Ramon de la Sagra. Philip H. Gosse (1810-
88) wrote on the fishes of Jamaica. Much
earlier, Robert Herrmann Schomburgk (1804-

65) wrote on the fishes of British Guiana.
Other papers on the Caribbean fishes were
contributed by Johannes MilUer and F. H. Tro-
schel, and by Richard Hill and J. Hancock.

Besides the work in South America of Marc-
grave, Agassis, Reinhardt, Liitken, Steindach-
ner, Jenyns, Boulenger, and others already
named, we may note the local studies of Dr.
Carlos Berg in Argentina. Dr. R. A. Philippi in

Chile, and special records of Humboldt, Gar-
man, J. F. Abbott, and others in recent times.

Carl H. Eigenmann and also Jordan and Eigen-
mann have studied the great collections made
in Brazil by Agassiz. Steindachner has de-

scribed the collection of Johann Nattcrer and
Gilbert those made by Dr. John C. Branner.
The most recent extensive studies of the myr-
iads of Brazilian river-fishes are those of Dr.
Eigenmann,

A Ribbon-fish or Oarfish (.Rcgalecus).

fessor Schlegel, of the University of Leyden,
described in 'The Fauna of Japonica* the fishes

collected about Nagasaki in Japan by Ph. Fr.
de Siebold and Burger.

Pieter van Bleeker (1819-78), a surgeon
in the Dutch East Indies, is the most volumi-
nous writer in ichthyology. His chief work is

the 'Atlas Ichthyologiquc des Indes Orientales
Neerlandaises,' illustrated by colored plates.

The writings of Dr. Bleeker constitute the chief

source of our knowledge of the fauna of the
East Indies. Dr. Van Lidth de Jeude, of the
University of Lcydcn, is the author of a few
descriptive papers on fishes.

The fish fauna of Cuba has been the lifelong
study of Dr. Felipe Poey y Aloy (1799-1891),
a pupil of Cuvier, for a half century or more
the honored professor of zoology in the Univer-
sity of Havana. Of his many useful papers, the
most extensive are his 'Memorias snbre la

Historia Natural de la Isia de Cuba,' followed
by a 'Repertorio' and an 'Enuraeratio' on the

In New Zealand, F. W. Hutton and J. Hec-
tor have published a valuable work on the fishes

of New Zealand. Later writers have given us a

good knowledge of the fishes of Australia. Not-
able among them are W. Macleay, James Doug-
las Ogilby, and Edgar R. Waite. Clarke has
also written on 'Fishes of New Zealand.'

The most valuable work on the fishes of

Hindustan is the elaborate treatise on the

'Fishes of India,' by Francis Day.
The most recent as well as the most exten-

sive studies of the fishes of Japan were made in

1900 by the present writer and his associate,

John Otterbein Snyder.
The scanty pre-Cuvieran work on the fishes

of North America has already been noticed.

Contemporary with the early work of Cuvier is

the worthy attempt of Professor Samuel Latham
Mitchell (1764-1831) to record in systematic

fashion the fishes of New York. Soon after

followed the admirable work of Charles Alex-
andre Te Sueur (1780-1840), artist and nat-
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uralist, who was the first to study the fishes of

the Great Lakes and the basin of Ohio. Con-
stantine Samuel Rafiiiesque (1784-1842), ihe

third of this remarkable but verj' dissimilar

trio, published numerous papers descriptive of

the species he had seen or heard of in his

various botanical rambles. This culminated in

his elaborate but untrustworthy 'Ichthyologia

Ohiensis.' The fishes of Ohio received later a

far more conscientious, though less brilliant,

• treatment at the hands of Dr. Jared Porter Kirt-

land ( 1793-18"), an eminent physician of

Cleveland, Ohio. In 1842 the amiable and
scholarlv James Ellsworth Dekay (i799~i85i)

published his detailed report on the New York

was barely finished at the time of his deatt
The work of Theodore Nicholas Gill and Ed-
ward Drinker Cope has been already noticed.

The present writer began a systematic 'Cat-
alogue of the Fishes of North America' in

1875, in association with his gifted friend, Her-
bert Edson Copeland (1S49-76), whose sud-
den death, after a few excellent pieces of

work, cut short the undertaking. Later, Charles

.\ Ceratiid < d.

fauna, and a little earlier (1836) in the 'Fauna
Boreali-.A.mericana' Sir John Richardson
(1787-1865) gave a most valuable and accurate
account of the fishes of the Great Lakes and
Canada. Almost simultaneously, Rev. Zadock
Thompson (1796-1856) gave a catalogue of the
fishes of Vermont, and David Humphreys Storer
(1S04-91) began his work on the fishes of
Massachusetts, finally expanded into a 'SjTiop-
sis of the Fishes of North .America* (1&46) and
a 'History of the Fishes of Massachusetts'
(1867). Dr. John Edwards Holbrook (1794-
1871), of Charleston, published (i860) his in-

valuable record of the fishes of South Carolina.

The monograph on Lake Superior (1850). and

Henry Gilbert (i860— ), a student of Profes-
sor Copeland, took up the work, and in 1883 a
'Sj-nopsis of the Fishes of North America'
was completed by Jordan and Gilben. Dr. Gil-

bert has since been engaged in studies of the

fishes of Panama, Alaska, and other regions, and
the second and enlarged edition of the 'Synop-
sis' was completed in 1898, as the 'Fishes of
North and Middle America,' in collaboration

with another of the writer's students. Dr. Barton
\\'arren Evermann.

.\clantic Bat-rish i.i.

Other publications of Louis Agassiz (1807-
73) are well known. One of the first of
Agassiz's students was Charles Girard (1822-

95), who came with him from Switzerland,
and in association with Spencer FuUerton Baird
(1823-87) described the fishes from the L'nited

States Pacific Railway Surveys (1858) and the
United States and ilexican Boundary Sur\'evs

(1859).
Most eminent among the students and as-

sistants of Professor Baird was his successor,
George Brown Goode (1851-99), whose great-
est work, 'Oceanic Ichthyology.' published in
collaboration with Dr. Tarleton Hoffman Bean,

zcsffrtiiioU

As students of the extinct fishes, following
the epoch-making "Poissons Fossiles' of Louis
.Agassiz, some of the notable names are those
of Pander, .\smuss. Heckel, Hugh Miller, and
Ramsay H. Traquair. .\r\ indispensable 'Hand-
buch der Pal.-eontoloeie' is that of Karl .\.

Zittel, translated by Charles R. Eastman. The
most valuable general work is the 'Catalogue
of the Fossil Fishes in the British Museum'
in four volumes, by Dr. .\rthur Smith Wood-
ward, a worthy companion of Giinther's Cat-
alogue of the living fishes.

In .\merica Dr. John Strong Newberrj-. and
Professor Edward W. Claypole have studied the
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fossil fishes of Ohio. Edward Drinker Cope
and Dr. Joseph Leidy have written on the

Eocene and Cretaceous fishes of the Rocky
Mountains. Numerous recent papers of im-
portance have been published by Dr. Basliford
Dean, of Columbia University, Dr. Charles R.
Eastman, of Harvard, and Dr. Oliver Perry
Hay of New York. Other important records are
due to Orestes St. John, A. H. Worthen. Charles
D. Walcott, J. F. Whiteaves, S. W. Williston,
and the Redfields, father and son.

Besides all this there has risen, especially
in the United States, Great Britain, Norwa}',
Canada, and Australia, a vast literature of com-
mercial fisheries, fish culture, and angling, the
chief workers in which fields we may not here
enumerate even by name.

See Fishes, Geogr.\phic.\l Distribution of.

David St.\rr Jordan,
President Leland Stanford Jr. University.

Ichthyopsida, ik-thi-6p'si-da. See Herpe-
TOLOGY.

Ichthyopterygia. See Ichthyosauria.

Ichthyomis, ik-thi-or'ms, a genus of fossil

carinate birds constituting an order Ichthyor-
nithes and family Ichthyornithida:. They were
about the size of, and presumably had much the

habits and appearance of, rather large gulls, but

they had extremely large heads, and both man-
dibles of the long pointed beak were studded
with sharp, backward pointing, snake-like teeth,

each set in a distinct socket. These sea-birds

fished in the great inland sea which during
the Cretaceous Age covered so much of the

present western half of the United States, and
the remains of two species and of some allied

forms, as Aptoniis, are found in western Kan-
sas, but they became extinct at the eod of the

period.

Ichthyosauria, Ichthyopterygia, or Fish-
lizards, an order of reptiles, embracing primi-

tive marine forms with a fish-like body, long
head and tail, and no distinct neck, whose re-

mains are found exclusively in the Mesozoic,
and most plentifully in the Lias. They varied

in length from 3 to about 30 feet, and, as shown
by their numerous coprolites (q.v.), fed upon
fishes and cephalopods (squids). "The members
of this order," remarks Zittel, "differ conspicu-

ously from all living reptiles and are distin-

guished chiefly by their fish-like form of body,

paddle-shaped limbs with numerous oval or
polygonal phalanges, large head with elongated
rostrum, short amphica-lous vertebrae, and
naked integument." They had no dermal arm-
ament like crocodiles, but the snout was pro-
longed, narrow like that of a gavial or a
dolphin, the teeth were acutely conical, crocodile-

like, and thickly set in a groove without sepa-

rate sockets ; as many as 400 have been counted
in a single mouth. The eyes were surrounded
by a circle of wedge-shaped sclerotic plates.

That they breathed air is plain from the ab-

sence of branchial arches, the shape of the hyoid
bones, and other evidences of pulmonary res-

piration ; and their viviparous habit is demon-
strated by several well-preserved skeletons em-
bracing embryonic remains in the abdominal
cavity,— as many as seven young in one case.

As regards external form and adaptation to a

marine existence, the ichthyosaurus "depart as
widely from other reptiles as whales do from
land mammals, and occupy as isolated a posi-
tion." Their composite character is most puz-
zling to the phylogenist, and nothing is cer-
tainly known as to their origin or descent, ex-
cept that they certainly were modified from
terrestrial ancestors. The only family is Ich-
thyosaurida, which existed from the Lias to the
Cretaceous periods, and contains the small-
sized and primitive genus Mixosaurus, the typ-
ical and exclusively Old World genus Ichthy-
osaurus, Baptanodon (q.v.), and Shaslasaurus,
the last two being .American in their distribu-
tion. Consult: Zittel-Eastmann, 'Text-book
of Pala;ontology,> Vol. II, (New York 1902) ;

Gadow, 'Amphibia and Reptiles' (London
1901).

Ichthyosis, ik-thi-o'sis, a congenital,
chronic disease of the skin characterized by
drj-ness, harshness, and a scaly appearance sug-
gestive of the skin of fish. Nothing is known
of its causation; it is not dangerous to life; its

cure is impossible.

Iconoclasts, i-kon'o-klasts (image-break-
ers), that Christian party in the Church of the
8th and 9th centuries who would not tolerate
images in the churches or places of worship.
The Byzantine emperor, Leo the Isaurian, issued
an edict in 726 ordering the people to abstain
entirely from paying religious reverence to sa-
cred images and a second edict soon after or-
dered the destruction of the images. This order
occasioned commotions, first in the islands of
the Archipelago ; and as the Popes Gregory II.

and III., as well as Germanus, die patriarch of
Constantinople, declared the veneration of
sacred images to be in consonance with the
Church's doctrine and constant practice, and
the Emperor Leo refused to recall his edict on
their command, thej' e.xcommunicated him, and
his subjects in Italy threw off their allegiance.

Thence arose two parties, the Iconolatrse (im-
age worshippers) and the Iconoclasts. Leo's
son and successor, Constantine Copronymus,
held the same views as his father. He convened
a council at Constantinople (754), in which the
use as well as the w-orship of images was con-
demned. Constantine's son, Leo IV., who as-
cended the throne 775, followed the same course,
but proceeded w-ith inore clemency and modera-
tion. On the death of Leo IV., in 780, he was
succeeded by his son Constantine, under the
guardianship of Irene, mother of the latter, and
widow of Leo. Irene favored the orthodox
party, and on attaining this position of au-
thority openly avowed her sentiments, and sum-
moned a council to be held in 787, under her
protection at Nicaea (Nice) in Bithynia, to pass
upon the question at issue. This council con-
demned the Iconoclasts. Among the Greeks the
controversy concerning images broke out anew
after the banishment of Irene (802), and lasted
about half a century. Her successor, Nicephorus,
did not, indeed, remove the images from the
churches, but he forbade the adherents of the
images from persecuting their adversaries.
Finally the Empress Theodora, by a council
held at Constantinople (842), restored the wor-
ship of images among the Greeks, which was
confirmed by a second council, held 869-70, in
the same place.
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Icteridae, ik-terl-de, a family of birds, the

American orioles, or hangnests, and black-

birds (qq.v.).

Icy Cape, Alaska, a promontory so named
on account of the immense masses of ice by
which it is usually surrounded on the north
coast, and projecting into the Arctic Ocean west

of the Otukah River, about midway between
Capes Lisbume and Barrow. It was discov-

ered by Cook in 1778, and was the farthest

point that he reached north of Bering Strait.

Ida, (i) the classical name of Kaz-Dagh,
a mountain range of Asia Minor, 30 miles south-

east of the plain of Troy, with its highest peak,

Gargaron (4,650 feet), near the head of the Gulf
of Adramyti. In m>-thology it is famous as the

range where Gan\-mede was stolen; where Paris

pronounced judgment on the beauty of the rival

goddesses and where the celestials stationed

themselves to wimess the battles for Troy on
the nether plain. (2) The classical name also

of a moimtain (now Psilotri) in Crete (q.v.),

the loftiest (7,500 feet) of the range which
traverses the island. The most celebrated

legends connected with it are those relating to

the infancy of Zeus.

Ida Grove, Iowa, a town, the capital of
Ida County, 28 miles north of Denison, on the

Maple River, and on the Chicago & N. \V.

railroad. Farming and stock-raising are carried

on largely in the vicinity-, and the town has flour

mills, grain elevators, and manufactures of ma-
chinery, harness, brooms and bricks. Among
the municipalized installations is a heating-plant.

Pop. (1900) 1,967.

Idaho (Indian, "mountain gem*), a Rocky
Mountain State of the United States, next east

of Oregon and Washington; its slender north-

em prong abutting on British Columbia: Mon-
tana and Wyoming lie on the east, Xe\-ada and
Utah on the south. Capital, Boise. Length,

485 miles ; breadth, 50 to 300 ; area, 84,800 square

miles, 510 water. Pop. (1903) est. 177.000.

I opography.— Idaho is part of the high

plateau known as the Great Basin, the main
Rockies bounding it on the east and the Cas-

cade Range on the west; it has a mean ele-

vation of some 4,700 feet, but the Bitter Root
range in the northeast, extended north by the

Coeur d'.'Mene and Cabinet, and the Salmon
range in the centre, have snow-capped peaks

rising in the latter to 12,000 feet, of rugged

grandeur. These send out spurs extending west

entirely across the State. The Saw Tooth range

in the west centre, and the Goose Creek and

Bear River ranges in the south, are the other

chief ranges, the last two stretching across

the State. The river system belongs almost

entirely to Columbia, with a basin of some
60,000 square miles within the State ; the Snake

or Lewis Fork winding across its whole south-

em breadth and up much of the west boundary

for some 850 miles, navigable from Salmon

Falls, in the centre, to the entrance of the Pow-
der River from Oregon. The chief Idaho afflu-

ents are the Salmon and Clearwater: others

are the Boise and Payette. In the north are

the Spokane, Pend d'Oreille. Kootenai, and oth-

ers, all flowing into the Columbia. A large

area in the southern part is drained by streams

which sink into the earth not far from the

mountains (the *lost river" drainage system),
and some reach the Snake River by subter-

ranean chaimels. A small part of the south
drains into Salt Lake by the Bear River. The
chief lakes are Coeur d'Alene, Pend d'Oreille.

and Kaniksu, all in the extreme north, and
Bear Lake, in the extreme south, half in Utah.
The State has manj- beautiful waterfalls ; four
of them are on the Snake,—-the 210-foot Sho-
shone Falls, the Twin, Salmon, and American.

Geology.— The most conspicuous physical

and geological feature is the vast barren la\-a

plain, some 400 miles by 40 to 60, and about
20,000 square miles in extent, stretching along
the Snake River. This is a relatively recent
(Tertiary) overflow, which in enormous volume
flooded the Pacific Slope to the ocean. The but
recent quiescence of the volcanic activity is

shown by the geysers, steam and soda springs,

and hot pools, still plentiful in this region. It

is rich in fossils, including those of the ele-

phant and mastodon, tapir, simiads, and sau-
rians.

Forests.— The timber region occupies about
11,000 square miles, mostly in the northern part,

but somewhat in the upper Boise, Payette, and
Weiser valleys; a dense growth mostly of coni-

fers,— white and yellow pine, red cedar, spruce,

hemlock, etc. Of the Bitter Root Timber Reser-
vation, 5^00 square miles are in Idaho; the
loftier regions, the Alpine Fir district, produce
a poor quality. The forest products were over
$1,000,000 in 1892.

Climate, Soil, and Agriculture.— The upper
levels have the severe winters of the north-

em latitudes, and heavy snowfalls from the

abundant moisture; the lower ones and the

sheltered valleys have a very agreeable and
equable climate. The rainfall is light and the

soil consequently arid in the southern parts,

as in the Great Basin generally, the mountains
cutting off the vapors from either side ; but

in the mountainous districts rain is abundant,

and agriculture can be carried on without irri-

gation. Here, however, the sandy and clayey

soil makes it less profitable than ranching. In

the mountain valleys and along the rivers.

where irrigation can be brought into play, and
the soil from lava decomposition is exceedingly

rich, production is abundant. The chief dis-

tricts irrigated are those near swift streams

with shallow channels, as the headwaters of the

Snake in the east and the district around the

Boise and Payette in the west. Over 600.000

acres were irrigated in 1900. In 1902 a great

effort was made to increase this by nearly one

half, irrigating 276,000 acres in the Snake Val-

ley by two great canals, with power developed

at Shoshone Falls. The chief crop is hay, which
in 1902 amounted to 955,676 tons, valued at

$5,256,218. Next to this was wheat, 6,021,946

bushels, valued at $4,215,362; other cereals, as

oats and barley, produced several million bush-

els, but wheat made about three fourths of the

total. The State raised some S4.000 worth of

flaxseed. The raising of vegetables to supply

the mining towns is assuming importance, and

the fruits for which the Pacific Slope is be-

coming noted are shared by Idaho, chiefly apples

and prunes, grown mainly in the Boise basin,

—
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the fruit product beinp about $400,000 a year.

The stock-raisinp; imprest is very important,
nearly half the surface of the State being pas-
ture ; but the long severe winters and deep
snows make it precarious and costly in pre-

cisely the sections best adapted to it, and the
northern packers and cattlemen generally winter
their stock and draft animals in the Snake
and adjoining valleys, where they can live and
forage in the winter. The most important item
is sheep, which are increasing with great rapid-
ity; from 1,956,407 in 1899-1900, they numbered
4.541,815 in ig02, fourth in the United States.

Idaho ranks third in the wool clip, which was
21,639,387 pounds in 1902. The sales of wool
and mutton together in 3902 were $4,775,000.
There are some 60,000 dairy cows in the State,
and nearly half a million meat cattle.

A/j»t;!^.— Idaho ranks high as a mining
State, having rich deposits not only of gold,
silver, copper, and lead, but of iron, coal (several
new mines opened in 1903), salt of excellent
quality, and other minerals. Its lead is the
purest in the country, the Cceur d'Alene district

producing about one third of all in the United
States. The gold is distributed all through the
State ; not only in the quartz, but in the gravels
of the rivers, especially the Boise (the most
noted), the Salmon, and the Snake. Dredging
from the Snake River bed is carried on ; but the
great event of the last year (1902) was the
discovery of immense new quartz ledges in the
Thunder Mountain district, which are expected
to raise production to the old level of the days
before the partial exhaustion of the placers.
The yield of metals in 1902 was 92,750 ounces
of fine gold, valued at $1,917,150; 5,591,734
ounces of silver, valued at $2,577,789, and
68,953 long tons of lead, besides about 300,000
pounds of copper. The production is restricted

by the American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, in order not to glut the market.

Manufactures.— The production of lumber
is the chief industry, and flour milling next.

Railroad cars, harness and saddlery (always
needful in a ranching country), foundry and
machine-shop products, furniture, and cigars

are also of some importance. There are about
1,600 persons employed in the various manu-
factures, earning about $1,000,000 yearly in

wages ; the annual output is about $4,800,000 in

value.

Railroads.— The mountainous character of
the State, and its slight development, have
retarded the construction of means of trans-

portation; the Oregon Short Line through the
Snake Valley in the south, and the Great North-
ern and Northern Pacific through its extreme
northern tip, furnish what it has, except a
Northern Pacific branch along the Clearwater
and a short distance north. There are about
1400 miles of main track in the State.

Banks.— In 1901 there were 13 national banks
in Idaho, with $650,000 of capital stock, $223,354
in outstanding circulation, and $231,650 in

United States bonds. There were also ten State
banks, three private banks, and a loan and trust

company.
Education, Charities, Religion, etc.— The

State has over 750 school buildings, and 1,100

teachers, and spends over half-million dollars

annually on the schools. Besides ten public

high schools, and as many private academies,
there are two State normal schools, at Albion
and Lewislon, the University of Idaho at Mos-
cow, State Academy at Pocatello, and an agri-

cultural and technological school at Idaho Falls

;

with two industrial schools at De Smet for the
Coeur d'.'Mene Indians, academies at Lewiston,
Boise, Genesee, and Pocatello, The State has an
insane asylum at Blackfoot, and a State prison

at Boise. In religion, it is predominantly Mor-
mon, with the Catholics next; Methodists,
Baptists, and Presbyterians follow in that
order.

Indians.— There were 4,226 Indians in the
State in 1900, at four reservations, Coeur
d'Alene, Fort Hall, Lemhi, and Ncz Perce. But
in igo2 the Fort Hall reservation was thrown
open to settlement, and about 3,000 .settlers took
up claims. The Indians at Cceur d'Alene and
Nez Perce are self-supporting.

Government and Finances.— The governor
and legislature are elected biennially; sessions
are limited to 60 days, except at the members'
expense. There are 21 members in the Senate
and 46 in the House. The State has one Rep-
resentative in Congress. After admission as a
State a Republican governor was elected until

1897, when the Democrats and Populists united.

Until 1902 the Fusion candidates for governor
were elected, but in 1902 a Republican governor
was elected, and the State is now Republican.
The assessed valuation of property (1902) is

about $52,000,000, and the bonded debt $443,-

500. ^
Population.— 1870, 13,999; 1880, 32,610; 1890,

84,385; 1900, 161,772. There were about 25,000
more males than females, as natural in a min-
ing and ranching State. Only 24,604 were

foreign born. The chief place was Boise, with

5,957 inhabitants ; ne.xt Pocatello, 4,046. The
only others over 2.000 were Moscow, 2,484, and
Lewiston, 2,425. There were 21 counties, as

follows, with their capitals : Ada, Boise ; Ban-
nock, Pocatello ; Bear Lake, Paris ; Bingham,
Blackfoot ; Blaine, Hailey ; Boise, Idaho City

;

Canyon, Caldwell ; Cassia, Albion ; Custer,

Challis ; Elmore, Mountainhome ; Fremont, St.

Anthony; Idaho, Mt. Idaho; Kootenai, Rath-
drum; Latah, AIoscow ; Lemhi, Salmon; Lin-

coln, Shoshone ; Nez Perce, Lewiston ; Oneida,
Malad City; Owyhee, Silver City; Shoshone,
Wallace ; Washington, Weiscr.

History.— Idaho was first explored by Lewis
and Clark in 1805 (Sec Lewis .\nd Clark's
Expedition), and was part first of Oregon Ter-
ritorj', then of Utah, VVashington, and Nebraska
successively. The Jesuit, Father De Smet estab-

lished a mission at Coeur d'Alene in 1842, but
till the discovery of gold in 1882 it was visited

only by hunters and trappers. On 3 March
1883 it was organized as a Territory, but in-

cluded the present Montana and most of
Wyoming. In 1864 Montana was set off, and
in 1868 Wyoming with other territory. When
gold was discovered at Coeur d'.Mcne, in 1882, a
great migration set in, and in 1889 a convention
framed a constitution and petitioned for admis-
sion to the Union. In 1883 all Mormons were
disfranchised, a law held constitutional by the
United States Supreme Court ; but in 1893, on
the Mormon Church disclaiming polygamy, the
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law was repealed. Miners" strikes in 1892 and

1899 caused great disturances : in the latter

vear the United States soldieo' were compelled

to intervene and imprison a great body of

miners.
Consult: Bancroft. <Washin<non, Idaho, and

Montana- ; Ouderdonk, 'Idaho. Facts and Sta-

tistics Concerning Its Minine. Farming, and

Industries.' Lawsexce H. Gipsox.
University of Idaho.

Idaho Snrings, Colo., town in Clear Creek

County; on the Colorado & S. railroad : about

30 miles west of Denver. It "^ situated in the

plateau region of the Rockv Mountains at an

elevati n oi about 7.600 feet. The hot and cold

soda springs tend to make it a famous resort

for health seekers. In 1859 gold was discov-

ered at Jackson's Be , now a part of the town
of Idaho Springs. This district has been most
productive in its ^ield of -rold. The chief in-

dustrial establishments are concentrating mills,

lumber-yards, and machine-shops. Pop. (1900;

2.502.

Idaho. University of, the State university

situated at Moscow. Work was begun in 1892;

it is open to both men and women, and there is

no tuition for residents of the State ; a small

fee is charged to non-residents. The govern-

ment is by a board of regents: the courses

offered include the classical course, general sci-

ence, civil and mining engineering, and agricul-

ture. The university is also active in organiz-

ing fanners' institutes. The annual income,

derived mostly from State appropriations is

about $71,000: in 1005 the number of students

was 376; the number of professors and in-

structors 28.

Iddesleigh, idz'll. 'Earl of. See Northcote,
St-^ffor? Henrv.

Ide, Fannie 0?den, "Ruth Ogdex.' Amer-
ican author: b. Lonj Island i85'?. She has
-written various iuvenile stories, among them
'.•\ Loyal Little Red-Coat> CiSSg) : '.\ Little

Queen of Hearts' (1^92): 'Little Homespun'
(1896); <His Little Ro>-al Highness' (i897> :

<Tattine' doool: 'Loyal Hearts and True'
(1900I: Friendship (1904"); 'The Good and
Perfect Gift' ffooaV

Ide, Henry Clay, American jurist: b. Bar-
net. Vt.. 18 Sept. 1844. He was graduated at

Dartmouth in 1866. He was a member of the

\'ermont State Senate in 18S2-5. and a delegate

to the National Republican Convention of 18SS.

In 1891 he was appointed L'nited Commissioner
in Samoa, and later (1893-7) was chief justice

of Samoa under the joint appointment of the

L^nited States, Germany, and England. He be-

came in 1900 a member of the Taft commis-
sion : secretary of finance and justice of the

Philippines, Sept 1901 ; %-ice-govemor 1 Feb.

1904 : and in 1006 governor-general.

Idealism. This word is not easy to define

briefly, as it is used in many connections

where the common element in the various sig-

nifications it takes on are not at first sight

nrirvirent. We may say at once, however, that

'^m is a fundamental attitude or point of

from v.'hich men inter ..ret the world, or

some special phase of human experience. Its

essential characteristic is fotmd in the fact that

it interprets the reality with which it deals as

ha\-ing a meaning, an idea, apan from its sens-

ible appearance, and assumes that in this inner
significance its truth and ultimate essence con-
sists. Xot the outward show of things, not the
fact of coexistence and sequence among
sensible phenomena, but the meaning or "idea"
is for idealism the point of primary importance
in understanding either the world as a whole,
or any of its various parts. Xow. as Plato
perceived, this inner idea of anything is ulti-

mately identical with its 'good.* i. e. what it is

good for. its purpose or function in a rational
system of things. Accordingly, the essence of
idealism is foimd in its ideological mode of
explanation. This point of view, when Ic^cally
carried out, implies further that what is real

is rational or intelligible, since its idea can be
grasped. That means, in other words, that

mind or intelligence is the ultimate principle

ir. which things find their explanation. More-
over, it of course follows that the material
world with its mecharrical laws is in some sense
secondary and derivative. Idealism is thus di-

rectly opposed to materialis: . and mechanism
(q.v.). which take matter or energy or some
unintelligent form of existence as the prius

from which evervthing else is derived. Realism,
as a philosophical theory-, affirming the existence

of a reality apart from subjective experience, is

not properly contrasted with idealism : though,

as we shall see later, these terms are used to

denote opposing tendencies in literature and art.

It is, however, a mistake to suppose that ideal-

ism denies objective reality and reduces the

world to sensations and ideas in the mind of
the individual On the contrary, the more ade-
quately the principle of idealism is grasped, the

more completely is justice done to the objective

side of experience.
Science, including p'lilosoohy, relieion. art.

and literature, are all different ways of inter-

preting life and existence. invol\-ing. indeed,

varying attitudes of the self toward reality, and
varying degrees of explicitness. Religion, art,

and literature differ from science and philos-

ophy in not being reasoned interpretations of
reality, but primarily expressions of the emo-
tional or feeling aspects of experience. Yet the

various sides of experience are not independent
and isolated, but act and react on one another

as parts of a functional unity. Consequently,

the interpretations of religion, art. and literature

presuppose more or less explicit theories about
t' e nature of things. These, however, exist in

the form of unexamined assumptions and un-

critical standards of value. With regard to

these interpretations, we can at once say that all

forms of religion which rise above mere fetich-

ism necessary presuppose an idealistic view of

the world. This is obviously true of a religion

like Christianity. But even if a religion denies

individual immortality and the doctrine of a

personal God. it cannot exist without assuming
that the universe is to some extent governed by
the ideas and purposes of a superhuman power
(or plurality of powers), and that it ". not

therefore a mere play of mechanical phenomena.
An and literatuie. too, are naturally— at least

in their highest forms— affiliated with idealism.

For the emotional and 3esthetic satisfaction at

which they aim can be fully attained only on the

assumption that the ultimate nature of things is

in harmony with the demands of the human
spirit, and that therefore these ideals are not

I
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vain illusions. There are, however, two causes

which at certain periods bring about a reaction

against idealism in these liclds, and give rise to

what is known as realistic art and realistic lit-

erature. In the first place, the conceptions of

science and philosophy are at certain periods so

prevailingly mechanical and naturalistic as to

fetter the wings of imagination and render im-

possible any idealistic interpretation on the part

of art and' literature. If the world is demon-
strably unmeaning and mechanical, there is no
permanent artistic satisfaction in a false ideal-

ism. The imagination cannot be divorced from
reason, but must find its satisfaction in repre-

senting things in harmony with their true nature

and known laws of action. But. again, realism

in art and literature may be the result of a

onesided idealism, which, by ignoring the aspect

of things that science emphasizes, gives rise to

the same divorce between the truth of fact and
the truth of art. It is clear that if idealism is

to prevail in these fields it must not ignore the

facts and laws of the natural world, or run

counter to them, but must do justice to these

facts while it transcends, through its interpre-

tations, the scientific standpoint. Mere idealism,

then, is an unsatisfactory standpoint in art and
literature, and the reaction toward realism to

which it gives rise is justifiable and necessary.

In a somewhat similar sense, "idealist" is used

popularly as a term of reproach to denote a

person who ignores the facts and practical con-

ditions of any situation, construing it in a one-

si<!ed way in terms of his own ideas of what
oi'ght to be. But idealism, to be adequate, must
so beyond the uncritical ideas of the individual.
'1 lie true idealist is the man whose ideas are

adequate to the situation in all its complexity

and concreteness, whose interpretation of what
is and ought to oe is derived from a penetrating

analysis of all the objective conditions.
'

What of the relation of natural science and
philosophy to idealism? It is obvious that the

very task of the natural sciences necessitates the

adoption of conceptions which are fundament-
ally different in character from those employed
by' idealism ; for science is primarily concerned

with the relations of particular phenomena. It

is always concerned with the mechanism of the

parts, and knows nothing of the ideal purpose

or significance of wholes. As Kant said, "where
mechanism ceases there ceases also the possi-

bility of scientific explanation." This is the

ground of the long-standing quarrel between

natural science on the one side, and idealistic

philosophy and religion on the other ; the

former can interpret the world only in mechan-
ical terms, while the latter must read it in

terms of teleology.

The history of thought shows that both these

methods of explanation liave steadily confronted

each other in philosophy. Idealism and mater-

ialism were developed almost simultaneously in

Greece — the former by Plato, and the latter by
Democritus — and the division between these

opposing principles under one form or another

persists until the present day. Although philo-

sophical systems necessarily vary with the

changing intellectual and social conditions of

different periods, yet it remains true, as Fichte

said, that in principle "there are and can be

only two systems of philosophy, idealism, and
materialism, and that neither one can directly

refute the other, since they are constructed upon
totally different planes." .Materialism, as philos-

ophy, adopts the conceptions and methods of the
natural sciences, and diffcis from the latter

only in the greater scope and neneralitv of its

problems. It aims to be (in Spencer phrase)
"completely unified science." Idealism, as we
have already seen, has a different problem from
that set by science, and states its conclusions in
terms that are quite foreign to the latter.

It is usual to distinguish between subjective
and objective idealism. The former is an in-

complete and undeveloped form, and finds its

best representative in Berkeley (q.v.L It re-

solves material existence into a series of ideas
in the mind of the individual, holding, in Schop-
enhauer's phrase, that "the world is my idea."
The proof that it offers for this position is based
mainly on the epistemological thesis that we
know and can know nothing but our own ideas.

The difficulties and inconsistencies of this view
are now generally recognized, and the idealism
of the present day is known as objective ideal-
ism. This does not deny the existence of ex-
ternal reality, but finds implicit in it the same
principles of reason and purpose that are present
in the individual mind. Indeed, this is true of
the great idealistic thinkers of all times— of
Plato and Aristotle, no less than of Schelling
and Hegel. As a philosophical system, idealism

has, of course, to formulate its conclusions in a
series of logical propositions, and to furnish
nroofs of their validity. In doing this it does
not depend upon the Berkeleian argument men-
tioned above, but rather proceeds by way of a
criticism of the standpoint and categories of
natural science. That is, idealistic philosophy
attempts to show that the scientific standpoint,

when taken as philosophy, i. e. as an ultimate
account of the nature of things, is in itself in-

complete and inconsistent, and that when the
necessary supplementations and corrections are

made it points the way to a view of the world
as a rational and purposive system. To make
our view of the world complctelv consistent,

many idealists maintain, we are obliaod to hold
that all its parts are included in an all-embrac-

ing system of experience, which finds its unity

and its utimate reality in the ideas and purposes
of an Absolute Mind.

Bihliographv.-—Compare Plato, especiallv the

<Pha;drus,> and 'Republic' Books VI., VH.;
Berkclev, 'Principles of Human Knowledge,'
'Dialog'ues,' etc.; 1. E. Webb, <The Veil of
Isis> tDublin 1885) ; W. Knight, 'Idealism and
Experience in Literature, .^rt and Life' (in

'Essays in Philosophy' 1890) ; J. Watson,
'Christianity and Idealism' (1897); W. D.
Hyde. 'Practical Idealism' (180"') ", L. Brun-
schwicg, 'L'idealisme contemporain' (1905);
Willmann, 'Geschichte des Idealismus.'

James E. Creichton,

Professor of Philosophy, Cornell University.

Ides, one of the threefold divisions of the

Roman month. See C.'VLENDAR.

Idiocy, that state of permanent mental

deficiencv which arises from an affection of the

brain cither before or at the time of birth

or at an early period of life. It is thus

distinguished irom insanity, which is a condi-

tion of mental derangement occurring in the de-
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veloped brain. Idiocy is a term of verj- wide
applicabilJQ- owing to the fact that veo' many
grades of arrested development occm'. In a
general sense it is applied chiefly to the worst
of these forms, while the term Imbecilitv- is used
to denote tlie milder forms. The distinction

between idiocy and imbecility is thus a some-
what arbitrary one, for the two conditions shade
into each other by almost imperceptible degrees.

Causes.— The causes of idiocy and imbecility

are often verj- obscure. A large proportion of

cases are congenital ; that is, they arise from
causes acting id iitcro. The child is bom with
a brain already hopelessly impaired. Heredity
is thus a verj' evident cause; defects in the an-

cestral stock and vices in the parents and near
progenitors are doubtless very' active. Alcohol-
ism, sj-philis, and other toxemias are certainly

among these causes ; as well as consanguinit}'

and various diseases in the parents. Injuries

to the mother while pregnant may be respon-

sible. The subject of ante-natal disease is still

a very obscure one, but e\ndence is not lacking

to show that the foetus may suffer from disease;

and in the critical stage of development of the

brain before birth this organ may suffer irrepar-

able damage. The same may be said of the in-

fant and ver>- young child. Injury and disease

may act most disastrously upon the undeveloped
brain. Thus blows upon and injuries to the

head may cause idiocy; also injuries at the time

of birth, due to difficulties in the labor, may act.

The various infectious diseases of childhood are

responsible for some cases; thus scarlet fever,

measles, whooping cough, and cerebro-spinal

fever have been noted as causes of permanent
arrest of development No doubt in many cases

it is difficult or even impossible to detect the

active cause.

The following are the most tmiversally

recognized varieties of idiocy

:

Sticrocephalus.— In this form the brain and
its enveloping skull-case remain abnormally
small. In e.xtreme grades the deformity is

very striking. These are among the lowest

and worst forms of idiocj-, and in some cases

there is scarcely a spark of intelligence. The
patient cannot be said to do more than vegetate.

The original cause probably acts in these cases

at a very early period in the ante-natal life, and
determines an almost complete arrest of brain

development.
Hydrocephalus.— In this form the natural

cavities or ventricles of the brain become enor-
mously distended and the skull is correspondingly
enlarged. The mental impairment varies within

wide limits. In some cases the idiocj- is almost
if not quite as great as in microcephalus, but in

other cases a fair degree of intelligence is pre-

served. There may be also various forms of

paralysis, speech defect, epileptoid seizures, and
impairment of the special senses. Hydrocephalus
probably depends upon closure of one or other

of the outlets for the cerebro-spinal fluid be-

tween the ventricles of the brain.

Horcnccphalus.— Occlusion or stoppage of
one of the main arteries of the brain at an early

period of development, not necessarily ante-

natal, may cause such an arrest of development
of a portion of the brain-mass that a cavity re-

sults, and this is called porencephalus. Such a

stoppage of an artery may be caused presumably
by injury or by one of the infectious diseases.

The symptoms are usually arrest of develop-

ment of the mental faculties in various degrees,

speech detects, paralysis, such as hemiplegia,
athetoid movements, and epilepsy.

Mongolian Idiocy.— In some cases the pa-

tient bears a real or fancied resemblance to cer-

tain racial types, as the Negroid, Mongolian,
etc The latter of these is the best marked, and
is now included (after Langdon Down) in

most descriptions. The patient's head is defi-

cient in the posterior region ; he is of short
stature, has oblique and widely separated eyes,

and a flattened nose, the attempt is made by
some writers to construct special mental fea-

tures for the Mongolian idiot, but with not very
great success. He is simply an idiot, with varj--

ing degrees of mental power, and his resem-
blance to a Calmuck is only accidental.

Paralytic Idiocy.— In the foetus and in the

infant and very young child certain accidents

or diseases may cause cerebral hemorrhages,
which, just as in the adult, cause in turn various
kinds of paraljsis. The most common are

hemiplegia or paralysis of the arm and leg on
one side; diplegia, or paralysis of both arms
and legs ; and monoplegia, or paralysis of one
limb. Such an accident in early life is apt to

cause more or less idiocy or imbecility in addition

to the paralysis. Some of these patients are also

epileptic.

Epileptic Idiocy.— A rather large proportion

of feeble-minded children are epileptic. This
symptom maj" be associated with paralysis of

various kinds, as already said, or it may not

be complicated in any way with marked physical

defects. It is only too likelj-, however, to induce

a progressive mental deterioration ; or, to speak
more accurately for some cases, to prevent a
normal brain development. The epileptic child

is usually feeble-minded— some more, some less.

Sensorial Idiocy.— In some cases the organs
of sight or hearing, or both, may be defective,

or undeveloped, and the child's brain does not

develop normally merely because it is deprived

of these important avenues of sensation. Such
children may have more brain capacity than at

first appears, and they can be educated. In
some cases, however, as in some deaf-mutes, the

mental faculties remain more or less imde-
veloped.

Genetous Idiocy.— Ireland, a well known
authority, proposes this term for a certain class

of congenital idiots, but it is not very distinc-

tive. It includes feeble-minded children, usually

of a rather low grade, who are bom with un-

developing brains. The term really applies to

many members of the other groups already re-

ferred to.

High and Low Grade Idiots.— These terms

and intermediate ones are often applied merely

to designate feeble-minded children according

to the approximate degree of their lack of de-

velopment. While lacking in scientific precision,

such terms denote conveniently \-arious grades

of idiocy. There are many idiots who are not

microcephalic, nor hydrocephalic, nor Mongolian,

nor paralytic, nor epileptic, nor in fact to be

included in any usually accepted class, and yet

they are unmistakably idiots, and often ot low
grade. The truth is, that all classifications must
remain unsatisfactory- until we know more about

the cau.<ation and pathologj' of the various forms.

Cretinism.— .\ highly specialized form of

idiocy is cretinism. This is always associated

with defect in the thyroid gland; sometimes this
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gland is entirely absent, at others it is immensely
hypertrophied, and thus practically destroyed.
Cretinism is endemic in some countries, as in

and about the Alps and Pyrenees. The cretin

is both phj-sically and mentally stunted. He is

of low stature, of peculiar and characteristic

physiognomy, of pale and unhealthy skin, usu-
ally beardless, sometimes sexually undeveloped,
and with many defects in the skeleton and mus-
cular system. Mentally he is usually an im-
becile at least, and in some cases even quite
idiotic. Cases var>- widely, however, in the
degree of feeble-mindedness. In the United
States cretinism is only sporadic.

Pathology.— As already indicated, idiocy is

due to a wide variet3' of causes, and therefore
its pathology also varies extensively. Among
the processes found in the brains of idiots are
sclerosis, atrophy, porencephalic defects, old in-

flammations, occluded and destroyed blood ves-
sels, distended ventricles, and thickened mem-
branes.

Treatment.— In recent years the effort has
been made to train and educate the feeble-minded
child, and to develop in it as far as possible the
defective mental faculties. Training schools for
these patients now exist in this country and in
Europe, and the most humane and enlightened
efforts are being put forth to ameliorate the con-
dititon of these unfortunates, and to render the
more hopeful of them useful members of so-
ciety. It is needless to saj', however, that not
much can be accomplished with feeble-minded
children of low grade, and with the very lowest
nothing whatever can be done. With tiie im-
becile and demi-imbecile. however, the results
obtained sometimes justify the pains and ex-
pense. For the vast majority of feeble-minded
children asylum treatment is desirable, even
indispensable. These unfortunate patients can-
not associate with healthy children, a'nd they
require a special environment. The prospect
for cure in most cases is quite hopeless. See
also Insanity.

Bibliography.— Brush, 'Idiocy and Imbecil-
ity* in Keating's 'Cyclopedia of the Diseases of
Children,* Vol. IV. '(l&^) ; Ireland, 'Idiocy and
Imbecility* (1887) ; Seguin, 'Idiocy, and its

Treatment by the Physiological Method* (1866) ;

Tuke, 'A Dictionary of Psychological Medi-
cine* (1892). jAiiEs Hexdrie Lloyd,

Formerly Neurologist Philadelphia Hospital.

Idol, in a sense now obsolete, or nearly
so, an image ( Greek e1Sw\ov ) or likeness of
anything ; in later and chiefly present significa-

tion, any image or likeness of a deity used or
designed as an object of worship. By extension
the term has also come to be applied to any-
thing which is an object of adoration or of su-
preme affection or regard. (See next article.)

Idol'atry, the worship of idols in any
sense ; in the restricted usage ordinarily ob-
served, it is the worship of the Deitj- or of a
deity under a visible form; and from the point
of view of the Christian, or any other religion
which rejects the worship of images, consists
in worshipping as God what is not god. With
regard to the origin and character of idolatry,
there is a wide divergence of opinion. The
Christian religion conceives idolatry as a
declension from the one true God, sees in the
various forms of heathen worship only more or

less complete degradations of an original revela-

tion, and ascribes to it the same origin as to

sin. Some philosophical and historical writers,

on the other hand, see in idolatry an innate

searching after God, and accordingly the first

stage of human development, the necessary be-

ginning of a knowledge of God. Idolatry may
assume various forms. One nation seeks its god
in the powers of nature, worships the heavenly
bodies and the elements, and creates for itself a

nature-w'orship ; another develops a hero-worship,
and a third has merely an animal and image
worship, the lowest form of which is fetishism

(q.v.). To this last and rudest form of idolatry,

that consisting in animal and image worship, the

name of idolatry is sometimes confined. See
Im.\ge Worship.

Idrisi, id're-se, or Edrisi, Abu-Abdallah
Mohammed, Arabian geographer: b. about
1 100; d. about 1 180. He studied at the Moor-
ish University of Cordova, traveled through
various countries bordering on the Mediterra-
nean, visited France and England, and was then
invited to the court of Roger II. of Sicily, where
he resided under the patronage of Roger and
his successors till his death. He constructed at

the request of Roger a terrestrial globe of sil-

ver, on which the figure of the earth was shown
with as much accuracy as the state of geo-
graphical knowledge then permitted. He accom-
panied this with a descriptive treatise bearing
the title 'Nuzhat Almushtak,* completed about
1 150. An old manuscript of this work was dis-

covered at Paris in 1S29, and published in a
French translation by Jaubert.

I'dyl, or Idyll (from a Greek diminutive
meaning a "little form or image"), the name
originally and still most usually applied to a
short and highl}' finished descriptive poem, espe-

cially if it treats of pastoral subjects. This last

circumstance is not, however, an essential char-

acter of the idyl. All that is necessary to con-
stitute a poem of this class is that it presents

to view a complete picture in small compass,
and accordingly the idyl may refer to a great

variety of subjects, and the fact that the subjects

of idyls are usually pastoral is due to this, that

pastoral life, at once simple and picturesque,

affords the best material for such short descrip-

tive poems. The term id}'l is sometimes used
even more extensively but in a manner so capri-

cious as to be incapable of definition.

Iglesias, Jose Maria, ho-sa' ma-re'a e-gla'-

se-iis, Mexican historian and publicist: b.

City of Me.xico, 5 Jan. 1823. He studied law in

the University of Mexico, was appointed pro-
fessor of jurisprudence there, became secretary

of justice in 1857, and. after service as head of
the treasury department, again held the post
in 1853-67. In 1868 he was elected to Congress,
in the same year was appointed secretary of
the interior, in 1873 chosen president of the
supreme court. After the fall of Lerdo de
Tejada, he established 3 government which soon
yielded to the superior power of Diaz. His
publications include: 'Apuntes para la Historia

de la guerra entre Mejico y los Estados Unidos*
(1852) ; and 'Revistas historicas sobre la Inter-

vencion Francesca' (1870).

Igloo'lik, Canada, a small island in the
Arctic Ocean, near the east end of Fury and
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Hecla Strait in lat. 69° 21' X. and Ion. Si° 53'

W. It is noted as the place where Parrj- win-

tered in 18^2-3.

Ignacio (eg-na'se-oo) Islands, Mexico, a
chain of islands in the Gulf of California, off

the Bay of Topolobampo, in the State of Sina-

loa. The chief are Macapule and Altamura.

Ignatius, ig-na'shi-us. Fattier. See Ly>-e,

Joseph Levcester.

Ignatius, Saint, bishop of Antioch, said to

have been a disciple of the Apostle John, and on
that account reckoned among the number of the

apostolic fathers. According to the most trust-

worthy tradition he was appointed bishop of

Antioch 69 A.D., and thrown to wild beasts in

the circus of Antioch by the command of Trajan,

about the time of that emperor's expedition

against the Armenians and Parthians. Another
account places his execution at Rome. The
year of his death is variously stated; bj' some
107 AJ). is given as the date, by others placed

so late as 116 .\.d. By the Greek Chiuch his

festival is celebrated on 20 December, by the

Latin on I Februarj-. In the literature of the

early Christian church Ignatius holds an iin-

portant place as the reputed author of a number
of epistles. These have come down to us in

three forms. In the longest text they are 13 in

ntmiber, but since the discovery of a shorter

text containing only seven (addressed respec-

tively to the Ephesians, Magnesians, Philadel-

phians. Trallians, Smjrmiots, Romans, and to

Polycarp), the first has been imiversally recog-

nized as in great part spurious, some of the

letters entirely so, and others containing inter-

polations. But even in this shorter form the

genuineness of the Ignatian epistles has been
disputed by numerous scholars. Both of these

texts are in Greek, but a still shorter text in

the Syriac language, containing only three let-

ters (to the Romans and the Ephesians, and to

Polycarp), and even these in a shoner form,
was published in 1845 by Cureton. There has
been much discussion as to the genuineness of
these shorter collections. At present the prev-

alent belief is that the seven are genuine, and
the Syriac an abridgment of them. An edition

of the Greek text of the seven epistles was pub-
lished at Amsterdam by Voss in 1646. An Eng-
lish translation by Archbishop Wake was pub-
lished in 1693. Lightfoot's edition of the Greek
text in his 'Apostolic Fathers, Part II.' (St.

Ignatius and St Polycarp, 1889), supersedes all

others, and presents a complete discussion of
the subject.

Ignatius of Loyola. See Loyola, Icsa-
TIUS CF.

Igneous (ig'ne-iis) Rocks, the term applied
in gcoiog>- to those rocks the special structure

of which is due to their having been once in a

molten state, from which they were solidified

into their present character. They include lava,

basalt, granite (qq.v.), etc. Such rocks are not
stratified, and may occur in connection with
sedimentary rocks of any age, as the igneous
rocks have usually been erupted from the heated
interior of the earth and forced up toward,
sometimes to, the surface. In petroiogical class-

ification igneous rocks may be grouped under
two heads— crystalline and fragmental— al-

though petrography has not yet provided any
method of classifying them which can be called

complete or systematic Many of the rocks
considered as crystalline are rather to be classed

as vitreous or glassy, while some others are

partly of non-crjstalline materials. Among the

crystalline rocks, some of those called ortho-
clase contain much free silica (see Qu.\STz).
Most of the cr>-stalline rocks called plagiodase
contain less silica than the last-mentioned and a
basalt to which close resemblance is found in

nepheline and leudte rocks. Of the other crys-

talline rocks, the oli\"ine and serpentine are
generallj- rather basic, the former often showing
much alteration into the latter. The fragmental
igneous rocks consist of loose material which
has been ejected from volcanic orifices. These
rocks are frequently consolidated and, when fine-

grained, it is sometimes difficult without the
help of the microscope to distinguish them frcan

compact crystalline igneous rocks.

Ignis Fatuus, ig'nis fat'u-iis (Latin ignis, fire,

fatuus, foolish), an atmospheric light or a \vt-

minous appearance sometimes seen in swamp-
lands, in churchj-ards, and over stagnant waters.

The light usually appears shortly after sunset;

it is common in the north of Germany, in Italy,

in the south and northwest of England, and
the west of Scotland, and has been noticed in

many other coimtries in undrained marshy dis-

tricts.

The appearance generally resembles a flame;

seen closely, the color appears as bluish, red-

dish, greenish, or yellowish, merging into purple,

but never a clear white. Sometimes the flame

seems fixed in position, shining steadily close

to the groimd or a few feet above it; again, it

appears in rapid motion, sometimes rising high
in the air, at others separating into smaller

flames, which are seen advancing, retiring, re-

combining, etc.

Some supposed appearances of the ignis

fatuus are probably due to luminous insects, or
to the phosphorescence of decaying vegetable

matter. By setting all such possible cases aside,

both fixed and moving ignes fatui have been
proved to exist, although the spectnim of the

light seems not to have been fully observed.

The common hj"pothesis that ignis fatuus is the

flame of burning marsh-gas, CH., is untenable,

for although this gas is produced abimdantly in

many marshy places, it cannot ignite spon-
taneously. The more plausible suggestion that

phosphoretted hydrogen, PH4, which is sponta-

neously inflammable, might be produced in

churchyards or marshes where there is decaring

animal matter does not account for some of

the effects observed. The early supposition of

a phosphorescent vapor is more reasonable, al-

though excepting that of free phosphorus, which
could not occur in nature, no such vapor is

known to exist. The phenomenon was un-

doubtedly more common a centurj- ago than it

is now, and its disappearance in many localities

may be directly traced to the draining of fens

and marshes.
Popular names for the ignis fatuus— Will-

o'-the-Wisp, Jack-a-Lantem, Spunkie, etc.

—

abound in folklore, and the superstitions regard-

ing it are connected with many stories of travel-

ers mistaking the marsh-lights for those of

cottage windows, and with tales of evil spirits

decoying men into dangerous places, often to

their doom.
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REPRESENTATIVE IGUANID LIZARDS.

1. Ring-tailed Iguana (Cyclura carinata). 4. Horned toad Lizard (Phrynosoma cornutum).
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Ignorance of the Law. Every person is

presumed to know the laws of his own coun-

try, and what is termed ignorance of the law is

a lack of understanding of those laws. Such
want of understanding furnishes no excuse for

their violation, and cannot be pleaded even in

extenuation of their infraction. But this pre-

sumption does not extend to the municipal laws

of countries or States other than that in which
a person resides. Such laws are regarded as

foreign and a knowledge of them on the part

of one who disregards them must be established

by proof in the same manner as any other facts

are proved. This applies only to a non-resident

of such foreign state, and as soon as a person
becomes even a temporary resident thereof he
is presumed to know its laws and to yield

obedience to them. He cannot plead his want
of opportunity to become acquainted with them.

Igorrote, e-gor-ro'ta, a name given to
various wild tribes of Luzon, especially to a

people of mixed blood and language living

mainly in Venguet province. The name is also

more loosely applied to other -wild Filipinos.

Igor's (e'gorz) March, Song of, an antique
battle song, associated with the name of Igor,

Prince of Novgorod, son of Prince Swajatoslaw
XL of Tchernigof. Igor, in his fifty-first year is

recorded to have engaged in an unsuccessful war
with his neighbors (1202), and from that time

has been looked upon as the national poet of

old Russia, on account of a lyrical epic poem,
or ballad, called in Russian, "Slavo o Polku
Igoreve' ('The Song of Igor's March'). It has

come down to modern times, somewhat like the

songs of Ossian. The poem was probably pro-

duced by one of the followers of Igor, and in

1795 was found by Count Alexis Alussin-Putch-
kin in a cell of a monastery in Jaroslav. It was
discovered among some 14th century MSS., and
was first published by the Count at Moscow
in 1800. The original was lost in the fire of

the Napoleonic campaign (1812), which de-

stroyed the Count's fine library. Another copy
with many variants was found in 1864 among
the papers of Katharine II. and published at

St. Petersburg the same year. It has been trans-

lated into several European languages. Consult

:

Wolfsohn, <Sch6nwissenschaftliche Litteratur

der Russen> (1843) ; Wjasemski, <Bemerkungen
zum Igorlied* (1875).

Iguana, T-gwa'na, a large lizard of the
typical genus of the family Iguaiiidcr. This fam-
ily is distinguished by having pleurodont teeth,

a thick, viiious, nearly immobile tongue, a round
pupil, and by various skeletal characters. The
350 species belong to about 50 genera and, with

the exception of a few in the Fiji Islands and
Madagascar, are confined to America, in the

warm parts of which they fairly swarm. Only
one species (Sceloporus undulatus) reaches as

far north as the Middle States. They vary
greatly in appearance and habits ; most are arbo-

real, many terrestrial, and one, the Galapagos
AinblyrhyncJnis, is even marine; the majority eat

insects, but some are herbivorous. 'The true

iguaniis, of which /. tubercidata is the best

known, are rather widely distributed through the

West Indies, Central and South America. Ow-
ing to the high crest or fringe which extends

along the back and tail, the deep, fringed, gular

pouch, and the loose-fitting skin, these animals

present a remarkable appearance. The trunk

and tail are covered with small granule-like

scales, and the head with larger plate-like ones;

the feet are large and powerful ; the tail very

long, slender, and compressed ; and the teeth high
and finely serrated. A length of five feet or

more and a weight of 25 pounds is commonly
attained. The iguanas are arboreal, their mottled

green color serving admirably to conceal them
among the foliage ; but when alarmed they have
the habit, remarkable in a lizard, of retreating

into the water of the streams along which they

live. The 20 or 30 large eggs are deposited in

a burrow usually dug in the bank of a stream

or sometimes in a hollow tree. Notwithstanding
its formidable size and aspect, the iguana is .1

timid, harmless creature, and the stories some
times told of its ferocity are pure fabrications"

moreover it is purely vegetarian in its diet

The flesh is a favorite article of food with the

natives, and many travelers have pronounced it

to be white, tender, and sweet, and is regularly

brought to the markets. Consult Wallace, Miil-

ler. Bates. Belt, Gosse, and other authorities on
South and Central America. See Lizard.

Iguan'odon, a dinosaur (q.v.).

Iguvium. See Euci'bine Tables.

Ik Marvel. See Mitchell, D. G.

Ilagan, e-la'gan, Philippines, pueblo and
capital of the province of Isabela. Luzon, situ-

ated on the Grande de Cagayuan River, 84 miles

from its mouth at its junction with the Pina-

canauan, 275 miles northeast of Manila. It has.

road and water connections with Bayombong
and Manila; it is the trade centre for a large

agricultural region, and also the industrial cen-

tre of the province. Pop. 13.800.

lies, George, American author: b. Gibral-

tar 20 June 1852. He received a secondary edu-

cation in Montreal, and from 1887 was em-
ployed in literary work in New York. His origi-

nal works include: <A Class in Geometry-Les-

sons in Observation and Experiment' ^1894)

^

and <Flame, Electricity, and the Camera' (1900).

He also edited: <Tlie Reader's Guide on Eco-

nomic, Social and Political Science' (1891; with

R. R. Bowker) ; <A List of Books for Girls

and Women and their Clubs' (1895: with A. H.

Leypoldt) ; and <A Bibliography of Fine Art>

(1897), and gave $10,000 to the American Li-

brary Association to defray the cost of 'The
Literature of American History' (1902), a bib-

liographical guide which appeared under the

direction of the publishing board of the asso-

ciation.

I'lex, a tree often mentioned in the Latin

classics, the evergreen oak or holm-oak {Qucrcus

ilex). It is a native of the Mediterranean re-

gion, and often attains large dimensions. In

general it grows singly or in small groups, aiid

especially near the sea. Its leaves vary much in

size, and from being very spiny at the edge

to perfect evenness. Where it is indigenous, its

astringent bark is used for tanning hides. Its

wood is hard, hea\'y, and durable, and is useful

for axles, pulleys, screws, etc. In modern bot-

any Ilex is the generic name of the holly. See

.'\quifoli.\ce.e.

Ilfracombe, Tl'fra-kom, England, a seaport

and fashionable health-resort in North Devon,
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on the Bristol Oiannel, 41 miles by rail north-

west of Exeter. It has a fine harbor and prom-

enade, and the town built in terraces on a hill,

is noted for its picturesque situation and the

beauty of the surrounding scenery. Pop. (1901)

8,55"-

ni, il'e, a river of Central Asia, flow-

ing partly in China and partly in Russia.

It is formed in Chinese Kuldja by two

streams, the Tekes and Kunges, rising in the

Thian-shan Mountains, and flows west, faUing

into Lake Balkash by several mouths after a

course of 800 or goo miles, half of which is

navigable.

Diad, in Greek literature, a celebrated

epic poem, consisting of 24 books. Its compo-
sition is generally ascribed to Homer, of whose
parentage, birth, and life nothing is known for

certain. It is, however, a maner of dispute

as to whether the poem is a homogeneous
whole, or a series of ballads or rhapsodies on
different episodes in the Trojan war, united into

a continuous poem. It is further doubtful

whether, in the latter case, the union was made
by Homer himself, or by some person after his

time. It is said that Pisistratus, tyrant of Ath-
ens, first collected and arranged the *Iliad' and
'Odyssey* in the form in which we now have
them. The chief subject of the poem is the

wrath of Achilles, and the consequent troubles

thence arising, whence we have the phrase Ilias

ma!orum=^an Iliad of woes or troubles, a world
of disasters. The reader of the poem is assumed
to know that the beautiful Helen has been car-

ried off by Paris from her husband Menelaus.
The action of the poem is confined to the loth

and last j-ear of the siege of Troy. See
Homer.

nion, N. Y., village, Herkimer County;
on the Mohawk River, the Erie Canal, and on
the West Shore and the Xew York C & H. R.

R-R.'s ; about three miles west of Herkimer and
12 miles southeast of Utica. Ilion is in the vicin-

ity of the locations of some of the old •castles"

of the Indian tribes who inhabited the Mohawk
valley. White people lived here in the early

part of the igth centurj-, but no permanent set-

tlement was made until 1828. It is situated in

an agricultural county, but the village is noted

for its manufacturing industries. The chief man-
ufactures are tj-pewriters. firearms, sewing-ma-

chines, filing-cases, bicycles, knit goods, flour,

and some dairy products. Its export trade con-

sists chiefly of the manufactured articles and

farm products. It has a public library con-

taining about 11.500 volumes, and a mmiber of

fine public buildings. Pop. (1890) 4>057; (i9<»)

5.138.

Dini'za, or lUnisa, a mountain of Ecua-
I'r.r ?r. m'-'fi - -Tn-southwest of Quito. It is

i. the southernmost, as de-

rically by Reiss and Stubel,

being 17-400 icct high. IlinLza is presumably
an extinct volcano, but there is no record of an
eruption. The upper portion is covered with

perpetual snow, and usually cloud-capped.

ni- .

' '-'us, a small river in Greece,

flow; . .Athens, famous in the classical

age, LI.:, 1 .> unimportant and often wholly
dry.

Hitfayia, il-ith-i'j-a, in Greek mj-thology,

the goddess who assisted women in childbirth.

In after times she was almost identified with

Artemis.

nium, or Dion, a name of Troy, in Greece,

which was founded by Ilus.

Iliyats, il'e-yats, a nomadic Mohamme-
dan race of Persia, Khiva, and Turkestan. The
name Iliyat is the plural of iel (eel), a tribe

equivalent to the Arabic kabilah. The Iliyats

are mostly of Turkish, Arabic, and Kurdish de-

scent, and form an important portion of the

population of Persia and adjacent coimtries;

their actual numbers are not known, but it is said

that the Ilijrat tribes tributary to Khi\-a number
195.000. They live in tents and have no settled

habitations. They are of the Simni sect, but

are not verj- strict. The women are said to be

chaste, and many of the best families in Persia

arc of Iliyat origin.

Tnampn, or Sorata, a mountain of Bolivia,

in the eastern Cordillera, overlooking Lake
Titicaca: 50 miles north-northwest of La Paz.

It is 21.484 feet in height, and is believed to be
the highest mountain of the Bolivian .A.ndes,

though this distinction is also claimed for Uli-

mani (q.v.) : it is probably exceeded by the

Cerro de Huascan in Peru and by .\concagua

in Chili. Illampu is a magnificent mass, with

three principal peaks. Seen from Titicaca it

is the grandest mountain in .\merica. It has
never been scaled.

nie-et-Vilaine, e-la-ve-lan', France, a
maritime department, formed out of the north-

east portion of the old province of Brittany;

area, 2,596 square miles; pop. 622.039, mostly

of Celtic race. It is watered chiefly by the

\"ilaine and its tributarj-, the Ille, which unite

near Rennes, the capital of the department.

lUe-et-Vilaine consists of a granite plateau trav-

ersed by ranges of low hills. It is agricultural,

cultivation having been greatly improved dur-
ing recent years. The cider of this district is

the best in France : the butter of Rennes is cele-

brated : the horses of the deprtment are noted
for their endurance, and are in great request for

the army: and bee keeping is prosecuted. Iron

is mined ; slates are quarried ; and salt

is extracted. Saint Malo is the principal

seaport.

niegitlmacy, the legal status of children

bom out of wedlock, is a subject discussed

under three points of xiev:, moral, legal, and
economic As to what constitutes illegitimacy,

is variously defined in different countries where
great \-ariety e-xists both in theory and prac-

tice. As to the legal status of illegitimate

children from the moral point of view, see

B.VST.VRD.

Only in a few European coimtries are sta-

tistics available to show the extent of illegiti-

macy, and there are no statistics in Canada. In

the United States there seems no efficient na-

tional system of registration of marriages and

births. Some of the individual States record

the illegitimate births, but the figures are mis-

leading, because incomplete. Thus, the State of

Indiana a few years ago. returned 38>370 legiti-
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mate and 560 illegitimate births— the illegitimate

being only about 1.4O of the whole.

In the following table is shown the compara-
tive prevalence of illegitimacy in the principal

European cities

:

lU-EGITIMATE BIRTHS TO EVERY 1,000 BORN.

Vienna . . . .449
Prague 439
Munich . . . .439
Stockholm .

. 396
Moscow .. . .300
Budapest ...-99
Copenhagen 279
Paris 268
St. Petersb'g 236
Trieste 211

Leipzic ... .21

1

Dresden . . . .208
Milan 204
Rome 194
Venice 189
Breslau .... 186
Bucharest ..175
Liege 174
Christiania . . 162
Berlin 154

Ghent 144
Hamburg ..138
Frankfort . . 132
Turin 132
Antwerp ... 129
Cologne . . . 124
Palermo . . .101
The Hague. 99
Naples 86
Rotterdam . 70

None of the above figures are presented as abso-

lutely accurate. They can only be approximate
in the best case, for in every country there

must always be a large number of bastards who
•either are not registered at all, or who are regis-

tered as legitimate. But as far as they go the

figures are instructive. They do not, however,
enable one to form any conclusion as to the

causes of illegitimacy in respect either of reli-

gion, of education, of industrial occupation, or of

distribution of population. Neither can any the-

ory be well evolved from a racial basis.

From the only available statistics the follow-

ing table has been prepared showing illegitimacy

in various countries, from 1881 to 1900:

Per cent of
illegitimates to

total births.

England and Wales. 4.6
Scotland 8.34
Ireland 2.9

Austria (average) . . . 14.89
Lower Austria .... 26.00
Upper Austria .... 20.00
Dalraatia 3.50
Hungary 8.00

Belgium 9.30
Denmark 10.00
France 8.20
dermany Caverage).. 9.47

Upper Bavaria.... 15.67
Prussia 8.24
.•Msace-Lorraine .. 8.10

•Greece 1.60
Holland 3.22
Italy 7.45

Per cent of
illegitimates to

total births.

Portugal
Roumania
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Norway
Switzerland
Brazil
Canada
Costa Rica
Guatemala—Whites

.

Indians.
New South Wales..
Victoria
(Jueensland
West Australia .. .

.

Tasmania
New Zealand

14.00
5.00
3.00
5-40

14.88

7.90
4.80

25.00

24.00
50.00
25.00
4-65
4.78
3.97
395
340
3.12

In Scotland, where education is general, and
thrift national, the rate of illegitimacy is notori-
ously high. And, as regards morals, it should
he remembered that a high percentage of illegiti-

macy may mean that there is little or no pros-
titution. In Europe, generally, although not
universally, there seems a tendency to decrease
in the rate of illegitimacy ; but how far that

appearance may be due to moral causes it is

impossible to say.

Illimani, el-ye-ma'ne, Bolivia, a volcanic
mountain mass of the East Andean Cordillera,

about 20 miles south of La Paz. It is a ser-

rated ridge with four principal peaks, the loft-

iest of which, Condor Blanco, is 21,149 feet

above sea-level. Illimani signifies "snow-moun-
tain" ; the line of perpetual snow commences at

15,000 feet, and there are glaciers on the north
side at an elevation of 16,350 feet. At an alti-

tude of 15,950 feet there is a considerable lake
also bearing the name of Illimani. Among the
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first Europeans to make the ascent of the high-

est peaks are Wiener, Grumbhow, and Ocampo
in 1877 and Sir Martin Conway in 1898.

Illinois, iI-H-noi' or -noiz', the name given

to a confederacy composed of five distinct Indian

tribes, who at one time occupied what is now
the State of Illinois and parts of Wisconsin,

Missouri, and Iowa. The tribes were the Mich-
egamia, Peoria, Cahokia, Kaskaskia, and Tama-
roa. The confederacy was most powerful and
many attempts were made to secure by war the

lands of the Iroquois. In 1675 Marquette visited

the Illinois tribes and established missions among
them. In 1769 a member of the Kaskaskia tribe

murdered Pontiac, the Indian chief, for which
oflfense the Lake tribes destroyed the Kaskaskia

and killed many of the members of the other

tribes of the confederacy. In 1840 the remnant

of the Illinois tribes was removed, by the gov-

ernment, west of the Mississippi. The few now
in existence are in the Indian Territory.

Illinois, the eighth State admitted into the

Federal union, and since 1890, the third in popu-

lation. It is bounded upon the north by Wis-
consin, upon the east by Indiana, upon the south

by Kentucky, and upon the west by Iowa and
Missouri. It is separated from the two last

named States by the Mississippi River ; by the

Wabash and the Ohio from Indiana ; and by the

Ohio from Kentucky. Its water courses flow

generally from the north and northeast, to the

southwest and south. Its soil consists of a rich

black loam, or mold, underlaid by drift deposits

in many places of great depth.

Topography.— By the enabling Act of Con-
gress by virtue of which the State was organized,

its boundaries were fixed as follows : "Beginning

at the mouth of the Wabash River, thence up

the same, and with the line of Indiana, to the

northwestern corner of said State: thence east

with the line of the same State to the middle of

Lake Michigan; thence north along the middle

of the lake to north latitude 42° and 30'

;

thence west to the middle of the Mis-

sissippi River, and thence down along the middle

of that river to its confluence with the Ohio
River, and thence up this latter river along its

northwestern shore to the beginning " The total

land area of the State is 56,000 square miles—
35,840,000 acres ; its extreme length 385 miles,

and extreme breadth 218 miles. With the ex-

ception of Georgia its area is greater than that

of any one of the original States of the Union.

It comprises a territory larger than England

;

larger than Belgium, Switzerland and Holland

united. Illinois is no longer m the class of

States denoted "western" upon the old maps, but

is now chief of the great interior States of the

Union. With two exceptions— Louisiana and
Delaware — it is the most level of the States.

Its greatest elevation is 1,150 feet above the sea,

and its mean elevation 550 feet. The greater

part of Illinois consists of level or slightly undu-
lating prairies: a portion of the extreme north-

western part of the State is hilly, and there are

occasional bluffs upon the Illinois and Mississippi

rivers. The counties lying between East St.

Louis and the Wabash River are the great apple

growing region, and thence southward to its

border other fruits are grown in large quantities.

Of its total population in the year 1900, 2.459,638.
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or 51 per cent reside in its seventy principal

cities and towns.

Population.— In 1810, one year after its or-

ganization as a territory, the population of Illi-

nois was 12,282; in 1820, two years after its

admission its population was 55,211, and in rank

it was the 24th State in the Union ; in 1830,

population 157,445 and its rank the 20th; in

1840 population 476,183, and rank the 14th ; in

1850 population 851,470, and rank the nth;
in 1800, population 1,711,951, and rank the

fourth ; in 1870 population 2,539,891, and rank

the fourth; in 1880 population 3.077,871, and
rank the fourth ; in 1890 population 3,826,351,

and rank the third ; in 1900 population 4,821,550,

and its rank still remains the third. Of the

aggregate population given for the year igoo,

85,078 are negroes, 1,538 Mongolian, and 16

Indian; 3,854,803 of the population of the State

are natives, and 966,747, foreign bom. The
excess of the male over the female population

of the State as shown by the last census is

124,014. The population above the age of 10

years is, 3,727,745 ; of this number 1,804,040 are

engaged in gainful occupations ; 462,781 in agri-

cultural pursuits; 96,321 in rendering professional

service; 366.342 in domestic or personal ser\-ice;

397,046 in trade or transportation; and 481,550

in manufacturing or mechanical pursuits. The
total number of dwellings in the State is 845,836,

and of families 1,036,158,

Cities.— The following cities of the State

have each a population exceeding 10.000, viz.

:

Chicago, 1,698,575 (as shown by census of 1900,

now exceeding 2.000,000 as appearing by local

census reports of later date) ; East St. Louis,

29.655: Joliet, 29,353; Peoria, 56.100 ;
Quincy,

36,252; Rockford, 31-051; Springfield, 34,159;

Alton, 14.210; Aurora, 24.147; Belleville, 17,489;

Bloomington, 23,286; Cairo, 12,566; Danville,

16,354 ; Decatur. 20,754 ; Elgin. 22,433 ; Evanston,

19,259; Freeport, 13.258; Galesburg, 18,607;

Jacksonville, 15,078; Kankakee, 13,595; La Salle,

10,446; Moline, 17,248; Ottawa, 10,588; Rock
Island, 19493: Streator, 14,079. Fifty-seven

other cities in the State have a population each,

exceeding 3,000, The land surface in square

miles of the largest county in the State, McLean,

is 1,166; while that of the smallest, Putnam,

is 176.

Manufactures.— The development of manii-

facturing in the State is unprecedented. This

is due in large measure to its transportation

facilities. There were 10,997 miles of railroad

in the State in the year 1900, a mileage greater

than that of any other Stale. Illinois now ranks

third in the value of its manufactured products
— the gross value thereof for the last mentioned

year being $1,259,730,168. The greatest number
of wage earners employed in manufacturing

establishments at any one time in the year 1900,

was 528,099, or II per cent of the total popula-

tion of the State. As tersely stated in the last

census report : "The communication with the

East afforded by Lake Michigan and its con-

necting waters early made Chicago the great

distributing centre for eastern products to all

points in the West and Southwest, while the

Mississippi River bordering the western portion

of the State afforded communication with the

entire Mississippi Valley. Superior railroad

facilities were a direct result of the trade routes

established by these operations for water trans-

portation : for when railroad building began
Chicago was the natural focusing point, and
to reach that city all sections of the State were
traversed and opened up to settlement." It

holds the first place in the States of the L'nion

in the manufacture of agricultural implements

;

its proportion of the entire capital invested in

this industry in the United States being 39 per

cent. It leads in the production of alcoholic

liquors ; the output in 1900 was 32.508.435 gal-

lons. This industo' is concentrated in a few
large establishments located principally in the

city of Peoria. An important factor to be con-

sidered in this connection, is the abundant supply
of bituminous coal in many parts of the State.

In 1900, the 24 leading industries of the State-

embraced 8,209 establishments ; capital used

$477,485,672: wage earners employed, 219.415;

value of their products for the year mentioned
was $810,636,482.

Agriculture.— Illinois takes high rank as an
agricultural State; 32,794,728 acres— or some-
thing over 91 per cent of its total land area—
are included in farms. The total number of
farms in the State as shown by the last official

report is, 264,151 : the estimated value being-

$1,765,581,550; of this amount 14 per cent repre-

sents the value of buildings, and 8.6 per cent

the value of the land, and other improvements

;

the value of farm implements and machinery im

June 1900 was $44,977,310. and of live stock

$193,758,037. The total value of farm products-

for 1899 exceeds that of the year '89 by
$160,890,598. The average size of farms for the

State is 124 acres. The larger farms are gen-
erally in the north and the smaller in the extreme-

southern portion of the State. The value of all

live stock on farms in June 1900 was-

$193.758,037 ; of this amount 36 per cent repre-

sents the value of horses ; 24 per cent that of
neat cattle other than dairy cows; 17 per cent

that of dairy cows, and 12 per cent that of
swine. Twenty-eight counties each reported
more than $1,000,000 received from the sale of
live animals for the year last named. Of the

total area of cereals in the year 1899, 61 per
cent was devoted to corn, 27 to oats, 10 to wheat,

and the residue principally to rj-e, barley and
buckwheat. Some idea of the enormous yield

of what is known as "the corn belt" can be-

gleaned from the following: for the year 1899;

the corn product of the county of Iroquois,

exceeded 12,000.000 bushels; that of the counties

of La Salle and Livingston, each exceeded
13,000,000, while the counties of Champaign and
McLean each produced over 15,000,000 bushels-

Twenty-seven other counties produced from
5,000,000 to 10.000,000 bushels of corn each. In
the decade 1890 to 1900 the apple trees in the

State increased 100 per cent in number, and
of some other varieties of fruit the increase

was even greater. Of the total number of fruit

bearing trees in the State in 1900. 74 per cent

were apple, 13 per cent peach, and 5 per cent

pear trees. Apples were grown generally

throughout the State, but the four counties of
Clay, Jefferson, Marion, and \Va>Tie produced
one fifth of the entire amount. The entire vege-

table product for the year 1899 exceeded

$10,000,000 in value ; of this amount 45 per cent

represents the value of potatoes. The small
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fruits were grown upon 56,763 farms. Of Inte

years there has hcen a steady decrease in tobacco
production; in the year 1899 the total in tobacco

being 2,242 acres; the total value of the produc-
tion being $85,411 ; Saline County in the extreme
southern part of the State taking the lead and
producing near one third of the entire amount.
During the last decade the broom corn product
of the State has increased almost four fold; the

total value of this product for the year 1899 was
$2,357,066 ; five sixths of the amount produced
was in the east central part of the State in the

five counties of Coles, Douglas, Moultrie, Edgar,
and Cumberland. Sugar beets were grown in 15

counties in the year 1899, 1,370 acres being de-

voted to this production, and the value of the total

product being $36,223. The value of nursery
stock sold in the last named year was $578,306

;

area in cultivation 7,760 acres, its valuation

$1442,220. The area devoted to the cultivation

of ornamental plants and flowers for the year

1899 was 679 acres ; the value of the product
$1,894,960. The total expenditure for labor on
farms in Illinois for the year 1899 was
$22,182,550; this included the value of board
furnished and averaged $84 per farm. The gross
value of the agricultural products of the State
for 1900 was $345,649,611 — placing it second in

rank.

Rivers.— The Illinois, the principal river of
the State is formed by the junction in Grundy
County, 40 miles southwest of Chicago, of the

Kankakee and Dcs Plaines. The last named
river takes its rise in Wisconsin and flows in

a southerly direction, while the head waters of
the Kankakee are in northern Indiana. The
Illinois empties into the Mississippi after a
somewhat tortuous flow of near 500 miles, at

a point 40 miles above the city of St. Louis.
The Illinois is navigable for 245 miles, and is

c»nnected by the Illinois and Michigan canal
with Lake Michigan. Other rivers in the State

are the Kaskaskia, which flowing in a south-
westerly direction empties into the Mississippi

near the ancient village of Kaskaskia, the first

capital of the State ; Rock River, which flowing
in a southwesterly direction from Wisconsin
empties into the Mississippi not far from the
city of Rock Island ; of other smaller streams,

are the Little Wabash and the Embarras, which
flow into the Wabash in the southeastern part

of the State, and the Vermilion and the Fox,
tributaries of the Illinois.

Education.— Illinois has an excellent public
school system. The number of persons in the

State between the ages of 6 and 21 years 30 June
igo2, was 1,601,175; of these, 811,724 were males,

and 780,451 females. The number of persons
enrolled in the schools during the year ending
as above was 971,841 ; of these, 489,109 were
males, and 482,732 females. The average daily

attendance was 765,057. The number of school
houses 12,865. The estimated value of the school
properties is $52,764,922; this includes buildings,

grounds, libraries and apparatus. The number
of male teachers employed in the common
schools in igo2 was 6,800; of female teachers

20,386; total 27,186. The amount expended for
the years igoi-2 for the salaries of teachers and
superintendents was $12,132,075. The Normal
Universities of the State, five in number, are
located as follows: the State Normal University

at Normal ; the Southern Illinois State Uni-
versity at Carbondale ; the Northern Ilhnois
Normal School at De Kalb; the Eastern Illinois

Normal School at Charleston, and the Western
Illinois Normal School at Macomb. These uni-

versities are appropriately located for the con-
venience of their patrons, and the attendance is

large. The first to be organized was the State
University at Normal, and the total number
of students in attendance there for the years
1901-2 was 1,529. In addition to the above is

the Chicago Normal School, which has since

1896 been maintained by appropriations made by
the Chicago Board of Education. In large mea-
sure the teachers in the public schools of the

State have received their training in some one
of these Normal Schools. The purpose of the

Normal Schools of the State will appear from
the following clause in the organic act of one
of the last to be organized: "The object of the

said Northern Illinois State Normal School shall

be to qualify teachers for the common schools

of this State by imparting instruction in the

art of teaching in all branches of study which
pertain to a common school education, in the

elements of the natural and of the physical

sciences, in the fundamental laws of the United
States and of the State of Illinois, in regard

to the rights and duties of citizens.* The Uni-
versity of Illinois (q.v.) is located at Urbana,
and has in its various departments a total of

near 3,000 students. .

CJiarities.— The State charitable institutions,

16 in number, are as follows : Northern Hospital

for the Insane at Elgin ; Eastern Insane at Kan-
kakee ; Central Insane at Jacksonville ; Southern
Insane at Anna ; Western Insane at Watertown

;

Incurable Insane at Bartonville ; Criminal Insane

at Chester ; Deaf and Dumb at Jacksonville

;

Blind at Jacksonville; Feeble Minded at Lincoln;

Soldiers and Sailors at Quincy ; Soldjcrs Or-
phans' Home at Normal ; Soldiers Widows_ at

Wilmington ; Eye and Ear at Chicago ; Girls

Training School at Geneva ; Boys Home at St.

Charles. The sums appropriated by the General

Assembly for the two years ending 30 June 1903

for these institutions aggregated $4,438,024.92.

Penal Institutions.— The Illinois State Re-
formatory is located at Pontiac, has excellent

buildings and appointments for the care of its

inmates. The total number of inmates confined

in this institution during the 21 months ending

30 June ig02 was 2,352, of whom one fifth had
reached the age of 19 years. Under tlie law

no one could be admitted who had reached the

age of 21 at the time of the commission of the

offense for which he was sentenced. Trade
schools, and a farm are provided for in the act

creating this institution, and every effort prac-

ticable made to reform its inmates. The total

amount appropriated by t!ie_ General Assembly

for the support of this institution for the two
years beginning i July IQOI was $400,000. The
State penitentiaries, two in number, are located

as follows: The Illinois State penitentiary at

Joliet and the Southern Illinois penitentiary at

Chester. The number of inmates in the former

is about 1,300; arid in the latter about 900.

History.— The name of the Slate is derived

from "Illini.* an Indian word signifying "men.*

The euphonic lerminalinn added by the early

French explorers gives the name "Illinois." The
veritable history of Illinois begins with the com-
ing of the French explorers Marquette and Joliet.
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Their names are inseparabh- interwoven with

ihe early historj- of the great Mississippi \'alley.

In June 1673 they landed upon the east bank
of die Mississippi upon the soil of what is now
Illinois. Their first visit was to one of the

villages of the "lUini," the ancient and once
powerful tribe from which the State takes its

name. It is said that upon the first appearance

of Marquette and Joliet at the door of the prin-

cipal wig^vam of the village they were greeted

by an aged chieftain with the words : "The sun
is beautiful Frenchmen when thou cometh to

visit us; thou shall enter in peace into all our
cabins."

Upon this historic expedition Marquette and
Joliet bore the commission of the French Com-
mandant at Quebec— the seat of authoritj- of

France in the Xew World. The narrative of

the adventures and discoveries of Marquette and
Joliet savors rather of the romantic than of the

real. But it was theirs to add the \-ast domain
under the name *Xew France" to the empire
of the Grand Monarch. After descending the

Mississippi to a point possibly within 400 miles

of the Gulf, these bold voyagers reluctantly

turned their faces to the northward. After his

separation from Joliet, Marquette ^-isited the

Indian %-illages near the ^Mississippi and estab-

lished a mission of his church at the ancient

village of the Kaskaskias. He died upon the

banks of a small stream within the present

limits of the State of Michigan and was buried
at Saint Ignace in that State. The citj- of Joliet

in northern Illinois, was named in honor of
his daring fellow-voj-ager, while his own statue

has been given place in the great historic hall

in the Capitol at Washington. The names of
Heimepin and La Salle likewise are associated

with these events and times. The first was the
scholarly historian and priest, the latter the
knightly adventurer. Much, indeed, that is ro-

mantic surrounds the entire career of La Salle

(q.v). Severing his connection with a theological

school in France, his fortunes were early cast

in the New World. From Quebec, the ancient
French capital of this continent, he projected

an e.xpedition which was to add empire to

his own country and to cast a glamor about his

own name. It has been said, that his dream
was of a western waterway to the Pacific Ocean.
In 1669 with an outfit that had cost him his

entire fortune, with a small party, he ascended
in canoes, the Saint Lawrence, and a few weeks
later was upon the broad Ontario. Out of the
mists that envelop much of his subsequent career,

it is impossible, at all times, to gather that which
is authentic. It is enough, that with Hennepin
as one of his fcllow-voyagers. he reached the
Ohio and in due time navigated the Illinois,

meantime visiting many of the ancient villages.

But his great achievement— and that with
which abides his imperishable fame— was his

perilous descent of the Mississippi from the falls

of St. .\nthony to the Gulf of Mexico. On 9
April 1682 upon the east bank of the lower
Mississippi, with due form and ceremony, and
amid the solemn chanting of the Te deum and
the plaudits of his comrades. La Salle took
formal possession of '"the Louisiana country,"
in the name of his royal master, Louis XIV. of
France. For the period of 92 years, beginning
with the coming of Marquette and Joliet. Illinois

was a part of the French possessions. Sov-
ereignty over the vast domain of which it was

a part, was exercised by the French king, by his

commandant and his subordinate ofiBcers. First,

the dependency of Canada, "tlie Illinois coimtry,"

by decree of the Royal Coimcil in 1717 passed
under the government established for Louisiana.
Subsequentlj- in 1721 it became, by virtue of the
same authority, one of the separate provinces
into which the Louisiana country was then par-
titioned. A conmiandant and judge were duly
appointed, and the seat of authority transferred

to Fort Chartres. Population meanwhile gradu-
ally increased in the great .\merican bottom,
then embracing the French settlements in Illinois.

Cahokia and die other villages were, in a mea-
sure, prosperous. In the words of one of our
own historians : "The early history of the French
setdements reads in these days of a higher
ci\-ilization and broader culture, like a romance
of Arcadia. The wants of the people were few
and simple. In each hamlet was a rude chapel,

with its attendant priest, who was not only in

matters of religion, but in all the affairs of
everyday Ufe, *the guide, philosopher, and friend,

of his rude parishioners.' " The same writer
referring to this period of foreign domination,
truly said: "The French sought and claimed
more than they had the ability to hold or possess.

Their line of domain extended from the Saint
Lawrence around the Great Lakes and through
the valley of the Mississippi to the Gulf of
Mexico, a distance of over 3,000 miles." Truly
a magnificent domain, but one destined soon to
pass forever from the possession of the French
monarch and his line. Upon the Xorth Ameri-
can continent, the ancient struggle for supremacy
between France and her traditional enemy was
to find bloody arbitrament. Great Britain

claimed as a part of her colonial possessions in

the New World, the territory bordering upon
the Great Lakes and the rich lands of the Ohio
and the Mississippi \'alley. As to the merits

of the French and English contention as to

superior right by discovery, or conquest, it were
idle now to argue. Our concern is with the
mar^•elous results of the long continued struggle

which for all time determined the question of

race supremacy upon this continent. Passing
rapidly the minor incidents of the varying for-

tunes of the stupendous struggle which had been
transferred for the time from the Old World
to the New, we reach the hour which was to

mark an epoch in history. The time, 13 Sept
1759— the place, the Heights of .\braham at

Quebec. Here and then, was fought out one
of the pivotal battles of the ages. It was the

closing act in a great drama. The question to

be determined : whether the English speaking
race, or their hereditary foe, was to be master
of the continent. It was literally a struggle for

empire— the magnificent domain stretching from
the Saint Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico. The
incidents of the battle need not be told. Never
were English or French soldiery led by more
knightly captains. The passing years have not
dispelled the romance or dimmed the glorv- that

gathered about the names of Wolfe and of Mont-
calm. D>nng at the self-same moment— one
amid the victors, the other amid the vanquished
— their names live together in history. By the

treaty of Paris which followed. France sur-

rendered to her successful rival, all claim to

the domain east of the Mississippi River. In
accordance with the terms of the treaty. Gage,
the commander of the British forces in America,
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took formal possession of the recently conquered
territory. Proclamation of this fact was made
to the inhabitants of the Illinois country in 1764
and a garrison soon thereafter established at

Kaskaskia. Here the rule of the British was,
for the time, undisputed. British domination
m the Mississippi Valley was, however, to be of

short duration. Soon the events were hastening,

the forces gathering, which were in turn to

wrest from the English crown no small part

of the splendid domain won by Wolfe's bril-

liant victory at Quebec. .\n event of transcend-
ent interest and one of great consequence is

now reached. While our Revolutionary War was
in progress^ General George Rogers Clark
planned an expedition whose successful termina-
tion has given his name to the list of great con-
querors. Partly to mete out punishment to the
savage bands whose depredations upon the
sparse white settlements in Kentuckj' were un-
restrained by the British commander at Kas-
kaskia, and partly for the purpose of reducing
to possession territory' claimed by an ancient
charter of the colony of Virginia— the famous
expedition was undertaken. Bearing the com-
mission of Patrick Henry, governor of Virginia,

with 200 followers equally brave as himself, the
heroic Clark crossed the Ohio River and began
his perilous march. After enduring great hard-
ships, the undaunted leader and his little band
reached Kaskaskia. The British commander and
his garrison were surprised and quickly captured.
This was on 4 July 1778, 15 years after the
Treaty of Paris. The British flag was lowered— and the Illinois country taken possession of
in the name of the commonwealth whose gov-
ernor had authorized the expedition. Thus on
the anniversary of our historic day, the symbol
of British authority disappeared forever from
the Illinois country. In the month of October
following the capture of Kaskaskia. the House
of Delegates of Virginia extended civil jurisdic-

tion over what had previously been known as
the Illinois Country. A bw was enacted creat-
ing "the county of Illinois," and a commandant
was appointed by Patrick Henry, who has, by
one of our historians been called "Ex-officio the
first Governor of Illinois." Courts were estab-
lished at Cahokia and Kaskaskia and an election
held for civil officers. This was the first election

held in Illinois. The history of the next few
years is enveloped in much obscurity. Evidently
there was but little progress until the close of
the Revolutionary War and the ratification of
the treaty of peace between the colonies and
Great Britain in 1783. The event now to be
mentioned, was one of deep consequence and
has been called the genesis of Illinois history—
the cession by Virginia of the vast territory of
which Illinois was a part, to the general gov-
ernment. The claim of Virginia to the vast
area mentioned was controverted by some of the
other colonies. In fact, this claim was for a
time an obstacle to the ratification of the Articles
of Confederation. Pending the ratification, the
Continental Congress resolved : *That it be ear-
nestly recommended to those States who have
claims to the Western country, to pass such laws
as may remove the only obstacle to the final

ratification of the .\rticles of Confederation."
This important resolution was. a few days later,

supplemented by one declaring, "that the lands
ceded to the United States pursuant to the above
recommendation, shall be disposed of for the

common benefit of the United States, and shaH
be formed into distinct republican States, which
shall become members of the Federal Union,
and have the same rights of sovereignty, free-

dom, and independence, as tlie other States."

In response to the above, the House of Delegates
of Virginia in January 1781. proposed to cede
to the general government the lands mentioned
upon the conditions named, .\fter much dis-

cussion and delay the proposition of Virginia
was accepted by the Congress and in time a deed
of cession was duly executed. To this famous
instrument— by virtue of which Illinois became
a part of the United States— are attached as
commissioners upon the part of Virginia, the
historic names of Thomas Jefferson, Arthur Lee,
and James Monroe. In the manner indicated,
the territory out of which Illinois has since
been carved became part and parcel of the Fed-
eral Union. Tlie daring and successful expedi-
tion of George Rogers Clark and the subsequent
act of Virginia, form a bright page in our
history. As has been truly said "The timely
campaign of Colonel Clark was the outgrowth
of Virginia foresight, enterprise, and valor. But
for this conquest, the Northwest, at the close

of the Revolution, would have been in possession
of the British and would have doubtless so
remained as did Canada : and the western line

of the United States would have been the
ridge of the Alleghanies and the Ohio River,
instead of the channel of the Mississippi.

Another milestone is now reached on the
pathway of "the Illinois country," to the dignity
and sovereignty of statehood ; reference is had
to what is well-known in our political history
as the Ordinance of 1787. Not inaptly has it

been called "the second Magna Charta." On
the historic day, i March 1784 that Virginia
ceded to the L^nited States the domain stretching
from the Mississippi to the Ohio, Mr. Jefferson
proposed to the Continental Congress a plan for

its government. His far-seeing statesmanship
is unmistakably evidenced by two provisions in

the plan he formulated. One, that slavery should
not exist in the territory after the year 1800

;

the other, that the States to be carved from the
territory were to remain forever members of
the .\merican L'nion. This plan failed to receive
the sanction of that Congress— and in later

days and by other hands, the great ordinance
was destined to come into being. Antedating
the Federal Constitution, the ordinance for the
government for the Northwestern Territorj' was
enacted 13 Julj' 1787. As this was indeed the
genesis of Illinois history under the Federal
government, it may be well to note briefly some
of the provisions of the great ordinance. By its

terms, a government was established for the
territory and a governor, secretary and judges
duly appointed, with power to adopt such laws
of the original States as were most convenient;
a Legislature was authorized when the territory
.should have five thousand free male inhabitants

;

religious freedom and civil rights— not to de-
pend upon religious belief— were guaranteed;
likewise the writ of habeas corpus and trial

by jurj', and judicial procedure according to the
common law : private property to be taken for
public use only after just compensation; and
provision to be made for the encouragement of
education. Two of the provisions of the famous
ordinance possessed a value that cannot be
measured by words. One, the States to be
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formed from said territorj-, were to remain
forever a part of the United States of America

;

the other, that neither slaverj- nor involuntary-

servitude should exist in the territorj', otherwise
than for crime whereof the part}' should have
been duly convicted. The value of the great

ordinance to that generation and to the millions

who have since found homes within the limits

01 the vast area embraced within its provisions,

cannot be overstated. In pursuance of the rec-

ommendation of Mr. Hamilton, Secretary- of the

Treasury', a General Land Office was established

for the new territorj- and a sur\ej-or-general,

registers, and receivers dulj- appointed, and
provision made for the sale of the public lands

to actual settlers, in small holdings, and at

nominal prices. The commission of General
Arthur Saint Clair, the first governor of the

Northwest Territorj-, bears date i Feb. i"88,

and soon thereafter judges and other officers

were appointed, and the new government dulj-

organized. The first visit of Governor Saint

Clair to Kaskaskia was in 1790, the countj- bear-

ing his name meanwhile ha%-ing been established.

Five j-ears later out of its territorj-. the countj-

of Randolph was created and Kaskaskia estab-

lished as its countj--seat : Cahokia being that of
the county of Saint Clair. Thus was the begin-

ning of the historic counties— out of which so
many have since been car\-ed— and whose his-

tory is, in so large a degree, that of the two first

decades of Illinois. Pursuant to the provision

of the ordinance of 178", the Northwest Territorj-

having attained the requisite population, a Gen-
eral Assemblj- was convened in Cincinnati in

February 1799. Illinois was now, for the first

time, represented in a legislative chamber. In
Maj- 1800 the Congress of the United States
provided by law for the division of the North-
west Territorj-, and the creation of a political

division to be known as the "Indiana Territorj'.*

The new territorj- embraced the present States

of Indiana and Illinois, and the seat of govern-
ment was established at ^'incennes. The first

governor was General William Henrj- Harrison,
at a later daj- the President of the United States.

Of his wise and efficient administration of the
affairs of the territorj-, too much cannot be said.

By judicious treaties with the Indian tribes,

peace was maintained and cession obtained of
valuable grants which in time became the homes
of the white emigrants. It is an interesting fact,

that the fierce hatred of the great Shawnee chief,

Tecumseh, to the whites, was at a later daj-, in

a measure, the result of the grants already men-
tioned. His own tribe allied with the Pottawat-
tomies and the Kickapoos failed to exterminate
— as was the intention of Tecumseh— the white
settlers, and ended in his own disastrous defeat

at Tippecanoe in 181 1, by which the power of

these tribes was forever broken. Events were
now leading up to the separation of Illinois from
Indiana and its own organization as a territory.

From the time of the presentation of the first

petition to that end in 1806. the legislative cham-
ber at Vinccnnes and the entire territorj- in fact,

was the theatre of exciting controversj-. Its

culmination, however, was in February 1809,
when by Act of Congress, "the territory of
Illinois" was duly organized. The seat of gov-
ernment was established at Kaskaskia— and
henceforth Illinois has a historj-. separate and
apart. A wave of emigration from the older
States had now reached the new territory, and

additional counties were organized by the Ter-
ritorial Assemblj-. The people were, in a mea-
sure, prosperous, and the question of statehood
soon became the theme of earnest discussion.

Bj- the year 1818 the population of the Territoo'
was near 40,000 and the General Assembly in

Januarj- of that j-ear forwarded a petition to

Congress, praj-ing the necessarj- legislation pre-

paratorj- to its admission to the Union. The
people were, indeed, fortunate in having as their

Territorial delegate, Nathaniel Pope, eminent at

a later daj-, as a United States judge. The bill

providing for the legislation indicated, was in-

troduced into Congress in April 1818. The valu •

able service rendered bj- Judge Pope to the
future State, will now appear. The bill as
reported back to the House of Representatives,
bj- the committee to which it had been referred,

fixed the northern boundarj- of the new State
on the north parallel of 41°, 39'. Pending the

consideration of the bill. Judge Pope offered an
amendment to that part fixing the boundarj-,

containing the significant words : Thence north
along the middle of Lake ^Michigan to nortn
latitude 42° and 30'. This amendment was
adopted and became part of the bill. Thus
amended, the bill became a law, under it a con-
vention was held at Kaskaskia. a constitution
framed, and in December 1S18. Illinois was duly
admitted as a State of the Federal Union.

During the first decade which followed the

organization of the State, the habits of the
people, in the main, were simple and their wants
few. Barter in a large measure supplied the
place of a medium of exchange. Commerce,
in so far as it had an existence with the outer
world, was bj- wagons across the Alleghenies,
and bj- flat boats down the Ohio, and the Mis-
sissippi. The log cabin furnished protection to
the pioneer from the winter's storm. With rude
implements of his own construction, he culti-

vated his fields, and with his rifle defended his

loved ones from the incursions of the savage.

At the time of its admission, there were but 23
post-offices within the limits of the entire State.

.\t the period indicated and for j-ears afterwards,

the frontiersman regarded himself as especially

favored if located within a dozen miles of a

post-office. The mails reached the settlements

weeklj- or monthlj- upon horseback or bj- stage-

coach. The log cabin with its puncheon floor

supplied the double purpose of temple of learn-

ing, and place for public worship. Articles of
apparel, were, with rare exception, of home
manufacture. Railroads, colleges and univer-

sities were unknown. Less than 10.000 persons
within the entire State were engaged in agricul-

tural pursuits. Chicago had hardly a place upon
the map. The rapid emigration which imme-
diatelj- followed its admission soon rendered the

selection of a capital nearer the centre of popu-
lation a necessitj-. The commissioners desig-

nated by the legislature, for this purpose,
,

l-.aving in view the possible flow of emigration
northward, chose a site for the new location, 140
miles north of the Ohio River, to which was
gnven the name Vandalia— then a wilderness,

but now a beautiful and prosperous citj-. During
the two decades which followed the location

of the capital at Vandalia, the population of the

State increased to 476.000. The drift of emigra-

tion was to the Wabash, to the Sangamon, to

the Vermillion, to "the Military Tract," to the
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rich lands drained by the Kankakee and the
Fox, aiid to the grand prairies stretching north-
ward and westward to Wisconsin and to the
Mississippi. In 1836 Springfield became the seat
of government. Then a village of but a few
hundred inhabitants, it is now a splendid city

and an honor to the commonwealth. Its near-
ness to the geographical centre of the State ; its

accessibility and the erection of a superb State
House, renders the present location, for our time
at least, permanent.

Constitution.— Three constitutions have been
in force in Illinois since its admission as a State.

The first was formulated by a convention of 32
delegates— representing the fifteen counties of
the territory— which assembled in Kaskaskia in

August 1818. This constitution— under which
the State was admitted— remained the organic
law of Illinois for 30 years, and until the adop-
tion of the constitution of 1848. Meanwhile the
State had gradually increased in wealth and in

population. Many new counties had been or-

ganized and the northern boundary of actual

settlement extended from the county of Madison
to the Wisconsin line. Chicago and other cities

unknown to the framers of the first constitution,

had sprung into being. An attempt to procure
the calling of a convention to frame a constitu-

tion to supplant the first, was made in 1823. By
Article 7 of the latter, the legislature was em-
powered, by a two thirds vote thereof, to submit
to the electors of the State, the question of
calling a convention to alter or amend the exist-

ing constitution. By the legislature of 1823 there
was such submission under the above provision.
The purpose of the originators of this movement
unquestionably was to secure by constitutional
provision, the introduction of slavery into the
State. For more than a year this was the all-

absorbing topic of debate. Political leaders and
newspapers were divided and fierce personal
antagonisms engendered. The discussions at the
fireside, in the public press and upon the
hustings, touched all phases of the question from
the standpoint of material advantage, as well as
from the high plane of right. The verdict of
the people was rendered 2 Aug. 1824 against
the proposed convention and the introduction of
slavery into Illinois. The question of calling a
convention was again submitted by the legisla-

ture in 1846: the returns showed a large majority
favorable, and delegates were chosen in April

1847. This convention consisting of 162 members
assembled in Springfield in June of that year
and its deliberations were concluded 31 August.
Unlike the first constitution, this was submitted
to the people. It met popular approval and by
its terms went into operation on the first Mon-
day of April 1848. This remained in force until

the adoption of the present constitution. The
latter was formulated by a convention consisting
of 85 members which assembled in Springfield

13 Dec. 1869. The constitution it framed was
submitted to popular vote and approved, and
has since .A.ugust 1870 been the fundamental law
of the State. The existing constitution is in

large degree an improvement upon both of those
which preceded it. Some of its most important
provisions are : the division of the powers of
the government of the State into three depart-
ments— the legislative, the executive, and the
judicial; vesting the legislative power in a
General Assembly to consist of a Senate and
House of Representatives, both to be elected by

the people ; senators required to be 25, and
representatives 21 years of age; also to be
citizens of the United States, and five years
resident of this State ; no person convicted of
infamous crime or a public defaulter to be
eligible as senator or representative or to any
ofiice of profit or trust in the State; in addition
to the ordinary official oath each senator and
representative is required to swear in substance
that his election has in no manner been secured
by bribery; the number of senators was fixed at

51, and of representatives at 153; minority rep-
resentation was provided for in the election of
members of the House ; senators to be elected
for four years and members of the House for

two years; a majority of the members elected to
each House shall constitute a quorum ; bills may
originate in either House subject to amendment
in the other ; upon the final passage the yeas and
nays shall be taken upon each bill separately

;

every bill to be read at large upon three different
days in each House ; no act to embrace more
than one subject and that to be embraced in its

title; no money to be drawn from the treasury
except in pursuance of an appropriation made by
law ; the General Assembly permitted to make
appropriations for expenditures incurred in sup-
pressing insurrection, or repelling invasion

;

compensation of senators and members fixed at

$5.00 per day during the session ; the General
Assembly prohibited from releasing the indebted-
ness, liability or obligation of any corporation
or individual to the State, or to any municipal
corporation therein ; to have no power to au-
thorize lotteries or gift enterprises for any pur-
pose. Two important mandatory provisions
upon the General Assembly were incorporated
in the constitution : one requiring legislation pro-
tecting coal miners, and the other the passage
of liberal homestead and exemption laws. Under
the former constitution, the State and people had
suffered from special legislation. To the end
that such legislation be discontinued and gen-
eral laws when necessary enacted, the General
Assembly was prohibited from passing local or
special laws in any of the following cases, viz.

:

for granting divorces ; changing the names of
persons or places : laying out, opening, altering

and working roads or highways ; vacating roads,

town plats, streets, alleys and public grounds

;

locating or changing county seats ; regulating
county and township affairs ; regulating the

practice in courts of justice; regulating the
jurisdiction and duties of justices of the peace,

police magistrates and constables ; providing
for changes of venue in civil and criminal
cases ; incorporating cities, towns or villages or
changing or amending the charter of any town,
city or village ; providing for the election of a
board of supervisors : summoning and impaneling
grand or petit juries; providing for the man-
agement of common schools ; regulating the rate

of interest on money; the opening and conduct-
ing of any election or designating the place of
voting; the sale or mortgage of real estate be-

longing to minors or others under disability;

the protection .of game or fish; chartering or
licensing ferries or toll bridges ; remitting fines,

penalties, or forfeitures ; creating, increasing or
decreasing fees, percentage or allowance of pub-
lic officers during the term for which said officers

are elected or appointed ; changing the law of
descent ;

granting to any corporation, association
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or individual the right to lay down railroad

tracks or amending existing charters for such
purpose: granting to any corporation, associa-

tion or indi\-idiial, any special or exclusive

pri\-ilege, immunity or franchise whatever.

Go-zernment.— The supreme executive power
of the State is vested in a governor, "who shall

take care that the laws be faithful!}- executed*

;

his term of office fixed at four years; he is re-

quired to be 30 years of age and for five years

next preceding his election, a citizen of the

United States, and of this State: he is required

at the commencement of each session to give to

the General Assembly, information by message
of the condition of the State, and recommend
such measures as he shall deem expedient; he
can, by proclamation, convene the General As-
sembly upon extraordinary occasions: may re-

move officers of his appointment for incom-
petency, neglect of duty or malfeasance in office

;

may grant reprieves, commutations, or pardons
after conviction for all offenses ; shall be Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Militarj- and Xaval
forces of the State— except when they are called

into the ser\-ice of the United States; is vested
with a qualified negative upon all bills passed by
the General Assembly, but bills can be passed
over his veto by a two-thirds vote of each
House ; in case of his death, resignation, or con-
viction upon impeachment, the duties of his of-

fice devolve upon the lieuteiwni-govemor : the
last named officer is president of the senate, and
is, with the secretary of state, auditor of public

accounts, treasurer, superintendent of public

instruction, and attorney-general, elected in

the same manner, and except the treasurer, for
the same length of time as the governor; two
years is the term of the treasurer. The judicial

powers of the State are vested in a supreme
court, circuit courts, count}- courts, justices

of the peace, police magistrates, and in such
couns as may be created by law for cities and
incorporated towns ; the supreme court consists

of seven judges, and their term of office is

nine years; the terms of the circuit judges fixed

at six years, inferior appellate courts of uniform
organization and jurisdiction to be composed of
circuit judges, to be created.

Suffrage.— One year's residence in the State
necessary to its exercise ; voting to be by ballot

;

persons convicted of infamous crimes to be ex-
cluded from the right of suffrage.

Rnenue.— The General .\ssembly to pro\-ide

for needed revenue by le\-}'ing a tax, by valua-
tion, so that ever}- person and corporation shall

pay a tax in proportion to the value of his, her,

or its property; certain property, religious, chari-

table, etc, may by general law be exempt from
•axation.

Corporations.— No corporation to be created
by special laws, except those for charitable,

educational, penal, or reformator}- purposes, and
these to be under State patronage and control:
the General Assembly to pro\-ide by general
laws for the organization of all corporations
hereafter to be created : no State Bank hereafter
to be created, nor shall the State own any
stock in any corporation for banking purposes

;

ever}' stockholder in a banking corporation to

be indi%-idually liable to its creditors for double
the amount of his stock; the rolling stock and
all other mo\-able prooert}- of all railroads in

the State, to be considered personal property, and
subject to execution for the debts of such com-

pany: railroad corporations prohibited from con-
solidating with parallel or competing lines ; alj

railroads in the State declared to be public high-
ways, and free to all persons for the trans-

portation of their persons and property thereon,

imder such regulations as may be prescribed by
law— the General Assembly to establish reason-

able maximum rates of charges for the trans-

portation of passengers and freight ; the right of
eminent domain by the State against such cor-
porations never to be abridged ; the General
Assembly by appropriate legislation to prevent
unjust discrimination and extortion in the rates

of passenger and freight tariffs on all railroads

in the State; appropriate legislation authorized
for the protection of producers, shippers and re-

ceivers of grain and produce. By a two thirds

vote in each House the General Assembly may
submit to the electors, the question of calling a
convention to alter or amend the Constitution, to

be voted upon at the next general election: by
the same vote in the General Assembly proposed
amendments to the constitution (without the
intervention of a convention) may be submitted
to the electors for adoption or rejection. The
General Assembly prohibited from releasing the
Illinois Central Railroad Company from its

charter obligation to pay the State the agreed
percentage of the gross earnings of said com-
pany : no county, city, town or township per-

mitted to become a subscriber to the capital

stock of any railroad, or private corporation, or
to make donations to, or loan its credit in aid

of any such corporation.

Politics.— Under the recent apportionment by
virtue of the 12th census of the United States,

Illinois has 25 representatives in Congress. The
electoral vote of the State at successive Presi-

dential elections, since its admission has been
cast as follows, viz. : In 182a for Monroe ; in

1824 one vote for Adams and two for Jackson

;

in 1S28 and 1832 for Jackson: in 1836 and i&io
for Van Buren: in 1844 for Polk; in 1848 for

Cass ; in 1852 for Pierce : in 1856 for BuchaBan

;

in i860 and~ 1864 for Lincoln ; in 1868 and 1872
for Grant; in 1876 for Hayes; in 18S0 for Gar-
field : in 1884 for Blaine ; in 1888 for Harrison

;

in 1892 for Cleveland : in 1806 and 1900 for Mc-
Kinley. The vote of Illinois in the electoral

college during the 85 years of its existence as a
State, has increased from 3 to 27. The Black
Hawk war of 1831-2 and the Mormon war of

1S44 are chief among the interesting historical

events of the State. As the result of the first.

Indian depredations ceased, and the remnants of
once powerful tribes disappeared forever from
the State. WTiat is known in local history as

•the Mormon War* occurred in Hancock Coun-
ty on the Mississippi River. Xauvoo in the last

named county was the Mormon cit}-. the home of

Joseph Smith, 'the prophet* and head of the

church : it was the seat of Mormon authorit}-,

and the site of a splendid temple. The assassi-

nation of Joseph Smith by an anti-Mormon mob
in 1844 was soon thereafter followed by the

complete exodus of his followers from the

State.

Bibliography.— Ford. 'History of Illinois';

and a < History of Illinois' by Davidson and
Stuve: Moses. <History of Illinois' ; the twelfth

census of the United States; the several official

reports of State officers published by authority

of the General Assembly.
Adlai E. Stevexsox,
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Illinois Central Railroad. Tlic history of
the Illinois Cciural Railroail ftiibraces many in-

teresting episodes, some of wliich bore directly

in their effect on the bnilding np of the nation,

of the State of Illinois and of the city of Chi-

cago. Prior to tlic incorporation of this line,

the State of Illinois had vainly endeavored to

establish an effective and profitable centra! rail-

road. In doing this, a large State debt accu-
mulated and the outlook for wiping out that

debt was not at all promising when the act

to incorporate the Illinois Central Railroad
Company was approved by Governor French,
on 10 Feb. 1851. As events have proved, this

act produced results more momentous in the
history of the State and of the United States
than any act approved by an Illinois Executive
before or smce.

The inception of this important enterprise

dates back to 1835, when two of the State's most
famous men, Hon. Sidney Breese and Hon.
Stephen A. Douglas, first discussed publicly the
advisability of penetrating the centre of the
State by means of a railroad and thus opening
up a vast territory which at that time was an
uninhabited and partially unexplored wilder-
ness. On 16 Jan. 1836, the State Legislature
passed an act incorporating "The Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company." Two years later an
attempt was made to start this road, whicli was
intended to run 457 miles. The sum of $3,500,-
000 was appropriated for the route, but within
a few months the difficulties surrounding the
situation in tlie matter of actual track-laying
became so great that, after an expenditure of

$506,000, principally on surveys and preliminary
work, the plan was abandoned.

In 1843, a private corporation entitled "The
Great Western Railroad" secured a charter and
began work, but soon became discouraged and
surrendered their charter. In 1849 this charter
was renewed, only to be again surrendered to

make room for the road now operating and
known as The Illinois Central Railroad. At
the time the road was commenced by the present
corporation, it was estimated that the aggregate
cost would be about $15,000,000. The actual
cost for construction, including all extension up
to the present time, has been nearly $50,000,000.

Original Charter Dircclors.— The twelve di-

rectors selected in 1S51, under the charter and
known as the "Charter Directors" included
nine prominent New York men and three well-

known citizens of Bostoiv. The directors from
New York were Robert Schuyler, George Gris-
wold, Governeur Morris, Jonathan Sturges,
Thomas W. Ludlow, John F. A. Sanford, Henry
Grinnell, Joseph W. Alsop and Leroy M. Wiley.
Those from Boston were Franklin Haven, Rob-
ert Rantoul, Jr., and David A. Neal.

Population.— In 1850, shortly before the
chartering of the railroad, Illinois stood nth
in population and 17th in wealth among the
States. The marked difference during the fol-

lowing 10 years is worthy of note as showing
the direct effect of improved and extended rail-

road accommodation. In i860. Illinois stood
fourth in population among the States, also
fourth in wealth.

Railroad Conditions in iS~:i.— In 1851, when
the charter of the present road was granted,
the population of Chicago was 30.000. That
city had no railroad connection with the east

nor in any other direction. In the same year
the Hudson River liailroad, 140 miles, from
New York to East Albany, was opened. Other
events of importance during 1851 were the ex-
tension of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,
to Cumberland and the opening of an Erie
Railroad line from Pierpont on the Hudson to
Dunkirk on Lake Erie. Wisconsin had 20
miles of railroad at that time. The railroad
mileage of Indiana was 228 miles, and of Ken-
tucky, 78 miles. Just prior to the chartering
of the Illinois Central there were III miles of
railroad track in the State. When the 50th
anniversary of the road was held at Chicago in

1901, it was announced that the company was
then operating railroads in 13 States.

Dcvclofmcnt.— The first section of the road,
covering 705.50 miles, and running from Chi-
cago to Cairo and from Centralia to Dubuque,
was opened on 27 Sept. 1856, being about five

and one half years after the issuing of the
cliarter. Since the opening of this main line

other lines have been purchased, including part
of tlie Saint Louis, Peoria and Northern rail-

roads from Springfield to East Saint Louis,
Illinois, in 1900. This purchase was followed
by a number of other purchases and absorp-
tions.

Roads Acquired by Purchase, etc.— From
Springfield to East Saint Louis, 111. (part of
the Saint Louis, Peoria and Northern) ; Indiana
Division of the former Peoria, Decatur and
Evansville, extending from the Illinois State
line to Evansville, Ind.. with a branch to New
Harmony, Ind. ; Evansville and Alattoon, from
tlie State line to Mattoon, 111. This was for-

merly a division of the Peoria, Decatur and
Evansville; Chicago, Madison and Northern;
Kankakee and Southwestern ; Chicago and
Springfield ; Saint Louis, Alton and Terre
Haute; Chicago, Havana and Western; Mound
City; Chicago and Texas; Riverside and Har-
lem ; the parts of the Rantoul and Illinois and
Indiana railroads lying in the State of Indiana,
extending from West Lebanon to State line

and from Switz City to State line.

Leased Lines.— The leased lines of the Illi-

nois Central Railroad are Chicago and Eastern;
South Chicago; Blue Island; Peoria, Decatur
and Mattoon ; Peoria and Pekin L'nion ; Du-
buque apd Sioux City ; Chicago, Saint Louis
and New Orleans, and the Canton, Aberdeen
and Nashville railroads.

Mileage.— The corporation now controls one
of the most important groupings of railroad

lines in the United States. The total mileage
operated, according to the latest official report

available, is 4.374.04, exclusive of the Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad (1,209.91 miles).

The length of the main line, from Chicago to

Cairo, Illinois, is given as ,364.73 miles: Omaha
Division, from Chicago to Council Bluft's, Iowa,

513.96 miles; New Orleans Division, from Cairo
to New Orleans, Louisiana, 547.79; Louisville

Division, from Memphis, Tennessee, to Louis-
ville, Kentucky, 398.12 miles; otiier lines owned
or leased operated in the system, 2,549.12.

Additional Tracks.— The length of line hav-
ing two tracks is 654.33 miles ; third and other

additional main tracks, 72.56 miles ; sidings, etc.,

1,514.04. The gauge of this svstem is a feet

8^/ inches. The average weight of steel rails

is 72.78 lbs
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Charter Tax.— The charter of the company,

reserved to the Stale of Illinois, calls for pay-

ment, in lieu of taxes, of 7 per cent of the gross

receipts of the 705.50 miles of road originally

built under that charter. The total amount

paid to the State of Illinois under the provisions

of this charter, from the opening of the road

in 1855 to 30 June 1904, was $22,359^16.21.

Diz-idends.— Between the beginning of oper-

ations in 1851 and 30 June 1904, the stockholders

received $ii8>403,66i.59 as dividends out of the

earnings of the company.

Rolling Stock.— The rolling stock of the

company, 30 June 1904, included 1.086 locomo^
lives.

I \ ) passenger and chair cars, 14 cafe

dining cars. 148 baggage, mail and express cars,

42 postal cars (3 of these partly owned), and

52.957 freight cars, making a total, with minor
items under this head, of 55,809 cars.

Earnings.— The earnings of the road, for

the year ending 30 June 19CH- amounted to

$46,831,136, or Sio.789.72 per mile. These earn-

ings were di\-ided as follows: Passenger traffic,

$9,554,743: freight traffic. $31,692,575: mail and
express service, $1,694,280; miscellaneous earn-

ings, $3,889,538. For 1905, the total earnings

w^ere $49,508,649.

Xet Earnings. Receipts and Di'cidends.— The
net earnings of the road for the year ending

30 June 1904, were $14-037,885, or 29_t8 per

cent; for 1905, $14,396,943: net receipts from

land sales, $41.053 : investments and miscellane-

ous profits, $2,675,495.72; surplus dividend fund

(30 June 1903), $1,178,186.92: surplus dividend

fund, 30 June 1904. $1,225,766.92.

Expenses.— The total expenses of the road

for the vear ending 30 June 1904. amounted to

S32.793-251.31. or $7,555-44 per mile: for 1905,

$35,111,706. The amount paid for taxes, rents,

interest and sinking fund during the same
period was $7,888,506; in dividends at 6 per

cent, $5,702^00.

Bonded Debt.— Vac bonded debt of the

road, including 25 investments, aggregates

$137,599,525. Of this total the first issue yet to

mature is S88,ooo, issued in 18S0 and maturing

in 1910. An issue of $2,800,000, placed in 1869,

matures in 1917. The next, following in order,

is an issue of $968,000 made in i88r and ma-
turing in 1921 ; an issue of $470,000 made in

1883 and maturing in 1923 : an issue of $538,000,

made in 1886 and maturing in 1931 : an issue

of $241,000, made in 1887 and due in 1932.

Opening up of the State.— The beginning of

active operations in establishing the line marked

the beginning of State development throughout

a vast area which, up to that time, had been

inaccessible to traffic of any kind except by

means of the most rural contrivances, utterly

inadequate for any but the most restricted local

demands. The new move toward opening up

commercial possibilities immediately doubled

the price of public lands. These tracts were

readily bought up as conditions improved and

steadily increased in value year by year.

At a critical juncture in the nation's historj-.

when it became necessary to move regiments,

brigades and divisions of western troops to the

scene of active civil war operations, the Illinois

Central Railroad provided the only available

means of adequate rapid transportation. .\t

the same time, the existence of that railroad

and its excellent management made the prompt
supply of rations and forage possible.

Payment of State Debt.— As mentioned in a

previous paragraph, the attempt of the State to

operate successfully a central railroad ended
in utter failure. In 1851 the people of Illinois

were under a burden of some $60,000,000 as

the outcome of the experiment. The establish-

ment and active operation, with ever continuing
development of the road, enabled the whole of

that debt to be paid off in due course with
proper interest.

Other Benefits to State and City.— The per-

sistency of the railroad authorities in extending
their own lines and giving added vitality to

smaller railroads made possible the cultivation

of the Grand Prairie, previously waste, thereby

raising the prestige of the State as a pro-

ductive national factor of extraordinary im-

portance. It is on record that over $3,000,000

has been expended since about 1836 by the

railroad company upon the construction of

dikes, piers and breakwaters to protect the city

against lake encroachments. Very great bene-

fits, too, have been derived by Chicago from
being brought into close commercial touch with

prairie lands and the agricultural area of the

Lower Mississippi Valley. Chicago has also

gained an outlet by rail to the Gulf of Mexico.

It is said, to the credit of the Illinois Central

Company, that the extent and vigorous adminis-

tration of its affairs during the period e.xtend-

ing from the inception of the World's Fair in

1893 until its close made the success of that

enterprise possible by furnishing ample trans-

portation within its jurisdiction for the im-

mense passenger and freight traffic which im-

pended there from start to finish.

Statistical.— The States in which the Illi-

nois Central Railroad is now operating are

Illinois, Indiana. Wisconsin, Iowa. Minnesota,

South Dakota. Kentucky. Tennessee, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Missouri and Alabama. The
present total mileage of the road, including

leased lines and the Yazoo and Mississippi

\'alley Railroad, is nearly one-half the railway

mileage of the State. The total riumber of

stockholders in the company, according to the

latest report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, is 9.123. The value of stock outstand-

ing, according to the latest quotations. 1905, is

S9;.040.ooo. The highest rate at which stock

was quoted in 1904 was 159; lowest 125^-

The highest rate quoted for 1905 was 183;

lowest 152*1.

Other lines operating in Illinois are the

Santa Fe; Baltimore and Ohio; Chicago and

.\lton; Chicago and Northwestern: Chicago,

Burlington and Quincv-; Chicago Great West-

em • Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville ; Chi-

cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul; Chicago, Rock

Island and Pacific: Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chi-

cago and St. Louis: Erie: "Frisco System*:

Grand Trunk ; Great Central Route : Iowa Cen-

tral : Lake Erie and Western : Lake Shore and

Michigan Southern: Louisville and Xash\nlle:

Michigan Central : Missouri Pacific : Mobile and

Ohio:^New York, Chicago and St. Louis; Penn-

svlvania: Southern: Toledo. St. Louis and

Western; Vandalia; Wabash, and Wisconsm

Central.
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Illinois College, an institution located in

Jacksonville. 111., the oldest college in the State,

fonnded in 1829, largely through the efforts of
the "Yale Band of Seven," an Eastern organiza-
tion of college men. The courses of study are
arranged according to the group system, which
permits a fair amount of choice. In 1902 the
attendance was 125 students with 17 instructors.

In 1903 the college was atifiliated with the Uni-
versity of Chicago. The same year the endow-
ment fund was increased from $155,000, in 1902,

to nearly $500,000. The college library con-
tains 12,000 volumes, and the literary societies

4,000. available for reference.

Illinois River, an affluent to the Missis-
•sippi, formed by the confluence of the Kankakee,
Des Plaines, and Du Page rivers, in Grundy
County, about 44 miles southwest of Chicago.
Its entire course of over 350 miles is within the
State, through a fertile, undulating country, rich

in bituminous coal deposits. It flows tirst west-
ward to Ottawa and Lasalle, at Depue bending
-southwestward past Lacon, Chillicothe, Peoria,
Pekin, Havana, and Beardstown, and near Naples
turning due south and joining the Mississippi
about 18 miles above Alton, at the mouth of the
Missouri. The river is 1,200 feet wide at its

mouth and is navigable throughout to Lasalle
where a ship canal about 120 miles long con-
nects it with Lake Michigan at Chicago, thus
ensuring a clear waterway from the Great Lakes
to the Mississippi and the Missouri. The Illi-

nois has numerous tributaries of which the Fox
and Sangamon rivers are the chief.

Illinois State Normal University, located
at Normal, a suburb of Bloomington, 111., was
founded in 1857. It is the oldest State normal
school in the Mississippi Valley, and has fur-
nished principals or instructors for nearly all

of the younger normal schools in the central and
western States. Up till 1904 it had given in-

struction to 15,652 normal students, nearly all

of whom have become teachers. Its graduates
number 1,549. The school occupies three build-

ings upon a beautiful campus of 57 acres. It is

well equipped with library, laboratories, gym-
nasium, and apparatus for instruction in all

the various branches of study. Its revenue,
about $60,000 per year, appropriated from the

State treasury, includes the interest derived
from the College and Seminary Funds granted
by the Federal government in 1818. It is gov-
erned by the Board of Education of the State
of Illinois, a body of 15 appointed by the
governor. The State superintendent of public
instruction is ex-otKcio secretary of the board.
Its sole purpose is to prepare teachers for the

schools of the State, accordingly students are re-

quired to sign a pledge declaring their intention
to teach. Tuition is free. The programmes
of study leading to graduation vary from two
to four years, according to the preparation of
the student. The required work includes
courses in pedagogy, psychology, and general
method, history and philosophy of education,
school management and the Illinois school
system and one year of practical teaching in the
training department. Along with these are
provided courses in special method in the various
branches of elementary and high school course.
Special courses are provided in manual train-
ing, art, vocal music, kindergarten and ele-
mentary agricultural science. The attendance
in IQ02-3 was t,oi4, besides 502 in the training

department. The faculty of instruction numbers
31. The presidents of the institution have been:
Gen. Charles E. Hovey (1857-61): Richard
Edwards (1862-76); Edwin C. Hewett (1876-
90); John W. Cook (1890-99); Arnold Tomp-
kins (l89C>-i900) ; David Fclmley (1900 ).

David Felmley, President.
Illinois, University of, the State university

situated at Urbana. It was founded in accept-
ance of the national land grant of 1862 (see
Colleges, Land Grant), and was incorporated
in 1867 as the Illinois Industrial University.
In 1870 women were admitted ; in 1877 the State
legislature granted power to confer degrees; and
in 1885 the name was changed to the University
of Illinois. It was the first American university
to give shop instruction, a mechanical shop being
equipped in 1870. It is governed by a board of
trustees, consisting of three cx-oKcio members,
including the governor, and nine elective mem-
bers. The undergraduate department includes
the college of literature and arts, of engineering,
of science, and of agriculture: corresponding
graduate courses are given : other departments
of the university are the academy, State library

school, the school of music, the college of law,
the college of medicine, the school of dentistry,

and the school of pharmacy, the three latter

being situated in Chicago. The university has
a number of valuable scientific collections; the
agricultural experiment station organized under
the Federal law of 1887 is controlled by the uni-

versity trustees, but is separately supported by
the national appropriation ; the general univer-
sity library numbers 71.039 volumes besides pam-
phlets ; other libraries under university control

are the library of State Laboratory of Natural
History (15.000 volumes), the library of the

college of law. and the special collection of the

department of education (1.500 books and 3.000

pamphlets). The annual income amounts to

$900,000; the number of students in all depart-

ments was 3,725 in 1904-5, the number of pro-

fessors and instructors, 392.

W. L. PrLLSBURY,
Registrar University of Illinois.

Illinois Wesleyan University, founded in

1850 under the auspices of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, at Bloomington, 111. The college

courses provide for the degrees of B.A., B.S.,

Ph.B., LL.B., M.A., Ph.D., and two honorary

degrees. It has, also, a preparatory school. In

1902 the number of students was over 1.400. of

which 478 were non-residents; professors and

instructors, 38; volumes in the library about

11,000.

lUit'erates, those unable to read or to

write, or to do either. The percentage of illit-

erates indicates the average intelligence, or at

least of education, in the people of a country.

The United States. Hungary. Italy, and Portu-

gal, and the Australian colonies of Victoria and

Tasmania, have attempted to take an exact

census of illiterates; all children below six years

of age were excluded, except in the United

States, where all children below 10 years of age

were excluded. .The following gives the result:

Per cent

United States (1880) 22.15

Italv 088i1 .S4-30

HniiRarv (1880) 57-14

Portugal (1878) 79-07

But the most exact results are gained by esti-

mating the number of men and women who
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are unable to sign their names in the marriage
registers. From this estimate the following are

the results for 1886:

England and Wales

.

Scotland
Ireland
Victoria
New South Wales.

.

Queensland
bouth .\ustralia . .

.

New Zealand
Prussia (1884)
France (1882)
Italy (188-)

The subjoined table gives the number of con-
scripts of the countries named who were illiter-

ate in the fullest sense of the term:

Per cent Per cent

Baden (1884) 0.02 HoUand (188-) 8.5
Wnnemberg (1884).. 0.02 France (1886) 10.30
Bavaria (.1884) 0.08 Belgium (188;) 13. 87
Saxony (.1884) 0.15 Austria 0888) 25.00
Sweden U883) 0.27 Hungary H888) ...38.60
Denmark (1881) ... 0.36 Italy (i888) 42.98
Germany (1884) ... 1.27 Russia (1S82) 78.79
Switzerland (18S8).. 1.3 Servia (1881) 79-31
Prussia U884) . 1-97

At the last general election in Great Britain

and Ireland there voted in England and ^\'ales

38,587 illiterate persons, in Scotland 4,836, in Ire-

land 36,722, giving a percentage of 2.69 out of a
total of 2,969.381 voters. Illiteracy among vot-

ers, both white and black, increased greatly in

the South between 1870 and 1880. In Te.xas in

1870 there were 17.500 illiterate voters; in 1880
there were 33,085. But between 1880 and 1890
the illiteracy in the States was reduced to 13-4

per cent of the total population.

lUuminati, i-lu-mi-na'ti ("the illuminated"),
the name given to themselves by an association

of people who professed to have attained to a
higher knowledge of God, and heavenly things,

and a deeper insight into the spiritual world
than the rest of mankind. They were repre-

sented by the Alombrados in Spain and the

Gucrients in France. In the last half of the
18th centurj- a sect of mystics rose in Belgium
which from its foundation 1 May 1776 at Ingol-

stadt, spread over a large portion of Catholic

Germany. At first they called themselves "Per-
fectibilists." Their founder was Adam Weis-
haupt (q.v.), a professor of canon law at Ingol-

stadt.

Illuminating of Manuscripts. See Books;
M.\NL'SCKIPTS, ILLL.MIN.VTI.VC OF.

Illusion. In mental pathology it is neces-

sao' to distinguish the term "illusion" from the

terms "delusion" and "hallucination." In com-
mon parlance these terms are often confused, and
many persons in using them have not very clear

ideas of what they wish to express by them.
But this is not so among writers in psychiatry,

for in this science these three terms are ver>-

clearly and ver>- strictly demarcated. .-Xnd it is

highly necessary- that these distinctions should

be observed, because these terms stand for very
different phenomena in mental disease— phe-

nomena of different value and importance, and
each with its own special significance as to the

patiant's welfare.

By an illusion is meant a misinterpretation
of a sensorj- impression. Ordinarily, when the
mind is acting in a perfectly normal way and
there is nothing to confuse its impressions or
to obstruct its proper perceptive powers, a sensa-
tion, whether of the eye, ear, taste, or skin, is

conveyed to the consciousness and is recognized
correctly. Thus a sound, as the note of a bird

or the voice of a friend : or the sight of some
object, as of an animal moving in the distance,

is properlj- conveyed to the intelligence and is

properly recognized. But this process may be
interfered with in various ways. The senses,
notoriously, are not always to be relied upon.
Even the normal mind may make mistakes in the
interpretation of sensations, and still more so
may the mind that is impaired. It thus happens
that all illusions are not necessarily evidences
of a diseased mind ; this fault}- action of the
senses, or of the perception, may and often does
happen in the cases of persons of sound mind.
For instance, a person walking along a path in
the dusk may mistake a bush for an animal ; he
simply misinterprets an object, and this object
is not imaginary but has a real existence. So,
too, the mirage which sometimes appears at
sea, might lead a perfectly ignorant person to
maintain tliat he saw a ship inverted sailing in
the sky. These are instances of illusions in
which the normal mind may be temporarily
deceived. But the normal mind tends to correct
its illusions, and this it does sooner or later

according to its opportunitj- and its degree of
knowledge. In this respect the insane mind
differs from it : the illusions of the insane are
usuall}- firmh- believed in ; there is no spon-
taneous tendency on the part of the insane mind
to correct its illusions. On the contrarj-, they
are firmly embraced, and are often made the
starting point of a train of associated morbid
ideas, whereby the mental disorder is all the
more confirmed.

An hallucination differs from an illusion in

the fact that it is entirely subjective. In a strict

sense it is a disorder of perception in which the
external sense organs do not participate, and
it leads to a belief on the part of the patient
that he perceives some external object, whereas
in fact there is no such object corresponding to
tlie perception. In other words, it is a disorder
of perception giving rise to a false belief in a
sensation. For instance, a person believes that
he hears the voice of an acquaintance speaking
to him, when there is no voice either of the
acquaintance or of any one else; or, again, a
person thinks he has a vision of a deceased
friend or of some other spiritual being, whereas
there is no external object or person whatever
giving rise to this or any other sensation. The
whole process, therefore, is subjective, or within
the patient's own mind ; it is without any ob-
jective equivalent. It is thus readily seen that
an hallucination is much more deeply seated
than an illusion, and is a much more direct
evidence of a disorder of the mind. Some au-
thorities doubt indeed whether a true hallucina-
tion ever occurs in a normal person : what ap-
pears to be so in any given case would probably
be found on strict inquir>- to be an illusion.
.•Mthough this may be an extreme position, the
fact remains that hallucinations are very rare in
the sane and verj- common in some forms of in-
sanity; and that, as in the case of illusions.
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the sane tend to correct them, while the insane

adhere to them with imswerving belief. The
most common hallucinations of the insane are

the visual and the auditory, and they are some-
times very grave symptoms. Auditory hallucin-

ations are especially dangerous, for they may
lead the patient to commit acts of violence in

response to their suggestions.

A delusion differs from both an illusion and
an hallucination in the fact that it is not a

sensory disorder— but a derangement entirely

within the intellectual sphere. It is an errone-

ous belief, but one which is due entirely to

mental disorder. The latter part of this defini-

tion is essential, because a delusion is essentially

something more than a mere error of belief or

judgment. It is an erroneous belief that is due
to insanity, or to a disordered mind. Mere
errors of belief may and do occur in persons who
are sane : no person, in fact, is exempt. Such
errors may be due to ignorance, prejudice or

faults of education, but they are not evidence

of insanit}' ; otherwise the whole world would
be insane. In the case, however, of an insane

pauper who believes that he is a multi-million-

aire, or that he is emperor of the United States,

there is obviously something more than a mere
erroneous belief in the sense of an error of

judgment or opinion. Such a patient has de-

veloped an idea which no sane man in similar

circumstances could have developed ; in other

words, he has a delusion, and he is not insane

because he has the delusion, but he has the de-

lusion because he is insane. The insanity or

mental unsoundness is the fundamental fact, and
is shown usually by other symptoms besides the

tendency to form delusions. As in the cases of

illusions and hallucinations, the insane cling to

their delusions with great tenacity: no argument,
no logic moves them. The delusions of the

insane are usuallj' distinguished as systematized

and unsystematized. In the former the delusion

has a certain consistence, coherence and endur-
ance ; in the latter the ideas are more or less

incoherent and changing. Delusions again may
be expansive or depressive, according to the

emotional tinge. See also Im.\gination ; In-
s.\NiTy. J.\MES Hendrie Lloyd,

Formerly yeurologist Philadelphia Hospital.

Illustra'tion of Books, the art of making
and reproducing pictures to supplement or adorn
the text. In England book illustration may be
said to have reached its culminating point as

regards engraved and etched plates, in the first

half of the igth century, in the series of annuals,

keepsakes, and the higher class books illustrated

bj' such masters as Stothard. Turner, etc. The
revival of wood engraving by Bewick and his

pupils gradually led to the restoration of that

art as an illustrating medium. In this it was
greatly aided by the facility with which wood-
engravings can be printed along with the text,

together with the advance made in typographic
printing. The series of Christmas books illus-

trated by John (afterward Sir John) Gilbert
and Birket Foster had no small share in that
advancement. Among the artists who have
helped to raise the art to its present high posi-

tion may be mentioned Cruikshank. H. K.
Browne ("Phiz"). Doyle. Leech, Tenniel, Mil-
lais. F. Walker. W. J. Linton, Herkomer. etc.

The development of what has been called the
American school of wood-engraving has still

further increased the influence of that branch
of art for illustrative purposes.

Relief-Block Processes for Book Iltustra-

tioiis.— Many processes have been invented to

produce relief blocks with a view to supersede
wood-engraving in book illustration. The ob-

ject aimed at is to reproduce drawings in line

or wash, in fac-siniile, on a relief block capable

of being printed from the surface on the type-

press. That is, the lines or parts which impress
the paper are to be left in lelief, while the white
parts are cut out so as to leave the paper un-
printed. "Process" relief blocks may be divided

into two kinds, those reproduced from black-

and-white, or line drawings in pen and ink ; and
those from half-tone photographs, or wash draw-
ings. When pen-and-ink drawings, engravings,

or any other drawing in line are to be produced
the subject is photographed to the required size.

This process allows the drawing to be made of

any convenient size, while a drawing on transfer

paper must be of the exact size required. There
are also several gelatine processes, all of which
are based on practically the same principle. The
production of relief- blocks from ordinary pho-
tographs or drawings made by washes of black
and white baffled all efforts till the invention of

Meisenbach's process. In relief block every part

which touches the paper prints black, and eveiy

part which does not touch the paper leaves it

white. Some method had to be devised of turn-

ing the smoothly graded tones of a photograph
into pure black and white. The method sought
after w-as to break up the photo-tones into a
grain, stipple, or line, which should be closest

in the darkest parts, and become more open as

the lights were approached. That patented by
Meisenbach of IMunich in 1882 as the one on
which nearly all the most successful subsequent
processes are based, may be briefly explained.

A glass plate is prepared w-ith fine paralleJ lines.

This is exposed between the lens and the sensi-

tive plate in the camera, at a very short distance

from the plate, and when the exposure is half

completed the cap is put on the lens, the lined

plate is taken out and put in with the lines in

the reverse direction, and the exposure is com-
pleted. The resultant negative is thus broken
into minute regular dots. In a successful pro-

cess invented by Mr. Ives, of Philadelphia, and
patented in 1884. a swelled gelatine relief is

taken of the subject, and on a plaster cast of

this a stipple is impressed by means of an elastic

stamp, which gives the operator greater control

over the effect. He is then able to ink the plas-

ter cast and transfer an impression of it to a

sheet of india-rubber, and from that to a plate

of zinc. A "grained" photograph being finally

obtained by means of any of the thousand and
one processes, it is transferred to zinc and
etched. Besides these photo-chemical processes

there are various mechanical methods of pro-

ducing relief blocks. Some of them are very

technical. Dawson's typo-etching process, an

improvement on Palmer's glyphographic process

(patented in 1848) is very extensively used for

the production of maps, plans, diagrams, etc

This process is carried to great perfection in

the United States, where most beautiful maps
are produced by it.

These processes, though simple enough in

theory, give great scope for skill in manipula-

tion, and much of their success depends on the
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ability of the operator. The rapidity with which
they can be produced has rendered the daily

illustrated paper a possible and accomplished
fact. As to cost, blocks can be produced for

from 8 to 30 cents a square inch of surface,

according to the nature of the drawings— the

stipple process being the more expensive. In

France, Germany, and the United States the

processes have been much more employed as a

means of book illustration than in Great Britain,

though even there every j'ear shows rapid ad-

vance in their use. As to the comparative mer-
its of wood-engraving and the processes, opin-

ions differ greatly. Generally, it may be said

that the processes are more suited for subjects

on a large than on a small scale, unless they are

very slight, in which case they can never pre-

tend to be more than sketches. In wood-en-
graving the photograph can be transferred di-

rect to the wood and engraved without further

expanse for drawing, and the result, both ar-

tistically and from a printing point of view,

is much more satisfactorj'. Though within its

limits the process makes good work and the

future is before it, the fact remains that as yet

for finished picture work, good wood-engraving
has not been superseded. See Books : En-
graving ; LiTH0GR.\PHV ; M.\xvscRiPTS, Illu-
uiNATiON of; Photo-Engr-^iving ; Photograv-
um: Hai,sey C. Ives,

Director School of Fine Arts, St. Louis.

Illjrria, T-lirl-a, or Illyricum, a name an-
ciently applied to a considerable region on the
east side of the Adriatic Sea, the inhabitants of

which were the ancestors of the modern Al-
banians. In 228 B.C. it became a Roman prov-
ince. After various vicissitudes under different

rulers it formed part of the Franco-Napoleonic
empire as the Illyrian provinces. In 1815 it

reverted to Austria and became the kingdom of

Illyria, a title it retained until 1849, when it

was divided mto the provinces of Carinthia,

Carniola, and the Coast-lands.

Il'menite, or Menaccanite, also known as
titaniferous iron ore, is a black, heavy, mineral
crystallizing in the hexagonal system. It is

widely distributed, occurring in diorites and
many other igneous rocks. It is an o.\ide of
iron and titanium containing when pure 36.8

per cent iron and 31.6 per cent titanium, and
is frequently associated with magnetite. Iron
ores containing ilmenite occur in vast masses
in the Adirondack region of New York, in

Quebec, Canada, and in northern Minnesota,
and ilmenite is a common constituent of the

black sands found on some ocean beaches. The
presence of titanium decreases the fusibility of
an iron ore, hence the failure of many attempts
to work black sands in the blast furnace. It

is likely, however, that the titaniferous iron ores
will become important sources of iron by the
development of special methods for their treat-

ment. See Titaniferous Iron Ores.

Ilocos Norte, e-lo'kos nor'ta, Philippines,
a province of Luzon, occupying the northwest-
ern part of the island; greatest length, "9 miles;
area, 1,265 square miles (including the depend-
ent islands). Two mountain chains inland ex-
tend parallel with the coast ; the surface other-
wise is much broken by foothills, but it is fertile

and well watered. Among the natural wonders
of the province is a grotto 39 acres in extent

and of great beauty, situated in Lice Mountain.
The products include rice, cotton, chocolate,
corn, sugar, and a fair grade of tobacco ; there
are deposits of iron and copper in the moun-
tains, the latter having been worked by the
natives. The chief industries are agriculture,

horse and cattle raising, fishing, and the weav-
ing done by the women. Civil government was
established in September 1901 ; the people of

the province are among the most progressive
and industrious of the native races, and the
new government was received with general sat-

isfaction. Pop. 164,000, mostly Ilocanos.

Ilocos Sur, soor, Philippines, a province
of Luzon, on the west coast, bounded on the
north by Ilocos Norte and on the south by
Union; length 70 miles; area 492 square miles
(including dependent islands). The eastern
boundary consists of a chain of mountains
which slope toward the coast in terraces ; the
rivers are small. The coast road runs through
the province from north to south, connecting
the important towns and villages. The soil is

fertile, the principal products are rice, com,
sugar, indigo, chocolate, peanuts, and vegeta-
bles ; the chief industries, other than agricul-
ture, are the weaving of cotton cloth, the man-
ufacture of baskets, hats, card cases, and pipes,

and cattle raising. There is also considerable
trade, carried on mainly through tlie native
markets in the different towns, and some export.
Civil government was established I Sept. 1901.
Pop. 180,000, mostly Ilocanos.

Iloilo, e-l6-e'16, Philippines, province of
Panay, including the eastern and southeastern
coast of the island; greatest length, iii miles;
area 2,102 miles (with dependent islands).

A range of mountains follows the northern and
western boundary lines ; the rest of the surface
is undulating, sloping to the sea. There are
several large rivers, the most important being
the Jalaur and the Jaro. This province has
some of the best roads in the archipelago; the
principal towns are connected with the capital,

Iloilo, and some of the rivers are navigable for

native boats to the foot of the mountains. The
products include sugar-cane, com, rice, coffee,

chocolate, tobacco, and hemp : there are also m
the province deposits of gold and iron, stone
quarries, and extensive forests. The chief in-

dustries are live-stock raising, the weaving of
fabrics of pineapple fibre (pifia) and cotton,

and the manufacture of sugar. In 1899 the

United States troops occupied the province, im-
mediately began operations against the insur-

gents who were located there with headquarters
at Santa Barbara, and succeeded in dispersing
their forces. In April 1901 civil government
was established. The inhabitants are mostly of
the Visayan race and are generally Catholics,

though some of the mountain tribes are still

heathen. Pop. 423,500.

Iloilo, Philippines, capital of the province
of Iloilo, Panay. situated on the Iloilo Strait at

the mouth of the river of the same name. It is

irregularly built, but the public buildings

and the houses are of good construction. It

has an excellent harbor, and is the second town
of the Philippines in commercial importance;
it is the centre of the trade of the province
and has also a large foreign trade, exporting
tobacco, rice, coffee, hides, and hemp, and iro-
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porting Australian coal and general merchan-
dise. There are also several industries, chief

among them being the manufacture of pina, jusi,

and simay. In February 1899 the insurgents
who were in possession of Iloilo fired upon the
United States gunboats Petrel and Baltimore

;

the town was then bombarded and taken by the
Americans. Pop. io,soo.

Ilopango, e-lo-pan'go, Illabasco, or Coju-
tepeque, San Salvador, Central America, a
lake of volcanic origin, 6 miles southeast of the
city of San Salvador, about 14 miles long by 6
miles broad. It is surrounded by high, pre-
cipitous hills, composed of scorias and volcanic
stones, and has several islets, one of conical
shape about 400 feet high, formed during a
volcanic eruption in 1879-80. Fish abound, al-

though the waters exhale a disagreeable sul-

phurous odor, and are unpotable. The surface
of the lake is 1.200 feet below the level of the
surrounding country; when ruffled by a breeze
the waters have a singularly brilliant parrot-
green color.

Image, in optics, the picture or impression
produced by the luminous rays from an object
reflected or refracted in mirrors or lenses when
they enter the eye of an observer as if they had
proceeded from a representation of the object.

More correctly, the image is the locus of the
foci (or circles of least confusion. See Focus)
of rays from consecutive points of the object.

When the light rays actually pass through the
points of the image the image is real and may
be thrown upon a white screen. If no screen is

interposed the image can be seen by an eye
placed in the pencil of rays which pass through
it. When the light rays do not actually pass
through the points of the image, but diverge
from one another on leaving the mirror or lens,

the image is said to be virtual, and cannot be
thrown upon a screen ; it becomes visible to an
eye placed in the pencils of rays which appear
to have passed through it. See Mirror; Lexs.

Images, Veneration of, the practice of ven-
erating and honoring in public or private graven
or painted representations of sacred things or
persons. Because of the general prevalence of
idolatrous worship of images, the Jews in the
Old Law were forbidden the making of images,
although evidence of the lawfulness of the prac-
tice is afforded in the positive command to
"make two cherubim of beaten gold on the two
sides of the oracle," to "make a brazen serpent
and put it up for a sign." The walls of the
catacombs, which were the refuge of the first

Christians in times of persecution, show many
sacred pictures, and after the period of the per-
secutions the use of sacred images or paintings
became open and undespised. Consult Dam-
ascene, 'Treatise on Holv Images,' translated
by M. H. Allies (1898).

Imaginary Quantity, the result of an alge-
braic calculation, when the application of the
rules for resolving equations leads to an opera-
tion that cannot be performed. The operation
referred to is the extraction of the square root
of a negative quantity. Thus in the equation

x'=—a".

to find the value of x we should require to take
the square root of — a?\ and this is impossible.
To indicate this impossibility the roots of the

equation above are written thus : jr^ 4- V-a%

x'=-- v- o\ or more frequently and more neatly

.^=-1-0^-1, x^=--aV-i. The name im-

aginary quantity is given to the V

-

1, and any

algebraic expression containing V- i is called an

imaginary expression : thus a + ft \^- 1 is an
imaginary expression.

These imaginary roots have proved of great
importance in algebraic geometry. In fact, the
employment of imaginary quantities systemat-
ically is the foundation of some of the greatest
modern discoveries and improvements in geom-
etry. Even in algebra, although it is impossible
to obtain a value for the expression, or to ex-
plain the meaning of it, yet it may prove of
use in indicating how to alter the statement of a
problem so as to obtain a real solution.

Imagination, that mental power which,
according to McCosh, puts in new forms and
dispositions what had been previously in the
mind. It is therefore not a productive but a
reproductive power, for it cannot create any-
thing dc novo, but can only reproduce in new
forms those ideas or images of which it has
derived the elements from previous experience.
This is in accord with Locke, who says
that man's power is much the same in

the material and intellectual worlds, the elements
in both being such as he hath no power either
to make or to destroy.

The imagination differs from the memory,
which is also one of the reproductive powers
of the mind, in the following way. The mem-
ory reproduces what had formerly been before
the mind in the form in which it first appeared,
but the imagination separates and combines the
mental contents in various ways. An act of
memory is also accompanied with a belief in
the past reality of what the mental picture rep-
resents, but an act of imagination (at least in
the normal mind) is not accompanied with such
a belief. As McCosh has expressed it, the
memory may be compared with the mirror which
reflects exactly what is before it; whereas the
imagination may be likened to the kaleidoscope
which reflects objects in an infinite variety of
shapes and colors.

When an attempt is made to analyze the
workings of the imagination, it is found that
this faculty, like all the other mental functions,
is governed by certain laws. First in impor-
tance among these are the laws of association
of ideas. According to these laws the ideas
which are summoned up and utilized by the
imagination arise according to the principles of
contiguity and correlation. By the association of
ideas is meant the tendency of ideas to recur in
the order or groups in which they naturally
stand, either by virtue of some resemblances or
some identities of time and place. Thus by-

correlation is meant the association of ideas in

the mind because of some mutual resemblances
of parts or qualities ; and by contiguity is meant
such association because of the proximity in time
and place, and not because of any nnitual re-

semblances. In analyzing any act of the imag-
ination it will be found that it follows one or
other of these laws of association, although
they can be variously grouped and subdivided.

The uses of the imagination and its moral
and hygienic relations open up vast ques-
tions which can scarcely be more than named
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here. It is almost enough to recall the

acti\-ity of this faculty in the realms of poetn'.

of fiction and of art. but its offices are not

confined to these fields, for in science also

its acti\-it\- is very great and of first im-
portance. Imagination goes before theorj-, and
theory points the way to new discoveries in

science. Of such widespread activity- is this

facultj' that practically it is almost impossible to

dissociate it from the other mental functions.

It is always manifesting itself in some way in

even the most prosaic affairs of daily life. The
conduct or control of the imagination is a sub-

ject that suggests many moot points in psychol-

ogj'. in psychiatry and in ethics. That the imag-
ination is subject to control within certain limits

may be granted, although these limits are not

fixed, and outside of them the imagination may
often run riot without the possibility of con-
trol. Its action, in fact, like that of most mental
faculties, is largely automatic, and its control

bj- the will, the intelligence and the conscience.

is often a matter of the mental training and
mental health of the ^ndi^^dual. In ethics the

control of the imagination, or at least its guid-

ance, so that it shall not minister to sensuous or

immoral pleasures, even though these be purely
imaginarj-. is a self-e\-ident rule of conduct,
bat one which is doubtless often broken with
some degree of impunitj-. In mental discipline

its control is also essential, for its too great

or mere idle indulgence is no doubt unwhole-
some and wasteful.

In psychiatry-, the imagination, like most or
all of the other faculties, is found to be sub-

ject to derangement, and this in \-arious degrees,

according to the patient and the form of dis-

ease. That it is active in the formation of de-
lusions, and is much disturbed in both depressed
and exalted states of the mind, is quite evident.

In all insane states, except the ad\-anced de-
ments, the kaleidoscopic function of the imag-
imition is apparent. The mental pictures are
broken reflections of past mental contents, ar-

ranged often at seeming haphazard, and often
of only the most sombre and melancholy tints.

Bibliography.— Griesinger. 'Mental Pathol-
ogy- and Therapeutics' (1882) : Hamilton,
'Metaphysics' (1866') ; Locke, 'An Essay Con-
cerning Human Understanding' : McCosh,
'Psychology-: The Qignitive Powers' (1886).

J.\MES Hexdriz Lloyd.
Formerly Xeurologist Philadelphia Hospital.

Imam, i-mam, or -mam', a Mohammedan
chief or leader ; a title given to the four succes-
sors of Mohammed, and to the twelve great
leaders of the shGtes. In Turkey, applied to the
functionaries who call the people to prayer
from the minarets, perform circumcision, etc.

They are chosen by the people, and confirmed
by the secular authority, under whose jurisdic-

tion they also are in criminal and civil affairs.

Imbriani, Vittorio, Italian poet: b. Naples
24 Oct. 1840; d. I Jan. 1886. He pursued his-

torical and philosophical studies at Naples.
Zurich, and Berlin, but later became a soldier,

serving in the wars of 1859 and 1866. The best

k-nown of his works are 'Canti populari delle

provincie meridionali' (1871-2) ; 'Dodici canti

pomiglianesi' (1876') : and 'La novellaja fior-

entina' (jStt).

ImTiricated Snout-beetle. See Skout-
BEETLE.

Imbros, an island in European Turkey,
west from the entrance to the Dardanelles.

It is 18 miles long, east to west, 8 miles
broad, and terminates west in Point .\nflaka,

and east in that of Basse. It is mountainous,
rising in its loftiest peak to the height
of 1,959 feet ; well wooded, and intersected

with richly-fertile valleys, producing wine,
honey, oil, cotton, and lead. It has only
tw-o towns— Flio and Castro. Pop. 10,000,

mostly Greeks.

Imide, imid, or -mid, a chemical substance
derived from ammonia, XHj, by replacing two
of the hydrogen atoms by a divalent radicaL
If all three of the hydrogen atoms of the am-
monia are replaced by one tri\-alent radical, the
compound is called a nitrile. \\'hen one or
more of the hydrogen atoms of the ammonia
are replaced by a corresponding number of
monovalent radicals the compound thus formed
is called an amide or an amine, according to the
nature of the radical by which the hydrogen is

replaced. See .\mide; Amine.

Imitation. Imitation is the process of re-
producing by one's own act the observed actions

of others. Its beginnings lie therefore in per-
ception. It is the result of a desire to change
from the role of spectator to that of actor. Imi-
tation may be of two kinds (i), a primitive
and (2) a developed form. The primitive form
is an unconscious copying of some object of
perception ; and is simply a reaction in response
to the outer stimulus which excites it The
best example of this kind of imitation is to be
found in the sounds which a baby is wont to

repeat when it has once heard them. It is a

peculiar characteristic of the primitive imitation
that the sound, for instance, when ortce imi-
tated becomes in turn a new stimulus to start

the process over again, the result being that

the imitated sound is repeated rapidly again and
again until the organs are wearied, or the at-

tention is diverted. The exercise is evidently
found to be pleasurable, and is therefore con-
tinued indefinitely. Mr. Baldwin has given the
name "circular reaction" to this kind of imi-

tation, the phrase indicating a sort of self-per-

petuating process. The name also of "suggest-
ive imitation" has been given to this class of
acts which appear imitative to an observer, but
are not consciouslj- felt to be so by the imitator.

The second form of imitation is more com-
plex, and marks a more developed stage of con-
sciousness. The imitation has now become a
conscious act. The object perceived has aroused
some degree of interest, and there is conse-
quently a conscious effort to reproduce it with
the original set before one as a model. In
imitation which is of this form, we find the

process intimately connected with the attention.

In attention there is always a conscious striving

for a more accurate knowledge of the abject

of perception, and imitation ser\-es to gratify

this desire, inasmuch as one comes to closer

quarters as it were with any act when one tries

to reproduce it. Knowledge of it comes then
from the inside. This means a concentration of
attention, and a consequent result of more
definite and satisf>-ing knowledge. Moreover,
attention will varj- as the interest, for that

which one attempts to do himself is always far

more interesting than merely that which is ob-
served.
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In the development of consciousness imita- impulse, whore individuality seems merged in

lion as a social factor plays a most conspicuous the tendencies^ of the masj, ^nd 'rnUaUon^^is in

part. Through it a child acquires all of its
'' ' ""' ~ " '~

"

social

the nature )f a reaction. The individual is

ial tendencies, and becomes a part of the swept along with the crowd, not because he

social organism in which it is to live and move wills it neccssardy, but because he action of the

and have its being. Its education starts with crovyd carries him away as with a flood. 1 his

the first rudimentary efforts at imitation; and is kind of imitation has been given the name ot

carried on from this initial stage to the very "plastic imitation." Much study has been de-

hiMiest and most advanced forms in constant voted of recent years to the relation of imitative

impulses in animals to congenital tendencies.

The instinctive furnishes a strong predisposition

to imitation, and in many of the early activities

of animals it is most difficult to draw a line of

distinction between instinct and imitation.

John Grier Hibben,

Professor of Pliilosofihy, Princeton Utiu'erslty.

Immaculate Conception of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, a doctrine of the Roman Catliolic

Church whereby it is declared that "The Blessed

Virgin Mary, at the first instant of her concep-

tion, was, by a singular privilege and grace of

Almighty God, in virtue of the merits of Jesus

Christ. Savior of mankind, preserved immac-
ulate from all stain of original sin." In these

words is the doctrine proposed for the accept-

ance of the faithful in the Apostolic Letter of

Pope Pius IX., dated 8 Dec. 1854. Previously,

for at least 600 years, the doctrine of the Im-
maculate Conception had been canvassed in the

theological schools, and had from an early pe-

riod in the Church's history been entertained

with more or less definiteness by eminent Fa-
thers of the Church and other ecclesiastics 1

writers. The most notable passage from th^

writings of any of the Fathers relating to thi::

subject is, doubtless, that quoted from St. Au--

gustin's treatise on 'Nature and Grace' (c. 25)
in which he makes an exception of Mary whet
he declares that all mankind are in sin becaust

of Adam, "except the Holy Virgin Mary," h(

writes, "concerning whom, for the honor of tht

Lord, I would have no question at all raised

in treating of sin— nullam prorsus, cum dt

peccatis agitur, haberi volo qucestionem.'"

In the I2th century the great St. Bernard
protested vigorously against the usage of cer-

tain churches of France in commemorating by

an annual festival the Conception of the Blessed

Virgin ; but the ground of St. Bernard's com-
plaint was. not that the belief in the Immaculate

inner sense, a fancy bom within the brain, an Conception was erroneous, but that the See of
idea which has its origin in the depths of one's Rome had not signified its approval. At the
own consciousness. This tendency is seen even game time St. Bernard refers the whole matter
in early acts of imitation, a tendency to depart of his dispute with his opponents, the canons
from the copy, to introduce variations of design, of Lyons, to the judgment of the Holy See.
to improve upon the model. The authenticity of his letter has been disputed,

Here again in order that there may be in- but on grounds, as Benedict XIV. implies, ab-

creased power of independent production, there sohitely insufficient. Throughout the 13th and

must be a previous schooling in the art of exact following centuries the doctrine of the Iramacu-

imitation. Tlie original artist is not one who late Conception was a subject of keen disputa-

has never copied from a model nor studied the tion in the theological schools, its chief advo-

works of the masters. It is the interplay of cates being theologians of the order of the

the imitative impulse with the tendencies to so- Franciscans, its opponents the children of St.

cial opposition, and to inventiveness which make Dominic. But the doctrine won ground steadily,

progress possible. Progress is not repetition nor In I4,39 the Council of Basel declared it to be

is it on the other hand activity which swings "A pious doctrine consonant with Catholic

dependence upon the imitative tendencies.

Through imitation the knowledge of one gen-

eration is acquired by the succeeding, and a

continuity in development is assured which

makes for the progress of the race.

In this connection, it is to be noted, however,

that with the imitative impulse there are two
other tendencies which have free play and a

wide scope. These tendencies must be reckoned

with also. They are the tendency to social oppo-

sition, and the tendency to inventiveness. The
tendency to social opposition is a desire for

self-assertion, an impulse primarily to do some-
thing different from that which others are doing

merely from a feeling of native opposition. This

impulse is seen in very young children, and re-

mains throughout life. It is often recognized as

unreasonable, but nevertheless irresistible. It

is a fertile source of the differences of opinion

which so early develop in childhood. It pre-

vents a slavish imitation and the loss of initia-

tive in action. However in order to act in a

manner vv'hich differs radically from one's social

environment, there is implied a preliminary

training of an imitative sort ; for there must be

a basis of common activity in order that a de-

parture from the accepted mode may have any
significance, and there must be also a body
of common beliefs, in order that there may be
any such thing as a real dift'erence of opinion.

The other tendency is a more pronounced and
a more definite form of opposition to imitation

;

it is the tendency to inventiveness, not for the

sake of opposition, nor as the result of an
inevitable clash of opinion in one's social set-

ting, but for the sake of producing that which is

suggested from within, and not from without.
It is the working out of one's own individuality

without waiting for a copy or model. It is

a shifting of the centre of interest from some
object which is perceived, to some object of the

clear of any past. Where there is progress

there is imitation, but the kind of imitation

which allows full range for inventive play, and
independent opinion.

faith" ; the Council of Trent abstained from

formally approving it as an article of Catholic

belief; but in their definition of original sin,

the Tridentine Fathers took care, with St. Au-

There is a special form of imitation which gnstin. to except the_ Blessed Virgin out of the

appears on a large scale in the so-called mob number of those bearing the stam of original sia
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At last, in 1849, Pope Pius IX. judging that
the time had arrived for expressing the mind of
the Church upon this question, addressed let-

ters to all the bishops of Catholic Christendom
inviting them to report the opinion and feeling
of their respective churches regarding the ex-
pediency of declaring the doctrine to be an
article of Catholic beUef. Five years were al-

lowed to elapse before the next step was taken—
that of pronouncing with the unanimous consent
of the chief pastors throughout the world
and of the churches, the dogmatic definition
that "the doctrine was revealed by God, and
therefore should firmly and constantly be be-
lieved bj- all the faithful." To catholic-minded
men, says Cardinal Newman (Apologia p. 279).
"there is no burden at all in believing that the
Blessed \'irgin was conceived without original
sin : indeed it is simple fact to say, that Catholics
have not come to believe it because it is defined,
but it was defined because they believed it"

Joseph Fitzger.\u).

Immigration to the United States. The
subject divides itself broadly into seven heads:
(l) the general history of the foreign influx,
its numbers, fluctuations, and causes; (2) its

relation to the pre\-iously existent popiilation;

(3) its sources, and the changes in them; (4)
its distribution, the changes in it, and the con-
stituents of the population due to it; (.5) its in-
dustrial character; (6) its social effects, in oc-
cupations and wages of the native population,
politics, crime, insanitj-, pauperism, and illiter-

acy; (7) the legislation with regard to it, and
the public feeling which produced the legislation.

I. The same causes which were bringing a
small but steady stream of European emigrants
to this country before the Revolution continued
to operate after it From 1783 onward, it was
estimated at 4,000 a year till 1794, when the
French-English war raised it 10 10,000. It
dropped again to about 6,000 a year till 1806,
when the British and French Continental block-
ades and the American Embargo practically an-
nihilated it for a decade. (See Emb.\rgo.) In
i8j6 the passenger arrivals (including returned
Americans) numbered toward 8.000, in 1817
22,240. The numbers and hardships from over-
crowding drew out legislation noted later; and
from I Oct 1819 account has been kept at all
customs ports of the number, sources, and con-
ditions of arriving aliens. The following table
gives the number in each year since.

IMMICR.\TI0N- TO VXITED ST.\TES BY \-E.\RS.

Ymt ending 30 Sept Year ending 30 Sept
>8jo 8.383 1843 3-,495
«8i' 9.I-I7 1844 78.615
l8j; 6.911 1845 114,371
>8:!3 6.334 1846 IS4-|I6
'824 7.912 1S47 234,96s
loJS 10.199 1848 226.527
•826 10,837 1849 297.024
1827 18.875 1830 310.004
1828 27.382 1S30 (i Oct. to I

1829 22.520 Dec.) 59.976
1830 23.322 1831 (Jan. to Dec) 379.466
1831 22.633 1832 371.603
1832 (to 31 Dec.) 60.482 1853 368.643
1833 (Jan. to Dec> 58,640 1834 427.833
1834 65.365 183!; 200.8-7
'835 45.374 1856 195.857"''

76.242 i8<;7 (to 30 June) 112.123
79.340 Year ending 30 June
38.914 1858 191.942
68,069 i8n9 120,571
84,066 ;86o 133.143

-i- 80.289 1861 142.877
1842 104.563 1862 72.183

Year ending 30 June Year ending 30 June
863 132.923 1SS4 518.592
S64 191.114 1885 393.346
865 180,339 l8S6 334,203
S66 332.577 1887 490,109
S67 303,104 1888 546.889
868 2S2.1S9 1889 444-t27
869 352.783 1S90 455.302
S70 3S7.260 1S91 560.319
871 321.350 1892 479.663
872 404,806 1893 439.730
S73 439.803 1S94 285.631
874 313.339 1895 25S.536
875 227,498 1896 343.267
876 169.986 1S97 230,832
877 141.857 189S 229.299
878 138.469 1S99 311,715
879 177,826 1900 448,372
8S0 457,257 1901 487,918
881 669,431 1902 648,743
8S2 7S8.992 1903 857,046
883 603,32a

Totals since 1820, 20,952467. But it must
be remembered, first, that up to 1S56 the record
is of all "alien passengers arrived," without dis-

criminating passengers from immigrants, so that

much should be abated from this total; second,

that the immigration overland from Canada
and Mexico is not coimted in— and in 1900
Canada was put down as the birthplace of

1,183,255 persons, and Mexico 103445— so that

a great amount should be added to the total.

On the whole, it seems probable that these ac-

cessions have far more than balanced the above
duplications, though not the other duplications

of the same emigrants coming and going.

IMMICR.\TI0X BY DEC.\DES.

1821-1S30 143,439 1861-1870 2,318,824
1831-1840 399.125 1871-1880 2,812.191
1841-1850 1.713.251 1881-1890 5.246.616
1851-1860 2,398,214 1891-1900 3,844,420

Since 1900, 1,993,707, or half as much in the
past three years as in the whole previous decade.
The number of arri\-als reported in 1903 exceeds
the largest number for one year (1882) by
68,054.

The barest glance at the first table shows that

it has eight well-marked periods, though with
notable fluctuations within them. The first is

from the beginning to 1826 inclusive, with a
slow increase to about 10,000 in 1794. Thence
to the end of 1831 it rather more than doubles;
probably from reports of the fertile lands just

reaching a wider stratum of peoples, and the

miserable European industrial conditions of the
time of the Holy Alliance. Then with a sud-
den bound it almost trebles, and with a sharp
drop after the panic of 1S37, rises to seven-fold

in 1846; the first leap perhaps due to the open-
ing up of the West by steamer navigation, the

steady increase due to the same and to railroads

making the central lands easy of access. The
Irish famine then begins to swell it to a torrent,

shortly increased by the California gold discov-

eries, which do not exhaust their effect till 1854.

The sudden drop then, and its continuance later,

may be laid to several causes. The anti-for-

eign agitation in this country, owing to the flood

of foreigners demoralizing politics and industry,

probably had much effect : then the business de-

pression of 1857 and the following years, merg-
ing into the War, kept it down in spite of the

efforts of the steamship agrents, now penetrating

every country for business. Later in the War,
the scarcity of labor here, owing to the drain of
the able-bodied, drew in a larger immigration of

laborers; but the new period fairly begins only

after the War. From 1866 to 1873, the gr?: t
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inflation time, when countless new enterprises

were started and new railroads built by ibou-

sands of miles, was naturally a palmy time of
immigration. Then tbe great panic and the

ensuing hard times struck it down and kept it

down till i8-g. The revival in 1880 brought it

back instantly to the mark of eight years before,

and two years later it reached a climax not
again attained till 1903; and it has never gone
down to near its old mark except for two years,

1897 and 1898, the drop 1894-8 being due to

the panic and hard times. Of course each in-

crease tends to widen the next, arrivals encour-
aging others to come.

2. The following table shows the number and
proportion of the foreign-born for the past half-

century, and also the native-born of foreign

parentage, single or mixed, for 30 years, indi-

cating the foreign strain in American blood.

Census
years
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in the entire preceding decade ; while the Teu-
tonic strain, even when reinforced by the great

ScandmaTian flood, has dropped to less than a

fourth of that, and less than a sixth of what it

was 20 years before.

4. The distribution of this mass of inrmi-

giants in the United States may be considered

in various aspects— of foreigners as a whole,

and of special races: of foreign-bom as bearing

on politics and industry, and of all with im-

mediate foreign blood as bearing on heredity

and sociologj-. Here we shall consider both ; the

latter to some extent, btit the second first In

the last census, of 25,928^62 persons of foreign

parentage, about seven eighths w-ere in the

North Atlantic and North Central divisions,

where are the great manufacturing cities and
abundance of fertile land. The first division

had slightly the more. Only 1,659,069 were in

the South Atlantic and South Central divisions

together. Of cities, too many to mention have
a majority of this population of foreign parent-

age; of cities with 25,000 and over, by the cen-

sus of 1900, 93 had over 50 per cent, and 18

ever 75; while 6— Fall River, Hohoke, and
Lawrence, Mass., Hoboken, N. J., Woonsocket,
R. I., and Milwaukee, Wis.— had over 80 per

cent. The highest percentage was in Fa!! River,

86.1. Of Massachusens' 20 cities of this size,

only I, Haverhill, had less than half of foreign

parentage, and that had 48.9.

Of course these figures, which seem very
large, have no bearing on the question of .\mer-

icanism in feeling or action. The children of

foreign parents are not less intensely .-Vnierican

than those of natives : it is their own country.

The figures of actual foreign birth are very dif-

ferent. North Dakota still leads, bat with only

35.2 per cent; Rhode Island 31.1, Massachu-
setts 29.9, Connecticut a6.I, New York 25.9,

Minnesota 2S.S, Wisconsin 24.8. Of cities, none
have a majority of foreign-bom, and but one
over 40 per cent. But this concentration of the

foreign-bom in the cities is precisely one of

the gravest elements in the problem. In
161 principal cities in 1900 was nearly half—
YTft per cent— of the total foreign-bom, mak-
ing 26.1 of their population, against 94 per

cent of the total in the rest of the coimtry.

Of the nationalities which have formed
colonies' in the different places, those with the

less understood tongues are of course the most
prominent. Religion is occasionally potent, as

well as proximity: thus the French Canadians

keep together as Roman Catholics, and mostly

in New England as nearest home. The Italians,

city more than farming folk, are most numerous
in New York. Boston, Chicago, New Orleans,

and San Francisco; the Norwegians, mostly

agriculturists, in Wisconsin. Minnesota, and the

Do'
. r, . .jj^. jjjgj,

-•-: J.. :_ Xg^^.

Y ohia. Chic lukee,

Dxi.. ... ...
•"' ^' .- s Bo-

hemians in . and Cleveland;

the Swedes n, the Connecti-

cut cities, I -.oii. and Minnesota;
the W'elsh. it as miners, mostly
in the Peniiivivanui mines. In 29 cities of
which the crisiii sives a special report, the
Gernia- over all other foreigners

in 17: lal number being in New
York, Mu^ii ;i.-..j ,i^2.343: though the greatest

percentage, 65.9 of the whole foreign popu-

lation, is in Cincinnati, Milwaukee ha\-ing 60.5,

Louisville 57.S, and St. Louis 52.8. The Irish

nave a majority in 9, the chief lead being in

Cambridge, Mass., 36.9. The French Canadians
predominate in Fall River and Lowell, Mass.,

cotton-mill cities, with 40.3 and 35.8 per cent.

The Swedes have the greatest number in Min-
neapolis, 32.8 per cent.

5. The question of occupations of the for-

eign-bom is of the first importance, as bearing
on that of wages, which they are supposed to

lower. We have to discriminate between sev-

eral facts in this: (i) their distribirtion between
occupations: (2) the total number of working
age; (3) their concentration in cities where
most of the manufacturing is carried on. The
last has already been shown. For the others,

the government volinne dealing with the census

of igoo is not yet issued; but that of 1890 in"

this regard profsably differs little. The report

of the occupations assigned by intending im-
migrants year by year gives little help, as they
drift into various occupations; but it may be

said that in 1902, of 495,500 male adults, only
So.ooo were slalled laborers, and less than 3.000

professional men. This is natural, the best men
being fairly placed at home, as a rule. In 1890,

whiie the foreign-bom over 15 formed 22 per

cent of the whole population of that age, they

formed 36 per cent of the domestics and menials,

and 34 per cent of the hands in the manufac-
tories. In special employments, they showed far

more striking totals. They formed 71.12 per
cent of all tailors, 59.52 per cent of bakers. 53.13

per cent of hucksters and peddlers, 49^66 per

cent of restaurant and saloon keepers, 47.62 per

cent of leather-workers, over 46 per cent each
of stone-cutters, textile-mill hands, and cabinet-

makers, and 44.5 per cent of gardeners, florists,

and that class.

6. As to social effects, where the foreign-

bom are of moderate ntunbers, and do not in-

crease faster than the general development of

industries, they can hardly depress wages much

;

and two of the complaints made against them—
that they lower wages by willingness to accept a

poor standard of living, and demoralize industry

by readmess to strike— cancel each other. They
cannot at once be satisfied with poor pay and
unsatisfied with fair pay. But when con-

centrated into special occupations in the

cities, as the enormous tailoring contingent in

the sweat-shops, where for a time they are will-

ing to work for star\-ation wages to get on
their feet, they can and do for a considerable

time ruin all decent workers' prospects, depress

wages below an endurable point, and drive na-

tives or better-grade foreigners out of the trade,

after extreme distress.

Politically, facts do not warrant the belief

that the foreign element e.xerciscs the corrupt-

ing influence, either by ignorance or venality,

that is often attributed to it. There are no

worse governed or more corrupt cities in the

Union than some where the foreign element is

relatively small; nor is there any evidence that

as a whole they are more easily swayed by ap-

peals to selfishness. They are. however, the chief

ingredient of political and industrial mobs.

Regarding crime, the usual statistics are mis-

lead-nc both for and against the immigrants.

On the one hand, the}- restrict the records to the

serious crimes, in which the native-bom
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"tough." from Iiis rearing and training into thor-

ougli knowledge of his surroundings, and supe-

rior chances of escape, naturally lakes the lead;

while the foreigner, from his great predominance
among those with short sentences, seems to

swell heavily the volume of petty crime. It is

believed al.so. probably with truth, that the na-

tive-born of foreign parents are worse than their

fathers and vastly worse than the native white.

On the other hand, the statistics of crime are

for the whole population, not for the adult males
of youth and middle age. who mainly commit
it ; on the same basis, the foreign portion makes
no worse showing than the native. Still again,

it is believed that the fact of the foreign popu-
lation being mostly of the lower orders in wealth

and social position has much to do with it, and
that, class for class, there is little difference.

In pauperism, there can be no question that

the foreigners, mostly coming with nothing and
having no friends to care for them, should swell

the pauper population immensely. In 1890 there

were over 3J4 times as many foreign-born as na-

tive-born paupers.
As to insanity, there is a considerably larger

tendency to it in the foreigner than the native;

most likely from greater average debility of con-

stitution, which shows in the brain as well as in

other organs. Between the ages of 25 and 55,

the period which furnishes most of the patients,

there was in 1890 a percentage of insane for-

eigners more than half as large again as that of

natives.

With regard to illiteracy, while the foreign-

born white is naturally much less educated than
the native, his children average fully as well.

7. The first legislation in the United States

on the subject of immigration was of 2 March
1819, and merely provided that a record should
be kept of the number of passengers arriving in

each customs district, with tlieir sex, age, occu-
pation, and country of birth. For many years
there was no thought of anything but exultation

in the number of arrivals, as increasing the

wealth of the country, and providing an asylum
for the poor and oppressed. Even the Know-
Nothing agitation of the fifties, prompted by
political reasons (see American P.\rtv). led to

no restrictive legislation. In 1864 the first im-
migration act was passed by Congress, and was
to promote and not restrain it ; this was re-

pealed 1868. Several States established immi-
gration bureaus to encourage it and draw it

their way. On 3 Aug. 1882 the first restrictive

act was passed, but only to bar out criminals,

insane, paupers, etc. Head taxes were imposed
as a fund for relieving the distressed, etc. For-
eign convicts (non-political), lunatics, idiots,

and those liable to be a public charge, were to

be returned at the expense of the owners of ves-
sels on which they came. On 26 Feb. 1885
a more drastic one was passed, which was well
meant, but from its sweeping character has been,
as enforced by fanatical or interested persons,
the source of much useless hardship, and has
tended to make the country ridiculous. This
was to prohibit any laborer coming over under
contract to work ; it did not except professional
men or skilled laborers, and while it was aimed
at strike-breakers and cheap gangs, was en-
forced against artists, musicians, architects, etc.,

and even clergymen, to the discredit of the
country's good sense. It has since been some-

what modified. In 1891 the act of 1882 was ex-
tended to other classes, and to all "assisted" im-
migrants not affirmatively shown to be without
the terms of the act. This act took the entire

matter into the hands of the general government.
The act of 3 March igo,^ still further amended
it by requiring a preliminary inspection at

point of departure, and givin,g the government
the right to deport the immigrant landed in de-
fiance of the act within two years after arrival;
it also extended to all persons advocating the
overthrow of all governments and the assassina-
tion of public oiificials. The number of persons
deported under the act of 1882, mainly for pau-
perism, had been 28,184 from 1891 to 1900, out
of 3,844,420 immigrants.

Tlw LocV of 1907.—By the provisions of an
act of Congress which took eiTect I July 1907. the
tax levied upon every alien entering the United
States is $4. instead of $2 as heretofore. This
law provides that the tax shall not be levied
upon aliens who shall enter the United States
after an uninterrupted residence of at least one
year immediately preceding such entrance in

Canada, Newfoundland, Cuba, or Mexico.
Others exempt are such as are otherwise ad-
missible residents of any possession of the
United States, and aliens who have been law-
fully admitted to the United States and who
later go in transit from one part of the United
States to another through foreign contiguous
territory. Aliens arriving from Guam. Porto
Rico, or Hawaii are excluded from the
above exemption provisions, under special con-
ditions.

The exclusives include, under the law of
1907, imbeciles, feeble-minded persons, epileptics,

persons affiicted with tuberculosis and persons
not in the above and other named classes who
are found by the examining surgeon to be
mentally or physically defective, such mental or
physical defect being of a nature which may
affect the ability of such alien to earn a living.

Persons who admit having committed a felony
or other crime or misdemeanor involving moral
turpitude are e.xduded by the new law, also per-

sons who admit their belief in the practice of
polygamy ; women or girls coming for the pur-
pose of prostitution or for any other immorai
purpose

; persons who procure or attempt to

bring in those of this last named class and per-

sons called contract laborers, coming under
some inducement.

An important provision of the Act of 1907 is

that which declares "Wherever the President
shall be satisfied that passports issued by any
foreign government to its citizens to go to any
country other than the United States or to any
insular possession of the United States or to the

canal zone are being used for the purpose of en-

abling the holders to come to the continental ter-

ritory of the United States to the detriment of
labor conditions therein, the President may re-

fuse to permit such citizens of the country using
such passports to enter the United States."

For statistics, see 'Monthly Summary of
Commerce and Finance.' by the government

;

and U. S. Cefisus. 1890 and 1900. See also

'Reports of the United States Industrial Com-
mission on Immigration.' and the article 'Re-
striction of Immigration,' by Francis A.
Walker, in the 'Atlantic Monthly.' LXXVU., 23.

Forrest Moro.an.
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Immortality (Lat. immortalitas, in -L mor-
tal'.s. 'not mortal'). The doctrine that the soul

continues to exist after death, or more specifi-

cally the doctrine of eternal personal sur\-ival.

To the ques'ion "What becomes of the soul

after death?" various answers have been given
by different philosophers and ci\41izations. The
most noteworthy of these answers may be
grouped as follows: (l) Complete annihilation

(the Materialists) ; (2) Survival of the soul

for an indefinite period in a world of filmy

shadows (Aboriginal) ; (3) Eternal existence

in a moral world of retribution (Christian and
certain idealistic philosophies) ; (4) Transmi-
gration (Indie, as early as the Upanishads

;

the Egyptians. Plato, the Pythagoreans, and
sporadic amongst Aborigines) ; (5) Absorption
into an Infinite or Absolute Being (Pantheism;
the Buddhistic Nirvana, where the indi\-idual is

annihilated only in the sense that the seed is

annihilated in the fully developed plant.—the

seeds life-goal) ; (6) The surin\-al of the in-

dividual in the form of the posthumous influence

of his personality and achievement, which is

scarcely more than a metaphorical use of the

term Immortality (many Evolutionists and
Positivists ; cf. also Ostwald, Munsterberg) ;

(7) Merging or diffusion of the psychic energy
of the individual into an unseen hypothetical

etheric energy (quasi-materialistic).

Belief in some form of immortality is wide-
spread, although not universal. It is found in

all stages of ci\-ilization from the lowest form
of aboriginal life to the highest occidental cul-

ture. The doctrine \-aries from a belief in an
indefinite sur%-ivaI-period after death to the

belief in eternal personal life, the latter being

the legitimate use of the term Immortality.

Aboriginal Civilisation.—Amongst primitive

peoples, belief in the suiTi\-al of the soul is due
mainly to four things: (l) Their pre\-ailing an-

imism, which ascribes a soul to everynhing; (2)

The phenomena of dreams and apparitions;

(3) The instinctive will to survive and the in-

stinctive aversion to annihilation ; (4) The
belief in the substantial character of the soul as

an entity. "Looking at the religion of the lower

races as a whole, we shall at least not be ill-

advised in taking as one of its general and prin-

cipal elements the doctrine of the souKs future

life* (Tylor, 'Primitive Culture,' Vol. II.. p.

19). By' "future life* is not meant immortality

in the strict sense, but simply the soul's surk'i%-al

after death. Amongst aboriginal peoples we
find two forms of the doctrine: Transmigra-
tion and the independent personal existence of

the soul. It must be noted, however, that the

dominant idea in the lowest cirilization is sim-

ply the continuance of the soul in a new life

similar to the present life. The abode of souls

IS usually in some distant part of the earth, less

frequently in the nether world or the sky (some
Hindus represent the seat of happiiiess to be

vast mountains on the North of India), where
it pursues a life modeled after this life, without

ethical coloring. To some aborigines the idea

of a bodiless existence is unintelligible or lu-

dicrous (cf. Lubbock, 'Origin of Civilization,"

Sth ed. p. 378). In the Tonga Islands, the chiefs

are thought to be immortal, while the common
pf-ple are held to be mortal. Amongst the

i-'iians the belief prevails that everything has

a spirit, and they even hope that every cocoanut

will be made anew in Paradise (Peschel. 'The
Races of Man.' 2d ed. p. 259). They do not
restrict future life to man or even to animals.
So also the Itelmes of Kamschatka believe in

the rebirth of all creatures *down to the small-
est fly" (Peschel. op. cit. p. 259). The Fijians
think that as is their condition at death, so will

their condition in the next world be. The infirm
and diseased will find it diflacult to make the
long journey to Mbulu ; consequently it is a
custom to put the aged to death before they
become too weak to travel. A common belief

amongst some primitive peoples is that the in-

di\"idual has several souls, as amongst the Chip-
pewa Indians, the Khonds of Hindustan, and in

Madagascar. The Sioux Indians believe that
man has four souls, as has also the bear (in

their \-iew the most human of animals). The
Totemism of the Indians rests on the theory
that the souls of ancestors have passed into the
bodies of animals. Certain Eskimos put a dog's
head in a child's grave, because the dog is

skilful in finding its way and can guide the
child's soul to the spirit-land (Tylor. op. cit.

p. 424). The Hottentots place the body of the
deceased in the same position as the embp-o
occupied in the mother's womb, symbolizing
therebj- their belief that in the womb of the
earth's darkness the dead will mature and come
to birth. The lower races, in general, regard
the soul as a filmy body. ;'. e., a corporeal entity

capable of life and action, and needing, conse-
quently, no bodily renewal. The idea of a resur-

rection of the body is. however, often found
amongst primitive peoples, although it forms no
important feature of their belief, as it does in

the doctrine of immortality in Persia, later

Judaism, and the Pauline Epistles. On the whole,
one may say that the difference between the

conception of lower races and that of higher
civilizations regarding the immortality of the
soul, is that the former look upon the future life

as a continuance of the present t>T)e of sense-

life, with activities analogous to the present
crass acti\-ities, a corporeally refined shadowy
state, with a decrease in the struggle for exist-

ence and an increase in the amount of pleasure.

The higher civilizations, on the other hand,
make the doctrine of judgment and retribution

paramount, spiritualize the conception of the

soul and its future life, eliminate geographical

definiteness from the soul's abode, and corre-

late the conception of immortality with a system
of religion and ethics.

The Egyptians.—In the earliest known cirili-

zation of Eg>-pt. the problems of religion and
eschatology were central interests. In the re-

motest period of their history, the Egj-ptians

btlieved in an invisible deity or deities and in

the future life of the soul. The human soul is

of the di\-ine substance, an emanation from
.\mmon-Ra. .\t death it passes to the seat of

judgment at the gateway of .^menti (the Hel-

lenic Hades) and there it is adjudged by the

42 assessors (representing the 42 sins of which
the soul must be innocent) of the dead, before

the supreme tribunal of (Jsiris. The soul that

is proved pure at the judgment returns to its

divine origin, while the soul that has led an im-

pure life is condemned to reincarnation and
passes into an animal life to attain purification

through probationary metempsychosis. The
theory of the future life of the soul amongst
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the Egyptians is based on ihe metapliysical view
that tlie soul is an emanation from an original

cosmic soul, on the ethical view that the present

life is a probationary period, and on the con-

ception of the moral fitness of the soul for

rcabsorption into its original source, the sun-

god Ra.—the Iiead-spring of all light and life.

(See 'Book ok the De.\d.')

Hcbrc'ti.'s.— Sheol. or the realm of shadows,
appears in the early history of the Jews to be

an amplification of the idea of the grave, as the

dark abode of departed spirits, where souls

dwell bodiless, unconscious, without feeling.

The references in the early part of the Old
Testament Scriptures to a future life are rare

and vague, and the doctrine of the immortality

of the soul is nowhere explicitly taught in the

early books. The rites of necromancy were dis-

couraged by the prophets and lawgivers of

ancient Israel as antagonistic to belief in the

God of life, whose realm excluded Sheol (or

the realm of the dead), until post-exilic times.

Eternal life belongs to God alone, and to those

celestial beings who have eaten of the tree of
life and live forever. In connection with the

Messianic hope and under the influence of Greek
and Persian ideas, the later Jews adopted a

doctrine of resurrection of the body which made
room for belief in the soul's continuous life.

The Cabalisis took up the doctrine of trans-

migration ^GilguI, "rolling on" of souls) accord-
ing to which the soul of Adam passed into

David and shall pass into the Messiah, as is

mystically set forth in the letters of that name
(Ad[a]m). The Platonic doctrine of pre-

existence is also found in the rabbinical philos-

ophy. Immortality conjoined with the dogma
of the resurrection is the prevailing conception
in the post-exilic literature, the latter (resur-

rection) becoming fixed in the Mislina and lit-

urgy. Since the time of Moses Mendelssohn,
who rehabilitated the doctrine of Plato in his

'Phaedon,' progressive Judaism tends to lay less

emphasis on the resurrection of the body, and
greater emphasis on a purely spiritual immor-
tality, the former dogma being discarded in the

Reform rituals.

The Greeks.—The origin of the doctrine of

innnortality amongst the Greeks is lost in the

remotest antiquity. It is found in the early

traditions of the Orphic and Dionysiac mys-
teries, in the poems of Homer and Hesiod, and
forms a central tenet in the philosophy of

Pythagoras, a contemporary of Buddha-Sid-
dhattha and Lao-Tze. The view of Pythagoras
includes the doctrine of transmigration, which
may have been suggested to him by the theology
of the Orphic mysteries or by Pherecydes, rather

ihan by the Egyptians (cf. Zeller, 'Pre-Socratic
Philosophy,' Vol. I., pp. 71. 514). The great prob-
lem of a man's life is moral purification, which
he pursues in a divinely governed Cosmos,
where his chief end is to become like God. The
soul is imprisoned in the body because of sins

committed in a preexistent state, and after

death passes into a superior or inferior state,

according as it has served Good or Evil. In
the ascending stages of metempsychosis the soul
is prepared for mora! redemption. Although
the belief in some form of immortality prevailed
amongst the Greeks throughout their history,
and prol)ably came into their philosophy from
their religion, it was not until Plato that a

philosophic basis was furnished to the doctrine,

'i'he Platonic arguments for the immortality of

the soul may be summarily stated as follows : (l)

The fact that the mind brings to the study of

truth a body of interpretative principles and
axioms with it, as part of its native endowment,
shows that they can be only reminiscential and,

therefore, derived from a preexistent state

;

(2) The soul is an ultimate unity (j. e. monadic
in character) and, therefore, not being composite
or divisible, it cannot be disintegrated; (3)
The soul (^vxi) means the "principle of life,*

having the idea of life essentially immanent in

it, and inseparable from it, and therefore it

must exclude the opposite idea, death; (4) The
soul is self-moving, deriving its activity from
within ; consequently its motion and therewith,

its life, must be perpetual; (5) The soul as an
immaterial reality is essentially related to the

immaterial, invisible, eternal idea ; and as the

former is akin to the latter in nature, so is it

also akin in duration ; (6) The superior dignity

and value of the soul argue for its survival of

the crass body, and even the crass body persists

for a time; (7) The cyclical movement of

nature shows everywhere the maintenance of life

by opposition, as night, day; sleeping, waking;
the dying seed, the germinating flower. This is

an argument from analogy : out of the decay
and death of one living organisin. a new life is

generated; (8) The instinctive aspiration of the

soul towards a future existence shows that the

belief is founded in natural law; (9) Things
that are destructible, are destroyed by their

peculiar evil or disease ; the peculiar evil of the

soul is vice, which corrupts the soul's nature,

but does not destroy its existence; (10) The
world as a moral and rational world demands
a future life of rewards and punishments for

the rectification of inequalities in this life,

else the wrong would ultimately triumph, as in

a bad play. This argument is based on the

ethical claim that there must be a final equiva-

lence between inner worth and external con-

dition or reward. The views of the Greeks, and
especially the views of Plato, have had a pro-

found, an incalculable influence on Christian

thought, on early theological formula;, and on
the sum of occidental philosophy. Plato was
not merely a framer of philosophy, an intellec-

tual interpreter of reality, but still more a man
of religion, a seer.

The question of the preexistence or survival

of the soul is not a scientific problem. Positive

science is impotent either to prove or disprove

the dogma. It is a problem for religion, and its

ultimate appeal is to faith. So long as science

keeps within its borders, it is neither philosophy

nor religion, and has no verdict to pronounce
upon ultimate reality. The dogma of immor-
tality in the higher civilizations is largely based
on the philosophical theory of the ideality of

human life, and on the demand for an ideal

completion of experience which involves a

transexperiential world. It is a postulate of

purposiveness. of teleology in the ethical

realm.
The general tendency of modern biological

science and cerebral physiology has been to

discard the doctrine of immortality, although
the relations between molecular movements of

the brain, on the one hand, and thoughts and
feelings on the other, are known to science
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n-e--»' -- ;.-;mitants, and in no case as

p- - ettects. James ('Human Immor-
ta' .

~ ~ has endeavored to *draw the fangs

of cereoralijtic materialism* by ascribing to the

brain a "transmissive* function, instead of a
•productive* function. Tait and Stewart ('The
Unseen Universe,* London, 1894) postulate an
nnseen world, from which the known visible

world has arisen and to which we must resort

f^_ --^ - ,;_ -.- „, ^...•^; jj vidi as for an ex-
p'. : animate these moie-
cu-,, . -. , '.„ ; to suppose, as these

physicists say. that the ultimate imseen universe

is connected by bonds of enei^ with the \-is:ble

miiverse and is capable of receiving energy from
it and of transforming the energy thus received.

To say that the visible world is either eternal or

has the power of originating life, contradicts the

result of observation and ; -: iot- cit.

p. 2^1. Therefore, the h: : sn eremal
imseen universe is ne^^--^ — :".e evo-

lution of the matter ^' - e world
and the only method -^ ; :- :r ;-^-; in the

continuity of reality, ihe law of the conserva-

tion of mass and of energy, the law of biogenesis

(every living being presupposes an antecedent

life), and the law of continuity (there is no
break in reality, the universe is of a piece) make
the assumption of an unseen universe the easiest

mode of explain;- : " "pirical. Further, the

postulate of a tt r.ic energy" is necessi-

tated by the orde:j^_ .. .. :-^- --- - "herent tele-

ology of reality, ihe law :y and con-
servation of energy neces? zurther con-
clusion that the psychic energy of the individtial

is not lost, but transmuted into the unseen
world.

During the i8lh century and the early part
of the 19th, the dogma of immortality was
widely discussed. The French materialists de-
ni3" -'" j.--;_^ jj, every form, regarding the

p< !y as an organic function. In
th^ .entit>- ( Sche'Iing) and Spino-
ristn - •'r the di>ctrine is found. In
Fie'-.-,-. ::- the creative Ego is not the
ir ut the absolute Ego: the individual

E; ; itself onhr by negating its individ-

u: -iversalizing itself, and the Ego thus
ex c the conceptual life of truth, con-
tinuci ;; 2.II eternity, as an indestructible part

of the reality of the .\bsolute Ego. Hegel paid
!•••' ------- -- ••- — -—. but the early

h. - the one affirm-

Feuerbach. R:chter. '

In Lo-.ic'* •.^'t':'oeicr

ir.
. . _ ;

:

that :; n
of its

ti-

r

Ti,.. .^.^ ....:-

mined by «. r dis-

CT-i- 1- ..-_ - :_ -._::Dn of
T ). I. e. immortality is simply a
r tment.

Ac Kant, scientific de-
ls no? to these three tru::

i~' i-J. the Freedom of the Will, and
T The>- are postulates of morality.
Tin. w .FN of man as a moral being, with in-

finite potentialities, i. e. infinite perfectibihty.

necessitates an infinite time for their realization.

The laws of the moral life are drawn from a
transcendental sphere, free from conditions of
time and space, and so the very essence of man's
moral being is invested with the eternal. Man
is infinitely progressive and perfectible in his

mora! and intellectual evolution, and this fact

points indubitably to a further existence. If

death were the end. the moral ideal would be
i!'-^ -- --"d man would perish a fragment. .\n
; ral imperative implies an itifinite

r y. Duty demands moral perfection.

Further, the moral ideal is a character-ideal,

an ideal of personal aim. which implies a per-
sona! destiny, and the non-illnsoriness of the
moral life implies the possibility of realizing its

idea!'.

One may fairly say that since the time of Kant
the dominant note in the discussion of immor-
tality has been ethicaL The main postulates on
which faith in the dogma has been based in the
late literature of the subject are the mora! per-

fection of a \Vorld-(jOvemor. the basic ration-

ality of the universe, and the worth of human
life (cf. Gordon. 'Immortality and the Xew
Theodicy,' p. 46).

The advocates of psychical research daim to
find in spiritistic phenomena a proof not only

for the existence of disembodied spirits, but also

for their power to communicate with spirits still

incarnate. The examination of these phenom-
ena, however, is as yet in an unsatisfactory

stage, and in any case the phenomena, so far

as we know, have no Ijearing on the problem of
the duration of survival.

The chief traditional arguments adduced in

support of the doctrine are: (1) The ontolc^-
ica! argnment. which bases immortality on
the !- 'icity. and irrednd-
bility ; (2) The teleological

argumtr'.:. -a .::j.l c:;.
'" ": "*-:- s

destiny and function -\-

self more :x^- ---^ :e

and space, v
tual and m - - :::

is impossible under the conditions of eanhiy
life; (3) The theological argument; the wisdom
and justice of God guarantee the self-realization

of personal beings whom he has created; (4)
The moral argument, i. e\ the moral demand
for the ultimate equivalence of personal deserts
__j J- ..•_:._ — ---Tilence is not found in

:~:\ argument: the fact

-e

- \ ~i
the statements of tije 2«ew lestament Scrip-

tures.

-\s to the attitude of men in the present time
towards the doctrine. Osier ('Science and Im-

'::y'> happily groups them into three
-: (l) The GalTionians (cf. Acts of the

....f. xviii. I4'>. i. e. t!ie Scientists who
study the How of the universe and who regard
jK, "—

- -~ without the pale of science.

I . nor denring its truth, although
it; (2) The Teresians ( Sant

. 1515-15)52). i, e. the seekers of the Why
universe, the mystics who "live by faith"

:»r.i :-.ave the ""will to Ijelieve."" a pur-

pose in human destiny and :n the

world: these are of the spin: : r,Lito: tj)

The Laodiceans, wlio study neither the How
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nor the Why of the universe, who are absorbed
in empirical problems and the sense-life ; these
have no practical concern with the doctrine.
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Immortelle. See Everl.\sting Flowers.

Immunity. It has been a common observa-
tion that certain individuals are prone to the
infectious diseases, and others not. Some chil-

dren in a family always "take things hard." while
others are not susceptible. This resistance to
the poisons of the infectious diseases, or to the
bacteria that cause the poisoning, is termed im-
munity. It is a relative quality of living mat-
ter, and is not confined to man alone, for lower
animals, and even plants, show marked varia-
tions in their reactions to chemical and organic
poisons. Thus certain plants are capable of
growing in soils impregnated with metallic
poisons of sufficient strength to destroy animal
life ; many animals are immune to poisons that
would kill man: thus birds arc comparatively
immune to strychnine

;
young children can take

comparatively larger doses of belladonna than
adults ; the diseases of plants are almost un-
known among animals, and vice versa; certain
diseases affect the lower animals and are rare
or unknown in humans, and the reverse condi-
tion also holds true; thus swine-plague is com-
paratively unknown in other animals than pigs,

and such human diseases as typhoid fever and

cholera are not common in lower animals; thus
plants, lower animal.s. and man, individually
and collectively, enjoy certain relative immun-
ity from destruction when exposed, under ordi-
nary circumstances, to disease-producing agen-
cies.

Natural immunity may be so modified as to
be lost entirely, certain forms of disease pre-
disposing the sufferer to ready secondary in-
fection, as, for instance, is seen when tubercu-
losis follows measles; or a partial immunity be
made more effective, or a new immunity con-
ferred. This has been termed acquired im-
munity. The evolutionary doctrine would tend
to interpret natural immunity as an inherited
acquired immunity. In the case of man im-
munity sums up those powers of resistance
which the body naturally possesses, or which it

acquires in the struggle with infectious diseases,
both in endeavoring to destroy the bacteria

—

bacteriolytic power—and to counteract the
toxins—antitoxic power. Modern pathology
has shown that the battle-field is a large one,
and that the opposing forces are numerous and
their powers largely unknown ; and it must be
remembered that the struggle has been going on
perhaps for millions of years.

The observation that certain diseases—as
measles, scarlet fever, smallpox—once acquired,
confer a marked immunity, led up to vaccination,
this inoculation against smallpox being the first

conquest of disease by such means. It is cer-
tain that others will follow. Certain diseases

—

notably pneumonia, influenza, erysipelas—con-
fer an immunity, but it is not lasting; thus
demonstrating the principles of variability in
the "immune bodies" as a class, and of an active
and a passive immunity which may be conferred
by various means, an active immunity being ac-
quired by the animal for itself by direct adapta-
tion, a passive immunity being conferred by a
body made in the blood-serum of another ani-
mal.

Forrner theories for explaining the varied
picture in this rapidly widening study have been
numerous. They^ may be classed under the
exhaustion theory of Pasteur, which assumed
that the bacteria used up the available food-
supply and died ; or. as the laity often express
it, "the disease wore itself out." This theory
has been thoroughly disproved. The retention
llieory—that the bacteria are killed by their ow-n
products—is also untenable. The nteehauical,
humoral, and phagocytosis theories, which teach
that the bacteria are destroyed by the humors
or cells of the body, are partly true, but do not
convey the whole truth, which in fact may
never be known. The most popular theories of
the present time are chemical, and that known
as Ehrlich's side-chain theory is uppermost in

discussion. This theory is extremely elaborate,
but its fundamental principle is that the blood-
serum of man and other animals may be so
modified, in whole or in part—experimentally
played upon, as it were—that it can be made to

overcome the effects of infections, of poisons,
or of both. The development of the diphtheria
antitoxin in the blood-sennn of the horse, to
counteract the effects of the toxin of the diph-
theria bacillus in man, was the first important
practical deduction of this great principle. It

was the first illustration of the production
of a successful passive immunity in human
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pathology. In ihe discovery of the diphtheria
antitoxin it was hoped that all the infectious

diseases were conquered, but this hope was
premature, as it was learned that other diseases

involved other factors of a more elusive char-

acter than the simple toxin. The destruction

not only of the bacteria within the body, but the

neutralization of the poison as well, was found
necessary, and hence the terms bacterio-

hlic immunity and antitoxic immunity.
Ehrlich's side-chain theory tries to explain
antitoxic immunity in chemical terms. He
assumes that the cell-body has a number
of side-chains upon it— receptors, as they

are termed. These arc capable of combin-
ing with food-products for the metabolism of

the cell. There are certain receptors that can
combine with toxic products as well, with dam-
age to the cell. Antitoxins, according to Ehr-
lich, consist of surplus receptors made by the

cell and cast off in the blood-serum. These
unite with the toxin in the serum, and thus save

the receptors of the cell for their normal food-
taking properties. Any surplus of receptors over
and above those combined with the toxin mole-
cules floating in the blood are available as free

antitoxins in the treatment of toxin-caused dis-

ease.

The other phase of the subject of immunity
is concerned with the ability of bodies them-
selves to destroy bacteria— bacteriobtic im-
munit}-. It is known that if the blood-serum of

certain animals is injected into an animal of a

different species, the red blood-cells of the in-

jected animal are destroyed. This process has

Deen termed haemolysis, and is observed under
other conditions, as in poisoning by drugs, such

as acetanilid, sulphonal. etc. A similar action

of blood-serum on certain bacteria can be
brought about by artificial means, thus manu-
facturing a bacteriolytic serum for use in de-

stroying given bacteria in the human body.

The various terms that are used in elaborating

this hypothesis may best be expressed in the

form of a chart, since in medical literature so

many synonyms have been in vogue.

Table showing various forms of adaptation

products with their relationships and synonyms.
(From Prudden.)

The body-cells in adaptation
to alien substances of
protoplasmic origin may
elaborate

The " Antibodies

'

Antitoxins
.\ntiferments
Cytolysins
(Cytotoxins)
.Agglutinins
Precipitins

new era in physiological chemistrj', and to link
more closely than any other extension of know-
ledge in our time some of the most subtle and
urgent problems cf medicine to the wider out-
looks of general bioiogj'."

Consult: Welch, 'Recent Studies on Immun-
ity' ('Medical News,' i8 Oct. 1902); Prudden
('Medical Record,* 14 Feb. 1903); Ritchie
( 'Journal of Hygiene,* Vol. II., Nos. 2, 3, 4,

igo2) : and for general works, Fliigge, 'Die
Mikroorganismen' ; Muir and Ritchie, 'Manual
of Bacteriology* (1903) ; KoUe and Wasser-
mann, 'Bacteriology'' (1903).

Smith Ely Jelliffe, M.D.,
Professor of Bacteriology, College of Phar-
macy, City of New York.

Im'pact, the action which results on the
coming together of two bodies, one or both of

them in motion. If an ivory ball fall on a mar-
ble table which has a thin coating of oil, after

impact the ball is found to have on its surface
a patch of oil, which shows by its size that the

ball must have been compressed at the moment
of impact. When two bodies come into colli-

sion they compress each other at the points that

touch until they have each the same velocity

;

during this time of compression each body acts

upon the other with e.xactly the same impulse,

the momentum lost by the one being gained by
the other; if now the bodies are perfectly in-

clastic no further mutual rebound will take
place; if the bodies are elastic they will regain
their old shape, and the mutual impulsive forces

of restitution will cause separation. The im-
pulsive forces of restitution are found to be less

than those of compression; that is (see Im-
pulse), the momentum lost or gained by either

of the bodies during the second or restitution

part of the impact is less than the momentum
lost or gained in the first or compression part

of the impact in a certain ratio which is called

the elasticit}' of the bodies. In a perfectly elastic

body this ratio would be equal to i, in a per-

fectly inelastic body it is 0.

Thus, when one ivory ball comes into direct

collision with another of equal size at rest, the

first comes to rest and the second moves in the
direction of motion of the first before impact.

Complement
Alexin
.\ddiment
Cytase.

Amboceptor
Immune body
Intermediary body

Substance
Sensibilatrice

Copula
Dcsmon.

H^craolysins
Bacteriolysins
Special Cytotoxins

Formed of two
substances

B
{.\nticytotoxins

.Xnti-agglutinins

Antiprecipitins.

t .Anti-complement

I Anti-amboccptor.

As Prudden writes, "there seems to be
abundant ground for the belief that the protective

agencies which are evoked in both natural and
artificial immunization are simply those which
the body makes use of in its normal metabolism,
exaggerated and diverted to different ends, it

is true, in the face of emergencies, but giving
evidence of the birth of no new physiological

capacities." "The new methods of research and
the far-reaching conceptions which they have
stimulated and fostered seem likely to mark a

but with a slightly diminished velocity. When
two equal ivory balls come together with equal

and opposite velocities each returns on its old

path with a velocity slightly lessened. When one
perfectly inelastic body overtakes or meets an-

other directly the common velocity after impact

is equal to the sum or difference of momenta
of the bodies before impact divided by the sum
of the masses.

In a collision of two balls not perfectly elas-

tic it may be shown that the total energy of
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motion (see Energy) of the two balls after

collision is less than it was before, some of it

having been converted into heat.

Impeach'ment, the accusation and prose-

cution of judicial and executive officers for mis-

demeanors involving an abuse of their official

functions, or immediately connected with those

functions. In Great Britain the tribunal before

which impeachments are tried is the House of

Lords, and the impeachment is made by the

House of Commons. The person impeached

may be either a peer or a commoner; but while

a peer may be impeached for any crime what-

ever, a commoner cannot be impeached for a

capital crime. The method of procedure is this.

A member of the House of Commons charges

the accused with high crimes and misdemeanors,

and moves that he be impeached. If the motion

is carried the member is ordered to go to the

bar of the House of Lords, and lay the im-

peachment before that tribunal. The lord high-

steward presides at the trial. After the charges

have been laid, and the answers of the accused

heard, the lord high-steward puts the question

whether the accused be guilty or not guilty of

the crimes charged in the first article of im-

peachment to each of the peers in succession,

beginning with the junior baron, and each of

the peers answers «guilty" or <'not guilty," as

the case may be, "upon my honor." The lord

high-steward gives his own opinion after all

the other peers. The same question is then

put with regard to all the other articles of im-

peachment successively, and the result is declared

by the lord high-steward. The question of

guilty or not guilty is decided by a majority

of votes.

By the Constitution of the United States the

House of Representatives is given the sole

power of impeachment; and the Senate has the

sole power to trj' all impeachments, and pro-

vides that at the trial of a President the chief

justice of the Supreme Court shall preside. Sec-

tion 4 of Article II. provides that the President

and Vice-President and all civil officers of the

United States shall be removed from office on

impeachment for and conviction of treason,

bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors,

and the trial of officers by impeachment has

been attempted seven times in the history of the

United States. First came the Blount case.

William Blount, United States Senator from

Tennessee, was in 1797 impeached for conspir-

ing w'ith British officers to steal part of Louis-

iana from Spain for England's benefit. The
Senate expelled him, after putting him under

bonds for trial, but his defense being that a

Senator was not a civil officer liable to impeach-

ment, on the question of jurisdiction he was
acquitted. John Pickering, judge of the Federal

district court for New Hampshire, being im-

peached in 1803, for drunkenness and profanity

on the bench, was convicted and removed from

his office. Samuel Chase of Maryland, a justice

of the Supreme Court of the United States, in

1804 was charged with having indulged in

"highly indecent and extra-judicial reflections

upon the United States government," in_ the

course of a charge to a Mar>-land grand jury,

and with other improper conduct on the bench.

The impeachment proceedings, instigated and

managed by John Randolph of Virginia, were

political in their origin and animus. Judge
Chase was acquitted. The prosecution failed to

obtain a two thirds vote against him on any one

of the eight articles of impeachment and, re-

suming his seat on the bench, he held it as long

as he lived. Judge West H. Humphreys of the

Federal district court of Tennessee, joined the

Confederacy at the opening of the Civil W'ar,

and accepted office under it, without previously

sending his resignation to Washington. He was
impeached, mainly in order to vacate the office,

and convicted on 26 June 1862. Andrew John-
son was impeached on 4 March 1868. He was
charged in 11 articles with violating of the

Tenure of Office act, with violating of the Con-
stitution, conspiring to prevent the execution of

the Tenure of Office act, and with utterances

tending "to bringthe high office of President into

contempt, ridicule, and disgrace." This memo-
rable trial lasted for nearly three months, and
the fiercest of political passions were excited by
it. Thirty-six votes were needed to convict.

No vote was ever taken except on the three

strongest articles, the 2d, 3d, and nth, and on
each of these the Senate stood 35 for conviction

to 19 for acquittal, impeachment failing by a
single vote. The seventh impeachment recorded

was that of William W. Belknap, secretary of

war under President Grant. He was accused

in 1876 of corruption in office, and the House
voted unanimously to impeach him. He re-

signed before the passage of the resolution, but,

although his resignation was accepted by the

President, the trial proceeded. The impeach-
ment proceedings failed by the lack of a tv/o

thirds majority in the Senate for conviction.

Imperative Mandate. See Referendum.

Impe'rialism, the national policy which
tends toward the expansion of national domina-
tion and national ideas over a geographical area

wider than that of national boundaries. Thus
ancient Rome extended her dominion and system
of government, attended with her laws and lan-

guage first over the whole of Italy, then over

Sicily, Northern -\frica, Spain, Gaul, Greece,

and parts of Asia. Charlemagne's idea was to

hold France, Germany and Spain under one im-
perial head. Napoleon wished his empire to

comprise all Europe. English nationalism has
been partly a wide scheme of colonization, and
partly as in India a plan for subjugating and
Anglicizing a cluster of Oriental races. In the

United States the term imperialism has been
used in a more or less factitious sense. The
avowed object of the government at Washing-
ton in the Spanish War was the liberation of

Cuba from the Spanish yoke. The term "im-
perialism" was employed as a political catch-

word in the presidential campaign of 1900, espe-

cially with regard to the purchase of the Philip-

pines. Yet the United States cannot scientific-

ally be st\'led an empire, or likely to develop into

an empire. The Supreme Court on 2 Dec. IQOI

has, however, decided on the constitutionality

of expansion. The principles settled by the de-

cision are thus to be stated: (l) The Constitu-

tion does not follow the flag till it is planted

on new territory by special act of Congress.

(2) The extension of the sovereignty of the

United States to new territory guarantees the

enjoyment of liberty, the right to property and
the protection cii the United States to the peo-

ple thus affected in securing justice and public
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order and promoting peaceful progress. (3)
The islands acquired from Spain by the treaty

of Paris are *propert>- of the United States."

and Congress can dispose of these islands in

any way conducive to the interests of the peo-
ple of the United States and of tliese islands.

A corollary of these propositions finds ex-

pression in the statement that the territory of

the United States may be described under three

heads: (i) The States. (2) Incorporated ter-

ritories. (3) Unincorporated territory, belong-
ing to the United States.

This gives to the nation three different

classes of people dependent upon it: (i) Citi-

zens vested with full political power, or the
residents of the States. (2) Citizens of the
incorporated territories, who are not vested with
full political power as long as they are residents

of the incorporated territories. (3) The people
of the *territory belonging to the United States,"

as such, who cannot become citizens of the
United States till Congress extends to such
territory they occnpy the privileges of the Con-
stitution.

Impetigo, im-pe-ti'go, popularly known as
PcsiuL-VR Tetier, Hoxev Sc\b, and Hoxey
SiCKNESS, a skin disease found mostly in chil-

dren, consisting in an eruption of itching pus-
tules, appearing in clusters, and terminating in a
yellow, thin, scaly crust. They appear chiefly on
the head and face, and sometimes on the hands.
Feverishness and sensations of chilliness accom-
pany the disease. The treatment is both exter-

nal and internal, the former consisting in the

application ot ointments, etc., and the latter in

the administering of various medicines calculated

to improve and maintain the health of the pa-
tienL

Impeyan (Im'pl an) Pheasant, a pheasant

of the genus Lophophorus generally; specifically

the species (L. impcyanus) of southern Kashmir,
first brought to notice by Lord and Lady Impey.
These are among the most splendidly clothed of

birds, rivaling the humming-birds in the bril-

liance of their metallic hues. There are four or
five species, each restricted to a particular

region in southeastern Asia. The Himalayan
species or Monal (L. rcfulgcns) is the best

loiown and is often exhibited in zoological gar-

dens. The male is perhaps il\e most gorgeous
of the Phasianida, presenting a wonderful com-
bination of sparkling metallic purples, blues,

browns and greens, with golden and coppery
reflections and contrasting patches of snowy
white and deep black; on the head is a crest

composed of long racquet-shaped feathers. The
female is plainly colored. High up in the moun-
tains near the snow line the monal lives during
the summer, breeding up to an elevation of

12,000 feet, but in the autumn, as the weather
becomes cold, it gathers into fJocks and de-

scends to the deep wxkxIs or, in very severe
weather, even to the cultivated lowlands. It

both runs and flies swiftly, but is chiefly terres-

trial, and feeds largely on roots and grubs dug
from the ground. The irapeyan pheasant has
the black and white areas replaced by golden
green.

Implements, Agricultural. Sec Acwctx-
TVE.\I, MACHINEilV AND IMPI.EI1IENTS.

Impost, in architecture, the point at
which an arch rests on the column, pier, or wall.

It is often marked by horizontal moldings,
though these may be absent. Imposts have re-

ceived various names, according to their char-
acter. Thus, a continuous impost is one in

which the moldings are carried perpendicularly
down the pier, as in the later decorated Gothic;
a discontinuous impost, one where the moldings
abut, and are stopped on the pier; shafted im-
posts are those in which the arch moldings
spring from a capital and differ from those of
the pier.

Im'potency, a diseased condition of the

male; in common law failure to consummate
the marriage relation within three years is pre-

sumptive evidence, and constitutes a sufficient

ground for divorce, or annulment of marriage.

Impress'ionism, the style of painting

adopted by the Impressionists, a group of mod-
em French painters, who held their first ex-
hibition in Paris in lS~. This coterie included
Claude Monet, Alfred Sisley, C Pissarro, .\m-

guste Pierre Renoir, and Berthe Morisot.
These artists professed to have cut themselves
free from all traditions of color, line or tech-

nique, and to paint things, not from what they
had learned about things from other painters,

but from what they saw in things. Their one
inmiediate impression of a landscape, or a group
of figures, they would transfer to the canvas
without modifying one jot or tittle. "'The Im-
pressionist,* says Theodore Duret, one of their

earliest critical interpreters, "sits doT\Ti on the

bank of a river, and the water takes its tones, in

accordance with the condition of the sky. the

angle of vision, the hour of the day, the stillness

or agitation of the air. Without hesitation he
sets upon his canvas exactly all the tints and
tones which he sees in the water. The sky is

overcast, the weather showery, he paints the

water steely gray, dull, opaque. The sky is

clear, the stm brilliant, he paints the water
sparkling, silvery, azure blue. The wind blows,

he paints the myriad hues of the rippling sur-

face. The sun sets and darts his last rays into

the water. The Impressionist smears yellow

and crimson on his canvas. The winter comes.
The Impressionist paints the snow, and as he
sees tliat shadows cast upon the snow are blue

he unhesitatingly paints blue shadows. Certain

clayey soils seem to clothe the plains in lilac.

The Impressionist therefore paints lilac land-

scapes. In the summer sunlight under the dim-
lit arcades of green foliage, skin and clothes

take a \"iolet tint The Impressionist paints

them violet" The French Impressionists claim
Corot, Courbet and Manet for their fathers in

art. It is certain that they owe much to Japan-
ese masters. ^Before our acquainionce with Jap-
anese art," says the critic already -quoteid.

"painting kept on its course of falsehood, and
Impressionism was imp>' >sible.*

Xevertheless, Impressionism is dj-ing out, if

it is not alread\' dead in Paris, as Quilter some
years ago stated. It has not taken any root in

England, where tlie Pre-Raphaelite movement,
with its idealism, linked to its freshness and
originality of st>'Ie, was the most recent domi-
nating innovation, .\mong .\merican artists it

did, however, obtain some foothold, and V\'hist-

ler, a great Anglo-American painter, began his
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career as an Impressionist, and though he did

not continue on tlie extreme left of this radical

school, he always was their friend and was
willing to learn all they could teach him. In

New York there are some survivors of the

school, and Twachtner and Childe Hassam were

for some years its exponents, and the death of

the latter so early in life removed a really sin-

cere and quickening influence in American art.

It is certain that Twachtner never went to the

extremes of the French Impressionists. He vvas

one who felt their influence rather than a blind

and literal follower of their theory. He was
delicate and refined, as well as bold in color,

and he cultivated to perfection what the French
Impressionists sometimes seemed to neglect,

—

the sense of form as defined by the invisible

line that divide the tones in a picture and in

life, and which great painting defines with a

magic and unerring accuracy that cannot be
secured by daubing on the canvas a mass of

tints in which color and value are everything
and line nothing. Impressionism is chiefly

notable as being a revolt from academic stiffness

and conventionality, from slavery to certain pig-

ments and methods of technique, long in use.

It is a movement which has added fresh

life to art by teaching the painter to use his

eyes, and to trust them. Compare Sabrin, 'Sci-

ence and Philosophy in Art' (1886) ; Duret,
*Les Peintres Impressionistes' (1878) ; 'French
Impressionism' (in 'The International Month-
ly,' Vol. V. 1902) ; Duranty, 'La Nouvelle
Pcinture.'

Impress'ment, The right of changing one's
natural allegiance (see Citizen ; Embargo) was
not acknowledged as a legal right in the l8tli and
early 19th century by any nation but the United
States, which lacked power to enforce it against

the world. Great Britain denied it, and Chan-
cellor Kent early in the 19th century admitted
that the denial was common law. During the
Napoleonic wars, that country in its struggle for

life especially on the seas, demanded the help
of all its citizens ; and not only refused to recog-
nize any ceremonies of naturalization, but seized

its alleged subjects wherever it found them,
searching neutral vessels on the high seas and
impressing into its service whoever were claimed
as such. The naval officers were the reverse

of particular whether they made mistakes and
kidnaped born Americans, and many hundreds
of the latter were impressed in this way. Not
only this, but the right of search in itself, were
rasping grievances which worked up the na-
tional temper to the pitch of explosion, resulting

in the War of 1812 ; the right of search resulted

in the bloody outrage of the Leopard on the

Chesapeake (q.v.), which was one of the chief

agencies in bringing about the Embargo.

Impris'onment is one of the three classes

of punishment for crime, death and penal ser-

vitude being the other two. It has always been
a power inherent in courts of justice to imprison
for contempt of their authority, and under
certain conditions for non-payment of debt. In

criminal proceedings a person may, by a warrant
of a justice of oeace or magistrate, be imprisoned
before trial, provided the justice considers it is

not a proper case for allowing bail ; and though
in minor offenses an accused person may insist

on being discharged on tendering sufficient bail,

yet in more serious crimes it is in the discretion

of the justice to accept or refuse the bail ten-

dered, and on his refusal application may be

made to judges of the common law coitrts to

accept bail. Imprisonment may be with or

without hard labor, or it may be solitary. Penal

servitude may be inflicted for life, or any shorter

term, but in the case both of imprisonment and

penal servitude the convict can at any time

apply for commutation or remission. In police

and other petty offenses tried summarily at

common law and under a variety of statutes,

imprisonment is usually awarded with the option

of a fine. The unlawful detention of the person

by any one, or "false imprisonment," constitutes

a personal injury, and may be treated as a

criminal or as a civil offense. See Debt.

Imprisonment for Debt is the restraint of

the liberty of a debtor in a civil action. An
arrest for debt is usually made by some mandate
of a court having jurisdiction, after the nature

and amount of the debt has been established by

due process of law. But sometimes a debtor is

restrained of his liberty on a preliminary pro-

ceeding, by order of a court, for the purpose of

holding him to bail. In the United States, im-

prisonment for debt is made only by virtue of

statutory regulations, several States having con-

stitutional provisions prohibiting it under certain

circumstances, and seven of them having abso-

lutely prohibited restraint in any form of per-

sonal liberty on account of debt, by such

provisions ; namely, Alabama, Georgia, Maryland,

Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas.

Several of the States provide in their constitu-

tions that there shall be no imprisonment for

debt except in cases of fraud on the part of the

debtor. In some of the States acts have been

passed providing for imprisonment founded on

contracts deliberately entered into, while others

have provided that only absconding debtors shall

be subject to imprisonment. The tendency of

modern legislation is adverse to imprisonment

for debt. Many of the States have provided in

case of imprisonnvvnt that the restraint shall be

made as free from indignity as is consistent with

the safe-keeping of the debtor, and that his

restraint shall be considered more in the nature

of misfortune than as punishment for an offense.

Improved Order of Red Men, an Ameri-
can civic society, with benevolent and social

characteristics, organized 14 Oct. 1833. Founded
upon the manners, traditions and customs of

the aborigines of the Western World, the Order
adopted their unique figures of speech, which
it transmits with historical accuracy. Knowing
that some time the Indian race will become ex-

tinct it intends to occupy an original place in

public interest as the repository of Indian cus-

toms, Indian traditions, and Indian nomen-
clature. The Order's motto is "Freedom,
Friendship, and Charity." Its interpretation, as

promulgated by official authority, may be con-
cisely stated in these words : Freedom, in honor
of that race to whom the forests, the plains, the

hills, and the valleys of this land were as free

as the air to the eagle, and in memory of the
early struggles to wrest these LTnited States
from dependency to foreign rule. Friendship,
to commcninrate the unswerving loyalty with
w'hich an Indian maintained a noble and unself-

ish aft'ection for him to whom it was plighted,
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and which makes sweet and lasting the relations

that one member bears to another. Charity, the

iove expressed to a brother b3- those who meet
around the brightly burning council fire; the

sympathj- which is pleased at his success, and
the fraternal affection that grieves over his sor-

rows and disappointments.
Government.— The Order is organized along

the famijiar lines of civic societies. Its su-

preme power is the Great Council of the United
States, and from this body emanates aU au-

thorit>- for the establishment of local branches
in towns and cities; also Great Councils in

States and Territories and in tlie Dominion of

Canada. State and Provincial Great Councils,

under restricted delegated autliority, exercise

governmental oversight,— within their respec-

tive jurisdiction,—-similar to that of the Great

Council of the United States. Local branches

of the order are: Tribes, Degree Councils, and
Councils of the Degree of Pocahontas. The
Great Council of the United States has for its

chiefs, or otncers, the presiding and executive

official, who is called the Great Incohonee; the

Great Senior Sagamore, second in authority

;

Great Junior Sagamore, third officer ; Great

Prophet, who is often a Past Great Incohonee;
the Great Chief of Records, or Grand Secre-

tary; the Great Keeper of Wampum, or Grand
Treasurer; Great Tocakon, the messenger of

the presiding officer, or Grand Marshal ; the

Great Minewa, an officer in charge of the inner

wicket; and the Great Guard of the Forest,

guardian of the outer door. State Great Coun-
cils have chiefs whose duties correspond to the

officers of the supreme body, as follows : Great
Sachem, presiding chief; Great Senior Saga-
more, Great Junior Sagamore, Great Prophet,

Great Chief of Records, Great Keeper of Wam-
pum, Great Saimap, Great Mishinewa, Great
Guard of Wigwam, Great Guard of Forest.

The chiefs of a tribe are: The Sachem, who
presides; Senior Sagamore, Junior Sagamore,
Prophet, Chief of Records, Keeper of Wam-
pum, Collector of Wampum, First and Second
Sannap, four Warriors, four Braves, the Guard
of the Wigwam, and Guard of the Forest. In
Degree Councils the chiefs governing them are

similar to those of a tribe. The Councils of
Pocahontas admit white women to membership,
and those of the order who have attained to
the Chiefs Degree. The chiefs of the council,

—

whose duties are defined in an ornate ritual,

—

are : Pocahontas, presiding officer : Wenonah,
Powhatan, Keeper of Records. Collector of
Wampum, Keeper of Wampum, First and Sec-
ond Scout, First and Second Runner, two
Counselors, four Warriors, Guard of Wigwam,
and Guard of the ForesL Provision has also

been made for the establishment of State Great
Councils of the Degree of Pocahontas, similar
in authority to those of the Tribal Branch, the
officers of which run parallel with local coun-
cils. The names of the chiefs have the prefix
of "great," and these Great Councils are given
jurisdiction over this degree, all under the sov-
ereignty of the Great Council of the United
States. After \'arious attempts to organize a
branch for the "display element." legislation
created, in 1899, the Red Men's League, with a
uniform resembling the "Continental." and a
perfect military code. Into this organization
were merged prior uniformed bodies and bene-
ficial councils. The adoption of consistent laws

at once secured a continued increase in this

branch of the Improved Order of Red Men.
Ritual.— The ceremonies of the Order are

purely American. The ritual stands, and must
ever stand, unique, and distinct, growing more
valuable as the only realistic demonstration of
those mystic ceremonies of the aborigines,
which otherwise might fade into oblivion.

Founded, as has been stated, on the manners,
traditions, and customs of the American In-
dian, it portrays an existence more fascinating
the longer it is studied, and gives the ke\-note

to those bursts of eloquence which were at once
the wonder and the admiration of the early mis-
sionaries, and of which tlie renowned "Black
Hawk" is a shining example. The work of the
Order is divided into three sections or degrees—

-

the Adoption, the Warrior's, and Chiefs,— each
of which illustrates a phase of the characteris-

tics mentioned. The degrees of the auxiliary
branches of the Order are written in harmony
with the general theme of the original ritual.

Nomenclature.— The attention arrested by
the recital of this Order's official life is greatly
enhanced when its terminolog>' is considered.
The expressions used not only differentiate the

Improved Order of Red Men from other civic

societies, but these form links connecting it

with prior organizations of Red Men. This is

further outlined in the "history" following.
Time is not computed as in the common era, but
according to a phraseology that has a hidden
meaning and significance to the "initiated." Up
to 1865, the Jewish style, namely, the year of the
world, was used in dating documents. This
was superseded by a revised sjstem and "G. S.

D.," or Great Sun of Discovery, was adopted,
the year 1492 being considered G. S. D. I. For
convenience the year begins with that of the
common era, and the enumeration follows : A
year. Great Sun; a month, }tIoon; January, Cold
Moon; February-, Snozi' Moon; March, Worm
Moon; April, Plant Moon; May, Flower Moon;
June, Hot Moon; July, Buck Moon; August,
Sturgeon Moon; September, Corn Moon; Octo-
ber, Traveling Moon; November, Beaver Moon;
December, Hunting Moon; a week, sci'cn suns;
a day is a sun, and a night is a sleep. Morning
is called the rising of the sun; evening, setting

of the sun; noon, high sun; midnight, lou' sun;
an hour is a riiii, and a minute a breath. Ex-
amples: 30 Julv 1903 .\.v. would be expressed as
«30th Sun, Buck Moon, G. S. D. 412,"

1903—1491=412. "Tribes . . . shall, with-
in two seven suns after the last council sleep

in Hot and Hunting moons, transmit,'' eta
Wampum Belt signifies treasury, and wampum
or money is computed as follows: Fathom, one
dollar: foot, a dime, and an inch is one cent.

To illustrate: "In case the wampum shall at

any time be reduced to a less amount than five

feet for each member, or to less than 50 fathoms,

the tribe." etc. Non-members are called pale

faces; tribal jurisdictions are hunting grounds;

Great Councils govern reservations ; opening and

closing meetings consist of kindling and quench-

ing council fires; minutes are called records; ad-

dresses or reports, talks or long talks: attending

to business is follou.'ing the hunt, and wronging
another, crossing the path. U'ig-ccam and tepee

signify the halls of meeting, and council cham-
ber, a room therein. Voting is called twigging.

History.— An attempt has been made to

establish a succession from the patriotic societies
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of the American Revolution to the Improved
Order of Red Men, but without much historical

basis. That such organizations existed, there

is no doubt. Moreover, the War of 1812, with
England, served to foster the assembling and
banding together of men fired with patriotic

ardor. It is quite likely these associations may
have led to the formation of the societies of

Red Men,— possessing the terminology herein-

before mentioned,— known to have flourished

between the years 1813 and 1830, of which frag-

mentary records have been preserved. The im-
pulse also may have come from the Tammany
societies of the national period prior to 1812. A
society of Red Men existed in Philadelphia, Pa.,

in 1824, and there were branches in other cities

and States at earlier and later dates ; but the

movement, which began in Baltimore, Md., in

1833-4, really seems to be the authentic date of

foundation. The Improved Order of Red Men
was anti-convivial in its character, and was first

brought into public prominence by the observ-
ance of Saint Tammany's Day (still on the cal-

endar), 12 May 1837. The Order spread, and,
on 20 May 1835, the Great Council of Maryland
was instituted, and soon became an incorporated
body. On 30 Jan. 1847 the Great Council of the
United States was formed as the supreme gov-
ernment, and this, in turn, became a corporation,

by special charter from the legislature of Penn-
sylvania, approved 30 J^Iarch 1866. The policy

of the Order has been to possess a legal standing
in the State ; and a brotherly hand extended
early secured the adherence of the scattered

bands of Red Men to the "improved" institution,

so that unity of effort soon promised much for
the future. The fortunes of the "Improved
Order," however, were fluctuating at first, and,
until 1881, when it began to assume its present
proud proportions of 350,000 members, embrac-
ing the entire republic, and reservations in

Canada.
Consult: 'Official History,' edited by Charles

H. Litchman, revised by Charles C. Conly
(1893-9), and 'Documentary History of New
York' ; 'Constitutions and Digest, I. O. R. M.'

H. L. Stillson,
Fraternity Historian.

Impulse. This is a term used in mechan-
ics to designate the "time integral" of a force.

If the force is constant, the impulse it produces
in a given time is the product of the force and
the time in question. If the force is variable,

its time of action may be divided into an infinite

number of equal intervals. Then the impulse
will be the sum of the products of each variable
value of the force by the common infinitesimal

time interval just defined. Impulse is a quantity

of the same kind as momentum ; that is, it is the

product of mass and linear velocity.

It should be observed that in the cases of

impulses in nature the forces are never infinite

and their times of action never infinitesimal,

though it is sometimes convenient to adopt these
fictions in analysis. For the theory of impulses
see especially Thomson and Tait's 'Natural
Philosophy,' part I.

Imputa'tion, as a term in Protestant theol-
ogy, is used to signify three things, first the
imputation of the sin of Adam to all of his
posterity, second the reckoning of the sins of

man to Christ, third the reckoning of the right-

eousness of Christ to believers. Thus, on the

theory of imputation the sin of Adam is so

attributed to each individual of the human race

as to be considered in the Divine counsels as

the act of that individual, who is thus rendered
guilty of it. When sin is spoken of as imputed
to Christ it is meant that the condition or state

which was actually man's becomes by imputation
judicially his, and thus in law Christ became
fitted to be a sacrifice and sin-offering for man.
Had he not been man's substitute by the impu-
tation of sin he could not have become his

substitute in the endurance of the penalty of

sin. The two are inseparably connected. In the

very same sense in which Christ was made sin

men are made the righteousness of God in him.

According to this view he was made sin, not

actually and personally, but by imputation ; and
men are made righteousness, not actually and
personally, but by imputation.

Imus, e'moos, Philippines, pueblo of the

province of Cavite, Luzon, eight miles southeast

of Cavite, the provincial capital ; it is an impor-

tant road centre. In 1896 it was the stronghold

of the insurrection, Aguinaldo and other chiefs

having their headquarters in its principal build-

ing. Pop. 14,700.

In-breeding, Evils of. See Breeding.

In Coena Domini, in se'na dom'i ni, a

papal bull, so called from its first words, it being

annually read "at the Lord's Supper" on Holy
Thursday. Its earliest form was that promul-

gated in 1363 by Urban V. against all heretics

and favorers of heretics. The bull was annually

promulgated at Rome till the year 1770. when a

much modified document took its place, this in

its turn being withdrawn by Pius IX. in 1869.

In Personam, spoken of legal rights,

means such as are maintainable only against a

specific person, and not against the whole world

(see in rem). Rights in personam 3.nse out of

a specific engagement between individuals, or out

of domestic or fiduciary relations. But the

majority of rights in personam spring from

the violation of rights either in rem. or in per-

sonam. A right once violated, a right of action

against the violator irrmiediately arises. An ac-

tion brought against the violator is also called an

action in personam.

In Rem, spoken of legal rights, means
such rights as are not only maintainable against

a specific person (see in personam) but can be

maintained against the whole world. Nor are

rights in rem limited to property rights, but in-

clude all rights, such as freedom from personal

assault, from causeless imprisonment, from tres-

pass. The term includes the right not only of

suing for damages but of seizing and detaining

certain articles. In admiralty practice this is a

common resort, though in ordinary processes for

the recovery of land or goods, it is rarely made
use of nowadays.

Inagua, e-na'gwa. Great and Little, two of

the Bahama Islands in the West Indies, at the

southern extremity of the group. Great Inagua
has an area of 660 square miles, and Little

Inagua 36 square miles. The latter has few
inhabitants. There is a considerable town on
Great Inagua called Matthew Town, pop. (1900)
1,500.
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Inaugura'tion Day, the day set aside for

the inauguration of the President of the United

Stales even- four years on 4 March. It is said

that Benjamin Frankhn selected this date be-

cause in the next two centuries it would fall

less often on Sunday than any other day in the

year. Preside, t Washington took the oath the

first time on 30 April, and Taylor and Hayes
were inaugurated on Monday. 5 March. The
same is true of ^lonroe's second inauguration,

but his first was on the regular day. The second

Adams, Pierce and Gartield were inaugurated

on Friday. Five inaugurations have been on

Monday and five on \^'ednesday.

Incandes'cence. See Exectric Lightixg.

Incandescent Gas-light. See Illumix.\ting

Gas.

Incarnation (from later Latin, incarnatio.

first used by Irenxus, .\.D. 180, derived from in

and caniem, into flesh), the permanent assump-

tion of human form or human nature by a

divine personage. In the Christian religion,

the incarnation signifies the assumption of

human Nature by God in Jesus Christ.

The classical statement is John 1:14, «.\nd the

Word became flesh, and tented among us."

This is the central teaching of the Christian

religion, and the source of its claim to univer-

sal acceptance and to finalit>'. Ver^' intimately

bound up with it. though distinguishable from

it, are the important teachings of the divine

sonship of Christ, his sinlessness, his pre-

existence and virgin birth, and inevitable de-

ductions affecting the Trinity (q. v.) and the

atonement (.q. v.).

I. Sources in the New Testament.—(a) The
gospels show how the disciples became con-

vinced of the incarnation as a fact. The im-

pression of the greatness of Christ's person-

alit>- ; his miracles, which showed his sovereign

power over disease and nature; his sinlessness,

proved not so much by express declaration and
outward conduct as by a combination of the

most penetrating ethical insight and moral

power with an entire absence of any sense of

srn or moral failure or need of forgiveness

;

the intimacy of his knowledge of God and
communion with him; his claims that moral

character and future salvation were decided

bv relation to himself; his assumption of au-

thority to forgive sin, and his promises of rest

to wear>- souls, who came to him; the e.Kperi-

ence of this forgiveness and rest in their own
hearts— all predisposed the disciples to this

belief. Yet the most powerful factor, taken in

connection with the foregoing elements, was
Jesus' claim to be the Messiah (q. v.), who
had been prophesied in the Old Testament
scriptures and was a familiar figure in the later

current Jewish literature. This claim meant
nothing less than that he would be the future

judge of all men, the bringer of the super-

natural kingdom of God, and king in that

kingdom. This claim was acknowledged by

Peter at Cxsarea Philippi with Christ's joyful

approval, was constantly asserted by implica-

tions of more than human authority and by

the use of the phrase, "Son of Man," which

means nothing more nor less than Messiah,

and was maintained, although Christ knew that

it would cost him his life, in reply to the High
Priest's question in the trial before the San-

hedrin. The resurrection, however, decisively

and forever settled the matter in the mind of

the disciples. After that event, they had no
further doubts. John's gospel truly represents

the growth of their faith to the climax, when
Thomas calls the risen Jesus, "My Lord and
ray God."

(b) The early Church consequently pro-

claimed Jesus the Messiah, sitting not on
David's throne, but at the right hand of God.
and cited the resurrection as proof. They
called Jesus Lord, using the very word used of

Jehovah in the Septuagint. and in connections

which exclude any other reference. The open-
ing chapter of the earUest Pauline Epistle, I

Thessalonians, associates God and Christ on
terms of practical equaht>-. 2 Cor. 4:4. 6. and
Col. 1:15 assert that Christ is the image of the

invisible God. cf. 2 Cor. 5:19. I Cor. 8:6, and
Col. 1:16-18 make Christ the mediator of crea-

tion. 2 Cor. 3:17 identifies him with the divine

Spirit, and. according to the best modern ex-

positors, Paul in Rom. 9:5 calls him "God
blessed forever." The earliest epistles already

show that the pre-existence of Christ is no new
idea to be e.xplained and enforced, but the com-
mon property of Christians, cf. Rom. 8:3. I Cor.

15:47. 2 Cor. 8:9. Gal. 4:4. These thoughts are

developed at length in Phil. 2:6-11 and Col.

I :l5-20. The familiar and incidental reference

to these teachings as matters of course in the

belief of the Church dispose us to believe that

they have their root in Christ's own declarations

of pre-existence as recorded in John's gospel,

John 17:5. 24, 8:58, 3:13, 6:62, 33. 38. 16:28. etc.

The other Xew Testament writers shared these

views of Christ's pre-existence. cf. Heb. 1:1-3,

and I John 1:1-4. The Prologue of John 1:1-

18, is the climax of the development of the teach-

ing in the Xew Testament.
Historically ^-iewed then, the early Christians

belie\^d without any doubts in the incarnation

on the basis of a synthesis of proofs derived

from Christ's personality, his moral spotlessness

and force, his miracles, his Messianic claims,

his resurrection and their own experience

of his forgiving and renewing power, and
not on the basis of the virgin birth, which

is never mentioned outside the opening chap-

ters of Luke and Matthew. This teaching,

however, was welcomed by men, who be-

lieved the fact of the incarnation, as an ex-

planation of its method, and is accepted by most
believers to-day in the s.ame relation. It is

therefore not essential to the teaching of the in-

carnation, which might have taken place in other

wavs, but is the gospel-given history of the

method adopted by God to bring the incarnation

about, and. logically considered, it is burdened

by no more difiiculties than any other possible

method would probably be. It does not appear

improbable to those who already believe in the

incarnation. The historicity of the virgin birth

has recently been keenly attacked on the most

diverse grounds, principally by those who elim-

inate the supernatural. Its defenders are taking

the position that though the reports of it were

late in being disclosed, as shown by absence of

mention of it in the rest of the Xew Testament,

they are in fact the most archaic Christian docu-

ments. In support of this, they point to the

.\ramaic coloring of the narratives; their He-
brew background; their primitive Christian

viewpoint: their simolicity, beautj-, and deli-

cacy ; the reasons which immediately suggest
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themselves why sucli a story i.hould be witliheld

till Jewish opposition had riecreased, and the

principal actors had passed from the stage ; and
their inexplicability o« any other hypothesis

than their truth.

II. The Church Doctrine.— The New Testa-
ment fails to give any answer to the questions of

the exact relationship of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, and of the manner in which the divine

and the human in Christ were related to each
other, and these matters formed the subject of

the first great theological controversy, during

which the teaching of the incarnation was de-

fined and developed principally in opposition to

misapprehensions of it by different parties and
individuals within the Church.

(a) The earliest were the nearly opposite

errors, Ebionitism (see Ebionites) and Docet-
ism (see Docet.e), both of which began in the

1st century and flourished during the second.

The Ebionites were a sect of Jewish Christians

who held that Jesus was naturally born, was
merely a prophet, received an extraordinary en-

duement of the Spirit at his baptism, and was
finally exalted to Lordship at his resurrection.

It was merely Judaism in semi-Christian dress;

against it the Fathers asserted the full teaching
of the incarnation, and it soon passed away.

(b) Gnosticism (q. v.), which started with
the assumption of the inherent evil of matter,
almost necessarily drifted into Docetism, the

doctrine that Christ could have no real relation

to matter, that his body was merely apparent, a
vision and delusion, or at least of a spiritual

nature different from a human body, and not
subject to suffering and death. This view was
held in different forms and was shared also by
Manichseism (see Manich.e.^ns). It is a prac-
tical denial of the possibility of the union of the

divine and the human. Docetism was very early.

It seems to be opposed in I John 4:2, and
2 John 7. The apocryphal Gospel of Peter, dis-

covered in 18S6, is Docetic. It was attacked by
Ignatius. The Fathers met it by an insistence

on the real humanity of Christ. After large in-

fluence, it passed away with Gnosticism. Justin
Martyr, I renins, Clement of Alexandria, Ori-
gen, and Tertullian were the principal theo-
logians who defended and developed the teach-

ing of the Church during this period.

(c) With Sabellianism (,see Mon.\rchians,
Sabellius), condemned in 262, began the real

contest. Sabellius urged that the Trinity is not
a trinity of persons in one substance, but merely
three different or successive forms of the reve-
lation of the one person. Christ was pre-exist-

ent because the one person persisted under the

change of revelation-form. The Patripas-
sians were Sabellians, who logically asserted
that it was the Father who suffered on the

cross. Sabellianism. variously modified, has
constantly reappeared, and is now known as the
doctrine of a modal Trinity. The controversy
with Sabellianism did much to sharpen the
definition of the Church.

(d) The greatest battle over the teaching of
the incarnation was brought on by Arius (see
Arianism ; Arius), a presbyter of Alexandria,
about 318. Arius held that Christ was a pre-
existent divine being, but of a different essence
from the Father (heteroousios), created by the

Father out of nothing, but himself the creator
of the world, and the incarnate Saviour. The
Semi-Arians taught that Christ was not of a
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different essence from the Father, nor as the
orthodox asserted, of the same essence (homo-
ousios), but of a similar essence (homoiousios).
This was a very elastic and ambiguous view.
The great defenders of the coequality of the
Son and the Father were Athanasius (q. v.),

the father of orthodoxy, at one time called.
"Athanasius versus mundum," Basil, Gregory of
Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyssa (q. v.).
The whole Christian world rang with the con-
test, which culminated, but did not end, with the
decision of the Council of Nict-ea, the first cecu-
menical council, in 325 A.n., in these w^ords, <'VVe
believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker
of all things visible and invisible. And in one
Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of
the Father (the only-begotten, that is, of the
essence of the leather, God of God), Light of
Light, very God of very God, begotten not m:\de.
being of one substance (homoousios) with the
Father; by whom all things were made (both in

heaven and in earth) ; who for us men, and for
our salvation, came down and was incarnate
and was made man ; he suffered, and the third
day he rose again, ascended into heaven ; from
thence he shall come and judge the quick and
the dead." After a renewed struggle, this creed,
slightly enlarged, was reasserted at the second
oecumenical council at Constantinople, 381 a.d.

(e) Apollinarianism (see Apillinarians),
as well as Arianism, was condemned at this lat-

ter council. It was a reaction against Arianism,
and taught that Christ had a human body and
animal life, but that the pre-existent Logos took
the place in Him of the human mind and spirit.

Against this extreme, the Church protested that
Christ had a real human soul as well as a real

human body.
(f) Nestorius (q. v.), bishop of Constanti-

nople, objected to calling ?ilary "the mother of
God." This position led him, however, to join

the human and divine in Christ so loosely that

he was accused, probably unjustly, of giving
Christ not only two natures Ijut making Him
two persons, at best a man inhabited by God.
He was irregularly deposed at Ephesus in 431
A.D., but the verdict was generally accepted that
the Church must insist on two natures vitally
united in one person.

(g) The opposite extreme was attempted
about 448 by Eutyches (q. v.), an abbot of (Con-
stantinople. He maintained that Christ had only
one nature, a fusion of the human and divine,

and something different from either. This
period of controversy was closed by the cele-

brated formula of the council of Chalcedon (see
Chalcedon) 451 a.d. as follows: "We, then,
follow'ing the Holy Fathers, all with one consent,
teach men to confess one and the same Son, our
Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in Godhead
and also perfect in manhood : trulv God and
truly man, of a reasonable (rational) soul and
body; consubstantial (coessential) w'ith the
Father according to the Godhead, and consub-
stantial with us according to the Manhood ; in

all things like unto us, without sin; begotten be-
fore all ages of the Father according to the God-
head, and in these latter days, for us and for
our salvation, born of the Virgin Mary, the
Mother of God, according to the Manhood; one
and the same Christ. Son, Lord, Only-begotten,
to be acknowledged in two natures, incondiscdly,
unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably: the dis-
tinction of natures being by no means takew
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away by the union but rather the property of
each nature being preserved, and concurring in

one Person and one Subsistence, not parted or
divided into two persons, but one and the same
Son, and only begotten, God the Word, the

Lord Jesus Christ ; as tlie prophets from the be-

ginning (.have declared) concerning him. and
the Lord Jesus Christ himself has taught us,

and the Creed of the Holy Fathers has handed
down to us." This declaration has ever since

been considered by the strictly orthodox the
limit of human wisdom on this subject.

(h) Still it did not immediately end the con-
troversy. Eutychianism revived in Monophysit-
ism (see Moxophysites), or the doctrine of one
nature in Christ, which convulsed the Eastern
Empire for more than a century ; while its cor-

ollary, Monotheletism (see Moxothelites), the
doctrine that Christ had one will, unfortunately
induced the Church in the si.xth oecumenical
council at Constantinople in 689 .a.d. to assert

that will belongs to nature rather than to person,

that consequently Christ had two wills, never at

variance. This completed the orthodox state-

ment.
III. Modern I'icws.—Since the Chalcedonian

formula (see g above) followed the lines rec-

ommended by Pope Leo I., it was accepted by
the Western Church, although it subsequently

fell somewhat into the background before the

development of the idea of the Church as the

body of Christ. Briefly, though the incarnation

was discussed in the Middle Ages, no progress

was made, and the great Reformed Churches
made, and still make, their Christological declar-

ations on the basis of the Chalcedonian formula.
(a) While the great creeds and the great

mass of the Christian Church still rest here,

many modern Protestant scholars insist on re-

examining this great central doctrine as they do
all others, seeking a restatement more in ac-

cordance with modern points of view. There is

an inclination, on the one hand, to magnify the

incarnation as the great specifically Christian
doctrine, and on the other, to object to the
ancient definition of it as too fine-spun and
metaphysical, going beyond what it is given men
to know. These scholars insist on a revaluation

of the scripture statements and the historical

facts on which the doctrine is based, especially

on giving to the fact of Christ's growth in

knowledge and wisdom, and to his true human-
ity generally its proper weight, on proceeding
on the lines of history and ethics, rather than on
the lines of metaphysics. Many deem the ancient

formulas full of bad psychology- and impossible

philosophy, and demand a restatement in line

with the progress of human thought in other de-

partments of knowledge. Many even of these,

however, would agree that the general results

of the earlier contest must be preserved as the

expression of the universal faith of believers

from the apostolic age to the present.

(b) The first of these attempts was made by
the Socinians (see Socinus) in Poland in the

16th century. They rejected the Trinity, and
held Christ to be not divine, but more than a

mere man, in that he was conceived of a virgin,

was absolutely holy, and was finally exalted to

absblute power. The Socinians gave birth to the

modern Unitarians (q. v.), who reject the deity

of Christ, and in varying degrees look on him as

the ideal of humanity, "the best we know," or, at

least, as one of the prophets. This shades off
into

(c) Pantheistic conceptions, to which Hegel
gave a powerful impulse. There is an essential
unity of the human and divine ; humanity is

itself divine. The pre-eminence of Jesus is seen
in that he first awoke to the consciousness of
this fact, and represents it in its purest and
strongest form. The great body of Christian
believers fail to find in the Unitarian or pan-
theistic statements a sufficient explanation of the
Christ of history and experience.

(d) The Kenotic theories propounded by
Thomasius, Gess, and Martensen, have a more
orthodox origin and result. They are based on
Phil. 2:6-8. especially the words «he emptied
himself" (ekenosen), and are inspired by the
desire to present the full human development of
Christ. The Kenotists in varying degrees de-
clare that the pre-e.xistent Christ at the incarna-
tion divested himself of the attributes of omni-
potence, omniscience, and omnipresence, and
became man, retaining, however, the essential

attributes of truth, holiness, and love. By thus
depotentiating the divine nature to the level of
the capacity of the human, it w-as hoped to over-
come the dualism of the ancient statement.
These theories have had wide influence, but are
severely criticized as metaphysically impossible.

(e) A theory of gradual or progressive in-

carnation was matured by Dorner (q. v.).

There is no self-limitation of the pre-existent

Logos, but a limitation of his self-communication
to the human nature. Jesus Christ progressively

became conscious of his divine nature and real-

ized it fully only at the resurrection. Christ be-

came conscious of his Godhood just as He be-

came conscious of his manhood. Its opponents
hold that this theory is Nestorianism in a more
subtile form and does not really do away with
dualism.

(f) The present dominant German theo-
logical school, the Ritschlian (see Ritschl,
Albrecht), follows a new method of procedure.

Instead of beginning to discuss the incarnation

with a consideration of the self-witness of Jesus
or of the apostolic testimony, it begins with the

Christian's experimental knowledge of Christ as

Redeemer, and consequently asserts that none
but the possessor of a Christian experience can
have any real knowledge of his person. W^h.-it

the believer has learned of Christ in his experi-

ence leads him to call Jesus God. for none but

God can do for the believer what Jesus has

done. Christ is the full and perfect revelation

of God in His grace and truth : Christ's will, too.

is the will of God, namely, the establishment of

the kingdom of God, and to found this was
Christ's unique vocation in the world, a vocation

to which he was absolutely true: in all his life

and sufferings He was ahsolutclv independent of

and superior to the world, and so gained un-

limited sovereignty over it. But if we meet God
in Christ so as to experience the divine power
and presence, God himself must be in Christ

and in some true sense Christ must be God.

How this can be is a matter of metaphysics which
is insoluble and does not concern us. Ritschlian-

ism thus attempts to prove the deity of Christ

from experience, and to free Christianity from
the entanglement of metaphysics on the one
hand, and make it independent of the results of

biblical criticism on the other. From such a
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viewpoint, it regards the doctrine of the two
natures as a hindrance, and the virgin birth as a

matter of indifference, something to be decided
on the grounds of historical criticism. The
tendency of the leading living theologians of the

school is toward a personal pre-existence, and
some form of the doctrine of the Trinity.

Kaftan declares that "Christ's historical person
stands in a connection of nature with God which
is altogether unique and can never be repeated."

(Consult Garvie, 'The Ritschlian Theology,'

chap. IX.)

(g) The modern conceptions of the universe,

and especially of evolution, have had their in-

fluence on the modern belief in the incarnation,

(i) In many different schools of thought, the

idea gains currency that the incarnation was an

ethical, not a metaphysical, necessity of God's

nature, a necessity of his love and grace, and
would have occurred in some form, even if sin

had never entered the world. The incarnation

was no afterthought to repair an unforeseen
calamity, but has its place in the eternal purpose

of God alongside of and conditioning the plan

of creation which made sinning possible. (2)

Theistic evolution suggests not only that Christ

is the consummate flower of the race, "the end
and goal of the whole ascent of life, the perfect

man beyond whom there can be none higher,"

but that this perfect man is raised to the throne

of divinity. (3) It is also seen that the finality

of the Christian religion can be guaranteed only

on the ground of the deity of Jesus Christ ; for

if Christ was one like us, however superior to

all who have yet existed, there is no certainty

but that during the ages another may arise su-

perior to Him. The incarnation is thus the cen-

tral doctrine of Christianity, and its maintenance
in some form or other is vital to its e.xistence.

See also Christology,
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Inca or Ynca, the name of a tribe of Peru-
vian Indians— not exclusively that of a royal

family or caste, as has been commonly asserted.

The members of this tribe sometimes called
their war-chief "Cuzco,'' meaning chief or lord
of Cuzco, but probably more often "the royal
Inca," or simly "//le Inca" (compare 'Royal
Commentaries of the Yncas,' by Garcilasso de
la Vega: Lisbon, 1699: Part I, chapters viii

and xv). The latter usage was in the end
adopted by Spanish chroniclers ; and Garcilasso,
half Spaniard, half Indian, in the 15th chapter
of his commentaries, which were written, he
tells us, 71 years after the conquest, uses both
the longer and the abbreviated forms — "Yncas
Kings" and "Yncas" — though feeling that he
must explain that he means by the latter the
"native kings of Peru." Throughout the tribe

mother-right prevailed, and marriages were
contracted between members of different clans

:

therefore offices could not descend from father
to son : and especially the office of war-chief, or
Inca par eminence, must usually have been filled

by selection. The tribal dialect was called
Quichua. See also Peru and South America.

Inca Semi-Civilization, the state of ad-
vancement in arts and learning reached by the
most progressive tribe of South American In-
dians, occupying a portion of the Andean Sierra,
and exercising control, in the regions now-
known as Peru, Ecuador, and northwestern
Bolivia, over many other tribes of the high-
lands and lowlands before the Spanish conquest.

In the articles Ikca, Cuzco, and Peru, ref-

erence has been made to certain popular mis-
conceptions touching Inca government, chro-
nology, and the tribal name. It is necessary to

add that the evidence at present available is

entirely insufficient to warrant such assertions
as the following, which occurs in one of the
leading works of reference: "The Inca was
the absolute but, in most cases, kindly ruler.

. . . In many respects the Inca government
will compare favorably with any which at that
time existed in Europe" ; or this, from a popu-
lar account published in December 1903 : "The
far-famed Inca race had developed in pre-Co-
lumbian times an astonishing and marvellous
civilization." Far from lending itself to such
conclusions, the evidence furnished by Spanish
writers of the i6th and 17th centuries, when
their works are tested and corrected by a com-
parison with the results of modern archaeolog-
ical research, points to social conditions which
cannot be ranked above semi-civilization.

Moreover the objects collected by archaeologists
to illustrate or represent industrial and artistic

activity in ancient Peru (especially the impor-
tant Bandelier collection which was put in order
at the .\merican Museum of Natural History in

1904) in point of fact illustrate and represent
the activities of a race very slightly elevated
above semi-barbarism. In the customary treat-

ment of their dead a lack of higher symbolism
made itself felt oppressively : the crouched posi-

tion of the body, bound in a tawdry pack, and
the commonplace offerings buried with it sug-
gested nothing better than the petty comforts,
or ignoble miseries, of a life forever limited to
alternating phases of servile toil, crouching
rest, sensual indulgence, and childish diversions.
The various tribes of the Sierra, from Quito
to Lake Titicaca, were bound together by roads
which ran from one highland village to another

;

the lowland Indians were held in subjection
through fear alone, the Inca supremacy signify-
ing to them a prolonged reign of terror.
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Some of the war-chiefs may have been "kindly
rulers" : we shall, in all pro'babilitj-, never know
whether they were or not. Cristoval de Molina,
who described tlie "Fables and Rites of the
Yncas." and who, in order to gain the know-
ledge of those rites which he imparts, "assem-
bled * as he says, "a number of aged persons
vao ftad seen and participated in them in the
Cays of Huayna Ccapac," believed that some
definite, if scanty, records existed. He says:
*It is so that these people had no knowledge of
writing. But in a house of the sun called Po-
quen Cancha, which is near Cuzco, they had the
life of each one of the Yncas, with the lands
they conquered, painted with figures on certain
boards." Another chronicler, Juan de Santa
Cruz, who wrote about 1620, says : "I affirm
tliat I have heard, from a child, the most ancient
traditions and histories, the fables and barba-
rism of the heathen times, which are as follows.*
Such as these are the sources of our knowledge
of the story of the Inca rulers. Some of the
events in the lives of the war-chiefs were de-
picted, as valuable records or as parts of an
ornamental design, in a "house of the sun*

;

otherwise all rests upon the prattle of Indian
dotards and of Indian nurses. Accounts writ-
ten by the conquerors themselves (for example,
Xeres) leave almost everjthing to the imagina-
tion. \\'e may be certain, at least, that tradition

retained most accurately the traits of the last

two or three native chiefs, whom the "aged
persons had seen" ; and though we may not
condemn the unknown by reason of the credibly
reported misconduct of the known, we shall be
obliged to suspend judgment, instead of accept-

ing the easy platitudes now current with respect

to the succession of war-chiefs from Manco
down to Huayna. The shameless private life of
HuavTia Ccapac is set forth in the 'Antiquities

of Peru' by Juan de Santa Cruz. As for that

great war-chiefs still more famous son. we read
in Garcilasso de la Vega's 'Roj-al Commen-
taries of the Yncas' (Book 9. chapters 35-37)
tliat Atahualpa summoned all Incas of the blood
royal to assemble at Cuzco, and put them to

death. "The cruelty of Atahuallpa," says this

historian, himself half Inca, "was greater than
that of the Turks, for. not content with the

blood of his own 200 brothers, the sons of the

great Huayna Ccapac. he passed on to drink

that of his nephews, uncles, and other relations

. . . so that none of the blood royal might
escape, whether legitimate or bastard. They
were all murdered in different ways." The
same fate was meted out to all the loyal captains

of his rival Huascar: furthermore "he ordered
all the women and children [of royal blood] to

be assembled, of whatever age and condition,

reserving only those who were dedicated to the

sun in the convent of Cuzco. He ordered that

they should be killed outside the city, by little

and little, and by various cruel tortures, so that

they might be long in dying." The varieties of

ingenious tortures mentioned by Garcilasso are

similar to those inflicted by North .American
aborigines upon captive women and children

:

and "tliough the work could have been done in

a shorter time, they prolonged it in order to

enjoy their cruelties more fully.'

It appears to be altogether improbable that

the Inca semi-civilization, if it had not been
interrupted by the coming of the Spaniards,

would have reached the height of i6th or 17th
centur>- European civilization, or by native merit
have kept abreast of the advancing nations of
the Old World. That the tribe had neglected
to provide itself with a written language, and
failed to develop high ideals in art, we have
already noticed. A third essential for progress
was equally wanting: the Incas had no money,
or any medium of exchange corresponding to
the wampum of the Indians who lived near tlie

Xorth Atlantic coast. But it is impossible for
an}- people deprived of trustworthy records of
human experience to construct a convincing
system of morality; and without some con-
venient medium of exchange an extensive and
pacific commerce is equally impossible. Both
deductive and inductive methods of reasoning
must, therefore, lead an unbiased student of
old Peruvian institutions to the conclusions
that, at home, inveterate and fully sanctioned
practices made for degeneration : while steady
blackmail, varied by occasional slave-raids, took
the place of mutually beneficial dealings with
neighboring, subject or independent tribes.

Limitations of the race's genius or experi-
ence may be exemplified in the department of
music. The Inca musicians used drums which
"were made bj- stretching a skin over a hoop
of wood or over one end of a short section of
the trunk of a tree which had been hollowed
out to a thin cjlinder" (compare 'The Musical
Instruments of the Incas.* by Charles \V. Mead,
assistant, Department of Archseolog}-. American
Museum of Natural History). Other musical
instruments of percussion in common use were
copper bells, in form resembling sleigh-bells;

rattles, made of small shells, gourds, and nuts,
often strung together and attached to the wrists,

ankles, or other parts of the body, in dancing;
also c}-mbals of rudimentarj- form. Wind in-

struments were the syrinx or pan-pipe, con-
sisting of reeds of graduated lengths, held in

position by a crosspiece of split cane lashed to
the reeds with a cord made of llama wool— the
reeds being sometimes closed at the lower end,
sometimes open, and occasionally arranged in

double rows, j-ielding octaves : flutes, made of
cane or bone, "simply tubes, open throughout
their length, and all belonging to the class

known as 'end-blown',* not scientifically con-
structed and not attuned one to another ; res-

onator whistles, emitting several different notes

;

trumpets, made either of terra cotta or of conch
shells.— primitive instruments, producing only
four or five distinct tones (as shown by actual

test of specimens taken from the ancient

tombs) : a double musical water bottle, consist-

ing of two pottery vessels connected near the

bottom in such a way that water passes freely

from one to the other, and in its passage (when
the vessels are swung backward and forward)
forces air through an opening near the top. pro-

ducing a series of whistling sounds : and finally

the "comets" mentioned by Garcilasso ('Ro>-al

Commentaries') and Herrera— instruments
formed like the oboe, rather than the cornet in

the modem sense. With this enumeration the

list is exhausted. Such evidence as we have at

the present time disproves the existence in

Peru of any form of stringed instrument before
the coming of the Spaniards. In other words,
the unaided eenius of the Inca Indians, exerting

itself in the field of music, stopped short of the
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more complex instruments : ancient Peruvians

were satisfied, as their Quichu and Ayniara

descendants are to-day, with the wild discords

evoked from pan-pipes, flutes (or fifes), drums

or clashing shells, all of rude construction.

And, as in music a great volume of sound—
not harmony— was the desideratum, so in

architecture they neglected beauty and strove to

attain resistant mass, with walls as solid and

homogeneous as possible— the prime essentials

in a country shaken by destructive earthquakes

;

and their solicitude in this respect, which was
less justified in Cuzco valley, suggests that the

tribe, before the migration to which old legends

refer, may have dwelt in the volcanic western

part of the Sierra (.see Peru). Hence the so-

called "cyclopean" walls of the temples and

palaces, structures built to endure, for
^

which

the builders utilized enormous stones of irregu-

lar shapes, fitted together so skilfully that

mortar was not required.

It is safe to say that nearly all features of

the ancient industrial life of the tribes inhabit-

ing the Andean Sierra and Peruvian coast strip

are either intimated or plainly shown by speci-

mens in the Bandelier collection. With the ut-

most care products which are not properly to be

classified as Incan have been separated from
those showing the activities of the dominant
race ; and such care is obviously indispensable,

for the Incan objects, though they may be dis-

criminated by a trained archaeologist, do not

stand out from the rest quite unniistakablj'.

One finds practically nothing to support the

theory that there was ever a nearly unrelated,

or a wholly distinct and marvellously superior,

Inca civilization. Especially instructive are the

examples of the potter's art which have been
secured in great numbers— representing such
different social classes as the warrior, musician,

and water-carrier. Costumes, weapons, occupa-
tions, etc., are depicted faithfully, though with-

out artistic charm. Fabrics of cotton, or woven
from the wool of the llama, vicuna, and alpaca;

looms, spindles, and colored threads, bear wit-

ness to the wide extension of the industry of

weaving so often mentioned by early writers.

Offerings made to the dead in the graves which
have been explored (and, in the sacred cause of

science, discreetly rifled) recall the fact that

agriculture shared with warfare the distinction

of being the chief occupation of able-bodied

men. Inca women are shown to have been, like

their Quichua descendants at the present time,

eminently domestic in their tastes and employ-
ments, ruling supreme in the house, taking no
part in public affairs, and perhaps never devel-

oping the characteristics of the Amazons who
dwelt beyond the montana in the region of trop-

ical forests. Gold and silver appear to have
been not less abundant— perhaps they were
even more abundant— in the lowlands than in

the highlands : at any rate vessels formed from
the precious metals are found more commonly
in the burial places near the coast. It is not to

be supposed that the natives failed to appreciate
the beauty and utility of silver, gold, and cop-
per, .^n ingrained preference for the clumsy
methods of barter— which the Quichuas have
not even yet forsaken— prevented them from
adopting any medium of exchange or setting
apart one or more of the metals to be used as
"money." Marrion Wilcox.

In'cense, aromatic substances burned in

religious rites on account of the sweet odor they

emit. The custom of burning incense is ancient

and widely spread. ."Xmong the Jews the prac-

tice was enjoined as part of the worship of the
sanctuary (Ex. xx.x. 27), the ingredients of the
incense also being laid down, and it was to be
burned on a special altar called the altar of in-

cense. This altar was made of acacia (shittim)

wood, and was overlaid with gold, hence it was
called the golden altar, as distinguished from
the altar of burnt-otfering, which was made of
brass. The incense was burned daily ^— morning
and evening. Both the Greek and the Latin
churches use incense in worship. Among Cath-
olics it is used at every high mass, at consecra-
tion of churches, in processions, funerals, etc.

Inch, a lineal measure, the 12th part of a
lineal foot, anciently said to consist of three
barley corns. A statute of Edward II. (1324)
makes "three barley corns round and dry" the
definition of an inch. It is subdivided into

halves for mechanical work, and for a scien-
tific purpose decimally into thousandths, as in

gunnery, and into ten thousandths by the makers
of gauges. The English inch is equal to 2.54
centimetres. The old Scotch inch was slightly
larger than the English.

Inch-worm. See Measuring-woems.

Inch'bald, Elizabeth Simpson, English
actress, dramatist, and novelist : b. Stanning-
field, SufTolk, 15 Oct. 1753; d. London i Aug.
1821. In 1772 she was married to an actor
named Inchbald, and the same year went upon
the stage. She retired from this profession in

1789 and devoted herself to literature. Some
of her plays, which belong to the class of high
comedy, still keep the stage, but her greatest

success was the novel *A Simple Story* (1791),
which was translated into several languages.
She also wrote 'Nature and Art,* and among
her plays may be cited: 'Such Things Are';
<The Married Man'; 'The Wedding Day';
'The Midnight Hour' ; 'Every One Has His
Fault' ; and 'Lovers' Vows.'

Inclina'tion, Magnetic, or Magnetic Dip.
See Dippi.N'G Needle.

Inclined Plane, one of the mechanical
powers. When a body lies on an inclined plane
part of its weight is supported ; so that if a cord
be fastened to it and pulled, a force less than
the weight of the body, acting in a direction

parallel to the plane, will prevent it from sliding,

or will move it up the plane. Thus a heavy
wagon is raised on an inclined road by a horse
which would be quite unable to exert a pull equal

to a quarter of the weight of the wagon. A
body lifted by means of an inclined plane is

moved through a greater distance than if it

had been raised vertically, so that although the

force employed may be smaller, it is exerted
through a greater space. When the plane is

smooth, so that friction may be neglected, the

force parallel to the plane necessary to raise

the body is equal to the weight of the body, mul-
tiplied by the vertical height through which it is

lifted, divided by the distance it is moved aljng
the plane. For instance, when a train moves up
an incline which rises 3 feet for every 100 feet

of rail, the engine exerts a pull equal to 3/100 of

the weight (neglecting' friction). Inclined plane
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railroads are common in the United States, the

best known being located in Pittsburg and Cin-

cinnati.

Income Tax, a tax levied directly frorn in-

come of eveo' description, whether derived from
land, capital, or industrj'; first imposed in Great

Britain in January 1799, during the ministrj' of

Pitt, after the failure of an attempt to raise a

revenue adequate to the exigencies of the period

by trebling the amount of the assessed taxes. In

the Pitt act incomes under $200 were exempted;
the tax rose by a series of gradations till it

reached 10 per cent, at which rate it was
charged on all higher incomes. This tax was
repealed in 1802, but was again imposed in the

following year, though with a change of name
to property tax, and a difference of rate.

But one income tax has been imposed by the

United States government, arising from the ne-

cessities incident to the Rebellion. In 1861

Congress authorized a tax of 3 per cent on
all incomes over S800 per annum. In July 1862

an act was passed taxing all incomes under

$5,000 s per cent, with an exemption of $600 and
house-rent actually paid. Incomes in excess of

$5,000 and under $10,000 were taxed lYz per

cent additional, and incomes over $10,000 5 per

cent additional with no exemptions. Further
taxes of 5 per cent on incomes of Americans
living abroad and of i;4 per cent on incomes
from United States securities were laid, these

expiring in 1865. In 1864 a special tax of 5 per

cent was imposed on incomes above $600. A
readjustment the same year imposed a 5 per

cent tax on incomes between $600 and $5,000;

ID per cent on incomes above $5,000. During
Cleveland's second administration a bill was
passed imposing a tax upon all incomes above
$4,000. The constitutionalitj' of the law was
tested before the Supreme Court, which after a
protracted hearing decided adversely by a ma-
jority of one.

Inconnn, in-ko-nu', Fr. an-ko-nii', the

French-Canadian name of a fish of the rivers

that enter the Arctic Ocean (_Stenodiis mac-
kencii), intermediate between a salmon and a
whitefish in its characteristics, and of great value

as food for the people of that region.

Inco-ordina'tion, a lack of control over
muscular movements. In inco-ordination there

may be (l) some interruption in the paths of

the motor impulses as sent from the motor areas

in the brain to the muscle-centres in the spinal

cord ; or inco-ordination may result from (2)
deficiency in the incoming sensorj' paths, thus
causing an interference with the sense of mus-
cular localization. One of the most familiar

illustrations of inco-ordination is seen in acute
alcoholism. In this condition the lack of motor
control is largely due to interference in the con-
duction-paths of motor impulses. The intoxi-

cated person is unable to control the movements
of his hands to make them perform in their

wonted fashion ordinarj* acts. In locomotor
ataxia, a disease in which inco-ordination of the
movements is very striking, the inco-ordination

seems to result from a loss of muscle and joint

sense, whereby the patient's mind is rendered
unable accurately to realize just where his limbs
arc. Inco-ordination is a symptom of a number
of diflTcrcnt forms of poisoning, and is extremely
characteristic in diseases such as locomotor

ataxia, multiple sclerosis, chorea, and paralysis

agitans. It is also found in a number of in-

fantile diseases.

Incubator, a machine employed for the
artificial hatching of chickens from eggs. Such
devices were known to mankind from early

ages. Pliny says that the Eg>'ptians thus
hatched 100,000,000 chickens a year. While
artificial incubation was introduced into France
and England during the i8th century, the in-

cubator was brought to greatest perfection in

the United States in the 19th century. The first

patented invention of the modem incubator was
in 1847, but any practical success in such ma-
chines cannot be met with before 1877, when
Rouillier and Arnoult exhibited their hydro-in-
cubators at the Paris Exposition.

There are two general classes of incubators,
those in which hot air is used for the mainte-
nance of heat and the application of it to the eggs,
the other in which hot water ser\-es this pur-
pose. An automatic incubator of first class make
is equally efficient whichever of these two heat-
ing mediums is eirploj'ed, but there are many
different types of machine offered for sale, and
the struggle between cheapness and efficiency

sometimes leads to the sacrifice of the latter.

There are certain essentials to an incubator which
must be attained at any cost, and the machine
that is deficient in anyone of these is a failure,

which means that it cannot guarantee to yield of
living chicks at least 80 per cent. The following
may be enumerated as absolute requisites in a
good incubator; (l) An egg chamber heated at

a uniform temperature. It is best that the heat
should come from above, when it is likely to

be reverberated from the floor of the chamber,
and to more evenly affect the eggs, and may
at once strike the germinal vesicle which from
its lightness always rises to the upper surface
of the yolk. (2) A source of heat which is self-

regulative. The thermo-regulator in general use
is actuated by an arm thrust within the egg
chamber, and must be sensitive to an atmo-
sphere 1/2° or at most 1° above that which is

desired. (3) Good ventilation within the egg
chamber, with some provision by which a cer-

tain degree of moisture may be maintained in

the air. (4) Added to this, is a good turning
apparatus. There are very many devices for
effecting this purpose; perhaps the best is that

of a tray fitting exactly over the tray in w-hich
the eggs are laid, and by the turning of which
the eggs may be replaced in a reversed position
in the applied tray.

Of course the aim of a true incubator is

to reproduce as accurately as possible by artificial

means the conditions of natural hatching under
a sitting hen. Thus the supply of heat and air

must be conformable to a fixed standard. The
temperature is to be kept unchanged at 100° F.,

or a little above that, by placing the incubator
in a room not exposed to draughts. To make
accident m this respect impossible, a cellar, or
specially built chamber, should be used, where
no access of colder air may cause a fall in tem-
perature, and a sensitive thermo-regulator fur-

nish automatic means of preventing excessive
heat from destroying the vitality of the eggs.

Moisture must be preserved in the air of the
egg chamber that the eggs may not be shriveled

by excessive evaporation. There must also be
adequate ventilation, that no harmful gases
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sicken or kill the hatching chick. The turning
of the eggs is considered necessary, because the

sitting fowl has the habit of so doing, but the

eggs should not be disturbed after the iSth day,

nor the incubator be opened after that date, until

the hatch is completed. With regard to the

moisture of the air, it has been considered proper,

after studying the progress of evaporation, as

reckoned from the loss of weight in a fertile

egg during the process of hatching, that a hu-
midity of 45 per cent is the safest degree of
saturation.

Various w-ays have been resorted to of tak-

ing care of the chickens after they leave the in-

cubator. They must at first be kept in an
atmosphere of from 90° to 100°, at least for the

first week, and heated places of shelter, known
as brooders, must be prepared for them. There
are many patterns and kinds of brooders, which
are manufactured by the same firms as those
which make incubators. The requisites for

brooders are: (i) The temperature of the first

week, as given above should be gradually low-
ered. (2) The greatest diligence should be
applied to secure and maintain cleanliness, dry-
ness, and good ventilation. (3) Their construc-
tion should be such that newly-hatched chickens
may always be in view. As the chicks grow to-

ward fledging, facilities should be afforded them
to leave the brooder for exercise. See also
Poultry. Consult: Watson, 'Farm Poultry*
(1901); Stoddard, <The New Egg Farm'
( 1900 )

.

In'cubus (Lat. "one who lies upon"), a
spirit to whom was ascribed the oppression
known by the common name of nightmare, in
Greek cphialtes (from epi, and hallomai, I leap
upon). These demons play an important part
in the superstitions of the Middle Ages, having
been perhaps not unfrequently employed, like the
older gods of Greece, to cloak the advances of
earthly lovers. See Nightmare.

Incunab'ula, is a term applied by bibliog-
raphers to editions of books printed during the
early period of the art, and is generally limited
to works which appeared previous to 1500. The
incunabula are divided into xylographic and
typographic, the former those printed from en-
graved blocks, the latter from movable types.
Among the most highly esteemed of the in-

cunabula are those which are first editions of the
ancient classics. See Bibliogr.\phy.

In'daja Palm. See Att.\le,\.

Indemnity Contract, a form of contract
which, while not of recent origin, is becoming
much more common than formerly. Such a con-
tract is any form of written agreement between
two parties whereby one party agrees to in-

demnify or save harmless the other party for
loss or damage arising out of a particular trans-
action, or against some specified claim of a
third party. It is an original contract and must
be in writing in order to come within the
statute of frauds. Such contracts are frequently
made in the form of a mortgage. But the sub-
stance and not the form is important, and the
courts have usually given them a liberal con-
struction with the intent of furnishing the partv
to be indemnified with all of the protection that
was manifestly in the minds of the contracting
parties when the contract was signed. Indem-
nity contracts are not adverse to public policy

;

but they are not binding when they undertake
to protect persons against the consequences of
illegal acts. Like other contracts, they must be
founded on a sufficient consideration, and fur-
nish indemnity only to the party named as in-

demnitee, and do not extend to a person hav-
ing only a contingent or collateral interest in
the subject matter of the contract.

Indepen'dence, Iowa, city and county-seat
of Buchanan County, on the Wapsipinicon
River, 70 miles southwest of Dubuque, and on
the Rock Island and the Illinois Central R.R.'s.
It is the centre of an extensive horse-breeding,
farming and dairying region. There is located
here the well known Rush Park, with its kite-
shaped race track, the State insane asylum for
northern Iowa, public library and other build-
ings. The electric-light plant and waterworks
are owned by the municipality. Pop. (1890)
3,163; (1900) 3,656.

Independence, Kan., city and county-seat
of Montgomery County; on the Verdigris River,
85 miles southwest of Fort Scott, and on the
Atchison, T. & S. Fe and the Missouri P. R.R.'s.

It is the centre and distributing point for a large
agricultural section, and has cotton-mills, paper-
mills, w-indow-glass factories, flour-mills, cracker
factories, brick works, planing-mills, and cream-
eries. It has a public library, court house and
other large buildings. Natural gas and oil wells
are numerous near the city. Pop. (1890) 3,127;
(1900;) 4.851.

Independence, ^lo., city and county-seat
of Jackson County, five miles from Kansas City,

on the Kansas C. & I., Missouri P. and the Chi-
cago & A. R.R.'s. The city is considered a
residential suburb of Kansas City. The town
was settled in 1827, and in 1838 the Mormons'
rendezvous was located here, and from hence
the Latter-day Saints pursued their journey to

Utah. Under the charter of 1889 the city is

governed by a mayor and city council elected
every two years. The electric-light plant is

owned by the municipality. Pop. (1890) 6,380;

(1900) 6.974.

Independence, Declaration of. See Decla-
RATION OF IXDEPEXDE.VCE.

Independence Hall, Philadelphia, a low
plain brick building on Chestnut Street, begun in

1732 and completed in 1741, as a State-house for

the colony of Pennsylvania, as closely connected
with great national events as Faneuil Hall or
the Old South in Boston. The architect was J.

Kearsley, the builder E. Wooley. It was occu-
pied as a state-house while unfinished, in 1735

;

the tower was added in 1750. Here the Con-
tinental Congress held its sessions ; here Wash-
ington was appointed commander-in-chief of the

Continental armies, on John Adams' motion;
here the Declaration of Independence was
adopted, and was read from its steps to the as-

sembled crow-ds in front. The Convention of
1787 (q.v.), which framed the Constitution, was
also held here. It is now kept as a museum of
historical relics, especially of the Revolution.

Independent. Catholic Church of the
United States, a Polish religious body organ-
ized in Chicago, among disaffected Roman Cath-
olics. Its founder. Rev. Anthony Kozlowski,
attended one of the conferences of the Old Cath-
olic Church in Europe and was there consecrated
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a bishop. The church has acquired considerable

property in Chicago and has established a hos-

pital, dispensarj", orphanage, home for the aged,

primar>-, grammar, high, and industrial schools.

The societj- had in 1902 over 45,000 members,

and S3 ministers and 43 churches.

Independent Order of Odd Fellows. See

Odd Fellow.

Independent Telephony. In 1901-2, the

expiration of numerous fundamental telephone

patent.s enabled individual and independent com-

panies to extend the telephone service to small

communities, rural districts and farms in the

West and Northwest. Many co-operative tele-

phone lines were established in 1902 by fanners

in the Middle West, and in 1903 it was estimated

that 500.000 farms were in close communication

by telephone with neighboring cities and com-

mercial centres. The farmer finds that with the

telephone he can keep in touch with the market,

selling his produce or live stock when quotations

are the most favorable. It is a common prac-

tice for the country doctor to give directions by

telephone for caring for the patient, both diag-

nosing and prescribing. In Illinois the speeches

of a political convention in 1903 were listened

to by the farmers on a rural system as they sat

in their homes from 15 to 36 miles away. Being

in speaking distance of his neighbor, not only

does the farmer feel a new sense of personal

securit}-, but he knows that his belongings are

safer from molestation than they ever were be-

fore. The telephone has been instrumental in

causing the arrest of many horsethieves and

outlaws, and in some districts the farmers have

almost broken up chicken stealing and pett>- lar-

ceny by telephoning the police and commission

merchants of their losses, and thus enabling

prompt arrests to be made.

An innovation in the use of_ the telephone

which promises to be the vogue is already very

popular. The local grocer or butcher, realizing

that time is money, pays for the monthly rent

of the telephone of any of his customers who
spend $25 at his store during the month, or

makes a corresponding discount for a smaller

expenditure. He finds that in the increased

amount of business coming through the greater

ease of transmitting orders, and the reduction in

his staff of order men, he can well afford to

throw in the telephone service, which funher-

more becomes a splendid advertisement for his

store.

In the early days of the rural telephone the

farmers were content to utilize their fence wires

for intercommunication, and in many districts,

panicularly in the Western States, this method
so reduced the cost of installation as to enable

many communities to have a tolerably effective

ser\ice, which otherwise would have had to go

without any. But the farmers becoming more
fastidious, demanded a better service. The sys-

tems employed range from a single line, with

from three or four to a dozen instruments con-

nected, to comprehensive systems covering entire

counties and having hundreds of patrons. For
instance, in Geauga County, Ohio, near Cleve-

land, where there is a population of about 14.000,

there are over 1,000 patrons, the number in each

township ranging from 50 to nearly 400. Great

attention is paid to toll ser\-ice, and the best con-

struction and apparatus are insisted upon, as

being in the long run the most economical. .'\ii

example of the village and rural exchange is.

New Augusta, Ind., with 75 subscribers, 50 of

whom are farmers, the most distant being about

seven miles. When a single neighborhood line

with a few instruments attached is desired, a
switchboard is not necessarj-. The subscribers

signal each other direct by giving different com-
binations of rings.

So easy has the organization of rural tele-

phone systems become that it is safe to predict

that within a decade the majority of the 4.000.000

farmers said to be yet unprovided with telephone

service will have followed the example of their

more enterprising brethren and brought them-
selves within touch of civilization. If any com-
munity wishes to install a system, no matter
how limited, it has only to communicate with

a reputable installation firm to receive the fullest

and the clearest instructions as to how to go
about it. A favorite method of organizing is for

the farmers to form partnerships or co-operative

(^mutual) companies for the furnishing of serv-

ice only to the localitj- in which the subscribers

live. Sometimes the ser\nce is furnished by
nearby telephone exchanges running lines into

the rural districts.

In some places service caimot be given by
city companies. In such case, the farmers can
form themselves into a company, subscribe for
the stock on pro rata or other basis, and install

the system, ruiming a direct line from their

switchboard to that of the nearest town or city

exchange. This is called the community system,
the heart of which is the small switchboard, from
which radiate in different directions the lines to
which the various telephones are attached. See
also. Telephone System, Ixdepexdext.

Independent Treasury, The United States.

See Fix.\NCE.

Independents. See Coxgreg.\tiox.\usm.

In'dex Libro'rum Prohibito'rum ("list of
prohibited books"), in the Roman Catholic

Church, a title used to designate the catalogue or

list of books prohibited by ecclesiastical author-

ity, on account of heretical or immoral opin-

ions supposed to be contained in them, or main-

tained by the authors or editors of them: when
the list or catalogue is of books allowed to be

read after correction or alteration, agreeably to

the orders of the Papal authorities, it is termed
Index Ex('urgatorius. Such prohibitory cata-

logues have been in use from a verj- early period

in the histor>- of the Church, commencing with

a list of prohibited books drawn up by a coun-

cil held at Rome in 494, or even earlier, with

the proscription of the writings of Arius. These
prohibitions, in fact, were often issued by other

than the Papal authorities. In 1408 a sj-nod at

London prohibited the reading of the books of

Wickliffe. In 1544 the Faculty of Theolog>- in

Paris published a catalogue of books censured
by them, and in 1546 the Universitj- of Louvain
published an index of books regarded as dan-

gerous. The indexes of the Church were a sub-

ject of consideration at the Council of Trent,

which referred the business of drawing up a

complete index to a select committee under the

Pope. Their Inde.x was published in 1564, and
besides the catalogue of prohibited books con-
tains general rules relative to such books. In

1586 a special ecclesiastical board, the Congre-
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gation of the Index, was formed, with authority

to judge of new works, to indicate those of

which the reading is entirely prohibited, and

those which are permitted after correction, etc.

The most important editions are those of Alex-

ander VII. in 1664, and of Benedict XIV. in

1744. An edition appeared in 1881. with a sup-

plement in 1884. In 1607 the first volume of an

'Index Expurgatorius' was published at Rome.
Pope Leo XIII. had a revision made of the

Roman Index, and about 3,000 books were taken

from the prohibited list.

India, also called Hindustan or Indostan,

derived from the Persian form of the Sanskrit

siiidhu. a river, and signifying "the land beyond
the Indus," is a name used both in ancient and
modern times with great latitude of significa-

tion, and applied more or less comprehensively

to the great central peninsula of southern .\sia.

The mainland of India proper is bounded north

by the main range of the Himalaya Mountains

;

east by mountain ranges which divide it from
Burma, southeast by the Bay of Bengal ; south

by the Gulf of Manaar, which separates it from
Ceylon ; west by the mountain chains enclosing

the valley of the Indus, which separates it from
Afghanistan and Baluchistan, and by the Indian

Ocean. Its length north to south is nearly 2,000

miles ; its greatest breadth east to west about

1,800 miles. It extends between lat. 8° 5' and
35° 15' N., and Ion. 65° 45' and 97° E.

Political Divisions.—Legally "British India"

means all territory governed by the "King-
Etuperor" or "Kaisar-i-Hind," as the monarch of

Great Britain is designated in Hindustan, to-

gether with any territories of native princes or

rulers under the suzerainty of the King of Eng-
land exercised through the Governor-General
and Viceroy of India. They are as follows

:

1 Madras (Area 141,726 sq. miles; pop. 38,209,436)
was the most important of the three presidencie's before
dive's conquest of Bengal. The people are chiefly
Hindus, although there are at least a million native
Christians. The languages spoken are principally
Tamid and Telagu. It is ruled by a governor. The
chief cities are Madras (505,346), Madura (105,984), and
Trichinopoly (104,721).

2 Bombay (Area 125,144 sq. miles ; pop. 18,584,496).
The governor of Bombay administers Sind, and other
districts. 77 percent of the people of the Presidency are
Hindus, and 20 percent .Moslems. The Parsis, the ancient
fire worshippers from Persia, are very prominent in the
City of Bombay. Marathi, Gujerati, Sindhi, and Kana-
rese are the principal languages. Chief cities, Bombay
(977,822). Ahmadabad (185,88^), Poena (153,320), Surat
(119,306), Karachi tii6,t6o).

3 Bengal (Area 115,819 sq. miles; pop. 50,722,067).

Ruled by a lieutenant-governor. It comprises the dis-
tricts of Bengal, proper, Behar, Orissa, and Chota Nag-
Sur; only 5 percent of the population live in towns,
'early 78 percent are Hindus. Principal languages

Bengali and Hindu. Chief cities, Calcutta (1,106,738),

Patna 1 1,341,785).

4 Eastern Bengal and Assam (Area 106,130 sq. miles

;

pop. 30,1561,459). Ruled by lieutenant-governors. Prin-
pal languages, Benga and Assamese. Chief city, Dacca
(90,542).

5 'Jnited Provinces of Agra and Oiidh (Area 107,164
sq. miles; pop. 47,691,782). Principal languages. Hindi
and Behari. 85 percent of the population are Hindus
and 14 percent Moslem. Chief cities, Allahabad (172,-

032), .\'^TSL (iS8.022\ Benares (209,331), Lucknow (264.049).
Cfawnpur (107,170), Meerut (118,120).

6 Puiijab (.Area 97,209 sq. miles; pop. 20,330.339).
Under the rule of a lieutenant-governor. More than
half of the population are iloslems and one-third
Hindus. Sikhism, the national religion of the province,
numbers more than 2.000,000 adherents. The languages
are Gurinuki or Punjabi and Handi. The chief cities,
Lahore (202.964), Delhi (209,575), Araritsar, the sacred
city of the Sikhs (162.429).

7 Burma t Area 236.738 sq. miles
;
pop. 10,490,624), the

largest province in British India. Conquered and an-
nexed, 18S5. Ruled by a lieutenant-governor. The in-

habitants are of Tndu-Chinese stock. 90 percent are
Buddhist. Principal language Burmese. Chief cities,
Rangoon (234,881), Mandalay (183.816).

8 Central Provinces and Berar (A rea 82,6^5 sq. miles

;

pop. Q.237,654). Kulcd by a chief commissioner. The
people are mostly Hindus, and speak Hindi and Mara-
thi. Chief city, Nagpur (127,734).

9 The North- West Frontier Province (.Area 16.466 sq.
miles; pop. a. 125.480). Mainly Moslems, speaking Push-
to. or the Afghan language. A chief commissioner ad-
ministers the districts of Peshawar, Hazara, Kohat,
Bannu, and Dera Ismail Khan, together with the politi-
cal charges of Kurram, Malakand, Khiber, Tochi,
Gomal, and Shirani. Chief city. Peshawar (95,147).

10 Ajmer- Meraica (Area 2,711 sq. miles
;
pop. 476,912).

Administered by a chief commissioner. Chief city,
Ajmer (pop. 73,839).

11 Coorg (Area 1,582 sq. miles; pop. 180,607). The
resident of Mysore is ex-officio chief commissioner of
Coorg.

12 Britis/t Baluchistan (Area 45,804 sq. miles: pop.
308.246). Under the governor-general's agent, who re-
sides at Quetta.

13 The Andemans and A'icodarsiArea 3,143 sq. miles;
pop. 24,649). A chain of islands in the eastern part of the
Bay of Bengal, administered by a chief commissioner
and superintendent. Port Blair is a convict settlement
of British India.

14 The Laccadive Islands^ 14 in number, belong to
the %3adras presidency. Aden and Perim are protected
chiefships and are legally part of the Bombay presi-
dency.

There are a number of Native States, ruled by
native princes who are responsible to the Vice-
roy of India for their good government. At-
tached to Bengal, with an area of 35.834 square
miles, and a population in 1901 of 3.735.715, are

the individual states of Orissa, Chota Nagpur,
Kuch Behar, and Hill Tipperah : to the L'nited

Provinces of Agra and Oudh, with an area of

5,109 square miles, pop. 799.675, are Rampur
and Garhwal ; to the Panjab. with an area of

38,299 square miles, pop. 4.438.816—the chief

states are Patiala, Bahawalpur, Kapurthala,
Jind. and Nabha : to Madras, area 9.609 square
miles, pop. 4.X90.322—the chief states are
Travancore and Cochin ; to Bombay, area 69,045
square miles, pop. 6,891.691—the chief states

are the Kathiawar group, Kolhapur, Rewa
Kantha, Palanpur, Mahi Kantha, Cutch, and
Khairpur (Sind) ; to Central Provinces, 29,435
square miles, pop. 1.983,496—the chief states

are Patna, Kalchandi, Bastai. Bamra, and
Raigarh.
The other native states and agencies are : the

Rajputana Agency, including among others the

states Jaipur, Jodlipur, Udaipur. Bikanir. Alwar,
Bhartpur, and Jaisalmir, with a total area of

130,268 square miles and a pop. (1901) of 9.841-

032; Central India Agency, including among
others the states Gwalior. Rewa, Indore, and
Bhopal, with a total area of 77.808 square miles

and a pop. of 8,501,883; Baroda, area 8.226

square miles, pop. 1,950.927; Hyderabad, area

82,698 square miles, pop. 11. 174.897; ]\Iysore,

area 27.936 square miles, pop. 5.538,482; and
Kashmir, area 80,900 square miles, pop. 2.906.173.

The total area of native states and agencies is

thus 595.167 square miles, and their total popu-
lation in 1891 66,050,479. in 1901 63.181,569.

The following native states, whilst they are

independent of British rule, are treated as

within the sphere of British influence : Nepal, of

which a Maharajah is ruler; Bhutan and Tibet,

whose relations to the British government are

somewhat unsettled, having no British resident

;

and Afgh.aiiistan. governed by his Majesty Amir
Abibullah Khan. (See Afgha.vista.n'.)

Physical Features.—The natural boundaries

of the peninsula of India, which forms a tri-

angle washed on two sides by the sea, and having
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its base in the great mountain chain which sepa-
rates it from Tibet on the north, are completed
by its three great rivers, the Indus, the Ganges,
and the Bralimaputra. These all rise in the

Tibetan Mountains beyond the Himalayas, and
the first flowing west, the two latter east, de-
scend in a southern direction toward the sea;

the Indus discharging itself into the Indian
Ocean : the Ganges and tlie Brahmaputra, after

watering in their separate course a large part

of Northern India, uniting to pour their waters
together by numerous mouths into the Bay of

BengaL The moimtains enclosing the basins of

these rivers form the east and west boundaries
of the northern part of the peninsula. The Him-
alayas, the loftiest moimtain range in the world,

with heights of upward of five miles above the

level of die sea, descend by successive slopes

to the elevated plain of Northern India. (See
Indus, G.\xces, BR.\HM.\prTR-A, Him.^lay.^.)

The entire peninsula is sometimes distinguished

by three natural divisions. The \'indh}'a

Mountains, a range of about 3,000 feet in height,

whidi extends irregularh- across the peninsula,

from Gujarat to tlie basin of the Ganges, forms
an ancientlj'-recognized division into two parts

under the names of Hindustan and the Deccan
(Southern Land). The name Hindustan, given
in this restricted sense to the northern part of
the peninsula, is frequently applied to the

whole. The ancient division of tlie Deccan is

again subdivided into two, the name Deccan be-

ing restricted to the northern part, the southern
from the river Krishna or Kistnah, which flows
from west to east almost across the whole penin-

sula, being called Southern India or India south

of the Krishna. The portion of India watered
by the Ganges and its tributaries is by far the

most fertile and populous of the whole. At no
great distance from the opposite extremities of
the Vindhya Mountains two great ranges pro-

ceed southward along the line of the coast. The
Western Ghats, which attain a height of 5,000

to 6,000 feet, though at some parts much lower,

proceed along the west coast to Cape Comorin,
the southernmost point of India. They do not

generally recede more than 40 miles from the

sea, and rarely more than 70. On the sea side

their descent is generally precipitous, forming
a regular sea-wall. On the land side they de-

scend graduallj', and sometimes almost imper-
ceptibly, to the elevated plains of the interior.

The Eastern Ghats recede farther from the east

coast, are less elevated and precipitous. Before
reaching as far in their southern course as Mad-
ras, they trend inward, and unite with the trans-

verse range of the Xilgiri Hills, which connects
ihem with the W'esiern Ghats. This mountain-
formed triangle encloses an elevated table-land

with a gradual slope eastward from the Western
Ghats, and which is continued beyond the East-
ern Ghats to the sea. The elevation of the plain

of Southern India also increases toward the

south. In the Deccan it is about 3.000 feet

above the level of the sea. In the neighborhood
of the Xilgiri Hills, which rise 3,000 feet above
it, it reaches 7,000 feet

Hydrography.— The chief rivers of India be-
sides the Indus, Ganges, and Brahmaputra, al-

ready named, are the Jamna, Ramganga, Gumti,
Gogra, Gandak, Ku?i, etc., tributaries of the

Ganges : the five rivers of the Panjab, Satlej,

Bias, Ravi, Chenab, and Jhilam, tributaries of

the Indus; the Nerbudda, enclosed on its north-
em bank by the Vindhya Moimtains, and the

Tapti, which flow west into the Gulf of Cam-
bay, the Mahanadi. the Godavari, the Kistna,

North and South Pennar, \"ellar, Kaveri. etc.,

all flowing eastward into the Bay of Bengal.
The uniform direction of the great rivers south
of tlie Tapti is explained by the inclination of the
land already described. The coasts of India
have very few indentations, and consequently
very few good natural harbors. The western
coast is known by the name of the Malabar, the
eastern bj' that of the Coromandel coast. There
are no lakes of any extent in India— Chilka and
Kolair near the east coast being the largest.

Geology.— All the great mountain ranges are
chiefly composed of granite and of granitic rocks,
which form also the base of the plateau of the
Deccan. Both in the peninsula and in the Him-
alaj'as gneiss predominates, associated with mica-
schist, hornblende-schist, chlorite slate, and
primitive limestone. Syenite prevails in the
southeast of the peninsula. In tlie southern por-
tion of the Western Ghats the granitic rocks are
overlaid by an iron clay, which is continuous to
the end of the peninsula, and reappears in the
island of Ceylon. In the upper portion of the
Western Ghats and adjoining ramifications of
the \'indhya range', basaltic trap in various forms
overlies the granite to an extent imparalleled
elsewhere in the world. It entirely covers a
large portion of the table-land of the Deccan.
In this district trap and granite frequently
pierce the surface in isolated masses, fonning
flat-topped hills nearly perpendicular, and which
can only be ascended by steps, or winding, dan-
gerous paths. These have been converted into

strongholds from a remote antiquitj'. They are
frequentlj' crowned with forts, and form a pecu-
liar feature of the landscape. On the lower
sides of the Himalayas regular strata of the

Secondarj' and Tertiarj- periods are largely de-
veloped. Many of the sandstones and shales

of the Secondarj' period belong to the coal-

measures. The Indian Tertiarj- formations at-

tain their greatest breadth toward Sind and the

Panjab, where fossil remains, including many
of singular forms and gigantic dimensions, are

abundant.
Mineral Resources.— The principal coal

fields in India are found in the region bounded
north by the Ganges, south by the Godavari,
and stretching east and west from the neighbor-

hood of Calcutta to the middle of the valley of
the Narbada. Indian coal is distinguished by
its excessive lamination. The annual production
in India was 6.635,727 tons in 1901, from 427
collieries worked throughout Bengal, Hydera-
bad, .-Xssam, Rewah, the Central Provinces,

Panjab, Baluchistan, and Burma. The most
important mines are those of the East Indian

Railwaj' Company near Giridhi (Bengal) and
the Singarcni mine in Hyderabad. Of the coal

used on the railways 95 per cent is Indian coal.

Iron ore is abundant in many parts of India,

but the amount produced is still small. The
only large iron-work in India is at Barrakur in

Bengal, but iron is manufactured locally on a
small scale in other parts of Bengal and in the

central provinces. The chief obstacle to the

successful development of the iron industry of

India is the difficulty of finding the ore. fuel,

and flux sufficientlv near to one another to
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make it profitable, but it is believed that iron-

works near Calcutta, using Madras ore and Ben-
gal coal, would succeed. Gold is worked to

some extent, more especially in Mysore, the
total production in igoo being 513,266 ounces.
Copper, lead, antimony, and other metals are
fairly abundant. Burma yields a large amount
of petroleum annually, and smaller quantities

are obtained from Assam and the Panjab. The
total output for 1900 was over 37,500,000 gallons,

but much is still imported. There are valuable
ruby mines in Upper Burma, and a few dia-

monds are still obtained in Central India.

Salt is an important manufacture and source of
revenue : its production is treated under the
head of Finance.

Soils.— The alluvial deposits along the moun-
tain valleys and in the plains, and the soil com-
posed of disintegrated rock masses on the
plateaus, are especially rich and of great produc-
tivity. Their fertility is greatly enhanced and
maintained by an elaborate system of irrigation.

See paragraph in this article on Canals and Irri-

gation.

Climate.— India extends 15^/2° within north
tropical latitudes, and 12^° within the temperate
zone. Owing to modifying circumstances, the
climates contained within this range are not only
extremely various, but distributed with great
irregularity. One of the chief modifying cir-

cumstances is the distribution of moisture, the
great regulators of which are the monsoons.
The northeast monsoon blows from October to
March, the southwest from April to September.
The latter surcharged with vapor from the In-
dian Ocean condenses in torrents on the heights
of the western Ghats, and forms the rivers which
flow to the east. Before it reaches the Coro-
mandel coast, it becomes a dry wind which
scorches up vegetation. In Hindustan, on the
contrary, this wind passes over the low plains in

the low-er valley of the Indus, is arrested by the
Himalayas, and fills the tributaries of the Gan-
ges. The northeast monsoon runs a similar
course in the opposite direction, but deriving less

moisture from the Bay of Bengal, which is of
less extent than the Indian Ocean, it has less

influence on the climate, and its season is in

general the dry one. The great plain of South-
ern India being exposed to greater heat than
that of Hindustan, and not being watered by
the snow-fed streams of the Himalayas, is nat-
urally much less fertile. The seasons in India
are divided into rainy, cool, and hot. The peri-

ods of these different seasons vary according to

latitude and modifying circumstances. On the
Malabar coast the rain begins earliest to the
south. At Calcutta rain falls from June to Oc-
tober ; the cool season begins about November,
the hot season in February, the heat increasing
gradually till May. In Calcutta where the mean
annual temperature is about 79°, the range is

from 50° to 85° F. In Bombay the mean annual
temperature is about 82°, the range about 10°

;

in Madras mean about 84°, range 7° to 8°. The
annual rainfall in India is much greater than
that of England ; but it is distributed with
great irregularitj'. The basin of the Indus, in-

cluding all Sind and the half of the Panjab,
is an arid region with an annual rainfall under
IS inches. The high plateau in the interior of
South India has an annual rainfall generally
under 30 inches. On the whole Malabar coast

the rainfall is over 75 inches; at Kananor it

reaches 128 inches. On the Coromandel coast
it is very much lower, being 45 inches at Viza-
gapatam, 50 inches at Madras, while farther
south it falls below 30 inches. Between the arid
region of the Indus and the Ganges runs a dry
zone of 100 to 200 miles wide, including Lahore,
Delhi, and Agra, with a rainfall between 15 and
30 inches. The valleys of the Tapti, the Ner-
budda. the lower part of the Jamna, the Ganges,
and the Brahmaputra, are generally over 30.
Along the slopes of the Himalayas from Cash-
mere east to the boundaries of India, and south-
east to the mouths of the Mahanadi runs a belt
of country with a rainfall over 60 inches, within
which is included the lower course of the Gan-
ges. Within this is another belt, including a
lower slope of the Himalayas, and the lower
course of the Brahmaputra before its junction
with the Ganges, in which the rainfall rises

above 75 inches.

Forests.— The three most valuable timber
trees of India are the teak (Tectona grandis),
the sal or saul (Shorea robusia), and the deodar
(Cedrus Deodara). The teak grows most lux-
uriantly along the Bombay coast, in Travancore
and Cochin, and in Burma, but it is also abun-
dant throughout much of Central India and else-

where. The sal is the chief forest tree of the
Himalayan slopes, from the Satlej eastward to
Assam, and it grows also in the forests of Cen-
tral India and the Eastern Ghats. The home
of the deodar is the northwestern Himalayas.
^Among the most valuable trees of the densely
forested Western Ghats from Kanara to Travan-
core and Mysore are teak, blackwood, bamboos,
sandal-wood, a kind of ebony, and Calophylltim
inopltyllum, whose wood is prized for the spars
of ships. In the United Provinces and
neighboring districts the leading species are sal

and several varieties of pines, and in the ex-
tensive jungles of the Ganges delta the most
useful wood is that of the sundari (Heretiera
littoralis). The forests of Assam yield sal.

Pintis Kasya, caoutchouc (Ficus elastica). and
other useful species, and plantations of teak, tun
or toon (Cedrela toona), and sissoo {Dalbergia
sissoo) have been laid out. Beside teak the
Burmese forests contain ironwood and the cutch-
tree (catechu). Before the formation of the
Indian Forest Department the forests were reck-
lessly destroyed by timber-cutters, nomadic cul-

tivators, and others, but large forest areas in all

the provinces have now been marked off as re-

served forests under the immediate care of the
forest officers, and other forest areas have been
brought under partial conservancy. Timber-
cutting and grazing have been either pro-
hibited or restricted; and plantations of
the more useful trees have been formed
in many parts of the country. In every
province a few of the most valuable timber trees

are declared to be reserved trees, and can only
be felled under special license. Forest revenue
is raised by royalties on, or by the sale of, tim-
ber or other produce, and by the issue at speci-

fied fees of permits to graze cattle, or to extract
for sale timber, firewood, charcoal, bamboos,
canes, and other minor forest produce. The re-

served forests now cover an area of more than
80.000 square miles, and the protected or par-
tially conser\'ed forests occupy other 30.00©
square miles. Some of the native states, such
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as Mysore, Travancore, Baroda, and Kashmir,
have followed the example of the British gov-
ernment.

Flora.— Where moisture is plentiful, as in

the valley of the Ganges, vegetation is super-

abundant. The delta of the Ganges, in particu-

lar, called the Sunderbunds, is covered with

dense jungle full of the largest wild animals,

and the excessive vegetation renders most of

the mouths unnavigable. There are many other

similar tracts of extensive forest and jungle.

On the Coromandel coast, on the other hand, the

heat, which reaches iao° or 120° F., destroys

vegetation, and the delta of the Indus from the

southeast of the Panjab to the Ran, or great salt

marsh of Kach (Cutch), forms a great sandy
desert, continuous across the river with the

desert of Baluchistan, and with a wide band
stretching across the whole continent of Asia to

Central Africa. In the various altitudes of the

Himalayas forms of vegetable and animal life

belonging to all the various climates from trop-

ical to polar are to be found. These as well as

the Western Ghats are magnificently wooded. Or-
chids, rhododendrons, and other valuable flowers

are common. Among the staple natural products

of India are rice, maize, wheat, barley, cotton,

fla.x, hemp, jute, rhea, indigo, tea, coffee, sugar-

cane, opium, tobacco, ginger, pepper, cardamoms,
palms bearing nuts which are extensively con-

sumed, anise, dye-woods, etc. European fruits

abound, and among indigenous fruits may be
mentioned the mango, plantain, pomegranate,
citron, date, almond, grape, pineapple, and tam-
arind. Palms, including the date, cocoanut, pal-

mjTa, betel-nut, and other species, the banyan,
and bamboo, are common features of the vegeta-

tion.

Fauna.— The elephant, the rhinoceros, the

camel, the tiger, a few lions in the northwest,

the leopard, bears, hyena, jackal, wolf, and nu-
merous smaller carnivora, the boar, antelopes,

deer, wild ox, ass, sheep, and goat, monkeys in

great variety, and the greater number of Euro-
pean quadrupeds are found. There are several

large species of ox, such as the gaur or "bison*

and the arnee or wild buffalo. Crocodiles,

snakes (including the dreaded cobra), and rep-

tiles in all varieties are very numerous ; of birds,

the eagle, vulture, falcons, peacock, parrots, king-

fishers, mina-bird, partridge, quail, heron, stork,

arc characteristic species, and other varieties,

both indigenous and common to other regions,

are numerous. Fish are plentiful and in great

variety both on the coasts and in the rivers.

Land Tenure and Revenue.— In India the

state, or the monarch, has always enjoyed a

share in the rent or profits from the land. Be-

fore the advent of the Mohammedans and the

establishment of the Mogul Empire the almost

universal unit for the purposes of revenue col-

lection was the village community. In a village

community land was held, not by private o\vners,

but by cultivators occupying it under the village

corporation, and the land revenue was collected

from the head-man as representing the com-
munity. With the Mohammedan conquest new
methods of revenue collection were introduced.

The state claimed one third of the gross produce
of the soil as its share, and entrusted its collec-

tion to persons who each agreed to pay a definite

amount from the district assigned to him.

These revenue farmers, known as zamindars,

were often local magnates under the old Hindu
system. Under British rule the aim has been to

substitute private property in the soil, wherever
practicable, for the older communal systems, and
in consequence the zamindars, who were in no
sense proprietors, have become so in several parts

of British India, while in others the cultivating

rayots (or ryots) have been raised to the status

of peasant proprietors. The village community,
however, in some form still exists both in British

and in native territorj'.

The term "settlement" is applied in Indian
revenue affairs to the process of assessing the
land revenue demand. Occasionally, in newly
acquired or specially backward tracts, the land
revenue is assessed for a short term of years on
a general review of the circumstances and capa-
bilities of the land and people concerned ; such
a process is called a summary settlement. But
a regular settlement is a more complicated
affair, and consists of many stages. In the first

place, every separate estate or holding is demar-
kated by permanent marks on the ground ; and
disputes between neighboring right-holders are
investigated and decided. Ever}' estate or hold-
ing is then surveyed and mapped, all boundary-
marks, wells, and buildings being shown on the
field or cadastral maps. After the field maps are
prepared, the next process is to classify or record
each field according to its productive value, as
evidenced by its soil, the amount of its produce,
or by the rent it pays. A record is at the same
time drawn up of all rents paid, and of all rights,

whether landlord rights, or tenant rights, or
rights of user,, over all the ground, buildings,

wells, and trees shown in the map. Then the
assessing officer (or settlement officer, as he is

often called) compiles the information obtained
for all the lands in a circle of villages: and on
a review of all these data, of the past fiscal his-

tory of the tract, of the range of prices, of the
accessibility of markets, and of other general
considerations, he proposes rent rates or revenue
rates for the several classes of lands in the circle.

The rent rates or revenue rates proposed by
the settlement officer, and the grounds on which
they were based, are then investigated by a
superior officer, and are not adopted until they
have been accepted or modified by the latter.

In provinces where the zamindari tenure pre-

vails, that is, where single proprietors or proprie-

tary brotherhoods possess large estates of several

hundreds or thousands of acres, the state revenue
is assessed at an aliquot part (usually about one-
half) of the ascertained or assumed rental. The
revenue, though it is fixed with reference to acre-

age rates on the land actually cultivated, is as-

sessed on, and is payable by, each estate as a

whole ; the assessment remains unchanged for

the 30 years, or other period of the settlement

;

the proprietor can bring as much as he likes of

his waste and fallow land under the plough;
and it is only on re-assessment at the end of the

term of the settlement that the state obtains any
increase of revenue on account of the extensions

of cultivation during the settlement period. In

provinces where the rayatwari tenure prevails,

that is, where each petty proprietor holds directly

from the state, generally cultivates his own
land, and has no landlord between himself and
the government, the revenue is separately as-

sessed at an acreage rate on each petty holding,

and land revenue becomes payable at once, or
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after a short term of grace in the case of un-
cleared lands, on all extensions of cultivation.

The rayatwari proprietor is at liberty to throw
up his holding, or any portion of it, at the be-

ginning of any year, after reasonable notice ; the
zamindar, or large proprietor, engages to pay
the revenue assessed upon him for the term of
the settlement.

The land revenue assessment was fixed per-

manently more than too years ago on the greater
part of Bengal, about a third of Madras, and
certain southern tracts of the Northwest now
the United Provinces, paying in all about
$14,250,000 a year. In the temporarily settled

tracts, comprising the rest of India, it is fixed

periodically for terms of 12 to 30 years. In the
nine chief provinces (Bengal, Bombay and Sind,
Madras, the United Provinces of .^gra and
Oudh, Central Provinces, Panjab, Burma, As-
sam, Berar) the number of rayatwari holders
is about 273.000, of whom none belong to Bengal,
Panjab, and the United Provinces and Oudh.
The total number of zamindars and village com-
munities is about 318.500, of which only Sind and
Berar have none. The total number of holdings
is thus about 591,500. In the greater part of
Bengal land is held by zamindars under a
permanent settlement, but the tenants are pro-
tected by recent legislation. The rayatwari sys-

tem is the prevalent one in Madras, and in Bom-
bay a similar system has been established. In
the latter province the cultivators are now pro-
tected by law against the extortions of the
money-lenders. The village community is still

common in the United Provinces and the Pan-
iab._ In Oudh much of the land is held by taluk-

dars, who have been granted certain privileges
ivhich are denied to the zamindars.

Agriculture.— The total area accounted for
in the agricultural returns for 1901 is 546,000.000
acres, of which 66j4 millions are under forest,

I3S'4 million not available for cultivation, and
1475-2 million culturable waste and current fal-

lows. The net crop-yielding area is thus 108V2
million acres, or, taking account of land cropped
several times in a year, 223'^ million acres The
three chief food-grains of India are rice, millet,

and wheat. Rice is the staple food of about
a third of the population, and is grown on 75
million acres, but it is nevertheless essentially a

local crop, which can be cultivated with profit

only under exceptional circumstances. Of the

total rice area 40 million acres belong to Bengal,
where it is the staple crop, and about 7 million

each to Madras and Burma. Over go per cent

of the cultivated area of Lower Burma is under
rice, and it is grown on nearly three quarters
of the area of Assam, about one third of that

of the Central Provinces, a quarter of that of
Oudh, while it is of importance also in the United
Provinces and Sind. It is grown to a less ex-
tent in the Panjab and Bombay. Rice is also

cultivated by hill tribes in all parts of India. In
Bengal there are two chief rice harvests in the
year, the dus or early crop, chiefly for local con-
sumption, and the amait or winter crop, chiefly

for export ; but in Lower Burma, whence most
of the exported Indian rice comes, there is but
one harvest, corresponding to the Bengal winter
crop. The total area under wheat is 24 million

acres, mainly in the Panjab ('Yz million), where
it is the leading crop, the L'nited Provinces of
Agra and Oudh, the Central Provinces, Bombay,

Central India, and Bengal. Taking India as a
whole, it may be broadly affirmed that the staple

food-grain is neither rice nor wheat, but millet.

The area under the various kinds of millet and
maize is 43 million acres, chiefly in Bombay
(13H million), where these are the chief food
crops ; Madras, where also, though to a less ex-
tent, millets are the chief food-grains ; Panjab,
United Provinces, Berar, in which millets are

by far the most important food crops ; Central
Provinces, Sind, Oudh, Bengal, and Upper Bur-
ma. The chief varieties of millet grown in In-

dia are jodr, or jaxcari, or cholam, great millet

{Sorghum vulgare) ; bajra, or kambu, spiked
millet (Penniscium lyphoidcum) ; and ragi, or
iidchaiii {hlcusinc corocana), grown chiefly in

Southern India. About 8 million acres are sown
with barley, chiefly in the upper Ganges valley,

the Himalayan valleys, and the Panjab. Gram
crops or pulses, especially chick-pea, green-gram,
horse-gram, lentil, and pigeon-pea, occupy 10

million acres, mainly in the United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh, the Panjab, and Bengal. The
large native demand for oil has been reinforced

in recent times by a rapidly-increasing foreign

demand, and in consequence the cultivation of
oil-seeds has greatly developed. They are grown
in many parts as a second crop on ground from
which rice or some other food crop has already
been taken. The chief varieties cultivated are

linseed, rape-seed, sesamum {tit or gingelly),

and castor-oil, and the total area occupied by
them is 22 million acres, chiefly in Bengal, Bom-
bay, and Sind, Madras. Central Provinces, and
Panjab. The area under ground-nuts in Bombay
and Madras is about 170.000 acres. The cultiva-

tion of vegetables for household use is general,

and near some of the towns it is carried on more
extensively. Potatoes thrive best in the more
elevated tracts. Among cultivated fruits are

the mango, guava, orange, melon, citron, lime,

fig, plantain, pineapple, pomegranate, tamarind,
shaddock, jack, papaw, and custard-apple. The
area under sugar-cane is about 2,800,000 acres

in Bengal (especially Orissa), United Provinces,

Panjab, Oudh, Madras, and Bombay. Jaggery
sugar is made from the bastard date-palm, which
is grown for this purpose in the neighborhood
of Calcutta and in northeastern Madras.
The tea crop is one of great and increasing im-

portance, and occupies about half a million acres,

of which 330,000 are in Assam, the rest being in

Bengal, Panjab, United Provinces, Madras,
Burma, and native states. With the exception

of a few hundred acres in Burma, Assam, etc.,

the whole of the coffee-growing area, amounting
to about 280,000 acres, is in Southern India, in

Mysore, Kurg, Madras, Travancore, and Cochin.

The chief cinchona plantations are the govern-

ment ones at Darjiling and in the Nilgiris. The
tree was introduced by the Indian government.

Cotton is one of the most valuable vegetable

productions of India. The total area under the

cotton-plant is 14,000.000 acres, distributed thus

:

Bombay and Sind (3,900.000), Berar

(2,500.000), Hyderabad (1,700,000), Madras
(1,400.000), United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh (1,250,000), Panjab (1,200,000), Central

Provinces (1,000.000), and smaller areas in Cen-
tral India, Rajputana, Burma, and Bengal. Next
in importance to cotton among Indian fibres

comes jute, which is cultivated in eastern Bengal
along the valleys of the Ganges and the Brah-
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maputra. occupying fully two million acres. The
cultivation of the mulberry, for the rearing of

the silk-worm, is chiefly carried on in eastern

and northern Bengal, with Murshidabad as a
centre The indigo industry is one of the oldest

in India, but it is at present in a languisliing

condition. The area under the plant is about

964,000 acres, chiefly in Bengal (360,000), United
Provinces of .\gra and Oudh, Madras, and Pan-
jab. The opium poppy is culti^-ated in certain

parts of western Bengal and the United Prov-
inces of Agra and Oudh, in the Panjab, and
in the native states of Raiputana and Central

India, occupying in all about 600,000 acres. (See
below under Finance.} Tobacco is grown in

every district for local consumption, .\raong

the numerous minor culti\-ated vegetable prod-
ucts of India are turmeric, chillies, ginger, cori-

ander, aniseed, black cummin, fenugreek, pep-
per, cardamoms, betel-pepper, areca or betel-nut

palm, cocoanut palm, palmyra palm, and date-

palm. Experimental cultivation of rhea, rubber,

sisal-hemp, and other \-aluable economic plants

has been carried out on the experimental farms
maintained by government in various parts of

the coimtrj-.

Stockraising.—Homed cattle are used in

agricultural operations throughout all India, ex-

cept Sind and the Panjab. where camels gen-
erally take their place. The total number of

cattle in India is over 100 millions, of

sheep and goafs 40 millions, of horses,

ponies, mules, and donkeys, zVi millions, and of

camels about a quarter of a million. There are

large numbers of buffaloes in all parts of the

country. .\ pnblic veterinary department has
been organized to attend to the improvement of

the breeds of horses, ponies, mules, and cattle,

the prevention of disease among domestic ani-

mals, and the provision of veterinary instruction.

Its operations are mainly confined to Northern
India, where the conditions are most favorable

for the breeding of horses for militarj- purposes.

Commerce.— From a ver>' early period down
till comparatively recent times Western traders

visited India in order to obtain the gold and
silver, jewels, spices, and other costly products
for which India was then celebrated, but the

present foreign trade of India has developed
under British rule and rests on an entirely dif-

ferent basis. In the year 1700 the total value of

the exports from India was imder $5,000,000, in

1834 the value had risen to $50,000,000, and
now goods and treasure to the value of about
S4oaooo,ooo are exported eveo' year. In 1899-

1900 the total \-alue of private imports by sea

(excluding treasure) was $235,706,200, of gov-

ernment imports of stores, $15,308,725; total of

all im.ports other than treasure. $251,014,925.

The total value of pri\-ate exports of Indian

merchandise was $352,379,510, of foreign mer-
chandise re-exported $10,975,525. of government
exports of stores $357,115: total of all exports

other than treasure, $363,7i2.i5a Treasure was
imported to the value of S69.912.285 and ex-

ported to the value of $26,521,295. Thus, in-

cluding treasure, the total exports by sea

amounted to $390.233445, and the total imports
to S32a927,2io. the total sea-borne trade being
$711,160,655. The exports by land in the same
year were valued at $18,800,925, and the imports

by land at $23,529,025. Thus, the total trade of

India by land and sea amounted in 1899-1900 to

$753490,605. The chief articles of import were

:

cotton woven goods, metals and hardware, oils,

chiefly petroleum, sugar, railway material, ma-
chinery and mill-work, cotton yams, chemicals,

medicines, dyes, woolen goods, silk, raw and
manufactured, provisions, liquors, and apparel.

The chief exports were: jute, raw and woven,
husked rice, hides and skins, oil-seeds, raw cot-

ton, tea, opium, cotton yams, wheat, indigo, cof-

fee, raw wool, and cotton woven goods. The
proportion of trade directly with European
countries is about 63V2 per cent, omitting the

trade with Egv"pt, much of which really goes to

Europe The trade with the United Kingdom
is over 70 per cent of the trade with Europe
and nearly 45 per cent of the total trade Next
to the United Kingdom, the chief countries

trading with India are China. Germany, United
States, Straits Settlements, France, Japan, Bel-

giiun, Ceylon, Austria-Hungarj-, Italy, and Rus-
sia. The figures for igoo-l show that, while
Indian imports of American goods were valued
at only some $49,000, Indian exports to America
amounted to $241,640. The chief articles of ex-

port appear to be gunny bags and cloth, of which
latter .-Vmerica takes more than all other coun-
tries. The trade of India with America, how-
ever, is only of short standing, but, wisely

organized, is capable of being greatly expanded.
At present Germany supplies many things this

coimtrj' should furnish, particularly in the elec-

trical and chemical lines, in which it at present

holds the market. Other important articles of
Indian export are tea, jute and jute manufac-
tures, wheat, oil-seeds, rice leather, wool, in-

digo, coffee, teak-wood, cotton, and lae The
share of the five chief seaports of India in the

total foreign trade (excluding treasure and gov-
ernment stores) in 1899-1900 was as follows:

Calcutta, $264,130,000; Bombay, $188,230,000;

Rangoon, $40,590,000: Karachi, $35,170,000;
Madras. $32,i8o,ooa India has many other sea-

ports of minor importance The value of mer-
chandise and treasure carried in coasting ves-

sels during 1899-1900 was $135470,000. The
trade across the land frontiers is steadily in-

creasing, the chief item among imports being
food grains, and among exports cotton goods.
Much greater than her trade with foreign coun-
tries is the internal trade of India, but no re-

turns of its amount are available. It is mostly
in the hands of natives, and to a large extent

in those of particular groups or castes. It is

still carried on. as it has long been, at village

markets, town bazaars, religious fairs, and sim-

ilar gatherings, but the development of railway

and canal communication and the transforma-
tion in the system of agriculture have greatly

altered its character in many ways.

Manufactures.— The domestic industries of
India, such as weaving and spinning, pottery,

brass-work, iron-work, and art work of many
kinds, continue to be practised after ancient

methods all over the continent of India. But
Indian fabrics and products, made on a small

scale by workers at their homes, have for years

past been giving way before the cheaper, less

artistic, and often less durable cotton yam and
fabrics, and the iron or steel products of Brit-

ish factories. Meanwhile an important manu-
facturing industrj- has been growing up, and
steam-power factories are at work, among which
those for spinning and weaving cotton, for

spinning and weavmg jute, for making paper,

for husking and cleaning rice, for sawing tim-
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ber, and for brewing beer, are the most im-
portant. Steam power is also largely employed
in factories, on tea gardens, and indigo estates.

In igoo tlie number of cotton-mills in British
India and native states was l86, containing
38,420 looms and 4,728,000 spindles, and giving
tmployment to 163,000 persons. Of these mills

136 were in Bombay Province (80 in Bombay
City), the rest being in Madras, Bengal, Central
Provinces, United Provinces, Burma, Panjab,
and Berar, besides some of the native states.

The number of jute-mills was 33 in 1899-1900,
containmg 14,021 looms and 293,218 spindles,

and employing over loo.coo persons. All the
jute-mills are in Bengal, except one in Cawn-
pore. which is the chief manufacturing centre
of the United Provinces. Four woolen mills
produce blankets, serges, and cloths worn by
the army and the police. The largest brewery is

at IMurree, in the Panjab Himalayas. Among
other industrial works of importance are silk-

mills, soap-factories, tanneries, iron and brass
foundries, sugar-factories, coffee-works, cotton-
presses and ginning-factories, jute-presses, rope-
factories, oil-mills, cutch and lac factories, flour-

mills, ice-factories, pottery and tile factories,
bone-crushing works, tobacco and cigar fac-
tories, silk filatures, glass-factories, dye-works,
indigo-factories (over 5,000), printing-presses,
and dairy farms. The total number of persons
employed in all these manufacturing industries
is about 700.000. The present Indian Factory
Act came into force at the beginning of 1892.
The daily wages of a man employed in a factory
vary, according to locality, from 2 to 4 annas
(4 to 8 cents).

Shipping and Navigation.— In 1897-8, 9,759
vessels of 7,784,630 tons burden entered and
cleared the ports in British India, as against
8,613 vessels of 9,625,317 tons in 1901-2. Of
these in the latter period 3.988 were of British
nationality, 2,003 native, 1,289 British Indian,
and 1,333 foreign ; included in these numbers
were 1,644 steam vessels of 4,299,948 tons en-
tering and clearing via the Suez Canal. In
1901-2 115 vessels of 4,833 tonnage, were built
in Indian ports, 81 in Bombay, 13 in Madras,
and 10 in Sind.

Railzi'ays and Roads.—The first Indian rail-

way, from Bombay to Thana, was opened in

1853. The main trunk lines constructed from
that time till about 1875 were built and man-
aged by private companies on whose capital the
Indian government guaranteed a fixed rate of
interest, generally 5 per cent. The government
in return for this assistance, exercised a general
control over the companies, and reserved the
right of buying the undertakings at specified

dates on stated terms. In 1870 Lord Mayo in-

itiated the policy of railway construction by di-

rect state agency, but in more recent times
several lines have been constructed by "assisted
coiTipanies." Several of these latter lines have
been taken over by government. There are
also native state railways constructed from cap-
ital raised in native states, but generally worked
by a staff employed by the government of India
or by the trunk railway companies to whose
lines they serve as feeders.

The importance of railroads in India is

largely increased, in a governmental sense, by
reason of their forming strategical links between
the various military cantonments through which
the vast Indian population is held in check by

a comparatively, small army of British soldiers.

This, more than any other incentive, has has-
tened the development of railways in India.

The main lines are two in number, and are
known as the Bombay-Calcutta and the Bombay-
Madras lines. The former crosses the great
northern plain, the latter the great southern
plain of India, and arc both connected by means
of branch lines with all the large cities of the
empire— the capitals of the rajahs, maharajahs
and nabobs. These two great trunk lines have
also been extended to the farthest limits of In-

dia, and even into adjoining territories, as where
the line which crosses the Indus at Sukkur
enters Afghanistan, the terminus being not more
than 60 miles from Kandahar. There is also

the Burman line, which passes up the valley of
the Irawaddy in the direction of the Chinese
frontier. These three main lines, with their

several offshoots, may be roughly sketched as

follows : In the north, a direct line from Bom-
bay on the west coast to Calcutta on the east

coast; a line to Benares from Bombay; a direct

line from Calcutta to Peshawar, on the Afghan-
istan border, by way of Benares, Delhi and
Lahore ; a line from Lahore to Karachi, with the
branch line between these two cities to Kanda-
har. In the south, the main line between Bom-
bay and Madras through Hyderabad; the line

from Bombay to Goa, and from Goa to Madras,
with lines connecting with Calicut and with the
line from Madras to Tuticorin in the south. In

Indo-China, the main line from Rangoon to the
Chinese frontier, by way of Mandalay, and with
an extension to Bhamo and another to Meaday.
(It is proposed to extend the Bhamo line to

Bishi and the main line to Yun-nan in China
with offshoots to Tching-tou and Hai-pong.)

The total mileage of railways in India on 31
December was distributed as follows : State lines

worked by the state, 5,884 ; state lines worked by
companies, 11,654; total state lines, 17,538. Lines
owned by native states and worked by state rail-

way agency or by the states themselves, 1,314;
native state lines worked by companies, 1,560;

total native state lines, 2,874. Total of lines

owned by government and native state, 20,412.

Lines worked by guaranteed companies, 2,663

;

lines worked by assisted companies, 1,518; total

private lines, 4,181. The total capital outlay of
these railways till the end of 1900 was slightly

over $1,000,000,000; the total number of passen
gers carried in igoo was 117,613,218; and the
total weight of goods carried slightly over
43,000,000 tons. The chief highways are well
metalled with a kind of limestone called kankar,
but in Lower Bengal and similar districts, where
there is no available stone, roughly-made bricks

are used for road-inetal. Many of the roads are
planted with avenues of trees. The total length
of roads in India maintained by public authori-

ties is over 152,000 miles, of which over 36,000
miles are metalled.

Posts, Telegraphs, and Telephones.— The
number of post-offices in India in 1899-1900 was
10,823, and the length of postal lines 91,534 miles.

The total number of letters and post-cards car-

ried was 448,868,998; of packets of every kind,

509,006.476. Adding the district post lines and
the political and military lines administered by
the Imperial post-office, the total length of the
lines over which mails were carried was 127,934
miles. The Indian telegraph system now con-
sists (1900) of 52,909 miles of line, 170,766 miles
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of wire, and 283 miles of cable. The number of

telegraph offices is about 5,000, and the annual
number of messages over 6,000,000. There are

telephone companies at important towns, such
as Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, Madras, Maul-
main, Rangoon, and .^hmadabad. India is now
in direct telegraphic communication with the

Straits Settlements and the Australian colonies,

with Europe via Suez, via Teheran, and via

Turkey, with the East Coast of Africa, and with
China via Bhamo.

Canals and Irrigation.— In some parts of In-

dia, such as Sind, cultivation is impossible with-

out irrigation, while in others, such as much of

Lower Bengal, irrigation may be regarded as

quite uimecessary; but in the greater part of all

the pro\-inces the rainfall is either insufficient

for tiie proper cultivation of the soil, or so un-
certain as to expose the agriculturists to the

constant risk of scarcity and even of actual

famine. Hitherto irrigation has had onb' a sec-

ondary place in the governmental development
of India, the attention of the administration

having run more to railivays. The profit on
the railwa\-s is, on an average, 5 per cent, while
on the expenditure on irrigation works on which
only 8125,000,000 have been spent, the profit has
averaged 75,3 per cent; on the Eastern Jumna
canals the profits rise to 25 per cent. The an-
nual irrigation expenditure under the present

Indian budget comes to only $7,500,000 for major
and minor works together.

In 1903 it was proposed by a special com-
mission that the sum of §150,000,000 be devoted
to irrigation works, the expenditure to be spread

over 25 years. This period is regarded by some
as loo long, and they think it should be cur-

tailed by one-half, as the question is urgent

from both the political and economic point of

view. While not considering the expenditure
on railways excessive, seeing their militarj- im-
portance, it is felt that they have more than
sufficient capacity for draining away all the

produce of the country, to which it is time to

cry a halt, and to devote more money and at-

tention to works that will extend and stimulate

production. The larger irrigation works have
been found unprofitable in four districts only,

and in those the loss has been very small.

Many of the irrigation works now adminis-
tered by the Public Works Department are sim-
ply old native works restored, and in some cases

<xtended or improved. The total irrigated area

of India is about 37 million acres. Tank irriga-

tion is common in some districts, especially in

Southern India, and the tanks are mostly of na-
tive origin. Many old tanks, however, have
been repaired or improved by the British gov-
ernment, and new ones have been constructed in

Madras (where there are now 60.000 tanks), the
Bombay Deccan, and .\jmir Merwara: In pans
of Baluchistan, where the rainfall is scanty and
capricious, water for irrigation purposes is

drawn from underground springs by means of
tunnels driven into the hill-sides. The most
common method of irrigation in India, however,
is that by wells, which prevails over large areas
in all the provinces. Canal irrigation was prac-
tised to some extent by the native rulers, but
all the important canals have been constructed
since the British occupation. Irrigation canals
are of two kinds, inundation and perennial. The
latter are furnished with permanent headworks
and weirs, and are capable of irrigating large

areas throughout the year, independently of tue
local rainfall ; while the latter, which are pecu-
liar to Sind and the Panjab, are simply earthen
channels supplied with water by the annual rise

in May of the Indus and its affluents. Many of
the perennial canals are, either in whole or in

part, used for navigation, and there are, besides,

a few canals used for navigation alone. The
total length of irrigation canals in operation was
42,352 miles, of which 12497 miles were main
canals and the rest distributaries. The total

mileage of na\-igable canals in Bengal, Panjab,
United Pro\-inces of Agra and Oudh, and Madras
is full}- 4,000 miles, of which about 1,600 miles
are for na\-igation only.

The total area irrigated by canals in Bengal
exceeds 720,000 acres, and the length of irriga-

tion canals is 3.381 miles, of which 747 miles are
main canals. Of these canals 495 miles are open
to navigation, and there are besides 1,339 miles
of canals used for navigation only, thus gi\Tng
a total length of 1,834 miles of navigable canals.

The area in the United Provinces of .-Vgra and
Oudh irrigated by canals exceeds 2,800,000 acres,

over i^r'i million acres being irrigated by the

Upper and Lower Ganges Canals (q.v.), and
the total length of irrigation canals is 12,534
miles, 1,554 miles being main canals. Of these

canals 537 miles are open to navigation. Over
5,000,000 acres in the Panjab are irrigated by
canals, the total length of these being 12,069

miles, of which 3478 are main canals, 432 miles
of the latter being utilized for na\ngation also.

Three million acres are irrigated by canals in

Madras, and rather more bj' tanks and in other
ways. The total length of irrigation canals in

the province is 10,522 miles, of which 3474 are
main canals. The total length of canals used
for navigation is 1,252 miles, of which 262 miles

are for navigation only. In Bombay proper the

canals are generally small, and they are usually

associated with storage reservoirs. Taking
Bombay and Sind together, the total irrigated

area is 1,700,000 acres ; the length of irrigation

canals 3,801 miles, of which 3,240 miles are main
canals. There are no large irrigation works in

Lower Burma, but a considerable amount has
been expended on river embankment and drain-

age works, and on making navigable channels.

The chief work in L'pper Burma is the Mandalay
CanaL

Money, Weights, and Measures.— By an act

passed in 1835 a uniform monetarj- system was
established throughout India, with the Madras
silver rupee of 180 grains, fi fine, as the
monetarj' unit. The rupee was subdivided into

16 annas, and each anna into 12 pies (or four
pice). Silver was made the universal standard
of value, and the silver rupee and half-rupee
were declared to be legal tender to any amount.
The other smaller coins were made legal tender
up to the value of one rupee ; 100,000 rupees are

called a lakh or lac, and 100 lakhs a crore. Un-
der this system large sums are punctuated differ-

ently from the usual European method. For
instance, the Indian Post-Office Savings banks'
statistics show that in 1900-1 816,651 depositors

had to their credit 100,432,569 rupees, or. accord-
ing to the Indian method, crores 10, lakhs 04,

rupees 32,569.

The coins under this system are: Silver—
Rupee, half-rupee, quarter-rupee; Bronze or
Copper— Three pies (or a pice), six pies, one
pie. There are also gold coins called mohurs.
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but they are not a legal tender, and there is no
fixed ratio between them and the silver coins.

Small payments in the bazaars are made in

cowries, of which from 2,500 to 5,000 are equiva-

lent to one rupee. The rupee was formerly
valued at 48 cents, but it has fluctuated greatly,

mainly downwards. In January 1895 it was
nearly as low as 24 cents; at present it is about

32 cents. In view of the steady depreciation of

silver, and the consequent financial embarrass-
ments and burdens to which the government of
India was subjected in its dealings with gold-
standard countries, an act was passed by the

Governor-general's Legislative Council in 1893
under which the Indian mints were closed to

the free coinage of silver. On 15 Sept. 1899
a further act was passed, by which gold coins

issued from the Royal !Mint in England, or any
branch of the Royal Mint, were made legal

tender at the rate of 15 rupees to the sovereign.

Arrangements are being made for the coinage
of gold in India. B)' an act of 1861 and some
subsequent acts, promissorj' notes for amounts
varying from 5 to 10,000 rupees have been emit-
ted under the authority of a public issue de-
partment. Currency circles have been estab-

lished from time to time, and these notes are
legal tender only within the circle of issue.

The}' are payable at the place of issue and also

at the capital city of the presidency in which the
place of issue is situated.

By the Measures of Length Act of 1889 the
British imperial yard of 3 feet or 36 inches was
made the standard of length for the whole of
British India. The most important of the old
native measures of length was the gu£ of Bengal,
which was practically equal to a j'ard. An act

was passed in 1871 to prepare the w-ay for the

adoption of a uniform system of weights and
measures of capacity throughout British India.

The unit and standard of weight established by
the act is the ser. which is equal to a kilogram
or 2 1-5 lbs. The unit of capacity was declared
to be a measure containing one ser of water, at

its maximum densit}', weighed in a vacuum, and
is thus equal to a litre or Ij4 pint. Among
native weights the most important are the tola

(Bengal) of 180 grains, and the imperial or
Indian maund of 40 seers, equal to 82 2-7 lbs.

Government.— The government of the Indian
empire is regulated by an act passed in 1858,

by which all the territories formerly possessed
by the East India Company are transferred to

the crown, and all the powers of the said Com-
pany exercised in name of the sovereign, all

taxes being received and disposed of for the
purposes of the government of India alone. His
majesty's secretary of state for India is invested
with the powers formerly exercised by the Com-
pany or the board of control, and he must coun-
tersign all -orders and warrants under his

majesty's sign-manual. He is assisted by a coun-
cil of from 10 to 15 members, the greater num-
ber of whom must be persons who have resided
10 years in India, and have not left it more than
10 }'ears previous to their appointment. The
secretary for India fills up vacancies in the coun-
cil. The members receive a salary of $6,000 a
j'ear payable out of the revenues of India, and
they hold their office for 10 j'ears. All orders
sent to India must be signed bj' the secretary,
and all dispatches from the Indian government
must be addressed to him. The executive au-
thoritj' in India is vested in the governor-gen-
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eral or viceroy appointed by the crown, and act-
ing under the direction of the secretary of state

for India. He has a salary of 250,000 rupees, or
about $83,500. The governor-general in council
has power to make laws for all persons, whether
British or native, within the dominions subject
to the British crown, and for all British subjects
residing in allied native states. His council con-
sists of five ordinarj' members and one extra-
ordinary' member, namely, the commander-in-
chief. The ordinary members preside over the
departments of home aflairs, foreign affairs,

finances, revenue and agriculture, military ad-
ministration, legislation, and public works, and
together with a certain number (not less than
10 nor more than 16, by the act of 1892) of "ad-
ditional members for making laws and regula-
tions," appointed bj- the viceroy, form a legis-

lative council. The meetings of the legislative

council are open to the public, and the governor
of the province in which a meeting is held is a
member for the time being. The members may
discuss the annual financial statement, and ask
questions about it, but thej' are not allowed
to propose resolutions or to divide the council.
The whole of India is now divided into a num-
ber of separate provinces, each with a separate
administration of its own, but all subordinate
to the supreme government at Calcutta, the cap-
ital. These are not all on exactly the same foot-
ing nor ruled by officials having the same title.

Two of them, Bombaj' and Madras, are each
under the rule of a governor, appointed bj' the
crown, and assisted by a separate executive
council. Bengal, the United Provinces of Agra
and Oudh, the Panjab, and Burma are each
under a lieutenant-governor, appointed by the
governor-general with the approval of the crown,
and the lieutenant-governor of the United Prov-
inces is also chief commissioner of Oudh. The
head of the government in Assam and the Cen-
tral Provinces is a chief commissioner, appointed
by the governor-general in council. The two
governors and the four lieutenant-governors are
each assisted by a legislative council similar to

that of the governor-general. Ajrair Merwara,
Berar, and Kurg are under the more immediate
control of the central government.

Finance.— The gross revenue of India in

1899-1900 was $343,185,820, and the gross ex-
penditure charged against revenue $329,312,705.
In addition, there is a capital outlay on railways
and irrigation not charged against revenue,
amounting in 1899-1900 to over $20,000,000. The
total public debt of India on 31 March 1900,
was $995-637.675, of w;hich $374,915,670 repre-
sented the debt in India, and the rest the debt
in England. The largest item in the revenue
is that derived from land, which amounted in

the year under review to $89,376,150. (See
paragraph on Land Tenure and Revenue.)
The revenue from forests was $6,177,125, and
the total amount of tribute received from native
states was $2,933,015. The revenue from opium
amounted to $22,009,610, but the net revenue is

less than that amount by about $8,500,000. The
opium revenue is raised partly by a monopoly
in Bengal, and partly by the levy of a duty on all

opium exported from native states. The cultiva-

tion of the opium poppy is absolutely prohibited
in British territory, except in certain parts of

Bengal and the United Provinces of -^gra and
Oudh, but a few thousand acres in the Panjab
grow it for local consumption. The opium
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grower in the monopoly districts receives ad-

vances from government to enable him to pre-

pare the land for the crop, and he is required to

deliver the whole of his produce to government
agents at the fixed price of 6 rupees per seer.

The manufacture for the foreign market is car-

ried on only in the government factories at

Patna and Ghazipur, and the chests of manufac-
tured opium are sold by auction at monthly sales

in Calcutta. Outside of British territory opium
(known 2S Malwa opium) is cultivated in the

native states of Rajputana and Central India,

and some of these states have agreed to control

the manufacture and sale of opium in much the

same way as the Indian government does in

British territory. They levy heavy duties on
opium exported from their territories for the

China market, and the Indian treasurj- imposes

on all such opium a duty now fixed at $166.66

per chest. The revenue from taxation is

?20i,ooo,ooo, the chief item in it being the salt

revenue, $29,252,315. The salt revenue is raised

by a duty on all salt imported into, or manufac-
tured in India, the duty being now 234 rupees

(80 cents) per maund, except in Burma, where
it is I rupee (32 cents) per maund. The native

sources of salt supply are the coast, especially

the Rann of Cutch (Baragra salt) and Maury-
pur (Sind), the salt lakes and pits (especially

Sambhar Lake) of Rajputana, and the salt mines
(especially the Mayo mine) of the Panjab.

Bengal and most of Burma import their salt by

sea, much of it coming from England. Several

native chiefs have entrusted the managerncnt of

their salt sources to the British authorities in

return for certain paj-ments. The excise ac-

counts for $19,299,710 of the revenue from tax-

ation. The only excisable articles are intoxicat-

ing liquors (including toddy, palm-wines, and
rice-beer), and certain drugs (opium, ganja,

bhang, charas), and the aim of the government

in taxing these has been as much tc reduce con-

sumption as to raise revenue. The governrneni

treats the right to manufacture and the right

to sell spirits at state monopolies, which are

granted to individuals on special terms.

Throughout Bombay and the Panjab, the most
populous tracts of Madras, the United Provinces,

Oudh, and Burma, and in some parts of Bengal

and the Central Provinces, the central distillery

system in some form prevails, and a still-head

duty is levied on all spirits nianiifactured at the

recognized distilleries. Except in Madras and
some other parts, these central distilleries are

government establishments at which private per-

sons distil spirits. In other districts the spirit

revenue is raised hy farming out the spirit

monopoly to the highest bidder, or by licensing

the establishment of private stills, the latter

method being called the out-still systeni. The
Indian government is replacing the farming and

out-still systems as far as possible by the cen-

tral distillery system. The customs revenue

amounted in 1899-1900 to $15,353,140. Import

duties were abolished in India in 1882, but in

1894 they were reimposed, and now all goods,

with the exception of railway material and in-

dustrial machinery, food grains, coal, jute. wool,

and other raw materials, gold and unset precious

stones, and some other commodities, are subject

to import duty. The amount of the duty is gen-

erally 5 per cent, but petroleum is charged at

the rate of I anna per pallrn, and iron and steel

are subject to a duty of only i per cent. Since

1S96 all cotton j-arns imported into or manufac-
tured in India have been duty-free, while all

woven cotton goods imported from abroad, or

manufactured at power-mills in India, pay an ad
valorem duty of 3^2 per cent. There is an ex-

port duty oil rice and rice-flour of 3 annas per

maund of unhusked rice. A countervailing duty
on bounty-fed sugar came into force in March
1899. The revenue from stamps was $16,327,385.

The provincial rates, amounting to $12,493,925,
are levied mostly on the land to meet local

charges for roads, schools, etc., and are generally

collected with tlie land revenue. The income
tax, which yielded $6,501,425 in 1899-1900, is

levied at the rate of four or fi\e pie per rupee,

certain incomes being exempted. Other impor-
tant heads of revenue are: Post-office, telegraphs,

and mint, $11,680,890; civil departments,

$5,876,500: railways, $82,939,225; irrigation,

$13,087,880; buildings and roads, $2,209,000.

The chief elements in the expenditure are : Rail-

ways, $82,555,430: army, $74,250,000; civil sal-

aries, etc., $4; .987.720; charges of collection,

$22,244.195 ; ijuildings and roads, civil and mili-

tarj', $20,673.260 ; miscellaneous civil charges
(furlough and superannuation allowances, pen-

sions paid in England, etc.), $17,565,690: irriga-

tion, $12,208,825 : famine relief and insurance,

$10,494,240; post-office, telegraphs, and mint,

$8,427,935 ; interest on public debt, etc.,

$6,711,415; refundings, compensations, draw-
backs, etc., $7,295,000.

Army and A'ai-y.— The army in India is un-

der a commander-in-chief, who is under the

control of the Indian government, and has di-

rectly under him four lieutenant-generals com-
manding respectively the forces in Bengal, the

Panjab, Madras, and Bombay. The Indian army
numbers usually from 215,000 to 220,000 in all,

the native soldiers being twice as many as the

Europeans. The native troops are officered by
Englishmen. Wherever European troops are

.stationed there is always a larger native force,

and in many of the smaller and less important

posts there is a native force only. Much money
has been spent in recent years on defensive

works and military establishments, strategic

roads, etc. India has also a certain number of

vessels for coast defense.
Ethnology— India is inhabited by numerous

peoples belonging to several distinct groups or

families. Previous to the Mohammedan ascend-

ency the dominant race were the Hindus, who.
however, were not the aboriginal inhabitants nor
even the first invaders. From the northwest of

India, through Kashmir and dow-n the valley of

the Indus, and from Tibet through the passes of

the Himalayas, the inhabitants of Northern Asia

from a verj' early period migrated southward
to the milder and more fertile plains of India.

Two great successions of these invasions are

recognized as having taken place before the

period of authentic history. The first immi-
grants, of dubious ethnological connections, but

commonly known as the Tamil races, appear to

have overspread the entire peninsula. Following

them the San.skrit-speaking peoples, called the

Hindus, of .\ryan speech, dispossessed the Tamil
race';, and superseded their language in the whole
of India north of the Nerbudda. Tlic Hindus
subsequently descended into the peninsula and

penetrated as far as Cape Comorin : but though

their influence on the languages of Southern In-

dia was considerable in the way of introducing
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new terms, the grammar and construction of the

Tamil languages niaiutained their place in the

districts souiii of the Nerbudda. The native

tribes were not exterminated by these invasions,

but are still to be found under various names,

as Bhils, Catties, Coolies, Gonds, etc., inhabiting

the fastnesses of the mountain-ranges in Bengal,

the Vindhya and Satpura Mountains, the

Ghats, etc. The hill tribes and other aborigines

in all India are estimated at 70,000,000.

PopulalioH.— The first census of all India

was taken in 1S71-2, but it was not till that of

1891 was taken that a really reliable and compre-
hensive statistical account of the p'^ople of India

was available. In 1871-2 the total population of

India was returned at 240,931,521, in 1881 at

2S3.r93.5'4, in i8gi at 287,223,431, in igoi at

294,266,701, of which, as shown under Political

Divisions, 231,085,132 were under immediate
British authority. The total number of Euro-
peans was only 168,000.

France still possesses in India Pondicherry,
Karikal, and Yanaon, on the east coast of

Madras ; Mahe, on the west coast of Madras,
and Chandarnagar on the Hugli, north of

Calcutta. To Portugal belong Goa, Damao,
and the small isla-nd of Diu, on the coast of

Bombay. These French and Portuguese posses-

sions have a total area of i,7S4 square miles and
a population of 852,752.

Eiiuciilion.— A system of education for India

was inaugurated in 1854 in conformity with the

instructions of the home govermnent, and the

despatch of .Sir Charles Wood (afterward Lord
Halif'ix) of 19 July 1S54 is the basis on which
the educational system still rests. The funda-
mental principle of the despatch was that the

native languages should be made the medium of

communicating European knowledge. Examin-
ing universities with affiliated colleges were to

be founded, and English and vernacular ele-

mentary schools were to be established. The
despatch cinnneratcd five government colleges

in Bengal; the Sanskrit College and Moham-
medan iladrasa at Calcutta; five colleges in the

L'nitcd Provinces; the Elphinstone Institution,

Puna College, and Grant ^Medical College in

Bombay; the High School at IMadras, and sev-

eral missionary schools, as proper to be at once
affiliated to the universities. In 1S57 the three

universities of Calcutta, IMadras, and Bombay
were formally incorporated by law as examining
bodies based on the model of the University of
London as then constituted. A somewhat dif-

ferent university, with teaching powers, was
established in 1882 at Lahore in ths Panjala, and
in 18S7 a fifth university was founded at Allaha-
bad for the Northwest Provinces. The Educa-
tion Commission of 1882-3 extended the system
of Wood's despatch by placing education on a
more popular basis and giving greater recogni-

tion to indigenous schools, and the first proposals
for extending education to Indian women were
made by this commission; Educational institu-

tions in India are officially divided into two
classes: (i) Public Schools, in which the
course of study conforms to the standards pre-
scrilied by the Department of Public Instruc-
tion or by the University, and which either
urulergo inspection by the Department, or else
regularly present pupils at the public examina-
tions held by the Department or by the Uni-
versity. These institutions may be under either
public or private management, and among them

are many schools receiving grants-in-aid. (2)
Private Schools, comprising all which do not
fulfil the above conditions. The three main
grades of institutions through which the system
of education operates are: (i) Primary schools,

wliich aim at the teaching of reading, writing,

and such elementary knowledge as will enable
a peasant to look after his own interests

; (2)
Secondary Schools, either English or vernacu-
lar; and (3) Colleges, the students in which,
having passed the matriculation examination of

a university, are reading for the further exami-
nations required for a degree. There are also

many other colleges teaching special branches
of kiiowiedge, such as medicine, law, and en-
gineering, and special colleges for sons of native

chiefs and noblemen, In Burma primary educa-
tion is still very largely in the hands of Bud-
dhist monks. Outside of a few exceptional dis-

tricts female education is exceedingly backward
in India, but slow progress is being made.
There are schools of art in Madras, Calcutta,

and Bombay, and many of the chief towns have
good museums. Many normal schools have been
established for the training of teachers.

The total number of colleges in India in 1899
was 169, of which only 5 were for females. The
number of pupils in these colleges was 21,006.

Secondary schools numbered 5,396, with 569,271
pupils, 43,403 of the latter being females. The
number of primary schools was 100,858, with
2,824,257 male and 313,289 female pupils, or

3ii37i546 in all. The total number of training

and other special schools Vias 720, with 28,158

pupils, 2,371 of them being females. Beside all

these, there were 42,805 private institutions,

with 558.914 male and 42,926 female scholars, in

all, 601,840. The total number of educational
institutions of all kinds was thus 149.948, of
which 7,454 were for females, and the total num-
ber of persons under instruction, 4,357,821. of
whom 402,153 were females. Of these institu-

tions 22,804 are under public management, 61.494
are state-aided, and 65,650 are unaided private

schools. It has been estimated that 22.2 per
cent of the boys of school-going age attend
school, but for girls the percentage is only 2.3.

In nearly all branches of education in India the

missionaries have been the pioneers, and their

work is still important.
Languages, Literature, and the Press.— All

the Hindu languages aie cognate dialects

founded upon the Sanskrit, a language of the

Aryan or Indo-European family, wdiich has been
extinct as a spoken language for more than 2,000

years, and bears a similar relation to the spoken
languages of India with that of Latin to the

modern European toi;gues. See S.vnskrit L.'\n-

GU.\GE AND Liter.\ti;re, and Ved.\s. In the time
of Alexander the Great, Sanskrit had already

been superseded by a vulgar tongue, the Prakrit,

founded on it. In ancient Hindu dramas per-

sons of rank are represented as speaking San-
skrit, common people Prakrit. Pali, a dialect

of Prakrit, became the sacred language of the

Buddhists, their scriptures being compiled in

it. It was spread by them into Ceylon and
India-beyond-the-Ganges. It is still used for

works, chiefly religious, for which a wider cir-

culation is desired. Hindi, the prevailing lit-

erary language of the non-Mohammedan popu-
lation, is a modernized form of an older dialect,

Hindui, which flourished during the middle
ages, having grown out of the Prakrit dialects
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about the loth century. Both Hindui and Hindi

are rich in poetical chronicles. Hindustani or

Urdu, a kind of Hindi mixed with Persian

and Arabic, is the language of the Mohammedan
conquerors, and grew up after the conquest of

Delhi at the close of the 12th century. It is also

rich in hterature, particularly in translations

from the Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit. It is

the language which has been favored by the

British government for purposes of administra-

tion and diplomacy. The Dakhni, a mi.xture of

similar elements, grew up from the same cause

in the Deccan. Among the numerous other

descendants of the Sanskrit the most imponant
are the Bengali, the Orissa, Uriya, or Utkala,

the Marathi, the Gujarati, the Sindhi, and the

Panjabi. The languages of Southern India form
a distinct group called the Dravidian, differing

in structure from those of the north. The most
important of them are Tamil, or Malabarese,

spoken on the Coromandel and Malabar coasts,

Telugu or Telinga, in the middle of the Deccan,

Kanarese in the Camatic and neighborhood of

Mysore, Malayalam on the Malabar coast from
Mount DUli to Cape Comorin. From all these

Burmese stands apart.

The chief vernacular languages in which
books are published are : Urdu ( Bengal, N. \V.

Provinces, Panjab, Bombay), Bengali (.Bengal),

Hindi (Bengal, N. W. Provinces, Panjab, Bom-
bay, and Central Provinces), Panjabi (Panjab),
Marathi (Bombay and Central Provinces),

Gujarathi (Bombay), Tamil and Telugu (Mad-
ras), and Burmese (Burma), and the bilingual

works are mostly either in English and another
language, or in a classical and a vernacular lan-

guage. Many works are also published in Eng-
lish alone, or in one of the three classical lan-

guages, Arabic, Sanskrit, and Persian. The
greater number of these publications belong to

the departments of poetrj-, religion, philosophy,

and philology, but Urdu and Hindi fiction has
developed greatly in recent 3"ears. Till about
1850 newspapers were prevailingly religious, but

since then the native press has become more
and more a medium for the discussion of social

and political questions.
Religions.— The religions of India like the

races are numerous. The most important is the

Hindu or Brahmanical, which is verj- ancient.

The earliest period of the Hindu religion is

called the Vedic, from the V'edas (q.v.) or

sacred books in which its records are preserved.

These exhibit several marked phases of transi-

tion. The earliest date of the Vedic literature

cannot be satisfactorily determined, either from
philological or internal e\-idence. Its latest writ-

ings are not more recent than the 3d centur>'

B.C. Each \'eda consists of t«-o parts, the San-
hita, a collection of mantras or h\Tnns, and the

Brahmana. which contains the doctrinal and
ceremonial development of the religion. The
worship represented in the greater number of
the h>Tnn3 is that of natural objects: Indra,

the cloudless firmament : the Maruts, the winds

;

Ushas, the dawn: Vishnu, Surya, Agni, and
other deities, to whom various attributes of the

sun were attributed. These deities were in-

voked for assistance in the common affairs of
life, and were reminded by the suppliants of
their former glorious deeds. In the earlier

Vedas no attempt is made to classif>- the gods
and assign them particular ranks. In the Upan-
ishads, a species of commentary on the Vedas,

a systematic attempt is made to solve the prob-
lems of creation, of the nature of the supreme
being, and of his relations with the human soul.

Some of the Upanishads are legendary in form,
others doctrinal or exegetical. These commen-
taries, though not in form philosophical, being
professedly founded on the Vedas, contain the
germs of the great systems of Hindu philosophy
which were afterwards developed.
A new era in the history of Hinduism begins

about the time of the Christian era with the
composition of the two great epics, the Ramay-
ana and the Mahabharata, the latter of which
was the product of successive ages. The \-ulgar

creed had by this time experienced the in-

fluence of the theological and metaphysical
speculations of the Upanishads, and had as-

sumed a mj'stical unity. Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva, the three emanations of the great soul
Brahma, representing respectively the creative,

preserving, and destro)'ing principles, had be-
come the leading objects of worship.

The third or Puranic period of Hinduism
corresponds with the period of the Middle Ages
in Europe. The Puranas are discussions upon
religion and philosophy, in the form of dialogues
conducted by sages. They are designed for

popular instruction, and mark a rapid and ex-
tensive corruption of the Hindu religion. The
epic legends are amplified and distorted. The
Vedanta philosophy, which had become the basis

of the educated creed, still exercises a favor-
able influence on the popular worship. The
creed of the Puranas is that of the masses in

India.

Buddhism arose in India in the 6th century
B.C It prevailed there extensively, and spread
itself through the adjoining regions of Asia.

It became extinct in India before the 12th cen-
tury, but still flourishes in China, Japan, and
in the southeastern regions of Asia, as well as

in Nepal and Ceylon. (See Blt)dh.\.) The
Jainas or Jains, whose religion is a mixture
of the Buddhist and the Brahmanical creeds, are

still numerous in Hindustan, and particularly

in Gujerat. There are two sects of this creed,

called Digambaras and Swetambaras. Sikhism
is another heretical form of Brahamanism prev-
alent in the Panjab. There are numerous
other minor sects of Hinduism and worship-
pers of particular gods in the Hindu mythology.
The Brahmo-Somaj (q.v.) is a modem Hindu
theistic sect. The Hindu Fakirs are devotees,

who give themselves up to penance, filth, and
self-torture. The Parsees or fire-worshippers
are descendants of the Persian followers of that

religion, who took refuge from Mohammedan
persecution on the western coast of India. Their
principal emigration was to Surat, and is sup-
posed to have taken place about the end of the

8th centurj-. They were well received in Guja-
rat. They are now to be found mostly in the

mercantile towns in India, and are most nu-
merous in Bombay. The Mohammedans of India
are chiefly descendants of its .Asiatic conquer-
ors from .Afghanistan. Persia, Baluchistan, and
-Arabia. They are said to be more liberal-

minded than the Mohammedans of Western
-Asia. There is among them a sect of Fakirs
like those of the Hindus. There are also nu-
merous Jews in India. On Christianit>- in India

see below under Christian Missions. Hinduism
recognizes four castes— the Brahmans. or sacer-

dotal class; the Kshatriyas, or military class;
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the Vaisyas, or mercantile and agricultural

class ; and the Siidras, or servile class. These
casts are hereditary (see Caste). Closely con-

nected with the Hindu religion is the collection

of laws commonly known as the Institutes of

Manu. (See Manu.) In the Indian census

table of religions (1901) 8,584,349 people are

returned as heathens or aboriginals, that is, dev-

otees of some form of animism. Practically,

for the purposes of tlie Indian census, all are

classed as animistic who are not locallj' ac-

knowledged to be Hindu, Mohammedan, Chris-

tian, Buddhist, Jew, Parsee, etc, but every
stratum of Indian society is in realitj' more or

less saturated with animistic conceptions. Of
the total population of British and Native India

in 1901, 207,146,422 were registered as Hindus,
the greater number of these being in Bengal,

the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, Mad-
ras, Bombaj', Hyderabad and Rajputana. There
were 62,458,061 Moharmnedans chiefly in Ben-
gal and the Panjab, 9,476,750 Buddhists almost
all in Burma ; 2,923,241 Christians of whom two
thirds are in Madras and in the Madras States

;

2,195,268 Sikhs, chiefly in the Panjab; 1,334.148

Jains, chiefly in Rajputana and in Bombay:
94,190 Parsees, and 18,228 Jews mostly in

Bombay.
Christianity and Christian Missions in India.— The introduction of Christianity into India

is variously ascribed by tradition to St Thomas
the Apostle, Thomas the Manichaean of the 3d
centurj-, and Thomas, an Armenian merchant
of the 8th century. The earliest Christian

church in India of which we have any definite

knowledge was Nestorian, but after the Portu-
guese occupation these Nestorians came into

the Roman obedience. In 1663. after the ar-

rival of the Dutch, some of these renounced
their allegiance to Rome. In 1665 these

latter received from the Patriarch- of An-
tioch a Jacobite bishop known as Mar Gregory,
and to this day they have remained faithful to

his Jacobite tenets. Thus, the ancient Nestorian
Church of southwest India is represented now
by two bodies, namely: (i) Catholics of the
Syrian Rite, owning the supremacj' of the pope,

but retaming the Syrian language and ritual in

their services; and (2) the Jacobite Catholics,

rejecting the errors of Arius and Nestorius,
and following the Nicene creed, though
not acknowledging papal supremacy. The
spread of the Roman Catholic faith in India

was mainly the work of Jesuits from the

16th century onwards, the first of these being the

celebrated St. Francis Xavier, w-ho reached
India in 1542. The Jesuits were suppressed
in the l8th centurj', but since the re-establish-

ment of the order in 1814 they have made great
progress. The Roman Catholics of India are
at present organized in seven archbishoprics

(Goa, Agra, Bombaj', Calcutta, Madras, Pon-
dicherry, and Verapoly), and 16 bishoprics

(Daman, Cochin, Mailapur, Allahabad, Lahore,
Poona, Dacca, Krishnagar, Hyderbad, Nag-
pur, Vizagapatam, Coimbatore, Mangalore, My-
sore, Trichinopoly, and Quilon), and there are

also several vicars and prefectures apostolic.

The earliest Protestant missionaries in India
were the Lutherans Ziegenbalg and Plutschau,
who arrived in the country in 1705 and began
work at the Danish settlement of Tranquebar.
The Lutheran missions were supported from
the first by the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, and from 1719 till 1844 they were
entirely maintained by tliat body. The cele-

brated Christian Friedrich Schwarz worked
under the auspices of this society from 1750
till his deatli in 1798. Kicrnander, a Dane, w-a.s

tlie pioneer of Protestant missionary enterprise

in Bengal. He was allowed by the East India

Company to settle at Calcutta in 1758, but soon
afterwards the Company changed its policy, and
began to prevent missionaries from landing in

the country controlled by it. When William
Carey, the great Baptist missionary, arrived in

1793, he had to settle on Danish territory at

Serampore, 15 miles from Calcutta, and it was
not till 20 j'ears later that the Company's op-
position to missions was withdrawn. Carey
was followed at Serampore by Marshman and
Ward, whose names will always be associated
with his and with the wonderful literary activ-

ity begun bj' him. Other celebrated Indian
Protestant missionaries are Henry MartjTi and
Bishop Heber of the Anglican Church, and Dr.
Alexander Duff, at first of the Church of Scot-
land, afterwards of the Free Church of Scot-
land. The head of the Anglican Church in

India is the bishop of Calcutta, and under him
are tlie seven bishops of Madras. Bombay,
Lahore, Rangoon, Lucknow, Chutia Nagpur,
and Travancore. ^lany American missionaries

also work in India.

Judiciary.— The law administered by the
courts of India is chiefl}' based on the enact-
ments of tlie Indian legislative councils, the
statutes of the British parliament relating to
India, the Hindu and Mohammedan laws of in-

heritance and their domestic law- in cases affect-

ing Hindus and Mohammedans, and the cus-
tomary law- affecting particular castes and races.

Bengal, Bombay, Madras, and the United Prov-
inces have each a High Court supreme in civil

and criminal cases (but with an ultimate appeal
to the Privy Council in England), and some-
what similar tribunals exist in the other pro-
inces. There are numerous courts of different

grades throughout the countrj', and manj' of
the judges are natives of India. Various en-
actments have been passed for the establishment
of local government, and there are now upwards
of 760 cities and towns with municipal govern-
ment in the different provinces under these acts,

and local ta.xation for police and local improve-
ments has been enforced.

Local Government.— All the provinces, ex-
cept Madras, are divided into divisions, each
under an official called a commissioner, and all,

including Madras, are divided into sections dis-
tinctively designated districts, the district form-
ing the unit of administration. At the head of
each district is an officer called a collector-mag-
istrate or deputy commissioner, the former name
implying the twofold nature of his duties, since
he is not only a fiscal officer charged WMth the
collection of the revenue from the land and
other sources, but is also a revenue and criminal
judge, both of first instance and of appeal. Po-
lice, jails, education, municipalities, roads, sani-
tation, etc., all come under his super^'ision ; and
he is expected to be familiar w-ith the social
life of the natives in all its phases. The districts
are sub-divided into lesser tracts, known in
Bengal as sub-divisions, in Madras and Bombay
as taluks, in northern India generally as talisiU.

The unit of police administration is the tliana

or police circle. An important portion of the
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administrative staff consists of persons who
have received appointments in the Indian civil

sen-ice, after being successful in competitive

examinations held in England: these form what
is called the coienanted civil service. A certain

section of the civil service, known as "the statu-

tory civil service," consists of natives specially

selected. The native states are generalh* gov-
erned b}- hereditary' princes, who exercise sov-

ereign power within their own dominions. They
are more or less controlled, however, by British

influence, a British resident, agent, or commis-
sioner being stationed at their courts. They
have no power to make war or peace, to send
ambassadors to each other or to non-Indian
states ; they can only keep up a certain specified

military force, and they may be dethroned for

misgovemment.
History.— Little is known of the political

history of India pre\'ious to the expedition of
Alexander to the Indus, 326 b.c The 20th sat-

rapy of the Persians comprehended, as Hero-
dotus states, part of the northwest of India.

Alexander did not penetrate beyond the tribu-

taries of the Indus, and between his invasion

and the Mohammedan conquest there is no
authentic political history of India, although
the territoo' was di\-ided among a number of
rulers of whom Asoka (q.v.), the founder of
Buddhism, was one of the chief. At the time
of the Mohammedan invasion a Hindu mon-
archy was the dominant power in India. The
conquest of Persia (632-651) brought the suc-

cessors of Mohammed to the Indus, and they
subsequently acquired a temporary hold of some
parts of India, as Sind, which they conquered
in 710 and lost in 750. The foundation of a

more durable Mohammedan empire in India was
laid some centuries later. The Kingdom of
Ghazna, in Afghanistan, founded, according to

Ferishta, by Alpetegin. an ex-governor of Kho-
rassan, in 962, was declared independent by Mah-
mud in 999. This monarch, of whom as many
as 12 expeditions into India are recorded, pene-

trated in one direction beyond the Jamna; in

another he occupied Gujarat and captured Som-
nauth. He annexed the territory of Lahore to

his kingdom, and nominally extended his do-

minion to the Ganges on the west, and to Guja-
rat on the south. His last expedition was to

Gujarat in 1024. .^bout the middle of the 12th

century the Kingdom of Ghazna was divided,

and Lahore became the capital of the Indian

portion. The Ghaznavid Kingdom of India

was overthrown in 1186 by Mohammed GhorL
On his assassination in 1206 Kutb-u-din, his

governor in India, established the .\fghan or

Pathan d\-nasty at Delhi, and conquered Behar
and Bengal. His successor .Mtamsh conquered
Sind (1225), and completed the subjugation of
Hindustan, .\bout this time Genghis Khan
ovenhrew the western empire of Ghazna, and
founded a great Mongolian empire, which began
to extend eastward, a:-d came into collision with

the monarchs ot Delhi while these were still

pv.shing their conquests to the south and east

of India. The Delhi kingdom was. moreover,
exposed to frequent commctions, both from the

revolts of its own rajahs and from the predatory
excursions of the hill tnbes. A revolt of the
rajahs was suppressed in 1250, and in 1265, after

an extensive slaughter of the predatory tribes,

a line of forts was constructed to check their in-

cursions. But though frequently defeated the

Mongols continued their incursions into all

parts of India. In 1240 they reached Lahore,

in 1244 they invaded Bengal ; Gujarat, the Dec-
can, and the Camaiic were assailed in turn; the

Panjab was subject to frequent invasions; in

129S they were defeated at DelhL A new dy-

nasty, the Khilgi dj-nasty, arose under the usur-

per Jelal-u-din in 128S, which was succeeded

by a fresh d>-nasty in 1321, the house of Togh-
lak. The invasions of the Mongols still con-

tinued with greater or less success. During
the reign of the last Toghlak king the celebrated

Tamerlane in\-aded India at the head of a great

host, took and sacked Delhi in 1398, leaving

behind him his deputy Khizr Khan, who now-

assumed the government. A period of anarchy
ensued, which terminated in the conquest of In-

dia by the ^logul emperors. Ibrahim, the last

of the dj-nasty of Lodi, the third in order from
that of Toghlak, was defeated in 1526 by Baber,
who established the Mogul dynast)- in Hindu-
stan. His grandson Akbar succeeded his father

at the age of 14 (1556), and during a long
reign of about 50 j-ears, terminating in 1605,

subdued nearlj- the whole of India, which, by
introducing religious toleration, he succeeded
in consolidating into an empire. At the death
of Akbar his empire was divided into 15 subahs
or vice-royalties, which indicate its extent,

namely, Allahabad, Agra, Oudh, Ajmir, Gujarat,
Behar, Bengal, Delhi, Cabul, Lahore, Multan,
Malwa, Berar, Khandesh, Ahmadnagar. His son
Selim succeeded him under the title of J ehanghir.

The Portuguese, as will be seen in another sec-

tion, had already established their territorial

dominion in India. In 1615 an English am-
bassador appeared for the first time at th.e court
of the Mogul emperor in Hindustan. He died
in 1623, and was succeeded by his son Shah
Jehan, who had disturbed his father's reign by
rebellions, and during his own reign the countrj'

was filled w-ith civil wars. He quarreled with
the Portuguese, and expelled them from their

settlement at HuglL During his reign the Mah-
rattas or Marathas, under their chief Sivaji, be-
gan to be an important power in the Deccan.
He was deposed in 1658 by his youngest son
.Aurengzebe, who also murdered his brothers.

His reign was passed amid continual contests,

both for extending his dominion, and subduing
the revolts of the numerous peoples under his

sway, both within tlie limits of India and beyond
the Indus. He made war successfully with the
.Afghans, the Rajputana tribes, and the rising

power of the Mahrattas. The Sikhs, a Hindu
sect which had been persecuted by the Moham-
medans, formed a religious and military com-
monwealth in the Panjab in 1675. .\urengzebe
died at .\hmadnagar. in the Deccan, in 1707.

On his death the Mogul empire began to de-

cline. The succession was disputed by his four
sons. Bahadur Shah, who succeeded, died in

1712, and was succeeded by his son Jehundar
Shah, who, in the following year, was put to
death by Farokshir, a great-grandson of .\ureng-
zebe, who usurped the crown. He was deposed
and p-Jt to death in 1718 by Hosen .\li. Moham-
med Shah, g^randson of Bahadur, was raised to
the throne in 1718. His reign was disturbed

by the in<:ubordinate spirit of his viceroys, and
through the defection of one of them the Mah-
rattas succeeded in subduing the Deccan. In
revenge for an insult Xadir Shah of Persia in-

vaded Hindustan in 1738, took possession of
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Delhi, and gave it up to be sacked and plundered
by his soldiers. The country west of the Indus
was ceded to Nadir Shah in 1739. Mohammed
died in 1748, and was succeeded by his son Nadir
Shah. The empire was now tending to dissolu-

tion. The new emperor called in the Mahrat-
tas in 1751 to aid him against the Rohillas, who,
in 1749, had defeated the last imperial army ever

called into existence. The various states were
seized by the former viceroys or by independent
chiefs. The Mahrattas, now the most powerful
people of India, possessed, besides the Deccan,
part of Malwa, and the greater part of Gujarat,

Berar, and Orissa. The whole empire was at

this time in extreme agitation and disorder,

every government fearing the attacks and in-

trigues of its neighbors. Ahmed Shah was de-

posed in 1754 by Ghazi-u-din, a former vizier of

the empire, who set up Alamgir II. In 1757
Delhi was captured by the Afghans, against

whom Ghazi-u-din called in the Mahrattas. In

1759 the vizier assassinated the emperor. His
successor. Shah Alum, without the shadow of

power, escaped from Delhi, and finally took
refuge with the British. The rival powers of

the Afghans and the ^lahrattas, which had been
brought into collision by the feebleness of the em-
pire, now engaged in a fierce struggle for the

mastery over its ruins. This terminated at the

decisive battle of Paniput, fought 6 Jan. 1761,

in the complete overthrow of the ilahrattas.

The victor, Ahmed Shah, recognized the grand-
son of Alamgir as emperor by the title of Shah
Alum II. ; but the empire was now only a

shadow, and the native states, which had divided

its power, were destined soon to give way to

the superior European commercial organizations

which the pursuit of gain had brought to their

shores. See Colonies and E.\st Indi.\ Com-
panies. Henceforth the history of India fol-

lows the course of these European colonies, un-

til it is merged in the Indian empire of Great

Britain.

The doubling of the Cape of Good Hope
opened up the way by sea to India, and led the

Portuguese to the possession of a kingdom in

Asia. A few years after Vasco da Gama had
landed on the coast of India thej' were already

the most favored merchants upon the whole
coast, and in spite of the active jealousy of the

Mohammedans, who had hitherto monopolized
the lucrative commerce of India, they formed
settlements, and made commercial treaties with

some Indian princes, in which the latter acknow-
ledged the King of Portugal for their lord. By
1542 the Portuguese ruled from the Arabian to

the Persian Gulf; nearly all the ports and islands

on the coasts of Persia and India fell into their

power ; they possessed the whole coast of Mala-
bar to Cape Comorin, and had settlements on the

coast of Coromandel and the Bay of Bengal

;

Ceylon was tributary to them ; they had factories

in China ; and the ports of Japan, to which a
tempest had shown them the way, were open to

their merchant ships. For 60 years they carried

on their lucrative commerce without any consid-
erable rivals. Portugal owed this power to a
few able men, among others Francis of Almeida,
and Alfonso de Albuquerque (qq.v.). But the

successors of the men were not endowed with
the same talents, and a revolting abuse of power
excited the resistance of the natives, who became
united by the sight of their common danger.

^ The union of Portugal with Spain, under Philip

II., in 1580, decided the fall of their commercial
power in India. The Portuguese, satisfied with
bringing the commerce of India to Lisbon, had
allowed the Dutch to become the carriers be-

tween that port and the markets of Europe. But
Philip II. closed the harbor of the Portuguese
capital to the Dutch ships on account of the

revolt of the United Provinces, and thus obliged

that enterprising people to go to the sources of

this commerce. Cornelius Houtmann in 1595
was sent with four ships to India to explore
the coasts and gain information concerning the

inhabitants and the commercial relations in that

region. He returned with favorable accounts,

for in this very first voyage treaties of com-
merce were made with the princes of the island

of Java. The hatred of the natives against the

Portuguese, wlio had at times landed here, as-

sisted in the accomplishment of the enterprise.

After the Dutch East India Company had
formed settlements at Java and upon other

points, and had made commercial treaties with
several princes of Bengal, there began the long
struggle with the rival Portuguese. The stronger

and better-served navy of the Dutch enabled
them to take one place after another from the

Portuguese. In 1607 the latter were stripped

by their victorious rivals of the Moluccas; in

1641 of Malacca ; in 1658 of Ceylon ; in 1660 of

Celebes, where the Portuguese had settled after

the loss of the Moluccas, to retain by smuggling
some part of the spice trade; and after 1663 the

most important places on the coast of Malabar,
where they had longest maintained themselves,

fell into the power of the Dutch. The Dutch
made Batavia the capital of their eastern do-
minions. Their power in India began to de-

cline from the time of their wars with Louis
XIV. The English began to form commercial
settlements in India about the same time as the

Dutch. A settlement was formed at Sural in

1613, which became the chief station of the

Company on the west coast in 1615, and in 1657
the seat of a presidency. A grant of a small

territory around Madras was received from the

Rajah of Bijnagar in 1639, on which was erected

the fort of St. George. ^ladras became a presi-

dency in 1654, and till the rise of Calcutta com-
manded the Company's possessions in Bengal.

Calcutta, the third presidency, and ultimately

the seat of government in India, was settled in

1690, and became a presidency in 1707. The
English had to defend themselves against the

Mahrattas in Surat in 1664, and early came into

collision with the Portuguese and Dutch in the

Indian seas. It was, however, the struggle

with the French, who followed them, and who
had acquired considerable territorial possessions

in India, and the alliances of both parties with

the native princes, coinciding with the decay of
the Mogul empire, which brought about that

long succession of almost unbroken successes

by which this great empire was established.

The claims of rival candidates for the govern-
ments of the Deccan and the Carnatic brought
the two parties into collision at various points,

and after a succession of maneuvers Dupleix,

the French commander, succeeded in compelling
the English to take refuge in Trichinopoly.

Here Clive, who had already distinguished him-
self in an unsuccessful attack upon Pondicherry,
proposed to carry the war into the enemy's coun-
try. In 1751 he besieged and took Arcot, Tin-
nevelly, Conjeveram, and Arani. On his return
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to Fort St David he was despatched W Major
Lawrence on another expedition, which he again
conducted successfully. Lawrence at the same
time gained other successes against the French
and their allies. These successes led to the
Treatj- of Pondicherrj- in December, 1754, in

which the French and English agreed to divide
their territorial possessions on a footing of equal-
ity, and abstain from interference in native
affairs. This treatj^ procured for the English the
cession from the French of the Four Circars;
nevertheless, they treated it as a dead letter,

and immediatel}- began to reduce Madura and
Tinnevell}-. The French, after vainly remon-
strating, followed their example in disregard-
ing the treaty. About this time important
events took place in BengaL Suraj-ud-Dowla,
nabob of Bengal, in 1756 besieged Calcutta with
a large army, when it was evacuated so suddenly
by the English that a considerable part of the
garrison was left behind. These had no alterna-
tive but to surrender (20 June 1756). To se-

cure tlie prisoners taken in the capitulation, 146
of them were thrust, apparently more from mere
recklessness than intentional crueltj-, into the
conmion prison of the garrison, a room 18 feet

square, with two small windows barred with
iron, since famous as the Black Hole of Cal-
cutta. After a night of unparalleled suffering
only 2S were found alive in tlie morning. Clive,
who was sent from Madras with an armament
to_ Bengal, recovered Calcutta on 2 Jan. 1757.
War had again broken out between France and
England, but the French refused the alliance
of Suraj-ud-Dowla, and maintained tiieir neu-
traUty. Suraj again invested Calcutta, but Clive,
though he failed in a night attack, inspired him
with so much respect for his means of resistance
that he restored the English factories and made
peace. Regardless of the benefit he had re-
ceived from tlie neutralitj- of the French, Qive,
in spite of the opposition of the nabob, deter-
mined to attack their settlement at Chander-
nagor, which he succeeded in taking. The
nabob supported the French till he was attacked
by the .Afghans, when he became desirous of
peace with the English. Clive, however, had
determined to dethrone him and replace him by
Mir Jaffier, his aunt's husband. In the battle
of Plassey, 23 June 1757, tlie nabob was over-
thrown, and afterward assassinated by the son
of his rival. Mir Jaffier bound himself to pay
for his ele\-ation a sum of over £2.500.000 ster-

ling. This plunder was partitioned among the
Company and the Company's servants, with the
exception of a small share assigned to the native
allies.

AVhile the English in the Camatic were en-
gaged as collectors for Mohammed .\li in re-

ducing the districts of Madura and Tinnevelly,
the French recommenced hostilities. .\n attack
upon Trichinopoly failed (May 1757). but Bussy
reduced Vizagapatam, and established the French
superiority throughout the Deccan. Count
Laily, who had arrived with a formidable arma-
ment in .April 1757. besieged and took Fort St.

Da\-id, I June 1758. He afterward besieged
Tanjor and Arcot, the latter of which he took.
"The want of funds, which crippled his opera-
tions, compelled him t- -~ • - •i- •••- '

forces in the siege of ^

ing two monihs, enti: . ^ .
,'

;

1759. The English took Conjeveram, to which
the French retired, by assault. In the following

campaign the French, after some successes, were
totally defeated by Col. Coote near Wandewash
on 22 Jan. 1760. Their power was now com-
pletely broken, their fortresses one after another
fell into the hands of the English, and the Eng-
lish fleet, which had the command of the seas,

co-operated in the reduction of those on the
coast. Pondicherry, their last stronghold, sm--
rendered on 15 Jan. 1765. The English had
now established themselves, as a formidable if

not altogether a ruling power, both in ^^"est and
South India; but in both they committed the
mistake of greatly over-estimating the resources
of the countrj-, and their rapacity and extortion,
though they ultimatelj^ led to the extension of
their power, were the cause of serious and pro-
tracted troubles. Mir Jaffier was deposed in
favor of his son-in-law, Mir Cossim, who re-
belled against English extortions, but, notwith-
standing his skilful and vigorous preparations
for a war he had anticipated, was worsted in suc-
cessive engagements, particularlj- at Gheriah, 2
Aug. 1763, and forced to 13ee. In revenge he
massacred his English prisoners. Sujah Dow-
lah, the nabob of Oudh, who received him, was
defeated and deprived of his dominions, with
the exception of Corah and .-Vllahabad, which
were given to the Mogul Emperor, who formally
invested the Companj' in the dewanee or collec-

torship of revenues and virtual sovereigntj- of
Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, b3- a firman dated 12
Aug. 1765. The English came to terms with
Nizam Ali, subahdar of the Deccan, who op-
posed their occupation of them, by agreeing to
pay him a rent for the territory, and assist him
with their forces, but this agreement brought
them in 1766 into collision with Hyder AH, the
powerful sovereign of Mj-sore. Xizam .\li af-
terward joined Hyder against the English, and
both in\-aded the Camatic, and, in spite of sev-
eral defeats, laid waste the countrj- to the gates
of Madras. Finally. Nizam .\!i deserted Hyder,
and the latter concluded a treat}- with the Eng-
lish, April 1769, by which their conquests were
mirtually to be restored.

Notwithstanding the protests and prohibi-
tions of the directors, the administration of the
Company's affairs left much to be desired even
during Clive's governorship, and during the ad-
ministration of \"erelst, who succeeded Clive in

1767, the Company's affairs were in extreme em-
barrassment Parliament took advantage of the
discontent and clamor raised against the Com-
pany's servants, and in 1773 remodeled the con-
stitution of the Company, and appointed Warren
Hastings (q.v.) governor-general of India, with
a salarj' of $125,000, and a council of four mem-
bers, each of whom had $50,000.

His administration was marked by firmness
and resourcefulness in upholding British inter-

ests, and also by his unscrupulous methods in

raising money to carrj- out his projects. In 1778
war again broke out between France and Eng-
land. The English captured Pondicherrj- and
Mahe, the last port of the French on the Mala-
bar coast. This place was considered by Hyder
Ali as one of his dependencies. In revenge for
its capture he seized the passes of the Eastern
Ghats, in\-aded the Carnalic with an army of
1.20.000 men and laid waste the countr>-. Sir
Eyre Coote was sent into the Camatic to con-
duct the w-ar against him. Hyder .-Mi died in

1782, but the war was continued with his son
Tippoo Saib, till 11 March 1784, when it was
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concluded ijy a treaty of mutual restitution. In

1784 Pitt's India Bill was passed. In 1786 Lord
Cornwallis succeeded Hastings as governor-gen-
eral. Cornwallis made various administrative
reforms for the relief of the people from former
exactions, but Tippoo Saib diverted his attention

from these peaceful measures by attacking the
Rajah of Travancor, now an ally of the British.

Having made an alliance with the Mahrattas and
the Nizam, Cornwallis invaded Mysore, besieged
Tippoo in his capital, compelled him on g March
1792 to conclude a treaty, by which he ceded half
his territory and undertook to pay the expenses
of the war. On the death of Alohammed Ali in

1795, Lord Hobart, governor of Madras, deter-
mined to assume the government of the Car-
natic, but the plan was opposed by the supreme
government and was not carried out. In 1798
Lord Mornington arrived in India as governor-
general, when Tippoo Saib was making arrange-
ments to renew his enterprises against the Brit-
ish and soliciting the alliance of France and of
Cabul. Early in 1799 Lord Mornington invaded
Mysore. On 4 Jilay he stormed Seringa-
patam. Tippoo was killed in defending his capi-
tal, and Mysore was divided among the British,

the Mahrattas, and the Nizam. Some time be-
fore this (177s) Oudh had agreed to receive and
subsidize auxiliary troops for the defense of
their territory, and the fortress of Allahabad
was ceded to the British, who undertook to de-
fend Oudh against all enemies. Subsequently
in 1801 the subsidy was commuted for the ces-
sion of Southern Doab, Allahabad, and other ter-

ritories. During the war with Tippoo, Lord
Mornington, whose policy was to induce the
native powers to accept British protection and
mediation in their disputes, endeavored to induce
his allies the Mahrattas and Nizam Ali to come
under similar arrangements. The Nizam in

1798 agreed to dismiss his French troops and
receive British auxiliaries. The Peshwa, the
nominal head of the Mahratta Confederacy,
forced by the contentions of the chiefs Holkar
and Scindia, accepted the policy of the gover-
nor-general. Under the Treaty of Bassein,
signed 31 Dec. 1802, Sir Arthur Wellesley re-
stored the Peshwa, driven from his capital by
Holkar. Scindia and the Rajah of Berar now
entered into an alliance against the British.
Atter a campaign in 1803 distinguished by the
successes of Generals Wellesley and Lake, the
former defeating the allies at Assaye, 23 Sep-
tember, the latter at Laswaree, i November,
Scindia was compelled to make peace. He
ceded to the British Baroach, Ahmadnagar, and
the forts in the Doab (29 December) ; the Rajah
of Berar ceded Cuttack (17 December). Scin-
dia, thus weakened, accepted the British alliance,

and received an auxiliary force to defend him
against Holkar, 27 Feb. 1804. A war with
Holkar immediately followed, which the skill of
that chief in predator)' warfare enabled him to
sustain with some dexterity, and in 1805 he was
joined by Scindia, but the British arms finally

prevailed and he was forced to flee. The Mar-
quis of Cornwallis succeeded Wellesley on 30
July 1805. He disapproved of the ensnaring
alliances into which the former statesmen had
drawn the native powers, and although he died
before being able to carry out his views (5 Oct.
1805), Sir George Barlow, who succeeded him,
adopted his policy. New treaties were made
with Scindia, 23 November, and Holkar, 24 De-

cember, restoring their territories and their in-

dependence. The new policy was even carried
so far as to abandon the petty princes who had
trusted to the British alliance. Lord Minto suc-

ceeded to the governor-generalship in 1807.

During his administration the chief enterprises
of the English were directed against the insular

possessions of the French and Dutch in the In-
dian seas. The Moluccas, Java, and other
islands were taken ; many of which were re-

stored at the peace. Some disturbances took
place during this period at Travancore, and
among the British troops at Madras and else-

where, which threatened at one time serious con-
sequences. Travancore and Cochin were placed
under British management. The Earl of Moira
(Marquis of Hastings) succeeded to the gov-
ernor-generalship in 1813. In 1814 a war broke
out with Nepal, which was at first attended with
some serious repulses, but was brought to a suc-
cessful close by Sir D. Ochterlony in 1815, and
resulted in the cession of Kumaon. Hastings
was also called upon to suppress the Pindaris
predatory bands of the former troops of Holkar
and Scindia ; and the Peshwa of Indore rebelling
against a treaty his capital was seized, he him-
self deposed, and the ]\Iahratta Confederacy dis-

solved. His ally the Rajah of Nagpur, Scindia,
who submitted, and Holkar, who was defeated,

were compelled to accept alliances virtually
placing them under British protection. This
pacification was completed in 1818, and greatly
improved the revenues of the districts effected
by it. The Marquis of Hastings was succeeded
in 1823 by Lord Amherst, under whom the first

Burmese war was concluded in 1826 by a treaty
ceding to the British the .\racan and Tenasserim
provinces together with a large pecuniary indem-
nity. During the governor-generalship of Lord
William Bentinck (1828-35) various administra-
tive reforms were effected, but no great political

events took place. Lord Auckland assumed the
governor-generalship in 1836. The Afghan war
broke out in 1838, in consequence of long and
complicated intrigues arising from the advance
of Russia in the East, and the mutual jealousy
of that power and Great Britain. War was de-
clared on I October, the object of the British
was to dethrone Dost Mohammed and restore
Shah Sujah, a former ruler. It was at first at-

tended by great disasters, particularly the famous
massacre of the Khoord Cabul Pass. It was
terminated in 1842, under the governor-gener-
alship of Lord Ellenborough, bj' the evacuation
of Afghanistan by the British, after they had
relieved their captives and vindicated the su-
periority of their arms by the capture of Cabul.
Sind was annexed to British India after a war
conducted by Sir Charles Napier in 1843. After
a brief war, arising out of a dis])uted succession,
the dominions of Scindia lay at the mercy of the
British, and were disposed of by a treaty dic-
tated by the governor-general at Gwalior in
January 1844. While he was thus engaged Lord
Ellenborough w'as recalled and superseded by
Sir Henry Hardinge (May 1844), who was soon
engaged in one of the most formidable wars the
British had yet had to encounter in India. The
Sikhs, a politico-religious sect already men-
tioned, had, under their leader, Runjeet Singh,
conquered the Panjab about the beginning of
the century. Runjeet Singh, who had always
maintained friendly relations with the British,
died in 1839, and the government fell into a
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chaotic state; the army, being without a head,

began to commit disorders and threaten en-

croachments on the British territory. In Decem-
ber 1845 the Sikh army crossed the Sutlej in

great force, and in the short war which followed

the Sikhs were defeated by Sir Hugh Gough and
Sir Henry Hardinge at Moodkee. Ferozeshah,

Aliwal, and Sobraon. Peace was made at La-

hore, by the surrender of the Sikh territories on

the left of the Sutlej, and between the Sutlej

and the Bias (Jalindar Doab). and the payment

of an indemnity. During the governor-general-

ship of the Marquis Dalhousie. 184S-56. a new
war broke out with the Sikhs, and after their

final defeat by General Gough at Gujerat. 21 Feb.

1S49. the Panjab was annexed to the British

dominions. This was immediately followed by

the second Burmese war, ending in the annexa-

tion of Pegu. 20 June 1853. Sattari. Jhansi,

Nagpur, and Oudh were, on the failure of the

native succession, also annexed to the British

possessions. 1852-6. During Lord Dalhousie's

administration the extensive scheme of Indian

railways and telegraphs was planned and in-

augurated, the Ganges Canal opened, and the

Panjab Canal begun. His last important act

as governor-general was the annexation of

Oudh. 7 Feb. 1856. The annexation of Oudh,
and other provinces, combined with a general

feeling of unrest brought about the mutiny of the

native army. (See IxDi.xx Mutiny.) He was
succeeded by his friend Lord Canning; in less

than a year after the arrival of the new Gov-
ernor General, a mutiny of the native troops took

place at Meerut. on Sunday afternoon. 10 ^lay

1857. The main incidents of the Indian mutiny
nre the massacre at Cawnpur; the defence of

Lucknow, under Sir Henrj- Lawrence; the tak-

ing of Lucknow, by General Havelock; and the

siege of Delhi. 14 Sept. 1858. The mutiny sealed

the fate of the East India Company, after a rule

of more than 250 years, and brought about the

transfer of the countrj- to the direct authority of

the Queen of England. The Royal Proclama-

tion was read at a grand durbar at Allahabad,

I Nov. 1858.

1 LoRn C.*NN'ISG became the first viceroy of India.

He left Irdia in March 1862, and died shortly after his

arrival in l-^n^land.

s The E.akl of Elgin', became viceroj- in i86j.and
died in India November 1863.

3 SlK John L.iwrexce. afterward created Baron
Lawrence, iS6«-6<) Reformed the finances. Bhutan
war. Orissa Famine. i866.

4 VlscnuN'T M.^vo, iS6t)-72. Received .-Vmir Sher .AH

Kehan of Kabul in (treat state at Umballa i8«o- Assas-
sinated by a convict in the Penal Settlement at Port
ISlair.

5 E.^RL OF XoRTHBROOK. 187J-T6. The Prince of
Wales, now King Edward VII.. visited India. A famine
in l»en«al. 1 he Guikwar of Baroda deposed.

6 Earl of Lviton, 1876-S0. Famine in South In-
dia. The invasion of .Afghanistan. 1 he proclamation
of the Queen of England, as Kaisar-i-Hind, or Empress
of India, I Januarv 1877.

7 .\Urqless of Ripon. 1880-84. Extension of mu-
Tiicipal government. Various reforms in favor of the
natives.

8 Marquess of Dufferin. 1884-8S. Third Bui-
mese War. The annexation of Upper Burma with the
Shan States. The "Scientific Frontier" of India de-

fined .->nd strengthened.
o MARQUEiisOF Lassdowne. i888-<)3. The Strength-

ening of the army and the defences of^ India. Reform
;n currency, closing the free coinage of silver. Recon-
struction of the provinces of India.

10 Eakl of ELGIN. iS'M-o?. son of a former viceroy.
British control of the northwest frontier of India
strengthened. Earthquake in Anam i8<)7. Cholera,
plague, and famine iSjs Frontier War. Celebration
of the Queen-Empress. 'Diamond Jubilee.

11 Viscou.sT CUKZON. r8»-i905. Dispatched 8,000

Kr;t:sii troops to S. .Africa i8qg. About 20,000 sent to
China iqoo. One of the worst Indian famines on record.
A period of reform and reconstruction. King Edward
?roclaimed Emperor at Delhi i January 11503. Political
_Iinister to Tibet 1904. Seven earthquakes April 1Q05.
Resigned August 1005.

12 E.ARL of Minto, arrived in India November igos.

.A descendant of a former Governor-General of India.
Partition of Bengal Province 1905. \ isit of Amir Habib
UUah Khan of Afghanistan January 1907.
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torj' of India' (1893); Lee-Warner. 'The Pro-
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of the Indian Mutiny' (1897) ; Morison, 'Im-
perial Rule in India' (1899); Rousselet. 'India

and its Native Princes' (1876) ; Sherring, 'His-
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India in the Statesman's Year Book (London
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Ri-fised by Thomas P. Hughes.
Author of 'Dictionary of Islam.^

India, Farther, or Further. See Indo-Chin.a.

India, French. See East Ixdi.a Companies,
and IxniA under History.

India Ink. The usual basis of India ink

is a finely divided solid carbon, m'xed with

a size to hold it in suspension when the ink

is prepared for use by mi.xing it with w.ntcr,

the depth of the shade being regul.ited by the

quantity of water used in the mixing. This ink

was originally made in China and Japan, where
the ink is applied with a br-ish both for writing

and drawing. In Europe ai'd .\merica it is now
used chiefly for black-and-white drawings.

India, Native States of. See India under
Political Divisions, Local Government, and His-

tory.

India, Portuguese. See East India Com-
panies, and I.vniA under History.

India Rubber, the manufactured products of

caoutchouc, or gum-elastic. Some of the prop-

erties of India rubber must have been known in

.-\merica at a very early period, because balls

made by the Haytians of the gum of a tree,

bouncing better than the wind-balls of Castile,

are mentioned by Herrera in his account of

Columbus' second voyage. In a book published

in 1615 Juan de Torquemada mentions the tree

which yields it in Mexico, describes the mode of

collecting the gum. and states that it is made
into shoes ; also that the Spaniards use it for

waxing their canvas cloaks to make them resist

water. More exact information was furnished

by ^L de la Condamine in 1735. India rubber
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was at first known as Elastic Gum, and received

its present name from the discovery (about

1770) of its use for rubbing out black-lead pencil

marks, for which purpose it began to be im-

ported into Britain in small quantities about the

end of the l8th century. Its application to the

manufacture of waterproof cloth first gave it

commercial importance. About the same time a

method was discovered of fabricating articles of

various kinds by casting india rubber in molds.

The india rubber of commerce is obtained most
largely from South America, but considerable

quantities are also procured from British India,

the Indian Archipelago, the west coast of Africa,

and the Mauritius.
Pure India rubber is now used only to a

limited extent in the arts, but it is applied in

the vulcanized state to a very large extent. In
the process of vulcanizing, the rubber, as a pre-

liminary step, is either torn into shreds or
crushed into thin pieces by machinery, and after-

ward washed. There are two principal kinds of

vulcanized rubber, one hard and horny in its

texture, the other soft and elastic. In the case

of the former the caoutchouc is mixed with about
one third of its weight of sulphur, and heated for

several hours, the temperature finally rising to

fully 300° F. For the soft kind of vulcanized

rubber, on the other hand, a much smaller pro-

portion of sulphur is required— viz. from 254

to 10 per cent, and the heat to which it is sub-

jected in the vulcanizing chamber is considerably

less. Usually, too, with this latter kind, the

articles are made before the rubber is heated.

The sulphur is commonly added in the ground
state, but sometimes the rubber is treated with

some solution containing this element, such as

the bisulphide of carbon.

Hard vulcanized rubber, termed vulcanite, and
sometimes ebonite, is made into a great many
small articles, such as combs, chains, bracelets,

boxes, penholders, paper-knives, knife-handles,

buttons, etc., as a substitute for materials like

horn, bone, ivory, and jet. Like these sub-

stances themselves, it is formed into various ob-

jects by molding, cutting, carving, polishing,

and other processes. Vast numbers of these

articles are now sold. The black color of vul-

canite ornaments has still a tendency to turn

gray, but the brittleness which was a fault of

combs made of it a few years ago seems to be
overcome.

More than 50,000,000 pounds of india rubber,

valued at more than $30,000,000, was imported
into the United States in 1902. In 1890 the

q-uantity was only 33.000,000 pounds ; in 1880,

16,000,000; in 1870, 9,000,000, and in 1862, the

earliest date at which it was separately shown in

the import statements, was only 2,125,561

pounds.

Over $100,000,000 worth of manufactures
from india rubber are now turned out from the

factories of the country every year, and about

half of this total is in the form of boots and
shoes. So great is the demand for india rubber
for use in manufacturing that not only has the

importation grown from 2,000,000 pounds in 1862

to over 50.000,000 annually at the present period,

but in addition to this the forests of the East
Indies are called upon for several million

pounds annually of a new substitute for gutta-

percha, known as "gutta-joolatong," while at the

same time the highways and byways of Europe
and other countries are ransacked for cast-off

rubber manufactures from which the rubber is

"reclaimed" and re-used in conjunction with the

new rubber from the forests of Brazil, Africa,
and the East Indies.

The industry of importing and "reclaiming"
india rubber for re-use in manufacturing is a
comparatively new one, and w'hile it utilizes large

quantities of worn-out rubber boots and shoes
and other articles of this character from the scrap
heaps of the United States, it has only extended
to other parts of the world in recent years.

Gutta-joolatong is another comparatively
new material which may be used as a substitute

for or in conjunction with India rubber. It is

a product of the East Indies, chiefly the island

of Borneo, located not far from our Philippines.

The tables which follow show the quantity
and value of crude India rubber imported into

the United States from 1893 to 1903, also the
scrap and old India rubber for use in remanu-
facturing, also for gutta-joolatong from 1899,
the date at which it was first separately stated,

to 1903:

IMPORTATION OF CRUDE INDI.-V RUBBER, 1893 TO I9O3.

Year Ending June 30 Pounds Value
1893 41.547.680 $17,809,239
1894 33-75/,783 15,077.993
1895 39.741,607 18,353.121
1896 36,774.460 16,603,020
1897 35.574.449 17.457976
1898 46,055,497 25,386,010
1899 51,063,066 31,707,680
1900 49.377.138 31,376.867
'901 55.275.529 28.455,383
1902 so. 413.481 24.899.230
1903 55.010,571 30,436,710

IMP0RT.\TI0N OF OLD .AND SCR.\P RUBBER, FIT ONLY
FOR REM.\NUF.^CTURE, 1893 TO I903.

Year Ending June 30 Pounds Value
1893 910.543 $25,633
1894 1,774,008 55,803
1895 2,032,563 63,112
1896 3.874,677 123,068
1897 3.653.945 113.722
1898 9,488,327 339.374
1899 10,513,604 462,044
1900 19.093.547 1,249.231
1901 15,235,236 988,316
1902 22,804,900 1,437.960
1903 24,659,394 1,516,137

IMP0RT.^TION OF GUTT.\-JOOL.«iTONG. 1899 TO I503.

Year Ending June 30 Pounds \''alue

1809 6,473,882 $166,419
1900 8,701,753 237.214
1901 9,371,087 248,838
1902 16,850,821 501,418
1903 J3,984.8l7 345.43>

IMPORTATION OF GUTTA-PERCHA, 1893 TO I9O3.

Year Ending June 30 Pounds Value

1893 582,378 $155,428
1894 498.763 84,340
1895 1,326,794 122,261
1896 3.843.854 178.513
1897 1,117,665 100,187
1898 636,477 159.381
1899 518,939 167,577
1900 427.678 178,616
1901 280,560 130,957
1902 525.767 252,329
1903 316,290 22,400

See also Caoutchouc; Rubber Manufac-
tures, American.
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Irgia-n. See Indians, American.

Indian, Catholic Education of the. Upon
the discover)- of America in 1402, the various
religious orders of the Roman Catholic Church
hastened to send missionaries to the new field.

A small school for the education of the na-
tives was an accompanying feature of each mis-
sion station, and after Cortes had conquered
Mexico, Franciscans, Dominicans, and Jesuits.

in course of time educated and converted the
natives to Christianitj", and founded missions
and schools which exist there to-day, and in

California, now an integral portion of the
United States, but formerly part of Mexico.
Xorth and south the missions and schools were
established and as germs of diocesan organi
zations bore fruit in the foundation of the see
of Caracas in Venezuela in 1531 ; that of Lima,
Peru, in 1539; of Chiquisaca, Bolivia, in 155 1

;

and of Santiago, Chile, in 1561. Brazil was en-
tered in 1500 by Franciscans who were followed
half-a-century later by Jesuits. The first Bra-
zilian see was founded at Bahai in 1561; in

La Plata, now tlie Argentine Republic, the see
of Cordova was founded in 1570, and there in

course of time the Jesuits built up a magnifi-
cient college. In Central America. Franciscans
began their work of education and conversion
in Costa Rica in 1560. and during the last 30
years of the centurj' friars labored successfully
in Guatemala, teaching the arts of civilized life

along with the doctrines of salvation. Early
in the 17th century, Jesuit fathers entered
Acadia (Xova Scotia), and Canada, and in 1659
the first episcopal diocese in the region was
organized at Montreal. Torture and martjT-
dom did not deter these brave champions and
pioneers of Christianitj- and civilization, and the
development of the L'nited States followed
the pioneer growth of Catholic congrregations

and schools among the native Indians. In the
first half of the 19th centurj'. the Indian na-
tions of the Rock>- Mountains and Northwest
Territories (.\merican and Canadian) were
pagan. The Jesuit father De Smet made the
long and dangerous journey from St. Louis,
Mo., to the headquarters of the Flathead
nation in Montana, inaugurated the introduc-
tion of Christianity-, and prepared the way for

the advent of younger members of the order.

See Cathouc Indian Missions in the United
States.

Indian, Education of the. Indian educa-
tion as at present conducted in the L^nited

States is in no way the outcome of any de-
liberate plan on the part of the Federal govern-
ment, but is directly descended fmm the first

attempts to teach the Indians of Vireinia. and
particularly from like beginnings in Ma^sachu-
.«etts. where the remarkable results of John
Eliot fq.v. ) were achieved.

Eliot's JVorh.— Eliot was actuated by high
motives, and hi? simple measures w-cre chosen
with consummate wisdom. Having familiarized

himself with the language, distiosition, and char-
acter of his Indians, he secured their confidence
and respect. Those who would follow him he
tnthered in towns, where he tanght them the
liberties and responsibilities of township gov-
ernment and the devices and institutions of civ-

ilised life, among which the Church and the
.school naturallv ocnioied place? of honor. .\

number of "choice Indian vouths* he induced to

attend English schools that thej- might prepare
themselves for inissionar\- work among their
own people. He was warmly supported by
"the corporation for the propagation of the Gos-
pel in foreign parts.'' by the General Court of
Massachusetts, and particularly by Daniel
Gookins, the official superintendent of the In-
dians in Massachusetts. Eliot began his work in

1646. In 1674 there were 14 towns of ''pra>-ing

Indians,* whose schools and churches, in the
majority of instances, were administered by
educated natives, and an Indian college had been
founded at Cambriage. Yet in due time this

success was swept away by the fears and preju-
dices which developed under the baneful influ-

ences of the Indian wars. Similar successful
work under the direction of John Cotton and
Richard Bourne in Plj-mouth colony shared the
same fate.

Other Endeavors.— Followers of Eliot in

the i8th centurj- were John Sergeant at Stock-
bridge, Mass., and Eleazer Wheelock in Connect-
icut and New Hampshire. The work of Ser-
geant, which involved the establishment of day
schools, of a boarding-school, and an e.xperi-

raental "outing sj-stem." was almost ideal in con-
ception, but ended with the deportation of his

Indians to the West. Dr. Wheelock's labors led

to the establishment of an effective training
school and. indirectly, to the creation of Dart-
mouth College "for the education and instruc-
tion of youths of the Indian tribes in this land
in reading, writing, and all parts of learning
which shall appear necessary- and expedient for
civilizing and christianizing the children of
pagans, as well as in all liberal arts and sciences,

and also of English jouths and any others."

Only the last purpose w-as destined to achieve-
ment

Surz-n-ing InAuences.— But in spite of ex-
terna! failure, the spirit and much of the form
of these early enterprises persisted. Their im-
press is observable to-day in almost everj- prom-
inent feature of the Indian-school organization
of the L'nited States, notably in the establish-

ment of day schools in or near Indian villages

as a means of domestic and industrial uplifting

of Indian family and village life; of industrial

boarding-schools in territory occupied by In-
dians, to introduce among the young a taste for

the refinements, duties, and responsibilities of
civilization : of advanced training-schools in

civilized English-speaking communities for the
fuller equipment of "choice Indian youths* for
full citizenship in such communities, or for mis-
sionary- work in the ideals, institutions, and arts

of civilization among their own people. It is

seen in the universal stress in all schools upon
instniction in husbandn,-. certain trades and
domestic arts: in the "outing system." which
places partially educated Indian girls and boys
as paid helpers in suitable English-speaking
families, and affords them instruction in the
ordinar>- public schools: and in the importance
attpc'icd to r'-IimV^i's and ethical trainine.

Wrong Departures.— On the other hand, it

is to be deplored that a number of valuable
features of the early schools have been aban-
doned, and even supplanted by opposite tenden-
cies— the tmintelligent warfare again=t the

Indian idiom : the introduction of certain bnital-

ities of military- discipline: an equally mistaken
effort to wean Indian youth from Indian asso-

ciation by throwing contempt upon the Indian

and by stimulating a feeling akin to hatred
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of Indian family ties; and in general a policy of

compulsion and repression, rather than a spirit

of development and henevolent helpfulness.

Serious harm came to government schools be-

cause patronage entered as a factor in the ap-

pointment of officers and employees. Thanks
to the Indian Rights Association, the Mohonk
Conference, and a number of other societies, in

1S93 civil-service rules were applied to employees
of the Indian schools.

History of Organisation.— The successive

steps in the organization of Indian schools have
been as follows : After the Revolution little heed
was paid to Indian education for 30 years. Only
minor appropriations are recorded on the basis

of treaties with a few tribes. But in the first

quarter of the 19th century a religious revival

directed attention to Indian education as a Chris-

tian and national duty. Congress responded in

1819 with an appropriation of $10,000 in addition

to certain treaty obligations. In 1820 the Presi-

dent was authorized to apply this sum annually

in aid of societies and individuals engaged in the

education of Indians. In 1823 $80,000 was ex-

pended in 21 schools maintained by missionary

bodies, $12,000 having been granted by the gov-
ernment. In 1825 the number of such schools

had risen to 38, their entire expenditure to

$202,000, of which the government, directly and
indirectly, had contributed $25,000. In 1848 there

were reported in operation 16 manual-training
schools, 87 boarding-schools and other schools.

These schools continued to increase in number
and efficiency up to 1873, under the control of
missionary bodies, w-ith scanty aid from the gov-
ernment, which had established only a few small

day schools directly under treaty provisions.

After 1873, however, the government entered

upon an era of great activity in the establish-

ment of stricti)- government schools. In 1877
Congress appropriated for schools outside of

treaty provisions, $20,000; in 1880, $75,000: in

1885, $992,800; in 1890, $1,364,568; in 1895,

$2,060,695; in 1899, $2,638,390; in 1900, $2,936,-

080; 1901, $3,083,403.65; 1902, $3,251,254; 1903,

$3>53i.220. The expenditures have doubled
within the decade, and trebled within 15
years. During the quarter century the aver-

age attendance rose in more than like ratio.

Increased appropriations naturally stimulated

a desire on the part of the government to

control expenditures. ^Moreover, the Consti-
tution, by implication, at least, forbids the ap-
propriation of public funds for denominational
purposes. Conclusions unfavorable to govern-
ment support of missionary schools were further
strengthened by the fact that the Roman Catho-
lic Church had gradually outstripped the Prot-
estant missionary bodies and was absorbing the
lion's share of government support. In 1893
the Methodist Episcopal Church witiidrew from
participation in government aid, but without
abandoning its schools. In 1895 this example was
followed by the Presbjterians and Congrega-
tionalists ; in 1896 by the Friends : and in 1897
hy tlie remaining Protestant denominations.
This left only the Catholics in the field with an
appropriation, and in 1901 it was withdrawn
from them also. In 1804 Congress had declared
its policy of abandoning all support of denom-
inational schools, and this policy has gradually
been followed out.

The Schools of To-day.— The present Indian
schools under govermnent control are day

schools, reservation boarding-schools, iion-rc3-

ervation boarding-schools, and industrial and
normal training-schools. These in 1902 num-
bered 249, with an enrollment of 24,434 pupils;

323 other pupils were maintained by contract

at Hampton and in white public schools.

Day Schools.—Day schools in Indian vil-

lages, or near Indian camps or settlements, are,

as a rule in charge of a male teacher and his

wife, or, as in the pueblos of New Mexico and
in the Indian villages of southern California,

of a white woman teacher and an Indian house-
keeper. These teachers are employed for 10
months in the year ; the male teacher's wife acts

as housekeeper. The children spend 5 to 8
hours during the 5 days of the week under the

care of these employees, and return to their

homes in the evening. The instruction is of the
simplest character. The children are taught to

speak, read, and write English within narrow
limits, to cipher, to draw, and to sing. They get

some rudimentary notions of geography, of nat-

ural history, and of United States history. The
methods are borrowed largely from the kinder-
garten and from object-teaching, and much
stress is laid upon habits of cleanliness and
order, mutual kindliness, and prompt obedience.
The boys receive some instruction in the use
of tools, in gardening, and in some instances

in the care of cows. The girls are taught sew-
ing, cooking, and other arts of housekeeping.
In the poorer Indian communities a noon-day
lunch of a few simple articles is furnished.

While these day schools accomplish compara-
tively little in conventional school-room work,
they serve as concrete illustrations of a civilized

Christian home which the Indians learn to re-

spect and, in an appreciable degree, to emulate.

Moreover, they reconcile the Indian with the

idea of sending his children to school, and render
him more willing in due time to entrust them to
the care of boarding-schools, as well as more
ready to appreciate and to accept the lessons

of civilization. The most successful of 134 such
schools in 1902, were located in Wisconsin,
North Dakota, and South Dakota ; the least suc-

cessful, probably, among the pueblos of New
Mexico, where the Indians live in a state of
half-civilization which they owe to their Mexi-
can and Spanish antecedents, and which fully

satisfies their ideals.

Reservation Boarding-Schools.—There were
90 of these in 1902, averaging 125 pupils. They
are in charge of a superintendent, assisted by a
matron and such teachers, industrial and domes-
tice helpers as the capacity and character of the
school may require. In addition to regular

teachers, the school is provided with a cook, a

seamstress, and a laundress, w'hose office it is

not only to supervise their respective depart-

ments, but also to instruct the girls in these arts.

For instruction of the boys there is a farmer,
an industrial teacher, and, at larger schools, a
tailor, a shoe and harness maker, a carpenter,

and a blacksmith. An experiment to provide for 1

more methodical instruction in the use of tools,

by expert manual-training teachers, failed be-

cause the Indian office would not afford a salary

for this position sufficient to attract competent
men. In 1894 the experiment of connecting
kindergartens with these schools was tried, and
proved eminently successful. At the present

time there are 40 kindergartens connected with
boarding-schools, and the use of kindergarten
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methods and material has entered the primary

classes in practically all these schools with sim-

ilar good results. In the kindergarten the chil-

dren spend from ij^ to 2 hours each half-day.

In most of the other schools children spend

half a day in the school-room, and the otlier half-

day in domestic or industrial work of a char-

acter suited to their age. Experience has proved

that half-day instruction, at first forced upon

the schools as an expedient, is commended by its

good results.

The aim of the school-room work is to teach

reading and writing within the usual limits of

primary work ; arithmetic for the needs of ordi-

nary daily life; rudimentary geography and
United States history ; drawing and singing ; the

laws of hygienic living; garden and orchard

work ; and familiarity with the simpler require-

ments of agricultural and domestic industries

suited to the locality. ^Moreover, in a few of the

larger schools, the older boys have much oppor-

tunity to acquire skill in carpentrj', blacksrnithing,

tailoring, and shoemaking. These institutions

are to the children not only school, but home
and community. The institution gives them
shelter, food and clothing; it accustoins them
to habits of cleanliness and decency; it culti-

vates their aesthetic tastes; it labors to secure

right moral attitude, and in its Sunday-school

seeks to stimulate the religious life of the chil-

dren. The superintendent of the reservation

boarding-school is subject in his work to the

control of the Indian agent, who as representa-

tive of the government, administers the reserv^a-

tion's affairs. Inasmuch as these agents are

selected on partisan grounds, usually at the sug-

gestion of local politicians, this arrangement

is fraught with danger to these schools.

In 1893, under civil-service regulations, there

came some improvement. Still with reference

to minor employees the superintendents, and
even the Indian office, were powerless, and fre-

quently good superintendents were forced out

of service by combinations against them among
the appointees of the agent, or through the aid

and influence of unscrupulous partisan inspectors

or supervisors. But in 1896 all employees of

the school service were placed under civil-service

protection, and since that time there has been

marked improvement in the conditions and work
of these schools. To a certain degree these evils

still persisted, however, because of the power
and political bias of the agents ; but of late the

government has adopted the policy of replacing

the agents with bonded school superintendents,

22 agencies now being under such control. There
has been decided gain in the equipment, in the

sanitary condition, in the general character of

employees, and in the conduct of the schools. For
the Indian office, relieved of attention to office-

seekers and their patrons, has been enabled to

?ay increased attention to the schools themselves.

n the reservation boarding-schools instruction

continues through 40 weeks ; but often some
children are kept at the school throughout the

year.

Non - Reservation Boarding - Schools.— Of
these there are 25. Seven of them are industrial

training-schools, and three others are industrial

and normal training-schools. The remaining

15, in their original scope of work, differed little

from the reservation boarding-schools. But the

superintendents of these schools are bonded and
directly responsible to the Indian office. There

is no inter^-ening Indian agency, and the conse-

quent sense of responsibility and self-respect in

the head of the school finds its reflection in the

attitude of his subordinates, as well as in that

of the pupils. These schools are, as a rule, lo-

cated at a distance from the Indian country, and
in the vicinity of American towns which afford

contact with the amenities of civilized life.

Members of many different tribes are also

brought together, and tribal antagonisms are

broken down. The pupils are older than those

at reservation schools, and some have had pre-

vious training in day schools or reservation

boarding-schools. Because far away from their

Indian homes, and near to English-speaking
communities, they gain a better control of Eng-
lish; class-room work reaches far into the

advanced grammar-school courses of stud}',

with special stress upon language practice,

arithmetic, geometn', geography, history, nature
study, drawing, and civil government. In-

struction in domestic and industrial arts is

made effective by frequent opportunities directly

to observe their practical applicability and value.

The superintendents are paid from $1,200 to

$1,500 per annum. Other emplojees are paid

on the same scale as in reservation schools. The
most noted and successful of these schools are

located at Flandreau, S. D. : Pipestone, Minn.

;

Mount Pleasant, Mich.; Fort Mojave, Ariz.;

Carson, Nev. ; Perris, Cal. ; Tomah, Wis. ; Wit-
tenberg, Wis. ; Fort Lewis, Colo. ; and Pierre,

S. D.
Industrial Training-Schools.— There are

schools of this class at Carlisle. Pa. : Chemawa,
near Salem, Ore. ; Chilocco, Okla. ; Genoa, Xeb.

;

Albuquerque, N. M. ; Lawrence, Kan. ; (the Has-
kell Institute), Grand Junction, Colo.: Sante Fe,

N. M. ; Phoenix, Ariz.; Fort Shaw, ^^ont. The
most strenuous effort is now carried on at

Chilocco; organized 1S84; a large plant with a
capacity of over 500 pupils, and a fine farm of

about 9,000 acres. In organization these schools

are similar to the schools just described, but

in the scope of their work and in equipment they

excel in a high degree. The government in

1894 added normal departments at Carlisle, at

the Haskell Institute, and at Santa Fe. The
experiment proved fairly successful with Carlisle

and the Haskell Institute, at Santa Fe slightly

so for a time, but of late it has shown better

results there.

Contract Schools.— In addition to maintain-

ing these strictly government schools, the In-

dian office up to 1901, as before said, paid by
contract for the education of many hundreds of

Indian pupils distributed in Catholic mission

boarding-schools, in Catholic day schools; at

Lincoln Institute, Philadelphia, and at Hampton
Institute, Hampton, Va. In the appropriation

for that year, the aid was withdrawn from all

but the last-named, where 120 pupils were con-

tracted for. Besides these, the government
since 1891 has endeavored to place Indians in

white public schools where there are many
whites and few Indians, as the most rapid means
of civilization. The antagonism of local or

State authorities to this coeducation has made
this plan a failure in some places; in others

there has been some success. Rising from 8 to

45 between 1891 and 1896, the number of such

schools has gradually sunk to 16 in 1902, with

no pupils contracted for out of 189 enrolled,

and average attendance of 98.
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Supervision.— Direction of tlie Indian schools

rests with the Indian office, which is under the

supervision of the secretary of the interior. In

the Indian office the details of the work are en-

trusted to the education division, to which all

reports are made, and hy which all directions

and orders are drafted and issued. The educa-
tion division is aided in its work by the super-

intendent of Indian schools and by 5 supervisors,

assigned in their work to S districts respectively.

These officials constitute a branch of the Indian-

school service which occupies a very uncertain

position. They have duties, but no rights. A
similarly anomalous relation exists between the

commissioner and the secretary of the interior

with regard to all matters which the latter may
wish to control directly. For this purpose the

secretary has established under his direct control

an Indian division, independent of the Indian

office, to which all orders and directions the

secretary may designate must be referred by the

Indian office for approval. The power of this

Indian division is further reinforced by a corps

of inspectors in the field, appointed on partisan

grounds, and responsible to him alone. Tech-
nically the superintendent of Indian schools may
appeal from the commissioner to the secretary

of the interior, and the commissioner from the

decision of the secretary to the President. In

view, however, of the hopelessly autocratic re-

lation that runs through the chain, that is prac-

tically out of the question. Under these

conditions, the fact that Indian education has
prospered reflects credit upon all concerned.

Schools of Indian Territory.— The schools

of the so-called "five civilized tribes" of Indian

Territory are not included in the above sketch.

The 5 tribes in 1900 included 25,639 Cherokees,

10,321 Choctaws, 7,963 Creeks, 5,872 Chicka-
saws, and 1,662 Seminoles. In addition there

were in the Territory 36,853 freedmen and 302,680
whites. Missionary zeal availed itself promptly
of this field for its efforts. Substantial boarding-
schools were erected, more particularly by the

Presbyterians, Methodists, and Baptists. In due
time, however, the Indian authorities began
to make appropriations for these schools. Ulti-

mately they took entire charge of them. Un-
fortunately, administrative affairs were largely

in the hands of whites, who, by intermarriage
or bribery, had been adopted into the tribes, and
there came over the schools, as well as over all

other public interests, the blight of extreme
partisanship and nepotism, which rapidly de-

graded them in character and efficiency. In 1898
the government at Washington assumed super-
visory control over the affairs of all these tribes

except the Seminoles. The conduct of the

schools and orphan asylums in the 4 tribes

involved was placed under the direction of a
superintendent of schools in Indian Territory,

appointed by the secretary of the interior.

Under him there is for each of the tribes or
nations a supervisor of schools, whose duty
it is to inspect the educational institutions in his

district, and to assist in their organization and
conduct. The superintendent reports to the com-
missioner of Indian affairs at Washington
through the United States inspector for the In-
dian Territory, who is his immediate superior.

The initial report of this superintendent showed in

the 4 tribes 24 boarding-schools, with an enroll-

ment of 1,758 pupils, and an average attendance
of 1,480, taught and cared for by 234 employees

at an annual expense of $236,824. This does not
include 363 neighborhood schools, in which more
than 10,000 children are taught at an annual
expense of $113,380, which, in character and
equipment, show great inferiority.

WlLLI.\M N. H.MLMANN,
Ex-Supt. Indian Schools.

Indian Affairs. The prevalent idea that
the national government has always striven to

dispossess the Indians from the lands they occu-
pied, or has sympathized with such efforts, is

the exact reverse of the truth. From its founda-
tion until now, its history presents an unbroken
record of quarrels between Indians and border-
ing or interdvvclling white settlers, in which the
government has been slowly and reluctantly

pushed on to interfere ; sympathizing with and
justifying the Indians against its own citizens,

its commissioners usually reporting in their

favor, and even its generals in later days blam-
ing tbe whites for the troubles ; its courts de-
ciding in their favor; attempting pacification

amid local outcries against them, rebuffing ap-

peals for aid, and only using its armies to re-

duce the Indians and its administrative power
to remove them when it was no longer politically

possible to leave them in possession. Even then,

it has meant to deal righteously by them ; but
the complexity of the problem— one may say its

insolubility till the country was very strong and
the Indians very weak— along with the uni-

versal curse of "spoils" in the administration—
has hindered success. While until 1887 there was
no consistently formulated plan, there has been
a sequence of government panaceas in a stead-

ily descending line. First, there was to be one
vast Indian reservation, large enough to give
them all the hunting-room they needed, and so
far from the United States that our growth
would never reach to them and create more
troubles ; then three great reservations, to pre-
vent so formidable an Indian district and inter-

necine Indian wars ; then a number of small
ones, to segregate hopelessly hostile tribes, en-
able better training into civilized existence, and
protect them from depredations ; lastly, no res-

ervations, but severalty ownership and individ-

ual citizenship. These changes of policy have
been due not to fickleness or visionary causes,

but to broadening experience and varying con-

ditions.

The policy of removing the Indians west of
the Mississippi was first formulated by Jeffer-

son, who in a proposed constitutional amend-
ment (1803) set off the Louisiana Purchase
north of the Arkansas as a pure Indian country,

in which no land was to be sold to whites. This
was carried out, on a much reduced scale, in

the formation of Indian Territory (q.v.) by act

of 30 June 1834; by another act of same date

a superintendent of Indian affairs was appointed,

no one to trade or settle in the Indian country
without permission from him or his agents.

Previous to this the Indian matters had been
under the War Department ; in 1849 they were
transferred to the new Department of the In-

terior, of which they still form a bureau.

Under the commissioner of Indian affairs are

eight inspectors and a large variety of subordi-

nate officials and employees. The Indian agents,

though under his control, are appointed by the

President, for four years, with bonds; on their
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action depends often peace or war to great white
populations, but in too many cases they have
been the football of politics, and sometimes
scandalously unfit for their places.

The legal theory, until a recent date, was
that each tribe was a nation, but not a foreign

nor independent one ; a "domestic dependent na-
tion," but with which, nevertheless, all inter-

course was to be conducted through special

commissioners appointed by the President. In
1871 Congress abolished this method of pro-
cedure, and substituted immediate Congressional
control, but the fiction of Indian nations re-

mained; nor, indeed, could any other system
well be applied so long as the Indians were
recognized as national wards, and could not be
made a part of the regular republican sj-stem

or thrown into the current of unrestricted com-
petition. It was the general plan to let the
larger and better advanced ones, as the five

^nations" of the Indian Territory, govern them-
selves and thus develop political life, including
a full judiciary system. But the smaller ones
could not be thus left, even in leading-strings;

and in all, the government has recognized its

duty to watch over their ignorance, improvi-
dence, and savage instability of will and emo-
tion from either violence or cunning on the
part of the whites. Traders with them must
have certificates of good character and be li-

censed by the Indian commissioner, and the
goods they sell are subject to regulation; no one
can hunt, cut timber, or pasture cattle on Indian
lands without the agent's permission ; intoxi-
cating liquors may not be sold to them. Still

more important and beneficial is the educational
work, which has not only been carried on by
churches, missionary societies, and private in-

dividuals from early times, but has been actively
forwarded by the government. The five civil-

ized nations of Indian Territory had their own
school sj'stem, of considerable extent; but for
others, and even for those where needed, the
President was empowered in 1865 to appoint
instructors of Indian children in reading, writ-
ing, arithmetic, and agriculture, and in 1882 to
appoint an inspector of Indian schools. (See
Indi.\x, Education of the.)

From 1877, when a $20,000 appropriation was
made for Indian schooling, to 1900, when over
$3,000,000 was appropriated, over $35,000,000
had been thus expended by the government. It

has spent since its foundation nearly $400,000,000
on the Indians, outside of the cost of wars
against them ; and the present expenditure is

about $10,000,000 a year. In 1900 it was main-
taining over 45,000 wholly by rations, and 12,500
partly, at a cost of about $1,250,000 per annum

;

and paying annuitants (partly from trust funds
derived from sales of their lands) over
§1,500,000.

On 8 Feb. 1887, however, an act was passed,
amended in 1890, to sweep away as soon as
feasible all this system of tutelage and pauperi-
zation, in the belief that abolition was best for
Indians and whites alike. All reservations were
to be surveyed ; all Indians who wished to take
up lands in severalty to a certain amount might
do so— and by the act become citizens, as well
as all who had previously done so under treaties

and Congressional enactments, over 10,000 in

number. Up to 30 Oct. 1900 6,736,514 acres had
been so allotted, to 56,996 Indians ; about 2,000

a year comply with the permission ; and a few
years will see an end of Indian tribes except as
historical reminiscences. Many of these new
citizens are made voters by their States : there
are over 20,000 such in the United States at

present See Cherokee; Cherokee N-wion v.

Georgi.\.

Indian Art. In none of the fine arts ex-
cept architecture have the Hindus attained much
eminence. Their paintings are of very little

merit, though the walls of temples, of palaces,

and of the better class of private dwellings
are often ornamented at great cost with pic-

tures illustrating the characters and events of
their mj-thology. More attention has been paid
to sculpture than to painting, and in the tem-
ples cut from the living rock great numbers of
statues are contained, some single figures and
others large groups. Many of these are bold
and spirited in design, though the human form
is not exhibited in good proportion nor with
its parts well developed.

Indian Architecture, however, comprehends
a great variety of st)-les, among which we may
distinguish, as tlie most important, the Buddhist,
the Jaina, the Dravidian or Southern Indian,

the Chalukj'an, and the Modern Hindu or In-

dian-Saracenic styles. The historj' of Indian
architecture commences in the 3d century B.C.

with the religious buildings and monuments of

the Buddhists. Among the principal forms of

Buddhist architecture are first, the topes, sttipas,

or towers built to mark some sacred spot, and
the dagobas, constructions of a similar nature,

containing relics of Buddha or Buddhist saints.

These buildings generally consist of a circular

stone basement, varying from 10 or 12 to 40
feet in height, and from 40 to 120 feet in

diameter, on which rose a rounded domical struc-

ture, generally of brick or small stones laid in

mud, the whole edifice rising sometimes 50, some-
times 100 feet high. Second, the rock-cut chaitya

halls or churches, and the liharas or monasteries.

Most of these are found in Bombay ; some also

in Bengal and Behar. In rock-cut buildings

architectural skill is confined to the facade and
the interior. Among the most notable for beauty

of design are those at Ajanta, and, finest and
largest of all, the great Chaitya cave at Karli,

near Bombay, the date of which is probably

about 80 B.C. Another interesting example is at

Ellora. The Jaina style is a development or

corruption of the pure Buddhist. It is charac-

terized by the square or polygonal court, the

twelve-pillared dome, the slendemcss and ele-

gance of the columns, the horizontal arch, the

sikras or towers surmounting the cells contain-

ing the images, and, lastly, by the peculiar group-
ing of many temples together on hill-tops.

Prominent examples of Jaina architecture are

found at Girnar in Gujerat, and at Mount Abu.
The most flourishing epoch of the Dravidian
style comprises the i6th, 17th, and even i8th

centuries of our era. To this late period belong
the great temples at Tanjore, Tiruvalur, etc.

The distinctive parts of a Dravidian temple are

the vimana or temple proper, with storied pyra-

midal roof; the mantapas or porches, covering
the door which leads to the cell ; the gopuras
or gate-pyramids, in the quadrangular enclosures

surro'.mding the vimanas ; and the choultries or
pillared halls, used for various purposes. The
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general cliaracteristics of a Dravidian temple

of tile first class are the storied pyramidal tow-
ers, the hall of l,ooo columns, the hold cornice

with doiihle flexure, the detached shafts, the

richly carved stylobate, and the large tanks with

flights of stone steps. The Chalukyan stj'le, so

named from a dynasty which rose in the 6th

century in what is now Mysore and the Ni-

zam's Territory, reached its perfection in My-
sore from the nth to the 14th century. The
characteristic features are the open porch, the

straight-lined, conical-shaped tower, the star-

shaped temple, and the basement terrace of

stone.

The Indian-Saracenic st>de is a general name
for a number of somewhat varying styles, the

result of the mixture of Saracenic principles

of architecture, brought with them by the Mo-
hammedan conquerors of India, and the dis-

tinctive architectural features of the different lo-

calities where they settled. Under the Mogul
emperors in the i6th century were erected some
most magnificent buildings, such as the tomb
of Humayun Shah at Old Delhi ; that of Akbar
at Secundra ; the palaces of Shah Jehan at Agra
and Delhi ; and the Taj Mahal, built by the

same monarch at Agra. (See Agra.) The
Moslem architecture of India contrasts with the

native Indian styles in its use of the radiating

arch, in the superior simplicity and grandeur
of its style— its flat ornamentation not inter-

fering with the lines of true architectural con-

struction. A characteristic feature also is its

fine conventionalism of vegetable forms for

decoration and tracery. See Moslem Architec-

ture under Architecture.

Indian Bean, a catalpa (q.v.) ; specifically

the large southern tree {Catalpa catalpa), now
planted as a shade or ornamental tree all over

the country on accoimt of the beauty of its

masses of spring flowers and the quaint ap-

pearance in autumn of its long, bean-pod-like

fruit.

Indian Bible, the first Indian translation

of the Bible in the New England colonies.

This translation was made in 1663 by John
Eliot, "The Apostle to the North American
Indians." It was in the dialect of the Naticks,

a Massachusetts tribe of the Algonquins.

A second revised and corrected edition was
printed in 1685. only 12 copies of which
are known to exist. An edition with notes by

P. S. Du Poneau. and an introduction by J.

Pickering, was published in Boston in 1822.

When the original edition was issued, 20 copies

were ordered to be sent to England. A copy

of the edition of 1663, with the Epistle Dedica-

tor}', was sold in 1882 for $2,goo.

Indian Bread-root, a plant of the genus
Psoratca; the "large" was P. csculcnta; the

*small'* P. hypogcea. See Bre.ad-root.

Indian Corn. See Corx, Indian.

Indian Fig. See Prickly Pear.

Indian Head, (i) the highest point of the

Palisades, 550 feet ; so called because it re-

sembles somewhat the head of an Indian. It is

in the northeastern part of New Jersey, on the

Hudson and opposite Hastings. (2) The name
of a village in Fayette County, Pa. (3) A small

town in Maryland, on the Potomac River, below
Washington, the seat of a naval station.
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Indian Hemp. Sometimes called Canada
hemp. Sec Apocvanace.^.

Indian Hippo, an .\merican plant, iic.

Bowman'.s Root.

Indian Humped Cattle, a species of East
Indian oxen (Bos indicus), now known only in

the domesticated state, distinguished by a high
fatty hump on the withers, by the prevalent

ashy gray color, large drooping ears, enormous
dewlap and several structural peculiarities.

They vary in size from those as large as a
European ox to the smallness of a half-grown
calf. They form the working cattle and
draft animals all over India and eastward
more or less locally to China. They are vener-

ated by the more pious sects of Hindus, espe-

cially in the persons of certain privileged bulls,

called Brahma or Brahminy bulls, which wan-
der about the bazaars of cities unharmed and
unchecked in their depredations upon market
produce.

Humped cattle are known in Madagascar, and
in Abyssinia, and it has been suggested that the

species was originally African. The Abyssinian

form is a large animal with huge horns called

"galla ox" or sunga. These animals seem to

thrive only in hot countries, and have never

been found profitable outside of their present

range.

Indiem Language and Literature. See
India.

Indian Mutiny. The British occupation
of India had been largely aided by native troops

called Sepoys, who were enrolled under British

officers in the service of the East India Com-
pany. At the close of Lord Dalhousie's sway
in 1856, when the whole of India seemed to

have been either reduced directly under British

rule, or if retaining its native princes to have
placed itself under British protection, the

Sepoy mutiny, a contingency for which the gov-

ernment ought not to have been altogether un-

prepared, occurred. Previous symptoms of dis-

affection had not been wanting. Mutiny had on
several occasions broken out in the native army,

in a way to indicate how easily through causes

which Europeans, from their defective sympathy
with native thought and feeling, could not

anticipate, these troops might be alienated : but,

on the other hand, the general fidelity of the

Sepoys merited confidence, and this feeling pre-

vailed over any grounds of suspicion which

might have been formed from isolated occur-

rences. The Sepoys in Bengal were mostly

either Mohammedans, or Hindus of the Brah-

manical or military castes. The recent annex-
ations had alarmed the native chiefs, while the

fanatical Hindus had been deeply offended by
reforms, including the successive abolition of

various rites of their worship. Two European
regiments had been drafted off for the Crimean
war, and had not been replaced. Others had
been sent to Burma, and in the beginning of

1857 fresh regiments were despatched to Persia,

so that only eighteen regiments were left in

all Northern India, of which nine were in

the Panjab. In Oudh, where, from its recent

annexation, disaffection was rife, there was
only one British regiment, and Delhi and Allaha-

bad, the two chief arsenals, were guarded by

native troops. To add to these favorable cir-
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cumstances a Hindu devotee had prophesied
the termination of British rule at lOO years after

the batde of Plassey. A slight incident sufficed

to give point and direction to a spirit of dis-

affection wliich so man}' circumstances tended
to favor. At tliis time the Enfield rifle was
introduced into the Bengal army. This rifle was
loaded with a greased cartridge, the end of
which required to be bitten off at the time of
loading. By a natural inadvertence the authori-

ties had neglected to consider how this seemingly
trifling requirement might affect the easily ex-
cited sensitiveness of the Hindus in regard to
caste, and this insignificant circumstance re-

moved the last security against a united move-
ment of disloj'altj- among the native troops,

by establishing a bond of sjTnpathy between
the Mohammedans and Hindus. A report got
abroad that the cartridges were to be soaked
in cow and pork fat. The prejudices of Hindus
and Mohammedans were thus equally involved,

and as this rumor rapidly spread, the excited

imagination of the Sepoys conceived a conspiracj-

on the part of the government to convert them
forcibly to Christianity, by compelling them
to violate the laws of their own religion, ^\^len

this grievance was explained it was at once
removed, the manufacture of greased cartridges

at Dumdum was stopped, and the men were
instructed to grease them themselves with ma-
terials procured at the bazaars. Suspicion once
aroused, however, was not to be allayed, and
easily found a new object of contention. The
paper of the new cartridges was glazed, and it

was again alleged that grease was used in

its manufacture. The spirit of disaffection be-

came too deep-rooted for any measures of con-

ciliation. Conferences among the disaffected

gave rise to ambitious schemes, and the original

grievances became a pretext in the hands of
unscrupulous leaders, whose excesses debarred

them even from the plea of patriotism, to extir-

pate the British power in India. On 26 Febru-
ary the first overt act of mutiny took place

at Berhampur, when a regiment refused to re-

ceive their cartridges. Another dangerous out-

break took place at Barrackpur on 29 March.
The arrival of a British regiment from Burma
and the disbandment of the disaffected regiments

was thought to have ended the trouble, but it

soon became evident that disaffection, which
had only wanted an occasion, was spreading

rapidly not only among the Sepoys, but among
the Hindus generally. Another outbreak took
place on 2 May, near Lucknow, when a regiment
of cavalrj- were, by some oversight of the gov-

ernment's instructions, ordered to bite their

cartridges. Sir Henry Lawrence succeeded by

a show of force in disarming it. A more for-

midable outbreak occurred about the same time

at Meerut, 35 miles northeast of Delhi, when
the mutineers, with the assistance of the native

inhabitants, indiscriminately massacred the Euro-
peans and escaped to DelhL The advance-guard
of the mutineers reached Delhi on 11 May. and
at once entered the citj-, where they were as-

sisted by the king's 5cr\-ants in massacring the

Europeans. The native troops cantoned outside

the city in the meantime joined the main lx)dy

of the mutineers, and assisted in massacring their

European officers. About 50 Europeans sought
refuge in the palace, and placed themselves

under the protection of the king, who i.ad placed
himself ofl the throne of the Moguls. These
after some days were coolly murdered in an
open court in presence of a general concourse
of spectators, conspicuous among whom was
Mirza Mogul, the king's eldest son, who had
assumed the title of commander-in-chief. The
magazine at Delhi had been blown up by its

defenders; but the explosion was only partial,

and most of its contents fell into the hands
of the mutineers. European troops were now
summoned from all quarters. Several regiments

were detached from an expedition which was
proceeding under Lord Elgin to China, and
the Persian war ha\Tng been concluded, the

troops engaged there were immediately recalled.

When intelligence of these events reached the

Panjab the mutinous spirit which prevailed

among the large body of Hindustani troops

there was promptly subdued by disarmament
The Sikhs, though the Panjab had been so

recently annexed, continued faithful. But the

revolt had spread rapidly elsewhere, and British

authoritj' was almost extinct throughout the

Bengal Presidency. Everywhere the mutiny
was attended with savage excesses— women
were outraged, and Europeans, without distinc-

tion of age or sex, barbarouslj- murdered. Sir

Hugh ^\^leeler, at Cawnpore. was betraj-ed by
Nana Sahib, maharajah of Bithur, who. after

offering aid, took tlie mutineers into his pay,

and raising the Mahratta standard, besieged

Cawnpore. The siege, or rather bombardment,
lasted from 7-24 June, when a capitulation was
agreed to, on a sworn promise of Nana Sahib

to allow the garrison to retire to .\llahabad.

But as the embarkation was proceeding the boats

were attacked by the Nana's troops, and the

men indiscriminately massacred. The women
and children were for tlie meantime made pris-

oners. Sir Henry Lawrence was besieged in

Lucknow, where he died on 4 July from a
woimd received in a sortie.

Meanwhile mutineers had been converging on
Delhi, and British reinforcements were hasten-

ing to the besieging camp on the ridge above

the cit}'. After protracted operations and re-

peated reinforcements on both sides Delhi was
taken by assault, 14-20 September. Sir Henry
Havelock, who had been engaged in the Per-

sian campaign, had arrived in Calcutta, and
immediately set out for Allahabad, to commence
operations for the relief of Lucknow and Cawn-
pore. While his force was victoriously ad\-anc-

ing on Cawnpore Nana Sahib, on 15 July bar-

barously massacred his prisoners, consisting of

210 women and children. Havelock was suc-

ceeded in the command at Lucknow by Sir

James Outram. who held it till relieved by Sir

Colin Campbell, on 17 November. At first it

was feared that the mutiny might extend to

the Bombay and Madras presidencies, and from
this cause and the occupation of the troops in

Bengal the mutineers had been left unchecked in

Central India. At length columns organized
in these presidencies entered Central India, and
were united under Sir Hugh Rose. By the

operations of these commanders the brave Rani
of Jhansi. who died fighting at the head of her
troops, was defeated, and Tantia Topi whose
military capacity had prolonged Nana Sahib's

resistance, was captured and the mutiny was
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finally suppressed. The war was substantially

closed by June 1858, although the complete paci-

fication of Oudh was not effected till the end
of the year. See India, East India Comi'aniks.

Consult: Malleson, 'History of the Indian Mu-
tiny' (1897).

Indian Ocean, that body of water which
has Asia on the north, tlie East Indian Islands,

Nicobar and the Andaman Islands, Australia and
Tasmania on the east, Africa on the west, and
the Antarctic continent on the south. The Cape
of Good Hope, and the southern e.xtremity

of Tasmania may be considered its extreme lim-

its from ean to west. Its length from north

to south jomewhat exceeds 6,500 miles, its

breadth /aries from 6,000 to 4,000 miles. Its

gulfs are the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the

Pe:sian Gulf, the Gulf of Oman, the Arabian

Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and the Great Austra-

/lan Bight. Its islands are Ceylon, Madagascar,
the Laccadives, Maldives, Socotra, Andamans,
Nicobar, Mauritius, Bourbon, Kerguelen's Land,

etc. Rocks and coral reefs render navigation

dangerous. The Ganges, Brahmaputra, Irrawad-

dy, Indus, Euphrates, Gadavari, empty into the

Indian Ocean. The southeast trade-wind blows
between the loth and 28th parallels of south

latitude from April to October, after which
date its limits are contracted ; south of these

are the northwest winds, which prevail almost

in the same latitude, in the Atlantic and Pacific.

The monsoons are mainly to be found in the

north, from the continent of Asia to about lat.

8' 5., and from the Mozambique Channel on
the west to the western shores of Australia and
the sea of China. They blow for six months,

changing about the equinoxes. North of the

equator the northeast monsoon prevails from Oc-
tober to April, the southwest from April to

October ; while south of that the northwest

monsoon blows while the northeast is blowing

on the north side, and the southeast prevails

during the time of the southwest monsoon north

of the equator. In the hot season, likewise,

when the southeast trade-wind recedes south,

the northwest monsoon flows between the equa-

tor and the 12th south parallel. The hurricanes

of this ocean usually range between lat. 9° and
35° S., extending from Madagascar to the Island

of Timor. They usually come from the north-

east, and travel southwest and south, returning

again east. Their season is from December to

April.

According to the most recent soundings the

mean depth of the Indian Ocean is 2,300 fath-

oms, or somewhat greater than that of the

Atlantic. The greatest depths are in the eastern

part to the south of the equator, where it is

estimated that there are fully 50.000 square
miles with a depth of over 3,000 fathoms. Over
13,000,000 square miles lie between the depths of
2,000 and 3,000 fathoms.

The area of land draining into the Indian
Ocean is estimated at 6,813,600 square miles,

and the rainfall on this land amounts to 4.379
cubic miles of water annually. The rivers flow-

ing from the Asiatic continent are by far the
most important, and they carry a vast amount
of detritus into the Bay of Beng;d and Arabian
Sea, these forming immense deposits of blue
mud. Along the African coasts, in depths from

100 to 1,000 fathoms, there are glauconitic sands

and muds, and on these as well as other coasts,

coral muds and sands, and blue and green

muds in the shallower depths. In the deeper

parts of the ocean, far from land, there are

deposits of red clay, radiolarian-ooze, and glo-

bigcrina-oozc. Toward the Antarctic continent

the ocean bed is covered with a diatom-ooze.

The temperature of the surface waters varies

much in different parts of the ocean, at different

seasons, and under the influence of different

winds. In tropical regions the temperature usu-

ally varies from 70° to 80° P., and the yearly

range is f or 8° F. Off the Cape of Good
Hope and Cape Guardafui, the annual range may
be from 20° to 30° F. Sudden changes of

temperature are often noticed off Cape Guardafui
when the wind blows off shore. The cold and
deep water is thus drawn up along the coast to

take the place of the warm surface water
which is driven east by the wind.

The temperature of the water at the bottom is

very uniform and subject to little, if any, annual

variation. In tlie Bay of Bengal and Arabian
Sea temperatures of 33.7° F. and 34.2° F. have
been recorded ; these are only very slightly

higher than those recorded by the Challenger
in lat. 50° S. It is certain, therefore, that this

deep cold water is slowly drawn into the Indian

Ocean from the Antarctic to supply the place

of the warm surface currents that are driven

south by the winds.
The currents of the Indian Ocean are less

constant than in the other oceans, being largely

controlled by the monsoons. Some characteris-

tic coral atolls and islands are found toward
the central part, such as the great Maldive
group, the Chagos, Diego Garcia, and the Cocos
Islands. The tropical shores are generally

skirted by fringing and barrier reefs. Christmas
Island is coral formation, while St. Paul's, Mau-
ritius, Rodriguez, and others are of volcanic

origin, and Madagascar, Ceylon, and Socotra,

continental islands.

The Indian Ocean was little known to the

ancients. The first Europeans who explored it

seem to have been the Phoenicians, who in the

7th century B.C., held the thalassocracy, or ma-
rine domination of the Mediterranean. Necho,
an Egyptian monarch who flourished about 6l0

B.C., is reported by Herodotus to have sent some
of his vessels, manned by Phoenicians, into the

Indian Ocean, then known as the Erythraean

Sea, to circumnavigate Africa. This they did,

starting from the Arabian Gulf and regaining

Europe by the Columns of Hercules. In the

6th century B.C. this sea was traversed by Hanno,
a Phoenician admiral of Carthage. There is still

extant his account of the voyage which is trans-

lated into Greek under the title 'Hanno's Voy-
age of Circumnavigation.* The Greek histo-

rian Arrian has given us an account of the

coasting voyage of Nearchus, one of Alexander's

generals, from the Indus to the mouth of the

Tigris and Euphrates.
Hippalus, an Eg>'ptian navigator who flour-

ished about the beginning of the Christian era,

w-as the first to observe the regular monsoons
of the Indian Ocean, and to profit by them.

In the 9th century the Arabs made frequent

voyages across the Indian Ocean. In i486 the

Portuguese rounded the Cape of Good Hop^
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and in 1498 \'asco da Gama reached the coasts

of India by the same route. In 1521 a ship of
Magellan's squadron crossed the Indian Ocean
in comDleting the first circumnavigation of the
world, and has since been habitually traversed
in a direct line between .Arabia and Hindustan.

Indian Paint, the name of two American
plants: (l) the golden seal (.q.v.) or orange-
root, which furnishes a yellow color; and (.2)

the bloodrooL (.See S.^^xglin.vria.)

Indian Physic, an American plant. See
BowMAx's Root.

Indian Pipe, or Corpse-plant, a smooth,
waxy-looking, deshy herb (Moiwtropa uniiiora),

of the order Ericacea:, widely distributed in
dark, rich woods almost throughout North
America. It is said to derive some of its food
frorn tlie roots of other plants, but much is

obtained from decaying vegetable matter. From
a matted mass of fibrous rootlets the white
scaly, but not leafy, stems rise to a height of
perhaps eight inches, and bear solitary, nodding,
white, inodorous flowers during summer, fol-

lowed by erect many-seeded fruits.

Indian Races. The numerous peoples of
India belong to several distinct groups or fam-
ilies, speaking numerous dialects founded on
two or three distinct stocks which are much
blended by the intercourse of the different peo-
ples with each other. Previous to tlie Moham-
medan ascendency the dominant race were the
Hindus, whose language is spread in various
dialects over a great part of India, but who were
not the aboriginal inhabitants nor even the first

invaders. From the northwest of India, through
Kashmir and down the ^-alley of the Indus, and
from Tibet through the passes of the Himalaj-as,
the inhabitants of northern .\sia have from a
very early period migrated southward to the
milder and more fertile plains of India. Two
great successions of these invasions are recog-
nized as having taken place before the period of
authentic historj-. The first immigrants, of
dubious ethnological connections, but commonly
known as the Tamil races, appear to have over-
spread the entire peninsula. Following them
the Sanskrit-speaking peoples, called the Hin-
dus, of Arjan speech, dispossessed the Tamil
races, and superseded their language in the
whole of India north of the Xarbada. The
Hindus subsequently descended into the penin-
sula and penetrated as far as Cape Comorin

;

but though their influence on the languages of
Southern India was considerable in the way of
introducing new terms, the grammar and con-
struction of the Tamil languages maintained
their place in the districts south of the Narbada.
Two great groups of languages were thus spread
over India, which were further modified by the
Mohammedan invasion. The native tribes were
not exterminated by these invasions, but are
still to be found under various names, as Bhils,

Catties, Coolies, Gonds, etc., inhabiting the fast-

nesses of the mountain ranges in Bencal. the
Vindhya and Satpura Mountains, the Ghats, etc.

The hill tribes and other aborigines in all India
are estimated at -o.coo.ooo. The leading reli-

gion is Brahmani«m. the professed creed of the
majority of the Hindus and the religion most
distinctive of India. It reckoned 207.000.000 ad-
herents in 1901. Large numbers in the north
and northwest are Mohammedans (about 62,-

500,000;. Buddhists number about 9,500,000;
Parsees or Fire-worshippers 95,000; Sikhs
2,200,000. Among the Hindus tlie caste system
still prevails. European missionaries have long
been active, but only a mere fraction of the

people are as yet Christians (2,284,380). Edu-
cation is now making good progress, schools
and colleges of all kinds having been established

throughout the countrj. The pupils, however,
only number about 4,000,000 in all. There are

universities at Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras,
besides other two at Lahore and Allahabad.

Indian Red, an impure oxid of iron, used
as a pigment by painters. It was originally

imported from India, but is now chiefly pre-
pared b}- roasting ferrous sulphate. The sul-

phuric acid is expelled by tlie heat, and the

red oxid- of iron remains behind. It is verj-

permanent, and the color varies from purplish
to a yellowish red.

Indian River, an important stream in the
eastern part of Florida, in Brevard and Volusia
counties. It connects with the Halifax River at

Titus\-ille and extends 100 miles southeast to the

ocean at Indian Inlet Its width varies from 30*
feet to 3 miles and it is navigable for vessels

drawing five feet. The Indian River is famous
for the excellent oranges grown along its banks.

Indian Schools, in the United States, are
schools specially established either by private or
denominational means or by the national gov-
ernment, for the education of children and
youth of the Indian population of this countrj-.

For particulars concerning these schools see

IxDi.\K Affairs ; Ixdl\x, Education of the.

Indian Shot See Canxa.

Indian Summer, the name given to a

period of mild summer weather which generally

occurs toward the end of autumn. The term
first made its appearance in the last decade
of the i8th century. During the next decade
the phrase was "second summer." This indi-

cates that the spell of weather known by this

name was not generally noticed much before
1800. The term Indian summer became estab-

lished about 20 years after its first appearance,

which was in western Pennsylvania, and spread
to Xew England by 1798, to New York by
1799. to Canada by 1821, and to England by
1830. The term is, then, not an Americanism;
to write in praise of Indian summer is now
a literarj- convention of three continents.

It is by no means easy to account for the

origin of the term. The principal characteristics

of the season which it describes are haziness,

smokiness, and high temperature. Some ex-
planations of the origin of the terra are (i) that

the Indians predicted such spells of weather;
(2) that the smokiness was produced by Indian
fires : (3) that this was the last season of Indian
attacks on the settlements of the whites; (4I

that the season partook of the Indian character

of deceptiveness : (5) that the name was given

because one of the seasons of East India was
similar in character. Horace Walpole used the

term in 1778. not in reference to .America, but

in relation to weather in the tropics. "Squaw
winter* was a name for the spell of cold weather
preceding the Indian summer, and perhaps the

key to the nomenclature is to be sought in this

latter term.
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Indian Territory, an organized body of

iand in the soiitliwi-st centre of the United

States, occupied hy Indian allotments and reser-

vations; not a "Territory" in the official sense,

as it has no common local government, head, or

capital, and sends no delegates to Congress. It

lies between Kansas north and Texas south,

Arkansas and a corner of Missouri east, and

Oklahoma (till recently its own western half)

west. It is about 250 miles north to south, and

from 75 to 200 east and west. Area, 31,400

square miles, of which 400 are water.

The topography of the district is not yet

fully studied, as Indians do not make surveys,

and till less than a decade ago the government
had no motive but a scientific one for undertak-

ing them. Hence the interior was nearly as little

known as central Africa, and as much misunder-

stood. Even yet, nearly every reference book
describes the entire surface as "flat" or "gently

rolling," and mostly prairie. But the govern-

ment survey authorized in 1894, when the re-

duction to civilized conditions was undertaken,

found it to be one fourth mountainous plateau,

and two thirds woodland well distributed,

mainly through the east and southwest portions.

The prairie section is a continuation of the

Kansas plains, and occupies most of the Chero-

kee district north of the Arkansas, and the

Creek triangle between the Arkansas and Cana-
dian, with about a fourth of the western half

below the Canadian, the rest being timber land.

In the extreme northeast is a rugged plateau

cut by streams with a southward trend, west of

which is a rolling plain with some hills. South
of this the Ozark mountain chain, entering from
Arkansas, stretches from northeast to southwest
across the Territory, with a gradual declension

;

from about 2,500 feet high near the Arkansas
line, they sink to about 1,000 feet in the centre.

Their more pronounced elevations are termed
the Boston, Poteau, Kiamicbi. Sans Bois (tree-

less), Shawnee, etc. In the Chickasaw territory

at the southwest, a set of low elevations from
Tishomingo northwest, rising in the sharp spur
called the Arbuckle Mountains, and again far-

ther on in the Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma,
connect the Ozarks with the outliers of the

Rockies. The highest elevation in the Terri-

tory is about 3.000 feet above sea-level, the

lowest 350. The timber north of the Canadian
is mainly confined to a belt in the west, save for

cottonwoods, elms, pecans, and a few other

sorts along the streams ; south of it the tiinber

occupies much the greater portion, even in the

west. The eastern half of the Territory is

nearly all well wooded, the mountainous parts
most heavily so ; the woods besides the above
are oak, largely in a belt from the .Arkansas
to the Red called the Cross Timbers (used only
for fuel and railroad ties, not for construction),
with valuable yellou- pine and red cedar on the
elevated grounds, and walnut in the bottoms.

The drainage belongs entirely to the Ar-
kansas and Red River systems. The former,
flowing across and cutting off a northern cantle,

is joined east of the centre at Webber's Falls
by the long Canadian, its main affluent, which
forms nearly the median line of the Territory
und its northern boundary with Oklahoma : and
is further fed from the north by the Neosho
and the Verdigris joining close together, and
by the Illinois near the Canadian. The latter

has hardly any water-shed on the south. Nearly

tlie whole southern half of the Territory is

drained by the atfluents of the Red, formnig

the entire boundary with Texas; the chief are

the Washita in the southwest and the Kiamichi

in the southeast.

Geology and Minerals.— Geologically, the

Territory may be divided into four sections

:

(1) The Arbuckle-Wichita region, with an out-

lying granite field at Tishomingo. This con-

tains coal measures on the north and asphalt on
the south ; the former is the chief mineral prod-

uct of the Territory. For the year endmg 30

June 1903, there were employed in coal mining

6,091 men and boys ; there were in operation for

the same year 280 coke ovens, producing 52,625

tons of coke ; the coal tonnage for the same year

was 3,243,692 tons. Large bituminous asphalt

deposits occur in the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations ; these have been worked some, but

owing to the want of railroad facilities, and the

asphalt trust, the operators have not been en-

couraged with very great success. There are

also sandstone and limestone as well as granite.

(2) The Ozark system, Carboniferous and Si-

lurian, containing zinc and lead. (3) The
northern prairie. Carboniferous, with coal and
large quantities of petroleum. (4) The southern

plains cropping over from Texas, underlaid by
the Cretaceous, with artesian strata, and sand

and marl above. There are valuable gold and
silver deposits from which Indians have long

made all their trinkets, but they have kept the

places secret, to prevent an influx of miners.

Fauna.— The characteristic species are the

timber and prairie wolves, panthers and foxes,

black bear, deer, prairie dogs, and some smaller

game. The wild turkey is the most important bird
Climate and Rainfall.—The Territory belongs

to the southern division by temperature and
to the middle one by precipitation. It has a

mean winter temperature of 35° to 48°, and a

summer one of 77° to 82°
; while the rainfall,

light in the north like western Kansas, is heavy
in the southeast (52 inches), and steadily de-

creases to the west (about 35 inches at Fort
Gibson and 30 in the southwest). But hardly
anywhere is it too scant for favorable agricul-

tural conditions.

Agriculture.— Scarcely any region of the

United States has greater natural advantages
in fertile soil and plentiful water supply. With
the opening of the Territory to white settle-

ment and ownership, a vast increase in pro-

duction will be effected. Until within the pres-

ent year (1904) the word "ownership," as ap-
plied to tenures in the Indian Territory, had a
peculiar meaning. To protect Indian interests,

white men (except licensed traders and those

made citizens by marriage to Indian wives in

accordance with the laws of the tribe, or adopted
into the tribe by tribal legislature) could not
hold land, except as tenants of Indian land-

lords. The fee to the land in all cases was in

the Indian tribes, and even the Indian citizen

had only in a sense an occupancy right, owning
the improvements absolutely, and cultivating the
land practically as a fee simple owner, but
always subject to future allotment among all the
members of the tribe.

Within the past few years, agreements have
been made between the United States and each
of the five civilized tribes by which the lands
of such tribes are being allotted in severalty to
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the citizens tliereof, with the power of aliena-

tion in most of the nations, under certain re-

strictions, of all, except a certain amount re-

served as a homestead, which, in some cases, is

inalienable during the life of the allottee, and in

others for 21 years, if the allonee lives so long.

In the Creek Kation, 120 acres of an allot-

ment can at present be alienated with the con-

sent of the secretarj- of the interior, which is

being rapidly accomplished, under the rules and
regulations prescribed by him, and tlie allct-

ments are being bought by whites, who are

either occupying them themselves or leasing

them to other whites. The real Indian, as a
rule, is not much of a farmer, and. as the amount
granted to an Indian family is generally greater

than the head can utilize or cares to utilize, the

remainder is leased to some white farmer or
cattleman. The whites farm a large proportion

of the farms at present. In the year 1890. of the

35451 farms cultivated by whites only 3475
were owned by them.

These allotments to the Indians varj- in the
different tribes. A Choctaw and Chickasaw
allotment is 320 acres of average allotable land,

and of this the homestead consists of 160 acres

of average allotable land, the latter inalienable

during the lifetime of the allottee, not exceed-
ing 21 years from the date of the certificate of
allotment; the remainder of the land is alien-

able after issuance of patent, as follows : one
fourth in acreage in one year, one fourth in

acreage in three years, and the balance in five

years : in each case from date of patent.

The Creek allotment is 160 acres. 120 of
which is inalienable before the expiration of five

years from the 8th day of August 1903. except

with the approval of the secretary of the in-

terior: the balance of 40 acres constitutes a

homestead, which is inalienable for 21 years,

unless the allottee sooner die, in which event
the homestead remains for the use and benefit

of children bom too late to receive an allotment;

but. if there be no such issue, then the allottee

may dispose of his homestead by will free from
restrictions, and, if this be not done, it descends
to his heirs free from any limitations.

In all the above cases, as well as in the Sem-
inole Nation, where the land was divided equally

between all the members of the tribe, the allottee

had the right to select his allotment so as to

include any improvements owned by him at the

time. At present the allottees can rent their

allotments for one year for grazing purposes,

and five years for agricultural purposes, and
longer in some cases with the consent of the

secretary of the interior. Mineral leases may
also be made up to 15 years with the consent of
the secretary of the interior.

The productions might easily be of the great-

est variety in this warm moist region, but the

conditions of tenure hitherto did not encourage
tenants to diversify crops or improve the condi-
tion of farms to revert to Indian owners. The
great crop at present is com. of which in looo,

30.709470 bushels were raised: 1486.S20 of
wheat, and 1. 102.200 of oats were reported. The
territory is well within the cotton belt, and 154.-

850 bales were shipped in 1000. The other prod-
ucts of note were about Si.ooo.ooo of vegeta-
bles and fruits. Stock-raising is largely carried
on : the value of domestic animals in icoo ex-
ceeded $40,000,000. and included 110.687 dairy
cows, 275.000 horses, mules and asses, 17,000

sheep, 10.500 goats and 650,000 swine. It has
been known to many that there was a large

quantitj- of oil and gas in this country, but
owing to the lack of laws permitting leases and
development in the Indian lands, nothing was
done until within the last iS months. The
change in the laws, however, has permitted a
great deal of development work in some of the

towns as well as on outside allotments, and
the production is proving very satisfactor}- to the

lessees, as well as the lessors. The field thus far

developed is in the northern portion of the Cher-
okee Nation and the border of the Creek Nation.

Manufacturing.— The manufactures till re-

cently have been mostly confined to the Indian
hand-made blankets, shawls, baskets, and trin-

kets. But within the decade a considerable

genuine manufacture by whites has arisen.

With only 20 establishments in 1S90, there were
789 in 1900: the capital had grown from $204.-

329 to $2,624^265, the wage-earners from 167 to

1,714, the value of products from $248,932 to

S3.892.181. The one great industry, nearly a

third of the total products, was flour and grist

milling: ne.xt greatest, toward half a million

each, were cotton-seed oil and cake ; and lumber,
saddlery and harness, and car-shop work were
also noted.

Railroads.— There are about 1,800 miles of

railroad in the Territor>-: Several great lines

cross it, giving the facilities for the vast busi-

ness growth. The main lines are the Frisco

System (St. L. and San F.), the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, the Choctaw. Oklahoma & Gulf, the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and the Ft Smith
& Western.

Banks.— In 1902 there were 69 national

banks, with capital of $2,779,000, deposits of

S5.896.ooo, cash and other resources S548.000,

and loans and discounts of $7,277,000. There
were also 20 private banks, having capital of

$203,975, deposits of $495,810. cash of $56,354
and loans and discounts of $602,676.

Population.— The total population in 1890

was 180,182: in 1900. 392.060. the increase being

all white. The real Indian population had prob-

ably somewhat decreased, though it showed on
the face a slight increase, from 51.279 to 52.500.

But the word "Indian" is misleading: for legal

purposes and tribal recognition, any one is an

Indian who has even 1-64 or in fact any degree

of Indian blood in him ; and probably two thirds

of the so-called Indians are mi.xtures of various

complexities and elements. The negroes, num-
bering 36.853, are for the most part the former
slaves of the Indians, to whom the United

States after the war forced the tribes to grant

citizenship and a share of the tribal lands and
bounties, or their descendants. These two and
the vast white population— married and adopt-

ed, leaseholders and tenant farmers, hired farm
laborers, business men with permits, coal and
railroad company employees, etc.— were dis-

tributed among the chief districts as follows

(besides 27 Chinese) :

Chickasaw Nation, 124.306 whites. 9.066 ne-

groes. 5.872 "Indians." Cherokee Nation. 66,951

whites, 9,162 negroes. 25.639 Indians. Choctaw
Nation, 70.332 whites. 10.123 nf-groes. 10.321

Indians. Seminole Nation, 1,143 whites. 981

negroes, 1,662 Indians. The other re5er\-ations

— Modoc, Ottawa, Peoria, Quapaw. Seneca,

Shawnee, Wyandotte— had 5,762 whites and
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1,043 Indians. The concentration of whites in

the Chickasaw district had inade it the indus-

trial leader of the territory.

The towns which grew^ there formerly had a

peculiar status. They were "white" towns with
white men occupying the buildings they had
erected, and doing business insecurely, without
legal title, but the ostensible owners of the

ground were the Indians. The so-called Curtis

Bill and the various agreements made with the

tribes above referred to have changed this con-

dition, and made it possible for the white man,
or any other occupants of towns in the Indian
Territory to purchase lots under the various
provisions of these bills upon which they owned
houses or other valuable improvements. The
result is that all the larger towns have been
platted, surveyed and sold to the occupants, so
that the Indian titles have become almost en-
tirely extinguished. Within a year or eighteen
months every town within the limits of the In-

dian Territory will have been so platted and
sold. The changes are so great and constant
that statistics are nearly as useless as in a new
mining district, but it may be said that the
present chief towns are Ardmore, and Chickasha,
in the Chickasaw Nation, South Mc.Mister in

Choctaw Nation, and Muskogee in the Creek
Nation, is the handsomest town in the Terri-
tory, with good public schools, churches and
four colleges of the four leading denominations
— Baptist, Methodist, Presbj-terian. and Roman
Catholic. These towns now' have a population
approaching 10,000 each and there are over 20
others with over 1,000. The oldest white settle-

ment is Vinita in Cherokee ; the oldest in the
southeast is Caddo ; the best known has always
been Tahlequah, for some generations the cap-
ital of the Cherokee Nation.

Internal Condilions and History.— The Ter-
ritory was part of the Louisiana Purchase.
Early in the 19th century many of the Southern
Indians, their old hunting grounds invaded by
the whites, removed to this virgin forest. In
1832 it was fixed on by the national government
as a place for the tribes whom agreements with
the Southern States had bound us to deport,
and in 1834 special reservations were set apart.

The Five Civilized Tribes, as they are called,

established governments on the civilized model,
with elected legislature, council and governor,
courts and schools and responsible financial

management, and even newspapers in the Chero-
kee tongue, with Sequoyah's famous alphabet.
But the vast enclave of nearly 70,000 square
miles in the heart of a swelling settlement could
not be maintained, and the Indians from some
constitutional blight do not grow to fill their
districts. In 1866 some 5,500,000 acres w-ere
purchased of the Indians in the present Okla-
homa : on 22 April 1889 over 3,000.000 acres
w-ere thrown open to settlement : on 2 May 1890
this and other territory was formed into Okla-
homa. Meantime the old system in the eastern
part was going to wreck, not so much from the
white immigration, following the railroads which
began to cross it, as from internal development
which was making the primal object of the sys-
tem a mockery. It was designed to protect the
half-helpless Indian from white greed till he
could stand on his own feet ; in fact, the half-
breeds and the intermarried whites were rapidly
appropriating everything to themselves, while
the full-blood was "crowded out upon the moun-

tarn and unproductive land, to take care of him-
self as best he could." (Dawes Commission.)
The tribal governments were under control of
these governments and were "recklessly leasing

the cominunity lands to cattlemen and coal com-
panies" (Hinton), to railroads, oil and lumber
companies, etc. The government, therefore, un-
der the lead of ex-Senator Henry L. Dawes of
Massachusetts, set about negotiations to break
up the tribal governments, and turn the Terri-
tory into a set of ordinary civilized communi-
ties with ownership in severalty, protecting the
Indian for a time by restraining his liberty of
alienation. The Dawes Commission of 1893 be-
gan this work : in 1897 the United States ex-
tended its judicial power over the district;

in 1898 the Curtis Act carried out the work, pro-
viding for the enrollment of citizens for allot-

ment of lands, for laying out town sites and
incorporating towns with power to elect officers

and tax themselves for schools, etc., and giving
the President a veto power over the tribal legis-

latures. The arrangements vary with the dif-

ferent tribes ; the Seminoles continue their

government after a fashion for the present, the
Choctaws and Chickasaw's with some modifica-
tions till 4 March 1906. The present govern-
ment consists in reality of four federal judges
or one court of appeals and four district courts,

with 20 commissioners acting as petty courts
and justices of the peace, and a resident Indian
Inspector. The statutory code is in the main
that of Arkansas.

The educational situation has been a part of
the anomalous position of all social matters.

The tribes maintained schools and admitted
white children on payment of a fee ; and the

missionaries have operated others. But all were
very insufficient, and the tribal schools, once the
best of the vicinity, have not kept their quality.

The Curtis .\cX of 1898 for the first time pro-
vided a public-school system, in cities and towns,
and power of towns to levy taxes for them. In
1900 it was estimated that 50,000 white children
were deprived of school advantages. Of aca-
demic schools, some claiming collegiate rank,
there are good ones in each nation ; these have
sent many pupils to Eastern colleges. By act

of 19 May 1902 municipalities of 2.000 or more
inhabitants may issue bonds up to 10 per cent
of their assessed valuation for school buildings,

sewers, and waterworks on a two-thirds vote
and with a 20-year sinking fund. Pop. (1900)
392,062: (1903) fully 500.000. Consult: 'Report
of the Dawes Commission' (1903) : Curtis Act
in U. S. Statutes. Wn,Li.\M T. HrTCHixcs,

Muskog^cc. Indian Territory.

Indian or Wild Tobacco, one of the North
American lobelias {Lobelia inflata), also called
asthma-weed and gag-plant,— a tall plant with
small light blue flowers quite overshadowed by
numerous thin, oval, or obovate dentate leaves

;

the plant branches as a panicle, is fubescent
and the pod is inflated. Its leaves have an
acrid taste, and are, as Gray says, "poisonous
and a quack medicine" ; they were dried by the
Indians as a substitute for smoking tobacco,
or to mix with it. for the sake of their nar-
cotic properties. The dried flowers still have
a place in materia medica. It grows in dry fields

and thickets through North America, Compare
KiNNTKI.N'ICK.

Indian Turnip. See Jack-in-the-Pulpit.
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Indian Yellow, known in commerce as

Puree, a pigment of unknown origin which
is exported from India, China and prohably

from Arabia. It comes in the shape of balls,

which are outside of a brown tint, and inside

of a brilliant yellow. It has the odor of urine,

musk or castoreum, is soluble in water or alco-

hol, and an essential element in its composition

is carbonate of euranthin. It is used in India

for house decoration, and is valued by artists

all over the world as a dazzling pigment

Indiana ("The Hoosier State''), a north-'
central State of the United States (No. 19 in

order of admission) boimded north by Michigan,

south by Kentucky-, east by Ohio, west by Illi-

nois; extreme length 276 miles, extreme breadth

177 miles ; area (Xo. 34 in U. S.) 36^350 square

miles, 440 water; pop. 1900 (Xo. 8 in U. S.)

2.516462, or 70.1 to the square mile. (Xo. 11 in

density.) The State boundary in Lake Michi-
gan is an east and west line 10 miles north of

the extreme southern point of the Lake. The
Ohio River runs along the southern boundarj-.

but, by a pro\-ision of the Virginia cession of

X^orthwest Territory, Indiana extends only to

low-water mark on the north bank of the Ohio.

In consequence all islands in the Ohio belong to

Kentuck}', the Supreme Court having recently

held this as to Green River Island (Indiana i:

Kentuck}-, 136 U. £.) which, although an is-

land at the time of the cession, became con-

nected with the Indiana shore by alluvial de-

posits, and had been governed and taxed as part

of Indiana for many years.

Topography.— The surface of the State is

comparatively level, the highest point, in Ran-
dolph County, in the centre of the eastern tier

of counties, being estimated at 1,285 f^^t above
sea-level, and the lowest, at the southwest cor-

ner of the State, being 313 feet above sea-level.

The Ohio at the southeast comer of the State

is 436 feet above sea-level, and Lake Michigan
at the northwest comer is 585 feet above sea-

level. From the table-land of the east central

part of the State, and western Ohio, radiate low
water-sheds separating the drainage basins of

Indiana. The northern part of the State is quite

flat, the central part slightly rolling, and the

southern part rather hilly on account of the

valleys cut out by water. There are no moun-
tains, and no large lakes, but there are hun-
dreds of small lakes, chiefly in the northern part

of the State.

River Systems.— The southern parts of the

State are drained to the Ohio River by the

Whitewater and smaller tributaries. The cen-

tral part of the State— about four fifths of its

area— is drained by the Wabash and its tribu-

taries, the most important of which are the

White, Tippecanoe. Eel, Salamonie and Missis-

sinewa rivers, and Wild Cat Creek. The north-

eastern comer of the State is drained by the St.

Joseph's and St. Mary's rivers; these unite at

Ft. Waii-ne to form the Maurcee, which flows

into Lake Erie. The extreme northern part of

the Slate is drained by another St. Joseph's,

the Calumet, and smaller streams, into Lake
Michigan. A part of the northwestern section

is drained by the Kankakee and its tributaries

to the Illinois River. The Wabash is navigrated

to a limited extent, by small boats, as high as
Terre Haute, and also the lower part of \\Tjite

River. The remaining streams are not navi-

gable.

Climate.— The climate of Indiana is mild,

ranging from an average of 31° F. in the

winter months to an average of 76° in sum-
mer. The mean temperature is S3°. The aver-

age annual rainfall is 43 inches, that in the

southern part of the State being slightly in ex-

cess of that in the northern part. Serious

droughts and destructive storms are rare. In
earlier years parts of the State were malarial,

but with the clearing of the_ forests and the

drainage of lands this condition has almost
wholly disappeared.

Geology.— The earliest geological formation

that outcrops in Indiana is the Hudson and
Trenton limestone, of the Silurian Age, which
appears in the southeastern comer of the State,

throughout the Whitewater Valley and the ad-

jacent region. West of this is a belt of Xiagara
limestone, which broadens at the north and ex-

tends entirely across the State, covering all of a
dozen counties and large parts of as many
more. On the west of this, and also extending

to the State line on the north, are belts of Hamil-
ton limestone and sandstone of the Devonian
Age. The remainder of the State— the south-

western comer and a broad belt to the north

reaching beyond the Wabash— is of the sub-

carboniferous and carboniferous formations.

The northem and central parts of the State are

covered by glacial drift, which in some regions

is of a depth of 400 feet.

Soils, Agriculture and Forests.— The soil of

the State varies in character, but for the most
part is fertile. Originally the southern part of

the State, and as far north as the Wabash, was
covered with a very hea\y growth of forest,

mostly of hardwood trees. Xorth of this were
low prairies interspersed with sand ridges and
dotted with hundreds of small lakes. This
region is now foimd very productive of cucum-
bers, melons and small fruits in the sandy parts.

The richest lands are the alluvial valleys of the

streams and the drained prairies. The forests

have so far disappeared that the State is now
encouraging tree planting. Agriculture is the

chief industr>- of the State, the value of farm
products in 1899 being reported at $204,450,196.

The chief agricultural products were com,
178,967.070 bushels, wheat 34,986,280 bushels,

oats 34,565,070 bushels, potatoes 6.209,080 bush-

els, hay 3470,378 tons. The value of animal

products was $81,9^7.922, of forest products

S5.235459, of orchard products $3,166,338, of

dair>' products $i5.739-594- The %-alue of the

poultry raised in 1899 was $8,172,993, and of the

eggs produced $7,441,044.

Minerals and Mining Industries.— About one

fifth of the surface of Indiana is underlaid by
coal, workable veins having been found in 19

counties. There are at least 7 distinct veins of

workable thickness, varying from 3 to 11 feet

The coals of the State are of two classes—
caking or bituminous, and non-caking or block

coal. The latter can be bumed in blast fur-

naces without coking. The production in 1901

was 7.019.203 tons, valued at $7,370,163, the

State ranking sixth in the Union as to quantity

and seventh as to value of the product. The
number of people employed in coal mining was

12.968. The mineral product second in value

was petroleum, the production of which is a
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comparatively new industry. In igoi the oil

product of the State was 5,749,975 barrels, valued

at $4,795,312. This was largely increased—
over one third— in 1902. Next in value of the

mineral products of the State is building-stone,

of which the chief varieties are the oolitic lime-

stone, the blue Devonian limestone, the gray

Niagara limestone, and sandstone. The oolitic,

so called hccause composed of minute fossil

shells resemhling a mass of fish eggs, has be-

come celebrated throughout the United Stales

on account of its superior qualities. In igoi In-

diana was first in rank in the Union in the pro-

duction of limestone for building purposes, and
fifth in rank as to building-stone of all kinds,

the product being valued at $3,028,145. There
is also a large production of cement and lime.

Good clay is abundant throughout the State,

and brick and tile making are extensive indus-

tries. Kaolin and glass sand are also found in

quantity in several counties, and are profitably

mined. Natural gas has been found, by sinking

wells, throughout a large part of the State. The
supply at one time reached a daily flow of

900,000,000 cubic feet. It served to draw many
manufactories to the State, but the pressure is

now decreasing. In many places its cessation

has been followed by a flow of petroleum.

Many other minerals have been found in In-

diana, but not in quantities of commercial im-
portance.

Manufactories.— The manufactures of In-

diana are chiefly a development of the past 30
years. In the earlier period manufacturing was
confined almost wholly to supplies for domestic
consumption, and was chiefly conducted at the

homes of the people. In 1900 there were re-

ported 18,015 manufacturing establishments in

the State, employing 155,956 wage-earners, and
producing goods to the value of $378,120,140.
The leading classes of manufactures, with the

value of products in 1900 and in 1890, are as

follows

:

Slaughtering and meat pack-
ing

Flour and grist mills
Distilleries

Lumber and wood manufac-
tories

Iron and steel (including
foundries)

Glass and glassware
Carriages and wagons, and

materials
Railro.nd cars
Agricultural implements
Textiles and clothing
Clay products

$43,862,273
30,150,765
22,738,106

34,471,902

36,566,527
14.757.883

15,891,826
i9,248,Qgg
6,415.081
8.618.360
4.222,529

1890

$27,913,840
31,239,627
9.677.973

32,725,647

14,285,259
2,995,409

10,531,683
14,362,711
5,736,131
7,736,890
3,142,454

It is probable that this rate of increase will

not be continued in the ne.xt decade, partly be-

cause of the decrease of natural gas, partly be-
cause of abandonment of plants under trust

control, and partly for other reasons. The pro-
duction of lumber in the State was almost sta-

tionary in the past decade, and will probably
decrease in this on account of decreasing forest

supplies.

Commerce and Navigation.—About one tenth

of the people of Indiana (in occupations) are
engaged in commerce and transportation. The
navigation of the State is limited, being con-
fined to the Ohio River on the south, with the

lower Wabash and a small part of the White
River, and Lake Michigan on the northwest.

The canals of the State are practically abandoned
except for water-power. The railroads furnish

the chief means of transportation. Commerce
is chiefly domestic, but both exportation and im-
portation are steaelily increasing.

Fisheries.— Indiana has no fisheries of com-
mercial importance, though it has waters that

might be made valuable. Recently laws have
been passed for the protection of fish, and some
interest is being shown in their propagation.

Railroads and Street Raikvays.— The rail-

road mileage of Indiana, in 1902, was 6,651

miles, exclusive of second main and side tracks.

In 1850 it was 228 miles; in 1880, 4,320. Kail-

road lines extend through all but 3 counties in

the State. The chief railroad centre is In-

dianapolis, from which 14 lines radiate. These
are connected outside of the city by a belt

railway. The valuation of railroad property for

taxation in 1902 was $162,797,978. There are

street railways in all of the cities and larger

towns, the total aggregating 168 miles. In 1899
there began an extraordinary development of

electric interurban lines. By the close of 1902
about 400 miles of these were in operation, and
500 miles were under construction, while new
lines aggregating over 1,000 miles were pro-

jected. These lines have made a material

change in the transportation of both passengers
and freight, and will apparently furnish large

cotnpetition with the steam railroads. One of

these lines, operating between Indianapolis and
Columbus, Ohio, has added sleeping-cars to its

equipment.
State Finances.— The assessed valuation of

the State in 1901 was $1,397,981,497, from which
deductions for mortgage exemption were made
amounting to $35,169,250. Individuals are per-

mitted to deduct bona Me mortgage indebted-

ness from their schedules to the amount of $700.

The total number of polls was 436,522. The
State tax levy for general State government was
9 cents on $100, and 50 cents poll ; for the benev-
olent institutions 5 cents ; for sinking fund 3
cents; for State tuition —which is distributed to

the school districts for support of the common
schools— II cents and 50 cents poll; for State

institutions of higher education \-/i cents; mak-
ing a total State levy of 297^ cents and $1 poll.

The reduction of the State debt was begun in

1889, when it amounted to over $10,000,000. On
31 Oct. 1902, it had been reduced to $2,887,615.12,

on which the annual interest charge was
$101,565.

Banks,— In 1902 there were 137 national banks
with $16,618,553 capital, $4,789,956 surplus,

$71,533,942 deposits, and $7,210,780 outstanding
circulation; 113 State banks with $4,884,490
capital, $915,413 surplus, and $24,240,334 de-

posits; 5 savings banks, with $7,812,157 of de-

posits
; 2)7 trust companies transacting bank

business, with $4,392,500 capital, $465,947 sur-

plus, and $12,378,348 of deposits, and 203 private

banks, which are not required to make returns
by the State. Of these last named, however, 68
made returns to the comptroller of the cur-
rency, showing $9,671,733 deposits. The only
clearing-house organization in the State is at

Indianapolis, and the volume of clearings in

1902 was $270,409,456.
Education.— Indiana has always given much

attention to education and especially since the
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adoption of the present school law in 1852. At
that time there was created a public school fund,

the interest on which was to be distributed

to the various school districts. The principal

factor in this was the profits which the State had
derived from the State Bank of Indiana,
amounting to about $3,500,000, to which was
added $573,000 of the surplus revenue distributed

by Congress in 1836, and several smaller funds.
To this additions have been made by fines and
other public receipts, until in 1902 the common
school fund amounted to $7,978,580.68, to which
is to be added the Congressional township fund,
derived from the sale of school lands donated
bj' the national government, amounting to

$2,465,304.64. This total fund of $10,443,^5.32
is held by the several counties, and the interest

on it is applied to the support of the public
schools. Added to this is a State tax of 1 1 cents
on each $100, and 50 cents on each poll, the pro-
ceeds of State liquor licenses and dog licenses,

and local taxes assessed by local authorities.

From all these sources the actual revenues raised
for the public schools in 1902 amounted
to $8,585,354.98. The enumeration of children
of school age— 6 to 21 years— was 761,801 (of
whom 15.002 were colored). A large number
of these attended private schools, and the attend-
ance in the public schools for the year was
423.078. The revenue was therefore in excess
of $20 to each child in attendance. There were
employed 16,039 teachers, and the average num-
ber of days of school was, in townships 126, in

towns 153, in cities 179, in the State at large
146. The number of public schoolhouses is

S,o8o brick, 4.807 frame, 97 stone, and 3 log.

The value of schoolhouses and grounds is

$22,904,607 and of school apparatus $1,277,455.
In these figures are included 704 high schools,

which are a part of the public school system.
There are also a large number of private schools,
notably those maintained by the Roman Cath-
olics and Lutherans for children of all ages, and
a number of academies, seminaries, institutes,

boarding-schools, military institutions, colleges,

normal schools, etc., for intermediate educa-
tion.

There are three institutions of higher educa-
tion that receive aid from the State, Indiana
University at Bloomington, the State Normal
School at Terre Haute, and Purdue University
at Lafayette. Indiana University has an income of
about $125,000 derived from a State tax levy and
the interest on an endowment fund of $600,000
raised by State taxation. It had 1,285 students
in igo2. The State Normal is also supported by
a State \evy, and the city of Terre Haute pays
one half the expense of keeping the buildings in

repair. It has 1,406 students. Purdue has an
income of $150,000 derived from State tax levy

and interest on endowments, and including

$57,000 paid to it annually by the United States
government as an agricultural school. It has
1,180 .students.

.\rnong the private institutions for higher
education the more important are Wabash Col-
lege (Presbyterian), L^niversity of Notre Dame
and St. Meinrad's College (Roman Catholic),
DcPauw University (Methodist), Earlham Col-
lege (Society of Friends). Franklin College
(Baptist), Hanover College (Presbyterian),
Northern Indiana Normal (non-sectarian),
Winona Techtiica! Institute (non-sectarian),
and the University of Indianapolis. The last

named was formed by the union of Butler Col-
lege (Christian) with the Medical College of
Indiana, the Indiana Dental College, and the
Indiana Law School, all of which are located at
Indianapolis.

An important branch of educational work in

Indiana is the development of libraries. A fea-

ture of the school system adopted in 1852 was
the establishment of a free public library in each
township in the State. The State expended
$273,000 for books, and the system was received
with great public favor, but no provision was
made for maintaining or increasing the libraries,

and in the pressure of the war times they were
allowed verj- generally to fall into ruin. To
some extent these have been replaced as school
adjuncts by the libraries of the Young People's
Reading Circle, which are found at many of the
schoolhouses of the State. These libraries in

1902 contained 436,151 volumes. There has
also been a notable development of town and
city libraries, 28 towns having accepted dona-
tions from Andrew Carnegie, aggregating
$660,000, agreeing to maintain libraries in the
buildings thus provided. There are 25 others
that are maintaining libraries in buildings pro-
vided by themselves. The general supervision of
librao' work is lodged in the Public Library
Commission, which has charge of a system of
traveling libraries furnished by the State. It

also maintains a school for the training of
librarians engaged in the work in Indiana.

Churches.— The principal religious denom-
inations of Indiana in the order of their strength
are the Methodists, Roman Catholics, Disciples
or Christians, Baptists, Presbj-terians, United
Brethren, and Lutherans.

Charitable and Penal Institutions.— The
State maintains 9 charitable and 4 penal institu-

tions, at an annual cost of over $1,500,000. Of
the former, 4 are hospitals for the insane lo-

cated respectively at Indianapolis, Logansport,
Richmond and Evansville. On 31 Oct. 1902.
these had 4.039 inmates. The annual cost of
maintenance was $649,834.54, or $173.79 Per
capita. The other charitable institutions are the
Institution for the Blind, Indianapolis, inmates
127, per capita cost $276.40 ; Institution for the
Deaf, Indianapolis, inmates 318, per capita cost

$231.66; Soldiers and Sailors' Orphans' Home,
Knightstown, inmates 603, per capita cost

$174.52 ; Soldiers' Home, Lafayette, inmates
739, per capita cost $167.30: School for Feeble-
Minded, Fort Wa>Tie. inmates 318, per capita cost

$127.05. The correctional institutions are the

State Prison, Michigan City, inmates 796. per
capita cost $133.32, earnings $53.,395-86 : Indiana
Reformatory, JcfFcrsonville, inmates 923. per
capita cost $130.68, earnings $62.350.67 ; Reform
School for Boys. Plainfield. inmates 531. per
capita cost $122.13, earnings $298.91 : Industrial

School for Girls and Women's Prison. Indian-
apolis, inmates 52 women and 175 girls, per
capita cost $101.55, earnings $1,436.69. .^t the

legislative session of 1903 a law was passed for

the division of the last named institution and
the establishment of a new Industrial School for

Girls. The State has the convict-contract-labor

system, but efforts have been made to abolish

it, and the legislature of 1903 provided for a

commission to investigate and report on the

subject. The convict labor is all done within

the prisons. The State has the indeterminate

sientence system with commutation of time for
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good behavior. In addition to the State institu-

tions each county maintains a poor asylum. In
these, and tlie Alarion County asylum for the
incurable insane, tliere were on 31 Aug. igo2,

3,046 inmates, of whom 1.975 were men and
1,071 women. Of thase inmates 518 were classed
as insane, and 889 as feeble-minded. There are
in the State 46 orphans' homes, in which there
were on 31 Oct. 1902, 1,565 inmates, of whom
1.025 were boys and 540 girls. At the same date
the Board of State Charities reported 811 orphan
children maintained in private hoines, without
public expense.

State Government.— The elective State offices

are held for periods of 2 years, with eligibility

restricted to 4 years in any period of 6 years,

except as to the governor, lieutenant-governor,
and geologist, whose terms are 4 years. No one
is eligible to the office of governor or lieutenant-
governor for more than 4 years in any period of
8 years. The governor's salary is $5,000, with
an allowance of $1,800 for house rent. The
governor's veto power extends to all laws passed
by the legislature, but the veto may be over-
thrown by a majority vote in both Houses. The
legislature meets once in 2 years, and may be
called in special session by the governor ; reg-
ular sessions are limited to 60 days and special

sessions to 40 days. The Senate is composed of
50 members elected for 4 years each, and the
House of 100 members elected for 2 years each.
The members receive $6 a day while in session,

and $5 for each 25 miles traveled in reaching the
capital and returning home. The State is re-

quired to be redistricted for legislative purposes
every 6 years. The present Constitution was
adopted in 1851, and is very generally considered
unsatisfactory, especially as to legislative repre-
sentation and the location of the appointing
power. It can be amended only by the majority
vote of both Houses of two consecutive, legisla-

tures, followed by a majority vote of the elec-

tors of the State.

Congressional Representation.— The State
has 13 representatives in Congress.

Population and Divisions.— The population
of Indiana territory in 1800 was 5,641, but only
about 2,500 of this was within the boundaries of
the State. In 1810 the population of the terri-

tory, with practically the same boundaries as
the State, was 24,520. A territorial census taken
in 181 5 showed 63.897 inhabitants. After the
admission of the State the census returns were
as follows: 1820, 147,178; 1830, 343,031; 1840,

685,866; 1850, 988.416; i860, 1,350,428; 1870,

1,680,637; 1880, 1,978,301; 1890, 2,192,404; 1900,
2,516,462. Of the population in 1900, 142,121
were foreign born, and 57.505 were negroes.
The tendency of the negroes is to gather in the
cities, more than one fourth of the entire num-
ber being found at Indianapolis, and an eighth
at Evansville.

The State has 92 counties, whose names and
county-seats are as follows

:

Adams, Decatur.
Allen, Ft. Wayne.
Bartholomew, Columbus.
Benton, Fowler.
Blackford, Hartford City.
Boone, Lebanon.
Brown, Nashville.
Carroll. Delphi.
Cass, Logansport.
Clark, Jetfersonville.
Clay, Brazil.
Clinton, Frankfort.

Crawford, English.
Daviess, Washington.
Dearborn, Lawrenceburg.
Decatur, Creensburg.
Dekalb, .\uburn.
Delaware. Muncie.
Dubois, jasper.
Klkhart, Goshen.
Fayette, Connersville.
Floyd, New .Mhany.
Fountain, Covinpton.
Franklin, Brookville.

Fulton, Rochester,
(jibson, Princeton.
Grant, Marion.
Greene, Bloomfield.
Hamilton, Noblesville.
Hancock, Greenfield.
Harrison, Corydon.
Hendricks, Danville.
Henry, Mewcasllc.
Howard, Kokoino.
Huntington, Huntington.
Jackson, llrownstown.
Jasper, Rensselaer.
Jay, Portland.
Jefferson, Madison.
Jennings, Vernon.
Johnson. I'ranklin.
Knox. Vincennes.
Kosciusko, Wai'saw.
L.agrange, Lagrange.
Lake, Crown Point.
Laporte, Laporte.
Lawrence, Bedford.
Madison, Anderson.
Marion, Indianapolis.
Marshall. Plymouth.
Martin, Shoals.
Miami, Peru.
Monroe, Bloomington.
Montgomery, Crawfords-

ville.

Morgan, Martinsville.
Newton, Kentland.
Noble, Albion.
Ohio, Rising Sun.

Orange, Paoli.
Owen, Spencer.
Parke, Rockvillc.
Perry, Cannelton.
Pike, Petersburg.
Porter, Valparaiso,
Posey, Mt. Vernon.
Pulaski, Winamac.
Putnam, Greencastle.
Randolph. Winchester.
Ripley, Versailles.
Rush, Rushville.
Scott, Scottsburp.
Shelby, Shelbyville.
Spencer, Rockport.
Starke, Knox.
Steuben, Angola.
St. Joseph, South Bend.
Sullivan, Sullivan.
Switzerland, Vevay.
Tippecanoe, Lafayette,
Tipton, Tipton.
Union. Liberty.
Vanderburg. Evansville.
Vermilion, Newport.
^^igo, Terre Haute.
Wabash, Wabash.
Warren, Williamsport.
\Varrick. Boonville.
W'ashington, Salem.
Wayne, Richmond.
Wells. Rluffton.
White. Monticello.
Whitley, Columbia City.

Chief Cities.— The largest city in Indiana
is the capital, Indianapolis, with a population
(1900) 169.164. Next in size are Evansville
(59,007), Ft. Wayne (45,115), Terre Haute
(36.673), and South Bend (35.999). Each of
these cities has a charter specially made for it,

though under guise of a general law. These
charters are of recent creation— the oldest made
in 1891 — and establish advanced forms of city
government. Of cities of secondary importance
may be named Muncie (20,942), New Albany
(20,628), Anderson (20,178), Richmond
(18,226), Lafayette (18,116), Marion (17,337),
Logansport (16,204), and Elkhart (15,184).
There were in all 80 cities and 330 incorporated
towns in the State in 1901.

History.— The first-known visits of white
men to Indiana were those of Sieur de la Salle,
who followed the Ohio River along its southern
boundarj' in 1669-70, and crossed its northwest-
ern corner by way of the St. Josephs-Kankakee
portage in 1671. There were no Indians living
below the Wabash at that time, and probably not
many in the northern part of the State' but
those there were LaSalle induced to join his con-
federacy against the Iroquois, and they all re-
moved to the Illinois River, leaving Indiana
practically uninhabited. After some years they
began moving to the East, reaching Detroit by
1712, and shortly afterward located at points
along the Maumee and Wabash rivers. The
Delawares, who afterward lived in the central
part of the State, on White River, came there
about 1750. It is probable that the French first

placed representatives at the Indian villages near
the site of Ft. Wayne, and next, about 1720,
at Ouiatenon— on the north side of the Wabash
just below Lafayette— and that there were'
stockade forts at these places, but there is noth- j

ing to indicate a permanent settlement at either
place. The post at Vincennes was established in
173T, largely under the influence of Father De
Bcauhois, a Jesuit who had been stationed at
Kaskaskia.

_
Faiuilies located there soon after-

ward, and it reiuaincd a permanent settlement,
though there is but one land grant recorded of
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date prior to 1736. The French posts were
small and unimportant, and the history of the
region under French and British rule presents no
verj- striking features. In 1778 \"incennes was
surrendered to representatives of Gen. George
Rogers Clark, and the Wabash countr>- was
brought under American control. A recapture
by the British was followed by a second taking
by Qark in 1779. The region was ceded to the
United States by the treaty of 1783, and was in-

cluded in the Territory northwest of the Ohio
River, by the ordinance of 1787. It was thus
governed imtil 1800, when Indiana Territory was
formed, including all of the Northwest Territory
except Ohio. From Indiana Territory, Michigan
Territory was cut off in 1805, and Illinois Terri-
tory in 1809, leaving it with practically the pres-
ent State botmdaries. By act of Congress of
19 April 1816, Indiana was authorized to form a
State government, and the State was formally
admitted by act of 11 Dec. 1816. In the mean-
time a State Constitution had been adopted on
29 Time; State oflBcials had been elected, and
the State government had been actually in-
augurated on 7 November.

There were almost continuous Indian troubles
in the Ohio \"alley from 1788 to 1795, when, after
Gen. Wayne's successful expedition, peace was
made at Ft. Greenville. After that date the
American immigration began, and there was no
material trouble with Indians until the forma-
tion of Tecumseh's confederacy in 181 1. The
Indians were overwhelmed at the battle of Tippe-
canoe (q.v.) on 7 November of that year, by the
troops under Gen. Harrison, and sued for peace,
but when the war with England came on there
were Indian hostilities of minor importance
continuing until the close of the war in 1815.
After that year there was a gradual extinction of
Indian titles, the Indians being concentrated in

the northern part of the State and finally re-

moved west of the Mississippi. The last re-

movals occurred in 1836 and 1838.
The sobriquet "Hoosier," commonly used to

designate the State and its people, was first ap-
plied to them about 1830. It was not coined for
that purpose, as is commonly supposed, but was
a slang word signif>-ing an uncouth rustic, which
was in common use in the South at that time,

and is still commonly used there in that sense.

The history of the State after its admission
was chiefly that of peaceful development—
clearing lands, opening roads, building towns
and cities, and establishing industries. The
most notable feature was the disastrous internal

improvement enterprise on which the State en-
tered in 1836. It contemplated transportation
routes on 7 main lines, involving the construc-
tion of 1,289 miles of railroads and canals.

That the routes were fairly well chosen is shown
by the fact that they are now practically all oc-
cupied by successful railroad lines. The chief

defect was that the improvements were mostly
high-line canals, and the breaks in these be-
fore completion caused such great damage that
the estimated cost was enormously increased.
The financial panic of 1837 added to the diffi-

culties, and the efifects of this were aggra\-ated
by the general entering of the States on such en-
terprises on borrowed capital. The total debts
of the several States swelled from about
$13,000,000 in 1830 to $207,804,613 in 18U2. In
1839 Indiana was unable to realize nn the sales
of her bonds, and was forced to default interest

on those already issued. The canals and roads
being unfinished, did not furnish the revenues
anticipated. Compromises were effected by
which the work done was turned over to credi-

tors, but the State was left with a debt of about
Sio.ooo.ooo without any property to represent it.

in all, Indiana bmlt 453 miles of canals, at a
cost of $7,725,262, all of which are now aban-
doned so far as transportation is concerned.

But under private management, and more favor-

able conditions, the transportation Unes de-
veloped rapidly, and in 1849 the one railroad

originally contemplated was paying 8J2 per cent

di\-idends on its stock. In i860 there were 2,126

miles of railroads in successful operation in the

State.

In the war with Mexico. Indiana furnished

troops to the number of 4.470. Of these there

were killed and wounded 183. and died of other

causes 218. ^\'hen the Civil War began the

State occupied an important position, and its

resources were utilized to the uttermost by its

war governor, Oliver P. Morton. The State

furnished 196,363 men for the War, and 7&4 paid
for exemption, or in other words supplied 74.3

per cent of her total population capable of bear-

ing arms, by the census of i860. Only one State

in the Union surpassed or equaled this record,

Delaware being credited with 74.8 per cent of her
military population. But of the supply credited

to Delaware nearly one tenth was in money
commutation for exemption, and nearly one tenth

of the men in actual ser\-ice were colored. On
the basis of white troops furnished for 3 years

or more of service, Indiana supplied 57 per cent

of her military population of i860, and on this

basis was surpassed only by Kansas, which is

credited with 594 per cent. Of the troops sent

by Indiana 7,243 were killed or mortally wounded
in battle, and 19429 died of other causes, making
a total death loss of over 13 per cent of all

troops furnished. One feature of the War period

in Indiana, and some adjoining States, was the

formation of secret treasonable societies known
as Knights of the Golden Circle, and later Sons
of Liberty. These attracted much attention at

the time, and much comment later, but in reality

they were neither extensive nor dangerous.
They were organized with a system of "circles

within circles," with mysterious rites and blood-
curdling oaths, but the masses of the members
understood that they were merely for muttial

protection, and the treasonable desigtis were
affairs of the inner circles. .Among their mem-
bers there were a number of government detec-

tives who kept the authorities informed as to
every movement, and at the final exposure the
chief witness for the govertmient was Felix

Stidgers, a detective who had become so prom-
inent in the order that he was made "Grand Sec-

retar\- for Kentucky," and knew all of the secrets

of the order. .As is aptly stated by Gov. Mor-
ton's biographer, 'No one can read the history

of the secret organizations in Indiana and not

feel that, widespread as they were, there was not

an instant in which they were not securely with-

in the grasp of the war governor* .After the

War, Indiana became peculiarly a political battle-

ground. In 186S the Republicans elected Conrad

Baker governor by less than 1.000 plurality, and

in 1872 the Democrats elected Thomas .\. Hen-
dricks to that office bv the narrow plurality of

1. 148. althoueh Gen. Grant received the vote of

the State for President. -After 1872 neither
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party carried the State at two consecutive Presi-

dential elections until after l8g6, and ncitlier

carried it by a majority of all the votes cast, or
by a plurality of as much as 20,000. One result

of this close balance has been an improvement
in State legislation, the Democrats leading in the
legislature of 1889 which they held although
they had lost the State offices and the Presiden-
tial vote of the State in the preceding year. In-

diana in that year adopted the Australian ballot

system, being the second State in the Union to

do so, with some improvements that have been
extensively copied. Other notable reform laws
are a school-book law that has made a large re-

duction in the cost of books used in the com-
mon scools ; a Board of State Charities law that

has greatly improved the charitable and penal
institutions of the State; a fee and salary law
putting officials on salaries and requiring the
payment of all fees into the public treasuries; a
compulsory education law ; laws for the en-

couragement of public libraries : laws for the in-

corporation of cities which provide the most
modern modes of city government ; laws for the
reform of county and township government pro-
viding supervisory boards to which local legis-

lation is entrusted and a tax law that has been
largely effective in equalizing taxation and has
been copied elsewhere. .Another feature of In-
diana's development that has attracted notice in

later years is its production of native writers of
poetry and fiction. Among the former may be
named Joaquin Miller, John Hay, John James
Piatt and James Whitcomb Riley ; among the

latter Gen. Lew Wallace, Maurice Thompson,
Edward Eggleston, Charles Major, Meredith
Nicholson, Booth Tarkington and Annie Fellows
Johnston. These with lesser lights and some
writers of note in other lines form a notable
group for a commonwealth whose settlement and
development have occurred in little more than a
century. Jacob Pi.att Dun.>i,

Sccrclary Indiana Historical Society.

Indiana University, the State university

located near Bloomington. In accordance with
a provision of the State constitution, the legis-

lature passed an act in 1820 providing for

the establishment of a State seminary, which
was opened in 1824 under the nanie of Indiana
Seminary; in 1827, it was raised to the dig-

nity of a college, and in 1838 the name was
changed to Indiana University. In 1868 the
university was opened to women, and has since

been coeducational in all its departments. The
university is the head of the public school

system of Indiana, and no tuition fee is charged ;

the government is by a board of trustees which
reports biennially to the governor. Courses are

offered in languages, science, and history, all

graduates receiving the degree of A.B. The
degrees of Ph.D. and .A.M. are given for grad-
uate work ; there is also a school of law con-
nected with the university which confers the

degree of B.L. There is a biological e.xperiment
station on Winona Lake, imder university con-
trol, and a summer session is maintained. In

1904-5 the university reported: faculty, 78; stu-

dents, 1,538; volumes in library, 53,000.

Indianapolis, Ind., capital of the State,

county-seat of Marion County, the largest city

in the State and the 21st in the United States

;

situated on the west fork of While River. It is

the centre for 16 radiating railroads, which con-
nect it with Chicago, 184 miles northwest, Cleve-
land, 283 miles northeast, St. Louis, 240 miles

.southwest, Louisville, 110 miles south, Cincin-

nati, III miles southeast, Columbus, 181 miles

east. New York, 819 miles east, and other ter-

mini in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana.

Its area is 29.35 .square miles.

The site was selected in 1820 as the location of
the capital by a legislative commission, and its

name was adopted by the legislature in session

at Corydon, 6 Jan. 1821. The first plat included

a square mile, which was laid out with broad
rectangular streets and avenues radiating from
a central circle. The character of the plan was
undoubtedly influenced by I'Enfant, the designer

of the city of Washington, D. C, for one of the

surveyors who made the town plat had aided in

the work at the national capital. While the

additions to the city have not been developed
upon the same broad lines, most of them have
been treated liberally and the city is noted for its

wide streets, well paved and beautifully shaded.

The city is very level, nearly all of its area being

700 to 800 feet above sea-level. There are 439.6

miles of platted streets, of which 92 miles are

paved, 44 miles with asphalt, 27 miles with brick,

17 miles with wooden blocks, and 4 miles with
macadam. The chief business streets are Wash-
ington Street, which is a section of the old

National road projected and partly completed to

run from Baltimore to St. Louis ; Market, Mary-
land, and Georgia streets, all running east and
west ; Meridian, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Illinois streets, running north and south, and
Massachusetts, Indiana, Virginia, and Kentucky
avenues, which are diagonals, radiating from
the circular Monument Place. This central circle

contains the State's monument to its soldiers and
sailors, perhaps the most successful of the in-

numerable monuments erected by towns, cities,

societies, and States in commemoration of the

nation's defenders, and is generally regarded as

one of the greatest in the world from an artistic

point of view. The finest residence streets are

Delaware, Meridian, .and Pennsylvania. Several

other residence districts are particularly well de-

signed and cared for, such as Woodruff Place—
a residence park, with esplanades, fountains,

statues, etc.,— which has a town government of

its own, though completely surrounded by the

city ; Morton Place, and Meridian Heights.

Public Service.— The first water supply and
the first sewer system were constructed in 1870

to 1875, and but little else was done in the way
of comprehensive public improvements until

after the adoption of the present efficient charter

in 1S91. Prior to that year the city government
had been by mayor and council. Public-spirited

citizens who recognized the impossibility of com-
prehensive public improvements, through the

Commercial Club and Board of Trade agitated

the adoption of the new charter, whicli separated

the legislative and administrative functions of

the city government, making the mayor and his

appointees fully responsible for the latter. The
first Board of Public Works devised a broad
system of improvement, including sew'erage,

paving and street cleaning, which was supple-

mented in 1895 by a Park Commission. Under
these two boards the progress in the establish-

ment of municipal public works adding to the

beauty and convenience of the city has been

rapid. As a step preliminary to the era of im-
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provement which began in 1890 a pa\-ing ex-
position was held for the purpose of educating
the people of the citj" regarding paving materials
and methods. It was the first ever held in Amer-
ica and attracted attention throughout the coim-
try. Official delegations were sent to it from
many cities. Prior to 1890 less than tvvo miles of
pavements had been laid. The amounts expended
since the adoption of the new charter in 1891, in-

cluding the year 1902, are as follows : for pave-
ments of asphalt, $2,726,668.01; brick, $1,011,-

214.39; wooden block, $969,652.82; macadam,
$154,522.91; gravel, $757,112.50; for alley im-
provements, $46,655.26 ; for cement walks, $879.-
610.21 ; for brick walks, $65,99541 ; making a to-

tal for paving of $6.611431.51. During the same
period the expenditure for construction of 105
miles of sewers added to the 23 miles previously in

use was $1,828,878.67, and for bridges $240,485.32.
The grand total for the 12 years shows
$8,680,795.50 expended in these departments of
public improvements. The waterworks owned
by the Indianapolis Water Company have de-
veloped with the city. The system of pumping
by direct pressure is used, and a system of filter

beds to purif>- the water taken from \\"hite River
some miles above the citj- has been installed. The
company has 226 miles of water mains and re-
ceives from the citj- about $85,000 a year for
public water and fire protection service. Electric
lights are in general use. The citj- paj-s about
$115,000 a year for about 1,350 electric arcs for
street lighting and about $7,000 for about 400
gas and vapor lights. The police department
contains 175 men and costs $150,000 a year. The
police court, citj- clerk, citj- dispensarj-, and
central station are housed in a handsome build-
ing of recent construction. The fire department
has too horses, 9 steam fire-engines, 20 hose
wagons, I water tower, 1 aerial, and 4 ser\-ice

trucks, 4 chemical engines, and 175 men, and is

housed in 22 stations. It costs the city $175,000
a year. There are 50 miles of underground con-
duits used by the telephone, telegraph and elec-

tric light and power companies, and 125 miles
of electric street railway lines, owned by tiie

Indianapolis Street Railway Company. The
city is the most prominent centre of interurban
railway traffic in the United States. Ten systems
are in operation or in active construction, and
others are early probabilities The city has re-
centiy made a contract with the Indianapolis
Terminal and Traction Company, lessee of the
city lines, under which a great terminal station

and belt lines for the passenger and freight
traffic of the interurban lines are under con-
struction, the whole making a model system.

Parks and Cemeteries.—The public park sys-

tem includes 9 parks of nearly 1.200 acres area.

Riverside Park, purchased in 1898. contains 950
acres along White River, Garfield Park 108

acres, and Brookside Park 80 acres. Since the
establishment of the park commission in 1895
$300,000 has been spent in purchasing new parks
and $400,000 in improving them. There are
several small parks scattered about the cit>-, such
as Military Park, 14 acres ; Universitj- and St.

Clair Squares, each 4 acres ; Spades Place, 8
acres ; Indianola Place, 2 acres ; Highland
Square, and combinations of park, boulevard,
and residences as Elmwood, Fletcher, Morton,
and other places, of which the largest is Wood-
ruff Place, above noted. The city street railway
company maintains two parks a short distance

outside the cit>' limits. The first cemeters' of
the city, Greenlawn, has not been used as such
for many years and is kept in park form by the
Board of Park Commissioners. Crown Hill
cemeterj-, one of the notable cemeteries of the
country, embraces over 540 acres. There are
also Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Jewish
cemeteries.

B uildings.— The Indiana State House, costing
$2,000,000. and built of Indian oolitic stone, is

perhaps the most notable building. With its

grounds it occupies tvvo large blocks. The
count?- building was completed in 1878 at a cost
approximating $1,750,000. The new Federal
building, containing the post-office, custom-house,
and L'nited States courts, is under construction
at a cost of $2400.000. Other municipal build-
ings of note are the police building, the public
library, containing also the offices of the public
schools, and some of the new public school build-
ings. Tomlinson Hall, a bequest by Dr. J. M.
Tomlinson, is a public building, its lower storj-

being used as a market. The Indianapolis Art
Association is considering plans for an art
museum and school. Among the prominent bus-
iness buildings ornamenting the city, special

mention may be made in the order of their con-
struction of the Commercial Club, Majestic, Law,
Stevenson and Xewton Cla>-pool buildings and
Claj-pool Hotel. The Coliunbia Club building
is an imponant feature of one quadrant of
Monimient Place, which surrounds the Indiana
State Soldiers and Sailors' monimient This
massive shaft is the central and most notable
decorative feature of the citj'. It is 285 feet

high, including the bronze statue, and its base is

ornamented with symbolic groups of statuarj-

and reliefs in stone and bronze. It was designed
b)- Bnmo Schmitz and cost over $500,000. Four
epochs in the historj' of the State are commem-
orated by the statues of George Rogers Clark,
William Henrj- Harrison, James Whitcomb, and
Oliver P. Morton, which are grouped about its

base. The width of Washington street, 120 feet,

and of the streets of the original plat, 80 and
90 feet, give space for the best possible display of

architectural features.

Transportation.— Indianapolis is the centre of
trade for the State. With the completion of the
Indianapolis Southern Railway everj- count)' in

the State except three, which are on the Ohio
River, can be reached by railroad in less than
one day's travel. Consolidations have placed
most of the railroads in two systems. One of
these, the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg,

now operates the Madison and Jeffersonville

lines, which reached the cit>' in 1847, and
the Vincennes line, completed in 1868; the In-

diana Central to Columbus and the East, com-
pleted in 1853. and the Terre Haute and Rich-
mond, later the Vandalia, completed in 1852. and
now reaching St. Louis; also a line to Chicago,
partly over the Lake Erie and \\"estem. The
other, the Big Four system, operates the Belle-

fontaine road to Cleveland, completed in 1852;
the Indianapolis and Cincinnati, which reached
the city in 1850; the Indianapolis and Lafayette,
of 1S52. now reaching Chicago: the Indianapolis,

Bloomington and Western to Peoria, finished in

1870, its eastern extension to Springfield, O.,

completed about 15 years later; the Indianapolis
and St Louis, completed in 1876. Through
trains are also run to Benton Harbor, Mich., and
to Louisville, over branches of these lines. The
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Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railroad Com-
pany operates tlie Cincinnati and Indianapolis

Junction road, completed in 18O8, and the In-

dianapolis, Decatur and Springfield road to

Springfield, 111. The Indianapolis, Cincinnati

and Louisville operates a line to Chicago, which
was completed about 1880. The Lake Erie and
Western Railroad Company operates the old

Peru and Indianapolis road, completed in 1854,

and reaches Micliigan City, Toledo and Peoria.

The construction of the system of interurban

electric roads began about 1890 with the Broad
Ripple line, now a suburban city line. The next

to be constructed was the Indianapolis and
Greenwood line in 1900. now reaching Columbus,
Ind. It was quickly followed by the Indianapolis

and Eastern, which now connects with lines to

Columbus, Ohio, and other Eastern points. The
Union Traction Company entered the city with
a line from its centre in Anderson in 1901 and
completed a new line north to Tipton and other

points in 1903. The Indianapolis, Shelbyville

and Southeastern is another line completed in

1901. Lines entering the city in 1903 are the

Indianapolis and Martinsville, the Indianapolis

and Plainfield, and the Indianapolis and North-
western, reaching Crawfordsville and Lafayette.

The Indianapolis and Cincinnati is under con-
struction in 1903 to Rushville, and contracts have
been let for the Indianapolis and Southern rail-

road. The steam railroads are served within the

city by the Union Railway Company owning the

Union passenger station and the belt railway for

facilitating the transfer of freight. The inter-

urban electric roads will in like manner be served

by the Indianapolis Terminal and Traction Com-
pany owning a large terminal station and belt

lines for passenger and freight business.

Manufactures.— During the brief natural gas
era in Indiana, Indianapolis benefited largely by
the cheap fuel. Since the failure of the gas
supply the superior shipping facilities of the city

and relatively cheap coal fuel have attracted

many more manufactories, and more than 160

industries are carried on in about 2,000 estab-

lishments. According to the United States cen-

sus of 1900 there was invested in igio establish-

ments capital amounting to $36,828,114. employ-
ing 27,478 persons, including proprietors, and
turning out products valued at $68,607,579.
Among the most important industries are

slaughtering and meat packing, whose product
was $18,781,442 in the census year from 7 estab-

lishments; iron work of all sorts, $6,727,990;
flouring and grist mill products, $3,820,373 ; car-

riages and wagons and material tli£rcfor,

$2,812,498; furniture factory product, $1,685,827;

.saws, $1,587,827; malt liquors, $1,770,939; print-

ing and publishing books and new.spapers,

$2,924,385; clothing, $2,190,050, half of it factory

product ; lumber and lumber-mill products,

$1,588,797.
Finances and Banking.— The assessed valua-

tion of the city in 1870 was $24,656,460. In 1891

at the beginning of the era of public improve-
ments it was $93,595,930, and in 1902 it had in-

creased to $132,927,210, The tax rate for State,

county, township, city, and school purposes was
$2.08 in igo2. The bonded debt is $2,421,000.

The city's expenses are about $1,200,000 a year.

The post-oftice receipts are $635,000. The cus-

tom-house receipts are $165,000. and the valua-
tion of imports $350,000. There are 14 banks
and trust companies, including seven national

banks. The aggregate capital of the national

banks is about $4,300,000, their surplus about
$i,goo.ooo, and deposits over $i8,ooaooo. The
six trust companies have a capital of $2,900,000

and individual deposits of about $7,500,000. 'I he
trust companies and private banks carry savings

accounts. There are about 90 building, loan and
savings associations in various stages of progress
and liquidation.

Churches.— Indianapolis is the seat of a
Roman Catholic bishop, with an auxiliary bishop
and of an Episcopal bishop. Including missions

there are 12 Roman Catholic churches in the

city, 47 Methodist, 16 Presbyterian, 7 Episcopal,

34 Baptist, 10 Congregational, 7 Lutheran, 15

Christian, 3 German Evangelical, 3 Evangelical
Association, 3 Friends, 2 United Presbyterian,

5 German Reformed, one each of 11 other de-

nominations. There are 4 Hebrew congrega-
tions.

Charities.— In the city there are 15 hospitals,

State, county, college, church, charitable, and
private, 4 homes for the aged, 6 industrial

schools and orphan asylums, 4 homes for women
and girls, 16 organized charitable and relief so-

cieties, and several such institutions as the

Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A., Friendly Inn, Bureau
of Justice, Humane Society, Day Nursery. The
township trustee is a source of official relief.

The charities of the city are most efficiently

administered, as a result of co-operation betw'een

organizations largely brought about through the

efforts of Rev. Oscar C. McCullouch. In 1894
a plan of relief for the unemployed, whereby
over 5,000 people were provided with the neces-

saries of life throughout winter without pauper-
izing influences resulting, became widely known
as the "Indianapolis Plan of Relief." The plan
was devised and carried out on behalf of the
people of the city by a Commercial Club com-
mittee composed of Hugh H. Hanna, Col. Eli

Lilly, and William Fortune.
Education.—There are 60 public school

buildings, including 2 high schools, one giving

manual training, . in which about 700 teachers

are employed, with a total enrolment of about

35,000 pupils; 22 Catholic schools, 2 Lutheran
schools, 5 private schools and academies, be-

sides the schools in connection with institu-

tions. The LIniversity of Indianapolis is an or-

ganization formed in 1896 to unile several in-

stitutions of the city, including Buller College,

first incorporated in 1850 as the Department of

Liberal Arts ; the Medical College of Indiana,

organized in 1869; the Indiana Dental College,

organized in 1878. and the Indiana Law School.

There are in all five medical schools, prominent
among them being the Central College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, founded in 1S79. two dental

colleges, a law school, and 21 business, music
and other special schools. The L^nited States

Arsenal grounds in the city were purchased in

1902 for a technical institute. Free kinder-

gartens are operated under the Free Kindergar-
ten Association, and 23 kindergartens and a nor-

mal school are maintained largely from public

funds, besides a number of private kindergartens.

The Art Association of Indianapolis maintains

the John Herron Art Institute, including art

gallery, school, and museum. The PropylaDum
is a building erected by an association com-
posed exclusively of women.

Libraries.—The most notable libraries are the

public library with about 100,000 volumes, under
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the control of the board of school commission-
ers, and the State librarj- with about 35,000
volumes. The State law librarj- with 40,000
volumes, and agricultural and horticultural li-

braries in the State House, and the count}-

librar>' and bar association's librarj- in the
coun-house may be noted. There are seven
branches of the public librarj-, including the
newly erected Bona Thompson library- of Butler
College and many small special libraries of
schools and associations.

Xeicspafcrs and Literature.— In 1903 the
cit}- had 9 daily papers, 23 weeklies, 38 month-
lies, and 5 with other periods of issue. The
list of trade and class papers published in the
city is particularly notable. Indianapolis is the
home of many writers whose names are familiar
to the public, and it has in recent years become
an important western book-publishing centre.

Organisations.— The development of the cit\-

has been markedly influenced by organized
work in various directions. There are a great
number of literarj-, art, and musical societies,

and largely as a result of this acti\-it\' there is

a high standard of cultivation in such matters.
This has had a notable influence in establishing
in the social life of the citj- a standard of merit
rather than determining the standing of the
individual on questions of lineage or wealth.
There are many social clubs, among the most
notable being the University, Countr>-, Contem-
porar>-, and Woodruff Clubs, the Deutsche
Haus, the Mannerchor, and the Elks, while the
Columbia, Marion, and Indiana Clubs are polit-

ical organizations, established in comfortable
homes. The Columbia Club building, located on
the Circle, is one of the finest club-houses in

the United States. The Commercial Club, with
a membership of over l.ooo, which owns as
its home an eight-stor}- ofiice building, was a
dominant force in the new era of progress and
development which started in 1890. and devotes
itself to the welfare of the city. The Board of
Trade, an older organization with a membership
of about 500, has also been active in this direc-

tion. Organizations of various kinds, commer-
cial, trade, fraternal, social, literary, art, mu-
sical, and miscellaneous, number over 500.

Gozernment.— The administrative depart-
ment is in the hands of a mayor, elected bien-
nially, and of boards appointed by him. The
council consists of 15 members elected one from
each ward, and 6 members elected at large, with
a two-years' term of office. The city clerk and
police judge are also elected biennially. The
mayor's appointees are the city comptroller,
attorney, civil engineer, boards of public works,
3 members of public health and charities, 3
members of public safety, and of commissioners
of public parks 4 members. The school system
is in charge of a board of 5 school commission-
ers elected at special elections held for that pur-
pose only.

Population.— Beginning with two or three
families in 1819 or 1820. Indianapolis has shown
a steady and rapid growth, having a population
of 1.085 in 1830: 2.698 in 1840: 8,091 in 1850;
18.61 1 in i860; 48.244 in 1870; -5,056 in 1880;
105436 in 1890; and 169.164 in 1900. Since the
last census the increase in population has been
still more rapid. The growth of the citj- has
been almost exactly parallel with that of Buffalo,
but 20 years behind, and the parallelism prom-
ises to continue. In 1800 Indianapolis was 26th

in population, and in 1900 it was 21st in the
United States.

History.— The first settler, George Pogtie,
arrived in March of 1819 or 1820. The legis-

lature of Indiana, meeting at Corydon, by com-
mittee selected, in 1820, the site for a State cap-
ital, and named it Indianapolis, 6 Jan. 1821.

Another committee laid out the plat. Lots were
slowly sold for several years, and the govern-
ment was actually removed to the new- capital

in 1824, the first session of the legislature being
held there in 1825. The first State House, mod-
eled after the Parthenon, was completed in 1835.
A town government was instituted in 1832 under
three trustees, a town council was established
in 1838, and a city government under mayor and
council in 1847. The present metropolitan form
of government, with the mayor as the responsi-
ble administrative officer and the council as the
legislative branch, was adopted in 1891. A vol-

unteer fire department was formed in 1826,
which had much help from the State when the
capitol building was completed. The first fire

chief was appointed in 1853, and the department
was changed to a corps of paid men in 1859.
The police department was first established in

1854. The new town began to support a news-
paper in Januan,' 1822, and a church in 1823.

The first railroad reached the citj- in 1847, and
several others were completed in the next four
years. Their effect upon the town is seen in

the large increase in population. The State cap-
ital was the centre of great activitj- during the
War, and there was great expansion in business
and manufactures as well as increase in popu-
lation, most of which was retained. The city

did its full share in raising regiments for the
War, and is said to have expended a million
dollars in contributions, bounties, and war ex-
penses. Camp Morton, on its outskirts, was
first a camp for training soldiers, and later for
prisoners of war. The free school system now
cited as a model by educational experts, was be-
gun in 1853 with the accumulations of several

years of special taxation spent in buildings and
grounds. The Citizens' Street Railway charter
was granted 18 Jan. 1864. The slaughtering and
packing business, now so large a factor in the
cit}-'s trade, began its great expansion in the
same year. Public improvements were but few
in number until the adoption of the new char-
ter in 1891.

Indianapolis has numbered among her prom-
inent citizens Benjamin Harrison, Thomas A.
Hendricks, and others high in the affairs of the
national government. Wnj.i.\M Fortune,
Prcst. Municipal Engineering Co., Indianapolis.

Indiano'la, Iowa, city and county-seat of
Warren County, 18 miles south of Des Moines,
on the Chicago, B. & Q. and the Chicago R. I.

& P. R.R.'s. "There is a large and increasing

trade here in grain, butter, eggs, fruit, live stock
and garden products. Here is the seat of the

Simpson Methodist Episcopal College, founded
in 1867. The electric light plant is owned
by the city. Pop. (1890) 2,254: (1900) 3,261.

Indians, American. Columbus, when he
discovered .America, believed he had reached a
part of Asia, or of India, and in a letter of
February 1493 wrote of "the Indians (in Span-
ish, Indios) I have with me." Thus the abo-
rigines of the New World came to be called

"Indians" (French Indiens, German Indianer,
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etc.). or, to avoid confusion with the natives of

India, "American Indians," for which rather

cumbrous term the word "Amerinds," suscep-

tible of many modifications by means of prefix

and suffix, and easily adaptable to the exigencies

of modern European and other civilized lan-

guages, has been suggested by an eminent Amer-
ican lexicographer and is used more or less by
a number of anthropologists and other writers.

The word "American," originally applied to the

Indians, is still somewhat in use, and Dr. D. G.

Brinton styled his comprehensive sketch pub-
lished in 1891, 'The American Race' ; but its

employment to designate the white population
of the continent seems to bar its ethnological

applicatioii to the aborigines without some qual-

ifying term. By some writers the Indians are
called the "Red Race," and, more popularly,

"Redskins" (in French Pcaux-Kouges, in Ger-
man Kotkdutc), or "Rcdnien," terms of no exact
somatic significance. A few American, and
many European, ethnologists continue to sepa-
rate the peoples who created the civilizations of
Mexico, Central America. Peru, etc., from the
Indians, w-hile others exclude the Eskimo, and
others, again, the "JMound-Builders." But so-

matic, cultural, and linguistic evidence justifies

the conclusions of Powell and Brinton in using
the term "American Indians" to include not
only the aborigines now existing, or known to

have existed since the discovery, but also all

the pre-Columbian peoples of America concern-
ing whom we have little data,— the most di-

vergent are no more than sub-varieties of Amer-
ican man. This unity is the great ethnic
phenomenon of American aboriginal history.

The study of Indian languages, archaeological

remains, arts, and industries, games, social and
religious institutions, mythology and folk-lore

indicates a general psychic unity, while the so-

matic diversities do not transcend those observ-
able in the other great races of mankind.
Whether one investigates, as McGee has so ad-
mirably done, the Seri of the Gulf of California,

who represent about the lowest type of savage
culture on the North American continent, or
the Mayas of Yucatan, w'hose approach to a
phonetic system of writing touches the high-
water mark of Amerindian achievement, one
receives the same impression : that it is a ques-
tion not of verj' recent civilized or semi-bar-
baric intruders from Asia or from Europe, but
of a race (whatever their remoter origins may
be) who have dwelt for ages in an American
environment, which has shaped them into the
peoples met with by the whites at the time of
the Columbian discovery. The limited effect of
the "discovery" of the Norsemen may be held to
discount any "discoveries" by Europeans be-
fore them ; while, on the other hand, the .Ameri-
can-Asiatic contact revealed by the investiga-
tions of the Jesup North Pacific expedition is

as much American as Asiatic, and the "Bering
Sea" culture is a local phenomenon no more
fundamentally indigenous to the Old World
than to the New. The arguments in favor of
a trans-Pacific Malayo-Polynesian influence
upon primitive America are no stronger than
those that can be adduced to support the con-
trary opinion. The culture of the "Mound-
Builders" does not in any way transcend the
possibilities of what the American Indian was
and is yet capable of, nor is it necessary to
assume the presence of foreign culture-elements
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to explain the civilizations of Mexico, Yucatan,
Colombia, and Peru. Since very primitive

times America has been essentially the "ethnic

island" of Brinton, Keane, and other investi-

gators. The impress of America has been upon
the aborigines so long that physically, socially,

linguistically they have been "Americanized" in

so marked a fashion that their right to be con-

sidered one of the "races" of mankind is not to

be dismissed without cause. To group them
merely as a branch of the Mongolian, or, again,

of the Malay "race," is to ob.scure many points

of great importance in the prehistory of Amer-
ica or to ignore them altogether. The Ameri-
can Indian is in too many respects a modified
(and anciently so) variety of mankind to be
thought of as expressing in any serious degree
the type of the Mongolian or the Malay.

Language and Culture.— The ethnic isola-

tion of the American race has already been
noticed. The apparent independence of the cul-

ture-centres of North and South America is

another interesting fact. With the exception of

a few possible traces of the presence of tribes

of Arawak lineage in ancient Florida and the

spread of art-motifs of the Caribbean type
over a portion of the adjacent Gulf region, no
direct evidence of the influence of South Amer-
ica upon North American culture is forthcom-
ing. The independent origin of Mexican and
Peruvian civilizations seems certain, and con-
vincing proofs of the community of origin of
Peruvian and Chibchan and even of Mexican
and Mayan are lacking. The possibility of
inter-cultural relations having once existed is,

however, not to be denied. The Pacific coast,

from the Gulf of California to the Argentine and
Chile, has been a nursery of culture just as
the Mediterranean area w'as for the Eurafrican
peoples. There haf been a Mexico and a
"greater Mexico," a Peru and a "greater
Peru," while the Mayas and the Chibchas have
also had their extensive spheres of influence.

To the Pueblo culture north of Mexico corre-
sponds the Calchaqui culture south of Peru.
On the northern borders of Mexico still lie

the savage Seri and Yaqui, and the culture-
areas of Colombia and Peru have also their
primitive frontagers,—-and this was so in the
time of the ancient Montezumas and the Incas.
This juxtaposition of civilization and savagery
is one of the characteristic facts of American
ethnology, as it was once likewise of the history
of the Mediterranean area in the Old World.
In both areas w-e meet with a large number of
peoples who rose above savagery, but, for some
reason or other, failed to develop high stages of
culture. That the more material evidences of
civilization should be so confined to the Pacific
coast is, to some writers, a significant fact sug-
gestive of Asiatic relations ; but the intellectual

power of such Atlantic peoples as the Iroquois
and some of the Muskhogean tribes of North
America, and the moderate but di.stinct progress
made by a few of the Brazilian tribes of the
Atlantic area relieve us from any such theory,
environment, and historical incident in .\merica
quite sufficing to account for the phenomena in-

volved. (See Ethnology.) Certain other re-

semblances and contrasts in the various aspects
of aboriginal culture in .\merica merit attention
here. .At the extreme north of the continent,
one stock, the Eskimo, with closely related
forms of speech, kindred mythology, and folk-
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lore, similar customs and social institutions,

etc, extends in a narrow line from east to west,
even overflowing into Asia, while at the ex-
treme south (much less extensive) the Fue-
gians, numbering altogether less than 10,000,

are divided into three distinct linguistic stocks
(Yahgans, Onas, Alikulufs). Eastern and
northern North America, and the corresponding
regions in South America, are areas of wide dis-

tributions of single stocks. The Pacific coast

of America, as compared with the Atlantic, is

a place where, in diverse spots, languages seem
to pullulate. This region (including the narrow
limits of Mexico and Central America) con-
tained probably more independent tongues than
all the rest of the continent Indeed, within the
present bounds of the State of California alone
22 such tongues are found, with several others

in Nevada, and in Prof. Cyrus Thomas' list of
the stocks of Mexico and Central America, made
in igo2, nearly 30 are recognized.

The multiplicity of languages in primitive

America has called forth explanatorj- theories

of various sorts, among them Horatio Hale"s

suggestion of the origin of linguistic diversitj-

through the spontaneous language acti\Tlt}' of

the child. As Gatschet has noted, the veo' ex-
istence of such a multitude of tongues all over
America is proof that neither in ancient nor
in later times has this continent been the scene,

on a vast scale, of the suppression and exter-

mination of peoples one by the other, which
have been characteristic features of Old World
historj-. In spite of the common belief to the

contrary, mutual destruction was probably
never so rife as when the coming of the white
man introduced new means of warfare, and,

crowding the natives for subsistence, led them
to attack each other more effectively. The re-

cent studies of Dixon and Kroeber in California

have strengthened the view of a certain par-
allelism of language and culture.

That some culture-elements, however, have
spread from tribe to tribe is shown by the dis-

tribution of certain inventions discussed by
Mason, the northward movement of such plants

as maize, the use of tobacco, the transmission
of many themes and incidents of myths and
legends (as demonstrated by Boas), the modes
of occurrence of certain art-forms, etc Inter-

minglings of culture of a more or less local,

though often of an extensive, character, have
taken place in the Bering Sea area, in the Co-
lumbia River region, in the habitat of the Pu-
eblo Indians of Xew Mexico and Arizona, in

the southeastern part of the United States,

in the Isthmian region of Central America, in

Ecuador, in the Pampean country of the Ar-
gentine, etc.,— larger and more significant inter-

mixtures have, perhaps, taken place in earlier

times in Mexico, the Maj-an countrj-, Colombia,
and Peru. A number of the borrowed culture-

elements may be explained as the result of trade
and commerce, by means of which useful or
anistic objects, food, plants, etc, were easily

conveyed long distances under primitive condi-
tions. The widespread custom of adoption
would also account for not a few instances of
alien culture-grafts. So, too, with the exogamic
marriage, when the women are culture-bearers.

Where k.' 'xture has taken place it is

more or
'

Ictectable in most .American
Indian st.^„ „.... tongues. When families of
the same stock possess, in the one case (Algon-

kian) dialects which differ as much as Micmac
and Blackfoot, in the other (Iroquoian) as
much as Cherokee and Mohawk, we are justified

in looking for culture-differences as well in
such widely separated peoples. Doubtless the
results of careful somatological, sociological, and
other investigations of the \-arious tribes of
Am.erican aborigines will furnish us ultimately
with diverse ways of classifying them. At pres-
ent, however, the most ser\-iceable classifica-

tion is a linguistic one, the result of the labors,

of Major J. W. Powell and the Bureau of
American Ethnolog}-, supplemented by the wor'-
of Dr. D. G. Brinton.

Linguistic Stocks.— The Bureau of Ameri-
can Ethnologj- has issued the Powell map^
showing^ the e-xtent of the 58 linguistic stocks
north of the Mexican boundary line: that is,

of families or forms of speech, so independent
of one another as to be catalogued as distinct
stocks ; apparently no more closely related
than the Aryan and the Semitic families of the
Old World. For South America no such au-
thoritative map is extant. The exact number of
such linguistic stocks in America has not yet
been determined with certainty, but the follow-
ing list probably represents the best view of the
matter to-day

:

1. .\daizan (Louisiana) 31. Cbumashan (Califor-
2. .-Ugonkiail (northeast nia)

Xorth America) 32, Churoyan ^Colombia-
3. .\likulufan (Tierra del \'ene2uela)

Fuego) 33. Coahuiltecan (Mexico-
4. .\ndaquian (Colom- Texas. mouth of

bia) Rio Grande)
5. -\rauan (northwest 34. Coconucan (S. Colom-

Braiil) bia)
6. .\raucanian or .\ucan 35. Copehan (California)

(Chile) 36. Costanoan (Califor-
7. .\rawakan (Central nia)

and N. E. South 3-. Cunan (Isthmns of
. -America) Panama)

8. .Ataeamenan (S. Boll- 38. Doraskean or (Than-
via) guinan (Panama.

9. .\thapascan (X. W. and Nicaragua)
Canada, etc) . . 39. Eskimoan (Xorthem.

10. .\nacapan (Lomsi- fringe of North
.
^'^^ ^ „ ^T .\merica)

11. Aymaran (S. Peru, X. 40. Esselenian (Califor-
Bolivia) nia)

12. Barbacoan (S. Colom- ^j, Guahiban (Venezuela)
^ °^V , X- +2* Guaraunian (Venezu-

13. Beoihukan Xew- ^j^^
foundland) ^3. Guavcuruan (Gran.

14. Betoyan iCoIombia- Chaco Paraguay-Bo-
\ enezuela) jivia)

13. Caddoan (Texas) ,^^ Huavean (Isthmus of
16. Calchaquian or Cata- Tebuantepec)

marenan (X. Boh- ^._ Iroquoian (OnUrio-
_ ^

'?', _ . Erie region, »-itli
17. Canichanan or Cam- offshoot in S. E.

sianan (N. Bolnna) VaiK^ States)
iS. Carajan (S. BrazU) 5 Itonaman (BoUvia)
"'

^'^^^erici)- ^ '""•"" «• J'-"?° (P'™. E=-
20. Cayubaban (X. BoU- ^g Rala^ian (Oregon)

21. Charruan (X. E. Ar- *9- Karankawan <Te.xas)

gentine) 5°- f^^'-'-'^n <>' Quechuaa

''•
'^''ana')^''''"

^^°"'^"
5'- Ker*^ (^'^ ««"

23. Chiapanecan (Central ^}^°- ^"'^^'fK .

America) 5^- Kiowan
_

(Xebraska-

24. Ch.bchan fColombia W .vommg)

and Isthmian re- 53- Kitun.ihan (S. E.

gjon) British Columbia,

25. Chimakuan (Washing- ^^- ^^^^°} ,, ,_,
ton) S4- Koloschan (.\Iaska)

26. Chimarikan (CaUfor- 55- Kulanapan (Califor-

nia) »'»)

27. Chinanlecan (Oa-xaca, 56. Kusan (Oregon)
Mexico) 57- Laman (Peru)

28. Chmookan (Washing- 58. Lencan (Central
ton) , .-\raenca

29. Chiquitan (X. Bolivia) 39- Lulean (.Gran Chaco>
30. Chocoan (X. W. Co- 60. Lutuamian (Oregon)

lombia and Isth- 61. Mainan (Ecuador, N.
mus) W, Brazil)
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62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

72.

73-

74-

75-

76-

78.'

79.
80.
81.

82.

S3-

84.

85-
86.

87.

88.

89.

91-
92.

93-

94-

95-

(Califor-

(G r a n

(Xicara-

96. Skittagetan (Q. Char-
lotte Is.)

97. Subtiaban (Nicaragua)
9$. Tacanan (Bolivia)

99. Takilman (Oregon)
100. Tafioan (New Mexico,

Pueblos)
lot. Tapuyan (S. Central

Brazil)
102. Tarascan (Michoacan,

Me.\ico)
103. Tequistlatecan (Oa,\a-

ca, Mexico)
104. Ticunan (N. \V. Bra-

zil)

105. Timotean (Venezuela)
106. Timuquanan (Florida)
107. Tonikan (Louisiana-

Mississippi)
108. Tonkawan (N. W.

Texas)
109. Totonacan ^

(Vera
Cruz, Mexico)

no. Tsirashian (British Co-
lumbia)

111. Tsonekan (Patagonia)
112. Tupian (E. (Tentral

Brazil)
113. Uchcan (Georgia)
114. Ulvan (Nicaragua)
115. Waiilatpuan (Oregon)
116. Wakashan or Kwa-

kiutl-Nootka (Brit-

ish Columbia)
1 1 7. Washoan (Nevada-

California)
J 18. Weitspekan (Califor-

nia)
119. Wishoskan (Califor-

nia)
120. Xicaquean (Honduras)
121. Xincan (Guatemala)
122. Vahganan (Tierra del

Fuego)
123. Yakonan (Oregon)
124. Yanan (California)

125. Yaruran (Venezuela)
126. Yukian (California)

127. Yuman (Lower Cali-

fornia, Arizona)
128. Yucan (Peru)
129. Yurucarean (Bolivia)

130. Zaparoan (N. W. Bra-
zil)

131. Zapotecan (S. E. Mex-
ico)

132. Zoquean (S. E. Mex-
ico)

133. Zuiiian (New Mexico)

Of the Stocks enumerated, 51 belong to

South America and 56 to North .America north

of Mexico. The status of investigation is such

that tlie number assigned to South .-Vmerica is

approximate only, and may ultimately be con-

siderably increased or reduced. Some stocks,

hke the Adaizan, Beothukan (exterminated by
whites), Chetimachan, and a few of the minor
stocks in SouUi America, are extinct or nearly

so. A goodly number— including, for example,
many of the stocks on the northwest Pacific

coast, the Texas-Louisiana country, parts of Cen-
tral America and the Pacific region of South
America— were or are of hmited area; others,

hke the Eskimoan, Athapascan, Algonkian,
Siouan, Shoshonean, Arawakan, Cariban, Tup-
ian, etc., are noteworthy by reason of the extent

of their domain. Some, like the Kootenay, con-
sist of practically a single language, while others,

like the -\lgonkian, Siouan, .\thapascan, Sali-

shan, Aztecan, Mayan. Arawakan, Tupian, Cari-
ban, etc., have developed numerous dialects,

sometimes only remotely resembling the mother-
tongue. Doubtless, with the perfection of lin-

gniistic research, some changes will be made in
the list of stocks, or perhaps a method of groups
may be devised in wliich stocks showing certain
resemblances other than those of a le.xical na-

Mariposan
nia)

Matacoan
Chaco)

Matagalpan
gua)

Mayan (Yucatan, Chi-
apas, Guatemala,
etc.)

Mocoan (Colombia)
Moquelumnian (Cali-

fornia)
Mosatefian (Bolivia)
Moviman (Bolivia)
Muskhogean (S. £.

United States)
Natchezan (Louisiana)
Onan (Tierra del

Fuego)
Otomian (Central
Mexico)

Otomacan (\'enezue-
la-Colombia)

Palaihniban (Califor-
nia)

Paniquitan (Colombia)
Panoan (Peru)
Payaguan (Gran

Chaco)
Payan (Honduras)
Peban (Peru)
Piman (S. Arizona, N.
W. Mexico)

Piaroan (Colombia-
\'enezuela)

Puinavan (Colombia-
\"enezuela)

Pujunan (California)
Puquinan (Peru)
Quoratean (Califor-

nia)
Salivan (Colombia-

\'enezuela)
Salinan (Csdifornia)
Salishan (British Co-

lumbia, etc, to the
south)

Samucuan (S. Boli-
via)

Sastean (California)
Serian (X. \V. Mex-

ico)
Shahaptian

Idaho)
Shoshonean

Aztecan
Siouan (Carolinas and

Missouri Valley)

(Oregon-

or L'to-

ture may be classed together. The studies of

Dixon and Kroeber indicate the possibility of

this for the numerous Californian stocks, and
a similar result may be predicted for certain

other regions of the continent. As said, all the

American Indian stocks are far from being of
the same significance, many of them having
hardly any historical importance. A few words
about some of the most typical and most im-
portant must suffice here.

North American Stocks.— The Eskimoan
stock is noteworthy by reason of being the first of
all the aboriginal peoples of .\merica to be visited

by representatives of European culture,— the

Norsemen in the loth centurj', etc. It is also

the only primitive people who, unaided by civil-

ized races, occupy a portion of both hemispheres,
for the Eskimo stretch from Labrador to a
considerable distance within the borders of
northeastern Asia. They illustrate the victory
of man o%-er a difficult environment, for they
are a merrj- and sociable people in spite of the
inclement and depressing character of their

arctic surroundings. They have also a marked
sense of humor, as the institution of the nith-
song, or settlement of disputes by public
judgment of the comparative merits of the two
parties in competitive singing, would indicate,

—

the themes of the singing being the dispute
and sarcasm at the expense of the opponent.
The Eskimo are also very skilful carvers and
engravers of ivory, their spirited drawings of
animals, etc., resembling in marked fashion th:
similar art-products of prehistoric man of the
French river-drift, a likeness which has induced
some authorities (Dawkins, De Mortillet) to
assume a racial connection between these two
peoples. Mason has recently suggested that
these drawings owe a good deal to the contact
with Europeans (introduction of iron tools,

etc.), but Boas considers that their close resem-
blance to the bark and rock pictographs of the
Indians forbids the conclusion that these draw-
ings are of other than native origin. The unity
of language, and (to a considerable degree) of
custom, mythology, etc., among the various
Eskimo txibes is remarkable when one remem-
bers the extent of their distribution. The use
of the Eskimo dog with the sledge, the kayak,
the harpoon, the snow-house (iglu), and the
invention of many mechanical devices, show
them to be gifted with native intelligence.

The Athapascan stock is notable for the
contrasts in culture and diversities of culture-
capacity presented by its members. Some of the
Athapascan peoples of northwestern Canada and
Alaska are among the lowest types of American
man, and a few of them liave hardly yet come
to knowledge of the white man, the advent of
the fur-trader being, according to J. M. Bell,

a matter of the last two or three years in part
of their domain. To this stock belong also the
Apaches, once the terror of the civilization of the
Southwest, whose depredations, in earlier times,
disturbed the peace of the native civilization of
Old Mexico. It is fair to say, however, of
them that individual Apaches (Dr. Montezuma,
for example) shows good capacity for adopting
the chief elements of white .\merican culture.
Several small tribes of Athapascans are scat-
tered through Washington. Oregon, and Cali-
fornia, the most noteworthy being the Hupa,
on Trinity River, the "Romans of California."
as they have been called. The Navaho, who
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have assimilated to a considerable extent the cul-

ture of the whites, were good agriculturists be-
fore the coming of the Spaniards, from whom
they adopted the sheep, a fact which modified
their environment and their response to it. The
contrast between the rude tribes of the *Bar-
ren Grounds* of Canada and the Xa\-aho of
New Mexico and Arizona is, as Horatio Hale
pointed out, one of the most remarkable in-

stances of culture-change by process of environ-
mental variation on record. The recent loan-
word Klondike comes from an Athapascan
dialect.

The Algonkian stock, members of which were
found from Labrador to South Carolina, and
from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi
northwesterly to the foot of the Rocky Moun-
tains and the borders of the domain of the
Athapascans, are of interest for many reasons.

The great area over which they are spread has
brought members of this stock into contact with
many other Indian peoples,— the Xaskopi, Crees,
and northern Oj ibwa with the Eskimo ; tlie

Micmacs with the Eskimo and Beothuk: the
Oiibwa and related tribes of New England,
New York, and Pennsylvania, the Linape
of New Jersey, the Nanticokes, Powhatans, etc,

of Marj'land, Virginia, and the Carolinas with
the Iroquois (who, both north and south, form
an cnclaze in the Algonkian territorj-) : the
western Ojibwa, etc., with the Siouan tribes in

the upper Mississippi region, and in the south-
em Mississippi country the Illinois and kindred
peoples with the Caddoan and other stocks ; the
Blackfoot in the extreme northwest of the
Algonkian area with the Athapascan Sarcees and
the Kootenay. The aberrant Cheyennes and
Arapaho (recently studied by Kroeber) belong
to the Algonkian stock. Another evidence of

the importance of this stock is the fact that many
other stocks and tribes are known to us by
names of Algonkian origin: Eskimo, Athapas-
can, Siouan, and possibly also Iroquoian and
Muskhogcan; ChipzL'yan, Assinihoin, Mohau'k,
etc. Of all the Indian stocks of North .\merica
none have made a greater impression upon the

whites (French and English) than the Algon-
kian. This is seen when we remember that Pow-
hatan and Pocahontas. King Philip. Pontiac,

Tecumseh, Black Hawk, etc., the Indians who
have appealed most to our historians, novelists,

and dramatists, have all been of Algonkian
lineage. This stock has also contributed to

the vocabulary of spoken and written American-
English some 140 w-ords, of which many are

hardly felt to be of Indian origin : Carcajou,

Caribou, Caucus, Chipmunk. Hickory, Hominy,
Manila, Maskinongc, Menhaden, Moccasin,

Moose, Mus^ump, Opossum, Pappoosc. Pcm-
mican. Persimmon, Powu-ow, Pung, Raccoon,
Sachem. Skunk. Squash, Squazv, Tammany. Ter-

rapin. Toboggan, Tomahawk, Totem. Tump.
Tuxedo, etc. A people who have contributed to

such a cosmopolitan tongue as English import-

ant words like Caucus, Mugwump. Tammany.
and Totem, deserve more than passing mention.

Our civilization owes to them also more material

things than these.— toboggannins: and lacrosse,

canoeing Cm large measure") and numerous de-

vices of agricultural and domestic industry-

adopted by the early colonists from the aborig-

ines. From the .Mgonkian Indians the whites

also learned how to make maple sugar and

maple syrap. (See Americans. ^

The Iroquoian stocks are famous through
the confederacy of the "Five (afterward Six)
Nations" and the great "League of the
Iroquois* (so sympathetically studied by
Morgan). Their physical cliaracteristics at

the time of the war of 1861-5 were such
that they exceeded the recruits of all other
races (white included) in points of excellences
demanded by military requirements. The high
position occupied by woman among the Iro-
quois lifts them above manj- of their Amerin-
dian kindred. The storj' of the Iroquoian
statesman of the l6th century, Hiawatha,
and his founding of the League that was to
end all war and unite all the nations in one
lasting bond of peace is a historical fact, which
Longfellow's confusion of the Iroquoian patriot
with the Algonkian demi-god Manabozho can-
not altogether obscure. In political and social

organization the Iroquoian tribes attained a po-
sition that was largely sui generis. The tale of
their long struggle to preserve their independ-
ence against the whites will be found in Mor-
gan and Parkman, while the Jesuit Relations
contain their reaction lo the efforts of the
missionaries to convert them to the Christian
faith, as well as the account of the fratricidal

strife resulting in the extermination of the
Hurons. The fame of the Iroquoian tribes (for
example. Mohawks) as fierce warriors has
caused the general public to neglect them in

other respects. Through tlie researches of Ho-
ratio Hale and others it has been shown that
the Cherokee of the Carolinas (recently so well
investigated by Mooney) belong to the Iroquoian
stock, together with several minor tribes in the
south Atlantic region. This stock has produced
a number of eminent men: Hiawatha (q.v.).

Red Jacket (q.v.), Joseph Brant, and Dr. Oron-
hyatekha (q.v.), the present head of the Inde-
pendent Order of Foresters; J. N. B. Hewitt, of
the Bureau of .\merican Ethnologj' at Washing-
ton, is also of Iroquoian blood. Sequoia, the

half-blood Cherokee, who invented the alphabet
now in use by his people, deser\-es mention here
likewise. As compared with the prominent part

played by them in the French-English and co-
lonial wars, and in the Revolutionary War,
War of 1812, etc., the Iroquoian people left little

impression upon the culture and the speech of
the English in America,— the words from their

language which have crept into our own have
been originally place-names: Chautauqua, Cones-
toga (horse), Saratoga (trunk), etc. To the

French of Canada they have given a few more
words. In the place-names of the region about
lakes Ontario and Erie (Ontario, Niagara, Erie,

Cataraqui, Oswego, Caxniga. Seneca, Onondaga,
Tuscarora. Oneida, Ticonderoga, Tonawanda,
Genesee, Ohio, etc.") the Iroquoian peoples are

generously remembered, while their Cherokee
kinsmen in the south have likewise left their

impress upon the topographical nomenclature of
the country-. In both New York and Ontario,

where considerable numbers of Iroquois still

live, with no immediate danger of djnng out
but particularly in the latter province on the

Grand River Reserve, the pagan and Christian-

ized Iroquois have existed side by side in ttie

same community for so long a time as to make
this phenomenon, the details 01 which have been
pointed out by David Boyle, of great value to

sociologists. See C.\x.\DA, Ixdi.\xsof.
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The Muskhogean stock (Choctaws, Chick-
asavvs, Creeks, Scminolcs, etc.) as their subse-

quent career in the "Civilized Nations" of the
Indian Territory with the Clierokee has shown,
are among the most gifted intellectually of the
aborigines of America. Gatschet notes as char-
acteristic of this stock: Their color-symbolism
for peace and war, their totemic system, the use
of the "black drink," the doctrine of the "Mas-
ter of Life," sun-worship, mound-building (some
regard this stock as having been one of the so-

called "Mound-Builders"), the ceremony of the

busk, etc. 'Jliis stock has had many intertribal

wars, and the Creeks and particularly the Scmi-
noles of Florida are famous for their contests
with the whites.

The Siouan stock (Crows. Mandans, Assini-
boins, Hidatsa, Siou.x, Winnebagos, Omaha, Tu-
telos, Catawbas, Bilo.xi, etc.) are noteworthy by
reason of their migration from the Atlantic
slope in the region of the Carolinas to the trans-

Mississippian and Mis.souri country, where their

culture was conditioned by the presence of the
buffalo and the adoption (from the \vhites)

of the horse. Their wars with the surround-
ing tribes, particularly the Algonkian, and their

subsequent numerous collisions with the whites
(Minnesota massacre of 1862, the troubles in

which Sitting Bull figured, etc.), are matter of
history. The use of bufTalo-skins made it pos-
sible for some of the Sioux tribes to develop
pictography to a high degree. The researches of

J. Owen Dorsey and ^Iiss Alice Fletcher have
shown the Omaha in particular to be gifted with
a religio-social consciousness of a marked char-
acter, reflected in their name-giving and the cer-

emonies associated with the passage from child-

hood to manhood, in which individuality is much
emphasized. That their capacity for producing
men of ability is not confined to those of
the primitive type (Sitting Bull) is indicated

by the way in which individual members of this

stock (Dr. Eastman, La Flcsche, the collabora-

tor of Dorsey, etc.) have responded to the stim-
uli of modern culture. The Dakotan federation
is well remembered by the names of the twin
States of the Northwest ; Minnesota, Nebraska,
etc., are terms of Siouan origin ; while the minor
place-nomenclature of the northwestern States
contains a multitude of names from the same
source.

The Shahaptian stock is noteworthy on
account of the Nez Perces and the famous
chief Joseph (still living), one of the most re-

markable Indians of any age, whose "retreat"
in 1877 has been compared to the celebrated
march of the Ten Thousand of old.

The "Pueblos" Indians, as they are called

from their village life, have risen in New Mexico
and Arizona above the stage of savagery into a
state of semi-civilization, representing the tri-

umph of man over the adverse conditions of the
desert and the inroads of fierce enemies of
the lowest culture. Their relations to the so-
called "Cliff-Dwellers" has been the subject of
some ethnological speculation. (See PtJEBLOS.)
The diversity of culture among the Pueblos is

not as great as that of speech. Besides the Mo-
qui or Hopi, who belong to the Shoshonian
stock, there are found in the Pueblos group three
other distinct linguistic stocks.— Keresan, Ta-
fioan and Zunian. The Pueblos culture has ap-
parently been developed independently in several
local centres, and the studies of Bandelier, Hodge,

Fewkcs, Gushing, etc., have thrown much light

on the origins and interrelations of stages of cul-

ture largely the reflex of environment.
The Shoshonean or Uto-Aztccan stock offers

the most wonderful contrasts in its members of

any Amerindian stock. Linguistic and other

evidence appears to justify the conclusion that

not only certain peoples of the Sonoran coun-
try (Cahitas, Coras, Tepehuanas, etc), some of
whom achieved a sort of half-civilization in con-
tact with their more cultured neighbors, but
the Bannacks, Shoshones, and Utes (even the
wretched "Root-diggers") are kith and kin with
the ancient Aztecs upon whose civilization Cor-
tes intruded, and the tribes of Nahuatl lineage
who carried that culture more or less from
central ]\Iexico to beyond Lake Nicaragua. The
change from the low type represented by the
Utes to the high type of the old Mexicans may
have been due in large measure to environment.
Intermediate stages are represented by some of
the Sonoran tribes. The Mexican or Aztec
branch of this stock has furnished to English
and other civilized languages a number of in-

teresting and valuable words : Axolotl, choco-
late, coyote, cacao, tomato, ocelot, chilli, copal,
cliinampa, jalap, etc. The Moqui group of the
Pueblos Indians belong also to the Shoshonean
stock.

The Mayan stock (Cakchiquels, Huastecs,
Tzotzils, Kekchis, Quiche, Tzendals, Mayas,
etc.), creators of the civilization destroyed by
the Spaniards in Central America, left, besides
graven monuments in large numbers, other evi-

dences of their having invented a system of
"writing," which is the nearest approach by any
of the aboriginal peoples of America to a pho-
netic method of record,— the solution of the
Mayan hieroglyphics is perhaps the question of
American archaeology. Their calendar-system,
nagualism in religion, and the important role

of woman in religious and social functions, de-
serve especial notice. The recent explorations
of the Peabody Museum (Cambridge) have re-

sulted in many new discoveries.

Central and South American Stocks.— The
Chibchan stock, whose culture varied from that
of the savage Aroacos of the mountains of Sta
Marta to the civilization of the country about
Bogota represent a rise from barbarism inde-
pendent of that to the south in Peru, etc. There
is some reason to believe that the "gold-culture*
of the Chiriqui country and allied remains in

the same region to the borders of Nicaragua may
be due to the Chibchan stock,— the Talamanca,
Guaj'mi, and a few other dialects of Costa Rica,
etc., show affinities with Chibchan tongues. Their
use and working of gold were of a high order,
but neither in architecture nor in pictography
could they compare with the Peruvians, the
Mexicans, and the Mayas. They had a char-
acteristic hero-legend of Bochica, and a tale of
the great flood. The shrine of Lake Guatavita
was a famous religious resort. Some of the
famous "El Dorados" were in their territory.

The Quechuan stock, which is best known
through the civilization of the Incas. superim-
posed upon an older, w-idcspread culture, rep-
resents but one phase of higher human activity

in the Peruvian area. The extension of Que-
chuan language especially von Tschudi and Brin-
ton agree in attributing not to the military
achievements of this people, which antedated the
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coming of the Spaniards by only a few cen-

turies, but to intellectual and culture influences

millenniums old. The marks of their language

can be traced from near the equator on the

north to the Pampean tribes on the south.

Common in the Peruvian area seem to have been

a highly de\"eloped agriculture (stimulated, as

in the sontliwestem United States, by the ne-

cessity for irrigation and artificial treatment of

the soil).— maize, tobacco, potatoes, cotton, etc.,

the breeding of the llama and the paco, the

making of pottery (useful and artistic), metal-

working of a fine and ingenious sort, stone archi-

tecture more massive and imposing than artis-

tically beautiful, or of the highest order as

regards decorative art. The Inca form of gov-

ernment was never probably so far removed
from the system common to most of the Amer-
ican stocks as some writers have believed. The
Incasic conquest has caused the Peruvians to

be styled the "Romans of America," but the

analogy is misleading. Beyond the use of pic-

ture-writing and the emploj-ment of the quipu

(knotted colored strings) for purposes of record,

the Peruvians had not advanced, and the semi-

phonetic system, like that of the Mayas, was not

developed by them. Ancestor-worship and sun-

worship (state religion) were professed by the

Peruvians, but the most far-sighted of their

thinkers touched almost upon monotheism. The
hero-god of the Peru\-ians was the sea-born Vir-

acocha, about whom centred a rich and imag-
inative mythology. The mixture of races in

the production of ancient Peruvian culture is

indicated by the diversity of cranial type among
the skulls from the old burial grounds and
mummy-caves. North of the Quechuas, on the

coast about Trujillo, were the Yunca-Chimus,
etc., whose civilization is represented by the

ruins of Gran Chimu and other remains in the

valley of Trujillo, which preceded the period

of Inca domination. Southeast of the Que-
chuan culture was that of the A\-maras on the

Andean table-lands. To them are usually as-

signed the ruins of Tiahuanaco, near Lake Titi-

caca, which in their completeness were probably

the most imposing structures raised by the hand
of aboriginal man in America,— in architecture

they differ in several notable ways from the

buildings of Inca origin. Dr. Uhle has very

recently sought to show the "succession of cul-

tures" at Pachacamac, Trujillo, and their rela-

tions to that of Tiahuanaco. The Peruvian

tongues have furnished modern English, etc.,

man}' words : guano, condor, alpaca, pampa, paco,

llama, coca, quinine, jerked (beef), zicuiia, etc.

In the northern part of the Argentine Re-
public (Province of Jujuy, etc.) the architectural

and archaeological remains brought to light by
recent investigators (Ambrosetti in particular)

indicate the presence of a "civilization."— vil-

lage life in a desert environment, offering strik-

ing analogies with the culture of the Pueblos

Indians of Arizona and New Mexico. This Cal-

chaqui culture is evidently much more than the

mere refle.x of Quechuan-A>-maran conquest

which it was formerly considered to be. Its

origin and growth, however, remain to be clearly

demonstrated.
The Araucanian stock, whose language has

been studied by Lenz, are famous for their

long resistance to the Spanish arms (the

stor>' of the "conquest" has been written in

the last few years by Guevara), part of which

gave rise to De Ercilla's epic of *La Arancana.*

To the Araucanian stock belong tribes on both
sides of the Chilean Andes and a mmiber of the

nomadic peoples of the Pampas, where they

seem to be intruders rather than aborigines.

Chilean Spanish has borrowed many expressive

terms from Araucanian.
The Patagonians, Tzonek, or Tehuelche,

famous since the time of Pigafetta as "giants"

(manj- of them exceed six feet and some are

said to reach seven). To them belongs the

"Setebos" of Shakespeare's 'Tempest.*
The Tapu>-an stock of Brazil is looked upon

by some authorities as the oldest people of the

continent— some would afiiliate with them the

Fuegians, in this respect— representing a race

once inhabiting a great part of South America.
The man of the caves of Lagoa Santa and the

man of the remarkable samhaquis or shell-heaps

of the Brazilian coast are by many authorities

considered to have related to the Tapuj-ans.

Characteristic modem Tapuyans are the Boto-
cudos, so called from the labret they wear in the

lower lip. According to Ehrenreich, some of
these ancient men of Brazil show aflSnities with
prehistoric man of eastern Europe.

The Tupian stock (or Tupi-Guaranis, as they
are also called), whose language was much used
by the missionaries for general intercourse with
the natives and is the basis of the ligoa geral,

or "common language" of the region of the

Amazons, were perhaps the highest in culture

of the Brazilian tribes, having the elements of
agriculture, ^iIlage life, potterj- (well developed
and rather artistic), urn-burial, etc., but nothing
beyond the Stone Age. Intermixture with both
whites and negroes has taken place in the Tupi
area, and the rich and imaginative tales of

animals, etc., belonging to Tupi mythologj- have
thus been given a wider extension, while negro
and white influences have made themselves felt,

both on the language and the literature of these

people. According to Hartt, the Tupi language
has influenced the Portuguese of Brazil quite

as much as has the latter the former. Tupi-
Guarani speech has furnished to the various
European tongues a considerable number of
words— to English, ipecacuanha, jaguar, tapioca,

tapir, toucan, etc.

The Cariban stock were long famous for their

cannibalism (the word cannibal is a corruption
of one of their ethnic names), real and attribu-

tive, and their skill in making and using canoes.

The shaman, or medicine-man, had great power
among them, and they practised the curious and
remarkable custom of the couzade. Rock-in-
scriptions and pile-dwellings are found in their

territory-. Some of them have been reduced
to sad straits by the contact of the whites, but
some of the Venezuelan tribes of this stock are

still good, typical representatives of the Ameri-
can Indian.

The Arawakan stock, through its representa-

tives (the Bahamian Lucayans, the natives of

Haiti, Porto Rico, Cuba, etc.), was the first of

the aboriginal peoples of the New World
(exclusive of Greenland and Labrador) to come
into contact with the white race, and likewise

the first to come under its devastating influence.

Many of the tribes of this stock were of a mild
and gentle disposition, good agriculturalists,

potter>--makers, workers in stone, wood and
gold, and excellent canoe-men (the word canoe
comes from an Arawak dialect). They were
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tisers of cotton, and to them we owe the first

Indian invention adopted by the whites {ham-
•mock, both name and thing are Arawalv). From
the Arawaks. too, the Spaniards first learned the

use of tobacco. Like the Caribs they practised

the couvadc. The name of the stock is said to

mean "fiour-catcrs," on account of their use of

cassava, whicli has also passed over to the white.

The Arawak and Carib stocks have furnished
to Enghsh and to the other civilized languages
of Europe a large number of important words,
the e.xact ethnic distribution of which is not
easy to determine with exactness : Agouti,
anotto (and French roiicouycnnc), barbecue,

cacique, caiman, cannibal, canoe, cassava, colibri,

hammock, hurricane, iguana, macaw, maize,
vianati, potato, tobacco, etc. And with these

names has gone the use of many of the things
indicated and made known for the first time to

Europeans. The debt of the Spanish and Portu-
guese settlers of South America and the West
Indies is in these respects very great, for, nat-

urally new fruits, plants, trees, etc., and many
of their products came to be known by their

aboriginal names or by corruptions of them.
Thus a number of "balms" and "balsams" and
other medicinal products retain in the pharma-
copoeia names of American Indian origin—
copaiba, tolu, etc. Timber-trees, ornamental
and dye-woods, have also largely kept their

native appellations throughout Central and
South America— the list would run into the
hundreds. Large also is the catalogue of birds

and other animals bearing Indian names.
Original Habitdts.— The question of the

original habitats of the important aboriginal
stocks is one of the most interesting in American
ethnology and archaeology. The researches of
Rink and Boas in particular seem to have
demonstrated that the primitive home of the
Eskimo was in the region west of Hudson
Bay, whence they spread northward and' west-
ward to Alaska, etc., and eastward (north and
south) to the .Arctic islands, Greenland and Lab-
rador. See Eskimos.

The earliest habitat of the Athapascans was
in northwestern Canada, to the westward of the
home of the Eskimo. From there they migrated
over the lake country, across the Rockies to the
southward, leaving colonies along the Pacific

to northern California, and sending out, through
Arizona and New Mexico to the borders of the
NahuatI territory, the important branches of the
Apaches and Navaho— the raids of the Apaches
often reaching far into Mexico.

The original habitat of the ."Mgonkian stock
was, as Brinton and Hale have assumed, "some-
where north of the St. Lawrence and east of
Lake Ontario," while that of the Iroquoian lay
"between the lower St. Lawrence and Hudson
Bay." The final result of the migrations and
wars of these two stocks was to leave the
Iroquois of the Ontario-Erie country entirely
surrounded by Algonkian tribes. From their
primitive home the .-Mgonkian sent out numerous
branches west, south, southwest, etc., making
the extent of territory covered by them very
large, and bringing them into immediate contact
with many other Indian tribes and with the
white settlers over a vast area. The Iroquois
(in the Cherokee and the kindred tribes of the
south) had branches, which were so separated
from their northern kin as to be long taken for
non-Iroquoian peoples.

The Muskhogean stock, according to Gat-
schet, have been from time immemorial inhabi-

tants of the country between the Appalachian
Mountains, the Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico,
and the Mississippi. The scene of their earliest

development was in the neighborhood of the
Mississippi, or possibly even beyond it.

The chief migrations of the Caddoan (Paw-
nee) peoples have taken place in historical times
northward and southward from the Platte River,
from which region they e.xpelled in part the
Siouan tribes, etc. If their own traditions are
reliable, their primitive home lay farther to

the south, on the Red River of Louisiana.
The primitive home of the Siouan stock (char-

acteristic Plains Indians since the introduction of
the horse) was eastward in the region of the
Carolinas. This fact has been revealed by the
study of the Tutelo and Catawba languages
belonging to this eastern area, and by inspection

of the traditions of the various Siouan tribes.

The main bodies of Siouan migrants followed
the Ohio and the Missouri far to the north and
west ; the Mandans, Assiniboins, etc., reaching
to within the borders of Canada. Other minor
bodies traveled to the southwest, their repre-
sentatives still existing in the Bilo.xi, etc., of
southeastern Mississippi. The Siouan tribes

seem to have followed the buffalo in its retreat

westward, and their migration from the Caro-
linas is of considerable sociological interest. At
one time their trans-Mississippian habitat in-

cluded practically all the territory between the
Arkansas and the Saskatchewan from the great
river to mid-Montana, with the Winnebagoes
jutting out on Lake Michigan. Their forays
and trade-excursions led some of them from
time to time across the Rocky Mountains— the
present writer, in 1891, met a friendly party of
them far within the Kootenay territory.

The original habitat of the Shoshonean or
Uto-Aztecan stock, which embraces the Ute, the
Sonoran, and the Aztecan (NahuatI) peoples,

and has representatives from the north of Idaho
to the Isthmus of Panama, was probably some-
where in the northwestern section of the United
States. The primitive home of the Shoshonean
section was "somewhere between the Rocky
Mountains and the Great Lakes," and the tradi-

tions of the other two branches bring them from
the far north, as compared with their present
southern abode.

The Mayan stock, creators of the civiliza-

tion of Central America, according to their own
traditions, came from somewhere to the north,—

•

the position of the Huastecan branch of this

stock north of Vera Cruz suggests that the
Mayan emigrants from the home-land skirted

along the Gulf of Mexico from some region con-
siderably to the north.

The Arawakan stock (including the natives
of the Bahamas and the Antilles, except the
intrusive Caribs) had an extension in South
America comparable only to that of the Algon-
kians and Athapascans in the northern half of
the continent,— from the high Paraguay to the
Goajiran peninsula in Venezuela, and in its

greatest expansion from the Xingii to the
Amazon and Orinoco. Its primitive habitat was
in some part of the Brazilian interior, probably
between the Xingii and the Paraguay, the gen-
eral trend of their migrations having been north-
ward. The Cariban stock, another very exten-
sive people, who at the time of the Colombian
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discoven- were to be found in the smaller ^^"e5t

Indian islands, and the northern part of the con-

tinent from the Essiquibo in Guiana to about

the Isthmus of Panama, came originally, as the

presence of the Carib Bakairi on the Xingu
indicates, from the high interior of Brazil, at

the sources of the Xingu and Tapajos.

The Tupian stock were widely extended at

the time of the discoven- along the Atlantic

coast region from the La Plata to the Amazon,
with branches scattered along the Paraguay and
the Madeira to the foot of the Andes. Their

primitive home. Brinton, with reason, assumes
to have been in the central highland country

to the east of Bolivia. The general direction of

the earliest migrations of this stock was there-

fore southward (down the Paraguay to the

Atlantic), after which the Tupi branch followed

the coast to the Amazon. The Tapuj-an stock,

who once occupied the region between the Xingii

and the Atlantic coast (from the latter they

have been driven by the Tupis), are probably

the oldest human residents of part of this area,

their tenure of the seacoast reaching far back
into prehistoric times.

The Chibchan stock, to which was due the

civilization of the Bogota region of Colombia,

had their original habitat in the Andean high-

lands of central or southern Colombia, whence
the}' wandered nortliwest into the Isthmus of

Panama and northeastward up the Magdalena.
The Quechuan stock, authors of the most

remarkable of South American civilizations,

according to their own traditions spread from
vtrj- small beginnings in the countrj' about
Lake Titicaca ; but von Tschudi and Brinton,

for linguistic reasons chiefly, find the primi-

tive home of this people to have been in

the extreme northwest of their characteristic

area. The Aymara stock, which some author-

ities consider to have been a branch of, or per-

haps an older member of the Quechuan. had its

original habitat to the southeast of the latter.

The relation of the .A.ymaran stock to that

which produced the Calchaqui civilization of the

northern .\rgentine is not clear.

Language and ll'riling.— Although the lan-

guages of the American aborigines con-

stitute so many independent families of
speech, the vocabularies of which are entirely

divergent one from another, nearly all (if

not all) of them possess centain general

grammatical characteristics which justify us in

classing them together as one great group of

human tongues. Brinton enumerates as points

of resemblance: Development of pronominal
forms, fondness for generic particles and for

verbs over nouns, and incorporation,— the in-

clusion of subject or object (or both) in the

verb, etc. Most .•\merican Indian tongues may
be called "holophrastic," from the practice of
compressing a whole "sentence* into a "word,"
the length of which is sometimes verj- remark-
able, .^s an example may be cited the Micmac
Algonkian) yaU'ooli'maktauef<oku:dsc. "I am
walking about carr>-ing a beautiful black um-
brella over my head." This word, according
to Rand, is derived from pokwoson, "an um-
brella* ; maktawie, "I am black" : wolae, "I am
beautiful* ; yalea, "I walk about." From the
Kootenay language may be cited : Salltlamkinc,
"he carries the head in his hand" (ii. verba!
particle ; Qtl, "to carry" : tljm, composition form
of iaktlitn. "head*: kin. "to do anvihing with

the hand"; inc, verbal); liinupqanapine, "thou
seest me" (/ii»i, "thou," (subject pronoun) ; upga,
"to see"; dp, "me" (object pronoun); ine, ver-
bal). As t}"pical incorporative languages the Iro-
quoian and Eskimo may serve. --^11 the incorpo-
rative forms of speech in America do not, how-
ever, proceed upon identical lines: and some that

do incorporate, like Kootenay and Eskimo, often
have one or more cases, .\ccording to Dixon
and Kroeber manj- Califomian languages do not
possess the feature of incorporation at all (such
are, for example, Maidu, Pomo, Yuki, etc.). .As

tjTJes of incorporating languages less complete
than Iroquoian we have Kootenay, Siouan,
Aztecan. Some of the Central and South Amer-
ican tongues seem also to have little incorpora-
tion. Otomi and Maya appear to be evolving in

somewhat the same direction as modem Eng-
lish, away from incorporation and grammatical
plethora. Many of the Amerindian tongues are
both prefix and suffix languages; others prefer
prefixes, others, again, suffixes. Some possess,

and some do not, a plural form for nouns : a
dual : gender-distinction in pronouns ; a high
development of demonstratives ; reduplication

;

s\Titactical cases, etc. A few possess gram-
matical gender and some exhibit differences in

the words used by men and women. In the
matter of phonetics the languages of the .Ameri-
can aborigines are remarkably divergent, some
being extremely harsh, guttural and consonantic,
others equally smooth, soft, and vocalic. The
absence of certain consonant sounds and the
equivalence of certain vowels and consonants
characterize some forms df American speech.
Euphonic changes are of major or minor im-
portance. Sentence-construction differs greatly
in various tongues. The position of the ad-
jective is not always the same. The Haida
language has even a distinction like that between
our shall and ti'i//. Careful investigation of the
man}' Indian languages, as yet studied imper-
fectly, if at all, may reveal other interesting

linguistic phenomena. How much has been
written about and in some of the languages of
primitive America may be seen from the
bibliographies of Pilling! Our knowledge of
them varits from a brief vocabulary of the
Esselenian to the exhaustive dictionar}' of
Yahgan compiled by Bridges. The native liter-

ature runs from the unrecorded tales of the
northernmost .Athapascans to the poetry of the
ancient Mexicans and Peruvians, some of which
has been handed down from pre-Columbian
times. The only actually phonetic (syllabic)

alphabet now in use among the Indians (e.xccpt

the syllabaries introduced by missionaries among
the .Athapascans, Crees. etc.') is post-Columbian,
— the invention of a half-blood Cherokee. A
sort of alphabet has. however, sprung up more
recently among the W'innebagos. The develop-
ment of picture-writing varied ver}- much among
the numerous tribes, as may be seen from
Maller}-'s classic study of the subject. Some-
times, as is the case with the Kootenays, ability

to draw does not seem to have been accom-
panied by exuberant pictography. The W'alum
Olum of the Delawares. the "calendars" of the

Kiowa, Sioux. Pima, etc., are special develop-

ments of primitive records, the highest form of
which is seen in the manuscripts ("books") of

the Aztecs and Mayas of a religio-historical

character. The pictographic records of the

Ojibwa "medicine men" have been studied by
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Hoffman, and the rite-literature of the Chero-
kee by James Mooney. The native literature of

primitive America has been the subject of special

monographs by Dr. D. G. Brinlon. The Span-
ish-American countries have furnished several

writers and investigators of Indian descent.

Religion.— The mythology and religion of the

American Indians have received particular treat-

ment at the hands of Miiller, Brinton, Powell, etc.

Perhaps the most general myth of importance is

that of the divine hero, teacher, and civilizcr,

who after accomplishing his labors, leaves the

earth, promising to return at some future time.

This myth is found in Mexico (Quetzalcoatl),
Yucatan (Kukulkan), Colombia (Bochica),
northeast Xorth America (Manabozho, Glus-
kap, etc.) Somewhat analogous is the myth
of the twin reformers of the primitive world
among the Pueblo Indians, Navahos, etc. The
Iroquoian stock have the myth of the contest

of the good and the bad mind. The Algonkians
have a myth-cycle of the rabbit, the tribes of the

northwest Pacific coast one of the raven and
thunder-bird, the Rocky Mountain peoples one
of the coyote, the Brazilian Indians one of the

jaguar, etc. Some of the tribes are very rich

in animal myths and, as Mr. Mooney asserts,

the characteristic tales of "an *Uncle Remus*
nature" found among the Cherokee and other
peoples have not, as many suppose, been bor-
rowed from the negroes of the South. Even the
famous "tar-baby" tales have their independent
Amerindian analogues. Flood-legends are wide-
spread in America and vary from the simple,

locally colored stories of rude Athapascans to

the elaborate conceptions of the civilized peoples
of Mexico, Central America, etc. The cardinal

points and the number four have developed
with many tribes a rich symbolism, with
which the chief colors are often connected.

The "medicine men" of the Ojibwa, the
Cherokee, the Apache, have been investigated

by Hoffman, Mooney, and Bourke, and a large

amount of accurate and authentic information
concerning shamanism among the Amerindian
peoples has been accumulated. The power of
the "medicine man" varies much from tribe to

tribe,— with some he is a personage of little or
no importance : with others he is the controlling
influence in secular as well as in religious affairs.

The acme of such influence is found among
some of the tribes of Guiana and Brazil. These
"medicine men" had often their secret societies

and "lodges" into which chosen neophytes were
admitted with appropriate ceremonies. They
had also, with many tribes, the control of the
rites to which the youth were subjected at the

time of puberty, with others they performed
such marriage ceremony as existed. Besides
these shamans, there were "prophets* and reli-

gious reformers, especially since contact with
the whites. The widespread "Gho.st Dance," in

its more recent outbreaks, has been studied in

detail by Mooney. Worthy of note is also the
"new religion" of the Iroquois, and the "Shaker"
religion of the Indians of Puget Sound. The
investigations among the Pawnee by Miss
Fletcher and G. A. Dorsey have demonstrated
the existence of a relatively high form of primi-
tive religion in a rather unexpected quarter,

—

their worship of the morning star in connection
with agriculture was, however, at one time
accompanied by human sacrifice. The mortuary
rites of the American Indians, corresponding to

diverse ideas of the soul and its future in the

other world, varied from simple neglect of the

corpse to what is represented in material form
by some of the mounds of the Mississippi Valley

and the stone tombs of Peru. The mortuary
customs of the aborigines of North America
have been made the subject of a special mono-
graph by Dr. Yarrow, and the doctrine of
"animism" among the South .\mcrican peoples
has been treated at length by Koch. The con-
templation of the tolcni (properly Ojibwa odo-
dcina),— tribal or family mark,— of certain

Algonkian tribes has given rise to theories of

"totemism," concerning w'hich there is much
dispute in the world of science. "Fetishism,"
as exemplified in the Zunis, has been investi-

gated with some detail by Gushing. Cannibalism
(the word cannibal is the corrupted form of a
South American tribal name) has been rarer

in America than is generally believed. Outside
of its occurrence through necessity in ways
known to civilized peoples, it was chiefly partial

and ceremonial. Epicurean cannibalism flour-

ished along the coast of South America and on
some of the Caribbean islands : ritual cannibal-

ism among certain tribes of the northwest Pa-
cific coast, in ancient jMe.xico, etc. The almost
extinct Tonkaways of Texas have the reputation
of being the "last of the cannibals," while the
Attacapas owe their name to this practice

attributed to them by their neighbors. In the
legends of the Cree and Ojibwa tribes of the
Algonkian stock, a cannibal giant (wendigo)
figures, and a horror of human flesh eating is

expressed at the present time, whatever may
have been the case in the past. From the con-
dition of human bones and other remains in the

shell-heaps of various parts of the coast, some
authorities have come to the conclusion that

cannibalism did exist in prehistoric ages among
some of the Indian tribes. Religious ideas

approximating to monotheism are attributed

by some chroniclers and investigators to some
of the more enlightened aboriginal rulers of
Mexico and Peru. In these regions of the con-
tinent, as also in Central America, architecture

and the arts of commemoration and record were
at the service of religion. See Mythology.

Amusements.— The games of the American
aborigines, some of which, like lacrosse, have
passed over to their conquerors, are of socio-

logical and religious significance in many in-

stances. Stewart Culin has made a special study
of the games of the North American Indians,

and rejects the theory favored by Tylor and
others, that many of them (for example, ^[exican

falolli), are imports from Asia. The games
of the civilized Aztecs seem to be but "higher
developments of those of the wilder tribes," and
those of the Eskimo are modifications of games
found among other aboriginal peoples of Amer-
ica. .•\niong characteristic -Amerindian games
may be mentioned : The gambling game with
sticks, the hoop-and-pole game, the ball-race of
the southwestern United States, the ball-games
of eastern North .'\merica, the woman's game of
double ball, foot-races, the snow-snake, etc.

Culin holds that back of every game lurks "a
ceremony in which the game was once a signifi-

cant part." The variations in games do not
follow linguistic lines. One centre whence games
have radiated and where some of their oldest

forms are still to be found, is in the southwestern
United States, from which their migrations can
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be traced north, northeast, east, and south. In-
teresting modifications arise from conditions of
environment.

Arts and Inz'entions.— The arts and inven-
tions of the American Indians correspond to the
extent and variety of their en\-ironment. The
mass of the inhabitants of the continent at the
time of its discover)- were hunters and fishers,

or agriculturalists of the Stone Age, most of
whom had some knowledge of pottery-making.
The house followed the lines of climate and
culture, from the snow iglu of the Eskimo and
the rude wickiup of the Utes to communal
houses of the Mohegans, the Iroquian "long-
house." phalansteries of the Pueblan and Central
American areas, and the stone dwellings of a
more or less pretentious sort of the civilized
peoples of Me.xico, Central America, and Peru.
The ca\-ate lodges and cliff-dwellings of Arizona
and New Mexico, the wooden (sometimes un-
derground) houses of the nonhwest Pacific
coast, the skin-tents of the plains tribes and the
v.-ig\vams of the Algonkians, the earth-lodges of
the Mandans, etc., correspond to environmental
stimuli. A like variation may be seen in the
cradles of the American aborigines, studied by
Mason, and in their means of transport on the
water,— kaj-aks, *'bull-boats," woodskins and
balsas, dug-outs, canoes of pine and birch bark,
large and small, and of all varieties of design
and finish. In North America the Algonkians
and Iroquois, and in South America the Indians
of the great Brazilian water-waj's, have made
themselves celebrated for their skill in naviga-
tion. So too has the Eskimo with his kayak and
the Peruvian with his balsa. The Algonkian
Etchemins are literally "the canoe-men." The
seagoing canoes of the fishing tribes of the
coast of Alaska and British Columbia also de-
serve mention. On land some of the .\merican
Indian tribes have used the dog (Eskimo in

particular) and the sled (the Algonkian tobog-
gan, adopted by the whites for amusement pur-
poses, is a special form), while in Peru the
llama has been employed for ages for "packing,"
but not for draft purposes. The use of the
horse and the modifications of primitive culture
thereby induced in the Indians of the plains of
the Missouri-Mississippi valley, the llanos of
Venezuela, the pampas of the Argentine, etc.,

are, of course, post-Columbian. So, too, the
influence of sheep culture upon the Navaho and
their primitive industries, and of the cow among
certain South American tribes. The only ani-

mals domesticated by the Indians whose use
amounted to a considerable factor in their social

and religious life were the dog and the llama,
the latter in Peru and Bolivia only. The other
half-domesticated animals and birds are of little

importance as culture elements. The domesti-
cated dogs of pre-Columbian .'\merica represent
several diverse species of Canidce. The absence
of such domesticated animals as the cow, the
horse, the sheep, etc., in pre-Columbian .'\merica

accounts for certain limitations of its culture as
compared \yith that of the Old World. Pets,
however, bird and beast, were ver>- common,
especially in Brazil and Guiana. The disappear-
ance of the wild buffalo and other animals of
the chase, since the coming of the whites, has
been fateful for some tribes,— the contact with
the latter as represented by the various "fur
companies,® etc. has caused many changes in the
life of the aborigines, seldom for the better.

As Mason has oointed out, the Amerindian
traps and other dewces for the capture of wild
animals indicate intellectual skill and marvelous
adaptation to the habits and actions of these
creatures. The Eskimo harpoon and its appur-
tenances, the simple and composite bow, the
arrow-poisons of some North American and
many South American peoples, the manufactures
of obsidian and jade in ancient Mexico, cotton
wea\Tng and dyeing in the more southern re-

gions, maguey-paper making in Mexico and
Central .America, stone carving (from Mexico
to the Argentine), feather-work (in the south-
em United States, Mexico, Central America, and
parts of South America), gold working (in the
Isthmian region. Colombia, etc.), the hammocks
of the \'enezuelan tribes, the fish-poisoning

de\-ices of many peoples of South America in

particular, the fine pottery of many regions of
the continent, the quifus or knotted record-

strings of the ancient Peruvians, the primitive

drum-telephone of certain Brazilian Indians, the
blow-gim (southeast United States and South
America), cassava preparation (northern South
America), the bolas of the Pampean tribes, etc.,

represent the diversity of invention and manu-
facturing skill among the .American aborigines.

The lamp of the Eskimo and some of the Indian
tribes of northwestern North .America is .jmi

generis (its importance has been emphasized by
Hough). Methods of computing time, season,

etc, vary from the slanting stick of the Algon-
kian Naskopi to the elaborate calendar systems
of Mexico and Central America. Of musical
instnmients, the drum, the flute, the pan-pipe,

and the "musical bow" were known to the
American Indians. Songs and dances to the

accompaniment of these were in vogue. Prac-
tically all stages of primitive culture were to be
found in pre-Columbian America, if we may
judge from the tribes now surviving, from the
savage Seris to the ancient Mexicans. Mayas,
and Peruvians. Moreover, within the bounds of

the same linguistic stock, as noted above, there

may be found tribes representing a high and a
low stage of development; as for example, the
Aztecs and the Utes of the Shoshonean stock,

the Dogribs and the Navahos of the .Athapascan,

etc. Some tribes were pre-eminently fishers,

others hunters. Many excelled in both, like the
Eskimo and some of the peoples of the north-

west Pacific coast Some sort of agriculture

was widespread in America— the cultivation of
com, beans, varieties of pumpkin and squash,

etc, was known all over eastern North America,
and the regions of the southwest, etc. ; and
typical tropical and semi-tropical and other
plants and fruits (potato, tomato, maize, pine-

apple, tobacco, %-arieties of cotton, manioc,
sweet-potato, cacao, coca, etc.) were cultivated

in the more southern regions of Mexico. Cen-
tral and South .America. The spread of tobacco

and maize in North America and of certain

other plants in Central and South America indi-

cates agricultural receptiveness on the part of
the many tribes concerned. The capacity of the

.American Indians generally for agriculture has
been underrated probably, as both the desert-bom
cultivation of the Pueblos Indians and the tropic-

ally stimulated cultivation of the Indians of
South .America indicate. The arid regions

of the Peruvian coast offer another example of
considerably developed agriculture. In America
the utilization of the gifts of earth vaned frtjm
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the seed picking and root digging of the Utes
to the market gardens and chinainpas of ancient

Mexico. How the necessities of agriculture can
shape a religious system may be seen from the

rites and ceremonies of the Pueblos Indians, the

cult of "mother corn," etc. With some tribes

tobacco was more or less of a sacred plant, also

tht mescal.
Position of Woman.— The relation of women

to agriculture gave them a higher standing with
certain tribes than would otherwise have been the

case. With the Iroquois the position of women
was very high and to them was allotted a consid-

erable share in the government, peace negotia-

tions, etc., and female chiefs were by no means
luiknown,— women were the "mothers of the na-
tion." Among the Mayan peoples of Central
America woman's position was also high. Many
of the priests were women, and they were also

commonly the leaders of their tribes in rebellion

against the Spaniards— the most famous was
Maria Candelaria, "the American Joan of Arc,"
who led the insurgent Tzendals in the l8th cen-
tury. In ancient Mexico and Peru the position

of woman was perhaps not quite so high.

Among some tribes the position of woman was
very low, and her sexual peculiarities added to

the disesteem in which she was held, as for

example, among the Tacanan Araunas of Bo-
livia. The Athapascan tribes vary much in their

treatment of woman,— with some she is little

better than a slave or servant, while with at

least one Alaskan people of this stock female
chiefs existed at times. The "purification" of
women at the period of their menses, and the
segregation of girls at the time of puberty, were
accompanied with many rites and ceremonies
among various tribes from the rude Athapascans
to the civilized Aztecs. The curious custom of
the couvadc (imitative child-bed on the part of
the husband) prevailed among many. Vene-
iuelan, Guianian, and Brazilian peoples. The
relations between environment and the share of
the sexes in culture has been investigated by
Mason ; according to whom the zenith of virile

Amerindian art is reached in Peru, while in

Colombia we find woman as farmer, weaver, and
potter. In the Oregon-California region one
art, basket-making, reaches its acme of develop-
ment in the hands of woman. A large female
influence in religion is noticeable among the
Pueblos Indians. Among some tribes, for ex-
ample, the Hurons, the weregild for killing a
woman was greater than that for a man. Some
sort of matriarchal system, with maternal de-
scent, prevailed very commonly in pre-Columbian
America; among certain of the Koloschan In-
dians, for example, a man was considered to be
in no sense related to his father, his sole

parent being the mother. Besides this extreme
form, numerous other varieties occur among the
tribes now existing, the sj'stem in vo.gue among
the Iroquois, etc., being more complicated and
adapted to social needs. The systems of mar-
riage known to the American Indians varied
from the absence of any particular rite or cere-
mony to selection of the wife by the old women
of the tribe, as among the Hurons, or the uniting
of the couple by the "medicine men." Some of
the tribes of the Brazilian forests, ranking
ver)' low in culture, are strictly monogamous;
while peoples of higher civilization, like the
Chibchans, Mexicans, Peruvians, etc., w-ere
polygamous or concubinative, or both. Marriage

by purchase was found over a large area of
America; but here as in other parts of the globe,

the "money" received was often rather a com-
pensation to the parents for the loss of their

daughter than a real sale of her to a suitor.

Divorce, in many forms, is known to the primi-
tive Americans, both by mere word of the hus-
band and according to set forms and rites. Con-
sanguineous marriages were strictly avoided by
many tribes; but among a few, such as some of
the lowest Athapascans, incest was not con-
demned. In the matter of the sex-relations,

as in many other fields, the American Indians
exhibit almost all possible phases from the mono-
gamic chastity of .some of the lowest peoples to
the unnatural indulgences of the Peruvians.
Runaway matches and marriages for love, in

spite of the contrary opinion entertained by ;ome
authorities, have been by no means uncommon
throughout the continent. Suicide on account of
unsuccessful wooing by both sexes ;s also not
at all rare. Some peoples, too, have developed
love-songs of a romantic order, for example, the
yaravcys of the Quechuas.

Government.— The systems of government
of the American Indians and their tribal organi-
zations range from the simple democracy of the
Kootenays and some of the Brazilian Indians to

the elaborate state institutions of the ancient
Mexicans and Peruvians, which in several re-

spects resembled the corresponding institutions

of mediaeval Europe or the ancient classic world.
The power of the chief, however, seems every-
where to have had limitations, and some tribes

distinguished the permanent peace chief and the

temporary war-chief. Chiefs were generally
elected, either from the body of the tribe or
from certain specified families. "Totemism" and
secret societies are not found to any extent, if

at all, among certain tribes (the Kootenay, for

example) ; wdiile with many of the peoples of
the northwest Pacific coast they are perhaps the

chief feature of aboriginal society, as Boas has
recently shown. Property rights are represented
in many stages, from the semi-anarchic Eskimo
to the Aztecs of Old Mexico and other peoples
of Central and South America. Slavery existed

among many tribes, and on the northwest Pacific

coast a sort of traffic in human chattels had
arisen. See Sl.wery.

Trade and Commerce.— Within the spheres

of the culture-centres of Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, Peru, etc., trade and commerce were well

developed. The Columbia River region was the

scene of a less developed trade ; while the south-
eastern United States, the region of the Great
Lakes and country west and south of them, had
also their important distributing points. The
region of Bering Strait was likewise an Asiatic-

American commercial centre.

Education.— With the lower tribes generally,

such education as was imparted to the children
was given by the father to the boys and by the
mother to the girls. Peoples like the Iroquois,

the Siouan Omahas, etc., used the instruction of^

tales, legends, and proverbs. The ancient Aztecs
and some of the other senii-civilized peoples of
Mexico and Central .America had schools for

boys and others for girls, in which the duties

proper to each sex were taught under the super-
vision of the priests.

Physical Characteristics.— The physical char-
acteristics of the aborigines of .'\merica mingle
uniformity with diversity. The skin color, popu«
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larly styled "red'" or ^copper," is designated by
Mantegazza, *bumt coflEee," and by Brinton
"brown of various shades, with an undertone of
red." This but varies from rather dark to
rather light. Among the lighter tribes have
been reckoned the Koloschan Tlinkit, the Bo-
livian Yurucari, etc., and among the darker the
Charmas of the Gran Chaco, the Bolivian Cani-
sianas, and a few other tribes of South and
Central America. The hair is generally termed
"black," but, as Brinton notes, there is in it "a
faint imder-color of red,** which shows up more
in childhood and seems much more prominent
with certain tribes than with others. Red
hair is known among American Indians, but
in some cases (certain South American tribes,

for example) , its occurrence may be due to

infusion of white blood. The eyes of the Indi-

ans are, with rare exceptions, dark brown. The
stature varies from rather low to rather high,
represented on the one hand by some of the
shorter Brazilian tribes and on the other by
the Patagonian "giants." Among the peoples
presenting many individuals of tall stature, may
be mentioned the Yumas and Pimas. some of
the Muskhogean tribes, some of the Crees,
Ojibwa and eastern Algonkians, Pawnees, Iro-

quois, Siouans, Huaveans, Ramas, some of the
Cariban tribes, Yurucari, Cayubabas, Guaycu-
ruans, Patagonians, etc. So far as is known no
dwarfish people comparable to the dwarf races

of the Old World existed in .\merica, although
the skeletons from certain Peruvian tombs prove
the existence of a dwarfish element in the general
population; and the stature of many individuals

among certain Brazilian tribes is so low as to
induce some authorities, with KoUmann, to

predicate the former existence of a dwarf race.

In the relations of trunk and limbs and in the
relation of one limb to another many variations
occur among the Indians, due to occupation
(canoeing, etc.,— and, since the advent of the
whites, horse-riding). In primitive America all

the chief forms of skull (often with artificial

flattening, etc.) are found. Among the dolicho-
cephalic (long-headed) peoples are the Eskimo
and Iroquois generally, some of the Muskhogean
tribes, Otomis, AjTnaras (partly), Tapu>-as. and
Tupis (largely), etc. Of the brachycephalic
(broad-headed) may be mentioned the Araucan-
ians, Caribs, Arawaks, Patagonians, Mayas, many
of the tribes of the Pacific coast region of North
America, etc. The civilized peoples of Mexico,
Central America, and Peru appear to have been
of stature below the average and of varied 'kull

form tending to brachycephalic, indicatmg mix-
tures of types. In the Columbia River region
type-mingling is indicated also by both stature
and skull-form. The Peruvian region is an-
other centre of race-mixture, as evidenceo by
skull-form. The oldest skulls discovered in

prehistoric burial-places or in geological silu
are not distinct from the American tj-pes,— the
latest found, the "Lansing skull." is quite In-
dian. The skull capacity of the Indian is below
that of the white in general, but many excep-
tions occur. The brains of the less cultured
Indian peoples (Fuegians, Eskimo), show no
decided anatomical inferiority to those of
civilized Europeans. Great varieties of build
and set of body are found among the American
Indians, from the half-star\-ed Fuegians to the
well-fed and corpulent Iroquois. Small feet and
bands arc very common. Among many tribes

in various parts of the continent liandsome men
and women of considerable beauty are to be
found. In the case of women an admixture of
white blood often enhances their beautj-.

Race-Fusion.— The intermingling of the
American Indians with tne intruding white race
has been much greater than is generally believed.

The extent of this fusion of races varies from
certain parts of North America with their classic

Pocahontas examples to Uruguay, in South
America, where 90 per cent of the population
are said to be of mixed blood. The Eskimo of
Greenland have intermarried with the whites
(Danish fathers, native mothers), so that ex-
cept in the parts remote from settlements no
pure-blood Eskimo exists : and the same is true
of a good deal of Labrador, where the contact
has been with fishermen of English descent
The Micmac, Abnaki, and related Algonkian
tribes of Maine, New Brunswick, etc.. have a
large admixture of white blood (French fathers,

native mothers), and all over Canada and the
northwestern United States in the earl)' days
of colonization and exploration the French trad-

ers, trappers, voj'ogeurs, and coureurs des bois

mingled freely with the native women, particu-
larly those of the various Algonkian peoples of
the Great Lakes and the West. The Hudson's
Bay Company, by introducing employees of Eng-
lish and Scotch descent into the Canadian North-
west, made possible other metis, of which those

of Scotch descent on the father's side are said

to be healthy and sturdy specimens of humanitj-,

with more than ordinary capacities. As indi-

cated by the present condition of the Iroquois

on the reser^-ations in Quebec, Ontario, and New
York, some infusion of white blood has taken
place from very earl)' times. Here the com-
bination of white mother (often an adopted
captive) and native father is more common
than is usual in race-mixture. The Cherokee had
an admixture of white blood in ante-Revolu-
tionary- days, to which Mooney attributes much
of their culture-achievement since that time. In
Mexico, Central America, and South America
generally, as Talcott Williams has very re-

cently noted, the half-breed element is very
large indeed, for the native population was never
exterminated by the whites as some histories still

teach. Of the 40,000,000 inhabitants of South.
America it has been estimated that less than
10.000,000 can lay any claim to pure white blood.
There is reason to believe that the future of
some of the South American countries will be
as much in the hands of the Indians as in those
of the whites. In Mexico, parts of Central
.\merica, Colombia, Peru, and Chile, the strain

of Indian blood represents able and intellectual

aboriginal peoples. In certain parts of South
America, and, sporadically in northeastern North
America, intermingling of Indians and negroes
has occurred, giving rise to the so-called Ca-
fusos, etc., of Brazil, and a few other small
groups. The mixture of white-Indian-negro is

also found here and there. In some of the
Spanish-American countries there is a special

vocabular)' to designate the numerous degrees of

metissage. In the Canadian Northwest the half-

breeds have taken a prominent part in the de-
velopment of the country (one noted metis, Nor-
quay, was premier of the province of Manitoba),
and they are likewise noteworthy in the annals
of the northwestern United States. In Mexico
and Central America, not alone the metis but
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the Indians themselves have produced cclehralcd

men. Juarez, the Uberator of Mexico, a really

great man, was a full-blood Zapotec, and Presi-

dent Barrios of Guatemala a Cakchiquel (Mayan
stock )

.

Treatment by Whites.— Thit ill treatment of

the American Indian by the whites has often

been such as to stamp with eternal dishonor the

conquering race. l\Iassacres, broken treaties,

land-robbing, commercial swindles, etc., mark
the path of advancing "civilization,*— English,

Dutch, French, Portuguese, and Spanish have all

been guilty at some lime or other. The English
in Newfoundland, the Americans in the West,
the Castilians in northern Mexico and Yucatan,

have exterminated or sought to exterminate
whole tribes. We must, however, believe that

the accounts of the early chroniclers concern-

ing the "millions* of Indians slaughtered by the

Spaniards, were the customary exaggerations of

those who sing the victor's deeds. Peru and
Mexico, for example, would not contain so many
Indians to-day were those stories literally true.

Against the centuries of dishonor in the treat-

ment of the Indians by the whites, we may place

the efforts of missionaries of all faiths, from the

good Las Casas in New Spain to Duncan of

Metlakahtla. The Jesuits among the Iroquois

and Algonkians in North America, the Mora-
vians among the Eskimo and some of the Al-
gonkians and Iroquois, have all done good work,
which only the incapacity or worse of govern-
mental authorities has made null. The missions

in California and the "reductions" in various
parts of South America (Paraguay in particu-

lar) might have succeeded in keeping the Indians
gentle and loyal sons of the Church had the

good fathers been forever in charge, but the

oncome of the more strenuous life of the whites
doomed them to helplessness. The story of the

Paraguayan experiment is one of tl i most in-

teresting in the annals of mankind, but also one
of the most disheartening. Against such fail-

ures a few bright spots may be set,— the Fue-
gian mission, for example ; but even there all is

not w-ell. Signs of a better treatment of the

Indians still w-itbin the borders of the United
States are not wanting, and it is to be hoped
that the present educational fads with which
white children are being experimented upon will

be kept far from the Indian schools.

InAucncc on Civilisation.—The contributions

of the aborigines of America to the world's

stock of civilizing factors and influences are

much more numerous and of greater importance
than is generally thought. Besides the innumer-
able place-names in all parts of America of In-
dian origin, the Algonkian, Peruvian, Brazilian,

West Indian, Guianian, Venezuelan, and Me.xi-

can words in English, French, Spanish, and
Portuguese (whence many of them have spread
into all the civilized languages of the world)
are able remembrancers of the conquered race.

The literature of the Spanish-.Vmerican countries
and of Brazil has been more or less affected by
the stimuli of native theme and treatment. Many
of the old dances and folk-customs still survive
even where Christianity has been at least out-
wardly accepted and have sometimes been adopted
by the descendants of the European colonists.
The 'Hiawatha' of Longfellow, and the tales
and dramas based upon the deeds, adventures
and romantic episodes in the lives of King
Philip, Pocahontas, Pontiac, Tccumseh, etc., to

say nothing of the novels of Cooper and his suc-

cessors, indicate that the Aryan mind of the

Anglo-Saxon order has found treasure in the

Amerindian soil. In Mexico and other parts

of Spanish America the cathedrals and other

religious edifices, by intention or by happy
chance, often occupy sites sacred ages before the

Columbian discovery to pagan deities,— so the

new religion gathers strength from the old, and
the dislocation of faith so common in Protestant

countries is avoided to a very large extent. Of
more material things, we owe largely to the

Indian the paths over which our highways and
our railroads run, while many of our cities and
towns have only sprung up on the old camp-
sites of our predecessors. The great importance
of some of these "Indian ways" in the history of

the United States has been pointed out by Hul-
bert. The Indians' knowledge of the great

water-ways of the country, of portages and trails

through forest and over mountain, has made
possible colonization and settlement otherwise

utterly out of the question. Indian hunters and
fishers, scouts, guides, canoe-men, carriers and
packers, in all sections of the American con-

tinent, have been indispensable to the progress

of white civilization. Nor have Indian slaves

and servants been few or without social signifi-

cance in some quarters : while French, Spanish,

and English have at times availed themselves
of the services of Indian warriors, — the Iro-

quois enlisted for the North and some of the

Cherokee for the South in the Civil War, and
then the government has sometimes set one tribe

off against another. In Canada and part of the

northwest of the United States, where com-
mingling of the races has taken place, the civi-

lization of the land owes even more to the half-

breed, voyageur, courcur des bois, etc., than to

the Indian himself. (See C.\nada.)
Throughout the continent— more especially,

however, in parts of South America— devices for

hunting and fishing and appliances in wood-
craft, primitive agriculture, etc., were trans-

ferred to the European colonists during the

period of settlement, and many of them are still

in active use. Fish-poisoning by narcotics, the

use of the blow-gun for killing birds and small

animals without damaging the skin, methods of

stalking beasts of the chase, certain traps and
snares, etc., belong here. In connection wfith

agriculture we have menhaden-manure, guano,

etc., the planting of corn and beans or pumpkins
together, the burning over of land before tillage,

etc. But it is upon the food-supply of the world
that the .Xmerican Indian has exerted the great-

est influence. Potatoes (common and sweet,

both), maize, and the tomato, now in use by
all the civilized world, were first cultivated by
him and taken over by the whites after the dis-

covery. Cacao, vanilla, jalap, the kidney bean,

several varieties of squash and pumpkin, manioc,

Jerusalem artichoki coca, agave, quinoa, per-

simmon, and perhaps also the peanut, came to

us from the Indians. Maple-sugar and maple-
syrup, pemmican, jerked beef, etc., are from a

like source. Tobacco, the great narcotic, was
one of the first gifts of America to the Old
World. Of drinks the American Indian has

given us Paraguayan mate. "I-ibrador tea,"

and several other like concoctions, chocolate,

Mexican fmlqiu, and a considerable number of

other intoxicating beverages from South
America.
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Many medicines shq medicinal plants were
made knc^mi to the whites by the Indians, and
in ihe era ci settlen^ent and colonization the
"Indian doctor* (male and female) was not
i;r.:~pomnt,—New England, for example, had
:; Joe Pye,* after whom the 'Joe Pre weed'
„ . j/oriKin purpureum} is named. The Cali-

iomian Indians have furnished perhaps the three
most important contributions of recent years to
the V — pharmacopoeia. South America,
besic us locally known remedies, etc,
h-- .._ the world-tamons quiiiitte, and

J. while the drugs cocaint and curari
: ::-.3jely be credited to the aborigines of
.\merica. Many dye-stufts and dye-woods were
first given to the civilized world by the Indians,
both for domestic use and for employment in
the larger world of sesthetic manufacture. These
dyes range from the poke of northeast Xorth
.\merica for dyeing basketry to the famous
roucou or anono of Venezuela, used, among
other purposes, for staining cheese. Pottery and
other household utensils of Indian manufacture
are used throughout Spanish America. The
hammock of the Arawak Indians belongs now
to all civilized peoples. All that india rubber
means, civilization owes to the Indian. Both in

small things and in g^eat the .-Vmerican

aborigines, through their gifts to the white race,

will long be remembered, even if, as some au-
thorities (upon imperfect evidence) believe,

they are rapidly passing away. On this point
one may cite the remark of Deniker that Hum-
boldt in 1S25 estimated the total population of
.America at 13.000,000 whites, 6,000.000 half-

breeds, 6,000.000 negroes, and 9.ooaoco Indians,
while a computation made in 1895-7 reck-
oned 80,000,000 whites, 37,000.000 half-breeds,
10,000.000 negroes and 10,000,000 Indians.

There might be mentioned here also the
•Cliinook Jargon* of the Columbia Ri\-er region,
the 'Ligoa Geral* of Brazil, and the minor
jargons and trade languages of other sections of
the continent, which prove how the Indian has
compelled the white man, more or less, to use
his language in some form or other for the pur-
poses of friendly or commercial intercourse.

Antiquity of Man in Amirica.— The ques-
tion of the antiquity of the American
Indian culture is difficult to settle satisfactorily.

Time must be allowed for the divergence of the
original stock into the numerous (more numer-
ous in pre-Columbian eras) tribes and peoples
inhabiting America at the time of its discover}-.— time for the production of the Eskimo and
the Iroquois, the Carib and the Patagonian.
Time, again, must be allowed for the develop-
ment of the Aztec from the primitive Shoshon-
,,.„ ... ^'ayan from the rude stock of that peo-

ibchan from the savage Bolivian, the
"—• the ancient barbarian of equa-

Then the ci\-ilizarions of M?x-
,merica. and South Americr. as

such proiiabiy took ages to rise and flourish.
T^w-n zvA village life, with all its social and
- rations, the differing architectural

ihe \-arious centres of American
c;-. .:ra;-. :i, etc, did not Spring up in a day.
any more than did the culture of mediaeval
Europe. The domestication of the dog. the
llama, etc, the change of maize, tobacco, the
squash, the tomato, the potato, the pineapple,
etc, from wild to cultivated plants, require a
long lapse of time Moreover, it is now known

that American Indian languages do v.oi now
change and have not in the past changed at the

fast rate once assigned to them by piulologists.

So, while one may not believe that America
was the ori^nal habitat of the human race, he
may be certain that very many millenninms have
elapsed since the "Red Man* began his career as
the autochthone of the Xew World. There seems
every reason to believe that at the close of the

Glacial Age man had spread over a considerable
portion of both Xorth and South America, and
was contemporary with European man of an
early epoch. To calculate man's residence in the
American environment by years is impossible on
present evidence. Dr. Stoll assures us that the
linguistic phenomena met with in the Mayan
dialects alone require thousands of years for
their evolution, and some of the results deduced
from the Mayan hieroglyphs by certain investi-

gators imply the existence of ci\"ilization of the
Central American order for very- many mil-

lenniums. Perhaps it is fair to say that man has
been in America at least 25,000 years and not
more than 200.OCO. and that the dxnlizations of
Mexico, Central America, and South America
were probably as long-lived as those of Rome,
Greece, etc They were also in many respects

iust as typical of human attempt and achieve-

ment, for the American Indian was a man as we
are men.
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Iroquoian, Muskhogean, Salishan, Siouan,
Wakaslian ; 'Publications of tlie Field Mu-
seum': Ratzcl, 'History of Mankind' (1898);
'Relations des Peres Jesuites' (1902) ; 'Reports

of Ontario Archaeological Museum'; 'Reports

of Committee of British Association on North-
western Tribes of Canada' ; 'Reports and Mem-
oirs of Peabody Museum' ; Von den Steincn,

'Durch Zentral-Rrasilien' (1886); 'Unter
den Naturvolkern Zentral-Brasiliens' (1894) ;

Schmidt, 'Die Vorgeschichte Nord-Amerikas'
(1894) ; Thomas, 'American Archaeology'
(1898); Tooker. 'Algonquian Series' (1901);
Winsor, 'Aboriginal America' (1884-9).

The 'Publications of the Bureau of Amer-
ican Ethnology,' embracing original monographs
by eminent specialists, are a lasting monument
to the founder of the Bureau, the late Maj. J. W.
Powell, to whom all students of the aborigines
of the New World owe a debt of deepest grat-

itude. Among workers not connected with the
Bureau, the death of D. G. Brinton in 1899 re-

moved perhaps the most gifted and representa-

tive Americanist.
Alex.\nder F. Chamberlain,

Clark University, Worcester, Mass.

Indicator, in* steam engineering an instru-
ment invented by James Watt, to record, graph-
ically and automatically, the pressure in an
engine cylinder at every point of the stroke.

By means of the diagram that the indicator

siderablc accuracy. Commercially, the steam-
engine indicator may be had in niany forms; but
all are based on the same fundamental principle,

wdiich will be understood by reference to the
diagram presented in Fig i. The paper upon
which the indicator diagram is to be drawn is

here supposed to be secured, flat, to a carriage
which travels back and forth upon a track; the
motion of the carriage corresponding precisely

ADMISSION

-EXHAUST— LINE

draws, it is possible to determine whether tVie

valves of the engine are working correctly or
not, and it is also possible to estimate the horse-
power that the engine is developing, with con-

VACUUfA LINL
Fig. 2.

to the motion of the piston of the engine. 1%
practice it would be inconvenient to have tb;

carriage travel a distance equal to the whol.
stroke of the engine, and hence some form o(
reducing motion is used, so that the motion of
the carriage may follow the motion of the
engine piston accurately, but with materially
reduced velocity. The indicator diagram is

draw by means of a pencil-point carried on the
piston rod of a small steam cylinder which is

situated below the carriage, and which opens
freely into the cylinder of the engine from
which the diagram is to be taken. The piston
of the indicator is pressed downward bj' means
of a spring whose strength is accurately known,
so that the increase of pressure corresponding to
a rise of one inch in the position of the pen-
cil-point is known. When the indicator is

in operation, the pencil rises and falls propor-
tionately to the pressure of the steam in the
engine cylinder, and the carriage, with its at-

tached paper, travels back and forth, horizon-
tally, at the same time, keeping pace precisely

with the motion of the piston of the engine.
Under these circumstances the pencil-point
traces a diagram somewhat like that shown in

the illustration. In practice, the paper upon
which the diagram is drawn is usually wrapped
about a cylindrical drum, wdiich rotates back
and forth as the instrument works, following
the motion of the engine piston just as the
carriage here shown is supposed to do. In
Fig. 2 an enlarged view' of an indicator card
(or diagram) is given, together with the tech-
nical names of some of its more important parts.

The arrows show the direction in which the
pencil travels as the diagram is drawn. The
"admission line" is the part that is drawn while
the engine is in full communication with the
boiler, and drawing steam from it. The angle
marked "cut-off" corresponds to the moment at

which the steam supply is cut off, and the ex-
pansion of the steam begins. The "expansion
line" is drawn during the expansion of the
steam, and on the return stroke, after the ex-
haust valve has opened, the "exhaust line" is

drawn. When the exhaust valve has closed
again, the steam remaining in the engine cylin-
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der is ccrapressed until the end of the s:roke,

the indicator meanwhile drawing the "compres-
sion line." The "atmospheric line'-" is the
straight, horizontal line drawn by the engine
when the connection is broken between the engine
cylinder and the indicator cylinder, and the
Jatier is open freely to the air. The •\-acuum
line* is the line that would be drawn by the
instrument under like circianstances, if a per-

fect vacuum could be maintained in the indi-

cator cylinder. The "vacuum line,* of course,
must be drawn in by hand. It is parallel to the
'atmospheric line,* and at a distance below it

corresponding to a pressure of about 14.7 pounds
per square inch, on the scale to which the dia-

gram is drawn. The diagram show-n in Fig. 2
refers to a condensing engine. In a non-con-
densing engine, the exhaust line would not be
lower than the atmospheric line, and would, in

face, be above it, if tliere were any sensible back-
pressure in the engine during exhaust.

For detailed information concerning the
indicator and its uses, consult: Pray, 'Twenty
Years with the Indicator' ; Peabody, 'The
Steam Engine Indicator' ; also, for less ex-
tended treatment, any good book on steam
engineering.

Indictment, in-dit'ment, a formal charge
made before a legal tribunal against an ac-

cused person. The essential requisites of a
%-aIid indictment are,— first, that the indictment
be presented to some court having jurisdiction

of the offense stated therein ; second, that it

appear to have been found by the grand jury
of the proper county or district: third, that the
indictment be found a true bill, and signed by
the foreman of the grand jury; fourth, that it

be framed with sufficient certainty; for this

purpose the charge must contain a certain de-

scription of the crime or misdemeanor of which
the defendant is accused, and a statement of
the facts by which it is constituted, so as to

identify the accusation ; fifth, the indictment
must be in the English language, but if any
document in a foreign langtiage, as a libel, be
necessarily introduced, it should be set out in

the original tongue, and then translated show-
ing its application, 6 Term. 162. The formal
requisites of an indictment are, first, that the

venue, which at common law should always
be laid in the county where the offense has been
committed, although the charge be in the na-

ture transitor}-, as a battery. The venue is

stated in the margin thus : "City and County
of , to wit.' Second, the presentment, which
must be in the present tense, and is ordinarily

expressed in the following formula : 'the_ grand
inquest of the State of , inquiring for the

city and county aforesaid, tjpon their oaths and
affirmations present.* Third, the name and ad-
dition of the defendant: but in case an error

has been made in this respect, it is cured by the

plea of the defendant. Fourth, the names of
third persons, when they must be necessarily

mentioned in the indictment, should be stated

with certainty to a common intent, so as suffi-

ciently to inform the defendant who are his

accusers. When, however, the names of third

persons cannot be ascertained, it is sufficient

in some cases, to state 'a certain person or per-

son? to the jurors aforesaid unknown.* Fifth,

the time when the offense was committed should,

in general, be stated to be on a specific year and

day. In some offenses, ?.s in perjurj-, the day
must be precisely stated, but although it is

necessary that a day certain should be laid

in the indictment, yet in general the prosecutor
may give evidence of an offense committed on
any other day preWous to the finding of the
indictment. Sixth, the offense shall be prop-
erly described. This is done by stating the sub-
stantial circumstances necessary- to show the
nature of the crime, and next the formal alle-

gations and terms of art required. .\s to the
substantial circumstances : the whole of the
facts of the case necessary to make it appear
judicially to the court that the indictors have
gone upon sufficient premises, should be set

forth; but there should be no unnecessarj- mat-
ter, nor anj-thing which on its face makes the
indictment repugnant, inconsistent, or absurd.

According to the rules of pleading in crim-
inal actions at common law there are certain

terms of art used, so appropriated by the law
to express the precise idea which it entertains

of the offense, that no other terms, however
synonj-mous they may seem, are capable of
filling the same office: such, for example, as

traitorously in treason: feloniously in felony;
burglariously in burglary; maim in mayhem,
etc. In Xew York, and in nearly all of the

States which have adopted the code sj-stem, the

common law rules of pleading in criminal ac-

tions have either been greatly rela.xed or en-

tirely abolished. Many of the statutes of the
subject are similar to the Xew York statute.

Code Crim. Pro. § 273. which in substance pro-
vides that al! common law rules of pleading are
abolished, and the forms of pleading prescribed

by the code shall be substituted, and § 275 of the

same code pro\-ides that all an indictment must
contain is, the title of the section, specif>-ing

the name of the court to which the indictment
is presented, and the names of the parties, and
a plain and concise statement of the act consti-

tuting the crime. wHthout unnecessary repetition.

It is also pro\-ided in § 283 of the Xew York
Code Crim. Pro. that words used in a statute

to define a crime need not be strictly pursued
in the indictment: but other words conveying
the same meaning may be used.

Indigestion. See Dvspepsi.\.

In'digo, the name of a genus of plants,

and of the blue coloring matter obtained from
them. The indigo plants are tall herbs of the

pea family, forming the genus Indigofera, of

which there are several color-j-ieiding species

in \-arious warm parts of the world. The one
yielding the indigo of commerce, and formerly
extensively cu!ti\-ated. is /. tinctorium, which
is native to India, grows five feet high, and has
bipinnate leaves. The coloring matter most
abounds in the leaves, and especially as the

time of flowering occurs, and that is the time

when the crop is gathered by cutting down the

plant, and making immediate use of the green

stems or foliage, or by drj-ing them for sub-

sequent treatment. This coloring matter is a
chemical substance called indican, the glucoside

of indoxyl, which is converted by oxidation

into indigo. Until the discovery of the sea-

route to India the only blue vegetable dye avail-

able in Europe was that derived from the

woad fqv.), which was limited and costly; this

dye-substance was therefore regarded as oae
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of the most valuable of new commodities and

a large capital was soon embarked in its culti-

vation in India, Ceylon, China, and other re-

gions, where a profitable industry continued

until after the middle of the igth century. The
indigo was obtained by macerating the leaves

and stems in vats for several hours. Fermen-
tation arises and the water becomes clear yel-

low. It is then run off into a lower basin,

where it is subjected to incessant agitation and
gradually turns green, whereupon the indigo

begins to form in flakes and settle. The resid-

mnn is then thoroughly boiled, filtered through
linen, molded into small cakes and dried. The
best quality comes from Bengal and eastern

India. Indigo plantations were made with more
or less success in Brazil, Central America, and
Mexico ; and one of the foremost inducements
held out to settlers in the southern colonies,

from Maryland to Louisiana, was the proba-
bility of its successful cultivation there. The
experiments never yielded results of much im-
portance, partly because crops of tobacco, cot-

ton, and food-stuffs were more profitable. Since
the discovery of cheap methods of forming blue

(lyes from coal-tar the cultivation of indigo has
declined greatly, but still supplies a steady de-

mand from cloth-dyers who wish an imperish-
able blue of certain tints.

The wild indigo of the United States is any
of several species of a closely related genus
Baptisia, which flourishes especially in the
Southern States. The best known is the yel-

low-flowered false indigo {B. tinctoria), or in-

digo brown, from which country people obtain
a blue dye, and a domestic medicine.

Indigo Dyeing.— Before it can be employed
in dyeing, the indigo must be brought into solu-

tion ; and as indigo itself is insoluble, it must
be first transformed into a soluble substance,

so that it can penetrate the pores of the cloth,

where it is subsequently again restored to the

form of indigo. To bring the indigo into solu-

tion, it is ground up to a soft paste with wafer,

after which it is thrown into vats along with
ferrous sulphate, slacked lime, and water. The
ferrous sulphate reacts with the lime to form
calcium sulphate and ferrous oxid, the latter

being immediately oxidized at the expense of-

part of the oxygen of the indigo, which in its

turn is reduced to a substance called indigo-

white. This dissolves in the presence of excess

of lime, and the fabric to be dyed is dipped
into the vat after the liquid in it is clear. On
removing the fabric the indigo-white which
has penetrated its pores is reoxidized by the

air to indigo blue : and by repeating this treat-

ment a shade of blue of any desired depth may
be obtained. The dyed fabric is finally passed
through dilute acid to remove any adhering
lime or ferric oxid. Indigo appears to exist

in the plant in the form of a glucoside known as

*indican," which has the formula Cr.JIosNrOj.,

and to be developed from this glucoside in the

course of the fermentation by the action of a

special bacillus, which closely resembles the

bacillus of pneumonia. Indigo is now made
-artificially, the total pro<luction of synthetic

indigo being probably about one fourth of the

world's consumption, .'\lthough artificial indigo-

hlue appears to have the same chemical formula
(CioHioNiO;) as the natural product, and to

be identical with it in every way, it is more
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expensive than the natural product at the pres-

ent time. If it coulcf be made more cheaply, it

would work as great a revolution in dyeing as

did the introduction of alizarin in the place

of madder. (Sec Coal Tar Colors, and the

references there given.)

Indigo-bird, a numerous and beautiful

North American finch {Passerina cyanea), the

male of which is dark greenish blue, while the

female is grayish brown. They are migratory,

but in summer spread over most of the United

Stales, placing their neat nest and unspotted

bluish eggs in garden bushes as well as in wild

thickets. The male has one of the brightest and

most persistent songs of any American bird

;

and he is easily habituated to captivity.

Indigo-snake. The gopher-snake (q.v.).

In'direct Damages, claims for damages
not directly inflicted by the illegal act com-
plained of, but by other causes themselves due

to that act. The great historical case is that of

the United States claim for many hundredsof
millions of dollars' worth of loss, resulting

from Great Britain's bad faith or carelessness

in letting the Alabama (q.v., and Alabama
Claims) escape from her ports to prey on our

commerce. It was alleged that aside from the

actual loss to our shipping and cargoes, we had
been damaged to a far greater extent by the

resultant effects, chiefly of three sorts: (l) The
prolongation of the Civil War due to the en-

couragement given to the South and the

straitening of the North. (2) The destruction

of commercial lines and relations, which took

long to recover after the War. (3) The raising

of the rates of marine insurance. As these

claims exceeded the cost of a war plus the in-

demnity we should have exacted if victorious,

Great Britain refused to consider them ; and the

commission threw them out altogether as con-

trary to international law.

In'dium, the name given to a metal dis-

covered by spectroscopic analysis in 1863. It

is of a silver white color, soft, and marks paper

like lead; its specific gravity is 7.421 at 16.8°.

The lead indium is related to cadmium and
zinc, both associated with it in nature. The
spectrum of indium exhibits two characteristic

lines, one violet « and another blue line /3 ; be-

sides these two fainter blue lines are visible if

the burner in which the metal is volatilized be

fed with hydro.gen instead of coal gas.

Individual Psychology. This term is ap-

plied to that branch of psychologj' which deals

with the mental variations of individuals from
one another. It is thus contra-distinguished

from general psychology, which undertakes to

determine the facts and laws of conscious proc-

esses as a whole and without special reference

to their peculiar manifestations in any particular

persons or group of per.sons. The field of

individual psychology may be regarded as a part

of the larger field of variational or differential

psychology in which are to be included studies

upon special races and upon social groups of

various sorts. Such studies are carried on with
special reference to detecting and describing the

characteristic mental traits of such groups, but
often with little emphasis on typical variations

from other similar groups. Obviously the range

of problems in individual psychology must be as
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broad as mind itself, for persons may varj" in

regard to any mental charatteristic It will only
be practicable to mention a few of the problems
thus far investigated, c. g.. mental type, tempera-
ment, and genius, the psychology of special men-
tal defect, the psychology of the criminal, the
psychology of sex. and that of professions or
classes with their peculiar \'ariations of mental
constitution.

To exhibit more concretely the kind of
material with which individual psycholog>- works
we may comment briefly on the first three of
these topics. The determination of mcntnl type
is a problem of indi«dual psychology in the nar-
row sense of the term in so far as it has to do
with the ascertaining of the characteristic

features of the mind of any particular person.
In so far as it bears on the problem of dis-

covering what actually are the typical groupings
of such characteristics among people in general,

it ob\-iously belongs to the broader field of
variational psychologj-.

I. Minds maj- differ from each other as re-

gards the delicacy or sensitiveness with which
they respond to stimulations of the sense organs.
One may be more sensitive than another to

slight variations in temperature, in color, in

tone. etc. As a matter of fact, among normal
persons such differences of sensitivity are
relativeh- slight when the conditions of training
and discipline are similar. As a general rule the
higher mental functions show more variation
than the lower ones such as sensitivitj-. Minds
may differ as regards the special form of sense
material toward which they manifest a predilec-

tion, e. g.. the musically minded person not onlj-

finds sounds of greater emotional interest than
the unmusical person, but he also has a better

memory for auditory experiences and his con-
scious processes in their entirety are likely to be
much more influenced by auditory factors. A
further development of such mental preference
for one or another kind of sense material is

found in the fact that certain individuals carry
on most of their thought processes in terms of
visual images, whereas others employ auditory
images, and still others motor images. Probably
the normal condition is represented by an ad-
mixture of various forms with some panicular
group dominating slightly over the others.
Again, in memory we meet striking differences
in addition to those of the imagery t\-pe al-

ready mentioned. For example, certain persons
learn ver>' rapidly and also forget rapidly.

Others learn with difficulty but retain well that
which they have learned. Occasionally we find

persons who combine ability to learn quickly with
capacity to retain permanently. It seems certain
fr( :

'
' , \ -ions that individuals

su; irly good memories
art i^t.it;.!... ,:.;,^.i.,i .mIv in certain direc-
tions. A universally efficient memorj- is rarely.
if ever, found. People differ also very markedly
as regards their ability to concentrate their at-

tention. Some persons can concentrate ver>-

intensely for a short time but must then rest.

Others are able to focalize for more extended
periods, and still others find it all but impossible
cyer to secure any intense concentration. Varia-
tions of a sir ' — - ' -^ are also disclosed in the
formation oi Cenain persons judge
almost entire!:. ^. .-J with the objective facts
presented to their notice. Others are influenced

in various degrees by subjective influences and
show themselves peculiarly susceptible to sug-
gestion. It is a matter of common observation
that persons vary radically as regards tempera-
ment and feeling. One of the most practically
imponant variations is represented by the dif-

ference in the rate at which the conscious proc-
esses proceed. Just as cenain persons naturally
walk and talk more rapidly than others, so do
the mental processes var>- as regards the speed
with which they occur. Psychologists have
demonstrated a rather characteristic daily varia-
tion as regards both rate and efficiency of mental
actiWty. Many persons work best at night.
Others are morning workers and still others
afternoon workers.

2. The old familiar classification of tem-
peraments recognizes the four types : sanguine,
melancholic choleric and phlegmatic. Both the
choleric and the sanguine are supposed to be
subject to rapid oscillations of emotional interest,

but with the sanguine individual interest is

rarely intense, whereas with the choleric it is

rarely anything else. The melancholic and the
phlegmatic represent the more persistent and
dogged forms of interest but. like the pre\-ious

pair, are distinguished by differences in the
intensity of the interest, the phlegmatic person
being less, the melancholic more, intense. These
classifications are likely ro be extensively revised

by current investigation.

3. The modem study of genius has not only
contributed to a more definite conception of the

nature of genius and the general mental charac-
teristics of the remarkable indi\"idual. but it has
also revealed the hereditary character of marked
intellectual superiority, and the relation between
certain types of genius and mental defect.

Galton has gathered statistics to show that

the frequency of genius is related in a definite

and orderly way to the total number of persons
in any given group. He has also shown that the

genius appears with a background of heredity
which affords a reasonable explanation of his

peculiar characteristics. The view often urged
by such writers as Lombroso that genius is

essentially a morbid and degenerate mental
phenomenon, seems to be sound only in so far

as concerns the liability of persons of remarkable
mental qualities to nervous derangement of
various sorts. That insanity itself and genius
are in any intrinsic sense identical is not
generally granted. Among the interesting

problems which deser\-e further study in the

case of genius may be mentioned the determina-
tion of the extent to which the genius owes his

superior endowment to heredity, as contrasted
with education and favorable nurture: the as-

certainment of the conditions which hinder or
encourage the development of genius: the dis-

covery- of the general mental tj-pes to which the
various remarkable individuals conform.

Bibliograf'hy.—Binet and Henri. 'Annee
Psychologique' Ui- '896. p. 411): Stem.
'Psychologic der individuellen Differenzen'

:

Galton, 'Hereditary Genius' : Tarde, 'La Crimi-
nalite comparee' : Ellis, 'Man and Woman :

'Studies in the Psychology of Sex' ; Thompson.
'Mental Traits of Se.\.'

J.\MES R0WL.\XD .\XGEU..
Professor of Psychology, i'niversity of Chicago.

Indo-China, the southeastern peninsula of
Asia, formerly known as Farther India, including
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Anam, Burma. Cambodia. Cocliin-China. French
Indo-Cliina. I'ongUing (.qq.v.), and other dis-

tricts.

Indo-Europe'ans, the Aryan race (q.v.).

For accotmts of the Indo-European languages

see Aryan; Indo-Germ.\nic Languages.

Indo-German'ic Languages, the languages

which are ancient and modern varieties of one

primeval form of speech, anciently spoken in

Central Asia. These languages are sometimes

called the Indo-Celtic languages, the Japhetic

languages, or more commonly, the Aryan lan-

guages. There are three forms of human speech,

the monosyllabic, or isolating languages, such as

the Chinese, whose words are unchangeable

roots, each of wdiich stands separately and is

modified by the ju-xtaposition of other mono-
syllabic roots; the agglutinating languages, such

as the South African, the Japanese, and the

American Indian, in which, instead of being

isolated, the roots arc placed in close association,

so as to agglutinate or agglomerate into one

word. Some Eskimo words are as long as the

longest compound epithet of Aristophanes. The
third group are the inflectional languages. The
Indo-Gerraanic languages are inflectional. In

these the roots of all words are not necessarily

modified, but they may be modified, in order

to express certain relations, and the roots are

also added to by suffixes and prefixes. The
Indo-Germanic languages do not extend over

so wide an area as the monosyllabic languages,

but are spoken by the inost civilized and intel-

lectual peoples of the world. The Indic branches

are the ancient Hindu languages, the principal

of which is Sanskrit, and the modern Hindu
languages. The Iranic or Persian branch in-

cludes, Zend, Old Persian, Armenian, Parsee,

modern Persian and the dialect spoken by the

mountaineers to the northwest of India.- The
great Hellenic branch was spoken anciently by

the inhabitants of Greece, of the west coast of

Asia Minor, of the islands of the ALgean, as

well as of the .south and southwestern coasts

of Italy. It is spoken in a modified form in

Greece and the Greek islands of to-day. Par-

allel to the Hellenic is the Italic branch, which
includes the primitive Italic languages, Oscan,

Etruscan. Umbrian, and Latin, as well as the

classic Latin of Virgil and Cicero, which settled

into the Italian of Dante and, on being extended
over western Europe, grew through many modi-
fications into French, Provengal, Italian, Span-
ish, Portuguese and Roumanian. Distinct from
this branch was the Celtic, which survives to-day

in the Welsh and Gaelic dialects. The Teutonic
tongues include the Gothic of Ulfilas (4th cen-

tury A.u, )the Norse languages, the Low German
and the High German group. The Sclavonic lan-

guages are spoken in Russia and Poland and
include the Lithuanian and the Old Prussian.

There are several other Indo-Germanic tongues
and dialects which philologists have not been
able to classify ; such are the Etruscan in Europe
and certain languages of Asia Minor. Compare

:

Schleicher, 'Compendi\im der vcrgleichendcn
Grammatik der Indo-Germanischen Sprachen'
(1871); Corrscn, <Ueber Aussprache. Vocalis-
mus, und Belonung der lateiniscben Sprache'

;

and most important Brugmann and Delbriick,
'Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der
Indo-Germanischen Sprachen* (1897 el scq.).

Induction. It is a familiar fact that an
electrified lor magnetized) body causes elec-

trical (or magnetic) disturbances in other bodies
in its vicinity, when it is not in direct and vis-

ible connection with them, and the process by
which these disturbances take place is called

"induction." The ultimate mechanism of induc-
tion is still somewhat obscure, but something
has been learned of its general nature. In the
early days of physical science it was believed
that bodies can act upon one another even across
spaces that are absolutely void, and at the pres-

ent time it is sometimes convenient to assume
them to act in this manner, in forming mathe-
matical equations for the treatment of physical
problems. It is no longer believed, however,
that this is what actually happens in nature ; the
phenomena of electric and magnetic induction
being now attributed to motions or stresses in

the ether which transmits light. (See Ether.)
Newton was of the opinion that induction is an
ether-phenomenon, and in the first half of the
igth century Faraday may be said to have estab-

lished the ether hypothesis upon a substantial

experimental foundation. In later years Max-
well developed Faraday's conceptions mathe-
matically, and added much more evidence that
was partly theoretical and partly experimental

;

so that at the present time there are few or no
physicists who doubt that induction is a mani-
festation of some form of activity in the light-

bearing ether. Opinion is ^till divided, however,
as to the precise nature of this activity. In
fact, we cannot hope to gain any very precise

information on this point until much more is

known about the constitution of the ether

itself.

The charging of a condenser is a plienome-
non in electrostatic induction. If the condenser
consists of two parallel plates (for example), of

a given size and set at a constant distance from
each other, and we charge it to a given poten-
tial, the quantity of electricity that must be put
into it in order to charge it in this manner
depends to a considerable extent upon the nature
of the dielectric (or insulating material) which
separates the plates. If the charge that is re-

quired when air is the dielectric is taken as

unity, then with plate glass as a dielectric the

charge will have to be 8.45 (according to Hop-
kinson), in order to bring the potential of the

condenser up to the same value as before. If

the space between the plates is filled with com-
mon turpentine, a charge 2.23 times as great as

that required with air as the dielectric must
be communicated to the condenser. It is evi-

dent, from these facts, and from others of the

same nature, that electric induction depends, to

a large extent at any rate, upon the nature
of the medium which separates an electrified

body from the other bodies upon which the in-

ductive influence is felt. The constants that are

given above are known as the "specific inductive

capacities" of the dielectrics to which they refer.

Electrodynamic induction is the basis of prac-

tically all of the electrical machinery that has
been found serviceable to man. The funda-
mental fact of electrodynamic induction may be
stated as follows: If a closed electrical circuit,

such as might be formed by joining the two
ends of a copper wire, is placed in a magnetic
field, then no current will be produced so long

as the circuit is everywhere stationary, and the

strength of the magnetic field remains every
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where invariable If the intensitj- of the mag-
aeric field is increased, a current of electricity

will flow around the circuit while the intensity

of the magnetism is changing, the intensitj- of

the current being proportional to the rapiditj-

with which the intensitj- of the magnetism varies.

As soon as the magnetism again becomes con-

stant, the current in the circuit ceases. If the

intensity of the magnetic field be diminished

instead'of increased, a current will also be pro-

duced in the closed circuit, but it will be oppo-

site in direction to that produced by increasing

the magnetic field. Currents produced in tliis

manner are called "induced currents." Instead

of var\-ing the magnetic field while the circuit

is fixed in position, we may move the circuit

about in the magnetic field. If the magnetic

field is everywhere imiform in all respects, and

the circuit is moved so as to always remain

parallel to itself, then no induced current will

be produced; but if the circuit is moved from a

region where the magnetism is strong to one

where it is weak, or vice versa, a current w-ill

be induced in the circuit, just as if the circuit

were kept stationarj- and the intensity of the

magnetism varied. Induced currents are also

produced when, instead of being translated from
one region to another, the circuit is rotated in a

magnetic field, in such a way that the number
of lines of magnetic force passing through it is

either increased or diminished. In the induc-

tion coil the intensity of the magnetic field is

varied- while the circuit 'n which the induced

current is to be produced :s kept stationary. In

dynamos, on the other hand, the magnetic field

is' maintained sensibly constant, while the circuit

in which the induced current is to be pro-

duced is rotated or otherwise moved about.

A current moring in a closed circtiit produces

a magnetic field in the space above it, and this

magnetic field, when it varies on account of the

variation of the current that produces it, causes

the production of induced currents in any closed

circuit that may happen to be near. Let us con-

ceive two closed circuits, A and B, to be situated

near each other, and let there be a current pro-

duced by any means in the circuit A. So long

as the current in A is constant, no current will

be produced in B ; but if the current in A is

variable, an induced current will be observ-ed in

B. whose intensity depends upon the rate at

which the current in .\ is \-ani-ing, upon tlie re-

sistance of the circuit B, and also upon a certain

numerical factor, whose value depends upon the

sizes and shapes of the two circuits, upon their

positions with respect to each other, and upon
the nature of the medium (air, oil. or whatever
it may be) in which they are placed.

If a pair of circuits, A and B. are near each

other, and A is carrying a constant current of

intensitj- Ci. while B is carrying a constant cur-

rent of intensity C:. then the displacement of

either circuit, relatively to the other, would
cause induced currents to flow in both : and
hence (in general) neither circuit can be moved
without the enerpj- of the sj-stem being affected.

The difference between the energj* of a pair of

coils that are near together, and the energj- ot a
similar pair of coils that are convej-ing identi-

cally the same currents but are infinitely remote
from each other, is equal to MCiC% where M
is s - - - '

------
':o?e value depends upon

th( the two circuits, upon
the;; ; „;. _ , _, and upon the medium

in which they are placed. The factor M is

called the '^coefficient of mutual induction" of

the pair of circuits.

The various parts of a single circuit act

upon one another inductively, just as separate

circuits do ; and a circuit that is wound upon a

spool, or otherwise coiled so that its parts come
near together, possesses greater energy than the

same circuit would have, if it was not so coiled.

This fact is expressed by saj-ing that every cir-

cuit has a certain amount of "self-induction.*

The energy that a circuit possesses in rirtue of

its self-induction is proportional to the square

of the current that it is carrj-ing, and to a cer-

tain niunerical constant called the "coefficient of

self-indurtion," whose value depends upon the

size and shape of the circuit, and upon the

medium in which it is placed. Like the co-

efficient of mutual induction of a pair of circuits,

the coefficient of self-induction of a single cir-

cuit can be computed, for cenain simple cases,

by methods given by Maxwell, in his * Treatise

on Electricity and Magnetism* : but in the gen-

eral case the computation is exceedingly difficult,,

and altogether impracticable; so that the values

of these coefficients for given circuits are usually

determined experimentally, except when a very

rough estimate will serve.

The general subject of induction is essen-

tially mathematical in its character, and cannot

be properly explained nor imderstood without

the use of the calculus. Consult Xipher, 'Elec-

tricitj- and Magnetism' ; Maxwell, 'Treatise on
Electricity and Magnetism.' See also the arti-

cles ELECTRICITY and Magxetisxi, in this ency-

clopedia. -V D. RisTEZx, Ph.D.,

Edifcrijl StJ-ff, ^Encyclopedia Americana.''

Induction Balance, in phj-sics, an appa-
ratus designed for detecting the presence of

fragments of metal, or for siudj-ing the electrical

conductivity of metals. It consists essentiallj- of

four coils of fine wire, an electric battery, a cir-

cuit breaker, and a telephone. Let the coils be

designated, respectivelj-, bj- the letters A, B, C
and D ; .\ being similar to B in all respects, and
C being likewise similar to D. Coils .\ and B
are placed in circuit with the battery, and coils

C and D are placed in circuit w-ith the telephone.

The coils are disposed in pairs, .\ being placed

near C, and B near D. If the current through
A and B is rapidly interrupted, an induced cur-

rent will, in general, flow through C and D, at

each make and break; its presence being indi-

cated bj- the sounds that it produces in the tele-

phone that is in circuit with C and D. It is

possible, however, to dispose the coils and their

connections so that the current that -A. induces

in C shall be sensibly equal and opposite to that

which B induces in D. When the balance is

perfect, no sound will be heard in the telephone.

If a piece of metal be now brought near the
coil A. the intermittent current in .\_win induce
currents in the mass of the piece of metal, and
these, in turn, w-ill act upon the coil C. produc-
ing induced currents in this coil which are not
compensated by similar currents in D. The loss

of balance w-ill be at once indicated bj- the re-

currence of sounds in the telephone ; and in this

way the metal fragment will betray its presence.

The induction balance has been used success-
fv!lly for locating bullets in the human body.
When applied for this purpose to President Gar-
field, however, it failed to give any useful indi-

cntions — owing, it is said, to difficulties erf
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tnanipulation due to the presence of metal in the
mattress upon which he lay. The instrument
is so sensitive that if it is balanced with a genu-
ine coin near one of the coils, and the genuine
coin is then replaced by a counterfeit imitation,

the telephone at once betrays the substitution.

The intensity of the sounds produced in the

telephone depends not only upon the size and
position of the disturbing piece of metal, but
also upon its specific electrical resistance ; and
hc-nce the balance may be used to compare the

specific resistances of metals.

Consult Hopkins, 'Experimental Science'

;

Thomson, 'Recent Researclies in Electricity and
Magnetism* ; Bell, 'The Induction Balance,' in

the American Journal of Science for 1883.

Induction Coil, an electrical instrument
used for the production of high potentials, and
depending for its action upon the fact that in-

duced currents are generated in a circuit, when
the strength of the magnetic field to which the

circuit is exposed is varied. (Sec Induction.)
The essential features of the instrument are rep-

resented, diagrammatically, in the accompanying
cut. A soft iron core is surrounded by two

coils of wire, one outside of the other. The
outer coil is the one in which the high tension
induced currents are produced ; it is called the

"secondary coil," and is not in direct electrical

connection with any other part of the instru-

ment. The inner coil, which is called the pri-

mary coil, is wound close to the iron core, and
is connected to a battery, so that when the cur-
rent from the battery is flowing, the primary
coil causes the iion core to become magnetised.
As is explained in the article Induction, no
current is generated in the secondary coil, so long
as the magnetism of the iron core remains con-
stant ; but whenever the magnetism of the core
increases or diminishes, a current is produced
in the secondary. A device called a "break" or
"interrupter" is therefore provided, so that the
magnetism of the iron core may be rapidly estab-

lished and destroyed. The commonest form of
interrupter is that indicated in the cut, which
does not call for special explanation, since it is

used in electric bells and other simple forms of

electrical apparatus. The Wehnelt electrolytic

interrupter is greatly in favor among physicists,

however, and is now often used in connection
with induction coils, especially when they are to

be run with the commercial current used for

incandescent lighting, where the potential differ-

ence that is used is something over lOO volts.

In the Weli-elt interrupter tlie primary
coil on the iron core is made of a few turns of
relatively thick copper wire, its purpose being
solely to eiTect the magnetisation of the core;
but the secondary coil, in which the induced
currents are generated, is made of fine wire, and
in order to multiply the inductive effect as far

as possible, the secondary is made of great
length, often containing many miles of wire.
In the celebrated Spottisw-oode coil the second-
ary contained no less than 280 miles of wire.
The primary coil, being wound directly upon a
soft iron core, commonly has a very consider-
able amount of self-induction, so that when the
circuit is broken by the interrupter the current
does not suddenly cease, but continues to flow
across the interval at the break for an appre-
ciable fraction of a second, as is readily seen
by the strong sparking that occurs at the mo-
ment of interruption. In order to reduce the
sparking as far as possible, a condenser of suit-

able capacity is provided, so that when the break
is made in the circuit, the "after-current" due to

the self-induction of the primary can discharge
into the' condenser, instead of passing across the
break in the circuit and causing a spark. The
condenser causes the interruption of the current
in the primary coil to be much more sudden,
and it materially increases the potential that is

developed in the secondary coil, since this is

proportional to the rate of variation of the mag-
netism of the core, and is much greater when
the magnetism fall.s ofl' abruptly than when it

persists for an appreciable fraction of a second
after the break has been made.

The induction coil was brought into some-
thing like its present form by Ruhmkorff, and
is frequently known, in consequence, by his

name. Improvements in the winding of the
secondary coil were introduced by Ritchie, of
Boston, about 1857. Ritchie's most important
improvement consisted in disposing the second-
ary wire in sections, which were so related to

one another that the risk of internal disruptive
discharge through the coil itself might be re-

duced to a minimum. Induction coils are very
generally used in studying the discharge of elec-

tricity through gases, for exciting x-ray tubes,

and for producing high potentials required in

wireless telegraphy. Consult Bouncy, 'Induc-
tions Coils' : AIsopp. 'Induction Coils and Coil-

Making' : Wright, 'The Induction Coil in Prac-
tical Work.' A. D. RiSTEEM. Ph.D..

Editorial Staff, ^Encyclopedia Americana.^

Induction, Mathematical. Despite the age-
long tyranny exercised by the Aristotelian logic
— a tyranny having, at least in the domain of
science, scarcely a match except in the case of
Euclid's elements ^ the forms of thought, those
diagrammatic representations of the orderliness
of the reasoning processes, sustain to-day per-
haps even greater interest than ever before
(see Symbolic Logic). Tlie mathematician's
interest in these forms is two-fold, attaching
to them both as norms for testing the validity
of arguments and as constituting exceedingly
subtle matter for mathematical investigation.

Of all argument forms, there is one which,
viewed as the figure of the way in which the
mind gains certainty that a specified property
belonging but not immediately by definition to

each element of a denumerable (see Assem-
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fiLAGE Theory) assemblage of elements does so

belong, enjoys the distinction of being at once

perhaps the most fascinating, and, in its math-
ematical bearings, doubtless the most important,

single form in modern logic. This form is that

variously known as reasoning by recurrence, in-

duction " by connection (De Morgan), mathe-
matical induction, complete induction, and Fer-

matian induction— so called by C. S. Peirce,

according to whom this mode of proof was first

employed by Fermat. Whether or not such
priority is thus properly ascribed, it is certain

that the argument form in question is unknown
to the Aristotelian system, for this system al-

lows apodictic certainty in case of deduction
only, while it is the distinguishing mark of
mathematical induction that it yields such cer-

tainty by the reverse process, a movement from
the particular to the general, from the finite to

the infinite (see Assemblage Theory).
Of the various designations of this mode of

argument, "mathematical induction" is undoubt-
edly the most appropriate, for, though one may
not be able to agree with Poincare (see Bibliog-

raphy below) that the mode in question is char-

acteristic of mathematics, it is peculiar to that

science, being indeed, as he has called it, "math-
ematical reasoning par excellence."

The nature of mathematical induction as it

is ordinarily understood may be made clear by
an example. Perhaps the simplest application

of the method is found in the proof of the theo-

rem :

(o) I -|-
2 -f 3 -1- 4- n :=*«(« 4-

1

)

where n denotes any positive integer whatever.
Suppose it ascertained by observation or other-

wise that

(1) 1+2=^2(2-1-1),
(2) 1+2+3= 43(3 + 1)-

Facts (i) and (2) justify the suspicion that

[a) may be a fact. The proof by mathematical
induction that {") is indeed true runs as fol-

lows: It is assumed that (a) is true for some
definite but unspecified integer n. Then by add-
ing K + I to each member of the assumed equa-

tion, n having the same meaning as in the

assumption, one finds that

(/3 ) I + 2 + 3 + . . . . + II + « + I

= i(« +!)(«-!- 2).

So it is seen that, if (a) be true for some in-

teger «, it is true also for the next greater

integer n + I. But by (2), (o) is true when «
is 3; it is, therefore, true for 3 + i, or 4; there-

fore, for 4+1, or 5. The argument is then

usually closed by saying "and so on, hence (a)

is true for any integer whatever," or by an
equivalent speech. The reader will recall that

the binomial theorem, the Newtonian expansion
of (a + b)", where n is any positive integer,

is justified in essentially the foregoing manner.
Numerous other examples of propositions sim-
ilarly established may be found in the better

lecent text-books of algebra.

The nature and the role of the foregoing
etcetera, "and so on," demand consideration.

Without it, the argument as stated seems obvi-

ously incomplete. But how is the etcetera to

be logically justified? By reference to some
axiom or principle of thought? If so, what?
Or can the phrase be in some way dispensed
with without damage to the argument?

Before attempting to answer them it may be
well to show the inevitableness of the questions

by a further analysis. Suppose it established,

in regard to som.e property p (where, for ex-
ample, p might signify the validity of the bi-

nomial theorem for some integral exponent) 1

(l) that p belongs to the integer I, that is,

referring again to the mentioned example, the
theorem is valid for the exponent 1 ; (2) that,

if p belong to an integer h, it belongs to
n+i. Propositions (i) and (2) furnish the
means of generating, one after another, a se-

quence of syllogisms by which one proves first

that p belongs to 2, then to 3, then to 4, and so
on. Note that in order to ascertain by this
analytic (syllogistic) method whether p belongs
to a specified integer m, it is necessary to deter-
mine in advance the same question for each of
the integers 2, 3, , m — i, in the order as

written, a process requiring a number of syllo-

gisms which is greater the greater the number
HI. Accordingly this method, of successive de-
ductions, is not available for determining
whether p belongs to each in the (infinite)

totality of integers. Equally powerless to that

end is experience (including observation), for

this can take account of the individuals of a
finite assemblage of objects at most. Either
analysis or experience may avail if a sequence
be finite, but if it be infinite both must fail. Not
less vain is it to invoke finally the aid of induc-
tion as the term is understood and employed in

the physical sciences, for this latter, resting upon
a purely assumed order in the external universe,
is confessedly induclio imperfecta, and, being
such, can yield appro.ximate certainty only.

Nevertheless, despite the inadequacy of the
means mentioned, as soon as hypotheses (l)
and (2) are admitted and the indicated sequence
of deductions is begun, "the judgment imposes
itself upon us with irresistible evidence* that p
is a property of all the integers. Why? That
is, how justify the "and so on"? It appears to

be clear that the answer must be the adduction
or invocation of an additional presupposition of
formal thought, a presupposition whose formu-
lation shall mark a conscious extension of the
domain of logic by affirming as axiomatic that

apodictic certainty can and does transcend
every limited sequence of deductions or observa-
tions. Such presupposition, which may be
called the axiom of infinity, is stated by Poin-
care, in answer to the foregoing question, "why,*
as follows : "It is the affirmation of the power
of the mind which knows it is capable of con-
ceiving the indefinite repetition of a same act
as soon as this act is found to be once possible.*

The act or operation, which can not indeed be
indefinitely repeated, but which by the axiom
can be conceived as so repeated, is, in the
present case, the construction of the syllogisms
of the sequence above mentioned.

The etcetera in question is capable of justifi-

cation without appealing, apparently at least, to

the axiom of infinity, namely, by use of the
so-called indirect method of proof, the method
known as reductio ad absurdum. Thus let it be
supposed that the argument sought to be in-

definitely extended by means of the phrase
"and so on" does not admit of indefinite exten-
sion along the ordered sequence of integers.

There will, then, be a first integer, say m + I,

for which the property p fails. As, by hypoth-
esis, m + I is the first integer for which p
fails, p belongs to the preceding integer m; but
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since t> belongs to m, it also belongs, by (2),
to m T I. Hence the supposition that the argu-
ment does not admit of indefinite extension is

false: and the conclusion is obvious. This pro-
cedure is convincing, but it is plainly less a

natural completion than an "unindicated" forti-

fication of the process it supplements. It is,

besides, not entirely clear that the axiom of
infinity is not surreptitiously subsumed by it.

By far the most penetrating investigation of
the nature of mathematical induction was made
originally b\' Richard Dedekind (see Bibliog-
raphy below). His procedure and result are,

in brief, as follows : Let i' denote a system of
elements (things of any kind) such that there is

a scheme or law 4> of depiction by which S may
be depicted upon itself, that is, a scheme by
which each element e oi S may be thought as
corresponding to one and but one element e'

of 5" and so that no two elements of S shall be
thought as corresponding to a same element of
S. Tlie correspondent e' of e is called the pic-

ture or image of e. Every part of 5" (including
.? itself as a special case) thus depicted upon
itself is named chain under <t>. Denote by A an
arbitrary part of 5 and by .-Jo the assemblage of
all the elements common to all the chains (in

S) that contain A. It is obvious that, 5 and <l>

being given, there is one and but one A<,

for a given part A of S. Ao. which is easily seen
to be itself a chain, is described as the chain of
A under <t>. Now let S denote an assemblage of
elements. Dedekir.d proves the following

Theorem.—In order to proze that Ao is part
0/2, it is sufficient to proz'e: (l) that A is part

of S ; and (2) that, if an element of Ao belong
to S, the image of that element belongs to S.

Dedekind's proof, simplified, runs thus: Let
A<,=^Ai + A: where Ai denotes the assemblage
of all those elements of Ac that belong to S.

By (2), Ai is a chain, and, by (i), contains A.
Hence, by definition of Ao, A~ has no element,
whence Ao^Ai. Such is the beautiful and
marvelously fundamental theorem which its

author characterizes, perhaps a little extrava-
gantly, as "the scientific basis* of mathematical
induction. It is at any rate a basis, and by
virtue of it, as shown below, proof by mathemat-
ical induction need have no recourse to an
etcetera consisting of an endless sequence of
syllogisms.

It will be instructive to apply Dedekind's
theorem to the completion of the proof by math-
ematical induction of the binomial theorem

(o) (a + b)"= a» + na^-^b +
for positive integral exponents. Let it be
granted that

(/S) (a-^b^^=a + b.

and supposed it established in the usual way
that, ( Y), if (a) be valid for some integer, as
»i— I, then it is so for the next, n. Denote by
S the sequence of integers,

5"=!, 2, 3, « — I, )i,
,

by the scheme by which each number in S
except I is the image of its predecessor, and let

A be I. Then ^^0 is 5" identically. Let S de-

note the assemblage of positive integers for
which (a) is valid. The reader will now ob-
serve that Dedekind's theorem enables one to

prove by a single stroke, so to speak, that la)

is 'alid for all positive integers. For, by (i0),
(a) is valid for 1, that is, A is part of S and
(i> i? satisfied; and. as .4o, or lo, is S, it follows

from ( ) that (2) is satisfied ; 7 hence 5^ is part
of 2.

With the modern increasing interest in the
philosophy of mathematics, mathematical induc-
tion has steadily gained in interest and acknow-
ledged importance. Certain questions respect-
ing its presuppositions and field await definitive
answers. It is agreed that every argument by
mathematical induction is a mathematical argu-
ment, no matter what the subject-matter, but
there is difference of opinion as to whether every
mathematical argument is mathematical induc-
tion either in terms or in disguise. Were this
converse true, mathematics (see M.\thematics)
would be definable in terms of this mode of
ratiocination. This and kindred questions are
considered in the works cited below.

Bibliography.—Dedekind, "Was Sind und
Was Sollen die Zahlen* (also in English) : Poin-
care. *Sur la nature du raisonnement niathemat-
ique.' Revue de Metaphysique e de Morale,
Vol. II.: Schroder, 'Algebra der Logik,' Vol.
III.: Russell, 'The Principles of Mathematics,'
Vol. I.: Keyser, 'Concerning the .-Xxiom of In-
finity and Mathematical Induction.' Bulletin of
tlie American Mathematical Society, Vol. IX.

Cassius J. Kevser,
Adrain Professor of Mathematics, Columbia

University.

Indialgence. An indulgence is a partial

or total remission by the Church, through an
extra-sacramental channel, of the temporal pun-
ishment due for sin after its guilt and eternal
penalty have been removed by the sacrament of
penance. The theological basis upon which the
doctrine rests is that all the acts of Christ, the
God-Man, were of infinite value, that the acts

of the Saints are his acts because vivified by
divine grace, and from this treasury of divine,

supereminent merit the Church is able, so to

speak, to pay the de'ot of temporal punishment
for the repentant sinner.

Certain cardinal principles of Catholic life

are requisite to obtain a correct idea of the Cath-
olic doctrine of indulgences. Growth and adap-
tation have characterized the Christian organism
from the Apostolic Council of Jerusalem to

the (Ecumenical Council of the Vatican, the
development of doctrine upon which such ex-
plicit emphasis was laid by the late Cardinal
Newman, is of prime significance for the stu-

dent who would institute a comparison between
the teaching and practice of the Church in the

matter of indulgences at the present day and
during apostolic times. We may observe in

passing that the principle of doctrinal develop-
ment is in perfect harmony with the scientific

spirit of the present age. Growth and adapta-
tion are now believed to be distinguishing fea-

tures of everj- living and progressive organism.
We should not, therefore, expect to find the

Catholic system of indulgences, in all its com-
plex details, flourishing in the primitive Church.
In harmony with the law of development, essen-

tial to every organization among men, we believe

that the Church's "proud boast of semper eadem*
is not defeated by calling attention to the rich

ness. variety, and flexibility of the outer forms
of its polity and liturgy, or to the varying em-
phasis given to special dogmas in the course
of its historj', in response to the needs of par-
ticular eras. Unity in diversity is the Church's
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most appropriate motto. The doctrine and

practice of indulgences, therefore, which obtain

throughout the Catholic world at the pres-

ent time must be sought for only in germ
in Sacred Scripture and in the practice of the

primitive Church, just as the bole, the branches,

and the foliage of an oak tree, "the monarch of

the forest," existed potentially in the acorn

from which it sprung.
Indulgences being the remission of the tem-

poral punishment due to sin, the interpretation

of their true character should start from the

Christian idea of the nature and purpose of

punishment. It is therefore strange that writers

of all schools of opinion concerning indulgences

should fail to correlate the two concepts. At
the present day the conviction prevails almost

universally among non-Catholic students of

penology that punishment is exclusively dis-

ciplinar)- and correctional. No theory could be
more alien to the spirit of the entire Old Testa-

ment or to the mind of the early Christian

Fathers. The inflexible and rigorous justice

of God making death the wages of sin, appears

in almost ever>' page of the history of his

covenant with Israel. The New Testament,
founded on the atonement by Christ, only miti-

gates this view by impressing on the minds of

men the possibility of vicarious satisfaction for

their transgressions. But although Christ's

atoning and vicarious sacrifice was all-sufficient

in itself, or objectively considered, to satisfy

the offended justice of his Heavenly Father,

nevertheless the Christian economy of redemp-
tion demands each individual's co-operation at

every stage in order to appropriate Christ's

merits and make them subjective to himself.

The opposite view (that is, the belief), that the
creature has no active part in his sanctification

and salvation, inclines toward Pantheism, robs
good works and the Christian sacraments of
genuine value, and differentiates the Lutheran
from the Catholic position. According to Cath-
olic teaching, the guilt of sin is cleansed from
the soul by the application of the merits of the

precious blood of Christ through the instru-

mentality of the Sacraments, whose efficacy, in

the case of adults, depends on the subjective dis-

position of the recipient The eternal punish-
ment due to sin disappears with the guilt to

w^hich it is annexed. But, besides having these

supernatural and eternal relations and conse-
quences, sin viewed even within the circum-
scribed limits of man's natural life on earth, is

an act of treason against God in his own king-

dom involving forfeiture of all rights to life

and all the good things with which God's prov-
idence has so bountifully enriched it. This tem-
poral consequence of sin calls for a temporal
reparation. The canonical penalties therefore

imposed on the Church during the first cen-

turies were intended to pay this temporal debt
to the Divine justice, and were not merely dis-

ciplinary or correctional ; and the sinner, in sub-
mitting to them, or in seeking mitigation from
them through the intercession of the martyrs,

recognized the necessity of his own personal
act to satisfy the justice of God, either directly

or vicariously by appropriating through the

charity of the Church the superabundant merits
of Christ and his Saints.

.-^n indulgence granted to the living is an
act of jurisdiction, or exercise by the Church of

the power of the keys conferred on it in the
well-known words of the Gospel of St. Mat-
thew : "And I will give to thee the keys of the
Kingdom of Heaven, and whatever thou shall

bind on earth, it shall be bound in Heaven, and
whatever thou shalt loose on earth, it shall be
loosed in Heaven." Every Church, in so far as
it is a visible organization, claims in some degree
a power of the keys, that is, the right to admit
or exclude members— to determine fellowship.

But the antithesis so emphatically expressed in

the text between Heaven and Eanh proves that
the kingdom of Heaven there spoken of is

more comprehensive than the visible Church of
Christ. It is proclaimed that the power of
binding and loosing on earth bestowed upon the
apostles and their successors, is ratified in its

everj- act by the supreme tribunal of God in the
Church triumphant. In accordance with a well-
known principle of Catholic exegesis, the best
interpretation of a text of Sacred Scripture is

furnished by the universal tradition of the
Church from the age of the Apostles to the
present time.

St. Paul, in his epistles to the Corinthians,
describes how he imposed punishment on the
incestuous Corinthian and how he subsequently
remitted it. The penalty was not merely an
ecclesiastical censure of excommunication in-
flicted primarily for the purpose of safeguard-
ing the flock of Christ. The .-Kpostle expressly
states that the chief motive which actuated him
was anxiety for the individual salvation of the
transgressor. Nor could it have been (as has
been already shown) a mere disciplinar>- mea-
sure to impress upon the sinner the gravity of
his crime or to test the sincerity of his repent-
ance. Having no organic relation to confes-
sion, whether public or private, and no expressed
or implied connection with perfect contrition,
it was not a part of any conceivable Chris-
tian ordinance for the remission of the guilt
and eternal punishment of sin. " According to
Catholic reasoning, it was therefore an exercise
of the power of the keys by the Apostle to
remit a temporal debt due to C5od for the
offense ; and since, according to universal Jew-
ish and Christian belief, the Divine Justice rig-
orously demanded either direct or vicarious
satisfaction, the .-Xpostle couid only concede
that "indulgence* by appropriating to the indi-
vidual sinner the superabundant merits of Christ
and the Saints out of the treasury of the
Church.

It will be obseri-ed that the .\postle of the
Gentiles granted the first recorded indulgence
in the form of an absolution. Indulgences usu-
ally took this form in the primitive Church.
The early Fathers frequently refer to their be-
ing thus conceded by bishops on the presentation
of a "Libellu? Supplex" given to the penitent
by some Qiristian martyr on the eve of suffer-

ing an heroic death for Christ. It is interest-

ing to note that the present practice of never
granting those favors except to persons who
are in full communion with the Church, and
who have received the Sacrament of Penance,
was substantially insisted upon by St. Cyprian.
He demands that the martyrs should not grant
"Libelli" e.xcept to persons who had abandoned
their sinful career and given ample evidence of
heartfelt contrition and sincere conversion. In-
dulgences in the first centuries of the Church
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having implied a diminution of the period of
canonical punishment (tlic name by which this act
of leniency was then known was i^i/.auUjuu-'.a^

(vide Cone. Ancyra, can. 5; Cfr:Hefele, Con-
ciliengeschichtc), such expressions as an indul-
gence of seven years and seven quarantines
came into use. An indulgence of seven years
means the condonation of as much of the
temporal debt due to God for sin as canonical
punishment extending over seven years would
atone for. Likewise an indulgence of seven
quarantines connotes a canonical punishment
extending over seven Lents.

\Vc find in the writings of St. .\ugustine
reference to the remission, in return for alms-
giving, of temporal penalties imposed for minor
ecclesiastical offenses. Thus there gradually
grew up the custom of granting indulgences
under the form of commutation. Under this

form thev were esoecially consoiciious during
the period of the Crusades. Every person who
confessed his sins in a sincere and contrite
spirit, received Holy Communion and joined
the Crusade for liberating the holy places
from the infidels was declared to need no other
penanrc. 'Jtcr illuH pro omni Pnenifmlin
reputetur" was one of the decreets of the Coun-
cil of Clermont, held under I'rb.in IL in the
year 1095. The system of commutation for
almsgiving afforded opportuniiy for abuse, as

was evident in the practice of ''farming out" to

laymen the collection of alms in return for
indulgence. Tims, for example, in the case of
the famous indulgence granted by Leo. X.,

in 1517, to the Catholic faithful on condi-
tion that they would contribute to the com-
pletion of St. Peter's basilica in Rome, the
right of collecting the money was conferred,
in the first instance, on .Mbert, bishop of
Maintz, and then sold by hiin to an Augs-
burg banker. Circumstances like these gave
occasion to the Protestant party to charge the
Church with the "sale of indulgences." Car-
dinal Pallavicini, the celebrated Jesuit histo-

rian of the Council of Trent, does not hesitate
to say that if Leo X. had been surrounded by
able theologians and enlightened by their coun-
sels he would have proceeded more cautiously
in dispensing indulgences. However, it .should
in justice be recognized that the erection of
St. Peter's in Rome, the ancient capital of the
Christian world, was an enterprise of the deep-
est interest to every member of the faithful.

Together with the incidental abuses connected
with commutations, other circumstances com-
bined to inspire disaffection for the Holy
See in the minds of European rulers and
their dependents ; and, as in the case of
every revolution fed by prolonged and deeply-
rooted discontent in the minds of those who
control public opinion, a spark sufficed to start

the conflagration. The life of Luther recently
published by the Rev. Heinrich Denifle, O.P.,
and the abundant controversial literature which
it has called forth from the ablest Protestant
historians and theologians of Germany, have
proved that the first Apostle of the Protestant
Reformation was an epoch-maker by reason of
conditions, not because he possessed in any high
degree the qualities of the Uebermensch. Yet
the nailing of his ninety-five theses on the doors
of the castle church of Wittenburg in protest
against the indulgence granted by Leo X., and

preached by Telzcl, sub-delegate of .-Mbcrt,

bishop of Maintz, set all Europe aflame and
destroyed the dogmatic unity of Catholic
Christendom.

Opposition to the doctrine of indulgences
arose at different times, not because of their
alleged novelty or repugnance to the religious
sense of the Christian people, but because they
did not always approve of the object for which
alms were obtained by the preaching of indul-
gences, or because of the personal defects of
those entrusted with their promulgation. It

should be distinctly noted that these purposes
were not always strictly religious. They
were frequently philanthropic, such as the con-
struction of bridges, the erection of hospitals,

etc.. and in such cases received the unqualified
approval of princes and people. In order to

comprehend the outburst which Luther was able
to evoke against the indvilgence granted by Leo
X. we must bear in mind, besides the question-
able motives that are alleged to have partly
inspired the action of that pontiff, also the bitter

memories that tarried in the minds of European
monarchs after their defeat on the question of
investitures, and the death-blow dealt thereby
to the feudal system. The entire antipathy

aroused, for this and other reasons, against the

Holy See in the time of Leo X. found vent in

the attack initiated by Luther on indulgences.

An Indulgence may be acquired directly by
the living and applied by them, with the consent
of the Church, to the souls of the faithful de-
parted. All Catholic theologians are unanimous
in the opinion that an indulgence should not be
granted without grave and substantial reasons,

since the ordinary Christian economy demands
that each individual should make personal rep-

aration for the temporal debt due for his sins.

Moreover, in order to participate fruitfully in

an indulgence, certain conditions and disposi-

tions are necessary on the part of the subject.

He must be in the state of grace, have a genuine
desire to gain the indulgence, and perform cer-

tain acts prescribed by the Holy See.

The application of indulgences to the dead
is not a juridical act of the Church, whose juris-

diction is limited to the members of the mili-

tant or visible Church on earth. Remission of

the temporal debt due to God for sin by the

suffering -members of Christ's mystical body
in Purgatory is communicated to them by the
Church by way of suffrage or supplication. In
other words, she authorizes the living to join

their petitions with hers that God may gra-

ciously accept the indulgences which they gain

and in the measure in which they gain them, in

behalf of the souls of the faithful departed.
Indulgences are now dispensed partly by way
of absolution and partly by way of commuta-
tion. The well-known distinction between
partial and plenai^- indulgences should be under-
stood in an objective sense. The degree in

which any indulgence is actually gained or
subjectively appropriated by the individual
depends on his subjective disposition, according
to the theological maxim : whatever is received
is received according to the measure of the re-

cipient. The most solemn of all plenary in-

dulgences is that which is granted on the occa-
sion of a jubilee such as that which was
proclaimed for 1904 by His Holiness Pius X
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to mark the 50th anniversary of the definition

of the Immaculate Conception by Pius IX.

Thos. R Jltxje. S.T.P..

Formerly Professor of Mental and Moral Phi-
losophy, St. Patrick's College, Maynooth. Ire-

land; afterward Professor of Dogmatic
Theology in The Saint Paul Seminary, Saint
Paul. Minn. Editor of 'The Catholic Rez-iezv

of Reziezcs.^

Indulgence, Declaration of, the proclama-
tion issued in 16S7 by James II. of England by
which he sought to relieve his subjects from
observing laws opposed to their consciences. As
the persons then suffering most from the laws
were Roman Catholics, and as the laws would
leave them free to worship according to their

consciences, the proclamation was opposed by
many king's subjects. Seven bishops of the

Church of England refused to order their clergy

to read the king's proclamation. Charles II.

issued two similar indulgences in 1662 and 1672,

both of which were unpopular with the people
outside the Roman Catholic Church.

In'dus (Sanskrit, Sindhu), the chief stream

of the northwest of India, and one of the great

rivers of the world. It has a length of about

1.900 miles, and drains an area of more than

36aooo square miles. It rises in Tibet on the

north of the Himalaya Mountains, nearly 100

miles northwest from the sources of the upper

Brahmaputra (q.v.), on the north side of the

mountain mass of Kailas, 18,000 feet above

sea-level. In the upper part of its course

it takes a northwesterly direction along the

northern foot of the main Himalayan
range, enters the Kashmir territories, passes

through Lad:dc, below the capital _ of which,

Leh. it receives the Zanskar, farther on
the Dras, after which it enters Baltistan. Here
it receives, on the right, the Gilgit, from a
glacier of the Karakoram, the largest tributary

3iat joins it in the Himalayan regions, and takes

the name of Indus or Sind. About 100 miles

below this it takes a sudden bend toward the

southwest, and after a course of about 180 miles

more in this direction it leaves the loftier regions.

At the British fortress of Attock in the Panjab
— where it is crossed by a great railway bridge

carrying the line to Peshawar— it is joined by

the Kabul from Afghanistan, and here, 950 feet

above the level of the sea, it i? nearly 800 feet

wide and from 30 to 60 feet deep according to

the season. For the rest of its course (.about 900

miles) it continues its southwesterly direction

till it enters the Indian Ocean. At Kalabagh,

no miles below .\ttock, it has a breadth of over

1400 feeL Arriving in the low-h-ing country-,

its waters become charged with mud. and in

the rainy season, and by the melting of the snow
in the mountains, it overflows its banks. Near
Mithankot it receives on the east the Panjnad,

or united stream of the Five Rivers of the

Panjab. Below the confluence it has a width of

over 1,900 yards when the water is low. In

Sind it gives off several e.xtensive arms or

canils. which are of great value for irrigation;

and below Hyderabad it divides into a number
of shifting mouths or estuaries, the most nav-

ieable of which is at present the Yatho mouth.

The delta, formed by the enormous amount of

alluvium brought down by the river, has a

coast-line of a'oout 130 miles, and the pomt or

head of it at Tatta is 70 miles from the sea.

The tide rises to this distance. The Indus loses

much water from passing through drj- and

desert regions, and much is also drawn off for

irrigation : accordingly it brings down much less

water to the sea than the Ganges. Vessels draw-

ing more than seven feet of water cannot gen-

erally enter any of its mouths: but steamers

of light draft ascend from Hyderabad to Multan.

A railway ascends the valley of the Indus from

the important port of Karachi to Peshawar.

Industrial Commission, a non-partisan

body authorized by Congress on 18 Jime 1S9S,

to investigate the subjects of "immigration,

labor, agriculture, manufactures, and business*

in the United States, with the utmost fairness

to both capital and labor, and report to Congress

with suggested legislation, as a basis not only

for national law and administration, but for uni-

formity of State laws. It was empowered to

administer oaths in order to obtain sworn testi-

mony, and send for persons and papers, as well

as (by a supplementary act) to purchase relevant

literature up to $1,500 a j-ear. The members
were to be five Senators appointed by its presi-

dent, five Representatives appointed by the

Speaker, and nine pri\-ate gentlemen appointed

by the President and Senate, fairly representing

different industries and branches of national life.

Originally appointed for two }-ears, the term

was extended to 15 Dec 1901, and then to

15 Feb. 1902, the last report being dated the

loth. The actual work was done by the private

members, who employed 27 experts on the

various lines, and examined nearly 700 witnesses

;

making a report in 19 volumes, of the highest

4-alue from the unmatched thoroughness and
authoritativeness of the view on every side of

our industrial system brought out, and the com-
petence of the witnesses, who represented all

grades, from heads of trusts to presidents of

colleges, and from lawyers to heads of trade

unions, leaving no field imtouched. The com-
mission also digested a vast amoimt of facts

from judicial decisions and official documents.

The pri\-ate commissioners were A. L. Harris,

S. X. D. Xorth (successor Albert H. Clarke),

Ellison A. Smvth (successor D. A. Tompkins),

J. M. FarquhaV. E. D. Conger, T. W. Phillips,

C. J. Harris, M. D. Ratchford (successor C. H.
Litchman), J. L. Kennedy. The experts were

on warehouse and grain inspection laws, immi-

gration (two, statistics and labor questions),

agriculture (four, distribution, labor, speculation,

and taxation), labor organizations, prison labor

ttwo), railroad labor, Asiatic labor, strikes, and
arbitration, trusts, transponation uwot. railroad

legislation, taxation of corporations (two), do-

mestic sen-ice. pure-food legislation, mining

industries, mining labor legislation, tobacco in-

dustries, mechanical progress, besides advisory

counsel and expert indexing.

Industrial Corporations in the United

States, include the large number of trusts, ^or

industrial combinations formed between iSoo

and 1903. As the individual or private business

firm gradually gave »-ay to the limited partner-

ship, so the limited partnership in turn prac-

tically yielded to the general corporate form

of doing business, especially in respect to
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nianufacluring wliicli followed the general ten-

dency of business toward consolidation. This
was a natural result of the rapid growth cl

capital, which consolidated for its own benefit.

In this development some of the earlier and
larger trusts undoubtedly played a very prom-
inent part, creating a precedent, setting an
example, as it were, notably the Standard Oil

trust and tlie Sugar trust, both of which have
been in corporate form for some years. They
were the pioneers in consolidation of manu-
facturing interests, but compared with the more
recent United Slates Steel Corporation, with
its capital of more than a billion dollars, tl.ey

are but pigmies. The great majority of these

combinations have capitalizations in excess of

$5,000,000 each, while only a very few are capi-

talized at less than $r,ooo,ooo. Many of these

manufacturing combinations practically control

a very large proportion of the entire business of

the country in their particular lines and are evei

extending that control to other countries.

The most notable feature in the increase in

the industrial growth of the United States from
1883 to 1903 is in the iron and steel industry,

in which the production is nearly six times
greater than it was at the beginning of that

period. The total quantity of pig iron and steel

produced in 1882 was 5.360.015 tons. In 1892

the quantity w-as 14.084,581 tons, and in ig02

it had increased to 31,255,595 tons. The increase

in the production of pig iron in 1892 over 1882

was 98,99 per cent ; and in 1902 over 1892 it was
49.18 per cent. The increase in the annual pro-

duction of steel, however, was much greater in

proportion. In 1892 it was 183.38 per cent great-

er than in 1882, and in 1902 it was 174.34 per
cent greater than in 1892. Among the advan-
tages of the corporate form over individual

ownership which so largely tend to the advan-
tage of consolidations of capital and the sup-
plying of the demand for greater facilities for

its employment in industrial fields is the fact

that, while stockholders die, the corporation can

go on forever. The ownership of these corpo-
rations is divided among hundred of thou.sands

of individual stockholders, who are liable only
for the amount of their stock, and which can be
transferred without affecting the corporation or
its lialjility and without any trouble. The num-
ber of stockholders of four of the largest cor-
porations, for instance— namely, the United
States Steel Corporation, the American Sugar
Refining Company, the Amalgamated Copper
Company and the Standard Oil Company—
number about 100,000 per.sons.

The census of 1900 gave the statistics of in-

dustrial corporations (first table below) :

In 1902 these figures had materially in-

creased, there being 213 industrial combinations
or trusts with a capital of $6,639,019,304, but
even these figures are far from the estimates
made in 1903 by Moody (Manual of Corporate
Securities) who places the total capital at $9,-

000,000,000, and who states that the railroad
consolidations would increase this to $15,000,-
000,000.

The United States Steel Corporation, the
largest of the trusts, and its competition are
marvelous examples of the "combination" plan
of capital. The following are the figures for
1902 (see second table below) :

Industrial Education. — The industrial growth
of the country created a demand for higher in-
struction in commercial subjects which soon led
to the establishment of separate institutions de-
voted exclusively to such instruction. For details

see Agricultur.\l Education: Architkcti're,
Education in; Commercial Education; Cor-
respondence Schools; Education: Engineer-
ing; Industrial; Professional, in America;
Scientific and Technical; Engineering,
Civil; Engineering. Mechanical; Industrial
Terms; Law, American Schools of; Manual
Training; Medical Education; Painting,
Education in; Sculpture, Education in;
Technical Education; Technology. Schools
of; Trade Schools; etc.

No. of
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Industrial Terms. The following list

embraces many of the imponant terms that are
used technically in the several commercial in-
dustries. Such terms as are usually regarded
as self explanatory, as well as those that have
no general application, have been omitted.
Those that are of more tlian ordinary- im-
portance will be found defined more fully under
their appropriate heading.

Ae.^ndoxmext.— A term used in marine insuraace to
denote that all property saved has been relinquished
to the underwriters in order that the insured may
claim indemniiication tor a total loss.

Abb.— In wool-sorting the qualitj- of the wool is de-
noted by the terms: " fine abb," and " coarse abb."

Abordage.— A term used in marine insurance. If a
collision between two vessels happens on the open
sea and the damaged ship was insured the persons
ii:suring her must pay the loss, although they are
entitled to relief at civil law against the partv caus-
ing the damage.

AccEPTA.vcE.— .\ term usually used, in marine insure
ance, in cases of abandonment. It is this process
which perfects the rights of the insured in the
recovery of his loss.

AcTVARV.— An officer of an insurance company whose
skill in the application of the doctrine of chance to
financial affairs enables him to make the computations
necessary to determine the valuation of contingent
liabilities, as shov,-n in the compilation of tables, the
computation of risks, etc.

ACREEME.NT.— In insurance the contract issued prior
to the delivery of the official policy is known as the
* agreement. '

An.ve.\i.ixc.— The process of treating substances by
heat to remove their brittleness and yet make them
tough and inclined to be elastic.

Axxcitv.— A fixed amount paid each vear, whetherm one sum, or periodically, in installments. Whea
an aimmty is continued for a specific number of
V^^.rs 't IS termed a " certain " annaitv. If the
period of its continuance is uncertain it is called a
contingent " annuity. \\"hen pa\-ment has already

commenced it is an " annuity in possession," butwhen such payment does not begin until a specified
penoQ has ehipsed, or a definite event has taken
place It becomes known as a " reversionary " or " de-
ferred annuity.

Amount of Loss.— .\n insurance term denoting the
oiminution or destruction of the values of or of
the charge upon, the insured by the direct conse-
quence of the operation of the risk incurred, accord-
ing to its value in the policy.

AsSESSME.VT.— In insurance, an assessment is made (i)
as an apportionment in general average upon the
articles at risk for contribution for damage and sac-
rifices purposely made for escape from impending
peril, and (^) also upon premium notes given by
members of mutual companies as a substitute for the
investment of the paid-up stock.

Atichlor.— A term used in bleaching to denote the
method employed to remove or neutralize the in-
jurious effects of the free chlorine left in some
b'eached materials.

Arch.— When a portion of a lode is left standing, in
mining, because it is too poor to work or is needed
as a support, it is called an " arch."

AsTERisM.— A term in printing, denoting the 3 as-
terisks sometimes placed before a sentence to call
attention to it.

Attemperatiox.— Regulating the temperature of the
necr-worts in brewing.

.\T:tNUATiox.— The decrease in density of the beer-
- in brewing is termed " attenuation."
"-— -^ process for clearing and brightening the

- : ; in dyeing.
.(iVEk.v:;E BoxD.— .\ bond in marine insurance under

which the consignees of cargo subject to general
average, guarantee payment of their contribution as
S'on as ascertained in order that their goods may be
delivered at once.

^*^K-— I3} In metal-mining, the portion of the lode
that lies between the level and the one next above
It: fb) m coalmining, the inner end of a heading"7 .'?'"'' "5 being conducted: (c) the thickest and

ides are termed "backs" in the 'cather trale.
-''<°-— A wall of dry brick sunken through

^
^ I

. or gravel in mining.
i.VKLASii.— .A term denoting the backward suction

•Titer an explosion of fire.damp.
Back.stav— In printing, the leather strap used to

cJieck the carnage of the press.

B.AI.K.— When a bed of coal suddeijy thins out it is
termed a " balk."

Eaxd._A layer of rock that is interstratified with
coal.

Barxev.— A small car used in mining to push themme-car up a slope; the pit from which it runs is
termed the bamey-pit."

Barratry.— In marine insurance, the commission ofany traudulent act in the management of a ship or
i:s cargo, by which the owners, consignors, or in-
surers are subject to injurv.

BAj!REL-n-oRK.— Pieces of native copper too small to be
Handled as mass-copper, but large enough to be
shipped in barrels.

s i" uc

B.^STARD.— (a) An impure bro»-n sugar made from
the refuse of pre^nous boUings; (b) the large mold
into which the sugar is drained is also called a
bastard: (c) m printing, any type whose face isout ot proportion to the size of its body is termed
bastard type.

E.4TI.VG.— The 'process of steeping hides and skins torender them soft and fit for tanning.
BATTtRY.—

- The timber structure that is used to ore-vent coal from sliding down a shute.
^•"•Trl" mining, an open space for waste in a long-

v.ali working.
Be.\mixg.— (a) Winding the warp-vam on a loom in

tne manufacture of cloth: (b) working hides with a
Slicker over a beam in the leather trade.

BEATtR.— (a) .A. machine used in cotton manufacturing
to open and clean the cotton before it passes to the
carder: (b) a kmte used for breaking flax or hemp;
(cj the lathe or banen of the loom used in weaving

BEXCHIXG.-— A term applied to the process used in
getting the coal after it is holed.

Black-liquor.— A crude acetate of iron used, in dye-
ing, as a mordant.

Bleed.-— (a) In bookbinding, to trim the margin too
close.y; (b) m dyeing, extracting the coloring matter.

Bleu-de-roi^-— The term used to denote the cobalt-blce
co*or in European porcelain.

Blick.— The iridescence appearing on gold and silver
at the end of the refining process.

Blue-cap.— In mining, the bluish or brownish halo
which, when it appears around the flame of the
satety lamp, indicates a dangerous quantity of fire-
damp, is termed the " blue-cap."

Bcards.— The hard paper-stock inserted between the
printed sheets in a press to remove an indentation
ot impression; often called "press-boards."

BcxE.— The term used to define the slaty portions in
a coal mine.

BoxxET.— The shield used to protect a mine shaft
from substance which might otherwise fall into it.

Bcrcer-— The rim fixed about the bedplate used in
milling to prevent the meal from falling off before it
reaches the proper opening.

Braxxixg.— A term that is applied both to the process
of steeping cloth before or after it is dyed, and to
the steeping of skins before tanning.

Brood.— The term applied in mining to all hetero-
geneous mixtures found with copper or tin ore.

Brush.— .\n instrument constructed of several small
trees, like the birch, and used by farmers instead of
a harrow in covering grain, or small seed after
sowmg.

Buck.— The breaking of ore into small pieces for
Jigging.

BuDDLE.— In mining, to wash ore free from earthy
matter the water is run over an inclined hutch
which is termed a " huddle,"

Bullocks' Hides.— The trade name given to the raw
hides of cattle.

Bully.head.— The name by which the sledge-hammer
used by miners is popularly known.

BuLTow.— In the fishing industry, the practice of
stringing many hooks on one line, used in fishing for
cod off the Banks.

Buxchy.— Used in mining to denote that the ore is
irregularly distributed through the lode in small
masses, or " pockets."

BuxDLE.— (a) In paper-making, 2 reams of printing,
or brown paper; (b) in spinning, 20 hanks, or 6,000
yards of linen yam.

BuxToxs.— The timbers put across 3 mining shaft to
divide it into compartments.

HuTT.— .\ hide of sole leather in which the belly and
shoulders have been cut off.

C\t'E.— A term of measurement in the fishing trade,
'Icnoting either 500 herrings, or 1,000 sprats.

Ca.-.e-seat.— The framework at the bottom of a shaft.
so arranged as to reduce the jar when the cage drops
upon it.

Calf.— .-V term applied to a bookbinding in ca!f.skin.
This binding is of several grades: Divinity calf, a
dark-brown binding, with blind stamping and no
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•rild, ./ half-calf, in which the backs and corners

fnb fre of calf skin; mottled calf, a cal b.nd.ng of

pale color in wh.ch the decorat.ons have been made

ty the sprinkling of 3='^; /™°°'''. "'^V "n cal
undecorative leather; tree calf, a bnght bro«n cal^

binding stained by acid to imitate the trunk ana

Ca'vcS -^-'terVusid to denote that part of a floor

^
or roof of a gangway that is removed to equahze

the crade because of a fault, or break in the strata.

OnseL- A form of weaving that produces a corded

C°y-l 'Sm' denoting ceruin sizes and shapes in

oaDcr- Double cap, .7x28 in.; exchange cap, a fine

SualUy paper! used in printing bills of exchange;

fla' can. or full cap. .4x17 in ;.
foolscap, usually

i'\i^ in.; legal, or pot cap. 13x16 in., etc.

CAKmsG.- The disentangling of wool, cotton, or other

fibres preparatory to spinning.

Carrot.— In the fur trade, to dress a pelt to pre-

CAl"oT«-RoUs"or"obacco after they have been so

prepared that th-.y require only to be ground and

sifted to be made into snuff. . .

Case.— (a) A shallow wooden tray, the partitions mak-

ing the small boxes in which the various characters

of rvne required by printers are kept in order tor

?he uL orcomposito^ (b) A book /over that has

been made separately from the book for which it is

CAl"E-pfpER.-The wrinkled, broken, or otherwise im-

oerfect paper rejected by the trade.
, . , j.

Ca4ette— The utensil in which chmaware is baked;

sometimes called the " cofiin."
.

Ca"t— (a) The water used in the preparation of beer,

the quantity that is first placed m the mash-tub is

teamed the •
first cast;" that which ,s subsequently

added, the " second cast." " third cast, etc. (b)

In bee culture, an after swarm led by a maiden

Certosiva Work.— A term used to denote .the inlay

01^ certain light materials - like ivory or satinwood—
UDon dark woods like walnut.

, , , u
Cbop^ (a) In milling the product of the first crush-

ing of the wheat; fb) also used to denote the brand

and quality of tea imported from China, as first

CLl'clfER.— The work-man who cuts the uppers and

soles for boots and shoes. .

CLOG^-The short pieces of timber used in mmes to

n^oTiKc'-MAcSiNE.- (a) A machine that sews heavy

^e°oh or leather with a lock-stitch, al^ke or, both

sides- (b) apparatus used in rone-making to twist

the already made strands into rope.

Cobbing.- In mining, a process of breaking the ore

that the better parts may be sorted out.
.

rocKLE— (a) A large stove used m the making. of

norceiain to drv the biscuit-ware after its glazing

preparatory to burning; (b) the kiln used for drying

Cofo?'— In gold mining, the particles of gold that

are shown when auriferous sand is washed out.

CH."E-Tn printing, a square, open f^mework of

iron into which the type forms are fastened to fa-

riliVate moving and working on the press.

CovMERCirL - A term used to denote the shape and

sVze of paper: Commercial letter, l.xi,7 in.; unfolded

comr^ereUl letter, small. io/.x.654 m.; commercial

roMr^v.'o%^°HiP-Tn°pfinting. a number of compositors

^Zployedfn setting '^.P a quantity of copy under the

C^^-A rx^ur1'of• various, manuring substances

,"^d bv agriculturists in fertilizing land.
. . .

r^v^rvTRA^OR— \ machine used, chiefly in mining m
^Te'unYtirSta,es."to separate the ore from the rock

with which It was associated in tl^ lode
^^^,^^

"'^ri^f&M 'rsS^i^i^^ri^ t%
not e"VrLv„ndrecove'rv or repair." In such cases

loss " may be "covered. between

^gyi^Sr3b^^^<SnU"w£;^:a
(b) •?= same term

boards to assure its
book is tied firmlj between i

.,
, j ,^„^ ^„,d

"
is

drying smoothb. ' ".^ '^™
,,,. .-erd which extends

^l^tThe"w^od"fn's°hat"°ol leaves to which the hed-

.vtmKG-The"''term denoting the arrangement of the
lOKDiNG.— liie leiui

.i:.|, ,i,ev arc made to move

ir^t^ c"lus.erran'd\ime'as"th'e production of the

pattern may necessitate.

Core-piece.— The yarn running through the centre of

a rope to assure its solidity.

Corner.— The tool used in bookbinding to decorate Oie

corners of a book. . ,.

Couch.— (a) The operation, in brewing, of spreading

the steeped grain upon the floor to convert it into

malt; (b) in paper-making, the act of removing the

paper from the mold upon which it has been formed

that it may be placed upon the felt.

CorxTER-LODE.— A term used in mining to denote a

lode running in such a direction in relation to the

main lodes that it crosses or intersects them.

Coursing.— The method of regulating the ventilation

of a mine by conducting the air through various

doors, stopings, etc.

Cram.- In weaving, a warp that has more than two

threads in each split of the reed.

Crazing.- In the pottery industry, when the glaze

separates from the body and forms blisters.

Creaser — A tool used in bookbinding to define the

width of the bands of a book, and to fix the position

of the lines on the backs and sides.

Creep — If the pillars of a mine are not sufficiently

large, or the roof is not fully supported the pressure

of the superincumbent strata sometimes causes an

apparent rising of the under-clay. Collieries have

been cntirelv destroyed by these "creep.

CcoP.— An untrimmed hide, struck for sole-leather, u
termed a " crop," or " crop-hide " in the trade.

Crutch.— A term used in soap-making to denote th?

perforated instrument with which the various in-

gredients are stirred together.
.

Cut.— The block upon which a picture is engraved

and from which it is impressed in printing.

Cutter.— Usually applied, in mining, to a joint or

crack which crosses a better defined system of cracks

in the same rock. In coal-mining "cutting" is the

work done in getting the coal into a condition where

it rnay be broken down.
.

Dabber.— The use of the " dabber by printers has

largely ceased since the introduction ot the ink-

roller, but the same term is now applied to instru-

ments used bv etchers and stereotypers. The former

is used to ink the surface of engraved blocks or

plates- the latter to dab the back of the damp paper

used in the papier-mache process of stereotyping, m
oroer that it may be driven into the interstices of the

Dabmng.— The term applied to the process in stone-

working by which the surface of the stone is covered

with small indentations, after having been made uni-

Dam"^— The term applied to the underground wall fre-

quently constructed to hold back «;ater, air, or gas.

Damping.- .\ process used in bleaching to add a cer-

tain amount of moisture to a fabric after it has been

starched, that it may be properly finished.

Dandv.— The running-out fire for the melting of pig-

iion in tin-plate manufacturing. i„„„,i.
Dandy-roller — The wire-gauze cylinder beneath

which the web of water-pulp is passed in paper-mak-

ing to drain it partially of water.
, , , ,

Dash-wheel.- The partially submerged .
wheel u=.ed

in cotton manufacturing to wash and nnse calico in

the piece. . , , j- ..«
Deck.- Used in mining to denote the loading or un-

loading of cars upon the cage. „ „,i^„„
Deckle-strap.— The contrivance used in paper-making

to define the width of the sheet by regulating the

flow of pulp. ... 11 •«

Decrement.- A term used m insurance, usually in

the sense of the " equal decrement of life, or the

doctrine of annuities upon which assurance compa-

nies base their existence. It >s the theory that

in a given number of lives there should be an equal

number of deaths within a given period.

Dele— A term used in proofreading to direct the

compositor or printer to remove a letter, word, or

phrase. . . . . . '

Deviation.— A term used in marine insurance to

denote the voluntarv departure of a vessel, without

necessitv or reasonable cause, from the usual course

of the vovage for which she was insured. .Ml un-

reasonable' dclavs arc also involved in the same law.

which releases the underwriter from all risks.

Devil.— An errand-boy employed in a printing-office.

Dipping.— A process in ceramics by which a coarse

clay bodv is coated with fine enamel by being plunged

into the liquid which constitutes the coating.

Discharge.— The term used in dyeing to denote the

process by which white patterns are produced on

colored grounds.
. , .- c

Discovery Claim.— In mining law. the portion ot

ground held by reason of the first discovery ot its

mineral deposits.

Distribute.— A term used in printing for the process

of returning dead matter (type no loneer required)
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to the cases; "throw-in" is another term used to

define this process.
IXkitob.— (,a) A term in wine-making, tised to indicate

that the character of the wine has been changed by
the addition of another liquor; (b) to alter any
commodity for purpose of deception.

Doff.— A term that has several distinctions in the
textile manufacture: (a) The process of stripping die
cotton or wool from the cards preparatory to spin-

ning; (b) the act of mending broken threads; tc)

the removal of full bobbins to give place to the
enipty ones.

Dossil.'— The roll of cloth used to clean the ink from
an engraved plate prior to printing.

Double.— A term used to denote the size and quality
of paper: Double mediom. a printing paper. 24x38
in,; double royal, a printing paper. 26x40 in.

Double-dyeing.— .\ method of dyeing mixed goods
by which the wool and cotton are dyed separately
with colors that have no afnnity for each other.

Double Ixsur-^sce-— A term used among insurance
cc-mpanies as a synonym for over-insurance. Thus,
where divers insurances are made upon the same in-

terests against the same risks in favor of the same
assured, in proportions exceeding the value of the
subj ect, the party insured may sue upon all the
policies although fae is entitled to bat one satis-

faction.
Double-milled.— A term applied to denote that cloth

has been fulled twice to make it finer in quality.

Doubler-— (a) A machine for doubling and drawing
silk: (b) a still made to intercept and redistill the
vapors of distillation; (c) a felting placed between
the fabric and the press before printing.

Dowxc-AST.— A term used to denote the system of
ventilation used in mining, the shaft down which
the air passes into the mine being called the ** down-
cast."

Dr\ft.— Used in weaving to describe the cording of a
loom or the arrangement of the heddles.

Drag.— (a) A light iron-rod tool with a tapering spiral

end, used by miners in cleaning out bore-holes before
introducing the charge; (b) the device that guides
wood to the saw in saw-milling; (c) also applied in

printing to denote the thickened impression on one
side of the letters produced by the scraping of the
sheet on the type.

Dr.*wixg-P.\per.— A term used commercially to de-
scribe a variety of stout papers manufactured ex-
pressly for use in drawing. The regular sizes are
as follows : Cap, 1 3x 1 6 ; in. ; demy. 1 5 J^x 1 8^ in.

;

medium, 18x23 in.; royal, 19x24 in.; superroyal, 19X
27 in.; imperial. 2i^-ix2g in.; elephant. 22^^x27^
in.; columbier. 23x33!^ in.; atlas, 26x33 in.; theorem,
28x34 in. ; double elephant, 26x40 in. : antiquarian,
31x52 in.; emperor, 40x60 in.; Uncle Sam. 48x120 in.

Drawixg-rolxs.— The rolls used in spinning machin-
ery. As they are set in pairs, each of which turns
more rapidly than any previous pair, the sliver passes
through them in succession.

Draw-boy.— Formerly the weaver's assistant; now, a
mechanical device used in drawing the heddles to
form the pattern of the cloth to be woven. The
machine upon which this figure-weaving is done is

known as the " draw loom."
Drawn.— .A term denoting the method of freeing sub-

stances from all particles of iron and steel by use of
3 magnet.

Dresser.— (a) The workman employed in type-found-
ries to remove all defects from the types in preparing
them for sale; <b) the tool, or machine employed to

cut and dress the furrows on a millstone: (c) a
mallet used by plumbers in closing joints in sheet-

lead; fd) one of the picks used in mining.
Drift.— .\ term used in mining to describe the nearly

horizontal cTcavations that arc frequently made in
working a mine; sometimes called a '* drive.*'

Drill.— In agriculture, when a field is not_ sown
broadcast, but tn row?, it is said to be in " drills."

Drip-joint.— When two sheets of metal used in roofing
have been so united that the joint forms a water
conductor the arrangement is known, in plumbing.
as a '* drip-joint."

Drop-bar.— A term anplied to the bar or roller on a
printing-press that regulates the passage of the paper
sheets to impression.

Drop-drili-— The term denoting an agricultural in-

strument that is employed to drop the seed and fer-
tilizer into the ground simultaneously.

Dropfivger.— In some cylinder printing-presses the
rods that arc employed to hold the sheets in place
until they can be seized by the grippers are termed
the '* drop-fingers."

Dropper.— A term used in mining to denote a branch
or spur that connects with the main load but that
does not materially enrich it.

Dropping.— .\ term used to denote a defect in the
product of the glassmaker. It is catised by the acci-

dental dropping of the crude glass into the molten
glass in the melting vesseL

Drop-rollee.— L'sed in printing to denote the roller

that drops at specified intervals to supply the printing
ink for distribution.

Drovixg .\nd Striping.— A process in stone-cutting by
which the shallow parallel grooves are made along
the length of the rough-hewn stone.

Dryixg-off.— .\ term denoting the process by which
an amalgam of gold is evaporated.

Drying-pu^tes.— Used in bre\s-ing to denote the series
of frames in the malt kiln. They are placed one
over the other, and. being covered with woven wire.
the hot air ascends through them in such manner as
to dry the malt.

Dump.— Used in printing to denote the act of remov-
ing types from the stick to place them on a galley.

DrxG-B.A.TH.— In some processes of dyeing and calico-
printing the cloth is subjected to a " dung-bath."
ccmposed of warm water, animal's dung, etc., for the
purpose of remo\-ing the superfluous mordant.

Egg-shell.— A term used commercially to denote the
thinnest and most translucent of china or porcelain.

Elbow-plate.— A term used in paper-making when the
cutter of the rag-cutting machine has been bent to
something like an angle in the middle.

Electroplating.— The process of coating articles with
silver or other metal by means of electrolysis.

Electrotypixg.— The process of making plate copies
of any engraved or molded surface by means of
electrical deposition.

Endowment.— A term used in life insurance to describe
a policy in which the face value, with accrued earn-
ings, is payable to the insured at. or after a stated
period, or in which the face of the policy is paid
to his representatives should he die prior to the ex-
piration of that time.

Ensilage.— An agricultural term used to denote the
process of preserving fodder, etc, in a green state

by storing the materials in silos or pits dug in the
ground.

Face.— In coal-mining, the working, or portion of the
seam that is being mined.

pAiCET.— A rod. or basket of wire used in carrying the
bottle from the mold to the leer in glass-manrfacture.

F-\T-\VoRK.— In printing, when copy is parcicularly
profitable to the compositor owing to the fact that

it has much open space that may be filled with leads,

or that in other wa>-s favors rapid execution, is termed
fat-work. To beat, or ink " fat " in printing means
that a form of type has been given an excess of ink.

Feedixg.— In printing, a term denoting the method of
placing the sheets of paper in such position that they
are ready to meet the requirements of the press.

Filature.— In silk-culture, a reel by which the silk is

d^a^^•n from the cocoons.

FiiLET.— (a) In weaving, a strip of card-clothing; (b)

in dairyins. a perforated curb used to confine the

cheese-curds; *c) a wheel-shaped tool used in book-

binding to impress a line, or decoration upon the

covers of bools; (d) in printing, a mie fixed with

lines that mav be tised as a border.
, . .

Filling.^ The term by which the woof or weft thread

ot a woven fabric is known.
Filling Can.— Used in rope-making to denote the can

in which the sliver is condensed and wound after

coming from the doublers. - t.-

FlsE-DR.^WIXG.— The term applied to the iinishmg

process in cloth manufacture. By exposing the cloth

to a strong light all the minute holes due to breaks

are discovered so that they may be repaired with a

needle, bv the introduction of sound yams m the place

of those that have proved defective.

Fining-roller.— A cylindrical sieve of wire cloth used

in paper-making to retain the coarse fibres and knots

so that they cannot pass through with the trnely

ground stuff. i.- u »t.-
FiRE-ciLDiNC.— A process of g»J<i^°S br w^ich the

nicrcurv is driven from the amalgam by the heat ot a

muffle, leaving a fine film of gold.
^ ^ ^ . , ,, .

Fixing Bath.— In tanning, the caiechu-bath ^ followed

bv another kno»Ti as the " fixing ' bath. It consists

of water sufficient to cover the skins, acidined »nth

nitric add. modified with a little glycerin.

Fle>ker.— The tool used in leather manutacture tor

the purpose of fleshing hides.

Flo.\t.— a term used in weaving to denote the passage

of the shuttle crosswise above or below the threads

but without intersecting them.

Flovg— The combination of moist tissue paper and

paste used in stercotj-ping by the papier-mache process

to form the mold or matrix from composed tj-pcs or

engraved surfaces.
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Floor.— In brewing, tach steeping is known as a

" floor " or " j)iccc."

Flooring.— Used in brewing to denote the operation

of spreading the grain on the malt-floor, that it may
be kept at an even temperature, to check germina-

tion. .

Flow.— A term used in ceramics to denote tnc Mux
that is used to make the colors run and blend in

firing.

Flurry.— A term used in calico printing to denote the

condition of frothiness which is sometimes developed
bv the colors during the process of printing.

Fly.— (a) One of the arms of a spinning-frame which
revolves around the bobbin to twist the yarn as it is

wound upon it; (b) in cotton-spinning, the term is

applied to the waste cotton: (c) in weaving, a shuttle

with wheels driven through the shed by a jerk; (d)

in printing, the mechanism which receives and de-

livers the .separate sheets as they arc printed on the

press; (e) in piano-making, the hinged board with
which the keys are covered when not in use.

Folio.— While the word " folio " is used to denote the

size of a book it is also applied as a descriptive term
for several sizes of paper, each of which is desig-

nated by a specific name: Pot folio, 71^x12^2 in.;

foolscap folio, about Sxi^f/^ in.; flat-cap folio, 8j^xi4
in. ; crown, or post folio. 93^^x15 in. ; demy folio,

10 J^ XI 6 in. ; medium folio. 12x19 in- ; royal folio,

12^X20 in.; superroyal folio. 14x22 in.; imperial
folio, 16x22 in. ; elephant folio, 14x23 in. ; atlas

folio. 161^x26 in. ; columbier folio, 17^x24 in.;

double elephant folio, 20x27 in.; antiquarian folio,

26^2x31 in.

Foolscap.— A term applied to a writing paper varying
in size from 12x15 to i2j'2Xi6 inches. The term was
derived from the water-mark, a fool's cap. which
formerly appeared upon all the papers that bore this

name.
Footlise.— A term used in printing to denote the last

line of a page of type. It is usually left blank,
although it sometimes contains the number of the
page or the signature on the sheets.

Forwarder. ^— A term used in bookbinding to designate
the workman whose duty it is to receive the sewed
book, put on its back, cover, etc., and prepare it for
the finisher.

Full-faced.— A term used in printing to describe a
type with the thick lines that make it print extremely
black.

Furniture.— The term " furniture " in printing de-
notes the pieces of wood or metal that are placed
around the pages of type, not only to keep them the
necessary distance apart but to assist in fastening
them securely in the chases. When the furniture
has been systematically cut into various lengths and
widths, so that they may be easily combined, the
pieces are known as '* labor-saving furniture."

Fustian.— The term applied to a short twilled cotton
fabric, usually a cloth having a short nap, like cor-

duroy, velveteen, etc.

Gacing-thkead.^- Tn weaving, a thread introduced tem-
porarily to ston the weft-thread at a specified point.

Galley.— .\n oblong, shallow tray, now usually made
of brass, but sometimes of wood, used in printing

by compositors as a place to deposit the type they
have set. Galleys in which the type may be locked
are known as proof-galleys. Standing galleys are in-

clined frames fitted with cleats on which the type
galleys rest. A proof taken from types being held
on galleys is termed a " galley-proof."

Casualty.— A term frequently used in insurance as a
svnonym for accident.

Co-insurance.— A form of insurance in which the
insured, in view of a reduced rate of_ premium agrees
to maintain insurance upon a certain specified per-

centage of the total alue of his property, failing

which he becomes his l .11 insurer for the difTcrence.

a fact which makes him jointly responsible with the
assuring company in case of partial loss.

Gathering.— Used in glass-making to describe the
method of coiling the molten glass on the end of an
iron tube preparatory to the work of blowing.

Giggering.— A process in bookbinding by which the
burnished lines are rubbed upon the covers decorated
in antique fashion.

Gigging.— The process of finishing cloth by drawing
the loose ends of wool in a fabric to the surface to
form a nap. After the work of napping is completed
the fabric is ready to be finished by shearing.

Gillinc.— A term denoting a process for making all

fibres level and even in the manufacture of woolen
yarns or worsted.

Gingeriiread-work.— A phrase used, somewhat as a

term of contempt, in describing the fanciful shapes of
the ornamental wood-work and carvings seen upon
furniture, etc.

Glance.— A term used in mining to designate those

ores in which a pecuhar lustre and color indicates

that they are of metalliferous combination.
Glossing.— A term denoting the operation of twisiing

the hanks of silk, in silk-manufacture, after they
have been dyed and dried. This process is sometimes
termed *' stringing."

Gothic.— A term used by .\merican printers to describe

a style of square-cut printing- type very similar in

appearance to the old Roman mural letter. In Eng-
land this tyi)e is known as the " grotesque."

Gravel.— Used in brewing to denote the appearance of
the beer when yeast-cells arc floating about in it in

the form of fine " gravel."
Grizzlies.— An arrangement in the mine sluice to re-

ceive and cast aside all the large stones brought down
by the current during the process of washing the
auriferous gravel.

Graveyard Insurance.— A term used to designate a
method of swindling insurance companies by the sub-
stitution of a jjcrson of robust health for the bad
risk actually insured. Also used to describe other
kinds of insurance swindling, or crimes committed
in the collection of insurance moneys.

Hackling.— In flax-manufacture "'hackling" is the
process of preparing the flax for spinning by the
removal of all foreign substances and smoothing and
equalizing all the lengths of fibre.

Half-tone.—'A term used to designate a photographic
process in which a screen made either of netting or
ruled glass, is interposed between the lens and the
sensitized plate, and fiom the image thus produced, a
positive image is made upon the prepared metal plate.

This is etched into relief by the use of acids.

Hall-mark.— .-X term used industrially to designate
any oflicial stamp that has been placed upon an object
of trade to denote genuineness.

Hard-cured.— A term used in the fishing industry to
designate that the fish specified has been cured by
being thoroughly dried in tlie sun after salting, a
process by which all the moisture has been evapo-
rated.

Hardening.— A process used in hat-manufacturing, by
which the bodies of the hats are rubbed and pressed
hard for the purpose of felting the iri^terial as well
as to diminish the size and render them more dense.
A hardening-kiln is a kiln in which the transfer
printing process in pottery is completed: The pottery
being relieved from all superfluous oils by exposure
to a low heat.

Harness.— The term applied to the apparatus in a
loom by the operation of which (.he warp-threads are
shifted alternately to form the shed.

Harrowing.— A term used in agriculture to describe
the process of dragging a many-metal-teethed instru-
ment over plowed land, either to level it and break
the clods, or to cover seed that has been sown. A
" chain harrow " consists of a congeries of iron rings,
instead of the metal teeth, and is employed to sepa-
rate weeds from the earth and to cover grass seed.
In a " revolving harrow " the teeth are arranged on
radiating arms that have been pivoted to the draft-
gear in such a manner that, by their horizontal ro-
tation, they add greatly to the raking or tearing
power of the teeth.

Hessian.— A coarse cloth made of a combination of
hemp, and jute and used for bagging is known as
" Hessian " by the trade.

High-proof.— Commercially all highly rectified spirits
are termed " high-proof."

Holland.— A term which, while formerly applied only
to linens imported from the Netherlands, is now used
to designate the glazed and unglazed Hnen cloths
that are made in many places. " Brown Holland "

is a cloth that maintains much of the original color
of the retted flax-fibre, it having been subjected to
but little bleaching or boiling,

HoNEvcoxiniNG.— In cloth-manufacture, a term applied
to designate a thin fabric in which the stitches, run-
ning diagonally across the material, have been drawn
up in such a manner that the spaces between them
are puffed or in relief.

Hop-tack.— A term applied to a vat with a false bot-
tom used in brewing. It is so arranged that it re-

tains the solid substances in the mash-tubs, hut allows
the wort to flow away after it has been boiled and
the hops have been added.

Hopper.— Used, in milling, to denote the inverted-
cone-shaped trouph throuRh which the grain passes
on its way to the shaking-shoe.

Horse-power.— .*\ term used as a unit of measurement
in every industry in wliich power machinery is used.
.Mthough several values are assigned to this unit the
prevailing value, botli in America and England, is

\\'att's horse-power, which places it at 7.460 megaergs
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per second, or about threenjuarters of the actual
power of a horse.

InrosiTioN.— The act of laying pages of type, -etc.,
Qpon a smooth stone slab to secure them in the chases
and prepare them for the press.

iKrENTiox.— A term used in printing to denote that a
certain amount of blank space has been left before
the line, or a specified number of lines of type. An
indenting of every line after the first, with an in-
creasing blank constantly shortenins on both sides is
termed " diamond " indention. An indenting of everv
line except the first, that being of full width and so
overhanging the others, is termed " hanging " in-
dention.

iKFusioN.— A term used in brewing to denote the
process of preparing the mash by treating the bruised
malt with water at a temperature of from 70' to 75°.

I>si:rable Ixtesest.— It is essential to the insurance
contract that the insured should have a legal interest
in the object for which the insurance was taken. In
France the laws annul all policies that exceed the
insurable interest of the assured at the time of the
subscription.

Iksurance.— A term used to describe a contract
whereby for an agreed premium one party undertakes
to compensate another party for loss in a specified
subject by specified perils. There are several kinds
of insurance companies in operation, but nearly all

are either " stock " or '* mutual " companies, while
the risks covered include, life, accident, fire, health,
marine, burglary, live-stock, plate-glass, etc.

Japanning.— The process of coating tie surface of
metal, wood, etc., with varnish which is immediately

_ hardened by exposure to high temperature.
Kesfi.vg.— (a) The process of pieparing wood for
bending without breaking by making a series of small
cuts in it with a sawing-machine; (b) in cloth-manu-
facture, the process of removing the wool by passing
it through a shearing-machine.

Kippering.— In the fish trade, the process of curing
fish by cleansing them, dressing them with pepper
and salt, and curing them, either by drying them in
the open air, or, artificially, by subjecting them to
the smoke of some prepared substances.

Laxdrollivg.—-A term used in agriculture to denote
the process of crushing clods, to make the earth
friable, by means of a heavy roller.

La^'eh.—- The vat in which bides are left to lie in a
strong solution of tannin towards the end of the
tanning process.

Laying.— The term is applied to two distinct stages in
rope-making: (i) the twisting of three or more
yarns to form a strand; (2) the t^\isting of three
strands to form a rope. The machine tHat performs
this operation is termed a ** laying machine," the
wooden cone placed between the strands to prevent
3 slack twist is termed a *' laying-top."

Manifolding.— .\ term used in business circles to de-
note the process of making several impressions of a
single letter or document by one operation, as by
means of a manifoldtng-machine, or by the use of
carbon paper.

Mapr.—-Used in brewing and distilling to describe the
mixture of ground grain that has been infused in
warm water.

Milling.— (a) The process of manufacturing cereals
into flour or meal._ There are two methods of mill-
ing: (i) low milling in which the grain is ground
but once before being bolted, an3 (2) high milling, in
which it is ground repeatedly : (b) in pottery,^ the
operation of grinding and mixing the slip; (c) the
process resorted to in tanning to ^-*cn and soften the
pores of hides; (d) in cloth manufacture, the process
of felting cloth to thicken it. etc.

PiECE-GooDS.— The trade name for fabric? that have
been woven in lengths suitable for retail sale by
Imear measure.

Point.— The unit of measurement in types, each point
bcmg about one seventy-second of an inch. The
various types in use in the United States and their
relative sizes in "points" are as follows: Excelsior,
3 ooints; brilliant 3!4; semi-brcvicr. 4: diamond,

tJ4;
pearl, 5; agate, sJ4; nonpareil, 6; minion. 7;

revier. 8; bourgeois. 9; long primer, lo; small pic.-..

ii_; pica, 12; English, 14; two-line brevier. 16; great
ririmcr. 18; paragon, 20; two-line small pica. 22; two-
inc pica. 24; two-Hne Enchsh. 28: four-line brevier,
32: three-line pica. 36; double paragon. 40; four-line
small pica. 44. and four-line pica. 48 points.

Open Policy.— In insurance, a policy in which the
value of the subject insured has not been fi.xed, but
has been left to be determined in case of loss, or
because it has been left open to permit of the addition
of other things whenever occasion demands.

ycARTER-PLATE.— A term used in photography to denote
the sire of a plate. Thus, 3 quarter-plate measures

3^i.M>i in.; a half-plate, 454x554 in.; a whole pl»*^
6>i.xS5i in.

Rectify.-— The term applied to the process of removing
impurities from alcoholic distillations and to raise its
strength to the required p-roof.

Salt a Mine, To.— A swindling operation by which a
mine is made to seem more valuable than it really is
by the surreptitious introduction of ores obtained
elsewhere.

Shells.— Those parts of the lay in weaving in the
grooves of which the reed fits. They are of two
classes and are termed " upper " and " under

"

shells.

St'KSENDER.—A term in insurance to denote that the
partv insured has abandoned all right in his policy m
consideration of having received a portion of the
premiums already paid to the company. The percent-
age of premiums returned is known as the " sur-
render value " of the policy.

TouTER.— Industrially, a person who makes it his busi-
ness to solicit trade for a shop.

Tontine Policy.— In insurance, a policy in which the
insured agrees that no money shall be received by
hirn from the insuring party, either in the form of
dividends, return-premiums, or surrender-value, for
a specified term of years, but that, instead, the entire
surplus shall be permitted to accumulate until the
end of that period when it may be divided between
those who have kept their policy in force.

ToT.^L Loss.— In marine insurance, total loss may mean
that the subject insured has been absolutely destroyed
by the peril against which it was protected, or it may
mean that the loss by damage, seizure, or other causes
has been so great as to be practically absolute. In
the latter case it is often termed a " constructive total
loss,"

Valued Policy.--- A terra used in insurance to show
that a policy is one in which the value has already
been set upon the subject insured, the insertion of
which fact in the policy with the amount agreed
upon, makes proof of damages in case of loss un
necessary.

W.\GER- policy.— In insurance, a policy in which the
insured has no insurable interest, and. being generally
regarded as a form of gambling, such policies are not
valid except in places where the validity of a wager
may be recognized.

Walking Delegate.— A person selected by a trade
union or other labor organization to visit similar bod-
ies of workingmen, to interest them in the order,
voice their demands upon their employers, direct them
in their strikes, etc

Wall.— Used in mining to denote the surfaces of the
rock between which the ore is inclosed. If the vein
is inclined at such an angle that the ore is over the
miner's head it is termed a *' hanging " wall; if it is
beneath him it is called a " foot "wall.

Warp.— (a) In agriculture, the operation of fertiluing
a poor piece of land by artificial inundation from
waters which have large quantities of earthy matter;
(b) in weaving, the threads that extend lengthwise in
a loom.^ The roller upon which the threads are
wound is termed the "warp-beam;" the machine
which treats them with size before they are wound
is the " warp-dresser." while the machine which
draws the warp threads through the dye beck is
tc:-med the *' warp-dyer."

Wash.— Used in mining to denote the process of
separating the ore from earthy and other matter by
the employment of water. The fermented wort from
which the snirit is extracted in distilling is also
termed the " wash."

Winning.— The work of developing a mine preparatory
to the work of mining is termed ** winning in the
United States.

Woof.—-In weaving, the thread that is woven into the
warp is also termed the '* weft."

Inebri'ety. See Alcoholism.

Iner'tia, a term introduced by Kepler to
sipniify that property of matter in virtue of
which it is *^inert.** so that when a body is at rest,

r>r in a state of uniform motion in a straight

line, it presen-es its state of rest or of uniform
rectilinear motion, unless some agency external
tn the body acts upon it in such a way as to mod-
ify that state. We gain our first conception of
inertia by the attempts that we make to move
bodies that are at rest, or to stop those that are

in motion. Even if they are suspended freely,

so that fractional forces are negligible, we find

that their state of rest or motion cannot be
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modified without the exercise of a certain

amount of muscular force ; and by abstracting

our own personality in the case, we gradually

come to the conception of inertia as a physical

property inherent in all bodies. Inertia has

been popularly described as a "passive resist-

ance" to change of motion ; but this expression

is objectionable because it is entirely inaccurate.

Freely suspended bodies (that is, bodies that

are free from frictional forces,) cannot be said

to "resist" forces that are applied to them. On
the contrary, they yield instantly to the smallest

force ; but a small force, when exerted upon a

given body, for a given length of time, does not

produce as great a change of motion as would
ie produced by a large force acting upon the

same body for the same length of time. The
conception of inertia shades insensibly into that

of "mass" ; the mass of a given body being pro-

portional (by definition) to the velocity that

IS communicated to the body by a force of

standard intensity, acting upon it for a standard
length of time. (See Mass; Matter; INIolec-

ULAR Theory.)

Infallibil'ity, exemption from the possi-

bility of error. The word is used as applied to

arguments, statements, reasoning, or the forma-
tion of judgments, and does not include impec-
cability, or exemption from the error of sin.

The infallibility of the Church as believed by
Roman Catholics means that "the Church can
neither deceive nor be deceived in matters of

faith and morals" ; and she is limited to the

definition of truths already contained in Scrip-

ture and tradition. The seat of infallibility rests

in the Pope as successor of Saint Peter (Matt.

XVI i8), and in the bishops in communion with

the See of Rome, whether dispersed or united

in a General Council (q.v.). In the acts of

the Vatican Council, held in Rome in 1870, the

following is the text defining the nature of the

infallibility of the Pope : "The Roman Pontiflf,

when he speaks <'.r cathedra, that is to say, when
in the exercise of his office of pastor and teacher

of all Christians ; he, in virtue of his supreme
apostolic authority defines that a doctrine on
faith and morals is to be held by the whole
Church, by the assistance of God promised to

him in the person of blessed Peter, has that

infallibility with which it was the will of our

Divine Redeemer that His Church should

be furnished in defining a doctrine on faith or

morals, and that therefore these definitions of

the Roman Pontiff, of themselves and not

through the consent of the Church, are irre-

formable." The Greek Church, the Church of

England, and the Protestant Episcopal Church

tvhich is its representative and in communion
with it in the United States, believe that infalli-

bility resides in the universal Church in accord-

ance with Christ's promise of the Spirit that

should guide His followers unto all truth. Con-
suh: Allies, 'See of Saint Peter'; Ballcrine,

<De Primatu' ; <De Potestate Summ. Pontif.'

In'famy and Infamous Crimes, in common
law the first means disqualification from giving

legal evidence as a result of having committed

the second, the theory being that a person cap-

able of such crimes is incapable of speaking the

truth. Both in Great Britain and generally in

the United States this disqualification has been

abolished by statute, and previous convictions
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for crime have been considered to affect a

person's credibility without impairing his legal

capacity to give evidence. Infamous crimes are

strictly those which entailed infamous punish-

ments. The fifth amendment to the Federal

Constitution speaks of "capital or otherwise in-

famous crime" and we read in 2 Dane, Abridge-

ment, 569, 570: "Punishments clearly infamous
are death, gallows, pillory, branding, whipping,

confinement to hard labor and cropping." In-

famous punishments include imprisonment in

State prison, or penitentiary with or without

hard labor, and crimes which entail such pun-

ishments are undoubtedly to be considered in-

famous crimes, in the sense implied in the fifth

amendment to the Constitution.

Infancy. The term infancy is used vari-

ously by different writers to include a shorter

or longer period of the earliest stage of human
existence. By most writers it is limited to the

first 12 or 14 months, extending to the time

when the baby begins to walk and to talk, and

so is synonymous with a "babe in arms" ; many
medical authors would make it include the

whole period of the first dentition, or up to

about two and a half years. The characteristics

of the period are utter helplessness, rapid

growth of body, gradual development of muscu-

lar functions and great impressibility of the

nervous system. In mankind this helplessness

is more marked and the period of dependence

is longer than in any other of the higher ani-

mals. It has been pointed out by John Fiske

that the present elevation of man above other

animals is due largely if not entirely to this

lengthened period of plasticity,— to his pro-

longed immaturity. Man is born with only a

few of the lowest vegetative capacities fully de-

veloped, such as digestion, respiration, and cir-

culation ; the muscular and nervous fimctions

are latent and only gradually develop ; while

the higher functions of the mind go on evolving

until the fifth decade of life. A long infancy or

period of immaturity means a great capacity for

development.
Birth and Heredity.— The infant comes into

the world with a fixed sum total of vital force,

along with certain hereditary tendencies in

development toward health and, perhaps, toward

disease. These hereditary tendencies are all

modified by the physical, social, intellectual and

moral status of the child's family and surround-

ings : in a word, they are vastly influenced by

the child's environment. Heredity was for-

merly regarded as the most important factor

in the child's life; but heredity is really only

one of three great factors,— the others being

the nutrition of the child, and his physical,

intellectual and moral environment. Durmg
the plastic years of infancy, childhood and

adolescence, a bad heredity can frequently be

overcome by proper management : on the other

hand, the capital of a good heredity can be

squandered. Nature always tends toward the

normal or healthy, so that there is always the

possibility for a bad heredity to be obliterated

if only the natural tendency is assisted. More
then depends on the nutrition and environment

of the infant than upon its heredity.

Nutrition: Breast-Feeding.—The best method

of nourishing the infant is nature's way— to

have it nursed by tlie mother. But for various
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reasons this is often impossible. Modem life—
and especially city life-— has in some way ren-
dered a large proportion of women incapable
of producing breast milk for their offspring.

And the number of these mothers who desire

to nurse their infants but cannot is increasing
each year, \gain, in not a few instances, the
infant does not thrive upon the breast-milk,
even though it may be abundant. In both these
classes of .rases some form of artificial or sub-
stitute feeding is a necessitj-. Good wet nurses
are so difficult to procure in the United States

that artificial feeding is generally preferable
unless the baby is premature or feeble and
failing: tlien the ser\-ices of a wet nurse may
be needed to save the infant's life.

Artificial or Substitute Feeding.— The best

available substitute for human milk is an
adaptation of fresh, clean unadulterated cow"s
milk. The milk should be diluted and other-

wise modified to suit the infant's feeble digestive

powers, and it should be given preferably, witli-

out being scalded or sterilized. In summer, or
when there is any doubt as to the freshness

of the milk, the cleanliness of the dairy or the

careful handling of the milk, 'Pasteurization,"

or heating the food to a temperature of 155° F.

is advisable. Details as to milk modification and
Pasteurization can be found in any book on
•Infant Feeding.* Ready-made infant foods,

—

the canned or bottled proprietary foods— do not
contain the right ingredients for properly nour-
ishing the infant, and their prolonged exclusive

use is nearly always followed by some form of
malnutrition— especially scurvy and rickets.

These proprietary foods contain large propor-

tions of sugar or starch, and so make fat babies,

but such infants are generally pale, have feeble

powers of resistance, and are prone to succumb
to disease of the lungs or of the digestive tract.

When the prepared infant foods are used as

additions to milk thej- are less objectionable,

and may at times be of advantage.

Weight and Development.— The infant that

has been properly nourished before birth and
is bom at full term weighs on the average about
T'^ poimds— boys being somewhat hea\-ier than

^irls.

During the first few days, while_the nour-

ishment from the mother is insutticient, the

baby regularly loses from six to eight ounces;

but it soon begins to gain, and if the nutrition

is normal and the infant remains well, there

will be a steady increase in weight throughout

the first two years. The gain during the first

year is more regular, however, as well as more
rapid than that during the second year. Dur-
ing the first three months the increase in weight

each week is about half a pound : from the

third to the sixth month the weekly gain is

somewhat less, from four to six ounces: from
the si.Kth to the ninth month about four ounces,

and after the ninth month a little more, usually

a weekly increase in weight of from four to six

or even eight ounces. By the end of the fifth

month the baby that has been perfectly well

and is being properly nourished should have
doubled its birth-weight and weigh about 15

pounds: at the end of the 15th month it should

weigh three times its weight at birth. In many
instances the baby will treble its original weight

by the end of the first year ; but 21 pounds may

be considered the average weight for the end
of the 12th month. Infants that were very
large at birth do not increase so rapidly; while
small or premature babies are apt to make 2.

gain that is greater in proportion to their

original weight. "Hand-fed" or "bottle" babies
should weigh on the average aboirt the same
as breast-fed babies,— provided that they have
had no disturbance of their digestion; the food
must, however, have been perfectly adapted to
the infant, and this is often a very difficult

problem.
Height and Other Measurements.— At birth

the length of the average baby is about 20
inches ; during the first six months there is an
increase of four to six inches, and during the
second six months from three to iour inches
more ; by the end of the second year the height
is 3235 inches, a growth of over a foot since

birth. By the end of the third year the stature

is one half of the adult height. The head
grows very rapidly during infancy and early

childhood. The circimiference of the head at

birth is from 13 to I4''2 inches ; by the end
of the sixth month it is l6'i or 17 inches ; at

the end of the first year 18 inches, and at the

end of the second year it is 19 inches. By seven
or eight years the circumference of the head
almost equals the adult size of 21 inches. This
is visible evidence that during the first months
and years of life the brain is increasing in

volume more rapidly than any other organ
in the body,— the head or brain-box expanding
to conform to the enlarging brain. The soft

spot or "fontanel" usuaUj- closes between the

15th and the 20th months. The chest is smaller

than the head at birth (13 inches), but its cir-

cumference increases rapidly, so that at 18

months that of the chest and the head are equal.

After this the chest grows steadily but gradu-
ally until puberty, when there is a very rapid

increase for four or five years. Aside from
the regular increase in weight and measure-
ment, the healthy infant shows other signs o-"

well-being. The baby's flesh is firm, and the

skin is satiny and elastic: the color is pink, and
the body and extremities are well rounded.

\'eiy fat babies are not necessarily stronger

or healthier than those that weigh less: as has
already been noted they are apt to be pale,

flabby and of weak resistance to disease The
healthy baby is happy and playful when awake,
and sleeps from 16 to 20 hours out of the 24.

—

longer the younger the baby. It is desirable

that the growing child have a nap during the

day up to the time when kindergarten work is

begun : with nervous or poorly nourished chil-

dren the practice should be continued until the

seventh or eighth year.

^fuscular and .Vfental Development.— These
begin with the cRtrance of the infant into the

world, but are slow in unfolding. At first the

grosser movements performed by the muscles

working over the larger joints, next more com-
plex movements, and during later childhood and
early adolescence the finer movements requiring

nice adjustment and delicate co-ordination.

Hence it is that occupations or accomplishments

requiring great manual dexterity, such as violin

or piano-plaving. should be taken up early,—

"before the hand gets stiflT," as the phrase is.

The first movements are those of the legs, arms.
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and neck: they are not purposeful but merely
reflex. By the sixth week the nifant can hold
up its head, when the back is supported, but
very unsteadily until about three months old.

At some time in the third or fourth month the
infant makes its first voluntary movement,
grasping at some object in the range of vision.

Within a month or two later the baby can
co-ordinate the muscles of the eyes, arm and
hand sufficiently to take firm hold. Sitting

alone is an accomplishment of the seventh or
eighth month, and creeping also begins at about
this time, if the baby is ever, to creep at all.

During the eighth or ninth month the baby
begins to stand, having made the attempt for

many weeks before ; at ten or eleven months
the infant can stand alone, and shortly after

the twelfth month the first tottering steps are

taken. It is some months before the baby is

secure upon the feet, the maintenance of the
equilibrium requiring nice control of many
groups of muscles. Healthy infants differ

greatly as to the time when they can walk alone,

some walking at as early as ten months, while
others may not walk until eighteen months.
Very fat babies walk late but, in some instances,

an excess of caution seems to be a factor. If a
child is far behind in performing any of these
muscular functions, a physician should be con-
sulted so that careful examination may be made
for signs of rickets or of disease of the brain
or of the spinal cord.

Dcvclofmcnt of Special Senses.— For the
first few days the newly-born infant avoids the
light, and for many weeks cannot endure a
direct bright light. Perception of light soon
develops, the color first attracting attention

being red. Clear perception of objects comes
during the fifth month. Hearing is in abeyance
for several days, a baby at birth being prac-
tically deaf; but after a week or ten days' this

function begins, and later hearing becomes very
acute, the infant being able to recognize the
mother's voice or a footstep at about three

months. Loud sounds cause the baby actual

pain, so severe are their impressions on the

delicate auditory apparatus. The sense of touch
(contact) is early developed, especially in the
tongue and lips ; but sensitiveness to pain is

very dull during infancy. Heat and cold are
recognized from an early period, the variation

of a few degrees in the temperature of the

food causing the baby to refuse it. Taste and
smell also are present at birth, taste being very
discriminating.

Development of Speech.— Speech is very
closely related to the higher functions of the

brain, and is therefore the last of the simple

functions to develop. Usually a baby begins

to say "Mamma" and "Papa." with clear know-
ledge of the meaning, toward the end of the

first )'ear. Next names of objects and persons
are learned and soon two words are put to-

gether. Then verbs are used, and about the
end of the second year little sentences are made.
Pronouns are regularly the last of all the parts

of speech to be used. During the third year
speech develops very rapidly, the baby bringing
out some new term or expression almost daily.

There are great variations in the time when
children begin to talk ; and for this there are
many reasons. Girls generally talk earlier than

boys by two or three months : babies that asso-

ciate in the nursery with other children talk

earlier than only children. If, however, a young
child reaches the age of two years without
attempting to talk, mental backwardness or
organic brain disease is apt to be the cause.

Tongue-tie is seldom the cause of backwardness
in talking, although it does produce imperfect
articulation.

Dentition— Teething.— The first teeth appear
about the sixth or seventh month, but a per-

fectly healthy baby may have no teeth until

10 or II months old, or on the other hand may
cut the first tooth at four months. The regular
order is as follows : lower central incisors,

upper central incisors, upper lateral incisors,

lower lateral incisors— each pair coming at

intervals of three to six weeks : at about the
fourteenth month the front double teeth (an-
terior molars) appear in the two jaws, and four
or five months later the canines, known popu-
larly as the "eye and stomach teeth." Finally,

the last four molars appear sometime between
the twenty-fourth and the thirtieth month, and
these complete the twenty teeth of the first

dentition. Teething babies are apt to be fret-

ful, they have a reduced resistance against dis-

ease, and they are prone to slight disturbances
of digestion. To attribute most of the ills of
infancy to the process of teething is a great

mistake ; usually some other and better cause
for the disturbance can be found if the baby
is carefully examined. During the time when
the successive pairs of teeth are coming tlirough

the gums, the usual food should be largely

diluted, so as to prevent any serious indigestion.

Fever.— Sudden high temperature is readily

produced in young children by slight causes,

inasmuch as the heat-regulating centre in the
brain is but poorly developed. Again, the tem-
perature in disease is erratic, and is apt to be
higher than in adults suffering from the same
ailment. Only persistent high temperature need
cause anxiety.

Convulsions.— A characteristic of infancy is

the easy excitability of the motor side of the

nervous system. Hence convulsions or spasms
are much more frequent and less serious tlian

in adults. The immediate cause of the motor
explosion may be an overloaded stomach, fright

or mental excitement, or the fever of an on-
coming disease. Severe earache, intestinal

worms or a paro.xysm of whooping cough may
also serve as an exciting cause. Underlying
or predisposing causes are a nervous lieredity,

malnutrition, or rickets ; or there may be organic

disease of the brain or the kidneys. The .spasm

usually begins with a turning of the eyes to

one side and twitchings or grimaces of the

face : there may be frothing at the mouth

;

then the arms and legs are rapidly contracted

and relaxed; later the body stiffens out, the

breathing becomes noisy and labored, the face,

— especially the lips— becomes livid. Shortly
afterward the body relaxes, the breathing
becomes easy, and spasm ceases for the

time being— having lasted anywhere from five

to thirty minutes. Until the physician arrives

certain simple measures are of value. The in-

fant should be undressed, wholly or partially,

and put into a warm bath (not warmer tlian

105° F.) to which a handful of mustard flour
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has been added, and the baby should be rubbed
all over while in the tub for about five minutes.
Then remove from the bath and lay between
blankets, putting a warm bottle at the feet and
an ice cap or cold compress on the head. If

the baby can swallow, a full dose of castor oil

should be given. Most convulsions are due to

the presence of decomposing food-remains in

the alimentary tract, and the spasms usually

cease when the stomach and bowels have been
thoroughly evacuated.

Ljkx.eus Edford L.^Fetra, M.D.,
Instructor in Diseases of Children, Vanderbili

Clinic, Columbia University.

In'fcmt, in law. By the common law per-
sons come to majorit}' at the age of 21 years,

until which time they are called in law infants,

but by common usage in the United States the
word minor prevails. Infants cannot, in general,

bind themselves by contracts, as they are sup-
posed not to have sufficient discretion and abilitj-

for this purpose. But this is their privilege,

end their contracts are accordingly held in

general not to be void, but only voidable at

their election: and they may elect to avoid their

contracts during their minoritj', except such as
they may have entered into for necessaries suited

to their condition in life, but they cannot confirm
them so as to be bound by them until their

majoritj-. Infants may possess property, but
it must be under the management and control

of a guardian. They have not the right of
citizens as to voting, and discharging other
political fimctions. But in regard to crimes and
punishments, and trespasses and private wrongs,
their conduct is regulated by the same laws as

that of the other members of the communitj", in

case of their being of sufficient age and dis-

cretion to understand their duties and obliga-

tions. And for this purpose no general limit

can be assigned, as some children are much more
intelligent than others of the same age; and
it will again depend, in some degree, upon the
nature of the offense committed, or the wrong
done, whether a child of any given age can be
considered legally guilty of it, since some
offenses and wrongs can be more easily under-
stood to be such than others. The law, in gen-
eral, has a tender regard to youth, and does not
permit them to be con\-icted and punished for

offenses and trespasses unless it appears clearly

that they have sufficient knowledge and dis-

cretion to distinguish them to be such. There
are exceptions to the incapacities of minors as

to contracting, and these exceptions are made
for their benefit. Thus an infant not sufficiently

furnished with necessarj- clothes, food, or in-

struction, by his parent or guardian, and not
being under the immediate superintendence of
the parent or guardian, may make a valid con-
tract, in respect to those subjects, and such
contract may be enforced against him. Infants
require the consent of parents or guardians to

marry. The jurisdiction in respect to infants

is generally vested in either probate or orphans'
courts. These courts appoint guardians to take
charge of the property of infants, and, in case
of the decease of the father, to take charge of
their persons ; but during the life of the father

he has the guardianship and control of the
persons of his children until they are 21 years
of age.

Blackstone thus defines infant : "Infants have
various priWleges, and various disabilities ; but
their very disabilities are privileges, in order to
secure them from hurting themselves by their
own impro\'ident acts. An infant cannot be
sued but under the protection, and joining the
name of his guardian, for he is to defend him
against all attacks as well by law as otherwise

:

but he may sue either by his guardian, or b3'

his procheitt amy, or alone for wages in the
coimty courts. In criminal cases an infant of
the age of 14 years may be capitally pimished,
but under the age of 7 he cannot. The period
between 7 and 14 is subject to much tmcertaintj-

:

for the infant shall, generally speaking, be judged
prima facie innocent : yet if he was doli capax,
and could discern between good and evil at the
time of the offense conmiitted, he may be con-
victed, and imdergo judgment and execution of
death, though he has not attained to j-ears

of puberty or discretion."

Infant Jesus, Daughters of the Congrega-
tion of the, is an order in the Roman Catholic
Church. It owes its origin to Anna Maroni, a
native of Lucca, who having come to Rome
entirely destitute, succeeded by her industry
in securing a competency. In more advanced
years, her charitable feelings prompted her to

establish an institution where poor girls should
be instructed in such work as would enable
them to earn a livelihood. The clergy approved
of her plan, and afforded her much assistance,

and it was finally established as a regular insti-

tution, and in 1673 Pope Clement X. acknow-
ledged the existence of the society, gave it by-
laws, and endowed it with sundn' privileges,

under the appellation of ''Daughters of the

Infant Jesus." The nimiber of the "Daughters'
aliened to each convent was fixed at 33, in

commemoration of the number of years Jesus
lived upon earth. The novitiate lasts three

years ; the sisters make vows of poverty, chas-

tity and obedience. Such as may wish to leave

the convent are allowed to do so before taking
the vows, but, in that case, they are to leave

to the convent all they brought to it at their

admission. Prayers and fasts are strictly en-

forced. The regtilar habit of the order consists

of a wide, dark brown dress, and a white hood.

Infanta, en-fan'ta, Philippines, a former
Spanish commandancia of the island of Luzon,
consisting of a narrow strip of territory on the

Pacific coast with Nue%-a Ecija on the north
and Ta)-abas on the south. In 1902 it w^as made
a sub-province of Tayabas, "the inhabitants to

enjoy the same rights and privileges as if the

said territorj' had been originally incorporated
in the pro\nnce of Tayabas." The surface is

verj- rough and mountainous and the construc-

tion of roads impossible except at heavy cost;

several trails lead over the mountains to the

central provinces. The forests are valuable,

among the trees most important to commerce is

the balate, which produces the balate gum. The
agricultural methods are most primitive ; the

chief crops are rice, cocoanut, chocolate and
coffee : the most important industr>- is the

manufacture of nipa wine: there was formerly

a large manufacture of cocoanut oil in Infanta,

but this industrj- was paralyzed by the hurricane

of 1882. Pod. 10.800
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Infant'icide, the murder of a child born

alivp, is a crime of frc-qiient occurrence. The

main cause of the crime is shame, induced by a

dread of the social disgrace attaching to mothers

of illegitimate children ; though in many in-

stances infanticide has been the result of vio-

lence nroduccd by puerperal insanity. 1 he

morbid' disposition to kill the newly born has

also been observed in certain of the lower ani-

mals. The sanctity of human life, from its

beginning to its close, is a maxim of modern

civilization, and the law treats as a murderer

whoever wilfully terminates it at any stage.

According to tlie law of England every woman
who employs means to procure criminal abortion

is guilty of felony, and liable to penal servitude

for life, or not less than three years; and

severe penalties are inflicted on those who aid

women to procure miscarriage. The conceal-

ment of birth is a misdemeanor, and may be

punished with imprisonment for two years. In

the United States, when a child's death is occa-

sioned by an illegal act, such act is considered

either murder or manslaughter according to the

circumstances. The crime, however, is rarely

punished, and in large cities many cases occur

each year which are never reported to the

authorities.

Infanticide was prevalent in Greece and

Rome. In modern times many barbarous peo-

ples are guilty of wholesale child-murder.

Among some of the Pacific Islanders and aborig-

inal Australians there is a great destruction of

infant life. The Hindus used to destroy female

children without compunction. In China in-

fanticide is said to be very common.

Infantry ("the juveniles," probably at first

the knights' pages), foot soldiery, as distin-

guished at once from cavalry and artillery. In

all ages this has naturally formed the numerical

bulk of armies, but its tactical importance has

varied greatly with circumstances. The name

cannot be given to the mere unorganized fight-

ers of barbarian melees; it implies some or-

ganization, and at least the rudiments of tactics.

The first large armies were the Egyptian and

Assyrian, continued by the Persian: the social

system was aristocratic, and the large plains

ideal for the utility of cavalry; hence the in-

fantry was rather an auxiliary, to complete a

rout after the mounted lords and the chariots

had broken the ranks, than the main fighting

body. The first development of infantry as the

chief reliance was naturally in the small Greek

states, whose independence rested on their citi-

zen soldiery, and whose rough territory made

cavalry evolutions difficult. Cavalry was there-

fore used mainly to guard flanks and to skir-

mish ; the Spartans for a long time would not

use it at all. The infantry was divided into

classes according to armor; hoplites (with heavy

defensive armor, long spear and dagger), psiloi

and peltasts (very little armor, light barbed

javelins to throw), and gymnetes (sharpshoot-

ers, light-armored and with slings or bows).

The battle formation was the famous phalanx,

whose one basic principle was the value of

mass and momentum, and which was irresistible

either for attack or defense against barbarians

who lacked firmness in the ranks. It was com-
monly a rectangular block eight ranks deep, so

that only the first two or three could use their

spears at the same time, the rear ranks serving

only for instant reinforcement and for impact

;

the men were from i8 inches to 6 feet apart,

according to conditions of defense or attack;

the phalanx had usually 2,000 to 4,000 men, but

sometimes as high as 10,000 or more. Some-

times the formation was the triangular wedge.

The first great improvement was by Epaminon-

das, who made the ranks 50 deep, and by the

enormous impact crushed the Spartan phalanx at

Leucfra. This was the Napoleonic principle of

concentration at the critical point, most of the

Spartan army being allies with no heart in the

fighting, and kept at bay by a few skirmishers.

Nevertheless, the step was backward except for

immediate necessities, as it increased the mam
vice of the phalanx— its immobility, which made

it break up dangerously on bad ground, and gave

little power to change front or execute flanking

movements. In later tactics the larger ones

were subdivided into companies of 120 with a

distance equal to the front, forming an approach

to the legion ; and the latter was copied also in

the formation by lines, increasing rapidity of

movement and flexibility on difficult ground, as

well as power of extension and so of flanking.

The Macedonian sarissa or long pike doubled

the number of ranks which could thrust at once

over each other's shoulders. But the whole

system went down before the Rornan legion,

which essentially maintained its position till the

Empire too went down. It consisted normally

of 1,200 each of hastati (spearmen), principes

(veterans), and velites (light troops), 600

pilani (veteran reserves), and 300 equites or

cavalry. It was divided into three lines and ^o

maniples or companies, and combined solidity

with ease of maneuvering.
In the Middle Ages, till the general use of

gunpowder, the feudal system insured the degra-

dation of the infantry, as it depended on the

fighting power of the knight, and consequently

lavished all the care and expense on perfecting

his armament. But even without this, the same

result would have come, for without good field

artillery, and with only bows and arrows at their

best, the heavily armed man was invulnerable,

as the Spanish conquests in the New World

amply prove. Hence the logical result was the

extension of defensive armor till some new

missile force came in. But the cost of this was

so great— a full suit of steel armor cost about

$2,000— that only the richer even of the knights

could afford them, no king could raise money to

equip a standing army, and the aristocracy would

combine to refuse him money for such a pur-

pose; and the rank and file were scattered and

slaughtered in face of a charge of a small num-

ber of mailed knights. The defeat of the French

knights by the English bowmen was that of a

disorderly and insubordinate mob, by a splendid

archery which slew their horses and pierced the

cheaper armor. But gunpowder at once changed

the whole situation. A serf with a $10 hackbut

could stand out of reach and kill a knight with

his costly armor ; and a sovereign could collect

and arm a great force of these and use them

to put down his unruly vassals. Hence armored

knights and horses began to decrease, and

standing bodies of foot soldiery with firearms to

increase. The change in battle array was cor-

respondent : theretofore, even the ablest com-

manders had maintained the great depth of 10

ranks, traditional from classic times. Gustavus
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Adolphus reduced this to six, deplojing to three
under fire; while Tilly and Wallenstein and the
other imperial commanders kept to the old
phalanx formation. Breitenfeld (1631) and
Liitzen (1632) were won by this and Gustavus'
light anillery. The introduction of the bayonet
about 1650 led to a reduction to four ranks.
But the greatest single improvement was due to
Leopold of Dessau early in the 18th century:
he instituted the chief reforms usually credited
to Frederick the Great, and formed the armies
with which Frederick won his victories. He
reduced the ranks to three, making it possible for
all to fire, trained them to maneuver with great
precision, and wrote the drill-book which is still

the basis of all European and American manu-
als. Frederick's infantry organization, in regi-
ments of two or three battalions, each 500 to
600 strong, was copied by all the other nations

;

and the general principle of open order, made
necessary from the destructiveness of artillery

on close masses of men, and possible by the con-
fidence in each other bred by civilization, is still

retained. Broadly, the difference between
ancient and modem infantry is that between
mass and mobility.

For obvious reasons— cheapness of main-
tenance, universal a\"ailability of men untrained
in horsemanship, ability to march and maneuver
on all sorts of ground, less liability to be crip-
pled by loss of the animals, etc.— all modem
armies consist mainly of infantry; and the nom-
inal horse troops are most often dragoons, or
soldiers mounted merel}' for quickness of move-
ment, but who fight on foot. The quantities of
other arms, as cavalry, artillery, engineer corps,
etc., are based on the infantry numbers. TTie
proportions var>- in different armies and in dif-

ferent functions of the same army, according to
nature of ser^-ice: more or less cavalry and ar-

tillery being used according to need of concen-
tration, or action in dispersed bodies. Forces
like the United States Western troops a genera-
tion ago, for instance, in small squads on de-
tached duty, would have different proportions
from a great Continental army in the midst of
a campaign. While there is no one system of
infantry tactics which can be universally ap-
plied, the same cause which has made the
change just spoken of has thus far continued
to act with steadily increasing force. Artillery

continues to grow in power and in range : the
danger-line grows ever farther from the enemy;
it is nearly impossible, and would be murder-
ously losing, to charge in dose column across
the 2,oco >-ards which is now the average range.
The system adopted is called "extended order,"
which means a considerable space between the
men, and small bodies acting separately in a
charge: each making a rush for some cover not
so far off that they will be blown in reaching it,

or will be decimated in the attempt. A certain
relation between companies and regiments is

kept up, to avoid destmction in detail and enable
combined action, but precise parade alignment
is not attempted. This involves not only the
mutual confidence of civilized men, but some of
the independent judgment of those who have not
had initiative crushed out of them by red tape:
the greatest of modem tacticians and com-
manders have expressed a preference for intel-
lectual quality over mere numbers, even in the
rank and file. In the United States, the ex-

tended order was first introduced in the Rerolu
don.

For the organization of the line in this coun.
try, see Army of the United States. In addi-
tion to this, a few facts may be given : The gen-
eral orders of 19 May 1877 fixed the strength
of the infantry at 9.575 men, in 25 regiments.
The pay ranges from S3.500 a year for the colonel
to S13 a month for the private. The appoint-
ments are made from the United States Military
Academy, from the ranks after two years' serv-
ice and severe examinations, or from civil life

if there are no eligibles in the others. The
arms are the Krag-Jorgensen and the new
Springfield magazine riiie, with knife-bayonet
The equipment is knapsack, haversack with im-
plements for meals, canteen, blanket wrapped in
piece of shelter tent, and waist-belt with car-
tridges.

Infec'tion, the introduction of disease-
producing micro-organisms in the body. Infec-
tion may result in a number of different ways.
Micro-organisms may be introduced by means
of direct injury. When a person falls and cuts
the hand, the bacteria of pus-production or of
tetanus may be so introduced, and blood-
poisoning or tetanus may develop. Many infec-
tions come by means of the intestinal tract.

Thus typhoid is commonly obtained from milk
or drinking-water. The intestinal worms, tape-
worm, roundworm, are contracted in this man-
ner, and a number of other parasites, particularly
the trichina, may come from infected food taken
into the alimentary canal. Infection may also
occur by means of the air-passages. The bacillus

of tuberculosis is most often taken into the
body in this way, and finding suitable soil, it

causes the development of the dread disease.

The bubonic plague is frequently contracted
through the disease-germ entering the air-

passages. At the present time it is deemed not
unlikely that a number of infectious dis-

eases, notably influenza, diphtheria, scarlet fever,

measles, whooping-cough, are contracted through
the respiratory tract by infection with the ex-
citing cause. Occasionally direct contact seems
necessary for infection, as in gonorrhcea and
syphilis. In malaria, and probably in yellow
fever, the active agent that causes the disease
is introduced into the body by the bite of an
insect, the mosquito. In malaria one particular

genus {Anopheles) serves as an intermediate
host in the developmental history of the para-
site, in a manner analogous to the history of
the development of a nimiber of the intestinal

worms. It is not unlikely that a large number
of diseases may be disseminated by the bites

of insects of one kind or another. In all the
infectious diseases the element of a real, live,

and active contagion should never be overlooked.
Infectious diseases do not spring out of nothing.
There must be some sort of contact in order
that a person become infected. .\ most impor-
tant part of the treatment of all infectious

diseases is the protection of other people by
proper care of all one's own excretions during
sickness. The doctrine so frequently taught by
some that sickness is ignorance is an important
half-truth. But for the ignorance of people con-

cerning the proper care of those afflicted with
infectious diseases with reference to the pro-

tection of others, measles, diphtheria, scarlet
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tever, whooping-cough, typhoid fever, consump-
tion, and a number of other maladies would be
entirely eradicated from civilized communities.

In'fidel, in modern parlance, one who de-
liberately rejects tile Christian faith after
obtaining knowledge of it. In former times a
man might be an infidel who had never heard
of Christianity. Infidclis in ecclesiastical lan-

guage means "unbelieving," and is applied to
uncvangelized heathen as well as doubters and
apostates. Thus in the Roman Catholic Church
a bishop in partibus infijclium merely means a
bishop whose diocese is set in heathen countries.

In'finite, a term in metaphysics, which
means a reality which has no limit or boundary,
in time or space. The idea of the infinite is as

old as the Ionian philosophy, when Ana.ximander
(6io B.C.) declared that the one in the many,
the basis of being in Nature, was to iTreipov,

the infinite. The reality of infinitude has
been the source of much controversy,
and the tendency of many modern philos-
ophers is to deny it. "An infinite number,"
says Bosanquet, "would be a number which is

no particular number, for every particular num-
ber is finite. It follows from this that infinite

number is unreal." On the other hand F. H.
Bradley states the contrary, in the clearest terms,
"We may be asked whether Nature is finite, or
infinite. ... if Nature is infinite, we have
the absurdity of a something which exists ; and
still does not e.xist. For actual existence is, ob-
viously, all finite. But, on the other hand, if

Nature is finite, then Nature must have an end,
and this again is impossible. For a limit of
e.xtension must be relative to an extension
beyond. And to fall back on empty space will

not help us at all. For this (itself a mere
absurdity) repeats the dilemma in an aggra-
vated form. But we cannot escape the conclu-
sion that Nature is infinite. And this will be
true not of our physical system alone, but
of every other extended world that can possibly
e.xist. . . . Every physical world is, essen-
tially and necessarily, infinite."

It seems as if Aristotle had a clearer and
more logical view of infinity, to direipov than
many modern Positivists, such as Bosanquet.
He says, Xetxerai o^v dvvdfj^c cTvat to H.ir€Lpov. He
means of course, that, with regard to finite

human intelligence, the infinite remains un-
realized, although logically it could be realized,

and of course, when we speak of infinite time,

or infinite creative change in nature, we speak
of something which potentially exists, but is

only gradually becoming actual.

Infinity is also applied to the divisibility of
matter. This is termed "infinite fission." If an
atom is divided into two parts, and each of
these is again divided into two parts, the mind
cannot conceive of any individual fragment re-

sulting from this division as incapable of being
divided.

Professor Royce of Harvard has undertaken
the task of vindicating the concept of the actual

Infinite against the charge of self-contradiction.

He is controverting Mr. F. H. Bradley of O.x-
ford, who while he admits "we cannot escape the
conclusion that Nature is infinite," expresses also
his belief that such an assertion is a contradic-
tion in terms. Professor Royce accomplishes
this vindication by proving the following theses:

I. The true Infinite, both in multitude antt
in organization, although in one sense endless,
and so incapable in that sense of being com-
pletely grasped, is in another, and precise sense,
.something perfectly determinate. Nor is it a
mere monotonous repetition of the same, over
and o-v'er. Each of its determinations has indi-
viduality, uniqueness, and novelty about its own
nature.

2. This determinateness is a character which,
indeed, includes and involves the endlessness
of an infinite series ; but the mere endlessness
of the series is not its primary character, but
simply a negatively stated result of the self-
representative character of the whole system.

3. The endlessness of the series means that
by no merely successive process of counting, in
God or in man, is its wholeness ever ex-
hausted.

4. In consequence, the whole endless series,
in so far as it is a reality, must be present, as
a determinate order, but also all at once, to the
absolute experience. It is the process of suc-
cessive counting, as such, that remains, to the
end, incomplete, so as to imply that its own pos-
sibilities are not yet realized. Hence, the re-
current processes of thought reveal eternal
truth about the infinite constitution of real Be-
ing,— their everlastingly pursued Other; but
themselves,— as mere processes in time— they
are not that Other. The true Other is, therefore,
that self-representative system of which they are
at once portions, imitations and expressions.

5. The Reality is such a self-represented and
infinite system. And herein lies the basis of its

very union, within itself of the one and the
many. For the one purpose of self-representa-
tion demands an infinite multiplicity to express
it ; while no multiplicity is reducible to unity
except through processes involving self-repre-
sentation.

6. Nevertheless, the Real is exclusive as well
as inclusive. On the side of its thought the
Absolute does conceive a barely possible in-

finity, other than the real infinity, a possible
world, whose characters, as universal characters,
are present to the Absolute, and are known by
virtue of the fact the Absolute thinks.

This brings metaphysics face to face with
the notion of a Supreme Being, who is infinite

or absolute. With the mystics God is infinite

love, joy and wisdom to his human children.

The Hindus taught that God was the infinite

universe, the Other, the reality. "That (that
is, the Universe) art thou," was their dictum.
Christianity teaches that "God is of infinite

power, wisdom and goodness," of which qualities

the best of men have but a finite endowment.
The term "infinite" was introduced into geome-

try by Kepler in his <Nova Stereometria Dol-
iorum ; accessit Stereometric Archimedex Sup-
plementum.' Thus he considered a circle as
formed by an "infinite" number of triangles, hav-
ing their vertices at the centre, and their bases
at the circumference. A cone likewise, he
taught, was composed of an ^infinite" number of
pyramids, having their vertices at the vertex, and
standing on an "infinite" number of triangular
bases, bounded by the circular base of the cone.

In this sense infinite means incommensurable,
not to be expressed by a finite mathematical
formula. Consult: Bradley, '.Appearance and
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Reality*; Royce, 'The World and the Individ-

ual*; Bosanquet, 'Lxigic' ; Couturat, 'L'Infini

mathematique.'

Infin'itive, the indefinite mode in which
the Terb is represented witliout a subject. As
the verb expresses an action, or a state, it gen-

erally belongs to a subject whose action or state

:s expressed; but if we wish to express the

mere idea of this action or state we use the iii-

finitive, which, therefore, in many languages is

employed without further chance as a substan-

tive— for instance, in Greek and German— only

preceded by the neuter article ; but as the verb

expresses an action or state under certain con-

ditions of time, the infinitive can also express

the action or state in the present, past, or future,

though these conditions are not expressed in all

languages by peculiar forms. Some languages

express it by some grammatical contrivance, as

is the case in English, where it is denoted by to

prefixed to the general uninflected form of the

verb, as to /oi'<?= Latin amare ; to have loved^
Latin amaz-isse. The infinitive may be regarded

as the point of transition from a verb to a sub-

stantive, and is often used as the subject of a

proposition.

Infinitesiinal Calculus. See Calculus, In-

FINITES1M.\L.

Infin'ity, and the Infiniteoimal. See iNn-
NtTE.

Inflamniation, a term long used to indicate

the phenomena that follow mechanical, chemical,

or physical injuries to living tissues. These
changes have been described for centuries as

rubor (redness), calor (heat), dolor (pain), and
tumor (swelling), which are the phenomena
particularly seen on surface inflammations. At
the present time the idea is becoming fixed that

inflammation is a conservative process, the phe-

nomena attending nature's effort to rid the tis-

sue of harmful substances. In the normal pro-

cess of repair of an injury there are changes
which closely resemble the milder t\-pes of in-

flammation ; but when to a mechanical, chemical,

or physical injury there is added a growth of

micro-organisms, the reply on the part of the

body-ceils differs from the ordinarj- repair of

injury. The changes witnessed depend upon
the strength and kind of invading micro-organ-
ism and the particular tissue invaded. The first

change is hyperaniia, a suffusion of the part with
blood from capillary dilatation ; following this

the liquid part of the blood, the serum, is poured
out into the tissues and offers its resisting pow-
ers to the poisonous substance. If these meas-
ures be insufficient, the white blood-cells called

phagocytes congregate in the tissues, destroying

the invading organisms, by actually consuming
them and neutralizing their toxic products.

During this struggle there is more or less death
of the cells, called "degeneration" ; large masses
'slough' ; the remnants of the cells and the

phagocytes killed form the thick fluid called pus.

When an inflammation goes on to the formation
of pus, it is spoken of as purulent or suppura-
tive. Certain poisons cause a peculiar reaction

on the part of the tissues, characterized by the

formation of new tissue that is unable to carry
on the function of the part. This tissue is the
same as the connective tissues, and the pro-
cess is called productive inHammation. The
poisons that continue to act for a long time are

particularly apt to cause this reaction, and the
inflammation is called chronic because of its

permanency. Catarrhal inflammations are these

same processes when they occur in mucous mem-
branes; the appearance of these catarrhs, how-
ever, is different, owing to the peculiar struc-

ture of mucous membrane and to the fact of

the epithelial covering offering excellent re-

sistance to invasion, ^\^len death of cells oc-

curs they can readily be cast off. Croupous
inflammation is the term used to describe those

in which there is considerable destruction of
the superficial layers of the mucous membrane,^
which, with the fibrin of the blood, forms a
coating or "false membrane" on the surface.

Granulation tissue (qv.) is the name applied

to the tissue formed during the repair of an in-

jury. Names are given to certain types of in-

flammation having a characteristic appearance to
the naked eye, but microscopically there is noth-
ing absolutely distinctive in these except their

arrangement. Particular examples of these are
tubercular and sj'philitic inflammations.

The majority of the diseases of the body that

we recognize as entities are due to inflammation
in some tissue or organ, but the picture depends
on the various changes in the functions of differ-

ent parts of the body. The kind and virulence

of the generated poison, together with the re-

action on the part of the body-tissues, makes
the complete picture that we seek to recog-
nize. The treatment of inflammation is, in large

part, the practice of medicine and surgery. Ef-
forts to help the tissues combat against invasioa
are made with more success as knowledge is

gathered of the peculiar invading forces and
the natural modes of defense. It is not that

we wish to combat the inflammation per se, but
rather to make it unnecessary by helping it to-

a successful issue. The actual destruction of the
bacteria by drugs introduced into the body is

of little use, for they w-ould be apt to cause as

much destruction of the body-cells as of the

invading cells ; but their toxines, which cause
the actual damage, we are learning to neutral-

ize by the administration of artificially prepared
antitoxins, and by placing the body and its spe-

cial tissues under the most favorable conditions
for developing its natural forces of resistance.

In exposed parts of the body, where anti-

septics may be applied, the toxic germs may
be killed, and various measures that change the
blood-supply may be advantageous. Where
death of tissue takes place, nature may require

help in its removal. It has long been the rule

to evacuate pus wherever it is formed, unless

its escape from the tissues is easy.

The treatment of chronic inflammation is en-

tirely different, as this is a process where actual

structure is changed beyond repair in many in-

stances. The all-important question is whether
the tissue can carry on its proper functions ; for
if it can, the body need not suffer. The inflam-

matory process is arrested in its progress by the
removal of the irritating cause, by improving the

blood-supply of the part and the vitality of the
body generall}'. These constitute the measures
in general applied for the cure of chronic in-

flammations, it being understood that the en-
deavor is to place the tissues in such a condi-
tion that they may carrj' on their functions for

the good of the whole organism; and the failure

of these measures shows either that they are at
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fault or that the tissue-change has gone too far.

Inflammation of any part is indicated by adding
the sufRx "itis" to the name of the organ or tis-

sue. See Bronchitis, Colitis, Laryngitis,
XIeningitis; etc.

Dudley D. Roberts, M.D.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Inflexion (Latin, xnAexio, a bending), that

process in grammar which modifies words when
placed in relation to other words in a sentence.

Pronominal and predicative roots are combined
to form one word in the Semitic and Aryan
tongues, which are therefore called inflexional,

a process impossible in monosyllabic languages
like the Chinese or in languages of the agglu-
tinate order like those of the Turanian family.

In grammar, cases, numbers, persons, tenses,

etc., are known as inflexions, and in many in-

stances the original affixes can be readily recog-
nized. The Semitic and Aryan families of lan-

guages, which admit of phonetic corruption both
in the root and the terminations, are called or-

ganic or amalgamating languages. The pro-
nominal termination varies according to the
person or number. Thus the Sanskrit wii, si, ti,

the endings of the three persons singular of the
present of the verb, are perhaps from the per-
sonal pronouns ma, sva, ta, and the persons of
the plural indicate the plural number by the
form of the pronominal affixes. The plural of
masculine and feminine Greek and Latin nouns
of the third declension is probably a contrac-
tion of the duplication of sa, the pronoun of the
third person. The verbs i', to go, as and fu, to
be, supply the inflexions of certain tenses of the
verb, there being also a pronominal termination
varying according to the person. In English
the common auxiliary verbs am, do, have, shall,

will, maj', can, asserting respectively existence,
action, possession, obligation, volition, liberty,

power, assume the function of inflexions, and
are themselves inflected to denote past time. In
French the same inflexional law exists, tlie con-
nection between the auxiliary and the root being
closer than in English. Aimer-ai, I have to
love, that is, I shall love, is compounded of the
infinitive aimer, to love, and ai, I have, the first

person present indicative of avoir. The same is

the case in Italian and Spanish.

Inflores'cence, Infructescence, botanical
terms referring respectively to methods of
flowering and fruit-bearing. The flowering shoot,
says Strasburger, frequently bears only a single
flower, which may then be either axillary or
terminal. In many cases, however, tlie meta-
morphosis of the generative region, which results
in the production of flowers, has led to the
formation of a special system of fertile shoots
termed an inflorescence or, after the fruit is

formed, an infructescence. (See Flowers;
Fruit.) Such inflorescences are wanting or ill

developed among the Gymnosperms, while in the
Angiosperms they are often well differentiated,
constituting unities of a higher order. The
modifications exhibited by the fertile shoots of
such an inflorescence are due, partly to a differ-
ence in their mode of branching, partly to the
reduction or the metamorphosis of their leaves.
These changes are the result of an adaption to
pollination, in the endeavor to aggregate the
flowers and at the same time render them more
conspicuous by the reduction of the foliage-

leaves. Sometimes the whole system of fertile

shoots is converted into an attractive apparatus,

as in the Aracca; where the axis and the sub-

tending leaf of the inflorescence have assumed
the function, usually exercised by the perianth,

of enticing insects. Viewed from a purely mor-
phological standpoint, two types of inflorescences

may be distinguished, the Botryose (racemose,
monopodial) and the Cymose (sympodial).

Influenza, la grippe; an epidemic catarrhal

fever, now believed to be due to a very minute
bacillus that can be found in the various secre-

tions. Epidemics of this disease have been
traced back as far as the beginning of the i6th

century, and since 1741 many such epidemics
spreading over portions of Europe have been
described. There are so many different types

of the disease, and so many parts of the body
may be distinctly attacked by it that it some-
what baffles close definition. The epidemics
vary much in severity as well as in type. During
the last decade it has become almost constantly

present over portions of the United States, in

some years being much worse than in others.

So great is the variation of its symptomatol-
ogy that no standard description can be given,

and the tj'pes are classified according to promi-
nent features. After one to four days of in-

cubation, the disease usually sets in abruptly
with chilliness or true rigor ; this is followed by
a fever (which may be constantly low or may
run very high), headache and general aching,

and a degree of prostration out of proportion

to any discoverable cause. The respiratory form
is characterized by inflammation of the nasal,

the pharyngeal, the laryngeal, the tracheal, and
the bronchial membranes. Starting in the nasal

mucous membrane, the inflammation is apt to

involve the other membranes in the order given.

It is quite common for the lungs to show small

spots of bronchopneumonia. There is frequently

nothing to distinguish such an influenza from
similar acute catarrhs of the respiratory passages
except the known presence of an epidemic and
the disproportionate prostration. The gastro-

intestinal form is characterized by nausea, vom-
iting, abdominal pain and profuse watery dis-

charge, with prostration sometimes amounting
to collapse. The typhoid form is characterized

by the sudden development of rather high fever

(with or without severe aches and pains), gen-
eral apathy, or even a low muttering delirium.

The fever runs from a few days to two weeks,
and may very closely resemble typhoid. The
nervous form is characterized by severe pains
throughout the entire body, prostration, moder-
ate fever, but no definite affection of any part

or organ. The meningeal form is characterized

by headache, fear of light, pain and stiffness of
the muscles of the back of the neck.

Complications and e.xtension of the inflam-
mation to other parts are common. Pneumonia
complicating influenza is rather apt to be verj'

severe, and in some epidemics the mortality rises

very high. Pleurisy is quite common. Great
disturbance of the heart's action is seen in some
cases, and the poison may actually attack the
lining membrane of its chambers. Less com-
monly there is inflammation of the eye, ear,

brain, liver, intestine, or kidneys. The skin is

sometimes affected, showing a general blushing
rash, herpes (small painful itchy blisters), or

bloody patches. A very common sequel is great
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nen-ous depression, either an inability to make
bodily or mental exertion or "low spirits," even
amounting to true melancholia. Unless influenza

is epidemic, differential diagnosis may be very

difficult, but hasty refuge in a diagnosis of

"grippe" is far too common ; in doubtful cases

search should be made for the specific bacillus

and considerable reliance placed on the presence

or absence of the characteristic s>Tnptom, ex-

treme weakness.
For the disease there is no specific treatment

;

the infecting organism must continue to grow
imtil the natural defenses of the body overcome
it; as yet no means has been discovered of kill-

ing the bacillus in the body or overcoming its

poisons by an antitoxin. Careful isolation of

the affected individual will prevent the spread

of the disease to other members of the family,

and much can be done for the patient"? relief.

Useful measures consist in securing thorough
action of the bowels, keeping up the nutrition

by simple, easily digested foods, and the admin-
istration of drugs such as phenacetin, acetanilid,

caffeine, and bromides to relieve the distressing

pains or nervous tension. The nervous exhaus-
tion which is apt to follow is best treated by a

period of mental rest, nourishing diet, and little

or no bodily exertion.

DrmLEY D. Roberts, M.D.,
Brooklyn, X. Y.

Infor'mer, a person who sues for a penalty

against those who have infringed any law or

penal statute. To encourage the apprehending

of certain felons, guilt>- of offenses not so muck
criminal as bordering on criminality, many Eng-
lish statutes, from 1692 downward, granted re-

wards to such as should prosecute to conviction.

The penaltj- in whole or in part inflicted in the

case of a successful conviction, and immimity
from certain troublesome parish offices, were the

inducements held out to informers. In many
cases this practice has been resorted to in modem
statutes. In the United States one who informs
the government of tlie whereabouts of smuggled
goods, counterfeit money, etc., is rewarded by a

fee of ten per cent of the net value of the con-

fiscated goods. In criminal law an informer
is said to turn state's evidence (q.v.).

Infu'sion, in pharmacy, an aqueous solu-

tion of a medicinal substance obtained by treat-

ing with water, usually without the aid of boiling.

The water may be either hot or cold, varj-ing

with the object to be obtained, .\ccording to

the directions of the United States Pharmaco-
poeia, infusions are generally prepared by pour-

ing boiling water upon the drug and macerating
in a tightly closed vessel until the liquid cools.

The active principles are in this manner ex-

tracted more rapidly and, as a rule, in much
larger ponions than if the solution is colder.

Heat is not advisable if the active principles are

volatile. If an infusion is desired of a greater

degree of concentration than that obtained by
the process of maceration, it is frequently pre-

pared by percolation, in which operation the

drug is sliced or broken up into small fragments,

packed in a percolator, and the water, either

hot or cold, is passed through. Infusions are

sometimes made with the aid oi other liquids

than water, but this is the exception rather than
the rule. Infusions do not keep well, and there-

fore they should be made extemporaneously and

in small quantities. In household medicine, in-

fusions are verj- widely employed. These may
be made at home or made bj- the pharmacist.

It is essential to remember that if they are made
in hot weather in large quantities they must be
sterilized.

Infusion of saline solution into the blood-
vessels is a verj' important procedure in medi-
cine. It is employed largely in the treatment
of shock, and in severe hemorrhage, especially

following operations or childbirth. The solu-

tion that is used is known as a normal salt-

solution, and consists of about one teaspoonful
of common salt to a pint of water. This solu-

tion should be boiled carefully for one half to
three quarters of an hour, the amount of evapo-
rating water being made up as the boiling pro-

ceeds, and after being made it should be kept
in large bottles provided with cotton plugs for

stoppers. In severe cases of hemorrhage, in-

fusion has often saved life, as it provides a body
of fluid on which the heart and blood-vessels
can act The salt-solution is usually introduced
into one of the large veins of the arm at a
temperature of one to two degrees above that of
the bod}--temperature. See Blood; Tr.\nsfu-
siox.

Infuse 'ria. Protozoa of the classes Flagel-
lata and Ciliala, originally so-called froir.

abounding in organic infusions, ^\^lile the term
is now restricted to the ciliate protozoans, it

often includes the flagellate protozoans as well.

The latter are represented by the monads. These
are exceeding!}- minute roimd or pear-shaped
animals, which move by one or two lash-like

processes called flagella. They contain a nucleus
and contractile vesicles. Some of them are fixed

by a stalk, and are provided with a collar, as in

Codosiga, out of which the flagellmn projects.

One of the simplest monads (Heteromita) is

obtained by placing a cod's head in water at a
temperature of about 70° F. In a few days the

water will swarm with these monads. The
young germs will live in boiling water, but
perish at a temperature of from 212° to 268° F.,

while the adults are destroyed at 142° F.

In the ciliate infusoria the body is more or
less flattened and covered with cilia (Para-
mecium, etc.). They have on the imder side of
the body a slightly defined mouth (or cytostome )

,

which is permanently open, and the food is swept
into it by the action of the cilia around it. The
mouth leads into a funnel-shaped throat or
cjtopharynx, which ends in the protoplasm of
the body. The food-particles swept into this

throat and pressed into the protoplasm form
a small enlargement which finally sinks farther

in forming the 'food vacuole," which, by the
flow of the protoplasm, is carried about the
body, while the digestible portions are ab-

sorbed and the waste matter is cast out at a
fixed point,— a sort of vent (c)-topyge). The
fresh-water forms have contractile vesicles, and
in certain species the animal possesses so-called

stinging rods (trichocysts), which are very
minute and are placed vertically to the surface

of the corte.\ ; by some students they are sup-

posed to be tactile rather than stinging struc-

tures. What correspond to the muscular fibres

of the higher animals, cause the quick convulsive
movements observed in these creatures. Two
important organs are present in all ciliate in-
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iiisoria, that is the nuclei. The larger nucleus

(macronucleus) is an oval, rod-like or spiral

tiody, which appears to control the processes of

feeding and motion. The other nucleus (micro-

nucleus) is much smaller and is concerned
with reproduction. Reproduction occurs usually

by self-division, and more rarely the infusorians

contract into a ball and divide into spores,

which grow to become adults. The periods of

fission are at times interrupted by the process

of conjugation, which only differs from sexual
reproduction in the fact that two individual

infusorians meet and fuse together and then
separate, the result being a process of fertiliza-

tion which leads to a complete new formation
•of the nucleus, and thus to a new organization of

the animal. (For a more detailed account see

Hertwig-Kingsley's 'Zoology' 1903.)

The more specialized infusoria are Stentor
and I'orticc'lla. The former is large enough to

be seen without a lens. It is purplish, and under
the microscope shows itself to be a beautiful
•creature. It is trumpet-shaped, with a spiral

tract of thicker cilia around the mouth-end. The
most highly organized infusoria are the bell-

animalcules (carchcsium, etc.), which are com-
pound bell-shaped forms, forming colonies with
forked branched stalks. The nucleus is sausage-
•shaped, and near it is the micronucleus. They
form a white mass like mold on the stems and
leaves of aquatic plants. Some of the infusoria
are parasitic in the digestive and circulatory
•organs of the higher animals. Consult : Stein,
*Organismus der Infusions-Thiere' (1859-83) ;

Saville Kent, 'Manual of the Infusoria*
(1880-2); M. Hartog. 'Protozoa' (Vol. I.,

Cambridge Natural History, 1903) ; Ray
Lankester, 'Treatise on Zoology' (1902) ; Hert-
wig-Kingsley 'Zoologj'' (1903).

In'galls, John James, American lawyer: b.

Middleton. Mass., 29 Dec. 1833; d. Las Vegas,
Kew Mexico 16 Aug. 1900. He was graduated
from Williams College in 1855, and was ad-
Tnitted to the bar in 1857. In 1858 he moved
to Kansas and established a law practice there.

He was secretary of the territorial council
in i860, and of the State senate in 1861, and in

1862 was elected a member of the senate. In
1873 he became a member of the United States
Senate, and was re-elected in 1879 and 1885.
He was president pro tem. of the Senate from
1887-91. In 1891 he was again a candidate for
senator, but was defeated by the Farmers' Al-
liance. From that time til! his death he de-
•voted himself chiefly to lecturing and writing.

Ingalls, Rufus, American soldier: b. Den-
mark, Maine, 23 Aug. 1820 : d. 15 Jan. 1893. He
was graduated from West Point in 1843, fought
in the Mexican War and in 1854-5 was a mem-
ber of Steptoe's expedition to the Northwest.
At the outbreak of the Civil War he defended
Fort Pickens, then became quartermaster of the
Army of the Potomac, and was present at many
of the important engagements, and at the close
of the war had attained the rank of major-gen-
eral. In 1867 he became quartermaster of the
military division of the Atlantic, quartermaster-
general of the United States army in 1882 and
was retired in 1883.

Ingelow, in'je-l6, Jean, English poet and
novelist: b. Boston, Lincolnshire, 1820: d. Ken-
sington, London, 20 July 1897. Her first pub-

lished work appeared anonymously in lojo under
the title 'Rhyming Chronicle of Incidents and
Feelings.' It was followed by 'Allerton and
Drcux : or the War of Opinion' (1851), a
story, and 'Tales of Orris' (i860) ; but not
till the publication of 'Poems,' in 1863, did Miss
Ingelow become famous. This volume won the
enthusiastic praise of critics and the instant ap-
proval of the public, and passed through 23
editions. The most widely appreciated poems
in it are 'The High Tide on the Coast of Lin-
colnshire' ; 'Songs of Seven' ; 'Divided' ; and
'Supper at the Mill.' Later volumes were:
'Studies for Stories' (1864) ; 'Stories told to a
Child' (1865): <A Story of Doom, and Other
Poems' (1867); 'Mopsa the Fairy' (1869);
'Off the Skelligs' (1872). her first long story;
'The Little Wonder Horn' (1872), a new series

of stories told to a child; 'Fated to be Free'
(1875); 'Sarah de Berenger' (1880); 'Don
John' (1881): and 'John Jerome' (1886). A
third volume of verse, 'Monitions of the Un-
seen' was published in 1885. Her works have
been even more popular in America than in

her native country.

Ingeman, Bemhard Severin, Danish poet
and novelist: b. Torkildstrup, on the island of

Falster, 28 May 1789; d. Soro 24 Feb. 1862. He
was educated at the University of Copenhagen,
and it was while a student there that he pub-
lished his first 'Poems' (1811-12), of a dreamy,
melancholy nature, showing the influence of
German romanticism, and displaying the un-
healthy state of his body and mind. In 1814 he
published a long allegorical poem, 'The Black
Knights,' which showed a marked advance. The
next six works which he produced were plays,

the tragedy 'Blanca,* brought out in 1815, be-

ing the most popular and successful, though
'The Miraculous Child Reinald' (1816) was
undoubtedly the best. 'The Subterranean Ones,
a Story of Bornholm.' his first prose work, was
written in 1817, and the following year he started

on a tour of the Continent, returning in 1819.

On his return he wrote his 'Stories and Mirac-
ulous Tales,' which was published in 1820, fol-

lowed in 1821 by a comedy, 'Magnetism in a

Barber's Shop,' which, however, was unsuccess-

ful, and thereafter he confined himself to prose

work. In 1822 he accepted the chair of Danish
language and literature at the Academy of Soro,

and then began his voluminous writings on his-

torical subjects, his novels probably being in-

spired and copied from the Waverley novels, by
Scott. The subjects and characters were taken
from Danish history, and, while they were to a

great extent inaccurate, were possessed of such
strong nationality that they became of great

interest. Among these historical romances were
'Valdcmar the Victorious' (1826); 'Erik Men-
ved's Childhood' (1828) ; 'King Erik and the

Outlaws' (1833) : 'Prince Otto of Denmark and
his Time' (1835). From 1837-9 he wrote a

collection of 'Evening and ^loming Songs,'

which became very popular on account of their'

great beauty of religious expression. From this

time until his death his writings were mainly re-

ligious, and the last of his works, 'The Apple
of Gold.' was published in 1856. His collected

works in 41 volumes were published in Copen-
hagen (1843-65).

Ingenhousz, Jan, Dutch physician and sci-

entist : b. Breda, Holland, 1730; d. Bowood, the
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seat of the Marquis of Lansdowne, England, 7

Sept. 1779. He studied medicine, and after

practising in his own country for several years

removed to London in 1767. In 1769 he was
appointed aulic councilor and body physician

to the Austrian Empress, Maria Theresa, and

to Joseph II. After serving for 10 years in that

capacity he returned to London, where he began
his scientific researches, later becoming a fellow

of the Royal Society, and publishing in their

'Transactions' several treatises and essays.

Among these were 'Experiments on Vegetables,

Discovering Their Great Power of Purifying

the Common Air in Sunshine, but Injuring it

in the Shade, or at Night' (i779): 'Anfangs-

griinde der Electricitat' (1781) ; 'Essay on the

Food of Plants and the Renovation of Soils'

(1796). Dr. Ingenhousz is credited with being

the discoverer of the use of carbonic acid for

medicinal purposes, and he also invented the

plate electrical machine.

Ingersoll, ing'ger-sol, Charles Jared,

American statesman, lawyer, and author ; son

of Jared Ingersoll (q.v.) ; b. Philadelphia 3 Oct.

1782: d. there 14 May 1862. After finishing his

collegiate course he studied law, was admitted

to practice, traveled in Europe, and became at-

tached to the American embassy to France. In

1812 he was elected to Congress, taking his

seat in May 1813. In 1815 he was appointed

United States district attorney for Pennsylvania,

an office which he held until 1829. Shortly

after he was elected to the legislature of Penn-
sylvania. He was a member of Congress 1841-7

as representative of one of the districts of

which the county of Philadelphia was then

composed. He was the author of the poems
'Chiomara' (1800), and 'Julian' (1831) ; and
of 'Inchiquin— the Jesuit's Letters on Ameri-
can Literature and Politics' (1810) ; 'Historical

Sketch of the Second War between the United
States and Great Britain' (1845-52) ; etc. Con-
sult Meigs, 'Charles Jared Ingersoll' (1896).

Ingersoll, Ernest, American naturalist: b.

Monroe, Mich., 13 ]\Iarch 1852. He studied at

Oberlin College and in the Lawrence Scientific

School and Museum of Comparative Zoology
of Harvard University, where he was a pupil of

Agassiz, and in 1874 and 1877 was connected as

naturalist with the Hayden survey. He was
also an expert on the United States fish com-
mission, and later became known as a popular

writer and lecturer on scientific subjects. In

1901 he w-as lecturer in zoology at the University

of Chicago. Among his works are: 'Nests and
Eggs of North American Birds' (1880-1) ;

'Oyster Industries of the United States' (1881) ;

'Knocking 'Round the Rockies' (1883) : 'Coun-
try Cousins' (1884); 'The Crest of the Con-
tinent' (1884): 'Down East Latch-Strings'

(1887); 'Wild Neighbors' (1897); 'The Book
of the Ocean' (1898); 'Nature's Calendar'

(igoo): 'Wild Life of Orchard and Field'

(1902): and also 'The Ice Queen,' and several

other popular juvenile tales.

Ingersoll, Jared, .\merican politician: b.

Milford. Conn.. 1722; d. 1781. Upon the passage

of the Stamp Act he was appointed, in 1765. a

stamp agent in Connecticut, and accepted the

post by the advice of Franklin. Tliis subjected

him to the personal abuse and insults from

which all colonial stamp agents suffered, and

finally he was forced to resign: later, in 1770,

becoming an admiralty judge. He wrote and
published a pamphlet called 'The Stamp Act'

(1-76).

Ingersoll, Jared, American lawyer : b.

Connecticut 1749: d. Philadelphia 21 Oct. 1822.

Having been graduated at Yale College in 1766.

he went to London, was entered of the Middle
Temple, and passed five years in the study of

law. The American Revolution breaking out

while he was still in London, he espoused the

cause of the colonies, although the son of a

loyalist. He went from London to Paris, where
he remained for 18 months, making the acquaint-

ance of Franklin. Returning home, he took up
his residence in Philadelphia, where he won
almost immediately a prominent position as

a lawyer. In 1787 he was chosen one of the
representatives of Pennsylvania in the conven-
tion w-hich framed the United States Constitu-

tion. Twice attorney-general of the State, he
was United States district attorney for Penn-
sylvania, and was in 1812 the federal candidate
for Vice-President of the United States.

Ingersoll, Joseph Reed, American lawyer
and politician : b. Philadelphia, Pa., 14 June
1786: d. there 20 Feb. 1868. After graduating
from Princeton in 1804, he took up the practice

of law in Philadelphia. He was a Whig mem-
ber of Congress from 1835-7. and again from
1842-9. In 1852 President Fillmore appointed
him minister to England, a post which he held

for only a year. He wrote 'Secession a Folly

and a Crime,' which appeared just previous to

the outbreak of the Civil War; also a 'Memoir
of Samuel Breck' (1863).

Ingersoll, Robert Green, American lawyer,
lecturer and author: b. Dresden. N. Y., 11 Aug.
1833 : d. Dobb's Ferry. N. Y., 21 July 1899. He
received a common school education and was
admitted to the bar in 1854. He soon became
prominent in the courts and in Democratic poli-

tics. In the Civil War he recruited the nth
Illinois cavalry and entered the army as its

colonel. On 29 Nov. 1862, while trying with a

force of 600 men to intercept a Confederate
raiding party, he was captured by a force of
10,000 men, but was soon paroled and given
command of a camp in Saint Louis. He soon
afterward resigned. After the war he became a

Republican, and was made attorney-general of

Illinois in 1866. He was a delegate to the Re-
publican National Convention in 1876 and placed

in nomination for President James G. Blaine,

whom he termed "the plumed knight." His
nominating speech gave him national reputation

as an orator, and he afterward lectured fre-

quently. He was an agnostic, and in his lec-

tures attacked the Bible and the beliefs of the

Christian religion. He was prominent in poli-

tics for several years, and had he not given

such frequent expressions to his agnostic views

he would doubtless have been honored with

high offices. He took up his permanent residence

in New i'ork city in 1882 and practised law
there till his death. His most famous lectures

include 'Some Mistakes of Moses'; 'The Fam-
ily' : 'The Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child'

:

'The Gods' ; and 'Ghosts.' His publications

include 'Lectures Complete' 0886) : 'Prose.

Poems and Selections' (1888) : and 'Great

Speeches' (1887). A complete collection of his

works was published in 1900.
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Ingersoll, Canada, town in Oxford County, new edition 1875, entitled 'Shakespere's Her-
Ontario, on the Thames River and the Grand mencutics'); 'Shakespere: the Man and the

Trunk railway, 19 miles northeast of London. Book* (1877-8). He also wrote 'Outlines of

It is the marketing centre for a rich grain and Theoretical Logic' (1856) ; 'An Introduction
fruit-producing section, and has an important to Metaphysics' (1864-9) ; etc.

trade in lumber, grain, cheese, and general Inglis, ing'lz, Charles, American Anglican
country produce. It has manufactures of iron bishop: b. New York 1734; d. Halifax, Nova
products, machmery, agricultural miplements, Scotia. 1816. He was ordained priest in Eng
woolen goods, woodcnware, lumber, and cream- janj 3^1^ jn 1765 became assistant minister
ery products: banks, and weekly newspapers, at Trinity Church. New York. A stout loyal-
Pop. (1901) 4,573. ist. he refused to omit from the service the

Ingham, Benjamin, English evangelistic prayer for the king and royal family, and upon
leader: b. Ossett, Yorkshire. II June 1712; d. the occupation of New York by Washington
Abcrford 1772. He received liis education at retired for a time to Long Island. In 1777 he
Batley School and at Queen's College, Oxford, was chosen to the rectorship of Trinity, and
whence he graduated B.A. in 1733. In 1733 he in 1783, at the evacuation of New York by the

was ordained, and, becoming associated with British, went to Halifax in the emigration of

John Wesley, went with him to Georgia, re- the United Empire loyalists. He was conse-
maining two years. In 1737 he went with the crated in 1787 bishop of Nova Scotia (with
Wesleys on a visit to the Moravians in Ger- jurisdiction over the othef North American
many, and became so strongly attached to their provinces), and was the first missionary bishop
<ioctrines that he broke with the Wesleys and of the Church of England. He published ser-

founded in Yorkshire several congregations of mons and pamphlets.
what were known as "Moravian Methodists," In'got, a small bar of metal formed by
but more commonly as "Inghamites." He en- casting it in molds. The term is chiefly ap-
•deavored to unite ni this organization the chief pHed to the bars of gold and silver intended
doctrines of the Moravians and Methodists, and for coinin<r

^^^'!n':^;.::s'^r::irrs"^^ jT'''h--r'r-'"i; err. ""Tr'^• TTiju J^^u .-Vmcrican naval otticer : b. Charleston, S. C, 6
•congregations m England. He moved to Aber- r,^„ ,q„^. a .u„-„ ,< n.-* tq„t u . j
I f % ^ .u , c u- -^u Dec. 1002 d. there 10 Oct. 1091. He entered
ford about the time of his marriage with a ^i,„ „ „, > „ ,q,„ , ,

i,., T7,rTT.j J the navy as midshipman in 1012, and became
sister of the Earl of Huntingdon in 1741, and „ ».,;., ,q.. ^.tui ' ° j : .u

J . .. .u u 1 J a captain m 105^. VVhile in command of the
succeeded in converting the whole surround- „, „ „r c^ i „ „ u • j ^ c

. , , , J . ,
.* r -.u T 1, sloop-ot-war St. Louis he arrived at Smyrna 22

ing neighborhood to his faith. In 1759, how- t .„r ,q-, a ^ „( j .1 ,. m . v f
ever the trreater nart of his fnllo>vprs He June 1853, and was informed that Martin Koszta,
e\er, the greater part ot his followers de- Hungarian by birth, but entitled to the protec-

f-^. T T ^"i.'''^"l°y^'
'°

,^v,^"i""^"'
^"4 '"

tion of the United States, was a prisoner on
1760 Ingham himself joined the Sandemanians ^^^^^ ^^e Austrian brig of war Hussar, then
and the Inghamites disappeared.

lying near the St. Louis. Ingraham went on
Ingham, Charles Cromwell, American board the Hussar, had an interview with

painter: b. Dublin. Ireland, 1797: d. New York Koszta, and learned that he had resided a year
10 Dec. 1863. He was a pupil of William Cun- and 11 months in New York, where he took
rung at the Dublin Academy, came to New the usual oath of allegiance to the United
York in 1817, was there a founder of the Na- States in July 18^2, and was in possession of a
tional Academy of Design (1826) and its vice- legalized copv of a declaration of his intention
president in 1845-50. De Witt Clinton and La- to become an American citizen: that he had
fayette were among his subjects. His works come to Smyrna from New York on business:
include: 'Day Dreams*

;
'The White Plume'; that on the afternoon of 21 June he was seized

The Death of Cleopatra.' by a party of armed Greeks, employed by the
Ingham, Samuel Delucenna, American pol- .Austrian consul-general, carried on board the

itician: b. Bucks County. Pa., 16 Sept. 1779; d. Hussar, where he was held in close confine-
Trenton, N. J., 5 June i860. He was for some ment. Ingraharr accordingly, on 2 July, at 8
time in the Pennsylvania legislature, and was .a.m., demanded of the .Austrian commander the
then sent to Congress, 1813-18, and again 1822-9. release of Koszta by 4 p.m.. declaring that he
In the interim he was appointed prothonotary of would otherwise take him by force. At II

the courts of Bucks County, but resigned in iSig o'clock the Austrian consul-general proposed
to become secretary to Gov. Finley. On 6 March to deliver Koszta into the hands of the French
1829 President Jackson appointed him secretary consul, to be held by him subject to the dis-

of the treasury, a position he continued to hold position of the consuls of the United States
till I Aug. 1831. and Austria, and not to be delivered without

Ingleby, Clement Mansfield, English au- their joint order. As this proposition gave
thor and Shakespearean critic: b. Edgbaston, sufficient assurance of the personal safety of

near Birmingham, 29 Oct. 1823: d. Ilford, Essex, Koszta Ingraham accepted it. and the Hun-
26 Sept. 18*5. After graduating from Trinity garian was set at liberty. The conduct of In-

College, Cambridge (B..'\. 1847: M..^. 1850) he graham was fully approved by the government,
entered into partnership with his father, but in ^nd Congress by joint resolution, 4 .^ug. 1854,

1859 gave up his law practice and moved to requested the President to present a medal to

Ilford, where he began writing for the maga- him for his conduct on this occasion. In i860
zines on scientific and metaphysical subiects. he resigned from the United States navy, en-

His best known works are his Shakespearean tered the Confederate service and became a

studies, among which are 'The Shakespere commodore.
Fabrications' (1859): 'Shakespere Contro- Ingraham, Joseph Holt, .\merican novel-
versy' (1861); 'Shakespeare's Centurie of ist : b. Portland, Maine, 1809; d. Holly Springs,
Prayse, etc.' (1874); 'The Still Lion' (1874; Miss., December 1866. .Mter a brief experience.
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of mercantile life he became teacher in Wash-
ington College, Xatchez, Miss., and in 1836 pub-
lished his first book, 'The South-West, by a
Yankee.' Thenceforth he produced in rapid
succession 'Lafitte' ; 'Burton, or the Sieges'

;

'Captain Kyd* ; 'The Dancing Feather' ; and
other romances of small literary merit, some
of which attained a large circulation. He sub-

sequently entered the Episcopal ministry and
was rector of a parish and of St. Thomas's
Hall, an academy for boj's, in Holly Springs,
Miss. He still continued to write, publishing
'Prince of the House of David' (1855) and
the 'Pillar of Fire' (1859); 'The Throne of
David.' which were widely popular, but nearlj'

w^orthless from a literary point of view.

Ingraham, Prentiss, American soldier and
author; b. .\dams County, Miss., 22 Dec. 1S43.

He was educated at Jefferson College (^Miss.),

also studied medicine at the Mobile Medical
College, entered the army of the Confederate
States in 1861, fought later with Juarez in

Mexico, with the Austrian army in the war
with Prussia, and in the ten-years' war for

independence in Cuba. Subsequently he en-

tered a literary career, and published a great
quantitv of fiction, including: 'Without Heart'
(1878)'; 'Zuleikah' (1887); 'Red Rovers on
Blue Waters' (1890); 'The Vagabond'
(1891); and 'The Wandering Jew of the Sea'
(1891).

In'gram, John Kells, English educator
and author: b. Countj- Donegal, Ireland, 7
July 1S23: d- Dublin i May 190^7. He was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and was
appointed professor of orator>- and English lit-

erature there in 1852, Regius professor of Greek
in 1S66, and librarian in 1879. At one time he
was vice-provost of the college, and also held

the presidency of the Royal Ir.ih Academy. His
'Historj- of Political Economy,' originally

printed in the 9th edition of the ' Encj-dopaedia
Britannica.' was separately published in 1S88

and widely translated. He further wrote: '.-K

Histor>- of Slavery- and Serfdom' (1895) :

'Sonnets and other Poems' (1900) : 'Human
Nature and Morals according to .\uguste Comte'
(1901), etc

Ingres, Jean Dominique Auguste, zhon
do-me-nek o-giist ang-r, French historical

painter: b. Montauban 15 Sept. 1781 : d. Paris

14 Jan. 1814. Placed in the school of David
he made such rapid progress that at 20 he
had gained in two successive years the first

and second prizes of the Academy of Fine .\rts,

In i8c6 he departed for Italy, where he passed
nearly 20 years, abandoning, under the influ-

ence of a close study of Raphael and the old
masters, the dry, classic style acquired from
Da\-id. His works are numerous, and comprise
generally serious historical and classical sub-
jects ; in the great exhibition of 1855 ^t Paris
an entire salon was appropriated to them.
Many are in the Louvre, on the ceiling of one
of the apartments of which is painted his

'.\potheosis of Homer.' He painted the por-
traits of many distinguished personages, from
Napoleon I. downward. The art of Ingres is

adjudged to hold a middle place between the
classic and the romantic schools.

Inhala'tion, in medicine, a mode of apply-
"i!j remedies directly to the respiratory tract.

Either steam alone, steam charged with drug-
vapors, or drugs finely subdivided in sprays,
are breathed into the air-passages as deeply as
possible. This method of medication is useful
only in relieving inflaimnations of the upper
air-passages and possibly the trachea and
larger bronchi. The air in the smaller bronchi
is not changed bj- breathing, but by the diffu-
sion of gases, so that substances in aerial sus-
pension are deposited on the surface before
reaching the smaller divisions of the bronchial
tubes. Steam does not penetrate far, but is

cooled, and deposits moisture as far as the
trachea. The old-fashioned croup-kettle and
man}" devices for carrying out the same idea
are used for the first stages of laryngitis.

Many substances, such as tincture of benzoin,
etc., are added to the boiling water, but render
it no more efficacious. Instead of conducting
the steam directly to the mouth and nose by a
funnel or tube, it may be well to place the pa-
tient in a simply enclosed tent, formed of bed-
clothes, and to allow the steam to charge the
confined air. This method is particularly ad-
^isable for infants and older childreiL

Inheritance, in law, a perpetual or contin-
uing right to an estate invested in a person and
his heirs. There are nine "canons of inher-
itance": three may be quoted: (i) That in-
heritance shall, in the first place, descend to the
issue of the last purchaser in infinitum; (2)
That the male issue shall be admitted before
the female; (3) That where two or more of
the male sex are in equal degree of consanguin-
ity to the purchaser, the eldest only shall in-
herit, but the females all together.

Inheritance Tax, an assessment laid upon
those made heirs of property, either by distri-

bution or descent. Sometimes this assessment
is confined to collateral heirs, when it is called

collateral inheritance tax. The raising of pub-
lic funds in this way has been sanctioned by
legislation from the beginning of Roman law,
and in England and other countries is a large

and steady source of revenue, although such
taxes have been stigmatized by certain econo-
mists as "death duties." During the Civil War
taxes of this kind were made part of the in-

ternal revenue system of the United States, but
abolished soon after the struggle ended. The
rate and method of assessment vary in different

countries, and in different States of the Union.
The English inheritance tax ranges from a i

to a 10 per cent assessment, in accordance with
the amount of the inheritance and the degree of
relationship of heirs. In the United States

lineal, collateral and succession inheritance
taxes have been instituted in several States, as
a source of domestic revenue. In Connecticut
the assessment on inherited property is 5 per
cent on all sums and \-aIues above $1,000. In
Delaware the assessment ranges from i to 5
per cent, according to the amount of property
left, and the degree of relationship. In Illinois,

I per cent on values over S20.000 to lineal de-
scendants : 2 per cent to 5 per cent on all

amounts to collateral relations. In Msrj-land.
2''< per cent on all legacies and successions. In
New York, i per cent on all property over the
amount of Sio.ooo to lineal heirs, 5 per cent on
all amounts over S500 to collateral relatives.

In Ohio, 5 per cent on all \'alues over $500. In
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Virginia, 5 per cent in ever>' case. Several

States leave untaxed the property descending

or distributed to the lineal descendants, and
place assessments of varying percentage on the

amount or value of the legacy which falls to

collateral heirs. These are California, Maine,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, Tennes-
see, West Virginia. Inheritance laws have in

•^he United States occasioned much discussion

a..d litigation, but their justice and utility have
been testified to by experience and the decision

of the law courts. The economists of the pres-

ent and other periods have seen the scientific

propriety of such legal provisions, and have
noted tlie uniformity witli which they deal with
all classes of the financial community.

In'ia, a genus of toothed cetaceans similar

to dolphins, but placed on structural grounds in

the allied family Ptatanistidcr, with the fresh-

water dolphins of the Ganges and the La Plata.

The single species (/. groffrcnsis) is called

bouto and tucu.xi, and is found in some of the

upper tributaries of the Amazon, and in the

lakes near the Cordilleras. It measures about
eight feet in length, has a long cylindrical snout

with stiff hairs, and a very slight dorsal fin. It

feeds chiefly on fish, and is hunted for the sake
of its oil.

Initiative. Sec Referendum.

Injunc'tion, a writ issued by a court of
equity, bidding, or forbidding, a person or per-
sons to do a certain thing. The injunction orig-
inated in Roman law, and was anciently known
as an interdict, a name it still bears in Scottish
practice. It was introduced as a remedy for
some of the abuses of common law, and as a
preventive, when evasion of common law pro-
visions seemed possible. It is to-day one of the
most potent of the Ic^al remedies of an equitable
character which stand on the statute books.

There are three main divisions in the pur-
poses for which a writ of injunction is issued.
A writ may be prohibitive, protective, or
restorative. In the first place it may forbid
the commission of certain acts of a civil nature
which are charged with injustice. Second, it

may be so framed as to protect such civil rights
of an individual or a corporation as seem to
be threatened. Third, it may order the restitu-
tion or restoration of sucli rights as have un-
lawfully been taken away from an individual or
a corporation. These cliaracters of the writ
have been clearly expounded by Blackstone, as
follows

:

"This writ may be had to stay proceedings
at law, whatever stage they may have reached;
to restrain alienations of property pendente lite,

and tenants for life and others having limited
interest from committing waste. It may be
granted to restrain the negotiation of bills

of exchange, the sailing of a ship, the transfer of
stock, or the alienation of a specific chattel,

to prohibit assignees from making a dividend, to
prevent parties from removing out of the juris-
diction, or from marrying, or having any inter-
course, which the court disapproves of, with a
ward. The infringement of a copyright or a
patent frequently calls for the exercise of this
btmeficial process ; which may also be had to
restrain the fraudulent use of trade marks, or
of the names, labels, or other indiciae of the
makers or vendors of goods and merchandise,

and in a large class of cases, far too numerous
to be mentioned here."

The first two kinds of injunction are most
commonly used, and a familiar example of the

prohibitory writ is that which orders the abate-

ment of a nuisance. A railroad which lays

tracks without first gaining the right of way
may be compelled by injunction to remove them.
By such a writ patent rights, copyrights and
trade marks are secured from infringement, or
proceedings in a court of law are stayed. Some-
times a court of equity issues an injunction pro-
hibiting litigants within its own jurisdiction from
prosecuting a suit in another jurisdiction; for

example, a United States court may restrain

creditors for suing in State courts for the en-

forcement of their claims against a bankrupt,
and reserve the disposition of his estate to its

own jurisdiction. A court of equity only issues

a writ of injunction when a remedy of law ap-
pears inadequate to give the wronged party the
complete relief to wliich he is entitled. Thus
in recent cases the courts have issued writs for-
bidding labor agitators and others from induc-
ing or coercing workingmen, in such a way as
to bring on a strike to the injury and damage
of employers, who might thus be induced to
sacrifice their rights in order to escape ruin or
irreparable loss.

An injunction in the United States may be
preliminary or perpetual. A preliminary writ
is sometimes styled interlocutory, as it is issued
pendente lite. The preliminary writ may be
made perpetual, if, after arguments made and
heard, the court decides that the grounds ad-
vanced for the continuance are valid, and have
beeti so proved by evidence. Failure to obey
an injunction is punishable as a contempt of
court (q.v.) Consult Beach, 'Treatise on the
Law of Injunctions' (1895).

Injunction, Government by. See Govern-
ment BY Injunctio.n.

Injunction, Theatrical, a term applied to
a mandate issued by a court of equity, to com-
pel or prevent the performance of some act for
which money damages would not properly com-
pensate the injured party. Relief by injunction
in matters pertaining to theatricals is probably
more frequently sought than in any other busi-
ness or profession, and precedents in law estab-
lished in this class of cases has become of
considerable importance. At first, courts of
this country and England refused to grant
injunctions against actors for the purpose of
compelling them to perform their contracts, a
learned justice saying: "The Court could not
regard as law the old adage that <a bird that
can sing and will not sing must be made to
smg.' But latterly, when the service of an
actor became recognized and it was made to
clearly appear that an actor or singer, by intelH-

gence, education and other artistic accomplish-
ments and talents, was of extreme importance
to one who had invested money in the production
of a play or opera, it was held that a court of
equity would by injunction enforce a covenant
in a contract. But this has simply gone to the
extent of compelling a fulfilment of the con-
tract, or forcing the artist to remain idle during
its term. The services of every actor will not
be enjoined. He must actually possess some
exceptional merit, so that his services may be
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termed special, unique and extraordinary, and
it must be shown they cannot be fulfilled by
any other person without injury to the employer.
In the case of Lumley v. Wagner, the courts
of England enjoined Johanna Wagner, a prom-
inent prima donna of the early 5o"s from appear-
ing at Covent Garden Opera House, London, in

violation of her contract with Lumley ; and then
for the first time the British courts asserted
their authority over contracts of actors, and
granted an injunction forbidding her rendering
professional services for any but her original
employer.

In the United States, the Federal courts
recognized the right of a manager to have the
exclusive services of his employee, and in McCall
Z'. Braham an injunction was granted which
prevented Lillian Russell from violating her
contract. In the State courts, the case of
Augustin Daly v. Fanny Morant Smith (49
How. Pr. 150), Superior Court Justice Freed-
man also appreciated the fact that the ancient
rule had been abrogated and the modern one
compelling actors to live up to their agreements,
as other individuals, was there enforced. The
contract must unquestionably be fair. The
rights of both parties to it must be equal. In
other words, if the contract gives the manager
the right to terminate it by giving notice before
the expiration of the contract, a like right of
termination must also be given the actor ; and
as stated before, the actor's services must be
special, unique and extraordinary. In this

latter connection, it seems uncertain where to

draw the line. In the case of Carter v. Ferguson
the court refused to grant an injunction to
Mrs. Leslie Carter against William J. Ferguson,
an actor, saying that his services were not so
special and unique as to warrant a court of

equity's interference. In Charles Hoyt Z'. Loie
Fuller, the court granted an injunction against
the dancer, holding that a serpentine dance in

the performance of which she became famous,
warranted the court's interference by injunction.

In George Edwardes, the London manager, v.

Cissie Fitzgerald, the New York Supreme Court
Ijranted an injunction against Miss Fitzgerald,

on the theory that a certain wink of her eye
used in a play was of special merit, and a draw-
ing card. In Harris v. Sparks, an injunction
was granted against John Sparks, the Irish

comedian, the ground being that his portraj'al

of an Irish character was special, unique and
extraordinary. While in the still later case of
Shubert Brothers v. Aimee Angeles, imitations
given by the performer were considered so spe-
cial, unique and extraordinary as to warrant the
panting of an injunction. Each case, however,
must be determined by its own peculiar circum-
stances. In the most recent case— Harrison
Grey Fiskc i: Tyrone Power— the court refused
to grant an injunction against Tyrone Power,
although his ability as an actor was exploited
in the newspapers; on the ground that his
services were not so special, unique and extra-
ordinary, as to justify an injunction. But in

guarding the rights of an actor, the courts will

see that no advantage has been taken of him
by the manager, and that the manager for whom
he is to perform is of such financial responsi-
bility as to insure the salary of the actor. In
the case of Rice v. D'Arville, Edward E. Rice,

the theatrical manager, sought to restrain
Camille D'Arville from performing for others;
but on the defense that Rice was insolvent and
indebted to her on a previous contract. Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes, then of the Massachu-
setts Supreme Court, would not compel her to
perform for Rice.

Injunctions in the theatrical profession are
not confined to actors and actresses, but are
often invoked to prevent the piracy of a play
or the use of a name. Where a play, or a scene
from a play, has been copyrighted, the Federal
courts alone have jurisdiction of the matter, and
will by injunction prevent anybody from per-
forming or producing it as their own. When
there has been no copyright the common law
protects the work, so well as its title; and the
use of a similar name, or a name which is apt
to deceive the public into the belief that it is

the one already used by an author, will likewise
be enjoined. A recent instance is the case of
Charles Frohman v. Arthur Eraser, where the

use of the title "Sherlock Holmes'* was enjoined,
this name having been adapted by William Gil-

lette as the title of a play, notwithstanding the
name had been used by A. Conan Doyle as the
title of his novel. In that case the court held
that Mr. Gillette having first used the name in

connection with a theatrical production was en-
titled to all emoluments arising from it. Not-
withstanding the numerous attempts to avoid
the principles of law applicable to this class of
cases, it matters not whether it is the actor who
is involved or the theatrical manager, the Amer-
ican courts are humane, equitable, just and
careful, and invariably zealously guard the inter-

ests of those engaged in the theatrical profession,

so well as those engaged in any commercial

business. See Injunction; Government by
Injunction; Court; Equity; Chancery; Con-
tempt; Law; etc.

Ink, a colored liquid used for writing and
printing. They are of various classes, as writ-

ing and copying, black or colored, India, printing

and lithographing inks.

For long ages past the best black writing-

ink has been made by mixing together solutions

of nutgalls and of ferrous sulphate of iron,

known as green vitriol, and holding in colloidal

suspension, by aid of a gum, the colored sub-

stance produced. The gallo-tannic acid present

in a freshly prepared solution of galls, upon
exposure to the air, changes gradually largely

into gallic acid, and the protoxide of iron

changes into peroxide. Thecolor of this changed
product is much deeper than that of the original

mixture. It has been found that the perma-
nency of the writing is greater if the ink is used
before this conversion is fully completed. The
change is held in check by having present in the

ink a slight amount of some free volatile acid

such as hydrochloric. The trace of acid also

serves to hold the iron color in the state of

colloidal suspension or solution. The moulding
to which such an ink is liable is checked by
adding to it a trace of some antiseptic, such as

carbolic acid. All known commercial substi-

tutes hitherto used for nutgalls in black writing-

ink produce a fluid somewhat inferior to that

from nutgalls.

An exhaustive scientific investigation of the

chemistry of ink to determine the best ingre-
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dicnts and the proportions to be used of the
same for the producing of the most permanent
black writing-ink has been made in Germany by
Osw. Schhittig and Dr. G. S. Neumann, and
published in their work on *Die Eisengallus-

tinten,' issued by Zahn & Jaensch of Dresden in

1890. Their conchisions were followed in pre-

paring the specifications for the official "Stand-
ard Record Ink" required under the laws of
Massachusetts to be used on all the public rec-

ords in that state. The same specifications have
since been adopted by the U. S. Treasury for

the ink used in that department. This ink has
also been adopted by the Danish government
for its official records. The specifications, which
were prepared by Dr. Bennett F. Davenport of
Boston, as ink expert for the State of Massa-
chusetts, it is to be noted are for the required
quality of the ink, and not for the compounding
of it. The specifications are as follows

:

It must be a gallo-tannate of iron ink, not inferior in
any essential quality to a typical standard for compari-
son which has been properly prepared after the follow-
ing formula, in which all the ingredients are of the
quality prescribed by the United States Pharmacopoeia,
and the per cent of true acid present in the sample of
tannic acid used has been determined by the Loewen-
thal and Schroeder method.

Take of pure, dry Tannic .Acid, 23.4 parts by weight;
crystal Gallic .\cid, 7.7 parts; Ferrous Sulphate. 30.0
parts; Gum Arabic. 10. o parts; diluted Hydrochloric
Acid, 25.0 parts; Carbolic Acid, i.o part; Water, suf-
ficient to make up the mixture at the temperature of
60* F. to the volume of 1000. parts by weight of water.

Inks submitted will be subjected to the following
tests, as compared with the typical normal standard ink
described above: (1) .A fluid ounce allowed to stand at
rest in a white glass vessel, freely exposed in diffused
daylight for two weeks to the light and air, at a temper-
ature of 50° to 60° F., protected against the entrance
of dust, must remain as free from deposit upon the
surface of the ink or on the bottom or sides of the
vessel. (2) It must contain no less iron, and must have
a specific gravity of 1.035 to 1.040 at 60° F. (3) It
must develop its color as quickly. (4) After a week's
exposure to diffused daylight the color must be as in-
tense a black when used upon the stahdard record
paper, and it must equally resist changes from e.xposure
to light, air, water, or alcohol. (5) It must be as fluid,
flow as well, strike no more through the paper, nor
remain more sticky immediately after drying.

To such an ink a slight amount of some one
of the water soluble coal-tar colors is usually
added to give the desired initial color to the ink
when used in writing.

Cheaper grades of black writing-ink are pro-
duced by substituting for the nutgalls other tan-
nin containing substances, or by using logwood.
In these other iron salts, or salts of other metals
are sometimes used, as of copper, aluminum or
chromium. For special purposes some of these
have certain advantages. For copying, for in-

stance, the ink made from logwood with alum
cake and chromate has the highest eflSciency

known. This ink, however, fades out after a
few years' exposure to the open air and day-
light.

Within modern times colored liquid solu-
tions have come much into general use as inks,

made up with aniline and other dyestuff colors.

They are easily and cheaply made, flow nicely

from the pen, and allow of a great variety as to

choice in coloring, but none of them have the
permanency of the ancient nutgall iron ink on
exposure to light and air.

The usual basis of commercial marking inks,
for use on textile fabrics, is some salt of silver.

The permanent color of this ink is developed
through the action of light, heat or some chem-
ical, after the ink has been applied. Tlie usual
basis of India ink is an exceedingly finely di-

\^0L. 8—so

yided solid carbon, mixed with a size to hold
it in suspension when the ink is prepared for
use by being ground up with water. The usual
base used for printers' ink is a linseed-oil var-
nish. To this the desirable color is imparted
by the use of lampblack, or some other coloring
substance.

Bibliography.— Astle, 'Origin and Progress
of Writing' (.'803) ; Carvalho, 'Forty Centu-
ies of Ink' (1904); Chcvallier, 'Dictionnaire
Alterations et Falsifications' (1882); Cham-
pour & Malepeyre, 'Fabrication des Encres'
(1895); Dieterich, 'Pharmac. Manual* (1904);
Fehling, 'Handworterbuch Chemie' (1903) vol.

VII.; Haldane, 'Workshop Receipts,* series 2
and 5

.

Bennett F. Davenport, M.D.,
Expert on Written Documents, the IVriting,

Ink and Paper.

Ink'berry, or Winterberry, a shrub (Ilex
glabra) of the holly family which grows upon
the Atlantic coast of the United States. It is

a fine evergreen, two to four feet high. Its
stems are slender and flexible, and its leaves,
about an inch in length, are lanceolate in form,
of leathery texture, and present a shining upper
surface. It bears small, very black berries.
Formerly its bark and leaves were used medic-
inally, especially in fevers. For bouquets and
decorative purposes it is much valued, and finds
a ready market in large Eastern cities.

Inkerman, ink-er-man', Russia, a village
on the site of a ruined town in the Crimea, at
the head of the harbor of Sebastopol, 35 miles
by rail southwest of Simferopol. It gives its

name to the sanguinary battle fought on the
heights overlooking the town, on 5 Nov. 1854,
when the Russians unexpectedly attacking the
British camp were repulsed with great slaughter,
losing in killed 3,000 and in wounded 6,000,
the loss of British and French allies being 850
killed and 3,500 wounded.

Inlay'ing is the art of ornamenting flat

surfaces of one substance by inserting into

them pieces of some other substance. Various
kinds of metal or wood, or pearl, ivory, etc.,

are employed in this process, which is now ap-
plied chiefly to the production of ornamental
articles of furniture. When wood of one color
is inlaid with others of different colors, as in

ornamental devices in flooring, it is generally
called marquetry, the various pieces of wood
being usually disposed in regiilar geometrical
figures. The art of inlaying iron or steel with
other metals, as gold or silver, is called damas-
cening. Buhl and reisner work, once highly
prized, have lost much of their celebrity. The
former took its name from Buhl, an Italian
resident in Paris in the reign of Louis XIV.,
and the latter was designated alter Reisner,
a German who not long after settled in the same
city. Buhl for the most part inlaid brass on
tortoise-shell, Reisner a dark wood on a tulip-
wood ground. The usual instrument for cut-
ting out veneers for inlaying is a fine saw,
mounted in a bow or arched handle, and worked
in short quick movements. Three or four
veneers are sometimes cut simultaneously in
this way. Inlaying with stone, in which the
Florentines have long excelled, is called pietra
dura, and differs from mosaic in having the holes
not cut through the ground, which is commonly
of black marble, but only to a regulated depth.
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Tie best work of this kind is now produced at

St. Petersburg, the art being stimulated by en-
couragement from the Russian government. An
Indian variety of inlaj-ing, in which the inlaid

metal occupies more of the surface than that

which forms the ground, is called Kuftgari; and
in another varietj-, Tutenague or Bederyu-ork,
small pieces of silver are hammered into spaces
previously cut in the ground, which consist of
one part of copper to four of pew-ter, and is

thus both hard and easily cut. See Mos.vic.

In'man, Henry, American artist: b. Utica,
N. Y., 20 Oct. iSoi : d. Xew York 17 Jan. 1846.

From early boyhood he manifested a taste for
art, and in 1814 Jarvis, the ponrait painter,

offered to receive him as a pupil, and he was
bound an apprentice for seven years. Upon the
conclusion of his apprenticeship he devoted him-
self to portrait painting. Among his most char-

acteristic portraits are those of Chief Justice

Marshall and Bishop White. He painted also

landscape, genre, and historj-. In 1844 he \isited

England, where he was the guest of Words-
worth, whose portrait he painted, and at whose
suggestion he executed his *Rydal Water,* near
the poet's residence. During his residence in

England he also painted portraits of Dr.
Chalmers, Lord Chancellor Cottenham, and
Macaulay.

Inn, a river of Europe which issues from
a lake at the foot of the Rhstian Alps, flows
northeast through the deep and narrow valley

of the Engadine, in the Swiss canton of the
Orisons, enters the TjTol at Martinsbruck,
passes Innsbruck, Hall, and Kuffstein, and
shortly after enters Bavaria. At Miihldorf it

turns east till it receives the Salza, where it

begins to form the boimdarj- between Austria
and Bavaria, and joins the right bank of the
Danube at Passau, after a course of over 300
miles.

Inn and Innkeeper. In Great Britain inns
are houses where travelers are furnished, for
the profit of the provider, with everjlhing they
have occasion for while on their journey, and
may be set up without license by any person,
provided he refrains from selling excisable
liquors, which of course require a license.

Hotels, public-houses, taverns, \"ictualing-houses,

and coffee-houses are all inns when the keepers
of them make it their business to furnish trav-
elers with food and lodging: otherwise they are
not. In the United States there are no inns,

but hotels in cities and taverns in rural districts.

See Hotels i.v .\meric.\ ; T.werxs.

Innate Ideas, certain notions or concep-
tions declared by many philosophers to be given
to the mind of man when he first receives con-
scious being. Their existence has been much
disputed by philosophers. The term innate, as
applied to ideas, was first used by Descartes.
As his definition failed in precision, the doctrine
of Descartes was assailed by Hobbes and Locke.
As afterward more strictly stated by himself, his

views were as follows : An innate idea is not
one that presents itself always to our thought,
for there could be no such idea ; but we have
within ourselves the facult>' of producing it.

He has nowhere given an enumeration of the
ideas that he considers innate, though he at-

taches particular importance to that of infinity,

which he makes the foundation of his nroofs for

the existence of God. \\Tiat the followers of
Descartes designate innate ideas, those of
Cousin term universal, necessary and absolute.
Some of the greatest names in European philoso-
phy are associated with the discussion of this

theorj-. or of cognate theories, as Clarke, New-
ton, ^lalebranche, Kant, etc

Innes, in'es, Alexander Taylor, Scottish
jurist: b. Tain, Ross and Croraartj-, Scotland,
18 Dec. 1S33. He was educated at Edinburgh
L'niversity, was admitted to the Scottish bar in

1870, appointed advocate-depute in Scotland in

1S81, and served under later Liberal govern-
ments. Among his works are : ' The Law of
Creeds in Scotland' (1867) ; <Church and State:
A Historical Handbook* (1890) : 'Studies in

Scottish History' (1892) : a life of Kno.x in the
'Famous Scots' series (i8g6) : 'The Trial of
Jesus Christ' (,1899) : and 'The Law of Creeds'
(1902).

Inness, George, American painter: b.

Newburg. X. Y., i May 1825 : d. Bridge of
Allan, Scotland. 3 Aug. 1894. His art educa-
tion began in boyhood and when 16 years of
age he learned map engra\-ing. He first at-

tempted nature sketching in 1843, when he
showed such promise that he was admitted into
the studio of Regis Gignoux, Xew York; but
soon opened a studio for himself and through
the liberality of a patron was enabled to %-isit

Europe. After spending 15 months in Italy and
one year (1850) in France he finally made his
home at Eagleswood, near Perth Amboy, N. J.
He is looked upon as the first among Amer-
ican landscape painters, and was not only a
clever and imaginative interpreter of the scen-
ery among which he lived, but a man of intel-

lect, a thoughtful yet bold theorist on art
subjects and an incisive critic He had a keen
appreciation of American scener>-, and the sky
and atmosphere of the eastern States were
sjTnpathetically portrayed with an earnestness
that recalls the sentiment of the Fontainebleau-
Barbizon school. His early paintings are dis-

tinguished by conscientious care for detail, vivid
perception of color, and the panoramic breadth
of a bold and unconventional originality. After
1878 his style had ripened, and his technique
grew simpler and less highly elaborated. He
was willing to sacrifice all cleverness of touch
in handling detail for the sake of portraying the
emotion, or transitory effect of light and cloud
in a landscape, the perturbation of storm or
wind, the pageant of sunset, or the magic calm
of a moonlight scene. In such productions his

command of color was ver>' remarkable. His
pictures are much prized by connoisseurs, and
when offered for sale command high prices.

Five of them are in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Xew York. .-Vmong the finest are:
'Under the Greenwood' : 'Close of a Stormy
Day'; 'Pine Groves of Barberini \'illa' ; '.An

.•\utumn ^loming' : '.Autumn Gold' ; 'The
Edge of the Forest' : 'Passing Storm' : 'Moon-
rise' ; 'Winter Morning, Montclair, Xew Jer-
sey.'

Inness, George, Jr., .American painter: b.

Paris, France, 5 Jan. 1854. He is the son of
George Inness (q.v.), the landscape painter.

He was a pupil of the elder Inness at Rome in

1870-4, of Bonnat at Paris in 1875, began to
exhibit at the National .Academy in 1877, and
bocarpe a member of the Xatinnal .•\rad<»my of
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Design in 1899. In 1899 he obtained a gold
medal at the Paris Salon. His manner is forci-

ble, and skilful in color. His work includes

landscapes and animal subjects, among them:
'The Pride of the Dairy' (1878); 'Pasture at

Chemung': 'A Mild Day' (1887); and 'Morn-
ing on the River' (1902).

In'nocence. A wildflower. See Houstoni.\.

In'nocent, the name of thirteen popes, as

follows :

Innocent I., Saint: b. Albano; d. 12 March
417. He succeeded Anastasius I. as Bishop of

Rome in 402. He supported Saint Chrysostom
(q.v.) when the latter was driven from his see

of Constantinople through the machinations of

the Empress Eudoxia. Rome was pillaged by
Alaric in 410, during his pontificate. He is com-
memorated by the Roman Catholic Church on 28

July.

Innocent II. (Gregorio de' P.^pi, or
Papareschi, gra-go-re'o da pa-pe pa-pa-res'-

ke): b. Rome; d. 23 Sept. 1143. He was
elected pope in 1 130 by a part of the cardinals,

while the others elected Peter of Leon, who
took the name of Anacletus. Innocent fled to

France, where he was acknowledged by the

Council of Etampes, by Louis VI., and soon
after by Henry II. of England ; also by the Em-
peror Lothaire, who conducted him in 1133 to

Rome, where he occupied the Lateran, while
Anacletus occupied the Castle of Crescentius,

the Church of St. Peter, and a large part of

the city and maintained himself against Innocent
until his death in 1138. He held the second
Ecumenical Council in the Lateran, which con-
demned Arnold of Brescia and his heresy, de-
clared all the decrees of Anacletus null, and
excommunicated Roger of Sicily, who had sup-
ported the latter. Ro|;er, however, obliged In-

nocent to acknowledge him as king, absolve
him from excommunication, and invest him and
his heirs with .-Vpulia, Calabria, and Capua.

Innocent III. (Giovanni Lothario Conti,
j6-van'ne 16 tha're 6 kon'te): b. Anagni, Italy,

1161 : d. Perugia. Italy, 16 July 1216. On the

death of Celestine HI. (1198) he was unani-
mously elected at the age of 37. Innocent, in

the vigor of manhood, endowed by nature with
all the talents of a ruler, possessed of an erudi-

tion uncommon at that time, and favored by cir-

cumstances, was better qualified than any of
his predecessors to elevate the Papal power.
By his clemency and prudence he gained over
the inhabitants of Rome, obliged the imperial
prefect to take the oath of allegiance to him,
and directed his attention to every quarter
where he believed that a Papa! claim of
property or of feudal rights existed. He
concluded treaties with many cities of Tus-
cany for the mutual protection of their liberties

and those of the Church, and soon obtained pos-
session of the ecclesiastical states in their widest
extent. He excommunicated Philip .Augustus,
king of France ; laid the kingdom under an
interdict in 1200 because Philip had repudiated
his wife Ingeburga, and obliged the king to
submit. He was still more decided in his treat-
ment of John, king of England, who refused
to confirm the election of Stephen Langton as
Archbishop of Canterbury. Innocent laid the
kingdom under an interdict, and in 1212 formally
deposed him. John was finally obliged to sub-

mit, resigned his territories to Rome, and re-

ceived them as a Papal fief from Innocent.
All Christendom acknowledged the Pope's spir-

itual sovereignty ; two Crusades were undertaken
at his order, and his influence extended even to
Constantinople. Innocent was one of the greatest
Popes and rulers. It has been said of his rule,

as of that of Gregory VII., whom he most re-

sembles, that in those times the power of the
Pope was salutary as a bond of union for Eu-
rope, in which the still firmer bond of a com-
mon civilization and knowledge did not, as at
present, exist. In 1215 he held a council, the
fourth Lateran and twelfth general which passed
the decree making confession and communion
obligator)- at Paschal time. Frederick II. was
acknowledged as German emperor, and the Fran-
ciscan and Dominican orders were confirmed.

Innocent IV. CSenibaldi di Fieschi, sa-ne-
bal'de de feeske): d. Naples 7 Dec. 1254.
He became Pope in 1243 and was perpetuallv at
feud with the German emperor Frederick and
his successors.

Innocent V. (Pietro di Tarentasia, pe-a'tro
de ta-ren-ta'se-a) : b. 1225; d. Rome 22 June
1276. His pontificate lasted only from 20 Jan-
uary to 22 June of the year 1276.

Innocent VI. (Etiexxe d'Albert, a-te-en
dal bar) : b. Brissac, France; d. 12 Sept. 1362.
His pontificate extended from 1352 to 1362, and
during this period the Papal residence was at
Avignon.

Innocent VII. (Cosmo de' Migliorati,
kos'mo da me-gl6-re-a'te) : b. Sulmona,
Abruzzi, Italy, 1366; d. Rome 6 Nov. 1406. He
was Pope from 1404 till his death, but was op-
posed by the antipope, Benedict XIII., who held
his court at Avignon.

Innocent VIII. (Giovanni B.^ttista Cibo,
j6-van'ne bat-tes'ta che'bo) : b. Genoa 1432;
d. 25 July 1492. He became Pope in 1484 and
was for some time at war with Ferdinand of
Naples and held the sultan Bajazet's brother
Zelim a prisoner.

Innocent IX. (Giovanni .Antonio F.\cchi-
NETTI, jo-van'ne an-to-ne'o fa-che-net'te) : b.
Bologna, Italy, 1519; d. 30 Dec. 1591. He oc-
cupied the papal chair only from the 29th of
October preceding his death.

Innocent X. (Giovanni Battista Pamfili,
j6-van'ne bat-tes'ta pam-fe'le) : b. Rome 7
May 1574; d. 6 Jan. 1655. In 1629 he was
elevated to the cardinalate and became Pope in

1644. Under him the temporal and spiritual

power of the papacy was greatly increased. In
1651 he condemned the Treaty of Westphalia and
he formally condemned Jansenism in 1653.

Innocent XI. (Benedetto Odescalchi. ba-
na-dct'to a-des-kal'ke) : b. Como, Italy, 1611;

d. 12 Aug. 1689. He served in his youth as a
soldier in Germany and Poland, took order:
later and rose through many important posts,

until he was elected Pope in 1676, on the death
of Clement X. He was eminent for his probity
and austerity: zealously opposed nepotism and
simony, and restrained luxur\' and excess. He
condemned the New Testament of Mons and
several other Jansenistic works. He also an-

athematized sixty-five propositions drawn from
the works of modem Casuists and condemned
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Molinos and the Quietists. He determined to

abolish the right of asylum exercised in Rome
by foreign ambassadors; but Louis XIV. would

not yield to so just a claim, occupied Avignon,

and imprisoned the papal nuncio in France; in

consequence of which the authority of the Pope
received a severe blow by the IV. Propositiones

Cleri Gallicani in 16S2. These disputes were

highly favorable to the English Revolution, as it

induced the Pope in 1689 to unite with the allies

against James II., in order to lower the influence

of Louis XIV.

Innocent XII. (Antonio Pigxateixi. an-to-

Tie'6 pen-ya-tel'le) : b. Naples 13 March 1615^

d. 27 Sept. 1700. He became archbishop of

Naples, a cardinal in 1681 and Pope in 1692.

During his pontificate Louis XIV. and the French

bishops revoked the Declaration of the French

clergy, and submitted to the judgment of the

Holy See in the matters in dispute during the

pontificate of Innocent XI.

Innocent XIII. (Michelangelo Conti,

me-kel-an'je-16 kon'te) : b. Rome 15 May
1655 ; d. 7 March 1724. In 1695 he was made
archbishop of Tarsus, and becanue a cardinal in

1707. He was also made bishop of \'iterbo in

1712 and succeeded Clement XL in the papal

chair in 1721.

Innocents, Feast of Holy, variously styled

Innocent's Day and Childermas, a festival gen-

erally obser\ed on the 28th, but in the Eastern

Church on 29 December, in commemoration of

the massacre of the children at Bethlehem, "from

two years old and under," by the order of

Herod, with the purpose of destroying among
them the infant Saviour. The Church of Eng-
land at the Reformation retained it in its

ritual among its anniversar>- festivals. St.

C>-prian refers to these children as martyrs, as

does St. Augustine with still greater explicit-

ness. It is to them that the h\TT!n of Prudentius,

'Salvete Flores Martyrum.' is addressed.

Innocents Abroad, The, a famous book of

travels by Samuel L. Clemens ("Mark Twain")-

In a vein of highly original humor this widely-

read book records a pleasure excursion to Eu-
rope, the Holy Land, and Egj-pt, in the sixties.

Descriptions of real events and the peoples and
lands visited are enlivened by more or less

fictitious dialogue and adventures.

In'novators, a name applied in Great

Britain to educational reformers who, in the 19th

century, succeeded in having corporal punish-

ment abolished in public and private schools. The
novels of Charles Dickens, particularly 'Nicho-

las Nickleby,' and 'Oliver Twist,> had much
to do with the origin of the reform movement.

Inns of Court are certain societies in

Great Britain exclusively invested with the

right to call to the bar. The colleges of the

English professors and students of common law

are called inns, the old English word for the

houses of noblemen, bishops, and others of ex-

traordinary note, being of the same significa-

tion as the French hotel. The opinion is, that

societies of lawyers, which before the Conquest

held their chief abodes for study in ecclesiastical

houses, began to be collected into permanent
residences, soon after the court of common
pleas was directed to be held in a fixed place,

—

a stipulation which occurs in the great charters

both of King John and Henry III. In these

houses exercises were performed, lectures read,

and degrees conferred. The iims of court are

governed by masters, benchers, stewards, and
other officers, and have public halls for dining,

readings, etc In London the four inns of court

are: the Inner Temple and Middle Temple
(formerly the dwelling of the Knights Templars,

and purchased by some professors of law more
than three centuries since) ; Lincoln's Inn and

Gray's Inn (anciently belonging to the Earls of

Lincoln and Gray). Each inn is self-governing,

and all have equal privileges.

Innsbruck, ins'brook, or Innspruck (an-

cient ffixipoxTUM ; locally called Schpruck),
Austrian town and capital of the Tyrol, beauti-

fully situated 59 miles north of Munich, on the

banks of the Inn, near the confluence of the

Sill, and almost in the centre of the valley of

the Inn (Innthal), the sides of which are en-

closed by mountains several miles distant, but

so lofty (7,000 to 8,500 feet) as apparently almost

to overhang the town. In consists of the town
proper, situated on the right bank of the river,

and of five suburbs. It is for the most part

well built. The houses are generally of a lime-

stone breccia, and from four to five stories high,

and built in the Italian style. The buildings most
deserving of notice are the Hofkirche, containing

the tomb of the Emperor Maximilian I., one

of the most splendid monuments of the kind in

Europe, though he himself is not interred in

it ; and the tomb of Hofer ; the Church of St.

James, with a painting by Lucas Cranach; the

Jesuits' church, considered the handsomest in

the town ; the Capuchin church, with good paint-

ings ; the new palace, built by Maria Theresa,

a ver>' extensive edifice, with gardens which

stretch along the side of the Inn, and form

an excellent promenade ; the old palace, in which

the Archdukes of Tyrol and several of the

German emperors used to reside ; the university,

founded in 1677, and re-established in 1826. well

endowed, provided with a library, botanical gar-

den, and cabinet of natural histor\'. and attended

by about i.ooo students; a gjinnasium, and sev-

eral other important educational establishrnents

;

and the museum, called Ferdinandeum. rich in

all the productions both of art and nature with-

in the limits of the Tyrol. The manufactures

include woolen, silk, and cotton tissues, gloves,

glass, etc. As the capital of the Tyrol, Inns-

bruck is the place of assemblage for its states,

and the seat of superior appeal, civil, and crim-

inal courts, and of many important public

offices. Many of the spots in the immediate

vicinit)' have become memorable for the noble

exploits which the Tyrolese peasantry performed

in the war of Independence. Pop. (1890)

23,325-

Innuits, in'ii-its. See Eskimos.

I'no, daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia,
second wife of .\thamas, king of Thebes, drew

upon herself the anger of Hera by nursing

Dionysus, the son by Zeus of her sister Semele.

In order to favor her own children she pro-

jected the murder of her stepchildren, Phr>'xus

and Helle, who saved themselves by flight.

Hera, still more highly incensed, made Athamas,

the husband of Ino. mad, and he dashed his

eldest son by Ino, against a rock. Ino fled with
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her youngest son, Melicertes, and threw herself

with him into the sea. Ino and Melicertes were
made sea deities at the prayer of Dionysus. Ino
was worshipped under the name of Leucothea.

Inocarpus, i-no-kar'pus, a genus of legu-

minous plants, having unifoliate leaves and yel-

low flowers in axillary spikes. /. edulis is the

South Sea chestnut, native of Tahiti. It is a

large tree, with luxuriant foliage, the delicate

evergreen leaves being six inches or more in

length. It furnishes seeds or nuts much valued

in the South Sea Islands, the inhabitants gather-

ing them while green, and mashing them for

food.

Inoculation. See Infection ; V.\ccix-\tion.

In'osit tC«Hi:0»), (from Greek is, inos, a
nerve, a muscle), a saccharine substance found
in the muscular tissues of the heart, as well as

liver, brain, kidneys, etc. It appears both in

health and, to an abnormal amount, in disease.

It exisis also in a number of plants, such as fox-

glove, potato, kidney-bean, acacia, asparagus,

cabbage. See Glucose.
Inouye Kaoru, ka-6'roo e-no-oo'ys. Count,

Japanese statesman : b. in Choshiu 1839, pupil

of Yoshida Shoin. With Ito (q.v.), in 1862,

he went secretly to Europe, and returning in

1864 became an unswerving exponent in Japan
of the ideas lying at the root of Western civil-

ization. Surviving the wounds made by reac-

tionary assassins, he has, since 1868, served his

country in various high positions, as the mika-
do's minister at home and as envoy abroad,
especially in Korea. .\s minister of the interior

he began the rebuilding of Tokyo from wood
to brick. His famous memorial of 1873 called

for moral improvement. For seven years, as

head of the foreign' office, he was active in

treaty revision. He was created a peer in 1885.

and again called to the office as minister of the

interior in 1892, and retains the emperor's confi-

dence as one of the surviving "elder statesmen,"
whose word in Japan is law. See K-\TSirR.\.

Inquiline, in'kwT-lTn, a term applied in zo-
olog>' to animals which live as tenants within

the nests or homes of other animals. The use of

the term is almost entirely confined to entomol-

og)' and then often restricted to the cases in

which the rightful and the intruding tenants are

closely related. Similar cases among other ani-

mals are commonly designated as commensalism
(q.v.), but these and similar terms are used
rather loosely. Exaniples of the inquiline rela-

tion occur among the termites, ants, and bees,

but are known especially among the gall-flies

{Cynipidcr) ; indeed, one entire division, com-
prising more than 500 species, is named In-

quiliiKF, because of the predominance of this

mode of life. These insects differ but little in

. structure from the true gall-flics, but they lack

the power to produce galls and consequently de-

posit their eggs within those of other species.

They infest certain species of galls, as those of

the blackberry and some oak-galls, in large num-
bers and sometimes more than one kind occur in

a single gall. Perhaps the most remarkable
feature of these inquilines is their frequent close

resemblance to the insect which produces the
gall which they infest.

Inquisi'tion, a tribunal or system of tribu-

nals instituted bj' the Roman Catholic Church

for the discovery, examination, and conviction of
heretics and their punishment by the secular

arm. Under the successors of (Tonstantine in

the Roman Empire the repression of heresy, or
rather the enforcement of the decrees of church
councils and synods, was a function of the im-
perial government, which inflicted temporal pen-
alties upon the propagators of religious beliefs

that contradicted the creeds approved by the
State. When the reigning emperor was a
favorer of .\rianism or any other of the hetero-
dox creeds, the orthodox bishops and their flocks

were persecuted : when he was of the orthodox
party the heterodox sects were put under the
ban. In executing the decrees of the councils
the imperial officials, called in the laws of
Theodosius and Justinian "inquisitors* (inquisi-

tores), were assisted by the bishops; but the
tribunals were the ordinary secular courts, and
judgment was rendered in the name of the
State, not the Church. But in the 12th cen-
tury, when the supremacy of the ecclesiastical

power was universally recognized in western
Europe, the initiative in the work of repressing
heresy was taken by the Church as of course,
and the discoveo', trial and conviction of the
offenders were functions of the ecclesiastical

power solely : the secular power simply exe-
cuted the judgments of the church tribunals.

Boniface VTII.'s definition of the respective
powers and the mutual relations of church and
state was not proclaimed till the close of the
13th century : but had a similar definition been
promulgated in the 12th century it would have
e.xpressed the universal sentiment of princes and
peoples at the time. The celebrated bull,

L'nam Sanctam, defines that "Both swords, the
spiritual and the temporal, are in the power of
the Church ; yet the one is to be wielded for

the Church's behoof, but the other by the Church
herself: the one by the hand of the priest, the
other by that of the king and the soldier, though
at the will and sufferance of the priest ad
tiutum et patientiam sacerdotis. And sword
must be subordinate to sword— oportet gladium
esse sub gladio, and the temporal authority sub-
ject to the spiritual power— temporalem auctor-
itatcm spirituali subj'ici potestali."

The first step toward the establishment of
courts of inquisition would seem to have been
taken in 1179 when the third council of the
Lateran issued a decree of excommunication
against the adherents of the heretical sects of
southern France, who are charged not only
with holding abominable heretical tenets but
also with practising "unheard-of cruelties against
the Catholics," demolishing the churches and
massacring widows and orphans. The council
grants "an indulgence of two years to those
who shall make war on them." This decree
was re-enforced by the Council of Verona
(1184) over which Pope Lucius III. presided,
and at which the Emperor Frederic I. assisted

:

the Council directs the bishops to bring to trial

persons accused of heresy and to inflict fit

punishment on the guilty. The fourth Council
of the Lateran (1215), held in the reign of
Innocent III., imposed on the bishops the duty
of making a visitation of their dioceses twice or
at least once a year either personally or by
delegates to see that the Church's laws b? en-
forced. Bishops are authorized to bind the
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inhabitants of a district by oath to search out
heretics and bring them to trial. By the Coun-
cil of Toulouse (1229) in the pontificate of
Gregory IX. the search for heretics (inquisitio
harctics prai-itatis) was systematized. The
bishops are to name for each parish two or
three respectable laj-men who shall take oath
zealously to search out heretics and to deliver
them up to the baillis. Whosoever knowingly
conceals a heretic loses all his goods. If heretics
are discovered on the estate of a land-owner, he
incurs the penalties; the house of the heretic
shall be torn down. Heretics who recant have
to seek a new abode, and must wear on their
clothing two crosses of different colors until

the Pope or his legate permits them to assume
the ordinarj- garb. Whoever abstains from use
of the sacraments is held suspect of heresy. A
person convicted or suspect of heresy is de-
barred from the practice of medicine. Lest the
ordinarj' church authorities should be remiss in

carrying out this system Gregory IX. named
(1232) as "pontifical inquisitors" monks or
friars from outside, chiefly Dominicans ; shortly

after the pontifical inquisitors were chosen
from the order of the Dominicans exclusivelj'.

Thus the dutj' of inquisition was taken out of
the hands of the bishops and was discharged bj'

officials responsible only to the Pope; from the
judgments of the inquisitorial tribunals there
was no appeal but only to the Holy See : in 1263
L'rban TV. appointed an inquisitor-general for
Provence, as a means of lowering the flood of
appeals to Rome. The institution passed from
southern France into the other provinces of
that kingdom and into Italy. German}- and
Poland. The Inquisition in England was di-

rected b}' the metropolitans and their suffragans

without being responsible to am' inquisitor-gen-

eral : but as long as LoUardism disturbed the

peace of the Church the search for heretics was
prosecuted rigorous!}': bishops and archdeacons
were required twice a year to make inquisition

of suspects : any man might be compelled under
penalties to inform against persons suspected

of heresy ; the statute de haerctico comhurendo
was enacted by the Parliament in 1396.

In Spain the Inquisition, as set up in 1481 by
Ferdinand and Isabella, was as much (or more)
a political as an ecclesiastical institution : the

officials from highest to lowest were appointed

by the sovereigns and its action was directed

by them without responsibility to the Holy See

:

Ranke calls the Spanish Inquisition "a royal

tribunal furnished with spiritual weapons"

;

Llorente admits as much. The number of per-

sons put to death under sentence of the Inqui-

sition in Spain is put by Llorente at 31,000 from
first to last, that is during 330 years. But
Llorente made it impossible to check his state-

ments by burning the original documents.

Ranke impeaches his honesty: Prescott says that

his estimates are "most improbable." Catholic

historians call attention to the fact that not

only heresy, but many other offenses against the

laws were judged by the courts of inquisition in

Spain, viz : polygamy, seduction, unnatural

crimes, smuggling, witchcraft, sorcer>', false per-

sonation, etc. .\t the time when the Inquisition

flourished, persecution for heresy was a imi-

versal practice amongst all Christian peoples,

and the methods of punishment inflicted were

general throughout Europe. Protestant England
persecuted as harshly and vigorously as Catholic

Spain, and in both countries denial of the state

religion was equivalent to treason.

Insane Asylums, Cottage System, or Vil-

lage Plan. .\ form of construction for insane
asylums and charitable institutions, much in

vogue at the present time, in which large and
imposing buildings are replaced by detached
cottages. The cottages varj- in size from those

which will accommodate six to a dozen patients

to larger ones which will accommodate 20 or
more. They are usually constructed either in

groups or along streets and avenues as a vil-

lage. In the former, the several groups are given
up to a particular industr>- as a farm group,
where the patients are employed at farming,
and others, as the garden, the brick yard, shop
industries, etc., all of these being a part of one
institution on a single large estate. In the

village plan the institution is laid off in streets

and avenues, and has the appearance of an
ordinarj' village, each cottage having a flower
garden in front, shade trees, etc In either plan,

there is convenientl}- located near the centre

of the plant an administration building, a
hospital for the sick and those requiring spe-

cial care, a bakery, a laundrj-, and other utility

buildings. The cottages may be constructed of

wood or other material, and the cost of con-

struction is small as compared with the old

plan of asylum construction. It is, besides,

more homehke, more convenient for adminis-

tration and permits of indefinite expansion.

Some of the best known institutions constructed

on this plan are .A.lt-Scherbitz near Leipsic; Ga-
bersee near Munich, Germany; the Saint Law-
rence State Hospital at Ogdensburg, N. Y., and
the Craig Colony for Epileptics at Sonyea, N. Y.

Insanity, a disease of the brain character-

ized by disorder or derangement of the mental
faculties. This is its strictly pathological or
scientific definition. Therefore, according to

this definition, any disease of, or accident to,

the brain whatsoever, provided such disease or

accident caused any derangement of the mental
faculties, howsoever trifling or temporary, would
furnish an example of insanitj'. Thus a blow
on the head causing unconsciousness, or a fever

giring rise to delirium, is an example of an
affection of the brain characterized by disorder

of the mental faculties. Practically, however,

the term insanity is limited to a group of affec-

tions of the brain which is more distinctly

fi.xed, and the members of which it will be the

object of this brief sketch to define.

Causes.— The causes of insanity are many
and various, and the chief of these are the fol-

lowing: Heredity, infection, poisoning, trauma-
tism or injury, overwork or e.xhaustion, and
mental and moral shock or strain. Of impor-
tance also are age, sex, race, and nationality.

Of all these causes the most important un-

doubtedly is heredit)'. .•^s Krafft-Ebing, the

German alienist, has well said, there is no
ground, except in tuberculosis, upon which her-

edity shows itself more distinctly than in the

case of mental disease. Statistics have been

compiled by various authors to show as nearly

as possible the exact prevalence of heredity in

insanity, but the results have not been alto-

gether in harmony. In fact, it_ is extremely

difficult to determine this factor in many cases
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in which it has been active, and this is so for two
reasons : in the first place many patients and
their friends conceal or deny a hereditary
taint, and in the second place not a few patients

and their friends, are really ignorant of their

family histories beyond a generation or two.
How many persons can tell accurately of what
their grandparents died? The more this sub-

ject of heredity in insanity is investigated the

more reason there is to believe that its importance
has been underestimated rather than the reverse.

And yet as a factor in causation it is much more
common in some forms of insanity tlian in

others— a fact which will be emphasized later

in this article. Some authorities have limited

heredity to the direct line of descent, ignoring
collateral lines ; but obviously this restriction

cannot be maintained. And yet, if the attempt
is made to trace a neurotic taint through col-

lateral lines, the difficulty is greatly increased,

the subject is vastly broadened, and, from the

medico-legal standpoint, the inquiry becomes
greatly involved. In mental heredity, moreover,
it is not so much the particular disease that is

passed on from parent to offspring, as it is the
predisposition ; and this predisposition, often

called neurotic, is not the result entirely of in-

sanity in the ancestry, but may be shown by a
family history of other grave nervous disorders,

such as epilepsy, hysteria, neurasthenia, and im-
becility. This is a fact not sufficiently appre-
hended by the laity.

Infections of various kinds may act as causes
of insanity. The most important of these is

syphilis, and this acts especially to cause that

form of insanity known as general paresis. The
various infectious diseases, such as typhoid
fever, septicemia, smallpox, cerebro-spinal

meningitis and, in _minor degree, some others,

may cause mental alienation. Post-febrile in-

sanity may follow typhoid fever; and puerperal
insanity may be due in part to a septic infection.

Poisons of various kinds may be very active

causes of insanity. Chronic lead poisoning may
give rise to a well-known form of delirium or
mania ; so in minor degree may mercury. But
the most potent and most common of all poisons
in the etiology of mental disease is undoubtedly
alcohol. And this poison acts in two ways, for

it may not only induce insanity in the individ-

ual, but it also is most active in causing that

hereditary predisposition to insanity in the off-

spring to which reference has already been
made. In fact, the subject of heredity is not a

little involved with the subject of alcoholism in

the progenitor.

Traumatism, or injury, may act as an excit-

ing cause of insanity. This is true especially

of injuries to the head. Trauma acts most read-

ily in conjunction with other causes, such as

alcoholism and syphilis. Injuries to other parts

of the body, especially when associated with
great shock, as in severe railroad accidents, may
lead to various forms of mental alienation.

Overwork and exhaustion from any causes
whatever may predispose to, or directly cause,

a mental breakdown. This is true especially

in cases in which the blood is depleted, the nu-
trition of ihe nervous .system impaired, and the
mind harassed with care and anxiety. These
causes are most active in persons otherwise pre-

disposed, as by alcoholism, syphilis or heredity.

Mental and moral shock and strain, such as

sudden loss, grief, fright, mortification, intense

religious and pcjlitical excitement (as in the

French Revolution), long continued anxiety,

and the harassment of uncongenial surround-
ings, as in the home-life, may all act as causes

of insanity.

The above are the chief categories of causes,

but they do not exhaust the subject. It is in

fact too extended for brief treatment. Finally,

it must be borne in mind that in any individual

case not one but a combination of several of

the above causes has usually been active.

Classification.— Almost every alienist of re-

pute hasi attempted a classification of the forms
of insanity. The subject is one of peculiar diffi-

culty, owing largely to the fact that our in-

timate knowledge of many of these various forms
is far from complete. One of the most satis-

factory schemes is the one by Krafft-Ebing,
and is as follows, slightly abridged

:

" .\."

MENTAL DISEASES OF THE DEVELOPED BRAIN.
I. Diseases without Anatomical Lesions, or Functional

Diseases,
(i) Psychoneuroses, or diseases of a brain

otherwise sound.
1st. Melancholia.

a. Simple Melancholia.
h. Stuporous Melancholia.

2d. Mania.
n. Maniacal Exaltation.
b. Trenzy.

3d. Stupor, or .\cute Dementia.
4th. Hallucinatory Delirium.

Note.— The above alTections are primarily cura-
ble, but the worst of them may terminate
in chronic incurable forms and in de-
mentia.

(2) Degenerative Insanities: .\ffections of a braio
endowed with a morbid predisposition.

1st, Constitutional .\ffective Insanity.
2d. Paranoia.

a. Congenital.
b. Acquired. This form includes various sub-

groups according to the character of the
delusions entertained by the patient.

3d. Periodical Insanity.
4th. Mental .\ffections arising from the constitu-

tional neuroses.
a. Neurasthenical.
b. Epileptic.

c. Hysterical.

d. Hypochondriacal.
II. Organic Insanities or Mental Diseases with Recog*

nizable Lesions in the Brain.
1st. .'Xcute Delirium.
2d. General Paresis.
3d. Cerebral Syphilis.
4th. Senile Dementia.

Note.— Chronic Alcoholic Insanity and Mor-
phinism may yet have to be added to this
group.

" B."
MENTAL AFFECTIONS OF THE UNDEVELOPED BRAIN,

Idiocy and Imbecility.

This scheme by Krafft-Ebing, while not with-
out defects, is excellent for practical purposes
and until someone can devise a better. Its great
merit is that it is flexible : it readily admits new
forms. Its defect is that it draws too sharp a
distinction between the so-called functional and
the organic insanities ; and between the
psychoneuroses and the constitutional forms.
The truth is, all insanities are organic; and a
constitutional taint may be present in the psycho-
neuroses.

Following this classification we note the fol-

lowing forms of insanity:

A. The whole group of insanities as distinct

from idiocy is included under this head, and as
a first great subdivision comes

:

I. Mental Diseases without recognizable
anatomical lesions : Functional Diseases. As
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was inferred above, this whole group is only
tentative in one sense, because as scientific know-
ledge advances it is found more and more that
insanity in all its forms depends upon anatom-
ical changes. For the present, however, this

group maj' be allowed, with some reservation,

to contain the following:
(i) The Psychoneuroses. In these forms

the mental disease is such as can happen in a

person with an otherwise perfectly normal brain.

It is in a sense fortuitous, and not dependent
necessarily upon a hereditary taint. Given the

same causes, and it may be presumed that any
nerson might develop a psychoneurosis, just as

ne might develop a fever. By this it is not im-
plied, however, that heredity cannot act to pre-

dispose to these forms.
Melancholia is marked by depression. The

affective or emotional, rather than the intellec-

tual, faculties are involved. The patient has a
sense of personal unworthiness ; in other words,
the depression centres about the patient's ego.
He is not so much concerned about his misfor-
tunes or his troubles, as about his unworthiness.
Neither is he concerned about other persons : he
is entirely self-centred. This may be said to be
the kejTiote of melancholia. Delusions of a
depressive character, as of having committed the
unpardonable sin, may be present. The depres-
sion may become so profound and overwhelming
that the patient passes into a stuporous or atonic
state. (Melancholia Attonita.) In this state

the physical functions, such as appetite, diges-
tion, and nutrition, may be correspondingly de-
pressed. Suicide may result. In some cases the
patient is restless under the burden of his men-
tal suffering (Melancholia Agitata).

Mania is marked by e.xaltation. The intel-

lectual faculties are much more involved than
in melancholia, and the patient is active, lo-

quacious, sometimes destructive and combative,
or else gay. He is somewhat incoherent, and
his delusions are not well-defined, but fleeting

and changeable in accord with his varjing moods
and disordered thoughts. The physical func-
tions suffer as a result of exhaustion from over-
activity. Frenzy is only a higher degree of
mania, in which the mental functions are in en-
tire disorder from over-excitation. Exhaustion
is rapid.

Stupor, as its name indicates, is a psychosis
in which the predominant tone is one of pro-
found subversion of all the mental functions.
Acute Dementia is another term for it. The
patient may recover from a most unpromising
state, especially in the case of young persons.
Dementia Frwcox is such a form, although the
prognosis is not always good. Primary Demen-
tia occurs without preceding acute stages.

Hallucinatory Delirium is a form of acute
insanity marked by confusion and by the pres-
ence of hallucinations of sight and hearing.
Confusional insanity is a term sometimes used,
especially for the types which occur after acute
infection, such as post-febrile insanity, and some
forms following child-birth.

.•Ml these psychoneuroses may, in unfavor-
able cases, pass into chronic forms, and terminate
in incurable dementia.

(2) The Degenerative Insanities.
In these forms mental deterioration is en-

grafted on a constitutional defect. Heredity
plays a great part. The patients have been bom

with the neurotic predisposition. Their insanity
is simply a logical evolution of a badly organized
nervous system.

The great type of this form of insanity is

Paranoia. The chief characteristic is the forma-
tion of systematized delusions. At first these
may be of a persecutory tinge: the patient be-

lieves that he has enemies, who plot against his

welfare or his life. He has hallucinations,

especially of hearing. In a second stage, the
delusions acquire a more expansive type : the
patient believes that he is some great personage.
As preliminary to all this, there is often a long
career of moral and mental perversion: the
patient has been noted as erratic, eccentric,

visionary, and even immoral. He usually has
displaj'ed but little real brain power or steadi-

ness, but often an intense egotism and a lack of
common sense. Innumerable varieties and sev-

eral stages occur. From this class are recruited
in large part the criminal insane. These pa-
tients are the monomaniacs of the older writers,

and they include also the moral lunatics, pyro-
maniacs and kleptomaniacs of more recent sys-
tematists. Among them are found also the vic-

tims of obsessions, morbid impulses and fixed
ideas. The paranoiacs are the dangerous luna-
tics, and the prognosis is not favorable.

Periodical Insanity is a form of constitutional
insanity in which, as the name indicates, there
is a tendency to recurrence. This recurrence is

sometimes in cycles (^Circular Insanity), in
which there is a period of maniacal exaltation,
followed by one of melancholic depression, and
then a somewhat prolonged period of apparent
recoverj', to be followed again by the morbid
cycle. With every recurring cycle, however, the
patient deteriorates somewhat, and may eventu-
ally degenerate into chronic insanity.

In the constitutional neri'ous diseases, such
as Epilepsy, Hysteria, Hypochondria, and Neu-
rasthenia, there are often mental changes of a
morbid type, and these give rise to the forms of
insanity named in accord with these respective
neuroses. The s>Tnptoms vary widely in the
several diseases.

II. In the organic insanities, so-called, the
disease is marked by recognizable changes in the
brain-structure.

Acute Delirium, or Bell's mania, is an acute
infectious disease of the brain, of unknown
origin, and of rapid progress, usually terminat-
ing fatally. It is marked by confusion and de-
lirium, passing into coma and death. The
changes in the brain are of an inflammatory kind.

General Paresis, or Dementia Paralytica, is

caused by a progressive infectious or destructive
process in the brain substance. Its dependence
on syphilis is no doubt close, and it is further
induced by alcoholism, dissipation and over-
work. It is marked by change of character,
erratic conduct and loss of mental and moral con-
trol, passing on into a stage of expansive de-
lusions with progressive dementia. There are
also characteristic speech defects, changes in

the ocular muscles and in the gait, with increas-
ing feebleness and paralysis. Various crises oc-
cur, such as maniacal, epileptoid and apoplectic,
and in the last stage the patient is paralyzed and
demented. Death is the inevitable result in the
vast majority of cases.

In Cerebral Syfhilis there is a characteristic
inflammatory process beginning in the coats of
the small blood-vessels. Mental symptoms oc-
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cur in great variety, also many forms of par-

alysis.

Senile Dcmctitia is a form of deterioration

occurring in old age, and is dependent primarily

on changes in the blood-vessels in the brain.

Progressive failure of mental powers, with oc-

casional delusions, is the chief feature. In some
cases paralytic and epileptic crises occur.

B. Finally we have the great group in which
the mental affections are the results of arrest

of development of the brain. These are not
included in insanity proper by systematic writ-

ers, but are regarded as a group apart. This
group includes Imbecility and Idiocy, and is

defined under the latter head.

No attempt has been made in the above clas-

sification to include various debatable forms.

Among such forms are Hcbcphicnia (occurring

in adolescence) and Katatonia (a psycho-

neurosis with both melancholic and confusional
symptoms), and some others about which
alienists are not yet agreed. The list must still

remain open.
P.\TH0LOGY.— In the group of organic in-

sanities it has been pointed out that these dis-

eases rest upon a recognizable anatomical basis

:

thus in general paresis the structural changes in

the blood-vessels and tissues of the brain are so

marked and so well studied that this disease may
be said to have as well known a morbid anatomy
as pneumonia. But this is true of very few of

the insanities, and the above classification is con-
structed largely on the distinction between
forms of insanity with, and those without, well-

defined anatomical changes. But while such
changes cannot in many cases be detected even
with the most powerful microscope, there is

practically no doubt in the minds of most alien-

ists that all insanities depend upon a physical or
structural basis. In other words, they are

but manifestations of morbid changes in the

brain-cells. To detect these changes is still one
of the great problems of psychiatry. The tend-

ency of modern pathology is to seek for the

anatomical changes of insanity mainly in two
directions: first, in heredity; and, second, in

infection or toxsemia. Heredity makes its im-

pressions so invisibly upon the brain-cell that

there may be wise doubts whether we shall ever
be able to detect them : but its signs, or stigmata,

on the body at large are not so difficult to dis-

tinguish. The m.ain difficulty is to interpret

them. By these stigmata are meant defects or
peculiarities in the grosser parts of the body, as

in the bones, especially of the head and face, the
ears, eyes, teeth, etc. .Vs to infection, and the

marks of it as found in the brain-cells, the evi-

dence accumulates more and more that in many
forms of insanity, especially those called func-
tional, the direct agent is often a poison cir-

culating in the blood and interfering with the
nutrition and functioning of the brain plasma.
Syphilis and chronic alcoholic poisoning leave
definite changes in the blood-vessels, tissues, and
membranes of the brain.

Treatment.— The treatment of insanity re-
solves itself into the preventive and the curative.
Modern practice is beginning to concern itself

more and more with the former, while of course
it does not in any way rela.x its attention to
the latter. The prodromal, or initiative, symp-
toms of many forms of insanity, especially the
psychoneuroses, are now so well understood, that

it IS often an easy matter to recognize the
insidious changes that herald a mental break-
down, and to guard the patient from the dan-
gers and misfortunes of a fully developed
attack. Of first importance is to remove the pa-
tient from the e.xciting causes. Complete rest

and isolation are therefore required and cannot
be instituted too early. In order to secure
these, hospital treatment is often essential. Very
recently it has been proposed to treat these pa-
tients in general hospitals, in special wards, and
not to hurry them into asylums under legal cer-

tification. In other words, they are to be re-

garded simply as other sick persons, and not to

be immured merely as lunatics. The motive is

thoroughly humane, and the practice is often
successful in promising and selected cases. The
indications are for rest, isolation and attention
to the nutrition especially. There is no specific

for insanity e.xcept in cases in which syphilis is

active.

In very many cases, however, the nature and
course of the disease render it imperative to
commit the patient to special hospitals for the
insane. This is not only for the good of the
patient, but also for the welfare of society.

These hospitals or asylums in all civilized coun-
tries are now among the very best of public in-

stitutions, and the prejudices once existing
against them are no longer warranted. The
indications for treatment vary according to the
nature of the case. The weak and exhausted
must be built up ; the depressed must be en-
couraged and diverted : the violent and e.xcited

must be restrained : the chronic and demented
must be cared for often as though they were
children. The practice of to-day is in favor of
all humane methods, such as by recreation, use-
ful employment, amusements, and an appeal to

the best remaining or active elements of the
mental hfe. Physical restraint is reduced to a
minimum, although in the most violent cases it

cannot be entirely abolished. Punishment is

practicalh' abandoned. It is satisfactory to know
that all our best regulated hospitals for the in-

sane are enabled to report annually a good per-
centage of recoveries, and this is in accord with
the teaching and practice of modern science,

which regards insanity entirely from its physi-
cal aspect as a disease of the brain. With this

definition this brief article may end as it began.
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Inscriptions. The term inscriptions com-
prises, in its widest sense, all words or word-
signs engraved (or painted) on relatively dur-
able materials such as natural cliffs, wrought
stone, baked clay, metal, or even wood. For rea
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sons of practical convenience, however, certain

sorts of inscriptions are grouped apart ; for ex-
ample, legends on coins and the lettering on
painted vases. The etymological sense of in-

scription (Latin inscriptio, "in-scratching") is

not to be taken so strictly as to exclude raised

lettering. The role of inscriptions in modern
times accords in general with the ancient use,

but is much less extended. Then, copies of offi-

cial and religious documents were frequently
promulgated in the form of inscriptions, a usage
that no longer survives, though commemora-
tive and titular inscriptions are still plentifully

employed. In general, inscriptions serve one of

two purposes: (l) they constitute a record, and
the material containing them is wrought for

the express purpose of receiving the inscription

(example, known from literature only, Moses'
stone tables that held the decalogue) ; (2) the
object on which the inscription is engraved ful-

fils a purpose of its own, while the lettering in-

dicates the name, nature, purpose, maker, or
owner of the material object (commemorative
column, mirror, ring, etc.). To these may be
added another class, (3) the incidental in-

scription, a notice or entry upon an object not
prepared to receive it.

Inscriptions furnish materials of value to

students in many fields. To the historian —
and we must understand history to be the life-

record of the nation and its citizens— they
siTpply evidence of great value, all the more
valuable because nearly always contemporane-
ous with the facts recorded. The incidental as
well as the formal record may bear testimony.
An example of this sort has been found on the
leg of a colossal statue at Abusimbel in Nu-
bia, whereon Greek mercenaries who had as-

cended the Nile under the leadership of Psam-
metichus— more probably the second (594-589
B.C.) than the first (654-617) of that name —
traced a brief notice of their expedition. The
incidental inscription is particularly apt to fur-

nish details valuable for social history. To the
archaeologist inscriptions of the second class

furnish testimony of value for topography
(witness the fragments of the marble Forma
Urbis. an ancient inscribed plan of the chief
buildings of Rome) and for the precise identi-

fication of statues and other works of art. The
discovery of inscriptions is among the express
tasks of the excavating archaeologist, who thus
supplies the raw material, so to speak, for the

historian or philologian. To the philologian

inscriptions yield the key to the history of writ-

ting and, if his interests lie in the comparative
and historical study of words, give him a fuller

knowledge of their form. To the philologian

of literary interests inscriptions yield a know-
ledge of historical fact or of vocabulary that

may lead to a correct interpretation of a dif-

ficult literary passage. For example, the

Greek historian, Thucydides, records (6.54) an
altar inscription set up by Peisistratus (527-510
B.C.), which, he says, was still "in clear evi-

dence," but "in dim letters." The identical in-

scription was found in 1877, with lettering per-

fectly distinct, and the literary interpretation

of "dim" had to be revised and brought into

accord with the facts. Meantime, the archae-

ologists had learned that red or blue paint was
employed to bring out more clearly the let-

tering of Greek inscriptions, and it was easy
to infer that not the incision but the coloring

of this inscription was dim in the time of
Thucydides. Inscriptions previously known
from literary works have for the philologian
the added value of yielding testimonj' con-
cerning the reliability of the manuscript tra-

dition. Thus the best manuscript of Thucy-
dides is of the loth century a.d. and, as the
last in a long chain of copies, must have been
exposed to a great deal of corruption in trans-
mission. The fact that a treaty recorded by
the historian (547) corresponds almost ex-
actly with the (fragmentary) inscription re-
cording the alliance is reassuring for the MS.
tradition. The litteratcu'; even, may be con-
cerned with material furnished by inscriptions.
One of the most considerable fragments of the
poet Simonides, for example, has reached us in

a copy on stone of an epitaph (epigram) in

honor of the Megarians who fell in the Persian
war. Some literatures have sur\'ived only as
inscriptions.

It is safe to declare that inscriptions are as
widely diffused as the art of writing. Even a
primitive picture, if painted to convey a mes-
sage, would constitute an inscription. Hiero-
glj-phics (conventionalized picture writing)
constitute the most primitive type of writing,
and inscriptions of this sort, in the Maya
language, are found in Yucatan. Though
probably not earlier than the discovery of
America, these represent, as regards writing,
the same stage of culture as the hieroglyphics
of Egypt (4700 B.C.). Chinese inscriptions —
the Chinese being a highly conventionalized hi-
eroglyphic script— of 1.200 B.C. are also ex-
tant. Tlie Mayan (and Aztec) system is still

ver>' imperfectly understood. Egyptian hiero-
glyphics were likewise long undeciphered, but
in 1822 the Rosetta Stone (q.v.), a trilingual

in Greek, demotic Egjptian, and hieroglyphics,
whereon the names Ptolemy and Cleopatra
were of frequent occurrence, furnished a clue
to the hieroglyphics which had been conven-
tionalized, through a syllabarj-, to a pure pho-
netic sj'stem.— — This means, to invent an in-

stance, that a picture (symbol) representing
motion [=(to) go] comes to be used for the
syllable go in a proper name like Goshen (this

step was taken by Aztec hieroglyphics), or in

a word like gopher: and that in the last stage
the syllable sign go reduces to the letter g. •

The decipherment and interpretation of Egyp-
tian inscriptions belongs to the science called
Eg\-ptolog>'. See Egypt.

The cuneiform script, invented by the Ac-
cadians of Chaldsea, found its way to the
Semites of Babylonia and Assyria. This was
a syllabary, developed from an earlier pictorial

system, and such it remained in those coun-
tries, where not only small objects like seals and
cylinders, but whole libraries of clay tablets

(reaching back into the 4th millennium B.C.),

have been found. These tablets contain genu-
ine literarj' works as well as the documents
and announcements commonly included under
the term inscriptions. The University of
Pennsylvania is in possession of some 35.000

cuneiform documents, a collection particularly

rich in fourth and second millennium records,

and outnumbered only by the British Museum
and the Louvre collections. The Tell-el-Am-
arna Letters are historically among the most
noteworthy cuneiform inscriptions. Found by
an Egyptian peasant woman in 1887, the collec-
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tion IS now split up between the Berlin and Buddhism. These inscriptions, in two iin-

British museums, though a part remains in known alphabets (Karosthi and Brahmi), were
Egypt. These tablets contain a correspondence deciphered chiefly by James Prinsep, who, in

between three kings of Egypt (15th century the winter of 1837-8, single-handed, unraveled

B.C.) and the rulers of Babylonia, Assyria, the Braliml script. He guessed that in certain

Armenia, the states of Asia Minor, Syria, and brief Brahmi inscriptions, plainly of a votive

Palestine. Of transcendent importance for the cliaracter, a frequently recurring final group of

early political history of Western Asia, this letters must stand for the notion "gift" and be

correspondence is also accounted to confirm equivalent, if the language was Sanskritic, to

the validity of the Hebrew Scriptures as an daiiam. He further surmised that the conso-

historical record. It is noteworthy for the his- nant preceding danam must be the genitive (pos-

tory of culture that the petty chief of every sessive) sign— x He thus isolated the three
town could command the services of a scribe consonants s, d. n and, with this start, soon
able to write a letter in Assyrian — the com- identified the entire alphabet,

mon correspondence language, it would seem, Greek and Roman inscriptions have been
of all those countries. The science of Semitic more studied and are accordingly more sys-

Cuneiform belongs to Assyriology (q.v.). tematized for study than any others. The an-
Fortunately the Assyrian syllabary, after cient Greeks were themselves conscious of the

being borrowed by the Medic Aryans, was con- importance of inscriptions. Herodotus used
verted into an alphabetic system. King Darius them as sources, and Tliucydides and Xeno-
(521 B.C.) caused an Old Persian (Protomedic) phon quoted them. Decrees are sparingly
inscription of 413 lines, averaging 6 feet each, mentioned by Isocrates, but freely quoted by
with versions in Neo-babyIonian and Neo-ela- Demosthenes, who probably made use of the
mitic, to be inscribed on the Great Rock of papyrus originals from the department of ar-
Behistun, at a height of 400-500 feet. The same chives, not all decrees being promulgated on
script had been observed on other short in- stone. Euripides alludes to the custom of in-

scriptions found at Persepolis, which evidently scribing formal compacts on tripods and dedi-
contained proper names chiefly. As early as eating them in temples. Greek antiquaries and
1802 Grotefend allocated the names Darius, scholars even made collections of inscriptions
Xerxes and Hystaspes to certain script groups and Polemon (300 B.C.), who was neither the
in these brief formulae, and correctly isolated first nor the last of these collectors, owing to

9 of the 13 symbols concerned. In course of his zeal as an inscription hunter, got the nick-
time the entire Protomedic cuneiform alpha- name of stclokopas, "tablet-picker." Roman
bet was identified and subsequently the more writers also— Cicero, Li\-y, Pliny the Elder,
complex Semitic syllabaries were worked out, Suetonius— occasionally mentioned inscrip-
resulting in the decipherment of the older tions of historical interest. Varro, the anti-
cuneiform. In the Behistun inscription Da- quary, and the lexicographer, Verrius Flaccus,
rius, following precedents of Assyrian kings, commented on the diction of inscriptions ; while
summed up the history of his accession and Polybius, the Greek historian of Rome, actu-
reign. Copied in 1844 by Mr. H. C. Rawlin- ally cited inscriptions, making a fuller use of
son, it has been carefully inspected again them than Livy. But no interest in collecting

(1903) by the American scholar, Mr. A. V. W. inscriptions, comparable to the Greek interest,

Jackson. ever developed among the Romans. From the
Farther west, the Phoenicians, also Semitic, Revival of Learning on scholars were not lack-

developed, perhaps from Egyptian hieroglyphics, ing to show an interest in classical inscrip-
a true alphabet, out of which sprang, on the tions, but the modern impulse may be said to
one hand, the scripts used by the Hebrews, have had its point of departure in the first quar-
Arabs, Persians and Hindus, and on the other ter of the 19th century when the Prussian Acad-
the Greek (and Roman) type. The most not- erri!>% under the promptings of August Boeckh,
able early inscription in alphabetic Semitic is inaugurated the great collection known as the
the Moabite Stone (q.v.) (9th century B.C.), 'Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum* (4 vols,
which recounts the victoo' of Mesha, king of 1825-56). which contained nearly 10,000 numbers.
Moab, over Israel. The language used differs But fresh inscriptions are ever' coming to light
but slightly from that of the Hebrew Scrip- — dies diem doeet— and in 1891 the number
tures. of the historical validity of which the was estimated at 50,000. There has been a
Moabite Stone, like the Tell-el-Amarna Let- steady increase ever since. Excavations are
ters, is held to be in general confirmatory, now pursued in Greece and Greekish countries
For facsimile, transcript and translation see with a diligence and at an outlay never before
Hastings' 'Dictionary of the Bible' iii., p. 405 known. Almost all the great nations have es-
seq. Phoenician-Greek bilinguals from Cyprus, tablished archaeological institutes in Athens, and
belonging to the 4th century B.C., are extant; all of these issue some form of learned journal
also Phoenician-Cypriote, which furnished the devoted in part to the publication of the new
key to the Cypriote syllabary. Punic inscrip- inscriptions discovered : for example, ' Papers of
tions proper are chiefly of the dedicatory sort, the American School of Classical Studies at
and relatively late, all after the Greek period. .Athens,' '.American Journal of Archeology,'
Aramaic dockets on .A.ssyrian contract tablets 'Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique,'
(8th century B.C.) form another instance of 'Ephemeris Archaiologike,' 'Journal of Hel-
early alphabetic Semitic. lenio Studies,' 'Mittheilungen des Deutschen

India also has its inscriptions. The oldest Archasologischen Institut,' '.A.rch3eologisch-
(250 B.C.) and most interesting are the religious Epigraphische Mittheilungen aus Oesterreich,'
edicts of King Piyadassi, known as the Asoka etc. Further great collections like Boeckh's have
Edicts, which are engraved on rocks and pil- been issued, for example, the 'Corpus Inscri-
lars. They inculcate the religion and morals ptionum .Vtticarum' and the 'Sammlung Dia-
adopted by this king after his conversion to lek-t-Inschriften' (in progress). A similar ac-
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tivit)- has been exhibited at Rome also, with the

same establishment of archseological institutes.

In 1863 the first volume of the 'Corpus Inscri-

ptionum Latinarum,* also supported bj' the

Prussian Academy, was issued. Since then 15

volumes, with numerous supplements, have been
published, new inscriptions being first provi-

sionally printed in the 'Ephemeris Epigraphica.*

In all, some 150,000 Latin inscriptions are now
accessible in print.

Classical inscriptions require two classes of
investigator, the field collector and the closet

student. A knowledge of Greek and Latin ac-

quired from printed books does not equip the

student for field collecting. It is true that the

decipherment of the known script of classical

inscriptions does not present problems like

those solved by the ingenuity of Grotefend and
Prinsep but, for all that, training is needed
for the accurate reading and copying of the in-

scription. Absolute accuracy in copying is

difficult of attainment, but a "squeeze" made of
(unsized) paper, wetted and packed into every
crevice, or a copy made by covering the in-

scription with a sheet of dr>- paper and rub-
bing the same with powdered graphite secure
excellent results. America has produced one
collector of large and successful- experience,

Mr. J. R. Sitlington Sterrett. whose collections

are to be found chiefly in the "Papers of the
.American School.' After correct copies have
been secured it remains intelligently to divine
words and letters lost by mutilation and to ex-
pand the abbreviations, but the latter have been
so thoroughly listed in works on epigraphy (=
the science of inscriptions) as now to present
little difficulty. The same works have so clas-

sified the script-forms as greatly to simplify the
act of reading the inscription, and their topical

arrangement of the subject matter of inscrip-

tions is a great aid to interpretation.

Greek official inscriptions were chiefly re-

corded on marble, Roman on bronze. The lat-

ter material, being available for so many uses,

proved the less enduring. But marble slabs
were also converted into building material or
foundation stones of ramparts, and at Rome
many an inscribed stone was calcined into lime.

So many were the hazards to which inscriptions
were exposed that it is exceptional to find an
important one in its original location. For pur-
poses of study the modern habit of gathering
inscriptions into museums is highly convenient.
In Greece, besides public squares and build-
ings, temples were a favorite repository for
mscriptions. such as state treaties, tribute and
treasure lists : dress, armor, weapons and other
offerings of gratitude— all with dedicatory in-

scriptions — made the temple a sort of museum

:

images of afflicted parts of the body that had
been cured, with accounts of the caj'e inscribed
thereon, were offered to gods of healing, form-
ing a sort of nucleus of an anatomical collec-
tion and a medical librarj-. Commonest of all

forms was the sepulchral inscription which be-
gan with simple announcements but grew into
bounding eulogies. Among the Greek inscrip-
tions none has been found so comprehensively
important for history as the Great Rock of
Behistun, but Mr. C. T. Xewton. in hi-; es-
says 'On Greek Inscriptions' T' Contemporary-
Review' (December 1876): 'Nineteenth Cen-
tury' (June and August 1878, reprinted in 'Es-

says on An and Archaeology,' p. 95, seq.)], has
set forth with great charm their collective value
for histor}' and the things pertaining to religion.

At Rome, Augustus caused a succinct account of
his deeds to be engraved in bronze and set up
before his mausoleum. This inscription, widely
diffused in the Augustus temples throughout
the empire, was discovered at Ancyra (now
Angora). The Monumentum .A.ncyranum con-
stitutes an extensive historical document of the
verj- first importance. The Edict of Diocletian

(303 .\.D.) has quite a modern ring, being a law
to control mercantile "combinations in restraint

of trade" by fixing a maximum price for pro-
visions and other commodities. The .\cta Fra-
trum Arvalium form an important memorial of
a religious guild. A fragmentarj' black cippus
unearthed in the Roman Forum (1899). sup-
posedly near the grave of Romulus, aroused
great enthusiasm. Its early date (550 B.C.) has
been held to make for the credibility of the tra-

ditional account of Roman history as given by
hh-y rather than to give countenance to the

skeptical method current since Niebuhr's time.

L'nfortunately, save for a few words of great

interest for the comparative grammarian, the in-

scription admits of no more definite elucidation

than the conviction that the words probably be-

longed to a religious prescript. The graffiti

(wall-scratchings) of Pompeii form a large and
interesting class of incidental inscriptions which
comprises quotations, paraphrases, catchwords,
proverbs : lovers' messages, complaints, tarry-

ings, rendezvous : names and greetings. Among
them the painted inscriptions (difinti) contain
election notices chiefly. The dialects of Latin
are known almost entirely from inscriptions.

The chief remains of the Umbrian language
(dialect) are the Tabulse Iguvinje, seven bronze
tablets found at Gubbio in 1444. They contain
long ritual prescripts. Some 250 inscriptions,

few of great importance save to the gramma-
rian, represent the Oscan dialects. Etruscan in-

scriptions in considerable number have been
found in Italy— one (supposedly) as far to the
east as the island of Lemnos— but, pending the
discovery of a long bilingual, these, though
written in a well-known alphabet, still await
definitive interpretation. The same is true of
Iberian inscriptions (some 75 in number, several
of between 50 and 150 letters). Runic inscrip-

tions, in an alphabet derived from the Greek,
have been found in Scandinavia and in Eng-
land; the oldest (300 a.d.) being engraved
on the utensils found at Thorsbjerg, others
on stone monuments, rocks, weapons, orna-
ments and coins: the longest containing 16
words.

Bibliografhy.—^The general reader may con-
sult to advantage: Taylor, 'The .\lphabet'

(NTew York 1900) ; Kenyon, article "Writing" in

'Hastings' Dictionao'* (see above) : Whitney,
'Language and the Study of Language' (5th ed.,

p. 450) : the histories of Egypt by Budge (Lon-
don igo2) and by Petrie (London 1897-) : 'Re-
cent Lights on Ancient Egypt' 'Quarterly Re-
view' 200, 10Q4, 48-75) ; essays by Boscawen
('Harper's,' 88, igo) : Petrie ('Contemporary,'

69. 617): Mahaffy ('Nineteenth Centuo',' 36.

268) : Price. 'Monuments of the Old Testament'
(Chicago 1900), containing facsimiles of the

Rosetta Stone and other hierogl>T)hics, the Mo-
abite^ Stone. Behistun Rock, a Tel el-Amarna
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tablet, and other cunciforin docuinciits ; Rogers,
'History of tJabyloiiia and Assyria' (New York
igoo) ; Smith, 'Chaldean Account of Genesis'

(1880) ; Schrader, "Cuneiform Inscrijitions and
the Old Testament' (London 1885) ; Sayce,
essay in 'The Living Age,' 212 (189"), 360;
'Rosetta Stone' ('Open Court,' 18, 531); <TeI
«1-Amarna Letters,' edition with translation by
Winckler (1896); essays in 'The Living Age,*

197. 771. and 'The Scottish Review,' 17, 292;
'Behistun Rock.' text and translation in Raw-
linson's 'Herodotus,' ii., 490-514; 'Asoka
Edicts,' Rhys Davids, 'Buddhism,' pp. 220-228
(London 1894) ; Smith, 'Asoka, the Biiddliist

Emperor of India' (London igoi); 'Story of

the Greek and Latin Inscriptions' ('Macmil-
Jan's Magazine,* 69 (1893), 286; reprinted in "The
Eclectic,' 122, 475); Mau-Kelsey, 'Pompeii,'
indices and bibliography (this volume illustrates

the historical value of apparently insignificant

inscriptions) ; 'Monumentum Ancyranum,' es-

say by Call in 'Fortnightly Review,' 6, 200.

Of a more special character are the follow-

ing: Brinton, 'Primer of Mayan Hieroglyph-
ics* (Univ. of Penn., Publ.) ; Budge, "First

Steps in Egyptian' (London 1895); Berlin,

'Grammar of the Cuneiform Inscriptions' (Lon-
don 1888) ; Weissbach und Bang. ' Altpersischen
Keilinschriften' (Leipsic 1893) ; "Grundriss
d. Iranischen Philologie' and 'Grundriss d.

indo-arischen Philologie' (Strasburg, in prog-
ress) ; the Greek and Latin epigraphies in

Mueller's 'Handbuch d. klassischen Altertunis-

wissenschaft' (i.) ; Roberts, "Greek Epigraphy'
(Cambridge 1887-) : Reinach, 'Traite d'epi-

graphie grecque' (Paris 1885) ; Solmsen, 'In-

scriptiones Graces Selects' (Teubner) ; Roehl,

'Imagines (facsimiles) Inscriptionum Grae-

carum' (Berlin 1894); Hicks and Hill, 'Greek
Historical Inscriptions' (Oxford 1901); Egbert,

'Latin Inscriptions' (New York 1896); Cagnat,
<Epigraphie Latine' (Paris 1898); Lindsay,

^Handbook of Latin Inscriptions.*

Edwin Whitfield Fay,
Professor of Latin, University of Texas.

Insecticide, any agent which destroys in-

sects. This definition includes natural as well

as artificial means of control, the latter being
those operated by man. The most important of

the former are adverse temperatures, excessive
or insufficient moisture, fire, bacteria, fungi,

mites, spiders, fish, reptiles, insects, and birds.

The artificial controls may be grouped according
to their mode of action. Two principal groups
are recognized ; those intended to reach the ali-

mentary tract through which they act, and those
that act through the respiratory apparatus. The
former are eflfective only with such insects as
bite off and swallow pieces of plant tissue : the
latter more or less also with these, but most fre-

quently used upon insects which suck the plant
juices from beneath the punctured epidermis.
Caterpillars, beetles and their larvx, grasshop-
pers, etc., all chew their food and have been
most effectively controlled by Paris green, helle-
bore, arsenate of lead, etc., applied to the in-
fested foliage either as a spray or as a powder.
Plant-lice, plant-bugs, and other sucking insects
have been held in check best by kerosene emul-
sion, whale-oil soap, fir-tree oil, or other sub-
stances that choke the breathing-pores in the
insects' bodies. Some of these insects are
dreaded because of their great prolificacy, their

small size and resistance to treatment. Gases
are often used under favorable circumstances
to reach insects troublesome in stored grain,
among clothes, upon plants in greenhouses, and
even upon plants in the open air— these last

being covered with tents or boxes while being
fumigated. Various chewing insects which tun-
nel through the tissues cannot be controlled by
sprays, and are usually beyond the reach of
gases. The leaf-miners, which burrow just be-
neath the epidermis of leaves and green stems,
have never been effectively controlled. Some
borers (currant-borer) can be kept in check
by burning the twigs they infest, (peach-borer)
by prodding them in their burrows, (squash-
vine-borer), by cutting them out, the method
being suggested by the nature of attack. Other
chewing insects (plum curculio) are jarred into
kerosene. Lastly there are various oils and
greases which are used upon animals and man
to destroy fleas, lice, etc. Tobacco water and
carbolic acid are also similarly employed.

Formula: and Methods of Applieation.—
Paris green should be mixed with a little water
to form a creamy fluid, and then added to water
or Bordeaux mixture (see Fungicide) at the
rate of one pound to 200 gallons or more.
Arsenate of lead may be applied .somewhat more
liberally. Hellebore may be mixed with water
(I ounce to 3 gallons) and a little glue or
flour paste to increase adhesiveness. Each of
these may be applied as a powder sifted on the
plant, through a salt sack or blown upon them
through a powder-gun. A little flour aids the
sticking quality. When powders are used, the
pjants should still be wet with dew or rain.
Kerosene emulsion is made by intimately mixing
a solution of hard soap (one pound to two gal-
lons of hot water) with four gallons of kerosene,
and diluting as needed for use with from 30 to
60 gallons of water. Pure kerosene and crude
petroleum can be safely applied only to dormant
plants, and then only upon bright breezy days,
which will hasten evaporation. Kero-water
pumps mix kerosene a.nd water drawn from
separate tanks, and apply the mixture direct to
plants. They have hardly passed the experi-
mental stage. Whale oil soap is mixed with
water (i pound to I or up to 10 gallons), and
applied as a wash or spray. Carbon disulphide
may be used where there is no danger of its

inflammable fumes coming in contact with
flame. An oimce is suflicient for from 50 to 75
cubic feet of air-tight space ; and the exposure
should be for 24 hours or longer. Hydrocyanic
acid gas is prepared by adding cyanide of po-
tassium (98-99 per cent pure) to water and
sulphuric acid (cyanide, I ounce ; water 2^
ounces ; acid, i V2 ounces for every 250 cubic feet
of greenhouse; 100 cubic feet of nursery stock-
room and 125 feet of dwelling house rooms,
flour-mills, trees, etc.). Exposures may be from
30 to 60 minutes for trees, the former time be-
ing for plants in active growth, the latter for
dormant ones; from 12 to 24 hours is usual for
rooms, granaries, etc. Since these gases are
considered violent poisons the greatest care
should be exercised in their application. Oils
and greases arc merely rubl)ed on infested ani-
mals and man. Boiling water is eflfective in de-
stroying both lice and eggs in clothing, but the
clothing must be boiled for hours to deslrov the
eggs of the body-louse and the crab-louse.
Dust, tobacco-dust, etc., are useful in poultry
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yards for the birds to wallow in. Carbolic soap

is the favorite remedy for insects on pet animals.

But with all stock, poultrj', pets and man, clean-

liness is the great preventive.

For condensed information concerning in-

secticides, consult: Circular No. i, Division of

Entomologj', U. S. Department of Agriculture,

1891 ; Marlatt, 'Important Insecticides,' Farm-
ers' Bulletin No. 127, U. S. Department of

Agriculture; Hinds, 'Carbon Disulphid as an
Insecticide,' Farmers' Bulletin 145 (as above) ;

Johnson, 'Fumigation Methods' (New York,
1902). M. G. K.\iNS,

Horticulturist.

Insectiv'ora, an order of mammals, all of

small size, usually iive-toed, more or less planti-

grade, and as a rule, possessing clavicles. "The
snout is generally long, and is often prolonged
into a small proboscis. There is a tendency for

the teeth to be of a generalized t\-pe and their

number is often the typical mammalian 44.

Moreover, trituberculate teeth, which are cer-

tainly of an ancient form, are common." These
teeth are adapted to feed on worms and insects

alone. Many other evidences go to show that

the t>'pe is a very old one, and Beddard thinks it

may have survived because of the small size,

imitative adaptiveness and nocturnal habits.

Woodward speaks of the group as probably the

little-altered survivors of some of the most
primitive placental mammals, agreeing wnth the

Crcdonta in their low type of brain. Most of the

families may be traced back to the upper Eocene.

The order falls into two divisions, (i) True
Insectivores, including the hedgehogs (Erina-

ceida), squirrel-shrews (Tupaiida), tanrecs

(Ccntetida) otter-shrews {Potamagalida:), hu-

tias (Solenodontida:), golden moles {Chryso-

chlorida:), elephant-shrews (Macroscelidcc),

aquatic moles (Talpida) , shrews (Soricidtt) ;

and (2) Dermaptera, embracing only the colugos
(Galeopithccidce). See Hedgehog; Mole.

Insectiv'orous Plants. See Carnivorous
Pl.\xts

Insects. (Lat. inscctum), a class of Arthro-

poda characterized by the body being divided

into three regions, that is, a head, thorax, and
hind-body or abdomen, and by the presence, in

all but the more primitive and certain degraded
forms, of wings, and of three pairs of thoracic

legs. The body of insects consists of 21 seg-

ments (somites) of which six are used to-

gether to form the head, while there are three

thoracic, and from 10 to 12 abdominal segments.

To the head are appended five pairs of jointed

appendages, that is, the antenna;, mandibles, and
two pairs of maxillse, while in the embryo of

certain insects and in the adult Campodca, there

has been detected a pair of vestigial appendages.
Besides these appendages, there are two com-
pound eyes, one on each side, and usually three

simple eyes (ocelli) situated in the middle of
the head. While tlie antennse are undivided the

first maxillse are subdivided into three branches,
an inner (lacinia), a middle (galea), and outer
(palpifer), bearing the palpus. The second
maxillse are fused together, forming the under
lip or labium ; each second maxilla is composed of

a lacinia, the palpus, while vestiges of the galea
occur in certain forms. In bees certain accessory
appendages called paraglossse are present. Be-
sides the maxillae, the so-called tongue or hypo-

pharynx is present, being highly developed in

bees ; it lies on the under side of the mouth,
just above the labium; in caterpillars it receives

the end of the salivary duct, and is called the

spinneret. Attention should also be called to the

upper lip or labium, on the under side of which
is the epipharj-nx, which bears minute taste-pits.

The thorax consists of three segments, which
can be easily distinguished in the primitive wing-
less forms (Campodea) and in the cockroach
and locust, but in the more specialized forms as

beetles, moths, bees and flies, the segments are

more or less fused together and, owing to the

movements of the wing muscles, are subdivided

into many separate pieces. In the wasps and
bees the basal abdominal segment becomes to-

ward the pupa state transferred to the thorax.

The legs as a rule end in five jointed tarsi, the

last joint bearing a pair of claws with a cushion

(pulvillus) between them. Insects are enabled

to walk on glass, etc., by means of a sticky

fluid exuded from the ends of hollow hairs

fringing the cushion. They climb by means of

their claws.

Insects differ from all other animals except
birds and bats in possessing w-ings, and their

presence, especially that of the muscles of flight,

have greatly modified the shape and structure

of the thorax. The front pair of wings is at-

tached to the ntiddle thoracic segment (meso-
thorax) and the hind wings to the metathorax.
In the two-winged flies {Diptera) the second
pair of wings are reduced and modified to form
the balancers (halteres). The wings are flat

sac-like outgrowths of the skin, and are strength-

ened by the "veins" which form hollow rods.

These veins contain a trachea, so that there is

a space between the air-tube and the outer wall.

When the insect emerges from the njTnph or the
pupa, the vein is filled with blood. The spaces

enclosed by the veins and their cross-branches
are called cells, and their shape often affords

valuable generic and specific character*. In

the more primitive insects there are numerous
cross-veins, and such wings as in locusts, etc.,

are said to be net-veined. In the Lepidoptera
there are few cross-veins. In the Diptera and
Hymenoptcra the number of veins is limited,

the cells also being few. The skin of insects is

hard, dense and elastic, due to the deposition

of chitin.

Internal Anatomy.— One of the distinctive

characteristics of insects is their mode of respira-

tion. This is effected by an intricate system of

internal air-tubes (trachcee), which are filled

with air by openings (spiracles) in the sides of

the body; of these spiracles there are from one
to two pairs in the thorax, and eight pairs in

the abdomen. The tracheae are kept perma-
nently open by a series of threads (tsenidium)

each of which makes from three to five turns

around the thin tube; in this w^ay the entire

tracheal branch is provided with what at first

was supposed to be a continuous spiral thread.

The slit-like openings of the spiracles are

guarded by a grate of stiff hairs to prevent the

ingress of dust, etc. It should be borne in

mind that no insect breathes through its mouth,
but through the spiracles. Hence the efficacy

of all oily or greasy substances in destroying
every kind of insect in whatever stage of growth

;

wherever the oil touches the body a thin film

spreads over it, covering the air-openings so that

the insect soon dies by asphyxiation. Though
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insects have a delicate pulsating tubular heart,

they have no arteries and veins, since the air

in the trachex seeks the blood in the remotest
parts of the body. The blood is thin and color-

less. The aquatic larvas and a very few perfect

insects breathe by external tracheal gills, the

spiracles being in such cases often absent. The
genital opening is always situated near the end
of the body, in front of the vent on the under
side. Besides a complicated digestive canal, in-

sects have urinary tubes opening into the end of
the intestine.

The nervous system consists, besides the
brain, of a chain of ganglia the greatest number
of which is 13, but which become more or less

fused in the more specialized groups, especially

in the flies. The brain is remarkably complex,
in accordance with the varied and complicated
movements of the segmented body and jointed
appendages, all capable of different kinds of
motions.

Sense of Sight.— The compound or facetted
eyes (ommatea) are composed of numerous
simple eyes called ommatidia, which vary in

number from 12, in Lepisma, to 20,000 in the
dragon-fly {.^schna), and even 25,000 in a beetle

(Mordella). Yet notwithstanding the wonder-
ful complexity of these compound eyes, most in-

sects are near-sighted, and perceive rather the
movements of other animals than their exact
outlines ; the dragonfly and butterfly can see
for a considerable distance. The simple eye
probably only enables the msect to distinguish
daylight from darkness, or at most very near
objects. Insects, like bees and butterflies, have
the color-sense, and prefer certain colors to
others.

Sense of Smell.— Insects are chiefly guided
by the sense of smell. This resides in the an-
tennae, in which there are microscopic pits filled

with fluid : to this pit goes a fine nerve whose
fibres end in staff-like sense cells. The number
of these olfactory organs is in some insects
enormous : thus in the European cockchafer
there are 39,000 in the leaves of the male anten-
nae, and about 35,000 in those of the female;
in a single antenna of the hornet {Vespa crabro)
are about 13,000 to 14,000. In the cockroach
the abdominal cerci or feelers also possess such
pits.

Sense of Hearing.— The auditory organs of
the locust are drum-like ears situated one on
each side of the base of the abdomen, directly
behind the first abdominal spiracle: in the green
grasshopper, katydids, etc., a little auditory sac
i"; lodged in the fore-legs (tibicc). It is supposed
that most insects are destitute of the sense of
hearing, at least auditory .structures have not
yet been detected ; yet all sound-producing in-

sects must have ears to hear.
Sense of Taste.— The taste organs are little

pits or papillae which resemble the olfactory
organs, but which occur on the inside of the
upper lips, on the epipharynx, or at the base of
the proboscis and ma.xillae in the bee.

The Egg and Grozuth of Insects.— The eggs
and the fertilizing fluid of the male are pro-
duced in glands which open near the end of the
body on the under side. The eggs are deposited
by the female in the earth or in wood, leaves,
etc., by means of the ovipositor, an apparatus
composed of three pairs of hard appendages,
and which in the wasps and bees form the sting.

Most insects die on the approach of cold weather,

when they lay their eggs, the species being rep-
resented in the winter by the eggs alone. The
eggs hatch in spring, the embryo passing through
remarkable changes.

Metamorphoses.— Most insects after hatching
pass through a remarkable series of changes
called a metamorphosis. The small flies, moths
or beetles, are not the young of large ones, but
adult insects, while the most primitive insects

have no marked metamorphosis, the mature
locust only differing from the young in having
wings ; the more specialized forms, as beetles,

moths, wasps, bees, and flies, pass through two
stages of growth, that is, the larva and pupa, be-

fore becoming winged and se.xually mature.
Larva.— The name was first given by the

ancients to the caterpillar because they thought
it masked the form of the perfect insect. Swam-
merdam supposed that the larva contained within
itself "the germ of the future butterfly, enclosed
in what will be the case of the pupa, which is

itself included in three or more skins, one over
the other, that will successively cover the larva."

But the discovery by Weismann (q.v.) of the

germs of the imago (imaginal disks or buds) in

the larva com.pletely changed our notions of the

nature of metamorphosis (q.v.), and revolu-

tionized our knowledge of the fundamental pro-
cesses concerned in the change from larva t»

pupa or chrysalis, and from pupa to imago. Not
only are the larvae of each order of insects char-
acteristic in form, so that the grub or larva of
beetles is readily distinguished from the larvae

of other groups, or the maggots of flies from
the footless larva of ants, wasps and bees, but
within the limits of the larger orders there is

a great diversity of larval forms, showing that

they are the result of adaptation to their sur-

roundings and mode of life.

The larva? of nearly if not all the metabolous
animals are probably secondary in their origin.

Fritz Miiller (q.v.) pointed out that this is the
case with the larvae of the higher insects. The
larva of a beetle is popularly called a grub : that

of a fly a maggot. The young of the more
primitive insects, such as the cockroach, locust,

all bugs, etc., which undergo an incomplete meta-
morphosis, is called a nymph. See Larva.

Pupa.— The word pupa is Latin, mean-
ing baby. Linnaeus gave it this name from its

resemblance to a baby which has been swathed or
bound up, as is still the custom in Southern
Europe. The term pupa should be restricted to

the resting, inactive stage of the holometabolous
insect.s, that is, those with a complete metamor-
phosis. The typical pupa is that of a moth or a
butterfly, popularly called a chr>'salis. A lepi-

dopterous pupa in which the appendages are

more or less folded close to the body and sold-

ered to the integument, was called by Linnaeus
a pupa obtecta; and when the limbs are free, as

in Neuroptera, Mecoptera, Trichoptera, and the

lepidopterous genus Microptery.x, it is called a

pupa libera. When the pupa is enclosed in the

old larval skin, which forms a pupal covering
(puparium). the pupa was said by Linnaeus to be
coarctate. The pupa of certain Diptera. as that

of the orlhoraphous families, is nearly as much
obtected as that of the tineoid families of moths,
especially as regards the appendages of the head,
the legs being more as in pupae liberae. The
pupae of Coleoptera and of Hymenoptera. though
there is, apparently, no near relationship between
these two orders, are much alike in shape, and.
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as Chapman pertinently suggests, those of both

orders are helpless from their quiescence, and
hence have resorted for protection to some
cocoon or shell. But it is quite othemise with

the pups of Lepidoptera and Diptera, which varj-

so much in adaptation to their surroimdings, and
hence afford important taxonomical and phylo-

genetic characters. This, as regards the Lepi-

doptera, was almost wholly overlooked until

Chapman called attention to the subject, and
showed that the pupae had characters of their own,

of the greatest service in working out the classi-

fication, and hence the phylogeny of the

different lepidopterous groups. The pupae of the

Neuroptera, Coleoptera and H>Tnenoptera differ

structurally from the imago, in the parts of the

head and thorax being less differentiated. Thus
in the head the limits or sutures between the epi-

cranium and clypeus, and the occiput and gula,

are obscurely marked, while the tergal and pleu-

ral sclerites of the imago are not well differen-

tiated until the changes occurring just before

the final ecdysis. It is easy, however, to

homologize the appendages of the pupse with

those of the imago of all the holometabolous
orders except in the case of the obtected pupa of

the Lepidoptera (and probably of the obtected

dipterous pupae), where the cephalic appendages
are soldered together.

Classification of Insects.— The number of

known species of insects is from 200,000 to

300.000, but it is estimated that there are

upward of a million species now living. In
fact, the class of insects vastly outnumbers all

other groups of animals. This is probably due
to their being winged, and to their great fecundity.

At present the class of insects is divided into

two subclasses, that is, the ( i ) Synaptera, repre-

sented by the wingless orders Thysanura and
Collembola : and (2) Pterygota, comprising 15

winged orders and which may be thus tabulated

:

Series 1.— Heterometdbola, with an incomplete or va-

riable, though slight, degree of metamorphosis. No
distinct larva or pupa state, the young being nymphs.

Order 1. Dermapiera. (Earwig.)
2. Orthoptera. (Cockroach, locust, grass-

hopper, stick insect.)
" 3. Platyptera. (Bird lice, Perla, white ant.)
" 4. Odonata. (Dragonfly.)
" 5. Plectoptera. (Mayfly.)
** 6. Thysanoptera, Thrips.
" 7. Hemiptera. (Bugs.)

Series 2.— Holometabola, or with a complete metamor-
phosis.
Order 8. Neuroptera, (Corydalus, lace-wing fly,

ant-lion.
" 9. Mecoptera. (Panorpa, Boreus.)
" 10. Trichoptera. (Caddis flies.)
•* II. Coleoptera. (Beetles.)
" 12. Lepidoptera. (Moths and butterflies.)
*' 13. Siphonaptera. (Flea.)
" 14. Diptera. (Mosquito, fly.)
'* 15. Hymenoptera. (Saw-fly, ant, wasp, bee.)

Fossil Insects.— .A.bout 3,000 species of fossil

insects have been described, of these from 200
to 300 are Palaeozoic. 5(X) Mesozoic. and the re-

mainder are Tertiar>'. The oldest fossil insect-

remains is the wing of a supposed bug (Proto-
cimex) from the Ordovician of Sweden. The
wing of a cockroach (Palcroblattino) has been
detected in the middle Silurian of Calvados,
France. From the Devonian shales of St. John,
N. B., nine species of primitive net-veined insects

have been collected. The coal measures are
characterized by cockroaches, primitive dragon-
flies, May-flies, and grasshopper-like forms,
phasmids, etc., also occurring. All of the Palae-

ozoic insects known are verj- primitive. Modern
forms, those having a complete metamorphosis,
begin to appear in the Triassic and Jurassic,

where remains of beetles, a saw-fly, and a moth
occur. Ants, bees and butterflies date from the
Oligocene and Miocene Tertiarj'.

Bibliography.— The latest general works on
insects are Carpenter's 'Insects, their Structure
and Life' (London, 1899), and Sharp's 'Insects'
(\"ols. V. and VI. of Cambridge Natural His-
tory, 1895-9) ; both contain sufficient references
to other works. For American insects consult:
Packard's 'Text-book of Entomology' (18^),
and 'Guide to the Study of Insects' (18^) ;

Comstock's 'Manual for the Study of Insects'

(1895) ; 'Insects and Crustacea' (Vol. II.,

Standard Natural Historj-, 1884) ; Howard's
'The Insect Book' (1901). The last named
contains a copious bibliographj-, especially to the
voluminous publications of the Entomological
Division of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

See Fresh-water IxsE(rrs ; M-\mn-e Ixsects,
and the names of groups and species, as Flies,
Hymexopteil.\, Moths, etc.

Alpheus S. P.\ckaiu),

Late Professor of Zoology, Broicn University,

Insects and Flowers. See Flowers .\nt>

Insects.

Insects, Fungi Affecting. See Fi-xgt.

Insects, Injurious and Beneficial. See
EXTOMOLOGY, Eci'-VOMIC.

Insects, Propagation of Disease by. See
Fili.\risis : Flies : Mosquitoes ; MyL\sis, etc

Insessores, in-se-so'rez, a discarded term
in Omithologj' designating a group stj-led

"perchers," which included the majoritj- of the
smaller and more familiar birds. "The term has
been abandoned because the group denoted by it

is a purely arbitran.- one.

Insidious Flower-bug. See FLOWER-Bua
Insolvency. In a popular sense the word

insolvency applies only to persons without prop-
erty or means sufficient to satisfy their creditors.
The legal definition embraces all who are unable
to paj' their debts at maturity in the ordinary
course of business, even though they may possess
assets exceeding their liabihties. A failure to
meet overdue obligations renders a person liable

to proceedings against him in a coun of in-

solvenc)-, in which his assets may be taken into
the possession of the officers, marshaled, and dis-

tributed to his creditors. Should there be an
amount in excess of what is required to pay the
creditors and the expenses of administration,,

the balance so remaining is the property of thej

debtor. From a verj- early period in the his-J

torj' of civil government, laws have existed pro-j
viding for proceedings by creditors against in-i

solvent debtors, by which the debtor's property
could betaken from his possession, to be held by(
another as a trust fund to be applied to the pay-'-

ment of his just debts. In case of an insuffi-

cient amount to pay all debts in full, provisions
are usually made for a pro rata distribution.

These laws have generally provided for classes of
preferred debts, pa^nnents of which were to be
made in full, even though such pa>Tnents ex-

hausted the entire assets. Preferred claims com-
monly included all claims of the government or

state, and often claims for labor to a limited
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•amount, and claims for the necessaries of life.

Provisions are usually made for the exemption
of certain articles to the use of the debtor, not
to be included in the assets. The Constitution

of the United States provides that Congress may
establish uniform laws on the subject of bank-
ruptcy throughout all the States, and the first

act upon that subject was passed in 1800, since

which time there has been some Federal bank-
ruptcy law, with brief interregnums. A uniform
national law upon the subject now exists. The
first act of Congress upon this subject provided
for proceedings by the creditors only, but in

1841 an amendment provided for voluntary pro-

ceedings by the debtor, by w-hich he could sur-

render his property and obtain a discharge from
all of his debts, provided he had been guilty of

no fraud. In the absence of a national law on
the subject of insolvency, the States all have
authority to enact and enforce laws upon that

subject. The Federal act now provides for vol-

untary proceedings by the debtor, as well as

proceedings against him by the creditors, with
provisions for his discharge. The various State

acts have usually contained such provisions. The
Federal act suspends all State insolvency laws
•during its continuance. See B.\nkruptcy L.-\ws.

Inspiration, in theology, the communication
by the Holy Spirit, to writers and speakers, of a
portion of the knowledge and feeling of God, in

such fashion that they can be communicated to

other men ; especially used in relation to the

Bible. On the fact of inspiration rests all at-

tribution of divinity to the sacred writings above
any others ; but theories of its method and ex-
tent have necessarily changed with the advance
of critical knowledge. They have never had
an authoritative pronouncement even from the
Church of Rome, which allows liberty of judg-
ment on this ; the Bible not holding the supreme
place there as in Protestant bodies, and the lat-

ter being too divided for a credal statement on
this point, by the very causes which call for one.
All theories rest not only on the necessary im-
plication of divine character in the Bible, but
•on two specific passages : 2 Tim. iii. 16 : "All
Scripture is given by the inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doctrine" (Revised Version,
*Every Scripture inspired of God is also profit-

able for teaching," which does not relinquish
•:he claim of inspiration) ; and 2 Pet. i. 21, "Holy
men of God spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost" (Revised essentially the same).
The Scriptures were the Old Testament.

The early Church did not generally dwell on
theories of inspiration, regarding it as a pas-
sive "ecstasy" in which divine truth was com-
municated, but rarely going on to its effects on
the inspired writings or the methods which
produced them. Origen, however, the great
builder of doctrinal framework, formulated an
exact theory of "plenary" or entire inspiration,
which preserved the writers from all faults of
memory, and left no iota either incorrect or
superfluous in Scripture. But others held that
all believers were inspired in different degrees;
as this made all believers infallible interpreters
of the Scriptures, the perilous nature of such a
doctrine led to the opposite one. that there was
an mspired official depositary of interpretation as
well as an inspired canon of writings. The
TnedijEval schoolmen evolved the theory that
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there were two kinds of inspiration in the Scrip-
tures : direct, found where moral and doctrinal
truths are directly taught ; and indirect, in his-
torical passages, whence ethical truths can only
be derived by allegorical interpretation.

Regarding inspiration not as a purpose but
a method, there are three explanations within the
limits of orthodo.x Christianity: the "plenary"
or verbal, the dynamic, and what may be termed
the "irradiant" theories. The remaining one,
which makes the inspiration only that common
to all human beings— who are part of the divine
mind— and having no part in any special reve-
lation, is really not a theory of inspiration at all,

as it holds that there is none; that all things
are parts of the world's evolution, and the
sacred writers and the Bible were evolved like

the rest, though the latter is the greatest moral
product of the world, and to be reverenced in
the moral rank as we reverence the greatest
writers and thinkers in theirs.

In the early uncritical ages of the Protestant
churches, the universal and obvious theory of
inspiration was the plenary. The original text
of the Bible was dictated word for word by the
Holy Spirit, the writers being merely penmen,
or media on whom were impressed certain
phrases, which must not be varied on peril of
distorting the divine revelation. The words of
Scripture thus transmitted are God's words, to
each reader as if spoken directly to him by the
Deity, and no matter to what subject they relate,

be it doctrine or history, the origin of man or
the duty of man. That there are different styles,
corresponding to dift'erent writers, means only
that God has accommodated his expressions to
their natures, for his own utilities. Hence the
least particle in the Scriptures is surcharged
with meaning, and if anything seems in conflict
with science, historj', or other portions of the
Bible, it arises from corruption of text, bad
translation, or other change from the actual re-
vealed language. This is the only theory with
perfect logical continuity ; unhappily it can only
be maintained, in face of the increasing body
of knowledge of texts, facts, and natural ethics,
by those willing to abnegate their own right of
criticism wholly in favor of their own infalli-

ble interpretation. Indeed, the chief argument
for the latter is that the divine purpose would be
defeated, if its intention in giving the revelation
were made null by the misunderstanding of fal-
lible human faculties.

The dynamic theory is the first step outside
this bulwark enforced by the impossibility of
maintaining verbal inspiration, and relegates the
divine agency to an indirect function. In place
of its dictating the e.xact phraseology and the
precise facts, the writers are so filled with
divine force that for all purposes of conveying
the essential divine purpose, that of showing
the truths of sin and danger and the path of sal-
vation, they are a portion of the divine and in-
capable of error. Under this theory the writers
are left a free hand, according to their own
limitations and iiose of their age, in dealing with
narrative facts or their own guesses at them

;

but are guided explicitly in all matters of faith
and morals. In order to be received, the reve-
lation had to be accommodated to the mental con-
ditions of different ages; and men of each re-
ceived guidance from God to present it so that
it was true in relation to them, and remained
so for all ages under all conditions. The war-
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rant of the Bible is its incomprable and super-

human system of ethics, and its proof of divine

origin is' that evident superiority to all himaan

devices.

The *iiTadiant» theory is a recent one, and

a step farther from the old claim of entire

divinity. In this \-iew the record as such has

no divinity, nor infaUibUity of any kind. There

is a divine revelation, but it acts by generating

moral ideas in cenain great selected men, and

which, once generated, are left to fight their

way and take their chance like the other useful

ideas of the world, and undergo disbelief and
mutilation, with the certainty that according to

God's purpose, truth will pre\-ail at last. The
proof of di\-inity in Christianity lies in the fact

that its moral truths are the greatest in the

world, and were origin a l with it.

Instinct. Instinctive acts are those physio-

logical activities in which mind or consciousness

is involved. Instincts may be regarded as inter-

mediate between simple physiological or reflex

actions and acts of reason exhibited by man.
Animals of a grade higher than sponges, polj-ps,

most molluiks and other forms of a correspond-

ing grade, have organs of sense, of perception,

and in the higher vertebrates a brain and ner\--

ous system and other organs of the same type

as those of man, and such animals react to some-

thing more than mere physical stimuli. W e

know by observation that the social insects, birds

and mammals, at least_those which have become
domesticated, have sutlicient intelligence to meet
the ordinary exigencies of life, and that at times

the ant, bee, beaver, elephant, dog, and ape can

meet extraordinary emergencies, that is, rise

with the occasion; that they may to a very lim-

ited extent be free agents ; that they are not mere
automata. It has been observed that the more
intelligent animals are not solely guided by the

physical stimuli of light, odors, etc, but that

they exercise the power of choice, selecting this

or that kind of food, this or that mate. .Ani-

mals are subject to what we call the passions:

they show anger, even when not hungry or under

the domination of the reproductive instincts;

their sounds express dissatisfaction or content-

ment. They possess memory: with its aid

ants and bees find their way back to their

nests.

Definitions of Instinct.— Descartes believed

that animals are automata. It is popularly sup-

posed that animals are automata, physiological

machines in which have been implanted by super-

natural power what we call instincts. This
view is still insisted on by two excellent ob-
servers of the habits of insects, Favre and Was-
mann, who claim that instincts are special innate

or natural propensities, "transcending the gen-
eral intelligence or experience of the creature.*

But of late years the impression has arisen and
gained force that instincts are "innate" and
•natural* because they have arisen by a natural

process and have been gradually acquired and
transmitted from one generation to another.

Erasmus Darwin held that instincts were the
result of imitation by young animals of the ac-

tions of their parents. This \-iew is still held by
Wallace, and, as Eimer claims, the power of

rapid learning has played a part in the evolution

of certain instincts. Thus the fo.x or rat leams
from its parents, and becomes more cunning or

sagacious with age and training. Lamarck
practically regarded the lowest animals as

automata, but in the higher animals, that is»

those with a nervous system, we have instinct.

"Hence, instinct in animals is an inclination

which necessitates that from sensations provoked
while giving rise to wants the animal is im-
pelled to act without the participation of any
thought or any act of the will." To satisfy these
wants they contract different kinds of habits;

these are transformed, he says, into so many
propensities, from which "originate their habitual

actions, and special propensities to which are
given the name of instinct." He then adds
5iat the same habits and the same instinct are
perpetuated from generation to generation,

"without offering any notable \-ariation, so long
as it does not suffer change in the circumstances
essential to the mode of Ufe." He thus intimates

that instinct may vary, and he states that in birds
and mammals instinct is variable.

Darwin does not give a formal definition of
instinct, but after stating that several distinct

mental actions are commonly embraced by this

term, he adds that "a little dose, as Pierre Huber
expresses it, of judgment or reason often comes
into play, even in animals low in the scale of
nature.* He calls attention to the points of re-

semblance between instincts and habits, showing
that habitual action may become inherited,

whence it results that "the resemblance between
what originally was a habit and an instinct be-

comes so close as not to be distinguished.* He
concludes that, by natural selection, slight modi-
fications of instinct which are in any way useful

accumulate, and thus animals have slowly and
gradually acquired through successive genera-
tions, their power of acting instinctively, and
that they were not suddenly or specially endowed
with instincts. Herbert Spencer defines it as

compoimd reflex action, and also as 'z kind of
organized memory,* arguing that instinctive ac-

tions grow out of reflex, and in time pass into

intelligent acts. Romanes defines instinct as
"reflex action into which there is imported the
element of consciousness.* Lloyd Morgan also

says: 'It is a bit of animal automatism not
necessarily invol\-ing more than the lower brain
centres,* but it is a bit of automatism accom-
panied by a consciousness in a broad sense. "The
role of consciousness in a chick's pecking is to
select the adequate responses, and to steady the
muscular mechanism to its work.* .As the result

of recent experiments Loeb regards instincts

as inherited reflexes so purposeful and so com-
plicated in character that nothing short of in-

telligence and experience could have produced
them. Packard gives the following definition:

"The sum of inherited reflex acts, becoming
habitual and arising from blended reflex and
subconscious though involuntary acts, performed
at birth or through life blindly, without practice

or previous experience, effort, training or
thought.*

Examples.— It should be tmderstood at the
outset that instincts in animals are fundamentally
connected with the means of obtaining food, or
with reproduction, the latter invoUnng care for

the young, as in egg-laying, the selection of a
nesting place by insects and birds, the construc-
tion of the nest, and the defense of the young,
and in the birds and mammals the training of
the young to fly, or to hunt for prey.

Reflex acts are simply physiological responses
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to external physical stimuli, as muscular irrita-

bility, the different tropisms, such as response
to odors, and other chemical properties, to cold,

heat, etc. Many of the movements of the lowest
animals, as the protozoa, sponges, polyps,
worms, etc., their modes of selecting and getting

food, of escaping their enemies, are scarcely
more than reflex. As examples of instinctive

acts are those of very young chicks. Morgan
regards as instinctive in these birds the act of
"pecking, walking, scratching themselves, preen-
ing their down and feathers, stretching up and
Happing their wings, squatting down and dust-
ing themselves, scattering and crouching when
alarmed, uttering the danger-warning cJiiirr, and
other sounds." Young ducks afford examples in

the way they "seize and mumble their food in the
bill, their aptness in swimming directly on leav-

ing their shell, piping, and smoothing the down
of their breast with their bill."

It is when we observe the complicated nest-

ing habits of the spiders, and of the social in-

sects such as ants, wasps, bees, as well as those
of birds and the muskrat and beaver, when sudi
striking and inexplicable forms of intelligence

arise that we become perplexed how to explain
them. Thus take the mode in which the honey-
bee builds its cells. Is it simply mechanical, the
result of several bees working together, and due
to the mechanical pressure of the insects against

each other during the formation of the cell?

While some contend that if left alone to build a
single cell, this would probably be round, others
show that a solitary wasp will build its cells in

very regular he-xagons. It is now conceded by
Darwin, Romanes, and others, that the process
is not a purely mechanical one, but is "constantly
under the control of intelligent purpose." It is

most probable that the he.xagonal-cell building
instinct is the result of habits which gradually
arose, and which became fi.xed by heredity. In
birds the modifications sometimes occurring in

the shape and situation of their nests show that
their instincts are, owing to change of condi-
tions, plastic, reason teaching them to modify
their nests so as to adapt them to new condi-
tions. E.xperience and intelligence lead to such
changes. The beaver manifests in his works in-

telligence and reasoning capacity, both in the
construction of dams, canals, and in the mode
of felling trees, and in the use in certain locali-

ties of "slides." In the monkeys and apes we
apparently have the nearest approach to human
intelligence, judging by the instances narrated by
Romanes. Were it possible to breed apes for
many successive generations more light would
be thrown on their psychology. Meanwhile
many acts performed by the domestic animals,
the horse, dog, cat, elephant and even the pig,

and their susceptibility to be trained, show that
they may often act intelligently, and are
prompted by a low degree of reason.

Instincts Variable and Sometimes at Fault.—
Lemmings in their migrations, impelled by their
instincts to go ahead, will swim out into the sea
and be drowned. Ants will store up beads in-

stead of seeds, and there are many instances
where instinct is at fault. Certain instincts may
also by change of the environment become
directed into new channels. This is illustrated

by numerous cases of insects, reptiles, and mam-
mals w-hich have become adapted to an aquatic
life. .\n entire new crop of habits and instincts

may thus arise. The instincts of young animals,

particularly of larval forms, caterpillars, grubs
and maggots, are of a different description from
those of the pupa state, and more especially of
the adult state. In fact, instincts are pliable,

variable, and in certain cases may lapse alto-

gether, to be replaced by a new set. Were this

not the case we should have no progress in the
evolution of life. The more generalized animals
have vastly less intelligence than the highly spe-

cialized forms. Compare the instincts of so
complex a being as the ant, or wasp, or bee, with
that of the locust or bug, or the instinctive and
intellectual acts of social insects, with their won-
derful differentiation of the individual into

workers of different castes and the normal and
supplemental' males and females. Such are what
are called complex instincts, and they are all

brought into action through the principle of the
division of labor.

Do Animals Reason f— Lloyd Morgan ob-
served that the chick rapidly profits by experi-
ence after a few practical trials : hence he con-
cludes that intelligence is founded on e-xperience.

He allows that chicks have intelligence, this in-

volving the association of impressions and ideas,

and the power of making a choice. He then
asks the question, "Do animals reason" ? "Do
they focus the therefore"? "Do they think the
why"? Probably not Reason is not (as ani-
mals "reason") adaptation; they do not profit by
experience of actions to varying circumstances.
Hence, he thinks that animals probably do not
reason as man is capable of reasoning. Here
might be quoted Herbert Spencer's definition

:

"Reason or intelligence is the faculty which is

concerned in the intentional adaptation of means
to an end." Finally, it is safe to assume that
the higher animals, especially the domestic ani-
mals, which have been in contact with and more
or less trained by man, exhibit the germs of rea-
son, and w-hile they cannot make inductions and
deductions or predictions, their intellectual acts
differ rather in degree than in kind from those
of the loNvest human races.

Consult : Romanes, 'Animal Intelligence'

(1883) ; 'Mental Evolution in Animals' (1884) ;

Morgan, <.\nimal Life and Intelligence'

(1890-1); '.Animal Behavior' (igoo) ; Loeb,
'Comparative Physiology of the Brain' (1902).

AxPHEUS S. Pack.vrd,
Late Professor of Zoology, Broun University.

In'stitute of France, a learned body organ-
ized after the first outbreak of the French Revo-
lution, during which all the academies of learn-
ing and arts in France had been suppressed. It

was formed by the decree of 25 Oct. 1795, to re-
place the Academic Frangaise, the Academic des
Sciences, and the Academic des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres. Its object was the advancement
of the arts and sciences by continual researches,
by the publication of new discoveries, and by a
correspondence with the most distinguished
scholars of all countries, and especially by pro-
moting such scientific and literary undertakings
as would tend to the national welfare and glory.
The Institute was composed of a number of
members residing at Paris, and an equal number
of associates in the different parts of the Re-
public. Each class could also choose eight
learned foreigners as associates. It was at first

divided into three classes, each of which was sub-
divided into several sections. The first class

embraced the physical and mathematical sciences,
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the second the moral and historical, and the third

literature and the fine arts. The number of

active members, exclusive of the associates, vras

limited to 144. The Institute received, however,

its final oi^anization by a decree of 23 Jan. 1803.

It was then divided into four classes: (i) the

class of the physical and mathematical sciences,

consisting of 6$ members; (2) the class of the

French language and literature, consisting of 40
members: (3) the class of history and ancient

hterature, of 40 members; (4) the class of the

fine arts, with 28 members. A royal ordinance of

21 March 1S16, restored the former names of the

classes, so that the name of Institute was applied

only to the whole body collectively. The same
ordinance assigned the first rank to the Acad-
emic Frangaise, as being the oldest ; the next

rank to the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres : the third to the Academic des Sciences

:

and the last to the Academic des Beaux-Arts.
These united academies were tmder tlie personal

direction of the king, and each had an inde-

pendent organization. To each academy were
attached 10 honorary members, who had merely
the right of being present at the meetings.

In 1S32 the old class of Sciences Morales et Pol-

itiques was reconstituted as a separate academy,
so that there are now five academies.

The Academic Fran^aise had for its chief ob-

ject the cultivation of the French language, and
was charged with the composition of a French
dictionary, the merits of which have been often

disputed and its plan condemned. The disposal

of its vacant chairs has not always been regu-
lated by the best taste and judgment, Descartes,

Pascal, Moliere, La Bruyere, J. J. Rousseau,
Balzac, Dimias pere, Daudet, and Zola ha\-ing

been rejected, while in former times many a
shallow court favorite was accepted.

The Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres has 40 members, 10 free academicians,

and 8 foreign associates. It has 40 correspond-

ents at home and abroad, and devotes itself chiefly

to subjects of a historical nature The most
distinguished scholars, both in and out of Europe,
are, or have been, connected with it. Commit-
tees of this academy superintend the erection of
public monuments and the preservation of those

already in existence. Works brought out tmder
its auspices are : 'Histoire litteraire de
France,' 'Recueil des Historiens de France,'

and 'Corpus Inscriptionimi Semiticarimi.'

The Academic des Sciences has for its prov-
ince the various branches of knowledge con-
nected with the physical and mathematical
sciences, natural historj-, medicine, etc, there be-

ing in all II sections. It has 66 members, 10

free academicians, and 100 correspondents. The
number of foreign associates is limited to eight.

The Academic des Beaux-.\ns has 40 mem-
bers, 10 free academicians, 10 foreign associates,

and 61 correspondents. A committee of this

academy was charged with the publication of a
dictionary of the fine arts.

The .\cademie des Sciences Morales et Pol-
itiques. has 40 members, 10 free academicians, 6
foreign associates, and 48 correspondents.

Members of the Institute of France are
elected for life by ballot, and have an annual
salar>- of 1,500 francf.

Institute of Social Service, American. See
SoOAL Service.

Institutional Church, a non-credal organ-
ization of Christians, to supplement the regular

church methods and ministrations— preaching,

prayer-meetings, Simday school, and pastoral

visitations— by helpful social work in the conv-

munity. The mo\"ing spirit is the same as in the

Y. M. C -A, University Settlement, Salvation

Army. Rescue Missions, Christian Endeavor so-

cieties, etc. : but ''with the emphasis on Church,
not Institution.* The prime object is to reannex
to the church the fimctions which other bodies

have been compelled to fill by its neglect of its

dut>-; and strengthen it by gathering potential

Christian elements which under the old system
do not come to it, as well as by combining in it-

self all the claims to public gratitude and interest

now shared between the purely ecclesiastical

and the purely social institutions, or the half-way
houses like the Y. M. C. A. It differs from the

latter in not merely furnishing a religious atmo-
sphere which may lead to church membership, but
enrolling members at once in a real church of
Christian work by absorbing the secular features

of the other : in a word, to do. without vows or
uniforms, what the Catholic Church has always
done with its charitable functions— make them
an integral portion of the church organization.

Hence, it is not by itself a church in the sense

of the Roman Catholic or the Methodist Church,
but in a broad sense a description of any church
which adds educational or social work ; in gen-
eral use, a title of any which throws into this

work its predominant vitahty. Free pews are

an essentia! accompaniment, as the social aris-

tocracj- fostered by rented pews contradicts the

basal democratic principle of institutional work;
hence it is sometimes called Free Church, but
preferably Open Church- The present name orig-

inated with President Tucker of Dartmouth Col-
lege, who appUed it to Berkeley Temple, Boston.

The movement started chiefly with the High
Church element in England, modeled on the

Catholic idea : it flourished for tvro generations in

that country before reaching the United States,

about 1880, and it has hardly been a vigorously

spreading one here for above 15 years. Xow,
however, a large number of churches— Episco-
pal, Congregational, and Baptist in the forefront,

but also Methodist, Presbyterian, Unitarian—^have

adopted the idea with increasing vigor, besides

the work of this class always performed by the

brotherhoods and sisterhoods of the Roman
Catholic Church. One of the earliest of these

w^s Pl\-mouth Church of Indianapolis, inspired

by the memory of Mr. Beecher. Notable among
ethers are the St. Banholomew. St. George, St.

Paul, and Judson Memorial of Xew York, and
the Tabernacle of Jersey City : Berkeley Temple,
Parker Memorial, and Ruggles Street Baptist
of Boston; Grace and Bethany of Philadelphia;
Xinth Street of Cincinnati, Pilgrim of Cleve-
land : Phtnouth Tabernacle of Detroit : People's
of St. Paul ; and the Denver Tabernacle. In
1894 the Open and Institutional Church League
was organized in Xew York : it held several con-
ventions in Eastern cities (i895-iQOi">, and for
three years published the 'Open Church' as its

organ, but has practically lapsed, being merged
in the 'Xational Federation of Churches and
Giristian Workers.' The total of its work,
however, is not shown bv its nominal member-
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ship; the same spirit has infected outside
churches, and their methods are being more and
more adopted as a general basis of work.

The platform of the League stated that it

aimed to save all men by "abolishing, so far as
possible, the distinction between the religious

and the secular" ; by "open church doors for
every day and all the day, free seats, a plurality

of Christian workers, the personal activity of all

church members, a ministry to all the community
through educational, reformatory, and philan-
thropic channels, to the end that men may be
won to Christ and his service, that the Church
may be brought back to the simplicity and
comprehensiveness of its primitive life." It is

not correct to say, as is often done, that its

methods are purely secular: its additional meth-
ods beyond the regular religious ones are so, for

the very reason it exists. These involve a thor-
ough organization for social and philanthropic
work ; but the religious features are sedulously
conserved and carefully fitted to the work, the

spirit of worship being cherished and made the
centre of inspiration. The service generally

ends in the communion ; there is congregational
singing of both hymns and chants, led by a
highly trained choir, and often responsive read-

ings ; the whole with the sermon are intended
to be brief, varied, and attractive. Sunday
schools are carefully attended to ; prayer meet-
ings given new features ; in summer there are
open-air meetings ; and other Christian asso-

ciations, endeavor societies, brotherhoods, etc.,

are encouraged. The officers and workers of
the church are given active special duties, such
as pastoral visiting, reception and welcome of
strangers, canvassing for the various activities of

the church ; and there are not only sub-pastors,

but deaconesses, sisters, and nurses. The purely

secular side embraces all departments of cul-

ture, physical, intellectual, and moral, as well

as direct charities. Morally, the church work
above should be sufficient. The charitable

departments include not only direct aid to the

poor, but v.'ood-yards, employment bureaus, etc.

;

personal endeavor to provide employment for

those willing to work ; dispensaries, hospitals,

and creches ; and encouragement to thrift by
savings funds. Special buildings are often

erected.

That the movement is liable to perversions is

admitted ; such is the case with every institu-

tion. Secularization is one ; but unless it can

be faced, the churches cannot influence or draw
in those outside them, for the simple reason

that the latter cannot be brought within hearing.

Sensationalism, to draw in hearers to be bene-

fited, is a graver one, and ill-judged; as one of

its chief workers puts it, "a camp-stool congre-

gation neither pays nor repents," and a lasting

work must be content with slower processes.

Instruments, Engineering. To attempt a
definilioii iif an engineering instrument is hardly

practicable, as the wide range of departments
into which the profession is now divided de-

mands so many special appliances for their re-

quirements that no one description is possible,

and an extended catalogue is inadmissible with-

in the limits of this article. The earliest known
engineering instrument was the Diopter of Hero
of Alexandria, 130 B.C., although rude appliances

must have been used long before that time by

the ancient engineers in the construction of the
public works of Chaldsea and Egypt, the ruins of
which even now awaken our admiration and
wonder. It w-as not, however, until the begin-
ning of the 19th century that the great impulse
to the construction and use of engineers' in-
struments was given by the advance of civiliza-

tion and commerce incident to the application
of steam as a motive power on sea and land.
Since that time great advances have been made
not only in the design and accuracy of engi-
neering instruments but also in the invention
of new instruments for the many purposes re-

quired by engineers in the construction of rail-

roads, canals, bridges, harbors, etc.

1 he characteristics of engineers' instruments
differ in the various nations as the requirements
of engineering practice, and thus American en-
gineers' instruments possess a distinct charac-

ter of their own as compared with otlier na-
tions, having as a rule few parts and lightness

of construction combined with great strength
and an adaptability of parts for the special

service required. It is not the purpose of this

article to attempt a description of the various
instruments used by engineers— this may be
found in the article Suevevixg,— but to .give

the reader a general idea of their constructioru
The metals used in the construction of engi-
neers' instruments are principally the alloys of
copper and tin with small quantities of silver,

aluminum, and German silver. Great care must
be constantly exercised that these substances be
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free from iron or other material which would
affect the magnetic needle. In the construction

of an instrument such a distribution of the

metals is aimed at that the greatest strength

consistent with light weight may be obtained and
that the metals coming into contact at the

bearing surfaces may be of such varj-ing compo-
sition as to cause the least friction.

Take, for the purpose of better illustration,

an American transit, illustrated herewith, as

typical, as f^r as the construction is concerned,
of nearly all engineering instrmnents. The plate

of the instrument on which the magnetic needle
is mounted, or, as it is termed, the compass
circle, is turned with great care so that the

surface may be absolutely true, and is gradu-
ated usually into 720 spaces, each representing
one half of a degree.

Compass circles are usually figured in quad-
rants of a circle, that is, from o at the point

marked "X" or "North" to go and back again,

while the figuring of the limb ^aries with the
custom of the maker or the requirements of
the engineer.

In engineers' instruments, however, the angu-
lar measurements are made usually without the

use of the needle, by a telescope so moimted as

to revolve in a vertical or a horizontal plane.

The angular measurement of its movement be-

ing indicated on circles divided into fractional

spaces of a degree and read for convenience to
fmer spaces by one or more verniers. Accuracy
of graduation of the compass circle, and
especially of the limb, is essential to the
perfection of the instrument, and great pains
are taken by manufacturers in perfecting
and impro%-ing engines for graduating. The
best machines are automatic in action and
the spaces are so accurately laid off that there
is no appreciable error in the finished work.
The instrument rests on the socket or bearing
surface to which the compass plate and limb are
attached : the surfaces of the socket must be
so accurately fitted together as to produce no
error when the parts are moved on each other.

The socket is mounted on a leveling head, which
is actuated by three, or in the usual .\merican
practice, by four leveling screws, as shown, by
means of which the instrument can be accurately
leveled. Upon the compass plate are placed the
standards which support the telescope, the prep-
aration of the optical parts of which is next in

importance to the fitting of the socket and the
graduation.

The telescope consists of an eye piece and ob-
ject glass mounted in a tube. The eye piece is

simply a magnifier of the image produced at
the focus of the object glass. Two kinds of
eye pieces are used, one showing the image
erect, and the other showing the image inverted.

The object glass is composed of two plates of
optical glass of such specific gravity and re-

fractive indc-v that it will magnifj- the image
clearly without prismatic colors. To secure
achromatism the two parts of the object lens are
made the one of crown and the other of flint

glass, the crown being a light glass of soda
and silica and the flint being a heavier glass con-
fining potash and lead. The surfaces of each
are cun-ed to such a degree that the raj-s of light

entering the object glass may be properly re-

fracted and concentrated at a point called the
focus.

The making of the lenses is an operation

requiring much skill in manufacture, as upon
the accurate grinding of the curved surfaces
depends the quality of the telescope.

At the focus of the object glass are placed
the cross-wires, which are filaments ot spider

web or very fine platinum. In conjunction with

these are often used two more wires conunonly
called stadia wires, so placed that they intercept

on a rod a space proportional to its distance

from the instrument, thus furnishing an efl&-

cient method of ascertaining distances di-

rectly by the observer. The metal parts
of the instniment, having been prepared,
are polished with some suitable material, a prep-
aration of rouge being generally used for fin-

ishing the surface of the screws, and the larger

surfaces being finished with fine emery paper.

The larger pans are usually colored dark to
avoid reflection of the sun, while the smaller

ones, such as screws, etc, are left bright in

order that there may be a pleasing contrast be-
tween the different parts of the instrument. The
parts, prepared as above, are covered with a
thin coat of lacquer, a preparation of shellac

and alcohol, applied after heating. All the parts

are assembled and fitted together, and the in-

strument is then ready for the final complete ad-
justment This consists in fining the sockets

so that they will move freely on each other,

placing the compass plate and limb in position

on the sockets, making the limb truly concen-
tric with the socket and placing the vernier in

position. The telescope must be so adjusted
that its parts maj- work freely, and having been
supplied with optical parts, etc, it is then fitted

to the standards or supports previously placed

in position on the compass circle. The whole
instrument is then tested for accuracj' and if

found correct is packed in its case and is ready
for use.

The above description is only intended to
give a general idea of the construction of a
tj-pical instrument, but in the same methods will

practically apply in the construction of all engi-

neering instruments, such as levels, plane-tables,

the \-arious kinds of compasses, etc

W. F. GtrRLET,

of W. & L. E. GurU-i; Troy, X. Y.

In'sulator, a body used to separate an
electrified conductor from other bodies, and
which offers great resistance to the passage of
electricit>-. Glass, shellac, resins, sulphur, ebonite,

gutta-percha, silk, and baked wood are nota-

ble insulating materials. Wires in which cur-

rents of electricity are passing are often ar-

ranged in coils. To prevent the lateral passage
of electricity from one coil to another, the wires
are usually covered with silk and shellac In-

sulators on telegraph poles, to which the wires
are attached, are usually made of porcelain,

glass, or stoneware. Underground telegraph

wires are usually of copper, insulated by means
of a coating of gutta-percha or india-rubber,

and protected by tape or iron wire, metal tubes,

or wooden troughs filled with bitumen. The
core of a submarine cable consists of a copper
wire insulated by a covering of gutta-percha

whose weight is greater than that of the wire.

See Electricitv {Conductors and Insulators).

Insur'ance, a contract by which one
part>-. for a stipulated consideration, undertakes
to indemnif>' or compensate another party

against loss by certain specified risks. The
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party undertaking to make the indemnity is

usually called the insurer or underwriter, the

other the insured or assured ; the agreed con-
sideration is termed the premium ; the written

contract, a policy ; the events or causes of loss

insured against, risks or perils: and the thing
insured or the subject to be protected, the insur-

able interest. Marine insurance relates to prop-
erty and risks at sea ; insurance of property on
shore against fire is called fire insurance; life

insurance, in its widest sense, is a contract en-

tered into by the insurer to pay a certain benefit

contingent upon the duration of one or more
lives. Besides these classes of insurance there

are many others ; the traveler may insure him-
self against iuss entailed from damage by rail

or sea : the farmer from the inroads of disease

among his live stock ; the employer from the
fraud of a dishonest cashier, etc.

The practice of marine insurance seems to
have long preceded insurances against fire and
upon lives. It is impossible to state the precise

period of its introduction, but it is probable that
it dates from about the beginning of the 15th
century ; though it is contended, on the author-
ity of certain ancient WTiters, that traces of this

form of insurance are to be found among the
Romans. Some Anglo-Saxon guilds insured
their members against loss from fire, water, rob-
bery, etc. Commercial insurance, however,
seems to have originated in Flanders about 1300,
although priority is claimed for both Italy and
Spain. It is probable that insurance was intro-
duced into England by the Lombards early in

the l6th century, but few court cases pertaining
to it are found till the middle of the 18th cen-
tury.

In Great Britain fire insurance has been prac-
tised for over two centuries, but on the Conti-
nent its introduction dates considerably later.

The history of life insurance, as well as that of
various other forms now in practice, belongs to
a still later time. For the history and develop-
ment of the principal insurance systems in this

country, see Insur.^xce, M.^rine; Fire Insur-
ance IN Americ.\ : Insur.\nce, Life, in Amer-
ica; Insurance, Fraternal.

Insurance, Accident. See Accident In-
surance.

Insurance, Casualty. The definition of
the word casualty is, "chance, or what happens
by chance; accident: contingency; an unfortu-
nate chance or accident, especially one resulting

in bodily injury or death," etc. The terin Cas-
ualty Insurance is commonly held to include
those forms of indemnity providing for payment
in case of bodily injury or death, or for loss or
damage to property (except from fire or the
elements), resulting from accident or some other
such unanticipated contingency. The four great
headings into which this insurance is usually

divided are Personal .Occident, Liability, Steam
Boiler, and Plate Glass.

Personal Accidi'iit Insurance.— The first of
these to be introduced into this country was
personal accident insurance which had flour-

ished, in a limited way, for many years in Eu-
rope, but was not attempted here until 1863.

The pioneer of accident insurance in America
was James Goodwin Battcrson of Hartford,
Conn., who, while traveling in England in 1859,

learned of accident tickets insuring against in-

juries or death resulting from railway accidents

and purchased one of these tickets in going from
Leaniinglon to London. Being at once im-
pressed with the possibilities of developing this

idea to include all forms of accidents in place
of travel accidents only, he consulted with many
well-known English insurance experts on the
subject, all of whom with the exception of the
famous statistician, Walford, expressed grave
doubts as to the feasibility of the scheme. How-
ever, Mr. Battcrson came home determined to
make the experiment and in 1863, the first Amer-
ican accident insurance company was organized
at Hartford, Conn. There is reliable authority
for the statement that the first contract made
by this company was a verbal contract entered
irito by the president of the company with a
citizen of Hartford, whereby in consideration
of a premium of 2 cents, the company agreed to
become liable in the sum of $5,000 in case of
accident to the assured while journeying frorn
the post-office to his home on Buckinghair
Street. The second contract was a more for'
mal one and was issued ixi consideration of $J
to protect the assured against loss of life 01
personal injury while journeying from Hart-
ford to Washington, D. C, and return.

An accident policy is a contract of insurance
against loss of life, limbs, sight, or time through
bodily injuries effected solely by external, vio-
lent, and accidental means. The full amount of
the policy is payable in case of death, or for the
loss of both hands or both feet, or both eyes, or
one hand and one foot. Proportionate amounts
are payable for the loss of one hand or one foot
or one eye, and a fixed sum is payable per week
during the term of temporary disability-

The first rates, based upon the statistics of
the English cornpanies proved inapplicable to
American conditions and accident insurance had
a hard struggle to obtain a legitimate foothold
on American soil. However, a series of catas-
trophes by land and sea in the following two
or three years emphasized the importance of
this form of protection, and little by little the
business became more firmly established. Dur-
ing this time about ~0 companies started, but all
either failed or were absorbed by the pioneer
company, which held the field for many years
alone.

Gradually, however, other companies were
organized, each newcomer profiting by the ex-
perience of its predecessors until on I Jan. 1904
25 stock companies were writing accident and
health insurance in the United States, with ag-
gregate premiums amounting to the enormous
sum of $13,337,000. The first accident policies
were very primitive affairs compared with the
elaborate and almost unlimited contracts of to-
day. In the early times, policies covered merely
loss of life, limbs, or total disability, conditions
w^ere numerous and technical, and policies for
small amounts w-ere the rule. Gradually, how-
ever, the competition of progressive and aggres-
sive underwriters made itself felt in the broaden-
ing of the contract. One of the first important
changes consisted in extending the period of
w-eekly indemnity from 26 to 52 weeks. Some
of the more conservative companies hesitated
for a long time to follow this lead, but the pres-
sure proved too great and they were finally
forced to acquiesce. The policies of the leading
companies have now reached the limit of liber-
ality on this point by providing for the payment
of weekly indemnity in a sum equal to the prin-
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cjpal sum insured. One of the important inno-

vations was the introduction of the combination
policy, covering not only all of the features of

the regular policy, but giving double benefits for

accidents happening in or on a mo\-ing convey-
ance using steam, electric or cable power and
provided for the use of passengers. This clause

was later extended to include accidents in ele-

vators and burning buildings, as well as in any
vehicle used as a carrier of passengers, such as

carriages, coaches, ormiibus lines, and the like.

During this period of evolution, other

changes were taking place. Conditions and
agreements, that for years had been considered
indispensable, began to disappear one by one.

The fundamental theory that accident insurance
was indemnity for loss of income, resulting from
total and absolute disablement, was qualified by
the broader and more flexible rule of partial

disability, whereby a varying percentage of the

weekly indemnity called for by the policy be-

came payable in case the assured was not totally

disabled, but was partially prevented from at-

tending to his business duties. This pa\Tnent
was fixed at 50 per cent by some companies,
irrespective of the nature and extent of the par-

tial disablement, whereas other companies
adopted what may seem to be a more logical

basis, providing for not less than 25 per cent,

nor more than 75 per cent of the weekly indem-
nity, depending upon the special circumstances
of each case. Other important concessions were
made by the elimination of conditions that had
been deemed a sine qua non to the safe and
proper conduct of the business. One of the
principal of these conditions was that "injuries,

of which there is no visible mark on the body,
the body itself in case of death not being deemed
such a mark," were not covered b}' the
policy. Others were the exclusion of accidents
from "sunstroke or freezing; from injuries in-

tentionally inflicted upon the insured by himself
or by any other person, injuries from impro-
voked assault excepted ; from voluntary over-
exertion: violating law; violating rules of a
corporation : voluntary exposure to unnecessary
danger, expeditions into wild or uncivilized

countries,* etc Many of these exceptions were
reluctantly abandoned by the companies, often-
times only after long and expensive litigation,

the result of which was usually against the com-
pany.

The policies now issued by most of the
companies are entirely free from all of the
above-named conditions and are practically

•conditionless," save as to the methods of re-

porting and adjusting claims. It was. however,
not until 1899 that the most radical innovation
yet to be introduced into the business of acci-

dent insurance was brought forward in the shape
of health and disability insurance. It was per-
haps but the logical sequence of events that
after perfecting the accident policy to the point
of the greatest liberality, the demand should
make itself felt for insurance against "all the
ills that human flesh is heir to" and underwrit-
ers in .\meric3 again turned to their European
neighbors, who had already taken the initiative.

Sickness policies had become quite widely intro-

duced into many Continental countries before
that time and the system of compulsory insur-
ance against accidents and sicK-ness had been
successfully instituted by many European gov-
ernments. It is true that as early as 1847 sick-

ness insurance was attempted in .\merica, by
the organization of companies in Massachusetts
and Pennsylvania, but these companies, after
brief and unprofitable careers, gave up the strug-
gle, and nothing further was attempted in this

way until about the year 1896. .-^t this time
a rider to accident policies, covering about eight
diseases, was adopted by one or two companies.
However, the statistics available on sickness in-
surance did not make the business appear very
attractive, and hence, during the first year or
two after its general introduction into the
United States, few companies were prepared to
assume the risk and then only from a limited
number of diseases, about 15, comprising a few
of the more prevalent forms, the balance being
contagious and rare diseases. Soon, however,
competitors entered this field and the number
of diseases covered was increased to 30, and
upwards, tmtil finally all ordinarj- diseases were
included under the policy. At first, a health
policy was not issued alone, but was combined
with the accident contract, the two constituting
disability insurance. Many of the leading com-
panies still adhere to this practice; others issue

the so-called unlimited health policy alone, but
do not write the limited health contract, which
covers a specified list of about 30 diseases, ex-
cept in connection with an accident policy, while
a very few companies still issue eitiier form of
health contract separately.

The introduction of disability insurance was
the signal for a still further broadening of the
benefits and conditions under accident contracts.

The most important of these benefits are the
'Schedule of Operations," providing for a fixed

sum, in addition to weekly indemnity, to cover
the cost of a surgical operation for any of the
injuries listed in the schedule: the "Schedule of
Indemnities" providing for a specified sum to be
paj-able in lieu of weekly indemnity for any of
the injuries enumerated, and the ".Accumulation
Table" providing for a 10 per cent increase
in the principal sum insured on each annual re-

newal until this accumulation amounts to 50
per cent of the original sum.
A startling innovation in the year 1903 con-

sisted in the insurance of the beneficiary, with-
out extra charge, in addition to the policy holder.

This was limited, at first, to indemnity for loss

of life from travel accidents, including acci-

dents in elevators and burning buildings. How-
ever, this was extended in 1904 to cover loss of
limbs as well, from accidents above described.

It is difficult to predict what limit will be reached
by the companies in the eager contest for busi-
ness, unless a standard policy is adopted by
agreement or through legislative enactment.

The figures for 10. 20 and 30 years of premi-
ums written and losses paid, give some aston-
ishing results. From 1873 to 1883. premiums
amounted to Sil.029.385 and losses to $4,221,616.

From 18S3 to 1893. premiums were S30.997.822
and losses $13,904,155. or an increase of 181 per
cent in business and of 229 per cent in claims.

From 1893 to 1903. premiums amounted to S64,-

832.874 and losses to $28,686,686. or an increase
of TOO per cent in business and of 106 per cent
in losses over the previous lo-year period, and
an increase of 487 per cent in premiums
and of 580 per cent in losses over the first 10-

year period. These figures speak eloquently of
the enormous strides already made by accident
insurance in .America, and are but a forerunner
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of the growth and development that can reason-

ably be expected in the future.

Liability /)iii(ra»tc.— Liability insurance is

of comparatively recent origin, and was un-

known in America prior to 1887. As in the

case of accident insurance, the business was first

exploited in Europe, and its real development

began after the passage of the English Employ-
ers' Liability Act of 1880. From time im-

memorial, the liability of employers for injuries

caused by or suffered by their employees in the

course of employment has been a part of the

Common Law of all civilized nations. An emi-

nent authority states that, as early as 1500 B.C.

the Jewish law provided that "if a master \yere

the means of causing the loss, either intention-

ally or unintentionally, of the eye or of the tooth

of his slave, he was bound to let him go for his

eye or his tooth's sake." And again, according

to this same law, "if an employer allowed his

ox to gore either his servant or a stranger, he

was required to pay various compensations to

the injured if he survived, or to his relatives

in the event of the injury being followed by
death."

Under the Roman law, a master was respon-

sible not only for injuries suffered by his em-
ployees if due to his own negligence, but under

the legal maxim, "Respondeat Superior," was
liable for any personal injury sustained by a

third person, due to the wrongful acts or omis-

sions of his servants, acting as such and within

the regular scope of their employment. The
legal obligation to employees was expressed in

the maxim. "i;'<" iilcre tuo, tit aliciiuiii noii

lacdas^^ ; but the rule became subject to two im-

portant exceptions ; firstly, that if the person
injured and the one causing the injury were
fellow-servants, the master was relieved from
liability for the injury: secondly, under the doc-

trine of "rolenti twn fit injuria,''' if the person

injured had actual knowledge or the means of

knowing of and understanding the hazards inci-

dent to the employment and then voluntarily

accepted the service, he was deemed to have
assumed all the usual and ordinary dangers of

the work and in case of injury, resulting there-

from, no recovery could be had against the mas-
ter.

The passage of the Liability Act of 1880 by
the English Parliament resulted in the organ-

ization of a number of companies for the pro-

tection of employers against the provisions of

the act as well as against the expenses of litiga-

tion arising out of claims and suits instituted

by employees for injuries sustained.

In 1887, the State of Massachusetts passed

an Employers' Liability Act, fashioned to a great

extent after the English statute, but with such

changes and modifications as were necessary to

suit the changed conditions.

One of the English companies then in success-
ful operation abroad, deeming the time oppor-
tune to extend its field to America, determined
to establish an American office and selected

Boston, doubtless because of the existence of the

act above referred to. It is stated that the

local agency for the American branch was
offered to various prominent insurance agents
of Boston, but was declined by each in turn,

as both the company and the class of business
were unknown and there appeared to be no de-

mand whatever for the kind of indemnity offered

by the ncw-conicr. It later became evident,

however, that liability insurance had come to

stay, and within the next few years a number
of American companies were incorporated to

carry on tlie business, and several foreign com-
panies established American offices on somewhat
the same lines as the first company had done.

During this early period, the business was
entirely experimental and rates were constantly

altered to suit the changing conditions, as they

arose in the development of the various features

of the insurance. At the outset, the indemnity

was limited to employers' liability, under sub-

stantially the following form of contract : That
the company, in so far as regards fatal or non-
fatal injuries to any employee or employees of

the insured at the place or places mentioned in

the application, during the period covered by the

premium paid or by any renewal premium,
would pay to the insured or his legal represent-

atives all such sums for which the insured might
become liable in damages not exceeding the lim-

its of liability stated in the policy, such payments
to be made within one week after the receipt by
the company of satisfactory proofs of claim.

Soon, however, the insurance was extended to

public or outside liability, whereby the insured

was indemnified against loss in damages on
account of common law or statutory liability

for personal injuries suffered by any third per-

son and due to the business operations of the

insured or of his sub-contractors. This con-

tract was limited for some time to contract-

ors and builders, but gradually the demand
arose for similar protection on the part

of owners and lessees of buildings, which re-

sulted in the further broadening of the insur-

ance scheme to include general liability. This

contract, briefly, provided indemnity to owners
or occupants of hotels, apartment houses, office

buildings and wholesale and retail stores "against

claims for compensation for personal injuries to

any person or persons whomsoever for which
the assured may be legally liable, resulting from
accident (fire excepted), happening to such per-

son or persons on or about the premises of th*

assured, or caused by any of the horses or ve-

hicles of the assured used in his or their busi.

ness.» It was further provided, that, subject

to the limits of liability expressed in the policy

in respect to any accide"t which should cause

death or injury to any 01. e person or to seveval

persons, "the company will pay to the assuied
or his legal representatives, within one wtek
after the receipt by the company of satisfactory

proofs of claim, all sums for which the assured

shall become liable for personal injuries caused
and limited as aforesaid, during the period cov-

ered by the premium now paid or by any re-

newal premium, by virtue of the common law
or any statute."

It was a comparatively short step from thii

contract to the issuance of separate polici«-s,

covering liability for injuries caused solely by
horses and vehicles, known as teams insurance,

and for injuries caused by elevators, known
as elevator insurance. Meantime a few ol

the companies were engaging quite freely

in the insurance of common carriers' lia-

bility, covering "any and every accident tc

or caused by the cars, horses, plants, ways,
works, machinery or appliances" used in the

business of steam or street railroads, steam
ships, steamboats and ferries. It is but propci
to say that this feature of liability insurance was
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looked on very unfavorably by the more con-

servative companies, and one of the companies
engagmg m the business notified its agency
force after the disastrous results of this under-
writing became first apparent in 1893 thafr, "we
are not now seeking to push these specialties, as

we find competitors (particularly companies
whose managers have a commission interest),

doing such business at rates which can only be
productive of serious loss. Railways we take
only when the lines are short, and street rail-

ways not at all in great cities." But the hand-
writing was already on the wall, and in Novem-
ber 1S93 one of the largest and most important
companies w-as forced into bankruptcy, largely

tlirough the losses sustained on common car-

riers' liabilit}'. This placed almost an embargo
on that class of business, only two or tliree

companies continuing to issue such policies.

Two of these later discontinued the business

entirely, and the other, after a somewhat mete-
oric career, collapsed in 1897 with heavy liabil-

ities and few assets. In March 1896 the first

significant action was taken with a view of
placing liabilit}' insurance upon a sound scien-

tific underwriting basis in the shape of a confer-

ence of the leading companies held in New York.
After a series of meetings and discussions ex-

tending over a period of several weeks, an
organization was effected known as the Con-
ference of Liability- Companies. A bureau of

statistics was formed, with a well-known under-
writer in charge, and the work of compiling the

experience of the various companies was vig-

orously taken up. Frequent meetings of the

Conference were called at which the managers
and officers of the various companies discussed

the different phases of the business and com-
pared experiences. Policy forms were analyzed
and conflicting conditions either eliminated or
reconciled. As a result of these meetings, and
of the work of the bureau, a manual of rules

and rates was promulgated in the summer of

1896 and standard policy forms were adopted
shortly afterwards. From time to time there-

after manuals and supplements have been issued

by the Conference companies altering rates al-

ready established and publishing new rates, these

changes and additions resulting from the statis-

tical work carried on by the bureau.
Logical development of liabilitj- insurance in

America dates from the formation of the liabil-

ity Conference. Standard rates and policies

having been adopted, competition was reduced to

practically legitimate methods, and for three
years the business went on smoothly and grew
rapidly.

This highly satisfactory condition of affairs

was rudely disturbed early in the year 1900 by
the withdrawal of one of the largest companies
from the agreement, and while the Conference
continued in existence, its usefulness was con-
siderably impaired. Shortly after this time
three foreign companies established .\merican
offices and two additional companies were or-

ganized in this countr\% and as none of these

newcomers became members of the Conference,

the situation grew more critical than be-

fore and the companies comprising the Con-
ference came to be the minoritj-. while they
had formerly constituted the majority. Early
in 100,1 one of the smaller companies in the
sgreemcnt withdrew, being unable to withstand
the competition of the outside companies. At

the beginning of 1904, the Conference consisted
of five companies, while twelve companies were
operating independently.

This great discrepancy in numbers has forced
the Conference to become almost solely a bureau
of statistics and tliere is little attempt made to

the adherence of standard rates in cases of com-
petition, which are of course the rule rather than
the exception. In spite, however, of what might
be termed these unsatisfactorj- conditions, the
business has grown and developed astonishinglj'.

From the inconspicuous beginning in 1887
already noted, liabilitj- insurance has in the com-
paratively short space of 17 years taken its place

as one of the most important branches of under-
writing in this countrv- involving more technical

and difficult features than almost any other kind
of insurance business.

The liability- policies of the present day are

substantially the same with all companies, and
are known respectively as Employers' Liabilit}-,

Public Liabilit}', General Liabilit}', Teams Lia-

bility, Elevator Liability, Owners' Contingent
Liabilit}', Theatre Liabilit}', and Marine Vessel
Liabilit}'. The premium is based, in most cases,

on the estimated annual pa}Toll of employees,
and is subject to adjustment at expiration of the
policy according as the actual payroll expended
is greater or less than the amount estimated.

To ascertain this, the assured is required to

render a payroll statement to the company which
is usually verified by an audit of the assured's

books.
Under the various forms of policies issued,

protection against legal liabilit}' for damages on
account of accidental death or injuries to em-
ployees and the public is afforded to manufac-
turers, and contractors, owners, lessees, and ten-

ants of buildings : to owners and users of horses
and vehicles, including automobiles, elevators,

vessels and boats ; to theatres, agricultural exhi-

bitions and shows, and to owners and general

contractors of buildings in course of construction.

While at first the limits of liability were rarely

in excess of S5.000 for one person injured or

killed and Sio.ooo for two or more persons in-

jured or killed in any one accident it is now
quite common to provide double these limits and
in fact the indemnity is often fixed at lira-

its of $10,000 for one person and $50,000 for a
number of persons injured or killed in one acci-

dent. These increased limits are due not only

to the inevitable tendency of the courts in the

majorit}' of States to sustain verdicts for large

amounts, but more particularly to the enactment
of laws increasing and extending the liability of

employers and others in cases of negligence.

For example, in New York State the statutorv'

limit for damages in case of fatal injur}' from
negligence was $3,000 for an individual until

this limit was removed by the legislature a few
years ago, leaving the amount recoverable in

such cases unlimited. In Illinois, likewise, the

sum of $5,000 was formerly the maximum amount
oavable, but an act of 1903 increased the individ-

ual limit to $10,000. \Vhile it was rare to

read 10 years ago of a verdict for $5,000,

such amounts are now deemed quite reason-

able in serious or fatal cases, and it is not

unusual to find that verdicts of ten, t«'enty,

and even fifty thousand dollars are sus-

tained by the courts of last resort. In fact,

legislation is playing a most important part in

the evolution of liability insurance in this coun-
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try. The Employers Liability Act of 1887 of

Massachusetts, while the most important statute

yet to be enacted on this subject, in America, has

never been quite satisfactory and just as changes

and amendments have been constantly suggested

for the English acts of 1880 and 189-, so the

legislators of the Bay State have attempted from

time to time to extend and alter the provisions

of their act. The latest effort in this direction,

proposed in 1904, is known as the Working-
man's Compensation Act and is quite revolution-

ary in its character so far as this country is con-

cerned, for nothing of the sort has ever been

attempted here before. In the words of an emi-

nent member of Congress from Massachusetts,

while discussing this measure, "One of the prin-

cipal reasons for it is because there have grown
up in this country, lawyers and doctors who
combine together to hunt up trouble and cheat

the injured person out of his money. Another
great trouble and reason for the proposed legis-

lation is the employee's habit of bringing suit at

once, without trj'ing to bring about amicable
relations with the employer. As things are

to-day, while employers frequently have to pay
out large sums of money, in many cases the

injured employee is not benefited. Now, an em-
ployee has to show that he received his injuries

as the result of the neglect or fault of the em-
ployer. This new law does away with all of
this and favors the compensation of an employee
for the loss of an arm or other serious injury,

whether the employer is to blame or not.* The
passage of the so-called Slater Act of 1902 by
New York State was another step in the direc-

tion of absolute compensation to workingmen
and it is only a question of time and probably
a short time, w'hen most of the important States

will have legislated on this subject. Not only
so, but there is some talk of a national act to

be put forw^ard by the United States government
affecting these vital questions of the relations

between capital and labor.

It may not be entirely Utopian to believe that
the ameliorating influences of these State laws
either with or without a national statute will

result ultimately in the more friendly and un-
selfish attitude between employers and employees
and in the discontinuance of strikes and labor
disturbances generally.

The growth of liability insurance has kept
pace with the industrial development of this

country during the past 15 years as will be noted
from the following exhibit : From 1889 to 1893
inclusive, premiums amounted to $9,319,591 and
losses to $3,838,665. From 1894 to 1898 inclu-

sive, premiums were $20,535,668 and losses $10,-

084.319. or an increase of 120 per cent in income
and of 162 per cent in claims. From 1899 to

1903 inclusive, premiums were about $50,000,000
and losses about $25,000,000 or an increase of

250 per cent in premiums and of 250 per cent in

losses over the previous five-year period, and an
increase of 437 per cent in premiums and of 552
per cent in losses over the first five-year period.

Steam Boiler Insurance.— The first steam
boiler insurance in .America was written in 1866,
dating almost as early as accident insurance,
and like that other branch of indemnity, it owes
its origin in this country to the thrifty, prac-
tical citizens of Connecticut. It was, how-
ever, not tmtil 1869 that the business be-
came well established. M the close of that
year total premiums amounted to $55,819,

and total losses to $2,188, a modest be-

ginning considering that for the year 1903,

premiums aggregated about $2,000,000, and losses

about $200,000, while the amount of msurance
in force had grown from $5,000,000 to over
$600,000,000.

For many years the pioneer company had a

monopoly of the field, as, for some unknown
reason, capitalists seemed disposed to leave this

business alone, due, perhaps, to the slow growth
of the premium income, as well as to the me-
chanical technicalities of the insurance.

At the outset, the form of contract was lim-

ited to indemnity for loss or damage to the

boiler or boilers and other property of the as-

sured, and to property of others for which the
assured could be held legally liable, due to the

explosion, rupture or collapse of the boiler or
boilers. .'\s a guarantee of the value of this

indemnity, as well as a protection to the com-
pany against the insurance of old and un-
safe boilers, a periodical inspection is made
of each boiler during the term of the policy by
an inspector of the company, and a written re-

port is forwarded to the policy holder showing
the condition of the boiler, recommending such
repairs or changes as appear necessary, and
stipulating the pressure under which the boiler

can safely be run. Steam users were at first

slow to grasp the many advantages offered by
this new scheme, and engineers of plants

strongly resented the reflection on their skill

and management implied by some of the fea-

tures of the insurance. Conflicts of opinion

between the inspector of the company and the

engineer of the assured were of frequent occur-
rence and oftentimes much hard feeling was
engendered. Nothing daunted by these obsta-
cles, the company vigorously pushed forward
the business and at the end of the first 20 years
the premium income had grown to about $1,000,-

000.

In the year 1887 another company was organ-
ized which gave considerable impetus to the
business and introduced a new feature, namely,
indemnity against loss from legal liability fot

fatal or non-fatal injuries suffered by any per-
son or persons due to the explosion, rupture,

or collapse of the boiler or boilers. From this

time forward the business increased rapidly.

On I Jan. 1904 nine companies were en-
gaged in the business of the insurance of boilers,

tanks, dryers, rotaries, digesters, and other ob-
jects operated under steam pressure. Nearly
150.000 boilers were regularly inspected in

1903 and a small army of inspectors are
maintained by the various companies at an an-
nual expenditure of several hundred thousand
dollars. Policies are frequently issued for as

much as $100,000 limit for any one loss, and a
limit of $50,000 is quite common. Notwith-
standing the great number of objects insured
annually, and the large limits of liability as
above mentioned, serious explosions have been
comparatively rare, and the average loss ratio oft

the largest company for 35 years has not ex-
ceeded 10 per cent per year. This showing
would seem to indicate that there is an excep-
tionally large profit to be made in this branch
of casualty insurance, but such is not the case,
for owing to the inspection system before men-
tioned, the management expenses range from
60 to 85 per cent of the premium income. Some
of the companies maintain in connection with
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the inspection department, a force of draughts-

men for the purpose of furnishing plans and
specifications for new boilers, at the request of

their policy holders or of prospective clients.

This ser\-ice is rendered without charge and adds
somewhat to the already heavy expense of con-

ducting the business. It is interesting to learn

from the statistics of one of the companies, that

from the begiiming of their business to i Jan.

1903 the number of visits of inspecton made
was 1,815465. The total number of boilers in-

spected was 3,568,838. The total number of

defects discovered was 2.559,592. of which dan-
gerous defects numbered 270,856, and 15,169

boilers were condemned as unlit for use. Dur-
ing the year 1902 the company made 142.000

visits of inspection, examined 264,708 boilers,

condemned 1.004 boilers, found 145.489 defects,

of which 13.000 w^ere dangerous.
The total oreraiums of all companies during

35 years, to the close of 1903, amounted to nearly

$25,000,000, and total losses to almost $2,500,000,

and with the rapid increase in the number of

new manufacturing plants throughout the coun-
trj". and the general expansion of business, it is

safe to predict that steam boiler insurance will

develop much more rapidly in the next decade
than in the past quarter century.

Plate Glass Insurance.— The first American
plate glass insurance company was organized
in Xew Jersey in 1868, but unlike the pioneers

in the other casualty lines, this company does
not rank among the leading companies in point

of financial strength or amount of business writ-
ten. In 1874, the first New York company was
started, and from that year the business steadily

increased in volume, total premiums for 1903
amounting to over $2,000,000. and total losses

to over $800,000. There have been fewer
changes in the plate glass policy than in any
other of the casualtj- contracts, presumably be-
cause the business is less intricate and there has
been no occasion to make many changes.
Plate glass insurance provides indemnity on
account of loss or damage caused by breakage
of glass, provided that such breakage is the
result of accident and due to causes beyond the
control of the assured. Xo claim is paid, how-
ever, for breakage resulting directly or indi-

rectly from fire, earthquake, inundation, insur-

rection, riot, or any militarv- or usurped power,
or from the blowing up of buildings or
from alterations or repairs to the premises.
While for years the insurance was limited

almost entirely to what is known as plain plate

glass, many different kinds of glass, such as
bevelled, mitred, cathedral. leaded, chipped, bent,

Florentine, jewelled, ribbed and wired glass are
now insured freely by all companies.

In 1900 plate glass underwriters were con-
fronted with an entirely new proposition in the
shape of clamped or patented plate glass, re-

sulting from riveting the sides and tops of plate

glass together without the u>e of wooden frames
that before that time had been indispensable. The
rates formulated for patented glass were at first

entirely inadequate and the companies lost a
considerable sum while experimenting with the

subject Not only was there great trouble and
delay in having broken glass replaced, but the

patentees, having a monopoly, were disposed to
secure the full benefit from the product of their
ingenuity. .As a result of these conditions, the
companies placed an almost prohibitive rate on

all patented glass in the hope that they couIq
successfully taboo that kind of risk, but the
public demand for it was too great and patented
glass has come more and more into general use.

However, near the close of the year 1903. the
leading companies found that the experience
with patented glass had been more favorable
than had been anticipated, and, as a result, the
rate was materially reduced.

Plate glass insurance is now almost as gen-
eral as tire insurance, and while the average
premium is small, the business has assumed very
considerable proportions. During 30 years end-
ing 31 Dec. 1903 total premiums amounted to
over §20.000,000, and total losses to over S8,ooo,-

000. Fifteen stock companies were on that date
engaged in the business, in addition to numerous
local mutual companies located in various parts
of the country. From time to time in the past
10 years, compacts have been formed between the
largest companies for the purpose of regulating
rates, and establishing sound underwriting prac-
tices. Unfortunately, how-ever, these agree-
ments have been of comparatively short dura-
tion and as oftentimes happens in similar cases,
the demoralization following the termination of
the compact has been even greater than before
it was made.

It is difficult to predict what will be the final

outcome of the admittedly imsatisfactory state

of affairs prevailing in plate glass insurance,
with rates low, commissions excessively high
(sometimes as much as 50 per cent), and the
cost of replacements increasing, unless the com-
panies form a national compact and place the
business upon a logical underwriting basis. One
company heretofore writing plate glass insur-
ance alone, decided early in the jear 1904 to

add a personal accident department, and it is

probably only a question of time when everj-

company engaged in this one line of business will

be forced either to add other lines of insurance,
or to consolidate with other companies engaged
in the same business.

Sprinkler Leakage Insurance.—^While not
constituting one of the main divisions of cas-

ualty insurance, this form of policy is written
to a limited extent by two of the casualty com-
panies, as well as by some fire insurance com-
panies. The contract covers loss or damage to
the building and contents caused by the acci-

dental discharge or leakage (except from fire)

of the sprinkler equipment erected in or on
the premises. The premium, based at a varjnng
rate, depending on the class of merchandise
covered, is predicated upon a certain percentage,
usually 10 per cent, of the cash value of the
building, stock, and machinery. Sprinkler leak-

age insurance has been in vogue only nine years
in America, during which period the total pre-

miums have not amounted to any considerable
sum. There is, however, a slow, steady growth
of the business, due to the wider use of sprink-
lers in mercantile and manufacturing plants,

principally in the Eastern and Middle States.

Fly-zchcel Insurance.—This is one of the less

important branches of casualty insuraiKe and is

of recent origin in this countrv-. One company
alone is engaged in the business at this time,

and hence the statistics are limited. Tlie con-
tract covers loss caused by the exolosion. burst-

ing, or disruption, durine rotation of the fly-

wheels or any of them, first for loss upon the

fly-wheel or fly-wheels and upon other property
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of the assured ; second, for loss from liability

of the assured for loss upon property of any
other person or persons; third, for loss from
liability of the assured for bodily injuries or
death sustained by any person or persons. Fly-
wheel insurance is more or less allied to boiler
insurance, and the limits of the company's lia-

bility in case of loss, as well as the rates of pre-

mium and the methods of liandlinji the business,

are very nuich the same as in boiler insurance.
The insurance against breakage of machinery
in general is being introduced to some extent
in one or two European countries, but has not
yet been attempted in America. There appears
to be a field for such a policy, and doubtless the
indemnity will be offered by some .American
company before very long. In fact, at the pres-
ent time, a few corporations are engaged in the
business of insuring the maintenance of electric

machinery and of making the repairs found
necessary from a periodical inspection of the
premises or plants.

Pliysicians' Liability Insuyancc.—This is

another of the modern schemes in casualty in-

surance, and provides indemnity against loss

from common law or statutory liability for
damages on account of bodily injuries fatal or
non-fatal suffered by any person or persons in

consequence of any alleged error, mistake, or
malpractice by the assured in the practice of his

profession. The limits of the company's liabil-

ity are uniformly $5,000 for one person injured
or killed, and $10,000 for any number of persons
injured or killed during the tenn of the policy.

Naturally, the moral hazard is the main consid-
eration in a contract of this nature, and, while
a fi.xed premium is charged, a careful selection
is made by the conservative companies of the
risks offered.

Taken all in all, the field for casualty insur-
ance is an ever widening one, and the vast in-

terests involved have given to this branch of
indemnity a place in the front rank of insur-
ance schemes. The magnitude of the business,
the great scope of the contracts, the elaborate
and comprehensive machinery required to prop-
erly conduct the affairs of these great corpora-
tions, can best be understood and appreciated
when it is known that during the period in

which the various lines of casualty insurance
heretofore enumerated have been written by the
total premiums have exceeded $221,000,000, the
total losses have been more than $88,000,000,
and the total amount of insurance in force on
I Jan. 1904 was estimated at the bewildering
sum of over $5,000,000,000.

Edwin W. De LEo>f,
J'ice-Presideiit Casualty Compaity of America,
New York.

Insurance, Credit, is a business proposi-
tion which offers to the seller of merchandise on
credit protection against excessive losses as the
result of bad debts. When loss occurs a certain
percentage is to be borne bv the party insured,
and the balance of the loss is made good by the
cnmnany issuincr the policy of indemnity.' To
illustrate: ,'\pr)lication is made for an insurance
bond on sales amounting to $400,000 a year, and
a bond is written on a basis of one half of I per
cent loss: this one half of r per cent on sales, or
$2,000, woidd reoresent the insured's own risk
in bad debts, and if he lost no more than that
amount he would receive nothing from his in-

surance. But should his losses be $5,000 in bad
debts, his own loss would still be only $2,000,
and the excess, or $3,000, would be paid him by
the insurer, provided the losses had come with-
in the ternts and conditions of the bond. Credit
insurance is a natural product of the present
age. Tlie first important systematic aid to
the credit .system was the establishment of the
commercial agency, which is now recognized as
indispensable to an intelligent transaction of
credit business. But tliis first aid was not com-
plete within itself, and a supplementary system
was needed to still further minimize the risk of
excessive losses through insolvency of debtors,
which want is supjilied by credit insurance.

The annual losses in the United States by the
insolvency of debtors exceed by about 50 i)er
cent the losses by fire. It has long been the
general custom to pay insurance companies to
carry the risk of loss by fire, but until compara-
tively recent years each merchant had to carry
his own risk of loss through insolvency of debt-
ors. Credit insurance is based on the sound
economic principle which recognizes the prov-
nice of the specialist. Both fire and life insur-
ance ofi^er protection superior to tliat which
can be obtained throuch any other medium, be-
cause the principle of the law of average cannot
be efficiently employed except by the specialist.
Protection is against the possibility of abnormal
loss no less with fire than with credit insur-
ance. Credit insurance from the standpoint of
the insurer proceeds on the principle of average
w^iich promises a profitable return on the sale of
protection. The cost of protection is assessed
on the basis of normal losses accruing in any
given business for a period of years. Such loss
may be^ terined the normal loss. Normal loss
is that inevitable impairment of resource which
can be borne by a business and yet admit of
a satisfactory dividend on capital invested
Abnormal loss is loss in excess of that which
permits satisfactory dividend on capital invest-
ment, and it is against such loss that credit in-
surance offers protection. From the standpoint
of the insured, credit protection cannot be con-
sidered a profit-earning investment. It is simply
and solely protection against excessive loss by
bad debts. A crop failure : an epidemic of dis-
ease, or a widespread or protracted industrial
labor strike, are possibilities of danger which
no man can provide against, as respects com-
mercial credits, except through the medium of
msurance protection. Experience may qualify
a credit man to guard against bad debts through
the rascality or impaired credit condition of
those seeking credit, but no amount of experi-
ence or capacity can of themselves render it

possible to provide against contingencies grow-
mg out of such cases as above mentionedT

Great care .shoidd be exercised bv the in-
siired m taking out a policy of credit indcmnilv.
1 he peculiar need of his business should be
intelligently considered. Precedent cannot be
safely followed, for the character of every
mans business is in more or less degree
indn-idual._ TTuIess an intelligent application
of the principle of credit insurance is made
to each individual case, the greatest amount ot
protection

_
cannot be realized. The principle

of credit insurance being economicnllv sound.
It follows that if the insured in anv given
case does

_
not realize the protection con-

templated. It IS because the conditions of the.
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indemnity are not adjusted to the needs of the

business.' Xo amount of indemnity can be con-

sidered a profit maker of itself; its true sphere

is Uiat of a profit saver. In explanation of the

proposition that an insured is always a loser,

when his losses make demand on the indemnitj-

company, it is conceJ\-abIe that excess losses

shoiJd so dovetail with the conditions of the

policj- as to reimburse the insured for ever?-

dollar of e.xcess loss, but such instances would
be rare indeed.

It would be practically impossible to limiit pre-

cisely the line of credit on every indi\-idual case

to the exact ratio of protection. Such a con-
serv-ative policy would by no means realize the

best results of credit protection, and, if strictly

adhered to, would restrict rather than expand
business. Protection can be made to operate

injuriously in both directions, and it would be
as false policy to limit business to the letter of

protecrion as it would be to expand it beyond
the limits of the spirit of indemnity. A credit

should not be extended merely by reason of the

collateral security furnished by credit-indem-

nitj-, but such security should be used to justif>-

a risk which would not otherwise be undertaken,
and to increase a line of credit beyond its natural

unsecured limit .\ bank will not lend on col-

lateral alone. The personnel of an individual

borrower is an equation which can not be elim-

inated, whether the loan be in money by a bank
or in merchandise by a merchant. Collateral

security in the case of a bank operates to reduce
the interest rate, and the difference between the
rate which would be demanded without collateral

and the rate with collateral, measures the
premium paid by the bank for the protection. In
the case of a merchant, the rate paid for protec-

tion is the cost of carrj-ing the security as repre-

sented by the premium on the policy of indem-
nity. The banker, therefore, pays a higher rate

for collateral protection than the merchant
The essential features of the contract between

the insured and the insurer are: (i) The
insured to bear a normal loss of an agreed per-
centage of his annual sales. The said ratio of
own loss to be determined bs- facts established

by the record of the business for a series of years.

(at Insurance to apply to both rated and un-
rated accounts at an agreed ratio, as the circum-
stances of the business in question may require
and justify. (3) Liberal insolvencj- conditions,
in which technical distinctions are eliminated,
and the actual and \-inual facts equitably arrived
at. (4) Prompt paj-ment of losses at the period
of settlement j A. T\ylos

Prfsl. Wilmington, .V. C, Board of Trade.

Insurance Engineering, a science or
my -'-cedure for the letter application
of nd ruics in the business of insur-• -•- • •- " ^ - --n of the

of Tech-
- r-. for want
of a better name : ited insurance
engineering, is o : ; should meet
with hearty encouragcniciu irum the fire tmder-
writers. Its obirrt will be to instruct those
who take the the selection and con-
structive use < with a \-iew to mini-"

" '
'' by fire. Xaturally,

'.e more directly to
•. ; , - . >....n to dwellings, but

the intluence of such a school should soon be

felt in every department of architecture, espe-

cially if out of its work shall grow a determina-

tion on the part of the fire underwriters to make
such discrimination against buildings in which
they are expected to take all the risks as will

make it to the advantage of those who build or
buy houses of any kind to do what is possible

to share this risk by guarding against fire within
practicable limits of slow-burning construction.

The latest official calculations— those of In-

surance Commissioner Dearth of ^Minnesota—
lead to the conclusion that 75 per cent of the
enormous annual loss from fires in this coun-
try results from fires which are preventable.

The policy of the insurance companies has lent

itself to the encouragement of indifference on
the part of owners of insured propertj- to every-

thing except the rate of premiimi. Commis-
sioner Dearth's further conclusions are:

It is not to the large number of promiscuous fires

tiat heavy losses to property are attributable, but more
to the larger select risks occuring in heavy commercial
circles where great values are involved. One of the
greatest e%-ils in nre underwriting is in the matter of

over-insurance, which places a premium upon criminal
carelessness on the part of the assured, if not absolute
incendiarism. For this evil the companies themselves
alone are, of course, to blame, and consequently have it

entirely within their power to eliminate. There is very
little question that the companies are at the present time
exercising a far greater degree of precaution in this

direction than heretofore; in short, cancelations, reduc-
ing the liability of the companies on all the more
hazardous classes of risks, are causing not only the
local agents, but the assured, no end of trouble, and
much greater care is. beyond question, being exercised
in the line of inspections, e^ecially looking to the
matter of values as compared with the amount of insur-
ance covering on the property. These are all matters
that are being strenuously considered by the under-
writers throughout the country, and beyond question
mtist result in a material decrease in the nre waste.

The erection of insurance engineering into a
profession will enable the insurance companies
gradually to reorganize their business on safer
lines, and in so doing discourage the practices
which have grown up through the co-operation
of owners and agents to saddle them with
larger responsibilities than any scale of prac-
ticable premiums would warrant. The number
of men qualified to practise as insurance engi-
neers has never been great enough to meet the
reqiurements of the companies. The new
school should have an immediate and im-
portant practical relation to the public welfare
in the safeguarding of life and property and the
raising of the standards of construction in build-
ings admitting of classification as insurable risks.

The undenaking has the enthusiastic support
and co-operation of Edward .Atkinson of Bos-
ton, whose efforts in recent years have mate-
rially changed the methods of mill construction
and the theories of industrial insurance ; and it

has appealed so strongly to mill owners, build-
ers, manufacturers, and other investors to whom
fire is a constant menace that, at Mr. .\tkinson's
instance, a fund sufficient to place it at once on
a substantial money basis with liberal allowance
for the hea\y initial expense has been raised

Insorance, Fraternal. The principles which
govern the system of fraternal insurance can be
gleaned only from the decisions of the courts
of law, the dictum of the insurance departments
of the different States, the files of the leading
fraternal journals, and the ofll;ial reports issued
by the National Fraternal Congress, the asso-
ciated fraternities of .\merica and the fraternal

societies themselves.
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Fraternal Insurance, as popularly understood
St the present time, is "The obligation of a fra-

ternal beneficiary association to pay the benefits

prescribed in its constitution and laws when all

requirements by or on behalf of the members are

fulfilled.* In the early days of fraternalism in

America the term "protection" was universally

used in describing the benefits furnished by the

different beneficiary societies. See Fraternai
Beneficiary Societies in America.

The term fraternal insurance, although origi-

nally a misnomer, and clearly inapplicable in

any true conception of the real aims and objects

of a fraternal beneficiary association, has, how-
ever, come into general use of late years as

being synonymous with the words fraternal

protection and fraternal benefits, whenever ref-

erence is made to the money benefits paid by
a fraternal beneficiary society. This change
has come about so gradually that it is difficult

to trace its origin or fully measure its effects.

The primary cause of this mingling of insur-

ance terms with fraternal names has undoubt-
edly been the failure of the officials of the dif-

ferent societies to constantly keep in mind the
distinction between the insurance contract sup-
plied by an insurance company and the fraternal

protection furnished by a fraternal society, while
a secondary cause has been the efforts of the
insurance commissioners of the different States

to compel all fraternal beneficiary associations

to comply with the regulations in force as to

insurance companies.
In order, therefore, to fully understand the

scope and meaning of the term fraternal insur-

ance, as now understood, it is first necessary to

ascertain the meaning of the word insurance.

Webster defines it as "a contract whereby for

a stipulated consideration called premium one
party undertakes to indemnify or guarantee
another against loss by certain specified risks.*

The supreme court of Pennsylvania (1890), in

the case of the Commonwealth i'. the Equitable
Beneficial Association (137 Pa. St. 412) (18
Atl. 1,112), thus points out the distinction be-

tween regular life insurance and fraternal pro-

tection, as then understood.
"The general object or purpose of an insur-

ance company is to afford indemnity or security

against loss. Its engagement is not founded in

any philanthropic, benevolent, or charitable

principle; it is a purely business venture, in

which one, for a stipulated consideration or
premium per cent engages to make up, wholly
or in part, or in a certain agreed amount, any
specific loss which another may sustain, and it

may apply to loss of property, to personal injury,

or to loss of life. To grant indemnity or secur-

ity against loss, for a consideration, is not only

the design and purpose of an insurance company,
but is also the dominant and characteristic fea-

ture of the contract of insurance.

"What is known as a beneficial association,

however, has a wholly different object and pur-
pose in view. The great underlying purpose
of the association is not to indemnify or secure

against loss; its design is to accumulate a fund
from the contributions of members for bene-
ficial or protective purposes, to be used in their

own aid or relief in the misfortunes of sickness,

injury or death. The benefits, although secured

by contract, and for that reason, to a limited ex-

tent, assimilated to the proceeds of insurance,

are not so considered. Such societies are rather

of the philanthropic or benevolent character.

Their beneficial features may be of a narrow or
restrictive character; the motives of the mem-
bers may be to some extent selfish, but the prin-

ciple upon which they rest is founded in the
considerations mentioned. These benefits, by
the rules of the organization, are payable to their

own unfortunate out of funds which the mem-
bers themselves have contributed for the pur-
pose, not as an indemnity or security against

loss, but as a protective relief in cases of sick-

ness or injury, or to provide the means of a de-
cent burial in the event of death. Such societies

have no capital stock; they yield no profit, and
their contracts, although beneficial and protec-
tive, altogether exclude the idea of insurance, or
of indemnity, or of security against loss.*

We may therefore assume that insurance is a
contract between an insurance company on the
one hand and the insured on the other, and pro-
vides for the payment of a specific indemnity by
the company in consideration of certain stipu-

lated premium payments by or on behalf of the
insured. It has been held that a verbal contract
of insurance is valid, but by universal practice
the contract is made in writing, and is called a
policy. Tlie policy, therefore, expresses the
terras of the contract, and governs the right of
the parties.

Fraternal insurance, on the other hand, is the
very antithesis of insurance as above imder-
stood. A fraternal society does not, and under
the laws of the different States has no power
to, make an insurance contract. It does not,
and cannot, issue a policy. It does not promise
indemnity against loss, and is not limited to rny
stipulated premium payments. Its contract is

not between the society on the one hand and
the members on the other, but between the mem-
bers of the society, each with the others, and
this contract is not expressed in the certificate

of membership issued by the society. This cer-

tificate which it issues is not a policy. If it

were, the society would immediately cease to be
a fraternal society, and be not only classed by
the insurance departments of the different

States as an insurance company, but required to
report and pay taxes as such. The usual form
of certificate in use certifies that the holder has
been duly and regularly accepted and admitted
to membership in the organization, and entitled

to all the rights and privileges accruing under
the specified benefit, as prescribed in its consti-

tution and laws as then existing or subsequently
altered or amended by the duly constituted su-
preme body of the association. The certificate,

therefore, is merely evidence of membership, and
certifies that the holder is entitled to the rights

and privileges flowing therefrom. It is in no
sense a policy, and has never been so construed
by any court of last resort.

Jf late years there has been some conflict in

the decisions of the courts as to the legal effect

of some peculiar certificates of membership that

have been issued by fraternal associations, but

in the leading cases the courts have uniformly
adhered to the rule that the certificate is merely
evidence of membership, and that the rights of
the parties, or, in other words, the contract for
fraternal protection, is governed by the consti-

tution and laws of the organization as they ex-
ist at the time the right to the benefit accrued,
although in some cases the society has been held
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to have waived cenain provisions in iis consti-

tution and laws because of peculiar features in

its certificate, and in other rases, certain prac-

tices or customs that, in the judgment of the

court, tended to mislead the members, as to

the proper construction or binding effect of

some clauses in the constitution, have been held

to be a waiver on those provi- ions.

The laws of the different States require every

fraternal beneficiary association to have a repre-

sentative form of government and to be or-

ganized and carried on for the sole benefit of its

members and tlieir beneficiaries. Each member,

therefore, has a voice in the management, and

has no right to complain of any lawful changes,

alterations or amendments to the constitution

and laws made during his membership, because

they have been made Ly him or in his behalf, and

for' the general good of the entire membership.

.As the organization is purely mutual, every

member who is to share in the benefits ought in

equitj- to bear his fair share of the cost, and it

follows, therefore, that he is also bound by any

changes that may be made in his rate of dues or

assessments by the constituted authorities of

the organization.

To sum up in a word, "insurance* is a con-

tract, while fraternal protection is the result of

a contract: the one makes a definite promise of

a certain indemnity in consideration of certain

stipulated premium payments, while the other

is the obligation of a fraternal association to pay

the benefits prescribed in its constitution and

laws when all requirements by or on behalf of

a member have been fulfilled. Many, of course,

prefer to rely on the business promise of the in-

surance company to pay the prescribed indem-

nity, but the millions of members in the frater-

nal societies of .\merica prefer their fraternal

protection, not only because it is cheaper, but

because it is better and surer. Every member
of every fraternal association fully realizes that

any tampering with good faith in dealing with

any single member would be fatal to the or-

ganization, and ultimately injure the entire mem-
bership. In the judgment of all true fratemal-

ists. the mutual interests of the members,

therefore, constitute a safeguard that is far

more reliable, and certainly more durable, than

the mere promise of any purely business com-
pany. The membership of the various fraternal

beneficiarj- associations in .America that report

to the insurance departments of the different

States is over 4,500.000. and the amount of pro-

tection carried is in excess of S6_j50.ooo.ooo. Up
to the end of 1902, the various societies

' "ibuted over $800,000,000 among the

i of deceased members. Last year
In i I 1.1 i payments for death losses were over

$73,000,000. These figures do not include the

vast ti" I,, r . f small societies scattered through
the itcs which do not ret>ort to the

insur -tments. For further information
consult : 1 he .Annual Reports of the Insurance
Departments of the different States, and the
Official Reports of the Fraternal Beneficiary
Societies. Frederick G.kstox,

Presidfnt The Grand Fraternity.

Insurance, Industrial. Definition.—Indus-
trial insurance may be defined as family insur-

ance at retail. \\'hile in scientific principles it

does not differ at all from ordinar>- life insurance

as described by Mr. Nichols, in practice its dis-

tinctive features are: (i) tliat instead of haying

its policies written for Si.coo and multiples

thereof at van-ing premiums according to mor-
talit}- tables, its policies call for premiums of

5 cents and multiples thereof, the amounts of

insurance varj-ing according to age; (2) the

premiums instead of being payable annually, or

semi-annually, or quarterly, are payable weekly

:

(3) these premiums are called for weekly by col-

lectors instead of being remitted by mail : (4)

the amounts of insurance paj-able are based upon
mortalit}- tables drawn from experience in in-

dustrial" insurance, and these tables differ very

widel}' at all ages from the tables used by the

ordinarj- companies; (5) the insurance is taken

upon lives between ages l and 70. without dis-

tinction of sex as to premium, and, in the larg-

est compan3-, without distinction as to color.

Industrial insurance is so called because it is the

insurance of the working classes. For this

reason it has grown very rapidly, and no doubt
in time will exceed in amount the annual pre-

mium insurance.

History.—For its origin industrial insurance

must point to the guilds of the Middle -Ages,

whose place was taken in England after the

Reformation by burial societies or clubs. These
were voluntary associations, meeting periodically

and collecting du;s and undertaking to bury
members out of the funds so paid in. The dues
were the same for all ages and the management
so bad that up to 1S67 14.000 of the clubs out

of 38,000 had collapsed and a large majoritv- of

the existing remainder were insolvent. In 1849
the first industrial life insurance company was
founded in England, called the Industrial and
General : three years later an offshoot called the
British Industry Life Insurance Company was
formed : two years after this— in 1S54— the

Prudential Assurance Company, which had been
in existence six years as an ordinary company,
took up the industrial business and soon absorbed
the British Industry. At the outset the business
was e.xperimental, as actuaries had insufficient

data upon which to base calculations : and several

tables of benefits for the weekly premium of a
penny succeeded each other, widely differing in

amount. The first table ran from ages 10 to 50

:

age 10 was found too high for practical working
and the table was run down to age 7 ; then a de-

mand arose from the people for insurance at

younger ages which was first met privately by
an agent of the Prudential on his own account.

His fine business record attracted the attention

of the officers, who found it arose from his prac-

tice of himself insuring the younger members
of the family. This discoverj- led to the

company's making its system a real family in-

surance. It was not successful until all ages
were accepted. Thereafter the business grew
rapidly, so that at the end of 1004 the Pru-
dential had 15.577.161 industrial policies in fnrc»

secured by ia4.973.082 of assets credited
to the Industrial Department, besides f.w.-

386a.>2 assets credited to the Ordinarv- Depart-
ment. The Board of Trade exhibit of reeular
industrial insurance fthat is. excluding friendly

societies') in Great Britain shows the steady
and rapid growth of the business as will be
seen from the following table

:
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INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Year
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The business flourishes best in Anglo-

Saxon countries. It is scarcely known any-

where else except in Germany, where m 1900

there were 34 comoanies, having two and

a half millions o£ policies in force for

$115,000,000. In Austria, Holland, Denmark,

Sweden, Switzerland, Hungary, and Belgium the

business is transacted on a verj- small scale.

Policy Ccmtracts.—W'c have said that the

unit in industrial insurance is the five cent

premium: the amounts of insurance yarj- with

the age of the insured and the duration of the

policy. The curve in the mortality table descends

from' birth to age 12 and then ascends, and

the companies for the same premium increase

the amount of insurance witli each age up_ to

age 10. The amount of insurance thereafter

does not decrease through life; for the policies

are, like the annual premium policies, con-

structed witli a level premium carrjing a reser\e

from age 10 on whole life and on endowments

at all ages. Insurance at younger ages is

term insurance. Different kinds of policies are

issued. The Prudential and John Hancock com-
panies' policies are nearly all whole life; the

Metropolitan policies issued for the last ten

years have been practically all endowments; to-

gether these tliree companies have in force and

issue vearly about 95 per cent of the American
business. This table of the largest of the com-
panies shows the benefits paj-able on children

for a 10 cent premium with the period of en-

dowment :

PREMIUM OF 10 CENTS, IN USE BY THE COM-
PANY WHICH H.\S IX FORCE ABOUT

ONE H.\I.F OF THE AMERIC.\N
BUSINESS.

Amount payable provided death occur after the policy

has been in force for the following periods:

** >* 2 S
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once in five years return to the holders of life

policies a cash dividend equal to ten weeks'
premium— or about 20 per cent of the premiums
tor a year. One of these companies, which in

1896 practically withdrew the whole life form
and has since issued endowments, substituted

as to this form of contract a reversionary divi-

dend guaranteed in the policy; that is, after the

third year a sum is annually added to the face

of tlie policy equal to the sum of ten weeks'
premiums. Thus a policy which is for $230
after the first year (premium 10 cents, age 10

years) eventually is for $297 payable as an en-
dowment at age 80. One advantage of this long
endowment is that the amount of paid up policy

is readily calculated by the insured— being for
such a proportion of the amount of the policy
as the number of years paid bears to the en-
dowment period. The other of the large Ameri-
can companies provides in the policies for re-

versionary dividends to be paid when death
occurs after 5 years ; for cash dividends after

15 years and quinquenniallj- thereafter; and for
cash surrender values after 20 years.

Mortality.—\\'hen the cost of industrial in-

surance is considered, the first thing to be noted
is the increased mortality among the industrial
classes. Let us compare the number per thou-
sand dying at each of several specified ages ac-
cording to (a) Farr's English life table of the
general population in Great Britain, compiled
from two censuses (we have no such table in

America) ; (fe) Actuaries' table, (that is, a table

of insured lives formulated from the combined
e.xperience of 17 companies, compiled by
English actuaries, which is made the statutory
basis in many of the United States for the com-
putation of insurance liability') ; and (c) the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's indus-
trial table (based on observation of tw'elve mil-
lions of insured lives) :

DEATHS PER 1,000.

Age Next
Birthday

25
33
45
55
63

Fan-

8.46
9.24
:i.24
14.50
21.7s
41.20
60.80

.Actu-

aries

7.29
7.38
/"7
9.29
12.21
21.66
44.08
6493

Metro-
politan

10.52
11.56
14.14
17-15
22.56
33-22
64-3 •

90.99

A glance at these tables shows the net cost
of industrial insurance of adults to range from
140 to nearly 200 per cent of the .Actuaries'
table. As the e.xperience of the American com-
panies shows an actual mortality of only about
80 per cent of the Actuaries' table, it follows
that the industrial mortality is from 170 to 230
per cent of annual premium insurances. At age
35. generally taken as an average age. the
percentage is 230. A comparison of indus-
trial mortality with general mortality shows a
less, but still large, percentage of difference.
It is reasonable that it should be so, because, in
the first place, industrial insurance in this coun-
try has not yet reached, in proportionate
amounts, the agricultural and rural population,
which is so large a percentage of the whole
popula;ion. In the second place, the mortality

of the working people in cities is large, be-
cause of the exposure, the mode of life, the hard
toil and confinement, the carelessness of self

which the observation of everybody must have
noted among working men and women. To
some extent there is also a selection against in-

dustrial companies, often unconscious, which is

the correlative of the unconscious selection
against tontine and endowment policies in an-
nual premium companies. A man vaguely con-
scious of low vitality will insure himself more
readily than his opposite, just as one vaguely
conscious of superior virility will prefer tontine
to whole life insurance.

Insurance of Children.— The insurance of
children has been the subject of much discussion
in England and America, and legislation against
it has been proposed ; but no law of prohibition
has been passed '.''^ any State v.here the business
has been well established. In England the law
has remained for many years permitting the in-

surance of children within the limits previously
adopted and maintained by the companies ; and
this after repeated Parliamentary investigations.

In America, Xew York State in 1892 adopted as
part of the i isurance code a provision authorizing
the insurance of minors according to the table of

benefits in use by the companies. The Province
of Ontario, Canada, followed a few years after

with a similar table. In the States of Massa-
chusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Con-
necticut, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Missouri,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Georgia, Virginia. North
Carolina and California proposed legislation for-

bidding the insurance of children h:3 been de-
feated, in many of them repeatedly. In Massa-
chusetts in if,', the joint legislative committee
took six weekj to investigate the subject,

examining hundreds of witnesses, resulting

in a vote of 143 to 29 against the pro-
hibitive bill. Colorado is the only State

which forbids the business and the law was
passed there without a hearing of the company
which had onlj- recently begun business in the

State— in other words, in anticipation of. not
after experience of, evils. So France, which is

without experience of industrial insurance, re-

cently passed a prohibitive act ; while in Aus-
tralasia, where such insurance has been written
for years. New Zealand has passed a law on the

lines of the English permissive act. The tables

above printed show the American limit on child

insurance by the practice of the companies. It

is apparent therefrom that at the earlier ages
the insurance is simply burial insurance, while
at the older ages it amounts to a very respectable

endowment insurance. No case of child mur-
der or abuse for insurance has ever been
shown in the United States. In England
the matter is thus summed up by Doctor
Jones of the Royal Southern Hospital in

Liverpool (where child insurance is most
common and has been for many years) in

a book 'On the Perils and Protection of Infant

Life' : *T1ie incentive to child neglect and child

murder is not the prospective receipt of insur-

ance money." Statistics in both England and
America show that the mortality- of insured
children is less than the general child mor-
tality. Tlie following table compares the mor-
tality of the company which has in force one
half of all the industrial policies in the United
States and Canada, with that shown by Farr's
English life table of the general population of
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Great Britain and by the United States census

of i8So:

DEATHS PEE 1,000 AITOXG CHUJJREX.
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tliree years tITe Business Is very pe?sistent;

so that the average persistence of indus-

trial business as a whole compares very

favorably with annual premium business. The
average duration of the policies in force in the

largest English company is I034 years, and that

of the policies of the largest American company
(which has been in business only about half as

many years) over 6yi years. In Australia, in

Ig02, the average duration of the policies in

the company which had two thirds of all the

industrial insurance in force was about
_
6

years. The expense of insurance to the in-

dustrial classes has been greatly reduced by
the introduction of what is known as intermedi-

ate policies. These are policies which in 1896

the two largest industrial companies designed

and issued for the working classes. They are

policies for an even amount of $500 each, pre-

miums payable yearly or in half or quarter

j'ears. The premiums of the largest com-
pany are based on the industrial table of

mortality and the loading is similar to that

used in annual premium policies. The result

is a moderate priced ordinary policy con-

tract issued on all the usual forms— whole life,

limited payment and endowment— and placed in

a separate class for dividends. A working man
^f^ho has got beyond the necessity of making
small w-eekly payments and can afford to pay
dollars annually where he has been paying cents

weekly, finds in these policies insurance approxi-

mately as cheap as his rich neighbor buys. There
were at the end of 1904. 308,796 of these policies

in force in the United States and Canada, insur-

ing $152,710,657. The English Prudential had
at the same date 742,147 ordinary policies in

force, of wdiich a very large proportion is en-

dowment, averaging less than iioo each, the

premium averaging about £5. The English

Prudential policies are participating, the divi-

dends being applied to increasing the amount of

insurance. In America the "Intermediate" poli-

cies are also participating, kept in a separate

class ; the dividends have been large, derived

principally from saving in mortalitj' and gains in

interest ; they are payable in cash reduction of

the premium or in reversionary additions. The
industrial companies on both sides of the water
claim that by the issue of this class of policies

they have perfected the system of industrial

insurance and have performed their full duty
to the wage-earners by furnishing insurance

adapted to the condition, means, habits of life,

and requirements of all : weekly premiums for

those who can afford no better, and for tliose

of an age unsuitable for large insurances ; an-
nual premiums for small policies with divi-

dends as earned, bringing the cost down to

nearly the cost of what is known as ordinary
insurance. H.vley Fiske,
Vice-President of the Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Company.
Insurance, Life. Life insurance is the ap-

plication of insurance to loss or injury caused
by death. It may be defined as a contract under
which one party called the insurer, in consid-
eration of certain stipulated payments, termed
premiums, agrees to pay to another a moneyed
benefit upon the happening of a contingency
dependent on the duration of a human life.

The person whose life is the subject of the con-
tingency is termed the insured, and the party
receiving the benefit the beneficiary, while the

benefit itself is called the insurance money. The
contract when in writing is known as a policy.

In practice the contingency involved is either

the death or the continued survival of the in-

sured. If the benefit is to be paid upon the

death of the insured, it is known as a strictly

life insurance contract, if upon his survival to

a given age, it is called an endowment. The
issue of such contracts is confined to companies
incorporated for the purpose and to benevolent
and fraternal associations. The fundamental
object of life insurance is the protection of

families and dependents, or of busrness inter-

ests from the pecuniarj' loss w^iich is liable to

result from the death of the party insured. It

furnishes a method of at once providing a fund
which shall be available in case of such misfor-

tune, by means of a series of limited payments
made during the continued life of the insured.

The latter is able for a small consideration to

secure the benefit of an immediate investment
payable upon the expiration of the contract, in-

stead of aw-aiting the slow and uncertain pro-
cess of accumulating a capital which may be de-

feated by his untimely decease. The business
mail is thus enabled also to protect his credit-

ors or his business as well as those dependent
on him. In case of the endowment the policy-

holder is able to unite such protection with a

fund available for his own use should he sur-

vive during a stipulated period. In short, life

insurance may be regarded as a method of pur-
chasing immunity against moneyed misfortunes
liable to result from death, and appeals with
special force to those whose chief dependence
is on their daily or yearly earnings. It offers

peculiar advantages, too, because it can be placed
beyond the reach of creditors and need not be
involved in business misfortunes, while the pol-

icies themselves can be hypothecated or sold

like ordinary commercial securities.

The policies are issued by the companies
upon written applications from tlie purchasers,

in w-hich detailed statements are required re-

garding the health, habits, and family history
of the applicant, accompanied bj- the certificate

of a physician based on a careful examination.
The policy stipulates as to the amount and char-
acter of the benefit to be paid, the party to
whom it is payable, and the premium pa>Tnents
to be received, together with such other provi-
sions as ma}' be needed to express the complete
contract with the applicant. The premiums are
usually payable annually or at shorter intervals
in advance.

History.—Life insurance in its more modern
form was practically unknown until it was in-

troduced into England by the establishment of
the Amicable Society in i6g<5. Other companies
were gradually started there. But for many
years afterward it was prohibited on the conti-
nent of Europe as immoral. Modifications of
the system, however, known as annuities and
tontines had long been familiar, and the former
had been employed as a basis for national loans.

It was not until the 17th century that suffi-

ciently reliable observations on human life were
compiled to furnish a satisfactory foundation
for the business, and that the commercial ele-

ments of society attained an importance suffi-

cient to give it the needed support. Companies
thereafter multiplied in Great Britain and the

business gradually extended to the continent of

Europe.
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Life insurance was introduced from Great

Britain to America, and the first society was

organized in Philadelphia in 1759 for the relief

of Presbyterian ministers and their widows and

children, followed 10 years later by a similar

corporation for the benefit of Episcopal clergj--

men and their widows. Their operations, how-
ever, were confined to the classes named. The
first company to attempt a general business was
the Insurance Company of North America,

organized in the same citj- in 1796. A number
of other companies gradually followed in that

and other important cities during the earlier

part of the 19th centuo'. All these earlier

offices, however, combined fire or marine insur-

ance, or banking and trust business, as well as

annuities with life insurance, and gradually

abandoned the latter. Popular prejudice proved

to be too strong, and the economic condition of

the country to be too little developed to make
its prosecution successful. The real beginning

of modem life insurance in the United States

dates from the organization of the Mutual Life

Insurance Company in New York in 1S43, which
was quickly followed bj- that of others, both
there and elsewhere, some of which had already

secured charters for the purpose. The business

of these new companies was confined to life

insurance, and their success led to the gradual
multiplication of such companies until within
20 years it had attained proportions which made
these corporations among the most important
financial institutions of the land. The business
has since continued to expand until the enor-
mous sums now invested in life insurance in

America far exceed those in any other countr>\
Its leading institutions are unrivaled in their

size elsewhere, and several are transacting busi-
ness in everj- quarter of the globe.

Insurable Interest.—Everj' form of insurance
presupposes some pecuniar}- interest in the sub-
ject insured, without which it would be a mere
speculation or gamble and a temptation to crime
which public policy does not permit. Where
the insurance is on propertj-, such interest on
the part of the insured must usually be com-
mensurate with the amount of the insurance.
The insured is restricted in his recovery on
the policy to a sum which will indemnify him for
his loss. This doctrine, however, is relaxed in

case of life insurance, since no strictly moneyed
value can well be placed on a human life. The
principle of indemnity goes no farther here than
a requirement that the partj- procuring tlie in-

surance shall have such an interest in the life

insured as shall prevent the contract from being
a mere gamble on its survival. .\ny reasonable
expectation of pecuniar}' advantage from the
continuance of the life is deemed sufficient, such
as dependence or the payment of a debt Ever}-
person, too, is assumed to have an interest in
his (i»n life, which he may insure to any amount,
and may make the policy payable to any bene-
ficiary whom he may elect so long as the scheme
is not a mere cover for gambling.

Classes of Companies.—Life insurance is

carried on by two distinct classes of institu-
tions. One consists of those which treat it as
an ordinar)- commercial or financial business,
the other, of those which deal with it as a form
of benevolence or fraternal aid. The former
may be again divided into those in which the
prcmi'ims are definite in their amount and time

of payment, and those which depend on assess-

ments from their policyholders to pay claims as

they become d'ae. Life insurance as a business,

however, is chiefly carried on by the first men-
tioned, w-hich are known as old line or legal

reserve companies. It has been found the only

business method which has successfully stood

the test of experience. Two systems have been

adopted in tliis class of companies. One is the

mutual, in which the policyholders are regarded
as the owners of the corporation, and all profits

or surplus arising from the business are dis-

tributed among them. Such furplus performs
the functions of an ordinarj- capital. The choice

of directors or trustees and consequent manage-
ment of the company is usually placed in the

hands of the members. The majorit}- of com-
panies in the L'nited States are conducted on
this system. The other is the stock plan, in

which the company is owned and controlled by
stockholders, who deal with the policyholders
simply as customers and divide the profits of
the business among themselves. Higher pre-
miums are charged for mutual policies for the
purpose of creating a surplus, which may be
eventually returned in dividends to the policy-

holders. In the stock policy, on the contrary,
the holder sacrifices the right to dividends in ex-
change for a lower premium rate. Many of the
companies combine both features, mutual offices

issuing also stock policies, known as non-partici-
pating, at lower rates of premium. Often, too, a
stock capital is added to a mutual company
which is restricted by the charter to the amount
of di\-idends which it can receive. \\Tien the
stock is allowed to share in the profits in excess
of its legitimate earnings as an investment, the

system is known as the.mixed plan. Sometimes,
too, the election of directors is apportioned be-
tween the stock and policyholders, or, in a com-
pany otherwise mutual, may be restricted to the
former. In some of the States a capital stock is

required by law in the organization of a mutual
company until it can be replaced by surplus
belonging to the policyholders. The distinctive

feature of the legal reserve company, apart from
its fixed premiums, is that it must at all times
maintain a reserve fund adequate to the pay-
ment of its future obligations, less the future
premiums which it will receive ; in other words,
it must in a commercial sense be financially

solvent It is also known as an old line com-
pany because conducted on the principles which
have always characterized life insurance as a
business until the introduction of the assess-

ment plan.

Assessment companies were started in the
L'nited States over 30 years ago for the purpose
of furnishing life insurance at lower rates than
those charged by the regrular old line companies.
Instead of a fixed premium, assessments were
levied on the policyholders to pay the losses as

they occurred. Various methods were adopted
for levying such assessments, and. as the policy-

holders were in theon,- liable for w-hatever
assessments were needed, they only became in-

solvent when unable to meet their claims. The
plan was an adaptation of methods employed by
fraternal orders, and for a while was exceed-
ingly popular among those seeking a cheap form
of insurance, since the actual cost of insurance
being low in the early years, the assessments
wer*; correspondingly light. But the increased
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cost as time went on ultimately so increased

the assessments that it was found impossible to

enforce them, and most of the companies were
compelled to retire or change their methods.
Comparatively few now remam, and the system
itself has been condemned by some of the State

authorities. Jilany of the companies were ac-

customed to assume the character of benevolent
organizations in their operations.

Stipulated premium insurance is a combina-
tion of the assessment and legal reserve systems
with a view to correct the defects of the former.
The premiums, as in the old line company, are

definite payments, supplemented, if needed, by
assessments, and a moderate reserve is carried

to reduce or render such assessments unneces-
sary. It has been employed by some of the

assessment companies as a method of establish-

ing their business on a firmer foundation. But
life insurance as a business in the United States,

as well as in other countries, is chiefly done by
old line legal reserve companies, whose definite

contracts, financial strength, and scientific busi-
ness methods give to such contracts a commer-
cial standing unattained under any other system.

Industrial insurance is a branch of the legal

reserve system designed to furnish burial funds
for the poorer classes, and especially children.

Its principles do not differ from those of ordi-

nar\- insurance, but its methods are essentially

different in many respects owing to the small
size of the policies and the character of the
applicants. The premiums are payable weekly
or at short intervals, and are collected by agents
through house-to-house visitations. It was in-

troduced into the United States from Great
Britain about 30 years ago, having been an out-
growth of the burial clubs and friendly society
system of that country, and has attained enor-
mous proportions in America, as well as Great
Britain. See Insurance, Industri.\l.

Fraternal and benevolent societies h^'^e been
popularly associated with assessment companies
owing to the similarity of their methods. But
they are a distinct class, having the character of
social clubs solely for fraternal or benevolent
purposes, with a form of insurance as merely
one, though it may be their most important,
feature. They are strictlj' mutual in their char-
acter. Their general type of organization is

that of the ordinary society or club known as

a lodge, whose members meet for social or fra-

ternal purposes. The society is formed of a
combination of such lodges, through chosen rep-
resentatives, into a single grand lodge, by which
the insurance is carried on, the subordinate
lodges acting the part of agents in securing
members and collecting the payments. The in-

surance itself is simply a death benefit allowed
to the members under provisions in the constitu-
tion, and not a business contract secured by the
purchase of a policy. The premiums are paid
in the form of dues and assessments, much after

the manner of assessment companies, the dues
being used for expenses and other incidental

features. Efforts are being made to scientifically

adjust the payments and benefits of these soci-

eties according to the cost of insuring the vari-

ous members, as is done in the legal reserve

companies. The insurance which they furnish
is regarded as a species of fraternal aid to the

members and their dependents, and their opera-
tJr..^ are not subject to the same legal control

as those of business corporations. See Insur-
ance, Fraternal.

Mortality Tables.—The life or mortality
table, from which the premiums must be deter-
mined, is at the foundation of the business.
The tables mostly employed are constructed
from the experience of the companies them-
selves with insured lives which have been
found to have a mortality distinct from that of
the population at large. Such a table in its

simplest form consists of a statement of the
number surviving at the beginning of each suc-
ceeding year out of a given number living at
any age, from which the number of deaths ai>d

percentage of mortality at each age are readily
determined. The latter is the important func-
tion employed in life insurance. In America the
two tables which are chiefly used, and which
have been recognized by the various States as
standards for determining the liabilities of the
companies, are the Actuaries or Combined Ex-
perience and the American Table. The former
was constructed from the experience of 17
prominent English offices, and was published in

1843. Its general accuracy has since been con-
firmed by later observations. The American
Table -was constructed from the experience of
the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York, and came prominently into use about 1868.

It was found to represent the actual experience
of Atnerican companies better than foreign
tables which had been employed. Many other
mortalit}' tables have been constructed which
have attained a recognized standing. Prominent
among them were the Northampton and later

the Carlisle Table, both of which were framed
from, mortality returns of English towns, and
were successively used both in England and
America, until replaced by the Actuaries' Table.
Farr's Tables, constructed from the census re-

turns in Great Britain and published in 1864,
have been much used for certain purposes. Va-
rious tables, too, have been constructed from
observations in other European countries and
employed there as standards. The three requi-
sites of such tables for insurance purposes are
that they should be safe, should be properly
graduated, and should fairly represent the mor-
tality to be expected.

Premiums.—The premiums, which must equal
the cost of insurance, are computed from the

risk of death, as shown by the mortality table

;

and since the former are usually fixed sums,
while the risk increases with age, it is necessary
to charge more than the actual cost in the
early years in order to offset the deficiency later

on. This e.Kcess above the cost is accumulated
at compound interest by the company, and con-
stitutes its reserve fund. The rate of interest

assumed in the calculation is such as the com-
pany is justified in expecting will prevail during
the continuance of the contracts. In the United
States 4 per cent was formerly considered a

safe rate, but the continued fall in interest has
led to a general substitution of 3 or 2V2 per
cent for newer contracts. The payments, which,
when thus accumulated will be sufficient on the
average to meet the claims on the policies as
they fall due, are known as the net premiums,
to which additional sums are added for expenses
and other contingencies. When thus loaded
they are known as gross or oflice premiums, and
are the real amounts charged by the company.
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These loadings may vary from a trivial addition

to 40 per cent or more of the net premmm,
according to the character of the contract. Pre-

miums in ordinarj- insurance are usually payable

annually in advance, and are then known as an-

nual premiums. Frequently the paj-ments are

restricted to a certain number or term of years.

These are known as limited pa>-ments. Some-
times the entire paj-ment is made at tlie start.

This is known as a single premium pa^-ment.

The annual premiums, too, are sometimes pay-

able in instalments at shorter intervals to suit

the convenience of the policyholder.

Expenses.—The expenses of a life company
are chiefly made up of two classes, the cost of

securing the business, and the office expenses

incident to its care. The principal element in

the former is the commission or other com-
pensation paid to the agents, which also

with the character of the contract. It is u-

a '.: "tage of the first premium paid, a.:.u

a rate percentage, in the nature of a

coi;^^,- .. .^c, for those siKceeding. The office

expenses aside from the salaries of the officers

and employees include taxes, fees, rents, and
those numerous items involved in the care and
investment of funds, and the conduct of the bus-
iness.

Legal Reserve.—The I^al reserve is the
measure of an ordinarj- life company's liability

on account of its insurance contracts to which,
in addition to any other liabilities, its funds
must be equal in order that it may be legally

solvent. The process of estimating this reserve

is known as valuing the policies. Two methods
of valuation are used, known as net and gross,

dealing respectively with the net and gross
premiums charged. The former is generally
employed in the United States, and is the one
usually adopted by the State authorities. It

consists in deterrr--",' "'--- '— ^' -- - . ...-.^^..y

must have in it?

future net premiu;-; :. _;-^-_.c :_ :
_

in order to meet future claims on its policies.

This fund is the net or legal reserve. It as-
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msurance in mutual companies is reduced to the

policyholders by this lighter mortalitj-. In

.American companies the mortality among lives

that have not been newly selected remains nearly

stationary after age 20, or increases but slightly

until age 40 is reached, when it is not far from
I in ICO, increasing more rapidly with each age
thereafter until it is about 2 per cent at age 50
years and 4 per cent 10 years later.

Form of Contract.—^.A.s before remarked, pol-

icies may be either participating or non-partic-

ipating, the chief difference being that smaller
premiums are charged in the last and no pro-

visions are included for sharing the protits.

Policies for short terms are more frequently

made non-participating. The classes of policies

most in use are three in number, whole life,

term, and endowment. In the first the insur-

ance is simply against death and covers the
' le term of life, while in the second it runs

y for a certain term of years. The pure
c:-kiowment is an insurance payable at the end
of a certain term of years only in case the in-

sured is alive, and is the reverse of a term
policy. The ordinary endowment which is al-

most exclusively used, however, and which has
of recent years largely supplanted the whole-
life policy, is a combination of the pure endow-
ment and the term policy. The insurance money
is payable to the insured if alive at the end of
the endowment period, or to some beneficiary-

in case of his pre\"ious death. Sucli endowments
are usually issued for periods of from 10 to 30
years.

The annuit}- Is a contract frequently com-
bined with life insurance in which the life

insurance principle is reversed. The purchaser
buys outright a contract under which he is to

receive an annual payment during life. .-Annu-

ities have been familiar since an early period,

and before life insurance became understood
was the principal form of contracts dealt in by
this class of companies. It secures a fixed in-

come during life to those who may wish to sur-
render their capital for that purpose.

Still another form of contract is the tontine,

in which the funds of a body of subscribers are
pooled and the accumulations are divided among
the sun-ivors after a certain time. Societies of
this kind were formerly common in Europe and
were occasionally found in tlie United States,

though few, if an\-, remain.
.\\l these different contract forms are now

frequently combined in various ways in the or-
dinirv '?tV policy, in order to increase its ai-

tr:. r to better meet the requirements
of

; ; ;ers. Various methods of premium
pa>Tnents and of paying dividends are also com-
bined for the same purpose. Great ingenuity
has been displayed by the companies in making
these combinations, and an almost innumerable
\-ariety of contracts have resulted. .Among those

more familiar in the United States are the ton-

tine or deferred dividend policies, in which divi-

dends are accumulated and divided among the

sur\-iving policyholders after a certain period

:

limited pa\TTient policies, in which the premiutns
are limited in number: instalment policies, in

which the insurance money, instead of being

payable in a single sum. is converted into a

series of annual payments as an annuity : and
debenture bonds, which are similar to instalment

policies, except that the insurance money i?

represented by a bond bearing an annual inter-
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est and payable at the end of a certain time.

Besides, there are policies insuring the life of

more than one party. When tliey are payable

upon the death of either of the parties insured,

they are known as joint life insurances; when
payable only on the death of all they are sur-

vivorship insurances. The greater part of the

business in the United States is written cither

in the form of continued payment life, 20-pay-
mcnt life, or 20-year endowment insurance.

Renewable term insurance is another plan for

reducing the cost of insurance during the early

years and avoiding the accumulation of a re-

serve. The premium is onlj' sufficient to pay
for the temporary cost of insuring and increases

with age. The policies are written for a single

year or term of years, with the right to renewal
at the increased premium. The subsequent in-

crease of cost, however, has been found a serious
obstacle to the plan. Preliminary term insur-

ance is also insurance for a single year, but
with a right of renewal for the entire period
at the same rate of premium. The object of
such policies is to enable the company to use
the fund which, under the law, must otherwise
be added to the reserve during the first year
of insurance to meet the cost of securing the

business, and is a favorite method with young
companies having a limited surplus.

Dividends.—Dividends are apportioned from
the accumulated surplus according to the equita-

ble share of each policy. Many different meth-
ods of determining this share have been de-
vised. That chiefly employed in the United
States is wdiat is known as the Contribution
Plan. The surplus is treated as made up of
gains from a lower mortality and expense and
a larger interest earning than those assumed in

computing the premiums, and the contribution
of each policy to the fund is estimated. Divi-
dends are applied according to the provisions in

the policy in various ways. They may be used
as single premiums to increase the amount of
insurance, which is called a bonus addition, or
to shorten the term of the insurance, or to the
payment of the premium, or may be received in

cash. When, as in tontine dividends, they are
to be apportioned among a special class, the

share of surplus belonging to that class is sepa-
rately dealt with. Sometimes a minimum future
surplus earning, which can be relied on, is made
the basis for guaranteeing the payment of a

certain dividend in the policy. But a: such
e-arnings are uncertain, the usual estimates of

these amounts, as given by the companies, are

simply expectations and not obligatory as prom-
ises. The fall of interest rates has tended to

reduce dividends during recent years. At an
earlier stage of life insurance, dividends were
payable at intervals of five years or more.
Afterward, as the business becatne better under-

stood, the practice of declaring animal dividends

in the United States became universal. Of
late, however, the introduction of deferred divi-

dend policies has again lengthened the distribu-

tion periods among these special classes. Notes
were at one time received by many of the com-
panies in part payment of premiimis, but the

practice has been for the most part abandoned.
Policy Loans.—Practically all forms of life

insurance in which a level premium is paid in-

volve an investment or savings bank clement,

which is represented by the reserve and is now

treated by the law and the contract as belonging,

in a sense, to the policyholders. This is the

basis of the policy loans which are so generally

granted. The portion of the reserve fund be-

longing to the individual policy, or a portion
of it, may be borrowed by the policyholder as
a loan bearing interest, on his own note with the
policy as a collateral, and is deducted from the
insurance money when the policy becomes pay-
able.

Termination of the Contract.—The life in-

surance contract is terminated either by becom-
ing a claim, which is usually payable at once
after satisfactory proofs have been furnished,
or by previous lapse or forfeiture through a
violation of its conditions, especially non-pay-
ment of the premium, or through a voluntary
surrender. Policies usually provide for their

surrender and allow the insured to receive back
a large part of the reserve held against them,
called the surrender value, either in the form
of paid-up insurance for such an amount as this

value will purchase, or insurance of the original

amount for such a term as it would pay for,

called extended insurance, or else in the form
of cash. Statutes in many of the States require
similar returns in case of lapse for non-payment
of premium, and such provisions are also usu-
ally incorporated in the policies. Non-forfeiture
laws, as these statutes are called, are designed
to prevent the assuined hardship or injustice

entailed on the insured through the forfeiture

of the money standing to his credit in the re-

serve fund. This money is regarded as a sav-

ing bank accumulation for his future benefit,

which is in a sense his property and which
should be restored after reserving a surrender
charge to compensate the company for his loss.

Since healthy lives are most likely to lapse and
the cost of insurance to be made greater for

those who remain, the selection against the

company, as it is termed, is an important ele-

ment in determining the surrender charge.

Insurance for the Benefit of Wife and Chil-

dren.—The fundamental object of life insurance

as a family protection is liable to be defeated

if the policies can be attached for debt. There-
fore, statutes have been enacted in many of the

States exempting from the claims of creditors

policies up to a certain amount made payable

to wives and children. The interests of such

parties, too, have been held unassignable, at

least without their consent. The life insurance

contract, except in the case of benevolent soci-

eties, is held to be the property of the party

who is the beneficiary, when not otherwise stip-

ulated, and not of the party who may pay the

premiums, and can usually be assigned as col-

lateral or sold outright by the owner. Policies

not protected by statutes, as above, may, like

other personal property, be attached for debt

to the extent of their surrender value ; and
where, as in endowments, two interests are

sometimes involved, the interests may be severed.

Medical E.yaminations.—Medical examina-
tions of applicants for insurance are essential

to prevent an inroad of unsoimd lives that

would w-reck the company, whose mortality rates

are based on the acceptance only of healthy
lives. For this purpose medical examiners are
employed, who report the health, physical con-
dition, and habits of the applicant and the life

history of his near relatives. These reports
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are passed upon by the medical directors of

the companies to determine whether the lite is

up to the normal standard fixed by the company,

otherwise the application is rejected.

Sub-Slandard Insurance.— Parties who may
not be seriously diseased and yet who are not

insurable as healthy lives, on account of consti-

tutional weakness or predisposition, are known
as sub-standard or under average lives and are

insured by some companies as a separate class

under special rates of premium, or under spe-

cial policy conditions, according to the defects

of each applicant.

Limitation of the Risk.— Formerly many re-

strictions were imposed in the policy as to the

residence, travel, and personal habits of the in-

sured, and militao' employment and suicide

were debarred. These have been gradually

modified or removed, until it has become cus-

tomary with some companies to issue so-called

indisputable policies, which in the absence of

fraud, can only be forfeited by failure to pay

the premiums.
Moral Hazard.— The moral hazard in the

business arises from deceptive representations

as to health, the temptation to insure as a mere
speculation lives in which no insurable interest

exists, in the expectation of an early death, and

the temptation to destroy life through suicide

or murder in order to secure the insurance

money. The ability of an average applicant to

judge of his future health is shown in the

higher death rates among those classes of poli-

cies where an early death would profit the appli-

cant and is an element of the moral hazard.

Legislation and Supci~i-ision.—Until about

i860 little or no supervision was attempted

over life insurance by the various States. Leg-
islation concerning it was chiefly confined to

taxation of the companies or restrictions on
their operations. The multiplication of irre-

sponsible corporations, the growing magnitude

of the business, and the recognition of the dan-

gers involved in its mismanagement, led to the

creation of special departments for its super-

vision, and the enactment of laws for its conduct

by the States of Massachusetts and New York.

Their example has been followed by most of

the other States. The fundamental aim of these

laws is to compel the companies to so utilize

and apply the moneys which they receive as to

properly carry out the contracts with their pol-

icyholders. This is accomplished by requiring

the funds in the company's hands to be at all

times sufficient, together with its future accu-

mulations and the future premiums, and their

accumulations receivable from its policyholders,

to meet its future claims as they arise. Since

the proper investment of these funds is also

essential, this becomes an important part

of the investigation, as well as the gen-
eral manner in which the business has been
conducted. Annual statements are required

from the companies, embodying the facts essen-

tial to such an inquiry, and may be supplemented,
if necessary, by a personal examination of the

company on the part of the State official. Fail-

ure to meet the required test may be followed
by a prohibition against additional business until

the defect is remedied, or, if actual future in-

solvency h threatened, by proceedings to close
the company.

Theory of Life Insurance.— The funda-

mental problem in life insurance is to find

the average premium at each age, which,

with its accumulations, will be just suffi-

cient to meet the promised future payment.
This is done by first finding the present value

of that future payment, or the sum which, in-

vested immediately at compound interest, will,

on the average, with its accumulations, meet this

payment when due. The probability of death
occurring, and consequently the payment becom-
ing due, during any subsequent year is deter-

mined from the mortality table. This proba-

bility, multiplied by the sum which accumulated
to the end of that year would equal the required

payment, is the present value of tlie payment if

made that year. The aggregate of such values

computed for each successive year of life, is the

entire present value of the future payment to

which the present value of the premiums to be
charged must be equal. Tliese premiums are

in effect so many annuities receivable by the

company, and their present value is the amount
which, at once invested at compound interest,

would reproduce them. The problem, therefore,

now becomes the determination of the present

value of an annuitj- at any given age. The
process is analogous to that already described.

The value sought is the aggregate of the amounts
which, at compound interest, would provide the

annuity at the beginning of each year, multiplied

by the probability of the insured being then alive

to pay it. Having determined the present value

of any given annuitj' it is easy to find the an-

nuity which has the value required. This an-

nuity is the net premium.
Life Insurance a Science.—This brief ex-

planation will serve to illustrate the general

character of the problems involved in the theory

of life insurance, many of which are exceed-
ingly complicated and require a knowledge of

the theory of compound interest and of the

calculus of probabilities, which, when combined,
form the mathematical basis of life insurance.

The calculus of finite differences has also an
important place, and even the infinitesimal cal-

culus has been utilized to advantage, especially

in preparing mortality tables. This whole sub-

ject has been developed into a special branch
of mathematics termed actuarial science, which
has become a recognized profession, whose
members, known as actuaries, direct the math-
ematical computations required for the business.

A special class of symbols has been devised in

connection with this science, by which the pro-

cesses involved in its various calculations are
readily expressed in the shape of ordinary alge-

braic formulas. Life insurance computations
have been greatly facilitated by an ingenious
device known as commutation columns, through
the use of which the calculations are much sim-
plified. Published tables of premium and an-
nuity rates and policy values, in connection with
the more important benefits, too, relieve mucl>
of the office work.

Walter S. Nichols, A.M.,
Lecturer on Insurance at Yale Uni-i'ersity, an-

Editor of the 'Insurance Law Journal'' iw^
'Insurance Monitor.''

Insurance, Life, Assessment. The plan ot

meeting the cost of life insurance through ar.

sessments was first used in the United S'ates

1
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about 1867 by local bodies, making no pretense
to business standing or management. Their
plan followed in a crude way that of the levy

societies and friendly societies of Great Britain,

but without the variety of benefit which these

give. As a rule, they confined themselves to

funeral or death benefits, with, occasionally,

weekly payments in case of sickness.

The disasters which, in the early seventies,

overtook companies operating on the basis of
fi.xed premiums and an accumulated reserve,

turned popular attention strongly toward a sys-

tem which claimed to give corresponding bene-
fits without the accumulation of large funds, and
which confined its demands for payments to its

actual needs in meeting benefits. As a result

there grew up organizations operating through
local councils or lodges, having a general gov-
erning body, representative in character, at least

nominally. These grew, in time, into the great
fraternal or beneficial orders, with hundreds of
thousands of members, obligated to pay hun-
dreds of millions of benefit, the integritj' of the

obligation dependent upon the ability for per-

pctital renewal of membership, with perpetual
willingness to respond to assessments.

The marked success of these organizations
in securing large memberships and temporarily
meeting claims at low cost attracted the atten-

tion of men intent upon conducting life insur-

ance as a business. There were organized a
great number of business, or open, companies,
which dispensed with the lodge machinery and
placed the business upon a commercial footing.

In organizing these, advantage was taken of the
charitable and club statutes of different States.

Xot until 1883 was there a special law regulat-
ing this business in New York. The law in

Massachusetts was enacted in 1885.

There was no attempt at scientific method,
and, indeed, the claim of the earlier projectors
of these companies was that, for the practical

business of life insurance, a mortalitj' table is

useless. It was constantly set forth that, since

contracts remain in force but a comparatively
few jears, a table based upon the tlieory that

every man will ultimatelj' die and become a
claim on the funds, is essentially a falsehood.

At first, the simple plan was to collect from
every member, on the death of another, $1, with
generally 10 cents for expenses, and to pay to the

beneficiaries of the deceased the fund formed
from the dollar payments. The benefit was,
therefore, indeterminate in amount, as was also

the cost. An early modification of this scheme
was to divide the members into classes of 1,000

or 2,000, which classes were theoretically to be
kept full by the infusion of new blood, which, it

was claimed, would, by keeping a level average
age, result in a level cost. This theory ignored
the fact that death rate depends upon actual, and
not average, age.

When the plan of uniform payments began to
break, through its practical discrimination in

favor of older lives and heavier risks, the plan of
graded assessments fixed by the age of admis-
sion was adopted. This simply modified the
degree of error, by substituting for the assump-
tion that all risks were equal, the equally incon-
sistent assumption that, after the admission
of a member to a society, the risk of death
ceased to increase. The scheme thus re-

solved itself into an attempt to meet the

cost of insurance, which increases witl> in-

creasing age, by a level premium, but with-
out the accumulation of a reserve for the
diminution of the risk. The fallacy of this was
repeatedly urged by those who understood the
scientific principles of life insurance, but ob-
tained little or no effective hearing. Strenuous
opposition was developed to the accumulation of
a reserve, and a great parade was made of "the
reserve in the pocket," ready to the call of the
company when needed.

The irregular periods for calling assessments
gradually merged into periodical assessments at
fixed dates, varying in amount witli the number
of claims which had accrued since the last pre-
ceding call. Then came a tendency to call for an
assessment in advance, to provide for death
claims to occur, the fund thus accumulated be-
ing generally named an "emergency fund."

In the meantime, statutes regulative of the
business were passed in many States, but in none
was any particular regard paid to the demands
of a permanent business. In fact, thest statutes
were in very manj' instances addressed to secur-
ing the advantage of a claim of State supervi-
sion, without the imposition of the requirements
necessao' to permanence. In 1885, however,
Massachusetts provided by law that the amount
of the benefit must be fixed in the contract, and
this provision was finally adopted by New York
in 1892.

Finally, as the proportion of older members
became heavy, with rapid increase in the cost
of the benefits afforded, there came rapid diminu-
tion of membership, especially among the
younger, and this, in turn, had a tendency to in-
crease the death cost by depleting the character
of the risks. The transfer of memberships from
one association to another followed in many in-

stances. There was no possibility in such trans-
fers of protecting accuinulated liabilities, the
result being that claimants under death claims
which had accrued received but a small percent-
age of their face. Later, many of the larger and
better managed business organizations passed
under the laws regulative of fixed premium in-

surance with accumulated reserve, and the plant
which the}' had established thus became founda-
tion for new legal reserve companies. In 1899,
the State of Massachusetts repealed the law per-
mitting assessment life companies to do business
therein, and provided a means by which those
then authorized to do business on the assessment
plan could obtain licenses under the legal reserve
law.

There was an important organization of the

business assessment companies, known as The
National Convention of Mutual Life Underwrit-
ers, which held its first meeting in Elmira, in

June 1876. Reports of the fourth meeting, in

1879, show 136 companies, with a membership
of 253,000. This coijvention held its last ses-

sion, at Mackinaw, in 1898. The report made at

the session in 1897 showed 650 companies, with
a total membership of 4,039,000, and insurance in

force to the amount of $7,800,000. The pay-
ments to beneficiaries for the year 1896 were
given at $73,000,000. and the total payments to

beneficiaries, so far as records existed, since the
organization of the business, amounted to $711,-

700.000. These statistics, to a large extent, cov-
ered the fraternal, as well as the business, organ-
izations. The reports of the 23 sessions of this
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convention afford an amount of historical matter

connected with the movement of great impor-

tance.

The fraternal organizations established, in

i8S6. the National Fraternal Congress, which
still holds annual sessions and has compiled and
is compiling exceedingly valuable statistics. It

formulated the National Fraternal Congress
Mortality Table, which has been adopted as the

official standard in several of the statutes since

enacted, and which is coming quite generally to

be recognized as a standard table in connection
with fraternal insurance. Their latest compila-

hons show a membership of four and one half

millions, with benefit obligations amounting to
nearly seven billions of insurance.

There is also an organization of younger fra-

ternal orders, known as the Associated Fraterni-

ties of America, the first meeting of which was
held in 1901. The published records of both of

these associations afford a vast amount of useful

material to anyone who would study the historj-

of the fraternal insurance movement of this

country. Gedrge Dyke Eldridge,
Vice-President Mutual Reserve Life Insurance
Company.

Insnrance, Life, Statistics. The business

of life insurance is of comparatively modem
growth in this countrj-, the oldest compans-
transacting it being but little over 60 years of
age. It was practised in Europe, however,
many years before, but its development there

was slow. There was much prejudice against
it at first in this cotratry, and instead of
being regarded as a most beneficent method
whereby the widows and orphans and other
dependents upon the head of a family could
be provided for in the event of his death,
it was denounced as a gambling scheme, a wager
against death, and some clergymen went so far

as to condemn it from their pulpits as opposed
to biblical laws. But the pioneer companies
pushed the business with vigor, at the same time
carrying on an educational campaign, until the
public have come to recognize the value and
importance of life insurance, valuable alike to
the rich and the poor. To the poor, and to
those of moderate means, it is held to be an
imperative duty for every man whose life is in-

surable to insure for as liberal a sum as he can
afford, in order that, in the event of his death,
those dependent upon him may not become
objects of charity or be thrown upon relatives

for their support. The rich man finds in life in-

surance a relief from possible financial entangle-
ments that might otherwise, upon his death,
wreck his estate. Men whose wealth would
seem to relieve them of all financial anxietj"
carry insurance upon their lives in sums ranging
from $50,000 to S2.000.00a Their reasons for
so doing are that they have investments that
may prove troublesome for their executors to
close up. necessitating sacrifices that would prove
costly. The insurance upon their lives is pay-
able immediately upon their death, and the
funds thus made available at once will prevent
the sacrifice of any portion of their estate to
meet the claims of clamorous creditors.

Primarily life insurance is designed for the
especial protection of families deprived by death
of their head, the breadwinner, upon whose ef-
forts they are dependent for subsistence. By
the payment of a small sum annually a policy

of insurance can be obtained whereby the com-
pany contracts to pay to the heirs of the in-
sured a specified sum in the event of his death.
For instance, a person 30 years of age can ob-
tain a policy of insurance upon his life for
Si,000 upon the payment of an annual premimn
of $24.18, and this rate does not increase during
the life of the policy— hence the term "level
premium." Shoiild he die at any time after re-
ceiving the policj- the company will pay the
amount to his designated beneficiary immedi-
ately upon the receipt of proofs of his death.
Insurance for a larger sum is obtainable by the
paj-ment of the same rate per Si,ooo of insur-
ance. The rates increase according to the age
of the applicant, for the death rate increases
witli age, and the added liability must be pro-
vided for correspondingly. While at age 30 the
premium for Sl,ooo of insurance is $24.18, at age
40 it is $32.76, and goes higher as age increases.
The rates for life insurance are based upon sci-

entific deductions. Carefully prepared mortality
tables show how many persons out of a given
ntimber of a cenain age will die each 5-ear, and
while it cannot be told of an indi%-idual when
he will die, it can be estimated with certainty
how many persons in his class will die each
year. Life insurance is a business of averages,
and the cost of insuring 1,000 or 2,000 or 10.000
persons at a particular age is mathematically de-
termined. The rates charged by all companies
are substantially identical, and a person desiring
insurance, if in good health, can obtain any
amount he is able to pay for from $500 to
$2,000,000— this being the largest amount car-
ried by one man.

As stated, the early days of life insurance in
this countrj- were days of trial and tribulation
to the organizers of tlie pioneer companies, but
the characteristic energy which is found in all

great enterprises has carried the .American life

insurance companies far in ad\-ance of any
otliers. A few statistics, given in concise form,
wUI ser\-e to show the magnificent proportions
to which the business has attained in this coun-
try. At the beginning of 1905 there were 93
"old line,* or "level premium" companies, doing
business in the United States, a few confining
their operations to a particular section, but the
majority of them seeking business in all the
States. Of this number 84 had 3,269.089 whole
life policies outstanding, insuring the lives of
their owners in an aggregate amounting to

$6,767,197,991, while the total insurance in force
(including endowments and other forms of poli-

cies) amounted to Sio_ti2,078.338. The 93 com-
panies were organized at different times and
several of them have not been in business long
enough at this writing to have made a record.
The total premium receipts of 79 of the com-
panies since their organization amounts to S5,-

2l4_i4i.446: they have paid to policyholders

$3,276,051,697: their present assets held for the
protection of policyholders are $2,261,851,182.

-•Ks these companies operate on the mutual plan,

all the assets belong to the policyholders : if the
assets on hand be added to the amount paid to

policyholders it gives an aggregate of $5,537,-

902.879, exceeding the amount paid in premiums
by S323461433. In other words, the companies
have paid to policyholders or now hold for their

protection $106.20 for every $100 they have re-

ceived in premiums.
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In 1904 the total premium income of "g com-
panies was $378,118,121, most of this being in

cash for new poHcics issued and for renewals

on old policies. The investment of these vast

stuns pouring in to the several companies re-

quires the highest order of financial talent in

order that a profit to the companies shall be
secured and no bad investments made. That
these funds have been carefully and judiciously

handled is shown by the fact that the companies
hold or have paid out in benefits $106.20 for

every $100 they have received in premiums.
The vast sums received annually by the life

insurance companies for investment places them
in the front rank of the great financial institu-

tions of the country. Their finance committees
are constantly on the lookout for safe and
profitable investments, and their detailed annual
reports to the various State insurance depart-

ments sIkjvv that they are large holders of Na-
tional, State, city, railroad, and other bonds,

paying good rates of interest. Other classes of

securities that are known to be safe are pur-

chased at times, but their soundness must be
absolutely guaranteed.

Other forms of policies than those referred

to as "whole life" are issued by the companies,
but the fundamental object of life insurance is

the protection of families when the breadwinner
is removed by death. Endowment policies pro-

vide for the payment of a stipulated sum at a

specified period, 10, 15, or 20 years from the is-

suance of the policy. The gives the insured
himself the use of funds in his mature years, the

proceeds of his savings in his younger years,

when his earning capacity was at its best. This
form of insurance is popular with young men,
who can afford to pay the extra cost of such
policies. The companies also sell annuities, con-
tracting for a specific sum paid in advance, to

pay to the assured a certain sum annually dur-
ing his lifetime. How much can be paid annual-
ly for the advance premium paid is computed
by the actuaries of the companies, according to

mathematical formulas scientifically evolved. It

has been the aim of the life insurance companies,
in their educational campaigns, to liberalize the

conditions of their insurance contracts as far as

safety will permit, and to popularize them by
issuing policies to suit the requirements of all

classes of persons, hence there are an almost
endless variety of contracts grafted upon the

original "whole life" or "ordinary life" form, as

the basic contract is designated. But for what-
ever change of form there may be. whatever of

special conditions may be exacted, there must
be a corresponding increase in the premium paid.

Four of the American companies are doing
business in foreign countries and have been
wonderfully successful. Their active and ag-
gressive methods have enabled them to meet in

competition the native companies, and generally

to excel them in the volume of business written

year by year. This has led to restrictive legis-

lation in some countries calculated to restrain

the activities of the American companies, but
they have been found equal to the emergencies
and have generally conformed to all lawful re-

quirements.
In some States the law requires that a life

insurance company, before beginning business
shall have a certain amount of capital paid up,

for the protection of its policyholders, but be-

fore the enactment of such law, some companies
were organized on the purely mutual plan, with-
out capital. Of the 102 existing companies, in-

cluding the latest additions to the number, 38
are mutual, while the others possess capital vary-
ing from $25,000 to $2,000,000. Dividends to

stockholders are generally limited to 7 per cent,

all profits in excess being apportioned among
the policyholders. In 1904 the capital stock of
all the stock companies amounted to $16,919,030;
the dividends paid to capital were $916,824,
while dividends to policyholders were $33,370,020.
Policyholders thus participate in the profits of
the companies, whether stock or mutual, accord-
ing to the varying terms of their contracts.

Dividends to policyholders are coinputed on the
anniversaries of the dates of the policies and
passed to their credit, to be applied to the pay-
ment of future premiums, to increasing the
amount of insurance, or in some other way
inuring to the benefit of the insured, as he may
direct. The insured not only provides insur-
ance upon his life for the benefit of his de-
pendents, btit he becomes a member of a

dividend-paying corporation, with an interest in

all its assets. No better testimony in favor of

life insurance can be adduced than is to be
found in the figures above quoted, showing the
millions upon millions of dollars distributed
among the beneficiaries of persons insured. The
funds so distributed usually reach the beneficia-

ries in the hour of their direst need, when death
has visited the home and removed the prop that

supported it. Clifford Thomson,
Editor 'The St>ectator,^ New York.

Insurance, Marine. American marine in-

surance business had its birth at about the close

of the i8th century, but sufi'ered heavily when
the American flag began to disappear from the
high seas. For the past quarter of a century
it has had a hard struggle to keep itself any-
where near the old standard of prosperity. To
do this it has had to draw for the greater part
of its returns upon foreign commerce, and been
forced to compete with English companies.

New York's marine-insurance history is that

of all the other seaboard States, for in nearly all

marine insurance once flourished, but has now
succumbed to English competition. Tlie golden
period of American marine insurance was be-
tween the years 1840 and i860, when the clipper

sailing ship was developed and perfected. In
those times the leading merchants owned their

own ships, and frequently a member of the firm
would go to China or the East Indies to super-
vise the proper distribution of the cargo, and
to secure a remunerative one for the return.

The ship and cargo were insured with an Amer-
ican company, and as it might be as long as nine
months before the vessel was heard from, the

risk was considerable and rates were high. As
much as five or six per cent was charged for

insurance in those times. The rate on dry goods
from Liverpool to New York in the old packet
sailing ships was placed at two per cent. This
trade was carried in American ships, and the.

insurance, both on the vessel and on the cargo,
was naturally placed in American companies.

But the rates of insurance have changed with
the transformation of the ocean-carrying service.

The Fast India goods are now shipped across the
Pacific to San Francisco, and thence east via
rail. The cost of insurance on these is now
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only three quarters of one per cent. Rates on
Uie" Atlantic have likewise declined. Insurance

on dr)--goods and like merchandise carried in

the modem "liners* is placed at two tenths of

one per cent In other classes of goods depreci-

ation in rates is in like proportion.

Marine underwriters do not ascribe the de-

cline in American marine insurance to any
trouble from unwise laws or legislative inter-

ference, but to the changed business conditions

and to English competition. The bulk of the ear-

ning trade of the world has passed into British

hands, and a British merchant and ship owner in-

sures in a British company. The English marine
companies have, as well, invaded American soil,

and have secured a large portion of the Ameri-
can business. When the English companies
first established themselves in America, along in

the early seventies, they began cutting rates.

The .American companies did not effect any com-
bination to prevent this, but followed their ex-
ample. The American companies were also

placed somewhat at a disadvantage by the laws
governing the admission of foreign marine-in-
surance corporations. The foreign companies
are required to make a deposit before they can
write American business : but in New York
State, which has stringent insurance laws, the

amount is fixed at the minimum capitalization

allowed a home company, namely, $200,000. So
much of the carrjing trade of the world is done
under the British flag and with the aid of British

ciedit, and with countries under British con-
trol, that the American underwriter, working
against all these disadvantages, is seriously

handicapped. Therefore, there being no national
or local tariff associations among marine under-
writers, the American companies are worsted in

this rate war. There are now not enough of
them to form any sort of an association which
would wield much power.

Despite the work of the American companies
to hold their own. through loss of prestige on
the ocean and active rivalr>- on land, there are
a number of stock and mutual American marine-
insurance companies which continue to do a
flourishing business. The largest and one of
the oldest is the Atlantic Mutual of New York,
which has over $12,000,000 of assets, and has
been most carefully managed throughout its

career. It was formed in :842, at the time when
many stock companies were turned into mutual
companies, and by which change the profits ac-
crue to the policy-holders instead of the stock-
holders. The company is noted for retaining its

faithful and tried officers until their death. The
late John P. Jones was connected with the com-
pany for 50 years, and was its president for 40.

In his life-work of building up the company he
was ably assisted by Vice-presidents W. H. H.
\( ,.. ,„,! \ \ Raven, who have been with the

.10 and 40 years respectively. Among
- large companies which still do a thriv-

ing biismcss are the two Boston corporations,
the China Mutual and the Boston Marine.

There have never been many marine Lloyds
in the United States, though this form of marine
insurance has been most in vogue in marine un-
dcrwi^iting in Great Britain. The origin of the
term is both interesting and peculiar. The name
of Lloyd originated in old Lloyd's Tavern, in

Tower Street, London, far back in the days of
Queen Anne. It was the practice of many ship-

owners and traders to drop in at the tavern and
talk over their prospective profits ; and gradually

a custom developed of inscribing their names en
a blackboard. certif\-ing that the men signing

would be jointly liable for the loss of a vessel

during a certain voyage. From this crude be-

ginning have grown the world-famous associa-

tions in the British Isles. In the United States
there are a few Lloyds, two of the principal ones
being located in New Y'ork— the L'nited States
Lloyds and the New Y'ork Marine L'nderwrit-
ers.

The scope and definition of a marine policy

is, of course, entirely different from a land fire

policy. The risks insured against are many,
and maj- be summarized as including all perils

of the sea. There are two classes— a voyage
and a time policy ; the former is generally used
in insuring vessels, and the latter for cargoes
There are naturally many clauses governing
marine-insurance policies, such as capture^ seiz-

ure, war, and so on. The life of the insurance
on a ship begins at the port from which it is

insured until moored for 24 hours at the port to

which it is insured. When an insurance is made
on freight to be carried under a charter, the

policy attaches as soon as the vessel sails, al-

though she may be destined to a distant port for

her cargo.

Though single losses to marine underwriters
have been small, compared with some of those of
fire underwriters, there have been shipwrecks
that have lived in marine insurance men's mem-
ories. One of the greatest losses to American
marine insurance was that of the .American
steamer Central America, which foundered off

the Cuban coast in September 1857. The Cen-
tral America was boimd from Aspinwall, now
Colon, to New Y'ork, and was loaded principally
with treasure from the California gold-mines.
She carried insurance amounting to between
S700.000 and SSoo.ooo, all of which had to be
paid bj" American underwriters. Another not-
able loss was tliat of the steamer Erie, which
sailed from Pemambuco, Brazil, loaded with
coffee, on I Jan. 1893, and was burned at sea.

Coffee prices were high in those days, and the
Erie went down with $500,000 insurance.

Two losses which not only made inroads on
the American marine companies, but which also

seriously crippled the growth of American steam
transatlantic ser\-ice, were the sinking of the

steamer Arctic, off Newfoundland, in 1854, by
collision, and the disappearance of the steamship
Pacific, which sailed from Liverpool for New-
York in January 1856, and was never heard
from. Both steamships belonged to the Collins
Line, which was the first one to put on steam-
vessels for the Atlantic trade. These early
losses were particularly detrimental to .\merican
marine insurance, because the companies carried
extremely hea\'y lines in those days. Among
the recent heavy losses was that of the steamer
Oregon, which was run into and sunk off the
Long Island coast in 1886. .American marine
imderwriters had between $700,000 and SSoo.ooo
on the Oregon's cargo The loss of the Oregon
also showed underwriters how quickly even a

properly constructed iron ship sinks. The in-

troduction of iron in place of wood for building
vessels has not made any material difference in

the rates of insurance, for iron has hazards
which wood has not. and zicc versa.

I
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As to the future of American marine under-
writing, It is difficult to prophesy. As trade fol-

lows the flag, so marine insurance flourishes in

the country with a prosperous merchant marine.
The United States is again forging to the front

as a great ship-building nation, and this gives

American marine underwriters hope that Ameri-
can marine insurance may follow in the wake of

the growth of American ship-building.

Insurance Patrol, an organization peculiar

to New York and other large cities, which co-

operates with the fire department, but is con-

trolled by the combined insurance companies,

who support it through the board of fire under-
writers. Tlie New York corps was organized

in 1835. when there was an epidemic of incen-

diao' fires. The patrol is provided with wag-
ons and an equipment designed for its special

work. Its most important service is in saving

goods, which it does by removing them from
burning buildings, or by covering them with

rubber or oiied sheets, as a protection from
water, dirt, or cinders. In some cities it is known
as salvage corps, or protective association.

Insurance, Science and Economics of. In-

surance, to-day, forms an integral element of our
social and commercial life. From crude begin-

nings, the principle of providing, by the con-

tributions of the many to a common fund against

the financial consequences of individual losses

due to the inherent uncertainties in human af-

fairs, has been perfected until the modern prac-

tice of insurance includes all the more important

contingencies affecting human welfare. In both

science and economics insurance holds a most
important position, which becomes more readily

apparent as the practice and results of the busi-

ness are inquired into and considered in their

relation to individual and national well being.

As a business insurance holds rank as one of

the foremost enterprises of the age, equal in

importance to banking and transportation. It

would, without exaggerating, be as difficult to

think of commerce without insurance as of trans-

portation without railroads or the transmission

of intelligence without the telegraph. Modem
life has become so completely interwoven with

the idea of insurance that there are few contin-

gencies affecting life and property to which the

principle of insurance has not been more or less

successfully applied.

The scientific basis of insurance is the same
in all its branches, that is, the laws of chance
and probability. In considering any future event

we are confronted by the uncertainty whether
such an event will or will not happen, but from
the facts of experience upon a large scale it is

now possible to calculate with sufficient accuracy
the monetary equivalent required to meet the

risk assumed' by an insurance company. The
recognition of insurance as a science dates from
1747, when Corbyn Morris published his classical

'Essay Toward Illustrating the Science of Insur-
ance,' wherein he attempted to "fix by precise
calculations several important maxims upon this

subject." Accuracy and precision is the essence
of all scientific method which in its practical ap-
plication to insurance does not differ in any im-
portant essential from the method w-hich under-
Hes all other scientific processes. The larger
the mass of facts considered, the more definite
must be the resulting conclusions, which for prac-

tical purposes are the equivalent of natural laws
and confirmed by subsequent experience verify-
ing the truth of the theory assumed.

Insurance science has thus far found its chief
development in the department of life contingen-
cies, due, no doubt, to the fact that the average
duration of human life and its pecuniary value
require to be determined with the greatest pos-
sible accuracy, since the contracts made de-
pendent thereon extend, as a rule, over many
years. In other forms of insurance, such as
fire, marine, and accident, the contracts are gen-
erally, for short periods, seldom of longer dura-
tion than a single year. Hence most of the
scientific discussions and the numerous disserta-
tions upon the subject relate chiefly to life con-
tingencies, but there has been a decided improve-
ment in this direction during recent years. Tlie
deliberations of associations of actuaries and in-
surance managers extending over many years, in
particular the Institute of Actuaries of Great
Britain, are fully entitled to rank, in thorough-
ness of research and grasp of fundamental prin-
ciples, with the deliberations of other scientific

bodies. It is, no doubt, due to this fact that in-
surance was included in the most recent classi-
fication of the sciences as represented at the In-
ternational Congress of Arts and Science at
Saint Louis, held in connection with the exposi-
tion of 1904.

Insurance as a science is a branch of eco-
nomics, although only a few of the more recent
writers on the subject have given careful atten-
tion to the theory of risk and insurance in its

relation to public welfare. A fairly complete
explanation of the economic theory of insurance
is to be found in an essay by Allan H. Willett,
published b3' Columbia L'niversity in 1901. He
holds, and very properly so, that "as a general
rule uncertainty exercises a repellent influence
in human life, and the existence of risk in an ap-
proximate static state causes an economic loss,

while (on the other hand) the assumption of
risk is a source of gain to society." From this

point of view the business of insurance does not
differ essentially from general commercial enter-
prises. Risk is assumed in mining and agricul-
ture in much the same manner as risk is assumed
in the business of insurance, but in life insur-
ance, for illustration, the a.ssumption of a risk

and the equivalent premium payments required
are determined by the theory of probability and
the established laws of human mortality and ob-
served experience. In general commercial enter-

prise the risk assumed is, as a rule, created,

while in insurance the risk is pre-existinp. This
marks the broad division between gambling and
insurance. Insurance is not "in the nature of a

bet." for in insurance an efifort is made to elim-
inate an existing individual risk by its assump-
tion on the part of the many, while in gambling
a non-existing risk is created with resulting
uncertainty and needless loss to society.

Insurance companies are chartered institu-

tions with their powers of existence and rights
of transacting business derived from the State.

They are subject to supervision by special de-
partments in charge of commissioners or super-
intendents of insurance, who have ample power
to inquire into every important detail of oflice

administration. .Xt first the burdens of State
supervision were light, since the companies trans-
acted but little business outside of their home
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State, but within the last generation the busi-

ness operations of most of the companies have

of necessity been extended to other States and

territories.' There has, as a result, been devel-

oped a vast system of over-super^-ision. accom-

f,;i:iied by an immense amount of over-legislation.

ir.ikli of which is inimical to the highest and

hr.>:ide5t development of the business. The posi-

tion of the commissioner is, as a rule, a political

one, subject to the changing fortunes of the par-

ties, and new men have frequently come forward

with radical ideas, which, if carried to the ex-

treme, would have resulted disastrously to the

companies and their policy-holders. It has been

verv ably pointed out by Senator John F. Drj'den,

in an address on 'The Regulation of Insurance by

Congress,' that "Insurance is to-day a univer-

sal institution reaching all classes and affecting

more or less all commercial interests. It is an

essential element of human progress and a

method and means for the uplifting of the

masses to a higher level of economic security-.

It has become national in character, and few

companies confine their operations to a single

State : in fact, if operations were so limited they

might prove disastrous and make the conduct of

the business impossible.®

The taxation of insurance is a difficult prob-

lem and a matter of serious concern to the com-
panies. In its final analysis the incidence of

insurance taxation falls upon the polic>--holders

and the cost of insurance is correspondingly in-

creased. The fact is overlooked diat insurance

itself is in the nature of a tax and that addi-

tional tax burdens are a needless hindrance to

the largest development of the business.

In life insurance alone the annual amount
paid in taxes, fees, etc, is not far from

$10,000,000 and the proportion of taxes to in-

come is constantly increasing, due to additional

burdens placed upon tlie companies as a con-

venient source of public revenue. A tax upon
premiums is an unjust burden upon the business,

and is both inexcusable and unscientific. Tills

tax falls alike upon new premiums for risks just

incurred and upon renewal premiums upon risks

assumed years ago. Since risks assumed years

ago were calculated to produce a certain result

on the assumption of a known mortality and 4
per cent interest, taxes upon premium payments
must necessarily and considerably decrease the

returns to participating policy-holders, and in-

crease, in consequence, the cost of insurance. If

carried to the extreme, especially in the case of

companies which issue only non-participating

policies, it is possible that the comoanies may
ultimately be unable to meet their obligations in

consequence of a policy on the part of the State

which is as unwise as it is unnecessary.

Insurance by goverrment is not a new propo-
sition, but it is only durinir the last half century
that there has been an effective effort to estab-

lish an insurance department by go.-crnment in

active competition with private companies. In
life insurance the experiments of England and
New Zciland are the most valuable because the

results are, on the whole, fairly comparable with
those of non-governmental institutions. Post-
office life insurance in England was established
in iJVii. and the life insurance department of
New Zealand in 1869. The former employ; no
agents or solicitors, while the latter, in all essen-

tials conforms to the methods and usages of

private companies. I'he premium rates and the

results to policy-holders have been about the

same, averaging fairly with those of regular com-
panies of good standing. The business results

in England have been insignificant, while in Ne^v
Zealand a fair measure of success has been
achieved. In New Zealand at best and at most,
the results have not been better, the cost has not
been lower, and the security has not been su-

perior to that offered by private institutions,

which have increased their business in force

at the rate of 51 per cent during the past

nine years, against an increase of 16 per cent

for the government department. The private

companies are gradually gaining on the gov-
ernment, and while in 1894, 49 per cent of

the total policies in force were with the govern-
ment, in 1902 the proportion was only 42 per
cent To those who believe that the government
which governs best is the government which gov-
erns least, and that the limit of State duties is

unduly enlarged by State trading in such direc-

tions as these, the New Zealand experiment is

conclusive evidence that State effort in the field

of life insurance is not likely to produce results

superior to those which have made commercial
life insurance the most successful business of

the age.

As distinct from voluntary insurance by gov-

ernment or private companies, the so-called sys-

tem of compulsory insurance for workmen holds

a imique and important place in the social econ-

omy of certain European nations, particularly

Germany. The term compulsorj' insurance is

seriously misleading, for as a matter of fact, the

svstem is not instn^nce at all. but a state provi-

sion for workmen against the financial conse-

quences of accidents, sickness, invalidity-, and old

age. In its inception the German system of gov-

ernment insurance was a measure designed to

counteract the socialistic tendency in opposition

to the monarchy. In its development it has been

made to include nearly the entire body of work-

men and as a theory of government and social

reform it has unusual attractions. Critically ex-

amined, the system is little else than poor relief

under another name, and inadequate in many
respects as all methods of compulson- thrift must

necessarilj- be. It is insurance in name, but not

in fact, for it is not by the sole contributions of

the beneficiaries that the required funds are pro-

vided, but by the joint and compulsor>- pa>Tnents

of employer and employee, plus a state subsidy

or grant' from the general revenue raised by

taxation. The evidence as to the economic and

social results of this system is so involved and

conflicting and subject to such different inter-

pretations, that no final conclusion for or against

the system can be advanced at the present time.

This much, however, it is safe to say. that the

anticipated benefits have not materialized, and

the socialistic agitation, although much modified

and of a some\vhat different character, is to-day

more pronounced in Germany than ever before.

Nor has compulsorj- insurance solved the labor

problem and brought about a substantial im-

provement in the relation of capital and labor.

The most serious economic aspect is the burden

of the system upon German industrj- and the re-

sulting handicap upon competition in interna-

tional trade. This explains the anxiet>- of the

German government to induce other nations to

follow its example and by means of exhibits.
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illustrations, ana literature advance the cause of

government insurance abroad. Even at the

present time the system is but in its initial stage,

and time alone can prove whether it will ulti-

mately result to the advantage of the German
people or otherwise. In the opinion of Prof.

Famam of Yale, an impartial student of the

subject, "the supporters of the German system

are claiming for it more than the facts of the

case as they now stand warrant," and that "The
German experience with this kind of insur-

ance seems to show that, while it is possible

with a highly trained intelligent administration

to carry through a scheme which will compel

provision against various contingencies, it has

thus far been impossible to create the instinct of

forethought and care which is implied where in-

surance is voluntary. There arc many facts

which go to create a strong presumption that the

result of this governmental care is actually to

make people less careful of the future, and less

judicious in their expenditure."

Insurance had its origin in private enterprise

and it has attained its commanding position as

a world force for the betterment of the social

condition of mankind through the initiative,

ability, and courage of a group of men as much
deserving of immortal fame and glory as any

other class of benefactors of the human race.

State trading in the field of insurance has never
advanced the cause by a single important inno-

vation or by a new theory or a material improve-

ment in practice. The necessary reforms and
changes as dictated by experience have been
brought about by the companies and it is due to

these and these alone that the insurance business

has become one of colossal magnitude and
world-wide extent. The amount of insurance

of all kinds in force in the United States has

been estimated by the Committee on Insurance
Law of the American Bar Association to ap-

proximate $50,000,000,000. The aggregate assets

of the companies approximate $3,000,000,000, and
the American people pay annually for insurance
of all kinds approximately $1,000,000,000, while
they received from the companies during the

year ended 31 Dec. 1904, approximately $800.-

000,000. These figures are exclusive of the busi-

ness of many fraternal associations and local

mutual fire insurance companies, of which there

is no trustworthy or complete record.

No other business so completely enjoys pub-
lic confidence and has so successfully stood the
test of long experience. .As the scientific prin-

ciples of insurance are examined and the highly
specialized administration of the companies is

considered and the results are measured by a fair

standard of benefits in proportion to cost, the
verdict of science and economics will agree with
that of the mass of mankind, that our social and
commercial progress would have been impossi-
ble without insurance. Resting upon this broad
foundation of human experience and public con-
fidence, the colossal business of modern insur-
ance challenges the admiration of the world.

Bibliography.— Insurance has a literature of
its own and a most interesting history extending
over more than four centuries, with suggestions
of at least a conception of the insurance idea
among the most ancient people of whom there is

a recorded history. The limitations of this ar-
ticle preclude more than a brief reference to the
more recently oublished works, among which.
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however, I may mention Willett, 'Economic
Theory of Risk and Insurance' (Columbia Uni-

versity Press, New York 1901) ;
the Yale Insur-

ance Lectures 2 vols., C. C. Hine Company,
New York 1904) ; Alexander, 'The Life Insur-

ance Company' (Appleton & Co., New York
1905); Young, 'Insurance* (Isaac Pitman &
Sons, London) ; Dean, 'Fire Rating as a Sci-

ence' (J. M. Murphy. Chicago 1901); Phelps,

'History of American Insurance During the Last
Decade' (American Underwriter, New York
1904) ; Vance, 'Handbook of the Law of Insur-

ance' (West Pub. Co., St. Paul, Minn., 1904) ;

Wolfe, 'Investments of Insurance Companies'
(The Insurance Press, New York 1905). These
are but a few of the many books on insurance
which have been published during recent years.

In addition there are the Insurance Year Books
on life, fire, and miscellaneous insurance, pub-
lished by The Spectator Company. New York, the

annual reports of insurance commissioners, some
of which contain critical observations on insurance
problems of the day, the annual proceedings of

underwriters' associations, and the national con-
ventions of insurance commissioners, the special

publications of insurance companies, their his-

tories, etc.. the discussions on State supervision

and Federal regulation of insurance, of which the

two more important are an address by John F.

Dryden, president of the Prudential Insurance
Company of America (1904), and a report of

the (Committee of the American Bar Association

on Insurance, by Ralph W. Breckenridge, chair-

man, Omaha, Neb. (1905). But the chief source

of information regarding insurance practice, the

progress of the business, the organization of

companies, etc.. is to be found in the technical

and general insurance periodicals, the 'Insur-

ance Monitor,' 'The Spectator,' the 'Weekly
Underwriter,' and the 'Insurance Press,' of

New York, the 'Baltimore Underwriter,' of

Baltimore, the 'Standard.' of Boston, and many
others. The principal publishers of works on in-

surance are The Spectator Company, New York,
and C. and E. Layton. London.

Frederick L. Hoffm.vjj,
Statistician of the Prudential Insurance Com-

pany of America.

Insurrec'tion, the act of rising against gov-
ernmental authority, active opposition to the

power of the state. In the United States, power
to suppress insurrections by emploving the mi-

litia is given to Congress by the Constitution.

Art. I., Sec. 8. Clause 15. In 1792 and 1807 acts

w-ere passed giving the President power to call

forth the militia when notified by an associate

justice of the Supreme Court or a district judge
that the execution of the laws is obstructed,

and on application of a legislature or a gover-

nor, when the legislature could not be convened,

and to employ also the land and naval forces of

the United States. The Whiskey Insurrection

(q.v.) was directed against the Federal author-

ity and the President employed force to suppress

it on notification by the Federal judge. During
the Buckshot War (q.v.), in 1838. between the

Whigs and Democrats in Pennsylvania, the gov-

ernor of that State asked for assistance, but it

was refused. The governor of Rhode Island

made a similar application during the Dorr Re-
bellion (q.v.) and the regulars were held ready

for action, but their aid proved unnecessary.

These last two cases came under Art. IV., Sec. 4.
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of the Federal Constitution, which provides

•that the United States shall protect" each

Stale on application of the legislature, or of the

executive, against domestic %nolence.

When the Civil War began the President was

obliged to take prompt steps in calling out the

militia, though no application had been made to

him as required by the acts of 1792 and 1793.

His action was justified by Art. II., Sec. .^, of the

Constitution, providing that "he shall take care

that the laws be faithfully executed," but Con-
gress on 6 Aug. 1861 formally validated and
made legal all of President Lincoln's previous

acts, proclamations, and orders. The Force Bill

(q.v.) of 20 April 1871 gave the President spe-

cial power to use military force in certain con-

tingencies. In the South during the reconstruc-

tion period, and in the North, during strike riots.

Federal troops have been used.

Integral Calculus. See C^lcltlus, Ixfini-
TESIM.^L.

Intellect See Mixd; Psychology.

Intent, a legal term signifying the end or

object which a person had in the performance
of an act, the making of an engagement, or the

drawing up of a will. Generally the legal con-

sequences of an act are considered quite inde-

pendently of the intention of motive of such an
act. A wrong done to the person or propertj' of
another is punishable at law without considera-

tion of the intentions of the person committing
the \-iolence or trespass. But when an engage-
ment has been made by person, or a written

disposition of property executed, the intention

of the person making the engagement or sign-

ing the deed is fair matter for legal inquiry.

In this connection a subsequent stipulation by
word of mouth is not competent to nullify or
modify the terms of a written engagement In-
tent also forms an important part in suits for

defamation, fraud and negligence. Negligence
must have intent to make it criminal, so must
defamation and fraud and malicious mischief.

Consult Thayer, 'Preliminary Treatise on E\-i-

dence* (1898) ; Black, 'Construction and Inter-

pretation of Laws* (1S96) ; Hardcastle, 'Rules
which govern the Construction and Effect of
Statuton- Law' (1900).

Intent in psychology, according to James,
is that which intelligent consciousness "means
or intends" : the intent is a feeling in

consciousness which is usually identified or
practically identical with the object of conscious-
ness at a particular lime. By others, however,
the word intent is meant to apply to a certain
point of view from which an object may be re-

garded. Thus when our conscious processes
have a unity of interest, there is, as a rule, a cer-
tain amount of uir ' ' ct If the interest

is divided, more
; to the attainment

of a definite or a \... .
•. the object as

it becomes more pcrfi ; is identical
with the object as pr iess perfectly
known ; and as one's conscious thought is di-
rected constantly toward the object, it receives,
little by little, further and further definite speci-
fication, the detail being more or less in the
' ' ' yet the detail is all the time in

as it were ineviubly associated
• ^ .^..^^i itself. The detailed object con-
sidered by Baldwin as the goal of conscious en-

deavor, may be called the intent ol consciousness.

The end pursued becomes defined in the pursuit
of it, and so far as it is j-et indefinite, and there-

fore only partially developed in consciousness, it

is an intent Consult Baldwin, 'Dictionary of
Philosophy and Psychologj-, * \'ol. I.

Intercollegiate Athletics. See Educ.\tiox-\i.
Athletics.

In"tercolumnia'tion, in Greek architecture,

the space between two columns. This space is

measured in diameters of the foot of the column.
Vitruvius mentions five varieties of intercolum-

niation. These are the pycnostyle (that is, with
columns thicklj' ranged) of one diameter and a
half, which are least frequently found; the

systyle (that is, with columns harmoniously
ranged) of two diameters, the diasiyle (that is,

with columns far apart) of three diameters, the

arcostyle (that is. with columns sparsely

ranged) of four diameters ; and the eustyle

(that is, with columns a due distance apart) of
two and a quarter diameters.

Intercontinen'tal Railway, or Pan-Ameri-
can Railway, a proposed line of standard
gauge, to connect the railway systems of the
United States and Mexico with those of the

.\rgentine Republic, utilizing as far as practica-

ble existing systems in Central and South .Amer-
ica. At the first International Cx)nference of
.\merican States, held in Washington (1889-90)
the committee on railway conmiunications said
in their report "That a railroad connecting all

or a majority of the nations represented in this

conference will contribute greatly to the devel-
opment of cordial relations between said nations
and the growth of their material interests."

President Harrison on 19 May 1890 recom-
mended that Congress should make an appro-
priation for the share of the United States in

the expenses of a preliminary sun-ey. Congress
complied, and the Intercontinental Railway
Commission began its work with A. J. Cassat
as chairman and H. G. Davis at the head of the
finance committee. The commission spent about
$360,000 for surse\"S. maps, etc, three corps of
engineers making experimental surveys between
the north of Guatemala and .\rgentina in 1892,

1893, and 18914. It was found that the approxi-
mate length of the line to connect the south-
eastern boundar>- of Mexico with Buenos .\yres

would be : in (juatemala, 230 miles ; Salvador,
220; Honduras. 70; Nicaragua, 224; Costa Rica,

363; Colombia, 1^372; Ecuador, 635; Peru.

1,671; Bolivia. 774. and .Argentina, 1,143: total,

6.702. The distance frpm New York to the

Guatemalan frontier is 3.769 miles, and thus the

total from New York to Buenos .^yres is 10471
miles. Links between the termini of the .A.rgen-

tine and Mexican systems : In Bolivia. 192
miles; in Peru, 151 miles; in Nicaragua, 31

miles; in Sal\-ador, 20 miles; in Guatemala. 30
miles. This statement shows that about half of
the distance between New York and Buenos
.\jTes was covered by railways then existing.

On 27 Nov. 1901 the Pan-.\merican Railway
committee of the Second International Confer-
ence held in Mexico City stated that "some addi-
tional railroad has been built that could be util-

ized as a part of a continental system" ; that not
more than 5.000 miles of road would have to be
constructed to establish railway communication
between the systems of North and South .\mer-
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ica ; that $200,000,000 would be ample for this

work ; and that the surveys made by the engi-

neers of the commission demonstrated the prac-

ticability of constructing all of the missing links.

The concluding assertion, however, should be re-

ceived with caution. In Central America the

proposed line runs along the volcanic coast; on
entering South America it is continued among
the enormous volcanic Andes, still paralleling

the Pacific shore, but further inland. Recom-
mendations made by the committee on 27 Nov.
1901 were that a permanent committee on Pan-
American Railway should be appointed "to

further the project after the adjournment of the

conference" ; also that the United States should
take the lead in sending "competent and reliable

persons whose duty it shall be to determine ac-

curately the resources of the different countries

and the condition of railway lines in operation

. . . and the prospects for business for an
intercontinental line . . . and also to ascertain

what concessions or assistance each of the re-

spective governments is willing to grant to the

enterprise." The permanent committee ap-

pointed by the president of the conference
comprised Ex-Senator Henry G. Davis and
four others. A special commissioner was sent

to the Latin-American republics, as sug-

gested.

In'terdict, an ecclesiastical decree which
forbids the performance of certain acts of pub-
lic worship. When an interdict was laid upon
a town, district, or country, all the churches
were closed, the bells were silent, the sacra-

ments, except infant baptism and extreme
unction (and sometimes even these), were with-
held, the rites of burial were not performed, and
all the public ceremonies of religion were sus-

pended. Interdicts may be general, as applied

to a country or city; particular, as applied to a
parish or diocese

;
personal, as applied to a per-

son, or some class of persons. The bishops
seem to have anciently exercised the right of

publishing interdicts ; for in 870 Hincmar,
bishop of Laon in France, issued one against a
parish in his diocese. One of the earliest cen-

sures of this sort on record was imposed upon
the city of Rouen in the 6th century on account
of the murder of the Archbishop Pretextatus by
order of Queen Fredegonda. In 997 Gregory V.
laid the kingdom of France under an inter-

dict because King Robert had married his

cousin, and the king was abandoned by
most of his court. The same penalty
was inflicted upon the kingdom of England
under Stephen (1147) by Eugenius III., under
John (1207) by Innocent III., under Henry
VIII. (1535) with little effect by Paul III., and
under Elizabeth (1587) by Sixtus V. Adrian
IV. laid Rome under an interdict for the purpose
of compelling the Romans to drive out Arnold
of Brescia. Gregory IX. made use of the same
instrument of compulsion in his quarrel with
the emperor Frederic II. During the middle
ages the interdict was a powerful engine of
attack for the popes in their contests with sov-
ereigns, as the popular dread of its effects was
so great that kings were often forced by rebel-

lions to submit to almost any conditions in order
that it might be taken off. From the time of the

reformation general and local interdicts have
become rare. When Paul V. laid Venice under
an interdict in 1606, the churches were not

closed, and oidy a minority of the bishops sub-
mitted to it.

Interest ("it concerns"— the party in issue— originally an award of damages, later used to

evade the anti-interest laws), a charge for the
u.se of money, by custom computed aniuially, on
a basis of so many out of each 100 units loaned;
but without diminishing the capital. It is possi-

ble to pay interest without loss, because, under
conditions now general, the borrowed money
can be employed in productive industry, from
which a return equal to or greater than the in-

terest can be obtained ; or because comfort,
prestige, or moral advantages of many kinds are
derivable, justifying the expenditure when
enough is left. Such borrowing is novv_ useful
on the whole, because civilization has ingrained
a self-restraint in the masses which makes them
in most cases manage money soberly and pru-
dently. But in the early ages this was not so,
except in a few developed commercial cities

:

Babylon carried on business by interest loans,
and even bottomry bonds on shipping. Tyre
probably did so, the great Athenian commerce
was built up entirely by it, as Demosthenes ex-
plicitly says, but the mass of people were not
fit to have the use of money, had no remuner-
ative employment for it, and borrowed it only
to use in self-indulgence, or in desperation be-
cause any rate was a choice of evils. There was
little property to pledge, and the security was
mostly the debtor's person ; foreclosure meant
selling him for a slave, and the grievance which
called for Solon's legislation was the debt-
slavery of a large section of the citizens. Hence
arose a violent prejudice against the system alto-
gether, as immoral in itself; the law of Moses
prohibited it between Jew and Jew ; Aristotle
says it is essentially immoral, because money
cannot breed money (this in the age of Athenian
commerce), and never was meant for any such
use; the Christian Church inherited the repro-
bation from the Jewish, and for many centuries
forbade its members to take "usury" (money for
the use of money, that is, interest at any per-
centage), and the secular laws were correspond-
ent. In England interest did not become legal
till the time of Henry VIII., but had been actu-
ally practised for many generations, by legal
fictions of partnership or breach of contract,
etc.

; previously it was in the hands of t!ie Jews— who were so indispensable as financial agents
that a Jew who was converted to Christianity
had all his property confiscated— and later of
the Lombards. The first English permissive
statutes fixed 10 per cent as the legal limit
that might be charged; early in the 17th cen-
tury it was set at 5. No serious doubt of the
power of governments to regulate the current
rate of interest obtainable was entertained till

Bentham wrote his 'Defence of Usury' in 1786,
proving that the laws could not possibly have
any effect; because if the legal rate fixed was
equal to or greater than the current rate it could
not work any change in it ; and if less, holders
of money would not lend without obtaining their
price plus an insurance for the risk of legal
punishment. The doctrine was violently dis-
liked, and has not even yet overcome the deter-
mination of the mass to show their dislike of
usury by statute, or their belief that they can
affect rates ; but in a few American States of
late years the anti-usury laws have been abol-
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ished Of course a legal rate is always pro-

vided in default ol conuact

Interest is not a natural right, but a matter

of law or contract. The holder ol a note paj'a.

be without stipulation of mterest cannot claun

anv until the note has become -due and remams

unpaid; thenceforward it draws money a* the

Wal rate. The United States pays no interest

on its debts, except where bonds are issued spe-

"
'oTthe separate States and Territories thwe

is no legal restriction on the rate allowable by

contract in .\rizona, California, Colorado, Con-

necticut. Maine. Massachusetts Montana Ne-

%-ada Rhode Island, Tennessee. Utah or Washing-

ton : th* legal rate in each is 6 per cent except with

Colorado (S). Montana (S). Nevada (7). Utah and

Washington (S). The others have rates as rollows,

the legal rate coming tirst, then the contract rate

permitted: .-Mabama, S, S; .Jirkansas, 6, 1°; Dela-

ware. 6, 6: Florida. S, 10: Georgia. 7. S; Idaho;

7. 12; Illinois, s. 7: Indiana, 6. S; Iowa. 6, b,

Kansas, 6, 10; Kentucky, 6, 6; Louisiana, 3, i»;

Maryland. 6, 6; Michigan, 5. T,.
^I'°nesota,

6, 10; Mississippi. 6, 10; Missouri, 6, S; rMe-

braska, S, S: New Hampshire. 6. 6; >ew
Jersey, 6, 8; New Mexico. 6, 12; New_\ork,

6 6- North Carolina. 6. 6; North Dakota,

6', 12; Ohio, 6, S; Oklahoma, Ore-

gon, 8. 10; Pennsylvania, 6, 6; South Carolina,

7, 8; South Dakota. 7, 12; Texas. 8, 10; Ver-

mont. 6, 6; Virginia. 6, 6; West Virginia, 6, 6;

Wisconsin. 7, 10; Wyoming. 8, 12. The rates

in the District of Columbia are 6. 10.

That these provisions are more the resiUt ot

tenacious tradition than of any very exact rea-

soning is shown by their terms. Only m three

States— Illinois. Louisiana, and Michigan— has

there been any recent attempt to keep down by

law the rate of contractual interest to the rate

actually current in the community ; in the others,

unspecified debts bear 6 to 8 per cent interest

while the current rate is 5. .A.s to the contract

interest, 11 States stick to the attempt to forbid

anything beyond the legal rate ; but that assumed

interest being above current rates, some leeway

is left. One of these, moreover— New York—
favors its peculiar interest by allowing any con-

tract rate on "call loans" over $5,000. Sixteen

make the rate so high— from 10 to 12 per cent

— that any one with the least pretense of credit

or securi^' can contract freely; above that, we
have to deal with pawnbrokers and "fences,*

the former protected by tacit allowance, the lat-

ter amenable only to criminal legislation.

The theories of interest, like most economic

principles, are much disputed by economists.

The chief theories are those of "abstinence."

holding interest to be a reward of abstinence

from using up the capital in enjoyment (a vari-

ant of this regards it as a result of the general

appreciation of the present above the future) ;

of "productivity," holding it to be the return for

production by capital in the same way that

wages are a return for production by labor; the

combination of the two. regarding the return as

fixed by supply and demand, the latter depend-

ing on' productivity and the former on absti-

nence; and the "monopoly" theory, which con-

siders it a toll levied on the product of labor

by the capitalists 'who control the means of pro-

duction.

Interest, in psychology, is a term by which

at least two or three diiferent thmgs inay be

meant. On the one hand interest may be denned

as the consciousness which accompames mental

tendencies of any sort so far as they are con-

centrated on mental objects. It is manifested

by a certain amount of voluntary attention to

which it mav be considered a stimulus. The ex-

ploiting habit, curiosity, the desire to know,

mav be defined as primary forms of mterest, as

distinguished from custom and habit and ones

way of regarding things, the former being re-

garded bv^Baldwin in the nature of a stimulus

to the intellectual function, the latter as frequent

performance of a process.

The word also, in the \-ulgar sense, applies

loosely to what is meant by personal advantage

;

as, for instance, it is «to a man's mterest" to ob-

tain such and such.
, , ,

In pedagogics interest is often looked upon

as a form of amusement, a stimulus through

the play-instinct to induce intellectual effort. In

the science of teaching, the ideal is to awaken

an interest in the ends for which pupils study,

and tliat a permanent interest in the ends should

be fostered through the means. Baldwin w-ell

savs that when interest attaches to the end, but

no't to the means of reaching it, we have

drudgery, as in the case of workmen who think

only of the dollar, taking no interest in the

labor that w-ins it; on the other hand, when

there is interest in the means, but not i" *«
end, we have play, we do not work. \\ hen,

however, there is interest m the end to be ob-

tained, and also in the means for reaching the

end the ideal of work desirable m educauon is

reached. See Herbart, < Science of Education'

;

* Doctrines of Interest> ; Baldwin, 'Story of the

Mind' ; < Educational Review,' Vol. X.; Bald-

win. < Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychol-

ogy,' Vol. I.

Interfer'ence, in physics, is a phenomenon

exhibited by wave motion of all kinds, and

consists in the coming together of waves h^ing

different phases, in such a way that the ettecu

of the waves are either increased or dimmished.

Interference may be observed when two ditter-

ent trains of waves come together upon the

surface of water or any other liquid. Where

the crest of a wave belonging to one system

coincides with the crest of a wave of the other

system, the elevation of the water surface is

sensibly equal to the sum of the heights that

the separate waves would have if each existed

in the same place alone. When a crest of one

of the waves coincides with the trough ot an-

other, the disturbance of the water surface is

reduced, and the elevation (or depression)

which results is equal to the difference between

the elevation of one of the component waves

and the depression of the other one.

The kinds of interference that are ot the

greatest practical importance in physics are

those which occur among sound waves, or among

waves of light. The phenomena in these cases

are ultimateh- of the same general sort as those

observed upon the surface of water. In tne

case of sound, interference may even produce

entire silence in certain regions, when two trains

of sound waves, of equal intensity, are brought

together in a suitable manner. .\ more familiar

result of the interference of sound waves, how-

ever, is the production of "beats," when two or
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more trains of waves, having but slightly differ-

ent wave-length, come together while the two
are movmg in nearly the same direction. This
phenomenon is exhaustively treated in Helm-
holtz's ^Sensations of Tone,' and it also re-

ceives a more or less adequate treatment in all

of the better works on physics.

The more familiar of the interference phe-

nomena that are afforded by light are those

which are observed in connection with soap

bubbles and with very thin plates of transparent

solids. Light, upon striking the soap bubble

or the thin plate, is reflected toward the eye

from both surfaces, and the trains of light

waves that reach the eye from these two sources,

since they have a slight difference of phase
(which varies, moreover, from point to point

of the bubble or the plate), interfere w-ith one
another so as to produce effects that are often

very beautiful and striking. A soap bubble,

when viewed by monochromatic light, often ap-

pears to be covered with dark striae ; the dark
lines being due to the fact that at the points

that appear dark the two trains of light-waves,

coming respectively from the inner and outer
surfaces of the soap bubble, nearly or com-
pletely neutralize each other. When the bubble
is viewed by white light, we do not commonly
see the dark strix, their places being taken by
bands of color. This is because the different

colors that compose white light have different

wave-lengths, so that at any given point in

the bubble only a portion of the colors are de-
stroyed by interference, leaving the remaining
constituents of the white light to produce their

full chromatic effect upon the eye. See Light;
Sound; Physical Crystallography.

Inte'rior, Department of the, one of the
executive departments of the United States gov-
ernment whose heads are cabinet secretaries.

The "home department," long existent in all

European governments, was only constituted in

this countrj' by act of 3 March 1849. Its func-
tions had previously been exercised by bureaus
or officials of nearly all the other departments

:

patents, copyrights, public documents, and the
census belonged to the State Department; pub-
lic lands, mines, and judicial accounts, to the
Treasury ; Indian affairs, to the War Depart-
ment ; and pensions to the War and Navj', each
for its own pensioners. By later laws the In-
terior was given charge of education, public
surveys (including the geological survey; but
the coast and geodetic survey belongs to the
Treasury), subsidized railroads. Territories, na-
tional parks and reservations, returns of public
contracts made by several other departments,
some charitable institutions in the District of
Columbia, and a number of other matters. The
secretary makes an annual report of the number
of public documents received and distributed.

He has a salary of $10,000, and two assistant

secretaries. His office has seven divisions: ap-
pointments, disbursements, lands and railroads,

Indian affairs, pensions and miscellaneous, pub-
lic documents, and stationerv' and printing. Al-
though most of these are managed by commis-
sions appointed by the President, their work is

under the secretary's direction, and their re-

ports are made through him. !Most of the clerks

and subordinate officers in the bureaus are ap-
pointed by him. All patents issued by the

United States must be signed by him. The
first secretary was Thomas Ewing of Ohio.

Interlaken, in'ter'laHcn ("between the
lakes"), Switzerland, village in the canton, and
26 miles southeast of the town of Berne, one
mile southeast of Unterseen, beautifully situ-

ated near the left bank of the Aar, in the valley

of Boedeli, between the lakes of Thun and
Brienz. It contains a beautiful old castle and
numerous hotels. It is visited annually by
80,000 to 100,000 tourists. Pop. about 2,500.

Internal Improvements, the construction

and reparation of roads, bridges, canals, harbors,

lighthouses, etc., at the expense of the United
States government. The Constitution not hav-

ing made any provision for such improvements,
the execution of public works of this character

became subject to tlie vicissitudes of party poli-

tics. Yet since 1789 funds have been perpetu-

ally appropriated bj- Congress for the carrying

on of improvements throughout the country, so

long as these lay strictly within Federal juris-

diction. Such would include lighthouses, buoys,

beacons and public piers, rivers and harbors.

The Federalist party, and after it the Demo-
cratic party, opposed all improvements on rivers

and roads, the benefit of which passes to the sev-

eral States. Yet in 1806 an appropriation was
made for the construction of the Cumberland
Road, which should penetrate the Western
States and facilitate the mail sen/ice, as well as

open up unsettled territory to the increasing

tide of immigration, and serve for the trans-

portation of troops and army supplies. The
Federal Government, about the same time, un-
dertook the construction of a road through
Georgia toward New Orleans. In 1898 Con-
gress passed a resolution in which it claimed the

power to make appropriations for such internal

improvements as the construction of roads and
canals, and the maintenance and direction of

water courses. Such roads and canals as the
President should consider of Federal impor-
tance w-ere ordered by Congress to be sur\eyed,
and $300,000 was subscribed to stock of the

Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. But there was
a wide difference of opinion with regard to the
constitutionality of such legislative action, and
in May 1822, President Monroe vetoed the Cum-
berland Road bill. He supported this procedure
by the declaration that Congress had acted ultra

vires. That body, he maintained, had no right

under the Constitution to carry out such m-
temal improvements at Federal expense. Presi-
dent Jackson in 1830 followed Monroe's exam-
ple and vetoed the Maysville Turnpike Road
bill. Henceforth, the matter of such internal

improvements was left to the legislation of the
various States. Jackson had somewhat miti-

gated the force of his veto by advocating the
distribution of the Treasury surplus among the
various States, but when the Whigs tried to put
this into execution in 1841, President Tyler by
his veto put a stop to any such attempts, and
the)' have never since been repeated. The in-

troduction of railroads under the management
of private corporations did away with the call

for road appropriations, although something like

a bonus was given to the projectors of new lines

by the vast grants of lands which were made to
them. Tracts of 40.000,000 and 50,000,000 acres
were thus transferred to railroad companies. At
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present both the great pohticaJ parties are m-

dineti to reclaim so much of the pubhc lands

thus granted, as has not been earned by a strict

fulfilment of the conditions on which the grant

was made. The appropriations for internal im-

provements under the head Rivers and Har-

bors for the year 1903 was $32,540,199.50 as

against §7,046,623.00 in 1902.

Internal Revenue System, of the United

States, properly ail laxauon except that of for-

eign goods at customs offices: but in use re-

stricted to what were formerly termed excises

(q.v.), on internal trade and manufactures,

through a bureau of the Treasury Department,

organized 1S62. Before that time, though ex-

cises had been imposed, they were unpopular

and brief. An intense dislike to them had been

inherited from England, where they traditionally

connoted an independent revenue for the sov-

ereigns to free them from popular control, and

arbitrarj- interference with private business and

persons by irresponsible officials, the raw state

of trade and manufacture in this country made
a general excise system very injurious; and the

customs dues amply pro\-ided for the expenses.

The first occasion when they were resorted

to was just after the adoption of the Constitu-

tion. The assumption of the State debts, and

other expenses of the new government, com-

pelled Hamilton to recommend an excise, though

in the 'Federalist' and elsewhere he had

strongly urged its impolicy ; he was also anxious

to test the power of the government to enforce

taxation, which the Articles of Confederation

could not On 3 March 1791 a bill was passed

taxing distilled spirits of domestic manufacture.

In the then West (western Pennsylvania) the

still was like the New England cider mill, but

much more important, because the long dis-

tances and bad roads made corn unprofitable

unless condensed into whiskey, hence there was

open revolt, which had to be put do«-n by

national troops (l7ci+). Direct resistance

ceased, but the tax was largely evaded, and it

was two years before it was extended to Ken-

tuck-v and Tennessee, while the collections in

North Carolina were poor. In 1794 the system

was e.xtended in fear of a war with England, but

owing to unskilful choice of anicles or pro-

visions in detail, the only one which produced

much was that on sugar, from the high import

duty, which gave the home market to the domes-

tic manufacturers, so that what went into excise

came off customs. Stamp taxes were laid in

1797, but were of odious associations. \\ ith the

election of Jefferson as President the whole sys-

tem came under ban, the Democrats having al-

wavs opposed it, and on 6 .\pril 1802 the entire

internal taxes were repealed, with nearly

S700.000 outstanding and uncollected, and which

remained so. The dislike was not to the taxes

as such, but to the inquisitorial methods of col-

lection involved; and this persisted. But the

War of 1812 compelled a renewal of them: un-

fortunately they were laid so late that the war
was over before they began to produce much.

They were needed to pay off the war debts,

however, and were retained till 23 Dec. 1817.

Thence till the Civil War no internal tax of any

kind was levied in the United States.

The first real "system"— for the others in-

cluded but few articles— and which has become
a standing part of our system of taxation.

was inaugurated l July 1S62, others followed,

placing an enormous and very ill-distributed

burden on the people, which they bore uncom-

plainingly for the end in view. It is almost

too complimentary to call it a system, as it was

an indiscriminate heaping of taxes upon every

stage of every article, on labor and tools, raw

materials and' finished products, processes and

professions. Articles paid sometimes a dozen

taxes on the various stages, and another on the

final one, before reaching even the wholesaler

to begin a round of middemen"s profits. "The

only principle recognized," says Darid A.

Wells, '"if it can be called a principle, was akin

to that at Donnybrook Fair, "Wherever you

see a head hit it" «^^^lerever you find an ar-

ticle, a product, a trade, a profession, or a

source of income, tax it!» Within the period

1861-7 no less than 25 revenue bills were passed

by Congress. The incessant endeavor was to

find new objects of taxation. The industrial

effects of the sudden huge unequal burdens,

and the political effects of the enormous reve-

nue to spend at discretion, cannot be discussed

here. The taxes did not begin to produce

largely at once; in 1863 the receipts were

S37.640.787.95; in 1864, $i09.74i>i36.io: in 1865.

S20Q.464.215 J25 ; in 1866, the summit.

S300.226.81342. Then the items began to be

stricken off, the total sinking by 1873 to

$113,729^x4.14: able business men have anrib-

uted part of the inflation, and consequent

panic, to the sudden removal of burdens to

which business had adjusted itself. The next

year it touched bottom, §102^09,784-90. The
taxes bv this time had been reduced to about

the present status, and tended to increase with

the growth of the country-, even rising some-

what through the bad years lS75-<)- The in-

come tax. though fairly produaive— the height

being 537,775.873 in 1870— was dropped in

1S72; no other tax was ever so unpopular, from

its piring into pri\-ate secrets, and its work-

ing through informers. It is also the one which

bears hardest on the most hea\-ily burdened

class of the communitj-. the moderately sal-

aried men in ^-arious callings. Protection lead-

ers have repeatedly urged or hinted at repeal

of all internal taxes, to prevent any reduction

of customs duties; but the moral feeling re-

inforces the economic sense of the people in

insisting on liquors and tobacco being taxed.

-Attempts have been made to increase the reve-

nue from liquors by raising the tax; but the

result is the reverse, the premium on fraud

being too great. In 1804 the income tax was

re-established, but the Supreme Court decided

it unconstitutional under its panicular terms.

On I July 1S9S, to provide for the expenses of

the Spanish War. fresh internal taxes were

laid ; of which the most fertile were stamps on

all mercantile papers, telegrams, etc.. and on

patent medicines, and wines, which yielded in

the ensuing fiscal vear S43.83r-816.66. Special

taxes on bankers and amusements, and some

other things, >-ielded several millions. Ihe

total receipts in 1899 were S273-484-57'-44- In

1901 and 190a the new taxes were all abol-

ished.

International Brotherhood of Mainten-

ance-of-Way Employees, an American labor

union, having a department of fraternal in-

surance. It was founded at Demopolis. -Ma,
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in 1887, and had a membership in 1903 of

40,000. Since its organizaliun the society has

disbursed $500,000 in death and disabiUty bene-

fits. It has secured increased wages for main-
tenance-of-way employees to the amount of

$6,000,000 annually. It was actively engaged

in the great strike on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way in 1901. The strike was settled after a

struggle lasting II weeks, with the understand-

ing that all members of the brotherhood would
be reinstated in their former positions within

two weeks ; the question of wages to be left

to arbitration. Sir John A. Boyd, Chief Jus-

tice of Ontario, was chosen cliairman of the

Board of Arbitration and awarded the employees
an increase of 20 per cent over previous wages.

The brotherhood holds a charter of affiliation

with the American Federation of Labor, and
publishes the 'Advance Advocate,' a magazine
devoted to the interests of maintcnance-of-way
employees. See R.Mi.w.w L.\bor Organiz.\tions.

International Councils of Women. See
n.\tional and international councils of

Women.

International Date Line, an imaginary line

».> »>>v. 1V>4 »

Map of the world, showing the International

drawn through the Pacific Ocean somewhat ir-

regularly, but tending in a general northerly and
southerly direction, and separating the islands

of the Pacific Ocean in such a way that all those

which He to the cast of it carry the same date

as the United States, while all those on the

west of it carry the same date as Japan and
Australia. The nature of this line may be made
clear by the following illustration: A traveler

leaves New York city at noon on Sunday, and
proceeds westward just as fast as the earth
turns on its axis, so that he follows the sun in

its apparent westward progress with such pre-

cision that he keeps it always directly south of
him. It will be noon, therefore, at every place
he passes. If, however, he asks the day of the

week at every point of his journey, he will

be told that it is Simday at all points in the
United States, and even as far west as Hawaii.
This can not hold true indefinitely, however, be-
cause when he has gone entirely around the
world, and has returned to New York, he will
have been gone 24 hours, and will therefore be
told that it is Monday noon. Hverywhere in

Europe, too, he would have been told that it is

Monday noon.
Yet it has always been the same day to

him, and there must have been some place on
the journey where he was told, for the first

time, that the day was Monday instead of Sun-
day. At this place, if he wishes to be in ac-

cord with the people that he meets, he must
arbitrarily change the name of his day from
Sunday to Monday. Mariners are in the habit

of making the change upon crossing the i8oth

meridian from Greenwich, England ; but this fact

is of no service to us if we wish to compare the

date carried on one of the Pacific Islands with
the corresponding date (say) at New York,
because the mariners pay no attention to the

local dales on the islands that they pass. The
ideal way to find out where the date actually

does change would be to canvass the entire Pa-
cific Ocean, so as to find out what date is

actually in use on every one of its islands at

some given instant. A line drawn from pole to

pole in such a manner as to keep all islands

bearing one date on one side and all islands
bearing the other date on the other side, would
afford a perfectly definite basis for the com-

parison of dates, and would
be the true "International Date
Line."

No such canvass has yet
been made. As a general rule,

it may be said that the date
now in use upon most of the
different islands or groups, is

the date which results from the
one carried there by the first

European or American col-
onists ; and this date will pre-
sumably be different according
as the colonists came from the
cast or the west. This is not
true universally, however, be-
cause arbitrary changes in the
date are known to have been
made in a number of cases.

For example. Alaska was first

colonized by the Russians, who
brought with them the Rus-
sian date. When the American
there, they carried with them

the date of the United States, and this led to

some considerable confusion, the Sunday of the

Americans being the Monday of the Russians, in

spite of the fact that the Russians still use the

Julian calendar. In 1867, when .-Maska was pur-
chased from Russia, the date in use there was
made to conform to that used in the United
States. Again, the Philippines were discovered
by Magellan, in 1521, and Manila was founded
by Lagaspi in 1571. Magellan brought his date
from the cast, and after the islands were col-

onized they kept the same date as the Spanish
possessions on the opposite side of the Pacific

;

and they therefore carried a different date from
that prevailing on the neighboring Asiatic coast.

This was changed in 1844, by the omission of
the .^ist day of December in that year from the

Philii)pine calendar; this change bringing the

date in use in the Philippines into harmony with

that prevailing at Hong Kong and other Asiatic

ports. The best data at present available indi-

cates that the date Hue follows substantial'y

the course shown upon the accompanying map.

date line.

settlers moved
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which is prepared from data furnished by tlie

United States Xaval Observatory. This date

line is subject to modification, as our knowledge

of the dates carried on the various Pacific

Islands increases.

International Law. International law as

embodied in the practice of states begins with

the Peace of Westphalia (164S), which gave

rise to modem international society. Interna-

tiona! law as a branch of jurisprudence begins

with the publication in 1625 of the epoch-mak-
ing treatise of Hugo Grotius entitled *The Laws
of War and Peace* {De Jure Belli ac Pads),
although the earlier works of Albericus Gentilis

entitled <De Legationibus* (1585) a°d 'De Jure
BelU> (1588-9, enlarged ed. 1598) were im-
portant contributions to the subject, and fur-

nished Grotius with the pattern for a portion

of his great book. After the Peace of Westphalia
the teachings of Grotius made rapid conquest, and
in 1661 the first chair of the law of nations was
fotmded at Heidelberg, with Samuel Pufendorf

as the first incumbent. He afterward became
professor of jurisprudence at Lund, in Sweden,
and while there published his work entitled *De
Jure Naturae et Gentium' (1672). During the

18th centuo" t^e publications of B\Tikershoek,

\\'olfiF, Vattel, Moser, and de ^Martens contrib-

uted to advance and popularize the subject in

the schools and among statesmen and mil-

itary leaders. The work of Vattel in particular

became deservedly popular for its practical value

as embodying the law of nations as it then was
(175S) ; it has been translated into most of the

languages of Europe, and is still frequently re-

ferred to and cited. The first half of the igth

century made numerous additions to the list of
authoritative writers, among whom may be es-

pecially named Henry Wheaton in the United
States and Robert Phillimore in England. Of
more recent writers the works of Bluntschli,

Heffter, Calvo, Pradier-Fodere, Hall, Lawrence,
and Taylor are especially worthy of mention.
David Dudley Field drafted an 'Outline of an
International Code,' which is interesting as an
attempt to codify the whole field of interna-

tional law.

The term "Law of Nations' was formerly
used to denote the body of doctrines governing
the relations of independent states or sovereign-

ties. The modem term 'International Law*
was first coined by Jeremj' Bentham, in 17S0,

and is now ever>'where adopted : it has been ex-
tended to include both public international law
and pri\'ate international law, but is here em-
ployed only in the first and more accurate sense.

The phrase 'conflict of laws* is better adapted
than 'private international law* to describe the
doubt that may arise in a local court as to
whether, in a case involving pri\-ate rights, the
local, territorial law should govern or a for-

eign, exterritorial law should be applied.

Intemafional law consists of that body of
rules by which states are habitually controlled
in their relations with one another, and by which
arbitrators are controlled when authorized to
determine international disputes. While it has
rot all the sanction of municipal law, it is, as
one writer has well said, binding on states in

their irt' - ' -
' with a force com-

parable i-e to that binding
the confc.-:.;. . ,.: , bey the laws of his
country, and it is also enforceable by appropri-

ate means in case of infringement. These
means are diplomatic negotiations, arbitration,

withdrawal o<f diplomatic relations, so-called

pacific blockade, seizure of property, and actual

war. In addition, some parts of international

law are enforced in the courts. The Supreme
Court of the United States has recently said:

"International law is a part of our law. and
must be administered bj' the courts of justice of
appropriate jurisdictions, as often as questions
of right depending upon it are duly presented
for their determination. For this purpose,
where there is no treat}-, and no controlling ex-
ecutive or legislative act or judicial decision, re-

sort must be had to the customs and usages of
civilized nations; and, as evidence of these, to
the works of jurists and commentators, who,
bj- years of labor, research, and experience,
have made themselves peculiarly well acquainted
with the subjects of which they treat. Such
works are resorted to by judicial tribunals, not
for the speculations of their authors concerning
what the law ought to be, but for trustworthy
evidence of what the law really is." (Paquete
Habana v. United States, 175 U. S., 677.)

Owing to the absence of a common superior
or sovereign to declare or to enforce the rules
of international law, a school of jurists, led by
John .Austin, and known as the anah-tical school,
has denied that it is law at all and has relegated
the system to the domain of international mo-
rality. The historical school of jurists, of
whom Sa^^gny and Sir Henrj- Maine are bril-

liant exponents, has combated this \new and has
made clear that there have been and still are
systems of municipal law in which it cannot be
said that there is either a sovereign or a sanc-
tion, and that international law corresponds to
all systems of law at some stage of their devel-
opment and to certain archaic survivals still to
be observed among primitive peoples. English
legal thought has been profoundly influenced by
the Austinian conception of law. but on the Con-
tinent, and even among English and .American
jurists of to-day. the historical conception is

generally accepted. With the assertion of the
primacy of certain great powers and with the
establishment of an international tribunal, in-
ternational law is tending toward an analogue of
the common superior a*d the definite sanctions
that now characterize municipal law in the more
highly civilized states. There are those who
now dream of an authoritative international leg-
islative body, compulsory arbitration, and the
enforcement of arbital decrees : but it is doubt-
ful whether these indicia of municipal law are
adapted to the peculiar conditions of interna-
tional relations. It is probable that the same
ends will be worked out by international confer-
ences and conventions, and by voluntar>- arbi-
tration compelled and enforced by enlightened
public opinion.

Tlie early publicists sought the basis of in-
ternational law in the so-called "law of nature,*
or those principles of justice in which the specu-
lative philosopher affects to see an abstract body
of doctrine wTitten in the very nature of man
and of societj". But the law of nature of the
international jurist rested upon a firmer basis

than the concepts of speculative philosophy.
Tlie 'Jus Gentium' (Law of the Peoples) of

the Roman jurists was "the sum of the common
ingredients of the customs of the old Italian
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tribes." It was upon this storehouse of deter-

mined and common customs tliat Grotiiis and
his successors drew for the definite and prac-

tical rules of international law, and added them
to such customs of modern states as were gen-
erally accepted and acted upon in international

affairs. Thus arose the law of nations which,

under the influence of the revival of Greek
thought and speculation, was philosophized into

the law of nature. Modern international law
has escaped from the domination of speculative

philosophy and now speaks in the language of

the practical jurist; it is regarded as a branch
of jurisprudence and the business of lawyers
rather than a branch of philosophy and the con-
cern of schoolmen.

International law rests, then, upon custom,
and in this respect differs not at all from mu-
nicipal law. In the last analysis the practices
of states is the authoritative test. As evidence
of such practices resort is had to the decisions of
courts upon points that may be brought before
them for determination, to the decisions of in-

ternational tribunes to which questions have
been referred for arbitration, to treaties and
conventions of general application, to the writ-
ings of jurists, and to the arguments of states-

men in diplomatic correspondence and state

papers. In comparatively recent times there
have been negotiated numerous international

conventions which correspond to legislative acts

and put into definite form the rules to be ob-
served. These sometimes codify the customary
law, sometimes change it, and sometimes add to

it. Among such great international documents
may be named the Declaration of Paris (1856),
the Geneva Red Cross Convention (1864), the
Declaration of St. Petersburg (1868), the Con-
vention for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty (1883), the Convention for the Protection
of Submarine Cables (18S4), the Convention for
the Repression of the Slave Trade (1800), the
Universal Postal Convention (iSgi), The Hague
Convention for the Pacific Settlement of Inter-
national Disputes (1899), The Hague Conven-
tion with respect to the Laws and Customs of
War (1899), The Hague Convention to extend
to Maritime Warfare the provisions of the
Geneva Red Cross Convention (i8gg). This
growing body of international conventions in-

dicates the method by which, in the future,
international law may be expected to progress.
The common law of international law is not
likely to expand beyond its present content; it

has either been settled by concurrent custom or
its disputed problems have given rise to con-
flicting schools. It remains for states by inter-
national agreement to codify, to reconcile, and
to extend the doctrines of the customary law.

Independent, sovereign states are the parties
to international law. States whose external sov-
ereignty has been wholly yielded up, as is often
the case with members of a confederation or
union, cease to have any independent interna-
tional status. States whose external sovereignty
has been limited, but not wholly extinguished,
have an international status subiect to the lim-
itation imposed, as for example Bulgaria or
Cuba. Certain states, like Belgium and Switz-
erland, have been neutralized, and while still
parties to international law are forbidden to
engage in offensive warfare. Any limitation
upon freedom of international action tends to

reduce the state so restricted below the norma!
status of the parties to international law.

Of the independent, sovereign states only
those whose municipal law is essentially similar
to that originating in Europe can be said to en-
joy to the fullest extent the rights and privileges
of international law. With states whose law is

of non-European origin, the European and
American states have insisted upon treaties
under which they e-xercise through their con-
sular courts an exterritorial jurisdiction incon-
sistent with the full international equality of
such states. Outside of Europe and /Xnierica
only Japan can be said to enjoy full international
equality. In Europe the position of Turkey is

anomalous. While admitted by the Treaty of
Paris (1856) to participate in the advantages
of the public law and system of Europe, the
powers still maintain there consular courts with
exterritorial jurisdiction, as they do in most
Asiatic and African states. On the other hand,
such exterritorial jurisdiction has been aban-
doned in Japan, whose municipal law is now
modeled upon that of Europe. While other
states like China and the Asiatic and African
Moslem states, are dealt with in general upon
the principles of international law, and are ex-
pected to observe the obligations imposed by it

and are entitled to its privileges, there is a
specific reservation as to some parts of the sys-
tem, and an underlying, though often unrecog-
nized, difference in the whole spirit of their in-

ternational relations.

Theoretically the principles of international
law rest upon the postulates of the independence
and the equality of the states that are parties to
it. Practically six states in Europe, one in
America, and one in Asia are dominant, and can,
and often do, impress their will upon the other
states within the sphere of their influence. Great
Britain, Germany, France, Russia, Austria-
Hungary, and Italy constitute the concert of Eu-
rope and settle or leave unsettled questions of
European law and politics. The United States
occupies the same dominant position in America
and has the final voice in the settlement of
American questions. Japan has very recently
assumed the same dominant position in Asiatic
affairs, but it is yet too early to predict how
potent or lasting her influence will be in that
quarter. While international law may be said

to have well defined principles throughout the
greater part of its field of action, the play and
counterplay of international politics, as practiced

by these eight powers, must continue profoundly
to influence its application in specific cases of
general importance and to determine its progress
through international conferences and conven-
tions.

The normal relation of states is that which
exists when they are at peace with one another.

An abnormal relation is created when two or
more of them engage in war, so far at least as

their relation to each other and to the neutral

states is concerned. If we assume a war to be
going on between State A and State B, the nor-
mal relation continues among all other states,

but the relation of State A to State B is gov-
erned by the laws of war, while the relation of
each to all other states is affected by the laws of
belligerency and of neutrality. There are, then,
three situations : the relation of peaceful states

to each other; the relation of enemy states to
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each other: and the relation of belligerent states

to peaceful slates. Each has its own special

code of laws.

Peaceful Relations.—States in times _ of
peace sustain toward each other a relation simi-

lar to that of well-disposed citizens in civilized

societies. Each possesses and enjoys its own
rights with a due regard to the corresponding
rights of others. The?e rights if infringed call

for appropriatr . the gravest of which
is that of se. r self-defense. Modem
states tend more ire more to the avoidance of
this ultimate form of redress, and the past cen-
tur>-, and particularly the past quarter-century,
has shown an increasing resort to peaceful ar-

bitration when diplomatic negotiations have
proved ineffective. The establishment in 185901
a permanent arbitration tribunal at The Hague
marks a decisive ^^ctory for the principle of ar-
bitration. See H.\Gt."E COXFEREXCE.

.\ state may be said to possess these funda-
mental rights: to preserve its independence and
integrity: to determine its own form of govern-
ment; to acquire and dispose of territorj-; to
protect itself and its citizens or subjects from
unjust aggression; to exercise jurisdiction over
persons and property within its territory, unless
they be exempted by law or by treaty: to exer-
cise jurisdiction over its public and private ves-
sels on the high seas; to exercise jurisdiction
over its public vessels, over its legations, and
over persons connected with its public vessels
and legations, even within the territor}" of an-
other state. A visiting sovereign or head of a
state is also exempt from local jurisdiction.

Some of these rights may be limited by
treaty, as in the case of the consular jurisdic-
tion exercised in Oriental states, or by the doc-
trines of inter\-ention as illustrated by the action
of the concert of Europe in nimierous cases in-
volWng the balance of power or of the United
Stages in cases invol\"ing the Monroe Doctrine
(q.v. ). Especially has the right to acquire or
dispose of territory been limited by considera-
tions of international politics.

Intervention is a doctrine of vague limits.

Although usually based upon the asserted right
of seIf-pre5er\-ation. it has been justified upon
the grounds of humanity, as in the case of the
intervention of the powers in behalf of Greece
in 1827 and of the United States in behalf of
Cuba in 1898. In such instances it is a moral
rather than a legal right, and has been aptly
desc.-ibed as 'a high act of policy above
and beyond the domain of law.» The Monroe
Doctrine has as one of its purposes the pre\-en-
tion of European intervention in the affairs of
the independent \— .-:.-,n states. On the other
hand, the Un' has as a fundamental
•naxim of it? • that of non-interven-
tion in the political atfairs of Europe.

The territorial jurisdiction of a state extends
to three miles of open sea adjoining its coast.
This limit was fi.xed when that was approx-
imately the distance that could be defended from
the shore. With the increase in the range of
mms, a prr.n, i:-:,-,n • .-••, -.ri the limit to six
tniles, or • ad\-anced. but has
TK>t been t

~ change in the law
ctwld now \iK made itiiy by a general interna-
tional agreement. Bays and etilfs not more
than S'x mile< wide f'-om headland to headland
•re within the jurisdiction of the state owning

the shores, and some whose mouths are wider
than this are conceded to be within the juris-

diction of the local state, especially where the
indentation is deep, as in the case of Chesapeake
and Delaware baj-s. Straits not more than six

miles wide are w-ithin the jurisdiction of the
state or states owning the shores : but if they
connect waters open to free na\-igatioH other
states are entitled to navigate them subject to

reasonable regulations. The three-mile terri-

torial waters are also free for the innocent
nav:- " ?ther states, but not for fishing

or : .%-arfare. Interoceanic canals are
reg^i^i. -.. treaty. The Suez Canal is regu-
lated by the treaty of 18SS, signed by the six

great powers and by the local power, Turkey;
the Panama or other possible isthmian canal is

rec".;hted by the Haj--Pauncefote treaty of 1901

;

' y treaty to be open in time of war or
.very vessel, public or private, without

G;?"-:r "t-.n of flag. River na\-igation is now, as
to all the great rivers flowing through two or
more states, also regidated by treaty; prior

to such treaties many disputes arose as to the
right of an upper riverian state to na\-igate

through the territory of the lower owner to the
sea.

Exterritoriality is the name applied to the
exercise by one state of jurisdiction within the
limits of another state. It extends to visiting

sovereigns, diplomatic agents and their families

and suites, and visiting public vessels. It is

also by The Hague Convention extended to the
judges of an arbitration tribunal organized un-
der that convention. Consuls do not enjoy the
privilege unless by treaty. In Oriental countries
the citizens and subjects of European and .\mer-
ican states are by treaty generally subject to
the jurisdiction of their own consular courts.
In all the above cases the persons concerned are
exempt from all local judisriction both civil and
criminal. Moreover, local process «-ill not nm
upon the deck of a visiting public vessel nor
within the gates of an embassy or legation.

This gives rise to the right of asylum bv which
political offenders often escape, especially in

South American and Oriental countries, by tak-

ing refuge in a legation or on board a public
vessel. This is a right which is guardedly exer-
cised and is, or should be, never extended to

ordinary criminals.

Extradition is the delivery up by one coun-
try of criminals who flee to its territory- from
another. It is regulated by treaty; no state is

botmd, except under treaty stipulations, to de-

liver up criminal refugees, and it is doubted
whether any constitutional power is lodged any-

where in the United States to do so except un-

der a duly ratified treaty. Political offenders

are not subject to extradition.

A state has jurisdiction over aliens within

its borders, except those representing another

state. It may exclude aliens, and if it admits

them it mav fix the conditions of such admis-

sion. When admitted they are subject to the

local laws, except, perhaos, that they cannot be

compelled to render militan' service. But if a

state deals unjustly with an alien, or fails to use

due diligence to protect him, the state to which

he owes allegiance may seek or compel redress.

If a subject of one state is naturalized in an-

other state, a question of double allegiance may
be raised. Formerly European states asserted
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•he doctrine of indelible allegiance and did not
recognize that a subject could expatriate himself
without the consent of the parent state. This
seems to have been the common law and is so
announced by American writers and judges.

But Congress, in 1868, passed an act declaring

expatriation to be a natural and inherent right

and that any order or decision to the contrary

by any officer is inconsistent with the funda-
mental principles of government. Great Britain

in 1S70 enacted that any subject who becomes
naturalized in a foreign state shall be deemed to

have ceased to be a British subject. The United
States has treaties with some governments fixing

the status of its naturalized citizens. Where
there are no such treaties the matter often be-
comes a delicate and difficult one in case the

naturalized citizen returns to his parent state

and military service, or some other obligation

of citizenship, is there demanded of him.

The high seas are free to all and no state can
claim an}' exclusive jurisdiction in them. The
struggle for the establishment of this principle

lias been a long and difficult one, but with the
Bering Sea arbitration of 1893 it may be said

to have ended, when the claim of the United
States to a property right in fur seal beyond
the three-mile limit was decisively rejected.

Vessels on the high seas are free from interfer-

ence in time of peace unless suspected of piracy
or slave-trading. Piracy is justiciable every-
where. Slave-trading is not piracj' and vessels
engaged in it cannot lawfully be visited,

searched, or seized by vessels of other nations
tmless such right be given by treaty. The in-

ternational convention for the repression of the
slave-trade gives such a right within a specified

7one adjacent to the coasts of Africa. All neu-
tral merchant vessels are liable to visit and
search in time of war by a public vessel of either
Tjelligerent. If carrying contraband of war or
intending to run a blockade, a neutral merchant-
tnan is liable to seizure and detention until a
prize court has determined the validity of the
capture and whether the vessel or any part of its

cargo is subject to condemnation as prize of
war.

Relation of Belligerents to Each Other.—
War suspends all civil intercourse between
states. Formerly the subjects of enemy states
were regarded as enemies, but this doctrine is

now confined to rendering illegal all contracts
and commerce requiring any communication
across the lines of hostilities. But a subject of
one belligerent residing in the territory of the
other is permitted to remain and to carry on
business there so long as this does not em-
barrass the state of his domicile with reference
to his protection or the conduct of hostilities.
If required to depart or if desirous of doing so,
the alien enemy is given a reasonable time in
which to withdraw himself and his family and
property. The last instance of the forcible de-
tention of alien enemies who were non-com-
batants was the exercise of this now obsolete
Tight by Napoleon against resident subjects of
Great Britain in iSo.v

War suspends all executory treaties between
the belligerents except those negotiated with a
view to hostilities. At the close of the war
executed treaties or those of a permanent nature
remain undisturbed, but those of a transient

nature and subject to change or extinction do
not revive unless by express stipulation.

The laws governing armed hostilities on land
have been the subject of much codification. The
first was that of Professor Lieber, prepared for
the American Civil War and adopted in 186.3

for the government of the armies of the United
States. In 1874 an international European con-
ference at Brussels framed and recommended a
code for general adoption, but its work was not
ratified. In 1S80 the Institute of International
Law recommended one prepared by M. Moynier
In iSgg The Hague Conference adopted' and
recommended one based largely on the Brus-
sels code, and this has been ratified by the
United States and many other powers. The
United States in 1500 promulgated a Naval
W'ar Code for the guidance of its naval officers

and forces. No international naval code has yet
been framed.

Modern warfare seeks to distinguish between
combatants and non-combatants, and to give
every possible immunity to the latter, while pro-
viding for the humane treatment of the former.
To this end the laws of war define combatants,
provide against unnecessarily cruel weapons or
missiles, against the refusal of quarter, and for
the proper care of prisoners and of the sick and
wounded. The Geneva Red Cross Convention
neutralizes hospitals, surgeons, and nurses in
land warfare, and The Hague Convention ex-
tends the principle to naval hospital ships and
their attendants. Non-combatants who refrain
from all participation in the war are free from
rnolestation, although when a territory is occu-
pied by the enemy they are required to give a
temporary war-allegiance to the conqueror.
Non-ccmbatants engaging in hostilities are liable
to punishment.

Save in the case of a levy en masse to resist
invasion, persons in order to be regarded as
combatants and entitled to privileges as such,
must be commanded by a responsible officer,
wear a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable
at a distance, carry arms openly, and conduct
their operations in accordance with the laws and
customs of war.

All weapons are forbidden which cause need-
less sufifering. By the Declaration of Saint Pe-
tersburg (1868) no projectile of less weight than
400 grams that is explosive or is charged
with fulminating or inflammable substances may
be used. By a declaration of The Hague Con-
ference (1899) the launching of proiectiles or
explosives from balloons was forbidden for five
years, but this has now expired by time limita-
tion. The Hague Conference also declared
against proiectiles the object of which is the
diffusion of asphyxiating gases and against bul-
lets which expand or flatten easily in the human
body, but the United States delegates did not
assent to these propositions.

It is forbidden to use poison, to kill treach-
erously, to refuse quarter, to make imnroper use
of a flag of truce or a Red Cross badge or en-

'

sign, to bombard undefended towns, or to pillaee
a captured place. The United States Navnl
Code forbids the use of false colors, though
such a deceit has been deemed to be allowable
under the older practices.

Private property on the land is now regarded
as exempt from capture except in case of mill-
tary necessity. Pillaging and freebooting are
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strictly prohibited. Requisitions may be levied

for the support of an invading army with a due
regard to the resources of the countrj-. It has

been found difficult to reconcile the doctrine of

the inviolability of private property %yith the

right to lexy contributions, and no satisfactory

rules have yet been framed to limit the exercise

of this right

Na%-al warfare has partaken more of the

character of freebooting tlian modem land war-
fare. Private property is liable to capture.

Privateering was long permitted, and is now
theoreticall}' admissible unless the belligerents

have by treaty agreed to forego it The Dec-
laration of Paris (1856), assented to by most
civilized nations, forbids it. The United States

is not a party to this, but in two wars in which
it has been engaged since the declaration was
issued, it has obser\'ed it Mr. Marcy, secretary

of state, offered to assent to it pro^-ided the

declaration was amended to read, " Pri\-ateer-

ing is and remains abolished, and the private

property of the subjects or citizens of a bellig-

erent on the high seas shall be exempt from
seizure by public armed vessels of the other
belligerent, except it be contraband." This was
rot assented to by the other powers. Since that

time the United States has frequently sought to

secure such an exemption of private propert>-

from capture, but as yet without success. All

private and public vessels and property of the

enemy are liable to capture except hospital ships,

coast fishing craft, vessels on vo\-ages of science

or discover^', and property' devoted to science,

education, religion, and art It is usual to ex-
empt also vessels on voj-age to or from a port
of the cantor at the outbreak of the war and to
permit those in its ports a reasonable time to

depart .AH enemy merchandise in an enemy
vessel is liable to capture, but the Declaration
of Paris e.xempts enemy goods in a neutral
vessel and neutral goods in an enemy vessel
except contraband of war.

Vessels and cargoes captured during the war
are taken into a prize court for adjudication.
But if the captor cannot spare a prize crew, or
there is danger of recapture, they may be sold
or destroyed if clearly enemy property, and the
papers and other testimony sent to the prize
court in order that a judicial decree may be
entered. Title to captured property changes
only by decree of a competent court. The per-
sonnel of a captured merchant vessel of the
enemy may be detained as prisoners of war. or
as witnesses, or they may be released. Passen-
gers are released at the first convenient port.

Relation of BrtUserenfs and Neutrals.— The
doctrines of neutrality have received their chief

application since the foundation of the .Ameri-
can Republic, and foreign writers give to the
early statesmen of that Republic the credit of
havintr done most to ascertain and establish the
sound principles upon which neutrals should act
tnward hcllieerents. Jefferson summed up the
whole matter in one of his felicitous phrases

:

•It is the right of everj- nation to prohibit acts
of sovereignty from being exercised by any
other within its limits. It is the dut>' of a
neutral nation to prohibit such as would injure
one of the warring powers.' The conduct of
M. Genet, the French minister, in using our
ports as a base of naval operations in :-03 and
in setting up prize courts in them, called for the

rigorous application of the doctrines of neu-
trality, and led to that attitude on the part of
our government which has elicited the admira-
tion of all publicists. In 1794 Congress passed
an act forbidding .American citizens to enlist

in the service of a foreign state at war with an-
other state with which the United States is at

peace and prohibiting the fitting out. of ships of
war or armed expeditions within the territory

of the United States. This and its amendments
were consolidated into the Foreign Enlistment
Act of 1S18, and the latter has served as a
model for similar legislation by other states.

On the one hand each belligerent must ob-
serve the inviolability of neutral territory and
territorial waters, and on the other the neutral
must observe a strict neutralitv' and impartial-
ity in its attitude toward both belligerents. It

may admit their war vessels to its ports, but
must so regulate the length of the visit and the
amount and nature of supplies as to preserve
its neutral duties. The usual rule is a visit of
24 hours, or, if a vessel of the other belligerent
is in the same port, 24 hours after the latter has
departed. The supplies furnished must be only
sufficient to take the vessel to the nearest home
port and are not to be again furnished within
three months. It cannot be said that the letter
of these rules is universally accepted, but the
principle involved in them is admitted. An in-
ternational agreement may be necessary to de-
fine them with precision.

To permit a ship of war to be built and
equipped by one belligerent in a neutral port is

a breach of neutrality. This was so adjudged
by the Geneva Arbitration Tribunal in the case
of the Alabama, Florida, and Shenandoah,
which were built or adapted in England by
order of the Confederate go'-emment during the
American Civil War, and their equipment sent
out from England in transports. It has been
contended that a ship of war is a legitimate
article of commerce, as much so as guns, am-
munition, and the like, and that it is merely
contraband of war; but the distinctions are
marked enough to lead to the rule that neutral
states must use due diligence to prevent the fit-

ting out, arming or equipping of such vessels
within its jurisdiction.

A neutral state is not bound to prevent its

citizens from engaging in contraband commerce
with the belligerents : but they do so at the risk
that the contraband articles may be captured and
condemned. Xon-contraband commerce between
a neutral state and a belligerent state cannot be
interfered with, except by the establishment of
an effective blockade.

The right of a belligerent to cut submarine
cables has been much discussed of late. Those
between belligerent points may be cut any-
where, but it is contended that those between a
belligerent and a neutral point can be cut only
in belligerent territorj-, and that those befwen
neutrsi points cannot be cut at all. This is the
provision of the United States Naval Code, but
it is likely that an international agreement may
be necessary to secure uniformity of action.

Relation of Neutral Individuals to the Bellig-
erents.— Citizens of a neutral state may engage
in commerce with either belligerent subject tc:

the right of the other belligerent to capturf
neutral vessels carr>-ing contraband of war or
intending to run a blockade. But neutral citi-

1
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zens who render belligerent or unneutral service,

such as carrying military dispatches, military

officers or forces, transmitting signals, and the

like, may be treated as quasi-belligerents and
their vessels and property may be confiscated.

When Messrs. Mason and Slidell, agents of the

Confederate government, were taken from the

British steamer Trent on a voyage between Ha-
vana and England, the British government con-

tended that the act was unwarranted. The
United States government, while contending

that the agents might lawfully be captured, ad-

mitted that in case of capture the vessel must
be taken to a prize court and the legality of the

capture judicially determined, and as this was
not done, released the captives. The penalty

for unneutral service is the confiscation of the

vessel engaged in it. It is usually stated that

neutral mail vessels may be searched for bellig-

erent dispatches, but this right is very cau-

tiously exercised.

Contraband of war consists of goods having
a belligerent destination and purpose. It is im-

possible to fix a definite list or a specific classi-

fication of articles deemed contraband. Some
are clearly so because their sole purpose is for

military operations. Some are clearly not so

because their use is exclusively peaceful. Be-
tween these lie many important articles which
may be used for military or for peaceful pur-

poses, and these are classed as conditionally con-
traband. The United States Naval Code
declares the following to be conditionally con-
traband : "Coal, when destined for a naval sta-

tion, or a ship or ships of the enemy; materials

for the construction of railways or telegraphs;
and money, when such materials or money are

destined for the enemy's forces
;

provisions,

when actually destined for the enemy's military

or naval forces." Such a list might be extended
by including clothing, balloons, bicycles, barbed
wire, or any other articles used in warfare and
destined for a belligerent. A neutral vessel

carrying contraband is liable to capture. If the

vessel belongs to the owner of the contraband
it also is condemned, but otherwise it is released
and the contraband condemned.

The United States Supreme Court decided
during the Civil War that contraband goods
shipped from England to Nassau. W. I., but
with the intent to tranship them there and send
them into a Southern port were liable to cap-
ture. This is known as the doctrine of "con-
tinuous voyage," and has been condemned by
some publicists who argue that the destination
of the ship should be conclusive as to the des-
tination of the goods. Great Britain seems to
have acted upon the same principle, however, in

the case of goods shipped to Delagoa Bay dur-
ing the Boer War in South Africa

Neutral vessels destined for a blockaded
poit are liable to capture. Blockades in order
to be binding must be effective, that is. they
mu5t be maintained by a force sufficient to ren-
dei hazardous the ingress to or egress from a
poit. A neutral vessel must have notice of the
blockade before being liable to capture. This
may be given by a general notification to the
government of the neutral : but if the vessel
sailed before such general notification it is en-
titled to a special notification which is entered
upon its ship papers. Neutral vessels in a port
when it is blockaded are allowed a reasonable

time to load and depart. The pen.alty for an
attempt to run a blockade is confiscation of ves-

sel and cargo. The officers and crew are not

to be deemed prisoners of war but may be de-
tained as witnesses for the hearing of the prize

court.

When a vessel is captured it is the duty of
the captor to take it into a convenient home
port and deliver it into the custody of a prize

court. In the United States the district courts
are vested with admiralty jurisdiction. Any
claimant may appear and contest the legality of
the capture. If the vessel or cargo is con-
demned it is sold and the proceeds paid into the
public treasury. Formerly the captors were by
law entitled to a portion of the prize money, but
by an act passed in 1899 Congress repealed this

provision.

The right to capture contraband and to cap-
ture vessels bound for a blockaded port carries
with it the right to visit and search neutral
vessels. A neutral claim has been pressed in

recent times to the effect that private merchant
vessels under convoy of a public vessel of the
same nationality are not subject to visit and
search in case the commander of the public
vessel certifies that the merchantmen have on
board no contraband articles. While this is in

some dispute, the United States Naval Code di-
rects naval officers to accept such certificate. A
neutral vessel is bound to submit to visit and
search unless under convoy, and any attempt to
escape or resist, or to destroy her papers or
present fraudulent ones, renders her liable to
capture. See Alien; American Diplomacy;
Arbitration ; Hague Conference ; High
Seas; Law, Maritime; Neutrality; United
States — Diplomacy.

E. W. Huffcut,
Late Dean Cornell University College of Lan'.

International Peace Conference. See
Hague Co.xfere.vce.

International Workingmen's Association,
an organization of the work!ngmen of all

countries for the advancement of the interests
of labor and the emancipation of the working
classes. It grew out of a visit of French work-
ingmen to the World's Exposition at London
in 1862. In 1864 an organization was formed
in London, and an '.Address and Provisional
Rules' published; the rules provided for a
genera! congress to be held annually and a cen-
tral council appointed by that congress to sit

in London ; workingmen's societies were to join
the International in their corporate capacity.
The principles and policy were not then defi-
nitely announced : the first congress held at
Geneva in 1866 passed resolutions favoring the
limitation of the working day and the abolish-
ing of child labor; at the next congress at Lau-
sanne (1867) socialistic principles were first

definitely announced ; from this time the influ-
ence of Marx and his followers grew in the or-
ganization. In 1868 at the Brussels congress I

the International announced its opposition to
war, and favored the general strike: at the
Basel congress in i86g Bakunin and the anar-
chists were admitted; but they were expelled
from the association in 1872 at the congress
at The Hague; this same congress transferred
the seat of the General Council to New York.
The anarchists held a separate congress at Ge-
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neva in 1873. In 1S67 the International rendered

substantial aid to the strike of the bronze work-
ers in Paris, and the next year to the strike of

the Gene\-a builders; it assisted the English

workmen by preventing the importation of un-

derpaid laborers from the Continent in time

of strikes. The International was accused of

complicity in the Paris Commune, and while

the two had no official connection many of the

leaders of the Commune were Internationalists,

and its principles and aims were defended by the

International. In the United States the Social

Pany, a socialist political organization, was af-

filiated with the International in 1868, and later

some individual trades-unions were also affili-

ated; finally the Korth American Federation of

the International was formed and held its first

national congress in 1872; its organization was
in local sections of at least ten members, with a
Federal Coimcil of nine elected by the aimual
congress. Shortly after the transfer of the
General Coimcil to Xew York the Internation-

alists took a prominent part in the eight-hour
day demonstration in Xew York. The formal
organization of the International was dissolved

in 1875 ; in Europe the Social Democratic par-
ties of the different countries grew out of it,

and in the United States the Socialist-Labor

party. The anarchist faction in the United
States split into two organizations, the Interna-

tional Workingmen's Association and the In-
ternational Working People's Association. The
International was important in the history of
the labor movement as being the first expres-
sion of the recognition of the common interests

of labor in all countries, and as being the means
of spreading widely the knowledge of the prin-

ciples of the Marxian socialism. Consult: Ely,

'French and German Socialism.* and 'The
Labor Movement in America' ; Villetard, *His-
tor>- of the International' ; Zacher, 'The Red
International.'

Interstate Commerce Commission. See
Commerce, Ixterst.\te.

Interstate Commerce Law. See Com-
merce, IXTERST.\TE.

In'tervaL in music, is the distance or dif-

ference of pitch, arithmetically expressed, be-
tween any two tones of a given scale. Occi-
dental nations, including America, employ the
diatonic scale (see Sc.\le), an octave compris-
ing five tones and seven semitones, named after
the first seven letters of the alphabet. The
affix of a flat or sharp before a note denotes its

quality but does not affect its name, and the
eighth note being in unison commences a new
octave. Taking the scale in the key of C major,
the various inter\-als are: minor second ^E-F
or B-C; grave major second^C-D, F-G. .\-B;
grave minor thirds D-F; minor third ^E-G,
A-C, B-D; major third= C-E, F-.A or G-B;
perfect fourth= C-F, D-G, E-.\, G-C, or
B-E' ; acute founh^ .-V-D' ; acute augmented
fourth ^B-F; grave diminished fifth ^B-F";
grave fifth= D-.\; perfect fifth= C-G. E-B,
F-C'_, G-D', A-E: minor sixth= E-C', .\-F
B-G'; major sixth= C-A, D-B. G-E'; acute
major sixth =F-D'; grrave minor seventh=
EMZ', G-F', B-.\'; minor seventh= E-D',
A-G: seventh= C-B. F-E'; octave= C-C',
D-D', etc. By taking \'arious notes of the dia-
tonic scale as starting points. ?nd measuring
known intervals from these, we arrive at inter-

mediate notes of the scale, of which the follow-
ing are examples : C % minor third below E

;

D % minor second below E ; E i minor third

above C ; A & minor sixth above C ; B i? minor
seventh above C; B> 3 major third above C.

The difference of pitch betn^een C and C? or

between D and Dz is called a semitone, and an
interval increased or diminished by a semitone
is said to be augmented or diminished. This
applies especially to the interval of a fourth or
a fifdi, which w'ith the octave are said to be
perfect, because any augmentation or diminu-
tion mars their consonance. The major sixth

or third maj", however, be diminished to a

"minor" sixth or third without destroying the
consonance; and the term "minor* is also ap
plied to the diminished second or seventh. In-

ten-als confined within the octave are simple,

when the}' exceed it compound; the octave be-

ginning a new series, the ninth is the octave

of the second, and so forth.

Intes'tacy, the legal state of a person
dying without ha^^ng disposed of his property

b}' last will and testament. In Great Britain

intestacy does not affect real estate, which is dis-

posed of in accordance with the rule of de-

scent. The effect of intestacy in Great Britain

is mereh' that no directions have been left for

the distribution of personal propert}-. The ef-

fect of intestacy in the L'nited States \-aries in

accordance with the laws of inheritance fixed

b}' each of them. Intestacy may be complete, as
when a \'alid will is not left by the dead pro-
prietor; or partial, when the extant will only
provides for the distribution of pan of the prop-
ert}\ In these cases the property passes to the
heirs or next of kin of the decedent in accord-
ance with tlie laws of the place where the prop-
ert}- is. See Descent; Heir; Ixherit.\xce,

Intestine, Bowel, or Gut, the alimentary
tube, in the higher animals limited to that por-

tion between the stomach and the outlet at tlie

anus. The human intestine is divided into the

small and large intestine, the two parts var}-ing

in structure, movement, and function. The
small intestine starts at the pylorus of the stom-
ach, as the duodenum, and the first eight or ten

inches are so distinguished. This portion is the
widest and most deeply placed of the parts of
the small intestine. About three or four inches
below the pylorus the ducts of the gall-bladder
and pancreas open conjointly into the bowel.
The duodenum emerges from the cover of the
peritoneum and becomes the jejunum. The re-

mainder of the small intestine constitutes the
jejunum (about two fifths) and the ileum. Be-
tween these divisions there is little difference,

except that the jejunum is more freely movable,
occupies the upper left portion of the abdomen
more than the lower and right, and has thicker
walls. The lumen of the small intestine grad-
ually grows less from the duodenum, where it

is two inches and a half in diameter, to little

more than an inch where the ileum empties into

the large intestine. The ileimi is inserted sev-
eral inches above the actual beginning of the
large intestine, so that a blind pouch is formed
below the point of juncture; this pouch, called

the cafcum, gives off the appendix vermiformis
'see .Appendicitis^ from its lower and back part
From the cafcum the large bowel passes up to
the under surface of the liver as the ascending
colon (see Colon"), thence across the abdomen
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below the lower border of the stomach as the
transverse colon, turns down to the iliac fossa

as the descending colon, forms a peculiar
S-shaped curve, the sigmoid flexure, which
passes over the brim of the pelvis, where it is

called the rectum (q.v.). The large bowel is

about six feet in length. Both bowels have four
coals, the mucous coat, the submucous, the mus-
cular, and over most of the bowel an investment
of peritoneum forming the serous coat. In the
small intestine the mucous membrane is thrown
up into permanent folds, each extending over
half-way around the inside of the bowel. In
this way a large surface is exposed for the ab-
sorption of food. Furthermore, the inner sur-
f.ice is covered with finger-like projections called
villi, each having a large absorbing vessel in its

centre. At the Ijases of the villi are tubular (of
Licbcrkuhn) and branching glands (of Brun-

b

Section of the Ileum and C^cum; a, ileum; b, caecum;
L-, ileocecal valve; d, opening of the appendix;
L', appendi.x.

ner) that dip down into the mucous membrane.
Scattered over the surface there are tiny col-

lections of lymphoid tissue, called solitary fol-

licles, and here and there collections of these

follicles into groups one to three inches long,

called Pcyer's patches. It is these spots that are

attacked and ulcerated in typhoid fever. The
muscular coat consists in an iimer layer run-
ning around the bowel and an outer longitudinal

coat. The large bowel differs from the small

in the absence of the folds and villi, and is but
slightly movable within the abdomen, being
bound down to the abdominal wall posteriorly

by the peritoneum. (See Physiology.)
Diseases of the Intestine.—

^ These may be
disturbances of the function of the bowels
without actual inflammation, or they may be
inflammations in dift"erent parts and of different

kinds ; but with inflammations there is neces-

sarily a disturbance of the various functions,

and differentiation frequently becomes a matter
of difflculty. Diarrhoea and constipation (qq.v.)

are symptoms of many different conditions, as
are also deficiencies of secretion and absorption.
The nervous mechanism of the bowels may be
changed, giving rise to abnormal sensations
and disturbance of all the functions. True in-

flammation of the intestines is the most common
cause of abnormal action, and therefore is de-
scribed in detail.

.'Ictilc Intestinal Catarrh is an inflammation
of the mucous membrane that varies much in its

symptomatology with the part of the bowel af-
fected and the causative agent. Among the
causes may be mentioned the eating of tainted
fruits and oilier foods ; the overeating of any
food ; overdrinking, particularly of very cold
liquids; the injestion of chemical or mechanical
irritants ; "catching cold" ; and the poisons of
the infectious diseases. The bowel is inhabited
by numerous forms of micro-organisms, many
of which are entirely harmless; but when any of
the various agencies mentioned above affect the
mucous membrane, the micro-organisms are able
to attack the damaged surface. Many forms of
bacteria produce particular types of disease
when they find such lodgment, because they in-
vade the system with their peculiar products.
(See Chcler.\ Infantum; Choler.\; Dysen-
tery.) But to the growth of bacteria must
always be ascribed some of the symptoms in any
intestinal catarrh. The attack usually starts in
acutely with fever, general bodily discomfort,
and abdominal pain. If the inflammation be
confined to the upper part of the small intestine
there may be constipation ; but this is uncom-
mon, and diarrhoea is the rule. Inflammation of
the small intestine is spoken of as enteritis, but
this is usually associated with more or less in-
flammation of the large bowel, called colitis

(q.v.), although it may occur alone even in its

last portion, the rectum. The pain in colitis is

apt to be confined to the sides of the abdomen,
and when the inflammation is low down there
is constant desire to defecate, pain accompany-
ing the act. Passage of mucus alone also in-

dicates an inflammation low down in the rec-
tum. The stools in acute mtestinal catarrh vary
much with the cause of the trouble; in some
observed cases of dysentery the discharges are
like rice-water. Treatment of these conditions
depends upon the severity and location of the
inflammation. The mild cases, with ordinary
loose movements, recover without medication
with abstinence from food for 24 hours. Castor-
oil or small doses of calomel will cleanse the
intestine of irritating substances. The more
severe cases are kept in bed and allowed small
amounts of milk after the first day, and are
given small doses of castor-oil or mixtures of
bismuth, opium, and other sedative drugs. If

the large intestine is found to be involved, irri-

gation with conmion salt in water (teaspoonful
to the quart) is valuable. Great care must be
used in the selection of diet for some time.

Duodenitis occurs associated with acute gas-
tritis (q.v.), and has the same symptoms, except
for the presence of jaundice due to the closure
of the bile-ducts. The disease runs its course or-
dinarily in a few weeks without any treatment
except rest in bed for a few days, simple diet,

and mild cathartics to relieve the constipation.
Chronic intestinal catarrh results from a severe
attack of acute inflammation in which the mu-
cous membrane is left with permanent changes,
or from repeated attacks of inflammation. Cases
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of chronic inflammadon mar occur without pre-

vious evidence of acute attacks. The symptoms
varj- much in kind and intcnsitj-, but pain, flatu-

lence, and disturbance of the bowels are usually-

complained oi Theie may be pronounced con-

stipation, alternating constipation and diarrhoea,

daily unformed movements not distinctly diar-

rhoeal, or, what is most common, a constant di-

arrhoea. More or less admixture of mucus in

the stools is usually observed. Sooner or later

there is apt to be a loss of tlesh and strength.

When the large bowel is much involved in such

a process there is usually a coating of the stools

with mucus, or the passage of clear mucus.
In the treatment it is best to rely mainly on

carefully regulated hfe— exercise, baths, fresh

air, sufficient rest, avoidance of exposure, and
properly selected diet In diet the objects

sought are the regulation of the bowels and the

avoidance of irritation. \Mien there is diarrhoea

it is wise to avoid fruits, salads, cabbage, coarse-

fibred breads, sugars, honey, pastry-, sour and
sweet wines, and carbonic beverages. In cases

attended with constipation most of these may
be allowed, but sausages, rich dressings, cucum-
bers, cabbage, and verj- coarse-fibred breads

should be forbidden. Mineral waters are fre-

quentlj- used with success, such springs as Carls-

bad and Vichy for the diarrhoeal cases, and
such as Marienbad, Hathom, and Congress for

those attended with constipation. Chronic ca-

tarrh of the large bowel is treated with small

doses of castor-oil and irrigations of the bowel
with water, to which may be added antiseptics

or astringents.

Jr.lestiiial Hemorrhage, or blood passed from
the bowel, may be due to piles, tumors, dysen-
tery, colitis, t>-phoid fever, tuberculosis of the

intestinal tract, ulcers of the duodenum, portal

obstruction as in cirrhosis of the liver, haemo-
philia, purpura, and the hemorrhagic forms of

the infectious diseases. AMien blood coming
from the stomach or high up in the small intes-

tine is passed by rectum it is changed to a

tarry appearance. This is due to the action of

the digestive juices and bacteria. The farther

down the intestine the blood starts, the brighter

red is it found when passed.

Intestinal Obstruction.— This is a term that

includes a great varietj' of conditions in the ab-

domen having the common feature of obstruc-

tion to the passage of the contents along the

bowel : and in addition there is in the acute

condition some injury to the bowel resulting in

special sj-mptoms. Two varieties are differen-

tiated, the acute and the chronic, .\cute intes-

tinal obstructions are caused by foreign bodies,

gall-stones, and hardened or large collections of
ixci- !!i t'.c canal; by contracting scars, or
tur wall, twists of the gut (volvulus),

int ns (invagination of a portion
above uiio the part below) ; by adhesions of
the peritnneum. caif^ine cnnstricting bands; and
by - of the bowel con-
tai- ihese causes, from
loc there is apt to be
a : a portion of the
bov. ... _. .: - .-;:-.e State. The symp-
toms vary c . with the cause of the
obstruction .; irt of the bowel affected,

but in general tlie sjTnptoms are pain— fre-

quently of a colickj- sort— constipation, inabil-

ity to pass gps— with resuhing tympanites—
vomiting, first from tlie shock, and later from

reversed peristalsis, until at length the vomittis

is bilious and finally even fiecal. Because of

these symptoms and the injury to the nerves

of the intestine resulting in "shock," there is

a gradually increasing prostration. Certain

features indicating that the obstruction is in

the small intestine are early vomiting, the pas-

sage of faeces from the lower bowel, and the

greater swelling of the centre of the abdomen.
Absolute constipation from the first is apt to

mean an obstruction low down in the large

bowel. The cause of the obstruction may be in-

dicated by the presence of a tumor, or by some-
thing in the previous history. Intussusception

is the most common cause of the obstruction in

children ; a tumor may be felt on the outside,

or the bowel may be felt in the rectum. Faecal

impaction is indicated by a long history of con-
stipation, and rectal examination shows the

hardened masses. If intestinal obstruction be
not relieved, the patient may die of shock, with
gradual exhaustion, from gangrene of the bowel
— the blood-supply being usually shut off— and
sometimes from peritonitis.

Medical measures for the relief of most
forms of the malady are not successful, and
temporizing is attended with danger; but rest

of the body as a whole, and especially of the

intestinal tract, must be absolute. Some au-
thorities advise the use of opium for further

quieting the intestine when the diagnosis is

certain. Lavage of the stomach is of great

value, and large enemata may be curative when
the cause of the trouble is intussusception, for-

eign body, or hardened fsces. Most forms of

obstruction require the opening of the abdo-
men, search for the cause of the obstruction,

and attempts at removal Results depend on
the quickness with which operation is under-
taken : death may ensue, in spite of the removal
of the obstruction, if interference be too long
postponed. Chronic intestinal obstruction is

caused by about the same conditions as the
acute variety. The symptoms include various

digestive disturbances, flatulency, constipation,

and, when due to malignant growths, the gen-
eral loss of flesh and strength.

Intestinal Parasites.— Three principal forms
of these affect man— tapeworms, roundworms,
and pinworms (qq.v.) The list of sj-mptoms
attributed to the presence of tapeworms in the

human intestine is long and varied, but even
loss of nutrition from such a parasite's pres-

ence is usually slight. Finding the worms or
their eggs in the stools is the only convincing
symptom. Treatment of this condition consists

first in the preparation of the intestine by light

diet for 24 hours before the taenifuge is given

and si.x or eight hours before, allowing a lib-

eral diet of onions, salty herring, and garlic;

this rather loosens the worm's hold. Mild
purgatives may also be given at this time.

Early on the following morning the selected

drug is taken, and this may be either male-fern,

pomegranate, pumpkin-seed, kousso, or kamala.

After about 12 hours a brisk cathanic is taken

and the worm is passed. Careful search must
be made for the head, for unless it is passed

treatment must be staned again while the worm
is yet weak. Santonin and purgatives effect

expulsion of roundworms. In the treatment of

pinworms it is customary to take advantage

of the fact that the females deposit their eggs

in the large intestine and rectum. Santonin
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and cathartics aid in gathering the worms where
they may be killed by injections of benzine (20
drops to the pint of water), or by solutions of
quinine, though further catharsis may be neces-

sary. Dudley D. Roberts. 'M.D.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Inton'ing, the practice of delivering prayers
in the recitative form. Intoning differs Uttle

from chanting: in the latter case the cadence
is more developed, the divisions more rhyth-
mical, and the music in continuous harmony. In
intoning the greater part of the prayer is recited

on one note, and then sung by several voices

in unison, the clos-jig words of the sentence
being svmg to the proximate notes of the scale

and in harmony. The practice of intoning pre-

vails in the Greek, Roman, Anglican, and Luthe-
ran Churches.

Intoxica'tion (literally poisoning, commonly
restricted to poisoning by means of alcohol,

for a discussion of which latter see Alcoholism).
Intoxication in the sense of poisoning may re-

sult from poisons having their origin outside
of the human body (exogenous poisoning), or
from poisons which may be developed within
the bod}' itself (endogenous poisoning, or auto-
intoxication). Some of the most important
problems connected with the infectious diseases
concern themselves with the study of the in-

toxications that result from the formation of
toxins by specific bacteria distributed through-
out the human body during the course of a dis-

ease. From the same point of view many of
the most complicated intoxications result from
variations in the normal metabohsm of the
body. Thus in diabetes mellitus (q.v.) there
is developed an acid intoxication (diabetic coma),
which is due to the inability of the body properly
to neutralize b^' its alkaline salts the excessive
amounts of acid produced as a result of the
perverted metabolism of this disease. Simi-
larly in Bright's disease a type of intoxifcation
(uTcemic poisoning) results from failure of
the mdneys to eliminate poisonous products
from the human body. It seems not unUkely
that a number of diseases such as migraine
(sick headache) , some forms of epileptic con\'-ul-

sions, different types of skin-eruptions, and
some of the mild insanities result from auto-
intoxication (q.v.). See Toxicology.

Introduced Species. A long catalogue might
be made of species of animals and plants which
have been transferred by accident or design
from their native country or locality to other
regions. Sometimes, as in the case of salmon in
New Zealand, rabbits in Australia, the European
house-sparrow in America and elsewhere, or west-
em fishes in eastern waters, this is done by de-
sign; but in the great majority of cases the intro-
duction is accidental and unwelcome, as in the
case of the himdred and more species of in-

jurious insects brought into the United States
from foreign lands (or the fewer sent abroad
from here), and the verj- many species of "weeds*
naturalized on our and other shores. Such
introductions are in the main accidental, the
eggs or seeds or grown indi\iduals passing from
one region to another in ships or railway trains,
or cargt.js or discharged ballast; so many plants
have been introduced by the latter means that
botanists class the group of alien weeds as "bal-
last plants.* See Acclimatiz.\tion; Zoogeog-
R.\PHV.
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Intuba'tion, the introduction of a tube into

an oritice or an organ, as the larynx, to keep
it open. Specially designed tubes for such a
purpose are sometimes used in cases of croup,
diphtheritic obstruction, etc., as a substitute for

tracheotomy.

In'ulin, a substance resembling starch, but
intermediate in nature between that body and
the gums. It occurs in the roots of elecampane,
dandelion, and certain other plants, and also in

the Jerusalem artichoke and the common po-
tato. WTien pure it is a tasteless white powder
consisting of spherical particles. Its chemical
formula is probably a multiple of CjH.dOs,
though C7,H,,<Oe2 has been suggested. It is

insoluble in alcohol, and but slightly soluble in

cold water, although it is very hygroscopic. It

dissolves freely in hot water. It melts at 320°
F., becoming thereby converted into a different
substance known as "pyro-inulin.* It is not
fermentable, and does not reduce Fehling's so-
lution. Iodine renders it brown or yellow.

Invariants and Covariants. i. These terms
were introduced, and are still ordinarily em-
ployed, in connection with a special mathemat-
ical theory-, namel}', the theory of the linear
transformation of algebraic forms developed by
Cayley and Sylvester during the middle third
of the nineteenth century. The central idea,
however, is a verj' general one, which has been
applied in recent years to almost all branches
of mathematics. It deser\'es, in fact, to be
ranked with such fundamental concepts as
function and group. We therefore divide our
sketch into three parts as follows: (i) The
general concept of invariant; (2) The theory of
algebraic forms, or invariants in the narrow
sense; (3) Other invariant theories.

The General Concept.

2. The suggestion for the formation of the
concept comes from the famihar observation,
at the bottom of all science and philosophy,
that, while the world about us is in a continual
state of change, there are yet certain aspects or
properties which are unaltered. To find the
permanent in the changing is the most general
statement of the problem of invariants. Ab-
stractly, the idea may be explained more
definitely as follows: Consider a set of objects
or elements O of any conceivable kind, finite or in-
finite in number; and a set of operations or trans-
formations T, each of which interchanges the ob-
jects in a definite manner. Then a property of
an object O is said to be invariant, provided it

holds for all the objects obtained from the
given O b\- the transformations T. Similarlv,
any relation between a number of O's which
holds for the transformed O's is said to be an
invariant relation, that is, an invariant relation
of the given objects with respect to the given
transformations.
The idea of cot'anai!/_ involves nothing essen-

tially new. An object O is said to be a covariant
of a given number of objects O,, O,, etc., pro-

\'ided O is invariantly related to O,, O,
In this case^if any_one of the transformations

T converts O into O', O, into O,', O, into O/,
etc., then the relations connecting O* with O,,

O,, etc., are the same as those connecting O
with 0^, Oj, etc.
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3. The idea is best illustrated by examples
from geometry. Consider a number of points

P,. P " connected with a sohd body.
When the bodv is displaced, its points take new-

positions, P,'.'P,' Many such positions

are possible, since the displacement may be
made in an endless number of ways. But in

ever\- case, of course, the distance between
P,' and P,' is the same as that between P,

and Pj. That is, distances between points are

invariant with respect to rigid displacement.

Suppose next that the solid canying the

points is not only displaced but is magnified

(or diminished) according to any scale. (TVe

may, for example, picture such a change as pro-

duced by subjecting the homogeneous sohd to a
higher or lower temperature.) The sohd is

then converted into one of different size but
of the same shape, that is, a similar soUd. Dis-

tances are changed in the same ratio. Hence
P/P//P/P3' =P\P^PJ's- That is. the ratio of

anv two" distances is Invariant with respect to

simiUtude transformations.
4. In both examples, points on a straight line

are converted into points on a straight line.

Collinearit}- is then a relation which is in-

variant with respect to displacements and simih-

tude transformations. A more general tj-pe of

transformation for which this is true is the homo-
graphic or projective transformation. We con-

sider, for simplicitj-, only the case of figures drawn
in a plane M. From a fixed point (termed the
center of projection) outside ofM draw lines to the
various points of .1/ until they intersect a second
plane ^I'. Thus, ever>- point P in M is asso-

ciated with a definite point P' in M'. The opera-
tion of passing from a figure in .1/ to the corre-

sponding figure in J\/' is termed projection.

Concretely, we may think of the center of pro-
jection as a source of light and the figure in

M' as the shadow of that in 3/.*
If we consider three points P,, P., P, on a

straight hne in M, they are converted, by
projection, into points P/' P.', P/ on a straight

line in M'. But in general the distances and
also the ratios of distances will differ. In fact,

three points have no invariant, since they may
be converted into three points at arbitrarily

assigned distances by a suitable projection.
If, however, we take four points (on a straight
line) it may be shown that, for any projection,

PrP,P,P, P,'P,\P,'P,'

P^,P,P, P^'P^'PJP/-

In each member of this equation we have a
combination of the distances between four
points which is termed their cross ratio (an-
harmonic ratio). Hence the cross ratio of four
coUinear points is invariant with respect to
projective transformation.

5. Let the figures considered be all the
ellipses of a plane. With respect to displace-
ment an ellipse has two invariants, the major
and the minor axis. With respect to simiUtude
transformation, there is one invariant, the ratio
of the axes, or what is essentially the same, the
eccentricity. Finally, in the projective theory-
there are no invariants, since one ellipse may
be converted into any other (and even into
any proper conic).

• It 15 however nec«ssar>* to include the ideal shadow
(ormcd by producing the ntys away tnrra M.

In this connection we may illustrate the notion

of a covariant. The center of an elhpse is a

covariant with respect to displacement and
magnification, but not with respect to pro-

jection. For if the plane containing an elhpse

E and its center C is displaced or magnified,

so that eUipse E is converted into another

ellipse £' and the point C is converted into a

point C. then C is necessarily the center of £';

while under projection this is not the case

A similar result holds for the center of gra\-ity

t f anv figure, plane or sohd.

6. Another well-known t^-pe of transforma-

tion is that known as inversion. Take a fixed

circle F with center C and radius r. and sufpcse

that anv point P of the plane is converted into

the point P' situated on the line CP. so that

CP-CP'=r-. The points P. P' are then said

to be inverse with respect to the circle F. By
the inverse of a cur\-e is meant the locus of the

points inverse to the points of the cur\-e. The
collinear relation of points is no longer in-

variant, for a straight hne (not passing through

Q is converted into a circle. An arbitrary

circle is converted into a circle, but the center

of the circle is not a covariant point. The most
important property of the transformation is

this: the angle at which any two curves intersect

is equal to the angle at which the inverse curves

intersect. Angles are invariant «-ith respect

to geometric inversion.

7. We pass now to a few simple examples of

the general definition in No. 2, in which the
objects and transformations are analj-tic in-

stead of geometric-
Let the objects O be functions of any number

of variables, and let the operations T performed
on these functions be the permutation of the

variables involved. A function written down at

random, for example a:'-f-2i'5, changes its form
when say x and y are interchanged. There are

exceptional fimctions, like x-^y'-'r^' and
xy-^yz-rxz. which are not altered by interchang-

ing the variables in any way, and are termed
s\inmetric. The s^Tnmetric functions are in-

variant with respect to permutation of the

variables.
In the differential calctilus it is shown that the

exponential function e*has the property of being
its own derivative. The only fimctions which are

invariant with respect to the process of differen-

tiation are in fact those of the form ac^, where
a is a constant. It is ob\-ious that if the first

derivative is equal to the original fimction, all

the higher derivatives will also be equal to the

fimction.
The trigonometric functions have a period of

2ff or 360°. Such a function /(.r) is unaltered

in value when x is replaced by x + 2-. It is

obvious that the dcuble appHcation of the oper-

ation, that is, the replacing of x by .t -1-4-, will

also leave /(.r) invariant. The periodic character

thus involves the invariance of the function

with respect to all the operations (.r, x-i-ztr)

(this denotes the replacing of x by .r-ritr),

where k is any integer. We note here that if

one of these operations, say that of adding zfe'r

to the angle, is followed by another, say that of

adding 2k"r.. the result is the same as the single

operation of adding 2(^4-^">-. which is a

member of the set. The set of operations thus

possesses the essential property of a Group.
8. In general, if an invariant is found with

respect to certain operations, 7",, T, the
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invariance also holds for all combinations of these
operations. Adding these combinations to the
original opcratioiis, a set is finally obtained with
the group property; this is tlien temied the
group generated by the given operations.

Thus, in connection with No. 6, since angles

are unaltered by inversion with respect to any
circle, it follows that they are unaltered by
successive inversion with respect to a nuinber of

circles. The inversions themselves do not con-
stitute a group; but the totality of combina-
tions is the important group of circular trans-

formations which are expressed analytically by
the linear transformations of a complex variable
and of its conjugate.

g. The general problem of the matheinatical
theory of in\-ariants may now be restated as
follows: Given any group of transformations,
and any set of configurations (mathematical
objects) which are converted into one another
by these transformations, to find the properties
of the configurations which remain unaltered.
There are thus as many types of invariant
theories as there are types of groups and types
of configurations. The distinction according to
groups is the more fundamental.

10. The relation between the concepts in-

variant and group is thus very intimate.
Suppose that instead of assigning transforma-
tions and seeking invariants, the question is

inverted: Given a property or a function, find the
transformations which leave it invariant.

Thus, if space is to be deformed so as to
leave the distance between every pair of points
unaltered, the deformation must be simply a
displacement. The totality of displacements
forms a group; for if one displacement is fol-

lowed by a second, the effect is the same as that
due to a single displacement. In general the
totality of transformations defined by one or
more invariants is a group. Many groups are
defined in this way.

11. In connection with any group this ques-
tion may be asked: Given two configurations,

is it possible to convert the one into the other
by a transformation belonging to the assigned
group? If this is the case, the configurations
are said to be equivalent with respect to the group.

Thus, two figures are equivalent with respect

to the displacement group when they are con-
gruent; they are equivalent with respect to the
similitude group when they are similar. The
study of equivalence with respect to the pro-
jective group is the main object of projective
geometry^ its systematic analytic treatment
depends upon the theory of algebraic forms
considered below.
The importance of the notion of equivalence de-

pends upon the fact that equivalent configura-
tions necessarily have the same invariant functions
and properties. Thus in studying the projective
properties of (proper) conies, it is sufficient to
consider the case of a circle. The circle may thus
be taken as the type or canonical form of the class

of conies.

The Theory of Algebraic Forms.

12. This part of modem algebra deals with the
invariants of algebraic forms with respect to the
group of linear transformations. It has been
variously termed the theory of forms, the
algebra of quantics. the algebra of linear trans-
formations, the linear or projective invariant

theory. Traces of the idea may he found in

papers by Lagrange, Gauss, and Cauchy; and
simple results on quadric forms were given by
G. Boole (1841); but the construction of the
systematic theory begins with the memoirs of

A. Cayley (1845-) and J. J. Sylvester * (1851-).
The recent developments are due mainly to
German and ItaUan mathematicians.

i,S. The objects considered are algebraic
forms. A form or quantic is a rational integral
homogeneous function of any number of varia-
bles. Forms are classified according to the
number of variables and the degree in which
they are involved. A binary form involves two
variables; a ternary, three; a quaternary, four;
in the general case of p variables the adjective
p-a.vy is employed. The degree in which the
variables enter is termed the order of the form

;

we denote it in general by n. If n is one, the
form is linear; if two, quadric (or quadratic)

;

if three, cubic; if four, quartic (biquadratic);
etc.

Thus the binary cubic form is

ax' +bx'y + cxy' +dy',

where x, y are the variables and a, b, c, d the
coefficients. It is visual, however, to distinguish
the variables and the coefficients by subscripts,

a notation which has the advantage of generality

and symmetry: also binomial coeificients are
introduced. Thus the above form is written

"o-^'i^ + 3a,x,''x, + 3aj«,Xj' -l-aj-V.

The ternary quadric is

a„.Vi2 -t- a^v.,^ + a^^x^^ + 2a^x.^3 + 2a,^r^x^ + 2a^^r^x,.

The general binary form is

(i) a^i"+-.v-,»-'.r.

+ "'•" '^
y,"-V + - +'inx.^-

14. The group employed consists of the
totality of Unear transformations of the variables.

A linear transformation from the original

variables x^. x^. . Xp to the new variables

A',, A'2, . . . A'p is defined by p equations of the
first degree, as follows:

The determinant

-l=\lv\.

whose elements are the p- coefficients in these
equations, is termed the modulus of the trans-

foiTTiation. It is assumed that J does not
vanish; for in the latter case the A's cannot
be expressed in terms of the x's, that is, the
transformation is not reversible.

We shall deal mainly with binary variables
and then employ the simpler notation

(2) X, =/,X, -(-wi,A',, X2=l2Xi+m^j.

The modulus is J =l,m, — l,mj.

Most of th.; technical terms employed (including invari-
ant, covariant. form) are due to Sylvester, who gloried in the
title of ' The Mathematical Adam."
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15. When a linear transformation is carried

out on a form, the latter is converted into a form
of the same order containing the new variables.

The coefficients of this transformed quaiitic

depend of cotirse upon the transformation
employed. Thus if in the quadric

we make the substitution (2), the result is a
new quadric,

where

A „ = /,'a„+ 2/,/a + 's'",.

^,=m,'a„ + 2m,m5a, +m^-a,.

It is easy to verify that

j49Aj—.4,'=(/,mj— /jffl,)'(aoa.— a,').

According to the general definition in No. 2,

the function a^a^—a^' is not an invariant func-
tion, since it is not equal to .4 5.4,— .4,-; but
the relation a^^ — CL,-=o is invariant, since its

fulfillment necessitates .45.4,— .4,' =0. This is

sometimes expressed by saying that the fimction
is a relative invariant.

It is usual, however, to modify somewhat the
general definition as follows: A function of the
coefficients of a quantic is said to have the in-

variant property when it is equal to the same
function of the coefficients of the transformed
quantic, except for a factor depending only upon
the coefficients of the linear transformation.
Thus if <j>(d) is such a function, where a denotes
the coefficients collectively, and if .4 denotes
the coefficients in the new form, then

(3) ^(A)=M^(a),

We give now a few of their important general
properties.
A comitant is homogeneous in the coefficients

(a) and in the variables (x). Its dimension
in the former is termed its degree (rf) ; its dimen-
sion in the latter, its order (m). For an inva-
riant, of course, »n =0.
The factor .1/ produced by the linear. trans-

formation is for everj' comitant an entire power
of the modulus J. Hence

(4) 4,{A,X)=A-^{a,x).

where M depends only on the transformation
coefficients.

All such ftinctions can be expressed in terms
of rational integral functions with the same
property. These are termed simply invariants.
Thus an invariant is a rational integral function
of the coefficients with the propertv expressed
by (3).

16. A covariant of a quantic differs from an
invariant only in that it involves both the
coefficients and the variables. Its defining
property is expressed by

(3') ^(.4.A')=.U^(a,x).

Thus the binary cubic

a^,' + 3a,.r,'x, + 3a^,:r,» 4-<V,'

has the covariant

(a^, -a,')x,> 4- (a^, -a,a^.r,r, -I- (a,a, -AjV.';

for when the cubic is linearly transformed, it

is found that the corresponding expression

(/1^4,-.4,')A',»4-(/lr4,-/l,4,)X,A,

+ {A,A^-A,')X,\

btiilt from the new coefficients and variables,
reduces to the original expression multiplied

17. Invariants and covariants are collectively
termed concomitants or. more simply, comitants.

The exponent w is termed the weight of the
comitant.
The proof of the first theorem depends on

the use of linear transformations of the special
type :>:, =pA\, x,=pX,; that of the second
theorem depends on the group property of
Hnear transformations and the fact that J is

not factorable.

iS. The weight w, order »«, and degree d of
any comitant of a binarj- n-ic are connected
by the relation

2W —nd— tn.

This holds in the example given in No. 16, where
n = 3, m =2, d = 2, w = 2.

Taking >« =0 and n odd, we have the coroUari.':

A binar\' form of odd order cannot have an
invariant of odd degree.
When n is even, so is nt. Hence a binary

form of even order cannot have a covariant of
odd order.

19. The preceding definitions and theorems
may readily be extended to simultaneous comi-
tants, that is, invariants and covariants of two
or more forms.

20. An important process for the formation of

simultaneous comitants depends on this prin-

ciple: If in an invariant <j>(a^. a,, . . . On) of a
single form /, we substitute a^ + Kb„ for a„,

a, -^xil^ for a,, etc.. and expand the result accord-
ing to powers of k, the first term is the original

invariant ^(a). the coefficient of nd is the corre-

sponding invariant p(6) of a form g with coeffi-

cients 6„, b,. . . . bn. and the remaining coeffi-

cients are simultaneous invaraints of / and g.

For example, when this principle is applied to
the invariant a^a^ — a^^ of a quadric /=a(^v,'

+ 2a,x,.rj+aj:i-j', we have

(a„ + Kb„Xa^ + id>,)-ia, -i-«6,)'

=a„a,-a,'-t-K(a„6j-2a,6, 4-a,6„) 4-«'(fco*j-^')-

It follows that a^b,— 2a^b,+a„b„ is a simul-

taneous invariant of /and g=b^-,'^ + 2b,x,x, + bjc,''.

The coefficient of the first power of k, by Taylor's

theorem, is

.+bn

Hence if the operation o„ =—I- 0, t— + . . .+611g—

is appUed to an invariant of a single form, the

result is an in\ariant of two forms. The
operation is known as the Aronliold process.

21. in the domain ot simultaneous comitants
the distinction between invariants and co-

variants may be said to disappear All the

covariants o! a form / may be obtained from
the simultaneous mvariants of / and a linear
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form n,.r, + iijr, by the substitution of .r^ for m,

and —X, for u.^.

22. Geometric Interpretation.—If a binary form
/ of nth order is equated to zero, the resulting
equation, by the fundamental theorem of
algebra, determines n values of the ratio x, : x^.

Taking x, : x., as homogeneous coordinates of a
point on a straight line, we thus obtain a definite

set of n points corresponding to the form /.

Conversely, if a set of n points is given, the form
/ is determined (except for a nimierical factor).

Linear transformation of x,, x, has the same
effect upon the points of the line as the pro-
jection of the given line upon a second followed
by the displacement of the second line upon
the first. Hi-nce an invariant of / equated
to zero represents a projective relation between
the corresponding n points, that is, a relation
not altered by the process of projection. Simi-
larly, a covariant of order m represents a set
of in points projectively related to points
defined by /.

Thus, the vanishing of the invariant a^a^ — a,'

of a quadric form means that the two root
points coincide. Again, the vanishing of
a^b, — 2a,bj+a.,b„, derived in No. 21, means that
the pairs of points represented by the two
quadrics are situated harmonically.
The interpretation often suggests the in-

variant character of complicated algebraic
functions. For example, the resultant of two
equations, f = o, g = o (that is, the expression
which vanishes when and only when the equa-
tions have a common root) , is a simultaneous
invariant of / and g. The condition that the
equation /=o shall have equal roots leads to an
invariant termed the discriminant of /.

23. Absolute Invariants.—By considering frac-
tional instead of integral functions of the co-
efficients, it is possible to obtain absolute in-
variants, that is. functions which are unaltered by
linear transformation. The factor M in (3) is

then unity. An absolute invariant is necessarily
the ratio of two (relative) invariants having the
same weight. We give an example in connec-
tion with the form of fourth order. Here there
are two invariants / and / with weights 3 and
2 respectively. Linear transformation affects
them as follows: r=J'I. J' = 4^J. Hence
/'V./'2=/V/^ That is, I'/J- is an absolute
invariant.

Geometrically, every absolute invariant of
any number of forms is expressible in terms of
cross ratios of the corresponding points.

24. The Symbolic Notation.—The most power-
ful method for attacking the general pi'oblem
li our subject, the determination of all the
<,omitants of any number of forms and their
interrelations, is the so-called symbolic method.
The origin of the method is to be found in Cayley's
hyperdeterminants (1845), but the symbolic
notation itself is due to Aronhold (1859). The
general theory was developed by Clebsch and
Gordan (1870-).
A binary form of nth order is represented by

the Mth power of a linear form,

/ = (a,.T, -f aj-rj)".

Here the a's are merely symTols which have a
real meaning only in the combinations

the Greek letters symbolic coefficients. The
latter w-ere termed umbrae (shadows of quanti-
ties) by Sylvester.
A combination of a's of dimension <n has

no real meaning. On the other hand, if the
dimension is a multiple of n, there are several
corresponding real quantities. Thus aj'^-'aj'
represents both a„a.^ and a,'. This ambiguity
is removed by introducing several equivalent
sets of umbral quantities, each entering in pre-
cisely the Hth dimension. We abbreviate by
writin" a^x^ + a^x^ = ax, /J,x, +P^., =}x, etc. The
given form is then

f = ax'^= /?!" = j-i", etc.

The fundamental theorem is as follows:
Every comitant of binary forms / is expressible
symbolically as a combination of determinants
of the type (aj3) =a^p^-aj, and linear factors
of the type ax = a,.-t, + a^x,. In the case of inva-
riants, only the determinants are involved.
Conversely, all combinations of these two
types (in which each set of symbols is involved
in the proper dimension) represent comitants.*
Thus the quadric / = ax' =^x' has the invariant

(a,3)'. Expanding, we have

(a,i% - aj,y = a,2^,2 - 2a,«,ft,9, -f- a,%^
=a„aj — 2a,<j, ^a^aa,

which is simply twice the discriminant a„a., — a^'.

25. Transvectanls.—Among the comitaiits of
two forms. f = ax^, g = ^x"' (here a and ^ are
non-equivalent symbols), those represented by
(a/?)«ofi''-«,?2;'«-« are of special importance, since
they are of the first degree in each set of coeffi-
cients. They are termed the transvectants of f
and g and are denoted by (/. g),. Gordan has
shown that all comitants may be derived by the
repeated application of the process of trans-
vection.
The first transvectant of two forms is termed

their Jacobian; its non-svinbolic value is
df dg 9/ dg

a7,d7,~ d^.,d7^-
'^^'"^ transvectant (/,/), is

termed the Hessian of /; its non-symbolic value

ax.^dx,' \Ox,dxJ
26. Complete Systems.— In general, a set of

forms has an infinite number of comitants. Thus
any entire power of a comitant, or a product of
powers of two comitants, is also a comitant.
It is evident, however, that there cannot
exist an infinite number of algebraically inde-
pendent comitants, since all are functions of a
finite number of coefficients and variables. The
following result is fundamental in the systematic
theory: For a given set of forms there exist a
finite number of comitants such that every
comitant of the forms is a rational integral
function of the selected comitants. The latter
constitute the complete system of the given
forms.
The proofwas first given by Gordan (1870) by

means of the symbolic method. It has since
been simplified and generalized by numerous
investigators—in particular, Hilbert.

27. We now give the complete systems for
the forms of order i, 2, 3, 4:

The Roman letters denote real coefficients and

Sylvester observed certain formal analogies between this
symbolism and that employed in chemistry, and developed
a so-called chemico-alKcbraic theory. See Grace ai.d Youn«.
(Algebra of Invariants,) Cambridge, 1903, p 366
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Linear form. No invariant; the only cova-

riant is the given form / = ax.

Quadric form. One invariant (the discrimi-

nant) D=(,a,3)-; one covariant / = ai'.

Cubic form. The onlv invariant is the dis-

criminant i? =(a.3)'(ar)(M(r^)'; in addition to

f = ar', there are two covariants. H =(a,3)'ax^x

(the Hessian of /) and Q=(.a^y(ar)^=^rx^ (the

Jacobian of / and H).
Qitartic form. Two invariants. I = (a^)*,

/^ = (a5)'(^r)'(r«)^ three covariants. the given

form f
= ax*, its Hessian H = (a.3)=ax'^i', and the

Jacobian of / and H, namley, T = {a,3y{ar)

«x^x=rx'.
^ ^ . , .

Everj- invariant of the quartic form is

thus a rational integral fimction of / and /;
every comitant is a rational integral fimction

of /. r. f. H, T.
28. The systems given are irreducible; that is,

no member of a system can be expressed as a

rational integral function of the other members
of the svstem.

Complete irreducible systems have been cal-

culated for single forms up to the order 10, and
for pairs of forms up to the order 4. The system

of the quintic contains twenty-three members.
While the finiteness of the system is assured,

no general formula for the exact number of

irreducible comitants is known.
29. Ternary Farms.—Many of the results

stated for the binar\'case apply with little change

to ultrabinari- forms. There are, however, cer-

tain aspects of the general theor\' which are dis-

guised when only the binan,' case is studied.

Consider a t'emar\- forin f(x^, x,, x,) of nth

order. (The s^-mboiic representation is ai",

where ai = a,.r,'-i- a^, -i- asXs.) If x,. x,. X3 are

taken as the homogeneous coordinates of a point

in a plane, the equation 7 = defines a cur\-e of

«th order. The vanishing of an invariant

denotes a projective property of the cur\-e. A
covariant defines a cur%'e which is projectively

related to the original cur\'e.

The principle of duaUt}' suggests the intro-

duction of line coordinates «,, «,, "s- When the

x's imdergo a Unear transformation, the u's

undergo another linear transformation which is

said to be cotlragredieiit to the first. A func-

tion involving the u's and having the inva-

riant property is termed a contravariant of /.

Geometrically it represents a curve considered

as the envelope of its tangent lines. A mixed

comitant is one involving both point coordinates

and line coordinates; geometrically it defines a

so-called connex.
The complete system of the temarv quadric

/ = ffx' consists of the covariant f, the invariant

D=(,a^j-y, the contravariant F = ia^uy, and
the so-called identical form Ux. (Here (n3r)

- - ')

31 . Gordan's method for proving the existence
of a complete system applies only to binary' forms.
The proof for forms of any kind (including multiple
forms containing two or more sets of variables)
was first given by Hilbert (1S90). The basis
of his method is the following theorem, which has
many important appHcations:

In any assemblage containing an infinite-

number of forms it is possible to select a finite-

number of members F^. F„, . . . , Fr, so that
everj' member can be written F =P^F^+P„F

,

+ . . .-rPrFr. whcrc the P's are forms not be-
longing necessarily to the given assemblage.

Other Inv.\riant Theories.

32. Special Linear Transformations.—Forms
have been treated with respect to linear trans-
formations of special type. Thus the trans-
formations -T, = aX, + ^, 3', = a V, lead to the
so-called seminvariants of binarj- forms.

Again, the formulas for passing from one
system of rectangular coordinates to another.

(5) x=Xcosd— Y s\n 0+h,

y=X sin e 4- F cos 0-^k,

. ? (rt.'r

represents a determinant of third order |rt,;?;;-3|.

Geometrically. / =0 represents a conic considered

as a point locus, F =0 represents the same
conic regarded as line envelope, and D=o de-

notes that the conic degenerates to a pair of

straight lines.

30. Quaternary Forms.—Here the essentially

new feature is that in addition to point coordi-

nates (x,, X,, X3, X,) and the dual plane coordi-

nates (M|. i«j, i(i, u,), it is necessary to consider

line coordinates (/>,,. />„. p,„ />„, p„. p^}. Comi-
tants may contain, besides the coetficients of

the given form, any combination of these types

of variables. Little advance has yet been made in

the complete treatment of even the simpler cases.

constitute a special linear group. Invariants
with respect to this group are termed Cartesian

or metric or orthogonal. In the case of the conic

ax- -rbxy+ cy- -i-dx +ey+f = o, there are three

such invariants, a+c, 6-— 4ac, and the discrimi-

nant. The latter is the only one which is in- ,

variant in the projective theory. If a+c=o
the conic is a rectangular hyperbola ; if 6' — 4a<: = o

.

it is a parabola.
For any number of variables the Unear trans-

formation's which leave a given quadric forni

unchanged constitute a type of group which arises

in many applications (Une and circle geometries

geometn' on a quadric surface, etc.).

33. The general method of finding the in-

variants of an}' continuous group involving a

finite number of parameters is due to Sophus Lie.

An r parameter group is generated by r inde-

pendent infinitesimal transformations; these

determine a set of r partial differential equa-

tions whose solutions are the invariant functions.

34. A differential invariant is one that con-

tains the derivatives of the variables. Thus
y"

for the group (-,) the expression , +W)i '^ ^

differential invariant. It represents in fact the

cur\-ature of an arbitrary cun.-e at a point; this

is obviously independent of the system of axes

to which the cun.-e is referred.

35. Special theories of invariants have been

constructed in connection with differential equa-

tions. Thus an ordinary linear equation,

d»y Cfn-'y
^+P,W:7r;^+--+/'-W=°.
dx'^

is converted into an equation of the same kind

by the substitution .T = <i!>(A'), > = r^I'tA'). The
totality of substitutions here forms an infinite

continuous group, since cj) and ifi are arbitrary'

functions. By an invariant of the equation is

meant a function of the coelhcienls p,. p,

and their derivatives, which retains its value

(except perhaps for a factor depending on the

transformation) when formed from the coeffi-

cients of the new equation.
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36. Differenlial Forms.—In the theory of sur-

faces the distance between two consecutive
P'"'ints of the surface is given by the formula

ds^=E(u, v)(iu' + 2F{u, v)du dv+G{u, v)dv-.

The second member is a binary quadratic
dilTerential form. Such forms possess a theory
of invariants with respect to arbitrary change
of variables. Any change is expressed by
u = <j>{U,V), v = i^(U,V), where <j>, (Ji arc
arbitrary functions. The simplest example of
an invariant is the expression, depending on E,
F, G and their partial derivatives, which repre-

sents the Gaussian curvature.

37. Ariihincliciil Theory of Forms.—In this

theory, inaugurated by Gauss, the coefficients

and variables involved are supi^osed to be whole
numbers. Attention has been confined mainly
to the binary quadratic ax' + 2hxy+cy'. The
transformations are defined by x = aX +13Y,
y = 1-X + dV , where the coefficients a. 3, y, S are
integers such that aS — ^fT^z. In this case,

then, the group is discontinuous.
3<S. Automorphic Functions.—Such discontinu-

ous groups arise also in the theory of functions.

Thus in No. 7 it was seen that the trigonometric
functions are unaltered by the substitutions
x=X + 2k7t. Similarly, a doubly periodic func-
tion (of a complex variable) is invariant with
respect to z=Z -{-k^w^+k^w^, where m',, w„ are
the given periods and /?,, k„ are arbitrary in-

tegers. The modular function is invariant with
respect to the linear group s = (n2 +^)/(;-Z -h 5),

where a, /?, y, 3 are integers such that aS — j?-/- = i

.

The problem of finding all functions which ad-
mit an infinite discontintiou.-^ .?roup of linear

transfonnations is one of the most important
in recent investigation. Svtch functions are
termed auiomorphic. They have been classified

by Poincare into Fuchsian and Kleinian accord-
ing as the defining group involves real or com-
plex coefficients.

Bibliography.—Andoyer, 'Throne des forms'
(Paris, 1S9S); Boole, 'Cambridge Journal of
Mathematics' (vol, 3, 1841); Cayley, 'Memoirs
upon quantics' (1S54-78), Collected Papers.
Cambridge; Clebsch. 'Th^orie der binaren
algebraischen Fomien' (Lepizig, 1872); Elliott,

•Algebra of quantics' (Oxford, 1895); Gordan,
'Vorlesungen iiber Invariantentheorie' (2 vols.,

Leipzig, 1885-7); Grace and Young, 'Algebra
of Invariants' (Cambridge, 1903); Meyer,
'Bericht liber die Fortschritte der projectiven
Invariantentheorie, Berichte Deutsche Mathe-
matiker-Vereinigung' (vol. i, 1892); Salmon,
< Lessons introductory to the modern higher
algebra* (Dublin, ist edition, 1859, 4th edition,

1S85); Study, 'Mcthoden zur Theorie der
teniaren Formcn' (Leipzig, 1S89); Sylvester,
'Calculus of Forms' (1S52-54), Collected
Papers (Cambridge, 1903); Clebsch-Linde-
mann, 'Vorlesungen iiber Geometric' (vol. i,

Lepizig, 1875, new edition in presr.) ; Hilbert,
' Mathematische Annalen' (vol. 36, 1890).

Edward Kasnfr,
Instructor in Mathematics, Columbia University.

Invasion, the entry into a country by a public
enemy. As early as 1795 Congress provided
by law for protection against the invasion of
the United States by any foreign nation or
Indian tribe. The act made it lawful whenever
there should be an invasion, or imminent dan-
ger of one, for the President to call out such
number of the militia of the State rr States

convenient to the place of invasion as he might
think necessary to repel it. This, strengthened
in some respects by amendments, has been in

force ever since. An invasion has usually all

the elements of war, and the invaders may be
dealt with as persons at war with the country
invaded, in accordance with u.sages of warfare
without the declaration of war by Congress. The
Supreme Court of the United States has decided
that a State is invaded when there is a do-

mestic rebellion within its territory, and that
the same rules of law may be enforced as in the
case of an invasion by external foes. This de-
cision practically abolishes all distinction be-
tween invasion and insurrection, and the same
rules which furnish a remedy for invasion can
be applied in the suppression of an insurrection
or local rebellion. In case the State militia is

not sufficiently strong, or not easily available,
the standing troops of the United States may be
ordered out by the President, if indeed it be
necessary to call upon the State troops before
resorting to the regular troops of the United
States. It is not necessary that actual armed
violence shall be resorted to in order to consti-

tute insurrection. Any combination of persons
too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary
course of judicial proceedings is tantamount to

insurrection, and warrants the use of the effec-

tive measures provided for by law for its sup-
pression.

As regards the rights of the invader many
rules have been laid down, carefully distinguish-

ing between invasion and conquest, especially

wdth respect to private and public property. 1

1

is now held that public money, militar)' stores,

and public buildings with their contents are
lawful sources of plunder, and telegraph and rail

way property may be used as needs require

The unwarranted burning of the capitol and other
public buildings in Washington by the British

in 1S14; the removal of the Palatine libraries

(iuring the Thirty Years' War; the confiscation

of the astronomical instruments in the Observa-
tory of Peking by the Germans during the
operations of the Alhes against the Chinese
capital—all these were in direct violation of the
acce]3ted n.iles of invasion. The levying of

supplies, labor, forage, transportation facilities,

etc., upon the native people is strictly within
the lawful confines of invasion; for example,
during the wars of Frederick the Great, both
the Austrians and the Prussians were mainly
supported by these enforced contributions of

supplies. Napoleon was probably the greatest
exponent of the belief that a war should support
itself, either during the conflict, or by imposing
a large indemnity, or both; hence we see that
he exacted of Prussia, after the battle of Jena,
more than a hundred million francs, and Spain
w-as also forced during the Peninsular War to
pay a similar amount. The pillage of private
property is strictly prohibited , but should the own-
ers give aid to their country, the property may be
sold at the discretion of the invading general.

Inventions. The progress of the world in

its numerous vast industries and arts has been
founded, to a very large extent, upon inven-
tions and discoveries and their subsequent
development. Under the American patent law
and system, inventors all over the world are
stimulated to make pubUc their inventions by
reason of receiving in exchange a monopoly in
tho fonn of a patent on the invention for a
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period of I" years. The remarkable increase

in the number of protected inventions is shown
by the records of the United States Patent

(Mace, as follows : At the end of the first year

(1790) issued. In the year end-

ing icn.

.

'.IS were granted. The
totn' • --'led from April 1790
to -\ - -4-

_, ced to be any new-

er usetu! mechanical contrivance or article,

method, discover)-, composition of matter, or sys-

tem not previously known or used, or any im-
provement en any known machine, art. method.
or system. Below is given

der a list of important inver

the i6th century, with the tu.c .; ... ..: .-.. ...jii.

the year it was made, the name of the inventor

and his nativity:

IXVESTIOXS Date I IcreGtor

Discoveries of Elec-
trid! Phenomena.

.

Won tbe title of
" founder of the
science of electric-

ity."
Screw printing-press.
Spir^lv groovec ride

barrel
Iron famaces
The nse of steam ....
Xr- -^-=- -:then-

dc i n
Er- ; to
the --.. .: ......:i; in
the ans.
Bay Psalm Book.

nrst book published
in the Colonies

Baronieter
'

Sle:— ----- 3tmos-l
:

" re . .

.

Ma. -.--aerat-

ing c-::.-;-;^itV

First paper null inl

.America
j

First steam engine
with a piston '

The manufacture of I

Elate glass estab-i
shed <

First to dt«C'^ver -^'f-'

fc-

\ 1=60wmiam Gilbert
(ieo3

1620

1620
1021

1630

Blaew

Koster
Lord Dndler
David Ramseye

1640

1663

1681-61

1690

1690

i6«

Torricclli
Thomas Xewco-
men

Otto Ton Gue-
ricke

William Ritten-
faouse

Denys Papin

Stephen Gray

thel

England

Germany

England
England
England

Mass.
Italy

England

Germany

Penna.

France

Fissce

England

Tbocnas Savery . England

First u pr.ij.;; cl:

trie spark
TherT- ~r:.-r

Sic-
Fir

e
k

Fly

RotAty 3-colc'
mr-f>r«a

Su
for <

Spinning jenny .

.

hn CampbeU

^ Wan
cuhcit

Cantor
unin Frank-

adcPlanU
im Ged

dn

Kar

Mass.

England
Danzig

England

Utd. Stater

France
Scotland

France

England

** & Keen England
-
*

I

Germany

-;::ine.

.

L-jn oi
;-ie --::,-ander

"

or bean^g engine
for poiping rags i
the manuiacture of
paper

male pinner

nails
Circular wood saw...

Nativity f

Esibryo bicycle
S:eam engine, the

:a5i5 of the modem
engine

Gas balloon ........
Fuddling iron
PIoA. with cast iron
mold boaxd. and
aroughc and cast
iron shares

1773

1774

1775
1777

1779

Samnel Cramp-
ton

Jereroiah Wilk-
inson

i

Miller '

Brancbard &'
Magnrier I

17S2

17^3
i7§3^

Power loom
First steam-boat in
the United States..'

Steam road wagon—
t, First automobile).
Grnir thrashing ma-

Jiscovered.

.

r=e. forerun-
r.c r ci bicycle

Rotary steam power
printing-press, tbe
first idea of

|

\\'ood planing ma-

1

used as an'
2.nt <

1784

17S5

17S6

1;^

1788
1789

1790

England

Utd. States
England

France

James Watt
i

J. E. & J. iLl
Montgoltier

Henry Cort

James Small
James C a r t-

wright

John Fitch
Oliver Evans

Andrew Meikle
Elaproth

Scotland

France
England

Scotland

England

Utd. States
Utd. States

England
Germany

England

cStttc

1790 Wm. Nicholson. I

1791 Samuel Bentham

1792
1794
179°

Wm. Murdoch
Eli Whitney

]

Al<ns Senefelder;

*^'=-

Steam coach I

Wood Mortising Ma-]
chine '

Paiterr. loom
|

- -^roof safe. . I

*^
-: on the

" Charlottel

.>graphic ex-;

-ts
machine

i

3; iicaiion of
j

'
:- the loom. -1

comotive on

twini
'ers in

iSoo Loms Robert ,

Richard Trevith-
ISOZ : ick

x8oi !m. j. Brunei
iSoi jM. J. Jacquard
iSoi Richard Scott

William S y m-
iSa2 ington

Wedgewood 4
i8oa I>a%-v I

isoa Ij. Branch
William Hor-

xSo3 I rocks
1803 Wise

Richard Trerith
1804 ick

1804

I First life presener.

ne, the
n the.

John Stevens

1804 Lucas
1805 John Edwards

Luigi Brugna-
x8o^ telU

1806

Har-
I
England

1S07

1S07

-i.~..'.' 1807
.. . . .

. , iSoS
-ontium'

; 1808

^n tM

Jeandean

Robert Fulton

A. J. Forsyth

England

England

England
Utd- States
Germany

France

England

England
France
England

England

England
England

England
England

England

Utd. States

England
England

Italy

France

Utd. States

Scotland

F. A. Wrnsor England
Newberry

;

England
Sir Humphry
Davy

I

England

E. L. Malus France
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Inventions

Voltaic arc
First steamboat to
make a trip to sea,
the " Phccnix '*....

ITomconatliy intro
duccil

Revolving cylinder
printing-press

Erccch-Ioading shot
gun

Storage battery
Dry Pile (prototype

of dry battery)

.

First jtractical steam
rotary printing
press, paper printed
on both sides

First locomotive in
Scotland

First circular wood
saw made in this
country

Heliography
Discovery of Cyano

gen

Kaleidoscope

Datt

Miner's safety lamp..
Scic^litz powder. .

.

Dry gas meter . .

Morphine, tirst organic
alkaloid known. . .

.

Knitting machine. . . .

'* Draisine '* bicycle. .

" Columbian " press,
elbowed pulling bar,
number of impres-
sions per hour, 50

Stethoscope
Electro - magnetism
discovered

Lathe for turning ir-

regular wood forms
The theory of elec-

tro-dj-namics first

propounded

Quinine
Electroscope
The conversion of the

electric current in^

to mechanical mo-
tion

Galvanometer
Multi-color printing. .

Calculating machine..
Silicon
Discovery of thermo-

electricity

Liquefaction and so-
lidification of gas.

.

Water gas, produc-
tion of

Portland cement
First passenger rail-

way, opened be-
tween Stockton and
Darlington, Eng
land

Electrical
wheel ....

Bromine
First railroad i n

United States, near
Quincy, Mass

The law of galvanic
circuits formulated

Friction matches
The reduction o f

aluminium
Law of electrical re

sistance

1808

1S08

iSio

1810

l8ti
1812

1S12

1814

1814

1814
1814

1814

1814

1815

181S
1815

1816
1816
1816

iSi7
1819

1819

1819

1820

1S20
1820

Inventor

S i r Humphry
Davy

Nativity

England

John Stevens Utd. States
S. C. F. Hahne
mann Germany

Frederick Koe^
"*8" Germany

Thornton & Hall
J. }i. Kilter

Zamboni

KocFrederick
nig

George Stephen-
son

Benjamin Cum-
mings

Jos. N. Niepce

Gay Lussac
Sir David Brew-
ster

S i r Humphry
Davy

S. Clegg

Sertumer
Brunei I

Baron von Drais

George Clymer
Laennec

H. C. Oersted
Thomas Blan
chard

Andre Ampere
Pelletier &
Caventon

Bohenberg

Utd. States
Germany

spur

Improved rotary
printing-press Lon-
don Times, 5,000
i m pressi ons per
hour

Hot air blast for iron
furnaces 1828

1821

1822
1822
1822

1823

1823

1S23

1823

182s

182s

1S26
1826

1826

1827
1827

1827

1827

1827

Michael Faraday
Schweigger
P. Force
Charles Babbage
James Berzelius

Prof. Seebeck

Michael Faraday

Tbbetson
Joseph Aspdin

Barlow
M. Balard

Germany

England

Utd. States
France

France

England

England

England

Germany
England
Germany

Utd. States
France

Germany

Utd. States

France

France
Ge^^many

George S. Ohm
John Walker
Fricdrich Woh-
ler

George S. Ohm

Cowper & Ap-
plegarth

J. B. Neilson Scotland

England
Germany
Utd. States
England
SwitzerPd

England

England

England
England

England
France

Germany
Utd. States

Germany

Germany

England

Inventions

Wood planing ma
chine ,

Tubular locomotive
boiler

Prism for polarized
light

Spinning ring frame
The " Washington "

printing press, lever
motion and knuckle
joint for a screw,
nunilxrr of impres-
sions per hour,
20Q

First steam locomo-
tive in United
States, ** Stour-
bridge Lion "

Double fluid galvanic
battery

Magnesium
First portable steam

fire engine
Magnelo-eloctric -in-

duction
Chloroform
First conception of

electric telegraph
First ^Iagneto•electric

machines
Rotary electric motor

Chloral-hydrate . .
,

Locomotive, "Old
Ironsides " built. .

.

Link-motion for loco
motives

Adoption of steam
whistle for locomo-
tives

Reciprocating saw
tooth cutter within
double guard fin

gers for reapers. .

.

Date

" McCormick " reaper
Rotary electric motor
Carbolic acid discov-

ered
Horse shoe machine..
Constant electric bat-

tery
Acetylene gas dis-

covered
The revolver ; a de-

vice *' for combin-
ing a number of
long barrels so as
to rotate upon a
spindle by the act
of cocking the ham
mer."

The screw applied to
steam navigation. .

The galvanizing of
iron

1828

1828

1R28

1828

1829

1829

1829
1829

1830

1831
1831

1832

1832
1832

1832

1832

1832

1833

Inventor

1833

1834
1834

1834
1H35

1836

1836

Indicator-telegraph .

.

Photographic carbon
printing

Babbitt metal
Vulcanization of rub-

ber
The first boat elec-

trically propelled. .

Daguerreotype
I'irst to produce

a direct photograph-
ic positive in the
camera by means
of highly polished
silver surfaced
plate exposed to
the vapors of iodine
and subsequent de-
velopment with
mercury vapor.
Making photo-prints
from paper nega-
tives
(First production

of positive proofs
from negatives).

William Wood-
worth

Sequin

Nicol
John. Thorp

Samuel Rust

A. C. Becquerel
Adam Bussey
Brathwaite &

Ericsson

Michael Faraday
G. J. Guthrie
Prof. S, F. B.
Morse

Saxton
VVra. Sturgeon
Justus von Lie-

big

M. W. Baldwin

Sir Henry James

George Stephen-
son

Nativity

Utd. States

France

England
England

Utd. States

France
France

England

England
Scotland

Utd. Stales

Utd. States
England

Germany

Utd. States

England

England

Obcd Hussey Utd. States
Cyrus H. Mc
Cormick

M. H. Jacobi

Range
H. Burden

J. P. Daniell

Edmund Davy

1836 Samuel Colt

\ ^536 John Ericsson
1 1041

1837

1837

1838

1839

1839

1839
1839

Henry Craufurd
Cooke & Wheat-
stone

Mungo Ponton
Isaac Babbit
Charles Good-
year

Jacobi
Louis Daguerre

Utd. States
Russia

Germany
Utd. States

England

England

Utd. States

Utd. States

England

England

France
Utd. States

Utd. States

Germany
France

Fox Talbot England
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Inventions Date

Photographic p o r-

iraits, (Daguerreo-
type Process)

Pneumatic Caissons,

.

Pianoforte automati
cally plaj'ed

Sieam hammer— ...

Tj-pewriting machine

First telegram sent..
The use of nitrous

oxide gas as an an-
aesthetic

The electric arc light;

(gas retort carboni
in a vacuum)

|

Automatic adjustment'
of electric arc light;

carbons
Double cylinder print-:

ing-press
j

i839

1841

Inventor

Profs. Draper &
Morse

M. Triger

1842 ]M. Seytre
1842 ijames Xasmyth
1843 Charles Thurber

Prof. S. F. B
1844 Morse

1844

Dr. Horace
WeUs

Pneumatic tire

Sewing machine . .

.

Suez canal started.

.

Ether as an anaesthet-

Artificial limbs
Gpn cotton
First pianoforte kej>
board player

Chloroform in sur-

1844 Leon Foucault

1845 Thomas Wright

1845 R. Hoe & Co.
R. \V. Thomp

I&45 son
1846 Elias Howe
1S46 De Lesseps

1846
1S46
1846

Dr. Morton

Schonbein

1846 Debain

i8^7
1847
1847

ger>
Nitro-glycerine .

Time-lock
Hoe's lightning press

capable of printing
20,000 impressions
per hour 1847

Match-making ma-l
chinerj- ' 1848

Breech gun-lock, in-.

terrupted thread. . . iS^q
Magazine gun 1S49
Steam pressure gauge 1S49

Lenticular stereoscope- 1S49
Latch needle for]

knitting machine.-! 1849
"Corliss ' Engine... 1849
Printing-press, curved

plates secured to a
rotating cylinder 1849

Mercerized cotton— 1850
Collodion process in

photography
, 1850

American machine-
made watches 1850

Electric locomotive . . 1851
Self-raker for har-
vesters 1851

Breech loading rifle.. l8si
Icemaking machine. . 1851
The Rhumkorff coil 1851

Fire-alarm telegraph, igjj
Reticulated screen for

hal f -tone photo-'
graphic printing .. 1852

Soia process of mak-'
ing pulp from wood 1853

Laws of magneto-
electric induction., j^jj

Laws of electro-,
statics ; 1853

Electrolysis ' 1853
Duplex telegraph

! 1853
Photographic roll

films

Diamond rock drill...!

Four motion feed fori

sewing machines..
I
1SC4

Magazine firearm... 1 iRij

Fat decomposed by;

water or steam at^

high temperature.!
since largely used
in soap making....] 18S4

Safety matches 1855
Iron-clad floating bat-

teries first used in

Crimean war ' i8«

Dr. Simpson
Sobrero
Savage

Nativity

Utd. States

France

France
Scotland
Utd- States

Utd. Sutes

Utd. States

France

England

Utd. Sutes

England
Utd. States
France

Utd. States

Germany

France

Scotland

Utd, States

In\'entions Date I Inventor Nativity

Richard M. Hoe Utd. States

A. L. Dennison

Chambers
Walter Hunt
Bourdon
jSir Da\'id Brew-

ster

It. T. Hibbert
'G. H. CorUss

Jacob Worms
ijohn Mercer

Scott Archer

Di, Page

\V. H. Seymour
Maynard
J. Gorrie
Rhumkorff
Channing &
Farmer

Fox Talbot

Watt & Burgess'

Michael Faraday

Michael Faraday
Michael Faraday
Gintl

Utd. States

Utd. States
Utd. States
France

England

Utd. States
Utd. States

France
England

England

Utd. States
Utd. States

Utd. States
Utd. Stales
Utd. States
Germany

Utd. Stales

1854 iMelhuish
1854 Herman

A. B. Wilson
Smith & Wesson

R. A. Tilghman
Lund^trom

England

Utd. States

England

England
England
Austria

England
Utd. States

Utd. States
Utd. States

Utd. States
Sweden

Cocaine
Process of making,

steel, blowing airi

through molten pig-'

1855

Dryplate photography
Bicycle
Sleeping car
Aniline dyes
Printing machine for

the Blind (contains
elements of the
present t>'pewriting
machine

Regenerative furnace!
Refining engine in

paper pulp makingj
Coal-oil first sold in,

the United States.
.'

First sea going iron-'
clad war vessel the!
" Gloire "

]

Ground wood pulp...
Inclined elevator and

platform in the|
reaper '

Cable car
Breech loading ord-
nance

Feed injector for
Boilers '

Storage or secondary!
battery

Singing telephone ...
.\mmonia absorption

ice machine
Improved stereotyping

process
Shoe sewing machine
Driven well, a tube

with a pointed per-l
forated end driven
into the ground. . .

j

Passenger elevator.. .,

Barbed wire fence in-I

troduced I

Calcium carbide pro-!
duced

I

Revolving turret for'
floating battery

First iron-clad steam}
battery, " Monitor"!

Catling gun
Smokeless gunpow-

der
Pneumatic pianoforte

player (regardedi
as first to sirikel
keys by pneumatic-
pockets)

1

Explosive gelatine
Rubber dental plate.
.\utomatic grain bind-

ing device
Process of making

fine steel

1855

1855

185s
18^6
1856

1856
I8S6

1856

1857

Gaedeke

Sir Henry Bes-
semer

Dr. J. M. Tau-
penot

Ernst Michaux
Woodruff
Perkins

Germany

England

France
Utd. State?
Flngland

Alfred E. Beach, Utd. States
Wm. Siemens England

T. Kingsland
Messrs. Stout &
"and

1857 1

1858
,
Henry Voelter

1858
1858

J. S. Maish
E. A. Gardner

Wright & Gould

i8s8 Giffard

i860
i860

i860

1861
1861

1861

1861

1861

1862

1S62

1862

Gaston Plante
Philip Reis

F. P. E. Carre

Charles Craske
George McKay

Col. N.
Green

E. G. Otis

W

Utd. Sutes

Utd. States

France
Germany

Utd. States
Utd. States

Utd. States

France

France
Germany

France

Utd. States
Utd. States

LTtd. States
Utd. States

Frederich Woeh-
ler

Utd. Sutes

Germany

Theodore Timby Utd. States

John Ericsson 'Utd.Sutes
Dr. R. J. Gat-i

1862 ling
j

Utd. States

1862 J. F. E. Schultze Prussia

1863 M. Fourneaux France
1864 jA. Nobel France
1864 J. A. Cummings Utd. States

1864 Jacob Behel

1865

.\ntiseptic surgery .

.

Web-feeding printing
press

Automatic shell eject-
or for revolver. ..

.|
The Atlantic cable,

laid I

Open-hearth steel pTO-[

cess
I

Compressed air rock!
drill

I

Torpedo
\

Dynamo electric ma-|
chine j

Sulphite process for
making paper pulp
from wood

Disappearing gun car-

riage
First practical type-

writing machine. .

.

Dynamite
Oleomargarine

186s

186s

1865

1866

1866

1866
1866

1866

1867

1868

1868
1868
186S

Martin
Sir Joseph Lis-

ter

William Bullock 1

W. C. Dodge

Cyrus W. Field' Utd. States

Siemens-Martin England

Utd. States

Utd. States

England

Utd. States

Utd. States

C. Burleigh
Whitehead

Wilde

Tilghman

Moccrief

C. L. Sholes
A. Nobel
H. Meiie

Utd. States
Utd. States

\ England

Utd. States

England

Utd. States
France
France
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lK\"i* Inventor Xatxviiy Ix^"£XTIOSS

First rotaxTT cemeni
kilns in U. S—

Nickel steel
Process of making

ajuminiuzn .....
Electric plow

!

IiEpro\~ec linotTpc

with pneumatic tires

Krac-Tor^ens^^n maga-
nr.e rifie

' Cc^herer" for re-

ceiving electric

iSi9

iSSq
ia9c

iSoo

Schneider
Coplay, Pa

I Utd. States

Chas, M. Hail '
Utd, States

W. Stephens Utd. States
Othtnar Mergen- __
thaler L'td. States

5te^m torbine'
i paper
cT

cotton

Microphone . ...
Power loom
Commercial applica-

tion of Formic-al-
dehyde

Stc-ejsst lathe, for
dinerent lengths ..'

Kineroscope !

Process tor makingj
carborandam |

Calcitnn carfasde pTO-[
dnced in electric
fnraace

1890 lKrag*JoT;gensen Utd. States

tS^i Edouard Branly England
1S91 C A- Pars<ms England

Ctd. States

Utd. States
Utd. States
Utd. States

1891 ia F. Rtissell

iSoi Brown
xSgi Emile Berliner

1S91 jXortlirap

1S9Z J. .\. TriUat France

diemical.\rgon, ;

element
Process for liquefy-

ing air
Electric locomotive,

B. & O. Belt Ton-
ne! ;

X Rays .-.-'

.Acerrlene gas from
c^cium carbide . .

.

Syste:ii of wireless
telecrapby

Fciindation laid of
science of radio-
activity, i. e.» em-
anation of penetrat-
ing rays from lum-
inescent bodies

Use of oltra-violet

Meihod of ren-
dering a clay com-

i8g3 Kimball
1S93 jT. A. Edison

1803 IE- G. Acheson

iThos. L WiU-;
i8q3

;
son

Lord Rayleigh
& Sir Wm.
Ramsav

i8« Call Linde

18051
Prot \V. C

1895 ; Roentgen
Thomas L. WTll-

18% son

1896 G. Maroffli

iSg6 Henri Becqaerd

Utd. States
Utd. States

Utd. States

Utd. States

Engiand

Germany

Utd. Stales

Germany

Utd. States

Italy

France

iSg5 Niels R. FmsenT>.-n~^ -V
1897 Walter Xemst GermanT

c



INVERTASE— INVOICE

harmony in such inversions remaining tlie same, appear to liave been objected to or opposed
though tbe order of component parts is clianged

;

dining the lapse of two centuries from his

(b) alteration of intervals by making that reign. 'I'hc disorderly state of Italy, which suc-
which was the upper note the lower, and the ceeded the death of Charlemagne, frequently in-

reverse, the inversion of an interval within the terrupted the exercise of this right by the
octave being readily found in the difference be- Carlovingians ; but even so late as 1047, when
tween the figure 9 and the interval known; (c) the empire had passed to another line, Henry
the alteration of a subject produced by invert- III. received an explicit admission of his pre-
ing the intervals of which it consists. rogative, and repeatedly used it. The investi-

In'vertase, or In'verhn, an enzyme occur- ture in the lesser sees followed as a matter of

ring in many fungi, notably in certain yeasts course. Alexander II. issued a decree agamst

(for example, the saccharomyces), and also '?y investiture m general, which was revived by

in the seed-plants. It transforms cane-sugar Gregory VII. (Hildebrand), who, having suc-

into a mixture of dextrose and levulose; this ceeded m annulling the prerogative of the em-

mixture being called "invert-sugar" because it PF.°rs to nominate or confirm popes, sought_ to

turns the plane of polarized light to the left,
disjoin entirely the ecclesiastical from the civi

while the cane-sugar from which it is obtained li'^^.-
I* was not, however until the papacy of

turns it to the right. According to some writ- Cahxtus II., in 1 122, that the question was ter-

ers, a yeast cannot invert cane-sugar except m'"ated, as it appears, materially to the ad-

by secreting invertase ; but Monilia Candida ef-
y,a"tage of the ho y see. In France, even under

fects the inversion, and yet produces no inver- "^«
^"'f'^'^y

°^ Hildebrand, the right of mvesti-

tase. In this case the action is probably due t^f^ does not appear to have been made a

to some other enzyme, hitherto unidentified. In- ^fH''^
of open quarrel. In spite of the protests

vertase probably plays a very important part f }^\ holy see, he kings exercised the power

in vegetable chemistry. Like other enzymes, ^"' ^.^ '«"gt'^ rehnquished the presentation of

it can apparently perform an unlimited amount the ring and crozier, and contented themseves

of chemical work, without sensible diminution ^'"\ conferring investiture by a written instru-

of its own substance. (See Fermentation.) ment, or orally, upon which they vvere left m
Invertase is most active at a temperature of

Peaceable possession of the power. But m Eng-

from 120° to 140= F., and in a slightly acid
and Paschal II. was engaged m a, contest little

medium. It has been isolated in the form of f=
^"^^ than tha which he maintained wi h

nowder emperor. Anselm, the primate, refused to
,'

it • .do homage to Henry I. for his see. The king
Invertebrates, a collective term for the seems to have asserted an unqualified right of

lower divisions or phyla of the animal series, vestiture, which the pope, who was appealed
which agree m not having a vertebral column to, as unqualifiedly denied. After a protracted
or back-bone, used in contradistinction to the struggle, and continued threats of excommuni-
highest group of the animal kingdom, to which cation, the controversy ended in England, as it

the name Vertebrata or vertebrate animals is did afterward in Germany, by compromise,
given. In the system of Cuvier the Inverte- Paschal offered to concede the objections
brata were divided into the Radiata, Arttculata, against homage provided Henry would forego
and Mollusca. Further study revealed, that the ceremony of investiture. To this he agreed
these names did not distinguish natural groups; (1107).
and the term Invcrlcbrata has no longer any t • > -ui i 1 ^ 1 r

definite significance in classification (q.v.). 00
^"'''" "!'?'

."""f }u% ''"''
A°^'^^l .^^

., ,^ . , , , , , , 1882, an off-shoot of the Fenians. One of the
Investiture, in the feudal law, was the objects of the Invincibles was to "remove" or

open delivery of a feud by a lord to his vassal, assassinate government officers or others who
thus, by external proof, affording evidence of niight incur the displeasures of the association
property. To use the words of Blackstone, or its leaders. On 6 May 1S82 the society suc-
"Investitures, in their original rise, were prob- ceeded in "removing" Lord Frederick Caven-
ably intended to demonstrate, in conquered djsh, who had just arrived from England as
countries, the actual possession of the lord, and secretary for Ireland, and Thomas A. Burke,
that he did not grant a bare litigious right, but the under-secretarv, in the Phoenix Park at Dub-
a peaceable and firm possession. At a time when ii„. The plot was directed against the latter
writing was seldom practised, a mere oral gift, gentleman, and the former, interfering to pro-
at a distance from the spot that was given, was tect his friend, shared his fate. On 20 Feb.
not likely to be long or accurately retained in 18S3 20 persons charged with complicity in the
the memory of by-standers, who were very little Phoenix Park murders were put on trial ; on
interested in the grant." For this reason in- j^ ji,iy_ Joseph Brady, who had been convicted
vestiture was performed by the presentation of of actual perpetration of the murder of Mr.
some symbol to the person invested, as a branch Burke, was executed, as were others subse-
of a tree, etc. In the primitive church, after quently. The leading witness, who revealed all

the election of a bishop, and his consecration, the secrets of his fellow conspirators, was James
the early Christian emperors claimed a right of Carey of Dublin. He was shot dead near
confirmation. Charlemagne is said to have in- Natal, on 29 July, by an Irishman, O'Donnell,
troduced this practice, and to have invested the ^ho was subsequently tried, and executed for
newly consecrated bishop by placing a ring

jjig crime
and crozier in his hands. Gratian, indeed (Dis-

invocation of Saints. See Saints.
tinct. 63, cap. Adrianus), directly arhrms that

Pope Adrian positively conceded to the emperor In'voice. a list or bill of goods; a detailed

the power of electing, even to the papacy, in statement .if merchandise in stock, or to be

774 ; but neither Eginhard nor any other con- shipped. Very frequently an invoice accom-
temporary writer mentions this fact. panics a shipment of goods along with the bill

The custom, however, existed, nor does it of lading from the consignor to the consignee.



10 — IODINE AND IODIDES IN MEDICINE

An invoice is a memorandum and is not a docu-

ment of title nor a contract of sale, and has no

value in law other than memoranda.

lo, i'6, in Greek mjtholog>% a daughter of

Inachus ; according to others of lasus or Peiren.

Zeus (Jupiter) fell in love with her. Hera
(.Juno) perceived the infidelitj' of her husband,

anl resolved to be revenged on both. Zeus, to

protect lo from the jealousy of Hera, changed

her into a beautiful white heifer. Hera was not

deceived, and set a gad-fly to torment her, and

persecuted her without a moment's rest through

the world. The wanderings of lo in this con-

dition were a favorite subject with the poets of

ancient Greece. Also, in astronomy (i) the

first satellite of Jupiter, discovered by Galileo in

1610. (2) The name of the 85th asteroid, dis-

covered bv Peters at Ointon, N. Y., 19 Sept.

1865.

Iodine, I'o-din or -din, a non-metallic ele-

ment, analogous in its general properties to

chlorine and bromine. It was discovered by

Courtois in 1811, in the mother-liquor of kelp

that had been used for the production of sodiiim

carbonate; occurring there in combination with

sodium and magnesium. It is still obtained from

the ashes of certain seaweeds, but the principal

supply is now obtained from "caliche," a crude

nitrate of sodium that occurs in immense quan-

tities in northern Chile. In the preparation of

the commercially pure nitrate of soda from cal-

iche, the mother liquors, after the removal of

the nitrate by crystallization, are found to con-

tain large quantities of iodine, chiefly in the form
of iodate of sodium, NalOa ; and it is from this

substance that the iodine of commerce is now
chiefly prepared. The richest caliche contains

about 3.5 pounds of iodine per ton.

In its ordinarj- form, iodine is a solid sub-

stance, melting at 237° F., and boiling at about
380° F. In a vacuum, iodine sublimes without

melting. Solid iodine is soft, and dark gray in

color, with a metallic lustre. The vapor is vio-

let in color, from which circumstance the ele-

ment takes its name (Greek, "like a violet").

Chemically, iodine has the sj-mbol I, and an
atomic weight of 126.85 for 0^i6, or 125.9

for H= l. Solid iodine has a specific gravity

of about 4.95 at ordinarj- temperatures, and a

specific heat of about 0.05412. Its volume in-

creases, on account of thermal expansion, by
about 0.00013 of its own value for a rise of

temperature of 1° F. At temperatures not far

above its boiling point, the vapor of iodine

has a specific heat (at constant pressure) of

0.03369 ; and in this same region of temperature

the ratio of its specific heat at constant pressure

to the specific heat at constant volume is about

1.294. Iodine shows an important change in

its vapor density at high temperatures. Thus,
below about 1,200° F. the vapor has a density

about 126 times as great as that of hydrogen
under the same conditions of temperature and
pressure ; but as the temperature rises the den-
sity of the vapor, relatively to hydrogen, falls

off, until it is only about '68 at 2.700° F. It

is believed that this change in density indicates

that the molecules of iodine vapor split in two
as the temperature rises: a molecule, just above
the boiling point, containing two atoms, while

at the higher temperature the molecules are

monatomic. Iodine is freely soluble in alcohol.

ether, carbon disulphid, chloroform, and gly-

cerin. It is only slightly soluble in pure water,

but dissolves readily in aqueous solutions of the

iodides. It is also soluble in benzine, acetic

acid, and numerous other organic fluids. Iodine

is a non-conductor of electricitj-.

\\'ith hydrogen, iodine forms the important

compound HI, known as hydriodic acid. (See
Hydriodic Acid.) With the metals it forms
binarj' compounds called "iodides," which may
also be regarded as salts of hydriodic acid. Of
these the most important is potassium iodide,

KI, which is largely used in medicine. It is

prepared by dissolving iodine in a solution of

caustic potash, evaporating to drj-ness, and ig-

niting. This salt is verj- soluble, and crj-stal-

lizes in cubes. The iodides of ammonium, so-

dium, strontium, and zinc are also used to a
more limited extent. Iodoform, a yellow crj'S-

talline powder with a peculiar characteristic

odor when warmed, is also much used as a
dressing in surgerj'. It has the formula CHL,
and is analogous in its chemical structure and
deportment to chloroform. Iodoform may be
prepared by dissolving iodine in an alcoholic

solution of caustic potash, the iodoform that is

produced separating out as a precipitate. It is

also prepared in Germany, to a certain extent,

by the electrolysis of a similar solution. (See
Lob, "Electrolysis and Electros\Tithesis of Or-
ganic Compounds.' ) Iodine and its compounds
are used to some extent in photography, and to

a larger extent in s>-nthetic chemistry, for the

preparation of the coal-tar colors (q.v. ), and
other organic substances.

Iodine forms two important oxy-acids,

known respectivelj' as iodic acid, HIO3, and
periodic acid, HIO4 + 2H2O. These are anal-

ogous, in their chemical deportment, to chloric

and perchloric acids.

Free iodine combines with starch to form
a remarkable deep blue compound, whose pro-
duction is a well-known test for the presence,

in a given substance, of either starch or free

iodine. To detect the presence of iodine in a

solution, a few drops of thin, clear starch paste

are added to the solution to be tested (which
should be cold), and hjdrochloric acid is added
until the reaction is acid. A couple of drops
of a concentrated solution of potassium nitrite

are then added, when the dark blue color of
iodide of starch will instantly be produced, if

iodine is present. This test may readily be mod-
ified so as to serve for the detection of starch.

The reaction is not given by dextrin, nor by
other isomers of starch.

I'odine and Iodides in Medicine. Iodine
and the iodides have been used in med-
icine since the Chinese are supposed to

have introduced them, 2000 B.c. or earlier.

The exact method of action of the iodides is

not clear, but it would seem that iodine, being a
normal constituent of the human body, is a
verj- essential element in normal metabolism.

It is found in comparatively large quantities in

the thyroid gland, which is known to exercise a
very important action in the general body-metab-
olism, and it is probably by means of the stim-

ulation of the general metabolism of the body
that the iodides manifest their beneficial action.

The iodides are freely absorbed from watery

solutions by mucous membranes throughout the

body, particularly in the stomach and intes-
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Hue. They are taken up into t.ie blnod, pass
througli the tissues, stiiDulating the lymph-How.
and are excreted in the urine in tlie form of salts.

Iodine itself possesses a local irritant action. It

is soon converted into the iodides when taken
internally, and causes similar internal changes.
When the iodides are taken in large doses,

or even in small doses for a long time, a form
of chronic poisoning known as iodism results.

In this the chief symptoins, found in the air-

passages, consist of a catarrh, especially of the
nose, with profuse watery secretion, sneezing,
and sometimes bronchitis. There is usually
swelling and irritation of the throat and tonsils,

and salivation. Nausea and gastric discomforts
are connnon, and skin-eruptions are frequent.
There is usually loss of weight, and if the
iodide has been taken for a very long period a
condition of cachexia, characterized by a great
loss of flesh, weakness, depression, and restless-

ness, may result. The chief use of the iodides
in medicine is in the treatment of syphilis, on
which it has a specific effect. It is also very
useful in the various joint-pains of a chronic
character, usually known as chronic rlieuma-
tism. Iodine is valuable in the treatment of
those diseases known to result from thyroid in-

sufficiency, notably in myxcedema (q.v.), and
in cretinism, its allied form in cliildren. For
stimulation of the respiratory and nasal pas-
sages, as in chronic bronchitis, asthma, and dry
nasal catarrh, the iodides are of great value.

lo'la, I-6'la, Kan.— The city of lola. Allen
County, Kan., is located on the left bank of the
Neosho River, about 40 miles west of the Mis-
souri line, and about 100 miles south of Kansas
City. The tow-n is reached by the .'\tchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, and the Missouri Pacific railroads.

History.— It was laid out by the lola Town
Company in 1859. A post-office was Located
there the same year and a small village soon
grew up. During the war the town made but
little progress. In 1865 it became the county-
seat of the county, and grew steadily, although
very slowly until 1895, when its population was
1.565. In i8g6 natural gas was discovered on
the town site, and as soon as it was shown that
a large gas field existed in and near the town it

began to grow rapidly, the population in 1904
exceeding ii.ooo. This rapid grow^tli followed
the location in and near lola of nine large zinc
smelters, a number of brick factories, two Port-
land cement plants and other manufacturing
enterprises attracted to the place by the cheap
fuel which the large field of natural gas supplied.

Churches, etc.— The leading churcli denomi-
nations are the Presbyterian. Met'iodist Epis-
copal. Christian. Baptist, Episcopal. Reformed,
and Catholic The city is well supplied with
schools, its high school being one of the best in
the State. There are two daily papers, the
'Record' and the 'Register.'

Business, Pofulation. etc.— The city is sur-
rounded by a well-settled and prosperous agri-
cultural community, but its chief business is

derived from the manufacturing industries al-

ready named. The population is almost wholly
American, the exceptions being a few Poles and
Swedes employed in the manufacturing plants.
An electric road connects lola with a number of
suburban towns, aggregating a population of
about (1904) 5,000 Chari.es F. Scott.

lo'na, or Icolmkill, an island on the west
coast of Scotland, one of the Inner Hebrides,
in the county of Argyle. lona is about 3 miles
long by Ij/j miles broad; area, 2,000 acres, of
which 600 acres are under cultivation, the re-

mainder being hill pasture, morass, and rock.

The island derives its interest and celebrity

wholly from its history and its ancient ruins,

and especially from its connection with Saint
Colr.mba, who took up his residence here after
the middle of the 6th century (565). The ex-
isting ruins are all, however, of a much more
recent date. Forty-eight kings of Scotland,
four kings of Ireland and eight kings of Nor-
way are said to have been buried on lona Is-

land, among them being King Duncan, made
famous by Shakespeare. About 1900 the Duke
of Argyle conveyed the entire island to the
Church of Scotland under certain conditions of
preservation and restoration.

Ionia, i-6'ni-a, that part of the seaboard of
Asia Minor which w-as inhabited by Ionian
Greeks, a beautiful and fertile country opposite
the islands of Samos and Chios, which also be-
longed to it. According to tradition, the Greek
colonists came over from Attica about 1050 B.C.,

and founded 12 towns, which, though mutually
independent, formed a confederacy for common
purposes. These included Phocaea, Ephesus,
Aliletus, etc., and latterly Smyrna. Com.merce,
navigation, and agriculture early rendered them
w'ealthy and flourishing, but the country was
made tributary by Crcesus, king of Lydia, and
later by Cyrus, king of Persia (557 B.C.). With
an interval of independence they remained under
Persia until this empire was overthrown by
Alexander the Great, 334-1 B.C., when they be-
came a part of the Macedonian empire. Ionia,

at a later period, became part of the Roman
province of Asia. It was afterward totally de-

vastated by the Saracens, so that few- vestiges

of its ancient civilization remain.

Ionia, ilich., city and county-seat of Ionia
County ; on the Grand River, and the Detroit,

G. H. & M., the Pere l\., and the Grand T.
R.R.'s : 34 miles east of Grand Rapids. It con-
tains the State house of corection. the State

asylum for the dangerous and criminal insane,

large railroad repair shops, and manufactories
of pottery, furniture, machinery, edged tools,

and clothing. The industrial interests are

greatly promoted by excellent power furnished
by the river. The city has a public high school,

library, several daily and weekly periodicals,

and an assessed property valuation of about
$2,500,000. Under the revised charter of 1897,

the government is administered by a mayor and
city council elected annually. Ionia was settled

in 1833 and incorporated in 1873. Pop. (1890)

4,482; (1900) 5,209.

lo'nian Islands, a number of islands be-
longing 10 the kingdom of Greece, in the Ionian
Sea, off the coast of .Mbania and the western
and southern shores of Greece, the most south-

ern, Cerigo, and its dependent islets being off

the southeastern extremity of the Morea. The
principal islands, seven in number, are, reckon-
ing from north to south, Kerkyra (Corfu),
Paxos, Levkas (Santa Maura), Ithaki (Ithaca),

Kcpliallenia (Cephalonia), Zakynthos (Zante),
and Kythira ( Cerigo). To each of these larger

islands a number of smaller, scattered along
their respective coasts, are attached, and '\p~
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eluded in their several local jurisdictions. Area
of the whole, 1,097 square miles. Pop. about

300.000. All these islands belong to the great

calcareous formation of Greece. They are ex-

tremely mountainous, and do not contain

enough arable land to produce the com required

by the population ; and were it not for the vine,

olive, and currant, all of which they produce,

thev could support but a small number of inhab-

itaiits. The climate is even more temperate

than that of the neighboring mainland. Snow
often falls in the wimer. and lies on the moun-
tains, but rarely on the plains. The staple ex-

ports are oil, currants, valonia, wine, soap, and
salt. The few manufactures are chiefly textile

and ornamental. The religion is that of the

Eastern Greek Church, to which four fifths of

the population belong. Each island has its own
bishop, and at the head of the whole is an ex-

arch or primate. The Ionian Islands, so called

from lying in that part of the Mediterranean
anciently known as the Mare lonicimi or Ionian

Sea. often figure in the ancient history of

Greece, but only singly, not collectively. In

1809-10 all the islands were overrun by the

British troops except Corfu, which did not come
into the hands of the British till it was assigned

to them by the Peace of Paris in 1814, and the

possession of the British was finally fi.xed and
regulated bj- another treaty- concluded at Paris

in 1815. The seven islands were then formed
into a republic, under the protectorate of Great
Britain. In 1857 a wish was expressed by their

representatives for reunion with Greece, and the

islands, with the consent of the other European
powers, were transferred to the kingdom of

Greece in 1S64.

Ionian Philosophy, the earliest school of

Greek philosphy. a school which attempted to

explain the phenomena of nature from the forces

and attributes of matter itselL In order to do
this the philosophers of this school followed
two courses, some assuming a single original

substance as the ground of all things, and ex-

plaining the development and formation of the

phenomenal world by a process of condensation

and rarefaction which they conceived as affect-

ing the mode of existence of that substance;
while others considered all things as formed
by separation and combination out of a per-

manent and unalterable primitive form of mat-
ter. According to the view of the first class of
Ionian philosophers, therefore, the original ma-
terial principle was conceived as itself liable to

change, and the changes which take place in it

were held to give rise to the forms by which the
world is known to us; while according to the
view of the second class of Ionian philosophers
the original material principle was looked upon
as in its own nature and qualities unchangeable,
and cverjthing was explained by a change of
external relations in space.

Ionian School, the school of philosophy
which started from the Ionian city of Miletus.
The leader of the school was Thales, who started

from a disbelief in the current m>thological
fables of his day. '^'

' s born about 636
B.C He was a man ': activitj- as well
as of deep medito- ; He was pro-
ficient in mathemat: ige and founded
the Ionian school v - principally con-
cerned in an inquiry as to the constitution of
the universe. He propounded the axiom that

the basis of all phenomena was water, and per-

haps he was just as near the truth as Huxley
when he declared that ever\-thing came out of

what he called, bj' a question-begging term,

protoplasm. The next philosopher of the Ion-

ian school was Anaximenes 5.29 b.c. He also

was a materialistic philosopher and like Liebig

believed that the origin and substance of every-

thing was air. Diogenes of Apollonia went
farther than his predecessor and taught that the

basis of phenomena was mind. The Ionian

school found its highest development in Anaxi-
mander of ililetus 610 B.C., who taught what
has been the profoundest discovery of all philos-

ophy ancient or modem that the basis of being

was TO iTreipov, the Infinite.

Ionian Sea, that part of the Mediterranean
communicating with the Gulf of Venice by the

Strait of Otranto. and ha\-ing Greece and part

of European Turkey on the east; Sicily and
the most southern part of Italy on the west.

Its greatest breadth is between Cape Matapan
in the Morea, and Cape Passaro in Sicily, which
is about 400 miles.

lon'ic Order. See Aschitectl-re (Greece).

Ionization. See Electrolysis; Electron;
SOLUTIOX.

los, i'os, an island in the .iEgean Sea, said

to have been the birth-place of Homer. Ac-
cording to the ancients his mother was bom
here, and the poet"s grave was likewise located

here.

I O U, a written acknowledgment of debt,

usuailv made in this form:—"To A. B. I O U
Ten Dollars.—C. D. May 12, iSgi." In Great

Britain when the name of the creditor is stated

such a document is evidence of a debt of the

amount stated due to him by the person whose
signature it bears. In the absence of the name
of the creditor the document is prima facie eW-
dence of such a debt being due to the holder

of the document. It is not negotiable. The
letters I O U are of course used instead of the

words "I owe you,* on account of the similarity

of sovmd. The I O U is seldom t>sed in the

United States.

Iowa, i'o-a ("the Hawkeye State"), a

nonh-central State extending from the Missis-

sippi River to the Missouri River, and occupy-

ing three and one sixth degrees of latitude. It

is bounded on the north by Minnesota, on the

east by Wisconsin and Illinois, on the south by
Missouri, and on the west by Nebraska and
South Dakota. Area, 56,025 square miles : 550
water; it is 310 miles east and west, and 210

north and south. Capital, Des Moines, Pop.

(1900) 2.231,853. It is the si-xteenth State in

order of admission to the Union.
Topography.— Iowa is a part of the great

central plain, and is chiefly vmdulating prairie,

rising in gentle swells from the Mississippi

River to a divide running diagonally, from a

height of 1,694 feet in the northwest to a slighi

elevation in the southeast, with a parallel sub-

divide in the southwest. There are now no
swamps and few natural forests. The only

rough spots are the sharp bluffs where the rivers

have cut their paths through the glacial drift;

the only woods, those along the streams,

—

altogether about 7,000 square miles of wood-
land, with oak, elm, hickor>-. black walnut, ma-
ple, Cottonwood, linden, ash, box-elder, pine.
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cedar, etc. The eastern watershed, two thirds

of the whole State, is drained to the Mis-
sissippi by a series of streams, nearly all of
which are parallel and have a southeastward
course. The western part is drained to the Mis-
souri by shorter and swifter ri\'crs, flowing first

southwest and then south as the Missouri turns
eastward. The chief Mississippi affluents are the

Upper Iowa, the Turkey, the Maquoketa,
the Wapsipinicon, the Iowa, and the Cedar
(the "main" stream, the Iowa,— 375 miles, its

"tributary,* the Cedar, 400 miles, the two form-
ing the second largest interior sj'stem of the

State and joining not far from the mouth of the

Iowa), the Skunk, and lastlj' the Des Moines
with its numerous affluents, far the greatest and
commercially the most important as well as the

finest scenically, rising in Minnesota and run-
ning diagonally across the entire State in a
course of 550 miles, with a basin of 14,500

square miles. The State is prolonged by a
southeastern comer to include the entire chan-
nel of the Des Moines. The northern part of
the State has a continuation of the many small,

clear, pebblj' lakes of Minnesota in glacier-

scored pits; some of them— the Walled Lakes— surrounded each by a natural wall of loose

stones. The largest are Spirit Lake and the
two Okoboji lakes in Dickinson County, and
Clear Lake in Cerro Gordo County, all popular
summer resorts. West Okoboji, of great depth,

lies between wooded hills, and is indented by
several picturesque "points" or promontories.

Climate.— The winter climate is somewhat
severe, owing to the influence of the great un-
interrupted plains to the northwest; but like all

this region, the severity is tempered by freedom
from excessive moisture. The State is one of
the healthiest in the Union, several of the
streams in the northeast having rocky channels,
and none having the miasmatic bottom-lands
found farther south. The dr>-, pure air of its

rolling prairies affords a valued sanatorium for
consumptives. The extreme temperatures range
from 110° above to 40° below zero; but the aver-
age range is from 95° above to 20° below. The
average rainfall during the years from 1890 to

1903 inclusive was 31.4 inches— two thirds of it

between April-October, and more than half dur-
ing the critical crop months, !May, June, July,
and August.

Geology.— No less than five separate sheets
of drift cover the State, giving a remarkable
variety of productive soil, as well as many dif-

ferent clays for industrial purposes. The water-
shed shows the inclination to the underlying
palaeozoic rocks, in lines from northwest to
southeast. The oldest formation is Sioux
quartzite in the northwestern corner. Cre-
taceous deposits overlie the older formations
through the northwest part generally; along the
eastern side from north and south are Cam-
brian, Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous in
succession. The most valuable mineral beds are
the vast fields of bituminous coal, covering more
than one third of the entire area of the State,
and turning out in the year ending 30 June 1903,
6,185,734 tons, valued at $8,016,274 ; employing
13,192 persons, of whom 9,169 were miners. It

is the leading coal State west of the Mississippi
except Colorado, and a great factor in all the

northwestern industries. Its limestone, the
finest grade of building stone, near Marshall-
town, Anamosa and other points, is quarried to

\'oL. 8—55

the extent of about $800,000 a year. Its gypsum
from the rocky hills in the vicinity of Fort
Dodge is the basis of a fast increasing manu-
facture of stucco, hard-wall plaster, and paint,

also clays for pottery, fire and building brick,

tile, and terra-cotta. Iowa ranks eighth in the
value of its clay products. Considerable min-
eral water is also e-xported, that from the Colfax
springs being in the lead.

Agriculture.— Iowa is unsurpassed in the
quality' and extent of cultivated land. It pre-
sents mainly a friable black loam on the top,
from one to five feet deep ; is easily worked,
is in the main free from stumps and stones,
and requires little or no commercial fertilizers.

It has three main varieties, the principal being
the alluvial mud of the river bottoms, the
glacial drift of the prairies, covering most of
the State, a sand and clay loam, and the loess,

a rich yellow deposit containing much carbonate
of lime, found at great depth on the Missouri
slope and along the streams in the central and
eastern portions. There is now almost no
waste land in the State. In igoo it presented
the unparalleled record of 86.5 per cent
improved farm land. A large part of the
remaining 13.5 per cent yields income as timber
and pasture land. With this fertility and a
steady and sufficient rainfall, the State has for
many years been first in the Union in value
of products derived exclusively from the soil.

The total value of its farm products in 1900 was
$365411,528, of which over a hundred million
was fed to its own live stock. Its great crop
is com : it varies, in bushels, from 129,104,930
in 1894 to 383.453,190 in 1900, with an average
value of $100,000,000 to $150,000,000. A fourth
of its surface is covered with cornfields. Its

second crop is oats (of which it was second in

the L^nited States), with a total in 1900 of
168,364,170 bushels; third, barley, 18,059,060;
wheat, 22,769,440; rye, 1,170,970; and buckwheat,
151.120. Its cereals altogether occupy nearly
half of its area. It also raises considerable
flaxseed. Its hay product is surpassed only by
New York: in 1902 it was 5,211,232 tons, most
of it used for feeding its own stock. The vege-
table crops are also of great importance; in

potatoes it was second in 1900, producing
2,662,660 bushels, also 224,622 bushels sweet po-
tatoes, altogether realizing $3,870,746 ; other veg-
etables, $3,332,039. It has a considerable fruit

crop, especially of apples ; in 1900 the value of
orchard products was $1,849,767, besides $878446
of small fruits and berries. The average of
Iowa's chief products during the 13 years, i8go-
1902, in bushels, is: Corn, 261,200,756; wheat,
16,130.339; oats, 117,118,483; rj'C, 1,907,482;
barlej', 12,503,051; flax, 2,182,950; potatoes,

12.198,347; hay, tons, 5.517.884. Iowa leads all

the other States in the value of the implements
on its farms, namely, $57,960,660.

Stock-Raising.— Iowa stands near the top in

the value of live stock, $278,830,096 in 1900 : and
it is significant that while one State, Texas,
surpassed it in number of neat cattle,

—

9428.196 to 5,367,630— the difference in values
was only as $163,228,904 to $142,518,902: the
average Iowa animal being worth $26.55 against
the Texan's $17.31. In dairy cows New York
alone takes precedence, and the value of dairy-

products in igoo was $18,819,000. That of
poultry and eggs was $19,508,000. Great care
is taken to have the best breeds of stock, and
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this alone accounts for the difference in -v-alue

of the Iowa and the Texas cattle. The richness

of the milk is due largelj- to the breed. In the

number of horses (1.268,016) and swine

(.9,723,791) Iowa led all the other States in

1900 ; and from 1850 to the last census there has

been a steady increase in the nimiber of swine,

cattle, and horses.

Manufactures.— The State's fast-growing

population and prosperity and its abundant and
almost inexhaustible supplj- of bituminous coal

have, together, within the last decade given a
rapid impetus to manufacturing. Small fac-

tories have enlarged and many new factories

have sprung up. Xot a few of these are assum-
ing large proportions. In 1900 Iowa manufac-
tured 7,800 cultivators, 5,000 equalizers, 7,560
harrows, 34,560 hoes, 13,638 plows, 2,021 seeders,

100 drills, 3,720 harvesters, 3,775 hay-carriers,

10,980 dozen hay-forks, 5,809 horse hay-rakes,

79.296 scwhes, 58,003 separators, etc., rep-

resenting a total value of $1,343455— a gain
of over $400,000 in a single j-ear. In the same
year lowas product of metal-working machines
was ^-alued at $273,501. There is but one manu-
factorj- of tj-pewriters in Iowa (Des Moines),
but it is fast becoming one of the foremost in

the country, exporting largely to Great Britain,

France, and the colonies. The output of car-

riages and wagons in 19CO was §4,087400;
product of paints was $336,867; chemical indus-

tries paid $70,022 in wages. A curious industry

has sprung up in and about Muscatine— the

manufacture of pearl buttons from mussel
shells found in the beds of streams. Almost
unknown, it has grown to huge proportions, and
now that the manufacturers have united in the

protection of the sources of supply, the future

of this indusby is assured. The value of its

products in 1900 was $866,538. more than one
fourth of which went for wages. The industrj-

is now chiefly confined to the cutting of blanks
for the eastern market. Iowa has 702 flouring

and grist mills, two with a capacitj- of 100,000

barrels annually. The output of its mills in

bushels is: wheat, 12,521,953: com, 6,352,045;
r>e. 458,763 ; buckwheat. 277,593 : barley. 538,740

;

other grain, 5,859,842. Cedar Rapids, Fort
Dodge, and Muscatine have extensive oatmeal
mills ; the one at Cedar Rapids is said to be the

largest in the world. The grand total of food
products in 1900 was S142.000.000. The slaugh-
tering and meat-packing industry represented
in 1900 a total product amounting to $25,695,044.
Cheese, butter and condensed-milk facton- prod-
uct in 1900 was $15,846,077— an increase of
nearly 50 per cent in 10 years. The fruit and
vegetable canning product in 1900 was $1,359,958— a gain of over $800,000 in 10 j-ears. Iowa
ranks third in tlie canning of com. The starch
product in 1900 was $896,831 — a gain of over
S500.000 in 10 years : product of boots and shoes
in 1900 was $786,141, a gain of over $200,000 in

10 years; product of gloves and mittens in 1900
was $142,600: product of planing mills in 1900
was $8,684,566. .\ fact not generally understood
is that there is more timber in Iowa to-day than
at any other time in its history. The clay prod-
ucts, which were $175,165 in 1890, had increased
in 10 years to S2.224.920: to this should be
added brick and tile products, which in 1900
agi?regated $1,979,322; also potteo", terra-cotta
and fire-clay products, $192,702. The paper
product in 1900 was $243,776. Dubuque has the

onl}- ship-building plant in the interior. Among
the larger cities Des Moines leads in brick-

making (over 25,000,000 annually), proprietary
medicines, book and job printing and binding,

t}-pewriters and hosiery: Sioux City, Ottumwa,
Cedar Rapids, and Des Moines in meat-packing;
Davenport, Dubuque, Burlington, Des Moines,
and Ottumwa in foundries and machine works;
Dubuque, Council Bluffs, and Grinnell in car-

riages; Burlington, Davenport, Des Moines,
Dubuque, Ottumwa, Keokuk, and Oskaloosa in

cigars : Sioux City, Des Moines, Cedar Rapids,
Fort Dodge, !Mason Cit>', in flour and other

food products : Des Moines, Ottumwa, Grinnell,

Xewton and Fort Madison in farm and other

machiner}-; the principal river cities in malt
products. The total value of manufactured
products in 1900 was $164,617,877—-an in-

crease of over 31 per cent in 10 years;

the capital represented in 14,819 fac-

tories was $102,733,103— an increase of
over 32 per cent ; the wages paid the 58,553
employes was $23,931,680— an increase of over

17 per cent. These figures, showing enormous
growth in the last decade, are a surprise to

those who regard Iowa as distinctively an agri-

cultural State
Transportation and Commerce.— Several of

the interior rivers are navigable for small boats,

the Des Moines for 100 miles, the Missouri for

fair-sized steamers its whole length, and the
Mississippi for large ones. But the first named
are not used to any extent; they have been
superseded by railroads ; the shifting channel,
sandbars and snags of the Missouri make its

navigation dangerous and slow. Only the Mis-
sissippi remains in practical use. The State,

l\-ing in the main path of transcontinental com-
merce, and originating much well-distributed

local traffic, is a vast network of railroads, seven
of the great trunk lines crossing it. Every one
of the 99 counties has at least one railroad.

The farthest distance between railroads at any
point in the State is 13.79 miles. In 1903 it had
9,855 miles of road, exclusive of electric lines.

Banking and Insurance.— Iowa has the great-

est number of banking institutions of any State

in the United States. In August 1903, it had
1482, divided into 258 national banks, 245 State

banks, 350 savings banks, and 561 pri\-ate banks.
The State banks had capital of Sro.445.800;

deposits, $45,268,974.73: surplus, $1,718,83241.
The savings banks had capital $11,565,500: de-
posits, $87,620,377.34: surplus, $2,173462.88.
Total capital of all banks in the State,

$53,435,020; total deposits, $264,803,000. Iowa
is rapidlj" gaining prominence in the insurance
world. In life insurance it promises soon to

become a formidable competitor with the East-

ern States. In 1902 there were 42 life insurance
companies having headquarters in the State,

and of this number 24 were located in Des
Moines, "the Hartford of the West.* Of the

42, 10 were "old line" life companies, carr>-ing

insurance to the amount of $36,972,257 ; 8 were
assessment companies, carr>-ing $209,955,500 ; 16

were fraternal benefit associations, carrj-ing

S168.418.ooo. Total of insurance carried by
Iowa companies, $415,345,757.

Education.— Iowa stands second in the

literacy of its population ; 99.63 per cent of those

from 10 to 14 years were, in 1900. able to read

and write, although there was no compulsory
attendance law prior to 1902, In 1902 it ex-
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pended $9,556,890 on its schools, there being

18,513 schoolrooms with 22,708 teachers holding
certificates. The enrollment of children in the

public schools in that year reached 560,173.

There has been a liberal increase in the wages
of teachers during the school year of 1902 and
1903. About one third of the schools are

located in towns and cities and two thirds

in the country. Relatively few of the teachers

have had normal training. One State nor-

mal school and several private normal schools

were in operation in igoo. In 1902 the State

normal school had 28 professors and 28 other
teachers, with 2,065 students. Under a law
passed in 1902, 16 private schools have become
accredited for the training of teachers under
State supervision. For higher education there
are about 200 public high schools and a number
of private academies. The courses of study
pursued are of high standard and generally
uniform. The State University, the head of
the public school system, is at Iowa City, the
former capital, with law, medical, dental, and
other colleges, which in 1902 had 48 professors,

III other teachers, and 1,512 students. There
is also a State College of Agriculture and the

Mechanic Arts, located at Ames, which in 1902
had 32 professors, 43 other teachers, and 1,480

students. In 1902 a "Memorial University," at

present a military academy, was opened at Ma-
son City by the national order of the Sons of
Veterans. Connected with certain of the public
secondary schools there are 20 training classes

for teachers. Among the private schools of the
State there are 16 business colleges and 26 acad-
emies. Under the auspices of the Roman Catho-
lic Church there are in the State 25 schools for

higher education (academies and colleges), with
an attendance of 4.040 pupils, 3 normal schools,

167 parish schools, with an attendance of 22,529
pupils. Iowa was one of the first States to pass
a township school law. This law has enabled a
number of towns to better their school facilities.

In 1895 Buffalo Centre township, for example,
was organized into a school township, and within
four years all the district schools except two
were closed and the pupils were transported
to a central graded school. The law makes
provision for the transportation, at public ex-
pense, of children living remote from the cen-
tral school. The State report for 1901 shows
that consolidation has been tried in 28 counties,
transportation in 35, and both in K). Good
results were reported in 27 counties, doubtful in

5 counties. Bad roads are the chief obstacle in
the doubtful counties, but a vigorous <'Good
Roads* movement is minimizing this obstacle.
Ninety-five per cent of the county superintend-
ents for 1901 favored the plan.

Libraries.— In 1893 there were 83 public
libraries in Iowa, as follows: Supported by the
State, 12 (volumes, 118,974); college and aca-
demic, 24 (volumes, 95,114) ; association and
subscription, 16 (volumes, 81,234) ; free public,
IS (volumes, 68,809) ; miscellaneous, 7 (vol-
umes, 46,176) ; public school, 5 (volumes,
7,850) ; total, 418,157 volumes. In 1903 the
number of libraries had increased to 248, as
follows: Supported by State, 22 (volumes,
236,953) ; college and academic, ri6 (volumes,
179.261) ; association and subscription, 32 (vol-
umes, 52,080) ; free public, 70 (volumes,
336,305) ; miscellaneous, ii (volumes, 89,159) ;

public school, 77 (volumes, 75,982) ; total,

969,740 volumes.
Cluirclics.— In the number of church soci-

eties in the State the denominations rank as

follows: Methodist, Lutheran (three branches),

Roman Catholic, Baptist, Christian (Disciples),

Presbyterian, Congregationalist, United Breth-

ren, Evangelical Association, Protestant Epis-

copal, Friends, Reformed, Adventist. There is

one Roman Catholic archdiocese, with two
dioceses. The non-polygamous Mormons or
"Latter-day Saints," and the_ Amana Colony
community of Christian Socialists, have a largo

and prosperous membership.
Charities and Penal histitutions.— The State

charitable institutions are managed by a board
of control appointed by the governor with the
consent of the senate. There are four insane
retreats: at Clarinda, Mt. Pleasant, Independ-
ence, and Cherokee: besides four private

asylums; a school for the deaf at Council
Bluffs: a school for the blind at Vinton; an
institution for feeble-minded children at Glen-
wood ; a soldiers' home at Marshalltown ; and
a home for soldiers' orphans at Davenport.
There are State penitentiaries at Anamosa and
Fort Madison, both have adopted the graded
syster. • an industrial school for boys at Eldora,
and one for girls at Mitchellville. L. S. Coffin

has established a home for ex-convicts on his

farm near Fort Dodge.
State Government.— The constitution was

adopted in 1857. By law, the electors must vote
once in 10 years on calling a convention to
revise the constitution, which convention the
legislature must call if so voted. All amend-
ments must receive a majority vote of both
houses at two successive legislatures, and then
be passed by popular vote. The Senate has 50
four-year members, the House 100 two-j'ear;

legislative sessions are biennial. Bills must
have a majority of all members elected to both
houses— not merely present. A two-thirds
vote overcomes the governor's veto. E.xecutive
officials are elected for two years— half in one
year and half in the alternates, with the excep-
tion of the railway commissioners, who are
elected for three ; the railroad cotnmission has
power to regulate rates, etc. The judiciary
consists of a supreme court, with a chief justice
who is such by reason of priority of election,

and five associate judges, one chosen every
year; also 53 district judges in 20 districts,

each serving four years. Women may vote
only on school questions involving the expendi-
ture of money. All incorporated towns of 2.000
people and over are ranked as cities ; all platted
but unincorporated towns are villages. In IQ02
there was a militia of 2,474 officers and enlisted
men. The number of representatives to Con-
gress is II. In politics the State has been
Republican since the organization of the party,
except in the j'ears 1890-4, when the advocacy
of prohibition drove it into retirement. The
prohibitory amendment adopted in 1882 was
pronounced unconstitutional by the supreme
court of the State, and was succeeded by pro-
hibitory laws which after several years' trial
were in turn succeeded by a local option law,
under which 54 of the oq counties were reported
in 1903 as wholly free from saloons.

Finavees- The State has no debt except
one of $10,036 to its own school fund, which debt
by provision of the constitution is a permanent
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one. It had a balance in the treasury i Jan.

1903, of $926,916.65. Local taxation is limited

to I per cent of viuation for current expenses,

but this may be exceeded for waterworks,

sewers, schools, etc. The State as a whole can-

not incur a debt greater than $250,000 except

for war purposes, and cannot loan its credit to

anj' person or association; counties and towns
cannot run in debt to over 5 per cent of their

actual valuation. The average income is about
$3,000,000 a year.

Population and Divisions.— Iowa ranks
tenth among the States in population. The
population was 43,112 in 1840; (1S50), 192.214;

(i860), 6/4.913; (1870), 1,194,020; (18S0),

1,624,615; (1890), 1,911,896; (1900), 2,231,853.

The original population was part of the great

Free-State movement which peopled the central

States except Indiana. Of the entire population

(1900), 305,920 were foreign-bom. Of these

123,162 were from Germany; 72,611 from Scan-
dinavia, or nearly two thirds from the Teutonic
nations ; besides several thousands from German
Austria and Switzerland. From England and
English Canada were 3S,i9S, French Canadians

14,168, Ireland 28,321, Holland 9,388. Colored,

12,693. There were 81,845 more males than
females. There are no great centres of popula-

tion. The capital, Des Moines, on the river of

the name, is the largest, with 62.139. On the

same river to the north is Fort Dodge, an old

frontier fort and settlement (12,162), and below
it Ottumwa (18.197) and Keokuk (14,641).

The ^Mississippi River business is chiefly repre-

sented, from north to south,
_
by Dubuque

(36,297— the first settled site in the State),

Clinton (22.69S), Davenport (35-254), ilusca-

tine (14,073), Burlington (23,201). Fort Madi-
son (9.278), and Keokuk, the "Gate City," at

the mouth of the Des Moines. Sioux Citj'

(33,111). in the extreme west near the mouth
of the Big Sioux, and Council Bluffs (25,802),

opposite Omaha, the old terminus of the L'nion

Pacific, represent the Missouri River: Cedar
Rapids (25,656) and Waterloo (12.580), the

valley of the Cedar River; and ilarshalltown

(11,544), the valley of the Iowa River.

History.— The territory now included in

Iowa was originally inhabited by the loway and
Illinois tribes of Indians, which were driven

out by the Sacs and Foxes. In 1761 the

"loway" or Iowa tribes were on the east side

of the Missouri River and near the headwaters
of the Des Moines: but in 1805 they were
occupying land on the south side of the Des
Moines River. Later they left the vicinity of
the Des Moines, some going to the reser\-ation

of the Foxes and Sacs (now Oklahoma), others

to a reserv-ation in Kansas. The missionary.

Father Marquette, and Joliet, the fur trader,

were the first white men known to have traveled

in this section. In 1673 they visited the tribes

of Indians along the Mississippi River, and first

landed on Iowa soil near the mouth of
the river now known by the name Iowa. In
1788 a party of 10 white men under Julien Du-
buque established the first white settlement at

the place now occupied by the city of Dubuque.
Tliey were attracted to this locality because of
the lead deposits in tlie vicinity. They opened
mines, but how successful the3' were may be con-
jectured from the fact that after the death of
Dubuque, in 1810, his associates abandoned the
settlement All that portion of country drained

by the Mississippi was claimed by France be-
cause of the explorations made by Marquette and
some of his companions, and because of settle-

ments made by other Frenchmen. France's claim
to tliis territorj- was ceded by treaty to Spain in

1763, but the country was returned to France in

1800-1. In 1S03 all the territory now known as

the "Louisiana Purchase" (q.v.) was bought of
France bj- the L'nited States government. The
territory now the State of Iowa was part of the
Territories of Louisiana in 1805 ; of Missouri in

1812; of Michigan in 1834; of Wisconsin in
1836. Iowa became an independent territory

in 1838, and was admitted as a State in 1846.

The Indian claims to lands within the boun-
daries of the State were purchased by the
United States government before its admission
as a State. The last purchase was made in

1843. Remnants of tlie Sacs and Foxes occupy
a reservation, 419 acres, in Tama Coimty, and
still receive annuities from the government. In
1832 a settlement was made at Fort Madison,
an abandoned government post, and soon after

Burlington was foimded, and in 1830 a settle-

ment was again made at Dubuque. In 1857 the
Indians attacked the settlers li\-ing near the
Okoboji lakes and Spirit lake, in Dickinson
County, and about 30 whites were killed and
nearly all the houses burned. This action on
the part of the Indians retarded for some years
the growth of that section of the State. Iowa
City was first selected for the Territorial

capital (it became the State capital in 1846), but
in 1857 the capital was changed to Des iloines.

Iowa had in the Federal army during the Civil

War 75,839 men, which was about one tenth of
her population. Some of this number were in

regiments belonging to other States. Consult:
Aldrich, 'Annals of Iowa' ; State Historical
Society publications; Shambaugh, 'Documen-
tary Material Relating to the History of Iowa'

;

Monette, 'Historj' and Discovery of the Mis-
sissippi \'alley' ; Iowa Geological Survey
publications ; Shambaugh, 'Histor>' of the Con-
stitutions of Iowa' and 'ilessages and
Proclamations of the Governors of Iowa' ; Gue,
'History of Iowa.' JOHXSON BrIGHAM,

Librarian, lozi'a State Library.

Iowa Central Railway Company.— History.

— The Eldora Railroad and Coal Company was
organized in 1866 to build a railroad from El-

dora northward to a junction with the Dubuque
and Sioux City Railroad at Ackley, Iowa, a

distance of about 17 miles, and to engage in the

business of mining and selling coal. The com-

pany received about 1.200 acres of coal lands

(about 600 acres thereof in fee simple and the

rest by ground lease) as a consideration for

completing the work within a specified time.

The road was opened in July, 1868. It was

then decided to extend the line 28 miles south-

ward to a junction with the Chicago and North-

western Railway at Marshalltown. Iowa. This

necessitated a reorganization' of the company.

which was effected in .August, 186S. In the

reorganization, the coal interests were turned

over to the Eldora Coal Mining Company and

the railroad property to the Iowa River Rail-

way Company. The capital stock of the latter

was limited to $30,000 per mile and the first

mortgage bonds were issued at the rate of

$16,000 per mile, about $400,000 of them being
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used to retire an issue of bonds of the Eldora
Railroad and Coal Company. The extension to

Marshalltown was completed in December,
1869, the line being formally opened from
Ackley to Marshalltown on 7 Jan. 1870. At
about the same time the Saint Louis and Saint
Paul Railway Company was organized under
the auspices of tlie Iowa River Railway Com-
pany, to build a railroad from Ackley to the

Minnesota State Line, and an independent cor-

poration, the Iowa Central Railroad Company,
was organized to build a north and south line,

starting from the Missouri State Line at a

point near the boundary of Appanoosa and
Davis Counties and running northerly and
northeasterly through Albia, Eddyvillc, Oska-
loosa, Grinnell. Toledo and Cedar Falls to the

Minnesota State Line. In 1870, the Iowa
River Railway Company, the Saint Louis and
Saint Paul Railway Company and the Iowa
Central Railroad Company were consolidated

under the name of Central Railroad Company of

Iowa. The Iowa River Railway Company had in

operation at the time 45-92 miles of railn ad which
was turned over to the consolidated company un-
der an even exchange of $30,000 in stock and
$15,000 in first mortgage bonds per mile. The
entire issue of bonds of the Iowa River Railway
Company was retired and the mortgage can-
celled. A contract was made with the Iowa
Valley Construction Company to complete and
equip the road from Marshalltown to the Mis-
souri State Line and from Ackley to the Minne-
sota State Line in consideration of receiving

$30,000 per mile in stock and $16,000 per mile

in first mortgage bonds, together with local aid

guaranteed at $2,500 per mile. The entire line

from Albia to Klason City, Iowa, a length of

178.72 miles, was completed and opened for

trafiic on 7 Feb. 1871. On 15 June 1871, the
company made final settlement with the con-
struction company for the l,'?2.8 miles of new
road, and was released from any obligation to

build the rest of the projected line. The ex-
tension from Mason City to Northwood, 20.73

miles, was commenced on I Aug. 1871, and
completed on 10 Oct. 1871. The total length
of line in operation on I Jan. 1872, was 202.11

miles, the cost of the road being represented
by $4,644,630 of capital stock, $3,700,000 of the

first mortgage bonds and $609,000 of second
mortgage bonds. Default having been made in

payment of second mortgage interest due 15

April 1873, and of first mortgage interest due
T5 July 1873, the property was placed in the
hands of a receiver. The company was reor-

ganized on 4 June 1879, under the Central Iowa
Railway Company and took over the property

after foreclosure sale on 18 June 1879.

In 1880-1882 the company constructed the
following lines: Montezuma branch, 13.61

miles; State Centre branch, 25,64 miles: Story
branch, 34.5 miles: Bclmond branch, 22.20 miles;
Keithsburg branch (Oskaloosa to west bank
of Mississippi River), 97.16 miles, and Newton
branch, 27.75 miles. The Peoria and Farming-
ton Railroad, extending from Iowa Junction,
111., to the east bank of the Mi-^^issipni River,

a distance of 88.65 miles, was purchased in May,
1S83, the company at the same time securing
the right to run its trains into Peoria, 111., over
the tracks of the Peoria and Pekin l^nion Rail-

way. First mortgage bonds to the amount of

$1,531,000 were issued on the Keithsburg and
Newton branches, and to the amount of $1,200,-

000 on the Montezuma, State Centre, Story and
P>elmond branches, both issues being dated i

April 1882, and payable 30 years thereafter,

with interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per
annum, payable semi-annually. Also, $1,517,000
6 per cent. 45-year bonds dated I June 1879,
secured by first mortgage on the Illinois di-

vision, were assumed from the Peoria and
Farmington Railroad Company. Defaidt was
made in payment of interest due I Oct. 1884,
and was followed by defaults under the main
line and Illinois mortgages. A receiver was
appointed i Dec. 1886. In pursuance of a plan
of reorganization the road was sold under fore-
closure of the several divisional mort.gages, the
sales taking place in September and November,
1887, and in March, 1888. The present company
was organized by the purchasers taking over
the property on 15 May 1889.

Lease of Iowa Central and Western Rail-
way.— The company leases for 50 years from
1 July 1901, with ri,ghts of purchase at any
time during the continuance of the lease, the
Iowa Central and Western Railway, from Bel-
mond to Algona, la., a distance of 37 miles,
upon condition that it shall maintain the prop-
erty, paying, in addition to all taxes lawfully
assessed, 20 per cent, of all gross earnings ac-
cruing from the operation of the property. The
earnings are to be applied to the payment of
interest and principal upon the bonds of the
Iowa Central and Western Railway Company
as the same may become due and payable, and
the Iowa Central Railway Company guarantees
to make good any deficiency that may arise.

TrafHe Agreement tvith Chieago, Burlington
and Quincy Railroad Company.— Under an
agreement effective 16 Jan. 1905, this com-
pany's freight business between Oskaloosa and
Dcs Moines, la., is handled by the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company at

an agreed rate per loaded car.

F. H. D.wis.
Vice-President.

Iowa City, Iowa, city and county-scat of

Johnson County, on the Iowa River, and the

Burlington, C. R. & N., and the Chicago, R. I.

& P. R.R.'s ; 54 miles west of Davenport. The
city is pleasantly built on a succession of

plateaus, rising one above another from the

river banks, which are here high. The first

plateau is laid out as a public promenade, and
the third, which is about 30 feet higher than

the first, is crowned by a handsome Doric edi-

fice 120 feet long and 60 feet wide, of a beauti-

fully marked stone quarried in the vicinity called

"bird's-eye marble." This building was origi-

nally intended for the State capitol, but, on
the removal of the seat of government to Des
Moines, was appropriated to the State Univer-
sity. From 18,39 to 1854, this was the seat of
the Territorial and State governments. It is the
scat of the State University of Iowa, the Iowa
State .^cademv, the State Historical Societv
and Library, the Homreopathic, Allopathic, and
Mercy hospitals. It is the farming trade centre
for Johnson, Cedar, and Iowa counties, with an
annual trade exceeding $1,000,000; has excellent
power provided by the Iowa River; and has
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manufactories of flour, iron, woolen goods, per-

fumery, gloves, jewelry, fencing, and linseed oil.

The city has electric light and street railroad

plants, waterworks on the Holly system, nu-

merous churches, and an assessed property val-

uation of about $6,500,000. Besides its manu-
facturing interests the city ha3_ an extensive

stock-raising and meat-pacldng industry. Pop.

(1890) 7,016; (1900) 7,987.

Iowa College, a coeducational institution

founded in 1S47 at Grinnell, la.; under the

auspices of the Congregational Church. In

1901 it had 33 professors and instructors, 411
students, 27.000 volumes in the library; pro-

ductive funds, $470,000; groimds and buildings

valued at $150,000; and an income of $49,ooa

Iowa River, a considerable stream in the
State of Iowa rising in Hancock County, near

the Minnesota State line and flowing southeast

mto the Mississippi River, north of Burlington.

It is 300 miles in length, and is navigable to

Iowa City, 80 miles from its mouth.

Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, a coeducational institution

for technical education at Ames, Iowa. It re-

ceived a grant of land from Congress under the

law of 1862, and was first opened in 1868. Reg-
ular courses are offered in agriculti:re, mechan-
ical engineering, civil engineering, electrical

engineering, mining engineering, technology,

science as related to industry, and general and
domestic science; special shorter courses are

given in the fall and winter in dairying, agri-

culture and mechanics, horticulture and me-
chanics, and domestic science. The State Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station is also allied with
the college. The annual income in 1902, in-

cluding the Federal appropriation, was $120,000;

there were 1,220 students in attendance, and 84
professors and instructors,

Iowa, State University of, an educational
institution forming an integral part of the pub-
lic school system of the State, situated at Iowa
City. It was first opened in 1S47, receiving con-
trol of lands given by the Federal government.
(See Colleges, L.\xd Grant.) The university

is controlled by a board of regents of 2 e'.r-

oiRcio members and 11 elective members. Its

work is organized in the following departments:
the college of liberal arts (including the sum-
mer session), which offers courses leading to the
degrees of A.B., B.S., and Ph.B. ; the graduate
college: the Iowa school of political and social
= ' )th undergraduate and graduate

'.oge of law; the college of medi-
,-,- ^--"TMpathic medicine; and

The library, which
-.re in 1S97, now con-

tains :'.es ; the university is-

sues •

;aions: 'Natural His-
i he Transit,' an engineering

3w Bulletin* : <The Bulletin of
; •

-
_ . <xhe Uni-

logy' ; 'The
:;i Sociologj-,

The State
'•:

. — - --i .-..V to the uni-
ver>:ty. and the total income amounts to over
S300.CCO ann;!a!ly. In 1902 the number of stu-
dents was 1,512; the number of professors and
instructors, 160.

Iowa Wesleyan University, a coeduca-
tional institution founded in 1S44, at Mount
Pleasant, Iowa ; under the auspices of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church. In igoi it had 20 pro-
fessors and instructors, and 380 students.

There are 5,000 volumes in the library. It has
productive funds. S75.000; groimds and build-

ings valued at S150.000; benefactions, $32,000;
and an income of $14,000.

I'owas, a tribe of American Indians of the
Algonquin family. In iSoo the lowas Uved in

Minnesota and soon after moved southward.
They were called Palinchas, or "Ehisty Noses,"
in their own tongue. Lewis and Clark, the ex-
plorers, designate them as the Ayanways, and
the early French traders called them the Ajowes.
In 1S36 they moved to the Wolf River region
west of the Mississippi, and in 1S61 ceded i6,coo

acres of land to the United States. The rem-
nants of the tribe, some 1,000 in number, at

present live on reservations in Oklahoma and
Kansas. See also Ixdi-\xs, Ameriovn; Iow.\.

Ipecac, or Ipecacuanha, a South American
plant cf the order Rubiaces \-ariousI)- railed by
botanists Cepluelis ipecacuanha and Psyckoiria
ipecacuanha. The plant, which is found mainly
in moist shady forests in Brazil, is a creeping
herb or sub-shrub with mostly bare stems, only
the extremities producing leaves. The small
white blossoms, which are borne in heads with
long stalks, are followed by dark purple ber-
ries. The rather fleshy more or less divided
roots were in medicinal repute among the South
American Indians, and gradually found their

way into European medicine under the name
"ipecacuanha." They have been considered
emetic, nauseant, diaphoretic and expectorant,
and in large doses are reputed poisonous. They
appear in commerce in various grades (gray,
brown and red), which are dependent mainly
upon the season at which they are gathered,
the way they are dried, the age of the plants,

etc The chief supplies are collected during
Januarv", February and ilarch by the Indians.
Owing to the slow growth of the plant and the
low price the roots command, ipecac is not cul-

tivated commercially; it has, however, been suc-
cessfully grown in various parts of the world.
The roots of several other plants are substi-

tuted for those of true ipecac, among the best
known being those of Tylophora asthmatica and
Sarcostemma glaucum (Venezuelan ipecac),

both of the natural order Asclepiadaeea. Other
species of Psycholria and certain species of
Richardsonia are similarly but unofficially em-
ployed.

Wild or American ipecac {Gillenia stipu-
lacea) of the rose family, is a common plant in

the southeastern L'nited States and as far north
as western New York. It is a perennial herb
about three feet tall, bearing paniculate corymbs
of white or pale rose colored flowers. It is

hardy, of simplest culture and being graceful is

frequently planted for ornament in flower bor-
ders where the soil is of good qualitj-.

Iphicrates, I-fik'ra-tez, Athenian com-
mander: b. and d. in the 4th century B.C. Of
humble origin, he raised himself to eminence by
his courage and talents. In the war of Corinth
(393-2 B.c) he opposed with success Agesilaus,
the warlike king of Sparta. He was sent to
the Hellespont to art against Anaxibius, but
in spite of his \ictory was unable to prevent the
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conclusion of the shameful Peace of Antalcidas
(jS/ u.c). In 369 B.C. he was appointed to the

command of the troops sent by the Athenians
to the assistance of Sparta, on the invasion of
Epaminondas, but allowed the Theban general
to retreat from the Peloponnesus. In the So-
cial War (357-5) he was one of the com-
manders of the fleet fitted out by the Athenians
for the recovery of Byzantium. Being accused
of treachery and neglect of duty in the battle at

the Hellespont, by one of his colleagues, Chares,
and put on trial, he was acquitted, while his

colleague Timotheus was fined 100 talents; but
though he lived to a great age, did not again
engage in active service. Iphicrates was the
author of some improvements in Greek arms and
accoutrements. He was accustomed always to

fortify his camp in the field even in a friendly

country; "Because," he said, "if, contrary to

probability, I should be attacked, I may not be
obliged to make the disgraceful excuse that I did
not expect it."

Iphigenia, Tf-i-je-ni'a, in Greek legend, a
daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra
(according to some an illegitimate daughter of

Theseus and Helen), who was to have been sac-

rificed to Artemis (Diana) at the advice of the

prophet Calchas, when the goddess, enraged
with Agamemnon, detained the Greek fleet in

Aulis by a calm. Under pretense that she was
to be married to Achilles, Iphigenia was led to

the altar. But in the moment when the priest

was about to give the death-blow Iphigenia dis-

appeared, and in her stead a beautiful hind was
substituted, whose blood gushed out on the

altar. Artemis had relented, and conveyed
her in a cloud to Tauris, where she became the

priestess of the goddess. Conformably with the

law of the country, she was obliged to sacrifice

every Greek that landed there. While serving
as priestess her brother Orestes came to take

away the image of Artemis, as he had been ad-
vised by an oracle to do, that he might get rid

of the madness to which he had been subject

since the murder of his mother. Iphigenia hav-
ing recognized him as her brother, the two con-
trived a means of escape, and carried off with
them the image. The story of Iphigenia was
dramatized by Euripides (who composed two
plays upon the subject— 'Iphigenia in .'^ulis'

and 'Iphi.genia in Tauris'), and Goethe, and it

is also the subject of two operas by Gluck,
'Iphigenie en Aulide' (1774); and 'Iphigenie

en Tauride' (1779).
Ipomaea, Tp-6-me'a, a genus of plants, in-

cluding several hundred species, of the order
Convolvnlacca:, consisting mostly of twining
prostrate herbs, widely distributed in warm re-

gions. The species of most importance is /.

Piirga, which yields the jalap of commerce.
Some are cultivated for the beauty of their

flowers, and are known to gardeners as convol-
vuli. /. purfturca is the best known garden spe-
cies. See J.\LAP.

Ips'wich, Mass., town in Essex County, on
the Ipswich River near its mouth, and on the

Boston & Maine railroad, 27 miles northeast of
Boston, and g miles south of Newburyport. As
Agawam, it was settled in 1633 by John Win-
throp and 12 others. The name was changed to

Ipswich (after Ipswich, England), in the fol-

lowing year, by resolution of the .Massachusetts
General Court. -As early as 1634 it had a meet-
ing-house, while in 1642 the first free school

in the town was established. Ipswich was among
the foremost towns of Massachusetts in re-

sisti!ig the arbitrary taxation introduced under
Gov. Andros in 1687, and a number of its citi-

zens suftered punishment in consequence of
this action, which foreshadowed the stand to be
taken later, by this town and the colonies gen-
erally, against similar policies on the part of
the British government. Among the distin-

guished persons who at some time lived at Ips-
wich were Anne Bradstreet, Nicholas Easton,
William Hubbard, John Norton, and others.
The town has various industries, among the ar-
ticles manufactured being grist-mill products,
hosiery and underwear, bricks, lumber and
boxes, carriages, cabinet-work, soap, isinglass,

heels, etc. The Manning High school, the Ips-
wich Historical Society, and the excellent pub-
lic library give the town rank and influence in

educational and literary affairs. Pop. (igoo)

4,658.

Iquique, e-ke'ka, Chile, a seaport in the
province of Tarapaca, till quite recently merely
a small fishing village, but now a town of about
34,000 inhabitants. It owes its prosperity to the
export of nitrate of soda and bora.x, the former
of which especially is found in great quantities

in the pampa of Tamarugal. The annual ex-
port of nitrate amounts to about 350,000 tons,

and that of borax to about 1.500 tons. Iodine
is also exported. The pampa of Tamarugal still

contains, it is estimated, about 60,000,000 tons

of soda niter. In 1868, and again in 1877, the

town was almost entirely destroyed by an earth-

quake. In 1879 it was bombarded and captured
by Chile from Peru; and in iSgi it was much
damaged by insurgents.

Iquitos, e-ke'tos, a native tribe in Peru,
residing at Loreto, on the left bank of the Mara-
non, about 75 miles above the mouth of the

Rio Napo. The settlement has an active trade,

valued at $2,000,000 annually; the imports are

exchanged mostly for India rubber. In 1900

they numbered about 12,000.

Trade, i-:a'de, a Turkish decree or com-
mand of the Sultan, directed to his grand vizier,

whose duty it is to announce it to the public.

Iran, e-ran', the name given by the ancient

Persians to their native land, in opposition to

Aniran (that is, Not Iran), the land of the bar-

barians, by v/hich term were meant principally

the Turco-Tartaric tribes bordering on the

north. The Persian rulers of the dynasty of the

Sassanid.-e call themselves, in inscriptions on
monuments and elsewhere, kings of Iran and
Aniran. At the present day the name is used

in contradistinction to Turan, the name applied

to the more depressed regions of Asia inhabited

by the Turco-Tartaric tribes, to designate the

great table-land of Asia, which has a mean ele-

vation of from 3,500 to 4,000 feet. The central

portion of this table-land consists of an exten-

sive salt-dcsert.

Iranian (I-ra'nT-an) Languages, a family

of the Indo-European languages, closely allied

to the Indian group, and called by some philol-

ogists Persian, from the best known memlier of

the family. The two oldest known Iranian lan-

guages are the Old Persian and Zend. The
former— that of the cuneiform inscriptions of

the Achremenian dynasty, and the language of

the Persians proper— has only become known
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in its chief traits at a comparatively recent date

through the deciphering of those inscriptions.

The Zend is the language in which the Zend-

avesta, the sacred writings of the Parsees, are

composed. By the term Middle Iranian lan-

guages the Huzvaresh or Pehlevi and the Parsi

principally are understood, which are preserved

ir the commentaries to the Zend-avesta. The
latter approaches to the modern Persian. The
dialect of the Pehlevi coins, as well as the in-

scriptions of the time of the Sassanian dynasty,

also belong to this section. The most important
cf the New Iranian languages is the Persian.

The .Afghan, or Pashtu. and the dialects of the

Kurds, form separate branches of the Iranian

family. The isolated Ossetes of the Caucasus
also speak an Iranian language. The Armenian
is a branch of the same stock, and contains many
peculiar elements.

Irawadi, Ir-a-wad'i. or Irrawady, one of
the great rivers of Southern Asia, traversing

Burma in a southerly course. One branch of

it rises near the eastern extremity of Assam,
another branch rises in East Tibet, the two
branches uniting about lat. 26°. It has gener-
ally a south course, being deflected west, and its

total length has been estimated at 1,200 miles.

There are three rockj- defiles in which its chan-
nel is suddenly contracted, the lowest near Man-
dalay: but from that point downward to its

delta it has generally a breadth of from I to 4
miles. About 140 miles from the Indian Ocean,
which it enters bj' numerous mouths, the delta

commences. The current of the Irawadi is

commonly gentle— even in its upper part being
no more than at the rate of two miles an hour

;

except during the inundations, when it flows so
rapidly that no sailing vessels could navigate it

but for the assistance of the southwest monsoon.
It is navigable from the sea upward for steam-
ers of five feet draft to the Chinese frontier,

900 miles from the sea.

Iredell, ir'del. James, American jurist: b.

Lewes, Sussex, England, 5 Oct. 1751 ; d. Eden-
ton, N. C, 20 Oct. 1799. He was appointed
comptroller of customs at Port Roanoke, now
Edenton, where he arrived in 1768, retained
this office several years, and meanwhile studied
law. He was appointed by the attorney-general
his deputy in 1774, and in 1777 was placed by
the legislature on the bench of the supreme
court, then just organized under the State con-
stitution. In 1787 he was designated by the
general assembly sole commissioner to collect

and revise the acts of previous assemblies, which
were to be considered in force in North Caro-
lina. This collection of the laws, now referred
to as "Iredell's Revisal." was published in 1791.
In Februarv' 1790 he became one of the justices

of the Supreme Court of the L^nited States,

and held that office till his death. The 'Life
and Correspondence* of Iredell was published
in 1857.

Iredell, James, .\merican lawyer, son of
the preceding: b. Edenton, N. C. 2 Nov. 1788;
d. Raleigh, N. C, 13 -A.pril 1853. He was
graduated at Princeton in 1806, and was bred
to the bar. He served for 10 years in the house
of commons of his native State, and twice as
spc.iker in a house of which the majority were
politically opposed to him. In 1827 he was gov-
ernor of North Carolina, and from 1828 to 1831

a member of the Senate of the L'nited States,

He afterward resumed the practice of his pro-
fession at Raleigh, where he was also for many
years reporter of the decisions of the supreme
court of North Carolina. In 1833 he was ap-
pointed by Gov. Swain one of three commission-
ers to collect and revise all the statutes in force

in North Carolina. The result was the work
known as the 'Revised Statutes.' He after-

ward published a 'Treatise on the Law of Ex-
ecutors and Administrators.'

Ireland, ir'land, Alleyne, American author
and lecturer : b. Manchester, England, 19 Jan.

1871. He was educated at the L^niversity^ of

Berlin, traveled widely, lectured on tropical

colonization at Cornell University in 1899, and
in 1900 was appointed lecturer in politics at the

LTniversit\' of Chicago, where his subjects were
tropical colonization and Chinese foreign rela-

tions. Besides contributions to periodicals, he
has written: 'Georgetown, Demerara* (1897);
'Tropical Colonization' (1899) : 'The Anglo-
Boer Conflict' (1900); 'China and the Powers'
(1901).

Ireland, John, American Roman Catholic
prelate : b. Burnchurch, County Kilkenny, Ire-

land, II Sept. 1838. He came to America in

1849 and attended the Cathedral school at Saint

Paul, Minn., and in 1853 went to France and
studied theology in the seminary of Meximieux
and subsequently in that of Hyeres, remaining
there till 1861, when he returned to Saint Paul

and was ordained priest on the 21st of Decem-
ber. During the early part of the Civil War
Father Ireland tendered his services as chaplain

of the 5th Minnesota regiment and later became
rector of the cathedral. Saint Paul. An ardent

advocate of temperance, he devoted much time
and energy to promoting the cause, organized

temperance societies and traveled about the

country lecturing on the subject. For a time
he was secretarj' to Bishop Grace of Saint Paul,

whom he represented at the Vatican Council,

Rome, 1S70-71, and later became his coadjutor,

being consecrated Titular Bishop of Maronea,
21 Dec. 1875. He was likewise very diligent in

advancing Roman Catholic colonization in the

northwest and not only founded colonies but

became a director in the National Colonization

Association. Later, in 18S7, Bishop Ireland

accompanied Bishop Keane to Rome to consult

with Pope Leo XIII. upon tlie necessity of

erecting a Catholic university in Washington,
D. C, and on returning from Europe in 1888, he

was made first archbishop of Saint Paul. He
is a distinguished lecturer and pulpit orator, a

contributor to the leading magazines, and a mem-
ber of the American Federation of Labor. .At

present (1905) his diocese includes about 230.000

Catholics ; 258 priests : 252 churches ; I theolog-

ical seminary ; 90 parochial schools ; 3 orphan-

ages : 3 hospitals, and various other religious and
educational institutions.

Ireland, Mary E. Haines, .\merican trans-

lator and author: b. Calvert, Cecil County, Md.,

9 Jan. 1834. In addition to serials and nu-

merous other contributions to the periodical

press, she wrote 'What I Told Dorcas' (1895),

and 'Grandma Elliot's Farmhouse' (1900).

Ireland, William Henry, English literary

forger: b. probably London 1777: d. there 17

.A.pri.1 1835. He imposed spurious Shakespearian
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MSS. upon his father, Samuel Ireland, a book-

seller and engineer, who was a Shakespeare en-

thusiast, and also upon oilier men of letters,

and produced two «Shakspcrian>' plays, <Vorli-

gern' and 'Henry II., > the former of which was
purchased by Sheridan and acted at Drury
Lane, but was a complete failure. The criti-

cisms of Malone led to the exposure of the

fraud, whicli was acknowledged by Ireland in

1796. He wrote various novels, poems, etc., be-

sides his 'Confessions' (1805), containing an

account of his forgeries.

Ireland, the most westerly and smaller of

the two principal islands of which the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is com-
posed, extends from lat. 51° 26' to 55° 21' N.

;

its average width is about one fourth its length

;

area, 32,583 square miles. It is separated from
England by Saint George's Channel and the Irish

Sea, and from Scotland by a narrow passage,

the North Channel. Ireland is on the continen-

tal shelf, or sub-marine plain, which borders the

continental land mass of Europe, hence it is

physically a part of Europe.
Topography.—^The coast line is irregular;

from Dundalk Bay to Wexford Harbor on the

east there are less indentations than on any
other part of the coast; Dublin Bay, an arm
of the Irish Sea, is the only indentation of any
size on this part of the island. Galway, Sligo

and Donegal Bays are the largest on the western

coast. The Atlantic currents, which beat against

the western coast, have worn away the land in

many places, thus causing fiords such as exist

on the coasts of other countries subject to

similar wave-action. Some of the many islands

which fringe the coast have been formed by the

washing away or the submergence of the land.

The capes, promontories, and peninsulas have
been formed largely by submergence. Some of

the islands, all small, are Aran, Achill, Clare,

and Rathlin. The chief ports are Cork, Dublin,

Belfast, Waterford, and Londonderry. There
are 14 harbors which will accommodate the

largest ocean steamers.

The highlands are chiefly along the coast

;

the greater part of the interior is a plain. The
mountains, more rounded hills than mountains,
are short ranges with little or no connection ex-

cept the several ranges in the southwest. Some
of the mountains are Alourne, in County Down,
the Wicklow Mountains, Knockmealdown and
Galty in the south ; Caha, Stack and other ranges
in Kerry ; Slieve Boughta in Galway, a num-
ber of short ranges in the counties of Mayo,
Leitrim, Donegal, and Londonderry, and the

Slieve Bloom between Queens and Kings coun-
ties. The majority of the peaks are less than
3,000 feet in height; Carrantuohill (Carrantual),
in Kerry, near the Lakes of Killarney, is 3,404
feet, and Galty Mountains, in Limerick, are

3,015 feet. The plain in the interior is about
500 feet above sea-level.

Hydrography.— The rivers of Ireland, like

those of England and Scotland, are small
streams. The Shannon, the largest river in the
British Isles, has its rise in the northeastern part

of the province of Connaught, tlows east, south,

and west, forming quite a curve before entering
the Atlantic Ocean, between the counties of

Kerry and Clare. It passes through several

lakes, the largest of which are Ree, Allen, and
Derg. The estuary at the mouth is about 70

miles long; the whole length of the river is

about 250 miles, 130 of which are navigable for

large steamers. Its importance for transporta-

tion has been increased by the canals Royal and
Grand, which connect it with Dublin. In the

southwest, in County Kerry, is a short mountain
stream called Roughly River, with a long, broad
estuary called Kenmare River. The Liffey,

which flows into the Irish Sea at Dublin, the

Lee which flows into Cork Harbor, the Boyne
with its tributary, the Blackwater, are all short

streams which have been made famous in history

and literature. The Foyle, Erne, Lagan, Moy,
Slaney, and others reach the ocean through
broad estuaries or bays. Lough Neagh in the

northwest is the largest lake of the British

Isles. A number of the lakes of Ireland occur
along the river courses, but are really basins,

and not merely expansions of the rivers. Lakes
Corrib, Conn, Foyle, Belfast, Strangford, Car-
lingford, and others on the coast are estuaries

or fiords, but the land-locked mouths entitle

them to be called lakes, like Maracaibo in South
America. The famous Lakes of Killarney are

in County Kerry, in the southwestern part of the

island. There is scarcely a place in Ireland that

is more than 25 miles distance from water com-
munication with the ocean.

Geology.— A limestone stratum belonging to

the basal portion of the Carboniferous system
underlies a large part of the interior plain. The
upper Carboniferous rock has been destroyed by
erosion except in a few places. Silurian rock
underlies nearly all of the northern part, but the

Cretaceous, Triassic, and Permian formations
exist and appear at the surface in several

places. Some of the cliffs of the north are of

basaltic formation. The Giant's Causeway
(q.v.) on the north coast of Antrim is basaltic.

Its 40,000 or more, perfectly formed polygonal
columns constitute remarkable specimens of this

formation. Crystalline rocks form the axis of

the mountains of the province of Connaught, and
the highlands of Leinster. Old red sandstone
and carboniferous limestone are found in the
southwestern counties. Marble exists in large

quantities in the county of Kilkenny and in parts

of the adjacent counties coal of an anthracite

variety is found, but not in large quantities;

iron-ore exists in nearly ever>' county. Copper
of an excellent quality is in the western moun-
tains, also gold and silver in small quantities.

Soil.— The erosion of the limestone rock
which has been going on for ages has contributed

largely to the fertility of the soil of Ireland.

The igneous rocks, the red marls, and other

mineral formations, have added to the richness

of the soil, and all has been distributed, by the

gradual removal of the ice-covering, over a
large area of the plain. After deducting the

area, about one fifth of the whole, which is cov-
ered by bog, mountain, and moorland, there is

left a vast extent of arable surface covered with
a deep friable loam of remarkable richness. In
addition to the decomposed trap and the calcare-

ous matter derived from the limestone, there is

a large amount of vegetable mold which forms
one of the most important ingredients of the soil.

The bogs, useless for tillage, furnish peat for

fuel. The Bog of Allen is the largest one in

Ireland.

Climate.— The warm moist winds from the
Atlantic blowing over Ireland affect its climate
more than any other cause except its latitude.
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The mean temperature is from 20' to oO" F.

higher than other places in the same latitude on
the eastern coast of America or the interior of

EUirope, and a few degrees higher than places

in the same latirade on the west coast of Amer-
ica. The summer temperature is modified bv

the suiTounding waters, being lower by a few
degrees than inland places of the same latitude.

The moisture brought by the winds from the

ocean causes a hea\"y annual rainfall, and much
fog, mist, and general dampness. The low
mountains ser\-e to some extent as condensing
agents, so that the greatest rainfall is near the

•coast. The average rainfall on the west and
south coasts was, in 1S79, 43.56 inches; in 1S96,

36.36. The averages for the interior were in

1S79, 34-39 inches: in 1S96, 34.07 inches.

Vegetation.— The climate and soil are very
favorable for vegetation. Its mild temperature

and humid atmosphere enable several delicate

plants, which usually in the same latitude can
be culti^ated only in sheltered gardens, to flour-

ish here with vigor in the open air; and fre-

quently forest trees continue to retain their foli-

age after similar trees have lost their leaves in

the warmest parts of England. The conditions

would naturally indicate forests, and it seems
that in early times, large tracts of magnificent

timber were spread over its surface ; but the

grossest waste and mismanagement have pre-

vailed, trees have almost disappeared except

from the parks of the wealthy land-owners, or
the "gentry"; and what ought to be among the

best is about the worst wooded coimtry in the

middle latitudes of Europe. More attention is

now being given to the subject of forestry; in

igoi there were 309,741 acres in Ireland under
forest, a portion of which was a new growth.
During the year, 1.740 acres were planted with
trees, mostly fir, spruce, and larch. Grass grows
luxuriantly in nearly all parts of the island.

Animals.— The fauna of Ireland consists

now of birds and small rodents. Animals once
found here and mentioned in the ancient liter-

ature, as tlie deer, bear, wildcat, wolf, beaver,

cattle peculiar to the island, and certain birds

(including the garefowl), have all disappeared.

There are no snakes nor toads in Ireland. Fish
are plentiful in the streams and on the coasts.

Fisheries.— The salmon fisheries are very
valuable, and are increasing in value eveiy year.

With an increased supply of fish, high prices are
maintained owing to the improved means of
communication from remote districts with the
best markets. In spite of this, however, these
fisheries are not culti\-ated to anything like so
high a c

'
' • >: ^{,g num-

ber of -heries in

Ireland is - .^. ^,^.^-^. u.^ v-: .•. . , .

•- ''-'•

•salmon exported being from S700.000
annually. The principal sea fisherici ,_ _

are those of herring and mackereL The hernng
fisheries in the Irish waters are prosecuted
chiefly on the east coast by Irish boats from
Howth. .•\rklow, and other places on the Irish
co:

' '

-els from Cornwall.
Sc n. The number of
bo: . of the sea fishery

is : tiand, from which
coi.:. . ed herrings are im-
ported. :' vessels engaged in

the sea : \i 6.525, the number
of men ajiJ U>s inij.icyi-u being about 26,20a
The native fishermen, it is said, are now success-

fully competing with their rivals, yet the sea

fisheries of Ireland on the whole have much
declined, as shown by the decrease from 55,630
hands and 13-4S3 boats employed in i860, to the

figures just given.

Agriculture and Stock-raising.— The chief

occupation is agriculture. The richness of the

soil, its lightness that makes tillage eas}', the

large percentage of arable land, the amount of

rainfall, the mildness of the climate, all com-
bine to make Ireland an agricultural coimtry.

Despite the great extent of moorland-wastes
and the large amount of bog-land, few countries

raise, in proportion to the area, such a large

amoimt of food products year after year. But
with natural advantages above the average, ag-
riculture as a system has not progressed as in

many other cotmtries. The wholesale confisca-

tion of estates b3' the English gave the absentee

landlord a large portion of the farm land of

Ireland. The new owner usually cared only

for his rent and gave little heed to improving the

land, and showed no regard for the welfare of

the man who tilled the soil. The holders and
laborers received no encouragement to improve
methods or make progress ; on the contrary,

they were handicapped in many ways, especially

in the l8th century, when the English markets
were closed to their products, and Ireland was
excluded in a large measure from the com-
mercial ad\-antages given to the British posses-

sions in other parts of the world. The holdings,

or farms, originally too small to be occupied by
farmers of capital and enterprise, were in many
cases subdivided until they were reduced to the

smallest patches, on the produce of which a
family could barely subsist. One result of this

poor policy was that the holders were obliged to

raise as much as possible each year, for immedi-
ate use, without regard to the ultimate effect

of this mode of farming upon the land. Com-
petent authorities say that this over-cropping
has had a most deleterious effect upon the land.

Yet the soil must have been restored to some
extent, by rotation of crops or by the use of

fertilizers, for the average produce of the soil

per acre, in 1902, was found to have increased

over the years 1S50 and iS6a In some cases

the holdings were enlarged during the last years

of the 19th century^ Statistics show that a
change in the kind of crops has been gradually

taking place; a decrease in the acreage under
cereals and green crops and an increase in the

area under meadow and clover. The following

table shows the distribution of the culti\-ated

area, given in acres, the first years of the pres-

ent century:
Green Oover

Yejir Cereal., crops Flax and hay Pasture
1900... 1,347,189 1.098,377 47,451 :,2iS.7i7 11,510,370
1901... 1,317,574 1,079.443 S5-M2 1.233.770 11,522,060
1902... 1,306,398 1,0-0,449 49.746 1,228,498 11,3-5.592

The number of acres of farm land not under
crops, but "resting,* was, in 1900, 12,589; in

1901. 10.886; and in 1902, 9,558-

Between 1851 and 1881 the farms of i to 15

acres decreased in number by 66,363. The total

mmiber of holdings in 1891 was 486.S65, or

12^:44 less than in 1S81. Of these 18,243 (. 1.364

more than in 1881) did not exceed i acre, 55.584

( decrease of 6,197) were from I to 5 acres, 139.-

195 (8,628 decrease) from 5 to 15 acres, 120472
{2,045 decrease) from 15- to 30 acres, and 130.401

(3,262 increase) above 30 acres. Each province
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shows a decrease in the total number of hold-
ings, but in Munster the niunber is very small.

Between 1841 and 1899 there was a total decrease
in holdings "above I acre" of 25 per cent.

The Land Act of 1870 greatly improved the
conditions of tenure in Ireland. The chief aims
of the act were to provide compensation to ten-

ants for arbitrary eviction, and especially for

improvements effected by them on their hold-
ings in case of their being disturbed in their

possession by the landlords, and to afford facil-

ities to tenants for the purchase of their hold-
ings. The act legalized what is called the Ulster

tenant-right custom in all the districts in which
it prevailed, and decreed the amount of com-
pensation to be awarded in absence of such cus-

tom. In 1881 it was supplemented by a more
thorough and comprehensive measure. The ben-
efits conferred on Irish tenants by this act were
briefly summarized under the terms "fair rent,"

"fixity of tenure," and "free sale." By the first

of these everj' tenant who objected to his rent,

or the rent the landlord w'ished to exact, was
entitled to have a "fair rent" fixed for him by
a court. The rent was to -remain unaltered for

15 years, at the end of which period it might be
readjusted, and raised or lowered. By the
principle of "fixity of tenure" the law recog-
nized that the tenant had a certain right in his

holding in virtue of which he was not to be arbi-

trarily removed from it without compensation,
and which enabled him on leaving his farm to
obtain the best price he could for yielding up his

possession. The "free sale" of this right of ten-

ancy was restricted only in so far as that it

must be to one person only (except under agree-
ment with the landlord) that the landlord might
object on sufficient grounds to the person pur-
chasing, and that he also had the right of pre-
emption. At the expiration of the 15 years the

landlord might resume possession of the holding
on paying the tenant compensation for improve-
ments effected by him, and also paying him the
value of his tenant-right, both being determined
by the court should the parties be unable to

agree. A tenant who sold his tenant-right on
quitting his holding was not to be entitled to

compensation for disturbance, or if he had re-

ceived compensation he was not entitled at that
time to sell his tenancy. A tenant holding under
the Ulster tenant-right might sell under that or
under this system, but not partly under one and
partly under the other. The scale of compen-
sation for disturbance of tenancy was fixed as
follows: Where the rent w-as $146.70 or under,
a sum not exceeding 7 years' rent; rent from
$146.70 to $244.50, not exceeding $ years' rent;
from $244.50 to $489, not exceeding 4 years'
rent; from $485 to $1,467, not exceeding 3 }'ears'

rent; from $1,467 to $2,443, not exceeding 2
years' rent ; above $2,445, not e.xceeding I year's
rent. The act also empowered the land com-
mission to advance loans to tenants not exceed-
ing three fourths of the value of their holdings,
to enable tb.em to become proprietors, and such
loans were repayable by an annual payment of

5 per cent for 35 years. Provision was also
made for assisting emigration. A tenant whose
holding, or the aggregate of whose holdings,
were valued at not less than $733.50, was en-
titled by writing to contract himself out of any
of the provisions of this act, or of the act of
1870. Another act passed in 1887 extended the
privileges conferred by the act of 1881, and a

third act passed m 1896 went farther in the
same direction. The Purchase of Land (Ire-
land) Act of 1891 supplied the Land Commis-
sion with further funds for advances to tenants
to enable them to purchase their holdings. But
the Land Purchase Act of 14 Aug. 1903, whereby
the tenants may buy the farms and become in-

dependent of the landlords, is a great beginning
toward a readjustment of agricultural conditions.
The new law provides that the actual tenants
or persons, or persons who have been tenants
within 25 years, may purchase all the land they
occupy or desire at prices varying according to
the condition of the property, to be paid for
upon the installment plan, the seller accepting a
mortgage for a term of years, the government
guaranteeing. ti;c payment at the ruling rate of
interest. See Great Britain—The Land Laws;
Agriculture.

Stock-raising has increased in importance
during late years. Statistics show that there are
now in Ireland more cattle, in proportion to
area, than in any other country of Europe. The
following table will show the changes which
have taken place since 1900:

Ye.\e Horses Cattle Sheep Pigs
1900 491.156 4,608,550 4,386,876 1,268,521
1901 491,430 4.673.323 4.378.750 '.-zigi'SS
1902 509.284 4,785,204 4,215,740 1,372,592

England is the principal market for the cattle
raised in Ireland. The breeds of horses vary
w-ith the locality

;
ponies are numerous in Con-

naught ; hunters in the north of Leinster ; and
draft horses in nearly all the counties on the
eastern coast. Much good has been effected by
co-operative societies. The number of co-oper-
ative organizations in 1901 w-ere as follows:
106 agricultural societies, 187 dairy and agri-
cultural societies with 81 auxiliaries, 29 poultry
societies, 103 co-operative banks, 46 miscellane-
ous societies, and 2 federations. The member-
ship of the whole was 51,000.

Manufactures and Trade.— The linen manu-
facture early took root in Ireland, and still con-
tinues to be its most important staple ; and in
every article, except lace and cambric, competes
successfully w-ith all other countries. It has in-

creased in a remarkable manner within the last

40 or 50 years, and Belfast, its centre, has now
become the first city of Ireland in population
as well as in manufacturing industry. The linen
manufacture, indeed, is of importance; a large
number of the factories are in Ulster. The cot-
ton manufacture has had a very different history,
the number employed in this industry having
declined from 4,000 in 186S to 800. The woolen
manufacture appears at the outset to have out-
stripped that of linen. It had at least made such
progress as to alarm the woolen manufacturers
of England, who, in a spirit of petty jealousy,
petitioned the English parliament for its dis-
couragement, and succeeded. The Irish were
prohibited from sending their woolens abroad,
and could not even send them into England with-
out paying an oppressive duty. Had the manu-
facture been suited to the country it might have
surmounted all this absurdity and injustice; and,
at all events, when these ceased to operate, would
have revived. But the woolens of Ireland con-
tinue to be of very secondary importance, and
indeed the manufacture seems to have much
decreased in recent years. The tweed has re-
tained its popularity. The manufacture of Irish
poplins (of woolen and silk, or woolen and flax
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or cotton,! is very flourishing. The number of

textile factories in 1S90 was 263, which employed
71,788 persons. There are about 20 milli en-

gaged in paper-making. The brewing of porter

and distillation of whiskey form important items

in the national production. The making of

shirts and other clothing for men is becoming
prominent. Ship-building was begun several

years ago, and during the last of the 19th cen-

tury it became quite prorainenL The largest

ship-building yards are in Belfast, where about
10,000 men and boys are employed. The ships

of the White Star line are all built in Belfast.

Ship-building is carried on to some extent at

Dublin, Londonderry, and Haulbowline. Home
work still flourishes; and the Irish hand-made
laces and embroideries are still popular.

Commerce.— That of Ireland is not at all

proportioned to her natural capabilities, and to

the admirable facilities afforded by the excellent

harbors situated on her coasts. The laws made
bj- the British government to destroy the com-
merce of Ireland account in a large measure for

the present condition of trade. The most impor-
tant articles of export find a market in Great
Britain. They consist chiefly of grain and flour,

live stock, salt and fresh meat, eggs and butter.

Manufactttred articles, particularly linen, rank
next in importance : but as the bulk of such ar-

ticles is very small in comparison with their

value, the trade, or at least the shipping con-
nected with them, holds only a secondary place.

The trade with foreign countries is also incon-
siderable. The principal imports are colonial

produce, woolen and cotton goods, wheat, wool,
coal, and salt. Of the shipping employed in this

trade only a mere fraction is Irish. Belfast and
Dublin are the chief shipping ports. The. \-alue

of the expons direct from Ireland to foreign
pons was about $4,533,090 in 18S3, of imports
from foreign parts $53,166,620; in 1900 they were
$6,560,240 and $50,072,985, respectively. In
1900 the number of vessels entered from the col-

onies and foreign parts was 1,048 (1,032,109
tons) ; and cleared 44S (473,758 tons) ; entered
coastwise 31,069 (6401.172 tons) : cleared 31.026
(6,7a6.^2*^t""="l. See Great Brit.vix—Commerce.

Transportation.— The rivers of Ireland form
excellent navigable channels. In several of
them, however, when the water was low, the
navigation became seriously impeded by rocky
shoals. In removing these, or in making artifi-

cial cuts for the purpose of avoiding them, vast
sums have been expended. Improvements of
equal importance have been made by the con-
struction of canals ; but since the introduction of
railroads, canals have in Ireland, as elsewhere,
sunk to a position of secondary importance.
The principal canals are the Grand Canal, \6sV^
miles in length; the Royal Canal, 96J4 miles;
the Barrow Navigation, 42^^ miles ; the Newrj-
Navigation, 35 miles ; the Lagan Navigation,
26;4 miles. With the exception of the Barrow
Navigation, the Grand Canal, and the Lagan
Navigation, the dividends paid by the Irish
canals in the possession of public companies
are almost nominal. The Roj-al Canal >'ields a
profitable return, but it is merged in the Mid-
land Great Western Railway. The Grand and
Royal canals r. ,,,,-, ,i,g important systems of
the Shannon 1. in all 158 miles in
length, with I' railroad system of Ire-
land has attained a considerable development.
The roads are all constructed on a gauge of 5

feet 3 inches, which is compulsorj-. The aver-
age cost of construction, including carrying
stock, is about $80,000 per mile. The principal

railroads are the Belfast and Northern Counties
Railway, with a total length of 180 miles ; the
Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford Railway, 135
miles in length; the Great Southern and West-
em, 478 miles ; the Midland Great Western Rail-

way, 425 miles (including the Dublin and
Meath, Great Northern and Western, etc.) ; the

Great Northern of Ireland, 503 miles (including
the Dublin and Belfast Junction, 63 miles, and
the Ulster Railway, 140 miles) ; and the Water-
ford and Limerick RaUwaj', 141 Ji miles, or in-

cluding the lines of other companies worked by
it, 269 miles in length. Few of the Irish rail-

roads pay any dividend at all; but those that do
pay represent a large proportion of the capital

invested in railroads in Ireland, and some of
them are very remimerative concerns. The most
profitable of them are a short one connecting
Dublin with Kingstown, the Belfast and North-
em Counties, and the Ulster Railway. The total

length of railroads completed and open for traf-

fic I Jan. 1902 was 3.208 miles. The total num-
ber of passengers for that year was about 28,-

ooo.coo, the total amount of minerals and general
merchandise carried, about 5,300,000 tons ; the
total receipts from the carriage of passengers and
goods amounted to nearly $20,000,000.

Public Works.— Large sums have been ad-
vanced in loan bj' the sanction of the imperial
parliament tmder various acts for public works
and improvements in Ireland. The Irish board
of public works has charge of such grants and
their expenditure; the objects to which thej" are
applied include landed improvements and drain-

age, fisherj' piers and harbors, roads, bridges,

and public buildings, tramways, light rail-

ways, and certain lines of inland navigation, and
the preser\'ation of ancient moniunents. The
commissioners have authority to lend for the
purpose of any work for which coimtj" or bor-
ough councils are authorized to borrow. Of
$121,141,190 of loans advanced for purposes that

have not j-et been fully carried out ("current
ser\-ices"), $67,655,395 have been repaid, besides

interest amounting to $35,707,115. while the sum
of $7,985,250 has been remitted. The largest

item of this expenditure, namely, $26,196,100, has
been spent on the improvement of lands ; river

drainage and navigation have absorbed some
$14,837,500. while on lunatic asylum buildings
there has been spent $13.101,925 ; in schemes for
the improvement of public health. $13,451,390;
under the Laborers' .\cts, $9,150,940 (to pro\-ide

emplo>-ment, etc.) ; on railways, $6.000,635 ; in

advances to occupants for improvement of hold-
ings, $5,355,530; roads and bridges, $5,041,220.

Other sirnis have been spent on harbors and
docks, reclamation of lands, dwellings for the

poorer classes, teachers' residences, dispensaries,

and in advance to tenants for the purchase of

their farms. The recent Land Purchase BiU
has made a^'aiIable a large sum of money to

be used in aiding tenants in purchase of hold-
ings (1903).

Money, IVeights. Measures.— The standard
of value is gold. Silver is legal tender up to

40 shillings; bronze up to 12 pence; and far-

things only to 6 pence. Bank of England notes
are legal tender. The names of the coins used
are sovereign, half-sovereign, crown, half-crown,
florin, shilling, si.xpence, threepence, penny, half-
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penny, and farthing. The standard units are:

of weight, the pound, 7,000 grains ; of length,

the yard ; of capacity, the gallon, containing 10

pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at 62° F.,

the haromcter at 30 inches. On these units all

other legal weights and measures are based.
The sovereign weighs 123.274 grains, and

contains 1 13.001 grains of fine gold. The shil-

ling weighs 87.27 grains, and contains 80.727
grains of fine silver. Bronze coins consist of a
mixture of copper, tin, and zinc. The penny
weighs 145.83 grains.

Banks.— The institution known as the Bank
of Ireland has a royal charter and unconditional
liability. This bank manages, free of charge,
all the public debt of Ireland, and, like the Bank
of Scotland, it loans money to the British gov-
ernment, for which, since 1865, 3 per cent is paid.

In 1902 there were in Ireland nine joint-stock
hanks with 625 branches, all of which had adopted
limited liability. Six of the nine banks were
note-issuing. See Great Britain—Banking.

There are two kinds of savings banks in Ire-

land : one the trustee savings bank, which has
been in existence since the first years of the
19th centurj'; the other, the postal savings bank,
which was begun in 1861. The annual amounts
which may be deposited by each person are reg-
ulated by the Savings Bank Act. According to

the act for 1893 the amount which may be de-
posited in one year by one person is iso, or

$244.50, and not ^30, or $146.70, as was the law
under a former act. The amount of stock which
may be purchased was raised from iioo, or $489,
to i200, or $978, and the increase in the stock-

holding limit was changed from £300, or $1,467,
to £500, or $2,445. The post-office savings banks
are considered more secure than the trustee sav-
ings banks, and the deposits in the former are
some larger than in the trustee savings banks.
The trustee savings banks received in 1897. about
$23,044,180, and in 1902 about $23,547,910. The
postal savings banks received in 1897 about
$10,869,735, and in 1901 about $12,298,705.

Charities.—-The Poor Law, which regulates
the system of public charities, is about the same
for Ireland as for England and Scotland. It

provides for relieving the needy in their own
homes or for placing them in charitable insti-

tutions. The law is administered by the local

government board through boards of guardians
elected for the purpose. The number of indoor
poor who received assistance for the year 1902
was 43.531 ; the number of outdoor poor for the
same year was 57,813; and those in asyUmis,
1,427. A large amount of aid is dispersed
through private means ; but a .strong effort is

being made to remove the causes, which are

about the same in all countries, and which usu-
ally result in poverty. Efforts have been made
to improve the methods of work, and to foster

habits of economy.
Government.— Ireland, by the Act of Union,

became an integral part of the L^nited Kingdom,
and shares in its Ic.gislation by means of 28 rep-
resentative peers in the House of Lords, and
103 representatives in the House of Commons.
The representative peers are elected for life by
the whole body of Irish peers. The Lord-Lieu-
tenant, who represents the sovereign, holds his
court in the castle of Dublin. Since 1898 great
changes have been made in the manner of ad-
ministering the local government. Previous to
that date the chief authority in the county was

the grand jury, and all local affairs pertaining
to the government and local laws were attended
to by the grand juries and presentment sessions.
The act of 1898 provides for a council, elected
by the people, for a term of three years.
The government of the boroughs, rural and ur-
ban districts, is also vested in an elective coun-
cil. TIic unincorporated boroughs are governed
by commissioners. See Great Britain.

The government of the incorporated bor-
oughs is vested in a mayor, aldermen, and coun-
cil. The large cities are now county boroughs.
The chief secretary, the under-sccretary, and
four commissioners, who are appointed by the
Lord-Licntenant, constitute the local govern-
ment board, which has supervisory authority
over the local council. This board approves or
rejects nominations made by the local authority,
decides upon salaries, and has the whole local
government in charge to a certain extent.

The judiciary of Ireland is similar in many
respects to that of England. The highest tri-

bunal is the Supreme Court of Judicature, com-
posed of the High Court of Justice and the
Court of Appeal. Other courts are the Court
of Bankruptcy, llie Land Commissioner's Court,
and the High Court of Admiralty. The Ejiglish
municipal law is administered by the courts of
Ireland.

Finances.— In addition to local indebtedness
Ireland assists in the liquidation of the national
debt of the kingdom. The amount which has
been apportioned to Ireland, it is claimed, is

larger, in proportion to the wealth of the island,
than the amount apportioned to England and
Wales. The imperial revenue collected in Ire-
land for the fiscal year ending 31 March 1902
was about as follows: Customs, $15,500,000;
excise, $15,850,000; estate and duties, $317,300;
stamps, $15,740,000; income tax, $5,822,000;
post-office, $3,697,000; telegraphic, $876,200;
crown lands, $163,400; miscellaneous, $574,200;
making a total, together with the non-tax reve-
nue, of $46,792,000. The local taxation revenue
for the same year was about as follow's : Cus-
toms, $74,850 ; excise, $635,000 ; estate and duties,

$995,000. The expenditures for the same year
were about as follows : Against exchequer, for
the civil government, $22,200,000: for collection
of ta.xes, $1,215,000; post-office, $5,435,000. For
local ta.xation accounts paid the same year,

$5,275,000. The whole makes a grand total

of about, for imperial revenue, $284,125,000;
for local revenue, $1,945,000, The total

amount raised for local expenditure was
distributed about as follows: For water,
gas, electric lights, $12,270,820; tolls, dues,
$1,913,560; rents, interest $1,229,225; gov-
ernment contributions, $7,810,780; loans,

$2,365,800; miscellaneous, $2,103,685. The
chief local expenditures were about as follows

:

Town and municipal authorities (police, sani-
tary works, etc.), $8,025,450; unions, poor relief,

$5,592,420; county, rural sanitary, and road au-
thorities, $9,591,165 ; harbor authorities, $2,422.-
620. Great Britain—Finance.

Population.— Since the census of 1841, when
the inhabitants of Ireland numbered fully 8,000.-

000, (he population has almo.st steadily decreased,
lu 1846-7 a frightful famine, occasioned by the
potato disease, broke out, and was followed by
a visitation of fever and cholera. The popula-
tion was in consequence greatly reduced, and
since then emigration has taken the place of
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famine and disease in reducing it further. The
extent of this emigration will be gathered from

the following statement of the nimibers that left

the country between 1851 and 1899:
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I. Blarney Castle. 2. Innisfallen, Lake Killarney.
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special training of teachers for tlie difficult de-

partments of work. See Great Britain—Em -

CATION.
Language and Literature.— The predominant

in the Irish literature is the heroic, pathetic, love
of nature, romance, virtue, and through all runs
the traditional. Although tlie Ogham, a system
of writing, was introduced into Ireland aliout I.?

centuries before Christ, yet the litcrarj' produc-
tions were transmitted orally. Hyde says, "The
love of literature of a traditional type, in song, in

poem, in saga, was more nearly universal in Ire-

land than in any other country ofwestern Europe."
The modern literature of Ireland, or the lit-

erature produced by Irish writers of the last

centuries, has been included under English lit-

erature because the language used is English.

See Celtic Languages : Gaelic Literature.

Music.— See Irish Music.
Art and Architecture.— Many of the ancient

types of architecture extinct in other lands may
still be found in Ireland. Their buildings and
home life remained practically undisturbed for

centuries ; no ancient Roman architecture is

found on the island. When Christianity was
introduced, the change in form of the Druid
temple was for several centuries in accordance
with the natural development of the people, ex-
cept the addition of the small cross, the win-
dows facing the east, and the altar. When the
building became too small a new one was erected

beside it- Some of the existing ancient speci-

mens are a group of stone buildings on Skellig

Michael, a rock rising precipitously out of the
sea to the height of 700 feet, and about eight

miles due west of the nearest headland in the

County Kerry. The approach is by a flight of
stone steps. Dry rubble masonry forms the walls,

and in this group, as in others, the absence of
the arch shows its ancient origin. It is oval
outside, bee-hive in form, but rectangular within.

The door has a horizontal lintel, above which is

a small cross worked into the stone wall. The
six cells in the interior, the common room for
prayer (choir), the chapel, all show it was occu-
pied by monks. The doors, with inclined jambs
and horizontal lintels, antedate the arch. A
wider lintel above, or the double lintel, indicates

progression in architecture, a method of reliev-

ing the pressure of the roofs. The roofs of the
ancient buildings were of stone. There are
many of these ancient ruins, some in a good
state of preservation. Off the coast of Sligo,

at Inishmurray, on the Isles of Aran, on islands

off the coast of Kerry, and in many places arc

found buildings of dry rubble masonry. The
change shows itself when cement is used and
the walls become perpendicular, as at Gallarus,
in Kerry, and a further advance is shown in St.

Declan's oratory in Ardmore, with square per-
pendicular towers, or, more properly, supports
at the corners. Some of these were erected in

the 6th, 7th, and 8th centuries. St. Colum-
Cille's monastery at Kells was built about 807
A.D. In the 'Annals of the Four Masters' men-
tion is made of the church St. Kevin founded in

about 1 108, and which is still in existence, at

Glcndalough. The Romanesque style makes its

appearance in the nth century; the earliest ex-
ample is in St. Flannan's, at Killaloe. Brian
Boroimhe is said to have built churches at Killa-

loe, in Countj' Clare. A church built about this

time, at Freshford, the ancient .'\chadh-ur, eight

miles northwest of Kilkcnnv, is still in use. At

Clonfert Cathedral, in County Galway, there is

a fine example of an Irish Romanesque door-
way. This church is said to have been founded
by St. Brendan, "the navigator." The inter-

laced patterns on the piers, the ornamented col-

umn, are all most beautiful. "There is not,"
says Mr. Brash, "a square inch of any portion of
this beautiful doorway without the mark of the
sculptor's tool, every bit of the work being fin-

ished with the greatest accuracy." The Cathe-
dral at Ardmore, County Watcrford, shows an-
other advance in its decoration ; here may be
seen The Judgment of Solomon, Adam and Eve,
The Magi bringing their gifts, the stable indi-

cated by a cow, etc. Many of the modern
cathedrals are most beautiful.

The "Round Towers" of Ireland have been
for}'ears subjects of study and discussion. There
exist in Ireland in whole or part about 100 of
those towers ; 18 are in a perfect condition. Many
claim that the Round Towers are of pre-Chris-
tian origin, and cite the similar towers, two in

Scotland, seven on islands off the coast, one on
the Isle of Man, and a few on the Continent, as
examples of pagan architecture. Their average
size is 100 feet in height, circumference at base,

50 feet, walls at door lintel, 3J/^ feet. The in-
terior is divided into from four to eight stories,

Petrie, who has studied the subject with care,
claims that the towers are of Christian origin
and were used both as bell towers and as safes
or places in which to deposit the Church treas-
ures. The Irish name for the towers, Cloig-
theach, which means "house of a bell," supports
the theory of Petrie and others. Petrie ad-
vances other and strong arguments in support
of his theory. The 'Annals of the Four Mas-
ters* mentions the bells in some of the towers.
One of the finest examples of a Romanesque
doorway in a Round Tower is at Kildare. Some
of the ancient pottery shows skill and artistic

merit. In designing and coloring the ornamen-
tation of the old Celtic manuscripts show great
artistic power. The ini»;ial letters are most
beautiful, especially in the 'Book of Kells,* a
copy of the four Gospels in Latin, and in 'Annals
of the Four Masters.* The symbolism used by
other early nations is not found in the works
of the ancient Irish. The designs are geomet-
rical patterns, interlaced ribbon work, diagonal
and spiral lines, strange animals, peculiar birds,
and the key pattern. The ancient metal work
shows unique and beautiful designs ; the bell
shrines, the brooch of Tara, and many pieces of
old metal work may be seen in museums. The
laces of Ireland, revived the last of the 19th
century, show most intricate and charming pat-
terns. Sculpture and oil painting are modern
arts in Ireland, and in both many of Irish birth
have excelled.

Religion.— The first authentic account of the
introduction of Christianity into Ireland was in
the Sth century, when Pope Cclcstine sent Ger-
manus. bishop of Auxerre, and later, in 431,
Palladius as bishop. Both Germanus and Pal-
ladius found on the island believers in Chris-
tianity, but no organized body of Christians.
However, the chief work of conversion and or-
ganization was accomplished by St. Patrick,
who, good authorities state, was sent to Ireland
by the same pope. Killpatrick, a town of Scot-
land, is said to have been Patrick's birthplace,
but some authorities claim that he was a native
of France. He had been consecrated bishop
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before coming to Ireland as a missionary, and

he selected Armagh as his see. A large number
of converts were made, so many that even before

Patrick died he had other bishops and a number
of priests to assist him. The Roman Catholic

Church in Ireland has four archdioceses and 25

dioceses. The archdioceses are Armagh, Dublin,

Cashel, and Tuam. The Roman Catholic clergy

and churches are all supported by voluntary con-

tributions. The college at Maynooth, for the edu-

cation of those studying to become priests, was
founded in 1795. There are several other Roman
Catholic ecclesiastical seminaries and colleges.

See Gre.^t Britain—Church of England; etc.

The Reformation never made much progress

in Ireland, and though a Protestant Episcopal

church was established by law, it was only the

church of a small minority. In 1869 it was
disestablished. Previous to this time the clergy

were supported by a tithe rent-charge, the pro-

ceeds of the Church lands, etc., the total annual

income of the Church, including the value of

houses and lands in occupation, being about

$3,068,920. By the above act, taking effect from
I Jan. 1871, the position of the Church and
clergy was entirely changed, though those hold-

ing benefices at the time of its passing have not

suffered loss. The property and tithes formerly

belonging to the Church are now vested in

commissioners, who pay to all deprived of in-

come by the act, so long as they continue to

discharge the duties of their offices, such an
annual sum of money as they would otiierwise

have received, deduction being made of curates'

salaries, and other outgoings to which the parties

would have been liable, and regard being paid

to the prospective increase of incomes by the

falling in or cessation of such charges; or in-

stead of an annual sum, an equivalent single

paynnent has been paid to such as have com-
muted their claims in that manner. The Irish

Church accordingly is no longer a state Church,
and none of its bishops have now a seat in

Parliament. It is still a vigorous and flourishing

institution, however, and possesses funds
amounting to over $40,640,000. Of this, upward
of $20,000,000 have been voluntarily contributed
by friends of the Church since it was disestab-

lished. While disestablishing the Irish Church,
the act at the same time declared the cessation
of the Maynooth grant and the Regitim Donum.
The affairs of the Irish Church are now man-
aged by the diocesan synods and by the general
synod in conjunction with the representative
body. The supreme legislative powers reside in

the general synod, which meets in Dublin, and
is composed of the archbishops of Armagh and
Dublin and the 11 bishops, and of lay and
clerical representatives from the different dio-
ceses ; the lay representatives being more than
iwicf as numerous as the clerical. The repre-

:ive body incorporated in 1870 consists of
rchbishops and bishops ex officio, 39 lay and

ci.rical elected members (three for each dio-
'^••i, and 13 co-opted members elected by the

two classes conjointlj'. This body is em-
nd by its charter to hold Church property,

MMiiiol to the regulations of the general synod.
The Church uses the Book of Common Prayer,
as revised in accordance with statutes passed by
tlie general .synod, and furnished with a preface
containing an exposition of its formularies in
the sense in which they arc understood by the
Churcli.

The Presbyterian Church of Ireland is chiefly

confined :o the province of Ulster, where it

may be said, more especially in the counties of

Down and Antrim, to be the leading religious

denomination. Its ministers are supported by

voluntary contributions, seat-rents, and church

funds. They were formerly aided by an annual

grant from government, called the Regium Do-
num, the amount of which, paid in 1869, was
$202,735. This annual grant, however, was
abolished, as already mentioned, by the Irish

Church Act of 1869, and was commuted to a

single sum of $3,506,860 paid to the Church.
According to the census of 1901 there were in

Ireland 3,310,028 Roman Catholics, 579,385
Protestant Episcopalians, 443,494 Presbyterians,

61,255 Methodists, and 56,703 members of other

persuasions, besides 3,769 Jews.
History.—The beginning of the history of

Ireland is, like that of all European nations,

enveloped in fable. Among the ancients it was
known at least as early as the time of Aristotle,

who calls it leriie. In Diodorus Siculus it is

called Iris; in Strabo, lerne; in Pomponius
Mela, Iverna; in Pliny, Hybcrnia. Plutarch

calls the island Ogygian, meaning very ancient,

and says : "They drew their history from re-

mote antiquity, so that of other nations is new
compared with them." Yet the informa-
tion to be found about Ireland in the works
of the ancient geographers and historians

is altogether very scanty. The bardic historians

of the country speak of Greek and Phoenician

colonies, and lists of kings, for which there is

no authentic, but some probable, foundation.

The vernacular language of the Irish proves
that they are a part of the great Celtic race

which was once spread all over Western Europe.
The first probable records of the Irish people

show that for the times they were advanced in

civilization. The ancient bards were called

Fileas or Fcardanos, which means philosophers.

Csesar mentions in his 'Gallic Wars* their ad-
vancement. Pliny, Caesar, and other authors say
that the Druids who inhabited Ireland were
learned; they knew philosophy and the

sciences. In the Irish chronicles we find

that in the reign of Eochy the First, more than
a thousand years before the birth of Christ,

"society was classified into seven grades, each
marked by the number of colors in its dress,

and that in this classification men of learning,

that is, eminent scholars, were by law ranked
next to royalty." Another proof of the exist-

ence of an ancient civilization, marvelous for its

time, was the institution of Feis Tara or the
Triennial Parliament of Tara. The monarch,
Ollav Feola, who reigned as Ard-Ri, or mon-
arch, of Erinn, about 1,000 years before Christ,

established this parliaiuent. The subordinate
royal princes or chieftains, constituted one
branch ; the Ollavs or law-givers, and bards,

judges, scholars, and historians, another branch;
and the third consisted of the military com-
manders. Under the Ard-Ri, or monarch, were
the kings of the provinces, and under each
king were the clans who were governed locally

by a chief, each clan selecting its own. Wars
were frequent, as fighting and bloodshed were
common pastimes throughout the then known
world. The battle was the final court of appeal,

and in most instances the first court of trial.

A cause of dissension in Ireland, as in Great
Britain and other countries, was the antagonism
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existing among people of different races. The
Milesians, the Tuatha de Danaans, and the Fir-

bolgs (q.v.) were distinct races centuries after

the Milesians landed in Ireland. The differences

among themselves seem not to have seriously

affected their union when attacked by a common
foe; as at the birth of Christ, when Rome was

mistress of nearly all of Europe, she had never

gained possession of Ireland. The introduction

of Christianity into Ireland was not attended

with bloodshed as in many other countries;

indeed, afterward the nation seems to have

enjoyed a season of repose from strife, although

southern Europe was being overrun with

the Germanic hordes. This repose favored the

growth and expansion of Christianity and the

progress of learning. The schools and monas-
teries founded by Saint Patrick and his bishops

in the 5th century became the centres from
which went forth many scholars ; and even as

early as the 6th centurj', Ireland became the

seat of western learning; and its monasteries

were the schools from whence missionaries who
disseminated the Christian faith throughout

continental Europe proceeded. In the 8th and
9th centuries the scholars of Ireland were
among the most distinguished at the courts

of the kings, especially at that of Charlernagne,

but when the Northmen commenced their de-

scents some of the schools were destroyed and
the monks dispersed. The ravages of the Danes
at this period had results different from the at-

tacks of the Romans. The continued attacks for

nearly two centuries fostered internal dissen-

sions, when in the beginning of the nth cen-

tury Brian Boroimhe (Brian- of the Tribute)

united the greater part of the island under his

sceptre, restored public tranquillity, and subdued
the northern invaders. After a contest of about

20 years he conquered Malachy, the brave war-
rior who "wore the collar of gold" won from
the Danish invader, and became .-Vrd-Ri of all

Erinn. After the death of . Brian, the island

became a place of dissension ; frequent wars
rendered them weak against a foreign foe. This
condition was largely the result of the divisions,

made by Brian, of the island among his three

sons. At this time Henry II. of England, pro-

fessing love for Ireland and a great desire to re-

store peace, sought to gain possession of the

island. This was the beginning of the Anglo-
Norman invasion of Ireland. Henry II. claimed

to have received from Pope A Irian IV. a bull

authorizing him to take posse ion of Ireland.

(The authenticity of this bull very doubtful.)

After some delays occasioned / internal trou-

bles in England, Henry attempted to gain pos-

session of Ireland. For many years after, the

history of Ireland was a record of persecution,

confiscation of lands, and attempts to wrest from
the people inalienable and hereditary rights. So
great was the resistance that in the 14th century,

at the time of Richard II., the authority of

England extended practically over only a small
portion of country on the eastern coast, called

"The Pale" (q.v.). This was governed by
various nobles subject to a viceroy. The sub-
jection was, however, sometimes little more
than nominal. The nobles quarreled among
themselves, and were very often at open
feud. The begfinning of the reign of Edward
III. (1327) was marked in Ireland by the out-

break of civil strife in every part of the Englisii

"Pale," advantage of which was taken by the
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Irish for a general rising, which threatened the

safety of the English colonists, and which the

government found itself unable to subdue, until

it yielded to the demands of the barons in Ire-

land, by granting them complete civil and mili-

tary jurisdiction in their own districts. During
the wars with France sonio Irish troops served

in the English armies, and the common sym-
pathies induced by that circumstance seemed
likely to promote a better state of feeling be-

tween the two races, when the breach was made
wider than ever by the celebrated statute of Kil-

kenny (1367), framed under the viceroyalty of

Lionel, duke of Clarence, son of Edward III.,

forbidding, under severe penalties, intermar-

riages between English and Irish, the assump-
tion of Irish names by persons of English blood,

the use of the Irish language, the native

(Brehon) law, etc. In consequence of this the

disturbances between the Irish and English in-

habitants of Ireland increased so greatly that

the English viceroy found it necessary to pro-

tect The Pale by payments of money to the Irish

chiefs, and this state of matters continued dur-

ing the reigns of Richard II., Henry IV., and
Henry V., until, in that of Henry VI., when
Richard, duke of York, was appointed governor
of the island, who succeeded by his politic meas-
ures in restoring peace. In the reign of Henry
VII. (1495) was passed Poyning's Act (so

called from Sir Edward Poyning, lord-deputy of

Ireland), which provided that all former laws
passed in England should be in force in Ireland,

and that no Irish Parliament should be held

without previously stating the reasons on ac-

count of which it was to be summoned, and the

laws which it was intended to enact. The
power of the English government in Ireland
was thus strengthened, but nothing w-as done
to improve the condition of the Irish, whom
the oppressive severity of the English yoke em-
bittered without subduing. At the beginning of

the l6th century the greater part of the island

still remained unconquered by the English.

The Irish still lived according to their old con-
stitution under their own chiefs. In 1541 Henry
VIII. received from the Irish Parliament the

title of King of Ireland; but he did nothing

to extend the English sway, or to improve the

social circumstances of the people. The Ref-

ormation which took place in England during
this reign took but a slight hold upon Ireland

even in the English districts ; but the monas-
teries were suppressed, and the tribute to the

Papal see abolished. Elizabeth's reign was
marked by a series of risings, which finally ter-

minated in a general war against England, usu-

ally called the Rebellion. Hugh O'Neil, who
had been raised by the queen to the dignity

of Earl of Tyrone, was the leader in this war,
which, though successfully begun, ended with
the complete defeat of the insurgents, and the

reduction of the whole island by the English
(1603). More than 600,000 acres of land were
taken from the Irish chiefs, and for the most
part distributed among English colonists. The
reign of James (1603-25) was somewhat favora-

ble to Ireland; the arbitrary power of some of
the chieftains was restrained, and the adminis-
tration of justice improved, etc.; but the means
which he took to effect some of these improve-
ments were tyrannical. He demanded from
every Irish chief the document upon which he
rested his claim to his property, and if it were
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not to be found, or contained even any formal

error, his lands were forfeited to the crown.

Of 800,000 acres of land which in this way came
into the hands of the king in the north of the

island, a large share was entirely withdrawn
from the Irish, and divided among Scotch or

English settlers. In addition to this, the Catho-

lics, on account of the oath of supremacy by
whicli all public officers were required to

acknowledge the king as head of the church,

remained excluded from all official appoint-

ments. The Roman Catholic hierarchy estab-

lished in the 5th century was still in existence.

Various circumstances, led, in 1641, to an at-

tempt to shake off the English yoke. Dr. Lin-

gard says of this insurrection that it has been
usual, for writers to paint the atrocities of the

natives, and to omit those of their opponents,

but that revolting barbarities are still recorded

of both, and that if among the one there were
monsters who thirsted for blood, there were
among the other those who had long been ac-

customed to deem the life of a mere Irishman
beneath their notice. After the death of Charles

I., Cromwell was appointed (15 Aug. 1649) lieu-

tenant of Ireland. With great cruelty, he re-

duced the whole country within nine months.
All the possessions of the Catholics were confis-

cated, about 20,000 Irish were sold as slaves in

America, and 40.000 entered into foreign service,

to escape the severity of the conqueror. (See
Drogheda.) Charles II. restored a portion of
the lands, but fully two-thirds remained in pos-

session of the English or of Irish who had be-

come Protestants. Under James II. some
changes were made ; under his viceroy. Earl of
Tyrconnell, Catholics were given a fair repre-

sentation in Parliament. In the English Revo-
lution of 1688, the Catholics of Ireland sided

with James, and the Protestants with William
III. For a time the army favoring James were
fairly successful ; but the landing of William in

Ireland changed matters. The battle, I July
1690, at Boyne, won by William, proved a turn-
ing point, as it encouraged the English and in a

great measure discouraged the Irish. Sarsfield's

gallant defense of Limerick, the last place in

Ireland that held out for James, saved that city

from capture by William's troops ; but on 3 Oct.

1690, the city capitulated, a treaty being conclud-
ed with Gen. Ginkell on behalf of the English,
according to which the Irish were to be
allowed the free exercise of thei- religion, as had
been granted by Charles II. More than 12,000
Irish that had fought on the side of James went
into voluntary exile. The Treaty of Limerick
was not kept by the English, a fact which
is commemorated by the name which the Irish
still give to the place at which it was con-
cluded, "The City of the Violated Treaty.® By
a decree of the English Parliament upward of
1,000,000 acres of land were now confiscated and
divided among Protestants. In order to keep
clown every movement of the Catholic population,
cruel penal laws were passed against those who
adhered to that form of religion. By these
laws the higher Roman Catholic ecclesiastical
dignitaries were banished from the island; the
priests were not allowed to leave their counties

;

no Roman Catholic could hold a public office,

acquire landed property, enter into a marriage
with a Protestant, etc. Such suppression and
persecution naturally led to the formation of
secret organizations whose object would be an

overthrow of those in power, in order to secure
freedom and justice. "Whiteboys," "Levellers,"

and a number of kindred organizations were
formed, whose methods were not always fair

;

but who were brought into existence by force

of circumstances. All this, however, did not
ameliorate the general condition of the country,

and it was not till the American War of Inde-
pendence taught the English government the

folly of attempting to govern a people by coer-

cion, that the severity of the laws relating to

Ireland was mitigated. In 1778 the penal laws
against the Catholics, although not repealed,

were made much more lenient. Catholics were
henceforth permitted to acquire landed proper-
ty, to erect schools, and to observe their own re-

ligion under fewer restrictions. In 1783, Poyn-
ing"s .\ct was repealed.

The outbreak of the French Revolution had
naturally a great effect on the minds of the Irish

people. Out of a corps of volunteers which
had been formed in 1779, but which had been
dissolved a few years later, a society was formed
calling itself the Society of United Irishmen,
which included in it many Protestants, and
which sought to make Ireland an independent
nation. The Catholics at the same time took ad-
vantage of the embarrassment of the British

government to demand equal rights with
the Protestants, and the government gave
in to this demand so far as to remove the hin-

drances which had been placed by the

law in the way of Irish trade and industry,

and to repeal nearly all that remained of

the penal laws against the Catholics, who
now received the. right of acting as counsel be-

fore the court, and of entering into marriages
with Protestants. When further demands were-

refused, the Society of United Irishmen allowed
its revolutionary aims to become more apparent,

and the government then determined to quell

the movement by force. The Habeas Corpus
Act, which had been introduced into the country
in 1782, was repealed; the towns were strongly
garrisoned, and the societ)' dissolved and dis-

armed. But the conspirators, trusting to ex-
pected aid from France, were not discouraged.
At the close of 1796 a considerable French fleet

did actually appear off the Irish coast bearing
25,000 land troops, under the command of Gen.
Hoche ; but owing to adverse winds, and the

incompetence of the commanders, it was obliged

to return without having accomplished any-
thing. 1 he only effect of this expedition was
to indue the government to take still stronger

measures '.n Ireland, the whole of which was
placed under military law. The United Irish-

men were thus prevented from taking any open
steps for renewing the society, but they con-

tinued to pursue their ends in secret, and de-

vised for themselves a very skilful military

organization. At its head was a directory of

five men, whose names were known only to

those at the head of the provincial committees.

In January 1798 the society already numbered
more than 500,000 members, when a treacher-

ous member gave information regarding the

society to the government, and several of the lead-

ers were seized. In consequence of this the

conspirators, not knowing the extent of the

revelations that had been made, resolved tO'

anticipate any further preventive measures on
the part of the government, and rushed into

premature action. In May 1798, simultaneous
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risings took place at different parts of the

island ; but the government was fully prepared,

and the main body of the insurgents, who
made a brave fight, suffered a decisive defeat

at Vinegar Hill on 21 June. Flying col-

umns traversed the island, and checked by
the most violent measures any further

outbreaks. In August a French squadron
appeared in Killala Bay with 1,500 men on
board, under Gen. Humbert ; but the British

troops prevented a junction with the in-

surgents, so that the}' were soon compelled
to surrender. Another French expedition

which approached the Irish coast in September
was overtaken and attacked by Admiral Warren,
and nearly all the ships composing it were cap-

tured. Several subsequent attempts of the

French were similarly frustrated.

The events of this insurrection brought the

British government to form the resolution of
uniting the Irish and English Parliaments, since

in the state of feeling which that movement too
plainly manifested as prevailing among the peo-
ple, it was seen that the independence of legisla-

tion enjoyed by the country fostered the desire

of political independence, and it was feared that

new revolutionary efforts might thence derive a

legal sanction. The first proposal to this effect

which was made in the Irish Parliament was re-

jected with indignation. The government then
resorted to bribery to secure its purpose, and
$8,000,000 was spent in buying up the rotten

boroughs which had the majority of seats in

the Irish House of Commons. The Irish land-

lords were from the first favorable to the pro-

ject. By these means an act providing for the

legislative union of the two countries passed
the Irish Parliament on 26 May 1800, and the

British Parliament on 2 July in the same year, in

virtue of which the union was effected on I

Jan. 1801. But although this measure bound
the destinies of Ireland still more closely to

those of England, yet it was far from putting

an end to the religious and political troubles

which had so long divided the two countries.

In order to gain the masses the enlight-

ened Pitt had promised a complete political

emancipation of the Catholics : but the bigoted

George III. could not be induced to make this

concession. Enraged at this great breach of faith

the Catholics in 1802 formed a Catholic Asso-
ciation, having for its object the accomplishment
of this end ; but it was not till the period of

O'Connell's agitation, favored by a change of
public opinion in England, that the government
was induced to bring in an Emancipation Bill,

which after passing both houses of Parliament,
received the assent of George IV. on 13 April

1829. A new oath, which could be taken by
Catholics as well as Protestants, was substituted

for the one previously required from members
of Parliament, and the Catholics were thus en-

abled to take a seat in the house. They were
also allowed to fill all public offices except that

of lord-chancellor.

This victory was greeted by the Irish Catho-
lics with great joy: but they wanted more than
emancipation which meant permission to hold
certain offices, they wanted independence. The
efforts of the national party were now directed

to the repeal of the Union, for which purpose
O'Connell founded the Repeal Association,

which caused the Grey ministry in 183.1 to bring
before Parliament the Irish Coercion Bill (q.v.).

When this bill became law the Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland was empowered to forbid all assem-
blies of the people, and to proclaim military
law throughout the island ; and in order to give
force to the act an army of 36,000 men, besides
6,000 armed police, was sent over. The Coercion
Act was indeed soon repealed, and from 1835,
under the viceroyalty of Lord Mulgrave, a bet-
ter feeling seemed to be growing up between
the people and the government. But when the
Tories came again into power in August 1841.
O'Connell began anew the repeal agitation, and
with such boldness that in 1843 the authorities
caused him to be apprehended on a charge of
conspiracy and sedition, on which he was con-
victed and condemned to pay a fine and suffer
imprisonment for a year. These proceedings
were, however, declared illegal by the House of
Lords, and O'Connell was released. Soon after
the terrible famine which visited Ireland in the
autumn of 1845, and still more severely in the
summer of 1846, cast all other interests into the
background. The spirit of the people seemed
broken, and many of them sadly left their
native land and by hundreds of thousands emi-
grated to America. In the midst of this crisis

O'Connell died, and the place of the party which
he led was taken by one still more advanced,
which received the name of Young Ireland. In
these circumstances of political excitement the
French revolution, which took place in Febru-
ary 1848, had a great effect upon Ireland. The
leaders of the Young Ireland party. Smith
O'Brien, Mitchel, Duffy, Meagher, and others,
entered into relations with the provisional gov-
ernment at Paris, and the people generally be-
gan openly to provide themselves with arms,
and to exercise themselves in the use of them.
But the measures of the government fustrated
the designs of the conspirators. The Habeas
Corpus Act was suspended, the insurrectionary
newspapers suppressed, and Smith O'Brien, who
had been hailed by the people as King of
Munster, and a number of his associates were
arrested and condemned to death. This pun-
ishment was afterward commuted to transporta-
tion. In a short time peace was restored ; but
the material distress remained undiminished.
Famine and disease decimated the population.
The agricultural holdings were deserted, whole
districts remained uncultivated, and a constant
and overflowing stream of emigration directed
itself toward the United States.

After a time agriculture revived, and the
manufacturing industries of the island began to
compete with those of England. In 1849 were
chartered the Queen's Colleges, offering the same
advantages to Catholics as to Protestants ; but
these institutions have been taken comparatively
little advantage of by the former. The history-
of those institutions made the Catholics fear
they were meant as a menace to their faith. In
1852 telegraphic communication was opened
with Great Britain. In 1853 an industrial ex-
hibition was held at Dublin, resembling that f:eld

two years before in London ; another exhibition
was held in 1865. The latter year witnessed the
discovery of a new conspiracy designed to effect
a separation between England and Ireland.
This had its origin in America at the time of
the Civil War in the United States, when the
numerous Irish in that country saw an oppor-
tunity in England's attitude toward the seceding
States. This conspiracy, originating among the
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members of a secret society calling themselves

Fenians (see Fenians), soon spread to Ire-

land; but before the Fenians could take

any overt action in that island their design

was stifled by the proceedings of the British

government (.1865-6). The attention of Eng-
lish statesmen was now strongly drawn to the

necessity of doing all that could be done to

render the Irish people loyal and contented ; and
w-ith this view an act to disestablish the Irish

Protestant Episcopal Church was passed in 1869,

and another to improve the tenure of land, in

1870. Since 1871 an agitation for what is called

Home Rule has made itself prominent. In 18S0

Ireland became the scene of an agitation car-

ried on mainl}' by a body calling themselves the

Land League. Various severe laws were
passed to "coerce," but further concessions were
made, and to redress Irish grievances a
land act was also passed in August 1881.

Under this act substantial reductions on
rents were made. The Land League was sup-
pressed, but a new body called the National
League was soon organized in its place. Another
act for the relief of tenants in arrear with their

rents was passed, 1885. In 1885, 86 Nationalist

members, headed by C. S. Parnell, were returned
to Parliament, and their pressure on the govern-
ment led to the production of a scheme by Mr.
Gladstone, in 1886, by which Ireland was to re-

ceive a parliament of her own and the Irish

members to be withdrawn from the Imperial
Parliament. This scheme and the accompany-
ing land purchase scheme were rejected by Par-
liament and the constituencies ; and a fresh
act against crime in Ireland was passed in 188",

although statistics showed the island was in a
most peaceable condition, and no remarkable
acts of lawlessness were being committed. In
1898 a very important Local Government (Ire-
land) Act was passed. It established county
councils, urban district councils, rural district

councils, and boards of guardians in Ireland,
and transferred to them the administrative func-
tions formerly discharged by the grand juries
and presentment sessions. The first elections
under the act took place early in 1899. The re-

sults showed that the voters of Ireland realized
they were gaining ground. They never lost an
opportunity to proclaim their discontent with
the existing land laws, and their desire for
"Home Rule.'* The Irish members of the British
Parliament kept the cause of Ireland before the
people ; and in 1903 a further concession was
gained. On i Nov. 1903 a new "Land Act*
went into effect whereby the tenants, sub-ten-
ants, or the people, may purchase the land and
hold it as their own. See Great Brit.\i.\—The
Land Laws; Irish History.
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Irenaeus, i-re-ne'us. Saint, one of the
Greek Church Fathers : b. .Asia Minor : d. Lyons,
France, about 202. He was a learned and zeal-

ous man, a pupil of Polycarp and Papias. He
actively opposed the Gnostics, and especially

the Valentinians. His works are lost, except
his 'Libri V. adversus Haereses,' of which
there are fragments in the original Greek, and
a Latin version, made, it is supposed, toward
the end of the 4th centur>'. He suffered martyr-
dom at Lyons, of which he was bishop, in the
persecution under Septimius Severus.

Irene, i-re'ne, empress of Constantinople:
b. Athens about 752 a.d. ; d. Lesbos 15 Aug. 803.

In 769 she married Leo IV., after whose death,

caused, as is generally believed, by poison ad-
ministered by her, she raised herself (780) and
her son Constantine VI., then but nine years
old, to the imperial throne. When Constantine
came of age he refused to permit her to par-

ticipate in the government, and seven years later

was arrested at the order of his mother, blinded
and at last murdered. Irene was the first

woman w^ho reigned over the Eastern Empire.
Her triumphal entrance into Constantinople, her
liberality, the freedom bestowed on all prisoners,
and other artifices employed by her, were not
sufficient to secure her from the consequences
of her criminal accession. She had ordered
many nobles into banishment, when Nicephorus.
her treasurer, who had secretly been made em-
peror, exiled her in 802 to the Isle of Lesbos.
Her zeal for image-worship has caused her to
be regarded as a saint by the Greek Church.

Ireton, Ir'ton, Henry, English general and
statesman: b. Attenton, Nottinghamshire, 161 1;
d. Limerick, Ireland, 26 Nov. 1651. He was
graduated at Trinity College, Oxford, and
brought up to the law ; but when the civil con-
tests commenced joined the parliamentary arm-
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and by the interest of Cromwell, whose daugh-
ter Bridget he married in 1646, became commis-
sary-general. At the battle of Naseby he
commanded the left wing, which was de-

feated by the furious onset of Prince Rupert,
and was himself wounded and made prisoner.

He soon recovered his liberty, and took a prom-
inent part in all the transactions which threw
the Parliament into the power of the army. He
had also a principal hand in framing the ordi-

nance for the king's trial, and was one of the

judges. Ireton accompanied Cromwell to Ire-

land in 1649, and was left by him in that island

as lord-deputy. He reduced the natives to
obedience with great vigor, but not without
cruelty. He was buried in Westminster Abbey,
and after the Restoration his body was taken
up, suspended from the gallows with that of
Cromwell, and buried in the same pit.

Irid'ium, a metallic element resembling
platinum in its general properties, and occurring
in nature in the metallic form, alloyed, usually,

with platinum and osmium. The commercial
supply comes chiefly from the Ural district, from
Brazil, and from Borneo. Small amounts have
also been obtained from California. The exist-

ence of iridium was first recognized, in 1802, by
Tennant, who observed that an insoluble residue
remained behind after dissolving platinum ore
in aqua regia. In 1804 he showed that this res-

idue contains two new metals, to which he gave
the respective names "iridium" and "osmium."
The separation of iridium from the other metals
of the platinum group is a matter of some diffi-

culty; and for details of the processes employed
the more extended treatises on metallurgy and
the chemistry of the metals must be consulted.
Iridium is frequently obtained in the form of
a spongy gray mass, or a gray powder ; but by
heating either of these to whiteness, and sub-
jecting them to compression, the metal may
be brought into the form of a compact, lustrous

mass resembling steel. In this form it is harder
than iron, and somewhat malleable when hot,

though brittle when cold. At ordinary tempera-
tures it has a specific gravity of about 22.4, be-
ing, with the exception of osmium, the heaviest
substance known. Its specific heat is about
0.0323 at ordinarj' temperatures, and its coeffi-

cient of linear expansion (Fahrenheit) is about
0.0000039. Its melting point is verj' high, the
estimates given by various authorities ranging
from 3.600° F. to 4,500° F. Compact iridium,

after being strongly heated, is insoluble in all

acids, and is not affected by air or moisture.
The metal has the symbol Ir, and an atomic
weight of 193 if O= 16, or 191. 5 if H = l. It

forms numerous salts, but these are of no prac-
tical importance. The name "iridium" (from
Greek, "rainbow,") refers to the varied colors
exhibited by the salts of this element, as they
pass from one state of oxidation to another.
Metallic iridium, either alone or alloyed with
other metals of the platinum group, is used in

the arts to a limited extent, where a hard, non-
corrosible metal is needed. In particular, it is

used for the tips of gold and stylographic pens,

for the construction of standards of length, and
for standard electrical resistance coils.

Iridosmine, ir-i-dos'min, or Osmiridium, a

natural alloy of iridium and osmium in varying

proportions, is a hard slightly malleable mineral,

crystallizing in hexagonal prisms. It occurs

as irregularly flattened grains, and contains
some platinum, rhodium and other metals of

the platinum group. It is found associated with
platinum in the Ural Mountains, in South Amer-
ica, and elsewhere. It is also found in the
black sands on the ocean beaches of northern
California, and a small amount is recovered
yearly by placer miners in the Sierra Nevada.
Iridosmine is used to a small extent for pointing
gold pens.

Iriga, e-re'gii, Philippines, pueblo of the
province of Ambos Camarines (Sur), Luzon,
on the Buhi River, 23 miles southeast of Nueva
Caceres. It is on the main road, is a military
and telegraph station, and one of the most im-
portant towns in the province. Pop. 17,100.

Iris, J'ris, in Greek mythology, daughter of
Thaumas and Electra, sister of the Harpies, the
fleet golden-winged messenger and servant of
the Olympian gods, especially of Zeus and
Hera. Iris was originally the personification of
the rainbow, though she does not appear in the
Homeric poems as the goddess of the rainbow.
She is sometimes represented as a beautiful vir-

gin with wings and a variegated dress, with
a rainbow above her, or a cloud on her head
exhibiting all the colors of the rainbow.

Iris Family, a natural order of monocoty-
ledonous herbs, mostly perennials with tubers,

corms or rhizomes, and usually with an acrid

flavor. About 800 species belonging to more
than 50 genera have been described from tem-
perate and tropical climates, mostly from South
Africa and tropical America. They are char-
acterized by two rows of leaves, the outer of

which fit over and protect the inner (equitant) ;

regular or irregular perfect flowers which are

frequently handsome; perianth six parted, the
other floral organs in threes ; and many-seeded,
three-celled fruits (capsules). Some species
have been used as food in countries where they
are native ; others furnish rootstocks which are
used for making perfumes, especially orris;

some few have been employed to a limited ex-
tent in medicine ; but the species most widely
popular are cultivated for ornamental purposes.
Of these last the most important genera are
Iris (fleurs-de-lis), Gladiolus, Freesia, Crocus,
Tigridia, Tritoitia, Sisyrinchium, Ixia and
Beleincanda. elsewhere described.

The plants of the genus Iris constitute one
of the chief ornaments of the northern regions
of the globe, and usually grow in wet places,

bearing flowers of various colors, but the pre-
vailing tint is blue. The common wild iris or
flag (/. pscudacorus), common in Europe and
also found in the eastern United States, has
3'ellow flowers of large size and long sword-like
leaves. The gladdon or stinking iris (/. fartidis-

sima) is a British species, with bluish flowers.
Among favorite garden species are the English
iris (I. xiphioidcs), the Persian iris (/. persica),
the common iris (/. gcrmanica), the snakc's-
head iris (/. tuberosa), and the Chalcedonian
iris (/. susiana). Orris root consists of the
rootstocks of the white-flowered /. Horenlina
and some other species. Among other species
found in the United States are the larger blue
flag (/. vcrsi-color), common from the Atlantic
coast to the Mississippi, the slender blue flag (/.

virginica), and several dwarf species.

Irish Academy, Royal, a literary and
archsological association founded in Dublin, Ire-
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land, in 17S6. Its object is to promote the

stud}' of literature, antiquities, and science.

The library founded and owned by the asso-

ciation contains a large number of Irish manu-

scripts and documents of public interest. It

has a fine collection of antiquities which have

been loaned to the National Museum, Dublin.

The association is governed by a council con-

sisting of 21 members. This council meets regu-

larly several times a year. The work is divided

among the members, who are subdivided

into committees. The committees are three

in number; committee of literature, com-

mittee of science, committee of antiquities. Stu-

dents making historical research in Ireland have

found this association of great assistance.

Irish Catholic Benevolent Union, a frater-

nal organization founded in the United States

in 1869. It has 149 subordinate societies and

14,000 members. The benefits disbursed since

organization have amounted to over $2,500,000,

and during the year 1902 amounted to $45.37 1-

The membership in the union is confined to

persons of Irish extraction who are communi-
cants in the Roman Catholic Church.

Irish Deer, or Elk. See Elk.

Irish Language, Society for the Preserva-

tion of, an organization established in 1873,

in Boston, ]\Iass. The object is to foster the

study of the Gaelic language so that it may
again be one of the spoken languages of the

Irish people. At first the society was called the

Philo-Celtic Society. The headquarters are now
in Dublin, where the organization was estab-

lished in 1877. It has a number of branches in

different parts of the United States.

Irish Land Laws. Under the Brehon laws,

when the people of Ireland were divided into

tribes, the land was usually the property of one

of the four or five tribes which were the strong-

est in Erin. A large portion was given to the

king or chief of the tribe, then divided among
the clans that made up the tribe. Here again

a large portion was given to the chief of the

clan and then divided among the septs. The
chief of the .septs received the largest portion of

tlie amount set apart for the sept. The free

tribesmen, after the chief, received the greater

part of the sept lands.

Some of the tribesmen, the Ceil, owned cat-

tle, some, the Daer and Saer, were loaned cattle

by the chief. The Fuidhir were the tenants who
performed the manual labor.

When a chief died, the tribesmen distributed

his land among his descendants, and when a
tribesman died, the chief distributed his prop-

erty. After England took possession of Ire-

land, the land tenure in a large part of the

island continued to be administered under the

Brclion laws ; but within "The Pale" the Eng-
lish feudal system prevailed; there the king

alone owned the land and the tenants derived

ownership from him. Gradually England forced

her land laws upon Ireland. This was done by
driving the "rebellious Irish" out of certain

counties. Kings and Queens, then all Ulster,

when the ULster plantation was established, in

1607. Other confiscations and dispossessions
took place until al! Ireland came under the Eng-
lish law. Cromwell took forcibly the best lands
of Mnnstcr and Lcinstcr and a large part of
Ulster, and divided the whole among his sol-

diers. Although some of the lands were re-

stored later, it was retaken, by act of Parlia-

men, under William III. Naturally the chiefs

and leaders among the people of Ireland were

deprived of their lands and the friends of tlie

king of England or the English government,

were given Irish possessions as a reward. The
penal laws later made it a crime for a Catholic

to acquire or hold land. Thus the Irish land

question virtually began with the entrance of

Henry II. into Ireland. With the Irish owners
deprived of their lands there was instituted the

system of "landlordism" which has been
^
a

hindrance to Ireland's progress. The majority

of those who owned the land did not live upon

it, and usually the money received for rent was
spent in a foreign country. The landlord owned
only the land, the houses had to be built and all

improvements had to be made by the tenant and
at his own expense. The more a holding was
improved, the more rent was demanded. The
"middle men" who held lands under the owner,

and sublet to tenants were the means of increas-

ing the burdens of the peasantry. The com-
mission under Lord Devon, in 1843, to investi-

gate conditions in Ireland, revealed an alarming
state of affairs and the famine of 1846^ brought

the Irish Land question to the notice of the

whole civilized world, even many of the Eng-
lish statesmen who had censured Irish shift-

lessness were astonished when they learned the

nature of the land laws which gave power of

eviction without any remuneration for improve-
ments ; and the wonder was that so much thrift

and industry existed. In 1847 Lord Russel en-

deavored to have Parliament pass an act to

protect the tenant against loss by eviction. This
measure failed, and others accepted by Parlia-

ment later proved ineffectual. Two years after

the terrible devastation by famine, the Tenant
Right League was organized in Dublin, and its

members began a systematic campaign to elect

to Parliament members pledged to support mea-
sures for the relief of the tenants. The Land
Acts of i860, under the Palmerston ministry,

ma-y be said to have resulted from the agitation

kept up by the Tenant Right League. Various
otlier organizations for the betterment of the
people of Ireland were established, and among
them were "physical force" societies. In 1870,

under the Gladstone ministry, three new laws
were enacted ; that a tenant could not be evicted

if his rent were paid ; that this non-payment
must be for at least three years ; and that if

the tenant choose, he might sell his improve-
ments. This purchase of improvement clause
was a great advance in favor of tenants' rights.

The Land League in various parts of the world,
especially the United States, continued the agi-

tation and brought the question of the wrongs
of the Irish tenants before the whole world.
The Ashbourne Act of 1885 provided for the

purchase of the lands by the tenants and nearly

$25,000,000 was set aside for that purpose. Later •

a like amount was added. In iSgi the Balfour
Law Purchase bill was passed and nearly

$150,000,000 was provided for its enactment. In
1896 this law was improved ; but for various
reasons all the laws enacted by Parliament
proved ineffective only in so far as the bringing
of the matter to the notice of fair-minded
statesmen. (See L.\nd Le.\gue.) The most
radical and satisfactory "Land Purchase Bill"

was enacted 14 .\ug. 1903, whereby the tenant
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may purchase and own land and the government
will, ander certain and fair conditions, be re-

sponsible for the paj-mcnt. To George Wynd-
ham, who as chief secretarj- for Ireland, pre-
pared tlie bill, the credit is largely due for the
passage of the act. (See Wyxdham, George.)
Consult : Reports on the "Land Purchase" acts

for relief of Ireland; Hansard's 'Parliamentarj"
Debates' ; Guinell, 'The Brehon Laws' ; Maine,
'Lectures on the Early Historj- of Institutions'

;

Fisher, 'History of Landholding in Ireland*

;

Richey, 'The Irish Land Law' : Godkin, 'The
Land War in Ireland' : Richey. 'The Irish Land-
lord.' See Gre.^t Britain—The Laxd L.\ws.

Irish Literary Society, an organization es-

tablished in 1892, in London. Its object is to

promote the study of Irish literature, music, art,

and history. Some of the leading Irish literary

men and women of England and Ireland are

active or honoran.- members, and strive '.n many
ways to promote the work of the society. The
society provides lecture courses on topics per-

taining to literary Ireland, and it has a large

library which may be used by any of its mem-
bers. Some of the members are Justin McCar-
thy. W. B. Yeats, Rev. Stopford Brooke. Barry
O'Brien, and several of the well knowi writers

among the Irish women. There were (in 1903")

about 625 members.

Irish (Gaelic) Literature. See Celtic Lit-

erature: Gaeuc Liter-^ture.
- •«

Irish Moss, an edible dulse or seaweed.
See CARRAGEEN.

Irish Music has been celebrated from al-

most prehistoric times, Irish teachers of the art

as early as tlie /th century holding high rank
as specialists in the faculties of continental and
English colleges. While the bagpipe was the

popular instrument of the common people, the

harp was in great favor among the noble and
educated classes, and their professional harpists

were noted for their skill: The Irish scale

originally consisting of five notes, gradually de-
veloped with the addition of a sixtli and a sev-

enth, until the Irish harp had a finely graduated
scale of tones and semitones either in the key
of C or G, extending through a compass of four
octaves. A harp in the museum of Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, said to be that of Brian Boru,
has 30 strings, and the Dallway harp, made in

1621, has 52 strings. The national tempera-
ment was so musically imbued that there were
special songs and airs for different crafts and
for almost every conceivable occasion. War
marches were played by the pipers at the head
of the clansmen marching to battle; spinning,

weaving, smithy, plowing, boating, and sport-

ing songs were in daily use, and there were even
milking songs, slow and plaintive airs which had
the effect of soothing the cows and induced
them to submit gently to the milking operation.

In Irish literature, native music is frequently

classed under three different styles, known as
mirth, sorrow, and sleep music, comprising (l)

lively, spirited pieces, as jigs, reels, hornpipes
and other dance music : (2) solemn and slow-

pieces, as laments or dirges, commonly called

caiones or keens, and sung on the occasion of a
death; (3) plaintive and soothing airs, such as
nurse times, cradle songs, lullabies, etc. In the
numerous collections of these airs, about 2,000

different melodies are preser^-ed, some of the

most popular being 'Savoumeen Dheelish,'
'Eileen Aroon' (popularly known by the Scotch
appropriation 'Robin Adair'), 'The Coolin,'

'Garryowen,' 'Langolee,' 'Molly Asthore' and
'Patrick's Day.' With the imiversal spread of

music after the i/lh century, Irish music as a

national feature became merged in the general

histor)' of the art. Turlogh Orolan, Carroll

O'Daly, Reilly and the Conallons were among
the chief of Ireland's ancient harpists and musi-
cians. In modern times Ireland's musical pro-

ductivitj- is represented by Michael William
Balfe, William Vincent Wallace, Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford, and others. Consult : Graves
and Stanford, 'Songs of Old Ireland and Irish

Songs and Ballads' (1882-92) ; id., 'Songs of
Erin'; Graves and Wood, 'Irish Folk Song';
Graves, 'Songs of Irish Wit and Humor' ; and
collections of Bunting, Joyce, Moore and Petrie.

Irish Presbyterian Church, formerly called
the Synod of Ulster. Its members are mostly
descended from the Scotch Presbyterians, who
migrated to Ireland by invitation of James I.,

between 1609 and 1612, to colonize Ulster.

Irish Sea, the body of water between Eng-
land and Ireland. It is connected with the At-
lantic Ocean on the north by the North Channel,
and on the south by Saint George's Channel.
The north shore of Wales and the soutliwest
shore of Scotland are washed by this sea. It is

almost circular in form, about 140 miles north
and south, and the same east and west. The
largest arms of the sea are on tlie west shore.

The Morecambe Bay on the coast of England,
and several large fiords. Dublin and Dundalk
bays are the most important on the west coast.

The only large islands are the Isle of Man in

the north, about midway between England and
Ireland, and .Anglesey off the northwest coast
and a part of Wales.

Irish Terrier, a rough-coated, strongly
built terrier, resembling the Welsh and Scotch
terriers. See Doc.

Irish Texts Societ7, an organization estab-
lished in London. Its object is to promote the
study of Irish literature,— that is, of hterature in
the Irish text. They foster societies and issue
publications to aid the work. In 1900 they pub-
lished their third volume, which contained the
poems of Egan O'Rahilly. In 1901 their an-
nual volume contained Keating's 'History of
Ireland,' edited by David Corayn. The volume
of 1903 contains an 'Irish-English Dictionary.'

Iritis, I-ri'tis, inflammation of the iris, the
colored curtain that shows the pupil in its cen-
tre. This disease follows several types, depend-
ing on the kind and virulence of the causative
agent. In the serous form there is an exuda-
tion of blood-serum into the space in front of
the iris, and more or less fibrinous matter that
tends to glue the parts together. Pain shoots
through the whole eyeball, and vision is dimmed
by the turbid fluid. Persistent adhesions to
the lens are formed, causing a permanent dis-

tortion of the shape of the pupil, .\nother form
is the plastic, in which the pupil is actually
occluded by the fibrinous deposits. Rlieumatism
and syphilis are the two most frequent causes
of the malady, but many constitutional diseases— as gout, diabetes, anaemias, and menstrual dis-
orders— may be factors in causing the disturb-
ance, and it may also be secondary to diseases
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in other parts of the eye, or even in the other

eye, as in sympathetic ophthalmia. The treat-

ment consists of dilating the pupil by droppmg
solutions of some drug, as atropine, mto the

conjunctival sac, treating the constitutional dis-

ease at the seat of the malady, and in relieving

the pain by hot fomentations, blood letting, and

the administration of drugs that are sedative.

Syphilitic iritis is a lesion of the third stage of

syphilis (q.v.). where tiny spots called gummata
grow in the substance of the iris.

Irkutsk, ir'kootsk, a provincial government
of Russia, in eastern Siberia, separated from
China by the Sayan Mountains. It has an area

of 287,061 square miles. The country is gen-

erally mountainous, but produces rye, barley,

oats and vegetables. The most important rivers

are the Angara, Lena and its tributary the Vitim.

Gold, iron, and salt figure foremost among the

mineral products. Agriculture, cattle-breeding,

and the transport of goods to and from China

are the chief occupations of the people. Pop.

501,237 (one third exiles and forced colonists).

The capital city, Irkutsk, on the Angara, is the

residence of the governor-general of eastern

Siberia and the seat of a bishop.

Iron, a common and exceedingly useful

metallic element, which has been known and
used in the arts for many centuries. It occurs

in nature in the metallic form, both in meteor-

ites and in certain lavas and volcanic rocks ; but

the commercial supply is obtained by the reduc-

tion of the oxids (or other ores) of the metal,

by strongly heating them in a blast furnace with

carbon. Iron is grayish in color, with a marked
lustre. It crystallizes in the isometric system,

usually in the form of cubes or octahedra. The
melting point of iron varies to a considerable

extent, according to the impurities with which

the metal is associated, and also, apparently, ac-

cording to the physical condition of the iron

itself. Pictet gives it as about 2900° F. for iron

that is sensibly pure. The specific gravity of

the metal also varies to a considerable extent,

the determinations ranging from 6.95 to 8.2.

The specific gravity of pure iron, at 60° F., may
be taken to be 7.85. The specific heat of the

metal is about O.112 at ordinary temperatures,

and its coefficient of expansion Ion the Fahren-

heit scale) is about 0.0000068. Taking the elec-

trical conductivity of mercury (at 32° F.) as

tmity, the conductivity of iron is about 9.68 at

32° F., and 6.19 at 212° F. Iron is the most
magnetic substance known. Soft, pure iron

is capable of being magnetized very highly

when surrounded by a solenoid of wire that is

conveying an electrical current : but its magnet-
ization persists only while the electric current

is flowing, falling off, upon the cessation of the

current, to a value that is practically negligeable.

It is upon this property of temporary magnetiza-
tion that the action of the telephone, the tele-

graph, and many other useful electrical inven-

tions depends. (See Magnetism : and for a full

discussion of the phenomena of magnetization,
consult Ewing, "Magnetic Induction in Iron and
Other Metals.' ) Hardened steel, when mag-
netized by the action of the electric current

(or otherwise), retains a large proportion of

its magnetism permanently. Iron becomes non-
magnetic at a red heat, but regains its magnetic
properties upon cooling again. Wrought iron.

when pure, is malleable to a certain extent at

all temperatures ; but it yields to the hammer
with special readiness when heated to whiteness,

and it may then be forged and welded without

difficulty. The presence of any considerable

proportion of sulphur or phosphorus makes the

metal "short," or brittle. When phosphorus is

present in too great a proportion, the iron is

brittle in the cold (that is, «cold-short») ; while

if sulphur is present in excess it is brittle whea
hot (that is. it is "hot-short").

Chemically, iron is a dyad. It has the sym-

bol Fe (frorn "ferrum," the Latin name for the

metal), and an atomic weight of 56 if = i6,

or 55.6 if H= i. It forms two basic oxids, (l)

ferrous oxid. FeO, which gives rise to a series

of salts known as "ferrous" salts, and (2)

ferric oxid (or ferric sesquioxid), Fe^Oi,, which

gives rise to a corresponding series of "ferric*

salts. A third oxid. having the formula FesO,,

is also known, which is magnetic, and occurs in

nature, either amorphous or crystallized in octa-

hedra. as the mineral "lodestone," This oxid

is black in color, and is known as the black

oxid, magnetic oxid, or ferroso-ferric oxid. It

may be prepared, artificially, by oxidizing iron

at a high temperature, either in air or in steam,

or by heating carbonate of iron to 650° F.. in a

current of carbon dioxid. It is not readily at-

tacked by acids or other chemical agents, and
for this reason a coating of it is often formed

on articles of iron to protect them from further

oxidation. The Russian iron that is used for

stove-pipes is coated in this way, by a secret

process. When in mass, iron does not readily

decompose water at ordinary temperatures,

though it does so at high temperatures. Finely

divided iron decomposes water at 212° F., and
at lower temperatures according to some aiithor-

ities. When in a sufficiently fine state ' i sub-

division, iron will burn in the air or in oxygen,

with the formation of a mi-xture of FejOa and
Fe304. Iron forms alloys with many metals,

and combines directly with chlorine, brqrnine,

iodine, fluorine, sulphur, carbon, boron, silicon,

phosphorus, and arsenic. Melted iron dissolves

carbon to some extent, and when the molten

mass is cooled the carbon is largely deposited in

the graphitic form, although a part of it re-

mains in the iron, combined with it in the form
of a carbide: and it is believed that the pres-

ence of varying quantities of such carbides has

much to do with the physical qualities of iron

and steel. When melted iron that is saturated

with carbon is allowed to cool under great pres-

sure, the carbon is partly deposited in the form
of minute crystals of diamond (qv.) ; but the

manufacture of the diamond by this rnethod

has not yet been made commercially practicable.

Ferrous Compounds.— Ferrous oxid, FeO,
has not yet been prepared in a state of absolute

purity, but it may be obtained approximately

pure by reducing ferric oxid. FeiOs, by heating

it to 600° F. in a stream of pure hydrogen. It

is black in color, and absorbs oxygen with great

readiness, passing into the higher oxids. Fer-

rous sulphate, otherwise known as protosulphate

of iron, green vitriol, or copperas, is prepared

by dissolving metallic iron in sulphuric acid,

and crystallizing by evaporation. It has the

formula FeSO, + 7Hi:0, and is greenish in color.

It is soluble in water, but the solution oxidizes

readily, the salt becoming converted into ferric

sulphate, Fe;(SO.)j. Ferrous sulphate is largely

used in the manufacture of certain black dyes.
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in the preparation of writing ink, and, to a cer-

tain extent, in photography. The ferrous ox-
alate developer, made by mixing a solution of

ferrous sulphate with one of oxalate of potas-

sium, was formerly in great favor, but has now
fallen into comparative disuse, owing to the

discovery of otiicr developers that are more
active and more convenient to handle. Ferrous

chloride, FeClj, may be prepared by heating

excess of iron wire or iron filings in chlorine,

or by passing dry hydrochloric acid gas over

hot metallic iron. It crystallizes in white, lus-

trous, six-sided forms, and is volatile at a yellow

heat. In air it oxidizes readily to a mixture of

ferric oxide and ferric chloride. Ferrous car-

bonate, FeCOa, is an insoluble compound, occur-

ring in nature as "spathose iron ore," and con-

stituting a valuable ore of iron. Ferrous sul-

phide, FeS, is a black or grayish-black body,

which may be prepared by melting sulphur and
iron together in the proportion of 56 parts (by

weight) of iron to 32 of sulphur. It is insolu-

ble in "water, but dissolves readily in dilute

acids, with copious liberation of sulphuretted

hydrogen gas. See Chemical An.\lvsis.

Ferric Comtiounds.—Ferric oxid, FesOa, oc-

curs native as hematite (q.v.), and it may be

prepared artificially by heating ferrous sulphate

to redness. Ferric hydrate, Fe(OH)3 is pre-

cipitated as a brownish-red powder when am-
monia or caustic potash is added to the solution

of a ferric salt. Ferric sulphate and ferric

chloride are prepared by dissolving this hydrate
in sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, respectively.

In general, a ferrous salt, when in solution, is

converted into the corresponding ferric salt by
the action of oxidizing agents; and the ferric

salts, conversely, are reduced to ferrous salts

by the action of certain reducing agents. Fer-
rous salts give a white precipitate with caustic

alkalies, and, with potassium ferrocyanide, a

light-blue precipitate which quickly turns black.

Ferric salts give a reddish-brown precipitate

with caustic alkalies, and a deep blue precipitate

with potassium ferrocyanide.

Iron Age, (i) in mythology, the last of the

four great ages of the world, supposed to be
characterized by abounding oppression, vice,

and misery. (2) In archajology. an age, the

third in succession, in which weapons and many
other implements began to be made of iron,

stone having been used for these purposes in the
first, and bronze in the second.

Iron Founding, Chemistry of. Chemistry
is the science which deals with the composition
of material things; the chemistry of iron found-
ing or iron casting is the science which deals
with the composition of cast iron. Cast iron
implies a quality of iron which can be melted
and poured into moulds and which will take the
shape of the moulds. The three properties
which make cast iron valuable as a cast
product are fluidity, low shrinkage, and muta-
bility of hardness. Pure iron does not have
these essential characteristics, consequently the
casting properties of cast iron must be due to
impurities present with the iron. The chemistry
of iron founding must therefore deal with these
impurities and their reactions in making iron a
cast product. The substances which occur with
iron are carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur,
and manganese, and each of these has a decided
effect upon cast iron.

Carbon.—Carbon is the controlling element;
in fact, cast iron could not be cast iron without
carbon. Iron as it comes from the blast furnace,
known as pig iron, contains from two to four
and one half per cent, carbon. Cast iron as it

comes from tlie cupola generally retains from
three to four per cent, carbon ; special grades
sometimes contain as low as two and one-quar-
ter per cent., and as high as four and one-
quarter per cent.

Condition of Carbon in Cast Iron.—Chem-
ically, all the carbon which does not dissolve
in a certain strength of nitric acid is classed as
Free Carbon, while the carbon which dissolves
in this acid is designated as Combined Carbon.

Free Carbon.—Free Carbon occurs as pure
carbon interspersed in appreciable-sized particles
between the crystals of iron. Free Carbon is

subdivided according to its structure and mode
of formation into Graphitic Carbon and Anneal-
ing Carbon.

Grafjiitic Carbon.—Graphitic Carbon is the
crystalline or platy form of carbon existing in

all soft pig and cast iron which has been allowed
to cool slowly from a molten condition.

Annealing Carbon.—Annealing Carbon is an
amorphous modification of carbon which is de-
veloped in white iron by continued annealing at

a high temperature.
The difference between Graphitic and Anneal-

ing Carbon is a physical one and is due to the
mode of formation.

Combined Carbon.—Combined Carbon exists
in cast iron in two forms. Hardening Carbon
and Carbide Carbon. Neither is visible to the
naked eye. but each gives to iron a definite

physical structure which is discernible under
the microscope. Chemically, they may be
separated by treating the iron for a long period
with a weak non-oxidizing acid in a non-oxidiz-
ing atmosphere.

Hardening Carbon.—Carbon is held in the
hardening condition by rapidly cooling iron
from a high temperature. The e.xact condition
of the carbon has not beer definitely determined.
The writer considers that in this rapid cooling
the carbon is caught and held in an atomic con-
dition by the surrounding iron.

Carbide Carbon.—Carbide Carbon is the
carbon wliich exists in the carbide of iron
FeaC.

Faetors Controlling the Condition of the
Carbon.—There are three factors which control
the condition of carbon in cast iron. First, the
percentage of carbon in the iron ; second, the
rate at which the iron cools ; third, the percent-
age of other elements present with the carbon
in the iron.

(i) Condition of Carbon Determined by
Amount Present.—The more carbon there is

present in molten cast iron when it begins to
cool, the greater will be the percentage of carbon
whicli will separate out in the free condition
during cooling. For example—a four per cent,
carbon iron would contain a greater percentage
of free carbon than a three per cent, carbon
iron, provided both were cooled under similar
conditions and carried the same amount of other
elements.

(2) Condition of Carbon Determined by Rate
of Cooling.—The slower cast iron cools the
greater will be the percentage of carbon present
in the free condition, and conversely, the faster
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an iron is cooled, the greater will be the pro-

portion of the carbon present in the combined

condition. If a portion of molten cast iron of a

correct composition is poured into water the

carbon will be retained in the combined condi-

tion ; if another portion of the same iron is

cooled very slowly, all the carbon will separate

out into the free condition.

(3) Condition of Carbon Determined by

Other Elements Present.—The condition of the

carbon in cast iron is controlled by the percent-

age of carbon present and the rate of cooling,

consequently any elements which affect these

two reactions w-ill afifect the relation of the free

to the combined carbon. Silicon, sulphur, phos-

phorus, and manganese take a prominent part

in one or both of these reactions and conse-

quently exert an important influence upon the

condition of the carbon. (This is discussed

later under the individual elements.)

Effect of Carbon on the Physical Properties

of Cast Iron.—Free carbon makes iron soft and
is instrumental in prolonging the fluidity, de-

creasing shrinkage, and regulating strength.

Hardening carbon and carbide carbon increase

the hardness and strength of cast iron ; they

prevent the decrease in shrinkage which would
occur if their carbon was present in the free

condition ; they lower the melting point of cast

iron.

Action of Carbon in Affecting the Physical
Properties of Cast Iron.—As cast iron cools

from a molten condition the carbon separates

out as free carbon, unites with the iron as

carbide carbon, and is retained in the form of

hardening carbon. Cast iron in the molten state

is a solution of carbon in iron ; as the tempera-
ture decreases the ability of the iron to hold
the carbon in solution decreases, and the carbon
begins to separate out as graphitic carbon.

Heat is rendered latent in the solution of the

carbon in the iron and this heat will be given
up when the carbon separates out from the iron.

This evolved heat will prolong fluidity and
consequently will give a longer time for the

separation of free carbon, thus increasing the
softness and decreasing the shrinkage of the

iron.

When cast iron cools, the carbon which did
not separate out as free carbon tends to unite
with the iron as carbide carbon in the com-
pound FcjC. This occurs while the iron is

passing through the zone of temperature in the
neighborhood of 700° C. The remainder of the
carbon, which neither separates as free carbon
nor unites with the iron as carbide carbon, re-

mains present as hardening carbon.
Silicon.—Silicon is of value to cast iron on

account of its influence upon the carbon. Sili-

con of itself would add no beneficial quality as
its effects are indirect and through the carbon.
Pig iron generally contains from two-tenths of
one per cent, to twelve per cent, silicon. The
lower silicon grades are hard charcoal, basic, or
off bcsscnicr irons, while the extremely high
silicon irons are special softeners made to mix
with other irons to increase the percentage of
silicon. Cast iron carries from four-tenths of a
per cent, to one per cent, silicon for chilled work
and from one to three per cent, for different
grades of grey iron work.

Condition of Silicon in Cast Iron.—The con-
dition of silicon in cast iron has not been fully

determined. Certain silicides of iron have been
separated from cast iron, but their composition
is so indefinite and they are so easily broken up
that their condition exerts no important influ-

ence upon cast iron.

Effect of Silicon on the Physical Properties

of Cast Iron.—Silicon through its action on the
carbon softens cast iron, reduces its shrinkage,
increases its fluidity, and regulates its strength.

The effect of silicon as a softener is limited,

and when too much silicon is present its soften-

ing action ceases and it begins to harden iron.

The same is true with regard to its effect on
fluidity and strength. Cast iron with three and
one-half per cent, silicon will hold almost no
carbon in combination, consequently any silicon

in excess of this amount exerts a direct effect

upon the iron and renders it unfit for use as a

cast product.
Action of Silicon on Carbon.—The import-

ance of the action of silicon on carbon is due
to the fact that silicon reduces the solubility of
iron for carbon. An iron containing silicon will

dissolve less carbon than an iron containing
none. At a given temperature, then, the more
silicon an iron contains the less carbon will the
iron retain in the dissolved condition, conse-
quently when an iron cools from a high tem-
perature the amount of carbon that will

separate out from solution is regulated by the
amount of silicon present. The higher the
silicon the less carbon will the iron hold in

solution, and the more will separate out as free
carbon.

Phosphorus.—Phosphorus confers both ben-
eficial and harmful properties on cast iron.

Cast iron generally contains from two-tenths
to one and five-tenths per cent, phosphorus, but
on account of its injurious effect it should be
kept below one per cent, for light thin castings,

and below five-tenths per cent, in heavy castings.

Condition of Phosphorus in Cast Iron.—
Phosphides of iron have been separated from
cast iron, and phosphorus probably exists in

some such form in cold cast iron. In the liquid

state it presumably acts as a dissolved gas, giv-
ing greater activity to the particles of the iron

and prolonging the period of cooling.

Effect of Phosphorus on the Properties of
Cast Iron.—Phosphorus makes iron fluid, or at

least prolongs the fluidity, and thus aids the
iron in taking the exact form of the mold. It

makes iron weak, brittle, and liable to break un-
der shocks. It is advantageous in light, thin
castings where fluidity and exactness of outline

are important and where strength can be
neglected. It is very detrimental in large ir-

regular-shape castings, especially where strength
is required.

Action of Phosphorus on Cast Iron.—
Phosphorus by prolonging the fluidity of the
iron gives the graphite a further opportunity to

separate and thus tends to reduce shrinkage.
By prolonging the iron in a plastic condition
just after it sets, phosphorus allows the

separating graphite to force the iron into the

minutest corners of the mold. The phosphorus
prolongs the cooling of the iron as it crystallizes

out and thus allows it to separate into larger

crystals, which weakens the iron and causes it

to be brittle. When phosphorus is present in

large quantities it forms a eutectic with the iron

which fills up the crevices between the particles
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wliich have previously solidified. When the

tutectic solidifies later it causes strains in the

iron which makes it short and liable to break
under shock.

Sulphur.—Sulphur acts in two ways in cast

iron. First through the carbon and second by
uniting directly with the iron. On account of
its injurious action sulphur is generally kept
below fifteen hundredths of one per cent., and
for light work below eight hundredths of one
per cent.

Coiidilion of Sulphur in Cast Iron.—Sulphur
exists in cold cast iron as a sulphide of iron or
as a sulphide of manganese. In molten cast iron

it is probably dissolved as gaseous sulphur.

Effect of Sulpliur on the Properties of Cast
Iron.—Sulphur makes iron hard, red short,

weak, and liable to contain blow holes. Its only
beneficial effect is to give a hard wearing quality

to iron subjected to frictional wear.
Action of Sulphur on Cast Iron.—Sulphur,

by shortening the time of cooling of cast iron,

prevents the separation of graphitic carbon. The
carbon which has not been able to separate as

free carbon remains in the combined condition,

and consequently sulphur tends to harden the
iron.

When cast iron solidifies sulphur is still in a

gaseous condition and surrounds each particle

•of iron with a covering of gaseous sulphur.

When the iron is sufficiently cold, the sulphur
solidifies, or unites with the iron as a sulphide
of iron. In this condition it occupies less space
than in the gaseous condition and thus leaves

the crystals surrounded by minute spaces which
makes the iron very brittle and weak.

Manganese.—Manganese acts in two op-
posite ways on cast iron. It increases the power
of the iron to hold carbon in solution and conse-
quently tends to increase the combined carbon
and hardness. It unites with the sulphur and
forms a sulphide of iron which separates out be-

fore the iron sets and thus prevents the sulphur
from exerting a hardening effect. Pig iron con-
tains from two-tenths of one per cent, to three

and one-half per cent, manganese, while cast

iron ordinarily runs from one-tenth of one per

cent, to one per cent, in manganese.
Condition of Manganese in Cast Iron.—

Manganese exists in three conditions in cast

iron. In the molten condition it tends to unite

with the sulphur as manganese sulphide. As
the iron cools through the critical temperature
the manganese unites with the carbon to form a

carbide MnsC. Any manganese not so united
alloys with the iron.

Effect of Manganese on the Properties of
Cast Iron.—Manganese by its action on the car-

bon tends to harden cast iron, while its effect on
sulphur tends to soften cast iron. Whether the
hardening effect with the carbon or the soften-

ing effect on the sulphur predominates depends
upon the amount of manganese and sulphur
present.

Action of Manganese on Cast Iron.—Man-
ganese unites with the sulphur and forms a

manganese sulphide at a temperature above the
solidifying temperature of cast iron. Con-
sequently this manganese sulphide has no more
detrimental effect on the iron than so many
small particles of any neutral impurity. Man-
ganese therefore prevents the bad effect of the

sulphur, and hence in the case of high sulphur

irons it acts as a softener. The manganese in

excess of that which unites with the sulphur
unites with the carbon to form a carbide MuaC.
This carbide hardens the iron, for it of itself is

an intensely hard substance.

Herbert E. Field,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Iron, Manufacture of. The metallic prod-
ucts extracted from iron ores for use in the

arts are generally divided into three classes

:

(l) pig or cast iron, (2) wrought iron, and (3)
steel. See Iron .\nd Steel ; Iron .\xd Steel In-
dustry ; Steel Industry ; Steel.

Although the minerals in which iron occurs
are very numerous, the only ones from which
the metal can be extracted under economical
conditions—that is, the only ores of iron—are

those in which the iron is present as an oxide,

as in magnetites, hematites, and limonites, or
as a carbonate as in siderites. (See Iron
Ores.) When carbonate of iron, moreover, is

heated to a sufficiently high temperature either

at an early stage of the process of manufac-
ture or in a preliminary operation (the calcining

of the ore), the carbonic acid which it contains

is expelled as a gas and the iron is reduced
to the condition of an oxide, hence the opera-

tion of extracting metallic iron from its ores

always consists in the deoxidation or reduction

of iron oxide.

In order to reduce oxide of iron two condi-
tions are essential: (i) contact with a reducing
or deoxidizing substance, and (2) a high tem-
perature. By heating iron oxide in contact with
some carbonaceous fuel these two necessary con-

ditions are realized, the carbon acting both as

the needed fuel and as the needed reducing body,

for at a sufficiently high temperature it has a
stronger affinity for oxygen than iron and there-

fore deprives the latter of that element.

Iron ore, however, never consists of pure
oxide of iron : in the richest varieties the iron

oxide is associated with at least a small amount
of other minerals, generally of an earthy char-

acter, such as quartz, clay, or limestone, and
which are called the gangue or vein stuff. In

the iTiajority of cases the gangue is silicious,

that is. made up chiefly of silica or quartz.

Silica is per se a very infusible compound, but

when brought in contact with iron oxide at a

high temperature it combines readily with it to

form a silicate of iron, a readily fusible sub-
stance or slag.

Besides the earthy matters which constitute

the gangue. iron ores generally contain other

minerals in which are present such elements as

phosphorus, sulphur, inanganese, etc. See Iron
Founding. Chemistry of.

Finally, if metallic iron be kept in contact

with incandescent carbon for a sufficient length

of time, a considerable amount of that clement
will be absorbed by the metal. The conditions

are then said to be carburizing. This affinity

of iron for carbon plays a most important part

in its metallurgy, chiefly because of the marked
influence of carbon upon the melting point of
the metal. Pure or rather carbonless iron re-

quires a very high temper.ature to be melted
(about 2.000° F.). necessitating the use of spe-

cial furnaces and implements capable of pro-
ducing intense heat. By the introduction of
some carbon in the iron, however, its melting
point is greatly lowered, from which the ini-
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portant conclusion is to be drawn that if the

metallic product of the metallurgical operation

be highlv carburized it will be produced and

maintained in a liquid state much more readily

than if it were freer from carbon. If the iron

contains but a small amount of carbon and if

we lack the means of producing an intense heat,

the product of the operation will be pasty and

not molten.
The Primitive or Direct Methods.— The

simple operation outlined in the preceding para-

graphs which consists in heating iron ore in

contact with carbonaceous fuel, was the one

conducted in the direct or primitive methods
which for ages were the only ones used for the

production of iron and steel. Charcoal was the

fuel employed and the simple furnace required,

called a forge or bloomerj', resembled a smith's

forge.

So simple is the operation required for ex-

tracting a small mass of malleable iron from
some rich ore that it seems highly probable

that man became acquainted with the use of

iron at a very early period of his existence.

A fire accidentally lighted by a primeval man
upon the ground where iron ore occurred near
•he surface would have resulted, under suitable

conditions, in the production of some metallic

iron. Indeed, the first iron furnaces of which
we have any record consisted in a single ex-

cavation dug preferably on the side of a hill,

facing the prevailing wind, and with suitable

openings at the bottom for the necessary draft.

Artificial blast was later introduced and the

construction of the furnace improved. It will

suffice to mention here two representative types

of this class of furnaces: (l) the old Catalan

furnace or forge, and (2) the American bloom-
ery, a modern adaptation of this primitive forge.

The Catalan forge takes its name from the

province of Catalonia, in Spain, where at one
time it supplied a large proportion of the
world's production of iron, and where, indeed,

it is still in operation, as well as in other locali-

ties adjacent to the Pyrenees. In its more mod-
ern form it consists of a shallow hearth made
up of thick iron plates, with the exception of
the back, which generally consists of masonry
lined with fire clay, while the bottom is fre-

quently made of a movable block of granite.

The blast was undoubtedly at first supplied by
crude bellows, but was later produced by a

water blower or "trompe.* The furnace is kept
filled with charcoal and small lumps of rich
iron ore until a pasty mass of metallic iron is

obtained weighing some 350 pounds, called a
"bloom," and which contains much slag. It is

then removed from the furnace and much of
the slag expelled bv hammering or squeezing.

For many years a direct process known as
the American bloomery process was extensively
used in those localities of the United States
where suitable ore and an abundant supply of
charcoal were available. This process does not
diflfcr in any essential feature from the Catalan
method, which has just been described, but in
details of furnace construction and in manipula-
tions there are many points of difference be-
tween the two methods.

The hearth of the bloomerj- is kept full with
burning charcoal and coarsely pulverized ores
until a bloom of iron weighing some .100 or
400 pounds has been produced and which gen-
erally requires three hours. The loss of iron

in the operation is said to be about 20 per cent

and the fuel consumption some 2^4 tons of
charcoal per ton of iron produced.

These methods are called direct because they

yield iron by the direct treatment of the ore in

a single operation, in contradistinction to the

modern methods in which at least two distinct

treatments are required for the production of

iron and steel, the first operation yielding, as

will be seen presently, an impure product called

cast iron, which must be refined or purified in

order to convert it into iron or steel.

While these methods are now obsolete, hav-

ing been replaced by the more modern indirect

processes, they are still in use in some countries,

although only to a very limited extent.

According to James M. Swank, in 1902 and
1903 there were no forges in operation in tlie

United States for the manufacture of blooms
and billets from the ore. In 1901 the blooms
and billets so made amounted to 2,310 gross

tons, against 4,292 tons in 1900. 3,142 tons in

1899, 1,767 tons in 1898. 1,455 tons in 1897, i.m(>

tons in 1896, 40 tons in 1895, 40 tons in 1894,

864 tons in 1893, and 2.182 tons in 1892. All

the ore blooms produced since 1897 were made
by the Chateaugav Ore and Iron Company, of

Plattsburgh, N. Y., at its Standish Works,
which, however, have been idle since 1892.

The Blast Furnace.— In order to prevent
the great waste of iron previously alluded to

and resulting from the combination of the

gangue of the ore with some of the metallic

iron, it is necessary to provide a substance with
which the silica of the gangue will readily unite,

forming with it a fusible slag, and as silica is an
acid it is necessary to provide a base to that

effect.

Limestone (a carbonate of lime") is the most
readily obtainable and cheapest substance for

such purpose. It is either burned or calcined

in a preliminary operation by which it is con-

verted into lime, the carbonic acid escaping as

a gas, or if used raw, it is likewise changed
to lime at an early stage of the metallurgical

operation by the heat to which it is exposed.

The substances which are thus added for the

purpose of forming a fusible compound with
the gangue of the ore or with other impurities

are called fluxes.

The use of fluxes constitutes one of the

most important improvements ever introduced

in the manufacture of iron, for it made it pos-

sible to extract the metal, under economical
conditions, from the enormous amount of rela-

tively lean ores which occur in nature, and to

do so at a relatively very low cost. Previously

to the use of flu.xes it was unprofitable to treat

ore containing less than some 60 or 70 per cent

of metallic iron, while with their assistance iron

ores with as little as some 25 per cent of iron

may be profitably smelted.

With the addition of lime, however, it is no
longer possible to carry on the operation in the

very simple furnace or forge previously used,

because the resulting slag or silicate of lime is

a much more infusible substance than the sili-

cate of iron produced without the addition of

lime and a sufliciently high temperature to fuse

this lime slag could not be produced in the forge

furnace.
The very high temperature required to fuse

the lime slag necessitates the use of a very dif-

ferent type of apparatus (a high, chimney-like
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furnace), together with the necessary appli-

ances for the production of the needed heat : in

other words, the reduction of the ore must be

•carried on in the modern blast furnace. The
blast furnace was gradually evolved from the

primitive forge or bloomery by a mere increase

in height, such furnaces as the "Osmund," the

•"Stiickofen." and the "Blauofen" forming as

tnany steps in this evolution. The exact date

of the origin of the blast furnace, that is, of an
apparatus in which cast iron alone could be

produced — and it might be added with addi-

tion of flux — is not positively known but it is

generally believed that it originated in the Rhine
provinces about the beginning of the 14th cen-

tury.

The operation conducted in early blast fur-

naces consisted chiefly in smelting iron ore with
the necessary amount of charcoal for fuel and
of limestone to flu.x the gangue of the ore.

The waste gases which contained a large

amount of carbon monoxide were allowed to

•escape and to burn freely at the top of the

furnace. The molten cast iron was allowed to

collect at the bottom of the furnace until a suffi-

cient quantity had accumulated, when it was
withdrawn by opening a tap hole at the bottom
and in the front part of the furnace. The slag

was permitted to escape as soon as formed by
flowing through an opening and over a stone on
one side of the furnace known as the dam-
stone. The blast was at first created by rude
"bellows, later by blow'ing cylinders, and finally

by steam-blowing engines, while no attempt was
made at preheating it.

The following improvements introduced in

blast furnace practice, outside of mere improve-
ments in construction, marked the most impor-
tant steps which have led to the modern blast

furnace operations. They are mentioned in a

chronological order: (l) Use of coke instead of
charcoal introduced by Abraham Darby in

1735: (2) the heating of the blast first proposed
by James Beaumont Neilson in 1828: (3) the

closing of the top of the furnace and utilization

of the waste gases by P. Taylor in 1840 ; (4)
the heating of the hot blast stoves by the waste
gases of the furnace successfully accomplished
between 1833 and 1845 by Faber du Faur and
James Palmer Budd ; (5) the cup and cone ar-

rangement for closing the top of the furnace
invented by G. Parry in 1850; (6) the waste
gases used for generating steam by James Pal-
mer Budd in about 1855 ; (7) regenerative
stoves for heating the blast introduced by E. H.
Cowper in i860.

The important and numerous improvements
in construction cover every part of the furnace
as well as every appliance connected with iron
making. To attempt even to mention them
would occupy an amount of space which is not
here available.

Modern American blast furnaces generally
measure from 90 to 100 feet in height and from
20 to 30 feet in diameter at the widest part,
while the hearth diameter frequently measures
13 or 14 feet, giving a capacity of from 20.000
to 30,000 cubic feet. The bosh walls which ex-
tend from the hearth to the widest part of the
furnace are cooled by hollow^ rings of cast iron
or bronze built in sections and inserted into the
brick work, and through which water is con-
stantly flowing. Tlie water required for cooling
purposes often exceeds 3,000,000 United States

gallons in 24 hours. Two down-comers con-
duct the blast from the top of the furnace to

the dust-catchers, from which it is led to the
stoves and the boilers by means of a gas main.
Another main leads the blast from the stoves to
the furnace. Before connecting with the bustle
pipe surrounding the furnace the hot blast

main frequently divides in order to better equal-
ize the pressure around the complete circle.

Explosion doors are provided at the furnace
top, and whenever possible in all pipes and
chambers carrying gas.

Blast at the rate of 40,000 to 60,000 cubic
feet per minute is forced into the furnace
through pipes or "tuyeres,^* varying between
12 and 20 in number, under a pressure of to to 15
pounds per square inch and preheated by its pass-
age through the stoves to a temperature of 1,000

to 1,500° F. The output of these furnaces fre-

quently averages 600 tons of pig iron in 24 hours
and is occasionally considerably greater, the
furnace being tapped six times a day and some
100 tons of iron being obtained at each cast.

The tapping hole is frequently opened by means
of compressed air drills and closed by means
of a tapping hole gun which forces clay into the
hole. The fuel consumption varies between
1,500 and 2,000 pounds of coke per ton of pig
iron, according to conditions.

The raw materials are conveyed to the top
of the furnace by an inclined plane and skip
cars, which discharge the raw materials auto-
matically into a receiving hopper provided with
a bell and placed over the main hopper. The
use of an upper bell acting as a seal while the
material is introduced into the furnace, pre-

vents the escape and waste of the gases during
this operation, resulting in further economy.

Modern blowing engines supplying the blast

to the furnace are constructed both horizontal
and vertical and are generally compound and
condensing. They frequently have a capacity
of some 30.000 cubic feet of air per minute
which they can deliver under a pressure of 25
pounds or more per square inch if needed. Two
such engines are generally employed for each
furnace. A recent improvement in blowing en-
gine construction consists in the use of gas or
internal combustion engines for creating the
blast. The first successful engine of this type
was built at the Cockerill Steel Works at

Seraing in Belgium and the results were so en-
couraging that many other similar engines have
since been constructed, especially in Germany,
Belgium, and France. It has been found by
careful tests that gas blowing engines consume
only from one sixth to one fourth of the gas
which would be required to raise the steam for
use in an ordinary engine of the same capacity.
In spite of its evident superiority over steam
engines, however, its introduction into American
plants is proceeding very slowly.

The modern stoves employed for heating the
blast before it enters the blast furnace consist,
roughly stated, in high cylindrical chambers
filled with bricks placed some distance apart.
The waste gases from the furnace are admitted
at one end of these chambers together with
sufficient air to burn them, and the hot products
of the combustion on their way to the chimney
heat the brick work to a very high temperature.
After the stove has thus been properly heated,
the supply of gas and air is shut off and the cold
blast from the engine is admitted. The heat
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which has been stored up in the brick work is

now imparted to the blast, which in this way
is highly preheated. After the stove has cooled

down to a certain temperature the blast is shut

oflf and the stove is again heated by the waste

gases. Modern furnaces are generally provided

with four of these stoves, the blast passing in

succession through each stove for one hour,

while the three others are being heated. With
such regenerative system of heating the tem-

perature can readily be maintained at 1,450° P.,

which results in a considerable economy of fuel

in the furnace.

Until quite recently it was the universal prac-

tice, after opening the tap hole, to allow the iron

to run into sand molds, prepared for that purpose
on the floor in front of the furnace, and this

method is still widely used. The metallic mass
filling each mold is called a pig, while the metal
filling the channels connecting a number of molds
is called a sow. The pigs are, of course,

fastened to the sow, and, after solidification,

must be broken loose, generally with sledge-

hammers. When the cast iron is to be used

for conversion into steel by the Bessemer process

the metal as it flows from the furnace is fre-

quently received in large tanks or "ladles"

mounted on wheels, which are afterward taken
to the steel mill, where the metal is con-
verted into steel without being allowed to

solidify, thus saving the cost of remelting the

pig iron. In later years casting machines have
been introduced to save the heavy labor con-
nected with the handling of the pigs, and to

otherwise expedite the casting operation. Nearly
all these devices consist in an endless chain, the
links of which are made of small iron molds,
which are filled in succession by passing under
the stream of molten metal. The chain then
carries the partially solidified pigs or "chills"

under water to promote their cooling and dis-

charge them automatically on cars, the empty
molds returning to the ladle again to be filled,

and so on.

In the modern furnace the slag tap hole or
"cinder notdi" is kept closed as well as the iron

tap hole, being opened only at stated intervals,

generally a short time before the casting of the
iron. In the latest ."Kmerican practice the slag
is generally received in ladles which carry it

away to the dumping place, or it is handled by
means of a device known as "slag conveyor,"
and which is not unlike the casting machines
just described, consisting in an endless chain of
shallow pans which are successively filled as
they pass under the stream of molten slag.

After being immersed under water the pans are
automatically emptied on cars.

The Products of the Blast Furnace.—Owing
to the extremely high temperature at which the

operation must be conducted and to prolonged
contact between the reduced iron and the in-

candescent carbonaceous fuel, the conditions in

a blast furnace are strongly carburizing. the

metal absorbing a large amount of carbon,
(generally between 3 and 4 per cent). More-
over, owing to the fact that highly car-

burized iron is much more fusible (melting
pcnerally between 2,100° and 2,400" F.) than
iron containing little carbon, and to the intense
heat of the furnace, the extracted metal, instead
of being obtained in a semi-fused, pasty condi-
tion, will be perfectly liquid, and on account
of its high specific gravity will settle at the bot-

tom of the furnace. The slag also will be
melted, and being lighter than the iron, will

float as a separate layer above the metallic bath.

The molten slag and the molten iron are with-

drawn separately from the furnace, thus effect-

ing their complete separation.

This highly carburized iron produced in the
blast furnace is called pig iron, or cast iron.

Owing principally to the large amount of carbon
which it contains, the properties of cast iron

are very different from those of wrought iron

and steel.

Owing to the intensely reducing conditions,

prevailing in a blast furnace, to the high tem-
perature and to the presence of metallic iron,

many impurities, such as phosphorus, sulphur,
manganese, and silicon, which are always pres-

ent in greater or less amount in the ore, flux,

and fuel, are partially or wholly reduced to the
metallic state, and in this condition are re-

tained, in part at least, by the molten cast iron.

Cast iron, therefore, is not simply an associa-
tion of iron and carbon, but contains also vary-
ing amounts of the impurities just mentioned.

The following table illustrates the rapid in-

crease in the world's production of cast iron
since the beginning of the last century.

YEARS Production years Production
tons. tons.

1800 825,000 1880 17.950.000
1830 1,825,000 1890 27,157,000
1850 4,750,000 1900 40,400,000
1870 11,900,000 1903 46,420,000

The following table shows the wonderful
growth of the manufacture of cast iron in the
United States

:

YEARS Production years Production
tons. tons.

1810 53.908 1901 15.878.354
1850 563,755 1902 17,821,307
1875 2,023,733 1903 18.009,252
J900 13.789,242 1904 16,497.033

The Refining of Cast Iron or the Indirect
Methods for the Production of Wrought Iron
and Steel.— Cast iron is not malleable— it can-
not be forged ; that is, it cannot be shaped into
finished implements by mechanical pressure such
as that exerted by hammering, rolling, etc. Cast
iron, therefore, can only be used as such for
casting purposes, which means that cast iron
implements can only be obtained by pouring the
molten metal into molds having exactly or very
nearly the external shape of the objects we desire
to manufacture. Cast iron, moreover, is brittle

and lacks both strength and toughness, which
further greatly limits its useful application. To
produce a metal which is forgeable, which pos-
sesses more strength and toughness and other
valuable properties absent in cast iron, and,
therefore, a much more useful metal, it is neces-
sary to subject cast iron to a refining operation
by which it is converted either into steel or into

wrought iron.

This indirect method of producing iron and
steel is the prevailing modern method, for. in

spite of strenuous efl''orts made to improve the

older or direct method, it remains by far the

cheaper of the two.
The refining of cast iron or its conversion

into wrought iron or steel consists essentially

in eliminating a large proportion of the im-
purities which it contains, especiallv carbon
and silicon. In order to expel these impurities
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we must briBK the cast iron in contact witli a

substance, either solid or gaseous, possessing

more affinity for them than the iron itself, and
here again heat is required for such reaction to

take place. Oxygen has a very great affinity

both for carbon and silicon, and in general for

the other impurities present in cast iron, and it

is upon this element that we shall depend for

the elimination of the impurities. We may for

that purpose use either atrnosphcric o.xygen or

the oxygen of some o-xidizing substances. The
oxidizing agents generally used besides at-

mospheric oxygen are rich iron ore or rich slag

from some previous operation, or the slag pro-

duced in the refining operation itself. These
substances are composed essentially of oxide of

iron, which is an oxidizing compound, for it

readily parts with some of its oxygen which is

taken up by the carbon of the cast iron.

When cast iron in order to be purified is

exposed at a sufficiently high temperature to the

action of atmospheric oxygen or of some other

oxidizing substance, the silicon which it con-

tains combines with some oxygen, being con-

verted to silica. Some of the iron itself will

be oxidized and the resulting oxide of iron will

in turn enter into combination with the silica to

form a fusible silicate of iron or slag.

The carbon present in the cast iron also

combines with some atmospheric oxygen, or

more frequently with some of the oxygen held

by the slag or by some iron ore purposely

added, and is converted into carbonic oxide or

carbonic acid gas, in which condition it escapes

from the furnace. By being deprived of its

oxygen the iron ore added in some of these re-

fining operations is reduced to the metallic state

and incorporated into the refined metal.

The Products of the Refining of Cast Iron.—
As was the case in the treatment of the ore,

the nature of the metal resulting from the refin-

ing of cast iron will likewise greatly depend
upon the temperature at which the operation is

conducted. If the temperature be low the re-

fined metal will be obtained in a semi-fused or

pasty condition, and will on that account in-

clude a relatively large amount of slag, while

it will generally be quite free from carbon. In
other words, the product of the refining opera-
tion conducted under these conditions will be
wrought iron, or, if the conditions be made
slightly more carburizing, steely iron. These
are the conditions prevailing in the old forge

refining of cast iron or "finery method," as

well as in the more modern puddling process for

the manufacture of wrought iron, which meth-
ods will be outlined briefly.

The Finery Methods for the Production of
Wrought Iron.— When the ironmaster of the

13th or 14th century, through the gradual devel-

opment in height of its Catalan or other forge

so increased the carburizing conditions that he
finally obtained a small amount of molten cast

iron, he w-as confronted with the necessity of
refining this brittle, unforgeable metal in order
to convert it into malleable iron, and he quite

naturally endeavored to conduct this refining

operation in furnaces similar to the low hearths
or forges which for so many centuries had been
the only apparatus used for the direct extraction
of iron from its ores. In these forges, known
as "fineries," the pig iron was incited in contact
with charcoal and under the o.xidizing influence

of a blast issuing from a single tuyere. While

the details of 'he finery operation and of the
furnace differed much in various countries, and
even in different sections of the same country,
their essential features were identical. Four of
these processes attained especial prominence
and have not been entirely driven out of exist-

ence by the puddling process nor later by the
Bessemer process ; they are the Walloon process
as still conducted in Sweden, the Franche
Comte process, the Lancashire process still used
in England, the United States, and some other
countries, and the South Wales process which
was for many years extensively used in South
Wales for the production of iron plates for

tinning. In recent years, however, soft Besse-
mer and open hearth steel have taken the place
of wrought iron for such purpose and this once
flourishing industry is now quite, if not alto-

gether, extinct.

These charcoal hearths or fineries are fre-

quently used for the remelting of iron and steel

scrap resulting in the production of wrought
iron of high quality. The operation consists in.

filling the hearth with charcoal, upon which the
scrap is placed and covered with additional

charcoal and the charge melted. The slag pro-
duced in this operation is very basic and there-

fore promotes the removal of the phosphorus
and sulphur which are eliminated to a notable
extent.

The iron manufactured or remelted in these
hearths is mainly used for the manufacture of
plates, sheets, skelp rodSj etc., which are used
in the manufacture of boiler tubes, boilers,,

screws, rivets, wire, etc.

According to J. M. Swank, the iron blooms
produced in forges from pig iron and scrap in

1903, in the United States, and which were for
sale and not for the consumption of the makers,
amounted to 9,940 tons, against 12,002 tons in

1902, 8.237 tons in 1901, 8,655 tons in 1900, 9,932-

tons in 1899, 6,345 tons in 1898, 7,159 tons in

1897, and 6.494 tons in i8g6. All the pig and
scrap blooms made in forges from 1895 to 1903,

and for sale, were made in New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Maryland.

The Puddling Process.— The finery methods-
described in the preceding paragraphs were the

only ones available for the conversion of cast

iron into wrought iron until an Englishman by
the name of Henry Cort invented the puddling
process in the year 1784, a date which marks a
very important epoch in the metallurgy of iron.

It has been seen that in the finery processes
the pig iron is heated in contact with solid

fuel, and this necessitates the use of charcoal,
because this fuel alone is sufficiently pure to

yield wrought iron of good quality. If the at-

tempt were made to use inferior fuels, such as

coal or coke, it would be found that the iron
ab.?orbed so much impurity from the coal,

notably sulphur, as to be of inferior quality.

The necessity of using such an expensive fuel

as charcoal, and a large amount of it. is a
serious limitation of the finery processes, greatly
increasing the price of the iron. To make the
use of more impure but cheaper fuel possible.

Cort proposed to conduct the refining of the
pig iron in the hearth of a reverberatory fur-
nace, that is. out of contact with the fuel itself,

thereby preventing the contamination of the iron
by the impurities of the fuel. In a reverbera-
tory furnace the fuel is burnt in a separate fire-

place, the substance to be treated coming in
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contact only with the flames and gases resulting

from the combustion of the fuel. In the pud-

dling furnace, moreover, the labor required per

ton of iron was greatly reduced and it was pos-

sible to treat in one operation a considerably

greater amount of pig iron.

The puddling operation as originally con-

ducted by Cort and others is now known as the

"dry puddling process," while the more modern
method of conducting the operation which in-

volves some important alteration of the original

method, is known as the "wet" or "pig boiling"

puddling process. Only the latter will here be

described.

The IVct or Pig Boiling Puddling Process.—

•

In the original or dry puddling process, while

the oxidation of the carbon, silicon, and other

impurities was brought about to a certain extent

by the oxide of iron formed during the opera-
tion, we depended mostly for their elimination

upon the o.xygen of the air, and this necessitates

for reasons which cannot here be explained the

use of white or refined pig iron. The modifica-

tion about to be described was introduced into

the puddling process for the purpose of making
it possible to treat grey cast iron at once in the

reverberatory furnace doing away with the pre-

liminary refining operation and otherwise hasten-
ing the process. It is said to have been first

used by Joseph Hall, of the firm of Barrows and
Hall, of Tipton, England, about the year 1830.

The modern puddling furnace employed
for the conduct of the pig boiling process
resembles in its general lines the earlier pud-
dling furnaces, the essential difference being
in the nature of the lining of the hearth. Tlie

bottom of the hearth and the sides are made
of iron plates which are protected by a thick

layer of oxide of iron, called the "fettling" of

the furnace. The substances used for fettling

purposes consist of pure hematites (ferric oxide)
crushed or ground to the desired size and of
slags or scales obtained in the production or
working of iron, and which are very rich in

oxide of iron, such as roasted tap cinder or
*bull-dog." This oxide lining, as previously
stated, plays an important part in the operation
by giving up a part of its oxygen to the carbon
and other impurities present in the pig iron,

thus greatly hastening their removal. From 300
to 500 pounds of grey pig iron are generally
treated in these furnaces, frequently with the
addition of some hammer scale, which consists
of magnetic oxide of iron and which therefore
help in oxidizing the impurities. The pig iron
is now melted and becomes liquid without as-
suming

_
the pasty condition characteristic of

white pig iron. During the melting down pe-
riod a large proportion of the silicon is oxidized
and some of the carbon chiefly by the oxygen
of the air. Some iron also is oxidized and
slag formed, while owing to the removal of
silicon the remaining carbon passes to the com-
bined condition.

The bath is constantly stirred or "rabbled"
so as to promote contact of all portions with
the oxidizing lining and with the iron oxide of
the slag, thus hastening the oxidation of the
silicon and carbon. As the carbon is expelled
the mass becomes pasty, the metal having now
*come to nature." The spongy mass of wrought
iron is then divided into balls weigliing some 60
pounds, which are withdrawn from the furnace
and worked in the usual way.

The whole operation lasts usually about 1Y2
hour, but may be longer or shorter, according
to the purity of the metal treated. The loss

varies from 7 to 20 per cent, being chiefly de-

pendent upon the amount of impurity in the

pig iron. According to Turner, the consump-
tion of coal in the puddling furnace per ton of
puddled bars amounts generally to about 2,600
pounds. The following interesting comments
are from Prof. H. M. Howe:

"While the yearly production of wrought
iron in the United States more than doubled be-

tween 1870 and 1890, yet since the latter year
it has shrunk very much, probably nearly to

that of 1870; and between 1870 and 1900 the

proportion which the production of wrought
iron bears to that of steel diminished very
greatly. Of the combined annual production
of wrought iron and steel in the United States

that of wrought iron formed 95 per cent in 1870,

63 per cent in 1880, 37 per cent in 1890, and
probably not far from 15 per cent in 1899.

The corresponding numbers for Great Britain

are 34 per cent for 1890 and 19 per cent for

1899, and 16 per cent for 1901. In the year

1899 the average number of British puddling
furnaces in operation is reported as 1,149 out
of a total of 1,320 in existence. Thus in 19

years the position of wrought iron changed from
that of the chief product to one of secondary
importance."

Albert Sauveur,
Assistant Professor of Metallurgy. Harvard Uni-

versity, and Editor of 'The Iron and Steel

Magazine.^

Iron and Steel Industry in America. The
iron of commerce is classified under three

groups. These are "wrought iron," "steel," and
"cast" or "pig iron."

In the colonial period the British government
systematically discouraged all efforts of the col-

onists to produce iron, in order to avoid com-
petition with home industries. There were
forges or bloomeries in nearly all the colonies

from the times of earliest settlement, and as un-

limited supplies of fuel were always at hand in

the vast forests it was only necessary to find ore

and obtain persons who could construct forges.

The iron required for structural purposes, such

as bars, straps, nails, sheets, etc., was obtained

in the early days either by hammering the bloom
from the forge or by shaping with rolls pro-

pelled by water-power. In fact, before the in-

vention of the puddling process in England by
Cort, in 1784, a large proportion of all forms of

wrought iron were derived in this manner. The
old so-called "Walloon" process of refining pig

iron into the malleable or wrought form or into

a crude mild steel was introduced into the col-

onies at an early date in their history. By the

puddling process malleable iron is not directly

produced from the ore, as in the older methods

of manufacture, but indirectly from pig iron.

The introduction of the puddling process \yas

second in importance to no other invention

in the history of the iron industry of this coun-

try-
,

After the Revolution the iron industry deve.-

oped steadily but slowly, probably owing to the

fact that, as in colonial days, much, if not most,

of the iron used along the seaboard was imported.

No . stntistics of the production of iron were

collected before the year 1810. The produc-
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tion of pig and cast iron in that year was
53,908 tons; wrought and malleable iron of all

kinds, 27,105 tons; having a total value of
$6,081,374, of which amount Pennsylvania pro-
duced $2,473,748. The product of the steel fur-

naces of ilassachusetts, Rhode Island. New Jer-
sey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and South Carolina
in 1810 was 917 tons, valued at $144,736; of the
whole number of steel furnaces Pennsylvania
contained five, producing 531 tons, valued at

$81,147. An analysis of these figures gives us
some idea of the state of the industrj' at the be-
ginning of the centurj'. The product of the
blast-furnaces— pig, or, as it was at that time
termed, cast iron— was run directly into small
castings then in demand for commercial pur-
poses ; the malleable iron was probably all de-
rived directly from the ore in forges or bloom-
cries, whence it was taken to the rolling or
slitting mills to be made into rods, bars, plates,

nails, etc. The steel made at this period in the

United States was probably all produced by the
cementation or blister process, and was all of
the grade now known as high-carbon or tool

steel. Although Huntsman's improvement of
this process, by which the steel bars thus made
were fused in crucibles and subsequently cast

into ingots, had been in operation in Sheffield,

England, a number of years prior to 1810, it is

doubtful if his invention had been adopted in

the United States at this earh' date. In the
census of 1820 the quantities of iron made are

not given ; their value, however, is stated as fol-

lows : Pig or cast iron, $2.230,275 ; wrought
iron, $4,640,669; total, $6,870,944. The 1830
census gave : Pig iron and castings, $4,757,403

;

wrought iron, $16,737,251 ; total, $21,494,654. The
production of iron steadily increased upon much
the same lines as before and in 1840, 804 blast-

furnaces produced only 286.903 tons of iron, and
795 bloomeries, forges, and rolling-mills only

197,233 tons of malleable or bar iron. For the

first time in the history of the mdustrj' the pro-

duction of cast or pig iron exceeded that from
the bloomeries and forges. No figures are pub-
lished for the value of the product in 1840, but if

we assume the ton of pig iron to have cost $30,
and the ton of hammered bar iron $90, we
obtain $8,607,090, or nearly double the value of
pig and cast iron produced in 1830. The total

value of the bar iron at this estimate would be
$17,750-970.

The high cost of manufacturing charcoal, and
its enormous consumption in the furnace per ton
of iron produced, were serious obstacles to the
growth of the industry, even where a good sup-
ply of ore was well assured. As early as 1835
the adaptation of anthracite to the manufacture
of iron began to attract attention, and Franklin
Institute offered a gold medal "to the person who
shall manufacture in the United States the
greatest quantit)- of iron from ore during the
year, using no other fuel than anthracite coal,

the quantity to be not less than 20 tons." The
medal was never awarded, but there is abundant
evidence that from 1830 to 1840 a number of
attempts to use mineral fuel in smelting iron

ores were made. The first practically successful

attempt to produce pig iron by the use of an-
thracite was made by David Thomas at

Catasauqua, Pa. The furnace which he erected

there for this purpose was blown in on 3 July
i8-'0. It was equipped with a *hot blast* oper-
ated by water-power, ind thus inaugurated in the
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United Slates, two of the greatest innovations in

blast-furnace practice. This furnace, producing
from the start 50 tons of iron per week, con-
tinued in profitable operation until the year 1879,
when it was dismantled. The early forms of
hot-blast apparatus consisted of nests of iron
pipes heated externally by separate fires, the
object being to pass the air from the blowing-
or blast-engine through these pipes, thereby
greatly augmenting its temperature, and to de-
crease the consumption of fuel per ton of ore
smelted. The hot blast was patented in 1828
by James B. Neilson of Glasgow, and its use is

perhaps the most important improvement ever
made in blast-furnace practice, for without it

the present large and cheap production of pig-
iron would have been impossible. Notwith-
standing that the success in smelting iron in

blast-furnaces with anthracite had been practi-

cally demonstrated in 1840, the general use of
this fuel appears to have grown slowly ; it

was 10 or more years before the use of coal
(either anthracite, coke, or a mixture of the
two) became general. In 1846 the first fur-

nace constructed with the intention of using
raw bituminous coal as fuel was successfully
placed in operation at Lowell, Mahoning County,
Ohio. Although coke had been in general use in

England for a number of years, it was not until

1837 that it was successfully used in the United
States in the blast-furnace at Lonaconing, Alle-

ghany Count}', Md. The manufacture of Con-
nellsville coke was commenced in 1841, but,

according to Weeks, it was not until a number
of years later, when railroad transportation had
become more full}' developed, that its \'alue as

a furnace fuel became thoroughly demonstrated.
The period between the years 1840 and 1850
was a most eventful one in the history of the
American iron industry. The introduction of
the improvements in smelting already indicated,

together with the use of steam-power for pro-
pelling the blast and in performing other vari-

eties of work about the furnaces, its replacement
of water-power in operating rolling-mills and
hammers, in mining coal and ore, and the

rapid growth of the railroads, produced a stim-

ulating effect probably never before experienced
in a similar degree by any American industry.

The railroads contributed largely to the develop-
ment of the iron industr}- in two ways : directly,

by rendering transportation comparatively
cheap, thereby enlarging the iron market and
increasing the demand ; and indirectly, by cre-

ating in their construction a new and unprece-
dentedly large consumption of iron. As the pro-

duction of iron increased in later years, the

older iron-ore deposits became exhausted, or
were proved inferior to the newly discovered
ore-beds of the Lake Superior region. The prob-

lem of suitably locating a modem blast-furnace

producing from 9.000 to 10.000 tons of pig iron

per month became a serious one, and its solu-

tion has had the effect of moving the geograph-

ical centre of the iron industry west of the

Alleghany Mountains, nearer a new and larger

ore supply, yet handy to the coke of Connells-

ville. In 1850 there were produced in the

United States 563,753 tons of pig iron by

377 establishments, and wrought iron to the

value of $22,629,271 in 552 establishments.

The evolution of iron and steel plate mak-
ing, particularly boiler-plates, forms an interest-

ing chapter in the growth of our great industry.
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About i8is, when steam began to be used, Dr.

Charles Lukens remodeled his mill to produce

thicker plate. The bloom was reheated at the

forge and hammered thin, usually about one
and a half inches. It then went to the rolling-

mill, where it was laid on a bed of coal in

what was called a grate-furnace. After heat-

ing, it was rolled into plates one quarter and three

sixteenths of an inch thick and sent to the

boiler maker. But soon the mill began shearing

into, regular commercial sizes : 48 and 49 by
26 i)y one quarter or three sixteenths ; or, if

large enough, it was sheared into plates 68
and 69 by 26, and the scrap was cut into nails.

But when the reverberatory furnace was intro-

duced, the scrap was arranged into piles of
such size as was necessary to produce the re-

quired plate, heated to a welding heat, and rolled

in the mill. This state of things continued until

the introduction of the puddling furnace. The
most important advances made in the years
between 1850 and i860 were the invention of the

"three-high" roll-train ; the introduction of mills

for rolling beams, by Cooper & Hewitt, at Tren-
ton, N. J. ; and the invention in 1848 of the
"universal mill," by Daelin, a German engineer,

which found its way to America 12 years
later. In the manufacture of the finer quali-

ties of steel, no progress was made up to

i860. According to the census of i860, 97
establishments in the United States produced
51,290 tons of blooms, valued at $2,623,178; 2S6
establishments produced 987,559 tons of pig
iron, worth $20,870,120; 256 establishments pro-
duced 513,213 tons of rolled iron, worth
$31,888,705; 13 establishments produced 11,838
tons of steel (probably of cheap grades), worth
$1,778,240.

During the Civil War the resources of the
iron industry in the Northern States were taxed
to their utmost. The industry in the South,
strained at an early day beyond its feeble ca-

pacity, soon broke down, and most of the require-

ments of the Confederate armies were supplied
from abroad. In the train of dire disaster wrought
by the Civil War some good to the iron industry
may be found ; for not only did iron ships make
their appearance in the navy, but the use of
iron plates had its inception. As early as 1859
the French had built the frigate Gloire, ar-

mored with iron plates five inches in thickness,
and in 1861 the British constructed the frigate
Warrior, which was protected by solid iron
plates four and a half inches thick. As regards
armor, either of these vessels was much better
protected than any of our monitors constructed
during the Civil War, for the first monitor
was protected by six to eight thicknesses of
one-inch iron plates jolted one on the other
with overlapping joints, and later vessels were
probably protected in much the same way by
armor made up of a greater number of similar
one-inch plates.

In 1855 and 1856, Henry Bessemer, of Lon-
don, had obtained patents for a process of
converting molten pig iron into steel by forcing
small jets of cold air through the molten iron;
but his invention was not successful until modi-
fied by Robert F. Mushet, who added to the
molten steel, after the blast had been stopped,

sufficient quantity of spiegeleisen (an alloy
of iron and manganese) to neutralize the oxide
of iron caused by blowing and to give the
steel the proper degree of hardness and fluidity.

Neither Bessemer nor his ,'\merican rival, Wil-
liam Kelly, of Pittsburg, who secured a patent

but did not utilize it, accomplished anything in

America until 1866, when their interests were
combined with Mushet's and the first plant to

produce the steel as a commercial article was
put in successful operation by the Pennsylvania
Steel Company at Steelton, near Harrisburg,
Pa., June 1867. The first steel rails rolled in

the United States in the way of regular business
were rolled by the Cambria Iron Company,
Johnstown, Pa., August 1867, from ingots made
by the Pennsylvania Steel Company. The pro-
duction of Bessemer steel in the year 1867 was
3,000 tons, the industry continuing to grow
with rapid strides. In iSgo, 4,131,533 tons were
produced, in 1900 7,532,028 tons, and in 1902

9,138,363 tons. Of these amounts 2,550 tons were
made into rails in 1867, 1,853,862 in 1890,

2,250,457 in 1900, and 2,935,392 tons in 1902.

The importance of the invention of the
Bessemer process to the world in general and
the United States in particular cannot be over-
estimated, since it has reached a development
with us greater than in any other country in

the world. In 1901 the total amount of all

varieties of steel made in the United States
was 44 per cent of the entire world's product.
The rapid and enormous development of the
Bessemer-steel industry in the United States
is attributable chiefly to the great extension of
our railroads. Bessemer steel is also used for

steel bars, merchant steel and for tin plates.

The basic Bessemer or Thomas process though
used in Germany to produce 4,888.054 tons in

1902, has not gained a foothold in this country.
The open-hearth steel process was first used

in 1856, when the Siemens Brothers of Londou
perfected what is now generally known as the
Siemens regenerative gas-furace, without which
no open-hearth steel can be made. In 1864,
Messrs. Emile and Pierre Martin, of the Sireuil

works in France, erected, with the assistance of
Dr. Siemens, one of the regenerative gas-furnaces
to convert steel in an open-hearth or reverberatory
furnace of their own construction. This scheme
was a success from the start, and by a sub-
sequent consolidation of the Siemens and Martin
inventions a steel-making apparatus was de-
vised, known as the Siemens-Martin or open-
hearth process. This process was introduced
into America in 1868 by F. J. Slade for Cooper,
Hewitt & Company, at the works of the New
Jersey Steel and Iron Company, at Trenton,
N. J. In 1870 the production of open-hearth
steel in the United States was 1,500 tons, and
in i8go 574,820 tons, the industry showing a
rapid development during the intervening 20
years. Great Britain was long the largest pro-
ducer of open-hearth steel in the world, and in

this branch of the iron industry the United
States was somewhat behind its great rival,

until 1900. In 1890 Great Britain produced
1,564.200 tons, as against 574.820 tons in the
United States ; in 1899 Great Britain produced
3,0,30,251 tons and the United States a little

more than 2,900,000 tons ; but in igoo the fig-

ures are 3,398,135 tons for the United States
(following James M. Swank, 'Iron and Steel at

the Close of the 19th Century, •" 1901 ; the cen-
sus figures, always incomplete, are 3,044,356)
and 3,156,050 for Great Britain. This growth
is all the more striking when it is known that
in 1895 the writer of this article hopefully
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prophesied that tlie production might reach in

that year 1,000,000 tons. Five years later it

had passed tlie 3,000,000-ton mark. The so-called

"basic" open-hearth process, although in suc-

cessful operation in Europe for a number of
years, was not introduced into the United States

until 1S88, when a number of such furnaces

were constructed at the works of Carnegie,
Phipps & Company, at Homestead, near Pitts-

burg, Pa. Without going into technicalities,

the basic open-hearth process may be briefly

defined as an ordinary open-hearth plant whose
furnace lining is made of a basic material, such
as dolomitic limestone or the mineral mag-
nesite. When pig iron containing a sufficiently

great quantity of phosphorus to render it unfit

for conversion into steel by any other method is

melted in such a furnace, the basic lining,

together with a basic flux which is added, re-

moves the objectionable phosphorus and renders
(other conditions being normal), the resulting

steel equal to that prepared in the open-hearth
furnace in the old and usual manner. The pur-
poses for which open-hearth steel is ordinarily
adapted are quite different from those for which
the Bessemer steel is most suitable ; but the con-
verse of this fact, however, is not true, since

open-hearth steel may be and frequently is used
to an equal, if not greater, advantage wherever
Bessemer steel is employed. In this country,
at least, all high-grade structural material, such
as boiler and ship plate, bridge and building
members, high-grade castings, etc., is almost
invariably of open-hearth steel, which is gen-
erally considered, and doubtless is, more uni-

form in quality than soft steel made by the

Bessemer method.
One of the most curious phases in the his-

tory of the American iron industry is the fact

that although the United States at one time con-
sumed nearly 5o per cent of the world's entire

production of tinned plates, w-ith the exception
of a few sporadic attempts in 1873 and 1875,

no tin or terne plates were made in the United
States until 1891. Great Britain furnished vir-

tually .all the tin-plate used in the United States
during the 20 years ending 1890. No better

evidence of the success of our domestic tin-plate

industry could be attorded than the fact that our
imports have steadily decreased since 1889, those
for 1890 being 29,435 tons, for 1894 215,068 tons,

and for 1900 only 60,386 tons. The American
production amounted to 999 tons in six months
of 1891 ; to 6,092 tons in 1892; 44.563 tons in

1893 ; over 100,000 tons in 1895, and in 1900 to

302,665 tons. The census of 1900 reports 57
establishments manufacturing tin and terne-
plate

; gives their capital as $6,650,047, its wage-
earners as averaging 3,671, and their wages as
$1,889,917; and estimates the cost of materials
at $26,728,150, and the value of the product
as $31,892,011. In 1890 the industry was prac-

tically non-existent and was not reported in the
census of that year.

If the history of the development of the

American blast-furnace practice were written

it would form a large book of itself. In 1870
most of the blast-furnaces in operation were
still very primitive, and although no statistics

for that year are given, it is probable that the

best of them did not produce as an average over

50 tons of pig iron per day, whereas in 1902 the

production of 300 tons per day was a common
occurrence, and some furnaces regularly pro-

duced over 500 tons daily. The table at the

bottom of the page taken from the United States

census reports, exhibits the production of pig
iron from 1870 to 1900.

These figures show the rapid fall in the num-
ber of establishments, resulting from the move-
ment of concentration nowhere so strikingly

shown as in the steel and iron industry. The
capital invested has increased 150 per cent ap-

proximately in 30 years, the production nearly

700 per cent and the value of the product almost
200 per cent. During the 20 years between 1870
and 1890 production in the Middle States had
nearly quadrupled, in the Western States in-

creased nearly 5 times, and in the Southern
States nearly ID times. In 1890 the American
product passed the record figures of the British

furnaces, made in 1882. Between 1890 and 1895

the American trade suffered considerably and

fell below the British in its total product ; then

it again advanced and is now_ 100 per cent

greater than that of Great Britain.

The wonderful growth of the world's iron

industry within 50 years is shown by the follow-

ing tables, in metric tons (2,204 pounds).

Country
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The total iron and steel exports and imports

of the United States for the years 1890, 1900,

and T902 are shown below, the totals being long

tons (2240 pounds)

.

Yeae
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it mav be said that they all use emery (^or car-
borundum) in some form for the roueh polish-
ing and jeweler's rouge for the final treatment.

The markings left even by the finest emery
powders, however, cannot always be removed
readily by the rouge, and the operation is fre-
q~Bently a long and tedious one. The need of a
suitable polishing powder to be used after the
last emery treatment and before the final rouge
polishing was soon made evident and many sub-
stances, such as water-of-Ayr stone, crocus, tri-

poli, diamontine. "Brilliant Beige." etc.. have
been tried. It is in this particular that the
polishing methods of the various e.Kperinienters
engaged in metallographic work vary the most.
Somewhat roughly stated, the method at pres-
ent in use for the preparation of metallic sam-
ples, is in most cases as follows:

One or more treatments wMth emery (or
carborundum) of increasing fineness.

One treatment with one of tlie powders men-
tioned above.

One treatment with jeweler's rouge.
The polishing may be done entirelj' by hand,

or it may be hastened by the use of some sim-
ple power-driven machine consisting of revolv-
ing emery wheels and discs upon which the vari-
ous powders are spread.

Many treatments have been tried to develop
the structure of polished samples of iron and
steel, i. e., to make their structure apparent when
examined under the microscope. To do this, it

is necessary to impart unlike appearances to the
various constituents. The most successful meth-
ods and those most widely used consists in

etching the polished surfaces with highly di-
luted aqueous solutions of acids, especially
nitric acid or with absolute alcohol containing
a small proportion of acid, a solution made up
of lo parts of nitric acid in 90 parts of abso-
lute alcohol being especially effective.

Microstructure of Pure Metals.—When a
properly prepared sample of a pure metal is

examined under the microscope it is generally
found to be made up of irregular polyhedric
grains as shown in figure l, which represents
a drawing of the structure of pure gold under
a magnification of 50 diameters.

It will be noticed that many of the grains
are hexagonal, which strongly suggests that gold
crystallizes in the regular cubic system, these

hexagonal grains being probably due to inter-

fering cubes and octahedra.
Many pure metals, including iron, crystal-

lize in the cubic system, and exhibit, therefore,

a structure similar to that of gold.

The dark net work shown in Fig. i mark
the junction lines between adjacent grains. It

is made apparent by suitable treatment of the
polished surface, generally by immersing it in

some acid, the acid corroding the metal more
deeply between the grains than over their sur-
face.

These grains of which pure metals are com-
posed are not single-crystals. If the polished
sample be etched more deeply and examined
under higher power, it will be found that each
grain is made up of a great number of small
crystals, frequently cubic. It will be found,
moreover, that all these small cubes which make
up a single grain are oriented in the same di-

rection in the same grain, but that their direc-

tion changes as we pass from one grain to an-
other.

The size of the grains varies with the nature
of the metal, some metals being made up of
much larger grains than otliers, even when
cast and solidified under exactly the same con-
ditions.

The presence of impurities, sometimes of an
extremely small amount, frequently exert a
powerful influence on the size of the crystal-
line grains, some impurities increasing it, others
reducing it

The size of the grain in the same metal is
also greatly affected by the temperature to
which the metal is heated and from which it

is allowed to cool, and by the rate of cooling.
Generally speaking, it may be said that the
higher the temperature, the larger the grain,
and also that the slower the cooling the larger
the grain. These results might have been an-
ticipated, if it be considered that slow cooling
from a high temperature are conditions favor-
able to the formation and growth of crystals.

Undisturbed cooling is a necessarv' condi-
tion to the free development of crystals. If

Fig. 1.—Structure of Pure Gold (.\ndrews) Magnified
50 Diameters.

the metal be agitated while solidifying, and
worked—that is subjected to powerful mechan-
ical pressure—while cooling from a high tem-
perature, the formation of the crystalline grains
will be greatly hindered, if not altogether pre-
vented, the metal assuming an amorphous-like
structure, hence the important influence of work
upon the structure of metals.

The Microstructure of Pure Iron.—Pure iron
is not a commercial product. It can only be
obtained in small quantities by carefully con-
ducted laboratory manipulations, and even with
the most refined care it is quite impossible to
produce it absolutely pure. The purest com-
mercial iron is of Swedish origin and may con-
tain as much as 99.8 per cent, of iron.

When a sample of this iron is properly pre-
pared and examined under the microscope,
some regions may be found which are absolutely
free from slag and from carbon, and which
exhibit, therefore, the crystalline structure of
pure iron, or, at least, of carbonless iron. (See
Fig. 2.) It will be noted that this structure
is very similar to that of gold shown in Fig.
I. Like gold, it is made up of polyhedric grains,
generally hexagonal. Iron, like gold and like
many other metals crystallizes in the cubic sys-
tem.
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Ferrite.— Pure iron, or rather carbonless

iron, considered as a microscopical constituent,

has been called ferrite, a name which suggests

its nature and which was proposed by Prof.

Henry M. Howe. This constituent necessarily

makes up the whole mass of carbonless iron,

while in low cai-bon steel and in gray cast iron,

ferrite occurs in decreasing amounts as the per-

centage of combined carbon increases.

The physical properties of ferrite are evi-

dently those of carbonless iron. It is, there-

fore, soft, being easily scratched by a needle,

a test which will occasionally be found useful

by the metallographist. It is moderately strong,

having a tensile strength of some 50,000 pounds
per square inch. It is very ductile, its elonga-

tion amounting to 20 or more per cent, in eight

inches. Ferrite does not possess any hardening
power since carbonless iron cannot be hardened
ty sudden cooling from a high temperature.

The Microstnicfure of Commercial Wrought
Iron. Longitudinal Section.—The niicrostruc-

Fic. 2.

—

Structure of Carbonless Iron. Magnified 150
Diameters (Longnuiir) l-'errite.

ture of the longitudinal section of a wrought
iron bar is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion (Fig. 3). The ground mass or matrix of

the metal will be found to be made up of poly-
hedric crystalline grains similar in every re-

spect to the cystalline grains of pure iron and
of pure metals in general. Many irregular black
lines, varying much in thickness and length, but
all running in the same direction, will also be
noted in I'ig. 3. These lines indicate the loca-

tion of the slag which is always present in

commercial wrou.eht iron, and which assume
tie shape of streaks or fibres running in t!;e

direction of the rolling or forging, thus impart-
ing a fibrous appearance to the metal. Wrought
iron then is made up of a mass of ferrite. as
mi'rht have been anticipated, assuming its char-
acteristic crystalline structure, and of numerous
elongated particles of slag.

It was thought for many years that wrought
iron actually had a fibrous structure, and. in-

deed, the number of persons who still hold this

view is surprisingly large. Many valuable
properties were attributed to puddled iron on
account of its "fibrous structure* which were

denied to steel because of the "crystalline struc-

ture" of that metal. The microscope has sum-
marily disposed of this erroneous belief in

showing that the ferrite which constitutes the
bulk of wrought iron is in no way different from
the ferrite forming the bulk of low carbon steel.

Both are equally crystalline.

When wrought iron contains an appreciable
amount of carbon it results in the appearance
of another constitutent, soon to be described.

Fig. 3.—Structure of a Longitudinal Section of
Wrought Iron (LoiigmuirJ l'"errite and Slag.

Transverse Section.—The microstructure of
the transverse section of a wrought iron bar
is shown in Fig. 4. Like the structure of a
longitudinal section (Fig. 3), it consists in a

l"iG. 4.—Structure of a Transverse Section of Wrought
Iron (Longniuir) l^errite and Slag.

mass of crystalline grains of ferrite. The slag,

however, which in the latter section occurred
as fibres nuining in a direction parallel to the

rolling, here assumes the shape of irregular,

dark areas, which correspond to the cross-sec-

tions of the slag fibres.

The Microslnicture of Low Carbon Steel.—
If a small amount of carbon be introduced into

molten iron and the resulting product cast, the

metal is converted into what is known as low
carbon steel. From the fact that it was ob-

tained in a molten condition it will follow that,

unlike wrought iron, it is quite, if not alto-

gether, free from slag. The absence or pres-

ence of slag constitutes the most distinct dif-
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ferencc between wrought iron and low carbon
steel, for these two metals may otherwise have
identical chemical composition and very similar,

if not identical, physical properties.

The microstructure of a very low carbon
steel is illustrated in Fig. 5. It will be noted
that it consists in a mass of ferrite ; that is, of
carbonless iron, made up of polyhedric crys-

FiG. 5.—Structure of Low Carbon Steel. Carbon 0.08
per cent (Arnold) Ferrite and Pearlite.

talline grains and very similar to the ferrite

constituting the bulk of wrought iron. At the

junction lines of many ferrite grains, however,
some dark areas will be seen, which indicate

the presence in the metal of another constitu-

ent. Since ferrite does not contain any car-

bon, it is evident that all the carbon present in

the steel has segregated into these small dark
masses, and thus we arrive at the interesting

Fig. 6.—Structure of Pearlite Highly Magnified
(Osmond).

conclusion that in low carbon steel the carbon
is not disseminated all Ihrou.gh the mass, as

might reasonably have been expected, but that

it gathers in small particles embedded in a mass
of iron.

Pearlite.—Speculating as to the nature of

this new constituent, we know that it cannot
consist of pure carbon; for it is known that

the carbon present in steel does not exist in

the free state, but is combined with some iron.

forming the carbide or iron FeaC. This iron

carbide must necessarily be located in the dark
areas, but are these made up exclusive of this

carbide? To assist us in determining the char-

acter of this constituent, let us examine it under
a high magnification. We then find that each
dark particle breaks up into two components
(Fie. 6), which occur as small parallel plates al-

ternately bright and dark. As to the nature 01

these coiTiponents, it is evident that one of them
is the carbide Fe:C and the other must neces-

sarily be iron or ferrite: for these are the only

two constitutents which, to the best of our
knowledge, are present in unhardened steel.

Dr. Sorby, who was the first observer to

describe the appearance of this interesting con-

stituent, proposed for it the name of "pearly

constituent," because it frequently exhibits a

display of color ver>' suggestive of mother of

pearl, especially when viewed by oblique illu-

mination. Later Prof. Howe suggested the

name of pearlite. which has been universally

adopted.

Fig. 7.—Structure of Medium High Carbon Steel.
Carbon 0.38 per cent (Arnold) Ferrite and

Pearlite.

Coiiottitc.—The carbide FesC has been
called cementite, also by Prof. Howe, because
it occurs abundantly in cemented steel, merely
owing to the fact that this steel is generally a

high carbon steel. Pearlite then is a mechanical
mixture of ferrite and cementite after the fash-

ion described in the preceding paragraphs.
It should be stated here that pearlite does

not always assume such a distinctly laminated
structure. In many instances its structure re-

mains ill-defined or assumes a granular rather
than a lamellar appearance, this being due
chiefly to the treatment to which the steel has
been subjected.

A high magnification is required for the

resolution of pearlite, generally not less than
200 diameters. The samples should also be
very carefully etched.

The Microstructure of Medium High Car-
bon Steel.—The microstructure of a steel con-
taining o.,^ per cent, of carbon is illustrated in

Fig. 7 under a magnification of 100 diameters.
It will be noted in comparing this structure

to that of low carbon steels (Fier. 5"), that the
introduction of more carbon in the iron has re-

sulted, as should be expected, in the presence
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Df a greater amount of pearlite and of a cor-

respondingly smaller proportion of ferrite. The
pearlite occupies now roughly about one-third

of the total area. Under sufficiently high power
the pearlite areas exhibit the characteristic

lamellar structure illustrated in Fig. 6.

On further addition of carbon, the amount
of pearlite, which is evidently proportional to

the percentage of carbon, increases correspond-
ingly, as shown in Fig. 8, which illustrates the

microstructure of steel containing about 0.59

Fig. 8.—Structure of Medium High Carbon Steel.
Carbon 0.59 per cent (Arnold) Ferrite and

I'earlite.

oer cent, of carbon. The pearlite occupies here
over one-half of the total area. It will be noted
that the ferrite areas are not resolved into
polyhedric grains, apparently because the fer-

rite now occurs in particles often too small to

be made up of several crystalline grains. The

Fio. 9.—Structure of High Carbon Steel. Carbon 0.89
per cent (Arnold) Pearlite.

internal structure of these small masses of fer-
rite, however, is still made up of small cubic
crystals as previously described. A high-
power photomicrograph of this steel would re-
veal the laminations of the pearlite shown in

FiR. 6.

The Microslnicture of High Carbon Steel.—
It has been shown that the introduction of an
increasing amount of carbon in steel results in

the formation of a correspondingly increasing
proportion of pearlite and decreasing amount of
ferrite. A degree of carburization, therefore,

must necessarily be reached, when the whole
mass will be made up of pearlite, the ferrite

having finally disappeared. This critical point

in the structure of steel is attained when the
metal contains about 0.80 per cent, carbon. In
exceptionally pure steel a little more carbon
may be required to cause the complete disap-

pearance of ferrite, while in the presence of
much impurity a smaller percentage may be
sufficient.

Steel made up exclusively of pearlite is

sometimes said to be saturated, it is also called

"cutectic,* or "cutectoid," steel, the latter term
having recently been suggested by Prof. Howe.
If it contains less than o.So per cent, carbon,
and, therefore, an excess of ferrite, it is called

under-saturated or "hypo-eutectoid" steel, while

if it contains more than this amount of carbon

Fig. 10.—Structure of Hisrh Carbon Steel. Carbon 1.20
per cent (.-\rnold) Pearlite and Cementite.

(and therefore, as will be seen, an excess of
cementite) it is called over-saturated or "liyper-

eutectoid" steel. The use of the terms euteclic

and eutectoid implies that steel is considered
as an alloy of two constituents, ferrite and ce-

mentite, which, upon cooling, gives rise to the

formation of a third constituent, pearlite, made
up of small particles of both components. Many
alloys contain a constituent possessing the same
characteristics and which is called "euteclic

alloy.»

The structure of steel made up exclusively

of pearlite is shown in Fig. 9. The magnifi-

cation is not sufficiently high to show clearly

the laminations of pearlite.

Let us now consider what effect a further

addition of carbon will have upon the structure

of the metal. Fig. 10 is the reproduction of

a drawing showing the structure of a steel con-

taining 1.20 per cent, carboi., or much more
carbon than the amount required to convert

the whole mass into pearlite. It will be noted

that while the bulk of the metal is still made
up of pearlite, it now contains also another

constituent, which in Fig. 10 occurs chiefly as

a light net-work surrounding the meshes of

pearlite. This structure recalls that of tnedium

hard steel and an inexperienced eye might be

led to infer that this light constituent is fer-
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rite. This net work, however, consists of ce- The Microstructure of White Cast Iron.—
nientite whicli is now present in excess over the Like steel, white cast iron is free from graphitic
amount required to form pearlite, just as in carbon; it contains the whole of its carbon in
the case of low carbon steel, ferrite was in the combined condition, that is, as the carbide
excess. FcaC or cementite. We should, therefore, ex-

Cementite has a more metallic lustre than
ferrite and remains bright and structureless

even after prolonged etching, while ferrite is

colored and resolved into grains after such
treatment. Cementite is extremely hard and
stands in rehef in the structure, while ferrite

is soft and is depressed by the polishing, Fer-

rite is readily scratched by a needle, while ce-

mentite cannot be marked. The excess of

cementite, however, does not always assume
the shape of a fine net work, its mode of occur-
rence depending upon the treatment to which
the steel is subjected.

With further increase of carbon, the amount
of cementite will necessarily increase and the

proportion of pearlite decrease correspondingly.

The structure of imhardened carbon steel

just described may, for our purpose, be ac-

counted for as follows: The carbon present in

the steel unites with a portion of the iron to

form the carbide FeaC or cementite (which con-

FiG- 12-—Structure of White Cast Iron Magnified 150
Diameters (Longiiiuir). Pearlite and Cementite.

pect to find the microstructure of white cast
iron very similar to that of high carbon steel
that is made up of pearlite and a Lirge excess
of free cementite. In Fig. 12 is shown under a
magnification of 56 diameters, the structure of
a sample of a white cast iron, and it will be
seen that as just anticipated, it is composed of
pearlite and cementite, roughly in equal pro-
portions. This iron contained about 3.50 per
cent, of combined carbon, which theoretically
would call for about 45 per cent, of free cemen-
tite. A higher power would as usual be re-

FiG. II.—.-V Graphical Representation of the Relation
Between the Carbon Content and the Micro-

structure of Iron Carbon Alloys.

tains 6.67 per cent, carbon). The remaining
iron, or ferrite, and this cementite then unite

structurally in definite proportTon to form pear-
lite, leaving as the case may be, an excess either

of ferrite or of cementite. the former in low
carbon steel, the latter in highly carburized
steel.

The changes in the structural composition
of steel, due to changes in the percentage of
carbon may be represented graphically as shown
in Fig. II.

This diagram clearly illustrates the fact that

if no carbon be present the whole of the metal
is made up of ferrite, and that by introducing
increasing amounts of carbon, pearlite is formed
in increasing quantity, while ferrite decreases
correspondingly. With 0.80 per cent, of carbon
the whole mass consists of pearlite. Further
addition of carbon results in the introduction

of cementite in the structure, which then in-

creases in amount with the carbon, while the

proportion of pearlite decreases.

In our description of the structural compo-
sition of steel we have purposely ignored the

effect of impurities, because while their influ-

cene is not to be overlooked, quantitive infor-

mation on this point is lacking. •

The Microstructure of Cast Iron.— Cast
iron may be sharply divided into two classes

:

(i) White cast iron and (2") Gray Cast Iron.

That is, into cast iron free from graphitic car-

bon and cast iron coiUaining graphic car-

bon. The microstructure of these two vari-

eties of cast iron will be considered separately.

Fig. 13.—A Graphical Representation of the Relation
Cetwecn Percentage of Combined Carbon and

tlie Microstructure of Cast Iron.

quired to resolve the structure of the pearlite

areas.

The close analogy which exists between the

structure of steel and that of white cast iron,

is, therefore, evident. Indeed it is not possible

to distinguish high carbon sloel from white cast

iron by the examination of the structure of

these metals ; nor is this possible by any other

test. To distinguish between high carbon steel

and white cast iron, we must necessarily adopt
an arbitrary rule, consisting, for instance, in

calling steel, all carburized iron containing less

than 2 per cent, carbon and cast iron, those pro-

ducts which are more highly carburized. Start-

ing with carbonless iron and gradually increas-
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inr the carbon content, we produce in succes-

sion, low carbon steel, medium high carbon steel,

high carbon steel, and finally white cast iron,

wuhout any suggestion as to when the metal

ceases to be steel and becomes cast iron. The
changes of structure and of properties caused

bv this gradual increase of carbon are contin-

uous and do not indicate any abrupt transforma-
tion. As the carbon increases the strength of

the metal increases until the carbon content
reaches about I per cent, and then it decreases

;

the hardness increases and the ductility and
weldability decrease continuously; the malle-
ability decreases and finally disappears, but
these changes occur gradually as the carbon
increases and not abruptly upon reaching the
composition of white cast iron.

To sum up, white cast iron may be consid-
ered as forming the most highly carburized
member of the steel series.

The Microstructtire of Grav Cast Iron —

•

Gray Cast Iron free from Combined Carbon.—
Perfectly gray cast iron does not contain any
combined carbon. It should, therefore, be made
up of a mass of carbonless iron (ferrite) and
of a certain acnount of graphitic carbon. The
graphite occurs as numerous plates irregular
in shape and size, disseminated through the
iron, and breaking up its continuity. It is be-
cause of this breaking up of the continuity of
the metallic mass that the original ductility and
malleability of the iron ib so completely de-
stroyed by the presence of a sufficient amount
of graphite.

Gray cast iron is seldom free from combined
carbon. It generally contains from o.io to I

per cent, and even more of carbon in the com-
bined condition, and it is well known that this
percentage of combined carbon depends chiefly
upon the amount of silicon present and upon the
rate of cooling of the casting. Various propor-
tions of combined carbon, and, therefore, of
graphitic carbon impart different appearances
to the fracture of cast iron, which was, and still

is to a considerable extent, classified accord-
ingly into the various grades "No. I, 2 and 3
Foundry," "mottled," "forge," etc.

The presence of some combined carbon in

the iron must necessarily imply the presence of
some pcarlite in its structure. The metallic
matrix which in perfectly gray iron consists of
ferrite now possesses the structural character-
istics (and therefore the properties also) of a
low carbon steel. Gray cast iron containing a
email amount of combined carbon may be con-
sidered as a low carbon steel whose continuity
is destroyed by the presence of numerous plates
of graphite. Such an iron would correspond to
a N'o. I Foundry.

1 he presence of a larger proportion of com-
bined carbon must necessarily result in a cor-
respondingly greater amount of pearlite in the
structure.

By increasing the percentage of combined
carbon in cast iron, we convert its metallic
mitrix into steel of a correspondingly higher
carbon content. We must necessarily reach a
point, therefore, when the matrix will become a
mass of penrlite. or. in other words, when it

will assume the character of a saturated or
cntcctoid steel. This will occur when the metal
c intains about 070 per cent, of combined car-
bon. It will be remembered that in the case of

steel some 0.80 per cent, of carbon was required
to convert it into a mass of pearlite. In the
case of cast iron, however, the amount of iron
to be saturated is less (because of the space
occupied by the graphite) and requires a corres-
pondingly smaller amount of carbon, namely
some 0.70 per cent.

Classified by its fracture, a cast iron of this
character woulj correspond to a number 3 or
4 Foundry.
A further increase of combined carbon would

result in the presence of some free cementite
in the structure. Such cast iron is known,
from the appearance of its fracture, as "mot-
tled" iron.

Relation Between the Structure of Cast Iron
and the Percentage of Combined Carbon.— The
relation between the structure of cast iron and
the proportion of combined carbon may be
clearly illustrated by the diagram of Fig. 13,

in which the percentage of total carbon (graph-
itic carbon plus combined carbon) has been as-
sumed to be 4 per cent, and to remain constant.
The plan followed is the same as that used to

illustrate the changes of structure in steel and
will t!ierefore be readily understood. By com-
paring this diagram with that of Fig. 11, the
close analogy between the constitution of steel

and that of cajt iron is strikingly brought out.

That the properties of steel and cast iron, in

spite of this similarity, differ so much, is due
to the presence of graphitic carbon which by
breaking up the continuity of the steel mass
greatly decreases its strength and ductility, and
deprives it of its malleaoilitv.

The structure of iron and steel which has
been briefly described in the preceding para-
graphs is greatly affected by the treatment or
treatments, both thermal and mechanical, to

which the metals are subjected during the pro-
cesses of manufactures and further ion\e;sion
into finished implements. Metallographic meth-
ods, therefore, afford a means of detecting de-

fective treatments and of suggesting improve-
ments in manufacturing methods through a
careful study of the close relations existing on
the one hand between the structure of iron and
steel and their physical properties, and on the
other hand between their structure and the

treatment they have received.

Albert S.=\uveur,

Professor of Metallurgy, Harvard University.

Iron in Medicine. In its native form, iron
is devoid of action, but when reduced to a salt.

or oxide, capable of dissociation, it becomes •

active. Iron differs from many of the other
heavy metals in that it is an active ingredient of
the tissues. In the human blood it is an abso-
lutely essential constituent, and its importance
is great for all of the tissues of the body. It is

well known that the presence of iron is neces-

sary for the active processes of photosynthesis
in plants, and that in its absence the higher
plants are unable to develop chlorophyll.

Nencki, a Russian biologist, has shown that
reduction compounds of hemoglobin and of
chlorophyll are very closely allied, and he pro-

pounds the interesting speculation that proba-
bly the same iron compound was present in the
living matter before a differentiation of animal
and plant was made, and that as plants and ani-

mals developed along divergent lines of struc-
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ture the iron compounds became somewhat
separated in their chemical character.

Iron combinations in medicine are usually

divided into two classes, inorganic and organic.

In the former the iron is dissociated in solution,

and is usually acted upon by the hydrochloric
acid of the gastric juice and converted into

soluble chlorides, in which form it probably
enters into the tissues. In the organic iron

it is probable that the same conversion takes
place, although there is much controversy re-

garding the method of its absorption ; but this

is true of all iron. The iron is usually taken
up in the stomach and intestines, the larger part
of it being rejected, and it enters into the blood
in the form of an albuminate which passes into

the duodenum, some being absorbed by the
epithelium, and more or less of it carried directlj'

to the spleen and probably to the liver. In the
spleen it seems to undergo some changes, and
is taken up by the blood and thereafter deposited
more particularly in the liver and in the bone-
marrow. \\'hen there is deficiency of iron in the
blood or other organs, the liver gives up its

store and it is absorbed by the tissue that is

most in need of it. While in the blood, iron is

the great organ of oxidation. B3' means of the
haemoglobin the oxjgen of the air is taken up
and distributed to the different parts of tlie

body. This permits of the active chemical oxi-
dative changes that take place throughout the
entire body, which changes are of such vital im-
portance in general metabolism, and without
which the body suffers, degenerates and dies.

Iron is used particularly for diseases in which
the blood is poor in that metal. This is par-
ticularly the case in anaemias of primary and
secondary character. In priraarj' anaemia or
chlorosis (q.v.), iron is a distinct help, often
curing the condition. In primary pernicious
anaemia, which is a grave blood-disease, it is

of secondary value. In all of the secondary
anaemias, those that follow hemorrhage, the acute
infectious diseases, such as scarlet fever, malaria,
whooping-cough, measles, typhoid, pneumonia,
etc., iron is of great ser\ice. It is particularly
valuable following childbirth or any condition
in which there has been a great loss of blood.
It is also useful in conditions of scanty menstru-
ation, in tuberculosis, and is one of the best
general tonics in the realm of medicine. The
effects of inorganic and iron solutions on the
teeth should be borne in mind, although they are
much exaggerated. Iron is apt to cause a cer-
tain amount of constipation, but this, by proper
laxatives regularly taken, should be overcome.

Iron Mask, The Man with the, a famous
personage who was kept a prisoner in two or
three French prisons in the time of Louis XIV.,
and who excited a curiosity corresponding to
the care with which his identity was concealed.
His first prison was the castle of Pignerol, of
which Saint-Mars was governor. In 1686 he
was carried by Saint-Mars to the isles of St.

Marguerite ; and the same precautions were
observed as upon his first journey. Saint-Mars
having been appointed governor of the Bastile in

1698, carried the prisoner with him there, but
still masked. An apartment had been prepared
for him more convenient, and furnished with
more care than those of the other unfortunate
beings who inhabited this sad abode. He was
not permitted to take off his mask even before

his physician. In other respects the greatest at-

tention was shown him, and nothing which he
requested was refused him. His education ap-
peared to have been carefully attended to; and
he amused his leisure by reading, and playing
upon the guitar. This unknown person died 19
Nov. 1703, at ID o'clock in the.evening, without
having undergone any severe sickness. He was
buried the next day in the afternoon in the
cemetery of the church of St. Paul. He was,
it was said, about 60 j'ears of age, although
the register of burials for the church of St.

Paul, in w'hich he is mentioned under the name
of Marchiali, makes him only about 45. It is

said that orders were given to burn everything'
which had been employed in his service; thai
the walls of the chamber which he had occupied
were rubbed down and whitewashed ; and thai

the precautions were carried so far, that th,
tiles of his room were removed, in the fear that
he might have displaced some of them to conceal
a letter beliind them. Conjecture exhausted
itself to discover who this mysterious personage
might be.

At the time of the destruction of the Bastile,

in July 1785, there were not wanting curious
persons, who sought, in the archives of this
fortress, to discover some notices which might
throw light upon this historical problem. But
to no purpose. A widely-accepted conjecture was
first thrown out in a letter written in 1770 by
Baron D'Heiss to the 'Journal Encyclopedique.'
According to this view the Man with the Iron
Mask was Count Girolamo Magni, or Mattioli.
first minister of the Duke of Mantua, who had
betrayed the interests of Louis XR'. by failing
to secure for him, as he had pledged himself to
do, in consideration of a large bribe, possession
from his master of the fortress of Casale. For
this offense he was lured to the French frontier,
secretly arrested, and imprisoned in the fortress
of Pignerol in 1679. The secret was preser\-ed
so carefully, on the supposition that Mattioli was
the prisoner, because his seizure and detention
were flagrant violations of international law.
In a more recent investigation bj' ^L Jung, 'La
Verite sur le Masque de Fer' (1873), an attempt
is made to identify the Mask with a gentleman
of Lorraine, who was connected with an asso-
ciation for the assassination of Louis. Funck-
Brentano in 1894 revived the view that Mattioli
was the mysterious prisoner, and many now con-
sider the controversy settled and this view
established. Consult: Hopkins, 'The Man in

the Iron Mask.'

Iron Mountain, Mich., city, county-seat of
Dickinson County ; on the Chicago, M. & St.
P. and the Chicago N. W. R.R.'s; about 47 miles
southwest of Marquette and 57 miles west by
north of Escanaba. It was settled in 1879 and
chartered in 1888. It is the commercial centre
for a large mining section in Michigan and for
a farming section in Wisconsin. The city gov-
ernment consists of a mayor and council, elected
annually. Its trade is principally in iron-ore and
farm products. Pop. (.1900) 9,242.

Iron Mountain, the southern spur of the
St. Francois Mountains, a low range in the
eastern part of Missouri. This mountain, which
is really a hill or knob, is in St. Francois County,
about 60 miles southwest from St. Genevieve,
the nearest point on the Mississippi River. It is

about 300 feet above the surrounding land and
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about 2,000 feet above the sea. It covers an

area of 500 acres. It is famous for its rernark-

able mineral deposits, specular or hematite iron-

ore, the purest iron ore in the United States.

The average elevation above the land around is

550 feet, and the area it covers is about 500

acres. Large oak trees flourish on its slope,

their roots embedded in soil composed largely of

fragments of peroxide of iron. Excavations

were begun in 1845. An artesian well has been

sunk to the depth of 152 feet, with the result

that the beds passed through from the surface

were as follows : Iron ore mixed with clay, 16

feet; sandstone, 34 feet; magnesian limestone,

T^/2 inches ;
gray sandstone, 7^ inches ; hard

blue rock, i"] feet ;
pure iron ore 5 feet ;

por-

phyritic rock, 7 feet; iron ore 50 feet to the

bottom. It would seem tliat nearly the whole
mountain was a mass of magnetic iron ore. The
adjacent valleys are underlaid with magnesian
limestone in horizontal strata. Pilot Knob
(q.v.), about six miles south of Iron Mountain,
also contains an extensive deposit of iron ore;

Shepherd Mountain, a short distance southvi'est

of Pilot Knob, is the largest of the iron moun-
tains in that immediate vicinity.

Iron Ores. Although iron is the most
abundant of the useful metals, forming s per

cent of the earth's crust, it is rarely found na-

tive— one famous native occurrence of it,

however, being at Ovifak on the west coast of

Greenland. The iron ores of chief commercial
importance are hematite, magnetite, limonite,

siderite and pyrite. Pure hematite contains 70
per cent iron ; magnetite 72.4 per cent ; limonite

59.89 per cent; siderite 48.27 per cent; pyrite

46.6 per cent. Iron ores, however, are prac-

:
tically never mined pure, but are mined in quan-
tity averaging 10 per cent and over less iron
than above stated, the principal impurities being
silica, alumina, and lime.

Hematite, ferric oxide (FeiOs), by far the
most important iron ore, varies greatly in phys-
ical characteristics. Specular hematite is black,

with a brilliant metallic lustre. Martite is a va-
riety of hematite. Magnetite, a ferro-ferric

oxide (FeO.FeiOa), is black magnetic, and
crystallizes in octahedra, but as mined it is usu-
ally massive or granular. Ilmenite, an oxide of

iron and titanium, is not yet an ore of commer-
cial importance. Franklinite, an oxide of iron,

manganese, and zinc, found at Franklin, N. J.,

is used in making spiegelcisen, an alloy of iron
and manganese after the zinc has been removed
by roasting. Limonite or brown hematite, hy-
drated ferric oxide (2Fe:03.3H;0), is brown or
yellow in color and occurs in massive, earthy, or
in botryoidal forms. Bog-ore is a variety of
limonite. Goethitc, differing from limonite in

crystalline form and containing less water, is

found in large quantities in Minnesota. Siderite,

or spathic iron, ferrous carbonate (FeCOs), is

white to gray when pure, and crystallizes in
rhombohcdra. As mined, it varies much in ap-
pearance, owing to oxidation. Clay iron stone is

siderite mingled with clay. Blackband ore is side-

rite mixed with more or less bituminous matter.
Pyrites, ferric disulphide (FeS:), often called

"fool's Kold," is used in great quantities to

make sulphuric acid. The residue, known as
"blue-billy." or pyrites clinker, is in some coun-
tries smelted in the blast-furnace as an iron ore.

In smelling an ore the silica, lime, and alu-

mina are removed as slag. Ores high in silica

require more limestone in the furnace-charge

for fluxing, that is, for combining with the sil-

ica. Some ores contain silica and lime in such
proportions as to be self-fluxing. The higher

the iron content of an ore, generally speaking,

the greater the yield per ton of material put
through the furnace, and the lower the cost per

ton of the iron made.
A very hard ore must be broken into small

lumps to give best results in the furnace.

Hematites often smelt easier than magnetites.

A fine granular ore makes trouble in smelting,

and a certain proportion may be lost as dust,

which clogs furnace-flues. The really injurious

impurities most often found in iron ores are

sulphur, phosphorus, and titanium. Sulphur can
be largely removed by roasting the ore before
smelting; phosphorus cannot, and all the phos-
phorus in the ore goes into the iron. For mak-
ing steel by the Bessemer process an ore should
contain less than 1-1,000 of its amount of iron;

thus, to be classified as Bessemer, an ore con-
taining 61 per cent iron should contain less than
.061 per cent phosphorus. For making steel by
the basic process, high phosphorus ores are used.

The present development of the world's iron

mines is the outcome of many factors. Gen-
erally speaking, it is cheaper to bring the ore to
the fuel than the fuel to the ore, hence, countries

or districts that have great supplies of iron ore
may be insignificant producers of pig-iron.

Low-priced fuel has been the chief factor in de-
termining the location of iron and steel indus-

tries, while the chief factors in the development
of iron mines are the quality of the ore and the

cost at which it can be put down at the furnace.

Iron-Ore Supplies of the World.— The iron

industry in Asia is several thousand years old,

but the annual output of iron ore is small.

China has vast but little-developed deposits of

limonite and hematite. Japan is very poor in

iron ores. The iron industry of Australia is

not of importance. The only ores exported
from Africa are mined in Algeria, where the

annual production has fallen to about 150,000

tons. Europe has famous ore fields. The ores

of Elba and those of Styria were worked by the

Romans. Certain Swedish mines have been
worked almost continuously since 1300. The
German output now comes chiefly from so-called

minette beds of Lorraine and Luxemburg. The
ore, a low-grade limonite high in phosphorus,

is used in making steel by the basic process, and
the present annual output is over 7,000,000 tons

annually. The total ore supply left in the field

is estimated at nearly 2,000,000,000 tons. The
iron fields of Great Britain have passed their

greatest productiveness. The principal districts

are Cleveland in North Yorkshire, yielding^ clay

ironstone containing about 30 per cent iron

;

Cumberland and Lancashire, yielding red herna-

tite containing 50 to 60 per cent iron ; and Lin-

colnshire, Leicestershire, and Northampton, yield-

ing cheaply-mined low-grade hematite. The
blackband ores of Scotland are of much less im-
portance than formerly. The principal Spanish
mines are in the Bilbao district in the province

of Biscaj', the productive field being 15 miles

long and 2^/2 wide. The ores are red and pur-

ple hematite, limonite, and carbonate, the iron

content in the crude ores running from 45 to

56 per cent. The district has produced to date

about 95,000,000 tons. The greater part of the
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Russian ore supply comes from the Ural Moun- carload lots, though the Lake Angeline mine
tains, the ores on the east side of the range at Ishpeniing, Mich., has shipped hard hematite
being magnetite, and on the west side limonite running 68 per cent iron and 0.008 phosphorus
and carbonate. Near Krivoi Rog, in the Cau- in thousand-ton lots. Minnesota now leads the
casus, are mines of hematite and magnetite. States in production, with Michigan second,
Fully 80 per cent of the iron ore of France is Alabama third, and Pennsylvania fourth. The
obtained from the minette beds of the Moselle chief centre of iron-ore production is about
that extend into Lorraine and Luxemburg. Lake Superior, where the ores occur along five

Most of the French ores are limonites. The mineral belts or "ranges," in Pre-Cambrian
principal Austrian iron mines are in Styria, the rocks. The Marquette range, in Michigan,
Styrian Erzberg having one of the largest de- was opened in 1856; the Menominee, mostly in

posits of siderite in Europe, yielding yearly Michigan, but partly in Wisconsin, in 1887

;

about i.ooo.ooo tons of carbonate ore, contain- the Gogebic, in Michigan and Wisconsin, in

ing 40 per cent of iron. In Bohemia are mines 1884; the Vermilion, in Alinnesota, in 1884;
of magnetite, limonite, and siderite. Sweden has and the Mesabi, in Minnesota, in 1892. The
immense deposits of iron ore, chiefly magnetite ores shipped are nearly all red hematite. The
with some specular hematite. The most impor- Marquette produces some magnetite. As much
tant deposits are at Grangsberg in Central of the ore is hauled long distances to a furnace,
Sweden, where are specular hematite and mag- 60 per cent iron was once about as low grade ore
netite ores containing 62 to 64 per cent iron and as could be shipped profitably, but now some
0.9 to 1.5 per cent phosphorus, and at Gellivare, mines ship Bessemer ores containing but 45 per
100 miles from the Gulf of Bothnia, where are cent iron. The ore-bodies are sometimes of
huge bodies of magnetite that run from 68.69 great size. The Chapin mine, on the Menom-
iron and 0.05 phosphorus to 60 per cent iron and inee range, is working lenses 100 feet wide and
1.5 per cent phosphorus. The ores from this 600 feet thick in the middle, and 2,500 feet

field and the neighboring districts of Kuruna- long. The Fayal mine, on the Mesabi range,

vara and Luossavara will be of great importance in 1902 shipped 1,681,000 tons, and the Chapin
to British iron-masters, and shipments to the in the same year 927,747 tons. The Mesabi
Atlantic seaboard of the United States are quite deposits are flat-lying, covered by a varying
possible. depth of clay, sand, and boulders. By stripping

WORLD'S PRODUCTio.v OF IRON ORE- METRIC TONS. 0^/1'!
^"'^f

^ ^nd working the granular ore

,, . , _ with steam-shovels, an enormous output is pos-
United States 29,3^0,325 37.7 ., , r^,

.. / r *.!_

Germany 16,570,182 21.4 sible. 1 he output of the various ranges in

Great Britain 12,475,700 16.1 1902 vvas : Mesabi, 13,342,840 long tons; Me-
g"=='» 6,700,000 8.6 nominee, 4,627,524; Marquette, 3,853,010; Go-

Au'strTa-Hunga;;--:::.:::::;:::: tf/sT.l 11 gebic, 3,663,484; vermiuon, 2,084,263; making
Sweden 2,793,566 3-6 a total of 27.571,121 long tons.
Other countries 1,800,000 2-4 In the South there are three important iron-

Total 77,573,635 i"^ ™°\"S centres-one near Birmingham, Ala.,

another in southeastern lennessee, and the

The total production was undoubtedly larger, third in soutliwestern Virginia. The ores are

since among the "other countries" are those red hematites and low-grade limonites. The
that collect no returns of mineral output. The growth of the Alabama industry is due to cheap
figures are for 1901 or 1902. ore, limestone and coking-coal being found in

The iron ore supplies of South America have close proximity. Pennsylvania leads the Union
been little developed, and those of Mexico are in the production of magnetite, chiefly from the

just coming into prominence. In the province great ore-body at Cornwall, and also produces
of Santiago, Cuba, are deposits of high-grade much limonite. New York and New Jersey
hematite. From there over 690,000 tons w-ere also produce magnetite, and the former State

exported to the United States in 1902. At Belle some red hematite. Carbonate ores now come
Isle, N. F., beds of hematite are now worked on chiefly from Ohio. Of the w'esteni States, Col-
a large scale. In Ontario. Quebec, and British orado produces limonite, and in Utah and Wy-
Columbia are deposits of good hematite and oming are great deposits of magnetite and
magnetite, and the Dominion will soon be a large hematite, destined to be of importance in

producer. There is a possibility of iron ores the near future. The famous specular heraa-

Ijeing mined in Labrador. tite mines at Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain,
The United States leads the world in the Mo., are exhausted. Texas has large deposits

production of iron ore. The ores mined range of ore. and several other States are or will be
from low grade limonite to the highest grade important producers.

hematites and magnetites. The purest ore ever Mining and Handling Iron Ores.— Some
mined in the United States in quantity was extraordinary records of cheap mining and
probably the magnetite from the Lovers Pit at transportation have been made in the Lake Su-
Mineville, N. Y., which ran 72 per cent iron in perior iron-ore trade. Large ore-bodies, eflS-

tJNITED STATES IRON ORE PRODUCTION IN LONG TONS.
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cient labor, and excellent management have been

the factors in reducing mining costs, while the

long lake-water haul, nearly 900 miles, in spe-

cially designed vessels, has made it possible to

put down Lake Superior ores at Pittsburg,

over 1,100 miles from the mine, at a total trans-

portation cost of under ?2 per ton. On the

Mesabi range, in some large mines steam-

shovels load the ore directly upon the cars, one

shovel having loaded 170,000 tons in 26 days,

or at the rate of over 6,500 tons per day. The
shovels are each operated by five men, and the

labor cost for mining and loading averages

but about i6c per ton, and at one mine which
dug and loaded 293,651 tons in 174 days, the

labor cost was only 4c per ton. The loaded ore-

trains go 50 to 115 miles to a shipping port.

There they are run on to long, high docks hav-
ing large pockets or bins into which the ore

runs through openings in the bottoms of the

cars. From these pockets the ore passes by
gravity down along chutes into the hold of the

vessel, so that no hand-labor is required. The
ore-pockets hold about 160 tons each, and num-
ber from 90 to 384, according to the length of

the dock.
In unloading the ore from the vessels, the

use of labor-saving machinery is even more
notable. A series of steel bridges, easily moved
along the docks, is supplied with hinged arms
which can be lowered into the hatch of the ves-

sel. Along each arm and across the bridge runs

a trolley-train to which are attached automatic
grabs similar to a double scoop. The grab or
scoop holds about five tons of ore, and when
it begins to draw together it digs into the ore.

The grabs can remove over half of the cargo
without any assistance, and the remaining half is

brought directly under the hatch by use of a
scraper, operated by similar machinery. The
grabs are so controlled by the engineer that he
can drop them at any point over the hold he
may wish, and after a grab seizes its load of
ore it is raised at full speed, carried rapidly

along the trolley to any given point, and
dumped into railroad cars or on stock piles.

This 5-ton grab has a hoisting speed of 100 ft. a
minute, and can run along the bridge at the
rate of 1,000 ft. a minute. The bridges to
which the arms with their grabs are attached
are worked by electricity. By such a device
26 men can do the work of 300 under the old
system. Another unloading device, the Hulett
unloadcr, requires even fewer men, and takes
out a larger proportion of the cargo without aid.

Bibliography.— Owing to the enormous
growth of the iron industry, there is no recent
single work covering the production and use
of iron ores. Statistics of production can be
found in 'The Mineral Industry,' the 'Min-
eral Resources of the United Slates,' and the
'Engineering and Mining Journal.' Descrip-
tions of geological occurrence and mining meth-
ods can be found in the monographs and bullet-
ins of the United States Geological Survey;
and the 'Transactions' of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. See Goethite;
Hematite; Ilmenite; Limonmte; Magnetite;
Mining; Ore Deposits. Samuel Sanford,
Assoc. Editor ^Engineering and Mining Jour-

nal.^

Iron Skeleton Construction, a modern sys-
tem of constr\ioiiiig liig^b buildings, by which

architects and builders are enabled to plan and
erect buildings as high as 15 or 20 stories on
plots of ground 20 to 50 feet wide. By the use
of this system the thickness of walls is consid-

erably reduced, thus giving a larger floor space,

a very desirable consideration, especially ia

office buildings. Iron and steel columns are car-

ried up from foundation to roof, and then cov-
ered in with bricks or stone. Thus a carrying
capacity equal to that of walls of much greater
thickness is produced. A 12-story building in

New York city thus constructed upon a lot 25
by 100 feet means a saving in floor space of
thousands of feet.

I'ronclad. See Armor-pl.\te.

Ironclad Oath, The, an act passed by the

United States Congress in 1866, excluding

voters, in the States lately in rebellion, from
the franchise. The act practically disfranchised

all Southerners over 25 years of age. It was
repealed shortly after its passage.

Irondale, I'ern-dal, Wash., a place in the

northeastern part of Jefferson County, a few
miles south of Port Townsend. The first blast-

furnace on the Pacific coast was erected at this

place in about 1880. The furnace was in opera-

tion about 12 years, and was then abandoned
because of the great expenses incurred in pro-

duction. The ore was obtained from Texada,
an island belonging to British Columbia, and
130 miles distant. The last of the 19th cen-

tury the Pacific Steel Company, a corporation

in which practical iron-makers of Pennsylvania
are the chief owners, began investigations as to

the nature of the ore, and the possibility with
improved machinery, to manufacture iron at

Irondale or vicinity at paying rates. As a result

the Pacific Steel Company have taken up the

work abandoned by the Puget Sound Iron Com-
pany. The works have been so improved as to

be practically new, and 20 brick charcoal kilns

have been erected for the use of the company.
Coke is obtained in Washington.

Ironton, i'ern-ton, Ohio, city, eounty-seat
of Lawrence County ; on the Ohio River, and
on the Detroit S., the Norfolk & W., and the
Cincinnati, H. & D. R.R.'s ; about 100 miles
directly southeast of Columbus. The Chesa-
peake & Ohio railroad, in Kentucky, has here
a ferrj' for passengers and freight, which prac-
tically gives the city the benefit of four impor-
tant railroads. Ironton was settled in 1832, and
for some years was known as a river-trading
town. It was incorporated in 1849. It is situ-

ated in a section of country noted for its clay
(suitable for pottery), iron ore, and bituminous
coal. Its chief industrial establishments are
foundries, rolling-mills, blast-furnaces, machine-
shops, nail-works, furniture factories, and
planing-mills. It has also among its manufac-
tures doors and mantels, stoves, boilers, cement,
and fire-bricks. The clay in the vicinity is much
used for pottery. The parks, River View, Lin-
coln, and Bcechwood, are attractive. Some of

the principal buildings are the Briggs Public
Library, the Kingsbury school, Odd Fellows'
Hall, Masonic Temple, City hospital, and sev-

eral churches. Ironton was the home for some
time of the artist Sarah Cotter-King. Pop.

(1900) 11,868.

I'ronweed, a tall, coarse, composite plant
of the genus I'ernonia, three species of which
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grow abundantly in woods and along roadsides
throughout the southern half of the Union, bear-
ing heads of niagenta-colorcd flowers somewhat
like miniature thistles. The most conspicuous
species (V. giganlcc) is often lO feet high, and
blooms in August and September. A similar

species (V. nozcboraccnsis) grows in low
grounds throughout the Northern States.

I'ronwood, Mich., city in Gogebic Count}',
on the Wisconsin C. and the Chicago & N. W.
R.R.'s; about 12 miles south of Lake Superior
and ^3 miles southeast of Ashland. It was set-

tled in 18S4 and incorporated in 188". It is

situated in a region rich in iron ore and timber;
the section is known as the "Gogebic iron re-

gion." The famous Norrie mine is in this vicin-

it>'. Ironw-ood is the trade centre for the greater
part of the mining and lumbering business of
the county. Some of the principal buildings are
the Carnegie library, the city-hall, the high
school, and several churches. Trolley lines con-
nect the city with Gile and Hurley, Wis. The
government is vested in a mayor, who is elected

annually, and a council. The mayor appoints,

subject to the approval of the council, all the

subordinate officials except the members of the

board of education. Pop. (1900) 9,705.

Ironwood, a popular name for man}' trees
whose timber is very hard and hea\-y. Proba-
bly the best known species in America is also

known as leverwood, Ostrya Virginica, of the

natural order Cupulifcrcc, indigenous from Nova
Scotia to Florida and westward to Minnesota
and Texas. It is a medium sized tree with fur-

rowed bark, birch-like foliage, pistillate flowers

in catkins resembling the female flowers of hop,

hence its popular name hop-hornbeam. The
name ironwood is also sometimes applied to

Carpimts Americana or CaioUniana, of the same
natural order. (See Horn'BE.\m.) Among for-

eign *ironwoods," perhaps the most widely
known is Mesus ferea, an' East Indian tree

planted around Buddhist temples for its fragrant

flowers, which are used to decorate the images
of Buddha. Another Asiatic species is Mctro-
sidcros vera, from which the Chinese and Jap-
anese make rubbers. In Australia and South
Africa various species of Olea, Melaleuca, Sidcr-

oxylov, Notelaca, and ^Tyrtus are valued for

their timber, locally called ironwood, employed
where great toughness is desirable and weight
no obstacle.

Iroquoian Stock, a linguistic stock of
North American Indians deriving their name
from the form Iroquois (q.v.), the name given
to the "Five Nations." The Saint Lawrence
River was probably their first habitat, and
from there they gradually spread to the Great
Lakes, primarily because of the hostility of the
.'\lgonquins. Cartier found, in 1535, a people
living between Montreal and Quebec whose
language showed them to be Wyandots, but 100
years later these had entirely disappeared and
the Algonquins occupied their territory. Tlie
Iroquoian stock is divided into four groups

:

the northern — Wyandot, Tionontati. Wenro-
rono, Tohotsenrat. Neuter, Hochelaga : the cen-
tral— Mohawk, Oneida, Cayuga, Onondaga,
Erie, Conestoga, Seneca: the southern— Tus-
carora, Meherrin, Nottaway, Cbowanoc, Coree

;

the Cherokee— Elati or Lower Cherokee, Mid-
dle Cherokee, and Atali or Upper Cherokee.

The tribes of the Iroquoian stock were all agri-
cultural, and were noted for their houses and
fortifications. They have also made consider-
able advance in education. The whole popula-
tion is about 43.000, of whom 10,000 are in
Canada. The major portion of the population
are Cherokee. See Iroquois.

Iroquois, Ir-6-kwoi', the name given by
the French to the confederacy of North .Xmer-
ican Indians, called by the English the "Five,*
and afterward the "Six Nations." The Mo-
hawks. Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, Senecas,
and Tuscaroras, after they were driven from
their hunting-grounds in North Carolina in
1712, wxre the members of this confederacy.
They formerly resided on the Mohawk River
in New York State and on the lakes which still

bear their names, and extended their conquests
to the Mississippi and beyond the St. Lawrence.
Their valor and successes had procured them the
name of the Romans of America. Their terri-

tory abounded with lakes well stored with fish

;

their forests were filled with game, and they
had the advantage of a fertile soil. The
sachems owed their authority to public opinion ;.

the general affairs of the confederacy were man-
aged by a great council, composed of the chiefs,
which assembled annually at Onondaga. The
history of the Iroquois probably dates back to
1535. when Cartier found the peoples who had
settled along the shores of the Saint Lawrence
River, from Quebec to Montreal, and who, judg-
ing from the similarity in languages were un-
doubtedly the ancestors of the later Iroquois.
The Algonquins, who at this time were more
powerful, drove those people from their habita-
tions and scattered them throughout the coun-
try, some, like the Hurons, traveling west, and
the majority, among whom were the Iroquois,
going south, settling mainly in North Carolina.
Hiawatha, their leader, then persuaded them ta
form a league or confederacy for their own pro-
tection, and the league thus formed became
known as the "Five Nations," and was based
upon such sound and well-ordered plans that
it is in existence at the present time. In 1712
they were driven from their territory in North
Carolina and coming north again settled in
Central and Western New York. Here they
gathered other tribes and merged them into
the confederacy; and in 1715 took in the Tus-
caroras, after which the league w-as known as
the "Six Nations" ; they bought firearms and
supplies from the Dutch and gradually strength-
ened themselves so that in 1630. they took the
offensive in a long and bloody war against the
Algonquins, first attacking the French mis-
sions among the Hurons in Canada and either

slaying, capturing, or sending into exile all this

tribe : they then rapidly subdued the Neutral
Nation, the Erie, the Ottawa, and all the re-

maining tribes of the Algonquin race ; and con-
quered in quick succession the Conestogas in

the south, those east of the Hudson, among
whom were the Mohicans, and the Miami and
Illinois tribes of the Middle West, the only
tribes who successfully opposed them being the

Ojibwas of the Northwest and the Cherokees of
the South. In the long wars between the Brit-

ish and the French, which continued with some
interruption for nearly a century, until 1763.

they were with a few exceptions in the British

interest. These exceptions were notably the
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Cayugas and the Mohawks, over whom the

French Jesuit missionaries exercised a great in-

fluence, and who later withdrew from the

league and settled in the villages of Caughna-
waga and Saint Regis. In the Revolution the

Iroquois as a league were neutral, but the sep-

arate tribes took up the warfare generally in

favor of the British, the Oneidas and some of

the Tuscaroras being the only ones who sided

with the Americans. Brant led the Mohawks
and Cayugas into Canada, where, at the end of
the war, the Canadian government gave them
several reservations, and where a majority of
them are at the present time. The reservations
for the Iroquois in the United States are mostly
in New York, where all now live except the

Oneidas, who in 1820 migrated to Wisconsin,
and a small band of Senecas, who have a small
reservation in the Indian Territory. According
to the United States census, and a Canadian re-

port, the total number of the Iroquois in 1902
was about 17.000, of whom about 8.000 were in

the United States. See Six N.\tioxs, The.

Irradiation, an apparent enlargement of
a bright body when seen against a background
darker than itself. A simple method of observ-
ing this phenomenon is to view a bright sky
through the spaces between a grating. If the
breadth of the opening can be made equal to

the breadth of the bars of the grating it will

be seen tliat, when viewed from a little dis-

tance the bars look narrower than the spaces

between them. This is obviously owing to the
encroachment of the light upon the dark spaces
around it. The first question to arise and one
which was long discussed was whether the en-
croachment was due to an excitation of the
nerves of the retina outside the limits on which
the light fell upon the nerves, or whether it

was necessary that the light should actually fall

outside of its geometrical limits. The latter

view is found to be the correct one, unless in

cases of extreme brilliancy of the light. Irradi-

ation is almost entirely in the nature of an opti-

cal defect or aberration of light. It begins with
the atmosphere, which, when light passes
through long stretches of it, slightly deflects the

rays, so that a point is no longer seen as such,
but as a small ill-defined waving surface. No
lens ever brings the rays from a point to ex-
actly the same focus. The lenses of the eye
itself have defects which everyone who con-
sults an oculist is acquainted with. The re-

sult of all these imperfections is to produce the
enlargement we have described.

Irradiation is a notable subject in the history
of astronomical observations. It was necessarily
larger with the imperfect telescopes of former
times than with the improved ones of our own
period. Total eclipses of the sun, the transits

of Venus and Mercury were especially pro-
ductive of the phenomenon. The enlargement
of the moon resulted in a star appearing as if

within the bright disc of the moon when its

light was really only grazing the surface. The
sharp points or horns of light formed by the
limb of the sun during the transits of Venus
and Mercury were rounded off, so as to present
quite an illusory view of their form. Just at

the beginning and end of total eclinses of the
sun the phenomenon known as Bailey's beads,
really enlargements of the last points of light

from the sun's limb, which could be seen before
the sun was quite covered, looked like a string

of beads. Many learned memoirs have been
written on the subject, but the consensus of
opinion to-day is toward the very simple and
comprehensive theory above mentioned.

Irrawad'dy. See Ir.\w.\di.

Irredentists, an Italian political party
formed in 1878, having for its object the re-

demption and incorporation into the kingdom
of Italy of all those regions near Italy having
an Italian-speaking population and which they
called "-Italia Irredenta'^ (unredeemed Italy).

This immense territory included some of the

lands now belonging to France, Austria. Switz-
erland, and England. The immensity of the un-
dertaking was probably the cause of the down-
fall of the movement, though the formation of
the Triple Alliance also gave it a setback, as

Austria was the enemy against whom the main
efforts of the party were directed.

Irrigation, the watering of land by artifi-

cial means to make it productive. Historically,

irrigation seems coeval with the earliest at-

tempts to construct complicated machinery, and
the systems of irrigation used in the earliest

times in the Far East, in Babylonia, and in

Eg\pt, dating in the last-named country 20 cen-
turies before Christ, furnish as important a
chapter in the history of invention as in the
story of agricultural development. In our times
the systems of India (q.v.) and Egypt (see
Assou.\N ; Nile) are probably the best organ-
ized, being largely under governmental control.

In Europe, irrigation is widely used in northern
Italy, southern France, and throughout Spain.
The British colonial possessions of the southern
hemisphere, notably Australia and South Africa,

benefit more and more by artificial water-supply.
Early Irrigation in America.— Irrigation was

practised in prehistoric times by the town-build-
ing Pueblo Indian tribes inhabiting portions of
New ^lexico and Arizona. The descendants of
these Indians still utilize some of the lands
which were tilled by irrigation at the time when
the Spaniards first came from the south, and
practise many of the primitive customs of their

ancestors. The Mexicans of mixed Spanish and
Indian origin, gradually extending their settle-

ments from the south, through necessity practised
irrigation. The early missions of the Pacific

coast also used it, and in southern California
particularh' are to be found the ruins of sub-
stantial dams and headworks built of masonry
and constructed by Indian labor. But the first

systematic application of irrigation in the arid

West by English-speaking people was made by
the Mormons on the shores of the Great Salt

Lake. The soil was so barren that crops could
not be raised by ordinary means, and they
turned the waters of the little canon streams
upon the ground where Salt Lake City now
stands. After many years they succeeded in

mastering the art of irrigation, and under the

wise rules of Brigham Young, limiting the size

of irrigated farms, the Mormons have become a

prosperous people. At about the time the Mor-
mons were settling Utah, the gold-miners in

California were building ditches for placer-

washing, and were using water from these

ditches for irrigation. The results obtained at-

tracted public attention, and irrigation slowly
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1. Scene in Southern California, showing the furrow method of irrigation.

2. Desert land reclaimed by irrigation, showing recently planted orchards.
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developed as an adjunct to mining. With the

stoppage of hydrauhc minnig, the ditches huilt

for mining were either abandoned or used ex-

clusively for irrigation. Many of them have

been enlarged, and have now even greater value

than in the old days of mining excitement.

Development in the United States.— The
successful irrigation attained by the Greeley col-

ony in Colorado, and the wonderful results

shown by the Mormon comnnmities in Utah,

Idaho, and Arizona greatly stimulated the colony

idea ; many organizations brought people in

large bodies from the Eastern States, and even

from Europe, and placed them on small farms

located near each other and supplied with water

from a common ditch. Individual settlers also

sought opportunities for bringing land under

cultivation by artificial watering ; and thus, at

many widely scattered points, irrigation has

been introduced. There are no statistics con-

cerning the area irrigated in 1870, but it is prob-

able that in that year there were not over 20,000

acres under irrigation in the whole United
States ; but 1870-80 saw a rapid development of

small ditches, constructed by individuals and
associations of farmers. At the end of that

period there were probably 1,000,000 acres un-

der irrigation. In the decade 1880-90 occurred

the "boom" of speculative enterprise in irriga-

tion canals. Large sums of money were ob-

tained for irrigation works, but nearly all of

these failed, and although they aided in the ex-

tension of irrigation, they did not enrich the

investors. The nth census showed that in 1889

there were 3,631,381 acres irrigated on 54,136

farms, with an average irrigation area of 67

acres. During the following decade the irri-

gated acreage doubled in extent. This was due

to the extension and enlargement of the many
canals existing in 1889. and to the more com-
plete practice of irrigation on the lands under
ditch.

In addition to the statistics obtained at the

Eleventh (1889), and Twelfth (1899) Censuses,

a special investigation vi-as ordered in ig02 of

irrigated farms and extent of irrigation in acres

in the principal arid States, and also the total in

the semiarid States, namely. North and South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Texas. These lie east of the truly arid region

but extend in parts into regions of deficient

rainfall.

NUMBER OF IRRIG.VTED FARMS.

States 1902 1899 1889

Arizona 3,867 2,981 1.075
California 29,25s 25.611 13,732
Colorado 19,688 !7,6i3 9.6s9
Idaho 10.077 8,987 4.323
Montana 9,496 8.043 3,706
Nevada 2,260 1,906 1,167
New Mexico 9,314 7.884 3.085
Oregon 5.133 4,636 3-150
Utah 21.618 17,924 9.724
Washington 4,585 3.513 1,046
Wyoming 3.721 3,721 1,917
Semiarid States 6.994 4.970 1.552

Total 126,008 107,789 54.I36

ACRES IRRIGATED.

States 1902 1899 1889

Arizona 247.249 185.396 65,821
California 1,708,720 1,445,872 1,004.233
Colorado 1.747.332 i.611. 271 890.735
Idaho 713.595 602.568 217.005
Montana 1. 140.694 951.154 350,582
Nevada 570.001 504.168 224.403
New Mexico 254.945 203.893 91.745
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States 1902 1899 'SSg

Oregon 439.981 388.310 177,944

Ut.ih 711. 184 629,293 263,473

Washington 154.962 I35.470 48,799

Wyoming 773,i"i 605,878 229,676

Semiarid States 572,751 .
273,117 p°.9°5

Total 9,034.526 7.536,390 3.631. 381

National Irrigation Act.—The latest and most

important step in American irrigation is marked

by the National Irrigation Act, which was
passed by Congress in 1902, and received the

countenance of President Roosevelt. The act

provides for the construction of irrigating

works under the control of the secretary of the

interior, the funds being derived from the dis-

posal of public lands in the 13 States and 3

Territories. The public land is withdrawn from

entry excepting under the Homestead Act.

The holdings when reclaimed are to be restricted

to between 40 and 160 acres, the area being lim-

ited to the acreage which in the opinion of the

Secretary may be reasonably required for the

support of a family. The cost of the reclama-

tion works is to be apportioned to the reclaimed

lands and is to be refunded in not exceeding 10

annual installments, the charges being determined

with a view of returning to the Reclamation

Fund the estimated cost of construction. For

land in private ownership no right to the use of

water shall be sold for tract exceeding 160

acres to any one landowner, and he must be an

actual resident on or near the land. The result

of the law is to give free land under the terms

of the Homestead Law and supply water at cost

from permanent systems without charging profit

or interest to the settler. The management and
operation of the irrigation works will ultimately

pass to the owners of the lands to be maintained

under such rules as may be acceptable to the

Secretary, the title and operation of the reser-

voirs and similar works remaining in the gov-

ernment. It is believed that during each 10

years for the next third of a century an acreage

equal to the total now under irrigation in all

the West may be added to the agricultural area

of the 16 States and Territories affected; thus

rapidly multiplying production, furnishing new
homes for millions, and providing the food

products needed for shipment from the Pacific

coast for use in the lands across the Pacific

where new markets are now being opened for

the surplus products of this country.

Upon the passage of the Reclamation Law in

1902, examinations and surveys were begun in

the arid States and construction started in Ari-

zona and Nevada. In Arizona flood water is to

be stored on Salt River by a dam below the

mouth of Tonto Creek, furnishing a supply for

arid lands in the vicinity of Phcenix. In Nevada
the flood water of Truckee River is to be di-

verted by a canal under construction taking it to

Carson River, storage being there provided for

the excess water of both streams. This will be

used upon the desert area in tlie vicinity of Car-

son Lake. Other principal projects favorably re-

ported upon are Colorado River in Arizona and
California ; Gunnison River in Colorado ; Snake
River in Idaho; Milk River in Montana; North
Platte River in Nebraska ; Rio Grande and
Pecos rivers in New Mexico ; Yellowstone

River in North Dakota; Umatilla River in Ore-

gon : Belle Fourche in South Dakota ; Bear Lake
in Utah : Palouse River in Washington, and
Shoshone River in Wyoming.
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Surface streams supply over 90 per cent of

the irrigated land of the United States. Streams

within the arid region of the United States rise

high, and at one point or another Row for a

time through upper valleys or parks. But after

passing through rocky defiles to a fertile lower
valley, the t>'pical stream of the arid West loses

itself in a shallow sandy channel.

Water-Supply and Regulation.— The water
used in irrigation is for the most part taken

from the river or creek by natural flow or grav-

ity. The cost of lifting or pumping water is

usually too great in proportion to the value of

crops raised to permit the general use of pumps.
Water will fiow rapidly in a ditch having a fall

of two feet per mile, and the stream supplying

the ditch may be falling at a rate of 12 feet per

mile. At the end of the first mile the water
in the ditch will be 10 feet above that in the

river, and at the end of the tenth mile will be
100 feet higher, and will thus cover land which
is less than 100 feet in altitude above the stream
at this locality. It is usual to construct some
device at the upper end of each ditch or canal

by which the amount of water entering from the

river can be regulated. Without this, flood-

waters would fill the ditch beyond its capacity,

and would overflow and wash away the banks.
In times of low water, also, the stream may
fall to such an extent that it must be raised

somewhat and forced into the ditch, and at all

times it may be necessary to regulate the flow
in order to apportion the water fairly to all con-
cerned. In the case of the simplest ditch, a
small dam of brush and stone is built diagonally
or into or across the stream-bed as the water
becomes low in summer, and this is made tight

by means of sod and earth. More permanent
dams are sometimes built of timber, or masonry.
The head-gate or regulator of the canal placed
at the end of the dam consists of a stout frame-
work firmly bedded in the earth or rock with
one or more openings, each of which can be
closed by a gate sliding vertically. The water
enters under the gates, the quantity being con-
trolled by raising or lowering them.
A considerable slope can be used for small

ditches, since the volume of water is not suffi-

ciently great to move the large particles of sand
and gravel. As a general rule, conduits of this

character built in common earth should be so
proportioned as to have an average velocity of
a little less than three feet per second, or two
miles per hour, when carrying their full capacity.

It is necessary, therefore, to take into considera-
tion the amount of water to be carried and from
this deduce the size and shape of the cross-
section of the canal or ditch in order to obtain
the desired velocity. If the grade be excessive
the seepage or loss of water becomes large. The
shape of the cross-section of a canal depends
largely upon the character of the surface soil.

In light or sandy soil, where the earth is easily
eroded, very gentle side slopes are given, while
in harder materials the side slopes can be
steeper.

_
When the fall of the canal is so great

that it is impracticable to allow the water to
flow freely down the slope, devices known as
drops are introduced. These consist of an ar-
rangement whereby the water can drop to a
lower level without injury to the canal. Drops
are usually built of planks with a sharp over-
fall edge, and a low dam or obstruction below the
fall in order to maintain the pool. Occasionally

they are made in the form of an incline, with
a pocket at the bottom to break the force of
the falling water. They are expensive to build,

and difficult to maintain, because of the rapidity
with which the timbers decay and the wearing
action of the water, which constantly tends to
cut exposed portions.

It is necessary in the construction of nearly
every ditch or canal to take water across a de-
pression at some point in its course. This is

usually done by means of a flume or long box,
usually rectangular and supported above the
ground by a frame or trestle of timber or iron.

Such flumes are often used across rocky ground
where it is impracticable to dig a ditch. This
is particularly the case near the head, where the
water, after being taken from the river, is often
carried through a narrow, steep-walled caiion.

Here the foundation for a flume is prepared
along the rocky cliffs, supports being devised to

suit the inequalities of the ground. A better,

though more expensive, type of flume is that
having a semicircular section, and built of nar-
row planks or staves laid side by side and held
in place by iron bands run around the flume,
joined by nuts and threads by which the bands
can be drawn up and the staves brought to-

gether. In crossing very deep depressions it is

necessary to have a correspondingly high trestle

in order to carry the flume across on grade.

Such high trestles are expensive and liable to
destruction from storms. In their place there
have been built inverted siphons, wooden stave-

pipe, or aqueducts of other form. The stave-

pipes are similar in construction to the semi-
circular frame of narrow plank, carefully planned
to a given dimension, and held in place by cir-

cular iron bands or hoops.
Appliealion of IVater.— The methods of ir-

rigation practised in various parts of the United
States differ with the climatic conditions and
soil, and especially with the early habits of
training of the irrigators. The methods of con-

serving and applying water have been improved
under the stimulus of modern invention, although
there has been little if any scientific or well-

considered information available. Water is ap-

plied to the irrigated field in three ways— by
flooding, by furrows, and by sub-irrigation.

Flooding.— This is done by the check system
and by wild flooding. By the latter process the
irrigator turns the water from a ditch over a
level field and completely submerges it. Per-
fectly level fields are. however, camparatively
rare, and the first step in primitive agriculture by
irrigation has been to build a low ridge around
two or three sides of a slightly sloping field, so

that the water is held in ponds. These low
banks are commonly known as levees or checks.

In construction they are frequently laid out at

right angles, dividing the land into a number
of compartments. Water is turned from a ditch

into the highest of these compartments, and
when the ground is flooded the bank of the lower

side is cut or a small sluice-way opened, and the

water passes into the next field, and so on until

each in turn is watered.
Fiorozi's.— Irrigation in checks has gradually

been given up, owing to the expense of level-

ing and leveeing the ground. With experience

the irrigator has become able to apply water to

crops which are cultivated in furrows, without

resorting to such expensive means. The fur-

rows^ are plowed in such a direction that the water
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when turned into them from the lateral ditches

will flow freely down them without washing
away the soil. When the w-ater has completely
tilled the furrows, and has reached the lowest

points, the little streams are cut off and turned
into another set of furrows. The methods of do-
ing this differ. Sometimes the irrigator simply
cuts the bank of the distributing ditch with a

shovel and then closes the opening after sufficient

water has escaped. A more systematic method
is commonly employed in California. Water is

carried to the furrows in a small box-flume
with openings in the side. These openings are
closed by little shutters and a number can be
opened at once, permitting a certain quantity of
water to escape into each furrow. The slope

given the furrows determines to a certain ex-
tent the amount of water received by the soil.

If the fall is very gentle, the water moves slowly
and a large portion is absorbed while the furrow
is being filled. If steep, the w'ater quickly passes

to a lower end and the ground does not absorb
so much. When the entire field has been watered
the furrows are usually plowed out and a thin

layer of the top soil stirred to make an open,
porous covering or mulch, preventing excessive
evaporation and allowing the air to enter the

ground. Without such cultivation a hard crust
may be formed. The loosening of this crust

breaks the capillary connection with the moisture
beneath and thus lessens the loss of water. For
irrigating small grain, such as wheat, the ordi-

nary plow furrows are not used. The fields,

brought to a uniform surface, are thoroughly
cultivated, and after the grain has been sown,
small parallel lines are made similar to furrow-s,

but smaller and nearer together. These tiny

channels are made either by a peculiar drag or
by a roller upon which are projections so ar-

ranged as to make small grooves in the soil.

These are made in the direction of the desired

slope, so that the water can flow down the marks
through the grain as it would in furrows through

a cornfield. The rapidly growing grain shades
the surface and prevents the formation of crust,

rendering subsequent cultivation unnecessary.

In order to cause the water to spread from the

lateral ditches into the furrows through the

ground, use is made of the tappoon — a small

sheet of metal of such shape as to fit across the

ditch. This can be forced into the soft earth,

making a small dam and causing the water to

back up and overflow the field of grain. Some-
times a canvas dam is used.

Furrow-irrigation is usually employed in

watering trees and vines. In some localities,

however, basin or pool irrigation is practised.

The supply is conducted often in cement-lined

ditches and by wooden flumes as near as pos-

sible to tlie trees and vines, and is then turned
out into the furrows plowed around or near the

trees. The water issuing from small apertures

in the side of the wooden box falls into the fur-

rows and is immediately conducted to the vicin-

ity of the trees. Care is usually taken that the

water shall not actually touch the tree-trunks,

and it is extended far enough about the ex-
tremities of the roots to encourage these to

spread outward. After the water has traversed
the furrows to the lower end of the orchard,
the supply is cut off, and the ground is tilled

as soon as the surface dries sufficiently.

Sub-Irrigation.— Attempts have been made to

conduct the water beneath the surface imme-

diately to the roots of the trees, thus preventing
waste by evaporation from the surface of the

ground. Few devices have been successful,

owing to the fact that the roots of the trees

rapidly seek and enter the openings from which
the water issues, or, surrounding the pipe by a
dense network, cut off the supply, l-'orous clay

tiling has been laid through orchards, and also

iron pipes perforated so as to furnish a supply
of water along their length. A machine has
been invented and successfully used for making
cement-pipe in place. Small trenches are dug
through the orchard between the trees and the

pipe-making machine deposits the material m the

trenches, which are filled with earth as soon as

the cement is set. Water is thus distributed

underground where needed. In orchards where
sub-surface irrigation has been unsuccessful be-

cause of roots stopping up minute openings
beneath the surface, the system has been recon-

structed and water has been brought to the

surface at or near each tree by means of small
hydrants. Vertical pipes are placed at short

intervals leading to the level of the ground,
and in these are small iron gates or shutters

so arranged that the flow can be cut off in the

buried pipe. For annual or root crops sub-irri-

gation has been successfully practised by the use

of small iron pipes partly open at the bottom,
allowing a small amount of water to escape.

These pipes are laid 12 inches or more beneath
the surface, and are connected with lines of tile

or clay pipes leading from the reservoir or source
of supply. As the crops are removed each year,

and the ground cultivated, the roots have no op-

portunity to stop up the pipes. The term sub-
irrigation is occasionally applied to conditions

occurring in iiature where water percolates freely

beneath the ground for a considerable distance

sufficiently near the surface to supply the need
of crops. Where the subsoil transmits water
freely, irrigation ditches may sub-irrigate large

tracts of country without rendering them marshy.
Thus farms may obtain an ample supply of
water from ditches half a mile or more away
without the necessity of distributing small

streams over the surface. In the San Joaquin
Valley, California, vineyards in certain locali-

ties are thus maintained in good condition, al-

though water has not been visibly applied for

many years.

Quantity of Water.— The amount of water
required for raising crops varies according to

the character of the soil. The plants themselves
need a certain minimum supply, but a far larger

quantity is required to saturate the surrounding
soil to such a degree that the vitalizing processes

can cominue. Prof. F. H. King of Madison,
Wis., has found by direct measurements that

from 300 to 500 pounds of water are required

for each pound of dry matter produced. When
the ground is first irrigated an enormous quan-
tity of water is sometimes required to saturate

the subsoil. The quantity of water turned upon
the surface during the first year or two has fre-

quently been sufficient to cover the ground to a

depth of 10 to 20 feet, and in some cases an
amount equal to a depth of 5 feet or more per

amium has been thus employed for several years.

Gradually, however, the dry soil is filled. The
pioneers of irrigation frequently use too much
water, often to their disadvantage.

The quantity of water used in irrigation is

usually stated in one of two ways: (.1) In
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terms of depth of water on the surface; (2) in

quantities of flowing water through the irrigat-

ing season. In the humid regions the rainfall

is usually from three to four inches per month
during the crop season. In tlie arid region,

where the sunlight is more continuous, and the

evaporation greater, there should be for the

ordinary crops at least enough water during

the growing season to cover the ground from
four to six inches in depth each month. The
second method of stating the quantities neces-

sary for irrigation is of convenience when
considering a stream upon which there is no

storage. It is estimated that one cubic foot per

second, flowing through an irrigating season

of 90 days, will irrigate too acres. One second-

foot will cover an acre nearly two feet deep

during 24 hours, and in 90 days it will cover

180 acres one foot deep, or 100 acres to a depth

of 1.8 feet, or 21.6 inches. This is equivalent

to a depth of water of a little over seven inches

per month during the season of 90 days. Suc-

cessive years of deficient rainfall in southern

California from 1897 to 1900 served to prove

that, with careful cultivation, crops, orchards,

and vineyards can be maintained by using very

small quantities of water. In some cases an

amount not exceeding six inches in depth was
applied during the year, this being conducted

directly to the plants, and the ground kept care-

fully tilled and free from weeds. As estimated

by various water companies in southern Cali-

fornia, one miner's inch of water will irrigate

from five to ten acres, the miner's inch equaling

12,960 gallons in 24 hours, or almost exactly

0.02 second-foot, this being the amount delivered

under a 4-inch head, measured from the centre

of the opening. Under this assumption one

second-foot should irrigate from 250 to 500

acres. If it be assumed tliat one miner's inch

is allowed for ten acres, or one second-foot for

500 acres, this quantity of water flowing from

May to October, inclusive, will cover the ground

to a depth of a little over seven tenths of a

foot. The method of applying water largely

governs the amount used. With alfalfa flooding

is practised ; with small grains the water is

run in furrows ; while with orchards the water

is sometimes applied directly to each tree, or is

run in furrows, four or five in each case be-

tween two rows of trees.

The annual charges for water by the acre

in southern California, where ihis economy of

water is practised, have been as low as $3, and

from this rising to $15 or more per acre. For

good farming in parts of the arid region outside

'of southern California, a depth of from 24 to

30 inches of water during the crop season should

be sufficient. The usual charge for this quan-

tity is from $1.00 to $2.00 per acre irrigated

per annum. "The temperature and the wind-

movement introduce so many conditions that

broad statements of this kind are merely sug-

gestive, and not to be followed as rules.

Where an excessive amount of water is put

upon irrigated land, as high as 70 per cent has

been known to pass by seepage to the lower

grounds. Growing plants evaporate in many
cases 300 times their own weight of water each

year. If a crop be carelessly cultivated and

weeds allowed to grow with plants, the worth-

less plants waste as much water as is used by

those that are valuable. But with careful cul-

tivation the evaporation is lessened and the

waste of water is prevented. Thus the quan-
tity of water required is only one half or one
third of the amount needed where the farming
is carelessly done.

Users' Rights.— The first settlers frequently

laid claim to the whole flow of the stream.

Soon after the first ditch was built others were
constructed a few miles above or below. As
long as the stream is of sufficient volume to

fill each of the ditches, no difficulties from this

arise ; but sooner or later the increasing size and
number of ditches and canals result in dimin-
ishing the flow in the river to such an extent
that it becomes low, and water does not reach
the ditches farthest downstream.

The result has been that in many parts of
the arid region, owing to scarcity of water, law-
lessness has prevailed, and every man has en-
deavored to obtain for his own crops as much
as possible of the scanty supply. Usually the
irrigators elected a water-master to apportion to

each claimant a certain amount of water, or
assign certain days or hours upon which water
can be used. Often the quantity of the water
has been settled only after vexatious lawsuits
or neighborhood quarrels. In some parts of
the arid region, notably in Wyoming and Colo-
rado and Idaho, the States have undertaken the
regulation of disputes, and have created special
boards or tribunals to consider the matter and
apportion water.

Methods of Obtaining Water.— In the arid
region water can be obtained frequently by dig-

ging or boring wells at points near stream-chan-
nels or along the foot-hills. Out on the broad
valleys it may be necessary to go to a depth of
from 100 to 300 feet or more before reaching
moisture. Where the supply of water from
wells is ample, various devices have been em-
ployed, such as windmills and gasoline engines,
for bringing it to the surface. It is very im-
portant to continue the borings through the
water-bearing sands or gravel, so as to take
advantage of the full thickness of the pervious
deposits. Perforated pipe is often driven into

the layers of coarse gravel, and adds greatly

to the capacity of the well. Artesian or flowing
wells may be sunk wherever water held under
pressure in pervious material is overlaid by
clay. In a well dug through the impervious
layer into the gravel the water will rise to a

height equal to the line of saturation of the

gravel stratum in the surrounding country. Ar-
tesian conditions occur in nearly every State,

but they do not extend over any considerable

portion of the country, excepting on the Great
Plains and in California. Wherever they occur
the water has especial value on account of the

convenience incident to its rising above the

surface. In some places, as the James River

Valley of South Dakota, the pressure is 100

pounds or more to the square inch, throwing the

water to a considerable height and enabling the

wells to be used as sources of power. The
quantity of water to be had from deep wells is

governed by the diameter of the well, the struc-

ture and thickness of the water-bearing rocks,

and the pressure sustained by the water. With
relatively dense rocks a slight head of water

will throw only a feeble stream, but from thick

layers of open gravel or sand rock large volumes
are delivered. It frequently occurs that a 4-
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inch pipe will deliver all of the water which
can reach this point, and increasing the diameter
of the well will not alter the How.

While most of the water used in irrigation

is diverted by gravity from flowing streams,

yet, as regards value, it may be said that some
of the most important sources of supply are
utilized through pumping. In some localities

where horses have little value, pumping by
horse-power is in vogue. The practicability of

irrigation in this way is limited largely by the

depth of the water and the number of animals
available. The force of flowing water itself

is frequently employed to bring water up to

the level of the irrigable land, the bucket-wheel
having been utilized from the earliest historical

times up to the present. The most important
source of power for pumping water is wind.
Over the broad valleys and plains of the arid

region the wind-movement is almost continuous
for days and weeks. It is a comparatively simple
and inexpensive operation to sink a well into

the water and erect a windmill, attaching tliis

to a suitable pump. A windmill once erected
on the plains is operated day and night bv the
wind, bringing to the surface a small but con-
tinuous supply of water. This small stream if

turned out on the soil would flow a short dis-

tance, then disappear into the thirsty ground,
so that irrigation directly from a windmill is

usually impracticable. To overcome this diffi-

culty it has been found necessary to provide
small storage reservoirs or tanks, built of earth,

wood, or iron, to hold the water until it has
accumulated to a volume sulficient to permit a
stream of considerable size to be taken out for

irrigation. Such a stream, flowing rapidly over
the surface, will penetrate to a distance and
cover an area much greater than is possible
with the small flow delivered by the pump.
One disadvantage connected with the use of
windmills is that most of them are constructed
to operate only in moderate winds. As the
strength of the wind increases, the wheel begins
to revolve, increasing in efliciency until the ve-
locity of the wind is about eight or ten miles an
hour. At greater speed the mills are usually so
constructed that the efficiency decreases rapidly
as the wind becomes more powerful. When it

approaches a gale, the mill stops completely.
In many places drainage-works are a neces-

sary adjunct of irrigation. On bench-lands or
gently sloping hillsides the water which escapes
from one man's farm is eagerly caught and used
by his neighbor below, and there is none left

to stagnate, the surplus from the cultivated lands
being often of great value in watering the lower
meadows. There are cases, however, where the

question of disposing of the water is as im-
portant as that of obtaining it. These are on the
nearly level lands, where the subsoil has been
filled to saturation by the water which has no
opportunity to escape, and expensive works are
required in order to redeem the lower lands for
agricultural purposes.

Duty of ll'ater.— The amount of land which
can be irrigated with a given quantity of water,
or the relation which these bear to each other,
is commonly expressed by the term duty of
water. The investigation of the duty of water
is one of the most complicated problems of
irrigation. There is such a difference in meth-
ods of measurement, localities, soils, crops, ap-

plication of water, and frequency of watering
that the statements made by different persons
arc almost irreconcilable. In general, more wa-
ter is used, or the duty is less, on the newer
land than on that which has been cultivated by
irrigation for some years. The rainfall also af-

fects the quantity used, and as this is exceed-
ingly irregular, the amount of water applied
each year fluctuates. Seepage likewise compli-
cates matters, for a field may often receive
considerable water indirectly and require less by
direct application. The duty of water is quoted
at from 30 to 500 acres or more to the second-
foot. For convenience the unit of 100 acres to

the second-foot has been considered as indicat-

ing careful irrigating, although in the more
southwestern portion of the arid region this

would be considered low, and in the northern
part high.

Since the value of water per second-foot
varies largely with its duty, it will be recognized
that it is exceedingly difficult to estimate. How-
ever, it is necessary to arrive at certain averages
in order to appro.ximate the possible values of

river, or of storage basins, in the future develop-
ment of the country. It has been estimated that

a perpetual water-right is worth from $25 to

$,^o per acre in a grain or grazing country, and
as high as from $100 to $500 per acre for fruit-

land, rising in southern California for the best

citrus lands even to $1,000 or more per acre.

Alkali.— The accumulation of alkali in irri-

gated lands presents one of the most serious

problems encountered in this method of agri-

culture. The injuries from the presence in

excess of earthy salts are usually evident in the

corrosive action of the tender bark, especially

at the root-crown. Experiments made in Cali-

fornia show that apple-trees are severely injured
by the presence of 3.000 pounds of common
salt per acre, this amount being disseminated
through four feet in depth. On the other hand,
the olive thrives at Tulare, where the soil con-
tains as high as 5,600 pounds of salt per acre.

Alfalfa, when young, is easily killed by alkali,

but it has been found to thrive in soil contain-
ing as much as 6,000 pounds of common salt,

3,000 pounds of carbonate, and over 1,000 pounds
of sulphate, per acre, distributed through six

feet in depth. Sugar-beets also have been
known to grow well where a large amount of
alkali is present. Grapes apparently are least

affected by small amounts of alkali, while
peaches and lemons are more susceptible to in-

jury because of its presence. The recently
introduced salt-bush is notable for its ability to

grow in alkaline lands, and sorghum and alfalfa,

especially when the latter has reached maturity,
are almost equally vigorous.

The most effective way of removing alkali is

by underdrainage through tiles laid at a depth
of from three to five feet, the drainage-water
being allowed to escape into a stream, or into a
well from which it can be removed by pumping.
Recent authorities on the subject claim that the
trouble caused by alkali yields sometimes to

careful treatment, and that science has partly
solved the problem. It is shown that the tiling

of land for alkaline washing costs no more than
drain-tiling as practised on eastern farms. In
the government demonstration at Salt Lake City,

where the percentage of alkali is enormous, the
lines of tile are 150 feet apart. The water de-
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scending into the soil dissolves large quantities

of alkali near the surface and carries it off

in solution. Land so tiled, even if badly alka-

line, can be returned to profitable cultivation in

time if heavily irrigated, and within one year

can be used for the production of some crops

suited to the climate. Large areas of alkali

land in the West may be reclaimed at a cost

below the actual increase in the value of the

land. It is thought that the time will soon

come when drainage will be as common in the

irrigated districts as are the tile-drained fields

of the Middle West.
States Compared.— In the number of irri-

gators California stands far ahead of any other
State, having about one fourth of the total num-
ber in the United States. Colorado, however,
exceeds in the number of acres irrigated, al-

though not in the value of irrigated crops. In

this respect- California leads, having a value
double that of Colorado, and over one third that

of the total value of irrigated crops in the United
States. The greatest percentage of increase in

the number of irrigators has been in the State

of Washington, and the least in Oregon. This,

doubtless, is due to the fact that in irrigation

Oregon reached a certain culminating point
previous to 1889, while in Washington the con-
struction of ditches had only begun.

Comparison of Crops.— In considering the

character and value of the crops produced on
irrigated land in the arid States and Terri-
tories, hay and forage form the most important
item, being over one third of the whole. Cereals
— principally wheat, oats, rye, and barley— come
far below the forage crops ; and next to these

in order are vegetables, orchard fruits and small
fruits. In California only the orchard fruits sur-

pass the forage crops in value. The large pro-

duction of hay and forage under irrigation illus-

trates the fact that in these States irrigation is,

to a large extent, an adjunct of stock-raising.

The production of cereals under irrigation is

relatively small. In California, for e.xample,

only 6.0 per cent of the wheat is irrigated, and
8.0 per cent of the barley. The total value of

all the cereals produced under irrigation in the

United States is far less than that of those

produced in almost any one of the humid States

of the East", in New York, for e.xample, though
it is not considered a farming State, the value
of the cereals raised is more than double that of
the entire amount produced under irrigation in

the whole country. In many localities the irri-

gation of cereals and staple crops has been
brought about by local conditions, such as diffi-

culty of transportation and consequent heavy
cost of importation. The irrigated cereals in

such localities are raised almost wholly for local

consumption, and do not enter the markets of

the world.
Economic Bearings.— Irrigation has impor-

tant economic aspects especially seen in the

greater success of the small irrigated holding.

The Salvation Army, following the example of
the Mormon colonies of 1847 in Utah, and of
the Greeley community in California, has located
small communities on reclaimed farms. The
process of colonization will always be slow from
the nature of the case, and the effect on eastern
aericulture. far from being sudden and severe

as was urged by the opponents of the Irrigation

Bill in 1902, will be gradual. It may be verj'

beneficial in forcing eastern farmers to more
careful use of their water-supply, and pi-rhaps

to the adoption of a modified scheme of irriga-

tion, which has been found to increase crops

even in humid districts, and which would at

least be a valuable resource in times of drought.
Bibliography.— Mead, 'Irrigation Institutes*

(1903) ; Wilson, 'Manual of Irrigation Engi-
neering' ; Wilcox, 'Irrigation Farming' ; Long,
'Irrigation Law* ; Newell. 'Irrigation in the

L^nited States' (1902) : King, 'Irrigation and
Drainage' Dennis. 'Reports on Irrigation and
Canadian Irrigation Surveys' : Brough. 'Irriga-

tion in L'tah' ; Smythe, 'Conquest of Arid
-\merica' (1900); Deakin, 'Irrigation in West-
ern .\merica' ; 'Irrigation in Egypt and Italy' :

Markham. 'On Spanish Irrigation' ; Ronna,
'Les Irrigations' ; Stewart. 'Irrigation for the

Farm, Garden, and Orchard' ; United States

Department of .\griculture (Bull. No. 130,

1903). 'Egyptian Irrigation'; (Bull. 133, 1903),
'Report on Irrigation Investigations for 1902' ;

United States Department of the Interior. 'Re-
port on .Agriculture by Irrigation' (Newell,

1894) : United States Geological Survey, 'Water
Supply and Irrigation Papers,' Nos. i to 100;
Newell, 'The Public Domain and Its Water
S"PPlj--

F. H. Newell,

United States Geological Survey.

Irrigation Bill, or Reclamation Act, a
Federal measure, dated 17 June 1902, for the

reclamation by irrigation of arid and semi-arid
lands in .\rizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Kansas, Mont:^na, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota. Utah,
Washington and ^^'yoming. See Irrig.\tion.

Irtish, ir'tish, a river of Asia, which rises

in China, in the Altai Mountains, and after ex-
panding into Lake Zaisan, flows through the

Russian territory of Semipalatinsk, passes the
town of Tobolsk, and finally, after a course of
about 1,800 miles, joins the Obi near Samarova.

Inis, nickname of the beggar of Ithaca who
served the suitors of Penelope as a messenger.
Immortalized in the l8th book of Homer's
'Odyssey,' he becomes the typical beggar of

later literature.

Irvine, William, American Revolutionary
general : b. near Enniskillen, Ireland, 3 Nov.
1741; d. Philadelphia 29 July 1804. Having
graduated at Dublin University, he studied
medicine and surgery, and was appointed sur-

geon on board a ship of war, serving during a
part of the war of 1756-63 between Great Britain

and France. On the declaration of peace he
emigrated to .America, and in 1764 settled in

Carlisle, Pa. At the opening of the Revolution
he took part with the colonies, was a member
of the provincial convention assembled 15 July

1774, until he was appointed by Congress, 10

Jan. 1776, colonel of the 6th battalion of the

Pennsylvania line. On 12 May 1779 he was pro-

moted to the rank of brigadier-general, and as-

signed to the command of the 2d brigade of the

Pennsylvania line. In the autumn of 1781 he
was ordered to Fort Pitt, to take command of
the troops on the western frontier, and contin-

ued to fulfil the duties of this post, until after

the war had closed. He was early in 1785 ap-
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pointed by the State agent under an "act for

directing the mode of distributing the donation
lands promised to the troops of the common-
wealth." About this time he suggested to Penn-
sylvania the purchase from the United States of
the tract of land known as "the triangle," thus
giving to the State an outlet upon Lake Erie.

He was a member of Congress under the con-
federation 1787-8, and of the Federal Congress
1793-5- In 1794 be was assigned to the com-
mand of the Pennsylvania troops for the purpose
of quelling the "whiskey insurrection," and in

all the most important movements in connection
with this subject took an active part. He was
president of the State society of the Cincinnati

at the time of his death.

Irving, er'ving, Edward, Scottish preacher,
founder of the religious sect known as Irving-

ites : b. Annan, Dumfriesshire, 4 Aug. 1792 ; d.

Glasgow December 1834. He was graduated at

the University of Edinburgh, and in 1815 be-

came a licentiate of the Church of Scotland and
subsequently Dr. Chalmer's assistant. In 1822
he became minister of the Caledonian Asylum
chapel in Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London.
Here he soon attracted verj' large congregations
by the force and eloquence of his discourses, and
the singularity of his appearance and gesticula-

tion. The greatest orators and statesmen of the

day crowded with the wealthy and fashionable

to hear him. The appearance of the preacher—
tall, athletic, and sallow—-displaying a pro-
fusion of jet-black glossy hair reaching to his

shoulders, with a singular obliquity in one of
his eyes, and a stern calm solemnity of aspect,

enhanced the interest and excitement produced
by his discourses. His phraseology was one of
the peculiarities which gave him eclat with the

public, for he expressed his ideas in the lan-

guage of Milton, Hooker, and Jeremy Taylor.
At London he began to publish books in which
he broached novel theological views. 'Sermons,
Lectures, and Occasional Discourses,' in which
his theological peculiarities were first distinctly

enunciated, were published in 1828. In the be-
ginning of 1832 his aberrations had become so
marked and extraordinarj- that his hearers, who
in 1829 had erected for him a large church in

Regent Square, preferred charges against their

minister. On 2 May 1832 the London presby-
tery unanimously found him guilty of error.

The consequence was that he became dispos-

sessed of his cure. In 1833 the presbytery of
Annan, which had licensed him, deposed him
from the ministrj-, on which occasion his defense
of himself was a sublime effort of oratory. He
retired to Scotland, broken in health and spirits,

and was attacked with consumption. For the
religious sect he founded see Catholic Apos-
tolic Chij-rch. His life has been admirably
written by Mrs. Oliphant.

Irving, Sir Henry (originally John Hexry
Brodribb), English actor: b. near Glastonbury
6 Feb. 1838; d. Bradford, 13 Oct. 1905. He was
a clerk in London, but adopted the theatrical

profession, his first appearance being at Sunder-
land in 1856. He appeared first in London at

the Princess' Theatre, in 1859 ; later went
to Manchester, where he remained tor five or
six years, but returned to London in 1866, where
his first marked success was as Digby Grant in

Albery's <Two Roses' (in 1870), which was

followed by his powerful impersonation of
Mathias in 'The Bells.* His ne.xt noteworthy
parts were Charles I., Eugene Aram, and Riche-
lieu, in the plays so named. In 1874, at the

Lyceum Theatre, he sustained the part of Ham-
let so successfully as to raise himself to the
first place among English actors. His chief

Shakespearian parts are Macbeth, Othello, Shy-
lock, and Richard III. In 1878 he leased the

Lyceum Theatre for himself, and later put
on the stage in excellent style 'Othello,' 'The
Merchant of Venice, ' ' Much Ado About Noth-
ing, ' 'Romeo and Juliet,' 'Twelfth Night,'
'Faust,' 'Macbeth,' etc., playing in them the
principal character with Miss Ellen Terry. His
appearances in the provinces were equally suc-

cessful with those in London, and he met
with like favor in his repeated visits to the
United States. Of his last great roles may
be cited Becket in Tennyson's play of that name
(1893), King Arthur in a play of that name
(1895), Napoleon in 'Madame Sans-Gene'
(1897), the title role in his son's play of
'Peter the Great' (1898), and Robespierre in

a play of that name (1899), speciallj- written for
him by M. Victorien Sardou, and the title role
in 'Dante' (1903). He was knighted in 1895,
and in 1898 Cambridge University conferred on
him the honorary degree of LL.D.

Irving, Washington, American author: b.

New York 3 April 17S3; d. Tarrj-town, N. Y.,

28 Nov. 1859. His father. William Irving, mer-
chant, came to New York from the Orkneys in

1763, having married Sarah Sanders, daughter
of Cornish parents, two years before. Wash-
ington was the youngest of their 11 children.

His school training w-as far from thor-
ough, and was not directed toward academic
culture— though two of his brothers had been
sent to Columbia College— a decision of his

father that he much regretted in maturer years.

He made up for his lack of interest in school
subjects by enthusiastic reading in English
authors, particularly Chaucer and Spenser. At
16 he entered a law office, and in 1802 began
authorship by contributing humorous sketches,

over the name of "Jonathan Oldstyle," to The
Morning Chronicle, a daily edited by his

brother Peter. Developing symptoms of con-
sumption, he sailed in 1804 for France, and
spent two years in travel, on the continent and
in England, which restored his health. On re-

tarn he was admitted to the bar, but instead of
practice began, in 1807, with his brother Wil-
liam, and James K. Paulding, the issue of 'Sal-

magundi,' the success of which determined his

career, and the immediate character of his writ-
ing. At the close of the next year he set about
reshaping the burlesque history of New York,
which he had begun, with Peter Irving, some
time before on a different plan. While in this

work he met with the great affliction of his

life, the loss of his betrothed, Matilda Hoffman,
daughter of a prominent lawyer of the cit}-. in

whose office he had finished his legal studies.

The completion of the book, 'Dietrich Knicker-
bocker's History of New "i'ork,' published in

1809, was the only solace that he permitted him-
self in the first months of seclusion and grief.

In 1810 he wrote a short life of the poet Camp-
bell, and was received into partnership by his

brothers Peter and Ebenezer, who were found-
ing an importing house, and wished to provide
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Washington the means, without contribution of

time or labor to the business, of preparing him-

self more fully for his chosen work. In 1813

and 1814 he edited the 'Analectic Magazine,;'

published in Philadelphia, and contributed bi-

ographical articles upon some of the naval com-
manders in the war then in progress with Great

Britain. After the burning of our national

capital in 1814, he offered his services to his

native State, and was made aide-de-camp to

Governor Tompkins, with the rank of colonel.

At the close of the war he sailed for England,

and was received with distinction by the Amer-
ican artists Allston and Leslie, and by Scott,

Campbell, Moore and' other literary men. In

1818 the firm of P. and E. Irving and Co. failed,

and Washington's pleasant rambles in England
and Scotland came to an end. He declined a

post in the navy board, at home, and set him-
self at work in London with his pen. Early in

the next year he sent over for publication in

New York and Philadelphia, the first number
of the 'Sketch Book,' containing 'The Voy-
age.' 'Roscoe,' 'The Wife,' and 'Rip Van
Winkle.* Other numbers followed, the success

was great, and in 1820 John Murray brought
out an edition of the work in London. Its pop-
ularity with British readers was such that Mur-
ray became the first publisher of 'Bracebridge
Hall' (1822), 'Tales of a Traveller' (1824),
and other works. In 1826 Irving went to Ma-
drid, at the instance of his friend, Alexander H.
Everett, .American minister to Spain, who ad-
vised the translation of Naverrete's 'Voyages
of Columbus,' then issuing in parts. Irving
found the work impracticable to translate, being
a collection of sources rather than a consistent

narrative, and prepared instead the 'History of
the Life and Voyages of Christopher Colum-
bus,' finished in 1828. This first serious prod-
uct of Irving's powers retained much of the

ease and charm of 'The Sketch Book' and
'Tales of a Traveller,' and was eminently
adapted to increase his fame. It was not espe-
cially successful, though Murray paid 3,000
guineas for the copyright ; an abridgment of
the work had a better sale. 'The Conquest of
Granada' (1829), 'Companions of Columbus'
(1831), and 'The Alhambra' (1832) were
further fruits of his Spanish studies and travel.

In the meantime he had been made secretary of
legation (1829), in London, and received the
medal of the Royal Society of Literature
(1830), and the degree of LL. D. (1831) from
Oxford. In 1832 he returned to America, but
not to rest. He accompanied an Indian com-
mission to Fort Gibson, on the Arkansas River,
and wrote 'Tour on the Prairies,' published as
the first volume of 'Crayon Miscellanies,' in

1835. Ihe second volume, 'Abbotsford and
Newstead Abbey,' and the third, 'Legends of
the Conquest of Spain,' followed in a few
months. He now bought the little Van Tassel
farm, at Tarrytown, and began to enlarge its

Dutch cottage, and improve the grounds. To
this home, called "Sunnyside," he soon removed
from the city, and eventually brought to it the
brothers who had aided him in earlier years.
In 1836 he finished 'Astoria,' with the help of
his nephew, Pierre M. Irving, from materials
furnished by John Jacob Astor. The next year
he published 'The Adventures of Captain Bonne-
ville,' properly a continuation of the preced-
ing. He then began a history of the conquest

of Mexico, but on learning that W. H. Prescott

was at work on the same subject, resigned the

task to him. In 1839 he engaged to write for

the 'Knickerbocker Magazine,' and furnished

monthly articles for about two years. In 1842 he
was appointed Minister to Spain, and for the ne.xt

four years wrote little. On return he arranged
with G. P. Putnam for a complete edition of his

works, in 15 volumes, to which he added
(1849) the 'Life of Goldsmith,' and (1850)
'Mahomet and his Successors.' The way was
now open for the 'Life of Washington,' which
had long been contemplated. In 1855 appeared
'Wolfert's Roost,' mainly a reprint of the

Knickerbocker papers, and two volumes of the
'Life.' The work told on his strength, and the

fifth and last volume, finished in March, 1859,

left him a broken man. His death was from
heart disease, in his 77th year. He was buried

by the side of his mother, whose tastes he had
inherited, and whose sjonpathy and nurture
had made him what he was. His authorship was
the outcome of his personal character, and was
little modified by the literatures of the world.

With all his graces of expression, he lacked the
gift of deep insight, and failed to achieve much
vigor of style. The best biography is still the
'Life and Letters' by his nephew, Pierre M.
Irving (1863). Consult also Warner, 'Wash-
ington Irving' (1881) ; Laun, 'Washington
Irving: Ein Lebens- und Charakterbild'

(1870); Richardson, 'American Literature'

(1887-S); Wendell, 'A Literary History of

America' (1900). L. a. Sherman,
The University of Nebraska.

Ir'vingites. See Catholic Apostolic
Church.

Ir'vington, N. J., a town in Essex County,
adjoining Newark on the southwest. It is a
pleasant residential suburb of that city, and
also has a number of manufactories, among
which are smelting-works and establishments
for making wall-paper, pocket-book frames,
tools, brushes, rules, etc. The town was incor-

porated in 1898, although its settlement dates

back almost to 1660. Its governmental affairs

are in the hands of a town council. Pop.

(1900) 5,255.

Irvington, N. Y., village in Westchester
County, on the Hudson River, and the New
York C. & H. R. railroad, 23 miles north of
New York, and a short distance south of Tarry-
town ; named in honor of Washington Irving.

It is mainly a residential village of recent

growth and is noted for its beautiful dwellings
and grounds, with their fine situation on the

river-bank. These are largely the homes of

New York business men and their families.

The Guiteau Library and the town-hall are

among its most noteworthy buildings. The vil-

lage is a place of great interest as being the lo-

cation of "Sunnyside." for many years the home
of Washington Irving. The house, half a mile

north of the railroad station, "is a many-gabled,
vine-clad cottage, covered with stucco, and shad
owed by grand trees." It has been rebuilt and
enlarged. Pop. (1900) 2,231.

Isaac, i'zak (Heb. "he will laugh"),

Hebrew patriarch, the son of Abraham by
Sarah, so called to denote the laughter and glad-

ness occasioned by his birth. He is remarkable

for his miraculous escape from death as a burnt-
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offering: and for the fraud perpetrated upon
him, at his wife Rebecca's instigation, by his

son Jacob, to the injury of Esau. He died at

Hebron i8o years old, and was buried in the

cave of Machpelah. the resting-place of Sarah
and Abraham, and of Rebecca.

Isaac, I., Comne'nus, Byzantine emperor:
d. 1061. He was the son of Manuel Comnenus,
an eminent general under Basil H.. emperor of

Constantinople, and was the first of his family
to assume the purple. He had distinguished

himself as a soldier and commander in the wars
against the Arabs in Asia Minor, and had mar-
ried a captive Bulgarian princess. Ii 1057 he
succeeded to the throne upon the deposition of

the aged and incompetent Michael VI. He
abdicated in 1059 and spent the remainder of his

life in a monastery.

Isaac, II., An'gelus, Byzantine emperor : d.

1204. He became sovereign of the East in 1185,

and reigned 10 years. Isaac was a vicious and
cowardly prince, and was dethroned, blinded,

and imprisoned by his brother Alexius in 1195.

Eight years later he was restored to the throne
and reigned for six months, when he was again
dethroned, and soon after died in prison.

Isaak Church, The, the finest building in

Russia, or in northern Europe, begun by the

Empress Catherine, and finished by Nicholas I.

The foundation alone is said to have cost

$1,000,000. It is a magnificent structure, one
of the most remarkable sights of the Russian
capital. The design is simple and majestic, the

whole being surmounted by a gilded dome. The
total cost of the structure was $67,500,000.

Isaaks, Jorge, Hor'na e'siiks. Columbian
novelist and poet : b. Cali, State of Cauca, Co-
lombia, 1843 ; d. 1895. He was the son of an
English Jew who had married a Spanish
woman and was taken to Bogota in childhood,

and ever after made it his home. He published
a volume of poems in 1864, and in 1867 his mas-
terpiece, the novel < Maria,' a story of domestic
life in Colombia, told with consummate skill

and tender simplicity.

Isabela, e-sa-ba'la, Philippines, province of
Luzon, on the northern Pacific coast of the is-

land with Cagayan on the north and Principe

and Nueva Ecija on the south: length 118

miles: area 5.395 square miles (including de-

pendent islands), the largest province of Luzon.
The Sierra Madre mountain range runs paral-

lel to the coast, a short distance inland ; the rest

of the surface is broken by low hills : the

Grande de Cagayan River traverses the entire

length of the province : and the main highway
from Aparri to Manila parallels this river.

Rice, sugarcane, chocolate, coffee, corn and veg-
etables grow with little cultivation : tobacco is

extensively raised and its growth and treatment
is the most important industry. Cattle raising

is also an important industry. Civil govern-
ment was established in iQOi. Pop. 48.300.

Isabella, (Tz-a-bel'a") (I.) of Castile, queen
of Spain, daughter of John II.. king of Castile

and Leon: b. Madrigal 23 April 145 1 ; d. Me-
dina del Campo 26 Nov. 1504. She married. 19

Oct. 1649. Ferdinand V., king of .'\ragon (q.v.).

sumamed "The Catholic." After the death of

her brother. Henry IV., in 1474- she ascended
the throne of Castile, to the exclusion of her

elder sister, Joanna. After the kingdoms of

Aragon and Castile were united, Ferdinand and
Isabella assumed the royal titles of Spain. She
was always present at the transaction of state

affairs, and insisted that her name should be
placed beside that of her husband in pubUc ordi-

nances. The conquest of Granada, after which
the Moors were entirely expelled from Spain,

was in a great degree her work : and the en-
couragement she gave Columbus assisted him to

the discovery of America. In all her under-
takings Cardinal Ximenes was her assistant.

In !492 Pope Alexander VI. confirmed to the

royal pair the title of "Most Catholic,* already
conferred on them by Innocent VIII. The zeal

for the Roman Catholic religion, which pro-

cured them this title, gave rise to the Inquisi-

tion, which was instituted in Spain in 1480, at

the suggestion of their confessor, Torquemada.
See Ferdinand V., Ximenes, and Columbus.
Consult Prescott. 'History of the Reign of

Ferdinand and Isabella the Catholic'

Isabella II., ex-queen of Spain, daughter
of Ferdinand III.: b. Madrid 10 Oct. 1830: d.

Paris. France, 9 April 1904 she succeeded
her father in 1833. The early years of her
reign were disturbed by a rising in favor of her
uncle. Don Carlos, who, if the Salic law had not
been set aside, would have ascended the throne
instead of her: but this was quelled in 1839.

She was declared of age in 1843. and in 1846
was married to her cousin, Don Francisco
d'Assisi (q.v.). Her reign was so despotic

that a revolution took place in 1868. which drove
her from the country. She resigned her claims

to the crown in favor of her son Alfonso, who
ascended the throne in 1875 as Alfonso XII.

Isabellita. See Butterfly-fish.

Isaeus, one of the "Ten Attic Orators,"

though probably a native of Chalcis, made his

home in Athens, and there, in the first half of
the 4th century B.C., we find him actively en-

gaged in the profession of a speech-writer for

clients in the law courts. He seems also to

have taught rhetoric, to Demosthenes among
others, according to one tradition. We have
from him a dozen orations dealing with inherit-

ance cases, two of them in a fragmentary condi-

tion. The best edition is that of H. Buermann
(Berlin 1S83). There is an English translation

by \V. Jones (London 1779).

Isaiah, one of the great Hebrew prophets.

The name Isaiah, more exactly Y<'sha^ya and
Y'^sha^yahu, is derived from two Hebrew words
and means "Jehovah saves." It refers to the

general burden of the prophet's message. The
prophet, who was the son of .\moz (q.v.). a
man otherwise unknown to us. was born prob-

ably at Jerusalem, and this place, the scene of

his life work, and in his thought synonymous
with his country, engrosses his attention. The
year of his birth must have been about 760 B.C.,

ills known activity begins in "39 and continues

to 701 B.C.. at least. He was married not far

from the time of his call in 739. for in 735 a son
of his, with a name symbolic of his prophetic

messa.ge to Judah. Shcar-yashubh. "a remnant
shall turn" (i. c. to Jehovah'), was of an age
suitable tc accompany his father in his walks.

Another son, Mahcr-shalal-hash-ha:. was born
in 734, and his name also is symbolic of pre-

dicted events in the national history, namely.
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the fall of Damascus and Samaria, and means
"hastening to bootj-, speeding to prey."

It is to be remembered that Amos (750 B.C.),

and Hosea (.q.v.) (735 b.c), are the only ca-

nonical prophets that preceded Isaiah, and these

had their work in the northern kingdom, though

Micah (q.v.) prophesied in a country district of

Judah during the middle and later periods of

Isaiali's ministry-. It is next to certain that

Isaiah was of high rank, if not of the nobility

in Judah, and at times might be as bold as he

chose in his utterances to the court. We can-

not be certain whether the Jewish traditions that

he was the nephew of King Amaziah (Megilla,

lob), that he was slain by Manasseh (Jebamoth,

4.gb), and that he was sawn asunder ('The As-
cension of Isaiah.' Ethiooic version; cf. Jus-

tin Martyr, 'Dial. c. Trypho,' ch. CXX.),
have a basis in fact or not.

The principal crises of the countrj' in Isaiah's

time occurred in 735. 734 (during the reign of

Ahaz), and in 701 (during Hezekiah's reign).

The occasion of the first was the union of Da-
mascus and north Israel against the Assyrian
over-lord, Tiglath-pileser III. (745~727) and
their attempt to overcome Judah. The occasion

of the second crisis was the attempt of Judah
and her neighbors to avoid tribute to Assyria

and their alliance with Eg>pt against her. At
this time Sennacherib was on the throne of As-
syria (705-681). Besides these, there were
moderate political disturbances in Judah during
the reigns of Shalmanassar IV. (727-722), and
Sargon (722-705), for both of these warlike

kings in these times were in the west countrj'

for conquest and subjugated north Israel, as

well as the Philistine territory.

In meeting these crises, Isaiah showed him-
self the most consummate statesman and the

most brilliant theological teacher in Israel in

the times before Christ. His hold of truth was
strong, his presentation of it was uncompromis-
ing, his oratory was superb, and the variety and
finish of his discourses and the aptness of his

illustrations, as well as the measured flow of his

thought, were inimitable. It is of course true

that in his teaching he built upon his prede-
cessors, .'\mos and Hosea, but he put such a

stamp of genius upon the ideas he cherished,
that his influence has been the greatest of all

the Hebrew prophets.

In general it mav be said that Isaiah's mes-
sages had to do with the safetv of the capital in

the warlike times in which he lived, with the
character of God in his sublime holiness and
righteousness, and with the duty of his fellow-
citizens to cultivate the righteous life, and. for-
saking human political wisdom and alliances
with the nations, to depend absolutely upon the
Lord God. With him. religion and politics go
hand in hand, and theological thinking is the
kernel of his most practical and stirring ad-
dresses. Incidentally he has given us a view of
the circumstances of his time, its social relations
and habits, the fashions, the commotions and
rumors, in times of peace and war. in seasons
of prosperity and distress ; in all showing him-
self the most vivid and powerful preacher of
the olden time.

The convictions of Isaiah are due to his
faith in God and arise out of the circumstances
of the time. Jehovah is the Holy One of Israel,

hence he must punish Jerusalem for her injus-

tice to men and her falseness to God, and this

he will do through the instrumentality of the

most potent political powers of the age; but

since Jerusalem is the throne of His glory, and
the seat of true religion, however formal the

people have made their worship, therefore, a
portion of the Judeans will be spared, and the

city will prove invincible. Indeed his own be-

loved capital is destined to become the centre

of religious truth for the nations, and is to have
a new and perfect ruler, who will reign in wis-

dom and might, and will bring righteousness

and peace to the people.

Ch.^rles RuFis Brown,
Professor of Hebrnu and Connate Languages,

The Xeu'ton Theological Institution, Neiv-
ton, Mass.

Isaiah, Book of. It must be premised that

the old prophets of Israel, for the most part,

gave themselves to oral utterance, and made
little use of the written roll. In the case of
some of them, the issue of written discourses

was an after-thought, and the latter assumed
forms revised to suit the practical needs of the

readers, just as the first forms had been adapted
to the need of the audience that listened to the

preacher's spoken words. This is undoubtedly
true of the prophet Isaiah, who appears to have
felt that by changes in phraseology he could
the better meet the advancing needs of the men
for whom he labored. In other words, the

prophet's interest was not historical ; he did not
reproduce his sermons with the thought of pre-

serving them for the world exactly as they
were delivered, but he had the practical aim of

moving a new circle of people to that faith in

God which he had previously inculcated. This
example was not lost upon the disciples and ad-
mirers of the prophets, and in the book of
Isaiah the old messages have received modifica-

tions at different times to suit the conditions of

successive generations. Indeed Isaiah in the

pre-Christian centuries was held in such honor
that authors added to his writings other dis-

courses and historical material that were cal-

culated to produce the results aimed at by our
prophet, and in much of this material there is

not even a kernel of Isaian authorship. It is

true that such procedure is not in accord with
modern ideas of literary ownership, but there is

reason to suppose that in ancient times the name
of the author of new material was of little con-
sequence, and his work was often hidden in the

product of some distinguished predecessor, the

delivery of an exigent message being all im-
portant.

The book of Isaiah contains 66 chapters from
various sources, being a combination of several
collections of oracles, and divides itself natu-
rally into seven grand divisions, viz. : chapters
i-xii, xiii-xxvii, xxviii-.xxxiii, xxxiv-xxxv,
xxxvi-xxxix, xl-lv, Ivi-lxvi.

I. Chs. i-xii contain several small sections
or series of addresses, mostly by Isaiah himself.
From the time of his call to the prophetic of-
fice in 730 B.C.. he probably made notes of his

discourses, and about 734. perhaps, he began to
issue combinations of these, first for his dis-
ciples, and then doubtless for a larger circle of
readers. Chs. vii:i-ix:7. composed of dis-
courses delivered to Ahaz and the people of
Judah in 735. 734. is probably the first of these
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combinations, and not long afterward tliis was
increased by prefixing to it the inaugural vision,

ch. vi, and by affixing ix :8-x 14 (.with v : 25-30,

now misplaced), the prophetic interpretation of

north Israel's unhappy history and the applica-

tion to Judah. Subsequently the prophet ap-

pears to have added the woe on Assyria, the

instrument of Jehovah's anger against his peo-

ple (x:5-34), and a prophecy of the righteous

king, to whom he had already referred, and ol

the restoration of Israel (ch. xi).

He. or some disciple of his. prefixed to the

book ii :i-iv :i ; ch. i ; v :i-24, series of discourses

that present in most vivid manner the social

conditions and the debased life of the age of

Jotham and Ahaz, as well as the evil conse-
quences to follow, ere the kingdom of God
could be established. Ch. i, called by Ewald
*The Great Arraignment," is a general intro-

duction to this part, and was composed after

7,34, possibly several years afterward, ch. i:i

being an editorial note to introduce all the

prophecies of Isaiah. Ch. iv :2-6, ch. xii, are

probably post-exilic additions to this division of

Isaiah.

2. Chs. xiii-.xxvii may be called the book of

woes. The genuine Isaiah passages are in sub-

stance : xiv :24-27, the removal of the Assyrian
yoke, xiv :28-32 woe on the Philistines, both
delivered during the domination of Sargon or

Sennacherib; xvi: 1,3-14, on IMoab, delivered
perhaps in 711; xvii:i-ii, the fall of Damas-
cus, 735; xvii:i2-i4, the repulse of Assyria,

701 ; ch. xviii, the message to Ethiopia
concerning the disaster to Assyria, 701

;

ch. XX, on Egypt, 711: .xxi:ii, 12, on Edom,
and xxi:l3-l7, on Arabia, of uncertain date,

may have been readapted to the exilic situa-

tion in 545 B.C. ; ch. xxii, against Jerusalem and
one of its prominent statesmen, belongs to 702,

701 ; the substance of ch. xxiii (on Tyre), espe-

cially vss. 1-14, was given about 702 B.C. Upon
these as a nucleus have been grafted oracles from
various epochs and authors ; namely xiii : i-xiv :23,

the fall of Babylon, composed in Babylonia
about 549 B.C.; xv : l-.xvi:i2, an old oracle
quoted by Isaiah himself, possibly in 711; ch.

xi.x. on Egj'pt, is a post-exilic oracle, but in vss.

1-15 there may be an Isaiah kernel, from 720,

711, or 702: x.xi:l-lo, on Babylon, is e.xilic, dat-

ing from about 545 B.C. ; chs. xxiv-xxvii form a
long post-exilic apocalypse, concerning the judg-
ment on the world and the future blessedness of
Israel, and may be assigned with probability to

the later Persian period.

3. Chs. x.xviii-x-xxiii are substantially from
Isaiah's hand, and belong chiefly to the time of
his later activity. In ch. xxviii, Isaiah's earlier

message against Samaria (vss. 1-6. before 722)
is reiterated with reasons, in or about 704. In
chs. xxix-xxxii we have in several paragraphs
a representation of the straits to which Jerusa-
lem was put just before 701 B.C., the futility of
reliance on Egypt for help, the weakness of the

Judean politicians, the indifference of the
women of the capital, the ultimate deliverance
of the city, the fall of .Assvria, and the coming
of the Messianic age Cthe latter in three pas-
sages. xxx:i8-26; xxxii:i-8, 15-20: ch. xxxiii

is supplementary to this, contains a woe
upon some power hostile to Jerusalem, and the

prediction of Judah's deliverance. This is

probably a post-e.xilic expansion of Isaiah's ut-

terances in 701 B.C. The sections xxix;i6-24;
xxx:i8-26; ch. xxxii, have been assigned by
some writers to exilic or post-exilic times, and
they may contain some elements from these pe-
riods.

No further prophecies in the book can be
assigned with probability to our prophet.

4. Chs. xxxiv-xxxv form a post-exilic
prophecy of 450 B.C., or later, and treat of
Israel's victory over Edom and of the joyful
circumstances of Israel's restoration.

5. Chs. xxxvi-xxxix are historical chapters
taken in large measure from 2 Kings. The
Isaian passage omits 2 Kings xviii: 14-16, and
introduces the song of Hezekiah (Isa. xxxviii

:

9-20) before 2 Kings xx:i2.
6. Chs. xl-lv are a long and developed

prophecy, and comprise the great exilic predic-
tion of about 540 B.C. concerning the return of
Israel from Babylonia, through the instrumen-
tality of Cyrus. Omitting subdivisions, of
which there are many. Skinner and others di-

vide abouf as follows

:

Chs. xl-xlviii, the restoration: (i) xl:i-ii,
the theme; (2) xl:i2-3i, the infinity of God;
(3) ch. xli. the historical situation, as it has
been brought about by God for his servant
Israel; (4) xlii :l-xliii :7, the work of Je-
hovah's ideal servant (xlii :i-4) for Israel and
the world, and the contrast with the servant
Israel as he is; (5) xliii :8-xliv :5, the witness
of Israel's history to the divinity of Jehovah,
and the salvation of Israel and the nations
through the divine interposition; (6) xliv:6-23,
the folly of idolatry; (7) xliv :24-xlv :25, the
mission of Cyrus, the anointed of Jehovah, for

Israel and for a world-wide religion; (8) chs.

xlvi, xhii, the fall of Babylon; (9) ch. xlviii,

the closing argument, and the joyful summons
to Israel to depart from Babylon and to de-

clare to the world their redemption by their

God.
Chs. xli.x-Iv. the glorious future of Israel

;

(i) xlix:i-l3, the mission of the servant (vss.

1-6) to the world; (2) xlix:l4-I:3, consolation
for afflicted Zion ; (3) 1:4-11, the perfection

of the servant through suffering; (4) li:l-lii:

12, the Israelites encouraged to accept the

promises; (5) Hi :i3-liii :i2, the servant's sacri-

ficial work and his exaltation
; (6) chs. liv, Iv,

the felicity of Israel and the gracious call to

accept the promised deliverance.

7. Chs. Ivi-lxvi are probably for the most
part of post-exilic origin, as they appear to con-
tain detached messages of condemnation and
promise to a people living in Palestine. Here
there are details concerning the moral, social,

and religious duties of the people, and worship
in the new temple appears to have been estab-

lished. We divide: (i) lvi:l-8, the admission
of foreigners and eunuchs to the Israelitish

community; (2) Ivi :9-!ix :2I. a series of re-

bukes to several classes, interspersed with
promises for fidelity; (3) chs. Ix-lxii. the new
Jerusalem: (4') Ixiii :t-6, the divine hero in

Edom; (5) Ixiii :7-lxiv:i2, confession of sin;

(6) chs. Ixv-lxvi. the contrasted futures of true
servants of God and apostates.

The principal idea of Isaiah, besides that of
judgment, common to the prophets, was the de-
liverance from the foes of Jerusalem of the
remnant of Israel, meditated by a righteous
king. The principal ideas of Isa. xl-lv are ttie
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deliverance of Israel from exile through

CjTus, and the deliverance of the people from
sin and the impartation of spiritual graces

through the suffering servant of Jehovah.

Hope! therefore, is tlie kejniote of this prophecy

and comfort is the opening word. In connection

with the theme, the prophet declares, in tuiu

after turn of speech, the re!iabilir\- of God in

bringing to pass his promises, the sublime

grandeur of the Holy One, his creative power,

the absurdit>- of idolatrv-. The writer makes it

clear that the absolute and sole sovereign in

(he earth is Jehovah, the God of Israel. In

Isa. h-i-lxvi there is no advance upon these

i<kas. but many of them are reiterated there.

Bibliography.— Besides the appropriate sec-

tions in Encyclopedias, Old Testament His-

tories, Old Testament Introductions, Old Testa-

ment Theologies, works on Old Testament
Prophecy and Messianic Prophecy. Dictionaries

of the Bible, Histories of Assyria, Babylonia,

Persia. Eg\pt, and Sjria, the following selected

works may be consulted. For fuller lists the

reader is referred to the articles in the Bible

Dictionaries, and for the later books, to the

lists of current literature in *The Biblical

World.' In the present list, works written in

other languages and translated into English, are

given in the translation only.

1. Commentaries.— Calvin (1850); Vitringa
(1714-^20. Latin) ; Lowth (1778) ; Gesenius
(1821, German); Hitzig (1833, German):
Ewald ^ 1876-81 ) ; Henderson (1840): Urabreit

(1846, German) ; Drechsler (1851-54, German) ;

Alexander (1865); Delitzsch (1892); Reuss
(1876, French); Nagelsbach in 'Lange'
(1878); Birks (1878): Chevnie (18S9); von
Orelli (1889): G. A. Smith (1SS8, 1890):
Duhm (1892. German): Skinner (1S96, 1898I ;

Guthe and Ryssel in 'Kautzsch' (1896, Ger-
man) : Mitchell (chs. i-xii, 1897) : Kittei's

'Knobel-Dillmann' (1898. German) ; Marti
(1900. German): \\Tiitehouse (1905).

2. Other Works.— Driver, 'Isaiah. His Life
and Times' (189^) ; Davidson. <Theolog\' of
Isaiah xl-lxvi> f 'Expositor,' 188.^-84); 'The-
ologv of Isaiah' ('Expositorv Times' 1894) :

Guthe, <Das ZnkunftsbiM des Jes' (1885) :

Giesebrecht. 'Bcitr. z. Jes. Kritik' (1890") :

"Der Knecht Jalives des Deuterojes' (1902) :

Hackmanfi. 'Die Zukunftserwartung des Jes*

(1893) : Che\-ne, 'Introduction to Isaiah'

(1895), Translation of Isaiah i.. 'Polvchrome
Bible' (1898) : Konig, 'The Exiles' Book of
Ojnsolation' (1899): Davidson, 'The Servant
of the Lord in Isaiah' ('Brit, and For. Evan.
Rev.' 1872) : Driver and Xeubauer, 'The 53d
nf Isaiah according to Jewish Interpreters'
C1876. 1877); Wright, 'Pre-Giristian Jewish
Interpretation of Isaiah LIII' ( 'Expositor,'
Mav 1888) ; Lane, 'Die Ebed-Jahwe Lieder'
(1898): Bertholet. 'Zu Jesaya LIII' (185^);
Fiillkrug, 'Das Gottesknecht des Deuterojes'
(1900),

Ch.arixs RiTus Browx,
Professor of Hebre^c and Connate Languages,

The Keu'ion Theological Institution. Nezu-
ion, Mass.

Ish'maelites, the descendants of Ishmael,
the ?rin 01 .\braham by Hagar. These are to
be found among the .\rabians, as physical char-
acteristics and language prove beyond a doubt.
The Joktanite and Cushite monarchies in south-

em Arabia give no indication in character and
habits of having had Ishmaelites as fomiders,
but the Bedouins who roam over the deserts

lying between the Peninsula of Sinai and the
Persian Gulf are miquestionably of Ishraaelite

origin. They maintain a primitive and partiar-
chal form of life, and are full of Isthmaelitie
traditions.

Ishmailis, ish-ma'les. one of the 72 hereti-

cal sects of Mohammedanism (.q.v.).

Ish'peming, Mich., city in -Marquette
Countv : on the Duluth, S. S. & A., the Chicago,
M. & St. P., and the Chicago & N. \\\ R.R.'s:

about 14 miles west of Marquette. It was settled

about 1856 and received its first charter in 1857.

It is situated in the great iron ore region of
^Michigan, and is the centre of the iron ore min-
ing industry of the State. Gold and marble are
fotmd in the vicinity and an excellent building
stone. The manufactures are chiefly the ma-
chinery- used in mining. There are 2 banks
with a combined capital of S150.000, 14 church
edifices, and 9 large school buildings. Municipal
affairs are administered by a mayor and city

council of 20 members elected annually. The
population is composed mainly of Scandinavians
and English. Pop. (1890) 11,197; (1900) 13,255.

Isidorus, Spanish ecclesiastic: b. Cartha-
gena. between 560 and 570; d. 4 April 636.
As bishop of Seville (from about 600 "I he
played a leading role in all affairs of church
and state, and in his influence upon the thought
and literature of the whole Middle Ages he is

to be ranked as second only to Boethius and
Cassiodorus Senator. Among his numerous
theological, historical, and grammatical writ-
ings, the 'Etymologiae' or 'Origines' should be
mentioned. His works are chiefly valuable to-

day for their quotations from earlier writers.

The best edition is in Migne's 'Patrologia
Latina.

'

I'singlass, a form of gelatine (q.y.),

whitish, firm in texture, and of great purity,

prepared mainly from the sounds or air-bladders

of different species of fish, especially of the

Russian sturgeon and, in this country, of cod,

sturgeon, hake, etc. In some cases the skins

are also used for this purpose. Besides Russia,

from which it had been principally obtained, the

L'nited States and Canada, Brazil and the East

Indies furnish considerable quantities to con.-

merce, as do also Manila and the West Indies,

't is the basis of the Russian glue, preferred to

all other kinds for strength. Isinglass receives

its different shapes in the following manner:
The sounds are taken from the fish while sweet

and fresh, slit open, washed from their slimy

matter, divested of a very thin menibr,-ine which
envelops the sound, and then exposed to stiffen

a little in the air. In tli!.= state they are formed
into rolls about the thickness of a finger, and
in length according to the intended size of the

staple ; a thin membrane is generally selectea

for the centre of the roll, around which the rest

are folded alternately, and about half an inch

of each extremitv of the roll is turned inward.

Boiled in milk, it forms a mild nutritious jelly,

and is thus sometimes employed medicinally.

It is used in making court-plaster, cement, mock
pearls, and many other articles, also in clarif>--

ing fermented liquors for improving soups,
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jellies, etc^ and as sizing for linens, silk, gauzes,
and oiher fabrics.

I'sis, the principal goddess of the Egyp-
tians, the sister and wife of Osiris, representing
the moon, as Osiris did the sun. The Egyptians
befieved that Isis first taught them agriculture.

She is represented in various forms. In one
she has the form of a woman, with the horns of
a cow, as the cow was sacred to her. She is

also known by the attributes of the lotus on her
head, and the sistrum in her hand, a musical
instrument which the Egj-ptians used in the
worship of the gods. She is often accompanied
by her infant son Horus. In one celebrated
^^>-ptian statue she was shown with her face

veiled. She was particularly worshipped in

Memphis, but at a later period throughout all

Egypt. From Egj-pt her worship passed over
to Greece and Rome.

Islam, a term which signifies the Mo-
hammedan religion : complete submission of body
and soul to God, His will and His ser^-ice, as
well as faith in all those articles of profession,
commands, and ordinances ordained by Mo-
hammed. Ever}' man who makes this profes-
sion (oj/awa) is a Moslem, that is. has entirely

given himself up to the will of God, and is, on
that account, in a state of salvation {salam).
It is held that Islam was once the universal re-

ligion, and that every child bom in the true

faith would abide in it, without defection, were
it not for parental wickedness. As Islam com*
prebends the practical as well as the doctrinal

tenets of the Mohammedan religion— every-

thing which Moslems must believe and practise— it embraces the whole of their civil and re

ligious polit}': for the system of Mohammed re«

lates more to this world than the next, and
was designed, like the law of Moses, for the
secular as well as the spiritual direction of his

followers. But, taken in its more common aixl

direct sense, it signifies the profession of the
five fundamental doctrines o"n which, according
to a traditional declaration of the prophet, the
whok edifice of the faith is built Those five

points are: (i) The acknowledgment of the
Divine Unity and of the prophetic mission of
Mohammed; (2) Obser\ance of prayer; (3)
Giving of alms; (4) Keeping the fast of
Ramadan: and (5) The performance, if possible,

of the pilgrimage to Mecca. They are also often
subdi\nded and enlarged, in order to arrange
them more convenient!}' into the two classes

of belief (iman) and practice (din). The for-

mer relates to (i) God; (2) the angels: (3)
the Sacred Book; (4) the prophets; (5) the

last day : and (6) the divine decrees : the latter

to Ci) purification: (2) prayer: (3) alms: (4)
fasting; and (.5) the pilgrimage. To the first

article of this creed the Persians and other ad-
herents of Ali add, "Ali is the vicar of God"

:

and that is the only essential point in which
they differ from the Sunnites. or orthodox Mus-
sulmans, who acknowledge the authorit}' of the

four first khalifs. The disputes concerning the
succession to the khalifate. or supremacy of

the prophet, spiritual and civil, which arose imme-
diately after his death, split his followers, as is

well known, into two distinct sects, the Sunnites

and the Shiites. who have never since ceased to

hate each other with a bitter animosin-; but they

•differ more in the degree of veneration paid to

Ali than in any other point; and professing the

same creed, with the exception of one article,

they derive their doctrines from the same
sources. In their respective rituals, and their
interpretation of particular texti, there are
many minor differences ; but both agree in super-
adding a traditional to the written law of Mo-
hammed, and both have sanctioned that depar-
ture from the original simplicity of his doctrine,
the re-establishmcnt of which was the professed
object of the Wahabees. See Moh.\mmed.

Island, a body of land entirely surrounded
by water. Islands are of ver}- different extent
and surface, and some are so large that authors
have doubted whetlier they should be called
continents, as Australia ; this, however, is a mere
matter of definition. The great masses of land
forming the Eastern and Western Continents are
in reality islands. The following table shows
the relative mainland area of the largest islands

:

Area in

IsL&xDs sq. m.

Xew Guinea 303,000
Borneo 284,000
Madagascar 227,000
Sumatra 162,000
Honshu 86,500
Great Britain 83.-00
Celebes 7*.5oo
New Zealand—

(S. Island) 38,500
Java 49,000
Cuba 45,000
New Zealand—

(X. Island) 44.500
Xewfoundland .... 40,200
Luzon 40,000

Area in
Islands sq. m.

Iceland 40,300
Mindanao 37»ooo
Ireland 32,600
Haiti 28,800
Tasmania 26,200
Ceylon 24,700
Nova Zembla—

(X. Island) 19.300
Tierra del Fuego.. 1S.500
Xova Zembla—

(S. Island) »5.7oo
Formosa 15,000
Hainan 14,000
Sicily g,8oo
Sar<iinia 9,000

A cluster of several islands is called an
archipelago. The principal clusters in the At-
lantic are the West Indies, the Azores, the
Canaries, the Hebrides, Orkneys, Shetlands, etc.

But the great world of islands is in the Pacific,

and some modern writers consider them as
forming a fifth division of the world, including
the Eastern Archipelago, Pol}iiesia, and Aus-
tralia, to which they have given the name of
Oceania. A large island is a continent in min-
iature, with its chains of mountains, its rivers,

lakes, and is often surrounded by a train of
islets. The rivers of islands are in general
little more than streams or torrents, and the
smaller islands are often uninhabitable from
want of water ; but they serve as haunts and
breeding-places of innumerable sea-birds. There
are islands in rivers and lakes as well as in the
sea. In rivers they are often formed by the
division of the stream into various branches,
and often by accumulations of earth brought
down and deposited around a rocky base. Ex-
amples are not wanting of floating islands, which
are formed by the roots of plants and trees in-

terlacing with each other, and thus constituting
a support for deposits of successive layers of
earth. Islands have been grouped into the two
distinct classes of continental and pelagic or
oceanic islands. Continental islands follow each
other in succession along the margin of the con-
tinents, and are generally of the same geological
structure. Pelagic islands are mostly of vol-
canic or coral formation. Considerable islands
have been known to be suddenly raised up from
the sea-bottom by volcanic action, and soon
after to have as suddenly disappeared in the
ocean. The Pacific contains a great number of
low islands having their basis formed of coral
reefs, these reefs being produced by the labors
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of innumerable coral-animals or zoophytes

(See CoR.\L. ) Submarine islands, as they have retreat

been sometimes called, are immense banks of

sand above which there is no great depth of

water.

Isle La Motte, Vt., in the northern part

of Lake Champlain, the northern point about

8 miles from Rouse's Point, N. Y., on the

Canadian border; the southern point about 15

miles north of Plattsburg, K. Y. It is about

7 miles long and 2 miles wide. The island has

large marble quarries ; some of the stone for

\'ictoria Bridge, Montreal, for Fort Montgomery
on Lake Champlain, for the Brooklyn Bridge,

and for many other structures and buildings

came from those quarries.

This island was a frequent resort for the

Algonquin and Iroquois Indians ; at the south

end was once an Indian village. It was discov-

ered by Samuel de Champlain in July 1609 and

was named after a French officer, Sieur La
Mothe. In 1665 a wooden fort called Fort Sainte

Anne was built on the south shore. The 'Jesuit

Relations' contain numerous references to Fort

Sainte .\nne, Isle La Motte, and the visits made
to this island by the early missionaries. (The
chapel of Sainte Anne, erected near the ruins of

Fort Sainte Anne, was consecrated 16 July 1893

by Bishop De Goesbriand of the diocese of Bur-
lington, and it is now a place of pilgrimage.)

On 24 Aug. 1690. Capt. John Schuyler and
his company stopped at Fort Sainte Anne on
their return from an expedition into Canada.

The island was included in the grant made in

733< by M. de Beauhamois, then governor of

their munitions of war from the island in their

Canada, to Sieur Pean, major of the town and
castle of Quebec, and in the French seignory

granted to Sieur Pedon, councillor in the su-

perior council of Quebec in 1752, not^vithstand

The first permanent settlers on the island

were from New England. One of those sturdy

pioneers was Capt. Caleb Hill, who, at the \\ ar

of 1812, organized his townsmen into a military

companv which was known as Company F of

the 2d brigade of the 3d division of the Vermont
militia. After the departure of Macdonough,

Capt. HilFs house was entered one night by a

squad of British soldiers, and in his efforts to

take them prisoners he was killed. The first

ferr\- established from Isle La Motte to Alburgh,

Vt.,'was bv CapL Hill, and the ferry was mam-
tained by his descendants for three quarters of a

century,' until the construction of a stone bridge

connecting the two islands.

There are on the island two public schools, a.

Methodist church, town-hall, and a government
light-house. The light-house has been in charge

of Wilbur F. Hill for nearly 3° years. The
island is a favorite summer resort The stran-

gers who visit the island and ^-icinity are reminded

of the words by which the Indians, in 1609, told

Samuel de Champlain about picturesque Lake
Champlain. that 'Tt was filled with beautiful

islands and with a fine country surrounding it»

Island Niunber 10, a former island in the

Mississippi River, near the northwestern corner

of Tennessee, and about 40 miles below Colum-
bus. Kv. Since the Civil War it has been

washed 'away. It was the tenth in a succession

of islands lying below Cairo, 111. Early in 1862,

having been fortified by the Confederate. Gen.

Polk, it was commanded by Gen. Mackall, who
had about 7,000 troops of Beauregard's army.

It was bombarded for three weeks by Commo-
dore Foote, commanding seven Federal gun-

boats, and surrendered 7 April 1862. The evac-

uation was forced by Pope with a large land
ing the cession of sovereignty to the crown oi , ^^ ^^^j. ^.^^.^^ ^^ ^ vigorous fire from
Great Britain by the French in the Treaty of

L'trecht in 1713 over the Five Nations of Indi-

ans, who claimed Lake Champlain and the cir-

cumjacent territory-. In 1775 Philip Schuyler

remained on this island over night and joined

James Montgomery near there en route for

Quebec, where Montgomery lost his life. In
the spring of 1776, when Gen. Sullivan with-

drew his forces from Canada, the sick were
sent to Isle aux Xoix, Point au Fer, and Isle

La ilotte. On 8 Aug. 1776, Benedict .\rnold,

after engaging the Indians in the British ser-

vice on 6 August, at the Bouquet River, fell

back to Isle La Motte. where his fleet remained

two gunboats, which had run past the island by

night, brought his men across the river in trans-

ports! The defenders of the batteries fled, and

were pursued into the swamps. Over 6.000

prisoners were taken, together with an immense
quantity of ammunition and supplies. The Fed-

eral forces lost only a few men. Consult the

Centura- Companv's' 'Battles and Leaders of

the Civil War.' Vol. I.

Isle of Man, in the Irish Channel, the

largest island in the English seas. The prin-

cipal towns are Douglas, Castletown, Rarn-

sev, and Peel. Castletown is the ancient capi-

anchored until 19 August, when he sailed south tal but Douglas (pop. I>7I9) '^ t^i^' f* *°"^

toward Cumberland Head. and the seat of government. vNh.ch is home

Isle La Motte was settled in 1785 by Ebenezer
Hyde, Enoch Hall, and William Blanchard and
was organized as a town in 1790. In 1814 Com-
modore Macdonough stationed his fleet for a
time north of this island and subsequently sailed

to the bay near Cumberland Head, N. Y.. where
he afterward fought the battle of Plattsburg.

Soon after Macdonough's departure from the

island, in September 1814, Capt. Pring (British)

erected a battery on the west shore of the island

about a mile and a half south from Fort Sainte

Anne and made efforts to win over the inhab-

itants to the British cause, but failed. On 8

Sept. 1814, he was joined by Capt. Downie and
three days later they sailed away to attack the

Americans at Plattsburg. where they were re-

pulsed. They returned to Canada, removing

gov*

rule" under a lieutenant-governor, who, with

council and House of Keys of 24 members,

makes up the Tynwald Court The Manx
people are a distinct Celtic nationality. Their

language and old customs are rapidly disap-

pearing. .\rea, 220 square miles. Pop. (1900)

55,608.

Isle of Pines (Isla de Pinos, es'la da pe'-

n6s\ a small island belonging to Cuba. 40

miles southeast of Pinar del Rio. In 1900 the

United States gave unofficial expression to the

policv of its acquisition as a coaling station. It

has an area of about 840 square miles. It is in

effect two islands connected by a marsh, the one

on the north being somewhat broken by hills.

the one on the south low. flat, and sandy. The

climate is healthy, the soil fertile and the m-.n-

1

w
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eial resources extensive. For administrative

purposes the island is a municipal district of the

province of Havana. There are large marble
quarries here. Cattle raising is the chief occu-

pation of the inhabitants. Pop. (1900) 3,199.

Isle Royale, ro!-aI (Fr. elrwayal), an
island in Lake Superior, within the state bound-
ary of Michigan. It is 45 miles long, 9 miles

wide and has an area of 229 square miles. Val-

uable deposits are found here.

Isle of Wight, wit, the second largest

island in the English seas, near the Hampshire
coast. It is four miles in breadth, but only a

mile in width on the west, between Hurst Castle

and Clifif End, while it expands to seven miles

between Southsea and the Foreland on the east.

In shape the island is an elongated rhomboid.
Its extreme length, from the Foreland to the

Needles, is about 23 miles, and its extreme
breadth, Cowes to St. Catharine's Point, is aboiit

13 miles. The late Queen Victoria had a resi-

dence here. The area is calculated at 145 square

miles. Pop. (1901) 82,000.

Isles of Shoals, a group of eight barren
islands in the Atlantic Ocean, near the New
Hampshire coast, 10 miles southeast of Port-

land, Maine, from which a daily steamer plies

during the summer months. The three princi-

pal islands are Appledore (400 acres) ; Star

(150 acres), and White (55 acres). There is a
revolving government light on the last named,
87 feet above the sea. On Star and Appledore
islands are several large hotels for summer
visitors who find sea air, boating and fishing

here. A few fishermen are numbered among
the permanent inhabitants.

IsTip, N. Y., town in Suflfolk County, on
Long Island ; on the Long Island railroad, 44
miles east of New York. The town comprises
several small villages and covers an area 20
miles long and 10 miles wide. Here are the
Manhattan State Hospital for the Insane, Saint
Joseph's Convent (Roman Catholic), and a
large fish hatchery, owned by the State. The
town is popular as a summer resort and has
many fine hotels along the shores of Great
South Bay. The Fire Island lighthouse, 166

feet high, is located eight miles from the main-
land. Blue Point oysters are shipped from the
town in large quantities. The government is

vested in a town supervisor and town board,

elected every two years. Pop. (1900) 12,545.

Isocrates, T-sok'ra-tez, Greek orator: b.

Athens 436 B.C. ; d. there 338 B.C. His prin-

cipal teachers were Tisias, Gorgias, Prodicus,

and Protagoras. On account of his weak voice

and natural timidity he was reluctant to speak
in public, but gave lessons in the art of elo-

quence, and made orations for others. He thus

made considerable profit, for he received twenty
talents ($14,375) for a speech that he wrote for

Nicocles, king of Cyprus. He was the first who
saw the value of oratory in public life. By
basing it on sound moral principles he rescued
it from the abuses of the Sophists. He was
distinguished for a polished style and a harmo-
nious construction of his sentences. The com-
position, revision, and repeated polishing of his

speeches occupied so much time that he pub-
lished little. His celebrated panegyric on Athens
'Panathenaicus' employed him 10, or accord-
ing to others, 15 years. As all his speeches were

modeled after the same pattern, their sameness
excited weariness, although his subjects were
the most important points of morals and politics.

His patriotism was sincere, and his desire for
the freedom of Greece so intense, that he starved
himself to death in his ninety-eighth year from
grief at the battle of Chacronea, "fatal to
liberty." In Plutarch's time 60 orations went
under his name, not half of which were, how-
ever, deemed genuine. Twenty-one now remain,
of which the principal are the 'Panegyricus'
(an oration in which he exhorts the Greeks to

concord, and to war against the Persians) and
the 'Panathenaicus* (in which he dilates on the
services rendered by Athens to Greece).

I"sodimor'phous Series. See Isomorphism.

Isoetales, I-s5-e-ta'lez. See Ferns and
Fern-.allies.

Isola'tion, in evolution (q.v.), the separa-
tion or segregation of any set of animals in a
particular area, so that incipient varieties or
species are prevented from breeding with the
parent species of adjoining regions. Through
such isolation the swamping or leveling effects

of free intercrossing, or mixing with allied va-
rieties or incipient species, are prevented. As
a consequence, variations or nascent species be-
come fixed or localized, being prevented from
spreading by some geographic or topographic
barrier, with the result that there are many
thousands of local races, varieties and species

;

indeed, probably over half of the number of
known species are such forms. Not only spe-

cies, but genera and higher groups are thus
isolated. Thus the marsupials of .\ustralia are,

with one or two exceptions, confined to that

continent, the connection once existing with
Asia having been cut off. In one sense natural

selection, or the inbreeding of the fittest, is a
form of isolation, as also is preferential mat-
ing (q.v.) and also those cases when animals
breed at slightly different seasons. What Weis-
mann calls .\mixia is substantially the preven-
tion of free intercrossing by the geographical
isolation of a part of the individuals of a spe-

cies from their parent stock. Romanes insists

that "without isolation, or the prevention of free

intercrossing, organic evolution is in no case
possible." and he claims that isolation "has been
the exclusive means of modification, or more
correctly, the universal condition to it."

Examj^les of Isolation.—These are found
among cave animals (q.v.) where animals con-
fined to the nether world, living in total dark-
ness, are prevented from breeding with their an-
cestors of the upper world. The deep-sea fauna
is another such assemblage, living in gloom and
in water at the freezing point, although at the
surface the winter temperature of the sea may
be 80-85° F. Other examples of the result of
isolation are the assemblage of animals pecu-
liar to certain islands, to basins walled in by
mountain chains, valleys, deserts, and Alpine
summits. Interesting cases of isolation on is-

lands are the gigantic moa birds of New Zea-
land ; the local species of birds confined to the
different islands of the Galapagos archipelago,
also the land shells living in the different valleys

of Oahu, one of the Hawaiian Islands.

Another form of isolation Romanes calls

"physiological selection," though Seebohm sug-

gests that physiological isolation would be a
better term. The first to call attention to the
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raiue I'f iMi.iatioii was Lamarck, while \\ agner

has sfaowTi the great vahie of migration and the

intervention of geographical barriers in the

formatioa of species.

Isomerism (Greek, "ha\Tng equal parts").

Oiemists formerly assumed that two bodies must

be identical in chemical nature, in all respects,

pro\-ided they consist of the same elements,

combined in the same proportions. This ^•iew

was long ago found to be untenable, and many
substances (mostlj' compounds of carbon or

nitrogen) are now knott-n, which exhibit widely

different properties, although possessing the

same empirical formula. Bodies which possess

this peculiarity are said to be *^isomeric® with

each other, and the property itself is called

•isomerism.* In its broadest sense, isomerism
may be regarded as embracing (i) poh-merism,

(2) metamerism, (3) isomerism in the narrower
sense, and (4) geometrical isomerism.

Bodies are *pol>-meric* when they have the

same percentage composition, but have differ-

ent molecular weights. Acetic acid, C:HiO=,
and grape sugar, CsHnOs, for example, are

polymeric with each other, because thej' consist

of the same elements, combined in the same pro-
portions, and 5'et the molecular weight of grape
sugar is three times as great as that of acetic

acid. In this particular case there is no spe-

cially close relation between the polymeric sub-
stances, and the polymerism is therefore said to
be "accidental.* \Mien a close relation does ex-
ist between the bodies compared, the poljinerism
is said to be "generic* Ordinary acetic alde-

hyde affords a good example of generic poly-

merism. Aldehyde has the formula CjH.O, but
when treated with a mineral acid it becomes trans-

formed into paraldehyde, w'hich has the formula
C«Hi:0:: and the reverse transformation (of
paraldehyde into aldehyde) may be effected by
the application of heat.

Ojmpoimds are said to be "metameric* when
they have the same empirical formula, but dif-

fer structurally by containing different radicals,

joined by a poly\-alent element such as oxv-gen,

nitrogen, or sulphur. Ethyl ether and propyl-
methyl ether, for example, both have the em-
pirical formula GH»0 ; but ethyl ether con-
tains two ethyl radicals, imited by an oxygen
atom, and propyl-methyl ether contains a
propyl radical and a methyl radical united
by oxygen in the same manner. Thus
these two metameric bodies have the struc-

tnral formula: ^=y^>Oand ^j|*'>0, re-

spectively. Metamerism is manifested, most
commonly, by the ethers, esters, and amines.

Isomerism in its narrower sense, or "true
isomerism," embraces those cases in which the
bodies compared have the same empirical form-
ulae, but have different structural formulse, and
do not (like metameric bodies) consist of defi-

nite carbon radicals united by ox>-gen, sulphur,
or nitrogen. True isomerism may be of two
kinds: (i) 'nucleus isomerism.* and (2) "isom-
erism of position.* The hj-drocarbons afford
good examples of both kinds of true isomerism.
The paraffin known as propane, for example,
has the empirical formula CsHs, and the struc-
tural formula CH:—CH:—CHj. Propane may
he converted into butane by replacing one of its

hydrogen atoms by the methyl radical, CHi ; but

the substitution may be made in two essentially

different ways, according as the hydrogen that

is replaced is attached to the interior carbon

atom, or to one of the terminal ones. In the

latter case the structural formula of the new
substance is CH3—CH:—CH:—CHj, and the

substance itself is kIl0^v^ as "normal* butane.

If the hydrogen that is replaced is attached to

the interior carbon atom, a different substance,

known as "isobutane** and having different

properties from normal butane, is formed : its

CH.—CH—CH^
structural formula being I

CIL
These two substances,— normal butane and iso-

butane— are said to manifest "nucleus isomer-
ism,* since they differ by the mode of arrange-

ment of their fundamental carbon chains. As
the number of carbon atoms in a compotmd in-

creases, the possibilities of nucleus isomerism
becomes enormous. Thus the general empirical

formula of the saturated fattj- hydrocarbons (or

paraffins) is CnH;n-r». We have seen that in

the case of butane (for which n= 4) two
nuclear isomers are possible. If the same kind
of reasoning is applied to the higher members of
die series, regarding each member as derived
from the preceding one by the substitution of a
methyl radical (CH3) for a hydrogen atom,
we shall find that there are 3 pentanes (n= 5)
possible: 5 hexanes (n^6) ; 9 heptanes
(n= 7); 18 octanes (n= 8) ; 35 ennanes
(n^g) : 75 decanes (n^io) ; 159 hendecanes
(n=ii) ; 355 dodecanes (n=:i2) ; and no less

than S02 tridecanes (n^i3).
In that kind of true isomerism which is

called "isomerism of position,* the isomeric
bodies contain substituted atoms or radicals,

which occupj- different positions in the main
chain. Thus a paraffin may be converted into

an alcohol by substituting a hydroxyl radical

(OH) for one of the hydrogen atoms, and tlie

resulting alcohol wiU have different properties
according to the position of the hj'drogen atom
that was replaced. For example, four butane
alcohols are possible. In normal butane, the
structural formula of which is given above, the
hydroxyl radical may be substituted for one of
tlie terminal hydrogen atoms, in which case an
alcohol is obtained which has the structural
formula

CIt-CHr—CH--CH:^-OH
and is known as "normal primary butyl alco-
hol." If the hydroxyl is substituted in the place
of one of the interior hydrogen atoms, an alco- .

hoi is obtained which has the structural fonnula
CIL—CH—CH--CH.

I

OH
and is known as "secondary butyl alcohol.*

Proceeding, now, to the consideration of
isobutane. we note that two essentially different
substitutions of the hydroxj-1 radical are here
possible. We may replace a hydrogen atom in
one of the three CHs groups, or we may replace
the one in the CH group. In the first case the
alcohol has the structural formula

CH,—CH—CH,—OH
I

CH,
and is known as "isoprimaryl butyl alcohol';
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and in the second case it has the structural

formula
OH

C3It-C—CH.
I

CH.
and is known as "tertian," butyl alcohol." All

of these four alcohols have been actually pre-

pared. (For isomerism of position as mani-
fested in the aromatic compounds, and for the

nomenclature used in distinguishing the \'arious

isomers that those compounds can exhibit, see

Aromatic Gdmpouxds.)
Certain compounds are known which pos-

sess not onlj- the same empirical formula, but

the same structural formula also, and yet mani-
fest distinctly different properties, either chem-
ically or ph}-sically. Fumaric and maleic acids

(see Fumaric Acid) are examples of this. In
such cases the provisional hj-pothesis is made,
that the geometrical structures of tlie molecules
of the two substances are related to one another
in something like the same manner that the im-
age of an object in a mirror is related to the
object itself, and the isomerism is said to be
"geometrical." (See Stereo-Chemistry.)

With reference to isomerism in general, con-
sult Hjelt, 'Principles of General Organic
Chemistrv* : Lothar Meyer, 'Modem Theories
of Chemistrj-.'

Isomorphism, identitj- of crj-stalline form.
Isomorphous bodies can form homogeneous
mixed crystals; and each one is capable of

growing in a saturated solution of the other,

fresh crj-stals being gradually amassed around
the original body as a nucleus. Carbonates of
calcium, known as calcite; of magnesium, iron,

manganese and zinc (magnesite, siderite,

rhodochrosite, smithsonite) all are of the same
class in cr>-stallography (q.v.). The presence

of the same chemical elements of composition
in substances does by no means imply isomor-
phism and substances of verj' varying compo-
nents may yet be isomorphous. The isomorphous
elements in isomorphous salts, as, for instance,

the metals, are generally of the same or re-

lated groups of elements. Dimorphous sub-
stances, that is, those which form crj-stals of

more than one kind, are often connected by a
third dimorphous substance, such as carbonate

of lime in the case of calcite and aragonite, and
form a g^oup known as isodimorphous sub-
stances. See Cryst-M-lography.

Isopoda, T-sop'o-da, an extensive and
varied group of Crustacea (q.v.) usually ranked
as a suborder of the Arthrostraca or sessile-

eyed Malacostraca. The body is broad and
flattened, and either short or elongated; the

carapace is little developed; the thorax long
with seven free segments, each bearing a pair of
walking limbs ; the abdomen more or less short-

ened and bearing lamellar branchial append-
ages. The Isopoda are classified in seven tribes

and more than 30 families, embracing an enor-

mous number of species. They var>' greatly in

form and mode of life but all are of relatively

small size and retiring habits. The vast major-
ity are marine, but a few are inhabitants of

fresh water or terrestrial ; the latter are famil-

iar to everj'one under the names wood-lice and
pill-bugs. Most of the marine forms live a free

life but conceal themfelves in cre\-ices or among
Vol. 8—59

sessile animals and plants, others bore into

wood, some, as the gribble and its allies, being

destructive to piling; many are commensal or

parasitic, among the latter being the Cymo-
tboida:, which infest fishes and whales, and the

greatly degenerated Bopyridtr, which live in the

branchial chamber of prawns and similar crus-

taceans. Consult Packard, 'Zoology* (1887)

;

Richardson, "Key to Isopods of North .\mer-
ica." in Proceedings United States National
Museum. Vols. XXI. and XXIII. (1899. 1901).

Isospondyli, i-s6-sp6n'di-lT. See Ichthyol-
ogy.

IsothermaL See Like; Thermodynamics;
M.MTER.

Ispahan, is-pa-han', or Isfahan, important
citj- and former capital of Persia, 210 miles

south of Teheran, in the midst of an extensive

plain watered bj" a broad river. In_ the tiine

of (Thardin the walls were 24 miles in circuit,

and contained 162 mosques, 48 colleges, 1,802

caravansaries, and 273 public baths, and the

population was then estimated at 600,000. A
great pan of the city is at present a_ mass of

ruins. Under the caliphs of Bagdad it becatne

the capital of the pro\-ince of Irak. Being sit-

uated in the centre of the empire, and sur-

rounded b5- the most fertile territories, it soon
became a place of great population, wealth and
trade. In 1387 it was taken by Tamerlane
and the citizens were given up to indiscrim-

inate massacre, and 70,000 are said to have per-

ished. In 1722 it was taken by the .\fghans;

but in 1727 it was retaken by Nadir Shah, since

which it has not been a royal residence. The
great palace built by Shah Abbas is said to

have been five miles in circuit, a great part of

which space, however, was laid out in ten gar-

dens, adorned with summer houses. The square

called Maidan Shah was one third of a mile in

length, and was formerly encircled by a canal

bordered witli plane-trees; but all vestiges of

both are now obliterated. The streets are nar-

row, winding, irregular, unpaved, and very

du5t>-. \\'hen Ispahan was in its prosperity its

suburbs were distinguished for their extent and
beautj'. The manufactures of the cir>- are still

extensive, including trinkets, fire-arms, sword-

blades, glass, and earthenware. The textile

fabrics range from the most expensive velvet

and satin to the coarsest nankeen and calico.

The present population is about 75,000.

Israelites. See Jews and Jl-daism.

Israels, Joseph, yo'sef ez-ra-als', Dutch
painter: b. Groningen 27 June 1824. He was

a pupil at Amsterdam of Kruseman and at Paris

of Picot. and established his studio first at .Am-

sterdam and later at The Hague. Having es-

sayed historical painting with no marked success,

he" turned his attention to genre work. He
found his subjects among fisherfolk and the

humbler classes, whose existence, particularly

in its more serious or tragic phases, he depicts

in a style likened to that of Millet. Among his

canvases are : 'Awaiting the Fishing Boats'

;

'Alone in the World* ; 'Nothing More* ; 'The
Struggle for Existence' ; 'On the Dunes.' He
published 'Spanien, eine Reiseerzahltmg*

(1900). Consult the study by Liebermann
(1901).

Isthmian Canals, .\merican. The plan of
" uniting the .\tlantic and Pacific Oceans by a
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great ship canal has been a dream of navigators

for several centuries, almost in fact since the

days of Columbus, for as early as 1581 the first

survey was made to determine the feasibility of

connecting the two oceans. In that year, in

obedience to instructions, Capt. Antonio Pereira,

governor of Costa Rica, organized an expedition

and explored a route by way of the San Juan
River, the lake, and the rivers emptying into

Gulf Nicoya, Costa Rica. In 1620 Diegp de

Mercado submitted to ICing Philip of Spain an
elaborate report in favor of the construction of

a canal over that route which is known as the

Nicaragua route. The Panama canal project

was conceived later, and other projects were
advanced, one of which was the bold conception

of James B. Eads, an American engineer, to

construct at Tehuantepec a railroad which would
be able to carry the largest ships from ocean to
ocean. The scheme of connecting the two
oceans has possessed a fascination for men of
science and an intense interest for men of com-
merce ever since it was proposed. .\ number
of surveys of the Panama and Nicaragua routes

were made during the past half century, but it

may be said that not till 1S79 was the first posi-

tive step taken toward the realization of the pro-

ject on which so much thought had been ex-

pended. In May of that year an International

Congress was convened in Paris by M. Ferdi-

nand de Lesseps to discuss the olan of cutting

a canal through the Istlimus ot Panama. The
congress adopted a plan which had been prepared
previously by M. de Lesseps, and immediately
following that action the Panama Canal Com-
pany was formed. The company secured from
Lieut. Lucien Napoleon Bonaparte Wyse of the
French navy the concession which he had ob-
tained from the United States of Colombia.
After the concession had been secured by the
company, a commission, known as the De Lesseps
Engineering Commission, was sent to Panama
to make sur\'eys and prepare estimates of cost.

The commission estimated that a canal could be
made for 843.000,000 francs. De Lesseps re-

duced these figures to 600.000.000 francs, or
$120,000,000, and announced that a canal a
nheati, or tide level canal, could be completed
for that sum. So confident was he of the ac-

curacy of his calculations that he invited men
of prominence to attend the opening of the
canal, which he set for 18S8.

On 21 Feb. 18S1 the first detachment of canal
employees arrived at Colon. Surveys were made,
and the building of camps, hospitals, and other
necessary buildings followed. In 1882 the
Panama Canal Company purchased the Panama
railway. Interest charges accumulated between
1882 and 1888, while nothing like the progress
on the canal which had been anticipated had
been made. In the autumn of 1888 further bor-
rowing became impossible, and tlien came a
crash which shook the financial world. On I

Jan. 1889 the company was forced into liquida-
tion. This event created a ferment throughout
France, no less than 800,000 French shareholders
having been induced to invest in the stock of
the company, largely through the appeals which
had been made to their patriotism. .\ receiver
was appointed by the Court of the Seine with
unlimited powers. In 1890 the receiver sent a
commission of French and other engineers to
Panama to report on the actual condition of
the work. The report was discouraging. Not

more than a fifth of the proposed work had been
done; a valuable plant, estimated at $30,000,000,

was rusting away and useless ; the tide level at

Colon was filling in and the harbor was shallow-
ing, owing to the cut.

In 1891 the government of Colombia granted
to the Panama Canal Company an extension of
10 years from 1893 '" which to finish the con-
tract, provided operations were resumed before
February 1893. In November 1892 a member
of the French Chamber of Deputies, M. Dela-
haye, created a profound sensation in Paris by-

declaring on the floor of the Chamber that the
Panama Canal Company had obtained excep-
tional privileges, which it had used for the pur-
pose of defrauding investors, by the bribery of
no fewer than 100 deputies. The demand for

an investigation of the charges was of such
force and insistence as to be irresistible, and
the ministry decided to submit the whole ques-
tion to a committee. Following this decision,

Baron Reinach, a banker accused of being the
instrument or agent of much of the corruption
of the company, died suddenly, and it was
alleged that he had poisoned himself, .^mid a
popular clamor, such as Paris had not known
for many years, tlie investigation was carried on,

and the disclosures before the investigating com-
mittee indicated that the operations of the canal

company had been slimed with fraud. It was
shown that the Panama Company had bribed
deputies and journalists on an extensive scale

in order to cover up its shortcomings and leave

the way open for further imposition.

In February 1893 ^I- de Lesseps, his son
Charles, and some of their colleagues were sen-

tenced to various terms of imprisonment for

fraud and briber>-. At the time the blow fell

M. de Lesseps had passed his 8oth year. Bitter

as was the feeling of the French toward those
who were responsible for their loss of money,
much S}-mpathy was manifested toward the man
who had been the presiding genius of the great

enterprise. That he had been knowingly a
party to the great fraud which had wrecked the
hopes and fortunes of so many worthy persons
in France, the public was loath to credit. The
sjTnpathy for him took such form that he was
not imprisoned. But the great engineer, who
had reaped so much glory- through the construc-
tion of the Suez canal, was unable to withstand
the blow which the Panama exposure gave him.
He died in November of the year following.

At the end of 1893 the only prominent person
left in prison as the result of the Panama prose-

cutions w-as M. Baihut, formerly Minister of

Public Works.
In 1894 a prominent French engineer prof-

fered a scheme by which he claimed the work
could be completed in four years at an addi-

tional cost of $110,000,000. .\ new company was
formed, and 300,000 shares were issued. Work
on the canal was resumed under French
auspices. Early in 1S95 a strike occurred among
the laborers on the canal, and the methods of the

new company were criticised severely by the

stockholders. Another scandal such as had at-

tended the operations of the original company
was feared, but developments showed that the

suspicions were unwarranted. Nevertheless, the

confidence of the French public in the ultimate

success of the enterprise had been shaken to

such extent as to make it manifest that the com-
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pletion of the canal under French auspices

was no longer a possibility.

That being the situation, those who were
bound up in the enterprise turned toward Amer-
ica for relief. The United States up to that

time had concerned itself, as far as the build-

ing of a canal was considered, solely with the

Nicaragua route. The first survey for a canal at

Nicaragua under American auspices was made
in 1852 by Col. A. W. Childs. The project as

outlined by him has been the basis for all sub-

sequent locations. A second survey was made
in 1872 by a party under the charge of Com-
mander E. P. Lull of the United States navy.

Eleven years later another survey was made by

A. G. Menocal, a civil engineer, also of the

United States na\-y. In 1889 the ^laritime Canal

Company was organized to construct the Nicara-

gua canal on the lines of the Menocal project.

As there was, for a decade following, consider-

able enthusiasm over the Nicaragua canal scheme
in the United States, the project of the Panama
Company enlisting American capital, were any-

thing but promising.
Nevertheless an au-xiliary American company

was organized. In the investigation of the

French company's affairs which was made by
the new American company, it was ascertained

that of the $156,400,000 expended by the original

company only $88,600,000 had been expended
legitimately on the excavation and construction,

the rest having gone in bribery and corruption.

The second French company was started with

a capital of 65,000,000 francs, about one half of

which was expended cautiously on construction

in four years. The second French company
had abandoned the original plan of constructing

a tidewater canal. Its plans contemplated the

construction of a canal with locks.

The history of the isthmian canal project

shows that faith in the Nicaragua route as the

most practicable suffered a steady decline. This
decline was due more than anything else, per-

haps, to the uncertainty of the cost of carrying

out the project. The first estimate of the ^lari-

time Company was $67,000,000. After doing
more or less work on the canal the Maritime
Company ceased operations in 1893 for lack of

funds. In 1895 Congress appointed the Ludlow
Commission to examine and report on the Mari-
time Company's project This commission
placed the cost of the canal's completion at

$133472,893. The Walker Commission, ap-

pointed subsequently, increased the estimate to

$140,000,000.

Up to the outbreak of the Spanish-American
war the project of constructing an isthmian
canal, while acquiesced in by the general public

in the L'nited States, had received ardent ad-
vocacy only in quarters where a special study
of the subject had been made. But at the com-
mencement of that conflict the people of the

United States received an impressive object les-

son on the need of a canal. That lesson was the
historic trip of the battleship Oregon. With the
declaration of hostilities American attention was
absorbed by the possibility of the Spanish fleet

under Admiral Cervera making a sudden attack

on some one of the important cities of the At-
lantic coast. .At that time the Oregon, a newly
constructed battleship, was on the Pacific sta-

tion. It was considered desirable to have the
ship added to the strength of the Atlantic fleet

Orders were sent to her commander, Capt.

Clark, to bring her around Cape Horn, using all

speed possible. The American people watched
with anxiety the famous voyage. It furnished
an argument for the construction of an isthmian
canal more efltective than a century of discussion.

But coincident with the making up of the
American mind that a canal must be built, there
came the conflict of opinion as to the choice of
routes. Those who were interested in the
Panama enterprise were quick to see the oppor-
tunity opened to them. When the commission
that was appointed by President McKinley in

1899 to examine the American isthmus at every
available point in order to determine the most
practicable and feasible route for a ship canal
went to Paris to examine the plans of the Pan-
ama Company, the company, realizing the im-
probabilit}' of its being able to raise sufficient

funds in France to carry the enterprise to a suc-
cessful conclusion, decided to face competition
with the Nicaragua project before the Congress
of the United States. At a meeting of the di-

rectors it was decided to transfer all of the
property of the company, its rights and pow-
ers, together with those of the American auxil-

iary company, to a new American company.
That company was organized under the laws of
the State of New Jersey, with the title of the
Panama Canal Company of America. The cap-
ital was fixed at $30,000,000 and the company
was authorized to increase the amount if neces-
sary. The arrangement which it made with the
French company in taking over its rights, was
to pay the shareholders of that company partly

in money, but mainly in shares of the American
company. The French company retains only an
equity in the shape of a lien on a specified per-
centage of the profits remaining after the pay-
ment of all operating expenses and fixed charges
and a dividend to the stockholders of the new
company. An international commission of
French, German, Russian, English, and Ameri-
can engineers, consulted by the French company
in drawing up its plans, estimated the cost of
completing the Panama canal at $102,000,000, if

the two locks were made of a certain width, and
$125,000,000 if the locks were wider. The ex-
tended concession from the Colombian govern-
ment runs till 31 Oct 1910, a bonus of $15,000,-

000 having been paid to secure the extension.

After the American company was organized
and the proposition for a transfer was brought
definitely before the French directors, so much
opposition was developed to the surrender of an
enterprise that had absorbed so much French
enthusiasm and entailed such sacrifices on the
French people that the directors were unwilling
to shoulder the responsibility of carrj-ing out
the arrangement, and all resigned. The trustees

of the De Lesseps company, in particular, were
reluctant to sanction the total transfer of the
entire management and control from France to

the United States. A new board of directors
was chosen, which continued the negotiations
with the American company, and the transfer
was made. Congress ultimately decided on the
Panama canal route as the most feasible and
practicable and passed the bill under which
President Roosevelt was authorized to acquire
the American Panama Canal Company's rights.

The price fixed that the L'nited States gov-
ernment should pay the Panama Canal Company
of .\merica for its rights and privileges was
$40,000,000. The cost of the completed canal
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was estimated at $184,233,358. Thus, tlie pas-

sage of the Act of Congress, approved 28 June

1902, "To provide for the construction of a

canal connecting the waters of the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans,'' was the first decisive action

taken by the United States Government to secure

an isthrnian canal. The second important step

was taken 17 March 1903, when the Senate rati-

fied the treaty that had been negotiated with

Colombia to secure for our coimtrj' the con-

cession necessary for the canal's construction

and management.
The law of 28 June 1902 authorized the Pres-

ident to buy out the New Panama Canal Com-
pany, negotiate a treatj- with Colombia for a

concession, and proceed by means of a commis-
sion with the construction of the Panama Canal.

If imable to secure a satisfactorj' title to the

property of the Panama Canal Company, or "to

obtain by treaty control of the necessarj- terri-

tory from Colombia," the President was em-
powered to negotiate with Costa Rica and
Nicaragua for a concession, and having secured
the privileges desired, to construct the canal by
the Nicaragua route. The purchase price to be
paid the Panama Canal Company was not to ex-

ceed $40,000,000 (the ^-aluation which the

Isthmian Canal Commission had placed on the

comftany's entire assets, including the Panama
Railroad), and before paj-ing over the money to

the company the President was required to assure

himself of the validity of the title to the prop-
erty to be transferred and to await the exchange
of ratifications of a satisfactory treaty with
Colombia.

The first dutj- of the President was to in-

vestigate the title held by the Panama Canal
Company and to determine whether it was a

good one, free of encumbrance, and transfer-

able to the United States. The attorney-general
was promptly instructed to make this investiga-

tion, and his elaborate opinion, together with
the data upon which his opinion was based, was
laid before the President 25 Oct. 1902. The
subject entrusted to the attorney-general was one
of great importance, and his report is fortunately

comprehensive, thorough, and entirely convinc-
ing.

Before the attorney-general made his inquiry,
the validity and transferability of the Panama
Canal Company's title had been investigated by
the Isthmian Canal Commission and by the Sen-
ate committee on Interoceanic Canals. One of
the important duties imposed upon the Canal
Commission was to "ascertain what rights, priv-
ileges and franchises" were held by the Panama
Canal Company, and "the cost of purchasing all

of the rights," and of placing the canal under
the control of the United States. Accordingly,
one of the five committees to which the several
departments of the commission's investigation
were committed was the Committee on Rights,
Privileges, and Franchises. The report of the
Isthmian Canal Commission contains a full
historical and analytical discussion of the sub-
ject of concessions. The relations of the orig-
inal Panama Canal Company to the New
Panama Canal Company were set forth, and the
opinion expressed that the New Panama Canal
Company was able to sell its concession and
property to the United States, provided the rep-
resentative of the rights of the old companv,
the "liquidator," gave his approval of the sale,
and united with the new company in the offer to

sell. Shortly after this report was made the

New Panama Canal Company offered to sell out

to the United States, and the liquidator gave
his consent to the sale. The Commission pre-

pared a supplemental report dealing with this

offer, and came to the conclusion that the offer

thus made was one that the New Canal Company
was competent to make, and that Congress ought
to accept.

The chairman and a majoritj- of the Senate
committee on Interoceanic Canals disagreed with

the conclusions of the commission, but the re-

port of the majority was criticised by the minor-
ity members of the committee in an ably written

report that supported the conclusions reached

by the Canal Commission. The latter was ac-

cepted by the Senate.

The treatj- granting to the United States the

concession and rights necessarj' for the con-
struction, operation, and control of the Panama
Canal was signed bj' Secretarj- Hay and the

Colombian charge d'affaires, 22 Jan. 1903, and
ratified without change by the United States

Senate, 17 March. It is a lengthy treaty, con-
taining 28 articles, but is remarkable for the
conciseness and directness with which each pro-
vision is stated. The Canal Commission did not
consider it necessary for the United States to

acquire sovereignty' over the territory adjacent

to the canal. The desirabilitj' of our country's

having the sole and undivided ownership and
control of the canal when constructed was em-
phasized, and the recommendation was made
that the compensation to be paid by the United
States should be definitely fixed either as a
single paj'ment or as a predetermined annual
payment, or as a combination of these two
methods. The treat}' authorizes the New Pan-
ama Canal Company to sell out to the United
States ; exempts the Panama Railroad Company
from its financial obligation to Colombia, and
gives the United States a lease for a period of
100 years, renewable at the option of the United
States, of a strip of land 10 kilometres wide
across the Isthmus of Panama. The United
States not onlj- recognizes the sovereignty of
Colombia over this leased strip, but "disavows
any intention to impair it in any way whatever,
or to increase its territory' at the expense of
Colombia or of anj' of the sister republics in

Central or South America." The United States

secures the right to construct the canal and
harbors, to establish free ports at the termini

of the canal, to maintain hospitals and drainage
and sanitary works along the line of the canal and
its dependencies, and to install waterworks
and a sewerage system in Colon and Panama,
with the authority to "collect equitable water
rates during 50 years." Colombia agrees not

to cede or lease to any foreign power any terri-

tory in the Department of Panama, and the

United States guarantees that no country shall

be allowed to seize such territory.

It is provided that the canal shall be neutral

in perpetuity, in conformitj- with the treaty of
18 Nov. 1901, between the United States and
Great Britain; but the United States secures

the right to protect the canal. The new treaty

in no wise limits the rights of the United States

under the treaty of 1846-8 with New Grenada,

by which we guarantee the neutralitj- of the isth-

mian transit route and the sovereignty of Colom-
bia.
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In the summer of 1903 came the unexpected

rejection of the treaty by Colombia, and this put

a new phase upon the question. It seemed pos-

sible that this act of Colombia might lead to the

reopening of final negotiations with Nicaragua
and Costa Rica for the con.-.truction of a canal

by the Nicaragua route. At least, there arose

again considerable discussion on the old prob-

lem of the two canals. The President was em-
powered to negotiate with those governments if

unable to secure a satisfactory title to the prop-
e.'ty of the Panama Canal Company, as the

Nicaragua route from an engineering stand-

point was equally as practicable and feasible as

the Panama route. The reports of the Interna-

tional Commission on Panama and of the Nic-
aragua Canal Commission exhaustively treat

the subject of both canals, and a comparison of
the two routes may be obtaint I by referring in

this work to the illustration under C.\N".iiLS,

"Comparison of the Panama and Nicaragua
Canal Routes." The canals projected on both
routes have certain features in common. The
greatest problem in both is the maintenance of
the summit level and the control of the flood

waters of rivers which are subject to extremely
heavy freshets. In both cases the most favored
plans sought to make the one difficulty cancel

the other, the flood waters of the rainy season
being stored by the erection of large dams
across the course of the rivers, the dams being
associated with spill-ways, or waste weirs, by
which the impounded waters may be regulated
between predetermined maximum and minimum
levels.

The total length of the Nicaragua route from
sea to sea is 186.5 miles ; the total length of the

Panama route is 49 miles. But although nearly
four times as long as that of Panama, the cost

of the Nicaragua route is nothing like propor-
tionate to its greater length, the estimated cost

of its construction exceeding by $6,000,000 only,

the estimated cost of the Panama Canal. The
controlling features at Nicaragua are the exist-

ence of a great deep water lake near^the Pacific,

and its connection with the Atlantic Ocean by
the Rio Grande or San Juan, a river of consid-
erable size and discharging in the rainy season
an enormous volume of water. The canaliza-
tion of this river to Lake Nicaragua, a distance
of 49.64 mi!es, and the cutting of a canal from
the western shore of the lake to deep water on
the Pacific, 17.34 miles, through an elevation of
no feet, are the labor problems of this route,

the remaining 70.51 miles being supplied by the
deep waters of Lake Nicaragua.
The successful revolt of Panama from Colom-

b'a in November, 1903. as fully described under
Pan.\m.\ (q. v.), and the immediate recogni-
tion of the new republic by the United States
and other governments, however, confined the
canal question to the Panama route.

The provisional government of Panama at

once arranged a new treaty with the United
States government for the construction and
control of the canal, differing from the treaty
with Colombia in that the Canal Zone was en-
larged, and greater powers granted to the L'nited

States. This, known as the Hay-Varilla Treaty,
was signed at Washington 18 Nov. 1903 and
ratified in Panama 2 Dec. 1903. By its terms
the L'nited States guarantees and will maintain

the independence of the Republic of Panama.
Panama grants the use in perpetuity of a zone
10 miles wide, and its exclusive control for
police, judicial, and other purposes; cedes terri-
tory for subsidiary canals and the coast line
within the zone; and if police and other matters
in the cities of Panama and Colon prove unsat-
isfactory, the United States government may
intervene. The canal is to be neutral and open
to the world's commerce. For these grants, the
United States was to pay $10,000,000 on the
ratification of the treaty and $250,000 yearly be-
ginning nine years after. The sovereignty of
Panama over all her territory to be recog-
nized.

ilajor-General Whitfield Davis was ap-
pointed head of the Canal Commission with
eabernatorial powers within the zone, his as-
sistants being William Barclav Parsons, N. Y.,
Wm. H. Burr, N. Y., Benjamin M. Harrod, La.,
Carl Ewald Crinsky, Cal., and Frank J. Hecker,
Mich. The preparatory work of construction
was begun on the plan of high-level locks, as
favored by Congress in 1902. In this plan the
physical difficulties of the Culebra cut through
the contitiental divide near the Pacific, and the
floods of the Chagres river, which latter
flows down from the northeast, intercepts the
line of the canal about its centre, and
coincides more or less with the general route
of the canal from the point of intercep-
tion to its Atlantic terminus, had to be over-
come. The problem was to be solved by
cutting a tide-level canal for the first 16 miles
from the Atlantic to Bohio, where a dam was to
be thrown across the Chagres river, of sufficient
height to form a great lake in the valley of the
Chagres, at a maximum elevation of 90 feet
above rnean sea-level. Allowing for the great-
est possible variation due to continued drought
or to heavy freshets the level of the lake was to
be maintained between the extremes of 82 feet
as a minimum, and 90 feet as a maximum level
above the sea at mean tide. The surplus waters
of the rainy season were to be discharged over
a weir 2.000 feet in length, built not far from the
Bohio dam, the waste waters being conducted to
the .\tlantic partly by the Chagres river and
partly by artificial channel. At Bohio a double
lift lock was to be located with a total maxi-
mum lift of 90 feet. The line of the canal
woijld traverse the Bohio lake thus formed for
a distance of about 14 miles, or until it reacned
Obispo, where a set of gates 100 feet wide were
to be placed. The purpose of the gates was to
retain the waters of Lake Bohio should it

at any time be desirable to drain off the waters
of that portion of the summit-level lying beyond
the gates. Passmg through the gates the canal
would enter the Culebra section, which consists
of a great cut through the continental divide,
about eight miles in length, with the Pedro
Miguel locks at the Pacific end. A level 1.33
miles in length would lead to the Miraflores
locks, by means of which the descent to the tide-
level on the Pacific would be made, the distance
from the Miraflores locks to the six-fathom line
on the Pacific being 8.5 miles.

The average summit-level proposed was to
be 85 feet above mean tide. This was to be se-
cured by the Bohio dam, the most important
structure of the high-level canal. The dam pro-
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posed by the French Panama Company was to

have been of clay founded upon a variet>- of

material— hard clay, soft clay, sand, gravel,

etc. The Isthmian Canal Commission decided

upon a core-wall-and-earth-dam, the core-wall to

be carried down ever>-\vhere to rock, the latter

being reached in places at a depth of 128 feet

below sea-level. The cost of the dam was esti-

mated at $6,369,640. and as it would probably

take 10 years to build, it would be the control-

ling feature in the question of time required to

construct the high-level canal.

On 19 Dec. 1904, however, the chief en-

gineer of the Isthmian Canal Commission laid

his report before the Congressional Committee
of Commerce. He was in favor of a return to

the original plan of a sea-level canal as the best

and cheapest in the end. The cost was estimated

at $300,000,000 and the time of construction 20

years.

Early in 1905 the Engineering Committee
consisting of Messrs. Burr, Parsons, and Davis

also issued a report recommending a sea-level

canal, which they estimated could be completed

in 10 or 12 years for S230.500.ooo. As outlined

bv them the canal is to extend 49 miles from
the 36-foot depth mark in Colon harbor on the

Atlantic to the similar depth mark in Panama
harbor on the Pacific, and with a bottom width
of 150 feet, is to be 30 feet in depth. .\ refer-

ence to the "Profile of the Panama Canal" on
the map accompanying the article on P.\N.\M.\

reveals the course of the canal and its natural

features. The first section from the .-Atlantic to

Bas Obispo is 29 miles of low, marshy, and im-
healthful surface, thick with tropical vegetation;

wo.'k here is facilitated by the considerable

amount of excavation done by the French Com-
pany, and a stretch of completed waterway. The
second and most difficult section of the canal is

in the hill :iround from Bas Obispo to Pedro
Miguel, 7.91 miles, and is known as the Culebra
Ci't. It is so well chosen, however, that it af-

fords the lowesc crossing in the ridge betw-een
the oceans. The third section from Pedro
Miguel to the Pacific, nine miles, is similar to

the .Atlantic side, low and marshy. The chief

difficulties to be overcome are keeping the floods

of the Chagres river under control and the cut
through the rockv* height of the Culebra ridge,

the isthmian backbone and continental divide
that rises 300 feet above sea-level, nine miles
from the Pacific.

The intention of building the canal with
high-level locks, as planned by Congress in

1902, was recommended to be waived in favor
of a sea-level water^vay. The general plan to
construct the most important dam at Bohio
was abandoned for the safer rock foundations
at Gamboa where a dam 200 feet high was
planned to be built, and a tunnel 10 miles long
and 30 feet in diameter bored through the Cul-
ebra Ridge at a height of 132 feet to carry the
surplus flood waters of the Chagres to the Pa-
cific. Part of the canal would utilize the course
of the Bohio Lake and the Obispo river. Al-
though planned as a sea-lcve! waterway, the tidal
differences in both oceans necessitates a lock at
Miraflores, a short distance from Panama. On
the .\tlantic side the tidal fluctuation is less than
two feet ; on the Pacific side 20 feet. The lock,
built of concrete upon rock foundations would

be 1,000 feet long, of twin constrtiction, with
guard gates and intermediate gates of steel. A
breakwater at Colon to form an outer terminal

harbor on the .Atlantic side is also projected,

and is to be built from rock quarried from the

Culebra cut, the transport of which is facilitated

by the Panama railroad built in 1855. The latter

is, in the main, parallel to the course of the

canal, and was acquired by the L'nited States
government as indispensable to the work on the

canal.

In consequence of the recommendations a
series of radical alterations were made in the
L^nited States programme for 1905, but, on
March 30, Secretar>' Taft sent to President
Roosevelt a drastic statement concerning the
whole scheme, which was acted upon with such
promptitude that an executive order was issued
on April 3, reorganizing the Canal Commission.

The salaries of the Commissioners were re-

settled and their duties defined. Theodore Perry
Shonts, 111., was appointed chairman at an an-
nual salarj- of $30,000; Charles E. Magoon,
Xeb., to act also as governor of the Canal Zone
and as L'. S. minister to the Republic of
Panama, S17.500; John F. Wallace. 111., chief

engineer, 825,000; Rear-Admiral Mordecai T.
Endicott, U. S. X., S7.500; Brig.-Gen. Peter C.

Hains, U. S. A., retired. $7,500; Col. Oswald H.
Ernst, corps of engineers, U. S. A.. $7,500;
Benjamin il. Harrod, $7,500. President Roose-
velt issued a comprehensive list of instructions

concerning the duties of the new commissioners
and the administrative work of the canal, simul-
taneously with their appointment, and organ-
izing at once the Executive Committee pro-
ceeded to Panama and assumed charge of the
construction preparations with directions con-
veyed in a contemporaneous catch phrase "to

make the dirt fly." The Executive Committee
comprised three commissioners in charge of
special departments. The chairman. Theo. F.

Shonts. presided over the first department,
embracing the fiscal affairs of the Commission,
and the purchase and deliver}' of materials.

Govemor-Gen. Chas. E. Magoon superintended
the second department, embracing the govern-
ment of the Canal Zone and its sanitation, and
the Chief Engineer had charge of the third de-
partment, embracing the engineering work of
the canal. On June 29 it was announced from
Washington tha: the resignation of Mr. Wallace,
chief engineer, had been accepted, after a
strongly-worded arraignment on public duty
from Secretar>' Taft. He was succeeded by
Mr. J. F. Stevens of the Chicago. Rock Island

and Pacific Railroad, at the time acting with the

Philippine Commission as railroad e.xpert.

.A.mong other recommendations of Secretary
Taft was the formation of an advisorv" board t.>

consider the best design of canal. .\ board of
consulting engineers was appointed upon which
were representatives of Germany. England,
France, and the Xetherlands, nominated by their

respective governments at the invitation of

President Roosevelt. The memhers were Gen.

Ceorge W. Davis, chairman ; William Barclay
Parsons: W. H. Burr; Gen. Henrv- L. .\bbot

;

Eugene Tincauzer (Germany) ; Edouard M.
Quellenec (^constructing engineer of the Suez
Canal Staff) ; .\dolphe Guerard (French) ; J.

W. Welcker (Dutch) ; Isham Randolph. F. P.
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Steams, Joseph Ripley. W. H. Hunter (Man-
chester, England). After numerous sittings in

Washington the board of consulting engineers

divided in vote 1/ Xov. 1905 on the plan of
canal to be recommended to the President as
follows : For a sea-level.— Gen. George W.
Davis, chairman ; William Barclay Parsons and
William H. Burr (America), William Henry
Hunter (England), Adolphe Guerard and Ed-
ouard M. Quellenec (France), Eugene Tincau-
ter (Germany) and J. W. Welcker (Nether-
lands). For a lock-canal— Gen. Henry L.

Abbot, Joseph Ripley, Alfred Noble, Isham
Randolph, and Fred B. Stevens (America).

Meanwhile, preparatory woik proceeded
upon the canal cuttings, large bodies of men and
much new machinery being employed. But
during the summer of 1905 the work of excava-
tion had to be virtually suspended. The mor-
tality had proved alarming, and Governor Ma-
goon diverted most of the labor upon sanitary
work, which should have been undertaken at the
commencement. Considerable attention waS' de-
voted to the draining and oiling of marshes for
the destruction of mosquitos propagating ma-
laria and yellow fever, to the sewerage systems
of the isthmus, and to a good water supply for

the cities of Panama and Colon by the construc-
tion of a dam at the headwaters of the Rio
Grande, with the result that the mortality from
yellow fever was soon completely reduced. The
housing, provisioning, and entertainment of the
laborers in the zone were also arranged on a
generous scale.

The report of the board of consulting engi-
neers was submitted to the consideration of the
Senate Committee on Interoceanic Canals, and
extended deliberations took place upon the two
problems of a high-level lock canal to cost

$147,000,000, and not more than eight years to
build, and a sea-level waterway to cost about
$250,000,000 and from 12 to 15 j-ears to build.

Owing to the greater cost of and longer time for
constructing a sea-level canal it was considered
probable that the lock-canal plan would be rec-
ommended for the decision of Congres , a view-
supported by Secretarj- Taft. Chairman Shonts,
Chief Engineer Stevens, and other members of
the Isthmian Canal Commission. On 17 May
1906. the majority report of the Senate Commit-
tee on Interoceanic Canals in favor of a sea-
level t\pe of canal was submitted by Senator
Kittredge. Concerning the division among ex-
perts as to the best type of canal, the report
says that the following propositions were consid-
ered irrefutable : The ideal canal is one at sea-

level ; its construction would be attended with no
more, and probably with less, hazard than one
with locks and dams on doubtful foundations

;

the sea-level canal is safer and more convenient
than one with locks ; it would take but little

longer time to build; it is the simpler and more
economical in operation and maintenance.

The dangers to which a lock canal would be
exposed in case of earthquake shocks such as
had caused the recent disaster in San Francisco
w?re emphasized. The report further asserted

that while the cost of the lock canal is uncer-
tainly estimated at about S190.ooo.ooo. the ulti-

mate final cost of the sea-level plan as estimated
by the majority is $250,000,000, but the cost of
transforming the lock plan into a sea-level

canal after the former is completed would be
at least $200,000,000.

Ships of all classes could pass through the
lea-level canal in eight hours, while half that
time would be consumed in passmg ships

through locks alone.

On 15 June 1906, Congress in committee of

the whole voted in favor of a high-level lock
canal by a majoritv- of no to 36, and on 21

June the Senate by a test vote of 36 to 31 also
declared for a lock canal. President Roosevelt
signed the bill on 29 June 1906.

Isthmian Games, so called because they
were celebrated on the Isthmus of Corinth.
Here was a famous temple consecrated to Po-
seidon, near which the Isthmian games were
celebrated. On one side of the temple were
the statues of the victors in these games, and
on the other was a grove of pines. In the tem-
ple stood four horses, gilded all over, with the
exception of their ivorv- hoofs : by the side of
the horses were two Tritons, the upper parts
of which were gilt, and the rest of ivor\'. Be-
hind the horses was a car, with the statues of
Poseidon and Amphitrite, of gold and ivorj-.

Not far from the temple were a considerable
theatre, and the stadium, of white stone, in

which the games were celebrated. The whole
isthmus was sacred to Poseidon, who was thence
called Isthiiiius. According to the common
opinion the Isthmian games were founded in

honor of Palxraon or Melicertes, by Sisyphus,
kmg of Corinth. When there was war between
the states of Corinth and Athens a sacred truce
was concluded, ar:d the Athenians were sol-

emnly invited to attend the celebration of the
games. They were celebrated with the same
splendor as the Olympian and other public
games, in the first and third years of each
Olympiad, probably in autumn: the athletic ex-
ercises were the same. The victors were at first

adorned with wreaths of pine-leaves, but after-
ward with wreaths of dr\- and faded ivy. The
pine wreaths were afterward resumed. Victory
shed a lustre not only over the individual, but
over his family and the community to which
he belonged.

Istle, is'tl, or Tampico. This structural
fibre "is produced from several species of small
agaves in Mexico, chiefly Agaz-e hctcracantha.
and A. Icchiiguilla. The plants grow wild over
a wide area of central and northern Mexico,
the centres of the industrv* being located in the
states of Coahuila, Tamaulipas. Nuevo Leon
and San Luis Potosi. The fibre is extracted by
the peons by hand labor and prepared by rudest
methods. The filaments are harsh and stiff, but
smooth, and in color a yellowish white, and
form an admirable substitute for animal bris-
tles in brush manufacture. Nearly 8.000 tons
of the fibre is imported into the United States
annually, worth almost half a million dollars.

In Mexico the fibre is used for rough cordage
and webbing (*or saddle girths), and for sacks
for the tr.iinsportation of all kinds of merchan-
dise. A litle fibre finds its way into this coun-
try- to mix with the cheaper cordage fitircs. but it

cannot amount to very much in the figures of
imports. The fibre is derived from the cogolla.
or central spike of unopened leaves, these being
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separated by hand and each leaf scraped on
both sides with a kind of dull edged knife, in

order to release the fibre, which lies just under
the epidermis. After drying, the fibre is sold at

the haciendas, put up in bvmdles of about 75
pounds, and transported on the backs of pack
animals to the neighboring towns, where it is

sorted, baled, and sent by rail to tlie port of

Tampico for shipment, hence the commercial
name Tampico. For further information see

article on Istle Fibre in Mexico, Scientific

American Supplement. (1902). See Cordage:
CoRD.xGE Industries: Fibre: Mexico.

Chas. Rich.\sds Dodge.

Itacolnmite, i-ta-kol'u-mit. also known as

riexible sandstone, is a mineral curiositj". It is a
light colored, laminated-granular quartzite con-
taining besides quartz grains, mica, talc and
chlorite. L'sually thin bedded, pieces an inch

thick or more have considerable flexibilir>-.

This property is attributed to the presence of

thin lamins of mica, talc, etc., and also to the

shape of the sand grains which have interlock-

ing angles, due to a secondarj- growth of the
grains by deposition of silica. Itacolumite is

found in Brazil, also at several localities in the
southern Appalachians.

Itagaki, Taisuke, 11-500113 e-ta-gaTce,
Count, Japanese statesman: b. Tosa province,

island of Shikoku, 183S. He received a mili-

tary education, and in the war of the Restora-
tion (1868) was prominent in the imperial
army. From 1871 until his resignation in 1873
he was a pri\-y coimcillor to the emperor. He
then became the centre of a movement for con-
stitutional government which in 1877 addressed
to the government a memorial asking for a
representative assembly and broaching popular
rights. Itagaki aimed at a system based on
that of Great Britain or the United States,

as opposed to the system based on that of
Germany, drafted by the Marquis Ito and
promulgated in i8go. But he would have
been satisfied at first, it is said, with an assem-
bly which quite excluded the popular element.
He organized the Jiyiito, or Liberals, the first

Japanese political party, which rapidly increased

in numbers. In 1S78 he became minister of
public works, in 1880 minister of the interior,

and in 1898 the Liberals united with the Pro-
gressists, led by Count Okuma, to form the so-

called Constitutional party, which had a large

majority in the lower house of ParUament. At
the Mikado's request Itagaki and Okuma formed
a cabinet, with Itagaki as minister of the in-

terior. The cabinet resigned after six months,
and the Constitutional partj- was separated into

its original parts.

Italian Architecture. See Architecture:
It.\ly.

Ital'ic Languages, the languages of an-
cient Italy, before it had become Latinized by
the predominance of Rome. These are generally
described as Umbrian, Oscan. Etruscan, and
Latin. The three first onlj- survive in some frag-

ments and inscriptions. Thus the Eugubine
Tables, seven tablets of brass discovered in 1444
near Eugubium, are engraved with a series of
sacerdotal inscriptions in ancient L'mbrian.
Taken together they contain about 450 lines,

reading from left to right, some in Roman,
others in Etruscan letters. The most important
fragment of the Oscan language is that in-

scribed on a bronze tablet discovered in 1793,
and called the Bantine Table, from the neigh-
boring citj- of Bantia. The Oscan Bantine in-

scription contains 36 lines, and is much more
easy to interpret than the Eugubine Tables. The
Oscan language was spoken in the south of
Italy. Another important monument of Oscan
is the Cippus Abellanus discovered in 1685. The
bronze tablet of Agnone discovered in 1S48
also contains an Oscan inscription. The Etrus-
can language is most difficult to all to inter-

pret. The most important remains which are
known were discovered in the neighborhood of
Perugia in the year 1822. The inscription is

engraved on two sides of a block of stone, and
consists of forty-five lines. The learned are
divided about its interpretation. The most
copious and important of the legal fragments
which exhibit the Latin language in its earliest

form are the Twelve Tables (q.v.).
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